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Introduction: What Is "The Jewish Study Bible"?
MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE CENTURIES have passed since an anonymous Jewish poet wrote an
elaborate and lengthy prayer that included this exclamation:
0 how I love your teaching!
It is my study all day long (Ps. 1 19.97).
These two themes-the love for Torah (teaching) and dedication to the study of it-have
characterized Jewish reading and interpretation of the Bible ever since. The love is the impe
tus for the study; the study is the expression of the love. Indeed the intensity with which
Jews have examined this text through the centuries testifies both to their love of it-a love
combined with awe and deep reverence-and to their intellectual curiosity about it. That tra
dition of impassioned intellectual engagement continues to the present day.
The tradition of biblical interpretation has been a constant conversation, at times an argu
ment, among its participants; at no period has the text been interpreted in a monolithic fash
ion. If anything marks Jewish biblical interpretation it is the diversity of approaches em
ployed and the multiplicity of meanings produced. This is expressed in the famous rabbinic
saying: "There are seventy faces to the Torah" (Num. Rab. 13.15 and parallels), meaning that
biblical texts are open to seventy different interpretations, with seventy symbolizing a large
and complete number. Thus, there is no official Jewish interpretation of the Bible. In keeping
with this attitude, the interpreters who contributed to this volume have followed a variety of
methods of interpretation, and the editors have not attempted to harmonize the contribu
tions, so an array of perspectives is manifest. In addition, we do not claim any privileged sta
tus for this volume; we can only hope that it will find its place among the myriad Jewish in
terpretations that have preceded and will follow. We hope that Jewish readers will use this
book as a resource to better understand the multiple interpretive streams that have in
formed, and continue to inform, their tradition. We also hope that The Jewish Study Bible will
serve as a compelling introduction for students of the Bible from other backgrounds and tra
ditions, who are curious about contemporary academic Jewish biblical interpretation.
Jews have been engaged in reading and interpreting the Bible, or Tanakh, since its incep
tion. Even before the biblical canon was complete, some of its early writings were becoming
authoritative, and were cited, alluded to, and reworked in later writings, which themselves
would become part of the Bible. Jewish biblical interpretation continued in various forms in
early translations into Greek and Aramaic, in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in rabbinic literature, and
in medieval and modern commentaries; it continues in the present. We therefore have kept
in mind two overarching goals in the commissioning and editing of the study materials in
this volume. The first goal is to convey the best of modern academic scholarship on the
Bible, that is, scholarship that reflects the way the Bible is approached in the university. This
-
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desire comes from a strong conviction that this approach does not undermine Judaism, as
leading figures of previous generations had argued, but can add significant depth to Jewish
belief and values. The second goal is to reflect, in as broad a fashion as possible, the range of
Jewish engagement with the Bible over the past two and a half millennia. The breadth of this
engagement, as well as its depth, should not be underestimated. In fact, as a group, the con
tributors reflect divergent Jewish commitments and beliefs, which infuse their commen
taries. They employ state-of-the-art scholarship and a wide range of modem approaches; at
the same time, they are sensitive to Jewish readings of the Bible, to classical Jewish interpre
tation, and to the place of the Bible in Jewish life. In this respect they are actually quite "tra
ditional," in that Jewish interpreters have a long history of drawing on ideas and methods
from the non-Jewish world in which they lived and incorporating them into Jewish writings.
Although there is no single notion of Jewish biblical interpretation, our contributors share
some commonalities:
• They view the Tanakh as complete in itself, not as a part of a larger Bible or a prelude to
the New Testament. For all of them, the Tanakh is "the Bible," and for this reason The Jewish
Study Bible uses the terms "Tanakh" and "the Bible" interchangeably.
• We avoid the term "Hebrew Bible," a redundancy in the Jewish view. Jews have no
Bible but the "Hebrew Bible." (Some Christians use "Hebrew Bible," a sensitive substitute
for "Old Testament," to distinguish it from the Greek Bible, or New Testament.)
• They take seriously the traditional Hebrew (Masoretic) text of the Bible.
• They take cognizance of and draw upon traditional Jewish interpretation, thereby plac
ing themselves in the larger context of Jewish exegesis.
• They point out where biblical passages have influenced Jewish practice.
• They call attention to biblical passages that are especially meaningful in the life of the
Jewish community.
Just as there is no one Jewish interpretation, there is no authorized Jewish translation of
the Bible into English. In fact, translation has always been less important in Jewish commu
nal life than in Christian communities, because public liturgical readings from the Bible have
always been in Hebrew, a language understood until recent centuries by many within the
community. For Jews, the official Bible is the Hebrew Masoretic Text; it has never been re
placed by an official translation (like the Vulgate, for instance, which is the official Bible of
the Roman Catholic Church). Nevertheless, because many Jews since postbiblical times did
not understand biblical Hebrew, translations into vernacular languages were made. For con
temporary English-speaking Jews, the best and most widely read Jewish translation is the
most recent one commissioned and published by the Jewish Publication Society, begun in
1955 and completed in 1982, with revisions to the earlier books incorporated in the 1985 edi
tion, and with a revised and corrected second edition in 1999· That second edition of the
translation (NJPS Tanakh) serves as the basis for this volume.
There is no single way to read through the Bible-this is reflected in the variety of orders
found for the biblical books in manuscripts and rabbinic texts. In fact, some may prefer first
to read background material about the Bible, and only then to read the text. For this reason,
we have taken an expansive approach in offering numerous essays that explore many as
pects of the Bible and its intepretation. Some of these are of the type found in other study
Bibles, exploring issues such as canon, the history of the biblical period, and modem meth
ods of studying the Bible. Others reflect the specific interests of The Jewish Study Bible, includ
ing essays on the history of the Jewish interpretation of the Bible, Jewish Bible translation,
midrash, and the Bible in the Jewish philosophical, mystical, and liturgical traditions. Each
essay is self-standing, and there is often overlap between them. As a whole, however, they
-
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convey the important place of the Bible within Judaism, and many of the varieties of uses
that this text has found throughout the ages. We hope that, along with the annotations, these
essays will introduce a wide audience to the world of Jewish tradition as it relates to the
Bible. (A brief introduction to the essays, pp. 1827-28, sets out their arrangement and aims in
greater detail.)
For each book of the Bible, our contributors have provided an introduction that sets it in
its context-its original setting, so far as that can be determined; the wider corpus of which it
is a part; its genre; and its place within Judaism-and provides an overview of the issues in
volved in reading it. Like many traditional rabbinic texts, the main text, here the NJPS trans
lation, is surrounded by commentary, or more precisely annotations, often quite extensive,
that comment on specific points in the text but also bring the reader back to the larger issues
raised in the introduction and elsewhere. These annotations frequently refer to other por
tions of the biblical text, and further insight can be gained by checking these references and
reading those texts and their associa ted annotations.
Besides the essays described above, the volume has further information. A timeline lists
rulers in the land of Israel and the surrounding empires during the biblical period. A chart of
weights and measures gives modern approximations to the quantities specified at various
points in the text (these are usually explained in the annotations as well). A table of chap
ter/verse numbering differences between the Hebrew text and standard, non-Jewish English
translations, will be of help to those who come to this volume from a different translation
tradition. A list of biblical readings provides the citations of texts for use in the synagogue. A
glossary, explaining technical terms in biblical studies, various literary terms, and numerous
words specific to the Jewish interpretive tradition, provides further information for the tech
nical vocabulary that was sometimes unavoidable. An index to the entirety of the study ma
terials-book introductions, annotations, and essays-keyed by page number, facilitates
pursuing particular topics through the full range of the study materials. Finally, a set of full
color maps and a map index present geographical background for the events detailed in the
text, the annotations, and the historical essays.
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Preface to the

1985

JPS Edition

THIS TRANSLATION OF TANAKH, THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, produced by the Jewish Publication Soci
ety, was made directly from the traditional Hebrew text into the idiom of modem English. It rep
resents the collaboration of academic scholars with rabbis from the three largest branches of or
ganized Jewish religious life in America. Begun in 1955, the ongoing translation was published
in three main stages: The Torah in 1962, The Prophets (Nevi'im) in 1978, and The Writings (Kethu
vim) in 1982. These three volumes, with revisions, are now brought together in a complete En
glish Tanakh (Torah-Nevi'im-Kethuvim), the latest link in the chain of Jewish Bible translations.
ON THE HISTORY OF BIBLE TRANSLATION

Bible translation began about 2200 years ago, in the 3rd century BCE, as the large Jewish popula
tion of Alexandria, Egypt, carne under the influence of Hellenism. When the Greek language re
placed Hebrew and Aramaic as their vernacular, and the Torah in its Hebrew original was no
longer commonly understood, a translation into Greek was made for the Jewish community of
Alexandria. This translation carne to be known as the Septuagint, Latin for "seventy," because of
the legend that the committee of translators numbered seventy-two, six elders from each of the
twelve tribes of Israel.
In the last few centuries BCE, the Jews who lived to the north and east of Judea also found the
Hebrew Bible difficult to understand, for their spoken language had become large!¥ Aramaic.
Translations into Aramaic, first of the Torah and then of the rest of the Bible, became known as
the Targurns.
The Septuagint and the Targurns are not only the oldest translations of the Bible but also the
most influential. Down to our own day, virtually every Christian translation has followed the
methods of the Jewish translators who created the Septuagint, and generally followed their ren
derings of the Hebrew as well. The Christian translators also were influenced by the interpreta
tion of the Hebrew text set forth in the Targums (much of it in oral form at the time) and by the
writings of the Jewish philosopher-interpreter Philo of Alexandria (died about 45 CE ) .
The forerunners and leaders of the Renaissance and the Reformation (14th-15th centuries),
and especially Martin Luther and William Tyndale (16th century), made use of Latin translations
of the classic Jewish commentators Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and Kirnl:ti (nth-13th centuries), whose
works were imbued with the direct knowledge of the Targurns. Luther was greatly indebted to
Nicholas of Lyre (127o-1349), who had adopted Rashi's exegesis for his Latin Bible commentary.
Rashi's influence on all authorized and most unofficial English translations of the Hebrew Bible
becomes evident when Tyndale's dependence on Luther is considered. Tyndale is central to
many subsequent English translations: the King James Version of 1611, the (British) Revised Ver
sion of 1881-1885, the American Standard Version of 1901, and especially the Revised Standard
Version of 1952.
Alongside the close, literal method of Bible translation, the earliest Jewish translators were
also influenced by the widely held view that, along with the Written Law (torah she-bikhtav), God
had given Moses on Mount Sinai an Oral Law (torah she-be'al peh) as well; so that to comprehend
God's Torah fully and correctly, it was essential to make use of both. Thus, when a translation of
xiii
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the Hebrew Bible into the Judeo-Arabic vernacular was deemed necessary for Jewry in Moslem
countries toward the end of the first millennium, the noted philologian, philosopher, and com
munity leader Saadia Gaon (882-942) produced a version that incorporated traditional Jewish
interpretation but was not based on word-for-word translation; at the same time, it was a model
of clarity and stylistic elegance. The present version is in the spirit of Saadia.
With the growth of Christianity in the 1st century, the Church adopted the Septuagint as its
Bible, and the Septuagint was translated into the languages of the various Christian communi
ties. As Greek began to give way to Latin in the Roman empire, it was only a matter of time be
fore a Latin translation of Scripture became the recognized Bible of the Church. The Church fa
ther Jerome (ca. 340-420) produced the official Latin version. Drawing on Jewish tradition and
consulting Jewish teachers, he achieved what came to be known as the Vulgate, the Bible in the
language of the common people. The Vulgate, the Bible of European Christianity until the Refor
mation, is clearly the most significant Bible translation after the Septuagint.
With the rise of Protestantism in Europe, scholars within this movement set themselves the
task of making the Bible available in the various vernaculars of the time. By 1526 the first parts
of two notable translations began to appear: Martin Luther 's in German and William Tyndale's
in English. The latter, by way of several subsequent revisions, became the King James Version of
1611. The more modern English versions-such as The Holy Scriptures by the American rabbi
Isaac Leeser (1855), the (British) Revised Version (1881-1885), the American Standard Version
(1901), the Jewish Publication Society's The Holy Scriptures (1917), and the (American) Revised
Standard Version (1952)-made extensive use of the King James.
ON THE MAKING OF THE NEW TRANSLATION

After World War II, when the Jewish Publication Society began to consider a new edition of the
Bible, the idea of a modest revision of the 1917 translation met with resistance, and the concept
of a completely new translation gradually took hold. The proposed translation would reproduce
the Hebrew idiomatically and reflect contemporary scholarship, thus laying emphasis upon in
telligibility and correctness. It would make critical use of the early rabbinic and medieval Jewish
commentators, grammarians, and philologians and would rely on the traditional Hebrew text,
avoiding emendations. The need for this new translation was the focus of the Jewish Publication
Society's annual meeting in 1953. Later that year the Society announced its intention to proceed
with the project, and in 1955 the committee of translators began their task.
Harry M. Orlinsky, Professor of Bible at Hebrew Union College--Jewish Institute of Religion
(New York), was asked to serve as editor-in-chief for the new translation, along with H. L. Gins
berg, Professor of Bible at the Jewish Theological Seminary, and Ephraim A. Speiser, Professor of
Semitic and Oriental Languages at the University of Pennsylvania, as fellow editors. Associated
with them were three rabbis: Max Arzt, Bernard J. Bamberger, and Harry Freedman, represent
ing the Conservative, Reform, and Orthodox branches of organized Jewish religious life.
Solomon Grayzel, editor of the Jewish Publication Society, served as secretary of the committee.
The committee profited much from the work of previous translators; the present rendering,
however, is essentially a new translation. A few of its characteristics may be noted. The commit
tee undertook to follow faithfully the traditional Hebrew text, but there were certain points at
which footnotes appeared necessary: (1) where the committee had to admit that it did not un
derstand a word or passage; (2) where an alternative rendering was possible; (3) where an old
rendering, no longer retained, was so well known that it would very likely be missed, in which
case the traditional translation was given in the name of "Others" (usually referring to the
Society's version of 1917); (4) where the understanding of a passage could be facilitated by refer
ence to another passage elsewhere in the Bible; and (5) where important textual variants are to
be found in some of the ancient manuscripts or versions of the Bible.
The translators avoided obsolete words and phrases and, whenever possible, rendered He
brew idioms by means of their normal English equivalents. For the second person singular, the
modern "you" was used instead of the archaic "thou," even when referring to the Deity ("You").
A further obvious difference between this translation and most of the older ones is in the render
ing of the Hebrew particle waw, which is usually translated "and." Biblical Hebrew demanded
the frequent use of the waw, but in that style it had the force not only of "and" but also of "how-
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ever," "but," "yet," "when," and any number of other such words and particles, or none at all
that can be translated into English. Always to render it as "and" is to misrepresent the Hebrew
rather than be faithful to it. Consequently, the committee translated the particle as the sense re
quired, or left it untranslated.
The chapter and verse divisions fatmd in the printed Bible are indispensable as a system of
precise reference, but they do not always coincide with the organic divisions .of the text. The
chapter divisions, whose origin is neither ancient nor Jewish but medieval Christian, sometimes
join or separate the wrong paragraphs, sentences, or even parts of sentences. The verse divi
sions, though considerably older and of Jewish origin, sometimes join together parts of different
sentences or separate from each other parts of the same sentence. The translation of Saadia Gaon
often does not correspond to our chapter divisions, which did not exist in his day. More note
worthy is the readiness with which he joined separate verses of the Hebrew text (whose author
ity he did not question) into single sentences when the sense required it. Thus, in joining Gene
sis 7·24 and 8.1 into a single sentence, or combining the last part of 1 Kings 6.38 with 7.1, the
present translation is following the example of Saadia. The attentive reader will discover other
instances in which the translators have followed what they considered to be the logical units of
meaning even when they did not coincide with the conventional chapters and verses. The latter,
however, are marked and numbered throughout.
The preface to the first edition of T he Torah was dated September 25, 1962, Erev Rosh
Ha-Shanah 5723. A second edition, incorporating some changes by the translators, came out five
years later. The committee also produced translations of The Five Megilloth and Jonah (1969), I sa
iah (1973), and Jeremiah (1974). The latter two books and Jonah were incorporated, with some
corrections and revisions, into the complete translation of T he Prophets (Nevi'im). For this vol
ume, which was published in 1978, Professor Ginsberg served as editor, in association with Pro
fessor Orlinsky. Whereas Professor Orlinsky had initially prepared a draft translation of the en
tire Torah, individual members of the committee undertook to prepare a draft of an entire
prophetic book or part of a book; but, as in translating the Torah, everyone had an opportunity
to criticize the draft and to offer detailed suggestions at periodic committee sessions, which
were presided over by Rabbi Bamberger. Differences of opinion were settled by majority vote.
In preparing the translation of The Prophets, the translators faced a recurring problem that de
serves special mention. The prophetic books contain many passages whose meaning is uncer
tain. Thus, in order to provide an intelligible rendering, modern scholars have resorted to
emending the Hebrew text. Some of these emendations derive from the ancient translators, espe
cially of the Septuagint and the Targums, who had before them a Hebrew text that sometimes
differed from today's traditional text. Where these ancient versions provide no help, some schol
ars have made conjectural emendations of their own. Many modern English versions contain
translations of emended texts, sometimes without citing any departure from the traditional He
brew text.
Like the translation of T he Torah, the present translation of the prophetic books adheres strictly
to the traditional Hebrew text; but where the text remains obscure and an alteration provides
marked clarification, a footnote is offered with a rendering of the suggested emendation. If the
emendation is based on one or two ancient versions, they are mentioned by name; if more than
two versions agree, they are summed up as "ancient versions." Conjectural emendations are in
troduced by "Emendation yields." Sometimes, however, it was deemed sufficient to offer only a
change of vowels, and such modifications are indicated by "Change of vocalization yields." In
all cases, the emendation is given in a footnote, which may be readily disregarded by those who
reject it on either scholarly or religious grounds. The only exceptions involve such changes in
grammatical form as those, say, from second person to third or from singular to plural. In such
rare instances, the change is incorporated in the text, and the traditional Hebrew is translated in
a footnote.
The committee of translators for The Writings (Kethuvim), the third part of the Hebrew Bible,
was set up by the Jewish Publication Society in 1966. It consisted of Moshe Greenberg, now Pro
fessor of Bible at the Hebrew University, Jonas C. Greenfield, then Professor of Semitic Lan
guages at the Hebrew University, and Nahum M. Sarna, then Professor of Biblical Studies at
Brandeis University, in association with Rabbis Saul Leeman, Martin S. Rozenberg, and David
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Shapiro of the Conservative, Reform, and Orthodox movements. Chaim Potok, then editor of
the Society, served as secretary of the committee.
The present English rendering of Kethuvim, like Torah and Nevi'im, is based on the traditional
Hebrew text-its consonants, vowels, and syntactical divisions-although the traditional accen
tuation occasionally has been replaced by an alternative construction. Following the approach of
the original committee, the entire gamut of biblical interpretation, ancient and modern, Jewish
and non-Jewish, has been consulted, and, whenever possible, the results of modem study of the
languages and cultures of the ancient Near East have been brought to bear on the biblical text. In
choosing between alternatives, however, just as antiquity was not in itself a disqualification, so
modernity was not in itself a recommendation. Divergences of the present translation from re
cent renderings reflect the committee's judgment that certain innovations, though interesting,
are too speculative for adoption in the present state of knowledge. The as-yet-imperfect under
standing of the language of the Bible, or what appears to be some disorder in the Hebrew text,
makes sure translation of many passages impossible. This uncertainty in Kethuvim is indicated in
a note, and, where the Hebrew text permits, alternative renderings have been offered. However,
emendations of the text of Kethuvim-except for the five Megilloth-were not proposed, and
notes were kept to a minimum.
Some passages in Kethuvim are identical or very similar to passages in Torah and Nevi'im. The
rendering of these passages in Kethuvim generally follows the wording in the earlier books; on
occasion, however, owing to various considerations, divergences in style and translation will be
found. For example, in the presentation of the poetry of the Psalms, it was deemed fitting, be
cause of their liturgical use, to indicate the thought units through appropriate indentation. The
text of Kethuvim frequently presented the translators with extraordinary difficulties, for it is
hardly possible to convey in English the fullness of the Hebrew, with its ambiguities, its over
tones, and the richness that it carries from centuries of use. Still, it was their goal to transmit
something of the directness, the simplicity, and the uniquely Israelite expressions of piety that
are so essential to the sublimity of the Hebrew Bible.
The committee's translation of The Psalms appeared in 1973; of The Book of Job, in 1980. The two
were incorporated, with revisions, into the complete translations of The Writings (Kethuvim),
which appeared in 1982.
For this one-volume English edition of Tanakh, the translation of The Torah, first published
twenty years earlier, underwent more revision than the more recent publications of The
Prophets and The Writings. A number of the changes had already been projected in Notes on
the New Translation of the Torah, edited by Harry M. Orlinsky and published by the Society in
1969. Subsequent research on the text has led to further revisions in the translation of Torah and
some revisions in Nevi'im as well.
Ephraim Speiser, of the original committee, died in June 1965. Max Arzt, also an active mem
ber of the original committee, died in 1975, when the work of translating the prophetic books
was almost complete. Since the appearance of The Prophets and The Writings, Bernard J. Bam
berger, Solomon Grayzel, and Harry Freedman have also passed on.* Their memory, and their
scholarship, will be for a blessing.
The Jewish Publication Society joins the members of the committees of translators in the hope
that the results of their labors will find favor with God and man.
The Jewish Publication Society
September 15, 1985

1"�um i1ll!/i11!/tt1 :J1Y

•Deceased and lamented since 1 985: H. L. Ginsberg, Harry Orlinsky, and Jonas Greenfield.
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Guide to Abbreviations and Terms
Abbreviations Used for the Books of the Bible
Amos

Amos

Hos.

Hosea

Mic.

Micah

1 Chron.

Chronicles, First

Isa.

Isaiah

Nah.

Nahum

2 Chron.

Chronicles, Second

Jer.

Jeremiah

Neh.

Nehemiah

Job

Job

Num.

Joel

Joel

Obad.

Dan.

Daniel

Deut.

Deuteronomy

Numbers
Obadiah

Eccl.

Ecclesiastes

Jonah

Jonah

Prov.

Proverbs

Esth.

Esther

Josh.

Joshua

Ps(s).

Psalms

Judges

Ruth

Ruth

Exod.

Exodus

Judg.

Ezek.

Ezekiel

1 Kings

Kings, First

2 Kings

Kings, Second

Ezra

Ezra

Gen.

Genesis

Lam.

Hab.

Habakkuk

Lev.
Mal.

Haggai

Hag.

Lamentations

1 Sam.
2 Sam.

Samuel, First
Samuel, Second

Song

Song of Songs

Leviticus

Zech.

Zechariah

Malachi

Zeph.

Zephaniah

Abbreviations and Terms Used in the Footnotes to the Translation
Akkadian
Aquila

Cf

Berakhot

Heb.

Ibn Ezra

I.e.
Kethib

An ancient Semitic language spoken in Mesopotamia; its chief dialects were Babylo
nian and Assyrian.
A 2nd-century convert to Judaism who made a literal translation of the Bible into
Greek.
One of the treatises of the Mishnah and the Talmud.
A reference to another version, or to a cognate language, that justified the translation
adopted.
The Hebrew word or phrase in transliteration, especially when necessary to point
out a pun, homonym, or the like. Heb. is also used to indicate the literal wording for
which a superior rendering was employed; see Genesis 46.23, note a, or 49.9, note a.
An example of a somewhat different type may be seen at Exodus 21.22, note c.
Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra, a Bible commentator and grammarian who lived in Spain
in the 12th century.
An explanation, to avoid adding words to the text, in order to clarify the translation;
see Exodus 22.29, note d.
The way a word, usually unvocalized, is written in the Bible; see qere.
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Kimhi
Lit.

Masorah
Meaning
ofHeb.
uncertain

Mishnah
Moved up
Or
Others

Peshitta
Qere
Qumran

Rashbam
Rashi
Saadia
See

Septuagint
Syriac
Targum
Ugaritic
Vulgate

Rabbi David Kirnl).i (Radak), a Bible commentator and grammarian who lived in
southern France in the late 12th and early 13th centuries.
For the literal translation of a word or phrase that was given an idiomatic or some
what free translation in the text; see Genesis 30.27, note f, and 30.38, a; or 43.21, note
a, and 43·34, note b; or Deuteronomy 18.1, note b (where the Hebrew and English
cannot agree in number).
The text of the Bible as transmitted, with vowel signs and accents.
Where the translation represents the best that the committee could achieve with
an elusive or difficult text. In some cases the text may be unintelligible because of
corruption.
The code of Jewish law prepared by Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi about 200 CE. The word is
usually followed by the name of the relevant treatise.
Where clarity required the shifting of a word or phrase within a verse or from one
verse to another; see Genesis 10.14, note b.
Indicates an alternative reading that the committee found almost as acceptable as
the one adopted for the text.
Indicates a well-known traditional translation, especially if it was used in the older
(1917) JPS version, that the committee does not find acceptable even as an alternate
reading.
A translation of the Bible into Syriac, parts of which are said to have been made in
the 1st century CE.
The way the Masorah requires a word to be read, especially when it diverges from
the kethib.
The site of the caves where Bible manuscripts were found in 1949-1950. The manu
scripts are identified by such symbols as 4QSam" (for manuscript a of Samuel, found
in the fourth cave of Qumran); 1Qis" (for manuscript a of Isaiah found in the first
cave of Qumran).
Rabbi Shmuel ben Meir, a grandson of Rashi, who commented on the Torah.
Rabbi Shlomo Yitzl)aki, the best-known Jewish commentator on the Bible. He lived
in France at the end of the nth century.
A gaon, i.e., a head of a Babylonian talmudic academy, in the early part of the 1oth
century. His works include the famous translation of the Bible into Arabic.
Frequently used in place of cf, but usually intended to begin a note attached to an
other passage in the Bible.
The oldest Jewish translation of the Bible, into Greek. The Torah translation dates
from the 3rd century BCE; other books of the Bible were translated somewhat later.
See Peshitta.
A Jewish translation of the Bible into Aramaic, a language once widely spoken in
western Asia, of which Syriac was a later development.
A language of inscriptions found at Ras Shamra, on the Syrian coast, in the second
millennium BCE. Both the language and its literature have shed much light on the
Hebrew Bible.
The Latin translation of the Bible made by the Church father Jerome about the year
400 CE. It became the official Bible of the Roman Catholic Church.

Abbreviations Used in the Annotations, Introductions, and Essay s
Abr.
AEL
Ag.Ap.
ANEP

Philo, On the Life ofAbraham
Ancient Egyptian Literature. M. Lichtheim. 3 vols. Berkeley, 1971-1980
Josephus, Against Apion
The Ancient Near East in Pictures Relating to the Old Testament. J. B. Pritchard, ed.

ANET

Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament. J. B. Pritchard, ed. Princeton,

Princeton, 1954
1969
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Aram.

Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews
�rakhin (Talmudic Tractate)
Aramaic (language)

'Avot R. Nat.
A. z.

A
' vot of Rabbi Nathan
�vodah Zarah (Talmudic Tractate)

Ant.
�rak.

b.

E
e.g.
ed.

Babylonian Talmud
born
Bava Batra (Talmudic Tractate)
Bava Kamma (Talmudic Tractate)
Bava Metzi'a (Talmudic Tractate)
before the Common Era (= Be)
Bekhorot (Talmudic Tractate)
Berakhot (Talmudic Tractate)
Bikkurim (Talmudic Tractate)
century
circa
Cairo Genizah copy of the Damascus Document
Common Era (= AD)
compare
chapter, chapters
column(s)
cubit(s)
Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic source (of the Torah)
died
Philo, Quod deterius potiori insidari soleat, That the WorseAttacks the Better
Elohist or Elohistic source (of the Torah)
exempli gratia, for example
editor, edited by

'Ed.
'Eruv.

'Eduyyot
'Eruvin (Talmudic Tractate)

Esd.
esp.
et al.
etc.
ff.
fol.

Esdras
especially
et alii, and others
et cetera, and the rest
following
folio

Frg. Tg.
Git.

Fragmentary Targum
Gittin (Talmudic Tractate)

Gk
H

Greek (language)
Holiness Collection (or Code or Legislation)
Ijagigah (Talmudic Tractate)
Ijallah (Talmudic Tractate)
Hebrew Bible
Hebrew (language)
l:fever, Nal)al
Horayot (Talmudic Tractate)
Hebrew University Bible Project
Hebrew Union College
Ijullin (Talmudic Tractate)
id est, that is
ibidem, in the same place
introduction, introductory
Jahwist or Yahwist source (of the Torah)
Jewish Publication Society
Jewish Theological Seminary

b.
B. Bat.
B. K.
B. M.
BCE

Bek.
Ber.
Bik.

c.
ca.
CD
CE

cf.
ch, chs
col(s)
cu
D
d.
Det.

Ijag.
Ijal.

HB
Heb
l:fev
Hor.

HUBP
HUC
Ijul.

i.e.
ibid.
intro.
J
JPS
JTS
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xxi

fub.

Jubilees

Ker.
Ketub.

Josephus, Jewish War
Keritot (Talmudic Tractate)
Ketubbot (Talmudic Tractate)

J.W.
kg
Kid.
Kil.

KJV
km
Kod.

lit.

L.A. B.
LXX

m

m.

Ma'as.
Ma'as. S.

Mace.
Mak.
Maks.

Mas
Matt.
Meg.
Me'il.
Mek.
Menab.

kilogram(s)
Kiddushin (Talmudic Tractate)
Kil'ayim (Talmudic Tractate)
King James Version
kilometer(s)
Kodoshim (Talmudic Order)
literally
Liber antiquitatum biblicarum (Pseudo-Philo)
Septuagint
meter(s)
Mishnah
Ma'aserot (Talmudic Tractate)
Ma'aser Sheni (Talmudic Tractate)
Maccabees
Makkot (Talmudic Tractate)
Makhshirin (Talmudic Tractate)
Masada
Matthew (gospel)
Megillah (Talmudic Tractate)
Me'ilah
Mekhilta (midrashic text on Exodus)
Menabot (Talmudic Tractate)

mi

mile(s)

Mid.
Midr. +book
Mikv.

Middot (Talmudic Tractate)
Midrash +biblical book (e. g., Midr. Prov. = Midrash Proverbs)
Mikva'ot (Talmudic Tractate)
Miq?at Ma'ase ha-Torah (a Dead Sea Scroll)
Mo'ed Katan (Talmudic Tractate)
Philo, On the Life of Moses

MMT
Mo'ed Kat.
Mos.

ms, mss
MT
n., nn.
Nash.
Naz.
Ned.
Neg.
Nez.
Nid.

NJPS

manuscript, manuscripts
Masoretic Text
annotation(s)
Nashim (Talmudic Order)
Nazir (Talmudic Tractate)
Nedarim (Talmudic Tractate)
Nega'im (Talmudic Tractate)
Nezikin (Talmudic Order)
Niddah (Talmudic Tractate)
Tanakh: T he Holy Scriptures: The New JPS Translation according to the Traditional
Hebrew Text

NRSV

New Revised Standard Version

'Ohal.

'Ohalot (Talmudic Tractate)
opere citato, in the work cited
Philo, De opificio mundi, On the Creation of the World
'Orlah (Talmudic Tractate)

op. cit.
Opif.
'Or.

P
p., pp.

Priestly source (of the Torah)
page, pages
Pesabim (Talmudic Tractate)

Pes.
Pesik. Rab.
Pesikta Rabbati
Pesik. Rav Kah. Pesikta de Rav Kahana
Pirqe R. El.
Pirqe Rabbi Eliezer
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pl.

Post.

Q

QG
q.v.
R
R.
RB

Rab.
Rosh Hash.
RSV

Sacr.
Sanh.
sg.

Shab.
Shek.
Shev.
Shevu.
Sir.
Sot.

plural
Philo, On the Posterity of Cain
manuscripts found at Qumran (Dead Sea Scrolls)
Philo, Questions and Answers on Genesis
quod vide, which see
redactor(s)
Rabbi
Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot Gedolot)
Rabbah (book + Rabbah, e.g., Gen. Rab. = Genesis Rabbah)
Rosh Ha-Shanah (Talmudic Tractate)
Revised Standard Version
Philo, On the Sacrifices of Cain and Abel
Sanhedrin (Talmudic Tractate)
singular

Shabbat
Shekalim (Talmudic Tractate)
Shevi'it (Talmudic Tractate)
Shevu'ot (Talmudic Tractate)

SP
s.v.

The Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach (Ecclesiasticus)
Sotah (Talmudic Tractate)
Samaritan Pentateuch
sub verbum, under the heading

t.
Ta'an.
Tantz.
Tehar.
Tern.
Ter.

Tosefta
Ta'anit (Talmudic Tractate)
Tanbuma (midrashic text on the Torah)
Teharot (Talmudic Order)
Temurah (Talmudic Tractate)
Terumot (Talmudic Tractate)

Tg.

Targum

Tg. Jon.
Tg. Onk.
Tg. Ps.-J.
T. Yom
' Uk.

Targum Jonathan
Targum Onkelos
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan
Tevul Yom (Talmudic Tractate)
' Uktzin (Talmudic Tractate)

v., vv.
Vg

verse, verses
Vulgate
Philo, On the Virtues
videlicet, namely
versus
Vassal Treaty of Esarhaddon
Jerusalem Talmud
Yadayim (Talmudic Tractate)
Yebamot (Talmudic Tractate)
Yoma (Talmudic Tractate)
The Wisdom of Solomon
Zera'im (Talmudic Order)
Zevabim (Talmudic Tractate)
parallel
section

Virt.
viz.
vs.
VTE

y.
Yad.
Yebam.
Yoma
Wisd.

Zera.
Zevatz.
I I

§

Note: In chapter /verse references, or following a verse number, the letter "a" means the first
section of the verse, "b" means the second section, and so on.
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The Jewish Study Bible
JEWISH PUBLICATION SOCIETY
TANAKH TRANSLATION

TO RA H
Terminology, Contents, and Traditional Views of Authorship

THE TERM TORAH,

"

TEACHINGS, INSTRUCTION,

"

derives from the root y-r-h, "to shoot (an
arrow)," and thus etymologically refers to that which "hits the mark." Jewish tradition,
from the late biblical period on, uses "Torah" to refer to the first section of the Bible, the
books Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. These books are also
called 'The Five Books of Moses" or the "Pentateuch," which derives (via Latin) from the
Greek penta (five) teuchoi ( books). As early as the 1st century CE, these five books were
written on one long scroll, signaling that they are one unit. Unlike other canonical divi
sions, where there is significant debate within and between different religious traditions
(see the essay on "Canonization," pp. 2072-77), both Jewish and Christian traditions view
the books Genesis through Deuteronomy in this order as a single unit, standing first in the
Bible. The unanimity of tradition and the initial placement of these five books reflect their
significant place within religious life. In Judaism, the Torah is accorded the highest level of
sanctity, above that of the other books of the Bible.
Despite their traditional perception as a unity, it is not so obvious how these five books
cohere. They certainly do not form a single book in the modern sense, with a single
author; modern scholarship has persuasively argued that each of these books is compos
ite, reflecting many traditions and sources (see below). While the plot progresses chrono
logically, from the creation of the world to the end of the wandering in the wilderness, a
large part of this story is retold in Deuteronomy. Moreover, the story does not end here,
but continues into the book of Joshua and beyond. While Moses is the central human char
acter in much of the Torah, he is introduced only in ch 2 of Exodus, and is absent from all
of Genesis. There are several major themes, including the early development of Israel as a
people, the covenant between God and Israel, and the promise of the land; but none of
these is present throughout the Torah and all continue beyond it. Theme alone does not
define what the Torah is. In fact, if this final theme of promise of the land and its fulfill
ment is determinative, we should speak of the Hexateuch, the six books of Genesis
through Joshua, rather than the Pentateuch or Torah.
The Hebrew terms torah and tarat moshe ("the Torah of Moses"), already in use in late
biblical literature to describe what is later called the Torah, offer a better clue to the nature
-1-
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

and unity of these books. Torah is often understood as "law," and indeed this is one of its
frequent meanings in the Bible, as in Exod. 12-49: "There shall be one law [Heb torah) for
the citizen and for the stranger who dwells among you." Law is a predominant genre of
the Torah, which contains not only the Decalogue in Exod. ch 20 and Deut. ch 5, but exten
sive legal collections in Exod. chs 21-23, Lev. chs 17-26, and Deut. chs 12-26, as well as se
lected laws within various narratives, such as the law of circumcision in the narrative
about Abraham in Gen. ch 17 and the law concerning inheritance of the land by women in
Num. ch 36, embedded within a section about the possession of the land. Many narrative
sections also contain material that is of legal significance. For example, the first creation
story in Genesis culminates with the "creation" of the Sabbath (Gen. 2.2-3), though this
would only be legislated in Exod. ch 16, and then as part of the Decalogue, in Exod.

20.8-11. Similarly, the story of the construction of the Tabernacle (Exod. chs 25-40), a tem
porary temple for God in the wilderness, is not narrated for its own sake, but as an intro
duction to the various laws of sacrifice, narrated at the beginning of Leviticus, the book
that immediately follows these chapters.
Yet "law" is not the only possible translation of torah, and the Torah should not be typi
fied as a book of law. The Heb term torah also means "instruction" or "teaching," as in
Prov. 1 .8, "My son, heed the discipline of your father, I And do not forsake the instruction
[Heb torah) of your mother." Teaching is not confined to law; indeed narratives or stories
are as effective a medium of instruction. Given the predominance of narrative in signifi
cant portions of the Torah, especially in Genesis, the beginning of Exodus, and Numbers,
it is best to understand the biblical term tarat moshe, the earliest extant term for these five
books, as "the instruction of Moses." This instruction was realized through narratives and
laws, which together elucidate the proper norms of living and the relationship between
God and the world. That the Torah is more than a set of laws is made explicit in the com
ments of Rashi, the great Jewish medieval interpreter, who, quoting earlier sources, defends
the fact that Torah begins with the stories of Genesis rather than with the laws of Exodus.
The terms tarat moshe, and tarat (ha)elohim/YHVH, "God's/the LoRD's torah, are found
predominantly in various late biblical sections and books, such as Ezra, Nehemiah, and
Chronicles. These phrases suggest that the Torah was then understood to be a divine reve
lation mediated by Moses, as explicitly stated in Ezra 7.6 (d. Neh. 8.1), "The Torah of
Moses which the LORD God of Israel had given." The Torah in the time of Ezra is more or
less identical to the Torah as it now exists. It is significant, however, that these terms for it
never appear in the Torah itself, suggesting that in the Torah, the word torah never refers
to the Torah. In fact, the Torah does not explicitly suggest that it was compiled by Moses
himself. (The phrase "the Torah" in passages such as Deut. 4-44, "This is the torah that
Moses set before the Israelites," never refers to the complete Torah.)
After the books came to be viewed as authoritative, it was natural that they should be
considered a coherent body of writing given by God through one special "author," Moses.
In several places, the Bible suggests that Moses stayed on Mount Sinai for forty days and
forty nights (Exod. 24.18; 34.28; Deut. g.g; 10.10). Clearly, this was too long a time for short
-
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legal collections such as Exod. chs 21-23 to have been conveyed to him, and thus tradi
tions developed that Moses received the entire written Torah from God at that point; ac
cording to the classical rabbis, Moses simultaneously received the oral law, which served
as the authoritative interpretation of the written law. In other words, the concept of the di
vinely inspired Torah expanded to include the Written Torah and all that would derive
from it. The Written Torah, according to all rabbinic sources (which are followed by the
early church), included events before the time of Moses-the book of Genesis, which thus
represents God's authoritative narration to Moses of the early history of the world and of
Abraham and his family-and the death of Moses. Some rabbinic sources suggest that the
final chapter of the Torah, Deut. ch 34, which narrates the death of Moses, was dictated by
God to Moses, who wrote it with his tears. The view that the Torah is the divine word me
diated by Moses was the standard view through the Renaissance.
This view is explicitly contradicted by the Torah's narrative, as was sometimes (though
rarely) recognized in the Middle Ages. Thus, Abraham Ibn (son of ) Ezra, a 1 2th-century
CE exegete, noted that Gen. 12.6 states that "The Canaanites were then in the land." The
word "then" suggests that when the author of this passage wrote it, the Canaanites were
no longer in the land. In other words, the text must have been written after the time of
Moses, because during Moses' time the Canaanites were still in the land. A small number
of other places that suggest authorship later than Moses were pointed out by a few me
dieval scholars, but these were not systematized into a thesis which could challenge the
dominant view concerning Moses' authorship of the Torah.

Modern Source Theories
SLOWLY, WITH THE RISE OF RATIONALISM, particularly as associated with figures such as
Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and Benedict (Baruch) Spinoza (1632-1677), the view that the
Torah was a unified whole, written by Moses, began to be questioned. (For additional in
formation on this development, see "Modem Jewish Interpretation," pp. 1908-19, and
"Modem Study of the Bible," pp. 2084-96.) This culminated in the development of the
model of the Documentary Hypothesis in the 19th century, according to which the Torah
(or Hexateuch) is comprised of four main sources or documents which were edited or
redacted together: J, E, P, and D. Each of these sources or documents is embedded in a (rel
atively) complete form in the current Torah, and is typified by vocabulary, literary style,
and theological perspective.
J and E are so called after the names for God that each of them uses in Genesis: J uses
the name "Yahveh" (German "Jahwe," hence "}''}, translated in NJPS as "LoRn," though it
is really a personal name whose exact meaning is unknown; E prefers to call the deity
"Elohim" (translated "God"), an epithet which also serves as the generic term for God or
gods in the Bible. P, which also uses "Elohim," is an abbreviation for the Priestly material,
and D refers to the Deuteronomist, primarily in Deuteronomy.
The difference in divine names, however, is not the main criterion used by scholars for
suggesting that the Torah is not a unified composition. Much more significant are doublets
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and contradictions, in both narrative and legal material. For example, it has long been
noted that Gen. chs 1-3 twice narrate the creation of the world. People are created first in
1 .27-"And God created man in His image, in the image of God He created him; male and
female He created them"-and then again in 2.7-"The LoRD God formed man from the
dust of the earth. He blew into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living
being. " Furthermore, the second creation account does not simply mirror or repeat the

first, but differs from the first in both outline and detail. Gen. 1 . 1-2.3, the first account, nar
rates the creation of a highly syrrunetrical world by a very powerful deity who creates
through the word. In this story, for example, man and woman are created together (1.27)
after the creation of the land animals (1.25). In contrast, the second story, in 2.4-3.24, sug
gests that man was created (2.7), then the animals (2.19), and then woman (2.21-22). Its
focus is on the creation of humanity, not of the entire physical world, and God anthropo
morphically "forms" various beings, rather than creating them through the spoken word.
Thus, these are two separate stories, written by two authors, representing different world
views about the nature of creation, humanity, and God.
The two creation stories appear as two totally separate blocks of material in 1 . 1-2.3 and
2.4-3.24. In several cases, however, the sources do not appear in distinct, long blocks but
are intertwined. This is the case in the flood story, a combination of J and P. According to P,
two of each type of animal shall come into the ark (Gen. 6.19-20), but J says that of the
clean animals, seven pairs shall come in, and of the unclean, one pair (Gen. 7.2). Similarly,
the story of the plague of blood (Exod. 7.14-24) contains two accounts which are inter
twined; in one (J), Moses is the protagonist, and the blood only affects the Nile (e.g., vv.
17-18), while in the other (P), Aaron appears as well, and the flood affects all Egyptian
water sources (e.g., vv. 19, 24). In such cases, the narratives are combined with great skill,
though careful attention to plot and vocabulary help to discern the original building
blocks or sources of the story in its final form.
In addition to narrative, the legal material in the Torah is also the product of several
sources. For example, slave laws concerning the Hebrew or Israelite slave are found in the
Torah in Exod. 21.1-6, Lev. 25.39-46, and Deut. 15.12-18. These laws cannot be reconciled
in a straightforward fashion since they represent three different notions of slavery. Most
significant is the way in which Exodus differentiates between the treatment of a male and
female slave, whereas Deuteronomy insists that they should both be treated similarly.
While Exodus and Deuteronomy agree that a slave who loves his master may opt to
remain a slave "for life" (Exod. 21 .6) or "in perpetuity" (Deut. 15.17), Lev. ch 25 insists that
slavery of Israelites does not really exist, since slaves must be treated "as a hired or bound
laborer," and they may only serve "until the jubilee year" (v. 40). Such legal differences are
not surprising once we are open to the hypotheses that the Bible is composite, and the dif
ferent legal collections reflect norms or ideals of different groups living in different time
periods. Traditional Jewish interpretation, on the other hand, reconciles these various tra
ditions through a process of harmonization, by assuming, for example, that "for life" or
"in perpetuity" should in these cases be interpreted as "until the jubilee year."
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It is possible to trace distinctive styles and theological notions that typify individual
Torah sources. For example, the J source is well known for its highly anthropomorphic
God, who has a close relationship with humans, as seen in Gen. 2.4-3.24, which includes,
for example, a description of God "moving about [or walking] in the garden" (3.8) and
says that God "made garments of skins for Adam and his wife, and clothed them" (3.21).
On the other hand, in E, the Elohist source, God is more distant from people, typically
communicating with them by dreams or via intermediaries, such as heavenly messengers
(NJPS "angels") and prophets. The P or Priestly source is characterized by a strong interest
in order and boundaries (see Gen. ch 1), as well as an overriding concern with the priestly
family of Aaron and the Temple-based religious system. D, or Deuteronomy, is character
ized by a unique hortatory or preaching style, and insists strongly that God cannot be
seen, as in this source's description of revelation: "The LoRD spoke to you out of the fire;
you heard the sound of words but perceived no shape-nothing but a voice" (Deut. 4.12).
This explains why this source, uniquely, insists that God does not physically dwell in the
Temple or Tabernacle; rather, the Temple is "the site where the LoRD your God will choose
to establish His name" (Deut. 12.11 and elsewhere). D also emphasizes that this one God
must be worshipped in one place only (see esp. Deut. ch 12); this place is understood to be
Jerusalem.
The narrative sources J, E, P, and D also have legal collections associated with them.
The Covenant Collection (see Exod. 24.7) in Exod. 20. 19-23.33 is associated with J or E.
The Holiness Collection of Lev. chs 17-26 is so named because of its central injunction
(Lev. 19.2), "You shall be holy, for I the LoRD your God am holy." Though not composed
by the Priestly author (P), it represents Priestly theology. The Deuteronomic law collection
appears in Deut. chs 1 2-26. These blocks of material were called "codes" by earlier schol
ars; since the blocks are neither complete nor organized for the law court, however, as a
"code" might be, the term "collection" is more suitable.
Critical biblical scholarship, through the latter part of the 2oth century, was quite confi
dent in dating each of these Torah sources along with the legal collections that they incor
porated. Thus, J was seen as the earliest collection, often dated to the period of David and
Solomon in the 10th century BCE, followed by E, which was often associated with the
Northern Kingdom. D was connected to the reform of King Josiah in the late 7th century,
and P was seen as deriving from the 6th century. The arguments for these specific dates
were in some cases tinged with anti-Semitism, because they tended to devalue rabbinic
Judaism, seeing it as a degeneration of the more ideal, early Hebrew religion. There was
also an element of Christian supersessionism among some source critics: Biblical Israel is
held in high esteem; early Judaism (in the late biblical and postbiblical periods) is not, for
it was to be superseded by Christianity. For this reason, many Jewish scholars have until
recently shied away from source-critical models.
Scholars now agree that the reasons usually given for assigning these dates to the indi
vidual sources are problematic, and a lively debate has developed concerning such funda
mental issues as the relative order of these sources and the extent to which any of them are
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as early as previous scholars had suggested. The existence of E as a complete source has
been questioned as well, especially since E first appears well after the beginning of the
Torah and is very difficult to disentangle from J after the beginning of Exodus. Thus, many
scholars now talk of JE together as an early narrative source, incorporating diverse tradi
tions. Additionally, most scholars no longer see each source as representative of a single
author writing at one particular time but recognize that each may reflect a long historical
period within a single group or "school." Thus, it is best to speak of streams or strands of
tradition and to contrast their basic underpinnings, rather than to speak of sources reflect
ing a single author, period, and locale. For example, despite the unraveling of a consensus
on the exact date of the sources, it is still valid to contrast the Deuteronomic view of
Israel's fundamental, intrinsic holiness-as seen, for example, in Deut. 7.6, "For you are a
people consecrated [holy] to the LoRD your God"-with the Priestly view, articulated
most clearly in the Holiness Collection (H), which suggests that Israel must aspire to holi
ness-as in Lev. 19.2, "You shall be holy." These fundamental differences cannot easily be
reconciled, suggesting that despite certain problems with the classical source-critical
method, certain elements of source criticism remain useful alongside other methods of an
alyzing biblical texts.

Compilation and Redaction of the Torah
WE DO NOT KNOW HOW THESE VARIOUS SOURCES and legal collections, which now com
prise the Torah, came together to form a single book. Scholars have posited an editor or
series of editors or redactors, conveniently called R, who combined the various sources,
perhaps in several stages, over a long time. Certainly not all ancient Israelite traditions
were preserved in the Torah. Much was probably lost. Without knowing what was lost, we
cannot suggest how and why the redactor(s), R, made their selection and by what princi
ples they ordered their materials. It must suffice to note that in contrast to modern editing,
which works toward articulating a single viewpoint, the redaction of the Torah, like the
editing of other ancient works, did not create a purely consistent, singular perspective but
incorporated a variety of voices and perspectives.
The ultimate result of this redaction, most likely completed during the Babylonian exile
( 586-538 BCE) or soon thereafter in the early Persian period, was the creation of a very
long book, narrating what must have been felt to be the formative period of Israel, from
the period of the creation of the world through the death of Moses. The events narrated in
Gen. chs 1-1 1 describing the creation of the world and its population by many nations
serve as an introduction to the singling out of one nation, Israel. The stories of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, the ancestors of Israel, form the national prehistory. Israel comes into ex
istence as a nation in Exodus, and the foremost events of its national history are the
exodus from Egypt, the revelation at Sinai, and the coming to the promised land. These
events are central to Exodus-Deuteronomy.
The ancient Near Eastern world produced no other work of comparable length in the
span of time its narrative covers or in the inclusiveness of the literary genres and sources
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incorporated into it. This extensive and inclusive nature of the Torah creates a fundamen
tal and interesting problem for biblical interpreters. Should we concentrate on interpreting
the individual sources, on hearing the voices of the component parts of the text before
they were redacted together? Or should we follow the traditional way in which the Bible
was read for many centuries before the rise of modem source criticism, and focus on the
final product, an approach that has been called holistic reading? In the annotations of the
biblical books that follow we will aim for a balance, maintaining our critical stance toward
the sources but never forgetting that it is their combination into a whole that has pre
served them and given them meaning. We will show how meaning may be uncovered by
looking both at the early building blocks of the text, and at the text in its final, redacted
form.
( MARC ZVI BRETTLER)

Genesis
THE BOOK OF GENESIS RECEIVED its English name from the Greek translation of the Heb
word toledot, which is used thirteen times in Genesis and is translated as "story" (2.4),
"record" ( 5.1), or "line" (10.1). In Heb, it is known, like many books in the Tanakh, by its
first word, bereishit, which means, "In the beginning." Genesis is indeed a book about be
ginnings-the beginning of the natural world, the beginning of human culture, and the
beginning of the people Israel, whose story occupies most of this book and will dominate
the rest of the Torah. In the ancient Near Eastern world in which Israel emerged, begin
nings were deemed to be crucial, for the origins of things were thought to disclose their
character and purpose. In Genesis, the origins of Israel-the people known later as the
"Jews"-lie in a mysterious promise of God to a Mesopotamian whose name is Abram
(changed in ch 17 to "Abraham"). The essence of the promise is that He will make of him a
great nation, bless him abundantly, and grant him the land of Canaan. Ostensibly absurd
when it first comes, the promise faces one obstacle after another throughout the course of
Genesis-principally, the barrenness of Abraham's primary wife (and of other matriarchs
in the next two generations) and the murderous fraternal rivalry among his descendants.
And yet, by the end of Genesis, all the obstacles notwithstanding, the twelve tribes that
make up the people Israel have indeed come into existence, an Israelite effectively rules a
superpower (Egypt), and the promise of the land, though far from fulfillment (which
comes about only in the book of Joshua), is anything but forgotten.
The book of Genesis is thus, in more senses than one, a primary source for Jewish theol
ogy. It presents its ideas on the relationship of God to nature, to the human race in general,
and to the people Israel in particular in ways that are, however, foreign to the expectations
of most modern readers. It is therefore all too easy to miss the seriousness and profundity
of its messages. For the vehicle through which Genesis conveys its worldview is neither
the theological tract nor the rigorous philosophical proof nor the confession of faith. That
vehicle is, rather, narrative. The theology must be inferred from stories, and the lived rela
tionship with God takes precedence over abstract theology. Those who think of stories (in
cluding mythology) as fit only for children not only misunderstand the thought-world
and the literary conventions of the ancient Near East; they also condemn themselves to
miss the complexity and sophistication of the stories of Genesis. For these are narratives
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that have evoked interpretation upon interpretation from biblical times into our own day
and have occupied the attention of some of the keenest thinkers in human history.
One aspect of narrative in Genesis that requires special attention is its high tolerance for
different versions of the same event, a well-known feature of ancient Near Eastern litera
ture, from earliest times through rabbinic midrash. The book presents, for example, two
accounts of Abram/ Abraham's attempting to pass his wife off as his sister (12. 1o-2o;
20.1-18; cf. 26.1-1 1), two accounts of God's making a covenant with him (ch 15 and 17),
and two accounts of how Jacob's name was changed to Israel (32.23-33; 35.9-15). In these
instances, most modem biblical scholars see different antecedent documents that editors
(known as redactors) have combined to give us the text now in our hands. This could not
have happened, however, if the existence of variation were seen as a serious defect or if
rigid consistency were deemed essential to effective storytelling. Rather, the redactors
have chosen a different approach, refusing to discard many variants as inauthentic or in
accurate, instead treating the different versions as sequential events in the same longer
story. The result is a certain measure of repetition, to be sure, but the repetition is in the
service of a sophisticated presentation of themes with variations in a book rich in narrative
analogy, revealing echo, and suggestive contrast. For the Rabbis of Talmudic times and
their successors through the centuries, the exploration of those subtle literary features pro
vided an indispensable insight not only into the first book of the Torah (the most sacred
part of the Tanakh) but also into the mind of God Himself.
The book is composed of four major sections: 1 . 1-1 1 .26, the primeval story; 1 1 .27-25. 18,
the story of Abraham; 25 .19-36.43, the Jacob cycle; and 37. 1-50.26, the story of Joseph.
(There is little independent narrative about Isaac, the second patriarch.)
The first section, the primeval history, takes us from the creation of the world through
the birth of Abram's father nineteen generations later. Its stories are short, loosely strung
together, and connected only by genealogies that identify the generation in which the
action takes place. There is, however, an overriding theme: the spread of human wicked
ness, the refusal of humankind to accept their creaturely status, as they seek to blur the all
important boundary between the human and the divine and, as a result, bring catastrophe
upon themselves. The center of attention is God, who is portrayed rather anthropomor
phically and speaks directly and frequently to human beings, condemning or sparing, an
nouncing His j udgment or His merciful forbearance.
Largely because of its focus on creation, the primeval history exhibits a number of con
tacts with Mesopotamian mythology. The account of creation with which Genesis opens
(1. 1-2.3), for example, has affinities with Enuma elish, a Babylonian epic, which tells how
one god, Marduk, attained supremacy over the others and created the world by splitting
his aquatic enemy in half. The story of Adam and Eve's sin in the garden of Eden
(2.25-3.24) displays similarities with Gilgamesh, an epic poem that tells how its hero lost
the opportunity for immortality and came to terms with his humanity. And the story of
Noah (6.5--9.17) has close connections with Atrahasis, a Mesopotamian story in which the
gods send a flood to wipe out the human race, with the exception of one man from whom
-
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humankind begins afresh (the story was eventually incorporated into Gilgamesh as well) .
In each case, the biblical narrator has adapted the Mesopotamian forerunner to Israelite
theology. The primeval history thus evidences both the deep continuities and the striking
points of discontinuity of biblical Israel with its Mesopotamian antecedents and contem
poraries.
In the story of Abraham (11 .27-25 .11), the narrative has become more continuous.
Abraham dominates almost every episode. Seeing him in a wide variety of situations, we
have a sense of his personality and of the human dimension of the events that God has
mysteriously set into motion. Whereas God's relationship to human beings in the prime
val history is marked mostly (but not exclusively) by judgment, expulsion, and exile, in
the story of Abraham the dominant notes are the contrasting ones of blessing and promise,
especially the promise of the land. But the narrative does not spare us the knowledge that
while the blessings and promises are as yet unrealized, Abraham's family have their
moments of anguish and even ugliness. God, portrayed for the most part less anthropo
morphically than in the primeval history, overcomes the obstacles to His promises and
blessings, so that Abraham finally acquires both the son from whom the promised nation
shall descend and a foothold in the promised land. The LoRD accomplishes this partly
through palpable miracles and partly through His silent guidance of the course of human
events. As the story of Abraham unfolds, its human protagonist, despite some arguably
serious lapses, gradually assumes the role of the ideal religious person-obedient to God's
commands (even at the cost of the most painful sacrifice), faithful even when the promise
seems impossible, gracious, generous, and hospitable, yet committed to justice and com
passion even to the point of firmly (if deferentially) questioning God's counsel.
The stories in the Jacob cycle (25.19-36.43) are even more connected and less self
contained than those in the story of Abraham. Here, we are entitled to speak not simply of
a general theme, like the theme of blessing and promise in the Abraham story (which con
tinues in this section), but of a plot as well. In its broadest outlines, the plot has to do with
how the second son acquires his older brother 's superior status and the attendant rights to
the Abrahamic promise, yet eventually reconciles with the brother he has wronged and
emerges legitimately as the patriarch from whom the people Israel takes its name. Various
types of trickery play a major role as this plot develops. The human dimension is more
central here than in the Abraham narrative, and the resourcefulness of the protagonists,
especially Jacob himself and his mother Rebekah, proportionately more important. Ac
cordingly, God speaks less frequently and intervenes less dramatically. Indeed, His pres
ence is less available and assumes an eerie cast ("Surely the LoRD is present in this place,
and I did not know it!" [28.16]).
The closing section of the book of Genesis, the story of Joseph (37. 1-50.26), represents a
narrative so coherent and so continuous that it has justly been termed a novella. Indeed, it
offers the deepest psychological portraits and the most subtle and complex plot in Genesis
and constitutes one of the gems of biblical prose narrative. Whereas in the first section of
Genesis, the primeval history, God booms forth His pronouncements, in this last section
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He does not speak at all, with the exception of one apparition to Jacob while he is still in
Canaan (46.1-4). Rather, He communicates through dreams (in which, significantly, He
does not appear) and, more importantly, through people, especially Joseph's God-given
wisdom to interpret dreams and to administer effectively. Here, even more than in the
Jacob cycle, God works through the ambivalent and devious designs of flawed human
beings, providentially bringing good out of human evil and arranging "the survival of
many people" ( 50.20)-including the brothers who, seething with resentment, once
plotted Joseph's death and enslavement but now graciously accept subordination to the
younger brother who has saved their lives.
How much history lies behind the story of Genesis? Because the action of the primeval
story is not represented as taking place on the plane of ordinary human history and has so
many affinities with ancient mythology, it is very far-fetched to speak of its narratives as
historical at all. In the cases of the succeeding three large sections of the book, the matter is
more complicated, for scholars continue to sift the evidence and to debate the question.
Although enormous amounts of data about ancient Mesopotamia, Canaan, and Egypt
have been tmcovered over the last two centuries, no evidence has turned up that estab
lishes that Abraham, ( his son) Isaac, Jacob, or Joseph existed. At best, we can speak of ac
curate local color, although this may mean only that the Israelites knew something about
the lands in which they placed their legendary forebears (see "Historical and Geographi
cal Background to the Bible," pp. 2048-62). Negative evidence, however, is not necessarily
evidence of a negative, and historians are likely to continue examining the reports of
Israel's Mesopotamian origins and Egyptian sojourn for the foreseeable future.
The authorship of Genesis is a similarly controversial issue, although here the consen
sus among critical scholars is somewhat more secure (see "Modem Study of the Bible,"
pp. 2084-96). The book itself names no one as its author, and makes no claim to be di
vinely revealed or inspired (though it does contain many reports of divine speech). When
other biblical books refer to a Torah of Moses, they cite legal texts, and there is no reason
to think that Genesis formed part of the corpus so designated. Indeed, there are several in
dications that the Genesis narrative assumes a post-Mosaic narrator without embarrass
ment (see the comments on 12.6, 14.14, and 36.31). In Second Temple and rabbinic
Judaism, however, Genesis is treated as part of the Torah of Moses. Despite a number of
demurrals on a few particular passages by major rabbis in the Middle Ages, this became
the consensus of the tradition. Historical-critical scholarship, however, has identified three
main sources, which it denotes with the symbols J, E, and P, that have been woven to
gether to produce Genesis (see "Torah," pp. 1-7). The relationship of compositional
history to religious faith is not a simple one. If Moses is the human author of Genesis,
nothing ensures that God is its ultimate Author. If J, E, P, and various equally anonymous
redactors are its human authors, nothing ensures that God is not its ultimate Author.
(JON D. LEVENSON]
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1 . 1-1 .9

1 When
God began to create• heaven and earth_2 the
earth being unformed and void, with darkness over
BERE'SHIT

the surface of the deep and a wind from b God sweeping
over the water__3 God said, "Let there be light"; and there
was light. 4 God saw that the light was good, and God sep
arated the light from the darkness. S God called the light
Day, and the darkness He called Night. And there was
evening and there was morning, a first day.
6 God said, "Let there be an expanse in the midst of the
water, that it may separate water from water." 7 God made
the expanse, and it separated the water which was below
the expanse from the water which was above the expanse.
And it was so. 8 God called the expanse Sky. And there
was evening and there was morning, a second day.
9 God said, "Let the water below the sky be gathered
into one area, that the dry land may appear." And it was
c

n Otl1ers "In tile beginning God crented. "
b Otl1ers "tile spirit of "
c Others "one dny."

1 .1-2.3: Creation in seven days.
The book of Genesis-and thus
the Bible itself-opens with an ac
count of creation that is extraordi
nary for its austerity. Other ancient
Near Eastern evocations of God's
(or the gods') world-ordering ac
tivity, including many in the Bible
itself (e.g., Ps. 104), provide high
drama and graphic description of
the events and their protagonists
(even the LoRD) . Gen. 1.1-2.3,
however, is utterly devoid of sen
sory detail. This eerie abstract
ness, combined with the highly
schematic and formulaic structure
of the narrative, conveys a sense of
the awe-inspiring majesty and in
violable sovereignty of the God on
whom the narrative is unswerv
ingly focused. This narrative is

structured by a pattern of seven
days, six in which God accom
plishes all His creative labors, and
one in which He rests in regal re
pose, blessing and hallowing that
climactic day. The correlations be
tween things created on the vari
ous days exhibit a high degree of
symmetry (diagram, below). The
first three days describe the cre
ation of generalities or domains;
the next three chronicle the cre
ation of the specifics or the inhabi
tants of the domains in the same
order. Creation comes to its culmi
nation, however, only in the one
day that has no counterpart, the
Sabbath ("Shabbat" in modern
Heb, or "Shabbes" in the Eastern
European pronunciation), here ob
served by God above and not yet

enjoined upon His people Israel
(who first hear of it in Exodus 16).
The organization of time into
seven-day units has become so
familiar and so widespread that
it is easy to forget that unlike the
month (which in the Bible is lunar)
and the year (which in the Bible
never moves too far from its solar
base), the biblical week corre
sponds to no astronomical event.
The notion that seven signifies
completeness and that things come
to their fit conclusion on the sev
enth day did, however, have wide
resonance in the ancient Near
Eastern world in which Israel
emerged, and that idea doubtless
stands in the background of our
passage. The role of the number
seven in 1.1-2.3 extends, in fact,
beyond the obvious division of the
acts of creation into a seven-day
sequence. For example, the expres
sion, And God saw that [something
He made] was good or very good oc
curs seven times, but not on every
day of the primordial week. Miss
ing on the second and seventh, it
appears twice on the adjacent third
and sixth days (1.10, 12, 25, 31).
Similarly, the word "God" occurs
exactly thirty-five times (i.e., five
times seven) in our passage, and
the section devoted to the seventh
day (2.1-3) has exactly thirty-five
words in the Heb. The organiza
tion of the process of creation into
a sequence of seven days is famil
iar to most readers not only from
the opening of the Tanakh but also
from the Sabbath commandment
of the Decalogue in Exod. 20.8-11.
But we must not forget that this
connection is far from universal in
the Tanakh. In fact, most biblical
descriptions of creation know
nothing of a seven-day sequence

SABBATH
DAY 7 (2.1-3)
LAND AND PLANTS
DAY 3 (l.lf-13)

LAND ANIMALS AND HUMANS
DAY 6 (1.24-31)

SKY (separating waters abovefrom waters below)
DAY 2 (1.6-8)

FISH / BIRDS
DAY 5 (1.2o-23)

LIGHT
DAY 1 (1.1-5)

LIGHTS (i.e., sun, moon, and stars)
DAY 4 ( 1 .14-19)
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so. 10 God called the dry land Earth, and the gathering of
waters He called Seas. And God saw that this was good.
11 And God said, "Let the earth sprout vegetation: seed
bearing plants, fruit trees of every kind on earth that bear
fruit with the seed in it." And it was so. 12 The earth
brought forth vegetation: seed-bearing plants of every
kind, and trees of every kind bearing fruit with the seed in
it. And God saw that this was good. 13 And there was
evening and there was morning, a third day.
14 God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the
sky to separate day from night; they shall serve as signs
for the set times-the days and the years; 15 and they serve
as lights in the expanse of the sky to shine upon the
earth." And it was so. 16 God made the two great lights,
the greater light to dominate the day and the lesser light
to dominate the night, and the stars. 17 And God set them
in the expanse of the sky to shine upon the earth, 18 to
dominate the day and the night, and to separate light
from darkness. And God saw that this was good. 19 And
there was evening and there was morning, a fourth day.
20 God said, "Let the waters bring forth swarms of liv
ing creatures, and birds that fly above the earth across the
expanse of the sky." 21 God created the great sea monsters,
and all the living creatures of every kind that creep, which
(e.g., Ps. 104; Prov. 8.22-3 1), and
most texts about the Sabbath (in
cluding the version of the Deca
logue in Deut. 5.12-15) make no
reference to creation. The suspi
cion arises that 1.1-2.3 derives
from a distinct school of thought,
one that dates to a relatively late
period in the history of Israelite
religion. On the basis of these
considerations, and a multitude
of others, critical scholars at
tribute the passage to the P (for
"Priestly") source. And God does
function here in ways reminiscent
of a "kohen" (priest), giving bless
ings, for example (1.22, 28; 2.3; cf.
Lev. 9.22-23; Num. 6.22-27), and
consecrating the Sabbath (2.3; cf.
Ezek. 44.24). The concern shown in
this story for order and clear
boundaries typifies the Priestly
corpus. More importantly, the cre
ation of the world in 1 .1-2.3 bears
several striking resemblances to
the construction of the Tabernacle
mandated in Exod. chs 25-31 and
executed in Exod. chs 35-40 (e.g.,

see Gen. 2.1-3; Exod. 39.32,
42-43)-the prototype of the Jeru
salem Temple and the focus of the
priestly service of the LoRD. Note
that other ancient Near Eastern
creation stories conclude with the
construction of a temple for the
creation god. In the Tanakh, the
world is sometimes seen as the
LoRD's temple, and the Temple
as a microcosm (e.g., Isa. 66.1-2).
1: A tradition over two millennia
old sees 1.1 as a complete sen
tence: "In the beginning God cre
ated the heavens and the earth." In
the nth century, the great Jewish
commentator Rashi made a case
that the verse functions as a tem
poral clause. This is, in fact, how
some ancient Near Eastern cre
ation stories begin-including the
one that starts at 2-4b. Hence the
translation, When God began to cre
ate heaven and earth. 2: This clause
describes things just before the
process of creation began. To mod
ern people, the opposite of the cre
ated order is "nothing," that is, a
-13 -
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vacuum. To the ancients, the oppo
site of the created order was some
thing much worse than "nothing."
It was an active, malevolent force
we can best term "chaos." In this
verse, chaos is envisioned as a
dark, undifferentiated mass of
water. In 1.9, God creates the dry
land (and the Seas, which can exist
only when water is bounded by
dry land). But in 1.1-2.3, water it
self and darkness, too, are primor
dial (contrast Isa. 45.7). In the
midrash, Bar Kappara upholds the
troubling notion that the Torah
shows that God created the world
out of preexistent material. But
other rabbis worry that acknowl
edging this would cause people to
liken God to a king who had built
his palace on a garbage dump,
thus arrogantly impugning His
majesty (Gen. Rab. 1.5). In the an
cient Near East, however, to say
that a deity had subdued chaos is
to give him the highest praise.
3-5: Since the sun is not created
until the fourth day (1.14-19), the
light of the first three days is of a
different order from what we
know. A midrash teaches that
when God saw the corruption of
the generations of the flood and of
the tower of Babel, He hid that
primordial light away for the ben
efit of the righteous in the world
to-come (b. !fag. 12a). Other an
cient Near Eastern myths similarly
assume the existence of light be
fore the creation of the luminaries.
6-8: The word translated exprmse
refers to a piece of metal that has
been hammered flat. Here, the
function of the sky is to separate
the waters above (which fall as
rain) from the subterranean waters
(which rise as springs; see 7.11).
1 6: The sun and moon are created
only on the fourth day and are not
named, but referred to only as the
greater light and the lesser light. This
may be an implicit polemic against
the worship of astral bodies (see
2 Kings 23.5). 21: A similar point
can be made about the creation of
the great sea monsters on the fifth
day. In some ancient mythsand biblical texts as well (see Ps.
74.12-17; Job 26.5-14)---c rea tion
results from the slaying of a sea
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the waters brought forth in swarms, and all the winged
birds of every kind. And God saw that this was good.
22 God blessed them, saying, "Be fertile and increase, fill
the waters in the seas, and let the birds increase on the
earth." 23 And there was evening and there was morning,
a fifth day.
24 God said, "Let the earth bring forth every kind of liv
ing creature: cattle, creeping things, and wild beasts of
every kind." And it was so. 25 God made wild beasts of
every kind and cattle of every kind, and all kinds of creep
ing things of the earth. And God saw that this was good.
26 And God said, "Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness. They shall rule the fish of the sea, the birds of the
sky, the cattle, the whole earth, and all the creeping things
that creep on earth." 27 And God created man in His
image, in the image of God He created him; male and fe
male He created them. 2B God blessed them and God said
to them, "Be fertile and increase, fill the earth and master
it; and rule the fish of the sea, the birds of the sky, and all
the living things that creep on earth."
29 God said, "See, I give you every seed-bearing plant
that is upon all the earth, and every tree that has seed
bearing fruit; they shall be yours for food. 30 And to all the
animals on land, to all the birds of the sky, and to every
thing that creeps on earth, in which there is the breath of
life, [I give] all the green plants for food." And it was so.
31 And God saw all that He had made, and found it very
good. And there was evening and there was morning, the
sixth day.

2 The
heaven and the earth were finished, and all their
array. 2 Qn the seventh day God finished the work that

He had been doing, and He ceased • on the seventh day
from all the work that He had done. 3 And God blessed
the seventh day and declared it holy, because on it God
ceased from all the work of creation that He had done.
n

Or "rested. "

monster. Isa. 27.1 uses the same
word to describe the frightening
sea monster that the LoRD will kill
at the end of time. 26-28: The plu
ral construction (Let us . . . ) most
likely reflects a setting in the di
vine council (cf. 1 Kings 22. 19-22;
Isa. ch 6; Job chs 1-2): God the
King announces the proposed
course of action to His cabinet of
subordinate deities, though He
alone retains the power of deci-

sion. The midrash manifests con
siderable uneasiness with God's
proposal to create something so
capable of evil as human beings
are. Playing on Ps. 1.6, one mid
rash reports that God told his
ministering angels only of "the
way of the righteous" and hid
from them "the way of the
wicked" (Gen. Rab. 8.4). Another
one reports that while the angels
were debating the proposal among

themselves, God took the matter in
hand. "Why are you debating?" he
asked them. "Man has already
been created!" (Gen. Rab. 8.5).
Whereas the earth and the waters
(at God's command) bring forth
the plants, fish, birds, and other
animals (1.12, 20, 24), humankind
has a different origin and a differ
ent character. In the ancient Near
East, the king was often said to be
the "image" of the god and thus to
act with divine authority. So here,
the creation of humanity in God's
image and likeness carries with it a
commission to rule over the ani
mal kingdom (1.26b, 28b; cf.
Ps. 8.4-9). Some have seen in that
commission a license for ecological
irresponsibility. The fact is, how
ever, that the Tanakh presents hu
manity not as the owner of nature
but as its steward, strictly account
able to its true Owner (see Lev.
25.23-24). This theology is one
source of the important institu
tions of the sabbatical and jubilee
years (see Exod. 2J.1D-11; Lev.
ch 25). Whereas the next account
of human origins (Gen. 2.4b-24)
speaks of God's creation of one
male from whom one female sub
sequently emerges, Gen. ch 1
seems to speak of groups of men
and women created simultane
ously. The division of humankind
into two sexes is closely associated
with the divine mandate to Be fer
tile and increase. In Jewish law, this
is a positive commandment, al
though it is obligatory only on
Jewish men, not women (b. Yebam.
65b). 29-30: Humankind, animals,
and birds all seem originally
meant to be neither vegetarians
nor carnivores, but frugivores,
eating the seeds of plants and
trees. 2.1-3: In the Jewish liturgy,
this passage serves as an introduc
tion to the kiddush, the prayer
over wine to sanctify the Sabbath
that is recited just before the first
meal of the holy day, on Friday
night (see Exod. 20.8-11). It also
appears in the traditional Friday
evening service. The passage is
characterized by the type of repeti
tion that suggests it might have
served as a liturgy already in
antiquity.
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4 Such is the story of heaven and earth when they were
created.
When the LORD God made earth and heaven_s when
no shrub of the field was yet on earth and no grasses of
the field had yet sprouted, because the LoRD God had
not sent rain upon the earth and there was no man to
till the soil, 6 but a flow would well up from the ground
and water the whole surface of the earth-7 the LORD
God formed man• from the dust of the earth.b He blew
into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living
being.
B The LORD God planted a garden in Eden, in the east,
and placed there the man whom He had formed. 9 And
from the ground the LORD God caused to grow every tree
that was pleasing to the sight and good for food, with the
tree of life in the middle of the garden, and the tree of
knowledge of good and bad.
t o A river issues from Eden to water the garden, and it
then divides and becomes four branches. 11 The name of
the first is Pishon, the one that winds through the whole
land of Havilah, where the gold is. (12 The gold of that
land is good; bdellium is there, and lapis lazuli.<) 1 3 The
name of the second river is Gihon, the one that winds
through the whole land of Cush. 1 4 The name of the third
river is Tigris, the one that flows east of Asshur. And the
fourth river is the Euphrates.
a Heb. 'adam.
b Heb. 'adamah.
c Otlrers "onyx"; meaning of Heb. shoham uncertain.

2.4-25: The creation of Adam and
Eve. Whereas 1.1-2.3 presented a
majestic God-centered scenario of
creation, 2.4-25 presents a very
different but equally profound
story of origins. This second ac
count of creation is centered more
on human beings and familiar
human experiences, and even its
deity is conceived in more anthro
pomorphic terms. Source critics
attribute the two accounts to dif
ferent documents (P and J, respec
tively) later combined into the
Torah we now have. The classical
Jewish tradition tends to harmo
nize the discrepancies by inter
twining the stories, using the de
tails of one to fill in the details of
the other. Even on the source
critical reading, however, the con-

trast and interaction of the two
creation accounts offer a richer
understanding of the relationship
of God to humankind than we
would have if the accounts were
read in isolation from each other.
4: The Jewish textual tradition
places a major break between 2.3
and 2.4, rather than in the middle
of v. 4, where many modern inter
preters put it, and for good reason.
If the latter verse, or even its first
half (2.4a), is read with 1.1-2.3,
then several of the multiples of
seven in 1.1-2.3, of which we gave
a sample above (see intro. to
1.1-2.3), disappear. Most likely,
2.4a is an editorial linkage be
tween the two accounts of cre
ation. S-6: For the first time, we
see the Tetragrammaton (YHVH) or

the four-letter proper name of the
God of Israel, the pronunciation of
which rabbinic law forbids cate
gorically. The name is convention
ally rendered in English as "LoRD"
and in Heb as "Adonai" (in prayer
and in liturgical reading of Scrip
ture) or "ha-Shem" (in other con
texts). The use of this name is one
of several features that cause
source critics to attribute this
second creation account to the J
source. Note that the expression
"heaven and earth" (1.1; 2.4a) now
appears in the reverse order
("earth and heaven"), as befits the
more earth-centered character of
this story. Whereas in the first ac
count of creation the primordial
problem was too much water, re
quiring God to split the waters
and create dry land (1.6-7, 9-10),
here the problem is too little water.
The variation may reflect the dif
ference between the situation in
Babylonia, in which the saline wa
ters of the sea threatened human
life, and a setting in the land of Is
rael, where a deficiency of water
was (and is) a constant threat.
7: Here, man has a lowlier origin
than in the parallel in 1.26-28. He
is created not in the image of God
but from the dust of the earth. But
he also has a closer and more inti
mate relationship with his Creator,
who blows the breath of life into
him, transforming that lowly,
earth-bound creature into a living
being. In this understanding, the
human being is not an amalgam of
perishable body and immortal
soul, but a psychophysical unity
who depends on God for life itself.
B-1 1 : The root of Eden denotes
fertility. Where the wondrously
fertile garden was thought to have
been located (if a realistic location
was ever conceived) is unclear.
The Tigris and Euphrates are the
two great rivers of Mesopotamia
(now found in modern Iraq). But
the Pishon is unidentified, and
the only Gihon in the Bible is a
spring in Jerusalem (1 Kings 1.33,
38). Adam is conceived as a
farmer, and work-albeit in an
exceedingly easy form, given
the miraculous fertility of Eden
is part of the divine plan.
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15 The LoRD God took the man and placed him in the
garden of Eden, to till it and tend it. 16 And the LORD God
commanded the man, saying, "Of every tree of the garden
you are free to eat; 17but as for the tree of knowledge of
good and bad, you must not eat of it; for as soon as you
eat of it, you shall die."
18 The LoRD God said, "It is not good for man to be
alone; I will make a fitting helper for him." 19 And the
LoRD God formed out of the earth all the wild beasts and
all the birds of the sky, and brought them to the man to see
what he would call them; and whatever the man called
each living creature, that would be its name. 2o And the
man gave names to all the cattle and to the birds of the sky
and to all the wild beasts; but for Adam no fitting helper
was found. 21 So the LORD God cast a deep sleep upon the
man; and, while he slept, He took one of his ribs and
closed up the flesh at that spot. 22 And the LORD God fash
ioned the rib that He had taken from the man into a
woman; and He brought her to the man. 23Then the man
said,
"This one at last
Is bone of my bones
And flesh of my flesh.
This one shall be called Woman,a
For from manb was she taken."
24 Hence a man leaves his father and mother and clings
to his wife, so that they become one flesh.
25 The two of them were naked,' the man and his wife,
yet they felt no shame. 1 Now the serpent was the
shrewdest of all the wild beasts that the LoRD God had
made. He said to the woman, "Did God really say: You
shall not eat of any tree of the garden?" 2 The woman
replied to the serpent, "We may eat of the fruit of the other
trees of the garden. 3 It is only about fruit of the tree in the

3

a Heb. 'ishshah.
b Heb. 'ish.
c Heb. 'arumrnim, play on 'arum "shrewd" in 3.1.

16-17: Knowledge ofgood and bad

may be a merism, a figure of
speech in which polar opposites
denote a totality (like heaven and
earth in 1.1). But knowledge can
have an experiential, not only an
intellectual, sense in biblical Heb,
and "good and bad" can mean ei
ther "weal and woe" or "moral
good and moral evil." The forbid-

den tree offers an experience that
is both pleasant and painful; it
awakens those who partake of it to
the higher knowledge and to the
pain that both come with moral
choice. 18-24: Man's fulfillment
requires companionship. As a tal
mudic rabbi observes about v. 18,
"Even though a man has several
sons, it is forbidden to him to be
- 16-

without a wife" (b. Yebam. 61b).
The LoRD's creation of woman
from man emphasizes the close
connection between them and lays
the groundwork for the under
standing of marriage (and its asso
ciation with procreation) in v. 24.
The creation of the woman after
the man and from a part of his
body need not imply the subordi
nation of women to men. Accord
ing to Ramban (NaJ::unanides, a
great 13th-century Spanish rabbi),
the point of v. 24 is that men are to
be different from the males of the
animal world, who mate and
move on to the next partner: A
man "wishes [his wife] to be with
him always." Promiscuity is thus a
degradation of God's intentions in
creating human beings male and
female. It is interesting that al
though polygamy is amply at
tested in the Tanakh, v. 24 indi
cates that the ideal, Edenic
condition is monogamy (see also
Mal. 2.14-16; Prov. 5.15-23).

2.25-3.24: Disobedience, knowl
edge, exile. 2.25-3.1a: That the
primal couple were nude (Heb
'"arummim") but not ashamed at
tests to their innocence but also to
their ignorance. It contrasts with
the shrewd ("'arum") nature of the
snake who will tempt them into
losing both. Unlike some later Jew
ish and Christian literature, Gene
sis does not identify the talking
snake with Satan or any other de
monic being. 3.1b-3: His question
is tricky and does not admit of a
yes-or-no answer. The woman,
who has never heard the com
mandment directly (2.16-17), para
phrases it closely. Why she adds
the prohibition on touching the
fruit is unclear. A talmudic rabbi
sees here an illustration of the dic
tum that "he who adds [to God's
words] subtracts [from them]"
(b. Sanh. 29a). Another rabbinic
source presents a more compli
cated explanation. In relaying the
prohibition to his wife, Adam has
obeyed the rabbinic principle that
one should "make a [protective]
hedge for the Torah" (111 . 'Avot 1.1).
Tragically, this praiseworthy act
gave the snake his opening. He
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middle of the garden that God said: 'You shall not eat of it
or touch it, lest you die.' " 4 And the serpent said to the
woman, "You are not going to die, 5 but God knows that as
soon as you eat of it your eyes will be opened and you will
be like •·divine beings who know·• good and bad." 6 When
the woman saw that the tree was good for eating and a de
light to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable as a
source of wisdom, she took of its fruit and ate. She also
gave some to her husband, and he ate. 7 Then the eyes of
both of them were opened and they perceived that they
were naked; and they sewed together fig leaves and made
themselves loincloths.
B They heard the sound of the LoRD God moving about
in the garden at the breezy time of day; and the man and
his wife hid from the LoRD God among the trees of the
garden. 9 The LoRD God called out to the man and said to
him, "Where are you?" 10 He replied, "I heard the sound
of You in the garden, and I was afraid because I was
naked, so I hid." n Then He asked, "Who told you that
you were naked? Did you eat of the tree from which I had
forbidden you to eat?" 12 The man said, "The woman You
put at my side-she gave me of the tree, and I ate." 13 And
the LoRD God said to the woman, "What is this you have
done!" The woman replied, "The serpent duped me, and I
ate." 1 4Then the LoRD God said to the serpent,
"Because you did this,
More cursed shall you be
Than all cattle
And all the wild beasts:
On your belly shall you crawl
And dirt shall you eat
All the days of your life.
15
I will put enmity
Between you and the woman,
And between your offspring and hers;
They shall strike at your head,
And you shall strike at their heel."
16 And to the woman He said,
"I will make most severe
Your pangs in childbearing;
In pain shall you bear children.
Yet your urge shall be for your husband,
And he shall rule over you."
17To Adam He said, "Because you did as your wife said
and ate of the tree about which I commanded you, 'You
shall not eat of it,'
a·a Otlrers "God, wlro knows. "
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"touched the tree with his hands
and his feet, and shook it until its
fruits dropped to the ground,"
thus undermining the credibility
of God's entire commandment in
the woman's mind (i'lvot. R. Nat.
A,1). 4-5: The serpent impugns
God's motives, a ttributing the
command to jealousy. Whereas in
the first creation account human
beings are God-like creatures exer
cising dominion (1.26-28), here
their ambition to be like God or
like divine beings is the root of
their expulsion from Eden. 6: The
fatal progression in the woman's
mind begins with the physical (eat
ing), moves to the aesthetic (a de
light to tlze eyes), and culminates in
the intellectual (a source of wisdom).
The progression may reflect the
process of rationalization to which
she succumbed just before she en
gaged in humanity's first act of
disobedience. 7: As the serpent
had predicted (v. 5), their eyes are
opened, and they have enhanced
knowledge (v. 7). 8-17: But with
the new knowledge comes the
shame of nudity that they had
lacked in their childlike innocence
(vv. 1o-11; cf. 2.25), a symbol of a
much more encompassing sense of
guilt and an ominous estrange
ment between God and the primal
couple. The man lamely attempts
to pass the buck to his wife, and
thus, also to the God who put her
at his side (v. 12). She, with more
credibility, blames the serpent
(v. 13). 14-19: The LORD God then
reverses the order and punishes
the malefactors in the order of
their misdeeds. The serpent is to
lose his legs, slither in the dirt, and
suffer from the hostility of human
beings (vv. 14-15). The woman
will suffer pain in childbirth, expe
rience sexual desire for her hus
band, yet be subordinate to him
(v. 16). The man, for having
obeyed her rather than God, will
toil over unproductive soil all the
days of his life, until the ground
from which he was taken reab
sorbs him (vv. 17-19; cf. 2.7). The
primal couple have left the magi
cal garden of their childhood and
their innocence and entered into
the harsh world of adulthood and
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18
19

Cursed be the ground because of you;
By toil shall you eat of it
All the days of your life:
Thorns and thistles shall it sprout for you.
But your food shall be the grasses of the field;
By the sweat of your brow
Shall you get bread to eat,
Until you return to the ground
For from it you were taken.
For dust you are,
And to dust you shall return."

20 The man named his wife Eve," because she was the
mother of all the living.b 21 And the LORD God made gar
ments of skins for Adam and his wife, and clothed them.
22 And the LoRD God said, "Now that the man has be
come like one of us, knowing good and bad, what if he
should stretch out his hand and take also from the tree of
life and eat, and live forever!" 23 So the LoRD God ban
ished him from the garden of Eden, to till the soil from
which he was taken. 24 He drove the man out, and sta
tioned east of the garden of Eden the cherubim and the
fiery ever-turning sword, to guard the way to the tree of
life.

4 Now the man knew< his wife Eve, and she conceived

and bore Cain, saying, "I have gained d a male child
with the help of the LORD." 2 She then bore his brother
Abel. Abel became a keeper of sheep, and Cain became a
tiller of the soil. 3 In the course of time, Cain brought an of
fering to the LoRD from the fruit of the soil; 4 and Abel, for
his part, brought the choicest of the firstlings of his flock.
The LoRD paid heed to Abel and his offering, 5 but to Cain

n Heb. l)awwah.
b Heb. l)ay.
c Heb. yada', often in n sexunl se11se.

d Heb. qanithi, COIIIJected wit/1 "Cni11. "

its painful realities. 20-21: God's
clothing the naked indicates that
His anger was not the last word in
the divine-human relationship.
The Jewish ethical tradition finds
in this unmerited kindness a para
digm for human behavior, as well.
"Great are acts of kindness," a tal
mudic rabbi remarks, "for the
Torah begins with an act of kind
ness and ends with an act of kind
ness"-it begins with God's cloth
ing the naked and ends with His
burying the dead (Moses) (Deut.

34.6) (b. So[. 14a). 22-24: Neither
the first nor the second account of
creation portrays humankind as
created immortal. Nor does the
punishment of v. 19, which speaks
of Adam's returning to the ground
from which he was taken, mean
that he would have lived forever,
had it not been for his disobedi
ence. In this passage, the LoRD,
alarmed at the very real, God-like
status that the man has suddenly
attained, resolves to deny him the
opportunity to make himself im- 18 -

mortal and banishes him from the
garden in which the tree of life
was found. The cherubim are su
pernatural beings who sometimes
act as protectors of sacred items
or places (e.g., Exod. 25.17-22;
1 Kings 8.6-7). The stance of jeal
ousy about His status and anxiety
about human beings' acquiring
immortality is not the only one
taken by the God of Israel. Prov.
3.18 asserts that the tree of life, in
the form of Wisdom (therein per
sonified as a woman), remains
available to "those who grasp
her." The Rabbis identified wis
dom with Torah and could there
fore cite Prov. 3.1 8 in support of
their characteristic affirmation that
Torah "gives life to those who
practice it, in this world and in the
world-to-come" (m. 'Avot 6.7). In
Judaism, the estrangement caused
by the innate human appetite for
evil does not require an act of mes
sianic redemption to be healed.
Rather, the practice and study of
Torah renew intimacy with the
God of Israel and lead to eternal
life. "The Holy One (blessed be
He) created the Evil Inclination;
He created Torah as its antidote"
(b. B . Bat. 16a).

4.1-16: The first murder. This
story of the LORD's preference for
the younger brother and the older
brother's resentment and exile
looks both back to the episode in
the garden of Eden and forward to
other stories of mysterious divine
preference, sibling rivalry, and
exile later in the book of Genesis
(chs 21, 27, 37). 1 : The verb trans
lated knew may have the sense of
"had known" in this context. Rashi
thinks the conception of Cain
occurred in the garden of Eden
before his parents had sinned.
3-5: The Torah does not say why
the LoRD accepted Abel's offering,
but not Cain's. Perhaps we are to
infer that Abel offered his with
greater devotion (the choicest of the
firstlings as opposed to the fruit of
the soil). Alternately, the episode
may evidence the high regard for
shepherds and the pastoral life
manifest, for example, in the early
life of national heroes such as Jo-
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and his offering He paid no heed. Cain was much dis
tressed and his face fell. 6 And the LORD said to Cain,
"Why are you distressed,
And why is your face fallen?
7•
Surely, if you do right,
There is uplift.
But if you do not do right
Sin couches at the door;
Its urge is toward you,
Yet you can be its master."
s cain said to his brother Abelb . . . and when they were
in the field, Cain set upon his brother Abel and killed him.
9 The LoRD said to Cain, "Where is your brother Abel?"
And he said, "I do not know. Am I my brother's keeper?"
10 Then He said, "What have you done? Hark, your
brother's blood cries out to Me from the ground! 11 There
fore, you shall be more cursed than the ground,< which
opened its mouth to receive your brother's blood from
your hand. 12 If you till the soil, it shall no longer yield its
strength to you. You shall become a ceaseless wanderer on
earth."
1 3 Cain said to the LoRD, "My punishment is too great to
bear! 14 Since You have banished me this day from the soil,
and I must avoid Your presence and become a restless
wanderer on earth-anyone who meets me may kill me!"
15 The LORD said to him, "I promise, if anyone kills Cain,
sevenfold vengeance shall be taken on him." And the
LoRD put a mark on Cain, lest anyone who met him
should kill him. 1 6 Cain left the presence of the LORD and
settled in the land of Nod, east of Eden.
1 7 Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore
Enoch. And he then founded a city, and named the city
after his son Enoch. 1 8 To Enoch was born Irad, and Irad
begot Mehujael, and Mehujaeld begot Methusael, and
Methusael begot Lamech. 1 9 Lamech took to himself two
wives: the name of the one was Adah, and the name of the
other was Zillah. 20 Adah bore Jabal; he was the ancestor
of those who dwell in tents and amidst herds. 21 And the
name of his brother was Jubal; he was the ancestor of all
who play the lyre and the pipe. 22 As for Zillah, she bore
Tubal-cain, who forged all implements of copper and iron.
And the sister of Tubal-cain was Naamah.
a
b
c
d

Mea11i11g of verse 1111certain.
A11cie11t versions, inc/udi11g tire Targrmr, read "Come, let liS go o11t i11to the field. "
See J-I7.
Heb. MeJ:tijael.
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seph, Moses, and David. Like
Abel, however, all the latter-and
many others chosen by God in the
Tanakh (e.g., Isaac, Jacob, and
Solomon)-were younger broth
ers. The story of Cain and Abel
thus demonstrates a theme wide
spread in the Tanakh: the differ
ence between God's will and
human conventions, such as pri
mogeniture. In this text, the em
phasis falls, however, not on the
reasons for God's preference, but
on Cain's fatal and culpable re
fusal to reconcile himself to it.
7: The end of the verse is strik
ingly reminiscent of the words of
God to Eve in 3.16, just as Cain's
punislunent in 4.11-12 recalls
Adam's in 3.17-19. It is possible
that the story of Cain and Abel it
self once served as an account of
the primal sin and the expulsion
from paradise. 9: The LoRD's ques
tion to Cain recalls that to Adam in
3·9· In both cases, He asks about
more than location. Cain's flippant
answer offends against the Torah's
ethic of responsibility for one's
kinsman and neighbor (e.g.,
Lev. 19.16; Deut. 21.1--9).
13-15: Although murder is a capi
tal offense in biblical law (e.g.,
Exod. 21. 12), the LORD yields to
Cain's plea and protects him from
the fate he inflicted on Abel. The
irony is pungent: The man who
could not tolerate God's in
scrutable grace now benefits from
it. A midrash sees Cain as the first
penitent and attributes his pardon
to his repentance (Gen. Rab. 22.13).

4.17-26: The growth of culture.
This highly compressed passage
may be an epitome of well-known
legends that have not survived.
The emergence of occupations and
technologies that it records is remi
niscent of the Mesopotamian tradi
tion about the pre-flood sages who
founded the basic institutions of
civilization. The culminating v. 26
speaks of what is, in the Jewish
view, the most important of these:
the proper worship of the true
God. This comes not from the line
of Cain, but from Adam and Eve's
third son, Seth. The poem of La
mech in vv. 23-24 continues the
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23 And Lamech said to his wives,
"Adah and Zillah, hear my voice;
0 wives of Lamech, give ear to my speech.
I have slain a man for wounding me,
And a lad for bruising me.
24
If Cain is avenged sevenfold,
Then Lamech seventy-sevenfold."
25 Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a son and
named him Seth, meaning, "God has •·provided me with·•
another offspring in place of Abel," for Cain had killed
him. 2 6 And to Seth, in turn, a son was born, and he named
him Enosh. It was then that men began to invoke the LORD
by name.

5 This
is the record of Adam's line.-When God created
man, He made him in the likeness of God; 2 male and

female He created them. And when they were created,
He blessed them and called them Man.__J When Adam
had lived 130 years, he begot a son in his likeness after
his image, and he named him Seth. 4 After the birth of
Seth, Adam lived Boo years and begot sons and daughters.
5 All the days that Adam lived came to 930 years; then he
died.
6 When Seth had lived 105 years, he begot Enosh. 7 After
the birth of Enosh, Seth lived Bo7 years and begot sons
and daughters. s All the days of Seth came to 912 years;
then he died.
9 When Enosh had lived 90 years, he begot Kenan.
10 After the birth of Kenan, Enosh lived B15 years and
begot sons and daughters. 11 All the days of Enosh came to
905 years; then he died.
12 When Kenan had lived 70 years, he begot Mahalalel.
13 After the birth of Mahalalel, Kenan lived B4o years and
begot sons and daughters. 14 All the days of Kenan came
to 910 years; then he died.
15 When Mahalalel had lived 65 years, he begot Jared.
16 After the birth of Jared, Mahalalel lived B3o years and
begot sons and daughters. 17 All the days of Mahalalel
came to B95 years; then he died.
18 When Jared had lived 162 years, he begot Enoch.
19 After the birth of Enoch, Jared lived Boo years and begot
sons and daughters. 2o All the days of Jared came to 962
years; then he died.
21 When Enoch had lived 65 years, he begot Methuselah.
22 After the birth of Methuselah, Enoch walked with God
300 years; and he begot sons and daughters. 23 All the
a·a Or "establisl1ed for me"; Heb. shath, COIII!ected with

"Sell!. "
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dark theme of violence associated
with his ancestor Cain and attests
to the increasing evil of the human
race.

5.1-32: The ten generations from
Adam to Noah. This genealogy
can be seen, in part, as the parallel
to the list in 4.17-26. Note the sim
ilarity or identity of many of the
names in the two genealogies:
Cain/Kenan, Enoch/Enoch,
Irad/Jared, Mehujael/Mehalalel,
Methusael/Methuselah, La
mech/Lamech. Even if these fig
ures were originally thought to be
descendants of Cain, ch 5 treats
them all as descendants of Seth.
Cain's line will not survive the
flood, and the people Israel will
emerge from the lineage of the
younger son's replacement (4.25),
not from that of the murderous
first-born son of Adam. 1-3: The
ostensibly natural process of pro
creation has high theological im
port: It continues the creation of
human beings in God's likeness
(1.26-28). 5: The enormous life
spans of Adam and his antedilu
vian descendants find a parallel in
the Sumerian King List, a very an
cient Mesopotamian text, in which
the pre-flood kings rule much
longer than those who came after
ward (the longest reign was 65,000
years). The underlying conception
is that things proceeded on a
grander scale in those days. These
life spans are thus akin to the bibli
cal allusions to primordial giants
or heroes (e.g., 6-4; Deut. 2.2o-21).
21-23: Significantly, Enoch occu
pies the seventh position and lives
only 365 years (suggesting a con
nection with the solar cycle). Like
Noah (6.9), he walked with God,
though the meaning of the state
ment that God took him is unclear.
Rashi thinks it means that God
caused his death prematurely to
spare him from sinning. It is possi
ble that Enoch's earthly life, like
Elijah's (2 Kings 2.11-12), ended
without death. 29: The allusion to
3.17 is one of several indications
that Noah is the new Adam-a
righteous antidote to the wicked
ness of the father of universal
mankind. Remarked an early
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days of Enoch came to 365 years. 24 Enoch walked with
God; then he was no more, for God took him.
2 5 When Methuselah had lived 187 years, he begot La
mech. 26 After the birth of Lamech, Methuselah lived 782
years and begot sons and daughters. 27 All the days of Me
thuselah came to 969 years; then he died.
28 When Lamech had lived 182 years, he begot a son.
29 And he named him Noah, saying, "This one will pro
vide us relief• from our work and from the toil of our
hands, out of the very soil which the LoRD placed under a
curse." 30 After the birth of Noah, Lamech lived 595 years
and begot sons and daughters. 31 All the days of Lamech
came to 777 years; then he died.
32 When Noah had lived 500 years, Noah begot Shem,
Ham, and Japheth.

6 were
When men began to increase on earth and daughters
born to them, 2 the divine beingsb saw how beau

tiful the daughters of men were and took wives from
among those that pleased them._3 The LoRD said, "My
breath shall not abide < in man forever, since he too is flesh;
let the days allowed him be one hundred and twenty
years."-4 1t was then, and later too, that the Nephilim ap
peared on earth-when the divine beings cohabited with
the daughters of men, who bore them offspring. They
were the heroes of old, the men of renown.
5 The LoRD saw how great was man's wickedness on
earth, and how every plan devised by his mind was noth
ing but evil all the time. 6 And the LoRD regretted that He
had made man on earth, and His heart was saddened.
7The LoRD said, "I will blot out from the earth the men
whom I created-men together with beasts, creeping
things, and birds of the sky; for I regret that I made them."
s But Noah found favor with the LoRD.
m

NOAI:I

9 This is the line of Noah.-Noah was a righteous man; he
was blameless in his age; Noah walked with God.
l O Noah begot three sons: Shem, Ham, and Japheth.
11 The earth became corrupt before God; the earth was
a Connecting Noa/1 witll Heb. nil:lam "to comfort"; cf 9.20 ff.
b Otllers "the sons of God. "
c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

rabbi, "When a righteous person
comes into the world, goodness
comes into the world" (b. Sanll.
113b). 31: The suspicious figure of
777 is undoubtedly related to (the
Cainite) Lamech's mention of

"sevenfold" and "seventy
sevenfold" in 4.24.

6.1-8: The prelude to the flood.
1-4: This brief narrative reads like

a condensation of a much longer,
-21-

well-known myth. It records yet
another breach of the all-important
boundary between the divine and
the human (vv. 1-2) and explains
why human beings no longer at
tain to the great ages of their pri
mordial forebears (v. J). It also ex
plains the origin of the Nephilim
(v. 4), the preternatural giants that
Israelite tradition thought once
dwelt in the land (Num. lJ.Jl-JJ).
5-8: Whereas in ch 1 God seven
times "saw" what He had made
and pronounced it "good," this
passage reports that He saw llow

great was man's wickedness and re
gretted tllat He had made man. The

flood narrative that ensues, a char
acteristically Israelite adaptation
of a well-known and widespread
Mesopotamian story, emphasizes
human immorality as the provoca
tion for the cataclysm. Most strik
ingly, the narrator depicts God's
heart as saddened. The sudden
mention of Noah (v. 8)-whose
Heb name ("n-1)") is "favor"
("1)-n") spelled backwards-indi
cates that human perversion and
divine grief will not be the last
word.

6.9-9.17: The flood: corruption,
destruction, re-creation, covenant.
6.9-10: The mention of Noah's

righteousness and blamelessness
serves as a counterpoint to the re
ports of human wickedness and
lawlessness that both precede and
follow it (vv. 1-7, 11-13). 8: The
favor that Noah found . . . with the
LoRD derives, in part or in whole,
from his lonely role as the one
moral man in an immoral society.
As such, he also serves as the one
who provides relief from the
LoRD's curse, as his father pre
dicted when he named him (5.29).
1 1-16: The word translated ark oc
curs only in the flood story of Gen
esis and in the account of Moses'
mother's effort to save her baby by
putting him in the Nile in Exod.
2.3 (where the term is rendered
"basket"). Noah foreshadows
Moses, even as Moses, removed
from the water, foreshadows the
people Israel, whom he leads to
safety through the death-dealing
sea that drowns their oppressors
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filled with lawlessness. 12 When God saw how corrupt the
earth was, for all flesh had corrupted its ways on earth,
13 God said to Noah, "I have decided to put an end to all
flesh, for the earth is filled with lawlessness because of
them: I am about to destroy them with the earth. 14 Make
yourself an ark of gopher wood; make it an ark with com
partments, and cover it inside and out with pitch. 15 This is
how you shall make it: the length of the ark shall be three
hundred cubits, its width fifty cubits, and its height thirty
cubits. 1 6 Make an opening for daylight in the ark, and
•terminate it within a cubit of the top.-• Put the entrance to
the ark in its side; make it with bottom, second, and third
decks.
17 "For My part, I am about to bring the Flood-waters
upon the earth-to destroy all flesh under the sky in
which there is breath of life; everything on earth shall per
ish. 18 But I will establish My covenant with you, and you
shall enter the ark, with your sons, your wife, and your
sons' wives. 19 And of all that lives, of all flesh, you shall
take two of each into the ark to keep alive with you; they
shall be male and female. 20 From birds of every kind, cat
tle of every kind, every kind of creeping thing on earth,
two of each shall come to you to stay alive. 21 For your
part, take of everything that is eaten and store it away, to
serve as food for you and for them." 22 Noah did so; just as
God commanded him, so he did.

7 Then the LoRD said to Noah, "Go into the ark, with all

your household, for you alone have I found righteous
before Me in this generation. 2 Qf every clean animal you
shall take seven pairs, males and their mates, and of every
animal that is not clean, two, a male and its mate; 3 of the
birds of the sky also, seven pairs, male and female, to keep
seed alive upon all the earth. 4 For in seven days' time I will
make it rain upon the earth, forty days and forty nights,
and I will blot out from the earth all existence that I cre
ated." 5 And Noah did just as the LoRD commanded him.
6 Noah was six hundred years old when the Flood came,
waters upon the earth. 7 Noah, with his sons, his wife, and
his sons' wives, went into the ark because of the waters of
the Flood. 8 Of the clean animals, of the animals that are
n-n

Meaning of Heb_ uncertain.

(Exod. chs 14-15). The great bibli
cal tale of redemption occurs first
in a shorter, universal form, then
in a longer, particularistic one.
14-16: The cubit being roughly
one and a half feet, the ark mea-

sures about 150 m X 25 m X 15 m
(450 ft X 75 ft X 45 ft). Unlike
other ancient boats, it is entirely
enclosed, with the exception of the
openingfor daylight (v. 16). Covered
inside and out wit/1 pitc/1 (v. 14) to
-22-

protect its passengers from the cat
aclysm, the ark symbolizes the ten
der mercies and protective grace
with which God envelopes the
righteous even in the harshest cir
cumstances.

6.17-22: Further introduction and
a pledge. 18: This v. records the

first mention of covenant ("berit")
in the Tanakh. In the ancient Near
East, a covenant was an agreement
that the parties swore before the
gods, and expected the gods to en
force. In this case, God is Himself a
party to the covenant, which is
more like a pledge than an agree
ment or contract (this was some
times the case in the ancient Near
East as well). The covenant with
Noah will receive longer treatment
in 9.1-17. 19-20: This contradicts
7.2, in which the LoRD instructs
Noah to take seven pairs of the
clean animals and two of the un
clean ("clean" and "unclean" refer
to ritual categories and not to hy
giene; the terminology of "pure"
and "impure" would be less mis
leading). Critical scholars explain
the contradiction by attributing
6.19-20 to the Priestly source (P)
but 7.2 to the J. Only the latter re
ports Noah's sacrifice when he
emerges from the ark (8.2o-21).
If there were only one pair of each
animal, this sacrifice would lead
to the counterproductive result
that the species offered would
thereby become extinct. The
source-critical explanation receives
corroboration from the use of God
in 6.9-22 but "LORD" in 7.1-5, and
from the rest of the flood story,
which suggests that two slightly
differing stories have been inter
woven. Traditional commentators
have other explanations, for exam
ple, that two in 6.19 means "at least
two" (Rashi) or that a pair of each
species would come of their own
accord, but Noah would later have
to capture seven of the "clean"
species to use for the sacrifice
(Ramban).

7.1-23: The flood comes. 4: The
forty days and forty nights of rain
fall here and in v. 12 conflict with
the one hundred fifty days of
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not clean, of the birds, and of everything that creeps
on the ground, 9 two of each, male and female, came to
Noah into the ark, as God had commanded Noah. 10 And
on the seventh day the waters of the Flood came upon the
earth.
11 In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second
month, on the seventeenth day of the month, on that day
All the fountains of the great deep burst apart,
And the floodgates of the sky broke open.
(12 The rain fell on the earth forty days and forty nights.)
13That same day Noah and Noah's sons, Shem, Ham, and
Japheth, went into the ark, with Noah's wife and the three
wives of his sons-14 they and all beasts of every kind, all
cattle of every kind, all creatures of every kind that creep
on the earth, and all birds of every kind, every bird, every
winged thing. 15 They came to Noah into the ark, two each
of all flesh in which there was breath of life. 16 Thus they
that entered comprised male and female of all flesh, as
God had commanded him. And the LoRD shut him in.
17 The Flood continued forty days on the earth, and the
waters increased and raised the ark so that it rose above
the earth. 18 The waters swelled and increased greatly
upon the earth, and the ark drifted upon the waters.
19 When the waters had swelled much more upon the
earth, all the highest mountains everywhere under the sky
were covered. 20 Fifteen cubits higher did the waters swell,
as the mountains were covered. 21 And all flesh that
stirred on earth perished-birds, cattle, beasts, and all the
things that swarmed upon the earth, and all mankind.
22 All in whose nostrils was the merest breath of life, all
that was on dry land, died. 23 All existence on earth was
blotted out-man, cattle, creeping things, and birds of the
sky; they were blotted out from the earth. Only Noah was
left, and those with him in the ark.
24 And when the waters had swelled on the earth one

8 hundred and fifty days, 1 God remembered Noah and

all the beasts and all the cattle that were with him in the
ark, and God caused a wind to blow across the earth, and
the waters subsided. 2 The fountains of the deep and the
floodgates of the sky were stopped up, and the rain from
the sky was held back; 3 the waters then receded steadily
from the earth. At the end of one hundred and fifty days
the waters diminished, 4 so that in the seventh month, on
the seventeenth day of the month, the ark came to rest on
the mountains of Ararat. 5 The waters went on diminish
ing until the tenth month; in the tenth month, on the first
of the month, the tops of the mountains became visible.
-

2J

-

swelling waters in v. 24· Once
again, critical scholars detect a dif
ference between J and P, respec
tively.

7.24-8.22: The flood ends.
8.1: The statement that God remem
bered Noah is the turning point of
the whole flood narrative, marking
the triumph of mercy over judg
ment. It recalls other incidents in
the Torah in which God remem
bers and rescues: remembering
Abraham and thus saving his
nephew Lot from death in Sodom
(19.29); remembering Rachel and
thus rescuing her from the humili
ation of infertility (30.22); and,
most importantly, remembering
"His covenant with Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob" and finally saving
Israel from enslavement to Phar
aoh (Exod. 2.23-25). Here, too, the
remembrance at issue is associated
with God's reliable faithfulness to
His covenant (7.18). 4: The moun
tains ofArarat refers to the hill
country of ancient Urartu, a
country in eastern Asia Minor oc
cupying parts of what is now
Turkey, Iraq, Armenia, and Iran
(cf. 2 Kings 19.37; Jer. 51.27). Con
trary to a common misimpression,
the Tanakh knows of no individ
ual mountain named "Ararat."
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6 A t the end of forty days, Noah opened the window of
the ark that he had made 7 and sent out the raven; it went
to and fro until the waters had dried up from the earth.
B Then he sent out the dove to see whether the waters had
decreased from the surface of the ground. 9 But the dove
could not find a resting place for its foot, and returned to
him to the ark, for there was water over all the earth. So
putting out his hand, he took it into the ark with him.
1 o He waited another seven days, and again sent out the
dove from the ark. n The dove came back to him toward
evening, and there in its bill was a plucked-off olive leaf!
Then Noah knew that the waters had decreased on the
earth. 12 He waited still another seven days and sent the
dove forth; and it did not return to him any more.
13 In the six hundred and first year, in the first month, on
the first of the month, the waters began to dry from the
earth; and when Noah removed the covering of the ark, he
saw that the surface of the ground was drying. 14 And in
the second month, on the twenty-seventh day of the
month, the earth was dry.
15 God spoke to Noah, saying, 16 "Come out of the ark,
together with your wife, your sons, and your sons' wives.
17 Bring out with you every living thing of all flesh that is
with you: birds, animals, and everything that creeps on
earth; and let them swarm on the earth and be fertile and
increase on earth." 1 B So Noah came out, together with his
sons, his wife, and his sons' wives. 19 Every animal, every
creeping thing, and every bird, everything that stirs on
earth came out of the ark by families.
20 Then Noah built an altar to the LORD and, taking of
every clean animal and of every clean bird, he offered
burnt offerings on the altar. 21 The LoRD smelled the pleas
ing odor, and the LoRD said to Himself: "Never again will
I doom the earth because of man, since the devisings of
man's mind are evil from his youth; nor will I ever again
destroy every living being, as I have done.
22
So long as the earth endures,
Seedtime and harvest,
Cold and heat,
Summer and winter,
Day and night
Shall not cease."

9 God blessed Noah and his sons, and said to them, "Be

fertile and increase, and fill the earth. 2 The fear and the
dread of you shall be upon all the beasts of the earth and
upon all the birds of the sky-everything with which the
earth is astir-and upon all the fish of the sea; they are
-

2.4

-

13: At some point in Israelite tradi
tion, the first day of the first month
(which occurs in the spring, two
weeks before Passover) must have
served as New Year's Day. In rab
binic law, it is listed, in fact, as
one of four New Year's Days, the
most familiar being the autumnal
holiday known today as Rosh
Ha-Shanah (m. Rosh Hash. 1.1). It is
significant that in the Tanakh, the
first day of the first month is the
day that the Tabernacle-the
portable temple of the wilderness
period-goes up (Exod. 40.2, 17).
For the Mesopotamian epic known
as Enuma elish, which was asso
·
ciated with a New Year's festival,
the date celebrates both the cre
ation of the world from the sev
ered body of the creator god's
aquatic enemy and the raising of a
palace to the victorious creator. In
Gen. ch 8, too, the world is, as it
were, being created anew from the
watery chaos that had undone
God's original work of creation.
A new beginning is at hand,
with Noah as the new Adam.
20-22: Nothing would seem more
natural to a biblical Israelite who
had survived a life-threatening cri
sis than to offer a sacrifice to the
God of his salvation (v. 20). In this
case, the sacrifice appeases the
LoRD (cf. Num. 17.8-15), who thus
moves from anger at human be
ings to acceptance of them in their
weakness. The correspondence of
v. 21, at the end of the flood narra
tive, with 6.5, at its beginning, is
striking: Human beings have not
improved. "Harsh indeed is the
Evil Inclination," goes a saying in
the Talmud that quotes v. 21, "for
even its own Creator called it evil."
(b. Kid. 30b). Yet God will spare
them nonetheless, and the rhythm
of human life goes on (v. 22).
9.1-17: The covenant with Noah.
Having rescued the righteous rem
nant from the lethal waters, God
now makes a covenant with them,
just as He will with the people Is
rael at Sinai after enabling them to
escape across the Sea of Reeds
(Exod. chs 14-15, 19). The closest
parallel to our passage, however,
is Gen. 17 (the covenant with
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given into your hand. 3 Every creature that lives shall be
yours to eat; as with the green grasses, I give you all these.
4 You must not, however, eat flesh with its life-blood in it.
5 But for your own life-blood I will require a reckoning: I
will require it of every beast; of man, too, will I require a
reckoning for human life, of every man for that of his fel
low man!
6
Whoever sheds the blood of man,
By man shall his blood be shed;
For in His image
Did God make man.
7 Be fertile, then, and increase; abound on the earth and in
crease on it."
s And God said to Noah and to his sons with him, 9 "I
now establish My covenant with you and your offspring
to come, 10 and with every living thing that is with you
birds, cattle, and every wild beast as well-all that have
come out of the ark, every living thing on earth. 11 I will
maintain My covenant with you: never again shall all
flesh be cut off by the waters of a flood, and never again
shall there be a flood to destroy the earth."
1 2 God further said, "This is the sign that I set for the
covenant between Me and you, and every living creature
with you, for all ages to come. n I have set My bow in the
clouds, and it shall serve as a sign of the covenant be
tween Me and the earth. 14 When I bring clouds over the
earth, and the bow appears in the clouds, 1 5 I will remem
ber My covenant between Me and you and every living
creature among all flesh, so that the waters shall never
again become a flood to destroy all flesh. 16 When the bow
is in the clouds, I will see it and remember the everlasting
covenant between God and all living creatures, all flesh
that is on earth. 1 7 That," God said to Noah, "shall be the
sign of the covenant that I have established between Me
and all flesh that is on earth."
18 The sons of Noah who came out of the ark were
Shem, Ham, and Japheth-Ham being the father of Ca
naan. 1 9 These three were the sons of Noah, and from these
the whole world branched out.
20 Noah, the tiller of the soil, was the first to plant a vine
yard. 2 1 He drank of the wine and became drunk, and he
Abraham), also ascribed to P. In
each case, God makes an everlast
ing covenant or "pact" (9.16; 17.13,
19) memorialized by a distinctive
sign, the rainbow in the case of
Noah (9.12, 13, 17) and circum-

cision in the case of Abraham and
the Jewish people who, he is
promised, shall descend from him
(17.11). 1-4: V. 1 repeats the charge
to primordial humanity (1.28) ver
batim (if only in part), but then en-

hances mankind's status relative to
the animals: The animals shall be
afraid of them, and God licenses
humans to use them for food (vv.
2-3). The only qualification is that
the blood, which the Tanakh identi
fies with the life-force (Lev. 17.1 1,
14; Deut. 12.23), must be drained
out first. This is the origin of
kashering, the Jewish practice of
salting meat so as to absorb the
blood before cooking. S-6: By man
in v. 6 may be more accurately ren
dered as "in compensation for a
human being." Human life is
sharply distinguished from animal
life; the idea that human beings
are created in the image of God
(1.26-27) requires a higher degree
of respect for human life. In the
Talmud, v. 5 is interpreted as a
prohibition of killing oneself
(b. B. K. 91b), and v. 6 is cited in
support of the prohibition of abor
tion (b. Sanh. 5 7b) . Jewish law
strictly forbids suicide and allows
abortion only in extreme situations
and never for the purpose of birth
control. 8-17: In the Talmud, it is
taught that "descendants of
Noah"-that is, universal human
ity-are obligated by seven com
mandments: (1) to establish courts
of justice, (2) to refrain from blas
pheming the God of Israel, as well
as from (3) idolatry, (4) sexual per
version, (5) bloodshed, and (6)
robbery, and (7) not to eat meat cut
from a living animal (b. Sanh. s6a).
Whereas Jews have hundreds of
commandments in addition to
these seven (traditionally, 613 alto
gether), Gentiles who observe the
"seven commandments of the de
scendants of Noah" can meet with
God's full approval.
9.1 8-28 The sin of Ham and the
cursing of Canaan. 20-21: The an

cient Rabbis saw in Noah an object
lesson about the dangers of intoxi
cation (Gen. Rab. 36.4), but whether
the first person to grow grapes
should have foreseen the degrad
ing consequences of excessive al
cohol consumption is unclear. In
any event, mentioning the failures
of its human heroes is characteris
tic of the Tanakh; only God is per
fect, and even He is at times the

TORAH

GENESIS 9.22-10.5
uncovered himself within his tent. 22 Ham, the father of
Canaan, saw his father's nakedness and told his two
brothers outside. 23 But Shem and Japheth took a cloth,
placed it against both their backs and, walking backward,
they covered their father's nakedness; their faces were
turned the other way, so that they did not see their
father's nakedness. 24 When Noah woke up from his wine
and learned what his youngest son had done to him, 25 he
said,
"Cursed be Canaan;
The lowest of slaves
Shall he be to his brothers."
26 And he said,
"Blessed be the LoRD,
The God of Shem;
Let Canaan be a slave to them.
27
May God enlarge• Japheth,
And let him dwell in the tents of Shem;
And let Canaan be a slave to them."
2B Noah lived after the. Flood 350 years. 29 And all the
days of Noah came to 950 years; then he died.

1 0 sons of Noah: sons were born to them after the
Flood.
These are the lines of Shem, Ham, and Japheth, the

2 The descendants of Japheth: Gomer, Magog, Madai,
Javan, Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras. 3 The descendants of
Gomer: Ashkenaz, Riphath, and Togarmah. 4 The descen
dants of Javan: Elishah and Tarshish, the Kittim and the
Dodanim. b 5 From these the maritime nations branched
out. [These are the descendants of Japheth]< by their
lands-each with its language-their clans and their na
tions.
a Heb.

yapht, play on Heb. yepheth "Japl�etlz. "
c Cf
1 Clzron. 1-7 "Rodanim. "

b Septuagint and

target of protest (e.g., see 18.2233). 22-24: This perplexing pas
sage serves as an explanation of
the sexual perverseness that Israel
ite culture sometimes thought to
be typical of the Canaanites (cf.
Lev. 18.3-4, 24-30). Note that it is
Canaan who is cursed (Gen. 9.25),
although Ham perpetuated the
a trocity. The author (or perhaps a
redactor) softens the contradiction
by twice pointing out that Ham is
tlzefather of Canaan (vv. 18, 22). The
identity of the act in question is

vv. 2 0 and 3 1 .

murky. "To uncover the naked
ness" of a man means to have sex
ual relations with his wife (e.g.,
Lev. 20.1 1). This makes Ham guilty
of incest. In Lev. 20.17, the less
common expression "to see the
nakedness" means to have sex.
This would make Ham guilty of
homosexual rape. In an effort to
explain why Canaan is cursed for
Ham's sin, on the other hand, the
midrash sees Ham as castrating
his father. Just as Ham prevented
Noah from ever having a fourth
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son, so will his own fourth son,
Canaan (10.6), be cursed (Gen. Rab.
36.7). V. 23, however, suggests that
the words saw his father's nakedness
are better taken literally. If so,
Ham violated two norms highly
stressed in both the Tanakh and
rabbinic Judaism, the ethic of
bodily modesty and the norm to
honor and respect one's parents.
25-27: The cursing of Canaan may
be intended, in part, to explain
why non-Israelite slaves do not
have to be emancipated (e.g.,
Lev. 25.39-46). Understanding
Japheth to be Greece, an early
rabbi cited v. 27 in defense of
his ruling that scriptural scrolls
may be written (other than in
Heb) only in Greek: "May the
beauty ('yefifut') of Japheth
('yefet') be in the tents of Shem"
(b. Meg. 9b).

10.1-32: The seventy nations of
the world. As if in fulfillment of

God's command to Noah and his
sons to "Be fertile and increase,
and fill the earth" (9.1), the three
sons of Noah rapidly engender na
tions that branched out over the earth
(v. 32). The fluidity of identity,
which allows a name to refer both
to an individual and to a nation, is
characteristic of the Tanakh and
especially prominent in Genesis.
This table of nations, strikingly
universal in scope, represents an
early exercise in ethnography. But,
as in biblical genealogies generally,
political relationships are at least
as important as ethnicity and lin
guistic affinity in establishing lines
of descent. Thus, the Canaanites
are classed with Egypt (Mizraim)
as Hamites (v. 6), though the geo
graphic and linguistic relations of
the Canaanites ought to put them
in the same class as Israel (who
have not yet emerged), the class of
Shemites. The genealogy probably
reflects the political reality that for
a long time prior to the emergence
of Israel, Egypt had dominated
Canaan. Race in our contemporary
sense of the term is not a basis for
human division in Gen. ch 10, and
no mention of physical characteris
tics is made. 3: Ashkenaz refers to
the Scythians, who occupied the
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GENESIS 10.6-1 0 . 3 2
6 The descendants of Ham: Cush, Mizraim, Put, and Ca
naan. 7 The descendants of Cush: Seba, Havilah, Sabtah,
Raamah, and Sabteca. The descendants of Raamah: Sheba
and Dedan.
s Cush also begot Nimrod, who was the first man of
might on earth. 9 He was a mighty hunter by the grace of
the LoRD; hence the saying, "Like Nimrod a mighty
hunter by the grace of the LoRD." 10 The mainstays of his
kingdom were Babylon, Erech, Accad, and Calneh• in the
land of Shinar. 11 From that land Asshur went forth and
built Nineveh, Rehoboth-ir, Calah, 12 and Resen between
Nineveh and Calah, that is the great city.
13 And Mizraim begot the Ludim, the Anamim, the Le
habim, the Naphtuhim, 1 4 the Pathrusim, the Casluhim,
and the Caphtorim,b whence the Philistines came forth.
15 Canaan begot Sidon, his first-born, and Heth; 1 6 and
the Jebusites, the Amorites, the Girgashites, 1 7 the Hivites,
the Arkites, the Sinites, 1B the Arvadites, the Zemarites,
and the Hamathites. Afterward the clans of the Canaan
ites spread out. ( 19 The [original] Canaanite territory ex
tended from Sidon as far as Gerar, near Gaza, and as far as
Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboiim, near Lasha.)
20 These are the descendants of Ham, according to their
clans and languages, by their lands and nations.
21 Sons were also born to Shem, ancestor of all the de
scendants of Eber and older brother of Japheth. 22 The de
scendants of Shem: Elam, Asshur, Arpachshad, Lud, and
Aram. 23 The descendants of Aram: Uz, Hul, Gether, and
Mash. 24 Arpachshad begot Shelah, and Shelah begot Eber.
25 Two sons were born to Eber: the name of the first was
Peleg, for in his days the earth was divided;< and the name
of his brother was Joktan. 26 Joktan begot Almodad,
Sheleph, Hazarmaveth, Jerah, 2 7 Hadoram, Uzal, Diklah,
28 Qbal, Abimael, Sheba, 29 Qphir, Havilah, and Jobab; all
these were the descendants of Joktan. 30 Their settlements
extended from Mesha as far as Sephar, the hill country to
the east. 31 These are the descendants of Shem according to
their clans and languages, by their lands, according to
their nations.
32 These are the groupings of Noah's descendants, ac
cording to their origins, by their nations; and from these
the nations branched out over the earth after the Flood.

a Heb. we-khalneh, better vocalized we-khullanah "all of them being."
b I.e., the Cretans; moved up for the sake of clarity; cf Amos 9 · 7·
c Heb. niphlegah, play on "Peleg. "
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area to the north of the Black Sea
(cf. Jer. 51.27). In the Middle Ages,
Jews reused the term to refer to
Germany and, later, to the Jewish
communities of central and north
eastern Europe. 8-1 2: Nimrod
joins the growing company of in
ventors of culture (cf. 4.17-22;
g.2o). He is the first emperor (the
term mighty hunter has royal con
notations), uniting different parts
of Mesopotamia under his rule. It
is likely that these verses allude to
a lost epic about the figure of Nim
rod. Interpreting his name as a
form of the Heb verb that means
"to rebel," a midrash sees him as
the archetypal rebel against the
will of God (Tg. Ps.-J.)-to which
Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra, the 12th
century commentator, replies,
"Don't look for a reason for every
name"!

TORAH

1 1 same
Everyone on earth had the same language and the
words. 2 And as they migrated from the east,

they carne upon a valley in the land of Shinar and settled
there. 3 They said to one another, "Corne, let us make
bricks and burn them hard."-Brick served them as stone,
and bitumen served them as rnortar.-4 And they said,
"Corne, let us build us a city, and a tower with its top in
the sky, to make a name for ourselves; else we shall be
scattered all over the world." S The LORD carne down to
look at the city and tower that man had built, 6 and the
LoRD said, "If, as one people with one language for all,
this is how they have begun to act, then nothing that they
may propose to do will be out of their reach. 7 Let us, then,
go down and confound their speech there, so that they
shall not understand one another's speech." B Thus the
LoRD scattered them from there over the face of the whole
earth; and they stopped building the city. 9 That is why it
was called Babel/ because there the LORD confounded b
the speech of the whole earth; and from there the LoRD
scattered them over the face of the whole earth.
1 0 This is the line of Shern. Shern was 100 years old when
he begot Arpachshad, two years after the Flood. 11 After
the birth ofc Arpachshad, Shern lived 500 years and begot
sons and daughters.
12 When Arpachshad had lived 35 years, he begot She
lah. 1 3 After the birth of Shelah, Arpachshad lived 403
years and begot sons and daughters.
14 When Shelah had lived 30 years, he begot Eber.
I S After the birth of Eber, Shelah lived 403 years and begot
sons and daughters.
16 When Eber had lived 34 years, he begot Peleg. 17 After
the birth of Peleg, Eber lived 430 years and begot sons and
daughters.
1B When Peleg had lived 30 years, he begot Reu. 19 After
the birth of Reu, Peleg lived 209 years and begot sons and
daughters.
2 0 When Reu had lived 32 years, he begot Serug. 21 After
the birth of Serug, Reu lived 207 years and begot sons and
daughters.
22 When Serug had lived 30 years, he begot Nahor.
23 After the birth of Nahor, Serug lived 200 years and
begot sons and daughters.
24 When Nahor had lived 29 years, he begot Terah.
a I.e., "Babylo11. "
b Heb. balal "co11jound," play on "Babel."
c Lit. "After he begot," a11d so throughout.
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GENESIS 1 1 . 1- 1 1 . 24
1 1 .1-9: The tower of Babel.

Whereas ch 10 presents post-flood
humanity as divided into nations,
"each with its language" (v. 5),
11.1--9 attributes the emergence of
linguistic difference to an act of
Promethean hubris on the part of a
humankind still unwilling to ac
cept subordination to their Cre
ator. 4: Since the narrative serves
as an account of how Babylon got
its name, the ambition of the
builders to erect a tower with its top
in the sky is properly compared
with the prideful boast of the king
of Babylon, "I will climb to the
sky; I Higher than the s tars of
God I I will set my throne . . . . I
will match the Most High" (Isa.
14.13-14). In our passage, one
senses both astonishment at the
advanced technological level of
Babylonian culture and a keen
sense that technology poses grave
dangers when it is not accompa
nied by reverence for God. 5: A
nice touch: Human beings erect
the highest building they can, but
even to see it, the LoRD must de
scend from His heavenly dwelling.
7: As in 1.26, the plural (Let us)
probably reflects an address to the
divine council. 8-9: Human dis
unity and exile are not God's final
wish, however, as the next chapter
shows. Whereas the builders of
Babel sought "to make a name for
[ them]selves" on their own, the
LoRD, in the next ch, promises to
make Abram's "name great" Him
self ( 12.2) . And whereas they
feared being "scattered all over the
world" (11.4), the LORD calls
Abram out of Mesopotamia and
promises him a land of his own
(1 2 .1 , 7). Whereas the builders of
Babel are cursed with an inability
to understand each other (11.7, g),
the LoRD blesses not only Abram
but all those who bless him
(1 2. 2-J ).

1 1 .10--32: Ten generations from
Shem to Abram. The text rapidly

works its way from Noahide hu
mankind to the particular subject
that will dominate the rest of the
Torah: God's dealing with the peo
ple Israel, descended from Abram
and thus from Shem. Compared to

TORAH

GENESIS 1 1 .25-12.5
25 After the birth of Terah, Nahor lived 119 years and
begot sons and daughters.
26 When Terah had lived 70 years, he begot Abram,
Nahor, and Haran. 27 Now this is the line of Terah: Terah
begot Abram, Nahor, and Haran; and Haran begot Lot.
28 Haran died in the lifetime of his father Terah, in his na
tive land, Ur of the Chaldeans. 29 Abram and Nahor took
to themselves wives, the name of Abram's wife being
Sarai and that of Nahor's wife Milcah, the daughter of
Haran, the father of Milcah and Iscah. 30 Now Sarai was
barren, she had no child.
31 Terah took hls son Abram, his grandson Lot the son of
Haran, and his daughter-in-law Sarai, the wife of his son
Abram, and they set out together from Ur of the Chal
deans for the land of Canaan; but when they had come as
far as Haran, they settled there. 32 The days of Terah came
to 205 years; and Terah died in Haran.

,, ,,
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The LoRD said to Abram, "Go forth from your na
tive land and from your father's house to the land
that I will show you.
2
I will make of you a great nation,
And I will bless you;
I will make your name great,
And you shall be a blessing. •
3
I will bless those who bless you
And curse him that curses you;
And all the families of the earth
Shall bless themselves by you."
4 Abram went forth as the LORD had commanded him,
and Lot went with him. Abram was seventy-five years old
when he left Haran. 5 Abram took his wife Sarai and his
brother's son Lot, and all the wealth that they had
amassed, and the persons that they had acquired in
Haran; and they set out for the land of Canaan. When they
a I.e., a standard by which blessing is invoked; cf v. 3 end.

the previous genealogical list in ch
5, which recorded the pre-flood
figures, this one displays longevi
ties that are markedly shorter. In
fact, they tend to decrease over the
generations, and the ages at which
these men beget their first-born
sons are generally realistic. At least
two of the personal names listed
here, Serug and Nahor, are known
from Mesopotamian literature as

place names. 31-32: The idea that
Abram began his trek to Canaan
together with his father contra
dicts the impression one receives
from 12.1, wherein Abram leaves
his "father's house" to go to an
unnamed land that turns out, of
course, to be Canaan (cf. 15.7).
Source critics solve the problem by
assigning vv. 31-32 to P, but the ac
count of Abram's leaving his
- 30-

"father's house" for Canaan to ] .
The more traditional approach
would be to speak of two stages
to Abram's trek, the first from Ur
to Haran with Terah, the second
from Haran to Canaan without
him. Note that if one computes the
life span of 205 years given for
Terah in v. 32 with other numbers
in the life of Abram-born when
his father is seventy (v. 26), sev
enty-five when he left Haran
(12.4)-then Terah lived for sixty
years after Abram's departure.
The difference between the narra
tive order and the chronological
order provides Rashi with the
basis for pungent observation:
"The wicked are called 'dead'
even in their lifetime" (accord
ing to Josh. 24.2, Terah was an
idolater).
12.1-9: The command and the
promise to Abram. 1-3: The uni

versalism that marked Gen. chs
1-11 having now failed, the LORD
begins anew, singling out one
Mesopotamian-in no way distin
guished from his peers as yet
and promising to make of him a
great nation, not numbered in the
seventy nations of ch 10. What the
LoRD promises Abram (his name
is changed to "Abraham" only in
ch 17)-land, numerous offspring,
and blessing-constitutes to a
large extent a reversal of some of
the curses on Adam and Eve
exile, pain in childbirth, and unco
operative soil (3.16-24). The twin
themes of land and progeny in
form the rest of the Torah. In Gen.
ch 12, these extraordinary prom
ises come like a bolt from the blue,
an act of God's grace alone; no in
dication has been given as to why
or even whether Abram merits
them. In 22.15-18, they will be
reinterpreted as the LORD's
condign response to Abraham's
great act of obedience when he
proved willing to sacrifice his be
loved son, Isaac. In Second Temple
and rabbinic sources, various
details of Abraham's early life
are filled in, and he sometimes
appears as the first monotheist,
discovering the one true God
even before God calls him.

TORAH

GENESIS 12.6-12.20

arrived in the land of Canaan, 6 Abram passed through the
land as far as the site of Shechem, at the terebinth of
Moreh. The Canaanites were then in the land.
7 The LoRD appeared to Abram and said, "I will assign
this land to your offspring." And he built an altar there to
the LoRD who had appeared to him. 8 From there he
moved on to the hill country east of Bethel and pitched his
tent, with Bethel on the west and Ai on the east; and he
built there an altar to the LORD and invoked the LoRD by
name. 9 Then Abram journeyed by stages toward the
Negeb.
1 o There was a famine in the land, and Abram went
down to Egypt to sojourn there, for the famine was severe
in the land. 11 As he was about to enter Egypt, he said to
his wife Sarai, "I know• what a beautiful woman you are.
12 If the Egyptians see you, and think, 'She is his wife,'
they will kill me and let you live. 1 3 Please say that you are
my sister, that it may go well with me because of you, and
that I may remain alive thanks to you."
1 4 When Abram entered Egypt, the Egyptians saw how
very beautiful the woman was. 1s Pharaoh's courtiers saw
her and praised her to Pharaoh, and the woman was taken
into Pharaoh's palace. 16 And because of her, it went well
with Abram; he acquired sheep, oxen, asses, male and fe
male slaves, she-asses, and camels.
17 But the LoRD afflicted Pharaoh and his household with
mighty plagues on account of Sarai, the wife of Abram.
18 Pharaoh sent for Abram and said, "What is this you have
done to me! Why did you not tell me that she was your
wife? 19 Why did you say, 'She is my sister,' so that I took
her as my wife? Now, here is your wife; take her and be
gone!" 20 And Pharaoh put men in charge of him, and they
sent him off with his wife and all that he possessed.
n

Or "You"; cf tlw second person feminine form -ti in fudg. 5-7: fer. 2.20; Mic. 4-IJ, etc.

6: The statement that The Canaan
ites were then in the land poses an
obstacle to the doctrine of Mosaic
authorship, since the Canaanites
were still firmly in control of the
land when Moses died. Ibn Ezra
suggests that the Canaanites may
have taken the land from some
prior occupants, and "if not, [this
verse] has a great secret." The
"great secret," according to Joseph
Bonfils, a commentator on Ibn
Ezra, was that "Joshua or another
of the other prophets wrote it. . . .

And since we are to have trust in
the words of tradition and the
prophets," Bonfils concludes,
"what should I care whether it
was Moses or another prophet
who wrote it, since the words of
all of them are true and inspired?"

(Tzafenat Pa'anea!z)

1 2.10-20: Exile and danger. No
sooner has Abram been promised
the land and taken his tour of it
than the promise is thrown into
great danger. In the extreme and
-
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life-threatening circumstance of
famine, Abram leaves Canaan for
Egypt, a land that had a reputation
in the Israelite mind for sexual
impropriety (e.g., Gen. ch 39;
Lev. ch 18; Ezek. 23.1-3, 8, 19, 21,
27). Although Abram is sometimes
chastised for passing his beautiful
wife off as his sister, it is hard to
see how Sarai (whose name be
comes "Sarah" in ch 17) would
have fared better if he died at the
hands of the lecherous and adul
terous Egyptians. Ramban, how
ever, makes a powerful theological
criticism of Abram, observing that
the patriarch "committed a great
sin inadvertently" by not trusting
in God's protection, leaving the
promised land, and subjecting his
righteous wife to the possibility of
sexual victimization. This, Ramban
remarks, will be the cause of his
descendants' painful exile in
Egypt (Ramban on 12.10). 17: The
LoRD's infliction of plagues on
Pharaoh foreshadows the story of
the exodus. Indeed, Abram's expe
rience in 12.1o-2o pre-enacts major
themes of his descendants' experi
ence at the end of Genesis and in
exodus: descent into Egypt be
cause of famine, the death (feared
or realized) of the male and sur
vival of the female (cf. Exod.
1.15-22), discussions with Phar
aoh, plagues, release, and the ac
quisition of great wealth (cf. Exod.
12.35). "None of the events that
happened to the father failed to
happen to the descendants" (Ram
ban on 12.10, based on Gen. Rab.
ad loc.). The wife-sister motif, in
this instance ascribed to J, recurs
with King Abimelech of Gerar in
Pharaoh's place in ch 20 (ascribed
to E) and with Isaac and Rebekah,
instead of Abraham and Sarah,
confronting Abimelech in 26.6-11
(again attributed to J). Thus, no
one source repeats the story with
the same couple and the same
king.
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TORAH
1 3 From Egypt, Abram went up into the Negeb, with

his wife and all that he possessed, together with
Lot. 2 Now Abram was very rich in cattle, silver, and gold.
3 And he proceeded by stages from the Negeb as far as
Bethel, to the place where his tent had been formerly, be
tween Bethel and Ai, 4 the site of the altar that he had built
there at first; and there Abram invoked the LoRD by name.
5 Lot, who went with Abram, also had flocks and herds
and tents, 6 so that the land could not support them stay
ing together; for their possessions were so great that they
could not remain together. 7 And there was quarreling be
tween the herdsmen of Abram's cattle and those of Lot's
cattle.-The Canaanites and Perizzites were then dwell
ing in the land.-8 Abram said to Lot, "Let there be no
strife between you and me, between my herdsmen and
yours, for we are kinsmen. 9 Is not the whole land before
you? Let us separate:• if you go north, I will go south; and
if you go south, I will go north." l O Lot looked about him
and saw how well watered was the whole plain of the Jor
dan, all of it-this was before the LoRD had destroyed
Sodom and Gomorrah-all the way to Zoar, like the gar
den of the LoRD, like the land of Egypt. n So Lot chose for
himself the whole plain of the Jordan, and Lot journeyed
eastward. Thus they parted from each other; 12 Abram re
mained in the land of Canaan, while Lot settled in the cit
ies of the Plain, pitching his tents near Sodom. 13 Now the
inhabitants of Sodom were very wicked sinners against
the LORD.
14 And the LoRD said to Abram, after Lot had parted
from him, "Raise your eyes and look out from where you
are, to the north and south, to the east and west, 15 for I
give all the land that you see to you and your offspring
forever. 16 I will make your offspring as the dust of the
earth, so that if one can count the dust of the earth, then
your offspring too can be counted. 17Up, walk about the
land, through its length and its breadth, for I give it to
you." 18 And Abram moved his tent, and came to dwell at
the terebinths of Mamre, which are in Hebron; and he
built an altar there to the LORD.

1 4 Now, when King Amraphel of Shinar, King Arioch

of Ellasar, King Chedorlaomer of Elam, and King
Tidal of Goiim 2 made war on King Bera of Sod om, King
Birsha of Gomorrah, King Shinab of Admah, King Sheme
ber of Zeboiim, and the king of Bela, which is Zoar, 3 all the
latter joined forces at the Valley of Siddim, now the Dead
a Lit. "Please separatefrom me."
-
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GENESIS 13.1-14.3
1 3.1-18: Lot and Abram separate.
Abram's childlessness (11.30) has
raised the suspicion that the "great
nation" that God promises to
make of him will descend, biologi
cally, from his nephew Lot, whom
he may have adopted (11.31; 12.5).
Now, the blessing on Abram hav
ing worked too well, so to speak,
the land cannot support the huge
flocks that the two kinsmen have
acquired, and they must separate.
8-1 3: Abram is characteristically
generous and conciliatory, offering
Lot the first choice of land (vv.
8-9). Lot, by contrast, is self
interested and immediately selects
what he mistakenly takes to be the
best. The narrator's comparison of
his portion to the garden of the
LoRD, a place of disobedience and
curse, and to Egypt, a place of
exile and oppression, suggests the
short-sightedness of Lot's choice
(v. 10). His settling near the arche
typal sinners of Sodom contrasts
with Abram, who faithfully re

mained in tlze land of Canaan
(vv. 12-13). 14-18: Whereas Lot
"raised his eyes" (v. 10, translated
here as "looked about him"),
Abram does not do likewise until
the LoRD so instructs him (v. 14).
Whereas Lot "chose for himself"
land that the LoRD would, in his
own lifetime, destroy utterly (v. 1 1;
19.23-25), the LoRD gives Abram
and his progeny the land of Ca
naan forever (v. 15). And whereas
Lot pitches his tent near the arch
sinners of Sodom (vv. 12-13),
Abram dwells in Hebron and
builds an altar to the God he
serves. This contrast of the two
kinsmen, with Lot serving as a foil
for his uncle, will appear again in
chs 18-19.
14.1-24: Abram's heroic cam
paign. 1-9: Both in content and in

style, ch 14 is very different from
the rest of the story of Abram/
Abraham. Its depiction of him as a
warrior is unusual. Vv. 1--9 read
like an excerpt from a battle report
in an ancient Near Eastern royal
inscription. Whether or not this in
dicates a historical basis for the
campaigns reported here has been
a matter of debate. Although most
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Sea.• 4 Twelve years they served Chedorlaomer, and in the
thirteenth year they rebelled. 5 In the fourteenth year Ched
orlaomer and the kings who were with him came and de
feated the Rephaim at Ashteroth-kamaim, the Zuzim at
Ham, the Emim at Shaveh-kiriathaim, 6 and the Horites in
their hill country of Seir as far as El-paran, which is by the
wilderness. 7 0n their way back they came to En-mishpat,
which is Kadesh, and subdued all the territory of the Ama
lekites, and also the Amorites who dwelt in Hazazon
tamar. 8 Then the king of Sodom, the king of Gomorrah, the
king of Admah, the king of Zeboiim, and the king of Bela,
which is Zoar, went forth and engaged them in battle in the
Valley of Siddim: 9 King Chedorlaomer of Elam, King Tidal
of Goiim, King Amraphel of Shinar, and King Arioch of
Ellasar-four kings against those five.
1 0 Now the Valley of Siddim was dotted with bitumen
pits; and the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah, in their
flight, threw themselves into them, while the rest escaped
to the hill country. 11 [The invaders] seized all the wealth
of Sodom and Gomorrah and all their provisions, and
went their way. 12 They also took Lot, the son of Abram's
brother, and his possessions, and departed; for he had set
tled in Sodom.
13 A fugitive brought the news to Abram the Hebrew,
who was dwelling at the terebinths of Mamre the Amo
rite, kinsman of Eshkol and Aner, these being Abram's al
lies. 14 When Abram heard that his kinsman had been
taken captive, he mustered his retainers,b born into his
household, numbering three hundred and eighteen, and
went in pursuit as far as Dan. 15 At night, he and his ser
vants deployed against them and defeated them; and he
pursued them as far as Hobah, which is north of Damas
cus. 16 He brought back all the possessions; he also
brought back his kinsman Lot and his possessions, and
the women and the rest of the people.
17When he returned from defeating Chedorlaomer and
the kings with him, the king of Sodom came out to meet
him in the Valley of Shaveh, which is the Valley of the
King. 18 And King Melchizedek of Salem brought out
bread and wine; he was a priest of God Most High.< 19 He
blessed him, saying,
"Blessed be Abram of God Most High,
Creator of heaven and earth.
20
And blessed be God Most High,
Who has delivered your foes into your hand."
And [Abram] gave him a tenth of everything.
n Heb. "Snit Sen."

b

Menning of Heb. l)anikh wr certn in.

c Heb. El 'Elyon.

of the nations mentioned can be
identified, confirmation of the in
dividuals involved has not been
forthcoming. Note that the names
of the four Canaanite kings are
arranged in two sets of alliterat
ing pairs, Bera-Birsha, Shinab
Shemeber (v. 2), and that at least
the names of the kings of Sodom
and Gomorrah seem to be sym
bolic (Sera "in evil," Birsha "in
wickedness"). 1 2-13: The narrow
ing of the vast international per
spective to Lot and Sodom and the
mention of Abram's dwelling at
the terebinths ofMamre connect this
anomalous narrative to the previ
ous chapter (cf. 13.1o-13, 18). Why
Abram is called the Hebrew (if this
is the correct translation) is un
clear. In the Tanakh, the term
seems to refer to an ethnic group
(e.g., 39.14; Exod. 1 . 19; Jonah 1.9).
Here, the ethnic group not having
as yet appeared, it may be
anachronistic. 14: It is surprising
that Abram has 318 retainers. Al
though the previous stories have
mentioned his rapid acquisition of
wealth (12.16; 13.2), he remains a
humbler and more vulnerable fig
ure throughout the other narra
tives and is never again portrayed
with his own army. Sensing the
anomaly, an ancient rabbi identi
fies the 318 retainers with Abram's
steward, Eliezer (15.2) alone, the
letters of whose name, if assigned
numerical equivalents, total 318
(Gen. Rab. 43.2). Since the town of
Dan did not acquire that name
until long after Abram's time
(Josh. 19.47; Judg. 18.27-29), Dan
here is also anachronistic, reflect
ing the situation of a much later
(human) author. 16: Separated
from Abram, Lot is weak and de
spoiled (v. 12). Rejoined with
Abram (through the latter's hero
ism), he is restored and recovers
his property (cf. 12.3; 19.29).
1 B-20: The blessing on Abram of
Melchizedek, king of Salem (prob
ably Jerusalem, cf. Ps. 76.3),
abruptly interrupts the approach
of the king of Sodom, which re
sumes in v. 21. The term God Most
High is known from Ugaritic texts
of the Late Bronze Age (Ugarit was
a Canaanite city along the coast of
=

=
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21 Then the king of Sodom said to Abram, "Give me the
persons, and take the possessions for yourself." 22 But
Abram said to the king of Sodom, "I swear• to the LoRD,
God Most High, Creator of heaven and earth: 23 I will not
take so much as a thread or a sandal strap of what is
yours; you shall not say, 'It is I who made Abram rich.'
24 For me, nothing but what my servants have used up; as
for the share of the men who went with me-Aner,
Eshkol, and Mamre-let them take their share."

1 5 Some
time later, the word of the LoRD came to
Abram in a vision. He said,

"Fear not, Abram,
I am a shield to you;
Your reward shall be very great."
2 But Abram said, "0 Lord Goo, what can You give me,
seeing that I shall die childless, b·and the one in charge of
my household is Dammesek Eliezer!"·b 3 Abram said fur
ther, "Since You have granted me no offspring, my stew
ard will be my heir." 4 The word of the LoRD came to him
in reply, "That one shall not be your heir; none but your
very own issue shall be your heir." s He took him outside
and said, "Look toward heaven and count the stars, if you
are able to count them." And He added, "So shall your off
spring be." 6 And because he put his trust in the LoRD, He
reckoned it to his merit.
7 Then He said to him, "I am the LoRD who brought you
out from Ur of the Chaldeans to assign this land to you as
a possession." s And he said, "0 Lord Goo, how shall I
know that I am to possess it?" 9 He answered, "Bring Me a
three-year-old heifer, a three-year-old she-goat, a three-

a Lit. "lift up my lmnd."

b·b

Meaning of Hcb. uncertaiu.

what is now Syria). There it is ap
plied to the god El, with whom the
LoRD is often equated in the
Tanakh (e.g., 33.20; Num. 23.8).
God Most High is itself a not un
common epithet of the LoRD (e.g.,
Ps. 47.3). That a foreigner should
recognize and revere the God of Is
rael is not unusual in Genesis,
though it is so in much of the rest
of the Tanakh. The account of
Abram's interaction with the
priest-king of Salem may have
served to establish the antiquity of
Israel's holiest site and the priestly
and royal dynasties associated
with it. (Jerusalem/Salem is never
again mentioned by name in the

Torah.) 21-24: Refusing the
Sodomite king's offer to split the
booty, Abram again displays his
generosity and his graciousness. In
v. 22, he employs the liturgical lan
guage Melchizedek introduced in
v. 19, only this time explicitly
equating God Most High with the
LoRD, as Melchizedek did not. Vv.
22-24 underscore Abram's exem
plary faith in God: In Abram's
view, the true hero of the victori
ous campaign is not himself, but
the LORD.
1 5.1-21: The Loao promises
Abram an heir and a land. This
ch falls into two sections, the first

14.21-15.9

(vv. 1-Q) focused on God's promise
to provide Abram with an heir
who will be his own son, and the
second (vv. 7-20) on God's
covenantal pledge to redeem
Abram's descendants from en
slavement abroad and to give
them a land. Note that in each sec
tion, Abram raises a question that
expresses some doubt about the
promise (vv. 2-3, 8), and in each
case the LoRD responds with a
renewed promise of staggering
proportions (vv. 5, 13, 18-20).
2-3: These difficult verses (v. 3
reads like a gloss on v. 2) may
imply that Abram had adopted
Eliezer, on the presumption, of
course, that he would have no
children of his own. In any event,
the mention of Abram's childless
ness draws our attention again to
Sarai's infertility (11.30) and to the
pointlessness of all Abram's recent
financial and military success in
the absence of a son from whom
the promised "great nation" ( 12.2)
can descend. 6: With nothing more
than an extravagant reiteration of
the promise of offspring, Abram
drops his question and trusts in
the LoRD. "And thus you find,"
observes an ancient midrash about
this verse, "that our father Abra
ham inherited this world and the
world-to-come only as a reward
for the faith that he had" (Mek. of
Rabbi Ishmael, beshallab 7). In the
Tanakh, faith does not mean be
lieving in spite of the evidence. It
means trusting profoundly in a
person, in this case the personal
God who has reiterated His prom
ise. 7: The resemblance to the be
ginning of the Decalogue (Exod.
20.2) further reinforces the sense
that Abraham's life foreshadows
that of his descendants, the people
of Israel, whose enslavement in
Egypt and subsequent exodus is
about to be predicted (15.13-14).
9-11 : The ritual of cutting animals
in half and passing between them
is found both in the Bible and in
Mesopotamia. The parallel in Jer.
34.17-22 makes it likely that the
essence of the ritual is a self-curse:
Those walking between the pieces
will be like the dead animals if
they violate the covenant. In the
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year-old ram, a turtledove, and a young bird." 1 0 He
brought Him all these and cut them in two, placing each
half opposite the other; but he did not cut up the bird.
11 Birds of prey came down upon the carcasses, and
Abram drove them away. 12 As the sun was about to set, a
deep sleep fell upon Abram, and a great dark dread de
scended upon him. 13 And He said to Abram, "Know well
that your offspring shall be strangers in a land not theirs,
and they shall be enslaved and oppressed four hundred
years; 14 but I will execute judgment on the nation they
shall serve, and in the end they shall go free with great
wealth. 15 As for you,
You shall go to your fathers in peace;
You shall be buried at a ripe old age.
16 And they shall return here in the fourth generation, for
the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet complete."
1 7 When the sun set and it was very dark, there ap
peared a smoking oven, and a flaming torch which passed
between those pieces. 18 On that day the LORD made a cov
enant with Abram, saying, "To your offspring I assign this
land, from the river of Egypt to the great river, the river
Euphrates: 19 the Kenites, the Kenizzites, the Kadmonites,
2 0 the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Rephaim, 21 the Amorites,
the Canaanites, the Girgashites, and the Jebusites."

1 6 She had an Egyptian maidservant whose name was
Hagar. 2 And Sarai said to Abram, "Look, the LoRD has
Sarai, Abram's wife, had borne him no children.

kept me from bearing. Consort with my maid; perhaps I
shall have a son• through her." And Abram heeded Sarai's
request. 3 So Sarai, Abram's wife, took her maid, Hagar
the Egyptian-after Abram had dwelt in the land of Ca
naan ten years-and gave her to her husband Abram as
concubine. 4 He cohabited with Hagar and she conceived;
and when she saw that she had conceived, her mistress
was lowered in her esteem. 5 And Sarai said to Abram,
"The wrong done me is your fault! I myself put my maid
in your bosom; now that she sees that she is pregnant, I
a Lit. "be built up," play on ben "son " aud banah "build up."
case at hand, remarkably, it is the
LoRD, symbolized by the "smok
ing oven" and "flaming torch"
(15.17) who invokes the self-curse,
and nothing is said about any
covenantal obligations that Abram
is to fulfill. This type of covenant
is called a covenant of grant,
which is a reward for past loyalty,
and does not involve any obliga-

tions upon the grantee. The
same pattern is prominent in texts
about the covenant with David
(2 Sam. 7.8-16; Ps. 8g.2o-37).
1 2-16: The good news that has
marked Abram's previous interac
tions with God here gives way to a
dark prophecy of his offspring's
separation from the promised land
and enslavement in Egypt. Like

the birds of prey swooping toward
the carcasses of the severed ani
mals (v. 11), horrors will befall the
people Israel, but Israel will go
free and return to the land. Amo
rites in v. 16 is used as a general
term for all the Canaanite nations.
They lose the land not only be
cause of the LORD's promise to
Abram, but also because of their
own sin (cf. Lev. 18.24-30).
18-21 : These are the maximal
borders of the promised land
given in the Tanakh. They encom
pass, for example, much more ter
ritory than the borders specified
in Num. 34.1-12, and may reflect
an ideal that was never realized.
The expression "river of Egypt"
is unparalleled. It may refer to an
eastern arm of the Nile or to the
Wadi el-Arish, a body of water
between the Negev and the Sinai
Peninsula. The Heb words for
"river" and for "wadi" are very
similar.

16.1-16: A tale of two women.
1-3: God's uncompromising re
iterations of the promise of off
spring in the previous chapter
(15.4-5, 13-16, 18) render Sarai's
infertility all the more problematic:
ten years in Canaan but still no
child! Nothing in the promises
given to Abram to date. having
specified the matriarch of the great
nation to come, Sarai takes matters
into her own hands and, in accor
dance with documented ancient
Near Eastern practice, offers her
slave woman as a surrogate
mother. Abram (who might have
solved his problem by divorcing
Sarai but stayed with her nonethe
less) accepts. 4: Given the high es
timation of motherhood in biblical
culture, the status of Sarai and
Hagar now reverses. Among the
four things at which "the earth
shudders," according to the book
of Proverbs, is "a slave-girl who
supplants her mistress" (Prov.
J0.2J). �: Sarai demands justice
from Abram, and he gives her a
carte blanche. A midrash sees in
Sarai's behavior an object lesson in
the dangers of litigiousness: Had
she not been so single-mindedly
and insensitively preoccupied in
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am lowered in her esteem. The LoRD decide between you
and me!" 6 Abram said to Sarai, "Your maid is in your
hands. Deal with her as you think right." Then Sarai
treated her harshly, and she ran away from her.
7 An angel of the LORD found her by a spring of water in
the wilderness, the spring on the road to Shur, s and said,
"Hagar, slave of Sarai, where have you come from, and
where are you going?" And she said, "I am running away
from my mistress Sarai."
9 And the angel of the LORD said to her, "Go back to
your mistress, and submit to her harsh treatment." 10 And
the angel of the LORD said to her,
"I will greatly increase your offspring,
And they shall be too many to count."
11 The angel of the LoRD said to her further,
"Behold, you are with child
And shall bear a son;
You shall call him Ishmael/
For the LoRD has paid heed to your suffering.
12
He shall be a wild ass of a man;
His hand against everyone,
And everyone's hand against him;
He shall dwell alongside of all his kinsmen."
13 And she called the LoRD who spoke to her, "You Are
El-roi," b by which she meant, <·"Have I not gone on seeing
after He saw me!"·c 14 Therefore the well was called Beer
lahai-roV it is between Kadesh and Bered.-1 5 Hagar bore
a son to Abram, and Abram gave the son that Hagar bore
him the name Ishmael. 16 Abram was eighty-six years old
when Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram.

1 7 When Abram was ninety-nine years old, the LoRD

appeared to Abram and said to him, "I am El Shad
dai." Walk in My ways and be blameless. 2 I will establish
My covenant between Me and you, and I will make you
exceedingly numerous."
3 Abram threw himself on his face; and God spoke to
him further, 4 "As for Me, this is My covenant with you:
You shall be the father of a multitude of nations. 5 And
a I.e., "God heeds. "

b Apparently "God of Seeing. "

c-c Menning of Hcb. uucertain.

d Apparently "the Well of the Living Oue Who sees me. "
e Traditionally rendered "God Almighty."
demanding justice for herself, her
life span would have equaled
Abram's. Instead, whereas he
lived to 175, she died at 127 (25.7;
23.1) (Gen. Rab. 45.5). 7-9: The

flight of the oppressed slave into
the wilderness, only to meet a di
vine being there, foreshadows
again the experience of the exo
dus, prophesied in the previous

chapter (15.13-14; cf. Exod. 3.1-2).
But this time the oppressor is Isra
elite, the slave is Egyptian, and the
angel of the LoRD commands the
escapee to return to her cruel mis
tress and submit to !Jer harsh treat
lllent. God's sympathy with the
oppressed is potent in the Tanakh,
but so is his election of Israel, and
it is the latter that trumps in this
instance. 1 0-1 2: But God does take
note of Hagar's suffering and re
wards her with the Abrahamic
blessing of offspring . . . too many to
count (d. 13.16; 15.5). Indeed, her
high-spirited and militarily formi
dable son will bear the name Ish
mael ("God heeds/heeded") as
testimony to the LoRD's concern
about her affliction. 1 3-14: The
basis for Hagar's exclamation a t
the end o f v. 13 i s the idea that one
who sees a divine being must die
(d. Exod. 33.20; Judg. 13.22).
17.1-27: An everlasting covenant
with Abraham and a promise
about Sarah. Source critics iden

tify ch 17 as the P(riestly) version
of the covenant with Abraham (of
which the J version appears in ch
15). Nothing in ch 17 indicates any
awareness that the covenant man
dated therein has, in fact, already
been established two chapters ear
lier. In our chapter, the two chief
innovations are that the covenant
acquires a sign (circumcision,
v. 10) and that it is Sarah who, de
spite her advanced age, shall bear
the promised son (vv. 15-16, 19).
The closest parallel to ch 17 in
style and diction is 9.1-17, the ac
count of the covenant with Noah.
1: El Shaddai is believed to have
originally meant "God, the One of
the Mountain" and thus to have
expressed the association of a
deity with his mountain abode
well known in Canaanite literature
(d. the "LoRD, Him of Sinai" in
Judg. 5.5). In the Priestly concep
tion, the four-letter name trans
lated as LoRD was disclosed only
in the time of Moses (Exod 6.2-3),
and El Shaddai was the name by
which God revealed Himself to the
patriarchs. 5: The change of name
here and in v. 15 signifies a change
in destiny: The childless couple
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you shall no longer be called Abram, but your name shall
be Abraham," for I make you the father of a multitude of
nations. 6 I will make you exceedingly fertile, and make
nations of you; and kings shall come forth from you. 7 I
will maintain My covenant between Me and you, and
your offspring to come, as an everlasting covenant
throughout the ages, to be God to you and to your off
spring to come. 8 I assign the land you sojourn in to you
and your offspring to come, all the land of Canaan, as an
everlasting holding. I will be their God."
9 God further said to Abraham, "As for you, you and
your offspring to come throughout the ages shall keep My
covenant. 1 0 Such shall be the covenant between Me and
you and your offspring to follow which you shall keep:
every male among you shall be circumcised. 11 You shall
circumcise the flesh of your foreskin, and that shall be
the sign of the covenant between Me and you. 12 And
throughout the generations, every male among you shall
be circumcised at the age of eight days. As for the home
born slave and the one bought from an outsider who is
not of your offspring, 13 they must be circumcised, home
born, and purchased alike. Thus shall My covenant be
marked in your flesh as an everlasting pact. 14 And if any
male who is uncircumcised fails to circumcise the flesh of
his foreskin, that person shall be cut off from his kin; he
has broken My covenant."
15 And God said to Abraham, "As for your wife Sarai,
you shall not call her Sarai, but her name shall be Sarah.b
16 I will bless her; indeed, I will give you a son by her. I
will bless her so that she shall give rise to nations; rulers of
peoples shall issue from her." 17 Abraham threw himself
on his face and laughed, as he said to himself, "Can a
child be born to a man a hundred years old, or can Sarah
bear a child at ninety?" 18 And Abraham said to God, "0
that Ishmael might live by Your favor!" 19 God said, "Nev
ertheless, Sarah your wife shall bear you a son, and you
shall name him Isaac;< and I will maintain My covenant
with him as an everlasting covenant for his offspring to
come. 2 0 As for Ishmael, I have heeded you. d I hereby bless
him. I will make him fertile and exceedingly numerous.
He shall be the father of twelve chieftains, and I will make
of him a great nation. 21 But My covenant I will maintain
with Isaac, whom Sarah shall bear to you at this season
next year." 22 And when He was done speaking with him,
God was gone from Abraham.
b I.e., "princess. "
Understood ns "fnther of n multitude. "
d Heb. shema'tikha, piny o n "Islmrnel. "
c Heb. Yi�l)aq,from �al)aq, "lnugh ."

n

will become the ancestors of many
nations, including royal dynasties
(v. 6). 9-14: Just as the rainbow is
the sign of the Noahide covenant
(9.12-17), so is circumcision the
sign of the Abrahamic. It thus be
comes a matter of the highest im
portance in Judaism. A Second
Temple source reports that when
the Seleucid King Antiochus IV
prohibited circumcision (a favorite
target of anti-Semites), Jewish
mothers chose martyrdom over
neglect of the commandment
(1 Mace. 1.6o-61). Rabbinic law re
quires that a ( healthy) Jewish boy
be circumcised on the eighth day
of his life (v. 12) even if it is the
Sabbath. Although arguments for
the hygienic value of circumcision
have been made since the mid19th century, the Torah knows
nothing of these and sees circum
cision ("berit rnilah") as a religious
duty incumbent only on Jews. The
procedure of hygienic circum
cision is not identical to that per
formed by a "mohel'' (ritual cir
cumciser) in a "berit milah."
15-22: Unlike its parallel in ch 15
(J), the P account of the Abraharnic
covenant specifies Sarah as the
mother of the promised son, and
thus makes her indispensable to
the fulfillment of the promise to
her husband. The natural impossi
bility of her giving birth at 90 (not
to mention her lifelong infertility)
only highlights the supernatural
character of Isaac and the nation
descended from him (v. 17). Ish
mael, however, is not dispos
sessed. Whereas only Isaac inherits
the covenant (and its attendant
promise of land), Ishmael inherits
a large measure of the Abrahamic
promise (vv. 2o-21; 12.2). Like his
nephew Jacob (35.22b-26), he will
become the patriarch of a twelve
tribe confederation and thus the
father of a great nation (v. 20; cf.
25.12-18; 12.2).
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23 Then Abraham took his son Ishmael, and all his
homeborn slaves and all those he had bought, every male
in Abraham's household, and he circumcised the flesh of
their foreskins on that very day, as God had spoken to
him. 24 Abraham was ninety-nine years old when he cir
cumcised the flesh of his foreskin, 25 and his son Ishmael
was thirteen years old when he was circumcised in the
flesh of his foreskin. 26 Thus Abraham and his son Ishmael
were circumcised on that very day; 27 and all his house
hold, his homeborn slaves and those that had been bought
from outsiders, were circumcised with him.
N,,,

VA-YERA'

he was sitting at the entrance of the tent as
1the 8dayMamre;
grew hot. 2 Looking up, he saw three men stand

The LoRD · appeared to him by the terebinths of

ing near him . As soon as he saw them, he ran from the en
trance of the tent to greet them and, bowing to the ground,
3 he said, "My lords,a if it please you, do not go on past
your servant. 4 Let a little water be brought; bathe your
feet and recline under the tree. 5 And let me fetch a morsel
of bread that you may refresh yourselves; then go on
seeing that you have come your servant's way." They
replied, "Do as you have said."
6 Abraham hastened into the tent to Sarah, and said,
"Quick, three seahs of choice flour! Knead and make
cakes!" 7 Then Abraham ran to the herd, took a calf, tender
and choice, and gave it to a servant-boy, who hastened to
prepare it. s He took curds and milk and the calf that had
been prepared and set these before them; and he waited
on them under the tree as they ate.
9 They said to him, "Where is your wife Sarah?" And he
replied, "There, in the tent." lO Then one said, "I will re
turn to you next year, b and your wife Sarah shall have a
son!" Sarah was listening at the entrance of the tent, which
was behind him . 1 1 Now Abraham and Sarah were old,
advanced in years; Sarah had stopped having the periods
of women. 12 And Sarah laughed to herself, saying, "Now
that I am withered, am I to have enjoyment-with my
husband so old?" 13 Then the LORD said to Abraham,
"Why did Sarah laugh, saying, 'Shall I in truth bear a
child, old as I am?' 1 4 Is anything too wondrous for the
LoRD? I will return to you at the same season next year,
and Sarah shall have a son." 1 5 Sarah lied, saying, "I did
not laugh," for she was frightened. But He replied, "You
did laugh."
a Or "My Lord. "

b Cf Gen. 17.21; 2 Kings 4.16-17.
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18.1-19.37: The conception of
Isaac and the destruction of
So d om . Chs 18 and 19 display a

chiastic structure (ABB"A'): 18.1-15
is the annunciation of Isaac's con
ception (A); 18.16-33 is the an
nouncement of Sodom's destruc
tion (B); 19.1-29 reports the
destruction of Sod om (B'); and
19.30-38 reports Moab's and
Ammon's conception (A'). In the
process, Abraham emerges again
as a heroic figure, one who deeply
reveres God yet politely demands
justice from Him. Lot is once again
(as in ch 13) a foil for Abraham
self-interested, passive, and, fi
nally, victimized. 18.1-2: The rela
tionship of the LoRD to the men
is unclear. Perhaps, as in some
Canaanite literature, we are to
imagine a deity accompanied
by his two attendants (cf. 22.2).
3-8: Note the contrast between
Abraham's self-deprecating lan
guage (a little water, a morsel) and
the enormous efforts to which
he goes to serve his guests.
9-1 8: Source analysis identifies
this as the J parallel to the annun
ciation of Isaac's birth in ch 17 (P).
Note that in 17.17 it is Abraham,
whereas in 18.12 it is Sarah, who
laughs (and thus gives Isaac his
name). 1 3: The LoRD's citation to
Abraham of Sarah's monologue
in the preceding verse is not quite
accurate (old as I am as opposed
to with my husband so old). "Great
is peace," remarks a rabbi in the
Talmud about this point, "for
even the Holy One (blessed be
He) made a change on account
of it," sparing the couple the
discord that might have come
had Abraham known Sarah's
true thought (b. B. M. 87a).
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1 6 The men set out from there and looked down toward
Sodom, Abraham walking with them to see them off.
17 Now the LoRD had said, "Shall I hide from Abraham
what I am about to do, 18 since Abraham is to become a
great and populous nation and all the nations of the earth
are to bless themselves by him? 1 9 For I have singled him
out, that he may instruct his children and his posterity to
keep the way of the LoRD by doing what is just and right,
in order that the LoRD may bring about for Abraham what
He has promised him." 20 Then the LoRD said, "The out
rage of Sodom and Gomorrah is so great, and their sin so
grave! 21 I will go down to see whether they have acted al
together according to the outcry that has reached Me; if
not, I will take note."
22 The men went on from there to Sodom, while Abra
ham remained standing before the LORD. 23 Abraham
came forward and said, "Will You sweep away the inno
cent along with the guilty? 24 What if there should be fifty
innocent within the city; will You then wipe out the place
and not forgive it for the sake of the innocent fifty who are
in it? 25 Far be it from You to do such a thing, to bring
death upon the innocent as well as the guilty, so that inno
cent and guilty fare alike. Far be it from You! Shall not the
Judge of all the earth deal justly?" 26 And the LoRD an
swered, "If I find within the city of Sodom fifty innocent
ones, I will forgive the whole place for their sake."
27 Abraham spoke up, saying, "Here I venture to speak to
my Lord, I who am but dust and ashes: 28 What if the fifty
innocent should lack five? Will You destroy the whole city
for want of the five?" And He answered, "I will not de
stroy if I find forty-five there." 29 But he spoke to Him
again, and said, "What if forty should be found there?"
And He answered, "I will not do it, for the sake of the
forty." 30 And he said, "Let not my Lord be angry if I go
on: What if thirty should be found there?" And He an
swered, "I will not do it if I find thirty there." 3 1 And he
said, "I venture again to speak to my Lord: What if twenty
should be found there?" And He answered, "I will not de
stroy, for the sake of the twenty." 32 And he said, "Let not
my Lord be angry if I speak but this last time: What if ten
should be found there?" And He answered, "I will not de
stroy, for the sake of the ten."
33 When the LoRD had finished speaking to Abraham,
He departed; and Abraham returned to his place.

1 9 The two angels arrived in Sodom in the evening, as

Lot was sitting in the gate of Sodom. When Lot saw
them, he rose to greet them and, bowing low with his face

TORAH
1�33: In this section, God treats
Abraham as a prophet (d. 20.7),
disclosing His plans to him (vv.
17-21; cf. Amos 3.7), and Abra
ham, like one of the prophets of
Israel, eloquently demands
justice from God (vv. 23-25; cf.
Jer. 12.1-4) and pleads for mercy
(Gen. 18.26-32; cf. Amos 7.1-6).
24: Notice that Abraham's de
mand is not that the guilty be pWl
ished and the innocent spared, but
rather that the LoRD forgive [the
entire city)for the sake of the inno
cent . . . who are in it. The point is
made more explicit in v. 26. The
Wlderlying theology maintains
that the righteous effect deliver
ance for the entire conuntmity.
This idea, found elsewhere in the
Tanakh (e.g., Jer. 5.1), is prominent
in rabbinic literature, where it Wl
derlies the notion of the thirty-six
righteous individuals for whose
sake the world endures. Other bib
lical texts such as Ezek. 14.12-23;
ch 18, however, insist upon indi
vidual responsibility and retribu
tion. 27: Recognizing the sover
eignty of God and his own
subordinate status, Abraham
speaks with great deference and
scrupulously avoids chutzpah
(also in vv. 3o-32). The Talmud re
marks about this verse, "The Holy
One (blessed be He) said to Israel,
I deeply love you, for even when I
give you abWldant greatness, you
make yourselves small before Me.
I gave greatness to Abraham, and
he said I who am but dust and ashes"
(b. Iful. 89a). 1 9.1-3: The contrast between Abraham and Lot
(discussed above, on ch 13) contin
ues. Whereas Abraham sees the
LoRD (18.1), Lot sees only His
two angelic attendants (19.1).
Whereas Abraham runs to greet
his visitors (18.2), Lot only rises
(19.1). Whereas Abraham offers
a sumptuous feast (18.6-8), Lot
offers unleavened bread (19.3).
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to the ground, 2 he said, "Please, my lords, turn aside to
your servant's house to spend the night, and bathe your
feet; then you may be on your way early." But they said,
"No, we will spend the night in the square." 3 But he
urged them strongly, so they turned his way and entered
his house. He prepared a feast for them and baked un
leavened bread, and they ate.
4 They had not yet lain down, when the townspeople,
the men of Sodom, young and old-all the people to the
last man-gathered about the house. 5 And they shouted
to Lot and said to him, "Where are the men who came to
you tonight? Bring them out to us, that we may be inti
mate with them." 6 So Lot went out to them to the en
trance, shut the door behind him, 7 and said, "I beg you,
my friends, do not commit such a wrong. s Look, I have
two daughters who have not known a man. Let me bring
them out to you, and you may do to them as you please;
but do not do anything to these men, since they have
come under the shelter of my roof." 9 But they said, "Stand
back! The fellow," they said, "came here as an alien, and
already he acts the ruler! Now we will deal worse with
you than with them." And they pressed hard against the
person of Lot, and moved forward to break the door.
10 But the men stretched out their hands and pulled Lot
into the house with them, and shut the door. 11 And the
people who were at the entrance of the house, young and
old, they struck with blinding light, so that they were
helpless to find the entrance.
12 Then the men said to Lot, "Whom else have you here?
Sons-in-law, your sons and daughters, or anyone else that
you have in the city-bring them out of the place. 13 For
we are about to destroy this place; because the outcry
against them before the LoRD has become so great that the
LORD has sent us to destroy it." 14So Lot went out and
spoke to his sons-in-law, who had married his daughters,
and said, "Up, get out of this place, for the LORD is about
to destroy the city." But he seemed to his sons-in-law as
one who jests.
15 As dawn broke, the angels urged Lot on, saying, "Up,
take your wife and your two remaining daughters, lest
you be swept away because of the iniquity of the city."
16 Still he delayed. So the men seized his hand, and the
hands of his wife and his two daughters-in the LoRD's
mercy on him-and brought him out and left him outside
the city. 17 When they had brought them outside, one said,
"Flee for your life! Do not look behind you, nor stop any
where in the Plain; flee to the hills, lest you be swept
away." l B But Lot said to them, "Oh no, my lord! 19You
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4-5: The story in Judg. 19.1o-3o is
quite possibly patterned after this
episode. The wrong tha t the men
of Sodom attempt involves not
only the sin of homosexual con
duct (defined as an "abhorrence"
in Lev. 1 8.22), but also a gross vio
lation of the conventions of hospi
tality. According to one opinion in
the Mishnah, a lack of generosity
is characteristic of Sodom, as epit
omized in the saying, "What is
mine is mine; what is yours is
yours" (m. 'Avot 5.10; cf. Ezek.
1646--50). 7-8: Lot's offer of his
two daughters is surely connected
to the tragicomic scene at the end
of the chapter when they get him
drunk and engage in incestuous
relations with him (19.)o-38).
1 0: Lot's passivity is patent and
contrasts with Abraham's daring
challenge to God's justice in the
previous chapter (18.22-33). Gen.
19.29 will make it explicit that
Lot's escape is owing not to his
own deeply irresolute character,
but to God's reliable commitment
to Abraham. 14: Whereas Abra
ham, taking the impending de
struction with the utmost serious
ness, functions prophetically in
hopes of averting the catastrophe,
Lot is taken for a buffoon even by
his own sons-in-law and cannot
save them. Since Lot's two daugh
ters mentioned in v. 8 are unmar
ried, these sons-in-law are either
engaged to them (so the Vulgate
and Rashi) or married to two other
daughters, who die in the confla
gration along with their husbands.
15-22: Lot's weakness and incon
stancy would have done him in,
had it not been for the LoRo's mercy
on him (v. 16). His weakness and
self-interest, however, result in the
sparing of one town (vv. 18-22),
whereas Abraham's audacious and
principled intervention (18.22-33)
proved unable to save anyone.

GENESIS

19.20-19.38

have been so gracious to your servant, and have already
shown me so much kindness in order to save my life; but I
cannot flee to the hills, lest the disaster overtake me and I
die. 20 Look, that town there is near enough to flee to; it is
such a little place! Let me flee there-it is such a little
place-and let my life be saved." 21 He replied, "Very well,
I will grant you this favor too, and I will not annihilate the
town of which you have spoken. 22 Hurry, flee there, for I
cannot do anything until you arrive there." Hence the
town came to be called Zoar:
23 As the sun rose upon the earth and Lot entered Zoar,
24 the LoRD rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah sulfurous
fire from the LORD out of heaven. 25 He annihilated those
cities and the entire Plain, and all the inhabitants of the cit
ies and the vegetation of the ground. 26 Lot'sb wife looked
back,< and she thereupon turned into a pillar of salt.
27 Next morning, Abraham hurried to the place where he
had stood before the LoRD, 28 and, looking down toward
Sodom and Gomorrah and all the land of the Plain, he saw
the smoke of the land rising like the smoke of a kiln.
2 9 Thus it was that, when God destroyed the cities of the
Plain and annihilated the cities where Lot dwelt, God was
mindful of Abraham and removed Lot from the midst of
the upheaval.
30 Lot went up from Zoar and settled in the hill country
with his two daughters, for he was afraid to dwell in Zoar;
and he and his two daughters lived in a cave. 31 And the
older one said to the younger, "Our father is old, and there
is not a man on earth to consort with us in the way of all the
world. 32 Come, let us make our father drink wine, and let
us lie with him, that we may maintain life through our fa
ther." 33 That night they made their father drink wine, and
the older one went in and lay with her father; he did not
know when she lay down or when she rose. 34 The next day
the older one said to the younger, "See, I lay with Father
last night; let us make him drink wine tonight also, and you
go and lie with him, that we may maintain life through our
father." 35 That night also they made their father drink
wine, and the younger one went and lay with him; he did
not know when she lay down or when she rose.
36Thus the two daughters of Lot came to be with child
by their father. 37 The older one bore a son and named him
Moab;d he is the father of the Moabites of today. 38 And the
younger also bore a son, and she called him Ben-ammi;"
he is the father of the Ammonites of today.
a Connected with mi�'ar "a lillie place," v. 20.
b Lit. "His."
c Lit. "behind /rim."
d As 1/roug/r me-'ab 'from (my)father."
e 1\s though "son of my (patemal) kindred. "
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26: The report of the fate of Lot's
wife serves as an explanation for
salt formations still evident in
the vicinity of the Dead Sea.
30-38: This passage has strong
affinities with the story of Ham's
sin in 9.2o-27. Here, however, it is
possible to construct a defense of
Lot's daughters on the grounds
that they genuinely and plausibly
believed that the human race
would die out unless they bore
children from the one surviving male, their hapless father
(vv. 31-32). The passage is partly a
comic inversion of the opening of
this two-chapter section, which
centers on the unlikely birth of a
son to Sarah (18.1-15). Note the
similarity of Sarah's remark "with
my husband so old" (18.12) and
the older daughter's words, our fa
ther is old (19.31). Gen. 19.3o-38
provides an unflattering account
of the origins of two of Israel's tra
ditional enemies, the Moabites and
the Ammonites (d. Deut. 23.4-7).
Nonetheless, a midrash sees in
these acts the origins of two of the
great mothers of Israel, the Moab
ite Ruth, ancestor of King David
(Ruth 4.13-22), and the Ammonite
Naamah, wife of King Solomon
and mother of his successor King
Rehoboam (1 Kings 14.21). "I
found David" (Ps. 89.21), a rabbi
observed. "Where did He find
him?-in Sodom!" A seed of mes
sianic redemp tion thus lies in the
squalid events of Gen. 19.3o-38
(Gen. Rnb. 41.4).
20.1-17: Abraham and Sarah in
Abimelech's court. Attributed by
source criticism to the Elohist (E),
this episode parallels the accounts
of Abram and Sarai in Pharaoh's
court in 12.1o-2o and of Isaac and
Rebekah in Abimelech's court in
26.1-11 (both ascribed to J). In this
version, the emphasis lies on
points of law and ethics and on the
motivation of the protagonists,
and the moral and psychological
situation is much more complex
than in either of the parallel narra
tives. 3-7: Even though Abimelech
has not consummated his relation
ship with Sarah (v. 6), he is still
culpable for abducting another
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2 0 Negeb
Abraham journeyed from there to the region of the
and settled between Kadesh and Shur.

While he was sojourning in Gerar, 2 Abraham said of
Sarah his wife, "She is my sister." So King Abimelech of
Gerar had Sarah brought to him. 3 But God came to Abim
elech in a dream by night and said to him, "You are to die
because of the woman that you have taken, for she is a
married woman." 4 Now Abimelech had not approached
her. He said, "0 Lord, will You slay people even though
innocent? 5 He himself said to me, 'She is my sister!' And
she also said, 'He is my brother.' When I did this, my heart
was blameless and my hands were clean." 6 And God said
to him in the dream, "I knew that you did this with a
blameless heart, and so I kept you from sinning against
Me. That was why I did not let you touch her. 7 Therefore,
restore the man's wife-since he is a prophet, he will in
tercede for you-to save your life. If you fail to restore her,
know that you shall die, you and all that are yours."
8 Early next morning, Abimelech called his servants and
told them all that had happened; and the men were
greatly frightened. 9 Then Abimelech summoned Abra
ham and said to him, "What have you done to us? What
wrong have I done that you should bring so great a guilt
upon me and my kingdom? You have done to me things
that ought not to be done. 1D What, then," Abimelech de
manded of Abraham, "was your purpose in doing this
thing?" ll "J thought," said Abraham, "surely there is no
fear of God in this place, and they will kill me because of
my wife. 12 And besides, she is in truth my sister, my
father's daughter though not my mother's; and she be
came my wife. 13 So when God made me wander from my
father's house, I said to her, 'Let this be the kindness that
you shall do me: whatever place we come to, say there of
me: He is my brother.' "
14 Abimelech took sheep and oxen, and male and female
slaves, and gave them to Abraham; and he restored his
wife Sarah to him. 1 5 And Abimelech said, "Here, my land
is before you; settle wherever you please." 16 And to Sarah
he said, "I herewith give your brother a thousand pieces
of silver; this will serve you as vindication• before all who
are with you, and you are cleared before everyone."
17 Abraham then prayed to God, and God healed Abim
elech and his wife and his slave girls, so that they bore
children; 18 for the LoRD had closed fast every womb of
the household of Abimelech because of Sarah, the wife of
Abraham.
a Lit. "a covering of the eyes"; meaning of latter half of verse uncertain.
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man's wife (v. 3). V. 7 implies that
he may still harbor erotic aspira
tions toward Sarah and may lack a
full understanding of just who
Abraham is. 8: The servants' fear
gives the lie to Abraham's attempt
at self-exoneration on the groWlds
that "there is no fear of God in this
place" (v. 11). 9-1 0: The image of a
Gentile king righteously upbraid
ing an Israelite prophet (v. 7) for
the latter's moral failures is a fine
comic inversion of our expecta
tions. 12: Abraham tries a new line
of defense based on a semantic
ambiguity: Since sister can mean
"half-sister" (e.g., Lev. 18.9), he re
ally was not lying. But was Sarah
even his half-sister? On the plain
sense of the biblical text, there is
no evidence that she was. Ibn Ezra
thinks that with this claim, Abra
ham simply "put Abimelech off
according to the need of the mo
ment." A midrash, however, iden
tifies Iscah, Abraham's niece
(11.29), with Sarah and thus makes
Abraham's father Sarah's grandfa
ther (b. Meg. 14a). Since "father"
in ancient Heb could also mean
grandfather (e.g., 28.13), this
midrash serves to validate
Abraham's defense. Ramban
notes that even if Sarah really was
Abraham's half-sister, Abraham
was still in the wrong for not
mentioning the vastly more impor
tant point that she was his wife.
1 7: "Pray" in biblical Heb very
often denotes intercession. Abra
ham is the first person called a
prophet in the Bible, and here
functions as a prophetic interces
sor, as God predicted he would in
v. 7· 1 8: Titis conclusion is less sur
prising than it first seems. It is con
sistent with 12.17, which speaks of
the LORD's afflicting "Pharaoh and
his household with mighty
plagues" in the analogous situa
tion. It also correlates with the
harsh tone that God takes when
He first confronts Abimelech in
20.3. Though God recognizes the
king's innocence, He also takes
special measures to ensure that no
untoward act occurs (v. 6).
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21

The LORD took note of Sarah as He had promised,
and the LoRD did for Sarah as He had spoken.
2 Sarah conceived and bore a son to Abraham in his old
age, at the set time of which God had spoken. 3 Abraham
gave his newborn son, whom Sarah had borne him, the
name of Isaac. 4 And when his son Isaac was eight days
old, Abraham circumcised him, as God had commanded
him. 5 Now Abraham was a hundred years old when his
son Isaac was born to him. 6 Sarah said, "God has brought
me laughter; everyone who hears will laugh with• me."
7 And she added,
"Who would have said to Abraham
That Sarah would suckle children!
Yet I have borne a son in his old age."
B The child grew up and was weaned, and Abraham held a
great feast on the day that Isaac was weaned.
9 Sarah saw the son whom Hagar the Egyptian had
borne to Abraham playing. lO She said to Abraham, "Cast
out that slave-woman and her son, for the son of that slave
shall not share in the inheritance with my son Isaac." 11 The
matter distressed Abraham greatly, for it concerned a son
of his. 12 But God said to Abraham, "Do not be distressed
over the boy or your slave; whatever Sarah tells you, do as
she says, for it is through Isaac that offspring shall be con
tinued b for you. 13 As for the son of the slave-woman, I will
make a nation of him, too, for he is your seed."
14 Early next morning Abraham took some bread and a
skin of water, and gave them to Hagar. He placed them
over her shoulder, together with the child, and sent her
away. And she wandered about in the wilderness of Beer
sheba. 15 When the water was gone from the skin, she left
the child under one of the bushes, 16 and went and sat
down at a distance, a bowshot away; for she thought, "Let
me not look on as the child dies." And sitting thus afar,
she burst into tears.
17 God heard the cry of the boy, and an angel of God
n

Lit. 'for."

b Lit. "en/led."

The promise to Sarah ful
filled at last. With its heavy em

21 .1-8:

phasis on God's fulfillment of His
promise of a son to Sarah and
Abraham (vv. 1-2) and its note
that the father circumcised his son
on the eighth day in accordance
with God's command (v. 3), this
passage marks a major turning
point in the story. Despite seem
ingly insurmountable obstacles
(including Abimelech's abduction

of Sarah in the previous chapter),
things have gone according to
plan. A midrash reports that it was
on Rosh Ha-Shanah that The LoRD

took note of Sarah (b. Roslz Hash.
1 1a); Gen. ch 21 is thus the Torah
reading for the first day of Rosh
Ha-Shanah. 5: Abraham's life di
vides into seven periods of 25
years each: three of them in Meso
potamia (12-4), one in Canaan
without the promised son (21.5),

and three in Canaan after Isaac's
birth (25.7). The period of his life
in which Abraham lived with the
promise unfulfilled, though the
shortest, is the pivotal and central
one and occupies the most space
in the narrative.
21 .9-2 1 : The expulsion of Ish
mael and Hagar. This passage

closely parallels ch 16. Source criti
cism accounts for this by attribut
ing ch 16 to J, but 21.9-21 to E.
Note that the J-name ("LoRn")
never appears here; the E-name
("God") is used throughout.
9: Playing is another pun on Isaac's
name (cf. 17.17; 18.12; 19.14; 26.8).
Ishmael was "Isaacing," or "taking
Isaac's place." 10: Sarah's ornis
sion of the names of the two indi
viduals who have aroused her jeal
ousy indicates the depth of her
contempt. 1 2: Yet it is Sarah's pro
tection of Isaac's rights, rather
than Abraham's solicitude for Ish
maet that mediates God's will in
this tragic situation (cf. ch 27). In
the Talmud, this is cited as evi
dence that Sarah was a prophet
(b. Meg. 14a). God's command to
Abraham to do as she says uses the
same term with which He rebuked
Adam for obeying Eve in 3·17only with the opposite intent.
13: Like 17.20 (and 21.18), this
verse stresses that Isaac does not
altogether displace Ishmael (what
ever Sarah's designs). Ishmael in
herits a substantial portion of the
promise to his father Abraham.
14: There is room to wonder just
how far Abraham expected Hagar
and Ishmael to travel before the
bread and skin of water gave out.
Did he not realize that by provi
sioning them so slimly, he was
putting them in mortal danger?
Ibn Ezra, surmising that Sarah
must have determined the provi
sions, concludes that had Abra
ham done otherwise, he would
have violated God's command.
1 5-16: The narrator presupposes a
child small enough to be carried
by his mother. But since Ishmael
was 13 before Isaac was even con
ceived (17.25), and Isaac's wean
ing, which likely occurred at 3, has
already taken place (21.8), Ishmael
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called to Hagar from heaven and said to her, "What trou
bles you, Hagar? Fear not, for God has heeded the cry of
the boy where he is. 18 Corne, lift up the boy and hold him
by the hand, for I will make a great nation of him." 19 Then
God opened her eyes and she saw a well of water. She
went and filled the skin with water, and let the boy drink.
20 God was with the boy and he grew up; he dwelt in the
wilderness and became a bowman. 21 He lived in the
wilderness of Paran; and his mother got a wife for him
from the land of Egypt.
22 At that time Abirnelech and Phicol, chief of his troops,
said to Abraham, "God is with you in everything that you
do. 23 Therefore swear to me here by God that you will not
deal falsely with me or with my kith and kin, but will deal
with me and with the land in which you have sojourned
as loyally as I have dealt with you." 24 And Abraham said,
"I swear it."
25 Then Abraham reproached Abirnelech for the well of
water which the servants of Abirnelech had seized. 26 But
Abirnelech said, "I do not know who did this; you did not
tell me, nor have I heard of it until today." 27 Abraham
took sheep and oxen and gave them to Abirnelech, and the
two of them made a pact. 28 Abraham then set seven ewes
of the flock by themselves, 29 and Abirnelech said to Abra
ham, "What mean these seven ewes which you have set
apart?" 30 He replied, "You are to accept these seven ewes
from me as proof that I dug this well." 31 Hence that place
was called Beer-sheba, for there the two of them swore an
oath. 32 When they had concluded the pact at Beer-sheba,
Abimelech and Phicol, chief of his troops, departed and
returned to the land of the Philistines. 33 [Abraham]
planted a tamarisk at Beer-sheba, and invoked there the
name of the LoRD, the Everlasting God. 3 4 And Abraham
resided in the land of the Philistines a long time.
•

Some time afterward, God put Abraham to the test.
He said to him, "Abraham," and he answered,
2
2
"Here I am." 2 And He said, "Take your son, your favored

one, Isaac, whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah,
and offer him there as a burnt offering on one of the
n I.e., "well of seven " or "well ofontlt."

is at least 16. In an analysis in
formed by source criticism, the
problem is easily explained, since
the present narrative stems from E,
but the chronology from P. Calcu-

lating Ishmael's age as 27, a
midrash takes a different tack:
Sarah had cast the evil eye on him
and made him ill, thus incapable
of walking (Gen. Rab. 53.12).

2 1 . 1 8-22.2

Abimelech and Abra
ham make a pact. The focus shifts
2 1 .22-34:

from the promise of offspring, on
whose fulfillment the chapter has
so far focused, to the promise of
land, as Abraham acquires rights
to wells he has dug. Abimelech ap
pears here as another important
figure who recognizes Abraham's
special status and prospers as a re
sult (cf. 14.18-20; 23.6--16). The
passage has close affinities with

26.26--J 1.
22.1-19: Abraham's last and
greatest test. This magnificently

told story, known in Judaism as the
'"Akedah" ("binding"), is one of
the gems of biblical narrative. It
also comes to occupy a central role
in rabbinic theology and eventu
ally to be incorporated into the
daily liturgy. Jewish tradition re
gards the 'Akedah as the tenth and
climactic test of Abraham, the first
Jew. 1 : There is no good English
equivalent for the Heb "hineni,"
translated in this verse as Here I am.
The term indicates readiness, alert
ness, attentiveness, receptivity, and
responsiveness to instructions. It
serves as a kind of refrain through
out the 'Akedah. Abraham em
ploys it in answer to God here, to
Isaac in v. 7 (where it is rendered as
"Yes"), and to the angel of the
LoRD in v. 1 1 . 2: The order of the
Heb is "your son, your favored
one, the one whom you love,
Isaac" and indicates increasing ten
sion. Not only is Isaac the son
upon whom Abraham's life has
centered; he also loves him. If
Abraham did not love Isaac, the
commandment to sacrifice him
would not have constituted much
of a test. The expression go to
("lekh-lekha"), which otherwise
occurs only in 12.1, the initial com
mand to Abraham, ties this narra
tive to the beginning of Abraham's
dealings with God. Note also the
parallel of on one of the heights that I
will point out to you with "to the
land that I will show you" (12.1).
The location of Moriah ( here the
name of a land, not a mountain) is
unknown. The late biblical book of
Chronicles calls the Temple Mount
in Jerusalem "Moriah" (2 Chroni-
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heights that I will point out to you." 3 So early next morn
ing, Abraham saddled his ass and took with him two
of his servants and his son Isaac. He split the wood for
the burnt offering, and he set out for the place of which
God had told him. 4 0n the third day Abraham looked
up and saw the place from afar. s Then Abraham said
to his servants, "You stay here with the ass. The boy and
I will go up there; we will worship and we will return
to you."
6 Abraham took the wood for the burnt offering and put
it on his son Isaac. He himself took the firestone• and the
knife; and the two walked off together. 7 Then Isaac said
to his father Abraham, "Father! " And he answered, "Yes,
my son." And he said, "Here are the firestone and the
wood; but where is the sheep for the burnt offering?"
s And Abraham said, "God will see to the sheep for His
burnt offering, my son." And the two of them walked on
together.
9 They arrived at the place of which God had told him.
Abraham built an altar there; he laid out the wood; he
bound his son Isaac; he laid him on the altar, on top of the
wood. 10 And Abraham picked up the knife to slay his son.
11 Then an angel of the LoRD called to him from heaven:
"Abraham! Abraham!" And he answered, "Here I am."
12 And he said, "Do not raise your hand against the boy, or
do anything to him. For now I know that you fear God,
since you have not withheld your son, your favored one,
from Me." 13 When Abraham looked up, his eye fell upon
a b ram, caught in the thicket by its horns. So Abraham
went and took the ram and offered it up as a burnt offer
ing in place of his son. 14 And Abraham named that site
a Lit. "fire."
b Reading 'el)ad with many Hcb. 1/ISS. a11d a11cient versio11s; text 'al)ar "after. "

des 3.1), perhaps on the under
standing that the 'Akedah is the
foundation legend for the service
of God that took place there.
3: The verse resembles 21.14. The
expulsion of Ishmael in the pre
ceding chapter and the 'Akedah
have much in common, but the lat
ter is the more wrenching, since
Abraham is directly commanded
to sacrifice his son, and the angelic
intervention (vv. 11-12) is thus
more surprising. Some have won
dered why Abraham, who
protested God's apparent decision
to destroy the innocent with the
guilty in Sodom (18.22-32), here

obeys without objection. The
essence of the answer is that the
context in ch 18 is forensic,
whereas the context of the 'Akedah
is sacrificial. A sacrifice is not an
execution, and in a sacrificial con
text the unblemished condition of
the one offered does not detract
from, but rather commends, the
act. 5: Abraham may be concealing
the truth from his servants (lest
they prevent him from carrying
out God's will), from Isaac (lest he
flee), and from himself (lest the
frank acknowledgement of his real
intention cause his resolve to
break). Alternately, he may be ex- 46-

pressing his profound trust in
God's promise, casting his faith
and hope as a prediction. 6: The
image of Isaac's carrying the wood
on which he is to be burned adds
enormous power to the story. A
midrash relates this to a Roman
(not Jewish) method of execution
that was sometimes used on Jew
ish martyrs: "It is like a person
who carries his cross on his own
shoulder" (Gen. Rab. 56.3). 7: Our
ignorance of Isaac's age makes it
difficult to interpret his poignant
question. Most rabbinic commen
tators see him as an adult and thus
a willing participant in his own
sacrifice-the prototype, that is, of
the Jewish martyr. 8: The same
possibilities that we outlined for
v. 5 apply here as well. The verse
ends with the same Heb words
with which v. 6 ends. Even after
their exchange, father and son still
have a single resolve: "the one to
bind, and the other to be bound;
the one to sacrifice, and the other
to be sacrificed" (Gen. Rab. 56.3).
12: In the Tanakh, the "fear of God"
denotes an active obedience to the
divine will. God is now able to call
the last trial of Abraham off because
Abraham has demonstrated that
this obedience is uppermost for
him, surpassing even his paternal
love for Isaac. 1 3: The substitution of a male sheep for the first
born son has parallels in the
ancient Near East and foreshadows
the story of the paschal lamb (Exod.
12.1-42). Contrary to a widespread
misperception, however, the story
is not about the superiority of ani
mal to human sacrifice, nor is it a
polemic against human sacrifice.
Note that God commands the sacri
fice of Isaac at the beginning of the
story (v. 22.2) and commends and
rewards Abraham for being willing
to carry it through at the end (vv.
12, 15-18). A midrash has Abraham
praying that God "see the blood of
this ram as if it were the blood of
my son Isaac, the entrails of this
ram as if they were the entrails of
my son Isaac" (Gen. Rab. 56.9).
14: The name of the otherwise un
attested site plays on Abraham's
words in v. 8. This enigmatic verse
may connect the site of the 'Akedah
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Adonai-yireh,a whence the present saying, "On the mount
of the LORD there is vision."b
15 The angel of the LORD called to Abraham a second
time from heaven, 1 6 and said, "By Myself I swear, the
LoRD declares: Because you have done this and have not
withheld your son, your favored one, 1 7 I will bestow My
blessing upon you and make your descendants as numer
ous as the stars of heaven and the sands on the sea
shore; and your descendants shall seize the gates of their
foes. 1 8 All the nations of the earth shall bless them
selves by your descendants, because you have obeyed My
command." 1 9 Abraham then returned to his servants, and
they departed together for Beer-sheba; and Abraham
stayed in Beer-sheba.
20 Some time later, Abraham was told, "Milcah too has
borne children to your brother Nahor: 21 Uz the first-born,
and Buz his brother, and Kernuel the father of Ararn;
22 and Chesed, Hazo, Pildash, Jidlaph, and Bethuel"23 Bethuel being the father of Rebekah. These eight Milcah
bore to Nahor, Abraham's brother. 24 And his concu
bine, whose name was Reurnah, also bore children: Tebah,
Gaharn, Tahash, and Maacah.
l:IAYYEI SARAH

2 3 Sarah's lifetime-the span of Sarah's life-carne to

one hundred and twenty-seven years. 2 Sarah died
in Kiriath-arba-now Hebron-in the land of Canaan;
and Abraham proceeded to mourn for Sarah and to be
wail her. 3 Then Abraham rose from beside his dead, and
spoke to the Hittites, saying, 4 "I am a resident alien
among you; sell me a burial site among you, that I may re
move my dead for burial." 5 And the Hittites replied to
Abraham, saying to him, 6 "Hear us, my lord: you are the
elect of God among us. Bury your dead in the choicest of
our burial places; none of us will withhold his burial place
from you for burying your dead." 7 Thereupon Abraham
a I.e.,

"the LoRD will see"; cf v.

8.

b Heb. Behar Adonai yera'eh.

to the Temple mount (see v. 2 n.).
15-18: The second angelic address
conveys the LoRD's final blessing
on Abraham, picking up the lan
guage of several earlier addresses
(cf. 12.3; 13.16; 15·5). Only this time,
the earlier promises are reinter
preted as a consequence of the
'Akedah. Much Jewish prayer
calls upon God to remember the
'Akedah for the benefit of Abra-

ham's descendants. 19: Too much
should not be made of the omission
of Isaac. The story closes where it
opened (v. 1): with the focus on
Abraham alone.

22.2�24: The children of
Nahor. Like Abraham's as yet
unborn grandson, Jacob/Israel
(35.22b-26), his brother Nahor be
comes the patriarch of eight chi!-

22. 1 5-23 . 7

dren by his primary wife and four
by his secondary wife. Rebekah,
who will marry Isaac and thus be
come the second matriarch of Is
rael, is the only person of her gen
eration mentioned here (v. 23).
One senses that the promise of de
scendants reiterated and reinter
preted in v. 17 is already on its
way to fulfillment. Note the near
identity of v. 17b with the blessing
on Rebekah in 24.60.

23� 1-20: Abraham acquires a bur
ial ground. After the climactic
episode of the 'Akedah, all
Abraham's actions are in the na
ture of putting his affairs in order.
In ch 23, he acquires a burial plot
for Sarah. In the next chapter, he
arranges for a wife for Isaac, and
in ch 25, he decrees the distribu
tion of his assets and passes away.
2: Hebron, in the hill country of
Judah, 20 miles south-southwest of
Jerusalem, was also the first seat of
David's kingship (2 Sam. 2.1-4;
5. 1-5). Its principal claim upon the
Jewish imagination over the cen
turies is owing to the biblical re
ports that not only Sarah but also
Abraham, Isaac and Rebekah, and
Jacob and Leah are buried there
(Gen. 23.19; 35.27; 49.29-32; 50.13).
3: The "Hittites" mentioned here
probably have no connection to
the Indo-European peoples with
that name who ruled a mighty em
pire based in what is now eastern
Turkey in the second millennium
BCE. Rather, they are more likely
to be one of the Canaanite nations
(cf. 10.15; 15.20). 4--6: The tension
in the story lies in Abraham's con
tradictory status. On the one hand,
he is but a resident alien without
hereditary land-rights or a secure
place in the social and legal order.
On the other, he is the elect of God
(v. 5), to whom the whole land has
been promised. Elsewhere in the
Tanakh, the entire people Israel
is described as resident aliens,
living on land owned by God
(Lev. 25.23), and the same terms
are used to describe the transience
of human life and the unworthi
ness of human beings in the face of
God's bounty (1 Chron. 29.15).
7-8: As a "resident alien," A bra-
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bowed low to the people of the land, the Hittites, 8 and he
said to them, "If it is your wish that I remove my dead for
burial, you must agree to intercede for me with Ephron
son of Zohar. 9 Let him sell me the cave of Machpelah that
he owns, which is at the edge of his land. Let him sell it to
me, at the full price, for a burial site in your midst."
10 £phron was present among the Hittites; so Ephron
the Hittite answered Abraham in the hearing of the Hit
tites, all who entered the gate of his town,a saying, 11 "No,
my lord, hear me: I give you the field and I give you the
cave that is in it; I give it to you in the presence of my peo
ple. Bury your dead." 12 Then Abraham bowed low before
the people of the land, 1 3 and spoke to Ephron in the hear
ing of the people of the land, saying, "If only you would
hear me out! Let me pay the price of the land; accept it
from me, that I may bury my dead there." 1 4 And Ephron
replied to Abraham, saying to him, 1 5 "My lord, do hear
me! A piece of land worth four hundred shekels of sil
ver-what is that between you and me? Go and bury your
dead." 16 Abraham accepted Ephron's terms. Abraham
paid out to Ephron the money that he had named in the
hearing of the Hittites-four hundred shekels of silver at
the going merchants' rate.
1 7 So Ephron's land in Machpelah, near Mamre-the
field with its cave and all the trees anywhere within the
confines of that field-passed 18 to Abraham as his posses
sion, in the presence of the Hittites, of all who entered
the gate of his town.• 1 9 And then Abraham buried his
wife Sarah in the cave of the field of Machpelah, facing
Mamre--now Hebron-in the land of Canaan. 20 Thus the
field with its cave passed from the Hittites to Abraham, as
a burial site.

2 4 Abraham was now old, advanced in years, and the

LoRD had blessed Abraham in all things. 2 And
Abraham said to the senior servant of his household, who
had charge of all that he owned, "Put your hand under
my thigh 3 and I will make you swear by the LoRD, the
God of heaven and the God of the earth, that you will not
take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Canaan
ites among whom I dwell, 4 but will go to the land of my
birth and get a wife for my son Isaac." 5 And the servant
said to him, "What if the woman does not consent to fol
low me to this land, shall I then take your son back to the
land from which you came?" 6 Abraham answered him,
"On no account must you take my son back there! 7The
n I.e., nll lris fellow townsmen.

ham probably needed the ap
proval of tire people of tl!e land (a
local council) before he could ap
proach a landowner. 10-16: It
would not behoove Abraham, as
"the elect of God" (v. 5) and a man
of exemplary generosity and hos
pitality (13.8--9; 18.1-8), to accept a
gift (cf. 14.23-24). It is hard to
know what the field and its cave
were worth on the market. Com
pared to the 17 shekels that Jere
miah pays to redeem ancestral
land (Jer. 32.9), the price of 400
shekels that Abraham paid (v. 16)
seems exorbitant, and thus
Ephron's statement in v. 15 seems
disingenuous.

Abraham procures a
proper wife for Isaac. This sophis
24.1-67:

ticated and beautifully wrought
narrative constitutes the longest
chapter in Genesis. In certain im
portant ways, it functions as
Abraham's deathbed scene, reca
pitulating the promise that im
pelled him on his course and fore
shadowing events in the life of his
grandson Jacob/Israel, epony
mous ancestor of the Jewish peo
ple. 2: The rabbinic tradition as
sumes that Abraham's senior
servant is Eliezer, but the latter is
never termed a "servant" (15.2-4),
and precise identification of the
man, unnamed throughout the
story, is unnecessary. Thigh seems
to be a euphemism for the male
organ (cf. 46.26; Exod. 1.5). Per
haps by touching it, the person
swearing the oath calls sterility or
loss of children upon himself,
should he violate it. The parallel in
Gen. 47.29 suggests that ch 24 once
functioned as Abraham's last re
quest. 3: Intermarriage with the
Canaanites, a lethal threat to
Abraham's identity and destiny, is
strictly forbidden in Deut. 7.1-4.
The prohibition is extended to in
termarriage with other groups in
Ezra chs 9-10. 4: The phrasing
rather precisely recalls God's origi
nal commandment to Abraham in
12.1 (cf. 24.7, 38, 40). Similarly,
Rebekah's consent ("I will [go],"
v. 58) recalls God's first word to
Abraham in that same verse, "Go."
Rebekah thus becomes a kind of
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LoRD, the God of heaven, who took me from my father's
house and from my native land, who promised me on
oath, saying, 'I will assign this land to your offspring'
He will send His angel before you, and you will get a wife
for my son from there. 8 And if the woman does not con
sent to follow you, you shall then be clear of this oath to
me; but do not take my son back there." 9 So the servant
put his hand under the thigh of his master Abraham and
swore to him as bidden.
10 Then the servant took ten of his master's camels
and set out, taking with him all the bounty of his master;
and he made his way to Aram-naharaim, to the city of
Nahor. 11 He made the camels kneel down by the well
outside the city, at evening time, the time when women
come out to draw water. 12 And he said, "0 LoRD, God
of my master Abraham, grant me good fortune this day,
and deal graciously with my master Abraham: 1 3 Here I
stand by the spring as the daughters of the townsmen
come out to draw water; 1 4 let the maiden to whom I say,
'Please, lower your jar that I may drink,' and who replies,
'Drink, and I will also water your camels'-let her be the
one whom You have decreed for Your servant Isaac.
Thereby shall I know that You have dealt graciously with
my master."
15 He had scarcely finished speaking, when Rebekah,
who was born to Bethuel, the son of Milcah the wife
of Abraham's brother Nahor, came out with her jar on
her shoulder. 16 The maiden was very beautiful, a virgin
whom no man had known. She went down to the spring,
filled her jar, and came up. 1 7 The servant ran toward her
and said, "Please, let me sip a little water from your jar."
18 "Drink, my lord," she said, and she quickly lowered her
jar upon her hand and let him drink. 19 When she had let
him drink his fill, she said, "I will also draw for your
camels, until they finish drinking." 20 Quickly emptying
her jar into the trough, she ran back to the well to draw,
and she drew for all his camels.
21 The man, meanwhile, stood gazing at her, silently
wondering whether the LoRD had made his errand suc
cessful or not. 22 When the camels had finished drinking,
the man took a gold nose-ring weighing a half-shekel, b
and two gold bands for her arms, ten shekels in weight.
23 "Pray tell me," he said, "whose daughter are you? Is
there room in your father's house for us to spend the
night?" 24 She replied, "I am the daughter of Bethuel the
son of Milcah, whom she bore to Nahor." 25 And she went
a

n Lit. "nbout tl1is mntter. "

b Hrb. beqa'.

24.8-24 . 25

Abraham-figure in her own right.
Abraham's dispatch of his senior
servant back to his native land and
his kinfolk brings his story full cir
cle and ensures his legacy will
continue in the next generation.
14: Rashi points out the aptness of
the sign that the servant requests:
The woman appropriate to marry
into Abraham's household must
practice the extraordinary kind
ness and generosity characteristic
of her future father-in-law.
20: Rebekah's running to serve
the visitor (who has not yet
introduced himself) recalls
Abraham's response to the visit
of the unidentified men in 18.6-7.
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on, "There is plenty of straw• and feed at home, and also
room to spend the night." 26 The man bowed low in hom
age to the LoRD 27 and said, "Blessed be the LORD, the God
of my master Abraham, who has not withheld His stead
fast faithfulness from my master. For I have been guided
on my errand by the LoRD, to the house of my master's
kinsmen."
2B The maiden ran and told all this to her mother's
household. 29 Now Rebekah had a brother whose name
was Laban. Laban ran out to the man at the spring30 when he saw the nose-ring and the bands on his sister's
arms, and when he heard his sister Rebekah say, "Thus
the man spoke to me." He went up to the man, who was
still standing beside the camels at the spring. 31 "Come in,
0 blessed of the LoRD," he said, "why do you remain out
side, when I have made ready the house and a place for
the camels?" 3 2 So the man entered the house, and the
camels were unloaded. The camels were given straw and
feed, and water was brought to bathe his feet and the feet
of the men with him. 33 But when food was set before him,
he said, "I will not eat until I have told my tale." He said,
"Speak, then."
34 "I am Abraham's servant," he began. 35 "The LoRD
has greatly blessed my master, and he has become rich:
He has given him sheep and cattle, silver and gold, male
and female slaves, camels and asses. 36 And Sarah, my
master's wife, bore my master a son in her old age, and he
has assigned to him everything he owns. 37 Now my mas
ter made me swear, saying, 'You shall not get a wife for
my son from the daughters of the Canaanites in whose
land I dwell; 3Bbut you shall go to my father's house, to
my kindred, and get a wife for my son.' 39 And I said to
my master, 'What if the woman does not follow me?' 40 He
replied to me, 'The LORD, whose ways I have followed,
will send His angel with you and make your errand suc
cessful; and you will get a wife for my son from my kin
dred, from my father's house. 41 Thus only shall you be
freed from my adjuration: if, when you come to my kin
dred, they refuse you-only then shall you be freed from
my adjuration.'
42 "I came today to the spring, and I said: 0 LoRD, God
of my master Abraham, if You would indeed grant suc
cess to the errand on which I am engaged! 43 As I stand by
the spring of water, let the young woman who comes out
to draw and to whom I say, 'Please, let me drink a little
water from your jar,' 44 and who answers, 'You may drink,
a Heb. teben, sllredded straw, wllicll in tile East is mixed witll feed; cf. v. 32.

- so -

Laban's instantaneous notice
of the jewelry suggests the materi
alism and stinginess that he will
display in dealing with his own
son-in-law, Jacob (29.27; 31.14-16,
33-43) and contrasts with his
sister's innate generosity.
30:
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and I will also draw for your camels'-let her be the wife
whom the LoRD has decreed for my master's son.' 45 I had
scarcely finished praying in my heart, when Rebekah
came out with her jar on her shoulder, and went down to
the spring and drew. And I said to her, 'Please give me a
drink.' 4 6 She quickly lowered her jar and said, 'Drink, and
I will also water your camels.' So I drank, and she also wa
tered the camels. 47 I inquired of her, 'Whose daughter are
you?' And she said, 'The daughter of Bethuel, son of
Nahor, whom Milcah bore to him.' And I put the ring on
her nose and the bands on her arms. 4B Then I bowed low
in homage to the LORD and blessed the LoRD, the God of
my master Abraham, who led me on the right way to get
the daughter of my master's brother for his son. 49 And
now, if you mean to treat my master with true kindness,
tell me; and if not, tell me also, that I may tum right or
left."
50 Then Laban and Bethuel answered, "The matter was
decreed by the LORD; we cannot speak to you bad or good.
5 1 Here is Rebekah before you; take her and go, and let her
be a wife to your master's son, as the LoRD has spoken."
52 When Abraham's servant heard their words, he bowed
low to the ground before the LoRD. 53 The servant brought
out objects of silver and gold, and garments, and gave
them to Rebekah; and he gave presents to her brother and
her mother. 54 Then he and the men with him ate and
drank, and they spent the night. When they arose next
morning, he said, "Give me leave to go to my master."
55 But her brother and her mother said, "Let the maiden
remain with us •·some ten days;·• then you may go." 56 He
said to them, "Do not delay me, now that the LoRD has
made my errand successful. Give me leave that I may go
to my master." 57 And they said, "Let us call the girl and
ask for her reply." 5B They called Rebekah and said to her,
"Will you go with this man?" And she said, "I will." 59 So
they sent off their sister Rebekah and her nurse along with
Abraham's servant and his men. 60 And they blessed Re
bekah and said to her,
"0 sister!
May you grow
Into thousands of myriads;
May your offspring seize
The gates of their foes."
6l Then Rebekah and her maids arose, mounted the camels,
and followed the man. So the servant took Rebekah and
went his way.
n-n Lit. "dnys or te11. "

47: The servant reverses the order

of events given in vv. 22-23 to give
Rebekah's family the impression
that it was her pedigree rather
than her character that most com
mended her. 50: The appearance
of Bethuel here is very strange,
since everywhere else in the chap
ter it is his son, Laban, sometimes
together with the girl's mother,
who conducts the negotiations
(vv. 28-29, 5 3, 55, 5 9) . Rabbi David
KimJ:ti (Radak), the great 13th
century Provenc;al scholar, sug
gests that Bethuel was aged and
the management of the household
had fallen upon Laban. 60: The
near-identity of the last two lines
with the latter words of the angel
after the 'Akedah (end of 22.17) re
inforces the appropriateness of Re
bekah for Abraham's son and the
providential nature of the match.
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62 Isaac had just come back from the vicinity of Beer
Iahai-roi, for he was settled in the region of the Negeb.
63 And Isaac went out walking• in the field toward
evening and, looking up, he saw camels approaching.
64 Raising her eyes, Rebekah saw Isaac. She alighted from
the camel 65 and said to the servant, "Who is that man
walking in the field toward us?" And the servant said,
"That is my master." So she took her veil and covered her
self. 66 The servant told Isaac all the things that he had
done. 67 Isaac then brought her into the tent of his mother
Sarah, and he took Rebekah as his wife. Isaac loved her,
and thus found comfort after his mother's death.

2 5 Abraham
took another wife, whose name was Ke
turah. 2 She bore him Zimran, Jokshan, Medan,

Midian, Ishbak, and Shuah. 3 Jokshan begot Sheba and
Dedan. The descendants of Dedan were the Asshurim, the
Letushim, and the Leummim. 4 The descendants of Mid
ian were Ephah, Epher, Enoch,& Abida, and Eldaah. All
these were descendants of Keturah. 5 Abraham willed all
that he owned to Isaac; 6 but to Abraham's sons by concu
bines Abraham gave gifts while he was still living, and he
sent them away from his son Isaac eastward, to the land of
the East.
7 This was the total span of Abraham's life: one hundred
and seventy-five years. 8 And Abraham breathed his last,
dying at a good ripe age, old and contented; and he
was gathered to his kin. 9 His sons Isaac and Ishmael
buried him in the cave of Machpelah, in the field of
Ephron son of Zohar the Hittite, facing Mamre, 1o the field
that Abraham had bought from the Hittites; there Abra
ham was buried, and Sarah his wife. 11 After the death of
Abraham, God blessed his son Isaac. And Isaac settled
near Beer-lahai-roi.
12 This is the line of Ishmael, Abraham's son, whom
Hagar the Egyptian, Sarah's slave, bore to Abraham.
13 These are the names of the sons of Ishmael, by their
names, in the order of their birth: Nebaioth, the first-born
of Ishmael, Kedar, Adbeel, Mibsam, 14 Mishma, Dumah,
Massa, 1 5 Hadad, Tema, Jetur, Naphish, and Kedmah.
16 These are the sons of Ishmael and these are their names
by their villages and by their encampments: twelve chief
tains of as many tribes.-17These were the years of the life
of Ishmael: one hundred and thirty-seven years; then he
breathed his last and died, and was gathered to his kin.n 01/rers "to meditate"; meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
b Or "Hnnoch."

65:

Everywhere else in the chapter,

my master refers to Abraham, and
Isaac has been called "his/my
master's son." Perhaps Abraham
has died while his steward was on
his sacred mission. If so, the events
narrated in 25.1-18 had happened
beforehand.
25.1-18: Abraham's death and de
scendants. Abraham's descen

dants are here mentioned in the re
verse order of their ancestors'
births: first the many descendants
of Keturah, then Isaac, and, lastly,
the line of Ishmael, Abraham's
first-born son. This puts Isaac in
the central position, and it is he
alone who inherits his father's es
tate, Abraham having honorably
discharged his obligations to his
other sons through gifts (vv. 5-6).
1 : Nothing more is known about
the mysterious Keturah. A
midrash identifies her with Hagar
and explains the name on the
grounds that Hagar was "per
fumed ('mekuteret') with com
mandments and good deeds"
(Gen. Rab. 61-4). 6: It is possible
that by conwbines is better trans
lated "by concubinage" and thus
refers only to the sons of Keturah
listed in v. 2. Rabbi Samuel ben
Meir (Rashbam, northern France,
12th century) thinks the concubines
are Hagar and Keturah. 7: If Abra
ham was 100 when Isaac was born
(21.5), Isaac 6o when Esau and
Jacob were born (26.26), and Abra
ham died at 175 (25.7), then Abra
ham passed away only when his
twin grandsons were 15. This sug
gests that the notice of Abraham's
death is premature here. Source
critics resolve the problem by at
tributing the chronology to P, but
the bulk of the ancestral narrative
to J. See 11.31-32 n.
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1 8 They dwelt from Havilah, by Shur, which is close to
Egypt, all the way to Asshur; they camped alongside all
their kinsmen.
TOLEDOT
1 9 This is the story of Isaac, son of Abraham. Abraham
begot Isaac. 20 Isaac was forty years old when he took to
wife Rebekah, daughter of Bethuel the Aramean of Pad
dan-aram, sister of Laban the Aramean. 2 1 Isaac pleaded
with the LORD on behalf of his wife, because she was bar
ren; and the LoRD responded to his plea, and his wife Re
bekah conceived. 22 But the children struggled in her
womb, and she said, "If so, why do I exist?"• She went to
inquire of the LORD, 23 and the LoRD answered her,
"Two nations are in your womb,
Two separate peoples shall issue from your body;
One people shall be mightier than the other,
And the older shall serve the younger."
24 When her time to give birth was at hand, there were
twins in her womb. 25 The first one emerged red, like a
hairy mantle all over; so they named him Esau. b 26 Then
his brother emerged, holding on to the heel of Esau; so
they named him Jacob.< Isaac was sixty years old when
they were born.
27 When the boys grew up, Esau became a skillful
hunter, a man of the outdoors; but Jacob was a mild man
who stayed in camp. 28 Isaac favored Esau because d·he
had a taste for game;·d but Rebekah favored Jacob. 29 Qnce
when Jacob was cooking a stew, Esau came in from the
open, famished. 30 And Esau said to Jacob, "Give me some
of that red stuff to gulp down, for I am famished"-which
is why he was named Edom.e 31 Jacob said, "First sell me
your birthright." 32 And Esau said, "I am at the point of
death, so of what use is my birthright to me?" 33 But Jacob
said, "Swear to me first." So he swore to him, and sold his
birthright to Jacob. 34 Jacob then gave Esau bread and
lentil stew; he ate and drank, and he rose and went away.
Thus did Esau spurn the birthright.

2 6 vious famine that had occurred in the days of Abra
ham-and Isaac went to Abimelech, king of the Philistines,
There was a famine in the land-aside from the pre

in Gerar. 2 The LORD had appeared to him and said, "Do not
go down to Egypt; stay in the land which I point out to you.
3 Reside in this land, and I will be with you and bless you; I
a Meaning of Heb. wrccrfain.
c Play on Heb. 'aqeb "/reel."
e Play on Heb. 'adorn "red."

b Synonym of "Seir," play on Heb. se' ar "lrnir. "
d-d Lit. "game wns in Iris mouflr."

25 . 1 8-26 . 3

25.19-34: Birth and birthright.
This passage tells of the birth
of Esau and Jacob, and of the
former's ominous sale of his
status as first-born to the latter.
2 1 : Rebekah's barrenness puts her
again in line of succession to her
late mother-in-law, Sarah (cf.
24.67), though the narrative about
Rebekah is much more com
pressed and much less complex
than the corresponding story of
Sarai/Sarah (d. ch 16). The "bar
ren mother" is a common motif in
special birth stories. Compare also
Rachel (Gen. ch 30) and Hannah
(1 Sam. ch 1). A midrash sees in
God's response to Isaac's plea an
object lesson in the power of
prayer to move God from anger to
mercy (b. Yebam. 64a). 25: In addi
tion to the pun on Seir and "se'ar"
("hair"), there is also a play on red
("'admoni") and "Edom," another
name for Esau and the kingdom
descended from him. (See transla
tor's note b and 36.g.) 26: Jacob's
naming (as usual in the Tanakh)
is based on a folk etymology.
"Jacob" probably derives from
"y-'-k-b-'-1," "may God protect."
27: To the ancient Israelite, Esau's
hunting, like his hairiness, sug
gested uncouthness and even a
certain degree of danger. The un
couthness is also apparent in his
blunt speech and impulsive behav
ior in the ensuing tale (vv. Jo-34).
28: Once again, the mother medi
ates God's preference (d. 21.9-13;
Mal. 1.2-5). The father seems blind
to the higher purpose (d. Gen.
27.1-45). God's favoring the
younger son is already familiar
from the story of Cain and Abel
(4.4-5) and, in a different way, Ish
mael and Isaac (21.12), and will be
a prominent feature of the story of
Joseph (37·J).
26.1-33: Episodes in the life of
Isaac. In comparison with the two

larger-than-life figures who are his
father (Abraham) and his son
( Jacob), there is remarkably little
narrative about Isaac. Indeed, he
generally appears passive and, in
places, even comic (e.g., 26.8--9;
27.18--23). Gen. 26.1-33 is the only
collection of biblical narrative cen-

G E N E S I S 2 6 . 4-26 . 2 2
will assign all these lands to you and to your heirs, fulfill
ing the oath that I swore to your father Abraham. 4 I will
make your heirs as numerous as the stars of heaven, and
assign to your heirs all these lands, so that all the nations of
the earth shall bless themselves by your heirs-5 inasmuch
as Abraham obeyed Me and kept My charge: My com
mandments, My laws, and My teachings."
6 So Isaac stayed in Gerar. 7 When the men of the place
asked him about his wife, he said, "She is my sister," for he
was afraid to say "my wife," thinking, "The men of the
place might kill me on account of Rebekah, for she is beau
tiful." S When some time had passed, Abimelech king of
the Philistines, looking out of the window, saw Isaac
fondling his wife Rebekah. 9 Abimelech sent for Isaac and
said, "So she is your wife! Why then did you say: 'She is my
sister?' " Isaac said to him, "Because I thought I might lose
my life on account of her." 10 Abimelech said, "What have
you done to us! One of the people might have lain with
your wife, and you would have brought guilt upon us."
11 Abimelech then charged all the people, saying, "Anyone
who molests this man or his wife shall be put to death."
1 2 Isaac sowed in that land and reaped a hundredfold
the same year. The LoRD blessed him, 1 3 and the man grew
richer and richer until he was very wealthy: 1 4 he acquired
flocks and herds, and a large household, so that the Philis
tines envied him. 15 And the Philistines stopped up all the
wells which his father 's servants had dug in the days of
his father Abraham, filling them with earth. 16 And Abim
elech said to Isaac, "Go away from us, for you have be
come far too big for us."
17 So Isaac departed from there and encamped in the
wadi of Gerar, where he settled. 18 Isaac dug anew the
wells which had been dug in the days of his father Abra
ham and which the Philistines had stopped up after
Abraham's death; and he gave them the same names that
his father had given them. 19 But when Isaac's servants,
digging in the wadi, found there a well of spring water,
2o the herdsmen of Gerar quarreled with Isaac's herdsmen,
saying, "The water is ours." He named that well Esek,a be
cause they contended with him. 21 And when they dug an
other well, they disputed over that one also; so he named
it Sitnah. b 22 He moved from there and dug yet another
well, and they did not quarrel over it; so he called it Reho
both, saying, "Now at last the LoRD has granted us ample
space< to increase in the land."
n I.e., "couteutiou. "
b I.e., "harassment. "
c Heb. hirl)ib, COIIIIected with "Reilobotlt."

TORAH
trally devoted to the middle patri
arch. 1-5: Here, the LoRD affirms
the continuity of Isaac with his fa
ther, whose experience he in part
relives (vv. 1-2; cf. 12.10; 20.1-18).
Isaac will fall heir to the Abra
hamic promise of offspring, bless
ing, and land (vv. 3-5; cf. 12.1-3, 7;
15.5). V. 5 may be a reference to the
'Akedah (cf. 22.15-18), the only ex
plicit one in the Tanakh outside of
ch 22. In Judaism, Abraham is gen
erally thought to have exemplified
not only faith in God and love for
Him but also meticulous obedi
ence to His commands. Traditional
commentators differ, however, on
the extent of the charge, command
ments, laws, and teachings that
Abraham had observed, to his
son's benefit (v. 5). Rashi, follow
ing strong rabbinic precedents
(e.g., b. Yoma 28b), thinks that
Abraham observed all categories
of Jewish law, even the Oral Torah.
His grandson, Rashbam, more
dedicated to the plain sense,
thinks that Abraham observed
only those commandments that
had been communicated to him
in Genesis or that human reason
can intuit without revelation.
6-1 1 : This is the last of the three
stories of a patriarch's attempting
unsuccessfully to pass his wife off
as his sister (cf. 12.10-20; 20.1-18),
and the only one in which the ma
triarch is never brought into the
foreign king's quarters. A note of
comedy relieves its blandness in
comparison with the other two
when Abimelech sees Isaac
("yitzl)aq") "fondling" ("met
zal)eq") Rebekah and draws
the all too obvious conclusion
(vv. B--9) . Is Isaac here over
confident, careless, or foolish?
1 2-33: The image of Isaac as a
landholder and farmer (v. 12) is in
tension with the picture of him as
a semi-nomad (cf. v. 17). His acqui
sition of vast wealth (vv. 13-14)
underscores the continuity with
his father (cf. 12.5, 16; 13.2), just
as the ensuing conflict with the
Philistines (vv. 15-22) recalls the
prologue to the separation of
Abraham and Lot (13-5-7). Most
historians consider the reference
to Philistines here (and in v. 1)
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23 From there he went up to Beer-sheba. 24 That night the
LORD appeared to him and said, "I am the God of your fa
ther Abraham. Fear not, for I am with you, and I will bless
you and increase your offspring for the sake of My servant
Abraham." 25 So he built an altar there and invoked the
LoRD by name. Isaac pitched his tent there and his servants
started digging a well. 26 And Abimelech came to him from
Gerar, with Ahuzzath his councilor and Phicol chief of his
troops. 27 Isaac said to them, "Why have you come to me,
seeing that you have been hostile to me and have driven
me away from you?" 28 And they said, "We now see plainly
that the LoRD has been with you, and we thought: Let there
be a sworn treaty between our two parties, between you
and us. Let us make a pact with you 29 that you will not do
us harm, just as we have not molested you but have always
dealt kindly with you and sent you away in peace. From
now on, be you blessed of the LORD!" 3D Then he made for
them a feast, and they ate and drank.
31 Early in the morning, they exchanged oaths. Isaac
then bade them farewell, and they departed from him in
peace. 32 That same day Isaac's servants came and told
him about the well they had dug, and said to him, "We
have fonnd water!" 33 He named it Shibah;• therefore the
name of the city is Beer-sheba to this day.
34 When Esau was forty years old, he took to wife Judith
daughter of Beeri the Hittite, and Basemath daughter of
Elon the Hittite; 35 and they were a source of bitterness to
Isaac and Rebekah.

2 7 When Isaac was old and his eyes were too dim to

see, he called his older son Esau and said to him,
"My son." He answered, "Here I am." 2 And he said, "I am
old now, and I do not know how soon I may die. 3 Take
your gear, your quiver and bow, and go out into the open
and hnnt me some game. 4 Then prepare a dish for me
such as I like, and bring it to me to eat, so that I may give
you my innermost blessing before I die."
5 Rebekah had been listening as Isaac spoke to his son

n As though "ontlr. "

anachronistic, since the Philistines
did not arrive in Canaan until
about 1200 BCE. The dispute
about the wells and the covenant
making ceremony that resolves it
(vv. 17-33) are highly reminiscent
of King Abimelech's previous
dealing with Isaac's father in

21.22-32. Incidentally, nothing
in this episode, or in the rest of
the chapter, gives any indication
that the couple's twins have
already been born (25.21-26),
and one can imagine that
the episode once stood else
where.

2 6 . 23 -2 7 . 5

26.34-35: Esau intermarries.

Source critics attribute these verses
to P and see them as the prologue
to 27.46-28.g, the Priestly explana
tion for Jacob's flight to his uncle's
homestead. In the genealogical no
tice in 36.2-4, Elon's daughter is
not Basemath but Adah; Basemath
is the daughter of Ishmael, not
Elon; and Judith is absent alto
gether. Esau's intermarriages are a
jarring contrast to Abraham's
strenuous effort to find a wife for
Isaac from within the clan (ch 24)
and demonstrate Esau's unworthi
ness to serve as the next figure in
the patriarchal line.
27.1-45: Jacob acquires Esau's

blessing. This story, one of the
masterpieces of biblical narrative
artistry, exhibits both charming
comedy and intense pathos. Jacob,
having purchased his brother's
status of first-born in a question
able fashion (25.29-34), acquires
his paternal blessing as well. He
does so in a way that advances the
divine plan but also utilizes deceit
and brings hardship on all in
volved. 1-4: Gen. 25.28 has al
ready established Isaac's prefer
ence for Esau, who, as the
first-born son (27.19), should re
ceive his father's prime blessing
anyway. Isaac's instruction to hunt
him some game recalls the rather
shallow reason for his favoring the
uncouth Esau. There may also be a
notion here that eating will fortify
his innermost self, that is, his life
force ("nefesh," v. 4) so that he
may impart a more powerful
blessing to his son. Since Isaac is
blind, this chapter emphasizes his
other senses. He identifies "Esau"
by touching his hands, tasting him
through a kiss, and smelling his
clothing. His sense of hearing tells
him that something may be amiss.
Esau's response to his aged
father's summons, Here I am (v. 1),
recalls the refrain of the 'Akedah
(22.1, 7, 1 1), another but very dif
ferent story of a loving father and
the near-loss of his beloved son.
5-13: Once again, it is the mother
who arranges the fulfillment of the
divine plan, to the benefit of the
second-born son, and in a manner
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27.6-27.28

Esau. When Esau had gone out into the open to hunt
game to bring home, 6 Rebekah said to her son Jacob, "I
overheard your father speaking to your brother Esau, say
ing, 7 'Bring me some game and prepare a dish for me to
eat, that I may bless you, with the LORD's approval, before
I die.' B Now, my son, listen carefully as I instruct you. 9 Go
to the flock and fetch me two choice kids, and I will make
of them a dish for your father, such as he likes. 10 Then
take it to your father to eat, in order that he may bless you
before he dies." 11 Jacob answered his mother Rebekah,
"But my brother Esau is a hairy man and I am smooth
skinne d. 12 If my father touches me, I shall appear to him
as a trickster and bring upon myself a curse, not a bless
ing." 13 But his mother said to him, "Your curse, my son,
be upon me! Just do as I say and go fetch them for me."
14 He got them and brought them to his mother, and his
mother prepared a dish such as his father liked. 15 Re
bekah then took the best clothes of her older son Esau,
which were there in the house, and had her younger son
Jacob put them on; 16 and she covered his hands and the
hairless part of his neck with the skins of the kids. 17Then
she put in the hands of her son Jacob the dish and the
bread that she had prepared.
18 He went to his father and said, "Father." And he said,
"Yes, which of my sons are you?" 19Jacob said to his fa
ther, "I am Esau, your first-born; I have done as you told
me. Pray sit up and eat of my game, that you may give me
your innermost blessing." 20 isaac said to his son, "How
did you succeed so quickly, my son?" And he said, "Be
cause the LoRD your God granted me good fortune."
21 Isaac said to Jacob, "Come closer that I may feel you, my
son-whether you are really my son Esau or not." 22So
Jacob drew close to his father Isaac, who felt him and
wondered. "The voice is the voice of Jacob, yet the hands
are the hands of Esau." 23 He did not recognize him, be
cause his hands were hairy like those of his brother Esau;
and so he blessed him.
24 He asked, "Are you really my son Esau?" And when
he said, "I am," 25 he said, "Serve me and let me eat of my
son's game that I may give you my innermost blessing."
So he served him and he ate, and he brought him wine
and he drank. 26 Then his father Isaac said to him, "Come
close and kiss me, my son"; 27 and he went up and kissed
him. And he smelled his clothes and he blessed him, say
ing, "Ah, the smell of my son is like the smell of the fields
that the LORD has blessed.
28
"May God give you
Of the dew of heaven and the fat of the earth,
-

s6

-

that is morally offensive to a
high degree (cf. 21.9-13). It is curi
ous, however, that in seeking to
allay her favored son's worry
(vv. 11-13), Rebekah never men
tions the prenatal oracle that an
nounced the LORD's preference for
the younger twin (25.23). Rashbam
thinks it was trust in that oracle
that enabled her to discount the
curse Jacob fears. But note that the
Tanakh gives no indication that
Jacob ever saw his mother alive
again after this disquieting
episode. 1 B-27: The passage is full
of suspense and high drama, as
Isaac uses his senses of touch,
hearing, taste, and smell to ascer
tain that it is Esau rather than an
impersonator who is serving him
the tasty game. There is probably
also a note of broad humor in
vv. 22-23. Should not a blind man
have put more trust in his hearing
than in his touch, and just how
hairy was Esau that the skin of
a goat could be mistaken for his
hands? Jacob's answer in v. 20
beautifully encapsulates the dual
causation that drives this narra
tive. On the one hand, he is
lying to his father. On the other,
he is expressing, perhaps unwit
tingly, the fact that it is God's pref
erence, not his father's, that has
arranged his unlikely success.
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Abtmdance of new grain and wine.
29
Let peoples serve you,
And nations bow to you;
Be master over your brothers,
And let your mother's sons bow to you.
Cursed be they who curse you,
Blessed they who bless you."
30 No sooner had Jacob left the presence of his father
Isaac-after Isaac had finished blessing Jacob-than his
brother Esau came back from his hunt. 31 He too prepared
a dish and brought it to his father. And he said to his father,
"Let my father sit up and eat of his son's game, so that you
may give me your innermost blessing." 32 His father Isaac
said to him, "Who are you?" And he said, "I am your son,
Esau, your first-born!" 33 Isaac was seized with very violent
trembling. "Who was it then," he demanded, "that hunted
game and brought it to me? Moreover, I ate of it before you
came, and I blessed him; now he must remain blessed!"
34 When Esau heard his father's words, he burst into wild
and bitter sobbing, and said to his father, "Bless me too,
Father!" 35 But he answered, "Your brother came with guile
and took away your blessing." 36 [Esau] said, "Was he,
then, named Jacob that he might supplant me" these two
times? First he took away my birthright and now he has
taken away my blessing!" And he added, "Have you not
reserved a blessing for me?" 37 Isaac answered, saying to
Esau, "But I have made him master over you: I have given
him all his brothers for servants, and sustained him with
grain and wine. What, then, can I still do for you, my son?"
3 8 And Esau said to his father, "Have you but one blessing,
Father? Bless me too, Father!" And Esau wept aloud.
39 And his father Isaac answered, saying to him,
"See, your abode shall b·enjoy the fat of the earth
And·b the dew of heaven above.
40
Yet by your sword you shall live,
And you shall serve your brother;
But when you grow restive,
You shall break his yoke from your neck."
41 Now Esau harbored a grudge against Jacob because
of the blessing which his father had given him, and Esau
said to himself, "Let but the mourning period of my father
come, and I will kill my brother Jacob." 42 When the words
of her older son Esau were reported to Rebekah, she sent
for her younger son Jacob and said to him, "Your brother
Esau is consoling himself by planning to kill you. 43 Now,
a Heb. 'aqab, con11ected witil "Jacob."
b-b Others "be away jro111 tlte fat of tile eartil a11dfront. "
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27. 29-27.43

29: Jacob's mastery over his broth
ers (the plural need not be taken
literally) is probably connected to
King David's subjection of the
Edomites (2 Sam. 8.13-14). Note
also the Abrahamic resonance of
the end of the verse (cf. Gen. 12.3).
34-35: The pathos is palpable, and
the sympathy for Esau is in
marked contrast to exilic and
postexilic literature in which
Esau/Edom epitomizes evil and
betrayal (e.g., Ps. 137.7; Jer.
49.7-22; Obadiah; Isa. 34.5; 6).1-6).
In rabbinic and medieval Jewish
literature, he becomes a cipher
for the Roman empire and then
Christendom, and the highly pejo
rative portrayal of him there re
flects the painful experience of the
Jews at the hands of those powers.
36: Birthright ("bekhora") and
blessing ("berakha") have the same
three consonants. Though continu
ing to believe passionately in the
chosenness of Jacob/Israel, the
prophet Jeremiah sees in Jacob's
deceit a paradigm of the chosen
people at their worst and just
cause for God's impending pun
ishment (Jer. 9-J-8). 37: The
reversal of the order of fertility
and domination of vv. 28-29 re
flects the reversal of Esau's expec
tations. 39-40: Like Ishmael (17.20;
21.13, 18), Esau receives a blessing
that is formidable but inferior to
his younger brother's. The proph
ecy of Esau's breaking free from
subjugation to Jacob may be con
nected to Edom's successful rebel
lions in the 9th or 8th centuries
(2 Kings 8.2o-22; 2 Chron. 28.17).
41-45: Esau's murderous grudge
(v. 41) recalls the incident of Cain
and Abel (4.)-8); less directly,
Rebekah's intervention fore
shadows tragic events in the
life of David (2 Sam. 14.1-24,
esp. vv. 4-7).
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my son, listen to me. Flee at once to Haran, to my brother
Laban. 44 Stay with him a while, until your brother's fury
subsides-45 until your brother's anger against you sub
sides-and he forgets what you have done to him. Then I
will fetch you from there. Let me not lose you both in one
day!"
46 Rebekah said to Isaac, "I am disgusted with my life
because of the Hittite women. If Jacob marries a Hittite
woman like these, from among the native women,
what good will life be to me?" l So Isaac sent for
Jacob and blessed him. He instructed him, saying, "You
shall not take a wife from among the Canaanite women.
2 Up, go to Paddan-aram, to the house of Bethuel, your
mother's father, and take a wife there from among the
daughters of Laban, your mother's brother, 3 May El
Shaddai • bless you, make you fertile and numerous, so
that you become an assembly of peoples. 4 May He grant
the blessing of Abraham to you and your offspring, that
you may possess the land where you are sojourning,
which God assigned to Abraham."
5 Then Isaac sent Jacob off, and he went to Paddan
aram, to Laban the son of Bethuel the Aramean, the
brother of Rebekah, mother of Jacob and Esau.

28

6 When Esau saw that Isaac had blessed Jacob and sent
him off to Paddan-aram to take a wife from there, charg
ing him, as he blessed him, "You shall not take a wife from
among the Canaanite women," 7 and that Jacob had
obeyed his father and mother and gone to Paddan-aram,
s Esau realized that the Canaanite women displeased his
father Isaac. 9 So Esau went to Ishmael and took to wife, in
addition to the wives he had, Mahalath the daughter of
Ishmael son of Abraham, sister of Nebaioth.
VA-YETSE'
10Jacob left Beer-sheba, and set out for Haran. 11 He came
upon a certain place and stopped there for the night, for
the sun had set. Taking one of the stones of that place, he
put it under his head and lay down in that place. 12 He had
a dream; a stairwayb was set on the ground and its top
reached to the sky, and angels of God were going up and
down on it. 13 And the LORD was standing beside him and
He said, "I am the L oRD, the God of your father Abraham
and the God of Isaac: the ground on which you are lying I
will assign to you and to your offspring. 14 Your descen
dants shall be as the dust of the earth; you shall spread out
a See note at 17.1.
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27. 44-2 8 . 1 4

b Or "ramp"; ot/1ers "ladder. "

Isaac blesses Jacob
(again) and Jacob departs. Most

27.46-28.9:

source-critical analysts view this
passage as the continuation of
26.34-35 and thus see in it the P
version of Isaac's blessing of Jacob
and the latter's flight to his uncle
Laban (27.1-45 is attributed to J).
In this version, Jacob does not flee
for his life from a brother he has
swindled; rather, he dutifully fol
lows the family tradition of find
ing a wife from within the clan,
rather than intermarrying, as Esau
had done. Appended to 27.1-45,
however, our passage takes on a
new and more complex meaning.
The distaste for Hittite women
(26.34-35) that Isaac and Rebekah
both truly share becomes the pre
text for her saving her favorite son
from his vindictive brother's rage.
28.3: On El Shaddai, see 17.1 n.
8-9: It seems fitting that the one
nonfavored older brother (a
hunter, 25.27) marries into the
immediate family of the other
(a bowman, 21.20). A midrash
points out that Esau's attempt at
rectification missed the point:
"If he had put out the first wives,
[he would have been all right].
But in addition to the wives he
had-one source of pain upon
another!" (Gen. Rab. 67.13). Maha
lath is missing from the list of
Esau's wives in 36.2-3, where
Basemath is Ishmael's daughter
(cf. 26.34).
28.10-22:

Jacob's dream at Bethel.

This passage, which according to
most source critics is a combina
tion of J and E, is the continuation
of 27.45, and records Jacob's first
direct encounter with God. In a
dream, he sees a "stairway" or
ramp of the sort with which
Mesopotamian temple towers
(ziggurats) were equipped and
atop which the deity was thought
to appear to communicate to his
worshippers (28.12). The LoRD as
sures Jacob that he will inherit the
patriarchal promise, thus demon
strating that, however deceitfully
it was gotten, Isaac's blessing on
him conforms to God's will and
that Jacob's exile will be tempo
rary (vv. 13-15). Waking, Jacob re-
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to the west and to the east, to the north and to the south.
All the families of the earth shall bless themselves by you
and your descendants. 15 Remember, I am with you: I will
protect you wherever you go and will bring you back to
this land. I will not leave you until I have done what I
have promised you."
16Jacob awoke from his sleep and said, "Surely the
LoRD is present in this place, and I did not know it!"
17 Shaken, he said, "How awesome is this place! This is
none other than the abode of God, and that is the gateway
to heaven." 18 Early in the morning, Jacob took the stone
that he had put under his head and set it up as a pillar and
poured oil on the top of it. 19 He named that site Bethel;•
but previously the name of the city had been Luz.
20Jacob then made a vow, saying, "If God remains with
me, if He protects me on this journey that I am making,
and gives me bread to eat and clothing to wear, 21 and if I
return safe to my father's house-the LoRD shall be my
God. 22 And this stone, which I have set up as a pillar, shall
be God's abode; and of all that You give me, I will set
aside a tithe for You."

2 9 Jacob b·resumed his journey·b and came to the land

of the Easterners. 2 There before his eyes was a well
in the open. Three flocks of sheep were lying there beside
it, for the flocks were watered from that well. The stone on
the mouth of the well was large. 3 When all the flocks were
gathered there, the stone would be rolled from the mouth
of the well and the sheep watered; then the stone would
be put back in its place on the mouth of the well.
4Jacob said to them, "My friends, where are you from?"
And they said, "We are from Haran." S He said to them,
"Do you know Laban the son of Nahor?" And they said,
"Yes, we do." 6 He continued, "Is he well?" They an
swered, "Yes, he is; and there is his daughter Rachel, com
ing with the flock." 7 He said, "It is still broad daylight, too
early to round up the animals; water the flock and take
them to pasture." B But they said, "We cannot, until all the
flocks are rounded up; then the stone is rolled off the
mouth of the well and we water the sheep."
9 While he was still speaking with them, Rachel came
with her father's flock; for she was a shepherdess. 10 And
n

I.e.,

"lwuse of God."

b-b

Lit. "lifted

alizes the awesomeness of the
place and consecrates it as a sanc
tuary (vv. 16-19), vowing to give
God a tithe if He protects him
as He has promised (vv. 2o-22).

up llisfeet."
1 8: The Tanakh frequently associ
ates sacred pillars, an important el
ement of ancient worship, espe
cially in Canaan, with idolatry
(e.g., Deut. 12.3; 16.22; Hos. 10.1-2;

28. 15-29 . 1 0

Mic. 5.12). Nonetheless, Moses sets
up twelve of them at the foot of
Mount Sinai (Exod. 24.4), and
Joshua erects one in the temple at
Shechem (Josh. 24.26). Ibn Ezra
(here and on Deut. 16.22) thinks
that sacred pillars were prohibited
only if they were erected to the
honor of other gods. More likely is
a midrash that sees in the practice
a vestige of an early form of wor
ship that was later proscribed alto
gether (Sifre Deut. 146; see also
Rashi on Deut. 16.22). 19: Given
the importance of Bethel in Israel
ite worship and the positive evalu
ation of it in several biblical texts
(e.g., Judg. 20.18, 26-28; 21.2-4;
1 Sam. 7.16), it is appropriate that
its foundation should be attributed
to the patriarch Jacob. Nonethe
less, after King Jeroboam I estab
lished a temple there to rival the
one in Jerusalem, some texts loyal
to the latter saw in Bethel a hotbed
of idolatry and condemned it
roundly (e.g., 1 Kings 12.25-13.34).
Our passage presumes that it was
the site of a legitimate temple.
22: Jacob's pledge of a tithe at
Bethel may thus have functioned
as a counterpoint to Abraham's
gift of a tithe at Salem (Jerusalem)
in 14.20.
29.1-30: Jacob marries twice.

In a
scene remarkably similar to the
one in ch 24, when Abraham's ser
vant finds a wife for Isaac, Jacob
no sooner arrives in Haran than
he encounters Laban's daughter,
Rachel, and begins the negotia
tions to marry her. But this time
things do not go smoothly, and
Jacob the trickster must drink a
hefty dose of his own bitter medi
cine. 3: The implication is that it
would take the collective strength
of all the shepherds to roll the
rock off the well. Jacob, energized
by the sight of his cousin, will
soon do so alone (v. 10). 6: The im
mediate appearance of Rachel
recalls that of Rebekah in 24.15
and again suggests a hidden
hand behind the events. 1 0: The
future bridegroom's heroism at
the well foreshadows Moses'
scene of the victimized daughters
of Reuel in Exod. 2.16-22.
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when Jacob saw Rachel, the daughter of his uncle Laban,
and the flock of his uncle Laban, Jacob went up and rolled
the stone off the mouth of the well, and watered the flock
of his uncle Laban. 11 Then Jacob kissed Rachel, and broke
into tears. 1 2 Jacob told Rachel that he was her father's
kinsman, that he was Rebekah's son; and she ran and told
her father. 13 On hearing the news of his sister's son Jacob,
Laban ran to greet him; he embraced him and kissed him,
and took him into his house. He told Laban all that had
happened, 14 and Laban said to him, "You are truly my
bone and flesh."
When he had stayed with him a month's time, 15 Laban
said to Jacob, "Just because you are a kinsman, should you
serve me for nothing? Tell me, what shall your wages be?"
16 Now Laban had two daughters; the name of the older
one was Leah, and the name of the younger was Rachel.
17 Leah had weak eyes; Rachel was shapely and beautiful.
18 Jacob loved Rachel; so he answered, "I will serve you
seven years for your younger daughter Rachel." 19 Laban
said, "Better that I give her to you than that I should give
her to an outsider. Stay with me." 20 So Jacob served seven
years for Rachel and they seemed to him but a few days
because of his love for her.
21 Then Jacob said to Laban, "Give me my wife, for my
time is fulfilled, that I may cohabit with her." 22 And
Laban gathered all the people of the place and made a
feast. 23 When evening carne, he took his daughter Leah
and brought her to him; and he cohabited with her.24 Laban had given his maidservant Zilpah to his daughter
Leah as her rnaid._2s When morning carne, there was
Leah! So he said to Laban, "What is this you have done to
me? I was in your service for Rachel! Why did you de
ceive me?" 26 Laban said, "It is not the practice in our
place to marry off the younger before the older. 27 Wait
until the bridal week of this one is over and we will give
you that one too, provided you serve me another seven
years." 28 Jacob did so; he waited out the bridal week of
the one, and then he gave him his daughter Rachel as
wife._29 Laban had given his maidservant Bilhah to his
daughter Rachel as her rnaid.--....30 And Jacob cohabited
with Rachel also; indeed, he loved Rachel more than Leah.
And he served him another seven years.
31 The LORD saw that Leah was unloved and he opened
her womb; but Rachel was barren. 32 Leah conceived and
bore a son, and named him Reuben;b for she declared, "It
'

a Lit. "his mother s brother. "
b Understood as "See a son."
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12: Rachel's running to Laban re
calls Rebekah's (24.28) and adds to
our mounting suspicion that she is
to be the next matriarch of the cho
sen family. But, as we shall soon
see, things are not so simple.
1 8: This is one of the very few ex
plicit references to romantic Jove
in the Tanakh. Interestingly, the
subject of one of the others is
Jacob's father, Isaac, who loved
Rebekah (24.67). 25-26: What is
this you have done to me? echoes
Pharaoh's and Abimelech's indig
nation after Abraham and Isaac
tried to pass their wives off as
their sisters (12.18; 20.9; 26.10).
Jacob's accusation of deceit is
richly ironic in light of his own de
ceit in passing himself off as his
older brother (27.35). Similarly,
Laban's answer in v. 26 is an ex
quisitely ironic reaffirmation of the
principle that Jacob has violated in
buying Esau's birthright (25.29-34)
and defrauding him of his father's
highest blessing (27.1-45). Having
acquired his older brother's birth
right for a bowl of lentils, he now
proves unable to acquire the
woman he loves even with seven
years of harsh labor (31.38-41). A
remarkable midrash in the Talmud
speaks of Rachel's selflessness and
her concern to spare her unloved
older sister humiliation. Jacob, the
midrash reports, had given Rachel
certain tokens by which he could
identify her, lest her deceitful fa
ther succeed in substituting Leah.
Worried that her sister would then
be put to shame in her wedding
bed, she handed the tokens over
to Leah. In reward for Rachel's
self-effacement, the midrash
concludes, King Saul was num
bered among her descendants
(b. Meg. 13b).
29.31-30.24: The origins of the
tribes of Israel. This passage ac

counts for the birth of twelve of
Jacob's thirteen children and
eleven of his twelve sons. Only
Benjamin, who will be born after
the return to Canaan (35·16--20), is
missing from the roster of the
eponymous ancestors of the
twelve tribes of Israel (in some
lists, Levi is missing, and Joseph
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means: 'The LoRD has seen• my affliction'; it also means:
'Now my husband will love me.' "b 33 She conceived again
and bore a son, and declared, "This is because the LoRD
heard c that I was unloved and has given me this one also";
so she named him Simeon. 34 Again she conceived and bore
a son and declared, "This time my husband will become at
tachedd to me, for I have borne him three sons." Therefore
he was named Levi. 35 She conceived again and bore a son,
and declared, "This time I will praise the LoRD." Therefore
she named him Judah. Then she stopped bearing.

3 0 When Rachel saw that she had borne Jacob no chil

dren, she became envious of her sister; and Rachel
said to Jacob, "Give me children, or I shall die." 2Jacob
was incensed at Rachel, and said, "Can I take the place of
God, who has denied you fruit of the womb?" 3 She said,
"Here is my maid Bilhah. Consort with her, that she may
bear on my knees and that through her I too may have
children." 4 So she gave him her maid Bilhah as concu
bine, and Jacob cohabited with her. 5 Bilhah conceived and
bore Jacob a son. 6 And Rachel said, "God has vindicated
me;' indeed, He has heeded my plea and given me a son."
Therefore she named him Dan. 7 Rachel's maid Bilhah
conceived again and bore Jacob a second son. B And Ra
chel said, g·"A fateful contest I waged·9 with my sister; yes,
and I have prevailed." So she named him Naphtali.
9 When Leah saw that she had stopped bearing, she
took her maid Zilpah and gave her to Jacob as concubine.
10 And when Leah's maid Zilpah bore Jacob a son, 11 Leah
said, "What luck!" " So she named him Gad. 12 When
Leah's maid Zilpah bore Jacob a second son, 1 3 Leah de
clared, "What fortune!"; meaning, "Women will deem me
fortunate." So she named him Asher.
14 Once, at the time of the wheat harvest, Reuben came
upon some mandrakes in the field and brought them to
his mother Leah. Rachel said to Leah, "Please give me
some of your son's mandrakes." 15 But she said to her,
"Was it not enough for you to take away my husband, that
you would also take my son's mandrakes?" Rachel rea Heb. ra'ah, connected witlr tltejirst part oj "Re11ben."
b Heb. ye'ehabani, connected witI t tire last part of " Rc11ben."
c Heb. shama', conrtected witlr "Simeon. "
d Heb. yillaweh, connected witlt "Levi."
e Heb. 'odeh, connected witlt "fudalt. "
f Heb. dananni, connected witlt "Dan. "
g-g Heb. naphtule . . . naphtalti, connected witlt "Naplttali. " Lit. "A contest of God .
lr Kethib begad; tire qere reads ba gad "luck lms come"; connccttd wit It "Gad. "
i Heb. be'oshri, connected witlt "Aslter. "
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appears as two tribes, Ephraim
and Manasseh. See 48.5-7 n.).
29.31: As in the case of Hagar
(16. 1 o-12; 21.17-18), God shows
compassion to the unfavored
mate, thus partly equalizing the
disparity between her and her
co-wife. Barrenness, in some in
stances a punishment (e.g., 2 Sam.
6.2o-23), serves in Rachel's case
to place her in succession to
Sarah and Rebekah (11.30; 25.21).
32-35: The names Leah gives her
first three sons communicate her
deep distress at not being the pre
ferred wife. In Heb, The LoRD has
seen my affliction (v. 32) is close to
the message of the angel to Hagar,
"For the LoRD has paid heed to
your suffering" (16.11). 30.1 : The
theme of bad relations between a
fertile co-wife and a barren one,
with the latter as their husband's
favorite, appears in more devel
oped form in the story of Hann ah
in 1 Sam. ch 1 . 2: The question Can
I take the place of God? reappears in
50.19 (where it is translated, "Am I
a substitute for God?"). There,
probably not coincidentally, it is
Rachel's first-born who asks it,
and in a context of reconciliation
of siblings once riven by jealousy.
3: The words that through her I too
may lzave children is another con
nection to the story of Hagar
(16.2). Ancient Near Eastern evi
dence suggests that placing a child
on one's knees represents ac
knowledgment of that child as
one's own. 14-18: The mandrake,
a plant with purplish flowers and
branching roots, was thought to
have aphrodisiac properties (cf.
Song of Songs 7.14). The bitter
ness of Leah's tragic position
as the wife Jacob never wanted
and never loved is especially
poignant in vv. 15-16. She has to
bargain with her sister to hire her
husband just to sleep with her.
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plied, "I promise, he shall lie with you tonight, in return
for your son's mandrakes." 16 When Jacob came home
from the field in the evening, Leah went out to meet him
and said, "You are to sleep with me, for I have hired you
with my son's mandrakes." And he lay with her that
night. 17 God heeded Leah, and she conceived and bore
him a fifth son. 18 And Leah said, "God has given me my
reward• for having given my maid to my husband." So
she named him Issachar. 19 When Leah conceived again
and bore Jacob a sixth son, 20 Leah said, "God has given
me a choice gift;b this time my husband will exalt me,< for
I have borne him six sons." So she named him Zebulun.
21 Last, she bore him a daughter, and named her Dinah.
22 Now God remembered Rachel; God heeded her and
opened her womb. 23 She conceived and bore a son, and
said, "God has taken awayd my disgrace." 24So she named
him Joseph, which is to say, "May the LoRD add• another
son for me."
25 After Rachel had borne Joseph, Jacob said to Laban,
"Give me leave to go back to my own homeland. 26 Give
me my wives and my children, for whom I have served
you, that I may go; for well you know what services I have
rendered you." 27 But Laban said to him, "If you will in
dulge me,' I have learned by divination that the LoRD has
blessed me on your account." 28 And he continued,
"Name the wages due from me, and I will pay you." 29 But
he said, "You know well how I have served you and how
your livestock has fared with me. 30 for the little you had
before I came has grown to much, since the LoRD has
blessed you wherever I turned. And now, when shall I
make provision for my own household?" 31 He said,
"What shall I pay you?" And Jacob said, "Pay me nothing!
If you will do this thing for me, I will again pasture and
keep your flocks: 32 let me pass through your whole flock
today, removing from there every speckled and spotted
animal-every dark-colored sheep and every spotted and
speckled goat. Such shall be my wages. 33 In the future
when you go over my wages, let my honesty toward you
testify for me: if there are among my goats any that are not
speckled or spotted or any sheep that are not dark
colored, they got there by theft." 34 And Laban said, "Very
well, let it be as you say."
35 But that same day he removed the streaked and spota Heb. sekhari, C01111ected witlt "lssaclrar."
b Heb. zebadani . . . zebed.
c Heb. yizbeleni; otlters "will dwell witlr me."
d Heb. 'asaph.
e Heb. yoseph.
f Lit. "If / /rave found Javor in your eyes."
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22: What Rachel does with the
mandrakes she buys is strangely
unreported. One expects them to
play a role in her overcoming her
infertility, but it is God alone who
is given credit for that. His remem
bering her underscores her fa
vored status (d. 8.1). On the basis
of a word for "remembering" in
Lev. 23.24 (translated "commemo
rated"), the Talmud dates Rachel's
conceiving (as well as Sarah's [see
21.1-8 n.) and Hannah's) to Rosh
Ha-Shanah (b. Rosh Hash. ua). The
matriarchs thus play a prominent
role in the traditional Rosh
Ha-Shanah liturgy.
30.25-43: Jacob grows wealthy.
After strained negotiations about
payment for Jacob's services,
Laban agrees to his son-in-law's
terms, but then tries to cheat him
anyway. Jacob outsmarts Laban,
cleverly arranging for the rapid
proliferation of his own share of
the flocks. 25-26: The underlying
assumption seems to be that Jacob
had accepted the status of an in
dentured servant. Thus, he could
not leave without his master's per
mission, and his wives and chil
dren would belong to the master
(Exod. 21.2-4; d. Gen. 31-43). The
verb translated Give me leave serves
as the standard term for manumis
sion in the story of the exodus
(e.g., Exod. 4·2J). 27: Even Laban,
ascertaining the divine will by a
method that is later prohibited
(Lev. 19.26; Deut. 18.10), can see
that Jacob is a graced person who
brings good luck to those around
him (d. 2 Sam. 6.12). 28: Accord
ing to Deut. 15.12-15, the master is
obligated to endow his newly
manumitted indentured servant
liberally. 35-42: Laban proves his
offer to have been in bad faith, but
Jacob overcomes the trickery with
a clever technique of his own. The
basis for Jacob's actions in vv.
37-42 is the folkloristic belief that
what animals see while mating de
termines the appearance of their
young. Thus, when the goats
(which are ordinarily dark in the
Near East) see the white of the shoots
(v. 37; the word for white is the
same as Laban's name), they con-
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ted he-goats and all the speckled and spotted she-goats
every one that had white on it-and all the dark-colored
sheep, and left them in the charge of his sons. 36 And he
put a distance of three days' journey between himself and
Jacob, while Jacob was pasturing the rest of Laban's flock.
37Jacob then got fresh shoots of poplar, and of almond
and plane, and peeled white stripes in them, laying bare
the white of the shoots. 38 The rods that he had peeled he
set up in front of the goats• in the troughs, the water re
ceptacles, that the goats came to drink from. Their mating
occurred when they came to drink, 39 and since the goats
mated by the rods, the goats brought forth streaked,
speckled, and spotted young. 40 But Jacob dealt separately
with the sheep; he made these animals face the streaked or
wholly dark-colored animals in Laban's flock. And so he
produced special flocks for himself, which he did not put
with Laban's flocks. 41 Moreover, when the sturdierb ani
mals were mating, Jacob would place the rods in the
troughs, in full view of the animals, so that they mated by
the rods; 42but with the feebler< animals he would not
place them there. Thus the feeble ones< went to Laban and
the sturdy to Jacob. 43 So the man grew exceedingly pros
perous, and came to own large flocks, maidservants and
menservants, camels and asses.

3 1 Now he heard the things that Laban's sons were

saying: "Jacob has taken all that was our father's,
and from that which was our father's he has built up all
this wealth." 2Jacob also saw that Laban's manner toward
him was not as it had been in the past. 3 Then the LoRD
said to Jacob, "Return to the land of your fathers where
you were born, and I will be with you." 4 Jacob had Rachel
and Leah called to the field, where his flock was, s and
said to them, "I see that your father's manner toward me
is not as it has been in the past. But the God of my father
has been with me. 6 As you know, I have served your fa
ther with all my might; 7 but your father has cheated me,
changing my wages time and again.d God, however,
would not let him do me harm. 8 If he said thus, 'The
speckled shall be your wages,' then all the flocks would
drop speckled young; and if he said thus, 'The streaked
shall be your wages,' then all the flocks would drop
streaked young. 9 God has taken away your father 's live
stock and given it to me.
a
b
c
d

Lit. "flocks. "
O r "early-breeding. "
Or "/ate-breeding. "
Lit. "ten times."
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ceive kids with patches of white.
Similarly, Jacob positioned the
sheep (which are normally white)
in view of the streaked or wholly
dark-colored animals (v. 40), so that
they would bear lambs with dark
patches. Thus was the master
trickster Laban finally and justly
tricked, and thus did Jacob, by the
blessing of God and by his own in
genuity, achieve the wealth that
had been characteristic of his
grandfather and father as well
(13.2; 26.13-14). The refugee is be
coming a patriarch.

31.1-54: Jacob breaks free of

Laban. This chapter marks the
final resolution of the even more
difficult relationship between the
emerging patriarch and his selfish
and duplicitous father-in-law.
Jacob first persuades his wives to
leave their father (vv. 1-16) and
then contends with Laban's accu
sations, making a few of his own
along the way (vv. 22-42). Finally,
at Laban's suggestion, the two
make a nonaggression pact,
solemnly delimiting the terms
of their separation and the bound
ary between their territories
(vv. 43-54). 1 : The complaint of
Laban's sons (who are mentioned
only here) echoes Esau's charge
in 27.36. In this case, however,
Jacob will not only receive divine
validation of his behavior, but
also vigorously defend its legality
(vv. 36-42). 3: The verse recalls the
LoRD's words to Jacob in 28.15,
when he first set out for Haran,
and thus suggests that He has in
deed been protecting the chosen
son of Isaac during his long and
painful sojourn outside the prom
ised land all along. Functioning as
bookends around the story of
Jacob in Haran, these two verses il
lustrate the principle that, in the
psalmist's words, "The LoRD will
guard your going and your com
ing/now and forever" (Ps. 121.8).
4-1 3: Jacob here presents a differ
ent account of the increase in his
flocks from the one that appears in
30.25-43. Source criticism can ex
plain the divergence through the
attribution of this text to E,
whereas 30.25-43 is J. Note that
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10 "Once, at the mating time of the flocks, •-J had a
dream in which I saw·• that the he-goats mating with the
flock were streaked, speckled, and mottled. 11 And in the
dream an angel of God said to me, 'Jacob!' 'Here,' I an
swered. 12 And he said, 'Note well that all the he-goats
which are mating with the flock are streaked, speckled,
and mottled; for I have noted all that Laban has been
doing to you. 13 I am the God of Beth-el, where you
anointed a pillar and where you made a vow to Me. Now,
arise and leave this land and return to your native land.' "
14 Then Rachel and Leah answered him, saying, "Have
we still a share in the inheritance of our father's house?
15 Surely, he regards us as outsiders, now that he has sold
us and has used up our purchase price. 16 Truly, all the
wealth that God has taken away from our father belongs
to us and to our children. Now then, do just as God has
told you."
17 Thereupon Jacob put his children and wives on
camels; 18 and he drove off all his livestock and all the
wealth that he had amassed, the livestock in his posses
sion that he had acquired in Paddan-aram, to go to his fa
ther Isaac in the land of Canaan.
19 Meanwhile Laban had gone to shear his sheep, and
Rachel stole her father's household idols. 20Jacob b·kept
Laban the Aramean in the dark,·b not telling him that he
was fleeing, 21 and fled with all that he had. Soon he was
across the Euphrates and heading toward the hill country
of Gilead.
22 Qn the third day, Laban was told that Jacob had fled.
23 So he took his kinsmen with him and pursued him a
distance of seven days, catching up with him in the hill
country of Gilead. 24 But God appeared to Laban the Ara
mean in a dream by night and said to him, "Beware of at
tempting anything with Jacob, good or bad."
25 Laban overtook Jacob. Jacob had pitched his tent on
the Height, and Laban with his kinsmen encamped in the
hill country of Gilead. 26 And Laban said to Jacob, "What
did you mean by keeping me in the dark and carrying off
my daughters like captives of the sword? 27 Why did you
flee in secrecy and mislead me and not tell me? I would
have sent you off with festive music, with timbrel and
lyre. 28 You did not even let me kiss my sons and daugh
ters good-by! It was a foolish thing for you to do. 29 I have
it in my power to do you harm; but the God of your father
said to me last night, 'Beware of attempting anything with
a-a Lit. "I raised my eyes a11d saw in a dream, bello/d. "
b-b Lit. "stole tile mi11d of Laban t/Je Aramem1"; similarly ill v. 26.
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(God) and that v. 13 seems to be a
variant of v. 3· Reading the two
texts as part of one now unified
document presents us with two
options: Is Jacob here dissembling
to his wives in order to make him
self look innocent, or is he giving a
profound theological interpreta
tion of the events that happened in
the previous chapter on a human
plane? 14-16: Rachel and Leah
refer to the institution of the bride
price, a gift that the groom paid
his fiancee's father; this text sug
gests that in some cases it ulti
mately went to the bride herself.
Laban, they complain (in agree
ment for once), has consumed the
bride-price (probably in the form
of Jacob's labor) without concern
for them, in effect disowning
them. 19-21: Concerning these
household idols, see 1 Sam. 19.13.
"Stealing" (the Heb has a wider
range of meaning than the En
glish), in any event, is a recurrent
theme in this chapter and points to
one of its major ironies. Whereas
Jacob vigorously defends himself
against the charge that he de
frauded Laban (vv. 8-12, 39), he,
in fact, had "to steal the mind of
Laban the Aramean" (see transla
tors' note b-b) in order to effect his
getaway. Unbeknownst to him, his
wife had indeed stolen her father's
household idols. Given Laban's
own deceit (29.21-28), the phrase
"stole the mind of Laban the Ara
mean" constitutes a delicious
wordplay. In Heb, "mind" ("lev")
sounds like "Laban" ("Iavan"),
and "Aramean" ("'ararni") sounds
like "deceive" ("rima").
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Jacob, good or bad.' 30 Very well, you had to leave because
you were longing for your father 's house; but why did
you steal my gods?"
31 Jacob answered Laban, saying, "I was afraid because I
thought you would take your daughters from me by force.
32 But anyone with whom you find your gods shall not re
main alive! In the presence of our kinsmen, point out what
I have of yours and take it." Jacob, of course, did not know
that Rachel had stolen them.
33 So Laban went into Jacob's tent and Leah's tent and
the tents of the two maidservants; but he did not find
them. Leaving Leah's tent, he entered Rachel's tent. 34 Ra
chel, meanwhile, had taken the idols and placed them in
the camel cushion and sat on them; and Laban rummaged
through the tent without finding them. 35 For she said to
her father, "Let not my lord take it amiss that I cannot rise
before you, for the period of women is upon me." Thus he
searched, but could not find the household idols.
36 Now Jacob became incensed and took up his griev
ance with Laban. Jacob spoke up and said to Laban,
"What is my crime, what is my guilt that you should pur
sue me? 37 You rummaged through all my things; what
have you found of all your household objects? Set it here,
before my kinsmen and yours, and let them decide be
tween us two.
3 8 "These twenty years I have spent in your service,
your ewes and she-goats never miscarried, nor did I feast
on rams from your flock. 39 That which was torn by beasts
I never brought to you; I myself made good the loss; you
exacted it of me, whether snatched by day or snatched by
night. 40 0ften,a scorching heat ravaged me by day and
frost by night; and sleep fled from my eyes. 4 1 Of the
twenty years that I spent in your household, I served you
fourteen years for your two daughters, and six years for
your flocks; and you changed my wages time and again.b
42 Had not the God of my father, the God of Abraham and
the Fear< of Isaac, been with me, you would have sent me
away empty-handed. But God took notice of my plight
and the toil of my hands, and He gave judgment last
night."
43 Then Laban spoke up and said to Jacob, "The daugh
ters are my daughters, the children are my children, and
the flocks are my flocks; all that you see is mine. Yet
what can I do now about my daughters or the children
they have borne? 44 Come, then, let us make a pact, you
and I, that there may be a witness between you and me."
a Lit. "T was. "

b Lit. "tm times. "

c Mea11i11g of Hel1. pal)ad llllcertaill.
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32: According to a midrash, it
was Jacob's well-intentioned
curse that brought about his be
loved Rachel's premature death
( Gen . Rab. 74.4; see 35.16-20).
33-35: Note the two-fold satire,
against the miserly Laban, vainly
rummaging through his own
family's tents, and against the
household idols themselves, es
caping detection only because of
Rachel's menstrual period. In the
purity system of the Torah, any
thing on which a menstruant has
sat communicates impurity (Lev.
15.22). Whereas Laban refers to his
gods, the narrator is careful to call
them lzousehold idols (Heb "tera
fim"). And whereas Laban is
fiercely devoted to his gods, it is
God who has stripped him of his
wealth and given it to his daugh
ters (v. 16). Note also the connec
tion of Laban's "rummaging"
("mishesh") and Isaac's "feeling"
("mash") Jacob in 27.21-22.
In each case, Jacob escapes detec
tion, but in each case he also pays
a steep price. 39: By the standards
of the law in Exod. 22.12, Jacob
went beyond his obligations when
he made good that which was tom
by beasts. 44: Witness ('"ed") may
involve a pun on a similar Semitic
word ('"ad") that means a "pact"
or "covenant"; here, it may even
be a variant of it. If the word does
mean witness, the reference is un
clear. Most likely, it is God Himself
who is to play that role, as in v. 50.
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45 Thereupon Jacob took a stone and set it up as a pillar.
46 And Jacob said to his kinsmen, "Gather stones." So they
took stones and made a mound; and they partook of a
meal there by the mound. 47 Laban named it Yegar
sahadutha,a but Jacob named it Gal-ed.b 4B And Laban
declared, "This mound is a witness between you and me
this day." That is why it was named Gal-ed; 49 and [it
was called] Mizpah, because he said, "May the LoRD
watch< between you and me, when we are out of sight of
each other. 50 if you ill-treat my daughters or take other
wives besides my daughters-though no one else be
about, remember, God Himself will be witness between
you and me."
51 And Laban said to Jacob, "Here is this mound and
here the pillar which I have set up between you and me:
52 this mound shall be witness and this pillar shall be wit
ness that I am not to cross to you past this mound, and
that you are not to cross to me past this mound and this
pillar, with hostile intent. 53 May the God of Abraham and
the god of Nahor"-their ancestral deities-"judge be
tween us." And Jacob swore by the Feard of his father
Isaac. 54 Jacob then offered up a sacrifice on the Height,
and invited his kinsmen to partake of the meal. After the
meal, they spent the night on the Height.

3 2 Early in the morning, Laban kissed his sons and

daughters and bade them good-by; then Laban left
on his journey homeward. 2Jacob went on his way, and
angels of God encountered him. 3 When he saw them,
Jacob said, "This is God's camp." So he named that place
Mahanaim.•
VA-YISHLAI:l
4 Jacob sent messengers ahead to his brother Esau in the
land of Seir, the country of Edom, 5 and instructed them as
follows, '·"Thus shall you say, 'To my lord Esau, thus says
your servant Jacob:·' I stayed with Laban and remained
until now; 6 I have acquired cattle, asses, sheep, and male
and female slaves; and I send this message to my lord in
the hope of gaining your favor.' " 7 The messengers re
turned to Jacob, saying, "We came to your brother Esau;
he himself is coming to meet you, and there are four hunn Arnmnic for "tile mound (or, stone-llenp) of witness."
b Heb.for "tile mound (or, stone-lzenp) of witness," reflecting tire nnme Gilend, v. 2J.
c Heb. yi�eph, nssocinted with Mizpah.
d Menni11g ofHeb. pal:lad ullcertnill.
e Cormectrd witlr Heb. rnal:laneh, "cnmp."
f-f Or "Thus you slrn/1 sny to my lord Esnu, 'Tiws snys your servn11t Jncob: . . . "
'
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47: The narrative gives a folk
etymology for Gilead (v. 23), a
mountainous area in Transjordan,
southeast of the Sea of Galilee
(Kinneret). 1 Kings 22.1-38 and
2 Kings 9.14-15 report wars be
tween Israelites and Arameans
over one of its major cities in the
9th century BCE. Gen. 31.44-54
may reflect a pact between these
two peoples. Laban's giving Gal-ed
an Aramaic name is a wonderful
little touch. According to the Tal
mud, one should not esteem the
Aramaic language lightly, for, as
these two words show, it appears
in the Torah itself (y. Sot. 7-7)32.1-3: A good-bye and a revela
tion. 1 : Laban omits kissing Jacob,
in pointed contrast to their initial
encounter (29.13). 3: Retrospec
tively, this verse recalls Jacob's ex
perience at Bethel on his way to
Laban (28.1o-22). Cf. especially
28.17, "This is none other than the
abode of God." Prospectively, the
name Mallanaim, understood as
"two camps," anticipates Jacob's
precautionary division of his en
tourage in 32.8-9.

32.4-22: Jacob prepares to meet
Esau. 4: Messengers is the same
Heb word as "angels" in v. 2. The
term communicates a premonition
that, however fearful the en
counter with Esau may seem,
God's protective grace will not
depart from Jacob. 7: The mention
of Esau's 400 men underscores
Jacob's vulnerability. For all his
wives, offspring, slaves, and ani
mals, he lacks the military might
of the brother he has wronged.
Things are looking grim.
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dred men with him." B Jacob was greatly frightened; in his
anxiety, he divided the people with him, and the flocks
and herds and camels, into two camps, 9 thinking, "If Esau
comes to the one camp and attacks it, the other camp may
yet escape."
10Then Jacob said, "0 God of my father Abraham and
God of my father Isaac, 0 LoRD, who said to me, 'Return
to your native land and I will deal bountifully with you'!
11 I am unworthy of all the kindness that You have so
steadfastly shown Your servant: with my staff alone I
crossed this Jordan, and now I have become two camps.
12 Deliver me, I pray, from the hand of my brother, from
the hand of Esau; else, I fear, he may come and strike me
down, mothers and children alike. 13 Yet You have said, 'I
will deal bountifully with you and make your offspring as
the sands of the sea, which are too numerous to count.' "
14 After spending the night there, he selected from what
was at hand these presents for his brother Esau: 15 200 she
goats and 20 he-goats; 200 ewes and 20 rams; 16 30 milch
camels with their colts; 40 cows and 10 bulls; 20 she-asses
and 10 he-asses. 17 These he put in the charge of his ser
vants, drove by drove, and he told his servants, "Go on
ahead, and keep a distance between droves." 18 He in
structed the one in front as follows, "When my brother
Esau meets you and asks you, 'Whose man are you?
Where are you going? And whose [animals] are these
ahead of you?' 19 you shall answer, 'Your servant Jacob's;
they are a gift sent to my lord Esau; and [Jacob] himself
is right behind us.' " 20 He gave similar instructions to
the second one, and the third, and all the others who fol
lowed the droves, namely, "Thus and so shall you say to
Esau when you reach him. 21 And you shall add, 'And
your servant Jacob himself is right behind us.' " For he
reasoned, "If I propitiate him with presents in advance,
and then face him, perhaps he will show me favor." 22 And
so the gift went on ahead, while he remained in camp that
night.
23 That same night he arose, and taking his two wives,
his two maidservants, and his eleven children, he crossed
the ford of the Jabbok. 24 After taking them across the
stream, he sent across all his possessions. 25 Jacob was left
alone. And a man wrestled with him until the break of
dawn. 26 When he saw that he had not prevailed against
him, he wrenched Jacob's hip at its socket, so that the
socket of his hip was strained as he wrestled with him.
27 Then he said, "Let me go, for dawn is breaking." But he
answered, "I will not let you go, unless you bless me."
2B Said the other, "What is your name?" He replied,
- 6? -

3 2 . 8-3 2.28

1 0-13: Jacob's prayer opens and
closes with quotations of those
promises of God that the looming
confrontation with Esau threatens
(vv. 10, 13). V. 1 1 expresses his hu
mility and his gratitude for previ
ous favors, and v. 12 asks for deliv
erance, appealing to God's mercy.
A talmudic rabbi, however, is
critical of Jacob on the grounds
that one should never put him
self in a dangerous place and then
ask that a miracle be performed
(b. Shab. 32a). The danger should
be avoided, if at all possible.
1 7-22: The word face (Heb
"panim") occurs seven times in
this passage (in some instances, it
is translated as ahead and the like).
This suggests a connection with
Peniel (vv. 3 1-32) and underscores
the association of Esau with the
mysterious figure with whom
Jacob is about to wrestle (d. 33.10).
32.23-33: Jacob wrestles with a
divine being. The fateful en
counter at the Jabbok is one of the
best-known episodes in the life of
Jacob, but also surely the most
enigmatic. 23-25: Peniel is on the
north bank of the Jabbok (the wadi
Zerka). Why Jacob returned there
after fording his wives and chil
dren is unclear. In the Talmud, it is
suggested that he had returned to
retrieve some little jars he had for
gotten there (b. Ijul. 91a). In any
case, his solitude and lack of prop
erty recall his status when he first
fled his brother's wrath, before
God had showered His bounty
upon him (28.1 1). 25: The identity
of the man is as unclear as his rea
son for attacking Jacob (d. Exod.
4.24-26). In the Tanakh, God and
angels can appear in human form,
as in 18.2 (d. 19.1); Josh. 5.13-15;
Judg. 13.6, 10. Jacob's mysterious
adversary is surely supernatural,
and most traditional Jewish com
mentators have taken him to be
angelic. A well-known midrash
sees him as the "patron angel of
Esau" and thus interprets this
episode as a warning to all future
enemies of the Jewish people:
"Your patron angel could not
withstand him [i.e., Jacob/Israel]
and you seek to attack his descen-
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"Jacob." 29 Said he, "Your name shall no longer be Jacob,
but Israel, for you have striven• with b·beings divine and
human;b and have prevailed." 30Jacob asked, "Pray tell
me your name." But he said, "You must not ask my
name!" And he took leave of him there. 31 So Jacob named
the place Peniel,< meaning, "I have seen a divine being
face to face, yet my life has been preserved." 32 The sun
rose upon him as he passed Penuel, limping on his hip.
33 That is why the children of Israel to this day do not eat
the thigh muscle that is on the socket of the hip, since
Jacob's hip socket was wrenched at the thigh muscle.

3 3 Looking up, Jacob saw Esau coming, accompanied

by four hundred men. He divided the children
among Leah, Rachel, and the two maids, 2 putting the
maids and their children first, Leah and her children next,
and Rachel and Joseph last. 3 He himself went on ahead
and bowed low to the ground seven times until he was
near his brother. 4 Esau ran to greet him. He embraced him
and, falling on his neck, he kissed him; and they wept.
5 Looking about, he saw the women and the children.
"Who," he asked, "are these with you?" He answered,
"The children with whom God has favored your servant."
6 Then the maids, with their children, came forward and
bowed low; 7 next Leah, with her children, came forward
and bowed low; and last, Joseph and Rachel came for
ward and bowed low; B And he asked, "What do you
mean by all this company which I have met?" He an
swered, "To gain my lord's favor." 9 Esau said, "I have
enough, my brother; let what you have remain yours."
10 But Jacob said, "No, I pray you; if you would do me this
favor, accept from me this gift; for to see your face is like
seeing the face of God, and you have received me favor
ably. 11 Please accept my present which has been brought
to you, for God has favored me and I have plenty." And
when he urged him, he accepted.
a Heb. saritha, cormected withfirst part of "Israel. "
b·b O r "God (Elohim, connected witlz second part of 'Israel') and men."
c Understood as 'face of God."
dants?" (Gen. Rab. 77.3). 29: The
scientific etymology of Israel is un
clear, a good guess being "[The
God) El rules." The folk etymology
in this verse appears again in Hos.
12.4. 30: Cf. Exod. 3. 13-14; Judg.
13.18. He took leave of him could
also be rendered "he blessed him."
If so, Jacob wins his blessing after
all. 33: The Rabbis saw this norm,

unparalleled in the Tanakh, as a
commandment ("mitzvah") and
thus an indispensable element of
the Jewish dietary system
("kashrut"). A majority position in
the Mishnah maintains that this
"mitzvah" was first announced
when the Torah was given on
Mount Sinai and only written
down in its current location to
-68-

draw attention to its underlying
rationale (m. ljul. 7.6). In other
words, the prohibition did not
come into force until the revelation
on Sinai.

33.1-20: The reconciliation of
Jacob and Esau. The keynotes of
this ch are Jacob's obsequiousness
and Esau's gracious forbearance.
The murderous revenge that the
former had feared (32.12) and the
latter had vowed (27.41) thus
averted, Jacob succeeds in effect
ing a definitive separation from his
brother and maintaining his own
distinctive identity. 1-2: Jacob
graphically reaffirms his prefer
ence for Rachel (now extended to
her son Joseph), which once
caused so much ill will between
his wives (29.31-30.21). His prefer
ence for Joseph will be the cause of
the next tear in the fabric of famil
ial relations. It will nearly result in
his beloved son's death (ch 37).
3: Sevenfold prostration appears
in the Amarna Letters (14th cen
tury BCE) as a gesture of homage to
one's suzerain. The scene reverses
the dominance of Jacob over Esau
prophesied in 25.23 and 27.29, 37·
4: He kissed him is missing in the
Septuagint, an ancient Greek
translation of the Torah produced
by Jewish scholars in Egypt. In the
Masoretic Text (the traditional rab
binic version codified in the late
first millennium CE), dots appear
over the phrase, probably to indi
cate its doubtful status in the man
uscript tradition. One midrash in
terprets the dots to mean that,
uncharacteristically, Esau felt com
passion for Jacob and kissed him
wholeheartedly. Another midrash,
however, thinks that Esau in
tended to "bite" ("nashakh")
rather than to "kiss" ("nashak")
his brother, but God hardened
Jacob's neck, foiling his brother's
deceitful attack (Gen. Rab. 78.9).
9: Enough ("rav") may echo the
prophecy that "the older ('rav')
shall serve the younger" (25.23).
Esau, confronted with his
brother's conspicuous obeisance,
renounces any claim to his
younger brother's property.
1 1 : Accept my present can also be
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12 And [Esau] said, "Let us start on our journey, and I
will proceed at your pace." 13 But he said to him, "My lord
knows that the children are frail and that the flocks and
herds, which are nursing, are a care to me; if they are
driven hard a single day, all the flocks will die. 14 Let my
lord go on ahead of his servant, while I travel slowly, at
the pace of the cattle before me and at the pace of the chil
dren, until I come to my lord in Seir."
15 Then Esau said, "Let me assign to you some of the
men who are with me." But he said, "Oh no, my lord is too
kind to me!" 1 6 So Esau started back that day on his way to
Seir. 17 But Jacob journeyed on to Succoth, and built a
house for himself and made stalls for his cattle; that is
why the place was called Succoth.a
lBJacob arrived safe in the city of Shechem which is in
the land of Canaan-having come thus from Paddan
aram-and he encamped before the city. 19The parcel of
land where he pitched his tent he purchased from the chil
dren of Hamor, Shechern's father, for a hundred kesitahs. b
20 He set up an altar there, and called it El-elohe-yisrael.c

3 4 Now Dinah, the daughter whom Leah had borne

to Jacob, went out to visit the daughters of the
land. 2 Shechern son of Hamor the Hivite, chief of the
country, saw her, and took her and lay with her by force.
3 Being strongly drawn to Dinah daughter of Jacob, and in
love with the maiden, he spoke to the maiden tenderly.
4 So Shechem said to his father Hamor, "Get me this girl as
a wife."
5 Jacob heard that he had defiled his daughter Dinah;
but since his sons were in the field with his cattle, Jacob
kept silent until they carne horne. 6 Then Shechem's father
Hamor carne out to Jacob to speak to him. 7 Meanwhile
Jacob's sons, having heard the news, came in from the
field. The men were distressed and very angry, because he
had committed an outrage in Israel by lying with Jacob's
daughter-a thing not to be done.
8 And Hamor spoke with them, saying, "My son
Shechem longs for your daughter. Please give her to him
a Memzing "stalls," "Jwts," "bootlzs."
b Heb. qesi!ah, a unit of zmkzwwn value.
c "El, God of Israel."
translated as "take my blessing."
Jacob acknowledges the truth in
Esau's charge that "he has taken
away my blessing" (27.35-36) and
offers amends. lt is precisely God's

generosity toward the chosen son
that enables him to be generous,
in turn, to his unchosen brother.
14: Jacob never comes to his
brother in Seir, but instead jour-
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neys to Succoth. He once again
succeeds in securing his indepen
dence from the larger family, thus
maintaining the distinctive iden
tity of his lineage against the
threat of assimilation into the sur
rounding nations. 20: Through
this confession El, the supreme
Canaanite deity, is identified as
the God of Israel.

34.1-31: The rape of Dinah. No
sooner does Jacob succeed in sepa
rating from Esau (33.12-17) than a
new threat to the distinctive iden
tity of his family emerges when a
Canaanite prince seeks to marry
the daughter of Jacob whom he
has raped. And no sooner is an old
relit in the family healed through
the reconciliation of Jacob and
Esau (33.1-1 1) than a new one
opens when Simeon and Levi defy
their father and avenge the crime
against their sister. 1-2: Given the
extraordinary lengths to which the
chosen family has gone to preserve
its identity, Dinah's departure
from her family's quarters is omi
nous. In the event, though she
goes out "to see" ( here rendered to
visit), she is the one seen, with
tragic consequences. Shechem is
the name not only of her rapist
(and then lover), but also of an im
portant Canaanite city. The book
of Joshua concludes with Joshua's
making a covenant with Israel at
Shechem (Josh. ch 24). Interest
ingly, there is no account of Israel's
having taken the city by force of
arms during the conquest of the
land recounted in Joshua and
Judges. It is possible that complex
ethnic and political history lies
behind the powerful tale in Gen.
ch 34· 2: Some scholars suggest
that the final verb refers to im
proper sexual relations, in this case
nonmarital sex, and not specifi
cally rape. 3: Without justifying his
crime, the narrative builds up con
siderable sympathy for Shechem.
8-12: According to biblical law
(and strong Assyrian precedents),
a man who rapes an unattached
woman must pay a fine to her
father, marry her, and forfeit
the right to divorce her (Deut.
22.28-29). On the other hand, bibli-
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in marriage. 9 Jntermarry with us: give your daughters to
us, and take our daughters for yourselves: 10 You will
dwell among us, and the land will be open before you; set
tle, move about, and acquire holdings in it." 11 Then
Shechem said to her father and brothers, "Do me this
favor, and I will pay whatever you tell me. 12 Ask of me a
bride-price ever so high, as well as gifts, and I will pay
what you tell me; only give me the maiden for a wife."
13Jacob's sons answered Shechem and his father
Hamar-speaking with guile because he had defiled their
sister Dinah-14 and said to them, "We cannot do this
thing, to give our sister to a man who is uncircumcised,
for that is a disgrace among us. 15 0nly on this condition
will we agree with you; that you will become like us in
that every male among you is circumcised. 16 Then we will
give our daughters to you and take your daughters to
ourselves; and we will dwell among you and become as
one kindred. 1 7 But if you will not listen to us and become
circumcised, we will take our daughter and go."
18 Their words pleased Hamor and Hamor's son
Shechem. 19 And the youth lost no time in doing the thing,
for he wanted Jacob's daughter. Now he was the most re
spected in his father's house. 20 So Hamor and his son
Shechem went to the •·public place·• of their town and
spoke to their fellow townsmen, saying, 21 "These people
are our friends; let them settle in the land and move about
in it, for the land is large enough for them; we will take
their daughters to ourselves as wives and give our daugh
ters to them. 22 But only on this condition will the men
agree with us to dwell among us and be as one kindred:
that all our males become circumcised as they are circum
cised. 23 Their cattle and substance and all their beasts will
be ours, if we only agree to their terms, so that they will
settle among us." 24 All bwho went out of the gate of his
town -b heeded Hamor and his son Shechem, and all
males, b-all those who went out of the gate of his town,·b
were circumcised.
25 On the third day, when they were in pain, Simeon and
Levi, two of Jacob's sons, brothers of Dinah, took each his
sword, came upon the city unmolested, and slew all the
males. 26 They put Hamor and his son Shechem to the
sword, took Dinah out of Shechem's house, and went
away. 27 The other sons of Jacob came upon the slain and
plundered the town, because their sister had been defiled.
28 They seized their flocks and herds and asses, all that
was inside the town and outside; 29 all their wealth, all
a-a Lit. "gate."

b-b I.e., all his fellow townsmen.
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cal law strictly forbids the mar
riage of an Israelite to a Hivite
(Oeut. 7.1-5), and the patriarchs
have gone to great lengths to
avoid intermarriage (Gen. ch 24;
27.46-28.9). From the perspective
of these (later) laws, a happy
resolution to the love-struck
Shechem's dilemma is impossible.
1 3-17: In this ch, the sons of Jacob
have already become adults, and
the perspective is that of a later pe
riod in the national history (e.g.,
"he had committed an outrage in
Israel," v. 7). Their devious pro
posal seems to be that the Israel
ites and the Hivites enter into a
covenant, an act that is prohibited
in the Torah as inevitably an in
ducement to break faith with the
LoRD (Exod. 2J.27-JJ). 23: Hamor
and Shechem change the terms of
the offer so as to appeal to their
kinsmen. Now the projected deal
is said to enrich the townsmen at
the expense of Jacob and his fam
ily. 26: Were the Hivites holding
Dinah as a hostage throughout the
elaborate negotiations? Or had she
stayed in Shechem's house volun
tarily, recognizing that he had
done what the law required (see
vv. 8-12 n.) and that the marriage
prospects for a raped woman were
hot good (d. 2 Sam. 13.12-16)?
27-29: Other does not appear in
the Heb of v. 27, and it is unclear
whether Simeon and Levi were in
volved in the plundering. The
Bible commends those who ab
stain from plunder in situations of
righteous war (e.g., Deut. 13.13-19;
1 Sam. 15.13-26; Esth. 9.10, 15, 16).
Given the emphasis Hamor and
Shechem had placed on material
benefits (vv. 34.1o-12, 23), how
ever, and the fact that the whole
episode began with an act of vio
lence (v. 2), the plundering of
their town exemplifies the wide
spread biblical principle that the
punishment fit the crime (e.g.,
Deut. 19.16-21). That Simeon
and Levi slew all the males when
the latter were in pain from an
operation on their male organs
manifests the same principle.
31: Appropria tely, this tragic
and ambiguous tale ends with a
question, not an assertion. There
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their children, and their wives, all that was in the houses,
they took as captives and booty.
30Jacob said to Simeon and Levi, "You have brought
trouble on me, making me odious among the inhabitants
of the land, the Canaanites and the Perizzites; my men are
few in number, so that if they unite against me and attack
me, I and my house will be destroyed." 31 But they an
swered, "Should our sister be treated like a whore?"

3 5 God said to Jacob, "Arise, go up to Bethel and re

main there; and build an altar there to the God who
appeared to you when you were fleeing from your brother
Esau." 2 So Jacob said to his household and to all who
were with him, "Rid yourselves of the alien gods in your
midst, purify yourselves, and change your clothes.
3 Come, let us go up to Bethel, and I will build an altar
there to the God who answered me when I was in distress
and who has been with me wherever I have gone." 4 They
gave to Jacob all the alien gods that they had, and the
rings that were in their ears, and Jacob buried them under
the terebinth that was near Shechem. 5 As they set out, a
terror from God fell on the cities round about, so that they
did not pursue the sons of Jacob.
6 Thus Jacob came to Luz-that is, Bethel-in the land of
Canaan, he and all the people who were with him. 7 There
he built an altar and named the site El-bethel,a for it was
there that God had revealed Himself to him when he was
fleeing from his brother.
B Deborah, Rebekah's nurse, died, and was buried
under the oak below Bethel; so it was named Allon
bacuth.b
9 God appeared again to Jacob on his arrival from Paddan-aram, and He blessed him. 10 God said to him,
"You whose name is Jacob,
You shall be called Jacob no more,
But Israel shall be your name."
Thus He named him Israel.
11 And God said to him,
"I am El Shaddai.
Be fertile and increase;
c

n "Tile God of Bet/1el."
b Understood ns "tile onk of tile weeping."
c CJ. 17.1.

is room to question the two broth
ers' zeal here. The same men who
kill for the sake of the family's
honor (against their father's
wishes) in ch 34 consent to have

their own little brother slain or
sold into slavery in ch 37· Gen.
49.5-7, in which Jacob curses the
anger of Simeon and Levi, explic
itly condemns these brothers

3 4 · 3 0-3 5 . 1 1

for their excessive zeal, and ex
plains the curious fates of the
tribes of Simeon (which was ab
sorbed into Judah) and Levi
(which became the clerical tribe,
without land).

35.1-28: Jacob and his household

return to Bethel and travel in the
promised land. Marked by three

deaths (Deborah, Rachel, and
Isaac) and one birth (Jacob's last
child, Benjamin), this disjointed
chapter provides closure to one
phase of Jacob's life and prepares
the way for his next set of trials,
the apparent loss of Joseph and
all that it involves (chs 37-50).
1-7: This passage functions as a
kind of fulfillment to Jacob's vow
in 28.2o-22. God's protection has
indeed been with him, and he is
about to return safely to his
father 's house. 2: The actions
Jacob commands to his entourage
are associated with preparations
for ritual service (e.g., Num.
19.7-8) and with a deepened and
renewed consecration to the one
God (cf. Josh. 24.14). 5: This verse
may be the conclusion to the tale
told in ch 34· 8: Nothing else is
known about this Deborah. The
story of her death serves as an ety
mology for the name of what must
have been a well-known land
mark. A different story suggests
that a tree in the same region is
named after the more famous Deb
orah, a heroine of the book of
Judges (Judg. 4-4-5). A midrash,
ingeniously connecting oak (Heb
"'alan") with a form of the Greek
word for "other" ("alan"), re
ports that while still mourning
Rebekah's nurse, Jacob received
the news of another death, that of
Rebekah herself (Gen. Rab. 81.5)
an event strangely unreported in
the Torah. Another midrash gives
a reason: Her funeral was held at
night so that "everybody would
not say, Cursed be the breasts that
suckled a person like this (i.e., her
wicked son Esau]" (Tan/7., ki-tetze
4). 9-1 3: These verses are charac
terized by the vocabulary of P.
Vv. 9-10 are the Priestly version
of the change of Jacob's name
that J reports in 32.28-29.
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A nation, yea an assembly of nations,
Shall descend from you.
Kings shall issue from your loins.
12
The land that I assigned to Abraham and Isaac
I assign to you;
And to your offspring to come
wm l assign the land."
13 God parted from him at the spot where He had spoken
to him; 14 and Jacob set up a pillar at the site where He had
spoken to him, a pillar of stone, and he offered a libation
on it and poured oil upon it. 15 Jacob gave the site, where
God had spoken to him, the name of Bethel.
16 They set out from Bethel; but when they were still
some distance short of Ephrath, Rachel was in childbirth,
and she had hard labor. 17When her labor was at its hard
est, the midwife said to her, "Have no fear, for it is another
boy for you." 1B But as she breathed her last-for she was
dying-she named him Ben-oni;• but his father called him
Benjamin.b 19 Thus Rachel died. She was buried on the
road to Ephrath-now Bethlehem. 20 Qver her grave Jacob
set up a pillar; it is the pillar at Rachel's grave to this day.
21 Israel journeyed on, and pitched his tent beyond Mig
dal-eder.
22 While Israel stayed in that land, Reuben went and lay
with Bilhah, his father's concubine; and Israel found out.
Now the sons of Jacob were twelve in number. 23 The
sons of Leah: Reuben-Jacob's first-born-Simeon, Levi,
Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun. 24The sons of Rachel: Jo
seph and Benjamin. 25 The sons of Bilhah, Rachel's maid:
Dan and Naphtali. 26 And the sons of Zilpah, Leah's maid:
Gad and Asher. These are the sons of Jacob who were born
to him in Paddan-aram.
27 And Jacob came to his father Isaac at Mamre, at Kiri
ath-arba-now Hebron-where Abraham and Isaac had
sojourned. 28 Isaac was a hundred and eighty years old
29 when he breathed his last and died. He< was gathered to
his kin in ripe old age; and he was buried by his sons Esau
and Jacob.

3 6 This is the line of Esau-that is, Edom.

2 Esau took his wives from among the Canaanite
women-Adah daughter of Elon the Hittite, and Oholiba
mah daughter of Anah daughter of Zibeon the Hivited3 and also Basemath daughter of Ishmael and sister of Nen Understood ns "son of my sufferiug (or, streugth)."
b I.e., "son of the right hnnd," or "son of the south."
c Lit. "Isnnc. "
d Cf v. 20, "Horite. "

14-15: This is the third time Jacob
names Bethel. The passage seems
to be a variant of 28.18-19, which
it more closely resembles than
35·7· The source analysis of v. 7
and vv. 14-15 is more uncertain
than usual. 1 8: According to
1 Sam. 10.2, the tomb of Rachel
was in the territory of Benjamin,
as befits this account of her death,
and not near Bethlehem, which is
in Judah. Similarly, in Jer. 31.15,
Rachel is depicted as weeping for
her children in Ramah, a Benja
minite city (Josh. 18.21-28).
Ephrathah/Bethlehem and Judah,
however, attained high status be
cause of their later association with
David (e.g., Ruth 4.1 1-12, 18-22),
and this may have contributed to
the identification of Rachel's tomb
with the site mentioned in this
verse. 22a: The details are missing,
and the text breaks off abruptly
mid-verse (49·4 seems to allude to
the same episode), suggesting that
some material has been lost, or
that there is more to say about this
episode. A son's having inter
course with his father's concubine
was a declaration of rebellion
(2 Sam. 16.2o-22; 1 Kings 2.13-25).
Eager to protect the good names of
all involved, a midrash denies that
the report of Reuben's sin is to be
taken literally (e.g., b. Sllab. 55b).
28: Abraham's life span of 175
years (25.7) and Isaac's of 180 sug
gest a pattern: 175 = 7 X 5', and
180 5 X 6'. Following that pro
gression, Jacob should live 147
years (= 3 x 7'), and so he does
(47-28)!
=

36.1-43: The descendants of
Esau. This chapter consists of sev
eral overlapping but not altogether
consistent genealogies, most likely
compiled from a variety of
sources. Its placement here is per
haps owing to the list of Jacob's
twelve sons in 35.22b-26; it also
serves to divide the Jacob cycle
from the Joseph story. The genera
tion of Rebekah and Isaac's twins
is now passing, and the focus for
the rest of Genesis will lie on
Jacob's troubled descendants
alone. The attention given to
Esau's family here suggests con-
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baioth. 4 Adah bore to Esau Eliphaz; Basemath bore Reuel;
S and Oholibamah bore Jeush, Jalam, and Korah. Those
were the sons of Esau, who were born to him in the land
of Canaan.
6 Esau took his wives, his sons and daughters, and all the
members of his household, his cattle and all his livestock,
and all the property that he had acquired in the land of Ca
naan, and went to another land because of his brother
Jacob. 7 For their possessions were too many for them to
dwell together, and the land where they sojourned could
not support them because of their livestock. s so Esau set
tled in the hill country of Seir-Esau being Edom.
9 This, then, is the line of Esau, the ancestor of the
Edomites, in the hill country of Seir.
10 These are the names of Esau's sons: Eliphaz, the son
of Esau's wife Adah; Reuel, the son of Esau's wife Base
math. 11 The sons of Eliphaz were Ternan, Omar, Zepho,
Gatam, and Kenaz. 12 Timna was a concubine of Esau's
son Eliphaz; she bore Amalek to Eliphaz. Those were the
descendants of Esau's wife Adah. 13 And these were the
sons of Reuel: Nahath, Zerah, Shammah, and Mizzah.
Those were the descendants of Esau's wife Basemath.
1 4And these were the sons of Esau's wife Oholibamah,
daughter of Anah daughter of Zibeon: she bore to Esau
Jeush, Jalam, and Korah.
15 These are the clans of the children of Esau. The de
scendants of Esau's first-hom Eliphaz: the clans Ternan,
Omar, Zepho, Kenaz, 16 Korah, Gatam, and Amalek; these
are the clans of Eliphaz in the land of Ed om. Those are the
descendants of Adah. 17 And these are the descendants of
Esau's son Reuel: the clans Nahath, Zerah, Shammah, and
Mizzah; these are the clans of Reuel in the land of Edom.
Those are the descendants of Esau's wife Basemath.
18 And these are the descendants of Esau's wife Oholiba
mah: the clans Jeush, J a lam, and Korah; these are the clans
of Esau's wife Oholibamah, the daughter of Anah.
19 Those were the sons of Esau-that is, Edom-and those
are their clans.
20 These were the sons of Seir the Horite, who were set
tled in the land: Lotan, Shobal, Zibeon, Anah, 21 Dishon,
Ezer, and Dishan. Those are the clans of the Horites, the
descendants of Seir, in the land of Edom.
22 The sons of Lotan were Hori and Hemam; and
Lotan's sister was Timna. 23 The sons of Shobal were these:
Alvan, Manahath, Ebal, Shepho, and Onam. 24 The sons of
Zibeon were these: Aiah• and Anah-that was the Anah
n Heb. "n11d Ainlt."

siderable fraternal feeling for him
(cf. Deut. 23.8), which clashes with
later biblical and postbiblical atti
tudes toward him. See 27.34-35 n.
2-3: See 26.34-35 n.; 28.8--9 n.
6-8: The passage is reminiscent of
the separation of Abraham and Lot
in 13.5-13 and serves a similar
purpose. 9-14: This list provides
the names of Esau's sons and their
sons in tum. Amalek's conception
by a concubine may be a dispar
agement related to his identity
as the ruthless enemy of the peo
ple Israel and their God (Exod.
17.8-16; Deut. 25.17-19). 12: If the
notice about Timna is not an inter
pola tion, then Amalek's being
reckoned a descendant of Adah is
probably related to the institution
of surrogate motherhood attested
in 16.1-2; 29.3-13. 1 5-19: The indi
viduals in vv. 9-14 are here listed
as the eponymous heads of the
Edomite clans. 2G-30: This is a list
of the individuals and the clans of
Seir the Horite. According to Deut.
2.12, a group called Horites in
habited the land of Seir before the
descendants of Esau wiped them
out. The exact identity of these
Horites-whether, for example,
they are the same as the "Hurri
ans" known from cuneiform
sources-is still a matter of debate.
Note that Zibeon (vv. 20, 24) ap
pears in v. 2 as the name of a
Hivite. 24: Nothing more is
known about Anah's enigmatic
discovery. The report reads like
an allusion to a story well
known to the original listeners.
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who discovered the hot springs• in the wilderness while
pasturing the asses of his father Zibeon. 25 The children of
Anah were these: Dishon and Anah's daughter Oholiba
mah. 26 The sons of Dishon b were these: Hemdan, Eshban,
lthran, and Cheran. 27 The sons of Ezer were these: Bilhan,
Zaavan, and Akan. 28 And the sons of Dishan were these:
Uz and Aran.
29 These are the clans of the Horites: the clans Lotan,
Shobal, Zibeon, Anah, 30 Dishon, Ezer, and Dishan. Those
are the clans of the Horites, clan by clan, in the land of Seir.
31 These are the kings who reigned in the land of Edom
before any king reigned over the Israelites. 32 Bela son of
Beor reigned in Edom, and the name of his city was Din
habah. 33 When Bela died, Jobab son of Zerah, from Boz
rah, succeeded him as king. 34 When Jobab died, Husham
of the land of the Temanites succeeded him as king.
35 When Husham died, Hadad son of Bedad, who de
feated the Midianites in the country of Moab, succeeded
him as king; the name of his city was Avith. 36 When
Hadad died, Samlah of Masrekah succeeded him as king.
37When Samlah died, Saul< of Rehoboth-on-the-river suc
ceeded him as king. 38 When Saul died, Baal-hanan son of
Achbor succeeded him as king. 39 And when Baal-hanan
son of Achbor died, Hadar succeeded him as king; the
name of his city was Pau, and his wife's name was Mehet
abel daughter of Matred daughter of Me-zahab.
40 These are the names of the clans of Esau, each with its
families and locality, name by name: the clans Timna,
Alvah, Jetheth, 41 Oholibamah, Elah, Pinon, 42 Kenaz,
Ternan, Mibzar, 43 Magdiel, and Iram. Those are the clans
of Edom-that is, of Esau, father of the Edomites-by
their settlements in the land which they hold.
VA-YESHEV

3 7 Now Jacob was settled in the land where his father

had sojourned, the land of Canaan. 2 This, then, is
the line of Jacob:
At seventeen years of age, Joseph tended the flocks with
his brothers, as a helper to the sons of his father's wives
Bilhah and Zilpah. And Joseph brought bad reports of
them to their father. 3 Now Israel loved Joseph best of all
his sons, for he was the child of his old age; and he had
made him an ornamented tunic. d 4 And when his brothers
n
b
c
d

Menni11g of Heb. yemim uncertni11.
Heb. Dishan; but cf vv. 2 1 , 25, 28, nnd JO, a11d I Citron.
Or "Shaul. "
Or "n coni ojmn11y colors"; men11i11g of Heb. llllcerlnill.

1.41.

31-39: None of the kings listed
here succeeded his father, and dif
ferent capitals are given for differ
ent rulers. It is likely that the kings
listed here were more like the non
dynastic leaders known as
"judges" in the biblical book of
that name. 3 1 : The reference to
kings reigning in Israel is difficult
to reconcile with the traditional at
tribution of Genesis to Moses, who
died long before the monarchy. Ibn
Ezra, who is elsewhere open to the
idea of post-Mosaic passages, de
fends the traditional doctrine by
identifying Moses himself as the
first Israelite king (also in Deut.
33.5)-a title he never holds in the
Tanakh, however. 40-43: The ch
closes with another list of Edomite
clans, overlapping with vv. 15-19,
but not identical with it.
37.1-36: Joseph's brothers sell

him into slavery. Ch 37 begins the
story of Joseph, a figure who dom
inates most of the remaining nar
rative in Genesis. In structure, the
Joseph story is quite different from
the preceding material centering
on Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
Whereas the latter takes the form,
predominantly, of small, self
contained passages, the story of Jo
seph resembles a coherent novella,
with a subtle and well-crafted plot.
Its theology, too, is different.
Whereas the patriarchal narrative
is replete with appearances of God
or His messengers, and oracles
from them, Joseph never sees or
hears God or His messengers (the
only direct revelation in these chs
comes to Jacob, in 46.1-4). Rather,
God works here in a hidden way,
secretly guiding the course of
human events, even bringing good
out of human evil (50.20). Lastly,
whereas the stories of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob take place in Ca
naan and Mesopotamia, the
novella of Joseph and his brothers
takes place mostly in Egypt. The
events that result in the return to
the promised land will begin only
after Joseph's death. Many of
these special characteristics of
the Joseph story are found in wis
dom literature (see pp. 1276-77).
1-3: The order of presentation is
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saw that their father loved him more than any of his
brothers, they hated him so that they could not speak a
friendly word to him.
s once Joseph had a dream which he told to his broth
ers; and they hated him even more. 6 He said to them,
"Hear this dream which I have dreamed: 7 There we were
binding sheaves in the field, when suddenly my sheaf
stood up and remained upright; then your sheaves gath
ered around and bowed low to my sheaf." 8 His brothers
answered, "Do you mean to reign over us? Do you mean
to rule over us?" And they hated him even more for his
talk about his dreams.
9 He dreamed another dream and told it to his brothers,
saying, "Look, I have had another dream: And this time,
the sun, the moon, and eleven stars were bowing down to
me." 10 And when he told it to his father and brothers, his
father berated him. "What," he said to him, "is this dream
you have dreamed? Are we to come, I and your mother
and your brothers, and bow low to you to the ground?"
1 1 So his brothers were wrought up at him, and his father
kept the matter in mind.
1 2 0ne time, when his brothers had gone to pasture their
father's flock at Shechem, 13 Israel said to Joseph, "Your
brothers are pasturing at Shechem. Come, I will send you
to them." He answered, "I am ready." 14 And he said to
him, "Go and see how your brothers are and how the
flocks are faring, and bring me back word." So he sent him
from the valley of Hebron.
When he reached Shechem, 15 a man came upon him
wandering in the fields. The man asked him, "What are
you looking for?" 16 He answered, "I am looking for my
brothers. Could you tell me where they are pasturing?"
17The man said, "They have gone from here, for I heard
them say: Let us go to Dothan." So Joseph followed his
brothers and found them at Dothan.
18 They saw him from afar, and before he came close to
them they conspired to kill him. 19 They said to one an
other, "Here comes that dreamer! 20 Come now, let us kill
him and throw him into one of the pits; and we can say, 'A
savage beast devoured him.' We shall see what comes of
his dreams!" 21 But when Reuben heard it, he tried to save
revealing-Jacob, Joseph, his
brothers. Joseph is caught between
his doting father and his envious
siblings. Although he is the first
born son of Jacob's preferred wife,
Rachel (30.22-24), his older broth
ers have stationed him with the

sons of the slave women (JO.J-1J),
the lowest ranking siblings. Like
his dreams (vv. 5- 1 1), this contra
diction may foreshadow the radi
cal reversal of Joseph's status.
4: The end of the verse can be
translated more literally as, "they

37·5-37-21

could not say 'Shalom' to him."
5: Like the "bad reports [that] he
brought to his father" (v. 2), his
telling his brothers the dream evi
dences Joseph's immaturity and
lack of foresight-both of which
will be dramatically remedied as
his tale unfolds. 8: In each of the
three pairs of dreams in the Joseph
story, one dream focuses on grain
or grain products (40.16--19;
41.5-7). The brothers see only
dominance in Joseph's own first
dream, missing altogether the
symbolism of the grain imagery.
When they do bow down to him,
it will be in supplication that
he-who has grain when they
do not-will feed them (42.6--7).
9-1 1 : Joseph tells his first dream to
the brothers alone, the second to
his brothers and his father. Simi
larly, his brothers come to Egypt
alone and bow down to him (42.6);
only afterwards does Jacob come
(46.6) and bow to his son (47-31).
Jacob is doubly incredulous of the
dream, perhaps because it appears
to mention Rachel, who has al
ready died giving birth to Benja
min (35.16--2o). In the Talmud, a
rabbi observes that this illustrates
the rule that only part of any given
dream comes true, not the whole
(b. Ber. 55a). Rashi, on the other
hand, cites a midrash that identi
fies Joseph's mother with Bilhah,
Rachel's slave and surrogate
(Gen. Rab. 44.11). Some modern
scholars have speculated that the
second dream presupposes an ear
lier form of the story, in which
Rachel had not yet passed away.
1 2-13: Joseph's response, I am
ready ("hineni"), recalls instances
in which the same Heb word ap
pears in contexts in which earlier
fathers were about to lose, or
seemed about to lose, their favored
sons (22.1, 7, 11; 27.1). 1 4: How
your brothers are, lit. "the shalom of
your brothers," is telling, given the
absence of "shalom" in the family
(see v. 4 n.). Shechem being quite a
distance from Hebron, there is
room to wonder why Jacob did not
foresee danger, even before his be
loved son reached his angry broth
ers. Eventually, Joseph does reach
Shechem in peace-after his death
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him from them. He said, "Let us not take his life." 22 And
Reuben went on, "Shed no blood! Cast him into that pit
out in the wilderness, but do not touch him yourselves"
intending to save him from them and restore him to his
father. 23 When Joseph came up to his brothers, they
stripped Joseph of his tunic, the ornamented tunic that he
was wearing, 24 and took him and cast him into the pit.
The pit was empty; there was no water in it.
25 Then they sat down to a meal. Looking up, they saw a
caravan of Ishmaelites coming from Gilead, their camels
bearing gum, balm, and ladanum to be taken to Egypt.
26 Then Judah said to his brothers, "What do we gain by
killing our brother and covering up his blood? 27 Come, let
us sell him to the Ishmaelites, but let us not do away with
him ourselves. After all, he is our brother, our own flesh."
His brothers agreed. 2B When Midianite traders passed by,
they pulled Joseph up out of the pit. They sold Joseph for
twenty pieces of silver to the Ishmaelites, who brought Jo
seph to Egypt.
29 When Reuben returned to the pit and saw that Joseph
was not in the pit, he rent his clothes. 3D Returning to his
brothers, he said, "The boy is gone! Now, what am I to
do?" 31 Then they took Joseph's tunic, slaughtered a kid,
and dipped the tunic in the blood. 32They had the orna
mented tunic taken to their father, and they said, "We
found this. Please examine it; is it your son's tunic or
not?" 33 He recognized it, and said, "My son's tunic! A sav
age beast devoured him! Joseph was torn by a beast!"
34 Jacob rent his clothes, put sackcloth on his loins, and ob
served mourning for his son many days. 35 All his sons
and daughters sought to comfort him; but he refused to be
comforted, saying, "No, I will go down mourning to my
son in Sheol." Thus his father bewailed him.
36 The Midianites,a meanwhile, sold him in Egypt to
Potiphar, a courtier of Pharaoh and his chief steward.

3 8 About

that time Judah left his brothers and
camped near a certain Adullamite whose name
was Hirah. 2 There Judah saw the daughter of a certain
Canaanite whose name was Shua, and he married her and
cohabited with her. 3 She conceived and bore a son, and he
a Heb. "Medanites. "
(Josh. 24.32)! 23: The clothing and
unclothing of Joseph mark pivotal
moments in the course of the nar
rative (d. 37.3; 39.15-18; 41.14, 42).
25: The brothers' meal displays

their extraordinary callousness
and insensitivity to human life (d.
Esth. 3.15). Later, the tables turn,
and Joseph arranges a meal in
which he is the master, and they,

his nervous dependents (43.29-34).
26-27: It is Judah's advice that is

ultimately heeded, reflecting the
importance of this brother else
where in the Joseph story. 28: In its
current form, the text mentions
both Ishmaelite caravaneers (v. 25)
and Midianite traders, just as it
mentions two different attempts to
save Joseph's life, one by Reuben
(vv. 21-22, 29-30) and one by
Judah (vv. 26-28). Although argu
ments have been made that Midi
anites and Ishmaelites are the
same group (d. Judg. 8.24), many
modern scholars think the expla
nation lies in source analysis: Reu
ben and the Midianites derive
from the E version of the story,
and Judah and the Ishmaelites
from the J version, though it is dif
ficult to find complete J and E ver
sions throughout the narrative. In
the story in its current form, it is
unclear who is the subject of pulled
in v. 28-the brothers or the Midi
anite traders. One could argue that
if it is the latter, Joseph's brothers
truly do not know what became of
him. But the idea that it was the
Midianites rather than the brothers
who sold him to the Ishmaelites
cannot explain the reports that it is
the Midianites who bring him to
Egypt (v. 36; cf. 39.1). 30: Reuben's
cry is strikingly similar to Rachel's
lament in Jer. 31.15. 3 1 : There is a
certain poetic justice to the broth
ers' cruel deception of their father,
since Jacob had used kids to de
ceive his own father (27.5-23).
35: That Jacob refused to be com
forted recalls what is said of Rachel
in Jer. 31.15, in a lament for the
lost members of the nation. See
37-30 n.

38.1-30: Judah and Tamar. This
chapter, which treats the origins
of the Judahite clans (cf. Num.
26.19-22), is, on the one hand, in
dependent of the novella of Joseph
in which it now appears. Note that
Judah lives apart from his brothers
and already has grown children
when the tale begins. On the other
hand, a number of verbal and
thematic connections to the
Joseph story bespeak the exquisite
fitness pf its placement therein.
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named him Er. 4 She conceived again and bore a son, and
named him Onan. 5 Once again she bore a son, and named
him Shelah; he was at Chezib when she bore him.
6 Judah got a wife for Er his first-born; her name was
Tamar. 7 But Er, Judah's first-born, was displeasing to the
LoRD, and the LORD took his life. 8 Then Judah said to
Onan, "Join with your brother 's wife and do your duty by
her as a brother-in-law: and provide offspring for your
brother." 9 But Onan, knowing that the seed would not
count as his, let it go to wasteb whenever he joined with
his brother's wife, so as not to provide offspring for his
brother. 10 What he did was displeasing to the LoRD, and
He took his life also. 11 Then Judah said to his daughter-in
law Tamar, "Stay as a widow in your father's house until
my son Shelah grows up" -for he thought, "He too might
die like his brothers." So Tamar went to live in her father's
house.
12 A long time afterward, Shua's daughter, the wife of
Judah, died. When <·his period of mourning was over;c
Judah went up to Timnah to his sheepshearers, together
with his friend Hirah the Adullamite. 13 And Tamar was
told, "Your father-in-law is coming up to Timnah for the
sheepshearing." 14 So she took off her widow's garb, cov
ered her face with a veil, and, wrapping herself up, sat
down at the entrance to Enaim,d which is on the road to
Timnah; for she saw that Shelah was grown up, yet she
had not been given to him as wife. 15 When Judah saw her,
he took her for a harlot; for she had covered her face. 1 6 So
he turned aside to her by the road and said, "Here, let me
sleep with you"-for he did not know that she was his
daughter-in-law. "What," she asked, "will you pay for
sleeping with me?" 17 He replied, "I will send a kid from
my flock." But she said, "You must leave a pledge until
you have sent it." 18 And he said, "What pledge shall I
give you?" She replied, "Your seal and cord, and the staff
which you carry." So he gave them to her and slept with
her, and she conceived by him. 19 Then she went on her
way. She took off her veil and again put on her widow's
garb.
20Judah sent the kid by his friend the Adullamite, to re
deem the pledge from the woman; but he could not find
her. 21 He inquired of the people of that town, "Where is
the cult prostitute, the one at Enaim, by the road?" But
they said, "There has been no prostitute here." 22 So he re
turned to Judah and said, "I could not find her; moreover,
a Cf Deut. 25-5d Cf Enam, fosll.

b Lit. "spoil on tile growrd."
15.34·

c-c Lit. "Ire was comforted."
Otlrers "in an open place" or "at tile crossroad."
-77-

8: The duty in question, known in
English as "levirate marriage," is
spelled out in Deut. 25.5-10. If a
man dies childless, his brother is
obligated to marry his widow, and
her first son is reckoned as the off
spring of the deceased. In Deuter
onomy, the surviving brother can
decline and undergo a procedure
that the Rabbis named "J:talitzah,"
but Gen. ch 38 presupposes a stage
in the history of the law in which
"J:talitzah" is still unknown (cf.
Ruth 4.5-6). Today, levirate mar
riage is discouraged and "J:tal
itzah" is substituted among tradi
tionally observant Ashkenazic
Jews. Some Sephardic groups still
practice levirate marriage. 9: Onan
would have to expend his own re
sources to support a child that is
legally someone else's, and the
child, as the heir to a first-born
son, would displace Onan in
the line of inheritance to boot.
1 1 : Judah's loss of two sons and
reluctance to surrender the third
foreshadows the tragic situation of
Jacob, who will soon lose Joseph
and Simeon (or so it will appear to
him) and refuse to surrender Ben
jamin, as he must if the family is to
survive (42.36-38). 14-15: The use
of a disguise in pursuit of a pur
pose that conforms to the will of
God (and, in this case, religious
law) recalls Jacob's deceit in ch 27.
1 7: Note the echo of the preceding
ch, where a kid also played a key
role in deceiving a parent
(37·31-35). 21: Cult prostitute and
prostitute are the same word in
Heb; many scholars doubt that
cultic prostitution as it is usually
understood existed in ancient
Israel. A different term underlies "harlot" in vv. 15, 24-
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the townspeople said: There has been no prostitute here."
23 Judah said, "Let her keep them, lest we become a laugh
ingstock. I did send her this kid, but you did not find her."
24 About three months later, Judah was told, "Your
daughter-in-law Tamar has played the harlot; in fact, she
is with child by harlotry." "Bring her out," said Judah,
"and let her be burned." 25 As she was being brought out,
she sent this message to her father-in-law, "I am with
child by the man to whom these belong." And she added,
"Examine these: whose seal and cord and staff are these?"
26 Judah recognized them, and said, "She is more in the
right than I, inasmuch as I did not give her to my son She
lah." And he was not intimate with her again.
27 When the time came for her to give birth, there were
twins in her womb! 2B While she was in labor, one of them
put out his hand, and the midwife tied a crimson thread
on that hand, to signify: This one came out first. 29 But just
then he drew back his hand, and out came his brother;
and she said, "What a breach• you have made for your
self!" So he was named Perez. 30 Afterward his brother
came out, on whose hand was the crimson thread; he was
named Zerah. b

·

3 9 When Joseph was taken down to Egypt, a certain

Egyptian, Potiphar, a courtier of Pharaoh and his
chief steward, bought him from the Ishmaelites who had
brought him there. 2 The LORD was with Joseph, and he
was a successful man; and he stayed in the house of his
Egyptian master. 3 And when his master saw that the LORD
was with him and that the LoRD lent success to everything
he undertook, 4 he took a liking to Joseph. He made him his
personal attendant and put him in charge of his household,
placing in his hands all that he owned. 5 And from the time
that the Egyptian put him in charge of his household and
of all that he owned, the LORD blessed his house for
Joseph's sake, so that the blessing of the LoRD was upon
everything that he owned, in the house and outside. 6 He
left all that he had in Joseph's hands and, with him there,
he paid attention to nothing save the food that he ate. Now
Joseph was well built and handsome.
7 After a time, his master's wife cast her eyes upon Joa Heb. pere�

b I.e., "brigllt11css," pcrlmps al/udi11g to tile crimso11 tilread.

24: Tamar's ostensible capital of
fense is not prostitution, but adul
tery (see Deut. 22.23-24), since she
is still in a state akin to betrothal to
Judah's family. Adultery is the

false charge in the next ch as well
(39.7-18). 25: Examine tlwse is iden
tical in the Heb to "Please examine
it" in the previous chapter (37.32).
These are, in fact, the only two in-

stances of this expression in the
Tanakh. Recognition (the same
word in Heb) is a major theme in
the Joseph story (see also 42.7-8).
26: Tamar's actions are justified in
Judah's eyes, and in the eyes of the
author. She ensured that the family
line of Judah was preserved. A
midrash in the Talmud sees
Judah's Heb name (which includes
every letter of the four-letter name
of the LoRD) as a reward for his
public confession of wrongdoing
in this episode (b. Sot. wb). Ac
cording to 1 Chron. 4.21, Shelah
named his first son Er, suggesting
that Judah did finally release him
to the first Er's widow, Tamar.
27-30: The birth story of Perez
and Zerah is highly reminiscent of
that of Jacob and Esau in 25.21-26.
It is from Perez that King David
was descended, as reported, for
example, in Ruth (Ruth 4.18-22), a
book with striking similarities to
Gen. ch 38 (see also Ruth 4.11-12).

39.1-23: Joseph in Potiphar's
house. Genesis rejoins the story of
Joseph after the digression of ch
38. The bulk of ch 39 centers on the
hero's resistance to seduction and
the ensuing false accusation of the
spurned matron. It shows remark
able similarities to an Egyptian
tale, "The Story of Two Brothers."
Although some dependence is
likely, the biblical narrative adapts
its prototype to characteristic Isra
elite theological and ethical con
victions. 39.1-6a: As in ch 37,
which speaks of Jacob's preference
for Joseph (vv. 3-4), so here the lat
ter is the beneficiary of a mysteri
ous favor, this time from the LORD.
One senses that, unbeknownst to
all at the time, Jacob's favoritism
for the son of his old age had been
the medium for a higher purpose.
Like Laban (30.27-30), Potiphar
benefits mightily from association
with this descendant of Abraham.
6-7: Good looks are often a sign
of divine favor in the Tanakh (e.g.,
1 Sam. 9.2; 16.12), but here they set
the one who bears them up for a
potentially catastrophic tempta
tion. A mid rash, finding it difficult
to believe that Joseph was alto
gether innocent, likens him to one
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seph and said, "Lie with me." B But he refused. He said to
his master's wife, "Look, with me here, my master gives
no thought to anything in this house, and all that he owns
he has placed in my hands. 9 He wields no more authority
in this house than I, and he has withheld nothing from me
except yourself, since you are his wife. How then could I
do this most wicked thing, and sin before God?" 10 And
much as she coaxed Joseph day after day, he did not yield
to her request to lie beside her, to be with her.
11 One such day, he came into the house to do his work.
None of the household being there inside, 12 she caught
hold of him by his garment and said, "Lie with me!" But
he left his garment in her hand and got away and fled out
side. 13 When she saw that he had left it in her hand and
had fled outside, 14 she called out to her servants and said
to them, "Look, he had to bring us a Hebrew to dally with
us! This one came to lie with me; but I screamed loud.
15 And when he heard me screaming at the top of my
voice, he left his garment with me and got away and fled
outside." 16 She kept his garment beside her, until his mas
ter came home. 1 7 Then she told him the same story, say
ing, "The Hebrew slave whom you brought into our
house came to me to dally with me; 1B but when I
screamed at the top of my voice, he left his garment with
me and fled outside."
19 When his master heard the story that his wife told
him, namely, "Thus and so your slave did to me," he was
furious. 20 So Joseph's master had him put in prison,
where the king's prisoners were confined. But even while
he was there in prison, 21 the LORD was with Joseph: He
extended kindness to him and disposed the chief jailer fa
vorably toward him. 22The chief jailer put in Joseph's
charge all the prisoners who were in that prison, and he
was the one to carry out everything that was done there.
23 The chief jailer did not supervise anything that was in
Joseph's• charge, because the LORD was with him, and
whatever he did the LORD made successful.

4 0 Some time later, the cupbearer and the baker of the

king of Egypt gave offense to their lord the king of
Egypt. 2 Pharaoh was angry with his two courtiers, the

n Lit. "l1is. "

"who would stand in the market
place, put make-up around his
eyes, straighten up his hair, and
swing his heels." Mrs. Potiphar's
proposition was thus a punish-

ment for his narcissism and
machismo (Gen. Rab. 87.3).
B-9: Joseph's pointed deference to
his master stands in striking con
trast with his dreams of domi-

3 9 . 8-4 0 . 2

nance in 37.5-11. One senses that
the brash and unreflective
teenager of ch 37 has matured into
a more responsible man, with the
appropriate humility. Joseph's
mention of God is his first. No one
mentioned the deity in the previ
ous two chs. 12: The garment left
in her hand (also in v. 13) contrasts
with Potiphar's placing "in his
hands all that he owned" (v. 4).
The use of a garment as fraudulent
evidence recalls Joseph's brothers'
displaying the bloodstained tunic
to their father (37.31-33) and con
trasts with Tamar's truthful pre
sentation to Judah of his "seal and
cord and staff" (38.25-26). Note
the telling contrast between the
woman who attempts to dishonor
her marriage without success
(Mrs. Potiphar) and the woman
who, also acting boldly and seduc
tively, succeeds in implementing
the law and thus ensures the sur
vival of her family (Tamar).
14: Her clever phrasing suggests a
hope to profit from her staff's re
sentment of a foreigner and per
haps of their boss as well (he had to
bring us a Hebrew). Here she sides
with her servants (bring us),
whereas in v. 17 she sides with her
husband ("whom you brought
into our house"), although in both
cases she blames him for introduc
ing Joseph into the household.
1 7-18: Now she blames Joseph
primarily, and her husband only
indirectly. Note that here (as in
v. 15) she describes the garment
that was left "in her hand"
(v. 12) as with me, instead, subtly
disguising her true involvement.
1 9-23: The tale ends where it
began (v. 2), with an affirmation of
God's presence in Joseph's affairs
and the success it brings. Even in
prison, the young man who had
been second in rank in his family
(37.3) and second in rank in the
chief steward's household (vv. 4�)
achieves the same status, when the
warden puts him in charge of the
other prisoners.

40.1-23: Joseph the dream inter
preter. In this chapter, we hear of
the second of the three pairs of
dreams that mark pivotal mo-
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chief cupbearer and the chief baker, 3 and put them in cus
tody, in the house of the chief steward, in the same prison
house where Joseph was confined. 4 The chief steward as
signed Joseph to them, and he attended them.
When they had been in custody for some time, S both of
them-the cupbearer and the baker of the king of Egypt,
who were confined in the prison-dreamed in the same
night, each his own dream and each dream with its own
meaning. 6 When Joseph carne to them in the morning, he
saw that they were distraught. 7 He asked Pharaoh's
courtiers, who were with him in custody in his master's
house, saying, "Why do you appear downcast today?"
s And they said to him, "We had dreams, and there is no
one to interpret them." So Joseph said to them, "Surely
God can interpret! Tell me [your dreams]."
9 Then the chief cupbearer told his dream to Joseph. He
said to him, "In my dream, there was a vine in front of me.
1 o On the vine were three branches. It had barely budded,
when out carne its blossoms and its clusters ripened into
grapes. 11 Pharaoh's cup was in my hand, and I took the
grapes, pressed them into Pharaoh's cup, and placed the
cup in Pharaoh's hand." 12Joseph said to him, "This is its
interpretation: The three branches are three days. 13 In
three days Pharaoh will pardon you• and restore you to
your post; you will place Pharaoh's cup in his hand, as
was your custom formerly when you were his cupbearer.
14 But think of me when all is well with you again, and do
me the kindness of mentioning me to Pharaoh, so as to
free me from this place. 15 For in truth, I was kidnapped
from the land of the Hebrews; nor have I done anything
here that they should have put me in the dungeon."
16 When the chief baker saw how favorably he had in
terpreted, he said to Joseph, "In my dream, similarly, there
were three openwork basketsb on my head. 17In the up
permost basket were all kinds of food for Pharaoh that a
baker prepares; and the birds were eating it out of the bas
ket above my head." 1BJoseph answered, "This is its inter
pretation: The three baskets are three days. 19In three days
Pharaoh will lift off your head and impale you upon a
pole; and the birds will pick off your flesh."
2D On the third day-his birthday-Pharaoh made a
banquet for all his officials, and he singled out< his chief
cupbearer and his chief baker from among his officials.
21 He restored the chief cupbearer to his cupbearing, and
a Lit. "lift up your head."
b Otl1ers "baskets wit/1 white bread" or "white baskets"; meaning of Heb. J:tori uncertain.
c Lit. "lifted the /wad of "
-8o-

ments in Joseph's life. The first
pair (37.5-11) were Joseph's own,
and their interpretation came not
from him, but from his outraged
brothers and incredulous father.
Taken for dreams of kingship, they
nearly result in the dreamer's
death and leave him in slavery
(37.18-28). Joseph decodes the sec
ond set of dreams himself, through
a hitherto unmentioned God-given
talent. They treat of the same po
larity, favor from the king (v. 13),
reminiscent of the nearly lethal
favor Joseph received from his fa
ther (37.3), on the one hand, and
death, on the other (v. 19). 8: Surely
God can interpret! may imply a cri
tique of divination practices
prominent in the ancient world.
The contrast between Joseph, with
his God-given talent for dream in
terpretation, and the bankruptcy
of the Egyptian magicians is more
pronounced in the next chapter,
which deals with Pharaoh's
dreams (41.8). The theme fore
shadows Moses and Aaron's deci
sive confrontation with Pharaoh's
magicians in Exod. chs 7-11 (see
esp. Exod. 8.15). 1 6-1 9: The chief
baker altogether misses the key
point that Joseph's gift for inter
pretation depends on the grace of
God. Instead, he imagines that it is
all a matter of technique: Similar
dreams must lead to similar inter
pretations (not an unreasonable
expectation in light of the other
pairs in 37·5 and 41.1-32). But Jo
seph notices a crucial detail that
the chief baker has missed: Not
Pharaoh but birds eat from the
basket on his head. Having missed
God's grace, the chief baker will be
denied Pharaoh's as well.
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he placed the cup in Pharaoh's hand; 22but the chief baker
he impaled-just as Joseph had interpreted to them.
23 Yet the chief cupbearer did not think of Joseph; he for
got him.
MIKKETS

4 1 After two years' time, Pharaoh dreamed that he

was standing by the Nile, 2 when out of the Nile
there came up seven cows, handsome and sturdy, and
they grazed in the reed grass. 3 But presently, seven other
cows came up from the Nile close behind them, ugly and
gaunt, and stood beside the cows on the bank of the Nile;
4 and the ugly gaunt cows ate up the seven handsome
sturdy cows. And Pharaoh awoke.
5 He fell asleep and dreamed a second time: Seven ears
of grain, solid and healthy, grew on a single stalk. 6 But
close behind them sprouted seven ears, thin and scorched
by the east wind. 7 And the thin ears swallowed up the
seven solid and full ears. Then Pharaoh awoke: it was a
dream!
8 Next morning, his spirit was agitated, and he sent for
all the magicians of Egypt, and all its wise men; and Phar
aoh told them his dreams, but none could interpret them
for Pharaoh.
9 The chief cupbearer then spoke up and said to Phar
aoh, "I must make mention today of my offenses. 1 o Once
Pharaoh was angry with his servants, and placed me in
custody in the house of the chief steward, together with
the chief baker. 11 We had dreams the same night, he and I,
each of us a dream with a meaning of its own. 12 A Hebrew
youth was there with us, a servant of the chief steward;
and when we told him our dreams, he interpreted them
for us, telling each of the meaning of his dream. 13 And as
he interpreted for us, so it came to pass: I was restored to
my post, and the other was impaled."
14 Thereupon Pharaoh sent for Joseph, and he was
rushed from the dungeon. He had his hair cut and
changed his clothes, and he appeared before Pharaoh.
1 5 And Pharaoh said to Joseph, "I have had a dream, but
no one can interpret it. Now I have heard it said of you
that for you to hear a dream is to tell its meaning." 16 Jo
seph answered Pharaoh, saying, "Not I! God will see to
Pharaoh's welfare."
17 Then Pharaoh said to Joseph, "In my dream, I was
standing on the bank of the Nile, 18 when out of the Nile
came up seven sturdy and well-formed cows and grazed
in the reed grass. 19 Presently there followed them seven
other cows, scrawny, ill-formed, and emaciated-never
-81-
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41.1-57: Joseph interprets
Pharaoh's dreams and becomes
vizier. Vv. 1-32 deal with the last
of the three pairs of dreams in the
Joseph story, the dreams of Phar
aoh. Vv. 33-57 detail Joseph's W1solicited recommendation of a
course to enable Egypt to survive
the crisis, and then report the
king's enthusiastic appoinhnent
of the young Hebrew man to
implement his own policy.
1-7: Pharaoh's dreams revert to
the pattern of the first pair,
Joseph's own (37·5-11), in that
they both mean the same thing (v.
32) and deal with the triumph of
the weak over the strong. And like
the intervening pair, those of the
chief cupbearer and chief baker
(40.9-22), each of the two dreams
deals with themes of good fortune
and ill, in that order. 8: See 40.8 n.
The inability of the pagan magi
cians to interpret dreams and ac
curately predict the future is de
veloped at greater length in Dan.
ch 2, a narrative influenced by the
Joseph story. Cf. Isa. 41.21-24.
14: The Heb word for dungeon
(also in 40.15) is the same as that
for the "pit" into which Joseph's
brothers threw him in 37.20, 22,
24, 28. The chief cupbearer's be
lated act of remembrance has
suddenly reversed Joseph's re
peated descents-into the pit, into
Egypt, into prison. The pattern is
familiar from prayers of thanks
giving (e.g., Ps. 30, esp. vv. 4, 10).
For the fourth time, Joseph's
clothes are changed (the previous
instances are in 37·3· 23; 39.12),
this time (like the first) as a sign
of elevation. 1 6: See 39.8--g n.
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had I seen their likes for ugliness in all the land of Egypt!
2o And the seven lean and ugly cows ate up the first seven
cows, the sturdy ones; 21 but when they had consumed
them, one could not tell that they had consumed them, for
they looked just as bad as before. And I awoke. 22 In my
other dream, I saw seven ears of grain, full and healthy,
growing on a single stalk; 23 but right behind them
sprouted seven ears, shriveled, thin, and scorched by the
east wind. 24 And the thin ears swallowed the seven
healthy ears. I have told my magicians, but none has an
explanation for me."
25 And Joseph said to Pharaoh, "Pharaoh's dreams are
one and the same: God has told Pharaoh what He is about
to do. 26 The seven healthy cows are seven years, and the
seven healthy ears are seven years; it is the same dream.
27 The seven lean and ugly cows that followed are seven
years, as are also the seven empty ears scorched by the
east wind; they are seven years of famine. 2B it is just as I
have told Pharaoh: God has revealed to Pharaoh what He
is about to do. 29 Immediately ahead are seven years of
great abundance in all the land of Egypt. 30 After them will
come seven years of famine, and all the abundance in the
land of Egypt will be forgotten. As the land is ravaged by
famine, 3 1 no trace of the abundance will be left in the land
because of the famine thereafter, for it will be very severe.
32 As for Pharaoh having had the same dream twice, it
means that the matter has been determined by God, and
that God will soon carry it out.
33 "Accordingly, let Pharaoh find a man of discernment
and wisdom, and set him over the land of Egypt. 34 And
let Pharaoh take steps to appoint overseers over the land,
and organize" the land of Egypt in the seven years of
plenty. 35 Let all the food of these good years that are com
ing be gathered, and let the grain be collected under
Pharaoh's authority as food to be stored in the cities. 36 Let
that food be a reserve for the land for the seven years of
famine which will come upon the land of Egypt, so that
the land may not perish in the famine."
37 The plan pleased Pharaoh and all his courtiers. 38 And
Pharaoh said to his courtiers, "Could we find another like
him, a man in whom is the spirit of God?" 39 So Pharaoh
said to Joseph, "Since God has made all this known to
you, there is none so discerning and wise as you. 40 You
shall be in charge of my court, and by your command
shall all my people be directed;b only with respect to the
Others "tnke n fifth pnrt of"; men11i11g of Hel>. Ill/Certain.
b Otl1ers "order themselves" or "pay homage"; 11Jenni11g of Heb. yishshaq uncertain.

n
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33-36: Unlike the implication of
Joseph's own two dreams
(37·5-11), the domination of the
weak over the strong is not the last
word. Foresight and prudence, Jo
seph tells Pharaoh, can enable the
land to survive catastrophe. As
things turn out, the survival of
Egypt will have a more particular
meaning as well: It foreshadows
and enables the healing of the rift
between Joseph and his brothers.
40: Joseph is once again second in
rank. See 39.19-23 n. Joseph will
indeed rule, just as his brothers
feared (37.8, 1o-11), but with this
crucial qualifica tion: His rule will
be rooted not in sheer power, but
in the benefit he provides to the
less fortunate. This corresponds to
an ideal of kingship widespread in
the ancient Near East, in which the
king is the rescuer and servant
of the people (cf. Judg. 11.4-11).
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throne shall I be superior to you." 41 Pharaoh further said
to Joseph, "See, I put you in charge of all the land of
Egypt." 42 And removing his signet ring from his hand,
Pharaoh put it on Joseph's hand; and he had him dressed
in robes of fine linen, and put a gold chain about his neck.
43 He had him ride in the chariot of his second-in
command, and they cried before him, "Abrek!"• Thus he
placed him over all the land of Egypt.
44 Pharaoh said to Joseph, "I am Pharaoh; yet without
you, no one shall lift up hand or foot in all the land of
Egypt." 45 Pharaoh then gave Joseph the name Zaphenath
paneah;b and he gave him for a wife Asenath daughter of
Poti-phera, priest of On. Thus Joseph emerged in charge
of the land of Egypt.-46Joseph was thirty years old when
he entered the service of Pharaoh king of Egypt-Leaving
Pharaoh's presence, Joseph traveled through all the land
of Egypt.
47 During the seven years of plenty, the land produced
in abundance. 4 8 And he gathered all the grain of <the
seven years that the land of Egypt was enjoying,·< and
stored the grain in the cities; he put in each city the grain
of the fields around it. 49 So Joseph collected produce in
very large quantity, like the sands of the sea, until he
ceased to measure it, for it could not be measured.
50 Before the years of famine came, Joseph became the
father of two sons, whom Asenath daughter of Poti-phera,
priest of On, bore to him. 51 Joseph named the first-born
Manasseh, meaning, "God has made me forgetd com
pletely my hardship and my parental home." 52 And the
second he named Ephraim, meaning, "God has made me
fertile" in the land of my affliction."
53 The seven years of abundance that the land of Egypt
enjoyed came to an end, 54 and the seven years of famine
set in, just as Joseph had foretold. There was famine in all
lands, but throughout the land of Egypt there was bread.
55 And when all the land of Egypt felt the hunger, the peo
ple cried out to Pharaoh for bread; and Pharaoh said to all
the Egyptians, "Go to Joseph; whatever he tells you, you
shall do."-56 Accordingly, when the famine became se
vere in the land of Egypt, Joseph laid open all that was
within, and rationed out grain to the Egyptians. The
famine, however, spread over the whole world. 57 So all
n Others "Bow tile knee," ns tlwuglr from Heb. barakh "to kneel"; pcrllnps from mr Egyp
t inn word of unknown meaning.
b Egyptimrfor "God spenks; Ire lives," or "crentor oflife."
c-c Lit. "tire seven rtenrs tllnt were in tire lmrd of Egr;pt."
d Hcb. nashshani, con nec ted witlr "Mnnnsselr" (Menashsheh).
e Hcb. hiphrani, connected wiflr "Eplrrnim."

42: This is Joseph's fifth and final

change of clothes. See v. 41.14 n.
45: In Egyptian, Asenatlz means
"the one who belongs to (the god
dess) Neith." Since Jewish law
does not recognize any marriage
between a Jew and a Gentile (see
26.34-35 n.), Jewish tradition came
to interpret Asenath as the proto
typical convert to Judaism. Her
powerful story is told at length in
an important Hellenistic novella,
"Joseph and Asenath." Rabbinic
tradition identifies her father, Poti
phera, with the Potiphar of ch 39
(b. Sot. 13b), but this is unlikely.
5 1 : Saved by the cupbearer's act of
remembrance (vv. 9-13), Joseph
nonetheless gives his first-born
son a name that celebrates forget
fulness. The family history that he
has repressed will, however, re
turn to confront him with great
force in the next chapter (42-8--9 )52: Fertility in the land of affliction
will eventually prove a mixed
blessing. "When the Israelites were
fertile and prolific, . . . a new king
arose over Egypt who did not
know Joseph" (Exod. 1.7--8) and
sought to inflict upon them the
fate decided for Joseph in Gen.
ch 3T enslavement and death
(Exod. 1.9-12, 15-22).
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the world came to Joseph in Egypt to procure rations, for
the famine had become severe throughout the world.

4 2 When Jacob saw that there were food rations to be

had in Egypt, he• said to his sons, "Why do you
keep looking at one another? 2 Now I hear," he went on,
"that there are rations to be had in Egypt. Go down and
procure rations for us there, that we may live and not die."
3 So ten of Joseph's brothers went down to get grain ra
tions in Egypt; 4 for Jacob did not send Joseph's brother
Benjamin with his brothers, since he feared that he might
meet with disaster. 5 Thus the sons of Israel were among
those who came to procure rations, for the famine ex
tended to the land of Canaan.
6 Now Joseph was the vizier of the land; it was he who
dispensed rations to all the people of the land. And
Joseph's brothers came and bowed low to him, with their
faces to the ground. 7When Joseph saw his brothers, he
recognized them; but he acted like a stranger toward them
and spoke harshly to them. He asked them, "Where do
you come from?" And they said, "From the land of Ca
naan, to procure food." B For though Joseph recognized his
brothers, they did not recognize him. 9 Recalling the
dreams that he had dreamed about them, Joseph said to
them, "You are spies, you have come to see the land in its
nakedness." 10 But they said to him, "No, my lord! Truly,
your servants have come to procure food. 11 We are all of
us sons of the same man; we are honest men; your ser
vants have never been spies!" 12 And he said to them, "No,
you have come to see the land in its nakedness!" 13 And
they replied, "We your servants were twelve brothers,
sons of a certain man in the land of Canaan; the youngest,
however, is now with our father, and one is no more."
14 But Joseph said to them, "It is just as I have told you:
You are spies! 1 5 By this you shall be put to the test: unless
your youngest brother comes here, by Pharaoh, you shall
not depart from this place! 16 Let one of you go and bring
your brother, while the rest of you remain confined, that
your words may be put to the test whether there is truth in
you. Else, by Pharaoh, you are nothing but spies!" 17 And
he confined them in the guardhouse for three days.
1BQn the third day Joseph said to them, "Do this and
you shall live, for I am a God-fearing man. 191f you are
honest men, let one of you brothers be held in your place
of detention, while the rest of you go and take home ra
tions for your starving households; 20but you must bring
n Lit. "Jacob. "
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42.1-38: The first reunion of Jo
seph and his brothers. In this
chapter, Joseph and his brothers
meet again, though in radically
different and, in fact, reversed
roles from the ones in which we
last saw them (ch 37). Now, just
as he has dreamt, it is they who
are the subordinates, and, more
over, he is the only one who
recognizes the situation. Joseph
reenacts his brothers' mistreatment
of him, only with them now as
the victims-and with a dose of
mercy altogether missing in ch 37
(with the exception of Reuben's
botched attempt to rescue him).
3-4: Once again, Jacob shows
preference for a son of Rachel
(cf. 37·3). As the events unfold,
Benjamin, Joseph's only full
brother and the youngest of the
brood, serves as Joseph's alter ego.
6: Their prostration fulfills the
dreams of 37·5-1 1. Little did any
one suspect at the time, however,
that their prostration would be in
supplication for their very lives
or that Joseph would keep them
from death. 9: To see tile land in its
nakedness recalls the episode in
ch 39, in which Joseph is unfairly
accused (and convicted) of a
sexual crime (see 9.22-24 n.).
1 1 : The first clause is truer than
the brothers recognize; the second
remains to be established; only the
third is straightforward fact.
1 3-14: Having lied to their father
about Joseph's fate (37.31-33),
the brothers now find themselves
unable to convince Pharaoh's
vizier of the truth. The Heb of the
clause and one is no more echoes
Reuben's cry of desperation in
37.30 (cf. 42.36). 1 5-17: By reaf
firming the specialness of the fa
vored son, Joseph's test requires
the brothers to confront anew the
factor that led them to commit
their infamous crime. Having
taken one "child of Uacob's] old
age" (37.3) away from his father
on the basest motivation, they
must now persuade the old man to
give up his stand-in (cf. 44.20) in
the interest of life itself. Similarly,
their imprisonment reenacts
Joseph's own fate after they sold
or abandoned him (39.1, 20).
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me your youngest brother, that your words may be veri
fied and that you may not die." And they did accordingly.
21 They said to one another, "Alas, we are being punished
on account of our brother, because we looked on at his an
guish, yet paid no heed as he pleaded with us. That is why
this distress has come upon us." 22 Then Reuben spoke up
and said to them, "Did I not tell you, 'Do no wrong to the
boy'? But you paid no heed. Now comes the reckoning for
his blood." 23 They did not know that Joseph understood,
for there was an interpreter between him and them. 24 He
turned away from them and wept. But he came back to
them and spoke to them; and he took Simeon from among
them and had him bound before their eyes. 25 Then Joseph
gave orders to fill their bags with grain, return each one's
money to his sack, and give them provisions for the jour
ney; and this was done for them. 26 So they loaded their
asses with the rations and departed from there.
27 As one of them was opening his sack to give feed to
his ass at the night encampment, he saw his money right
there at the mouth of his bag. 28 And he said to his broth
ers, "My money has been returned! It is here in my bag!"
Their hearts sank; and, trembling, they turned to one an
other, saying, "What is this that God has done to us?"
29 When they came to their father Jacob in the land of
Canaan, they told him all that had befallen them, saying,
30 "The man who is lord of the land spoke harshly to us
and accused us of spying on the land. 31 We said to him,
'We are honest men; we have never been spies! 32 There
were twelve of us brothers, sons by the same father; but
one is no more, and the youngest is now with our father in
the land of Canaan.' 33 But the man who is lord of the land
said to us, 'By this I shall know that you are honest men:
leave one of your brothers with me, and take something
for your starving households and be off. 34 And bring your
youngest brother to me, that I may know that you are not
spies but honest men. I will then restore your brother to
you, and you shall be free to move about in the land.' "
35 As they were emptying their sacks, there, in each
one's sack, was his money-bag! When they and their fa
ther saw their money-bags, they were dismayed. 36 Their
father Jacob said to them, "It is always me that you be
reave: Joseph is no more and Simeon is no more, and now
you would take away Benjamin. These things always hap
pen to me!" 37Then Reuben said to his father, "You may
kill my two sons if I do not bring him back to you. Put him
in my care, and I will return him to you." 38 But he said,
"My son must not go down with you, for his brother is
dead and he alone is left. If he meets with disaster on the
-85-
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21-22: Just as his brothers saw
only domination (and not deliver
ance) in his dreams (37·5-11), so
here they see only punishment,
never suspecting the larger design
that will lead to survival and rec
onciliation (45.5; 50.20). 24: As
Leah's second son (29.31-33),
Simeon is the appropriate hostage
for Benjamin, Rachel's second son
(35.18). His name echoes the Heb
of "paid no heed" in 42.21, 22.
25: Joseph's returning their silver
(which was weighed out and used
as money for much of the biblical
period) deftly symbolizes the
movement of the whole chapter:
The brothers are getting what they
gave! 34: I will then restore your
brother to you (not reported in vv.
18-20) refers most immediately to
Simeon, but unbeknownst to the
brothers (and perhaps even to Jo
seph himself at this point), the re
lease of Benjamin will result in
the restoration of Joseph as well.
35: Practitioners of source criti
cism tend to see this verse as a
variant of vv. 27-28, with the latter
as the secondary passage (note
that the brothers say nothing
about any returned money in
vv. 29-34). The supplementation
(if such it was) was aided by the
difference between the two vari
ants: vv. 27-28 speak literally of
only one brother, whereas v. 35
speaks of all of them. 36-38: Reu
ben once again proves ineffectual
(d. 37.18-30; 42.22). A midrash
paraphrases Jacob's decline of
Reuben's offer this way: "This is
a foolish first-born son! Are your
sons not my sons?" (Gen. Rab. 91.9).
The theme of the loss of two
sons-Jacob's and Reuben's
recalls ch 38, in which Judah loses
two sons and withholds the third.
Reuben's foolish offer thus sets the
stage for Judah's successful inter
ventions in 43.8-14 and 44.18-34.
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journey you are taking, you will send my white head
down to Sheol in grief."

4 3 But the famine in the land was severe. 2 And when

they had eaten up the rations which they had
brought from Egypt, their father said to them, "Go again
and procure some food for us." 3 But Judah said to him,
"The man warned us, •·'Do not let me see your faces-• un
less your brother is with you.' 4 1f you will let our brother
go with us, we will go down and procure food for you;
5 but if you will not let him go, we will not go down, for
the man said to us, •-'Do not let me see your faces·• unless
your brother is with you.' " 6 And Israel said, "Why did
you serve me so ill as to tell the man that you had another
brother?" 7 They replied, "But the man kept asking about
us and our family, saying, 'Is your father still living? Have
you another brother?' And we answered him accordingly.
How were we to know that he would say, 'Bring your
brother here'?"
B Then Judah said to his father Israel, "Send the boy in
my care, and let us be on our way, that we may live and
not die-you and we and our children. 9 I myself will be
surety for him; you may hold me responsible: if I do not
bring him back to you and set him before you, I shall
stand guilty before you forever. 10 for we could have been
there and back twice if we had not dawdled."
11 Then their father Israel said to them, "If it must be so,
do this: take some of the choice products of the land in
your baggage, and carry them down as a gift for the
man-some balm and some honey, gum, ladanum, pista
chio nuts, and almonds. 12 And take with you double the
money, carrying back with you the money that was re
placed in the mouths of your bags; perhaps it was a mis
take. 13 Take your brother too; and go back at once to the
man. 14 And may El Shaddai dispose the man to mercy to
ward you, that he may release to you your other brother,
as well as Benjamin. As for me, if I am to be bereaved, I
shall be bereaved."
15 So the men took that gift, and they took with them
double the money, as well as Benjamin. They made their
way down to Egypt, where they presented themselves to
Joseph. 16 When Joseph saw Benjamin with them, he said
to his house steward, "Take the men into the house;
slaughter and prepare an animal, for the men will dine
with me at noon." 17 The man did as Joseph said, and he
brought the men into Joseph's house. 18 But the men were
a-a Lit. "Do not see III!J face. "
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43.1-34: The brothers' second trip

to Egypt. Chs 43-45 repeat the pat

tern of ch 42, only with variations,
greater detail, and much greater
emotional tension. Once again, the
brothers depart for Egypt, ap
proach Joseph fearfully, find them
selves subjected to a frightening
test of their honesty as well as ac
cusations of deceit, and once again
they return to their father. Ch 43
records, first, Judah's persuasion
of a reluctant Jacob to release his
beloved Benjamin and, second, the
ensuing encounter of Joseph and
his brothers-this time all eleven
of them. �: Jacob, to whom the
brothers once lied about Joseph
(37.31-35), now accuses them of
telling too much of the truth. The
brothers are, in fact, still lying,
though with a more benign inten
tion. For, according to 42.9-13,
they volunteered the information
about their youngest brother.
9: Surety (Heb '"arav") recalls the
"pledge" ('"eravon") that Judah
offered Tamar in 38.q. In this
speech, Judah persuades his father,
who believes he has lost two sons,
to surrender the third-exactly the
act that he had dangerously
sought to avoid in ch 38. The com
mercial terminology is especially
apt on the lips of the son that sug
gested his brother be sold
(37.26-27). 1 1 : As in 37.21-30,
Judah's plan succeeds where
Reuben's had failed (42.37-38).
This is another indication that one
function of the Joseph story is to
explain why Joseph (the dominant
tribe of the North) and Judah (the
royal tribe of the South) became
more important than Reuben (the
first-born). See 1 Chron. 5.1-2. The
balm and ladnnum (a fragrant resin)
recall the commodities conveyed
by the Ishmaelite caravan in 37.25.
Once again, Jacob's beloved son
is being brought to Egypt-only
this time with his father's knowl
edge and consent and as a sign
(unknown to all but Joseph) of
healing rather than estrangement.
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frightened at being brought into Joseph's house. "It must
be," they thought, "because of the money replaced in our
bags the first time that we have been brought inside, as a
pretext to attack us and seize us as slaves, with our pack
animals." 1 9 So they went up to Joseph's house steward
and spoke to him at the entrance of the house. 2 0 "If you
please, my lord," they said, "we came down once before
to procure food. 21 But when we arrived at the night en
campment and opened our bags, there was each one's
money in the mouth of his bag, our money in full! So we
have brought it back with us. 22 And we have brought
down with us other money to procure food. We do not
know who put the money in our bags." 23 He replied, "All
is well with you; do not be afraid. Your God, the God of
your father, must have put treasure in your bags for you. I
got your payment." And he brought out Simeon to them.
24 Then the man brought the men into Joseph's house;
he gave them water to bathe their feet, and he provided
feed for their asses. 25 They laid out their gifts to await
Joseph's arrival at noon, for they had heard that they were
to dine there.
26 When Joseph came home, they presented to him the
gifts that they had brought with them into the house,
bowing low before him to the ground. 27 He greeted them,
and he said, "How is your aged father of whom you
spoke? Is he still in good health?" 2B They replied, "It is
well with your servant our father; he is still in good
health." And they bowed and made obeisance.
29 Looking about, he saw his brother Benjamin, his
mother's son, and asked, "Is this your youngest brother of
whom you spoke to me?" And he went on, "May God be
gracious to you, my boy." 3° With that, Joseph hurried out,
for he was overcome with feeling toward his brother and
was on the verge of tears; he went into a room and wept
there. 31 Then he washed his face, reappeared, and-now
in control of himself-gave the order, "Serve the meal."
32 They served him by himself, and them by themselves,
and the Egyptians who ate with him by themselves; for
the Egyptians could not dine with the Hebrews, since that
would be abhorrent to the Egyptians. 33 As they were
seated by his direction, from the oldest in the order of his
seniority to the youngest in the order of his youth, the
men looked at one another in astonishment. 34 Portions
were served them from his table; but Benjamin's portion
was severalb times that of anyone else. And they drank
their fill with him.
n

Lit. "by its weight."

b Lit. "five. "

23: Joseph's steward senses the
hand of a beneficent providence in
these strange events. Much to their
surprise, the brothers' honesty
works to their advantage. It even
restores one lost brother, the
hostage Simeon. 30-3 1 : Joseph's
emotion is described as more in
tense here than in 42.24. The harsh
self-presentation of Pharaoh's
vizier is rapidly yielding to the
Hebrew man's love of father and
brothers. 32: It is unclear why
Egyptians would find it abhorrent
to dine with Hebrews. The phe
nomenon is probably connected to
the reports that Egyptians found
shepherds to be "abhorrent"
(46.34; cf. Exod. 8.22), a tradition
lacking historical corroboration.
33-34: Joseph no sooner reaffirms
the principle of seniority-the
brothers are amazed that the
Egyptian vizier knows their order
of birth-than he reenacts the fa
voritism for the youngest that once
proved so problematic to the fam
ily. This time, however, the broth
ers show no resentment. This meal
contrasts poignantly with the meal
to which the brothers sat down
after throwing Joseph into the pit
(37.25; see also 42.21).
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4 4 Then he instructed his house steward as follows,

"Fill the men's bags with food, as much as they can
carry, and put each one's money in the mouth of his bag.
2 Put my silver goblet in the mouth of the bag of the
youngest one, together with his money for the rations."
And he did as Joseph told him.
3 With the first light of morning, the men were sent off
with their pack animals. 4 They had just left the city and
had not gone far, when Joseph said to his steward, "Up,
go after the men! And when you overtake them, say to
them, 'Why did you repay good with evil? S it is the very
one from which my master drinks and which he uses for
divination. It was a wicked thing for you to do!' "
6 He overtook them and spoke those words to them.
7 And they said to him, "Why does my lord say such
things? Far be it from your servants to do anything of the
kind! s Here we brought back to you from the land of Ca
naan the money that we found in the mouths of our bags.
How then could we have stolen any silver or gold from
your master's house! 9Whichever of your servants it is
found with shall die; the rest of us, moreover, shall be
come slaves to my lord." 10 He replied, "Although what
you are proposing is right, only the one with whom it is
found shall be my slave; but the rest of you shall go free."
11 So each one hastened to lower his bag to the ground,
and each one opened his bag. 12 He searched, beginning
with the oldest and ending with the youngest; and the
goblet turned up in Benjamin's bag. 13 At this they rent
their clothes. Each reloaded his pack animal, and they re
turned to the city.
14 When Judah and his brothers reentered the house of
Joseph, who was still there, they threw themselves on the
ground before him. 15Joseph said to them, "What is this
deed that you have done? Do you not know that a man
like me practices divination?" 16Judah replied, "What can
we say to my lord? How can we plead, how can we prove
our innocence? God has uncovered the crime of your ser
vants. Here we are, then, slaves of my lord, the rest of us
as much as he in whose possession the goblet was found."
17 But he replied, "Far be it from me to act thus! Only he in
whose possession the goblet was found shall be my slave;
the rest of you go back in peace to your father."
VA-YIGGASH
18 Then Judah went up to him and said, "Please, my lord,
let your servant appeal to my lord, and do not be impa
tient with your servant, you who are the equal of Pharaoh.
1 9 My lord asked his servants, 'Have you a father or an-88-

44.1-17: The incident of the sil
ver goblet. This passage recalls
Joseph's clandestine return of his
brothers' money to their sacks
(42.25-38), except this time Joseph
specifically targets Jacob's favored
son (and Joseph's stand-in), Benja
min (absent in the prior episode).
This seems to be a test: Will the
older ten brothers jettison Benja
min when his presence becomes
inconvenient, as they once did Jo
seph, or have they finally learned
the painful lesson about family
solidarity and filial obedience?

5: It is the very onefrom which my
master drinks seems abrupt. An an
cient Jewish translation (the Septu
agint) gives evidence that a second
question, "Why have you stolen
my silver goblet?" once followed
the one at the end of v. 4· In con
trast to other passages in the Torah
(Lev. 19.26; Num. 23.23; Deut.
18.1o-11), divination (fortune
telling) is not here condemned (cf.
)0.27). The practice suggests
Joseph's ominous dreams, the im
mediate cause of his brothers' sell
ing him into slavery, and the silver
of the goblet recalls the "twenty
pieces of silver" they received for
selling him (37.18-28). 7-9: The ac
cusation strikingly recalls Laban's
charge that Jacob had stolen his
household icons (31.25-37). The
latter's defense, "anyone with
whom you find your gods shall
not remain alive!" (J1.J2) is proba
bly connected to Rachel's prema
ture death giving birth to Benja
min (35.16-20). Here, too, the curse
involves death for the malefactor,
but it also entails slavery for the
rest of the brothers (44.9). Not co
incidentally, death and slavery
were the two punishments that the
brothers plotted to inflict on Jo
seph in 37.18-28. 14-17: Judah
again assumes the leading position
(see 43.11 n.). Having devised the
plan to sell Joseph into slavery
(37.26-27), he now offers to accept
slavery upon himself and his
brothers rather than abandon Ben
jamin, as he (and they, with the ex
ception of the ineffectual Reuben)
had once callously and criminally
abandoned Joseph. 1 7: Joseph
forces his older brothers to face
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other brother?' 20 We told my lord, 'We have an old father,
and there is a child of his old age, the youngest; his full
brother is dead, so that he alone is left of his mother, and
his father dotes on him.' 21 Then you said to your servants,
'Bring him down to me, that I may set eyes on him.' 22 We
said to my lord, 'The boy cannot leave his father; if he
were to leave him, his father would die.' 23 But you said
to your servants, 'Unless your youngest brother comes
down with you, do not let me see your faces.' 24 When we
came back to your servant my father, we reported my
lord's words to him.
25 "Later our father said, 'Go back and procure some
food for us.' 26 We answered, 'We cannot go down; only if
our youngest brother is with us can we go down, for we
may not •·show our faces to the man ·• unless our youngest
brother is with us.' 27 Your servant my father said to us,
'As you know, my wife bore me two sons. 28 But one is
gone from me, and I said: Alas, he was torn by a beast!
And I have not seen him since. 29 If you take this one from
me, too, and he meets with disaster, you will send my
white head down to Sheol in sorrow.'
30 "Now, if I come to your servant my father and the boy
is not with us-since his own life is so bound up with
his__31 when he sees that the boy is not with us, he will
die, and your servants will send the white head of your
servant our father down to Sheol in grief. 32 Now your ser
vant has pledged himself for the boy to my father, saying,
'If I do not bring him back to you, I shall stand guilty be
fore my father forever.' 33 Therefore, please let your ser
vant remain as a slave to my lord instead of the boy, and
let the boy go back with his brothers. 34 For how can I go
back to my father unless the boy is with me? Let me not be
witness to the woe that would overtake my father!"

4 5 Joseph
could no longer control himself before all
his attendants, and he cried out, "Have everyone

withdraw from me!" So there was no one else about when
Joseph made himself known to his brothers. 2 His sobs
were so loud that the Egyptians could hear, and so the
news reached Pharaoh's palace.
3 Joseph said to his brothers, "I am Joseph. Is my father
still well?" But his brothers could not answer him, so
dumfounded were they on account of him.
4 Then Joseph said to his brothers, "Come forward to
me." And when they carne forward, he said, "I am your
brother Joseph, he whom you sold into Egypt. S Now, do
a-a Lit. "see tire man's face. "
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and, moreover, to accept the spe
cial place that Benjamin (Joseph's
alter ego) has in his father's
heart.

44.111-45.28: The turning point.
With all apparently lost and Benja
min about to enter into slavery
(and Jacob about to die as a result),
Judah again assumes the lead role,
with results that amaze all con
cerned. 1 8: "Va-Yiggash," trans
lated here as went up, appears also
in the introduction to Abraham's
bold intercession for Sodom in
18.23 (where it is rendered "came
forward"). Both Judah's speech
and Abraham's exhibit a delicate
balance of deference and assertion,
and both succeed in moving the
addressee from judgment to
mercy. Abraham's argument, how
ever, rests on the possibility that
there is an innocent minority in the
evil city (18.23-32), whereas Judah
makes no argument for Benjamin's
innocence (even if he believed in
it, he could hardly make the case
without incriminating Joseph or
his staff). Instead, he appeals to
the vizier's compassion for the for
eigners' father and courageously
offers himself in Benjamin's stead.
30-3 1 : Judah is unwittingly accus
ing Pharaoh's vizier of killing his
own father, catching Joseph in his
own stratagem. 32-33: See 43·9 n.,
where the same verb ('"arav,"
"pledged himself") appears.
33: Judah offers to take the place
of Benjamin, who takes the place
of Joseph (vv. 27-28). The brother
responsible for selling Joseph into
slavery (37.26-27) now freely of
fers himself as a slave to Joseph in
order to save Jacob's life. Things
have come full circle, and the long
standing and nearly fatal rift in the
family is about to be healed.
45.4-8: Joseph no sooner reminds
his brothers of their great sin (v. 4)
than he renounces retribution, in
terpreting the events that have
overtaken the House of Israel as he
had interpreted Pharaoh's dreams
(41.25-36): God has arranged
things so that the disaster (though
very real and very painful) is not
the last word. The last word is a
word of life, not death (vv. 5-8;
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not be distressed or reproach yourselves because you sold
me hither; it was to save life that God sent me ahead of
you. 6 It is now two years that there has been famine in the
land, and there are still five years to come in which there
shall be no yield from tilling. 7 God has sent me ahead of
you to ensure your survival on earth, and to save your
lives in an extraordinary deliverance. B So, it was not you
who sent me here, but God; and He has made me a father
to Pharaoh, lord of all his household, and ruler over the
whole land of Egypt.
9 "Now, hurry back to my father and say to him: Thus
says your son Joseph, 'God has made me lord of all Egypt;
come down to me without delay. 10You will dwell in the
region of Goshen, where you will be near me--you and
your children and your grandchildren, your flocks and
herds, and all that is yours. 11 There I will provide for
you-for there are yet five years of famine to come--that
you and your household and all that is yours may not suf
fer want.' 1 2 You can see for yourselves, and my brother
Benjamin for himself, that it is indeed I who am speaking
to you. 13 And you must tell my father everything about
my high station in Egypt and all that you have seen; and
bring my father here with all speed."
14With that he embraced• his brother Benjamin around
the neck and wept, and Benjamin wept on his neck. 15 He
kissed all his brothers and wept upon them; only then
were his brothers able to talk to him.
16The news reached Pharaoh's palace: "Joseph's broth
ers have come." Pharaoh and his courtiers were pleased.
17 And Pharaoh said to Joseph, "Say to your brothers, 'Do
as follows: load up your beasts and go at once to the land
of Canaan. 1 B Take your father and your households and
come to me; I will give you the best of the land of Egypt
and you shall live off the fat of the land.' 19 And you are
bidden [to add], 'Do as follows: take from the land of
Egypt wagons for your children and your wives, and
bring your father here. 20 And never mind your belong
ings, for the best of all the land of Egypt shall be yours.' "
21 The sons of Israel did so; Joseph gave them wagons as
Pharaoh had commanded, and he supplied them with
provisions for the journey. 22 To each of them, moreover,
he gave a change of clothing; but to Benjamin he gave
three hundred pieces of silver and several b changes of
clothing. 23 And to his father he sent the following: ten
he-asses laden with the best things of Egypt, and ten she
asses laden with grain, bread, and provisions for his fan

Lit. "fell orr."

b Lit. "five"; cf 43·34·
-
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cf. 50.19-21). Father to Pharaoh (v. 8)
has some parallels in Egyptian,
and seems to denote Joseph's of
fice of vizier and head counselor.

Ruler over the whole land of Egypt

echoes the brothers' angry and
incredulous question in 37.8
("Do you mean to rule over us?").
9: Come down to me recalls Jacob's
plaintive words in 37.35, "I will go
down mourning to my son in
Sheol." Now he goes down to Jo
seph not in Sheol, but in Egypt,
over which the once rejected son
now rules by the grace of God.
14: The scene is highly reminiscent
of the reconciliation of Esau and
Jacob in 33-4- 22: Joseph's giving
extra clothing to Benjamin recalls
Jacob's giving him an "ornamental
tunic" in 37·3· The fraternal recon
ciliation does not mean that the
old favoritism has come to an end
and all the brothers are equal. It
means, rather, that all concerned
are now at last able to live with
and accept the favoritism with
grace and good will. 24: Rashi
thinks the plain sense is that "the
brothers should refrain from blam
ing each other for the sale of Jo
seph and for defaming him so as
to make him hateful to them-not
bad advice in light of past experi
ence (42.22).
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ther on the journey. 24 As he sent his brothers off on their
way, he told them, "Do not be quarrelsome on the way."
25 They went up from Egypt and came to their father
Jacob in the land of Canaan. 26 And they told him, "Joseph
is still alive; yes, he is ruler over the whole land of Egypt."
His heart went numb, for he did not believe them. 27 But
when they recounted all that Joseph had said to them, and
when he saw the wagons that Joseph had sent to transport
him, the spirit of their father Jacob revived. 28 "Enough!"
said Israel. "My son Joseph is still alive! I must go and see
him before I die."

4 6 Soto Israel
set out with all that was his, and he came
Beer-sheba, where he offered sacrifices to the

God of his father Isaac. 2 God called to Israel in a vision by
night: "Jacob! Jacob ! " He answered, "Here." 3 And He
said, "I am God, the God of your father. Fear not to go
down to Egypt, for I will make you there into a great na
tion. 4 I Myself will go down with you to Egypt, and I My
self will also bring you back; and Joseph's hand shall close
your eyes."
5 So Jacob set out from Beer-sheba. The sons of Israel put
their father Jacob and their children and their wives in the
wagons that Pharaoh had sent to transport him; 6 and they
took along their livestock and the wealth that they had
amassed in the land of Canaan. Thus Jacob and all his off
spring with him came to Egypt: 7 he brought with him to
Egypt his sons and grandsons, his daughters and grand
daughters-all his offspring.
B These are the names of the Israelites, Jacob and his de
scendants, who came to Egypt.
Jacob's first-born Reuben; 9 Reuben's sons: Enoch,a
Pallu, Hezron, and Carmi. lO Simean's sons: Jemuel,
Jamin, Ohad, Jachin, Zohar, and Saulb the son of a Ca
naanite woman. 11 Levi's sons: Gershon, Kohath, and Me
rari. 12 Judah's sons: Er, Onan, Shelah, Perez, and Zerah
but Er and Onan had died in the land of Canaan; and
Perez's sons were Hezron and Hamul. 13 Jssachar 's sons:
Tola, Puvah, lob, and Shimron. 14 Zebulun's sons: Sered,
Elon, and Jahleel. 15 Those were the sons whom Leah bore
to Jacob in Paddan-aram, in addition to his daughter
Dinah. Persons in all, male and female: 33!
16 Gad's sons: Ziphion, Haggi, Shuni, Ezbon, Eri, Arodi,
and Areli. 17 Asher's sons: Imnah, Ishvah, Ishvi, and Be
riah, and their sister Serah. Beriah's sons: Heber and Mal
chiel. 1B These were the descendants of Zilpah, whom
a Or "Hanocll."

b Or "Siraul. "

c !llcludillg Jacob.

46.1-7: Jacob

sets out for Egypt.

With Jacob's departure for Egypt,
the tale of Joseph rejoins the patri
archal story from which it sepa
rated when Joseph was sold into
slavery in ch 37· At the same time,
these verses look forward to the
next seemingly inseparable chal
lenge to the House of Israel, the af
fliction in Egypt. 2-4: God's only
speech in chs 37-50 reiterates the
promise to Abraham and Isaac (cf.
12.2-3; 26.2-5), assuring Jacob that
his departure from the promised
land will not void God's commit
ment to his forebears. I Myself will
also bring you back (v. 4) looks for
ward to the exodus and under
scores the fact that, as the Passover
Haggadah puts it, "Our father Jacob
did not come down to strike roots
in Egypt but only to sojourn
there." joseph's hand shall close your
eyes (v. 4) means that Joseph will
lovingly attend to his father's
needs at the moment of the latter's
death.

46.8-27: Joseph's household. A
list of Jacob's children and grand
children interrupts the account of
his journey to Egypt. 12: The men
tion of Er and Onan who died in the
land of Canaan indicates that the
list was once independent of its
current role as a census of the
Israelites who came to Egypt (v. 8).
15: The figure 33 requires that Er
and Onan be counted but Dinah
be excluded, despite the unam
biguous expression male and female.
If we replace Judah's two deceased
sons with Dinah, we arrive at a fig
ure of 32 descendants of Leah
exactly twice the number of her
handmaiden Zilpah (v. 18). The
symmetry with Rachel, who has
twice as many descendants as her
handmaiden Bilhah (vv. 22, 25),
commends this interpretation. In
order to reach 33, we must then
count Jacob himself in the census.
A midrash solves the problem by
postulating that Moses' mother,
Jochebed (Exod. 6.20), was born
between the city walls as her
parents entered Egypt (i.e., she
was counted before she was
named)-hence the plural
"daughters" in v. 7 (b. B. Bat. 123b).
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Laban had given to his daughter Leah. These she bore to
}acob-16 persons.
19 The sons of Jacob's wife Rachel were Joseph and Ben
jamin. 20 To Joseph were born in the land of Egypt Manas
seh and Ephraim, whom Asenath daughter of Poti-phera
priest of On bore to him. 21 Benjamin's sons: Bela, Becher,
Ashbel, Cera, Naaman, Ehi, Rosh, Muppim, Huppim, and
Ard. 22 These were the descendants of Rachel who were
born to }acob-14 persons in all.
23 Dan's son:• Hushim. 24 Naphtali's sons: Jahzeel, Guni,
Jezer, and Shillem. 25 These were the descendants of Bil
hah, whom Laban had given to his daughter Rachel.
These she bore to Jacob-7 persons in all.
26 All the persons belonging to Jacob who came to
Egyptb-his own issue, aside from the wives of Jacob's
sons-all these persons numbered 66. 27 And Joseph's
sons who were born to him in Egypt were two in number.
Thus the total of Jacob's household who came to Egypt
was seventy persons.<
28 He had sent Judah ahead of him to Joseph, to point
the way before him to Goshen. So when they came to the
region of Goshen, 29Joseph orderedd his chariot and went
to Goshen to meet his father Israel; he presented himself
to him and, embracing him around the neck, he wept on
his neck a good while. 30Then Israel said to Joseph, "Now
I can die, having seen for myself that you are still alive."
31 Then Joseph said to his brothers and to his father's
household, "I will go up and tell the news to Pharaoh, and
say to him, 'My brothers and my father's household, who
were in the land of Canaan, have come to me. 32 The men
are shepherds; they have always been breeders of live
stock, and they have brought with them their flocks and
herds and all that is theirs.' 33 So when Pharaoh summons
you and asks, 'What is your occupation?' 34you shall an
swer, 'Your servants have been breeders of livestock from
the start until now, both we and our fathers'-so that you
may stay in the region of Goshen. For all shepherds are
abhorrent to Egyptians."

4 7 Then Joseph came and reported to Pharaoh, saying,

"My father and my brothers, with their flocks and
herds and all that is theirs, have come from the land of Ca
naan and are now in the region of Goshen." 2 And selecting

n
b
c
d

Heb. "sons. "
Not including foseplr and Joseph's two so11s.
Including Jacob and foseplr.
Lit. "/rite/red. "
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27: Seventy persons, seventy was
considered a perfect number. The
quest for progeny-the fulfillment
of the promise to Abraham-is
now complete. The opening verses
of Exodus will recapitulate the
numbering of Jacob's family and
continue the narrative with the
quest for the land promised to
Abraham.
·

46.28-30: The reunion

of father
and son. The narrative of Jacob's

journey to Egypt resumes after the
census of vv. 8--27. Having seen for
himself that his beloved son lives
and that his own life has been ful
filled beyond his wildest dreams,
the elderly Jacob is at last prepared
to accept his death (contrast 37·35;
42-38).

46.31-47.12: Audience with Phar

aoh. Joseph carefully prepares his
family for an audience in the royal
court. He presents his brothers
and then his father to the king of
Egypt ( the family members make
their appearances in the same
order as in his dreams in 37·5-11).
46.34: Goshen is a fertile region in
the eastern delta of the Nile. It is
unclear why all shepherds are abhor
rent to Egyptians. Pharaoh has
herds of his own (47.6). Some
scholars connect this with a late
folk etymology of "Hyksos" asso
ciated with the Egyptian word for
"shepherd." The Hyksos were a
Syro-Palestinian group who ruled
Lower Egypt about 168o-1540 BCE.
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a few• of his brothers, he presented them to Pharaoh.
3 Pharaoh said to his brothers, "What is your occupation?"
They answered Pharaoh, "We your servants are shepherds,
as were also our fathers. 4 We have come," they told Phar
aoh, " to sojourn in this land, for there is no pasture for your
servants' flocks, the famine being severe in the land of Ca
naan. Pray, then, let your servants stay in the region of Go
shen." 5 Then Pharaoh said to Joseph, "As regards your fa
ther and your brothers who have come to you, 6 the land of
Egypt is open before you: settle your father and your
brothers in the best part of the land; let them stay in the re
gion of Goshen. And if you know any capable men among
them, put them in charge of my livestock."
7 Joseph then brought his father Jacob and presented
him to Pharaoh; and Jacob greeted Pharaoh. 8 Pharaoh
asked Jacob, "How many are the years of your life?" 9 And
Jacob answered Pharaoh, "The years of my sojourn [on
earth] are one hundred and thirty. Few and hard have
been the years of my life, nor do they come up to the life
spans of my fathers during their sojourns." 1DThen Jacob
bade Pharaoh farewell, and left Pharaoh's presence.
11 So Joseph settled his father and his brothers, giving
them holdings in the choicest part of the land of Egypt, in
the region of Rameses, as Pharaoh had commanded. 12 Jo
seph sustained his father, and his brothers, and all his
father's household with bread, down to the little ones.
13 Now there was no bread in all the world, for the
famine was very severe; both the land of Egypt and the
hmd of Canaan languished because of the famine. 14 Jo
seph gathered in all the money that was to be found in the
land of Egypt and in the land of Canaan, as payment for
the rations that were being procured, and Joseph brought
the money into Pharaoh's palace. 15 And when the money
gave out in the land of Egypt and in the land of Canaan,
all the Egyptians came to Joseph and said, "Give us bread,
lest we die before your very eyes; for the money is gone!"
16 And Joseph said, "Bring your livestock, and I will sell to
you against your livestock, if the money is gone." 17 So
they brought their livestock to Joseph, and Joseph gave
them bread in exchange for the horses, for the stocks of
sheep and cattle, and the asses; thus he provided them
with bread that year in exchange for all their livestock.
18 And when that year was ended, they came to him the
next year and said to him, "We cannot hide from my lord
that, with all the money and animal stocks consigned to
a

Lit. "five. "
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47.9: Since Jacob dies at 147
(47.28), he has two periods of sev
enteen years with Joseph, the first
seventeen of the latter's life (37.2)
and the last seventeen of his own.
See 25.7 n.; 35.28 n. 10: Bade . . .
farewell can also be translated
"blessed." The theme that contact
with the family of Abraham results
in blessing for Gentiles (or at least
for those Gentiles who treat them
well) is widespread in Genesis
(12.3; 22.18; 26.4; 28.14; J0.27-JD;
39·5· 2J).

47.13-27: Joseph saves and en
slaves the Egyptians. This passage
describes the progressive impover
ishment of the Egyptian popula
tion, Joseph's rescue of them
through skillful administration,
and, finally and most troublingly,
his enslavement of them to Phar
aoh. The tables have indeed
turned: The man who was brought
to Egypt as a slave now reduces
the Egyptians to slavery, all the
while, however, saving their lives,
just as he saved the lives of his
own family. The cruelty of
Joseph's enslavement of Egypt
does not seem to bother the
narrator. When Joseph died,
however, and "a new king arose
over Egypt who did not know
Joseph" (Exod. 1.8), the House
of Israel found themselves
once again on the wrong end
of the enslavement process.
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my lord, nothing is left at my lord's disposal save our per
sons and our farmland. 19Let us not perish before your
eyes, both we and our land. Take us and our land in ex
change for bread, and we with our land will be serfs to
Pharaoh; provide the seed, that we may live and not die,
and that the land may not become a waste."
20So Joseph gained possession of all the farm land of
Egypt for Pharaoh, every Egyptian having sold his field
because the famine was too much for them; thus the land
passed over to Pharaoh. 21 And he removed the popula
tion town by town," from one end of Egypt's border to the
other. 22 0nly the land of the priests he did not take over,
for the priests had an allotment from Pharaoh, and they
lived off the allotment which Pharaoh had made to them;
therefore they did not sell their land.
23 Then Joseph said to the people, "Whereas I have this
day acquired you and your land for Pharaoh, here is seed
for you to sow the land. 24 And when harvest comes, you
shall give one-fifth to Pharaoh, and four-fifths shall be
yours as seed for the fields and as food for you and those
in your households, and as nourishment for your chil
dren." 25 And they said, "You have saved our lives! We are
grateful to my lord, and we shall be serfs to Pharaoh."
26 And Joseph made it into a land law in Egypt, which is
still valid, that a fifth should be Pharaoh's; only the land
of the priests did not become Pharaoh's.
27Thus Israel settled in the country of Egypt, in the re
gion of Goshen; they acquired holdings in it, and were fer
tile and increased greatly.

'n'1
VA-YEI:II
28Jacob lived seventeen years in the land of Egypt, so that
the span of Jacob's life came to one hundred and forty
seven years. 29 And when the time approached for Israel
to die, he summoned his son Joseph and said to him, "Do
me this favor, place your hand under my thigh as a pledge
of your steadfast loyalty: please do not bury me in Egypt.
30 When I lie down with my fathers, take me up from
Egypt and bury me in their burial-place." He replied, "I
will do as you have spoken." 31 And he said, "Swear to
me." And he swore to him. Then Israel bowed at the head
of the bed.

4 8 Some time afterward, Joseph was told, "Your fa
ther is ill." So he took with him his two sons, Ma
nasseh and Ephraim. 2 When Jacob was told, "Your son Jo-

a Menning ofHeb. uncertain.
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21: The Masoretic Text seems to
refer to a forced transfer of the
rural population as part of the pro
gram of nationalization of the
farmland. Other versions evidence
a slightly variant wording with
a very different meaning: "He
made the population into slaves."
27: Whereas the Egyptians lose
their land to Pharaoh because of
Joseph's administrative policy, the
Israelites acquire holdings through
the generosity of Pharaoh, grateful
for Joseph's managerial skills. Sim
ilarly, the fertility and increase of
Israel contrasts with the devasta
tion and impoverishment of the
Egyptians, once again underscor
ing the special role of the former in
God's designs.

Jacob's deathbed
adoption of Joseph's sons. As be

47.28-48.22:

fits a deathbed scene, this passage
looks both to the past and to the
future. Jacob gives a retrospective
of his experience of the patriarchal
promise and his loss of his favored
wife, Rachel (48.3-7), but he also
makes Joseph promise to bury him
in the promised land (47-29-JO),
thus reiterating and deepening fa
milial devotion to the patrimony
of which they have yet to take pos
session. Similarly, Jacob's blessing
of Joseph's two sons, in the reverse
of the birth order (48.8-20), looks
back to his own supplanting of his
older brother early in life

(25.22-33; 27.1-45), but it also au
thorizes the establishment of
Ephraim and Manasseh in the
twelve-tribe league that was to be
biblical Israel 47.28: See 35.28 n.
29-30: The scene recalls that of
24-2--9. Once again the patriarchal
promise is at risk, and once again
an ailing and aged patriarch
solemnly undertakes to reconnect
with the family tradition. 3 1 : The
meaning of Jacob/Israel's bowing
is unclear (cf. 1 Kings 1.47). If he
bows to Joseph, he fulfills the sec
ond of the latter's two predictive
dreams (37·9-10). 48.3: On El
Shaddai, see 17.1 n. S-7: Jacob
adopts his two grandsons born in
Egypt, explaining this by reference
to his affection for their departed
grandmother, Rachel. This pro-
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seph has come to see you," Israel summoned his strength
and sat up in bed.
3 And Jacob said to Joseph, "El Shaddai appeared to me
at Luz in the land of Canaan, and He blessed me, 4 and
said to me, 'I will make you fertile and numerous, making
of you a community of peoples; and I will assign this land
to your offspring to come for an everlasting possession.'
5 Now, your two sons, who were born to you in the land of
Egypt before I came to you in Egypt, shall be mine;
Ephraim and Manasseh shall be mine no less than Reuben
and Simeon. 6 But progeny born to you after them shall be
yours; they shall be recorded instead • of their brothers in
their inheritance. 7 I [do this because], when I was return
ing from Paddan, Rachel died, to my sorrow, while I was
journeying in the land of Canaan, when still some dis
tance short of Ephrath; and I buried her there on the road
to Ephrath"-now Bethlehem.
S Noticing Joseph's sons, Israel asked, "Who are these?"
9 And Joseph said to his father, "They are my sons, whom
God has given me here." "Bring them up to me," he said,
"that I may bless them." 1D Now Israel's eyes were dim
with age; he could not see. So [Joseph] brought them close
to him, and he kissed them and embraced them. 11 And Is
rael said to Joseph, "I never expected to see you again,
and here God has let me see your children as well."
12Joseph then removed them from his knees, and
bowed low with his face to the ground. 13 Joseph took the
two of them, Ephraim with his right hand-to Israel's
left-and Manasseh with his left hand-to Israel's right
and brought them close to him. 14 But Israel stretched out
his right hand and laid it on Ephraim's head, though he
was the younger, and his left hand on Manasseh's head
thus crossing his hands-although Manasseh was the
first-born. 15 And he blessed Joseph, saying,
"The God i n whose ways my fathers Abraham and
Isaac walked,
The God who has been my shepherd from my
birth to this day16
The Angel who has redeemed me from all harm
Bless the lads.
In them may my name be recalled,
And the names of my fathers Abraham and Isaac,
And may they be teeming multitudes upon the
earth."
17 When Joseph saw that his father was placing his right
hand on Ephraim's head, he thought it wrong; so he took
a Lit. "under tire name. "

motes them to the status of tribal
founders and makes his favored
wife their mother in place of the
Egyptian priest's daughter Ase
nath (41.50-52). Moreover, the end
of v. 5 seems to mean that Ephraim
and Manasseh will become the se
nior tribes, replacing Reuben and
Simeon, both of whom earn their
father's censure (34.30; 35.22;
49.3-7; cf. 1 Chron. 5.1). V. 6 stipu
lates that any other children that
Joseph has or will have (the
Tanakh lists no others) shall be
classified under Ephraim and
Manasseh and not hold the status
of the sons of Jacob. Note that
whereas some lists of the twelve
include Joseph and the clerical
tribe Levi (e.g., Deut. 27.12-13),
others omit Levi and divide Joseph
into Ephraim and Manasseh (e.g.,
Num. 1.5-15). B: Israel's question
is odd, since he has just spoken
about Ephraim and Manasseh in
considerable detail and with no
deficit of clarity. The problem dis
appears if v. 8 is seen as the contin
uation of v. 2, and vv. 3-7 (which
employ classic P language) are un
derstood as an interpretation. In
the text as it comes to us, however,
the effect of v. 8 is to suggest that
the aged Israel is confused and for
getful, somewhat like his own fa
ther in ch 27. If so, this time the
suggestion proves wrong (vv.
17-20)! 1 0: Cf. 27.1. 1 7-20: Both
tribes became important, though it
is from Ephraim that Moses' suc
cessor Joshua, the prophet Samuel,
and Jeroboam I, the founder of
the Northern Kingdom (Israel)
all hailed (Num. 13.8; 1 Sam. 1.1;
1 Kings 11.26). In fact, "Ephraim"
eventually became another
name for the Northern Kingdom
itself (e.g., Hos. 5.3; Isa. 7.1-17).
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hold of his father's hand to move it from Ephraim's head
to Manasseh's. lB "Not so, Father," Joseph said to his fa
ther, "for the other is the first-born; place your right hand
on his head." 1 9 But his father objected, saying, "I know,
my son, I know. He too shall become a people, and he too
shall be great. Yet his younger brother shall be greater
than he, and his offspring shall be plentiful enough for na
tions." 20 So he blessed them that day, saying, "By you
shall Israel invoke blessings, saying: God make you like
Ephraim and Manasseh." Thus he put Ephraim before
Manasseh.
21 Then Israel said to Joseph, "I am about to die; but God
will be with you and bring you back to the land of your fa
thers. 22 And now, I assign to you one portion• more than
to your brothers, which I wrested from the Arnorites with
my sword and bow."

4 9 And Jacob called his sons and said, "Corne to

gether that I may tell you what is to befall you in
days to come.
2
Assemble and hearken, 0 sons of Jacob;
Hearken to Israel your father:
3

4

5

6
n

Reuben, you are my first-born,
My might and first fruit of my vigor,
Exceeding in rank
And exceeding in honor.
Unstable as water, you shall excel no longer;
For when you mounted your father's bed,
You brought disgrace-my couch he mounted!
Simeon and Levi are a pair;
Their weapons are tools of lawlessness.
Let not my person be included in their council,
Let not my being be counted in their assembly.

Menning of Heb. shekhern uncertain; others "mountain slope."

20: Jacob's words are used in the
blessing that a Jewish father tradi
tionally bestows upon his sons just
before the first Sabbath meal (Fri
day night). In the case of daugh
ters, the tradition devised a func
tional equivalen t that does not
actually appear in the Tanakh:
"God make you like Sarah, Re
bekah, Rachel, and Leah." In both
cases, the Aaronic blessing follows
(Num. 6.24-26). 22: One portion
more than to yollr brothers probably

refers to the "double portion" that
the first-born son inherits (Deut.
21.17). The word for portion
("shekhem") in this difficult verse
puns on the name of (the city)
Shechem. Note that Shechem ap
pears as a Manassite clan in Josh.
17.2 but as an Ephraimite city in
Josh. 20.7.

49.1-28: Jacob's tribal sayings.
Although the prose superscription
has Jacob speaking to his sons
-96-

themselves (v. 1), the content of the
poetry that follows applies to the
tribes descended from these
twelve men. The closest parallel to
this collection of tribal sayings is
thus Deut. ch 33, in which Moses
blesses most of the tribes just be
fore he dies. A more d istant paral
lel is Judg. 5.14-18, in which the
judge, Deborah, and her general,
Barak, sing of the courage of some
of the tribes and the failure of oth
ers in a time of military crisis. Like
Judg. 5.14-18, and unlike the
Blessing of Moses, however,
49.1-28 interlaces commendation
and condemnation. Rich in word
plays impossible to capture in En
glish as well as cryptic phrasings
and rare expressions (including
unusual, and probably very an
cient, divine names), Jacob's tribal
sayings have long provoked dis
agreements among interpreters.
There are also considerable varia
tions in wording among the an
cient versions. The collection of
sayings is organized according to
the tribal mothers, in the order of
Leah, Zilpah ( her handmaiden),
Bilhah (Rachel's handmaiden), and
Rachel (29.31-30-24; 35.16-19). The
first four Leah tribes-Reuben,
Simeon, Levi, and Judah-appear
in the order of their births, as do
those descended from Rachel
Joseph and Benjamin. But whereas
in the narrative the sons of the
handmaidens appear in the order
of Dan, Naphtali, Gad, Asher, and
are followed by Leah's last two
sons, Issachar and Zebulun, in the
tribal sayings of ch 49 the order is
Zebulun, Issachar, Dan, Gad,
Asher, Naphtali. 4: The allusion is
probably to the event cryptically
reported in 35.22. Although Reu
ben, as the first-born tribe, may
once have been important, it has
left little mark in biblical history.
The Blessing of Moses regards it
as small and in danger of extinc
tion (Deut. 33.6), and the Song of
Deborah chastises it for its indeci
sion (Judg. 5.15b-16; see Gen.
42.36-38 n.). 5-7: Simeon and Levi
are a pair only in Gen. ch 34, where
they also suffer their father's re
buke (v. 30). The dividing and scat
tering predicted here probably
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For when angry they slay men,
And when pleased they maim oxen.
Cursed be their anger so fierce,
And their wrath so relentless.
I will divide them in Jacob,
Scatter them in Israel.
You, 0 Judah, your brothers shall praise;
Your hand shall be on the nape of your foes;
Your father's sons shall bow low to you.
Judah is a lion's whelp;
On prey, my son, have you grown.
He crouches, lies down like a lion,
Like •·the king of beasts·•-who dare rouse him?
The scepter shall not depart from Judah,
Nor the ruler's staff from between his feet;
So that tribute shall come to himb
And the homage of peoples be his.
He tethers his ass to a vine,
His ass's foal to a choice vine;
He washes his garment in wine,
His robe in blood of grapes.
'-His eyes are darker than wine;
His teeth are whiter than milk.·<

13

Zebulun shall dwell by the seashore;
He shall be a haven for ships,
And his flank shall rest on Sidon.

14

Issachar is a strong-boned ass,
Crouching among the sheepfolds.
When he saw how good was security,
And how pleasant was the country,
He bent his shoulder to the burden,
And became a toiling serf.

15

16

Dan shall govern his people,
As one of the tribes of Israel.

Heb. labi, nnotller word for "lion."
b Slliloll, understood ns shai loh "tribute to /rim," following Midrnsll; cf /sa. 18.7. Menn
ing of Heb. uncertain; lit. "Until he comes to Shiloll."
c-c Or "His eyes are dark from wine,
And Iris teeth are whitefrom milk. "
n-n

refers to Simeon's absorption into
Judah and Levi's redefinition as a
priestly tribe, without land of its
own (Deut. 18.1-2). 8-10: The pre
eminence of Judah (v. 8; cf. 27.29)

is doubtless associated with King
David's derivation from that tribe
(see 38.27-30 n.). Scepter and ruler's
staff may thus be royal symbols, al
though they can also designate the

stick or club of any military com
mander or tribal leader (cf. Num.
21.18, where the word rendered
here as ruler's staff is translated as
the "maces" of "the nobles of the
people"). V. 10 has traditionally
been viewed as a messianic proph
ecy in both the Jewish and Chris
tian traditions. Some commenta
tors, beginning as early as the
Aramaic translation known as
Targwn Onkelos, read the word
rendered here as tribute . . . to /Jim
as "his due" (Heb "shelo"): God
shall uphold His promise to Judah
even till the royal figure comes to
claim the dominion that is his due.
Ibn Ezra, on the other hand, con
siders it possible to retain the tra
ditional wording, "Shiloh," in
place of "shai loh" (tribute . . . to
him). Reading shall come in the
sense of "shall come down," like
the setting sun (in Lev. 22.7, the
verb is translated "sets"), he con
nects this verse to Ps. 78, which re
ports that God "forsook the taber
nacle of Shiloh," "did choose the
tribe of Judah" and "David, His
servant" (vv. 6o, 68, 70; see 1 Sam.
J.1g-4.22; Jer. 7.12-15). 1 1-12: The
images suggest preternatural fer
tility, prosperity, and vigor. Ac
cording to Rabbi Ovadiah Sfomo,
an Italian commentator of the 16th
century, the messianic king rides
an nss rather than a horse because
it is God who wages the wars by
which he comes to rule, "and he
will become king in peace" (cf.
Zech. 4.6b; 9.9). 13: The bound
aries of Zebulun in Josh. 19.1o-15
suggest that it was an inland tribe,
but perhaps this was not always
the case. 1 5: The pronouncement
on Issachar seems to be a criticism.
It is a strong, but lazy, tribe that
became a toiling serf, presumably
for Canaanites in the northern
regions that were its home (d.
Judg. l.JJ). There is probably a
play here on the tribe's name (as if
it were "'ish sakhar," "hired
man"). Influenced by 1 Chron.
12.JJ, the midrash reconceives Is
sachar's service as the teaching of
Torah and the rendering of ha
lakhic (i.e., legal) rulings (Gen. Rnb.
99.10). 1 6: Govern ("yadin") puns
on the tribe's name ("dan").
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17

Dan shall be a serpent by the road,
A viper by the path,
That bites the horse's heels
So that his rider is thrown backward.

18

I wait for Your deliverance, 0 LoRn!

19

Gad shall be raided by raiders,
But he shall raid at their heels.

20

Asher's bread shall be rich,
And he shall yield royal dainties.

21

Naphtali is a hind let loose,
Which yields lovely fawns.

22

•·Joseph is a wild ass,
A wild ass by a spring
-Wild colts on a hillside:•

23

Archers bitterly assailed him;
They shot at him and harried him.
Yet his bow stayed taut,
And his arms& were made firm
By the hands of the Mighty One of Jacob
There, the Shepherd, the Rock of Israel
The God of your father who helps you,
And Shaddai who blesses you
With blessings of heaven above,
Blessings of the deep that couches below,
Blessings of the breast and womb.
c-The blessings of your father
Surpass the blessings of my ancestors,
To the utmost bounds of the eternal hills:c
May they rest on the head of Joseph,
On the brow of the elect of his brothers.

24

25

26

27

Benjamin is a ravenous wolf;
In the morning he consumes the foe/
And in the evening he divides the spoil."

28 All these were the tribes of Israel, twelve in number, and

this is what their father said to them as he bade them
a-a Otl1ers "Joseph is a fmitful bough,
A fruitful bough by a spring,
Its branc/1es run over a wall. "
b Heb. "the arms of l1is lwnds."
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d Mem1ing ofHeb. uncertain; others "booty."
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1 8: This verse seems to be a de
vout interpolation unrelated to
the context (d. Ps. 119.166). It con
tains the only mention of the four
letter name of God (LORD) in ch 4919: The Heb plays repeatedly on
Gad's name. 20: The roynl dninties
may have been served to Canaan
ite kings (d. Judg. 1.32, on Naph
tali; and vv. 14-15 n., above).
22: Like Judah (v. 9), Issachar
(v. 14), Naphtali (v. 21), and Benja
min (v. 27), Joseph is described as
an animaL (Even if the alternative
suggested in the translation note is
accepted, the image is still one of
fertility and vigor.) 23-24: Like the
rest of the tribal sayings, the image
of Joseph under assault relates to
the subsequent history of the tribe.
It also recalls, however, Joseph's
brothers' early hostility in the pre
ceding narrative (ch 37). 24: The
unusual titles of the deity, The
Mighty One of Jncob (or "Bull of
Jacob"), the Shepherd, and the Rock
of Ismel, may attest to an early date
and Canaanite affinities. 25: Shnd
dai is presumably a variant of El
Shaddai (see 17.1 n.). 26: The term
my ancestors ("horay") is otherwise
unattested. The Septuagint and the
parallels in Deut. 33-15 and Hab.
3.6 suggest that the word is actu
ally "mountains" ("harerei") and
that the word after it ("'ad")
means not "to," but "ancient."
Utmost bounds ("ta'avat"), another
unique term, is then more plausi
bly derived from a root associated
with "desire" ("'vh"). If this recon
struction were to be accepted,
the first sentence would read:
"The blessings of your father I
Surpass the blessings of the an
cient mountains I That which is
most desired in the eternal hills."
28: And so, just before he leaves
this world, Jacob has bidden
farewell to the twelve tribes of
Israel-the people promised to his
grandfather long ago (12.2), the
people that against all odds and in
the face of multiple and formida
ble challenges, external and inter
nal, has now, by the grace of God,
come into existence, the people
that at long last stands united as it
faces the new challenges that lie
ahead.
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farewell, addressing to each a parting word appropriate
to him.
29 Then he instructed them, saying to them, "I am about
to be gathered to my kin. Bury me with my fathers in the
cave which is in the field of Ephron the Hittite, 30 the cave
which is in the field of Machpelah, facing Mamre, in the
land of Canaan, the field that Abraham bought from
Ephron the Hittite for a burial site--31 there Abraham and
his wife Sarah were buried; there Isaac and his wife Re
bekah were buried; and there I buried Leah_32 the field
and the cave in it, bought from the Hittites." 33 When
Jacob finished his instructions to his sons, he drew his feet
into the bed and, breathing his last, he was gathered to his
people.

5 0 Joseph
flung himself upon his father's face and
wept over him and kissed him. 2 Then Joseph or

dered the physicians in his service to embalm his father,
and the physicians embalmed Israel. 3 Jt required forty
days, for such is the full period of embalming. The Egyp
tians bewailed him seventy days; 4 and when the wailing
period was over, Joseph spoke to Pharaoh's court, saying,
"Do me this favor, and lay this appeal before Pharaoh:
'My father made me swear, saying, "I am about to die. Be
sure to bury me in the grave which I made ready for my
self in the land of Canaan." Now, therefore, let me go up
and bury my father; then I shall return.' " 6 And Pharaoh
said, "Go up and bury your father, as he made you prom
ise on oath."
7 So Joseph went up to bury his father; and with him
went up all the officials of Pharaoh, the senior members of
his court, and all of Egypt's dignitaries, B together with all
of Joseph's household, his brothers, and his father's
household; only their children, their flocks, and their
herds were left in the region of Goshen. 9 Chariots, too,
and horsemen went up with him; it was a very large
troop.
lO When they came to Goren• ha-Atad, which is beyond
the Jordan, they held there a very great and solemn lam
entation; and he observed a mourning period of seven
days for his father. 11 And when the Canaanite inhabitants
of the land saw the mourning at Goren ha-Atad, they said,
"This is a solemn mourning on the part of the Egyptians."
That is why it was named Abel-mizraim,b which is be
yond the Jordan. 12 Thus his sons did for him as he had in-

s

n Or "the tl�reshingfloor of "
b Interpreted ns "the moumi11g of the Egyptimrs."
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49.29-50.26: The deaths of Jacob

and Joseph. The book of Genesis

draws to a rapid close with ac
counts of the deaths of Jacob and
Joseph. The overall mood is
marked by reverence for these
larger-than-life figures and aware
ness that the promise that started
their ancestor Abraham on his
fateful journey (12.1-3) has now,
amazingly, been largely fulfilled.
Only two discordant notes are
sounded: the anxiety of Joseph's
brothers that their erstwhile victim
will seek revenge now that he is
no longer accountable to his father
(50.15-21), and Joseph's last
words, which draw attention to
the fact that the Israelites in Egypt,
for all their material comfort, do
not yet possess the land of Israel,
and the solemn promise of God to
grant Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
the land thus remains Wlfulfilled
(50.24-25). Joseph allays his broth
ers' anxiety by affirming God's
mysterious providential design,
which can bring good out of
human evil (50.2o-21). Similarly,
by affirming the reliability of
God's sworn promise to the patri
archs, he expresses his firm faith
that their exile will end (50.24-25).

49.33: He drew hisfeet into the bed
closes the action begun at 48.2,
when he "sat up in bed." The in
tervening material is thus pre
sented as Jacob's last will and tes
tament. 50.2-3: The embalming
and the periods of mourning fol
low Egyptian rather than Israelite
custom. Jewish law forbids em
balming (and cremating). The
body must, instead, be interred in
such a way that it will "return to
the ground from which [it was]
taken" (Gen. 3·19). 10: It is un
clear why the state procession ap
proached Hebron by way of Trans
jordan. Perhaps vv. 1o-11 derive
from a lost tradition that did not
locate Jacob's grave in the cave of
Machpelah, as vv. 12-13 do, but
spoke of an interment at the other
wise unattested site of Goren
ha-Atad. Whether this is the case
or not, the itinerary foreshadows
the route Israel takes after their
miraculous escape from Egypt,
when they entered Canaan from
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structed them. 1 3 His sons carried him to the land of Ca
naan, and buried him in the cave of the field of Machpe
lah, the field near Mamre, which Abraham had bought for
a burial site from Ephron the Hittite. 14 After burying his
father, Joseph returned to Egypt, he and his brothers and
all who had gone up with him to bury his father.
1 5 When Joseph's brothers saw that their father was
dead, they said, "What if Joseph still bears a grudge
against us and pays us back for all the wrong that we did
him!" 16 So they sent this message to Joseph, "Before his
death your father left this instruction: 17 So shall you say
to Joseph, 'Forgive, I urge you, the offense and guilt of
your brothers who treated you so harshly.' Therefore,
please forgive the offense of the servants of the God of
your father." And Joseph was in tears as they spoke to
him.
18 His brothers went to him themselves, flung them
selves before him, and said, "We are prepared to be your
slaves." 1 9 But Joseph said to them, "Have no fear! Am I a
substitute for God? 20 Besides, although you intended me
harm, God intended it for good, so as to bring about the
present result-the survival of many people. 21 And so,
fear not. I will sustain you and your children." Thus he re
assured them, speaking kindly to them.
22 So Joseph and his father 's household remained in
Egypt. Joseph lived one hundred and ten years. 23 Joseph
Transjordan (Num. 33.1-49; Josh.
ch 3). As God had promised (46.4),
Jacob, in short, is given his own
personal exodus. The Talmud de
rives from this verse the institution
of "shiv'ah," the seven days of
most intense mourning incumbent
upon Jews who have lost close kin
(y. Mo'ed Knt. 3.5). Unlike the situa
tion here, however, "shiv'ah" be
gins after burial. 1 5: Cf. 27.41.
16-17: No such words appear on
the lips of Jacob himself. On the
basis of this, a rabbi in the Talmud
ruled that "it is permissible for a
person to modify a statement in
the interest of peace." Another
rabbi maintained that one was re
quired to do so (b. Yebnm. 65b).
The brothers' lie is defensible be
cause of the good relations it en
sured-a result that Jacob, on a
plain-sense reading, surely de
sired. 1 8-21: From Joseph's

dreams in 37·5-11, one might have
suspected that the enslavement of
Joseph's brothers to him would in
deed occur and be, in fact, the last
word in this complex and sus
penseful novella. As they sold him
into slavery (37.25-28), so would
he (who had already enslaved the
Egyptians, 47.13-26) enslave them.
In fact, Joseph adheres to the ethic
that forbids an Israelite to "take
vengeance or bear a grudge" (Lev.
19.18). His rationale rests on the
idea that the malignant intentions
of human beings can realize the
benign intentions of God. The peo
ple Israel, ironically, survives the
worldwide famine because
Joseph's brothers sold him into
slavery (50.19-20; cf. 30.2 n.).
22: One hundred and ten years ap
pears in Egyptian sources as the
ideal life span (cf. 6.3; Ps. 90.10).
23: Born upon Joseph's knees implies
- 100-

adoption (cf. 30.3; 48.12). Not sur
prisingly, therefore, in Judg. 5.14
Machir appears as a tribe of Israel.

24-25: Will surely take notice/has
taken notice (both are "pakod
yifkod" in Heb) came to fulfill
ment in Exod. 3.16, when the LORD
instructs Moses to declare to the
"elders of Israel" that "I have
taken note" ("pakod pakadti") of
"you and what is being done to
you in Egypt." In fact, it is none
other than Moses himself who car
ries out Joseph's charge. The Mish
nah finds in this an illustration of
the important rabbinic principle,
"By the measure by which a per
son metes out, it shall be meted
out to him." Because "Joseph went
up to bury his father" (50.7),
Moses, generations later (as re
ported in Exod. 13.19) "took with
him the bones of Joseph" (m. Sot.
1.7, 9). Ultimately, those bones
were buried in Shechem (Josh.
24.32), the very city to which Jacob
had sent Joseph, then a brash
teenager, at the beginning of this
astonishing tale of discord and rec
onciliation in the family that bears
God's promise (37.13).
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lived to see children of the third generation of Ephraim;
the children of Machir son of Manasseh were likewise
born upon Joseph's knees. 24 At length, Joseph said to his
brothers, "I am about to die. God will surely take notice of
you and bring you up from this land to the land that He
promised on oath to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob."
2 5 So Joseph made the sons of Israel swear, saying, "When
God has taken notice of you, you shall carry up my bones
from here."
26 Joseph died at the age of one hundred and ten years;
and he was embalmed and placed in a coffin in Egypt.

-
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Exodus
THE ENGLISH NAME OF Exoous derives from the Greek title Exodos, short for Exodos

Aigyptou, "Departure from Egypt," used in the Septuagint. The Hebrew title, Sefer ve' eleh
shemot, "the book of 'And these are the names' " (usually abbreviated to Shemot,
"Names"), is based on the opening words of the book.
Exodus, in its present form, is not an independent book, but part of the Torah which
narrates the story of Israel from the creation of the world through the death of Moses. The
Torah in its final form is divided into five separate books simply because ancient scrolls
could not contain a work of that length. Nevertheless, the books were not divided arbi
trarily but at natural transition points. Exodus begins where the Hebrews grow from a
family into a nation (1.1-7; d.

v.

9), and it ends on the first day of the new y ear following

the exodus from Egypt as the sanctuary is erected and the divine Presence takes up Its
abode in the Israelites' midst. The opening section (1.1-6, which recapitulates Gen.
46.8-27) and the closing section (40.)6-)8, which anticipates Num. 9.15-23) look as if they
were composed after the subdivision to serve as prologue and epilogue, marking the book
as a distinct subunit within the Torah. Thematically, the book marks the transition from
God's promises of progeny, land, and a permanent relationship with Israel (e.g., Gen.
chs 12-15; 17.1-8) to the fulfillment of these promises, beginning with the Israelites' phe
nomenal growth, the exodus, and the covenant at Sinai (Exod. 1.1-7; 12.1-36; chs 19-24).
Exodus is arguably the most important book in the Bible since it presents the seminal
events in Israel's history and the definitive institutions of its religion, themes that have re
verberated through all subsequent Jewish and Western history. These include Pharaoh's
enslavement of the Israelites, the leadership of Moses, the beginnings of prophecy, the rev
elation of God's name YHVH to Moses, the ten plagues, the Pesal) ("Passover") festival, the
splitting and crossing of the sea, the manna, the revelation of the Decalogue at Mount
Sinai, the covenant formally constituting Israel as God's people, the first of the Torah's law
collections and rules about the Sabbath and sacrificial worship, the sin of the golden calf,
and the construction of the sanctuary.

-
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Structure and Focus
THE BOOK FALLS ROUGHLY INTO FOUR MAIN SECTIONS: (1) enslavement and liberation
(1.1-15.21), during which Israel and Egypt come to "know" the LoRD and His name; (2)
the journey to Sinai (15.22-17.16), marked by a series of dangers, Israelite complaints, and
deliverance by God; (3) covenant and lawgiving at Sinai (18.1-24.18), featuring the public
revelation of God; and (4) the sanctuary and the golden calf (chs 25-40), dealing with the

authorized and unauthorized ways of securing God's presence and worshipping Him.
The begirming point of (2) is not certain, and all or part of (2) could be seen as belonging
to ( 1).
The narrative in Exodus focuses on the paradigmatic significance of the events and on
celebrating them rather than on historical details. The names of the pharaohs-so impor
tant for historians-are nowhere mentioned, although those of the midwives who demon
strated "fear of God" are (1.15). Emphasized instead is the contest of wills between
Pharaoh, who does not know YHVH (5.2), and YHVH Himself, who is determined to show
Egypt, Israel, and the world that He is YHVH and what that means (7.5; 9.16; 14-4; etc.):
that He is incomparable (8.6); that He is present in the world (8.18); that the earth is His
(9.29). The book points out the lessons of the events, to be repeated to subsequent genera
tions, and ordains commemorative rites to celebrate them (10.2; chs 12-13). The narrative
is full of the miraculous, such as the plagues against Egypt and the atmospherics at Sinai.
Later, Deuteronomy would declare that the exodus and the revelation at Sinai "clearly
demonstrate . . . that the LoRD alone is God in heaven above and on earth below; there is
no other" (Deut. 4.32-39).

Historicity
THE BOOK's INATTENTION to historical details has left historians grasping at bits of inci

dental information, and at indirect evidence from ancient Egypt, that might permit dating
of the exodus or assessment of its historicity. None of the biblical narratives in their
current form is contemporary with the events they describe, though they have roots in
earlier oral tradition. Nor is there reference to an exodus in contemporary Egyptian
sources. Such a reference is not really to be expected, however: Egyptian royal inscriptions
avoided mentioning setbacks unless they were followed by victories, and administrative
records from the time and place of the exodus have mostly perished. Still, some data
suggest that there is a plausible historical kernel to the story. Northwestern Semites of the
same ethno-linguistic stock as the Hebrews, from Canaan, Transjordan, and Syria, had for
centuries migrated to Egypt, especially the eastern Nile delta, for food and water during
times of famine, as the Bible reports of Abraham and later of Jacob and his family, who
settled in the eastern delta (1.8 n.; 8.18 n.). Others were brought there as slaves captured
by the Egyptian army during raids. Egyptian documents refer to all of them as " Asiatics,"
rather than the specific ethnic groups to which they belong (e.g., Hebrew /Israelite,
Moabite, Phoenician; some mention people called Ijapiru, but they are probably not
- 10) -
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Hebrews; see 1.15 n.). Some Asiatics served as domestic or state slaves, the latter in royal
building projects, like the Hebrews. According to the biblical account, the Hebrew slaves
worked on the construction of the city of Rameses (1.11). If there is a historical kernel to
the story, the Pharaoh who enslaved them was Rameses II ( 1279-1213 BCE), the greatest
builder in ancient Egypt, who built the city named after himself as his new capital, in the
eastern delta. Rameses also built a series of forts in the delta to secure Egypt's borders; this
is perhaps reflected in the biblical Pharaoh's concern about foreign invasion (1.10). While
we have no extrabiblical record of the ten plagues or of a mass escape of slaves from
Egypt, natural disasters did take place periodically (though so many in rapid succession is
implausible), and mass escapes of slaves are known from elsewhere in the ancient world,
such as the revolt of 1oo,ooo slaves in Italy led by Spartacus. The fact that "Moses" is an
Egyptian name (a common element in such Egyptian names as Thutmosis and Rameses) is
consistent with the Israelites having spent time in Egypt. If the Pharaoh of the enslave
ment was Rameses II, the Pharaoh under whom the Israelites left Egypt may have been
his son, Memeptah (1213-1203 BCE), one of whose inscriptions claims a victory over
"Israel," described as a nonsedentary people somewhere in the vicinity of Canaan, an en
counter that would have taken place after the exodus. This makes sense chronologically
since archeological evidence probably suggests that the Israelites appeared in Canaan
around the beginning of the Iron Age (ca. 1200 BCE). None of this proves that the exodus
happened, but it does indicate that the outline of the story, of Hebrews migrating to Egypt
during a famine and being enslaved there under Rameses II, and later leaving under
Moses, during or by the time of Memeptah, is not inherently implausible. Moreover, if the
Israelites had invented their history, it seems more likely that they would have portrayed
themselves as the original inhabitants of their land rather than as interlopers with a humil
iating background as slaves.

Composition and Date
MODERN C RITICAL SCHOLARSHIP has shown that Exodus, like the Torah as a whole and
some other ancient literature as well, was composed by one or more redactors weaving to
gether several earlier written versions of the same events (see "Torah," pp. 1-7). These
versions often disagreed with each other about ideology or the course of events. Their
preservation side by side has led modern scholars to conclude that the redactor(s)
was/were fundamentally conservative. Perhaps they believed all the traditions valid,
perhaps even inspired, and therefore preserved them with minimal revision even if that

left inconsistencies, non sequiturs, and redundancies. For example, in Exodus 6.3 God tells
Moses that He did not make Himself known to the patriarchs by the name YHVH, but ac
cording to Genesis 15.7 He did. Within Exodus itself, Moses' father-in-law has different
names in 2. 18; 3.1; 4.18, and the description of the Tent of Meeting in 33.7-11 is inconsis
tent with, and oblivious to, both the immediately surrounding narrative and the descrip
tion of the differently described Tent in chs 25-31 and 35-40. Inconsistencies such as these
have alerted scholars to the presence of different sources, and characteristic variations in
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vocabulary and ideas have guided them in identifying the sources from which various
components stem. Most easily identified is the Priestly document (P), the source of sec
tions of chs 1-24 and most of chs 25-31 and 35-40, although recently scholars have found
signs of the Holiness Document (H) there as well. P is also found in some of the narratives
of the book, but there it shares space with material from the Yahwist (J) and Elohist (E)
sources. J and E can sometimes, but not always, be distinguished. They were likely com
bined into a single narrative before being joined with P, so scholars often speak simply of
the JE (or early narrative) source. Some also believe that there are some sections that are
Deuteronomic, that is, related to ideas found in Deuteronomy. In numerous cases it is clear
that we are dealing with an amalgam of two or three sources, though we cannot fully dis
entangle them (see introductory comments to chs 19-24 and 31. 18-34·35).
Once the components of the text have been assigned as best they can be to their original
sources, the differing views of those sources emerge. For example, J represents the oppres
sion of the Israelites as corvee (forced) labor (1.11), P as full enslavement (1. 13-14); arrang
ing them in sequence, the redactor indicates that these were two successive stages of op
pression. According to J the Israelites lived in Goshen, apart from the Egyptians (9.26);
according to E they lived side by side with them (3.22). P (6.2) and E (3.13-15) hold that
the name YHVH was first revealed to Moses, while J believes that it was known earlier
(Gen. 15.7). The patterned sequence of ten plagues noted at 7. 14-10.29 was shaped by the
redactor, who wove together material from J, P, and possibly E, which each had fewer,
partly overlapping, partly different, plagues. The sources all represent the events at Mount
Sinai very differently. For example, P reports neither a public revelation, the conclusion of
a covenant, nor a golden calf episode. All that happened on the mountain was that God's
Presence rested there in a cloud and Moses entered the cloud and privately received the
instructions for the sanctuary (19. 1-2a; 24.15-31.18a); all other lawgiving took place later
in the Tabernacle, starting in Leviticus ch 1. It was J and E that reported the covenant, the
visual (J) and auditory (E) manifestations of God, the proclamation of the Decalogue and
the other covenant laws, and the breach of the covenant in the golden calf episode (chs
19-24; 32-34). It was the redactor(s) who wove all of these varying and conflicting details
together in their present order, making them represent different stages of the events.
The care and literary skill of the redactor(s) is nicely illustrated by the patterning of the
plagues (7.14-10.29) and the location of the golden calf episode between the instructions
for the sanctuary and their execution (31 .18-32.35 n.). Whether or not the redactors be
lieved that the inconsistencies could be harmonized is unclear. The contradictions and re
dundancies, however, had an important effect on later Judaism because they encour
aged-in fact, forced-readers to create fine distinctions and nonliteral interpretations to
enable them to coexist (Thirteen Hermeneutic Rules of Rabbi Ishmael, no. 13; Thirty-two
Hermeneutic Rules of Rabbi Eliezer ben Rabbi Jose the Galilean, no. 15; Saadia, Book of Beliefs
and Opinions, ch 7), thus paving the way in Judaism for innovations in theology and law.

-
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Exodus and the Jewish Tradition
MANY OF THE FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS and practices of Judaism are rooted in Exodus. The
first of the book's two central events, the exodus itself, is recounted daily in Jewish
prayers. It and the other central event, the proclamation of the Decalogue at Mount Sinai,
are celebrated and retold on Jewish festivals every year, the exodus on the festival of
Pesa}:l, whose rituals, including the Seder, are based on the rules prescribed in chs 12-13,

and the proclamation of the Decalogue (ch 20) on the festival of Shavuot. The two festivals
are known, respectively, as zeman berutenu, "the time of our freedom," and zeman matan
toratenu, "the time when our Torah was given." The inextricable link between them, ex
pressed in the fact that Pesal:t begins a fifty-day countdown to Shavuot (see Lev. 23.15-21),
proclaims that the freedom attained on the former only reaches fulfillment with the laws
received on the latter. These two festivals plus Sukkot, the Feast of Booths, constitute the
three "Pilgrimage Festivals" (shalosh regalim) of the Jewish religious calendar. Two other
rituals that began as commemorations of the exodus are daily wearing of tefillin (13.9-10
n.) and the redemption of first-born sons (pidyon haben, 13.13 n.).
The exodus also served to orient Jewish festivals increasingly toward God's actions in
history, in contrast to polytheistic festivals which focused on the gods' actions in nature.
The role of Pesal:t and the Feast of Unleavened Bread as commemorations of the exodus
completely eclipsed their presumed earlier significance as spring festivals (12.6-14 n.,
14-20 n.). Sukkot, although essentially an agricultural festival, also comes to commemo
rate the Israelites' dwelling in booths following the exodus (Lev. 23-43). At least since
Second Temple times Shavuot-in the Torah an entirely agricultural festival-has been
recognized as commemorating the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai. Theologically,
God's manifestation as Israel's redeemer at the exodus has fortified Jewish belief in re
demption even in the throes of oppression.
Fundamental principles of Judaism based on Exodus are the belief that the relationship
between God and the Jewish people is defined by the covenant (berit) established between
them at Mount Sinai (chs 19; 24) and the belief that God gave the Torah there, ordaining
the Jewish way of life (chs 19-24). The momentous encounter with God at Sinai is, for
Judaism, the defining moment in Jewish history, the moment when God came down on
earth and spoke to all Jews, present and future, giving them His rules for life, which they
accepted enthusiastically (20.16; 24.3, 7 n.). These laws (according to rabbinic belief both
the Written Torah and its oral interpretation were communicated simultaneously) became
the basis of all of Judaism: "Moses received Torah-written and oral-at Sinai and passed
it on" down through the generations (Pirkei �vat 1.1). Because these laws were presented
to the entire people (21 . 1 n.), it became the duty of every Jew, not just an intellectual elite,
to study them. Finally, the Thirteen Attributes of God, recited on various occasions in
Jewish liturgy, are based on the attributes that God reveals to Moses in 34.6-7.
The first laws that God proclaimed to the Israelites were the Decalogue (20.2-14), or
daining laws both "between humankind and God" and "between one human being and
-
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another." Three of the laws in the first group became defining characteristics of Judaism
which Jews have defended, often with their lives: the requirement to worship only the
LORD (YHvH) and have no other gods, the requirement to have no idols, and the require
ment to observe the Sabbath. Of the latter it has been said that "Even more than the Jews
kept the Sabbath, the Sabbath preserved the Jews," as the Zionist philosopher A}:lad
Ha-'Am (Asher Ginzberg, 1856-1927) observed.
The exodus has reverberated down through world history. Many early American set
tlers understood their flight from Europe and settlement in America as a new exodus, and
later, Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson recommended that the great seal of the
United States depict Moses leading the Israelites across the parted sea as a symbol of the
American experience. African-Americans in the United States, hoping for freedom in the
19th century and fighting for civil rights in the zoth century, likewise saw themselves as
reliving the Israelite experience. In the 1970s and 198os, the mass departure of hundreds of
thousands of Jews from the Soviet Union was known as "Operation Exodus." The exodus
[JEFFREY H. TIGAY]
has clearly resonated strongly in Western history.

SHEMOT

1 These are the names of the sons of Israel who came to

Egypt with Jacob, each coming with his household:
2 Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah; 3 Issachar, Zebulun,
and Benjamin; 4 Dan and Naphtali, Gad and Asher. s The
total number of persons that were of Jacob's issue came to
seventy, Joseph being already in Egypt. 6 Joseph died, and
all his brothers, and all that generation. 7 But the Israelites
were fertile and prolific; they multiplied and increased
very greatly, so that the land was filled with them.
s A new king arose over Egypt who did not know Jo
seph. 9 And he said to his people, "Look, the Israelite peo
ple are much too numerous for us. 10 Let us deal shrewdly
with them, so that they may not increase; otherwise in the
event of war they may join our enemies in fighting against
us and •·rise from the ground. " ·• 11 So they set taskmasters
a·a Meaning perhapsfrom their wretc/1ed condition, cf Hos. 2.2; or "gain ascendancy over
Ihe country." Others "get them up out of the Inil d."

1 .1 -2.22: Prologue. These chs set
the stage for the exodus by telling
how the family of Jacob grew into
a people in Egypt and fell into
bondage (as God foretold in Gen.
15.13), and how Moses, the human
agent of their deliverance, arose. It
is composed of a combination of
early narrative sources (JE) and P
material.

1.1-7: Transition from Genesis. A
recapitulation of Gen. 46.8-27 (cf.
Gen. 35.23-26) leads to the account
of how Jacob's family grew in
Egypt from seventy individuals (a
number signifying perfect comple
tion) to a huge population-in
deed, from a family to a nation.
7: Many terms in this v. (and in
vv. 12 and 20) are also used in

God's blessings and promises in
Genesis, especially to the patri
archs (Gen. 1.20, 28; 9.1, T 17.2;
18.18; 28.14; 48.4), implying that
these ancestral promises were now
being fulfilled by God, who was
causing the Israelites' proliferation
and thwarting Pharaoh's attempts
to check it.

1 .8-22: The oppression. 8: This
may refer to the rise of the 19th
Dynasty, particularly Rameses II
(ca. 1279-1213 BCE). This dynasty,
founded by military officers,
sought to protect Egypt's vulnera
ble coast and northeastern and
northwestern borders from the Sea
Peoples, the Libyans, and infiltra
tors from the Sinai, and to protect
access to Egypt's empire in west
ern Asia. Given the Israelites'
background in Canaan and current
residence in Goshen (8.18 n.), adja
cent to the Sinai, Pharaoh may
have feared that they would ally
with invaders from that direction.
1 1-22: Pharaoh's attempts to
check the Israelite proliferation Lm
fold in four stages, increasingly
more oppressive: subjection to
corvee (forced or draft) labor
(vv. 11-12), slavery (vv. 13-14), a
secret attempt to murder newborn
boys (vv. 15-21), and a public at-
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over them to oppress them with forced labor; and they
built garrison cities• for Pharaoh: Pithorn and Rarneses.
12 But the more they were oppressed, the more they in
creased and spread out, so that the [Egyptians] carne to
dread the Israelites.
13 The Egyptians ruthlessly imposed upon the Israelites
14 b·the various labors that they made them perform. Ruth
lessly-b they made life bitter for them with harsh labor at
mortar and bricks and with all sorts of tasks in the field.
15 The king of Egypt spoke to the Hebrew midwives,
one of whom was named Shiphrah and the other Puah,
16 saying, "When you deliver the Hebrew women, look at
the birthstool:< if it is a boy, kill him; if it is a girl, let her
live." 17 The midwives, fearing God, did not do as the king
of Egypt had told them; they let the boys live. 1 B So the
king of Egypt summoned the midwives and said to them,
"Why have you done this thing, letting the boys liv�?"
19 The midwives said to Pharaoh, "Because the Hebrew
women are not like the Egyptian women: they are vigor
ous. Before the midwife can come to them, they have
given birth." 20 And God dealt well with the midwives;
and the people multiplied and increased greatly. 21 And
because the midwives feared God, He established house
holdsd for them. 22 Then Pharaoh charged all his people,
saying, "Every boy that is born you shall throw into the
Nile, but let every girl live."

2 A certain man of the house of Levi went and married a

Levite woman. 2 The woman conceived and bore a son;
and when she saw how beautiful he was, she hid him for

n Others "store cities. "
b-b Brouglzt u pfrom the end of the verse for c/nrity.
c More exnctly, the brick or stone supports used by Egyptinn women during childbirth.
d Menning of Heb. batim uncertnin.
tempt to do the same (v. 22). The
presentation of these as four suc
cessive, intensifying stages is the
work of the redactor who drew
them from the earlier sources J
(corvee), P (slavery), and perhaps
E (one or both attempts at infanti
cide). 1 1 : Pharaoh hopes to check
the Israelites' proliferation by
exhausting them. Taskmasters,
foremen of corvee contingents
(1 Kings 5.27-28). Garrison cities,
rather "store cities" of a type that
usually served military purposes
(1 Kings 9.19; 2 Chron. 8-4-6;
17.12-13; 32.27-28). Pithom and

Rameses stood at strategic points
guarding the entry to Egypt from
the north and northeast. Pithom,
Egyptian Pir-Atum, "House of (the
god) A tum," was probably Tel
e-Retabeh or Tel el-Maskhutah in
the Wadi Tumilat, the entrance to
Egypt from the Sinai Peninsula;
both sites have archeological re
mains from the time of Rameses
II. The city of Rameses was Pir
Rameses-Meri-Amon, "House of
Rameses, beloved of [the god]
Amon," capital of the delta region
under the 19th and part of the 2oth
dynasties (1292-1137 BCE). It occu- 108-

pied a very large area that ex
tended over Kantir and Khataana
and other nearby sites. Seti I
(1294-1279) built a summer palace
there, and it was considerably
expanded by Rameses II.
1 3-14: Ruthlessly imposed . . . labors,
reduced them to full slavery (Lev.
25.39-46). 15: Hebrew, an old term
for Israelites, usually used when
contrasting Israelites with other
peoples (Gen. 14.13; 39.14, 17;
40.15; Exod. 21.2; Deut. 15.12); it is
not normally used after the time of
David. A relationship with the
groups known as 'Apiru (some
times spelled Ijapiru) in ancient
Near Eastern sources has been
suggested, but the connection is
problematic since the latter refers
to a social class of outcasts,
whereas "Hebrew" refers to an
ethnic group. Hebrew midwives, the
phrase could mean "midwives to
the Hebrews" or midwives who
were Hebrew. The former interpre
tation, found in LXX, Josephus,
Abravanel, and Judah he-l:fasid,
understands them as righteous
Gentiles; hence their motive is said
to be fear of God (v. 17) rather than
loyalty to their people. 16: Killing
the males and leaving only fe
males would eliminate potential
Israelite military power. Pharaoh's
efforts are of no avail, as women
thwart him (v. 17) and rescue
Israel's future deliverer (2.1-10).
Birthstool, parturient women sat or
crouched on a seat of stone or
bricks. 17: Fearing God, restrained
by an awareness that murder
would bring divine retribution.
22: Throw into the Nile, rather "ex
pose in the Nile," that is, to be
floated in baskets down the Nile
where the babies would sink and
drown. This a ttempt also fails.
Ironically, the Nile will become the
means by which Moses is saved
and raised by Pharaoh's own
daughter (2.1-10), and drowning
will become the means of Phar
aoh's ultimate defeat (Exod. 14.28).

2.1-22: The origins of Moses.
2.1-10: Moses' infancy. The story
of Moses' birth and Pharaoh's at
tempted infanticide may be a rela-
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three months. 3 When she could hide him no longer, she
got a wicker basket for him and caulked it with bitumen
and pitch. She put the child into it and placed it among
the reeds by the bank of the Nile. 4 And his sister stationed
herself at a distance, to learn what would befall him.
5 The daughter of Pharaoh came down to bathe in the
Nile, while her maidens walked along the Nile. She spied
the basket among the reeds and sent her slave girl to fetch
it. 6 When she opened it, she saw that it was a child, a boy
crying. She took pity on it and said, "This must be a He
brew child. " 7 Then his sister said to Pharaoh's daughter,
"Shall I go and get you a Hebrew nurse to suckle the child
for you?" B And Pharaoh's daughter answered, "Yes. " So
the girl went and called the child's mother. 9 And
Pharaoh's daughter said to her, "Take this child and nurse
it for me, and I will pay your wages." So the woman took
the child and nursed it. 1 0 When the child grew up, she
brought him to Pharaoh's daughter, who made him her
son. She named him Moses,a explaining, "I drew him out
of the water."
n some time after that, when Moses had grown up, he
went out to his kinsfolk and witnessed their labors. He saw
an Egyptian beating a Hebrew, one of his kinsmen. 1 2 He
turned this way and that and, seeing no one about, he
struck down the Egyptian and hid him in the sand. 13 When
he went out the next day, he found two Hebrews fighting;
so he said to the offender, "Why do you strike your fel
low?" 14 He retorted, "Who made you chief and ruler over
us? Do you mean to kill me as you killed the Egyptian?"
Moses was frightened, and thought: Then the matter is
known! 15 When Pharaoh learned of the matter, he sought
to kill Moses; but Moses fled from Pharaoh. He arrived b in
the land of Midian, and sat down beside a well.
16 Now the priest of Midian had seven daughters. They
came to draw water, and filled the troughs to water their
father 's flock; 1 7 but shepherds came and drove them off.
Moses rose to their defense, and he watered their flock.
1 B When they returned to their father Reuel, he said, "How
a Heb. Moshehfrom Egt;ptian for "born of"; /Jere associated with rna shah "draw out. "
b Lit. "sat'" or "settled. "

tively late addition to the tradition;
the following narratives about the
exodus show no awareness.of
them (e.g., 2.23 and 6.6 are aware
only of bondage), and they are
never mentioned elsewhere in the

Bible. This story has parallels in
birth legends of other heroes, some
of which pre-date the Bible, such
as Sargon of Akkad who in infancy
was born in secret and exposed in
a river in a reed basket sealed with
- 109-
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pitch, but was found and later be
came king. In an Egyptian story,
the god Horus was endangered as
an infant by the god Seth and was
hidden (but not abandoned) in a
papyrus thicket of the Nile delta
by his mother Isis to save him. In
the biblical story, Moses is exposed
as a ruse. 1 : Moses' parents, name
less here, are identified in a differ
ent source (6.16-20; P) as Amram
and his aunt Jochebed. 2-4: Tl1e
woman conceived and bore a son: As
the subsequent narrative indicates,
this was not the couple's first
child. This episode knows of an
older sister, (v. 4ff.), and other pas
sages recognize an older brother,
Aaron (e.g., 4.14; 6.20; 7.7). All the
actions to thwart Pharaoh's decree
are taken by women-Moses'
mother and sister, the midwives
(1.17), and Pharaoh's daughter
(2.5-10); the Hebrew men have
been reduced to inactivity. 4: His
sister, elsewhere named Miriam
(15.20; Num. 26.59). 7-9: This sis
ter contrives to return Moses tem
porarily to his mother's care by
means of a wetnursing agreement
(such agreements are known from
ancient Near Eastern documents).
1 0: Moses is an Egyptian name
meaning "gave birth"; it is a short
ened form of names compounded
with names of deities, such as
Thut-mose and Rameses, mean
ing "Thut/Ra gave birth (to this
child)." Here, in a popular etymol
ogy typical of biblical and other
ancient Near Eastern literature, it
is interpreted as if it were derived
from Heb "m-sh-h," "draw out"
(cf. Isa. 63.11).

2.1 1-22: Moses' young adult

hood. In the first two episodes
(vv. 11-12, 13-14) Moses plays the
royal role of defending his people
and adjudicating among them (d.
1 Sam. 8.5, 20), and in the third he
defends foreigners and strangers
(vv. 16-17), showing that his pas
sion for justice makes no distinc
tions between nations. 1 1 : An
Egyptian, presumably one of the
taskmasters (1.11). 1 5: Midian,
a region in northwest Arabia.
1 8: TIICirfather Reuel, Moses' fa
ther-in-law is called Jethro in 3.1
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is it that you have come back so soon today?" 19 They an
swered, "An Egyptian rescued us from the shepherds; he
even drew water for us and watered the flock." 20 He said
to his daughters, "Where is he then? Why did you leave
the man? Ask him in to break bread." 21 Moses consented
to stay with the man, and he gave Moses his daughter
Zipporah as wife. 22 She bore a son whom he named Ger
shom,a for he said, "I have been a stranger in a foreign
land."
23 A long time after that, the king of Egypt died. The Is
raelites were groaning under the bondage and cried out;
and their cry for help from the bondage rose up to God.
24 God heard their moaning, and God remembered His
covenant with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob. 25 God
looked upon the Israelites, and God took notice of them.

3 Now Moses, tending the flock of his father-in-law

Jethro, the priest of Midian, drove the flock into the
wilderness, and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. 2 An
angel of the LORD appeared to him in a blazing fire out of
a bush. He gazed, and there was a bush all aflame, yet the
bush was not consumed. 3 Moses said, "I must turn aside
to look at this marvelous sight; why doesn't the bush burn
up?" 4 When the LoRD saw that he had turned aside to
look, God called to him out of the bush: "Moses! Moses!"
He answered, "Here I am." 5 And He said, "Do not come
closer. Remove your sandals from your feet, for the place
on which you stand is holy ground. 6 I am," He said, "the
n Associated witlt ger sham, "n strnnger there. "
(Jether in 4.18) and elsewhere, and
Hobab son of Reuel in Num. 10.29
and Judg. 4.11. These different
names reflect different ancient tra
ditions. 19: An Eg�;ptian, so Moses
must have seemed because of his
clothing and speech. 22: Since
Moses was raised as an Egyptian,
it is only in Midian that he begins
to feel the sense of alienness that
his kinsfolk have experienced in
Egypt.

God's promise of nationhood and
territory in Canaan and the prom
ise to free Israel after a long period
of servitude (12.1-3; 15.13-20;
17.1-14; Gen. 26.2-5; 46.3-4).
God's resolve to carry out these
commitments is put into effect im
mediately, starting with His ap
pearance to Moses in the burning
bush (3.7-10).

2.23-25: Prelude to redemption.

the result of an artful combination
of the two early sources, J and E.
This is intimated by the different
names used for God in 3.4a and b,
but the clearest indication is the
fact that 3.9-15 seem intrusive: vv.
9, 10, and 15a are redundant with,

Pharaoh's death clears the way for
Moses' return to Egypt (4.19). The
Israelites' outcry rises up to God,
who takes note of it and remem
bers His commitments to their an
cestors. His covenant refers both to

3.1-22: Moses' call and departure

for Egypt. The current narrative is
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respectively, vv. 7, 18b, and 16a;
the people never ask for God's
name as Moses expects in v. 13;
and vv. 10 and 18 describe the goal
of Moses' mission to Pharaoh dif
ferently and use different terms for
the Egyptian king. Vv. 16-18 in
fact read like a direct continuation
of v. 8. The consistent use of the
name "God" ('elohim) in 3.9-15
identifies its source as E; the re
mainder of this section is mostly
from J with a few other passages
from E (such as vv. 1, 4b, 6b, and
2ob). By incorporating material
from both sources the redactor
preserved important themes, such
as the explanation of God's name
in v. 14 (E) and the fact that God
both "appeared" to Moses (3.2,
16; 4.1, 5, from J) and "sent" him
(vv. 10, 12-15, from E).

3.1-10: God appears to Moses

and gives him his charge. The
burning bush is both a means of
attracting Moses' attention and a
manifestation of God's presence.
1 : Horeb, alternate name for Mount
Sinai (in E and in Deuteronomy). It
is generally thought to be located
in the Sinai Peninsula, though
some believe it is in northwest
Arabia, near Mid ian. Its designa
tion mountain of God may indicate
that it was already considered a
sacred place, or it may be anticipa
tory. The first possibility may gain
support from Egyptian inscrip
tions of the 14th century BCE that
refer to an area, apparently in this
region, as "land of the nomads,
Yahwe"; this might also be under
stood as "land of the nomads who
worship Yahwe." 2: An angel of the
LoRD, a manifestation of God. An
gels (lit. "messengers") usually
take human form, but this one
takes the form of fire, a substance
evocative of the divine because it
is insubstantial yet powerful, dan
gerous, illuminating, and purify
ing. (For God's manifestation in,
and comparison to, fire, see also
Gen. 15.17; Exod. 19.18; Deut. 4.24;
Ps. 104-4; Ezek. 1.27.) 6: The God
of Abraham, the God ofIsaac, and the
God ofJacob: This phrase later be
came the way that God is ad
dressed in the 'Amidah prayer.
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God of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac,
and the God of Jacob. " And Moses hid his face, for he was
afraid to look at God.
7 And the LoRD continued, "I have marked well the
plight of My people in Egypt and have heeded their out
cry because of their taskmasters; yes, I am mindful of their
sufferings. B I have come down to rescue them from the
Egyptians and to bring them out of that land to a good
and spacious land, a land flowing with milk and honey,
the region of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Amorites,
the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites. 9 Now the cry
of the Israelites has reached Me; moreover, I have seen
how the Egyptians oppress them. 10 Come, therefore, I will
send you to Pharaoh, and you shall free My people, the Is
raelites, from Egypt."
11 But Moses said to God, "Who am I that I should go to
Pharaoh and free the Israelites from Egypt?" 12 And He
said, "I will be with you; that shall be your sign that it was
who sent you. And when you have freed the people from
Egypt, you shall worship God at this mountain."
13 Moses said to God, "When I come to the Israelites and
say to them, 'The God of your fathers has sent me to you,'
and they ask me, 'What is His name?' what shall I say to
them?" 14 And God said to Moses, "Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh."•
He continued, "Thus shall you say to the Israelites,
'Ehyehb sent me to you.' " 15 And God said further to
Moses, "Thus shall you speak to the Israelites: The LoRD/
the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent me to you:

I

a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain; variously translated: "I Am Tim/ I Am"; "I Am Who I Am";
"1 Will Be What I Will Be"; etc.
b Otl1ers "I Am" or "I Will Be."
c Tl1e name YHWH (traditionally read Adonai "tl�e LoRD") is l1ere associated with tl1e root
hayah "to be. "

The repetition of "God" before
each patriarch is explained in 'Etz
Yosef, a commentary on the Jewish
prayerbook, as meaning that, like
the patriarchs, each person should
believe in God on the basis of per
sonal investigation, not merely tra
dition. He was afraid to look at God:
Although the Bible assumes that
God has a physical (usually hu
manlike) form, many passages
suggest that seeing Him would be
too awesome for humans to sur
vive (Gen. J2.J1; Exod. 19 . 2 1 ;
JJ.2o-2J; Judg. 13.22; Isa. 6.5; ex
ceptions include Exod. 24.1o-11;

Num. 12.8; Deut. 34.10; Ezek.
1.26-28). Later Jewish philoso
phers, most notably Maimonides,
held that God does not in fact have
a physical form and that the bibli
cal passages in question are meant
as metaphors. 8: A landflowing
with milk and ho1zey, a proverbial
expression of the fertility of the
land of Israel, representing the
products of animals and the earth,
of herders and farmers ("honey"
refers primarily to the nectar of
fruit, especially of dates, figs, and
grapes). The Canaanites . . . : The
Bible offers several slightly differ-
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ent lists of peoples who lived in
the promised land prior to the Is
raelites. (Cf., e.g., Gen. 10.15-20;
Num. 13.29; Deut. 7.1.) 10: I will
send you: As a prophet, Moses' pri
mary role is to serve as God's
emissary. Phrases with "send"
("sh-1-J.:t") typify the selection of
prophets (e.g., Isa. 6.8; Jer. 1.7).

3.1 1-4.17: Moses raises five ob
jections to his assignment (3.11,
13; 4.1, 10, 13), but God overcomes
each. Prophets are often reluctant

to accept their commission; cf.
Jer. 1. 1 2: I will be with you: The
verb be ("'ehyeh") anticipates the
etymology of the divine name in
v. 14. That shall be your sign, or,
"this shall be your sign." It is un
clear whether the sign is God's
presence with Moses, the fact that
He sent him, or the future return
to Horeb and worship there.
13: Not having been raised among
his own people, Moses (like Phar
aoh in 5.2) is ignorant of their
God's name and fears he will lack
credibility with them. He is told
God's name, which the people evi
dently knew already, though 6.3
implies otherwise. (Source critics
assign 6.3 to the Priestly source,
while 3·9-15 are said to be from E.)
14: God's proper name, disclosed
in the next verse, is YHVH (spelled
"yod-heh-vav-heh" in Heb; in an
cient times the "vav" was pro
nounced "w"). But here God first
tells Moses its meaning: Ehyeh
Asher-Ehyeh, probably best trans
lated as "I Will Be What I Will Be,"
meaning "My nature will become
evident from My actions." (Com
pare God's frequent declarations
below, that from His future acts Is
rael and Egypt "shall know that I
am the LoRD [YHvH]," as in 7.5;
10.2; etc.) Then He answers
Moses' question about what to say
to the people: "Tell them: 'Ehyeh'
("I Will Be," a shorter form of the
explanation) sent me." This expla
nation derives God's name from
the verb "h-v-h," a variant form of
"h-y-h," "to be." Because God is
the speaker, He uses the first
person form of the verb. 1 5: The
LORD: The Heb states God's name,
YHVH, meaning (according to v.
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This shall be My name forever,
This My appellation for all eternity.
16 "Go and assemble the elders of Israel and say to them:
the LORD, the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, has appeared to me and said, 'I have taken
note of you and of what is being done to you in Egypt,
17 and I have declared: I will take you out of the misery of
Egypt to the land of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Amo
rites, the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, to a land
flowing with milk and honey.' 18 They will listen to you;
then you shall go with the elders of Israel to the king of
Egypt and you shall say to him, 'The LoRD, the God of the
Hebrews, manifested Himself to us. Now therefore, let us
go a distance of three days into the wilderness to sacrifice
to the LoRD our God.' 19 Yet I know that the king of Egypt
will let you go only because of a greater might. 20 So I will
stretch out My hand and smite Egypt with various won
ders which I will work upon them; after that he shall let
you go. 21 And I will dispose the Egyptians favorably to
ward this people, so that when you go, you will not go
away empty-handed. 22 Each woman shall borrow from
her neighbor and the lodger in her house objects of silver
and gold, and clothing, and you shall put these on your
sons and daughters, thus stripping the Egyptians."

4 But Moses spoke up and said, "What if they do not be

lieve me and do not listen to me, but say: The LoRD
did not appear to you?" 2 The LoRD said to him, "What is
that in your hand?" And he replied, "A rod." 3 He said,
"Cast it on the ground. " He cast it on the ground and it be
came a snake; and Moses recoiled from it. 4 Then the LoRD
said to Moses, "Put out your hand and grasp it by the
tail"-he put out his hand and seized it, and it became a
rod in his hand-s "that they may believe that the LORD,
the God of their fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac, and the God of Jacob, did appear to you."
6 The LoRD said to him further, "Put your hand into
your bosom." He put his hand into his bosom; and when
he took it out, his hand was encrusted with snowy scales! •
7 And He said, "Put your hand back into your bosom."
He put his hand back into his bosom; and when he took it
out of his bosom, there it was again like the rest of his
body.-s "And if they do not believe you or pay heed to
the first sign, they will believe the second. 9 And if they are
not convinced by both these signs and still do not heed
you, take some water from the Nile and pour it on the dry
a Cf Lev.

13.2-3.
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14): "He Will Be." The LoRD is actu
ally a translation of '"adonai" (lit.
"my Lord") because that is what
Jews now pronounce whenever
the consonants YHVH appear.
YHVH was probably originally pro
nounced "Yahweh," but in Second
Temple times, as an expression of
reverence, Jews began to avoid ut
tering it, substituting '"adonai"
and other surrogates. (As a re
minder to do so, in printed He
brew Bibles the consonants are ac
companied by the vowels of the
surrogate words, leading to such
hybrid English forms as Jehovah
[i.e., "Yehovah" or the consonants
Y-H-V-H with the vowels from
'"adonai"].) 1 8: The Egyptians are
known to have granted to their
workers time off for worship. The
request may be simply to test
Pharaoh's disposition, or to de
ceive the tyrant (cf. the deception
commanded by God in 1 Sam.
16.1-3). 22: Borrow, better, "re
quest." The text need not imply
deception, but a favor God will
cause the Egyptians to bestow
upon the departing Israelites
(see v. 21). Cf. God's promise in
Gen. 15.14. Some commentators
see this as Egyptian compensation
for the Israelites' slave labor, or
treatment in accord with Deut.
15.13-14 Uub. 48.18; Philo,
Mos. 141; b. Sanh. 91a; Bal:lya).
4.1-9: Three supernatural signs
will confirm that Moses was in
deed sent by God. All are omi
nous, portending harm for Egypt
if it resists. 6: The snowy encrusta
tion looks like the skin disease
that renders a person impure.
(On "leprosy," see Lev. 13.2ff. n.)
9: Blood here is a sign for the Isra
elites, in contrast to the plague in
ch 7· 1 0: Slow of speech and . . .
tongue, encumbered with a speech
impediment. 1 3-17: Moses' con
tinued resistance, after God has
answered all his concerns, causes
God to lose patience, but even
then He further modifiP.s His plan
to accommodate Moses: Aaron
will go as Moses' spokesman.
No matter what, success will de
pend on God being "with" the
spokesman (v. 15). 16: Aaron shall
speak Moses' words, just as the
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ground, and it-the water that you take from the Nile
will tum to blood on the dry ground."
1 D But Moses said to the LORD, "Please, 0 Lord, I have
never been a man of words, either in times past or now
that You have spoken to Your servant; I am slow of speech
and slow of tongue. " 11 And the LoRD said to him, "Who
gives man speech? Who makes him dumb or deaf, seeing
or blind? Is it not I, the LoRD? 12 Now go, and I will be
with you as you speak and will instruct you what to say."
1 3 But he said, "Please, 0 Lord, make someone else Your
agent."• 14 The LORD became angry with Moses, and He
said, "There is your brother Aaron the Levite. He, I know,
speaks readily. Even now he is setting out to meet you,
and he will be happy to see you. 15 You shall speak to him
and put the words in his mouth-I will be with you and
with him as you speak, and tell both of you what to do1 6 and he shall speak for you to the people. Thus he shall
serve as your spokesman, with you playing the role of
God& to him, 17 and take with you this rod, with which
you shall perform the signs."
1B Moses went back to his father-in-law Jetherc and said
to him, "Let me go back to my kinsmen in Egypt and see
how they are faring." d And Jethro said to Moses, "Go in
peace."
19 The LORD said to Moses in Midian, "Go back to
Egypt, for all the men who sought to kill you are dead."
20 So Moses took his wife and sons, mounted them on an
ass, and went back to the land of Egypt; and Moses took
the rod of God with him.
21 And the LoRD said to Moses, "When you return to
Egypt, see that you perform before Pharaoh all the mar
vels that I have put within your power. I, however, will
stiffen his heart so that he will not let the people go.
22 Then you shall say to Pharaoh, 'Thus says the LoRD: Is
rael is My first-born son. 23 I have said to you, "Let My son
go, that he may worship Me," yet you refuse to let him go.
Now I will slay your first-born son.' "
24 At a night encampment on the way, the LoRD encoun
tered him and sought to kill him. 25 • So Zipporah took a
flint and cut off her son's foreskin, and touched his legs
with it, saying, "You are truly a bridegroom of blood to
me!" 26 And when He let him alone, she added, "A bride
groom of blood because of the circumcision."
n Lit. "smd tlrroug/1 whomever You will se11d."
b Cf. 7· 1.
c I.e., Jethro.
d Lit. "whether they nre still nlive. "
e Men11i11g of vv. 25-26 IIIICertnill.
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prophet speaks God's words (d.

7-1).

4.1 8-31 : Moses returns to Egypt.
20: The rod of God with which
Moses will perform some of
the signs and plagues (v. 17; cf.
VV.

2-4; 7.20; 9.23; 10.13; 17.5, 9).

This designation suggests tha t it
was given him by God. Sons, Ger
shom and Eliezer (2.22; 18.3-5).
21: I . . . will stiffen his heart, make
him unyielding, impermeable to
reason. As in v. 23 and 7·3· God
here speaks of the final stage of the
confrontation with Pharaoh (see

9·12; 10.1, 20, 27; 11.10; 14·4· 8, 17).
He does not stiffen Pharaoh's
heart initially, but only after Phar
aoh has done so himself many
times (7.13, 14, 22; 8.11, 15, 28; 9·7·
34, 35). Then God punishes Phar
aoh in kind, depriving him of the
freedom to change his mind and
escape further punishment. The
process is drawn out so that God's
power can be made abundantly
clear (7.3-5; 10.1-2). 22: Thus says
the LORD: This is the formula with
which a messenger introduces the
words of the One who sent him
(Gen. 32.5; 45.9; Exod. 5.10; etc.). It
is commonly used by prophets, re
flecting the prophet's role as God's
messenger. The designation of Is
rael as YHvH'sfirst-born son reflects
God's special attachment to Israel.
23: I will slay yourfirst-bam son: In
the Torah God punishes or re
wards offspring for their parents'
actions. This is part of the ancient
view of families as organic units.
(See 20.5-6 n.) 24-26: This
episode, possibly abridged from a
fuller, clearer version, is extraordi
narily puzzling because the motive
for God's attack is unclear, the pro
nouns are equivocal, and Zippo
rah's remarks are enigmatic.
25: Here circumcision seems to
have apotropaic (magically protec
tive) power, and by touching her
son's foreskin to Moses' "legs"
(genitals?), Zipporah saved him.
The saving power of the bloody
foreskin may foreshadow the pro
tective role of the blood on the Is
raelites' doorposts on the eve of
the exodus (12.7, 13, 22-23). Bride
groom of blood, cognates of Heb
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27 The LoRD said to Aaron, "Go to meet Moses in the
wilderness." He went and met him at the mountain of
God, and he kissed him. 28 Moses told Aaron about all the
things that the LoRD had committed to him and all the
signs about which He had instructed him. 29 Then Moses
and Aaron went and assembled all the elders of the Israel
ites. 30 Aaron repeated all the words that the LoRD had
spoken to Moses, and he performed the signs in the sight
of the people, 31 and the people were convinced. When
they heard that the LoRD had taken note of the Israelites
and that He had seen their plight, they bowed low in
homage.

5 Afterward Moses and Aaron went and said to Phar

aoh, "Thus says the LoRD, the God of Israel: Let My
people go that they may celebrate a festival for Me in the
wilderness." 2 But Pharaoh said, "Who is the LoRD that I
should heed Him and let Israel go? I do not know the
LORD, nor will I let Israel go." 3 They answered, "The God
of the Hebrews has manifested Himself to us. Let us go,
we pray, a distance of three days into the wilderness to
sacrifice to the LoRD our God, lest He strike us with pesti
lence or sword." 4 But the king of Egypt said to them,
"Moses and Aaron, why do you distract the people from
their tasks? Get to your labors! " 5 And Pharaoh continued,
•·"The people of the land are already so numerous,·• and
you would have them cease from their labors!"b
6 That same day Pharaoh charged the taskmasters and
foremen of the people, saying, 7 "You shall no longer pro
vide the people with straw for making bricks as heretofore;
let them go and gather straw for themselves. 8 But impose
upon them the same quota of bricks as they have been
making heretofore; do not reduce it, for they are shirkers;
that is why they cry, 'Let us go and sacrifice to our God!'
9 Let heavier work be laid upon the men; let them keep at it
and not pay attention to deceitful promises."
1 0 So the taskmasters and foremen of the people went
out and said to the people, "Thus says Pharaoh: I will not
give you any straw. 11 You must go and get the straw your
selves wherever you can find it; but there shall be no de
crease whatever in your work." 12 Then the people scat
tered throughout the land of Egypt to gather stubble for
straw. 13 And the taskmasters pressed them, saying, "You
must complete the same work assignment each day as
a-a Samaritan "Even now they are more numerous than the people of the land," i.e., than
tlze native population (cf Gen. 23-7!.
b See 1.5-11.

"J:tatan," bridegroom, mean "pro
tect" in Akkadian and Arabic, and
"circumcise" in Arabic. 31 : The
theme that God has taken note of
Israel's plight ends the episode,
just as it opened it in 2.23-25
and 3·7·

5.1-6.1. The first encounter with
Pharaoh. The ensuing narrative of
the plagues and the defeat of the
Egyptians in chs 6-15 may be
viewed as God's answer to
Pharaoh's contemptuous question,
Who is the LoRD? (v. 2). 5.1: Here
and in v. 3 Moses and Aaron re
quest only a leave for worship, as
instructed by God in 3.18. 3: Lest
He strike us, a reason Pharaoh
should understand; failure to wor
ship the deity would lead to pun
ishment. 5: This v. is best under
stood on the assumption that the
Samaritan reading ("m'm" instead
of MT '"m") is correct: Pharaoh
claims that the Israelites already
outnumber the Egyptians, and if
they cease their labors they will in
crease even more-the very thing
he sought to prevent by enslaving
them (1.9-14). 7-8: Bricks were
made of Nile mud mixed with
sand and straw gathered from har
vested fields and chopped. Egyp
tian documents refer to daily
brickmaking quotas and, in one
case, to a lack of straw. Pharaoh's
new requirement was a severe ad
ditional hardship. 9: Deceitful
promises, of liberation, by Moses
and Aaron. 10: Theforemen of
the people, Israelites whom the
Egyptian taskmasters placed in
charge of the Israelite laborers.
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when you had straw. " 14 And the foremen of the Israelites,
whom Pharaoh's taskmasters had set over them, were
beaten. "Why," they were asked, "did you not complete
the prescribed amount of bricks, either yesterday or today,
as you did before?"
15 Then the foremen of the Israelites came to Pharaoh
and cried: "Why do you deal thus with your servants?
16 No straw is issued to your servants, yet they demand of
us: Make bricks! Thus your servants are being beaten,
when the fault is with your own people." 1 7 He replied,
"You are shirkers, shirkers! That is why you say, 'Let us go
and sacrifice to the LoRD.' 1 8 Be off now to your work! No
straw shall be issued to you, but you must produce your
quota of bricks! "
19 Now the foremen o f the Israelites found themselves
in trouble because of the order, "You must not reduce your
daily quantity of bricks." 20 As they left Pharaoh's pres
ence, they came upon Moses and Aaron standing in their
path, 2 1 and they said to them, "May the LoRD look upon
you and punish you for making us loathsome to Pharaoh
and his courtiers-putting a sword in their hands to slay
us. " 22 Then Moses returned to the LoRD and said, "0
Lord, why did You bring harm upon this people? Why did
You send me? 23 Ever since I came to Pharaoh to speak in
Your name, he has dealt worse with this people; and still
You have not delivered Your people."

6 Then the LORD said to Moses, "You shall soon see what
I will do to Pharaoh: he shall let them go because of a
greater might; indeed, because of a greater might he shall
drive them from his land."

VA-'ERA'

5 · 14-6 . 7

6.1 : Drive them: Ultimately Phar
aoh will be forced to expel the Is
raeli tes as quickly as possible
(12.31-3)).
6.2-7.13: God's promises and
Moses' mission reaffirmed. The
vindication of God's name is the
main theme of the plagues. This
section, from the P source, is a
variant of 3.1-6.1 (from JE), partly
inconsistent and redundant with
it. For example, the introduction of
God's name and the promise of
liberation (6.2-8) duplicate 3.7-15;
Moses is to demand unconditional
release (6.11, 13; 7.2), not merely
three days' religious leave (3.18;
5.1); and Moses uses a different
idiom to describe his speech im
pediment (6.12, 30; contrast 4.10).
In its present context, however,
this section reads as a response to
the challenges of ch 5· 6.2: God be
gins His reply to Moses (and to the
people in v. 6) and concludes it in
v. 8, by identifying Himself with
the name that conveys His full
power ("to know that He is YHVH"
[6.7; 7·51 means to experience or
witness His power [1 Kings 20.13,
28; Isa. 52.6; Jer. 9.2)). The people are thus reassured of the
power and authority that guaran
tee His promises. 3: YHVH is the
same God who, under the name of
El Shaddai, made a covenant with
Israel's ancestors (see v. 4 and cf.
Gen. 17.1-8; 28.3-4; 35.11-12;
48.3-4), and He now intends to
fulfill that covenant. But I did not

lllnke Myselfknowu to them by My
nallle YHVH: They did not experi

2 God spoke to Moses and said to him, "I am the LORD.
3 I appeared to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as El Shaddai,
but I did not make Myself known to them by My name
mil'.' 4 I also established My covenant with them, to give
them the land of Canaan, the land in which they lived as
sojourners. 5 I have now heard the moaning of the Israel
ites because the Egyptians are holding them in bondage,
and I have remembered My covenant. 6 Say, therefore, to
the Israelite people: I am the LORD. I will free you from the
labors of the Egyptians and deliver you from their bond
age. I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and
through extraordinary chastisements. 7 And I will take

ence the full power that is ex
pressed by the name YHVH, as Is
rael now will. From a critical point
of view, this statement is inconsis
tent with such vv. as Gen. 15.7;
28.13; it is another indication that
different sources underlie the pres
ent narrative. One source (J) holds
that the name YHVH was first
known in the days of Enosh (Gen.
4.26), while others (E and P) hold
that it was first revealed in the
days of Moses. 7: I will take you to

n This divine nnme is trnditionally not pronounced; instead, Adonai, "(tlze) LoRo," is reg
ularly s11bstit11ted for it.

This refers to the covenant that
will be established at Mount Sinai
(cf. El Shaddai's covenant promise
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you to be My people, and I will be your God. And you
shall know that I, the LORD, am your God who freed you
from the labors of the Egyptians. 8 I will bring you into the
land which I swore to give to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
and I will give it to you for a possession, I the LoRD." 9 But
when Moses told this to the Israelites, they would not lis
ten to Moses, their spirits crushed by cruel bondage.
1 0 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 11 "Go and tell
Pharaoh king of Egypt to let the Israelites depart from his
land. " 12 But Moses appealed to the LoRD, saying, "The Is
raelites would not listen to me; how then should Pharaoh
heed me, a man of impeded speech!" 1 3 So the LoRD spoke
to both Moses and Aaron in regard to the Israelites and
Pharaoh king of Egypt, instructing them to deliver the Is
raelites from the land of Egypt.
14 The following are the heads of their respective clans.
The sons of Reuben, Israel's first-born: Enochb and
Pallu, Hezron and Carmi; those are the families of Reu
ben. 15 The sons of Simeon: Jemuel, Jamin, Ohad, Jachin,
Zohar, and Saul< the son of a Canaanite woman; those are
the families of Simeon. 1 6 These are the names of Levi's
sons by their lineage: Gershon, Kohath, and Merari; and
the span of Levi's life was 137 years. 17The sons of Ger
shon: Libni and Shimei, by their families. 18 The sons of
Kohath: Amram, Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel; and the span
of Kohath's life was 133 years. 19 The sons of Merari: Mahli
and Mushi. These are the families of the Levites by their
lineage.
20 Amram took to wife his father's sister Jochebed, and
she bore him Aaron and Moses; and the span of Amram's
life was 137 years. 21 The sons of Izhar: Korah, Nepheg,
and Zichri. 22 The sons of Uzziel: Mishael, Elzaphan, and
Sithri. 23 Aaron took to wife Elisheba, daughter of Ammin
adab and sister of Nahshon, and she bore him Nadab and
Abihu, Eleazar and lthamar. 24 The sons of Korah: Assir,
Elkanah, and Abiasaph. Those are the families of the Ko
rahites. 25 And Aaron's son Eleazar took to wife one of
Putiel's daughters, and she bore him Phinehas. Those are
the heads of the fathers' houses of the Levites by their
families.
26 Jt is the same Aaron and Moses to whom the LORD
said, "Bring forth the Israelites from the land of Egypt,
troop by troop." 27 Jt was they who spoke to Pharaoh king
a Lit. "raised My hand. "
b Or "Hanoclz"; cf on Gen. 46.9.
c Or "Shaul"; cf on Gen. 46.10.
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in Gen. 17.7, 8 and those in Lev.
26.12; Jer. 31.33; Hos. 2.25). The ex
pression of this relationship
("take" and "be someone's x") is
modeled on idioms for marrying
and adopting (Gen. 4.19; Exod.
2.10; Deut. 24.1-2; 2 Sam. 7.14), im
plying the intimate nature of the
intended relationship between
God and Israel. (Marriage and the
parent-child relationship are used
as metaphors for the relationship
between God and Israel in many
biblical passages, e.g., Exod. 4.22;
Deut. 14.2; Isa. 54.5-7; 62.5; Jer.
2.2;. 3.19, 22; Hos. ch 2.) And you
shall know that I, the LORD, am your
God: See v. 2 n.

6.14-27: The pedigree of Moses
and Aaron. This is apparently an

extract from a larger genealogy (d.
Gen. 46.8-11; Num. 3.17-39;
26.5-14, 57-60), beginning with the
descendants of Jacob's first two
sons (see Exod 1.2; Gen. 29.32-34),
but only for the sake of showing
the place of his third son, Levi, the
ancestor of Moses and Aaron.
Levi's descendants are listed in de
tail, particularly Aaron and his im
mediate successors as high priest
(v. 25). The rest of the tribes are
omitted here as they are not perti
nent to identifying Moses and
Aaron. 20: His father's sister: Mar
riage with an aunt, apparently le
gitimate in Amram's time, is for
bidden in Lev. 18.12-13. Jochebed
must have been a much younger
sister of Kohath. Aaron and Moses:
Miriam (Num. 26.59) is omitted as
the list names only men, apart
from the mothers of the most
prominent individuals. 21: Korah,
see Num. ch 16. 22: Mishael, Elza
phan, see Lev. 10-4- 23: Nadab and
Abihu, see Lev. 10.1-5. 25: Eleazar,
Aaron's successor, Num. 20.26-28.
Phinehas, Eleazar's successor
and ancestor of the subsequent
high priests; see Num. 25.1-13.
26: Troop by troop: The Israelites
would not leave Egypt as fleeing
slaves but as an army marching to
the promised land in military for
mation (7.4; 12.17; 18.21b; Num.
1.52; etc.). In order to pick up the
narrative following the genealogi
cal digression, 6.28-30 and 7.1-2
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of Egypt to free the Israelites from the Egyptians; these are
the same Moses and Aaron. 28 For when the LoRD spoke to
Moses in the land of Egypt 29 and the LoRD said to Moses,
am the LORD; speak to Pharaoh king of Egypt all that I
will tell you," 30 Moses appealed to the LoRD, saying,
"See, I am of impeded speech; how then should Pharaoh
heed me! "

"I

6 . 28-7 . 14

conventional magic; while Aaron
works silently, relying not on his
own power or on magical tech
nique, but on an unknown power
that he identifies as the LORD,
whose superiority is shown when
Aaron's serpent overcomes those
of the magicians.

7.14-10.29: The first nine

7 The LoRD replied t o Moses, "See, I place you i n the role

of God to Pharaoh, with your brother Aaron as your
prophet.• 2 You shall repeat all that I command you, and
your brother Aaron shall speak to Pharaoh to let the Isra
elites depart from his land. 3 But I will harden Pharaoh's
heart, that I may multiply My signs and marvels in the
land of Egypt. 4 When Pharaoh does not heed you, I will
lay My hand upon Egypt and deliver My ranks, My peo
ple the Israelites, from the land of Egypt with extraordi
nary chastisements. s And the Egyptians shall know that I
am the LORD, when I stretch out My hand over Egypt and
bring out the Israelites from their midst." 6 This Moses and
Aaron did; as the LoRD commanded them, so they did.
7 Moses was eighty years old and Aaron eighty-three,
when they made their demand on Pharaoh.
8 The LORD said to Moses and Aaron, 9 "When Pharaoh
speaks to you and says, 'Produce your marvel,' you shall
say to Aaron, 'Take your rod and cast it down before Phar
aoh.' It shall tum into a serpent." l O So Moses and Aaron
came before Pharaoh and did just as the LoRD had com
manded: Aaron cast down his rod in the presence of Phar
aoh and his courtiers, and it turned into a serpent. 11 Then
Pharaoh, for his part, summoned the wise men and the
sorcerers; and the Egyptian magicians, in tum, did the
same with their spells; 12 each cast down his rod, and they
turned into serpents. But Aaron's rod swallowed their
rods. 1 3 Yet Pharaoh's heart stiffened and he did not heed
them, as the LoRD had said.
14 And the LORD said to Moses, "Pharaoh is stubborn; he
a

Cf 4.16.

recapitulate 6.9-13. 7.3-5: See 4.21.

The Egyptians shall know that I am
the LoRD: God's "signs and mar
vels" will answer Pharaoh's con
temptuous declaration that he
does "not know the LORD" (5.2). 9:
Produce your marvel, produce evi
dence corroborating that you were
sent by a god. The marvel is one of
those Moses used to convince the

people of his divine mission
(4.1-5). 1 1-13: Since Pharaoh's
magicians are able to duplicate
this marvel (vv. 7-12a), he is unim
pressed. Nonetheless, this early
confrontation foreshadows the
eventual outcome of the contest
between Moses and Aaron and the
Egyptian magicians. The magi
cians use "their spells" (v. 11; 7.22),

plagues. There are ten plagues in
all, though the Bible nowhere
states the number. Source analysis
indicates that the narrative is
drawn from the J, E, and P sources,
which differed in the number of
plagues and their details. Indica
tions of this are, for example, in
consistencies regarding whether
Aaron or Moses is to bring about
the first plague and the nature of
the gesture that will initiate it
(7.17, 19), whether the first two
plagues will involve the Nile only
or all the waters of Egypt (7.17,
19, 21, 28; 8.1), and the different
terms used for Pharaoh's obsti
nacy, "stiffening his heart" (7.22;
8.15; 9.12, 35; 10.20, 27; 11.10) and
"stubbornness [lit. heaviness] of
heart" (8.11, 28; 9.7, 34; rendered
"harden" in 10.1). The redactor has
skillfully woven the sources into
three triads, each with a consistent
pattern, followed by a capstone
tenth plague. In introducing the
first plague of each triad, God tells
Moses the main lesson that triad
will teach (7.17; 8.18; 9.14). The
first two plagues of each triad are
preceded by warnings to Pharaoh,
while the third is not. Before the
first plague in each group God
sends Moses to Pharaoh in the
morning, saying "station yourself
before [Pharaoh]," and before the
second he says "Go to Pharaoh"
without specifying the time of day.
All the plagues in the first triad are
brought on by an action of Aaron;
in the second triad, the first two
are brought about directly by God
and the third by Moses; in the
third triad, all are brought on by
an action of Moses. These nine
plagues resemble calamities
known within nature (many are at
tested in ancient Near Eastern lit
erature), but their patterns, their
timing and rapid succession, and
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refuses to let the people go. 15 Go to Pharaoh in the morn
ing, as he is corning out to the water, and station yourself
before him at the edge of the Nile, taking with you the rod
that turned into a snake. 1 6 And say to him, 'The LoRD, the
God of the Hebrews, sent me to you to say, "Let My people
go that they may worship Me in the wilderness." But you
have paid no heed until now. 17 Thus says the LoRD, "By
this you shall know that I am the LoRD." See, I shall strike
the water in the Nile with the rod that is in my hand, and it
will be turned into blood; 1 8 and the fish in the Nile will die.
The Nile will stink so that the Egyptians will find it impos
sible to drink the water of the Nile.' "
19 And the LORD said to Moses, "Say to Aaron: Take
your rod and hold out your arm over the waters of
Egypt-its rivers, its canals, its ponds, all its bodies of
water-that they may turn to blood; there shall be blood
throughout the land of Egypt, even in vessels of wood and
stone. " 20 Moses and Aaron did just as the LoRD com
manded: he lifted up the rod and struck the water in the
Nile in the sight of Pharaoh and his courtiers, and all the
water in the Nile was turned into blood 21 and the fish in
the Nile died. The Nile stank so that the Egyptians could
not drink water from the Nile; and there was blood
throughout the land of Egypt. 22 But when the Egyptian
magicians did the same with their spells, Pharaoh's heart
stiffened and he did not heed them-as the LoRD had spo
ken. 23 Pharaoh turned and went into his palace, paying
no regard even to this. 24 And all the Egyptians had to dig
round about the Nile for drinking water, because they
could not drink the water of the Nile.
25 When seven days had passed after the LoRD struck
the Nile, 26 the LoRD said to Moses, "Go to Pharaoh and
say to him, 'Thus says the LoRD: Let My people go that
they may worship Me. 27 If you refuse to let them go, then
I will plague your whole country with frogs. 2B The Nile
shall swarm with frogs, and they shall come up and enter
your palace, your bedchamber and your bed, the houses
of your courtiers and your people, and your ovens and
your kneading bowls. 29 The frogs shall come up on you
and on your people and on all your courtiers.' "

8 And the LORD said to Moses, "Say to Aaron: Hold out

your arm with the rod over the rivers, the canals, and
the ponds, and bring up the frogs on the land of Egypt."
2 Aaron held out his arm over the waters of Egypt, and the
frogs carne up and covered the land of Egypt. 3 But the
magicians did the same with their spells, and brought
frogs upon the land of Egypt.
- 118-

their announcement and removal
by Moses show that they are not a
random succession of natural
events but the purposeful work
ings of divine power. The tenth
plague stands by itself: Moses, still
in Pharaoh's presence following
the ninth plague, receives word
from God and warns Pharaoh im
mediately of the final plague, one
that will be manifestly supernatu
ral, unlike anything known in
human experience.

7.14-8.15: The first three plagues.
In this triad, the Egyptians will
begin to experience the LoRn's
power. 7.14-24: The first plague:
blood. 1 7: Like Israel in 6.7 and
Moses in 7.5, Pharaoh is now
told what the coming events will
show, though he will grasp the
lesson by fits and starts and
more slowly than his courtiers
will. 1 7-1 8: This plague is far
more ominous than the sign in
4·9 because here the river itself
the deified source of Egypt's life
is affected. 22: The magicians' abil
ity to duplicate the plague can
only make matters worse for the
Egyptians, but it again (see
7.11-13) convinces Pharaoh that
nothing but magic is involved, so
he remains unmoved. 7.25-8.1 1 :

The second plague: frogs.
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4 Then Pharaoh summoned Moses and Aaron and said,
"Plead with the LoRD to remove the frogs from me and
my people, and I will let the people go to sacrifice to the
LoRD." 5 And Moses said to Pharaoh, "You may have this
triumph over me: for what time shall I plead in behalf of
you and your courtiers and your people, that the frogs be
cut off from you and your houses, to remain only in the
Nile?" 6 "For tomorrow," he replied. And [Moses] said,
"As you say-that you may know that there is none like
the LoRD our God; 7 the frogs shall retreat from you and
your courtiers and your people; they shall remain only in
the Nile." B Then Moses and Aaron left Pharaoh's pres
ence, and Moses cried out to the LORD in the matter of the
frogs which He had inflicted upon Pharaoh. 9 And the
LoRD did as Moses asked; the frogs died out in the houses,
the courtyards, and the fields. 1 0 And they piled them up
in heaps, till the land stank. 11 But when Pharaoh saw that
there was relief, he became stubborn and would not heed
them, as the LoRD had spoken.
12 Then the LORD said to Moses, "Say to Aaron: Hold out
your rod and strike the dust of the earth, and it shall turn
to lice throughout the land of Egypt." 13 And they did so.
Aaron held out his arm with the rod and struck the dust of
the earth, and vermin came upon man and beast; all the
dust of the earth turned to lice throughout the land of
Egypt. 14 The magicians did the like with their spells to
produce lice, but they could not. The vermin remained
upon man and beast; 15 and the magicians said to Phar
aoh, "This is the finger of God!" But Pharaoh's heart stiff
ened and he would not heed them, as the LoRD had spo
ken.
16 And the LoRD said to Moses, "Early in the morning
present yourself to Pharaoh, as he is coming out to the
water, and say to him, 'Thus says the LORD: Let My people
go that they may worship Me. 17 For if you do not let My
people go, I will let loose •·swarms of insects·• against you
and your courtiers and your people and your houses; the
houses of the Egyptians, and the very ground they stand
on, shall be filled with swarms of insects. 1B But on that
day I will set apart the region of Goshen, where My peo
ple dwell, so that no swarms of insects shall be there, that
you may know that I the LoRD am in the midst of the land.
19 And I will make a distinctionb between My people and
your people. Tomorrow this sign shall come to pass.' "
20 And the LoRD did so. Heavy swarms of insects invaded
Pharaoh's palace and the houses of his courtiers; througha-a Others "wild beasts. "

b Mearrirrg of peduth uncertain.
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8 . 4-8 . 20

8.4: Despite the magicians' dupli
cation of the plague (which, again,
makes matters worse), this time
Pharaoh apparently realizes that
his magicians cannot end the
plague, and therefore that the
LoRD is behind it. This is the first
of several partial or temporary
concessions by Pharaoh, each of
which is soon withdrawn (see also
vv. 21, 24; 9-27-28; 10.8-11, 16-17,
24-28). 6: Allowing Pharaoh to
specify the time for removing the
frogs should reinforce the lesson of
the LoRD's unique power: He can
end a plague at the very moment
specified. 8.1 2-15: The third
plague: vermin. The Heb term
refers to some small insect, such as
mosquitoes or lice. 14-15: The ma
gicians' inability to duplicate this
plague with their spells leads them
to explicitly recognize that this is
not magic but divine power.
8.16-9.12: The second three
plagues. In this triad God applies
the punishments only to the Egyp
tians and not to the Israelites
(8.18-19; 9-4- 6-7; d. 9.11), show
ing that He is "in the midst of the
land," directing events closely and
discriminatingly. 8.16-28: The

fourth plague. 1 7: Swarms of in
sects, the meaning of Heb '"arov"
is uncertain. 1 8: The region of Go
shen, the area in the eastern part of
the Nile delta (near the Sinai
peninsula), where Joseph had set
tled his family (Gen. 46.29, 34;
47.6; 50.8; see map, p. 130.
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out the country of Egypt the land was ruined because of
the swarms of insects.
21 Then Pharaoh summoned Moses and Aaron and said,
"Go and sacrifice to your God within the land." 22 But
Moses replied, "It would not be right to do this, for what
we sacrifice to the LoRD our God is untouchable to the
Egyptians. If we sacrifice that which is untouchable to the
Egyptians before their very eyes, will they not stone us!
23 So we must go a distance of three days into the wilder
ness and sacrifice to the LoRD our God as He may com
mand us." 24 Pharaoh said, "I will let you go to sacrifice to
the LoRD your God in the wilderness; but do not go very
far. Plead, then, for me." 25 And Moses said, "When I leave
your presence, I will plead with the LoRD that the swarms
of insects depart tomorrow from Pharaoh and his
courtiers and his people; but let not Pharaoh again act de
ceitfully, not letting the people go to sacrifice to the
LORD."
26 So Moses left Pharaoh's presence and pleaded with
the LoRD. 27 And the LORD did as Moses asked: He re
moved the swarms of insects from Pharaoh, from his
courtiers, and from his people; not one remained. 28 But
Pharaoh became stubborn this time also, and would not
let the people go.

9 The LoRD said to Moses, "Go to Pharaoh and say to

him, 'Thus says the LoRD, the God of the Hebrews: Let
My people go to worship Me. 2 For if you refuse to let
them go, and continue to hold them, 3 then the hand of the
LoRD will strike your livestock in the fields-the horses,
the asses, the camels, the cattle, and the sheep-with a
very severe pestilence. 4 But the LoRD will make a distinc
tion between the livestock of Israel and the livestock of the
Egyptians, so that nothing shall die of all that belongs to
the Israelites. 5 The LORD has fixed the time: tomorrow the
LoRD will do this thing in the land.' " 6 And the LoRD did
so the next day: all the livestock of the Egyptians died, but
of the livestock of the Israelites not a beast died. 7 When
Pharaoh inquired, he found that not a head of the live
stock of Israel had died; yet Pharaoh remained stubborn,
and he would not let the people go.
8 Then the LoRD said to Moses and Aaron, "Each of you
take handfuls of soot from the kiln, and let Moses throw it
toward the sky in the sight of Pharaoh. 9 Jt shall become a
fine dust all over the land of Egypt, and cause an inflam
mation breaking out in boils on man and beast throughout
the land of Egypt." lD So they took soot of the kiln and ap
peared before Pharaoh; Moses threw it toward the sky,
-
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21-24: Pharaoh weakens further
and begins to recognize God,
saying Plead, then, for me. He
makes partial concessions but
will not grant all that is asked.
22: Untouchable to the Egyptians:
This may be related to the Egyp
tian aversion mentioned in Gen.
43-)2, but whether Moses means
what he says or is being evasive is
unclear. 24: Do not go venJ far, less
than a distance of three days (v. 23).

9.1-7: The fifth plague: pesti

lence. Some type of deadly epi
demic affecting livestock, perhaps
anthrax. 9.8-12: The sixth plague:
boils. A severe skin inflammation
(cf. Deut. 28.27).
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and it caused an inflammation breaking out in boils on
man and beast. 11 The magicians were unable to confront
Moses because of the inflammation, for the inflammation
afflicted the magicians as well as all the other Egyptians.
1 2 But the LORD stiffened the heart of Pharaoh, and he
would not heed them, just as the LoRD had told Moses.
13 The LoRD said to Moses, "Early in the morning pre
sent yourself to Pharaoh and say to him, 'Thus says the
LoRD, the God of the Hebrews: Let My people go to wor
ship Me. 14 For this time I will send all My plagues upon
your person, and your courtiers, and your people, in
order that you may know that there is none like Me in all
the world. 15 I could have stretched forth My hand and
stricken you and your people with pestilence, and you
would have been effaced from the earth. 16 Nevertheless I
have spared you for this purpose: in order to show you
My power, and in order that My fame may resound
throughout the world. 17 Yet you continue to thwart• My
people, and do not let them go! 18 This time tomorrow I
will rain down a very heavy hail, such as has not been in
Egypt from the day it was founded until now. 19 Therefore,
order your livestock and everything you have in the open
brought under shelter; every man and beast that is found
outside, not having been brought indoors, shall perish
when the hail comes down upon them!' " 20 Those among
Pharaoh's courtiers who feared the LORD's word brought
their slaves and livestock indoors to safety; 21 but those
who paid no regard to the word of the LORD left their
slaves and livestock in the open.
22 The LoRD said to Moses, "Hold out your arm toward
the sky that hail may fall on all the land of Egypt, upon
man and beast and all the grasses of the field in the land of
Egypt." 23 So Moses held out his rod toward the sky, and
the LoRD sent thunder and hail, and fire streamed down
to the ground, as the LORD rained down hail upon the
land of Egypt. 24 The hail was very heavy-fire flashing in
the midst of the hail-such as had not fallen on the land of
Egypt since it had become a nation. 25 Throughout the
land of Egypt the hail struck down all that were in the
open, both man and beast; the hail also struck down all
the grasses of the field and shattered all the trees of the
field. 2 6 Only in the region of Goshen, where the Israelites
were, there was no hail.
27 Thereupon Pharaoh sent for Moses and Aaron and
said to them, "I stand guilty this time. The LORD is in the
right, and I and my people are in the wrong. 28 Plead with
n Otlrers "exalt yourself over. "
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9 . 1 1-g.28

9.13-10.29: The third

triad of
plagues. The unprecedented char

acter of the plagues in this triad
shows the incomparability of the
LoRD who causes them (9.14, 18;
10.6, 14). 9.1 3-35: The seventh
plague: hail. 1 6: One of God's
aims in prolonging the confronta
tion is to show the Egyptians the
consequences of resisting His au
thority and to make Himself
known to the world. See also
10.1-2. 20: Some Egyptians have
come to understand God's power,
but others still resist, along with
Pharaoh (vv. 21, 30, 34; 10.1).
25: The first plague that takes
human life (cf. vv. 19---2- 1); i t
represents a n escalation of the
plagues. 27-28: Now Pharaoh ca-
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the LoRD that there may be an end of God's thunder and
of hail. I will let you go; you need stay no longer."
29 Moses said to him, "As I go out of the city, I shall spread
out my hands to the LoRD; the thunder will cease and the
hail will fall no more, so that you may know that the earth
is the LoRD's. 3 0 But I know that you and your courtiers do
not yet fear the LORD God."_31 Now the flax and barley
were ruined, for the barley was in the ear and the flax was
in bud; 32 but the wheat and the emmer• were not hurt, for
they ripen late._33 Leaving Pharaoh, Moses went outside
the city and spread out his hands to the LoRD: the thunder
and the hail ceased, and no rain came pouring down upon
the earth. 34 But when Pharaoh saw that the rain and the
hail and the thunder had ceased, he became stubborn and
reverted to his guilty ways, as did his courtiers. 35 So
Pharaoh's heart stiffened and he would not let the Israel
ites go, just as the LORD had foretold through Moses.
BO'

10

Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Go to Pharaoh. For I
have hardened his heart and the hearts of his
courtiers, in order that I may display these My signs
among them, 2 and that you may recount in the hearing of
your sons and of your sons' sons how I made a mockery
of the Egyptians and how I displayed My signs among
them-in order that you may know that I am the LoRD."
3 So Moses and Aaron went to Pharaoh and said to him,
"Thus says the LORD, the God of the Hebrews, 'How long
will you refuse to humble yourself before Me? Let My
people go that they may worship Me. 4 For if you refuse to
let My people go, tomorrow I will bring locusts on your ·
territory. 5 They shall cover the surface of the land, so that
no one will be able to see the land. They shall devour the
surviving remnant that was left to you after the hail; and
they shall eat away all your trees that grow in the field.
6 Moreover, they shall fill your palaces and the houses of
all your courtiers and of all the Egyptians-something
that neither your fathers nor fathers' fathers have seen
from the day they appeared on earth to this day.' " With
that he turned and left Pharaoh's presence.
7 Pharaoh's courtiers said to him, "How long shall this
one be a snare to us? Let the men go to worship the LORD
their God! Are you not yet aware that Egypt is lost?" B So
Moses and Aaron were brought back to Pharaoh and he
said to them, "Go, worship the LoRD your God! Who are
the ones to go?" 9 Moses replied, "We will all go, young
a A kind ofwlleat.
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pitulates completely. 29: The earth
is the LoRD's: He controls nature.

10.1-20: The eighth plague:
locusts, one of the most devastat
ing natural disasters (see Joel chs
1-2). 1-2: An extension of the idea
of 9.16, but noting explicitly that
the real point of the plagues is so
that the Israelites, not only the
Egyptians, will appreciate the
LoRo's power. 5: The surviving
remnant, particularly the wheat
and emmer of 9· 32. 7-1 1 : Now all
of Pharaoh's courtiers are con
vinced and urge him to submit.
When he hears Moses' terms, he
offers only a partial concession.
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and old: we will go with our sons and daughters, our
flocks and herds; for we must observe the LORD's festi
val." 10 But he said to them, "The LoRD be with you the
same as I mean to let your children go with you! Clearly,
you are bent on mischief. 11 No! You menfolk go and wor
ship the LoRD, since that is what you want." And they
were expelled from Pharaoh's presence.
12 Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Hold out your arm
over the land of Egypt for the locusts, that they may come
upon the land of Egypt and eat up all the grasses in the
land, whatever the hail has left." 13 So Moses held out his
rod over the land of Egypt, and the LoRD drove an east
wind over the land all that day and all night; and when
morning carne, the east wind had brought the locusts.
1 4 Locusts invaded all the land of Egypt and settled within
all the territory of Egypt in a thick mass; never before had
there been so many, nor will there ever be so many again.
15 They hid all the land from view, and the land was dark
ened; and they ate up all the grasses of the field and all the
fruit of the trees which the hail had left, so that nothing
green was left, of tree or grass of the field, in all the land of
Egypt.
16 Pharaoh hurriedly summoned Moses and Aaron and
said, "I stand guilty before the LORD your God and before
you. 17 Forgive my offense just this once, and plead with
the LORD your God that He but remove this death from
me." l B So he left Pharaoh's presence and pleaded with the
LoRD. 19 The LORD caused a shift to a very strong west
wind, which lifted the locusts and hurled them into the
Sea of Reeds;• not a single locust remained in all the terri
tory of Egypt. 20 But the LoRD stiffened Pharaoh's heart,
and he would not let the Israelites go.
21 Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Hold out your arm to
ward the sky that there may be darkness upon the land of
Egypt, a darkness that can be touched. " 22 Moses held out
his arm toward the sky and thick darkness descended
upon all the land of Egypt for three days. 23 People could
not see one another, and for three days no one could get
up from where he was; but all the Israelites enjoyed light
in their dwellings.
24 Pharaoh then summoned Moses and said, "Go, wor
ship the LORD! Only your flocks and your herds shall be
left behind; even your children may go with you." 25 But
Moses said, "You yourself must provide us with sacrifices
and burnt offerings to offer up to the LORD our God; 26 our
own livestock, too, shall go along with us-not a hoof
a Traditionally, but iucorrectly, "Red Sea. "
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1 0 . 10-10.26

1 0.21-29: The ninth plague: dark
ness. Since the darkness "can be
touched" (v. 21), it may reflect a
"hamsin," the hot southerly wind
from the Sahara desert, carrying
unusually dense concentrations of
sand and dust that block out sun
light. 24-26: Pharoah will permit
the people to go but not their
flocks, as if to undermine the
purpose for which the Israelites
are leaving-to sacrifice, which
requires animals from the flocks.
Moses counters by demanding
that Pharaoh provide the sacri
ficial animals from his own live
stock, and also insists that the
Israelite livestock also go with
them. Moses seeks Pharaoh's
total capitulation to God.
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shall remain behind: for we must select from it for the
worship of the LoRD our God; and we shall not know with
what we are to worship the LoRD until we arrive there."
27But the LoRD stiffened Pharaoh's heart and he would
not agree to let them go. 28 Pharaoh said to him, "Be gone
from me! Take care not to see me again, for the moment
you look upon my face you shall die." 29 And Moses
replied, "You have spoken rightly. I shall not see your face
again!"

11

And the LoRD said to Moses, "I will bring but one
more plague upon Pharaoh and upon Egypt; after
that he shall let you go from here; indeed, when he lets
you go, he will drive you out of here one and all. 2 Tell
the people to borrow, each man from his neighbor and
each woman from hers, objects of silver and gold. " 3 The
LoRD disposed the Egyptians favorably toward the peo
ple. Moreover, Moses himself was much esteemed in the
land of Egypt, among Pharaoh's courtiers and among the
people.
4 Moses said, "Thus says the LoRD: Toward midnight I
will go forth among the Egyptians, s and every first-born
in the land of Egypt shall die, from the first-born of Phar
aoh who sits on his throne to the first-born of the slave girl
who is behind the millstones; and all the first-born of the
cattle. 6 And there shall be a loud cry in all the land of
Egypt, such as has never been or will ever be again; 7 but
not a dog shall snarl • at any of the Israelites, at man or
a

Others "move (or whet) II is tongue. "

28-29: Moses only partially quotes
Pharaoh, acknowledging that they
will never again meet, but under
mining Pharaoh's claim that it is
Moses who will die.

1 1 .1-13.16: The tenth plague, the
exodus, and commemorative fes
tivals. The composite nature of
this section is indicated by differ
ences in the ritual instructions
(e.g., 13.3-10 n.), discontinuities
in the narrative, and verbal and
other links to the various sources
in the Torah. Source critics agree
that one component of this
section is from the Priestly
source (11.9-12.20; 12.28, 40-41;
12.43-13.2); they disagree over
which parts of the remainder be
long to J, E, and (in some views)
D. The most puzzling issue is the

premature location of 12.14-20:
God refers to the exodus in the
past tense (v. 17a), though the
event does not occur until vv.
37-41, and He commands that the
day be commemorated by eating
unleavened bread for a week,
though the reason for doing so
does not occur until vv. 34 and 39·
Vv. 21-27 (J) are unaware of this
command: When Moses conveys
God's instructions about the pesaQ.
sacrifice, he tells the people in
stead to commemorate the event
in the future by reenacting the sac
rifice. He informs them of the
seven-day festival of unleavened
bread only later in 13.3-10, after
the text explains why the people
ate unleavened bread on the day
of the exodus. The redactor's rea
son for placing vv. 14-20 right

after vv. 1-13 (both units are from
P), despite the resultant distur
bance of the continuity, was evi
dently his desire to fuse the festi
val of unleavened bread and the
pesaQ. offering-originally sepa
rate rites (see 12.14-20 n.)-into a
single holiday with the same date
(vv. 6, 18). He may have believed
that the fact that the meal accom
panying the pesaQ. offering in
cluded unleavened bread implied
that they are part of the same festi
val, as if the Feast of Unleavened
Bread commemorated the fact that
the people ate matzah with the
pesaQ. offering (v. 8).

1 1 .1-10: The announcement of
the tenth plague. The final and de
cisive plague would be a virulent
epidemic (Ps. 78.50) of preternatu
ral specificity, causing the sudden
death of all first-born Egyptians.
This plague corresponds to the
Egyptians' murder of the Hebrew
baby boys (1.22; the Egyptian
people's cooperation with
Pharaoh's decree is implied by
2.2-3). Exod. 4.22-23 explains it as
measure-for-measure punishment
for Pharaoh's refusal to free Israel,
God's "first-born." 1 1 . 1 : He will
drive you out, see 6.1. 2-3: See 3.22.
Much esteemed, held in awe be
cause of the power he has dis
played. 4-8: Although God does
not tell Moses the nature of the
final plague in vv. 1-3, according
to the present form of the narrative
Moses already knew it from God's
words in 4.22-23. To make the nar
rative read more clearly, the Sa
maritan Pentateuch has Moses
quote those words to Pharaoh
here, and it also copies vv. 4-7 into
God's words in vv. 1-3. According
to that reading, then, in vv. 4-7
Moses is telling Pharaoh what God
previously told him. Such addi
tions to smooth out the narrative
are typical of the Samaritan Penta
teuch, and are also found in some
Dead Sea Scrolls. 6-7: This plague
manifests the probative qualities
of the second and third triads of
plagues: It will be unprecedented
(9.18; 10.6, 14), and God will make
a distinction between Egypt and Israel

(see 8.18-19; 9.4, 6-7)-signs of the
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beast-in order that you may know that the LoRD makes a
distinction between Egypt and Israel.
8 "Then all these courtiers of yours shall come down to
me and bow low to me, saying, 'Depart, you and all the
people who follow you!' After that I will depart." And he
left Pharaoh's presence in hot anger.
9 Now the LoRD had said to Moses, "Pharaoh will not
heed you, in order that My marvels may be multiplied in
the land of Egypt." 1D Moses and Aaron had performed all
these marvels before Pharaoh, but the LoRD had stiffened
the heart of Pharaoh so that he would not let the Israelites
go from his land.

12

The LoRD said to Moses and Aaron in the land of
Egypt: 2 This month shall mark for you the begin
ning of the months; it shall be the first of the months of the
year for you. 3 Speak to the whole community of Israel and
say that on the tenth of this month each of them shall take
a lamb• to a family, a lamb to a household. 4 But if the
household is too small for a lamb, let him share one with a
neighbor who dwells nearby, in proportion to the number
of persons: you shall contribute for the lamb according to
what each household will eat. s Your lamb shall be without
blemish, a yearling male; you may take it from the sheep or
from the goats. 6 You shall keep watch over it until the four
teenth day of this month; and all the assembled congregaa Or "kid. " Heb. seh mea11s either "sheep" or "goat"; cf v. 5·
unique divine power beyond the
event. 6: Loud cry, measure-for
measure punishment for causing
the outcry of the Israelites (2.23).
7: Not a dog shall snarl: In contrast
to the loud cry among the Egyp
tians, peace and quiet will prevail
among the Israelites. 10: The LoRD
had stiffened the heart of Pharaoh: See
4.21 n.

12.1-28: Preparations for the exo
dus. Israel is to prepare for the
coming redemp tion with a sacrifi
cial banquet while the final plague
is occurring and is to commemo
rate the event in the future on its
anniversary by eating unleavened
bread for a week and reenacting
the banquet. This banquet became
the prototype of the postbiblical
Seder, the festive meal at which
the exodus story is retold and ex
pounded each year to this day on

the holiday of PesaJ:! (Passover), as
explained below. 2: Since the exo
dus will be commemorated on its
anniversary every year (vv. 6,
17-18), the preparatory instruc
tions begin with the calendar.
Henceforth the year will com
mence with the month of the exo
dus, and months will be referred
to by ordinal numbers rather than
names (see v. 18; 16.1; 19.1; Lev.
23.24; etc.). Since the numbers will
mean essentially "in the Xth
month since we gained freedom,"
every reference to a month will
commemorate the redemption.
The first month (later called Nisan
[Esth. 3.7; Neh. 2.1]-these later
month names were borrowed from
the Babylonian calendar during
the exile) corresponds to March or
April. In Jewish practice, this is the
beginning of the liturgical year; it
was also the beginning of the Bab-125 -

1 1 . 8- 1 2 . 6

ylonian year. The calendar year,
starting with Rosh Ha-Shanah (the
New Year holiday, in the seventh
month!), begins in Tishri (Septem
ber or October). (The older, nature
based, names of a few months are
mentioned in 13-4; Deut. 16.1;
1 Kings 6.1, 37, 38; 8.2.) Because vv.
1-20 deal with the month in which
PesaJ:! falls and with preparations
for the holiday, they are read as an
additional Torah portion on the
Sabbath preceding the month of
Nisan, or on the first of Nisan if it
is a Sabbath, and that Sabbath is
called Shabbat ha-I:Iodesh, "the
Sabbath of the passage beginnin g
'This month.' " The rest of the ch,
which includes the observance of
the first PesaJ:! and the exodus, is
read on the first day of PesaJ:!.
5: Without blemish, a standard re
quirement of sacrificial animals
(Lev. 22.17-25; Deut. 15.21; 17.1; cf.
Mal. 1.6-8). 6-14: Some of the vv.
about the sacrifice reflect a differ
ent view of the tenth plague from
that in the rest of the narrative. In
the rest of the narrative, God Him
self slays the Egyptian first-born;
no special measures are necessary
to protect the Israelites (11.4-7;
12.29; 13.15). But in some of the vv.
about the sacrifice God is accom
panied by "the Destroyer," an
angel of death who presumably
kills the Egyptians on God's com
mand (v. 23; cf. Gen. 19.13-14;
2 Sam. 24.16; 2 Kings 18.35;
1 Chron. 21.15); the Israelites must
apply the blood of the sacrifice to
their doorways to prevent the
plague from harming them (vv. 7,
13, 22 and 23), although no such
measures were needed to protect
them from the earlier plagues (8.18;
9·4· 6, 26---all from J; 10.23, E); in
v. 22 God warns all Israelites (not
just the first-born) to remain in
doors; in v. 23 He "protects" their
houses from the Destroyer; and
again in v. 27 He "protects" and
"saves" them, presumably from
the Destroyer. From these details
scholars have conjectured that the
sacrifice was not an original part of
the narrative about the plagues but
was based on an older shepherds'
rite observed on a spring night
(perhaps the night before they set
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tion of the Israelites shall slaughter it at twilight. 7 They
shall take some of the blood and put it on the two door
posts and the lintel of the houses in which they are to eat it.
s They shall eat the flesh that same night; they shall eat it
roasted over the fire, with unleavened bread and with bit
ter herbs. 9 Do not eat any of it raw, or cooked in any way
with water, but roasted-head, legs, and entrails-over the
fire. lOYou shall not leave any of it over until morning; if
any of it is left until morning, you shall burn it.
11 This is how you shall eat it: your loins girded, your
sandals on your feet, and your staff in your hand; and you
shall eat it hurriedly: it is a passover offering• to the LoRD.
12 For that night I will go through the land of Egypt and
strike down every first-born in the land of Egypt, both
man and beast; and I will mete out punishments to all the
gods of Egypt, I the LoRD. 1 3 And the blood on the houses
where you are staying shall be a sign for you: when l see
the blood I will pass over b you, so that no plague will de
stroy you when I strike the land of Egypt.
14 This day shall be to you one of remembrance: you
shall celebrate it as a festival to the LORD throughout the
a Or "protective offering"; Heb. pesal).
out for summer pasture) when
shepherds believed they were en
dangered by demons who could
be warded off by remaining in
doors and applying blood to their
entrances. This view of the sacri
fice and its blood as apotropaic
(magically protective) is consistent
with its Heb name, "pesaJ:t," "pro
tection"; see v. 1 1. According to
this theory, the Israelites inherited
this rite from their pastoral ances
tors (see Gen. 46.32) but, because
of its proximity in the calendar to
the time of the exodus, they rein
terpreted it as a memorial of the
exodus and introduced it into
the narrative of the tenth plague.
Gradually they abandoned its de
monological-apotropaic aspects in
favor of its meaning as a com
memoration of the exodus. Traces
of this process are visible here: Of
the vv. attributed to a source other
than P, only v. 23 implies that the
Destroyer does the killing; vv. 27
and 29 say that God did the
killing, but v. 27, in stating that
God "protected" and "saved" the
Israelites' houses, preserves a trace

b Or "protect" (Heb. pasal)); cf v. 11, note a.
of the older tradition that i t was
the Destroyer. In vv. attributed to P

played as a token of the roasted
meat, and the story of the exodus,
accompanied by rabbinic interpre
tations, is expounded, based on
vv. 26-27 and 13.8. (The provisions
of vv. 10 and 11 are not reenacted.)
10: The sacrifice must be used only
for its sacred purpose; hence no
leftovers may be saved for eating
later. 1 1 : The Israelites are to eat
while prepared to leave on a
moment's notice. Passover offering,
Heb "pesaJ:t," which originally re
ferred only to the sacrifice. Later i t
became the name o f the entire fes
tival, including the seven days of
the Festival of Unleavened Bread
("!:lag ha-Matzot"), originally a
separate holiday. In most Euro
pean languages it is also the name
of Easter (as in French "Paques").
The translation "passover" (and
hence the English name of the hol
iday) is probably incorrect. The al
ternative translation "protective
offering" is more likely; see v. 13.

1 2: Mete out punishments to all the
gods of Egypt: This probably means
that the Egyptians' idols would be
destroyed in the course of the
plague (Tg. Ps.-f.; Mek.), just as the

vent it from becoming blemished
or escaping during the interval.
8: Bitter herbs are pungent condi
ments (popular among pastoral

Philistine idol Dagon is smashed,
and other plagues inflicted on the
Philistines, in 1 Sam. ch 5 (Ibn
Ezra), and just as Assyrian armies
sometimes smashed the idols of
conquered cities (2 Kings 19.18).
1 3: Pass over (Heb "pasaJ:t"): The
use of this verb in Isa. 31. 5, "Like
the birds that fly, even so will the
LoRD of Hosts shield Jerusalem,
shielding and saving, protecting
("p-s-J:t") and rescuing," favors the

nomads) and

unleavened bread (Heb

translation "protect." So does con

"matzah," bread that has not
risen) frequently accompanied sac
rifices (29.2; Lev. 2.4-5; 6.9; 7.12;
Judg. 6.19-21; etc.; leavened bread
was forbidden with most sacri
fices: Exod. 23.18; 34.25; Lev. 2.11;

text in v. 23 of the present ch.
14-20: The Feast of Unleavened
Bread. The haste of the Israelites'
departure from Egypt would leave
them no time to bake leavened
bread (see vv. 34, 39). In the future,
their annual week-long self
deprivation of leavened bread will
serve as a reminder that God so
overwhelmed the Egyptians that
the latter ultimately hastened the
departure of the slaves they had
earlier refused to free. As it does
here, the Torah usually speaks of
this festival as something distinct
and separate from the pesaJ:t sac-

(12-13), only God does the killing;
the Destroyer becomes merely a
destructive plague, and the blood
is merely a sign to identify Israelite
houses (like the red cord in Josh.

2.12, 18, 19), not an apotropaic
substance.

6: Keep watch, to pre

6.10). Following the prescription of
vv. 24-27, this banquet is reenacted
annually at the Seder, the liturgical
banquet which includes the eating
of unleavened bread, bitter herbs
("maror," interpreted as recalling
the bitterness of slavery; romaine
lettuce or horseradish are com
monly used), and other symbolic
foods. A roasted shankbone is dis-
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ages; you shall celebrate it as an institution for all time.
15 Seven days you shall eat unleavened bread; on the very
first day you shall remove leaven from your houses, for
whoever eats leavened bread from the first day to the sev
enth day, that person shall be cut off from Israel.
16 You shall celebrate a sacred occasion on the first day,
and a sacred occasion on the seventh day; no work at all
shall be done on them; only what every person is to eat,
that alone may be prepared for you. 1 7 You shall observe
the [Feast of] Unleavened Bread, for on this very day I
brought your ranks out of the land of Egypt; you shall ob
serve this day throughout the ages as an institution for all
time. 18 In the first month, from the fourteenth day of the
month at evening, you shall eat unleavened bread until
the twenty-first day of the month at evening. 19 No leaven
shall be found in your houses for seven days. For whoever
eats what is leavened, that person shall be cut off from the
community of Israel, whether he is a stranger or a citizen
of the country. 20 You shall eat nothing leavened; in all
your settlements you shall eat unleavened bread.
21 Moses then summoned all the elders of Israel and
said to them, "Go, pick out lambs for your families, and
slaughter the passover offering. 22 Take a bunch of hyssop,
dip it in the blood that is in the basin, and apply some of
rifice rather than part of the same
holiday (see vv. 24-27, 43-49;
13.3--9; 23.15; 34.18; Lev. 23.5--6;
Num. 9.1-14; 28.16-17; see also
Ezra 6.19-22; 2 Chron. 35.17; only
Deut. 16.1-8, 16; Ezek. 45.21; and
2 Chron. 30.2, 5, 13, 15 describe
them as a single festival). This has
led to the theory that the pesa}:l
sacrifice and the Feast of Unleav
ened Bread have separate origins,
the former pastoral (see vv. 6-14 n.)
and the latter agrarian. The avoid
ance of leaven in favor of unleav
ened bread-"bread of distress"
(Deut. 16.3)-suggests that the lat
ter may have begWl as a rite of ab
stinence, perhaps expressing anxi
ety over the success of the coming
grain harvest. The two rites were
eventually brought together be
cause of their proximity in the cal
endar and because unleavened
bread was also eaten with the
pesai). sacrifice (v. 8). In this view,
then, the Festival of Unleavened
Bread became a commemoration
of the exodus because, like the
pesa}:l sacrifice, it was observed

at the time of year when the exo
dus took place. In the Bible, any
agrarian significance the festival
once had has been set aside in
favor of its meaning as a com
memoration of the exodus. 15: Un
leaveHed bread: The "matzah" was
probably similar to the flat unleav
ened bread like pita that Bedouin
still bake on embers. In earlier
times it was disk-shaped and less
thin than now. Leaven refers to
leavening agents, such as sour
dough or yeast, while leavened
bread is any food prepared from
dough to which a leavening agent
was added to make it rise faster.
According to rabbinic halakhic ex
egesis the prohibition covers any
leavened product of wheat, barley,
spelt, rye, or oats; in traditional
Ashkenazic practice, rice, millet,
corn, and legumes are also forbid
den. Remove leaven fmm your
houses: In traditional Jewish prac
tice, the home is cleansed of leav
ened products in preparation for
Pesa}:l and, on the night before the
Seder, a few pieces of bread or
-
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other leavened products are hid
den and "found" in a ceremonial
search; the next morning the
pieces are burned. Halakhic exege
sis construes Deut. 16-4 to mean
"no leaven of yours shall be seen,"
meaning that only leaven belong
ing to Jews must be eliminated.
Leavened goods sold to non-Jews
for the duration of the festival may
be kept and stored out of sight in
one's home. This avoids the eco
nomic hardship that would result
from the destruction of large quan
tities of leavened goods. Cut off:
The probable meaning is that God
will cut him off (see Lev. 17.10;
20.1-6; 23.29-30), that is, cause him
to die early and childless. This is
the punishment for noncircumci
sion and cultic and sexual sins
(v. 19; 30.)3, 38; 31.14; Gen. 17.14;
Lev. 7.20, 21, 25, 27; 17.4, 9, 14;
18.29; 19.8; 20.1-6, 17, 18; 22.3, 29;
Num. 9.13; 19.13, 20) that are
committed "defiantly" (Num.
15.3o-31). 1 6: The sacredness of
these days is to be expressed by
ceasing from work, as on the Sab
bath (20.8-11; cf. Gen. 2.2-3), ex
cept that, on the festival, food
may be cooked (contrast 16.23).
1 7: Since the text reads lit. "You
shall observe the unleavened
bread," an especially stringent
interpretation holds that the
grain should be carefully guarded
from the time it is harvested, or
at least from the time it is groWld
into flour, to ensure that there is
no fermentation. Matzah made
in this way is called "matzah
shemurah," "guarded matzah."
1 8: Since holy days begin and
end in the evening (Lev. 23.32), the
festival lasts from the evening at
the end of the fourteenth day
through the evening at the end of
the twenty-first day. 19: Stranger,
a foreigner residing among the
Israelites. Although strangers are
not obligated to offer a pesai).
sacrifice (v. 48), they may not eat
leavened food during the festival.
This is perhaps to prevent them
from accidentally contaminating
Israelites' food with leaven, since
bread was sometimes baked
in shared or commWlal ovens
(Lev. 26.26; Jer. 37.21; Neh. 3.11;
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the blood that is in the basin to the lintel and to the two
doorposts. None of you shall go outside the door of his
house until morning. 23 For when the LoRD goes through
to smite the Egyptians, He will see the blood on the lintel
and the two doorposts, and the LoRD will pass over • the
door and not let the Destroyer enter and smite your home.
24 "You shall observe this as an institution for all time,
for you and for your descendants. 25 And when you enter
the land that the LoRD will give you, as He has promised,
you shall observe this rite. 26 And when your children ask
you, 'What do you mean by this rite?' 27 you shall say, 'It is
the passover sacrifice b to the LoRD, because He passed
over• the houses of the Israelites in Egypt when He smote
the Egyptians, but saved our houses.' �'
The people then bowed low in homage. 28 And the Isra
elites went and did so; just as the LoRD had commanded
Moses and Aaron, so they did.
29 In the middle of the night the LORD struck down all the
first-born in the land of Egypt, from the first-born of Phar
aoh who sat on the throne to the first-born of the captive
who was in the dungeon, and all the first-born of the cattle.
30 And Pharaoh arose in the night, with all his courtiers and
all the Egyptians-because there was a loud cry in Egypt;
for there was no house where there was not someone dead.
3 1 He summoned Moses and Aaron in the night and said,
"Up, depart from among my people, you and the Israelites
with you! Go, worship the LoRD as you said! 32 Take also
your flocks and your herds, as you said, and begone! And
may you bring a blessing upon me also!"
33 The Egyptians urged the people on, impatient to have
them leave the country, for they said, "We shall all be
dead." 34 So the people took their dough before it was
leavened, their kneading bowls wrapped in their cloaks
upon their shoulders. 35 The Israelites had done Moses'
bidding and borrowed from the Egyptians objects of sila

See v. 13, note b.

b See v. 11, note a.

12.38). 23: Pass over, rather, "pro
tect" (see above, v. 13 n.). Destroyer,
see introductory comment to vv.
6-14. The tradition that an angelic
figure served as God's agent in the
exodus and subsequent events is
also reflected in 14.19; 23.2o-23
(see also the plan announced by
God in 32.34 and 33.2 but with
drawn in 33.14; Num. 20.16; Josh.
5.13-15; Judg. 2.1-5; and Ps. 78.49).
This tradition is rejected in other

passages which hold that God
was the only actor, using no inter
mediary (Exod. 33.14-15; Deut.
4·37; 7.1 [based on but modifying
Exod. 23.20]; 32.12; see also the
probably original text of Isa. 63.9
reflected in the readings of the
ancient versions). This disagree
ment was still alive in talmudic
times and led to the well-known
midrashic passage quoted in the
Haggadah which declares that Is- 128-

rae! was taken out of Egypt by
God personally, "not by means of
an angeL" This declaration indi
cates that the Rabbis, like the au
thors of the biblical verses denying
a role to angels, considered the
tradition of angelic involvement
incompatible with absolute
monotheism. 24: Observe this:
According to talmudic tradition
(nz. Pes. 9.5) only the sacrifice
itself is to be repeated annually,
not the rites accompanying it in
vv. 3, 7, 1o-11, 23. Ibn Ezra accepts
this tradition on authority but
observes that one would not
infer this from the text itself.
26-27: Here and in 13.8, 14-15
and Deut. 6.2o-25, the Torah antic
ipates that children will ask what
the various commemorative rites
and other laws mean (see also
Josh. 4.21-24). The Israelites are to
use these questions as opportuni
ties to teach loyalty to God by ex
plaining what He did for them.
The religious value of such lessons
about the past accounts for why
much of the Bible is devoted to
past events and for the theological
viewpoint of biblical historiogra
phy. A midrashic elaboration of
these passages about children fig
ures prominently in the Haggadah
as part of the answer to the chil
dren's Four Questions about the
unique procedures at the Seder
banquet. It explains that the word
ing of the question in each passage
reflects a different type of person
ality.

1 2.29-42: The tenth plague and
the exodus. 31-33: Pharoah and
his people press the Israelites to
leave (see also v. 39). Cf. 6.1; 11.1.
3 1 : As you said, 3.18; 5.3; 7.16.
Pharaoh is granting no more than
Moses asked, three days' leave for
worship (only in 14.5 does he real
ize they mean to leave for good,
though he suspected that earlier
[8.24; 10.10]). 32: May you bring a
blessing upon me also, i.e., leave
with your cattle to worship the
LoRD (v. 31) with sacrifice, as you
said (3.18; 5.3, 8, 17; 8.4, 21-25;
10.25-26), and when you sacrifice
and ask for His blessing (see 20.21
end; Lev. 9.22), ask Him to bless
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ver and gold, and clothing. 36 And the LoRD had disposed
the Egyptians favorably toward the people, and they let
them have their request; thus they stripped the Egyptians.
37 The Israelites journeyed from Rameses to Succoth,
about six hundred thousand men on foot, aside from chil
dren. 38 Moreover, a mixed multitude went up with them,
and very much livestock, both flocks and herds. 39 And
they baked unleavened cakes of the dough that they had
taken out of Egypt, for it was not leavened, since they had
been driven out of Egypt and could not delay; nor had
they prepared any provisions for themselves.
40 The length of time that the Israelites lived in Egypt
was four hundred and thirty years; 41 at the end of the four
hundred and thirtieth year, to the very day, all the ranks of
the LoRD departed from the land of Egypt. 42 That was for
me as well. Pharoah may have a
specific blessing--cessation of
the tenth plague-in mind (cf. 8-4,
24; 9.28; 10.17), but in any case
his plea indicates that his capitula
tion to the LORD is complete.
35-36: See 3.22. 37: From Rameses
to Succoth: On Rameses, the capital,
see 1.11. Succoth was the name of
both a place and a region in the
eastern Nile delta, in or near the
land of Goshen where the Israel
ites lived (see 8.18 and map,
p. 130). An Egyptian letter from
the period of Pharaoh Seti II
(1204-1198 BCE) indicates that the
place Succoth was one day's jour
ney from the palace, which was
presumably in Rameses. On the
reasons for the Israelites following
this route, see 13.17 n. Six hundred
thousand men, a round number; see
also Num. 11.21; Num. 1-46 and
2.32 give the number more pre
cisely as 603,550 (Num. 3·39 adds
22,000 Levites). According to
Exod. 38.26 and Num. 1.46-47,
these figures refer to men of mili
tary age, twenty and older. Adding
women and children yields a pop
ulation of at least two and a half
million. Some scholars believe that
in census contexts the word trans
lated thousand ('"elef") does not
have numerical significance but
means "clan" or "squad" (as in
Num. 1.16; }udg. 6.15; 1 Sam.
10.19; and elsewhere), in which
case the number of people need

not be that high, but it is clear
from 38.24-26 and other passages
that individuals, not groups, are
being counted. This number cer
tainly accords with Exodus' asser
tions that the Israelites in Egypt
were extraordinarily prolific
(1.7-12), though the land of Go
shen and later the Sinai peninsula
could not have sustained such a
population. The number probably
originated in hyperbole, perhaps
as an expansion of the common
6oo-man military unit (14.7; Judg.
18.11; 1 Sam. 13.15; 23.13; etc.).
Comparably, the Haggadah in
flates the number of plagues from
ten to fifty, and Arabian Bedouin
often magnify numbers by factors
of ten. Note also the thousand-fold
population growth wished for by
Moses (Deut. 1.11) and the 3-mil
lion-person army attributed to
Kirta, the king of the city-state of
Ugarit. 38: Mixed multitude, non
Israelites, most likely members of
other enslaved groups in Egypt.
Egyptian texts and art show the
presence of such groups, including
Semites and Nubians. 39: In their
haste, the Israelites made unleav
ened bread because it can be made
quickly (for that reason, it is made
for unexpected guests [Gen. 19.3;
Judg. 6.19; 1 Sam. 28.24), as Arab
peasants still do). 40-41 : The fig
ure of 430 years of Israelite resi
dence in Egypt (P) is compatible
with the 400 years of slavery and
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oppression predicted in Gen. 15.13
(JE or E), assuming that the op
pression began thirty years after
Israel arrived in Egypt. Gen.15.16
(also JE or E), however, states that
the Israelites would return in the
fourth generation (of living there),
a statement compatible with the
fact that Moses is the great
grandson of Levi, who went down
to Egypt (Exod. 6.16-20). If a gen
eration is the period between a
man's birth and the birth of his
first child, these two passages are
hard to reconcile: Even assuming a
generation of forty years (although
twenty to twenty-five is more
likely), four generations would be
no more than 160 years. The Sep
tuagint, the Samaritan Pentateuch,
and midrashic traditions (Seder
0/am 1 and 3; Mek. R. Shimon bar
Yohai, p. 34 at 12.40; Mek. Pis/111 14
[Horovitz p. so); Pirqe R. El. 48, p.
114a) minimize the problem by in
cluding in these figures the time
the patriarchs lived in Canaan,
starting with the covenant of Gen.
ch 15 or the birth of lsaac, though
that is not what our v. or Gen. ch
15 says. 41: The mnks of the LoRD:
The Israelites are organized as an
army, their goal being the conquest
of Canaan; cf. v. 51 and 13.18 and
their designation as "men on
foot," that is, infantry, in v. 37·
42: Vigil, Heb "shimurim." Al
though derivatives of the root "sh
m-r," "watch, guard, observe" are
common (they occur five other
times in this ch, vv. 6, 17 twice,
24, 25), this form is unparalleled in
the Bible. In rabbinic Heb it means
"guarding, care." If that is the
meaning here, this v. may repre
sent an interpretation of the term
"pesal)" (see vv. 1 1, 13 n.). The
sense would be that God guarded
the Israelites from the Destroyer
on the night of the exodus and
will guard them against malevo
lent forces on the anniversaries of
this night (thus Tg. Ps.-J. and b.
Pes. 109b; in that case the v. is a
vestige of a magical notion that
this date is particularly dangerous,
as in the presumed shepherds' be
lief mentioned in vv. 6-14 n.). Pos
sibly, the term has different nu
ances and different subjects in
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the LoRD a night of vigil to bring them out of the land of
Egypt; that same night is the LoRD's, one of vigil for all the
children of Israel throughout the ages.

43 The LORD said to Moses and Aaron: This is the law of
the passover offering: No foreigner shall eat of it. 44 But
any slave a man has bought may eat of it once he has been
circumcised. 45 No bound or hired laborer shall eat of it.
46 It shall be eaten in one house: you shall not take any of
the flesh outside the house; nor shall you break a bone of
it. 47 The whole community of Israel shall offer it. 48 If a
stranger who dwells with you would offer the passover to
the LORD, all his males must be circumcised; then he shall
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each clause; e.g., it was a night of
God's protection of Israel at the ex
odus, so in the future it will be a
night of Israel's observance of the
pesai). sacrifice. The translation
"vigil" implies that it was a night
of God's vigilance, protecting Is
rael (or of Israel's vigilance wait
ing for God to deliver them [tak
ing "for the LoRD a night of vigil"
as "a night of waiting for the
LoRD"]}, and in the future it will
be a night of wakefulness for Israel
to offer the pesai). sacrifice ("a
night of vigil in honor of the
LORD"),
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be admitted to offer it; he shall then be as a citizen of the
country. But no uncircumcised person may eat of it.
49 There shall be one law for the citizen and for the
stranger who dwells among you.
s o And all the Israelites did so; as the LoRD had com
manded Moses and Aaron, so they did.
5 1 That very day the LORD freed the Israelites from the
land of Egypt, troop by troop.

1 3 The LoRD spoke further to Moses, saying, 2 "Conse

crate to Me every first-bam; man and beast, the
first issue of every womb among the Israelites is Mine."

12.43-51 : Seven supplementary
rules about the pesaJ::t offering
(vv. 4.3b, 44, 45, 46a, 46b, 47,
48-49). V. 50, which recapitulates v.
28, implies that these instructions
were given before the Israelites de
parted. They define who is eligible
to take part in the pesal:t offering
and other details concerning it.
Those instructions pertaining to
foreigners, "strangers" (resident
aliens), and slaves and employees
of Israelites seem, like those in vv.
24-27, to apply primarily to the fu
ture, after Israel settles in the
promised land, rather than to their
circumstances in Egypt; note par
ticularly that once circumcised the
stranger becomes "as a citizen of
the country" (of Israel). 43: For
eigner, Heb "ben nekhar," a non
Israelite; normally used of foreign
ers living or visiting in the land
of Israel temporarily, usually for
business. It is contrasted with
"stranger" ("ger"), which refers to
a long-term foreign resident. Here
it could also refer to Egyptians or
other foreigners in Egypt on
friendly terms with the Israelites
(d. Isa. 56._3). Because the pesal:t
sacrifice is integrally connected
with Israel's national experience of
the exodus, those who do not
identify with Israelites and their
experience are ineligible to partake
of it. Likewise, according to Lev.
2.3.42, only native Israelites are ob
ligated to dwell in booths, another
rite that commemorates Israel's
national experience. 44-45: The
implications of the pesaJ:t sacrifice
being a family-household cere-

mony (vv. J, 4, 7, 27, 46). 44: Pri
vately owned foreign slaves, as
members of the household, may
partake if they are circumcised in
accordance with Gen. 17.12-1.3.
45: Bound or l1ired laborer: This
phrase (lit. "resident and
hireling") is better taken as a
hendiadys meaning "resident
hireling" (as in Lev. 22.10; 25.6, 40),
a long-term hired hand who lives
on his employer's property. He is
not integrated into his employer's
household. If a foreigner, he is in
eligible for the pesaJ:t; if an Israel
ite, the verse seems to imply that
he should partake of his own
family's pesal:t sacrifice, not that of
his employer. 46: All those sharing
the same lamb were to eat it to
gether and to remain indoors. See
vv. 4, 7, 22-2.3. Break a bone of it, to
eat the marrow. 47: Offering the
pesal:t sacrifice is incumbent on
all Israelites, like the obligation to
eat nothing leavened during the
festival (vv. 15, 19; cf. Num. 9.11).
4�9: Resident aliens, though
they must abstain from leaven
(v. 19), are not obligated to offer a
pesaJ::t sacrifice but may do so
voluntarily. They must first un
dergo circumcision. Then they
may make the offering and be
come "as a citizen of the country,"
at least for purposes of this offer
ing. This is not a full religious con
version-the stranger's motivation
is to make a pesal:t offering, not to
become an Israelite-but since cir
cumcision is a sign of the cove
nant, and the sacrifice celebrates
the exodus, he must first become a
- 131 -
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quasi-Israelite in order to identify
with Israel's defining national ex
perience. If so, this ceremony is
unique in the Bible; there is no
other reference to a formal proce
dure for converting foreigners to
Israelites, even quasi-Israelites.
Foreigners normally became Isra
elites only by marriage or the in
formal, generations-long process
of ethnic assimilation that resulted
from living in the land. By the rab
binic period, a procedure for reli
gious conversion, including cir
cumcision of males, was created
and the Heb word for stranger,
"ger," acquired the meaning
"proselyte." Since the idea of
strangers joining Israel is explicitly
mentioned in exilic or postexilic
passages (Isa. 14.1; 56.3-8; Ezek.
47.22-2_3), it is possible that the
present passage is also from that
period. 49: One law for the citizen
and for the stranger, see also Lev.
24.22; Num. 9.14; 15.14-16, 29. In
each of these instances strangers
and Israelites follow the same spe
cific procedure (d. Lev. 7.7); it is
not a general rule covering all
cases. In later halakhic exegesis,
when "ger" ("stranger") is under
stood as "proselyte," this v. is un
derstood as prescribing equality
between proselytes and born Jews
with respect to all the laws of the
Torah (Mek. Pis�a 14, end). 5 1 : This
v. recapitulates v. 40, indicating
that the digression in vv. 4.3-49
is concluded and the narrative
resumes.

1 3.1-16: Further commemorative
rituals. 2: The first issue of hu
mans and domestic animals is holy
and reserved for the LORD; they
must be given to Him or re
deemed. According to Gen. 4.4, the
sacrifice of firstling cattle goes
back to the beginning of the
human race when Abel brought
"the choicest of the firstlings of his
flock" as a gift to the Lord. In vv.
12-15 this practice is given a new
raison d'etre as a commemoration
of God's slaying the first-born of
Egypt and sparing those of Israel
at the time of the exodus. Thefirst
issue ofevery womb definesfirst
born as the first-born of the mother,
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3 And Moses said to the people,
"Remember this day, on which you went free from
Egypt, the house of bondage, how the LORD freed you
from it with a mighty hand: no leavened bread shall be
eaten. 4 You go free on this day, in the month• of Abib. s So,
when the LORD has brought you into the land of the
Canaanites, the Hittites, the Amorites, the Hivites, and the
Jebusites, which He swore to your fathers to give you, a
land flowing with milk and honey, you shall observe in
this month the following practice:
6 "Seven days you shall eat unleavened bread, and on
the seventh day there shall be a festival of the LoRD.
7 Throughout the seven days unleavened bread shall be
eaten; no leavened bread shall be found with you, and no
leaven shall be found in all your territory. 8 And you shall
explain to your son on that day, 'It is because of what the
LORD did for me when I went free from Egypt.'
9 "And this shall serve you as a sign on your hand and
as a reminder on your foreheadb-in order that the Teach
ing of the LoRD may be in your mouth-that with a
mighty hand the LoRD freed you from Egypt. 1 0 You shall
keep this institution at its set time from year to year.
1 1 "And when the LoRD has brought you into the land of
a Or "on tile new 1110011. "

b Ut. "between your eyes. "

not the father. 3-10: The festival of
Unleavened Bread, repeating
12.14-20. Because of this duplica
tion and some conflicting details
(such as the use here of a name in
stead of a number for the first
month, and the emphasis only on
the seventh day and not on the
first as well), scholars assign this
paragraph to the J source and
12.14-20 to the P source. 4: The
month of Abib: The old name of the
first month (12.2), now called
Nisan. '"Aviv" means "new ears of
grain"; this month begins when
immature ears of grain have begun
to grow on the stalks. The alterna
tive translation "on the new moon
of Abib" is based on the preceding
phrase "on this day," which seems
to refer to a specific date (see also
Deut. 16.1). If that is the meaning,
this may be a variant tradition that
the exodus occurred, and was cele
brated, on the first day of the
month rather than the fourteenth
and fifteenth. 5: See 3.8. 8: See
12.26-27. Explain, Heb "vehi-

gadta," lit. "tell, relate." The Rab
bis derived the injunction to relate
the story of the exodus at the
Seder from this v., and the name of
the text recited at the Seder, "Hag
gadah she! Pesal:t" ("The Pesal:t
narrative"; Haggadah for short)
from this verb. What the LoRD did
for me: Because every future Israel
ite is to speak thus, the Rabbis in
ferred that "In every generation
one should look upon himself as if
he personally had gone out of
Egypt . . . . It was not only our an
cestors whom the Holy One,
Blessed is He, redeemed, but also
us along with them" (Haggadah).
The effect is that every individual
Jew will identify personally with
the exodus experience. 9-10: This
shall serve you as a sign: It is not
clear what shall serve as a sign: ei
ther something mentioned in the
preceding vv or in the second half
of the present v. One or several of
these things must be remembered
well so that the LoRD's teaching
will be remembered well. The
.
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same interpretation applies to v.
16: The sacrifice or redemption of
the first-born (vv. 12-15) is to be
"as a sign . . . and as a frontlet"
(see translators' note b). As noted
by Rashbam, "sign," "memorial,"
and "frontlet" are here used
metaphorically to indicate that
these things are to be remembered
well (cf. the metaphoric use of
other ornaments and items of ap
parel in Isa. 62.3; Jer. 13.11; Prov.
6.21; 7.3; and elsewhere). In neither
case does "it shall be a sign," rep
resent an additional observance
beyond those mentioned in vv. 2-8
and 12-15. In Deut. 6.8 and 11.18,
however, the same phrases are
used literally to indicate that
God's words are to be "bound" as
a sign on the arm and as a frontlet
on the forehead, and this is accom
panied by the injunction to write
those words on the doorposts and
city gates. In that context, the com
mand is meant literally. Jewish tra
dition reinterpreted Exod. 13.9 and
16 in line with Deuteronomy, and
took all four passages as referring
to tefillin or phylacteries, small
leather capsules fastened to the
forehead and the upper arm by
leather straps, and containing the
paragraphs in which these vv ap
pear (Exod. 13.1-10, 11-16; Deut.
6. 5-9; 11.13-21). In talmudic
times they were worn throughout
the day on weekdays (that is,
not on the Sabbath or festivals);
today they are usually worn only
during weekday morning prayers.
10: Tltis institution, the eating of
unleavened bread. At its set time:
According to NaJ.:tmanides, this v.
is the basis of the practice of creat
ing leap years by periodically
adding an extra month at the end
of a lunar year to adjust it to the
longer solar year so that the festi
val falls "at its set time," that is, in
the spring. This is done in order to
delay the festival in years when it
would otherwise occur before
spring arrives (Hayim Dov Shevel,
"Sefer ha-mitsvot leha-Rambam
. . . 'im hasagot ha-Ramban" Ueru
salem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1981],
pp. 26-27). 1 1-16: The sacrifice
and redemption of first-borns.
1 2-13: See also 22.28-29; 34.19-20;
.
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the Canaanites, as He swore to you and to your fathers,
and has given it to you, 12 you shall set apart for the LoRD
every first issue of the womb: every male firstling that
your cattle drop shall be the LoRD's. 13 But every firstling
ass you shall redeem with a sheep; if you do not redeem it,
you must break its neck. And you must redeem every
first-born male among your children. 14 And when, in
time to come, your son asks you, saying, 'What does this
mean?' you shall say to him, 'It was with a mighty hand
that the LoRD brought us out from Egypt, the house of
bondage. 15 When Pharaoh stubbornly refused to let us go,
the LoRD slew every first-born in the land of Egypt, the
first-born of both man and beast. Therefore I sacrifice to
the LORD every first male issue of the womb, but redeem
every first-born among my sons.'
16 "And so it shall be as a sign upon your hand and as a
symbol• on your forehead that with a mighty hand the
LoRD freed us from Egypt. "
BE-SHALLAI:I
17 Now when Pharaoh let the people go, God did not
lead them by way of the land of the Philistines, although it
was nearer; for God said, "The people may have a change
of heart when they see war, and return to Egypt." 1B So
God led the people roundabout, by way of the wilderness
at the Sea of Reeds.
Now the Israelites went up armed b out of the land of
a Others 'frontlet. "
b Meaning of Heb. l:lamushim uncertain.
Lev. 27.27; Num. 18.15-18; Deut.
15.19-23 for further, and in some
cases conflicting, details. 1 2: Set
apart, for sacrifice (v. 15). Shall
be the LORD's, that is, sacrificed.
1 3: Every firstling ass: Asses are do
mestic animals, but are impure
and may not be sacrificed (d. Lev.
27.26; Num. 18.15); hence the
owner must redeem an ass by sac
rificing a sheep in its place or
breaking its neck (a nonsacrificial
method of slaughter). Among your
children: Since humans may not be
sacrificed, they must be redeemed
from the priests. Based on Num.
18.16, the ceremony, called
"Pidyon ha-ben" ("Redemption of
the Son"), takes place on the
thirty-first day after birth (or the
next day if that is a Sabbath or
major holiday). The son is "re-

deemed" by giving a "kohen" (a
descendant of the priestly family)
five units of the local currency
(e.g., five dollars). The money is
generally returned to the father or
donated to charity. Sons whose
parents are the offspring of a
kohen or a Levite, and sons born
by Caesarian section or after the
birth of a daughter or a miscar
riage are not redeemed. 1 6: Sym
bol, the translation "frontlet"
(i.e., headband), is preferable.
The headband was the characteris
tic headdress in Canaan and
nearby lands in biblical times,
as illustrated in Egyptian and
Assyrian art.

1 3.17-15.2 1 . The crossing of the
sea. The final episode of God's de
feat of the Egyptians. God lures
- 133 -
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Egypt to a crushing blow so as to
"gain glory through Pharaoh and
all his host" and show them that "I
am the LORD" (14.4, 18). The Sab
bath on which this pericope is read
in the annual Torah reading cycle
is known as Shabbat Shirah, the
"Sabbath of the Song," referring
to the poem of 15.1-18. It is also
read on the seventh day of PesaJ:t,
when, according to tradition, the
crossing of the sea took place. See
also v. 18 n. 1 3.17: By way of the
land of the Philistines, or "by The
Way to the Land of the Philistines"
(the name of the road)-in either
case, the route leading from Egypt
to Philistia in southern Canaan
(see map, p. 130). This is presum
ably the route, called "The Ways
of Horus" by the Egyptians, that
ran parallel to the Mediterranean
coast, from Zilu (Sile) to Gaza, and
was the shortest route to Canaan
(along it an army could reach
Gaza in nine or ten days). If the
exodus took place in the 13th cen
tury BCE, the reference to the Phil
istines is anachronistic, since the
Philistines were among the "Sea
Peoples" who migrated to the
Levant from the Aegean region
and did not settle in southern
Canaan until the early 12th cen
tury. Have a change of heart, as they
do in 14.11-12. When they see war,
either with the Canaanites in the
promised land or the Egyptian
forces stationed in Zilu (Sile) and
the other fortresses Egypt main
tained all along the Ways of Horus
in the 13th century BCE to protect
its access to Canaan. To avoid
demoralization, God leads the Is
raelites via the difficult southerly
route through the marshy Jake
land of the eastern delta to Sukkot
and thence to the wilderness.
1 8 : By way of the wilderness, or,
"by The Way to the Wilderness"
toward the Sinai wilderness. At
the Sea of Reeds, Heb "yam suf,"
an unidentified body of water,
probably in the Isthmus of Suez,
the strip of land, Jakes, and
marshes between the Gulf of Suez
and the Mediterranean (the strip
traversed by the Suez Canal
today). See map, p. 130. The same
name is used for the Gulf of Eilat
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Egypt. 19 And Moses took with him the bones of Joseph,
who had exacted an oath from the children of Israel, say
ing, "God will be sure to take notice of you: then you shall
carry up my bones from here with you."
20 They set out from Succoth, and encamped at Etham,
at the edge of the wilderness. 21 The LORD went before
them in a pillar of cloud by day, to guide them along the
way, and in a pillar of fire by night, to give them light, that
they might travel day and night. 22 The pillar of cloud by
day and the pillar of fire by night did not depart from be
fore the people.

1 4 The LoRD said to Moses: 2 Tell the Israelites to turn

back and encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between Mig
dol and the sea, before Baal-zephon; you shall encamp
facing it, by the sea. 3 Pharaoh will say of the Israelites,
"They are astray in the land; the wilderness has closed in
on them." 4 Then I will stiffen Pharaoh's heart and he will
pursue them, that I may gain glory through Pharaoh and
all his host; and the Egyptians shall know that I am the
LORD.
And they did so.
When the king of Egypt was told that the people had
fled, Pharaoh and his courtiers had a change of heart
about the people and said, "What is this we have done, re
leasing Israel from our service?" 6 He ordered• his chariot
and took his men with him; 7 he took six hundred of his
picked chariots, and the rest of the chariots of Egypt, with
officersb in all of them. B The LoRD stiffened the heart of
Pharaoh king of Egypt, and he gave chase to the Israelites.
As the Israelites were departing defiantly/ 9 the Egyptians
gave chase to them, and all the chariot horses of Pharaoh,

s

a See on Getr. 46.29.
b Heb. shalish; originally "tlrird man on royal clrariot"; /renee "adjutant," "officer."
c Lit. "witlr upraised /rand."
[23.31; Deut. 1.40; etc.], a branch
of the Red Sea. 1 9: See Gen.
50.24-25. According to Josh. 24.32,
Joshua buried Joseph in Shechem
(modem Nablus; see Color
Map 1). 20: Etham, an unidentified
place, perhaps at the eastern end
of the Wadi Tumilat, where the
wadi meets the wilderness, near
Lake Timsah (see map, p. 130).
(Cf. Num. JJ.8, "the wilderness of
Etham. ") 2 1 : The LoRD went before

them in a pillar ofcloud . . . and in a
pillar offire: The two pillars were
probably one, a columnar cloud

enveloping a fire that was visible
through it only in the dark. Hence
14.24 refers to a single "pillar
of fire and cloud" at daybreak,
when the fire was still partly visi
ble as the cloud gradually became
opaque. Their role here may reflect
the ancient practice of carrying a
burning, smoking brazier at the
head of an army or caravan to in
dicate the line of march by day
and night. See further at 14.19.
22: For an exception to this state
ment, see 14.19. According to P,
once the Tabernacle was erected,

the pillar or cloud and fire re
mained above it even when direct
ing the Israelites' march (Exod.
40·33-38; Num. 9.15-23; 10.11-12,
34). (For a reflection of this image
in United States history, see the
intro. to Exodus.)

1 4.1-3 1 : The crossing of the Sea
of Reeds. The compositeness of
this narrative is indicated by in
consistencies and redundancies.
For example, God's stiffening
Pharaoh's heart to chase the Israel
ites (vv. 8-g) is redundant after
Pharaoh has already decided to
give chase (vv. 5-7). V. 19a says
that the angel leading the Israelites
moves to their rear, while 19b says
that it was the cloud. V. 21b
(through "dry ground") presents a
relatively naturalistic picture of
God causing a strong wind to
blow back the waters of the sea,
while the remainder of the v. and
v. 22 present a more miraculous
picture of the sea splitting, with
the waters forming walls on either
side of the Israelites. Source critics
assign the components of the nar
rative to J, E, and P. By skillfully
combining the sources, the redac
tor has harmonized the differences
so as to show, for example, that
Pharaoh's independent decision
to pursue the Israelites is, in a
mysterious way, carrying out
God's plan (cf. v. 4), that the cloud
is indeed the angel, and that God
used the natural means of the
wind to carry out His miraculous
splitting of the sea. 2: Pi-hahiroth
cannot be clearly identified with
any known Egyptian toponym.
Migdal ("watchtower") figures
in several toponyms in and near
the eastern delta. An Egyptian
letter (see 12.37 n.) mentions
one apparently in or near the Sinai
desert not far from Wadi Tumilat.
Baal-zephon must refer to a site
at which the Canaanite deity of
that name was worshipped in
Egypt. Several in the eastern
delta region are known. 4: Gain
glory, more lit. "weightiness,"
honor, authority, by punishing
those who disobey Him. The Egyp
tians shall know that I am the LoRD,
see 6.2 n. 5: Only now do the
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his horsemen, and his warriors overtook them encamped
by the sea, near Pi-hahiroth, before Baal-zephon.
10 As Pharaoh drew near, the Israelites caught sight of
the Egyptians advancing upon them. Greatly frightened,
the Israelites cried out to the LORD. 11 And they said to
Moses, "Was it for want of graves in Egypt that you
brought us to die in the wilderness? What have you done
to us, taking us out of Egypt? 12 Is this not the very thing
we told you in Egypt, saying, 'Let us be, and we will serve
the Egyptians, for it is better for us to serve the Egyptians
than to die in the wilderness'?" 1 3 But Moses said to the
people, "Have no fear! Stand by, and witness the deliver
ance which the LoRD will work for you today; for the
Egyptians whom you see today you will never see again.
1 4 The LoRD will battle for you; you hold your peace! "
15 Then the LORD said t o Moses, "Why d o you cry out to
Me? Tell the Israelites to go forward. 1 6 And you lift up
your rod and hold out your arm over the sea and split it,
so that the Israelites may march into the sea on dry
ground. 17 And I will stiffen the hearts of the Egyptians so
that they go in after them; and I will gain glory through
Pharaoh and all his warriors, his chariots and his horse
men. IS Let the Egyptians know that I am LoRD, when I
gain glory through Pharaoh, his chariots, and his horse
men."
19The angel of God, who had been going ahead of the
Israelite army, now moved and followed behind them;
and the pillar of cloud shifted from in front of them and
took up a place behind them, 20 and it came between the
army of the Egyptians and the army of Israel. Thus there
was the cloud with the darkness, and it cast a spell• upon
the night, so that the one could not come near the other all
through the night.
21 Then Moses held out his arm over the sea and the
LORD drove back the sea with a strong east wind all that
night, and turned the sea into dry ground. The waters
were split, 22 and the Israelites went into the sea on dry
ground, the waters forming a wall for them on their right
and on their left. 23 The Egyptians came in pursuit after
them into the sea, all of Pharaoh's horses, chariots, and
horsemen. 24 At the morning watch, the LORD looked
down upon the Egyptian army from a pillar of fire and
cloud, and threw the Egyptian army into panic. 25 He
locked b the wheels of their chariots so that they moved
forward with difficulty. And the Egyptians said, "Let us
n From root 'rr, "cnst n spell" or "wrse. " Others "nnd it lit up."
b From roof 'sr, with severn/ nncimt versious. Others "took off."
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Egyptians realize that the Israelites
have left for good (see 12.31).
1 1-1 2: The Israelites' continual
complaining in the wilderness, a
dominant theme of the Torah, is
introduced here. (See 15.24; 16 . 2-3;
17.2-3; Num. 1 1.4--6; 14.2-3;
16.13-14; 20.2-5, 13; 21.4-5; Deut.
1.27-28.) 1 2: We told you in Egypt:
No such comment is recorded ear
lier, but the Samaritan Pentateuch
adds it after 6.9. (See 11.4-8 n.)
1 5-31 : Some believe that the ac
tion of the sea corresponds to the
rising and falling tides or shallow
waters being blown back by wind
in the southern part of the isth
mus, or a combination of both. A
document from Mari, in Syria, re
ports that an army escaped across
a river one night at low tide and
the pursuing army was prevented
from overtaking them when the
tide later rose again. In the present
case the heavy Egyptian chariots
became mired in the mud and
were engulfed by the returning
waters. The text, however, claims
that miraculously the waters
were split and stood up like walls
(vv. 16, 22, 29). 1 9: The first clause
of the v. (from the E source) says
that the angel of God was at the
head of the Israelites; the next
clause (from J) indicates that the
pillar of cloud led them, while
13.21 (also J) says that it was the
LORD in the cloud. These three
statements picture the divine
manifestation in different ways
(cf. J.2 n.). 20: Cast a spell, turited it
totally dark so that the Egyptians
could not approach the Israelites
(d. 10.22-23a; Josh. 24.7). The one

could not come near tlze otlzer all
through tlze night: According to a

midrashic interpretation, this
refers to the angels, who sought to
sing a hymn to God as the Egyp
tians were drowning; God rebuked
them, saying: "While my creatures
are drowning in the sea you would
sing a hymn?!" showing that He
does not rejoice in the death of the
wicked (b. Sanlz. 39b, prompted ei
ther by the similar phraseology
in Isa. 6.J or by an interpretation
of "k-r-v" ["come near"] as a
term for prayer). 25: Locked:
They became stuck in the mud.
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flee from the Israelites, for the LoRD is fighting for them
against Egypt."
26 Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Hold out your arm
over the sea, that the waters may come back upon the
Egyptians and upon their chariots and upon their horse
men." 27 Moses held out his arm over the sea, and at day
break the sea returned to its normal state, and the Egyp
tians fled at its approach. But the LORD hurled the
Egyptians into the sea. 2B The waters turned back and cov
ered the chariots and the horsemen-Pharaoh's entire
army that followed them into the sea; not one of them re
mained. 29 But the Israelites had marched through the sea
on dry ground, the waters forming a wall for them on
their right and on their left.
3 0 Thus the LoRD delivered Israel that day from the
Egyptians. Israel saw the Egyptians dead on the shore of
the sea. 31 And when Israel saw the wondrous power
which the LoRD had wielded against the Egyptians, the
people feared the LoRD; they had faith in the LoRD and
His servant Moses.

1 5 Then Moses and the Israelites sang this song to the
2

3

LORD. They said:
I will sing to the LoRD, for He has triumphed
gloriously;
Horse and driver He has hurled into the sea.
The LoRD• is my strength and might;b
He is become my deliverance.
This is my God and I will enshrine< Him;
The God of my father, and I will exalt Him.
The LoRD, the WarriorLORD is His name!

a Heb. Yah.
b Others "song. "
c Others "glorifiJ ."

31: Feared: No longer frightened of
the Egyptians (v. 10), they were
awe-struck at God's power. Had
faith, i.e., trusted, now that their
fears were proven groundless.
"Faith" in the Bible regularly
means trust, rather than belief in
the existence of God or assent to a
doctrine. His servant Moses: The
people now realize that Moses is
truly God's servant. Cf. Num.
12.7-8; Deut. 34.10.
1 5.1-21: The Song at the Sea, a
lyric poem, sung as a hymn, cele-

brating God's defeat of Egypt at
the sea. Rich in imagery, hyper
bole, and poetic license, it ex
presses the unrestrained enthusi
asm of the Israelites over their
miraculous rescue from disaster.
Formally it is divided into three
sections, each ending with a simile
followed by a bicolon addressed to
God in which the opening phrase
is repeated in the second colon
(vv. sb-{), 10b-11, 16a-b), and a
conclusion (vv. 17-18). In terms of
content, however, the sections are
an introduction (vv. 1-3), the de- 1} 6 -

feat of Pharaoh's forces (vv. 4-12),
God's guidance of Israel to the
promised land and the Temple
Mount and the terrified reaction
of its inhabitants and neighbors
(vv. 13-17), and a coda acclaiming
His eternal rule (v. 18). The general
plot of the poem-God's control of
the sea followed by the building of
His sanctuary and the acclamation
of His kingship-and some of its
vocabulary allude to passages in
other biblical poems that tell of
His primordial defeat of the sea
and assumption of kingship (e.g.,
Pss. 74.12-16; 89.1o-14; 93), which
themselves hark back to ancient
Near Eastern myths about the
storm god's defeat of the sea god
followed by the building of his
palace/temple. The language and
style of the poem are archaic and
share many features with Ugaritic
poetry of the Late Bronze Age,
suggesting that it is one of the
oldest poems in the Bible. On the
other hand, the mention of Philis
tia (v. 14; see 13.22 n.) and the Tem
ple imply a date later than the pu
tative date of the exodus, probably
in the early monarchic period. In
Jewish prayer, the entire poem is
recited every morning in the pre
liminary prayers, and vv. 11 and
18 are recited following the Shema
prayer morning and evening, as
part of the daily acceptance of
God's kingship, the Jewish decla
ration of allegiance to God. 2: The
first half of this v. also appears in
Isa. 12.2 and Ps. 118.14, suggesting
that it was a liturgical saying. I will
enshrine Him, another interpreta
tion of the enigmatic Heb verb is
"glorify" or "beautify Him," from
which a midrash derived the duty
of beautifying religious objects
used in His worship, such as the
sukkah, tallit, shofar, and Torah
scroll; another midrash takes the
verb as meaning "show His
beauty" by imitating His compas
sion (Mek. Shirta, 3; b. Shab. 133b;

Torah Temimah). The God of myfa
ther, see 3.6. 3: The LoRD, the War
rior, see 14.14, 25. One of the vari
ous metaphors applied to God.
The warrior metaphor was fre
quently applied to deities in the
ancient world, reflecting the con-
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Pharaoh's chariots and his army
He has cast into the sea;
And the pick of his officers
Are drowned in the Sea of Reeds.
The deeps covered them;
They went down into the depths like a stone.
Your right hand, 0 LORD, glorious in power,
Your right hand, 0 LoRD, shatters the foe!
In Your great triumph You break Your opponents;
You send forth Your fury, it consumes them like
straw.
At the blast of Your nostrils the waters piled up,
The floods stood straight like a wall;
The deeps froze in the heart of the sea.
The foe said,
"I will pursue, I will overtake;
I will divide the spoil;
My desire shall have its fill of them.
I will bare my swordMy hand shall subdue them."
You made Your wind blow, the sea covered
them;
They sank like lead in the majestic waters.
Who is like You, 0 LORD, among the celestials;
Who is like You, majestic in holiness,
Awesome in splendor, working wonders!
You put out Your right hand,
The earth swallowed them.
In Your love You lead the people You redeemed;
In Your strength You guide them to Your holy
abode.
The peoples hear, they tremble;
Agony grips the dwellers in Philistia.
Now are the clans of Edom dismayed;
The tribes of Moab-trembling grips them;
All the dwellers in Canaan are aghast.
Terror and dread descend upon them;
Through the might of Your arm they are still as
stone-

a Otlzers "miglzty."
viction that victory is in reality an
achievement of God, not of human
warriors. Cf. Deut. 20.4; 1 Sam.
17-47; Zech. 4.6. LORD is His name:
That is, YHVH ("'adonai") is His
name (see ).15). This declaration
reflects the further fulfillment of
God's promises that all would

come to know that "I am the
LoRD" (see 5.1-6 n., 6.2 n.). 6: Your
right hand: In this poem Moses'
arm, so prominent in the prose
narrative of ch 14 (vv. 16, 21, 26,
27), is not mentioned. Only God's
role-the ultimate reality behind
the event-is celebra ted. In this re- 1)7 -

spect the poem is a forerunner of
the Haggadah, which mentions
only God, never Moses. 7: It corJ
srtmes them like straw: Although the
Egyptians drowned, the image
here is of fire burning them. In
vv. 6b and 7a God "shatters" and
"breaks" the enemy. 8: The blast of
Your nostrils, a metaphor for the
wind of 14.21. 9: Desire, i.e., appe
tite. 10: After all the enemy's
boasts, God sinks them in an in
stant. 1 1 : Celestials, lit. "gods." Ex
clamations of God's uniqueness
among the "gods" (2 Sam. 7.22;
1 Kings 8.23; Ps. 86.8) proclaim
Him the greatest power in the uni
verse. They go back to ancient
Near Eastern polytheistic proto
types (cf. Jethro in 18.11). Later
texts and interpretations retain the
term "gods" vestigially to refer to
the celestial or supernatural beings
that surround God in the manner
of a royal court-that is, the "host
of heaven," including the sun,
moon, stars, spirits, winds, flames,
seraphs, and angels (Deut. 4.35-39;
Pss. 86.1o; 96-4-5; 135·5, 15-17).
The translation "celestials" in
vokes the latter concept so that
the verse conforms more closely
to the modern sense of monothe
ism, but whether this ancient
poem is referring to angelic beings
or actual gods is debated. 1 3 : Love,
Heb "J:tesed," better rendered
"faithfulness." It refers to acts of
kindness that are expected be
tween parties in a relationship
husband and wife, parents and
children, relatives, and alliesand to reciprocation of kindness
(Gen. 40.14; Deut. 7.9; 1 Sam. 20.8;
2 Sam. 9.1; 10.2). Here, as fre
quently, it refers to God's covenan
tal faithfulness to Israel (2.24;
6.4-8; cf. 20.6; 34.6, 7). To Your holy
abode, to the destination mentioned
in v. q, the land of Israel (cf. the
sequence of events in Ps. 78.53-55)
and I or the Temple Mount in Jeru
salem (2 Sam. 15.25; Isa. 33.20); cf.
Jer. 25.30; 31.23. 14-16: Terrified by
the power God exercised against
Egypt on Israel's behalf, the
Canaanites and neighboring na
tions are petrified at Israel's ap
proach (cf. Josh. 2.9-11). 1 6: Still as
stoue, like the Egyptians, who sank
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Till Your people cross over, 0 LORD,
Till Your people cross whom You have ransomed.
17

18

You will bring them and plant them in Your own
mountain,
The place You made to dwell in, 0 LORD,
The sanctuary, 0 LoRD, which Your hands
established.
The LoRD will reign for ever and ever!

19 for the horses of Pharaoh, with his chariots and horse
men, went into the sea; and the LoRD turned back on them
the waters of the sea; but the Israelites marched on dry
ground in the midst of the sea.
20 Then Miriam the prophetess, Aaron's sister, took a
timbrel in her hand, and all the women went out after her
in dance with timbrels. 21 And Miriam chanted for them:
Sing to the LORD, for He has triumphed gloriously;
Horse and driver He has hurled into the sea.
22 Then Moses caused Israel to set out from the Sea of
Reeds. They went on into the wilderness of Shur; they
traveled three days in the wilderness and found no water.
23 They came to Marah, but they could not drink the water
"like a stone" (v. 5). Cross over: This
refers either to Israel's passing
these nations (excepting the
Canaanites) on its way to Canaan
(Deut. 2.8, 18) or crossing the Jor
dan into the land ( Josh. 1.11; 4.1).
Ransomed, i.e., redeemed. 17: Plant
them, permanently settle them
(Amos 9.15; Pss. 44·3; 80.9). In Your
own mountain: "Mountain" refers to
the promised land, which is moun
tainous (Deut. 3.25; Isa. 11.9; 57.13;
Ps. 78.54), but "God's mountain"
often refers to the Temple Mount
as well (Isa. 2.3; Ezek. 20-40; Zech.
8.3; Ps. 24.3), and the following
phrases the place You made to dwell
in and the sanctuary . . . clearly
refer to that. The v. blends the con
cepts of the promised land and the
Temple Mount: The Israelites, set
tled throughout the land with the
Temple in the center, are pictured
as dwelling around the Temple in
which God dwells in their midst
(cf. Exod. 25.8; 29-45-46; 1 Kings

6.13; Ezek. 37.25-28). This climac
tic verse indicates that the con
quest of the promised land will
not be an end in itself. The re
demption will culminate when the
Temple is built and Israel dwells
there in the presence of God. You
made . . . Your hands established: As
in the victory over Egypt and the
conquest of the promised land
(vv. 6, 16b-17a), human agency in
building the Temple (1 Kings chs
6--8, esp. 8.13) is ignored. In a theo
logical sense it is God who will
build the Temple (cf. Ps. 78.6g).
1 8: God's kingship is acclaimed
here because the Temple, as His
palace ("heikhal," 1 Kings 6.3, 5,
and elsewhere), symbolizes His
kingship. This is the first explicit
mention of the common biblical
metaphor "God is king." 20-2 1 :
I n keeping with the custom of.
women celebrating the victor after
a battle (Judg. 11.34; 1 Sam. 18.6),
the women dance and play music,
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led by Miriam who summons
them, or all the Israelites, to sing
God's praises (either the hymn of
vv. 1-18 or a refrain). Miriam the
prophetess: This title could refer to
Miriam's recitation of the hymn, or
part of it (cf. 1 Chron. 25.1-3) or to
her prophetic status mentioned in
Num. 12.2. The activities of Debo
rah the prophetess also include
singing a hymn praising God for
a victory (Judg. 4-4; 5), while Hul
dah delivers a prophetic oracle
(2 Kings 22.14; cf. Ezek. 13.17; Joel
p; Neh. 6.14).

1 5.22-1 7.16: Challenges in the
wilderness. Four episodes in
which the Israelites face typical
dangers of the wilderness: short
ages of food and water and attack
by marauders. In the face of the
shortages the people grumble
against Moses and Aaron. God re
sponds to their complaints with
out anger or punishment, perhaps
because they have not previously
seen His ability to meet their mate
rial needs, or because these inci
dents occur before the covenant at
Sinai at which God promised to
meet such needs (23.25). Having
seen God's ability to defeat armies
(14.3o-31), they do not complain
(as in 14.1o-12) when the Amalek
ites attack.

15.22-27: Complaints (14.1112 n.) about food and water recur
throughout the wilderness wan
derings. See 16.2-3; 17.2-3; Num.
11.4--6; 16.13-14; 20.2-5; 21.4-5·
22: The wilderness of 5/wr, east of
the Isthmus of Suez, apparently
named for the defensive wall
("shur") that the Egyptians erected
to prevent incursions from the
east. Three days . . . no water: The
midrash, which interprets "water"
as Torah (since Torah is as essential
for well-being as water), infers that
it was three days without Torah
that made the people rebellious,
and holds that the practice of read
ing the Torah in the synagogue
every Sabbath, Monday, and
Thursday was instituted so that
three days would not pass without
Torah (Mek. Beshallah, Vayassa', 1;
b. B. K. 82a). 23: Marah, lit. "bitter."

1 5 . 24-1 6 . 6
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of Marah because it was bitter; that is why it was named
Marah.a 24 And the people grumbled against Moses, say
ing, "What shall we drink?" 25 So he cried out to the LORD,
and the LORD showed him a piece of wood; he threw it
into the water and the water became sweet.
There He made for them a fixed rule, and there He put
them to the test. 26 He said, "If you will heed the LoRD your
God diligently, doing what is upright in His sight, giving
ear to His commandments and keeping all His laws, then I
will not bring upon you any of the diseases that I brought
upon the Egyptians, for I the LoRD am your healer. "
27 And they came to Elim, where there were twelve
springs of water and seventy palm trees; and they en
camped there beside the water.

brouglrt upon the Egyptians, such as

16

Setting out from Elim, the whole Israelite commu
nity came to the wilderness of Sin, which is be
tween Elim and Sinai, on the fifteenth day of the second
month after their departure from the land of Egypt. 2 In
the wilderness, the whole Israelite community grumbled
against Moses and Aaron. 3 The Israelites said to them, "If
only we had died by the hand of the LoRD in the land of
Egypt, when we sat by the fleshpots, when we ate our fill
of bread! For you have brought us out into this wilderness
to starve this whole congregation to death."
4 And the LoRD said to Moses, "I will rain down bread
for you from the sky, and the people shall go out and
gather each day that day's portion-that I may thus test
them, to see whether they will follow My instructions or
not. 5 But on the sixth day, when they apportion what they
have brought in, it shall prove to be double the amount
they gather each day." 6 So Moses and Aarori said to all the
Israelites, "By evening you shall know it was the LORD
a

I.e., "bitter."

Brackish pools and wells are com
mon in deserts (d. the "Bitter
Lakes" in the Isthmus of Suez). As
suming that the Israelites are now
heading south, the site could be
Bir el-Murrah, Arabic for "Bitter
Well," nine miles east of Suez, or
the oasis Ein Hawarah, 75 km
(47 mi) southeast of Suez, near
Wadi Amarah which has a similar
sounding name. 25: A piece of
wood, or a branch with its foliage.
Even today, Bedouin sweeten
brackish water with shrubs that
cause the salt to sink to the bot-

tom. There He madefor them a fixed

rule, and there He put them to the
test: The context suggests that this
enigmatic sentence refers to the
next v. and means that God told Is
rael the conditions of their future
relationship, against which they
will be tested (see 16.4; Deut. 8.2,
16). The promise in v. 26, which
also implies a warning, is
prompted by Israel's grumbling
against Moses, God's servant
(14.31), which contained the seeds
of rebellion against God Himself
(d. 16.8). 26: The diseases that I
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the sixth plague, skin inflarruna
tion (9.8-11). Healer: This quality
of God, with its implicit warning
of punishment by disease, is
prompted by His purifying the
water of its bitterness, which was
regarded as "healing" the water
(the same verb is translated "make
wholesome" in 2 Kings 2.22; Ezek.
47.8, 9, 1 1 ) . 27: Elirrr, possibly Wadi
Gharandel, the best-watered site in
western Sinai, about 15 km (9 mi)
south of Ein Hawarah, or Uyun
Musa, 12 km (7.5 mi) southwest of
Bir el-Murrah, which has a palm
grove and twelve springs even
today.

1 6.1-36: Provision of food in the
wilderness. This narrative is gen
erally assigned to the Priestly
source, but redundancies (such as
God's two responses to the
people's complaint [vv. 4-5 and
11-12]) and difficulties in the order
(vv. 6-8 presuppose vv. g--12) sug
gest the presence of a second
source (JE) as well. Another
episode in which God provides
quail, which also refers to the
manna, appears in Num. ch 11; it
is in part a doublet of this episode.
1-3: A month after the exodus
(Num. JJ.J), having left the oasis
of Elim and run low on food, the
Israelites turn on Moses and Aaron
and begin to idealize life in Egypt
(cf. 14.11-12; Num. 11.5). 4: The
people's need for food is real, but
their accusatory complaint por
tends rebellion, so God determines
to provide food subject to rules
thil t test their obedience and trust
(vv. 19-20, 25-29). 5: When it is ap
portioned, the manna collected on
the sixth day will miraculously
double and suffice for the next day
as well. Cf. Lev. 25.2o-22. Appor
tion: Halakhic exegesis assigns the
Heb word its more corrunon mean
ing, "prepilre," and infers a gen
eral rule that cooked food for the
Sabbath must be prepared before
the Sabbath (b. Slrab. 117b; b. Pes.
47b; b. Betzah 2b; see also v. 23).
6-7: Divinely provided food and
the appearance of God's Presence
will remind the people that, con
trary to their charge in v. 3, it was
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who brought you out from the land of Egypt; 7 and in the
morning you shall behold the Presence• of the LORD, be
cause He has heard your grumblings against the LoRD.
For who are we that you should grumble against us?
B Since it is the LoRD," Moses continued, "who will give
you flesh to eat in the evening and bread in the morning to
the full, because the LoRD has heard the grumblings you
utter against Him, what is our part? Your grumbling is not
against us, but against the LoRD!"
9 Then Moses said to Aaron, "Say to the whole Israelite
community: Advance toward the LORD, for He has heard
your grumbling." 1 0 And as Aaron spoke to the whole Is
raelite community, they turned toward the wilderness,
and there, in a cloud, appeared the Presence of the LORD.
11 The LoRD spoke to Moses: 12 "I have heard the grum
bling of the Israelites. Speak to them and say: By evening
you shall eat flesh, and in the morning you shall have
your fill of bread; and you shall know that I the LoRD am
your God."
13 In the evening quail appeared and covered the camp;
in the morning there was a fall of dew about the camp.
14 When the fall of dew lifted, there, over the surface of the
wilderness, lay a fine and flaky substance, as fine as frost
on the ground. 15 When the Israelites saw it, they said to
one another, "What is it?" b-for they did not know what it
was. And Moses said to them, "That is the bread which
the LoRD has given you to eat. 16 This is what the LoRD has
commanded: Gather as much of it as each of you requires
to eat, an omer to a person for as many of you as there are;
each of you shall fetch for those in his tent."
1 7 The Israelites did so, some gathering much, some lit
tle. 18 But when they measured it by the omer, he who had
gathered much had no excess, and he who had gathered
little had no deficiency: they had gathered as much as
they needed to eat. 19 And Moses said to them, "Let no one
leave any of it over until morning." 20 But they paid no at
tention to Moses; some of them left of it until morning,
and it became infested with maggots and stank. And
Moses was angry with them.
21 So they gathered it every morning, each as much as
he needed to eat; for when the sun grew hot, it would
n Others "glory."

b Heb. man hu; others "It is mn1111n. "

God, not Moses and Aaron, who
took them from Egypt (d. 15.6 n.,
17.17 n.) and that their complaints
are really against Him. Tile Pres
ence of the LoRD, the visual form in

which God appears to humans,
usually described as fiery or as en
veloped in cloud or fire (v. 10;
24.1T 40.)4-38), though some
times as a human form ()).18, 22;

Ezek. 1.26-28). But since this is to
happen in tlze morning, Rashi holds
that this v. does not refer to the
theophany of vv. 9-10 but to the
manna, which appeared in the
morning (vv. 8, 12-13). In that case
the Presence of tlw LORD refers to an
act of providence or miracle that
manifests His power, as in Num.
14.22; Ps. 96. 3· 8: Flesh . . . bread, in
the form of quail and manna (v.
13). 9-10: Advance toward the LoRD,
perhaps toward the pillar of
cloud/fire (13.21-22). If so, there, in
a [or "the"] cloud, appeared the Pres
ence of the LoRD would seem to
mean that His fiery Presence be
came more visible within the
cloud. 1 2: You slzall know that I
the LoRD am your God: See 7·5 n.
13: Quail: Quail migrating, often in
great numbers, between Africa
and Europe in the spring and fall
often drop exhausted in the Sinai
and are caught by hunters. This
experience was repeated in Num.
11.31-32 but did not become a reg
ular occurrence as did the manna.
The quail were not a supernatural
phenomenon, but their timely ap
pearance at God's promise was an
act of divine providence. 14: A fine
and flaky substance, named manna
in v. 31. If this has a natural expla
nation, it is probably the sweet,
edible honeydew (still called
"manna" in Arabic) found in parts
of the Sinai in June and July. Scale
insects and plant lice ingest the
sap of tamarisk trees and excrete it
onto the branches, from which it
crystallizes and falls to the ground
as sticky solids. Bedouin use it as a
sweetener. If this was the manna,
the miracle was that it arrived just
when the Israelites needed it, that
enough was produced to feed the
entire people but never more than
an 'omer (about 2.J liters, 2.1 quarts
[dry measure]) per person daily,
that it doubled on the sixth day
and did not appear on the Sab
bath, and that contrary to its natu
ral pattern it appeared year-round.
16: Omer: See v. 36. 19: Using up
the manna before morning shows
trust that God will provide more
the next day (hence Moses' anger
in v. 20). 21-30: The Sabbath. Since
God observes the Sabbath, He will
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melt. 22 0n the sixth day they gathered double the amount
of food, two omers for each; and when all the chieftains of
the community came and told Moses, 23 he said to them,
"This is what the LoRD meant: Tomorrow is a day of rest,
a holy sabbath of the LoRD. Bake what you would bake
and boil what you would boil; and all that is left put aside
to be kept until morning." 24 So they put it aside until
morning, as Moses had ordered; and it did not tum foul,
and there were no maggots in it. 25 Then Moses said, "Eat
it today, for today is a sabbath of the LoRD; you will not
find it today on the plain. 26 Six days you shall gather it; on
the seventh day, the sabbath, there will be none."
27 Yet some of the people went out on the seventh day to
gather, but they found nothing. 28 And the LoRD said to
Moses, "How long will you men refuse to obey My com
mandments and My teachings? 29 Mark that the LORD has
given you the sabbath; therefore He gives you two days'
food on the sixth day. Let everyone remain where he is: let
no one leave his place on the seventh day." 30 So the peo
ple remained inactive on the seventh day.
3l The house of Israel named it manna;• it was like co
riander seed, white, and it tasted like wafersb in honey.
32 Moses said, "This is what the LoRD has commanded: Let
one omer of it be kept throughout the ages, in order that
they may see the bread that I fed you in the wilderness
when I brought you out from the land of Egypt." 33 And
Moses said to Aaron, "Take a jar, put one omer of manna in
it, and place it before the LoRD, to be kept throughout the
ages." 34 As the LoRD had commanded Moses, Aaron
placed it before the Pact,< to be kept. 35 And the Israelites
ate manna forty years, until they came to a settled land;
they ate the manna until they came to the border of the land
of Canaan. 36 The omer is a tenth of an ephah.
a Heb. man.
b Meaning of Heb. �appii)ith uncertain.
not provide manna on the seventh
day but will provide a double por
tion on the sixth day and Israel
will observe the Sabbath as well.
The Sabbath, having been "cre
ated" in Gen. ch 2, is first revealed
to Israel here. 22: See v. 5 n. Told
Moses, of the mysterious fact that
the day's yield turned out to be
double the amount offood (Heb
"lel:tem mishneh," lit. "double the
bread"). This v. is the source of the
Jewish custom of placing two
loaves of bread (called "lel:tem

c Otlrers "Testimony. "
mishneh") on the table at the
main Sabbath and festival meals.
23: Day of rest . . . sabbath, Heb
"shabbaton . . . shabbat." Both Heb
terms literally refer to "cessation"
of activity. The seventh day is a
day of cessation from normal labor
(20.10), such as gathering and
cooking food, because it is a holy
day of cessation to God: He does
not provide manna on it because
He ceased creative activity on it,
blessed it and declared it holy
(Gen. 2.1-3). Bake . . . and boil . . . :
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cf. Num. 11.8. And all tlzat is left put
aside . . . : This means either "cook
today for two days, and save what
you don't eat today for tomorrow"
(Rashi) or "cook what you will eat
today and eat the rest raw tomor
row" (Ibn Ezra). 28: Refuse to obey
My commandments . . . : Unless this
means simply that they refused to
believe that there would be no
manna on the Sabbath, it must
mean that they violated the im
plicit command not to go out for
manna on the Sabbath (vv. 25b-26)
or the explicit command to eat the
manna that was kept overnight
(v. 25a). 29: Given you tlw sabbath:
God has given the Sabbath, previ
ously holy only to Him (Gen.
2.1-3), as a gift to Israel. Let no one
leave his place, to gather manna.
Rabbinic exegesis saw here a
broader prohibition on all Sabbath
travel and inferred that one may
not walk more than 2,ooo cubits
(roughly 1,000 meters, 3,000 feet)
beyond the city limits on the Sab
bath. This distance (based on
Num. 35-5) is called the "Sabbath
boundary" ("teJ:tum shabbat").
3 1 : Named it manna (Heb "man"),
playfully reinterpreting their origi
nal question, "what (Heb 'man') is
it?" (v. 15), as a declaration, "it is
'man.' " In essence, then, the term
means "whatchamacallit" and ex
presses the manna's unprece
dented character in Israelite expe
rience. Tasted: Num. 11.8, a
different tradition, says "it tasted
like rich cream" and notes various
ways to prepare it. This gave rise
to the rabbinic tradition that the
manna had many different tastes,
suiting the palate of each person.
32-34: One day's portion of
manna is to be preserved as a
future reminder of God's care
for the Israelites in the wilderness.
Cf. Lev. 23.42-43. 34: Before the
Pact, before the Ark of the Pact
(25.1o-22), P's term for the Ark of
the Covenant (Num. 10.33; Josh.
3.6); the suggestion is that the jar
of manna stored in front of the Ark
could be taken out to show to fu
ture generations. 35: Until they

came to tlze border of tlze la11d of Ca
naan, see Josh. 5.1o-12. 36: Eplwh,
about 23 liters (21 quarts).
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From the wilderness of Sin the whole Israelite com
munity continued by stages as the LORD would
command. They encamped at Rephidim, and there was
no water for the people to drink. 2 The people quarreled
with Moses. "Give us water to drink," they said; and
Moses replied to them, "Why do you quarrel with me?
Why do you try the LoRn?" 3 But the people thirsted there
for water; and the people grumbled against Moses and
said, "Why did you bring us up from Egypt, to kill us and
our children and livestock with thirst?" 4 Moses cried out
to the LoRD, saying, "What shall I do with this people? Be
fore long they will be stoning me!" s Then the LoRD said to
Moses, "Pass before the people; take with you some of the
elders of Israel, and take along the rod with which you
struck the Nile, and set out. 6 I will be standing there be
fore you on the rock at Horeb. Strike the rock and water
will issue from it, and the people will drink." And Moses
did so in the sight of the elders of Israel. 7 The place was
named Massah • and Meribah,b because the Israelites quar
reled and because they tried the LoRD, saying, "Is the
LoRD present among us or not?"
8 Amalek came and fought with Israel at Rephidim.
9 Moses said to Joshua, "Pick some men for us, and go out
and do battle with Amalek. Tomorrow I will station my
self on the top of the hill, with the rod of God in my
hand." lOJoshua did as Moses told him and fought with
Amalek, while Moses, Aaron, and Hur went up to the top
of the hill. 11 Then, whenever Moses held up his hand, Is
rael prevailed; but whenever he let down his hand, Ama
lek prevailed. 12 But Moses' hands grew heavy; so they
took a stone and put it under him and he sat on it, while
a

I.e., "Trial."

b l.r., "Quarrrl. "

1 7.1-7: The incident at Massah
and Meribah. 1 : Rephidim, the last
station before Sinai (19.2; Num.
33-14-15) and, to judge from v. 6,
near Sinai. 2: Why do you quarrel

with me? Why do you try the LoRD?
Cf. 16.8. Try, i.e., test, demanding
proof that God was present among
them and controlling the events
(see v. 7; cf. 8.18; Deut. 7.21; 31.17;
Josh. 3.10). 3: Cf. 16.3b. S-6: Moses
is to take some of the elders, per
haps as witnesses, and set out for
Horeb (Sinai), "the mountain of
God" (3.1), to obtain water. Appar
ently the water would flow from
Horeb back to Rephidim via a

wadi (cf. 32.20; Deut. 9.21). Strike
the rock: In the Sinai there are lime
stone rocks from which small
amounts of water drip, and a blow
to their soft surface can expose a
porous inner layer containing
water. A similar but enigmatic
episode, with differences suggest
ing that it was an oral variant of
this one, appears in Num. 20.2-13
(mostly from P in its present form).
According to talmudic legend, the
water came from the "Well of Mir
iam" which henceforth accompa
nied the Israelites on their jour
neys through the wilderness; it
was given to them because of
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Miriam's merits and named after
her (Seder Olam 5; I. Sot. 11.1, 8;
b. Ta'an. 9a). 7: The place, Rephi
dim, not Horeb. Massah and Meri
bah, meaning "The Place of Testing
and Quarreling." These names,
playing on the verbs "quarrel" and
"try" used in v. 2, became bywords
for Israel's lack of trust in God
(Deut. 6.16; 9.22; Ps. 95.8).

17.8-16: The attack of the Ama
Iekites. The Amalekites are de
picted as marauding nomads liv
ing in the Negev and Sinai. In later
times they periodically raided and
pillaged Israel and joined other en
emies in threatening to wipe Israel
out (Judg. 3-13; 6.3-5; 30.1; 1 Sam.
30.1-2; Ps. 83-4-9). This passage is
read in the synagogue on Purim
because Haman, the arch anti
Semite who sought to exterminate
all the Jews in the Persian empire,
was an Agagite, a descendant
of the Amalekite king Agag (cf.
Esth. 3.1; 1 Sam. 15.32). In later
Jewish tradition Amalek came to
symbolize anti-Semites in general.
8: Fought with Israel: According to
Deut. 25.18 this was a sneak attack
on the defenseless weak lagging at
the rear, which showed that Ama
lekites had no fear of God or con
science (see 1.17 n.). 9: Joshua,
Moses' attendant and eventual
successor who led the Israelites in
conquering the promised land. See
24.13; 33.11; Num. 11.28; 27.15-23;
Deut. 1.38; ch 31. 1 0: Hur, a public
figure, associated again with
Aaron in 24.14; possibly the Hur
who was Bezalel's grandfather
(31.2). 1 1 : Whenever Moses held up
his hand [or "hands," v. 12]: a ges
ture of uncertain meaning, per
haps to raise his staff and focus
God's power against the enemy
(7.20; 14.16; cf. Josh. 8.18-26) or a
sign of triumph (see 14.8, transla
tors' note; Deut. 32.27; Mic. 5.8).
In any case, the victory is not won
by military efforts alone. The
Mckhilta, sensitive to the impres
sion that Moses is (magically?)
controlling the battle (he acts
without divine command), states
that his hands directed the Israel
ites' thoughts to God in heaven
who gave them victory (Mek.,
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Aaron and Hur, one on each side, supported his hands;
thus his hands remained steady until the sun set. 13 And
Joshua overwhelmed the people of Amalek• with the
sword.
14 Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Inscribe this in a docu
ment as a reminder, and read it aloud to Joshua: I will ut
terly blot out the memory of Amalek from under heaven!"
15 And Moses built an altar and named it Adonai-nissi.b
16 He said, "It means, 'Hand upon the throne< of the
LoRD!' The LoRD will be at war with Amalek throughout
the ages."
YITRO
for Moses and for Israel His
1 8 all that God hadhaddonebrought
people, how the
Israel out from Egypt.

Jethro priest of Midian, Moses' father-in-law, heard
LoRD

2 So Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, took Zipporah, Moses'
wife, after she had been sent home, 3 and her two sons-of
whom one was named Gershom, that is to say, "I have
been a stranger d in a foreign land"; 4 and the other was
named Eliezer,• meaning, "The God of my father was my
help, and He delivered me from the sword of Pharaoh."
5 Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, brought Moses' sons and
wife to him in the wilderness, where he was encamped at
the mountain of God. 6 He sent word to Moses, "I, your fa
ther-in-law Jethro, am coming to you, with your wife and
her two sons." 7 Moses went out to meet his father-in-law;
he bowed low and kissed him; each asked after the other's
welfare, and they went into the tent.
B Moses then recounted to his father-in-law everything
that the LoRn had done to Pharaoh and to the Egyptians
for Israel's sake, all the hardships that had befallen them
on the way, and how the LORD had delivered them. 9 And
Jethro rejoiced over all the kindness that the LoRD had
shown Israel when He delivered them from the Egyp
tians. 10 "Blessed be the LoRD," Jethro said, "who deliv
ered you from the Egyptians and from Pharaoh, and who
delivered the people from under the hand of the Egyp
tians. 11 Now I know that the LORD is greater than all gods,
n Lit. "Amnlek n11d !Jis people. "
c Menning of Hcb. kes uucertni11.

b I.e., "Tire LoRD is my bnmrcr. "
d Heb. ger.
c Lit. "(My! God is lrelp. "

Amalek 1). 14: This event, too, is
to be memorialized (cf. 12.14,
26-27; 13·3· 8-9, 14-16; 16.32-34),
both in writing and orally (cf.
Deut. 25.17). This is the first time
writing is mentioned among the
Israelites. Document, a scroll or an

inscription. 1 will utterly blot out, cf.
Num. 24.20. In Deut. 25.19 Israel is
commanded to wipe out the Ama
lekites, apparently acting as God's
agents. 15: The event is also com
memorated with a monument, in
the shape of an altar. Named me- 143 -

1 7. 13-18. 1 1

moria! altars are also mentioned in
Gen. 33.20; 35.7; Josh. 22.26-27;
Judg. 6.24. 16: Hand upon the throne
of the LoRD: The anomalous Heb
word rendered "throne" may be
an error for "banner" (that is, bat
tle standard), which would make
the connection to v. 15 clearer. This
difficult phrase is possibly an oath
formula meaning "I swear by the
LORD's throne/banner."

1 8.1-27: The visit of Jethro. The
fact that v. 3 seems unaware of
2.22, and that Moses' father-in-law
was called Reuel in that episode
(2.16-22, from J), suggests that this
episode is drawn from a different
source; the predominance of the
name "God" ('"elohim") here and
other details indicate that it is E.
1 8.1-1 2: Jethro's arrival. 1 : Jethro,
see 2.18 n. 2: This source assumes
that Zipporah and the children
(2.21-22; 4.20) had been sent back
from Egypt to Midian. 4: This is
the first we hear of Eliezer's name.

Delivered mefrom the sword of Phar
aoh, see 2.15. 5: At tlze mountain of
God, Sinai/Horeb (3.1). Since Israel
does not reach Sinai until 19.2, this
episode evidently took place after
wards. This is also implied by the
context in Deut. 1.6-17 and by the
presumption in Exod. 24.14b that
the pre-Jethro judicial system is
still in place, with Aaron and Hur
substituting for Moses. Thus, this
passage is not where it belongs
chronologically. Talmudic sages
recognized that the Torah some
times narrates events out of their
chronological sequence for literary
or rhetorical purposes ("there is no
earlier or later in the Torah").
Radak suggested that the Torah's
aim was to juxtapose Jethro's visit
with the attack of the Amalekites
(17.8-16) so as to contrast the Mid
ianites' friendliness with the Ama
lekites' enmity as a guide for fu
ture dealings with these two
na tions (Radak at J udg. 1 . 1 6; see
1 Sam. 15.5-7). 1 1 : Now I know: In a
further fulfillment of the LoRD's
aim that all come to know His
name and acknowledge Him (see
5.1-6.1 n.; 6.2 n.; 14.4; 15.3), Jethro
recognizes His superiority, though
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•-yes, by the result of their very schemes against [the peo
ple]."·• 12 And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, brought a
burnt offering and sacrifices for God; and Aaron came
with all the elders of Israel to partake of the meal before
God with Moses' father-in-law.
13 Next day, Moses sat as magistrate among the people,
while the people stood about Moses from morning until
evening. 14 But when Moses' father-in-law saw how much
he had to do for the people, he said, "What is this thing
that you are doing to the people? Why do you actb alone,
while all the people stand about you from morning until
evening?" 1 5 Moses replied to his father-in-law, "It is be
cause the people come to me to inquire of God. 16 When
they have a dispute, it comes before me, and I decide be
tween one person and another, and I make known the
laws and teachings of God."
17But Moses' father-in-law said to him, "The thing you
are doing is not right; 1 8 you will surely wear yourself out,
and these people as well. For the task is too heavy for you;
you cannot do it alone. 19 Now listen to me. I will give you
counsel, and God be with you! You represent the people
before God: you bring the disputes before God, 20 and en
join upon them the laws and the teachings, and make
known to them the way they are to go and the practices
they are to follow. 21 You shall also seek out from among
all the people capable men who fear God, trustworthy
men who spurn ill-gotten gain. Set these over them as
chiefs of thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens, and 22 let
them judge the people at all times. Have them bring every
major dispute to you, but let them decide every minor dis
pute themselves. Make it easier for yourself by letting
n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

b Lit. "sit" ns mngistrnte; cf v.

he does not renounce other gods
(contrast Naaman in 2 Kings 5.15,
17). The Torah does not expect
Gentiles to become monotheists
(see Deut. 4.19), only to recognize
the LoRo's superiority and author
ity when He asserts it, as in the
case of Egypt. The ideal of univer
sal monotheism first appears in
the classical prophets ( Jer.
16.19-20; Zech. 14.9). Neither the
prophets nor Jewish tradition call
for conversion to Judaism of Gen
tiles, even monotheistic Gentiles,
though later Jewish tradition
characteristically reading the Bible
through the prism of the proph-

13.

ets-believed that Jethro did aban
don idolatry (Exod. Rab. 1.32)
and, going even further, became
a Jew (Tg. Ps.-J. Exod. 18.6, 27;
Tan/1. Suber Yitro, 5). Yes, by the
result of . . . , i.e., "Yes, they per
ished as the result of. . . . " 1 2: A
burnt offering and sacrifices: A burnt
offering was entirely burnt as a
tribute to God on the altar (Lev.
ch 1). The sacrifice (short for
"sacrifice of well-being," Lev.
3.1) was partly burnt, but most
of it was eaten by the donor
and guests at a sacrificial meal
(v. 12; cf. 24.5, 9-11; 32.6; Deut.
12.27; 27·7).

1 8.1 3-27: The organization of a
judiciary, also related (with varia
tions) in Deut. 1.9-18. Remarkably,
the judicial institution was as
cribed to a priest of the Midianites,
a nation with whom the Israelites
later had hostile relations. 13: As
magistrate, better, "to judge" the
people's disputes. 1 5 : To inquire of
God: Moses would either consult
God for a verdict (cf. 22.8) or de
cide based on prior rulings by God
(cf. the laws generated by Moses'
continued consultation with God
in Lev. 24.1o-23; Num. 9.1-14;
15.32-36; chs 27, 36). The judicial
role of the prophets Deborah and
Samuel (Judg. 4.4-5; 1 Sam.
7.15-17) may also have involved
oracular consultation of God.
1 9: And God be wit/1 you: Jethro
may be either praying or promis
ing that if Moses follows his ad
vice, God will grant him success
(= "you will be able to bear up,"
v. 23), or he may mean "and if God
agrees" (= "and God so commands
you," v. 23). 1 9-22: Jethro advises
Moses to continue consulting God
in cases without legal precedent,
but to make the resulting laws and
. . . teachings (v. 20) public, to re
duce the need for adjudication and
enable him to delegate authority to
officials who could judge most re
maining cases, leaving only the
difficult ones for him (cf. Deut.
17.8-13). 21: Jethro defines the
ideal qualities of character re
quired of judges. Fear God, men of
conscience (1.17 n.). Trustworthy
men, or "men of truth." Spurn ill
gotten gain, unsusceptible to bribes
(23.8). In recounting this event in
Deut. 1.13, 15, Moses lists intellec
tual qualifications. Maimonides, in
defining the qualifications for
judges, holds that the qualities of
both lists, character as well as in
tellect, are required (Hilkhot Sanh.
2.7). Chiefs of tlzousands, hundreds,
fifties, and tens: These are military
ranks, consistent with the fact that
the Israelites are organized as an
army (12.41 n.) and have just
fought a battle (17.8-16). Military
officers sometimes held judicial re
sponsibilities in the ancient Near
East. 22: Major, according to v. 26,
"difficult." 23: And God so com-

18.23-19.4
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them share the burden with you. 23 If you do this-and
God so commands you-you will be able to bear up; and
all these people too will go home unwearied."
24 Moses heeded his father-in-law and did just as he had
said. 25 Moses chose capable men out of all Israel, and ap
pointed them heads over the peopl�hiefs of thousands,
hundreds, fifties, and tens; 26 and they judged the people
at all times: the difficult matters they would bring to
Moses, and all the minor matters they would decide
themselves. 27Then Moses bade his father-in-law farewell,
and he went his way to his own land.

seems designed to foreground the
date because of the historic signifi
cance of what will happen at Sinai.
The third new moon, the new moon
of Sivan, counting the new moon
of Nisan as the first (12.2 n.). The
Israelites will remain at Sinai for
just short of a year (Num. 10.1 1).
The wilderness of Sinai, the wilder
ness surrounding Mount Sinai,
where Moses' mission had begun
(see 3.1 and n.). The arrival there
heralds the fulfillment of God's
promise to Moses (3.12). 3-6: God
announces the purpose, first re
vealed in 6.6-7, toward which
everything has Jed: Having re
deemed Israel, as promised, He
proposes a covenant relationship,
as promised in 6.7. This relation
ship is modeled on ancient royal
covenants, in which a citizenry ac
cepted a king, and on suzerainty
treaties, in which a weaker king
accepted a more powerful one as
his suzerain. The covenant pro
posed here goes beyond the one
established with Israel's ancestors
(Gen. chs 15, 17). Here, God im
poses specific, detailed obligations
and, in return, promises Israel an
especially close relationship with
Him. This covenant, along with
the earlier one, became the basis
on which Judaism defined its rela
tionship with God. As befits the
solemnity of the proposal, much of
God's statement is in a quasi
poetic style, marked by parallelism
and metaphors. According to the
final form of the text, the terms of
the covenant-which is formally
established in 24.7-8-are the
Decalogue (20.2-14) and the "Book
of the Covenant" (20.19-23.33).
3: House of Jacob, the Israelites,
Jacob's descendants (1.1-5). Ac
cording to Mek. Ba!wdesh 2, this
phrase refers specifically to the
women, while tlze children of Israel
refers to the men. 4: God reminds
Israel of what He has already
done, since in the ancient Near
East a suzerain's prior benefac
tions to a vassal, such as deliver
ing him from enemies, are the
vassal's motivation to accept a
treaty with him (cf. 20.2-3). You
have seen: The premise of the cove
nant is Israel's national experience.

1 9 On the third new moon after the Israelites had

gone forth from the land of Egypt, on that very day,
they entered the wilderness of Sinai. 2 Having journeyed
from Rephidim, they entered the wilderness of Sinai and
encamped in the wilderness. Israel encamped there in
front of the mountain, 3 and Moses went up to God. The
LoRD called to him from the mountain, saying, "Thus
shall you say to the house of Jacob and declare to the chil
dren of Israel: 4 'You have seen what I did to the Egypmands you, i.e., authorizes you to
follow this suggestion. 27: Accord
ing to Num. 10.29-32, from a dif
ferent source, Moses sought to per
suade Jethro to remain with the
Israelites and share God's bounty
with them in the promised land,
but he declined.

Chs 1 9-24: The theophany, cove
nant, and Jaws at Sinai. The mo
mentous encounter with God at
Sinai is, for the Torah, the defining
and seminal moment in Israel's re
lationship with God. Nevertheless,
it is extraordinarily difficult to fol
low. It was transmitted in multiple
versions that differed about the
nature of the event and what God
communicated to the people. The
text clearly combines material
from J, E, and P, but the relative
paucity of identifying characteris
tics in several vv. has made it more
difficult than usual to reach a con
sensus about which source they
belong to. The combination of
these sources, based on the redac
tor's perception that they are all
true, resulted in significant ten
sions within the narrative. For ex
ample, according to 19.9, the theo
phany was to be auditory: The

people would hear God speaking
to Moses, although it is not clear
what they would hear. According
to v. 19 it was a dialogue (possibly
consisting of vv. 20-25), but 20.1
says that it was the Decalogue. In
contrast, in 19.11 God speaks of a
visual rather than auditory theo
phany, although in v. 21 He warns
against the people trying "to
gaze." The account of Moses' writ
ing and communicating the laws
during the covenant ceremony in
24·3 and 7 apparently refers to the
laws of 20.19-23.33 and seems un
aware of the Decalogue; only in
24.12 does God summon him to re
ceive the stone tablets, which
played no role in the covenant just
concluded (24.3-8). Moses' reports
in 19.8b and 9b are redundant, as
are God's two descents to the
mountain (19.18a, 2oa), while
"Come up to the LoRD" (24.1) is a
non sequitur since Moses has al
ready done so (20.18). Despite, or
perhaps because of, these tensions,
the narrative has great power, ex
pressing the multifaceted, ambigu
ous nature of revelation.

19.1-25: The theophany. 1-2: The
anomalous order (contrast 16.1)
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tians, how I bore you on eagles' wings and brought you to
Me. 5 Now then, if you will obey Me faithfully and keep
My covenant, you shall be My treasured possession
among all the peoples. Indeed, all the earth is Mine, 6 but
you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests and a holy na
tion.' These are the words that you shall speak to the chil
dren of Israel. "
7 Moses came and summoned the elders of the people
and put before them all that the LoRD had commanded
him. s All the people answered as one, saying, "All that
the LoRD has spoken we will do!" And Moses brought
back the people's words to the LoRD. 9 And the LoRD said
to Moses, "I will come to you in a thick cloud, in order that
the people may hear when I speak with you and so trust
you ever after." Then Moses reported the people's words
to the LoRD, l O and the LoRD said to Moses, "Go to the
people and warn them to stay pure• today and tomorrow.
Let them wash their clothes. 1 1 Let them be ready for the
third day; for on the third day the LoRD will come down,
in the sight of all the people, on Mount Sinai. 12 You shall
set bounds for the people round about, saying, 'Beware of
going up the mountain or touching the border of it. Whoa Cf v. 15.
From biblical times on, Jewish be
lief has been based primarily on
Jewish historical experience rather
than speculative thought. Orr ea
gles' wings: God led Israel swiftly
and safely through the wilderness,
like an eagle training its young to
fly, catching them on its back when
they tire or fall. Cf. Deut. 32.11-12.
To Me, to Mount Sinai/Horeb, "the
mountain of God." 5: Treasured
possession, Heb "segulah" is per
sonal property: the private prop
erty of a king, as distinct from that
used for public purposes (1 Chron.
29.3; Eccl. 2.8), or of economic de
pendents, such as a wife's nest egg
or the "peculium" of a son or
slave. One's personal stake in his
private property gives it the con
notation of something "treasured."
Although God owns all things, if
Israel accepts His covenant He will
cherish Israel because of His per
sonal relationship with it. A Hittite
king described one of his vassals
by this term, and an ancient Syrian
royal seal describes the king as the
servant, beloved, and treasure of

the gods. 5b-6a: Although all the
(peoples of the) world are mine, if
you obey My covenant it is you
who shall be My kingdom of priests
and a holy 11ation: enjoying the sta
tus of priests, close to God and
sacrosanct (Deut. 26.19; 28.9; and
esp. Isa. 61.6; 62.12; for "holy
meaning sacrosanct and invio
lable," see Jer. 2.3). Deuteronomy
(Deut. 7.1-6; 14.2, 21) and later
Jewish tradition converted this
from a promise to a responsibility
(noblesse oblige) requiring the en
tire Jewish people, not just the
priests, to live by a code of holi
ness-God's commandments
and to serve as priests, bringing
knowledge of Him to the world.
7: All that the LoRD had commanded
!tim, in vv. 3-6. 8: Although they
have not yet heard the terms of the
covenant, the people willingly and
unanimously accept God's pro
posal and promise to obey Him, as
they reconfirm twice in 24.3, 7·
Bb-13: Vv. 8b--9a and 9b-13 seem
to be alternative versions of
Moses' report to God and God's
- 146 -

reply. According to 8b--9a, God
replied by telling Moses, privately,
that He would come and speak to
Moses in the people's heariilg in
order to confirm Moses' credibility.
According to vv. 9b-13 He told
Moses to prepare the people for
His coming appearance, but did
not divulge its purpose (cf. 20.17).
9a: In order that the people may hear

when I speak with you and so trust
you ever after: Once the people per
sonally overhear God and.Moses
conversing (v. 19b), they will be
convinced once and for all that
Moses really is God's prophet.
This conviction, first instilled in
4.1--9 and 14.31, is essential for
their acceptance of all the rest of
the Torah, which God communi
cates through Moses after the peo
ple decline to hear Him directly
following the Decalogue (20.16). In
classical Jewish thought, the fact
that the entire nation witnessed
God speaking to Moses is the de
finitive evidence that the Torah is
from God (Judah Halevi, Kuzari
1:87-88; Maimonides, Hilkhot
Yesodei Hatorah 8:1), though ac
cording to Saadia Gaon, this
demonstration of the truth of Juda
ism was only a stopgap until the
Jewish people could derive the
same Jesson by the slower process
of reasoning (Beliefs and Opinions,
Introductory Treatise, sec. 6).
9b-13: God's descent to the moun
tain will turn it into a holy place
and it will accordingly have to be
safeguarded from impurity and
encroachment by zones of increas
ingly restricted access, like the
Tabernacle. 1 0: Warn them to stay
pure, lit. "purify them," possibly
meaning "have them purify them
selves"-by laundering (cf. Lev.
11.25, 28, 40, etc.), abstaining from
sexual relations (v. 15), and possi
bly by bathing as well (2 Sam. 1 1.2,
4). 1 1 : Purification the day before
witnessing a manifestation of
God's power is also prescribed in
Num. 11.18; Josh. 3.5; cf. Josh. 7.13.
Here an extra day is prescribed be
cause of the momentousness of the
event. Come down, from His dwell
ing-place in heaven. 1 2: Set bounds,
temporarily (see v. 13b). Cf. 3.5;
Josh. 5.15. Whoever touches the
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ever touches the mountain shall be put to death: 13 no
hand shall touch him, but he shall be either stoned or shot;
beast or man, he shall not live.' When the ram's hom
•·sounds a long blasV they may go up on the mountain."
14 Moses came down from the mountain to the people
and warned the people to stay pure, and they washed
their clothes. 15 And he said to the people, "Be ready for
the third day: do not go near a woman."
I 6 Qn the third day, as morning dawned, there was
thunder, and lightning, and a dense cloud upon the
mountain, and a very loud blast of the horn; and all the
people who were in the camp trembled. 17 Moses led the
people out of the camp toward God, and they took their
places at the foot of the mountain.
1B Now Mount Sinai was all in smoke, for the LoRD had
come down upon it in fire; the smoke rose like the smoke
of a kiln, and the whole mountainb trembled violently.
19 The blare of the horn grew louder and louder. As Moses
spoke, God answered him in thunder. 20 The LoRD came
down upon Mount Sinai, on the top of the mountain, and
the LoRD called Moses to the top of the mountain and
Moses went up. 21 The LoRD said to Moses, "Go down,
warn the people not to break through to the LORD to gaze,
lest many of them perish. 22 The priests also, who come
near the LORD, must stay pure, lest the LoRD break out
against them." 23 But Moses said to the LoRD, "The people
cannot come up to Mount Sinai, for You warned us say
ing, 'Set bounds about the mountain and sanctify it.' "
24 So the LoRD said to him, "Go down, and come back to
gether with Aaron; but let not the priests or the people
n-n Menning ofHeb. uncertain.
b Some Hebrew manuscripts nnd the Greek rend "nil tire people"; cf v. 16.

mountain shall be put to death, like
unauthorized persons who en
croach upon the sanctuary (Nurn.
3.10, 38). 1 3: Since violators be
come subject to death for touching
the holy mountain (d. Num. 4.15;
1 Chron. 13.10), they must be exe
cuted by methods that do not re
quire touching them, lest they in
fect their executioners with its fatal
holiness. Shot, by arrow. When the

ram's horn sounds a long blast, they
may go up on the nwtmtain: It is
never reported that this happened.
The v. could mean that a final,

long blast of the trumpet will later
indicate when God has left the
mountain and it is safe for people
to go up; alternately, it reflects a
different tradition that did not be
lieve that contact with the moun
tain was deadly. 1 5 : Do not go near
a woman: Sexual relations produce
ritual impurity, which disqualifies
one from entering the sanctuary
(Lev. 15.18; 1 Sam. 21.5-6). Some
modem Jewish feminist exegesis,
noting that this clause is clearly
addressed to the men only and
that it was not part of God's in- 147 -
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structions in vv. 1o-13, infers that
not regarding women as part of
the active commLmity reflects
Moses' own, male-centered, view
point, not God's. For a more inclu
sive view of women, see Deut.
29.10; 31.12. 1 6: Thunder . . . light
ning . . . dense cloud . . : The arrival
of God (v. 18) is heralded by these
awesome forces of nature serving
like a king's outrunners (2 Sam.
15.1; 1 Kings 1.5) and by a loud
blast of the horn. See also 1 Kings
19.11-13; Hab. J.J-5; Pss. 18.8-16;
68.9-10. Outside the Bible these
phenomena also appear in theo
phanies, particularly of storm
gods. In Israelite tradition, al
though the LoRD is no mere storm
god, these motifs were taken over
to describe the overwhelming
power and majesty of the direct
experience of the divine. 1 8: The
.

LORD

had come down uporr it in fire,

see 3.2 n. Like the smoke of a kiln, cf.
Gen. 19.28. 1 9: As Moses spoke, God
mrswered him: The Heb verbs are it
erative, indicating that Moses kept
speaking and God kept answering
him; what the people overheard
was a dialogue. Its contents are not
specified (it cannot be the dialogue
of vv. 2o-24 since Moses conveyed
its contents to the people [v. 25],
and it cannot be the Decalogue
since that is a monologue; in the
present context, however, the
redactor may have believed it was
one of those). In thunder, in a thun
derOllS voice; cf. Pss. 18.14; 29.3-g;
Job 40.9. 21-24: Further instruc
tions to prevent the people from
encroaching and dying. 2 1 : Lest
many of them perish, see J.6 n.;
33.20; d. Num. 4.20; 1 Sam. 6.19.
22: Even the priests who come near
the LoRD when performing their
sacrificial duties (28.43; Ezek.
44-13) must stay pure, or "purify
themselves," like the rest of the
people. Although priests will later
have access to the sanctuary, at the
theophany they are restricted like
the rest of the people. Break out,
strike them down; cf. 2 Sam. 6.8.
23: Sanctifi; it, treat it like a sanctu
ary, by the restrictions specified
above. 24: Come back together with
Aaron: The summit of the moun
tain, like the Holy of Holies, is ac-
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break through to come up to the LoRD, lest He break out
against them." 25 And Moses went down to the people
and spoke to them.
God spoke all these words saying:
2 I the LORD am your God who brought you out of
2
0
the land of Egypt, the house of bondage: 3 You shall have
,a

no other gods besides Me.
4 You shall not make for yourself a sculptured image, or

a Tradition varies as to the division of tile Commandments i11 vv. 2-14, a11d as to tlte I! lim
bering of the verses from 13 011.
cessible only to Moses (25.22;
26.33; Lev. 16.3). 25: Spoke to them:
He told them what God had said
in vv. 21-24.

20.1-14: The Decalogue. The
De�alo��e, eb '"asere � �ade
,
,
vanm, ht. , ten words, 1.e.,
"statements" (see 34.28; Deut. 4.13;
10-4) is the initial stipulation of the
covenant. ("Decalogue," from the
Latin for "ten words," or "ten
statements," is a more literal rendi
tion of Heb than "Ten Command
ments.") They are addressed
directly to the people. No punish
ments are stated; obedience is mo
tivated not by fear of pwlishment
but by God's absolute authority
and the people's desire to live in
accordance with His will. The be
lief that God is the author of the
laws is a distinctive feature of bib
lical law. Elsewhere in the ancient
Near East the laws were believed
to be the product of human minds,
particularly the king. While Meso
potamian kings claimed to have
learned the principles of truth and
justice from the gods, they them
selves turned those principles into
specific laws. Implicit in this bibli
cal view is that God is Israel's
king, hence its legislator. This ele
vated the status of law beyond
matters of practicality and en
dowed it with sanctity. Obedience
to law-civil no less than moral
and ritual law-became a religious
duty; obedience made one holy
and crimes were sins, a flouting of
God's authority. The items in the
Decalogue are arranged in two
groups. Duties to God come first.
Each commandment in this group

�

contains the phrase, "the LoRD
your God." The second group con
tains duties toward fellow hu
mans, which are depicted as being
of equal concern to God. The first
five are accompanied by explana
tory comments or exhortations.
The remaining five, as widely rec
ognized ethical requirements, need
no such support. Exod. 34.28 and
Deut. 4.13 and 10.4 all refer to "Ten
Commandments," but do not clar
ify how these should be divided to
reach that number, and this issue
was debated in antiquity, and con
tinues to be disputed. The trans
lation follows the view of Philo,
Josephus, and some talmudic
sources. The Decalogue is repeated
in Deut. 5.6--17 with a few varia
tions, especially in the Sabbath
commandment. 1 : The addressee
is not specified. The present se
quence of the narrative suggests
that it was the people, as stated in
Deut. 5·4 and 19, but according to
Deut. 5·5 and, possibly, Exod.
20.15-18, God spoke only to
Moses, who later commwlicated
His words to the people. Talmudic
exegesis resolves the inconsistency
by explaining that the people
heard the first two command
ments, in which God speaks in the
first person, directly from God and
the remainder, in which God is
spoken of in the third person, via
Moses (b. Mak. 24a). 2-3: The first
commandment. 2: I the LoRD am
your God: This v. lacks an impera
tive verb and is not itself a com
mandment but an introduction to
the entire Decalogue. The LoRD
identifies Himself by name to
solemnly indicate that His author-

ity stands behind the following
stipulations. His authority derives
from His freeing Israel from bond
age (cf. 19-4 n.). This v. also serves
as the motive clause for the first
commandment (v. 3), explaining
that since the LoRD alone freedls
rael from Egypt, He alone is
Israel's God, and the worship of
other gods is prohibited (cf. Judg.
6.8--10; Ps. 81.9-11). This is a cen
tral doctrine of biblical religion,
which is based on the historical
experience of the Israelites (see
19.4 n.). The logic is that of cove
nants, which establish an exclusive
relationship: A subject population
or king may have only one sover
eign or suzerain, and ancient oaths
of allegiance and treaties explicitly
prohibit subjects and vassals
from accepting another. As noted
(19-4 n.), subjects entered into such
relationships because of the past
benefactions of the king or
suzerain, such as delivering them
from enemies. The covenant was
thus an apt metaphor for Israel's
exclusive relationship with YHVH
because of the exodus. Although
this v. lacks an imperative verb,
and thus cannot be called a com
mandment, later Jewish tradition
interpreted it as a command in it
self requiring belief in God (Mai
monides, Hilkhot Yesodei Hatomlz
1:6; Sefer Hmnitsvot, positive
no. 1; Ramban) or belief that the
LoRD alone is God (Ibn Ezra).
3: You slwl/ lzave no other gods: This
is not a theological statement
denying the existence of other
gods (such as Deut. 4·35-39) but
a behavioral injunction ruling
out worship of the other beings
and objects known as gods (see
15.11 n.). This prohibition, banning
the worship of all but one deity,
was wlique. Polytheism was in
herently tolerant of the worship of
many gods since no single god
was believed to control all the phe
nomena of nature that are vital to
human life. Besides Me, in addition
to Me. Israelites tempted to wor
ship other gods would not aban
don the LoRD but would worship
others in addition to Him 4-6: The
second commandment. 4: A sculp
tured image: Only images made for
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any likeness of what is in the heavens above, or on the
earth below, or in the waters under the earth. s You shall
not bow down to them or serve them. For I the LoRD your
God am an impassioned God, visiting the guilt of the par
ents upon the children, upon the third and upon the
fourth generations of those who reject Me, 6 but showing
kindness to the thousandth generation of those who love
Me and keep My commandments.
7 You shall not •·swear falsely by-• the name of the LoRD
your God; for the LORD will not clear one who swears
falsely by His name.
B Remember the sabbath day and keep it holy. 9 Six days
a·a Others "take in vain."

worship (v. 5) are prohibited. Non
idolatrous statues of certain crea
tures were permitted, such as the
cherubs (Exod. 25.18-20) and the
oxen supporting the water tank in
Solomon's Temple (1 Kings 7.25);
see also Num. 21.8--9. What is in the
heavens above, such as birds (Deut.
4.17), the sun, moon, and stars, or
other members of God's heavenly
retinue (see 15.11 n.). Not even an
idol of the LORD is permitted. On
the earth below, such as animals
(Deut. 4.17-18a) or sacred trees
(Exod. 34.13). In the waters under
the earth, i.e., in oceans, lakes, and
rivers. The surface of the earth is
conceived as standing or floating
on a huge body of water which
surrounds it in the form of oceans
and breaks through to the earth's
surface in the form of lakes,
springs, and rivers. For the reasons
for this commandment, see
vv. 19-20; Deut. 4.9-18. 5: An im
passioned God: This is a warning
against provoking God's jealous
indignation-the rage felt by one
whose prerogatives are given to
another (cf. Isa. 42.8; 48.11). God's
reaction reflects His emotional tie
with Israel, described metaphori
cally by the prophets as a marital
bond (see 6.7 n.). Hence, worship
of other gods is as repugnant as
adultery (34.15-16; Ezek. ch 16)
and God's response, like that of an
aggrieved husband, is jealousy
(see the use of this term ["k-n-'"]
in Prov. 6.34). In the biblical view,
this is an aspect of His passionate
involvement with human beings

and no more a character flaw than
is human jealousy over marital in
fidelity. But postbiblical commen
tators found the implications of di
vine jealousy troubling, and
Maimonides interpreted the term
as merely an anthropomorphism
based on the necessity of borrow
ing terms from human experience
to describe God based on His ac
tions: "[In reality, His punitive ac
tions] are in accordance with the
guilt of those who are to be pun
ished, and not the result of any
emotion; for He is above all de
fect!" (Guide of tire Perplexed, 1.54).

Visiting the guilt of the parents upon
the children: God does not punish
the idolater alone, but his descen
dants as well, just as He rewards
descendants for their ancestors'
loyalty and obedience. This view
of divine retribution as extending
to descendants corresponds to the
concept of family solidarity in an
cient societies, especially those
with a tribal background, like Is
rael. It is stated most starkly in
34·7 and Num. 14.18. Here, the
phrases of those who reject Me and
of those who love Me (v. 6) modify it
to indicate that God punishes or
rewards descendants for ancestral
sins and virtues only if they act as
their ancestors did. For further,
outright rejection of transgenera
tional retribution, see Deut. 24.16;
Jer. 31.29-30; Ezek. 18.1-20. Upon

tlze third and . . . fourth generations:
That is, upon grandchildren and
great-grandchildren-the descen
dants the guilty are likely to see in
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their own lifetimes. This indicates
that the punishment of descen
dants is intended as a deterrent to,
and punishment of, their ances
tors, not a transfer of guilt to the
descendants in their own right.
Those who reject Me: A polytheistic
Israelite would not literally reject
the LORD but would worship Him
together with other gods or, at
worst, ignore Him, but since He
demands total fidelity, worship
ping another god alongside Him is
tantamount to rejection. 6: Showing
kindness, better, "keeping faith" or
"dealing faithfully." On Heb
"]:lesed" see 15.13 n. This v. assures
Israel, which is covenanted to
God, that He will faithfully recip
rocate its devotion and obedience.
To the thousandth generation, infi
nitely. God's favor far exceeds His
wrath, which extends only to the
third and fourth generation. Those
who love Me, those who are loyal to
Me. In biblical Heb, "love" in
cludes the loyalty of allies and
of a vassal toward his suzerain
(1 Sam. 18.1, 3; 2o. q; 1 Kings 5 . 15).
7: The third commandment. Swear
falsely by the name of the LoRD: As
sertions in court, in public affairs,
and even in ordinary conversation
were often backed up with condi
tional self-curses that would take
effect if the swearer's assertion
were false or his promise unful
filled. Typical formulations were:
"By the life of the LORD, I will (or
will not) . . . ," or, "May the LORD
do such and such to me if I did
(or if I didn't) . . . " The swearer
proved his sincerity by invoking
punishment from God, who can
not be deceived or evaded. A false
oath would show contempt for
God by implying that the swearer
does not fear His punishment. Cf.
Lev. 19.12. Will not clear, will not
leave unpunished. 8-1 1 : The
fourth commandment. The first
three prohibit acts of disrespect for
God; this requires a positive act of
honoring Him. This is the longest
commandment in the Decalogue,
indicating the sabbath's impor
tance as one of the quintessential
expressions of loyalty to God.
8: Sabbaf/1, See 16.23 n. Keep it holy,
withdraw it from common use (by
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you shall labor and do all your work, 10 but the seventh
day is a sabbath of the LoRD your God: you shall not do
any work-you, your son or daughter, your male or fe
male slave, or your cattle, or the stranger who is within
your settlements. 11 For in six days the LoRD made heaven
and earth and sea, and all that is in them, and He rested
on the seventh day; therefore the LORD blessed the sab
bath day and hallowed it.
12 Honor your father and your mother, that you may
long endure on the land that the LoRD your God is assign
ing to you.
13 You shall not murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.
You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.
14 You shall not covet your neighbor's house: you shall
not covet your neighbor's wife, or his male or female
slave, or his ox or his ass, or anything that is your neigh
bor's.
desisting from labor [v. 10]) and re
serve it for a special purpose asso
ciated with God. Dedication to
God was expressed by visits to
sanctuaries and prophets (2 Kings
4.23; Isa. 1.13; 66.23), by special
sacrifices and other activities in the
Temple (Num. 28.9-10; Lev. 24.8),
by the recitation of a special psalm
for the day (Ps. 92), and by a joy
ous atmosphere (Has. 2.13; Isa.
58.13; Lam. 2.6). 1 0: A sabbath of the
LORD your God: Since He observes
the Sabbath (Gen. 2.2; Exod.
16.21-30) it must be used for His
purposes, not one's own (cf. Isa.
58.13). You shall not do any work, de
fined by various biblical passages
to include gathering food and fuel,
kindling fire, agriculture, and busi
ness activities (16.23-30; 34.21;
35·3; Num. 15.32-36; Amos 8.5;
Jer. 17.21-22; Neh. 13.15-21). The
Rabbis defined more precisely
what kinds of work fell under this
prohibition, identifying thirty-nine
categories (e.g., weaving, hammer
ing, writing) based on the infer
ence that the activities performed
in constructing the Tabernacle
forbidden on the Sabbath-exem
plified the definition of "work"
(Exod. 31.13-17; 35.2; m. Shab. 7.2;
b. Shab. 49b). Your male or female
slave: This one day a week the ser-

vant is treated as the master's
equal. The stranger, the resident
alien (12.19 n., 43 n.). Cf. 23.12. The
text reads lit. "your stranger,"
which implies that the resident
alien was, at least in some cases,
dependent on a specific individ
ual. 1 1 : Keeping the Sabbath holy
honors God by emulating His
actions at the time of creation
(Gen. 2.1-3; cf. Exod. 21.17). In
place of this explanation of the ori
gin of the Sabbath, the Decalogue
in Deuteronomy states its purpose
of providing rest to servants and
cites the exodus as the reason
for observing it (Deut. 5.14-15).
1 2: The fifth commandment. Hon
oring one's parents is a counter
part to the honor due God; it
forms a bridge between duties to
ward God and toward humans.
Honor: One aspect of this duty is
respect, which includes obedience
and forbids hitting, insulting and
behaving disrespectfully toward
them, and misappropriating their
property (21.15, 17; Lev. 20.9; Deut.
27.16; Prov. 30.17). Another is car
ing for them when they are infirm,
as recognized in the Talmud:
"What is honoring? Providing
them food and drink, clothing and
covers, and taking them in and
out" (b. Kid. 31b). That you may long

endure 011 the land: This does not
refer to personal longevity. An
cient Near Eastern legal docu
ments make children's right to in
herit their parents' property
contingent on honoring them by
providing and caring for them.
Here God applies this condition on
a national scale: The right of future
generations of Israelites to inherit
the land of Israel from their par
ents is contingent upon honoring
them. 1 3: The sixth through tenth
commandments. You shall not mur
der: This refers to illicit killing. The
King James Version's "thou shalt
not kill" is too broad; it implies
that even capital punishment and
war are prohibited, whereas the
Torah sometimes mandates these.
You shall not commit adultery: In the
Bible this refers to voluntary sex
ual relations between a married or
engaged woman and a man other
than her husband. It did not refer
to the extramarital relations of a
married man (in polygamous soci
eties a wife might share her hus
band with other wives and did not
have an exclusive right to him).
The Torah views adultery as a
sin against God (Gen. 20.6; 39·9;
cf. Ps. 51.6; Prov. 2.7) and a
capital crime (Lev. 20.10; Deut.
22.22-27). You shall not steal: Al
though b. San h. 86a, followed by
some modern scholars, holds that
this refers to stealing of persons,
i.e. kidnapping (21.16), the plain
sense is, as Ibn Ezra recognized,
that the commandment refers to
theft. You shall not bearfalse witness:
This covers both false accusation
and false testimony in court. False
accusation is a means of depriving
one's fellow of what belongs to
him, as when the accuser falsely
claims ownership of something in
another's possession and the ac
cused cannot disprove it (cf. 22.8).
The penalty for false testimony
is described in Deut. 19.16-21.
14: You slzall not covet: Some view
this as an ethical exhortation to
master the kinds of impulses that
would lead to violation of the pre
ceding commandments, but the
Heb verb sometimes refers to hav
ing designs on a desired object,
perhaps even to scheming or rna-
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l S All the people witnessed the thunder and lightning,

the blare of the horn and the mountain smoking; and
when the people saw it, they fell back and stood at a dis
tance. 16 "You speak to us," they said to Moses, "and we
will obey; but let not God speak to us, lest we die."
17 Moses answered the people, "Be not afraid; for God has
come only in order to test you, and in order that the fear of
Him may be ever with you, so that you do not go astray."
l B So the people remained at a distance, while Moses ap
proached the thick cloud where God was.
19 The LoRD said to Moses:
Thus shall you say to the Israelites: You yourselves saw
neuvering to acquire it (see espe
cially 34.24). Hence, the sense
could be "do not scheme to ac
quire . . . " Your neighbor's house:
that is, "household," which the
second clause explicates as consist
ing of wife, servants, and live
stock. In Deut. 5.18, which places
the wife in the first clause and
house, field, servants, and cattle in
the second, "house" means dwell
ing. The wording in Exodus re
flects conditions when the Israel
ites lived as nomadic herders
without real estate (Gen. 12.5, 16;
26.14; Num. 16.30, 32; Deut. 11.6);
Deut. refers to the kinds of prop
erty people will own after settle
ment in Canaan.
.

20.15-18: The people's response
to the theophany. 1 5: Since the
people do not refer to God's words
but only to the thunder and light
ning, etc. (d. 19.16--19), Ramban in
fers that this scene took place be
fore God spoke the Decalogue.
1 6: Moses' office and authority as
prophet are now made permanent
at the people's request (d. Deut.
5.1g-28; 18.15-19). The circum
stances explain why God contin
ued to communicate to Israel
through prophets rather than di
rectly. You speak to us, anything fur
ther that God says. If this scene
preceded the Decalogue, the peo
ple (who already know that God
will proclaim laws [19.5]) mean
that Moses should hear the Deca
logue by himself and convey it to
them. Lest we die: They fear that

auditory contact with God may be
as lethal as visual contact (3.6 n.;
19.21 n.). 1 7: In order to test you: It
is not clear what is tested. Another
possible translation is "to give
you an experience (of Him)" (M.
Greenberg), meaning that the theo
phany would give the people a
vivid, sensory experience of God.
This interpretation fits the rest
of the v., That the fear of Him may

be ever with you, so that you do not
go astray, namely the experience
would instill "fear of God,"
a deterrent to sin (1.17 n.; cf.
Deut. 5.26). 18: Moses approached
the thick cloud where God was: to
hear either the Decalogue or fur
ther instructions (20.19-23.33),
depending on when this scene
took place.

20.19-23.33: The Book of the
Covenant (or Covenant Code or
Collection) lays out the terms of
the covenant in detail, beginning
with a law about idolatry and
proper worship (20.19-23), fol
lowed by a series of civil and crim
inal laws (21.1-22.16) and then a
collection of ethical and religious
exhortations concluding with
further Jaws about worship
(22.17-23.19), and an epilogue con
taining promises of reward for fi
delity and warnings about idolatry
(23.2o-33). These laws may reflect
a settled society of farmers and
herders in premonarchic times
(since the highest official of whom
they are aware is the chieftain, not
the king; 22.27 n.). Like the laws of
- 151 -
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the Torah as a whole, they are not
a complete, systematic code. Prac
tical details of how to apply the
Jaw are rarely spelled out, and
areas such as commerce, real es
tate, marriage, inheritance, and
government are mentioned barely
or not at all. Apparently only part
of the existing Jaws have been se
lected, perhaps to illustrate certain
ideal principles of justice and reli
gion. Other areas and details of en
forcement must have been gov
erned by the oral law, courts, and
administrative agencies. These de
tails became the subject of the Oral
Torah in rabbinic times, embodied
in the Mishnah, Talmud, and ha
lakhic midrashim. The Book of the
Covenant (for this term, see Exod.
24.7, translated "the record of the
covenant") constitutes the first of
four major collections of Jaw in the
Torah. The others (in addition to
the brief variant of the Book of the
Covenant in 34.11-26) are the
Priestly Jaws (primarily Exod.
chs 25-40, most of Leviticus, and
the Jaws in Numbers), the Holi
ness Collection (Lev. chs 17-26),
and the Deuteronomic Jaws
(Deut. 11.31-28.69). Unlike most
narratives, the Jaw collections were
not blended by a redactor into a
single, integrated whole but were
left separate. The resolution of
their discrepancies is a fundamen
tal feature of rabbinic exegesis.

20.19-23: The altar. All of the
Torah's law collections begin with
laws contrasting forbidden, pagan
means of worship with permitted
ones at a proper place of worship
(see also chs 25-31 in contrast to
Exod. 32 [see introductory com
ment to 31.18-32.35]; Lev. ch 17;
Deut. ch 12). 1 9-21: Since Israel
has seen that God communicates
with them directly from heaven
without the use of idols (which
idolaters use to draw the gods
close), they should not make idols
to secure His presence and bless
ing but instead build Him an altar,
offer sacrifices, and invoke His
name. Cf. the similar argument in
Deut. 4.9-18. 1 9: I spoke to you from
the very heavens: This v. (probably
from E, which distances God from
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that I spoke to you from the very heavens: 20 With Me,
therefore, you shall not make any gods of silver, nor shall
you make for yourselves any gods of gold. 21 Make for Me
an altar of earth and sacrifice on it your burnt offerings
and your sacrifices of well-being,a your sheep and your
oxen; in every place where I cause My name to be men
tioned I will come to you and bless you. 22 And if you
make for Me an altar of stones, do not build it of hewn
stones; for by wielding your tool upon them you have
profaned them. 23 Do not ascend My altar by steps, that
your nakedness may not be exposed upon it.
MISHPATIM
These are the rules that you shall set before them:
2 When you acquire a Hebrew slave, he shall serve
2
1
six years; in the seventh year he shall go free, without pay
ment. 3 If he came single, he shall leave single; if he had a
wife, his wife shall leave with him. 4 If his master gave
n

Others "peace-offering. " Menuing of shelamin uncertain.

human beings and avoids anthro
pomorphism) contradicts ch 19,
according to which God came
down onto Mount Sinai (19.3, 9,
11, 18, 20, 21, from J). The mid rash
reconciled the contradiction by in
ferring from Deut. 4.36 that God
spoke from heaven and only the
fire and His power were on earth;
another view is that He lowered
the heavens to the top of Mount
Sinai (Mek. Babodesh 9; Rashi).
20: With Me, therefore, you shall not

make any gods ofsilver, nor slm/1 you
makefor yourselves any gods ofgold,
to draw God close and secure His
blessings (v. 21b). Idolatry assumes
that the deity is somehow present
in (though not limited to) its image
and available to bless its worship
pers. Israel is to eschew such
means and instead follow the in
structions in the next v. 21: In every
place: This law permits numerous
places of sacrifice (Maimonides,
Sefer Hamitzvot, positive com
mandment no. 20); contrast the
later restriction of sacrifice to a sin
gle site in Deut. ch 12. Where I
cause My name to be mentioned: The
Heb is problematic; the original
reading was probably "In every
place where you invoke My
name," as implied by the Peshitta,

Targum Neofiti, and the Fragmen
tan; Targum. Invoking God's name
refers to calling upon Him in wor
ship. I will come to you and bless you:
Altars, instead of idols, will serve
as the locus and symbol of God's
presence, as does the altar in
24.4-8. 22: And if you makefor Me
an altar of stones: An exception to
the requirement that the altar be
made of earth (v. 21); perhaps the
clause has in mind locations where
the soil is sandy and cannot be
packed firmly, but stones are avail
able. Do not build it ofhewn stones;

for by wielding your tool upon them
you have profaned them: The stones
must be in their natural state,
uncut. Cf. Deut. 27.5-6. The reason
for the prohibition is uncertain.
The Mishnah explains that "iron
was created to shorten man's
days [through its use in weapons),
while the altar was created to
lengthen man's days [by means of
sacrifice): what shortens may not
rightly be lifted up against what
lengthens" (m. Mid. 3:4). Rash
bam suggests that the prohibition
on cutting the stones is to preclude
the temptation to carve images on
them. 23: Do not ascend My altar by

steps, that your nakedness may not be
exposed upon it: The altar must ei- 152-

ther be low or, if built on a plat
form, have a ramp rather than
stairs to climb onto it, lest one's
private parts be exposed beneath
the skirtlike garments that were
worn. According to later Priestly
legislation, when the Tabernacle
was built, the priests were re
quired to wear undergarments for
this reason (28.42).

21 .1-22.16: Civil and criminal
laws to establish a just society, the
purpose for which, according to
Gen. 18.19, God chose Abraham
and his descendants. The Torah's
strong emphasis on law led to the
important place that law and its
study have in Judaism. The casuis
tic formulation of these laws ("if
/when x happens, [then] y shall
happen") is typical of all the an
cient Near Eastern legal collec
tions, and several laws are notably
similar to their counterparts in
those collections and later Arabic
law, but they also display uniquely
Israelite values, as in the treatment
of murder and crimes against
property and the concern for
slaves and strangers. 2 1 . 1 : Teach
ing the laws to the entire people is
practically unparalleled in the an
cient world. See further, "Exodus
and the Jewish Tradition" in intra.
to Exodus. 2-6: Manumission of
indentured servants. Biblical law
deals with two types of bondsmen:
Israelite ("Hebrew"; see 1.15 n.)
slaves, who are really indentured
servants, and full slaves. Hebrew
slaves (v. 2) must be freed after six
years; full, lifelong slavery is in
principle limited to foreigners
(Deut. 15.12-18; Lev. 25.39-55).
Both types were domestic slaves
living in their owners' homes (see
12.44 n.), not members of slave
gangs working on plantations.
Biblical law and ethical teachings
require humane treatment of
slaves, based on the shared hu
manity of master and servant
(Job 31.13-15) and the Israelites'
own experience as slaves (Deut.
5.15; 15.15; 16.12; 24.18, 22). When
you acquire a Hebrew slave: An
indigent Israelite might indenture
himself or a member of his
household to obtain support
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him a wife, and she has borne him children, the wife and
her children shall belong to the master, and he shall leave
alone. 5 But if the slave declares, "I love my master, and
my wife and children: I do not wish to go free," 6 his mas
ter shall take him before God. • He shall be brought to the
door or the doorpost, and his master shall pierce his ear
with an awl; and he shall then remain his slave for life.
7When a man sells his daughter as a slave, she shall not
be freed as male slaves are. B If she proves to be displeas
ing to her master, who designated her for himself, he must
let her be redeemed; he shall not have the right to sell her
to outsiders, since he broke faith with her. 9 And if he des
ignated her for his son, he shall deal with her as is the
practice with free maidens. 10 If he marries another, he
must not withhold from this one her food, her clothing, or
her conjugal rights. b 11 If he fails her in these three ways,
she shall go free, without payment.
12 He who fatally strikes a man shall be put to death. 13 If
he did not do it by design, but it came about by an act of
God, I will assign you a place to which he can flee.
14 When a man schemes against another and kills him
treacherously, you shall take him from My very altar to be
put to death.
15 He who strikes his father or his mother shall be put to
death.

remain with the master, he does
not remain beyond the jubilee
(Mekhilta, Nezikin 2). This recon
ciles Exod. ch 21 with Lev. ch 25.
7-1 1 : According to Deut. 15.12-18,
females sold into slavery go free,
like males, after six years. The
present Jaw deals with a special
case, that of a father selling his
minor daughter for the purpose of
marriage or concubinage in the
purchaser's family. (Similar
arrangements are known from the
ancient Near East, where a poor
father might arrange for his
daughter's adoption by a well-to
do family in order to ensure a mar
riage for her.) Since the sale is for
marriage, it is not terminated after
six years, but the purchaser must
meet certain conditions. If he re
neges on these conditions (either
those of v. 10 or those of vv. 8-10),
she goes free. Conjugal rights,
or "ointments," or "lodging."
1 2-32: Crimes against persons.
1 2-14: Capital punishment for
murder. Unlike ancient Near East
ern and Arabic law, the Bible does
not permit compensation of the
victim's family for economic Joss
instead of capital punishment
(Num. 35.31). Human life is sacred
and beyond economic value, ac
cording to Gen. 1.26; 9.6 because of
man's creation in the divine image.
1 3-14: In tribal societies lacking
strong central authority the kin
ship group is the primary de
fender of its members. When a
person is killed a kinsman is
obliged to "redeem" the blood by
slaying the killer (2 Sam. 3.27-30).
Such "blood-vengeance" was orig
inally exacted even if the killing
was accidental. This v. limits it to
deliberate murder and allows the
accidental killer to seek refuge
from the victim's kin at an altar or
perhaps other places of sanctuary
until a court can determine
whether he acted intentionally
(see the development of this idea
in Num. 35·9-34; Deut. 19.1-13;
Josh. ch 20). Originally in the an
cient world the innocent and
guilty alike could claim sanctuary;
this v. subjects the institution to a
moral criterion. 1 5: Obedience to
ward parents is considered the

a 0/lrers "to tire judges."

b Or ''ointments."

(see Lev. 25.39, 47), and a con
victed thief who could not make
restitution would be sold to raise
the money to pay it (Exod. 22.2).
Debtors and members of their
households might also be seized to
work off defaulted loans (2 Kings
4.1; Neh. 5.1-6); it is questionable
whether the Torah permits this,
but in any case the present Jaw
would have the effect of limiting
debt servitude. In the seventlr year
he shall go free, so, too, Deut. 15.12.
According to the Babylonian laws
of Hammurabi (par. 117; in M.
Roth, Law Collections from Mesopo
tamia and Asia Minor, p. 103 Con
text of Scripture 2, p. 343), debt ser
vants went free after three years.
Lev. 25.10, 4o-41 prescribe an en
tirely different system: All Hebrew
slaves go free simultaneously in
the jubilee year no matter how
long they have served. 5: The ser
vant might become attached to his
master or the family he has estab=

lished in the master's household, or consider security in
subservience preferable to the fi
nancial risks of independence.
6: Before God . . . to the door or the
doorpost, either at a sanctuary
near the master's home or before
some symbol of God kept at the
master's door. Pierce his ear: This
may symbolize the servant's obli
gation to have his ear permanently
open to hear his master's orders or
(see Deut. 15.17) permanent at
tachment to the master's house.
The midrash saw the ceremony as
symbolic: The ear, which heard
God say that Israelites are His ser
vants and may not be sold into
permanent servitude (Lev. 25.42),
is punished for electing to remain
a servant to a human master (b.
Kid. 22b). For life: According to
halakhic interpretation, for the
rest of the master's life, unless a
jubilee year (Lev. ch 25) comes
first; even if the servant chooses to
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16 He who kidnaps a man-whether he has sold him or
is still holding him-shall be put to death.
17 He who insults• his father or his mother shall be put
to death.
1 8 When men quarrel and one strikes the other with
stone or fist, and he does not die but has to take to his
bed-19 if he then gets up and walks outdoors upon his
staff, the assailant shall go unpunished, except that he
must pay for his idleness and his cure.
2DWhen a man strikes his slave, male or female, with a
rod, and he dies there and then,b he must be avenged.
21 But if he survives a day or two, he is not to be avenged,
since he is the other's property.
22 When men fight, and one of them pushes a pregnant
woman and a miscarriage results, but no other damage
ensues, the one responsible< shall be fined according as
the woman's husband may exact from him, the payment
to be based on reckoning.d 23 But if other damage ensues,
the penalty shall be life for life, 24 eye for eye, tooth for
tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, 25 bum for bum,
wound for wound, bruise for bruise.
26 When a man strikes the eye of his slave, male or fe
male, and destroys it, he shall let him go free on account of
his eye. 27 If he knocks out the tooth of his slave, male or
female, he shall let him go free on account of his tooth.
2B When an ox gores a man or a woman to death, the ox
a Or "reviles. "
b Lit. "under his hand."
c Heb. "he."
d Otlzers "as lire judges determine."
cornerstone of all order and au
thority, especially in a tribal, patri
archal society like ancient Israel. In
the Laws of Hammurabi (par. 195;
in Roth, Law Collections, p. 120 =
Context, p. 348) a son who strikes
his father is punished by cutting
off his hand. The biblical law ap
plies to both parents. The death
penalty suggests that the Bible re
gards this crime as posing a severe
danger to society. 1 6: The primary
purpose of kidnapping was to
enslave the victim. See also
Deut. 24.7, where some details dif
fer. 1 7: Insults: The Heb verb (lit.
" treat lightly") has a wide range of
meanings from "disrespect" to "re
vile, treat contemptuously, curse."
The death penalty may be meant
only rhetorically as a deterrent (d.
Deut. 21.18--21), though if the verb
means "curse" it may be meant lit-

erally because of the potentially
serious consequences that cursing
was thought to entail. 1 8-19: This
law and the next provide a rule of
thumb for assessing the killer's
motive: immediate death from a
fight or disciplinary beating is pre
sumptive evidence of murderous
intent and calls for capital punish
ment, but death following tempo
rary recovery, and a lingering
death, are not. Idleness, income lost
during convalescence. Cure: From
this clause the Rabbis determined
that the Bible permits medical care
and people should not refuse it on
the grounds that their injury or ill
ness is the will of God and that the
cure must come from Him alone
(b. B. K. 85a, Rashi and tosafot).
20-21 : This law and vv. 26-27 pro
tect slaves from extreme corporal
punishment. They do not dis tin-

guish between Hebrew slaves and
others. 21: Since lze is the other's
property: That is, the slave is the
master's property. This means ei
ther that the master was within his
rights to punish the slave corpo
rally, or that (in addition to the
slave's lingering death) his invest
ment in the slave makes it unlikely
that he would have intentionally
killed him. 22: Other damage to the
woman. Based on reckoning: per
haps reckoning the age of the
fetus, but both this translation
and the alternative "as the judges
determine" are questionable.
Halakhic exegesis infers that, since
the punishment is monetary rather
than execution, the unborn fetus is
not considered a living person and
feticide is not murder (d. 12-14
n.); hence, abortion is permitted
when necessary to save the mother
(Rashi and Yad Ramah to b. Sanh.
72b; see also Gen. 9.5--6 n.).
23-25: Lifefor life, eye for eye: This
is the "lex talionis," measure-for
measure punishment by which the
law strives to make punishment
for death or injury fit the crime
perfectly. See Deut. 19.21 and esp.
Lev. 24.17-21. It may not be an
obligatory requirement (Num.
35.31 implies that for injuries
other than death an indemnity
could be accepted instead; Jose
phus, Ant. 4.280) but a limitation
of vengeance: It may not exceed
the original injury (contrast Gen.
4.23). Talmudic loose construction
of the law considered the equitable
application of talion impossible
and inferred that it requires the as
sailant to pay damages correspon
ding to the severity of the injury
(m. B. K. 8.1; b. B. K. 83b-84a). In
Mesopotamia, perpetrators were
originally required to pay mone
tary indemnities; later, talion was
imposed when the victim was a
member of the upper class.
Biblical law is the same for all
classes. 28-32: These laws have
especially close parallels in Bab
ylonian law (Laws of Eshnunna,
pars. 53-55; Laws of Hammurabi
pars. 25o-252; in Roth, Law Collec
tions, pp. 67, 128 = Context of Scrip
ture 2, pp. 335, 350), suggesting
that the Bible might have bor-
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shall be stoned and its flesh shall not be eaten, but the
owner of the ox is not to be punished. 29 If, however, that
ox has been in the habit of goring, and its owner, though
warned, has failed to guard it, and it kills a man or a
woman-the ox shall be stoned and its owner, too, shall
be put to death. 30 if ransom is laid upon him, he must pay
whatever is laid upon him to redeem his life. 31 So, too, if it
gores a minor, male or female, [the owner] shall be dealt
with according to the same rule. 3 2 But if the ox gores a
slave, male or female, he shall pay thirty shekels of silver
to the master, and the ox shall be stoned.
33 When a man opens a pit, or digs a pit and does not
cover it, and an ox or an ass falls into it, 34 the one respon
sible for the pit must make restitution; he shall pay the
price to the owner, but shall keep the dead animal.
35 When a man's ox injures his neighbor's ox and it dies,
they shall sell the live ox and divide its price; they shall
also divide the dead animal. 36 If, however, it is known
that the ox was in the habit of goring, and its owner has
failed to guard it, he must restore ox for ox, but shall keep
the dead animal.
37•When a man steals an ox or a sheep, and slaughters it
or sells it, he shall pay five oxen for the ox, and four sheep
for the sheep.-1 If the thief is seized while tunnel
ing,b and he is beaten to death, there is no blood
guilt in his case. 2 If the sun has risen on him, there is
bloodguilt in that case.-He< must make restitution; if he
lacks the means, he shall be sold for his theft. 3 But if what
he stole-whether ox or ass or sheep-is found alive in his
possession, he shall pay double.

and the stoning of the ox treats the
slave's death like that of freemen
(v. 28). Perhaps in this case the
slave is a foreigner, and the master,
acting in lieu of the slave's absent
family, has agreed to accept a ran
som as in v. 30. This case differs
from v. 30 by setting a fixed
amount for the ransom, perhaps
because a slave has a market value
(thirty silver shekels is the price of
a slave in several documents from
Nuzi).

22

a This constitutes clwp. 22.1 ill some editions.
c I.e., tire thief of 2 1 .37·
b l.e., under a wall for housebrenkirrg.
rowed and revised them. 28: The
ox shall be stoned: Stoning, other
wise used only for humans, treats
the ox as a criminal because it has
killed a human (see Gen. 9.5). This
and the avoidance of the ox's flesh
express abhorrence at its taking of
a human life. The owner is not
punished because the accident was
unpredictable. 29: If the owner ig
nored warnings that the ox had
previously gored, he is executed
for criminal negligence. The penal
ties in these vv. are not paralleled
in Babylonian law, where nothing
is done to the ox and the owner is
only required to pay damages.
V. 30 permits this if the victim's

family agrees because his responsi
bility was only indirect and unin
tentional (contrast Num. 35.31).
31: According to the same rule ap
parently means that if the ox kills
somebody's child, it is still the
owner who is executed and not his
child (cf. Deut. 24.16), as would
apparently have been done as a
form of talion under Babylonian
law (cf. Laws of Hammurabi pars.
209--210, 229--230; in Roth, Law Col
lections, pp. 122, 125 = Context 2,
pp. 348, 349). 32: The anomalous
prescription of monetary compen
sation for killing a human being is
puzzling since v. 20 prescribes cap
ital punishment for killing a slave

21 .33-22.16: Crimes against
property. 21 .34: He . . . shall keep
the dead animal, which has some
value. Thus the owner of the dead
animal receives full restitution, but
no more, and the person who dug
the pit can recover some of his
costs. 35-36: If the goring was an
unpredictable accident, both par
ties share in the loss, but if the
owner of the goring ox was negli
gent, he must make full restitution.
37: This law continues in 22.2b-3.
It establishes the principle that a
thief (whose action was direct, in
tentional, and intended for profit)
owes the victim more than restitu
tion. 22.1 -2a: These vv., set be
tween hyphens, are a separate law,
interposed here for an unknown
reason. There is no bloodguilt in his
case, i.e., if the circumstances are
such that the homeowner has rea
son to fear for his or his family's
life, such as where the thief is not
visible to witnesses. But if he
catches the thief in broad daylight,
when the thief would presumably
fear detection and not risk killing
anybody, the homeowner is guilty
of homicide. In the absence of dan
ger to life, there is no right to kill a
thief. 2b-3: These vv. continue
21.37. He shall be sold for his theft, to
raise funds to pay restitution and
the fine. According to the Laws of
Hammurabi, a thief who is unable
to make restitution is executed
(par. 8; in Roth, Law Collections,
p. 82 Context 2, p. 337). Meso
potamian law often prescribes
death for property offenses (Laws
of Hammurabi, pars. 6-13, 21-22;
in Roth, Law Collections, pp. 82--85
Context 2, pp. 337-38). Biblical
law, which considers human life
=

=
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4 When a man lets his livestock loose to graze in
another's land, and so allows a field or a vineyard to be
grazed bare, he must make restitution for the impairment•
of that field or vineyard.
s When a fire is started and spreads to thorns, so that
stacked, standing, or growing b grain is consumed, he who
started the fire must make restitution.
6 When a man gives money or goods to another for safe
keeping, and they are stolen from the man's house-if the
thief is caught, he shall pay double; 7 if the thief is not
caught, the owner of the house shall depose before God
that he has not laid hands on the other's property. 8 In all
charges of misappropriation-pertaining to an ox, an ass,
a sheep, a garment, or any other loss, whereof one party
alleges, "This is it"-the case of both parties shall come
before God: he whom God declares guilty shall pay dou
ble to the other.
9 When a man gives to another an ass, an ox, a sheep or
any other animal to guard, and it dies or is injured or is car
ried off, with no witness about, lO an oath before the LoRD
shall decide between the two of them that the one has not
laid hands on the property of the other; the owner must ac
quiesce, and no restitution shall be made. 11 But if [the ani
mal] was stolen from him, he shall make restitution to its
owner. 12 If it was tom by beasts, he shall bring it as evi
dence; he need not replace what has been tom by beasts.
13 When a man borrows [an animal] from another and it
dies or is injured, its owner not being with it, he must
make restitution. 14 If its owner was with it, no restitution
need be made; but if it was hired, he is entitled to the hire.
15 If a man seduces a virgin for whom the bride-price
has not been paid/ and lies with her, he must make her his
c

Lit. "excellence."
b Lit. "field. "
c See note on 21.6.
d So tltnt site is unmarried; cf Deut. 20.7; 22.23 ff.

n

beyond economic value (vv. 12-14
n.), never does. 4-5: Damaging
another's field or crops. V. 4 con
tinues the theme of theft. The
owner of the livestock must make
restitution, either by replacing the
crop or by giving the owner an
other field. For the impairment
[rather: "from the best part"] of
that field or vineyard: Whatever the
quality of the damaged field or
crops, the damages are assessed as
if they were of the highest quality.
5: If a fire spreads accidentally, the
one who started it must repay
only the actual value of the loss.

6-14: When property is lost or
damaged while in another's care,
liability depends on the degree of
responsibility implicitly assumed
by the bailee. The comments
below list the four main cases, fol
lowed by comments on other mat
ters. 6-7: (a) In the case of small
movables deposited for safekeep
ing, since the bailee is expected
simply to keep them in his house
without taking precautions be
yond those he takes with his own
property, if they are stolen he may
clear himself with an oath (20.7 n.)
that he did not misappropriate
- 156-

them. 9-12: (b) But if he was
asked to keep cattle, which roam
in the field, extra precautions are
expected and if they are stolen
(v. 11) he is held negligent and
must pay for the loss. If, however,
the loss was unpreventable, he
may establish this by oath (v. 10)
or by producing the carcass
(v. 12; cf. Amos 3.12; Gen. 31.39).
1 3-14a: (c) If the bailee borrowed
an animal for his own use, since all
the benefit is his, he assumes lia
bility for whatever causes its death
or injury unless its owner was
with it, presumably because the
owner would then be expected to
protect it. 14b: This may introduce
a fourth case: (d) where the bailee
has hired the animal and any dam
age to it is covered by the fee. The
Talmud identifies these four types
of bailee as the unpaid and paid
guardians, the borrower and the
hirer, and holds that their different
degrees of liability depend on the
benefit each receives or expects
from the arrangement (m. B. M. 7.8
and Gemara). 8: This covers the
case when, in these or other cir
cumstances, a man claims to have
identified his possessions among
another's (such as the bailee's); the
matter is to be decided by an ora
cle, such as the Urim and Thum
mim (28.29-30; cf. Josh. 7.14-18;
1 Sam. 14.37-42). 9: Carried off, cap
tured in war or a raid, as distinct
from being stolen. 1 0: An oath be
fore the LoRD: The use of the Tetra
grammaton suggests that this law
was drawn from a different source
than vv. 7-8, which use "God."
1 3: And it dies or is injured, rather,
"and it is injured and dies" or "and
it is injured or dies." 1 5: For whom
the bride-price has not been paid: Be
trothal normally consisted of pay
ing a bride-price to a girl's father
(Gen. 34.12; Deut. 20.7). Seduction
of an unbetrothed virgin dimin
ishes her chances of marriage and
her father may never receive the
bride-price (hence this law's inclu
sion with economic damages; if
the girl is already betrothed the se
duction counts as adultery, Deut.
22.23-27). Her seducer must make
good on both losses. Contrast the
case of rape, Deut. 22.28-29.
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wife by payment of a bride-price. 16 If her father refuses to
give her to him, he must still weigh out silver in accor
dance with the bride-price for virgins.
17 You shall not tolerate" a sorceress.
l B Whoever lies with a beast shall be put to death.
19 Whoever sacrifices to a god other than the LORD alone
shall be proscribed.b
20 You shall not wrong a stranger or oppress him, for
you were strangers in the land of Egypt.
21 You shall not ill-treat any widow or orphan. 22 If you
do mistreat them, I will heed their outcry as soon as they
cry out to Me, 23 and My anger shall blaze forth and I will
put you to the sword, and your own wives shall become
widows and your children orphans.
24 If you lend money to My people, to the poor among
you, do not act toward them as a creditor; exact no interest
from them. 25 If you take your neighbor's garment in
pledge, you must return it to him before the sun sets; 26 it
is his only clothing, the sole covering for his skin. In what
else shall he sleep? Therefore, if he cries out to Me, I will
pay heed, for I am compassionate.
27 You shall not revile God, nor put a curse upon a chief
tain among your people.
2 8 You shall not <put off the skimming of the first yield
of your vats:c You shall give Me the first-born among your
sons. 29You shall do the same with your cattle and your
flocks: seven days itd shall remain with its mother; on the
eighth day you shall give it to Me.
Lit. "let live. "
b See Lev. 27.29.
c-c Meaning of Heb. llncertai/1.
d I.e., the mnle first-bam.

n

22.17-23.19: Ethical and religious
exhortations. 17: Sorceress, a prac
titioner of malevolent magic (usu
ally a woman but males are
banned in Deut. 18.10), which is
punished severely because it was
deemed dangerous and antisocial.
The Bible does not deny the effi
cacy of magic, but bans it as rebel
lion against God (Deut. 18.9-15).
1 8: See Lev. 18.23; 20.15-16; Deut.
27.21. 1 9: Proscribed, executed. This
law applies only to Israelites; only
they are subject to the first com
mandment (Exod. 20.3) and pun
ished for violating it. Cf. 18.11 n.;
Deut. 4.19-20; 32.8-9. (The Ca
naanites are punished for abom
inable rituals, such as child sacri
fice [Lev. 18.24-29; Deut 12.31;
20.18], not for idolatry per se.)

20-26: Resident aliens (12.19 n.,
43 n.), the poor, widows, and or
phans are often mentioned to
gether because, lacking social or
family protection, they are vulner
able to exploitation. The duty of
treating these groups fairly and
compassionately is reiterated fre
quently (e.g., 20.10; 23.6, 9, 12;
Lev. 19.33-34; 23.22; Deut. 1.16;
10. 18-19; 24.17-22; 27.19). Concern
for foreigners, not found in other
ancient Near Eastern law collec
tions, grows out of Israel's con
sciousness of being foreigners in
Egypt. 24: Charitable loans to
countrymen who have fallen on
hard times. Lending to them is a
moral obligation and must be
done without further increasing
the borrower's poverty by requir-
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ing interest, which could be ru
inous (rates of 20 to 50 percent
were common in the ancient Near
East). Loans to foreigners were not
subject to this rule, since visiting
foreigners were normally busi
nessmen. If they borrowed, it was
for business and not to survive
poverty. 22: I will l!eed their outcry,
cf. v. 25. God is the ultimate patron
of the powerless and He will
punish those who mistreat them.
This warning may imply that
human government was not
well equipped to protect their
rights and that God was their
only recourse. Cf. Deut. 24.13, 15.
23: Measure-for-measure punish
ment, a very common principle in
the Bible. 25-26: Tnke . . . in pledge,
rather, as noted by Rashi, "seize
. . . as collateral." Creditors might
legally seize property from de
faulting debtors to induce them to
repay. The poorest debtors might
have nothing left but the cloaks
they slept in (Amos 2.8; Job 22.6).
In such circumstances, the present
law subordinates the creditor's
right to repayment to the welfare
of the debtor. See also Deut. 24.6,
1o-13, 17. You must return it to him
before the sun sets each day, to sleep
in, and he will return it to you in
the morning. 27: Revile, cf. Lev.
24.1o-16; Job 2.9. Clzieftnin, of a
clan or tribe, the highest human
authority prior to the monarchy.
The two offenses covered by this v.
are mentioned together in 1 Kings
21.10, 13, where "chieftain" is rea
sonably construed as applying to
the king and the law is (falsely) en
forced. 28-29: The first fruits of
the soil and first-born animals
(13.2) must be given to God,
thereby acknow !edging Him as
the source of the land's fertility
and the true owner of its produce.
28: The uncertain nouns refer to
the first wine and oil, and possibly
to the first grain as well (see also
Num. 18.27; Deut. 22.9). Give Me
the first-born among your sons, see
13.2, 12-13. Here no provision for
redemption is mentioned. 29: On
first-born animals, see 13.2, 12-13.
This is a humane law, respecting
the mother-child relationship
among animals. See also 23.19;
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J O You shall be holy people to Me: you must not eat flesh
torn by beasts in the field; you shall cast it to the dogs.

2 3 You must not carry false rumors; you shall not join

hands with the guilty to act as a malicious witness:
2 You shall neither side with the mighty• to do wrong
you shall not give perverse testimony in a dispute so as to
pervert it in favor of the mighty•___3 nor shall you show
deference to a poor man in his dispute.
4 When you encounter your enemy's ox or ass wander
ing, you must take it back to him.
s When you see the ass of your enemy lying under its
burden and would refrain from raisingb it, you must nev
ertheless raise it with him.
6 You shall not subvert the rights of your needy in their
disputes. 7 Keep far from a false charge; do not bring death
on those who are innocent and in the right, for I will not
acquit the wrongdoer. 8 Do not take bribes, for bribes blind
the dear-sighted and upset the pleas of those who are in
the right.
9 You shall not oppress a stranger, for you know the feel
ings of the stranger, having yourselves been strangers in
the land of Egypt.
lO Six years you shall sow your land and gather in its
yield; 11 but in the seventh you shall let it rest and lie fal
low. Let the needy among your people eat of it, and what
they leave let the wild beasts eat. You shall do the same
with your vineyards and your olive groves.
Otlrers "multitude. "
b For litis use of tire verb 'zb, cf Nelr. 3.8, 34· For tire wlwle verse see Deut. 22.4.
a

Lev. 22.27-28; Deut. 22.6-7. 30: You
shall be holy people to me: The prohi
bition of eating torn flesh, and the
related one in Deut. 14.21, are ad
dressed to priests in Lev. 22.8 and
Ezek. 44.31. The present v. requires
all Israelites to maintain a quasi
priestly level of holiness (d. Lev.
19.2). You must not eat flesh torn by
beasts: Only properly slaughtered
animals may be eaten by Israelites.
The word for "torn" (Heb "tere
fah") is the source of the postbibli
cal Heb term "tare£" (in English
[from Yiddish] "treif"), referring to
any animal or food that does not
conform to the Jewish dietary
laws. Food that does conform is
termed in postbiblical Heb
"kasher," "fit," "proper" ("kosher"
in Yiddish and English); the sys-

tern of dietary laws as a whole is
called "kashrut."

23.1-3: These vv. and vv. 6-8
concern judicial procedures.
1 : Cf. 20.13; Lev. 19.11, 16;
Deut. 19.15-21. 2: So as to pervert it
in favor of the mighty: The ambigu
ity of the Heb permitted this to be
construed as a separate, positive
command meaning "follow the
majority" in determining the law.
As a jurisprudential principle this
meant that, in general, judicial rul
ings and legal questions are be de
cided not simply by invoking the
literal interpretation of the Torah
nor by invoking new revelations,
but by flexible interpretation
(loose construction) of the Torah,
based on the circumstances, as de-

termined by a majority of compe
tent sages (b. Ijul. ua; y. Sanh. 4:2,
p. 22a). 3: This v. and Lev. 19.15
presume that the Bible's concern
for the poor will be internalized,
and warn against taking it to an
unjust extreme: lt is wrong to
favor the powerful in a trial, and
also wrong to favor the poor.
4-5: One must assist others facing
difficulty or possible economic loss
(Deut. 22.1-4), even a personal
enemy. 4: Ox or ass, the usual
beasts of burden; according to the
halakhah the obligation applies to
any animal (m. B. K. 5.7; b. B. K.
54b). Wandering: Since much of the
population was engaged in herd
ing and animals were used for
transport, it was common to come
upon strays (d. 1 Sam. 9.3, 20).
5: A pack animal might collapse or
lose its balance under its load. The
fastest way to raise it was for two
people to lift the load simultane
ously, one on each side of the ani
mal. Talmudic sages hold that this
commandment is meant to benefit
the animal as well as its owner, cit
ing it as the basis of the obligation
to prevent animals from suffering
(called "tza'ar ba'alei l:tayim")
(b. B. M. 32a-b). 6-9: Another
group of exhortations concerning
the weak (d. 22.2o-26). 6: You
must not rule unfairly against the
poor in a trial. 7: The wrongdoer, the
judge or witness who causes the
death of the innocent. 8: Bribes, lit.
"gifts" (Prov. 21.14; perhaps 17.8).
This could refer to a payoff to in
fluence judges (see Deut. 27.25;
Isa. 5.23; Prov. 17.23) or to a fee
charged by judges merely for hear
ing cases (Isa. 1.23; Mic. 3.11; d.
7.3). For bribes blind the clear
sighted, see also Deut. 16.19. The
explanation is in a poetic style re
sembling that of wisdom litera
ture; d. Eccl. 7·7· Upset the pleas of
those who are in the right, i.e., influ
ence the judge against the claims
of the innocent party. 9: See 22.20.
This v. may be repeated here be
cause strangers, who lack kin to
protect their rights, are at a disad
vantage in courts composed of
local or tribal elders (d. Ps. 127.5).
1 0-19: The religious calendar and
related requirements. Vv. 1o-12
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12 Six days you shall do your work, but on the seventh
day you shall cease from labor, in order that your ox and
your ass may rest, and that your bondman and the
stranger may be refreshed.
13 Be on guard concerning all that I have told you. Make
no mention of the names of other gods; they shall not be
heard on your lips.
14 Three times a year you shall hold a festival for Me:
15 You shall observe the Feast of Unleavened Bread-eat
ing unleavened bread for seven days as I have com
manded you-at the set time in the month• of Abib, for in
it you went forth from Egypt; and none shall appear be
fore Me empty-handed; 16 and the Feast of the Harvest, of
the first fruits of your work, of what you sow in the field;
and the Feast of Ingathering at the end of the year, when
you gather in the results of your work from the field.
17Three times a year all your males shall appear before the
Sovereign, the LORD.
a See note at 13-4and 14-17 deal with requirements
that occur at fixed intervals.
1 0-1 3: The sabbatical fallow year
(cf. Lev. 25.1-7, 2o-22) and the Sab
bath day. In line with the theme of
vv. 1--9, only their social and hu
manitarian goals are stated here;
Exod. 16.23; 20.10; Lev. 25.2, 4 de
scribe both as "a sabbath of the
LoRD," indicating their religious
significance. According to Deut.
15.1-3, debts were also remitted in
the seventh year, possibly because
debts commonly came due at har
vest time, when farmers realized
their income, and there would be
no harvest in the seventh year.
Neh. 10.32 mentions both fallow
ing and debt cancellation in the
seventh year. 1 3: Be on guard . . . :
This may be intended as a conclu
sion to all the preceding laws and
exhortations (21.1-23.12) or to the
mostly negative commandments
in 22.17-23.12 (or just 23.1-12) be
fore turning to the laws of worship
in vv. 14-19. Or, in view of its posi
tion between v. 12 and the next
clause, it may mean: Remember
not only the Sabbath, but all of the
first four commandments (20.2-11)
and have nothing to do with any
other god. Note the similar se
quence of commands in Lev.

19.3-4 followed by laws about
worship in vv. 5-8 (cf. Exod. 34.17
followed by vv. 18-23). Make no
mention . . . : That is, do not invoke
other gods in worship (cf. 20.21);
instead, worship the LoRD, as pre
scribed in vv. 14-19. This warning
is especially pertinent to the agri
cultural festivals mentioned in
those vv., since several non
Israelite deities mentioned in the
Bible were closely associated with
fertility. The Bible teaches that
the LoRD alone controls nature.
14-17: The festivals mark the two
agricultural seasons. The Feast of
Unleavened Bread and the Feast of
the Harvest, respectively, precede
and follow the spring grain har
vest, while the Feast of Ingather
ing occurs in the fall when the new
grain and wine are stored away for
the winter. See also 34.18-26; Lev.
ch 23; Num. 9.1-14; chs 28-29;
Deut. 16.1-17. 15: In Jewish tradi
tion the Feast of Unleavened Bread
(see 12.14-20 n.), which commemo
rates the exodus, is called "zeman
l:lerutenu," "the time of our free
dom." The Bible does not connect
it to the harvest, which follows the
festival, but in the popular mind
eating primitive, unleavened
bread was possibly perceived as a
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type of abstinence expressing anxi
ety about the success of the com
ing harvest. The month of Abib, see
13-4 n. Lev. 23.6 gives a specific
date, the fifteenth of the month. As
I have commanded you, see 12.14-20,
34, 39· None shall appear before Me
empty-handed: All must bring offer
ings. This is emphasized in con
nection to this festival here since
no new agricultural produce is
ready. In Deut. 16.16-17 this obli
gation is explicitly applied to all
three festivals. 1 6: The Feast of the
Harvest, also called "the day of the
first fruits" (of the grain harvest,
Num. 28.26) and "the Feast of
Weeks" ("Shavu'ot," 34.22), be
cause it is observed exactly seven
weeks after the harvest begins
(Lev. 23.15-21; Deut. 16.10). Be
cause of the later tradition that
this festival falls on the anniver
sary of the giving of the Torah, it
is also known as "zeman matan
toratenu," "the time when our
Torah was given." Here it is an
agricultural festival only, and is
not connected to the previous
Feast of Unleavened Bread. The
Feast of Ingathering, at the end of
the summer, celebrates the gather
ing of the processed grain and new
wine into storage for the coming
year, the goal of all the preceding
agricultural activities. It is also
known as "the Feast of Booths"
("Sukkot," Lev. 23.34; Deut. 16.13),
after the practice of dwelling in
booths during the festival (Lev.
23.42; Neh. 8.14, 17), or simply
"the Feast," meaning "the festival
par excellence" (1 Kings 8.2, 65;
Ezek. 45.25; Neh. 8.14). In Jewish
tradition it is also called "zeman
siml:latenu," "the time of our re
joicing," because it was the most
joyous festival, coming at a time
when the bounty of the harvest
was manifest. At the end of the year,
at the close of the agricultural year.
Cf. 34.22. According to Lev. 23.34,
39 the festival begins on the fif
teenth day of the seventh month
(September-October). 1 7: All your
males: The obligation is limited to
males, probably because pregnant
and nursing women could not
travel to distant sanctuaries. Ap
pear before . . . the LORD, visit a sane-
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1B You shall not offer the blood of My sacrifice with any
thing leavened; and the fat of My festal offering shall not
be left lying until morning.
19The choice first fruits of your soil you shall bring to
the house of the LoRD your God.
You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk.
20 I am sending an angel before you to guard you on the
way and to bring you to the place that I have made ready.
21 Pay heed to him and obey him. Do not defy him, for he
will not pardon your offenses, since My Name is in him;
22but if you obey him and do all that I say, I will be an
enemy to your enemies and a foe to your foes.
23 When My angel goes before you and brings you to the
Amorites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Canaanites, the
Hivites, and the Jebusites, and I annihilate them, 24 you
tuary in any of the country's tem
ple cities (34.24; Deuteronomy
31.11; 1 Sam. 1.22; Isa. 1.12). Deut.
later limited this to a single sanctu
ary (Deut. 12.4-14; 16.2-7; d.
2 Kings 23.21-23; 2 Chron. ch 30).
This clause probably originally
read "see the face of the LoRD,"
meaning to visit Him and pay Him
homage at His sanctuary. The
reading was probably changed to
prevent the impression that God
could literally be seen there. God's
designation as the Sovereign (see
also 34.23; d. Zech. 14.16) empha
sizes that He is Israel's king, and
therefore His subjects must appear
before Him regularly to acknowl
edge His sovereignty, just as sub
jects of a human suzerain were re
quired to do. 1 8-19: These rules
about offerings and food seem to
apply both year-round and also
specifically to the festivals just
mentioned. 1 8: Leavened bread
was forbidden with most sacrifices
(12.8 n.), and several types of sacri
fice must be consumed before
morning (29.34; Lev. 7.15; 22.30),
but 12.8, 10 apply both rules to the
"pesa):l" sacrifice in particular, as
does 34.25b to the second rule. The
fat of [the]festal offering refers to
the fat on the entrails of sacrificial
animals; it is burnt as part of the
sacrifice, and eating it is forbidden
(Lev. 3.17; 7.23, 25; 17.6). 1 9: First
fruits, see 22.28-29 n. Farmers
probably brought first-fruit offer
ings at various times of the year,

according to when each species
was harvested, but in v. 16 the
practice is mentioned particularly
in connection with the Feast of the
Harvest. See also Lev. 23.16-20;
Num. 28.26; Deut. 26.1-11. You

shall not boil a kid in its mother's
milk: Meat boiled in sour milk
("Ieben") was probably considered
a delicacy, as it is by Arabs, since it
is tastier and more tender than
meat boiled in water. As noted by
Philo (Virt. 143-144), Ibn Ezra, and
Rashbam, this law is similar to the
rules that forbid acts of insensitiv
ity against animals such as slaugh
tering cattle on the same day as
their young, sacrificing cattle in
their first week, and taking a
mother bird along with her fledg
lings or her eggs (22.29; Lev.
22.27-28; Deut. 22.6-7). It is there
fore likely that it also applied to
Iambs and calves, kids being men
tioned only because goats were the
most common type of cattle or be
cause their meat is most in need of
tenderizing and flavoring. Jewish
law construes this rule broadly,
forbidding cooking or eating any
domestic cattle with the milk or
milk products of any domestic cat
tle. Supplementary regulations
also prohibited eating fowl or
game with milk and required the
use of separate utensils for milk
and meat, including their products
(Maimonides, Hilkhot Ma'akhalot
'Asurot, ch 9). The association of
this rule with the festivals is prob- 160-

ably due to the fact that meat was
eaten infrequently but was part of
festival meals. Since in Israel goats
begin to give birth in the fall, the
Feast of Ingathering was probably
the one at which kids were typi
cally eaten.

23.20-33: Conclusion. The Book
of the Covenant (see 24.7) con
cludes with an epilogue contain
ing promises of the reward for fi
delity to the preceding laws. This
is comparable to ancient Near
Eastern treaties, which conclude
with promises and warnings about
the consequences of fidelity to or
betrayal of the treaty, though here
(contrast Lev. ch 26 and Deut. ch
28) only rewards are described.
The final exhortations against idol
atry (vv. 24, 32-33) hark back to
the book's first law (20.19-20) and
the begininning of the Decalogue
(20.2-6). 20: Angel, lit. "messen
ger," "emissary" (from God); see
3.2 n. and 12.23 n. To guard you,
d. 14.19; 33.2; Gen. 24.7; 48.16. The
place that I have made ready, the
promised land. 21: The angel will
instruct and chastise the people on
God's behalf since God's Name is
in llim, that is, God's presence and
authority are manifest in him
(3.2 n.). Cf. Judg. 2. 1-4. 22: A clas
sic expression of a treaty relation
ship in which the parties agree
that the enemy of one is the
enemy of the other. Cf. Gen. 12.3;
Ps. 139.21-22. 24-26: Cf. 34.11-17;
Num. 33.52; Deut. 7.5, 25-26. Vic
tors sometimes worshipped the
gods of the nations they defeated,
believing that they had abandoned
their people to enable the victor
to triumph (2 Chron. 25.14; d.
1 Sam. 5.2). 24: Follow their
practices, i.e. (according to
Deut. 12.2-4, 29-31), adapt Ca
naanite rituals for worshipping the
LoRD. Israel may not even take Ca
naanite idols as booty (2 Sam. 5.21)
but must tear them down: At Hazor
archeologists found a statue with
its head deliberately chopped off
in the stratum likely destroyed by
the incoming Israelites. Pillars,
stones erected for a cultic purpose,
whether plain or engraved with
images of a deity or its symbols.
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shall not bow down to their gods in worship or follow
their practices, but shall tear them down and smash their
pillars to bits. 25 You shall serve the LoRD your God, and
He will bless your bread and your water. And I will re
move sickness from your midst. 26 No woman in your
land shall miscarry or be barren. I will let you enjoy the
full count of your days.
27 I will send forth My terror before you, and I will
throw into panic all the people among whom you come,
and I will make all your enemies turn tail• before you. 2B I
will send a plagueb ahead of you, and it shall drive out be
fore you the Hivites, the Canaanites, and the Hittites. 29 I
will not drive them out before you in a single year, lest the
land become desolate and the wild beasts multiply to
your hurt. 30 I will drive them out before you little by little,
until you have increased and possess the land. 31 I will set
your borders from the Sea of Reeds to the Sea of Philistia,
and from the wilderness to the Euphrates; for I will de
liver the inhabitants of the land into your hands, and you
will drive them out before you. 32 You shall make no cove
nant with them and their gods. 33 They shall not remain in
your land, lest they cause you to sin against Me; for you
will serve their gods-and it will prove a snare to you.

northern boundary in Lebanon's
Bekaa Valley in Lebanon (Num.
13.21; 34.8). You will drive them out,
see also 33.2; 34.11 (cf. Lev. 18.25b,
28; Num. 33.52-55; Josh. 24.12, 18;
Judg. 6.9). According to Deut. 7.2,
16; 20.15-18, however, the Canaan
ites are to be killed. Jewish exege
sis resolves the inconsistency by
holding that the Canaanites were
given the option of fighting, emi
grating, or remaining in the land
as forced laborers, provided they
accept the seven Noahide laws
(Gen. 9.8-17 n.) (Maimonides,
Hilkl10t Melnkhim 6.5). Historically
speaking, there was probably no
policy of either expulsion or exter
mination. Archeological evidence
and passages such as Josh. 15.63;
16.10; 17.12-13; Judg. 1.19, 27-36;
1 Kings 9.2o--2 1 indicate that
Canaanites remained in the land.
Driving out or killing the Canaan
ites are both probably late, theoret
ical reconstructions. 32: Covenant,
conditions under which the
Canaanites or their idolatry could
remain. 33: Lest they cause you to
sin . . . , cf. 34. 15-16; Deut. 7·3-4·
According to Deut. 20.18 the dan
ger is that the Canaanites would
influence Israelites to adopt their
abhorrent rites, such as child sacri
fice and various occult practices
(Deut. 12.31; 1B.<f-12). According
to Genesis and Leviticus, God will
expel the Canaanites because of
immorality, occult practices, and
child sacrifice (see Gen. 9.22-27;
15.16; 19.4-5; Lev. chs 18, 20).

2 4 Then He said to Moses, "Come up to the LoRD,

with Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy elders
of Israel, and bow low from afar. 2 Moses alone shall come
n

Lit. "bnck. "

b Otllers "llomet"; meaning of Hcb. uncertain.

Apparently they were thought to
embody the presence of a deity, ei
ther by representing it or serving
as its residence (d. Gen. 28.16-22;
2 Kings 3.2; 10.27). Sacrifices were
offered to them and they were
treated like idols. Although they
were sometimes used in the wor
ship of the Lord (Gen. 28.16-22;
21.13; 35.14; cf. Isa. 19.19; Hos. 3.4),
Deut. 16.22 bans even such use be
cause of their associations with
idolatry. 25-26: These are rewards
typically promised in ancient
treaties; see also Lev. 26.3-10;
Deut. 11.13-15, 21; 28.1-13. 27: My
terror, a divinely induced panic,
here reified as in Gen. 35S 1 Sam.
14.15; Isa. 24.17; Jer. 48.44· Alterna
tively, in view of the following
verb, "My terror" might refer to
God's fearsome aura, comparable
to the fearsome aura of

Mesopotamian gods and kings
which overwhelms their enemies;
cf. Isa. 2.10, 19, 21. Throw into panic,
rather, "rout" (14.24; Deut. 7.23;
Josh. 10.10; Judg. 4.15; 1 Sam. 7.10;
Esth. 9.24). 28: Plague, better, "hor
nets" or "wasps," meaning either
that ferocious swarms of wasps
will chase the Canaanites or that
God will induce a panic or frenzy
like that caused by wasps and
cause the Canaanites to flee.
31: Starting at a line runningfrom
tlte Sen of Reeds (here the Gulf of
Eilat, 13.18 n.) to the Sen of Philistin
(the Mediterranean off the coast of
Philistia-roughly the Gaza Strip
today), Israel's territory will ex
tend from the (Sinai-Negev) wilder
ness in the south to the Euphrates in
the northeast (see also Gen. 15.18;
Deut. 1.7; 11.24; Josh. 1.4); other
passages in the Torah place the
- 161 -

23.25-24.2

24.1-1 8: The covenant ceremony.
The covenant proposed in 19.4-6 is
formally established when Moses
reads its terms to the people in the
course of a blood rite in which
they ratify its terms, followed by a
sacrificial meal for the leaders in
the presence of God. The sequence
of events is hard to follow because
of the interweaving of conflicting
versions of the narrative (see chs
19-24, introductory comment),
though the ch as a whole is orga
nized to suggest that different
groups, according to their status,
ascended the mountain to different
levels. Vv. 1-2 (Come up . . . ) inter
rupt the preceding narrative, since
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near the LORD; but the others shall not come near, nor
shall the people come up with him."
3 Moses went and repeated to the people all the com
mands of the LoRD and all the rules; and all the people an
swered with one voice, saying, "All the things that the
LoRD has commanded we will do!" 4 Moses then wrote
down all the commands of the LoRD.
Early in the morning, he set up an altar at the foot of the
mountain, with twelve pillars for the twelve tribes of Is
rael. 5 He designated some young men among the Israel
ites, and they offered burnt offerings and sacrificed bulls
as offerings of well-being to the LORD. 6 Moses took one
part of the blood and put it in basins, and the other part of
the blood he dashed against the altar. 7 Then he took the
record of the covenant and read it aloud to the people.
And they said, "All that the LoRD has spoken •we will
faithfully do! " ·• B Moses took the blood and dashed it on
the people and said, "This is the blood of the covenant
that the LORD now makes with you concerning all these
commands."
9 Then Moses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and sev
enty elders of Israel ascended; lO and they saw the God of
n-n Lit. "we will do n11d obey. "
20.18 shows that Moses was al
ready on the mountain when he
received the laws of 20.19-23.33·
The immediate sequel to that nar
rative is 24.3-8, followed by vv.
12-15a and 18b (from E). Vv. 1-2
and 9-1 1, in which Moses is called
up to God, are the sequel to 19.25;
they are from J, while 15b-18a
the sequel of 19.1-2-are from P.
There are differences in detail be
tween these groups of vv. In J,
Moses is to be accompanied part
way by the priests and elders (vv .
1-2, 9); in E he is apparently ac
companied part way by Joshua
(13-14; cf. 32.17) but leaves the el
ders, Aaron and Hur, behind;
while in P (vv. 15b-18a) he seems
not to be accompanied at any time.
J does not tell of any lawgiving; to
it the event at Sinai was a visual
encoWlter with God, experienced
in differing degrees by the people,
the leaders, and Moses, and the
covenant was established by a
meal (24.1-2, 9-11; cf. 19.11, 18,
21). E, preserved more fully, tells
of a primarily auditory experience,

the establishment of the covenant
by a blood rite and ratification of
the "Book of the Covenant," and
Moses' ascent to receive the tablets
of the Decalogue (19.9, 16, 19; chs
2o-23; 24.3-8, 12-15a). To P the
event consisted primarily of Moses
going up on the moWltain to re
ceive the instructions for con
structing the Tabernacle (chs
25-31) in which God will dwell
among the Israelites and give
Moses laws, and where they will
worship Him; He also gave Moses
the "Pact" to put in the Ark (25.8,
22; 29.38-46; 31.18). 1-2: The sum
mons is answered, and this
scource is continued in vv. 9-1 1.
Nadab and Abihu, 6.23 n. For the
various zones of permitted access
cf. 19.12, 24. 3: Repeated to the peo
ple, as they had requested in 20.16
and as God had commanded in
21.1. After hearing the specific
terms of the covenant, the people
repeat the assent they first ex
pressed in 19.8. All the commands of
the LoRD, 20.19-23.33· All the people
answered with one voice, the slightly
- 162-

redundant language emphasizes
the unanimity of their assent, as in
19.8. We will do, as they promised
in 20.16. 4: Once the people assent
to the terms of the covenant,
Moses prepares for a ceremony
formally establishing it. In the cer
emony the altar (cf. 20.21) and
twelve pillars will represent, respec
tively, God and Israel. These pil
lars are not cultic as in 23.24.
5: Young men, perhaps the first
borns (Rashi; Targum) assisting
Moses. Apparently E, like P (28.1),
assumes that the Aaronide priestly
order has not yet been established
(J, in vv. 1, 9 and 19.22, assumes
otherwise). Priests' assistants are
called "young men" in 1 Sam.
2.13-18; 3.1. Burnt offerings . . .
offerings of well-being, 18.12 n.
6-8: Dashing the blood on the
altar and on the people (v. 8) joins
God and Israel in the covenant.
Here the altar represents God, as
in 20.21; cf. Ps. 42.3-4; 1 Kings
8.22, 31, 54; 2 Kings 18.22; Isa.
19.19 (cf. Gen. 15.17, where a torch
and smoking oven represent God
in a covenant ceremony). Estab
lishing a covenant by the parties
sharing blood, each other's or that
of an animal, is a ttested in many
places; Aeschylus describes a cove
nant in which the parties dip their
hands in the blood of a slaugh
tered animal (Aeschylus, Seven
Against Thebes, 43-48). 7: Record,
i.e., a scroll or a stone inscription
.(cf. Deut. 27.2-3, 8), containing,
apparently, 20.19-23.33· On the
basis of this phrase, the legal col
lection of 20.19-23.33 is called the
Book of the Covenant. We will
faithfully do: The most literal trans
lation would be "we will do and
listen," and the midrash inferred
from this that the people trusted
God so thoroughly that they com
mitted themselves to obeying
His commands before they even
heard their contents (b. Shab. 88a).
8: On the people, perhaps, on the
pillars representing the people.
9: See v. 1. 1 0: For this Wlique oc
casion the people's leaders and
representatives are granted a vi
sual experience of God. Later Jew
ish writers, who believed that God
is not visible, held that the experi-
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Israel: under His feet there was the likeness of a pavement
of sapphire, like the very sky for purity. 11 Yet He did not
raise His hand against the leaders• of the Israelites; they
beheld God, and they ate and drank.
1 2 The LoRD said to Moses, "Come up to Me on the
mountain and wait there, and I will give you the stone
tablets with the teachings and commandments which I
have inscribed to instruct them." B So Moses and his at
tendant Joshua arose, and Moses ascended the mountain
of God. 14 To the elders he had said, "Wait here for us until
we return to you. You have Aaron and Hur with you; let
anyone who has a legal matter approach them. "
15 When Moses had ascended the mountain, the cloud
covered the mountain. 16 The Presence of the LoRD abode
on Mount Sinai, and the cloud hid it for six days. On
the seventh day He called to Moses from the midst of the
cloud. 17 Now the Presence of the LoRD appeared in the
sight of the Israelites as a consuming fire on the top of
the mountain. 18 Moses went inside the cloud and as
cended the mountain; and Moses remained on the moun
tain forty days and forty nights.

on both sides (like the Decalogue,
32.16), could have contained the
entire Decalogue. This shape is
consistent with Jewish tradition
and early Christian art, which con
ceived of the tablets as rectangular.
The tablets with curved tops, fa
miliar today, reflect later Roman
practice, and were first introduced
in Christian art around the nth
century. With the teachings and com
mandments, according to 34.28, the
Decalogue. The Heb can also be
construed as "and the teachings
and commandments," which
midrashic exegesis took to mean
the rest of the written Torah (or of
the Bible) plus the Oral Torah; in
other words, all were given to
Moses at Mount Sinai (b. Ber. 5a;
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2 5 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2Tell the Israel

ite people to bring Me gifts; you shall accept gifts
for Me from every person whose heart so moves him.
3 And these are the gifts that you shall accept from them:
a Meaning ofHeb. 'a�ilim uncertain.
ence was not literally visual but
was either an intellectual percep
tion (Mairnonides, Guide, 1.4) or a
prophetic vision such as those in
Isa. 6.1 and Ezek. ch 1 (Ibn Ezra).
The Bible does not deny that God
is visible, but the text is reticent
about describing Him. By focusing
on what was under His feet, it
seems to suggest that the leaders
did not see God directly but from
below, through a transparent sap
phire- (or rather, lapis-lazuli-) col
ored pavement. Cf. Ezek. 1.26-28;
10.1-2. This lapis-lazuli pavement
is the floor of God's palace, and
also explains why the sky is blue.
1 1 : He did not raise His hand: De
spite their seeing God, no harm
befell them; see 3.6 n. They ate and
drank: A well-attested way of cele
brating the establishment of a cov
enant; see Gen. 26.28-30; 31.54;

and the ceremony reaffirming
the covenant in Deut. 27.1-8; d.
the parallelism in Obad. 7 and
Ps. 41.10. In covenants between
humans both parties share the
meal. Here, one of the parties,
God, does not eat, and Moses and
the leaders merely eat in His pres
ence. 1 2: In addition to the Book of
the Covenant (v. 7), the Israelites
would receive two tablets contain
ing the Decalogue inscribed by
God Himself (31.18; 32.16) as a
monument to their revelation at
Sinai. Stone was normally used
only for permanent inscriptions,
such as royal and ceremonial in
scriptions, boundary inscriptions,
and treaties. The tablets may have
resembled a square stone tablet
containing a 7th-century BCE Ara
maic decree. Two such tablets, 15
or 16 inches square and inscribed

24. 1 1-25 .3

Leka!z Tov; Midrash HaGadol).
1 3: Joshua (17.9 n.) apparently ac
companied Moses part way (see
v. 14; d. 32.17). 14: Aaron and Hur,
17.10 n. They are to perform
Moses' duties in his absence
(18.16a). 15: The cloud, in which
God's Presence is manifest; see
13.21 n., 22 n. 1 6: The Presence of the
LORD, 16.6-7 n. This Presence is the
main manifestation of the divine
in Priestly thought. Abode on
Mount Sinai: The main thrust of
the instructions in chs 25-32 is the
construction of the Tabernacle
(Heb "mishkan," lit. "abode") to
which God will transfer His abode
(40.34-38) and accompany Israel;
see 25.8, where "dwell" should be
rendered "abide" to indicate that it
is the same Heb verb (sh-k-n) as
here. The Tabernacle, in other
words, is essentially a portable
Mount Sinai, the locus of God's
presence. 1 7: On the appearance of
God's Presence, see 16.6-7 n.

25.1-31 .17: Instructions for
building the Tabernacle (see dia
gram, p. 164) and inaugurating
the priesthood. The sanctuary will
enable God to abide among the Is
raelites henceforth, and will be the
place from which He issues com
mands for Israel (25.22 n.). It will
also be the place of sacrificial wor
ship (v. 30; 29.38-42; Lev. chs 1-7),
where the priests officiate daily
(29.9-12, 21, 29); but its main pur
pose is for the benefit of Israel, that
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gold, silver, and copper; 4 blue, purple, and crimson yams,
fine linen, goats' hair; 5 tanned ram skins," dolphinb skins,
and acacia wood; 6 oil for lighting, spices for the anointing
oil and for the aromatic incense; 7 lapis lazuli< and other
stones for setting, for the ephod and for the breastpiece.
a Otlrers "rams' skins dyed red. "
b Or "dugong"; meaning of Hebn•w tal:tash uncertain.
c Cf Gen. 2.12 and note.
they may experience God's guid
ing presence, and not for the bene
fit of God, who has no need for
sacrifice (see also 29.42b-46 n.). In
contrast, an important purpose of
sanctuaries in polytheistic reli
gions was to serve as places where
worshippers feed the gods. Like
Mount Sinai (19.9b-13 n.), the
sanctuary will have three carefully
delimited zones of holiness and re
stricted access. They are, in de
scending order of holiness: (a) the
"Holy of Holies," where the Ark
and Tablets of the Covenant are
kept, (b) its antechamber, " the
Holy Place" -both of these inside

the Tent of Meeting, the Tabernacle
proper-and (c) the surrounding
courtyard. Nonpriests will be ad
mitted only to the courtyard (c);
the Holy Place (b) will be accessi
ble only to priests and Moses; and
the Holy of Holies (a) only to the
High Priest, and that only on the
Day of Atonement (Lev. 16.2;
whether Moses may enter the
Holy of Holies is unclear; see
below, 25.22 n.). In all cases, access
will be limited to those who are
ritually pure (d. Lev. 12.4; Num.
5.3; 2 Chron. 23.19). These restric
tions will protect the Ark, above
which God's Presence is situated

(25.22 n.), from impurity so that
the Tabernacle will remain fit for
His Presence (Lev. 15.31; 20.3). The
materials used in constructing the
Tabernacle, its paraphernalia, and
the priestly vestments reflect its
varying levels of holiness: the
closer to the Ark and the Holy of
Holies, the more precious the ma
terials. For example, all the furni
ture in the Tent of Meeting is made
of gold or wood overlaid with
gold, while the altar and laver out
side in the courtyard are overlaid
or made with bronze; the fabric di
rectly covering the Tent of Meeting
is made of fine twisted linen and
blue, purple, and crimson yarns,
while the layers of fabric above
that one are made of less precious
fabrics; the outer vestments of
Aaron, who ministers inside the
Tent, are made of gold thread,
blue, purple, and crimson yarns
and fine twisted linen, while the
garments of the other priests, who
officiate only in the courtyard, are
made mostly of linen. The instruc
tions for the Tabernacle fall into
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8 And let them make Me a sanctuary that I may dwell
among them. 9 Exactly as I show you-the pattern of the
Tabernacle and the pattern of all its furnishings-so shall
you make it.
two main sections: The Tabernacle
structure and its contents
(25.1o--2 7.19) and its activities
(27.2D--3 0.38). These are preceded
by an introduction (25.1--9) and
followed by two paragraphs deal
ing with the builders of the Taber
nacle (31.1-11) and suspending its
construction on Sabbaths
(31.12-17). These instructions, and
the narrative of their implementa
tion in chs 35-40, are drawn from
the Priestly source (P), with some
additions from the Holiness Col
lection (H; see comments on Lev.
chs 17-26). In many respects they
echo the Priestly account of cre
a tion in Gen. 1.1-2.4a: The in
structions are divided into seven
separate divine commands,
culminating in the Sabbath (see
25.1; 30.11, 17, 22, 34; 3 1 . 1, 12), the
lampstand holds seven candles
(25.37), Aaron wears seven sacral
vestments (28.1-39), the account of
the building of the Tabernacle cul
minates in several allusions to the
creation account (compare 39.32 to
Gen. 2.1, 3; 39-43 to Gen. 1.31; and
40.33 to Gen. 2.2), and the Taberna
cle is completed on New Year's
day (40.17). See comments to
39.32, 43; 40.16, 33 · The Priestly
Tabernacle instructions are an un
expected sequel to 24.12-18, ac
cording to which Moses was sum
moned to receive the stone tablets
(24.12, E) which the present order
of the text delays for seven chs
until 3 1.18. In the present sequence
it seems that God's first order of
business was to arrange for the
housing of the tablets (the role of
the Tabernacle according to
25.1o--1 6 n.; 38.21), but Rashi holds
that the Tabernacle instructions
were actually not given until after
the entire golden calf episode was
concluded (Rashi at 31.18, follow
ing Tanb. Ki Tissa 31). For a likely
reason for the present sequence,
see the introductory comments to
31.18-34·35· To modern readers,
the quantity of detail of this sec-

tion and much of the end of Exo
dus, which repeats, with minor
variations, the execution of these
commands, seems excessive. The
key is found in 25.8, "And let them
make Me a sanctuary that I may
dwell among them." The in
dwelling of God, along with the
blessing and protection that this
offers, is crucial for the well-being
of the community; thus it is crucial
to construct a "house" to exact di
vine specifications. There is signifi
cant scholarly debate concerning
the existence of the Tabernacle.
Some believe that some form of
the First Temple is being de
scribed, and that it is historically
retrojected into the period of the
wanderings to give it legitimacy.
Others note that aspects of the
Tabernacle's architecture are paral
leled in second millennium Egypt
and Syria (Mari) and that portable
shrines are attested among Arab
tribes, and suggest that at least in
broad strokes, the Tabernacle here
reflects a recollection of a pre
monarchic sanctuary, perhaps one
that antedates the settlement of the
Israelites in Canaan.

25.1-9: Introduction. 1: The LORD
spoke to Moses, while he was on
Mount Sinai (24.18). For the
Priestly author, the instructions for
the Tabernacle, rather than laws,
are given on Sinai. 2: Gifts . . . from

every person whose heart so moves
him: The Tabernacle is to be built
entirely of voluntary gifts from the
entire community. 3: Gold, silver,
and copper, for the Tabernacle para
phernalia and the priestly vest
ments. The metal of which each
object is made will depend on
its proximity to the Holy of
Holies. Copper, more likely bronze.

4-5: Blue, purple, and crimson yarns,
fine linen, goats' lzair, tanned ram
skins, dolphin skins, the finest fab
rics, for the Tabernacle curtains,
hangings, and covers, and the
priests' vestments. As with the
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metals, these are listed in descend
ing order of quality, and the mate
rial of which an i tem is made de
pends on its proximity to the Holy
of Holies. Blue, purple, bluish- and
reddish-purple colors manufac
tured from fluid obtained from the
murex snails found in abundance
along the Mediterranean coast
north of Acco, also called Acre
(the ancient name of the region,
"Phoenicia," is related to Greek
"phoinix," "purple," "crimson").
Dolphin skins, more likely, dyed
sheep or goat leather. Acacia wood,
for the frame of the Tabernacle,
its furniture and carrying-poles.
8: Sanctuary: The sanctuary is re
ferred to by three main terms, each
expressing different aspects of it:
"mikdash" ("sanctuary"), lit. "holy
place," "sanctum," referring to its
sacred dimension; "mishkan"
("Tabernacle"), lit. "abode," refer
ring to it as God's dwelling (v. 9
and frequently); and "'ohel
mo'ed" ("Tent of Meeting"), refer
ring to i t as an oracle site, the place
where God would communicate
with Moses (29-42-43; 30.6, 36; cf.
33.7-11; 25.22 n.; cf. 29.46 n.).
"Sanctuary" refers to the entire
compound described below-the
covered structure and the court
yard surrounding it. "Tabernacle"
and "Tent of Meeting" sometimes
refer to the entire compound and
at other times only the covered
structure (see also 26.1; 27.19). That
I may dwell among them, rather,
"that I may abide among them,"
the same verb as that used in
24.16. This verb and the Heb word
for Tabernacle ("mishkan"; see
above) are from the same root, as
is "Shekhinah," the term for the
divine Presence in later Jewish tra
dition. 9: God showed Moses ei
ther "blueprints," pictures, or a
model of the Tabernacle. This in
formation is repeated in connec
tion with the table and the lamp
stand, the Tabernacle structure,
and the sacrificial altar and its
utensils (v. 40; 26.30; 27.8; Num.
8.4; cf. 1 Chron. 28.11-19; Ezek. chs
4o--4 2). The Tabernacle is not to be
a product of human creativity but
must conform exactly to divine
specifications ("One cannot ap-
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10 They shall make an ark of acacia wood, two and a half
cubits long, a cubit and a half wide, and a cubit and a half
high. 11 Overlay it with pure gold-overlay it inside and
out-and make upon it a gold molding round about.
12 Cast four gold rings for it, to be attached to its four feet,
two rings on one of its side walls and two on the other.
13 Make poles of acacia wood and overlay them with gold;
14 then insert the poles into the rings on the side walls of
the ark, for carrying the ark. 15 The poles shall remain in
the rings of the ark: they shall not be removed from it.
16 And deposit in the Ark [the tablets of] the Pact which I
will give you.
17You shall make a cover of pure gold, two and a half
cubits long and a cubit and a half wide. 18 Make two cher
ubim of gold-make them of hammered work-at the
two ends of the cover. 19 Make one cherub at one end and
the other cherub at the other end; of one piece with the
cover shall you make the cherubim at its two ends. 20 The
cherubim shall have their wings spread out above, shield
ing the cover with their wings. They shall confront each
other, the faces of the cherubim being turned toward the
cover. 21 Place the cover on top of the Ark, after depositing
inside the Ark the Pact that I will give you. 22 There I will
meet with you, and I will impart to you-from above the
cover, from between the two cherubim that are on top of
the Ark of the Pact-all that I will command you concern
ing the Israelite people.
proach God except by [the ways
that] He commands" Uudah
Halevi, Kuzari 3.23; cf. 1.79,
98, 99]).

25.10-27.1 9: The Tabernacle
structure and its contents.
25.10-49: The furnishings of the
building. The furnishings of both
chambers of the Tabernacle build
ing-the Holy of Holies and the
Holy Place-are to be of solid gold
or overlaid with gold. 10-16: The
Ark. The instructions begin with
the Ark (Heb "'aron," lit. "chest").
The Ark will hold the "Pact," the
two tablets containing the Deca
logue (31.18). For that reason it
will be placed in the innermost
chamber of the Tabernacle, the
"Holy of Holies" (meaning "the
holiest" chamber; 26.31-44). As
the container of the Pact, the Ark is
the heart of the Tabernacle, which
is called "the Tabernacle [lit. the

Abode) of the Pact" in 38.21, as if
the main purpose of the Taberna
cle is to serve as the housing for
the Pact (Rashbam at v. 10). lt is
significant that the heart of the
sanctuary is a symbol of God's
law, rather than an image as was
the case in non-Israelite sanctuar
ies. In postbiblical Judaism the
Torah scroll, housed in the Holy
Ark (see below) and carried in
procession around the synagogue,
came to symbolize God's Presence,
and the study of the Torah's laws
and teachings became one of the
primary means of access to Him.
(Nowadays the term "Ark," more
fully "Holy Ark" ['"aron kodesh"),
is used of the wall cabinet that
houses the Torah scrolls in the syn
agogue.) 10: Cubits: The Ark's di
mensions were 1 .25 m long, ·75 m
wide, and ·75 m high (3.75 ft
by 2.25 ft by 2.25 ft). 16: Cf.
1 Kings 8.9.
- 166-

25.17-22: The Ark cover. The Ark
is to be covered with a lid made of
gold hammered into the shape of
two cherubs standing on a base.
Cherubs are not the chubby,
naked, winged boys known from
medieval art, but winged compos
ite creatures (cf. Ezek. 1.6-11;
10.14-22). Various types of such
creatures are known from ancient
Near Eastern art, such as winged
sphinxes, with lions' bodies, ea
gles' wings, and human faces
(sometimes with a second, animal
face), and winged anthropoids
with eagles' wings and birds'
heads. Such creatures, frequently
in pairs, often serve as protective
spirits for kings, their palaces and
thrones. Images of royal thrones
with cherubs sculpted on their
sides, several of which were found
in Canaan and ancient Israel, are
consistent with v. 22, which indi
cates that God would be present
between the cherubs. They suggest
that the Ark cover represented
God's throne (cf. 1 Sam. 4.4;
2 Sam. 6.2; 2 Kings 19.15; Pss. 8o.2;
99.1) and the Ark itself His foot
stool. The symbolism thus repre
sents God as King and the Holy of
Holies as the literal seat of divine
government. This symbolism is
consistent with the fact that archi
tecturally the Tabernacle resembles
a royal residence, particularly the
royal tent in Egyptian military
camps. It also is similar in struc
ture to temples of surrounding
nations. 20: Unlike the cherubs
flanking royal thrones, and the
free-standing cherubs in Solo
mon's Temple (1 Kings 6.23-27),
the Tabernacle cherubs face each
other. 21: Treaties were often
stored in sanctuaries in the pres
ence of the deities who would en
force their observance. In some
cases treaties and other documents
are explicitly said to be placed be
neath the deity's feet; this is con
sistent with the conception of the
Ark as God's footstool. 22: See
29-42-43 ; JO.J6; Num. 7.89; 17.19;
and cf. Lev. 16.2, 13. Appropriately,
the place where the first revelation
is stored will serve as the site of fu
ture revelations. The text expresses
this by paronomasia (punning),
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23 You shall make a table of acacia wood, two cubits
long, one cubit wide, and a cubit and a half high. 24 Over
lay it with pure gold, and make a gold molding around it.
25 Make a rim of a hand's breadth around it, and make a
gold molding for its rim round about. 26 Make four gold
rings for it, and attach the rings to the four corners at its
four legs. 27 The rings shall be next to the rim, as holders
for poles to carry the table. 2 8 Make the poles of acacia
wood, and overlay them with gold; by these the table
shall be carried. 29 Make its bowls, ladles, jars and jugs
with which to offer libations; make them of pure gold.
30 And on the table you shall set the bread of display, to be
before Me always.
31 You shall make a lampstand of pure gold; the lamp
stand shall be made of hammered work; its base and its
shaft, its cups, calyxes, and petals shall be of one piece.
32 Six branches shall issue from its sides; three branches
from one side of the lampstand and three branches from
the other side of the lampstand. 33 On one branch there
shall be three cups shaped like almond-blossoms, each
with calyx and petals, and on the next branch there shall
be three cups shaped like almond-blossoms, each with
calyx and petals; so for all six branches issuing from the
lampstand. 34 And on the lampstand itself there shall be
four cups shaped like almond-blossoms, each with calyx
and petals: 35 a calyx, of one piece with it, under a pair of
branches; and a calyx, of one piece with it, under the sec
ond pair of branches, and a calyx, of one piece with it,
under the last pair of branches; so for all six branches issu
ing from the lampstand. 36 Their calyxes and their stems
shall be of one piece with it, the whole of it a single ham
mered piece of pure gold. 37 Make its seven lamps-the
lamps shall be so mounted as to give the light on its front
side--38 and its tongs and fire pans of pure gold. 39 Jt shall
be made, with all these furnishings, out of a talent of pure
gold. 40Note well, and follow the patterns for them that
are being shown you on the mountain.
since the Heb words for "Pact"
('"edut") and "meet" ("no'ad")
sound alike (though they are from
different roots), as if to say that the
site of the Pact ('"edut") is the site
of meeting ("no'ad"). Whether
Moses enters the Holy of Holies or
listens to God from the Holy Place
(Sforno at Lev. 1.1) is debated.

25.23-40: The table and lamp
stand. The furnishings of the an-

techamber, the Holy Place.

23-30: The table was to hold the
"bread of display," that is, "the
Bread of the (Divine) Presence"
(also called "shewbread"), ex
plained as bread placed "before
(that is, in the presence of) God."
It consisted of twelve loaves
placed on the table every Sabbath
and replaced a week later and
then eaten by the priests (see
Lev. 24.5�; cf. Num. 4.7; 1 Sam.
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21.4-7; 1 Chron. 9.32). Ancient
Near Eastern art often shows ta
bles holding gifts of food before
enthroned royalty and deities. In
Mesopotamian ritual, curtains
were drawn around the image of
the deity and the table when sacri
ficial food was brought in for the
deity to eat. It is significant that
here the table is in the antecham
ber, separated from the Holy of
Holies by the curtain (26.31-35).
This partition between God and
the Table makes it clear that the
bread of display is not actually
consumed by God but is only a
token gift-this is also underlined
by the fact that it was eaten by
priests. That its purpose was dis
play, not consumption, is also indi
cated by the fact that it is replaced
weekly, not daily as elsewhere in
the ancient Near East. See also
vv. 31-40 n. and 30.9 n. 31-40: The
lampstand ("menorah") for illumi
nating the interior of the Holy
Place each night (27.2o-21). Its lo
cation in the antechamber indi
cates that the light is for the benefit
of the officiating priests, not God.
With its central shaft and three
branches emerging from each side
it resembled a stylized tree, possi
bly symbolizing fertility or the
sustenance of life. It held seven
lamps (v. 37), i.e., cups to hold the
oil and wicks (it is debated
whether six of these were on the
branches or all seven were on the
central shaft). The seven-branched
lampstand later became a popular
Jewish symbol in synagogues,
tombs, and amulets, and today it is
a symbol of the State of israeL ' Ac
cording to the Talmud it is forbid
den to make exact replicas of the
menorah except for the Tabema
cle or the Temple (b. Ros/1 Hash.
24a-b); hence synagogue meno
rahs have six or eight branches in
stead of seven, although this pro
hibition is not always observed.
40: Cf. v. 9 n.
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As for the Tabernacle,• make it of ten strips of cloth;
make these of fine twisted linen, of blue, purple,
and crimson yarns, with a design of cherubim worked
into them. 2 The length of each cloth shall be twenty-eight
cubits, and the width of each cloth shall be four cubits, all
the cloths to have the same measurements. 3 Five of the
cloths shall be joined to one another, and the other five
cloths shall be joined to one another. 4 Make loops of blue
wool on the edge of the outermost cloth of the one set; and
do likewise on the edge of the outermost cloth of the other
set: 5 make fifty loops on the one cloth, and fifty loops on
the edge of the end cloth of the other set, the loops to be
opposite one another. 6 And make fifty gold clasps, and
couple the cloths to one another with the clasps, so that
the Tabernacle becomes one whole.
7 You shall then make cloths of goats' hair for a tent over
the Tabernacle; make the cloths eleven in number. B The
length of each cloth shall be thirty cubits, and the width of
each cloth shall be four cubits, the eleven cloths to have
the same measurements. 9Join five of the cloths by them
selves, and the other six cloths by themselves; and fold
over the sixth cloth at the front of the tent. 10 Make fifty
loops on the edge of the outermost cloth of the one set,
and fifty loops on the edge of the cloth of the other set.
11 Make fifty copper clasps, and fit the clasps into the
loops, and couple the tent together so that it becomes one
whole. 12 As for the overlapping excess of the cloths of the
tent, the extra half-cloth shall overlap the back of the
Tabernacle, 13 while the extra cubit at either end of each
length of tent cloth shall hang down to the bottom of the
two sides of the Tabernacle and cover it. 14 And make for
the tent a covering of tanned ram skins, and a covering of
dolphin skins above.
15 You shall make the planks for the Tabernacle of acacia
wood, upright. 1 6 The length of each plank shall be ten cu
bits and the width of each plank a cubit and a half. 17 Each
plank shall have two tenons, parallel b to each other; do the
same with all the planks of the Tabernacle. lBQf the planks
of the Tabernacle, make twenty planks on the south< side:
19 making forty silver sockets under the twenty planks, two
sockets under the one plank for its two tenons and two
sockets under each following plank for its two tenons;
20 and for the other side wall of the Tabernacle, on the north
side, twenty planks, 21 with their forty silver sockets, two
a Here the lowest of the covers of the Tabernacle.
b Meaning of He/J. meshullaboth llllcertnin.
c Heb. uses two terms for "south."
-
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26.1-37: The Tabernacle struc
ture. The Holy of Holies and the
Holy Place will be housed in a
structure of gold-overlaid wood
roofed with four layers of material.
1�: The Tabernacle (lit. "abode"):
Here, apparently, this term means
the lowest, innermost layer of the
covers (d. v. 6); it is so called be
cause as the layer closest to the
Ark i t is the "abode" proper (Rash
bam). It is to be made of the finest
materials: fine twisted linen, of blue,

purple, and crimson yams, with a de
sign of cherubim worked into them,
corresponding to the cherubs on
the Ark cover. Because it is con
tiguous with the Holy of Holies
and the Holy Place, the clasps
holding its sections together are to
be made of gold. 7-13: The tent
over the Tabernacle, the second
layer, is to be made of less precious
material, goats' hair, and its clasps
are to be made of copper (rather,
bronze; v. 11). 14: The upper layer
is to be made of the least expen
sive of the Tabernacle materials,
tanned ram skins and "dolphin
skins" (see 25.5 n.). These consti
tute two separate layers (39.34),
making four in all. 15-30: The
wooden structure, made of vertical
planks of gold-overlaid acacia
wood stabilized by silver sockets,
or bases, and gold-overlaid
wooden bars held in place by gold
rings. The structure, with its open
ing facing east, was 30 cubits (15
m, 45 ft) long and 10 cubits (5 m,
15 ft) high and wide (see 25.10 n.).
Silver is probably chosen for the
sockets despite the fact that the
planks are inside the Tabernacle
because gold is not strong enough
to support the planks. 30: See 25.9
n. 31-35: The curtain ("parokhet")
for the Holy of Holies, again made
of the finest materials and deco
rated with cherubs because of its
contiguity with the Holy of Holies
(d. vv. 1-6 n.). The same Heb term
is now used for the curtain that
covers the Holy Ark in syna
gogues. The blue, purple, and crim 
S011 yarns must have been woollen
since only wool could be dyed suc
cessfully in ancient times. Hence
the curtain, which also contained
linen, consisted of a combination of
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sockets under the one plank and two sockets under each
following plank. 22 And for the rear of the Tabernacle, to the
west, make six planks; 23 and make two planks for the
corners of the Tabernacle at the rear. 24 •They shall match
at the bottom, and terminate alike at the top inside one
ring;·• thus shall it be with both of them: they shall form the
two corners. 25 Thus there shall be eight planks with their
sockets of silver: sixteen sockets, two sockets under the
first plank, and two sockets under each of the other planks.
26 You shall make bars of acacia wood: five for the
planks of the one side wall of the Tabernacle, 27 five bars
for the planks of the other side wall of the Tabernacle, and
five bars for the planks of the wall of the Tabernacle at the
rear to the west. 2B The center bar halfway up the planks
shall run from end to end. 29 Overlay the planks with gold,
and make their rings of gold, as holders for the bars; and
overlay the bars with gold. 30 Then set up the Tabernacle
according to the manner of it that you were shown on the
mountain.

cubits (10 m, 30 ft) from the en
trance. Since the en tire structure is
30 cubits (15 m, 45 ft) from front to
back, the Holy Place occupies its
eastern two-thirds and the Holy of
Holies the westernmost third. The
latter, then, is a perfect cube, 10 cu
bits (5 m, 15 ft) wide, long, and
tall. 35: On the location of the table
and the lampstand outside the cur
tain, see 25.23-30 n.; 25.31-40 n.
36-37: The screen for the entrance
of the Tent ( here Tent means the
Tabernacle structure). It is made
of the same fine materials as the
"parokhet" but, since it is not con
tiguous with the Holy of Holies, it
is not adorned with cherubs, its
sockets are of a less valuable metal
(copper [bronze) rather than sil
ver), and i t is done in r!mbroidery
apparently a less sophisticated
weave than that used for the
"parokhet."

3 l You shall make a curtain of blue, purple, and crimson
yarns, and fine twisted linen; it shall have a design of
cherubim worked into it. 32 Hang it upon four posts of
acacia wood overlaid with gold and having hooks of gold,
(set] in four sockets of silver. 33 Hang the curtain under the
clasps, and carry the Ark of the Pact there, behind the cur
tain, so that the curtain shall serve you as a partition be
tween the Holy and the Holy of Holies. 34 Place the cover
upon the Ark of the Pact in the Holy of Holies. 35 Place the
table outside the curtain, and the lampstand by the south
wall of the Tabernacle opposite the table, which is to be
placed by the north wall.

27.1-19: The altar and the court
yard. Just as chs 25-26 first de

36 You shall make a screen for the entrance of the Tent, of
blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and fine twisted linen,
done in embroidery. 37 Make five posts of acacia wood for
the screen and overlay them with gold-their hooks being
of gold-and cast for them five sockets of copper.

2 7 You shall make the altar of acacia wood, five cubits

long and five cubits wide-the altar is to be

n-n Menning of Heb. 11/ICertnin.
fabrics that the laity are forbidden
to wear (Lev. 19.19; Deut. 22.11)
precisely because it is reserved
for sacred use. See also 28.6, 15.
33: Under the clasps, the clasps
holding together the two halves of

the innermost cover (v. 6). Since
this cover is 40 cubits (20 m, 6o ft)
from front to back (including the
part that hangs over the back of
the structure), the clasps, and
hence the curtain, are placed 20

2 6 . 2 2-2 7 . 1

scribed the main contents of the
Tabernacle and then the Taberna
cle structure, the text now de
scribes the most important object
placed in the courtyard-the
altar-and then the courtyard it
self. Since all of this is outside the
Tabernacle structure, it is mostly
made of less precious materials:
The altar, its utensils, and the posts
and sockets supporting the court
yard wall are made of bronze and
bronzed wood, and the hangings
are made of fine twisted linen but
without blue, purple, or crimson.
1-8: The altar: This is the main
altar on which animal and grain
offerings were burnt and wine of
ferings (libations) were poured. It
is called "the altar of burnt offer
ing" (30.28), after the type of offer
ing made on it twice daily
(29.38-43)-though in fact it is
used for all types of offering (Lev.
chs 1-7). It is also called "the cop
per [rather, bronze] altar" (38.30).
Sacrifice is regarded as an expres
sion of honor and gratitude and a
means of purification and expia
tion, not a way of feeding God;
God derives from it only the
"pleasing odor" (29.18, 25, 41;
Lev. 1 .9 n.), an expression perhaps
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square-and three cubits high. 2 Make its horns on the
four corners, the horns to be of one piece with it; and over
lay it with copper. 3 Make the pails for removing its ashes,
as well as its scrapers, basins, flesh hooks, and fire pans
make all its utensils of copper. 4 Make for it a grating of
meshwork in copper; and on the mesh make four copper
rings at its four corners. 5 Set the mesh below, under the
ledge of the altar, so that it extends to the middle of the
altar. 6 And make poles for the altar, poles of acacia wood,
and overlay them with copper. 7 The poles shall be in
serted into the rings, so that the poles remain on the two
sides of the altar when it is carried. B Make it hollow, of
boards. As you were shown on the mountain, so shall they
be made.
9 You shall make the enclosure of the Tabernacle:
On the south side/ a hundred cubits of hangings of fine
twisted linen for the length of the enclosure on that side
lO with its twenty posts and their twenty sockets of copper,
the hooks and bands of the posts to be of silver.
11 Again a hundred cubits of hangings for its length
along the north side-with its twenty posts and their
twenty sockets of copper, the hooks and bands of the
posts to be of silver.
12 For the width of the enclosure, on the west side, fifty
cubits of hangings, with their ten posts and their ten
sockets.
1 3 For the width of the enclosure on the front, or east
side, fifty cubits: 14 fifteen cubits of hangings on the one
flank, with their three posts and their three sockets; 15 fif
teen cubits of hangings on the other flank, with their three
posts and their three sockets; 1 6 and for the gate of the en
closure, a screen of twenty cubits, of blue, purple, and
crimson yams, and fine twisted linen, done in embroidery,
with their four posts and their four sockets.
17 All the posts round the enclosure shall be banded
with silver and their hooks shall be of silver; their sockets
shall be of copper.
l B The length of the enclosure shall be a hundred cubits,
and the width fifty throughout; and the height five cu
bits-[with hangings] of fine twisted linen. The sockets
shall be of copper: 19 all the utensils of the Tabernacle/ for
all its service, as well as all its pegs and all the pegs of the
court, shall be of copper.

a Cf note at 26.18.
b I.e., of tile Tabernacle enclosure; tlu• furnishings inside were ofgold.
- 170-

meant literally or perhaps to indi
cate God's pleasure at the wor
shipper's devotion. That the sacri
ficial altar is located outside the
Tabernacle building, and that none
of the sacrifices are ever taken in
side where God's presence abides,
nicely expresses the idea that the
sacrifices are not His food (cf.
25.23-30 n., 3 1-40 n.; 30.9 n.).
2: Horns, horn-like projections
pointing vertically at the upper
corners of the altar (see also
J0.2-J). Homed altars have been
found by archeologists at several
sites in Israel and elsewhere. They
are an essential part of the altar:
The blood of the "sin offering"
is daubed on them (29.12;
Lev. 4·29-JO), and those seeking
asylum at the altar (21.13-14 n.)
would grasp them (1 Kings 1.50;
2.28). Their significance is not
known, though Ps. 1 18.27 men
tions tying sacrifices to them.
8: Hollow: Unlike the case of the in
cense altar (JO.J), no top is men
tioned here, indicating that there
was an open space inside the four
walls of this altar. It may, then,
have resembled in a general way
the pit altars used by the Samari
tans. It would have been very diffi
cult, however, for the priests to
reach down over the sides (which
were 3 cubits = 1.5 m, 4·5 ft high
(v. 1]) to handle the sacrifice at the
bottom of such an open space, and
the heat of the sacrificial fire
would probably have damaged
the bronzed wooden structure. It is
traditionally assumed that, in
keeping with the requirement of
20.21, the empty space was filled
with earth each time the Israelites
encamped, producing an earthen
altar on which the sacrifices would
be burnt (Tg. Jon.; Rashi; Rash
bam). 9-19: The enclosure of the
Tabernacle (that is, its courtyard)
will be 100 by 50 cubits (50 by 25
m, 150 by 75 ft) and five cubits
(2.5 m, 7·5 ft) high-half as high
as the Tabernacle itself (26.16).
13-16: The eastern wall will have
a 20-cubit-wide opening (10 m,
30 ft), shielded by a screen of the
same width, to serve as its en
trance. The screen will be made of
the same quality materials as the
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20 You shall further instruct the Israelites to bring you
clear oil of beaten olives for lighting, for kindling lamps
regularly. 21 Aaron and his sons shall set them up in the
Tent of Meeting, outside the curtain which is over [the Ark
of] the Pact, [to burn] from evening to morning before the
LoRD. It shall be a due from the Israelites for all time,
throughout the ages.

You shall bring forward your brother Aaron, with
his sons, from among the Israelites, to serve Me as
2
8
priests: Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar and Ithamar,

the sons of Aaron. 2 Make sacral vestments for your
brother Aaron, for dignity and adornment. 3 Next you
shall instruct all who are •·skillful, whom I have endowed
with the gift of skill,-• to make Aaron's vestments, for con
secrating him to serve Me as priest. 4 These are the vestn-n Lit "wise of ltenrt, whom 1 /wve filled witIt n spirit of wisdom."
screen for the entrance of the Tent
(v. 36) which it faces, except for its
bronze rather than gold overlay.
19: The Tabernacle: Here this means
the courtyard.

27.20-30.38: The Tabernacle ac
tivities. After describing most of
the fixed, permanent items of the
sanctuary structure made of the
materials listed in 25.3-5, the text
turns to items made from the ma
terials listed in 25.6-7. These items
are described along with the activ
ities (particularly the regular
["tamid"], daily priestly activities)
performed with them: oil for the
lamps (of 25.31-40) that.are kin
dled regularly, the vestments worn
by the priests when officia ting
(and hence also their ordination),
culminating in the regular daily
sacrifices (chs 28-29), the incense
altar and the incense burned on i t
regularly (30.1-10, 34-38), the cen
sus (30.11-16), the laver where the
priests would wash before officiat
ing (30.17-21), and the sacred
anointing oil (30.22-33). The shift
in subject matter from sacred ob
jects to activities is reflected in the
fact that in Jewish liturgical prac
tice a new weekly Torah portion
("Tetzaveh," "You shall . . . in
struct") begins here.

27.20-21: Oil for the lamps.
20: Furtlwr instruct the Israelites to
bring you clear oil: In addition to
the original request (25.6), oil will
have to be requested regularly
since, unlike the materials used to
construct the sanctuary (25.3-5),
the oil supply is depletable. For
kindling lamps (those of 25.31-40;
see Lev. 24.4) regularly, every
evening, to burn until morning
(v. 21; Lev. 24.3-4; cf. 1 Sam. 3-3)In current Jewish practice this com
mand is emulated by suspending a
lamp from the ceiling in the syna
gogue above and in front of the
Torah Ark. The lamp is called the
"ner tamid," "eternal light," based
on an alternative parsing of the
Heb words for lamps regularly. This
lamp identifies the synagogue as a
"miniature sanctuary" (Ezek.
1 1 . 1 6) and serves as a symbol that
the divine Presence accompanies
the Jewish people (b. 51mb. 22b).
21 : Aaron and his sons, the priests
(28.1). According to 30.8; Lev. 24.3;
Num. 8.2-3, only Aaron was to
kindle the lamps; his sons-if their
mention is not a scribal error-may
have assisted him with the prepa
rations. Tent ofMeeting, see 25.8 n.

Chs 28-29: The priests. Having
mentioned the priests in 27.21, the

27. 20-28.4

text turns to their identity, their
vestments, and their ordination.

28.1-43: The priestly vestments.
Bringforward: This is to take place
after the sanctuary is constructed
(29.4; Lev. 8.6). Aaron, with his sons,
6.23; 24.1. The priesthood will be
hereditary (29.8). The Bible never
explains why Aaron was granted
the priesthood. Later Jewish tradi
tion praises him as a lover of peace
who encouraged reconciliation
and who brought people near to
Torah (Pirkei 'Avot 1.12). One
midrash holds that he was granted
the privilege of wearing the Urim
and Thummim over his heart
(v. 29) because instead of being
jealous of Moses' greater stature
he "rejoiced in his heart" (4.14, lit
eral translation; Tanb., Shenzot 27).
Another credits his receipt of the
high priesthood to his employing
delaying tactics when the Israelites
decided to make the golden calf
(Exod. Rab. 37.2). 2: Aaron's sacral

vestments . . . for dignity and adom
ment number seven in all, the six
listed here plus a fron tlet (vv.
36-38). An eighth item, breecl1es
(vv. 42-43), is.listed separately be
cause they are neither visible nor
sacral (contrast Lev. 16.4). These
garments will be worn by the
priests when officiating (Lev. 6.3;
Ezek. 42.14; 44-1 7-19). No foot
wear is mentioned; 30.19 implies
that they officiated barefoot
(NaJ::unanides; cf. 3.5; Josh. 5.14;
Exod. Rab. 2, end), as their descen
dants still do nowadays when
reciting the priestly benediction
(Num. 6.24-26) in the synagogue.
The four main vestments men
tioned first are listed in order from
the outermost to the innermost:
the breastpiece, which was at
tached to the front of the ephod,
the ephod itself, the robe, and the
tunic (see 29.5; cf., with a slight
difference, Lev. 8.7-8). 3: Skil(ful
. . . skill: Artistic skills, no less than
intellectual ones, are recognized as
forms of wisdom. Gift, lit. "spirit."
Extraordinary skills are gifts from
God. For consecrating him to serve
Me: Placing these vestments on
Aaron (and his sons) will be a con
stitutive part of their ordination
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ments they are to make: a breastpiece, an ephod, a robe, a
fringed• tunic, a headdress, and a sash. They shall make
those sacral vestments for your brother Aaron and his
sons, for priestly service to Me; 5 they, therefore, shall re
ceive the gold, the blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and
the fine linen.
6 They shall make the ephod of gold, of blue, purple,
and crimson yarns, and of fine twisted linen, worked into
designs. 7 1t shall have two shoulder-pieces attached; they
shall be attached at its two ends. BAnd the decorated band
that is upon it shall be made like it, of one piece with it: of
gold, of blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and of fine
twisted linen. 9 Then take two lazuli stones and engrave
on them the names of the sons of Israel: 10 six of their
names on the one stone, and the names of the remaining
six on the other stone, in the order of their birth. 11 On the
two stones you shall make seal engravings-the work of a
lapidary-of the names of the sons of Israel. Having bor
dered them with frames of gold, 12 attach the two stones to
the shoulder-pieces of the ephod, as stones for remem
brance of the Israelite people, whose names Aaron shall
carry upon his two shoulder-pieces for remembrance be
fore the LoRD.
13 Then make frames of gold 14 and two chains of pure
gold; braid these like corded work, and fasten the corded
chains to the frames.
15 You shall make a breastpiece of decision/ worked
into a design; make it in the style of the ephod: make it of
gold, of blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and of fine
twisted linen. 16 It shall be square and doubled, a span in
length and a span in width. 17 Set in it mounted stones, in
four rows of stones. The first row shall be a row of <carb See v. 30 below; otl1ers "judgment."
a Others "checkered."
c Tile idmtity of several of these twelve sto11es is IIHcertain.
ceremony (v. 41; 29.1-g; Lev. 8.7--g,
13; Num. 29.26, 28). 5: They, there
fore, shall receive, those with artistic
skill (v. 3). The finest materials
called for in 25.3-4 shall be given
to the artisans to make the priestly
vestments. These will be made of
the same materials as the most sa
cred parts of the sanctuary itself.
6-38: Aaron's sacral vestments.
6-30: The ephod (vv. 6--12) and the
breastpiece (vv. 15-30). The order
of these two items is the reverse of
that given in v. 4, but in essence
the two constitute a unit both

physically, since the breastpiece is
attached to the ephod (vv. 22-28),
and functionally, since both are
involved in ascertaining the di
vine will. Elsewhere the term
ephod (and cognates in other
Semitic languages) refers to a gar
ment of uncertain appearance
(1 Sam. 2.18; 2 Sam. 6.14) and also
to a device carried by priests and
used to determine God's will
(1 Sam. 2.28; 14.3; 23.6, g--u;
30.7-8). Here it is clearly a gar
ment, and the divinatory device
the breastpiece containing the

Urim and Thummirn (vv. 15-30)
is attached to it. Using the Urirn
and Thummim to determine God's
will is one of the most important
functions of the priest. Because of
the importance of this function
and Aaron's access to the interior
of the sanctuary, the ephod and
the breastpiece are, like it, made
of the most precious materials
(vv. 6, 15) including the sacred
mixture of wool and linen
(26.31 n.); cf. 39.29. 9-12: The in
scriptions on the epaulets of the
ephod. 9: Lazuli, translation not
certain. 10: In the order of tlzeir birth,
see Gen. 29.32-30.24; 35.16--1 8.

11: Seal engravings- the work ofa
lapidary, cf. v. 21. The stones are to

be inscribed by the technique used
by lapidaries who engraved
people's names on gems and other
stones to be used as seals. 1 2: For

remembrance . . . before tlze LoRD:
This phrase evokes the formula of
ancient graffiti and votive inscrip
tions that pray that "so-and-so
may be remembered (for good) be
fore the deity." The ancients
sought by various means to make
the gods mindful of them: by plac
ing votive statues of themselves in
an attitude of prayer in sanctuar
ies-a method forbidden in the
Bible-by donating ritual objects
inscribed with their names to sanc
tuaries, and by writing graffiti
praying for remembrance by the
deity. Most reminiscent of the
present v. are seals inscribed with
both the owner's name and a
prayer for divine blessing. Some of
these are written in positive rather
than mirror-writing and hence
were not intended as functional
seals; they were likely placed in
sanctuaries to secure divine re
membrance. Thus, each time
Aaron entered the sanctuary wear
ing these inscriptions he not only
represented the Israelites but car
ried before God an implicit prayer
on their behalf. 1 5-30: The breast
piece of decision, a pouch, approx.
24 em (9 in) square and attached to
the ephod, containing the instru
ment of decision (v. 30). 17-20: The
inscribed stones on the breastpiece
function as do the inscribed
epaulets (vv. 9-12). The translation
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nelian, chrysolite, and emerald; 1 6 the second row: a
turquoise, a sapphire, and an amethyst; 19 the third row: a
jacinth, an agate, and a crystal; 2o and the fourth row:
a beryl, a lapis lazuli, and a jasper. They shall be framed
with gold in their mountings. 21 The stones shall corre
spond [in number] to the names of the sons of Israel:
twelve, corresponding to their names. They shall be en
graved like seals, each with its name, for the twelve tribes.
22 On the breastpiece make braided chains of corded
work in pure gold. 23 Make two rings of gold on the
breastpiece, and fasten the two rings at the two ends of the
breastpiece, 24 attaching the two golden cords to the two
rings at the ends of the breastpiece. 25 Then fasten the two
ends of the cords to the two frames, which you shall at
tach to the shoulder-pieces of the ephod, at the front.
26 Make two rings of gold and attach them to the two ends
of the breastpiece, at its inner edge, which faces the
ephod. 27 And make two other rings of gold and fasten
them on the front of the ephod, low on the two shoulder
pieces, close to its seam above the decorated band. 2B The
breastpiece shall be held in place by a cord of blue from its
rings to the rings of the ephod, so that the breastpiece rests
on the decorated band and does not come loose from the
ephod. 29 Aaron shall carry the names of the sons of Israel
on the breastpiece of decision over his heart, when he en
ters the sanctuary, for remembrance before the LoRD at all
times. 3 0 Inside the breastpiece of decision you shall place
the Urim and Thummim,a so that they are over Aaron's
heart when he comes before the LoRD. Thus Aaron shall
carry the instrument of decision for the Israelites over his
heart before the LORD at all times.
3 1 You shall make the robe of the ephod of pure blue.b
32 The opening for the head shall be in the middle of it; the
opening shall have a binding of woven work round
about-it shall be like the opening of a coat of mail-so
that it does not tear. 33 Qn its hem make pomegranates of
blue, purple, and crimson yams, all around the hem, with
bells of gold between them all around: 34 a golden bell and
a pomegranate, a golden bell and a pomegranate, all
around the hem of the robe. 35 Aaron shall wear it while
a Meaning of t/iese two words 1111Certai11. Tirey desig11ale a kind of oracle; cf N11111. 27. 2 1 .
b Others "all ofbllle. "
of the names of the twelve stones
is not certain. 21: Engraved like
seals, see v. 11 n. 29: See v. 12 n.
30: Urim and Tlnmzmim . . . tile in
strument of decision: The Urim and
Thummim was a device for ob-

taining God's decisio11 on impor
tant questions on which human
judgment was found inadequate,
such as military actions, allocation
of land, legal verdicts in the ab
sence of evidence, and choice of
- 17) -

leaders (Num. 27.21; 1 Sam.
14.37-42 [see v. 41 translators' note
n-a]; Ezra 2.63; cf. Exod. 22.8 n.;
Josh. 7.14-18; Judg. 1. 1-2; 20.18;
1 Sam. 10.2o-22; 2 Sam. 2.1; 5·2324). It apparently consisted of two
or more lots (Prov. 16.33) which
the priest drew out of the breast
piece and which signified a posi
tive, negative, or noncommittal
answer to a question or indicated
a particular message (see esp.
1 Sam. 14.41 with translators' note
a-a). Urim and Tilummim may have
been the names of the lots. Deriva
tion of these terms from Heb "'or,"
"light," and "tom," "completeness,
perfection, integrity," is suggestive
but far from certain. Thus Aaron

shall carry tile instrument ofdecision
for tile Israelites . . . before the LoRD at
all times: This may indicate that the
Urim and Thummim were con
sulted only in the sanctuary.
31-35: Tire robe of tlze eplrod indi
cates that it is part of the same unit
as the ephod and the breastpiece
of decision; they would all be
worn together. Its shape seems to
resemble an ankle-length sleeve
less shirt, and its single color, with
no gold or linen admixture, indi
cates its lesser importance than the
two outer items. 33: The robe's
most distinctive feature is its hem
line with dyed wool pomegranate
shaped tassels and golden bells.
Pomegranates-a well-known
symbol of fertility-were a popu
lar artistic motif in ancient Israel
and adorned Solomon's Temple
in several places (1 Kings 7-42;
2 Kings 25.17; Jer. 52.23; 2 Chron.
3.16; 4.1)). A small ivory pome
granate, containing an inscription
in Heb script of the First Temple
period, came to light in Jerusalem
in 1979; the inscription, plausibly
restored, seems to say "Belonging
to the Tem[ple of the Lor]d, holy to
the priests." 35: The purpose of
the bells is not clear. The ominous
explanation that Jze may not die may
indicate that the bells were
apotropaic devices to protect the
priest from demons that are
widely believed to haunt thresh
olds (cf. Gen. 4.7; the rites men
tioned in 1 Sam. 5·5 and Zeph. 1.9
may have originated in a similar
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officiating, so that the sound of it is heard when he comes
into the sanctuary before the LORD and when he goes
out-that he may not die.
36 You shall make a frontlet of pure gold and engrave on
it the seal inscription: "Holy to the LoRD." 37 Suspend it on
a cord of blue, so that it may remain on the headdress; it
shall remain on the front of the headdress. 38 Jt shall be on
Aaron's forehead, that Aaron may take away any sin aris
ing from the holy things that the Israelites consecrate,
from any of their sacred donations; it shall be on his fore
head at all times, to win acceptance for them before the
LORD.
39 You shall make the fringed tunic of fine linen.
You shall make the headdress of fine linen.
You shall make the sash of embroidered work.
40 And for Aaron's sons also you shall make tunics, and
make sashes for them, and make turbans for them, for
dignity and adornment. 41 Put these on your brother
Aaron and on his sons as well; anoint them, and ordain
them• and consecrate them to serve Me as priests.
42 You shall also make for them linen breeches to cover
n Lit. "nndfill their hn11ds."
belief); that is why the sound must
be heard when the priest leaves
the sanctuary as well as when he
enters. If that was the original pur
pose it seems to have been aban
doned by the Bible, which gives
similar warnings with the require
ments that the priests wear under
pants and wash their hands and
feet before ministering (v. 43;
30.2o-21); this suggests that these
items and actions are expressions
of respect for God: One does not
approach Him unannounced, un
washed, or immodestly dressed. In
any case, all such warnings reflect
the potential lethality of the sanc
tuary and its contents (19.21 n., 22
n.; see also 30.33, 37; Lev. 10.6, 9;
16.2, 13; Num. 4.15, 19-20; 17.28;
18.3, 22). 36-38: The frontlet (lit.
"blossom, flower," perhaps indi
cating its shape; it is called a "dia
dem" in 29.6 and both terms are
used in 39.30 and Lev. 8.9) was at
tached to the front of Aaron's head
dress (v. 39). The frontlet functions
in relation to sin that might occur
in the sanctuary because of imper
fections or impurities in the Israel-

ites' sacrifices. Aaron, by wearing the inscription "Holy to the
Lord"-presumably meaning
that he is sacrosanct and hence
protected by God from harm
(19.5b-6a n.)-will be able to expi
ate any such sin and eliminate it.
Coming as it does after the bells
(and pomegranates) on Aaron's
hem that may have originated as
apotropaic devices, it is notewor
thy that the frontlet is called "blos
som, flower" and is worn on
Aaron's forehead, since in
Mesopotamian iconography the
most common apotropaic head
ornament (worn even by gods for
their own protection) is the rosette,
a blossom-shaped decoration
worn on the forehead, and that it
is held in place by a blue cord,
since blue is frequently used in
apotropaic devices. Here, however,
the text says that Aaron-not the
frontlet-[ shall) take away . . . sin
and that his wearing it is to win ac
ceptance for Israel before tlw LoRD
indicating that Aaron will take
away sin because wearing the
frontlet pleases God, not because it

has any inherent apotropaic
power. 39: In addition to the pre
ceding vestments, Aaron was to
wear a fringed tunic offine linen ("of
woven work" according to 39.27)
under them, a headdress of un
known appearance, and an ornate
sash which, like the ephod and the
breastpiece, was made of the sa
cred mixture of wool and linen
(39.29). Since the sash was an em
blem of office (Isa. 22.21) and or
nate in appearance, it was natu
rally to be worn over Aaron's
other vestments (29.5--9). 40: The
other priests have three vestments,
similar to the last three of Aaron's
vestments but simpler, reflecting
their lower status: tunics ("of fine
linen, of woven work," 39.27), like
Aaron's, but not fringed; sas/1es,
whether identical to Aaron's or
simpler depends on whether 39.29
refers only to Aaron's sash or to
those of all the priests; and turbans
(translation uncertain, but presum
ably different in appearance from
Aaron's headdress), also made of
fine linen (39.28) but lacking a
frontlet. In contrast to Aaron's
vestments which are made of ma
terials used in the interior of the
sanctuary, those of the other
priests, possibly excluding their
sashes, match the material of the
courtyard hangings, as befits
their lesser sanctity (linen, 27.9).
41: That is: Robe the priests in
their vestments and then anoint
them and ordain them, thereby
consecrating them as priests; see
29.1-37, introductory n. Anoint: Sa
cred anointing oil is to be poured
on Aaron's head and sprinkled on
his sons (29.7, 21) to sanctify them
for their duties (29.21; 30.22-33).
Ordain: lit. "fill their hand," an ex
pression that probably originated
in an induction ceremony in which
a symbol of office was placed in
the inductee's hand. Conceivably
it refers to the temporary place
ment of parts of the "ordination
offering" in the priests' hands
(29.24; see Lev. 8.22-29 n.), but it
may be no more than an idiom
here. 42-43. The priests' breeches,
that is, underpants, are separated
from the list of sacral vestments by
v. 41 because they are not sacral
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their nakedness; they shall extend from the hips to the
thighs. 43 They shall be worn by Aaron and his sons when
they enter the Tent of Meeting or when they approach the
altar to officiate in the sanctuary, so that they do not incur
punishment and die. It shall be a law for all time for him
and for his offspring to come.

2 9 This is what you shall do to them in consecrating

them to serve Me as priests: Take a young bull of
the herd and two rams without blemish; 2 also unleavened
bread, unleavened cakes with oil mixed in, and unleav
ened wafers spread with oil-make these of choice wheat
flour. 3 Place these in one basket and present them in the
basket, along with the bull and the two rams. 4 Lead
Aaron and his sons up to the entrance of the Tent of Meet
ing, and wash them with water. 5 Then take the vestments,
and clothe Aaron with the tunic, the robe of the ephod, the
ephod, and the breastpiece, and gird him with the deco
rated band of the ephod. 6 Put the headdress on his head,
and place the holy diadem upon the headdress. 7 Take the
anointing oil and pour it on his head and anoint him.
B Then bring his sons forward; clothe them with tunics
9 and wind turbans upon them. And gird both Aaron and
his sons with sashes. And so they shall have priesthood as
their right for all time.
You shall then ordain Aaron and his sons. 10 Lead the
bull up to the front of the Tent of Meeting, and let Aaron
and his sons lay their hands upon the head of the bull.
11 Slaughter the bull before the LoRD, at the entrance of the
Tent of Meeting, 12 and take some of the bull's blood and
put it on the horns of the altar with your finger; then pour
out the rest of the blood at the base of the altar. 13 Take all
the fat that covers the entrails, the protuberance on the
liver, and the two kidneys with the fat on them, and tum
them into smoke upon the altar. 14 The rest of the flesh of
the bull, its hide, and its dung shall be put to the fire out
side the camp; it is a sin offering.
15 Next take the one ram, and let Aaron and his sons lay
their hands upon the ram's head. 16 Slaughter the ram,
and take its blood and dash it against all sides of the altar.
17 Cut up the ram into sections, wash its entrails and legs,
vestments and hence not part of
the ordination ceremony (d. 29.5
n.); they are purely functional, to
prevent exposure of the genitals.
Evidently breeches were not regu
larly worn by men, hence the need
to require them for priests. See
20.23 n. 43: To officiate, to offer sac-

rifices (Ezek. 44.15; 2 Chron. 29.11).

And die, v. 35 n.

29.1-37: The consecration of the
priests. This ceremony consists of
six parts: washing, robing, and
anointing the priests and three sac
rifices. The three elements that are
- 1 ?5 -

tmique to priests (robing with the
vestments, anointing with holy oil,
and the ordination sacrifice
[28.41]) constitute their consecra
tion; the other parts (washing and
the first two sacrifices) are
preparatory. The performance
of the ceremony is narrated in
Lev. chs 8--9; cf. Exod. 40.12-16.
3: Present them, "before the LORD"
(v. 23), probably before the altar
(Deut. 26.4, 10). 4: Entrance of tlze
Tent of Meeting, the courtyard in
front of the Tent. Wash them with
water, as part of the process of pu
rification (Lev. chs 14-17). 5-6: For
the vestments, see ch 28. Only
those that have ceremonial signifi
cance are mentioned here; that the
priests would put on their
breeches (28.42-43) goes without
saying. 7: Anointing oil, 30.22-33;
anoint, 28-41 n. 9b-14: The purifi
cation offering (Heb "J:tata't"; for
this translation, rather than "sin
offering" [v. 14], see Lev. 4·3 n.) fol
lows the procedure prescribed in
Lev. ch 4; d. Num. 15.22-31. On
the purpose of this type of offer
ing, see introductory notes to Lev.
4.1-5.26; 4.1-35; chs 12-25; 16.1-34;
15.31 n. Here the a! tar is purified
(v. 12), either from impurities
stemming from its builders and
the donors of its materials or (since
purification offerings normally
purge impurities stemming from
the individuals who bring them)
from the priests. 1 0: Lay their hands
upon tlze head of the bull: The mean
ing of the act is uncertain; it may
identify Aaron and his sons as the
ones on whose behalf the sacrifice
is being made. For another view,
see Lev. 1.4 n. 12: Take some of tlze

bu/l's blood and put on the lwms of
the altar: The animal's blood serves
as the purifying agent, the "deter
gent" in purification offerings. Ap
plying the blood to the horns of
the altar (27.2)-its vulnerable ex
tremities representing all of the
altar-purifies the altar (d. Ezek.
43.20). Pour out the rest of the blood
at the base of the altar, Lev. 4.4-11 n.
13: Lev. 3-3-4 n. 14: Lev. 4 - 1 1; 6.23
(see n.). Sin offering, better, "purifi
cation offering" (see Lev. 4·3 n.).
1 5-18: The burnt offering, follow
ing the procedure prescribed in
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and put them with its quarters and its head. 1 8 Turn all
of the ram into smoke upon the altar. It is a burnt offering
to the LORD, a pleasing odor, an offering by fire to the
LORD.
19 Then take the other ram, and let Aaron and his sons
lay their hands upon the ram's head. 20 Slaughter the ram,
and take some of its blood and put it on the ridge• of
Aaron's right ear and on the ridges of his sons' right ears,
and on the thumbs of their right hands, and on the big
toes of their right feet; and dash the rest of the blood
against every side of the altar round about. 21 Take some of
the blood that is on the altar and some of the anointing oil
and sprinkle upon Aaron and his vestments, and also
upon his sons and his sons' vestments. Thus shall he and
his vestments be holy, as well as his sons and his sons'
vestments.
22 You shall take from the ram the fat parts-the broad
tail, the fat that covers the entrails, the protuberance on
the liver, the two kidneys with the fat on them-and the
right thigh; for this is a ram of ordination. 23 Add one flat
loaf of bread, one cake of oil bread, and one wafer, from
the basket of unleavened bread that is before the LoRD.
24 Place all these on the palms of Aaron and his sons, and
offer them as an elevation offering before the LoRD.
25 Take them from their hands and turn them into smoke
upon the altar with the burnt offering, as a pleasing odor
before the LoRD; it is an offering by fire to the LORD.
26 Then take the breast of Aaron's ram of ordination and
offer it as an elevation offering before the LORD; it shall be
your portion. 27 You shall consecrate the breast that was
offered as an elevation offering and the thigh that was of
fered as a gift offering from the ram of ordination-from
that which was Aaron's and from that which was his
sons'_zs and those parts shall be a due for all time from
a Or "lobe."
Lev. ch 1. See the comments there.
19-34: The ordination offering.
This is the most elaborate offering,
completing the priests' consecra
tion by further anointment and
then ordaining them. It follows the
procedure for offering sheep as
"sacrifices of well-being" (18.12 n.)
prescribed in Lev. 3.6-11 and
7.11-34 with modifications specific
to this occasion. 20: As in the case
of applying blood to the horns of
the altar (v. 12), vulnerable extrem
ities of the priests, representing

their entire bodies, are daubed
with blood, apparently to purge
them of impurity (cf. v. 33 and
the similar rite in Lev. 14.14-20,
25-31). Dasl1 the rest of the blood
against every side of tlw altar, a stan
dard procedure in sacrifices (see
Lev. 1.5 n.). 21: The mixture of
blood from the altar and anointing
oil makes the priests and their gar
ments holy; the anointing oil be
cause that is its function (30.25-30)
and the blood because being on
the altar has made it holy (v. 37b)
- 176 -

and capable of transmitting holi
ness to anything it touches
(Hazzekuni; see Lev. 6.11 n.).
22: The fat parts of the sacrifice of
well-being are burnt on the altar,
as prescribed in Lev. 3.9-11. And
the right thigh;for this is a ram of or
dination: The right thigh of a sacri
fice of well-being is normally
given to the officiating priest
(Lev. 7.32-33), but not in the case
of an ordination offering. 23: Sacri
fices of well-being commonly in
clude grain offerings (Lev. 7.11-13;
cf. Lev. ch 2; Exod. 12.8). These,
too, are normally eaten by the offi
ciating priest (Lev. ch 2; 6.7-11;
7.14), but when, as on the present
occasion, the offering is on his
own behalf, it is burnt on the altar
(Lev. 6.12-16). Unleavened bread:
As v. 2 indicates, all the items
mentioned in this v. must be un
leavened, as is the case with
most grain offerings (12.8 n.;
Lev. 2.11-12; 6.9-10). 24: Moses
is to place these items in the
priests' hands, to indicate that
they are from them (Lev. 7.30;
Num. 6.19-20) and then cause
them to offer (lit. "elevate") theril as
an elevation offering: a gesture indi
cating tha t the offering is donated
to God (Lev. 7.30 n.). 25: With the
burnt offering, of vv. 15-18. The
combination of burnt offerings
and sacrifices of well-being is very
common (10.25; 18.12; 20.21; 24.5;
32.6; Lev. 17.8; etc.). The former is
given entirely to God, while parts
of the latter are eaten by the donor,
guests, and the priests. 26: Your
portion: Since the priests' consecra
tion is not yet complete and Moses
is officiating in their stead, he is to
receive the portion that will in the
future go to them (vv. 27-28).
27-28: A parenthetic note indicat
ing that the disposition of the ram
is to be the precedent for all future
sacrifices of well-being, with one
exception: both the breast . . . and
(unlike the present occasion, v. 22)
the right thigh shall be given to the
priests (Lev. 7.34-35; 10.15). 28: In
addition to the fat parts, which are
burnt (vv. 22, 25), the breast and
right thigh of sacrifices of well
being are also donated by the peo
ple to God, who assigns them to
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the Israelites to Aaron and his descendants. For they are a
gift; and so shall they be a gift from the Israelites, their gift
to the LoRD out of their sacrifices of well-being.
29 The sacral vestments of Aaron shall pass on to his
sons after him, for them to be anointed and ordained in.
30 He among his sons who becomes priest in his stead,
who enters the Tent of Meeting to officiate within the
sanctuary, shall wear them seven days.
31 You shall take the ram of ordination and boil its flesh
in the sacred precinct; 32 and Aaron and his sons shall eat
the flesh of the ram, and the bread that is in the basket, at
the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 33 These things shall
be eaten only by those for whom expiation was made with
them when they were ordained and consecrated; they
may not be eaten by a layman, for they are holy. 34 And if
any of the flesh of ordination, or any of the bread, is left
until morning, you shall put what is left to the fire; it shall
not be eaten, for it is holy.
35 Thus you shall do to Aaron and his sons, just as I have
commanded you. You shall ordain them through seven
days, 3 6 and each day you shall prepare a bull as a sin of
fering for expiation; you shall purge the altar by perform
ing purification upon it, and you shall anoint it to conse
crate it. 37 Seven days you shall perform purification for
the altar to consecrate it, and the altar shall become most
holy; whatever touches the altar shall become conse
crated.
3 8 Now this is what you shall offer upon the altar: two
yearling lambs each day, regularly. 39You shall offer the
one lamb in the morning, and you shall offer the other
lamb at twilight. 40 There shall be a tenth of a measure of
choice flour with a quarter of a hin of beaten oil mixed in,
and a libation of a quarter hin of wine for one lamb; 41 and
you shall offer the other lamb at twilight, repeating with it
the meal offering of the morning with its libation-an ofthe priests for their maintenance.

29-30: A second parenthetic note:
The robing of the high priest and
the seven-day duration of the cere
mony (v. 35) shall be the precedent
for the ordination of future high
priests. 31-33: The consecration
continues: The remainder of the
ram is cooked and ea ten, along
with the remainder of the unleav
ened bread, by the priests in the
courtyard. 31: The sacred precinct,
lit. "in a holy place," either any
where in the court or in a specific

part of it, perhaps the area be
tween the altar and the Tent of
Meeting (d. Lev. 6.9, 19; 8.31).

33: Tlu?j1 may not be eaten by a lay

man, for they are holy, a blanket
rule concerning the sacrificial
portions assigned to the priests
(Lev. 22.1o-16). Cf. 30.31-33.
34: This rule also applies to other
sacrifices of well-being, namely the
pesal:t and other festival offerings
and the thanksgiving offering
(12.10; 23.28; 34.25; Lev. 7.15; 22.30;
contrast 7.16-17; 19.6). 35-37: The
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consecration of the priests and the
altar is to go on for a week. Cf.
Ezek. 43.25-26; 2 Chron. 7·9· Shall
beco111e consecrated: Once the altar is
sanctified, its holiness will become
contagious. As in the case of other
sanctuary furniture and parts of
certain sacrifices, anything that
touches it will likewise become
holy and unfit for ordinary activity
and will become the property of
the sanctuary. See 30.29; Lev. 6.11
n., 20; Num. 17.1-4 (Ezek. 44.19;
46.zo holds that even people can
become consecrated in this way).

29.38-42: The obligatory daily of
feri ng Now that the altar and
.

priests have been sanctified, the
text again (as in vv. 27-30) turns to
the future, describing the regular
daily offering for which the priests
are now fit (cf. Ezek. 43.18-27).
This offering, made twice daily
and known as the "tamid" ("regu
lar" [sacrifice], Dan. 8.11), became
the core of the sacrificial system
(Num. 28.3--8). With this the text
resumes the theme of regular
("tamid") rites begun in 27.2o-21.
The "tamid" offering consists of
the simple staples of the Israelites'
diet: the meat of lambs (the least
expensive meat), wheat, oil, and
wine. No attempt is made to pro
vide delicacies or sumptuous
quantities as would befit God's
greatness (contrast the royal diet
in 1 Kings 5.2-3). This reflects the
token nature of biblical sacrifice,
expressive of the worshippers' at
titude, as distinct from actually
feeding God (27.1--8 n.). 39: In the
morning . . . at twiliglzt: In the
priestly calendar, the day began in
the morning. 40: Cf. Lev. 6.12-16.
A tenth of a measure, a tenth of an
'"efah" measure, about 2.3 liters
(2.1 dry quarts); see 16.36 n. Hin, a
liquid measure of uncertain size
(possibly about a gallon, in which
case a quarter of a "hin" would be
a liter or a quart). Libation: Liba
tions of wine often accompany
burnt and well-being offerings
(Lev. 23.13, 18, 27; Num. 15.1-12;
Num. 28-29; 2 Kings 6.13, 15),
though no independent libation is
prescribed. 41: An offering by fire
for a pleasing odor to tlze LORD: Lev.
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fering by fire for a pleasing odor to the LoRD, 42 a regular
burnt offering throughout the generations, at the entrance
of the Tent of Meeting before the LoRD.
For there I will meet with you, and there I will speak
with you, 43 and there I will meet with the Israelites, and it
shall be sanctified by My Presence. 44 I will sanctify the
Tent of Meeting and the altar, and I will consecrate Aaron
and his sons to serve Me as priests. 45 I will abide among
the Israelites, and I will be their God. 46 And they shall
know that I the LoRD am their God, who brought them
out from the land of Egypt that I might abide among
them, I the LoRD their God.

3 0 You shall make an altar for burning incense; make

it of acacia wood. 2 It shall be a cubit long and a
cubit wide-it shall be square-and two cubits high, its
horns of one piece with it. 3 Overlay it with pure gold: its
top, its sides round about, and its horns; and make a gold
1.9 n. 42: At the entrance of tlw Tent
of Meeting: i.e., at the altar in the
courtyard.

29.42b-46: The

divine Presence
in the sanctuary. The sanctuary

will be ready to serve its various
functions as the site of divine
human communication, as a sanc
tuary, and as the locus of God's
Presence among the Israelites. In
this climactic passage, all these
functions are alluded to by the
verbs (each occurring at least
twice) from which the three main
terms for the sanctuary (25.8) are
derived-thereby explaining these
terms. God will meet ('"iva'ed,"
"no'ad") there with Moses and Is
rael, echoing "Tent of Meeting"
("'ohel rno'ed"), it will be sanctified
("nikdash," "kadesh," echoing
"rnikdash," "sanctuary"), and God
will abide ("shakhan") there, echo
ing "abode" ("rnishkan"). That
these goals are mentioned after the
regular daily sacrifice may reflect
the idea that sacrificial worship is
the means by which God is drawn
to the sanctuary (20.21 n.). No
tably, however, sacrifice is pre
sented as a means, not as a goal in
itself. The sanctuary is for the ben
efit of Israel, not God (see intro
ductory note to 25.1-31.17).

42b-43: For there I will meet with

you . . . , see 25.22. The threefold
repetition of "there" emphasizes
that it is the sanctuary that will be
come the regular place of commu
nication between God and Israel.
43: The ordination ceremony will
culminate in a theophany in which
God's Presence will appear at the
Tent of Meeting in the sight of the
entire people (Lev. 9+ 6, 23-24) ,
thus sanctifying it by His Presence
(cf. also 40.34). I will meet [Heb
"no'adti"] with the Ismelites: This
statement is unexpected since else
where God meets only with Moses
(Nurn. 17-19) (although the first
"you" in v. 42 and the one in Nurn.
17.19 are in the plural, the Septu
agint and Samaritan Pentateuch
and some Heb manuscripts read
the singular, consistent with the
second "you"). One wonders,
therefore, whether the text did not
originally read "I shall make My
self known ("noda'ti") to the Isra
elites"; cf. Ezek. 20.5, 9; 36.23.
44: Perhaps this refers to God's
sending fire to consume the offer
ings on the altar (Lev. 9.24), mean
ing that the fire sanctified the altar
and the sanctuary, and hence the
priests who made the offerings.
But this v. and v. 43 seem redun
dant and inconsistent with vv. 21,
36-37 and 30.29-30 which state
that it is Moses who will sanctify

the sanctuary, the altar, and the
priests by sacrifice and anoint
ment. This has led to the sugges
tion that vv. 42b-46 are not from
the Priestly source but stern from
the "Holiness Collection" ("H") in
which God regularly concludes
His statements with "I, the LoRD
your I their God," and which holds
that it is God who sanctifies
the priests and the sanctuary
(Lev. 21.15, 23; 2.16) . If that is the
case, the aim of the interpolation is
apparently to override the mes
sage of vv. 21, 36-37; 30.29-30 by
indicating that sacrifice and
anointment are not efficacious by
themselves; the real source of sanc
tification is God. 45-46: These con
cluding vv. echo the promises of
25.8 and 6.7, tying the exodus
narrative and the Tabernacle in
structions into one overarching
structure of meaning: With the
Tabernacle finished God will abide
among the Israelites, as promised
in 25.8, and fulfill His covenant
with them by being their God, as
promised in 6. 7, and the Israelites
will understand that these were
the ultimate purpose of the exo
dus: that I might abide among them.
Although reminiscent of 6.7b, this
v. diverges from it by emphasizing
the ultimate goal of the exodus:
not only freedom from servitude
but living in the presence of God.
In this respect the goal of the exo
dus is already achieved even be
fore reaching the promised land.
This might explain why the Torah
is complete without the depiction
of the conquest in the book of
Joshua-it is the indwelling of the
divine Presence, rather than the
conquest of the land that culmi
nates the exodus. According to
15.17 (see also 6.8) , however, the
same goal will be achieved in the
promised land when the Temple is
built (15.17 n.).

30.1-31 .17: Supplementary in
structions concerning the sanctu
ary. This section begins with in
structions for constructing the
incense altar, taking a census, con
structing the laver, and for corn
pounding the anointing oil and sa
cred incense (ch 30) . These five
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molding for it round about. 4 And make two gold rings for
it tm.der its molding; make them on its two side walls, on
opposite sides. They shall serve as holders for poles with
which to carry it. 5 Make the poles of acacia wood, and
overlay them with gold.
6 Place it in front of the curtain that is over the Ark of the
Pact-in front of the cover that is over the Pact-where I
will meet with you. 7 On it Aaron shall burn aromatic in
cense: he shall burn it every morning when he tends the
lamps, s and Aaron shall burn it at twilight when he lights
the lamps-a regular incense offering before the LoRD
throughout the ages. 9 You shall not offer alien incense on
it, or a burnt offering or a meal offering; neither shall you
pour a libation on it. lO Once a year Aaron shall perform
purification upon its horns with blood of the sin offering
of purification; purification shall be performed upon it
once a year throughout the ages. It is most holy to the
LORD.

Holies, flanked by the table and
the lampstand (40.5, 22-26). The
burning of incense on it was, like
the activities performed on the
table and \ampstand, one of the
regular ("tamid"), daily activities
of the Tabernacle (27.2o-30.38 n.;
27.20 n.). It was ·5 m (1.5 ft) square
and 1 m (3 ft) high. Numerous in
cense altars, some with horns as
prescribed here, have been found
among archeological remains
from ancient Israel and elsewhere.
Burning incense was common in
ancient religions. Since here it is
part of the complex of daily activi
ties inside the Holy Place that in
cludes kindling lamps (v. 7), it is
perhaps regarded as a natural
feature of a courtly residence, cre
ating a pleasing aroma inside.
Mairnonides holds that it is to
counteract the stench of the ani
mals being slaughtered and sacri
ficed (Guide of the Perplexed 3·45).
9: Alien, unauthorized, com
pounded with a formula different
from that prescribed in vv. 34-36.

KI TISSA'
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1 1 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 12 When you take a
census of the Israelite people according to their enroll
ment, each shall pay the LoRD a ransom for himself on
a Lit. "its two."
supplementary instructions are
followed by the designation of the
chief artisans for the entire con
struction project and a final injunc
tion to suspend all construction
and manufacture on the Sabbath
(31.1-17). There are phraseological
similarities among the five subsec
tions of ch 30, and their order
could be due to the fact that first
three deal with items made, re
spectively, of gold, silver, and
bronze (see 25.1-31.17 n.) and that
items two through five employ
materials acquired from special
contributions, not those donated
by the public at large or in re
sponse to the initial appeal (25.2-7;
35·4-9): silver from the census levy
(v. 13), the bronze for the laver
"from the mirrors of the women
who performed tasks at the en
trance of the Tent" (38.8), and the
spices and oil from the chieftains
(35.27-28). It is unclear, however,
why all these items appear after
29.42b-46, which seems to con
clude the manufacturing instruc-

tions. Why were the incense altar
and the laver not mentioned ear
lier along with the other i tems in,
respectively, the Holy Place
(25.23-40; 26.3;) and the courtyard
(27.1-19) where they will stand,
and why do the census, the anoint
ing oil, and the incense appear
here? In subsequent lists of the
contents of the Tabernacle, the in
cense altar, the laver, the anointing
oil, and the incense are listed in
their proper physical or functional
location (30.26-28; 31.7-11;
35·11-19; 39·33-40; 40.1-15, 18-33).
Their location here indicates that
the material was organized accord
ing to principles that elude us and,
perhaps, that they were added to
this text (though not necessarily
composed) at a later date.

30.1-10: The incense altar. This
altar would stand in the Holy
Place and was, accordingly, over
laid with gold. Its importance is
indicated by its location directly in
front of the curtain of the Holy of
- 179-
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Or a burnt offering or a meal offering;
neither shall you pour a libation on
it: No food or drink offerings may
be made inside the Tent. Only the
"bread of display," which is eaten
by the priests, is presented there.
This shows again that the offerings
are tokens but are not consumed
by God. See 25.23-30 n.; 29.38-42
n. 1 0: Once a year, on the Day of
Atonement (Lev. 16.16; cf. 4.18;
m. Yonza ;.5).

30.1 1-16: Census. Apparently this
regulation is placed here because
the census involves collecting sil
ver that will be used for the con
struction of the Tabernacle (v. 16)
and because the donations serve as
"expiation" (vv. 15-16), thus creat
ing a link with v. 10 where "purifi
cation" is expressed by the same
Heb word ("kaper" /"kipurirn";
see Lev. 4·3 n.). The juxtaposition
of this law to the incense altar may
also have been prompted by the
apotropaic function (i.e., one that
averts ill consequences) of the
census donation in preventing a
plague (v. 12), since incense some
times has an apotropaic function
(Num. 17.11-13). Censuses were
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being enrolled, that no plague may come upon them
through their being enrolled. 13 This is what everyone who
is entered in the records shall pay: a half-shekel by the
sanctuary weight-twenty gerahs to the shekel-a half
shekel as an offering to the LoRD. 14 Everyone who is en
tered in the records, from the age of twenty years up, shall
give the LORD's offering: 15 the rich shall not pay more and
the poor shall not pay less than half a shekel when giving
the LoRD's offering as expiation for your persons. 1 6 You
shall take the expiation money from the Israelites and as
sign it to the service of the Tent of Meeting; it shall serve
the Israelites as a reminder before the LoRD, as expiation
for your persons.
17 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 1B Make a laver of
copper and a stand of copper for it, for washing; and place
it between the Tent of Meeting and the altar. Put water in
it, 19 and let Aaron and his sons wash their hands and feet
[in water drawn] from it. 20 When they enter the Tent of
Meeting they shall wash with water, that they may not
die; or when they approach the altar to serve, to turn into
smoke an offering by fire to the LoRD, 21 they shall wash
their hands and feet, that they may not die. It shall be a
law for all time for them-for him and his offspring
throughout the ages.
normally taken for purposes of
military (14 n.; Num. 1.2-3; 2 Sam.
24.9) or other forms of public ser
vice (Num. 4.2-3, 22-23, 29-30;
1 Chron. 23.24-32), land distribu
tion (Num. 26.52) and redistri
bution, and taxation (known
from ancient Mari). The link with
expiation is evidently due to pop
ular fear that counting people or
listing their names might expose
them to supernatural danger
(Rashi; cf. 2 Sam. 24.1-15; 2 Chron.
21.1-14). Hence when a census
was necessary, a payment would
be made to "ransom" the lives of
those counted and protect them
from danger (d. Num. 3 1.48-50).
The same fear is known from
many places in the world and evi
dently underlies the talmudic dic
tum not to count Israelites directly;
where counting is necessary, ob
jects representing each person,
such as ostraca, are counted
(b. Yoma 22b; Maimonides, Temidin
4.4). This practice survives in a

Jewish custom for determining
whether a prayer quorum ("min
yan") of ten is present: ten words
of a biblical verse, rather than
numbers, are applied to those
being counted. Similarly, in the
present case Rashi holds that it is
the half-shekels, not the people,
that are to be counted, which
would explain why all must pay
the same amount (v. 15); that
would be the only way to infer the
number of people from the total
collected. Although this regulation
applies only when a census is
taken, in Second Temple times it
became the basis of an annual im
post for maintaining the Temple
(possibly reflected in 2 Chron.
24-4-10 [d. 2 Kings 12.12-25]). The
details are spelled out in the tal
mudic tractate Sllekalim. Since the
payment was due in the month of
Adar (early spring), in order to an
nounce it the present law, called
"the Section concerning Shekels"
(Parashat 5/Jeka/im), was added to
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the weekly Torah reading on the
Sabbath of, or preceding, the New
Moon of Adar (m. Meg. 3.4), and
the Sabbath is called "the Sabbath
of Shekels" (Shabbat Shekalim).
Nowadays half of the common
currency (e.g., one half-dollar) is
collected on Purim, which falls in
Adar, and the proceeds are used
for the support of synagogues and
the poor. 1 2: Ransom, a payment
made to escape death or physical
punishment (21.30; Prov. 6.35).
1 3: Half-shekel, of silver (38.25-26).
The shekel was the standard
weight. By the sanctuary weight:
There were different types of
shekel, varying in weight: the stan
dard shekel, weighing ca. 1 1 .4
grams, or ·4 oz and possibly the
same as the "shekel at the going
merchant's weight" (Gen. 23.16),
the "sanctuary shekels" (as here),
and the "shekel by the royal
weight" (2 Sam. 14.26). 14: From
the age of twenty years up, i.e., of
military age (Num. 1.3; etc.). The
envisioned censuses would be for
military purposes, since the Israel
ites were organized as an army
(12-41 n.). 16: Assign it to the service
of the Tent ofMeeting, rather, "for
the (construction) work on the
Tent of Meeting." See 35.21 n. and,
for the use to which the silver
would be put, 38.25-28. The items
made with the silver will stand
in the sanctuary as a reminder
before the LoRD, as expiation, that
is, for favorable remembrance
(28.12 n.) which, by expiating,
will prevent a plague. Cf. Num.
31.50, 54·

30.17-21: The laver, a basin con
taining water for washing, is to be
placed between the sacrificial altar
and the Tent. Before entering the
Tent or offering sacrifices (activi
ties just mentioned in 29.38-42;
30.7-8) the priests must wash their
hands and feet (28-4 n.), with
which they touch the sacrifices, the
sanctuary, and its ground. Talmu
dic sources describe this as "sanc
tifying" the hands and feet (m.
Yoma 3.2). Ramban explains it as
an act of respect for God. 1 8: Cop
per, rather, bronze, like the other
items in the courtyard. For the
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22 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 23 Next take choice
spices: five hundred weight of solidified • myrrh, half as
much-two hundred and fifty-of fragrant cinnamon,
two hundred and fifty of aromatic cane, 24 five hundred
by the sanctuary weight-of cassia, and a hin of olive oil.
25 Make of this a sacred anointing oil, a compound of in
gredients expertly blended, to serve as sacred anointing
oil. 26 With it anoint the Tent of Meeting, the Ark of the
Pact, 27 the table and all its utensils, the lampstand and all
its fittings, the altar of incense, 28 the altar of burnt offering
and all its utensils, and the laver and its stand. 29 Thus you
shall consecrate them so that they may be most holy;
whatever touches them shall be consecrated. 30You shall
also anoint Aaron and his sons, consecrating them to
serve Me as priests.
31 And speak to the Israelite people, as follows: This
shall be an anointing oil sacred to Me throughout the ages.
32 It must not be rubbed on any person's body, and you
must not make anything like it in the same proportions; it
is sacred, to be held sacred by you. 33 Whoever com
pounds its like, or puts any of it on a layman, shall be cut
off from his kin.
34 And the LORD said to Moses: Take the herbs stacte,
onycha, and galbanum-these herbs together with pure
frankincense; let there be an equal part of each. 35 Make
them into incense, a compound expertly blended, refined,
pure, sacred. 36 Beat some of it into powder, and put some
before the Pact in the Tent of Meeting, where I will meet
with you; it shall be most holy to you. 37 But when you
make this incense, you must not make any in the same
proportions for yourselves; it shall be held by you sacred
to the LoRD. 38 Whoever makes any like it, to smell of it,
shall be cut off from his kin.

source of this bronze, see 38.8.
20: That t!u?j! may not die, 28.35 n.

3 1 The LORD spoke to Moses: 2 See, I have singled out

by name Bezalel son of Uri son of Hur, of the tribe
of Judah. 3 I have endowed him with a divine spirit of
skill, ability, and knowledge in every kind of craft; 4 to
make designs for work in gold, silver, and copper, 5 to cut
stones for setting and to carve wood-to work in every
kind of craft. 6 Moreover, I have assigned to him Oholiab
son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan; and I have also
granted skill to all who are skillful, that they may make
everything that I have commanded you: 7 the Tent of
Meeting, the Ark for the Pact and the cover upon it, and
all the furnishings of the Tent; 8 the table and its utensils,
a Otlters "flowing."
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30.22-33: The sacred anointing

oil. The formula of the sacred

anointing oil is now given, along
with the instruction that it is to be
used to sanctify the sanctuary and
all its other furniture as well. It is
to be a fragrant compound of olive
oil and the finest spices, and be
cause it is sacred to the LORD it
may be used only for the stated
purpose, not for everyday hy
gienic and cosmetic anointing; nor
may it be duplicated or used by
laymen. 29: Whatever touches them
shall be consecrated, 29.35-37 n.
33: Cut offfrom his kin, 12.15 n.;
28.35 n.

30.34-38: The sacred incense, to
be burned on the incense altar
(vv. 1-10). Like the anointing oil, it
is sacred to the LoRD and may not
be duplicated and used for any
other purpose. 36: Put some before
the Pact: See v. 6.
31 .1-1 1 : The master builders.
Having completed all the instruc
tions for the sanctuary, God desig
nates two master builders to be in
charge of executing His plans, Bez
alel and his associate Oholiab from
the tribes of Judah and Dan, re
spectively. The construction is su
pervised and executed by skilled
people from all the tribes (v. 6b),
not just priests and Levites.
2: Hur, possibly, but not necessar
ily, the Hur mentioned in 17.11
and 24.14. 3: Divine spirit, 28.3 n.
7: Ark for the Pact, 25.1o-16 n.
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the pure lampstand and all its fittings, and the altar of in
cense; 9 the altar of burnt offering and all its utensils, and
the laver and its stand; 10 the serviceb vestments, the sacral
vestments of Aaron the priest and the vestments of his
sons, for their service as priests; 11 as well as the anointing
oil and the aromatic incense for the sanctuary. Just as I
have commanded you, they shall do.
12 And the LORD said to Moses: 13 Speak to the Israelite
people and say: Nevertheless, you must keep My sab
baths, for this is a sign between Me and you throughout
the ages, that you may know that I the LORD have conse
crated you. 14 You shall keep the sabbath, for it is holy for
you. He who profanes it shall be put to death: whoever
does work on it, that person shall be cut off from among
his kin. 15 Six days may work be done, but on the seventh
day there shall be a sabbath of complete rest, holy to the
LoRD; whoever does work on the sabbath day shall be put
to death. 1 6 The Israelite people shall keep the sabbath, ob
serving the sabbath throughout the ages as a covenant for
all time: 1 7 it shall be a sign for all time between Me and
the people of Israel. For in six days the LoRD made heaven
and earth, and on the seventh day He ceased from work
and was refreshed.
a

n Or "lnmpslnnd of pure gold. "

b Others "plaited. "

1 1 : Just as I have commanded you,
they shall do: The design is entirely
God's (25.9 n.), the artisans merely
follow God's blueprint. This ex
plains why they are designated
only after the construction plans
are given.
31.12-17: The Sabbath. The last of
the seven divine commands about
building the sanctuary concerns
the seventh day of the week, the
Sabbath (20.8-11; cf. 25.1-31.17 n.).
Thus far, the instructions con
cerned a holy place; now the in
structions emphasize the impor
tance of a holy time. As God
created a holy time after construct
ing the world, Israel must observe
that holy time even while con
structing the sanctuary. Suspend
ing construction on the Sabbath
indicates that holy time is more
important than holy space.
13: Nevertheless, notwithstanding
the instructions to construct the
sanctuary. My sabbaths: Since the
Sabbath belongs to God (20.10 n.),

observing it serves as a sign be
tween Me and you indicating to Is
rael that God has consecrated
them, making them His people,
dedicated to His service and sacro
sanct to Him (19.5b-6a n.). The
notion of a sign is key to Priestly
thinking about the Sabbathit is not merely a day of rest.
1 4: Because the Sabbath is God's
and holy to Him (vv. 13, 15), it
must also be holy to Israel (20.8 n.)
like the sanctuary and its parts
(30.29). Hence, profaning it
treating it as unholy, commonis no less a capital crime than
encroaching on the sanctuary
(28.35 n.) or Mount Sinai (19.12).
Put to death, Num. 15.32-36. Work,
20.10 n. Cut off 12.15 n.; 28.35 n.
1 5: Rest, 16.23 n. 16-17: The Sab
bath serves as a sign of Israel's re
lationship with God because it
commemorates God's own actions
and, in observing it, Israel follows
His example (Gen. 2.1-3; for emu
lating God, cf. Lev. 19.2); as such,
in Priestly thinking, it is also a cov- 182-

enant for all time. And was refreshed,
25.11 n.
3 1 . 1 8-34.35: The violation and
restoration of the covenant. See
also Deut. 9.8-10.11 (where the
order of the events differs); Ps.
106.19-23. Like chs 19-24, this
pericope, with its inconsistencies,
nonsequiturs, and redundancies,
shows evidence of being based on
multiple sources that differ about
the course of the events. In 32.7,
e.g., God renounces punishment,
but in v. 35 He punishes the peo
ple, though Aaron is excepted de
spite his acknowledged complicity
(vv. 21-24). Moses' request in 33.15
that God accompany Israel person
ally is redundant, since God al
ready promised that in v. 14. God's
promise to do wonders in 34.10 is
not a direct answer to Moses' plea
that He go in Israel's midst (v. 9).
The description in 33·7-11 about
what Moses regularly did with
"the tent" interrupts his dialogue
with God, and the surrounding
narrative (32.30; 34.2, 4, 28-29) is
oblivious to it. What is more, al
though the tent is here regularly in
use, and is called the Tent of Meet
ing (v. 7), it is very different from
the tent of the same name in chs
25-31, which is not erected until ch
40 (see 33.7-11 n.). It likely repre
sents a non-Priestly variant tradi
tion about the Tent and was placed
here because its location outside
the camp seemed compatible with
God's alienation from the people
in ch 32. It seems unlikely that its
author, who writes that God and
Moses spoke "face to face" (33.11),
even if meant figuratively, was the
same one who wrote that Moses
may not see God's face (v. 20).
God's words about making a cove
nant in 34.10, 27 give no indication
that they refer to the restoration of
a prior covenant, and 34.27-28
give confusing information about
which document is the basis of the
covenant-vv. 1 1-26 (a doublet,
with contextually inexplicable
variations, of 23.12-33) or the
Decalogue. It is plausible to con
jecture that ch 34 contains what
was originally a parallel account of
the original Sinai covenant, and
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I S When He

finished speaking with him on Mount Sinai,
He gave Moses the two tablets of the Pact, stone tablets in
scribed with the finger of God.

3 2 When
the people saw that Moses was so long in
coming down from the mountain, the people gath

ered against Aaron and said to him, "Come, make us a
god who shall go before us, for that man Moses, who
brought us from the land of Egypt-we do not know what
has happened to him." 2 Aaron said to them, "Take off the
gold rings that are on the ears of your wives, your sons,
and your daughters, and bring them to me." 3 And all the
people took off the gold rings that were in their ears and
brought them to Aaron. 4 This he took from them and •·cast
in a mold,·• and made it into a molten calf. And they ex
claimed, b·"This is your god,·b 0 Israel, who brought you
a-a Cf Zech. 11.13 (beth hayyo�er, 'foundry"); others 'jashioucd it with n graving
tool. "
b-b Others "These nrc your gods."
that the redactor, confronted with
both accounts, reinterpreted this
account as describing the cove
nant's renewal. This section clearly
combines material from J, E, P, and
perhaps other hands as well, but,
as in the case of chs 19-24, there is
wide disagreement about which
passages belong to which source.

31.18-32.35: The golden calf

episode. The location of the Taber
nacle instructions prior to the
golden calf episode is puzzling
(see introductory comments to
25.1-31.17). The present order of
the text, by giving precedence to
the Tabernacle as the divinely au
thorized means of securing God's
Presence among the people, shows
that the calf is a perverted, hu
manly devised means of doing the
same thing (see 32.4 n.), already
forbidden in 20.4-5, 20. The con
nection between the two is high
lighted by a sequence of events
that parallels God's instructions
for the Tabernacle and the people's
response: The people command
Aaron to make them a god, Aaron
responds with a public appeal for
gold, all the people bring him the
gold, he makes the calf with it,
builds an altar and offers sacri-

fices, and the people celebrate
(cf. chs 25-31; 35·4--9, 2o-29;
36.8-38.20; Lev. chs 8--9). The
people's celebration of the calf also
bears an ironic resemblance to the
covenant ceremony in ch 24: An
altar is built, burnt offerings and
sacrifices of well-being are made,
and the people eat and drink (cf.
24.4-5, 1o-11). Their declaration
that the calf is the God who
brought them out of Egypt con
trasts ironically with God's decla
ration that it is through the Taber
nacle that He will abide among the
Israelites and they will know that
He is their God who brought them
out of Egypt (29-45-46). In fact, the
calf leads to the annulment of the
covenant (v. 19 n.) and to God's re
fusal to abide among the people
(33.3, 5), and threatens their very
existence (32.10). The present
arrangement conveys these mes
sages and shows that the people's
generous and obedient response to
the Tabernacle instructions (chs
35-39, especially 36.3-7; 39.42-43)
is a sign of their repentance, while
God's Presence entering the Taber
nacle (40.34-38) is a sign of His
forgiveness. The narrative has sim
ilarities to the account of the
golden calves that Jeroboam (the
- 183 -
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first king of the Northern King
dom) erected in Bethel and Dan
(1 Kings 12.25-33), and some
scholars believe that the Exodus
narrative is a pejorative recasting
of a northern legend about the ori
gin of Jeroboam's calves. The orig
inal northern legend would have
viewed the making of the calf pos
itively, as a pedestal or mount for
God (not as an idol; 32.4 n.), and
would have invoked it to legit
imize Jeroboam's calves. The man
ufacture of golden calves was seen
as idolatry, and the story about
Aaron's calf was revised to charac
terize the phenomenon as sinful
from the outset and, at the same
time, show the legitimacy of the
Jerusalem Temple and the illegiti
macy of the northern sanctuaries
at Bethel and Dan. 3 1 . 1 8: The
Masoretic paragraph system starts
this episode here (unlike the me
dieval ch divisions, which start it
at 32.1), highlighting the outrage
of the people's behavior: At the
very moment that God was giving
Moses the Tablets of the Pact,
which forbids idolatry (20.4-5), the
people were demanding just that
(see also Deut. 9.8-13). In modem
terms, "the ink was not yet dry"
on the covenant when the people
violated it. 32. 1 : With Moses now
gone for forty days (24.18), the
people (see v. 28 n.) fear that he
has disappeared, and since he had
been their sole conduit to God
they ask Aaron to make them a
"god" to lead them in his stead
(Radak at 1 Kings 12.28). Although
most commentators believe that
they mean "god" literally, it is
more likely that they mean it as a
metonymy for something that
would serve as a new means of se
curing God's Presence. See v. 4 n.
That man Moses: In the people's
view, Moses disappeared because
he was a mortal; that is why they
want a "god" to replace him.
3: Gold rings, 3.22; 1 1.2-3; 12.35-36.
4: Cast in a mold, rather, as Rashi
notes, "tied them in a garment (or
bag)" (2 Kings 5.23). And made it
into a molten calf, from the melted
earrings. And they exclaimed, "This

is your God, 0 Israel, who brought
you out of the land of Eg�;pt": As
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out of the land of Egypt!" S When Aaron saw this, he built
an altar before it; and Aaron announced: "Tomorrow shall
be a festival of the LORD!" 6 Early next day, the people of
fered up burnt offerings and brought sacrifices of well
being; they sat down to eat and drink, and then rose to
dance.
7 The LORD spoke to Moses, "Hurry down, for your peo
ple, whom you brought out of the land of Egypt, have
acted basely. B They have been quick to turn aside from the
way that I enjoined upon them. They have made them
selves a molten calf and bowed low to it and sacrificed to
it, saying: 'This is your god, 0 Israel, who brought you out
of the land of Egypt!' "
9 The LoRD further said to Moses, "I see that this is a
stiffnecked people. lO Now, let Me be, that My anger may
blaze for!h against them and that I may destroy them, and
make of you a great nation." 11 But Moses implored the
LoRD his God, saying, "Let not Your anger, 0 LoRD, blaze
forth against Your people, whom You delivered from the
land of Egypt with great power and with a mighty hand.
1 2 Let not the Egyptians say, 'It was with evil intent that
He delivered them, only to kill them off in the mountains
and annihilate them from the face of the earth.' Turn from
Your blazing anger, and renounce the plan to punish Your
people. 13 Remember Your servants, Abraham, Isaac, and
Israel, how You swore to them by Your Self and said to
them: I will make your offspring as numerous as the stars
Rashbam notes, the people cannot
be so foolish as to believe that the
resultant image is the God who
had brought them out of Egypt.
They must view it either as an
image that represents Him and
will attract His Presence (20.20 n.)
or as a pedestal on which He will
stand invisibly (cf. the cherub
throne, 25.17-22 n.). Images of
calves and bulls in these roles have
been found in archeological exca
vations in Israel and neighboring
lands. The Heb reads lit. "These
are your gods," and "brought" is
also plural, as is the verb for "go"
and "lead" in vv. 1 and 23. Since
Heb '"elohim," "god/God," is it
self grammatically plural in form
even when its meaning is singular,
it is on occasion accompanied
by a plural verb, as in Josh. 24-19;
2 Sam. 7.23. But since the plural
verb is also found in Jeroboam's
nearly identical words about the

two calves he made (1 Kings
12.28), it seems possible that, in the
putative northern legend underly
ing our account, the people's
words were originally singular
and that the plural form is part of
the pejorative recasting of the leg
end, highlighting their similarity
to Jeroboam's and characterizing
the people's request as idolatrous
and polytheistic from the outset.
5: A festival of the LoRD: Since the
image does not represent a differ
ent god, the people are not in
violation of the Decalogue's
prohibition against worshipping
other gods but rather, as v. 8 indi
cates, the prohibition of making
and worshipping idols (20-4-5).
6: Dance, cf. vv. 18-19, where
singing and dancing are both men
tioned. The people are honoring
the calf as they had honored God
in 15.2o-21. 7: Your people, whom

you brought out of the land of Egypt:
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God normally refers to Israel as
"My people" "whom I brought out
of Egypt" (3.7; 29.46). Here He
feels alienated from them and
speaks of them as Moses' people,
much as an exasperated parent
may refer to a misbehaving child
as the other spouse's child. Con
trast Moses' language in vv. 11 and
33.13. 9: Stiffnecked, obstinate. The
Heb idiom is close in meaning to
English "headstrong." 1 0: Let Me
be: God implies that Moses can re
strain Him from destroying Israel.
Midrashic commentaries under
stand this as a hint for Moses to do
just that by praying on Israel's be
half and making the case for spar
ing them. Prophets frequently and
appropriately play this interces
sory role (1 Sam. 12.23; Jer. 18.20;
Ezek. 22.3o-31; Ps. 106.23; cf. Gen.
18.17-32). Make of you a great na
tion: God would fulfill His promise
to the patriarchs to make their de
scendants a great nation through
Moses and his descendants.
1 1-14: Moses mounts a multifac
eted plea: Israel is God's own peo
ple on whose behalf He has in
vested much effort; destroying His
own people will injure His reputa
tion among other nations; and He
has a sworn obligation to the Isra
elites' ancestors, who were His
loyal servants. In Jewish practice
this passage and 34.1-10 are read
in the synagogue on the public
fast days that commemorate na
tional disasters or near-disasters.

1 1 : Your people, whom You delivered
from the land of Egypt: Here Moses
counters God's disassociation of
Himself from Israel in v. 7· All the
effort that God has invested in Is
rael would be for naught if He
were to destroy them. 1 2: Moses'
most daring argument: annihilat
ing Israel would damage God's
reputation in the world. He would
appear diabolical and lose the
stature that He had gained from
the exodus. This suggests that God
cares about His reputation. 1 3: By
destroying the Israelites God
would, furthermore, violate His
oath to the patriarchs to give them
countless descendants and eternal
possession of the promised land
(Gen. 12.7; 13.15-16; 15.5; 17.7-8).
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of heaven, and I will give to your offspring this whole
land of which I spoke, to possess forever." 14 And the
LoRD renounced the punishment He had planned to bring
upon His people.
15 Thereupon Moses turned and went down from the
mountain bearing the two tablets of the Pact, tablets in
scribed on both their surfaces: they were inscribed on the
one side and on the other. 16 The tablets were God's work,
and the writing was God's writing, incised upon the
tablets. 17When Joshua heard the sound of the people in
its boisterousness, he said to Moses, "There is a cry of war
in the camp." 1B But he answered,
"It is not the sound of the tune of triumph,
Or the sound of the tune of defeat;
It is the sound of song that I hear!"
19 As soon as Moses came near the camp and saw the
calf and the dancing, he became enraged; and he hurled
the tablets from his hands and shattered them at the foot
of the mountain. 20 He took the calf that they had made
and burned it; he ground it to powder and strewed it
upon the water and so made the Israelites drink it.
21 Moses said to Aaron, "What did this people do to you
that you have brought such great sin upon them?"
22 Aaron said, "Let not my lord be enraged. You know that
this people is bent on evil. 23 They said to me, 'Make us a
god to lead us; for that man Moses, who brought us from
the land of Egypt-we do not know what has happened
to him.' 24 So I said to them, 'Whoever has gold, take it
off!' They gave it to me and I hurled it into the fire and out
came this calf!"
25 Moses saw that the people were out of control-since
Aaron had let them get out of control-so that they were a
menace" to any who might oppose them. 26 Moses stood
a 01/wrs "an object of derision."

Even Israel's violation of the con
ditional covenant made at Sinai
(19.5�) would not justify destroy
ing Israel, since the earlier cove
nant with the patriarchs was un
conditional and irrevocable (Gen.
17.7; Deut. 4.31). Moses' invoca
tion of the patriarchs became the
precedent for the postbiblical idea
of the "merit of the ancestors"
("zekhut 'avot") in Jewish prayers.
Going beyond the idea that God
rewards later generations for their
ancestors' merits (20.6), and the
notion that the ancestral promise

may never be broken, this concept
holds that even when Israel lacks
merit-as in the present case-its
ancestors' merits can sustain it and
God may grant mercy for their
sake. 1 4: God's agreement not to
destroy the people responds to
Moses' plea in v. 12, but not to the
request to bring Israel to the prom
ised land in v. 13 (see v. 34). In fact,
full reconciliation will require sev
eral further pleas by Moses. See
v. 34; 33.12-17; 34·9· 1 5: Bearing the
two tablets of the Pact, which he has
just received (31.18). 1 6: Incised

3 2 . 1 4-3 2 . 2 6

(Heb "l)arut") upon the tablets: In a
verbal play, a midrash interprets
the text as if it read "(there was)
freedom ("l)erut") upon the
tablets," explaining that no one
is free except one who studies
the Torah (Pirkei 'Avot 6.2). Ironi
cally, subjugation to law is
viewed as bringing true freedom.
1 7-1 8: Joshua, waiting for Moses
part-way up the mountain
(24.13 n.), hears the people's noise
but misjudges its nature, but
Moses discerns that it is singing.
The Heb word for singing
("'anot") is the same one used for
Miriam's singing of God's praises
in 15.21, again suggesting that the
people are honoring the calf as
they had honored God (v. 6 n.).
1 9: Breaking the tablets expresses
not only Moses' rage but (as in
Mesopotamian law) the annul
ment of the covenant, since its
most fundamental condition has
been violated. His action is the
equivalent of tearing up a contract.
20: Rabbinic exegesis, followed by
some modern scholars, takes the
forced drinking as a kind of ordeal
designed to identify the guilty,
comparable to the "waters of bit
terness" ritual for testing the sus
pected adulteress (Num. 5.11-31;
b. A. Z. 44a). Ramban suggests that
making the people drink the water
with the powdered ashes of the
calf would degrade the idol fur
ther by turning it into human
waste. 2 1 : Moses demands an ac
counting of Aaron because he had
left him in charge (2,p4). 24: Out
came this calf!: Aaron denies re
sponsibility for making the calf; it
made itself. Some see here evi
dence for a version of the story
in which the calf was created
supernaturally (which supports
the view that the story was origi
nally an approving one), like
midrashim that describe how the
Tabernacle and Solomon's Temple,
respectively, erected and built
themselves (e.g., Exod. Rab. 52.4)
and a Ugaritic myth that tells
how Baal's palace was built by
firing silver and gold for six days
(D. Pardee in W. W. Hallo and
K. L. Younger, eds., The Context of
Scripture 1.261). 26: Whoever is for
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up in the gate of the camp and said, "Whoever is for the
LoRD, come here!" And all the Levites rallied to him. 27 He
said to them, "Thus says the LoRD, the God of Israel: Each
of you put sword on thigh, go back and forth from gate to
gate throughout the camp, and slay brother, neighbor, and
kin." 2B The Levites did as Moses had bidden; and some
three thousand of the people fell that day. 29 And Moses
said, "Dedicate yourselves• to the LoRD this day-for each
of you has been against son and brother-that He may be
stow a blessing upon you today."
30The next day Moses said to the people, "You have
been guilty of a great sin. Yet I will now go up to the LORD;
perhaps I may win forgiveness for your sin." 31 Moses
went back to the LORD and said, "Alas, this people is
guilty of a great sin in making for themselves a god of
gold. 32 Now, if You will forgive their sin [well and good];
but if not, erase me from the record which You have writ
ten!" 33 But the LoRD said to Moses, "He who has sinned
against Me, him only will I erase from My record. 34 Go
now, lead the people where I told you. See, My angel shall
go before you. But when I make an accounting, I will
bring them to account for their sins."
35 Then the LoRD sent a plague upon the people, b·for
what they did with the calf that Aaron made:b

3 3 Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Set out from here,

you and the people that you have brought up from

n

Lit. "fill your lwnds."
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.

I may win forgiveness for your sin:
From God's incomplete response
in v. 14 Moses realizes that He has
not yet forgiven the people. Moses
wants more than their survival.

32: Erase mefrom the record which
You have written, i.e., "the book of
life" (or, "the book of the living,"
Ps. 69.29; cf. Isa. 4-3), a notion
(based on Mesopotamian tablets
of life and destiny written by the
gods) developed in much detail in
the postbiblical liturgy for Rosh
Ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur.
Moses demands that his own life
be taken if God will not forgive Is
rael. According to Ramban, he
means that if God will not forgive
Israel, He should take Moses' life
in Israel's place. In either case,
Moses here goes beyond his earlier
refusal to supplant Israel (v. 10 n.).
33-34: God declines both of
Moses' requests: He will not take
Moses' life or waive further pun
ishment of the people. He does
agree that the people may proceed
to the promised land, but led only
by an angel (23.20 n.), not Himself
personally. 35: Punishment was
not limited to those directly in
volved in worshipping the calf
but, in keeping with the concept of
collective responsibility, strikes
"the people," i.e., others as well
(Num. 25.1H}; Josh. 7.1-5, 24-26).

the LoRo: As far as Moses is con

ordained yourselves/been ordained

33.1-6: The LoRD's further dis
pleasure. 1-3: Explaining what He

cerned, whatever the intention of
its worshippers, worshipping an
image is tantamount to worship
ping another god and must be op
posed by those who are loyal to
the LoRD. The Levites, Moses' fel
low tribesmen, step forward. This
story thus justifies the Levites'
later important cultic role (see
v. 29 n.). 27: With Israel's fate in
the balance (v. 30), Moses orders
the Levites, in God's name, to
summarily execute the guilty,
not sparing even their own kin.
29: The Heb is difficult. Taking the
verbs as past tense (thus LXX), the
v. may mean that by their action
the Levites have dedicated them
selves to God's service. In view of
the idiom "fill the hand" (28.41 n.)
the v. may mean, "Today you have

for the service of the LoRD . . . and
so have brought a blessing upon
yourselves (or: He has granted
you a blessing) today." This has
been seen as referring to the Le
vites' future role as sanctuary at
tendants (Num. 1.48-54; chs 3-4),
but in P texts in the Torah only
priests are ordained, and accord
ing to Deut. 10.8 it was at this time
that God chose the Levites for
their future priestly role. Deut.
holds, contrary to P (Exod. 28.1),
that all Levites, not only descen
dants of Aaron, may be priests
(Deut. 18.1-8); the present non-P
narrative may share that view.
Having battled illegitimate wor
ship, the Levites are made the
ministers of legitimate worship.
See also Deut. 33.8-10. 30: Perhaps

meant in 32.34, God's reference to
the people that you (Moses) have
brought up from the land of Egypt in
dicates that He is still alienated
from Israel. Despite the similarity
of His words in v. 2 to His promise
in 20.2o-23, vv. 3b-5 make clear
that here the promise of angelic
guidance is punitive: God Himself
will not accompany a rebellious
people. The people's misguided
attempt to secure God's Presence
and guidance (32.1) has backfired,
and God's plan to abide among
the people in the Tabernacle (25.8;
29.45-46) is implicitly withdrawn.
All of Moses' efforts in chs 33-34
are directed toward ending this
alienation and restoring God's di
rect Presence among the people,
and he succeeds step by step; see
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the land of Egypt, to the land of which I swore to Abra
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, saying, 'To your offspring will
I give it'- 2 I will send an angel before you, and I will
drive out the Canaanites, the Amorites, the Hittites, the
Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites_3 a land flow
ing with milk and honey. But I will not go in your midst,
since you are a stiffnecked people, lest I destroy you on
the way."
4 When the people heard this harsh word, they went
into mourning, and none put on his finery.
5 The LORD said to Moses, "Say to the Israelite people,
'You are a stiffnecked people. If I were to go in your midst
for one moment, I would destroy you. Now, then, leave
off your finery, and I will consider what to do to you.'
6 So the Israelites remained stripped of the finery from
Mount Horeb on.

moves the site for communicating
with Him outside the camp and
(v. 12) resumes his dialogue with
Him. Since this tent is also called
"the Tent of Meeting," scholars
consider it part of a variant tradi
tion (found also in Num. 11.16-30;
12.4-13; Deut. 31.14-15) which
sees the "Tent of Meeting" not as a
sanctuary or a place of sacrifice, as
does P (chs 25-31, 35-40), but
purely as an oracle-site. Kept out
side the camp, it is tended by
Joshua rather than priests, and
anybody who wants to consult
God may come to it. God does not
abide in it but descends to it in a
pillar of cloud to converse with
Moses face to face, as one man speaks
to another (v. 1 1), rather than by
voice only from between the
cherubs (25.27; Num. 7.8g). The
statement that Moses would . . .
pitch [the Tent] outside the camp
supports the theory that this pas
sage was not originally part of the
present context; it indicates that
Moses would regularly pitch the
Tent outside the camp, not inside
the camp as P requires (Num. 2.2,
17); cf. Num. 1 1.26, 30; 12.4. 7: Tent
of Meeting: The explanation that
whoever sought the LoRD would re
sort to the Tent is consistent with
the etymology of the name (25.8
n.). 1 1 : Face to face, c£. Num. 12.8;
Deut. 34.10. Even if meant figura
tively, this is incompatible with
vv. 2o-22, which is from a different
source. Would not stir out of the
Tent, cf. 1 Sam. 3.3, 15.

"

7 Now Moses would take the Tent and pitch it outside
the camp, at some distance from the camp. It was called
the Tent of Meeting, and whoever sought the LoRD would
go out to the Tent of Meeting that was outside the camp.
B Whenever Moses went out to the Tent, all the people
would rise and stand, each at the entrance of his tent, and
gaze after Moses until he had entered the Tent. 9 And
when Moses entered the Tent, the pillar of cloud would
descend and stand at the entrance of the Tent, while He
spoke with Moses. lO When all the people saw the pillar of
cloud poised at the entrance of the Tent, all the people
would rise and bow low, each at the entrance of his tent.
11 The LORD would speak to Moses face to face, as one
man speaks to another. And he would then return to the
camp; but his attendant, Joshua son of Nun, a youth,
would not stir out of the Tent.
12 Moses said to the LoRD, "See, You say to me, 'Lead this
people forward/ but You have not made known to me
whom You will send with me. Further, You have said, 'I
have singled you out by name, and you have, indeed,
gained My favor.' 13 Now, if I have truly gained Your favor,
pray let me know Your ways, that I may know You and con
tinue in Your favor. Consider, too, that this nation is Your
vv. 14, 17; 34.1, 10. In the present,
redacted form of Exodus, with this
narrative (from J and E) followed
by chs 35-40 (P), Moses' crowning
success is the resumption of plans
to build God's abode among the
people in chs 35-40. 2-3a: The

.

Canaanites . . milk and Jzoni?IJ,
3.8 n.
33.7-1 1: The Tent of Meeting
moved outside the camp. As a
consequence of God's refusal to
abide among the people, Moses
- 187-
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33.1 2-23: Moses pleads with
God. 1 2: You have not made known
to me whom You will send with me,
perhaps alluding to the fact that
the angel of God mentioned in
v. 2 does not seem to have the
same authority as the one prom
ised in 23.21-22. 1 3: Let me know
Your ways, Your ways in dealing
with humankind, meaning-as
indicated by God's response in
34.6-7 and Ps. 103.7-13-the prin
ciples by which you deal with
human sin. God had said that the
angel would be unforgiving
(23.21). What is God's own way?

Consider, too, that this nation is Your
people: Perhaps: What is Your way,
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people. " 14And He said, •·"I will go in the lead and will-•
lighten your burden." 15 And he said to Him, "Unless You
go in the lead, do not make us leave this place. 16 For how
shall it be known that Your people have gained Your favor
unless You go with us, so that we may be distinguished,
Your people and I, from every people on the face of the
earth?"
17 And the LORD said to Moses, "I will also do this thing
that you have asked; for you have truly gained My favor
and I have singled you out by name." 18 He said, "Oh, let
me behold Your Presence!" 19 And He answered, 'T will
make all My goodness pass before you, and I will pro
claim before you the name LORD, b-and the grace that I
grant and the compassion that I show.-b 20 But," He said,
"you cannot see My face, for man may not see Me and
live." 21 And the LoRD said, "See, there is a place near Me.
Station yourself on the rock 22 and, as My Presence passes
by, I will put you in a cleft of the rock and shield you with
My hand until I have passed by. 23 Then I will take My
hand away and you will see My back; but My face must
not be seen."

3 4 The LoRD said to Moses: "Carve two tablets of

stone like the first, and I will inscribe upon the
tablets the words that were on the first tablets, which you
shattered. 2 Be ready by morning, and in the morning
come up to Mount Sinai and present yourself there to Me,
on the top of the mountain. 3 No one else shall come up
with you, and no one else shall be seen anywhere on the

a-a Lit. "My face will go and I will."
b-b Lit. "and I wiii grant t!Je grace tl.at I will grant and s!Jow t!Je compassion t!Jat I will
slww. "
considering that Israel is Your own
people? (32.7 n., 11 n.; cf. v. 16
below). 14: I will go in the lead and
will lighten your burden: Rather: "I
personally will go and will deliver
you to safety." "Deliver to a safe
haven" is a common meaning of
the second verb (Deut. 3.20; 25.19).
This is essentially the role God had
promised the angel would play in
v. 2 and 23.2o-23, and is therefore
a further concession to Moses,
though he has not yet agreed to go
in Israel's midst (34·9). 1 5: Unless
You go in the lead: Rather, "unless
you personally go," as in v. 14.
1 6: A preferable translation would
be: "For how shall it be known

that I have gained Your favor-I
and Your people--unless You go
with us, so that we may be distin
guished-! and Your people-
from every people on the face of
the earth?" Moses insists that Is
rael enjoy the same favor that he
does and reiterates that it is God's
people. The proof of divine favor
is to be led by God Himself, not by
an intermediary. 18: Emboldened
by God's favorable reply, Moses
supplements his request to know
God's ways (v. 13) with a request
to behold God's Presence (16.6-7
n.), that is, to know Him visually
as well (see vv. 2o-23). He seeks
total familiarity with God.
-188-

1 9-23: God replies to both of
Moses' requests: He will let hin:t
know His ways (v. 19) and grant
him a partial visual experience,
but a full visual experience would
be fatal (vv. 2o-23). 19: Proclaim . . .
the name LoRD: God will disclose
all the qualities embodied in His
name, YHVH (3.14 n.; 6.2 n.); this
is fulfilled in 34.6-7. According to
rabbinic exegesis, the name YHVH
("LoRo") expresses God's attribute
of mercy while "God" ('"elohim")
expresses His attribute of strict
justice, but as 34·6-? shows, the
name YHVH expresses both attri
butes (cf. 34.13). And the grace that

I grant and the compassion that I
show: Better, "but I shall grant
grace to whom I will and shall be
merciful to whom I will." Not
withstanding His gracious quali
ties, God remains sovereign and
decides whom or whether to for
give. Justice may not be viewed
as automatic. 20: See 3.6 n.; cf.
24.10 n. According to Num. 12.8,
Moses sees God's "likeness" (Heb
"temunah," which appears in po
etic parallelism with "face" in Ps.
q.15). This may represent a differ
ent tradition than the present v.,
or it may represent a later stage in
Moses' relationship with God.
21: On the rock, On the top of
Mount Sinai. 22-23: My hand . . .
My back . . . My face: As noted in
the comment to 3.6, the Bible as
sumes that God has a human
form; but that seeing Him would
be too awesome for humans to
survive.
34.1-35: Restoration of the cove
nant. Exod. 34.1-10, containing the
list of God's attributes and the
phrase "Pardon our iniquity and
our sin, and take us for Your
own!" (v. 9), is part of the Torah
reading on public fast days. 1: God
now prepares to formally restore
the covenant by replacing the bro
ken tablets (32.19 n.). But whereas
the first tablets were made by God
(32.16), these would be man-made,
though inscribed by God. Sfomo
infers from the difference that God
did not forgive Israel completely.
3: As when the terms of the cove
nant were first proclaimed, access
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mountain; neither shall the flocks and the herds graze at
the foot of this mountain."
4 So Moses carved two tablets of stone, like the first, and
early in the morning he went up on Mount Sinai, as the
LORD had commanded him, taking the two stone tablets
with him. 5 The LORD came down in a cloud; He stood
with him there, and proclaimed the name LoRD. 6 The
LoRD passed before him •·and proclaimed: "The LoRD! the
LORD!-• a God compassionate and gracious, slow to anger,
abounding in kindness and faithfulness, 7 extending kind
ness to the thousandth generation, forgiving iniquity,
transgression, and sin; yet He does not remit all punish
ment, but visits the iniquity of parents upon children and
children's children, upon the third and fourth genera
tions."
8 Moses hastened to bow low to the ground in homage,
9 and said, "If I have gained Your favor, 0 Lord, pray, let
the Lord go in our midst, even though this is a stiffnecked
people. Pardon our iniquity and our sin, and take us for
Your own!"
lO He said: I hereby make a covenant. Before all your
people I will work such wonders as have not been
wrought on all the earth or in any nation; and all the peo
ple b-who are with you-b shall see how awesome are the
LoRD's deeds which I will perform for you. 11 Mark well
what I command you this day. I will drive out before you
the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites,
the Hivites, and the Jebusites. 12 Beware of making a cove-

21.29). 8-9: Ignoring God's puni
tive attributes, Moses invokes His
magnanimous attributes and
pleads that He cancel His refusal
to go in Israel's midst (vv. 3, 5) and
forgive its sin. Take us for Your own,
reestablish Israel as His own peo
ple. The Heb means " take us
(back) as your inalienable heredi
tary property," a metaphor fre
quently applied to Israel to express
God's attachment to them (Deut.
4.20; 9.29), "since a person's per
sonal property and his portion are
dear to him" (Saadia Gaon, Book of
Beliefs and Opinions, 2:11). Moses'
ignoring of God's punitive quali
ties became a precedent in the
Bible and in later Jewish practice,
both of which frequently recite
only God's magnanimous attrib
utes (e.g., Jonah 4.2; Joel 2.23;
Ps. 86.15; and esp. Neh. 9.17-18,
which refers to the golden calf
episode; Ps. 25.4-11 is virtually a
commentary on the magnanimous
attributes), reflecting a firm belief
that God is more magnanimous
than punitive (Ezek. 18.23, 32).
Jewish tradition reads the list of
God's magnanimous qualities as
His "Thirteen Attributes." It is re
cited as a prayer for forgiveness on
various holidays, fast days, and
other penitential occasions, espe
cially the Days of Awe (the High
Holidays). 1 0: God will (re)estab
lish the covenant. He will lead
Israel to the promised land
with unprecedented miracles (d.
9·13-10.29 n.). In return, Israel
is to obey the following terms.
1 1 -26: In view of the people's re
cent religious sin, these terms re
state their religious duties; they
are a variant-in some details
stricter--of the pertinent section of
the Book of the Covenant
(23.12-33; see comments there). In
light of the people's sin of idolatry,
the order in the parallel section in
ch 23 is reversed, presenting the
laws against idolatry first and
in greater detail (vv. 1 1-17 I I
23.2o-33) and then the religious
calendar (vv. 18-26 I I 23.12-19).
1 1 : Cf. 23.23, 31b. 1 2-1 3: An ex
panded list (based on 23.32-33)
of Canaanite cult objects that must
be destroyed. Sacred posts, Heb

n-n Or "nnd th� Lord proclnimed: Tlr� LoRD! n God compnssio11ntt•," �tc.; cf Num.
14. 17-18.
b-b Lit. "i11 whos� midst you nr�. "
to the mountain is restricted (d.
19. 12, 21-24) in preparation for
God's descending to it (v. 5).
5-7: God grants both of Moses' re
quests, passing His Presence be
fore him (33.22) and proclaiming
His ways (33.13). The name LoRD
[YHvH], that is, the attributes it
represents. These attributes in
clude both magnanimity (vv. �a)
and justice (v. 7b; cf. v. 14). Kind
ness and faithfulness, rather, "stead
fast faithfulness" (Heb "l:lesed"
[15.13 n.; 20.6 n.] and '"emet"),
extending Himself to those in
covenant with Him; cf. Ps. 25.10
(rendered "steadfast love").
7: Extending kindness . . . visits
the iniquity . . . , 20.5-6 n. This v.

closely parallels the latter but it re
verses the order, giving prece
dence to God's magnanimous at
tributes in response to Moses' plea
for pardon. At the same time, its
characterization of transgenera
tional reward and punishment is
unconditional, unlike that in
20.5-6 which limits it to descen
dants who follow their ancestors'
ways. God's sovereign right to dis
pense reward and punishment is
not bound by the limits He im
poses on human justice (Deut.
24.16). Yet He does not remit all pun
islwzent, Num. 14.19. God never
entirely waives punishment, al
though it may be deferred, even to
a later generation (see esp. 1 Kings
- 18g -
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nant with the inhabitants of the land against which you
are advancing, lest they be a snare in your midst. 13 No,
you must tear down their altars, smash their pillars, and
cut down their sacred posts; 14 for you must not worship
any other god, because the LoRD, whose name is Impas
sioned, is an impassioned God. 15 You must not make a
covenant with the inhabitants of the land, for they will
lust after their gods and sacrifice to their gods and invite
you, and you will eat of their sacrifices. 16 And when you
take wives from among their daughters for your sons,
their daughters will lust after their gods and will cause
your sons to lust after their gods.
1 7 You shall not make molten gods for yourselves.
1 8 You shall observe the Feast of Unleavened Bread
eating unleavened bread for seven days, as I have com
manded you-at the set time of the month• of Abib, for in
the month of Abib you went forth from Egypt.
19 Every first issue of the womb is Mine, from all your
livestock that drop a rnaleb as firstling, whether cattle or
sheep. 20 But the firstling of an ass you shall redeem with a
sheep; if you do not redeem it, you must break its neck.
And you must redeem every first-born among your sons.
None shall appear before Me empty-handed.
21 Six days you shall work, but on the seventh day you
shall cease from labor; you shall cease from labor even at
plowing time and harvest time.
22 You shall observe the Feast of Weeks, of the first fruits
of the wheat harvest; and the Feast of Ingathering at the
turn of the year. 23 Three times a year all your males shall
appear before the Sovereign LoRD, the God of Israel. 24 I
will drive out nations from your path and enlarge your
territory; no one will covet your land when you go up to
appear before the LoRD your God three times a year.
25 You shall not offer the blood of My sacrifice with any
thing leavened; and the sacrifice of the Feast of Passover
shall not be left lying until morning.
26 The choice first fruits of your soil you shall bring to
the house of the LoRD your God.
You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk.
27 And the LORD said to Moses: Write down these corna See note at 13-4-

b Heb. tizzakhar,Jorm uncertain.

'"asherah," a wooden object stand
ing at a place of worship. It was a
natural or artificial tree, an image,
a tree trunk, or a pole (Deut. 16.21;
Judg. 6.25-32; 1 Kings 21.3, 7). It
may have been regarded as a sym-

bol of the Canaanite goddess
Asherah or of the protection, fertil
ity, or nourishment worshippers
hoped to receive from a deity.
14: Exod. 23.24 is restated in the
more comprehensive terms of 20.3,
- 190-

5, including the prohibition of
worshipping any other god and
the warning against provoking
God's indignation (20.5 n.). This
passage goes beyond 20.5 in stat
ing that the LoRo's very name is
Impassioned, meaning that jealous
indignation (20.5 n.) is another of
the qualities embodied in His
name or essence ()3.19). This is
possibly a play on the name YHVH,
equating its root "h-v-h" with
"h-w-y" used in Arabic with the
meaning "passion." 1 5-1 6: This
explains v. 12, warning that
Canaanites remaining in the land
would, especially through inter
marriage, seduce the Israelites
into participating in their idolatry
(d. Num. 25.1-3). 17: You shall not
make molten godsfor yourselves, es
sentially a restatement of 20.4 in
terms relevant to the present cir
cumstances (32.4, 8). 1 8-26: Since
in worshipping the calf the Israel
ites created an illicit religious
festival (32.5), the calendar of legit
imate festivals and related obliga
tions is restated. 1 8: Cf. 23.14-15.
1 9-20a: A digression prompted by
the connection of dedicating the
first-born with the exodus; cf. 1).2,
11-15 and cf. 22.28-29. 20b: None

shall appear before Me empty-handed,
continuing v. 18; cf. 23.15b. 21: A
further digression, prompted by
the mention of the harvest in the
next v. Even at plowing time and har
vest time: The Sabbath (d. 23.12)
takes precedence even at the busi
est time of the agricultural year, as
it does when building the Taberna
cle (31.12-17; 35-2-J). 22: Cf. 23.16.
The Feast of Weeks is another name
for the Feast of the Harvest. Ac
cording to Lev. 23.15-16 and Deut.
16.9-10 it is observed seven weeks
("the weeks appointed for reap
ing," Jer. 5-24) after the Feast of
Unleavened Bread. 23: Three times
a year, on the three pilgrimage fes
tivals (23.14-17 n.; Deut. 16.16).
See 23.17. 24: The people need
have no fear of an attack on their
homes when they leave for the
festivals (23.17 n.). Covet, rather,
have designs on, scheme against
(20.14)- 25-26: See 12.6-11, 21-26;
23.18-19. 27: The commandments
just received are to form the basis
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mandments, for in accordance with these commandments
I make a covenant with you and with Israel.
28 And he was there with the LoRD forty days and forty
nights; he ate no bread and drank no water; and he wrote
down on the tablets the terms of the covenant, the Ten
Commandments.

the divine Presence is surrormded
by a radiant luminosity (a concept
also found in Mesopotamian liter
ature, where it is called "fearsome
radiance"). Thus, from his lengthy
and intense encormter with God,
Moses' face came to reflect the di
vine radiance. In this way, the
golden calf episode ends with the
theme with which it began: Moses'
role as Israel's conduit to God,
which the people feared they had
lost (32.1 n.), is reaffirmed and he
is shown to be more than a com
mon "man" (32.1). 29: Radiant,
Heb "karan," from "keren,"
"horn," in the sense of projection,
emanation, as in Hab. 3·4 ("rays").
In the Vulgate, Jerome, in an over
etymological translation, rendered
"was homed," although he knew
from the Septuagint that the mean
ing was figurative. Nevertheless,
his translation led to the image of
Moses with horns in medieval and
Renaissance art (see esp. Michel
angelo's Moses), and eventually,
coupled with the notion of Satan's
horns, to the anti-Semitic belief
that Jews have horns.

29 So Moses came down from Mount Sinai. And as
Moses came down from the mountain bearing the two
tablets of the Pact, Moses was not aware that the skin of
his face was radiant, since he had spoken with Him.
30 Aaron and all the Israelites saw that the skin of Moses'
face was radiant; and they shrank from coming near him.
3I But Moses called to them, and Aaron and all the chief
tains in the assembly returned to him, and Moses spoke to
them. 32 Afterward all the Israelites came near, and he in
structed them concerning all that the LoRD had imparted
to him on Mount Sinai. 33 And when Moses had finished
speaking with them, he put a veil over his face.
34 Whenever Moses went in before the LORD to speak
with Him, he would leave the veil off until he came out;
and when he came out and told the Israelites what he had
been commanded, 35 the Israelites would see how radiant
the skin of Moses' face was. Moses would then put the
veil back over his face until he went in to speak with Him.
VA-YAKHEL
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3 5 Moses then convoked the whole Israelite commu

nity and said to them:
These are the things that the LoRD has commanded you
to do: 2 On six days work may be done, but on the seventh
day you shall have a sabbath of complete rest, holy to the
of the restored covenant. 28: Forty
days and forty nights, as when he re
ceived the first tablets (24.18). Ate
no bread and drank 110 water: During
his private, intimate encounter
with God Moses was beyond
human needs and concerns (con
trast 24.9-11). He wrote dow11 on

the tablets the terms of the covenant,
the Ten Commandments: In view of
v. 1 and Deut. 10-4 this seems to
mean that God wrote down the
Decalogue, so that two covenant
documents-vv. 11-26 and the
Decalogue-resulted from this en
cormter, just as the terms of the
earlier covenant included both the
Decalogue and the Book of the
Covenant (24.4, 7-8, 12; 31.18). But

in the immediate context Ire wrote
is most naturally construed as re
ferring to Moses and the terms of
tire covenant as referring to the
terms mentioned in vv. 11-26; this
explains why some scholars call
these verses the Cultic Decalogue.
Their identification as the Deca
logue-which God was to write on
the tablets (v. 1)-is puzzling. The
present text appears to combine
two different traditions about
what the terms of the covenant
were. 29-35: Not only was Moses
beyond human needs while with
God (v. 27 n.), but his face came to
radiate an awe-inspiring light.
According to passages such as
Ezek. 1.27-28; Hab. 3-4; Ps. 104.2,

Chs 3�0: The construction of
the Tabernacle and God's en
trance into it. The people's change
of heart following their rebellion
is shown by their punctilious
obedience to God's commands,
highlighted by near verbatim cor
respondence between the instruc
tions in chs 25-31 and their execu
tion in 35-40, and by the recurring
phrase "as the LORD had com
manded Moses" in 38.32, 42, 43
and ch 39, and by their enthusi
asm, indicated by. recurrent refer
ences in ch 35 to their hearts and
spirits moving them to give, to
their freewill offerings (35.29;
36.3), and by their giving so much
that they had to be stopped
(36.3-7). In these chs the LXX has a
slightly different order than the
Hebrew.
35.1-3: The Sabbath reiterated.
Moses begins with the Sabbath,
the same subject with which God's
instructions concluded in 31.12-17.
It is an appropriate introduction to
a section in which the word

EXODUS
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LORD; whoever does any work on it shall be put to death.
3 You shall kindle no fire throughout your settlements on
the sabbath day.
4 Moses said further to the whole community of Israel
ites:
This is what the LoRD has commanded: 5 Take from
among you gifts to the LoRD; everyone whose heart so
moves him shall bring them-gifts for the LoRD: gold, sil
ver, and copper; 6 •blue, purple, and crimson yarns, fine
linen, and goats' hair; 7 tanned ram skins, dolphin skins,
and acacia wood; 8 oil for lighting, spices for the anointing
oil and for the aromatic incense; 9 lapis lazuli and other
stones for setting, for the ephod and the breastpiece.
10 And let all among you who are skilled come and
make all that the LORD has commanded: 11 the Tabernacle,
its tent and its covering, its clasps and its planks, its bars,
its posts, and its sockets; 12 the ark and its poles, the cover,
and the curtain for the screen; 13 the table, and its poles
and all its utensils; and the bread of display; 14 the lamp
stand for lighting, its furnishings and its lamps, and the
oil for lighting; 15 the altar of incense and its poles; the
anointing oil and the aromatic incense; and the entrance
screen for the entrance of the Tabernacle; 16 the altar of
burnt offering, its copper grating, its poles, and all its fur
nishings; the laver and its stand; 17 the hangings of the en
closure, its posts and its sockets, and the screen for the
gate of the court; 18 the pegs for the Tabernacle, the pegs
for the enclosure, and their cords; 19 the service vestments
for officiating in the sanctuary, the sacral vestments of
Aaron the priest and the vestments of his sons for priestly
service.
2 D So the whole community of the Israelites left Moses'
presence. 21 And everyone who excelled in ability and
everyone whose spirit moved him came, bringing to the
LORD his offering for the work of the Tent of Meeting and
for all its service and for the sacral vestments. 22 Men and
women, all whose hearts moved them, all who would
make an elevation offering of gold to the LoRD, came
bringing brooches, earrings, rings, and pendantsb-gold
objects of all kinds. 23 And everyone who had in his pos
session blue, purple, and crimson yarns, fine linen, goats'
hair, tanned ram skins, and dolphin skins, brought them;
24 everyone who would make gifts of silver or copper
brought them as gifts for the LoRD; and everyone who had
in his possession acacia wood for any work of the service
brought that. 25 And all the skilled women spun with their
a See 25.4ff. and the notes there.

b Meaning ofHeb. kumaz uncertain.
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"work" (Heb "mela'khah") ap
pears twenty-one more times.

3: You shall kindle nofire throughout
your settlements on the sabbath day:
Rabbinic exegesis holds that this
prohibition does not forbid letting
a previously kindled fire burn on
the Sabbath, so long as it is not re
fueled on the Sabbath. The Karaite
Jewish sect, however, took the law
to prohibit the use even of a previ
ously kindled fire and spent the
Sabbath in darkness.

35.4-29: The call for donations

and craftspeople and the people's
response. 10-19: The contents of
the Tabernacle are listed in more
systematic order than in chs 25-31
(see introductory n. to 30.1-31.17).

21 : For the work of the Tent of Meet
ing 1111d for all its service, rather, "for
the work on the Tent of Meeting,
all the labor on it." The materials
contributed were for the construc
tion of the Tabernacle, not for the
worship that would be conducted
there afterwards. Heb '"avodah,"
translated "service" here and in
27.19; 30.16; 35·24; 36.1, 3, 5; 39·40,
is better rendered "labor" (refer
ring to construction). See esp. 36.1
where the '"avodah," performed
by nonpriests, cannot refer to the
worship service, which was con
ducted by the priests. 22: Elevation
offering, 29.24 n. Gold objects of
all kinds: The jewelry given by
the Egyptians is now used to
obey rather than violate God's
commands (contrast 32.2-3).

25-26: And all the skilled women
spun: Spinning was woman's
work.
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own hands, and brought what they had spun, in blue, pur
ple, and crimson yarns, and in fine linen. 26 And all the
women who excelled in that skill spun the goats' hair.
27 And the chieftains brought lapis lazuli and other stones
for setting, for the ephod and for the breastpiece; 2B and
spices and oil for lighting, for the anointing oil, and for the
aromatic incense. 29 Thus the Israelites, all the men and
women whose hearts moved them to bring anything for
the work that the LoRD, through Moses, had commanded
to be done, brought it as a freewill offering to the LoRD.
30 And Moses said to the Israelites: See, the LoRD has
singled out by name Bezalel, son of Uri son of Hur, of the
tribe of Judah. 31 He has endowed him with a divine spirit
of skill, ability, and knowledge in every kind of craft
32 and •·has inspired him·• to make designs for work in
gold, silver, and copper, 33 to cut stones for setting and to
carve wood-to work in every kind of designer's craft34 and to give directions. He and Oholiab son of Ahisa
mach of the tribe of Dan 35 have been endowed with the
skill to do any work-of the carver, the designer, the em
broiderer in blue, purple, crimson yarns, and in fine linen,
and of the weaver-as workers in all crafts and as
makers of designs. 1 Let, then, Bezalel and Oholiab
and all the skilled persons whom the LoRD has endowed
with skill and ability to perform expertly all the tasks con
nected with the service of the sanctuary carry out all that
the LoRD has commanded.
2 Moses then called Bezalel and Oholiab, and every
skilled person whom the LoRD had endowed with skill,
everyone who excelled in ability, to undertake the task and
carry it out. 3 They took over from Moses all the gifts that
the Israelites had brought, to carry out the tasks connected
with the service of the sanctuary. But when these contin
ued to bring freewill offerings to him morning after morn
ing, 4 all the artisans who were engaged in the tasks of the
sanctuary came, each from the task upon which he was en
gaged, 5 and said to Moses, "The people are bringing more
than is needed for the tasks entailed in the work that the
LoRD has commanded to be done." 6 Moses thereupon had
this proclamation made throughout the camp: "Let no man
or woman make further effort toward gifts for the sanctu
ary!" So the people stopped bringing: 7 their efforts had
been more than enough for all the tasks to be done.

35.30-36.1: The appointment of
the master builders. The transla

36

B Then all the skilled among those engaged in the work
made the Tabernacle of ten strips of cloth, which they
n-n Moved up from v. 34 for clarity.
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3 5 . 26-36 . 8

tion correctly ignores the ch break
(a medieval innova tion; there is
none in the Heb text) since Moses'
announcement continues through
36.1 . 35.30: Moses informs the
public of Bezalel and Oholiab's ap
pointment. The Talmud, interpret
ing "see" as meaning "do you
agree?" inferred that one must not
appoint a public leader without
first consulting the public (b. Ber.
54a with Rashi). 34: And to give di
rections, to instruct others in these
skills.
36.2-7: The overabundance of do
nations. 3: Continued, even after
the work began; see v. 4· The com
mencement of the work is related
in v. 8.
36.8-38.20: The construction of
the Tabernacle. As in 35.1o-19, the
contents are listed in a more sys
tematic order than earlier.
36.8-37: The Tabernacle struc
ture. See 26.1-37. 35: The curtain
for the entrance to the Holy of
Holies (26.)1-33).
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made of fine twisted linen, blue, purple, and crimson
yarns; into these they worked a design of cherubim. 9 The
length of each cloth was twenty-eight cubits, and the
width of each cloth was four cubits, all cloths having the
same measurements. 10 They joined five of the cloths to
one another, and they joined the other five cloths to one
another. 11 They made loops of blue wool on the edge of
the outermost cloth of the one set, and did the same on the
edge of the outermost cloth of the other set: 12 they made
fifty loops on the one cloth, and they made fifty loops on
the edge of the end cloth of the other set, the loops being
opposite one another. 13 And they made fifty gold clasps
and coupled the units• to one another with the clasps, so
that the Tabernacle became one whole.
14They made cloths of goats' hair for a tent over the
Tabernacle; they made the cloths eleven in number. 15 The
length of each cloth was thirty cubits, and the width
of each cloth was four cubits, the eleven cloths having
the same measurements. 16 They joined five of the cloths
by themselves, and the other six cloths by themselves.
17They made fifty loops on the edge of the outermost
cloth of the one set, and they made fifty loops on the edge
of the end cloth of the other set. 18 They made fifty copper
clasps to couple the Tent together so that it might become
one whole. 19 And they made a covering of tanned ram
skins for the tent, and a covering of dolphin skins above.
20 They made the planks for the Tabernacle of acacia
wood, upright. 21 The length of each plank was ten cubits,
the width of each plank a cubit and a half. 22 Each plank
had two tenons, parallelb to each other; they did the same
with all the planks of the Tabernacle. 23 Qf the planks of the
Tabernacle, they made twenty planks for the south side,c
24 making forty silver sockets under the twenty planks, two
sockets under one plank for its two tenons and two sockets
under each following plank for its two tenons; 25 and for
the other side wall of the Tabernacle, the north side, twenty
planks, 26 with their forty silver sockets, two sockets under
one plank and two sockets under each following plank.
27 And for the rear of the Tabernacle, to the west, they made
six planks; 28 and they made two planks for the corners of
the Tabernacle at the rear. 29d·They matched at the bottom,
but terminated as one at the top into one ring;·d they did so
with both of them at the two corners. 30Thus there were
n Lit. "strip of cloth," l1ere used col/ccfively.
b See 110/e nf 26.17.
c See 11ofe nf 26.18.
d-d See 11ofe at 26.24.
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eight planks with their sockets of silver: sixteen sockets,
two under each plank.
31 They made bars of acacia wood, five for the planks of
the one side wall of the Tabernacle, 32 five bars for the
planks of the other side wall of the Tabernacle, and five
bars for the planks of the wall of the Tabernacle at the rear,
to the west; 33 they made the center bar to run, halfway up
the planks, from end to end. 34 They overlaid the planks
with gold, and made their rings of gold, as holders for the
bars; and they overlaid the bars with gold.
35 They made the curtain of blue, purple, and crimson
yarns, and fine twisted linen, working into it a design of
cherubim. 36 They made for it four posts of acacia wood
and overlaid them with gold, with their hooks of gold;
and they cast for them four silver sockets.
37They made the screen for the entrance of the Tent, of
blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and fine twisted linen,
done in embroidery; 38 and five posts for it with their
hooks. They overlaid their tops and their bands with gold;
but the five sockets were of copper.

3 7 Bezalel made the ark of acacia wood, two and a

half cubits long, a cubit and a half wide, and a cubit
and a half high. 2 He overlaid it with pure gold, inside and
out; and he made a gold molding for it round about. 3 He
cast four gold rings for it, for its four feet: two rings on one
of its side walls and two rings on the other. 4 He made
poles of acacia wood, overlaid them with gold, 5 and in
serted the poles into the rings on the side walls of the ark
for carrying the ark.
6 He made a cover of pure gold, two and a half cubits
long and a cubit and a half wide. 7 He made two cherubim
of gold; he made them of hammered work, at the two
ends of the cover: 8 one cherub at one end and the other
cherub at the other end; he made the cherubim of one
piece with the cover, at its two ends. 9 The cherubim had
their wings spread out above, shielding the cover with
their wings. They faced each other; the faces of the cheru
bim were turned toward the cover.
10 He made the table of acacia wood, two cubits long,
one cubit wide, and a cubit and a half high; 11 he overlaid
it with pure gold and made a gold molding around it.
1 2 He made a rim of a hand's breadth around it and made
a gold molding for its rim round about. 1 3 He cast four
gold rings for it and attached the rings to the four corners
at its four legs. 14 The rings were next to the rim, as holders
for the poles to carry the table. 15 He made the poles of
acacia wood for carrying the table, and overlaid them

37.1-9: The Ark and its cherub
cover. See 25.1o---22. These would
stand in the Holy of Holies.
37.10-28: The table, the lamp
stand, and the incense altar. See
25.23-40; 3 1 . 1-10. These would
stand in the Holy Place. Note that
the incense altar is not separated
from the other items that it would
stand with as it is in 31.1-10.
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with gold. 16 The utensils that were to be upon the table
its bowls, ladles, jugs, and jars with which to offer liba
tions-he made of pure gold.
1 7 He made the lampstand of pure gold. He made the
lampstand-its base and its shaft-of hammered work; its
cups, calyxes, and petals were of one piece with it. 18 Six
branches issued from its sides: three branches from one
side of the lampstand, and three branches from the other
side of the lampstand. 19 There were three cups shaped
like almond-blossoms, each with calyx and petals, on one
branch; and there were three cups shaped like almond
blossoms, each with calyx and petals, on the next branch;
so for all six branches issuing from the lampstand. 20 Qn
the lampstand itself there were four cups shaped like al
mond-blossoms, each with calyx and petals: 21 a calyx, of
one piece with it, under a pair of branches; and a calyx, of
one piece with it, under the second pair ofbranches; and a
calyx, of one piece with it, under the last pair of branches;
so for all six branches issuing from it. 22 Their calyxes and
their stems were of one piece with it, the whole of it a sin
gle hammered piece of pure gold. 23 He made its seven
lamps, its tongs, and its fire pans of pure gold. 24 He made
it and all its furnishings out of a talent of pure gold.
25 He made the incense altar of acacia wood, a cubit long
and a cubit wide-square-and two cubits high; its horns
were of one piece with it. 26 He overlaid it with pure gold:
its top, its sides round about, and its horns; and he made a
gold molding for it round about. 27He made two gold
rings for it under its molding, on its two walls-on oppo
site sides-as holders for the poles with which to carry it.
28 He made the poles of acacia wood, and overlaid them
with gold. 29 He prepared the sacred anointing oil and the
pure aromatic incense, expertly blended.

3 8 He made the altar for burnt offering of acacia

wood, five cubits long and five cubits wide
square-and three cubits high. 2 He made horns for it on
its four corners, the horns being of one piece with it; and
he overlaid it with copper. 3 He made all the utensils of the
altar-the pails, the scrapers, the basins, the flesh hooks,
and the fire pans; he made all these utensils of copper. 4 He
made for the altar a grating of meshwork in copper, ex
tending below, under its ledge, to its middle. 5 He cast four
rings, at the four corners of the copper grating, as holders
for the poles. 6 He made the poles of acacia wood and
overlaid them with copper; 7 and he inserted the poles
into the rings on the side walls of the altar, to carry it by
them. He made it hollow, of boards.

37.29: The anointing oil and the
incense. See .30.22-.37· The incense
is mentioned here because it
would be burnt on the incense
altar. The anointing oil is men
tioned with it by association, since
it too is a compound.
38.1-8: The altar of burnt offer
ing and the laver. See 27.1-8;
30.17-21. These would stand in the
courtyard. Note that they are not
separated from each other as they
were when first mentioned. 8: The
laver is not made from the copper
(bronze) donated by the general
public (vv. 29-31) but from a sepa
rate gift from the women who per

formed tasks at the entrance of the
Tent of Meeting: The same class of
women is mentioned in 1 Sam.
2.22 but there is no indication of
what they did. The Heb phrase
translated performed tasks refers to
the Levites performing physical
labor in Num. 4.23; 8.24. This no
tice is doubly enigmatic since the
Tent has not yet been erected. It in
dicates some role for women in
connection with the Tabernacle
(see 35.22).
38.9-20: The enclosure. See
27·9-19.
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s He made the laver of copper and its stand of copper,
from the mirrors of the women who performed tasks• at
the entrance of the Tent of Meeting.
9 He made the enclosure:
On the southb side, a hundred cubits of hangings of fine
twisted linen for the enclosure-tO with their twenty posts
and their twenty sockets of copper, the hooks and bands
of the posts being silver.
11 On the north side, a hundred cubits-with their
twenty posts and their twenty sockets of copper, the
hooks and bands of the posts being silver.
120n the west side, fifty cubits of hangings-with their
ten posts and their ten sockets, the hooks and bands of the
posts being silver.
13 And on the front side, to the east, fifty cubits: 14 fifteen
cubits of hangings on the one flank, with their three posts
and their three sockets, 15 and fifteen cubits of hangings
on the other flank-on each side of the gate of the enclo
sure<-with their three posts and their three sockets.
16 All the hangings around the enclosure were of fine
twisted linen. 17 The sockets for the posts were of copper,
the hooks and bands of the posts were of silver, the over
lay of their tops was of silver; all the posts of the enclosure
were banded with silver.-1B The screen of the gate of the
enclosure, done in embroidery, was of blue, purple, and
crimson yams, and fine twisted linen. It was twenty cubits
long. d-lts height-or width-was five cubits, like that
of-d the hangings of the enclosure. 19The posts were four;
their four sockets were of copper, their hooks of silver;
and the overlay of their tops was of silver, as were also
their bands.__zo All the pegs of the Tabernacle and of the
enclosure round about were of copper.

38.21-31 : The tally of materials.
A tally of donations was being
made as they were given (d.
36.3-7). (Egyptian art shows metal
being weighed and recorded be
fore being used by the artisans
[ANEP no. 133].) The items are
listed in descending order of
value. The list is not balanced. It
includes the total of all the gold
donated by the general public and
used throughout the sanctuary, but
does not identify the specific items
made with it. On the other hand, it
tallies, and specifies the items
made with, the silver acquired
from the census (30.11-16), but not
that given in the general donation
(35.24; it is not known what was
done with the latter, since the for
mer was used for everything that
is supposed to be made of silver
[26.19-32; 27.1o-11, q]). In con
trast to the silver, it tallies, and
specifies articles made with, the
copper/bronze given in the gen
eral donation ()5.25), but not that
obtained from the women's mir
rors (38.8). For the fabrics in
39.1 (if they are part of this list),
no quantities are given at all.
21: These are the records, better,
"this is the tally." The Tabernacle of
the Pact, 25.1o-16 n. The work of the
Levites: They conducted the tally.

PEKUDEI
21 These are the records of the Tabernacle, the Taberna
cle of the Pact, which were drawn up at Moses' bidding
the work of the Levites under the direction of lthamar son
of Aaron the priest. 22 Now Bezalel, son of Uri son of Hur,
of the tribe of Judah, had made all that the LORD had
commanded Moses; 23 at his side was Oholiab son of Ahis
amach, of the tribe of Dan, carver and designer, and em
broiderer in blue, purple, and crimson yams and in fine
linen.
24 All the gold that was used for the work, in all the
a Menning of Heb. 1111Certni11.
b Cf 11ote at 26.18.
c Wlliclt ncco11nts for tile re111niui11g 20 c11bits; cf v. 18.
d-d Menni11g of Heb. 1111certni11.

3 8 . 8-38 .24

Under the direction of lthamar son of
Aaron the priest: The later censuses
were also under priestly supervi
sion (Num. 1.2-3, 17-18; 26.1-3,
63). Ithamar (6.23; 28.1) would later
supervise some of the Levites in
their porterage duties (Num. 4.28,
33; 7.8). 22-23: The cooperation
of Bezalel and Oholiab was neces
sary for the Levites to supervise
how the metals were used.
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38.25-3 9 . 1 0

work of the sanctuary-the elevation offering of gold
came to 29 talents• and 730 shekels by the sanctuary
weight. 25 The silver of those of the community who were
recorded came to 100 talents and 1,775 shekels by the
sanctuary weight: 26a half-shekelb a head, half a shekel by
the sanctuary weight, for each one who was entered in the
records, from the age of twenty years up, 603,550 men.
27 The 100 talents of silver were for casting the sockets of
the sanctuary and the sockets for the curtain, 100 sockets
to the 100 talents, a talent a socket. 28 And of the 1,775
shekels he made hooks for the posts, overlay for their
tops, and bands around them.
29 The copper from the elevation offering came to 70 tal
ents and 2AOO shekels. 30 Qf it he made the sockets for the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting; the copper altar and its
copper grating and all the utensils of the altar; 31 the sock
ets of the enclosure round about and the sockets of the
gate of the enclosure; and all the pegs of the Tabernacle
and all the pegs of the enclosure round about.

3 9 Of the blue, purple, and crimson yarns they alsoc

made the service vestments for officiating in the
sanctuary; they made Aaron's sacral vestments-as the
LoRD had commanded Moses.
2 The ephod was maded of gold, blue, purple, and crim
son yams, and fine twisted linen. 3 They hammered out
sheets of gold and cut threads to be worked into designs
among the blue, the purple, and the crimson yarns, and
the fine linen. 4 They made for it attaching shoulder
pieces; they were attached at its two ends. S The decorated
band that was upon it was made like it, of one piece with
it; of gold, blue, purple, and crimson yarns, and fine
twisted linen-as the LORD had commanded Moses.
6 They bordered the lazuli stones with frames of gold,
engraved with seal engravings of the names of the sons
of Israel. 7. They were set on the shoulder-pieces of the
ephod, as stones of remembrance for the Israelites-as the
LoRD had commanded Moses.
B The breastpiece was made in the style of the ephod: of
gold, blue, purple, and crimson yams, and fine twisted
linen. 9 Jt was square; they made the breastpiece dou
bled-a span in length and a span in width, doubled.
1o They set in it four rows of stones. The first row was a
a A talent /�err equals J,ooo slrekcls.
b Heb. beqa'.
c See 36.8.
d Here and elsewhere in this clrnpter tire singular active verb (/it. "he made") is used im
personally.
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25-26: When this census was car
ried out is unclear since none is or
dered until a month after the sanc
tuary was completed (Num. 1.1,
18; see Exod. 40.2, 17). 26: Half
shekel: Stone weights inscribed
with this term in Heb script
("beka'," a different term than that
used in J0.1J, 15) have been found
in excavations. 60J,S50 men, men
of military age, excluding the Le
vites. See Num. 1.46; 2.32. 30: The
copper altar, the main sacrificial
altar, overlaid with copper
(27.1-8).

39.1-3 1 : The making of the
priestly vestments. See ch 28.
1 : The first half of this v. may be
long with the tally of materials in
29.21-Jl.
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row of •carnelian, chrysolite, and emerald; 11 the second
row: a turquoise, a sapphire, and an amethyst; 12 the
third row: a jacinth, an agate, and a crystal; 13 and the
fourth row: a beryl, a lapis lazuli, and a jasper. They
were encircled in their mountings with frames of gold.
14 The stones corresponded [in number] to the names of the
sons of Israel: twelve, corresponding to their names; en
graved like seals, each with its name, for the twelve tribes.
15 On the breastpiece they made braided chains of
corded work in pure gold. 16 They made two frames of
gold and two rings of gold, and fastened the two rings at
the two ends of the breastpiece, 17 attaching the two
golden cords to the two rings at the ends of the breast
piece. 1 B They then fastened the two ends of the cords to
the two frames, attaching them to the shoulder-pieces of
the ephod, at the front. 19 They made two rings of gold
and attached them to the two ends of the breastpiece, at its
inner edge, which faced the ephod. 20 They made two
other rings of gold and fastened them on the front of the
ephod, low on the two shoulder-pieces, close to its seam
above the decorated band. 21 The breastpiece was held in
place by a cord of blue from its rings to the rings of the
ephod, so that the breastpiece rested on the decorated
band and did not come loose from the ephod-as the
LoRD had commanded Moses.
22 The robe for the ephod was made of woven work, of
pure blue.b 23 The opening of the robe, in the middle of it,
was like the opening of a coat of mail, with a binding
around the opening, so that it would not tear. 24 0n the
hem of the robe they made pomegranates of blue, purple,
and crimson yarns, twisted. 25 They also made bells of
pure gold, and attached the bells between the pomegran
ates, all around the hem of the robe, between the pome
granates: 26 a bell and a pomegranate, a bell and a pome
granate, all around the hem of the robe for officiating
in-as the LORD had commanded Moses.
27 They made the tunics of fine linen, qf woven work,
for Aaron and his sons; 28 and the headdress of fine linen,
and the decorated turbans of fine linen, and the linen
breeches of fine twisted linen; 29 and sashes of fine twisted
linen, blue, purple, and crimson yarns, done in embroi
dery-as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
30 They made the frontlet for the holy diadem of pure
gold, and incised upon it the seal inscription: "Holy to the
LoRD." 31 They attached to it a cord of blue to fix it upon the
headdress above-as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
n See note nt 28.17.

b See 110te nt 28.3 1 .
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32 Thus was completed all the work of the Tabernacle of
the Tent of Meeting. The Israelites did so; just as the LORD
had commanded Moses, so they did.
33 Then they brought the Tabernacle to Moses, with the
Tent and all its furnishings: its clasps, its planks, its bars,
its posts, and its sockets; 34 the covering of tanned ram
skins, the covering of dolphin skins, and the curtain for
the screen; 35 the Ark of the Pact and its poles, and the
cover; 36 the table and all its utensils, and the bread of dis
play; 37 the pure lampstand,a its lamps-lamps in due
order-and all its fittings, and the oil for lighting; 38 the
altar of gold, the oil for anointing, the aromatic incense,
and the screen for the entrance of the Tent; 39 the copper
altar with its copper grating, its poles and all its utensils,
and the laver and its stand; 40 the hangings of the enclo
sure, its posts and its sockets, the screen for the gate of the
enclosure, its cords and its pegs-all the furnishings for
the service of the Tabernacle, the Tent of Meeting; 41 the
service vestments for officiating in the sanctuary, the
sacral vestments of Aaron the priest, and the vestments of
his sons for priestly service. 42 Just as the LoRD had com
manded Moses, so the Israelites had done all the work.
43 And when Moses saw that they had performed all the
tasks-as the LoRD had commanded, so they had done
Moses blessed them.

4 0 And the LoRD spoke to Moses, saying:

2 Qn the first day of the first month you shall set up
the Tabernacle of the Tent of Meeting. 3 Place there the Ark
of the Pact, and screen off the ark with the curtain. 4 Bring
in the table and lay out its due setting; bring in the lamp
stand and light its lamps; 5 and place the gold altar of in
cense before the Ark of the Pact. Then put up the screen
for the entrance of the Tabernacle.
a See note at 3 1 .8.

39.32-43: The completion and in

spection of the Tabernacle's com
ponents. This section begins and

ends by indicating that everything
was made exactly as God had
commanded. See chs 35-40 n. As
in 35.1o-1g; 36.8-38.20, the con
tents of the Tabernacle are listed in
a more systematic order than ear
lier. 32: Thus was completed all the

work of the Tabemacle of the Tent of
Meeting: The phraseology (see also
40.33 n.) alludes to the completion
of the creation of the world in Gen.

Tabernacle). The section ends with
Moses inspecting ("seeing") every
thing that was made and blessing
the people (cf. Gen. 1.31; 2.3; see
v. 43 n. regarding phraseology),
and the Tabernacle is completed
on New Year's day (40.17). See
also 40.11 n. All of these allusions
reflect the view that the sanctuary
and the world mirror each other
and that actions of the priests offi
ciating in the sanctuary mirror
God's actions in creating the world
(note esp. the role of dividing/ dis
criminating ["havdel"] in creation
and in the priests' duties, Gen. 1-46, 14; Lev. 10.10). The Tabernacle of
the Tent of Meeting: This designa
tion (see also v. 40) combines the
two main terms for the sanctuary,
expressing its two main functions.
See 25.8 n. 34: And the curtain for
tlze screen, the screen at the en
trance to the Holy of Holies
(26.31-33). The curtain, for the
entrance to the Holy of Holies
(26.31-33). 38: The altar of gold, the
incense altar, overlaid with gold
(31.1--<J). 39: The copper altar, the
main sacrificial altar (27.1-8).

43: And when Moses saw that they
had performed all the tasks, lit. "And
Moses saw all the work, and be
hold . . . " echoing Gen. 1.31, lit.
"And God saw all that He had
made, and behold . . . " "Work"
(Heb "mela'khah") is the term
used for God's work of creation in
Gen. 2.2-3 (see also introductory
note to 35.2-3). Moses blessed them,
another echo of the Priestly cre
a tion account, though here it is
Moses who blesses; cf. Gen. 1.22,
28; 2.3.

40.1-16: Instructions for setting
2.1, 3, one of several echoes of the
Priestly source's account of cre
ation here in the Priestly account
of the creation of the Tabernacle
(see 25.1-31.17 n.). The leitmotif
of this section, mentioned seven
times, that each item was made
exactly "as the LoRD had com
manded Moses" echoes the seven
fold repetition of the formula "and
there/it was (so)" in Gen. ch 1, in
dicating that all happened as God
commanded (see also vv. 17-33
with reference to setting up the
-200-

up and consecrating the Taberna
cle and the priests. Only Moses

can set up the components of the
Tabernacle because only he has
been shown visually how the
Tabernacle is to look (25.9 n.). He
must also perform certain priestly
tasks because the priests are not
yet consecrated and eligible to per
form them (vv. 4, 23, 25, 27).

40.1-8: The Tabernacle. 2: On the
first day of thefirst month, an appro
priate date for beginning the sane-

40.6-40 .30
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6 You shall place the altar of burnt offering before the
entrance of the Tabernacle of the Tent of Meeting. 7 Place
the laver between the Tent of Meeting and the altar, and
put water in it. 8 Set up the enclosure round about, and put
in place the screen for the gate of the enclosure.
9 You shall take the anointing oil and anoint the Taber
nacle and all that is in it to consecrate it and all its furnish
ings, so that it shall be holy. 10 Then anoint the altar of
burnt offering and all its utensils to consecrate the altar, so
that the altar shall be most holy. 11 And anoint the laver
and its stand to consecrate it.
12 You shall bring Aaron and his sons forward to the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting and wash them with the
water. 13 Put the sacral vestments on Aaron, and anoint
him and consecrate him, that he may serve Me as priest.
14 Then bring his sons forward, put tunics on them, 1 5 and
anoint them as you have anointed their father, that they
may serve Me as priests. This their anointing shall serve
them for everlasting priesthood throughout the ages.
16 This Moses did; just as the LoRD had commanded
him, so he did.

tuary service. 4: Its due setting, i.e.,
the bread of display (25.30 n.).

1 7 Jn the first month of the second year, on the first of the
month, the Tabernacle was set up. 18 Moses set up the
Tabernacle, placing its sockets, setting up its planks, in
serting its bars, and erecting its posts. 1 9 He spread the tent
over the Tabernacle, placing the covering of the tent on
top of it-just as the LORD had commanded Moses.
20 He took the Pact and placed it in the ark; he fixed the
poles to the ark, placed the cover on top of the ark, 21 and
brought the ark inside the Tabernacle. Then he put up the
curtain for screening, and screened off the Ark of the
Pact-just as the LORD had commanded Moses.
22 He placed the table in the Tent of Meeting, outside the
curtain, on the north side of the Tabernacle. 23 Upon it he
laid out the setting of bread before the LoRD-as the LoRD
had commanded Moses. 24 He placed the lampstand in the
Tent of Meeting opposite the table, on the south side of the
Tabernacle. 25 And he lit the lamps before the LoRD-as
the LoRD had commanded Moses. 26 He placed the altar of
gold in the Tent of Meeting, before the curtain. 27 On it he
burned aromatic incense-as the LoRD had commanded
Moses.
28 Then he put up the screen for the entrance of the
Tabernacle. 29 At the entrance of the Tabernacle of the Tent
of Meeting he placed the altar of burnt offering. On it he
offered up the burnt offering and the meal offering-as
the LORD had commanded Moses. 30He placed the laver
-201 -

40.9-16: Consecrating the Taber

nacle and the priests. See
30.26--30; 29-4--9. 9: Consecrate it . . .
so that it shall be holy, lit. "make it
holy . . . so that i t shall be holy."
This phrase in this context, with i ts
allusions to the creation story
(39· 32 n.) reminds one of God's
consecrating the seventh day ("de
clared it holy" is the same Heb
word) in Gen. 2.3. 1 6: This Moses
did, referring to the instructions in
vv. 1-15, which Moses carries out
in two stages: He sets up the
Tabernacle in vv. 17-33 and conse
crates it and the priests in Lev.
8.1-13. Just as the LORD had com
manded him, so he did: A slightly
different form of this statement ap
pears seven times in vv. 17-33.
40.17-33a: Setting up the Taber
nacle. 27: There is no explicit com
mand for Moses to bum the in
cense or offer the sacrifices (v. 29),
but his doing so is consistent with
God's commands that he perform
the other priestly duties of laying
out the bread and lighting the
lamps (vv. 4, 23, 25) prior to the
priests' consecration. The reference
to Moses approaching the altar in
vv. 31-32 must refer to the same
pre-consecration period.
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between the Tent of Meeting and the altar, and put water
in it for washing. 31 From it Moses and Aaron and his sons
would wash their hands and feet; 32 they washed when
they entered the Tent of Meeting and when they ap
proached the altar-as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
33 And he set up the enclosure around the Tabernacle and
the altar, and put up the screen for the gate of the enclo
sure.
When Moses had finished the work, 34 the cloud cov
ered the Tent of Meeting, and the Presence of the LORD
filled the Tabernacle. 35 Moses could not enter the Tent of
Meeting, because the cloud had settled upon it and the
Presence of the LoRD filled the Tabernacle. 36 When the
cloud lifted from the Tabernacle, the Israelites would set
out, on their various journeys; 37but if the cloud did not
lift, they would not set out until such time as it did lift.
38 For over the Tabernacle a cloud of the LoRD rested by
day, and fire would appear in it• by night, in the view of
all the house of Israel throughout their journeys.

n I.e., in the cloud.
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40.33b-38: The divine Presence

enters the Tabernacle: With the
Tabernacle complete, God's Pres
ence (16.6---7 n.) leaves Mount Sinai
and takes up Its abode amidst the
Israelites, fulfilling the promise of
29.43, 45 and signifying the com
plete repair of the rupture between
God and Israel occasioned by the
golden calf. From there God will
communicate with Moses from
now on (Lev. 1.1) and will accom
pany the Israelites on their jour
neys (24.16 n.; 25.1-31.17 n.).
33: When Moses hndfinished the
work, another echo of creation; see
Gen. 2.2. The cloud, in which God's
Presence is manifest; see 13.21 n.,
22 n.; 24.15. As it covered Mount
Sinai, it now covers the Tabernacle,
where it will remain to guide Is
rael. For the appearance of fire
within it at night, see 13.21 n.
36-38: These vv. look ahead to
Israel's future journeys accompa
nied by God (Num. 9.15-23;
10.11-28). The narrative will re
sume in Leviticus with God's call
to Moses from the Tent (Lev. 1 . 1)
and the consecration of the priests
in Lev. chs 8-g. But at this point
Exodus ends, allowing the reader
to contemplate the phenomenon of
God dwelling on earth with a sym
bol of His Presence in full view of
the Israelites (d. 1 Kings 8.27).

Leviticus
LEVITICUS, THE THIRD BOOK OF THE TORAH, is traditionally called vayikra' ("and He [the
LORD] called," but see 1.1 n.), after the first word in the book. It was also called tarat

kohanim, "instruction of (or 'for') the priests" in rabbinic times, hence its Greek name
Levitikon, "things pertaining to the Levites" (i.e., the priests, who are of the tribe of Levi),
referring to the book's main concern with commandments connected with the worship of
God, for which the priests were responsible.

Context
LEVITICUS IS PART OF A LONG NARRATIVE, extending from Exodus ch 25 to Numbers
ch 10, that may be called "When the Tabernacle Stood at Sinai." It begins with God's in

structions to Moses to provide a portable residence (called a mishkan, "Tabernacle," lit.
"dwelling," or mikdash, "holy place") for the divine Presence (the LoRD's kavod) and to
consecrate his brother Aaron and the latter's sons as priests. The Tabernacle was also the
place for God to meet regularly with Moses to impart His laws (Exod. 25.22); thus it is also
called the 'ohel mo'ed, "Tent of Meeting." The Tabernacle and all its appurtenances were
manufactured at the foot of Motmt Sinai; the divine Presence took up residence; the
priests were consecrated and sacrificial worship commenced; the laws were conveyed; the
priests, Levites, and remaining tribes were mustered and arranged and instructions for the
journey to Canaan were given; and finally the Israelites departed from Sinai on their
journey to Canaan.
The Tabernacle narrative stands at the center of the Torah, and although it takes up
almost a third of the Torah, it covers a timespan of less than one year. This indicates its
crucial importance. All the institutions that ultimately shaped Israel's national and reli
gious existence-the law, the priesthood, the forms of Temple worship and the tribal foun
dation of its society-are said to have been ordained and established during this brief
period in Israel's history.
According to the story that emerges from the Torah as a whole, the Tabernacle narrative
is a stage in Israel's sojourn at Sinai, interwoven with the theophany and proclamation
of the Decalogue (Exod. chs 19-20), the giving of the laws and the covenant ceremony
(Exod. chs 21-24), the giving of the two sets of tablets, and the incident of the golden calf
- 203 -
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(Exod. chs 32-34). However, according to the critical theory that separates the Torah into
sources which were originally distinct and independent (see "Modern Study of the Bible,"
pp. 2084-g6), the literary source that contained the Tabernacle narrative called the Priestly
document, or P, contained none of these other events. In P's view, only the events re
counted by the Tabernacle narrative took place. The centrality of the Tabernacle narrative
is therefore far more pronounced in P than in the redacted Torah, since, in P, only in con
nection with the arrival of the divine Presence to dwell among the Israelites was a code of
law given and the social structure established; no other theophany or covenant preceded it
and no sin of collective apostasy followed.

Content and Structure
LEVITICUS IS THE D IRECT CONTINUATION of what precedes it at the end of Exodus, and
the narrative at the end of Leviticus continues directly into Numbers. Ch 1 takes up the

story from the time the divine Presence enters the Tabernacle, on the first day of Nisan
(the first month, in the spring) in the year following the exodus (Exod. ch 40). From
within, God calls to Moses and imparts to him, in a series of encounters (Lev. chs 1-27),
His laws and commandments. Since Numbers begins on the first day of 'Iyar (the second
month) in the same year (Num. 1. 1), it emerges that the entire book of Leviticus covers but
one month.
The first group of laws, on sacrifice (chs 1-7), are given on the first day of the month, the
day the Presence entered the Tabernacle (see 7.37-38). Then, interrupting the law-giving, is
the consecration of the priesthood (ch 8), the dedication of the Tabernacle (ch 9), and the
crime and immediate death of Aaron's sons (10.1-7, 12-20). The law-giving resumes as
Moses is given the commandments concerning permitted and forbidden foods (ch 11), the
purification and atonement following physical defilement (chs 12-15), the annual "Day of
Atonement" (ch 16), prohibitions of profane slaughter and blood (ch 17), sexual crimes
(chs 18, 20), miscellaneous regulations assuring Israel's holiness (ch 19), the sanctity of the
priests (ch 21), the qualifications for sacrificial animals (ch 22), the weekly Sabbath and
annual festivals (ch 23), the oil for the Tabernacle lamp (24.1-4), and the showbread
(24.5-9). Again the law-giving is briefly interrupted, this time to recount the crime of the
blasphemer and his execution (24.1o-16, 23). It concludes with the laws of the sabbatical
and jubilee years, including laws of slavery and property rights (25. 1-26.2), a lengthy
speech promising reward for compliance and punishment for failure to obey (26.3-45),
and a summarizing caption (26.46). Then the laws of vows and tithes (ch 27) are appended
and the caption is repeated (27.34).
The two narratives that interrupt the laws lead to brief legal sections. Thus following
the crime of Nadab and Abihu, Moses clarifies for Aaron and his surviving sons the law
regulating the proper disposal of sacrificial offerings (10.12-19); and while pronouncing
sentence upon the blasphemer, God also imparts the laws of damages, governed by the
eye-for-eye principle (24. 17-22).
The complex interaction of narrative and law displayed in Leviticus is the defining liter-
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ary feature of the Torah and of the Priestly document in particular. Both are narrative
works, but the purpose of the narrative is to provide the literary framework, and thus the
historical rationale and theological explanation, for the laws and commandments which
are embedded within the narrative.

Composition
MODERN BIBLE S CHOLARS AGREE that all of Leviticus belongs to the Priestly source (P). If,
however, the Torah is treated as a unified whole, the laws and narratives belonging to the
Priestly source must be reconciled and harmonized with the non-Priestly material, so that
they all interact and complement each other. This is done by traditional Jewish interpreta
tion, and also by modern scholars who hold that the Priestly source was composed as a
supplement to the non-Priestly sources. This commentary, however, believes that the
Priestly work does not interact on any primary level with the non-Priestly material, so its
main aim is to demonstrate the uniqueness of the Priestly tradition by pointing out the
contrast between P and the other sources. The harmonistic approach will be illustrated
only for the purpose of comparison and to explain the basis of traditional Jewish interpre
tations.

Date
THE BOOK OF L EVITICUS, like the other books of the Torah, came into existence as a de
fined literary entity no earlier than the time of the Babylonian exile in the 6th century. On
the date of P there is much disagreement. This commentary will espouse the view that the
Priestly source was the product of learned scribes of the Jerusalemite priesthood of the last
centuries of the Judean kingdom and that it took shape in two phases, the Holiness Legis
lation (H) (chs 17-26) being added to the Priestly work in the final years before the exile.

Leviticus and Judaism
THE STUDY OF THE LAWS in Leviticus stood at the center of rabbinic learning, and the ha
lakhic midrash on Leviticus was called simply Sifra, or "the Book." It was customary for
small children to begin their study of the Bible with Leviticus. The traditional explanation
for this is that "the pure" (i.e., children) should be engaged in the study of purity (i.e., the
laws of purification and atonement). A more likely reason is that Leviticus contains most
of the laws which the Jew is commanded to observe on a regular basis, and it was only
natural that the child's program of study should begin with the practical knowledge re
quired for the life of mitzvot (commandments).
Even after the destruction of the Temple and the cessation of sacrificial worship and
Temple ritual, Leviticus remains at the foundation of Jewish life. Among the institutions
still central to Judaism which have their biblical origins in Leviticus are most of the dietary
laws (the permitted and forbidden animals, and the blood prohibition); many of the festi
val rituals; most of the laws regulating sex, marriage, and family purity; and the com
mandments governing the seventh year, still applicable in the land of Israel. Moreover,
-
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the religious life of the congregation, centered upon the synagogue and the daily prayers
offered at fixed times and in precisely ordained ritual forms, is a direct outgrowth of,
and according to rabbinic tradition a substitute for, the Temple ritual as envisioned in
Leviticus.
Another aspect of the heritage of Leviticus that has become normative in Judaism is its
unique theology of the performance of mitzvot. Leviticus teaches that the ritual command
ments and the ethical or social ones (in rabbinic terms: mitzvot between a human being
and God and mitzvot between fellow human beings) are equally important and equally
valid. To be precise, there is really no such thing as a mitzvah pertaining solely to interper
sonal relations; the love of one's neighbor is a divine command (see 19.18), and every
offense against one's fellow human being desecrates the name of God. This idea, which
has taken shape and developed over the centuries and has ultimately become a central
pillar of Jewish religious thought, derives directly from the book of Leviticus, where it is
summed up in a single verse: "You shall each revere his mother and his father, and keep
My sabbaths: I the LoRD am your God" (19.3).
Finally, nowhere outside of Leviticus is there a clearer articulation of the reason for the
Jewish people's existence. God has entered into a relationship with the Israelites so that
they might perpetually sanctify His name. Their role in the world, and in history, is to
attest to His existence, to publicize His oneness, and to advertise His greatness. This they
are commanded to do by worshipping Him and keeping His laws. When they fail to do
so, His name is profaned, that is, His fame is diminished and His reputation tarnished;
when they live up to this charge and duty, He and His name are sanctified. This statement,
explicit in 22.31-33 and implicit throughout the book, has remained fundamental to
[BARUCH J. SCHWARTZ]
Jewish belief and consciousness throughout all generations.

VA-YIKRA'

1 The LoRD called to Moses and spoke to him from the

Tent of Meeting, saying: 2 Speak to the Israelite people,
and say to them:
When any of you presents an offering of cattle to the
LoRD, •-he shall choose his-• offering from the herd or from
the flock.
a-a Lit. "you silal/ offer your. "

1 .1-3.17: Gift offerings. Chs 1-3
are a single, uninterrupted di
vine speech. The theme is "gift
offerings," expressed in the word
"'isheh," "food gift," used in each
ch to characterize the offering pre
scribed (see 1.9 n.). Gift offerings,
as distinct from expiatory sacri
fices (treated in chs 4-5), express

the worshipper's desire to present
something to the LoRD as a token
of love and reverence. The Rabbis
referred to them as "nedavah,"
"voluntary offerings," since they
could be made at will-in fulfill
ment of vows, at private visits to
the sanctuary, in supplication in
times of distress, in gratitude for
-206-

deliverance from danger or harm,
or simply in a spontaneous urge to
pay homage to God. Each of the
subsections corresponds to one of
the three types of gift offering: the
burnt offering (ch 1), the cereal of
fering (ch 2), and the sacrifice of
well-being (ch 3). While the burnt
offering and cereal offering also
figure prominently in the ordained
public rituals performed by the
priests on specified occasions, the
sacrifice of well-being belongs al
most entirely to the realm of indi
vidual piety.

1 .1-17: Burnt offerings from the
herd and flock. As with the other
offerings in chs 1-3, only some of
the procedures are detailed here.
Some have already been given
with the instructions for the
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3 If his offering is

a burnt offering from the herd, he shall
make his offering a male without blemish. He shall bring
it to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, for acceptance in
his behalf before the LORD. 4 He shall lay his hand upon
the head of the burnt offering, that it may be acceptable in
his behalf, in expiation for him. s The bull shall be slaugh
tered before the LORD; and Aaron's sons, the priests, shall
offer the blood, dashing the blood against all sides of the
consecration ceremonies (Exod.
29.15-18), and others are implicit
in the instructions for other sacri
fices. The text economizes, prefer
ring not to repeat material found
in other contexts. The defining fea
ture of the burnt offering is that
none of the meat is eaten; it is
burned on the altar in its entirety.
This makes it the gift-offering par
excellence. The text does not spec
ify the circumstances that might
occasion a burnt offering, but
Noah's sacrifices of thanksgiving
or propitiation after the flood
(Gen. 8.20), Abraham's near
sacrifice of Isaac (Gen. ch 22),
Balaam's sacrifices entreating di
vine vision (Num. 23.15; etc.),
Saul's sacrifices before battle
(1 Sam. 13.12), and Job's sacrifices
of atonement for his sons' hypo
thetical sins (Job 1.5), among many
others, were burnt offerings. Since
it also comprised the central com
ponent of the statutory public of
ferings, the altar in the Tabernacle
court is called "the altar of the of
fering" (Exod. 30.28; etc.). 1 : This
is connected to the P narrative at
the end of Exodus, so it should be
translated "and it [the Presence of
the LORD (Exod. 40·35)] called out
to Moses." After it filled the Taber
nacle, the Presence called to Moses
from within. A distinction is made
between the Presence, which
called, and the LoRD Himself, who
spoke; this is similar to the first
encounter with God experienced
by the prophet Ezekiel (Ezek.
1.28-2.Iff.). Tent ofMeeting, one of
the names for the Tabernacle; see
the intra. 2: The heading for chs
1-3. According to the Masoretic ac
cents, the v. should be translated
as two separate provisions. The
first, "When any of you presents

an offering, [it must be] to the
LORD," is the basic postulate of all
Israelite worship: Sacrifices are to
be made to the LORD alone. The
second goes on to stipulate: "He
shall make his offering of live
stock, that is, from the herd or
from the flock." This preserves the
original intent of the second half of
the v.: Offerings must be of live
stock. Later, when the laws allow
ing burnt offerings from fowl (vv.
14-17) and cereal offerings (2.1-16)
were added, the v. was understood
to mean that when one wished to
sacrifice livestock, the choice was
limited to domestic animals. Any
ofyou: Heb "'adam," "human
being," refers to male and female
alike (see Gen. 1.27; 5.2, also P). In
P opportunities for individual
worship are identical for male and
female; only the public ritual was
confined to males, namely,. the
Aaronic priesthood. 3-13: The
burnt offering. See also 6.1-6; 7.8.
3-9: Making a burnt offering from
the herd. Instructions follow for a
third type of burnt offering, made
from fowl (vv. 14-17). The fowl of
fering, which does not fit the ex
plicit provision "you shall choose
your offering from the herd or
from the flock" ( v. 2), was appar
ently not part of the original text.
The offerer is responsible for ac
quiring the proper animal (see
22.17-20), bringing it to the Taber
nacle entrance, placing his hand
upon its head as an act of presen
tation, slaughtering it, removing
the hide and flaying the animal.
The priest performs the remaining
actions: presenting the blood,
dashing some of it around the altar
in the Tabernacle courtyard, plac
ing the quarters, head, and suet on
the altar fire, washing the entrails
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and legs and placing them too on
the altar, and seeing that all the
flesh is "turned into smoke," that
is, consumed completely until
nothing but ashes remain. 3: An of
ferilzg, Heb "korban," a term ex
pressing the notion of something
presented (from Heb "k-r-b,"
"near") in homage. It does not
mean "sacrifice" in the sense of
"giving something up." Burnt of
fering, Heb '"olah," from the verb
'"-1-h," "go up, ascend"; the distin
guishing visible feature of all altar
sacrifices was the smoke ascend
ing heavenward. For acceptance in
his behalf: Central to all gift
offerings is the worshipper's need
to know that the deity has ac
cepted his gift; this is consistenly
referred to as "ratzon," "accep
tance" (see 22.17-20). 4: Lay his
hand, to signify the transfer of
ownership of the animal to the
deity. Acceptable, correctly: "ac
cepted"; see 7.18; 19.5-8; 22.17-30.
In expiation for him, Heb "kiper,"
often translated "atone," has two
meanings in P: "decontaminate
[the sacred precincts] of sin or de
filement" (see 4.1-5.26 n.) and
"serve as ransom or payment [for
one's life]" (see 17.11 n.). The latter
seems to be intended here; that is
why it is mentioned along with the
hand-laying ritual: The moment
ownership of the animal is trans
ferred to the deity, it is accepted as
payment, i.e., as a substitute for
the worshipper himself. The lay
person's private burnt offering
would then be one way of symbol
ically offering oneself to God. The
Rabbis ruled that the burnt offer
ing be given in expiation for the
failure to carry out performative
commandments. 5: Tire bull slrall be
slauglrtered, better, [the offerer]
shall slaughter the bull. This is not
strictly a part of the ritual in that
no sacral significance was attached
to the animal's death. Heb "sh-J:t-t"
implies that the slaughter is per
formed by slitting the throat, but
since the Bible provides no details,
rabbinic tradition held that the
specifics were communicated
orally by God to Moses. Offer the

blood . . . against all sides of tire altar:
This is a symbolic method of offer-
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altar which is at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 6 The
burnt offering shall be flayed and cut up into sections.
7 The sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire on the altar
and lay out wood upon the fire; B and Aaron's sons, the
priests, shall lay out the sections, with the head and the
suet, on the wood that is on the fire upon the altar. 9Jts en
trails and legs shall be washed with water, and the priest
shall turn the whole into smoke on the altar as a burnt of
fering, an offering by fire of pleasing odor to the LoRD.
lO if his offering for a burnt offering is from the flock, of
sheep or of goats, he shall make his offering a male with
out blemish. l l lt shall be slaughtered before the LoRD on
the north side of the altar, and Aaron's sons, the priests,
shall dash its blood against all sides of the altar. 12 When it
has been cut up into sections, the priest shall lay them out,
with the head and the suet, on the wood that is on the fire
upon the altar. 13 The entrails and the legs shall be washed
with water; the priest shall offer up and tum the whole
into smoke on the altar. It is a burnt offering, an offering
by fire, of pleasing odor to the LoRD.
14 If his offering to the LoRD is a burnt offering of birds,
he shall choose his offering from turtledoves or pigeons.
15 The priest shall bring it to the altar, pinch off its head,
and turn it into smoke on the altar; and its blood shall be
drained out against the side of the altar. 16 He shall remove
its crop with its contents," and cast it into the place of the
ashes, at the east side of the altar. 17 The priest shall tear it
open by its wings, without severing it, and turn it into
smoke on the altar, upon the wood that is on the fire. It is
a burnt offering, an offering by fire, of pleasing odor to the
LORD.

2 When a person presents an offering of meal to the

LoRD, his offering shall be of choice flour; he shall
pour oil upon it, lay frankincense on it, 2 and present it to

n 01/wrs ''fentiters."

ing the blood to the LORD. 6: Shall
beflayed by the offerer. The divi
sion of labor is clear: The offerer is
responsible for the mundane tasks
of transferring ownership of the
animal and transforming it from a
living animal into food fit for con
sumption; the priests are responsi
ble for the sacred tasks of dashing
the blood and offering the flesh as
a gift to the LoRD. 7: Fire here, as
in many passages, probably means
burning coals. The priests were re-

quired to maintain a constant altar
fire on the altar (see 6.6). 9: An of
fering by fire: Heb "'isheh" is not
derived from "'esh," "fire," but
from a root meaning "gift." Thus
a better translation is "food gift,"
since the word denotes burnt of
ferings, cereal offerings, and sacri
fices of well-being. It is not used
for the purification and reparation
offerings, as the latter are not gifts
but rituals of expiation. Of pleasing
odor to the LoRD: P's unique anthro-208-

pomorphism attributes to God the
sensual, carnal pleasure derived
from inhaling the fragrant odor of
roasting meat while at the same
time denying that He actually con
sumes it as food. Similarly, P por
trays God's Presence as abiding
within the Tabernacle, but offer
ings presented to Him are turned
into smoke and ascend heaven
ward. The LoRD's contrasting
human and supernatural traits, as
well as His opposite attributes of
immanence and transcendence,
exist in P side by side. 10-13: A
burnt offering from the flock
(sheep and goats) is like offerings
from the herd (cattle). 14-17: Mak
ing a burnt offering from fowl,
presumably for those who could
not afford a sacrifice of livestock.
The birds that qualify as offerings,
turtledoves and pigeons, are the
two types of domesticated fowl
used for human consumption. The
particulars of the procedure stem
from the nature of fowl and its
small size. The wingspread is left
intact so that the carcass placed
upon the altar will not appear
ridiculously small. 16: The first
part of the v. should be translated
"He shall remove its feathers and
its excrement." These are to be cast
into the ash-heap alongside the
altar.

2.1-16: The offering of grain. In
structions for the "minl:la" (see
also 6.7-16). The word means
tribute paid to a superior (e.g.,
Gen. 32.14, 22; etc.) or a ruler (e.g.,
Judg. 3.15ff.; 1 Sam. 10.27), and is
used in non-Priestly texts to refer
to sacrifices in general, e.g., Cain
and Abel's offerings (Gen. 4.3-5)
and the offerings at the Shiloh
sanctuary (1 Sam. 2.17). This ex
presses the basic notion underly
ing the sacrificial system: that the
Israelites, as a people and as indi
viduals, are expected to offer to
God regular tokens of His lordship
over them. P uses the term in a
specific sense of "offering made of
grain." This ch interrupts the origi
nal sequence of burnt offering and
well-being offering; it was intro
duced here to provide an opportu
nity for even the poorest Israelite
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Aaron's sons, the priests. The priest shall scoop out of it a
handful of its choice flour and oil, as well as all of its
frankincense; and this token portion he shall turn into
smoke on the altar, as an offering by fire, of pleasing odor
to the LORD. 3 And the remainder of the meal offering shall
be for Aaron and his sons, a most holy portion from the
LORD's offerings by fire.
4 When you present an offering of meal baked in the
oven, [it shall be of] choice flour: unleavened cakes with
oil mixed in, or unleavened wafers spread with oil.
5 If your offering is a meal offering on a griddle, it shall
be of choice flour with oil mixed in, unleavened. 6 Break it
into bits and pour oil on it; it is a meal offering.
7 If your offering is a meal offering in a pan, it shall be
made of choice flour in oil.
s When you present to the LoRD a meal offering that is
made in any of these ways, it shall be brought to the priest
who shall take it up to the altar. 9 The priest shall remove
the token portion from the meal offering and tum it into
smoke on the altar as an offering by fire, of pleasing odor
to the LoRD. 10 And the remainder of the meal offering
shall be for Aaron and his sons, a most holy portion from
the LORD's offerings by fire.
11 No meal offering that you offer to the LORD shall be
made with leaven, for no leaven or honey may be turned
into smoke as an offering by fire to the LoRD. 12 You may
bring them to the LORD as an offering of choice products;•
a Exact meaning of Heb. uncertain.
to make a freewill offering, from
grain. The "rninl).a" also figures
prominently among the statutory
public offerings, accompanying
the burnt offerings made each
morning and evening. The public
"minJ:ta" (see Exod. 29.40; 40.29;
Nurn. 28.5; etc.), especially that
which was a part of the daily
evening sacrifice, eventually gave
its name to the afternoon prayer,
known since rabbinic times as the
"rnin\:la" prayer. 1-8: Types of
grain offering. The two essential
ingredients are semolina of wheat
and [olive] oil; these give it its
character of a food gift (the oil was
also necessary to facilitate the
burning). Several variations exist.
The uncooked mixture (v. 1) re
quires the addition of frankin
cense, so it is the most costly. The
remaining types, requiring no

frankincense, involve some prepa
ration of unleavened cakes: oven
baked (as loaves or wafers, v. 4),
griddle-toasted (and crumbled,
vv. 5-6), and pan-fried (v. 7); see
also 7-9-10. The grain offering is
prepared by the worshipper and
presented in its entirety to the
priest. Unlike the burnt offering,
however, only an '"azkara," a
"reminder" or token portion, is
placed on the altar; the remainder
is eaten by the priest (see 6.11; 7.9);
God thus gives the priests the
"leftover" portions of his own
food gift (see 6.10). The "'azkara"
of the uncooked "rnin\:la" includes
the frankincense, all of which be
longs to the deity. 2: Offering by
fire, see 1.9 n. Of pleasing odor, see
1.9 n. As v. 9 confirms, this is not
simply the result of the frankin
cense. In P, the "minl)a" itself, like
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the flesh of animals, is by defini
tion a pleasing odor, whereas in
non-Priestly texts it is assumed
that the addition of fragrant spice
renders the offering pleasing (see
!sa. 1 .13; 43.23; Jer. 6.20; 17.26; 41.5;
Ps. 141.2). 3: A most /zoly portion,
Heb "kodesh kodashim" (see also
v. 10), a term applied to the purifi
cation offering and the reparation
offering as well, but not to the
burnt offering. Gradation of sanc
tity or holiness (see 6.11), thought
of as an effusion of the divine
Presence varying in degree, is an
essential aspect of the Tabernacle
and its worship. The most holy
among the food gifts are those of
which a portion is eaten by the
priests but not by the worshippers.
8-10: The procedure for the pre
pared "rninJ:ta." The three types in
vv. 4-7 are offered in the same
manner as the uncooked type.
8-9: Take it up to tile altar: Before
the token portion is removed, the
entire offering is symbolically pre
sented to the deity. This gives rit
ual expression to the fact that the
cakes, loaves, or wafers were pre
pared for God and not simply
brought from the supply of foods
kept at horne for common con
sumption. 1 1-12: The prohibition
of leaven. In the Heb v. 11a is a
general prohibition of "l)arnetz,"
leavened cakes or loaves, while
v. 11b gives the details: In order to
prevent fermentation, neither
"se'or," the leavening agent (sour
dough) nor "devash," !Janey, may
be used in any of the LoRD's food
gifts (see 1.9 n.) Though both date
honey and the honey of bees are
leavening agents, in the Bible
"devash" is almost always the
honey of fruits (see Gen. 43.11;
Deut. 8.8; 2 Chron. 31.5; etc.).
There is nothing intrinsically unac
ceptable about leaven and honey;
they may be offered (v. 12) but not
placed on the altar. Rather it is the
fermentation of the grain offering
specifically that is prohibited, most
likely for practical reasons, so that
the preparation, offering, and eat
ing of food gifts would all take
place within a short period of time
and in proximity to the altar. The
preparation of leavened cakes
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but they shall not be offered up on the altar for a pleasing
odor. 13 You shall season your every offering of meal with
salt; you shall not omit from your meal offering the salt of
your covenant with God; with all your offerings you must
offer salt.
14 If you bring a meal offering of first fruits to the LoRD,
you shall bring new ears parched with fire, grits of the
fresh grain, as your meal offering of first fruits. 15 You shall
add oil to it and lay frankincense on it; it is a meal offer
ing. 16 And the priest shall turn a token portion of it into
smoke: some of the grits and oil, with all of the frankin
cense, as an offering by fire to the LORD.

3 If his offering is a sacrifice of well-being•-

If he offers of the herd, whether a male or a female, he
shall bring before the LORD one without blemish. 2 He
shall lay his hand upon the head of his offering and
slaughter it at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting; and
Aaron's sons, the priests, shall dash the blood against all
sides of the altar. 3 He shall then present from the sacrifice
of well-being, as an offering by fire to the LoRD, the fat
n Others "pence offering. " Exnct menning of shelamim uncertain.
would take much longer. The pre
sentation of ready-made loaves
of bread is known outside of P
(1 Sam. 10.3; 21.5; 22.13). 13: The
requirement to salt the grain offer
ing is a corollary of this: Salt is an
anti-fermentation agent and
would impede natural leavening.
The salt of your covenant: Heb
"berit," covenant, is used here in
the sense of imposed obligation,
and simply means that the salting
of offerings is to be observed per
petually. With all your offerings . . .
offer salt: Characteristically, the
Rabbis took this summary to mean
that animal offerings as well, and
not only the "minl)a," required
salting; this eventually became
nonnative. In commemoration of
this, Jewish custom requires salt
on the table. 14-16: A final type of
"minl)a" is described, a meal offer
ing offirst fruits. This gift offering
of grain, before i t has fully ma
tured and before flour can be pro
duced from i t, is prepared and of
fered in the same way as the
uncooked offering, and provides a
means for approaching God the
moment one's grain begins to

ripen, when the natural impulse to
make an offering is strongest.

3.1-17: The sacrifice of well
e .

b ing V. 1a introduces the possi

bility of offering a third type of gift
offering, namely, the sacrifice of
well-being; vv. 1b-5 lay out the
procedure for making such an of
fering if the animal is taken from
the herd; vv. 6-16 lay out the pro
cedure if the animal is from the
flock (v. 6a)-either a sheep
(vv. 7-1 1) or a goat (vv. 12-16).
This follows the basic outline of
ch 1. The prohibition of suet and
blood (v. q) ends the ch. 1: A sacri
fice of well-being: Heb consists of
two components: "zevai)." denotes
a sacrifice of a slaughtered animal
of which the offerer partakes in a
festive meal; in P this is the only
way in which the eating of meat is
permitted (see 17.3-7). Several in
terpretations have been suggested
for the word "shelamim." The
translation "sacrifice of well
being" reflects the fact that in P a
"zevai)." offered by the individual
is an expression of joy, gladness,
gratitude, or relief; see 7.11-17 n.
-210-

Additional regulations concerning
the "shelamim" sacrifice are given
in 7.11-38; 19.5-8; 22.21-30. The
distinctive feature is that only the
blood and token fatty portions of
the animal are placed on the altar,
and only certain prescribed por
tions of the meat are eaten by the
priests; most of the animal is eaten
by the offerer and invited guests as
a festive meal "in the LoRD's pres
ence." Well-being offerings are
thus the natural expression of
gladness, the worshipper celebrat
ing by feasting in the presence of
God in acknowledgment of His
loving-kindness. The feast is a sac
rifice because ownership of the an
imal is first transferred to God,
after which the portions eaten by
the priest and the worshipper are
considered to have been given to
them by God-much as a king is
sustained by the tribute provided
by his subjects, yet the subjects
are nevertheless honored to be in
vited to dine at the royal table.
1b-5: The procedure for a "shela
mim" sacrifice from the herd. The
animal may be male or female.
The tasks of the worshipper are
similar to those for a burnt offer
ing (1.3--9). No mention is made of
the distribution of the remainder
of the animal (see 7.11ff.) since the
sole interest of this ch is the man
ner in which the food-gift is pre
sented to the deity. 2: Shall dash the
blood against . . . the altar, as an of
fering; see 1.5 n. 3-4: The LoRD's
portion of the sacrifice. Fatty por
tions of slaughtered animals were
considered to be the richest, tasti
est morsels. Best of all are the lay
ers of suet (Heb "i).elev," translated
as "fat"), the hard, subcutaneous
fatty tissue surrounding the inter
nal organs; therefore these por
tions would be assigned to God.
That which is "too good" for mor
tals might logically be assumed
to be a proper repast for a deity.
Burning suet also provides a
dense smoke of sweet, meaty fra
grance, suggesting that pleasure is
derived from it by a transcendent
divine being. Biblical tradition
is thus unanimous that the suet
of sacrificial flesh is offered to
the deity (below, v. 16; see also
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that covers the entrails and all the fat that is about the en
trails; 4 the two kidneys and the fat that is on them, that is
at the loins; and the protuberance on the liver, which he
shall remove with the kidneys. s Aaron's sons shall tum
these into smoke on the altar, with the burnt offering
which is upon the wood that is on the fire, as an offering
by fire, of pleasing odor to the LoRD.
6 And if his offering for a sacrifice of well-being to the
LoRD is from the flock, whether a male or a female, he
shall offer one without blemish. 7 1£ he presents a sheep as
his offering, he shall bring it before the LoRD B and lay his
hand upon the head of his offering. It shall be slaughtered
before the Tent of Meeting, and Aaron's sons shall dash its
blood against all sides of the altar. 9 He shall then present,
as an offering by fire to the LoRD, the fat from the sacrifice
of well-being: the whole broad tail, which shall be re
moved close to the backbone; the fat that covers the en
trails and all the fat that is about the entrails; 10 the two
kidneys and the fat that is on them, that is at the loins; and
the protuberance on the liver, which he shall remove with
the kidneys. 11 The priest shall tum these into smoke on
the altar as food, an offering by fire to the LoRD.
12 And if his offering is a goat, he shall bring it before the
LoRD 13 and lay his hand upon its head. It shall be slaugh
tered before the Tent of Meeting, and Aaron's sons shall
dash its blood against all sides of the altar. 14 He shall then
present as his offering from it, as an offering by fire to the
LoRD, the fat that covers the entrails and all the fat that is
about the entrails; 15 the two kidneys and the fat that is on
them, that is at the loins; and the protuberance on the
liver, which he shall remove with the kidneys. 1 6 The
priest shall tum these into smoke on the altar as food, an
offering by fire, of pleasing odor.
All fat is the LoRD's. 1 7 It is a law for all time throughout
the ages, in all your settlements: you must not eat any fat
or any blood.

4 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the Israel

ite people thus:
When a person unwittingly incurs guilt in regard to any
of the LoRD's commandments about things not to be
done, and does one of them1 Sam. 2.15-16; Deut. 32.38; Isa.
1.11; 34.6; 43.24; Ezek. 44.7, 15). In
addition to the suet, two organs
the kidni?IJS and the protuberance 011
the liver (the caudate lobe)-are of
fered to God; these are surrounded

by so much fatty tissue that they
are considered as suet. 3: Entrails,
i.e., intestines. 4: Loins (Heb
"kesalim"), better, "sinews."

5: With the burnt offering . . . on the
fire: The public burnt offering is
- 21 1 -
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made each morning and evening;
the assumption is that it is either
being burned, or at least its re
mains are smouldering, on the
altar fire at all times. For the wood,
see 6.1ff. Pleasing odor, see 1.9 n.
6-16: The procedure for a "shela
mim" sacrifice from the flock.
Sheep and goats are treated sepa
rately because only sheep possess
the heavy fat-tail which, like suet,
needs to be removed and added to
the portions placed upon the altar.
1 6: All fat, better, "all suet," as ex
plained above. However, the
words all fat [is] are evidently a
scribal error, copied unintention
ally from the next v. (where they
are translated "any fat"); v. 16
should conclude "of pleasing odor
to the LoRD" just like vv. 5 and 11.
17: What belongs to the LoRD is
not to be eaten by humans, thus,
all blood and suet are prohibited.
The details of the blood prohibi
tion are given in 17.1o-16; for elab
oration on the prohibition of suet,
see 7.22-27. This prohibition is ap
propriately placed here, since, ac
cording to P, the "shelamim" offer
ing is the one occasion on which
lay people would have eaten the·
flesh of domestic livestock.

4.1-5.26: The purification and
reparation offerings. Chs 4-5
present three speeches of God to
Moses (4.1-5.13; 5.14-19; 5.2o-26).
The first contains the laws con
cerning the "l).ata't" or purifica
tion offering; the second and third
give regulations governing the
"'asham" or reparation offering.
This completes instructions for the
five types of occasional sacrifice.
The sacrifices in these two chs do
not reflect the individual's volun
tary resolve to serve God, but are
occasioned by specific violations
or wrongdoing. The Rabbis there
fore called these sacrifices "I).ova":
debts, penalites incurred. Such sac
rificial rituals are said to "atone"
(Heb "kiper"), traditionally un
derstood as amends for wrongdo
ing. Atonement, in this view, is a
sort of payment made to propitiate
an angry deity and be reconciled
with him. However, Heb "kiper,"
actually means "wipe clean," and
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3 If it is the anointed priest who has incurred guilt, so
that blame falls upon the people, he shall offer for the sin
of which he is guilty a bull of the herd without blemish as
a sin offering• to the LORD. 4 He shall bring the bull to the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting, before the LORD, and lay
a

So traditiorwlly; more precisely "offaing of purgation."

the atoning act consists of the ap
plication of the blood of the animal
to the sanctuary as a whole and to
the objects within it. This is strik
ingly reminiscent of Mesopo
tamian ritual texts where the root
"k-p-r" is used to refer to the ritual
cleansing of temples. It follows
that "atonement" in P is actually a
type of expiation by which the di
vine abode is ritually purged of
contamination that has accumu
lated there. According to P, this
contamination comes from the Is
raelites' bodily impurities (see chs
12-15) and from certain acts of
wrongdoing that they commit. It
defiles the sanctuary and, if al
lowed to collect there, threatens
the community's collective exis
tence. "Atonement," which is
really Temple purification, is thus
of critical importance (see 15.31 n.).
Chs 4-5 provide basic instructions
for sacrificial atonement initiated
by, and performed on behalf of, in
dividual offending parties as the
need arises; these are the basis for
regulations regarding public ritu
als of atonement and a tonement
for bodily impurities in later chs.
The order of chs 1-5 is also signifi
cant. In Israel's cultic system, the
natural impulse to petition and to
worship (chs 1-3) is primary, while
the obligation to expiate (chs 4-5),
i.e., to purge the sacred of impuri
ties, is the result of circumstance.

4.1-35: The purification offering.
If an Israelite has inadvertently
transgressed a prohibition (v. 2),
a "l).a ta't" or purification offering
(see below, v. 3) must be made
(vv. 3-35). The details differ ac
cording to the identity of the
guilty party, the main distinction
pertaining to the objects to which
the blood is applied. Since the
more severe the contamination,

the more deeply it penetrates the
sacred sphere, the instructions re
garding where the blood is to be
applied are an exact indication of
the severity of the impurity or sin
for which atonement is being
made. This determines the divi
sion of the ch into two main sec
tions. The first section (vv. 3-21)
speaks of offenses that have
brought guilt upon the commu
nity. The transgression may be
committed by the high priest
(vv. 3-12) or by "the whole com
munity of Israel" (vv. 13-21); in
both cases the purgation of the in
terior of the Tabernacle is required
and a bull, the largest sacrificial
animal, is slaughtered. The second
section (vv. 22-35) pertains to of
fenses that have not resulted in
communal guilt; these require only
the purgation of the outer sphere,
by applying blood to the altar in
the Tabernacle court. The type of
animal used varies according to
the social status of the individual.
Ch 16 completes this picture:
Deliberate sins penetrate to the
inner sanctum; see 16.11-17. Addi
tional regulations concerning the
"l).ata't" are given in 6.17-23; see
also 10.16-20. A variant tradition is
found in Num. 15.22-31. 2: A per
SOil, Heb "nefesh," "a living being"
(see 17.10 n.), male or female.
Umvittingly inwrs guilt, better,
"sins inadvertently." "Sin" (Heb
"l).ata"') basically means to err, to
miss the mark, and the qualifier
"bishgagah," "in error," makes it
clear that the offender did not
know the act was prohibited. A
basic postulate of Israelite thought
is that inadvertent acts are just as
harmful as deliberate ones, the
need to atone for them just as real,
and the desire to do so, once they
are realized, greater. Any of the
L01w's comiiJalldments: Since in P
-212-

the overwhelming majority of
commandments belong to the cate
gory of prohibited acts, "com
mandment" in P is essentially de
fined as a prohibition, and "sin" is
primarily an act of commission,
not of omission. 3-12: The purifi
cation offering of the high priest.
In P the high priest is not a public
official, a teacher or a leader
(contrast the role of Joshua in
Zech. 3-3-7), but rather a divinely
designated, sacred representative
of the Israelite people. His entire
function is ceremonial. In his per
son, dressed in the priestly vest
ments, he represents the body
politic (see esp. Exod. 28.9-12),
serving within God's earthly
abode, paying uninterrupted hom
age to the enthroned deity on be
half of the Israelite tribes, and call
ing attention to their needs in the
twice-daily regimen of worship.
He is also the sole officiant in the
annual Day of Atonement cere
monies (ch 16), which means he is
the only person ever to enter the
inner sanctum. 3: The anointed
priest: He alone has the sacred
anointing oil poured on his head
at his investiture (Exod. 29.7;
Lev. 8.12; 21.10). He is also called
"the high priest" (Heb "ha-kohen
ha-gadol" [Num. 35.25, 28; Josh.
20.6]), short for "the highest priest
among his brothers" (Lev. 21.10),
which parallels the Ugaritic "rb
khnm," and "[ha-]kohen ha-rosh,"
"the head priest" (e.g., 2 Kings
25.18). Incurred guilt, better,
"sinned"; see above, v. 2. So tlwt
blame falls upon the people: Corpo
rate guilt for the crimes of leaders
is assumed elsewhere in the Bible.
In this case, because the high
priest is the representative of the
people, his sins of commission are
accounted to the people as a
whole, and since he serves on their
behalf in the innermost sphere of
sanctity, his misdeeds contaminate
the Tabernacle interior by his very
presence there. For the sin of which
he is guilty, better, "for the sin
which he committed." A sin offer
ing: This is the usual translation
of "l).ata't," associating it with
"l).et'," "sin, misdeed" and "l).ata',"
"to sin, err" (see above). The noun
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his hand upon the head of the bull. The bull shall be
slaughtered before the LoRD, s and the anointed priest
shall take some of the hull's blood and bring it into the
Tent of Meeting. 6 The priest shall dip his finger in the
blood, and sprinkle of the blood seven times before the
LoRD, in front of the curtain of the Shrine. 7The priest
shall put some of the blood on the horns of the altar of ar
omatic incense, which is in the Tent of Meeting, before the
LoRD; and all the rest of the hull's blood he shall pour out
at the base of the altar of burnt offering, which is at the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting. s He shall remove all the fat
from the bull of sin offering: the fat that covers the entrails
and all the fat that is about the entrails; 9 the two kidneys
and the fat that is on them, that is at the loins; and the pro
tuberance on the liver, which he shall remove with the
kidneys-10just as it is removed from the ox of the sacri
fice of well-being. The priest shall turn them into smoke
on the altar of burnt offering. 11 But the hide of the bull,
and all its flesh, as well as its head and legs, its entrails
and its dung-12 all the rest of the bull-he shall carry to a
clean place outside the camp, to the ash heap, and burn it
up in a wood fire; it shall be burned on the ash heap.
1 3 If it is the whole community of Israel that has erred
and the matter escapes the notice of the congregation, so
that they do any of the things which by the LoRD's com
mandments ought not to be done, and they realize their
guilt-14 when the sin through which they incurred guilt
is actually derived, however, from
the verb "J:tite'," "purge, decon
taminate" (8.15; 9.15; 14.49, 52;
Num. 8.21; 19.12, 13, 20; 3 1 .19-20,
23; Ezek. 43.22-23; 45.18; Ps. 51.9)
which is virtually synonymous
with "kiper," "atone" (see also
Exod. 29.36; Ezek. 43.20), and so
the preferred translation is "purifi
cation offering"; note also the
"J:tata't"-water (Num. 8.7), which
means "water of purification."
4-1 2: The procedure. The high
priest is both the offerer and the
officiant. The requirement to lay his
hand upon the head of the bull here
too symbolically transfers owner
ship of the animal to the deity.
Having slaughtered the bull before
the LORD, i.e., "in the LORD's pres
ence," at the entrance of the Tent of
Meeting, the priest begins the
sprinkling of blood in order to
cleanse the areas that have become
contaminated. Here and in the

next subsection (see vv. 17-1 8a),
the priest is to bring some of the
blood into the Tabernacle's outer
sanctum. The sevenfold sprinking
of blood toward the curtain (see
Exod. 26.31-33) and the applica
tion of blood on the horns
(rounded protuberances) of the in
cense altar (see Exod. 30.1-10)
serve to purify the entire outer
sanctum. The remaining blood is
poured out at the base of the sacri
ficial altar in the court, that is,
drained onto the ground since it is
not a sacrifice, but kept within the
sacred precincts since it has been
consecrated. After this, the fatty
portions of the bull are turned into
smoke upon the altar just as is
done with sacrifices of well-being
(see 3-3-4). Significantly, though
the LORD's portion of the sacrificial
animal is presented to Him in the
customary way, it is not called a
"gift" nor is it said to be of pleas-213-
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ing odor (but see v. 31). Further,
the remaining meat of the animal
is not eaten by anyone; it is rather
incinerated along with the refuse,
outside the camp upon the ash
heap. On this total disposal of
the animal's flesh, see 6.23 and
10.16-20. 13-21: The community's
purification offering. The ritual is
the same as the one preceding, ex
cept for the fact that since the of
fense has been committed by the
community as a whole, the offerer
is the congregation, represented by
the elders of the community who per
form the hand-laying gesture on
behalf of the people. Rabbinic tra
dition found the notion that the
whole community might sin sponta
neously to be farfetched, and also
rejected the idea that if only some,
even a majority, of the population
sinned the entire community was
obligated to atone. They therefore
interpreted the case as one in
which the High Court errs in in
structing the community how to
behave and the latter commits the
resulting offense. 1 3: The whole

community ofIsrael that has erred
and the matter escapes the notice of
the congregation: The entire com
munity has somehow performed
an act thought at the time to be in
nocuous but subsequently deter
mined to have been in violation of
a prohibition, for instance, labor
ing on a day which they were un
aware had been proclaimed sa
cred. And they realize their guilt:
This may result from the reinvesti
gation of past actions spurred by
pangs of conscience, or even from
some form of suffering suspected
to be a divine punishment or
warning (see also vv. 22 and 27;
the phrase is implicit in the previ
ous section). 14: When the sin . . .
becomes known, better, "or the sin
they committed becomes known";
(similarly the opening clauses of
vv. 23 and 28). Alterna tively, the
offense may come to one's atten
tion as a result of information
learned from others. Atonement in
P is possible only when the real
ization of wrongdoing and the
feeling of guilt move the offender
to remorse and to an active desire
to rid the sanctuary of the result-
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becomes known, the congregation shall offer a bull of the
herd as a sin offering, and bring it before the Tent of Meet
ing. 15 The elders of the community shall lay their hands
upon the head of the bull before the LoRD, and the bull
shall be slaughtered before the LORD. 16The anointed
priest shall bring some of the blood of the bull into the
Tent of Meeting, 17 and the priest shall dip his finger in the
blood and sprinkle of it seven times before the LORD, in
front of the curtain. 1B Some of the blood he shall put on
the horns of the altar which is before the LoRD in the Tent
of Meeting, and all the rest of the blood he shall pour out
at the base of the altar of burnt offering, which is at the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting. 1 9 He shall remove all its fat
from it and turn it into smoke on the altar. 20 He shall do
with this bull just as is done with the [priest's] bull of sin
offering; he shall do the same with it. Thus the priest shall
make expiation for them, and they shall be forgiven. 21 He
shall carry the bull outside the camp and burn it as he
burned the first bull; it is the sin offering of the congrega
tion.
22 In case it is a chieftain who incurs guilt by doing un
wittingly any of the things which by the commandment of
the LoRD his God ought not to be done, and he realizes his
guilt--23 or the sin of which he is guilty is brought to his
knowledge-he shall bring as his offering a male goat
without blemish. 24 He shall lay his hand upon the goat's
head, and it shall be slaughtered at the spot where the
burnt offering is slaughtered• before the LoRD; it is a sin
offering. 25 The priest shall take with his finger some of the
blood of the sin offering and put it on the horns of the
altar of burnt offering; and the rest of its blood he shall
pour out at the base of the altar of burnt offering. 26 All its
fat he shall turn into smoke on the altar, like the fat of the
sacrifice of well-being. Thus the priest shall make expia
tion on his behalf for his sin, and he shall be forgiven.
27 If any person from among the populaceb unwittingly
incurs guilt by doing any of the things which by the
LoRD's commandments ought not to be done, and he real
izes his guilt--28 or the sin of which he is guilty is brought
to his knowledge-he shall bring a female goat without
blemish as his offering for the sin of which he is guilty.
29 He shall lay his hand upon the head of the sin offering,
and the sin offering shall be slaughtered at the place of the
burnt offering. 30 The priest shall take with his finger some
of its blood and put it on the horns of the altar of burnt of
fering; and all the rest of its blood he shall pour out at the
a Cf 1.11.

b Lit. "people of tile COlmtry. "
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ing contamination. 20: Thus the
priest shall make expiation for them,
and they shall beforgiven: Though

this summary result clause (d.
vv. 26, 31, 35) is absent from the
first section, it must be understood
there too. In P, forgiveness is not a
grace to be hoped for; it is rather
the promised result of the com
pleted atonement process. When,
following the realization and re
morse, the sacred sphere has been
rid of the contamination one's act
has caused, one is assured that no
further consequences will result.
21: As he burned the first bull, i.e.,
the bull described in the previous
subsection; the two rituals would
not necessarily be performed on
the same occasion. 22-35: The re
maining purification offerings. The
misdeeds of individual common
ers and even of tribal chieftains are
their own. Their severity is less
than that of the sins of the high
priest or the community, their con
taminating force penetrates less
deeply, and so the blood of the ani
mal is applied to the horns of the
sacrificial altar that stood in the
Tabernacle court. The instructions
regarding the disposal of the meat
in these three subsections is
spelled out in 6.19, 22-23, and its
rationale is provided in 10.17.

22-23: And he realizes his guilt-or

the sin . . . is brought to his knowl
edge: The translation here and in
vv. 27-28 reflects more accurately
the two possible ways in which
the offending party is eventually
moved to atone; see vv. 13-14.

31: For a pleasing odor to the LoRD:

This phrase appears nowhere else
in reference to the atoning sacri
fices and is indeed out of place;
many scholars believe it to be a
scribal error. 35: Over the LoRD's of
fering byfire, better, "on top of (or
along with) the LoRo's food gifts"
(see 1.9); i.e., together with the
other offerings smouldering on the
altar. This proves that the purifica
tion offering itself is not a food
gift; see chs 4-5 n.
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base of the altar. 31 He shall remove all its fat, just as the fat
is removed from the sacrifice of well-being; and the priest
shall turn it into smoke on the altar, for a pleasing odor to
the LoRD. Thus the priest shall make expiation for him,
and he shall be forgiven.
32 If the offering he brings as a sin offering is a sheep, he
shall bring a female without blemish. 33 He shall lay his
hand upon the head of the sin offering, and it shall be
slaughtered as a sin offering at the spot where the burnt
offering is slaughtered. 34 The priest shall take with his fin
ger some of the blood of the sin offering and put it on the
horns of the altar of burnt offering, and all the rest of its
blood he shall pour out at the base of the altar. 35 And all
its fat he shall remove just as the fat of the sheep of the
sacrifice of well-being is removed; and this the priest shall
turn into smoke on the altar, over the LORD's offering by
fire. Thus the priest shall make expiation on his behalf for
the sin of which he is guilty, and he shall be forgiven.

5 IfWhen
a person incurs guilthe has heard a public imprecation• and-al

though able to testify as one who has either seen or
learned of the matter-he does not give information, so
that he is subject to punishment;
2 Qr when a person touches any unclean thing-be it
the carcass of an unclean beast or the carcass of unclean
cattle or the carcass of an unclean creeping thing-and
the fact has escaped him, and then, being unclean, he
realizes his guilt;
3 Qr when he touches human uncleanness-any such
uncleanness whereby one becomes unclean-and,
though he has known it, the fact has escaped him, but
later he realizes his guilt;
4 Qr when a person uttersb an oath to bad or good
purpose-whatever a man may utter in an oath-and,
though he has known it, the fact has escaped him, but
later he realizes his guilt in any of these matters5 when he realizes his guilt in any of these matters, he
shall confess that wherein he has sinned. 6 And he shall
bring as his penalty to the LORD, for the sin of which he is
a Namely, against one who witlllwlds trstiiiiOI1lf.

5.1-13: Further instructions on

the purification offering. Next

comes a specific list of wrongs that
require atonement by means of the
"J:tata't" sacrifice. No instructions
for performing the sacrifice are
given; the listener is to rely on the

b Lit. "utters with his lips. "

previous ch. The rest of the section
provides for the sacrifice of two
fowl by a person who cannot
afford an animal from the flock
(vv. 7-10) and for a "l)ata't" of a
grain offering by the person of
even more limited means. These

adjustments gave the sacrifice its
rabbinic name of "korban 'ole ve
yored," "graduated offering"-but
see below (vv. 7-13 n.). 1-4: The
cases. The situations requiring sac
rifice are: (a) A person has re
frained from coming forward with
testimony about some matter to
which he was an eyewitness or
about which he has indirect
knowledge, even though a public
imprecation, solemnly adjuring all
that have knowledge about the
matter to speak up, has been heard
(v. 1); ( b) a person has neglected to
cleanse himself of a secondary im
purity within the prescribed time
period (see 11-4-8, 24-40), or (c) of
corpse-contamination (see Num.
19.10a-22) of which he was origi
nally aware but subsequently for
got, only later realizing his negli
gence (vv. 2-3); (d) a person has
sworn verbally to perform some
action but subsequently forgot to
do so, only to realize his negli
gence at some later date. This list
differs greatly from the general
stipulation in ch 4· The cases aim
to counter the notion that duties
weaken with time and eventually
cease to exist ("forget it and it will
simply go away"). In P's view, the
opposite is the case: Severity of
negligence, whether of physical
impurity or of moral or legal obli
gation, intensifies the longer it
lasts. 1 : Inwrs guilt, rather, "sins";
see 4.2. So that he is subject to pun
ishment, actually, "and he bears his
sin." Protracted negligence is an
objective guilt that continues to
weigh upon the sinner until the
appropriate measures are taken to
be rid of it; see 7.18. 2: The carcass
of an unclean beast or . . . cattle, cor
rectly "of an unclean animal"; see
7.21; 1 1.40. And then, being unclean,
he realizes his guilt, correctly:
"though he had been unclean, and
then he realizes his guilt." An
emendation yields the more logi
cal: "the fact escaped him, though
he had known it, and then he real
izes his guilt." 5-0: The procedure.
Unique to these four cases is the
requirement that the guilty party
supplement his realization and re
morse with verbal confession. P's
idea is thus that verbalizing what
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guilty, a female from the flock, sheep or goat, as a sin of
fering; and the priest shall make expiation on his behalf
for his sin.
7 But if his means do not suffice for a sheep, he shall
bring to the LORD, as his penalty for that of which he is
guilty, two turtledoves or two pigeons, one for a sin offer
ing and the other for a burnt offering. s He shall bring
them to the priest, who shall offer first the one for the sin
offering, pinching its head at the nape without severing it.
9 He shall sprinkle some of the blood of the sin offering on
the �ide of the altar, and what remains of the blood shall
be drained out at the base of the altar; it is a sin offering.
10 And the second he shall prepare as a burnt offering, ac
cording to regulation. Thus the priest shall make expia
tion on his behalf for the sin of which he is guilty, and he
shall be f�rgiven.
11 And if his means do not suffice for two turtledoves or
two pigeons, he shall bring as his offering for that of
which he is guilty a tenth of an ephah of choice flour for a
sin offering; he shall not add oil to it or lay frankincense
on it, for it is a sin offering. 12 He shall bring it to the priest,
and the priest shall scoop out of it a handful as a token
portion of it and turn it into smoke on the altar, with the
LoRD's offerings by fire; it is a sin offering. 13 Thus the
priest shall make expiation on his behalf for whichever of
these sins he is guilty, and he shall be forgiven. It shall be
long to the priest, like the meal offering.
14 And the LoRD spoke to Moses, saying:
15 When a person commits a trespass, being unwittingly
remiss about any of the LoRD's sacred things, he shall
one ought to have done but failed
to do is part of expiation. In later
Jewish tradition, verbal confession
of all sin, whether communal or
individual, became an essential
requirement for a tonement.
7-13: Unlike the allowances made
in 1.14-17 and 2.1-16, which serve
to alleviate the poor person's sense
of being excluded, the reason for
the concessions here is that the sa
cred precincts must be decontami
nated and sin must be eradicated
from Israel's midst. It is not clear
why the necessity to provide a
means for the poor Israelite to
atone for sin should be restricted
to the four cases enumerated here.
Perhaps these vv. are a subscript to
the entire "i).ata't" section, apply-

ing equally to 4.27-35. 7-10: If the
offender cannot afford a sheep or
goat, he is to bring two birds. One
serves as the "i).ata't" itself, sup
plying the blood to cleanse the
altar; the other is presented as a
burnt offering. The burnt offering
does not atone; rather it provides
for the altar a respectable amount
of flesh (in place of the fatty por
tions of the "i).ata't") which would
otherwise be negligible. See also
12.8; 14.22-31. 10: According to reg
ulation, according to the procedure
outlined in 1.14-17. 11-13: The
possibility of substituting a cereal
offering for an animal is remark
able here, since the essential step
in the "i).ata't" procedure is the
application of blood to the altar.
-216-

Perhaps the use of flour in some
Mesopotamian purification cere
monies has cleared the way for its
admission to Israel's cult, at least
in this one case.

5.14-26: The reparation offering.
Two concluding sections (vv. 14-19
and 2o-26) convey the regulations
concerning the other atonement
offering, the '"asham," required
when trespass against the sacred
sphere, deliberate or uninten
tional, has taken place. The first
section prescribes the sacrifice in
cases of trespass against sacred
objects and the sacred domain
(vv. 14-16) and in cases of undis
covered violations (vv. 17-19). In
the second section the obligation is
extended to instances of false oath
in property offenses. Since the
verb '"-sh-m" often means "to be
guilty" or "realize one's guilt"
(see 4.13 n.; 5.17, 23, 24 n.), the
'"asham" sacrifice is generally
translated "guilt offering." Its lit
eral meaning, however, is "to incur
liability," and '"asham" as a noun
denotes the payment of damages
(Num. 5.7-8; 1 Sam. 6.3-4, 8; see
also Lev. 5.6). This fact, along with
the importance attached by P, as
well as in the Mesopotamian cultic
texts, to the need to guard against
misuse of the sacred and to make
reparations when this has oc
curred, make it preferable to trans
late "reparation offering." Further
cases requiring the reparation of
fering are found in 14.1o-14;
19.21-22; Num. 6.12. Additional
regulations appear in 7.1-7.
15: Trespass, or "sacrilege"; Heb
"ma'al." The Tabernacle and its
furnishings and appurtenances, as
well as offerings and gifts that
have been presented to it, are
sacrosanct; their misuse or misap
propriation is a crime against the
deity Himself. See also 22.14. Con

vertible . . . by the sanctuary weight:
According to this translation, the
animal need not be sacrificed; it
may be converted into its mone
tary equivalent. Another possibil
ity is that the ram, which is to be
offered in every case, must be one
whose value is symbolically com
mensurate with that of the rnisap-
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bring as his penalty to the LoRD a ram without blemish
from the flock, convertible into payment in silver by the
sanctuary weight, as a guilt offering. 16 He shall make
restitution for that wherein he was remiss about the sa
cred things, and he shall add a fifth part to it and give it to
the priest. The priest shall make expiation on his behalf
with the ram of the guilt offering, and he shall be forgiven.
17 And when a person, without knowing it, sins in re
gard to any of the LORD's commandments about things
not to be done, and then realizes his guilt, he shall be sub
ject to punishment. 18 He shall bring to the priest a ram
without blemish from the flock, or the equivalent/ as a
guilt offering. The priest shall make expiation on his be
half for the error that he committed unwittingly, and he
shall be forgiven. 1 9 Jt is a guilt offering; he has incurred
guilt before the LoRD.
20 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 21 When a person
sins and commits a trespass against the LORD by dealing
deceitfully with his fellow in the matter of a deposit or a
pledge/ or through robbery, or by defrauding his fellow,
22 or by finding something lost and lying about it; if he
swears falsely regarding any one of the various things that
one may do and sin thereby_23 when one has thus sinned
and, realizing his guilt, would restore that which he got
through robbery or fraud, or the deposit that was en
trusted to him, or the lost thing that he found, 24 or any
thing else about which he swore falsely, he shall repay the
principal amount and add a fifth part to it. He shall pay it
to its owner when he realizes his guilt. 25 Then he shall
bring to the priest, as his penalty to the LoRD, a ram with
out blemish from the flock, or the equivalent,c as a guilt of
fering. 26 The priest shall make expiation on his behalf be
fore the LoRD, and he shall be forgiven for whatever he
may have done to draw blame thereby.

,�
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6 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Command Aaron
and his sons thus:
This is the ritual of the burnt offering: The burnt offer-

a I.e., in currency; cf v. 15.
b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c I.e., in currency; cf v. 15.

propria ted sacred property. This
would also account for the name
of the offering. 16: Restitution . . .
add a fifth part: The payment of
damages in addition to restitution
is common to biblical and Near

17-19: The case is unclear. The cir
cumstances are almost identical to
those requiring the "]:lata't" in ch
4, the only difference being the
words "without knowing it" in
v. 17, repeated in v. 18. Perhaps the
offender, though he feels guilty of
something, never becomes fully
aware of what he has done; the
"unknown sin" is a common motif
in ancient religion. The Rabbis
suggest that if the offender eventu
ally becomes aware of his offense,
he will be obligated to bring a
l)ata't as well. But why make a
reparation offering if no sacrilege
has taken place? There is no per
suasive solution to the text in its
given form. 17: He shall be subject
to punishment, correct to "and
bears his sin"; see 5.1; 7.18. 18: Or
the equivalent, see v. 15. 20-26: The
'"asham" for fraud. Defrauding
one's fellow over property dis
putes is an act of sacrilege when a
false oath using God's name has
been sworn. The misuse of the di
vine name is probably the most
common form of desecration of
the sacred, since every Israelite has
immediate access to it at all times
(see 24-ID-IJ). The restitution and
fine are paid to the injured party,
while the sacrificial expiation is
made as above. This law is supple
mented by Num. 5-54!. 25: Or the
equivalent, see v. 15.
Chs 6-7. These chs complete the
sacrificial instructions conveyed to
Moses on the first of Nisan. They
are transmitted in five speeches
(6.1-11; 6.12-16; 6.17-7-21; 7-22-27;
7.28-36) and followed by a typical
P caption summing up the whole
of chs 1-7 (7-37-38). Each of the
five types of sacrifice prescribed in
chs 1-5 is taken up again, with
added regulations. Each new topic
is introduced by the phrase "this is
the 'torah' of . . . ," i.e., "these are
the instructions regarding . . .
(6.2; 6.7; 6.18; 7.1; 7.11). Some sug
gest that while chs 1-5 are ad
dressed to the lay Israelite, chs 6-7
are addressed to the priests. More
accurately, in contrast to chs 1-5,
which outline who offers what sort
of sacrifice and how this is done,
the primary purpose of chs 6-7 is
"

Eastern law. The priest shall make
expiation on his belwlf: It may be
presumed that this is accom
plished through the blood applica
tion as performed with the
"]:lata't," but this is not certain.
- 217-
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ing itself shall remain where it is burned upon the altar all
night until morning, while the fire on the altar is kept
going on it. 3 The priest shall dress in linen raiment, with
linen breeches next to his body; and he shall take up the
ashes to which the fire has reduced the burnt offering on
the altar and place them beside the altar. 4 He shall then
take off his vestments and put on other vestments, and
carry the ashes outside the camp to a clean place. s The fire
on the altar shall be kept burning, not to go out: every
morning the priest shall feed wood to it, lay out the burnt
offering on it, and tum into smoke the fat parts of the of
ferings of well-being. 6 A perpetual fire shall be kept burn
ing on the altar, not to go out.
7 And this is the ritual of the meal offering: Aaron's sons
shall present it before the LoRD, in front of the altar. s A
handful o f the choice flour and oil o f the meal offering
shall be taken from it, with all the frankincense that is on
the meal offering, and this token portion shall be turned
into smoke on the altar as a pleasing odor to the LoRD.
9 What is left of it shall be eaten by Aaron and his sons; it
shall be eaten as unleavened cakes, in the sacred precinct;
they shall eat it in the enclosure of the Tent of Meeting. 10 Jt
shall not be baked with leaven; I have given it as their por
tion from My offerings by fire; it is most holy, like the sin
offering and the guilt offering. 11 Only the males among
Aaron's descendants may eat of it, as their due for all time
throughout the ages from the LORD's offerings by fire.
Anything that touches these shall become holy.
12 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 1 3 This is the offerto spell out precisely how the sac
rifice is to be apportioned and
disposed of following the altar rit
ual (see 7.35-36 n.). The three pas
sages addressed specifically to the
priesthood (6.1, 12, 17) are a logical
subcategory.

6.1-6: The burnt offering. This
refers to the burnt offering of the
individual, discussed in 1.3-13,
and not the "tamid" or daily burnt
offering (Exod. 29.38 and else
where). Two regulations are added
here: the stipulation that the flesh
may burn throughout the night
but by morning the ash should be
removed (v. 2) and the instructions
for the ash removal by the priest
(vv. 3-4). A corollary follows: The
fire on the altar must be kept burn
ing at all times (vv. 5-6). Since

none of the flesh is eaten, these
two regulations are the counter
part of the corresponding instruc
tions for distribution and con
sumption given below for the
remaining types of sacrifice.
2: Command Aaron and his sons be
cause handling the flesh of the
burnt offering is their task. Tl1is is
the ritual of, better, "these are the
instructions concerning"; Heb
"torah" means "body of instruc
tion pertaining to." 3: The priest,
not necessarily the high priest. In

linen raiment, with line11 breeches
next to his body, see Exod. 28.39-43·
Since collecting the ashes involves
contact with the high degree of
sanctity attached to the altar, linen
vestments are required. In order to
exit the sphere of the sacred, how
ever, nonsacred vestments must be
-218-

worn. 4: A clean place: Since the
ashes derive from a sacred offer
ing, they must be disposed of in a
ritually pure spot. 5-6: The altar
fire, once ignited (see 9.24), must
never be allowed to die out; it
serves as a perpetual sign that the
enshrined deity is being wor
shipped constantly. Later tradition
derived from this v. the obligation
to supply a regular "wood offer
ing" to keep the altar aflame; see
Neh. 10.35; 13.31.

6.7-1 1 : The grain offering. Fur
ther instructions concerning the
"minJ:tah" of the individual, pre
scribed in 2.1-13. They include
(vv. 7-9a) a restatement of 2.2-3
and 2.9-10, along with the precise
regulations regarding the priests'
preparation and consumption of
the "minJ:tah" and the conse
quences of the sacred portions of
the offering coming into contact
with the laity. 7: Ritual, see v. 2,
above. 9b-10a: The prohibition of
leaven (see 2.11) is here extended
specifically to the priests' portion
of the "minJ:tah." In the sacred

precinct . . . of the Tent ofMeeting,
within the Tabernacle courtyard.
Offerings of the highest degree of
sanctity could not leave the sacred
precincts. 10-1 1 : The priests' por
tion of the sacrifice is not a gift
from the person who presents the
offering. Rather, the entire sacrifice
is a gift to the LoRD, who gra
ciously "shares" it with the priests
for their service (see 2.1-10; 7·34).
10, 1 1 : Offerings by fire, see 1.9. It is
most lwly, see 2.3. 1 1 : Only the
males, more precisely, "any male."
The priests' portions of most holy
offerings may be eaten only by
priests qualified to offer them;
namely, males. Female members of
the priestly families are permitted
to eat the meat of the well-being
sacrifices. Anything that touches
these shall become holy: Direct con
tact with any of the most holy
food-gifts of the LORD communi
cates holiness, conceived of as a
contagious, dynamic effervescence
of the deity's Presence which
renders whatever comes into
contact with it holy. See also v. 20;
Exod. 29.37; 30.29; Num. 17.1-4.
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ing that Aaron and his sons shall offer to the LORD on the
occasion of his• anointment: a tenth of an ephah of choice
flour as a regular meal offering, half of it in the morning
and half of it in the evening, 14 shall be prepared with oil
on a griddle. You shall bring it well soaked, and offer it as
a meal offering of baked slices,b of pleasing odor to the
LoRD. 15 And so shall the priest, anointed from among his
sons to succeed him, prepare it; it is the LoRD's-a law for
all time-to be turned entirely into smoke. 16 So, too, every
meal offering of a priest shall be a whole offering: it shall
not be eaten.
17 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 1B Speak to Aaron
and his sons thus: This is the ritual of the sin offering: the
sin offering shall be slaughtered before the LORD, at the
spot< where the burnt offering is slaughtered: it is most
holy. 19 The priest who offers it as a sin offering shall eat of
it; it shall be eaten in the sacred precinct, in the enclosure
of the Tent of Meeting. 20 Anything that touches its flesh
shall become holy; and if any of its blood is spattered
upon a garment, you shall wash the bespattered part in
the sacred precinct. 21 An earthen vessel in which it was
boiled shall be broken; if it was boiled in a copper vessel,
[the vessel] shall be scoured and rinsed with water.
22 Only the males in the priestly line may eat of it: it is
most holy. 23 But no sin offering may be eaten from which
any blood is brought into the Tent of Meeting for expia
tion in the sanctuary; any such shall be consumed in fire.

7 2This
is the ritual of the guilt offering: it is most holy.
The guilt offering shall be slaughtered at the spot

where the burnt offering is slaughtered, and the blood
a Or "their."
b Meaning of Heb. tuphine uncertai11.
c Cf 1 . 1 1 .

6.12-16: The grain offering of the
priest. The "minl:tah" of the high
priest, half to be offered each
morning and the other half each
evening (v. 13), is incumbent upon
the high priest's successors for all
time (v. 15). These regulations are
appended here as an exception to
the preceding lay grain offering,
since the priestly offering is turned
into smoke in its entirety. The
priest does not receive a share of
his own gift. 1 3: Aaron and his so11s,
i.e., the first high priest and his
successors; see v. 15. 011 the occa-

sior1 of his anointment, most likely
"from the time of his anointment
[onward]." A regular meal offering,
better: "as a grain offering, perpet
ually." 16: Like the high priest,
lesser priests too receive no share
of a "minl:tah" they offer on their
own behalf. Shall be a whole offeril1g,
more precisely: "shall be turned
completely into smoke."

6.17-23: Further instructions con
cerning the purification offering
("J:tata't"). For the types and proce
dure see 4.1-5.13. The paragraph

stipulates where the "J:tata't" is to
be slaughtered, defines its degree
of sanctity, prescribes who may eat
of its flesh and where (vv. 18-19,
22), and sets forth the ramifica
tions of contact with the sacrificial
flesh (vv. 2o-21). It concludes by
spelling out the crucial distinction
between the eaten "J:tata't" and the
burned one (v. 23); see 10.16-20 n.
1 8: Ritual, see v. 2 n. At the spot,
see 1.11. Sin offering, see 4·3 n.
19, 22: These vv. refer to the eaten
"J:tata't" (see v. 23 n.), and seem to
contradict each other. The simplest
resolution is that the flesh must be
eaten and the officiating priest is
entitled to it (see also 7.7, 14); he
may, however, share it with other
male members of the priesthood
(see v. 11 n.). A single priest could
hardly eat all of it, likely con
sumed within the space of a
single day (see 10.19; cf. 7.15).
20: Shall become holy, see v. 11 n.
20b-21: These vv. confirm that the
purification offering removes im
purity by absorbing it. As a result,
whatever flesh and blood have not
been disposed of by consumption
or burning communicate impurity
to objects with which they come
in contact, requiring them to be
cleansed. 23: As explained in
ch 4 n., there are two types of pu
rification offering: those whose
blood purges the interior of the
Tabernacle and those whose blood
decontaminates the courtyard.
Here the implications are spelled
out. The flesh of the "J:tata't" for
severe offenses may not be eaten;
it must be burned. That of the
"J:tata't" for less severe offenses
and impurities must be eaten; thus
the impurity is disposed of and the
purification process made com
plete (see 10.16-20).

7.1-10: Further instructions con
cerning the reparation offering
('"asham") and priestly share. See
5.14-26. 1 : Ritual, see 6.2. Guilt of
fering, see 5. 14-26 n. It is most holy,
see 2.3. 2: See 1.11. 2b-Sa: These
details are not mentioned in con
nection with the "'asham" in
5.14-26, though they are included
in the ritual prescribed for other
sacrifices in chs 1-5 (e.g., 3.2b-5;
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shall be dashed on all sides of the altar. 3 All its fat shall be
offered: the broad tail; the fat that covers the entrails; 4 the
two kidneys and the fat that is on them at the loins; and
the protuberance on the liver, which shall be removed
with the kidneys. 5 The priest shall turn them into smoke
on the altar as an offering by fire to the LoRD; it is a guilt
offering. 6 Qnly the males in the priestly line may eat of it;
it shall be eaten in the sacred precinct: it is most holy.
7 The guilt offering is like the sin offering. The same rule
applies to both: it shall belong to the priest who makes ex
piation thereby. s so, too, the priest who offers a man's
burnt offering shall keep the skin of the burnt offering that
he offered. 9 further, any meal offering that is baked in an
oven, and any that is prepared in a pan or on a griddle,
shall belong to the priest who offers it. 10 But every other
meal offering, with oil mixed in or dry, shall go to the sons
of Aaron all alike.
11 This is the ritual of the sacrifice of well-being that one
may offer to the LORD:
12 If he offers it for thanksgiving, he shall offer together
with the sacrifice of thanksgiving unleavened cakes with
oil mixed in, unleavened wafers spread with oil, and
cakes of choice flour with oil mixed in, well soaked. 13 This
offering, with cakes of leavened bread added, he shall
offer along with his thanksgiving sacrifice of well-being.
14 Qut of this he shall offer one of each kind• as a gift to the
LORD; it shall go to the priest who dashes the blood of the
offering of well-being. 15 And the flesh of his thanksgiving
sacrifice of well-being shall be eaten on the day that it is
offered; none of it shall be set aside until morning.
16 If, however, the sacrifice he offers is a votive or a
freewill offering, it shall be eaten on the day that he offers
his sacrifice, and what is left of it shall be eaten on the
morrow. 17What is then left of the flesh of the sacrifice
shall be consumed in fire on the third day. 18 If any of the
flesh of his sacrifice of well-being is eaten on the third day,
a Lit. "offering. "
4.7-10; etc.). 3: Tile broad tail, in
cluded since the animal prescribed
for the "'asham" offering is a ram
(5.15, 18, 25); see 3.6-16 n. 5: Offer
ing byfire, see 1.9 n. This is the
only time this term is used of ex
piatory sacrifices; probably it re
fers to the portions given to the
LORD and not to the sacrifice as a
whole. 6--7: As is the case with the
"l:lata't" (6.19ff. ), only male priests

are eligible to eat the meat of the
"'asham." The officiating priest re
ceives the meat and may share it
with other male priests. 8-10: The
discussion of most holy sacrifices
is concluded, with remaining de
tails regarding the distribution
of the priestly portions; v. 8 sup
plements 1.3-13 and 6.1-6, and
vv. g--10 supplement 2.1-13 and
6.7-11. 10: Dry, the cereal "l:lata't"
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of 5.11 and the "minl:lah" of the
suspected adulteress (Num. 5.15).

7.11-34: Instructions for the sac
rifice of well-being. See ch 3·
11-21: As explained in 3.1 n., the
meat of the well-being offering is
eaten primarily by the offerer and
his guests in a sacred meal. There
are three types of well-being
offerings; the distinctions are re
flected also in 19.5-8 and 22.29-30.
11: Ritual, see 6.2. 1 2-15: The first
type, the "todah" or sacrifice of
thanksgiving, is offered according
to Ps. 107 (and rabbinic law) by
one who has recovered from ill
ness, been rescued from danger,
or returned safely from a journey.
It is accompanied by prayers of
thanksgiving, proclaiming to all
present the beneficence of God en
joyed by the offerer. Mandated by
happy circumstance, it is more of
an obligation than a voluntary of
fering. It is accompanied by leav
ened cakes and wafers; one of
each type is presented to the offici
ating priest. The meat is to be con
sumed by the following morning.
16--1 8: The second and third types,
here lumped together but distin
guished in 22.21-23, are the
"neder" or votive offering, obliga
tory in that it is made in fulfill
ment of a vow, though the vow it
self was undertaken freely, and the
"nedavah" or freewill offering, en
tirely an act of spontaneous devo
tion. No loaves are required and
two days are allowed for the con
sumption of the meat. The burning
of uneaten meat prescribed in v. 17
applies to the thanksgiving offer
ing as well but would take place
on the second day. 18: Violating
the time restriction invalidates the
sacrifice retroactively. It shall not be
acceptable, more precisely: "it shall
not be accepted." See 1.3, 4; 19.5-8;
22.17-30. An offensive thing, Heb
"pigul," meaning uncertain; per
haps "foul" or "desecrated." Shall
bear his guilt, lit. "shall bear his
sin"; see 5.1. P uses this phrase to
mean that the act of wrongdoing
remains with the individual until
he has cleansed himself of it or, if
this is impossible (as with particu
larly heinous misdeeds) or he fails
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it shall not be acceptable; it shall not count for him who of
fered it. It is an offensive thing, and the person who eats of
it shall bear his guilt.
19 flesh that touches anything unclean shall not be
eaten; it shall be consumed in fire. As for other flesh, only
he who is clean may eat such flesh. 20 But the person who,
in a state of uncleanness, eats flesh from the LoRD's sacri
fices of well-being, that person shall be cut off from his
kin. 21 When a person touches anything unclean, be it
human uncleanness or an unclean animal or any unclean
creature," and eats flesh from the LoRD's sacrifices of well
being, that person shall be cut off from his kin.
22 And the LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 23 Speak to the
Israelite people thus: You shall eat no fatb of ox or sheep or
goat. 24 Fat from animals that died or were torn by beasts
may be put to any use, but you must not eat it. 25 If anyone
eats the fat of animals from which offerings by fire may be
made to the LORD, the person who eats it shall be cut off
from his kin. 26 And you must not consume any blood, ei
ther of bird or of animal, in any of your settlements.
27 Anyone who eats blood shall be cut off from his kin.
28 And the LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 29 Speak to the
Israelite people thus: The offering to the LoRD from a sac
rifice of well-being must be presented by him who offers
his sacrifice of well-being to the LoRD: 30 his own hands
shall present the LoRD's offerings by fire. He shall present
the fat with the breast, the breast to be elevated as an ele
vation offering before the LoRD; 31 the priest shall turn the
fat into smoke on the altar, and the breast shall go to
Aaron and his sons. 32 And the right thigh from your sac
rifices of well-being you shall present to the priest as a
gift; 33 he from among Aaron's sons who offers the blood
and the fat of the offering of well-being shall get the right
thigh as his portion. 34 For I have taken the breast of elevaa Heb. sheqe�, lit. "abo111ination"; SL'Vera/ rnss. and ancient versions read shere� "swarlll
ing things."
b I.e., hard, coarse fat (suet); cf J.J-5·
to do so, until he has suffered its
consequences. 19-21 : Sacred meat
that comes into contact with a
source of impurity may not be
eaten. Further, if an impure indi
vidual, or one who has contracted
impurity by means of direct con
tact, eats of the sacrificial meat, he
is subject to the penalty of extirpa
tion. 20, 21: Shall be cut offfrom his

ki11: This threat recurs throughout
the Priestly writings and is applied
to many crimes committed against
the sacred. Traditional commenta
tors correctly understood that it
implies a penalty inflicted by God
and not a form of ostracism or ex
communication. They often saw it
as death by divine agency or the
denial of eternal bliss in the next
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world, but it is more probable that
"cutting off" is extirpation, i.e., the
eventual total extinction of one's
line, by whatever means God sees
fit. 21: Any unclean creature, refer
ring only to the carcasses of im
pure animals; for the question this
poses, see 5.2; 11.40. 22-27: Elabo
rating on the brief stipulation of
3.17; the fat mentioned here is suet
(see 3.3-4 and translators' note b).
Eating the suet of permitted ani
mals, whether sacrificed or not,
just as ingesting their blood (v. 26;
see also 17.10-16), is prohibited.
The Israelite is commanded to ab
s tain from the "food" of the LoRD
even when no sacrifice is made.
24: Animals, i.e., domestic animals,
named in the previous v., that
have not been slaughtered as sacri
fice but rather have been killed by
beasts or died of themselves. Their
meat, according to P, may be eaten
(see 11.40 n.; 17.15-16 n.; 22.8 n.),
but since no sacrificial ritual has
taken place, no sanctity attaches to
the meat, so household use of the
suet is permissible. Tom by beasts,
Heb "terefah," which in postbibli
cal phraseology became a term for
all prohibited foods. 25: Offerings
by fire, see 1.9 n. 26-27: The blood
prohibition of 3.17 is also repeated
in this context; see 17.1o-16.
28-34: The distribution of the
well-being sacrifice. The altar por
tions are presented by the wor
shipper to be turned by the priest
into smoke (see 3.3 5a) . The
priests' share of the well-being sac
rifice is treated last. As elsewhere,
the priests' portion is perceived as
a gift from God (see v. 34), not
from the offerer, as remuneration
for their service and in compensa
tion for their having been given
no land (see also Num. 18.8-24).
30: Elevation offering, Heb "tenu
fah." The ritualized transfer of
ownership from the offerer to the
deity. The Rabbis understood the
presentation ritual as waving
the offering back and forth, but
the translation "elevation," also
known from ancient times as well
as from the depiction of the rite in
an ancient Egyptian relief, is more
accurate. Offerings byfire, see 1.9 n.
-

34: Breast of elevation offering and
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tion offering and the thigh of gift offering from the Israel
ites, from their sacrifices of well-being, and given them to
Aaron the priest and to his sons as their due from the Isra
elites for all time.
35 Those shall be the perquisites• of Aaron and the
perquisites of his sons from the LoRD's offerings by fire,
once they have been inductedb to serve the LoRD as
priests; 36 these the LORD commanded to be given them,
once they had been anointed, as a due from the Israelites
for all time throughout the ages.
37 Such are the rituals of the burnt offering, the meal of
fering, the sin offering, the guilt offering, the offering of
ordination, and the sacrifice of well-being, 38 with which
the LoRD charged Moses on Mount Sinai, when He com
manded that the Israelites present their offerings to the
LoRD, in the wilderness of Sinai.

8 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Take Aaron along

with his sons, and the vestments, the anointing oil, the
bull of sin offering, the two rams, and the basket of un
leavened bread; 3 and assemble the whole community at
the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 4 Moses did as the
LoRD commanded him. And when the community was
assembled at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, 5 Moses
said to the community, "This is what the LoRD has com
manded to be done."
6 Then Moses brought Aaron and his sons forward and
washed them with water. 7 He put the tunic on him,
a Lit. "anointmer1t," i.e., accruing from anointment.

the thigh ofgift offering: Deut. 18. 3,
which assigns to the priests "the
shoulder, cheeks and the stom
ach," has a different view of the
priests' portions. Rabbinic law rec
onciled the two passages by inter
preting Deut. ch 18 as referring to
nonsacrificial meat slaughtered for
food.

7.35-36: Summary. A summary of
chs 6-7 in their entirety: The two
chs refer primarily to the appor
tionment of the sacrificial offerings
in general, and in particular to the
priests' share. 35: Perquisites, Heb
"mishl:tah," a rare word (see also
Num. 18.8, there vocalized as
"moshl:tah"), meaning the priests'
due, their assigned portion.
35: Offerings byfire, see 1.9 n.;

b Lit. "brouglzt fonvard. "

here alone it refers to all the sacri
fices.

7.37-38: Overall summary. A
summary of chs 1-7, closing the
account of what was communi
cated to Moses on the first day of
Nisan. 37: Offering of ordination:
These rituals were included in the
instructions given to Moses before
the building of the Tabernacle
(Exod. ch 29) and will be intro
duced in ch 8 (see 8.22-29). Their
inclusion in the caption is puz
zling. 38: When, on 1 Nisan. On
Mount Sinai: As is clear from in the
wilderness of Sinai at the end of the
v., this phrase means "(in the
Tabernacle which· stood) at (the
foot of] Mount Sinai"; see also
25.1; 26.46; 27-34·
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8.1-36: The consecration of
Aaron and his sons. Aaron and his

sons are consecrated to the priest
hood. According to P, God, many
months earlier, had informed
Moses that Aaron and his sons
were to become His priests (Exod.
ch 28), and outlined the details of
this ceremony (Exod. ch 29). Now
the consecration is to take place.
Most of the ch (vv. 6-30) thus con
sists of a past-tense repetition of
Exod. ch 29 with minor differences
and the added refrain "as the
LoRD had commanded Moses."
The ceremony of induction into
the priesthood consists of five ele
ments. (1) Investiture: The priests
are clothed for the first time in the
garments required to perform their
service (vv. 7--9, 13). (2) Invocation:
The priests present a burnt offer
ing (vv. 18-21). (3) Consecration:
The blood of a ram of offering is
smeared on the priests' bodies
(vv. 22-24a). (4) "Filling the
hands": The priests receive for the
first time their allotted share of the
sacrifices; they offer a portion to
the LoRD (vv. 26-29) and eat the
remaining meat and loaves (v. 31).
(5) Anointment: The priests are
anointed with the sacred oil, infus
ing them with holiness (vv. 12, 30).
Afterwards the priests remain
within the Tabernacle for seven
full days, completing their conse
cration (vv. 31-36). Three prepara
tory rituals are also performed,
each at the appropriate moment.
Before their investiture the priests
must be bathed (v. 6); before the
first sacrifices to be offered in the
divine abode are made, the Taber
nacle and its furnishings must be
anointed (vv. 1o-11); before being
used, the altar must be purified
(vv. 15-17). The latter two rituals
sanctify the Tabernacle itself; its
consecration thus takes place si
multaneously with that of the
priests. 2: The vestments, see Exod.
chs 28, 39· The anointing oil, see
Exod. 30.22-33; 37.29. The bull of
sin offering (see 4.3), the two rams,
and the basket of unleavened bread, as
already prescribed in Exod. 29.1-2.
7-9: The outer "garments" of the
high priest are marks of "dignity
and adornment" (Exod. 28.2) and
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girded him with the sash, clothed him with the robe, and
put the ephod on him, girding him with the decorated
band with which he tied it to him. B He put the breastpiece
on him, and put into the breastpiece the Urim and Thum
mim. • 9 And he set the headdress on his head; and on the
headdress, in front, he put the gold frontlet, the holy dia
dem-as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
10 Moses took the anointing oil and anointed the Taber
nacle and all that was in it, thus consecrating them. 11 He
sprinkled some of it on the altar seven times, anointing
the altar, all its utensils, and the laver with its stand, to
consecrate them. 12 He poured some of the anointing oil
upon Aaron's head and anointed him, to consecrate him.
13 Moses then brought Aaron's sons forward, clothed
them in tunics, girded them with sashes, and wound tur
bans upon them, as the LORD had commanded Moses.
14 He led forward the bull of sin offering. Aaron and his
sons laid their hands upon the head of the bull of sin of
fering, l S and it was slaughtered. Moses took the blood
and with his finger put some on each of the horns of the
altar, cleansing the altar; then he poured out the blood at
the base of the altar. Thus he consecrated it in order to
make expiation upon it.
16 Moses then took all the fat that was about the entrails,
and the protuberance of the liver, and the two kidneys
and their fat, and turned them into smoke on the altar.
17The rest of the bull, its hide, its flesh, and its dung, he
put to the fire outside the camp-as the LORD had com
manded Moses.
1B Then he brought forward the ram of burnt offering.
Aaron and his sons laid their hands upon the ram's head,
19 and it was slaughtered. Moses dashed the blood against
all sides of the altar. 20 The ram was cut up into sections
and Moses turned the head, the sections, and the suet into
smoke on the altar; 21 Moses washed the entrails and the
legs with water and turned all of the ram into smoke. That
was a burnt offering for a pleasing odor, an offering by fire
to the LORD-as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
22 He brought forward the second ram, the ram of ordi
nation. Aaron and his sons laid their hands upon the
ram's head, 23 and it was slaughtered. Moses took some of
its blood and put it on the ridgeb of Aaron's right ear, and
on the thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his
right foot. 24 Moses then brought forward the sons of
Aaron, and put some of the blood on the ridges of their
right ears, and on the thumbs of their right hands, and on
a See note 011 Exod. 2B.Jo.

b Or "lobe. "
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appurtenances of the daily regi
men of perpetual worship, each
one having a specific ritual func
tion as enumerated in Exod. 28.12,
30, 35, 38. 8: Urim and Thummim,
see Exod. 28.30. 10-13: In P, the
anointing of persons and objects
infuses them with holiness (see
6.11). Anointing Aaron and his
sons (v. 30) transforms them into
God's personal servants; they be
long permanently to the sphere of
the divine. All contact with the
nonsacred is restricted and any
contact with the impure is poten
tially fatal and must be avoided
(see 21.1-15). 12: Upon Aaron's
head, see 4· 3· 1 3: The tunics, sashes,
and turbans of Aaron's sons are
for "dignity and adornment"
(Exod. 28.40); they (and probably
Aaron as well) also wore breeches
for modesty (Exod. 28.42).
14-17: The purification offering of
the high priest, a bull, is offered
and its parts are disposed of (see
4.3-12). This decontaminates the
sacred sphere, in particular the
altar, of the impurities that have
collected there prior to the induc
tion of the priests and the inaugu
ration of worship. Sin offering, pu
rification offering; see 4·3· 15: Tlws
. . . to make expiation upon it, better,
"and made expiation upon it."
1 8-21: The first "food gift" to be
presented is a burnt offering (see
1.3--9); it invokes the deity and
summons His presence. Prior to
the consummation of the induc
tion ceremony, Aaron is the indi
vidual offerer, while Moses as
sumes the role of priest. 19: And it
was slaughtered, by Aaron; see 1.5.
22-29: The central feature of the
induction ceremony, translated
here as ordination, is in Heb
"milu'im," "filling," an ellipsis for
"filling the hand" (see v. 33; 16.32;
21.10; also Exod. 28.41; 29.3ff. ;
32.29; Judg. 17.5, 12; etc.). This
phrase, also attested in Akkadian,
expresses the priests' entitlement
to their allotted portions of the sac
rifices. Along with the "filling"
comes the added consecration rit
ual of daubing some of the ram's
blood upon Aaron and his sons
and on the altar. 23: Ear . . . thumb
. . . big toe, probably the extremities
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the big toes of their right feet; and the rest of the blood
Moses dashed against every side of the altar. 25 He took
the fat-the broad tail, all the fat about the entrails, the
protuberance of the liver, and the two kidneys and their
fat-and the right thigh. 26 From the basket of unleavened
bread that was before the LORD, he took one cake of un
leavened bread, one cake of oil bread, and one wafer, and
placed them on the fat parts and on the right thigh. 27 He
placed all these on the palms of Aaron and on the palms of
his sons, and elevated them as an elevation offering before
the LoRD. 2B Then Moses took them from their hands and
turned them into smoke on the altar with the burnt offer
ing. This was an ordination offering for a pleasing odor; it
was an offering by fire to the LoRD. 29 Moses took the
breast and elevated it as an elevation offering before the
LoRD; it was Moses' portion of the ram of ordination-as
the LoRD had commanded Moses.
30 And Moses took some of the anointing oil and some
of the blood that was on the altar and sprinkled it upon
Aaron and upon his vestments, and also upon his sons
and upon their vestments. Thus he consecrated Aaron and
his vestments, and also his sons and their vestments.
31 Moses said to Aaron and his sons: Boil the flesh at the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting and eat it there with the
bread that is in the basket of ordination-as I com
manded:• Aaron and his sons shall eat it; 32 and what is
left over of the flesh and the bread you shall consume in
fire. 33 You shall not go outside the entrance of the Tent of
Meeting for seven days, until the day that your period of
ordination is completed. For your ordination will require
seven days. 34 Everything done today, the LoRD has com
manded to be done [seven days], to make expiation for
you. 35 You shall remain at the entrance of the Tent of
Meeting day and night for seven days, keeping the LORD's
charge-that you may not die-for so I have been com
manded.
36 And Aaron and his sons did all the things that the
LoRD had commanded through Moses.
SHEMINI

9 On the eighth day Moses called Aaron and his sons,

and the elders of Israel. 2 He said to Aaron: "Take a calf
of the herd for a sin offering and a ram for a burnt offer
ing, without blemish, and bring them before the LoRD.
3 And speak to the Israelites, saying: Take a he-goat for a
sin offering; a calf and a lamb, yearlings without blemish,

a Or, vocalizing �uwwethi, "/ IJave been commanded"; cf below, vv. 35 n11d 10.13.
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of the body represent the whole.
25-29: One of each of the loaves
and cakes, along with the right
thigh, is symbolically placed in the
hands of the ordinands. They in
turn present them to the LORD by
elevating them (see 7.30) and then
have them turned into smoke on
the altar; priests do not receive a
portion of their own offerings (see
6.12-15; 6.16). However, one of the
priestly portions, the breast, is
treated differently. As Moses
serves on this occasion in the role
of priest, he performs the elevation
and receives the breast as his
"priest's share" of the sacrificial
meat. 30: The sanctifying oil, pre
viously poured on Aaron's head
(v. 12), is now applied to the per
son of Aaron and his sons. It is
mixed with blood from the altar
and is sprinkled, rather than
smeared, on them, completing his
consecration and accomplishing
theirs. 31-36: The newly ordained
priests may now eat of the sacred
meat and bread, making sure to
consume it all and to observe the
time restriction (see Exod. 29.34).
They then remain within the
Tabernacle for seven days of
"milu'im." Exod. 29.30 also or
dains that the "milu'im" ritual
be repeated when a new high
priest is installed. 33: Your ordina
tion will require seven days, lit. "he
[Moses] will fill your hands for
seven days"; i.e., the ceremony
of vv. 22-29 will be repeated on
each of the next six days (see
Exod. 29.35-37). 34: Everything
done today, all of the purification
and ordination rituals. Make expia
tion for you, specifically, purge the
altar of impurities that accrue
there during the seven-day period
that you are in such close proxim
ity to it. 35: If the priests fail to
keep tl1e LoRo's charge and exit the
Tabernacle during the critical first
seven days of their priesthood, the
contact between their heightened
state of sanctity and the realm of
the nonsacred will be fatal.

9.1-10.20: The Day of Revelation
and the transgression of Aaron's
sons. Chs 9 and 10 comprise one
unit recounting the events of the
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for a burnt offering; 4 and an ox and a ram for an offering
of well-being to sacrifice before the LORD; and a meal of
fering with oil mixed in. For today the LoRD will appear to
you."
s They brought to the front of the Tent of Meeting the
things that Moses had commanded, and the whole com
munity came forward and stood before the LORD. 6 Moses
said: "This is what the LoRD has commanded that you do,
that the Presence of the LoRD may appear to you." 7 Then
Moses said to Aaron: "Come forward to the altar and sac
rifice your sin offering and your burnt offering, making
expiation for yourself and for the people; and sacrifice the
people's offering and make expiation for them, as the
LoRD has commanded."
s Aaron came forward to the altar and slaughtered his
calf of sin offering. 9 Aaron's sons brought the blood to
him; he dipped his finger in the blood and put it on the
horns of the altar; and he poured out the rest of the blood
at the base of the altar. lO The fat, the kidneys, and the pro
tuberance of the liver from the sin offering he turned into
eighth day. In the Heb text no new
division occurs at 10.1. After
Aaron and his sons have been or
dained, Moses orders them to per
form their first sacrificial service in
preparation for the appearance of
the divine Presence (9.1-6). This
consists of a number of offerings,
including a well-being offering
made on behalf of the entire peo
ple in celebration of the great
event (9.7-23a). When the deity's
Presence manifests itself in the
sight of the people, signaling that
He is pleased with their worship
and has agreed to abide in the
shrine they have built for Him,
the people burst into rejoicing
(9.23b--24). At the very moment
that the inauguration of Israel's
cult seems to have reached its aus
picious climax, however, two of
Aaron's sons commit a blatant act
of sacrilege, overstepping the
strictly prescribed bounds of ac
ceptable worship (10.1). The LoRD
sanctifies His name by striking
them down on the spot (10.2-3),
and the surviving members of
the priestly family are forbidden
to mourn their demise (10.4-7).
They are reminded of their sacred
charge-to keep the sacred

separate from the nonsacred
(10.8-11)-and told to continue the
day's ceremonies (10.12-15). When
Moses discovers that they have de
viated from the normal manner
of disposing of the "l�ata't" meat,
he is incensed (10.16--1 8); it takes
some convincing before he
agrees that their act was justified
(10.19-20). 1-6: After their seven
day seclusion, Aaron and his sons
are told to emerge from the Taber
nacle and to begin preparations for
the Revelation Day ritual. Moses
has them prepare the offerings
they will make and tells Aaron to
order the people, represented by
the elders (see 4.15), to prepare the
sacrifices that will be offered on
their behalf. Thus the high priest
takes up, for the first time, his cru
cial role of informing the Israelite
people of their cultic duties. 1 : The
eighth day, beginning with the first
day of the seven-day ordination.
2: Sin offering, purification offer
ing; see 4·3· Here too the purifica
tion of the Tabernacle is necessary
before acts of worship can begin.
Burnt offering: The first gift the
priests offer the LoRD is a sublime
act of devotion and serves also as
an act of attraction, invoking the
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deity's presence. 3: The people too
are to offer a purification offering,
confirming that in P all are respon
sible for eradicating impurities
from the divine abode; see ch 4·
4: One of the few occasions on
which a well-being offering
("shelamim"; see ch 3) is made by
the public (see also 23.19). Since all
will be present for the manifesta
tion of the divine Presence shortly
to occur, all will celebrate the joy
ous event in the appropriate man
ner, partaking of a sacred repast in
God's presence. Meal offering,
"minl:tah" or grain offering; see
ch. 2. One of each of the three
types of gift offerings (see 1.1-3.17
n.) is to be made by the people, in
augurating the perpetual regimen
of worship. For today the LoRD will
appear to you: This is echoed in v. 6
by "[in order] that the Presence of
the LoRD may appear to you,"
confirming Rashi's view that the
purpose of these rituals is to bring
about the theophany, i.e., to induce
the divine Presence to make its ap
pearance. 5: And the whole commu
nity cameJonvard, i.e., after having
collected the prescribed materials,
presumably so instructed by the
elders. 6: Moses said: "This is what
the LORD has conmwnded," see also
v. 7, "as the LoRD has com
manded." But nowhere is it re
counted that God issued these
commands, so most commentators
assume that the text economizes
for the sake of brevity. Rabbinic
tradition acknowledges that Moses
often commanded in the name of
the LoRD actions about which he
had received no prior orders (e.g.,
Exod. 19.15; 32.27; elsewhere in P
this occurs in Num. 30.2), imply
ing that Moses' prophetic intuition
was tantamount to explicit divine
authority. Note that v. 21 says that
the offerings were made "as Moses
had commanded." 7: And for the
people: This apparently refers to the
second purification offering, sub
sequently to be made on behalf of
the people (see vv. ), 15-16). The
Septuagint here reads "and for
your house" (i.e., Aaron's family).
8-14: The priests' purification and
burnt offerings are made in accor
dance with their prescribed rituals.
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smoke on the altar-as the LORD had commanded Moses;
11 and the flesh and the skin were consumed in fire outside
the camp. 1 2 Then he slaughtered the burnt offering.
Aaron's sons passed the blood to him, and he dashed it
against all sides of the altar. 13 They passed the burnt offer
ing to him in sections, as well as the head, and he turned it
into smoke on the altar. 14 He washed the entrails and the
legs, and turned them into smoke on the altar with the
burnt offering.
15 Next he brought forward the people's offering. He
took the goat for the people's sin offering, and slaugh
tered it, and presented it as a sin offering like the previous
one. 16 He brought forward the burnt offering and sacri
ficed it according to regulation. 17He then brought for
ward the meal offering and, taking a handful of it, he
turned it into smoke on the altar-in addition to the burnt
offering of the morning. • 18 He slaughtered the ox and the
ram, the people's sacrifice of well-being. Aaron's sons
passed the blood to him-which he dashed against every
side of the altar-19 and the fat parts of the ox and the ram:
the broad tail, the covering [fat], the kidneys, and the pro
tuberances of the livers. 20 They laid these fat parts over
the breasts; and Aaronb turned the fat parts into smoke on
the altar, 21 and elevated the breasts and the right thighs as
an elevation offering before the LoRD-as Moses had
commanded.
22 Aaron lifted his hands toward the people and blessed
them; and he stepped down after offering the sin offering,
the burnt offering, and the offering of well-being. 23 Moses
and Aaron then went inside the Tent of Meeting. When
they came out, they blessed the people; and the Presence
of the LORD appeared to all the people. 24 Fire came forth
from before the LoRD and consumed the burnt offering
and the fat parts on the altar. And all the people saw, and
shouted, and fell on their faces.
n See Exod. 29.38-46.

b This word moved up from v. 21 for clnrity.

15-21: The people's sacrifices are
offered, again following the logical
sequence: purification, then the
burnt offering and grain offering
(since it too is in the "most-holy"
category; see 6.10), and finally the
well-being offering which is to
constitute the sacred feast of cele
bration. 1 5: Like the previo11s one:
The text does not state specifically
(as it did above regarding the
priests' "l)ata't") what was done
with the meat; this omission pre-

pares us for what is to follow
(10.16--2o). 17: Unlike the
"minl)ah" of the individual (2.3,
etc.; 6.9-11), this public one is of
fered in its entirety (as is the
priest's; 6.16). The b11rnt offering
of the morning, apparently the
daily burnt offering prescribed in
Exod. 29.38-39 ( Num. 28.3-4),
indicating that its regular practice
has already commenced (see
Exod. 40.29). 1 8-21 : Though the
ritual of the "shelamim" is per=
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formed meticulously, the celebra
tion to follow will be aborted.
22-24: Some rabbinic commenta
tors suggest that Aaron's initial
blessing was a plea for God
to appear, consisting of the
priestly blessing prescribed in
Num. 6.22-27 (which includes the
words "May the LoRD shine His
face upon you" and "May the
LoRD lift up His face toward
you"). When this was not an
swered, Aaron realized he had
been found wanting, either in his
priestly abilities, in which case he
needed to enter the Tabernacle for
instruction, or in his personal mer
its, in which case he needed Moses
to pray on his behalf. After Moses
accompanied him into the Taber
nacle and the situation was recti
fied, the subsequent blessing
pronounced by two of them (con
sisting of the words of Ps. 90.17)
was answered and the LoRD ap
peared. This interpretation is fanci
ful. Taken in context, the vv. indi
cate two separate acts. In Aaron's
first blessing he asks the LoRD to
deal favorably with the people; he
and Moses then enter the Taberna
cle and invite the deity to emerge,
after which they bless the people
again-this time praying on their
behalf that God favor them all
with His manifest Presence-to
which the LORD then responds by
making His long-awaited appear
ance. 22: Lifted his hands toward the
people, to convey to them the bless
ings he has solicited on their be
half from God. Stepped down: The
author anachronistically assumes
the later Temple with which he is
familiar, in which the altar would
have been raised high above the
ground; the Tabernacle altar was a
portable one and was but three cu
bits (1.5 m, about 4·5 ft) high
(Exod. 27.1). 23-24: The Presence
appears in the entrance of the
Tabernacle and divine fire emerges
from within, igniting the altar fire
and consuming the sacrificial por
tions arrayed there. At this the
people cry out, an expression of
joy, and fall prostrate, a mark of
obeisance. The non-Priestly narra
tives too tell of a theophany at
Sinai/Horeb (Exod. chs 19-20;
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Now Aaron's sons Nadab and Abihu each took his
fire pan, put fire in it, and laid incense on it; and
they offered before the LoRD alien fire, which He had not
enjoined upon them. 2 And fire came forth from the LoRD
and consumed them; thus they died •·at the instance of"•
the LORD. 3 Then Moses said to Aaron, "This is what the
LORD meant when He said:
Through those near to Me I show Myself holy,
And gain glory before all the people."
And Aaron was silent.
4 Moses called Mishael and Elzaphan, sons of Uzziel the
uncle of Aaron, and said to them, "Come forward and
carry your kinsmen away from the front of the sanctuary
to a place outside the camp." S They came forward and
carried them out of the camp by their tunics, as Moses had
ordered. 6 And Moses said to Aaron and to his sons Elea
zar and Ithamar, "Do not b·bare your heads·b and do not
rend your clothes, lest you die and anger strike the whole
community. But your kinsmen, all the house of Israel,
shall bewail the burning that the LORD has wrought. 7 And
so do not go outside the entrance of the Tent of Meeting,
lest you die, for the LoRD's anointing oil is upon you."
And they did as Moses had bidden.
a-a Others "before."

b-b Or "dis!Jevel your !Jair. "

24.1-15a). The Priestly counterpart
of these accounts relates nothing
of a thunderous voice booming
out from heaven and proclaiming
the Decalogue or of a fiery descent
of the LORD in the sight of all the
people on the mountain. For P the
theophany began with the arrival
of the divine Presence at Sinai
(Exod. 24.15-18a) where it lingered
until the Israelites finished build
ing the Tabernacle. It continued
with the entrance of the divine
Presence to dwell in its abode
(Exod. 40.34-35), and reaches its
culmination here. 1 0.1-3: The sin
and death of Nadab and Abihu
follow directly (see 9.1-10.20 n.).
1: Fire pan, a metal utensil with a
handle used for offering smoking
incense. Fire, Heb "'esh" here
means kindling material; see also
Num. 17.2, 11. The brothers placed
unlit coals (or wood for kindling)
in the pans, in order to attract
the divine fire to light them (see
1 Kings 18.38). Offered, i.e., pre
sented, "brought near"; alien fire,

unauthorized coals. They thus pre
pared an incense offering upon
kindling of their own. Which He
had not enjoined upon them: No of
fering of incense had been or
dered; the only legitimate incense
offerings are those made daily, by
the high priest, upon the sacred
altar (see Exod. 30.7-8). In public
worship, only what is prescribed is
legitimate; what is not is sacrilege.
The Rabbis and medieval com
mentators thought otherwise, in
credulous at the idea that God had
struck down two young priests for
a "mere" ritual offense, especially
since it seemed to stem from a sin
cere, though perhaps overenthusi
astic, desire to serve the LoRD.
They therefore suggested other
reasons for the severe fate suffered
by the two (such as drunkenness,
celibacy, arrogant impatience for
Moses and Aaron to die, or neglect
of their sacred obligations). In bib
lical thought, however, ritual
crimes are dire. Further, the sin of
the two brothers was not simply

10. 1-1 0 . 7

that they went too far in their mis
guided super-piety. Rather, they
acted in utter disregard for the
deity. God intended that the mani
festation of His Presence would ig
nite the altar fire, marking His ac
ceptance of His people's devotion.
Their intent was for the divine fire
to ignite their own pans; that is,
they were attempting to arrogate
control of the deity to themselves.

2: Fire came forth from the LoRD,

from the Holy of Holies; similarly
9.24. The sacrilege of Nadab and
Abihu evokes a spontaneous re
sponse: Crimes of trespass upon
the sacred are automatically fatal.
3: This is what the LoRD meant: The
reference may be to Exod. 29-42;
otherwise one must assume that
the statement was made at an ear
lier point but recorded only here.
Those near to Me, perhaps more
simply, "those who come too near
to Me." Show Myselfholy . . . gain
glon;: Frequently in biblical
thought, God's holiness is dis
played, and His glory made mani
fest, in the swift and unrelenting
punishment of those who offend
His majesty. 4-5: The corpses must
be removed immediately; to allow
such a potent source of contamina
tion to remain in contact with the
most sacred sphere would be par
ticularly dangerous. 5: By their
tunics: Direct physical contact
with the bodies is also avoided.
6-7: Mourning rituals, as well as
contact with the dead, are forbid
den to priests (21.1-6, 1o-12). The
surviving priests are warned that
if they compound the offense of
Nadab and Abihu with further rit
ual infraction their fate will be no
less severe, and the community
too will be placed in jeopardy; see
4·3· Their first concern must be to
prevent the holy from being de
filed and the service of the deity
from being disrupted. Bare your
heads, correctly "dishevel your
heads [i.e., your hair]''; a bared
head was not a sign of mourning.

Shall bewail the burning that the
LoRD has wrought: The death of
Aaron's sons is all the more tragic
for the fact that it was deserved.
Although the officiating priests are
forbidden to display any outward
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s And the LORD spoke to Aaron, saying: 9 Drink no wine
or other intoxicant, you or your sons, when you enter the
Tent of Meeting, that you may not die. This is a law for all
time throughout the ages, l O for you must distinguish be
tween the sacred and the profane, and between the unclean
and the clean; 11 and you must teach the Israelites all the
laws which the LoRD has imparted to them through Moses.
12 Moses spoke to Aaron and to his remaining sons, Ele
azar and Ithamar: Take the meal offering that is left over
from the LoRD's offerings by fire and eat it unleavened be
side the altar, for it is most holy. 13 You shall eat it in the sa
cred precinct, inasmuch as it is your due, and that of your
children, from the LORD's offerings by fire; for so I have
been commanded. 14 But the breast of elevation offering
and the thigh of gift offering you, and your sons and
daughters with you, may eat in any clean place, for they
have been assigned as a due to you and your children
from the Israelites' sacrifices of well-being. 15Together
with the fat of fire offering, they must present the thigh of
gift offering and the breast of elevation offering, which are
to be elevated as an elevation offering before the LoRD,
and which are to be your due and that of your children
with you for all time-as the LoRD has commanded.
16 Then Moses inquired about the goat of sin offering,
and it had already been burned! He was angry with Elea
zar and Ithamar, Aaron's remaining sons, and said,
17 "Why did you not eat the sin offering in the sacred area?
For it is most holy, and He has given it to you to remove
the guilt of the community and to make expiation for
them before the LoRD. 18 Since its blood was not brought
inside the sanctuary/ you should certainly have eaten it in
the sanctuary, as I commanded." 19 And Aaron spoke to
Moses, "See, this day they brought their sin offering and
their burnt offering before the LoRD, and such things have
befallen me! Had I eaten sin offering today, would the
LORD have approved?" 20 And when Moses heard this, he
approved.

11

The LORD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying to
them: 2 Speak to the Israelite people thus:
These are the creatures that you may eat from among all
the land animals: 3 any animal that has true hoofs, with
clefts through the hoofs, and that chewsb the cud-such
As is done irr tile cnse of tile most solemn offerings; see 4.3-21; 16.11-17.
b Lit. "brings up."

n
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manifestations of grief, the people at large are under no such
restriction (but see 19.27-28).
8-10: Priests need to maintain so
briety in order to discharge their
sacred tasks, not only their ritual
duties but also priestly instruction,
which require the ability to make
precise distinctions and rulings.
This parenthetical passage, which
seems out of place here, could well
serve as the introduction to the re
mainder of Leviticus, in which the
priestly tasks of distinguishing be

tween the sacred and the profane, and
between the unclean and the clean are

described. 12-16: Internal feelings
notwithstanding, Aaron, Elazar,
and lthamar are to continue as
though nothing has occurred. The
priests' portions of the well-being
offerings are given to them; they,
and their families, may eat the
meat later in the day and perhaps
the next day as well (see 7.15-16).
The festive repast to be held by the
people (see 9.18-21) following the
day's ceremonies was probably
canceled. 16-20: Diligently keep
ing track that each of the day's of
ferings has been handled properly,
Moses finally arrives at the peo
ple's "l;lata't" (9.15). Since this,
though public, was performed for
preventive purification, its blood,
unlike that for a communal offense
(4.13-21), was not brought into the
Tabernacle interior. Yet, Moses dis
covers, Aaron and his surviving
sons, instead of eating the meat,
have had it burned, in apparent vi
olation of 6.23. Aaron's response
means that what has occurred is a
one-time exception in light of the
tragic circumstances; no ritual re
form has been a ttempted nor is
there any dispute as to the proper
procedure. Thus is Moses' appre
hension put to rest.

1 1.1-47: Laws regulating the con
sumption of flesh. Communica
tion of laws to Moses now re
sumes. The Priestly doctrine of
prohibited and permitted food
stuffs derives from the belief that
human beings, having dominion
over the world and all it contains,
are permitted, since the flood, to
eat all vegetation and all (nonhu-
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you may eat. 4 The following, however, of those that either
chew the cud or have true hoofs, you shall not eat: the
camel-although it chews the cud, it has no true hoofs: it
is unclean for you; the daman-although it chews the
cud, it has no true hoofs: it is unclean for you; 6 the hare
although it chews the cud, it has no true hoofs: it is un
clean for you; 7 and the swine-although it has true hoofs,
with the hoofs cleft through, it does not chew the cud: it is
unclean for you. B You shall not eat of their flesh or touch
their carcasses; they are unclean for you.
9 These you may eat of all that live in water: anything in
water, whether in the seas or in the streams, that has fins
and scales-these you may eat. 10 But anything in the seas
or in the streams that has no fins and scales, among all the

s

man) meat. There is but one stipu
lation: Humans must not consume
an animal's blood along with its
flesh. All this, P believes, has been
known since the time of Noah
(Gen. 9.1-4). Now, however, Moses
is informed that the Israelite peo
ple are to be subject to a host of
additional restrictions. These ex
tend to all five categories of the an
imal kingdom: (a) large land ani
mals (vv. 2-8), (b) beings that
dwell in the water (vv. 9-12), (c)
fowl (vv. 13-19), (d) flying insects
(vv. 2o-23), and (e) small land ani
mals (vv. 41-42). Each category is
subdivided into those animals that
Israelites may eat and those that
they may not. The criteria of divi
sion are present in nature itself:
The distinction between forbidden
and permitted meat, while incum
bent upon Israelites alone, is a part
of creation as reflected in Gen.
1 .1-2-4- This is similar to the Sab
bath: Though it was sanctified at
creation, its observance was oblig
atory only for the Israelites. By
maintaining a set of dietary restric
tions corresponding to the distinc
tions held to be present in the nat
ural world, the Israelites, in
Priestly thought, are kept holy,
that is, separate from the remain
der of humanity (vv. 44-45; see
also 20.25-26) and within the inner
circle of proximity to the divine. In
both categories of land animals (a
and e), an additional dimension
exists: Contact with the carcasses
of the prohibited animals also

communicates impurity. Though
this is mentioned briefly in (a)
(vv. 4, 7, 8), its ramifications are
detailed in the vv. preceding (e)
(vv. 24-40). This ch anticipates the
next four (chs 12-15), in which the
issue of impurity and the need to
eradicate it will be taken up in full.
The laws of permitted and forbid
den meat (also in briefer form in
Deut. 14.3-20) constitute only a
portion of the biblical dietary laws.
Elsewhere in P are prohibitions of
blood and suet (3.16-17; 7.22-27;
17.1o-14; see also 19.26); outside
of P too blood is prohibited
(Deut. 12.16, 23-24). The non
Priestly laws also forbid Israelites
to eat carrion (Exod. 22.30; Deut.
14.21), which P does not accept
(see vv. 39-40 n.), and prohibit
cooking a kid in its mother's milk
(Exod. 23.19; 34.26; Deut. 14.21),
which P does not mention. To
gether with the law of slaughter,
traditionally believed to have been
communicated to Moses orally
(see 1.5 n.), these laws provide the
biblical basis for the laws of
"kashrut" practiced to this day.
1 : These laws are communicated
to Aaron along with Moses, in
view of the priests' responsibility
for scrupulously maintaining the
prescribed distinctions; see
10. 1o-11. 2-8: Category (a): large
land animals. It is assumed that
domestic livestock (cattle, sheep,
and goats) may be eaten; since
these animals are fit for sacrifice,
they are obviously permitted. In
- 229-
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Priestly law, however, domestic
livestock may only be eaten as sac
rificial meat (see 17.3-8) . Therefore
the text here must be dealing with
nondomestic animals, as is the
case throughout the ch. These vv.
establish that Israelites may eat the
meat of other large land animals
only if they resemble domestic
livestock, i.e., if they possess the
Ia tter 's characteristics. They are
listed in Deut. 14.5: the deer, the
gazelle, the roebuck, the wild goat,
the ibex, the antelope, the moun
tain sheep. There, however, they
are equated with the domestic
ones, since Deuteronomic law dis
agrees with P, permitting the non
sacrificial slaughter of cattle,
sheep, and goats as well. 3: Has
true hoofs . . . chews the cud: These
characteristics have no intrinsic or
symbolic significance; they are
simply the distinguishing features
of cattle, sheep, and goats and
therefore serve as a simple means
for identifying other permitted an
imals. 4-7: The three illustra
tions-the camel, the danran, and
the swine-serve as further indica
tion that nondomestic animals are
intended. Their inclusion shows
that one characteristic is not
enough; only animals that both ru
minate and have cloven hooves
are permitted. Swine are not sin
gled out here. Unclean: In addition
to being forbidden as food, the
meat of these animals communi
cates impurity. This is elaborated
upon below (see vv. 24-28). 8: You

shall not eat of theirflesh or touch
their carcasses, probably equivalent
to the parallel v. 11 "you shall not
eat of their flesh [and you shall
avoid] (see v. 10 n.) their carcasses."
Throughout P contact with sources
of impurity is not forbidden; it is
to be avoided when possible, and
when it has occurred purification
is mandatory but no misdeed has
been committed (see chs 12-15 ) .
As is clear from vv. 24ff., this ap
plies here as well. 9-12: Category
(b): water creatures. The Israelites
may eat the flesh of beings that
populate the waters only if they
have the characteristics peculiar to
fish. 9-10: Fins and scales: The
water creatures divide into two
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swarming things of the water and among all the other liv
ing creatures that are in the water-they are an abomina
tion for you 11 and an abomination for you they shall re
main: you shall not eat of their flesh and you shall
abominate their carcasses. 12 Everything in water that has
no fins and scales shall be an abomination for you.
13 The following• you shall abominate among the
birds-they shall not be eaten, they are an abomination:
the eagle, the vulture, and the black vulture; 14 the kite, fal
cons of every variety; 15 all varieties of raven; 16 the ostrich,
the nighthawk, the sea gull; hawks of every variety; 17 the
little owl, the cormorant, and the great owl; 18 the white
owl, the pelican, and the bustard; 19 the stork; herons of
every variety; the hoopoe, and the bat.
20 All winged swarming things that walk on fours shall
be an abomination for you. 21 But these you may eat
among all the winged swarming things that walk on
fours: all that have, above their feet, jointed legs to leap
with on the ground___z2 of these you may eat the follow
ing:• locusts of every variety; all varieties of bald locust;
crickets of every variety; and all varieties of grasshopper.
23 Btit all other winged swarming things that have four
legs shall be an abomination for you.
24 And the following shall make you unclean-whoever
touches their carcasses shall be unclean until evening,
25 and whoever carries the carcasses of any of them shall
wash his clothes and be unclean until evening___26 every
animal that has true hoofs but without clefts through the
hoofs, or that does not chew the cud. They are unclean for
you; whoever touches them shall be unclean. 27 Also all
animals that walk on paws, among those that walk on
fours, are unclean for you; whoever touches their car
casses shall be unclean until evening. 28 And anyone who
carries their carcasses shall wash his clothes and remain
unclean until evening. They are unclean for you.
a A number of these cannot be identified with certainty.
groups: fish, thought of as the
"proper" or normal form of mar
itime life, and all others, all the
swarming things of the water. Those
in the former group are easily
identified by the two features char
acteristic of fish; those in the latter
are forbidden. 1 0-12: Abomination
(Heb "sheketz"), abominate (Heb
"sh-k-tz"), in this ch refer specifi
cally to forbidden animals. Per
haps you shall abominate and an
abomination for you mean that a!-

though there is nothing intrinsi
cally loathsome about these ani
mals, the Israelite is to abhor them
simply because they are prohib
ited. But abominate may be too
strong and in P may mean
"avoid." Unlike forbidden land
creatures, forbidden water crea
tures and flying creatures do
not communicate impurity.
13-19: Category (c): fowl. This sec
tion does not provide a set of dis
tinguishing markings to identify
-
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the permitted species; it simply
enumerates the prohibited ones,
implying that all others are al
lowed. Rabbinic tradition at
tempted to supply the missing key,
suggesting that the prohibited
fowl are all birds of prey; the per
mitted fowl are nonpredators. This
category may be analogous to (a):
It is taken for granted that the tur
tledove and the pigeon are permit
ted since they are fit for the altar;
the list of forbidden fowl would
then be an enumeration of all
known fowl that are dissimilar in
their appearance and habits to the
fowl used in sacrifice. The eagle, the
vulture, . . . : Some of the transla
tions are uncertain. 20-23: Cate
gory (d): flying insects, winged
swarming things. Those with
jointed legs above their feet for
leaping on the ground are permis
sible. These are named; all others,
as stressed by the repetition in
v. 23, are forbidden. Unlike the
previous categories, here the basic
category itself is forbidden; only
insects that diverge from the char
acteristics of the category and re
semble birds more than insects
may be eaten. 24-40: These paren
thetical vv. interrupt the flow, in
troducing a series of laws pertain
ing to impurities generated or
communicated by the flesh of
creatures mentioned in (a) and (e).
This is anticipated by, and elabo
rates on, what has preceded, but
since v. 41 is the direct continua
tion of v. 23, it seems most likely
that these vv. are secondary. Per
haps they were inserted here, in
stead of after (e) which would
have been more natural, in order
for v. 43 to follow vv. 41-42 di
rectly. 24-25: The superscription
and its explanation: The carcasses
of the following creatures commu
nicate impurity by direct contact
and carrying. The impurity is
minor; only a brief time, until sun
set, followed by laundering (and,
presumably, bathing) is needed for
it to dissipate. 26-28: Elaborating
on (a). The first to be mentioned
(v. 26) whose impurity was noted
above (vv. 3-8); to these, such ani
mals such as bears, dogs and cats,
which would not be eaten in any
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29 The following• shall be unclean for you from among
the things that swarm on the earth: the mole, the mouse,
and great lizards of every variety; 30 the gecko, the land
crocodile, the lizard, the sand lizard, and the chameleon.
31 Those are for you the unclean among all the swarming
things; whoever touches them when they are dead shall
be unclean until evening. 32 And anything on which one of
them falls when dead shall be unclean: be it any article of
wood, or a cloth, or a skin, or a sack-any such article that
can be put to use shall be dipped in water, and it shall re
main unclean until evening; then it shall be clean. 33 And if
any of those falls into an earthen vessel, everything inside
it shall be unclean and [the vessel] itself you shall break.
34 As to any food that may be eaten, it shall become un
clean if it came in contact with water;b as to any liquid that
may be drunk, it shall become unclean if it was inside any
vessel.< 35 Everything on which the carcass of any of them
falls shall be unclean: an oven or stove shall be smashed.
They are unclean and unclean they shall remain for you.
36 However, a spring or cistern in which water is collected
shall be clean, but whoever touches such a carcass in it
shall be unclean. 37 If such a carcass falls upon seed grain
that is to be sown, it is clean; 3Bbut if water is put on the
seed and any part of a carcass falls upon it, it shall be un
clean for you.
39 If an animal that you may eat has died, anyone who
touches its carcass shall be unclean until evening; 40 any
one who eats of its carcass shall wash his clothes and re
main unclean until evening; and anyone who carries its
carcass shall wash his clothes and remain unclean until
evening.
41 All the things that swarm upon the earth are an
abomination; they shall not be eaten. 42 You shall not eat,
n A number of these cannot be identified witlr certainty.
b I.e., if tire food then en me in contact with tire carcass of any animal named in vv. 29-30.
c I.e., n vessel /Ira/ had become contnminnted by such coli lac/.
case and are therefore omitted
above, are added (v. 27). The open
ing statement is then repeated
(v. 28). 29-38: Anticipating (e)
(vv. 41-42). The realities of life are
such that the carcasses of small
land animals are not only likely
to come into direct contact with
humans, thus communicating
impurity directly; they are espe
cially likely to come into contact
with foodstuffs, vessels and uten
sils, seeds, and water supply.

31-35: Like humans who have
contracted this impurity and are
governed by the rule in vv 24-25
(see v. 31), articles of wood and
leather require washing and the
lapse of one day in order for
the impurity to dissipate (v. 32).
Earthen vessels that have
absorbed impurity cannot be
cleansed (v. 33). Liquid in vessels
becomes impure if the unclean ani
mal has fallen in (v. 34b), but
sources of fresh water, while not
.
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cleansing the unclean animal, re
main pure and do not communi
cate impurity, since they are con
stantly washing it away (v. 36).
Dry foodstuffs are not susceptible
to impurity, but are if they have
been moistened by water (v. 34a).

34: If it came in contact with water:

This translation is misleading; the
water does not render it unclean.
Rather, it becomes capable of con
tracting impurity if, prior to com
ing in contact with the unclean ob
ject, it is moistened at any time by
water; see v. 38. 35: An oven or
stove shall be smashed: These too are
of earthenware; earthenware,
being porous, thoroughly absorbs
impurity and cannot be cleansed.
37-38: Seed and grain, like food
stuffs, are not susceptible to impu
rity until they come into contact
with water; thenceforth contact
with an unclean animal renders
them unclean. 39-40: These vv
confirm that according to P "neve
lah," the meat of an animal that
has died by itself rather than being
slaughtered, is permitted as long
as the animal is one that may be
eaten. Impurity results and must
be remedied, but no sin has been
committed. Elsewhere in P this is
extended to "terefah," the meat of
an animal that has been "tom,"
i.e., killed by another beast; see
17. 15-16. In P, only priests are
commanded to abstain from
"nevelah" and "terefah"; see
17.15-16 and 22.8. 39: An animal
that you may eat: Above, and in 5.2
and 7.21, it is only the meat of un
clean animals that communicates
impurity. Here, and in 17.15-16
(see also 7.23) the meat of permit
ted animals does so as well. It may
be possible to reconcile this con
flict; perhaps the carcass and flesh
of an unclean animal (which may
not be eaten) communicates impu
rity no matter how the animal has
died, whereas that of permitted
animals does so only if the animal
has died on its own or been killed
by a beast (though it may be eaten,
see above); if it has been slaugh
tered, no impurity results. 41-42:
Ca tegory (e): small land animals.
Like (d), the category per se is pro
hibited, but here there are no ex.
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among all things that swarm upon the earth, anything
that crawls on its belly, or anything that walks on fours,
or anything that has many legs; for they are an abomina
tion. 43 You shall not draw abomination upon yourselves
through anything that swarms; you shall not make your
selves unclean therewith and thus become unclean. 44 For
I the LoRD am your God: you shall sanctify yourselves
and be holy, for I am holy. You shall not make yourselves
unclean through any swarming thing that moves upon
the earth. 45 For I the LoRD am He who brought you up
from the land of Egypt to be your God: you shall be holy,
for I am holy.
46 These are the instructions concerning animals, birds,
all living creatures that move in water, and all creatures
that swarm on earth, 47 for distinguishing between the un
clean and the clean, between the living things that may be
eaten and the living things that may not be eaten.
TAZRIA'
LoRD
raelite people thus: When a woman at childbirth•
1bears2aThe
male, she shall be unclean seven days; she shall be
spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the Is

a Heb. tazria', lit. "brillgsfortlr seed. "
ceptions. The only permitted land
animals are thus domestic live
stock and fowl and those which re
semble them, and a few exceptions
to the general rule prohibiting all
others, namely the explicitly
named types of flying insects.
43-45: The conclusion of the in
structions stresses the aim of the
food restrictions. By restricting
consumption of meat to clean ani
mals, the Israelites sanctify them
selves and become holy; for the
idea expressed by these terms see
11.1-47 n. 43: Draw abomination
upon yourselves: Heb actually
means "make your throats loath
some," a straightforward way of
saying "eat that which is loath
some." 45: Who brought you up from
the land of Egypt to be your God, see
26.13 n. You shall be holy,for I am
holy, see 19.2. 46-47: This typically
Priestly caption, like 7·37-38, sum
marizes what precedes it.

Chs 1 2-15: Disposal of impurity.
The next four chs prescribe how to
dispose of the types of impurity

indentified by the Priestly tradi
tion. "Impurity" (Heb "tum'ah") is
often translated as contamination,
defilement, pollution, or unclean
ness. In P " tum'ah" is like an at
mospheric layer or coating, en
veloping the impure person or
object. Though invisible, it is be
lieved to be quite real; though
amorphous it is substantive. Its
causes are four: human corpses,
carcasses of animals, fluxes of
life fluids, and a specific condi
tion known as "tzara'at" (see
chs 13-14). The common denomi
nator is that all these are manifes
tations of death, or more precisely,
of the escape of the forces of life.
Thus the corpse and the carcass,
out of which life may be thought
to "leak," defile; similarly semen,
menstrual fluid, the blood lost in
childbirth, and other genital dis
charge (though not human waste,
which has nothing to do with the
escape of life, and not blood, ap
parently because it is the purifying
agent) defile as well. The disease
or condition known as "tzara'at"
-232-

too is thought of as a form of
gradually escaping life (see
Num. 12.12). Impurity is distinct
from its causes: Corpses, carcasses,
fluids, and "tzara'at" are not the
defilement itself; rather, they pro
duce the defilement, by process of
spontaneous generation. We may
compare "tum'ah" to a miasma, an
aura of invisible vapors, expand
ing to fill available space and pol
luting all that it touches, conta
giously contaminating persons
and objects with which they come
into contact and communicating to
them various degrees of indirect
(secondary or tertiary) impurity,
which in turn needs to be disposed
of. Unlike similar notions found
outside the Bible, "tum'ah" in P is
not demonic, not created by or
connected with evil spirits or mali
cious deities. Neither is it the same
as modem notions of dirt or filth,
or of infection. Rather, it is a sim
ple fact of life, a part of nature; cer
tain phenomena in the created
world are empirically sources of
impurity. These phenomena are
not necessarily bad; there is noth
ing morally repugnant about a
human corpse or the carcass of an
animal, there is nothing sinful
about menstruation or sexual in
tercourse, and there is no evil in a
genital flux or a disease of the
skin. For this reason, nowhere in
the Priestly law is there a prohibi
tion of the lay Israelite's becoming
"tame"' per se; people and objects
routinely and unavoidably con
tract impurity at all times. The
grievous and dangerous sin con
nected with impurity is rather that
of remaining impure, of failing to
dispose of impurity once one has
contracted it, thereby allowing it to
spread and to come into contact
with the sacred, i.e., the sanctuary
and its furnishings. For "tum'ah,"
as pictured by Priestly thought, is
drawn irresistibly to the sacred
sphere, which is particularly vul
nerable to its penetration, and
there it accumulates. If this goes
unchecked, i.e., if too much of this
odious matter collects in the divine
abode, the divine Presence will de
part and then Israel is doomed
(see 15.31 n.). Only priests, who
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unclean as at the time of her menstrual infirmity.___3 On the
eighth day the flesh of his foreskin shall be circumcised.4 She shall remain in a state of blood purification• for thirty
three days: she shall not touch any consecrated thing, nor
enter the sanctuary until her period of purification is com
pleted. s If she bears a female, she shall be unclean two
weeks as during her menstruation, and she shall remain in
a state of blood purification a for sixty-six days.
6 Qn the completion of her period of purification, for ein Menning of Heb. uncertain.
are in constant contact with the sa
cred sphere, are explicitly cau
tioned to shun all but the most un
avoidable impurity; lay Israelites
are under no such obligation; they
are simply required to attend con
scientiously to its disposal. Three
elements effect the disposal of im
purity: the passage of time, cleans
ing (usually in water), and the pu
rification offering. The first two
purify the individual, the third
purges the sanctuary. The minor
types of impurity require only the
bathing of the impure individual
and the laundering of clothing,
after which the impurity dissipates
on its own by nightfall. Contami
nation of the Tabernacle by such
minor impurities is negligible and
is presumably cleansed by routine
public offerings. Major impurities,
on the other hand, directly con
taminate the Tabernacle. When
they occur, in addition to the pas
sage of time and cleansing, a
"J::ta ta't" sacrifice must be made
on behalf of the impure individual,
in order to eradicate the impurity
that he has caused to accumulate
in the Tabernacle. Later tradition
tended to adopt a less literal, more
practical view of biblical "tum'ah,"
and often reinterpreted it symboli
cally. Further, by rejecting the idea
that impurity is drawn to the sanc
tuary from afar, the Rabbis made
it less of a concern--only those
who planned actually to visit the
Temple need worry about purify
ing themselves. Ultimately
"tum'ah" became simply an arbi
trarily decreed ritual "state." In
biblical teaching, in contrast to
its later interpretation, impurity

is not simply a condition; it is
real.

12.1-8: Impurity after childbirth.
Neither procreation nor childbirth
is sinful. Like other bodily impuri
ties, the defilement attached to
childbirth has no moral signifi
cance whatsoever; it is a fact of na
ture. As the text explicitly says, the
woman who has given birth needs
to be purified from her flow of blood
(v. 7). The observable discharge of
heavy, dark fluid ("lochia rubra"),
which lasts for a number of days,
followed by a lighter flow ("lochia
blanca") which may last for a
number of weeks, provides the
empirical explanation of the two
phases of her purification. In order
to prescribe unified legislation,
these two approximate periods are
standardized into the "round"
numbers seven and forty used
throughout the Bible, which are
then doubled (see v. 5). The ch out
lines the stages of the mother's pu
rification if a male child has been
born (vv. 2-4), explains how they
differ if a female child is born (v.
5), and prescribes how the mother
is obligated to see to the purifica
tion of the sanctuary, whether she
is a person of means (vv. 6--7) or
not (v. 8). 2: She sha11 be unclean
seven days: During the first phase
the mother is severely unclean; her
impurity penetra tes to the sphere
of the sacred, requiring her to offer
a "J::t ata't." This, however, she
cannot do until she is completely
purified, several weeks later
(vv. 6-7a). Unclean as at the time of
her menstrual infirmity: In addition
to the fact that her impurity con-
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laminates the sanctuary from afar,
the regulations pertaining to the
parturient are identical to those
pertaining to the menstruant, as
given in 15.19-24. She communi
cates minor impurity to whatever
and whomever she touches by
direct or almost direct contact.
3: Circumcision is not a stage in
the purification process. It is noted
here by association; mention of the
seventh day of a male child's life
quite naturally calls to mind the
event of the eighth day. Halakhic
exegesis also notes that since the
command of circumcision was
given not to Moses but to Abra
ham (Gen. 17.9-14), it needed to be
repeated here, in the context of the
giving of the law to Israel in the
wilderness, in order to be valid.
4: In a state of blood purification, lit.
"in the blood of becoming pure,"
that is, she will continue to ob
serve some discharge, and thus
remain impure to a lesser degree,
before becoming fully purified.
Thirty-three days: The number
thirty-three, which has no signifi
cance, when combined with the
first seven days yields forty, a
"round" number of purification
days. Not touch any consecrated
thing, better, "anything holy." Dur
ing the second phase, she contin
ues to contaminate sacred objects
and the sanctuary, but only by di
rect contact, no longer from afar;
she no longer communicates im
purity to the nonsacred (to other
humans or objects) at all. Thus she
is permitted to resume relations
with her husband in this second
phase. Rabbinic law is more strin
gent, requiring.a longer period of
time; see also 15.19. 5: The reason
the length of each phase is dou
bled when a female child is born is
difficult to determine. Modem
medicine recognizes no difference
between the postpartum genital
flow of the mother of a boy and
that of the mother of a girl. The an
cients, however, may have be
lieved there was a difference, or
they may have noted that there is
occasionally vaginal flow from the
infant girl herself and viewed this
as necessitating a longer purifica
tion by the mother. 6-7a: The expi-
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ther son or daughter, she shall bring to the priest, at the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting, a lamb in its first year for
a burnt offering, and a pigeon or a turtledove for a sin of
fering. • 7 He shall offer it before the LoRD and make expia
tion on her behalf; she shall then be clean from her flow of
blood. Such are the rituals concerning her who bears a
child, male or female. s If, however, her means do not suf
fice for a sheep, she shall take two turtledoves or two pi
geons, one for a burnt offering and the other for a sin of
fering. The priest shall make expiation on her behalf, and
she shall be clean.

1 3 The LoRD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying:

2 When a person has on the skin of his body a
swelling, a rash, or a discoloration, and it develops into a
scaly affection on the skin of his body, it shall be reported b
to Aaron the priest or to one of his sons, the priests. 3 The
priest shall examine the affection on the skin of his body:
n See note nt 4·3·

b Or "lw s/m/1 be brougl1t."

ation, that is, decontamination of
the sanctuary, is accomplished
elsewhere by means of the
"i:lata't" sacrifice (see ch 4).
Uniquely, the mother is also re
quired to offer a burnt offering
(see ch 1), though generally this is
not needed for expiation. It may be
an expression of thanks or a re
quired gesture of obeisance. 6: Sin
offering, correctly, purification of
fering (see 4.3); no sin has been
committed. 7b: The summary cap
tion. 8: An appended provision
made for the woman who cannot
afford the costly sacrifice (see
5.7-10 n.). Here the concern is to
ensure that every parturient, even
the poorest, performs her expia
tion, so that the divine abode is
cleansed.

1 3.1-14.57: Impurity caused by
"tzara'at." These two chs are a unit
(see summary a t 14.54-57), pre
scribing the elimination of the im
purity caused by "tzara'at." This
has sometimes been translated as
"leprosy" (or "leprous affection"),
but the disease today called lep
rosy (Hanson's disease) was not
known in biblical times and the
description given in the Bible is
not consistent with it. Further,

since "tzara'at" afflicts not
only humans but also fabrics
(13.47-59) and building materials
(14.33-47), it cannot be identified
with a single pathology. The dis
tinctive symptom of "tzara'at" in
humans is scale-like eruptions of
the skin. Though most similar to
psoriasis and vitiligo, not all of
the symptoms correspond. Lack
ing modern microbiology, the
Bible referred to conditions with
similar outward manifestations
by a single name. "Tzara'at" in
fabrics and building materials are
types of mildew. The Bible does
not view disease per se as defil
ing. Only those having "tzara'at"
or abnormal genital fluxes (see
15.1-33 n., 15.1-15, 25-30) are
considered to be impure.
"Tzara'at," seen as a gradual ero
sion of the skin, was thought to
culminate, unless the patient re
covered, in the ultimate disinte
gration of the flesh, which was
taken as a manifestation of the
gradual escape of life. The person
afflicted with it was looked upon
as potentially dead (see Num.
12.12), death itself having begun
to consume his body (Job 18.13).
This "leakage" of life, according to P, creates impurity (see

chs 12-15 n.). For the steps neces
sary to dispose of the impurity lest
it spread to the sanctuary, the
priest, in his sacred role of distin
guishing the pure from the impure
(see 10.10; cf. 11.47) is given the
task of "diagnosing" "tzara'at" in
humans, fabrics, and buildings.
But the priest is not a physician,
and has no role in the healing
process; the commands detail only
the procedure to be followed, and
the information necessary, for
him to determine if the lesion is
"tzara'at" or not. If it is, purifica
tion and expiation are prescribed;
if not, the priest pronounces it
clean. In the Bible, the onset and
progress of disease, its persistence
or eventual disappearance, are es
sentially outside of human control.
In other biblical books "tzara'at"
is seen as a divine penalty (e.g.,
Num. 12.10; 2 Kings 15.5). Rab
binic thought agreed, suggesting
that the person afflicted with
"tzara'at" (the "metzora"') was
being punished thereby for the sin
of slander (the same consonants in
Heb: "motzi ra"'). But none of this
is expressed here. P seems to view
"tzara'at" quite matter-of-factly as
a feature of the natural world cre
ated by God, like unclean animals,
gonorrhea, and menstruation. No
moral judgment is passed on the
afflicted individuals, who are ac
countable only if they fail to attend
to the prompt eradication of impu
rity once the disease has disap
peared. 13.1: As in 11.1, the laws
are communicated to Aaron as
well as Moses, reflecting the cen
tral role of the priest in what fol
lows. 1-46: Each set of symptoms
is taken up separately, and direc
tions are provided in order to de
termine whether "tzara'at" is pres
ent or not. If it is not, the priest
declares the person pure. If it is,
the person is declared impure until
such time as the affliction is healed
and the purification rituals have
been completed (ch 14). If a con
clusive diagnosis cannot be made,
seven-day waiting periods ensue,
after which the condition is exam
ined again. 2-8: A swelling, a rash,
or a discoloration (better: "shiny
mark"): These are immediately
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if hair in the affected patch has turned white and the affec
tion appears to be deeper than the skin of his body, it is
a leprous affection;" when the priest sees it, he shall
pronounce him unclean. 4 But if it is a white discoloration
on the skin of his body which does not appear to be
deeper than the skin and the hair in it has not turned
white, the priest shall isolate the affected person for seven
days. 5 On the seventh day the priest shall examine him,
and if the affection has remained unchanged in color
and the disease has not spread on the skin, the priest shall
isolate him for another seven days. 6 On the seventh day
the priest shall examine him again: if the affection has
faded and has not spread on the skin, the priest shall pro
nounce him clean. It is a rash; he shall wash his clothes,
and he shall be clean. 7 But if the rash should spread on the
skin after he has presented himself to the priest and been
pronounced clean, he shall present himself again to the
priest. B And if the priest sees that the rash has spread on
the skin, the priest shall pronounce him unclean; it is
leprosy.
9 When a person has a scaly affection, it shall be report
ed b to the priest. 10 If the priest finds on the skin a white
swelling which has turned some hair white, with <·a patch
of undiscolored flesh·< in the swelling, 11 it is chronic lep
rosy on the skin of his body, and the priest shall pro
nounce him unclean; he need not isolate him, for he is un
clean. 12 If the eruption spreads out over the skin so that
it covers all the skin of the affected person from head to
foot, wherever the priest can see-13 if the priest sees that
the eruption has covered the whole body-he shall pro
nounce the affected person clean; he is clean, for he has
turned all white. 14 But as soon as undiscolored flesh ap
pears in it, he shall be unclean; 15 when the priest sees the
undiscolored flesh, he shall pronounce him unclean. The
undiscolored flesh is unclean; it is leprosy. 16 But if the
undiscolored flesh again turns white, he shall come to the
priest, 17 and the priest shall examine him: if the affection
has turned white, the priest shall pronounce the affected
person clean; he is clean.
1B When an inflammation appears on the skin of one's
body and it heals, 19 and a white swelling or a white dis
coloration streaked with red develops where the inflam
mation was, he shall present himself to the priest. 20 If the
a Heb. �ara'ath is used for a variety of diseases. Wllere a lumwr1 being is declared unclemr
by reason of �ara'ath, tire fmditional translation "leprosy" lws been retained wit/rout re
gard to modem medical terminology.
b See note a at 1J.2.
c-c Otlrers "quick mw flesll. "
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deemed to be " tzara'at" if the two
symptoms in v. 3 are present. Oth
erwise a seven-day quarantine
commences, after which, if the
condition has spread or if the
two symptoms appear, it is pro
nounced to be "tzara'at." If not, a
second seven-day period is ob
served; during it, if the condition
spreads the afflicted person m ust
immediately report back to the
priest and be pronounced unclean.
At the end of the second week, a
final check is made: If the affection
has faded it is deemed to be
merely a rash and the person is
pronounced clean; if at that time,
or subsequently, it has spread or
the two symptoms have appeared,
it is deemed "tzara'at." 3: A leprous
affection, Heb "tzara'at"; better,
"scale disease" (see above) or
"surface affection." 4: Shall isolate
the affected person: This quarantine
is not aimed at arresting the
spread of the disease, but is an at
tempt to contain the spread of an
intolerable amount of severe im
purity in case "tzara'at" is present.
9-1 1 : A scaly affection: This is im
mediately deemed to be "tzara'at"
if it shows the three symptoms
given in v. 10; no period of wait
ing is needed. 1 0: Undiscolored
flesh, lit. "raw" or "living" flesh.
It appears where scales have
rubbed off, indicating that the dis
ease is still active. 11-13: The
spreading of the scales to the en
tire body rather than deepening
and causing erosion in specific
spots indicates that healing is
under way and the person is pro
nounced pure. 14-17: Undiscolored
flesh, see v. 10. Its reappearance
indicates the disease has not
yet healed; that is established
only when the "raw" flesh again
turns white and remains so.
1 8-23: A boil that heals and is fol
lowed by a white swelling or a
whitish-reddish mark is deemed
on sight to be "tzara'at" if the
two symptoms outlined in v. 20
are present. If they are not, a
seven-day waiting period is
observed, after which, if the
condition has spread, it is pro
nounced "tzara'at"; otherwise
the person is pronounced pure.
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priest finds that it appears lower than the rest of the skin
and that the hair in it has turned white, the priest shall
pronounce him unclean; it is a leprous affection that has
broken out in the inflammation. 21 But if the priest finds
that there is no white hair in it and it is not lower than the
rest of the skin, and it is faded, the priest shall isolate him
for seven days. 22 If it should spread in the skin, the priest
shall pronounce him unclean; it is an affection. 23 But if the
discoloration remains stationary, not having spread, it is
the scar of the inflammation; the priest shall pronounce
him clean.
24 When the skin of one's body sustains a bum by fire,
and the patch from the burn is a discoloration, either
white streaked with red, or white, 25 the priest shall exam
ine it. If some hair has turned white in the discoloration,
which itself appears to go deeper than the skin, it is lep
rosy that has broken out in the burn. The priest shall pro
nounce him unclean; it is a leprous affection. 26 But if the
priest finds that there is no white hair in the discoloration,
and that it is not lower than the rest of the skin, and it is
faded, the priest shall isolate him for seven days. 27 On the
seventh day the priest shall examine him: if it has spread
in the skin, the priest shall pronounce him unclean; it is a
leprous affection. 28 But if the discoloration has remained
stationary, not having spread on the skin, and it is faded, it
is the swelling from the burn. The priest shall pronounce
him clean, for it is the scar of the burn.
29 If a man or a woman has an affection on the head or in
the beard, 30 the priest shall examine the affection. If it ap
pears to go deeper than the skin and there is thin yellow
hair in it, the priest shall pronounce him unclean; it is a
scalt a scaly eruption in the hair or beard. 31 But if the
priest finds that the scall affection does not appear to go
deeper than the skin, yet there is no black hair in it, the
priest shall isolate the person with the scall affection for
seven days. 32 0n the seventh day the priest shall examine
the affection. If the scall has not spread and no yellow hair
has appeared in it, and the scall does not appear to go
deeper than the skin, 33 the person with the scall shall
shave himself, but without shaving the scall; the priest
shall isolate him for another seven days. 34 On the seventh
day the priest shall examine the scall. If the scall has not
spread on the skin, and does not appear to go deeper than
the skin, the priest shall pronounce him clean; he shall
wash his clothes, and he shall be clean. 35 It however, the
scall should spread on the skin after he has been pro
nounced clean, 36 the priest shall examine him. If the scall
has spread on the skin, the priest need not look for yellow
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24-28: A bum displaying the
symptoms is subjected to the same
scrutiny and diagnostic procedure
as boils (vv. 19--2 3). 29-37: On the
head or in the beard, i.e., on the scalp
or in the flesh beneath the beard. A
mark appearing here is immedi
ately deemed "tzara'at" if it is a
"scall" (Heb "netek," detachment),
that is, hairs have become de
tached from their follicles, and
both of the symptoms described in
v. 30 are present. If they are not,
the person is reexamined after a
seven-day quarantine, after which,
if both symptoms fail to appear
and the condition has not spread,
the procedures given in vv. 33-37
are carried out. The presence of
yellow hair is not necessary to
prove the presence of "tzara'at"
if the condition has spread, but
the presence of dark hair in the
scall is a sure sign of healing.
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hair: he is unclean. 37 But if the scall has remained un
changed in color, and black hair has grown in it, the scall
is healed; he is clean. The priest shall pronounce him
clean.
38 If a man or a woman has the skin of the body streaked
with white discolorations, 39 and the priest sees that the
discolorations on the skin of the body are of a dull white,
it is a tetter broken out on the skin; he is clean.
40 If a man loses the hair of his head and becomes bald,
he is clean. 41 If he loses the hair on the front part of his
head and becomes bald at the forehead, he is clean. 42 But
if a white affection streaked with red appears on the bald
part in the front or at the back of the head, it is a scaly
eruption that is spreading over the bald part in the front
or at the back of the head. 43 The priest shall examine him:
if the swollen affection on the bald part in the front or at
the back of his head is white streaked with red, like the
leprosy of body skin in appearance, 44 the man is leprous;
he is unclean. The priest shall pronounce him unclean; he
has the affection on his head.
45 As for the person with a leprous affection, his clothes
shall be rent, his head shall be left bare; and he shall cover
over his upper lip; and he shall call out, "Unclean! Un
clean! " 46 He shall be unclean as long as the disease is on
him. Being unclean, he shall dwell apart; his dwelling
shall be outside the camp.
47 When an eruptive affection occurs in a cloth of wool
or linen fabric, 4Bin the warp or in the woof of the linen or
the wool, or in a skin or in anything made of skin; 49 if the
affection in the cloth or the skin, in the warp or the woof,
or in any article of skin, is streaky greenb or red, it is an
eruptive affection. It shall be shown to the priest; 50 and
the priest, after examining the affection, shall isolate the
affected article for seven days. 51 On the seventh day he
shall examine the affection: if the affection has spread
in the doth-whether in the warp or the woof, or in the
skin, for whatever purpose the skin may be used-the af
fection is a malignant eruption; it is unclean. 52 The cloth
whether warp or woof in wool or linen, or any article of
skin-in which the affection is found, shall be burned, for
it is a malignant eruption; it shall be consumed in fire.
53 But if the priest sees that the affection in the cloth
whether in warp or in woof, or in any article of skin-has
not spread, 54 the priest shall order the affected article
washed, and he shall isolate it for another seven days.
a See note at 1 o.6.
b Or "yellow. "
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38-39: Streaked witlz wlzite discol
orations, better, "shiny white
marks." This supplements vv. 2-8,
providing a method for determin
ing if the mark is merely a "tetter"
or white patch. 40-44: Normal
baldness is not a sign of " tzara'at."
If, however, it is accompanied by
the symptoms given in v. 43, it is
immediately deemed to be
"tzara'at" and no waiting period is
required. 44-46: These vv. detail
the behavior required of the per
son found to have "tzara'at" of
any type from the moment the di
agnosis is certain until he or she is
cured, after which the instructions
given in ch 14 are followed. 45: His
head shall be left bare, better, "[the
hair of] his head shall be di
sheveled"; this, together with the
rending of garments, is a sign of
mourning (see 10.6), appropriate
for a person diagnosed with a
disease equivalent to death
itself. Covering of the upper lip
was also a sign of mourning (see
Ezek. 24.17, 22). He shall call out,
"Unclean! Unclean!" to warn others
that the impurity (not the disease)
is contagious. 46: He shall dwell
apart: Since he remains removed
from society, no details regarding
how his impurity is transmitted to
other persons and objects are
given. Most likely the person with
"tzara'at" also contaminates what
ever is under the same roof; there
fore he must dwell apart. His im
purity also defiles the sacred, from
afar, which is why he will need to
perform expiation when he is able
(see 14.19). Outside the camp: This
refers to the wilderness period; in
later periods, outside the city (see
2 Kings 7.3). 47-58: Types of
mildew or mold in fabrics that
cause erosion and destruction
were yet another manifestation of
the same leakage of life-force that
is the source of all impurity in P
and are therefore also "tzara'at."
As with humans, the fabric sus
pected of impurity is isolated for
seven days; if the condition has
spread the suspicion is confirmed.
If not, the fabric is cleaned and iso
lated for seven more days. If the
affection has not spread and has
begun to clear up the fabric is pro-
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55 And if, after the affected article has been washed, the
priest sees that the affection has not changed color and
that it has not spread, it is unclean. It shall be consumed in
fire; it is a fret," whether on its inner side or on its outer
side. 56 But if the priest sees that the affected part, after it
has been washed, is faded, he shall tear it out from the
cloth or skin, whether in the warp or in the woof; 57 and if
it occurs again in the cloth-whether in warp or in woof
or in any article of skin, it is a wild growth; the affected ar
ticle shall be consumed in fire. 5 8 If, however, the affection
disappears from the cloth-warp or woof-or from any
article of skin that has been washed, it shall be washed
again, and it shall be clean.
59 Such is the procedure for eruptive affections of cloth,
woolen or linen, in warp or in woof, or of any article of
skin, for pronouncing it clean or unclean.
METSORA'

1 4 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 This shall be

the ritual for a leper at the time that he is to be
cleansed.
When it has been reportedb to the priest, 3 the priest
shall go outside the camp. If the priest sees that the leper
has been healed of his scaly affection, 4 the priest shall
order two live clean birds, cedar wood, crimson stuff, and
hyssop to be brought for him who is to be cleansed. 5 The
priest shall order one of the birds slaughtered over fresh
water in an earthen vessel; 6 and he shall take the live bird,
along with the cedar wood, the crimson stuff, and the hys
sop, and dip them together with the live bird in the blood
of the bird that was slaughtered over the fresh water. 7 He
shall then sprinkle it seven times on him who is to be
n Menning of Heb. pel).etheth uncertnir1.
nounced pure; otherwise it is
deemed to have "tzara'at." Fabrics
with confirmed cases cannot be
"cured," and must be destroyed
promptly; they cannot be purified
through a ritual. This explains
why these vv., which would per
haps read more naturally after
14.32, are placed here, before the
laws prescribing the purification of
persons and objects that have been
cured. 55: Whether on its inner side
or on its outer side, Heb is identical
to v. 42 "the bald part in the front
or at the back of the head" and is
translated appropriately to the
context. Most likely these words

b Cf note n nt

1J.2.

are a scribal error and should be
deleted. 59: Procedure, better, "in
structions" (Heb "tarat"; see 6.2).
This summary caption refers only
to vv. 47-58; the entire "tzara'at"
section is summed up at 14.54-57.
14.1-32: Resuming 13-46, these vv.
prescribe the steps required of the
person cured to dispose of the im
purity he has created. Anthropo
logically and sociologically these
rituals have been seen as rites of
passage, marking the return of the
outcast to normal life in human so
ciety and in God's presence. Rab
binic interpretation, which tended
to view the person afflicted as
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under divine sanction for wrong
doing, generally explained these
rituals as acts of contrition, pen
ance, and thanksgiving. In fact,
however, they are for ridding the
person and the environment of the
impurity that has been generated,
and the afflicted person is under
no disapprobation unless he or she
fails to carry them out. 2-3: The
process begins when the priest
has examined the afflicted person
and declared him cured. The cure
itself is God's affair; the priest's
task begins where God's ends.
2: This shall be the ritual for, better,
"these are the instructions con
cerning"; see 6.2. A leper (Heb
"metzora'," i.e., a person afflicted
with "tzara'at"); see 13.3 and
13.1-14.57 n. 3-20: The purifica
tion of the "metzora"' and the ex
piation, in three stages. 3-7: Stage
one takes place outside the camp
as soon as the priest pronounces
the afflicted person cured. Its pur
pose is to rid the person of the im
purity that has enveloped the
physical body during the ailment.
The purging agent is the blood of
the first of two birds. This is the
only instance in which purifying
blood is applied to a human. The
sprinkling of the reconstituted
blood of the red heifer on the
person contaminated by contact
with a corpse (Num. ch 19) is the
closest parallel and further indi
cates the close connection between
"tzara'at" and death. The second
bird is kept alive and set free to
carry off the impurity, like the
scapegoat on the annual Day of
"Atonement" (or Purification); see
ch 16. 4: Live, i.e., wild birds, that
live in the open country. Clean
birds, see 11.13-19. Cedar wood,
crimson stuff, agents of purification
throughout biblical and ancient
Near Eastern tradition. Hyssop,
used for dipping and sprinkling,
and therefore associated with pu
rification (Ps. 51.9). 5: Over fresh
water ir1 an earthen vessel, to dilute
the substance, so that there is a
sufficient quantity that may easily
be sprinkled. 7: The two birds are
considered one entity. Thus the
impurity, after being removed by
the blood of the slaughtered bird,
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cleansed of the eruption and cleanse him; and he shall set
the live bird free in the open country. B The one to be
cleansed shall wash his clothes, shave off all his hair, and
bathe in water; then he shall be clean. After that he may
enter the camp, but he must remain outside his tent seven
days. 9 Qn the seventh day he shall shave off all his hair
of head, beard, and eyebrows. When he has shaved off all
his hair, he shall wash his clothes and bathe his body in
water; then he shall be clean. 10 On the eighth day he shall
take two male lambs without blemish, one ewe lamb in its
first year without blemish, three-tenths of a measure of
choice flour with oil mixed in for a meal offering, and one
log of oil. 11 These shall be presented before the LoRD, with
the man to be cleansed, at the entrance of the Tent of Meet
ing, by the priest who performs the cleansing.
12 The priest shall take one of the male lambs and offer it
with the log of oil as a guilt offering, and he shall elevate
them as an elevation offering before the LORD. 13 The lamb
shall be slaughtered at the spot in the sacred area where
the sin offering and the burnt offering are slaughtered!
For the guilt offering, like the sin offering, goes to the
priest; it is most holy. 14 The priest shall take some of the
blood of the guilt offering, and the priest shall put it on
the ridge of the right ear of him who is being cleansed,
and on the thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of
his right foot. 15 The priest shall then take some of the log
of oil and pour it into the palm of his own left hand.
16 And the priest shall dip his right finger in the oil that is
in the palm of his left hand and sprinkle some of the oil
with his finger seven times before the LoRD. 17 Some of the
oil left in his palm shall be put by the priest on the ridge of
the right ear of the one being cleansed, on the thumb of his
right hand, and on the big toe of his right foot-over the
blood of the guilt offering. 18 The rest of the oil in his palm
the priest shall put on the head of the one being cleansed.
Thus the priest shall make expiation for him before the
LoRD. 1 9 The priest shall then offer the sin offering and
make expiation for the one being cleansed of his unclean
ness. Last, the burnt offering shall be slaughtered, 20 and
the priest shall offer the burnt offering and the meal offer
ing on the altar, and the priest shall make expiation for
him. Then he shall be clean.
21 If, however, he is poor and his means are insufficient,
he shall take one male lamb for a guilt offering, to be ele
vated in expiation for him, one-tenth of a measure of
choice flour with oil mixed in for a meal offering, and a log
a See 1. n; 4.24.
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is believed to be transferred to the
second, live bird which is then dis
patched, thereby permanently dis
posing of it. 8-9: Stage two, on the
seventh day, consists of the cleans
ing of the individual. That cleans
ing is not sufficient in itself, but
must be preceded by the removal
and disposal rituals and the lapse
of a seven-day period, indicates
the severity of this impurity.
1 0-20: In stage three, on the eighth
day, the "metzora"' makes his of
ferings. 1 2: Guilt offering: The pres
ence of an "'asham" sacrifice (see
5.14-26), its prominence evidenced
among other things by the eleva
tion ritual, is a mystery, since
being afflicted with "tzara'at" is
not an obvious trespass against
the sacred. One theory is that
the "metzora"' is under the
strong presumption of having
committed sacrilege; otherwise
why would he have been stricken
(see 2 Chron. 26.16-19)? Another
possibility is that the inherent
sanctity of the Israelite individual
(see 19.2) has been compromised,
though this would be unexpected
in this portion of the book (see
19.1-37 n.). Perhaps the "'asham"
is brought simply to provide blood
for the final removal of residual
impurity a week after the initial
decontamination. 14-18: The
smearing of consecrated oil in ad
dition to the blood of the "'asham"
sacrifice apparently adds a mea
sure of sanctification to the purifi
cation process. 19: Sin offering, i.e.,
purification offering (see ch 4), by
means of which the "metzora"'
rids the sacred sphere of the impu
rity that has accumulated there
during the course of his illness.

20: The burnt offering and the meal
offering: These complete the full set

of offerings by the "metzora'."
These acts of homage express re
joining the society of living Israel
ites engaged in the worship of the
LoRD. Then he shall be clean: This
sums up the entire process; it does
not mean that the offerings purify
the person. 21-32: The provisions
for the healed "metzora"' of mod
est means; see 5.7-13 n.; 12.8 n.
Note that the "'asham" lamb
(v. 12) is not reducible even in this
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of oil; 22 and two turtledoves or two pigeons, depending
on his means, the one to be the sin offering and the other
the burnt offering. 23 0n the eighth day of his cleansing he
shall bring them to the priest at the entrance of the Tent
of Meeting, before the LORD. 24 The priest shall take the
lamb of guilt offering and the log of oil, and elevate them
as an elevation offering before the LORD. 25 When the lamb
of guilt offering has been slaughtered, the priest shall take
some of the blood of the guilt offering and put it on the
ridge of the right ear of the one being cleansed, on the
thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his right
foot. 26 The priest shall then pour some of the oil into the
palm of his own left hand, 27 and with the finger of his
right hand the priest shall sprinkle some of the oil that is
in the palm of his left hand seven times before the LoRD.
2B Some of the oil in his palm shall be put by the priest on
the ridge of the right ear of the one being cleansed, on the
thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his right
foot, over the same places as the blood of the guilt offer
ing; 29 and what is left of the oil in his palm the priest shall
put on the head of the one being cleansed, to make expia
tion for him before the LoRD. 30 He shall then offer one of
the turtledoves or pigeons, depending on his means3 1 whichever he can afford-the one as a sin offering and
the other as a burnt offering, together with the meal offer
ing. Thus the priest shall make expiation before the LORD
for the one being cleansed. 32 Such is the ritual for him
who has a scaly affection and whose means for his cleans
ing are limited.
33 The LORD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying:
34 When you enter the land of Canaan that I give you as
a possession, and I inflict an eruptive plague upon a house
in the land you possess, 35 the owner of the house shall
come and tell the priest, saying, "Something like a plague
has appeared upon my house." 3 6 The priest shall order
the house cleared before the priest enters to examine the
plague, so that nothing in the house may become unclean;
after that the priest shall enter to examine the house. 37 If,
when he examines the plague, the plague in the walls of
the house is found to consist of greenish• or reddish
streaksb that appear to go deep into the wall, 38 the priest
shall come out of the house to the entrance of the house,
and close up the house for seven days. 39 On the seventh
day the priest shall return. If he sees that the plague has
spread on the walls of the house, 40 the priest shall order
the stones with the plague in them to be pulled out and
a Or "yellowis/r. "

b Meaning of Heb. sheqa'aruroth uncerlai11.
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case (see v. 24). 33-53: Mildew or
rot in the walls of a house. Since
the condition resembled " tzara'at"
in humans, it was believed to be
a manifestation of the same
deadly leakage of life. Greenish or

reddish streaks . . . deep into the wall
(v. 37) are deemed on sight to be
"tzara'at," but the measures taken
depend on the reexamination of
the house after a seven-day quar
antine. If the condition has spread,
the affected stones and plaster are
removed and replaced. (If it has
not spread, perhaps another week
of quarantine follows; the text is
silent.) If it returns, the house must
be demolished and the materials
disposed of, since the condition
has pervaded the entire dwelling.
Otherwise the "tzara'at" is deter
mined to have run its course and
the priest pronounces the house to
be clean. To eradicate the impurity
that has accumulated, a ritual sim
ilar to the first stage in the purifi
cation of the affected human
(vv. 3--7) is performed (vv. 49-53).
36: Once the priest determines
that "tzara'at" is present, every
thing in the house susceptible to
contamination will be declared im
pure. To prevent this, the house is
cleared in advance and the foods
and objects that have been re
moved remain under the pre
sumption of purity. Rabbinic
interpretation correctly recog
nized that this is designed to pre
vent undue economic hardship.
46-47: The impurity is contagious
during the week of quarantine.
53: Make expiation for, Heb "kiper"
is used anomalously here (see
16.1-34 n.) to refer to the decon
tamination of a person. No puri
fication of the sacred sphere is
prescribed, since if the "tzara'at"
is deemed severe the house is
destroyed before the impurity
spreads to the sanctuary.
54-57: Concluding subscription to
chs 13-14. Ritual, better, "instruc
tions"; see 6.2.
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cast outside the city into an unclean place. 41 The house
shall be scraped inside all around, and the coating• that is
scraped off shall be dumped outside the city in an unclean
place. 42 They shall take other stones and replace those
stones with them, and take other coating and plaster the
house.
43 If the plague again breaks out in the house, after the
stones have been pulled out and after the house has been
scraped and replastered, 44 the priest shall come to exam
ine: if the plague has spread in the house, it is a malignant
eruption in the house; it is unclean. 45 The house shall
be torn down-its stones and timber and all the coating
on the house-and taken to an unclean place outside the
city.
46 Whoever enters the house while it is closed up shall
be unclean until evening. 47 Whoever sleeps in the house
must wash his clothes, and whoever eats in the house
must wash his clothes.
48 If, however, the priest comes and sees that the plague
has not spread in the house after the house was replas
tered, the priest shall pronounce the house clean, for the
plague has healed. 49 To purge the house, he shall take two
birds, cedar wood, crimson stuff, and hyssop. 50 He shall
slaughter the one bird over fresh water in an earthen ves
sel. 51 He shall take the cedar wood, the hyssop, the crim
son stuff, and the live bird, and dip them in the blood of
the slaughtered bird and the fresh water, and sprinkle on
the house seven times. 52 Having purged the house with
the blood of the bird, the fresh water, the live bird, the
cedar wood, the hyssop, and the crimson stuff, 53 he shall
set the live bird free outside the city in the open country.
Thus he shall make expiation for the house, and it shall be
clean.
54 Such is the ritual for every eruptive affection-for
scalls, 55 for an eruption on a cloth or a house, 56 for
swellings, for rashes, or for discolorations_s7 to deter
mine when they are unclean and when they are clean.
Such is the ritual concerning eruptions.

1 5 The

LORD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying:
2 Speak to the Israelite people and say to them:
When any man has a discharge issuing from his mem
ber,b he is unclean. 3 The uncleanness from his discharge
shall mean the following-whether his member runs with
the discharge or is stopped up so that there is no disa

Lit. "dust," "mud."

b Lit. "jles!J."
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14.41-15.3

15.1-33: Impurity from bodily
discharges. Concluding the laws
of purification from bodily impuri
ties, this ch deals with defilement
caused by the flow of life fluids
from the genital organs: semen,
menstrual fluid, and the discharge
accompanying gonorrhea or ure
thral infection. They are treated as
facts of nature: some normal, some
abnormal. The only sin connected
with them is failure to purify one
self from them. The ch is arranged
chiastically. Section (a) speaks of
abnormal discharge from a male
(vv. 2b-15) and parallels section
(e), which speaks of abnormal dis
charge from a female (vv. 25-30).
These are severe impurities; since
they reach the sacred sphere, their
bearers must make purification
offerings to decontaminate the
sanctuary after they have been
cleansed. Section (b) speaks of
normal discharge from a male, i.e.,
the emission of semen (vv. 16-17);
this parallels section (d), which
speaks of normal discharge
from a female; i.e., menstruation
(vv. 19--24). These are lesser impu
rities; they require only the cleans
ing of the individual which, if per
formed promptly, arrests any
possible contamination of the sa
cred. At the center is section (c)
(v. 18), which deals with the impu
rity contracted during sexual inter
course by both males and females.
1 : Moses and Aaron, see 11.1; 13.1.
2b-1 5: Abnormal discharge in a
male; the symptoms are consistent
with urethral infections of various
types and not only gonorrhea. In
biblical times it was not known
that these ailments are transmitted
by sexual contact. 2: His member,
lit. "his flesh" (see translators'
note b), a euphemism; see v. 19.
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charge, his uncleanness means this: 4 Any bedding on
which the one with the discharge lies shall be unclean,
and every object on which he sits shall be unclean. 5 Any
one who touches his bedding shall wash his clothes, bathe
in water, and remain unclean until evening. 6 Whoever sits
on an object on which the one with the discharge has sat
shall wash his clothes, bathe in water, and remain unclean
until evening. 7 Whoever touches the body of the one with
the discharge shall wash his clothes, bathe in water, and
remain unclean until evening. 8 If one with a discharge
spits on one who is clean, the latter shall wash his clothes,
bathe in water, and remain unclean until evening. 9 Any
means for riding that one with a discharge has mounted
shall be unclean; 10 whoever touches anything that was
under him shall be unclean until evening; and whoever
carries such things shall wash his clothes, bathe in water,
and remain unclean until evening. 11 If one with a dis
charge, without having rinsed his hands in water, touches
another person, that person shall wash his clothes, bathe
in water, and remain unclean until evening. 12 An earthen
vessel that one with a discharge touches shall be broken;
and any wooden implement shall be rinsed with water.
13 When one with a discharge becomes clean of his dis
charge, he shall count off seven days for his cleansing,
wash his clothes, and bathe his body in fresh water; then he
shall be clean. 14 0n the eighth day he shall take two turtle
doves or two pigeons and come before the LORD at the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting and give them to the priest.
15 The priest shall offer them, the one as a sin offering and
the other as a burnt offering. Thus the priest shall make ex
piation on his behalf, for his discharge, before the LoRD.
16 When a man has an emission of semen, he shall bathe
his whole body in water and remain unclean until
evening. 17 All cloth or leather on which semen falls shall
be washed in water and remain unclean until evening.
18 And if a man has carnal relations with a woman, they
shall bathe in water and remain unclean until evening.
19 When a woman has a discharge, her discharge being

4-12: The communication of im
purity by direct or indirect contact.
The details provided here and in
vv. 19-27 are given in this ch only,
to be applied by appropriate anal
ogy in other cases of bodily impu
rity of similar degree; see, e.g., 12.2
and 13.46 n. Secondary impurity is
less severe than that borne by the
affected person himself; after
washing (traditionally understood

to mean immersion) and launder
ing it dissipates by nightfall and
does not spread to the sacred
sphere. It is taken for granted that
contact with impure persons will
occur in the normal course of
everyday life. Unclean individuals
are not "off limits," but since con
tact with them communicates
minor impurity, the necessary
measures must be taken to rid one-242-

self of it. 11: Touches another person,
i.e., with his hands (which have
probably come into contact with
his genitals). Without having rinsed
his hands in water: In rabbinic law
this too was taken to mean immer
sion, thus equating it with the
washing required in the preceding
cases. 12: See 11.31-35· 13-15: The
impurity is severe; thus it lasts for
seven days after the condition has
passed, after which the final
cleansing of the man takes place.
Then, when he is finally rid of his
impurity and may approach the
divine abode, the "J:!ata't" is of
fered and the sacred area decon
taminated. 14: Two turtledoves or
two pigeons, see 5.7-10 n.; 12.8 n.
Here, however, the two birds are
prescribed for all, not just for those
too poor to offer livestock; for the
reason, see v. 29 n. 16-17: See also
Deut. 23.1o-12; 1 Sam. 20.26; here,
however, the law is not restricted
to involuntary nocturnal emission.
The emission of semen per se, de
liberate or accidental, during inter
course or not, creates a minor im
purity which, after cleansing, is
gone by nightfall. 17: Being minor,
this impurity is not communicated
to others by contact, but it is com
municated to objects (and perhaps
persons too) if the semen itself
touches them. 18: As a function
of the previous section and serv
ing as a transition to the next.
Sexual intercourse defiles both
participants; their impurity, after
cleansing, lasts until nightfall.
19-24: The menstruant. According
to this ch, everyday nonsexual
contact with the menstruating
woman merely confers a minor
impurity which, after cleansing,
dissipates by nightfall. Even sex
ual intercourse with the menstru
ant is not forbidden; although it
communicates a more severe im
purity lasting seven days (v. 24), if
the necessary purification takes
place no sin has been committed.
Thus the law in 18.19, forbidding
sexual relations with a menstruant
on pain of "karet" (see 7.20), di
rectly contradicts this ch. Jewish
tradition not only accepted the
stricter view, forbidding inter
course with the menstruant, but
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blood from her body, she shall remain in her impurity
seven days; whoever touches her shall be unclean until
evening. 20 Anything that she lies on during her impurity
shall be unclean; and anything that she sits on shall be un
clean. 21 Anyone who touches her bedding shall wash his
clothes, bathe in water, and remain unclean until evening;
22 and anyone who touches any object on which she has
sat shall wash his clothes, bathe in water, and remain un
clean until evening. 23 Be it the bedding or be it the object
on which she has sat, on touching it he shall be unclean
until evening. 24 And if a man lies with her, her impurity is
communicated to him; he shall be unclean seven days,
and any bedding on which he lies shall become unclean.
25 When a woman has had a discharge of blood for
many days, not at the time of her impurity, or when she
has a discharge beyond her period of impurity, she shall
be unclean, as though at the time of her impurity, as long
as her discharge lasts. 26 Any bedding on which she lies
while her discharge lasts shall be for her like bedding dur
ing her impurity; and any object on which she sits shall
become unclean, as it does during her impurity: 27 who
ever touches them shall be unclean; he shall wash his
clothes, bathe in water, and remain unclean until evening.
28 When she becomes clean of her discharge, she shall
count off seven days, and after that she shall be clean.
29 On the eighth day she shall take two turtledoves or two
pigeons, and bring them to the priest at the entrance of the
Tent of Meeting. 30 The priest shall offer the one as a sin of
fering and the other as a burnt offering; and the priest
shall make expiation on her behalf, for her unclean dis
charge, before the LoRD.
31 You shall put the Israelites on guard against their un
cleanness, lest they die through their uncleanness by defil
ing My Tabernacle which is among them.
32 Such is the ritual concerning him who has a dis
charge: concerning him who has an emission of semen
and becomes unclean thereby, 33 and concerning her who
is in menstrual infirmity, and concerning anyone, male or
female, who has a discharge, and concerning a man who
lies with an unclean woman.
'AI:IAREI MOT
The LoRD spoke to Moses after the death of the two
sons of Aaron who died when they drew too close
1to the6presence
of the LoRD. 2 The LoRD said to Moses:

Tell your brother Aaron that he is not to come at will•

interpreted the latter Jaw in such a
way as to prohibit other forms of
physical contact with her as well.
The need to comply with 18.19 led
to the survival of the Jaws restrict
ing marital relations to the days
between menstrual cycles, forbid
ding physical contact with men
struating women and requiring
the monthly immersion of the wife
("tohorat hamishpaJ.:tah") in Jewish
law. The case is unique among the
purification Jaws in the Bible, vir
tually all of which fell into disuse
after the destruction of the Temple.
19: Blood, menstrual fluid was
thought to be blood. Body, a eu
phemism; see v. 2. Seven days, ap
proximating the maximum num
ber of days each month during
which most women menstruate.
Rabbinic Jaw, however, on the
analogy of v. 28, determined that
the seven "clean" days commence
after the actual flow has ceased.
25-30: Paralleling 2b-15, above,
but taking into account a second
possibility as well: menstrual flow
that lasts beyond its normal dura
tion. 29: The inexpensive animals
are prescribed since prolonged
menstrual flow or irregular dis
charges are relatively frequent, so
requiring livestock would impose
economic hardship and the purifi
cation of the sanctuary would be
neglected. By simple analogy birds
are prescribed for males as well
in v. 14. 31: The rationale for all
of the purification Jaws in P; see
chs 12-15 n. Lest t!U?Jl die through
their uncleanness: The "death" is
the collective destruction of Israel

by defiling My Tabernacle which is
among them. Failing to eradicate
defilement causes it to collect in
the divine abode, leading to its
abandonment by the deity. See
also 16.16; Num. 5.3; 19.13, 20.
Rabbinic tradition reinterpreted
this and similar passages to mean
that the divine abode would be de
filed only if the unclean person en
tered it; thus it severed the laws of
purification from their biblical
moorings.

16.1-34: Purging the Tabernacle
annually. The preceding chs have
established that sins and bodily

a Lit. "at any fi111e. "
- 24) -
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into the Shrine behind the curtain, in front of the cover
that is upon the ark, lest he die; for I appear in the cloud
over the cover. 3 Thus only shall Aaron enter the Shrine:
with a bull of the herd for a sin offering and a ram for a
burnt offering.-4 He shall be dressed in a sacral linen
tunic, with linen breeches next to his flesh, and be girt
with a linen sash, and he shall wear a linen turban. They
are sacral vestments; he shall bathe his body in water and
then put them on.-5 And from the Israelite community
he shall take two he-goats for a sin offering and a ram for
a burnt offering.
6 Aaron is to offer his own bull of sin offering, to make
expiation for himself and for his household. 7 Aaron• shall
take the two he-goats and let them stand before the LoRD
n Moved upfrom v. 8 for clarity.
impurities contaminate the Taber
nacle. Regular atonement for unin
tentional sin and the routine eradi
cation of impurity eliminate as
much of both types of defilement
as possible. Yet, since not all unin
tentional wrongs are discovered
and not everyone is diligent about
atonement, a certain amount of de
filement remains. In particular, de
liberate crimes, which contaminate
the inner sanctum where the di
vine Presence itself is said to
dwell, are not expurgated by the
regular atonement rituals. This ch
thus provides the instructions for
purging the inner sanctum along
with the rest of the Tabernacle
once a year, so that defilement
does not accumulate. It logically
follows the laws of purification
(chs 12-15), as they conclude with
the statement that only by pre
venting the spread of impurity can
the Israelites ensure God's contin
ual presence among them (15.31).
The annual purification ritual,
briefly alluded to in Exod. 30.10, is
to be performed on the tenth day
of the seventh month (v. 29). Else
where (23.27, 28; 25.9) this day
is referred to as "yom hakip
purim"--often translated as "Day
of Atonement," with the verb
"kiper," "atone," being used in
the sense of "decontaminate [the
sacred precincts) of sin or defile
ment" (see 1.4; 4.1-5.26 n.). This
day is found only in the Priestly

calendar of sacred times (23.26-32;
see also Num. 29.7-11). Sanctuary
purification rites are known in the
ancient Near East outside of Israel.
The biblical Day of Atonement,
while unique in its conceptual and
ritual complexity and in its nonde
monic view of defilement, shares
with them the specific ritual aim of
decontaminating the sanctuary. It
also, however, brings about a sort
of purification of the Israelite peo
ple, since the thorough eradication
and disposal of their sins and im
purities serves as a personal and
communal catharsis. Further, the
people have a role in the process:
vv. 29-34a prescribe that they must
observe a fast and a cessation of
labor. The Israelites emerge from
this day secure in the knowledge
that the equilibrium in their rela
tionship with God has been re
stored and "all is forgiven." This
too is expressed by the text: "For
on this day atonement shall be
made for you to cleanse you of all
your sins; you shall be clean before
the Loao" (v. 30). Long after the
original notion that God threat
ened to abandon His people if His
abode became impure had re
ceded, the Day of Atonement, as
an annual occasion for repentance
and forgiveness, continued to have
crucial importance. Even since the
destruction of the Temple, when
fasting, prayer, and penitence are
all that survive of the day's ritual,
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it has remained a central feature of
the liturgical year in Jewish tradi
tion. 1: After the death of the two
sons of Aaron, related in 10.1-2.
Some have assumed a connection
between the offense of Aaron's
sons and the annual purgation,
suggesting either that the priest is
cautioned not to repeat their ac
tions or that the purgation was ne
cessitated by their deaths or their
dire sins. But the narrator proba
bly means that this ch was actually
imparted to Moses immediately
after Revelation Day, while chs
11-15, conveyed to Moses later in
the month, have been placed here
so that the reader may correctly
grasp what is meant by "the un
cleanness . . . of the Israelites" in
v. 16 and understand why the
Tabernacle needs to be purged (see
16.1-34 n.). 2: At will, lit. "at any
time." Only once a year may
Aaron or his successor enter the
inner sanctum. The Shrine behind

the curtain, in front of the cover that
is upon the ark, the inner sanctum,
known as the "holy of holies" and
here called "haqodesh," "the holy
place." Lest he die;for I appear in the
cloud over the cover: How Aaron is
to avoid death when purging the
inner sanctum is explained in vv.
12-13. 3-22: The thorough purifi
cation of the Tabernacle, focusing
on the inner sanctum. 4: Since the
tasks to be performed on Purifica
tion Day are for purgation, not for
worship, the priest is to remove
the vestments worn for the daily
service and to don simple linen
garments, which, when soiled by
the sprinkling of blood, are easily
laundered. 5-22: The ritual in
cludes the following components:
(a) a slaughtered bull, to serve as a
purification of(ering on behalf of
the high priest and his household
(cf. 4.3-12); (b) a slaughtered goat
to serve as a purification offering
on behalf of the Israelite people;
(c) a live goat, to carry away the
transgressions of the Israelites to
the wilderness; (d) two burnt of
ferings, one on Aaron's own behalf
and the other on behalf oflhe peo
ple. 7-10: The use of the two goats
is similar to that of the two birds in
14.4-7, 49-53· The lottery deter-
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at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting; 8 and he shall place
lots upon the two goats, one marked for the LORD and the
other marked for Azazel. 9 Aaron shall bring forward the
goat designated by lot for the LoRD, which he is to offer as
a sin offering; 10 while the goat designated by lot for Aza
zel shall be left standing alive before the LoRD, to make
expiation with it and to send it off to the wilderness for
Azazel.
11 Aaron shall then offer his bull of sin offering, to make
expiation for himself and his household. He shall slaugh
ter his bull of sin offering, 12 and he shall take a panful of
glowing coals scooped from the altar before the LoRD, and
two handfuls of finely ground aromatic incense, and bring
this behind the curtain. 13 He shall put the incense on the
fire before the LoRD, so that the cloud from the incense
screens the cover that is over [the Ark of] the Pact, lest he
die. 14 He shall take some of the blood of the bull and
sprinkle it with his finger over the cover on the east side;
and in front of the cover he shall sprinkle some of the
blood with his finger seven times. 15 He shall then slaugh
ter the people's goat of sin offering, bring its blood behind
the curtain, and do with its blood as he has done with the
blood of the bull: he shall sprinkle it over the cover and in
front of the cover.
16 Thus he shall purge the Shrine of the uncleanness and
transgression of the Israelites, whatever their sins; and he
shall do the same for the Tent of Meeting, which abides
with them in the midst of their uncleanness. 17 When he
goes in to make expiation in the Shrine, nobody else shall
be in the Tent of Meeting until he comes out.
When he has made expiation for himself and his house
hold, and for the whole congregation of Israel, 18 he shall
go out to the altar that is before the LoRD and purge it: he
shall take some of the blood of the bull and of the goat and
apply it to each of the horns of the altar; 19 and the rest of
the blood he shall sprinkle on it with his finger seven
mines at random how each goat is
to be used. 8: Azazel: The Rabbis
cleverly divided this name into
two words "'ez 'azel," " the goat
that goes away," from which the
traditional "scapegoat" is derived.
It literally means "fierce god" and
as intimated by the medieval ex
egete Abraham Ibn Ezra is evi
dently the name of a demon or
deity believed to inhabit the
wilderness. Thus the sins of the
people are symbolically cast into
the realm beyond civilization, to

become the property of a being
who is the antithesis of the God
of Israel. Though Azazel accepts
the goat bearing Israel's sins as a
sacrifice to him, this is no disloy
alty to God since He Himself com
mands it, as NaJ:unanides (Ram
ban) says: It is as though a king
ordered "Give a portion [of this
feast) to my servant so-and-so."
11-14: Aaron's first entry into the
inner sanctum, to expiate for his
own transgressions and impuri
ties. 13: The cover tlrat is over [tire

Ark of] the Pact, the platform upon
which the two winged cherubs
stand, serving as a throne for the
divine Presence which hovers
above it (Exod. 25.1o-22). The
incense is placed on the coals to
create a cloud of smoke, prevent
ing Aaron from viewing the deity.
The blood is sprinkled in front of
the throne and behind it, purging
the area most vulnerable to con
tamination. 1 5-16a: Aaron's sec
ond entry into the inner sanctum,
to expiate for the transgressions
and impurities of the people. The
blood of the goat is sprinkled in
the same way as that of the bull.
16: Of tire uncleanness: A better
translation is "of the impurities of
the Israelites and, among all their
sins, of their deliberate transgres
sions"; see v. 22 n. 16b: The cleans
ing of the inner sanctum is fol
lowed by the purification of the
outer sanctum. Probably the proce
dure in 4.6-7a and 4·17-18a is in
tended, performed first with the
blood of the bull and then with
that of the goat. The Tent . . . abides,
better, "the Tent of Meeting of the
One who abides." 17: The first half
of the v. confirms that in the outer
sanctum too Aaron is to be alone
(translate "the holy place" instead
of the Shrine); the second half sums
up the cleansing of the Tabernacle.
1 8-19a: The next step: purging the
altar. The altar tlrat is before tire
LoRD: Rabbinic interpretation took
this to mean the incense altar lo
cated in the inner sanctum. The
words he shall go out would thus
refer to Aaron's exiting the inner
sanctum. But the v. would then
be out of place, and the summary
vv. 20 and 33 distinguish between
the inner sanctum, the outer sanc
tum, and the altar. It is preferable
to explain he shall go out as mean
ing "he shall exit the Tent of Meet
ing." The altar is the sacrificial
altar that stood in the courtyard,
the purgation of the incense altar
having been accomplished already
(see v. 16b). 19: And consecrate it:
The translation reflects the rab
binic midrash, according to which
the altar was not only purged but
reconsecrated for the coming year,
but the word "vekidesho" stands

LEVITICUS 16.20-16 .30
times. Thus he shall cleanse it of the uncleanness of the Is
raelites and consecrate it.
20 When he has finished purging the Shrine, the Tent of
Meeting, and the altar, the live goat shall be brought for
ward. 21 Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head of
the live goat and confess over it all the iniquities and
transgressions of the Israelites, whatever their sins, put
ting them on the head of the goat; and it shall be sent off to
the wilderness through a designated• man. 22Thus the
goat shall carry on it all their iniquities to an inaccessible
region; and the goat shall be set free in the wilderness.
23 And Aaron shall go into the Tent of Meeting, take off
the linen vestments that he put on when he entered the
Shrine, and leave them there. 24 He shall bathe his body in
water in the holy precinct and put on his vestments; then
he shall come out and offer his burnt offering and the
burnt offering of the people, making expiation for himself
and for the people. 25 The fat of the sin offering he shall
tum into smoke on the altar.
26 He who set the Azazel-goat free shall wash his clothes
and bathe his body in water; after that he may reenter the
camp.
27The bull of sin offering and the goat of sin offering
whose blood was brought in to purge the Shrine shall be
taken outside the camp; and their hides, flesh, and dung
shall be consumed in fire. 26 He who burned them shall
wash his clothes and bathe his body in water; after that he
may re-enter the camp.
29 And this shall be to you a law for all time: In the sev
enth month, on the tenth day of the month, you shall prac
tice self-denial; and you shall do no manner of work, nei
ther the citizen nor the alien who resides among you.
30 For on this day atonement shall be made for you to
cleanse you of all your sins; you shall be clean before the
a Meaning of Heb. 'itti uncertain.
before of the uncleanness of the Isra
elites and means "and purge it."
20-22: Having removed the im
pure material from the inner and
outer sanctums, Aaron now trans
fers it to the live goat for dispatch
to the wilderness. The transfer is
accomplished by placing both
hands on the goat's head and
making verbal declaration of the
people's sins. Rabbinic law, rein
terpreting the term "vekiper,"
"he shall make expiation" in vv. 6
and 1 1, added two more confes-

sions to the Day of Atonement rit
ual. 21: Lay both l1is hands: Else
where single-hand leaning (e.g.,
1.4) reflects designation of an ani
mal; the gesture here is one of
transfer to the animal. 22: All their
iniquities, rather, "all the inten
tional sins and deliberate trans
gressions of the Israelites among
all their sins." The impurities (see
v. 16) have disappeared, eradi
cated by the blood of the "l)ata't"
offerings. Deliberate sins, how
ever, are indestructible; they can
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only be sent away; in the hope that
they may never return. The idea is
that intentional acts of wrongdo
ing, once committed, can never
really be undone. 23-28: The re
maining offerings, the cleansing of
Aaron, the removal of the contami
nated garments, the disposal of the
flesh, and the purification of those
who have become secondarily de
filed as a result of their roles in the
ritual. 29-34a: The rituals are to be
performed on a specific date, an
nually, in perpetuity, by Aaron's
successors in the high priesthood,
accompanied by a community
wide fast and cessation of labor,
observed by citizen and alien alike
(see 23.26-32). 29: Practice self
denial, lit. "deprive your throats,"
i.e., fast (see Isa. 58.3, 5). The
translation reflects the halakhic
midrash, according to which
"nefesh" is used in the sense of
"self"; based on this the Rabbis de
creed additional forms of self
affliction besides the abstinence
from food and drink indicated ex
plicitly by the text. Citizen, Heb
"'ezral)," "native," referring to the
Israelite born in the land of Israel
of bona fide Israelite ancestry. The
alien wlw resides among you: The
"ger," or resident alien, is a person
of non-Israelite ancestry residing
more or less permanently in the
land of Israel. He is not considered
a descendant of the Canaanite
peoples, since they are believed
to have been evacuated (see
18.24-30). Rabbinic tradition nn
derstands the "ger" as a proselyte
or convert, but this is anachronis
tic; neither religious conversion
nor gradual assimilation is con
templated anywhere in P. Laws
pertaining to the "ger" appear
throughout the remaining chs of
Leviticus and elsewhere in the
Priestly law; see, e.g., 17.8, 10, 12,
15; 18.26; 19.33-36; 24.16 n.;
25.47-54 n. The "ger" is not re
quired to worship Israel's God but
may do so voluntarily; thus the
"ger" is not obligated to observe
the performative commands, but
must comply with all prohibitions,
and must observe the laws of fair
ness and justice (see 24.17-22).
The Israelite must refrain from op-
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LoRD. 31 It shall be a sabbath of complete rest for you, and
you shall practice self-denial; it is a law for all time. 32The
priest who has been anointed and ordained to serve as
priest in place of his father shall make expiation. He shall
put on the linen vestments, the sacral vestments. 33 He
shall purge the innermost Shrine; he shall purge the Tent
of Meeting and the altar; and he shall make expiation for
the priests and for all the people of the congregation.
34 This shall be to you a law for all time: to make atone
ment for the Israelites for all their sins once a year.
And Moses did as the LORD had commanded him.

1 7 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying:

2 Speak to Aaron and his sons and to all the Israelite
people and say to them:
This is what the LORD has commanded: 3 if anyone of
the house of Israel slaughters an ox or sheep or goat in the
pressing or exploiting the "ger."

31 : A sabbath of complete rest for you,
see 2J.JO n.

Chs 17-26. Scholars agree that
chs 17-26, along with some other
passages in Leviticus and else
where in P, belong to a literary
stratum distinct from the remain
der of the Priestly work. Although
this section is not structurally dif
ferentiated from the rest, and does
echo and supplement the ritual
and sacral regulations in P in
many ways, on substantive and
stylistic grounds it appears to have
been composed by Priestly authors
other than those responsible for
the remainder of P. Its most char
acteristic feature is a concern for
holiness. Throughout Priestly
thought, holiness is conceived of
as an effervescence of the Presence
of the LORD. It infuses everything
with which it comes into contact
(see 6.11; 8.1o-13), transforming it
into the designated "personal"
property of the deity. In these chs
we hear for the first time that holi
ness is not confined to the realm of
the Tabernacle and priesthood;
rather, the Israelite people as a
whole can and must attain holi
ness (chs t<r2o). This section also
contains legislation concerning the
holiness of the priests and of sa
cred offerings (chs 21-22), the an-

nual festivals, here called holy
times (ch 23), the holiness of the
name of God (ch 24), and the holi
ness of the fiftieth year (ch 25). Im
plied also is the holiness of the
land of Israel (chs 18 and 26). Ho
liness as the all-encompassing
theme of these chs has given them
their name, the Holiness Legisla
tion (or Holiness Code or Collec
tion), or H. While earlier critics be
lieved H to be more ancient than P,
many scholars now think that H
was added to, and is therefore
probably later than, the kernel of
the Priestly document. If so, the
addition of the Holiness Collection
to the preexisting Priestly docu
ment marks an important develop
ment in Priestly tradition and
thought. The earlier Priestly work
reflects the idea that the com
mandments given by God to the
Israelites at Sinai were concerned
solely with worship and the main
tenance of the purity of the divine
abode; all else was a matter of uni
versal morality but not the stuff of
divine legislation for Israel. The H
chs constitute a transformation;
they claim that the laws given to
Israel at Sinai included civil and
criminal legislation and pertained
to every sphere of interpersonal re
lationships and social behavior as
well as ritual activity. H thereby
makes explicit through specific

commands what was only implicit
in the earlier stratum of P, namely,
that Israel's compliance with
God's expectations in these areas
impinges on the sacred no less
than the maintenance of the insti
tutions of worship. Among the
unique characteristics of H are its
distinct rationale for the blood
prohibition (see 17.1o-12), its pe
culiar understanding of sacrificial
atonement (q.n), its strict prohi
bition of sexual relations with the
menstruating woman (18.19), the
new meaning it instills into the
concept of impurity (18.24-30), its
incorporation of popular ritual
into the observance of the holy
days (23.1-44), its detailed explo
ration of the full ramifications of
God's lordship over His people
and land (25.1-55), and its explicit
historicization of the Priestly
promise of divine indwelling and
threat of divine abandonment
(26.J-45l·

17.1-16: Slaughter and blood.
Three laws are communicated to
Moses: the prohibition of common,
or "profane," slaughter of domes
tic livestock (vv. 3-7), the prohibi
tion of sacrifice outside of the
Tabernacle (vv. !H:J), and the prohi
bition of "eating" any blood (vv.
1o-12). The third law draws in its
wake two corollaries: the require
ment to drain the blood of wild
animals killed for food (vv. 13-14),
and the need to dispose of the im
purity one contracts from eating
carrion (vv. 15-16). All five sec
tions are thus concerned with
proper disposal of the blood of
slain animals. They derive from
P's view of the commands given
to Noah and his descendants in
Gen. 9.1-7 (see 1 1 .1-47 n.), and
they supplement the laws of sacri
fice in chs 1--'7, the dietary laws
given in ch 1 1, and the laws of
purification given in chs 12-15.

2: To Aaron and l1is sons and to all
the Israelite people: As the laws com

manded here require specific activ
ity on the part of the priests, Aaron
and his sons are singled out, but
the laws in the ch apply to the peo
ple as a whole. 3-4: Ox or sheep or
goat: Since animals from the herd
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camp, or does so outside the camp, 4 and does not bring it
to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting to present it as an of
fering to the LoRD, before the LoRD's Tabernacle, blood
guilt shall be imputed to that man: he has shed blood; that
man shall be cut off from among his people. 5 This is in
order that the Israelites may bring the sacrifices which
they have been making in the open-that they may bring
them before the LoRD, to the priest, at the entrance of the
Tent of Meeting, and offer them as sacrifices of well-being
to the LoRD; 6 that the priest may dash the blood against
the altar of the LORD at the entrance of the Tent of Meet
ing, and turn the fat into smoke as a pleasing odor to the
LoRD; 7 and that they may offer their sacrifices no more to
the goat-demons after whom they stray. This shall be to
them a law for all time, throughout the ages.
s Say tq them further: If anyone of the house of Israel or
of the strangers who reside among them offers a burnt of
fering or a sacrifice, 9 and does not bring it to the entrance
of the Tent of Meeting to offer it to the LoRD, that person
shall be cut off from his people.
10 And if anyone of the house of Israel or of the
strangers who reside among them partakes of any blood, I
will set My face against the person who partakes of the
blood, and I will cut him off from among his kin. 11 For the
life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have assigned it to
you for making expiation for your lives upon the altar; it
is the blood, as life, that effects expiation. 12 Therefore I say
and flock are fit for the altar, they
are considered as belonging to
God. Thus, according to this law,
the Israelites may not simply
slaughter domestic livestock for
food; they are required to offer
them as a sacrifice of well-being
("shelamim"; see 3.1-17 and
7.11-34), after which they may
partake of the offerers' share of the
flesh. 4: Bloodguilt . . . he has shed
blood: In P's view, until the time of
the flood it was a capital crime to
shed the blood of any animal;
thereafter it was permissible as
long as the blood was not ingested
(Gen. 9·3-4). Now that the Taber
nacle has been erected, Israelites
may slay sheep and cattle for food
only as well-being offerings; if
they fail to present the animal as
an offering, it is as if they had slain
the animal in the antediluvian pe
riod when such an act was consid
ered murder. Shall be cut off, see

7.20-21. 5-7: These three vv. are
spoken only for Moses' ears, and
they provide the actual rationale
for the prohibition. 5: The sacrifices
. . . in the open: This rests on the
Priestly belief that the worship of
the LoRD began with the establish
ment of the Israelite cult at Sinai
and until then the LoRD was never
worshipped. (The stories of sacri
fices in Genesis and the first part
of Exodus-such as those offered
by Cain and Abel, by Noah after
the flood and by the patriarchs
all belong to the non-Priestly ma
terial.) Heretofore, any slaughter
of domestic livestock has been
meaningless, "in the open"-in the
Rabbis' phrase, "profane" or com
mon slaughter. 7: That they may

offer their sacrifices no more to tlze
goat-demons: Conceptually, how
ever, the nonsacrificial slaughter of
domestic livestock actually is a
sacrifice-not to God but to the de-
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mons thought to inhabit the open
fields and desolate regions. Now
that the Tabernacle cult is estab
lished, any further activity of this
sort is an unpardonable sin. A law
for all time, throughout the ages: The
law is thus irreconcilable with that
in Deut. 12.15, 20-27, according to
which, after the Temple is built, it
will become permissible to slaugh
ter and eat livestock anywhere
without making an offering.
Though the law in H seems op
pressive, it may not be entirely
utopian. It imposes no restriction
on the consumption of permitted
nondomestic livestock (see 1 1 . 1-8),
fowl, fish, or flying creatures
(11.9-23). It is also conceivable that
blemished sheep and cattle, not fit
for the altar (22.21-24) , might be
slaughtered for food. The law in
Deuteronomy ultimately became
normative in Judaism. 8-9: Hav
ing established that all domestic
livestock may be consumed only
after having been presented as
"shelamim" offerings, the law
commands that all offerings must
be made at the Tabernacle; anyone
presenting a sacrifice elsewhere
is threatened with the "karet"
penalty (see 7.20-21 ) . The Priestly
legislator clearly has in mind a sin
gle legitimate sanctuary, agreeing
with Deut. ch 12 in its demand
that all sacrificial worship be cen
tralized in one location, but dis
agreeing on whether nonsacrificial
slaughter may be practiced after
the centralization has been accom
plished. 8: The strangers who reside
among them, Heb "ger" ("resident
alien"); see 16.29. 10-1 2: The
blood prohibition. See Gen. 9-4;
Lev. 3.17; 7.26-27. Deuteronomy
also records this prohibition
(Deut. 12.16, 23-24; 15.23 ) . H offers
its peculiar rationale for this law
(see vv. 11-12 n.). 10: Partakes of
any blood, lit. "eats" any blood. The
act referred to is that of eating
meat without first draining the
blood. I will set My face, I will give
it My personal, undivided and
immediate attention (26.17) . For
this phrase, along with the active
form of the threat of "karet" (see
7.20-21 ) , both characteristic of H,
see 20.3, 5, 6; cf. 2J.JO. 1 1-12: H's
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to the Israelite people: No person among you shall par
take of blood, nor shall the stranger who resides among
you partake of blood.
13 And if any Israelite or any stranger who resides
among them hunts down an animal or a bird that may be
eaten, he shall pour out its blood and cover it with earth.
14 For the life of all flesh-its blood is its life. Therefore I
say to the Israelite people: You shall not partake of the
blood of any flesh, for the life of all flesh is its blood. Any
one who partakes of it shall be cut off.
1 5 Any person, whether citizen or stranger, who eats
what has died or has been torn by beasts shall wash his
clothes, bathe in water, and remain unclean until evening;
then he shall be clean. 16 But if he does not wash [his
clothes] and bathe his body, he shall bear his guilt.
LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the Is
1 8 The
raelite people and say to them:
I the LoRD am your God. 3 You shall not copy the prac-

unique rationale for the blood pro
hibition (intended like vv. 5-7 for
Moses' ears alone) differs from
that implied in 3.17 and 7 .26-27,
where blood, like suet, is God's
food. It differs too from that given
in Deut. 12.16, 23-24, where in
gesting the animal's meat along
with its "life" is inherently im
proper. Here, since the blood of
sacrificial offerings has been as
signed to the altar as ransom (see
below), the blood of all flesh is
strictly forbidden. 1 1 : The life of the
flesh is in the blood: Since loss of
blood brings about swift death, it
would be natural to assume that
the life-force (Heb "nefesh," lit.
"gullet" but often figuratively
"life-force") is contained in the
blood. For making expiation for your
lives, better, "to serve as ransom
for your lives"; see 1.4 n. This too
is unique to H; sacrificial atone
ment is not the decontamination of
the sacred precincts but rather a
symbolic payment in exchange for
one's life which would otherwise
be forfeit. 13-14: In order to pre
vent the ingestion of the blood of
nondomestic quadrupeds (which
may be eaten if they conform to
the stipulations of 1 1.3) and fowl
(those not listed in 1 1.13-19),
which would presumably be

hunted, the Israelite is com
manded to drain out the blood on
the ground. Cover it with earth:
Jewish tradition viewed this as a
command in its own right; some
interpreters saw it as a symbolic
way of returning the "life" of the
animal, i.e., its blood, to God. But
the explicit reason for the draining
and covering of the blood is to pre
vent its being eaten. 1 5-16: As
mentioned in 7.24, permitted ani
mals that have not been slaugh
tered as sacrifice but rather have
died of themselves ("nevelah") or
were killed by beasts ("terefah")
may be eaten, although, as stated
in 11.40, impurity results. This law
is repeated here because it is an ex
ception to the blood prohibition.
When the blood of a permitted an
imal has cooled and coagulated
within it, it no longer contains
the animal's "nefesh" (see v. 11)
and may be eaten. In opposition,
the non-Priestly law collections
prohibit the eating of "nevelah"
(Deut. 14.21) and "terefah"
(Exod. 22.30). The opposing views
share the idea that refraining from
"nevelah" and "terefah" is a mark
of sanctity. Since according to the
non-Priestly sources all Israelites
are on an equal plane of sanctity,
all must avoid "nevelah" and

"terefah." In P, only priests are so
commanded (22.8), while lay Isra
elites are not. This opinion is held
by Ezekiel as well (Ezek. 44.31). In
the Priestly view, there are differ
ent grades of holiness and only the
priests, who belong to the inner
most sphere of sanctity, must ob
serve the restriction. Rabbinic law
accepts the stricter view, and even
uses the term "terefah" as a gen
eral designation for all prohibited
("nonkosher") food. 15: Citizen or
stranger, see 16.29.

1 8.1-30: The Abominations of
the Canaanites. A list of prohib
ited sexual unions (vv. 6-23), in
cluding incestuous relationships
(vv. 6-18), and the prohibition
of sacrificing children to Molech
(v. 21). These laws, rather than
merely being proclaimed, are pre
sented as part of a speech warning
the Israelites not to practice the
"abominations" characteristic of
the peoples of Egypt and Canaan
lest they suffer their dire fate. H
thus conveys the idea that refrain
ing from forbidden sexual prac
tices and child sacrifice, no less
than the scrupulous maintenance
of the purity of the divine abode as
emphasized by the earlier part of
P, is the key to Israel's national
survival in its land. This ch is read
in the synagogue at the afternoon
service on the Day of Atonement, a
practice for which various inter
pretations have been suggested.
2-5: The introductory vv. lay the
groundwork for what will follow.
To survive, Israel must shun the
practices of Egypt and Canaan and
adhere only to God's commands.
2: I the LoRD am your God, better, "I
am the LoRD your God" (or "I am
YHVH your God"). This formula
(with variations) is one of the hall
marks of H's style; here it sets up
the contrast between "My rules/
laws" and those of Egypt and Ca
naan. 3: The practices of the land of

Egtjpt . . . or of the land of Canaan:
The Egyptians and Canaanites are
characterized in biblical tradition,
particularly P, by rampant sexual
licentiousness and perversion.
This, however, does not emerge
from Canaanite and Egyptian liter-
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tices of the land of Egypt where you dwelt, or of the land
of Canaan to which I am taking you; nor shall you follow
their laws. 4 My rules alone shall you observe, and faith
fully follow My laws: I the LORD am your God.
s You shall keep My laws and My rules, by the pursuit
of which man shall live: I am the LoRD.
6 None of you shall come near anyone of his own flesh
to uncover nakedness: I am the LoRD.
7 •-Your father's nakedness, that is, the nakedness of
your mother, you shall not uncover; she is your mother
you shall not uncover her nakedness.
B Do not uncover the nakedness of your father's wife;·• it
is the nakedness of your father.
9 The nakedness of your sister-your father's daughter
or your mother's, whether born into the household or out
side--d o not uncover their nakedness.
10 The nakedness of your son's daughter, or of your
daughter's daughter-do not uncover their nakedness;
for their nakedness is yours. b
11 The nakedness of your father's wife's daughter, who
a-a A man and /tis wife are one flesh (Gen. 2.24), even ifhe should die or divorce Iter.
b Meaning uncertain.
ature, and it is now thought that
the biblical writers used this accu
sation as a means of stigmatizing
Israel's cultural rivals (in the guise
of long-extinct enemies) by at
ributing to them the most heinous
crimes. Thus they provided moral
justification for the displacement
of the Canaanites, while at the
same time polemicizing against
such practices in Israelite society
itself. Nor shall you follow their laws:
The midrash took these words as
an indication that the Egyptians
and the Canaanites actually had
laws requiring these sexual prac
tices (Sifre A/wre Mot Perek 18 par
shah 8 [81). 5: By tile pursuit of which
man sllall live, better, "which, if a
person follows, he/she will live,"
most simply understood as the
converse of vv. 24-30, which detail
how violation of these laws leads
to collective death and to "karet"
for the individual. Here too rab
binic law introduced a legislative
import into an originally nonleg
islative phrase, interpreting that
one must "live by them [but do not
die by them]," and ruling that all
the laws of the Torah (except idola-

try, incest, and bloodshed) are set
aside if their observance will en
danger the preservation of human
life (b. Sanll. 74a) . 6-23: My laws
and My rules mentioned in v. 5 are
now spelled out. 6: Anyone of his
own flesh, the extended family; see
25.49; cf. 21.2. Uncover nakedness,
"uncover the sexual organ." This
term is used throughout vv. 6--19
(see also 20.11, etc.) to denote sex
ual intercourse. It focuses on the
shamelessness of engaging in sex
ual relations with a member of
one's family in flagrant disregard
for the repulsion that viewing the
nakedness of a close relative was
thought to arouse. In postbiblical
terminology, the phrase "uncover
nakedness," ("gilui 'arayot") los
ing its literal meaning, became the
standard term for incest, and the
word "nakedness" became a eu
phemism for a forbidden sexual
partner or act. 7-18: The list of
prohibited sexual unions extends
over four generations, with the
male addressed in the text placed
in the second. All female members
of his immediate family who
might be the object of his sexual
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desire during his adulthood are
named. (a) Directly related
women: in the generation preced
ing, his mother (v. 7) and step
mother (v. 8); in his own genera
tion, his sister (v. 9); in the vertical
line, his granddaughter (v. 10).
(There is no satisfactory explana
tion for the omission of the daugh
ter.) Supplementing the immediate
relatives is the step-sister, pro
nounced here to be of the same de
gree as a true sister (v. 11). (b) In
directly related women: in the
generation preceding, his true aunt
(vv. 12-13) and his aunt by mar
riage, pronounced here to be of the
same degree (v. 14); in the next
generation, his daughter-in-law
(v. 15); in his own generation, his
brother's wife. (c) Women related
to each other: mother and daugh
ter, grandmother and granddaugh
ter (v_ 17); sisters (v. 18). It cannot
be determined whether analo
gous prohibitions, such as one's
mother's brother's wife and one's
niece, are implied or not. 7: Your

father's nakedness, that is, tile naked
ness of your mother: A woman's sex
ual organs are permitted only to
her husband; by engaging in inter
course with the wife of one's close
relation one commits a crime
against the male relation as well.

9: Yourfather's daughter or your

mother's, referring specifically to
the half-sister. The full sister may
be supplied by inference since she
is in both categories; see v. 14.
Whether born into the household or
outside, better: whether belonging
(now) to the household of the par
ent to which you (now) belong or
to another household. 10: For their
nakedness is yours, obscure. 11: She
is your sister: Similar!y "she is your
aunt" (v. 14), meant figuratively;
the step-sister and uncle's wife are
declared to be on the same level as
blood-relations. 14: Your aunt:
The legislator would thus view
Amram's marriage to his aunt
(Exod. 6.20) as an improper act.
Similarly Abraham's marriage
to his half-sister (Gen. 20.12),
which violates v. 9, and Jacob's
marriage to Rachel and Leah
(Gen. 29.16--28), which violates
v. 18, but these marriages are re-
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was born into your father's household-she is your sister;
do not uncover her nakedness.
1 2 Do not uncover the nakedness of your father's sister;
she is your father's flesh.
13 Do not uncover the nakedness of your mother's sis
ter; for she is your mother's flesh.
14 Do not uncover the nakedness of your father's
brother: do not approach his wife; she is your aunt.
15 Do not uncover the nakedness of your daughter-in
law: she is your son's wife; you shall not uncover her
nakedness.
16 •Do not uncover the nakedness of your brother's
wife; it is the nakedness of your brother:•
17 Do not uncover the nakedness of a woman and her
daughter; nor shall you marry her son's daughter or her
daughter's daughter and uncover her nakedness: they are
kindred; it is depravity.
18 Do not marry a woman as a rival to her sister and un
cover her nakedness in the other's lifetime.
19 Do not come near a woman during her period of un
cleanness to uncover her nakedness.
20 Do not have carnal relations with your neighbor's
wife and defile yourself with her.
21 Do not allow any of your offspring to be offered up to
Molech, and do not profane the name of your God: I am
the LORD.
22 Do not lie with a male as one lies with a woman; it is
an abhorrence.
a·a A man and II is wife are one fles/J (Gen. 2.24), t-ven if lie should die or divorce l1er.
counted only in the non-Priestly
sources. 16: Your brother's wife: In
direct opposition to the levirate
law in Deut. 25.5--9. Rabbinic law
resolved the conflict by viewing
the latter as an exception: Inter
course With one's sister-in-law is
prohibited in every case except
that described in Deuteronomy.
The midrash even suggests that
the two laws were spoken in the
same utterance, so that the general
rule and the exception would be
come known at one and the same
time (Mek. de R. Yishmael, Yitro, ba
Ijodesh 7 [Horowitz-Rabin, p. 229];
Sifre Ki Tetze 223 [Finkelstein,
p. 266]). 17: Nor slw/1 you marry,
Heb "tikkal).,'' "take" (so v. 18)
does not always refer to marrriage
(see 20.17, 21), and may refer to

sexual contact in general. Since the
rhetorical aim of the ch is to enu
merate the abhorrent sexual prac
tices of the Canaanites, perhaps il
licit unions too are contemplated.
The halakhic tradition understood
the entire series as a table of pro
hibited marriages, and legal sys
tems throughout the Jewish and
Christian worlds have based the
impediments to lawful marriage
on it. 1 8: A WOIIJan as a rival to her
sister, see 1 Sam. 1.6. See v. 14 n.
above. In the other's lifetime: After
the death of one sister, however, it
might be considered meritorious
to marry the other. 19-23: Addi
tional sexual prohibitions,
arranged as follows: (a) inter
course with women, first, one's
own wife, when menstruating
- 251 -

(v. 19), second, another's wife
(v. 20); (b) nonprocreative inter
course, first, with a male (v. 22),
second, with an animal (v. 23a);
(c) intercourse in which no human
seed is emitted, i.e., between
a woman and a beast (v. 23b).
19: See 15.19--24 n. This stricter
law is probably an indication of
H's espousal of popular tradition,
viewing the menstruating woman
as taboo, overriding P's concern
with purely formal, technical defi
nitions according to which men
struation is no different from any
other bodily impurity. 20: The
adultery prohibition is included
here since it too was thought to be
characteristic of the Canaanites.
Defile yourself: Note the wider
sense of "defile" in H; in the strict,
Priestly sense all sexual inter
course is defiling (see 15-18).
21: The inclusion in this ch of the
prohibition of Molech sacrifice
(see 20.2-5 n.) is unexpected.
Apparently H shares the view of
Deut. 12.31; 18.9-12 that child sac
rifice was among the abominable
practices for which the Canaanites
were expelled from their land, so
he adds it to the list of sexual of
fenses which he believes are
equally responsible. Other biblical
texts confirm that it was in fact
practiced in Israel at certain times
during the monarchy (see 2 Kings
16.3; 17-17; 21.6; 23.10; Isa. JO.JJ;
57·9; Jer. 7.31; 19.5; 32.35; Ezek.
16.21; 23.}7; Ps. 106.J7-38), and
this accounts for the Torah
sources' having attributed it to the
Canaanites: to serve as a warning
for Israel. 22: Biblical and ancient
Near Eastern culture was not fa
miliar with homosexuality in the
sense of a defined sexual orienta
tion or lifestyle (according to the
biblical evidence David and Jona
than had no sexual relationship). It
acknowledges only the occasional
act of male anal intercourse, usu
ally as an act of force associated
with humiliation, revenge, or sub
jection (for the biblical examples
see Gen. 19-4-5; Judg. 19.22). Of
the biblical legal collections only H
mentions it ( here and in 20.13), de
claring it to be an abominable act
and a capital offense. It seems that
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23 Do not have carnal relations with any beast and defile
yourself thereby; and let no woman lend herself to a beast
to mate with it; it is perversion.
24 Do not defile yourselves in any of those ways, for it is
by such that the nations that I am casting out before you
defiled themselves. 25 Thus the land became defiled; and I
called it to account for its iniquity, and the land spewed
out its inhabitants. 26 But you must keep My laws and My
rules, and you must not do any of those abhorrent things,
neither the citizen nor the stranger who resides among
you; 27 for all those abhorrent things were done by the
people who were in the land before you, and the land be
came defiled. 28 So let not the land spew you out for defil
ing it, as it spewed out the nation that came before you.
29 All who do any of those abhorrent things-such per
sons shall be cut off from their people. JO You shall keep
My charge not to engage in any of the abhorrent practices
that were carried on before you, and you shall not defile
yourselves through them: I the LoRD am your God.
H views all sexual acts that are not
potentially procreative as aberrant.
24-30: The concluding exhorta
tion, extrapolating from abhorrence
in v. 22 and from the defilement
mentioned in vv. 19 and 20, speaks
of defilement as a destructive force
emanating from all of the acts
mentioned. These acts defile those
who commit them, and this in tum
defiles the land of Canaan which
then spits out its inhabitants. This
is the automatic reaction of the
land of Canaan to abominations,
no matter who commits them,
Canaanites or Israelites. The intent
of the exhortation is to say that
what was, will be, unless the lis
teners themselves prevent it. Tlze

nations that I am casting out before
you: The Egyptians, mentioned

in v. 3, have disappeared from
view; the focus is entirely on
the Canaanites. See also 20.23.
25: Spewed out, lit. "vomited"; not
actions performed upon the land
by attackers from outside but
rather performed by the land upon
its population. As recognized by
the midrash, "the land of Israel is
not like the rest of the earth in that
it does not sustain those who
commit [sexual] offenses" (Sifre
to v. 28 [Kod. 11:14], mistakenly
placed in the Sifra at 20.22 because

of similarity to the v. there). The
land is so sensitive to the criminal
behavior of its inhabitants that
when abominable acts are per
formed, "defiling" the land, it
ceases to yield its bounty and its
population is forced to emigrate.
Of course, as the previous v. con
firms, God has imbued the land of
Israel with its delicate constitution.
This is unique to H; elsewhere in
the Torah it is presumed that the
pre-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan
were either destroyed or expelled
by the conquering Israelites.

26: Neither the citizen nor the
stranger who resides among you, see
16.29. 28: Spewed out the nation that
came before you: Unique also is the

idea that the evacuation of Canaan
has already occurred. 29: Not only
is the national fate sealed by fail
ing to avoid the abominations,
each perpetrator is punished with
"karet" (see 7.20, 21).

19.1-37: Holiness of individuals.
Commands pertaining to virtually
every area of Israelite life; there is
no such thing as a command per
taining merely to relations be
tween human beings ("ben 'adam
lal).avero"); every commanded or
prohibited action affects the sacred
realm and is in the category of
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laws between God and human be
ings ("ben 'adam lamakom"). The
ch expresses this by presenting an
admixture of laws from every
sphere-from worship to fairness
in commerce, from legal proceed
ings to reverence for the Temple,
from idolatry and the avoidance of
pagan practices to family relations,
from the use of the name of God in
oaths to support for the needy,
from the sanctity of first fruits to
theft and fraud-all on equal foot
ing; punctuating the separate
paragraphs with the repeated re
frain I am the LoRD or I the LoRD am
your God, which is approximately
equivalent to "because I, the LORD,
say so." The opening and closing
vv. (2 and 37) provide the key to
meaning: You shall be holy, for I,
the LoRD your God, am holy (v. 2).

You shall faithfully observe all My
laws and all My rules: I am the LORD
(v. 37). These vv. resemble two that
occur alongside each other in the
next ch, 20.7-8. Only through
faithful observance of God's com
mands can the Israelite fulfill the
sacred charge of being holy. This is
repeated in Num. 15.39-40, recited
every morning and evening as
part of the Shema prayer, where
the function of the fringe on
the tallit is that one may "look
at it and recall all the command
ments of the LoRD and observe
them . . . . Thus you shall be re
minded to observe all My com
mandments and be holy to your
God." Through this miscellany of
laws H expresses the idea that
through the performance of all
commanded deeds and the avoid
ance of all prohibited actions, all
Israelites are able to absorb the ef
fusion of the divine Presence in
their midst (see 6.11) and be holy.
A number of rabbinic and modem
interpreters, noting that the prohi
bitions of idolatry (v. 4), theft and
falsehood (v. 1 1), and false witness
(v. 12), along with the command to
keep the Sabbath and to revere
one's mother and father (v. 3), are
included in this collection, have
suggested that this ch is the
Priestly version of the Decalogue
(see Exod. ch 20; Deut. ch 5). This
is unlikely. The Priestly literature
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1 9 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the

whole Israelite community and say to them:
You shall be holy, for t the LORD your God, am holy.
J You shall each revere his mother and his father, and
keep My sabbaths: I the LORD am your God.
4 Do not tum to idols or make molten gods for your
selves: I the LoRD am your God.
s When you sacrifice an offering of well-being to the
LORD, sacrifice it so that it may be accepted on your be
half. 6 It shall be eaten on the day you sacrifice it, or on the
day following; but what is left by the third day must be
consumed in fire. 7 If it should be eaten on the third day, it
is an offensive thing, it will not be acceptable. s And he
who eats of it shall bear his guilt, for he has profaned what
is sacred to the LoRD; that person shall be cut off from his
kin.
9 When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not
reap all the way to the edges of your field, or gather the
gleanings of your harvest. lO You shall not pick your vine
yard bare, or gather the fallen fruit of your vineyard; you
shall leave them for the poor and the stranger: I the LoRD
am your God.
11 You shall not steal; you shall not deal deceitfully or
falsely with one another. 12 You shall not swear falsely by
My name, profaning the name of your God: I am the LoRD.
13 You shall not defraud your fellow. You shall not com
mit robbery. The wages of a laborer shall not remain with
you until morning.
is completely unfamiliar with the
Decalogue tradition; there is no
logical explanation for the missing
commands; and the six scattered
parallels are outweighed by the
remainder of ch 19, which does
not resemble the Decalogue at all.

2: You shall be holy,for I, tile LoRD
your God, am holy: This is the cap

tion; what follows is its elabora
tion. Later interpreters often took
it as a general command to emu
late divine attributes such as com
passion and forgiveness ("imitatio
dei"). But "holy" in the Bible does
not refer to superior moral quali
ties. God's holiness is His essential
"otherness," His being separate
from all that is not divine; humans
are not called upon to be holy in
this sense (the text does not say "as

I am holy"). Holiness in humans,
as in time, space, objects, and
speech, is the state of belonging to
the deity, being designated God's
"personal" property. In the non
Priestly tradition Israel is holy
simply by virtue of having been
chosen (see Exod. 19.5-6; Deut. 7.6;
14.2, 21). In Priestly thought, holi
ness is the desired result of an ef
fusion of God's immanent Pres
ence (see Exod. 29.43), which,
according to H, Israel must ac
tively absorb by performing the
commandments. 3: The legislative
part of the ch leads with a com
mand pertaining to the ethical
realm, reverence for parents,
alongside one obviously belonging
to the sacred sphere, the Sabbath,
together with the formulaic I the
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LoRD am your God. Revere: The Rab
bis correctly sensed that this dif
fers from "honor" in Exod. 20.12
and Deut. 5.16; the Decalogue
refers to the do's; this v. refers to
the don'ts. And keep My sabbaths,
see 2J.J· S-8: See 7.1 1-21. This
refers to the well-being offerings of
the votive and freewill types (see
7.16-18; 22.21-23). The third type
of well-being offering, that of
thanksgiving (see 7.12-15) is men
tioned in 22.29-30, marking the
close of this section of H (chs
19-22). 7: It is an offensive thing, see
7.18. It will not be acceptable, cor
rectly, "it will not be accepted."
See 1.3; 7.18 n.; 22.17-30. 8: He has
profaned what is sacred to the LoRD:
This theme connects the passage
with the holiness motif. Cut off
from his kin, see 7.20, 21. 9-10: Four
prohibitions, two in the field and
two in the vineyard. The first in
each pair is observed while reap
ing, the second during ingather
ing. All lead up to you shall /eave

them for the poor and tire stranger.
The command to care for the
needy is fulfilled by inaction. I the
LoRD am your God transforms so
cial legislation into a sacred act.
Cf. Deut. 24.19-21. The stranger,
see 16.29. 1 1-18: Four two-v. para
graphs, each one ending with I am
the LoRD, indicating that decency
and honesty, ostensibly pertaining
to interpersonal affairs, are in fact
divine concerns. All four deal with
matters of conscience: Since all of
the crimes are to some degree
committed in secret, their perpe
trators imagine that they will go
undetected. The progression is
from the crimes most difficult to
conceal to those which can never
be proven and whose victims have
no remedy whatsoever, leaving de
tection and punishment in the
hands of God alone. 1 1-12: False
hood in commerce and its ramifi
cations; see 5.2o-26. Theft natu
rally leads to deceit, denial, and
cover-up; these are likely to be ag
gravated by false oath, thus pro
faning the sacred name of God, so
God becomes a party to what
began as a purely civil matter.
1 3-14: Taking unfair advantage.
The first v. prohibits fraud, extor-
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1 4 You shall not insult the deaf, or place a stumbling
block before the blind. You shall fear your God: I am the
LORD.
15 You shall not render an unfair decision: do not favor
the poor or show deference to the rich; judge your kins
man fairly. 16 Do not •·deal basely with ·• your countrymen.
Do not bprofit by-b the blood of your fellow: I am the
LORD.
17 You shall not hate your kinsfolk in your heart. Reprove
your kinsman but< incur no guilt because of him. 18 You
shall not take vengeance or bear a grudge against your
countrymen. Love your fellow as yourself: I am the LoRD.
19 You shall observe My laws.
You shall not let your cattle mate with a different kind;
you shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed; you
shall not put on cloth from a mixture of two kinds of ma
terial.
20 If a man has carnal relations with a woman who is a
slave and has been designated for another man, but has
not been redeemed or given her freedom, there shall be an
indemnity; they shall not, however, be put to death, since
Others "go about as a talebearer among"; meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Lit. "stm1d 11pon"; precise meaning of Heb. plrrase IIIICertain.
c Exactforce ofwe- llllcertnin.
n-n

tion; and withholding wages from
the defenseless laborer; the second,
speaking metaphorically and not
of those literally deaf or blind, ex
tends the principle to include ex
ploitation of others by capitalizing
on their ignorance or vulnerability.
14: You shall fear your God: The vic
tims of such exploitation may
never know how they have been
used; fear of God is the only real
sanction (see also v. 32 as well as
25.17, 36, 43). As noted by the Rab
bis, this phrase occurs when com
pliance is a matter of conscience
rather than legal enforcement.
15-16: Perversion of justice. The
first v. speaks directly of the cor
ruption of judicial proceedings on
the part of judges. A better render
ing of v. 16 is: "Do not spread
[false] rumors among your coun
trymen [to have unjust charges
brought against a person]; do not
stand by the blood of your fellow
[i.e., ignore bloodshed, thus pre
venting charges from being
brought against the perpetrator]."

15: Render nn unfair decision, lit.

u

commit distortion in judgment";
see v. 35· 17-18: Pent-up hatred
and its consequences. The two vv.
are a unit, better rendered: "Do not
hate your kinsfolk in your heart,
rather, reprove your kinsman so
as to incur no guilt because of
him. ln other words: Do not take
vengeance or bear a grudge
against your countrymen, rather,
love your fellow as yourself." The
first v. prohibits one whose fellow
has wronged him from keeping his
resentment inside instead of in
forming the wrongdoer of his ac
tion, lest the bottled-up hatred
result in incurring guilt. The sec
ond v. explains: Such bearing of
grudges results ultimately in
vengeance, while by refraining
from this course one treats his fel
low with the same "love," i.e., un
derstanding and forgiveness, one
normally extends toward one's
own shortcomings. Traditional in
terpretation tended to treat each
phrase as a general command in
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its own right. For instance the
words reprove your kinsman were
seen as obligating competent per
sons to chastise their fellow Israel
ites for failings in their religious
and ethical duties and returning
them to the path of righteousness
(b. 'Arak. 16 b and many other
places). Most notably, love your fel
low as yourself was generalized in
Jewish and Christian tradition to
serve as a brief encapsulation of
the Torah's ethics (e.g., b. Shnb.
31a; Matt. 22.34-40) and as a blan
ket command covering all ethical
duties not specifically mentioned
(e.g., Maimonides Yad 'Avelut 14:1;
Matt. 19.16-19). 1 8: I am the LoRD:
ln the Priestly worldview, ethical
behavior is a religious act only
when performed as an act of
obedience to God. 19: My laws:
"l:lllkkotay" should be understood
here more literally as "the bound
aries I have fixed in the natural
world"; d. Isa. 5.14; Jer. 5.22; 33.25;
Job 38.33). As explained in ch 11,
according to P's view Israel is to
maintain the distinctions present
in the created order. Different kind,
two kinds, Heb "kil'ayim," used in
the parallel law in Deut. 22.9 as
well. Mixture, Heb "sha'atnez."
However, wool and linen are
woven together in the priestly
vestments (Exod. 28.6; 39.29) and
in the fringes (tzitzit) Israelites
are obligated to place in their
clothing (Num. 15.37-40). The
"unnatural" mixture is therefore
taboo for mundane use but not for
sacred garments. 20-22: If one's
female slave is designated for mar
riage to another man, sexual rela
tions with her are illicit. Only by
legal technicality (since the
woman is not yet free, she is not
strictly "betrothed" in the legally
binding sense) are the two exempt
from the death penalty mandated
for adultery (see 20.10 n.) but the
offense against God must be expi
ated. The '"asham" sacrifice is pre
scribed (see 5.14-26) even though
no desecration of the sacred has
taken place, because the "l).ata't"
sacrifice (see 4.1-35) does not
atone for deliberate acts. 20: There
shall be an indemnih;: This transla
tion is uncertain. A simpler one is:
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she has not been freed. 21 But he must bring to the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting, as his guilt offering to the
LoRD, a ram of guilt offering. 22 With the ram of guilt of
fering the priest shall make expiation for him before the
LORD for the sin that he committed; and the sin that he
committed will be forgiven him.
23 When you enter the land and plant any tree for food,
you shall regard its fruit as forbidden.• Three years it shall
be forbidden• for you, not to be eaten. 24 In the fourth year
all its fruit shall be set aside for jubilation before the LORD;
25 and only in the fifth year may you use its fruit-that its
yield to you may be increased: I the LoRD am your God.
26 You shall not eat anything with its blood. You shall
not practice divination or soothsaying. 27 You shall not
round off the side-growth on your head, or destroy the
side-growth of your beard. 28 You shall not make gashes in
your flesh for the dead, or incise any marks on yourselves:
I am the LORD.
29 Do not degrade your daughter and make her a harlot,
lest the land fall into harlotry and the land be filled with
depravity. 30 You shall keep My sabbaths and venerate My
sanctuary: I am the LoRD.
31 Do not turn to ghosts and do not inquire of familiar
spirits, to be defiled by them: I the LoRD am your God.
32 You shall rise before the aged and show deference to
the old; you shall fear your God: I am the LoRD.
33 When a stranger resides with you in your land, you
shall not wrong him. 34 The stranger who resides with you
shall be to you as one of your citizens; you shall love him
as yourself, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I
the LoRD am your God.
35 You shall not falsify measures of length, weight, or caa

Heb. root 'rl, commonly "to be uncircumcised."

"a distinction shall be made."
23-25: The fruit of a tree is off
limits for the first three years, and
offered to the LORD in the fourth;
only then may it be eaten. 23: You
shall regard its fruit as forbidden, lit.
"treat it as uncircumcised." Figu
ratively speaking, the fruit tree is
to be regarded as though sealed
off from use. 24: Set aside, Heb
"kodesh," a sacred or "holy" ob
ject, thus connecting this law with
the theme of the ch as a whole.
The text does not state how the
fruit is to be set aside and what is
to be done with it. For jubilation
before the LoRD, see Judg. 9.27.

25: That its yield to you may be in
creased: Abstaining from the first
three years' fruit will result not in
material loss but rather in divine
blessing. 26-28: From context it
appears that You shall not eat any
thing wit/1 its blood, which refers
to eating meat without having
drained the blood (see 17.1o-14;
1 Sam. 14-32-35), must, like the
two prohibitions that follow, be as
sociated with pagan forms of divi
nation and magic. The acts prohib
ited in the next two vv. are extreme
expressions of grief and mourning
(see Deut. 14.1-2; 1 Kings 18.28); as
they are associated with conjuring

19.21-19.35

up dead spirits and the gods of the
netherworld, they are not to be
copied from the pagan peoples.
Similar restrictions are placed on
priests (see 21.5). 29: Degrade, lit.
"profane." This is the opposite
of holiness. 30-32: These three
vv. mark the close of the main sec
tion of the unit, returning to the
themes with which it opened and
adding to them. 30: Keep My sab
baths, corresponding to v. 3a. Ven
erate My sanctuary, i.e., do not tres
pass the bounds of the sacred. The
verb corresponds to that used in
the second law in Ja. This v. occurs
again in 26.2. 31: Do not turn to,
corresponding to v. 4· Ghosts . . .
familiar spirits, Heb '"ov" and
"yide'oni," mentioned through
out the Bible as spirits conjured up
by necromancers. Biblical tradition
admits that this method of gaining
knowledge of the occult is effec
tive (see 1 Sam. 28.3-25) but
places it strictly off-limits for Isra
elites; see 20.6, 27; cf. Deut. 18-9ff.

32: Rise . . . show deference to the
old, corresponding to v. 3a. You
shall fear your God, see v. 14 n.
33-36: These vv. make up the ap
pendix, extending two of the laws
mentioned in the main body of the
ch to the "ger" or resident alien
(see 16.29). Elsewhere in P, when
the law is extended to include the
strangers, it is to enable them to
perform positive commands if
they desire or to obligate them to
observe prohibitions. Here, the
purpose is to obligate the Israelite
to treat the "ger" with the same
decency he is required to show his
fellow Israelite. 33-34: Reinter
preting and extending the law in
v. 18 to the resident alien. Love of
the "ger" is manifest in treating
him as a citizen, though he is
not one, in financial dealings.
33: Wrong him, the sense is "cheat
him in commerce." 34: For you

were strangers in the land of Egypt:
The prohibition of exploiting
the "ger" is logically grounded
in Israel's own experience; see
Exod. 22.20; 23.9; Deut. 10.19.
35-36: Extending the law in v. 15,
"do not commit distortion in judg
ment," by employing "mishpat,"
"judgment," in its additional
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pacity. 36 You shall have an honest balance, honest
weights, an honest ephah, and an honest hin.
I the LORD am your God who freed you from the land of
Egypt. 37 You shall faithfully observe all My laws and all
My rules: I am the LoRD.
the LoRD spoke to Moses: 2 Say further to the
people:
2Anyone
0 Israelite
among the Israelites, or among the strangers
And

residing in Israel, who gives any of his offspring to Mo
lech, shall be put to death; the people of the land shall pelt
him with stones. 3 And I will set My face against that man
and will cut him off from among his people, because he
gave of his offspring to Molech and so defiled My sanctu
ary and profaned My holy name. 4 And if the people of the
land should shut their eyes to that man when he gives of
his offspring to Molech, and should not put him to death,
5 I Myself will set My face against that man and his kin,
and will cut off from among their people both him and all
who follow him in going astray after Molech. 6 And if any
person turns to ghosts and familiar spirits and goes astray
after them, I will set My face against that person and cut
him off from among his people.
meaning of "correct portion."
These two vv. likely also refer to
the "ger," warning the Israelite
not to take advantage of the
alien's lack of familiarity with
local weights and measures. A
similar law, not connected with
"gerim" specifically, appears in
Deut. 25.13-16. 36: Ephah, a
dry measure, about 23 liters
(21 quarts); hin, a liquid measure, a
little less than 4 1iters (1 gallon). I

tire LORD am your God who freed you
from the land of Egypt: The elon
gated self-assertion formula (cf.
for instance 26.13) signals the end
of the ch; it also indicates that this
paragraph is connected with the
one preceding. 37: Concluding
summation; see 19.1-37 n.

20.1-27: Molech worship and
sexual crimes. A single speech, in
troduced in v. 1 and divided into
four parts: (a) penalties for Molech
worship (vv. 2-5); (b) exhortation
(vv. 7--8); (c) a series of prescribed
penalties for sexual and other
crimes (vv. 9-21); (d) exhortation
(vv. 22-26). Two appendices, deal-

ing with conjuring up the spirits of
the dead, have been placed at the
conclusions of sections (a) and (d),
respectively (vv. 6 and 27). Sacri
fice to Molech and sexual crimes
were treated at length in ch 18 as
direct commands ("Do not un
cover the nakedness of . . . "), while
here they are phrased condition
ally ("If a man [commits such-and
such], he shall [suffer such-and
such punishment)"). Many
commentators have therefore as
sumed that this ch provides the
punishments for the crimes given
in ch 18. But this is unlikely for
many reasons. Several of the acts
prohibited in ch 18 are missing
(intercourse with one's mother,
granddaughter, half-sister, step
granddaughter, and wife's sister).
Conversely, this ch mentions
crimes not included in ch 18 (curs
ing one's parents and consulting
spirits). Even some of the parallels
are not exact: 20.14, 17, ·18 do not
quite correspond to the commands
in 18.9, 17, 19. Further, according
to 18.29 all the crimes enumerated
are punished by "karet," whereas
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this ch mentions "karet" in a few
cases only, and prescribes capital
punishment in the others. Finally,
the very existence of two separate
chs devoted to one theme, with an
entire ch standing between them,
indicates that the two chapters
were composed separately. The
compilers of H, in their endeavor
to include as much legislation as
possible, preserved and included
overlapping and contradictory
compositions without harmoniza
tion. This illustrates the reverence
ancient authors had for texts that
they inherited from earlier bearers
of tradition. 2-5: Molech is the Heb
for an ancient Near Eastern deity
associated with the netherworld.
Biblical tradition is unanimous
that the worship of Molech con
sisted of the sacrifice of children,
and there is evidence that this cult
of death was occasionally prac
ticed in Israel, and that at times Is
raelites engaged in child sacrifice.
In 18.21 this monstrous crime is in
cluded among the "abominations"
which caused (and will again
cause) the land of Canaan to spew
out its inhabitants. 2-3: Sacrificing
to Molech is a capital offense. The
people of the land (which may refer
to a designated body of citizens)
are required to see the death by
stoning of the perpetrators. In ad
dition, God will personally attend
to the eventual extinction of their
line ("karet," see 7.20, 21). Defiled
My sanctuary: Sacrifices to Molech
were not made in the LORD's sanc
tuary; rather, the contamination of
God's abode results from this
crime wherever it is committed.
Profaned My holy name, by attribut
ing salvific power to another deity,
or by imagining that the God of
Israel desires the sacrifice of chil
dren. 4-5: If those charged with
prosecuting the criminal neglect
their duty, God will extend the
"karet" threat to the perpetrator's
larger family and all those who fol

low him in going astray after Molech.
6: Ghosts and familiar spirits, see
19.31. In v. 27 the death penalty is
prescribed for those who "have"
ghosts and familiar spirits. Thus
the "providers" are punished by
death, and the "consumers" are
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7 You shall sanctify yourselves and be holy, for I the
LORD am your God. 8 You shall faithfully observe My
laws: I the LoRD make you holy.
9 If anyone insults his father or his mother, he shall be
put to death; he has insulted his father and his mother
his bloodguilt is upon him.
l O if a man commits adultery with a married woman,
committing adultery with another man's wife, the adul
terer and the adulteress shall be put to death. 11 If a man
lies with his father's wife, it is the nakedness of his father
that he has uncovered; the two shall be put to death
their bloodguilt is upon them. 12 If a man lies with his
daughter-in-law, both of them shall be put to death; they
have committed incest-their bloodguilt is upon them.
13 If a man lies with a male as one lies with a woman, the
two of them have done an abhorrent thing; they shall be
put to death-their bloodguilt is upon them. 14 If a man
marries a woman and her mother, it is depravity; both he
and they shall be put to the fire, that there be no depravity
among you. 15 If a man has carnal relations with a beast,
he shall be put to death; and you shall kill the beast. 161£ a
woman approaches any beast to mate with it, you shall
kill the woman and the beast; they shall be put to death
their bloodguilt is upon them.
1 7 1£ a man marries his sister, the daughter of either his
father or his mother, so that he sees her nakedness and she
sees his nakedness, it is a disgrace; they shall be excom
municated • in the sight of their kinsfolk. He has uncov
ered the nakedness of his sister, he shall bear his guilt. 18 If
a man lies with a woman in her infirmity and uncovers
her nakedness, he has laid bare her flow and she has
exposed her blood flow; both of them shall be cut off from
among their people. 1 9 You shall not uncover the naked
ness of your mother's sister or of your father's sister,
for that is laying bare one's own flesh; they shall bear
their guilt. 20 if a man lies with his uncle's wife, it is his
uncle's nakedness that he has uncovered. They shall bear
their guilt: they shall die childless. 21 If a man marries the
wife of his brother, it is indecency. It is the nakedness of
a Lit. "cut off "
punished by "karet." 7-B: See
ch 19. These two vv. provide the
transition to the second set of laws
in the ch. 9-21: The series of
penalties for severe crimes. For
those in vv. 9-16 the death penalty
is prescribed, with burning men
tioned as the method in one case

(v. 14). For the remainder, "karet"
(see 7.20, 21) is either pronounced
(vv. 17-18) or implied (vv. 19-21).
It is unclear why particular pun
ishments are legislated for particu
lar offenses. Many of the terms
used to characterize the crimes are
unclear (e.g., "depravity," "dis-

grace"), and it is uncertain why
only some vv. contain such charac
terizations and others do not.
These and other features of the
text indicate that this ch, like the
remainder of H, was not com
posed to be studied as a precise
legal document but rather as an
exhortation, with all the rhetorical
technique and emotional expres
sion that this entails. 9: Insults,
Heb "curses." His b/oodguilt is
upon l1im: This phrase, here and
in the following vv., emphasizes
that although the crime was not
one of bloodshed, the guilty par
ties have indeed incurred the
death penalty and the executioners
are not accountable. 1 0: Adultery is
defined as sexual relations be
tween any man, married or single,
and a woman betrothed or mar
ried to someone else. Both parties
to the crime are guilty; see Deut.
22.22. 1 1 : See 18.8. 12: See 18.15.
They have committed incest, Heb
"tevel," taken to mean "improper
mixing." 1 3: See 18.22. 14: See
18.17, where the formulation is
"a woman and her daughter."
1 5-16: See 18.23. 1 7: See 18.9.
Marries, see 18.17 n.; here too the
Heb "yikal).,'' "takes," may sug
gest a sexual relationship. They
shall be excommunicated, Heb (see
translators' note a) simply says
"shall be cut off," precisely as in
the "karet" threat in the next v.
and throughout the Priestly law
(see 7.20, 21). He shall bear his
guilt, for this phrase, used also in
vv. 19 and 20, see 5.1; 7.18. 1 8: See
15.19-24 n. and 18.19 n. In her infir
mity, during her menstrual period;
see 12.2; 15-33· 1 9: You slwll not un
cover the nakedness, see 18.12, 13.
This v. abandons the conditional
formulation found throughout
this ch and reverts to the "you
shall not" formulation of ch 18.
20: Uncle's wife: This may include
the wife of the mother's brother
as well as the wife of the father's
brother mentioned specifically in
18.14. They shall die childless: This
penalty, found here and in the
next v., is probably a specific form
of "karet" (see 7.20, 21), since the
childless person's line is thereby
made extinct. 21 : See 18.16.
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his brother that he has uncovered; they shall remain child
less.
22 You shall faithfully observe all My laws and all My
regulations, lest the land to which I bring you to settle in
spew you out. 23 You shall not follow the practices of the
nation that I am driving out before you. For it is because
they did all these things that I abhorred them 24 and said
to you: You shall possess their land, for I will give it to you
to possess, a land flowing with milk and honey. I the LoRD
am your God who has set you apart from other peoples.
25 So you shall set apart the clean beast from the unclean,
the unclean bird from the clean. You shall not draw abom
ination upon yourselves through beast or bird or anything
with which the ground is alive, which I have set apart for
you to treat as unclean. 26 You shall be holy to Me, for I the
LORD am holy, and I have set you apart from other peo
ples to be Mine.
27 A man or a woman who has a ghost or a familiar
spirit shall be put to death; they shall be pelted with
stones-their bloodguilt shall be upon them.
'EMOR
LORD said to Moses: Speak to the priests, the
sons of Aaron, and say to them:
2None
1 The
shall defile himself for any [dead] person among

his kin, 2 except for the relatives that are closest to him: his
mother, his father, his son, his daughter, and his brother;
3 also for a virgin sister, close to him because she has not
married, for her he may defile himself. 4 But he shall not
defile himself •·as a kinsman by marriage;• and so profane
himself.
a-a Lit. "as a husband among Iris kin"; meaning rmcertai11.

22-26: The concluding exhortation
returns briefly (vv. 22-24) to the
themes of 18.24-)0, adding the de
scription of the land of Canaan as
a landflowing with milk and honey. It
then (vv. 25-26) introduces the
motif of "setting apart": As God
has separated Israel from the na
tions, they must separate clean
from unclean foods, and thus be
holy. Since holy means set apart,
the text is saying that in order to
be holy (to be Mine, v. 26) they are
required to act accordingly (So you
shall set apart, v. 25). Vv. 25-26 re
semble 1 1 .43-45 and would read
well as an alternate conclusion to
ch 11. 27: The appendix, evidently

a secondary addition to the ch;
see v. 6.

21.1-22.32: Worship and holi
ness. Whereas earlier chs were
concerned with the proper proce
dure for sacrifice (chs 1-'J, 17) and
with the prompt disposal of impu
rity (chs 11-16), this section re
volves primarily around holiness,
that of the priests (ch 21) and that
of sacrificial offerings (22.1-16).
The sacred, which belongs to the
divine sphere and has been "satu
rated" with holiness (see 6.11 n.),
is vulnerable to attack; it is subject
to desecration if it is not kept apart
from impurity, disqualifying im-258-

perfections, and unauthorized
contact or use. Desecration of the
holy redounds to God, profaning
His abode and His holy name, and
brings disastrous consequences in
its wake. The second topic, arising
from the mention of disqualifying
blemishes, is that of the acceptance
of offerings, first mentioned in
1.3-4 (see also 7.18; 19.5-8). The
chs consist of five speeches to
Moses, the first four of which he is
to convey to Aaron and his sons:
(a) avoiding the desecration of the
priests (21.1-15); (b) avoiding the
desecration of the sanctuary and
the offerings by contact with de
fective priests (21.16-24); (c) avoid
ing the desecration of the sanctu
ary and the sacred offerings by
contact with impure priests and
consumption by ineligible persons
(22.1-16); (d) offerings deemed un
acceptable due to physical defect
or pagan origin (22.17-25); (e)
offerings deemed unacceptable
because of time factors, and con
cluding vv. of a general nature
(22.26-JJ).

21 .1-15: The holiness of the
priesthood. 1-4: The priests, in
contrast to the lay Israelite, must
stay clear of avoidable impurity
and must refrain from nearing the
sacred when they become un
avoidably impure since they are
holy in the highest degree. Thus,
while lay Israelites may come into
contact with a corpse as long as
they dispose of their impurity af
terwards (see Num. ch 19), priests
may not do so, unless it be in order
to mourn the death of a blood
relative-in which case they must,
of course, avoid contact with the
sacred until they have been
cleansed. 2: The relatives that are
closest to him, a narrower group
than those denoted by the phrase
"anyone of his own flesh" in 18.6;
25-49- 2-3: His motl1er, lzis father,
etc.: In Jewish tradition, this (along
with the wife, who is not men
tioned but was supplied exegeti
cally) is the basis for the list of rel
a tives for whom one is required to
observe the statutory mourning
periods. 4: Defile himself as a kins
man by marriage: Others translate
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5 They shall not shave smooth any part of their heads, or
cut the side-growth of their beards, or make gashes in
their flesh. 6 They shall be holy to their God and not pro
fane the name of their God; for they offer the LoRD's offer
ings by fire, the food of their God, and so must be holy.
7 They shall not marry a woman defiled by harlotry, nor
shall they marry one divorced from her husband. For they
are holy to their God 8 and you must treat them as holy,
since they offer the food of your God; they shall be holy to
you, for I the LoRD who sanctify you am holy.
9When the daughter of a priest defiles herself through
harlotry, it is her father whom she defiles; she shall be put
to the fire.
1D The priest who is exalted above his fellows, on whose
head the anointing oil has been poured and who has been
ordained to wear the vestments, shall not bare his head •
or rend his vestments. 1 1 He shall not go in where there is
any dead body; he shall not defile himself even for his fa
ther or mother. 12 He shall not go outside the sanctuary
and profane the sanctuary of his God, for upon him is the
distinction of the anointing oil of his God, Mine the
LORD's. 1 3 He may marry only a woman who is a virgin.
14 A widow, or a divorced woman, or one who is degraded
by harlotry-such he may not marry. Only a virgin of his
own kin may he take to wife-15 that he may not profane
his offspring among his kin, for I the LORD have sanctified
him.
16 The LORD spoke further to Moses: 17 Speak to Aaron
and say: No man of your offspring throughout the ages
who has a defect shall be qualified to offer the food of his
God. 18 No one at all who has a defect shall be qualified:
no man who is blind, or lame, or b-has a limb too short or
too long;-b 1 9 no man who has a broken leg or a broken
a See note at 10.6.

b-b Or "mutilated or has a limb too long."

this difficult phrase literally: "a
'master' [i.e., a priest] must not de
file himself for his kinsmen," a re
capitulation of v. 1b. 5: Desecra
tion of the priest results also from
observing the widespread rituals
of mourning detailed here; see
10.6---7. According to 19.27-28
these expressions of grief are also
forbidden to lay Israelites. 6: The
rationale for the preceding. The
priests must maintain the sanctity
with which they, like the Taberna
cle and its furnishings, have been
imbued (see 8. 1 o-13). Since they

offer the deity food gifts, any dese
cration of their persons would pro
fane the name of God. Offerings by
fire, see 1.9. 7: The holiness of the
priests is held to be genetically
transmitted; they may marry only
women about whom there can be
no suspicion of the presence of an
other man's seed. See v. 14 n. A
woman defiled by harlotry, lit. "a har
lotrous woman and one defiled,"
taken by most exegetes as two dis
tinct categories. Traditionally, the
former is defined as a woman who
has had prohibited intercourse
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(see 1 8.6-23 ) and the latter as a
woman born of such a relation
ship, or of a union between a
priest and a woman prohibited to
him. Halakhah derives the prohi
bition of marriage between a priest
and a proselyte from this phrase.
8: The repeated rationale, includ
ing a reference to God's own holi
ness. 9: The lay Israelite too is for
bidden to allow his daughter to
engage in harlotry (19.29). The
priest's daughter, however, is a
more serious case; her father's
sanctity would thereby be dese
crated, and the offense is therefore
a capital one. 1 0-14: The high
priest is subject to even stricter
safeguards against possible dese
cration, since he is required to
enter the Tabernacle daily. He
must refrain even from benign ex
pressions of grief, and may not
contract corpse contamination
even in order to mourn for a close
relative (similarly the Nazirite; see
Num. 6.6). Further, he must marry
a virgin; even a widow (whom a
lesser priest may marry, presum
ably because her husband has
been dead long enough to nullify
any suspicion of paternity) is off
limits; since another man's seed
has entered her at some time in
her life, the high priest's union
with her is thought to desecrate
his own seed. Ezekiel forecasts
that in the rebuilt Temple all
priests will be subject to the same
restrictions (Ezek. 44 .22 26);
halakhah maintained the Torah's
leniency. 1 0: On whose head, see
4·3 n. Bare his head, better: dishevel
his head [i.e., his hair]; see 10.6.
Or rend his vestments, see 10.6.
1 4: Of his own kin, i.e., of priestly
descent. In contrast Ezekiel per
mits the priest to marry any virgin
of the seed of Israel (44 .22). Here
the halakhah follows Ezekiel, once
again adopting the more lenient
view. 15: Have sanctified, better,
"sanctify him," reflecting Priestly
thought, where God sanctifies
constantly by His very presence
(Exod. 29.43-44; see also v. 8
above; Exod. 3 1 . 13; Lev. 20.8; 22.9,
16, 32; d. Ezek. 37.28). 1 6-24:
Physical defects, broadly defined
as the absence or permanent mal-
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arm; 20 or who is a hunchback, or a dwarf, or who has a
growth in his eye, or who has a boil-scar, or scurvy, or
crushed testes. 21 No man among the offspring of Aaron
the priest who has a defect shall be qualified to offer the
LoRD's offering by fire; having a defect, he shall not be
qualified to offer the food of his God. 22 He may eat of the
food of his God, of the most holy as well as of the holy;
23but he shall not enter behind the curtain or come near
the altar, for he has a defect. He shall not profane these
places sacred to Me, for I the LORD have sanctified them.
24Thus Moses spoke to Aaron and his sons and to all the
Israelites.
The
and his sons to be scrupulous about the sacred do
2
2
nations that the Israelite people consecrate to Me, lest they
LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Instruct Aaron

profane My holy name, Mine the LORD's. 3 Say to them:
Throughout the ages, if any man among your offspring,
while in a state of uncleanness, partakes of any sacred do
nation that the Israelite people may consecrate to the
LoRD, that person shall be cut off from before Me: I am the
LoRD. 4 No man of Aaron's offspring who has an eruption
or a discharge shall eat of the sacred donations until he is
clean. If one touches anything made unclean by a corpse,
or if a man has an emission of semen, s or if a man touches
any swarming thing by which he is made unclean or any
human being by whom he is made unclean-whatever his
uncleanness-6 the person who touches such shall be un
clean until evening and shall not eat of the sacred dona
tions unless he has washed his body in water. 7 As soon as
the sun sets, he shall be clean; and afterward he may eat of
the sacred donations, for they are his food. 8 He shall not
eat anything that died or was torn by beasts, thereby be
corning unclean: I am the LoRD. 9 They shall keep My
charge, lest they incur guilt thereby and die for it, having
committed profanation: I the LORD consecrate them.
l O No lay person shall eat of the sacred donations. No
bound or hired laborer of a priest shall eat of the sacred
donations; 11 but a person who is a priest's property by
purchase may eat of them; and those that are born into his
household may eat of his food. 12If a priest's daughter
a See chapters 13 and 15.
formation of external parts of the
human body in its "completed,"
adult, male form, disqualify the
priest from offering the sacred
food gifts to God. Though he may

not officiate, the defective priest
remains a priest, as this is a fact of
birth, and is entitled to eat the
priestly portions of the sacrificial
flesh. 21 : See 1.9. 23: The specific
-260-

ineligibility of the defective priest,
i.e., the prohibition of approaching
the altar and beyond, may indicate
the precise rationale for the law.
According to Priestly teaching, the
human .being is made in the image
of the deity (Gen. 1.26-27; 5.1).
The priest, as God's palace ser
vant, profanes the abode of the
deity if he cannot adequately re
flect the divine form; only the fully
formed specimens of the image of
God can serve in His earthly habi
tation. These places sacred to Me,
"mikdashay," lit. "My sanctuar
ies." This does not, however,
indicate that P or H accepted a
decentralized cult with multiple
sanctuaries (see also 26.31 n.) Have
sanctified, as in v. 15, "sanctify
them."

22.1-16. Desecration of the offer
ings. Even minor impurities dese
crate the sacred (vv. 2-9); more
over, the consumption of sacred
flesh by nonpriests desecrates it
(vv. 1o-16). 2: Be scrupulous about,
lit. "keep away from (whenever
they are impure]." This v. thus
provides the caption for vv. 2-9.
Lest tl1ey profane My holy name: Al
lowing impurity to come into con
tact with the sacred profanes the
divine name, since the divine
abode and the food gifts of the
deity are thereby treated as though
they were common. Mine the
LORD's, better, "I am the LORD
[who commands this]." 3-7: Con
tact impurities (see ch 11) and
bodily impurities (see chs 13-15).
3: Shall be cut off, see 7.20, 21.
4: Until he is clean, as stipulated by
the laws that apply in each case.
7: Sun sets: The rule applies to
vv. 4b� (see 11.24, etc.; 15. 17).
8: See ll.J'f-40; 17.15-16 n. 9: And
diefor it: Death is depicted as the
automatic and inevitable conse
quence of desecrating the sacred;
see 10.2 n. 10-16: The portions of
the sacrificial offerings whose con
sumption is restricted to the
priests are considered among the
most sacred; contact between them
and the lay person leads to their
desecration. Nonpriests in the
priest's employ, and the daughters
of priests, may eat of them only as
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marries a layman, she may not eat of the sacred gifts;
13but if the priest's daughter is widowed or divorced and
without offspring, and is back in her father's house as in
her youth, she may eat of her father's food. No lay person
may eat of it: 14 but if a man eats of a sacred donation un
wittingly, he shall pay the priest for the sacred donation,
adding one-fifth of its value. 15 But [the priests] must not
allow the Israelites to profane the sacred donations that
they set aside for the LoRD, 1 6 or to incur guilt requiring a
penalty payment, by eating such sacred donations: for it is
I the LoRD who make them sacred.
17The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 1B Speak to Aaron
and his sons, and to all the Israelite people, and say to
them:
When any man of the house of Israel or of the strangers
in Israel presents a burnt offering as his offering for any of
the votive or any of the freewill offerings that they offer to
the LoRD, 1 9 it must, to be acceptable in your favor, be a
male without blemish, from cattle or sheep or goats. 20 You
shall not offer any that has a defect, for it will not be ac
cepted in your favor.
21 And when a man offers, from the herd or the flock, a
sacrifice of well-being to the LORD for an explicit• vow or
as a freewill offering, it must, to be acceptable, be without
blemish; there must be no defect in it. 22 Anything blind,
or injured, or maimed, or with a wen, boil-scar, or
scurvy-such you shall not offer to the LoRD; you shall
not put any of them on the altar as offerings by fire to the
LORD. 23 You may, however, present as a freewill offering
an ox or a sheep with a limb extended or contracted; but it
will not be accepted for a vow. 24 You shall not offer to the
LoRD anything [with its testes] bruised or crushed or torn
or cut. You shall have no such practicesb in your own land,
25 nor shall you accept such [animals] from a foreigner for
offering as food for your God, for they are mutilated, they
have a defect; they shall not be accepted in your favor.
26 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 27 When an ox or a
sheep or a goat is born, it shall stay seven days with its
mother, and from the eighth day on it shall be acceptable
as an offering by fire to the LORD. 28 However, no animal
a Or "tmspecified" or "extraordilwry"; meaning of Heb. lephalle uncertain.
b I.e., mutilations.
long as they are formally a part of
the priest's household. 1 4: On un
witting desecration of the sacred,
see also 5.14-16. 1 5-16: These vv.
make i t clear that actively preserv
ing the boundaries between the sa-

cred and the profane is the respon
sibility of the priests; see also
10.10.

22.1 7-25: Animals unfit for sacri
fice. The disqualifying defects of a
-261 -

priest, just covered, and of a po
tential offering are analogous,
but their ramifications are not.
Whereas defective priests must not
approach the altar lest they dese
crate the sacred, they are not
thereby excluded from the priest
hood per se and may eat sacred
flesh. Deformed animals do not
cause desecration, but are simply
not accepted and the person's sac
rifice is deemed not to have been
offered. For the underlying idea
that what is placed on God's table
must be without defect, see Mal.
1.6-14. 1 7-20: The disqualifying
blemishes in the burnt offering;
see 1.3 n. 1 9: Acceptable, see 1.3-4;
7.18 n. 21-23: The disqualifying
blemishes in the well-being sacri
fice. From this passage it becomes
evident that the votive offering is
of a greater sanctity since all of the
blemishes enumerated disqualify
it, whereas the freewill offering, in
which the deformities mentioned
in v. 23 are acceptable, is of a lesser
sanctity. Taken along with 7.12-18,
these vv. confirm that the hierar
chy of the three classes is "todah"
(thanksgiving offering), "neder"
(votive offering),"nedavah" (free
will offering), in descending order.
24: Animals with defective or mu
tilated genitalia; this v. appears to
pertain to all sacrificial animals.

No such practices in your own land:
The Rabbis took this as a general
prohibition of castrating animals,
even outside of the sacrificial con
text (b. Ijag. 14b; b. Shab. nob).

22.26-33: Rules of acceptability.
The fifth and final speech of the
section, containing three laws per
taining to the acceptability of sac
rificial animals as a function of the
time factor and concluding with a
general exhortation. 26-27: From
the context (see also Exod. 22.29),
an animal is not considered fit for
sacrifice until it is viable, i.e., has
safely gotten beyond the stage of
a newborn and is a creature in
its own right. 27: Offering by fire,
see 1 .9. 28: In contrast to the pre
ceding, the humane concern
seems to be the only plausible ex
planation for this restriction; see
Exod. 23.19 ( 34.26; Deut. 14.21)
=
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from the herd or from the flock shall be slaughtered on the
same day with its young.
29 When you sacrifice a thanksgiving offering to the
LoRD, sacrifice it so that it may be acceptable in your
favor. 30 It shall be eaten on the same day; you shall not
leave any of it until morning: I am the LoRD.
31 You shall faithfully observe My commandments:. I am
the LoRD. 32You shall not profane My holy name, that I
may be sanctified in the midst of the Israelite people-I
the LoRD who sanctify you, 33 I who brought you out of
the land of Egypt to be your God, I the LoRD.

2 3 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the Is

raelite people and say to them:
These are My fixed times, the fixed times of the LORD,
which you shall proclaim as sacred occasions.
3 On six days work may be done, but on the seventh day
there shall be a sabbath of complete rest, a sacred occa
sion. You shall do no work; it shall be a sabbath of the
LoRD throughout your settlements.
and Deut. 22.�. All of the Torah
law collections thus exhibit the
same motif. It is not clear whether
it expresses the sense that animals
have emotional attaclunent to their
young and experience distress at
their fate or whether the aim is
to sensitize humans to avoid un
necessary cruelty. 29-30: See
7.12-15. Together with 19.5-8,
these vv. are a repetition of
7.12-18. 31-33: Elsewhere in the
Holiness Legislation we have been
told that compliance with the com
mandments enables the Israelites
to absorb the holiness of God (19.2,
37; 20.7-8). This hortatory conclu
sion expresses the converse: that
the failure to·obey the command
ments desecrates the name of God.
This is only logical: The purpose of
Israel's existence is to sanctify
God's name, that is, to attest to His
existence, to publicize His one
ness, and to advertise His great
ness, by worshipping Him and by
keeping His laws. Their failure to
do so has the opposite effect: His
name is profaned, that is, His fame
is diminished and His reputation
tarnished.

23.1-44: Sacred times. God con
veys to Moses, in five speeches,

the laws of the weekly Sabbath
and the annual holy days. Each of
the Torah law collections contains
a calendar of annual festivities,
and most include a Sabbath law
(some mention the Sabbath more
than once). The command to ab
stain from labor on the Sabbath is
found in all the collections, as is
the tradition of festivals coinciding
with the major events in the agri
cultural year: the early grain ripen
ing, the reaping of the first pro
duce, and the final ingathering.
Some of the names of the festivals
are shared by more than one law
collection, as is the intrinsic con
nection between the springtime
"matzot" festival and the com
memorative "pesal)" offering. The
collections also agree that a central
feature of at least some of the festi
vals is the "l)ag," which means
"pilgrimage" (later called '"ali yah"
or "ascent"), namely, the obliga
tion to appear before the LORD.
Despite these similarities, the Sab
bath laws and festival calendars
found in the separate law collec
tions differ in many ways. Tradi
tion managed to combine all of the
legislation into a coherent whole,
creatively reconciling the contra
dictions and interpreting each re-262-

pea ted passage as providing some
further detail. Critical scholarship
generally views each version of
the festival calendar as reflecting a
stage in the historical development
of the festivals. The laws in this ch
provide a glimpse of the unique
Priestly vision of the Sabbath and
festivals. They are "sacred times,"
i.e., dates set apart from the re
mainder of the calendar and desig
nated as "belonging to" the deity.
Like sacred objects, persons, areas,
and utterances, they may not be
treated as common. Thus, only in
P are the festivals, like the Sabbath,
days of cessation from work, since
engaging in daily activity (that is,
labor) would amount to the dese
cration of the holy, which Priestly
law, especially H, is at such pains
to prevent. Further, in the Priestly
view, though the festivals are de
termined by the agricultural year,
they are primarily God's special
occasions. Thus �hey are days on
which He is worshipped-by His
priests, in His abode--in a manne r
exceeding the daily routine. The
literary structure of the ch reflects
these two features. It is organized
as a calendar of precise dates on
which a cessation from labor is to
be observed and a special "food
gift" offered to the LORD. Another
Priestly festival calendar appears
in Num. chs 28-29; that calendar is
primarily concerned with the re
quired offerings. 1-2: The caption.
The terms fixed times of the LoRD
and sacred occasions express the un
derlying idea for the festival legis
l<i tion. Which you shall proclaim: The
translation reflects the rabbinic
tradition (b. Rosh Hash. 24a)
that the dates of the festivals are
determined by the Israelites, i.e.,
the proclamation of the New
Moon and the introduction of the
intercalated month, upon which
the entire calendar depends, are
the responsibility of the Sages.
3: The weekly Sabbath. In the
Priestly version of history, the
weekly "shabbat" (lit. "cessation")
was consecrated at creation (see
Gen. 2.1-3) but was not imple
mented until the Israelites had
become a people, the Tabernacle
was ready to be erected, and the
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4 These are the set times of the LoRD, the sacred occa
sions, which you shall celebrate each at its appointed
time:
the first month, on the fourteenth day of the
month, at twilight, there shall be a passover offering to the
LoRD, 6 and on the fifteenth day of that month the LORD's
Feast of Unleavened Bread. You shall eat unleavened
bread for seven days. 7 On the first day you shall celebrate
a sacred occasion: you shall not work at your occupations.
B Seven days you shall make offerings by fire to the LoRD.
The seventh day shall be a sacred occasion: you shall not
work at your occupations.

sIn

9 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: lO Speak to the Isra
elite people and say to them:
When you enter the land that I am giving to you and
you reap its harvest, you shall bring the first sheaf of your
harvest to the priest. 11 He shall elevate the sheaf before
the LoRD for acceptance in your behalf; the priest shall el
evate it on the day after the sabbath. 120n the day that
you elevate the sheaf, you shall offer as a burnt offering to
worship of the LORD was
about to be inaugurated there
(Exod. 31.12-17; 35.1-3). The Sab
bath law is repeated several times
in H (Lev. 19.3, 30; 26.2; see also
Num. 15.32-36). In the non
Priestly literature the Sabbath and
festivals are two distinct topics;
only Priestly law, with its notion of
sacred times, calls the Sabbath
holy and mentions it alongside the
festivals (see also Exod. 34.21, the
location of which may have been
influenced by this text). 4: The rep
etition of the caption (see v. 2)
gives the impression that the in
clusion of the weekly Sabbath
among the "sacred times" was not
part of an earlier version of the ch.
See v. 38 n. 5-8: The annual
"pesaJ:t" sacrifice, which is not a
sacred occasion but which imme
diately precedes the first of these,
the "matzot" pilgrimage. The his
torical explanation for each, the
connection between the two, and
the details of their observance,
including the abstention from
leaven, are given by P in Exod.
ch 12; here only those aspects rele
vant to the calendar of "sacred oc
casions" are mentioned. 5: The first
month, see Exod. 12.2. On thefour

teenth day of the month, at twilight:

The date of the evening is that
of the preceding day (see v. 32;
Exod. 12.18); only in postbiblical
tradition was the method reversed
and evenings given the date of the
following day. A passover offering,
"pesaJ:!" (see Exod. 12.11-13) is the
name of the sacrifice made in com
memoration of the exodus; in
postbiblical Judaism it became
the name of the ensuing festival.
6: Feast, Heb "!:lag," "pilgrimage."
In the non-Priestly calendars there
are three annual pilgrimages: the
pilgrimage. of Unleavened Bread
("!:lag ha-matzot"), the pilgrimage
of Harvest ("katzir"), also called
Weeks ("shavu'ot") and the pil
grimage of Ingathering ("J:!ag
ha'asif") or Booths ("sukkot").
Here and in Num. 28.26-31 there
are only two, and "shavu'ot" is ob
served as a sacred occasion but not
as a pilgrimage. In addition, in the
non-Priestly tradition, the three
pilgrimages are an absolute re
quirement, incumbent upon all
males (Exod. 23.14, 17; 34.23-24;
Deut. 16.16); in P, no such unquali
fied obligation is present. Those
who do not make the pilgrimages
must, however, observe the cessa
tion from labor on the days desig
nated as holy. You shall eat unleav-
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ened bread: Nowhere does P pro
vide the rationale for this; the non
Priestly traditions explain it as a
commemoration of the haste in
which the Israelites left Egypt
(see Exod. 12.39; Deut. 16.3). The
Priestly tradition thus preserves
the agricultural origin of the eating
of "matzot" in the early spring,
marking the very beginning of the
barley harvest. For seven days: The
eating of unleavened bread lasts
seven days; the pilgrimage, unlike
"sukkot" (see vv. 34, 39-40) does
not. According to Exod. 13.6 only
the seventh day was observed as a
pilgrimage; in our text it appears
that the pilgrimage was observed
on the first day, the day after the
"pesaJ:!" offering, followed by six
more days of eating unleavened
bread; this is stated explicitly in
Deut. 16.7-8. 7: You shall not work
at your occupations: This phrase re
curs in vv 8, 21, 25, 35, 36, pro
hibiting labor on the fully sacred
festival days. It differs from the
phrase "You shall do no work"
used with regard to the weekly
Sabbath and the Day of Atone
ment in vv. 3, 28, 30. Relying on
Exod. 12.16, Ramban interpreted
the difference to mean that labors
required for the preparation of
food are permissible on festival
days but not on the Sabbath and
Day of Atonement. 8: Offerings by
fire, see 1.9 n. The seventh day: The
observance of the first and last
days of the festival as full holy
days, which became normative
Jewish practice, is peculiar to the
Priestly tradition (see vv 36, 39;
Exod. 12.16; Num. 28.25; 29.35).
9-22: The second speech contains
a lengthy set of instructions for
the rituals commencing after the
"matzot" festival and culminating
seven weeks later with the second
of the sacred occasions. 9-14: The
presentation (lit. "elevation"; see
7.30 n.) of the '"omer," or first
sheaf of the new barley harvest,
with its accompanying offerings,
performed each year to secure the
deity's blessing for the new crops.
1 1 : For acceptance in your behalf, see
1.3-4; 7.18; 19.5; 22.19. On the day
after tlte sabbath: This phrase (ap
pearing also in v. 15) became a
.
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the LoRD a lamb of the first year without blemish. 13 The
meal offering with it shall be two-tenths of a measure of
choice flour with oil mixed in, an offering by fire of pleas
ing odor to the LoRD; and the libation with it shall be of
wine, a quarter of a hin. 14 Until that very day, until you
have brought the offering of your God, you shall eat no
bread or parched grain or fresh ears;• it is a law for all time
throughout the ages in all your settlements.
15 And from the day on which you bring the sheaf of el
evation offering-the day after the sabbath-you shall
count off seven weeks. They must be complete: 16 you
must count until the day after the seventh week-fifty
days; then you shall bring an offering of new grain to the
LoRD. 17You shall bring from your settlements two loaves
of bread as an elevation offering; each shall be made of
two-tenths of a measure of choice flour, baked after leav
ening, as first fruits to the LORD. lB With the bread you
shall present, as burnt offerings to the LoRD, seven year
ling lambs without blemish, one bull of the herd, and two
rams, with their meal offerings and libations, an offering
by fire of pleasing odor to the LORD. 19You shall also offer
one he-goat as a sin offering and two yearling lambs as a
sacrifice of well-being. 20 The priest shall elevate these
the two lambsb-together with the bread of first fruits as
an elevation offering before the LoRD; they shall be holy to
the LoRD, for the priest. 21 On that same day you shall
hold a celebration; it shall be a sacred occasion for you;
you shall not work at your occupations. This is a law for
all time in all your settlements, throughout the ages.
22 And when you reap the harvest of your land, you
shall not reap all the way to the edges of your field, or
n I.e., of the new crop.

b Menuiug of Heb. 1111certniu.

major source of controversy in tal
mudic times (Sifra 'Emor 12:4; b.
Mena�. 66a). The Pharisaic sages,
claiming that the word "sabbath"
is used here in its nonspecific, lit
eral sense ("cessation") but does
not indicate the weekly Sabbath
day, vehemently asserted tha t the
'"omer" is presented on the day
after the day of rest at the begin
ning of the "matzot" pilgrimage,
namely, the sixteenth of Nisan;
otherwise the definite article in the
phrase "the sabbath" would have
no referent. Though this view has
been accepted by Jewish tradition,
the more natural sense of the
phrase is that the ceremony was to

take place on the first day of the
week (Sunday) following the pil
grimage. This was the view of the
Boethusians as well as the Qumran
sect, while the Samaritans and the
Karaites held that the Sunday dur
ing the "matzot" pilgrimage was
intended. 14: As the presentation
of the '"omer" marks the begin
ning of the new harvest, partaking
of the new grain is prohibited
until the ceremony has taken
place. 1 5-22: The new-grain
("first fruits"; see v. 20) offering,
performed seven weeks later.
1 5-16: The precise counting of
seven weeks is required in order
for the cessation from labor ob-
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served by the population at large,
wherever they are, to coincide
with the Temple observances pre
scribed, since in P this festival is
not marked by a pilgrimage (see
v. 6). Only with the acceptance of
the rabbinic interpretation of "the
day after the sabbath" (see v. 11)
and the establishment of the calen
dar did it become possible to spec
ify a fixed date (6 Sivan) for this
holy day; prior to this the fiftieth
day would have fallen on a differ
ent date each year. The counting
later became a ceremony in its
own right, called, in commemora
tion of the sheaf of barley pre
sented at its start, the "Counting of
[i.e., from] the 'omer." The count
ing of seven weeks is also pre
scribed in Deut. 16.9, and even
gives its name ("shavu'ot,"
"Weeks") to the festival observed
at its conclusion (vv. 10 and 16; see
also Exod. 34.22), but there it is to
enable each landowner to deter
mine the appropriate day for his
own family's visit to the Temple.
Here it has no name, but Num.
28.26 calls it "yam ha-bikkurim,"
"the Day of First Fruits" (see v. 20)
and describes it further as "your
Weeks." The connection of
"shavu'ot" with the giving of the
Torah at Sinai is not found in bibli
cal tradition; it was derived by the
Rabbis, who held that the dates co
incide. 17-20: The offerings pre
sented on the fiftieth day (in addi
tion to those enumerated in Num.
28.26-31). They consist of a unique
offering of two leavened loaves
called the "bread of first fruits"
(see v. 20), in thanks for the new
grain harvest and accompanied
by appropriate additional offer
ings. Among the latter are two
yearling lambs offered as a well
being offering ("shelamim"). This
is the only such offering made on
behalf of the public, functioning
here as a communal offering of
thanksgiving. 20: Firstfruits: The
word "fruit" is misleading; the ref
erence here is to the new crop of
wheat (see Exod. 23.16; 34.22) from
which these loaves are produced;
see also 2.14-17. 21: On that same
day, see vv. 15-16 n. 22: A partial
quotation from 19.9-10, added
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gather the gleanings of your harvest; you shall leave them
for the poor and the stranger: I the LoRD am your God.
23 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 24 Speak to the Isra
elite people thus: In the seventh month, on the first day of
the month, you shall observe complete rest, a sacred occa
sion commemorated with loud blasts. 25 You shall not
work at your occupations; and you shall bring an offering
by fire to the LORD.
26 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 27 Mark, the tenth
day of this seventh month is the Day of Atonement. It
shall be a sacred occasion for you: you shall practice self
denial, and you shall bring an offering by fire to the LoRD;
28 you shall do no work throughout that day. For it is a
Day of Atonement, on which expiation is made on your
behalf before the LORD your God. 29 Indeed, any person
who does not practice self-denial throughout that day
shall be cut off from his kin; 30 and whoever does any
work throughout that day, I will cause that person to per
ish from among his people. 3l Do no work whatever; it is a
law for all time, throughout the ages in all your settle
ments. 32 It shall be a sabbath of complete rest for you, and
you shall practice self-denial; on the ninth day of the
month at evening, from evening to evening, you shall ob
serve this your sabbath.
33The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 34 Say to the Israel
ite people:
here by association to the context
of harvest-time. 23-25: The third
speech ordains the sacred occasion
observed on the first day of the
seventh month. The beginning of
the seventh month marks the be
ginning of the agricultural year
and opens the season of holy days
culminating two weeks later in the
Ingathering pilgrimage. The non
Priestly calendars are unfamiliar
with this observance. 24: Commem
orated with loud blasts, correctly,
"remembrance by shouting"; com
pare "a day of shouting" [NJPS: "a
day when the horn is sounded"] in
the parallel law in Num. 29.1. The
Priestly literature contains a num
ber of observances to remind God
of the Israelite people (Exod. 28.12,
29; 30.16; Num. 31.54). These may
be compared to the rainbow, des
ignated by God as a reminder (to
Himself!) of His promise to pre
serve humanity (Gen. 9.14-16).

Num. 10.9-10 states that this is the
function of the trumpet blasts
sounded when Israel is in distress,
to call their plight to God's atten
tion and secure His assistance, or
when celebrating festivals, New
Moons, and appointed seasons.
The annual "Day of Shouting"
would thus be envisaged by the
Priestly tradition as a day of
Israel's crying out to God, to re
mind Him that they are His people
and to secure His aid. In later tra
dition this observance developed
in several directions. Though
"teru'ah" literally means "raise a
cry, shout," it is used in Num.
10.5-10 in conjunction with the
sounding of trumpets, and in
Lev. 25.9 in reference to the ram's
horn. This led to the conclusion
that here too the sound is to be
made by the ram's horn or shofar.
With the eventual adoption of the
autumnal New Year as the pri-
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mary one, the first day of the sev
enth month in the vernal calendar
became New Year's Day ("Rosh
Ha-Shanah"). Since, in the cultural
milieu of the ancient Near East,
the heralding of the New Year
was particularly associated with
celebrations of kingship, Rosh
Ha-Shanah became, among other
things, a day to mark God's sover
eignty as king. Finally, since it
opens a period leading up to the
annual Day of Atonement (see
ch 16; 23.26-32), Rosh Ha-Shanah
became invested with the signifi
cance of the latter, and now
marks the beginning of Judaism's
annual ten-day penitential period.
26-32: The Day of Atonement,
also unknown outside of Priestly
literature. On this day the Taberna
cle is purged of the accumulated
impurities and transgressions of
the Israelite people (ch 16). The
cessation of labor, which serves
(along with the fast) to effect the
purification and atonement rituals
performed, marks this day too
as holy time, a "sacred occasion,"
thus incorporating it into the
annual cycle of such dates.
27: Practice self-denial, fast; see
16.29 n. 28: For it is a Day of Atone
ment, see 16.30. 29-30: See 7.20, 21;
17.10. 32: A sabbath of complete rest,
a phrase used only of the Sabbath
(v. 3; Exod. 31.15; 35.2) and the
Day of Atonement (see also 16.31),
highlighting the strict and total ab
stention required in order for the
atonement rituals to be effective.

32: On the ninth day of tl1e month at
evening, from evening to evening, see
v. 5· Sabbath, cessation from labor.
33-42: The final speech, contain
ing the laws for the "sukkot" festi
val and the concluding captions.
34: Feast, "pilgrimage"; see v. 6.
Booths, Heb "sukkot," "huts" serv
ing as makeshift, temporary shel
ters while laboring in the field
or vineyard for several days at a
time (see Isa. 1.8). The autumn pil
grimage is so named because its
long duration-seven full days
necessitates the erection of such
shelters to accommodate the many
pilgrims during their stay in the
Temple city (see vv. 43-44 n.). No
tably, the texts which do not spec-
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On the fifteenth day of this seventh month there shall be
the Feast of Booths• to the LoRD, [to last] seven days.
35The first day shall be a sacred occasion: you shall not
work at your occupations; 36 seven days you shall bring
offerings by fire to the LoRD. On the eighth day you shall
observe a sacred occasion and bring an offering by fire to
the LoRD; it is a solemn gathering:b you shall not work at
your occupations.
37 Those are the set times of the LoRD that you shall cel
ebrate as sacred occasions, bringing offerings by fire to the
LORD-burnt offerings, meal offerings, sacrifices, and li
bations, on each day what is proper to it__3B apart from
the sabbaths of the LORD, and apart from your gifts and
from all your votive offerings and from all your freewill
offerings that you give to the LORD.
39 Mark, on the fifteenth day of the seventh month,
when you have gathered in the yield of your land, you
shall observe the festival of the LoRD [to last] seven days:
a complete rest on the first day, and a complete rest on the
eighth day. 40 0n the first day you shall take the product of
hadar< trees, branches of palm trees, boughs of leafyd trees,
and willows of the brook, and you shall rejoice before the
LoRD your God seven days. 41 You shall observe it as a fes
tival of the LoRD for seven days in the year; you shall ob
serve it in the seventh month as a law for all time,
throughout the ages. 42 You shall live in booths seven
days; all citizens in Israel shall live in booths, 43 in order
that future generations may know that I made the Israelite
a Others "Tabemacles."
b Precise meaning of Heb. 'a�ereth uncertain.
c Otlrers "goodly"; exact 111enni11g of Heb. hadar uncertain. Traditionally tile product is
understood as "citron. "
d Menning of Heb. aboth uncertain.
ify that the fall pilgrimage lasts for
seven days (Exod. 23.16; 34.22) do
not call it sukkot, whereas vv. 39
and 42, as well as Num. 29.12,
refer to it as "the pilgrimage of the
LoRo"-the pilgrimage par excel
lence. Rabbinic tradition too called
it simply "l:tag." 36: On the eighth
day: As distinct from the "matzot"
observance, the concluding holy
day is added to the first seven. Ap
parently, the pilgrimage is to last
seven days, while on the eighth
day, not called a "J.:tag" but simply
a "sacred occasion," a cessation

from labor is to be observed by
all-those who do not make the
pilgrimage, those who do so but
return home for the eighth day,
and those who remain an addi
tional day. The eighth day is un
known outside of the Priestly tra
dition. A solemn gathering, Heb
'"atzeret" (see Isa. 1.13; Joel 2.15;
Amos 5.21; etc); this day is there
fore later called "shernini 'atzeret,"
"the solemn gathering of the
eighth [day]." In Deut. 16.8
'"atzeret" is used for the solemni
ties on the final day of the "mat-266-

zot" festival. Both apparently refer
to local festive gatherings, as dis
tinct from the pilgrimage to the
Temple-city denoted by the word
"l:tag." 37-38: A summary caption.

38: Apartfrom the sabbaths of the
LoRD: The Sabbath law in v. 3 was
not originally part of the ch; see
v. 4 n. 39-43: The closing section
repeats the date and length of the
pilgrimage, and the cessation of
labor on the first and eighth days.
Here, however, in place of the re
frain "you shall offer food gifts to
the LoRo" are the additional ob
servances of the festival. Since
these are not sacrificial rites per
formed by the priests but are
rather observed by the public at
large, during their week-long visit
to the Temple-city, they are not in
cluded in what comes before the
caption in vv. 37-38. 39: Observe
thefestival, lit. "make a pilgrim
age"; see v. 6. 40: The "taking" of
the four species of branches and
boughs is evidently a ritual of joy
ous acknowledgment of the cur
rent year's agricultural abun
dance. It may also have been a
form of supplication for the next
year's rainfall, expected to begin at
this period of the year; in later
times it was so interpreted. In
Neh. 8.14-15 the branches were
used for the construction of the
booths, while according to rab
binic practice, they were gathered
together in a bouquet and waved.
Product, Heb "peri," "fruit"; possi
bly also boughs or branches. Of
hadar trees, lit. "majestic" or beau
tiful trees (see translators' note
c). Though no specific identifica
tion can be determined, ancient
tradition (b. Sukkah 31a) ruled
that the fruit of the citron (the
"'etrog") is to be used. Bouglzs of
leafi; trees, traditionally, the myrtle.
You shall rejoice, mentioned only
here, a stark contrast to Deuteron
omy, where rejoicing on the pil
grimages is mentioned several
times (Deut. 16.11, 14, 15). 41: As a
festival, "as a pilgrimage"; see v. 6.
43-44: Dwelling in booths for the
seven days of the pilgrimage is
here prescribed as a requirement,
incumbent upon the entire popula
tion. The rationale differs from the
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people live in booths when I brought them out of the land
of Egypt, I the LoRD your God.
44So Moses declared to the Israelites the set times of the
LORD.

2 4 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying:

2 Command the Israelite people to bring you clear
oil of beaten olives for lighting, for kindling lamps regu
larly. 3 Aaron shall set them up in the Tent of Meeting out
side the curtain of the Pact [to burn] from evening to
morning before the LORD regularly; it is a law for all time
throughout the ages. 4 He shall set up the lamps on the
pure" lampstand before the LoRD [to burn] regularly.

5 You shall take choice flour and bake of it twelve
loaves, two-tenths of a measure for each loaf. 6 Place them
on the pure" table before the LoRD in two rows, six to a
row. 7 With each row you shall place pure frankincense,
which is to be a token offeringb for the bread, as an offer
ing by fire to the LoRD. s He shall arrange them before the
LoRD regularly every sabbath day-it is a commitment for
all time on the part of the Israelites. 9 They shall belong to
Aaron and his sons, who shall eat them in the sacred
precinct; for they are his as most holy things from the
LoRD's offerings by fire, a due for all time.
lOThere came out among the Israelites one whose
mother was Israelite and whose father was Egyptian. And
a fight broke out in the camp between that half-Israelite <

a See note at Exod. p.B.

b See Lev. 2.2.

one suggested above (see v. 34 n.)
and is obscure. It is an attempt to
historicize the central observance
of the pilgrimage, suggesting that
it commemora tes the period of
dwelling in the presence of the
LORD's abode, the Tabernacle, in
the wilderness. The notion that
God housed the Israelites in
booths in the wilderness is not at
tested elsewhere.

24.1-9: Oil and loaves. A divine
speech containing two laws. The
first law (vv. 2-4), instructions
for the oil for the Tabernacle
lampstand, is almost a repetition
of Exod. 27.2o-21; the second
(vv. 5-9), the procedure for the
loaves to be displayed on the table
in the Tabernacle, completes the

c Lit. "the son ofan Israelite woman. "

legislation of Exod. 25.23-30. Both
laws pertain to the ritual acts per
formed by the high priest regu
larly, inside the Tabernacle, and
constituting a perpetual (Heb
"tamid") display of worship. The
daily lighting and tending of the
lampstand is also mentioned in
Exod. 30.7-8, in the context of the
high priest's incense offering, the
third component of the ritual com
plex. The laws relating to daily
Tabernacle routine may supple
ment the preceding ch, which de
tails the calendar of perpetually
recurring special occasions.
2-3: See Exod. 27.2o-21. 4: The in
structions for fashioning the Taber
nacle lampstand ("menorah") in
Exod. 25.31-40 do not explain how
the lampstand is to be used. The

legislation here clarifies the com
mand to have light burn from
evening to morning in the Taber
nacle (Exod. 27.2o-21). The pure
/ampstmzd, an ellipsis meaning "the
lampstand made of pure gold";
see Exod. 25.31, 39; 31.8; 37.17;
39·37; Num. 8.4. 5-9: The twelve
loaves, known as the "show
bread" or "Bread of Presence," are
a symbolic offering, displayed but
not sacrificed. They represent the
twelve tribes of Israel and suggest
dramatically their constant devo
tion to the deity enthroned in their
midst. In the Priestly Tabernacle,
the deity is enshrined in the inner
sanctum, but the furnishings and
the acts of devotion performed
upon them all belong to the outer
sanctum, and the partition divid
ing the two realms is never
breached. Thus God, even as His
Presence dwells among the Israel
ites, is perceived as separate from
them and noncorporeal. The pure
table, i.e., "the table overlaid with
pure gold"; see Exod. 25.24; 37.11.
7, 9: Offering(s) byfire, better,
"food gifts" (see 1.9 n.) 8: Eve1y
sabbath day: The weekday morning
entry of the high priest into the
Tabernacle consisted of offering in
cense and tending the lampstand;
on the Sabbath, the removal and
replacement of the twelve display
loaves is added. 9: The loaves,
having absorbed permanent, con
tagious sanctity from their close
contact with the deity's Presence,
can neither be discarded nor eaten
by the laity. Conceptually, the
loaves are a gift made by the Isra
elite people to the LORD, who
gives it to the priests in recogni
tion of their service (see 6.1o-11).

24.10-23: The blasphemer. The
report of an extraneous event in
terrupts the giving of the laws. A
similar interruption is found in
ch 10. In both cases, the resolution
of the unforeseen situation re
quires direct divine intervention,
and both times this leads to a brief
legal discussion arising from the
events (10.12-19; 24.17-22). Most
significantly, both passages tell of
flagrant crimes committed by indi
vidual Israelites in violation of the
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and a certain Israelite. 1 1 The son of the Israelite woman
pronounced the Name in blasphemy, and he was brought
to Moses-now his mother's name was Shelomith daugh
ter of Dibri of the tribe of Dan-12 and he was placed in
custody, until the decision of the LoRD should be made
clear to them.
13 And the LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 14 Take the
blasphemer outside the camp; and let all who were within
hearing lay their hands upon his head, and let the whole
community stone him.
15 And to the Israelite people speak thus: Anyone who
blasphemes his God shall bear his guilt; 16 if he also pro
nounces the name LoRD, he shall be put to death. The
whole community shall stone him; stranger or citizen, if he
has thus pronounced the Name, he shall be put to death.
171£ anyone kills any human being, he shall be put to
death. 18 One who kills a beast shall make restitution for it:
divinely imposed order estab
lished in the preceding chs: the
crime of Nadab and Abihu against
the indwelling deity, and the crime
of the blasphemer against the sa
cred Name. Thus, both strata of
the Priestly work, P and H (see
ch 17), tell of a primal sin occur
ring shortly after the revela lion of
God, upsetting what should have
been an untroubled relationship
between God and His people and
necessitating immediate action.
The motif is also found in the non
Priestly tradition (Exod. 32-34;
Deut. 9-10). 1 0: Half-Israelite: The
case was initially puzzling because
of the blasphemer's mixed ances
try, but v. 16 renders the decision
that both Israelites (citizens) and
resident aliens were equally liable
for blasphemy. 1 1 : Prorzowzced tlze
Name in blasplzemy: Merely uttering
YHVH is not a crime in P; through
out the Bible this is a normal and
even commendable action. Nor
is uttering God's name in false
hood or "in vain," prohibited in
the Decalogue (Exod. 20.7 I I Deut.
5.11), a case of blasphemy. Blas
phemy consists of cursing God
(see Exod. 22.27; 1 Kings 21.10-13),
that is, uttering an imprecation
against Him in which His name is
included ("May such-and-such be
fall YHVH"). As the divine Name is
the one sacred "object" that can be

used, or misused, by anyone at
any time (see 5.2o-26 n.), it is only
logical that in the Holiness Legis
lation this is a sacrilege par excel
lence. 1 2-13: The blaphemer is ap
prehended and held in custody
until Moses seeks and receives
oracular instruction from God
(probably by means of the "'urim"
on Aaron's breastplate; see Exod.
28.15, 30). Moses' inability to ren
der a decision before consulting
God occurs three more times in P,
in the accounts of the second Pass
over, the Sabbath wood-gatherer,
and the daughters of Zelophehad
(Num. 9.1-14; 15.32-36; 27.1-11),
and in all four cases the remedy
for a specific circumstance be
comes a permanent Jaw applicable
for future generations as well.
14: The laying-on of hands (see
16.21) transfers to the blasphemer
the guilt that the listeners have in
curred by hearing the desecration
of the sacred Name. This guilt will
be eradicated along with the of
fender, who is stoned as an expres
sion of the community's collective
horror and its urgent need to be
rid of the instrument of desecra
tion. 1 5-16: The legal decision is
now generalized for future use.

1 5: Blasphemes lzis God . . . also pro
nounces the name LoRD, lit. "curses
his God and pronounces the name
of YHvH"; thus, one who maligned
-268-

God or invoked evil upon Him
without actually prononcing the
Tetragrammaton would be exempt
from the death penalty, since no
actual desecration of the sacred
Name would have taken place.
1 6: Stranger or citizen, see 16.29.
The logical counterpart to the
"ger" or resident alien, familiar in
the author's own period, would
have been a non-Israelite accom
panying the Israelites in the
wilderness. In the author's mind
such persons would have been the
offspring of Israelite women and
Egyptian men, conceived and
born while still in Egypt ( the non
Priestly tradition probably agrees;
see Exod. 12.38). Such a person is
cast in the central role of the narra
tive in order to establish the legal
principle that the desecration of
YHvH's name is a capital offense
by definition, whether performed
by an Israelite or a "ger." The
Bible's principle of patrilineal de
scent would consider such a per
son Egyptian rather than Israelite.
17-22: This short collection of
laws is parenthetical and the nar
rative flow of vv. 1o-16 continues,
and concludes, in v. 23. It has been
inserted here in accord with H's
principle that laws pertaining to
wrongs committed against one's
fellow are the stuff of divine com
mands only if they impinge on the
realm of the sacred. This brief Jaw
collection has a simple theme:
With regard to the talionic or
measure-for-measure ("eye-for
eye") rule in crimes and damages,
the resident alien has precisely
the same obligation as the citizen
(v. 22). God's laws of fairness and
justice are to be observed through
out the land where His Presence,
with the holiness it effuses, re
sides. Unlike the obligation to
worship Him, which rests upon Is
rael alone, the obligation to make
fair restitution applies wherever
God's Presence dwells. The similar
statement in the law of the blas
phemer (v. 16) accounts for the ad
dition of this section here. 17: See
Gen. 9.6; Num. 35.31-34; outside
of P: Exod. 21.12. The laws of asy
lum for unintentional homicide
are designed to circumvent the
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life for life. 19 If anyone maims his fellow, as he has done
so shall it be done to him: 20 fracture for fracture, eye for
eye, tooth for tooth. The injury he inflicted on another
shall be inflicted on him. 21 One who kills a beast shall
make restitution for it; but one who kills a human being
shall be put to death. 22 You shall have one standard for
stranger and citizen alike: for I the LoRD am your God.
23 Moses spoke thus to the Israelites. And they took the
blasphemer outside the camp and pelted him with stones.
The Israelites did as the LORD had commanded Moses.

quiesce in all the Landowner's de
mands and the measures He will
take if they do not, culminating, if
necessary, in their being evicted
from His property. By combining
two speeches into one, the longest
in Leviticus, with the legal section
flowing directly into the conclud
ing exhortation, the author estab
lishes this connection.

BE-HAR

interpretation took this to mean
that the divine speech recorded
here was communicated to Moses
during one of his visits to the top
of the mountain. In P, however,
Moses ascended Sinai only once,
for the sole purpose of receiving
the instructions for the Tabernacle
and the priesthood. Thus here the
words "behar sinay" mean "at
(not on) Mount Sinai," i.e., [in
the Tabernacle which stood] at
[the foot of] Mount Sinai; see 7.38.
2: Assign to you, correctly, "give
you" as in 14·34· 2-7: The sabbati
cal year. The command to "release
and abandon" the produce of
the seventh year appears in
Exod. 23.11; the purpose there is to
allow the poor to gather and eat
what the owner leaves behind. The
year of release in Deuteronomy
also highlights social concerns, but
it pertains to the cancellation of
debts rather than the produce of
the land (Deut. 15.1-6). Here,
uniquely, it is forbidden to work
the land in the seventh year, while
its produce may be gathered and
eaten-by the landholder. In
Priestly law the poor are provided
for by other measures (19.g-ID;
2 3.22). 2: A sabbath of tile Lono:
Only here is the seventh year
called "shabbat of the LoRD," thus
making it equivalent to the other
appointed times and sacred occa
sions of the LoRD (see ch 23).

2 5 The LORD spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai: 2 Speak

to the Israelite people and say to them:
When you enter the land that I assign to you, the land
shall observe a sabbath of the LoRD. 3 Six years you may
sow your field and six years you may prune your vine
yard and gather in the yield. 4 But in the seventh year the
land shall have a sabbath of complete rest, a sabbath of the
LoRD: you shall not sow your field or prune your vine
yard. 5 You shall not reap the aftergrowth of your harvest
or gather the grapes of your untrimmed vines; it shall be a
year of complete rest for the land. 6 But you may eat what
ever the land during its sabbath will produce-you, your
male and female slaves, the hired and bound laborers who
death penalty when it is patently
unethical; see in P Num. 35·9-33·
1 8: Restitution can always be
made for destruction of livestock;
see Exod. 21.33-37. 1 9-20: On the
law of talion, or "eye-for-eye"
principle, for bodily harm, see
Exod. 21.23-25, where monetary
compensation equivalent to the
damages is meant (see v. 22). Rab
binic law interprets our text and
Deut. 19.21 in the same fashion,
but from the formulation of v. 20 it
would seem that in Leviticus the
literal sense is intended. 2 1 : The
recapitulation indicates the end of
the interpolated section and reem
phasizes the legal distinction be
tween human life and the life of
animals. 23: The narrative resumes
and concludes: The people carry
out the instructions given to Moses
in v. 14.

25.1-26.46. As the end of the the
first month of the second year
after the exodus approaches (see

Num 1.1), the law-giving at Sinai
draws to a close. During the first
three weeks of the second month,
some additional laws will be com
municated (see Num. chs 5, 6;
8.23-26; 9.1-14; 10.1-10), but most
of what is presented as divine
communication to Moses during
that period will consist of instruc
tions for the journey to commence
on the twentieth of the month.
Thus, chs 25 and 26 mark the final
stage of the law-giving. This is evi
dent from the content of 26.3-45
and stated explicitly in the con
cluding verse (26.46). (Ch 27 is
chronologically displaced.) Chs 25
and 26 contain two integrally con
nected sections, the laws of the
sabbatical and jubilee (25.1-26.2)
and the speech of promise and
threat (26.3-45). The theme of the
first section is God's ownership of
the land of Israel and the Israelites'
status as hired tenants on His es
tate; the second details the wages
promised to the tenants if they ac-269-

25.1-55: Sabbatical and jubilee
laws. 1: On Mount Sinai: Midrashic

4: Sabbath of complete rest, a sabbath
of the Lotw, similarly with regard
to the weekly Sabbath and the Day
of Atonement; see 23.32 n. 5: After
growth, plants that spring up on
their own, without deliberate sow
ing. 6: Normal, wholesale reaping
and harvesting is not permitted;
rather, the landholder may gather
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live with you, 7 and your cattle and the beasts in your land
may eat all its yield.
s You shall count off seven weeks of years-seven times
seven years-so that the period of seven weeks of years
gives you a total of forty-nine years. 9 Then you shall
sound the horn loud; in the seventh month, on the tenth
day of the month-the Day of Atonement-you shall
have the horn sounded throughout your land 10 and you
shall hallow the fiftieth year. You shall proclaim release
throughout the land for all its inhabitants. It shall be a ju
bileeb for you: each of you shall return to his holding and
each of you shall return to his family. 11 That fiftieth year
shall be a jubilee for you: you shall not sow, neither shall
you reap the aftergrowth or harvest the untrimmed vines,
1 2 for it is a jubilee. It shall be holy to you: you may only
eat the growth direct from the field.
1 3 In this year of jubilee, each of you shall return to his
holding. 14 When you sell property to your neighbor,< or
Others "liberty."
b Heb. yobel, "ram" or "ram's hom."
c I.e., fellow Israelite; see v. 46.

a

as needed in order to feed his own
household, and his livestock may
graze. 8-22: The jubilee year. It is
not known whether the jubilee
was ever observed in actual prac
tice. There is no mention of the ju
bilee in biblical history of First
Temple times, and according to
the Rabbis it was not observed
in Second Temple times at all
(b. 'Arak. 32 b). There are, how
ever, indications that a fifty-year
cycle was employed in the calen
dar in ancient times; traditions
of calculating the jubilees sur
vived beyond the biblical period.
The primary law of the jubilee
(vv. 8-13) introduces its frequency
and onset, its inauguration, its
sanctity, and its two central fea
tures: the land release and the re
lease of indentured persons. This
is followed by a brief section de
tailing the implications for the sale
of real estate between jubilees
(vv. 14-17). The law then promises
prosperity and security as reward
for faithful observance (vv. 18-19)
and concludes by reassuring the
uneasy that God will provide
(vv. 2o-22). 8: Weeks ofyears, lit.
"sabbaths of years"; "shabbat" in
the sense of "week" is common in

later Heb. 9: The fiftieth year fol
lows the seventh sabbatical
(though rabbinic tradition records
other views as well). Unlike the
seventh year, which is called a
"shabbat" but not referred to as
holy, it is sacred. It is inaugurated
in the seventh month since the au
tumnal New Year, which later be
came dominant in the Jewish cal
endar but has biblical roots, is the
start of the agricultural cycle (see
Exod. 23.16; 34.22). On the tenth

day of the month-the Day of Atone
ment: Perhaps the tenth of the
month was thought of, as it was
in later times, as the conclusion
of the New Year's celebrations.
1 0: Release, Heb "deror"; see
Isa. 61.1; Jer. 34.8; Ezek. 46.17. A
related term is known from Meso
potamia, where it indicates the
general release proclaimed occa
sionally by kings in order to create
or restore economic stability. This
second aspect of the jubilee, the re
lease of indentured persons, is de
tailed in vv. 39-46. Jubilee: Ancient
translators drew an artificial con
nection between Heb "yovel" and
the similar sounding Latin "jubi
lare," "shout for joy"; thus the
English "jubilee" suggests the idea
-270-

of jubilation not present in the
Heb. Outside of the Priestly litera
ture "yovel" indicates a ram
(Josh. 6.4-6) or a ram's horn
(Exod. 19.13), and since the fiftieth
year is inaugurated by the sound
ing of the ram's horn (v. 9), some
feel that this has given its name to
the institution. But the word "sho
far" rather than "yovel" is men
tioned in v. 9, and throughout the
ch (and in 27.17-24; Num. 36.4) is
used to denote what takes place
during the fiftieth year and not the
manner in which the year is her
alded. "Yovel" here seems to be
derived from "y-b-1," "bring" and
to mean "sending forth, home
bringing" or simply liberation, as
reflected in LXX and realized in
the 12th century by Abraham Ibn
Ezra. Each of you shall return to his
holding: The basic postulate of the
jubilee, from which the legislation
in this ch (and that in 27.17-24;
Num. 36.4) derives, is that once
the Israelites have entered Canaan,
the land is divided up (by lot, see
Num. 33·54) in perpetuity. The
land of Canaan is not the Israel
ites' property, it is rather a "hold
ing" ("'aJ:tuzah"; see 14.34;
Gen. 17.8; 48.4; Deut. 32.49); so are
the plots of land held by each
tribe, clan, and family. Collectively
and individually, these holdings
are not theirs to buy, sell, and reap
portion. The Israelites are mere
leaseholders, tenants on the divine
estate, and the holdings God has
parceled out to them are inalien
able. Though the ultimate effect of
this far-reaching legislation may
be social, the pervasive concern is
religious, indeed theocentric. The
jubilee, like the Sabbath and festi
vals, is an assertion of God's exclu
sive proprietorship and dominion,
designed to keep the Israelites
constantly aware that they are His
indentured servants (vv. 42, 55).
Once again the law-giver ex
presses the idea that social legisla
tion is included among God's
commands only insofar as it im
pinges on the sacred; see notes to
chs 17-26, 18, 19; 24.17-22. 1 1 : See
vv. 5-6. Since the fiftieth year al
ways follows a sabbatical year, a
two-year cessation of agricultural
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buy any from your neighbor, you shall not wrong one an
other. 15 In buying from your neighbor, you shall deduct
only for the number of years since the jubilee; and in sell
ing to you, he shall charge you only for the remaining
crop years: 16 the more such years, the higher the price you
pay; the fewer such years, the lower the price; for what he
is selling you is a number of harvests. 17 Do not wrong one
another, but fear your God; for I the LORD am your God.
18 You shall observe My laws and faithfully keep My
rules, that you may live upon the land in security; 19 the
land shall yield its fruit and you shall eat your fill, and
you shall live upon it in security. 20 And should you ask,
"What are we to eat in the seventh year, if we may neither
sow nor gather in our crops?" 21 I will ordain My blessing
for you in the sixth year, so that it shall yield a crop suffi
cient for three years. 22 When you sow in the eighth year,
you will still be eating old grain of that crop; you will be
eating the old until the ninth year, until its crops come in.
23 But the land must not be sold beyond reclaim, for the
land is Mine; you are but strangers resident with Me.
24 'fhroughout the land that you hold, you must provide
for the redemption of the land.
25 If your kinsman is in straits and has to sell part of his
holding, his nearest redeemer• shall come and redeem
what his kinsman has sold. 26 If a man has no one to re
deem for him, but prospers and acquires enough to re
deem with, 27he shall compute the years since its sale, re
fund the difference to the man to whom he sold it, and
return to his holding. 28 If he lacks sufficient means to re
cover it, what he sold shall remain with the purchaser
until the jubilee; in the jubilee year it shall be released, and
he shall return to his holding.
29 If a man sells a dwelling house in a walled city, it may
be redeemed until a year has elapsed since its sale; the re
demption period shall be a year. 30if it is not redeemed be
fore a full year has elapsed, the house in the walled city
a I.e., tl1e closest relative able to redeem the latld.

activity is entailed. 14-17: Buying
and selling of land in Canaan is ac
tually a matter of leasing until the
jubilee. 1 7: Wrong: i.e., cheat, by
deceitfully inflating the price. But
fear your God, see 19.14 n.; 25.36.
20: And should you ask: Though the
issue should properly have arisen
after v. 7, it applies even more ur
gently here; see below. 21-22: The
people are told to trust in God and
do as commanded. The promise

given is most easily understood el
liptically. Crops sown in the fall of
the sixth year and reaped in the
spring will suffice for (1) the re
mainder of that year and (2) the
entire seventh year. In the fall of
the eighth year new crops may be
sown, so the grain from the sixth
year will suffice until the spring of
the eighth, two years altogether.
And if the eighth year is a jubilee,
the produce of the sixth year will
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last until (3) the spring of the ninth
year, when the crops sown in the
fall following the jubilee come in, a
total of three years. 23-55: While
the jubilee effects a general, uni
versal release, throughout the
years leading up to it society
must provide for the restoration
of property and liberty whenever
possible; the jubilee is the last re
sort. The basic law stating this
(vv. 23-24) is followed by a series
of specific cases spelling out its
specific ramifications. 23: But, bet
ter, "Furthermore"; that is, in addi
tion to all of the above and prior
to it. Strangers resident, see 16.29.
24: Redemption: In the Bible this
term retains its literal, commercial
sense, as in reclaiming a pawned
item or mortgaged property. One
who has lost his property or lib
erty must be enabled to regain it.
This obligation is twofold: I t de
volves upon the buyer, who is re
quired to allow the person in ques
tion to repurchase property or
liberty, and upon the kinsmen of
the person in question, who must
assist if the means to do so do not
suffice. Otherwise the jubilee,
when it eventually arrives, effects
the redemption by default. Speak
ing of God as Israel's "Redeemer"
is thus a metaphor. Since Israel is
God's near kinsman, when Israel
is in distress it is God's veritable
obligation to come to its aid and
make whatever efforts are neces
sary in order to extricate it from its
predicament. 25-28: An Israelite is
forced to sell (i.e., lease) a portion
of an ancestral heritage. Prior to
the jubilee, the buyer must enable
the seller, or a kinsman acting on
the seller's behalf, to reclaim at a
price calculated in view of the
number of years remaining until
the jubilee. But even if neither the
seller nor the kinsmen can come
up with the necessary cash, the
sale remains in effect only until the
jubilee. 29-34: The only exception
to the above is the sale (i.e., lease)
of strictly urban property. The
seller and the kinsmen have but
one year to come up with the re
demption price; if they default,
the sale is final. But even here, sev
eral exceptions are enumerated.
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shall pass to the purchaser beyond reclaim throughout the
ages; it shall not be released in the jubilee. 31 But houses in
villages that have no encircling walls shall be classed as
open country: they may be redeemed, and they shall be
released through the jubilee. 32 As for the cities of the Le
vites, the houses in the cities they hold-the Levites shall
forever have the right of redemption. 33• Such property as
may be redeemed from the Levites-houses sold in a city
they hold-shall be released through the jubilee; for the
houses in the cities of the Levites are their holding among
the Israelites. 34 But the unenclosed land about their cities
cannot be sold, for that is their holding for all time.
35 If your kinsman, being in straits, comes under your
authority, and you hold him as though a resident alien, let
him live by your side: 36 do not exact from him advance or
accrued interest,b but fear your God. Let him live by your
side as your kinsman. 37 Do not lend him your money at
advance interest, or give him your food at accrued inter
est. 38 I the LoRD am your God, who brought you out of
the land of Egypt, to give you the land of Canaan, to be
your God.
39 If your kinsman under you continues in straits and
must give himself over to you, do not subject him to the
treatment of a slave. 40 He shall remain with you as a hired
or bound laborer; he shall serve with you only until the ju
bilee year. 41 Then he and his children with him shall be
free of your authority; he shall go back to his family and
return to his ancestral holding.-42 For they are My ser
vants, whom I freed from the land of Egypt; they may not
give themselves over into servitude.-43 You shall not rule
over him ruthlessly; you shall fear your God. 44 Such male
and female slaves as you may have-it is from the nations
round about you that you may acquire male and female
slaves. 45 You may also buy them from among the children
n Menning offirst l�nlf of verse wrcertnin.
b I.e., interest deducted in ndvnnce, or interest ndded nt tire time of repnyrrrerrt.

35-37: According to the simplest
interpretation, the impoverished
Israelite may have no recourse
but to enter the kinsman's house
hold and become a dependent.
The kinsman, however, is com
manded to refrain from exacting
interest on the sustenance pro
vided, so that the poor relative
may save enough to regain eco
nomic independence. The prohibi
tion of interest, which outside
of the Priestly law is universal

(Exod. 22.24; Deut. 23.2o-21) and
stems from explicitly humanitar
ian concerns, is restricted here to
the live-in relative attempting to
redeem property or liberty. Here,
the land of Canaan is God's estate,
and the command for the tenants
to behave charitably toward one
another derives from this. 38: A
transitional verse concluding the
laws of land release; the remainder
of the ch deals with the release of
indentured persons. 39-46: In con-272-

trast to the picture emerging from
the non-Priestly law collections
(see Exod. 21.2-11 n.; Deut.
15.12-18 n.), the Priestly legal tra
dition recognizes no Israelite slav
ery as such. What appears to be
servitude is not; an Israelite forced
to become indentured to another
Israelite has the status of a hired
laborer. Moreover, this servitude is
temporary, and the option of re
maining in slavery forever, avail
able in the non-Priestly codes, is
not provided. 39: Continues, not re
flected in the Heb. The dependent
relative, in a dire situation, may
become a kinsman's indentured la
borer even without the prior, de
pendent stage. 40: Only until the
jubilee year: Logical, but not ex
plicit, is the possibility that the in
dentured servant may save
enough to redeem himself before
the jubilee arrives or that his
kinsmen may help him to do so.
41: This v. indicates that the servi
tude envisaged was subsequent to
the sale of property. When the ju
bilee arrives, the servants are re
leased from their servitude and
their ancestral property is released
from its buyers, so persons and
lands are reunited. And his children
with him: Here, in contrast to
Exod. 21.3-4, even children born
during the long years of servitude
do not become the property of the
employer. 42-43: Israelites, like
landholdings in Canaan, are di
vine property; thus they are re
leased in the jubilee. Israelites are
servants of God alone: He took
them out of Egypt not in order to
make them free but to make them
slaves-{)£ His own. This idea has
practical as well as theological im
plications: Indentured Israelites
may not be exploited or treated
with the harshness with which a
master may legitimately treat ac
tual slaves. 44-46: These vv. make
clear that the Priestly law has no
principled objection to slavery
per se. Non-Israelites may be en
slaved, and they and their progeny
become the permanent property of
their master. 44: The nations round
about you: According to the picture
of history envisaged by H, the
land of Canaan itself will have
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of aliens resident among you, or from their families that
are among you, whom they begot in your land. These
shall become your property: 4 6 you may keep them as a
possession for your children after you, for them to inherit
as property for all time. Such you may treat as slaves. But
as for your Israelite kinsmen, no one shall rule ruthlessly
over the other.
47 If a resident alien among you has prospered, and your
kinsman being in straits, comes under his authority and
gives himself over to the resident alien among you, or to an
offshoot of an alien's family, 48 he shall have the right of re
demption even after he has given himself over. One of his
kinsmen shall redeem him, 49 or his uncle or his uncle's son
shall redeem him, or anyone of his family who is of his own
flesh shall redeem him; or, if he prospers, he may redeem
himself. 50 He shall compute with his purchaser the total
from the year he gave himself over to him until the jubilee
year; the price of his sale shall be applied to the number of
years, as though it were for a term as a hired laborer under
the other's authority. 51 If many years remain, he shall pay
back for his redemption in proportion to his purchase
price; 52 and if few years remain until the jubilee year, he
shall so compute: he shall make payment for his redemp
tion according to the years involved. 53 He shall be under
his authority as a laborer hired by the year; he shall not rule
ruthlessly over him in your sight. 54 If he has not been re
deemed in any of those ways, he and his children with him
shall go free in the jubilee year. 55 For it is to Me that the Is
raelites are servants: they are My servants, whom I freed
from the land of Egypt, I the LoRD your God.
You shall not make idols for yourselves, or set up
for yourselves carved images or pillars, or place
2
6
figured • stones in your land to worship upon, for I the
LORD am your God. 2 You shall keep My sabbaths and
venerate My sanctuary, Mine, the LoRD's.

BE-J:IUKKOTAI
3 If you follow My laws and faithfully observe My com
mandments, 4 I will grant your rains in their season, so
a Meaning ofHeb. maskith uncertain.
been evacuated of its former in
habitants (see 18.24-30), so non
Israelite slaves can only be pur
chased from foreign nations.
47-54: The Israelite forced to sell
(i.e., indenture) himself to a non
Israelite is entitled to redeem him-

self; moreover, the members of his
immediate and even extended
family are obligated to make every
effort to redeem him if he cannot
redeem himself. As with landhold
ings (see vv. 14-17), the redemp
tion price depends on the number
-273 -

of years remaining until the ju
bilee, since at that time the Israel
ite will be released in any case.
47: Resident alim, see. 16.29. It is
assumed that the "ger" must, and
can be compelled to, comply with
the law requiring Israelite self
redemption or the release of the Is
raelite when the jubilee arrives. An
offshoot of an alien's family, men
tioned only here, but clearly indi
cating that in the Priestly view the
"ger" does not eventually become
an Israelite by assimilation, much
less by conversion (unknown in
biblical times). Rather, though he
and his descendants may dwell
and prosper in the land of Israel,
they retain their non-Israelite sta
tus. For P, the only Israelites are
the biological descendants of
Jacob. 54: He and his children with
him, see v. 41. 55: Repeating the ra
tionale of v. 42, pertinent here and
serving to conclude the corpus of
jubilee legislation.

26.1-46: Promise and threat.
1-2: The ch division misinterprets
these two vv. as the introduction to
what follows, but they are in fact
the conclusion to what precedes.
They echo commands in ch 19; v. 1
elaborates on 19.4, and v. 2 repeats
19.30. They act as concluding re
frains, expressing three of the basic
concerns of the Holiness legisla
tion and signaling the end of its
body of laws. 3-45: The promise
of reward and the threat of divine
chastisement. By analogy to
Deut. ch 28 and the treaty curses
found in Mesopotamian texts,
scholars genera IIy refer to this sec
tion as the "blessings and curses"
of the Holiness Legislation. But
neither "bless" nor "curse" ap
pears in the text, nor does the idea
that these terms imply. 3-13: The
reward for compliance: God will
give the Israelites peace and pros
perity, safety from wild beasts,
population increase, and victory
over their enemies. Further, He
will give them the security that
comes from the certain knowledge
that all this is assured them. The
aim of the exodus will be accom
plished: Israel will become God's
people, that is, His loyal servants;
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that the earth shall yield its produce and the trees of
the field their fruit. Your threshing shall overtake the
vintage, and your vintage shall overtake the sowing;
you shall eat your fill of bread and dwell securely in your
land.
6 I will grant peace in the land, and you shall lie down
untroubled by anyone; I will give the land respite from vi
cious beasts, and no sword shall cross your land. 7 You
shall give chase to your enemies, and they shall fall before
you by the sword. a Five of you shall give chase to a hun
dred, and a hundred of you shall give chase to ten thou
sand; your enemies shall fall before you by the sword.
9 I will look with favor upon you, and make you fertile
and multiply you; and I will maintain My covenant with
you. lO You shall eat old grain long stored, and you shall
have to clear out the old to make room for the new.
11 I will establish My abode in your midst, and I will not
spurn you. 12 I will be ever present in your midst: I will be
your God, and you shall be My people. B I the LoRD am
your God who brought you out from the land of the Egyp
tians to be their slaves no more, who broke the bars of
your yoke and made you walk erect.

s

14 But if you do not obey Me and do not observe all
these commandments, 15 if you reject My laws and spurn
He will take up residence in their
midst, enshrined in the earthly
abode which they will fashion for
Him, and reign over them as their
liege Lord. 3: If you follow My lnws,
all the laws that have been con
veyed, from the beginning of Le
viticus. 5: Threshing shall overtake

the vintage, and your vintage shall
overtake the sowing: There will be so
much grain that threshing will
continue into late summer, when
the vines are picked; this will con
tinue until early spring when
sowing begins. See Amos g.13.
9: Maintain My covenant: In P this
means "uphold My promise." In
Priestly tradition the covenant is
the commitment made by God to
Abraham (Gen. 17.4-8) and re
peated to Moses (Exod. 6.2-8): to
make Israel numerous and to give
them the land of Canaan as a
hereditary holding (see 25.10 n.).
1 1 : Spurn, see v. 15. 1 3: To be their
slaves no more, for the implication,
see 25-42, 55· Broke the bnrs:

Though God's purpose in bringing
Israel out of Egyptian slavery was
to make them His own slaves, in
the course of doing so He did in
deed break their yoke and enable
them to walk erect. The point is to
remind them what He is capable
of doing for them if they comply
with His wishes. 1 4-45: The re
sults of noncompliance. As in
Deut. ch 28, considerably more
space is given to the threats than
the promises; but in direct contrast
to Deut. 11.13-17 (recited daily as
part of the Shema) and 28.15-68,
the disasters threatened here are
not punishments. Rather they are
warnings arranged as a series of
successive attempts to discipline
the Israelites, that is, to force them
into obedience. Each stage demon
strates an example of the sort of
deadly disaster God may let loose
upon them if they persist in their
refusal to obey. Even the final
stage, though it includes the ele
ment of vengeance and seems at
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first to be aimed at bringing
Israel's national existence to an
end (as in Deuteronomy), is finally
revealed to be yet another attempt
at making Israel walk the straight
. and narrow. This stage, entailing
destruction and exile, will culmi
nate in Israel's remorse; when this
occurs God will remember His
covenant and try once again to im
plement His plan of abiding in
their midst and ruling over them.
The effect of this diatribe is com
plex. On the one hand, it rains
down upon the listener an unend
ing barrage of fire and brimstone.
The very contemplation of the hor
rors described forces the individ
ual to consider the consequences
of acting against the will of a God
so uncompromising and so power
ful. On the other hand, i t casts God
not in the role of the petty tyrant
exacting retaliation for each in
fringement but rather as the unde
terred ruler, patient but far from
passive, who realizes that He may
not achieve His end immediately
and that severe measures may be
necessary. God is pictured here as
compelled to give repeated second
chances, since He is bound and de
termined to have His way and
cannot simply give up. In Priestly
thought, the covenant cannot ever
become null and void. 15: Reject,
spurn, lit. graphic expressions of
distaste: "you will find disgusting
and your throat will vomit up";
see vv. 11, JO, 43, 44· So that you do

not observe all My commandments:

This is not a gradual abandonment
of God's laws after a period dur
ing which they were obeyed (as in
Deuteronomy), but rather an ini
tial, wholesale rejection of the
commandments and successive at
tempts by God to "try again" to
beat Israel into submission. Thus it
is incorrect to speak of repentance
here, since repentance consists of
the return to former righteousness.
And you brenk My covenant: This
seems inconsistent with the
Priestly view that the covenant is
God's to keep (or break), not
Israel's; only in the non-Priestly
tradition is the covenant thought
to be mutual. Probably, as in Gen.
17.14, the idea is that by refusing
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My rules, so that you do not observe all My command
ments and you break My covenant, 16 J in turn will do this
to you: I will wreak misery upon you-•consumption and
fever, which cause the eyes to pine and the body to lan
guish; you shall sow your seed to no purpose, for your en
emies shall eat it. 17 J will set My face against you: you
shall be routed by your enemies, and your foes shall dom
inate you. You shall flee though none pursues.
18 And if, for all that, you do not obey Me, I will go on to
discipline you sevenfold for your sins, 19 and I will break
your proud glory. I will make your skies like iron and
your earth like copper, 2o so that your strength shall be
spent to no purpose. Your land shall not yield its produce,
nor shall the trees of the land yield their fruit.
21 And if you remain hostile toward Me and refuse to
obey Me, I will go on smiting you sevenfold for your sins.
22 I will loose wild beasts against you, and they shall be
reave you of your children and wipe out your cattle. They
shall decimate you, and your roads shall be deserted.
23 And if these things fail to discipline you for Me, and
you remain hostile to Me, 24 I too will remain hostile to
you: I in turn will smite you sevenfold for your sins. 25 I
will bring a sword against you to wreak vengeance for the
covenant; and if you withdraw into your cities, I will send
pestilence among you, and you shall be delivered into
enemy hands. 26 When I break your staff of bread, ten
women shall bake your bread in a single oven; they shall
dole out your bread by weight, and though you eat, you
shall not be satisfied.
27 But if, despite this, you disobey Me and remain hos
tile to Me, 28 I will act against you in wrathful hostility; I,
for My part, will discipline you sevenfold for your sins.
29 You shall eat the flesh of your sons and the flesh of your
daughters. 30 J will destroy your cult places and cut down
your incense stands, and I will heap your carcasses upon
your lifeless fetishes.
I will spurn you. 31 I will lay your cities in ruin and
make your sanctuaries desolate, and I will not savor your
pleasing odors. 32 I will make the land desolate, so that
your enemies who settle in it shall be appalled by it.
n Precise nature of these ills is uncertain.

to obey God's commands the Isra
elites move God to abrogate His
promise. 16-1 7: The first attempt.
An onslaught of diseases, followed
by enemy incursions upon Israel's
territory and despoilation of her
crops. The fear instilled by the oc-

cupier's force will become so all
pervasive that the Israelites will
"flee though none pursues."
16: Misery, better: "shock."
18-20: The second attempt. If the
measures described do not suc
ceed, they will be followed by the

withholding of rain and the result
ant crop failure. 1 8: Sevenfold for
your sins, an expression signifying
the maximum punishment.
21-22: The third attempt; the re
verse of v. 6. Wild beasts are one of
God's four weapons of destruction
in Ezek. 14. 12-23. 23: Hostile, un
certain; it should probably be un
derstood to mean something like
"uncaring, indifferent"; see v. 24·
23-26: Sword, pestilence, and
famine, the three other divine
judgments mentioned in Ezek.
ch 14. Typically all three occur to
gether, the latter two being the
horrrible results of the siege
brought about by the former. Yet
they are three separate phenom
ena, bringing the total number of
measures employed by God to
pressure His people into compli
ance to seven, commonly used in
biblical literature to express com
pleteness. 24: I too will remain hos
tile to you: He will treat them as .
they have treated Him. The mutu
ality is telling: God requires
Israel's obedience the same way
that they require His providence
and kindness; if they withhold
what He demands, He will do
likewise. 26: Staff of bread, what
one leans upon in order to remain
erect; see Isa. J .l. 27-33: The final
blow. The enemy's siege of Israel's
towns will culminate in the worst
of its horrors, cannibalism result
ing from dire famine (a trope in ac
counts of siege). It will end with
the utter destruction of the towns,
followed by desolation of the land
and the dispersion of the popula
tion. 28: Wrathful hostility, see v. 21.
30: The invading enemy will de
stroy all the local shrines and cui
tic objects in its path, the very exis
tence of which is a symptom of
Israel's widespread, ongoing in
subordination. The image of heap
ing the carcasses of slaughtered Is
raelites upon the lifeless idols of
the false deities they worshipped
is a particularly ironic instance of
poetic justice. I will spurn you: The
translation makes this the begin
ning of a new thought, but this is
not warranted. For the meaning of
the phrase see v. 15 n. 31: Sanctuar
ies: The existence of multiple local
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33 And you I will scatter among the nations, and I will un
sheath the sword against you. Your land shall become a
desolation and your cities a ruin.
34 Then shall the land make up for its sabbath years
throughout the time that it is desolate and you are in the
land of your enemies; then shall the land rest and make
up for its sabbath years. 35 Throughout the time that it is
desolate, it shall observe the rest that it did not observe in
your sabbath years while you were dwelling upon it. 36 As
for those of you who survive, I will cast a faintness into
their hearts in the land of their enemies. The sound of a
driven leaf shall put them to flight. Fleeing as though
from the sword, they shall fall though none pursues.
37With no one pursuing, they shall stumble over one an
other as before the sword. You shall not be able to stand
your ground before your enemies, 3Bbut shall perish
among the nations; and the land of your enemies shall
consume you.
39 Those of you who survive shall be heartsick over their
iniquity in the land of your enemies; more, they shall be
heartsick over the iniquities of their fathers; 40 and they
shall confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their fa
thers, in that they trespassed against Me, yea, were hostile
to Me. 41 When I, in tum, have been hostile to them and
have removed them into the land of their enemies, then at
last shall their obdurate heart humble itself, and they
shall atone for their iniquity. 42 Then will I remember My
covenant with Jacob; I will remember also My covenant
with Isaac, and also My covenant with Abraham; and I
will remember the land.
n

0/11ers "uncircumcised"; lit. "blocked. "

sanctuaries is another manifesta
tion of Israel's chronic disobedi
ence. See 17.8--9 n. 33: And I will

unsheath the sword against you,
"after you," as you go into exile.

Your land shall become a desolation
and your cities a ruin: The enemies
who will have by then settled in
their land (v. 32) are not pictured
as rebuilding it. 34-35: Israel's
sustained failure to obey God's
commands will necessarily have
included the repeated nonobser
vance of the sabbatical year
(25.2--7). But when Israel goes into
exile and its land is deserted with
none to work it, it will have a per
manent "sabbath" and be repaid
the rest it was denied. Rabbinic

tradition interpreted these vv.
more literally, viewing restitution
for the land's missed sabbaths as
the actual purpose of the exile and
taking the sin of ignoring the sab
batical year as its specific cause.
The plain sense of the text does not
imply this, however. In contrast to
the Deuteronomic doctrine that
Israel's demise will have a particu
lar cause, the worship of foreign
deities, this ch insists that it is the
nonobservance of the totality of
the commandments that will bring
about the horrible fate described.
36-38: After focusing momentarily
on the land, the speaker now re
turns to the fate of the dispersed
former inhabitants, not all of
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whom will survive the enemy as
sault. They will be persecuted by
their captors and consumed by
fear of dangers real and imagined;
finally they will simply cease to
exist. 39: Tllose of you who survive:
The repetition of the phrase (see
v. 36) indicates that only a fraction
of those who survive to go into
exile will also survive the tribula
tions of the exile itself. After a few
generations, hardly any will be left
even of these. Be heartsick over, cor
rectly, "will rot away because of,"
become fewer and fewer with the
passage of time. The repeated re
fusal of earlier generations to obey
God's commands will be the
cause of the misery of later ones.
40-42: At last, the remaining sur
vivors will consider the cause of
what has happened, will realize it
was their own (and their ances
tors' own) obduracy that caused
their plight, and God will respond
appropriately. Confess: It is not the
ceremonial, ritual confession that
accompanies sacrificial atonement
(as in 16.21; Num. 5.7) that is pre
dicted; in their exilic condition the
remnant of the Israelite people
will simply acknowledge their
guilt and that of their ancestors,
and this contrition will suffice.
41: Obdurate heart, lit. "uncircum
cised heart." Atone for, better,
"make full restitution for." When
they finally take upon themselves
the commitment to comply with
God's demands, the slate will be
wiped clean of the accumulated
guilt. 42: Tlren will I remember My
covenant: This event, to take place
at some future time, is a fitting
conclusion to the Priestly history
of the nation of Israel, which be
gins when God hears Israel's cry
in bondage and is moved to re
member His covenant (Exod. 6.5).
In the predicted future, He will
hear not their cry of misery but
their confession of guilt; recalling
His promise to the patriarchs, He
will try again to implement His
plan. Jacob . . . Isaac . . . Abralram:
The inverted order may express
the gradual motion of God's recol
lection backwards in history. In P,
God gives His promise to Abra
ham in Gen. 17.4-8 and reiterates
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43 For the land shall be forsaken of them, making up for
its sabbath years by being desolate of them, while they
atone for their iniquity; for the abundant reason that they
rejected My rules and spurned My laws. 44 Yet, even then,
when they are in the land of their enemies, I will not reject
them or spurn them so as to destroy them, annulling My
covenant with them: for I the LoRD am their God. 45 I will
remember in their favor the covenant with the ancients,
whom I freed from the land of Egypt in the sight of the na
tions to be their God: I, the LoRD.
46 These are the laws, rules, and instructions that the
LoRD established, through Moses on Mount Sinai, be
tween Himself and the Israelite people.

2 7 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying:

2 Speak to the Israelite people and say to them:
When anyone explicitly• vows to the LoRD the equivalent
for a human being, 3 the following scale shall apply: If it is
a male from twenty to sixty years of age, the equivalent is
fifty shekels of silver by the sanctuary weight; 4 if it is a fe
male, the equivalent is thirty shekels. 5 If the age is from
five years to twenty years, the equivalent is twenty
shekels for a male and ten shekels for a female. 6 If the age
is from one month to five years, the equivalent for a male
is five shekels of silver, and the equivalent for a female is
three shekels of silver. 7 If the age is sixty years or over, the
equivalent is fifteen shekels in the case of a male and ten
shekels for a female. B But if one cannot afford the equiva
lent, he shall be presented before the priest, and the priest
shall assess him; the priest shall assess him according to
what the vower can afford.
n Cf note nt Lro. 22.21.
it to Jacob in Gen. 35.11-12. No
surviving P text tells of His repeat
ing it to Isaac, but Isaac passes it
on to Jacob (Gen. 28.1-4). 43: Elo
quently elaborating on the end of
v. 42, the v. describes God thinking
of His abandoned estate. 45: The

covenant with the ancients, whom
I freedfrom the land of Egypt:
Nowhere in P is God explicitly
said to have made a covenant
with the generation of the exodus.
The reference is not to the Sinai
events, as these are not called a
covenant in P. The promise made
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob was,

however, communicated to the
generation of the exodus as well,
by Moses; see Exod. 6.6---9 . I, the
LORD, better, "l am the LORD"; cf.
18.2; ch 19. 46: The caption to the
Priestly account of the law-giving
in the Tabernacle; cf. 7.37-38; see
25.1. On Mount Sinai, see 25.1.

27.1-34: Monetary and other ded
ications. The laws in this ch pre
scribe how monetary and other
dedications are made to the sanc
tuary, the values or method for de
termining them, and whether or
not such dedications may be re-

deemed. If the dedication is of
land or property, the effect of the
jubilee release on its value is pre
scribed. Objects that belong intrin
sically to God and those that have
been irrevocably consecrated can
not be dedicated; in the case of
tithes, however, redemption is
possible. Voluntary contributions
might be made by anyone, at any
time, as spontaneous acts of devo
tion. Besides constituting the most
important source of revenue for
the Temple, they allowed individ
ual Israelites to achieve a sense
that the regimen of public worship
performed by the priests was
being conducted on their behalf.
The placement of this ch after the
concluding caption in 26.46 can be
explained on literary grounds.
Since a section of the ch (vv. 16-24)
is dependent upon the laws of
land tenure, it would have been
unclear if it had been placed be
fore ch 25. On the other hand,
placing this ch between chs 25 and
26 would have interrupted their
thematic continuity. Wishing to
keep distinct topics of legislation
separate and at the same time to
make the laws as intelligible as
possible, the author occasionally
saw the need to stray somewhat
from the order in which he imag
ined the laws were conveyed to
Moses, taking care not to hide this
from the reader (see also 16.1 n.).
2-8: A vow to dedicate the value
of a human being. The person
wishes to make a significant mone
tary contribution to the upkeep of
the sanctuary. Through the proce
dure described, a purely fiscal
transaction takes on the character
of the ultimate act of devotion,
that of consecrating oneself or a
member of one's household to the
LoRD. Thus biblical religion pre
serves vicariously the notion of
self-consecration without requir
ing one actually to sacrifice one
self. 3-7: The scale is evidently
based on size and strength, and
thus on potential productivity in
terms of physical labor. It is not
indicative of any social hierarchy.
8: If a poor person wishes to "ded
icate" himself or a member of his
family, the scale is flexible, in con-
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9 1f [the vow concerns] any animal that may be brought
as an offering to the LORD, any such that may be given to
the LORD shall be holy. 10 Qne may not exchange or substi
tute another for it, either good for bad, or bad for good; if
one does substitute one animal for another, the thing
vowed and its substitute shall both be holy. ll lf [the vow
concerns] any unclean animal that may not be brought as
an offering to the LoRD, the animal shall be presented be
fore the priest, 12 and the priest shall assess it. Whether
•·high or low,·• whatever assessment is set by the priest
shall stand; 13 and if he wishes to redeem it, he must add
one-fifth to its assessment.
1 4 1f anyone consecrates his house to the LoRD, the priest
shall assess it. Whether •·high or low,·• as the priest as
sesses it, so it shall stand; 15 and if he who has consecrated
his house wishes to redeem it, he must add one-fifth to the
sum at which it was assessed, and it shall be his.
16 1f anyone consecrates to the LORD any land that he
holds, its assessment shall be in accordance with its seed
requirement: fifty shekels of silver to a �omer of barley
seed. 17 1f he consecrates his land as of the jubilee year, its
assessment stands. 18 But if he consecrates his land after
the jubilee, the priest shall compute the price according to
the years that are left until the jubilee year, and its assess
ment shall be so reduced; 19 and if he who consecrated the
land wishes to redeem it, he must add one-fifth to the sum
at which it was assessed, and it shall pass to him. 20 But if
he does not redeem the land, and the land is sold to an
other, it shall no longer be redeemable: 21 when it is re
leased in the jubilee, the land shall be holy to the LoRD, as
land proscribed; it becomes the priest's holding.
22 If he consecrates to the LoRD land that he purchased,
a-a

Lit. "good or bad. "

trast to the previous section.

9-13: Vows to donate animals.
Animals are of two types: those
fit for the altar (vv. 9-10) and
those which may not be sacrificed
(vv. 11-13). In the former category,
once dedicated to the sanctuary,
the pledged animal must be
brought in fulfillment of the vow
and may not be substituted, and
the consequence of substitution is
that both animals are dedicated.
Animals in the latter category,
since they cannot be sacrificed, can
be dedicated only in order to be
sold by the sanctuary for their
monetary value. Unlike persons,

animals must have their values
fixed ad hoc by the priest. The con
secration of an animal not fit for
sacrifice may sound strange, but
the aim of this system is to enable
anyone to devote a portion of his
wealth to the upkeep of the divine
abode. A person whose wealth
consists, say, of asses rather than
of herds of sheep is thus not disen
franchised. 12-13: Whether high or
low: The priest's assessment is
final, i.e., it is valid for the outside
buyer or for the donor if he wishes
to redeem it; i.e., if, instead of do
nating the animal, he would prefer
to make his contribution and also
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keep the animal, he may pay a
20 percent surcharge (compare
5.16, 24). This would apply also to
persons wishing to extricate them
selves from vows they regret hav
ing made. It is not clear whether
this option exists for animals in
both categories or only for nonsac
rificial ones. 14-15: Similarly, one
may chose to dedicate his house,
that is, to donate it to the sanctu
ary for sale, or, if his primary in
tention is actually to make a mone
tary contribution in the amount of
his home, he may effect this by
dedicating the house and redeem
ing it for silver, adding 20 percent
to the price that has been fixed.
1 6-24: Dedication of fields. These
too may be donated for sale, the
proceeds going to the sanctuary
treasury, or the donor may redeem
them at a 20 percent surcharge,
with proper adjustment for the
number of years remaining until
the jubilee. 16: Any land that he
holds, any portion of the land be
longing to his ancestral holding. In

accordance with its seed requirement:
The sale price is thus a function of
size, which is constant, whereas
fixing it in accordance with how
much it has produced in past years
would be a function of divine
blessing, which may change from
one year, or from one owner, to
the next. Fifty shekels of silver: Prob
ably one shekel per year; maxi
mally fifty, if the jubilee is 50 years
away. A J.zomer of barley seed, a mea
sure of seed equal to the normal
load carried by an ass; see Ezek.
45.11. It was about 230 liters (a
little more than 6.5 bushels).
17: Its assessment stands, see v. 12.
20-21 : The original holder's right
to reclaim his land expires when
the Temple treasury has sold it to
another or when the jubilee ar
rives, whichever comes first. When
it is released in the jubilee, in the for
mer case. If not sold to another
person, it remains the property of
the Temple. The land shall be holy to
tlw LoRD: Since the whole point of
the jubilee is that the land is the
LoRD's property, land that has
been dedicated to the LoRD obvi
ously remains His when the next
jubilee comes, the proprietorship
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which is not land of his holding, 23 the priest shall com
pute for him the proportionate assessment up to the ju
bilee year, and he shall pay the assessment as of that day, a
sacred donation to the LoRD. 24 In the jubilee year the land
shall revert to him from whom it was bought, whose hold
ing the land is. 25 All assessments shall be by the sanctuary
weight, the shekel being twenty gerahs.
26 A firstling of animals, however, which-as a
firstling-is the LoRn's, cannot be consecrated by any
body; whether ox or sheep, it is the LoRn's. 27 But if it is of
unclean animals, it may be ransomed as its assessment,
with one-fifth added; if it is not redeemed, it shall be sold
at its assessment.
28 But of all that anyone owns, be it man or beast or land
of his holding, nothing that he has proscribed for the
LoRD may be sold or redeemed; every proscribed thing is
totally consecrated to the LORD. 29 No human being who
has been proscribed can be ransomed: he shall be put to
death.
30 All tithes from the land, whether seed from the
ground or fruit from the tree, are the LoRn's; they are holy
to the LORD. 31 If anyone wishes to redeem any of his
tithes, he must add one-fifth to them. 32 All tithes of the
herd or flock-of all that passes under the shepherd's
passing to the priests. As land pro
scribed, see vv. 28-29. 22-24: Dedi
cation of purchased fields, i.e., lands
that will revert to their original
owners at the jubilee. The donor is
not donating something of his
own, and he does not have the op
tion of transferring ownership to
the sanctuary for sale to a third
party. Purchased fields thus, like
humans (vv. 3-8), may be conse
crated only by donating their
monetary value, as assessed by
the priest, and in the jubilee they
revert to their original owner.
25: All assessments: This applies to
all of the preceding legislation.
The sanctuary weight, better: the sa
cred shekel, i.e., the official shekel
in use in the sanctuary treasury
(about 11.5 grams, less than half
an ounce). Twenty gerahs, see
Exod. 30.13; Num. 3·47; 18.16.
26-33: A set of restrictions on the
above: objects that cannot be con
secrated to the LoRD since they be
long to Him already. 26-27: A
firstling of livestock may not be

dedicated, as it belongs to the
LoRD by definition (see Exod. 13.2;
22.28-29; 34.19; Num. 3-40 ff.;
Deut. 15.19-20). Firstlings of the
flock and herd must be sacrificed
and cannot be redeemed; firstlings
of nonsacrificial animals may be
redeemed or sold. The law here
differs from the non-Priestly regu
lation in Exod. 13.13; 34.20, accord
ing to which impure animals must
be exchanged for a lamb or de
stroyed. 27: Ransomed, Heb
"padah," usually synonymous
with "ga'al," "redeem." Since they
are the property of God, the per
son is not regaining ownership of
them but gaining it for the first
time. 28-29: The second restric
tion: proscribed things (Heb
"l:terem"). This term is used out
side of the Priestly writings for
those condemned to destruction,
such as defeated military enemies,
those guilty of idolatry, and per
sons who fail to comply with the
terms of a communal oath (the
so-called "ban") requiring all to

"do or die." It refers also to the
spoils confiscated from those so
condemned, consisting of animals,
which were also destroyed, and
inanimate objects, which were
probably reserved for the sanctu
ary. Such items are "off-limits" and
their taboo nature is contagious.
Further, this destruction or confis
cation of spoils is said to be for the
LoRD. This indicates that the obli
gation to condemn, destroy, and
despoil is a divinely sanctioned
one, and implies that the de
stroyed persons and animals are,
like the silver and gold confiscated
for the sanctuary, a form of offer
ing to God. This passage seems to
mean another type of "l:terem": the
"proscribing" by an individual
(rather than by the community or
God) of an object by pledging that
no use would ever be made of it
and that it would become the per
manent property of the LoRD, with
no option to sell, redeem, or ex
change. 28: Be it man or beast, see
next v. Totally consecrated, Heb
"kodesh kodashim," "most holy"
(see also 2.3, etc.). Consistent with
Priestly thought and law, such ob
jects are here deemed to be sacred;
since they have been made im
mutably so, they are called "most
holy." The use of the term is not
entirely consistent with its use
elsewhere. 29: The text shockingly
says that one may sentence one
self, one's slave, or a household
member under one's authority to
death as a consecration to the
LoRD, and once this is done there
is no reprieve or remedy. Com
mentators have interpreted the
text differently, but there is little
basis for this. 30-33: Tithes consti
tute the third and final restriction:
They belong to God already and
cannot be dedicated. 30-31: It is
not clear whether this tithe, which
belongs to the LoRD, is in addition
to the crop tithe assigned to the
Levites in Num. 18.21ff. for their
upkeep, or whether our ch views
all crop tithes as a tax given to the
central sanctuary. 32-33: A tithe of
herds and flocks is not mentioned
elsewhere in the Torah. According
to 1 Sam. 8.15-17, kings are notori
ous for imposing such tithes as a
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staff, every tenth one-shall be holy to the LoRD. 33 He
must not look out for good as against bad, or make substi
tution for it. If he does make substitution for it, then it and
its substitute shall both be holy: it cannot be redeemed.
34 These are the commandments that the LoRD gave
Moses for the Israelite people on Monnt Sinai.
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form of taxation. 33: He must not
look out for good as against bad: He
must offer the tenth sheep to pass
under the staff, without regard to
its size or quality. Make substitu
tion, see vv. 9-13 n. 34: The caption
of 26.46 is repeated in abbreviated
form; see 27.1-34 n. On Mount
Sinai, explained at 7.38; 25.1.

Numbers
THE FOURTH BOOK OF THE TORAH, Numbers, recounts memorable events of the Israelite
wanderings from Sinai, God's mountain, to the plains of Moab, just opposite the promised
land. Thus, Numbers continues the story begun in Exodus and continued in Leviticus of
the escape from Egyptian servitude, the desert journey to Mount Sinai, the revelation at
Sinai and giving of the law, and the building of the Tabernacle with instruction on its oper
ation. The Hebrew name of this book, Bemidbar, "in the wilderness [of Sinai]," taken from
the fifth Hebrew word in chapter 1, reflects this theme. In contrast, the English name,
Numbers, derives from the Greek translation, the Septuagint, which titled the book after
the censuses mentioned in the first four chapters. This Greek name reflects an earlier
Hebrew name for the book, well-attested in classical rabbinic sources, from a period when
books of the Torah were named thematically rather than after one of their initial words.
Numbers is a complex collection of texts containing an assortment of interwoven liter
ary genres: historical narratives, legal texts, ritual prescriptions, and poetic folk traditions.
Its final form reflects a long and intricate literary history. Modem critical scholarship
based on stylistic, linguistic, and contextual criteria-identifies separate sources underly
ing the final version of the book. (See essay "Modem Study of the Bible," pp. 2084-96.)
Primarily, the texts derive from various layers of the Priestly school (P), with additional
texts from the two older narrative sources, the Yahwist (J) and Elohist (E). The predomi
nant Priestly material often functions to expand, supplement, or recast ideologically the
earlier (JE) texts to fit the agenda of Priestly circles. The lengthy Balaam pericope (chs
22-24) in its entirety stands untouched by the Priestly writer and may represent the hand
of yet another author(s), neither J, E, or P. Jewish tradition, on the other hand, views the
seemingly disparate texts in Numbers as a single work written by Moses. Although criti
cal scholarship does not recognize Mosaic authorship, it has begun to emphasize the
merits of a holistic approach, one that studies the parts in the context of the whole.
The book of Numbers can easily be divided by subject and other criteria into several
primary units; these can be further subdivided into smaller sections and subsections. It is,
however, often difficult to determine the relationship between contiguous segments.
Based on geographical criteria and ideological motifs, three major units can be distin
guished, reflecting a literary sandwich of sorts: (1) the final encampment at Sinai and
-
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preparation to resume the wilderness trek (1. 1-10.10); (2) the generation-long march in the
desert from Sinai to Moab (10.1 1-22.1); (3) the encampment on the plains of Moab and
preparation to enter Canaan (22.2-36.13). Unit one marks the period when Israel, with
God's law in hand, readies itself for the desert march to its final destination. This is the
first time that the people enter the wilderness while they are bonded by covenant to the
LoRD. The wanderings in the second unit form a bridge between the first and last units.
The slave generation dies in the desert and a new generation matures. In unit three this
new generation prepares to embark on a journey once more, this time to enter the prom
ised land as a free-born national entity.

The Final Encampment at Sinai
THE THEME OF THIS UNIT (1. 1-10.10) centers on the organization of the Israelite camp
around the Tabernacle and the maintenance of cult purity within the camp, assuring God's
presence in the Tabernacle. Thus the material is mainly prescriptive. The first section of
the unit opens with a census of eligible military-age males and an election of tribal chief
tains (1. 1-46). A description of duties for the military-exempt Levites follows (1 .47-54).
Next is a diagram of the traveling tribal camp (2. 1-34). Much space is devoted to the roles
of the Levites, who are stationed closest to the Tabernacle, performing guard duty there,
making sure that no non-priests approach the Tabernacle. Topics include the consecration
of the Levites in place of first-born Israelites, two Levite censuses, and a detailed outline of
the familial relationships of the Levitical clans and their duties (chs 3-4).
The next sections shift focus from camp organization to the maintenance of camp purity.
Conditions for removal and readmission of persons who have become impure are delin
eated (parts of ch 5). Laws regarding Nazirite vows and the formula for the priestly bless
ing follow (ch 6). The next few sections focus again on the Tabernacle and its functionar
ies: the initiatory gifts brought by the tribal chieftains to the sanctuary (ch 7); the
procedure for lighting the lampstand (menorah); and the purification of the Levites (ch 8).
The last section of unit one (9.1-10.10) discusses the final preparations for departure from
Sinai. Israel celebrates the first Passover in the wilderness, and Moses makes provisions
for ritually impure persons to celebrate a second Passover one month later. Directives con
cerning the fire-cloud, to guide Israel's travels, and the silver trumpets, to herald move
ment of the camp divisions, conclude the unit.

The Generation-long March in the Desert from Sinai to Moab
THIS MIDDLE UNIT (10.1 1-22.1) is composed of narratives woven into a story line inter

spersed by sacrificial law, injunctions against certain transgressions, and expiation
processes. A recurring cycle of murmuring and rebellion against the authority of God and
Moses, by individuals or by the community as a whole, characterizes this unit. Even
Miriam, Aaron, and Moses have moments of disloyalty to God. In certain cases, where re
bellion by a few persons is contagious to the group or where it is enacted by the leader
ship, punishment is severe.
-
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The unit opens with a description of the camp's departure (10.1 1-36) followed by a
litany of grievances and their resolutions (11.1-35). After the first complaint God responds
with deadly fire; Moses then successfully intercedes on Israel's behalf. This cycle repeats
in one form or another. Eventually Moses appoints seventy elders to relieve his burden,
but displays of disloyalty continue, even among the community leaders. Miriam and
Aaron criticize Moses on account of his Cushite wife while ultimately protesting against
his unique status as prophet (ch 12). The mood of rebellion intensifies in the spy episode
(chs 13-14). Israel sides with the ten spies who declare Canaan unconquerable and ponder
returning to Egypt, and God reacts by condemning the entire exodus generation to death
in the wilderness. Soon thereafter a Levite named Korah and his followers stage a rebel
lion against Moses and Aaron (chs 1 6-17). Finally, in frustration, Moses and Aaron defy
God (20.1-13). For their hubris God, in an unexpected decree, bars Moses and Aaron from
entering the promised land.
Interspersed between these accounts of human infidelity and divine retribution are pre
scriptive passages detailing ordinances regarding sacrifices and purification (chs 15, 19),
and the duties and privileges of priests and Levites (ch 18), including the commandment
for Israelites to attach tzitzit (fringes) to their garments (15.37-41). At the end of unit two
Israel emerges from the wilderness to face the peoples inhabiting Transjordan. Not sur
prisingly, the rulers of those small kingdoms deny Israel passage through their territory.
Nevertheless, Israel moves ever closer to its final destination, and prevails in encounters
with her enemies (20.14-21.35).

Encampment on the Plains of Moab and Preparation to Enter Canaan

UNIT THREE

(22.2-36.13) finds the Israelites encamped on the eastern side of the Jordan

opposite Jericho, their destination within visible reach. This unit, like the previous two, is
composed of narrative and legal material; it also contains lengthy poetic folk traditions.
The theme centers on the new Israelite community's final preparation to inherit the land
of Canaan. As such, much of the legal material here focuses on inheritance.
The first section, composed of narrative and poetry, is the story of the Moabite king
Balak and the prophet Balaam whom he hires to curse the Israelites (chs 22-24) . God
thwarts Balaam's mission, turning the intended curse into a blessing. Israel's apostasy at
Baal-peor follows (25.1-18); the plague that God inflicts upon the sinners eliminates the
last members of the exodus generation.
The opening of chapter 26 is an alternate juncture for the end of unit two and the begin
ning of unit three. With the demise of the older generation and the crossing into Canaan
imminent, Moses conducts a second census and apportions the land to the tribes (ch 26).
The Levitical clans, who are not allotted landholdings, are counted separately. Arising
from the process of apportioning land is the special case of Zelophehad's daughters, who
petition for the right of women to inherit when there are no male heirs (27. 1-1 1). That case
is followed by the succession of Joshua (27. 12-23). Next is an insertion of ritual prescrip
tions establishing the cultic calendar and governing the daily, new moon, Sabbath, and
-28) -
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festival offerings (28.1-30.1). The section ends with a discussion on the annulment of vows
and oaths. Following a statement that men are bound by their vows and oaths comes a list
of conditions under which women's vows can be annulled (30.2-17). The narrative
resumes with a war against the Midianites, allegedly in retaliation for their seduction of
the Israelites at Baal-peor (ch 31).
Having routed her enemies in Transjordan, Israel begins the settlement process. The
tribes of Reuben and Gad ask to receive a portion of land on the eastern side of the Jordan
(ch 32). Part of the tribe of Manasseh settles there as well. A summary of the wilderness
itinerary that highlights key events follows (33. 1-49). The next narrative section continues
where the previous one left off (32.42); having appropriated land to two and a half tribes
in Transjordan, Moses reformulates the division of Canaan among the remaining nine and
a half tribes (33·5o-35.8). As part of the process, he defines the boundaries of Canaan and
assigns Levitical towns in place of tribal land for Levites.
Unit three ends with several final prescriptions (35·9-36.13). Moses designates six cities
of refuge, three of which are across the Jordan River, in the land about to be conquered;
furthermore he distinguishes between involuntary and deliberate homicide. The last
section outlines marriage regulations for female heirs, using the case of Zelophehad's
daughters as a model. The issue of land inheritance projects into the future since it is sig
nificant only after the land of Israel is settled. The book of Numbers ends by stating that
the precepts in this unit were enjoined upon the Israelites "on the steppes of Moab, at the
Jordan near Jericho." This phrase forms an inclusio with the last phrase of the second unit
[NILI s. Fox]
(22.1), a transition between units two and three.
BE-MIDBAR

1 On the first day of the second month, in the second

year following the exodus from the land of Egypt, the
LoRD spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai, in the
Tent of Meeting, saying:
2 Take a census of the whole Israelite community by the
clans of •·its ancestral houses;• listing the names, every
male, head by head. 3 You and Aaron shall record them by
their groups, from the age of twenty years up, all those in
Israel who are able to bear arms. 4 Associated with you
shall be a man from each tribe, each one the head of his
ancestral house.
5 These are the names of the men who shall assist you:
From Reuben, Elizur son of Shedeur.
6
From Simeon, Shelumiel son of Zurishaddai.
7
From Judah, Nahshon son of Amminadab.
s
From Issachar, Nethanel son of Zuar.
9
From Zebulun, Eliab son of Helon.
a·a I.e., of its tribes.

1.1-46: First Israelite census and
appointment of tribal chieftains:
Numbers opens with the Israelites
still encamped at the base of Mt.
Sinai (1.1-10.10). They already
have received the laws, con
structed the portable Tabernacle,
and been instructed on formal
worship procedures and regulated
observances both for priests and
lay persons (Exod. chs 2o-31;
34-40; Lev. chs 1-27). Now they
must be organized into a mobile
war camp to resume their travels
in the wilderness and in readiness
to meet any foes along the way.
Ch 1 begins with a census. 2: The
purpose of a census is to deter
mine military strength or potential
taxation revenues (cf. 2 Sam. ch
24), though later Jewish interpreta
tion suggests that God counts Is
rael because they are dear to Him
(see Rashi). All males 20 years and
older are eligible for military duty,
and tribal chieftains who function
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From the sons of Joseph:
from Ephraim, Elishama son of Ammihud;
from Manasseh, Gamaliel son of Pedahzur.
11 From Benjamin, Abidan son of Gideoni.
12 From Dan, Ahiezer son of Ammishaddai.
13 From Asher, Pagiel son of Ochran.
14 From Gad, Eliasaph son of Deuel.
15 From Naphtali, Ahira son of Enan.
16 Those are the elected of the assembly, the chieftains of
their ancestral tribes: they are the heads of the contingents
of Israel.
17So Moses and Aaron took those men, who were desig
nated by name, 18 and on the first day of the second month
they convoked the whole community, who were regis
tered by the clans of their ancestral houses-the names
of those aged twenty years and over being listed head
by head. 19 As the LoRD had commanded Moses, so he
recorded them in the wilderness of Sinai.
2o They totaled as follows:
The descendants of Reuben, Israel's first-born, the regis
tration of the clans of their ancestral house, as listed by
name, head by head, all males aged twenty years and
over, all who were able to bear arms--21 those enrolled
from the tribe of Reuben: 46,500.
22 Of the descendants of Simeon, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, their enrollment as listed by
name, head by head, all males aged twenty years and
over, all who were able to bear arms--23 those enrolled
from the tribe of Simeon: 59,}00.
24 Of the descendants of Gad, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms25 those enrolled from the tribe of Gad: 45,650.
26 0f the descendants of Judah, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms27 those enrolled from the tribe of Judah: 74,600.
28 Of the descendants of Issachar, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms29 those enrolled from the tribe of Issachar: 54,400.
3 0 0f the descendants of Zebulun, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms31 those enrolled from the tribe of Zebulun: 57,400.
32 0f the descendants of Joseph:
Of the descendants of Ephraim, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
-285-

as census supervisors are ap
pointed, one from each tribe. A
separate census is taken of the
Levites who are exempt from
military service (ch 3; 26.57-62).
5-15: Heading the list of chieftains
is the representative of Reuben,
Jacob's first-born son, though else
where in Numbers, Judah is typi
cally listed first. The other sons fol
low Reuben in chronological order
of birth with Leah's sons first,
Rachel's second, and the concu
bines' last. None of the names on
the list contains a theophoric ele
ment, that is, an element with the
name of God as prefix ("yeho-"
or "yo-") or suffix ("-yahu" or
"-yah"). In the latter period of the
monarchy such names are com
monplace (e.g., Jehoiada, Zecha
riah). 20-46: The census figures
for each tribe, with a grand total
of 603,550, are vastly inflated by
any realistic standards. The final
tally, however, is generally consis
tent in the biblical literature (d.
Exod. 12.37; 38.26; Num. 11.21;
26.51). Earlier biblical scholars
posited that this number reflected
a census at a later period, perhaps
under David, but this is incorrect.
27: Judah has the largest number,
reflecting its later importance.
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twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms33 those enrolled from the tribe of Ephraim: 40,500.
34 0f the descendants of Manasseh, the registration of
the clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms35 those enrolled from the tribe of Manasseh: 32,200.
3 6 Of the descendants of Benjamin, the registration of
the clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms37 those enrolled from the tribe of Benjamin: 35t400.
38 Of the descendants of Dan, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms39 those enrolled from the tribe of Dan: 62,700.
4D Of the descendants of Asher, the registration of the
clans of their ancestral house, as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms41 those enrolled from the tribe of Asher: 41,500.
42 [Of] the descendants of Naphtali, the registration of
the clans of their ancestral house as listed by name, aged
twenty years and over, all who were able to bear arms43 those enrolled from the tribe of Naphtali: 53t400.
44 Those are the enrollments recorded by Moses and
Aaron and by the chieftains of Israel, who were twelve in
number, one man to each ancestral house. 45 All the Israel
ites, aged twenty years and over, enrolled by ancestral
houses, all those in Israel who were able to bear arms46 all who were enrolled came to 603,550.
47 The Levites, however, were not recorded among them
by their ancestral tribe. 48 For the LoRD had spoken to
Moses, saying: 49 Do not on any account enroll the tribe of
Levi or take a census of them with the Israelites. 5D You
shall put the Levites in charge of the Tabernacle of the
Pact, all its furnishings, and everything that pertains to it:
they shall carry the Tabernacle and all its furnishings, and
they shall tend it; and they shall camp around the Taber
nacle. 51 When the Tabernacle is to set out, the Levites
shall take it down, and when the Tabernacle is to be
pitched, the Levites shall set it up; any outsider who en
croaches shall be put to death. 52 The Israelites shall en
camp troop by troop, each man with his division and each
under his standard. 53 The Levites, however, shall camp
around the Tabernacle of the Pact, that wrath may not
strike the Israelite community; the Levites shall stand
guard around the Tabernacle of the Pact.
54 The Israelites did accordingly; just as the LoRD had
commanded Moses, so they did.
-286-

1 .47-54: Levites are charged with
the Tabernacle. This is part one of
a lengthy, detailed outline of Levit
ical duties (continued in chs 3-4).
Being exempt from military ser
vice, the Levites are charged with
guarding the Tabernacle as well as
dismantling it for travel and erect
ing it when encamped. As such,
their position in the layout of the
camp is closest to the Tabernacle.
Rabbinic midrash (Num. Rab. 1.12)
attributes their prestigious respon
sibilities to a reward they receive
for remaining loyal to God by not
having participated in the golden
calf worship (Exod. 32.25-29).
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2 The LORD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying: 2 The Is

raelites shall camp each with his standard, under the
banners of their ancestral house; they shall camp around
the Tent of Meeting at a distance.

3 Camped on the front, or east side: the standard of the
division of Judah, troop by troop.
Chieftain of the Judites: Nahshon son of Amminadab.
4 His troop, as enrolled: 74,600.
s
Camping next to it:
The tribe of Issachar.
Chieftain of the Issacharites: Nethanel son of Zuar.
6 His troop, as enrolled: 54AOO.
7 The tribe of Zebulun.
Chieftain of the Zebulunites: Eliab son of Helon. B His
troop, as enrolled: 57AOO.
9 The total enrolled in the division of Judah: 186Aoo, for all
troops. These shall march first.
l O On the south: the standard of the division of
Reuben, troop by troop.
Chieftain of the Reubenites: Elizur son of Shedeur.
11 His troop, as enrolled: 46,500.
12 Camping next to it:
The tribe of Simeon.
Chieftain of the Simeonites: Shelumiel son of Zur
ishaddai. 13 His troop, as enrolled: 59,)00.
14 And the tribe of Gad.
Chieftain of the Gadites: Eliasaph son of Reuel.
15 His troop, as enrolled: 45,650.
16The total enrolled in the division of Reuben: 151A5o, for
all troops. These shall march second.
17 Then, midway between the divisions, the Tent of Meet
ing, the division of the Levites, shall move. As they camp, so
they shall march, each in position, by their standards.
1 B On the west: the standard of the division of Ephraim,
troop by troop.
Chieftain of the Ephraimites: Elishama son of Ammi
hud. 19 His troop, as enrolled: 40,500.
20 Next to it:
The tribe of Manasseh.
Chieftain of the Manassites: Gamaliel son of Pedah
zur. 21 His troop, as enrolled: 32,200.
22 And the tribe of Benjamin.
Chieftain of the Benjaminites: Abidan son of Gideoni.
23 His troop, as enrolled: 35AOO.
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2.1-34: The plan of the camp.
The camp blueprint, according
to God's instruction, situates
the Tabernacle in the center sur
rounded by the twelve tribes.
Each tribe is assigned a location
in this military-style camp.
2: Each tribal group marches and
camps with its standard, 1mder the
banners of its ancestral house. The
meaning of the Heb term "degel"
is uncertain. It may refer to a stan
dard, probably with an attached
banner or flag bearing the insignia
of the tribe. Medieval commenta
tors suggest that the tribal animal
totem is depicted on the banner
(Ibn Ezra) or that a colored cloth
corresponding to the color of the
tribe's stone on the priest's breast
plate hangs from the banner
(Rashi). Alternately, "degel" may
refer to a military unit, a subdivi
sion of the tribe. Levites and
priests are not assigned a position
in this account (see ch 3), and the
Joseph tribe is broken into his two
sons, Ephraim and Manasseh (see
Gen. 48.1-20) to reach the number
twelve. 3-31: The twelve tribes are
arranged to form a square camp of
four divisions with three tribes in
each. The Leah tribes are situated
to the east and south of the Taber
nacle; Gad, a son of Leah's maid
servant Zilpah, replaces Levi. Ben
jamin and Joseph's sons Ephraim
and Manasseh, the Rachel tribes,
take their position west of the
Tabernacle. The remaining concu
bine tribes are located to the north.
Judah's eastern position facing the
Tabernacle entrance is a mark of
the tribe's distinction as the pro
genitor of the Davidic royal house
(see Gen. 49.10). Each of the four
camp divisions has a designated
leading tribe; the choice is based
on traditions regarding attributes
of Jacob's sons (Gen. ch 49).
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24 The total enrolled in the division of Ephraim: 108,100 for
all troops. These shall march third.
25 On the north: the standard of the division of Dan,
troop by troop.
Chieftain of the Danites: Ahiezer son of Ammishad
dai. 26 His troop, as enrolled: 62,700.
27 Camping next to it:
The tribe of Asher.
Chieftain of the Asherites: Pagiel son of Ochran.
28 His troop, as enrolled: 41,500.
29 And the tribe of Naphtali.
Chieftain of the Naphtalites: Ahira son of Enan. 30 His
troop, as enrolled: 53,400.
31 The total enrolled in the division of Dan: 157,600. These
shall march last, by their standards.
32 Those are the enrollments of the Israelites by ancestral
houses. The total enrolled in the divisions, for all troops:
603,550. 33 The Levites, however, were not recorded among
the Israelites, as the LORD had commanded Moses.
34 The Israelites did accordingly; just as the LoRD had
commanded Moses, so they camped by their standards,
and so they marched, each with his clan according to his
ancestral house.

3 This is the line of Aaron and Moses at the time that the

LoRD spoke with Moses on Mount Sinai. 2 These were
the names of Aaron's sons: Nadab, the first-born, and
Abihu, Eleazar and lthamar; 3 those were the names of
Aaron's sons, the anointed priests who were ordained for
priesthood. 4 But Nadab and Abihu died •-by the will of•
the LoRD, when they offered alien fire before the LoRD in
the wilderness of Sinai; and they left no sons. So it was El
eazar and Ithamar who served as priests in the lifetime of
their father Aaron.
5 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 6 Advance the tribe
of Levi and place them in attendance upon Aaron the
priest to serve him. 7 They shall perform duties for him
and for the whole community before the Tent of Meeting,
doing the work of the Tabernacle. s They shall take charge
of all the furnishings of the Tent of Meeting-a duty on
behalf of the Israelites-doing the work of the Tabernacle.
9 You shall assign the Levites to Aaron and to his sons:
they are formally assigned to him from among the Israel
ites. lO You shall make Aaron and his sons responsible for

a-a

Others "before. "
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32-34: These summary verses re
peat the census grand total of ch 1,
adding the information about the
military organization, which, after
all, is the purpose of the census.
The concluding v. confirms that
subsequently the Israelites
camped and marched according to
this plan (Num. 10.14-28). Such
summary verses at the end of a
unit typify Priestly literature,
which also emphasizes that God's
command was fulfilled exactly
(v. 34).

3.1-51: The first Levite census,
their ranking, and special roles.
This is the first of three Levite cen
suses (ch 4; 26.57-62). The tribe of
Levi is divided into clans; each
bears the name of a son of Ger
shon, Kohath, or Merari, Levi's
three sons. Preserving the geneal
ogy of the Levites and especially
that of the Aaronite priests is of
great importance to the Priestly
writer(s). P considers the Aaronites
as the sole legitimate priestly line.
Non-Aaronite Levites fWlction in
subordinate roles to the priests.
Any challenge to Aaron's divinely
ordained authority is summarily
crushed (see Korah rebellion,
chs 16-17). 1-3: This is the line of
Aaron and Moses: It is most Wlusual
for Aaron's name to precede
Moses'; elsewhere this occurs only
in other genealogical texts of the P
source (Exod. 6.20; Num. 26.59;
1 Chron. 5.29; 23.13). Rashi notes
that Aaron's sons are named but
not Moses', and he concludes that
Moses is, figuratively, the father of
Aaron's sons as well because he
(Moses) taught them Torah on
the day God spoke to him on Mt.
Sinai. 4: A reference to the obscure
incident described in Lev. ch 10.
5-10: The main role of the Levites
is guard duty. They are charged
with guarding the Tabernacle from
non-priestly encroachers while it is
stationary and guarding its fur
nishings during travel. The
purview of the priests is the inte·
rior of the Tabernacle, its sacred
objects, and performing the rites
associated with them. Any outsider,
that is, a non-priest, is forbidden
contact with the holy place or holy
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observing their priestly duties; and any outsider who en
croaches shall be put to death.
11 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 12 I hereby take the
Levites from among the Israelites in place of all the first
born, the first issue of the womb among the Israelites: the
Levites shall be Mine. 13 For every first-born is Mine: at the
time that I smote every first-born in the land of Egypt, I
consecrated every first-born in Israel, man and beast, to
Myself, to be Mine, the LoRD's.
14 The LoRD spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai,
saying: 15 Record the Levites by ancestral house and by
clan; record every male among them from the age of one
month up. 16 So Moses recorded them at the command of
the LORD, as he was bidden. 17 These were the sons of Levi
by name: Gershon, Kohath, and Merari. 18 These were the
names of the sons of Gershon by clan: Libni and Shimei.
19The sons of Kohath by clan: Amram and Izhar, Hebron
and U zziel. 20 The sons of Merari by clan: Mahli and
Mushi.
These were the clans of the Levites within their ances
tral houses:
21 To Gershon belonged the clan of the Libnites and the
clan of the Shimeites; those were the clans of the Gershon
ites. 22 The recorded entries of all their males from the age
of one month up, as recorded, came to 7,500. 23 The clans
of the Gershonites were to camp behind the Tabernacle, to
the west. 24 The chieftain of the ancestral house of the Ger
shonites was Eliasaph son of Lael. 25 The duties of the Ger
shonites in the Tent of Meeting comprised: the Taberna
cle; the tent, its covering, and the screen for the entrance
of the Tent of Meeting; 26 the hangings of the enclosure,
the screen for the entrance of the enclosure which sur
rounds the Tabernacle, the cords thereof, and the altar
all the service connected with these.
27 To Kohath belonged the clan of the Amramites, the
clan of the Izharites, the clan of the Hebronites, and the
clan of the Uzzielites; those were the clans of the Kohath
ites. 28 All the listed males from the age of one month up
came to 8,6oo, attending to the duties of the sanctuary.
29 The clans of the Kohathites were to camp along the
south side of the Tabernacle. 3D The chieftain of the ances
tral house of the Kohathite clans was Elizaphan son of
Uzziel. 31 Their duties comprised: the ark, the table, the
lampstand, the altars, and the sacred utensils that were
used with them, and the screenb-all the service con
nected with these. 32 The head chieftain of the Levites was
n See note on Exod. 26.1.

b I.e., the screening curtain; cf 4-5.

articles, on penalty of death. Only
the sanctified priests may enter the
sacred space of the Tabernacle.
Nai)manides (Ramban) compares
the boundaries of the Tabernacle
with the bounds set for Mt. Sinai
when Moses ascends the mountain
to receive the law (Exod. 19.12).
1 1-13: Another role of the Levites
is to replace first-born Israelites
who are consecrated to God. Le
vites serve the priests in place of Is
raelite first-born males, who by
birth are destined to minister to
God. The dedication of Samuel to
Eli at Shiloh reflects this practice
(1 Sam. 1 .1o-11, 24-28). Rabbinic
interpretation understands the
substitution by Levites as an indi
cation that originally first-born
children were sacrificed to the
deity, comparable to the offering
of first-born animals (Exod. 13.2;
Lev. 27.26-27; Num. 8.17;
18.15-16), but no proof exists for
that assumption. 14-39: The first
census of Levites states that they
are counted from the age of one
month up, the age of a viable in
fant; contrast the Israelite census
from age 20 up in 1. J, the age of
military conscription. The various
clans of Gershonites, Kohathites,
and Merarites are numbered
and assigned a position from
which to guard the Tabernacle:
the west side, south side, and
north side, respectively; the
priests are stationed at the eastern
entrance. The specific duties of
each clan are also delineated.
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Eleazar son of Aaron the priest, in charge of those attend
ing to the duties of the sanctuary.
33 To Merari belonged the clan of the Mahlites and the
clan of the Mushites; those were the clans of Merari. 34The
recorded entries of all their males from the age of one
month up came to 6,200. 35 The chieftain of the ancestral
house of the clans of Merari was Zuriel son of Abihail.
They were to camp along the north side of the Tabernacle.
36 The assigned duties of the Merarites comprised: the
planks of the Tabernacle, its bars, posts, and sockets, and
all its furnishings-all the service connected with these;
37 also the posts around the enclosure and their sockets,
pegs, and cords.
3BThose who were to camp before the Tabernacle, in
front-before the Tent of Meeting, on the east-were
Moses and Aaron and his sons, attending to the duties of
the sanctuary, as a duty on behalf of the Israelites; and any
outsider who encroached was to be put to death. 39 All the
Levites who were recorded, whom at the LORD's com
mand Moses and Aaron recorded by their clans, all the
males from the age of one month up, came to 22,000.
40 The LORD said to Moses: Record every first-born male
of the Israelite people from the age of one month up, and
make a list of their names; 41 and take the Levites for Me,
the LoRD, in place of every first-born among the Israelite
people, and the cattle of the Levites in place of every first
born among the cattle of the Israelites. 42 So Moses
recorded all the first-born among the Israelites, as the
LoRD had commanded him. 43 All the first-born males as
listed by name, recorded from the age of one month up,
came to 22,273.
44 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 45 Take the Levites
in place of all the first-born among the Israelite people,
and the cattle of the Levites in place of their cattle; and the
Levites shall be Mine, the LoRD's. 46 And as the redemp
tion price of the 273 Israelite first-born over and above the
number of the Levites, 47 take five shekels per head-take
this by the sanctuary weight, twenty gerahs to the shekel48 and give the money to Aaron and his sons as the re
demption price for those who are in excess. 49 So Moses
took the redemption money from those over and above
the ones redeemed by the Levites; 50he took the money
from the first-born of the Israelites, 1,365 sanctuary
shekels. 51 And Moses gave the redemption money to
Aaron and his sons at the LoRD's bidding, as the LoRD
had commanded Moses.
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40-51: Although Levites function
as substitutes for first-born Israel
ites, apparently the Levite popula
tion is short by 273 of the number
of Israelite first-borns. The excess
children are redeemed with a pay
ment to the priests of five shekels
per head. The numbers here are
problematic as well; it is difficult
to understand how the number of
first-born children from all the
tribes was nearly equivalent to the
number of Levites; this would as
sume that each mother had a huge
number of children. 47: By the
sanctuary weight, twenty gerahs to
the shekel: Two standards of
weights coexisted in ancient Israel,
the sanctuary weight (Exod. 30.13,
24; Lev. 5.15; Num. 7.13) and the
royal weight (2 Sam. 14.26). The
gloss "twenty gerahs" specifies the
number of small units of weight in
the lighter sanctuary shekel. The
royal shekel (24 gerahs), also
known as the shekel of the king,
is widely attested in the archeo
logical record. A gerah was about
·5 gm; the royal shekel was about
1 1 .5 gm, the sanctuary shekel
about 9·5 gm (less than ·5 oz.).
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4 The LoRD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying:

2 Take a [separate] census of the Kohathites among the
Levites, by the clans of their ancestral house, 3 from the
age of thirty years up to the age of fifty, all who are subject
to service, to perform tasks for the Tent of Meeting. 4 This
is the responsibility of the Kohathites in the Tent of Meet
ing: the most sacred objects.
5 At the breaking of camp, Aaron and his sons shall go
in and take down the screening curtain and cover the Ark
of the Pact with it. 6 They shall lay a covering of dolphin•
skin over it and spread a cloth of pure blue on top; and
they shall put its poles in place.
7 Over the table of display they shall spread a blue cloth;
they shall place upon it the bowls, the ladles, the jars, and
the libation jugs; and the regular bread shall rest upon it.
8 They shall spread over these a crimson cloth which they
shall cover with a covering of dolphin skin; and they shall
put the poles in place.
9 Then they shall take a blue cloth and cover the lamp
stand for lighting, with its lamps, its tongs, and its fire
pans, as well as all the oil vessels that are used in its ser
vice. 10 They shall put it and all its furnishings into a cov
ering of dolphin skin, which they shall then place on a
carrying frame.
11 Next they shall spread a blue cloth over the altar of
gold and cover it with a covering of dolphin skin; and
they shall put its poles in place. 12 They shall take all the
service vessels with which the service in the sanctuary is
performed, put them into a blue cloth and cover them
with a covering of dolphin skin, which they shall then
place on a carrying frame. 13 They shall remove the ashes
from the [copper] altar and spread a purple cloth over it.
1 4 Upon it they shall place all the vessels that are used in
its service: the fire pans, the flesh hooks, the scrapers, and
the basins-all the vessels of the altar-and over it they
shall spread a covering of dolphin skin; and they shall put
its poles in place.

15 When Aaron and his sons have finished covering the
sacred objects and all the furnishings of the sacred objects
at the breaking of camp, only then shall the Kohathites
come and lift them, so that they do not come in contact
with the sacred objects and die. These things in the Tent of
Meeting shall be the porterage of the Kohathites.
16 Responsibility shall rest with Eleazar son of Aaron the
n See 110te nt Exod. 25·5·
-
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4.1-49: The second Levite census
and delineation of Levite duties.
The second census of Levites is re
stricted to the work force between
the ages of 30 and 50, who trans
port the Tabernacle's structural
parts, its curtains, and its sacred
objects during travel in the wilder
ness. Responsibilities for specific
components of the Tabernacle are
divided among the Levitical clan
groups. 4-20: The most important
components of the Tabernacle are
dealt with first. Since the Levites
are not empowered to handle
these sacred objects or even view
them, on pain of death, those ob
jects, including the Ark, are first
wrapped by priests. Coverings of
different material and color distin
guish the sacred objects trans
ported by the Kohathite clans. The
Ark of the Covenant, the most sa
cred article, is covered with three
cloths. The Ark is considered the
divine throne of God (1 Sam. 4.4;
2 Sam. 6.2), who in Priestly litera
ture is envisioned as dwelling in
the Tabernacle itself (contrast
Deut. 12). For that reason the
Ark is sometimes brought into
battle (1 Sam. ch 4). According
to a rabbinic midrash, the earthly
Ark is a counterpart of the heav
enly throne (Num. Rab. 4:13).
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priest for the lighting oil, the aromatic incense, the regular
meal offering, and the anointing oil-responsibility for
the whole Tabernacle and for everything consecrated that
is in it or in its vessels.
17 The LoRD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying: l B Do
not let the group of Kohathite clans be cut off from the Le-'
vites. 1 9 Do this with them, that they may live and not die
when they approach the most sacred objects: let Aaron
and his sons go in and assign each of them to his duties
and to his porterage. 20 But let not [the Kohathites] go in
side and •witness the dismantling of the sanctuary,·• lest
they die.
NtVl
NASO'
21 The LORD spoke to Moses: 22 Take a census of the Ger
shonites also, by their ancestral house and by their clans.
23 Record them from the age of thirty years up to the age of
fifty, all who are subject to service in the performance of
tasks for the Tent of Meeting. 24 These are the duties of the
Gershonite clans as to labor and porterage: 25 they shall
carry the cloths of the Tabernacle, the Tent of Meeting
with its covering, the covering of dolphin skin that is on
top of it, and the screen for the entrance of the Tent of
Meeting; 26 the hangings of the enclosure, the screen at the
entrance of the gate of the enclosure that surrounds the
Tabernacle, the cords thereof, and the altar, and all their
service equipment and all their accessories; and they shall
perform the service. 27 All the duties of the Gershonites, all
their porterage and all their service, shall be performed on
orders from Aaron and his sons; you shall make them re
sponsible for attending to all their porterage. 28 Those are
the duties of the Gershonite clans for the Tent of Meeting;
they shall attend to them under the direction of lthamar
son of Aaron the priest.
29 As for the Merarites, you shall record them by the
clans of their ancestral house; 30 you shall record them
from the age of thirty years up to the age of fifty, all who
are subject to service in the performance of the duties for
the Tent of Meeting. 31 These are their porterage tasks in
connection with their various duties for the Tent of Meet
ing: the planks, the bars, the posts, and the sockets of the
Tabernacle; 32 the posts around the enclosure and their
sockets, pegs, and cords-all these furnishings and their
service: you shall list by name the objects that are their
porterage tasks. 33 Those are the duties of the Merarite
clans, pertaining to their various duties in the Tent of
a-a Others "look at tile sacred objects eveu for n motuent. "

TORAH
21-28: The Gershonite clans are
responsible for transporting the
four layers of tent curtains. They
are supervised by Aaron's son Ith
amar. 29-33: The Merarites, the
third group of clans, are charged
with carrying the structural parts
of the Tabernacle. Ithamar over
sees their duties as welL 34: The
chieftains of the community: The
tribal leaders assist Moses and
Aaron in recording the Levite cen
sus; this also connects ch 4 to ch 1.

TORAH

Meeting under the direction of lthamar son of Aaron the
priest.
34 So Moses, Aaron, and the chieftains of the community
recorded the Kohathites by the clans of their ancestral
house, 35 from the age of thirty years up to the age of fifty,
all who were subject to service for work relating to the
Tent of Meeting. 36 Those recorded by their clans came to
2,750. 37That was the enrollment of the Kohathite clans, all
those who performed duties relating to the Tent of Meet
ing, whom Moses and Aaron recorded at the command of
the LoRn through Moses.
3BThe Gershonites who were recorded by the clans of
their ancestral house, 39 from the age of thirty years up to
the age of fifty, all who were subject to service for work re
lating to the Tent of Meeting-40 those recorded by the
clans of their ancestral house came to 2,630. 41 That was
the enrollment of the Gershonite clans, all those perform
ing duties relating to the Tent of Meeting whom Moses
and Aaron recorded at the command of the LoRD.
42 The enrollment of the Merarite clans by the clans of
their ancestral house, 43 from the age of thirty years up to
the age of fifty, all who were subject to service for work re
lating to the Tent of Meeting-44 those recorded by their
clans came to 3,200. 45 That was the enrollment of the Me
rarite clans which Moses and Aaron recorded at the com
mand of the LoRD through Moses.
46 All the Levites whom Moses, Aaron, and the chief
tains of Israel recorded by the clans of their ancestral
houses, 47 from the age of thirty years up to the age of fifty,
all who were subject to duties of service and porterage re
lating to the Tent of Meeting-48 those recorded came to
8,580. 49 Each one was given responsibility for his service
and porterage at the command of the LORD through
Moses, and each was recorded as the LoRD had com
manded Moses.

5 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Instruct the Israel

ites to remove from camp anyone with an •·eruption or
a discharge·• and anyone defiled by a corpse. 3 Remove
male and female alike; put them outside the camp so that
they do not defile the camp of those in whose midst I dwell.
4 The Israelites did so, putting them outside the camp;
as the LoRD had spoken to Moses, so the Israelites did.
5 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 6 Speak to the Israel
ites: When a man or woman commits any wrong toward a
n-n See Lev. 13, 15.

5.1-31: Laws of purity and the
role of the priests. Priestly tasks
include responsibilities over
worldly as well as sacred matters;
in the ancient world the two were
inseparable. Laws concerned with
the maintenance of religious pu
rity inside the Israelite camp re
flect this ideology, and the purity
of the camp was essential if the Is
raelites wanted God to continue
dwelling in their midst. This ex
plains why these regulations im
mediately follow the instructions
for the proper organization and
transport of the wilderness camp
(chs 1-4). 1-4: The sacred status of
the Tabernacle, which sits in the
center of the camp, necessitates
that the entire area within the
bounds of the camp preserve a
state of cultic (religious) purity.
According to the Priestly writer(s),
contact with impurity is conta
gious to both persons and objects.
Therefore, that which is in a state
of impurity must be removed
from the camp, lest it pollute the
holiness of the sanctuary and
endanger the Presence of God.
The most dangerous conditions, those marked by severe
impurity, require a seven-day pu
rification process (Lev. chs 13-16;
Num. ch 19). They include persons
with certain skin diseases, abnor
mal sexual discharges, menstruat
ing women, or those who are de
filed by a corpse. 5-10: Lev. ch 5
details the "'asham," or guilt offer
ing, and the expiation processes
for transgressions that require
this category of sacrifices. Here
in Numbers two provisions sup
plement the guilt offering for
sins involving robberies and ac
companying false oaths: (1) A con
fession must precede the act of
restitution; (2) if the injured party
has no living relative the repara
tion payment goes to the officiat
ing priest (as does the meat
from the expiatory sacrifice).
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fellow man, thus breaking faith with the LORD, and that
person realizes his guilt, 7 he shall confess the wrong that
he has done. He shall make restitution in the principal
amount and add one-fifth to it, giving it to him whom he
has wronged. 8 If the man has no kinsman• to whom resti
tution can be made, the amount repaid shall go to the
LoRD for the priest-in addition to the ram of expiation
with which expiation is made on his behalf.b 9 So, too, any
gift among the sacred donations that the Israelites offer
shall be the priest's. 10 And each shall retain his sacred do
nations: each priest shall keep what is given to him.
11 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 12 Speak to the Isra
elite people and say to them:
If any man's wife has gone astray and broken faith with
him 13 in that a man has had carnal relations with her un
beknown to her husband, and she keeps secret the fact
that she has defiled herself without being forced, and
there is no witness against her-14 but a fit of jealousy
comes over him and he is wrought up about the wife who
has defiled herself; or if a fit of jealousy comes over one
and he is wrought up about his wife although she has not
defiled herself-15 the man shall bring his wife to the
priest. And he shall bring as an offering for her one-tenth
of an ephah of barley flour. No oil shall be poured upon it
and no frankincense shall be laid on it, for it is a meal of
fering of jealousy, a meal offering of remembrance which
recalls wrongdoing.
16 The priest shall bring her forward and have her stand
before the LORD. 17 The priest shall take sacral water in
an earthen vessel and, taking some of the earth that is on
the floor of the Tabernacle, the priest shall put it into the
water. 18 After he has made the woman stand before the
LoRD, the priest shall bare the woman's head< and place
upon her hands the meal offering of remembrance, which
is a meal offering of jealousy. And in the priest's hands
shall be the water of bitterness d·that induces the spell. ·d
1 9 The priest shall adjure the woman, saying to her, "If
no man has lain with you, if you have not gone astray in
defilement while married to your husband, be immune
to harm from this water of bitterness that induces the
spell. 20 But if you have gone astray while married to
your husband and have defiled yourself, if a man other
than your husband has had carnal relations with you"a Lit. "redeemer. "
b Cf Leu. P5f
c See note at Lev. 10. 6 .
d-d Meauing of Heb. uucertaiu.
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1 1-31: The ordeal, or more cor
rectly, the trial of the suspected
adulteress, is a means of allaying
or confirming the fears of a hus
band that his wife was unfaithful.
Marital infidelity by the woman is
a grave offense because it threat
ens the purity of the lineage. Adul
tery is defined as involving sexual
contact between a married woman
and a man other than her hus
band, and is a capital crime
(Lev. 20.10). (Since Israel was a
polygynous society, sexual contact
between a married man and an
unmarried woman was not con
sidered adultery, although it was
not encouraged.) When conclusive
evidence is lacking, judgment and
subsequent punishment is left in
the hands of the divine. Water or
deals of varying types are attested
from the ancient Near East. In the
Babylonian Laws of Hammurabi,
§132, (18th century BCE), one
method of determining the guilt or
innocence of a suspected adulter
ess is the river ordeal, in which the
woman is thrown into the water
and her fate is left to the river god.
According to the Mishnah, the bib
lical ordeal for a suspected adul
teress was suspended after the de
struction of the Second Temple,
one reason being the uncontrol
lable number of cases of adultery
(m. Sot. 9.9). The episode of the
suspected adulteress is narrated
here for two reasons: The ritual
utilizes earth from the floor of the
Tabernacle (v. 17), the focus of the
previous chapter, and the ritual,
like the guilt offering, is connected
to broken faith (see vv. 6, 12).
1 2: If a man's wife lias gone astray:
The initial sin of .the woman may
be a violation of the marriage
oath. Rashi understands it as the
woman having gone mad. 1 4: The
reason for the husband's jealousy
is not stated but may be that
his wife is pregnant and he ques
tions the paternity of the child.
1 5-26: The husband brings a me
nial meal offering, and the priest
prepares a mixture of sacral water,
dust from the sanctuary floor, and
ink rubbed off the inscription of
the curse for the woman to drink.
Most importantly, the priest ad-
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21 here the priest shall administer the curse of adjuration
to the woman, as the priest goes on to say to the woman
" may the LoRD make you a curse and an imprecation
among your people, as the LoRD causes your thigh to sag
and your belly to distend; 22 may this water that induces
the spell enter your body, causing the belly to distend and
the thigh to sag." And the woman shall say, "Amen,
amen!"
23 The priest shall put these curses down in writing and
rub it off into the water of bitterness. 24 He is to make the
woman drink the water of bitterness that induces the
spell, so that the spell-inducing water may enter into her
to bring on bitterness. 25 Then the priest shall take from
the woman's hand the meal offering of jealousy, elevate
the meal offering before the LoRD, and present it on the
altar. 26 The priest shall scoop out of the meal offering a
token part of it and turn it into smoke on the altar. Last, he
shall make the woman drink the water.
27 Qnce he has made her drink the water-if she has de
filed herself by breaking faith with her husband, the spell
inducing water shall enter into her to bring on bitterness,
so that her belly shall distend and her thigh shall sag; and
the woman shall become a curse among her people. 28 But
if the woman has not defiled herself and is pure, she shall
be unharmed and able to retain seed.
29 This is the ritual in cases of jealousy, when a woman
goes astray while married to her husband and defiles her
self, 3 D or when a fit of jealousy comes over a man and he is
wrought up over his wife: the woman shall be made to
stand before the LORD and the priest shall carry out all this
ritual with her. 31 The man shall be clear of guilt; but that
woman shall suffer for her guilt.

6 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the Israel

ites and say to them: If anyone, man or woman, explic
itly• utters a nazirite's vow, to set himself apart for· the
LORD, 3 he shall abstain from wine and any other intoxi
cant; he shall not drink vinegar of wine or of any other
intoxicant, neither shall he drink anything in which
grapes have been steeped, nor eat grapes fresh or dried.
4 Throughout his term as nazirite, he may not eat anything
that is obtained from the grapevine, even seeds or skin.b
5 Throughout the term of his vow as nazirite, no razor
shall touch his head; it shall remain consecrated until the
completion of his term as nazirite of the LORD, the hair of
a See rtote at LL'V.

b Meartirtg of Heb. l)ar�annim artd zag uncertain.
22.21.
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ministers the woman's oath and
utters the curse that takes effect if
she is guilty. 18: Water of bitterness
seems to refer to the bitter taste of
the water, which contains ink and
dust, probably mixed with ashes
fallen to the sanctuary floor from
the altar. Alternatively, the "bitter
ness" can refer to the punishment,
apparently a distended utems, a
possible miscarriage, and ultimate
infertility (so medieval commenta
tors). A third interpretation trans
lates the Heb term "hamarim"
as "instructing," derived from a
different verbal root ("y-r-h").
Thereby, the waters reveal the
woman's innocence or guilt.
21: This v. repeats the curse; it can
be explained as an interpolation
that adds God to the formula.

22: The woman shall say, "Amen,
amen!": Amen or twice amen is an

affirmation of truth often attached
to oaths (Deut. 27.15-26; Neh.
5·1J). An archeological discovery
of a letter from the 7th century BCE
that records the petition of an Isra
elite worker to his officer, uses
"Amen" to affirm the truth of the
worker's statement. Oaths and
curses similar in formula to those
uttered in this biblical case are
known from ancient Near Eastern
treaties. In the case of the biblical
adulteress, as well as in some non
biblical examples, the function of
the water mixture is to effectuate
the oath. 27-28: These vv. repeat
the two possible results of the trial.
29-31 : This is the ritual, or instruc
tion, "Torah." Priestly legislation
often concludes with these types of
summary statements (see conclud
ing verses in Lev. chs 7, 11, 15).

6.1-21: Vow of the Nazirite. By
taking the vow of a Nazirite an Is
raelite consecrates himself or her
self to God for a limited time pe
riod, becoming a type of lay priest,
with restrictions similar to those of
priests. The vow entails a number
of restrictions to the person's
lifestyle: abstaining from fer
mented drinks and grape prod
ucts; abstaining from cutting the
hair; and abstaining from coming
in contact with the dead. (This ex
plains why Samson, who was a
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his head being left to grow untrimmed. 6 Throughout the
term that he has set apart for the LoRD, he shall not go in
where there is a dead person. 7 Even if his father or
mother, or his brother or sister should die, he must not de
file himself for them, since •·hair set apart for his God ·• is
upon his head: 8 throughout his term as nazirite he is con
secrated to the LoRD.
9 If a person dies suddenly near him,b defiling his conse
crated hair, he shall shave his head on the day he becomes
clean; he shall shave it on the seventh day. lO On the eighth
day he shall bring two turtledoves or two pigeons to the
priest, at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 11 The priest
shall offer one as a sin offering and the other as a burnt of
fering, and make expiation on his behalf for the guilt that
he incurred through the corpse. That same day he shall re
consecrate his head 12 and rededicate to the LoRD his term
as nazirite; and he shall bring a lamb in its first year as a
penalty offering. The previous period shall be void, since
his consecrated hair was defiled.
B This is the ritual for the nazirite: On the day that his
term as nazirite is completed, he< shall be brought to the
entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 1 4 As his offering to the
LoRD he shall present: one male lamb in its first year,
without blemish, for a burnt offering; one ewe lamb in its
first year, without blemish, for a sin offering; one ram
without blemish for an offering of well-being; 15 a basket
of unleavened cakes of choice flour with oil mixed in, and
unleavened wafers spread with oil; and the proper meal
offerings and libations.
16 The priest shall present them before the LORD and
offer the sin offering and the burnt offering. 1 7 He shall
offer the ram as a sacrifice of well-being to the LoRD, to
gether with the basket of unleavened cakes; the priest
shall also offer the meal offerings and the libations. 1B The
nazirite shall then shave his consecrated hair, at the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting, and take the locks of his
consecrated hair and put them on the fire that is under the
sacrifice of well-being.
1 9 The priest shall take the shoulder of the ram when it
has been boiled, one unleavened cake from the basket,
and one unleavened wafer, and place them on the hands
of the nazirite after he has shaved his consecrated hair.
20 The priest shall elevate them as an elevation offering be
fore the LoRD; and this shall be a sacred donation for the
priest, in addition to the breast of the elevation offering
n-n Otl1ers "/Jis consecratio11 II lifo God. "
b Cf Num. 19.14-16.
c Or "it," i.e., tiJe consecrated !Jnir; cf v. 19.
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Nazirite, was not supposed to cut
his hair.) The Rabbis explain that
the passage on Nazirite vows fol
lows the section on the suspected
adulteress to teach that abstinence
from drink is commendable, since
drinking intoxicants can lead to
adultery (b. Sot. za). Modern criti
cal approaches connect the sec
tions by their emphasis on the key
roles of the priests. 9-12: Contami
nation by a corpse requires shav
ing the hair and following the pu
rifica tion process outlined in ch 19.
After purification, the Nazirite
restarts his or her original vow
timetable. Defilement of a Nazirite
affects the consecrated hair rather
than the person. 1 8: The signifi
cance of the hair is also apparent at
the completion ceremony, at which
time it is burnt in the fire under
neath (the pot of) the Nazirite's
sacrifice of well-being. Hair offer
ings are known from ancient prac
tices in the Aegean. 1 3-20: The
rites that the Nazirite undergoes
at the completion of the vow not
only commemorate the fulfillment
of the vow but function as a transi
tional ritual that allows the person
to return to his or her former sta
tus. In this Priestly passage, the
role of the priest in the ceremony
is central to the discussion of the
Nazirite. These verses concern a
Nazirite for a prescribed period of
time; Judg. ch 13 depicts Samson
as a lifetime Nazirite, with similar
restrictions.
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and the thigh of gift offering. After that the nazirite may
drink wine.
21 Such is the obligation of a nazirite; except that he who
vows an offering to the LoRD of what he can afford, beyond
his nazirite requirements, must do exactly according to the
vow that he has made beyond his obligation as a nazirite.
22 The LoRD spoke to Moses: 23 Speak to Aaron and his
sons: Thus shall you bless the people of Israel. Say to
them:
24The LoRD bless you and protect you!
25 The LoRD •·deal kindly and graciously with you!·•
26 The LoRD b·bestow His favorb upon you and grant
you peace!<
27 Thus they shall link My name with the people of Is
rael, and I will bless them.

7 On the day that Moses finished setting up the Taberna

cle, he anointed and consecrated it and all its furnish
ings, as well as the altar and its utensils. When he had
anointed and consecrated them, 2 the chieftains of Israel,
the heads of ancestral houses, namely, the chieftains of
the tribes, those who were in charge of enrollment, drew
neard 3 and brought their offering before the LoRD: six
draught carts and twelve oxen, a cart for every two chief
tains and an ox for each one.
When they had brought them before the Tabernacle,
n-n Others "mnke Hisfnce to s!Jine upon t!Jee nnd be grncious to thee. "
b-b Others "lift up His cowttennnce. "
c Or "friendship. "
d Cf Exod. 14.10.

6.22-27: The priestly blessing.
Another duty of priests is to
bless the community of Israel
(Lev. 9.22-23; Deut. 10.8; 21.5) or
individual Israelites (1 Sam. 2.20)
in the name of the LoRD. The
three-part blessing here invokes
God's mercy and favor toward the
children of Israel for the sake of
their general well-being,
"shalom." Each of the three parts
is longer than the preceding one,
emphasizing the overflowing of
blessing that is hoped for. Ibn Ezra
connects Aaron's blessing of Israel
at the dedication of the Tabernacle
(Lev. 9.22-23) to the priestly bless
ing in Numbers. An interpretive
version of the priestly blessing,
contained in the sectarian litera
ture of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ex-

pands the biblical text to more
clearly define the particulars
of God's blessing (1QS 2.2-4).
25: Deal ki11dly is more literally
"shine His face," a sign of favor.
Similarly in v. 26, bestow /zis favor is
"raise His head." The Bible often
refers to God in such anthropo
morphic terms. 27: The prescrip
tion to place God's name upon Is
rael may refer to amulets inscribed
with the name of the LoRD worn
around the neck. This interpreta
tion is supported by the discovery
in a Jerusalem tomb of two silver
amulets incised with slightly
shorter versions of the priestly
benediction in Numbers. These
First Temple-period amulets tes
tify to the antiquity of the blessing.
The priestly blessing has been pre-
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served to modernity in Jewish
liturgy as part of the '"Amidah"
and in the blessing recited by par
ents for their children on Friday
night. A11d I will bless them: The
Heb actually reads, "and I will
bless you (plural)." Ibn Ezra cor
rectly explains that "you" refers to
the priests; the priests bless Israel
and God in turn blesses the priests.

7.1-89: Final preparation for the

operation of the Tabernacle cult.

After the organization of the camp
and the relegation of duties to the
Levites and priests, Moses conse
crates the Tabernacle and its im
plements and outfits it with sup
plies necessary for its operation.
The consecration of the altar re
peats the account in Lev. chs B--9,
expanding the narrative in Leviti
cus by adding the chieftains' gifts.
The tribal chieftains bring joint
gifts, representing all Israel
equally (cf. Exod. 30.15), as well as
gifts from their separate tribes.
Joint initiatory gifts for the sanctu
ary consist of six carts and twelve
oxen. The carts and oxen are given
to the Gershonite and Merarite
Levitic clans for transporting the
portable Tabernacle. The Kohath
ites do not receive carts because
they must carry the sacred objects
on their shoulders. Individual
chieftains bring their tribe's gifts
and dedication offerings for
twelve consecutive days, one
chieftain per day. The insertion of
this information a t this point fits
with the previous assignment of
Levitic tasks and the appointment
of tribal heads. 1: Anointing the
Tabernacle and its implements
with oil as an act of consecration
is an ancient Near Eastern practice.
In the Bible, a comparable act is
performed by Jacob at Bethel
when he anoints the pillar that
he erects to mark the holiness
of the site. Jacob then designates
the pillar as a future shrine
(Gen. 28.18-22). 2: According to
Rashi, the chieftains of Israel are
the same officers who were in
charge of the slaves in Egypt and
beaten on their (the Israelites') ac
count (see Exod. 5.14, where they
are called "foremen"). Now they
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4 the LoRD said to Moses: 5 Accept these from them for use
in the service of the Tent of Meeting, and give them to the
Levites according to their respective services.
6 Moses took the carts and the oxen and gave them to
the Levites. 7 Two carts and four oxen he gave to the Ger
shonites, as required for their service, 8 and four carts and
eight oxen he gave to the Merarites, as required for their
service-under the direction of lthamar son of Aaron the
priest. 9 But to the Kohathites he did not give any; since
theirs was the service of the [most] sacred objects, their
porterage was by shoulder.
10 The chieftains also brought the dedication offering for
the altar upon its being anointed. As the chieftains were
presenting their offerings before the altar, 11 the LORD said
to Moses: Let them present their offerings for the dedica
tion of the altar, one chieftain each day.
12 The one who presented his offering on the first day
was Nahshon son of Amminadab of the tribe of Judah.
13 His offering: one silver bowl weighing 130 shekels and
one silver basin of 70 shekels by the sanctuary weight,
both filled with choice flour with oil mixed in, for a meal
offering; 1 4 one gold ladle of 10 shekels, filled with in
cense; 15 one bull of the herd, one ram, and one lamb in its
first year, for a burnt offering; 16 one goat for a sin offering;
17 and for his sacrifice of well-being: two oxen, five rams,
five he-goats, and five yearling lambs. That was the offer
ing of Nahshon son of Amminadab.
18 On the second day, Nethanel son of Zuar, chieftain of
Issachar, made his offering. 1 9 He presented as his offering:
one silver bow I weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin
of 70 shekels by the sanctuary weight, both filled with
choice flour with oil mixed in, for a meal offering; 20 one
gold ladle of 10 shekels, filled with incense; 21 one bull of
the herd, one ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a
burnt offering; 22 one goat for a sin offering; 23 and for his
sacrifice of well-being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats,
and five yearling lambs. That was the offering of Nethanel
son of Zuar.
24 On the third day, it was the chieftain of the Zebulun
ites, Eliab son of Helon. 25 His offering: one silver bowl
weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70 shekels by
the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice flour with oil
mixed in, for a meal offering; 26 one gold ladle of 10
shekels, filled with incense; 27 one bull of the herd, one
ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt offering;
28 one goat for a sin offering; 29 and for his sacrifice of well
being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five yearling
lambs. That was the offering of Eliab son of Helon.
-
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are rewarded. 10: Dedication offer
ing for tile altar: In Heb "l:tanukah"
is the term for the opening dedica
tion of a house, temple, or altar
(d. Deut. 20.5; 1 Kings 8.63;
2 Chron. 7.9). Similarly, the holi
day of Hanukkah celebrates the
purification and rededication of
the Jerusalem Temple by the
Maccabees (1 Mace. 4-36--61).
The Torah reading for Hanukkah
is taken from this chapter in
Numbers. 12: fudall, as most
important, is mentioned first.
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3 0 On the fourth day, it was the chieftain of the Reuben
ites, Elizur son of Shedeur. 31 His offering: one silver bowl
weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70 shekels by
the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice flour with oil
mixed in, for a meal offering; 32 one gold ladle of 10
shekels, filled with incense; 33 one bull of the herd, one
ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt offering;
34 one goat for a sin offering; 35 and for his sacrifice of well
being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five yearling
lambs. That was the offering of Elizur son of Shedeur.
36 On the fifth day, it was the chieftain of the Simeonites,
Shelumiel son of Zurishaddai. 37 His offering: one silver
bowl weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70
shekels by the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice
flour with oil mixed in, for a meal offering; 38 one gold
ladle of 10 shekels, filled with incense; 39 one bull of the
herd, one ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt of
fering; 40 one goat for a sin offering; 41 and for his sacrifice
of well-being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five
yearling lambs. That was the offering of Shelumiel son of
Zurishaddai.
42 0n the sixth day, it was the chieftain of the Gadites,
Eliasaph son of Deuel. 43 His offering: one silver bowl
weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70 shekels by
the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice flour with oil
mixed in, for a meal offering; 44 one gold ladle of 10
shekels, filled with incense; 45 one bull of the herd, one
ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt offering;
4 6 one goat for a sin offering; 47 and for his sacrifice of well
being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five yearling
lambs. That was the offering of Eliasaph son of Deuel.
4BQn the seventh day, it was the chieftain of the Ephra
imites, Elishama son of Ammihud. 49 His offering: one sil
ver bowl weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70
shekels by the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice
flour with oil mixed in, for a meal offering; 5 0 one gold
ladle of 10 shekels, filled with incense; 51 one bull of the
herd, one ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt of
fering; 5 2 one goat for a sin offering; 53 and for his sacrifice
of well-being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five
yearling lambs. That was the offering of Elishama son of
Ammihud.
5 4 0n the eighth day, it was the chieftain of the Manas
sites, Gamaliel son of Pedahzur. 55 His offering: one silver
bowl weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70
shekels by the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice
flour with oil mixed in, for a meal offering; 5 6 one gold
ladle of 10 shekels, filled with incense; 57 one bull of the
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herd, one ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt of
fering; 5 8 one goat for a sin offering; 59 and for his sacrifice
of well-being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five
yearling lambs. That was the offering of Gamaliel son of
Pedahzur.
60 Qn the ninth day, it was the chieftain of the Benjamin
ites, Abidan son of Gideoni. 61 His offering: one silver
bowl weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70
shekels by the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice
flour with oil mixed in, for a meal offering; 62 one gold
ladle of 10 shekels, filled with incense; 63 one bull of the
herd, one ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt of
fering; 64 one goat for a sin offering; 65 and for his sacrifice
of well-being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five
yearling lambs. That was the offering of Abidan son of
Gideoni.
66 On the tenth day, it was the chieftain of the Danites,
Ahiezer son of Ammishaddai. 67 His offering: one silver
bowl weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70
shekels by the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice
flour with oil mixed in, for a meal offering; 68 one gold
ladle of 10 shekels, filled with incense; 69 one bull of the
herd, one ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt of
fering; 70 one goat for a sin offering; 71 and for his sacrifice
of well-being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five
yearling lambs. That was the offering of Ahiezer son of
Ammishaddai.
72 0n the eleventh day, it was the chieftain of the Asher
ites, Pagiel son of Ochran. 73 His offering: one silver bowl
weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70 shekels by
the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice flour with oil
mixed in, for a meal offering; 74one gold ladle of 10
shekels, filled with incense; 75 one bull of the herd, one
ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt offering;
76 one goat for a sin offering; 77 and for his sacrifice of well
being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five yearling
lambs. That was the offering of Pagiel son of Ochran.
78 Qn the twelfth day, it was the chieftain of the Naphta
lites, Ahira son of Enan. 79 His offering: one silver bowl
weighing 130 shekels and one silver basin of 70 shekels by
the sanctuary weight, both filled with choice flour with oil
mixed in, for a meal offering; so one gold ladle of 10
shekels, filled with incense; 8 1 one bull of the herd, one
ram, and one lamb in its first year, for a burnt offering;
82 one goat for a sin offering; 83 and for his sacrifice of well
being: two oxen, five rams, five he-goats, and five yearling
lambs. That was the offering of Ahira son of Enan.
84 This was the dedication offering for the altar from the
- 300-
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chieftains of Israel upon its being anointed: silver bowls,
12; silver basins, 12; gold ladles, 12. 85 Silver per bowl, 130;
per basin, 70. Total silver of vessels, 2AOO sanctuary
shekels. B6 The 12 gold ladles filled with incense-10 sanc
tuary shekels per ladle-total gold of the ladles, 120.
87Total of herd animals for burnt offerings, 12 bulls; of
rams, 12; of yearling Iambs, 12-with their proper meal
offerings; of goats for sin offerings, 12. 88 Total of herd ani
mals for sacrifices of well-being, 24 bulls; of rams, 6o; of
he-goats, 6o; of yearling lambs, 6o. That was the dedica
tion offering for the altar after its anointing.

7· 85-8 . 1 2

84-88: A typically Priestly sum

mary of the account. 89: This ap
pended v. reiterates how Moses
communicates with God in the
Tent of Meeting, the portable site
for revelation where God dwells
(Exod. 25.17-22; Lev. 9.2)). God's
name is not mentioned but is sub
stituted by the Voice, a term that
is the precursor of the rabbinic
"bat kol," "daughter of the voice,"
or "echo," signifying a divine
voice from the heavens.

8.1-4: Lighting the lampstand.
89 When Moses went into the Tent of Meeting to speak
with Him, he would hear the Voice addressing him from
above the cover that was on top of the Ark of the Pact be
tween the two cherubim; thus He spoke to him.
BE-HA'ALOTEKHA

8 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to Aaron

and say to him, "When you mount• the lamps, let the
seven lamps give light at the front of the lampstand."
3 Aaron did so; he mounted the lamps at the front of the
lampstand, as the LoRD had commanded Moses.-4 Now
this is how the Iampstand was made: it was hammered
work of gold, hammered from base to petal. According to
the pattern that the LoRD had shown Moses, so was the
lampstand made.
5 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 6 Take the Levites
from among the Israelites and cleanse them. 7This is what
you shall do to them to cleanse them: sprinkle on them
water of purification, and let them go over their whole
body with a razor, and wash their clothes; thus they shall
be cleansed. 8 Let them take a bull of the herd, and with it
a meal offering of choice flour with oil mixed in, and you
take a second bull of the herd for a sin offering. 9 You shall
bring the Levites forward before the Tent of Meeting. As
semble the whole Israelite community, 1 0 and bring the Le
vites forward before the LORD. Let the Israelites lay their
hands upon the Levites, 1 1 and let Aaron designateb the
Levites before the LORD as an elevation offering from the
Israelites, that they may perform the service of the LORD.
12 The Levites shall now lay their hands upon the heads of
the bulls; one shall be offered to the LoRD as a sin offering
and the other as a burnt offering, to make expiation for the
Levites.
a Cf Exod. 25.37.

b Lit. "elevate."
- )0 1 -

Several passages in Exodus
(25.31-40; 27.2o-21; 30.7-8;
37.17-24; 40.4) and one in Leviti
cus (24.1-4) deal with the con
struction and lighting instructions
for the lampstand (menorah). Here
the instructions are fulfilled. Light
ing the lampstand inside the
Tabernacle is a logical conclusion
to 7.89, where Moses enters the
Tent of Meeting and communi
cates with God. Ibn Ezra explains
the textual placement as a lesson
that God's word also comes at
night, necessitating the light to
burn day and night. 2: Let the seven

lamps give ligl1t at the front of the
Iampstand: The lamps are posi
tioned on the stand facing for
ward, northward, to cast light on
the altar and the table with show
bread situated in front of the
menorah. Seven-spouted ceramic
lamps excavated from the shrine at
Dan, dating to the First Temple pe
riod, are shaped differently; they
are circular with spouts for wicks
projecting in all directions. 4: The
unit concludes in typically Priestly
fashion, that God's command was
executed exactly.

8.5-26: Cleansing of the Levites.
The duties of the Levites are expli
cated in the previous chs. Here
they undergo rites of ritual purifi
cation so that they can handle
the Tabernacle and its contents.
7: Cleansing entails being sprin
kled with water of purification
(fresh water mixed with the ashes
of the red cow; see ch 19), shaving
the entire body, and washing one's
clothing. 9-16: These preparatory
rituals are followed by sacrifices
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13 You shall place the Levites in attendance upon Aaron
and his sons, and designate them as an elevation offering
to the LoRD. 14 Thus you shall set the Levites apart from
the Israelites, and the Levites shall be Mine. 15 Thereafter
the Levites shall be qualified for the service of the Tent of
Meeting, once you have cleansed them and designated
them as an elevation offering. 16 For they are formally as
signed to Me from among the Israelites: I have taken them
for Myself in place of all the first issue of the womb, of all
the first-born of the Israelites. 17 For every first-born
among the Israelites, man as well as beast, is Mine; I con
secrated them to Myself at the time that I smote every
first-born in the land of Egypt. 18 Now I take the Levites
instead of every first-born of the Israelites; 1 9 and from
among the Israelites I formally assign the Levites to Aaron
and his sons, to perform the service for the Israelites in the
Tent of Meeting and to make expiation for the Israelites,
so that no plague may afflict the Israelites •·for corning·•
too near the sanctuary.
20Moses, Aaron, and the whole Israelite community did
with the Levites accordingly; just as the LoRD had com
manded Moses in regard to the Levites, so the Israelites did
with them. 21 The Levites purified themselves and washed
their clothes; and Aaron designated them as an elevation
offering before the LoRD, and Aaron made expiation for
them to cleanse them. 22 Thereafter the Levites were quali
fied to perform their service in the Tent of Meeting, under
Aaron and his sons. As the LoRD had commanded Moses
in regard to the Levites, so they did to them.
23 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 24 This is the rule
for the Levites. From twenty-five years of age up they
shall participate in the work force in the service of the Tent
of Meeting; 25 but at the age of fifty they shall retire from
the work force and shall serve no more. 26 They may assist
their brother Levites at the Tent of Meeting by standing
guard, but they shall perform no labor. Thus you shall
deal with the Levites in regard to their duties.

9 The LORD spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai,

on the first new moon of the second year following the
exodus from the land of Egypt, saying: 2 Let the Israelite
people offer the passover sacrifice at its set time: 3 you
shall offer it on the fourteenth day of this month, at twi
light, at its set time; you shall offer it in accordance with
all its rules and rites.

n-n

Lit. "whe11 the Israelites come."
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and a laying-on-of-hands cere
mony in front of the Tent of Meet
ing. In a gesture reminiscent of
laying hands upon the heads of
sacrificial animals (8.12), a group
of Israelite representatives lay
their hands on the Levites as
Aaron designates them (the Le
vites) as an elevation offering from
IsraeL These rituals officially sepa
rate the Levites from other Israel
ites and dedicate them to God's
service. 23-26: The last vv. of this
section specify the age limits for
Levi tic duties. The starting age for
joining the Levite work force, age
25, conflicts with the starting age
for being counted in the census,
age 30 (ch 4). This suggests that
the Priestly material in Numbers
has a complex history, though rab
binic interpretation harmonizes
the conflicting numbers by surmis
ing that between the ages of 25
and 30 Levite·s function as assis
tants and only at age 30 are they
counted as full-fledged members
of the work force.

9.1-14: First Passover in the
wilderness. Israel observed the
first Passover in Egypt just prior to
the exodus (Exod. ch 12). Now,
one year later, as Israel prepares to
depart from Sinai, it celebrates the
· first Passover in the wilderness.
Here the Passover is bound to the
Sinaitic covenant, including the
laws of ritual purity that must be
observed inside the camp in the
presence of the Tabernacle. The
time-bound obligation to partake
of the Passover sacrifice presents a
legal problem for Israelites who
are ritually impure from contact
with a corpse. The issue is re
solved with the designation of an
alternate Passover, one month
later, for persons in a state of im
purity or on a distant journey. Ac
cording to the Chronicler, King
Hezekiah (late 8 th century BCE)
also postponed one Passover to
the second month. In that case, not
enough priests were in a state of
purity and those Israelites residing
in the north needed time to assem
ble in Jerusalem (2 Chron. 30).
Passover is the only festival or rit
ual for which a "make-up" is
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4 Moses instructed the Israelites to offer the passover
sacrifice; 5 and they offered the passover sacrifice in the
first month, on the fourteenth day of the month, at twi
light, in the wilderness of Sinai. Just as the LORD had com
manded Moses, so the Israelites did.
6 But there were some men who were unclean by reason
of a corpse and could not offer the passover sacrifice on
that day. Appearing that same day before Moses and
Aaron, 7 those men said to them,a "Unclean though we are
by reason of a corpse, why must we be debarred from pre
senting the LoRD's offering at its set time with the rest of
the Israelites?" 8 Moses said to them, "Stand by, and let me
hear what instructions the LoRD gives about you."
9 And the LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 10 Speak to the
Israelite people, saying: When any of you or of your pos
terity who are defiled by a corpse or are on a long journey
would offer a passover sacrifice to the LORD, 11 they shall
offer it in the second month, on the fourteenth day of the
month, at twilight. They shall eat it with unleavened
bread and bitter herbs, 12 and they shall not leave any of it
over until morning. They shall not break a bone of it. They
shall offer it in strict accord with the law of the passover
sacrifice. 13 But if a man who is clean and not on a journey
refrains from offering the passover sacrifice, that person
shall be cut off from his kin, for he did not present the
LoRD's offering at its set time; that man shall bear his
guilt.
14 And when a stranger who resides with you would
offer a passover sacrifice to the LORD, he must offer it in
accordance with the rules and rites of the passover sacri
fice. There shall be one law for you, whether stranger or
citizen of the country.
1 5 0n the day that the Tabernacle was set up, the cloud
covered the Tabernacle, the Tent of the Pact; and in the
evening it rested over the Tabernacle in the likeness of fire
until morning. 16 It was always so: the cloud covered it,
appearing as fire by night. 17 And whenever the cloud
lifted from the Tent, the Israelites would set out accord
ingly; and at the spot where the cloud settled, there the Is
raelites would make camp. 18 At a command of the LORD
the Israelites broke camp, and at a command of the LORD
they made camp: they remained encamped as long as the
cloud stayed over the Tabernacle. 19 When the cloud lin
gered over the Tabernacle many days, the Israelites ob
served the LoRD's mandate and did not journey on. 2o At
n

Lit. "/rim."
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scheduled; this is because of the
importance of the festival as an ac
knowledgment of God's role as re
deemer from Egypt. 1 0: Defiled by
a corpse or are on a long journey:
Both of these exemptions require
further definition. According to
the Rabbis, corpse defilement is in
clusive of all other impurities; the
distance that qualifies as a long
journey from the Temple is de
bated. 1 4: Observance of the Pass
over is mandatory both for Israel
ites and resident aliens, though
according to Exod. 12-48, only
circumcised resident aliens may
partake.

9.15-23: The divine fire-cloud.
This passage is strategically placed
just prior to Israel's resumption of
the desert march which was inter
rupted by their encampment at
Sinai (Exod. 19.1-Num. 10.1). The
fire-cloud, God's manifestation to
Israel, guides the movement of the
traveling camp as a cloud by day
and a fire a t night. When the fire
cloud descends over the Taberna
cle, Israel camps; when it rises, Is
rael marches (also Exod. 40.)6--38).
The cloudy fiery aura of the LoRD
is a divine feature also found in
non-Israelite societies; it arrives
over the Tabernacle once that
structure is completed (v. 15) and
serves as a sign of divine favor. In
other Priestly writings this divine
fire is called "kavod," God's Pres
ence or glory (Exod. 24. 16--17;
2 Chron. 7·J). In the account of the
burning bush (Exod. ch 3) and
Ezekiel's vision of the divine char
iot (Ezek. ch 1), God also manifests
Himself as, or from within, fire.
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such times as the cloud rested over the Tabernacle for but
a few days, they remained encamped at a command of the
LORD, and broke camp at a command of the LoRD. 21 And
at such times as the cloud stayed from evening until
morning, they broke camp as soon as the cloud lifted in
the morning. Day or night, whenever the cloud lifted,
they would break camp. 22 Whether it was two days or a
month or a year-however long the cloud lingered over
the Tabernacle-the Israelites remained encamped and
did not set out; only when it lifted did they break camp.
23 On a sign from the LORD they made camp and on a sign
from the LoRD they broke camp; they observed the LORD's
mandate at the LORD's bidding through Moses.
The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: Have two silver
trumpets made; make them of hammered work.
1They0shall
serve you to summon the community and to
2

set the divisions in motion. 3 When both are blown in long
blasts,a the whole community shall assemble before you at
the entrance of the Tent of Meeting; 4 and if only one is
blown, the chieftains, heads of Israel's contingents, shall
assemble before you. 5 But when you sound short blasts
the divisions encamped on the east shall move forward;
6 and when you sound short blasts a second time, those
encamped on the south shall move forward. Thus short
blasts shall be blown for setting them in motion, 7 while to
convoke the congregation you shall blow long blasts, not
short ones. B The trumpets shall be blown by Aaron's sons,
the priests; they shall be for you an institution for all time
throughout the ages.
9b·When you are at warb in your land against an aggres
sor who attacks you, you shall sound short blasts on the
trumpets, that you may be remembered before the LoRD
your God and be delivered from your enemies. 10 And on
your joyous occasions-your fixed festivals and new
moon days-you shall sound the trumpets over your
burnt offerings and your sacrifices of well-being. They
shall be a reminder of you before your God: I, the LoRD,
am your God.
,a

11 In the second year, on the twentieth day of the second
month, the cloud lifted from the Tabernacle of the Pact
12 and the Israelites set out on their journeys from the
wilderness of Sinai. The cloud came to rest in the wilder
ness of Paran.
13 When the march was to begin, at the LORD's comn Menning of Heb. wrcertnin.

b-b Menning of Heb. rmcertnin.

10.1-10: The silver trumpets. The
trumpets, like the fire-cloud, sum
mon the Israelite divisions to
march. Together, the fire-cloud
and trumpets appeal to the senses
of hearing and sight. Similarly,
both senses are invoked in the rev
elation at Sinai by thunder, light
ning, and dense cloud cover
(Exod. 19.16). Usually an animal
horn, a shofar, is used to signal the
people to assemble for religious or
military purposes (i.e., Lev. 25.9;
Judg. ).27). Trumpets, presumably
of metal, are attested in a number
of biblical texts, primarily of
Priestly authorship. Only trumpets
explicitly manufactured of silver
are mentioned in this text. Trum
pets play a significant role in the
postbiblical War Scroll, a descrip
tion of the eschatological war
found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.
9-10: In wartime, the sound of the
trumpets alerts God that Israel is
in trouble; at festivals, the sound
of the trumpets is a reminder that
Israel stands before God, no doubt
as a blessing. The Rabbis used the
final verse in this section as the
foundation on which they con
structed the three-part "Musaf"
(additional prayer) of Rosh
Ha-Shanah. I, tl1e LORD, am your
God stands for God's kingship
("malkhuyot" -kingship); you
shall sound the trumpets stands for
trumpets or horns ("shofarot"
related to the shofar or ram's
horn); tlrey shall be a reminder of
you before your God stands for
memorials ("zikhronot"
remembrance).
10.1 1-12.16: The march from
Sinai to the desert of Paran.
10.11-28: Order of march. The
second major literary unit in
Numbers begins here. (The chap
ter numbers in our Bibles date
from the 13th century CE, so it is
not surprising that a major unit
may begin in the middle of a chap
ter.) It starts with the Israelite de
parture from Sinai to resume their
journey through the wilderness.
The four camp divisions travel in a
single column while maintaining
the same order as in camp. The di
vision of Judah leads, reflecting
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mand through Moses, 14 the first standard to set out, troop
by troop, was the division of Judah. In command of its
troops was Nahshon son of Amminadab; 15 in command
of the tribal troop of Issachar, Nethanel son of Zuar; 16 and
in command of the tribal troop of Zebulun, Eliab son of
Helon.
17 Then the Tabernacle would be taken apart; and the
Gershonites and the Merarites, who carried the Taberna
cle, would set out.
18 The next standard to set out, troop by troop, was the
division of Reuben. In command of its troop was Elizur
son of Shedeur; 1 9 in command of the tribal troop of Sim
eon, Shelumiel son of Zurishaddai; 20 and in command of
the tribal troop of Gad, Eliasaph son of Deuel.
21 Then the Kohathites, who carried the sacred objects,
would set out; and by the time they arrived, the Taberna
cle would be set up again.
22 The next standard to set out, troop by troop, was the
division of Ephraim. In command of its troop was Elish
ama son of Ammihud; 23 in command of the tribal troop of
Manasseh, Gamaliel son of Pedahzur; 24 and in command
ofthe tribal troop of Benjamin, Abidan son of Gideoni.
25 Then, as the rear guard of all the divisions, the stan
dard of the division of Dan would set out, troop by troop.
In command of its troop was Ahiezer son of Ammishad
dai; 26 in command of the tribal troop of Asher, Pagiel son
of Ochran; 27 and in command of the tribal troop of Naph
tali, Ahira son of Enan.
28 Such was the order of march of the Israelites, as they
marched troop by troop.
29 Moses said to Hobab son of Reuel the Midianite,
Moses' father-in-law, "We are setting out for the place of
which the LoRD has said, 'I will give it to you.' Come with
us and we will be generous with you; for the LORD has
promised to be generous to Israel."
30 "I will not go," he replied to him, "but will return
to my native land." 31 He said, "Please do not leave us,
inasmuch as you know where we should camp in the
wilderness and can be our guide! 32 So if you come with
us, we will extend to you the same bounty that the LoRD
grants us."
33 They marched from the mountain of the LORD a dis
tance of three days. The Ark of the Covenant of the LoRD
traveled in front of them on that three days' journey to
a

Lit. "eyes. "
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yet again the importance o f this
tribe; they are followed by the Ger
shonites and Merarites who carry
the structural parts of the Taberna
cle. The division of Reuben is next,
followed by the Kohathites with
the sacred objects. In that way the
structure of the Tabernacle can be
reassembled by the time the sanc
tuary objects reach an encamp
ment stop. The last two divisions,
those led by Ephraim and then
Dan, bring up the rear. 29-32:
From this point until the end of ch
12 the narrative style and contents
reflect the writing of the JE
source(s). The focus switches to
the story of the journey, without
the features that characterize the
Priestly source: genealogical lists,
lengthy discussions of priestly
laws, and ritual regulations. At the
outset of the march, Moses per
suades his father-in-law to help
guide Israel through the wilder
ness. 29: Hobab son of Reuel the
Midianite: In Exodus, the name of
Moses' father-in-law appears as
Reuel (2.18) or Jethro (18.1ff). One
of those names, Reuel, may be his
Midianite clan name (Gen. ]6.17).
Some scholars think that Hobab
(Jethro), who was a priest of Mid
ian, was a worshipper of the LoRD
and that Moses actually adopted
this deity as Israel's God after
learning of Him from his father-in
law. These scholars refer to the
theophoric place-name YHW' in
the Sinai which is mentioned in an
Egyptian text (14th century), as
well as biblical references that
the LoRD came from that region
(Deut. 33.2; Judg. 5.4; Hab. J.J). As
a biblical prooftext they also use
Jethro's exclamation to Moses that
"the LoRD is greater than all gods"
(Exod. 18.11). This is highly hypo
thetical. In the latter statement,
however, Jethro may simply be re
acting in awe to Israel's redemp
tion from Egypt. In any case,
Hobab (Jethro) is welcome in the
Israelite camp. 33-36: According
to this JE tradition, the Ark travels
in front of the Israelite camp rather
than in its midst (d. vv. 1 1-28). lt
is striking that the two different
traditions about the place of the
Ark are juxtaposed so closely to

NUMBERS 10. 34-1 1.10
seek out a resting place for them; 34 and the LORD's cloud
kept above them by day, as they moved on from camp.
35 When the Ark was to set out, Moses would say:
Advance, 0 LoRD!
May Your enemies be scattered,
And may Your foes flee before You!
36 And when it halted, he would say:
•-Return, 0 LoRD,
You who are Israel's myriads of thousands!·•
The people took to complaining bitterly before the
LoRD. The LoRD heard and was incensed: a fire of
1the 1LORD
broke out against them, ravaging the outskirts of

the camp. 2 The people cried out to Moses. Moses prayed
to the LORD, and the fire died down. 3 That place was
named Taberah/ because a fire of the LoRD had broken
out against them.
4 The riffraff in their midst felt a gluttonous craving; and
then the Israelites wept and said, "If only we had meat to
eat! 5 We remember the fish that we used to eat free in
Egypt, the cucumbers, the melons, the leeks, the onions,
and the garlic. & Now our gullets are shriveled. There is
nothing at all! Nothing but this manna to look to!"
7 Now the manna was like coriander seed, and in color
it was like bdellium. B The people would go about and
gather it, grind it between millstones or pound it in a mor
tar, boil it in a pot, and make it into cakes. It tasted like
rich cream.< 9 When the dew fell on the camp at night, the
manna would fall upon it.

lO Moses heard the people weeping, every clan apart,
each person at the entrance of his tent. The LORD was very
a-a Others "Return, 0 LoRD, 1111to the
te11 tlrousands of the families of lsrnel1"
c Lit. "cream of oil (or,fat)."
b From root b'r, "to burn."

each other, but this typifies the
Torah (compare, e.g., the two con
flicting creation accounts that open
Genesis). Ibn Ezra and Ramban
reconcile this contradiction by sug
gesting that initially, to alleviate
Israel's fears, the Ark led the
group. 35-36: The song of the Ark,
evidently part of a Mosaic tradi
tion, is a type of victory song
praising God as a divine warrior,
the defender of IsraeL Its insertion
here may be related to the first
word of the song, "binsoa'," which
picks up on the key word of this

subsection, "travel" (of the Ark).
Here the Ark can be understood as
God's chariot. This poem is pre
served in Jewish tradition in the
liturgy as part of the Torah service.
36: Myriads of thousands is an epi
thet of the LoRD as a warrior
similar to the more common
biblical epithet LoRD of Hosts
(1 Sam. 17.45; Isa. 1.24; 21.10;
Zeph. 2. 9).

1 1 .1-35: Murmuring in the
wilderness. As the Israelites re
sume their long trek in the wilder-
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ness, they fall into a pattern of
complaining. After each incident
God reacts by punishing the peo
ple, essentially because the griev
ances reflect disloyalty to the
Sinai tic covenant. Moses responds
to God's action by interceding on
Israel's behalf-this is a typical
role of biblical prophets (see, e.g.,
Jer. 7.16; 11.14; 14.11). The biblical
writer preserves the incident in the
collective memory of Israel by
naming the location after the event
that occurred there. This cycle re
peats in one form or another
throughout the wanderings. Two
complaint stories are found in this
chapter. 1-3: The grievance in the
first case is not specified, but
God's punishment, deadly fire,
is mentioned. The place name,
Taberah, recalls the punishment by
fire, and might be connected to
the manifestation of God as fire in
ch 9- Clearly, there is an intended
lesson for Israel, but it is not
heeded and the murmuring con
tinues. 4-35: The second incident
is far more detailed and complex.
It originates from the camp's
non-Israelite contingent which
joined the Israelites in the exodus
(Exod. 12.38). The people crave a
more varied diet than just manna,
like the one they claim was avail
able in Egypt. As commonly hap
pens, the complaints of a few are
echoed by the entire group. This
larger section seems to combine
two originally independent stories
concerning the quail and the sev
enty elders. 4-5: If only we had
meat. . . . we remember thefish: Meat
may actually refer to fish, a cheap
and ample food from the Nile.
Why the Israelites do not slaughter
animals from their herds (Exod.
12.38; Num. 32. 1) is not explained
in the text. 7-9: Manna is de
scribed here as a rich and tasty
food suitable for various modes of
preparation. This positive depic
tion of manna underscores the un
justified complaints of the people.
Some scholars identify the manna
with the edible sap of the tamarisk
tree that forms flaky sweet pellets
in conjunction with the activity of
plant lice. Its description here dif
fers from Exod. 16.31; this is recon-
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angry, and Moses was distressed. 11 And Moses said to the
LORD, "Why have You dealt ill with Your servant, and
why have I not enjoyed Your favor, that You have laid the
burden of all this people upon me? 12 Did I conceive all
this people, did I bear them, that You should say to me,
'Carry them in your bosom as a nurse carries an infant,' to
the land that You have promised on oath to their fathers?
13 Where am I to get meat to give to all this people, when
they whine before me and say, 'Give us meat to eat!' 14 I
cannot carry all this people by myself, for it is too much
for me. 15 If You would deal thus with me, kill me rather, I
beg You, and let me see no more of my wretchedness!"
1 6 Then the LORD said to Moses, "Gather for Me seventy
of Israel's elders of whom you have experience as elders
and officers of the people, and bring them to the Tent of
Meeting and let them take their place there with you. 1 7 I
will come down and speak with you there, and I will draw
upon the spirit that is on you and put it upon them; they
shall share the burden of the people with you, and you
shall not bear it alone. 18 And say to the people: •·Purify
yourselves·• for tomorrow and you shall eat meat, for you
have kept whining before the LoRD and saying, 'If only we
had meat to eat! Indeed, we were better off in Egypt!' The
LoRD will give you meat and you shall eat. 19 You shall eat
not one day, not two, not even five days or ten or twenty,
20but a whole month, until it comes out of your nostrils
and becomes loathsome to you. For you have rejected the
LoRD who is among you, by whining before Him and say
ing, 'Oh, why did we ever leave Egypt!' "
21 But Moses said, "The people bwho are with me·b
number six hundred thousand men; yet You say, 'I will
give them enough meat to eat for a whole month.'
22 Could enough flocks and herds be slaughtered to suffice
them? Or could all the fish of the sea be gathered for them
to suffice them?" 23 And the LoRD answered Moses, <·"Is
there a limit to the LoRD's power?·< You shall soon see
whether what I have said happens to you or not!"
24 Moses went out and reported the words of the LORD
to the people. He gathered seventy of the people's elders
and stationed them around the Tent. 25 Then the LORD
came down in a cloud and spoke to him; He drew upon
the spirit that was on him and put it upon the seventy el
ders. And when the spirit rested upon them, they d·spoke
in ecstasy,·d but did not continue.
26 Two men, one named Eldad and the other Medad,
n-n I.e., ns for n sncriftcinl menl.
b-b Lit. "in whose midst I nm. "
c-c Lit. "Is the LoRD's hand too slwrt? "
d-d Others "propl�esicd. "

1 1 . 1 1-1 1 .26

ciled in classical Jewish thought by
suggesting that the manna could
take on various flavors (see, e.g.,
m. Yomn 75a). 1 0-35: Utterly frus
trated, Moses questions his heavy
burden of leadership and his abil
ity to succeed at it. He is ready to
die if no relief comes. The point of
this episode, including Moses' de
sire to satisfy the people, is to elicit
divine solutions for the problems.
Most important is the appoint
ment of seventy elders to assist
Moses. The judicial roles of Israel's
elders are legitimated for all time
because of their endowment with
Moses' spirit. Simultaneously, this
scene affirms Moses' human traits
and limitations. God's solution
to the meat crisis differs from an
earlier rendition of the story. In
Exod. ch 16, quail and manna are
God's gift to Israel; here in Num
bers the wording of their griev
ance bespeaks their desire to re
turn to Egypt, clearly a rejection of
God that warrants punishment.
Therefore, when the quail finally
arrive, many people become fa
tally ill from gorging themselves
with meat. Appropriately, the
place name for this event becomes
Kibroth-hattaavah, "burials of the
craving." 26-29: This account is
connected to the broader story
since both involve the transmis
sion of some of Moses' "spirit"
to other individuals (vv. 17, 26;
cf. v. 31 which uses the same Heb
word "rual:t" in its other sense of
"wind"). This story may reflect
an ancient debate concerning
whether there is only one legiti
mate prophet at a time, as as
sumed perhaps by Deut. 18.15-18,
or if there may be many prophets
in a single era.
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had remained in camp; yet the spirit rested upon them
they were among those recorded, but they had not gone
out to the Tent-and they •·spoke in ecstasy-• in the camp.
27 A youth ran out and told Moses, saying, "Eldad and
Medad are acting the prophet in the camp!" 28 And Joshua
son of Nun, Moses' attendant from his youth, spoke up
and said, "My lord Moses, restrain them!" 29 But Moses
said to him, "Are you wrought up on my account? Would
that all the LORD's people were prophets, that the LORD
put His spirit upon them!" 30 Moses then reentered the
camp together with the elders of Israel.
31 A wind from the LORD started up, swept quail from
the sea and strewed them over the camp, about a day's
journey on this side and about a day's journey on that
side, all around the camp, and some two cubits deep on
the ground. 32 The people set to gathering quail all that
day and night and all the next day-even he who gath
ered least had ten bomers-and they spread them out all
around the camp. 33 The meat was still between their
teeth, nor yet chewed/ when the anger of the LoRD blazed
forth against the people and the LoRD struck the people
with a very severe plague. 34 That place was named Kib
roth-hattaavah,c because the people who had the craving
were buried there.
35 Then the people set out from Kibroth-hattaavah for
Hazeroth.
When they were in Hazeroth, 1 Miriam and Aaron
against Moses because of the Cushite
1woman
2 spoke
he had married: "He married a Cushite woman!"

2 They said, "Has the LoRD spoken only through
Moses? Has He not spoken through us as well?" The
LORD heard it. 3 Now Moses was a very humble man,
more so than any other man on earth. 4 Suddenly the LoRD
called to Moses, Aaron, and Miriam, "Come out, you
three, to the Tent of Meeting." So the three of them went
out. 5 The LoRD came down in a pillar of cloud, stopped at
the entrance of the Tent, and called out, "Aaron and Mir
iam!" The two of them came forward; 6 and He said,
"Hear these My words: d-When a prophet of the LORD
arises among you, J-d make Myself known to him in a vi
sion, I speak with him in a dream. 7 Not so with My sern-n Others "prophesied."
b Menning of Heb. yikkareth uncertain.
c I.e., "the graves of crnving."
d-1! Menning of Heb. uncertain. Others "If there be n prophet among you, / the L01w. "
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12.1-16: Miriam and Aaron speak
against Moses. Miriam and Aaron,
like other Israelites, are subject to
complaining. Their grievance
against Moses is founded on two
issues: his wife, and more seri
ously, his authority. This narrative
continues the themes from the pre
vious ch, namely, prophecy and
the questioning of Moses' leader
ship capabilities and his limita
tions. The first objection that Mir
iam and Aaron raise is to Moses'
marriage to a Cushite woman; the
second questions his special role
as a prophet. Moses remains silent
in the face of these accusations so
that God takes up his defense. The
message of the narrative is clear:
God chose Moses to be His unique
prophet and no one, not even
other key Israelite leaders, may
challenge that decision. Miriam's
severe punishment underscores
the point and makes clear that any
other who arise to challenge
Moses are doomed from the start.

1 : He married a Cushite woman:

Moses' wife Zipporah is Midianite
(Exod. 2.21). Two explanations are
possible: (1) This reference is to
Zipporah, "Cushan" being part of
Midian (Hab. 3.7); (2) Moses mar
ried a second woman in Egypt, a
Nubian (= Cush). The latter is
more plausible since Nubia was
part of the Egyptian empire and
dark-skinned women were consid
ered beautiful, as reflected in the
Targum's rendition of Cushite as
"beautifuL" 3: Moses' attribute of
humility is underscored as praise
worthy. It stands in stark contrast
to Miriam's and Aaron's arro
gance. 6--8 : These poetic vv. show
an introverted, triangular-shaped,
literary structure with v. 7 as the
climax. God distinguishes Moses'
prophetic privileges from those ac
corded any other prophet. Moses
can speak to God directly, in live
dialogue rather than in dreams
or visions. God is at His most an
thropomorphic in these verses.
10: Snow-white scales: This disease
is mentioned in Lev. ch 13 as one
causing severe impurity that re
quires a seven-day purification
process. It was previously identi
fied as leprosy, but recent thinking
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vant Moses; he is trusted throughout My household.
B With him I speak mouth to mouth, plainly and not in rid
dles, and he beholds the likeness of the LoRD. How then
did you not shrink from speaking against My servant
Moses!" 9 Still incensed with them, the LoRD departed.
10 As the cloud withdrew from the Tent, there was Mir
iam stricken with snow-white scales!• When Aaron turned
toward Miriam, he saw that she was stricken with scales.
11 And Aaron said to Moses, "0 my lord, account not to us
the sin which we committed in our folly. 12 Let her not be
as one dead, who emerges from his mother's womb with
half his flesh eaten away." B So Moses cried out to the
LoRD, saying, "0 God, pray heal her!"
1 4 But the LoRD said to Moses, "If her father spat in her
face, would she not bear her shame for seven days? Let
her be shut out of camp for seven days, and then let her be
readmitted." 1 5 So Miriam was shut out of camp seven
days; and the people did not march on until Miriam was
readmitted. 16 After that the people set out from Hazeroth
and encamped in the wilderness of Paran.
SHELAJ:I-LEKHA

l'? n'?w

1 3 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 2 "Send men to

scout the land of Canaan, which I am giving to the
Israelite people; send one man from each of their ancestral
tribes, each one a chieftain among them." 3 So Moses, by
the LORD's command, sent them out from the wilderness
of Paran, all the men being leaders of the Israelites. 4 And
these were their names:
From the tribe of Reuben, Shammua son of Zaccur.
s
From the tribe of Simeon, Shaphat son of Hori.
6 From the tribe of Judah, Caleb son of Jephunneh.
7 From the tribe of Issachar, Igal son of Joseph.
s
From the tribe of Ephraim, Hoseab son of Nun.
9 From the tribe of Benjamin, Palti son of Rafu.
10 From the tribe of Zebulun, Gaddiel son of Sodi.
11 From the tribe of Joseph, namely, the tribe of
Manasseh, Gaddi son of Susi.
12 From the tribe of Dan, Ammiel son of Gemalli.
1 3 From the tribe of Asher, Sethur son of Michael.
a Cf. Lev.

IJ.2-J.

b Or "Hosllea."

rejects this in favor of curable skin
diseases, since persons afflicted
with this condition in the Bible are
often cured after being quaran
tined. Furthermore, the symptoms

of the disease do not correlate
with leprosy (Hansen's disease).
Disease, in general, was believed
to be divine retribution for sin
(2 Sam. ).29). The Rabbis under-
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stood the name of the skin condi
tion, "metzora'," as indicative
of its cause, the sin of slander,
"motzi' shem ra"' ("uttering an
evil name") (Lev. Rab. 16.1-6).
They conclude that Miriam and
not Aaron was punished because
she instigated the gossip and vo
calized it, as indicated by the femi
nine gender of the verb spoke in
12.1, and the placement of Miriam
before Aaron. Ibn Ezra speculates
that Aaron was silent or simply
agreed. 13: "0 God, pray heal her!":
Moses' brief plea for Miriam is
an example of biblical prose
prayer. The terseness of Moses'
prayer may reflect his disappoint
ment with his siblings. Prayer ex
pressed in poetic style, used for
more public or ceremonial occa
sions, is far more common in the
Bible; for example, Hannah's
lengthy prayer of thanksgiving
after Samuel's birth (1 Sam. ch 2).
14: If herfather spat ill herface: Ap
parently, th.is is an act of rebuke
that entails shame plus seven
days of banishment. Usually the
purpose of spitting is to shame
someone, but the custom of ban
ishment is unknown (cf. Deut.
25.9). Seclusion outside the camp
is undoubtedly related to a notion
of impurity.

13.1-33: The scouts' expedition
and report. The goal of this expe
dition is two-fold: to assess the
strength of the indigenous popula
tion and the strongholds in which
they reside, and to investigate the
productivity of the land. This nar
rative is a conflation of at least two
traditions that reflect different
sources (JE and P). Discrepancies
in the story revolve around two
issues: What area of Canaan is
scouted and how many scouts
bring a positive report. In the ear
lier JE version the scouts reconnoi
ter the southern portion of Canaan
(IJ.I?); Caleb alone recommends
that Israel proceed with the con
quest (IJ.JO). The Priestly account
expands the scouting expedition
over the entire land of Canaan
( I J.2I); it adds Joshua as a
spokesman for undertaking the
conquest (14.6--9). 1-15: Moses
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14 From the tribe of Naphtali, Nahbi son of Vophsi.
15 From the tribe of Gad, Geuel son of Machi.
16 Those were the names of the men whom Moses sent to
scout the land; but Moses changed the name of Hosea•
son of Nun to Joshua.
17 When Moses sent them to scout the land of Canaan,
he said to them, "Go up there into the Negeb and on into
the hill country, 18 and see what kind of country it is. Are
the people who dwell in it strong or weak, few or many?
19 Is the country in which they dwell good or bad? Are the
towns they live in open or fortified? 20 Is the soil rich or
poor? Is it wooded or not? And take pains to bring back
some of the fruit of the land."-Now it happened to be the
season of the first ripe grapes.
21 They went up and scouted the land, from the wilder
ness of Zin to Rehab, at Lebo-hamath.b 22 They went up
into the Negeb and came to Hebron, where lived Ahi
man, Sheshai, and Talmai, the Anakites.-Now Hebron
was founded seven years before Zoan of Egypt.__23 They
reached the wadi Eshcol, and there they cut down a
branch with a single cluster of grapes-it had to be borne
on a carrying frame by two of them-and some pome
granates and figs. 24 That place was named the wadi Esh
col" because of the cluster that the Israelites cut down
there.
25 At the end of forty days they returned from scouting
the land. 26 They went straight to Moses and Aaron and
the whole Israelite community at Kadesh in the wilder
ness of Paran, and they made their report to them and to
the whole community, as they showed them the fruit of
the land. 27 This is what they told him: "We came to the
land you sent us to; it does indeed flow with milk and
honey, and this is its fruit. 28 However, the people who in
habit the country are powerful, and the cities are fortified
and very large; moreover, we saw the Anakites there.
29 Amalekites dwell in the Negeb region; Hittites, Jehu
sites, and Amorites inhabit the hill country; and Canaan
ites dwell by the Sea and along the Jordan."
30 Caleb hushed the people before Moses and said, "Let
us by all means go up, and we shall gain possession of it,
for we shall surely overcome it."
31 But the men who had gone up with him said, "We
cannot attack that people, for it is stronger than we."
32 Thus they spread calumnies among the Israelites about
the land they had scouted, saying, "The country that we
traversed and scouted is one that devours its settlers. All
n

Or "Hoshen. "

b Otlwrs "the entrance to Hnmnth. "

c I.e., "cluster. "
- )10-

chooses tril:>al leaders, presumably
those trained for such a mission.
Some rabbis take note of the fact
that Moses chooses the scouts
rather than asking God to do it (by
lot). They attribute the ill-fated
scouting expedition to Moses, as
suming that God could foresee
the scouts' sin (Num. Rnb. 16-4).
16: Moses emends Joshua's name,
Hosea (13.8), by adding the prefix
"ye," possibly a theophoric ele
ment associated with the Israelite
God. In the sources of the names
of the tribal leaders, only Joshua's
name bears such an element.
22: The gloss added to the men
tion of Hebron stresses the antiq
uity of that city which was David's
capital for the first seven years of
his reign (1 Kings 2.11). Zoan, the
Egyptian capital city of Tanis, was
(re)built at the same time as Jeru
salem. 23: Grapes, pomegranates,
and figs are late summer fruits.
24: This is an etiological account
(origin story) for the name of the
wadi, Eshcol-in Heb, a cluster of
grapes. 22, 28, 33: Anakites, or
giants, are mentioned in several
texts (Deut. 2.11; Josh. 11.21-22).
An etiological account for the
Nephilim is found in Gen. 6.1-4.
The reference to Anakites in
Joshua notes that even after the
conquest some survived in Philis
tine cities (11.22). David's adver
sary Goliath, a Philistine from
Gath, is depicted as a giant
(1 Sam. 17-4) descended from a
group of giants from Raphah
(1 Chron. 20.5-6). The tall head
dresses of the Philistines may have
contributed to their gigantic
image. More importantly, the re
port of giants in the land makes
the Canaanites more intimidating.
27: Flow with milk and honey: This
biblical phrase describing the
promised land (also Exod. 3.8, 17)
has been preserved in Jewish tra
dition to modernity. Honey most
likely refers to "honey" made of
dates, since bee's honey was rela
tively rare (see Prov. 25.16). 29: For
the indigenous population of Ca
naan, see the table of nations in
Gen. 10.15-20; there is tremendous
variability in the lists of these
nations found in various texts.
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the people that we saw in it are men of great size; 33 we
saw the Nephilim • there-the Anakites are part of the
Nephilirn-and we looked like grasshoppers to ourselves,
and so we must have looked to them."

1 4 The whole community broke into loud cries, and

the people wept that night. 2 All the Israelites railed
against Moses and Aaron. "If only we had died in the land
of Egypt," the whole community shouted at them, "or if
only we might die in this wilderness! 3 Why is the LoRD
taking us to that land to fall by the sword? Our wives and
children will be carried off! It would be better for us to
go back to Egypt!" 4 And they said to one another, "Let us
b·head back for·b Egypt."
5 Then Moses and Aaron fell on their faces before all the
assembled congregation of the Israelites. 6 And Joshua son
of Nun and Caleb son of Jephunneh, of those who had
scouted the land, rent their clothes 7 and exhorted the
whole Israelite community: "The land that we traversed
and scouted is an exceedingly good land. B If the LORD is
pleased with us, He will bring us into that land, a land
that flows with milk and honey, and give it to us; 9 only
you must not rebel against the LORD. Have no fear then of
the people of the country, for they are our prey:< their pro
tection has departed from them, but the LORD is with us.
Have no fear of them!" 10 As the whole community threat
ened to pelt them with stones, the Presence of the LoRD
appeared in the Tent of Meeting to all the Israelites.
11 And the LoRD said to Moses, "How long will this peo
ple spurn Me, and how long will they have no faith in Me
despite all the signs that I have performed in their midst?
12 I will strike them with pestilence and disown them, and
I will make of you a nation far more numerous than they!"
1 3 But Moses said to the LORD, "When the Egyptians, from
whose midst You brought up this people in Your might,
hear the news, 14 they will tell it to the inhabitants of that
land. Now they have heard that You, 0 LoRD, are in the
midst of this people; that You, 0 LoRD, appear in plain
sight when Your cloud rests over them and when You go
before them in a pillar of cloud by day and in a pillar of
fire by night. 15 If then You slay this people to a man, the
nations who have heard Your fame will say, 16 'It must be
because the LORD was powerless to bring that people into
the land He had promised them on oath that He slaugha See Gen. 6+
b-b Lit. "set the Tread a11d return fa"; cf Nell. 9-'7· Otlrers "Let liS 111nke n captain nnd ref11rn to."
c Lit. 'food (or, hrend)."

30: The place of Judah is again
emphasized, as Caleb the
Judaean (see v. 6) is represented
as the faithful scout. 32: Canaan
as a country that devours its set
tlers may refer to the land's
infertility. More likely, however,
the metaphor alludes to the
results of frequent warfare
(cf. Ezek. 36.13-14).

14.1-45: Aftermath of the scout
ing expedition. In the continuous
cycle of rebellions, this one consti
tutes the most serious. The ten
scouts who incite the populace ad
vocate abandoning Israel's ulti
mate goal, to settle the promised
land. The fear they instill in the Is
raelites supersedes the memory of
Egyptian oppression. This extreme
display of faithlessness before God
exacts the ultimate punishment,
forty years of wandering in the
desert and the death of the exodus
generation. 4: Let us head back: This
phrase can also be translated, "Let
us appoint a leader," indicating
that the Israelites were ready ·
to replace Moses and return to
Egypt under new leadership.
6-10: Rending the garment is a
sign of mourning that has sur
vived in modern times, albeit a
ribbon sometimes substitutes for
an article of clothing. Joshua and
Caleb are not only frustrated by
the negative report of the other
scouts but they fear God's harsh
punishment, as evidenced by their
plea to the people not to rebel
against God. The imminence of
Israel's rebellion is apparent by the
people's intent to stone Moses and
Aaron, and probably also Joshua
and Caleb (cf. Exod. 17.4). The
Presence of the LoRD (v. 10) is God's
typical manner of manifestation in
Priestly material. 1 1-19: Here God
is prepared to eradicate all Israel
save Moses (cf. Exod. 32.10). He
offers to create a new people from
the descendants of Moses. Moses'
initial argument centers on pre
serving God's reputation among
the nations (cf. Ezek. 36.16-36;
39.21-29); his second argument ap
peals to God's attribute of mercy
(see Exod. 34.6-7 in the context
of the second set of Decalogue
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tered them in the wilderness.' 1 7Therefore, I pray, let my
Lord's forbearance be great, as You have declared, saying/
18 'The LoRD! slow to anger and abounding in kindness;
forgiving iniquity and transgression; yet not remitting all
punishment, but visiting the iniquity of fathers upon chil
dren, upon the third and fourth generations.' 19 Pardon, I
pray, the iniquity of this people according to Your great
kindness, as You have forgiven this people ever since
Egypt."
20 And the LoRD said, "I pardon, as you have asked.
21 Nevertheless, as I live and as the LoRD's Presence fills
the whole world, 22 none of the men who have seen My
Presence and the signs that I have performed in Egypt and
in the wilderness, and who have tried Me these manyb
times and have disobeyed Me, 23 shall see the land that I
promised on oath to their fathers; none of those who
spurn Me shall see it. 24 But My servant Caleb, because he
was imbued with a different spirit and remained loyal to
Me-him will I bring into the land that he entered, and his
offspring shall hold it as a possession. 25 Now the Amalek
ites and the Canaanites occupy the valleys. Start out, then,
tomorrow and march into the wilderness by way of the
Sea of Reeds." <
26 The LoRD spoke further to Moses and Aaron, 27 "How
much longer shall that wicked community keep muttering
against Me? Very well, I have heeded the incessant mutter
ing of the Israelites against Me. 28 Say to them: 'As I live,'
says the LoRD, 'I will do to you just as you have urged Me.
29In this very wilderness shall your carcasses drop. Of all
of you who were recorded in your various lists from the
age of twenty years up, you who have muttered against
Me, 30 not one shall enter the land in which I swored to set
tle you-save Caleb soli of Jephunneh and Joshua son of
Nun. 31 Your children who, you said, would be carried
off-these will I allow to enter; they shall know the land
that you have rejected. 32 But your carcasses shall drop in
this wilderness, 33 while your children roam the wilderness
for forty years, suffering for your faithlessness, until the
last of your carcasses is down in the wilderness. 34 You shall
bear your punishment for forty years, corresponding to the
number of days-forty days-that you scouted the land: a
year for each day. Thus you shall know what it means to
thwart Me. 35 I the LORD have spoken: Thus will I do to all
that wicked band that has banded together against Me:
in this very wilderness they shall die to the last man.' "
a Cf Exod. 34.6-7.
b Lit. "ten"; cf note at Gen. 3 1 .41.
c See note at Exod. 10.19.
d Lit. "raised My fln11d."
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tablets). The long prayer of
Moses after the entire nation sins
grievously stands in marked
contrast to his short prayer on
behalf of his sister in 12.13.

18: Visiting the iniquity offathers

upon children, a quotation of the di
vine attributes found in the Deca
logue (Exod. 20.5-6; Deut. 5.9--10)
and in Exod. 34.6-'7. 20-38: God
reduces the people's punishment:
The entire nation will not be
wiped out immediately, but the
current generation will not inherit
Canaan. The rebellious adult gen
eration will perish in the desert
according to their wish (14.2).
21, 28: As I live is an oath formula.
36-37: The ten scouts who incited
the rebellion with their negative
report die in a plague on the spot.
39-45: The people attempt to in
vade Canaan either because they
regret their previous behavior and
lack of trust in God, or because
they hope to reverse God's decree.
In any case, the invasion fails and
they are defeated. The writer's
message here is clear: Without
God's blessing and Presence (ac
companying the Ark) conquest
is impossible. The function of
the Ark in the military camp is
also emphasized in the passage.
45: Honnah means destruction;
thus the site name.
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36 As

for the men whom Moses sent to scout the land,
those who came back and caused the whole community to
mutter against him by spreading calumnies about the
land___3 7 those who spread such calumnies about the land
died of plague, by the will of the LORD. 38 Of those men
who had gone to scout the land, only Joshua son of Nun
and Caleb son of Jephunneh survived.
39 When Moses repeated these words to all the Israelites,
the people were overcome by grief. 40 Early next morning
they set out toward the crest of the hill country, saying,
"We are prepared to go up to the place that the LoRD has
spoken of, for we were wrong." 41 But Moses said, "Why
do you transgress the LORD's command? This will not suc
ceed. 42 Do not go up, lest you be routed by your enemies,
for the LoRD is not in your midst. 43 For the Amalekites
and the Canaanites will be there to face you, and you will
fall by the sword, inasmuch as you have turned from fol
lowing the LoRD and the LORD will not be with you."
44 Yet defiantly• they marched toward the crest of the
hill country, though neither the LORD's Ark of the Cove
nant nor Moses stirred from the camp. 45 And the Amalek
ites and the Canaanites who dwelt in that hill country
came down and dealt them a shattering blow at Hormah.

1 5 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Speak to the Is

raelite people and say to them:
When you enter the land that I am giving you to settle
in, 3 and would present an offering by fire to the LORD
from the herd or from the flock, be it burnt offering or sac
rifice, in fulfillment of a vow explicitly uttered/ or as a
freewill offering, or at your fixed occasions, producing an
odor pleasing to the LoRD:
4 The person who presents the offering to the LoRD shall
bring as a meal offering: a tenth of a measure of choice
flour with a quarter of a hin of oil mixed in. 5 You shall also
offer, with the burnt offering or the sacrifice, a quarter of a
hin of wine as a libation for each sheep.
6 In the case of a ram, you shall present as a meal offer
ing: two-tenths of a measure of choice flour with a third of
a hin of oil mixed in; 7 and a third of a hin of wine as a liba
tion-as an offering of pleasing odor to the LoRD.
8 And if it is an animal from the herd that you offer to
the LORD as a burnt offering or as a sacrifice, in fulfillment
of a vow explicitly uttered or as an offering of well-being,
9 there shall be offered a meal offering along with the ani
mal: three-tenths of a measure of choice flour with half a
a Menning of Heb. uncertni11.

b See note at Lev. 2 2 . 2 1 .

15.1-41: A variety of laws. The
narrative of the forty years in the
wilderness is interrupted here by
the insertion of legal material. Me
dieval commentators suggest that
the placement of the laws, imme
diately following the condemna
tion of the adult generation to
death in the desert, reiterates
God's promise that the children
will indeed inherit Canaan, thus
the introduction to the first two
sets of laws; When you enter the
land (vv. 2, 18). The first set of laws
deals with accompaniments to
the sacrifices: meal, oil, and wine
(vv. 1-16). These are followed by
the bread dough offering, "l:talah"
(vv. 17-21), and then by those sac
rifices required for individual or
communal inadvertent violations
of any law (vv. 22-31). The delin
eation of laws is interrupted by a
case study that contrasts the pre
ceding type of violations. That
case entails extreme, willful break
ing of the law through the desecra
tion of the Sabbath (vv. 32-36).
The prescriptive passages resume
with the commandment to wear
fringes, tzitzit, on one's garment
(vv. 37-41). The purpose of the
fringes, to remind the wearer of
God's laws, clearly ties into the
previous case of the Sabbath
breaker. Ibn Ezra maintains that
the fringes are worn on the outer
everyday garment, in addition to
the prayer shawl, for that explicit
purpose. 3-16: Animal burnt offer
ings and offerings of well-being
are accompanied by a grain and oil
mixture and wine (Lev. chs 1-3)
reminiscent of a complete meal.
In the case of sacrifices, the meal ·
is for the deity. Although the
Bible describes these offerings as
producing an odor pleasing to tlze
LoRD, it never states that God
actually eats them. 5: Hi11 is an
Egyptian measure equal to ap
proximately 4 liters (1 gal).
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hin of oil mixed in; 10 and as libation you shall offer half
a hin of wine-these being offerings by fire of pleasing
odor to the LORD.
1 1 Thus shall be done with each ox, with each ram, and
with any sheep or goat, 12 as many as you offer; you shall
do thus with each one, as many as there are. 13 Every citi
zen, when presenting an offering by fire of pleasing odor
to the LoRD, shall do so with them.
14 And when, throughout the ages, a stranger who has
taken up residence with you, or one who lives among you,
would present an offering by fire of pleasing odor to the
LORD-as you do, so •·shall it be done by 15 the rest of the
congregation:• There shall be one law for you and for the
resident stranger; it shall be a law for all time throughout
the ages. You and the stranger shall be alike before the
LoRD; 16 the same ritual and the same rule shall apply to
you and to the stranger who resides among you.

17 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 1B Speak to the Isra
elite people and say to them:
When you enter the land to which I am taking you
1 9 and you eat of the bread of the land, you shall set some
aside as a gift to the LoRD: 2o as the first yield of your bak
ing,b you shall set aside a loaf as a gift; you shall set it
aside as a gift like the gift from the threshing floor. 21 You
shall make a gift to the LoRD from the first yield of your
baking, throughout the ages.
22 If you unwittingly fail to observe any one of the com
mandments that the LoRD has declared to Moses_23 any
thing that the LoRD has enjoined upon you through
Moses-from the day that the LoRD gave the command
ment and on through the ages:
24 If this was done unwittingly, through the inadver
tence of the community, the whole community shall pre
sent one bull of the herd as a burnt offering of pleasing
odor to the LORD, with its proper meal offering and liba
tion, and one he-goat as a sin offering. 25 The priest shall
make expiation for the whole Israelite community and
they shall be forgiven; for it was an error, and for their
error they have brought their offering, an offering by fire
to the LORD and their sin offering before the LoRD. 26 The
whole Israelite community and the stranger residing
among them shall be forgiven, for it happened to the en
tire people through error.
27 case it is an individual who has sinned unwittingly,
he shall offer a she-goat in its first year as a sin offering.

In

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.

b Mea11i11g of Heb. 'arisah uncertain.
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14-16: In most matters, including
sacrificial matters (except for the
paschal lamb, see Exod. 12.48), the
resident alien must be treated as
the native Israelite. 17-21 : The
dough offering is the first part of
the dough prepared in the knead
ing basin, somewhat analogous
to the first-fruits offering, though
the latter is a once-a-year event
(Lev. 19.24-25; 2J.1o-11). The
dough is given to the priest; in
tum, the homes of the Israelites
are blessed (cf. Ezek. 44·Jo). Ac
cording to the Rabbis in the Tal
mud, this "i)alah" offering brings
blessings to the nonfarmer as well
because it constitutes his labor
(b. 5/mb. 32b). The sweet Sabbath
bread is called "i)alah" after
this custom. 22-31: This section
continues the previous one. Sacri
fices for inadvertent violations are
applicable to all laws (for more
details, see Lev. ch 4). 29: One rit
ual, more correctly, "one law"
("torah") applies to both Israelites
and alien residents. Breaking a law
has a negative effect on the "terra
sancta," therefore an expiation
.is required of all inhabitants.
30-31: Defiant, willful violation of
ritual law cannot be expiated in
the manner of an inadvertent sin.
"Karet," the cutting off of a per
son, is a punishment enacted by
the divine. What constitutes the
punishment is not defined here
but can be gleaned from other bib
lical passages which indicate pun
ishments affecting both the sinner
and his progeny (e.g., Mal. 2.12;
Ps. 109.13). Traditional Jewish in
terpretation includes childlessness,
early death, and/or the death of
the soul together with the body at
the time of death. 32-36: The case
of the wood gatherer is distinct
from the above. It illustrates a
most severe violation of ritual
law, the desecration of the
Sabbath which is a capital
offense, here punished by stoning
(cf. Exod. 31. 14). It is possible that
Moses here asks God what to do
because earlier legislative texts
note that the punishment is death,
but are unclear about whether it
should be carried out by people or
God (Exod. )1.14-15). 35-36: God
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2B The priest shall make expiation before the LoRD on be
half of the person who erred, for he sinned unwittingly,
making such expiation for him that he may be forgiven.
29 for the citizen among the Israelites and for the stranger
who resides among them-you shall have one ritual for
anyone who acts in error.
30 But the person, be he citizen or stranger, who acts de
fiantly• reviles the LoRD; that person shall be cut off from
among his people. 31 Because he has spurned the word of
the LORD and violated His commandment, that person
shall be cut off-he bears his guilt.
32 0nce, when the Israelites were in the wilderness, they
came upon a man gathering wood on the sabbath day.
33 Those who found him as he was gathering wood
brought him before Moses, Aaron, and the whole commu
nity. 34 He was placed in custody, for it had not been spec
ified what should be done to him. 35 Then the LoRD said to
Moses, "The man shall be put to death: the whole commu
nity shall pelt him with stones outside the camp." 36 So the
whole community took him outside the camp and stoned
him to death-as the LORD had commanded Moses.
37 The LORD said to Moses as follows: 3B Speak to the Is
raelite people and instruct them to make for themselves
fringes on the corners of their garments throughout the
ages; let them attach a cord of blue to the fringe at each
corner. 39 That shall be your fringe; look at it and recall all
the commandments of the LoRD and observe them, so that
you do not follow your heart and eyes in your lustful
urge. 40 Thus you shall be reminded to observe all My
commandments and to be holy to your God. 41 I the LoRD
am your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt
to be your God: I, the LORD your God.
KORAI:I
Korah, son of Izhar son of Kohath son of Levi,
b-betook himself,·b along with Dathan and Abiram
1sons6ofNow
Eliab, <·and On son of Peleth-descendants of Reu

ben·c_2 to rise up against Moses, together with two huna Lit. "wit!J upraised !Jand."
b-b Lit. "took"; meaning oJHeb. 1111cerlain.
c-c According to Num. 26.5, 8-9, Eliab was so11 of Pal/u, son of Reuben.
Himself sentences the violator.
Stoning signifies the serious nature
of the infraction, which is an af
front to the entire community.
37-41: The fringes or tassels on
the corners of the outer garments

call the Israelites to action regard
ing the fulfillment of the com
mandments. Remembering, Heb
"zakhar," is often a verb of action
rather than simply thought (e.g.,
Gen. 8.1; 30.22; Exod. 12.14). In an-

tiquity, fringes were common on
Canaanite and Mesopotamian
dress. Prophets from the Babylo
nian city of Mari legitimated their
oracles before the king by sending
a fringe from their garment, which
is a symbolic way of sending part
of themselves, like a signature. The
imprinting of fringes on clay
tablets, like the touching of the
fringe of the prayer shawl to the
Torah today when one is called to
the Torah during its reading, is a
way of verifying or endorsing the
written document. Like garments
and hair, fringes are considered
part of the individual's identity,
and by giving them to the ruler, a
person is pledging his loyalty.
It is no accident that the violet
blue wool cord that must be at
tached to the fringes (according to
P) is identical to the cord that
hangs from the priest's headdress
(Exod. 28.37). The tzitzit on the
garments of Israelites identifies
them as being holy to God and
symbolically connects them to the
priests. Thereby, Israelites pledge
their loyalty to God as well as
to the priests who oversee the
laws (d. the nonspecific garment
fringes called "gedilim" [lit.
"twisted threads"] in Deut. 22.12).
Modern prayer shawls, tallit
(sing.), and the small tallit, worn
daily under the shirt by observant
Jews, no longer require a violet
blue cord for their tzitzit. That
aspect of the commandment was
suspended in talmudic times be
cause of the scarcity and expense
of the blue dye derived from the
murex snail. Most likely because
of the reference "to observe all My
commandments," this paragraph
came to be recited daily as part of
the Shema prayer (see Deut. 6.4).
41: The redemption from Egyptian
slavery is often employed as
grounds for Israelite allegiance to
God (Exod. 6.7; 20.2-3; Lev. 11.45;
Deut. 26.17-19).

16.1-35: The rebellions of Korah
and Dathan and Abiram. These
rebellions against the divinely ap
pointed leadership of Moses and
Aaron constitute public defiance
that requires swift and harsh retri-
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dred and fifty Israelites, chieftains of the community, cho
sen in the assembly, men of repute. 3 They combined
against Moses and Aaron and said to them, "You have
gone too far! For all the community are holy, all of them,
and the LORD is in their midst. Why then do you raise
yourselves above the LoRD's congregation?"
4 When Moses heard this, he fell on his face.• 5 Then he
spoke to Korah and all his company, saying, "Come morn
ing, the LORD will make known who is His and who is
holy, and will grant him access to Himself; He will grant
access to the one He has chosen. 6 Do this: You, Korah and
all yourb band, take fire pans, 7 and tomorrow put fire in
them and lay incense on them before the LoRD. Then the
man whom the LoRD chooses, he shall be the holy one.
You have gone too far, sons of Levi!"
B Moses said further to Korah, "Hear me, sons of Levi. 9 Is
it not enough for you that the God of Israel has set you
apart from the community of Israel and given you access to
Him, to perform the duties of the LoRD's Tabernacle and to
minister to the community and serve them? 10 Now that He
has advanced you and all your fellow Levites with you, do
you seek the priesthood too? 11 Truly, it is against the LORD
that you and all your company have banded together. For
who is Aaron that you should rail against him?"
12 Moses sent forDathan and Abiram, sons of Eliab; but
they said, "We will not come! 13 Is it not enough that you
brought us from a land flowing with milk and honey to
have us die in the wilderness, that you would also lord it
over us? 14 <·Even if you had brought us to a land flowing
with milk and honey, and given us possession of fields
and vineyards, should you gouge out those men's eyes?d
We will not come!" 15 Moses was much aggrieved and he
said to the LORD, "Pay no regard to their oblation. I have
not taken the ass of any one of them, nor have I wronged
any one of them."
16 And Moses said to Korah, "Tomorrow, you and all
your company appear before the LoRD, you and they and
Aaron. 17 Each of you take his fire pan and lay incense on
it, and each of you bring his fire pan before the LoRD, two
hundred and fifty fire pans; you and Aaron also [bring]
your fire pans." 18 Each of them took his fire pan, put fire
in it, laid incense on it, and took his place at the entrance
of the Tent of Meeting, as did Moses and Aaron. 19 Korah
·

-c

n Perlrnps in tire sense of "Irisfnce fell."
b Lit. "his. "
c-c Lit. "You hnve not even. "
d 'Those men's" is n euphemism for "our"; cf 1 Snm 29-4- Gouging out tire eyes wns pun
islrment for runnwny slaves nnd rebellious vassals; cf 2 Kings 25.4-7; fer. 39·4-7. 52-7-11 .
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bution. Like other rebellions in the
wilderness, these begin with a few
individuals and spread to the com
munity at large. At least two insur
rection stories are interwoven by
the redactor. One involves Korah,
a Kohathite Levite who demands a
share in the Aaronite priesthood;
the second has three Reubenites,
two brothers, Dathan and Abiram,
and a third individual, On, ques
tion the authority of Moses. The
rebel leaders assemble followers.
Defiance of Moses is clearly tied to
miseries of the wilderness experi
ence and doubts surrounding the
eventual settlement of Canaan. On
the other hand, the challenge of
Aaron deals with the legitimacy of
the priests' exclusive position vis
a-vis the Levites, who had a sec
ondary role in the cult that was
much less prestigious than the
priestly role. Both situations are re
solved by divine wrath. In the case
of Dathan and Abiram, they, their
families, and all their possessions
are literally swallowed up by the
earth. In a twist of fate, they who
had refused to come (up) to Moses
(v. 12), went down into the earth
(v. 33). Korah's contingent is first
offered a test to settle the matter
of the priesthood for all time.
For their punishment, they who
had sought the right to make
fire for God's offerings are con
swned themselves by divine fire.
1 : Descendants of Reuben: This story
may help to explain why the tribe
of Reuben, the first-born, was sup
planted by Judah. In fact, Ibn Ezra
maintains that Reubenites chal
lenged Moses because he did not
give them their just due as descen
dants of Jacob's first-born. Instead
he chose Joshua, an Ephraimite of
the House of Joseph, as his assis
tant. 2: Two hundred and fifty Is
raelite chieftains join the uprising
against Moses (v. 2), though later
these chieftains are connected to
the Levites who challenge Aaron
(v. 35). This is a clear example of a
redactor tightly weaving two sepa
rate accounts. 3: All the community
are holy: Korah's group argues
against the notion that only the
priests are sanctified to perform re
ligious rituals. The fact that Korah
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gathered the whole community against them at the en
trance of the Tent of Meeting.
Then the Presence of the LoRD appeared to the whole
community, 20 and the LoRD spoke to Moses and Aaron,
saying, 21 "Stand back from this community that I may annihilate them in an instant! " 22 But they fell on their faces
and said, "0 God, Source of the breath of all flesh! When
one man sins, will You be wrathful with the whole com
munity?"
23 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 24 "Speak to the
community and say: Withdraw from about the abodes of
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram."
25 Moses rose and went to Dathan and Abiram, the el
ders of Israel following him. 26 He addressed the commu
nity, saying, "Move away from the tents of these wicked
men and touch nothing that belongs to them, lest you be
wiped out for all their sins." 27 So they withdrew from
about the abodes of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram.
Now Dathan and Abiram had come out and they stood
at the entrance of their tents, with their wives, their chil
dren, and their little ones. 28 And Moses said, "By this you
shall know that it was the LoRD who sent me to do all
these things; that they are not of my own devising: 29 if
these men die as all men do, if their lot be the common
fate of all mankind, it was not the LoRD who sent me.
3D But if the LORD brings about something unheard-of, so
that the ground opens its mouth and swallows them up
with all that belongs to them, and they go down alive into
Sheol, you shall know that these men have spurned the
LoRD." 31 Scarcely had he finished speaking all these
words when the ground under them burst asunder, 32 and
the earth opened its mouth and swallowed them up with
their households, all Korah's people and all their posses
sions. 33 They went down alive into Sheol, with all that be
longed to them; the earth closed over them and they van
ished from the midst of the congregation. 34 All Israel
around them fled at their shrieks, for they said, "The earth
might swallow us!"
35 And a fire went forth from the LoRD and consumed
the two hundred and fifty men offering the incense.

1 7 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Qrder Eleazar

son of Aaron the priest to remove the fire pans-for
they have become sacred-from among the charred re
mains; and scatter the coals abroad. 3 b(Remove] the fire
pans of those who have sinned at the cost of their lives,
n Lit. "God. "

b Menning ofpnrts of verse llllcafnill.

·

1 6 . 20-1 7. 3

and his followers are proven
wrong demonstrates that popular
holiness attached to the tzitzit
(15.40) still renders wearers subor
dinate to priests. The people's ho
liness derives from their obligation
to follow the commandments
(Lev. 19.2). 8-1 1 : Moses rebukes
Korah and the Levites for not
being satisfied with their God
appointed positions as guardians
of the Tabernacle. Their sin is chal
lenging God's authority rather
than that of Aaron. 13-14: The reb
els call Egypt a land flowing with
milk and honey, thus a ttributing
the bounty of the promised land to
Egypt, the land of enslavement.
15: Moses defends his conduct as
an honorable leader. The prophet
Samuel responds similarly when
the Israelites demand that a king
replace him (1 Sam. 12.3). The
prayer for their punishment
sharply contrasts with Moses'
other prayers for the nation's for
giveness. 16-1 8: It is not specified
that the fire which burnt the in
cense in the Levites' fire pans was
taken from the altar. Thus, their sin
may be compounded by the use of
unauthorized fire (cf. Nadab and
Abihu, Lev. 10.1-2). 20-22: Appar
ently God is ready to annihilate Is
rael. Moses and Aaron appeal to
God as creator of humanity (v. 22a)
and appeal to His sense of justice:
Sin must be punished individually
rather than communally (v. 22b;
see Ezek. ch 18). 33: Shea/ is the
underworld, the place where the
dead, both the righteous and
the sinners, dwell (1 Kings 2.6;
Isa. 14.9-20). 35: Korah is not men
tioned as having died in the
LORD's fire, although it is implied
that he did (cf. 26.10, Korah per
ishes with Dotham and Amiram).
The phrase a fire went forth from the
LoRD and consumed is used in
Lev. 10.2 as well, in reference to
Nadab and Abihu, thereby con
necting these two units that focus
on improper worship of God.

1 7.1-1 8.7: The aftermath of
Korah's insurrection. This ch con
tinues the previous story, tying up
some loose ends. First, the copper
fire pans of the Levites, which
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and let them be made into hammered sheets as plating for
the altar-for once they have been used for offering to the
LoRD, they have become sacred-and let them serve as a
warning to the people of Israel. 4 Eleazar the priest took
the copper fire pans which had been used for offering by
those who died in the fire; and they were hammered into
plating for the altar, 5 as the LoRD had ordered him
through Moses. It was to be a reminder to the Israelites, so
that no outsider-one not of Aaron's offspring-should
presume to offer incense before the LoRD and suffer the
fate of Korah and his band.
6 Next day the whole Israelite community railed against
Moses and Aaron, saying, "You two have brought death
upon the LoRD's people!" 7 But as the community gath
ered against them, Moses and Aaron turned toward the
Tent of Meeting; the cloud had covered it and the Presence
of the LoRD appeared.
B When Moses and Aaron reached the Tent of Meeting,
9 the LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 10 "Remove yourselves
from this community, that I may annihilate them in an in
stant." They fell on their faces. 11 Then Moses said to
Aaron, "Take the fire pan, and put on it fire from the altar.
Add incense and take it quickly to the community and
make expiation for them. For wrath has gone forth from
the LoRD: the plague has begun!" 12 Aaron took it, as
Moses had ordered, and ran to the midst of the congrega
tion, where the plague had begun among the people. He
put on the incense and made expiation for the people;
1 3 he stood between the dead and the living until the
plague was checked. 14 Those who died of the plague
came to fourteen thousand and seven hundred, aside
from those who died on account of Korah. 15 Aaron then
returned to Moses at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting,
since the plague was checked.
1 6 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 1 7 Speak to the Isra
elite people and take from them-from the chieftains of
their ancestral houses•---one staff for each chieftain of an
ancestral house: twelve staffs in all. Inscribe each man's
name on his staff, 18 there being one staff for each head of
an ancestral house; also inscribe Aaron's name on the staff
of Levi. 19 Deposit them in the Tent of Meeting before the
Pact, where I meet with you. 20The staff of the man whom
I choose shall sprout, and I will ridb Myself of the inces
sant mutterings of the Israelites against you.
21 Moses spoke thus to the Israelites. Their chieftains
n I.e., of t/Jeir tribes.
b Menning of Heb. wahashikkothi tmcertnin.
-)18-

were exposed to divine fire, must
be preserved since they are sacred.
Second, the Israelites who ques
tion the fate of their rebel leaders
are punished by plague. Third, the
absolute divinely ordained author
ity of the Aaronide Levites is con
firmed in the test of the staffs.
Fourth, the Aaronide priests and
their Levite subordinates take all
sanctuary responsibilities and con
sequences of misconduct upon
themselves. 1 7.3-5: The fire pans
rescued from the conflagration be
come copper plating for the altar,
thereby serving as a warning sign,
a visible reminder, aimed at stop
ping future would-be encroachers
on the Tabernacle. The same
Heb terms are used to describe the
function of the tefillin (phylac
teries) in Exod. 13.9, and the rain
bow at the end of the flood
story, though in that account
God is the one being reminded
(Gen. 9.12-17). These words refer
to an action or object that is of
symbolic rather than intrinsic sig
nificance. 6-1 5: The Israelite com
munity blames Moses and Aaron
for the death of their leaders, here
called the LoRo's people, so Moses
and Aaron must act to show that
God is responsible. It is thus
Aaron's expiation ritual that
halts the plague. Similarly, David
stops a plague by building an
altar and offering a sacrifice on it
(2 Sam. 24.18-25). The efficacy of
ritual is apparent in both accounts.
16-26: By collecting a staff from
each tribal chieftain, the election of
the tribe of Levi for sanctuary du
ties and the Aaronides as priests is
reconfirmed. Aaron's name is in
scribed on the staff of Levi, thus
affirming his clan's status among
the Levites. The contest, however,
is not to determine who among the
Levites can function as priests, as
that issue was already settled with
the death of Korah's group. 19: In

the Tent of Meeting before the Pact:
The staffs are placed in front of the
deity, or more correctly at His
throne, the Ark. 23: Aaron's staff
not only sprouts but it produces
blossoms which in turn develop
into almonds overnight. The
sprouting of a staff or pillar for the
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gave him a staff for each chieftain of an ancestral house,
twelve staffs in all; among these staffs was that of Aaron.
22 Moses deposited the staffs before the LoRD, in the Tent
of the Pact. 23 The next day Moses entered the Tent of the
Pact, and there the staff of Aaron of the house of Levi had
sprouted: it had brought forth sprouts, produced blos
soms, and borne almonds. 24 Moses then brought out all
the staffs from before the LoRD to all the Israelites; each
identified and recovered his staff.
25 The LoRD said to Moses, "Put Aaron's staff back before
the Pact, to be kept as a lesson to rebels, so that their mut
terings against Me may cease, lest they die." 26 This Moses
did; just as the LORD had commanded him, so he did.
27 But the Israelites said to Moses, "Lo, we perish! We
are lost, all of us lost! 2B Everyone who so much as ven
ttues near the LoRD's Tabernacle must die. Alas, we are
doomed to perish!"
ancestral house under your charge shall bear any
1guilt8connected
with the sanctuary; you and your sons

The LoRD said to Aaron: You and your sons and the

alone shall bear any guilt connected with your priesthood.
2 You shall also associate with yourself your kinsmen the
tribe of Levi, your ancestral tribe, to be attached to you
and to minister to you, while you and your sons under
your charge are before the Tent of the Pact.• 3 They shall
discharge their duties to you and to the Tent as a whole,
but they must not have any contact with the furnishings
of the Shrine or with the altar, lest both they and you die.
4 They shall be attached to you and discharge the duties of
the Tent of Meeting, all the service of the Tent; but no out
sider shall intrude upon you 5 as you discharge the duties
connected with the Shrine and the altar, that wrath may
not again strike the Israelites.
6 I hereby take your fellow Levites from among the
Israelites; they are assigned to you in dedication to the
LoRD, to do the work of the Tent of Meeting; 7while you
and your sons shall be careful to perform your priestly
duties in everything pertaining to the altar and to what is
behind the curtain. I make your priesthood a service of
dedication; any outsider who encroaches shall be put to
death.
B The LoRD spoke further to Aaron: I hereby give you
charge of My gifts, all the sacred donations of the Israel
ites; I grant them to you and to your sons as a perquisite,b
a Meaning of latter part of verse uncertain.
b See note at Lev. 7·35·
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purpose of identifying a hero
or priest is also known from
Herodotus (IV.67--68). Almonds
are considered among the choicest
products of Canaan (Gen. 43.11).
25: Aaron's staff is placed in the
sanctuary as a warning sign, like
the copper plating of fire pans on
the altar. Alternatively, Aaron's
staff was kept as a memorial at
testing God's choice of Aaron
(Rashi). 27-28: The people
fear that even approaching the
Tabernacle could constitute en
croachment and result in death.
1 8.1: God speaks to Aaron directly
rather than through Moses (only
in this ch and in Lev. 10.8). The
priests are responsible to keep
other priests who are in a state of
cultic impurity out of the sanctu
ary (Exod. 28.43; 30.20; Lev. 10.9;
16.2; 21.23). 2-5: Levite guard du
ties concerning the Tabernacle and
its contents protect the Israelites
from the consequences of en
croachment. These verses also
contain a popular or folk etymol
ogy of Levites: They are the cultic
fnnctionaries who are attached to
(vv. 2 and 4, from the root "1-v-h")
the priests.

1 8.8-32: Compensation for the
priests and Levites. This section,
which by and large repeats
Priestly legislation fonnd in other
books of the Torah, continues the
subject of the previous section by
delineating a system of compensa
tion for priestly and Levitic ser
vices. In their responsibilities vis
a-vis the Tabernacle, religious
fnnctionaries work on behalf of
the people, who, in turn, support
them and their families. Regular
tax revenues designated for the
sanctuary satisfy those needs. Nat
urally, those holding the highest
status and charged with the most
sacred duties, the priests, are allo
cated the most desirable gifts,
those marked "holy to the LoRD,
for the priests" (Lev. 23.20). Priestly
portions are divided into two cate
gories most sacred and sacred, and
accordingly, are designated for
consumption by only pure males
in the sacred precinct, and by their
female relatives living at home, re-
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a due for all time. 9 This shall be yours from the most holy
sacrifices, •·the offerings by fire:·• every such offering that
they render to Me as most holy sacrifices, namely, every
meal offering, sin offering, and guilt offering of theirs,
shall belong to you and your sons. lOYou shall partake of
them as most sacred donations: only males may eat them;
you shall treat them as consecrated.b
11 This, too, shall be yours: the gift offerings< of their
contributions, all the elevation offerings of the Israelites, I
give to you, to your sons, and to the daughters that are
with you, as a due for all time; everyone of your house
hold who is clean may eat it.
12 All the best of the new oil, wine, and grain-the
choice parts that they present to the LORD-I give to you.
13 The first fruits of everything in their land, that they
bring to the LORD, shall be yours; everyone of your house
hold who is clean may eat them. 14 Everything that has
been proscribed in Israeld shall be yours. 15 The first issue
of the womb of every being, man or beast, that is offered
to the LORD, shall be yours; but you shall have the first
born of man redeemed, and you shall also have the
firstling of unclean animals redeemed. 16 Take as their re
demption price," from the age of one month up, the
money equivalent of five shekels by the sanctuary weight,
which is twenty gerahs. 17 But the firstlings of cattle, sheep,
or goats may not be redeemed; they are consecrated. You
shall dash their blood against the altar, and turn their fat
into smoke as an offering by fire for a pleasing odor to the
LORD. 18 But their meat shall be yours: it shall be yours like
the breast of elevation offering and like the right thigh.
1 9 All the sacred gifts that the Israelites set aside for the
LORD I give to you, to your sons, and to the daughters that
are with you, as a due for all time. It shall be an everlast
ing covenant of salt' before the LoRD for you and for your
offspring as well. 2o And the LoRD said to Aaron: You
shall, however, have no territorial share among them or
own any portion in their midst; I am your portion and
your share among the Israelites.
21 And to the Levites I hereby give all the tithes in Israel
as their share in return for the services that they perform,
the services of the Tent of Meeting. 22 Henceforth, Israel
ites shall not trespass on the Tent of Meeting, and thus
incur guilt and die: 23 only Levites shall perform the sern-n Menuiug ofHeb. 1111certnin; lit. "jro111 tlzefire."
b Or "tlzey nre consecrated for your use."
c Cf Lev. 7.29 ff
d See Lev. 27.28.
e l.e.Jor /wzunzz first-born; cf Nu111. 3-44 /f For nzzinznls see Exod. 34.19 f
f See Lev. 2.13.
-320-

spectively. A statement regarding
these priestly emoluments is
found in the writings of the
prophet Ezekiel, himself a priest
(44.29-30). The Levites, on the
other hand, receive the tithes.
9-10: Most sacred includes that
part of purification (NJPS "sin")
and guilt offerings which is not
burnt (see Lev. 6.1-7.10).
1 1-18: "Sacred" is a much larger
category which includes the fol
lowing: portions of nonsacrificial
gifts and elevation offerings (see
Lev. 7.11-38); offerings of first
fruits, grain, wine, and oil (see
Exod. 23.16-19; Lev. 2.14; 23.17-18;
Deut. 18.4; 26.1-11); anything pro
scribed or dedicated that becomes
the property of the LORD under the
law of "l).erem" (the ban; see Lev.
27.21, 28-29; Deut. 7.26; Josh. chs
6-7); all human and animal first
born males, both those to be re
deemed-man and animals unfit
for sacrifice-and those animals
sacrificed (see Exod. 13.2, 11-13;
22.28; 34.19-20; Lev. 27.1-13; Deut.
12.17; 14.23; 15.19-23). 16: For the
values of the sanctuary weight, the
shekel, and "gerah" see 3·47 n.

19: An everlasting covenant of salt:

Salt, a valuable food preservative,
is symbolic of the permanence of
the covenant agreement. It is used
with sacrifices (Lev. 2.13; 2 Chron.
13.5). Based on this v., the Rabbis
maintain that the covenant be
tween the priests and God is eter
nal, even following the destruction
of the Temple and the end of the
sacrificial system (Lev. Rab. 24.2).
This explains why in some con
temporary groups of Judaism, the
priests retain certain privileges,
such as blessing the congregation
(see 6.22-27) or being called first to
the Torah. 20: I 11111 your portion:
The personal name Hilkiah, "Yah
(the LoRD) is my portion," which
is the name of several priests
(2 Kings 22.10; Ezra 7.1; 1 Chron.
5-39; and on the personal seal of a
priest), reflects the sense of this
phrase. 21-24: Laws concerning
tithes are outlined in Lev. 27.3o-32
and Deut. 12.17-19; 14.22-29.
25-32: Levites are compensated
for their service by the tithes. They
are required to donate to the
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vices of the Tent of Meeting; others• would incur guilt. It is
the law for all time throughout the ages. But they shall
have no territorial share among the Israelites; 24 for it is the
tithes set aside by the Israelites as a gift to the LoRD that I
give to the Levites as their share. Therefore I have said
concerning them: They shall have no territorial share
among the Israelites.
25 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 26 Speak to the Le
vites and say to them: When you receive from the Israel
ites their tithes, which I have assigned to you as your
share, you shall set aside from them one-tenth of the tithe
as a gift to the LoRD. 27 This shall be accounted to you as
your gift. As with the new grain from the threshing floor
or the flow from the vat, 28 so shall you on your part set
aside a gift for the LoRD from all the tithes that you receive
from the Israelites; and from them you shall bring the gift
for the LoRD to Aaron the priest. 29 You shall set aside all
gifts due to the LoRD from everything that is donated to
you, from each thing its best portion, the part thereof that
is to be consecrated.
30 Say to them further: When you have removed the best
part from it, you Levites may consider it the same as the
yield of threshing floor or vat. 3l You and your households
may eat it anywhere, for it is your recompense for your
services in the Tent of Meeting. 32 You will incur no guilt
through it, once you have removed the best part from it;
but you must not profane the sacred donations of the Isra
elites, lest you die.

npn
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1 9 The LoRD spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying: 2 This

is the ritual law that the LoRD has commanded:
Instruct the Israelite people to bring you a red cow with
out blemish, in which there is no defect and on which no
yoke has been laid. 3 You shall give it to Eleazar the priest.
It shall be taken outside the camp and slaughtered in his

n Lit. "they. "

priests one-tenth of the tithes that
they collect, however. Thus, Le
vites are obligated to pay tithes
like other Israelites; only priests
are exempt. This final section of
the ch is an addition or amend
ment to the law in Leviticus.

1 9.1-22: Ritual of purification
with the ashes of a red cow. Con
tamination through contact with
a corpse, or any part thereof,

whether by actual touch or
through proximity in an enclosed
space, is considered a severe im
purity (cf. 5.1-4) requiring a com
plex purification process. While
impurities in general are discussed
elsewhere (Lev. chs 1 1-15), the
process of erasing corpse pollution
is delineated only here (and briefly
in 31.19-24 in connection with
combat). Contaminated persons or
objects must be cleansed lest they

- )21 -
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communicate their contagious
state to other humans or objects
within the camp and ultimately
defile the sanctuary. Classical
Judaism understands the term
"1:\Ukah" (NJPS ritual law, v. 2), as
a law that defies rational explana
tion. However, the types of proce
dures described here have paral
lels in ancient Near Eastern
literature, and may be understood
using anthropological understand
ings of how rituals function. The
seven-day purification process in
volves a type of "l:lata't," a purifi
cation offering. The affected per
son or object is sprinkled on the
third and seventh day with a pre
pared mixture of fresh water and
the ashes of a red cow, cedar
wood, hyssop plant, and red dye.
Essentially on the principle of
sympathetic magic, the red
colored ash mixture absorbs the
corpse pollution. (Note also how
blood functions as a type of "ritual
detergent" in Lev. ch 16.) This par
ticular rite renders this ritual
unique in biblical practices, one
reason being that those officiating
at the cleansing contract a measure
of impurity in the process of per
forming it. Ch 19 consists of two
subsections. The first, vv. 1-13,
contains instructions on the prepa
ration of the ashes and the mix
ture. It also details the purification
procedure for persons preparing
the concoction. The second part,
vv. 14-22, details conditions that
qualify persons or objects to un
dergo this rite and the actual
sprinkling ritual. Failure to un
dergo this process is subject to
"karet," divine retribution (vv. 13,
20). 2: Ritual law: The Rabbis de
rive justification for this seemingly
peculiar rite, over which the na
tions of the world taunt Israel, by
this reference to law, "Torah." A
red cow: Red, symbolic of blood,
ensures the efficacy of the rite. The
ashes of a cow rather than a
bull are used for individuals (d.
Deut. 21.1-9); the bull "l:lata't" is
used for the high priest and the
community (Lev. 4.1-21; 16.11).
Generations have puzzled over the
color of this cow. The best explana
tion is that it is a brown, or red-
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presence. 4 Eleazar the priest shall take some of its blood
with his finger and sprinkle it seven times toward the front
of the Tent of Meeting. 5 The cow shall be burned in his
sight-its hide, flesh, and blood shall be burned, its dung
induded-6 and the priest shall take cedar wood, hyssop,
and crimson stuff, and throw them into the fire consuming
the cow. 7 The priest shall wash his garments and bathe his
body in water; after that the priest may reenter the camp,
but he shall be unclean until evening. 8 He who performed
the burning shall also wash his garments in water, bathe
his body in water, and be unclean until evening. 9 A man
who is clean shall gather up the ashes of the cow and de
posit them outside the camp in a clean place, to be kept for
water of lustration• for the Israelite community. It is for
cleansing. 10 He who gathers up the ashes of the cow shall
also wash his clothes and be unclean until evening.
This shall be a permanent law for the Israelites and for
the strangers who reside among you.
11 He who touches the corpse of any human being shall
be unclean for seven days. 12 He shall cleanse himself with
itb on the third day and on the seventh day, and then be
clean; if he fails to cleanse himself on the third and sev
enth days, he shall not be clean. 13 Whoever touches a
corpse, the body of a person who has died, and does not
cleanse himself, defiles the LoRD's Tabernacle; that person
shall be cut off from Israel. Since the water of lustration
was not dashed on him, he remains unclean; his unclean
ness is still upon him.
14 This is the ritual: When a person dies in a tent, who
ever enters the tent and whoever is in the tent shall be un
clean seven days; 1 5 and every open vessel, with no lid fas
tened down, shall be unclean. 16 And in the open, anyone
who touches a person who was killed or who died natu
rally, or human bone, or a grave, shall be unclean seven
days. 17 5ome of the ashesd from the fire of cleansing shall
be taken for the unclean person, and fresh water shall be
added to them in a vessel. 18 A person who is clean shall
take hyssop, dip it in the water, and sprinkle on the tent
and on all the vessels and people who were there, or on
him who touched the bones or the person who was killed
or died naturally or the grave. 19 The clean person shall
sprinkle it upon the unclean person on the third day and
on the seventh day, thus cleansing him by the seventh day.
He< shall then wash his clothes and bathe in water, and at
c

a Lit. "waterfor impurity."
b I.e., the ashes, as in v. 9·
c Lit. "slain by tlw sword. "
d Lit. "earth" or "dust."
e I.e., the person being cleansed.
-)22-

dish-brown cow with no spots of
other color on it. 6-10: The priest
who oversees the incineration of
the cow, and the persons who con
duct the various tasks associated
with it, become unclean. 9: It is
for cleansing: The translation of
"i)ata't" reflects the fact that
this is not a sacrifice in the true
sense of a sin offering which is
made on the altar inside the camp.
14: Pollution from a corpse seems
to be airborne. 1 6: Any portion of
a corpse is defiling. Contact with
sacred objects defiles them perma
nently. King Josiah used human
ashes to desecrate illegitimate al
tars and other cult objects and to
invalidate sacred space in perpetu
ity (2 Kings chs 22-23). 1 7: Fresh
water, lit. "living water," is water
running from its source rather
than taken from a storage unit (d.
Lev. 14.5, 50). In postbiblical Jew
ish law such running water must
be used in the mikveh or ritual
bath. 20: The sin of defiling the
sanctuary only applies if a contam
inated Israelite or foreign resident
does not undergo this cleansing
process. Priests, on the other hand,
are restricted to contact with a
corpse of immediate family mem
bers (Lev. 21.1-4). The conse
quences of defiling the sanctuary
are severe: God will abandon it
when it becomes sufficiently de
filed (see Ezek. chs 1-11). The
biblical Day of Atonement ritual
(Lev. ch 16) is a purification ritual,
which cleanses the sanctuary
from accumulated impurities or
pollution.
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nightfall he shall be clean. 20 If anyone who has become
unclean fails to cleanse himself, that person shall be cut off
from the congregation, for he has defiled the LoRD's sanc
tuary. The water of lustration was not dashed on him: he
is unclean.
21 That shall be for them a law for all time. Further, he
who sprinkled the water of lustration shall wash his
clothes; and whoever touches the water of lustration shall
be unclean until evening. 22 Whatever that unclean person
touches shall be unclean; and the person who touches him
shall be unclean until evening.
The Israelites arrived in a body at the wilderness of
Zin on the first new moon,a and the people stayed
2
0
at Kadesh. Miriam died there and was buried there.

2 The community was without water, and they joined
against Moses and Aaron. 3 The people quarreled with
Moses, saying, "If only we had perished when our broth
ers perished at the instance of the LORD! 4 Why have you
brought the LoRD's congregation into this wilderness for
us and our beasts to die there? 5 Why did you make us
leave Egypt to bring us to this wretched place, a place
with no grain or figs or vines or pomegranates? There is
not even water to drink!"
6 Moses and Aaron came away from the congregation to
the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, and fell on their faces.
The Presence of the LoRD appeared to them, 7 and the
LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, s "You and your brother
Aaron take the rod and assemble the community, and be
fore their very eyes order the rock to yield its water. Thus
you shall produce water for them from the rock and pro
vide drink for the congregation and their beasts."
9 Moses took the rod from before the LoRD, as He had
commanded him . 10 Moses and Aaron assembled the con
gregation in front of the rock; and he said to them, "Listen,
you rebels, shall we get water for you out of this rock?"
n

Of tl1e jortiet/1 year; cf Num. 33.36-38.

20.1-13: The sin of Moses and

Aaron. Chs 2o-21 continue the
wilderness narrative. This section
opens with the Israelites at Ka
desh. According to the Priestly
writer(s) this marks the end of the
40-year period in the desert, which
was spent primarily in northern
Sinai. In contrast, the JE tradition
places this stop early in the 40-year
march, claiming that Israel trav
eled only one to two years in the

the wilderness of Edam.) Vv. 1-13
comprise the first of three subsec
tions of ch 20. This part recounts
Miriam's death, Israel's murmur
ing to Moses and Aaron over a
water shortage, Moses' and
Aaron's handling of the crisis, and
their tragic banning from entering
Canaan. Actually, the incident in
volving water is the second of its
kind, explained as either P's ver
sion of the JE account of a water
shortage at Massah and Meribah
(Exod. 17.1-7) or simply a second
crisis over water. In the Exodus
narrative God instructs Moses to
hit the rock with his rod to bring
forth water. In the Priestly version
in Numbers, Moses and Aaron are
to speak to the rock in front of the
Israelites (v. 8). When Moses
strikes the rock instead of speak
ing to it, God, in an unexpected
move, hands down the ultimate
punishment to His appointed
leaders. Puzzled by the apparent
harshness of God's verdict, biblical
scholars past and present as well
as students of the Bible have tried
to reconcile Moses' and Aaron's
punishment with their sin (see
v. 10). The .deaths of Aaron and,
especially, Moses in Transjordan
overlooking the promised land
have become a symbol epitomiz
ing the human condition. 1 : On the
first new moon: This is the first
month of the fortieth year accord
ing to 33.38, which places Kadesh
before Aaron's death in the fifth
month of that year. Some rabbinic
traditions connect Miriam to
water, and find significance in the
juxtaposition of Miriam's death
(v. 1) to the absence of water (Song
of Songs Rab. 4.12). 1 0: "Shall we get

water for you out of this rock? ":
Sinai, with the balance of the 40
years being spent in the wilder
ness of Edam and Moab en route
to the crossing at the Jordan River.
(32.8 states that the spies were dis
tracted from Kadesh; 13.26 records
the spies' return to the Israelite
camp at Kadesh. The punishment
of 40 years of wandering follows
their report. Num. 14.25 instructs
the Israelites to head for the Red
Sea immediately, then cross into
-323-

Striking the rock, as in the Exodus
version, does not seem to account
for the gravity of Moses' sin, even
though according to some inter
pretations, it constitutes public
disobedience of God's instruc
tions, which in itself is punishable.
Another, more plausible, interpre
tation is found among medieval
commentators who focus on the
pronoun "we" in "shall we get
water." By attributing the act of
drawing water from a rock to him-
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11 And Moses raised his hand and struck the rock twice
with his rod. Out came copious water, and the community
and their beasts drank.
12 But the LoRD said to Moses and Aaron, "Because you
did not trust Me enough to affirm My sanctity in the sight
of the Israelite people, therefore you shall not lead this
congregation into the land that I have given them."
13 Those are the Waters of Meribah•-meaning that the Is
raelites quarrelled with the LoRD-through which He af
firmed His sanctity.
1 4 From Kadesh, Moses sent messengers to the king of
Edom: "Thus says your brother Israel: You know all the
hardships that have befallen us; 15 that our ancestors went
down to Egypt, that we dwelt in Egypt a long time, and
that the Egyptians dealt harshly with us and our ances
tors. 16 We cried to the LoRD and He heard our plea, and
He sent a messenger b who freed us from Egypt. Now we
are in Kadesh, the town on the border of your territory.
17 Allow us, then, to cross your country. We will not pass
through fields or vineyards, and we will not drink water
from wells. We will follow the king's highway, turning off
neither to the right nor to the left until we have crossed
your territory."
18 But Edom answered him, "You shall not pass through
us, else we will go out against you with the sword." 19 "We
will keep to the beaten track," the Israelites said to them;
"and if we or our cattle drink your water, we will pay for
it. We ask only for passage on foot-it is but a small mat
ter." 20 But they replied, "You shall not pass through!"
And Edom went out against them in heavy force, strongly
armed. 21 So Ed om would not let Israel cross their terri
tory, and Israel turned away from them.
22 Setting out from Kadesh, the Israelites arrived in a
body at Mount Hor. 23 At Mount Hor, on the boundary of
the land of Edom, the LoRD said to Moses and Aaron,
n I.e., "Quarrel"; cf E:rod.

17-7 nnd

note b there

self and Aaron, Moses, standing
before Israel, fails to credit the mir
acle to God; this is particularly sig
nificant because in vv. 4-5 the na
tion seems to attribute the exodus
to Moses and Aaron rather than to
God. The distinction carries theo
logical implications in light of the
Bible's need to show the superior
ity of Israel's God over Pharaoh
and the gods of Egypt (Exod.
ch 5-12). Of significance is an

.

b Or "angel."

Egyptian inscription on a roadside
rock temple in the eastern desert
dedicated by Pharaoh Seti I (late
14th century) to his gods: "He
(god) has made water come forth
for me from the mountain."

20.14-21: Confrontation with
Edom. Since the Israelites fail to
enter Canaan from the south
(14.4D-45) they now plan to cut
through the territory of Edom, fol-

low the main road north to Moab,
and then cross the Jordan from the
east. Moses twice petitions the
ruler of Edom for permission to
cross his country, emphasizing
Israel's misfortunes as he appeals
for sympathy. But the Edomites
deny Israel access to their territory
and confront them with a large
military force. Israel must circum
vent the entire region of Edom by
detouring south to the Red Sea
and marching around the eastern
border of Edom. It is this detour
that according to the JE tradition
took thirty-eight years to com
plete. A variant version in Deuter
onomy recalls that Israel did in
deed march through Edom (2.1--8).
14: Your brother Israel may refer to
Edam's relationship to Jacob
(Gen. 25.24-26), a legacy reflected
in certain laws (Deut. 23.8). On the
other hand, in the ancient Near
East "brother" signifies someone
of equal status. Here Moses may
be indicating that the two groups,
the Edomites and Israelites, are
essentially of equal status and
should therefore practice a
"brother" relationship when deal
ing with each other. 1 7: The king's
l1ighway is an important ancient
trade route leading from Damas
cus to the delta in Egypt via Elath.

20.22-29: Aaron's death. The
Priestly narrative continues with
the transference of the office of
high priest to Eleazar and the
death of Aaron on Mount Hor.
Mount Hor is also the site of
Aaron's death according to 33.38
and Deut. 32.50; but in Deut. 10.6
he dies at Moserah. The two geo
graphical names, both of disputed
locales, may actually refer to the
same site. For P it is important to
record in detail Eleazar's inheri
tance of his father's priestly gar
ments along with his office. The
fact that all Israel mourned Aaron
for thirty days, instead of the
customary seven (Gen. 50.10;
1 Sam. 31.13), reflects his stature
in the community. Moses is
also mourned for thirty days
(Deut. 34.8). In later Jewish law,
these are reconciled by having a
more stringent period of seven
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24 "Let Aaron be gathered to his kin: he is not to enter the
land that I have assigned to the Israelite people, because
you disobeyed my command about the waters of Meri
bah. 25 Take Aaron and his son Eleazar and bring them up
on Mount Hor. 26 Strip Aaron of his vestments and put
them on his son Eleazar. There Aaron shall be gathered
•·unto the dead."·•
27Moses did as the LoRD had commanded. They as
cended Mount Hor in the sight of the whole community.
2 8 Moses stripped Aaron of his vestments and put them on
his son Eleazar, and Aaron died there on the summit of the
mountain. When Moses and Eleazar came down from the
mountain, 29 the whole community knew that Aaron had
breathed his last. All the house of Israel bewailed Aaron
thirty days.
When the Canaanite, king of Arad, who dwelt in the
Negeb, learned that Israel was coming by the way
2
1
of Atharim,b he engaged Israel in battle and took some of

them captive. 2 Then Israel made a vow to the LORD and
said, "If You deliver this people into our hand, we will pro
scribe< their towns." 3 The LORD heeded Israel's plea and
delivered up the Canaanites; and they and their cities were
proscribed. So that place was named Hormah.d

4 They set out from Mount Hor by way of the Sea of
Reeds• to skirt the land of Edom. But the people grew
restive on the journey, 5 and the people spoke against God
and against Moses, "Why did you make us leave Egypt to
a-a Lit. "and die. "
b Meaning of Heb. ha-'atharim uncertain. Targum mrd otlrer aucient versions render "tire
way {taken by] tire scouts."
c I.e., utterly destroy, reseroing no booty except wlrat is deposited in tire Sanctuary; see
Josh. 6.24-.
d Connected with heJ:terim "to proscribe."
e See Exod. 10.19 note.
days of mourning followed by a
period of moderate mourning that
lasts for an additional twenty
three days. According to a mid
rashic tradition, Aaron was loved
by the people because he was a
harbinger of peace, especially be
tween husband and wife ('Avo!

R. Nat. 12).
2 1 .1-22.1: The final events of the

wilderness experience. This ch

consists of four subsections. The
first and last focus on Israel's en
counters with different ethnic

groups that inhabit the eastern
Negev and Transjordan; the mid
dle two recount events on this part
of the journey. These travels end
the wilderness period bringing the
Israelites from Kadesh-bamea to
the eastern bank of the Jordan
River in Moab just opposite Ca
naan. The Deuteronomistic His
tory calculates that period as
thirty-eight years (Deut. 2.13-15).
Previously, Israel had met an
armed group of indigenous people
when attempting to invade Ca
naan from the south, but without
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20. 24-2 1 . 5

success (14.43-45); a fruitless en
counter with Edomites is also
mentioned (20.14-21). In this ch,
the confrontations with the inhabi
tants on the borders of Canaan
proper mark a turning point in
Israel's fortunes. With God at their
side, their victories preview com
ing events during the conquest of
Canaan. Two ancient poems are
preserved in this section. 1-3: This
encounter with Canaanites in the
northern Negev in the region of
Arad seems to be an alternate tra
dition concerning the naming of
Hormah (14.43-45). In this version,
God ends up by championing
Israel's cause after the people
vow to proscribe the enemy as
"J:terem," utter destruction with
the booty dedicated to the sanctu
ary. 1 : King of Arad: Archeological
excavations show no evidence of a
settlement at Arad in the second
millennium. Probably, a writer liv
ing at a later time, when Israelite
Arad was inhabited, assumed that
during the exodus period a Ca
naanite king resided there. On
Hormah, see 14-45· 4-9: This inci
dent is the final recurrence of
wilderness murmuring. Com
plaints again center around a lack
of water and poor food. The
bronze serpent as an apotropaic
(evil-averting, from Greek "tum
from") symbol seems to be the eti
ological account for the bronze ser
pent, Ne]:tushtan, which was wor
shipped in Jerusalem until the late
8th century when King Hezekiah
destroyed it (2 Kings 1 8 4) . Winged
serpents associated with the
divine are attested in Isaiah (6.6-7;
14.2D-30) and elsewhere in the an
cient Near East. In Egypt, the
uraeus, an amulet of an upreared
cobra, symbolized kingship and
divinity. It was worn on the
pharaoh's forehead and was be
lieved to protect him with its fiery
saliva. A serpent attached to a staff
brings to mind the caduceus sym
bol of the modern medical profes
sion. 4: This verse continues 20.21;
from Mount Hor is a Priestly inter
polation. Tile Sea of Reeds here
must refer to the Red Sea (see map
on p. 130). 5: Once again, the peo
ple revolt against God and Moses.
-
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die in the wilderness? There is no bread and no water, and
we have come to loathe this miserable food." 6 The LoRD
sent seraph• serpents against the people. They bit the peo
ple and many of the Israelites died. 7 The people came to
Moses and said, "We sinned by speaking against the LoRD
and against you. Intercede with the LoRD to take away the
serpents from us!" And Moses interceded for the people.
B Then the LoRD said to Moses, "Make a seraph• figure and
mount it on a standard. And if anyone who is bitten looks
at it, he shall recover." 9 Moses made a copper serpent and
mounted it on a standard; and when anyone was bitten by
a serpent, he would look at the copper serpent and re
cover.
10The Israelites marched on and encamped at Oboth.
11 They set out from Oboth and encamped at Iye-abarim,
in the wilderness bordering on Moab to the east. 12 From
there they set out and encamped at the wadi Zered.
13 From there they set out and encamped beyond the
Arnon, that is, in the wilderness that extends from the ter
ritory of the Amorites. For the Arnon is the boundary of
Moab, between Moab and the Amorites. 14 Therefore the
Book of the Wars of the LoRD speaks of b"
Waheb in
Suphah, and the wadis: the Arnon 15 with its tributary
wadis, stretched along the settled country of Ar, hugging
the territory of Moab . . . "
16 And from there to Beer,< which is the w�ll where the
LoRD said to Moses, "Assemble the people that I may give
them water." 17 Then Israel sang this song:
Spring up, 0 well-sing to it18
The well which the chieftains dug,
Which the nobles of the people started
With maces, with their own staffs.
And from Midbard to Mattanah, 19 and from Mattanah
to Nahaliel, and from Nahaliel to Bamoth, 20 and from Ba
moth to the valley that is in the country of Moab, at the
peak of Pisgah, overlooking the wasteland."
•

•

•

21 Israel now sent messengers to Sihon king of the Amo
rites, saying, 22 "Let me pass through your country. We will
not turn off into fields or vineyards, and we will not drink
water from wells. We will follow the king's highway until .
we have crossed your territory." 23 But Sihon would not let
Israel pass through his territory. Sihon gathered all his peo
ple and went out against Israel in the wilderness. He came
a Cf /sa. 14.29; J0.6. Others "fiery"; exact 111ea11ing of Heb. saraph uncertain.
b Tile quotatio11 that follows is a fragment; text and nreauing are uuartain.
c Lit. "well."
d Septuagint "the well" (= Ileer); cf v. 16.
e Or "Jesl1inron."

This miserablefood refers to the
manna. 6: Seraph serpents, based on
the verb, means "burning ser
pents," because of their poisonous
bite. 9: A copper serpent more likely
refers to one made of bronze, a
copper-tin alloy. Heb "nel:wshet"
(copper) resembles the word for
snake, "naJ:tash." Rabbinic inter
preters were disturbed by the
magical nature of this cure, and
suggested that it was the glance of
the afflicted to their father in
heaven, rather than the snake,
which effected the cure (b. Rosh
Hash. 29a, cited in Rashi).
10-20: This subsection summa.
rizes Israel's trek through Transjor
dan (cf. 33.41-49); another similar
list is found in 33.1-49. 14: Book
of the Wars of the LoRD is a refer
ence to an ancient collection, not
extant, probably epic poems de
scribing Israel's battles (cf. Book of
Jashar in Josh. 10.13; 2 Sam. 1.18).
1 7-18: The song of the well cele
brates God providing Israel with
water (cf. Song at the Sea, Exod.
15.1-18; Song of Deborah, Judg.
ch 5). It is an etiology for the
toponym Beer, "well" (v. 16).
21 .21-22.1 : The conquest narra
tive actually begins here with
Israel's triumph over two Amorite
kinglets in Transjordan. Accounts
of victories in Transjordan pro
vide the backdrop for settlement
in that region by the tribes of
Reuben, Gad, and half of Manas
seh. 21 .21-32: Israel must con
quer the Amorite king Sihon in
order to advance. The territory
ruled by Sihon is in Moab; appar
ently it has changed hands.
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to Jahaz and engaged Israel in battle. 24 But Israel put them
to the sword, and took possession of their land, from the
Arnon to the Jabbok, as far as [Az] of the Ammonites, for
Az• marked the boundary of the Ammonites. 25 Israel took
all those towns. And Israel settled in all the towns of the
Amorites, in Heshbon and all its dependencies.
26 Now Heshbon was the city of Sihon king of the Arne
rites, who had fought against a former king of Moab and
taken all his land from him as far as the Arnon. 27There
fore the bards would recite:
b"Come to Heshbon; firmly built
And well founded is Sihon's city.
28
For fire went forth from Heshbon,
Flame from Sihon' s city,
Consuming Ar of Moab,
The lords of Bamoth c by the Arnon.
29
Woe to you, 0 Moab!
You are undone, 0 people of Chemosh!
His sons are rendered fugitive
And his daughters captive
By an Amorite king, Sihon."
30d
Yet we have cast them down utterly,
Heshbon along with Dibon;
We have wrought desolation at Nophah,
Which is hard by Medeba.
31 So Israel occupied the land of the Amorites. 32 Then
Moses sent to spy out J azer, and they captured its depend
encies and dispossessed the Amorites who were there.
33 They marched on and went up the road to Bashan,
and King Og of Bashan, with all his people, came out to
Edrei to engage them in battle. 34 But the LORD said to
Moses, "Do not fear him, for I give him and all his people
and his land into your hand. You shall do to him as you
did to Sihon king of the Amorites who dwelt in Heshbon."
35 They defeated him and his sons and all his people, until
no remnant was left him; and they took possession
of his country. 1 The Israelites then marched on and
encamped in the steppes of Moab, across the Jordan from
Jericho.

22

a
b
c
d

Septuagint "fazer," cf v. 3 2 . Otlrers 'for the boundary of tire Ammonites was strong. "
The meaning of several parts of this ancient poem is no longer certain.
Cf vv. 19 and 20 and N11111. 22.2 1 .
Meaning of verse uncertain. Alternatively:
''Their dominion is at a11 end
From Hes/1bon to Diboll
And from Nas!Jim to Nophah,
Whic/1 is hard by Medeba."
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27-30: The ballad of Heshbon cel
ebrates Sihon's conquest of Moab
ite territory. Various theories have
been proposed as to why it is pre
served in the Bible. According to
the Rabbis, it justifies Israel's de
feat of Sihon (Num. Rab. 19.30). Is
rael was prohibited from provok
ing the Moabites to battle (Deut.
2.9). 29: Chemoslr is the national
god of the Moabites. 33-35: The
record of the victory over Og king
of the Bashan region (see map on
p. 498) parallels Deut. 3.1-2. In this
encounter God directs the military
action. 22.1 : This v., which also
contextualizes the subsequent
Balaam pericope, is a postscript to
ch 21.
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BALAK
2 Balak son of Zippor saw all that Israel had done to the
Amorites.
3 Moab was alarmed because that people was so numer
ous. Moab dreaded the Israelites, 4 and Moab said to the
elders of Midian, "Now this horde will lick clean all that is
about us as an ox licks up the grass of the field."
Balak son of Zippor, who was king of Moab at that time,
s sent messengers to Balaam son of Bear in Pethor, which
is by the Euphrates," in the land of his kinsfolk, to invite
him, saying, "There is a people that came out of Egypt; it
hides the earth from view, and it is settled next to me.
6 Come then, put a curse upon this people for me, since
they are too numerous for me; perhaps I can thus defeat
them and drive them out of the land. For I know that he
whom you bless is blessed indeed, and he whom you
curse is cursed."
7 The elders of Moab and the elders of Mid ian, b·versed
in divination,·b set out. They came to Balaam and gave
him Balak' s message. a He said to them, "Spend the night
here, and I shall reply to you as the LoRD may instruct
me." So the Moabite dignitaries stayed with Balaam.
a Lit. "the River. "
b·b Lit. "with diviltatiort i11 tlreir power (/ralld)."

22.2-24.25: The story of the seer
Balaam. Inserted into the narrative
of Israel's final preparation to
enter Canaan is the story of the
Moabite king Balak and the
prophet Balaam whom he hires to
curse Israel into oblivion. This in
dependent composition, possibly
originating from a different scribal
circle than those associated with
other portions of Numbers, is
composed of narrative and poetry.
It is inserted at this juncture, the
beginning of Israel's period of en
campment in Moab, because the
outcome of Balak's scheme deter
mines if Israel will inherit the
promised land. The account is a
contest in the divine realm be
tween the God of Israel and those
supernatural elements available to
Balak, At times amusing, and
somewhat mocking of the non
Israelite prophet, the message of
this pericope is serious: The intent
of the LORD reigns supreme and
cannot be superseded. Even the

powers of a well-known non
Israelite prophet are ultimately
controlled by God. In the end
nothing in Salaam's four oracles
exacts a curse upon Israel; in fact,
his prophecies function in reverse,
blessing Israel and cursing her
enemies. The biblical traditions
are not consistent in their assess
ment of Salaam's intentions.
In Deuteronomy (2).4-7) and
Joshua (24.9-10) it is God who
reverses Salaam's actual intent.
Num. 31.16 blames Balaam for
Israel's apostasy at Baal-peor
(ch 25), implying that he previ
ously sought to curse them. The
memory preserved in the writings
of the 8th-century BCE prophet
Micah (6.5) is more compatible
with most of the favorable Num.
chs 22-24 accounts. Postbiblical
literature is divided as well in
evaluations of Balaam (cf. Tg.
Num. chs 22-24; Num. Rab. 14.20).
A visionary named Balaam is at
tested outside the Bible, on a frag-)28-

mentary inscription on wall plas
ter (late 9th to 8th century) from
a temple at Deir 'Alia in Transjor
dan, which records the night vi
sion of a certain Balaam. The
seer Balaam may have been a leg
endary character of antiquity or
a real person well known in the
region.
The complete biblical story of
Balaam is composed of several
subsections: (1) Balak hires Balaam
to curse Israel (22.2-40). Within
this narrative is inserted the tale of
Balaam and his talking she-ass
(22.21-35). (2) Balaam's first oracle
(22.41-23.10); (3) Balak's response
and Balaam's second oracle
(2).11-24); (4) Balak's response
and Salaam's third oracle
(23.25-24·9); (5) Balak's response
and Salaam's fourth oracle; their
departure (24.1o-25). Each subsec
tion containing an oracle is com
posed of narrative followed by a
poem (the oracle). If read detached
from the narrative, the four poems
connect to tell the story in poetic
form. The entire poem may thus
derive from an older independent
source. Like much biblical poetry,
this poem contains many words
and phrases that are obscure or
possibly have become corrupted
over time.
22.2-40: Balak hires Balaam to
curse Israel. 4: The elders ofMidian
refers to the leaders of Midianite
groups who lived in Moab (cf.
Gen. 36. 35). 5: Balaam son of Bear in
Petlwr: The seer of the Deir 'Alia
inscription bears the same name
and patronymic. The place name
Pethor, Balaam's home, is identi
fied as a site on the Sajur River in
Aram (Syria) some 400 miles from
Moab. 6-7: Balaam apparently has
a reputation not only as a seer, but
also as a diviner who can effectu
ate curses. The elders of Moab and
Midian, sent to fetch him, are
versed in divinatory techniques.
Execration texts on pottery cursing
rulers of Canaanite cities are
known from Egypt (early 2nd mil
lennium). Prophets from the same
period are mentioned in letters
from the Mesopotamian city-state
of Mari. 8-2 1 : The biblical writer
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9 God came to Balaam and said, "What do these people
want of you?" 10 Balaam said to God, "Balak son of Zip
por, king of Moab, sent me this message: 11 Here is a peo
ple that came out from Egypt and hides the earth from
view. Come now and curse them for me; perhaps I can en
gage them in battle and drive them off." 12 But God said to
Balaam, "Do not go with them. You must not curse that
people, for they are blessed."
13 Balaam arose in the morning and said to Balak's dig
nitaries, "Go back to your own country, for the LoRD will
not let me go with you." 14 The Moabite dignitaries left,
and they came to Balak and said, "Balaam refused to come
with us."
15 Then Balak sent other dignitaries, more numerous
and distinguished than the first. 16 They came to Balaam
and said to him, "Thus says Balak son of Zippor: Please
do not refuse to come to me. 1 7 I will reward you richly
and I will do anything you ask of me. Only come and
damn this people for me." 18 Balaam replied to Balak's of
ficials, "Though Balak were to give me his house full of
silver and gold, I could not do anything, big or little, con
trary to the command of the LoRD my God. 19 So you, too,
stay here overnight, and let me find out what else the
LoRD may say to me." 20That night God came to Balaam
and said to him, "If these men have come to invite you,
you may go with them. But whatever I command you,
that you shall do."
21 When he arose in the morning, Balaam saddled his
ass and departed with the Moabite dignitaries. 22 But God
was incensed at his going; so an angel of the LoRD placed
himself in his way as an adversary.
He was riding on his she-ass, with his two servants
alongside, 23 when the ass caught sight of the angel of the
LoRD standing in the way, with his drawn sword in his
hand. The ass swerved from the road and went into the
fields; and Balaam beat the ass to turn her back onto the
road. 24 The angel of the LoRD then stationed himself in a
lane between the vineyards, with a fence on either side.
25 The ass, seeing the angel of the LoRD, pressed herself
against the wall and squeezed Salaam's foot against the
wall; so he beat her again. 26 Qnce more the angel of the
LoRD moved forward and stationed himself on a spot so
narrow that there was no room to swerve right or left.
27 When the ass now saw the angel of the LoRD, she lay
down under Balaam; and Balaam was furious and beat
the ass with his stick.
28 Then the LORD opened the ass's mouth, and she said
to Balaam, "What have I done to you that you have beaten
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makes it clear that the Israelites are
a blessed people. In this account,
which views Balaam postively, his
words and actions are bound to
God's will and no reward of riches
can enable him to counter it.
22-35: This episode of Balaam and
the she-ass derives from a different
tradition that contradicts the fa
vorable view of Balaam expressed
by the main story (contrast esp.
v, 20). In this version God is angry
with the prophet (v. 22) and in
turn depicts the donkey as the ac
tual visionary. Balaam becomes
the object of mockery: He is por
trayed as being blind to divine
will; it is the ass that sees what
the seer cannot. 22: As an adver
sary: In the Bible the term "satan"
is used attributively (1 Sam. 29.4),
or when personified it refers to
a divine being who answers to
God (Job 1.6-12; 1 Chron. 21.1),
rather than to an independent
entity who is God's adversary
("Satan"). The concept only
later developed into the "Devil."
36-40: Balak offers a sacrifice of
well-being, which is eaten by Ba
laam an:d his entourage.
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me these three times?" 29 Balaam said to the ass, "You
have made a mockery of me! If I had a sword with me, I'd
kill you." 30 The ass said to Balaam, "Look, I am the ass
that you have been riding all along until this day! Have I
been in the habit of doing thus to you?" And he answered,
"No."
31 Then the LoRD uncovered Balaam's eyes, and he saw
the angel of the LoRD standing in the way, his drawn
sword in his hand; thereupon he bowed •·right down to
the ground:• 32 The angel of the LoRD said to him, "Why
have you beaten your ass these three times? It is I who
came out as an adversary, for the errand is obnoxiousb to
me. 33 And when the ass saw me, she shied away because
of me those three times. If she had not shied away from
me, you are the one I should have killed, while sparing
her." 34 Balaam said to the angel of the LORD, "I erred be
cause I did not know that you were standing in my way. If
you still disapprove, I will turn back." 35 But the angel of
the LORD said to Balaam, "Go with the men. But you must
say nothing except what I tell you." So Balaam went on
with Balak's dignitaries.
36 When Balak heard that Balaam was coming, he went
out to meet him at Ir-moab, which is on the Arnon border,
at its farthest point. 37 Balak said to Balaam, "When I first
sent to invite you, why didn't you come to me? Am I re
ally unable to reward you?" 38 But Balaam said to Balak,
"And now that I have come to you, have I the power to
speak freely? I can utter only the word that God puts into
my mouth."
39 Balaam went with Balak and they came to Kiriath
huzoth.
40 Balak sacrificed oxen and sheep, and had them served
to Balaam and the dignitaries with him. 41 In the morning
Balak took Balaam up to Bamoth-baal. From there he
could see a portion of the people.

2 3 Balaam said to Balak, "Build me seven altars here

and have seven bulls and seven rams ready here
for me." 2 Balak did as Balaam directed; and Balak and Ba
laam offered up a bull and a ram on each altar. 3 Then Ba
laam said to Balak, "Stay here beside your offerings while
I am gone. Perhaps the LoRD will grant me a manifesta
tion, and whatever He reveals to me I will tell you." And .
he went off alone. c

a-n Lit. "and prostrated himself to ilis nostrils."
b Precise meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Others "to a bare height"; exact meaning of Heb. shephi uncertain.
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22.41-23.10: Balaam's first oracle.
23.1: Seven is a magical number in
the Bible, often signaling complete
perfection (cf. Josh. 6.4; 1 Kings
18.43; 2 Kings 5.10, 14), and is fre
quent in Northwest Semitic litera
ture. In connection with sacrifices
the number seven corresponds
to the seven bulls and seven
rams which God commands
Job's friends to offer (Job 42.8).
Balaam's offerings seem to invoke
the deity's message. Ibn Ezra
notes the frequency of the number
seven in the cultic calendar.
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4 God manifested Himself to Balaarn, who said to Him,
"I have set up the seven altars and offered up a bull and a
ram on each altar." 5 And the LoRD put a word in Balaarn's
mouth and said, "Return to Balak and speak thus."
6 So he returned to him and found him standing beside
his offerings, and all the Moabite dignitaries with him.
7 He took up his theme, and said:

8
9

10

From Aram has Balak brought me,
Moab's king from the hills of the East:
Corne, curse me Jacob,
Corne, tell Israel's doom!
How can I damn whom God• has not damned,
How doom when the LoRD has not doomed?
As I see them from the mountain tops,
Gaze on them from the heights,
There is a people that dwells apart,
Not reckoned among the nations,
Who can count the dustb of Jacob,
Number< the dust-cloud of Israel?
May I die the death of the upright/
May my fate be like theirs!

11 Then Balak said to Balaam, "What have you done to
me? Here I brought you to damn my enemies, and instead
you have blessed them!" 12 He replied, "I can only repeat
faithfully what the LoRD puts in my mouth." 13 Then Balak
said to him, "Corne with me to another place from which
you can see them-you will see only a portion of them; you
will not see all of them-and damn them for me from
there." 14 With that, he took him to Sedehzophirn,• on the
summit of Pisgah. He built seven altars and offered a bull
and a ram on each altar. 15 And [Balaarn] said to Balak,
"Stay here beside your offerings, while I seek a manifesta
tion yonder."
1 6 The LORD manifested Himself to Balaarn and put a
word in his mouth, saying, "Return to Balak and speak
thus." 17 He went to him and found him standing beside
his offerings, and the Moabite dignitaries with him. Balak
asked him, "What did the LORD say?" 18 And he took up
his theme, and said:
Up, Balak, attend,
Give ear unto me, son of Zippor!
a Heb. El, as ojte11 i11 these poe111s.
b Cf Ge11. 1J.16.
c Lit. "a11d tl1e 1111111ber oJ "
d Heb. yesharim, a play 011 yeshurun (jeslumm i u De11t. J2.1)), a uame for Israel.
e Or "Looko111 Poiut. "
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8: The deity name "El," probably
short for "Elohim," God, appears
in parallel construction to the
Tetragrammaton (YHvH). Some
scholars believe that the designa
tions refer to two separate deities,
El being the Canaanite high God
also worshipped by Israel. 8: This
is a poetic variant of the idea ex
pressed in prose in 22.18. More ex
tensive prose and poetic variants
of the same story are found in
Exod. chs 14-15 and Judg. chs 4-5.
10: Salak's fear that the Israelite
multitude will be triumphant
(22.3) is confirmed already in
Salaam's first oracle. Who can count
the dust ofJacob reverberates the
patriarchal blessing (Gen. 13.16).
This English translation assumes a
textual error, that the single Heb
word "umispar" ("and the number
of") should be read as two words:
"umiy safar" ("[who can] num
ber"). The parallelism of the verse
supports this emendation.
23.1 1-24: The second oracle.
1 1-17: Sandwiched between the
poems of the first and second ora
cles is a narrative section contain
ing reactions to the initial poem. In
a dialogue between Salak and Ba
laam, Salak expresses shock at
Salaam's blessing of Israel; Salaam
responds with a disclaimer to his
own words. Salak then attempts to
elicit a curse from Salaam by hav
ing the prophet view the Israelite
camp from a less threatening
angle. Fresh sacrifices need to be
offered to attain another vision.
The narrator is mocking Salak,
who fails to understand that
God's desire may not be contra
vened in this manner. 1 8-24: The
poem of the second oracle under
scores the message of the first.
Emphasis is placed on God's
constancy in general and specifi
cally in connection with His devo
tion to Israel's welfare. Other
gods may be capricious, subject
to human manipulation through
magic, but the LoRD is not.
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NUMBERS 23 . 1 9-24 . 3
19

20
21

22
23

24

God is not man to be capricious,
Or mortal to change His mind.
Would He speak and not act,
Promise and not fulfill?
My message was to bless:
When He blesses, I cannot reverse it.
No harm is in sight for Jacob,
No woe in view for Israel.
The LoRD their God is with them,
And their King's acclaim in their midst.
God who freed them from Egypt
Is for them like the horns• of the wild ox.
Lo, there is no augury in Jacob,
No divining in Israel:h
Jacob is told at once,
Yea Israel, what God has planned.<
Lo, a people that rises like a lion,
Leaps up like the d-king of beasts,-d
Rests not till it has feasted on prey
And drunk the blood of the slain.

25 Thereupon Balak said to Balaam, "Don't curse them
and don't bless them!" 26 In reply, Balaam said to Balak,
"But I told you: Whatever the LoRD says, that I must do."
27 Then Balak said to Balaam, "Come now, I will take you
to another place. Perhaps God will deem it right that you
damn them for me there." 2B Balak took Balaam to the
peak of Pear, which overlooks the wasteland.• 29 Balaam
said to Balak, "Build me here seven altars, and have seven
bulls and seven rams ready for me here." 30 Balak did as
Balaam said: he offered up a bull and a ram on each altar.

2 4 Now Balaam, seeing that it pleased the LoRD to

bless Israel, did not, as on previous occasions, go in
search of omens, but turned his face toward the wilder
ness. 2 As Balaam looked up and saw Israel encamped
tribe by tribe, the spirit of God came upon him. 3 Taking
up his theme, he said:
Word of Balaam son of Bear,
Word of the man whose eye is true,9
a Lit. "eminences, " used figuratively.
b Cf Deut. 18.1o-15.
c Or, "Else would it be told to Jacob, I Yea to Israel, what God lias planned. "
d-d Heb. 'ari, anotl1er term for "lion. "
e Cf note o n 2 1.20.
f Some of tile poetic portions of tl1is clmpter are llllclear.
g Otl1ers "whose eye is (or, eyes are) open"; meallillg of Heb. llncertaill.
-))2-

22: The redemption from Egypt is
cited as evidence of God's power
and allegiance to Israel. 24: The
simile of a lion previews Israel's
military victories and kingdom in
Canaan (d. Gen. 49-9-10).

23.25-24.9: The third oracle.
23.25-24.2: In this second narra
tive segment between oracles,
Balak, in distress, wants to aban
don cursing Israel if that will nul
lify the blessing. The foolish Mo
abite king, in contrast to the seer, is
not resigned to God's will as a fait
accompli. Sacrifices are offered for
the third time from yet another lo
cation. This time Balaam does not
search for omens in the process of
seeking divine spirit, implying
that he did so previously. 2: For
the first time Balaam views the en
tire Israelite camp (d. 22.41; 2J.1J).
3-4: Balaam opens this oracle
with self-praise. He considers
himself a true prophet of God.
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N U MBERS

Word of him who hears God's speech,
Who beholds visions from the Almighty,
Prostrate, but with eyes unveiled:
How fair are your tents, 0 Jacob,
Your dwellings, 0 Israel!
Like palm-groves that stretch out,
Like gardens beside a river,
Like aloes planted by the LORD,
Like cedars beside the water;
Their boughs drip with moisture,
Their roots• have abundant water.
Their king shall rise above Agag,
Their kingdom shall be exalted.
God who freed them from Egypt
Is for them like the hornsb of the wild ox.
They shall devour enemy nations,
Crush their bones,
And smash their arrows.
They crouch, they lie down like a lion,
Like the king of beasts; < who dare rouse them?
Blessed are they who bless you,
Accursed they who curse you!
10 Enraged at Balaam, Balak struck his hands together.

"I called you," Balak said to Balaam, "to damn my ene
mies, and instead you have blessed them these three
times! 11 Back with you at once to your own place! I was
going to reward you richly, but the LoRD has denied you
the reward." 1 2 Balaam replied to Balak, "But I even told
the messengers you sent to me, 13 'Though Balak were to
give me his house full of silver and gold, I could not of my
own accord do anything good or bad contrary to the
LoRD's command. What the LORD says, that I must say.'
14 And now, as I go back to my people, let me inform you
of what this people will do to your people in days to
come." 15 He took up his theme, and said:

16

17

Word of Balaam son of Beor,
. Word of the man whose eye is true,
Word of him who hears God's speech,
Who obtains knowledge from the Most High,
And beholds visions from the Almighty,
Prostrate, but with eyes unveiled:
What I see for them is not yet,
What I behold will not be soon:

n Lit. "nnd its seed. "
b See note nt 23.22.
c Heb. labi, nnotlrer word for "lion"; cf note nt 23.24.
-333 -

24.4-24 . 17

4: The Almighty (also v. 16): Heb
"shadai" is an epithet of God
common in the patriarchal stories
(e.g., Gen. 17.1; 28.3; 35.11). Its
likely meaning, "high," is related
to the Akkadian term for moun
tain. 5: This idyllic portrayal of the
Israelites in their homes is noted in
the midrash. In Jewish liturgy this
line begins the daily morning ser
vice, since tents and dwellings are
understood to refer to the syna
gogue. 6-7: The depiction of lush
vegetation contrasts with the
wilderness background of
Salaam's view of Israel's encamp
ment (24.1). 7: Agag is the king of
Amalek at the time of Saul's reign
(1 Sam. 15.8). Saul's victory is fore
told here, suggesting to many
scholars a date for the text in the
monarchic period. 8-9: The oracle
ends by returning to the lion im
agery at the end of the previous
oracle (23.24), and reiterating the
promise to the patriarchs that any
one who blesses Israel will be
blessed in turn, but anyone who
curses her is himself cursed
(Gen. 12.3; 27.29).

24.1 0-25: The fourth oracle.
1 0-14: Balak's reaction to
Salaam's third oracle is one of out
rage, no doubt exacerbated by the
pronouncement that he who
curses Israel will be cursed in
turn. Balak sends Balaam home.

1 0: Ba/ak struck his hands together:
This is a gesture of anguish and
anger (d. Ezek. 6.11; 21.19, 22;
22.13; Lam. 2.15). 1 5-25: Before re
turning to his home, Balaam utters
one more oracle, this one contain
ing a prophecy about Moab's fu
ture and that of Israel's other ene
mies. A very common pattern in
biblical literature, followed here, is
the 3-4 pattern, where the fourth
element is climactic. 1 7: This v.
predicts the destruction of Moab
by an Israelite king. Either David
or Omri qualifies (2 Sam. 8.2; the
Mesha [or Moabite] Stone). This v.
played a significant role in the md
century CE, when the star (Heb
"kokhav") was connected by some
to Bar Kosba, a Jewish leader who
headed an unsuccessful revolt
against Rome in 132-35. Based on
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18
19

A star rises from Jacob,
A scepter comes forth from Israel;
It smashes the brow of Moab,
The foundation of• all children of Seth.
Edom becomes a possession,
Yea, Seir a possession of its enemies;
But Israel is triumphant.
A victor issues from Jacob
To wipe out what is left of Ir.

20 He saw Amalek and, taking up his theme, he said:
A leading nation is Amalek;
But its fate is to perish forever.
21 He saw the Kenites and, taking up his theme, he said:
Though your abode be secure,
And your nest be set among cliffs,
22
Yet shall Kainb be consumed,
When Asshur takes you captive.
23 He took up his theme and said:
Alas, who can survive except God has willed it!
24
Ships come from the quarter of Kittim;
They subject Asshur, subject Eber.
They, too, shall perish forever.
25 Then Balaam set out on his journey back home; and
Balak also went his way.

2 5 <-profaned
While Israel was staying at Shittim, the people
themselves by whoring·< with the Moab

ite women, 2 who invited the people to the sacrifices for
their god. The people partook of them and worshiped that
god. 3 Thus Israel attached itself to Baal-peor, and the
LoRD was incensed with IsraeL 4 The LoRD said to Moses,

n Snmnritnn "the pnte of," cf fer. 48.45; others "brenks down."
b I.e., the Kenites.
c-c Others "begnn to commit hnrlotry. "
this verse, some sages renamed
this leader as Bar Kokhba, "the son
of the star," and viewed him as a
messianic figure (see esp. y.Ta'an.
68d). The revolt was a miserable
failure. 1 8-24: Balaam predicts the
conquest of several national or eth
nic groups, including Edomites,
Amalekites, and Midianites. Kit
tim, people from Cyprus, are men
tioned as invaders into the region

of Syria and Mesopotamia; the his
torical setting for this is unclear. In
the Dead Sea Scrolls, "Kittim" rep
resents the Romans. 25: The narra
tive ends with Balaam and Balak
returning home, the latter's mis
sion having failed.

25.1-19: Worship of Baal-peor
and its aftermath. Ch 25 continues
the narrative begun in 22.1, which

·

was interrupted by the insertion of
the story of Balak and Balaam.
While encamped on the plains of
Moab awaiting crossing into Ca
naan, Israelite men mingle with
local, non-Israelite women. As
predicted in warnings to Israel
(Exod. 34-16; cf. 1 Kings 11.1-6),
marriage with idolaters leads to
idolatry, in this case worship of the
local god Baal-peor. This chapter
can be divided into three smaller
segments: vv. 1-5, 6---9, and 10-19.
Scholars often attribute the latter
two segments to a Priestly expan
sion of the first five verses, a JE ac
count. In P's rendition, the role of
Phinehas, Aaron's grandson, is
central in the expiation process of
the sin (vv. 7-18), even supersed
ing that of Moses. Furthermore, it
offers historical support for the di
vine appointment of the Aaronide
priesthood. Memory of Israel's
apostasy of Baal-peor and subse
quent punishment is preserved in
several biblical accounts outside
the book of Numbers (d. Deut. 4.3;
Josh. 22.17; Hos. g.10; Ps. 106.28).
1: Ramban suggests that it was
Balaam's evil advice that pro
voked the incident. Otherwise,
he reasons, why would the Israel
ites have killed Balaam (31.8)?
2-3: Ps. 106 identifies the sacrifi
cial feast as a ritual associated with
a funerary cult. Baal-peor is the
local manifestation of the fertility
storm-god Baal, the high god of
Canaanite religion; Peor is a geo
graphic name previously men
tioned in the Balaam saga (23.28;
also Deut. J-29)- The calf image
that Israel fashioned of gold and
then worshipped at Sinai (Exod.
ch 32) is a common representation
of the deity Baal, apparently, as
well as the LORD in the sanctuaries
of Dan and Bethel (see 1 Kings
12.28-29). 4: Take all the ringleaders

and have them publicly impaled.
Ringleaders is an interpretive trans
lation of the Heb. A literal under
standing, "all the heads of the peo
ple," implies that the leadership,
both guilty individuals and inno
cent ones, are liable for the
people's action. Their execution
and subsequent public impale
ment is to serve as expiation for

NUMBERS 25.5-26.2
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"Take all the ringleaders• and have them publiclyb im
paled before the LORD, so that the LORD's wrath may turn
away from Israel." s so Moses said to Israel's officials,
"Each of you slay those of his men who attached them
selves to Baal-peor."
6 Just then one of the Israelites came and brought a Mid
ianite woman over to his companions, in the sight of Moses
and of the whole Israelite community who were weeping
at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 7When Phinehas,
son of Eleazar son of Aaron the priest, saw this, he left the
assembly and, taking a spear in his hand, s he followed the
Israelite into the chamber and stabbed both of them, the Is
raelite and the woman, through the belly. Then the plague
against the Israelites was checked. 9 Those who died of the
plague numbered twenty-four thousand.
PINI:IAS
1 0 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, ll "Phinehas, son of
Eleazar son of Aaron the priest, has turned back My wrath
from the Israelites by displaying among them his passion
for Me, so that I did not wipe out the Israelite people in
My passion. 12 Say, therefore, 'I grant him My pact of
friendship. 13 It shall be for him and his descendants after
him a pact of priesthood for all time, because he took im
passioned action for his God, thus making expiation for
the Israelites.' "
14 The name of the Israelite who was killed, the one who
was killed with the Midianite woman, was Zimri son of
Salu, chieftain of a Simeonite ancestral house. 15 The name
of the Midianite woman who was killed was Cozbi
daughter of Zur; he was the tribal head of an ancestral
house in Midian.
1 6 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 17 "Assail the Midi
anites and defeat them-1B for they assailed you by the
trickery they practiced against you-because of the affair
of Peor and because of the affair of their kinswoman
Cozbi, daughter of the Midianite chieftain, who was killed
at the time of the plague on account of Peor."

26

19 When the plague was over, 1 the LoRD said to
Moses and to Eleazar son of Aaron the priest,
2 "Take a census of the whole Israelite community from
a Lit. "heads of the people. "

b Others "irr face of the sun."

Israel's violation of the Sinaitic
covenant, which prohibits foreign
worship. Similarly, Saul's sons are
executed and publicly impaled
for their father's violation of

a treaty with the Gibeonites
(2 Sam. 21.1-14). In that case, a
drought, attributed to the violation
of the oath, ends when the princes'
deaths appease the deity. In both

cases, extreme measures need to
be taken to control the divine
wrath. 5: Moses seems to intercede
here (d. 11.2; 14. 13-19; 16.22), in
structing Israel's officials to sJa y
only the guilty (d. the role of
the Levites in Exod. 32.25-29).
6-9: The Israelite man is later
identified as Zimri son of Salu, a
chieftain of Simeon (v. 14); the
woman is Cozbi daughter of Zur, a
Midianite chief (v. 15). Thus, both
are influential members of their re
spective communities. 6: For the
association of Midianites and Mo
abites (v. 1), see 22.4 n. 8: The cham
ber, Heb "ha-kubah," probably
refers to a tent (also in Arabic) that
is part of the cultic area, rendering
the transgression as pagan wor
ship. No evidence exists, however,
for any act of cultic prostitution.
9: Those who died in the plague
would have included any rem
nant of the exodus generation
(26.64--65). 10-13: God rewards
Phinehas's zealous act, which ap
peases His wrath and makes expi
a tion for Israel (d. Aaron's act,
17.11-12), with a pact offriendship
guaranteeing divine protection
(d. Isa, 54.10; Ezek. 34.25; 37.26). A
pact ofpriesthoodfor all time reiter
ates the eternal and exclusive elec
tion of the Aaronides to the priest
hood (chs 16-17). 16-19: God's
command thaUsrael take ven
geance on the Midianites for their
part in the apostasy of Baal-peor is
realized in the continuation of this
account in ch 31, where v. 1 com
pletes the verse fragment of 25.19
(for the association of Midianites
and Moabites, see 22.4 n.). Thus,
chs 26-30 have been placed here
secondarily.

26.1-65: The second census. Ini
tially, the Israelites were counted
at Sinai prior to their forty-year
wilderness trek (ch 1). That popu
lation consisted of the exodus gen
eration. This second census takes
place after the death of that entire
population (26.64). Levites are
again numbered separately (d.
3.14-39). The statistics of the sec
ond census are necessary for deter
mining the allotment of the land of
Canaan (see Josh. chs 14-19), the
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the age of twenty years up, by their ancestral houses, all
Israelites able to bear arms." 3 •So Moses and Eleazar the
priest, on the steppes of Moab, at the Jordan near Jericho,
gave instructions about them, namely, 4 those from twenty
years up, as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
The descendants of the Israelites who came out of the
land of Egypt were:
5 Reuben, Israel's first-born. Descendants of Reuben:
[Of] Enoch,b the clan of the Enochites; of Pallu, the clan of
the Palluites; 6 of Hezron, the clan of the Hezronites; of
Carmi, the clan of the Carmites. 7 Those are the clans of the
Reubenites. The persons enrolled came to 43,730.
S c·Born to·< Pallu: Eliab. 9 The sons of Eliab were Nem
uel, and Dathan and Abiram. These are the same Dathan
and Abiram, chosen in the assembly, who agitated against
Moses and Aaron as part of Korah's band when they agi
tated against the LORD. 10 Whereupon the earth opened its
mouth and swallowed thetn up with Korah-when that
band died, when the fire consumed the two hundred and
fifty men-and they became an example. 11 The sons of
Korah, however, did not die.
12 Descendants of Simeon by their clans: Of Nemuel, the
clan of the Nemuelites; of Jamin, the clan of the Jaminites;
of Jachin, the clan of the Jachinites; 13 of Zerah, the clan of
the Zerahites; of Saul/ the clan of the Saulites. 14 Those are
the clans of the Simeonites; [persons enrolled:] 22,200.
15 Descendants of Gad by their clans: Of Zephon, the
clan of the Zephonites; of Haggi, the clan of the Haggites;
of Shuri.i, the clan of the Shunites; 16 of Ozni, the clan of the
Oznites; of Eri, the clan of the Erites; 17 of Arod, the clan of
the Arodites; of Areli, the clan of the Arelites. 1B Those are
the clans of Gad's descendants; persons enrolled: 40,500.
19 c·Born to·c Judah: Er and Onan. Er and Onan died in
the land of Canaan.
20 Descendants of Judah by their clans: Of Shelah, the
clan of the Shelanites; of Perez, the clan of the Perezites; of
Zerah, the clan of the Zerahites. 21 Descendants of Perez:
of Hezron, the clan of the Hezronites; of Hamul, the clan
of the Hamulites. 22Those are the clans of Judah; persons
enrolled: 76,500.
23 Descendants of Issachar by their clans: [Of] Tola, the
clan of the Tolaites; of Puvah, the clan of the Punites; 24 of
Jashub, the clan of the Jashubites; of Shimron, the clan of
the Shimronites. 25 Those are the clans of Issachar; persons
enrolled: 64aoo.
a Meaning ofparts ofvv. 3 and 4 uncertain.
c-c Or "descendants of"
d Or "5/wul. "

b Or "Hauocll. "

subject of the end of this chapter
(vv. 52-56). This chapter also pre
cedes a major battle, the war
against the Midianites (ch 31),
since a count of military-age males
is required in preparation for this
battle and for others planned in
the conquest of Canaan. 1-4: The
instructions for the second census,
like the first, come directly from
God who addresses both Moses
and the current high priest
(d. 1.1-3). 5-5 1 : The Israelites are
numbered by tribes, excluding
Levi. Each tribe's total is derived
from the sum of its clans. Whereas
clan chieftains are named in con
nection with the first census
(1.5-15), the names of the clans ap
pear in the account of the second
census. Some scholars attempt to
understand these vast, unrealistic
numbers symbolically. 9-1 1 : These
verses recall the fate of the Reu
benites Dathan and Abiram who
were part of the Korah rebellion
(chs 16-17). Similar short notices
are sometimes placed in the gene
alogies that open Chronicles.
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26 Descendants of Zebulun by their clans: Of Sered, the
clan of the Seredites; of Elon, the clan of the Elonites; of
Jahleel, the clan of the Jahleelites. 27 Those are the clans of
the Zebulunites; persons enrolled: 60,500.
2BThe sons of Joseph were Manasseh and Ephraim-by
their clans.
29 Descendants of Manasseh: Of Machir, the clan of the
Machirites.-Machir begot Gilead.-Of Gilead, the clan of
the Gileadites. 30 These were the descendants of Gilead:
[Of] Iezer, the clan of the Iezerites; of Helek, the clan of the
Helekites; 31 [of] Asriel, the clan of the Asrielites; [of]
Shechem, the clan of the Shechemites; 32 [of] Shemida, the
clan of the Shemidaites; [of] Hepher, the clan of the He
pherites.-33 Now Zelophehad son of Hepher had no
sons, only daughters. The names of Zelophehad's daugh
ters were Mahlah, Noah, Hoglah, Milcah, and Tirzah.34 Those are the clans of Manasseh; persons enrolled:
52,700.

35 These are the descendants of Ephraim by their clans:
Of Shuthelah, the clan of the Shuthelahites; of Becher, the
clan of the Becherites; of Tahan, the clan of the Tahanites.
3 6 These are the descendants of Shuthelah: Of Eran, the
clan of the Eranites. 37 Those are the clans of Ephraim's de
scendants; persons enrolled: 32,500.
Those are the descendants of Joseph by their clans.
3B The descendants of Benjamin by their clans: Of Bela,
the clan of the Belaites; of Ashbel, the clan of the Ashbel
ites; of Ahiram, the clan of the Ahiramites; 39 of She
phupham, the clan of the Shuphamites; of Hupham, the
clan of the Huphamites. 40 The sons of Bela were Ard and
Naaman: [Of Ard,] the clan of the Ardites; of Naaman, the
clan of the Naamanites. 41 Those are the descendants of
Benjamin by their clans; persons enrolled: 45,6oo.
42 These are the descendants of Dan by their clans: Of
Shuham, the clan of the Shuhamites. Those are the clans of
Dan: by their clans. 43 All the clans of the Shuhamites;
persons enrolled: 64,400.
44 Descendants of Asher by their clans: Of Irnnah, the
clan of the Imnites; of Ishvi, the clan of the Ishvites; of Be
riah, the clan of the Beriites. 45 Of the descendants of Be
riah: Of Heber, the clan of the Heberites; of Malchiel, the
clan of the Malchielites.-46 The name of Asher's daughter
was Serah.-47 These are the clans of Asher's descendants;
persons enrolled: 53,400.
48 Descendants of Naphtali by their clans: Of Jahzeel,
the clan of the Jahzeelites; of Guni, the clan of the Gunites;
n Menning ofpnrts ofvv. 4-2 nnd 43 uncertain.
-337-

29-34: The tribe of Manasseh in
creases in size more than any other
tribe (five tribes decrease in num
ber), almost doubling its popula
tion (cf. 1.34-35). Five Manassite
clan names (Iezer [= Abiezer),
Helek, Asriel, Shechem, and
Shemida) and two names of
Zelophehad's daughters (Noah
and Hoglah) appear as place
names on the Samaria Ostraca pot
tery sherds from the 8th century
BCE inscribed as receipts for wine
and oil, which were excavated in
the remains of the palace complex
at Samaria. Thus, it is possible
that the names mentioned in
this chapter do not refer to
actual individuals, but to geo
graphical regions whose connec
tion is expressed through gene
alogical language. 33: The legal
implications of the inheritance
of Zelophehad's daughters are
discussed in 27.1-11; 36.1-12.
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49 of Jezer, the clan of the Jezerites; of Shillem, the clan of
the Shillemites. 50 Those are the clans of the Naphtalites,
clan by clan; persons enrolled: 45AOO.
5 1 This is the enrollment of the Israelites: 6o1,730.
52 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 53 "Among these
shall the land be apportioned as shares, according to the
listed names: 54 with larger groups increase the share, with
smaller groups reduce the share. Each is to be assigned its
share according to its enrollment. 55 The land, moreover, is
to be apportioned by lot; and the allotment shall be made
according to the listings of their ancestral tribes. 56 Each
portion shall be assigned by lot, whether for larger or
smaller groups."
57 This is the enrollment of the Levites by their clans: Of
Gershon, the clan of the Gershonites; of Kohath, the clan
of the Kohathites; of Merari, the clan of the Merarites.
58 These are the clans of Levi: The clan of the Libnites, the
clan of the Hebronites, the clan of the Mahlites, the clan of
the Mushites, the clan of the Korahites.-Kohath begot
Amram. 59 The name of Amram's wife was Jochebed
daughter of Levi, who was born to Levi in Egypt; she bore
to Amram Aaron and Moses and their sister Miriam. 60 To
Aaron were born Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar and lthamar.
61 Nadab and Abihu died when they offered alien fire be
fore the LoRD.-62 Their enrollment of 2J,ooo comprised
all males from a month up. They were not part of the reg
ular enrollment of the Israelites, since no share was as
signed to them among the Israelites.
63 These are the persons enrolled by Moses and Eleazar
the priest who registered the Israelites on the steppes of
Moab, at the Jordan near Jericho. 64 Among these there
was not one of those enrolled by Moses and Aaron the
priest when they recorded the Israelites in the wilderness
of Sinai. 65 For the LoRD had said of them, "They shall die
in the wilderness." Not one of them survived, except
Caleb son of Jephunneh and Joshua son of Nun.

2 7 The
daughters of Zelophehad, of Manassite fam
ily-son of Hepher son of Gilead son of Machir son

of Manasseh son of Joseph-came forward. The names of
the daughters were Mahlah, Noah, Hoglah, Milcah, and
Tirzah. 2 They stood before Moses, Eleazar the priest, the
5 1 : The total of 6o1,730 indicates
a net loss of 1,820 males aged 20
and up (d. 603,550 in 1.46).
52-56: Here are the directions for
apportioning the land of Canaan.

The size of each tribal territory is
determined by the population of
the tribe; the geographical area,
however, is assigned to the tribes
by lot. Casting lots is a common

ancient Near Eastern divination
practice; according to several bibli
cal passages, God controls the re
sults (Josh. 18.8; 19.51; 1 Sam.
10.2o-24; 14.41).

26.57--!12: The Levites are num
bered for the third time (d. chs
3-4). They are listed separately be
cause they do not serve in the mili
tary, nor do they receive a portion
of land. They are, however, as
signed Levitical towns (see 35.1-8),
the number of which is deter
mined by the size of the group.
58-59: These verses trace the ge
nealogy of Moses and Aaron,
Israel's leaders. 6 1 : For the
episode surrounding the death of
Nadab and Abihu, see Lev. 10.1-3.
63--65 : The ch ends by stating that
God's punishment of the wilder
ness generation was fulfilled,
preparing the way for the death of
Moses and the conquest of the
land.
27.1-1 1 : The case of Zelophe
had's daughters. A specific case is
used here to introduce a revision
to the laws of inheritance. The spe
cial case of Zelophehad, who died
leaving daughters but no sons, al
ready appears in 26.33 in the cen
sus record of his clan. The detailed
account that follows in ch 27 and
continues in ch 36 addresses ques
tions surrounding this case and
uses it to explore more generally
female inheritance of property in
Israel, a patriarchal society. In con
trast, ancient texts from Mesopota
mia, Syria, and Egypt attest to in
heritance rights of women even
in the presence of male heirs. Un
derlying the discussion in Num
bers is the biblical precept that the
ancestral lands in question are di
vinely granted in perpetuity and
may not be alienated from their
original tribes or families (see
Lev. 25.25-34; 1 Kings 21.1-19).
1-4: Zelophehad's daughters pre
sent the arguments for their case.

2: At the entrance of the Tent ofMeet
ing, a location in the camp analo
gous to the city gate of permanent
settlements where courts con
vened (d. Jer. 26.10; Ruth 4.1).
3: Korah's faction, see ch 16. But
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chieftains, and the whole assembly, at the entrance of the
Tent of Meeting, and they said, 3 "0ur father died in the
wilderness. He was not one of the faction, Korah's faction,
which banded together against the LoRD, but died for his
own sin; and he has left no sons. 4 Let not our father's
name be lost to his clan just because he had no son! Give
us a holding among our father's kinsmen!"
s Moses brought their case before the LORD.
6 And the LoRD said to Moses, 7 "The plea of Zelophe
had's daughters is just: you should give them a hereditary
holding among their father's kinsmen; transfer their
father's share to them.
8 "Further, speak to the Israelite people as follows: 'If a
man dies without leaving a son, you shall transfer his
property to his daughter. 9 If he has no daughter, you shall
assign his property to his brothers. 10 If he has no brothers,
you shall assign his property to his father's brothers. n If
his father had no brothers, you shall assign his property to
his nearest relative in his own clan, and he shall inherit it.'
This shall be the law of procedure for the Israelites, in ac
cordance with the LoRD's command to Moses."
12 The LoRD said to Moses, "Ascend these heights of Ab
arim and view the land that I have given to the Israelite
people. 13 When you have seen it, you too shall be gath
ered to your kin, just as your brother Aaron was. 14 For, in
the wilderness of Zin, when the community was con
tentious, you disobeyed My command to uphold My
sanctity in their sight by means of the water." Those are
the Waters of Meribath-kadesh,• in the wilderness of Zin.
15 Moses spoke to the LoRD, saying, 16 "Let the LoRD,
Source of the breath of all flesh, appoint someone over the
community 17 bwho shall go out before them and come in
before them, and who shall take them out and bring them
in,·b so that the LoRD's community may not be like sheep
that have no shepherd." 18 And the LORD answered
Moses, "Single out Joshua son of Nun, an inspired man,
and lay your hand upon him. 19 Have him stand before Ela See note at 20.13.
b-b I.e., wfto sftal/ lead /Item in all matters and wlwm tftey sftal/ follow in all matters.

[Zelophelwd] died for his own sin, dif
ficult to interpret. It may refer to
the condemnation of Zelophehad
as part of the entire sinful exodus
generation (14.29) or imply an as
sumed transgression explaining
his lack of male heirs (cf. 1 Kings
1.17-18). Traditional Jewish com-

mentary makes the latter connec
tion. 4: Let not our father's name be
lost: Preserving a person's name is
of tantamount importance and
clearly connected to his estate
(Deut. 25.5--6) 5: Moses brings
this difficult case before God
(Deut. 1.17), as he did earlier

with the person gathering stubble
on the Sabbath (15.32-36).
8-1 1 : Granting the women's re
quest is a divine decision, and this
presents an opportunity to expand
on the particular case by offering a
hierarchical list of potential heirs,
thereby establishing a legal princi
ple. Num. 36.1-13 will further clar
ify that since the women actually
transfer the patrimony to future
male heirs, they are bound by cer
tain marriage requirements.

27.1 2-23: The transfer of leader

ship to Joshua. Key to the success
of Israel's inheritance of Canaan is
the succession of Moses by a com
petent and worthy leader. The role
is filled by Joshua, one of two spies
who gave a positive report claim
ing that Canaan can be conquered
(chs 13-14). Certain other texts as
well (e.g., Exod. 17.9-14; 24.13;
Num. 11 .28) also prepare the
reader for the role that Joshua
would play as Moses' successor.
1 2-14: The beginning of the narra
tive suggests that Moses is about
to die in fulfillment of God's pun
ishment (20.12; cf. Aaron's death
and Eleazar's assumption of lead
ership of the priesthood, 20.22-29).
His death, however, is postponed
to Deut. ch 34· 1 2: Mount Nebo,
the site of Moses' death (Deut.
ch 34) is part of the heights of
Abarim (33.47; Deut. 32.49).
1 5-1 7: Moses requests that God
appoint his successor. In this pe
riod, national leadership, unlike
the priesthood, is not hereditary.
Moses' own descendants were
not suitable for leadership (see
Judg. 18.30 n.). 1 8-23: Joshua's in
vestiture is witnessed by Eleazar
the priest and the entire commu
nity, probably to avoid challenges
to the legitimacy of his authority.
18: A n inspired man, lit. "a man in
whom there is spirit," anticipates
the transfer of Mosaic attributes to
Joshua. Lay your hand (hands, v. 23]
upon him, for the purpose of trans
ferring authority (v. 20). The spirit
may refer to prophetic ability (see
1 Kings 22.21-23), and the ritual
may express Moses' transferring
his prophetic abilities to Joshua.
The rite of laying hands is em-
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eazar the priest and before the whole community, and
commission him in their sight. 20 Invest him with some of
your authority, so that the whole Israelite community may
obey. 21 But he shall present himself to Eleazar the priest,
who shall on his behalf seek the decision of the Urim be
fore the LORD. By such instruction they shall go out and
by such instruction they shall come in, he and all the Isra
elites, the whole community."
22 Moses did as the LoRD commanded him. He took
Joshua and had him stand before Eleazar the priest and
before the whole community. 23 He laid his hands upon
him and commissioned him-as the LORD had spoken
through Moses.

2
8 Israelite people and say to them: Be punctilious in
presenting to Me at stated times •the offerings of food due

The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Command the

Me,·• as offerings by fire of pleasing odor to Me.
3 Say to them: These are the offerings by fire that you are
to present to the LoRD:
As a regular burnt offering every day, two yearling
lambs without blemish. 4 You shall offer one lamb in the
morning, and the other lamb you shall offer at twilight.
s And as a meal offering, there shall be a tenth of an ephah of
choice flour with a quarter of a hin of beaten oil mixed in6 the regular burnt offering instituted at Mount Sinai b-an
offering by fire of pleasing odor to the LORD.
7 The libation with it shall be a quarter of a hin for each
lamb, to be poured in the sacred precinct as an offering of
fermented drink< to the LORD. B The other lamb you shall
offer at twilight, preparing the same meal offering and li
bation as in the morning-an offering by fire of pleasing
odor to the LORD.
9 Qn the sabbath day: two yearling lambs without blem
ish, together with two-tenths of a measured of choice flour
with oil mixed in as a meal offering, and with the proper
libation-10 a burnt offering for every sabbath, in addition
to the regular burnt offering and its libation.
n-n Lit. "My offering, My food."
b Exod. 29-38-41.
c I.e., wine.

d I.e., of nn ephah.

ployed for animals as well as per
sons (Lev. 16.21; Num. 8.10). Con
trast the transfer of power from
Elijah to Elisha (2 Kings 2.C)-15).
Jewish tradition refers to the cere
mony of rabbinic ordination as
"semikhah," the laying of hands.

21: Seek the decision of the Urim:

The Urirn and Thummirn (here ab
breviated) are consulted as an ora
cle (1 Sam. 14.41 [LXX]; 28.6). Ac
cording to the Priestly tradition,
they fit into a pouch of the breast
plate worn by the high priest
(Exod. 28.30; Lev. 8.8), many schol
ars believe that they were cast like
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dice to answer yes-or-no ques
tions. Clearly, Joshua cannot com
mune directly with God as does
Moses.

28.1-30.1: Calendar of the public
cult. Chs 28-29 are an insertion
into the narrative consisting of rit
ual prescriptions that delineate
the daily, Sabbath, new moon, and
festival schedule of offerings. The
variety and number of sacrificial
animals vary, but all are males:
bulls, rams, lambs, and goats.
Meal offerings and wine libations
are also part of the formulas. Num.
28.1-15 deals with daily, weekly,
and monthly sacrifices. Num.
28.16--29.38 is an outline of the an
nual cycle of festivals, beginning
with Passover in the first month
and ending with Sukkot in the sev
enth month. The Numbers calen
dar expands on the calendar in
Lev. ch 23, also a product of the
Priestly tradition, by adding the
daily and new moon rituals. A
third, non-Priestly calendar, Deut.
16.1-17, describes the three main
pilgrimage festivals (Passover,
Feast of Weeks, Feast of Booths) in
conjunction with the requirement
of a central sanctuary. The Num
bers complete cultic calendar is a
guide for ritual observances re
quired of a settled community, es
pecially those rites pertaining to
harvest festivals. Therefore, it is in
cluded in the text at a point prior
to the Israelite crossing into Ca
naan. 28.2: Offerings offood due Me,
lit. "My food," designates sacri
fices as divine food. This notion
pervades the ancient Near East,
where food was placed daily at
mealtime before statues of deities.
Vestiges of such beliefs appear in
the Bible (Gen. 8.2o-21). In Priestly
writings, however, anthropomor
phic concepts of God are generally
absent, although the pleasing odor
of offerings to the Lord is com
monly mentioned (Lev. 21.6; Num.
15.3-13); it is nnclear if this should
be nnderstood literally, or is ves
tigial, and should be understood
metaphorically. 3-8: The daily of
fering, "tamid," is the standard to
which the special holy day sacri
fices are added. 9-10: The Sabbath
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11 On your new moons you shall present a burnt offering
to the LoRD: two bulls of the herd, one ram, and seven year
ling lambs, without blemish. 12 As meal offering for each
bull: three-tenths of a measure of choice flour with oil
mixed in. As meal offering for each ram: two-tenths of a
measure of choice flour with oil mixed in. 13 As meal offer
ing for each lamb: a tenth of a measure of fine flour with oil
mixed in. Such shall be the burnt offering of pleasing odor,
an offering by fire to the LORD. 14 Their libations shall be:
half a hin of wine for a bull, a third of a hin for a ram, and a
quarter of a hin for a lamb. That shall be the monthly burnt
offering for each new moon of the year. 15 And there shall
be one goat as a sin offering to the LORD, to be offered in ad
dition to the regular burnt offering and its libation.
16 In the first month, on the fourteenth day of the month,
there shall be a passover sacrifice to the LoRD, 17 and on
the fifteenth day of that month a festival. Unleavened
bread shall be eaten for seven days. 18 The first day shall
be a sacred occasion: you shall not work at your occupa
tions. 19You shall present an offering by fire, a burnt offer
ing, to the LoRD: two bulls of the herd, one ram, and seven
yearling lambs-•·see that they are·• without blemish.
20 The meal offering with them shall be of choice flour
with oil mixed in: prepare three-tenths of a measure for a
bull, two-tenths for a ram; 21 and for each of the seven
lambs prepare one-tenth of a measure. 22 And there shall
be one goat for a sin offering, to make expiation in your
behalf. 23 You shall present these in addition to the morn
ing portion of the regular burnt offering. 24 You shall offer
the like daily for seven days as food, an offering by fire of
pleasing odor to the LoRD; they shall be offered, with their
libations, in addition to the regular burnt offering. 25 And
the seventh day shall be a sacred occasion for you: you
shall not work at your occupations.
2 6 Qn the day of the first fruits, your Feast of Weeks,
when you bring an offering of new grain to the LORD, you
shall observe a sacred occasion: you shall not work at your
occupations. 27You shall present a burnt offering of pleas
ing odor to the LoRD: two bulls of the herd, one ram, seven
yearling lambs. 28 The meal offering with them shall be of
choice flour with oil mixed in, three-tenths of a measure for
a bull, two-tenths for a ram, 29 and one-tenth for each of the
seven lambs. 30 And there shall be one goat for expiation in
your behalf. 31 You shall present them-•·see that they are·•
without blemish-with their libations, in addition to the
regular burnt offering and its meal offering.
n-n Lit. "they shall be to you."

28.1 1-28 .31

offering doubles the daily one. Cf.
the larger Sabbath offering de
scribed by the prophet Ezekiel
(46.4-5). The Sabbath labor prohi
bition is mentioned in Leviticus
(2J.J) but not in Numbers. 1 1-15:
The sacrificial animals offered on
the new moon parallel those of
fered on other festivals, though
their number varies (cf. Ezekiel
46.6-7). They include a goat purifi
cation (NJPS "sin") offering, which
the Rabbis connect to the purifica
tion of the sanctuary (nz. Shevu'ot
1.4-5). 1 6-25: Passover is the first
festival of the cultic calendar
(Exod. 12.2) and marks the begin
ning of the barley harvest. The
holy day on which the Passover
sacrifice ("pesa]::l ") is offered is
distinct from the seven-day
Festival of Unleavened Bread
("matzot"); in other words, we
have a festival complex of an
evening festival (Pesa]::l) followed
immediately by a seven-day Mat
zot festival. Neither here nor in Le
viticus (2J.s-8) is the commemora
tion of the exodus from Egypt
mentioned, though it is noted else
where (Exod. 23.15; Deut. 16.1-3).
Biblical records of Passover cele
brations in the preexilic period
are associated with the reigns
of two Judean kings, Hezekiah
(2 Chron. 30.1-27) and Josiah
(2 Kings 23.21-23; 2 Chron.
35.1-19); Ezra the scribe notes
that the returning exiles in the Per
sian period celebrated Passover
(Ezra 6.19-22). 26-31: The Feast
of Weeks, celebrated seven weeks
from Passover, marks the wheat
harvest. No calendrical date is
given here (contrast Lev. 23.15-21),
perhaps because the new grain
might ripen at different times in
different years. In Priestly writ
ings, including Ezekiel, it is not
considered a pilgrimage festival.
The Deuteronomist, however,
does count the Feast of Weeks as
one of three pilgrimage festivals
(Deut. 16.16). 26: First fruits
refers to the new crop of wheat
and perhaps the grapes and
olives used in preparation
of the offering (Lev. 23.17).
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2 9 In the seventh month, on the first day of the month,

you shall observe a sacred occasion: you shall not
work at your occupations. You shall observe it as •·a day
when the horn is sounded.-• 2 You shall present a burnt of
fering of pleasing odor to the LORD: one bull of the herd,
one ram, and seven yearling lambs, without blemish.
3 The meal offering with them-choice flour with oil
mixed in-shall be: three-tenths of a measure for a bull,
two-tenths for a ram, 4 and one-tenth for each of the seven
lambs. 5 And there shall be one goat for a sin offering, to
make expiation in your behalf-6 in addition to the burnt
offering of the new moon with its meal offering and the
regular burnt offering with its meal offering, each with its
libation as prescribed, offerings by fire of pleasing odor to
the LORD.
7 On the tenth day of the same seventh month you shall
observe a sacred occasion when you shall practice self
denial. You shall do no work. 8 You shall present to the
LoRD a burnt offering of pleasing odor: one bull of the
herd, one ram, seven yearling lambs; see that they areb
without blemish. 9 The meal offering with them-of
choice flour with oil mixed in-shall be: three-tenths of a
measure for a bull, two-tenths for the one ram, lD one
tenth for each of the seven lambs. 11 And there shall be one
goat for a sin offering, in addition to the sin offering of ex
piation and the regular burnt offering with its meal offer
ing, each with its libation.
1 2 Qn the fifteenth day of the seventh month, you shall
observe a sacred occasion: you shall not work at your oc
cupations.-Seven days you shall observe a festival of the
LoRD.-13 You shall present a burnt offering, an offering
by fire of pleasing odor to the LORD: Thirteen bulls of the
herd, two rams, fourteen yearling lambs; they shall be
without blemish. 14 The meal offerings with them-of
choice flour with oil mixed in-shall be: three-tenths of a
measure for each of the thirteen bulls, two-tenths for each
of the two rams, 15 and one-tenth for each of the fourteen
lambs. 16 And there shall be one goat for a sin offering-in
addition to the regular burnt offering, its meal offering
and libation.
17 Second day: Twelve bulls of the herd, two rams, four
teen yearling lambs, without blemish; 18 the meal offerings
and libations for the bulls, rams, and lambs, in the quanti
ties prescribed; 19 and one goat for a sin offering-in addi
tion to the regular burnt offering, its meal offering and li
bations.
a-a

Or "a day offestivity."

b See 11ote at 28. 19.
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29.1-6: The new moon of the sev
enth month is like a sabbath of
new moon celebrations. According
to the earlier covenant collection in
Exodus, the seventh month marks
the transition between the end and
the beginning of the agricultural
year (Exod. 23.16). Jewish tradition
adopted the new moon of the sev
enth month as the start of the new
year, Rosh Ha-Shanah. The oddity
of having the new year begin in
the seventh month comes from the
fact that two calendrical systems
are reflected in the Bible: one in
which the year begins in the fall
(Tishri), and one beginning in the
spring (Nisan), as the Babylonian
year did. We have here a hybrid:
the year beginning in the fall but
the month named according to the
spring beginning. The sounding of
the hom (v. 1), the shofar, is still
practiced on Rosh Ha-Shanah. The
shofar differs from the metal
trumpets sounded by the priests
(10.2-10). 7-1 1 : In Leviticus (23.27)
the tenth day of the seventh month
is called "yam ha-kippurim," the
Day of Atonement. It is designated
as a Sabbath of complete rest
(Lev. 16.31; 23.32). For the priestly
expiation rites associated with it,
see Lev. 16.29-34. 7: Self-denial
elsewhere refers to fasting (Isa.
58.3-5; Ps. 35.13), as observed by
Ibn Ezra. 1 2-34: This festival,
lasting from the fifteenth to the
twenty-first day of the seventh
month is also known by more de
scriptive names: Feast of Booths,
"sukkot" (Lev. 23.34; Deut. 16.13)
and Feast of Ingathering (Exod.
23.16; 34.22). A far larger amount
of livestock is offered on this
festival than on any other, perhaps
reflecting its importance. For
the nonsacrificial rituals, like that
of the "lulav," palm bough, see
Lev. 23.33-36, 39-43· King
Solomon celebrated Sukkot, called
"the Feast," at the time he dedi
cated the Temple (2 Chron. 7.8-10).
Judeans in the Persian period
observed Sukkot at the bidding
of Ezra (Neh. 8.14-18). In more
modem times, the Pilgrims
modeled their thanksgiving cele
bration in the New World after
this biblical harvest festival.
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20 Third day: Eleven bulls, two rams, fourteen yearling
lambs, without blemish; 21 the meal offerings and libations
for the bulls, rams, and lambs, in the quantities pre
scribed; 22 and one goat for a sin offering-in addition to
the regular burnt offering, its meal offering and libation.
23 Fourth day: Ten bulls, two rams, fourteen yearling
lambs, without blemish; 24 the meal offerings and libations
for the bulls, rams, and lambs, in the quantities pre
scribed; 25 and one goat for a sin offering-in addition to
the regular burnt offering, its meal offering and libation.
26 Fifth day: Nine bulls, two rams, fourteen yearling
lambs, without blemish; 27 the meal offerings and libations
for the bulls, rams, and lambs, in the quantities pre
scribed; 2B and one goat for a sin offering-in addition to
the regular burnt offering, its meal offering and libation.
29 Sixth day: Eight bulls, two rams, fourteen yearling
lambs, without blemish; 30 the meal offerings and libations
for the bulls, rams, and lambs, in the quantities pre
scribed; 31 and one goat for a sin offering-in addition to
the regular burnt offering, its meal offering and libations.
32 Seventh day: Seven bulls, two rams, fourteen yearling
lambs, without blemish; 33 the meal offerings and libations
for the bulls, rams, and lambs, in the quantities pre
scribed; 34 and one goat for a sin offering-in addition to
the regular burnt offering, its meal offering and libation.
35 On the eighth day you shall hold a solemn gathering;•
you shall not work at your occupations. 36 You shall pre
sent a burnt offering, an offering by fire of pleasing odor
to the LoRD; one bull, one ram, seven yearling lambs,
without blemish; 37 the meal offerings and libations for the
bull, the ram, and the lambs, in the quantities prescribed;
38 and one goat for a sin offering-in addition to the regu
lar burnt offering, its meal offering and libation.
39 All these you shall offer to the LoRD at the stated
times, in addition to your votive and freewill offerings, be
they burnt offerings, meal offerings, libations, or
offerings of well-being. 1 So Moses spoke to the Is
raelites just as the LORD had commanded Moses.

30

MATTOT
2 Moses spoke to the heads of the Israelite tribes, saying:
This is what the LoRD has commanded:
3 If a man makes a vow to the LoRD or takes an oath im
posing an obligationb on himself, he shall not break his
pledge; he must carry out all that has <·crossed his lips:<
a See note at u'V. 23.36.
b Or "a pro!Jibitio11."
c-c Lit. "come out ofhis moutlz."
-343 -
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35-38: An eighth day of Sukkot,
characterized as a concluding
solemn gathering, may have been
originally a distinct holy day, as
indicated by the contradiction be
tween v. 12, seven days, and v. 35,
On the eighth day. This gives rise to
significant confusion in Jewish
legal texts concerning the nature
and status of the eighth day. 39:
A Priestly summary verse. Public
cult observances are required in
addition to private votive or free
will offerings. Examples of the
latter include Elkanah's family
sacrifice at the Shiloh shrine
(1 Sam. 1.3--6) and Absalom's
fulfillment of a vow in Hebron
(2 Sam. 15.7-8). 30.1: This sub
script statement, common in
Priestly literature, attests to the
fact that the Lono's instructions
were carried out (cf. 5-4).

30.2-17: Annulling women's

vows and oaths. The section of
cult regulations begun in ch 28
ends with the subject of the annul
ment of vows and oaths. This topic
connects to the aforementioned
votive and freewill offerings
(29.39), which most often consti
tute the pledge. A sworn statement
in the name of God defines the se
riousness of the pledge (Exod.
20.7; Deut. 5 . 1 1 ) . Vow and oath ob
ligations differ from each other in
that a vow is conditional. It binds
the devotee only after God fulfills
the requested blessing. For exam
ple, Jacob vows to erect a shrine at
Bethel if God delivers him safely
from the wrath of his brother
(Gen. 28.20, 22); Jephthah vows to
sacrifice whatever comes out first
from his house if he returns hav
ing defeated the Ammonites
(Judg. 1 1.3o-31); and Hannah
vows to dedicate her son to sanc
tuary service if she conceives
(1 Sam. 1 . 1 1). 3: This initial state
ment affirms the obligation of men
to any vows and oaths they take
(Deut. 23.22-24). This case is sim
ple: Since all men are independent,
they are thus responsible for their
vows. The rest of the chapter deals
with women's vows; the status of
these depends on the status of the
woman, particularly if she is de-
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4 If a woman makes a vow to the LoRD or assumes an
obligation while still in her father's household by reason
of her youth, 5 and her father learns of her vow or her self
imposed obligation and offers no objection, all her vows
shall stand and every self-imposed obligation shall stand.
6 But if her father restrains her on the day he finds out,
none of her vows or self-imposed obligations shall stand;
and the LORD will forgive her, since her father restrained
her.
7 If she should marry while her vow or the commitment•
to which she bound herself is still in force, s and her hus
band learns of it and offers no objection on the day he
finds out, her vows shall stand and her self-imposed obli
gations shall stand. 9 But if her husband restrains her on
the day that he learns of it, he thereby annuls her vow
which was in force or the commitment• to which she
bound herself; and the LoRD will forgive her.-10 The vow
of a widow or of a divorced woman, however, whatever
she has imposed on herself, shall be binding upon her.11 So, too, if, while in her husband's household, she makes
a vow or imposes an obligation on herself by oath, 12 and
her husband learns of it, yet offers no objection-thus fail
ing to restrain her-all her vows shall stand and all her
self-imposed obligations shall stand. 13 But if her husband
does annul them on the day he finds out, then nothing
that has crossed her lips shall stand, whether vows or self
imposed obligations. Her husband has annulled them,
and the LoRD will forgive her. 14 Every vow and every
sworn obligation of self-denial may be upheld by her hus
band or annulled by her husband. 15 If her husband offers
no objection from that day to the next, he has upheld all
the vows or obligations she has assumed: he has upheld
them by offering no objection on the day he found out.
16 But if he annuls them after [the day] he finds out, he
shall bear her guilt.
17 Those are the laws that the LORD enjoined upon
Moses between a man and his wife, and as between a fa
ther and his daughter while in her father's household by
reason of her youth.

3 1 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying, 2 "Avenge the Is

raelite people on the Midianites; then you shall be
gathered to your kin."
3 Moses spoke to the people, saying, "Let men be picked
out from among you for a campaign, and let them fall
upon Midian to wreak the LoRo's vengeance on Midian.
n

Lit. "utterance of her lips. "

pendent on a man, that is, under
his legal authority, specifically her
father or husband. 4-1 3: The dis
cussion turns to the responsibility
of women regarding such prom
ises. Four cases are presented:
(1) The vow or oath of a young
woman (but presumably not a
minor) living in her father's house
and under his authority (vv. 4-6);
(2) The vow or oath of a married
woman made while still in her
father's house but now under the
authority of her husband (vv. 7-<J);
(3)The vow of a widow or di
vorced woman (v. 10); (4) The vow
or oath of a widowed or divorced
woman made prior to her
husband's death or before their di
vorce (vv. 11-13). Nullification of a
woman's vows and oaths is only
possible if the woman is in a state
of dependency, either on her father
or husband. Independent women,
such as widows or divorcees, who
take on these obligations are
bound to them in the same way as
men. These laws suggest that a
woman's vows and oaths required
validation by a male if she was
legally dependent on him. The
Dead Sea Scrolls, however, placed
almost equal weight on the oaths
of adult females and limited a
husband's or father's right of an
nulment to oaths and vows which
transgress the laws of the Torah
(CD 16.1o-12). 14-16: A husband
(or father) who annuls a woman's
vow or oath outside the prescribed
parameters bears the woman's
guilt and is liable for punishment.
Problems arising from vows made
in error or haste prompted the
Rabbis to assert that four kinds of
vows were not binding: vows of
incitement; vows of exaggeration;
vows made in error; and vows
of constraint (m. Ned. 3.1). 17: This
v. formally concludes these legal
prescriptions.

31 .1-54: War of vengeance

against the Midianites. Ch 31 con
sists of narrative that picks up
from the end of ch 25 (see 25.19 n.).
The divine command to defeat the
Midianites in retaliation for their
seduction of the Israelites at Baal
peor (25.17-18) is realized in this
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4 You shall dispatch on the campaign a thousand from
every one of the tribes of Israel."
5 So a thousand from each tribe were furnished from the
divisions of Israel, twelve thousand picked for the cam
paign. 6 Moses dispatched them on the campaign, a thou
sand from each tribe, with Phinehas son of Eleazar serv
ing as a priest on the campaign, equipped with the sacred
utensils• and the trumpets for sounding the blasts. 7 They
took the field against Midian, as the LoRD had com
manded Moses, and slew every male. s Along with their
other victims, they slew the kings of Midian: Evi, Rekem,
Zur, Hur, and Reba, the five kings of Midian. They also
put Balaam son of Beor to the sword.
9 The Israelites took the women and children of the Mid
ianites captive, and seized as booty all their beasts, all
their herds, and all their wealth. 10 And they destroyed by
fire all the towns in which they were settled, and their en
campments. 11 They gathered all the spoil and all the
booty, man and beast, 12 and they brought the captives, the
booty, and the spoil to Moses, Eleazar the priest, and the
whole Israelite community, at the camp in the steppes of
Moab, at the Jordan near Jericho.
13 Moses, Eleazar the priest, and all the chieftains of the
community came out to meet them outside the camp.
14 Moses became angry with the commanders of the army,
the officers of thousands and the officers of hundreds,
who had come back from the military campaign. 15 Moses
said to them, "You have spared every female! 1 6 Yet they
are the very ones who, at the bidding of Balaam, inducedb
the Israelites to trespass against the LORD in the matter of
Peor, so that the LoRD's community was struck by the
plague. 17 Now, therefore, slay every male among the chil
dren, and slay also every woman who has known a man
carnally; 1Bbut spare every young woman who has not
had carnal relations with a man.
19 "You shall then stay outside the camp seven days;
every one among you or among your captives who has
slain a person or touched a corpse shall cleanse himself on
the third and seventh days. 20 You shall also cleanse every
cloth, every article of skin, everything made of goats' hair,
and every object of wood."
21 Eleazar the priest said to the troops who had taken
part in the fighting, "This is the ritual law that the LORD has
enjoined upon Moses: 22 Gold and silver, copper, iron, tin,
and lead_23 any article that can withstand fire-these you
a Perhaps tile Urim; cf 27. 2 1 .
b Meaning of Heb. hayu . . limsor uncertain.
.

3 1 . 4-3 1 .23

ch, which opens with a call to bat
tle (for the association of Midian
ites and Moabites, see 22.4 n.). The
brevity and somewhat legendary
nature of the war account point to
several issues of real concern un
derlying the lengthy chapter,
which integrates several laws
mentioned in the book, and ad
duces some new ones. Clearly evi
dent is the Priestly writer's
agenda: the key military role of the
priesthood; the fate of male and fe
male captives in a holy war; ritual
purification of soldiers and booty;
and the taxation of spoils for the
sanctuary. Thus, the main focus is
not the battle, but the legal prece
dents that it sets. 4: A thousand
from every one of the tribes: The term
'"elef" can also refer to "division"
(a military unit), hence twelve
divisions. 6: Phinehas son of
Eleazar the high priest serves
as the military priest (cf. 25.7-8;
Deut. 20.2-4). According to the
midrash (Num. Rab. 22.4), Phine
has was assigned this role so that
he could finish the sacred task he
began when he smote the Midian
ite woman in the affair of Baal
peor (25.1--g). The sacred utensils
are not specified but probably
include the Ark (1 Sam. 4·J-1 1)
and the Urim and Thummim
(1 Sam. 14-41; 28.6). The trumpets
are mentioned earlier in 10.1-10.
7: Slew every male: Total annihila
tion is an expression of victory not
to be taken literally. It is a common
propagandistic statement in an
cient Near Eastern battle accounts.
8: Put Balaam so11 of Beor to the
sword: According to this tradition
(also v. 16) he is killed for his asso
ciation with the Midianites,
through whom he incited the Isra
elites to the apostasy of Baal-peor
(see 22.2-24.25 n.). 1 5-1 8: Only
young girls who are virgins are
left alive and presumably taken
captive (Deut. 20.14; 21.1o-14).
Since lineage was determined pa
triarchally, they do not pose the
danger of producing Midianite
sons who can avenge their fathers.
1 9-24: Soldiers returning from
battle as well as captives must be
purified from corpse defilement;
this recalls ch 19. In addition,
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shall pass through fire and they shall be clean, except that
they must be cleansed with water of lustration; and any
thing that cannot withstand fire you must pass through
water. 24 On the seventh day you shall wash your clothes
and be clean, and after that you may enter the camp."
25 The LORD said to Moses: 26 "You and Eleazar the
priest and the family heads of the community take an in
ventory of the booty that was captured, man and beast,
27 and divide the booty equally between the combatants
who engaged in the campaign and the rest of the commu
nity. 28 You shall exact a levy for the LoRD: in the case of
the warriors who engaged in the campaign, one item in
five hundred, of persons, oxen, asses, and sheep, 29 shall
be taken from their half-share and given to Eleazar the
priest as a contribution to the LORD; 3D and from the half
share of the other Israelites you shall withhold one in
every fifty human beings as well as cattle, asses, and
sheep-all the animals-and give them to the Levites,
who attend to the duties of the LoRD's Tabernacle."
31 Moses and Eleazar the priest did as the LORD com
manded Moses. 32 The amount of booty, other than the
spoil that the troops had plundered, came to 675,000
sheep, 33 72,000 head of cattle, 34 61,000 asses, 35 and a total
of 32,000 human beings, namely, the women who had not
had carnal relations.
36 Thus, the half-share of those who had engaged in the
campaign [was as follows] : The number of sheep was
337,500, 37 and the LoRD's levy from the sheep was 675;
3B the cattle came to 36,ooo, from which the LoRD's levy
was 72; 39 the asses came to 30,500, from which the LORD's
levy was 61. 40 And the number of human beings was
16,ooo, from which the LORD's levy was 32. 41 Moses gave
the contributions levied for the LoRD to Eleazar the priest,
as the LoRD had commanded Moses.
42 As for the half-share of the other Israelites, which
Moses withdrew from the men who had taken the field,
43 that half-share of the community consisted of 337,500
sheep, 44 36,ooo head of cattle, 45 30,500 asses, 46 and 16,ooo
human beings. 47 From this half-share of the Israelites,
Moses withheld one in every fifty humans and animals;
and he gave them to the Levites, who attended to the du
ties of the LORD's Tabernacle, as the LORD had commanded
Moses.
4B The commanders of the troop divisions, the officers of
thousands and the officers of hundreds, approached
Moses. 49 They said to Moses, "Your servants have made a
check of the warriors in our charge, and not one of us is
missing. 50 So we have brought as an offering to the LoRD
-346-

their metal implements must be
cleansed by fire, a new law.
22-23: This process of cleansing
vessels and other objects is perpet
uated, with adaptations, in the
Jewish tradition of preparing
kitchen utensils for Passover.
25-30: A similar practice concern
ing distribution of booty is noted
in 1 Sam. 30.22-31; both cases,
by different authors, are intended as illustrative precedents.
28-30: A form of the laws concern
ing tithing, detailed in ch 18, is
carried out. 31-47: The amount of
booty recorded here, including the
share designated for the sanctuary,
is fantastic by any standards.
48-54: Conducting a census not
initiated by God was believed to
provoke divine anger (see 2 Sam.
ch 24 where God in anger incites
David to take a census that results
in a plague). To avert that possibil
ity, the army commanders donate
precious articles of gold to God
as a ransom for the Israelites (d.
Exod. 30.12). 54: As a reminder: The
gold ransom is used in the Tent of
Meeting as a continual ritual re
minder (Exod. 30.16). This recalls
the earlier fire pans, which serve
the same purpose (17.5).
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such articles of gold as each of us came upon: armlets,
bracelets, signet rings, earrings, and pendants," that expia
tion may be made for our persons before the LoRD."
5 1 Moses and Eleazar the priest accepted the gold from
them, all kinds of wrought articles. 52 All the gold that was
offered by the officers of thousands and the officers of
hundreds as a contribution to the LoRD came to 16,750
shekels.-53 But in the ranks, everyone kept his booty for
himself.--54 So Moses and Eleazar the priest accepted the
gold from the officers of thousands and the officers of
hundreds and brought it to the Tent of Meeting, as a re
minder in behalf of the Israelites before the LoRD.

3 2 The Reubenites and the Gadites owned cattle in

very great numbers. Noting that the lands of Jazer
and Gilead were a region suitable for cattle, 2 the Gadites
and the Reubenites came to Moses, Eleazar the priest, and
the chieftains of the community, and said, 3 "Ataroth,
Dibon, Jazer, Nimrah, Heshbon, Elealeh, Sebam, Nebo,
and Beon-4 the land that the LoRD has conquered for the
community of Israel is cattle country, and your servants
have cattle. 5 It would be a favor to us," they continued, "if
this land were given to your servants as a holding; do not
move us across the Jordan."
6 Moses replied to the Gadites and the Reubenites, "Are
your brothers to go to war while you stay here? 7 Why will
you tum the minds of the Israelites from crossing into the
land that the LoRD has given them? B That is what your fa
thers did when I sent them from Kadesh-bamea to survey
the land. 9 After going up to the wadi Eshcol and survey
ing the land, they turned the minds of the Israelites from
invading the land that the LORD had given them. 10 There
upon the LoRD was incensed and He swore, 11 'None of
the men from twenty years up who came out of Egypt
shall see the land that I promised on oath to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, for they did not remain loyal to Me12 none except Caleb son of Jephunneh the Kenizzite and
Joshua son of Nun, for they remained loyal to the LoRD.'
13 The LoRD was incensed at Israel, and for forty years He
made them wander in the wilderness, until the whole
generation that had provoked the LORD's displeasure was
gone. 14 And now you, a breed of sinful men, have re
placed your fathers, to add still further to the LoRD's
wrath against Israel. 15 If you tum away from Him and He
abandons them once more in the wilderness, you will
bring calamity upon all this people."
a See note a t Exod. 35.22.
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31.51-32.15

32.1-42: SeHlement of Transjor

dan. The settlement process be

gins. Since the Israelites had al
ready routed a number of their
enemies in Transjordan (21.21-35;
31.1-12), the tribes of Reuben and
Gad consider it prudent to settle
that land with their families and
livestock. Subsequently, half the
tribe of Manasseh also settles east
of the Jordan River. The narrative
in this ch primarily serves to legiti
mate Israelite occupation of land
outside Canaan proper (see also
Josh. ch 22). A nonbiblical text,
the Mesha (Moabite) Stone (9th
century BCE), confirms Gadite oc
cupation of Ataroth-a town as
signed to that tribe in 32.34-since
antiquity. 1-5: These introductory
vv. provide a backdrop for the
narrative. 3: The cities of Gad
and Reuben are more fully dis
cussed in vv. 34-38; variant tradi
tions about each tribe's holdings
are found elsewhere (d. Josh.
13.17-23). 6-- 1 5: Moses interprets
Gad's and Reuben's request as a
sign that they are unwilling to
fight in the conquest of Canaan,
comparing them with the ten
scouts who disheartened Israel
in the wilderness (chs 13-14).
1 5: Moses fears for the fate of
Israel on account of the actions
of Gad and Reuben (d. Josh.
22.16--19; Judg. 5.16--17); this
v. assumes corporate responsibil
ity, where a serious infraction
by part of the nation endangers the nation as a whole.
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16Then they stepped up to him and said, "We will build
here sheepfolds for our flocks and towns for our children.
17 And we will hasten• as shock-troops in the van of the Is
raelites until we have established them in their home,
while our children stay in the fortified towns because of
the inhabitants of the land. 18 We will not return to our
homes until every one of the Israelites is in possession of
his portion. 19 But we will not have a share with them in
the territory beyond the Jordan, for we have received our
share on the east side of the Jordan."
2o Moses said to them, "If you do this, if you go to battle
as shock-troops, at the instance of the LoRD, 21 and every
shock-fighter among you crosses the Jordan, at the in
stance of the LoRD, until He has dispossessed His enemies
before Him, 22 and the land has been subdued, at the in
stance of the LoRD, and then you return-you shall be
clear before the LoRD and before Israel; and this land shall
be your holding under the LoRD. 23 But if you do not do
so, you will have sinned against the LoRD; and know that
your sin will overtake you. 24 Build towns for your chil
dren and sheepfolds for your flocks, but do what you
have promised."
25 The Gadites and the Reubenites answered Moses,
"Your servants will do as my lord commands. 26 Our chil
dren, our wives, our flocks, and all our other livestock will
stay behind b in the towns of Gilead; 27 while your servants,
all those recruited for war, cross over, at the instance of the
LoRD, to engage in battle-as my lord orders."
28 Then Moses gave instructions concerning them to El
eazar the priest, Joshua son of Nun, and the family heads
of the Israelite tribes. 29 Moses said to them, "If every
shock-fighter among the Gadites and the Reubenites
crosses the Jordan with you to do battle, at the instance of
the LoRD, and the land is subdued before you, you shall
give them the land of Gilead as a holding. 30 But if they do
not cross over with you as shock-troops, they shall receive
holdings among you in the land of Canaan."
31 The Gadites and the Reubenites said in reply, "What
ever the LoRD has spoken concerning your servants, that
we will do. 32 We ourselves will cross over as shock-troops,
at the instance of the LoRD, into the land of Canaan; and we
shall keep our hereditary holding across the Jordan."<
33 So Moses assigned to them-to the Gadites, the Reu
benites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh son of Joseph-the
kingdom of Sihon king of the Amorites and the kingdom
n Menning of Heb. hushim III!Certnill.
b Lit. "tllere. "
c I.e., ;, Tra11sjordn11.

TORAH
1 7: Shock-troops: Gad and Reuben
commit to frontline action as van
guard troops. The modem Heb
"l:talutz," a pioneer who settled the
land of Israel in the early 2oth cen
tury, is derived from this word,
specifically from the idea that they
are the vanguard of settling the
land. 20-22: At the instance of the
LoRD, lit. "before the LoRo": Moses
repeats this phrase emphasizing
Gad's and Reuben's commitment
to march in front of the Ark. In
the wilderness the Ark leads (cf.
10.JJ). 22: You shall be clear before
the LORD: Freedom from obligation
in legal terms indicates that the
Gadites and Reubenites took an
oath (Gen. 24.8). 28: Moses inc
structs Joshua about the obligation
of the Transjordanian tribes be
cause the conquest will take
place under Joshua's leadership.
31-32: The Gadites and Reuben
ites repeat their acceptance of the
terms. 33: Moses assigns Gad,
Reuben, and half the tribe of Ma
nasseh the lands of conquered
kings (21.21-35) as their inheri
tance (see map on p. 498). Settle
ment of Manasseh in Transjordan
first appears here, perhaps in
dicating a secondary addition,
although one attested elsewhere
(Deut. 3.12-16; Josh. 13.29-31).
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of King Og of Bashan, the land with its various cities and
the territories of their surrounding towns. 34 The Gadites
rebuilt Dibon, Ataroth, Aroer, 35 Atroth-shophan, Jazer,
Jogbehah, 36 Beth-nimrah, and Beth-haran as fortified
towns or as enclosures for flocks. 37 The Reubenites rebuilt
Heshbon, Elealeh, Kiriathaim, 38 Nebo, Baal-meon-some
names being changed-and Sibmah; they gave [their
own] names to towns that they rebuilt.• 39 The descen
dants of Machir son of Manasseh went to Gilead and cap
tured it, dispossessing the Amorites who were there; 4Dso
Moses gave Gilead to Machir son of Manasseh, and he set
tled there. 41 Jair son of Manasseh went and captured
btheir villages,·b which he renamed Havvoth-jair.c 42 And
Nobah went and captured Kenath and its dependencies,
renaming it Nobah after himself.
MASE'EI

3 3 These were

the marches of the Israelites who
started out from the land of Egypt, troop by troop,
in the charge of Moses and Aaron. 2 Moses recorded the
starting points of their various marches as directed by the
LoRD. Their marches, by starting points, were as follows:
3 They set out from Rameses in the first month, on the
fifteenth day of the first month. It was on the morrow of
the passover offering that the Israelites started out defi
antly/ in plain view of all the Egyptians. 4 The Egyptians
meanwhile were burying those among them whom the
LoRD had struck down, every first-born-whereby the
LoRD executed judgment on their gods.
5 The Israelites set out from Rameses and encamped at
Succoth. 6 They set out from Succoth and encamped at
Etham, which is on the edge of the wilderness. 7 They set
out from Etham and turned about toward Pi-hahiroth,
which faces Baal-zephon, and they encamped before
Migdal. B They set out from Pene•-hahiroth and passed
through the sea into the wilderness; and they made a
three-days' journey in the wilderness of Etham and en
camped at Marah. 9 They set out from Marah and came to
Elim. There were twelve springs in Elim and seventy
palm trees, so they encamped there. 1D They set out from
Elim and encamped by the Sea of Reeds.' 11 They set out
from the Sea of Reeds and encamped in the wilderness of
Sin. 12 They set out from the wilderness of Sin and ena
c
e
f

Cf vv. 41, 42.
b-b Or "tile villages of Ham"; cf Ge11. 14.5.
I.e., "tile villages of fair. "
d See 11olc at Exod. 14.8.
Many Hebrew manuscripts ar1d a11cie11t versio11s read "Pi. "
See note at Exod. 10. 19.

3 2 . 3 4-3 3 . 1 2

39-42: In contrast to other tribes,
Manassites conquer a portion of
their inheritance on their own. A
tradition in Judg. 10-4 ascribes the
origin of Havvoth-jair to a later
period.

33.1-49: A comprehensive

wilderness itinerary. This record
encompasses the itinerary of
Israel's travels from their point of
departure in Egypt to their final
encampment in Transjordan (42
stations; see map on p. 130). No
tably, some toponyms appear here
for the first time, being absent
from accounts of the exodus in
other biblical texts (see Deut.
chs 1-3 for another summary). The
literary style of the itinerary, the
repetition of campsite names,
and the highlighting of events in
those places closely resemble ex
tant military records from the an
cient Near East, especially from
Assyria. Accordingly, the notation
in this Priestly source that Moses
recorded the starting points of their
various marches (v. 2) fits the genre.
Some scholars, however, consider
ch 33 a composite text extracted
from other portions of Numbers,
Exodus, and Deuteronomy.
As in the census in ch 26, at some
points small expansions appear
here (e.g., vv. 38-39). 3-5: On
Rameses, see Exod. 12.37.
6-7: For Succoth and Etham
( Shur in Exod. 15.22), see Exod.
13.20. 8: For the incident at Marah,
see Exod. 15.23-25. 9-10: For
Elim, see Exod. 15.27. 1 1-12: For
the story of the manna in the
wilderness of Sin, see Exod. ch 16.
=
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camped at Dophkah. 13 They set out from Dophkah and
encamped at Alush. 14 They set out from Alush and en
camped at Rephidim; it was there that the people had no
water to drink. 15 They set out from Rephidim and en
camped in the wilderness of Sinai. 16 They set out from the
wilderness of Sinai and encamped at Kibroth-hattaavah.
17 They set out from Kibroth-hattaavah and encamped at
Hazeroth. 1B They set out from Hazeroth and encamped at
Rithmah. 19 They set out from Rithmah and encamped
at Rimmon-perez. 20 They set out from Rimmon-perez and
encamped at Libnah. 21 They set out from Libnah and en
camped at Rissah. 22 They set out from Rissah and en
camped at Kehelath. 23 They set out from Kehelath and
encamped at Mount Shepher. 24 They set out from Mount
Shepher and encamped at Haradah. 25 They set out from
Haradah and encamped at Makheloth. 26 They set out
from Makheloth and encamped at Tahath. 27 They set out
from Tahath and encamped at Terah. 2B They set out from
Terah and encamped at Mithkah. 29 They set out from
Mithkah and encamped at Hashmonah. 30 They set out
from Hashmonah and encamped at Moseroth. 31 They
set out from Moseroth and encamped at Bene-jaakan.
32 They set out from Bene-jaakan and encamped at Hor
haggidgad. 33 They set out from Hor-haggidgad and en
camped at Jotbath. 34 They set out from Jotbath and en
camped at Abronah. 35 They set out from Abronah and
encamped at Ezion-geber. 36 They set out from Ezion
geber and encamped in the wilderness of Zin, that is, Ka
desh. 37 They set out from Kadesh and encamped at
Mount Hor, on the edge of the land of Edam.
38 Aaron the priest ascended Mount Hor at the com
mand of the LORD and died there, in the fortieth year after
the Israelites had left the land of Egypt, on the first day of
the fifth month. 39 Aaron was a hundred and twenty-three
years old when he died on Mount Hor. 40 And the Ca
naanite, king of Arad, who dwelt in the Negeb, in the land
of Canaan, learned of the coming of the Israelites.•
41 They set out from Mount Hor and encamped at Zal
monah. 42 They set out from Zalmonah and encamped at
Punon. 43 They set out from Punon and encamped at
Oboth. 44 They set out from Oboth and encamped at Iye
abarim, in the territory of Moab. 45 They set out from Iyim
and encamped at Dibon-gad. 46 They set out from Dibon
gad and encamped at Almon-diblathaim. 47 They set out
from Almon-diblathaim and encamped in the hills of
Abarim, before Nebo. 4B They set out from the hills of Abn

See 2 1 . 1-3.
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14: At Rephidim Moses brought
forth water by striking the rock; Is
rael was attacked there by Amalek
(Exod. ch 17). 15: Sinai still cannot
be identified with any degree of
certainty. Accounts of events asso
ciated with Mount Sinai begin in
Exod. ch 19. 1 6-1 7: For Kibroth
hattavah and Hazeroth, see
11.34-35. 1 8-29: The toponyms
listed in these vv. are unattested
elsewhere. 30-34: For these sites,
see Deut. 10.6-7. 36: In non
Priestly sources Kadesh was an
early stop on the wilderness
trek (d. 13.26; Deut. 2.14).
37-39: Aaron's death, a memo
rable event for the Priestly writer,
is described here in detail with the
addition of the date and his age
(cf. 20.22-29). 38: At the command
of the LoRD, lit. "at the mouth of the
LoRD." Rashi (following b. B. Bat.
17a) comments that Aaron dies
by the divine kiss, as does
Moses (Deut. 34.5). 40: Cf. 21.1-3.
41-42: These are two unknown
toponyms. 41-49: The location of
these sites, although not all are
known, suggest a route through
Edomite and Moabite territory,
in keeping with Deuteronomy
(chs 2-13) but contra Num.
20.19-21. 49: Abel-shittim is the
site from which Israel crosses
the Jordan River into Canaan in
Josh. 3.1.

TORAH
arim and encamped in the steppes of Moab, at the Jor
dan near Jericho; 49 they encamped by the Jordan from
Beth-jeshimoth as far as Abel-shittim, in the steppes of
Moab.
SO In the steppes of Moab, at the Jordan near Jericho, the
LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 51 Speak to the Israelite peo
ple and say to them: When you cross the Jordan into the
land of Canaan, 52 you shall dispossess all the inhabitants
of the land; you shall destroy all their figured a objects; you
shall destroy all their molten images, and you shall de
molish all their cult places. 53 And you shall take posses
sion of the land and settle in it, for I have assigned the
land to you to possess. 54 You shall apportion the land
among yourselves by lot, clan by clan: with larger groups
increase the share, with smaller groups reduce the share.
Wherever the lot falls for anyone, that shall be his. You
shall have your portions according to your ancestral
tribes. 55 But if you do not dispossess the inhabitants of the
land, those whom you allow to remain shall be stings in
your eyes and thorns in your sides, and they shall harass
you in the land in which you live; 5 6 so that I will do to you
what I planned to do to them.

3 4 The LoRD spoke to Moses, saying: 2 Instruct the Is

raelite people and say to them: When you enter the
land of Canaan, this is the land that shall fall to you as
your portion, the land of Canaan with its various bound
aries:
3 Your southern sector shall extend from the wilderness
of Zin alongside Edam. Your southern boundary shall
start on the east from the tip of the Dead Sea. 4 Your
boundary shall then turn to pass south of the ascent of
Akrabbim and continue to Zin, and its limits shall be
south of Kadesh-barnea, reaching Hazar-addar and con
tinuing to Azmon. 5 From Azmon the boundary shall turn
toward the Wadi of Egypt and terminate at the Sea.b
6 for the western boundary you shall have the coast of
the Great Sea;b that shall serve as your western boundary.
7 This shall be your northern boundary: Draw a line
from the Great Sea to Mount Hor; B from Mount Hor draw
a line to Lebo-hamath,c and let the boundary reach Zedad.
9 The boundary shall then run to Ziphron and terminate at
Hazar-enan. That shall be your northern boundary.
a See note at Lev. 26. 1 .
b I.e., tl1e Mediterranean Sen.
c See note at 13.21.
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33.50-35.8: Instructions on the
conquest and division of Canaan.
The final task before crossing into
Canaan is to delineate the bound
aries of the land so that it can be
divided among the nine-and-a-half
tribes that will inhabit it. The Le
vites, who are not allotted tribal
territory, are provided with towns
and pastureland within the hold
ings of the other tribes. A repeti
tion of the method by which
the land will be apportioned
(26.52-56) and, more importantly,
the command to utterly destroy
the indigenous Canaanite popula
tion together with its religious ob
jects and shrines (33·5o-56) pre
cede instructions relating to the
division of Canaan. 33.50-56: The
eradication of the Canaanites and
their cult is a divine command.
Failure to do so will result in the
demise of Israel (cf. Deut. 7.16;
Josh. 23.13). 52: Figured objects may
refer to stone images in relief (cf.
Lev. 26.1). Such objects have been
uncovered in archeological exca
vations from Syria to Israel. Their
cult places, Heb "bamah," high
place, is difficult to define but
probably refers to a shrine smaller
than a full-scale temple with an el
evated cult platform, like those un
covered in archeological excava
tions at Megiddo and Tel Dan.
34.1-15: The exact boundaries of
the promised land are delineated
from south to north, the direction
corresponding to the scouting ac
count (13.21). Scholars have ob
served a correlation between the
Levantine territory under Egyp
tian control at the end of the 13th
century and the borders as defined
in vv. 3-12 (cf. Josh. 15.1-12; Ezek.
47.13-20). The large size of Israel's
domain is clearly idealized.
3-5: Israel's territory begins at the
southern tip of the Dead Sea, ex
tending in a southern arc through
Kadesh-barnea and west to the
Mediterranean Sea at the Brook of
Egypt, Wadi El-'Arish (see map on
p. 469). �9: From the west it ex
tends northward. The northern
most border, at Hazar-enan, is ten
ta tively identified with the oasis of
Qayatein 70 miles northeast of
Damascus. 7-8: Mount Hor is not
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10For your eastern boundary you shall draw a line from
Hazar-enan to Shepham. 11 From Shepham the boundary
shall descend to Riblah on the east side of Ain; from there
the boundary shall continue downward and abut on the
eastern slopes of the Sea of Chinnereth! 12 The boundary
shall then descend along the Jordan and terminate at the
Dead Sea.
That shall be your land as defined by its boundaries on
all sides.
13 Moses instructed the Israelites, saying: This is the
land you are to receive by lot as your hereditary portion,
which the LoRD has commanded to be given to the nine
and a half tribes. 14 For the Reubenite tribe by its ancestral
houses, the Gadite tribe by its ancestral houses, and the
half-tribe of Manasseh have already received their por
tions: 15 those two and a half tribes have received their
portions across the Jordan, opposite Jericho, on the east,
the orient side.
16 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying: 17These are the
names of the men through whom the land shall be appor
tioned for you: Eleazar the priest and Joshua son of Nun.
18 And you shall also take a chieftain from each tribe
through whom the land shall be apportioned. 19 These are
the names of the men: from the tribe of Judah: Caleb son
of Jephunneh. 20 From the Simeonite tribe: Samuelb son of
Ammihud. 21 From the tribe of Benjamin: Elidad son of
Chislon. 22 From the Danite tribe: a chieftain, Bukki son of
Jogli. 23 For the descendants of Joseph: from the Manassite
tribe: a chieftain, Hanniel son of Ephod; 24 and from the
Ephraimite tribe: a chieftain, Kemuel son of Shiphtan.
25 From the Zebulunite tribe: a chieftain, Elizaphan son of
Parnach. 26 From the Issacharite tribe: a chieftain, Paltiel
son of Azzan. 27 From the Asherite tribe: a chieftain, Ahi
hud son of Shelomi. 2B From the Naphtalite tribe: a chief
tain, Pedahel son of Ammihud.
29Jt was these whom the LoRD designated to allot por
tions to the Israelites in the land of Canaan.

3 5 The LoRD spoke to Moses in the steppes of Moab at
the Jordan near Jericho, saying: 2 Instruct the Israel
ite people to assign, out of the holdings apportioned to
them, towns for the Levites to dwell in; you shall also as
sign to the Levites pasture land around their towns. 3 The
towns shall be theirs to dwell in, and the pasture shall be
for the cattle they own and all their other beasts. 4 The

a I.e., the Sea (or Lake) of Galilee.

b Or "Shemuel. "
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the site in the region of Edom
where Aaron died (20.22; JJ.J8).
1 0-1 2: The border then extends
south around the eastern banks of
the Sea of Galilee and further
southward along the Jordan River
to the Dead Sea. 14-15: These vv.
serve as a reminder that Reuben,
Gad, and half of Manasseh re
ceived land in Transjordan.
1 6-29: New tribal chieftains, with
the exception of Caleb (13.6), are
appointed to assist Eleazar the
priest and Joshua in allotting por
tions of land to the nine-and-a-half
remaining tribes. The tribal chief
tains are listed here more or less in
an order corresponding to the geo
graphical tribal distribution in Ca
naan, from south to north. For the
delineation of each tribe's territory,
see Josh. chs 15-19. 35.1-8: Each
tribe must allocate land from its
holdings for the Levites. The
towns and pastureland appor
tioned to the Levites by each tribe
is proportional to the size of its
tribal territory. These instructions
diverge from the division of the 48
Levitical towns among the tribes
in Joshua (21.1-40), where nine of
the tribes allocate four towns each,
Judah gives eight, Simeon one,
and Naphtali three. 4-5: Pasture
land extends from the town 1000
cubits (1 cubit = approximately
·5 meter [18 in]) in all directions,
thereby forming a square of at
least 2000 x 2000 cubits, depend
ing on the town size. 6: The men
tion of cities of refuge serves as a
bridge to the following unit.
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town pasture that you are to assign to the Levites shall ex
tend a thousand cubits outside the town wall all around.
5 You shall measure off two thousand cubits outside the
town on the east side, two thousand on the south side,
two thousand on the west side, and two thousand on the
north side, with the town in the center. That shall be the
pasture for their towns.
6 The towns that you assign to the Levites shall com
prise the six cities of refuge that you are to designate for a
manslayer to flee to, to which you shall add forty-two
towns. 7Thus the total of the towns that you assign to the
Levites shall be forty-eight towns, with their pasture. s In
assigning towns from the holdings of the Israelites, take
more from the larger groups and less from the smaller, so
that each assigns towns to the Levites in proportion to the
share it receives.
9 The LORD spoke further to Moses: 10Speak to the Isra
elite people and say to them: When you cross the Jordan
into the land of Canaan, 11 you shall provide yourselves
with places to serve you as cities of refuge to which a
manslayer who has killed a person unintentionally may
flee. 12 The cities shall serve you as a refuge from the
avenger," so that the manslayer may not die unless he has
stood trial before the assembly.
13The towns that you thus assign shall be six cities of
refuge in all. 14 Three cities shall be designated beyond the
Jordan, and the other three shall be designated in the land
of Canaan: they shall serve as cities of refuge. 15 These six
cities shall serve the Israelites and the resident aliens
among them for refuge, so that anyone who kills a person
unintentionally may flee there.
16 Anyone, however, who strikes another with an iron
object so that death results is a murderer; the murderer
must be put to death. 1 7 1£ he struck him with a stone toolb
that could cause death, and death resulted, he is a mur
derer; the murderer must be put to death. 1B Similarly, if
the object with which he struck him was a wooden toolb
that could cause death, and death resulted, he is a mur
derer; the murderer must be put to death. 19 The blood
avenger himself shall put the murderer to death; it is he
who shall put him to death upon encounter. 20 So, too, if
he pushed him in hate or hurled something at him on pur
pose and death resulted, 21 or if he struck him with his
hand in enmity and death resulted, the assailant shall be
a Lit. "redeemer," i.e., twx/ of kin; cf note at LL'V. 25.25.
b Lit. "oj tlze /Jand."
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35.9-34: Cities of refuge and laws

governing intentional and unin
tentional homicide. Different tra

ditions concerning accidental
homicide and the cities of refuge
are found in Exod. 21.12-14; Deut.
4.41-43; 19.1-13, and Josh. ch 20.
9-1 5: Levitical towns also serve
another purpose. Six (of the 48)
designated towns, three in Trans
jordan and three in Canaan,
function as places of asylum for
perpetrators of involuntary man
slaughter. 1 2: The avenger, lit. "re
deemer," is a kinsman of the vic
tim who is obligated (vv. 19-27)
to avenge (or restore) the lost
blood of the slain family member
with the blood of the murderer.
15: Aliens are offered asylum like
Israelites. These laws, while pro
tecting persons from unjustified
vengeance, clearly reflect the
Priestly concern over bloodshed as
a source of defilement of the land
(vv. 33-34). 1 6-23: Listed are
concrete examples that distinguish
intentional from unintentional
homicide; as is typical of the
Bible and ancient Near Eastern
law, specific cases rather than
general principles are adduced.
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put to death; he is a murderer. The blood-avenger shall
put the murderer to death upon encounter.
22 But if he pushed him without malice aforethought
or hurled any object at him unintentionally, 23 or inadver
tently• dropped upon him any deadly object of stone, and
death resulted-though he was not an enemy of his and
did not seek his harm__z4 in such cases the assembly shall
decide between the slayer and the blood-avenger. 25 The
assembly shall protect the manslayer from the blood
avenger, and the assembly shall restore him to the city of
refuge to which he fled, and there he shall remain until the
death of the high priest who was anointed with the sacred
oil. 26 But if the manslayer ever goes outside the limits of
the city of refuge to which he has fled, 27 and the blood
avenger comes upon him outside the limits of his city of
refuge, and the blood-avenger kills the manslayer, there is
no blood guilt on his account. 28 For he must remain inside
his city of refuge until the death of the high priest; after
the death of the high priest, the manslayer may return to
his land holding.
29 Such shall be your law of procedure throughout the
ages in all your settlements.
30lf anyone kills a person, the manslayer may be exe
cuted only on the evidence of witnesses; the testimony of
a single witness against a person shall not suffice for a
sentence of death. 31 You may not accept a ransom for the
life of a murderer who is guilty of a capital crime; he must
be put to death. 32 Nor may you accept ransom in lieu of
flight to a city of refuge, enabling one to return to live on
his land before the death of the priest. 33 You shall not pol
lute the land in which you live; for blood pollutes the
land, and the land can have no expiation for blood that is
shed on it, except by the blood of him who shed it. 34 You
shall not defile the land in which you live, in which I My
self abide, for I the LoRD abide among the Israelite people.

3 6 The family heads in the clan of the descendants of

Gilead son of Machir son of Manasseh, one of the
Josephite clans, came forward and appealed to Moses and
the chieftains, family headsb of the Israelites. 2 They said,
"The LORD commanded my lord to assign the land to the
Israelites as shares by lot, and my lord was further com
manded by the LoRD to assign the share of our kinsman
Zelophehad to his daughters. 3 Now, if they marry per
sons from another Israelite tribe, their share will be cut off
from our ancestral portion and be added to the portion of
a Lit. "without seei11g. "

b I.e., tribal heads.
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24: The assembly probably refers to
the court of elders (cf. 11.16-25).

25: Apparently, court is not held in
cities of refuge. The death of the
high priest seems to a tone acciden
tal homicide. Cf. other purgings of
impurity and sin by the high priest
in his lifetime (Lev. 16.16-22). For
the ritual of anointing the high
priest, see Lev. 21.10. 26-28: The
perpetrator of involuntary
manslaughter is only protected
from the blood avenger inside the
city of refuge. 30-34: These vv.,
only loosely connected to the pre
ceding, outline the procedure for
convicting and punishing persons
guilty of intentional homicide.
30: At least two witnesses are re
quired in capital cases (cf. Deut.
17.6). 3 1 : In cases of intentional
homicide monetary compensation
is explicitly prohibited. It does not
compensate for the victim's lost
blood as does the death of the
killer (cf. Deut. 21.1-g). Biblical
law differs in this respect from
practices among other ancient
Near Eastern societies, especially
the Hittites, where monetary resti
tution to the family of the victim
was an option. Thus, murder in
the Bible was seen as a crime be
yond an offense against the family
of the deceased. 33-34: The notion
that bloodshed and other trans
gressions pollute the land, thereby
endangering its inhabitants with
divine wrath, is common in the
Bible (see Gen. 4.1o-12; Lev. 18.28;
2 Sam. 21.1-14; Ezek. 36.17-19;
Hos. 4.2-3).

36.1-13: Marriage of Zelophe
had's daughters. Previously, the
case of Zelophehad's daughters
elicited divine permission for fe
males to inherit in the absence
of male heirs (27.1-11). This ch,
which completes the third unit of
Numbers as well as of the entire
book, addresses practical issues
arising from female inheritance of
land. It balances two important,
but potentially conflicting princi
ples: the right of women to inherit
land in certain special circum
stances and the idea of not alienat
ing land from its original tribe or
clan. The narrative provides legal
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the tribe into which they marry; thus our allotted portion
will be diminished. 4 And even when the Israelites ob
serve the jubilee, their share will be added to that of the
tribe into which they marry, and their share will be cut off
from the ancestral portion of our tribe."
s so Moses, at the LoRD's bidding, instructed the Israel
ites, saying: "The plea of the Josephite tribe is just. 6 This is
what the LORD has commanded concerning the daughters
of Zelophehad: They may marry anyone they wish, pro
vided they marry into a clan of their father's tribe. 7 No in
heritance of the Israelites may pass over from one tribe to
another, but the Israelites must remain bound each to the
ancestral portion of his tribe. 8 Every daughter among the
Israelite tribes who inherits a share must marry someone
from a clan of her father's tribe, in order that every Israel
ite may keep his ancestral share. 9 Thus no inheritance
shall pass over from one tribe to another, but the Israelite
tribes shall remain bound each to its portion."
10The daughters of Zelophehad did as the LoRD had
commanded Moses: 11 Mahlah, Tirzah, Hoglah, Milcah,
and Noah, Zelophehad's daughters, were married to sons
of their uncles, 12 marrying into clans of descendants of
Manasseh son of Joseph; and so their share remained in
the tribe of their father's clan.
13 These are the commandments and regulations that
the LORD enjoined upon the Israelites, through Moses, on
the steppes of Moab, at the Jordan near Jericho.

instruction for heiresses so that
their marriage will not result in the
transfer of ancestral tribal lands
from one tribe to another. Some
scholars, citing the marriage of
Zelophehad's daughters to their
first cousins, maintain that origi
nally the real concern centered on
the preservation of clan holdings,
rather than those of the larger
tribal unit. The discussion of the
distribution of permanent tribal
holdings in chs 32 and 34 may ac
count for the placement of this ex
planatory text to 27.1-11 following
ch 34· 1 --4: These vv. outline the
potential problem surrounding
female inheritance of property.
1 : The opening of the narrative
parallels that of 27.1-11. 3--4: The
property still passes through the

male line, the daughter's posses
sion being interim. As a result of
Israel's patrilineal and patrilocal
system, a consequence of the
daughter's marriage is that the
property permanently passes to
the husband's tribe via the inheri
tance of her sons. 4: Jubilee: Ac
cording to the Priestly system,
every fiftieth year all sold land re
verts to its original owner (see
Lev. 25.8-16; 27.16-24). The jubilee
law does not apply in this case
since the land is inherited, not
sold. 5-9: These vv. contain
broader stipulations for heiress
marriages that preserve tribal
holdings. The redundancy in vv. 7
and 9 pertaining to the inviolabil
ity of tribal estates prompted Ram
ban to view v. 9 as a separate com-

mandment. In cases where a
woman is already married to a
man from a different tribe, any
property she stands to inherit from
her father subsequently must go to
another relative. 5: The validity of
the clan elders' case evokes divine
justice, as did the case of Zelophe
had's daughters (27.6). 1 0-1 2: The
narrative concludes with the mar
riage of Zelophehad's daughters
according to the conditions of the
law. 1 3: This v. is a postscript to
the preceding laws, those com
manded by God while Israel was
encamped in Moab (22.1), and is
not a concluding formula encom
passing the book as a whole. Its
form is typical of Priestly literature
(e.g., Lev. 26-46; 27.34).

Deuterono my
D EUTERO NOMY M AY W E LL BE the first book to pose the problem of modernity. Its authors
struggled with issues conventionally viewed as exclusively modern ones, such as the his
torical distance between past and present, the tension between tradition and the needs of
the contemporary generation, and the distinction between divine revelation and human
interpretation. Seen from this perspective, ancient Israel's De�teronomy becomes a re
markably contemporary text, one that challenges its readers to rethink their assumptions
about time, about Scripture, and about religion. Of course, Deuteronomy is also a deeply
traditional text that, more than any other book of the Bible, provides the foundation of
Judaism. The religious conviction that God made a covenant with Israel at Sinai and that
the Torah embodies the terms of that covenant originates with Deuteronomy. Many famil
iar Jewish ritual objects, like the mezuzah, the tefillin, and the tzitzit (fringed garment),
come from Deuteronomy, as does Judaism's most important prayer, the Shema (6.4-9). But
the Shema is more than a prayer. Judaism understands its recitation to be a binding legal
act in which individuals pledge their commitment to Torah. By reciting the Shema, the
congregation in the synagogue brings the plot of Deuteronomy to life in the present, as it
enacts and renews that oath of allegiance to God that, it believes, Israel first vowed on the
plains of Moab.
The story begins just as the Israelites, encamped on the plains of Moab, stand poised fi
nally to enter the promised land. The entry into Canaan would provide the long-awaited
climax of the story that had begun with the promises to the ancestors in Genesis, and
whose fulfillment had been delayed by the. enslavement in Egypt and the wandering in the
wilderness. Now, on the eve both of his death and of the nation's entry into the land with
out him, Moses, portrayed as Deuteronomy's speaker, arrests the narrative action in order
to deliver a series of three speeches, grouped together as a long valedictory address. He re
views the nation's history, expounds upon their laws, and instructs them about the impor
tance of loyalty to God. He also adjures the nation to uphold this combination of law and
theological instruction as a covenant upon the plains of Moab, one that supplements the
one previously sworn at Horeb (Deuteronomy's name for Sinai; 28.69). Only after the con
clusion of these discourses and a following appendix (chs 31-34) does the overall narrative
line resume with the account of the nation's entry into Canaan in Joshua and Judges.
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The Historical Context and Literary Backgrormd
based on the Septuagint (see 17.18 n.), means "second
law." That title reflects the perspective that Deuteronomy is a Mosaic rehearsal of law that

THE ENGLISH NAME OF THE B OOK,

was previously given in Exod. chs 19-23. Despite this perspective and the text's own self
presentation, Deuteronomy is likely not Mosaic in origin. More probably, the core of the
book was written sometime during the 7th century BCE by educated scribes associated
with Jerusalem's royal court. It has been long recognized that there are very striking simi
larities between the distinctive religious and legal requirements of Deuteronomy and the
account of the major religious reform carried out by King Josiah in 622 BCE. That reform
had been inspired by the discovery in the Temple of a "scroll of the Teaching" (2 Kings
22.8). Josiah's reform restricted all sacrificial worship of God to Jerusalem and removed
foreign elements from the system of worship (technically, the "cultus"); it culminated in
the celebration of the first nationally centralized Passover at the Temple in Jerusalem
(2 Kings chs 22-23). So strongly do these royal initiatives correspond to the distinctive re
quirements of Deuteronomy that scholars have long identified the "scroll of the Torah"
discovered in Josiah's Temple as Deuteronomy, and thus have assigned the book a 7th
century date.
Josiah's reform, with some form of Deuteronomy as its catalyst, was much more a revo
lution than a simple return to older forms of worship. Previously, it was entirely legitimate
to sacrifice to God throughout the land, as did Abraham at Shechem and Bethel (Gen.
12.7-8); Jacob at Bethel (Gen. 35.1-7); Samuel at Mitzpah, Ramah, Gilgal, and Bethlehem
(1 Sam. 7.9, 17; 9.11-14; 10.8; 16. 1-5); and Elijah upon Mount Carmel (1 Kings 18.2o-46).
Indeed, even earlier biblical law, associated with the revelation at Sinai, stipulated that
God would grant blessing "in every place where I cause My name to be mentioned"
(Exod. 20.21). Deuteronomy challenged that older norm, prohibiting sacrifice "at any
[or, every] place" and restricting it to a single site, understood to be Jerusalem (Deut.
12.13-14). In this way, Deuteronomy's self-presentation, whether as an explication of
(1. 1-5) or as a supplement to (28.69) the prior covenant, does not address the extent to
which Deuteronomy actually challenges and revises earlier law.
The historical background of Josiah's reforms was the increasing threat of imperial
domination. The Northern Kingdom of Israel had fallen under the Neo-Assyrian invasion
a scant century before (722 BCE; 2 Kings ch 17). Continuing Assyrian incursions down the
coastal littoral had all but reduced Judah to a rump-state (2 Kings 18.13).
a desperate
bid to preserve the nation's autonomy, Hezekiah had already made a pact with Assyria
(2 Kings 18. 13-18). Subsequently, Judah's political and religious independence seemed

In

to hover uncertainly between the threats presented by Assyria and resurgent Babylon
(2 Kings 20.12-15). The resulting military allegiances led to religious syncretism, as Judean
officials introduced various foreign forms of worship into the Temple (2 Kings 16.1o-2o;
21. 1-6).
In this context, Josiah's religious reforms represented an important bid for Judean cul-
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tural, political, and religious autonomy. The monarch extended his reforms into the area of
the former Northern Kingdom of Israel and thus implicitly into territory under Assyrian
control (2 Kings 23.15-20). Deuteronomy, apparently written sometime during this histori
cal crisis, likewise reflects the desire to preserve Judean cultural and religious integrity.
Its authors had the conviction that older conventions of worship and social organization
were no longer viable. If the religion of YHVH was to survive the crisis, renewal and adap
tation were necessary. Deuteronomy's legal corpus (chs 12-26) provides a comprehensive
program for cultural renewal. It addresses worship; the festival calendar; the major insti
tutions of public life (justice, kingship, priesthood, prophecy); criminal, family, and civil
law; and ethics. The law is presented as a covenant between God and nation, which the
people take an oath to uphold, upon penalty of sanctions, while maintaining uncondi
tional loyalty to their God. That covenant structure closely corresponds to the Neo
Assyrian state treaties that have been recovered from this period, the most famous of
which is the Vassal Treaty of Esarhaddon (672 BCE). At a number of points, the authors of
Deuteronomy seem consciously to have patterned their covenant after this treaty tradi
tion, which they could have known either directly or in Aramaic translation. From this
perspective, Deuteronomy represents a counter-treaty: Its authors turned the weapon of
imperialism into a bid for freedom, shifting its oath of loyalty from the Assyrian overlord
to their divine sovereign.
Thus tutored in international treaty conventions, the authors of Deuteronomy elsewhere
reveal their knowledge of two additional important literary genres from the ancient Near
East: the legal collection (15.1-18 n.; 17.8-13 n., 14-20 n.; 22.13-23.1 n.) and wisdom litera
ture (1.13 n.; 4.2 n.). Moreover, they also employed a convention of authorship familiar in
their time. They did not directly attach their name to their composition or write in their
own voice. Instead, they attributed their composition to a prestigious figure from the past.
By employing "Moses" as their spokesperson, they established a link with tradition at pre
cisely the time when tradition, for the sake of survival, had to be transformed. This con
vention of ascribing a text to an ancient personage, called "pseudepigraphy," is well
known in the literature of the Second Temple period; examples include Jubilees, 4 Ezra, the
Testament of Abraham, and (among the Dead Sea Scrolls) the Temple Scroll.

The Layers of Tradition
DEUTERONOMY PRESERVES SEVERAL LAYERS of tradition within itself: The structure of
three different discourses with an appendix already suggests a process of literary growth.
That growth is closely connected to the gradual formation of the Hebrew Bible. To appre
ciate what is involved, it helps imaginatively to turn the clock back to the time before
there was an assembled, complete Bible as we now know it.
1. When Deuteronomy was first promulgated, it would not have been part of any larger
whole. Instead, it would have been complete by itself as a "scroll of the torah" (i.e.,
the "scroll of the Teaching" in 2 Kings 22.8). It would have consisted primarily of
some form of most of the laws of chs 12-26, framed by a relatively simple introduc-
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tion and conclusion. This form of Deuteronomy presented itself as a treaty concluded
between the nation and its God in a formal ceremony whereby each citizen took an
oath of loyalty under penalty of strict sanctions (28. 1-46). This was very likely the
preexilic form of Deuteronomy.
2. At a later stage, presumably sometime during the exile (586-538 BeE), Deuteronomy
would have been incorporated into the Deuteronomistic History (Joshua through
2 Kings) to serve as its introduction. At this point, the "Deuteronomistic" editors
would have given the book its present literary frame (1. 1-4.40, chs 31-34), while
also adding to the legal corpus, selectively tying its promises or expectations to the
later historical material (see 12.8 n.). Expansions in Deuteronomy that reflect the
Babylonian exile may derive from this stage (i.e., 4.25-31; 28.47-56; 30.1-10).
3 · At a still later point, in the postexilic period, Priestly editors appended Deuteronomy
to the newly formed Pentateuch, to serve as its conclusion. Ironically, the decision to
conclude the Pentateuch with Deuteronomy separated the overall narrative plan of
Genesis through Numbers from its logical fulfillment in an account of the conquest of
the land. This narrative climax was delayed until Joshua.
The insertion of Deuteronomy into these larger literary units makes an important theo
logical statement. Following the insertion of Deuteronomy into the story of the promise of
the land to the patriarchs, the enslavement in Egypt, the exodus, and the wilderness wan
dering, Deuteronomy's last chapter (ch 34) brings to a close both the book and the Torah.
But that formal conclusion now separates not only Moses but also the reader from access
to the land whose covenantal promise was the basis of the entire narrative (Gen. 12.1).
Early on, from the vantage point of the Judean hills, Abram viewed the panorama of that
promised land, as it extended in every direction of the compass (Gen. 13. 14-17). But at
the end of his life he was constrained to bargain for a small plot of land where he might
bury his wife, Sarah (Gen. 23 . 1-20): poignant testimony that Abraham never gained
possession of the land promised him. So too, now, closing the circle, does the Torah
conclude with a panorama that symbolizes dislocation and loss, as Moses looks out over
Canaan from the heights of Mount Pisgah. Prohibited from entering the very promised
land to which he successfully led his people, he ·finds his only access in that forlorn
prospect.
As with Abraham and Moses, so, too, the reader. Ancient editors have deliberately
defined the Torah as a literary unit so as, first, to accommodate the addition of Deuteron
omy and, second, to sever it from its logically expected fulfillment. The possession of the
land is diverted instead into the next literary unit, which is to say, into the future. So pro
found a reconfiguration both of the patriarchal promise and of the overall plot is conceiv
able only in light of the historical experience of exile, which profoundly called the posses
sion of the land into question. Had possession of the land remained central to the
covenant, Israelite religion would have collapsed. The fulfillment of the Torah is thus
redactionally redefined as obedience to the requirements of covenantal law rather than the
acquisition of a finite possession.
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The Transformation of Deuteronomy in the Second Temple Period
crosses the symbolic geographic divide of the
Jordan, carried, in the Ark of the Covenant, upon the shoulders of the Levitical priests
IN BIBLICAL NARRATIVE, THE TORAH

(Deut. 31 .25; Josh. 3.14-17). So did the text of Deuteronomy cross the historical divide of
the Babylonian exile, borne on the shoulders of the multiple Jewish communities that sur
vived the exile and that developed their distinct identities thereafter. This crucial transi
tion from the First Temple to the Second Temple periods, from preexilic Israelite religion
to postexilic religion, represents a major pivot in the history of Israelite literature, thought,
and belief. The wrenching force of that transition, as institutions and assumptions under
went profound transformations, created "stress fractures" in the text of Deuteronomy.
many cases, preexilic religious and legal norms became unintelligible to these postexilic
communities. Therefore in the process of teaching and translating Deuteronomy, they
were forced to translate not only the language of the text but also its ideas: from one lan
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guage into another, from one historical period into another, from one set of assumptions
into another. Sometimes this overlay of postexilic ideas may interfere with understanding
the original meaning of the text, even though that overlay now represents the conven
tional way that Deuteronomy has come to be read and understood. Such cases require at
tention in the annotations.
As a broader model for understanding such issues, it would be helpful to view the reli
gion of Israel reflected by Deuteronomy in the preexilic period as in many ways a "Near
Eastern" religion. This applies preeminently to the original theology of the text, which,
like all religions of its time and place, viewed its god as presiding over a "divine council"
of lesser deities (5.7 n.; 6.4 n.). From this perspective, texts like the Shema called for exclu
sive loyalty to God, without thereby denying the existence of other deities, just as Near
Eastern treaties required that a vassal swear allegiance to a single political monarch (6.4-g
n.). But once radical monotheism became the Jewish norm in the Second Temple period,
under the influence of exilic prophecy, the original "Israelite" view gradually became
"foreign" and unintelligible. The Shema could only be understood as affirming the later
"truth" of Jewish monotheism. This authentically Israelite religious language seems to
have become so alien that the Hebrew text was "corrected" in several cases to bring it into
conformity with later Jewish theology (32.8 n; 32.43 n.).
The same issue applies to law. In certain cases, the preexilic authors of Deuteronomy
clearly followed Near Eastern procedures. For example, they required the immediate,
summary execution of those disloyal to God, as if under the emergency conditions of
martial law (13.10 n.).
the Second Temple period, however, this breach of Deuteron
omy's own requirement for due process (17.2-7 n.) was understandably seen as contra
dicting the norms of Jewish law! The text was therefore read and taught as if the require
ment for execution were to take place only after the due process that, in fact, it originally
bypassed. As a next step, this originally oral legal interpretation of the law was introduced
into the text of the law, when Deuteronomy was translated into Greek for the Jewish com-
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munity of Alexandria (in the Septuagint, ca. 225 BCE) . The conscientious translator could
do no less, since that revision of the law was what the law "had" to mean, lest the Torah
here contradict Jewish law!
Just as the Septuagint updates the Hebrew in light of later Jewish law, elsewhere the
reverse may hold true. On occasion, the Greek version retains classical views of preexilic
Israelite religion that have been updated or corrected in the standardized Masoretic Text
of the Bible (see notes at 28.6g; 32.8; 32-43). In such cases, the Septuagint or the Dead Sea
Scrolls may open a window into the original meaning of a passage that has been lost in the
Masoretic Text. The commentary will therefore take these ancient textual "witnesses" to
the text into account, in the hope of recovering what Deuteronomy's original authors
sought to say. Since the NJPS translation follows the Masoretic Hebrew version, which is
familiar from synagogue worship, it should simply be pointed out that these additional
versions are themselves part of Jewish history. Unfortunately, at the level of popular
culture, it is often no longer recognized that the Septuagint was a Jewish translation, one
prepared for the thriving Jewish community of Alexandria. In translating the Bible into
their living language of Greek, that community saw the Torah as also telling their story.
Thus, where Deuteronomy's Hebrew refers to the "horror" of foreign invasion as punish
ment for national wrongdoing, the Septuagint reinterprets that punishment as the contem
porary truth of "diaspora" (28.25 n.). The multiple Judaisms of the Second Temple period
each had their own way of reading Deuteronomy, and thus of having Moses include them
in his oration.

Deuteronomy and Interpretation
of contemporary readers and thinkers, whether
religiously committed or secular, whether Jewish or non-Jewish. The modernity of Deuter
onomy is that it does not permit itself to be read literally or passively. It challenges its
readers actively to confront the problem of the relation between divine revelation and

D E UTERONOMY REWA R D S THE ATTENTION

human interpretation, even as it breaks down the conventional boundaries between Scrip
ture and tradition. It makes paradox central to its structure. As the book narrates the story
of its formation, it also anticipates its prior existence as a complete literary work
(3 1 . 1-34. 1 2 n.). Interpretation is directly and indirectly a theme of Deuteronomy (1.5 n.).
At many points, the authors of Deuteronomy reinterpret earlier laws and narratives (6. 1-3
n.). Moreover, the process of the book's editing intentionally preserves conflicting perspec
tives on a full range of key issues central to Israelite religion: on whether the revelation of
the Decalogue at Sinai/Horeb was direct or required the mediation of Moses (5.5 n.); on
the stature of Moses relative to other prophets (34.10 n.); on the nature of divine punish
ment for sin (5.9-10 n.; 7.10 n.); on whether God rules as head of a p antheon or is the only
God who exists (see notes at 4.15-31, 35; and 32.8); and even on Deuteronomy's own
setting in time and place (see notes at 1 . 1; 2.12; and 3.11). There is no facile "air-brushing"
away of this interplay of perspectives, which in effect reflects an ongoing ancient debate
about fundamental religious assumptions. There is finally, for Deuteronomy, no access to
-
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God in the covenant without joining this debate. The reader of Deuteronomy must
become, like the authors of Deuteronomy, an interpreter.

Outline and Structure of Deuteronomy
I. The first discourse of Moses (1.1-4.43)
A. Editorial headnote (1. 1-5)
B. Historical review (1.6-3.29)
C. Exhortation to obey the Torah (4. 1-40)
D. Appendix: cities of refuge in Transjordan (4.41-43)
II. The second discourse of Moses (4.44-28.68)
A. Introduction (4.44-49)
B. The revelation of the Decalogue at Sinai/Horeb (5.1-30)
C. Preamble to the laws: the requirement of loyalty to God (6. 1-1 1 .32)
1. Validation of Mosaic instruction as revealed upon Horeb (6.1-3)
2. A sermon on the first commandment of the Decalogue (6.4-25)
3· The war of conquest (7.1-26)
4· The temptation to pride and self-sufficiency in the land (8.1-20)
5· The already broken and renewed covenant (9.1-10. 11)
6. Obedience as the condition for prosperity in the land (10.12-1 1 .32)
D. The legal corpus (12. 1-26. 15)
1 . Centralization and purification of sacrificial worship (12. 1-13.1)
2. The requirement for unconditional loyalty (13.2-19)
3· The obligations of holiness (14. 1-29)
4· Remission of debts and manumission of slaves (15.1-18)
5· Sacrifice of firstlings (15.19-23)
6. The festival calendar (16.1-17)
7· Laws of public officials (16.18-18.22)
a. The organization of justice (16.18-17. 13)
b. The law of the king (17. 14-20)
c. The Levitical priesthood (18.1-8)
d. The Mosaic prophet (18.9-22)
8. Cities of refuge (19.1-13)
9· Boundary markers (19.14)
10. The integrity of the judicial system (19.15-21)
1 1 . Rules for waging holy war (20.1-20)
12. Atonement for an unsolved murder (21. 1--9)
13. Miscellaneous criminal, civil, and family laws (21.1o-25.19)
14. Concluding liturgies (26.1-15)
E. Formal conclusion: the reciprocity of the covenant (26.16-19)
F. Ceremonies at Shechem upon entry to land (27.1-26; cf. 1 1.29-32)
G. The consequences of obedience or disobedience: blessing or curse (28.1-68)
-
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III. The third discourse of Moses: the ratification ceremony for the covenant on the plains
of Moab (28.69-30.20)
A. Editorial heading: the relation between Moab and Horeb (28.69)
B. Didactic review of Israel's history (29.1-8)
C. Imprecation to ensure loyalty to the covenant (29.9-28)
D. Reassurance of restoration (30.1-10)
E. The accessibility of Torah (30.1 1-14)
F. The necessity of choice (30. 15-20)
IV. The death of Moses and the formation of the Torah (31.1-34. 12)
A Moses makes arrangements for his death (31. 1-29)
B. The Song of Moses (31.3o-32-44)
C. Double conclusion to the Song (32-45-47)
D. Moses commanded to die (32-48-52)
E. The Blessing of Moses (33. 1-29)
F. The death of Moses (34.1-12)
[BERNARD

DEVARIM

1 These are the words that Moses addressed to all Israel

on the other side of the Jordan.-•Through the wilder
ness, in the Arabah near Suph, between Paran and Tophel,
Laban, Hazeroth, and Di-zahab, 2 it is eleven days from
Horeb to Kadesh-barnea by the Mount Seir route.___3 It
was in the fortieth year, on the first day of the eleventh
month, that Moses addressed the Israelites in accordance
with the instructions that the LoRD had given him for
them, 4 after he had defeated Sihon king of the Amorites,
who dwelt in Heshbon, and King Og of Bashan, who
dwelt at Ashtaroth [andb] Edrei. 5 0n the other side of the
Jordan, in the land of Moab, Moses undertook to expound
this Teaching. He said:
n Tire rest of tl1is verse nnd v. 2 nre unclear; cf v. 19 nnd Num. JJ.16-J6.
b Cf Joslr. 1 2.4; 1 3 . 1 2, 3 1 .

1 .1-4.43: The first discourse of
Moses. This first of Deuteron
omy's three discourses has two
subsections: an historical retro
spective (1.6-3.29) and a sermon
on the importance of obeying
Torah (4.1-40). An editorial head
note (1. 1-5) and appendix
(4.41-43) frame the discourse.
1 .1-5: Editorial headnote. Refers
to Moses in the third person, at-

tributes the book to him, and lo
cates the book historically and ge
ographically. 1 : On the other side of
the Jordan, designating the land
east of the Jordan River (Transjor
dan), where the Israelites have
stopped, awaiting entry to the
land. That geographical frame of
reference places the speaker west
of the Jordan and thus already in
Canaan. According to the narra-
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tive line, however, the Israelites
have not yet reached the promised
land and Moses never does. From
this and similar anachronisms, a
small number of medieval Jewish
commentators already recognized
that not all of the Torah could
be attributed to Moses (see also
2.12 n.; 3.11 n.); this is the modern
consensus as well. The Arabah, the
rift valley that includes the Jordan
River and stretches south from the
Dead Sea through Eilat and the
Red Sea into Africa. The places
mentioned cannot be identified
with certainty. 2: Eleven days im
plies a scathing indictment of the
nation. As a result of their rebel
lion in the desert (Num. chs
13-14), it actually took them
thirty-eight years, eight months,
and twenty days to reach this
point after they first broke camp
(Num. 10.11). Horeb (Exod. 3.1;
17.6; 33.6) is Deuteronomy's term
for the mount of revelation.
"(Mount) Sinai," in contrast, is the
more standard term used by the
Yahwistic and Priestly writers else
where in the Torah (see Exod.
19. 1 1; 34.29); it occurs in Deut
eronomy only at 33.2. 4: Num.
21.21-35. 5: Expound seems inten
tionally ambiguous about whether

DEUTERONOMY 1 . 6-1 . 1 8
6 The LoRD our God spoke to us at Horeb, saying: You
have stayed long enough at this mountain. 7 Start out and
make your way to the hill country of the Amorites and to
all their neighbors in the Arabah, the hill country, the
Shephelah,a the Negeb, the seacoast, the land of the
Canaanites,b and the Lebanon, as far as the Great River,
the river Euphrates. B See, I place the land at your dis
posal. Go, take possession of the land that the LoRD swore
to your fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to assign to
them and to their heirs after them.
9 Thereupon I said to you, "I cannot bear the burden of
you by myself. lO The LoRD your God has multiplied you
until you are today as numerous as the stars in the sky.11 May the LoRD, the God of your fathers, increase your
numbers a thousandfold, and bless you as He promised
you.-12 How can I bear unaided the trouble of you, and
the burden, and the bickering! 13 Pick from each of your
tribes men who are wise, discerning, and experienced,
and I will appoint them as your heads." 14You answered
me and said, "What you propose to do is good." 15 So I
took your tribal leaders, wise and experienced men, and
appointed them heads over you: chiefs of thousands,
chiefs of hundreds, chiefs of fifties, and chiefs of tens, and
officials for your tribes. 16 I charged your magistrates at
that time as follows, "Hear out your fellow men, and de
cide justly between any man and a fellow Israelite or a
stranger. 1 7 You shall not be partial in judgment: hear out
low and high alike. Fear no man, for judgment is God's.
And any matter that is too difficult for you, you shall
bring to me and I will hear it." 1BThus I instructed you, at
that time, about the various things that you should do.
n Others "Lowland. "

b I.e., Plwenicin.

Moses here proclaims new reli
gious teachings, not previously
heard, or simply explicates mate
rial already proclaimed. This Teach
ing, lit. "this torah" (4.8, 44; 27.3, 8,
26; 28.58, 61; 29.20, 28; 3o.10; 31.9,
11, 12; 32.46). The word designates
not only the combination of ritual,
civil, family, and ethical law found
in chs 12-26, but also the religious
instructions of chs 5-11. Here, as
elsewhere in Deuteronomy, the ref
erence is not to the entire Torah,
but specifically to Deuteronomy
itself.

1 .6-3.29: Historical review. Moses
rehearses the exodus, revelation a t

Horeb, and rebellion in the desert
for the generation who arose after
these events and did not directly
witness them, so that they may un
derstand what brought them to
the present moment. At a number
of points, this narrative diverges
from that of Exodus-Numbers.
6: The original of the divine com
mand quoted has not been pre
served (d. Num. ch 10). 7: Amo
rites, as at Gen. 15.16, seems to be
used generically for the family of
nations who are the original inhab
itants of Canaan, rather than tech
nically to designate one of those
nations (contrast Gen. 15.19--2 1;
Exod. J.8, 17). The Shephelalz is the
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region of foothills between the hill
country on the east and the sea
coast on the west. The Negeb is the
semi-arid region south of the hill
country. Great River: The ideal
borders of the Israelite empire
extended to the Euphrates (Gen.
15.18), the northern limit of
David's conquests (2 Sam. 8.3).
8: See . . . at your disposal: With
this binding oral proclamation,
God symbolically displays the
land and transfers its legal
title to Israel (similarly, Gen.
1).14-15).

1 .9-1 8: Leadership institutional
ized. This account combines and
reinterprets two previous accounts
of the creation of a military
judicial system to share the burden
of leadership (compare vv. 9-- 1 2
with Num. 11.14-17 and vv. 13-17
with Exod. 18.13-27). This new
version places the institutionaliza
tion of leadership after the depar
ture from Sinai rather than before
it and omits the important advi
sory role of Jethro, the non
Israelite (contrast Exod. ch 18).
10: Stars in the sky, thus fulfilling
the promises to the ancestors
(Gen. 15.5; 22.17; 26.4; Exod.
J2.1J). 1 1 : God of your fathers: Deu
teronomy's normal phrase is "the
LORD your I our God" (i.e., vv. 6,
10, 19-21; 6.1, 4, 10). This depar
ture from that formula ties this
new generation to its past by re
calling God's earlier promises
(Gen. 26.24; 32.10; Exod. J.6).
1 3: Wise (contrast Exod. 18.21),
an attribute regularly stressed
by Deuteronomy (4.6; 32.29),
suggesting the influence of wis
dom literature upon its authors.
Experienced, lit. "knowing," con
tinuing the emphasis upon wis
dom as a criterion for leadership.
1 6: Stranger, better, "resident
alien," a legal term that refers to
the non-Israelite who lives in the
community without title to land
and who is therefore economically
vulnerable. Deuteronomy insists
upon a single law that applies
to Israelite and non-Israelite
alike (5.14; 10.18-19; 14.29; 16.11;
24.14, 17, 19--2 1). 1 7: Similarly,
16.18-20.
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1 9 We set out from Horeb and traveled the great and ter
rible wilderness that you saw, along the road to the hill
country of the Amorites, as the LoRD our God had com
manded us. When we reached Kadesh-barnea, 20 I said to
you, "You have come to the hill country of the Amorites
which the LoRD our God is giving to us. 21 See, the LORD
your God has placed the land at your disposal. Go up,
take possession, as the LORD, the God of your fathers,
promised you. Fear not and be not dismayed."
22 Then all of you came to me and said, "Let us send
men ahead to reconnoiter the land for us and bring back
word on the route we shall follow and the cities we shall
come to." 23 I approved of the plan, and so I selected
twelve of your men, one from each tribe. 24 They made for
the hill country, came to the wadi Eshcol, and spied it out.
25 They took some of the fruit of the land with them and
brought it down to us. And they gave us this report: "It is
a good land that the LoRD our God is giving to us."
26 Yet you refused to go up, and flouted the command of
the LoRD your God. 27You sulked• in your tents and said,
"It is because the LoRD hates us that He brought us out of
the land of Egypt, to hand us over to the Amorites to wipe
us out. 2Bb·What kind of place·b are we going to? Our kins
men have taken the heart out of us, saying, 'We saw there
a people stronger and taller than we, large cities with
walls sky-high, and even Anakites.' "
29 I said to you, "Have no dread or fear of them. 3D None
other than the LORD your God, who goes before you, will
fight for you, just as He did for you in Egypt before your
very eyes, 31 and in the wilderness, where you saw how
the LoRD your God carried you, as a man carries his son,
all the way that you traveled until you came to this place.
32 Yet for all that, you have no faith in the LoRD your God,
33 who goes before you on your journeys-to scout the
place where you are to encamp-in fire by night and in
cloud by day, in order to guide you on the route you are to
follow."
34 When the LoRD heard your loud complaint, He was
angry. He vowed: 35 Not one of these men, this evil gener
ation, shall see the good land that I swore to give to your
fathers_3 6 none except Caleb son of Jephunneh; he shall
see it, and to him and his descendants will I give the land
on which he set foot, because he remained loyal to the
LORD.
37 Because of you the LORD was incensed with me too,
and He said: You shall not enter it either. 38 Joshua son of
a Precise meaning of Heb. !lllccrtnill.

b-b Lit. "W!Jrre. "

1 . 1 9-46: From Horeb to Kadesh:
A retelling, with significant varia
tions, of the spies' reconnaissance
of the land (Num. ch 13), the
people's complaining of God's
inability to fulfill the promises
made to Israel's ancestors (Num.
14.1-38), and the abortive attempt
to penetrate Canaan from the
south despite the divine command
not to do so (Num. 14.39-45;
cf. 21.1-3). 28: Anakites, see
Num. 13.22, 33 n. 30: Exod. 14.14.
33: Fire
cloud, see Exod.
13.21-22 n. 34-36: See Num.
14.28-30. 37: Here Moses is not
punished for his own sin (contrast
Num. 20.1o-13; 27.12-23). Instead,
the narrator presents Moses as in
nocent and as vicariously bearing
the punishment due Israel for its
sin (see 3-24-28).
. . .

DEUTERONOMY 1 . 3 9-2 . 9
Nun, who attends you, he shall enter it. Imbue him with
strength, for he shall allot it to Israel. 39 Moreover, your lit
tle ones who you said would be carried off, your children
who do not yet know good from bad, they shall enter it; to
them will I give it and they shall possess it. 40 As for you,
tum about and march into the wilderness by the way of
the Sea of Reeds.
41 You replied to me, saying, "We stand guilty before the
LORD. We will go up now and fight, just as the LoRD our
God commanded us." And you all girded yourselves with
war gear and recklessly• started for the hill country. 42 But
the LoRD said to me, "Warn them: Do not go up and do
not fight, since I am not in your midst; else you will be
routed by your enemies." 43 I spoke to you, but you would
not listen; you flouted the LoRD's command and willfully
marched into the hill country. 44Then the Amorites who
lived in those hills came out against you like so many bees
and chased you, and they crushed you at Hormah in Seir.
45 Again you wept before the LORD; but the LORD would
not heed your cry or give ear to you.

2 46 Thus, after you had remained at Kadesh b-all that

long time,·b 1 we marched back into the wilderness by
the way of the Sea of Reeds, as the LoRD had spoken to
me, and skirted the hill country of Seir a long time.
2 Then the LoRD said to me: 3 You have been skirting this
hill country long enough; now tum north. 4 And charge
the people as follows: You will be passing through the ter
ritory of your kinsmen, the descendants of Esau, who live
in Seir. Though they will be afraid of you, be very careful
s not to provoke them. For I will not give you of their land
so much as a foot can tread on; I have given the hill coun
try of Seir as a possession to Esau. 6c·What food you eat
you shall obtain from them for money; even the water you
drink you shall procure from them for money:< 7 Indeed,
the LoRD your God has blessed you in all your undertak
ings. He has watched over your wanderings through this
great wilderness; the LoRD your God has been with you
these past forty years: you have lacked nothing.
s We then moved on, away from our kinsmen, the de
scendants of Esau, who live in Seir, away from the road of
the Arabah, away from Elath and Ezion-geber; and we
marched on in the direction of the wilderness of Moab.
9 And the LoRD said to me: Do not harass the Moabites or
Menning of Heb. wrcertain.
b-b Lit. "ma11y days, like the days that yo11 remained. "
Or "Yo11 may obtain food from tlrem to eat for mo11ey; and yo11 may also prowre water
from tlrem to drink for money. "
n
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2.1-25: The circuit via Transjor
dan. 1-Ba: Num. 20.14-21. From
Kadesh Israel turned south
through the Arabah to the Gulf of
Aqaba in order to go around
Edom (Num. 21.4; cf . 33- 47-49).
4: Descendants of Esau, see Gen.
36.1. Sa: Elath, see 1 Kings 9.26.
Ezion-geber, see Num. 33-35·
Bb-25: Num. 21.4-20, significantly
revised. Turning along the brook
Zered (modern Wadi el-Hasa),
which formed Edom's southern
boundary, Israel detoured through
the wilderness of Moab toward
the Amorite kingdom of Sihon.
9: Moab and Ammon (v. 19)
were traditionally related
through Lot (Gen. 19.36--')8).
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provoke them to war. For I will not give you any of their
land as a possession; I have assigned Ar as a possession to
the descendants of Lot.lO it was formerly inhabited by the Emim, a people
great and numerous, and as tall as the Anakites.
11 Like the Anakites, they are counted as Rephaim;
but the Moabites call them Emim. 12 Similarly, Seir
was formerly inhabited by the Horites; but the de
scendants of Esau dispossessed them, wiping them
out and settling in their place, just as Israel did in the
land they were to possess, which the LORD had given
to them.1 3 Up now! Cross the wadi Zered!
So we crossed the wadi Zered. 14The time that we spent
in travel from Kadesh-barnea until we crossed the wadi
Zered was thirty-eight years, until that whole generation
of warriors had perished from the camp, as the LoRD
had sworn concerning them. 15 Indeed, the hand of the
LoRD struck them, to root them out from the camp to the
last man.
16 When all the warriors among the people had died off,
17the LoRD spoke to me, saying: 18You are now passing
through the territory of Moab, through Ar. 19 You will then
be close to the Ammonites; do not harass them or start a
fight with them. For I will not give any part of the land of
the Ammonites to you as a possession; I have assigned it
as a possession to the descendants of Lot.20 It, too, is counted as Rephaim country. It was for
merly inhabited by Rephaim, whom the Ammonites
call Zamzummim, 21 a people great and numerous
and as tall as the Anakites. The LoRD wiped them out,
so that [the Ammonites] dispossessed them and set
tled in their place, 22 as He did for the descendants of
Esau who live in Seir, when He wiped out the Horites
before them, so that they dispossessed them and set
tled in their place, as is still the case! 23 So, too, with
the Avvim who dwelt in villages in the vicinity of
Gaza: the Caphtorim, who came from Crete,b wiped
them out and settled in their place.24 Up! Set out across the wadi Arnon! See, I give into your
power Sihon the Amorite, king of Heshbon, and his land.
Begin the occupation: engage him in battle. 25 This day I
begin to put the dread and fear of you upon the peo
ples everywhere under heaven, so that they shall tremble
and quake because of you whenever they hear you men
tioned.
n Lit. "u11til tlris dny."

b Hcb. "Cnplrtor. "

1 0-12: These verses are slightly in
dented, setting them off from the
rest of the passage so as to miti
gate the anachronistic post
conquest perspective (see v. 12 n.).
1 0-1 1 : Emim, Rephaim (cf. v. 20;
J.ll-1)}, names reflecting the leg
endary view that the aboriginal in
habitants of the land were fear
some giants. 12: Horites, see Gen.
36.20 n. As Israel did . . . to possess:
Here the Israelite conquest of the
land is represented as already hav
ing been completed, conflicting
with the attribution to Moses and
the narrative setting in Transjor
dan, prior to the conquest. The
anachronism reflects the date of
composition of this section (see
1.1 n.; 3.11 n.). 1 3: Wadi, a seasonal
stream that dries up in the sum
mer. 1 4: Fulfilling God's angry
oath (1.34-35; Num. 14.28-30).
Without the death of the genera
tion of the exodus, here marked as
accomplished, there can be no
entry into the promised land.
1 5: Hand of the LoRD, thus indicat
ing that they did not die merely
of old age or natural causes. The
imagery inverts the standard
idea of holy war: God had turned
against Israel rather than fight
ing on its behalf (J2.JO n.; see
).22; 7-1-5; 12.29-)1; 20.1-20).
20: Cf. vv. 1o-11 n., Gen. 14.5.
23: Caphtorim . . . Crete refers to
the conquest of the coastal plain
by Sea Peoples such as Philis
tines shortly after 1200 !ICE
(see Gen. 10.14; Amos 9.7).
24: Arnon, see Num. 21.13-14.
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26 Then I sent messengers from the wilderness of Kede
moth to King Sihon of Heshbon with an offer of peace, as
follows, 27 "Let me pass through your country. I will keep
strictly to the highway, turning off neither to the right nor
to the left. 28 What food I eat you will supply for money,
and what water I drink you will furnish for money; just let
me pass through•_.29 as the descendants of Esau who
dwell in Seir did for me, and the Moabites who dwell in
Ar-that I may cross the Jordan into the land that the
LoRD our God is giving us."
30 But King Sihon of Heshbon refused to let us pass
through, because the LORD had stiffened his will and
hardened his heart in order to deliver him into your
power-as is now the case. 3l And the LoRD said to me:
See, I begin by placing Sihon and his land at your dis
posal. Begin the occupation; take possession of his land.
32 Sihon with all his men took the field against us at
Jahaz, 33 and the LoRD our God delivered him to us and
we defeated him and his sons and all his men. 34 At that
time we captured all his towns, and we doomed b every
town-men, women, and children-leaving no survivor.
35 We retained as booty only the cattle and the spoil of the
cities that we captured. 3 6 from Aroer on the edge of the
Amon valley, including the town< in the valley itself, to
Gilead, not a city was too mighty for us; the LORD our God
delivered everything to us. 37 But you did not encroach
upon the land of the Ammonites, all along the wadi Jab
bok and the towns of the hill country, just as the LoRD our
God had commanded.

3 We made our way up the road toward Bashan, and

King Og of Bashan with all his men took the field
against us at Edrei. 2 But the LoRD said to me: Do not fear
him, for I am delivering him and all his men and his coun
try into your power, and you will do to him as you did to
Sihon king of the Amorites, who lived in Heshbon.
3 So the LoRD our God also delivered into our power
King Og of Bashan, with all his men, and we dealt them
such a blow that no survivor was left. 4 At that time we
captured all his towns; there was not a town that we did
not take from them: sixty towns, the whole district of
Argob, the kingdom of Og in Bashan_s all those towns
were fortified with high walls, gates/ and bars-apart
from a great number of unwalled towns. 6 We doomed
a Lit. "with my feet."
b I.e., placed under l)erem, wllicll meant tile annillilation of tile population. Cf note c at
Nwn. 21.2; Josll. 6.24.
d I.e., two-leaf doors.
c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

TORAH
26-37: The victory over Sihon,
whose capital was at Heshbon.
The earlier source in Nurn.
21.21-32 is here supplemented
and revised. 30: See Exod. 4.21 n.
34: Doomed, see 7.2 n. 37: The river
Jabbok makes a wide bend south
and thus forms the western border
of Ammon (3.16).
3.1-1 1 : The victory over Bashan
(Num. 21.JJ-J5)- 1 : Edrei, on
the extreme south border
of Bashan; see Num. 21.JJ-
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them as we had done in the case of King Sihon of
Heshbon; we doomed every town-men, women, and
children-7 and retained as booty all the cattle and the
spoil of the towns.
B Thus we seized, at that time, from the two Amorite
kings, the country beyond the Jordan, from the wadi
Arnon to Mount Hermon-9 Sidonians called Hermon
Sirion, and the Amorites call it Senir-10 all the towns of
the Tableland and the whole of Gilead and Bashan as far
as Salcah• and Edrei, the towns of Og's kingdom in Ba
shan. 11 Only King Og of Bashan was left of the remaining
Rephaim. His bedstead, an iron bedstead, is now in Rab
bah of the Ammonites; it is nine cubits long and four cu
bits wide, by b'the standard cubit!·b
12<And this is the land which we apportioned at that
time: The part from Aroer along the wadi Arnon, with
part of the hill country of Gilead and its towns, I assigned
to the Reubenites and the Gadites. 13 The rest of Gilead,
and all of Bashan under Og's rule-the whole Argob dis
trict, all that part of Bashan which is called Rephaim coun
try-! assigned to the half-tribe of Manasseh. 14 Jair son of
Manasseh received the whole Argob district (that is, Ba
shan) as far as the boundary of the Geshurites and the Ma
acathites, and named it after himself: Havvoth-jaird-as is
still the case. 1s To Machir I assigned Gilead. 16 And to the
Reubenites and the Gadites I assigned the part from Gil
ead down to the wadi Arnon, the middle of the wadi
being the boundary, and up to the wadi Jabbok, the
boundary of the Ammonites.
17• [We also seized] the Arabah, from the foot of the
slopes of Pisgah on the east, to the edge of the Jordan,
and from Chinnereth down to the sea of the Arabah, the
Dead Sea.
18 At that time I charged you,' saying, "The LoRD your
God has given you this country to possess. You must go as
shock-troops, warriors all, at the head of your Israelite
kinsmen. 19 Qnly your wives, children, and livestock-!
know that you have much livestock-shall be left in the
towns I have assigned to you, 20 until the LORD has
granted your kinsmen a haven such as you have, and they
too have taken possession of the land that the LoRD your
God is assigning them, beyond the Jordan. Then you may
return each to the homestead that I have assigned to him."
n Others "Snlecnlr" or "Sn/clrnh."
b-b Lit. "by n mnn's forenrm."
c Vv. 12-13 proceed from south to north; vv. 14-16from north to south.
d I.e., "villages of Jnir. "
e Continuing vv. 8-10; cf 4·47-49·
f I.e., tire two nnd n hnlf tribes.

1 1 : The oversized bed of Og, one
of the legendary Rephaim
(2.1o-11), was a "museum piece"
in Rabbah, a city on the Ammonite
border. The emphasis that this
bed is now there places the histori
cal perspective of the narrator,
and thus of Deuteronomy's com
position, long after the events
here recounted (1.1 n.; 2.12 n.).
A cubit was about 44 em (17.5 in.).
1 2-22: The allotment of tribal
territories in Transjordan (Num.
ch 32; Josh. ch 13). 1 4: Num. 32.41.
1 7: The territory included the east
em part of the Jordan Valley or
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21 I also charged Joshua at that time, saying, "You have
seen with your own eyes all that the LoRD your God has
done to these two kings; so shall the LORD do to all the
kingdoms into which you shall cross over. 22 Do not fear
them, for it is the LoRD your God who will battle for you."
VA-'ETI:IANNAN

pnrut1

23 I pleaded with the LoRD at that time, saying, 24 "0 Lord
Goo, You who let Your servant see the first works of Your
greatness and Your mighty hand, You whose powerful
deeds no god in heaven or on earth can equal! 25 Let me, I
pray, cross over and see the good land on the other side of
the Jordan, that good hill country, and the Lebanon."
26 But the LORD was wrathful with me on your account
and would not listen to me. The LORD said to me,
"Enough! Never speak to Me of this matter again! 27 Go up
to the summit of Pisgah and gaze about, to the west, the
north, the south, and the east. Look at it well, for you shall
not go across yonder Jordan. 28 Give Joshua his instruc
tions, and imbue him with strength and courage, for he
shall go across at the head of this people, and he shall allot
to them the land that you may only see."
29 Meanwhile we stayed on in the valley near Beth-pear.

4 And now, 0 Israel, give heed to the laws and rules that

I am instructing you to observe, so that you may live
to enter and occupy the land that the LoRD, the God of
your fathers, is giving you. 2 You shall not add anything to
what I command you or take anything away from it, but
keep the commandments of the LoRD your God that I en
join upon you. 3 You saw with your own eyes what the
LoRD did in the matter of Baal-peor, that the LORD your
God wiped out from among you every person who fol
lowed Baal-peor; 4 while you, who held fast to the LoRD
your God, are all alive today.
5 See, I have imparted to you laws and rules, as the
LoRD my God has commanded me, for you to abide by in
Arabah. 22: The whole story of the
exodus, wilderness journey, and
invasion of Canaan is governed by
the conventions of holy war,
whereby God is a divine warrior
who engages in battle on behalf
of Israel. 23-29: Num. 27.12-23.
24: No god . . . can equal: The asser
tion of God's superior power, rela
tive to other gods in heaven, as
sumes the existence of other gods
(5.7 n; 6.4 n.; 32.8 n.; Exod. 15.11;

Ps. 89.5-8). For the later perspec
tive of monotheism, see 4·35 n.
26: On the vicarious suffering of
Moses, see 1.37 n. 27: Mount Pis
gah, see 34.1 n.

4.1-40: Exhortation to obey the

Torah. While preceding the Deca
logue in narrative terms (5.6-18),
this unit provides a historically
later theological reflection upon it,
focusing on the second command-
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ment and broadening its signifi
cance. Admonitions to obedience
(vv. 1, 40) frame the unit, which
systematically contrasts: obedi
ence (vv. 5-24) I disobedience
(vv. 25-31); remembering/forget
ting (vv. 9, 23); the LoRD/other
gods (vv. 7, 34); Israel's revealed
Torah/ the laws of other nations (vv. 8, 28); and God/idols
(vv. 12-20). The central lesson is
that the correct worship of God is
aniconic: Images (whether of God
or of natural phenomena) should
play no role in Israelite religion.
This becomes so strong a theme
that idolatry, in and of itself, is
asserted to be the cause of the
nation's exile from its land
(vv. 25-31). The explicit reference
to exile suggests that the unit is a
late theological explanation for the
Babylonian exile (586-538 BCE).
The focus on idolatry as the basis
for the divine punishment di
verges significantly from the per
spective elsewhere that views
failure to heed "all his [God's]
commandments and decrees" as
the cause of exile (28.15; cf. 28.1,

45, 58-59},
4.1-4: The incident at Baal-peor

(Num. 25.1-9) is recalled to em
phasize the importance of fidelity
to God and the dire consequences
of worshipping other gods. 2: This
admonition not to alter the Torah,
whether by addition or subtraction
(cf. 13.1), parallels similar admoni
tions in wisdom literature (Prov.
30.6; Eccl. 3.14; 12.12-13; Sir.
42.21; cf. Revelation 22.18-19). It
seems to originate in ancient Near
Eastern literature (Egyptian wis
dom literature; Babylonian law
codes; Neo-Assyrian state treaties;
cf. 1 Maccabees 8.30). 3: Followed,
see 6.14 n. S-8: The Torah as
Israel's "wisdom." The author
here challenges the prevailing
Near Eastern idea that wisdom
was a royal prerogative. Whereas,
for example, the ancient Babylo
nian Laws of Hammurabi (ca. 1755
BCE) praised the "just decisions"
of its "wise" king (cots 47.1; 4.7),
here it is rather the nation Israel
who will be internationally
renowned as "wise" for its "just"
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the land that you are about to enter and occupy. 6 Qbserve
them faithfully, for that will be proof of your wisdom and
discernment to other peoples, who on hearing of all these
laws will say, "Surely, that great nation is a wise and dis
cerning people." 7 For what great nation is there that has
a god so close at hand as is the LORD our God whenever
we call upon Him? B Or what great nation has laws and
rules as perfect as all this Teaching that I set before you
this day?
9 But take utmost care and watch yourselves scrupu
lously, so that you do not forget the things that you saw
with your own eyes and so that they do not fade from
your mind as long as you live. And make them known to
your children and to your children's children: 10 The day
you stood before the LORD your God at Horeb, when the
LORD said to me, "Gather the people to Me that I may let
them hear My words, in order that they may learn to re
vere Me as long as they live on earth, and may so teach
their children." 11 You came forward and stood at the foot
of the mountain. The mountain was ablaze with flames to
the very skies, dark with densest clouds. 12 The LORD
spoke to you out of the fire; you heard the sound of words
but perceived no shape-nothing but a voice. 13 He de
clared to you the covenant that He commanded you to ob
serve, the Ten Commandments; and He inscribed them on
two tablets of stone. 14 At the same time the LoRD com
manded me to impart to you laws and rules for you to ob
serve in the land that you are about to cross into and oc
cupy.
15 For your own sake, therefore, be most careful-since
you saw no shape when the LORD your God spoke to you
laws (vv. 6, 8). See also 29.29 n.
and 30.1 1-14 n. 7-8: Israel is dis
tinguished both by its God and by
its law: The two ideas are inter
locked. 7: God is close at hand, both
in having entered history on be
half of Israel and in revealing His
will as Torah (30.14). 8: The laws
are perfect (lit. "righteous"), not
only in their morality but also as
embodying the will of God. This
Israelite idea of law as divine reve
lation diverges from Near Eastern
views of law as royal wisdom (see
5.1-30 n.).

4.9-14: The revelation at

Sinai/Horeb (Exod. chs 19-20;

Deut. ch 5) is recalled in order to
instruct the present generation,

who did not experience it. 9: The
paired injunctions not to forget the
powerful experience of God's ac
tions and to educate your children,
so that the past becomes "present"
also to them, represent a promi
nent aim of Deuteronomy: to over
come the historical distance of the
past and to maintain it as a source
of identity (vv. 23, 25; 6.2, 7, 2o-25;
8.11; 9.7; 31.13; 32.18). You saw, and
the following "you stood" (v. 10)
are highly paradoxical assertions.
Neither is literally true: The actual
generation of the exodus had died
off and been replaced by this new
one, who had experienced none of
the events here being recounted
(2.14-15 n.). This paradoxical
structure of thought, whereby

Moses addresses those who had
not witnessed the events as if they
had, while insisting that they in
culcate the events to posterity,
is central to Deuteronomy's the
ology of history (5.3-4, 20; 11.7;
29.13-14). This develops further in
postbiblical Judaism to the idea
that all Jews, past, present, and fu
ture, were at Sinai. 10: My words,
here, the Decalogue ("Ten Com
mandments"; v. 13; 10.4). Else
where, however, the reference to
God's "words" designates the
legal corpus of chs 12-26 (12.28).
Revere (lit. "fear"): This important
Deuteronornic characterization for
the proper relation between the
nation and God seems to originate
with wisdom literature (Prov. 1.7;
Job 28.28). 1 1 : The manifestation
of a god ("theophany") was often
associated with disturbances of na
ture in Ugaritic (Canaanite) litera
ture (see 5.1-30 n.). This motif was
taken over by Israelite writers and
applied to God (Exod. 19.16-19;
20.15; Pss. 18.7-15; 29.3--9).
1 2: Slzape (also vv. 15; "likeness"
vv. 16, 23, 25), directly alluding to
the second commandment of the
Decalogue (5.8 Exod. 20.4).
13: A subtle reinterpretation of
Sinai: The specification of that
event as one where God pro
claimed the Ten Commandments
occurs only here, at 10 - 4, and at
Exod. 34.28. There is no special
number of or name for the com
mandments (lit. "words") in Exod.
chs 19-20 or Deut. ch 5· The ration
ale for two tablets of stone (as at
5.19) derives from ancient Near
Eastern state treaties, whereby
both sovereign and vassal would
retain a separate copy of the treaty.
The popular image of a single
tablet with a double arch misun
derstands that historical context.
=

4.1 5-31 : Reinterpretation of the

second commandment. The Deca

logue concedes the existence of
other gods, while prohibiting Is
rael from worshipping them (5.7;
cf. 32.8; Exod. 15.11; Ps. 82.1). It
then separately prohibits the mak
ing of images (5.8). The distinction
between those two command
ments is dissolved here. The exis-
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at Horeb out of the fire-16 not to act wickedly and make
for yourselves a sculptured image in any likeness what
ever: the form of a man or a woman, 17 the form of any
beast on earth, the form of any winged bird that flies in
the sky, 18 the form of anything that creeps on the ground,
the form of any fish that is in the waters below the earth.
19 And when you look up to the sky and behold the sun
and the moon and the stars, the whole heavenly host, you
must not be lured into bowing down to them or serving
them. These the LoRD your God allotted to other peoples
everywhere under heaven; 20but you the LoRD took and
brought out of Egypt, that iron blast furnace, to be His
very own people, as is now the case.
21 Now the LORD was angry with me on your account
and swore that I should not cross the Jordan and enter
the good land that the LORD your God is assigning you
as a heritage. 22 For I must die in this land; I shall not
cross the Jordan. But you will cross and take possession of
that good land. 23 Take care, then, not to forget the cove
nant that the LoRD your God concluded with you, and
not to make for yourselves a sculptured image in any like
ness, against which the LORD your God has enjoined you.
24 For the LoRD your God is a consuming fire, an impas
sioned God.
25 When you have begotten children and children's chil
dren and are long established in the land, should you act
wickedly and make for yourselves a sculptured image in
any likeness, causing the LoRD your God displeasure and
vexation, 26 I call heaven and earth this day to witness
against you that you shall soon perish from the land that
you are crossing the Jordan to possess; you shall not long
endure in it, but shall be utterly wiped out. 27 The LoRD
will scatter you among the peoples, and only a scant few
of you shall be left among the nations to which the LoRD
will drive you. 28 There you will serve man-made gods of
wood and stone, that cannot see or hear or eat or smell.
29 But if you search there for the LoRD your God, you
will find Him, if only you seek Him with all your heart
and soul_30 when you are in distress because all these
things have befallen you and, in the end, return to the
LORD your God and obey Him. 31 For the LoRD your God
is a compassionate God: He will not fail you nor will He
let you perish; He will not forget the covenant which He
made on oath with your fathers.
32 You have but to inquire about bygone ages that came
before you, ever since God created man on earth, from one
end of heaven to the other: has anything as grand as this
-372-

tence of other gods is no longer
conceivable; the sole focus is the
prohibition against idols. Here and
elsewhere (see v. 19 n.), key ideas
in Deuteronomy are reinterpreted
from a later theological perspec
tive; such passages therefore repre
sent a later textual layer within
Deuteronomy that dates to the ex
ilic period. 1 6b-19a: This cata
logue follows the order of creation
in Gen. ch 1 in reverse order, con
sistent with an ancient scribal
practice when quoting an earlier
text. 18: Waters below the earth,
seas, rivers, and lakes. Ancient
cosmology conceived the earth to
be a disk floating on such waters
(cf. Gen. 1.9). 1 9: Sun . . . heavenly
host: This polemic against astral
cults may reflect images derived
from the Neo-Assyrian pantheon
that were brought into the Jerusa
lem Temple by Manasseh but re
moved by Josiah (2 Kings 21-s;
23-4-5; Jer. 8.2). The idea of idols or
of celestial phenomena literally
being worshipped sharply distorts
ancient Near Eastern religion,
which regarded such phenomena
as visible manifestations or em
blems of a deity, not as themselves
alive or divine. This polemic, with
the idea that God allotted the celes
tial phenomena to other nations
while reserving Israel as "his very
own people" (v. 20; cf. 7.6 n.), rein
terprets the earlier biblical idea
that God, as head of the pantheon,
assigned other nations to the su
pervision of lesser gods but re
tained Israel as "His allotment"
(lit. "His very own possession";
32.8--9). The author de-animates
those gods, reducing them to life
less celestial objects. 2 1 : See 1.37 n.
26: Heaven . . . witness, similarly,
30.19; 31.28; 32.1; !sa. 1.2; 44.23;
Pss. 69.35; 96.11. 27-28: These
verses allude to the exile of con
quered populations, a policy used
effectively by the Assyrians and
the Babylonians.

4.32-40: Continuation of the dou

ble focus on the uniqueness of
God's revelation to Israel and of
the covenant He made with the
nation. This passage fits best in the
historical context of the Babylo-
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ever happened, or has its like ever been known? 33 Has
any people heard the voice of a god speaking out of a fire,
as you have, and survived? 34 Qr has any god ventured to
go and take for himself one nation from the midst of an
other by prodigious acts, by signs and portents, by war, by
a mighty and an outstretched arm and awesome power, as
the LoRD your God did for you in Egypt before your very
eyes? 35 •-It has been clearly demonstrated to you·• that the
LORD alone is God; there is none beside Him. 36 From the
heavens He let you hear His voice to discipline you; on
earth He let you see His great fire; and from amidst that
fire you heard His words. 37 And because He loved your
fathers, He chose their heirs after them; He Himself,b in
His great might, led you out of Egypt, 3B to drive from
your path nations greater and more populous than you, to
take you into their land and assign it to you as a heritage,
as is still the case. 39 Know therefore this day and keep in
mind that the LoRD alone is God in heaven above and on
earth below; there is no other. 40 Observe His laws and
commandments, which I enjoin upon you this day, that it
may go well with you and your children after you, and
that you may long remain in the land that the LoRD your
God is assigning to you for all time.
41 Then Moses set aside three cities on the east side of
the Jordan 42 to which a manslayer could escape, one who
unwittingly slew a fellow man without having been hos
tile to him in the past; he could flee to one of these cities
and live: 43 Bezer, in the wilderness in the Tableland, be
longing to the Reubenites; Ramoth, in Gilead, belonging
to the Gadites; and Golan, in Bashan, belonging to the Ma
nassites.
44 This is the Teaching that Moses set before the Israel
ites: 45 these are the decrees, laws, and rules that Moses
addressed to the people of Israel, after they had left Egypt,
46beyond the Jordan, in the valley at Beth-pear, in the land
of King Sihon of the Amorites, who dwelt in Heshbon,
whom Moses and the Israelites defeated after they had
left Egypt. 47 They had taken possession of his country
and that of King Og of Bashan-the two kings of the Am
orites-which were on the east side of the Jordan 4B from
Aroer on the banks of the wadi Amon, as far as Mount
Sian,< that is, Hermon; 49 also the whole Arabah on the
east side of the Jordan, as far as the Sea of the Arabah, at
the foot of the slopes of Pisgah.
a-a Lit. "You liave been shown to know. "
b Lit. "Willi His face (or Presence)"; cf note at Exod. JJ.14.

c Cf "Sirion," 3·9·
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nian exile (see v. 35 n.). 33: This al
ludes to the normal expectation
that no human can look directly
upon God and survive (Gen.
16.13; J2.JO; Exod. J.6; 19.21;
JJ-20). 34: Prodigious acts . . . por
tents refers to the signs performed
by Moses and Aaron in Egypt, in
cluding the plagues, to persuade
Pharaoh to release Israel (Exod.
7-J; 8.19; 10.1, 2; 1 1.9, 10). 35: There
is none beside Him: This affirma
tion of full or radical monotheism
(contrast v. 7; 5-7) corresponds to
the thought of the contemporane
ous Second Isaiah (Isa. 4J-1G-1J;
44.6-8; 45-6-7, 22).

4.41-43: An appendix: the cities of

refuge to be established in Trans
jordan (cf. Num. 35-9-15; Josh.
20.8). Since Deuteronomy's law
concerned with these cities (ch 19)
does not refer to this passage,
these verses are most likely an edi
torial appendix composed after the
completion of ch 19. Similar dis
connected appendices often ap
pear in the Bible at the conclusion
of longer literary units (e.g., Lev.
ch 27).

4.44-28.68: The second discourse
of Moses. 4.44-49: Introduction.
Cf. 1.1-5. 49: Sea of the Arabah, the
Dead Sea.
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5 Moses summoned all the Israelites and said to them:

Hear, 0 Israel, the laws and rules that I proclaim to
you this day! Study them and observe them faithfully!
2 The LORD our God made a covenant with us at Horeb.
3 lt was not with our fathers that the LoRD made this cove
nant, but with us, the living, every one of us who is here
today. 4 Face to face the LoRD spoke to you on the moun
tain out of the fire_s I stood between the LoRD and you at
that time to convey the LORD's words to you, for you were
afraid of the fire and did not go up the mountain-saying:
5.1-30: The revelation of the Ten

21-23) and Near Eastern law. That

The Decalogue is distinctive in the
context of ancient Near Eastern lit
erature and religion, transforming
the literary conventions of both
theophany and law. In Ugaritic
myth, for example, the manifesta
tion of a god was accompanied by
disturbances of nature like thun
der, lightning, and earthquake. But
the same phenomena here (Exod.
19.16-19; 20.15) simply provide the
dramatic background for Israel's
distinctive infusion of moral law
into the older theophany tradition.
Similarly, several ancient Meso
potamian legal collections (most
famously, the Laws of Ham
murabi, 1755 BCE) were attributed
to a human monarch. King Ham
murabi sought in his legal corpus
to embody the cosmic principles of
justice and equity. In the Deca
logue, by contrast, law derives
from God and represents divine
will. As a result, law and ethics
provide the foundation for the
nation's covenantal relationship to
God. This revision of Near Eastern
literary convention is underscored
by the markedly public nature of
the divine revelation at Sinai/
Horeb. Previously, neither theo
phany nor law was public and
universally accessible. In this ac
count, however, God reveals Him
self to the whole nation, including
non-Israelites (Exod. 12.38), cut
ting across boundaries of gender,
race, and class.
The literary form of the Deca
logue is also significant. It differs
from the casuistic "if [infraction)
then [punishment)" form standard
to both biblical law (Exod. chs

form, which seeks to mete out eq
uitable punishment, nonetheless
presupposes a status quo in which
infraction of the law is inevitable.
The Decalogue's prohibitions, in
contrast, are "apodictic" (universal
and absolute). The "thou shalt
not" form in effect stipulates, "You
must never!" The intent is to trans
form society by creating a moral
community in which murder,
theft, etc. cease to exist. Equally
meaningful is the literary structure
of the Decalogue, with one pentad
of laws directed toward God and
one toward the neighbor. Obedi
ence to God's will (vv. 6-16) here
demands active respect for the in
tegrity of the neighbor (vv. 17-18).
The Decalogue thus ties love of
God inextricably together with
love of neighbor: There is no sepa
ration of one's religious duties to
God from one's moral commit
ments as a member of the divinely
created community. Further, the
direct address to the entire nation
is grammatically unusual. It em
ploys a singular rather than the ex
pected plural form of "you" to
stress that God directly addresses
each former slave as an individual
human being.
The chapter emphasizes that
there is no access to God or revela
tion without mediation and inter
pretation (vv. 5, 25-29). The edit
ing drives that point home. It
preserves two mutually indepen
dent viewpoints about whether
God spoke directly to the people,
with them standing on the moun
tain (v. 4), or only through the me
diation of Moses, while the people
remained at the foot of the moun-

Commandments at Sinai/Horeb.
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tain (v. 5 n.). Similarly, there seems
to be a disagreement about the ter
ror involved in hearing the divine
voice directly (vv. 21-22). That the
editing of the chapter preserves
this play of perspectives requires
the attentive reader to join that an
cient debate about the nature of
revelation.

5.1-5: Making the past present.
3: Not with our fathers . . . but with
us contrasts literally with the ear
lier emphasis that the generation
who experienced these events has
now died off (2.14-15). The aim is
to overcome the limits of historical
time and place through participa
tion in the covenant, which makes
revelation "present" (see 4·9 n.;
29.13-14 n.). Our fathers may
refer either to the exodus genera
tion (2.14-15 n.) or to the patri
archs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
(1.11 n.). 5: NJPS sets off the entire
sentence (except for the final
word) within dashes to suggest
that it intends merely to clarify the
preceding verse. More likely, the
statement neither continues nor
supplements v. 4 but presents an
alternative perspective inconsis
tent with v. 4· I stood between the
LORD and you, contrast "Face to
face" (v. 4). To convey the LoRD's
words to you, contrast "Face to
face the LoRD spoke" (v. 4). You . . .
did not go itp the mountain (lit. "up
on the mountain") contradicts
v. 4, "the LoRD spoke to you on
the mountain." Saying provides
the original transition from the
end of v. 4 directly to the Deca
logue.

5.6-1 8: The

Decalogue. The narra
tive of the Decalogue affirms that
God wrote "Ten Words" or state
ments on two stone tablets and
gave them to Moses following the
revelation at Horeb (4.13; 10.4).
The actual enumeration, however,
of the text of the Decalogue into
ten commandments is complicated
because there are more than ten
verbs expressing commands. Be
cause of the ambiguity, three dif
ferent divisions of the text
emerged in ancient Judaism as
shown in the chart on p. 376.
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6•1 the LORD am your God who brought you out of the
land of Egypt, the house of bondage: 7 You shall have no
other gods beside Me.
s You shall not make for yourself a sculptured image,
any likeness of what is in the heavens above, or on the
a Tradition varies as to the divisions of the Commandments in vv. 6-18 and the numbering
of the verses. Cf. Exod. 20.1, 110te a.

The text's punctuation for syna
gogue worship preserves each of
the three different systems simul
taneously: (1) The cantillation
marks that accompany the text for
oral chanting (in Yiddish, the
"trope") include an "upper" set
(above the line), organizing the
text according to the conventional
rabbinic division; and (2) the
"lower" set of cantillation marks
(below the line), which reflects the
sequence of Hellenistic Judaism.
(3) The system of open and closed
paragraphs, which divides the
final prohibition (v. 18) into two
separate laws, is reflected in the
later Roman Catholic and Protes
tant enumeration.
Within the narrative frame,
Deuteronomy's authors present
the Decalogue as a precise reprise
of that found in Exod. 20.2-14.
This presentation is complicated
by the fact that the text actually di
verges in several places from the
Exodus version. The most substan
tial inconsistency lies in the moti
vation given for the command
to observe the Sabbath (see
vv. 12-15 n.). Deuteronomy also
expands the command to honor
the mother and father (v. 16) and
presents a slightly different ver
sion of the prohibition on coveting
(see v. 18 n.). Other factors also
challenge any simple reading of
the narrative's claim. Whereas
what follows the Decalogue in
Exodus is the Book of the Cove
nant (Exod. chs 21-23), here,
what follows is a legal collection
that, while patterned after the
Book of the Covenant, at key
points sharply contradicts it (e.g.,
12.13-14 n.; 15.12-18 n.). These
and other inconsistencies suggest
that the reuse of the Decalogue
serves to anchor Deuteronomy's

religious and legal innovations
(chs 12-26) to the tradition of di
vine revelation at Sinai/Horeb.
But by borrowing the authority
of tradikion for their new legal
compilation, Deuteronomy's
authors displace the earlier, com
peting collection of law: the Book
of the Covenant (see further
6.1-3 n.).
At the time of Deuteronomy's
composition, it is almost certain
that the book of Exodus and the
book of Deuteronomy existed in
dependently of one another. How
ever, once Second Temple period
editors integrated both into a sin
gle literary work, subsequent gen
erations of readers had to struggle
to make sense of how the one
Torah contained two mutually in
consistent Decalogues! The Rabbis
developed elaborate interpretive
strategies in order to resolve the
inevitable difficulties that resulted.
Their exegetical model presup
posed that the Torah had a single
author and that it was free of con
tradiction. On that basis, for exam
ple, the two different formulations
of the Sabbath commandment
were resolved by arguing that God
had spoken both simultaneously
(see v. 12 n.). Similarly, the incon
sistency in the narrative frame
about whether God spoke directly
to the people or only through the
mediation of Moses (see v. 5 n.),
coupled with the abrupt change
from first-person to third-person
reference to God in the Decalogue
(see v. 11 n.), was resolved by sug
gesting that God Himself spoke
only the first two commandments
while Moses spoke the rest on be
half of God, because the people
complained of their fear of God
(5.2o-24). In contrast to this model
of interpretation that "harmo-

5 . 6-5.8

nizes" inconsistencies, modern
critical scholarship presupposes
that the Torah represents the work
of multiple authors and editors
who lived at different times and
places. Consequently, the editorial
"seams" implicitly recognized by
the ancient Rabbis are explained in
different ways. For example, the
inconsistency in the Decalogue's
narrative frame about whether
revelation was direct or indirect
probably points to the intentional
splicing together of originally dif
ferent traditions, each of which is
here honored. The two different
versions of the Decalogue most
likely derive from two different
historical contexts and communi
ties.

5.7: This first commandment takes
for granted the existence of other
gods; its concern is only to ensure
Israel's exclusive loyalty to YHVH.
This perspective, called "monola
try," .is found frequently within
Deuteronomy (see 6.4; 32.8--9, 43;
33.2-3, 27). The idea of monolatry
is often expressed by representing
YHVH as the ruler of the divine
council (see 32.8 n.; Pss. 82; 89.6-8;
cf. Exod. 15.11). That perspective
almost certainly represents an ear
lier form of Israelite religion. An
cient Near Eastern sources simi
larly envision a chief god ruling
over a council of other gods. Dur
ing the Babylonian exile, perhaps
under the influence of Second Isa
iah, a very different understanding
developed. Radical "monotheism"
affirms God's greatness, not by
portraying Him as more powerful
than other gods but, instead, by
denying the existence of other de
ities altogether (see 4.15-31 n; Isa.
43.1o-12; 44.6-8; 45.5--6, 14, 1 8--19,
22). Once that perspective became
normative in the period following
the exile, the earlier view was no
longer intelligible. As a result, in
the process of reading, preaching,
and translating the biblical text,
Second Temple Jewish communi
ties sometimes read the later per
spective of monotheism into texts
that actually had in mind the ear
lier idea of God as ruling a divine
council (see v. 9 n.; 6-4 n.; 32.8 n.).
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earth below, or in the waters below the earth. 9 You shall
not bow down to them or serve them. For I the LoRD your
God am an impassioned God, visiting the guilt of the par
ents upon the children, upon the third and upon the
fourth generations of those who reject Me, lObut showing
kindness to the thousandth generation of those who love
Me and keep My commandments.
That original theology has also be
come unavailable to most contem
porary readers, since many of the
translations found in synagogue
prayer books employ euphemisms
to "explain away" the biblical
text's clear references to o ther
gods. 9: You shall not bow down to
them or serve them: As it stands, the
grammar of the text is illogical.
The two references to "them" re
quire a plural antecedent. The in
tended reference cannot be to the
immediately previous v. 8, which
refers only to "a sculp tured
image," in the singular. The gram
matical difficulty suggests that, at
an earlier stage of the text, v. 9 di
rectly continued v. 7, which pro
hibits the Israelites from express
ing their allegiance to "other
gods," in the plural. The sequence
of thought in the original form of
the Decalogue would thus have

prohibited allegiance to other gods
(v. 7) by bowing down to them in
worship (v. g). Under the impact of
la ter prophetic thought, the stan
dard pre-exilic idea of monolatry
became inconceivable and the ex
istence of deities other than YHVH
was denied (see previous note).
The "other gods" of older texts
were reinterpreted as mere lifeless
"idols" (see !sa. 40.18-20; 44.9-20).
On the basis of such an associa
tion, the original direct connection
between vv. 6-7 and v. 9 (prohibit
ing first allegiance to and then
worship of other gods) was sev
ered by the later theological per
spective represented by v. 8, with
its prohibition merely of a "sculp
tured image." Serve: The same
verb is transla ted "worship" at
13.3. The variation reflects the
word's two different basic mean
ings. The first is "to perform a ser-

vice or labor" (Exod. 21.2; Num.
3.7-8). The second is "to make
sacrificial offerings to a deity,"
whether to God (Exod. 3.12; 4.23;
13.5) or to other gods (Deut. 7.16;
12.2, 30). Here the latter meaning
is clearly intended. A postbiblical
sermonic interpretation of this
commandment is preserved by the
word's grammatically impossible
vocalization (see also 13.3; Exod.
20.5; 23.24; the vocaliza tion of the
Bible dates from the second half
of the first millennium CE) . The
Masoretic Text implies that the
prohibition warns: "You shall not
be enslaved by them." This theo
logical vocalization unites the
word's two meanings: False wor
ship leads to slavery (4.28); only in
the worship of YHVH is there free
dom (5.6; Lev. 25.55; 26.13). The
daily recitation of the Decalogue in
the developing liturgy of the Sec
ond Temple period provides the
context for such ongoing interpre
tive activity, here witnessed by the
formal vocalization of the text. The
same understanding appears in a
phylactery from Qumran (1Q13).

Visiting tile guilt of tile parents upon
tile children: Punishment for sins
against God extends across three
generations. This principle of di-

THE ANALYSIS OF THE "TEN " COMMANDMENTS IN DEUTERONOMY 5.6-18

COMMAND

RABBINIC JUDAISM

HELLENISTIC JUDAISM
AND CHURCH FATHERS

CATHOLIC / LUTHERAN

1

Self-Identification of
God as separate
command (v. 6)

Other Gods (vv. 6-7)

Other Gods + Images (vv. 6-10)

2

Other Gods + Images
(vv. 7-10)

Images (vv. 8-10)

False Oath (v. 1 1 )

(vv. 1 2-15)

3

False Oath (v. 1 1 )

False Oath (v. 1 1 )

Sabbath

4

Sabbath (vv. 12-15)

Sabbath (vv. 12-15)

Parents (v. 16)
Murder (v. 17)

5

Parents (v. 16)

Parents (v. 16)

6

Murder (v. 1 7)

Murder (v. 17)

Adultery (v. 17)

7

Adultery (v. 17)

Adultery (v. 17)

Theft (v. 17)

8

Theft (v. 17)

Theft (v. 17)

False Witness (v. 17)

9
10

False Witness (v. 17)

False Witness (v. 17)

Coveting Wife (v. 18)

Coveting (v. 18)

Coveting (v. 18)

Coveting Property (v. 18)
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11 You shall not swear falsely by the name of the LoRD
your God; for the LoRD will not clear one who swears
falsely by His name.
12Qbserve the sabbath day and keep it holy, as the LoRD
your God has commanded you. 13 Six days you shall labor
and do all your work, 14 but the seventh day is a sabbath
of the LoRD your God; you shall not do any work-you,
your son or your daughter, your male or female slave,
your ox or your ass, or any of your cattle, or the stranger
in your settlements, so that your male and female slave
may rest as you do. 15 Remember that you were a slave in
the land of Egypt and the LORD your God freed you from
there with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm; there
fore the LoRD your God has commanded you to observe
the sabbath day.
16 Honor your father and your mother, as the LoRD your
God has commanded you, that you may long endure, and
that you may fare well, in the land that the LoRD your
God is assigning to you.
17You shall not murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.
You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.
1B You shall not covet your neighbor 's wife. You shall
not crave your neighbor's house, or his field, or his male
or female slave, or his ox, or his ass, or anything that is
your neighbor's.
vine vicarious punishment con
trasts sharply with the Israelite
norm for civil and criminal law,
which restricts punishment to the
agent alone (24.16). Later layers of
tradition challenged this theologi
cal principle of divine justice (see
7.10 n.; Jer. 31.29-30; Ezek. ch 18).
1 0: Kindness or "grace," loyalty of
action as an expectation of the cov
enant (2 Sam. 7.15: "favor"; Hos.
6.6: "goodness"). Who love Me em
ploys the technical language of
Near Eastern treaties, whereby
"love" refers to the loyalty the vas
sal owes to the sovereign. See also
6.14 n. 1 1 : The intent is to prohibit
careless use of the divine name in
the context of swearing an oath
("May God do X to me unless I do
Y"); such oaths were viewed as
dangerous and legally binding
(see Judg. 1 1.29-40). The LoRD your
God: The grammatical perspective
here shifts from direct reference to

God by God Himself (i.e., "those
who love Me and keep My com
mandments"; v. 10) to a reference
to God in relation to Israel by a
third party ("your God"). Using
different paradigms, both ancient
rabbinic interpreters and modem
scholars have sought to explain
this shift. In the context of rabbinic
interpretation, the inconsistency
was resolved by claiming that it
was only the first two command
ments that God revealed directly
to the people (in the first person).
In response to the people's fear
(v. 5), Moses then mediated the re
maining commandments to the
people, now logically referring to
God in the third person (b. Mak.
24a; b. Hor. Sa). More likely, the ex
planation for the shift lies in the
nature of the text as divine decree:
Many Near Eastern royal inscrip
tions reflect the same inconsis
tency in the monarch's reference to
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himself. The shift may also point
to different layers of composition.
1 2: Observe, contrast Exod. 20.8,
"Remember." Faced with two dif
ferent versions of the Decalogue,
rabbinic interpretation held that
God uttered both versions simulta
neously: " 'Observe' and 'Remem
ber' in a single utterance" (b.
Shevu. 2ob). This interpretation re
curs in the hymn for Sabbath eve,
"Lekha Dodi." As the LORD
com
manded you: A reference to the
Decalogue of Exodus. The ostensi
bly precise repetition nonetheless
here diverges from the original
(Exod. 20.8). The Decalogue em
beds the perspective of Moses as
speaker, whose reference to God's
prior proclamation now itself
becomes part of the revelation.
14: The law equally benefits slaves
and non-Israelites (1.16 n.; 15.15;
16. 11; 24.17). 15: Contrast the ra
tionale provided for the Sabbath at
Exod. 20.11. Deuteronomy here, as
elsewhere, emphasizes the exodus
as a central motivation for reli
gious and social practices, though
how and why the Sabbath might
be connected to the exodus are
open to interpretation. 1 6: See
v. 12 n. And that you may fare well is
absent from the Exodus version
(Exod. 20.12). This motivational
phrase is typical of Deuteronomy's
exhortations to obedience (4.40;
. . •

5.26; 6.J, 18; 12.25, 28; 22.7)·
1 7: The prohibition against adul
tery in the Decalogue is absolute.
The Decalogue has transformed
the ancient Near Eastern breach of
the contractual rights of the
woman's husband (see Laws of
Hammurabi §129) into an offense
against both God and the larger
community. Biblical law here re
moves the wife from the disposal
of the husband and grants her
the status of legal person (see
22.22 n.). 1 8: Wife . . . house, con
trast the order "house . . . wife"
in the Exodus Decalogue (Exod.
20.14). There the sequence sug
gests that "house" is the inclusive
term, with the following list (wife,
slave, ox, or ass) serving to itemize
its contents. Consistent with their
view elsewhere, the authors of
Deuteronomy here completely
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19The LoRD spoke those words-those and no more
to your whole congregation at the mountain, with a
mighty voice out of the fire and the dense clouds. He in
scribed them on two tablets of stone, which He gave to
me. 20 When you heard the voice out of the darkness,
while the mountain was ablaze with fire, you came up to
me, all your tribal heads and elders, 21 and said, "The
LoRD our God has just shown us His majestic Presence,
and we have heard His voice out of the fire; we have seen
this day that man may live though God has spoken to
him. 22 Let us not die, then, for this fearsome fire will con
sume us; if we hear the voice of the LORD our God any
longer, we shall die. 23 For what mortal ever heard the
voice of the living God speak out of the fire, as we did,
and lived? 24 You go closer and hear all that the LoRD our
God says, and then you tell us everything that the LoRD
our God tells you, and we will willingly do it."
25 The LoRD heard the plea that you made to me, and
the LoRD said to me, "I have heard the plea that this peo
ple made to you; they did well to speak thus. 26 May they
always be of such mind, to revere Me and follow all My
commandments, that it may go well with them and with
their children forever! 27 Go, say to them, 'Return to your
tents.' 28 But you remain here with Me, and I will give you
the whole Instruction-the laws and the rules-that you
shall impart to them, for them to observe in the land that I
am giving them to possess."
29 Be careful, then, to do as the LoRD your God has com
manded you. Do not turn aside to the right or to the left:
30 follow only the path that the LORD your God has en
joined upon you, so that you may thrive and that it may
go well with you, and that you may long endure in the
land you are to possess.
separate family law from property
law. They invert the earlier se
quence, placing the wife first. By
removing her altogether from the
list of other chattels, they establish
that the law does not regard the
woman as merely one commodity
among others comprising a
"house" (see also 22.22-23.1 n.).
This is consisent with Deuteron
omy's general view of women.

5.1 9-30: Moses as mediator.
While the Decalogue was given di
rectly to the people (v. 4; 4.1o-13),
the rest of the laws were mediated
to the people by Moses, at their

plea (v. 22-24; 4.14). 1 9-23: See
4·33; cf. Exod. 20.15-18. 1 9: The

LoRD spoke . . . at the mountain . . .
out of the fire, lit. "The LoRD spoke

. . . on the mountain out of the
fire." The more precise translation
of the Hebrew shows its exact cor
respondence to v. 4: "Face to face
the LORD spoke to you on the
mountain out of the fire . . . " The
Decalogue is thus set in a precise
literary frame, with both verses
affirming the direct nature of the
divine revelation. In this view,
God spoke the Decalogue directly
to Israel without the mediation of
Moses. Those and 110 111ore, lit. "He
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did not add [anything more]."
There is no source for this com
ment in Exod. ch 20. The authors
of Deuteronomy here seem to be
arguing that the Covenant Collec
tion, which immediately follows
the Decalogue in Exodus, was not
included in the revelation at Sinai/
Horeb. The phrase thus makes
way for the presentation of the
laws of Deuteronomy alone as the
further words of God to Moses at
Sinai/Horeb. 20-24: This section
expands Exod. 20.15-18, while also
revising that narrative in several
key aspects. The editor here recog
nizes the existence of the two mu
tually inconsistent traditions about
the Decalogue: that it was spoken
directly by God to the people
(vv. 4, 19); that it was mediated by
Moses (v. 5). In this section, he es
tablishes a compromise between
the two views: While the Deca
logue was proclaimed by God di
rectly, thereafter all law was medi
ated by Moses. The editor's careful
reuse and expansion of Exod.
20.15-18 facilitates this attempt to
reconcile the conflicting perspec
tives. 22: Let us not die: The
people's anxiety explains their re
quest that Moses serve as media
tor. The emphasis upon the mortal
threat of the divine voice conflicts,
however, with the affirmation of
safety in v. 21. Therefore this verse
is less a continuation of the previ
ous one than an alternative to it,
consistent with the idea of divine
revelation in v. 5· If we hear . . . any
longer: This formulation presup
poses that God has already spoken
to them directly. The Exodus
source, however, does not presup
pose God's prior speech. Its for
mulation is unconditional and ab
solute: "Let God not speak to us,
lest we die" (Exod. 20.16). Deuter
onomy's editor has added "any
longer" in order to adapt the verse
to the new context. It now sup
ports the editorial compromise:
God spoke (only) the Decalogue
directly; Moses mediated (only)
the following legal material.
25-30: The idea that Moses medi
ates between God and the people
will be used in two ways: (1) to
justify the laws that Moses subse-
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6 And this is the Instruction-the laws and the rules
that the LoRD your God has commanded [me] to im
part to you, to be observed in the land that you are about
to cross into and occupy, 2 so that you, your children, and
your children's children may revere the LoRD your God
and follow, as long as you live, all His laws and com
mandments that I enjoin upon you, to the end that you
may long endure. 3 Obey, 0 Israel, willingly and faithfully,
that it may go well with you and that you may increase
greatly [in] •·a land flowing with milk and honey,·• as the
LORD, the God of your fathers, spoke to you.
4 Hear, 0 Israel! The LoRD is our God, the LoRD alone.b
s You shall love the LoRD your God with all your heart
According to Ibn Ezm this phrase connects with the end ofv. 1.
b Cf Rns/1bnm and Ibn Ezm; see Zech. 14-9- Otl1ers ''TI1e LoRD our God, tlw LoRD is one. "

n-n

quently propounds as revelation
(chs 12-26); (2) to justify the insti
tution of "Mosaic" prophecy
(18.15-22). 28: Instruction, lit.
"commandment." Note the delib
erate allusion to this verse in 6.1
(see 6.1-3 n.).

6.1-11.32: The requirement of
loyalty to God. A sermonic pream
ble to the laws of chs 12-26. 6.13: Introduction, validating Mosaic
instruction as revealed upon
Horeb. NJPS correctly follows the
standard chapter division and
recognizes that this paragraph be
gins a new literary unit. Whereas
Moses speaks about the past in
ch 5, as he recalls the revelation at
Horeb, he now shifts into the pres
ent, to explain the significance of
that revelation for the new genera
tion whom he addresses in Moab.
The Masoretic division of the text
follows a different scheme, regard
ing 5-19"-6-3 as a single paragraph.
That organization attempts to
show that there is no "break"
whatsoever between Horeb and
Moab. It maintains that " the laws
and rules" that God originally pro
claimed to Moses subsequent to
the revelation on Sinai/Horeb
(5.28) are identical to "the laws
and the rules" (6.1; 12.1) of the fol
lowing sermon (chs 6-n) and
legal code (chs 12-26). That claim,
however, runs counter to the tradi
tion found in Exodus, whereby the

Book of the Covenant (Exod.
chs 21-23)-not Deuteronomy's
laws-records the "rules" that
God spoke to Moses on the moun
tain (Exod. 21.1; 24.3). The attribu
tion of the following sermon and
law corpus to Sinai tic revelation
by Deuteronomy's authors thus
reuses the earlier tradition in order
to lend authority to Deuteron
omy's new vision of law and reli
gion. The entire Mosaic reprise of
ostensibly earlier law is therefore
more sophisticated than at first ev
ident, since repetition here entails
competition, as Deuteronomy
seeks to displace the Book of the
Covenant. Accordingly, while the
present chapter division is for
mally correct, the Masoretic divi
sion preserves an important in
sight into the original aims of the
text's authors. The sophistication
of their literary strategy should
not be underestimated. The Temple
Scroll from Qumran, and the laws
in the pseudepigraphic book of Ju
bilees similarly present sectarian
law as deriving from Sinaitic reve
lation. The development during
the early rabbinic movement (ca.
7o-300 cE) of the doctrine of Oral
Torah as a tradition that origi
nates in revelation at Mount Sinai
also corresponds to this model.
1: And, marking the transition
from past retrospective about
Horeb (chs 4-5) to the speaker's
addressing the Israelites in the

6.1-6.5

present, in Moab, about the re
quirements of the covenant. The
Instruction . . . occupy: The Hebrew
is nearly identical to 5.28. The pre
cise repetition of terminology is
important. It legitimates the entire
second discourse-both the Instruc
tion (chs 6-n) and the Jaws and the
rules (the legal corpus of chs 12-26;
see 12.1)-as originating in direct
divine revelation from God on
Horeb (5.28). 2: Revere, see 4.10 n.

6.4-25: A sermon on the first com
mandment of the Decalogue, in
corporating direct allusions to it:
vv. 4 and 14 refer to 5.7; vv. 12, 21,
23 refer to 5.6; v. 15 ("impassioned
God") refers to 5.9; vv. 5 and 17
refer to 5.10. 4-9: The Shema.
These verses form the first para
graph of the important Jewish
prayer called the Shema, after its
first word, Heb for "Hear!" Dur
ing the late Second Temple period,
this prayer rose to special promi
nence both in the synagogue
liturgy and in individual piety, a
position that it still maintains.
Strikingly, Deuteronomy itself
gives no indication that this pas
sage is theologically central or
liturgically important. Nor do any
of the biblical passages that incor
porate liturgical prayer refer to
it (see Ezra 3.1o-11; Neh. ch 9;
1 Chron. 16.7-36; 2 Chron. 5.11-14;
7-J); its formal recitation is not at
tested until late in the Second Tem
ple period. The centrality of this
text is likely the result of early rab
binic interpretation of the require
ment to "recite [these words] . . .
when you lie down and when you
get up" (vv. 6-7)- This interpreta
tion led to recitation of the Shema
twice daily, in the morning and
evening. A similar injunction to
"recite . . . these My words" is
found at 11.18-19. Because of the
double reference to "these words,"
the prayer was formally defined as
including both paragraphs (6.4-9;
11.13-21). A third paragraph was
also added (Num. 15.37-41): the
requirement to wear a garment
whose fringes (tzitzit) provide
a further context for reflection
upon Torah and fulfilling its
precepts.
·
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and with all your soul and with all your might. 6Take to
heart these instructions with which I charge you this day.
7 Impress them upon your children. Recite them when you
stay at home and when you are away, when you lie down
and when you get up. B Bind them as a sign on your hand
Modern readers regard the
Shema as an assertion of monothe
ism, a view that is anachronistic.
In the context of ancient Israelite
religion, it served as a public
proclamation of exclusive loyalty
to YHVH as the sole LoRD of IsraeL
Subsequently, as the Shema be
came incorporated into the syna
gogue liturgy, its recitation was
also given legal significance. The
prayer was regarded as a legally
binding oath to carry out the re
quirements of the Torah. Through
the liturgical recitation of the
Shema the worshipper thus reen
acts, twice daily, the original cove
nant ratification ceremony that, in
the narrative of Deuteronomy,
took place on the plains of Moab.
4-5: The Shema, with its call for
complete personal devotion to
God, became normative for the
various Judaisms of the Second
Temple period; in fact, these verses
were cited by Jesus as the "first"
of all commandments (Mark
12.29-30). 4: The LoRD . . . alone:
NJPS correctly departs from the
more familiar translation, "The
LORD [YHVH] our God, the LoRD is
one" (see translators' note b, end).
Each of the two interpretations is
theoretically possible because, in
Hebrew, it is possible to form a
sentence by simply joining a sub
ject and a predicate, without speci
fying the verb "to be." The He
brew here thus allows either
"YHVH, our God, YHVH is one" or
"YHVH is our God, YHVH alone."
The first, older translation, which
makes a statement about the unity
and the indivisibility of God, does
not do full justice to this text
(though it makes sense in a later
Jewish context as a polemic
against Christianity). The verse
makes not a quantitative argument
(about the number of deities) but a
qualitative one, about the nature of
the relationship between God and

Israel. Almost certainly, the origi
nal force of the verse, as the me
dieval Jewish exegetes in transla
tors' note b recognized, was to
demand that Israel show exclusive
loyalty to our God, YHVH-but not
thereby to deny the existence of
other gods! In this way, it assumes
the same perspective as the first
commandment of the Decalogue,
which, by prohibiting the worship
of other gods, presupposes their
existence (see 5·7 n.). Once true
monotheism became the norm in
the Second Temple period, this
earlier perspective became unintel
ligible. Second Temple readers and
translators of the Shema were thus
forced to read this and similar pas
sages in a way that made them
consistent with the normative
monotheism (see 32.8 n.; cf.
4.15-31 n.; 5·9 n.). That process of
reinterpretation is already evident
in the Septuagint's translation (3rd
century BCE): "the LORD is one."
As the basis for most subsequent
translations, that reading is the
source for the common under
standing of the verse. Alone: The
traditional translation (see transla
tors' note b) preserves the normal
use of Hebrew '"el:tad," "one,"
which may have contributed to in
terpreting the Shema as a declara
tion of monotheism. But what it
might mean to say that God is
"one" is unclear, since that is not
the same as affirming that there is
only one God (Isa. 44.6; 45·5--?, 14,
18, 21; 46.9). Nor is it likely that
the verse intends to clarify that
there is only one YHVH, as op
posed to many YHVHS, since there
was no difficulty in recognizing
that different manifestations of a
divinity could derive from a single
god (Exod. 6.3). NJPS thus prop
erly understands "'el:tad" to mean
"alone," i.e., "exclusively." This in
terpretation receives support in
the prophet Zechariah's interpreta-
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tion of this verse: "In that day
there shall be one LoRD with one
name" (Zech. 14.9 and translators'
note d). 5: Love, see 5.10 n .. The par
adox of commanding a feeling (as
in Lev. 19.17-18) is resolved with
the recognition that covenantal
"love" does not refer to internal
sentiment or to private emotion.
The focus is, instead, upon loyalty
of action toward both deity and
neighbor (see 5.1-30 n.). With all
your soul: This phrase, in rabbinic
interpretation, meant that one
should be willing to give one's life
for God. This interpretation led to
the practice of reciting the Shema
on one's deathbed or in the midst
of acts of martyrdom. Might: Heb
"me'od" is elsewhere an adverb
meaning "very" or "exceedingly."
It is used as a noun only here and
in the Deuteronornistic description
of King Josiah, which cites this
verse in order to portray Josiah as
the paragon of obedience to Torah
(2 Kings 23.25). While the word's
basic meaning is "might" or
"strength," it was understood as
"wealth" or "property" both at
Qumran (CD 9.11; 12.10) and in
early rabbinic literature (Tg. Jon.;
Sifre). The two interpretations
each call for full commitment to
God, whether psychological
or practical; both are preserved
in the Mishnah (m. Ber. 9.5).
6: These instructions, lit. "these
words," as at 11.19. 7: Impress
them, in the sense of " teach them
incisively"; similarly, "teach them"
(11.19). Recite them: This transla
tion reflects the formal liturgical
recitation of the prayer, a ritual
that is postbiblical. The original
idea of the Hebrew is rather to
"speak about them" (see also
Ps. 119.13, 46): to be mindful of
and discuss the laws of the Torah.
When you lie down and when you get
up, originally, a merism signifying

that one should always reflect
upon these Deuteronornic teach
ings. Rabbinic interpretation, how
ever, understands the phrase to
refer literally to two distinct times:
"in the evening" and "in the morn
ing." On that basis, the Shema is
formally recited twice daily. So im
portant is this obligation that the
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and let them serve as a symbol • on your forehead;b 9 in
scribe them on the doorposts of your house and on your
gates.
10 When the LoRD your God brings you into the land
that He swore to your fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
to assign to you-great and flourishing cities that you did
not build, 11 houses full of all good things that you did not
fill, hewn cisterns that you did not hew, vineyards and
olive groves that you did not plant-and you eat your fill,
12 take heed that you do not forget the LoRD who freed
you from the land of Egypt, the house of bondage. 13 Re
vere only the LoRD your God and worship Him alone,
and swear only by His name. 14 Do not follow other gods,
any gods of the peoples about you-15 for the LoRD your
God in your midst is an impassioned God-lest the anger
of the LoRD your God blaze forth against you and He
wipe you off the face of the earth.
a Others "frolltlet"; cf. Exod. IJ.I6.

b Lit. "between your eyes"; cf. Exod. IJ-9·

Mishnah (the formal compilation
of rabbinic law) begins with a de
bate about how to fulfill it prop
erly: "From what time in the
evening should one recite the
Shema?" (m. Ber. 1.1).
6.8: Bind them: This law, literally
interpreted, provides the basis for
the Jewish convention of binding
tefillin (phylacteries) upon the
arm and forehead. Tefillin have
been found at Qumran, and it is
clear that their use dates from at
least the second century BCE. The
Samaritan and some manuscripts
of the Septuagint, however, under
stood the law metaphorically.
There was thus clearly a debate
within Second Temple Judaism
about the correct interpretation of
this prescription: whether literally
to bind an object or symbolically
to take instruction to heart (Exod.
13.9, 16; Prov. J.J; 6.21; 7-J). Both
perspectives have merit, but since
the instructions to write upon the
doorposts are intended literally
(see v. 9 n.), it is possible, even
likely, that the authors of Deuter
onomy expected their audience to
wear portions of the text upon the
body. There is archeological evi
dence for such a practice. In
scribed silver amulets (with the
text on, not in, them) that date to

the 7th and 6th centuries BCE have
been found at Jerusalem. Similar
amulets are depicted in Egyptian
and Mesopotamian art and litera
ture. Such amulets, however, were
likely worn as magic charms in
order to ward off evil. In Deuter
onomy, the objects have a different
function: The text is worn to ex
press the wearer's dedication and
obedience to Torah. In refocusing
the purpose of wearing texts upon
the body, Deuteronomy thus takes
over an established practice but
completely transforms its mean
ing. The same subordination of
older custom to Deuteronomic
Torah occurs elsewhere; see 6.9 n.;
12.13-19 n.; 17.14-20 n.; 18.15-22 n.
Ironically, the Greek translation
"phylakterion" (the source of
"phylactery") actually means
"amulet," suggesting the connec
tion with magic that was rejected
by the authors of Deuteronomy.
Sign: Based on the archeological
evidence, it seems that the texts
would originally have been in
scribed on metal and displayed in
full view. Only later, in the Second
Temple period, did the practice de
velop of enclosing the text in small
leather cases. According to rab
binic custom, the texts placed in
the tefillin always included the

four biblical passages that refer to
the practice (Exod. 1J.J-10, 11-16;
Deut. 6.4--9; 11.13-21), though the
tefillin found at Qumran some
times contain different passages,
including the Decalogue and other
passages.
9: Doorposts: The doorways of
houses and temples were regarded
in Israel and the ancient Near East
as important transitional spaces in
which religious-legal ceremonies
were performed and where divine
images might be stored (see Exod.
12.7, 21-23; 21.6; Isa. 57.8). The
practice of inscribing these liminal
spaces with cultic or religious in
vocations is also well known
throughout the ancient Near East.
Deuteronomy adopts that custom
but subordinates the doorway, as a
religiously significant space, to the
authority of Deuteronomic law.
Originally, the words were to be
directly displayed on the door
posts, as can be seen from the
s tone plaques inscribed with the
words of the Decalogue found out
side ancient Samaritan dwellings.
By the late Second Temple period,
as evidenced at Qumran, the texts
were written on parchment, placed
in small boxes (mezuzot), and
affixed to the doorpost. The texts
placed in the mezuzot varied: All
contained this passage (vv. 4--9)
and Deut. 11.13-21. Samaritan
mezuzot also contained the Deca
logue. At Qumran, the Decalogue
and Deut. 10.12-11.12 were some
times added.

6.1 0-1 1 : The list land . . . houses . . .
cisterns . . . olive groves (cf. Josh.
24.13; Neh. 9.24-25) defines the el
ements of an established civiliza
tion, which Israel is about to both
inherit and become. 1 2: The threat
of forgetting and the risk of apos
tasy are repeatedly stressed
(4-9-14 n.; 8.11-20; J2.18; cf. 5.26;
Hos 2.5-13). 14: Do not follow,
lit. "do not go after," employs
the technical language of Neo
Assyrian s tate treaties, which were
concerned to ensure that the vassal
show obedience and commitment
to the suzerain alone. Deuteron
omy redeploys that language,
originally used in the context of in-
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16 Do not try the LoRD your God, as you did at Massah.a
1 7 Be sure to keep the commandments, decrees, and laws
that the LoRD your God has enjoined upon you. 18 Do
what is right and good in the sight of the LoRD, that it may
go well with you and that you may be able to possess the
good land that the LoRD your God promised on oath to
your fathers, 19 and that all your enemies may be driven
out before you, as the LoRD has spoken.
20 When, in time to come, your children ask you, "What
mean the decrees, laws, and rules that the LORD our God
has enjoined upon you?"b 21 you shall say to your children,
"We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt and the LORD freed us
from Egypt with a mighty hand. 22 The LORD wrought be
fore our eyes marvelous and destructive signs and por
tents in Egypt, against Pharaoh and all his household;
23 and us He freed from there, that He might take us and
give us the land that He had promised on oath to our fa
thers. 24 Then the LORD commanded us to observe all these
laws, to revere the LoRD our God, for our lasting good and
for our survival, as is now the case. 25 Jt will be therefore to
our merit before the LoRD our God to observe faithfully
this whole Instruction, as He has commanded us."

7 When the LORD your God brings you to the land that

you are about to enter and possess, and He dislodges
many nations before you-the Hittites, Girgashites, Amo
rites, Canaanites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites, seven
nations much larger than you_2 and the LoRD your God
delivers them to you and you defeat them, you must
doom them to destruction: grant them no terms and give
n Cf Exod.

17. 1-7.

b Septungiut and rnbbiuic quotations rend "us."

ternational diplomacy, in a new
context: the covenant with Israel in
which YHWH functions as divine
suzerain. 1 6: Try . . . Massah: For
the incident and the Hebrew pun,
see Exod. 17.2-7; see also Matthew
4·7· 20: The Passover service
("Haggadah") includes this and
similar didactic questions (Exod.
12.21-27; 13.1-10, 1 1-16) in the
section about the Four Sons.
22: See 4·34 n.

7.1-1 0.1 1 : Risks to covenantal

faith upon entering the land. The
first issue is that Israel enters an al
ready inhabited land, whose
greater population and worship
apparatus it must confront (ch 7).

Thereafter, successful habitation
carries its own risks: complacency
and loss of historical memory
(ch 8).

7.1-26: The war of conquest. Two
topics are treated: (1) the com
mand to destroy the original occu
pants of Canaan (vv. 1-3, 6, 17-24);
and (2) the command not to wor
ship their gods (vv. 4-5, 7-15,
25-26). The editors join the two
themes at v. 16. 1 : A number of fac
tors combine to imply that this list
is primarily an after-the-fact liter
ary compilation rather than an his
torical portrayal. The identity,
sequence, and number of the
peoples included in the "table
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of nations" vary considerably
(Gen. 15.19-21; Exod. 3.8, 17; 13.5;
23.23; 33.2; 34.11; Deut. 20.17; Josh.
3.10; 9.1; 11.3; 12.8; 24.11; Judg. 3.5;
1 Kings 9.20; Ezra 9.1; Neh. 9.8;
2 Chron. 8.7). Hittites (e.g., Gen.
23.10; 25.9; 49.29-30; 50.13; Num.
13.29) are presented as one of the
original inhabitants of Canaan, in
contrast to the historically impor
tant Hittite empire which flour
ished in Anatolia, in central
Turkey, ca. 170o-1200 BCE. The Jeb
usites, the pre-Israelite inhabitants
of Jerusalem, retained control of
the city until it was conquered by
David several centuries after the
period in which the conquest is set
(2 Sam. 5-6--f'). The latter narrative
implies that this law was never
implemented. The ideal number
seven, which signifies completion
or totality (Gen. ch 1; the plague
list of Pss. 78.44-51 and 105.28-36
in contrast to Exod. chs 7-12), sug
gests that the enumeration may be
artificial. The number of peoples
included in the "table" elsewhere
in the Bible varies considerably:
twelve, seven, six, or fewer. 2: This
requirement for destruction is
anomalous in several ways. Earlier
sources contemplate only the ex
pulsion of these groups (Exod.
23.27-33; cf. 34.11). The definition
and requirements of the "ban"
vary considerably throughout the
Bible: total destruction of people
and property ( here; 13.15-17;
20.16-17; 1 Sam. 15.3); sparing of
property (2.34-35; 3.6-7); sparing
of women, children, and property
(2o.1o-14). Finally, other narra
tives, which seem far more realis
tic, speak of the failure to carry out
the conquest except in very limited
areas and the use of conquered
populations for labor (Josh. chs
15-17; Judg. ch 1; 3.1-6). These fac
tors suggest that the law of the ban
is an anachronistic literary formu
lation. It first arose centuries after
the settlement; it was never imple
mented because there was no pop
ulation extant against whom it
could be implemented. Its polemic
is directed at internal issues in 6th
century Judah. Often the authors
of Deuteronomy use the term "Ca
naanite" rhetorically to stigmatize
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them no quarter. 3 You shall not intermarry with them: do
not give your daughters to their sons or take their daugh
ters for your sons. 4 For they will turn your children away
from Me to worship other gods, and the LoRD's anger will
blaze forth against you and He will promptly wipe you
out. 5 lnstead, this is what you shall do to them: you shall
tear down their altars, smash their pillars, cut down their
sacred posts, and consign their images to the fire.
6 For you are a people consecrated to the LoRD your
God: of all the peoples on earth the LoRD your God chose
you to be His treasured people. 7 1t is not because you are
the most numerous of peoples that the LoRD set His heart
on you and chose you-indeed, you are the smallest of
peoples; B but it was because the LORD favored you and
kept the oath He made to your fathers that the LoRD freed
you with a mighty hand and rescued you from the house
of bondage, from the power of Pharaoh king of Egypt.
9 Know, therefore, that only the LoRD your God is God,
the steadfast God who keeps His covenant faithfully to
the thousandth generation of those who love Him and
keep His commandments, 1Dbut who instantly requites
with destruction those who reject Him-never slow with
those who reject Him, but requiting them instantly.
11 Therefore, observe faithfully the Instruction-the laws
and the rules-with which I charge you today.
'EKEV
12 And if you do obey these rules and observe them care
fully, the LORD your God will maintain faithfully for you
the covenant that He made on oath with your fathers:
13 He will favor you and bless you and multiply you; He
older forms of Israelite religion
that they no longer accept (see v.
5 n.; 16.22 n.; 18.g-14 n.). Doom
them to destruction, or "place under
the ban," or "devote." That which
is "devoted" is set aside for divine
use and denied to humans. The
war of conquest, as a holy war,
should not be one where the indi
vidual profits through plunder
(see 12.29-31 n.; 13.14 n.; 20.1-20 n.;
Josh. ch 7). The law addresses
apostasy as opposed to ethnicity; it
is directed against apostate Israel
ites in 8.20; 13.15-17. 3: This prohi
bition against intermarriage does
not fit easily after v. 2, suggesting
several layers of editing. It is also
inconsistent with 21.1o-14, which

seems more likely to reflect the
original policy. 5: See Exod. 34.13.
Pillars: stone monuments that
marked places where God ap
peared and were thus originally
legitimate in worship (Gen. 35.14;
Exod. 24.4; Hos. 3-4). Only subse
quently were they prohibited as
alien (Exod. 23.24; 34.13; Lev. 26.1;
Deut. 12.3; 16.22; 2 Kings 18-4).
Sacred posts, Heb '"Asherim."
The singular, '"Asherah," pre
serves the name of an important
Canaanite goddess known from
Ugarit (1 Kings 18.19); here the
word designates merely the tree,
wooden pole, or image that
represented her (16.21; Judg. 6.25,

26, 28).

7.6-16: The meaning of Israel's

covenantal relationship to God.

6: For suggests that the verse origi
nally continued v. 3, since it pro
vides the rationale for total separa
tion from the Canaanites, not for
the destruction of their cult sites.
This verse, repeated at 14.2, sum
marizes Deuteronomy's view of
Israel's relation to God. Conse
crated, lit., "set aside as separate,"
as is clear here. Chose, the precon
dition of Israel's elected status.
His treasured people (14.2 n.; 26.18;
Exod. 19.5; Mal. 3-17; Ps. 135.4),
designating Israel as the exclusive
property of God; similarly, 4.20,
using a different Hebrew word.
The term originates in Near East
em treaty language for the special
relationship of vassal to overlord.
9-1 1 : A sermon on the second
commandment that radically re
vises its meaning. The reuse of key
phrases and inversion of the order
of punishment and blessing in
5.9-10 mark the citation. 9: Keeps
His covenant faithfully: NJPS trans
lates the same phrase as "show
ing kindness" at 5.10 (see note).

1 0: Instantly requites . . . requiting
them instantly: Note the ABB'A'
frame, at whose center in the key
idea that God is never slow. The
idea here is that the sinner is pun
ished directly, as already recog
nized by Rashi (cf. NRSV "in their
own person"). At issue is the rejec
tion of the norm of vicarious or
transgenerational punishment as
previously propounded in the
Decalogue (5.9 Exod. 20.5; cf.
Exod. 34·7; Num. 14.18). Instead,
the sermon argues for individual
retribution, as in criminal law
(24.16), while deleting any refer
ence to the transmission of punish
ment across generations. There is
a similar rejection of transgenera
tional punishment in Jer. 31.27-30;
Ezek. 18.1-4; it is nevertheless
quite remarkable that Deuteron
omy here directly polemicizes
against the Decalogue. 1 2-14: The
blessings of fertility do not come
from the nature gods of Canaan
but from Israel's God (see Hos.
ch 2). Natural fertility is here made
contingent upon obedience to the
covenant. 1 3: Calving . . . lambing
=
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will bless the issue of your womb and the produce of your
soil, your new grain and wine and oil, the calving of your
herd and the lambing of your flock, in the land that He
swore to your fathers to assign to you. 14 You shall be
blessed above all other peoples: there shall be no sterile
male or female among ·you or among your livestock.
15 The LORD will ward off from you all sickness; He will
not bring upon you any of the dreadful diseases of Egypt,
about which you know, but will inflict them upon all your
enemies.
16 You shall destroy all the peoples that the LoRD your
God delivers to you, showing them no pity. And you shall
not worship their gods, for that would be a snare to you.
17 Should you say to yourselves, "These nations are more
numerous than we; how can we dispossess them?" 18You
need have no fear of them. You have but to bear in mind
what the LoRD your God did to Pharaoh and all the Egyp
tians: 19 the wondrous acts that you saw with your own
eyes, the signs and the portents, the mighty hand, and the
outstretched arm by which the LoRD your God liberated
you. Thus will the LoRD your God do to all the peoples you
now fear. 20 The LoRD your God will also send a plague•
against them, until those who are left in hiding perish be
fore you. 21 Do not stand in dread of them, for the LORD
your God is in your midst, a great and awesome God.
22 The LoRD your God will dislodge those peoples before
you little by little; you will not be able to put an end to them
at once, else the wild beasts would multiply to your hurt.
23 The LoRD your God will deliver them up to you, throw
ing them into utter panic until they are wiped out. 24 He
will deliver their kings into your hand, and you shall oblit
erate their name from under the heavens; no man shall
stand up to you, until you have wiped them out.
25 You shall consign the images of their gods to the fire;
you shall not covet the silver and gold on them and keep
it for yourselves, lest you be ensnared thereby; for that is
abhorrent to the LoRD your God. 26 You must not bring an
abhorrent thing into your house, or you will be proscribed
like it; you must reject it as abominable and abhorrent, for
it is proscribed.

8 You shall faithfully observe all the Instruction that I

enjoin upon you today,
that you may thrive and in
.
crease and be able to possess the land that the LORD prom
ised on oath to your fathers.
2 Remember the long way that the LoRD your God has
a Others "hornet"; meaning of Heb. uncertain. Cf 11ote at Exod. 23.28.
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(28-4- 18, 51), originally two
Ugaritic fertility deities; the sec
ond, "Astarte," is named at
1 Kings 11.5. 15: Cf. Exod. 15.26.

7.17-26: Israel need not fear na
tions more powerful than it since,
according to the idea of the holy
war, God "is in your midst" in bat
tle (v. 21; 6.15; cf. 20.1-4). These
verses echo ideas found in Exod.
2J.2D-33· 20: Plague, see Exod.
23.27-28 n.; Josh. 24.12. 22: Abbre
viating Exod. 23:29-30; contrast
Deut. 9·3·

8.1-20: The temptation to pride

and self-sufficiency in the land.

Moses warns the people that suc
cess in Canaan will tempt them to
forget the wilderness lesson of
complete dependence upon God.
1-10: An appeal to Israel's mem
ory: In the wilderness God sus
tained the people daily (Exod.
12.37-17·16; Num. chs 11-14).
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made you travel in the wilderness these past forty years,
that He might test you by hardships to learn what was in
your hearts: whether you would keep His commandments
or not. 3 He subjected you to the hardship of hunger and
then gave you manna to eat, which neither you nor your fa
thers had ever known, in order to teach you that man does
not live on bread alone, but that man may live on anything
that the LORD decrees. 4 The clothes upon you did not wear
out, nor did your feet swell these forty years. 5 Bear in mind
that the LORD your God disciplines you just as a man disci
plines his son. 6 Therefore keep the commandments of the
LORD your God: walk in His ways and revere Him.
7 For the LoRD your God is bringing you into a good
land, a land with streams and springs and fountains issu
ing from plain and hill; 8 a land of wheat and barley, of
vines, figs, and pomegranates, a land of olive trees and
honey; 9 a land where you may eat food without stint,
where you will lack nothing; a land whose rocks are iron
and from whose hills you can mine copper. lO When you
have eaten your fill, give thanks to the LoRD your God for
the good land which He has given you.
11 Take care lest you forget the LORD your God and fail
to keep His commandments, His rules, and His laws,
which I enjoin upon you today. 12 When you have eaten
your fill, and have built fine houses to live in, 13 and your
herds and flocks have multiplied, and your silver and
gold have increased, and everything you own has pros
pered, 14 beware lest• your heart grow haughty and you
forget the LORD your God-who freed you from the land
of Egypt, the house of bondage; 15 who led you through
the great and terrible wilderness with its seraphb serpents
and scorpions, a parched land with no water in it, who
brought forth water for you from the flinty rock; 16 who
fed you in the wilderness with manna, which your fathers
had never known, in order to test you by hardships only
to benefit you in the end-17 and you say to yourselves,
"My own power and the might of my own hand have
won this wealth for me." 18 Remember that it is the LoRD
your God who gives you the power to get wealth, in ful
fillment of the covenant that He made on oath with your
fathers, as is still the case.
1 9 If you do forget the LoRD your God and follow other
gods to serve them or bow down to them, I warn you this
day that you shall certainly perish; 20 like the nations
that the LoRD will cause to perish before you, so shall you
perish-because you did not heed the LORD your God.
a Heb. pen moved dowu from v.

1 2 for

clarity.

b See uote at Num.

21.6.

3: Manna, see Exod. ch 16; Num.
1 1.7-8. 5: Suffering is here inter
preted as discipline, as in a
parent's correction of a child
(Hos. ch 11); like many others in
Deuteronomy, this idea reflects
the influence of wisdom literature
(see Prov. 3.11-12; cf. Deut. 1.13 n.;
4.2 n.; 4.5-8 n.; 4.10 n.; 11.2).

1 0: When you have eaten your fill,
give tlzmzks to tlte LoRD your God

serves as the rabbinic justification
for reciting the grace after meals
(b. Ber. 21a).

8.1 1-20: The peril of prosperity.
1 1 : A bold equation between the
LoRD, on the one hand, and the
legal corpus (His commandments
. . . rules . . . laws . . . today), on the
other. Disobedience to Deuteron
omy's laws becomes tantamount
to forgetting God and transgress
ing the first commandment (see v.
19 n.). 1 5: Water . . . from the flinty
rock, Exod. 17.1-7; Num. 20.2-13;
Ps. 1 14.8. 19: Follow, see 6.14 n.

Other gods . . . serve . . . bow down to,
citing the first and second com
mandments of the Decalogue
(5.7, 9). 20: Like the nations: Here Is
rael is itself placed under the ban
if it commits apostasy (see 7.1-26
n.). Cause to perish . . . perish: The
same word is used to underscore the precise "measure-for
measure" nature of the punish
ment. Israel's election (7.6 n.)
grants no exemption from uphold
ing the law. Rightful habitation
in the promised land, like its fertil
ity (7.12-14 n.), depends upon
covenantal obedience, not ethnic
identity (7.2 n.).
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9 Hear, 0 Israel! You are about to cross the Jordan to go

in and dispossess nations greater and more populous
than you: great cities with walls sky-high; 2a people great
and tall, the Anakites, of whom you have knowledge; for
you have heard it said, "Who can stand up to the children
of Anak?" 3 Know then this day that none other than the
LoRD your God is crossing at your head, a devouring fire;
it is He who will wipe them out. He will subdue them be
fore you, that you may quickly dispossess and destroy
them, as the LoRD promised you. 4 And when the LoRD
your God has thrust them from your path, say not to
yourselves, "The LoRD has enabled us to possess this land
because of our virtues"; it is rather because of the wicked
ness of those nations that the LoRD is dispossessing them
before you. s It is not because of your virtues and your rec
titude that you will be able to possess their country; but it
is because of their wickedness that the LORD your God is
dispossessing those nations before you, and in order to
fulfill the oath that the LoRD made to your fathers, Abra
ham, Isaac, and Jacob.
6 Know, then, that it is not for any virtue of yours that
the LoRD your God is giving you this good land to pos
sess; for you are a stiffnecked people. 7 Remember, never
forget, how you provoked the LoRD your God to anger in
the wilderness: from the day that you left the land of
Egypt until you reached this place, you have continued
defiant toward the LoRD.
8 At Horeb you so provoked the LoRD that the LoRD was
angry enough with you to have destroyed you. 9I had as
cended the mountain to receive the tablets of stone, the
Tablets of the Covenant that the LORD had made with you,
and I stayed on the mountain forty days and forty nights,
eating no bread and drinking no water. 10 And the LORD
gave me the two tablets of stone inscribed by the finger of
God, with the exact words that the LoRD had addressed to
you on the mountain out of the fire on the day of the As
sembly.
11 At the end of those forty days and forty nights, the
LoRD gave me the two tablets of stone, the Tablets of the
Covenant. 12 And the LoRD said to me, "Hurry, go down
from here at once, for the people whom you brought out
of Egypt have acted wickedly; they have been quick to
stray from the path that I enjoined upon them; they have
made themselves a molten image." 13 The LORD further
said to me, "I see that this is a stiffnecked people. 14 Let Me
alone and I will destroy them and blot out their name
from under heaven, and I will make you a nation far more
numerous than they."

TORAH
9.1-1 0.1 1 : The already broken

and renewed covenant. God does
not give the land to the people as a
reward for righteousness, for in
the wilderness they acted rebel
liously. 9.2: See Num. 13.22, 33·
4-5: Victory will be given in the
holy war because (negatively) Ca
naan has been irrevocably cor
rupted by the actions of its present
occupants and because (positively)
of God's enduring commitment to
the promises made to Israel's an
cestors. 6-24: The historical record
shows that Israel has been rebel
lious since the exodus (Ezek.
20.5-8; contrast Jer. 2.2-3; Hos.
2.14-20). 8-10: Exod. 24. 12-18;
31.18. 1 1-21: Exod. ch 32, revised.
1 7: Smashing t/Jem, not simple
anger but a legal ceremony to con
firm breach of treaty. 22: Num.
11.1-3; Exod. 17.1--'7; and Num.
11.31-34. 23: Num. chs 13-14.
25-29: A paraphrase of Exod.
32.11-14. Deuteronomy portrays
Moses as the ideal prophet
(34.1o-12); he intercedes for the
people and vicariously suffers for
them (1.37 n.; cf. Isa. ch 53).
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15 I started down the mountain, a mountain ablaze with
fire, the two Tablets of the Covenant in my two hands. 16 I
saw how you had sinned against the LoRD your God: you
had made yourselves a molten calf; you had been quick to
stray from the path that the LoRD had enjoined upon you.
17Thereupon I gripped the two tablets and flung them
away with both my hands, smashing them before your
eyes. 18 I threw myself down before the LoRD-eating no
bread and drinking no water forty days and forty nights,
as before-because of the great wrong you had com
mitted, doing what displeased the LoRD and vexing Him.
19 For I was in dread of the LoRD's fierce anger against
you, which moved Him to wipe you out. And that time,
too, the LoRD gave heed to me.__zo Moreover, the LORD
was angry enough with Aaron to have destroyed him; so I
also interceded for Aaron at that time.__z1 As for that sin
ful thing you had made, the calf, I took it and put it to the
fire; I broke it to bits and ground it thoroughly until it was
fine as dust, and I threw its dust into the brook that comes
down from the mountain.
22 Again you provoked the LoRD at Taberah, and at
Massah, and at Kibroth-hattaavah.
23 And when the LoRD sent you on from Kadesh-bamea,
saying, "Go up and take possession of the land that I am
giving you," you flouted the command of the LoRD your
God; you did not put your trust in Him and did not obey
Him.
24 As long as I have known you, you have been defiant
toward the LORD.
25 When I lay prostrate before the LoRD •those forty days
and forty nights,-• because the LoRD was determined to de
stroy you, 26 I prayed to the LoRD and said, "0 Lord Goo, do
not annihilate Your very own people, whom You redeemed
in Your majesty and whom You freed from Egypt with a
mighty hand. 27 Give thought to Your servants, Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, and pay no heed to the stubbornness of
this people, its wickedness, and its sinfulness. 28 Else the
country from which You freed us will say, 'It was because
the LORD was powerless to bring them into the land that He
had promised them, and because He rejected them, that He
brought them out to have them die in the wilderness.' 29 Yet
they are Your very own people, whom You freed with Your
great might and Your outstretched arm."
Thereupon the LoRD said to me, "Carve out two
tablets of stone like the first, and come up to Me on

10

a-a Lit. "the forty days and forty 11igl•ts tllat l lay prostrate."

1 0.1-1 1 : The second ascent of the
mountain (this narrative is ab
stracted at Exod. 34.1-4, 27-28).
1-3: These verses rest on a tradi
tion that Moses made the Ark
and put the stone tablets in it
(1 Kings S.g).
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the mountain; and make an ark of wood. 2 I will inscribe
on the tablets the commandments that were on the first
tablets that you smashed, and you shall deposit them in
the ark."
3 I made an ark of acacia wood and carved out two
tablets of stone like the first; I took the two tablets with me
and went up the mountain. 4 The LORD inscribed on the
tablets the same text as on the first, the Ten Command
ments that He addressed to you on the mountain out of
the fire on the day of the Assembly; and the LoRD gave
them to me. 5 Then I left and went down from the moun
tain, and I deposited the tablets in the ark that I had made,
where they still are, as the LoRD had commanded me.
6 From Beeroth-bene-jaakan • the Israelites marched to
Moserah. Aaron died there and was buried there; and his
son Eleazar became priest in his stead. 7 From there they
marched to Gudgod,b and from Gudgod to Jotbath, a re
gion of running brooks.
B At that time the LoRD set apart the tribe of Levi to
carry the Ark of the LoRD's Covenant, to stand in atten
dance upon the LORD, and to bless in His name, as is still
the case. 9 That is why the Levites have received no hered
itary portion along with their kinsmen: the LoRD is their
portion, as the LoRD your God spoke concerning them.

t o I had stayed on the mountain, as I did the first time,
forty days and forty nights; and the LORD heeded me once
again: the LORD agreed not to destroy you. 11 And the
LoRD said to me, "Up, resume the march at the head of the
people, that they may go in and possess the land that I
swore to their fathers to give them."
12 And now, 0 Israel, what does the LORD your God de
mand of you? Only this: to revere the LoRD your God, to
walk only in His paths, to love Him, and to serve the LoRD
your God with all your heart and soul, 13 keeping the
LoRD's commandments and laws, which I enjoin upon
you today, for your good. 14 Mark, the heavens 'to their
uttermost reaches-' belong to the LORD your God, the
earth and all that is on it! 15 Yet it was to your fathers that
the LoRD was drawn in His love for them, so that He
chose you, their lineal descendants, from among all peo
ples-as is now the case. t6 Cut away, therefore, the thick
ening about your hearts and stiffen your necks no more.
t7 For the LORD your God is d-God supreme and Lord
a Lit. "wells of Bcne-jaakan"; cf Nwn. JJ.J l-J2.
b "Hor-haggidgad" in Nnm. JJ.J2-JJ.
c-c Lit. "and the heaven of /1cnvcns."
d-d Lit. "tl1e God of gods and the Lord of lords."

6-9: An editorial insertion; vv. 6-7
seem to quote a wilderness itiner
ary from the Priestly literature
(cf. Num. JJ.Jo-J8). 6: Num.
20.22-29. 8: Exod. 32.25-29. The
Levites' role is to bear the Ark
(Num. 4-4-15), to stand in atten
dance, i.e., conduct the sacrificial
services (Num. ch 18), and to bless
the people (Num. 6.22-27). 9: See
12.12 n.; 18.2 n.

Obedience as the
condition for prosperity in the
land. This section provides the cli
1 0.12-1 1 .32:

max and conclusion of the histori
cal review found in 8.1-10.11.
1 0.12-1 3: A striking transforma
tion of the Decalogue. Earlier,
breach of the first and second
Decalogue commandments, with
their focus specifically on God,
had been redefined and equated
with failing to "keep His com
mandments . . . rules . . . and . . .
laws" (8.11 n.). Now obedience to
God is similarly redefined as com
pliance with the fixed command
ments and laws (v. 13) of Deuteron
omy, i.e., the laws of chs 12-26 (see
28.15, 45). 1 3: Keeping, the precise
antithesis of 8.11. The sequence

love . . . keeping . . . commandments
(vv. 12-13) cites 5.10. 1 6: Cut away
. . . the thickening about your hearts
(lit. "circumcise . . . the foreskin of
your heart") means to open one
self to God (Lev. 26.41); no distinc
tion is intended between mind,
will, and emotion. The metaphori
cal formulation, which challenges
any attempt to reduce Deuteron
omy to narrow "legalism," corre
sponds to prophetic ideals (cf.
Jer. 4.4; Jl.JJ). 1 7-1 8: Integrity in
the administration of court justice
(v. 17; cf. 1.17; 16.19) and protec
tion of the marginalized (v. 18) are
together given a theological foun
dation, making the remarkable ar
gument that human social ethics
amounts to "imitatio dei." Ensur
ing justice in court and defending
the marginalized were conven
tional royal prerogatives (Laws of
Hammurabi prologue; Ps. 72.4).
Deuteronomy contemplates no
such role for the monarch
(17.14-20 n.). Instead, it is here
God who protects the rights of the
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supreme,-d the great, the mighty, and the awesome God,
who shows no favor and takes no bribe, 18 but upholds the
cause of the fatherless and the widow, and befriends the
stranger, providing him with food and clothing.-19 You
too must befriend the stranger, for you were strangers in
the land of Egypt.
20 You must revere the LoRD your God: only Him shall
you worship, to Him shall you hold fast, and by His name
shall you swear. 21 He is your glory and He is your God,
who wrought for you those marvelous, awesome deeds
that you saw with your own eyes. 22 Your ancestors went
down to Egypt seventy persons in all; and now the LoRD
your God has made you as numerous as the stars of
heaven.
therefore, the LoRD your God, and always
keep His charge, His laws, His rules, and His com
1mandments.
1 Love,

2•Take thought this day that it was not your children,
who neither experienced nor witnessed the lesson of the
LoRD your GodHis majesty, His mighty hand, His outstretched arm;
3 the signs and the deeds that He performed in Egypt
against Pharaoh king of Egypt and all his land; 4 what
He did to Egypt's army, its horses and chariots; how
the LoRD rolled back upon them the waters of the Sea
of Reeds when they were pursuing you, thus destroy
ing them b-once and for all;-b s what He did for you in
the wilderness before you arrived in this place; 6 and
what He did to Dathan and Abiram, sons of Eliab son
of Reuben, when the earth opened her mouth and
swallowed them, along with their households, their
tents, and every living thing in their train, from
amidst all Israel7but that it was you who saw with your own eyes all the
marvelous deeds that the LORD performed.
8 Keep, therefore, all the Instruction that I enjoin upon
you today, so that you may have the strength to enter and
take possession of the land that you are about to cross into
and possess, 9 and that you may long endure upon the soil
that the LoRD swore to your fathers to assign to them and
to their heirs, a land flowing with milk and honey.
10 For the land that you are about to enter and possess is
not like the land of Egypt from which you have come.
There the grain you sowed had to be watered by your
own labors,< like a vegetable garden; 11 but the land you
n Sy11tnx of Heb. ltllcertain.

b-b Lit. "to this day. "

c Lit. "by yoHrjoot. "

marginalized, entering history to
do so (d. Exod 3-7-10; similarly
Philippians 2.5--8). Love of neigh
bor thus originates in divine action
as ethics receives a theological
foundation. In its use of the con
secutive adjectives the great, the
mighty, and the awesome to describe
God, this section echoes the style
of Mesopotamian royal inscrip
tions, but projects these royal at
tributes on to God. This phrase
becomes significant in later Juda
ism when it is quoted as part of
the first blessing of the daily
statutory prayer ('"Amidah").
1 8-19: Stranger . . . strangers, bet
ter, "resident alien" in both cases;
see 1.16 n. The Israelite is not
urged simply to Jove an unfamiliar
fellow Israelite. Instead, the Israel
ite is adjured to Jove and identify
with the non-Israelite. Just as jus
tice must be rendered to Israelite
and alien alike (see 1.16 n.), so
must "love" reach across national
or etlmic lines (d. Lev. 19.33-34).
18: Befriends (lit., "loves"): Note
the concrete expression of Jove
in action and service (see 5.10 n.;
6.5 n.). 1 9: For you were, see Exod.
23-9· 22: Seventy persons (Gen.
46.27; Exod. 1.5), here a stereotypi
cal number expressing complete
ness, comes first in the Hebrew,
emphasizing Israel's miraculous
transformation into a nation. Stars
of heaven, see 1 . 10 n.

1 1 .1-32: Loyalty to the covenant
provides the condition for life in
Canaan. The punishments and re
wards in this section are predomi
nantly addressed to a plural
"you," stressing communal rather
than individual responsibility.
2: The frequent phrase this day in
Deuteronomy emphasizes the con
temporaneity of the covenant (see
5·3 n.). Lesson, see 8.5 n. 4: See
Exod. ch 14. 6: The address is
based upon the early tradition of
the revolt of Dathan and Abiram
(Num. ch 16). There is no mention
of Korah's rebellion (Num.
16.3-11), which was very likely
added to the narrative in Numbers
by the Priestly school after this
abstract was made. 1 0-1 2: The
Nile valley must be irrigated
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are about to cross into and possess, a land of hills and val
leys, soaks up its water from the rains of heaven. 12Jt is a
land which the LoRD your God looks after, on which the
LORD your God always keeps His eye, from year's begin
ning to year's end.
13 If, then, you obey the commandments that I enjoin
upon you this day, loving the LoRD your God and serving
Him with all your heart and soul, 14 I• will grant the rain
for your land in season, the early rain and the late. You
shall gather in your new grain and wine and oil-15 I• will
also provide grass in the fields for your cattle-and thus
you shall eat your fill. 16Take care not to be lured away to
serve other gods and bow to them. 17 For the LORD's anger
will flare up against you, and He will shut up the skies so
that there will be no rain and the ground will not yield its
produce; and you will soon perish from the good land
that the LoRD is assigning to you.
18 Therefore impress these My words upon your b-very
heart:·b bind them as a sign on your hand and let them
serve as a <·symbol on your forehead,-< 19 and teach them to
your children-reciting them when you stay at home and
when you are away, when you lie down and when you get
up; 2 o and inscribe them on the doorposts of your house
and on your gates-----.21 to the end that you and your chil
dren may endure, in the land that the LORD swore to your
fathers to assign to them, as long as there is a heaven over
the earth.
22 If, then, you faithfully keep all this Instruction that I
command you, loving the LoRD your God, walking in all
His ways, and holding fast to Him, 23 the LoRD will dis
lodge before you all these nations: you will dispossess na
tions greater and more numerous than you. 24 Every spot
on which your foot treads shall be yours; your territory
shall extend from the wilderness to the Lebanon and from
the River-the Euphrates-to the Western d Sea. 25 No man
shall stand up to you: the LoRD your God will put the
dread and the fear of you over the whole land in which
you set foot, as He promised you.
i1N,

RE'EH

26 See, this day I set before you blessing and curse: 27bless
ing, if you obey the commandments of the LoRD your God
that I enjoin upon you this day; 28 and curse, if you do not
obey the commandments of the LoRD your God, but tum
away from the path that I enjoin upon you this day and
n I.e., the L01w; Samaritan rends "He. "

c-c See notes 011 6.8.

b-b Lit. "heart and self "
d I.e., Mediterrnnen11.
-)90-

through human effort; Canaan de
pends upon seasonal rainfall. The
difference is mentioned to stress
Israel's dependence upon God,
who gives and withholds rain
(Amos 4.7-8), as well as the funda
mental sanctity of the land of Is
rael. 14: I, God (see translators'
note a). Moses as speaker here
shifts from referring to God in the
third person to speaking directly
on God's behalf, in the first person
(see 28.20 n.). The early rain comes
at the end of the summer dry sea
son (October-November); the late
comes in the spring (March-April).
16-17: See 7.12-14 n. 1 8-21 : See
6.6-9 n. 24: Every spot . . . yours, a
legal ritual that effected transfer of
title by pacing out the perimeter of
the territory (see 25.9 n.; Gen.
13.17). The territory is described in
terms of the ideal limits of David's
empire (see 1.7 n.). 26-32: The
two ways (see ch 28; )0.15-20).
26: Curse, the sanctions for violat
ing a treaty, which a vassal as
sumes-in a sworn oath (see
28.15-68). 28: Follow, see 6.14 n.
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follow other gods, •whom you have not experienced:•
29 When the LoRD your God brings you into the land that
you are about to enter and possess, you shall pronounce
the blessing at Mount Gerizim and the curse at Mount
Ebal.__30 Both are on the other side of the Jordan, beyond
the west road that is in the land of the Canaanites who
dwell in the Arabah-near Gilgal, by the terebinths of
Moreh.
31 For you are about to cross the Jordan to enter and pos
sess the land that the LoRD your God is assigning to you.
When you have occupied it and are settled in it, 32 take
care to observe all the laws and rules that I have set before
you this day.

("laws . . . rules . . . carefully ob
serve") to effect the transition
from the literary frame of Deuter
onomy (chs 1-11) into the laws
(chs 12-26).

the removal of foreign elements
from the cultus (the system of sac
rificial worship of God). It also
centralizes the cultus by restricting
sacrifice to a single, exclusively
legitimate sanctuary. Four para
graphs (vv. 2-7, 8-12, 13-19, 2o-28)
each contain the centralization
command; a fifth paragraph (vv.
29-31), concerned with cultic pu
rification, vividly warns of the
consequences of introducing alien
worship into the Israelite system.
An editorial superscription (v. 1)
and conclusion (13.1) frame the
unit, as each urges obedience.
1 : Earth, more accurately, "land."
1 2.2-7: Israel must violently re
ject the Canaanite precedent of
worshipping God at multiple sanc
tuaries distributed throughout the
land; instead, no matter where the
members of the covenant live, they
must travel to the single, legiti
mate sanctuary. 2: You: The chap
ter alternates between primarily
plural (vv. 1-12) and primarily sin
gular (vv. 13-31). This unexplained
grammatical shift, combined with
six repetitions of the command for
cultic centralization (vv. 5, 11, 14,
18, 21, 26), suggests a complex
compositional history. Destroy:
Similar commands to destroy all
implements associated with the
worship of foreign gods are found
at Exod. 23.23-24; 34.11-14; Deut.

1 2.1-26.15: The legal corpus, the

7·5· Lofty mountains . . . luxuriant
tree, formulaic language of the

These are the laws and rules that you must care
fully observe in the land that the LoRD, God of
1your2fathers,
is giving you to possess, as long as you live

on earth.
2 You must destroy all the sites at which the nations you
are to dispossess worshiped their gods, whether on lofty
mountains and on hills or under any luxuriant tree. 3 Tear
down their altars, smash their pillars, put their sacred
posts to the fire, and cut down the images of their gods,
obliterating their name from that site.
4 Do not worship the LoRD your God in like manner,
Sbut look only to the site that the LoRD your God will
n-n I.e., w!Jo !Jnve not proved themselves to you; cf Hos.

29-30: These verses represent an
editorial intrusion. Previously,
blessing . . . and the curse identify
the benefits of covenantal obedi
ence and the sanctions for breach
of covenant (vv. 26-28; 28.2, 15).
That theme is the expected climax
of this chapter. Here, "blessing"
and "curse" are restricted to a se
ries of positive and negative say
ings shouted from mounts Gerizim
and . . . Ebal, in anticipation of
ch 27. Gerizim, on the south, and
Ebal, on the north, flank the pass
guarded by the city of Shechem in
the central hill country. This geo
graphic restriction fits poorly in
a chapter otherwise directed to
the entire land (vv. 22-25, 31-32).
30: Tile terebinths of Moreh, at
Shechem (see Gen. 12.6). 3132: Transition to the legal corpus.

32: Take care to observe . . . laws and
rules, cited chiastically at 12.1

Hezekiah (2 Kings 18.3-6, 22;
727/715-698/687) and, especially,
of King Josiah (2 Kings chs 22-23;
64o-609 acE). The chapter requires

13-4-

core of Deuteronomy's transfor
mation of Israelite religion. For

1 2.1-13.1: Centralization and pu
rification of the sacrificial wor
ship, distinguishing Deuteronomic

school of Deuteronomy for Ca
naanite sanctuaries, also known as
"high places" (1 Kings 3.2; 2 Kings
16.4). Such sanctuaries were not
only used to worship alien deities,
however. During the monarchy,
God could also be worshipped at
such locations (1 Kings 3.4). 5: Tlze

law and theology. These two re
quirements radically transformed
Israelite religion, which in its
formative stages, like all religions
of antiquity, viewed sacrifice as
indispensable to honor and to
communicate with the deity. His
torically, they are associated with
the reform movements of King

This frequent formula consistently
refers to Jerusalem, where Solo
mon built the Temple. Since Jeru
salem played no role in Israel's
history until David conquered it,
made it his capital, and brought
the Ark of the Covenant there
(2 Sam. 5.6-6.19), the city cannot

the topical organization, see intro
duction.
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site that the LoRD . . . will choose:
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choose amidst all your tribes as His habitation, to estab
lish His name there. There you are to go, 6 and there you
are to bring your burnt offerings and other sacrifices, your
tithes and contributions/ your votive and freewill offer
ings, and the firstlings of your herds and flocks. 7Together
with your households, you shall feast there before the
LORD your God, happy in all the undertakings in which
the LORD your God has blessed you.
s You shall not act at all as we now act here, every man
as he pleases, 9 because you have not yet come to the allot
ted haven that the LORD your God is giving you. 10 When
you cross the Jordan and settle in the land that the LoRD
your God is allotting to you, and He grants you safety
from all your enemies around you and you live in secu
rity, 11 then you must bring everything that I command
you to the site where the LORD your God will choose to es
tablish His name: your burnt offerings and other sacri
fices, your tithes and contributions/ and all the choice vo
tive offerings that you vow to the LORD. 12 And you shall
rejoice before the LoRD your God with your sons and
daughters and with your male and female slaves, along
with the Levite in your settlements, for he has no territo
rial allotment among you.
13 Take care not to sacrifice your burnt offerings in any
place you like, 14 but only in the place that the LoRD will
choose in one of your tribal territories. There you shall
sacrifice your burnt offerings and there you shall observe
all that I enjoin upon you. 15 But whenever you desire, you
may slaughter and eat meat in any of your settlements, ac
cording to the blessing that the LoRD your God has
granted you. The unclean and the clean alike may partake
of it, as of the gazelle and the deer.b 16 But you must not
partake of the blood; you shall pour it out on the ground
like water.
a Lit. "1/w contribution(s) of your hands."
b I.e., ani111als tlzat 111ay be eaten (cf 14.5; Lev. II.Ijj), but not sacrificed (Lev. u jf).
be named explicitly without un
dermining the literary form of
Deuteronomy as a Mosaic address.
To establish His name there: Deuter
onomy rejects the common older
idea that a nation's God would in
habit the Temple (contrast 1 Kings
8.12-13). Thus, as His habitation
would better be translated "to es
tablish it" ( the divine name), indi
cating possession and special rela
tionship. 6: A list of different types
of sacrificial offerings. Burnt offer-

ings is a technical term for a type of
sacrifice where all of the animal's
flesh was burnt on the altar (v. 27;
Lev 1.3-17). Other sacrifices refers to
offerings where portions of the ani
mal were assigned to the priests or
shared by the worshippers (v. 27;
18.1-3; Lev. ch 3; 7.29-36).
1 2.8-12: This paragraph under
stands centralization of worship as
part of a divine plan that awaits
future fulfillment. The idea here
that sacrificial worship at multiple
-392-

sanctuaries was intended from the
beginning to have limited tempo
ral validity differs from the view
point of Exod. 20.21, where it is
chronologically unconditional.
8: Every man as l1e pleases, lit. "each
person doing what is right in his
own eyes" in the absence of a
central authority; a negative
judgment, as in Judg. 17.6; 21.25.
9-10: Allotted haven is a typical
Deuteronomic term for the land
as a whole. These verses desig
nate territorial security as the
precondition for the inauguration
of centralization. This condition
was fulfilled, according to the
Deuteronomistic historian, only
with David's conquest of Jerusa
lem, which then allowed the con
struction of the Temple (2 Sam. 7.1,
11; 1 Kings 8.56; cf. Josh. 21-43-45).
1 2: Since tile Levites were not as
signed land (see Josh. 13.14; cf.
Ezek. 44.28), they had to depend
upon voluntary offerings (see 10.9;
18.2 n.).
12.13-19: This section, the ear
liest in the chapter, is concentri
cally arranged in a chiasm, a liter
ary device frequently used by the
authors and editors of antiquity to
structure diverse material in an
ABC:C'B'A' pattern (diagram on
p. 393). 13-16: The paragraph in
troduces two important distinc
tions in Israelite religion, each
of which was revolutionary.
1 3-14: The first distinction is be
tween sacrificial worship any place
(i.e., at sites scattered throughout
the land), which is here rejected as
illegitimate, and legitimate sacri
fice performed at a single sanctu
ary, tile place that tile LoRD will
choose (v. 14). The prohibition of
sacrifice at multiple sites marks a
dramatic contrast with the nation's
previous norms. It was formerly
common to erect altars and sacri
fice to God throughout the land
(Gen. 12.7; 35.1-7; 1 Sam. 7.17;
1 Kings 18.2o-46); indeed, earlier
biblical law assures God's blessing
at multiple sacrificial altars:
"in every place" (Exod. 20.21).
14-16: The second distinction is
between the ritual sacrifice of ani
mals at an altar and the secular
slaughter of domestic animals for
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17 You may not partake in your settlements of the tithes
of your new grain or wine or oil, or of the firstlings of your
herds and flocks, or of any of the votive offerings that you
vow, or of your freewill offerings, or of your contributions. •
lB These you must consume before the LoRD your God in
the place that the LORD your God will choose-you and
your sons and your daughters, your male and female
slaves, and the Levite in your settlements-happy before
the LoRD your God in all your undertakings. 19 Be sure not
to neglect the Levite as long as you live in your land.
20 When the LoRD enlarges your territory, as He has
promised you, and you say, "I shall eat some meat," for
you have the urge to eat meat, you may eat meat when
ever you wish. 21 If the place where the LORD has chosen
to establish His name is too far from you, you may slaugh
ter any of the cattle or sheep that the LoRD. gives you, as I
have instructed you; and you may eat to your heart's con
tent in your settlements. 22 Eat it, however, as the gazelle
and the deer are eaten: the unclean may eat it together
with the clean. 23 But make sure that you do not partake of
the blood; for the blood is the life, and you must not con
sume the life with the flesh. 24 You must not partake of it;
you must pour it out on the ground like water: 25 you
a Lit. "tile contribution(s) ofyour !Jands. "
food. Prior to Deuteronomy, that
distinction almost certainly did
not exist. The existence of multiple
altars throughout the land made it
easy to comply with the require
ment that the slaughter of a do
mestic animal should take place
upon an altar, on the base of which
its blood would be spilled in devo
tion to God (Lev. 17.1--g). This
requirement lies behind the con
demnation of Saul's troops for
slaughtering domestic animals
"on the ground," without an altar
(1 Sam. 14.31-35). The prohibition

of all local altars, however, created
a real difficulty for those living in
any of your settlements (v. 15), with
out easy access to the central sanc
tuary. In order that those far from
the Temple could continue to eat
meat, the legislator sought a legal
precedent for the innovation of
permitting the slaughter of domes
tic animals without performing
that slaughter at an altar. The
precedent employed was, para
doxically, the convention that ap
plied to wild game such as the
gazelle and . . . deer (v. 15). Although

permissible for consumption, these
animals could not be sacrificed
(note translators' note b). Accord
ingly, Priestly law allowed the
slaughter of wild game in the open
field: i.e., away from an altar.
(Later rabbinic law also provides
specific rules concerning how any
animal should be slaughtered,
seeking to prevent suffering.) The
one condition imposed was not to
consume the animal's blood but to
"pour out its blood and cover it
with earth" (Lev. 17.13). Deuteron
omy's legislator applies that
model to domestic animals, which
may now-paradoxically in con
travention of Priestly norms (Lev.
17.3-7)-similarly be slaughtered
throughout the land, on condition
that their blood is not consumed
but poured out on the ground like
water (v. 16). Blood was accorded
special status because it symbol
ized the vitality and "life" of ani
mals and humans (v. 23; 15.23;
Gen. 9.4-5; Lev. 17.14; 19.26). Ritu
ally pure and impure alike (the un
clean and the clean) may now eat
meat slaughtered under the new
regulations (v. 15; contrast Lev.
7.19-21). 1 7: Tit/1es, see 14.22-29 n.
1 2.20-28: This section repeats
the permission for secular slaugh
ter. It presents it in a new light,
however, now explaining it as a
necessary consequence of the ex
pansion of Israel's boundaries and
resulting distance from the cultic
shrine. The assumption of a 7th
century date for the composition
of Deuteronomy would imply that
the paragraph's future formulation
reflects an after-the-fact explana
tion. 23-27: Although secular
slaughter does not require an altar,
common to it and the rules for sac-

CHIASTIC STRUCTURE OF 12.13-19
v. 13

E

v.

14

Take care not (Heb "hishamer lekha pen")

v. 15

B u t ("rak") + secular slaughter

v.

B u t ("rak") + secular slaughter

16

v. 1 8
v. 1 9

A

but only ("ki 'im") + centralization

B u t ra ther ("ki 'im"; n o t translated) + centralization

Be sure not ("hishamer lekha pen")
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must not partake of it, in order that it may go well with
you and with your descendants to come, for you will be
doing what is right in the sight of the LoRD.
26 But such sacred and votive donations as you may
have •·shall be taken by you·• to the site that the LoRD will
choose. 27You shall offer your burnt offerings, both the
flesh and the blood, on the altar of the LoRD your God;
and of your other sacrifices, the blood shall be poured out
on the altar of the LoRD your God, and you shall eat the
flesh.
28 Be careful to heed all these commandments that I en
join upon you; thus it will go well with you and- with your
descendants after you forever, for you will be doing what
is good and right in the sight of the LORD your God.
29 When the LORD your God has cut down before you
the nations that you are about to enter and dispossess, and
you have dispossessed them and settled in their land,
30beware of being lured into their ways after they have
been wiped out before you! Do not inquire about their
gods, saying, "How did those nations worship their gods?
I too will follow those practices." 31 You shall not act thus
toward the LoRD your God, for they perform for their
gods every abhorrent act that the LoRD detests; they even
offer up their sons and daughters in fire to their
gods. 1 Be careful to observe only that which I en
join upon you: neither add to it nor take away from it.
2 If there appears among you a prophet or a dream
diviner and he gives you a sign or a portent, 3 saying, "Let
us follow and worship another god"-whom you have
not experienced b-even if the sign or portent that he

13

n-n Lit. "you slmll pick up nnd come."

b See note ou 11.28.

rifice are special procedures for
handling the animal's blood (see
vv. 13-16 n.). In neither case may
the blood ever be consumed by
humans. Slaughter requires the
blood to be poured on the ground
(vv. 23-25). Similarly, the rules for
each of the two main types of ani
mal sacrifice direct the blood away
from human consumption (v. 27).
With burnt offerings, both the flesh
and the blood are offered to God on
the altar (see v. 6 n.). With your
other sacrifices, the blood is directed
on the altar, at or upon its base.
28: Commandments, lit. "words."
1 2.29-31: Here the focus shifts
to purification of worship. 30: The

new covenant requires that Israel
ites not imitate the more estab
lished sacrificial practices of the
Canaanites, by whose antiquity
the newcomers might be lured.
Elsewhere, the corruption of
Israelite religion is presented as
resulting from the attractions of
marital contract (7.1-5, 25) or
political treaty (Exod. 2J.JJ; 34.12).

31: Offer up their sons and their
daughters in fire: The Canaanites
are accused of child sacrifice (see
2 Kings 3.27; 23-10; Jer. 19.5-{)),
elsewhere associated with the deity
Molech (Lev. 18.2; 20.2-5). This
practice may have entrenched itself
during the monarchy, with a cult
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center in the Hinnom Valley, just
southwest of Jerusalem (2 Kings
23.10; Jer. 7-J1; 19.5-6). The histori
cal evidence for such practices,
however, remains disputed.
1 3.1 : NJPS, following the Mas
oretic paragraph divisions, cor
rectly regards this verse as the
conclusion to ch 12; contrast the
standard chapter and verse num
bers, which were first added to the
Hebrew text in the 13th century
CE. The demarcation of the unit is
here important. In form, ch 12 is
thus framed by an indusia (see
next note) that urges fidelity to law
and tradition, even though, in its
content, the unit has just pro
foundly transformed both. Be care
ful to observe, the same idiom
found at 12.1 (also 11.32), frames
the unit with an indusia. More
over, Neither add to it nor take away
from it reflects an ancient Near
Eastern scribal formula that was
often included in the epilogue of
treaties, inscriptions, or law collec
tions to protect them from being
defaced, altered, or written over.
Although the admonition may
begin a section (4.2), more fre
quently, as here, it serves as an
ending marker or "colophon" to
conclude the literary unit (Prov.
30.6; Eccl. J-14; d. Revelation
22.18-19).

1 3.2-19: The requirement for un
conditional loyalty to God. Three
hypothetical test cases introduced
by "if," each of which requires a
difficult choice between competing
social or personal commitments
and allegiance to Israel's God. In
the first case (vv. 2-6), a prophet or
interpreter of dreams, symbolizing
powerful religious authority, in
vites the citizen to worship other
gods and thereby betray God by
committing apostasy. The second
test case (vv. 7-12) presents the in
citement to apostasy as coming
from an intimate family member,
spouse, or close friend. The third
case (vv. 13-19) concerns the suc
cessful conversion to apostasy of
an entire city. In each instance, the
crime is capital, and the citizen
must act decisively by executing
the prophet or dream interpreter
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named to you comes true, 4 do not heed the words of that
prophet or that dream-diviner. For the LORD your God is
testing you to see whether you really love the LoRD your
God with all your heart and soul. 5 Follow none but the
LORD your God, and revere none but Him; observe His
commandments alone, and heed only His orders; worship
none but Him, and hold fast to Him. 6 As for that prophet
or dream-diviner, he shall be put to death; for he urged
disloyalty to the LoRD your God-who freed you from the
land of Egypt and who redeemed you from the house of
bondage-to make you stray from the path that the LoRD
your God commanded you to follow. Thus you will sweep
out evil from your midst.
7 If your brother, •·your own mother's son,·• or your son
or daughter, or the wife of your bosom, or your b·closest
friend -b entices you in secret, saying, "Corne let us wor
ship other gods" -whom neither you nor your fathers
have experienced c_8 from among the gods of the peoples
around you, either near to you or distant, anywhere from
one end of the earth to the other: 9 do not assent or give
heed to him. Show him no pity or compassion, and do not
shield him; lObut take his life. Let your hand be the first
a-a Samaritan reads, "tile son of your father or tile son of your mother."
c See note on 11.28.
b-b Lit. "yourfriend wllo is as yourself"
(v. 6), killing the family member,
spouse, or friend (v. 10), or con
ducting a war of attrition against a
town of fellow citizens (v. 16). The
literary model for these require
ments is found in ancient Near
Eastern treaties, which stipulated
that vassals subject to a suzerain
owed absolute loyalty to that
suzerain and his designated suc
cessor. Political conspiracy had to
be reported and was punishable
by death. The author of this chap
ter has transformed that treaty re
quirement into a demand for ab
solute covenantal loyalty to
Israel's divine suzerain.
13.2-6: While Deuteronomy
presents Moses as the founder of
Israelite prophecy, establishing
both its standard (18.15-22) and its
pinnacle (34.1o-12), the book is
nonetheless concerned to regulate
prophecy. No o ther Torah law col
lection legislates concerning the
prophet. Deuteronomy does so
twice, in each case requiring the
execution of the prophet who con-

travenes Deuteronomy's Torah
(vv. 1-5; 18.19-22) and thus subor
dinating prophecy to covenantal
law. At the same time, Deuteron
omy sharply reworks the role of
the prophet. Older forms of charis
matic revelation (dream, sign or a
portent), once the touchstone of the
legitimate prophet and employed
by Moses himself, now become
suspect. No longer is the power
to perform signs the test of a
prophet's legitimacy (contrast
v. 2 with 34.11-12; Exod. 4-1-9,
21; 1 Kings 18.2o-4o). The true
prophet will now proclaim Torah
(18.18). 2: As a mediator of divine
communications, a prophet or a
dream-diviner (lit. "a prophet or
dreamer of dreams") would by
definition command public credi
bility and authority, making it the
more difficult to resist his incite
ment to apostasy. Dream-diviner:
Predicting the future by dream in
terpretation was one of the most
common techniques of divination
(Gen. 37.5-10; Num. 12.6; Jer.
-395 -

23.25; Joel 3.1). The two sources
of religious authority identified
here correspond closely to the
nearly contemporary Neo-Assyrian
Vassal Treaty of Esarhaddon (672
BCE), which requires loyalty even
in the face of conspiracy from
"your brothers, your sons, your
daughters, or from the mouth of a
prophet, an ecstatic, or an inquirer
of oracles" (§10). Signs or portents
were also used by legitimate
prophets to authenticate their
proclamations (34.11; Exod. 4.1--9,
21; 7.9; Judg. 6.17). 3: Follow . . .
another god: The incitement to apos
tasy is formulated in the language
of Neo-Assyrian treaties; see 6.14 n.
Worship, specifically, with sacrifice;
see 5-9 n. 6: Disloyalty, as betrayal
of the divine suzerain to whom
covenant loyalty is owed. Sweep out
evilfrom your midst: a formula that
emphasizes the community's obli
gation to eliminate particularly of
fensive religious transgressions
(e.g., 17.7, 12; 19.19; 21.21).
1 3.7-1 2: The possible conflict
between love of family, spouse, or
friend-exclusive loyalty to God
(cf. Luke 14.26). 7: In secret, i.e., in
private, without witnesses. Your
own mother's son (lit. "the son of
your mother"), that is, "your full
brother." In the context of Second
Temple Judaism, the law was read
as incomplete because of its asym
metrical formulation. Seeking to
fill the perceived gap in the law,
the Samaritan, the Septuagint, and
fragments of Deuteronomy found
at Qumran add: "the son of your
father" (in translators' note a-a), so
that i t would include both the full
and the half-brother. The addition
no longer understands the original
intent of this law, which demands
that the addressee choose between
loyalty to God and loyalty to the
closest possible member of the im
mediate family. Thus, the Mas
oretic version preserves the better
reading by restricting the focus to
the full brother. 10: But take Iris life,
lit. "But you shall surely kill him."
This verb is almost never used for
a standard judicial execution. Here
it demands that the inciter should
be killed on the spot. Only the reli
gious emergency of a grave threat
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against him to put him to death, and the hand of the rest
of the people thereafter. 11 Stone him to death, for he
sought to make you stray from the LoRD your God, who
brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of
bondage. 12 Thus all Israel will hear and be afraid, and
such evil things will not be done again in your midst.
13 If you hear it said, of one of the towns that the LoRD
your God is giving you to dwell in, 14 that some scoun
drels from among you have gone and subverted the in
habitants of their town, saying, "Come let us worship
other gods"-whom you have not experienced-15 you
shall investigate and inquire and interrogate thoroughly.
If it is true, the fact is established-that abhorrent thing
was perpetrated in your midst-16 put the inhabitants of
that town to the sword and put its cattle to the sword.
Doom it and all that is in it to destruction: 17 gather all its
spoil into the open square, and burn the town and all its
spoil as a holocaust to the LoRD your God. And it shall re
main an everlasting ruin, never to be rebuilt. 18 Let noth
ing that has been doomed stick to your hand, in order that
the LORD may turn from His blazing anger and show you
compassion, and in His compassion increase you as He
promised your fathers on oath-1 9 for you will be heeding
the LoRD your God, obeying all His commandments that I
enjoin upon you this day, doing what is right in the sight
of the LoRD your God.

1 4 You are children of the LORD your God. You shall

not gash yourselves or shave the front of your
heads because of the dead. 2 For you are a people conse
crated to the LoRD your God: the LoRD your God chose
you from among all other peoples on earth to be His trea
sured people.

to the covenant, requiring urgent
action, explains this type of sum
mary execution (see also Exod.
32.27; Num. 25.5; Ezek. 9.6; cf. Lev.
20.15-16). Similar requirements for
summarily executing traitors may
be found in the Neo-Assyrian loy
alty treaties that serve as a partial
literary source for this chapter.
Historically, the requirement for
unconditional loyalty to YHVH, at
all costs, modeled after the politi
cal treaty's similar demand for loy
alty to the suzerain, accounts for
the law's stringency. Nonetheless,
compliance with the law conflicts
with Deuteronomy's own require-

ment for due process (17.2-7 n.;
19.15; similarly, Num. 35.30). Later
editors therefore added another
layer to bring the law into con
formity with the normal protocol
for a public, judicial execution
(v. 11 n.). In the Second Temple pe
riod, the law could only be taught
and understood in that light: as
consistent with the standard re
quirement that any execution re
quire a prior legal conviction
based upon the testimony of two
witnesses. The Septuagint embeds
that later reinterpretation of the
law into its translation of the ini
tial command: "You shall report."
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1 1 : Stone: Stoning was reserved for
a particular class of offenses re
garded as viola ting the commu
nity's fundamental values or
sources of authority: apostasy or
treason ( here; 17.2-7; Lev. 20.2;
Josh. 7.1o-26; 1 Kings 21.8-14),
blasphemy (Lev. 24.13-23), defying
parental authority (21.18-21;
22.20-21), betraying marriage
(22.23-24). Each of these offenses
is prohibited by the Decalogue
(5.6--7, 11, 16, 17). This form of
punishment compelled the entire
community to act collectively to
repudiate the offense.
1 3.14: Scoundrels, lit., "sons of
worthlessness," or "children of Be
lial" (KJV), a very strong deroga
tory term. 16-1 8: In the sphere of
clan life, little could be more horri
fying and socially divisive than to
have to "join battle with our kins
men" (Judg. 20.23). Nonetheless,
the infidelity of the entire town
represents so significant a betrayal
of the covenant that its entire pop
ulation must be placed under the
same ban as that otherwise re
served for the Canaanite popula
tion (7.1-6, 25-26; 12.29-30;
20.16-- 1 8). 17: Normally in antiq
uity, new occupants would rebuild
cities after their military destruc
tion, right on top of the ruin (Heb
"tel"). The word yields the term
for the city-mounds that remain
visible throughout the Near East,
where archeological digs are con
ducted. In cases of particular cata
clysm, the mounds sometimes
were not rebuilt, and served as
visible reminders of the destruc
tion (Josh. 8.28; Jer. 26.18; 49.2;
Mic. 3.12).
14.1-29: The obligations of holi
ness. 1-21: The special status that

the covenant grants Israel as a peo
ple consecrated to the LORD entails
special obligations upon them, one
focus of which is dietary. The affir
mation of holiness (vv. 2, 21) there
fore frames the list of permitted
and prohibited foods (vv. 3-21).
That the nation's holiness requires
special selectivity regarding food
is also evident in earlier biblical
law (the "holy" of Exod. 22.30).
1: Children of the LoRD, the first of
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3 You shall not eat anything abhorrent. 4 These are the
animals that you may eat: the ox, the sheep, and the goat;
5• the deer, the gazelle, the roebuck, the wild goat, the ibex,
the antelope, the mountain sheep, 6 and any other animal
that has true hoofs which are cleft in two and brings up
the cud-such you may eat. 7 But the following, which do
bring up the cud or have true hoofs which are cleft
through, you may not eat: the camel, the hare, and the
daman-for although they bring up the cud, they have no
true hoofs-they are unclean for you; 8 also the swine-for
although it has true hoofs, it does not bring up the cud-is
unclean for you. You shall not eat of their flesh or touch
their carcasses.
9 These you may eat of all that live in water: you may eat
anything that has fins and scales. 10 But you may not eat
anything that has no fins and scales: it is unclean for you.
11 You may eat any clean bird. 12 The following you may
not eat: •the eagle, the vulture, and the black vulture; 13 the
kite, the falcon, and the buzzard of any variety; 14 every
variety of raven; 15 the ostrich, the nighthawk, the sea gull,
and the hawk of any variety; 16 the little owl, the great owl,
and the white owl; 17 the pelican, the bustard, and the cor
morant; 18 the stork, any variety of heron, the hoopoe, and
the bat.
19 All winged swarming things are unclean for you:
they may not be eaten. 20 You may eat only clean winged
creatures.
a A 1111111ber of tl1ese creatures cannot be identified with certainty.

three metaphors used in vv. 1-2 to
emphasize the special relation be
tween God and Israel. The divine
parent has special custody for the
child (Exod. 2.22-23; Hos. 1 .10)
but, equally, special indignation
at wrongdoing (32.5-6, 1 9-20;
Isa. 1.2). Gash . . . shave . . . dead:
Gashing and head shaving were
customary mourning rituals
within Israel and the larger Near
East ( 1 Kings 18.28; Jer. 16.6-7;
41 .4-5; 47·5; Amos 8.10). The ra
tionale for their prohibition (see
also Lev. 19.27-28; 21.1--6) may be
their association with foreign reli
gion. More likely, such rituals were
associated with ancestor worship
or cults of the dead, an aspect of
Israelite popular religion rejected
by Deuteronomy (see 18.1o-11).

2: For you are a people consecrated to
the LoRD: Just as priests observe

more stringent purity rules than
other Israelites, so must Israel dis
tinguish itself from other nations
by observing the special require
ments of the Torah. This second
metaphor of election departs from
the idea of Israel's status found in
the other biblical legal collections.
Both the Book of the Covenant and
the Holiness Collection under
stand the nation's holiness as a
goal to be achieved in the future
("you shall be": Exod. 22.30; Lev.
19.2). In contrast, Deuteronomy af
firms Israel's present status as al
ready holy. His treasured people: The
third metaphor is political. Just as
the monarch is entitled to a "pri
vate hoard" of treasure not in the
public domain (1 Chron. 29.3), so
does God single Israel out for a
special relationship. Both the sec
ond and third metaphors (conse-

crated; treasured people) derive from

God's affirmation just prior to
Sinai (Exod. 19 .5--6) .
14.3-21: The word "kosher" is
never used in the Bible in reference
to food. Nor is there in the Torah a
comprehensive set of rules, similar
to the later rabbinic system of
kashrut, which covers permitted
and non permitted foods, combi
nations of foods, means of prepa
ration, rules for slaughter, etc.
Deuteronomy nevertheless begins
to build toward such a system.
In contrast to Priestly law (Lev.
ch 1 1), it brings together a list of
creatures that may or may not be
eaten (vv. 3-20), which it combines
with laws implicitly concerned
with slaughter and food prepara
tion (v. 21). Deuteronomy's dietary
restrictions abridge and revise the
more detailed list of permitted and
prohibited foods provided by the
Priestly source (Lev. 11.2-23). For
example, contrast the land animals
prohibited by vv. 7--9 with the
fuller list, including individual ex
planations, of Lev. 11-4-8. Simi
larly, vv. 9-10 offer a precis of Lev.
1 1.9-12; and v. 19 issues a blanket
prohibition against insects in con
trast to the lengthy distinctions be
tween permitted and prohibited
insects of Lev. 1 1.2o-23. This tex
tual relationship, where Deuteron
omy uses and revises Priestly
material, is highly unusual; by
and large, it seems unaware of
these texts. The classification
of creatures as permitted or
nonpermitted employs unex
plained criteria to establish three
basic divisions of .species: crea
tures of the land (Deut. 14.1-B),
water (vv. 9-10), or air (vv. 11-20).
The same tripartite division occurs
in the Priestly creation account
(Gen. 1.2o-25). Species that fail to
satisfy the defining characteristics
established for each category are
not permitted: the pig (v. 8) and
shellfish (v. 10). It is important to
recognize that the classification
system reflects the desire to im
print a human system of catego
rization upon nature and is based
on a concern for systematic order
rather than on hygiene or health.
Thus, the term unclean (v. 8) does
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21 You shall not eat anything that has died a natural
death; give it to the stranger in your community to eat, or
you may sell it to a foreigner. For you are a people conse
crated to the LoRD your God.
You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk.
22 You shall set aside every year a tenth part of all the
yield of your sowing that is brought from the field. 23 You
shall consume the tithes of your new grain and wine and
oil, and the firstlings of your herds and flocks, in the pres
ence of the LoRD your God, in the place where He will
choose to establish His name, so that you may learn to re
vere the LoRD your God forever. 24 Should the distance be
too great for you, should you be unable to transport them,
because the place where the LoRD your God has chosen to
establish His name is far from you and because the LoRD
your God has blessed you," 25 you may convert them into
money. Wrap up the money and take it with you to the
place that the LORD your God has chosen, 26 and spend the
money on anything you want-cattle, sheep, wine, or
other intoxicant, or anything you may desire. And you
shall feast there, in the presence of the LoRD your God,
and rejoice with your household.
27 But do not neglect the Levite in your community, for
he has no hereditary portion as you have. 2B b·Every third
year·b you shall bring out the full tithe of your yield of that
year, but leave it within your settlements. 29 Then the Le
vite, who has no hereditary portion as you have, and the
stranger, the fatherless, and the widow in your settle
ments shall come and eat their fill, so that the LORD your
God may bless you in all the enterprises you undertake.

1 5 of<·Every
seventh year< you shall practice remission
debts. 2 This shall be the nature of the remission:

every creditor shall remit the due that he claims from his
fellow; he shall not dun his fellow or kinsman, for the rea I.e., with abuudaut crops.
b-b Lit. "After a period of tlrree years"; cf Deut. 26.12.
c-c Cf 14.28.
not imply that an animal is dirty.
Ritually "impure" conveys the
idea more clearly. 21: Anything that
has died a natural death: Israelites
may not eat carrion (Exod. 22.30)
or any other animal that is not
slaughtered according to Deuter
onomy's stringent requirement
that the blood be drained (12.16,
23-25). The motivation is not hy-

giene but the enforcement of rules
for slaughter. Carrion may there
fore be donated to resident aliens
or sold to foreigners, since the
laws of slaughter apply only to Is
raelites. Boil a kid: This law is re
peated three times in the Torah
( here; Exod. 23.19; 34.26). The rab
binic assumption that no law in
the Bible is redundant led to the

postbiblical generalization that
prohibited the consumption of
meat and milk products together.
On its own terms, the law seems to
have had a more restricted appli
cation. It originally applied specifi
cally to the pilgrimage festival
offerings (Exod. 23.19; 34.26).
Deuteronomy now reinterprets it
as a general law of food prepara
tion. Philo viewed it as directing
the mind away from the body;
Maimonides viewed it as directed
against idolatry. Some moderns
have viewed the prohibition as di
rected against Canaanite religious
rituals; others view it as concerned
to prevent the abuse of animals.
14.22-29: The requirement to
set aside every year a tenth of crops
and livestock as a tax or honorar
ium paid to a monarch is common
(Gen. 14.20; 28.22; 1 Sam. 8.15, 17).
Here the rule signifies that Israel
is God's steward, working but
not owning God's land. 23: The
standard rules of the tithe (Lev.
27.3o-33; Num. 18.21-32; cf. Exod.
22.29) are revised to direct offer
ings to the single sanctuary. Later
rabbinic norms for tithing do not
recognize this, and attempt to har
monize these various laws. You
sltall consume: Whereas Deuteron
omy assigns the tithe to the land
holder, Lev. 27.30 directs it to the
sanctuary and Num. 18.21 to the
Levites. 24: In light of centraliza
tion, sanctified crops (designated
for the sanctuary) may be con
verted into money (v. 25) to facili
tate the journey. That firstlings
(v. 23) may also be sold for cash is
at variance with Lev. 27.32. Dis
tance be too great, as in 12.21 ("too
far"). 28-29: Every third year the
tithe is shifted away from the cen
tral sanctuary to focus on the
needs of the disadvantaged and
the marginalized in the local com
munity, to ensure that they too
may eat their fill.

1 5.1-18:

Remission of debts

(vv. 1-11) and manumission of
slaves (vv. 12-18). On accession to
the throne, ancient Near Eastern
rulers would sometimes grant one
time cancellation of debts, return
land confiscated by the crown, and
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mission proclaimed is of the LoRD. 3 You may dun the for
eigner; but you must remit whatever is due you from your
kinsmen.
4 There shall be no needy among you-since the LORD
your God will bless you in the land that the LoRD your
God is giving you as a hereditary portion-s if only you
heed the LoRD your God and take care to keep all this In
struction that I enjoin upon you this day. 6 For the LORD
your God will bless you as He has promised you: you will
extend loans to many nations, but require none yourself;
you will dominate many nations, but they will not domi
nate you.
7 1£, however, there is a needy person among you, one of
your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the land that
the LORD your God is giving you, do not harden your
heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman.
B Rather, you must open your hand and lend him suffi
cient for whatever he needs. 9 Beware lest you harbor the
base thought, "The seventh year, the year of remission, is
approaching," so that you are mean to your needy kins
man and give him nothing. He will cry out to the LoRD
against you, and you will incur guilt. lO Give to him read
ily and have no regrets when you do so, for in return the
LoRD your God will bless you in all your efforts and in all
your undertakings. 11 For there will never cease to be
needy ones in your land, which is why I command you:
open your hand to the poor and needy kinsman in your
land.
free indentured slaves. That cus
tom, Akkadian "duraru," is re
flected in the Hebrew "deror,"
"jubilee" or "release," of Lev.
25.10; Isa. 61.1; Jer. 34.15, 17. Deu
teronomy's conception of the cove
nant between Israel and God en
tails a similar fresh start in which
prior economic obligations are
canceled at the initiative of the di
vine monarch. Now, however, it is
not financial obligations to a privi
leged monarch that are canceled.
Instead, the covenant requires the
wealthy to forgive the debts of the
poor! Moreover, this remission of
debts and still unpaid labor con
tracts is no longer to be a volun
tary, one-time act but a covenantal
obligation that recurs every seven
years. This blueprint for social
justice is highly idealistic. By pro
viding specific mechanisms to

eliminate poverty and financial in
equality every seven years, Deu
teronomy seeks to prevent eco
nomic injustice from becoming
entrenched in society.
There is evidence that the au
thors are aware of the gap between
this aspiration and worldly con
vention: Perspectives that are ide
alistic (v. 4) and pragmatic (v. 1 1)
alternate in the chapter. For reflec
tions of the injustices at issue, see
Amos 2.6-8; Jer. 34.8-22; Ezek.
18.1 6-18; Job 24.9; Neh. 5.1-13. In
the concern for social justice, the
chapter reworks earlier laws found
in the Book of the Covenant (Exod.
chs 21-23), adjusting their require
ments to .the innovation of central
ization of worship. The sequence
of the paragraphs reflects increas
ingly severe stages of financial
distress: from debt to indentured

servitude, an ancient form of
bankruptcy (see Lev. 25.13-55 for a
similar sequence). Slavery and
manumission serve as rich theo
logical metaphors for both Jews
and Christians (see Lev. 25.42, 55;
Romans 6.2o-23; Philippians
2.5-8).
1 5.1-'6: Cancellation of debts.
1 : Seventh year: This law presup
poses the requirement of the Book
of the Covenant that agricultural
land should be permitted to lie fal
low each "seventh year" (Exod.
23.1o-11). 2: Remission, using the
same verb found in Exod. 23.11 for
"lie fallow," but now reapplying
that agricultural requirement to
command the cancellation of all
existing debts. 3: The utopian re
quirement is restricted to fellow
citizens. In not canceling the debts
of foreigners, the legislator makes
a concession to the pragmatic con
cerns of the creditor. 4: There shall
be no needy, or, "no poor." Note the
contrast between this uncondi
tional utopian affirmation and the
pragmatism of v. 7·
1 5.7-1 1 : An appeal to con
science, anticipating the problem
of implementing and enforcing
such a law. 9: Cn; . . . guilt. The law
has no judicial penalty or sanction.
The neighbor's appeal is to the di
vine judge for enforcement (simi
larly, 2'p5; Exod. 22.22-23).
1 5.12-1 8: Manumission: This
law adjusts the older laws regulat
ing male (Exod. 21.2-6) and female
slaves (Exod. 21.7-11) in four sig
nificant ways. (1) It rejects separate
procedures for the female bondser
vant and creates a single law that
applies to both genders, strikingly
abrogating the older law (contrast
v. 17b with Exod. 21.7b)! (2) It sec
ularizes the procedure for a slave
who voluntarily relinquishes the
right to freedom (vv. 16--17) by
eliminating the former require
ment that the ceremony take place
"before God," i.e., at one of the
now prohibited local sanctuaries
or before the household deities
(Exod. 21.6). (3) The master must
now grant the slave a gift (vv.
13-14) rather than simply releas
ing him or her empty-handed
(contrast Exod. 21.2). (4) In the
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12 If a fellow Hebrew, man or woman, is sold to you, he
shall serve you six years, and in the seventh year you shall
set him free. 13 When you set him free, do not let him go
empty-handed: 14 Furnish him out of the flock, threshing
floor, and vat, with which the LoRD your God has blessed
you. 15 Bear in mind that you were slaves in the land of
Egypt and the LoRD your God redeemed you; therefore I
enjoin this commandment upon you today.
16 But should he say to you, "I do not want to leave
you"-for he loves you and your household and is happy
with you-17 you shall take an awl and put it through his
ear into the door, and he shall become your slave in per
petuity. Do the same with your female slave. 1B When you
do set him free, do not feel aggrieved; for in the six years
he has given you double the service of a hired man. More
over, the LORD your God will bless you in all you do.
1 9 You shall consecrate to the LoRD your God all male
firstlings that are born in your herd and in your flock: you
must not work your firstling ox or shear your firstling
sheep. 20 You and your household shall eat it annually be
fore the LoRD your God in the place that the LoRD will
choose. 21 But if it has a defect, lameness or blindness, any
serious defect, you shall not sacrifice it to the LoRD your
God. 22 Eat it in your settlements, the unclean among you
no less than the clean, just like the gazelle and the deer.
23 Only you must not partake of its blood; you shall pour it
out on the ground like water.

1 6 sacrifice to the LoRD your God, for it was in the
month• of Abib, at night, that the LoRD your God freed
Observe the month• of Abib and offer a passover

n Cf Exod. 13.4; 23.15; 34.18.

Book of the Covenant, there is
no connection between the manu
mission law (Exod. 21.2-6) and
the land sabbatical law (Exod.
23.1o-11). Nor should one be ex
pected. Logically, the year of man
umission would not be uniform
through the land but would vary
with each household, depending
upon when a slave began to labor.
By conjoining the two originally
separate laws, Deuteronomy cre
ates a single year of release that
now applies to both remission of
debts (vv. 1-6) and manumission
(vv. 12-18). Deuteronomy thus
transforms manumission, which

used to be based in the individual
household, into a year of universal
liberty (see also Lev. ch 25). That
perspective lies behind Zedekiah's
last-ditch attempt to curry divine
favor by implementing this law on
the eve of the Babylonian invasion
of Jerusalem in 587 BCE, with a
universal emancipation of slaves
(Jer. 34.6-22). And whereas the
legislator of Deuteronomy can
only appeal to individual moral
conscience to urge obedience
(v. 18), Jeremiah explains the Bab
ylonian destruction as divine pun
ishment for Jerusalem's citizens'
reneging on the law by immedi-
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ately reenslaving those whom they
freed (Jer. 34.11-22). With national
exile thus made the penalty for in
fringement, setting slaves free
every seven years becomes, in this
view, a central requirement of the
covenant. The delay of manumis
sion to the fiftieth year in the Holi
ness Collection may reflect the
difficulty of implementing this
idealistic law (Lev. 25.39-44). 1 2: Is
sold, alternately, "sells himself," ex
pressing the two alternative ways
of understanding the contractual
and economic nature of this slav
ery, which is not based on race, na
tionality, or religion. The court
might require that a thief, unable
to repay a theft, "be sold," i.e., in
denture his labor to compensate
the victim (Exod. 21.37-22.3). Al
ternatively, if overcome by debt,
a serf might "sell himself," i.e.,
assign his labor to repay a loan
(Lev. 25-39-44). 1 4-1 5: The gift
provided the manumitted slave re
calls and reenacts the nation's own
manumission by God from slavery
in Egypt. 1 8: As in vv. 8-10, an ap
peal to conscience that anticipates
the difficulty of enforcing a law
that lacks judicial sanction.

1 5.19-23: Sacrifice of firstlings.
Older religious convention re
quired that each first-born male
domestic animal be offered as a
sacrifice to God at one of the local
sanctuaries (Exod. 13.1-2, 11-16;
22.28-29; 34.19-20). The author
now adjusts that law to the new
one stipulating a single sanctuary.
19: Not work, so as to reserve the
animal for God. 20: Before the LoRD
refers to sacrifice at an altar, which
now requires a pilgrimage to the
central sanctuary of Jerusalem,

the place that the LoRD will choose.
21-23: Blemished first-born live
stock need not be taken to the
central sanctuary. They may be
slaughtered locally, in your settle
mmts, following the requirements
for secular slaughter (12.15-16,
21-25).

16.1-17: The festival calendar.
Deuteronomy strikingly trans
forms older religious celebrations
in order to accommodate them
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you from Egypt. 2 You shall slaughter the passover sacri
fice for the LoRD your God, from the flock and the herd, in
the place where the LoRD will choose to establish His
name. 3 You shall not eat anything leavened with it; for
seven days thereafter• you shall eat unleavened bread,
bread of distress-for you departed from the land of
Egypt hurriedly-so that you may remember the day of
your departure from the land of Egypt as long as you live.
4 For seven days no leaven shall be found with you in all
your territory, and none of the flesh of what you slaughter
on the evening of the first day shall be left until morning.
5 You are not permitted to slaughter the passover sacri
fice in any of the settlements that the LoRD your God is
giving you; 6 but at the place where the LoRD your God
will choose to establish His name, there alone shall you
slaughter the passover sacrifice, in the evening, at sun
down, the time of day when you departed from Egypt.
7 You shall cook and eat it at the place that the LORD your
God will choose; and in the morning you may start back
on your journey home. s After eating unleavened bread
six days, you shall hold a solemn gatheringb for the LoRD
your God on the seventh day: you shall do no work.
n Lit. "upo11 it."

b See 11ote at Lev. 2J.J6.

to its requirement for centraliza
tion of worship. Previously, each
male Israelite was commanded
to undertake three pilgrimages to
"appear before the LORD," i.e., to
make an offering at one of the
multiple local sanctuaries (v. 16;
Exod. 23.14-18). The Hebrew term
for these important events in an
cient Israel's religious calendar is
"l::l ag" (as in the still common
greeting, "I::Ia g Sameai)."). Often
translated as "feasts" (v. 16; Exod.
23.14), the original idea is "pil
grimage festival." As a conse
quence of restricting sacrifice to a
single, central sanctuary, Deuter
onomy redirects the required
pilgrimage from the prohibited
local sanctuaries (v. 5) to the cen
tral one, the place where the LoRD
will choose (vv. 2, 6, 7, 1 1, 15, 16;
12.17-18). These three festivals
were Unleavened Bread (Heb
"Matzot"), Harvest, and Ingather
ing (Exod. 23.14-17; 34.18, 23).
Deuteronomy renames the
latter two "Weeks" (v. 10; Heb
"Shavu'ot") and "Booths" (v. 13;

Heb "Sukkot"), which remain their
current names.

1 6.1-8: The blend of Passover
and the Festival of Unleavened
Bread is the most remarkable sec
tion of this calendar. Passover was
originally a separate observance,
celebrated within the family or
clan. Since it did not require a sac
rifice at the sanctuary, it was not
included among the three pilgrim
age festivals (Exod. 23.14-17;
34.18, 21-23). Instead, it was dis
tinguished by a nighttime slaugh
ter of a sheep or goat in the door
way of the house, where the blood
was smeared to demarcate the
house as Israelite (Exod. 12.7,
21-22). First performed to protect
the Israelites in Egypt from the
plague against the first-born, the
ritual thereafter annually com
memorated Israel's deliverance
from that plague (Exod. 12.1-13,
21-28). But Deuteronomy's restric
tion of sacrifice to the single sanc
tuary prohibited Passover from
being observed locally (v. 5) and

required that the observance be
redirected to the central sanctuary
(vv. 2, 6-7). Now made into a pil
grimage festival, the older blood
ritual in the doorway of the pri
vate home-the defining act of the
original Passover observance-is
no longer mentioned. The new ob
servance then merges with the
Festival of Unleavened Bread,
which was also celebrated in early
spring. Traces of the separate iden
tity of Passover and Unleavened
Bread remain evident in their dis
tinct dates and naming in Lev.
23.5, 6; Num. 28.16, 17-25. 1: Abib
(lit. "new ear of grain"), in early
spring, when ears of barley, the
first crop, began to ripen (Exod.
13.4; 23.15; 34.18). It was originally
the first month of the Hebrew cal
endar (Exod. 12.2); later this
month was called by the Babylo
nian month name "Nisan." 2: From
the flock and the lzerd expands the
earlier restriction of the paschal of
fering to "a lamb . . . from the
sheep or from the goats" (Exod.
12.4-5, 21). 3: For seven days: This
section, through v. 4a, splices the
seven-day observance of the Festi
val of Unleavened Bread (Exod.
12.14-20; 23.15) into the one-day
observance of Passover (vv. 1-3a,
4b-7). 7: Cook: more accurately,
"boil," like other standard sacri
fices (Exod. 29.1; Lev. 6.21; 8.31;
Num. 6.19; 1 Sam. 2.13, 15; Zech.
14.21). This prescription is at odds
with the earlier stipulation that the
paschal offering be "roasted by
fire," not "boiled in water" (Exod.
12.8-g; Hebrew). The Passover is
now being treated as a standard
sacrifice. These two mutually in
consistent laws are harmonized at
2 Chron. 35.13, where the Hebrew
paradoxically reads: "They boiled
the Passover offering by fire, ac
cording to the law." 8: After eating
unleavened bread six days: The He
brew reads simply, "For six days
you shall eat unleavened bread."
The NJPS rendering, "after . . . six
days," results in an eight-day total
for the festivals of Passover and
Unleavened Bread, modeled after
the Priestly version of the calen
dar: 1 day (Passover) + 6 days
(Unleavened Bread) + 1 day (the
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9 You shall count off seven weeks; start to count the
seven weeks when the sickle is first put to the standing
grain. 10 Then you shall observe the Feast of Weeks for the
LoRD your God, offering your freewill contribution ac
cording as the LoRD your God has blessed you. 1 1 You
shall rejoice before the LoRD your God with your son and
daughter, your male and female slave, the Levite in your
communities, and the stranger, the fatherless, and the
widow in your midst, at the place where the LoRD your
God will choose to establish His name. 1 2 Bear in mind
that you were slaves in Egypt, and take care to obey these
laws.
13 After the ingathering from your threshing floor and
your vat, you shall hold the Feast of Booths for seven
days. 14 You shall rejoice in your festival, with your son
and daughter, your male and female slave, the Levite, the
stranger, the fatherless, and the widow in your communi
ties. 1 5 You shall hold a festival for the LORD your God
seven days, in the place that the LoRD will choose; for the
LoRD your God will bless all• your crops and all your un
dertakings, and you shall have nothing but joy.
a Lit. "you iu all."
solemn gathering); see Lev. 23.3-8.
In contrast, Deuteronomy in
tended to fuse the two holidays
into a single seven-day obser
vance.

16.9-12: The Festival of Weeks
(Exod. 34.22; Lev. 23.15-16; Num.
28.26), originally, as the earliest
name signifies, the "Festival of
Harvest" (Exod. 23.16), celebrated
in May-June. In postbiblical Juda
ism, the festival came to be associ
ated with the revelation at Mount
Sinai (Exod. chs 19-20). The idea
underlies the New Testament nar
rative of the Holy Spirit's activity
at "Pentecost" (Acts 2.1; cf. 20.16;
1 Corinthians 16.8), the Greek term
for which reflects the calculation of
"fifty days" (Lev. 23.16). 9: Start to

count the seven weeks when the sickle
is first put to the standing grain: The
date of this festival is not a fixed
date set by the calendar but is
based upon the cycle of the agri
cultural year. The seven-week pe
riod delays the celebra tion until
the safe conclusion of the harvest,
a precarious period when the im-

portant crop might be damaged by
natural forces. This kind of calcu
lation implies that different parts
of the land might celebrate the fes
tival on different dates. This ambi
guity gave rise to a chain of suc
cessive interpretations in Second
Temple literature that attempted to
clarify the precise date of the festi
val. The first of these attempts may
well be that of the Holiness Collec
tion, which dates the seven weeks
"from the day on which you bring
the sheaf of elevation offering
the day after the sabbath" (Lev.
23.15). But that calculation remains
ambiguous, since the "sabbath" to
which the text refers is not identi
fied. Contextually, "the day after
the sabbath" refers to the first Sun
day after the first ripe sheaf of
grain is harvested, but precisely
that absence of a specific date for
Weeks led to sectarian disagree
ment in Second Temple times over
when to observe it. Pharisees un
derstood the sabbath in question
simply as a reference to the Pass
over, no matter on which day of
the week it fell; Sadducees re-
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garded it as the Sabbath during
the week of Passover /Unleavened
Bread; and the Qumran commu
nity viewed it as the Sabbath of the
following week. The proliferation
of sects in the Second Temple pe
riod may well reflect, in part, the
mutually exclusive interpretations
of different groups who struggled
to resolve the Bible's calendrical
ambiguities. 1 1 : With your son and
daughter: The command to rejoice
before God at the central sanctuary
specifies the inclusion of women
(as v. 14; 12.12, 18). That the wife is
not named separately in the list
implies that the law regards the
male and female adult citizen as
equals. Contrast the more formu
laic vv. 16-17, which is slavishly
adopted from its source in Exodus.
Slave . . . widow: The marginalized
and the disadvantaged are also in
cluded in this comprehensive list.
Stranger, better, "resident alien,"
see 10.18-19 n.

16.13-15: The Feast of Booths.
Curiously, the law provides no
explanation for the name of the
festival, which is elsewhere called
"Ingathering" (Exod. 23.16; 34.22),
reflecting its origins as the fall har
vest festival. The Holiness Collec
tion fills in this gap with the ser
mon-like explanation that the
name recalls how God "made the
Israelite people live in booths
when I brought them out of the
land of Egypt" (Lev. 23-43). But
that explanation is inconsistent
with the narrative tradition
that the Israelites lived in tents
during the wilderness sojourn
(Num. 11.10; 16.27; 25.8). More
likely, the name reflects the
agricultural custom of farmers
erecting temporary shelters in
the fields during the summer
while the grapes, olives, and other
crops are tended and then har
vested (see Isa. 1.8). 15: Seven days:
Deuteronomy's observance differs
from that of the Holiness Collec
tion, which requires a total of eight
days (Lev. 23.36, 40). Moreover,
Deuteronomy does not require
that the first and the final days of
the festival involve a "holy convo
cation" or "solemn assembly,"
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16 Three times a year-on the Feast of Unleavened
Bread, on the Feast of Weeks, and on the Feast of Booths
all your males shall appear before the LoRD your God in
the place that He will choose. They shall not appear before
the LoRD empty-handed, 17but each with his own gift, ac
cording to the blessing that the LORD your God has be
stowed upon you.
SHOFETIM
1 B You shall appoint magistrates and officials for your
tribes, in all the settlements that the LoRD your God is giv
ing you, and they shall govern the people with due jus
tice. 19 You shall not judge unfairly: you shall show no par
tiality; you shall not take bribes, for bribes blind the eyes
of the discerning and upset the plea of the just. 2DJustice,
when work was prohibited (Lev.
2J.J5-J6).

16.16-17: The formulaic sum
mary ("colophon") reuses the con
clusion of the older festival calen
dar in the Book of the Covenant
(Exod. 23.17), which it now up
dates to specify that the three an
nual pilgrimages must be to the
central sanctuary, tire place tlrat He
will choose. Two elements, how
ever, reflect older assumptions in
consistent with the rest of this
chapter: Passover (vv. 1-8) is not
mentioned, and the pilgrimage re
quirement is directed to all your
males (as Exod. 23.17), despite the
gender inclusivity of vv. 11, 14.

16.18-18.22: Laws of public offi
cials. Although western political
theory is normally traced back to
ancient Athens, this section is re
markable for providing what
seems to be the first blueprint for a
constitutional system of govern
ment. The carefully thought-out
plan is designed to ensure that no
single branch of government and
no single religious institution
should have sole power. Each is
brought into relationship to the
others and, more importantly, each
is made subordinate to the one
true authority: the Torah of Deu
teronomy. Even institutions that
might justifiably claim absolute
authority-whether political, as in
the case of the king (see Ps. 2.6-7),

or religious, as in the case of the
prophet (see Exod. 3.1o-12)-are
integrated into Deuteronomy's
comprehensive vision. It is un
likely that the ambitious program
envisioned by this draft constitu
tion was ever fully implemented.
Upon the return from exile, when
Judah regained some measure of
political autonomy under Persian
rule, different religious and politi
cal priorities preempted this blue
print. There is a great deal of
scholarly disagreement about the
precise dating of this section: how
much to ascribe to the original leg
islation of Deuteronomy, associ
ated with the Josianic period
shortly before the exile, and how
much may derive from the Babylo
nian exile itself, as Judean thinkers
reflected on their national history
and mapped out a new model of
society, structured by Torah. Most
likely, an original Josianic layer
underwent elaboration during the
exile.
In its organization, this section
addresses the full range of public
officials in the judicial, executive,
and religious branches: the
local and the central courts
(16.18-1?-IJ), kingship (17.14-20),
the Levitical priesthood (18.1-8),
and prophecy (18.9-22). Although
the focus on public officials osten
sibly marks a significant change
from the previous section's
focus on the sacrificial system
(12.1-16.17), the concern of the leg-

islator in both sections is consis
tent: the impact of centralization of
worship upon all spheres of life.
The desire to bridge from the first
section to the new one explains the
puzzling way in which ritual laws
(16.21-17.1) seem to intrude be
tween two paragraphs concerned
with justice (16.18-20, 1 7.2-7). By
means of the repetition, the editor
provides a transition into the new
section, while establishing the un
derlying unity of both areas of
community life:
A
Cultus (12.1-16.17)
B
Justice (16.18-20)
A' Cultus (16.21-17.1)
Justice (17.2-7, 17.8-13)
B'

16.1 8-17.13: The organization of
justice. 1 6.18-20: Deuteronomy
here establishes a professionalized
local judiciary. 18: Settlements, lit.,
"gates," Deuteronomy's metaphor
for the local sphere (12.15, 17, 21;
16.5), as distinguished from the
central sanctuary. Here the
metaphor takes on an additional
meaning, because the city gate
served as the location where jus
tice was traditionally dispensed by
the village elders (Job 29.7; Ruth
4.1, 11; Lam. 5 . 14). By appointing
professional magistrates and officials
to just that location, while leaving
the elders unmentioned, Deuter
onomy significantly contracts the
elders' sphere of authority, if not
altogether eliminating it. The
professionalization of the judicial
system thus entails a disruption of
traditional patterns of clan author
ity. The elders are mentioned else
where in the legal corpus as in
volved with judicial matters
(21.1-9, 19; 22.15, 25.7). These ref
erences may preserve an older per
spective; otherwise, they show
how the elders' role in justice has
now been restricted to family and
marital law. 19: You slmll not judge
unfairly: This admonition to the
judges, sometimes called a "Mirror
for Magistrates," quotes Exod.
23.6a (where the same verb is
translated "subvert"). For bribes
blind the eyes of the discerning (lit.
"of the wise"): The older law of
Exod. 23.8, which refers to "the
dear-sighted" as being blinded by
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justice shall you pursue, that you may thrive and occupy
the land that the LoRD your God is giving you.
21 You shall not set up a sacred post-any kind of pole
beside the altar of the LORD your God that you may
make--22 or erect a stone pillar; for such the LORD your
God detests.

1 7 You
shall not sacrifice to the LoRD your God an ox
or a sheep that has any defect of a serious kind, for

that is abhorrent to the LORD your God.

2 If there is found among you, in one of the settlements
that the LoRD your God is giving you, a man or woman
who has affronted the LoRD your God and transgressed
His covenant__3 turning to the worship of other gods and
bowing down to them, to the sun or the moon or any of
the heavenly host, something I never commanded-4 and
you have been informed or have learned of it, then you
shall make a thorough inquiry. If it is true, the fact is es
tablished, that abhorrent thing was perpetrated in Israel,
s you shall take the man or the woman who did that
wicked thing out to the public place, and you shall stone
them, man or woman, to death.-6 A person shall be put
to death only on the testimony of two or more• witnesses;
he must not be put to death on the testimony of a single
witness.-7Let the hands of the witnesses be the first
against him to put him to death, and the hands of the rest
of the people thereafter. Thus you will sweep out evil
from your midst.
B If a case is too baffling for you to decide, be it a contro
versy over homicide, civil law, or assault-matters of disn

Lit.

"three. "

bribery, is revised in light of Deu
teronomy's stress upon wisdom.
The failure of Samuel's sons to
meet this standard of judicial pro
bity (1 Sam. 8.3) is viewed by the
Deuteronomistic historian as the
justification for the establishment
of the monarchy (1 Sam. 8.5).

16.21-17.1: Prohibitions against
Canaanite cultic objects (7.5; 12.3;
Exod. 34.13). 1 6.21: Sacred post or
'"Asherah," see 7·5 n. Archeologi
cal evidence suggests that this Ca
naanite goddess may also have
been popular in Israel. 16.22: See
7·5 n. 17.1: This verse broadens
the prohibition against sacrificing

blemished firstlings (15.21) into a
general law of sacrifice.

17.2-7: Local justice. Because of
the extent to which this law so
closely overlaps with 13.7-12, both
in its wording and in the topic of
apostasy by an individual, many
scholars have viewed it as out of
place and as belonging to ch 13.
That is incorrect. Whereas the
theme of ch 13 is incitement, at
issue here are the procedures and
the jurisdiction of the local courts.
Under the professionalized judici
ary ( 16. 18), the law grants the local
courts maximal autonomy, en
abling them to try even capital
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cases and to address religious mat
ters (the accusation of apostasy).
Just one essential condition is im
posed: that a trial be conducted ac
cording to strictly rational stan
dards that assure empirical proof
for the verdict. Thus v. 4 provides
the procedures to put a vague
rumor (you have been informed) to
the formal test of a thorough inquiry
in order to verify its truth. The law
stipulates the criteria necessary to
establish judicial "proof": the testi
mony of two or more witnesses (v. 6).
This law may be the first place in
the Bible, historically speaking,
where norms of j ustice regarding
witness law were established.
(Scholars normally date the
Priestly source, and thus the paral
lel requirement of more than one
witness in Num. 35.30, later than
Deuteronomy.) The power of this
law is that it rejects the summary
execution in the case of incitement
required by Deut. 13.7-12. By stip
ulating that he must not be put to

death 011 the testimo11y ofa si11gle wit
ness (v. 6b), the law seeks to im
pose rigorous requirements for ev
idence even in cases of apostasy.
The older law is then subordinated
to the new standard of justice: No
longer is the execution carried out
by the single witness ("your
hand," 13.10); rather the agents
carrying out the execution are now
plural: the hands of the witnesses
(v. 7). 2: A man or a woman: The law
views the woman as a legally re
sponsible individual. The view
point in marriage and family law
differs, however (see 22.13-29).
3: Contravening the Decalogue
(5.8-g); see 4.19; 2 Kings 23.5;
Jer. 8.2. 6: A travesty of the condi
tion for two or more witnesses oc
curs in the kangaroo court set
up by Jezebel to execute Naboth
(1 Kings 21.10, 13). The prohibition
against execution on the basis of
testimony by a si11gle witness is also
found at 19.15-16; Num. 35.30.

17.8-13: Justice at the central
sanctuary. In the pre-Deuteron

ernie period, the local sanctuaries
served a judicial function in addi
tion to providing a place for the
sacrificial worship of God. In legal
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pute in your courts-you shall promptly repair to the
place that the LoRD your God will have chosen, 9 and ap
pear before the levitical priests, or the magistrate in
charge at the time, and present your problem. When they
have announced to you the verdict in the case, 10 you shall
carry out the verdict that is announced to you from that
place that the LORD chose, observing scrupulously all
their instructions to you. 11 You shall act in accordance
with the instructions given you and the ruling handed
down to you; you must not deviate from the verdict that
they announce to you either to the right or to the left.
12 Should a man act presumptuously and disregard the
priest charged with serving there the LoRD your God, or
the magistrate, that man shall die. Thus you will sweep
out evil from Israel: 13 all the people will hear and be
afraid and will not act presumptuously again.
14 If, after you have entered the land that the LORD your
God has assigned to you, and taken possession of it and
settled in it, you decide, "I will set a king over me, as do
all the nations about me," 15 you shall be free to set a king
over yourself, one chosen by the LORD your God. Be sure
to set as king over yourself one of your own people; you
must not set a foreigner over you, one who is not your
kinsman. 16 Moreover, he shall not keep many horses or
cases where there was an absence
either of physical evidence or of
witnesses, no court could make a
ruling. Such cases were remanded
to divine jurisdiction at the local
sanctuary on the assumption that
God could determine guilt or in
nocence without being bound by
empirical criteria. The parties to
the dispute would swear a judicial
oath at the altar, symbolically "be
fore God" (19.17; 1 Kings 8.31-32;
see also Exod. 21.6). In special
circumstances, a priest might
conduct a judicial ordeal (Num.
5.11-31). In both cases, Israelite ju
dicial procedures conform closely
to those evident in ancient Babylo
nian legal collections like The
Laws of Hammurabi (§§9, 23, 266,
281) or the Laws of Eshnunna.
Deuteronomy's prohibition of the
local sanctuaries (ch 12) therefore
created an important local judicial
void. The intent of these two laws
(17.2-7, 8-13) is to fill the void.
Deuteronomy grants the local
courts absolute judicial autonomy,

extending even to capital cases
and to religious matters, on condi
tion that all such cases meet the
standard of sufficient evidence
(17.2-7). Cases that do not meet
that empirical standard, and that
once would have been remanded
to the local sanctuary for divine
resolution, must now be remanded
instead to the central sanctuary
(17.8-13). Deuteronomy is thus
completely consistent in its trans
formation of sacrifice and in its
revolution of the judicial system.
The local sphere is completely sec
ularized (12.15-16, 2o-25; 17.2-7);
the central sanctuary provides the
sole legitimate context for either
sacrifice (12.13-14, 26-27; 16.2,
5-7a) or divine resolution of am
biguous legal cases (17.8-13).

8: Too bafflingfor you to decide,

going beyond what is possible for
human knowledge to resolve. A
controversy over homicide, when it is
unclear whether the defendant is
guilty of murder or manslaughter
(Exod. 21.12-14; Num. 35·16-23).

In each of these pairs, the distinc
tion is between premeditated and
unintentional offenses. 9: The tri
bunal at the sanctuary includes
both priestly and lay members, as
suming that the magistrate refers to
a secular official (as in 19.17). The
account of Jehoshaphat's setting
up tribunals throughout Judah
composed of lay and clerical
judges reflects this law (2 Chron.
19·5-1 1).

17.14-20: The law of the king.
Deuteronomy's conception of the
kingship entails an extraordinary
restriction of royal authority.
Whereas generally Near Eastern
monarchs like Hammurabi them
selves promulgated law, here the
monarch is subject to the law and
required to read the Torah daily
(v. 19). Conventionally the mon
arch was assigned a crucial role in
the administration of justice, serv
ing as a court of last appeal to de
fend the rights of the oppressed
(Ps. 72. 1-4) .. Deuteronomy remark
ably denies the king any role
whatsoever in justice, granting the
local courts and the central sanctu
ary complete jurisdiction. The king
is also denied his customary Near
Eastern role in supervising the
public cultus. This law far more
emphasizes what the king may not
do than what he may do. The re
markable subordination of the
king to this Teaching (v. 18)
Deuteronomic Torah-thus envi
sions something like a constitu
tional monarchy. This notion exists
in some tension to the views of the
Deuteronomic historian, who re
turns the king to his public reli
gious function as Josiah leads the
national Passover celebration
(2 Kings 23.21-23), and to the roy
alist concerns of the Chronicler.
14: As do all the nations, see 1 Sam.
8.5. 16-18: The offenses specified
here allude to the warnings
against royal autocracy outlined at
the very founding of the monarchy
(1 Sam. 8.1o-18). They almost cer
tainly presuppose Solomon's trade
in horses (1 Kings 10.26-29) and
his multiple marital alliances with
foreign wives (1 Kings 1 1 . 1--8). The
Deuteronomistic historian under-
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send people back to Egypt to add to his horses, since the
LORD has warned you, "You must not go back that way
again. " 17 And he shall not have many wives, lest his heart
go astray; nor shall he amass silver and gold to excess.
1B When he is seated on his royal throne, he shall have a
copy of this Teaching written for him on a scroll by• the le
vitical priests. 19 Let it remain with him and let him read in
it all his life, so that he may learn to revere the LoRD his
God, to observe faithfully every word of this Teaching as
well as these laws. 20 Thus he will not act haughtily to
ward his fellows or deviate from the Instruction to the
right or to the left, to the end that he and his descendants
may reign long in the midst of Israel.
levitical priests, the whole tribe of Levi, shall
have no territorial portion with Israel. They shall
1live8onlyThe
off the LoRD's offerings by fire as theirb portion,

2 and shall have no portion among their brother tribes: the
LoRD is their portion, as He promised them.
n Nun nee af Heb. milliphne 11/Jcertnill.
stood those marriages to lead
to religious syncretism and the
corruption of Israelite religion
(1 Kings 11. 1-8), with the breakup
of the united monarchy the divine
punishment for these transgres
sions (1 Kings 11.9-13). 16: People,
lit. "the people," i.e., the Israelites.

Back to Egypt to add to his horses:
The reference is difficult. Else
where, the idea of Israel's return
ing to Egypt implies divine pun
ishment and the reimposition of
slavery (28.68; Hos. 8.13; 9-J). But
here that idea is combined with a
veiled critical reference to Judah's
a ttempt to forge a military alliance
with Egypt against Assyria in 701
BCE, when Isaiah challenged
"those who go down to Egypt for
help/ And rely upon horses!"
(Isa. 31.1). Since the LoRD has
warned you, see 28.68 n. 1 8: The
law requires the king to be subject
to the law, not above it. The com
mon status of the monarch
throughout the ancient Near East
as promulgator of the law (as in
the Laws of Hammurabi) and as
enjoying a special relationship
with the divinity (so also Ps. 2)
might suggest that the king would
be exempt from the law's require-

b Lit. "its," i.e., tile tribe's.
ments. To emphasize its rejection
of that norm, Deuteronomy re
quires the king to have a copy of
this Teaching written for him: The
king must daily read the law that
limits his powers. The literal He
brew phrase, "a copy of this Teach
ing (torah)," provides the basis for
one of the two ancient Jewish des
ignations of the book. One title is
"Sefer Devarim," "The Book of
Words," short for "The Book of
'These are the Words . . . ' " (based
on 1.1). That title follows the com
mon ancient Near Eastern conven
tion of naming books after their
opening phrase or incipit. The sec
ond ancient rabbinic title, based on
this phrase, was "Mishneh Torah"
(Sifre §160). This was translated
into Greek by Philo and the Septu
agint as "Deuteronomion" and is
the source of the book's familiar
English title, "Deuteronomy." That
title, however, is based on a mis
understanding of this phrase in
17.18 as referring to Deuteronomy
as a whole.

18.1-8: The Levitical priesthood.
Centralization of worship also had
an impact upon the Israelite priest
hood, to which the legislator now
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turns. Deuteronomy provides a
concise "job description" of the
priesthood (vv. 1-5) and then ad
dresses the impact of centraliza
tion upon its livelihood (vv. 6--8) .
1: The phrase Ievitical priests marks
a distinctively Deuteronomic con
ception of the priesthood, one that
significantly differs from that
found in the Priestly literature,
where "the priests" and " the Le
vites" are separate from one an
other. The Priestly source estab
lishes a hierarchy within the tribe
of Levi between the direct descen
dants of Aaron and the rest of the
tribe (Num. ch 18). Only the Aa
ronides are technically called
"priests" and thereby permitted to
officiate at the altar before God
(Num. 18.5, 7). For their support
they are assigned the priestly
share of the sacrificial offerings
brought by Israelites to the sanctu
ary (Num. 18.8-20). In contrast,
the remainder of the tribe, the "Le
vites," serve the priests and are
prohibited from officiating at the
altar (Num. 18.3-4, 6). For their
support, they receive the tithes of
produce and cattle. In turn, they
pay a tithe of what they have
received to the priests (Num.
18.21-31). Deuteronomy's ap
proach is very different. There is
no genealogical hierarchy within
the tribe; all are deemed equally
Levitical priests and are eligible to
serve at the altar and to receive
sacrifices. The emphatic apposi
tional phrase, the whole tribe of Levi,
seems to rule out precisely the hi
erarchy presupposed by Num.
ch 18. It should be stressed, how
ever, that continuing scholarly
debate about the dating of the
Priestly source makes it very diffi
cult to establish the relative dating
and sequence of these two diverg
ing approaches to the priesthood.
2: They shall have no portion: Levi
does not participate in the tribal
land distribution at the time of the
conquest (see Josh. 13.14; Ezek.
44.28). Without their own land al
location, the tribe has no indepen
dent means of agricultural support
or income. As an alternative, the
LoRD is their portion: God grants
them a share of the sacrificial offer-
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3 This then shall be the priests' due from the people:
Everyone who offers a sacrifice, whether an ox or a sheep,
must give the shoulder, the cheeks, and the stomach to the
priest. 4 You shall also give him the first fruits of your new
grain and wine and oil, and the first shearing of your
sheep. s For the LoRD your God has chosen him and his
descendants, out of all your tribes, to be in attendance for
service in the name of the LoRD for all time.
6 1f a Levite would go, from any of the settlements
throughout Israel where he has been residing, to the place
that the LoRD has chosen, he may do so whenever he
pleases. 7 He may serve in the name of the LORD his God
like all his fellow Levites who are there in attendance be
fore the LoRD. B They shall receive equal shares of the
dues, •without regard to personal gifts or patrimonies:•
9 When you enter the land that the LoRD your God is
giving you, you shall not learn to imitate the abhorrent
practices of those nations. 10 Let no one be found among
you who consigns his son or daughter to the fire, or who is
an augur, a soothsayer, a diviner, a sorcerer, 11 one who
a-a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
ings brought to the sanctuary. This
system in effect made the Levitical
priests completely dependent
upon other Israelites for their sup
port. The system must have run
into difficulty because the priest
prophet Ezekiel allocates land
both to the priests and the Levites
in his vision of the future restora
tion of Judah after the exile (Ezek.
48.1o-14). 3: These specific por
tions of the sacrificial offerings are
reserved for the priests. The abuse
of this privilege by the greedy sons
of Eli led to divine punishment
(1 Sam. 2.12-17, 22-36). 5: To be in
attendancefor service refers techni
cally to officiating at the altar.
�= While rejecting any genealog
ical hierarchy within the tribe, the
law anticipates a geographical one
and seeks to prevent it. 6: With
Deuteronomy's prohibition of
local altars (12.8-12; 13-15), the
Levites serving at those altars
would face sudden unemploy
ment. With no independent land
holding as a means of support, the
local Levite would thus become
completely destitute. Accordingly,

if a Levite would go, from any of the
settlements to the central sanctuary

in Jerusalem, seeking to serve
there as a priest, he must be pro
vided for. 7: The concern is to
guarantee the country Levite equal
access to the altar. This admonition
correctly anticipates that the Le
vites who had long been stationed
at the Jerusalem Temple would
hardly welcome such newcomers,
fearing that their own income and
power would be threatened. The
emphasis that each displaced Le
vite may serve in the name of the
LoRD his God implies that the coun
tryside altars prohibited by Deu
teronomy were not entirely de
voted to Canaanite cults, as 12.2-4
asserts. They clearly included sanc
tuaries officiated over by a priest
hood loyal to the God of Israel.
8: Equal shares, the choice meats,
grains, and oil assigned the tribe in
vv. 3-4. The Deuteronomistic his
torian, while narrating the accom
plishments of Josiah's reform, con
cedes that the priests at the Temple
failed to implement this require
ment. The displaced countryside

Levites thus became second-class
citizens, able to eat only "unleav
ened bread" (2 Kings 23.9).

18.9-22: The Mosaic prophet.
This section divides into two main
paragraphs. The first condemns
various types of divination as ille
gitimate and associates them with
the Canaanites (vv. g-14). The sec
ond establishes a uniquely Israelite
model of prophecy, patterned after
Moses, which understands the
prophet to mediate God's word to
the people (vv. 15-22). 9-14: Just
as the legal corpus prohibits forms
of sacrificial worship that it con
demns as Canaanite (12.1-4, 29-31;
also 7.1-6, 25-26; Exod. 23.24;
34-11-16), so here does it prohibit
certain forms of divination, which
are repeatedly branded as Canaan
ite, almost as a refrain (vv. g, 12,
14). In each case, Deuteronomy
consistently requires its own alter
native: here, prophecy rather than
divination; previously, centraliza
·
tion of worship rather than multipie altar sites (12.5-7). At the same
time, the condemnation of the
rejected practices as Canaanite
warrants further consideration.
Strikingly, when divination or
necromancy are elsewhere men
tioned and even challenged (in
sources that do not depend upon
this list), there is no accusation or
hint that they are foreign or not ef
ficacious. They seem completely
Israelite (1 Sam. 28.3-25; Isa.
8.19-22; 29.4). The same applies to
the rejected forms of sacrificial
worship (see 12.14 n.; 16.21 n.). In
deed, in the seventh century, the
generally accepted date of Deuter
onomy's composition (see intro
duction), the Canaanites would no
longer have been a live issue. Most
likely the authors of the legal cor
pus represented prior norms as
"Canaanite" in order to gain ac
ceptance for their trenchant cri
tique of Israelite popular religion.
10: Consigns . . . to the fire: It is un
clear if this refers to child sacrifice,
and if so, why this law is included
in this context. Who is an augur, a
soothsayer . . . : The AB sequence of
these two initial terms is reversed
at the end of the list, in the B'A' of
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casts spells, or one who consults ghosts or familiar spirits,
or one who inquires of the dead. 12 For anyone who does
such things is abhorrent to the LORD, and it is because of
these abhorrent things that the LoRD your God is dispos
sessing them before you. 13 You must be wholehearted
with the LoRD your God. 14 Those nations that you are
about to dispossess do indeed resort to soothsayers and
augurs; to you, however, the LoRD your God has not as
signed the like.
15 The LoRD your God will raise up for you a prophet
from among your own people, like myself; him you shall
heed. 16 This is just what you asked of the LORD your God
at Horeb, on the day of the Assembly, saying, "Let me not
hear the voice of the LoRD my God any longer or see this
wondrous fire any more, lest I die." 17 Whereupon the
LoRD said to me, "They have done well in speaking thus.
18 I will raise up a prophet for them from among their own
people, like yourself: I will put My words in his mouth
and he will speak to them all that I command him; 19 and
if anybody fails to heed the words he speaks in My name,
I Myself will call him to account. 2D But any prophet who
presumes to speak in My name an oracle that I did not
command him to utter, or who speaks in the name of
other gods-that prophet shall die." 21 And should you
ask yourselves, "How can we know that the oracle was
not spoken by the LoRD?"__22if the prophet speaks in the
name of the LORD and the oracle does not come true, that
oracle was not spoken by the LORD; the prophet has ut
tered it presumptuously: do not stand in dread of him.
"soothsayers and augurs" (v. 14),
thereby providing the long list of
vv. 1o-14 with a frame. The list
provides the most comprehensive
compilation of such activities
in the Bible (Exod. 22.17; Lev.
19.3D-31; 20.6, 27; Isa. 8.19). It is no
longer possible precisely to iden
tify each of the prohibited forms of
divination. Indeed, because the list
is so comprehensive, it is unclear
whether each term represented a
distinct activity still known to the
author or whether the list repre
sents more of a scholastic compila
tion. Sorcerer reflects the standard Akkadian term for magic
("kishpu"). 1 1 : Who consults glwsts
or familiar spirits . . . dead: necro
mancy, or conjuring the dead
(1 Sam. 28.7-15; Isa. 29-4). Popular
religion in antiquity devoted ex-

tensive attention to communicat
ing with the dead, especially with
ancestors, as do many contempo
rary religions. 12: Abhorrent: This
condemnation of necromancy as
obnoxious to God is remarkable
for what is not said. There is no
claim that it is ineffective. The
Deuteronomistic historian nar
rates the ability of the witch of
Endor to raise Samuel's ghost
on demand (1 Sam. 28.7-25).
1 5-22: Deuteronomy transforms
prophecy, viewing the prophet as
the spokesperson of Torah (see
13.2-6 n.) and defining Moses
as the paradigmatic prophet.
1 5: The LORD . . . will raise up: The
continuity of prophecy is assured
by means of divine election. Other
offices achieve their continuity by
means of professional training and
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appointment (as with the judges of
16.18-20; 17.2-13), or dynastically
(the king of 17.14-20), or by tribal
membership (the Levitical priest
hood of vv. 1-8). That. God alone
appoints the prophet makes the
prophet independent of all institu
tions and able to challenge them. A
prophet, while grammatically sin
gular, is distributive in its mean
ing: "I will repeatedly raise up for
you a prophet." More than one
prophet is clearly intended. A
much later Jewish reinterpretation
that was accepted by the Christian
church (John 1.21, 45; 6.14; 7.40;
. Acts 3.22; 7·37) understands the
verse to promise a single, messi
anic prophet at the end of time.
Like myself At Horeb (5.2o-3o),
Moses established the distinctively
Israelite model of prophecy as me
diating God's word to the people.
This model contrasts with the
prophet as diviner (vv. 9-14),
where the prophet does not repre
sent the God of Israel and where
the supernatural communication
about the future bears no relation
to covenantal law. Thus the
prophet, like the king (17.15),
should befrom among your own
people. 1 6-17:. See 5.2o-28; Exod.
20.16-18. 18: The prophet's oracles
do not originate from other deities,
from dead spirits, from skilled ma
nipulation of objects, or from the
prophet's own reflections. God in
stead affirms, I will put My words in
his mouth. The prophet reiterates
the word of Israel's God. That
metaphorical promise is reused
in the call narrative of Jeremiah
(Jer. 1.9) and then dramatically en
acted in Ezekiel's call, where the
metaphor is taken literally (Ezek.
2.9-3.3). 20: Having established an
Israelite model of prophecy, the
law provides two criteria to distin
guish true from false prophecy.
The first is that the prophet should
speak exclusively on behalf of
God, and report only God's words.
Breach of that rule is a capital of
fense (Jer. 28.12-17). 21-23: The
second criterion makes the fulfill
ment of a prophet's oracle the
measure of its truth. That ap
proach attempts to solve a critical
problem: If two prophets each
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whose land the LORD your God is assigning to you,
and you have dispossessed them and settled in their
towns and homes, 2 you shall set aside three cities in the
land that the LORD your God is giving you to possess.
3 You shall survey the distances, and divide into three
parts the territory of the country that the LoRD your God
has allotted to you, so that any manslayer may have a
place to flee to.-4 Now this is the case of the manslayer
who may flee there and live: one who has killed another
claim to speak on behalf of God
yet make mutually exclusive
claims-(1 Kings 22.6 versus v. 17;
Jer. 27.8 versus 28.2)-how may
one decide which prophet speaks
the truth? The solution offered is
not free of difficulty. If a false
prophet is distinguished by the
failure of his oracle to come true,
then making a decision in the pres
ent about which prophet to obey
becomes impossible. Nor can this
criterion easily be reconciled with
13.3, which concedes that the ora
cles of false prophets might come
true. Finally, the prophets fre
quently threatened judgment, hop
ing to bring about repentance (Jer.
ch 7; 26.1--6). If the prophet suc
ceeds, and the people repent and
thereby avert doom (Jonah chs
3-4), one would assume the
prophet to be authentic, since he
has accomplished God's goal of re
pentance. Yet according to the cri
teria here (but contrast Jer. 28.9),
the prophet who accomplished re
pentance is nonetheless a false
prophet, since the judgment oracle
that was proclaimed remains un
fulfilled. These texts, with their
questions and differences of opin
ion on such issues, reflect the vig
orous debate that took place in Is
rael about prophecy.

19.1-13: Cities of refuge. Under
the old system of clan justice, the
kin of a homicide victim assumed
the burden of killing the slayer to
avenge the death. Deuteronomy
limits but cannot eradicate that
older system. In cases of murder,
the capital punishment is not car
ried out by the state but by the
kinsman ("the blood-avenger,"

v. 12; Num. 35.19, 21). Similarly,
while the law can insist that unin
tentional homicide is not a capital
crime, it cannot simply declare the
person innocent. It must also pro
vide a city to serve as sanctuary
where the avenging kinsman
may not enter. The law concedes
that it can provide no protection
should the avenger overtake the
unintentional slayer before he
reaches sanctuary (v. 6; cf. Num.
35·26-28).
The literary model for the law
may be found in the Book of the
Covenant, which stipulated that
criminal homicide was a capital
crime but exempted unintentional
homicide: "He who fatally strikes
a man shall be put to death. If he
did not do it by design, but it came
about by an act of God, I will as
sign you a place to which he can
flee" (Exod. 21.12-13). But should
that person have committed mur
der rather than manslaughter,
"you shall take him from My very
altar to be put to death" (Exod.
21.14). The coordination of these
two laws establishes that the
"place" of refuge refers specifically
to the "altar" of the sanctuary (so
also 1 Kings 1.49-53; 2.28-35). The
same Hebrew word ("place" or
"site") also designates the altar in
12.5, 11, 13, 18, 21, 26; Exod. 20.21.
Once centralization declared
those local altars illegitimate, Deu
teronomy had to update the law of
sanctuary. Simply shifting the loca
tion of sanctuary from the local to
the central sanctuary was clearly
not feasible, since the distance for
the trip would jeopardize the per
son needing protection (v. 6). In
stead, Deuteronomy retains the

19. 1-19.4

local setting of the law but secular
izes the site of refuge. No longer
the altar but three neutral "cities"
are designated to fill the void, with
provision made for an additional
three when necessary (vv. B-9).
Even the language of the older law
is updated. Accurding to the older
law, the accidental homicide takes
place when "the god deflected his
[the slayer's] hand" (Exod. 21.13,
lit.). But that attribution of the ac
cident to the agency of a generic
god, following an archaic formula
inherited from Near Eastern law, is
no longer acceptable even as a
cliche of speech. The scrupulous
authors of Deuteronomy eliminate
the superstitious element and re
define the accident neutrally: "the
ax head flies off the handle" (v. 5).
The later Deuteronomistic intro
duction to the book (4-44) provides
a concise summary of the law but
understands the six cities to refer
to three in Transjordan and three
in Israel (4.41-44), rather than as
all within the land, three in the
present and three in the future
(vv. 2, B-9). The Priestly source
correctly recognizes the original
cultic basis of the law, which had
been rooted in the local altars. It
accepts Deuteronomy's designa
tion of the city as the new sanctu
ary site but defines those cities as
belonging to the Levites (Num.
35.6). It extends the law to non
Israelites and follows 4.41-44 in
concluding that three of the six cit
ies are located in Transjordan
(Num. 35.13-15). Josh. 20.7-8 rec
onciles these different reflections
of the law of asylum while narrat
ing its enactment at the time of the
settlement, following the enumer
ation of 4-41-44 while conforming
to Num. 35·9--3 4 in selecting cities
assigned to the Levites.
19.1: For the formulaic intro
duction, see 12.29. 4: Wlw may flee
there, more literally, "where he
might flee (there)," an exact cita
tion of the older law that requires
revision (Exod. 21.13b; translated
"to which he can flee" in NJPS).
Whereas the law in Exodus refers
specifically to the altar at the local
sanctuary as the site of refuge,
Deuteronomy redefines the word
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unwittingly, without having been his enemy in the past.
instance, a man goes with his neighbor into a grove
to cut wood; as his hand swings the ax to cut down a tree,
the ax-head flies off the handle and strikes the other so
that he dies. That man shall flee to one of these cities and
live.-6 0therwise, when the distance is great, the blood
avenger, pursuing the manslayer in hot anger, may over
take him and kill him; yet he did not incur the death
penalty, since he had never been the other's enemy. 7 That
is why I command you: set aside three cities.
B And when the LoRD your God enlarges your territory,
as He swore to your fathers, and gives you all the land
that He promised to give your fathers-9 if you faithfully
observe all this Instruction that I enjoin upon you this day,
to love the LoRD your God and to walk in His ways at all
times-then you shall add three more towns to those
three. 10 Thus blood of the innocent will not be shed,
bringing bloodguilt upon you in the land that the LoRD
your God is allotting to you.
1 1 If, however, a person who is the enemy of another lies
in wait for him and sets upon him and strikes him a fatal
blow and then flees to one of these towns, 12 the elders of
his town shall have him brought back from there and shall
hand him over to the blood-avenger to be put to death;
13 you must show him no pity. Thus you will purge Israel
of the blood of the innocent," and it will go well with you.
14 You shall not move your countryman's landmarks,
set up by previous generations, in the property that will
be allotted to you in the land that the LoRD your God is
giving you to possess.
15 A single witness may not validate against a person
any guilt or blame for any offense that may be committed;
a case can be valid only on the testimony of two witnesses
or more.b 16 If a man appears against another to testify rna-

murder! Bloodguilt: Spilling inno
cent blood defiles the land (see
Num. 35.33-34; Deut. 21.1-9). 12:
Brought backfrom there, secularizing
the original law of Exod. 21.14,
"You shall take him from My very
altar." Hand him over to the blood
avenger to be put to death. The law
here regulates but does not replace
the clan-based system of justice,
surrendering the murderer to the
kinsman to serve as executioner.

s For

n

Cf Num.

35 · 33-34·

·

b See note nl 17.6.

so that, in the new context, it now
refers to one of the three "cities" of
vv. 2-3. (The same cited phrase
also occurs in the Hebrew of v. 3.)
5: Shallflee to one of these cities: The
same key phrase is now explicitly
amended to include the city refer
ence. 6: When the distance is great:
The formula marks Deuteron
omy's updating of older law; see
14.24. In hot anger, lit. "for his
heart is incensed." If the kinsman
kills the slayer while in hot pur
suit, the law is powerless. 8: En-

/arges your territory: This formula

provides a means for updating
older law to address present reali
ties (see 12.20; Exod. 34.24). It does
so by casting the provision for
change as intended from the begin
ning, rather than something that
takes place after the fact. 10: Blood
of the innocent, a bold conception of
innocence. The law insists that
wrongfully killing someone who
has unintentionally committed
homicide-yet who is innocent of
murder-would itself constitute

19.14: Boundary marker. The
sacrosanct status of a landmark (lit.
"boundary marker") was a legal
tradition in the ancient Near East
(see 27.17; lsa. 5.8; Hos. 5.10; Job
24.2; Prov. 22.28). The verse also
marks a topical boundary within
the legal corpus and provides a
transition marker. In the next law,
the legislator will conclude the sec
tion devoted to the impact of cen
tralization upon justice.
19.15-21: The integrity of the
judicial system. This section,
whose theme is the public order
(16.18-19.21), began with a law
that required probity on the part of
the newly established judges
(16.18-20). The section therefore
appropriately concludes with a
law that demands corresponding
integrity from witnesses. The two
laws thus frame the unit with an
indusia that emphasizes the hon
esty required of all participants in
the judicial system. The same em
phasis, symbolizing the legal col
lection's commitment to justice,
is also evident in Near Eastern
law (Laws of Hammurabi §§1-5).

15: Validate against a person any
guilt or blamefor any offense: Heb is

even more insistent on the univer
sal application of this law, repeat
ing the "any" before each of the
three nouns. A case can be valid . . .
two witnesses or more, broadening
the specific focus of 17.6 on capital
crimes: "A person shall be put to
death only on the testimony of two
or more witnesses." That principle
is here made a universal require
ment for justice. It prohibits
hearsay or spurious accusation
(one person's word against
another's) from having any legal
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liciously and gives false testimony against him, 17 the two
parties to the dispute shall appear before the LORD, before
the priests or magistrates in authority at the time, 18 and
the magistrates shall make a thorough investigation. If the
man who testified is a false witness, if he has testified
falsely against his fellow, 19 you shall do to him as he
schemed to do to his fellow. Thus you will sweep out evil
from your midst; 20 others will hear and be afraid, and
such evil things will not again be done in your midst.
21 Nor must you show pity: life for life, eye for eye, tooth
for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot.
you take the field against your enemies, and
2
0
see horses and chariots-forces larger than yours
have no fear of them, for the LORD your God, who
When

brought you from the land of Egypt, is with you. 2 Before
you join battle, the priest shall come forward and address
the troops. 3 He shall say to them, "Hear, 0 Israel! You are
about to join battle with your enemy. Let not your courage
falter. Do not be in fear, or in panic, or in dread of them.
4 For it is the LoRD your God who marches with you to do
battle for you against your enemy, to bring you victory."
5 Then the officials shall address the troops, as follows:
force whatsoever. 17: Before the
LoRD, testimony before the altar at
the central sanctuary (12.7; 14.23;
17.8--13). 19: You shall do to him [the
false witness] as he schemed to do to
his fellow: This reciprocal formula
tion of justice is called "talion," the
technical term for "measure for
measure" or "an eye for an eye."
That principle is elsewhere em
ployed in the context of bodily in
jury or homicide (Exod. 21.23-25;
Lev. 24.17-21). It distinguishes
crimes against the person (which
require talion) from property
crimes (where alone financial com
pensation is permitted). By apply
ing the principle of talion to the
category of crimes against the judi
cial system, the legislators here
seek to ensure the integrity of the
law by using the highest sanction
available to them (see also Laws of
Hammurabi §§1-5).

20.1-20: Rules for waging holy
war. In contrast to the other bibli
cal legal collections, which include
only brief sections concerning mil
itary engagement (Exod. 23.23-33;

34.1 1-16; Num. 34·5o-56), Deuter
onomy, reflecting a literary setting
of Israel about to enter the land,
concerns itself extensively with the
laws of holy war. Underlying this
theology of holy war is the idea
that Israel's God joins the fray as a
divine warrior and directly con
fronts the adversary on behalf of
the nation. God's presence in the
military camp imposes additional
purity requirements upon the peo
ple (23.11-15). Although wars of
conquest would normally be
waged for the sake of empire
building and profit, Israel's holy
war is fought for religious reasons:
to extirpate iniquity and to create a
covenantal community organized
by divine law (Lev. 18.24-29;
20.22-24). Accordingly, the usual
seizing of plunder-property, ani
mals, and humans-is prohibited
(7.25b; 13.15-17). Throughout the
Near East, the kinds of spoils
taken in war would include men,
for their labor, and women, for
labor and child-rearing (v. 11). For
that reason, the rules for holy war
must stipulate that no prisoners be

taken (vv. 16-18; 7.1-5). All the
normal spoils of war had to be de
voted exclusively to God, like the
sacrificial "holocaust" offering
(13.17) from which neither priest
nor lay Israelite could take any
portion (see 12.23-27 n.). Contem
porary inscriptions like the Moab
ite or Mesha Stone (ca. 850 BCE)
establish that similar theologies of
holy war were shared by a number
of nations. In the case of Deuteron
omy, it is important to recognize
that the conception of the conquest
as a holy war represents, paradoxi
cally, a highly schematized ideal
ization, formulated half a millen
nium after the settlement, at a time
when ethnic Canaanites would al
ready long have assimilated into
the Israelite population. (See
18.9-14 n.) 1: When you take the
field against your enemies: This in
troductory formula enables the ed
itor to group a series of various
laws loosely together (21.10-14; cf.
23.9-14; 24.5). Horses and chariots:
The adversary is superior both in
numbers and in military equip
ment (see Exod. 14.9; 15-4; Josh.
1 1 .4). Forces (lit. "people"): Deuter
onomy imagines both Israel and
the adversary less as a profession
ally organized army than as an en
tire nation arrayed for a common
purpose. This conception, also re
flected in the conquest account in
Joshua, is an idealization about the
past that is inconsistent with ear
lier accounts, which represent the
settlement as a series of initiatives
by individual tribes who achieved
very restricted penetration into the
land, and who did not act in con
cert as a unified nation (Judg.
1 .18-20, 27-36). The ideal national
perspective outlined by Deuteron
omy lies behind the account in
Joshua. Have no fear of fllem, for the
LORD your God . . . is with you: The
narrator, in this introductory for
mula, summarizes the priest's
oracle of military reassurance in
vv. 3-4. 3-4: See 9.1-3; 31.3-6; cf.
Exod. 14.14, 25; 15.1-4. 5-9: A re
verse muster, designed to thin the
ranks. The primary intent is to re
move conscripts who may have
competing priorities because they
are in a transitional state: about to
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"Is there anyone who has built a new house but has not
dedicated it? Let him go back to his home, lest he die in
battle and another dedicate it. 6 Is there anyone who has
planted a vineyard but has never harvested it? Let him go
back to his home, lest he die in battle and another harvest
it. 7 Is there anyone who has paid the bride-price for a
wife but who has not yet married her? Let him go back to
his home, lest he die in battle and another marry her."
8 The officials shall go on addressing the troops and say,
"Is there anyone afraid and disheartened? Let him go
back to his home, lest the courage of his comrades flag like
his." 9 When the officials have finished addressing the
troops, army commanders shall assume command of the
troops.
10 When you approach a town to attack it, you shall
b·offer it terms of peace:b 11 If it responds peaceably and
lets you in, all the people present there shall serve you at
forced labor. 12 If it does not surrender to you, but would
join battle with you, you shall lay siege to it; 13 and when
the LoRD your God delivers it into your hand, you shall
put all its males to the sword. 14 You may, however, take as
your booty the women, the children, the livestock, and
everything in the town---:all its spoil-and enjoy the use
of the spoil of your enemy, which the LoRD your God
gives you.
15 Thus you shall deal with all towns that lie very far
,a

a Thereby making her his wife legally, even tlrough the marriage has 110t yet taken place.
b-b Or "call on it to surrender. "
officially begin living in a house
that is awaiting occupation; about
to make a first harvest; about to
complete an engagement with
marriage and consummation (vv.
5-7). The importance of "taking
possession of" house, vineyard,
and wife is evident in their inclu
sion also in the curses for disobe
dience (28.30), where they signify
dispossession by the enemy. The
sequence of the three together
symbolizes the home as an en
tirety. 5: Dedicated (or "inaugu
rated"): Although Solomon's dedi
cation of the Temple is narrated
(1 Kings ch 8), there are no specific
rituals of home dedication
recorded in the Bible. The paral
lel curse employs "live" (28.30).
6: Harvested it, lit. "profaned it";
Priestly law stipulated that newly
planted fruit trees were only avail-

able for common use in the fifth
year (Lev. 19.23-25). 7: Paid the
bride-price . . . married: Marriage
was a two-step process; see NJPS
translators' note a; 22.23-27 n.
Wife: For the order in which "wife"
follows "house," see Exod. 20.14.
The wife comes first at 5.18; 28.30.
8: Comrade: The Hebrew employs
"brother," to which Deuteronomy
frequently, and distinctively, gives
the meaning "fellow citizen." The
same word is elsewhere translated
"a fellow Hebrew" (15.12). 1 1: The
use of a defeated people for forced
labor was widespread. The earliest
narratives within the Deuterono
mistic History establish that the Is
raelites employed the indigenous
population of Canaan as such a re
source (Judg. 1.27-36). So impor
tant was it to the monarchy that
David's cabinet included an offi-
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cia! responsible for "forced labor"
(2 Sam. 20.24). 15-18: Tillis yoll

shall deal with all towns that lie very
Jarfrom you: The law now retroac

tively restricts the preceding rules
of engagement (vv. 1o--1 4), which
tolerate the taking of captives as
"forced labor," so that they apply
only to foreign wars. That restric
tion comes unexpectedly and con
tradicts the unconditional formu
lation of v. 10, which imposed no
geographical restriction. Moreover,
the stipulation that the indigenous
population of Canaan should uni
formly be exterminated is incon
sistent both with the earliest narra
tives of the settlement and with
the administrative list of the
monarchy (see v. 11 n.). Most
likely, therefore, the law sanction
ing the negotiation of peace
treaties and the taking of captives
(vv. 1o-14) originally applied to
warfare within Canaan. It pre
serves the earliest rules of engage
ment and more closely reflects the
actual course of events. The geo
graphical restriction imposed
upon the law-nowhere within
the law itself but only from the
perspective of vv. 15-16-allows
the editor to preserve the vener
ated older law by giving it a new
application. The formulaic prohibi
tion against taking prisoners (see
7.1-6; 12.29-31) thus represents a
later addition reflecting the 7th
century theology of Deuteronomy.
The rationale for the literary fic
tion may be an ex post facto ideal
of religious purity at the very his
torical moment that Judah was in
fact a vassal state paying tribute
to Assyria (2 Kings 18.7-19.35).
15: The nations l!ereabo!lt refers to
the Canaanites. With that turn of
language, the narrator places him
self in the land of Canaan (as at
1.1). According to the narrative,
however, the nation has not yet en
tered the land and Moses died be
fore entering Canaan (34-5)- Simi
lar anachronisms (2.12b; 3.11; 34-5;
Gen. 12.6b) led a few medieval
Jewish biblical commentators, like
Abraham Ibn Ezra (1089-1164 CE),
to recognize that both Deuteron
omy and the Torah include sub
stantial post-Mosaic materiaL
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from you, towns that do not belong to nations hereabout.
16 In the towns of the latter peoples, however, which the
LORD your God is giving you as a heritage, you shall not
let a soul remain alive. 17 No, you must proscribe them
the Hittites and the Amorites, the Canaanites and the Per
izzites, the Hivites and the Jebusites-as the LoRD your
God has commanded you, 1B lest they lead you into doing
all the abhorrent things that they have done for their gods
and you stand guilty before the LoRD your God.
19 When in your war against a city you have to besiege it
a long time in order to capture it, you must not destroy its
trees, wielding the ax against them. You may eat of them,
but you must not cut them down. Are trees of the field
human to withdraw before you into the besieged city?
20 0nly trees that you know do not yield food may be de
stroyed; you may cut them down for constructing siege
works against the city that is waging war on you, until it
has been reduced.
If, in the land that the LORD your God is assigning
you to possess, someone slain is found lying in the
2
1
open, the identity of the slayer not being known, 2 your el

ders and magistrates shall go out and measure the dis
tances from the corpse to the nearby towns. 3 The elders of
the town nearest to the corpse shall then take a heifer
which has never been worked, which has never pulled in
a yoke; 4 and the elders of that town shall bring the heifer
down to an everflowing wadi, which is not tilled or sown.
There, in the wadi, they shall break the heifer's neck. S The
priests, sons of Levi, shall come forward; for the LoRD
your God has chosen them to minister to Him and to pro
nounce blessing in the name of the LORD, and every law
suit and case of assaultb is subject to their ruling. 6 Then all
the elders of the town nearest to the corpse shall wash
their hands over the heifer whose neck was broken in the

a See Lro. 2 7.29.

b Cf 17.8. Or "skin affectioll"; cf 24.8.

16: In the towns of tlze latter peoples

refers to the Canaanites. 1 7: You
must proscribe them: The Hebrew
phrase is elsewhere translated
as "doom . . . to destruction"
(7.2; 13.16; see also translators'
note a). 19-20: Wars often in
volved the kind of "scorched earth
policy" prohibited here (2 Kings
3.19, 25). 20: Siegeworks were regu
larly built against walled cities
(1 Sam. 20.15; 2 Kings 25.1). Rem-

nants of Roman siegeworks (7o74 CE) remain visible at Masada.

21.1-9: Atonement for an un
solved murder. Since a murder

victim's blood tainted the land
(Gen. 4.10; Num. 35.33-34), it was
imperative to "purge Israel of the
blood of the innocent" (19.13). This
law therefore addresses the diffi
culty of how to do so when the
perpetrator cannot be identified.

There are similar cases involving
corpses found between two cities
in older Near Eastern law (Laws of
Hammurabi §§23-24; Hittite Laws
§6), where the primary focus is to
clarify whether financial liability
exists. Here, in contrast, the sole
concern is to atone for the spilled
blood of the victim. The law shows
evidence of several stages of liter
ary reworking, making it difficult
to recover the exact meaning of its
rituals. 1: In the open, a technical
term, meaning beyond the legal ju
risdiction of any particular town
(see 22.23, 25). The reference im
plies the absence of witnesses to
identify the culprit. 2: For the judi
cial role of the elders in cases of
homicide, see 19.12; 21.18-21; for
the magistrates, see 16.18 n. Measure
the distances in order to establish
legal jurisdiction, as in the Hittite
Laws §6. 3: Never been worked . . .
never pulled in a yoke: The heifer's
immaturity and physically intact
state symbolize the human
victim's innocence (similarly,
Num. 19.2). 4: Everfiowing wadi,
lit. "with reliable water" (Amos
5.24), in contrast to unreliable sea
sonal streams (Jer. 15.18). Break the
heifer's neck, nonsacrificial slaugh
ter; sacrifice requires ritual slitting
of the throat (see Exod. 13.13;
34.20). 5: The priests, sons of Levi
were not mentioned among the of
ficials of v. 2 and play no subse
quent role in the law. Their inclu
sion therefore seems like a later
addition, perhaps prompted by the
prayer. Every lawsuit and case of as
sault contrasts with 17.9, where the
Levitical priests, officiating at the
central sanctuary, had jurisdiction
only in cases that could not be re
solved locally. The NJPS transla
tion is correct as it stands. The al
ternative translation mentioned in
translators' note b is valid only
when the word here properly
translated "assault" is combined
with another word specifying
"skin" (as at 24.8). 6: Wash their
hands over the heifer, with no laying
on of hands, thus entailing no rit
ual transfer of culpability from
the elders to the animal (contrast
Lev. 16.21-22). Instead, the ritual
seems symbolically to contrast this
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wadi. 7 And they shall make this declaration: "Our hands
did not shed this blood, nor did our eyes see it done. B Ab
solve, 0 LoRD, Your people Israel whom You redeemed,
and do not let guilt for the blood of the innocent remain
among Your people Israel." And they will be absolved of
bloodguilt. 9 Thus you will remove from your midst guilt
for the blood of the innocent, for you will be doing what is
right in the sight of the LORD.
KI TETSE'
10 When you take the field against your enemies, and the
LoRD your God delivers them into your power and you
take some of them captive, 11 and you see among the cap
tives a beautiful woman and you desire her and would
take her to wife, 12 you shall bring her into your house,
and she shall trim her hair, pare her nails, 13 and discard
her captive's garb. She shall spend a month's time in your
house lamenting her father and mother; after that you
may come to her and possess her, and she shall be your
wife. 14 Then, should you no longer want her, you must re
lease her outright. You must not sell her for money: since
you had your will of her, you must not enslave her.
15 If a man has two wives, one loved and the other
unloved, and both the loved and the unloved have borne
him sons, but the first-born is the son of the unloved
one-16 when he wills his property to his sons, he may not
treat as first-born the son of the loved one in disregard of
the son of the unloved one who is older. 17 Instead, he
must accept the first-born, the son of the unloved one, and
allot to him a double portion• of all he possesses; since he
is the first fruit of his vigor, the birthright is his due.
n Lit. two-thirds.
slaughter with that of the human
victim. 7: Our hands . . . nor did our
eyes see it done: The formula ex
tends the notion of responsibility
from direct (our hands) to indirect:
mere failure to avert or report
a witnessed crime (d. Lev. 5.1).
8: Absolve, 0 LoRD: The extended
ritual of vv. 3-6 has no intrinsic
efficacy; prayer is the means of
absolution. Your people Israel: The
verse's double reference to the na
tion drives home that the frame of
reference is no longer the "elders
of the town nearest to the corpse"
(v. 6) but the people's collective re
sponsibility (19.10, 13). The prayer

has a chiastic structure: "Absolve
. . . your people Israel . . . your
people Israel . . . will be absolved"
(AB:B'A'). And they will be absolved,
better, "so that they may be ab
solved." The verse's literary sym
metry and grammar together es
tablish that absolution ultimately
depends upon divine action, not
human ritual.

21.10-25.19: Miscellaneous crim
inal, civil, and family laws. The

following laws are concerned with
individual family, civil, and ethical
issues; in comparison, the preced
ing section was more broadly con-
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cerned with the system of wor
ship, the judicial procedures, and
the public administration of the
nation as a whole. Laws extending
legal protection to women in con
texts where they would otherwise
be disenfranchised concern female
captives (21.10-14), the property
rights of the less-favored wife
(21. 15-17), and false charges of in
fidelity (22.13-19).

21.10-14: Legal obligations to
ward female captives. In light of
20.10-18, the law would apply
only to female captives taken in
wars outside of the land; most
likely, however, it also applied to
the Canaanite population (20.1518 n.). Female war captives rou
tinely became concubines of their
captors. This law regulates that
convention and accords such
women dignity and protection
against enslavement. 1 2-13: The
rituals provide both captive
and captor means to effect a transi
tion from one status to another.
13: A month's time, the full mourn
ing period, as for Aaron and
Moses (Num. 20.29; Deut. 34.8).
Lamenting: Contextually it is un
clear whether the captive's parents
actually died in the war or are
mourned as lost to her because· of
her captivity. The prescribed time
to grieve implies legal respect for
the female captive as a person.
13: Come to her sexually; con
summation provides the legal
means for her to become your wife.
14: Manumission to protect female
concubines from being sold as
slaves is also prescribed at Exod.
21.7-8. Had your will of l1er, more
specifically, "violated her" sexu
ally (22.24, 29; Gen. 34.2; Judg.
19.24; 2 Sam. 13.12).

21.15-17: Legal protection of the
less-favored wife. The law uses

the norm of primogeniture (Gen.
25.29-34; Laws of Hammurabi
§§165-70) to protect the son of the
less-favored wife from disinheri
tance. 17: Double portion, two
thirds (see Zech. 13.8), leaving one
third for the o ther son. The birth
right, the technical legal term for
the preferential share of the inheri-
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18 If a man has a wayward and defiant son, who does

not heed his father or mother and does not obey them
even after they discipline him, 19 his father and mother
shall take hold of him and bring him out to the elders of
his town at the public place of his community. 20 They
shall say to the elders of his town, "This son of ours is dis
loyal and defiant; he does not heed us. He is a glutton and
a drunkard." 21 Thereupon the men of his town shall stone
him to death. Thus you will sweep out evil from your
midst: all Israel will hear and be afraid.
22 If a man is guilty of a capital offense and is put to
death, and you impale him on a stake, 23 you must not let
his corpse remain on the stake overnight, but must bury
him the same day. For an impaled body is an affront to
God: you shall not defile the land that the LoRD your God
is giving you to possess.

2 2 not ignore it; you must take it back to your fellow.
2 If your fellow does not live near you or you do not know

If you see your fellow's ox or sheep gone astray, do

who he is, you shall bring it home and it shall remain with
you until your fellow claims it; then you shall give it back
to him. 3 You shall do the same with his ass; you shall do
the same with his garment; and so too shall you do with
anything that your fellow loses and you find: you must
not remain indifferent.
4 If you see your fellow's ass or ox fallen on the road, do
not ignore it; you must help him raise it.
5 A woman must not put on man's apparel, nor shall a
man wear woman's clothing; for whoever does these
things is abhorrent to the LORD your God.
tance. Ironically, the foundation
narratives concerning Isaac, Jacob,
and Joseph subvert the legal norm
here affirmed (Gen. 17.15-22;
21.8-14; 27.1-40; 48.8-22).

21.1 8-21 : The rebellious son. The
Decalogue requirement to honor
the parents (5.16; Exod. 20.12) car
ries no explicit sanction; here fla
grant and sustained disobedience
is a capital offense. Nevertheless,
the Rabbis (m. Sanh. 8) a ttenuated
the force of this law by making the
son's violation much more strin
gent than the text suggests, essen
tially eliminating cases in which
the penalty would apply. The law
becomes, then, an ideal law teach
ing respect for parents. Other Near

Eastern law collections included
similar laws but did not require
capital punishment (Law of Ham
murabi §195). This law concerning
sons should be read in tandem
with the law concerning daughters
in 22.13-21. 1 8: Not heed his father
or mother: The Heb more emphati
cally ascribes equal authority to
each parent: "obey either his father
or his mother." Discipline: The
term extends to physical measures
such as flogging (1 Kings 12.11).
1 9: The elders functioned as judges
of family law and held court at the
city gate, which served as a public
forum (22.15; 25.7; Job. 29.7; Ruth
4.1-2, 11; Lam. 5.14). This system
contrasts with the professionalized
judiciary established at the same

site (16.18), which may specifically
have had j urisdiction over reli
gious and criminal law (17.2-7).
21: In contrast to 13.14 and 17.4,
no investigation is required; only
parental testimony. Stone him, see
13.10 n.

21 .22-23: Treatment of the exe
cuted. Public exposure of the
corpse of an executed criminal,
which was not the norm, was a
form of reproach directed against
enemies of the state (Josh. 8.29;
10.26; 1 Sam. 31.10; Esth. 9.6-14).
Out of respect for the body, to
prevent it from serving as carrion
(2 Sam. 21.10), this law sets strin
gent limits to that procedure. The
law applies to Israelites and non
Israelites alike (Josh. 8.29; 10.27).
22: Impale him on a stake: The He
brew phrase may also mean death
caused by hanging from a tree or
gallows, or suspending someone
who has already been executed
from a pole or gallows (Josh.
10.26; Esth. 9.11-14).

22.1-12: Various moral and reli
gious responsibilities of citizen
ship. The rationale for the se
quence and selection of these laws
is often unclear.

22.1-4: Moral duties toward the
neighbor. Two laws (vv. 1-3, 4)
that develop, in sequence, two cor
responding laws from the earlier
Covenant Collection. 1-3: The ear
lier law governing the return of
wandering animals (Exod. 21.1-3)
is here revised and extended in its
application. 1 : Your fellow's ox, in
contrast to "your enemy's ox"
(Exod. 23.4). 3: Anything: The ear
lier law has now been universal
ized to apply to any lost property,
even that which cannot indepen
dently have "gone astray" (v. 1).
You must not remain indifferent: The
law makes a moral appeal to con
science but possesses no legal
sanction. 4: Reworking Exod. 23.5
to emphasize the neighbor, as
in v. 1 .

22.5-1 2: Miscellaneous laws.
5: The prohibition against cross

dressing likely seeks to maintain
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6 If, along the road, you chance upon a bird's nest, in
any tree or on the ground, with fledglings or eggs and the
mother sitting over the fledglings or on the eggs, do not
take the mother together with her young. 7 Let the mother
go, and take only the young, in order that you may fare
well and have a long life.
s When you build a new house, you shall make a para
pet for your roof, so that you do not bring bloodguilt on
your house if anyone should fall from it.
9 You shall not sow your vineyard with a second kind of
seed, else the crop-from the seed you have sown-and
the yield of the vineyard may not be used. 1 0 You shall not
plow with an ox and an ass together. 11 You shall not wear
cloth combining wool and linen.
12 You shall make tassels on the four corners of the gar
ment with which you cover yourself.
1 3 A man marries a woman and cohabits with her. Then
he takes an aversion to her 14 and makes up charges
against her and defames · her, saying, "I married this
woman; but when I approached her, I found that she was
not a virgin." 15 In such a case, the girl's father and mother
shall produce the evidence of the girl's virginity before the
elders of the town at the gate. 16 And the girl's father shall
gender boundaries; a similar con
cern for boundaries is evident in
vv. 10-12. In none of these cases is
it possible to recover the original
social or religious context and ra
tionale for these laws. 6-7: The re
spect for the life of other creatures
here parallels that shown for the
integrity of the natural environ
ment even in the context of war
(20.19-20). Desire to avoid the si
multaneous consumption of two
generations of the same creature is
also evident in other laws (14.21;
Exod. 23.19; 34.26; Lev. 22.28).
7: To elicit compliance, the legisla
tor makes an appeal to enlight
ened self-interest; as in v. 3,
there is no legal sanction for non
compliance. 8: The roof was used
as living space (Josh. 2.6; Judg.
3.20-25; 2 Sam. 11.2). Bloodguilt de
fines the negligence in criminal
rather than civil terms, with the
implication that the offense is capi
tal (see 19.10 n.). For other exam
ples of criminal negligence, see
Exod. 21.29 and, also involving lia
bility for faulty construction, Laws

of Hammurabi §229. 9-10: Corre
sponding to Lev. 19.19, these laws
attempt to maintain specific
boundaries between categories
seen as incompatible (as in v. 5;
14.3-20). The rationale for the spe
cific examples selected, however,
is hard to establish. 9: May not be
used, lit. becomes "set apart" or
"holy"; that is, not permitted for
human consumption. 1 2: Tassels:
No reason is given for this require
ment, although the law receives a
theological rationale at Num.
15.37-40. Since Neo-Assyrian
palace reliefs distinguish royalty
by their fringed garments, it may
symbolize the application of a
royal dress code to the nation as a
whole. The command's original in
tention was that the tassels were to
be worn in full view. Only during
the persecution of the Middle Ages
did the practice develop of wear
ing tassels (the "tallit katan") un
derneath the clothing. Based on
this law and its parallel in Num
bers, rabbinic law requires that a
tasseled shawl (tallit) be worn

- 416-

during certain prayers. Yourself:
Here, the requirement is not ex
plicitly restricted to males. One
side of a rabbinic debate on the
issue argued that women, too, are
to wear tassels, although the ma
jority view exempted women from
this requirement (see Sifre Num

bers §115; b. Mena/.1. 43a).
22.1 3-23.1: Violations of mar

riage law. In the ancient Near East,
marriage was a contractual rela
tionship. A woman, regarded in
terms of her relation to her father
or her husband, could not act in
dependently. There was little con
ception of the woman as a free
agent, either in legal or sexual
terms. She remained in the house
hold of her father until a suitor
paid a bride-price (v. 28-29; Exod.
22.15-16) to compensate the father
for the reduction of the household.
At that point she became formally
engaged in the sense of legally
contracted for, although still living
"under her father's authority"
(v. 21; lit. "in her father's house").
Later, at the marriage feast, the
union was consummated (Gen.
29.22-25) and the woman took up
residence in the household of her
husband. The following laws pre
suppose these contractual norms
and terminology. 1 3-21: False ac
cusation of breach of marital con
tract. 1.3: Cohabits with her to con

summate the marriage sexually (as

21.13). Takes an aversion to her, cf.
21.15. 14: Makes up charges against
her: His reason for using this op

tion to end the relation may well
be mercenary. Displeasure with a
wife provided grounds for divorce
(24.1), but divorce would almost
certainly have required the man to
provide financial support, as pre
supposed by the requirement for a
"bill of divorce" (24.3; !sa. 50.1; Jer.
J.8; cf. Exod. 21.10) and stipulated
by Near Eastern law (Laws of
Hammurabi §§137-40). In contrast,
the slander, I found that she was not
n virgin, would entail the refund of
the bride-price and payment of a
penalty for breach of contract.
1 5: The evidence sought is the
blood-stained cloth of v. 17. For a
different approach to a charge of
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say to the elders, "I gave this man my daughter to wife,
but he has taken an aversion to her; 17 so he has made up
charges, saying, 'I did not find your daughter a virgin.'
But here is the evidence of my daughter's virginity!" And
they shall spread out the cloth before the elders of the
town. 18 The elders of that town shall then take the man
and flog him, 19 and they shall fine him a hundred [shekels
of] silver and give it to the girl's father; for the man has
defamed a virgin in Israel. Moreover, she shall remain his
wife; he shall never have the right to divorce her.
20 But if the charge proves true, the girl was found not to
have been a virgin, 21 then the girl shall be brought out to
the entrance of her father's house, and the men of her town
shall stone her to death; for she did a shameful thing in Is
rael, committing fornication while under her father's au
thority. Thus you will sweep away evil from your midst.
22 1f a man is found lying with another man's wife, both
of them-the man and the woman with whom he lay
shall die. Thus you will sweep away evil from Israel.
23 In the case of a virgin who is •·engaged to a man-•-if
a man comes upon her in town and lies with her, 24you
shall take the two of them out to the gate of that town and
stone them to death: the girl because she did not cry for
help in the town, and the man because he violated another
man's wife. Thus you will sweep away evil from your
midst. 25 But if the man comes upon the engaged girl in
the open country, and the man lies with her by force, only
the man who lay with her shall die, 26 but you shall do
a-a I.e., for wlwm a bride-price has been paid; see 20-7.
infidelity, see Num. 5 . 1 1-31. Elders
of the town at the gate, see 16.18 n.;
21.19 n. 1 7: The cloth upon which
husband and wife slept upon con
summation of the relationship.
There is scant medical support for
the underlying assumptions: that
intercourse would cause the first
perforation of the hymen and that
such perforation would cause
bleeding upon the bedding, which
is here held up in public display as
legal evidence. 18: Flog him, the
same Hebrew word as "discipline
him" (21.18); it may refer to flog
ging or simply to the following
fine. 1 9: They shall fine him: The
penalty for his slanderous accusa
tion is financial, although the
penalty for her infidelity, if proven

true, is capital (vv. 2o-21). This dis
proportion seriously conflicts with
Deuteronomy's requirement that
"you shall do to the false witness
just as the false witness had meant
to do to the other" (19.19). A hun
dred shekels, about 1.1 kg (2.5 lbs),
is twice the fine for rape (v. 29).
2 1 : Entrance of herfather's house, the
very site of the offense. Stone her to
death, see 13.11 n. Shallleful thing in
Israel, a violation of basic commu
nity sexual and religious norms
(Gen. 34.7; Josh. 7.15; Judg. 19.2334; 20.6, 10). Sweep away evil, see
13·5 n.

22.22-23.1: Adultery and rape.

The editors' placement of these
laws suggests their concern to es-

tablish sex and family law as an
independent moral category. In so
doing, the authors of Deuteron
omy depart from the earlier legal
system of the Covenant Collection.
There, the law of the seduced vir
gin (Exod. 22.15-16) came at the
end of a sequence of property law
(Exod. 21.35-22.14), implying that
the daughter was seen as an exten
sion of her father's estate. In con
trast, the corresponding law found
here (22.28-29) concludes a series
of similar laws (22.13-23.1); there
is no longer any connection to
property law (see also 5.18 n.).
22: Adultery is a violation of the
seventh commandment (5. 17) and
a capital offense (Lev. 18.20; 20.10).
Both of them . . . shall die: This stipu
lation makes a sharp contrast with
ancient Near Eastern legal norms,
which required the adulterer's
death but left the fate of the adul
terous wife to the disposition of
her husband. That the wife is here
removed from the authority of the
husband defines her as a legal per
son who is accountable for her
actions. 23-27: Two laws deter
mining the woman's culpability
(vv. 23-24) or nonculpability
(vv. 25-27) in cases of rape. The
distinction hangs upon the expec
tation of protest to express refusal
(v. 24). 23: Engaged to a man (d.
v. 25): This specification of legal
status permits the transition from
adultery to rape: Although the
woman still resides with her fa
ther, she is contractually bound to
her future husband (see transla
tors' note a-a)_ /11 town, where there
are potential witnesses. The con
trast with "in the open country"
(v. 25) symbolically determines the
availability or unavailability of
witnesses who could testify or
come to the rescue. Similarly, Mid
dle Assyrian Laws §A 12 (ca. 1076
BCE). 24: Cn; for lze/p: The fabrica
tion of such a cry in the false accu
sation against Joseph therefore has
legal significance (Gen. 39.14-15).
25: The assault in the open country,
where witnesses are unlikely, sug
gests planned malice. 26: For this
case is like: A distinctive cross
reference to another legal case
(19.11-13), used to make an argu-
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nothing to the girl. The girl did not incur the death
penalty, for this case is like that of a man attacking another
and murdering him. 27 He carne upon her in the open;
though the engaged girl cried for help, there was no one
to save her.
28 If a man comes upon a virgin who is not engaged and
he seizes her and lies with her, and they are discovered,
2 9 the man who lay with her shall pay the girl's father fifty
[shekels of] silver, and she shall be his wife. Because he has
violated her, he can never have the right to divorce her.

2 3 No man shall marry his father's former wife, so as

•to remove his father's garment.·•
2 No one whose testes are crushed or whose member is
cut off shall be admitted into the congregation of the
LORD.
3 No one rnisbegottenb shall be admitted into the con
gregation of the LORD; none of his descendants, even in
the tenth generation, shall be admitted into the congrega
tion of the LoRD.
4 No Ammonite or Moabite shall be admitted into the
congregation of the LoRD; none of their descendants, even
in the tenth generation, shall ever be admitted into the
a-n I.e., lay claim to wlwt l1is father lwd possessed. Cf Lev. 1 8 . 8, 20.11; Ezek. i6 . 8;
Rutli J-9b Menning of Heb. mamzer uncertain; in Jewish law, tile offspring of adultery or incest be
tween Jews.
ment from analogy. A man attack
ing another and murdering him: This
case is determined to be analogous
to the one involving premeditated
murder. The law understands rape
as a criminal assault against the
woman rather than as a sex crime.
28-29: The seizure and rape of a
virgin who is not engaged, the en
forced marriage, and the prohibi
tion of divorce correspond to Mid
dle Assyrian Laws §A 55· The law
also follows the literary model of
Exod. 22.16-17, which specifies
sexual intercourse with, but not
forced rape of, a "virgin who is not
engaged." The conflation of the
two different models makes it
unclear whether or not this law
refers to consensual intercourse.
28: Seizes her: The Hebrew word
differs from that in v. 25, where
force is clearly intended; here it
may mean simply "hold" or "han
dle" (Jer. 2.8). And lies with her, as

in Exod. 22.15. The fact of inter
course normally marks legal con
summation of a marriage; here it
places the woman in a legally am
biguous position, unavailable to
others (v. 14). 29: Fifty . . . silver: In
contrast to Exod. 22.15-16, the
payment to the father does not
represent compensation for the
loss of the bride-price, which is
normally a negotiated amount
(Gen. 34.12). As a fixed amount ex
ternally imposed by the law, the
payment here seems closer to a
fine (v. 19), paid for the woman's
violation. As in Exod. 22.16, the
law requires the man now also
legally and contractually to marry
the woman by paying the bride
price to the father. In contrast to
Exod. 22.16, the father's consent is
not sought. Postbiblical Jewish law
granted both the father and the
daughter the right to refuse such
marriages. 23.1: A transition from
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marriage law to the next section,
which resembles the previous one
in form (prohibition) and content
(prohibited sexual relations). The
Hebrew chapter division reflects
the law's closer connection to what
follows. Fatlrer's former wife pre
supposes the death of the father
and almost certainly refers to the
widowed stepmother, not the birth
mother (see Lev. 18.7-8). Remove
his father's garment: The intent is to
respect the sexual privacy of the
father and to avoid even indirect
sexual contact with him (Gen.
9.23-24; 49+ Lev. 18.8; 20.11).

23.2-9: Restrictions on access to
Israel's assembly. The congregation
of the LoRD (v. 2) served as the na

tional governing body, akin to a
popular legislature, that was
charged with a broad range of ju
dicial, political, and policy matters
(Judg. 20.2). 2: Testes . . . member:
Thus covering any physical dam
age to the male genitalia. Deuter
onomy here seems to impose the
same physiological qualification
for membership in the assembly
that the Holiness Collection re
quires of the priesthood (Lev.
21.17-23; see also Deut. 14.2 n.).
Alternatively, eunuchs may be
here excluded for reasons of their
cultural association, since they
served as officials in Near Eastern
bureaucracies. 3: Misbegotten, the
offspring of a marriage viewed as
incestuous (see vv. 1, 4; Lev. 18.618; translators' note b). Tenth gener
ation, see v. 4 n. 4-9: The restriction
on access to Israel's national as
sembly does not entail denial of
residence rights. Those named re
tain the protection afforded by the
legal status of "resident alien" (see
1.16; 5.14; Lev. 19.10, 33-34; 23.22).
It is likely, however, that those ex
cluded could not marry within the
community, and could not enter
the Temple precincts. 4-7: These
laws were reused in the postexilic
context to prohibit intermarriage
(Ezra chs 9-10; Neh. 1).1-3)4: Ammonite or Moabite, perhaps
introduced after v. 3 because of an
older tradition concerning their in
cestuous origins (Gen. 19-3o-38).
Tenth generation, "forever," as
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congregation of the LoRD, S because they did not meet you
with food and water on your journey after you left Egypt,
and because they hired Balaam son of Bear, from Pethor of
Aram-naharaim, to curse you.-6 But the LoRD your God
refused to heed Balaam; instead, the LORD your God
turned the curse into a blessing for you, for the LoRD your
God loves you.-7 You shall never concern yourself with
their welfare or benefit as long as you live.
8 You shall not abhor an Edomite, for he is your kins
man. You shall not abhor an Egyptian, for you were a
stranger in his land. 9 Children born to them may be ad
mitted into the congregation of the LoRD in the third gen
eration."
1 0 When you go out as a troop against your enemies, be
on your guard against anything untoward. 11 If anyone
among you has been rendered unclean by a nocturnal
emission, he must leave the camp, and he must not reen
ter the camp. 12 Toward evening he shall bathe in water,
and at sundown he may reenter the camp. 13 Further, there
shall be an area for you outside the camp, where you may
relieve yourself. 14 With your gear you shall have a spike,
and when you have squatted you shall dig a hole with it
and cover up your excrement. 15 Since the LoRD your God
moves about in your camp to protect you and to deliver
your enemies to you, let your camp be holy; let Him
not find anything unseemly among you and turn away
from you.
16 You shall not turn over to his master a slave who
seeks refuge with you from his master. 17 He shall live
with you in any place he may choose among the settle
ments in your midst, wherever he pleases; you must not
ill-treat him.
18 No Israelite woman shall be a cult prostitute, nor shall
any Israelite man be a cult prostitute. 19 You shall not
bring the fee of a whore or the pay of a dog b into the house
a I.e., of reside11ce i11 Israel's territory.

b I.e., a 111a/e prostitute.

explicitly stated in the Hebrew.

5: The rationale, which could be a
late addition, substantially varies
from the earlier report that Israel
detoured around Ammon without
requesting assistance and received
food and water from Moab (2.19,
29, 37). Balaam, see Num. chs 2224. 8: Not abhor an Edomite: The re
tention of this exhortation is ex
traordinary, since the Edomites
participated in the destruction of

Jerusalem (Ps. 137.7; Obadiah; cf.
Amos 1 . 1 1). Kinsman, through
Esau (Gen. 25.24-26; 36.1). Egyp
tian: This equally remarkable in
junction must reflect stories about
Egypt as a site of sanctuary (Gen.
chs 12; 37-50), while managing to
overlook the enslavement (26.6;
28.6o, 68; Exod. chs 1-15).

23.10-15: Special rules for the

military camp. These laws move

forward from the rules determin
ing the composition of the assem
bly to the special rules that apply
to the military camp. The focus is
no longer on the rules of engage
ment (20.1-20; 21.1o-14) but rather
personal hygiene. The theology of
holy war assumes God's direct
participation in the campaign
(7.17-24; 20.4), creating a demand
for heightened purity such as was
demanded of the entire people at
Sinai (Exod. 19.10, 14). Sexual
abstinence seems also to have
been required (1 Sam. 21-4-5;
2 Sam. 1 1 .8-11; cf. Exod. 19.15).
1 0-1 1 : Cf. Lev. 15.16-18. 1 3: Area
for you outside the camp, a latrine.
These laws are reused in the Dead
Sea Scrolls (War Scroll; Temple
Scroll), each of which also specifies
the exact distance of the latrine
from the camp. 1 5: Moves about,
see 20.4; 3 1.6. Anything unseemly,
as in 24.1.

23.16-25.19: The heightened
moral responsibilities of the
covenant community. The text
moves forward from membership
(vv. 2-9) and military camp rules
(vv. 1o-15) to broader ethical and
religious norms imposed upon
Israel.

23.1 6-1 7: Prohibition against

the
return of escaped slaves. The law

rejects the almost universal stipu
lation within ancient Near Eastern
law that escaped slaves must be
returned to their owner, usually
under penalty of death, and that
rewards bounty hunters for their
return (Laws of Hammurabi
§§16-20; Hittite Laws §§22-24).
1 7: The extraordinary fivefold rep
etition of phrases designating the
location of residence emphasizes
that the entire community must be
open to them.

Restrictions on prosti
tution. These verses presuppose

23. 1 8-19:

the inevitability of prostitution,
while regulating it in such a way
as to preserve the Temple's sanc
tity. 1 8: Cult prostitute: The transla
tion reflects the widely held belief
in the existence of sacred prosti tu
tion in Israel and the ancient Near
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of the LoRD your God in fulfillment of any vow, for both
are abhorrent to the LoRD your God.
20 You shall not deduct interest from loans to your coun
trymen, whether in money or food or anything else that
can be deducted as interest; 21 but you may deduct interest
from loans to foreigners. Do not deduct interest from
loans to your countrymen, so that the LoRD your God
may bless you in all your undertakings in the land that
you are about to enter and possess.
22 When you make a vow to the LoRD your God, do not
put off fulfilling it, for the LORD your God will require it of
you, and you will have incurred guilt; 23whereas you
incur no guilt if you refrain from vowing. 24 You must ful
fill what has crossed your lips and perform what you have
voluntarily vowed to the LORD your God, having made
the promise with your own mouth.
2s When you enter another man�s vineyard, you may eat
as many grapes as you want, until you are full, but you
must not put any in your vessel. 26 When you enter an
other man's field of standing grain, you may pluck ears
with your hand; but you must hot put a sickle to your
neighbor's grain.

2 4 A man takes a wife and possesses her. She fails to

please him because he finds something obnoxious
about her, and he writes her a bill of divorcement, hands it
to her, and sends her away from his house; 2 she leaves his
household and becomes the wife of another man; 3 then
this latter man rejects her, writes her a bill of divorcement,
hands it to her, and sends her away from his house; or the
man who married her last dies. 4 Then the first husband
who divorced her shall not take her to wife again, since
East, for which there is scant evi
dence. Heb "kedesha" here more
likely serves as a standard euphe
mism for the coarser term for a
regular prostitute that appears in
v. 19. The same alternation be
tween the two terms appears in
the narrative of Tamar, whom
Judah privately regards as a
"whore" but who is publicly re
ferred to as a "kedesha" (Gen.
38.15, 21). The word might better
be translated as "one set aside."
1 9: Dog, in context, the male coun
terpart to a common female prosti
tute. To maintain holiness, the
law proscribes the donation of
income gained from prostitution

to the Temple (cf. Hos. 4.14;
Mic. 1.7).

23.20-26: Laws of financial
ethics, vows, gathering by the
needy. 20-21: As Israelites must
not sexually exploit one another
(vv. 18-19), so must they avoid
economic exploitation. This law
builds on Exod. 22.25, which clari
fies that, in this economy, lending
served primarily as a means of so
cial support for "the poor among
you" (similarly Lev. 25.36-37).
Charging interest would amount
to profiteering from the misfor
tunes of others. 21: Foreigners, as
distinct from the "resident alien"
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or "stranger," who fully partici
pated in Israel's social welfare sys
tem (5.14; 14.29; 16. 1 1; 24. i 4, 17,
19, 20, 21; for similar distinctions,
see 15.3; Lev. 25.44-45). 22-24: A
vow (v. 22) promises payment to
God (usually a sacrifice at a tem
ple) for granting a petitioner's re
quest (see 1 Sam. 1.11). The cau
tious reserve expressed here
closely corresponds to wisdom
teachings (Eccl. 5 .4-6). The prece
dent of stories like Jephthah's
vow (Judg. 11.29-40) trenchantly
explains such reserve. For a
more positive view, see Ps. 50. 1 4.
25-26: These rules prohibit ex
ploitation of Deuteronomy's exten
sive support system for the needy
(14.28-29; 24.19-22; 25-4). 26: Pluck
. . . hand, to address immediate
hunger (illustrated in a later pe
riod in Luke 6.1; cf. Matt. 12.1;
Mark 2.23).
24.1-22: The chapter, like the
previous one, begins with a restric
tion on marriage and concludes by
stipulating care for those in need.
1-4: This complex law, theologi
cally applied by two prophets (Isa.
50.1; Jer. 3.1, 8), addresses only the
specific case of remarriage after di
vorce to a wife who subsequently
married another; it does not pro
hibit remarriage in general. No
general laws of either marriage or
divorce survive from ancient Is
rael; biblical law includes only
special cases that raise particular
ethical or religious issues. 1: Male
initiated divorce was the norm,
though there is some evidence in
the Near East and in the Jewish
Elephantine papyri (5th century
seE) of marriage contracts permit
ting either party to initiate pro
ceedings (cf. Exod. 21.1o-11). He
finds . . . about her, a legal formula
used to charge someone with dis
loyal action or betrayal of trust
(1 Sam. 29.3, 6, 8; 2 Kings 17.4; cf.
1 Sam. 12.5). Obnoxious, "un
seemly" (23 . 15). It is unclear from
the term, whose exact meaning is
debated in early Jewish texts, what
valid criteria for divorce were. Bill
of divorcement, legally freeing her
to remarry (22.14 n.). 4: Since she
has been defiled, not in general,
since she is permitted to remarry,
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she has been defiled •-for that would be abhorrent to the
LORD. You must not bring sin upon the land that the LoRD
your God is giving you as a heritage.
5 When a man has taken a bride, he shall not go out with
the army or be assigned to it for any purpose; he shall be
exempt one year for the sake of his household, to give
happiness to the woman he has married.
6 A handmill or an upper millstone shall not be taken in
pawn, for that would be taking someone's life in pawn.
7 If a man is found to have kidnapped a fellow Israelite,
enslaving him or selling him, that kidnapper shall die;
thus you will sweep out evil from your midst.
B in cases of a skin affectionh be most careful to do ex
actly as the levitical priests instruct you. Take care to do as
I have commanded them. 9 Remember what the LORD
your God did to Miriam on the journey after you left
Egypt.<
10 When you make a loan of any sort to your country
man, you must not enter his house to seize his pledge.
11 You must remain outside, while the man to whom you
made the loan brings the pledge out to you. 12 If he is a
needy man, you shall not go to sleep in his pledge; 1 3 you
must return the pledge to him at sundown, that he may
sleep in his cloth and bless you; and it will be to your
merit before the LORD your God.
14 You shall not abuse a needy and destitute laborer,
whether a fellow countryman or a stranger in one of the
communities of your land. 15 You must pay him his wages
on the same day, before the sun sets, for he is needy and
urgently depends on it; else he will cry to the LORD
against you and you will incur guilt.
16 Parents shall not be put to death for children, nor chil
dren be put to death for parents: a person shall be put to
death only for his own crime.
17You shall not subvert the rights of the stranger or the
fatherless; you shall not take a widow's garment in pawn.
18 Remember that you were a slave in Egypt and that the
LORD your God redeemed you from there; therefore do I
enjoin you to observe this commandment.
19 When you reap the harvest in your field and overlook
a I.e., disqualified for him.

b Cf Lev. 1J.I ff.

but specifically as regards relations
with her first husband. 5: Another
of the rules for holy war (20.1-20;
21.1o-14; 23.1o-15). Newly married:
Contrast the premarital deferral
from service in 20.7. To give happi
ness to, including conjugal joy.

c See Num. 12.10 ff

6: The law prohibits oppression in
economic relations (like vv. 1o-15).
Taken . . . in pawn, held as collateral
for a loan. Handmill . . . upper mill
stone: Like the garment taken as
"pledge" in vv. 1o-12, they lack
significant intrinsic value but are

essential to survival; thus, only as
incentive for repayment would
they be taken in pawn. The law
prohibits such activity as extor
tion. 7: Restricts the application of
Exod. 21.16 to kidnappers of fel
low Israelites; perhaps also an in
terpretation of Deut. 5.17 (cf. Laws
of Hammurabi §14; Hittite Laws
§§19-21). 8-9: Remember . . . Mir
iam, see Num. 12.1-15. Skin affec
tion, not leprosy but an unidenti
fied inflammation; see Lev. chs
13-14. 1 0-13: Expands upon Exod.
22.25-26 (cf. Amos. 2.8; Prov. 20.16;
22.27; 27.13; Job 22.6). As in Exo
dus, the pledge refers to a garment.
The Yavneh Yam inscription, a re
cently excavated legal petition
written on a pottery sherd from
the late 7th century BCE, deals with
a similar case. 1 4-15: See Exod.
22.21-24; Lev. 19.13. Israel's ethics
are based upon the conviction that
God identifies with and vindicates
the oppressed. 14: The prohibition
against economic exploitation ap
plies equally to the non-Israelite; it
is not contingent upon ethnicity or
nationality (see 1.16 n.). 16: This
law, restricting punishment to the
responsible individual, applies
specifically to civil and criminal
law; it is cited in 2 Kings 14.6. In
contrast, collective responsibility
for wrongdoing operates in the
realm of offenses against God
(5.9-10; Exod. 34.7; Num. 16.31-33;
Josh. 7.24-25; 2 Sam. 21.1-9). That
theological principle was subse
quently brought into conformity
with the law of individual liability
(7.10; Jer. 31.29-30; Ezek. ch 18).

17: You shall not subvert the rights,

identical to the comprehensive
"You shall not judge unfairly"
(16.19). This law, therefore, ensures
full judicial protection of the most
vulnerable members of the com
munity, the stranger (or "resident
alien") and the fatherless. Take . . . in
pawn, better, "seize" or "distrain"
to force payment (see Job 24.3).
This law accords the widow special
protection; for day laborers, the
garment could be taken but must
be returned daily (vv. 1o-13).
18: See 15.15. 19-22: Lev. 19.9-10;
23.22. The story of Ruth, both
widow and alien, presupposes
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a sheaf in the field, do not turn back to get it; it shall go to
the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow-in order that
the LoRD your God may bless you in all your undertak
ings.
20When you beat down the fruit of your olive trees, do
not go over them again; that shall go to the stranger, the
fatherless, and the widow. 21 When you gather the grapes
of your vineyard, do not pick it over again; that shall go to
the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. 22 Always re
member that you were a slave in the land of Egypt; there
fore do I enjoin you to observe this commandment.

2 5 When there is a dispute between men and they go

to law, and a decision is rendered declaring the one
in the right and the other in the wrong__2 if the guilty one
is to be flogged, the magistrate shall have him lie down
and be given lashes in his presence, by count, as his guilt
warrants. 3 He may be given up to forty lashes, but not
more, lest being flogged further, to excess, your brother be
degraded before your eyes.
4 You shall not muzzle an ox while it is threshing.
s When brothers dwell together and one of them dies
and leaves no son, the wife of the deceased shall not be
married to a stranger, outside the family. Her husband's
brother shall unite with her: he shall take her as his wife
and perform the levir's duty. 6 The first son that she bears
shall be accounted to the dead brother, that his name may
not be blotted out in Israel. 7 But if the man does not want
to marry his brother's widow, his brother's widow shall
appear before the elders in the gate and declare, "My
husband's brother refuses to establish a name in Israel for
his brother; he will not perform the duty of a levir." B The
elders of his town shall then summon him and talk to him.
If he insists, saying, "I do not want to marry her," 9 his
brother's widow shall go up to him in the presence of the
elders, pull the sandal off his foot, spit in his face, and
make this declaration: Thus shall be done to the man who
will not build up his brother's house! 10 And he shall go in
Israel by the name of "the family of the unsandaled one."
such laws, which assign harvest
gleanings to the needy, allowing
them to eat without begging for
food. 20: Beat, with poles, so as to
harvest the olives (lsa. 17.6).
25.1-3: This law imposes a
double restriction upon the Near
Eastern convention of judicial flog
ging (22.18 n.), which was also em
ployed for discipline in nonjudi-

cia! contexts (21.18 n.; Exod. 21.20;
Prov. 10.13; 26.3; 1 Kings 12.14).
2: First, the sentence must be car
ried out under the judge's direct
supervision: in his presence, with
the lashes delivered by [his] count.
3: Second, the number is restricted
to forty lashes. No parallel restric
tion exists in Near Eastern law; the
Middle Assyrian Laws stipulate
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floggings of five to one hundred
lashes. The rationale for the re
striction is an extrajudicial notion
of human dignity: The criminal,
despite his judicial status, remains
your brother. 4: For similar humane
treatment of animals, see 22.6--7;
Prov. 12.10. 5-10: Levirate mar
riage. Biblical, Near Eastern, and
Roman inheritance law assigned
special responsibilities to the
"husband's brother" (vv. 5-7), for
which Hebrew had a special term,
"yavam" (d. Latin "levir"). Should
a man die, leaving his widow
childless, his brother was expected
to marry the widow, thereby con
tinuing the deceased's line (see
variations of this law in Gen. 38.8;
Ruth 4.5-6). 5: Stranger most likely
refers to someone outside of the
larger clan. The widow's marriage
. outside the clan would diminish
the landholding of the clan and
add it to her husband's, affecting
the original equitable division of
land among the tribes (Josh. chs

13-21). Her husband's brother shall
unite witlt her: This requirement
conflicts with the prohibition
against incest with the sister-in
law (Lev. 18.16; 20.21). Possibly, as
in the Hittite Laws, levirate mar
riage provided an exception to the
normal prohibition of such rela
tions; alternatively, the Holiness
Collection's incest laws, which
seem to be later, are intended to
prohibit the· practice altogether.
6: Thefirst son alone here counts to
the brother; cf. Gen. 38.8; Ruth
4.5--6. The intent is to mitigate the
injustice created by the institution
of levirite marriage: The brother
who complied with its require
ments would effectively disinherit
himself. 9: Legal title was symboli
cally claimed by walking over the
land (11.24 n.; Gen. 13.17); transfer
of title therefore entailed passing
the sandal (Ruth 4.7); and renuncia
tion of title was symbolized by re
moval of the sandal. The intent of
the ceremony, with the man pas
sive and spat upon, is public sham
ing, since the dereliction of duty
abandons the brother's wife to the
category of those who are econom
ically dependent: " the stranger, the
fatherless, and the widow in your
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11 If two men get into a fight with each other, and the
wife of one comes up to save her husband from his antag
onist and puts out her hand and seizes him by his geni
tals, 12 you shall cut off her hand; show no pity.
13 You shall not have in your pouch alternate weights,
larger and smaller. 14 You shall not have in your house al
ternate measures, a larger and a smaller. 15 You must have
completely honest weights and completely honest mea
sures, if you are to endure long on the soil that the LoRD
your God is giving you. 16 For everyone who does those
things, everyone who deals dishonestly, is abhorrent to
the LoRD your God.
17Remember what Amalek did to you on your journey,
after you left Egypt-18 how, undeterred by fear of God,
he surprised you on the march, when you were famished
and weary, and cut down all the stragglers in your rear.
19 Therefore, when the LoRD your God grants you safety
from all your enemies around you, in the land that the
LoRD your God is giving you as a hereditary portion, you
shall blot out the memory of Amalek from under heaven.
Do not forget!
KI TAVO'
When you enter the land that the LORD your God is
giving you as a heritage, and you possess it and
2
6
settle in it, 2 you shall take some of every first fruit of the

soil, which you harvest from the land that the LORD your
God is giving you, put it in a basket and go to the place
where the LORD your God will choose to establish His
name. 3 You shall go to the priest in charge at that time and
say to him, "I acknowledge this day before the LORD your
God that I have entered the land that the LoRD swore to
our fathers to assign us."
4 The priest shall take the basket from your hand and set
it down in front of the altar of the LoRD your God.
5 You shall then recite as follows before the LoRD your
settlements" (14.29 n.). 10: Shall go
. . . by the name of, thus explicitly

applying a form of tal ionic justice
(19.19 n.). For refusing to build up
the deceased's "name" (vv. 6, 7)
and "house" (v. 9), the brother's
own family (lit. "house") is stigma
tized by its new name. 1 1-12: This
law, like the preceding one, deals
with threats to reproduction; it
provides a corollary to Exod.
21.22-25, where a case involving a
pregnant woman is used to de-

velop the law of talion. The ration
ale for the punishment is difficult .
While physical mutilation is char
acteristic in the Middle Assyrian
Laws, it is nowhere else prescribed
in the Bible, except in the general
formula for talion (19.21; Exod.
21 .23-24; Lev. 24.19-20). That
formula does not apply here, how
ever, since there can be no symme
try between injury and punish
ment. Since no physical injury to
the male is actually specified, the

issue may rather be the perceived
insult to dignity or to decency
(compare Laws of Hammurabi
§195). 1 3-16: Compare Laws of
Hammurabi §1o8; Lev. 19.35-36;
Amos. 8.5. 1 4: By fraudulently
using two different sets of counter
weights-small ones to sell grain
but large ones to purchase it-a
merchant could turn a tidy profit.
17-19: The tradition presupposes
Exod. 17.8-17, in which the Ama
lekites, a fierce desert tribe, at
tacked Israel (d. Ps 83.4-8). Within
later Jewish tradition, these verses
play a central role, as Amalek
came to symbolize any enemy of
the Jews. These verses are read
liturgically on the Sabbath before
Purim; since according to Jewish
tradition, Haman, the evil protago
nist of Esther, is an Amalekite
(see 1 Sam. 15.8 and Esth. 8.J).
18: These details are not reflected
in Exod. 17.8-17; the Deutero
nomic author may have supplied
them in order to justify the extir
pation of Amalek (v. 19; d. Exod.
17.14; 1 Sam. 15.2-3). 19: Grants
yo11 safety, see 3.20; 12.9-10 n.

26.1-15: Concluding liturgies.
Two already prescribed laws
(14.22-29) are given a historical
and theological foundation (simi
larly, 16.12, for the Festival of
Weeks). 1-1 1 : The context is the
Festival of Weeks (16.9-12), when
the Israelite was to make an an
nual pilgrimage to the central
sanctuary, bringing the first fruits
of the harvest, to thank God for
the land's bounty. 4: The priest simi/

take the basket . . . and set it down in
front of the altar, in contrast to the

stipulation, " You shall leave it be
fore the LORD" (v. 10). On that
basis, vv. 3-4 may represent a later
addition to the text, in order to
emphasize the role of the priests in
the ceremony. That would account
for the absence of reference to the
priests elsewhere in the unit; the
double tradition about what is
recited at the sanctuary (v. 3, vv.
5-10); and the two versions of who
is to set the basket before the altar.
Thus, v. 5 would originally have
continued v. 2. 5: My father was a
f11gitive Aramean: This verse is de-
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God: "My father was a fugitive Aramean. He went down
to Egypt with meager numbers and sojourned there; but
there he became a great and very populous nation. 6 The
Egyptians dealt harshly with us and oppressed us; they
imposed heavy labor upon us. 7 We cried to the LoRD, the
God of our fathers, and the LoRD heard our plea and saw
our plight, our misery, and our oppression. 8 The LoRD
freed us from Egypt by a mighty hand, by an outstretched
arm and awesome power, and by signs and portents. 9 He
brought us to this place and gave us this land, a land flow
ing with milk and honey. 10 Wherefore I now bring the
first fruits of the soil which You, 0 LoRD, have given me."
You shall leave it• before the LoRD your God and bow
low before the LoRD your God. 11 And you shall enjoy, to
gether with the Levite and the stranger in your midst, all
the bounty that the LORD your God has bestowed upon
you and your household.
12 When you have set aside in full the tenth part of your
yield-in the third year, the year of the titheb-and have
given it to the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and the
widow, that they may eat their fill in your settlements,
13 you shall declare before the LORD your God: "I have
cleared out the consecrated portion from the house; and I
have given it to the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and
the widow, just as You commanded me; I have neither
transgressed nor neglected any of Your commandments:
14 I have not eaten of it while in mourning, I have not
c

b See Deut. 14.28-29.
a I.e., the basket of v. 4·
c Meaning offirst part of verse uncertai11.
played in the Passover Haggadah
(just following the section on the
Four Sons) in a famous passage
that emphasizes God's miraculous
sparing of Israel from a long line
of persecutors, beginning with
Laban's attack on Jacob (Gen. ch
31). By means of a midrashic re
working of its original meaning,
the verse is interpreted to mean
"an Aramean sought to destroy
my ancestor." That rendering de
parts from the actual grammar of
the verse and almost certainly re
flects the politics of the Second
Temple period, when the Seleucid
empire, which ruled Israel from
Syria (198-168 BCE), was referred
to obliquely as Laban, the Ara
mean. The hyperbolic claim in the
Haggadah that Laban's oppression
of Israel/Jacob was more invidi-

ous than the Egyptian enslave
·
ment points to a polemic against
the Seleucids, whose policies
triggered the Hasmonean revolt
(167 BCE) . 8-9: The thanksgiving
prayer recited by the pilgrim pro
vides a precis of the main narra
tive line of the Pentateuch and
Joshua (the "Hexateuch"). For that
reason, the verses have been seen
by some scholars as an ancient
confession of faith, or creed, that
is older than its present context.
Strikingly, this summary of the
main events of Israel's religious
history makes no mention of the
revela tion of law at Sinai/Horeb.
The same is true for many similar
"confessions" in the Bible (see
6.2o-24; Josh. 24.2-13; 1 Sam. 12.8;
Pss. 78, 105, 136). The existence of
such a strong tradition that makes
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no mention of Sinai has suggested
to a number of scholars the possi
bility that the inclusion of the
Sinai/Horeb experience in the
overall Torah narrative represents
a relatively late, secondary addi
tion. Sinai seems to have been in
corporated into the larger narra
tive only in exilic or later texts
(Ps. 106; Neh. ch 9). Some scholars
have explained this by reasoning
that only a minority of the tribes or
groups eventually comprising Is
rael experienced Sinai/Horeb;
thus, only at a late stage of the tra
dition was their experience ex
tended to all Israel and incorpo
rated into the narrative of the
Torah. Alternately, this act of
thanksgiving commemorates
Israel's wondrous transformation
from a single, landless, persecuted
individual into a populous nation,
secure and at home in its land. In
this thanksgiving for the double
miracle-the individual has now
become a nation and those who
were homeless now harvest crops
from their land-mention of the
journey to Sinai to receive the law
would have been disruptive and
irrelevant. 6: Oppressed . . . heavy
labor, see Exod. 1 . 1 1-14. 1 1 : Enjoy,
or "rejoice" (16.11, 14-15), specifi
cally in a festive meal consumed at
the central sanctuary (12.7, 18),
which must include the Levite and
the stranger, for whose benefit
(along with other disadvantaged
groups) the following law is di
rected. 12-15: Produce was tithed
annually and consumed by the
farmer and his household at the
central sanctuary (14.22-27); every
third year that tithe was used
locally to support the poor

(14.28-29). 1 2: The stranger, the fa
therless, and the widow, see 1.16 n.;
14.29 n.; 23.3-8 n., 20 n. 14: The

triple confession of the donor's rit
ual purity implies that the formula
was originally used for donations
of produce to God at a sanctuary,
where purity would be expected.
That formula has now been reused
for the donation of food to the
poor in a noncultic setting: "in
your settlements" (v. 12). Deposited
any of it with the dead: The duty of
the living to care for dead ances-
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cleared out any of it while I was unclean, and I have not
deposited any of it with the dead.• I have obeyed the LoRD
my God; I have done just as You commanded me. 15 Look
down from Your holy abode, from heaven, and bless Your
people Israel and the soil You have given us, a land flow
ing with milk and honey, as You swore to our fathers."
· 16The LoRD your God commands you this day to ob
serve these laws and rules; observe them faithfully with
all your heart and soul. 17You have affirmedb this day that
the LORD is your God, that you will walk in His ways, that
you will observe His laws and commandments and rules,
and that you will obey Him. 18 And the LoRD has af
firmed b this day that you are, as He promised you, His
treasured people who shall observe all His command
ments, 19 and that He will set you, in fame and renown
and glory, high above all the nations that He has made;
and that you shall be, as He promised, a holy people to the
LORD your God.

2 7 Moses and the elders of Israel charged the people,

saying: Observe all the Instruction that I enjoin
upon you this day. 2 <As soon as you have crossed the Jor
dan into the land that the LORD your God is giving you,
a No part of tire titlre may be left as food for tire dead.
b Exact nuance of Heb. uncertain.
c Construction of vv. 2-4 r11rcertai11.
tors through food offerings at their
place of burial was widely as
sumed in the ancient Near East
(see the Ugaritic Aqhat epic) and
continued to be held in Second
Temple times (Tobit 4.17). Here the
practice is not condemned; it is
viewed as improper specifically
when coming into contact with
cultic donations, because the im
purity associated with death
would render food unfit for dona
tion to the Temple (Lev. 22.2-4).

15: From Your holy abode,from
heaven (as in 1 Kings 8.30): The

double preposition may point to
the correction of an older theology
in light of a newer one, following
Deuteronomy's older view that
only God's name resides in the
Temple (12.11; 16. 1 1; 26.2). For the
earlier idea, that God Himself in
habits the Temple, see 1 Kings
8.13; cf. Deut. 12.5. Bless Your peo
ple Israel and the soil: The farmer
prays for the blessing of the com
munity and of the land, not di-

rectly for fertility or the abundance
of his own crops.

26.16-19: Formal conclusion,
which presents the legal corpus as
a mutually binding relationship
between God and Israel. Having
just read the law to the people,
Moses presents it to them in a
formal ratification ceremony
(vv. 17-18; cf. 2 Kings 23.1-3).

1 6: Laws and rules . . . observe . . .
faithfully forms an indusia with
12.1, thus providing the laws of
chs 12-26 with an elegant frame to
mark their conclusion. 17-18: You
have affirmed: The past tense points
to a prior action or speech in
which each party has proclaimed
what is here described. No record
of such an event or ceremony sur
vives. Deuteronomy emphasizes
that both God and Israel have ex
plicitly assented to the covenant
and have affirmed the mutuality of
the obligations that each under
takes. God's proclamation (v. 17)

specifies His responsibility (to be
God) and then identifies His three
expectations of Israel. Symmetri
cally, Israel proclaims (v. 18) one
responsibility (to obey the com
mandments) while then outlining
the three responsibilities of God
toward Israel (to grant treasured
status, election, holiness). This re
ciprocal model contrasts with the
Sinai covenant, which was unilat
erally offered by God (Exod.
1 9.3-{)) and unilaterally agreed to
by Israel (Exod. 19.8; 24.3, 7). Deu
teronomy invokes the language of
the Sinai covenant as a model,
while revising that model in the
process. 18: His treasured people,
see 7.6 n.; 14.2 n. As He promised
you, Exod. 19.5-{). 19: High above all
the nations, see 28.13-14 n. That He
has made, see Exod. 19.5b. A holy
people to the LoRD your God contin
ues the reference to Exod. 1 9.5-{i,
while substituting people for "na
tion," which Deuteronomy uses
for non-Israelites (12.29). In fame
and renown and glory: NJPS implies
that the accolades will be given
to Israel. The Hebrew also allows
for the possibility that the honors
will go to God because of His ac
tion on Israel's behalf (see Jer.

13.11; 33-9).

27.1-26: The ceremonies at
Shechem. The injunctions of
11.29-32 are here reiterated and
detailed. The laws of chs 12-26 are
thus framed with ceremonies that
connect entry into the land with
obedience to Torah. The chapter
joins four separate sections that
are only loosely connected to one
another and to the rest of Deuter
onomy. A later editor has aligned
the sections with one another,
while breaking up the continuity
of the Mosaic speech of chs 26 and
28. The resulting digression pre
serves several competing tradi
tions about how and where the
covenant between God and Israel
was concluded: at Sinai; or on the
plains of Moab; or at Gilgal imme
diately upon entering the land; or
at the important northern shrine of
Shechem (see 1 1.29 n.). 1-8: This
section combines two separate re
quirements: the raising of plas-
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you shall set up large stones. Coat them with plaster 3 and
inscribe upon them all the words of this Teaching. When
you cross over to enter the land that the LoRD your God is
giving you, a land flowing with milk and honey, as the
LoRD, the God of your fathers, promised you-4 upon
crossing the Jordan, you shall set up these stones, about
which I charge you this day, on Mount Ebal, and coat
them with plaster. s There, too, you shall build an altar to
the LoRD your God, an altar of stones. Do not wield an
iron tool over them; 6 you must build the altar of the LoRD
your God of unhewn• stones. You shall offer on it burnt
offerings to the LoRD your God, 7 and you shall sacrifice
there offerings of well-being and eat them, rejoicing be
fore the LoRD your God. s And on those stones you shall
inscribe every word of this Teaching most distinctly.
9 Moses and the levitical priests spoke to all Israel, say
ing: Silence! Hear, 0 Israel! Today you have become the
people of the LoRD your God: 10 Heed the LoRD your God
and observe His commandments and His laws, which I
enjoin upon you this day.
n Thereupon Moses charged the people, saying:
12 bAfter you have crossed the Jordan, the following shall
stand on Mount Gerizim when the blessing for the people
is spoken: Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Joseph, and Ben
jamin. 13 And for the curse, the following shall stand on
Mount Ebal: Reuben, Gad, Asher, Zebulun, Dan, and
Naphtali. 14 The Levites shall then proclaim in a loud
voice to all the people of Israel:
a Lit. "whole."

b Construction ofvv.

12-13

tered-over stones inscribed with
the Torah (vv. 1-4, 8), and the con
struction of a stone altar for sacri
fice (vv. 5-'7)· 1: Moses is here re
ferred to in the third person,
interrupting his first-person ad
dress (chs 5-26, 28). And the elders:
Nowhere else in Deuteronomy do
they join Moses in addressing the
people; this plural subject does not
easily fit the following singular I.

2: As soon as you have crossed the
Jordan . . . you shall set up large
stones: The Deuteronomistic histo

rian understands this command to
have been fulfilled at Gilgal, just
across the Jordan and less than a
mile from Jericho (see Josh. ch 4).
Coat them with plaster, to serve as a
surface for an inscription. Arche
ology attests the use of plaster
covered inscriptions. 4: Mount

llllcertain.

Eba/, at over 1,000 m (3,280 ft)
high, the tallest moW1tain in the
region, lies in central Canaan, ad
jacent to the city of Shechem. But
that site, more than 50 krn (30 mi)
from the Jordan, is inconsistent
with v. 2 and the beginning of this
verse, which each anticipate that
the ceremony will take place im
mediately upon crossing the river.
It would be impossible to reach
Shechem in a day. The most logi
cal explanation is that Josh. ch 4
points to the original form of these
verses, with Gilgal, which later
became an important sanctuary
(1 Sam. 11.15; Hos. 4.15; 9.15;
12.12; Amos 4.4; 5·5) as the site
where Israel complied with this
command. That older tradition
was then replaced here by the ref
erence to the mountains around
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Shechem, the chief town of the
northern tribes (Josh. 24.1, 32).
5-7: These verses are an insertion
that reinterprets the plastered
stones on which the Torah is to be
inscribed as an altar of unhewn
stones, following Exod. 20.22. Such
an altar, outside of Jerusalem, con
flicts with the centralization re
quirement of ch 12, further sug
gesting this tradition's antiquity
and its independence from the rest
of Deuteronomy. The Deuterono
mistic historian understood this
law to be fulfilled at Mount Ebal
some time after the Israelite entry
into the land, following the defeats
of Jericho and Ai (Josh. 8.Jo-35).

8: On those stones you shall inscribe
every word of this Teac/1ing: repeats

and resumes the key terms of vv.
3-4, thus bracketing the insertion
of vv. 5-7. Since the term "law"
(Heb "torah") is elastic, there is
significant debate in traditional
and critical scholarship about
what was meant to be written on
these stones. 9-10: This para
graph, which has its own begin
ning, is independent of what pre
cedes it. 9: And the Ievitical priests,
see v. 1 n.; here too the plural sub
ject is continued by "I" (v. 10).
Today: The assertion here that Is
rael becomes God's people just
now, in Moab, contrasts with state
ments that define the bond as pre
viously formed, either at the time
of the exodus (Exod. 6.6--'7) or at
Sinai (4.20; Exod. 19.5--6). 1 1-13: A
fragment that refers to an ancient
covenant ceremony at Shechem,
instituted at the command of
Moses ( Josh. 8.Jo-35). The antiq
uity of the tribal list is seen in the
facts that Levi is listed as a tribe
(Gen. 49·5-'7) and that the division
of the House of Joseph into Ma
nasseh and Ephraim has not yet
occurred (Gen. 49.22-26; contrast
Deut. JJ.17). The division of the
tribes into two groups of six is at
tested only here. 1 1 : Thereupon, lit.,
"on that day," without further
specification. 1 2-13: Mount Geri
zim . . . Mount Ebal: See 1 1.29 n.
One group of tribes, on Gerizim,
proclaims a set of blessings (see
28.1-14); the other, on Ebal, a set of
curses (see 28.15--68). 14-26: De-
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15 Cursed be anyone who makes a sculptured or molten
image, abhorred by the LoRD, a craftsman's handiwork,
and sets it up in secret.-And all the people shall respond,
Amen.
1 6 Cursed be he who insults his father or mother.-And
all the people shall say, Amen.
17 Cursed be he who moves his fellow countryman's
landmark-And all the people shall say, Amen.
1 B Cursed be he who misdirects a blind person on his
way.-And all the people shall say, Amen.
19 Cursed be he who subverts the rights of the stranger,
the fatherless, and the widow.-And all the people shall
say, Amen.
20 Cursed be he who lies with his father's wife, for he
has removed his father's garment."-And all the people
shall say, Amen.
21 Cursed be he who lies with any beast.-And all the
people shall say, Amen.
22 Cursed be he who lies with his sister, whether daugh
ter of his father or of his mother.-And all the people shall
say, Amen.
23 Cursed be he who lies with his mother-in-law.-And
all the people shall say, Amen.
24 Cursed be he who strikes down his fellow country
man in secret.-And all the people shall say, Amen.
25 Cursed be he who accepts a bribe b·in the case of the
murder of-b an innocent person.-And all the people shall
say, Amen.
26Cursed be he who will not uphold the terms of this
Teaching and observe them.-And all the people shall say,
Amen.
Now, if you obey the LoRD your God, to observe
2
8
faithfully all His commandments which I enjoin
upon you this day, the LORD your God will set you high

above all the nations of the earth. 2 All these blessings
shall come upon you and take effect, if you will but heed
the word of the LoRD your God:
a See 11ote at 23.1.
b-b I.e., to acq11it tile nwrderer; others "to slay. "
spite the paragraphing in NJPS,
v. 14 more likely begins a new sec
tion with a very different concep
tion of the ceremony. Here the tribe
of Levi alone proclaims a set of pro
hibited actions and all the people
acting in unison and not divided
into tribes-respond, Amen (see Jer.

11. 3-5). There is no list of blessings
(cf. v. 12). Nor is "the curse" in
tended by v. 13-a description of
divine punishment for wrongful
action, as in 28.15--{iB--provided. In
contrast, the "cursed be" proclama
tions here employ an unrelated
Heb word and stigmatize a sum-

mary list of rejected actions, mak
ing no references to the conse
quences of the transgressions.
14: The Levites: Deuteronomy's nor
mal term is "Ievitical priests" (v. 9;
18.1). 1 5-26: In context, the twelve
curses correspond to the twelve
tribes, although this section makes
no reference to the tribal division,
and the people function as a single
entity (v. 14). The resulting incon
gruence points to the many edito
rial revisions that this chapter has
undergone.

28.1-68: The consequences of
obedience or disobedience: bless
ing or curse. The Mosaic covenant
specifies a series of blessings and
curses that follow upon national
obedience or disobedience to the
law. These are modeled after an
cient Near Eastern state treaties, in
which the consequences of breach
of the treaty are spelled out at its
conclusion; this chapter has sev
eral close parallels to the Vassal
Treaty of Esarhaddon (VTE), a
Neo-Assyrian treaty dating to 672
BCE. The present strong dispropor
tion between the sections devoted
to blessing (vv. 1-14) and to curse
(vv. 15-68) most likely reflects the
actual historical experience of
the Babylonian conquest, deporta
tion, and exile of Judah (597 and
586 acE), here recast as a prophetic
warning. The two appendices
which have expanded the section
(vv. 47-57, 58-68) each seek to
make theological sense of that ca
tastrophe. The two other legal
collections of the Torah (the Cove
nant Collection of Exod. chs 21-23;
the Holiness Collection of Lev. chs
17-26) similarly end with exhorta
tions to obedience, accompanied
by blessings and curses (Exod.
23.2o-33; Lev ch 26), as does the
Code of Hammurabi. Here an
indusia frames and defines the
blessings section: if you obey . . . ob
seroe faitlifully (vv. 1, 13). 1-2: The
proem emphasizes the condition
ality of the elected status of Israel.
The repetition of the conditional
nature of the fulfillment, If you obey
the LORD your God (vv. 1 and 2),
places a frame around the central
idea of divine election of Israel. Set
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3 Blessed shall you be in the city and blessed shall you
be in the country.
4 Blessed shall be the issue of your womb, the produce
of your soil, and the offspring of your cattle, the calving of
your herd and the lambing of your flock.
5 Blessed shall be your basket and your kneading bowl.
6 Blessed shall you be in your comings and blessed shall
you be in your goings.
7 The LORD will put to rout before you the enemies who
attack you; they will march out against you by a single
road, but flee from you by many• roads. B The LoRD will
ordain blessings for you upon your barns and upon all
your undertakings: He will bless you in the land that the
LORD your God is giving you. 9 The LoRD will establish
you as His holy people, as He swore to you, if you keep
the commandments of the LoRD your God and walk in
His ways. 10 And all the peoples of the earth shall see that
the LoRD's name is proclaimed over you,b and they shall
stand in fear of you. 11 The LoRD will give you abounding
prosperity in the issue of your womb, the offspring of
your cattle, and the produce of your soil in the land that
the LoRD swore to your fathers to assign to you. 12 The
LoRD will open for you His bounteous store, the heavens,
to provide rain for your land in season and to bless all
your undertakings. You will be creditor to many nations,
but debtor to none.
13 The LoRD will make you the head, not the tail; you
will always be at the top and never at the bottom-if only
you obey and faithfully observe the commandments of
the LoRD your God that I enjoin upon you this day, 1 4 and
do not deviate to the right or to the left from any of the
commandments that I enjoin upon you this day and turn
to the worship of other gods.
15 But if you do not obey the LORD your God to observe
faithfully all His commandments and laws which I enjoin

n Lit. "seven."

b I.e., tlte Lo1w recognizes you ns His owu; cf Isn. 4. 1 .

you high above all the nations of the
earth (see also v. 13): The metaphor,
which is also used to denote the
elected status of the Davidic dy
nasty (Ps. 89.28), here denotes the
divine election of the nation. The
same affirmation of Israel's elec
tion appears at 26.19, where it is
not conditional; instead, it fulfills
God's past promises. Here, in con
trast, the nation's elected status is
presented as a future promise that

is conditional upon obedience. The
marked change may well reflect
the revision of earlier expectations
in light of the catastrophe of exile.
3-6: The six benedictions have
their malediction counterpart at
vv. 16-19. The two antonym pairs
(vv. J, 6) provide a frame to the
unit. The opposites form a merism
to stress totality (like "night and
day"); see 6.7 n. 3: City and coun
try, "everywhere," urban and
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rural. 4: Issue . . . lambing: For
womb, ground, and livestock, obe
dience to the Torah is rewarded
with comprehensive fertility. Fe
cundity is contingent upon obedi
ence to the covenant-and thus
not upon either natural fertility or
competing fertility gods (see
7.12-14 n.). 6: Comings . . . goings,
whenever and wherever you go.
7: Military success is conditional
upon covenantal obedience rather
than strength of arms (9.1-3; Josh.

1.6-8). 9: The LoRD will establish you
. . . ifyou keep: The assertion here

that the nation's holiness or elec
tion is conditional upon obedience
represents a remarkable shift from
other contexts in Deuteronomy
where Israel's holiness is not fu
ture but present, and not condi
tional but unconditional (7.6; 14.2;
cf. 26.18). 10: Tl1e LoRD's 11ame is
proclaimed over you signifies a spe
cial relationship with God, which
includes particular accountability
to God and corresponding divine
oversight. The formula can apply
to either the nation ( here; Isa.
63.19; Jer. 14.9; 2 Chron. 7.14) or an
individual (Exod. 33.12; Jer. 15.16).
12: Store: In Israelite and Near
Eastern cosmology, primordial wa
ters remained above the dome of
the sky and were released as rain
(Gen. 1.7; 7.11). Creditor . . . debtor:
For the use of the same image as a
metaphor for national sovereignty,
see 15.6. 13: Further metaphors for
autonomy, as at 15.6. 14: And turn
. . . gods, lit. "to go after other gods
to worship them." See 6.14 n.

28.15-68: Consequences of dis
obedience. This long section has
two subsections. The focus of the
first (vv. 15-46) is a broad range of
misfortunes, extending from infer
tility of crops, livestock, or the
human population through to
military defeat. The second unit
(vv. 47-68) places its focus specifi
cally on foreign invasion, siege,
national defeat, and exile, revers
ing key components of the
covenantal promises and of the
nation's history of salvation. By
disobeying the covenant, the
nation undoes its own history.
15-46: The first section is framed
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upon you this day, all these curses shall come upon you
and take effect:
16 Cursed shall you be in the city and cursed shall you
be in the country.
17 Cursed shall be your basket and your kneading bow1.
18 Cursed shall be the issue of your womb and the pro
duce of your soil, the calving of your herd and the lamb
ing of your flock.
19 Cursed shall you be in your comings and cursed shall
you be in your goings.
20 The LoRD will let loose against you calamity, panic,
and frustration in all the enterprises you undertake, so that
you shall soon be utterly wiped out because of your evil
doing in forsaking Me. 21 The LoRD will make pestilence
cling to you, until He has put an end to you in the land that
you are entering to possess. 22 The LoRD will strike you
with •consumption, fever, and inflammation, with scorch
ing heat and drought, with blight and mildew; they shall
hound you until you perish. 23 The skies above your head
shall be copper and the earth under you iron. 24 The LoRD
will make the rain of your land dust, and sand shall drop
on you from the sky, until you are wiped out.
25 The LoRD will put you to rout before your enemies;
you shall march out against them by a single road, but flee
from them by manyb roads; and you shall become a hor
ror to all the kingdoms of the earth. 26 Your carcasses shall
become food for all the birds of the sky and all the beasts
of the earth, with none to frighten them off.
27The LORD will strike you with the Egyptian inflam
mation,< with hemorrhoids, boil-scars, and itch, from
which you shall never recover.
a Exact nature of tlrese afflictiollS uncertain.
b Lit. "seven."
c Sec Exod. 9.9-10.
by an ancient editorial device, a
chiastic inclusio, whereby the ini
tial sequence AB is repeated at the
end of the unit as B'A'. Thus, the
sequence in v. 15, not obey . . . to ob
serve (A) and these curses shall come
upon you and take effect (B) is re
versed in v. 45 as these curses shall
befall you . . . overtake you (B', iden
tical in the Hebrew) and not heed
. . . keep the commandments (A').
15: A precise negation of v. 1 : Dis
obedience negates blessing and oc
casions punishment. Come upon
you and take effect: The verbs are
animate and active; the curses are

almost personified, as if they had
agency or acted by themselves
to punish those who infringe
the covenant (cf. Exod. 12.23).
16-19: Negating vv. J�. 20: Cor
responding to the promise of tri
partite blessing for obedience (v. 8:
agriculture, activity, and land)
stands the triple threat of calamity,
panic, and frustration. The first term
would more accurately be trans
lated "curse," as the precise nega
tion of blessing. The threats sum
marized by this verse are spelled
out in the rest of the section
(vv. 21-44). Me: Moses speaks on

behalf of God directly: Note the
shift to the first person from third
person reference to God (as at 7.4;
17.3). The shift takes place in the
opposite direction in the Deca
logue (cf. 5.6, 1 1). 21-44: This sec
tion echoes the state treaties im
posed by the Neo-Assyrian empire
upon its vassal states in order to
ensure loyalty and tribute
(82�25 BCE). The degree of simi
larity suggests that the curse sec
tion of these state treaties, either
directly or by way of Aramaic
translation, provided a model for
the authors of this chapter to use
in describing Israel's relationship
to God. According to biblical nar
ratives, Judah was a vassal to
the Assyrian empire (2 Kings
18.13-18) and both Neo-Assyrian
and Judean officials freely em
ployed Aramaic (2 Kings
18.26-27). 23: Copper . . . iron: See
VTE §63--64: "May [the gods]
make your ground like iron . . .
Just as rain does not fall from a
bronze sky. . . " 25: The routers of
v. 7 become the routed. You shall
become a horror: The Septuagint
reads "you shall become a 'dias
pora,' " reinterpreting the Hebrew
so as to reflect the historical cir
cumstances of its Jrd century BCE
Alexandrian authors. 26: Deutero
nomic law requires even executed
criminals to be buried by sun
down, lest their corpses become
carrion (21.22-23); the abrogation
of that religious norm here under
scores the punishment's horror
(Jer 7·33). 27-35: The sequence of
punishments specified in this sec
tion initially seems arbitrary: skin
inflammation (v. 27); blindness
(vv. 28-29); and loss of wife, house,
and property (vv. 30a, 30b, 33). The
sequence finds its explanation,
however, in VTE §39-43, where
each curse is associated with a
particular god within the Neo
Assyrian pantheon. The moon god
Sin is responsible for leprosy; the
sun god Shamash for blindness;
and Dilipat (the planet Venus)
for rape, dispossession, and pil
lage by a foreign army. The
arrangement of the curses follows
the rank of the deities within that
pantheon's hierarchy. 27: Egyptian
.
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28 The LORD will strike you with madness, blindness,
and dismay! 29 You shall grope at noon as a blind man
gropes in the dark; you shall not prosper in your ventures,
but shall be constantly abused and robbed, with none to
give help.
30if you pay the bride-price for a wife, another man
shall enjoy her. If you build a house, you shall not live in
it. If you plant a vineyard, you shall not harvest it.b 31 Your
ox shall be slaughtered before your eyes, but you shall not
eat of it; your ass shall be seized in front of you, and it
shall not be returned to you; your flock shall be delivered
to your enemies, with none to help you. 32 Your sons and
daughters shall be delivered to another people, while you
look on; and your eyes shall strain for them constantly,
but you shall be helpless. 33 A people you do not know
shall eat up the produce of your soil and all your gains;
you shall be abused and downtrodden continually, 34 until
you are driven mad by what your eyes behold. 35 The
LoRD will afflict you at the knees and thighs with a severe
inflammation, from which you shall never recover-from
the sole of your foot to the crown of your head.
36 The LoRD will drive you, and the king you have set
over you, to a nation unknown to you or your fathers,
where you shall serve other gods, of wood and stone.
37You shall be a consternation, a proverb, and a byword
among all the peoples to which the LORD will drive you.
38 Though you take much seed out to the field, you shall
gather in little, for the locust shall consume it. 39 Though
you plant vineyards and till them, you shall have no wine
to drink or store, for the worm shall devour them.
40 Though you have olive trees throughout your territory,
you shall have no oil for anointment, for your olives shall
drop off. 41 Though you beget sons and daughters, they
shall not remain with you, for they shall go into captivity.
42 The cricket shall take over all the trees and produce of
your land.
43 The stranger in your midst shall rise above you
higher and higher, while you sink lower and lower: 44 he
shall be your creditor, but you shall not be his; he shall be
the head and you the tail.
45 All these curses shall befall you; they shall pursue
you and overtake you, until you are wiped out, because
you did not heed the LoRD your God and keep the com
mandments and laws that He enjoined upon you. 46 They
shall serve as signs and proofs against you and your off
spring for all time. 47 Because you would not serve the
a Lit. "numbness of heart."

b Cf 20.6.
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inflammation: inversion of 7.15; see
Exod. 9·9-11. 28-29: Blindness: The
Mesopotamian sun god Shamash
punishes disobedience by with
holding light and vision. Shamash
is also the god of justice. Thus, his
punishment entails the breakdown
of civil order and legal standards:
You shall be constantly abused and

robbed. 30: Wife . . . house . . . vine
yard: Contrast 20.7, which pro

vides the same conditions for ex
emption from conscription, in
different order. 32: The sale of the
children to foreigners as slaves
guarantees their non-return (Gen.
37.25-38). 36: Both the Neo
Assyrian army (2 Kings ch 17)
and the Neo-Babylonian invaders
(2 Kings chs 24-25) practiced de
portation. 37: Byword: The nation's
fate will become a negative stan
dard that all other peoples will
hope to avoid. The opposite idea
was central to God's covenant
with Abraham, whose people
were to become the paradigm of
divine providence (Gen. 12.3).
38-42: Futility curses. The frustra
tion of human labor through infer
tility of the harvest (caused by in
sects or other natural enemies) is
here presented as punishment for
infringement of the covenant, re
versing the blessings of vv. 7-14.
From this perspective, crop fail
ure is interpreted as divine judg
ment (Lev. 26.20; Amos 4.7-12).
43-44: Reversing vv. 12b-13.
45-46: Summary statement that,
in conjunction with vv. 38-44,
shows systematically how disobe
dience undoes blessing: (A) the
blessings of agricultural and repro
ductive fertility (vv. 11-12a) and
(B) economic independence and
political sovereignty (vv. 12b-13),
which result from (C) obedience
(vv. 13b-14), are reversed with
(A') failure of crops and loss of
progeny (vv. 38-42) and (B') politi
cal and economic domination by
foreigners (vv. 43-44), all of which
result from (C) disobedience to
the covenant (v. 45). 46: Signs and
proofs, more commonly translated
"sign(s) and marvel(s)," as at 29.2.
These terms normally specify the
miracles performed by God on be
half of Israel at the time of the exo-
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your God in joy and gladness over the abundance of
everything, 48 you shall have to serve-in hunger and
thirst, naked and lacking everything-the enemies whom
the LORD will let loose against you. He will put an iron
yoke upon your neck until He has wiped you out.
49The LoRD will bring a nation against you from afar,
from the end of the earth, which will swoop down like the
eagle-a nation whose language you do not understand,
s o a ruthless nation, that will show the old no regard and
the young no mercy. S l it shall devour the offspring of
your cattle and the produce of your soil, until you have
been wiped out, leaving you nothing of new grain, wine,
or oil, of the calving of your herds and the lambing of
your flocks, until it has brought you to ruin. 52 Jt shall shut
you up in all your towns throughout your land until every
mighty, towering wall in which you trust has come down.
And when you are shut up in all your towns throughout
your land that the LoRD your God has assigned to you,
53 you shall eat your own issue, the flesh of your sons and
daughters that the LORD your God has assigned to you,
because of the desperate straits to which your enemy
shall reduce you. 54 He who is most tender and fastidious
among you shall be too mean to his brother and the wife
of his bosom and the children he has spared ss to share
with any of them the flesh of the children that he eats, be
cause he has nothing else left as a result of the desperate
straits to which your enemy shall reduce you in all your
towns. 56 And she who is most tender and dainty among
you, so tender and dainty that she would never venture to
set a foot on the ground, shall begrudge the husband of
her bosom, and her son and her daughter, 57 the afterbirth
that issues from between her legs and the babies she
bears; she shall eat them secretly, because of utter want, in
the desperate straits to which your enemy shall reduce
you in your towns.
s s If you fail to observe faithfully all the terms of this
Teaching that are written in this book, to reverence this
dus (4.34; 6.22; 7.19; 34.11; Exod.
7.3; 8.19; 10.1-2; 11.9-10). They
now threaten instead to immortal
ize the divine punishment of Is
rael, as even language is now in
verted against the nation.

28.47-57: Scenario of foreign in
vasion. This unit, outside the
frame provided by vv. 15, 45-46,
seems like a later appendix. 47: Be
cause you would not seroe: Here the

detailed depiction of the future
curse is based upon wrongdoing
already committed in the past, in
contrast to the conditional formu
lation of v. 15, which presents the
disobedience as a future possibil
ity. Abundance: The threat that
prosperity in the land will cause
Israel to forget the source of that
comfort is here realized (see
6.1 1-12; 8.11-20; 33.15, 18). 48: The
punishment corresponds precisely

to the offense: Because you would
not seroe . . . (v. 47) you shall have to
seroe: Israel is judged by talionic
justice ("an eye for an eye"). The
formulation works on the double
meaning of the key Hebrew word:
"to serve" can refer to sacrificial
worship of God (13.5) as well as
to labor as a servant or slave (see
5.13 n.). God thus redeemed Israel
from servitude in Egypt so that, in
freedom, they serve Him in the
covenant (Lev. 25.42, 55). lro11 yoke,
symbolizing vassal status, as in Jer.
chs 27-28. 49-57: Systematic pres
entation of foreign conquest, pro
ceeding from invasion (vv. 48-50),
to the invaders' plunder and de
spoiling of the land (v. 51), to crip
pling siege (v. 52), and culminating
in the horrors of starvation that
arise from the siege (vv. 53-57).
These descriptions of the invader
and of the consequences of the
siege are based upon the literary
model of the Vassal Treaty of Es
sarhadon. 49-52: Closely parallels
Jer. 5.15-19. 49: Like 1/ze eagle, cf.
Ezek. 17.3-7; Hab. 1.8. 51: Contrast
the idealistic war laws of 20.19-20,
which prohibit occupiers from de
spoiling the land. 52: It shall shut

you up . . . until every . . . wall . . .
has come down: The Neo-Assyrian
(2 Kings 17.5) and Nee-Babylonian
armies (2 Kings 24.3; 25.1-7) em
ployed advanced engineering to
mount a siege campaign involving
ramparts, battering rams, and cat
apults. 53-57: The starvation re
sulting from the siege causes a
complete breakdown of the nor
mal social order, as parents be
come predators of their children
and family members compete for
food. For cannibalism under siege
conditions, see Lev. 26.29; 2 Kings
6.28-32; Jer. 19.9; Ezek. 5.10; Lam.
2.20; 4.10; and VTE §§47, 69,

71, 75·

28.58-68: Undoing the exodus.
The orientation here differs con
siderably from what precedes; the
unit seems to represent a third
layer to the chapter. 58: The Mo
saic speaker has thus far urged Is
rael to obey God's "command
ments which I enjoin upon you
this day" (v. 1; similarly, vv. 13-14).
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honored and awesome Name, the LORD your God, 59 the
LORD will inflict extraordinary plagues upon you and
your offspring, strange and lasting plagues, malignant
and chronic diseases. 60 He will bring back upon you all
the sicknesses of Egypt that you dreaded so, and they
shall cling to you. 61 Moreover, the LoRD will bring upon
you all the other diseases and plagues that are not men
tioned in this book of Teaching, until you are wiped out.
62 You shall be left a scant few, after having been as nu
merous as the stars in the skies, because you did not heed
the command of the LoRD your God. 63 And as the LoRD
once delighted in making you prosperous and many, so
will the LoRD now delight in causing you to perish and in
wiping you out; you shall be torn from the land that you
are about to enter and possess.
64 The LORD will scatter you among all the peoples from
one end of the earth to the other, and there you shall serve
other gods, wood and stone, whom neither you nor your
ancestors have experienced. • 65 Yet even among those na
tions you shall find no peace, nor shall your foot find a
place to rest. The LoRD will give you there an anguished
heart and eyes that pine and a despondent spirit. 66 The
life you face shall be precarious; you shall be in terror,
night and day, with no assurance of survival. 67 In the
morning you shall say, "If only it were evening!" and in
the evening you shall say, "If only it were morning!"-be
cause of what your heart shall dread and your eyes shall
see. 68 The LoRD will send you back to Egypt in galleys, by
a route which I told you you should not see again. There
you shall offer yourselves for sale to your enemies as male
and female slaves, but none will buy.
69 These are the terms of the covenant which the LoRD
commanded Moses to conclude with the Israelites in the
a See note at 1 1 .2 8 .
Here, in contrast, Israel must obey

the terms of this Teaching that are
written in this book. How the com
mandments have already become
transformed from oral proclama
tion into a written text, i.e., Torah
in its later sense, is unexplained,
since it is not until 31.9, 24 that
Moses commands that the Torah
be put into writing as a book.
Moreover, hitherto the required
obedience was to the plural "com
mandments" (vv. 1, 9, 13, 15, 45).
Here, for the first time in the chap-

ter, Israel must obey a codified,
single Teaching. This . . . Name: dis
tinctively, Name stands directly for
God (elsewhere in the Torah only
Lev. 24.11). The word's special
reference is explained by the fol
lowing the LORD, which denotes
the Tetragrammaton (YHvH),
God's personal name. 59-68: Con
sistent with the "book" perspec
tive, the consequences for breach
of the written Torah have a differ
ent focus than the preceding hor
rors of foreign invasion. Contra-
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vention of the Torah triggers a sys
tematic reversal of the national
history, covenantal promises, and
theology included in that Torah.
The punishment amounts to an
anti-Torah that will dissolve the
national identity. 59-61: Bring back
. . . sicknesses: After the miracle of
the exodus, God had promised, if
the people obeyed, "I will not
bring upon you any of the diseases
that I brought upon the Egyp
tians" (Exod. 15.26). Now the
threat implicit in that conditional
promise becomes realized (also
vv. 21-22, 35; 7.15). 62: Stars . . .
skies: God will cancel the promise
made to Abraham that his people
shall be as numerous as the stars
of heaven (Gen. 15.5--6). The
covenantal promise of peoplehood
(Gen. 12.2) will thus be rescinded.
63: Dispossession and exile (as in
4.26; Lev. 26.33-39) rescinds the
covenantal promise of the land,
contravening even the uncondi
tional divine promises of Gen. 12.7
and 13.17. 64: The double loss of
Israel's identity: Dispersion of the
population dissolves its political
identity, and idol worship dis
solves its religious identity.
65-67: In the absence of the na
tional destiny provided by the
covenant, historical existence has
no meaning. 68: Forced return to
Egypt, where the former taskmas
ters now spurn Israel's desperate
bid to sell itself back into slavery
and thus to undo its own history.
For selling oneself into slavery
under financial hardship to pay off
debts or gain support ("inden
ture"), see Lev. 25·39· Route which I
told you you should not see again (cf.
17.16): Although the reference to
the "route" or "direction" is un
clear, the threat reverses the un
conditional promise by Moses at
the time of the exodus: "the Egyp
tians whom you see today you
will never see again" (Exod. 14.13).
The covenant violations by Israel
are so serious that Moses threatens
to abrogate that promise.

28.69-30.20: The third discourse
of Moses: The ratification cere
mony for the covenant on the
plains of Moab. Israel is formally
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land of Moab, in addition to the covenant which He had
made with them at Horeb.

2 9 Moses summoned all Israel and said to them:

You have seen all that the LORD did before your
very eyes in the land of Egypt, to Pharaoh and to all his
courtiers and to his whole country: 2 the wondrous feats
that you saw with your own eyes, those prodigious signs
and marvels. 3 Yet to this day the LoRD has not given you
a mind to understand or eyes to see or ears to hear.
4 I led you through the wilderness forty years; the
clothes on your back did not wear out, nor did the sandals
on your feet; 5 you had no bread to eat and no wine or
other intoxicant to drink-that you might know that I the
LORD am your God.
6 When you reached this place, King Sihon of Heshbon
and King Og of Bashan came out to engage us in battle,
but we defeated them. 7 We took their land and gave it to
the Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manas
seh as their heritage. B Therefore observe faithfully all the
terms of this covenant, that you may succeed in all that
you undertake.
NITSAVIM
9 You stand this day, all of you, before the LoRD your
God-your tribal heads, your elders and your officials, all
adjured to enter the covenant: to
swear to obey the laws of chs
12-26 under penalty of the sanc
tions of ch 28. 28.69-29.28: A di
dactic review of Israel's history
(29.1-8) precedes an imprecation
to ensure loyal adherence to the
covenant (vv. g--28). The people are
formally assembled and instructed
in the serious consequences of
what they are about to undertake.
28.69: Editorial Heading. NJPS
follows the Masoretic textual di
vision, understanding the verse
as a colophon that concludes
the second discourse of Moses
(4.44-28.69). In contrast, most En
glish translations follow the more
logical Septuagint system, which
regards the verse (as 29.1) as a su
perscription to the third discourse
(29.1-30.20). Similar formulae
(these are the . . . ) are used to intro
duce the first and second dis
courses (1.1; 4·45). The covenant . . .
Moab: This editorial heading pro-

vides two new perspectives on the
legal corpus. (1) The earlier "laws
and rules" (12.1) are now seen as a
unified, single covenant between
God and Israel. This perspective is
absent from the legal corpus itself,
where the word "covenant" ap
pears only at 17.2. In this third dis
course, however, that understand
ing becomes the norm (see 28.69;

29.8, 11, 13, 20, 24; 31.16, 20).
(2) The second new perspective re

gards the laws of Moab as a cove
nant in addition to the one made
at Horeb; the phrase suggests
an editor's attempt to work in a
later version of a law or narrative
alongside an earlier one (Gen. 26.1;
Lev. 23.38). This view stylizes Deu
teronomy-originally intended as
an independent body of law-as
now working in tandem with prior
law. It is striking that, in other con
texts, Deuteronomy does not take
the covenant at Horeb into account
but presents itself as an indepen-

dent and autonomous covenant.
There is no reference to Horeb in
the redundant introductory formu
lae of 4·44-45 or, more importantly,
in the superscription to the legal
corpus at 12.1 .

29.1-8. Didactic review of Israel's
history. 29.1: You ltave seen: As at
5.2-4, Moses addresses the present
generation, who are actually one
generation removed from the
miraculous events, as if they had
themselves lived through the exo
dus and the wilderness wander
ing. 2: Signs . . . maroels, see
28.46 n. 3: Yet to this day, more ac
curately, "the LORD has not given
you until today." The thrust is to
stress informed consent. The ad
monition creates a tension with the
preceding two verses: the ad
dressees who "have seen" The
miraculous events (v. 1), which
their own "eyes" saw (v. 2), are
accused of having lacked eyes to
see. The castigation reflects the
episodes of rebellion (9.7-24).
4-5: The Mosaic homily reinter
prets the wilderness wandering,
originally intended as divine pun
ishment of Israel (Num. 14.13-35),
and presents it positively, in didac
tic terms. 4: I: For the intrusion of
divine speech into Mosaic speech,
see 7 + 17.3, 28.20, 68. Clothes . . .
feet, see 8-4- 5: You had no bread to
eat . . . no wine . . . to drink: The
sense is, "It was not bread that you
ate . . . nor wine that you drank."
The manna, quail, and water that
Israel consumed were supplied by
divine providence (8.2-5; Exod. ch
16; Num. 11.4-9, 31-33). Know: The
miraculous sustenance of Israel in
the desert was intended didacti
cally to bring the people to God
(8.3). Knowledge here is not ab
stract speculation but the recogni
tion of God's historical actions on
behalf of the nation. I the LoRD am
your God, better, "I, YHVH, am
your God" (6.4; Exod. 20.2).
6-7: See 1-4; 2.26-3.22; Num.

21.21-35·

29.9-28: Imprecation to ensure
loyalty to the covenant. 9: Stand
. . . all ofyou, in formal array for
a public legal ceremony (see
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the men of Israel, 10 your children, your wives, even the
stranger within your camp, from woodchopper to water
drawer-11 to enter into the covenant of the LoRD your
God, which the LoRD your God is concluding with you
this day, with its sanctions;• 12 to the end that He may es
tablish you this day as His people and be your God, as He
promised you and as He swore to your fathers, Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. 13 I make this covenant, with its sanc
tions, not with you alone, 14 but both with those who are
standing here with us this day before the LORD our God
and with those who are not with us here this day.
1 5 Well you know that we dwelt in the land of Egypt and
that we passed through the midst of various other na
tions; 16 and you have seen the detestable things and the
fetishes of wood and stone, silver and gold, that they
keep. 17 Perchance there is among you some man or
woman, or some clan or tribe, whose heart is even now
turning away from the LoRD our God to go and worship
the gods of those nations-perchance there is among you
a stock sprouting poison weed and wormwood. 18 When
such a one hears the words of these sanctions, he may
fancy himself immune, thinking, "I shall be safe, though I
follow my own willful heart" -to the utter ruin of moist
and dry alike.b 19 The LORD will never forgive him; rather
will the LoRD's anger and passion rage against that man,
till every sanction recorded in this book comes down
upon him, and the LORD blots out his name from under
heaven.
20 The LoRD will single them< out from all the tribes of
Israel for misfortune, in accordance with all the sanctions
of the covenant recorded in this book of Teaching. 21 And
later generations will ask-the children who succeed you,
a I.e., the curses !hal violations of the covenant will entail.
c I.e., clan or tribe, v. 17.
b I.e., everything.
Ps. 82.1). This day, making the tran
sition from historical review
(28.69-29.7) to present adjuration
(similarly, VTE §33). 10: In Deuter
onomy, all, including women, are
included in the covenantal com
munity. 1 1 : Covenant . . . with its
sanctions: This legal formula recurs
at v. 13, thus framing the central
idea of the covenant: the binding
relationship between God and Is
rael. Sanctions, more accurately,
"its imprecation" or "its curse"
(see translators' note a). Treaty in
fraction is punished with "all the
curses of the covenant" (v. 20,

more accurately translating the
same Hebrew terms), which are
named and sworn to in advance.
As in the colloquial expression
that joins a promise ("Cross my
heart") to a pronouncement doom
ing oneself for noncompliance
("and hope to die"), so in the an
cient Near East were covenants
validated by means of a conclud
ing imprecation (VTE §§37-56,
58-106). On that model, the pre
ceding laws of chs 12-26 represent
the treaty stipulations; ch 28, its
sanctions; and ch 29, the formal
ceremony of the imprecation.
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13-14: The covenant binds even
future generations (as in VTE §25,
33, 34, 57); consequently, the pun
ishment for infraction of its terms
extends to the third and fourth
generation (5.9; Exod. 20.5; 34.7).
16-26: A stark, two-part warning,
showing how the attempt even of
a single individual secretly to
withdraw from the covenant (vv.
16-18) jeopardizes the entire na
tion (vv. 19-27). 1 7: Turning away,
transferring loyalty from God to
other gods (13.6-11; 17.2--7). Poison
weed and wormwood, Hos. 10.4;
Amos 5.7; 6.12. 18: Fancy himself
immune, rather than proclaim the
imprecation, hoping to escape the
sanctions of the covenant. Moist
and dry: Most likely the paired
antonyms designate totality (see
28.3-6 n.), but the exact meaning is
lost. 19: Passion: God is described
as an "impassioned God" (5.9;
Exod. 34.14; with the adjectival
form of the same word), referring
to His zeal to defend the mutual
exclusivity of the covenant rela
tion. Comes down upon him, more
literally, "will crouch down upon
them" (cf. Gen. 4.7), with the im
precation here almost animate.
Blots out his name: The image is of
the erasure of a tablet or scroll
(Num. 5.23), given a theological
cast based on the Mesopotamian
idea that the divine decree of
human fate is inscribed in a heav
enly book. Erasure from this book,
then, symbolizes punishment
(9.14; Gen. 6.7; Exod. 17.14; 32.32;
2 Kings 14.27; Ps. 9.6). This early,
non-Israelite idea figures promi
nently in the later Jewish liturgy
for Rosh Ha-Shanah (the Jewish
New Year) and Yom Kippur (the
Day of Atonement). 21-27: The
negative instruction. As the
wilderness wandering provided
an instructional lesson for the
nation (vv. 4-5), so will Israel,
now herself transformed into a
devastation, provide an object
lesson for future generations
and other nations. Normally this
question-and-answer model,
which anticipates the child's ques
tion, seeks to provide the rationale
for ritual observance with refer
ence to God's redemptive acts
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and foreigners who come from distant lands and see the
plagues and diseases that the LORD has inflicted upon that
land, 22 all its soil devastated by sulfur and salt, beyond
sowing and producing, no grass growing in it, just like the
upheaval of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboiim,
which the LoRD overthrew in His fierce anger___23 all na
tions will ask, "Why did the LORD do thus to this land?
Wherefore that awful wrath?" 24They will be told, "Be
cause they forsook the covenant that the LoRD, God of
their fathers, made with them when He freed them from
the land of Egypt; 25 they turned to the service of other
gods and worshiped them, gods whom they had not ex
perienced• and whom He had not allottedb to them. 26 So
the LoRD was incensed at that land and brought upon it
all the curses recorded in this book. 27 The LoRD uprooted
them from their soil in anger, fury, and great wrath, and
cast them into another land, as is still the case."
2B Concealed acts concern the LORD our God; but with
overt acts, it is for us and our children ever to apply all the
provisions of this Teaching.

3 0 When all these things befall you-the blessing and

the curse that I have set before you-and you take
them to heart amidst the various nations to which the
LoRD your God has banished you, 2 and you return to the
LoRD your God, and you and your children heed His
command with all your heart and soul, just as I enjoin
upon you this day, 3 then the LoRD your God will restore
your fortunes< and take you back in love. He will bring
you together again from all the peoples where the LoRD
your God has scattered you. 4 Even if your outcasts are at
the ends of the world,d from there the LoRD your God will
gather you, from there He will fetch you. 5 And the LoRD
a See note at 11.28.

/J See 4.19-20.

c Others "captivity. "

d Lit. "sky. "

28: Concealed acts may, as here,
refer to acts that God will punish
(vv. 17-18); or to future events.
More likely, the antithesis rejects
religions that define truth in terms
of esoteric speculation and restrict
access to such truth to a learned
few. Instead, the Torah, based
upon a public revelation (ch 5) and
Mosaic instruction (chs 12-26), is
accessible to all. Similarly, Israel's
God is "near" and obedience to
the revealed Torah constitutes
"wisdom" (4.6-7). For us and our
children ever, tripartite emphasis on
lasting open access. To apply con
tinues the antithesis: The Torah re
quires not esoteric speculation but
moral and religious action.

30.1-10: Reassurance of restora
tion. The promise of restoration
here contradicts the unconditional
denial of divine pardon and the
blotting out of Israel's name in
29.19. Indeed, this section, with its
emphasis on restoration, does not
logically follow ch 29, which urges
obedience to the covenant by
stressing the seriousness of its
sanctions. The unit makes most
sense as an insertion that serves
the religious needs of a commu
nity different from that of the
book's original audience (see
v. 5 n.). Its literary and theological
elegance is difficult to represent in
English. The author uses the Heb
word "shuv" (which can mean
"return," "repent," or "restore") in
seven different ways to establish
the close bond between human re
pentance and divine forgiveness:
(v. 1) If you take them to heart . . .
(v. 2) and return . . (v. 3) then the
LORD will restore yourfortunes and
take you back . . . (v. 8) Then you
shall again obey . . . (v. 9) For the
LoRD will again take delight . . .
(v. 10) because you return. This no
tion of returning (using "shuv")
is central to Deuteronomy 4 as
well, and to prophetic literature,
and is further developed into the
rabbinic doctrine of "teshuvah"
or repentance, which replaces
the Priestly idea of "kapparah"
or atonement. 4: Contrast Amos
.

(4.32-38; Exod. 12.25-27; 13.8-10).
Reversing that scenario, the lesson
here involves divine punishment
for breach of covenant (see 1 Kings
g.g). 22: Sulfur and salt were used
in antiquity as chemical defoliants
by invading armies. Sodom . . . Ze
boiim: The land's resulting sterility
will recall the divine devastation
of the proverbial wicked cities lo
cated in the arid area around the
Dead Sea (Gen. 19.24-25; Isa.
1.9-10). 24: The covenant, conflat
ing the covenants of Horeb and
Moab (28.6g). 25: Gods . . . not allot-

ted to them: As at 32.8-9, the idea is
that each nation is allocated its
own god, and that YHVH is the
God of Israel. As at 5·7-9, the exis
tence of other deities is here con
ceded. Contrast 4.19, where it is
rather only inanimate "stars . . .
[that] God allotted," which reinter
prets the polytheistic image from
the later perspective of monothe
ism. 27: Cast them into another land,
as is still tlze case: The reference to
the present implies that the chap
ter was composed subsequent to
the Babylonian exile of 586 BCE.

9.2-3. 5: Bring you to tlze land
tlzat yourfathers possessed: The
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your God will bring you to the land that your fathers pos
sessed, and you shall possess it; and He will make you
more prosperous and more numerous than your fathers.
6 Then the LoRD your God will open up• your heart and
the hearts of your offspring to love the LoRD your God
with all your heart and soul, in order that you may live.
7 The LoRD your God will inflict all those curses upon the
enemies and foes who persecuted you. 8 You, however,
will again heed the LORD and obey all His command
ments that I enjoin upon you this day. 9 And the LORD
your God will grant you abounding prosperity in all your
undertakings, in the issue of your womb, the offspring of
your cattle, and the produce of your soil. For the LoRD
will again delight in your well-being, as He did in that of
your fathers, 10 since you will be heeding the LoRD your
God and keeping His commandments and laws that are
recorded in this book of the Teaching-once you return to
the LORD your God with all your heart and soul.
11 Surely, this Instruction which I enjoin upon you this
day is not too baffling for you, nor is it beyond reach. 12 1t
is not in the heavens, that you should say, "Who among us
can go up to the heavens and get it for us and impart it to
us, that we may observe it?" 13 Neither is it beyond the
sea, that you should say, "Who among us can cross to the
other side of the sea and get it for us and impart it to us,
that we may observe it?" 14 No, the thing is very close to
you, in your mouth and in your heart, to observe it.
15 See, I set before you this day life and prosperity, death
and adversity. 1 6 Forb I command you this day, to love the
LoRD your God, to walk in His ways, and to keep His
commandments, His laws, and His rules, that you may
thrive and increase, and that the LoRD your God may
a Others "circumcise."
b Septuagint reads "Ifyou obey the commandments of the Lo1w your God, w/1ich. "
"you" n o longer refers t o the
desert generation whom Moses,
according to the narrative, ad
dresses on the plains of Transjor
dan, as they are about to enter the
land (ca. 1220 BCE). Instead, the
perspective has shifted to that of
the Judean exiles in Babylonia
(586-539 BCE), who look forward
to returning to the land they once
occupied, and from which they
have since been displaced. More
numerous, using the language of
the covenantal promise (Gen. 17.2;
22.17). For similar claims that the

future will repeat the past while
also surpassing it, see Isa. 42.9;
43.6-20; 51.9-11. 6: The LoRD . . .
will open up [lit. "circumcise"] your
heart: God is the agent, in contrast
with the previous call for Israel it
self to "cut away . . . the thickening
about your hearts" (see 10.16 n.).
The change in perspective sug
gests skepticism about the
people's ability to effect such a
change of heart independently.
Still more skepticism is evident in
the prophetic vision of a divine
"reprogramming" of the human
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heart by inscribing the Torah upon
it (Jer. 31.31-34; Ezek. 1 1 .19-20;
36.26-27). 7: The curses are de
flected from Israel to the adver
sary; contrast 28.47, 49, where the
foreign nation functions as God's
agent to punish Israel for its dis
obedience. 9: Issue . . . offspring . . .
produce: The blessings upon return
from exile conform to those prom
ised upon initial entry into the
land (28-4). 10: Heeding the LoRD
. . . and keeping His . . . laws that are

recorded in this book of the Teaching:
The reference is to the text of Deu
teronomy itself, which replaces the
live speech of Moses (12.28; 13.1)
or prophetic speech (18.18--9) as
authoritative revealer of God's
word.

30.11-20: The original continua
tion of ch 29, with two sections:
vv. 1 1-14, 15-20. 1 1-14: The acces
sibility of Torah. Turning their
own characteristic imagery against
them, the passage challenges the
assumptions of Near Eastern wis
dom schools about the inaccessi
bility of divine wisdom and the
limits of human knowledge (cf.
Job ch 28). 1 1 : Surely, better, "be
cause," logically continuing 29.28
and emphasizing the ready acces
sibility of the Torah. The NJPS
translation is an accommodation
to the insertion of vv. 1-10. This In
struction, when used in the singu
lar, refers to the Torah as a whole
(as at 6.1); the contrasting plural
use designates the individual stip
ulations (v. 10; 4.2, 40; 5.10; 6.17).
12: See Prov. 30-4. That we may ob
serve it, lit. "so that He may pro
claim it to us." 14: In your mouth:
In antiquity, written texts were
normally read, taught, and recited
aloud rather than silently (6.7;
31.19, 21; Josh. 1.8). 15-20: The ne
cessity of choice. If "life" meant
only biological life, there would be
no choice. The choice is rather be
tween life in the covenant and life
not in the covenant. From this
viewpoint, biological existence,
and even prosperity, if not in the
covenant, constitutes death.
16: Love . . . walk in His ways: In the
technical language of Near Eastern
treaties, "love" means to act loy-
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bless you in the land that you are about to enter and pos
sess. 17 But if your heart turns away and you give no heed,
and are lured into the worship and service of other gods,
1 B I declare to you this day that you shall certainly perish;
you shall not long endure on the soil that you are crossing
the Jordan to enter and possess. 1 9 I call heaven and earth
to witness against you this day: I have put before you life
and death, blessirig and curse. Choose life-if you and
your offspring would live-20by loving the LORD your
God, heeding His commands, and holding fast to Him.
For thereby you shall have life and shall long endure upon
the soil that the LoRD swore to your ancestors, Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, to give to them.

,.,,,

3 1 •-Moses went and spoke·• these things to all Israel.

VA-YELEKH

2 He said to them:

n-n An ancient Heb. IllS. mtd tile Septuagint rend: "Wiren Moses lrnd finis/red speak
ing . . . "; cf 29.1.
ally and to honor the commit
ments of the treaty (6.5 n.).

19: Heaven and earth to witness, see
4.26; 32.1 n. Choose life: Joshua reit
erates the necessity of choice (Josh.
24.15). The didactic use of life and
death suggests the influence of
wisdom teachings upon the au
thors (Prov. 11.19; 14.27; 18.21; cf.
Jer. 8.3; 21.8).

31.1-34.12: The death of Moses
and the formation of the Torah.
With the imprecation of ch 30
marking the conclusion of the
treaty between God and Israel,
Deuteronomy now returns to
Moses, the mediator of the treaty,
as his life draws to a close. The in
evitable question of succession is
here given a twofold answer, as
befits the role of Moses as both po
litical and religious leader of Is
rael. Moses invests Joshua with
leadership in political and military
matters (31.1-8, 14-15, 23; 32.44,
48-52; 34-9), while also "putting
down in writing the words of this
Teaching" (31.24) to instruct the
nation in matters of religion. Deu
teronomy thus ends in paradox:
Moses, ostensibly the book's
narrator, narrates his own death
(ch 34); and the book of the Torah,

which is already presupposed
(29.26), nevertheless provides an
account of its own formation
(31.9-13, 24-29). The conclusion of
Deuteronomy also marks, how
ever, the conclusion of the Penta
teuch. As they incorporated Deu
teronomy into that larger work,
later editors with the background
of the exile contributed their per
spectives on the function of the
Torah in the people's life. Finally,
the Pentateuch's literary precedent
of a patriarch's deathbed bequest
and blessing (Gen. chs 27, 48-49)
led to the incorporation of "The
Song of Moses" (32.1-43) and of
"The Blessing of Moses" (ch 33),
each of which may originally have
circulated independently. What re
sults is a heavily "written over"
text that blends several view
points. Themes like the Mosaic
appointment of Joshua begin,
then begin again from a different
perspective, and then are contin
ued only after an apparent digres
sion, which marks the insertion of
new material. The editors sought
to incorporate later layers by pat
terning them after earlier ones,
often repeating their key terms,
while arranging the whole in
an overarching chiastic pattern

(AB:B'A'A"). See diagram on
page 438.

31.1-29: Moses makes arrange
ments for his death. Publicly an
nouncing his imminent death,
Moses invests Joshua with leader
ship and initiates the writing
·
down of the Torah, which is to be
taught regularly to the entire peo
ple. These two legacies seem inde
pendent of each other and suggest
that an earlier narrative, concerned
with the leadership issue, has been
expanded to provide an account of
the formation of the book of Deu
teronomy. But, perhaps. because of
the importance of each of these
two traditions, and the pivotal role
occupied by Deuteronomy in the
Pentateuch, each tradition is itself
doubled. The chapter is thus quite
complex and contains many layers
of tradition: (a) There is a double
announcement of the imminent
mortality of Moses: v. 1 (at the
initiative of Moses, citing pre
vious divine commandment) and
vv. 14-15 (with no reference to a
previous announcement). (b)
There is a corresponding double
tradition concerning the transfer of
leadership. Although Moses be
gins a public ceremony in order
himself to appoint the new leader
(vv. 7-8), a variant tradition has
God commission Joshua directly
(vv. 14-15, 23). (c) There is a dou
ble tradition concerning what
Moses writes: one of " the words
. . . of this Teaching" (v. 24) and
one of " this poem" (v. 19). Each is
to serve as a "witness" (vv. 21, 26).
The first tradition, which refers to
Deuteronomy, was supplemented
by the second in order to integrate
the following "Song of Moses"
(32.1-43). (d) In the "Song" tradi
tion, Israel's future apostasy is
already a foregone conclusion
(vv. 16-22; 28-29); in the covenant
making tradition, there is yet hope
that, by taking the law to heart,
Israel might avoid catastrophe
(vv. 9-13, 24-27).
31.1: Moses went and spoke: The
Septuagint and Qumran texts at
test an alternate version, "Moses
finished speaking" (see translators'
note a-a; in Hebrew, the difference
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I am now one hundred and twenty years old, I can no
longer •·be active:• Moreover, the LORD has said to me,
"You shall not go across yonder Jordan." 3 The LoRD your
God Himself will cross over before you; and He Himself
will wipe out those nations from your path and you shall
dispossess them.-Joshua is the one who shall cross be
fore you, as the LoRD has spoken.-4 The LoRD will do to
them as He did to Sihon and Og, kings of the Amorites,
and to their countries, when He wiped them out. 5 The
LORD will deliver them up to you, and you shall deal with
them in full accordance with the Instruction that I have
enjoined upon you. 6 Be strong and resolute, be not in fear
or in dread of them; for the LORD your God Himself
marches with you: He will not fail you or forsake you.
7 Then Moses called Joshua and said to him in the sight
n-a

Lit. "come and go. "

between the two involves only the
transposition of two consonants).
The latter reading may make more
sense since it creates an exact par
allel between this verse and 32.45,
each of which marks a transition
between two sections of text and
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maximum age allocated by God to
humans (Gen. 6.3); the imminence
of death makes it urgent to assure
continuity of leadership. I can no
longer be active, lit. "go out and
come in," referring specifically to
military leadership (Num. 27.17;
1 Kings 3.7; cf. 2 Sam. 1 1.1).
2-3: Resumes 1.37-38; 3.27-28. The
death of a key leader and the
transfer of his authority mark im
portant turning points within the
larger context of the Deuterono
mistic History and partially follow
a common model (cf. Josh. 23.2;
1 Sam. 12.2; 1 Kings 2.1-2). 4: The
successful military campaigns in
Transjordan provide assurance in
the conquest of Canaan; Moses
aims to counter Israel's intimida
tion (1.27-28; Num. chs 13-14).

is continued by "and he said to
them . . . " (v. 2; 32.46).

5: The Instruction that I have en
joined upon you refers to the
ban (7. 1-'7; 12.29-3 1; 20. 16-18).
7-8: The speech commissioning

places the age first, thus immedi
ately announcing the key issue in
the plot. Moses has reached the

Joshua into office includes three
formal elements: encouragement
(Be strong and resolute), description
of the task (jor it is you who . . . ),

2: l am now one hundred and
twenty years old: The Hebrew

THE LITERARY STRUCTURE OF DEUTERONOMY'S CONCLUSION (CHS 31-34)
A

Succession of leadership
Imminent death of Moses and appointment of Joshua (31 .1-8)

Creation of the Torah as a book
" Moses wrote down this Teaching" (31.9)
"Moses instructed them" (i.e., the Levites; 31.10)
Future public reading of law (31.1o-11)
"Gather the people": didactic function of the law (31.12-13)

Insertions:
God announces death of Moses and commission of Joshua (31.14-15)
Moses to write song as witness (31.16-22)
God commissions Joshua (31.23)

Creation of the Torah as a book
"When Moses had put down in writing . . . this teaching" (31.24)
" Moses charged the Levites" (31.25)
Future role of law as witness (31.26-27)

Transition to Song of Moses (31.28-30)
Certainty of future apostasy (revising 3 1 . 1 2-13)

Song of Moses (32.1-27)

,-------. A'

-

-----+- A''

S uccession of leadership
Moses commanded to die (32.48-52)

Blessing of Moses (ch 33)
Succession of leadership
Death of Moses and Joshua's investiture into office (34.1-12)
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of all Israel: "Be strong and resolute, for it is you who shall
go with this people into the land that the LORD swore to
their fathers to give them, and it is you who shall appor
tion it to them. a And the LoRD Himself will go before you.
He will be with you; He will not fail you or forsake you.
Fear not and be not dismayed!"
9 Moses wrote down this Teaching and gave it to the
priests, sons of Levi, who carried the Ark of the LoRD's
Covenant, and to all the elders of Israel.
1o And Moses instructed them as follows: Every seventh
year,a the year set for remission, at the Feast of Booths,
11 when all Israel comes to appear before the LORD your
God in the place that He will choose, you shall read this
Teaching aloud in the presence of all Israel. 12 Gather the
people--men, women, children, and the strangers in your
communities-that they may hear and so learn to revere
the LORD your God and to observe faithfully every word
of this Teaching. 1 3 Their children, too, who have not had
the experience, shall hear and learn to revere the LoRD
your God as long as they live in the land that you are
about to cross the Jordan to possess.
14 The LoRD said to Moses: The time is drawing near for
you to die. Call Joshua and present yourselves in the Tent
of Meeting, that I may instruct him. Moses and Joshua
went and presented themselves in the Tent of Meeting.
1 5 The LoRD appeared in the Tent, in a pillar of cloud, the
pillar of cloud having come to rest at the entrance of the
tent.
16 The LoRD said to Moses: You are soon to lie with your
fathers. This people will thereupon go astray after the
alien gods in their midst, in the land that they are about to
enter; they will forsake Me and break My covenant that I
made with them. 17 Then My anger will flare up against
them, and I will abandon them and hide My countenance
from them. They shall be ready prey; and many evils and
troubles shall befall them. And they shall say on that day,
"Surely it is because our God is not in our midst that these
evils have befallen us." 18 Yet I will keep My countenance
hidden on that day, because of all the evil they have done
in turning to other gods. 19 Therefore, write down this
poem and teach it to the people of Israel; put it in their
mouths, in order that this poem may be My witness
against the people of Israel. 2o When I bring them into the
land flowing with milk and honey that I promised on oath
to their fathers, and they eat their fill and grow fat and
a See note at 1 5. 1 .

and assurance o f support (the LORD
. . will be with you). 9-13: The in
stitution of a covenant ceremony
to be held every seven years, in
the sabbatical year (15.1-11), dur
ing the Feast of Bootlzs (16.13-15).
1 2: The requirement that the law
must be read publicly and taught
to the assembled nation specifies
the inclusion of women, minors,
and non-Israelite resident aliens.
The law does not restrict the re
sponsibility to observe the cove
nant to males (contrast Exod.
19.15). 14: Tent of Meeting: In the
J source, the site outside of the
camp where God speaks to Moses,
with Joshua in attendance (Exod.
33.7-11). This tent should be dis
tinguished from the Tabernacle
of the Priestly literature, located
in the center of the Israelite en
campment and housing the .
Ark of the Covenant and the altar
(Exod. chs 26--27; Num. 7.1-3;
18.1--7). That I may instruct lzinz: The
more standard tradition involves
direct commission by Moses at
God's command (3.27-28; 34·9;
Num. 27.1B-23). 15: The double
reference to the pillar of cloud, lo
cated both in the Tent (cf. Exod.
30.36; 40.34-35; Lev. 16.2) and at
the entrance of the tent (cf. Exod.
33-9-10; Num. 12.5) blends the
separate traditions associated with
each of the two tents regarding
the site of divine communication.
1 6: Forsake: The punishment is
measure for measure (v. 17).
1 7: Our God: Although the word
generally has this meaning,
the Hebrew could also mean
"our gods," which makes sense
here. The people will have
strayed so far from the covenant
that they attribute the resulting
divine punishment to other
gods. This interpretation explains
God's angry response (v. 18).
.
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turn to other gods and serve them, spurning Me and
breaking My covenant, 21 and the many evils and troubles
befall them-then this poem shall confront them as a wit
ness, since it will never be lost from the mouth of their off
spring. For I know what plans they are devising even
now, before I bring them into the land that I promised on
oath.
22 That day, Moses wrote down this poem and taught it
to the Israelites.
23 And He charged Joshua son of Nun: "Be strong and
resolute: for you shall bring the Israelites into the land
that I promised them on oath, and I will be with you."
24 When Moses had put down in writing the words of
this Teaching to the very end, 25 Moses charged the Levites
who carried the Ark of the Covenant of the LoRD, saying:
26 Take this book of Teaching and place it beside the Ark of
the Covenant of the LoRD your God, and let it remain
there as a witness against you. 27 Well I know how defiant
and stiffnecked you are: even now, while I am still alive in
your midst, you have been defiant toward the LoRD; how
much more, then, when I am dead! 28 Gather to me all the
elders of your tribes and your officials, that I may speak
all these words to them and that I may call heaven and
earth to witness against them. 29 For I know that, when I
am dead, you will act wickedly and turn away from the
path that I enjoined upon you, and that in time to come
misfortune will befall you for having done evil in the sight
of the LoRD and vexed Him by your deeds.
3 0 Then Moses recited the words of this poem to the
very end, in the hearing of the whole congregation of
Israel:
HA'AZINU

3 2 Give ear, 0 heavens, let me speak;
2

3
4

1l'Tl'ti1

Let the earth hear the words I utter!
May my discourse come down as the rain,
My speech distill as the dew,
Like showers on young growth,
Like droplets on the grass!
For the name of the LoRD I proclaim;
Give glory to our God!
The Rock!-His deeds are perfect,
Yea, all His ways are just;
A faithful God, never false,
True and upright is He.

a I.e., may my words be received eagerly; cf fob 29.22-23.

22-23: The sequence of Moses
wrote down (v. 22) and . . . charged
(v. 23) uses the same key terms
as "When Moses had put down
in writing . . . Moses charged"
(vv. 24-25). The repetition of the
paired terms provided a means
for editors to insert the section on
the song (vv. 16-22). 23: And He
charged, lit. "He commanded,"
with no subject identified. NJPS,
by capitalizing the pronoun, indi
cates the divine reference to clarify
that the verse does not continue
from v. 22 but directly resumes
vv. 14-15.

31.30-32.44: The Song of
Moses. The Song is a late· insertion

that reflects upon Israel's history
and almost certainly presupposes
the exile. The Song's literary form
is a revised and expanded pro
phetic lawsuit (Isa. ch 1; Jer. ch 2;
Mic. ch 6; Ps. 50). The basic struc
ture is as follows: (1) Introduction,
with summoning of witnesses
(vv. 1-3); (2) Summary accusation
of Israel's disloyalty (vv. 4-6); (3)
Recital of God's loving actions on
Israel's behalf as the basis for the
charge (vv. 7-14); (4) Indictment of
Israel as disloyal (vv. 15-18); (5)
Declaration of the decision to pun
ish Israel (vv. 19-25). At this very
point, however, God interrupts
His own judicial sentence to recog
nize a risk to His honor: other na
tions might conclude that Israel's
God was weak should they see Is
rael destroyed (vv. 26-27). God re
verses Himself, cancels the just
pronounced punishment, and
decides instead to punish Israel's
enemies so as to vindicate Israel
(vv. 28--42). The Song concludes
with a call for the divine council to
praise God for His actions; the call
may originate from within the di
vine council itself (v. 43; similarly,
Ps. 29.1). A prose frame links the
Song to Deuteronomy by identify
ing Moses, otherwise unmen
tioned in the poem, as its speaker
(31.30; 32-44). 2: The reference to
discourse, and the criticism of Israel
as "dull and witless" (v. 6) show
how the original prophetic lawsuit
has been combined with ideas
taken from wisdom literature
(Prov. 1.5; 4.2; 7.21). 4: Rock, more
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Children unworthy of HimThat crooked, perverse generation
Their baseness has played Him false.
Do you thus requite the LORD,
0 dull and witless people?
Is not He the Father who created you,
Fashioned you and made you endure!
Remember the days of old,
Consider the years of ages past;
Ask your father, he will inform you,
Your elders, they will tell you:
When the Most High gave nations their homes
And set the divisions of man,
He fixed the boundaries of peoples
In relation to Israel's numbers.
For the LoRD's portion is His people,
Jacob His own allotment.
He found him in a desert region,
In an empty howling waste.

11

12
13

14

He engirded him, watched over him,
Guarded him as the pupil of His eye.
Like an eagle who rouses his nestlings,
Gliding down to his young,
So did He spread His wings and take him,
Bear him along on His pinions;
The LoRD alone did guide him,
No alien god at His side.
He set him atop the highlands,
To feast on the yield of the earth;
He fed him honey from the crag,
And oil from the flinty rock,
Curd of kine and milk of flocks;
With the bestb of lambs,
And rams of Bashan, and he-goats;
With the <-very finest·< wheatAnd foaming grape-blood was your drink.

a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
c-c "kidney fat of "

b Lit. "fat. "

accurately, "Mountain," a title ap
plied to the high god of ancient
Canaanite literature (see v. 8 n.)
and to the biblical God (vv. 15,
18, 30, 31, 37; Isa. 44.8; Ps. 78.35).
6: Created you, when God re
deemed Israel from Egypt (Exod.

15.16). 8: Most Higll, or '"Elyon,"
is the formal title of El, the senior
god who presided over the divine
council in the Ugaritic literature of
ancient Canaan. The reference thus
invokes, as do other biblical texts,
the Near Eastern convention of a

pantheon of gods ruled by the
chief deity (Pss. 82.1; 89.6-8). Isra
elite authors regularly applied El's
title to Israel's God (Gen. 14.18-22;
Num. 24.16; Pss. 46.5; 47.3). Even
the precise parallelism "Rock" I
'"Elyon" (see v. 4; Ps. 78.35) re
flects a conventional Ugaritic title
for El. In relation to Israel's n umbers
is unintelligible as it stands. The
variant attested by the Septuagint
and at Qumran, "according to the
sons of El" (cf. NRSV), which pre
serves the mythological reference
to Most High ('"Elyon") earlier in
the verse, makes much more sense.
Here, the idea is that the chief god
allocates the nations to lesser de
ities in the pantheon. (A postbibli
cal notion that seventy angels are
in charge of the world's seventy
nations echoes this idea.) Almost
certainly, the unintelligible reading
of the MT represents a "correc
tion" of the original text (whereby
God presides over other gods) to
make it conform to the later stan
dard of pure monotheism: There
are no other gods! The polytheistic
imagery of the divine council is
also deleted at 32.43; 33.2-3, 7·
9: Portion: This and the following
term reflect ancient estate law: Is
rael is God's special inheritance
(4.20; cf. 7.6; 14.2; 26.18). Own allot
ment: NJPS has added own in
order to avoid the impression that
'Elyon, as head of the pantheon,
has assigned Israel to YHVH, as
merely a member of the pantheon.
The translation suggests that
Israel's God, here identified with
Elyon, reserves Israel for Himself
until the end. The Hebrew permits
either reading. 10: Found (Hos.
9.10): Overlooking the traditions
about the slavery in Egypt, the
Song here traces the beginnings
of Israel to the wilderness period,
romanticizing its ideal purity
(similarly, Hos. 2. 14-15; Jer. 2.2-3;
contrast Deut. 9.6-7, 22-27; Ezek.
ch 20). 1 1 : God, as an eagle, ten
derly bears Israel as a fledgling
(see Exod. 19-4). Ironically, the di
etary laws prohibit the eagle as rit
ually unclean (14.12). 1 3: High 
lands, see Exod. 15.17. 14: Curd,
symbolic of extravagant hospital
ity offered to special guests (Gen.
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So Jeshurun grew fat and kicked
You grew fat and gross and coarse•
He forsook the God who made him
And spurned the Rock of his support.
They incensed Him with alien things,
Vexed Him with abominations.
They sacrificed to demons, no-gods,
Gods they had never known,
New ones, who came but lately,
b-Who stirred not your fathers' fears:b
You neglected the Rock that begot you,
Forgot the God who brought you forth.
The LoRD saw and was vexed
And spurned His sons and His daughters.
He said:
I will hide My countenance from them,
And see how they fare in the end.
For they are a treacherous breed,
Children with no loyalty in them.
They incensed Me with no-gods,
Vexed Me with their futilities;<
I'll incense them with a no-folk,
Vex them with a nation of fools.
For a fire has flared in My wrath
And burned to the bottom of Sheol,
Has consumed the earth and its increase,
Eaten down to the base of the hills.
I will sweep• misfortunes on them,
Use up My arrows on them:
Wasting famine, ravaging plague,
Deadly pestilence, and fanged beasts
Will I let loose against them,
With venomous creepers in dust.
The sword shall deal death without,
As shall the terror within,
To youth and maiden alike,
The suckling as well as the aged.
d-I might have reduced them to naught,·d
Made their memory cease among men,
But for fear of the taunts of the foe,
Their enemies who might misjudge
And say, "Our own hand has prevailed;

a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain; Arabic sha'ara suggests tlte rendering "Witom your fa
tilers did not know. "
c I.e., idols.
d-d Lit. "[ said, / will reduce . . . "; meaning of Heb. 'aph'ehem uncertain.
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18.8; Judg. 5.25). 15: ]eshunm,
probably meaning "upright," a po
etic term for Israel (JJ-5, 26; Isa.
44.2). 17: Demons, better, "protec
tive spirits," using a word bor
rowed from Akkadian (also Ps.
106.37)- No-gods: The language is
intentionally sarcastic (see also
v. 21). 1 8: The Rock that begot you
. . . brought you forth: The Hebrew
much more vividly presents God
as going through childbirth: "The
Rock who gave birth to you . . .
who writhed in labor (to bear)
you." The same verb is elsewhere
applied to Sarah, who "writhed in
labor" to bring Israel forth (so Isa.
51.2, lit.). That God had to suffer
labor pains to bear Israel only in
creases the injustice of Israel's for
getting its divine parent. For the
metaphor of God panting as a
woman in labor, see Isa. 42.14.
Such cases provide an important
alternative to the normal mascu
line imagery associated with God.
21: Incensed refers to the cove
nant's demand for exclusive loy
alty to God (5.8; 6.15; Num. 25.11).
Accordingly, the punishment for
breach of the covenant metes
out precise talionic justice (see
19.19 n.). Heb emphasizes the sar
casm: thus, with no-gods and no
folk. Theirfutilities, lit. "their va
pors" or "their vanities," even
"their vapidities" (Jer. 8.19, "futili
ties"; 10.15, "delusion"; 16.19,
"delusions"; Eccl. 1.2, "futility").
22: Shea!, the underworld (Gen.
37.25; 1 Sam. 2.6; Ps. 139.8). The
abode of all the dead, not a place
of damnation like the later idea of
hell. 23: My arrows, divine punish
ments (v. 42; Ezek. 5.16; Pss. 7.14;
18.15; J8.J). 24: Ravaging plague re
flects the name of the Ugaritic god
of pestilence, thus better, "devoured by Plague." 25: Youth . . .
maiden, better, "young man . . .
young woman," to emphasize
along with suckling . . . aged the
double merism (28.3-6 n.), which
symbolizes the totality of the
slaughter. 26-27: The Song here
pivots from judgment of Israel to
her vindication at the expense of
the foreign invaders. 27: For fear:
God has feelings and vulnerabili
ties (as at Gen. 6.6). Our own hand
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None of this was wrought by the LoRD! "
For they are a folk void o f sense,
Lacking in all discernment.
Were they wise, they would think upon
this,
Gain insight into their future:
"How could one have routed a thousand,
Or two put ten thousand to flight,
Unless their Rock had sold them,
The LoRD had given them up?"
For their rock is not like our Rock,
b-In our enemies' own< estimation:b
Ah! The vine for them is from Sodom,
From the vineyards of Gomorrah;
The grapes for them are poison,
A bitter growth their clusters.
Their wine is the venom of asps,
The pitiless poison of vipers.
Lo, I have it all put away,
Sealed up in My storehouses,
To be My vengeance and recompense,
At the time that their foot falters.
Yea, their day of disaster is near,
And destiny rushes upon them.
For the LoRD will vindicate His people
d-And take revenge for-d His servants,
When He sees that their might is gone,
And neither bond nor free is left.
He will say: Where are their gods,
The rock in whom they sought refuge,
Who ate the fat of their offerings
And drank their libation wine?
Let them rise up to your help,
And let them be a shield unto you!
See, then, that I, I am He;
There is no god beside Me.
I deal death and give life;
I wounded and I will heal:
None can deliver from My hand.
Lo, I raise My hand to heaven
And say: As I live forever,

a Here, apparently, Moses is the speaker; God resumes in v. 32.
b-b I.e., as everyone must admit.
c For Heb. pelilim see Exod. 21.22; cf Gen. 48.11.
d-d Cf Isa. 1.24. Otl1ers "and repent Himself conceming. "
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lzas prroailed, lit., "our hand is held
high" in victory (Num. 33-3, "defi
antly"; Ps. 89.14). 28-31: God's so
liloquy is interrupted by another
voice that refers to God in the
third person and speaks on behalf
of Israel (vv. 3o-31). The voice is
contextually that of Moses (see
translators' note a), but it is one
that assumes the perspective of
scribal wisdom. The section there
fore seems to be an addition to the
text, separating God's abrupt
change of heart (vv. 25-27) from
the explicit announcement of judg
ment upon the foreign nation (vv.
34-38). 28-29: The insertion here
directs against the foreign nation
the same critique already made of
Israel: God's judgment is justified
by the nation's lack of wisdom
(vv. 6, 20). 30: A citation within a
citation: The verse, attributed to
Israel's enemy, in effect reproaches
the foreign nation for failing to un
derstand that it owes its triumph
over Israel to God rather than
force of arms. The imagery ironi
cally inverts the holy war idea
(3.22; 20.1), now turning it against
IsraeL 32: Sodom . . . Gomorrah,
here symbolizing moral corruption
more than ruinous devastation (cf.
29.22 n.). 34: It, the punishment of
the foreign nation, which is about
to be announced (vv. 35-42). Put
away . . . sealed up refers to the for
mal legal procedures for rolling
and then sealing a witnessed deed
or contract with a wax seal, so that
the unaltered document can subse
quently be introduced into court
as evidence (Isa. 8.16; Jer. 32.9-15).
35: Vengeance, better, "vindica
tion," since the idea is not revenge
but justice. 36: Their might is gone,

And neither bond nor free is left:
God will act when no one sur
vives who can take charge or pro
vide assistance (2 Kings 14.26; cf.
1 Kings 14.10; 21.21; 2 Kings g.B).
37-38: Further sarcasm. 39: Simi
lar to exilic Second Isaiah (Isa.

41.4; 43.10, 13; 44.6; 45.6-7, 22;
48.12). 40: I raise my hand, else

where translated "I swear," which
clarifies the meaning here. God is
represented anthropomorphically,
as performing the physical gesture
that marks a formal legal oath (see

DEUTERONOMY 32.4 1-32.45
41

42

43

When I whet My flashing blade
And My hand lays hold on judgment,
Vengeance will I wreak on My foes,
Will I deal to those who reject Me.
I will make My arrows drunk with blood
As My sword devours fleshBlood of the slain and the captive
From the long-haired enemy chiefs.
0 nations, acclaim His people!
For He'll avenge the blood of His servants,
Wreak vengeance on His foes,
And cleanse the land of His people!

44 Moses came, together with Hosea son of Nun, and re
cited all the words of this poem in the hearing of the
people.
45 And when Moses finished reciting all these words to
a Cf Num. 35·33· Mea11i11g of Heb. U11certai11; Ugaritic 'udm't "tears" suggests the re/1deril1g "A11d wipe away His people's tears. " Cf /sa. 25.8.
Exod. 6.8 n.; Num.

14.30; Ezek.
20.5-6, 15, 23, 28, 42; 36-7; 44-12;
47.14; Neh. 9.15). 41 : Wreak, lit.

"return," in talionic justice. Thus,
because of the judicial connota
tion, vengeance gives the wrong
idea (v. 35 n.). Reject Me, treaty lan
guage that refers to disloyal action
that violates the covenant. 43: As it
stands, the Hebrew presents nu
merous difficulties. The opening
vocative 0 nations is illogical in
this context. The verse demands
that the very nations judged guilty
of spilling Israel's blood suddenly
join in the chorus of those praising

Israel-in the moment before their
destruction! The expected poetic
parallelism (AA'BB', as in v. 2) is
absent. Here the second line pre
sents a completely different idea
than the first line, rather than re
peating it with a variation. The ab
sence of parallelism is not simply a
formal stylistic issue: It renders the
climax of the poem unintelligible.
The incoherence of v. 43 in its pres
ent form suggests that the original
text has been disrupted. Alterna
tive reflections of the text, as pre
served by the LXX and by the
Dead Sea Scrolls, restore the

ORIGINAL FORM OF 32-43
NJPS (MASORETIC TEXT)
RECONSTRUCTED TEXT

Rejoice, 0 heavens, with Him!
Worship Him, 0 every god!
For He'll avenge the blood
of His children,
Wreak vengeance on His
foes;
He will repay those who
hate him,
And cleanse the land of His
people.

0

nations, acclaim His

people!

For He'll avenge the blood
of His servants,
Wrea k vengeance on His
foes,
And cleanse the land of His
people.
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poem's lost coherence. A recon
struction of the original form of
the verse is shown in the diagram
below. The restoration opens up an
entire world of meaning and pro
vides the expected poetic paral
lelism for the first, second, and
third pairs of lines, which is absent
in the MT. In the ancient versions,
it is logically the "heavens" who
are addressed (as in v. 1 and Isa
1.2) and who rejoice with God.
That makes more sense than re
quiring the 11ntions illogically to
praise Israel. The restoration also
shows how the poem's conclusion,
"heavens . . . land" (v. 43) forms an
inclusio with its beginning, "heav
ens . . . earth" (v. 1). It also contin
ues the mythological imagery of
God presiding over the divine
council and acting as Divine War
rior (see vv. B-9 n.; vv. 41-42). Al
most certainly, the challenge to
monotheism in the original form
of the verse is what triggered the
attempts to purge the text of poly
theistic elements, i.e. the shift from
"heavens" to "nations" and the eli
sion of the parallelism, with its ref
erence to plural deities. Note the
similar "correction" of the text at
v. B. Avenge the blood: These lines
present God as divine blood
avenger (d. 19.6), who removes
the stain of Israel's blood from the
land by requiting the aggressor
for having spilled it (19.11-13).
Cleanse: The line makes sense as it
stands; the textual emendation
suggested.by NJPS in translators'
note a is neither necessary nor lin
guistically valid. The moral stain
on the land can only be "wiped
clean" (the word's literal meaning)
with the blood of the murderer
(Num. 35.33-34; d. Deut. 21.8):
here, the foreign nation. God's po
sition is nonetheless morally am
biguous, since it was God who had
sanctioned the foreign invasion as
just punishment for Israel's
wrongdoing (vv. 19-26).

32.44-47: Double conclusion to
the Song. Two originally separate

conclusions joined by Deuteron
omy's editors. 44: All the words . . .
frames the Song of Moses in a per
fect inclusio (see 31.30), thus con-
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all Israel, 46 he said to them: Take to heart all the words
with which I have warned you this day. Enjoin them upon
your children, that they may observe faithfully all the
terms of this Teaching. 47 For this is not a trifling thing
for you: it is your very life; through it you shall long en
dure on the land that you are to possess upon crossing the
Jordan.
4B That very day the LoRD spoke to Moses: 49 Ascend
these heights of Abarim to Mount Nebo, which is in the
land of Moab facing Jericho, and view the land of Canaan,
which I am giving the Israelites as their holding. 50 You
shall die on the mountain that you are about to ascend,
and shall be gathered to your kin, as your brother Aaron
died on Mount Hor and was gathered to his kin; 51 for you
both broke faith with Me among the Israelite people, at
the waters of Meribath-kadesh in the wilderness of Zin,
by failing to uphold My sanctity among the Israelite peo
ple. 52 You may view the land from a distance, but you
shall not enter it-the land that I am giving to the Israelite
people.
VE-ZO'T HA-BERAKHAH

3 3 This is the blessing with which Moses, the man of

God, bade the Israelites farewell before he died.
2 He said:
eluding that unit. 45-47: A sepa
rate section, the original continua
tion of 31.29 prior to the insertion
of the Song. 46: All the words,
specifically, the laws of Deuteron
omy (31.24); now, following the in
sertion of the Song, reinterpreted
to refer to both. 47: Not a trifling
thing, using the same word as the
Laws of Hammurabi: "My laws . . .
are trifling only to the fool" (Epi
logue).

32.48-52: Moses commanded to
die. This section repeats the an

nouncement of Moses' death
(Num. 27.12-14) and thus joins it
to its logical continuation, the nar
rative of that death (Deut. ch 34).
The original connection between
these two Priestly sections was
broken with Deuteronomy's in
sertion into the Torah. 49: These
heights ofAbarim to Mount Nebo, as
in the Priestly narrative (Num.
27.12; 33·47); but, according to the
Deuteronomistic tradition, Pisgah

(3.27). The two traditions are
joined at 34.1. 50: You shall die, lit.
"Die . . . !" This unusual impera
tive establishes that Moses both
lives and dies at God's command
(34·5 n.). Gathered to your kin refers
specifically to burial in a family
tomb, where the bones of the gen
erations would be gathered to
gether (2 Kings 8.24; 22.20; cf.
1 Kings 13.31). Here the phrase is
used metaphorically, since Moses'
burial place is unknown (34.6).
Mount Hor, consistent with the
Priestly tradition (Num. 20.22-29;
33.37-39); but, in the Deuterono
mistic tradition, "Moserah" (10.6).
51: You both broke Jaitlr, see Num.
20.1-13.

33.1-29: The Blessing of Moses.
Based upon the literary precedent
of a father's blessing of his prog
eny when death is imminent
(Gen. 27.27-29; 48.15-16; 49.1-28;
cf. 1 Kings 2.1-4), Moses addresses
the tribes, arrayed before him

(29.1, 9; 31.7, 30) as if all Israel
were his own progeny, gathered
before the deathbed (Gen. 48.2;
49.33). Conforming to the literary
model of the blessing, the tribes
are primarily addressed in the sin
gular, as if they were individual
sons (cf. v. 19). Surprisingly, Deu
teronomy makes no reference to
the two sons of Moses (Exod. 2.22;
18.3-4; see also 34.6 n.). This poem
is clearly an insertion into Deuter
onomy, intruding between God's
command to Moses to ascend
Nebo to prepare for his death
(32.49-50) and Moses' compliance
(34·1-5).

In its present form the poem
was created by editors who have
consciously combined several
older literary models, in three
stages, to create something new.
(1) The literary convention of the
patriarchal blessing addressed in
dividually to each of the twelve
tribes (vv. 6-25) has been (2) em
bedded in a framing poem, which
is rather addressed to a united Is
rael (vv. 1-5, 26-29). The focus of
the framing poem is not on tribal
destiny but on YHVH as the Divine
Warrior who departs from the dis
tant mountains that are His home.
Accompanied by His divine pan
theon, God comes to the rescue of
His people in a powerful theo
phany that disturbs nature, defeats
foreign adversaries, and results in
His proclamation as Divine King,
while ensuring His nation's rule.
This model goes back to the classi
cal victory hymns to the Divine
Warrior (Judg. ch 5, Ps. 18.8-16;
Hab. ch 3; cf. Exod. ch 15). That
older model has been (3) signifi
cantly transformed, however. In
vv. 1-4, the expected climax of the
divine theophany in the military
defeat of the enemy has been to
tally eclipsed (cf. vv. 26-29), al
though it is the logical precondi
tion for the proclamation of God
as King (v. 5). The editors have in
stead introduced a new climax:
Moses' proclamation of Torah
(v. 4 n.). The reference here to Sinai
instead of Deuteronomy's usual
Horeb (see 1.2 n.) is an attempt
by the later editors of the Blessing
to integrate Deuteronomy with
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3<

4
5

6

The LoRD came from Sinai;
He shone upon them from Seir;
He appeared from Mount Paran,
And approached from Ribeboth-kodesh,a
Lightning flashing at them from His right.b
Lover, indeed, of the people,
Their hallowed are all in Your hand.
They followed in Your steps,
Accepting Your pronouncements,
When Moses charged us with the Teaching
As the heritage of the congregation of Jacob.
Then He became King in Jeshurun,
When the heads of the people assembled,
The tribes of Israel together.
May Reuben live and not die,
Though few be his numbers.

7 And this he said of Judah:
Hear, 0 LoRD the voice of Judah
And restore him to his people.
dThough his own hands strive for him,·d
Help him against his foes.
a Cf Meribntll-kndeslr, J2 · 5 I ·
b Menning of Heb. mimino 'eshdath uncertain, perhaps a place 1rnme.
c The meaning of uv. 3-5 is uncertain. An alternative rendering, witlr v. 3 apostrophizing
Moses, is: 3Then were, 0 lover of tile people, I All His worshippers in your care; I Theyfol
lowed your lend, I Accepted your precepts. I 4Moses charged us with tire Tendring I As tire
heritage of tile congregation of Jacob. I 5 Tims was Ire king in Jeshurrm . . .
d-d Better (vocalizing rab witlr pathal).) "Make Iris hands strong for him." Cf rabbeh,
fudg. 9.29.
the other literary sources of the
Torah (Exod. chs 19-20; Lev. 25.1;
Num. 10.12). The editors have
used an inclusio pattern to embed
the Blessing (with its focus upon
the individual tribes) into the
framing hymn to the Divine
Warrior (where united Israel is
the focus). Thus the chiasm
LoRo:Jacob:Jeshurun::Jeshurun':
Jacob':LoRo' (A:B:C::C':B':A'; vv. 2,
4, 5, 26, 28, 29) brackets the in
serted Blessing. Older hymns to
the Divine Warrior sometimes list
the tribes' contributions to the bat
tle (Judg. 5.14-18), facilitating the
combination of the two models.
Although it draws upon older tex
tual traditions, the poem in its
present form is almost certainly
exilic or post-exilic. The combina-

tion of two separate literary mod
els and the emphasis on Torah
rather than on the Divine
Warrior's manifestation in battle
suggests the later literary setting.
33.1: Man of God, a prophet,
concerning whom "everything
that he says comes true" (1 Sam.
9.6; see also Josh. 14.6; 1 Kings
13.1-32; 17.18, 24; 2 Kings 4.7-41).
This term is not used of Moses
elsewhere in Deuteronomy. 2: The

LORD camefrom Sinai; He shone:
God's departure from His distant
mountain stronghold, dramatically
coming to the rescue of His peo
ple, closely follows the model of
Judg. 5.4; Hab. 3·3· Sinai . . . Seir:
The geography intended by the
parallelism is anomalous. Nor
mally Sinai is located in the Sinai
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Peninsula, south of Israel, while
Seir, associated with Edom (Judg.
5.4), lies in the east, in southern
Transjordan. And approached from
Ribeboth-kodeslr: The place name is
otherwise unknown; and the alter
native in translators' note a, Ka
desh, has no connection to God's
theophany. The Heb can also be
understood (with LXX, Samaritan;
cf. NRSV) as "with Him were
thousands of holy ones," i.e., the
divine council who accompany
God into battle (32.8 n.; Pss. 68.18;
89.8). This alternative translation,
which only changes the vowels of
one word in the MT, (from ap
proaclzed to "with Him,") is to be
preferred since it preserves the
poem's representation of God as
Divine Warrior (see 33.1-29 n.).
God similarly ventures forth from
Sinai, at the head of a divine host
of "thousands upon thousands,"
to appear in theophany in Ps.
68.18. 3: Their hallowed, originally,
the divine council. The poem's ed
itors seem to have shifted it to
refer to Israel (7.6; 14.2, 21; 26.19;
28.9; Lev. 19.2; Num. 16.3) to per
mit a transition to v. 4· 4: Moses
charged us: Since Moses is himself
the speaker (v. 1), the change of
perspective is disruptive and sug
gests that the verse was inserted so
as to present the promulgation of
Mosaic Torah as the climax of the
Divine Warrior's theophany! (See
33.1-29 n.) 5: Then He became King:
Although the subject is not speci
fied, it almost certainly refers to
God as Divine King of Israel
(Exod. 15.18; Num. 23.21; Judg.
8.22-23; 1 Sam. 8.7; Isa. 33.22; Ps.
29.10). NJPS's capitalized pronoun
reflects this interpretation. The
idea of God's kingship is central to
the Bible, but is rarely explicit in
the Torah. Jeshurwr, see 32.15 n.
6: Reuben, who once had the lead
ership of the first-born (see Gen.
49.3-4), is apparently threatened
with extinction, owing to military
pressures in Transjordan. (Simeon,
Jacob's second-born, is missing
from the list entirely.) 7: Judah, in
sore trouble because of an un
named adversary (perhaps the
Philistines), should be helped by
other tribes. This depiction con-
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B And of Levi he said:
Let Your Thummim and Urim
Be with Your faithful one,
Whom You tested at Massah,
Challenged at the waters of Meribah;
9
Who said of his father and mother,
"I consider them not."
His brothers he disregarded,
Ignored his own children.
Your precepts alone they observed,
And kept Your covenant.
10
They shall teach Your laws to Jacob
And Your instructions to Israel.
•-They shall offer You incense to savor•
And whole-offerings on Your altar.
11
Bless, 0 LORD, his substance,
And favor his undertakings.
Smite the loins of his foes;
Let his enemies rise no more.
12 Qf Benjamin he said:
Beloved of the LoRD,
He rests securely beside Him;
Ever does He protect him,
b-As he rests between His shoulders:b
13 And of Joseph he said:
Blessed of the LoRD be his land
With the bounty of dew< from heaven,
And of the deep that couches below;
14
With the bounteous yield of the sun,
And the bounteous crop of the moons;
15
With the best from the ancient mountains,
And the bounty of hills immemorial;
16
With the bounty of earth and its fullness,
And the favor of the Presenced in the Bush.
May these rest on the head of Joseph,
On the crown of the elect of his brothers.
17
Like a firstling bull in his majesty,
He has horns like the horns of the wild-ox;
With them he gores the peoples,
The ends of the earth one and all.
a-a Lit. ''Tizey slzall place incense in Your nostril."
b-b Or "He dwells amid Jzis slopes. "
c Tnrgum Onkc/os and two Hebrew 11/ai/IISCripts rend: "Witlz tlze bounty oflzenven above"
(me'alfor mittal. cf Ge11. 49.25).
d Lit. "Dweller"; cf Exorl. J . I jf.

trasts sharply with Gen. 49.8-12.

8-11 : Levi, once a warlike tribe

(Gen. 49.5-7), is to receive the pre
rogatives of the priesthood: to
teach law, or Torah (v. 10), and to
officiate at the altar. 8: Thummim
and Urim, the priestly divination
devices (Exod. 28.30; Ezra 2.63).
Massah and Meribah, see Exod.
17.1-'7; Num. 20.2-13. 9: On Levi's
zealous loyalty to the covenant,
at the expense offather and mother

. . . brothers . . . his own children,
thus complying with 13.7, see
Exod. 32.25-29. 13-17: See Gen.
49.25-26. 16-17: By ascribing pri
macy of rule and the status of

firstling to Joseph, this blessing
conflicts with the law affirming the
norm of primogeniture (21.15-17).
1 6: Presence in the Bush refers to
Exod. 3.1-6; 19.1-20.21. Elect
goes back to a time when Joseph
( the Northern Kingdom, destroyed
in 722 BCE) enjoyed greater pres
tige than Judah (v. 7). 17: Ephraim
and Manasseh, the two tribes
making up "the house of
Joseph" (Gen. 48.13-14).
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These• are the myriads of Ephraim,
Thoseb are the thousands of Manasseh.
1B And of Zebulun he said:
Rejoice, 0 Zebulun, on your journeys,
And Issachar, in your tents.
19
They invite their kin to the mountain,
Where they offer sacrifices of success.
For they draw from the riches of the sea
And the hidden hoards of the sand.
2o And of Gad he said:
Blessed be He who enlarges Gad!
Poised is he like a lion
To tear off arm and scalp.
21
<·He chose for himself the best,
For there is the portion of the revered chieftain,
Where the heads of the people come.
He executed the LORD's judgments
And His decisions for Israel. -c
22 And of Dan he said:
Dan is a lion's whelp
That leaps forth from Bashan.
23 And of Naphtali he said:
0 Naphtali, sated with favor
And full of the LORD's blessing,
Take possession on the west and south.
24 And of Asher he said:
Most blessed of sons be Asher;
May he be the favorite of his brothers,
May he dip his foot in oil.
25d
May your doorbolts be iron and copper,
And your security last all your days.
0 Jeshurun, there is none like God,
Riding through the heavens to help you,
Through the skies in His majesty.
The ancient God is a refuge,
A support are the arms everlasting.
He drove out the enemy before you
By His command: Destroy!

26
27d

,

n I.e. the one hom.
b l.e., tire other hom.
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain; cf vv. J-5 (witlr note c) above, nnd saphun "esteemed" in
post-biblical Heb.
d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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18-19: Zebulrm and Issachar will
enjoy great influence owing to the
resources of the Mediterranean
and Lake Chinnereth, later known
as the Sea of Galilee (Gen. 49.13).
2�21: Gad occupied the best table
land in Transjordan but aided the
other tribes in the occupation of
Canaan (Num. ch 32). 22: Dan,
vigorous as a lion's whelp, must
here already have migrated from
its original tribal allotment on the
coastal plain, adjacent to the Phil
istine pentapolis, to the far north,
at the base of Mount Hermon
(Judg. ch 18). Bashan, in northern
Transjordan. 23: Naphtali, located
in the region of the Sea of Galilee
and the Ginnesar plain, west and
south of Dan. 24-25: Asher, located
below Phoenicia, is to be strong
and prosperous. 26-29: The re
sumption of the hymn to the Di
vine Warrior (vv. 2-5) and a return
to the focus upon Jeshunm (v. 26),
meaning all Israel (v. 28). 26: Much
like the Canaanite storm god
Ba'al, Israel's Divine Warrior is
represented as riding upon the
clouds (lsa. 19.1; Pss. 18.10; 68.33).
27: As translators' note d indicates,
the Hebrew is difficult. NJPS's
translation, although plausible,
seems inconsistent with the em
phasis of v. 26 upon God as Divine
Warrior. On that basis, the alter
nate reconstruction of the Hebrew
by the NRSV seems more appro
priate: "He subdues the ancient
gods, shatters the forces of
old; he drove out the enemy
before you, and said, 'Destroy!' "
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29

Thus Israel dwells in safety,
Untroubled is Jacob's abode,a
In a land of grain and wine,
Under heavens dripping dew.
0 happy Israel! Who is like you,
A people delivered by the LoRD,
Your protecting Shield, your Sword triumphant!
Your enemies shall come cringing before you,
And you shall tread on their backs.

3 4 Moses went up from the steppes of Moab to Mount

Nebo, to the summit of Pisgah, opposite Jericho,
and the LoRD showed him the whole land: Gilead as far as
Dan; 2 all Naphtali; the land of Ephraim and Manasseh;
the whole land of Judah as far as the Westernb Sea; 3 the
Negeb; and the Plain-the Valley of Jericho, the city of
palm trees-as far as Zoar. 4 And the LoRD said to him,
"This is the land of which I swore to Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, 'I will assign it to your offspring.' I have let you see
it with your own eyes, but you shall not cross there."
5 So Moses the servant of the LoRD died there, in the
land of Moab, at the command of the LoRD. 6 He buried
him in the valley in the land of Moab, near Beth-pear; and
no one knows his burial place to this day. 7 Moses was a
hundred and twenty years old when he died; his eyes
were undimmed and his vigor unabated. 8 And the Israel
ites bewailed Moses in the steppes of Moab for thirty
days.
The period of wailing and mourning for Moses came to
an end. 9 Now Joshua son of Nun was filled with the spirit
n 01/wrs "Jo11nlnil1."

b I.e., Mediterrnnenn; cf note nt 1 1 .24.

28: As in Ugaritic epic, the theo
phany of the Divine Warrior and
His proclamation as King results
in the fertility of the land. 29: Tread
on their backs, the standard biblical
and Near Eastern symbol of
military triumph (Josh. 10.24;
Ps. 110.1; also a ttested in Neo
Assyrian reliefs).

34.1-12: The death of Moses, This

chapter highlights the absence of
access to Moses, who leaves be
hind no progeny and whose burial
site is unknown. The Torah alone
is the enduring Mosaic bequest.
After the insertion of the Song of
Moses (ch 32) and the Blessing of
Moses (ch 33), the chapter directly

continues the narrative concerning
the death of Moses and the trans
fer of leadership to Joshua, his suc
cessor (ch 31). At another level,
however, the chapter also directly
continues the narrative thread of
Num. ch 27, where God had com
manded Moses to "ascend these
heights" to survey the promised
land before his death, and to "lay
your hand" upon Joshua, to trans
fer the mantle of authority to him
(vv. 12, 18). The belated resump
tion of that narrative, with its two
themes of Mosaic death and suc
cession, forms a literary bracket
around the book of Deuteronomy,
suggesting that editors interrupted
the narrative in order to work

Deuteronomy into the Torah.
1: Went up, responding to the com
mand of 32.49; Num. 27.12. The
verse joins two different traditions
about the site of Moses' death:
Mount Nebo, which is in Transjor
dan, east of Jericho; and the summit
of Pisgah, which is slightly to its
west, and unmentioned in 32.49.
Seeking to preserve both tradi
tions, the editor presents them as if
they were the same. 2-3: The lofty
vantage point allows Moses to
look northward to the Sea of Gali
lee (area of the tribal allotment of
Dan and Naphtali), to the Western
Sea (the Mediterranean), south to
the Negeb desert and along the Jor
dan rift valley as far south as Zoar
(once located at the southern end
of the Dead Sea as one of the "cit
ies of the Plain" and thus likely
destroyed; Gen. 14.2, 8; 19.29).
5: AI the command of the LoRD, see
32.50 n. The unusual formulation
greatly honors Moses, who, de
spite advanced age, does not die of
old age nor succumb to physical or
intellectual infirmity. 6: He buried
him: The clear indication is that
God Himself buried Moses, as He
Himself sealed Noah into the ark
(Gen. 7.16). Instead of Moses'
progeny assuming the important
legal responsibility of caring for
the dead, God undertook it per
sonally. This divine care fits the
image of Moses in Deuteronomy.
Beth-peor, see 3.29; 4.46; Josh.

13.20. No one knows his burial place,
thus precluding pilgrimages to the
site as a shrine. 7: A hundred and
twenty, see 31.2 n. 8: Thirty days, so
also for Aaron (Num. 20.29). Israel
mourns the loss of Moses for the
full mourning period stipulated
for a parent (21.13). 9: Joshua . . .

was filled with the spirit of wisdom:
As at 1.13 and 16.18-20, Deuteron

omy revises earlier traditions to
stress wisdom as the essential
qualifica tion of office, and thus
what Joshua receives from Moses.
In Num. 27.18, Joshua was already
"an inspired man" (often associ
ated with prophecy or possession),
while Moses was to transfer his
"authority" to him. Here "the
spirit of wisdom" is what Joshua
receives from Moses. Because Moses
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of wisdom because Moses had laid his hands upon him;
and the Israelites heeded him, doing as the LoRD had
commanded Moses.
10 Never again did there arise in Israel a prophet like
Moses-whom the LoRD singled out, face to face, 11 for the
various signs and portents that the LoRD sent him to dis
play in the land of Egypt, against Pharaoh and all his
courtiers and his whole country, 12 and for all the great
might and awesome power that Moses displayed before
all Israel.

TORAH
had laid his hands upon him: as at
Num. 27.22-23, a means of transfer
of attributes (Lev. 16.21; Num.
8.1o-13), here used for investiture

into office. 10-12: An editor eulo
gizes Moses as marking the pinna
cle of prophecy, both because of
his direct access to divine revela
tion and his power to work mira
cles. This double elevation of
Moses to an ideal standard differs
from his more human representa
tion elsewhere in the book. The
contrast between the two suggests
that an editor's later, idealizing
retrospective operates here, as
Deuteronomy is now worked into
the Torah. 10: Never again: Note
the discrepancy between the per
spective of this verse and the di
vine promise to Moses that the line
of prophetic succession will con
tinue in the future: "I will raise up
a prophet for them . . . like your
self" (18.18). Face to face, rather
than through dreams or visions
(13.2); similarly, Exod. JJ.n; Num.
12.8-10. Other traditions reject that
Moses had such direct access to
God (Exod. JJ.2o-2J).

N EV I ' 1 M
Terminology and Content
the second canonical division, Nevi'im or Prophets, is
comprised of the eight books Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
the Twelve Minor (in the sense of short) Prophets. Samuel and Kings, which are now each
divided into two books, are each considered as a single book in Jewish tradition, though
the NJPS translation follows the practice, first found in the Septuagint, of dividing these
two long books in half. In the classical rabbinic period, these eight books were seen as a
single unit; in the medieval period, these books were divided in half thematically, with
Joshua through Kings called the former prophets (nevi'im rishonim), and Isaiah through the
Twelve called the latter prophets (nevi'im 'abaronim). The terms "former" and "latter" refer
to the placement of these collections within Nevi'im rather than their chronological order
since, for example, some of the events narrated in Kings, the fourth book of Nevi'im, tran
spire later than the events in some of the Twelve Minor Prophets.
It is likely that these eight books were canonized after the Torah, and that at some point
the canon was comprised of Torah plus Nevi'im (see "Canonization," pp. 2072-77). It is
less certain why the first four books were called "prophets" and how they became part of
a larger collection called Nevi'im. Perhaps the collection is named after its last four books,
which were seen as the more significant part of the collection. Alternatively, the name
Nevi'im reflects an awareness that prophets and prophetic activity play important roles in
each of the first four books as well: In the book of Joshua, Joshua is depicted as the pro
phetic successor to Moses (see esp. ch 1); in Judges oracles are often consulted (e.g., 1.1;
20. 1 8); Samuel the prophet is a central figure of the book that bears his name; and Elijah,
Elisha, and several other named and unnamed prophets figure prominently in Kings.
Thus, even though Joshua through Kings might be categorized as historical books accord
ing to their genre, and are so placed in non-Jewish Bibles, which follow the order of the
Septuagint (see the chart on p. 2076), their inclusion in Nevi'im reflects an ancient tradi
tion that reflects the history of canonization rather than a thematic or generic arrangement
of the books. Nevertheless, due to their different content and nature, they will be treated
separately in this introduction.
ACCORDING TO JEWISH TRADITION,
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The Historical Books and Historiography
are often categorized as historical texts. Yet the
idea that historical writing should capture the events "as they really were," that historians
should attempt to write an objective account of the events of the past, is a relatively recent
notion which developed in European universities in the 19th century. Before that, history
was typically didactic in nature, teaching the readers how to be good citizens or how to
lead proper religious lives. Sometimes histories were produced in the royal court, in which
case they were apologetic, showing how the king fulfilled his royal duties. Surviving his
torical documents from the ancient Near East show similar religious and ideological goals.
Thus, it should not be surprising that the biblical writers are not primarily interested in
the accurate recording of real events; rather, they use narratives about the past to illustrate
various issues of significance to their earliest audience, the ancient Israelite community.
It is easiest to understand the biblical notion of history by first focusing on an earlier
work, Exodus ch 13. Verse 3 begins: "And Moses said to the people, 'Remember this day,
on which you went free from Egypt, the house of bondage.' " This would seem to suggest
the importance of history for its own sake. This unit continues, however, with a set of
commandments that directly result from this event: "No leavened bread shall be eaten"
(v. 3); "seven days you shall eat unleavened bread, and on the seventh day there shall be a
festival of the LoRD" (v. 6); "no leavened bread shall be found with you, and no leaven
shall be found in all your territory" (v. 7); "And you shall explain to your son on that
day . . . " (v. 8); "and this shall serve you as a sign on your hand and as a reminder on your
forehead" (v. 9); "you shall set apart for the LoRD every first issue of the womb: every
male firstling that your cattle drop shall be the LoRD's" (v. 12). Taken as a whole, this
passage indicates that the exodus is not significant as a disembodied historical event, as
the beginning of v. 3 might suggest; rather, the exodus is a key occurrence because it
serves as the basis for the observance of a central set of laws or norms.
The use of historical material in Psalms is even more instructive, since there these tradi
tions about the past are typically surrounded by a framework which explicitly highlights
their theological significance or purpose. For example, in Psalm 78, a particular set of tra
ditions is chosen and shaped so:
that a future generation might know
-children yet to be bornand in turn tell their children
that they might put their confidence in God,
and not forget God's great deeds,
but observe His commandments,
and not be like their fathers,
a wayward and defiant generation,
a generation whose heart was inconstant,
whose spirit was not true to God. (vv. 6-8)
THE B O O K S OF JOSHUA THROUGH KINGS
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Psalm 106 tells how God saved Israel time after time, despite their covenant violations.
This is used as an argument to God that they should be rescued again:
Deliver us, 0 L oRD our God,
and gather us from among the nations,
to acclaim Your holy name,
to glory in Your praise. (v. 47)
Unfortunately, the material collected in Joshua through Kings is not as explicit about its
purposes as these psalms or Exodus; for this reason, these books need to be subjected to
internal analysis, in order to see what motivations and interests best explain their shape.

The Former Prophets and the Deuteronomistic History
separated from the "true" prophetic books that
follow on the basis of content, but Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings, along with the pre
ceding book of Deuteronomy, fit so well together that it is likely that at some point these
five books were edited together as a single work. This work is called by scholars the
Deuteronomistic History, meaning the history written under the influence of ideas found
in the book of Deuteronomy. This theory has much to commend it: These five books do
read as a unified whole from a chronological perspective, narrating a continuous history
from the end of the life of Moses through the Babylonian exile ( 586 acE), and they share
many phrases and ideological notions, such as an insistence on exclusive worship of God
and the catastrophic consequences of idolatry, a concern with the centrality of Jerusalem,
and a belief in the supremacy of the eternal Davidic dynasty. If this theory is correct, the
size of the Deuteronomistic History, and the long period that it depicts, is quite remark
able, especially for an ancient historical work.
Many details of this theory remain debated; some scholars suggest that these books are
not quite unified enough to represent the product of a single individual, intellectual
school, or movement. For example, the book of Samuel has remarkably few echoes of the
language of Deuteronomy, and the book of Kings contains narratives in which the great
prophets Elijah and Elisha are legitimately active outside of the Jerusalem Temple (see es
pecially Elijah on Mt. Carmel, 1 Kings ch 18). Scholars have thus suggested various theo
ries concerning successive editions of the Deuteronomistic History, which many believe
was begun in the 7th century under the Judean King Josiah (64o-6o9 acE), but was com
pleted only in the Babylonian exile ( 586-538 acE) or later. Some suggest that the lack of
unity is due to non-Deuteronomistic material that has been added at a late stage to an
earlier Deuteronomistic History. There have also been attempts to isolate narratives which
might have preceded the Deuteronomistic History and other sources used by the
Deuteronomist(s), and to discern their original purposes before these narratives and
sources became integrated into the larger literary work. In sum, this collection has a long
and complicated history, so it is impossible to speak of a totally unified purpose or interest
in the compilation of the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. They reflect many
different interests and stages of development: pre-Deuteronomic, Deuteronomistic, and
NOT ONLY ARE J O SHUA THROUGH KINGS
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later, postexilic concerns. The interests of the individual books of the Deuteronomistic
History are thus discussed in the introductory material at the beginning of each book.

The Historical Books and Historicity
of these texts as historical documents does not mean
that we have no idea of the historical periods that they cover, or that they are entirely
useless as historical sources. Each text needs to be weighed individually in terms of its

THE PROBLEMATIC NATURE OF ALL

date of composition and its likely goals. Using these criteria, there are reasons to accept
the veracity of, for example, the dry notice in 1 Kings 14.25-26 ("In the fifth year of King
Rehoboam, King Shishak of Egypt marched against Jerusalem and carried off the treasures
of the House of the LoRD and the treasures of the royal palace. He carried off everything;
he even carried off all the golden shields that Solomon had made"), which might even
come from an archival source, and has some confirmation from Egyptian sources. In con
trast, there are good reasons to be suspicious of the historicity of the long, detailed, and
embellished story of David slaying Goliath in 1 Sam. ch 17; this story uses late biblical
Hebrew language, comes from a different source than the surrounding material in Samuel,
and is structured like a fairy-tale, in that the poor, short, unexpected hero gets to marry the
tall king's daughter by killing the giant who had vilified God. Additionally, 2 Samuel
21.19 reads: " Again there was fighting with the Philistines at Gob; and Elhanan son of
Jaare-oregim the Bethlehemite killed Goliath the Gittite, whose spear had a shaft like a
weaver's bar. " It is much more likely that a short tradition in which Goliath is killed by
a relatively unknown figure (Elhanan) would be the source for the long, elaborate tale
attributing the same event to the well-known David, rather than vice versa. Thus, the
modem historian must subject each text in these Historical Books to the type of internal
analysis used on nonbiblical historical texts when external information bearing on the text
is lacking.
There are a number of cases where we do have external, ancient Near Eastern written
evidence that deals with events depicted in these Historical Books. For example, the
events surrounding the siege of Jerusalem by the Assyrian King Sennacherib in 701 BCE
are narrated in several Assyrian sources, and are also depicted in the palace reliefs of that
king. These sources suggest that part of the terse account in 2 Kings 18.13-16 is quite accu
rate, while the highly developed continuation of the story in chs 19 and 20, especially the
note in 19.35, that the angel of the LoRD killed 185,ooo Assyrian soldiers in a single night,
is most likely imaginative. Similarly, from various Mesopotamian sources, we know of a
"house of Omri"; Omri's name is also mentioned on the Moabite Mesha Stele. This con
firms the existence of the Northern (Israelite) king mentioned in 1 Kings 16.23-28.
However, Kings tells little of his achievements during his twelve years as monarch, other
than his building of Samaria and the notice that: "Omri did what was displeasing to the
LORD; he was worse than all who preceded him. He followed all the ways of Jeroboam son
of Nebat and the sins which he committed and caused Israel to commit, vexing the LoRD,
the God of Israel, with their futilities" (vv. 25-26). The external sources, however, suggest
-
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that Omri was a powerful king who established a significant name for himself through his
military activities. This highlights the extreme selectivity of the biblical sources.
Archeological evidence confirms the picture suggested above: There may be some truth
(or kernel of truth) to some of the biblical stories, but in their current form, they lack his
torical veracity, because that is not their prime concern. Recent decades, for example, have
seen a remarkable reevaluation of the evidence concerning the conquest of the land of
Canaan by Joshua. As more sites have been excavated, there has been a growing consen
sus that the main story of Joshua, that of a speedy and complete conquest (e.g., Josh. 1 1 .23:
"Thus Joshua conquered the whole country, just as the LoRD had promised Moses")
cannot be upheld by the archeological record, though there are indications of some de
struction and conquest at the appropriate time. Various events and traditions have been
reworked very substantially over time and ultimately included in the Bible in order to
substantiate a particular picture of God.
In sum, though Joshua through Kings are often viewed as early historical texts, they
should not be viewed as historical in the contemporary sense. Many of these texts do
contain the raw materials for a modern historian researching the history of ancient Israel
from the time of the conquest through the 6th century BCE or later, but this material can
only be teased out using sophisticated and complex tools. This is because these various
biblical historians each wrote accounts, sometimes using sources, to illustrate particular
perspectives concerning the relationship between God and Israel. These accounts did not
remain stagnant, but were changed by later tradents, authors and editors, who revised
them in accordance with their beliefs. It is these religious and religio-political perspectives
that we must try to appreciate as we study these books; if we read them as we read
modem historical accounts, we will misunderstand these texts in the most fundamental
way. Thus, given that prophets frequently are depicted as the vehicles of religious and reli
giopolitical perspectives, "the former prophets" is a suitable name for the first part of this
collection.

The Latter Prophets and Their Order
THE BOOKS OF ISAIAH, JEREM I AH, EZEKIEL, AND THE TWELVE

are fundamentally different

from the previous four books: With the exception of Jonah in the Twelve, they all contain
collections of oracles attributed to various prophets, who spoke these oracles publicly to
the Israelites. These contrast with the prophets described in the Former Prophets, whose
mission was largely private, mostly to kings, and whose prestige was often established
through performing unusual ("magical") actions (see esp. Elijah and Elisha, 1 Kings chs
17-19, 21; 2 Kings chs 1-9) rather than through speaking the divine word in elevated
rhetorical speeches.
In contrast to the Torah, there is some debate about how these four latter prophetic
books should be ordered. The typical manuscript order of the first three, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, reflects chronological ordering. (First) Isaiah was active mostly in the later 8th
century, Jeremiah prophesied in the late 7th through the early 6th century, while Ezekiel
-
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spoke in the Babylonian exile in the 6th century. The Twelve is then placed last as reflect
ing prophets working in a diversity of time periods; the latest prophets (Haggai, Zech
ariah, Malachi) c:re later than Ezekiel, reflecting the return from exile. A different order is
noted in the Babylonian Talmud (b. B. Bat. 14b) : Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, the Twelve. This
is explained in terms of offering thematic continuity: The pessimistic Jeremiah follows the
destruction noted at the end of Kings, and this is followed by Ezekiel, which opens with
destruction and finishes with consolation.

The Nature and Composition of the Prophetic Books
and complex compositions. While the books un
doubtedly do preserve authentic words of the prophets in question, we should not think
of the prophetic books simply as transcriptions of the words of prophets. Although much
remains unknown about the composition of the prophetic books, it is possible to recon
struct a general picture. Scholars generally agree that the poetic materials of most of the
prophetic books originated as oral pronouncements by the prophet to a public audience.
These oral sayings were subsequently written down, perhaps by the prophet or a disciple.
Various circumstances led to the compilation of these original written collections. A refer
ence in Isaiah suggests that oracles might be written down as a form of authentication
(Isa. 30.8). The book of Jeremiah describes a situation in which Jeremiah, having been
banned from speaking publicly in the Temple, had his assistant Baruch write down a se
lection of his prophetic words so that they could be taken into the Temple and read to the
people (Jer. 36.5-6). When King Jehoiakim destroyed the scroll, Jeremiah had Baruch write
out another copy, to which they added additional material (Jer. 36.27-32). This collection
may have formed the nucleus of the book of Jeremiah. (Unlike most of the other prophetic
books, Ezekiel may have been composed as a written document from the beginning.) It is
unclear if what was written was identical to what the prophet recited, or if the prophet or
his disciples even at this earliest stage introduced changes, reflecting the difference
between the oral form of a publicly recited oracle versus the written form of a scroll.
Once small collections of prophetic oracles and pronouncements were made, they were
subject to further editing, rearranging, annotating, and expansion. Like other biblical texts,
these prophetic works did not fossilize. In some cases narratives about the prophet were
added; these are both autobiographical (e.g., lsa. chs 6, 8; Jer. 1 .4-19; 13.1-11; Hos. chs 1-2;
Amos 7. 1-7) and biographical (e.g., Isa. chs 7, 36-39; Jer. chs 26, 36-44; Hos. ch 3; Amos
7.1o-17). The occasions for such editorial activity will have differed, but national crises
may have prompted some of this process. Most likely, written collections of the oracles of
Amos and Hosea, which were originally addressed to the Northern Kingdom (Israel) were
brought to Judah after the fall of the Northern Kingdom in 722 BCE, and edited and circu
lated there (see Amos 1 . 1-2 n.). Isaiah of Jerusalem seems to have knowledge of Amos's
oracles, and Jeremiah is unquestionably influenced by Hosea. Many of the prophetic
books originating before the fall of Judah to the Babylonians in 586 BCE show evidence of
editorial additions and reorganizations that reflect the circumstances of exilic and postexTHE PROPHETIC BOOKS ARE UNUSUAL
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ilic times. The book of Amos, for example, now includes material that presupposes the fall
of Judah (9.1 1-15). The most dramatic example of the expansion and reworking of pro
phetic materials is the book of Isaiah. Although it contains extensive material from the 8th
century prophet, chs 4o-66 clearly reflect the situation of the Babylonian exile and the sub
sequent period of the restoration of the Judean community after the exile. Yet even though
the book contains materials dating from several centuries, it is unified by a number of
motifs, themes, and topics that recur throughout the work.
The complex activity of preserving and developing the prophetic oracle collections re
flects a conviction that a prophet's words were not only significant for the circumstance in
which they were originally pronounced but potentially relevant for later ones as well.
(This notion, which became more significant in the exilic and postexilic period, is very
well established in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in later rabbinic literature.) At the same time,
the freedom with which later generations could rework the prophetic oracles indicates
that the prophets' words did not at first possess the kind of fixed authority that is later as
sociated with canonical Scripture. Although the processes by which the prophetic books
came to assume a relatively final form and canonical status are difficult to trace, this prob
ably occurred during the Persian and early Hellenistic periods (the sth through the 3rd
centuries BCE) . Most likely, during this time scribal editors added the superscriptions that
introduce most of the books, indicating the identity of the prophet (name, father's name,
and occasionally other information) and often the kings of Israel or Judah during whose
reigns the prophets were active (e.g., Isa. 1 . 1; Jer. 1 .1-3; Hos. 1 .1). In addition to editorial
additions to the individual prophetic books, the smaller prophetic books ( Hosea through
Malachi) were arranged and edited to form a group known as "the book of the Twelve,"
which was copied on a single scroll. By the beginning of the 2nd century BCE Ben Sirach
refers to these prophets as "the twelve" (Sir. 49. 10). The number twelve is symbolic of the
twelve sons of Jacob and the twelve tribes of Israel, and considerable editorial work was
required to organize these prophetic materials into a grouping of twelve. In fact, the book
of Zechariah consists of three separate collections (chs 1-8, 9-11, 12-14) grouped together
editorially. Only the first of these comes from the prophet Zechariah, whereas the other
two are anonymous. The final book in the collection, Malachi, is also an anonymous piece,
since "Malachi" is not a personal name but a phrase meaning "my messenger," picked up
from 3.1 to serve as the name of the prophet in the superscription.

The Phenomenon of Prophecy
was widespread in the ancient Near East, and many im
portant themes and genres familiar from biblical prophecy have parallels there. It should
be viewed as part of a larger belief in that area that the deity's will is transparent in the
world. This may happen through omen interpretation, as was typical in Mesopotamia, or
through prophecy, which seems to have been the preferred method in Israel.
Many popular perceptions of biblical prophecy are incorrect. The prophets were not
predominantly forecasters of the future, ancient fortune-tellers. Rather, they had a crucial
THE PHENOMENON OF PROPHECY
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role in critiquing and trying to change society. This could be accomplished through fore
telling the future, but most often these predictions were contingent upon the nation's be
havior. Not all prophets, however, were interested in changing the people's conduct-bib
lical religion sometimes suggested that Israel had gone too far, and must be punished (see
esp. Jer. ch 25). In such cases, the main role of the prophet was to assure the nation that
their punishment, which derived from God, was deserved.
It is natural to read the prophets, which canonically follow the Torah, in relation to this
previous canonical body of writing. Jewish tradition thus typically reads the prophets as
interpreters of the Torah, whose role was to make sure that the people adhered to the
Torah. Protestant tradition, on the other hand, often emphasized the apparently antino
mian tendencies in such prophecies as Isaiah 1.10-20 or Amos 5.21-25. Neither of these
views is correct from a scholarly perspective. Critical biblical scholarship has ascertained
that the Torah and Prophets developed simultaneously from a chronological perspective;
thus, not all prophets knew all the Torah since the Torah had not yet been canonized by
the time that most of the prophets were active. The Protestant view is problematic because
it ignores the fact that certain prophetic oracles are very interested in punctilious perfor
mance of particular ritual laws (see esp. Jer. 17.19-27). Furthermore, a close reading of
prophets such as Isaiah or Amos suggests that they are not anti-law or anti-Temple, but
are rhetorically emphasizing that ritual behavior alone, without proper moral behavior, is
insufficient to assure divine blessing.
Many more prophets were active in ancient Israel and Judah than those whose work is
represented in the prophetic books of the Bible, and their activities were more varied than
these writings suggest. The books of Samuel and Kings provide important additional in
formation. Since our sources are limited, it is difficult to reconstruct the history of proph
ecy. Some of the features are clear, however. The prophet was essentially an intermediary .
between God and the people, and one of the major functions was that of messenger (Heb
mal 'akh). Often prophets introduced their communications with a version of the formula
typically used by messengers, "thus says the LoRo." But prophets might also carry in
quiries from the people to God or make intercession on behalf of the people. In contrast to
the priesthood, which was exclusively male, both women and men could be prophets.
Women prophets included Deborah (Judg. 4.4) and Huldah (2 Kings 22.14); see also Joel
3.1. Additional aspects of the prophetic role are suggested by the various terms used to
identify them. In addition to "prophet" (Heb navi', perhaps meaning "one who is called"),
the prophets are identified as seers (Heb ro'eh), visionaries (Heb ?wzeh), and holy men
(Heb 'ish 'elohim, lit. "man of God"). It is uncertain if these different titles reflect different
types of prophets.
The religious phenomenon of Israelite prophecy can be traced for more than a thousand
years, from the premonarchical period to the turn of the era. As one would expect, over
such a long period of time the nature and function of prophecy altered in response to
changing historical, social, and religious circumstances. Four periods define the major
epochs of prophecy: the early monarchical period (1 1th through 9th centuries), the Assyr-458 -
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ian crisis (8th century), the Babylonian crisis (late 7th through early 6th centuries), and the
postexilic restoration (mid-6th through mid-5th centuries).
In the earliest period prophets may have been local or itinerant holy men and women
who were revered for their special religious powers and who might be consulted for a
variety of private inquiries, from locating lost property (1 Sam. 9.1-10) to learning whether
a sick child would live or die (1 Kings 14.1-18). Some lived in prophetic communities
which cultivated ecstatic forms of religious experience (1 Sam. 19.18-24; 2 Kings 6. 1-7);
these are called "sons of (the) prophets" in the sense of members of prophetic guilds.
Prophets also had the public function of declaring God's will concerning whether the
people should go to war (Judg. 4.4-10). The emergence of monarchy in ancient Israel may
have changed aspects of the prophets' role. Prophets appear as king-makers and king
breakers, as they announce that God has designated an individual to become king or has
rejected a reigning king (1 Sam. 10.1; 15.23; 1 Kings 1 1 .29-39; 14. 1-18). Though prophets
continued their role in advising about matters of war (1 Kings ch 22), they also served as
critics of the king in religious and social affairs. The consolidation of royal power and the
foreign religious practices introduced through royal marriages often threatened older
tribal institutions and values. The conflict between Elijah, the prophet, and Ahab and
Jezebel, the king and queen, illustrates these tensions between prophet and king (1 Kings
chs 18-21) .
Prophecy appears to have undergone a dramatic change during the 8th century, al
though this impression may be affected by the change in the nature of the sources of infor
mation. From the 8th century onward collections of prophetic oracles are preserved, yet,
with the exception of Jeremiah, few extended narratives about prophets exist. It does
appear, however, that in this period prophets began to function less as private counselors
and critics of kings and more as public figures who influenced opinion through their pro
nouncements in the Temple courts and in other public places. Prophets of the 8th century
(Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah) interpreted international affairs, critiqued complacent reli
gious practices, and condemned the abuses of social justice that accompanied the increas
ing urbanization and centralization of state power characteristic of the 8th century. The
prophetic careers of Hosea, Micah, and Isaiah took place in the shadow of the expansionist
Assyrian empire, which eventually put an end to the Northern Kingdom of Israel and sub
jected Judah to the condition of vassalage. They interpreted these events, however, in
terms of the judgment of the LoRD, not simply as the success of a powerful Assyrian
empire. This perspective allowed Isaiah, for example, to anticipate the ultimate downfall
of Assyria because of its overweening arrogance.
The third major period of prophecy occurred during the Babylonian crisis. The prophet
Nahum celebrated the defeat of Assyria (612-609 BCE), but the excitement he expressed
was soon turned to confusion as Babylonia succeeded Assyria as the dominant empire
(see the introduction and notes to Habakkuk and the essay "Historical and Geographical
Background," pp. 2048-62). Jeremiah's prophetic career (ca. 627-586) spanned the time
from the decline of Assyria through the Babylonian overlordship of Judah, to the revolt
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and destruction of Judah and the exile of a portion of its population. Although it is diffi
cult to correlate many of his poetic oracles with specific events in this period, the narra
tives about Jeremiah give a vivid picture of a nation and its leadership deeply conflicted
about what political course to follow and the religious significance of the choices that were
forced upon it. Even the prophetic community was bitterly divided and gave contradic
tory advice to the king concerning the will of the LoRD (Jer. chs 26-29, 36-44). Overlap
ping the career of Jeremiah, the prophet Ezekiel (active 593-ca. 571 BCE) was among the
Judeans exiled to Babylonia after the revolt of 597 BCE, a decade before the final revolt and
the destruction of Jerusalem. Ezekiel's prophetic work was, first, to persuade the exiled
Judeans of the inevitability of Jerusalem's destruction, and to justify this event. Following
the fall of the city, he began to articulate the theological grounds for conceiving a possible
future, including a return of the exiles and a rebuilding of the destroyed Temple. In con
trast to most of the prophets who preceded him, Ezekiel drew strongly on Priestly tradi
tions for his categories of thought, forms of speech, and evocative symbols.
The defeat of the Babylonian empire by the Persian king Cyrus in 539 BCE altered politi
cal conditions dramatically. Although Judah did not regain its independence but became a
part of the Persian empire, Cyrus and his successors authorized the rebuilding of the
Temple and of Jerusalem, allowing members of the exiled community in Babylonia who so
desired to return to Judah. Thus the prophetic task during this period largely concerned
issues of the restoration of the community and its institutions in a context significantly dif
ferent from that which prevailed during the Israelite and Judean monarchy. The anony
mous prophet whose work is found in Isa. chs 4o-55 (often called "Second Isaiah") ad
dressed the Babylonian exiles just at the time that Cyrus was engaged in the conquest of
Babylonia. Second Isaiah had to persuade the exilic community that unfolding events rep
resented God's action in history, to interpret the significance of Cyrus (God's "anointed"
who would rebuild Jerusalem [44.28-45· 1]), and to encourage the exiles to return to Jerusa
lem. The process of rebuilding the Temple ( 52o-515 BCE) provides the context for the
prophets Haggai and Zechariah. Zechariah's work in particular suggests this was a time
of expectation that perhaps the monarchy might be restored, an event that did not occur.
Issues concerning reorganization of the Judean community and tensions regarding eco
nomic justice, institutional corruption, and the boundaries of the community are variously
reflected in Zechariah, Isa. chs 56-66, and Malachi, prophets who were active in roughly
the period 525-475 BCE.
Although prophets in all periods might speak of the dramatic intervention of God in
historical events and the consequent transformation of the conditions of life, this type of
language seems to have become more common and more vivid in the postexilic prophets
(e.g., Isa. chs 56-66, Zechariah, Malachi, Joel, and postexilic additions to earlier prophetic
books, such as Isa. chs 24-27). Some of the passages anticipate a war or other cataclysmic
event of cosmic proportions that will precede a time of deliverance, peace, and virtual
re-creation of the world, themes associated with apocalypticism. Such imagery and the ex
pectations it expresses suggest to some scholars that apocalypticism emerges out of post-
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exilic prophecy. Though it is true that apocalyptic literature is influenced by these pro
phetic writings and their imagery, apocalyptic cannot simply be understood as an out
growth of the phenomenon of prophecy.
The book of Daniel, a prophetic book which is found in the Kethuvim (in Christian
Bibles it is included among the prophets), is the only book in the Hebrew Bible that could
be called an apocalypse. In the latter part of the book, Daniel is the recipient of visions
which disclose the future. These vision reports do bear significant similarities to those
found in Ezekiel and especially in Zechariah, though their almost allegorical style is quite
different. Similarly, although general claims about God's foreknowledge of historical
events can be found in Second Isaiah, Daniel's representation of history as predetermined
both with respect to its epochal structure and its specific events is strikingly different from
the representation of history by the prophets. A clue to the relationship of apocalyptic to
prophecy may be found in Dan. ch 9, where Daniel is presented as studying the book of
Jeremiah and receiving an angelic interpretation of its significance. As suggested by the
representation of Daniel as a technically trained sage, the authors of apocalyptic books,
many of which were produced in the Hellenistic period, were perhaps themselves learned
scribes who studied and appropriated aspects of the prophetic tradition and combined
them with other influences in their attempts to understand the nature of the cosmos and
the course of history. The movement from receiving the prophetic word directly, as in the
first three periods, to receiving it via an intermediary angel in the fourth period, and of
understanding what God wants by studying earlier prophetic texts, would ultimately
become responsible for the perception among many in the Second Temple period that
prophecy as a living, core institution had died. With the canonization of God's revelation
in the form of the written books of the Bible, new revelations through prophets became su
perfluous. Prophecy was gradually replaced by scriptural study and interpretation, and
[MARC zvr BRETTLER]
prophets by scribes, sages, and rabbis.

Joshua
which derives its title from the name of its chief character, begins
after the death of Moses ( Deut. ch 34) and continues until the death and burial of Joshua
(Josh. 24.29-30). Its narratives recount how Joshua leads the people of Israel across the
Jordan River into the land promised to the ancestors, takes possession of that land, divides
it among the tribes, and leads them in swearing allegiance to the covenant. Many of these
narratives, such as the story of Rahab and the spies and the conquest of Jericho, are well
known; others, such as the treaty with the Gibeonites and the land grant to Achsah, are
more obscure. Even less familiar are other parts of Joshua: lists of tribal towns and bound
aries, and descriptions of rituals.
As the first biblical book following the Torah, Joshua has many features in common
with some of those books, especially Deuteronomy. Some passages are nearly direct
quotations of texts from Deuteronomy. In addition, just as Deuteronomy is cast as a series
of hortatory speeches by Moses, Joshua is replete with declamatory speeches-by Joshua,
the leaders, Rahab, the people, and even God. As in Deuteronomy, the focus on the
covenant is central to Joshua, with obedience to the covenant a prerequisite for God's
blessings.
These similarities and the fact that the land promise of Genesis is only fulfilled in Joshua
led many scholars in the 19th and early 2oth centuries to speak of the Hexateuch, the first
six books of the Bible, comprising Genesis through Joshua. Even more widely accepted
now is the idea that, because Deuteronomic features are found throughout the Former
Prophets (Joshua to 2 Kings), Joshua in its final form is the result of the compilation of a
comprehensive historical work called the Deuteronomistic History, which begins in Deu
teronomy and ends in 2 Kings. Such a work might have initially taken shape in the late 7th
century BCE, when King Josiah is said to have found a "scroll of the Teaching" and subse
quently instituted reforms that reflect Deuteronomic rules and perspectives (see 2 Kings
chs 22-23). Because the last events of this "history" take place during the exile, it probably
received a final editing in the 6th century BCE. This sequence of redactions may explain
some of the duplications and inconsistencies of the book.
Although the completed book may date to the middle of the first millennium BCE, some
of its elements may be much older. It clearly draws on materials-such as town lists, battle
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stories, and etiologies-that are similar to ancient historiographic and folkloristic tradi
tions known from other ancient Near Eastern cultures of the second and first millennia
BCE.
addition, it contains twelve personal names of non-Israelites (including Rahab,
Jabin, and Adoni-zedek), and these names are attested in Near Eastern documents dating
from or before the period of early Israel.

In

The reputation of Joshua-the leader and the book-usually is based on the belief that
the land was entirely conquered by Israelites in the early post-Mosaic period. There are
two problems with this view of the narrative, however. First, the book's idea of total ac
quisition of the land involves carrying out the command to annihilate all the inhabitants
of the land (see, e.g., 6.21); carrying out this berem, or "proscription," would have been a
project of genocidal proportions. Second, the intense archeological investigation of virtu
ally all of the places mentioned in Joshua that can be identified with current sites reveals
no pattern of destruction that can be correlated, in either chronology or location, with the
period of early Israel. The moral horror of the first problem may, in fact, be diminished by
the historical data provided by the second. That is, the military and destructive aspects
of the so-called conquest are probably not entirely historical, but rather are literary
theological constructions to portray the overarching idea of Israelite acquisition of all the
land promised to the ancestors. Indeed, most scholars now speak of Israelite settlement in
the land, rather than of conquest, especially because archeology has also shown that
earliest Israel consisted of scores of new villages-settlements of previously unoccupied
territory in the central highlands-rather than rebuilt towns on destroyed Canaanite
strongholds. In this understanding, the berem is not historical but rather an ideological ex
pression of the divine ownership of the land being transmitted to the Israelites as the
rightful heirs to their inheritance (nabalah) from the LoRD. It also emphasizes that the
Deuteronomistic authors of Joshua felt that the native population of Canaan posed a
serious religious threat, which in theory should be dealt with through annihilation (see
also Deut. 7.2; 20.16-18). That the berem was not applied to all these Canaanites is also
suggested by references in Joshua and Judges that non-Israelites did indeed survive in the
land for generations to come.
The structure of the book is straightforward, with an overall division into two parts: The
first twelve chapters present the conquest, and the second twelve describe the apportion
ment of the land. Within each half there are several units. The conquest part contains an
elaborate account of crossing the Jordan (chs 1-5), followed by military narratives (chs
6-12). The latter focus mainly on the center of the country (chs 6--9), giving only cursory
attention to the south (ch 10) and the north (half of ch 11). The apportionment consists of a
unit delineating tribal lands (chs 13-21) followed by an epilogue of closing speeches and
ceremonies (chs 22-24) .
The religious aspects o f the book, aside from the overall concern with following God's
teaching, are manifest in several institutions and ceremonies that appear in Joshua. Cir
cumcision and the Passover sacrifice mark the entry to the land and thereby provide di
dactic value in emphasizing two traditions, introduced in the Torah, that were to become
-
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defining practices of Judaism. Similarly, the important role of the Ark of the Covenant
along with priests, altars, and sacrifices-reflects the integral relationship of the sacral
and political in ancient Israelite life. This prominence of the Ark, as the repository of the
covenant, foreshadows the centrality of the synagogue Ark ('aron), which serves as the
repository of the Torah scrolls in later Jewish tradition.
In its frequent usage of Deuteronomistic forms (e.g., speeches), language, and themes,
the book of Joshua reveals its didactic intent rather than its interest in accurately depicting
the past for its own sake. Furthermore, the telling of Israel's early "history" is not simply
to provide a narrative of claim for the land; it also provides a way to make features of the
land itself become signals of the past. For example, the numerous etiologies (origin ac
counts), many of them connected with stone heaps presumably visible on the ancient
landscape of the later authors, provide instructional associations for geographic markers.
The continuity with Deuteronomy, and with the Torah in general, is most striking in the
way Joshua mirrors aspects of Moses' leadership. Just as Moses led a miraculous crossing
of the parted waters of the Reed Sea, so Joshua leads a miraculous crossing of the divided
waters of the Jordan. Both leaders send out spies and apportion the land. The exodus itself
is thus replicated, to a certain extent, in the experiences of the Israelites described in
Joshua. Perhaps most important, the unity of all Israel, exhorted to act in obedience to the
Teaching of the LoRD, is emphasized in Joshua as in the Torah. This unity will dissipate in
the succeeding biblical books. But it is an ideal, along with the concept of an extensive ter
ritorial holding with no foreign enclaves, that dominates the book of Joshua. That Israel
falls short of the covenant and territorial ideals is alluded to; but it remains for the rest of
[CAROL MEYERS]
the Bible to develop those tensions between the ideal and reality.

1 After the
death of Moses the servant of the
the
said to Joshua son of Nun, Moses' attendant:
LORD,

LoRD

2 "My servant Moses is dead. Prepare to cross the Jor
dan, together with all this people, into the land that I am
giving to the Israelites. 3 Every spot on which your foot
treads I give to you, as I promised Moses. 4 Your territory
shall extend from the wilderness and the Lebanon to the
Great River, the River Euphrates [on the east]-the whole
Hittite country-and up to the Mediterranean• Sea on the
west. 5 No one shall be able to resist you as long as you
live. As I was with Moses, so I will be with you; I will not
fail you or forsake you.
6 "Be strong and resolute, for you shall apportion to this
people the land that I swore to their fathers to assign to
them. 7 But you must be very strong and resolute to ob
serve faithfully all the Teaching that My servant Moses en
joined upon you. Do not deviate from it to the right or to
a Heb. "Great."

1.1-5.12: Preparing to enter the
land. 1.1-18: Commissioning
Joshua. 1 : The announcement of
Moses' death connects the book of
Joshua to the end of the Torah, for
the last chapters of Deuteronomy
(32-34) are concerned with the end
of Moses' life. The continuity of
leadership, originating in the au
thority of Moses and now manifest
in Joshua, was emphasized in the
Torah (Num. 27.15-23; Deut.
31.7-8). It was important to rab
binic Judaism as well, as was the
connection of the Torah to the sub
sequent biblical books. Probably
for those reasons, the haftarah
(prophetic reading) for Siml:lat
Torah at the conclusion of Sukkot,
when chs 33-34 of Deuteronomy
are read, is Josh. 1.1-18. 2-18: The
commission is presented in four
speeches, one delivered by God
(vv. 2-9), two by Joshua (vv. 1o-11,
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the left, that you may be successful wherever you go. s Let
not this Book of the Teaching cease from your lips, but re
cite it day and night, so that you may observe faithfully all
that is written in it. Only then will you prosper in your un
dertakings and only then will you be successful.
9 "I charge you: Be strong and resolute; do not be terri
fied or dismayed, for the LoRD your God is with you
wherever you go."
10 Joshua thereupon gave orders to the officials of the
people: 11 "Go through the camp and charge the people
thus: Get provisions ready, for in three days' time you are
to cross the Jordan, in order to enter and possess the land
that the LoRD your God is giving you as a possession."
12 Then Joshua said to the Reubenites, the Gadites, and
the half-tribe of Manasseh, 13 "Remember what Moses the
servant of the LoRD enjoined upon you, when he said:
'The LORD your God is granting you a haven; He has as
signed this territory to you.' 14 Let your wives, children,
and livestock remain in the land that Moses assigned to
you •·on this side of"• the Jordan; but every one of your
fighting men shall go across armed b in the van of your
kinsmen. And you shall assist them 15 until the LoRD has
given your kinsmen a haven, such as you have, and they
too have gained possession of the land that the LoRD your
God has assigned to them. Then you may return to the
land on the east side of the Jordan, which Moses the ser
vant of the LoRD assigned to you as your possession, and
you may possess it."
n-n

Lit. "ncross. "
b Menning of Heb. rmcertnin.
12-15), and one by the people
(vv. 16-18). 2-9: The first speech
introduces major themes of the
book: crossing the Jordan, acquir
ing the territory promised to
Moses, apportioning the land to
the people, and obeying God's
teaching as a requisite for success
and prosperity. 2-5: The full extent
of the land runs from the Jordan on
the east to the Mediterranean Sea on
the west, from the Lebanon in the
northwest and the Great River, the
River Euphrates, in the northeast to
the wilderness in the south. These
borders are virtually the same as
in the description given by Moses
in Deut. 11.24-25. These are ideal
borders only, and likely do not re-

fleet the land held by Israel either
in this period, or in some later
time. 2: People . . . land is a juxtapo
sition that is central to the cove
nant idea, depicted as originating
in the ancestral period and becom
ing actualized in the era of Joshua.
4: The whole Hittite country does
not appear in the parallel descrip
tion of the land in Deut. 1 1 or in
the Septuagint, the earliest transla
tion of the Bible. It may therefore
be a later addition, referring to
northern Aram. 5: With Moses . . .
with you emphasizes God's pres
ence, essential for success. 6: The
military exhortation to be strong
and resolute, which occurs three
times in this section and again at

the end of ch 1, echoes the lan
guage of Deut. 31.6, 7, 23, and also
appears in Josh. 10.25. The Vilna
Gaon (Elijah ben Solomon Zalman
of Vilna, an 18th-century Lithuan
ian rabbi and biblical commenta
tor) considered "strong" to refer to
the body and "resolute" to the
emotions, and together they have
come to signify the courage neces
sary for all difficult endeavors.
7-9: Daily reflections on God's
teaching, along with courage, are
essential for successful occupation
of the land. Many consider these
verses as an addition, which rein
terprets the earlier idea of strength
through military victory as
strength through Torah study and
obedience. 7: Teaching is the trans
lation here of Heb "torah." It is
thus understood to be broader
than legislation, whereas Christian
translations use "law." Here, as in
many places in the Bible, it is un
clear if "torah" should be trans
lated as the canonized Torah, or as
a set of precanonical "teachings."
8: Book denotes that God's teach
ings are in written form, though in
this period they would have been
on a scroll rather than in a book of
bound pages (cf. Exod. 24.3-7).
Language similar to this verse is
also found in Ps. 1.2-3. The open
ing chapters of Nevi'im and
Kethuvirn thus both contain refer
ences to "torah," emphasizing the
significance of Torah within the
canon. 10-1 1 : Joshua gives his first
orders. 1 1 : Three days may denote
a ritual period before a significant
event and is not always to be taken
literally (e.g., Gen. 40.13, 19, 20;
Exod. 3.18; 19.11). 1 2-15: Joshua's
second speech is directed to the
two-and-a-half Transjordanian
tribes. The other nine-and-a-half
tribes have helped them take their
territory; now they are to cross the
Jordan to help those tribes acquire
their land (cf. Num. ch 32; Deut.
3 . 12-20). 14: Wives, children, and
Iivestock are the three parts of a
household that are taken as booty
in warfare (cf. Deut. 20.14). Men
tion of them is the first indication
that taking the land will involve
warfare. The term fighting men,
used several times (8.3; 10.7) in
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16 They answered Joshua, "We will do everything you
have commanded us and we will go wherever you send
us. 17We will obey you just as we obeyed Moses; let but
the LoRD your God be with you as He was with Moses!
1 8 Any man who flouts your commands and does not obey
every order you give him shall be put to death. Only be
strong and resolute! "

2 Joshua

son o f Nun secretly sent two spies from
Shittim, saying, "Go, reconnoiter the region of Jeri
cho." So they set out, and they came to the house of a har
lot named Rahab and lodged there. 2 The king of Jericho
was told, "Some men have come here tonight, Israelites, to
spy out the country." 3 The king of Jericho thereupon sent
orders to Rahab: "Produce the men who came to you and
entered your house, for they have come to spy out the
whole country." 4 The woman, however, had taken the
two men and hidden them. "It is true," she said, "the men
did come to me, but I didn't know where they were from.
s And at dark, when the gate was about to be closed, the
men left; and I don't know where the men went. Quick, go
after them, for you can overtake them."-6 Now she had
taken them up to the roof and hidden them under some
stalks of flax which she had lying on the roof.-7 So the
men pursued them in the direction of the Jordan down to
the fords; and no sooner had the pursuers gone out than
the gate was shut behind them.
S •·The spies·• had not yet gone to sleep when she came
up to them on the roof. 9 She said to the men, "I know that
the LoRD has given the country to you, because dread of
you has fallen upon us, and all the inhabitants of the land
are quaking before you. 1o For we have heard how the
LoRD dried up the waters of the Sea of Reeds for you
when you left Egypt, and what you did to Sihon and Og,
the two Amorite kings across the Jordan, whom you
doomed.h 11 When we heard about it, we lost heart, and no
man had any more spirit left because of you; for the LoRD
your God is the only God in heaven above and on earth
a-a Heb. "TI1ey. "
b I.e., placed under l)erern, which meant the a11nihilation of the illlmbitn11ts. Cf Deut.
2-34 !f.
Joshua to refer to Israelite war
riors, likewise anticipates military
encounters. 16-18: The Transjor
danian tribes deliver the final
speech in ch 1, affirming Joshua as
the authoritative successor to
Moses.

2.1-24: Reconnaissance: the spies
and Rahab. The story of the cap
ture of Jericho in ch 6 is antici
pated by the narrative of ch 2, in
which two spies are sent to investi
gate the area west of the Jordan. In
commissioning this reconnais-

sance, Joshua reflects the actions of
his predecessor Moses, who had
earlier sent out spies, according to
Num. ch 13. This evidence for the
continuity of leadership was im
portant in Jewish tradition and is
marked by the fact that the haf
tarah for ShelaJ::t-Lekha (Num. chs
13-15) is Josh. ch 2. 1: Shittim is the
Transjordanian camp of the Israel
ites and also the setting of the
problematic sexual encounter
between the Israelites and the
Moabite women (Num. 25.1). The
mention of Shittim is a fitting in
troduction to the reconnaissance
narrative because of the sexual
occupation of the woman who
shelters the spies. 2: Rahab, a harlot
of Jericho, is mentioned by name
in ch 2 (and again in 6.17, 23, 25),
while the spies are not named. The
idea of a prostitute as the hero of
the narrative was troubling to the
Rabbis. Thus she is said (Sifre
Num., 78; Zuta'., 75) to have be
come a pious convert because
of her encounter with the spies;
she then marries Joshua and be
comes the ancestor of nine pro
phets, including Huldah. In
Christian tradition she is reckoned
as an ancestor of Jesus (Matt. 1.5)
and as an example of living by
faith (Hebrews 11.31). An alternate
solution, based on a wordplay
with "zonah," "harlot"-already
found in the Targum and some
medieval Jewish commentators
is the claim that Rahab was an
innkeeper, who provided food
("mazon"). 2: Jericlw, identified as
Tel es-Sultan, is situated about 8
km (five miles) west of the Jordan.
Extensive archeological investiga
tions of the site indicate that it was
uninhabited at the time of the Isra
elite settlement in the land; it had
probably been destroyed several
centuries earlier. 6: Flax, like other
agricultural products, was laid out
to dry on the roof The flat roofs of
ancient dwellings were often used
for such food-processing activities.
9-13: In her speech to the spies,
Rahab is depicted as having famil
iarity with the exodus and the bat
tle with the Amorite kings Sihon
and Og (Num. ch 21). She also
gives voice to what will be the
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below. 1 2 Now, since I have shown loyalty to you, swear to
me by the LORD that you in turn will show loyalty to my
family. Provide me with a reliable sign B that you will
spare the lives of my father and mother, my brothers and
sisters, and all who belong to them, and save us from
death." 14 The men answered her, "Our persons are
pledged for yours, even to death! If you do not disclose
this mission of ours, we will show you true loyalty when
the LoRD gives us the land."
15 She let them down by a rope through the window
for her dwelling was at the outer side of the city wall and
she lived in the actual wall. 16 She said to them, "Make for
the hills, so that the pursuers may not come upon you.
Stay there in hiding three days, until the pursuers return;
then go your way."
17 But the men warned her, "We will be released from
this oath which you have made us take IS [unless,] when
we invade the country, you tie this length of crimson cord
to the window through which you let us down. Bring
your father, your mother, your brothers, and all your fam
ily together in your house; 19 and if anyone ventures out
side the doors of your house, his blood will be on his
head, and we shall be clear. But if a hand is laid on anyone
who remains in the house with you, his blood shall be on
our heads. 20 And if you disclose this mission of ours, we
shall likewise be released from the oath which you made
us take." 21 She replied, "Let it be as you say."
She sent them on their way, and they left; and she tied
the crimson cord to the window.
22 They went straight to the hills and stayed there three
days, until the pursuers turned back. And so the pursuers,
searching all along the road, did not find them.
23 Then the two men came down again from the hills
and crossed over. They came to Joshua son of Nun and re
ported to him all that had happened to them. 24 They said
to Joshua, "The LoRD has delivered the whole land into
our power; in fact, all the inhabitants of the land are quak
ing before us."

3 Early next morning, Joshua and all the Israelites set

out from Shittim and marched to the Jordan. They did
not cross immediately, but spent the night there. 2 Three
characteristic enemy response to
the Israelites: we have heard . . . we
lost heart (see 5.1). Clearly, as in
other ancient historical writing,
the narrator is speaking by insert
ing these words into her mouth.

10: The term doomed, which oc
curs fourteen times in Joshua in
verbal form, appears for the first
time here. It refers to the "J:terem,"
or utter destruction of the enemy.
The noun form, translated "pro-

scribed," also is used frequently
(see 6 1 7 18). 1 1 : The designation
of the LoRD as the only God in
heaven above and on earth below is
rare in the Bible. Calling the LoRD
the only deity is usually associated
with 6th-century acE prophecy
(see Isa. 45.18). 14-22: The spies
pledge loyalty to Rahab, but with
conditions that minimize the dan
ger to them. In contrast, Rahab's
loyalty to them is absolute; it in
volves risks and is thus heroic.
.

-

1 5: Dwelling . . . in the actual wall

refers to a type of fortification
called a casemate wall, one con
structed of two separate walls
with a space between, which could
be left empty or be filled with rub
ble. It therefore differed from a
solid wall by having rooms-often
living quarters-between its outer
and inner faces. 1 6: Makefor the
hills, head westward, where there
would be trees and uneven terrain
in which the spies might hide.
1 8: The crimson cord is identified in
Jewish tradition with the scarlet
thread used to mark the elder of
Tamar's twin sons (Gen. 38.28).
Rahab's family will be spared be
cause the house will be marked by
a red cord, just as the Israelites
were spared from the plague of the
first-born by marking their homes
with red blood (Exod. 12.7, 13).
23-24: The spies report back to
Joshua, relying on Rahab's words
rather than on their direct observa
tions, that the land would be theirs
to take. 23: The words Joshua SO/I of
Nun appear a t the end of the spy
story as at the beginning (v. 1),
thus defining the Rahab narrative
as a literary unit. 24: Delivered . . .
into our power, lit. "given . . . into
our hands," is a phrase used in
the ancient Near East to denote
that a god is granting victory
over enemies.

3.1-5.1 : Crossing the Jordan. The
story of crossing into the land west
of the Jordan is told in several
overlapping units (3.1-17; 4.1-9;
4.1o--14; 4.15-18; 4·19-5.1), with
some of the constituent events an
ticipated and recounted more than
once. The resulting complex narra
tive may be the result of a redactor
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days later, the officials went through the camp 3 and
charged the people as follows: "When you see the Ark of
the Covenant of the LORD your God being borne by the le
vi tical priests, you shall move forward. Follow it-4 but
keep a distance of some two thousand cubits from it,
never coming any closer to it-so that you may know by
what route to march, since it is a road you have not trav
eled before." s And Joshua said to the people, "Purify
yourselves ,a for tomorrow the LoRD will perform wonders
in your midst."
6 Then Joshua ordered the priests, "Take up the Ark of
the Covenant and advance to the head of the people."
And they took up the Ark of the Covenant and marched at
the head of the people.
7 The LORD said to Joshua, "This day, for the first time, I
will exalt you in the sight of all Israel, so that they shall
know that I will be with you as I was with Moses. s For
your part, command the priests who carry the Ark of the
Covenant as follows: When you reach the edge of the wa
ters of the Jordan, make a halt in the Jordan."
9 And Joshua said to the Israelites, "Come closer and lis
ten to the words of the LORD your God. 10 By this," Joshua
continued, "you shall know that a living God is among
you, and that He will dispossess for you the Canaanites,
Hittites, Hivites, Perizzites, Girgashites, Amorites, and
Jebusites: 11 the Ark of the Covenant of the Sovereign of all
the earth is advancing before you into the Jordan. 12 Now
select twelve men from the tribes of Israel, one man from
each tribe. 13 When the feet of the priests bearing the Ark
of the LoRD, the Sovereign of all the earth, come to rest in
the waters of the Jordan, the waters of the Jordan-the
water coming from upstream-will be cut off and will
stand in a single heap."
14 When the people set out from their encampment to
cross the Jordan, the priests bearing the Ark of the Covea

See Exod.

19.10, 15.

using different sources and being
unwilling to eliminate repetitive
components.

3.1-17: The Ark and the people

cross. The first description of the

crossing introduces the religious
aspects of the event, represented
by the actions of the priests as
bearers of the Ark of the Covenant.
1 : Early next morning, a phrase
meaning that diligent activity is
about to begin, recurs at 6.12; 7.16;

8.10. It serves as a formula pro
claiming that Joshua is carrying
out God's instructions. The Jordan
symbolizes all the borders of the
promised land, and crossing a
river into Israel's territory echoes
the people's passage through
water (the Reed Sea) under the
leadership of Moses at the outset
of the journey. This strengthens
the depiction of Joshua as a
new Moses, with great auhority.
2: Connects with 1.11. 3: The Ark of
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the Covenant served as a container
for the Book of Teaching accord
ing to Deut. 31.26. As the potent
physical symbol of God's pres
ence among the people, it could
be protective in battle (see Num.
10.33-35; 1 Sam. 4.3-5). The Levitical
priests, as bearers of the Ark, may
have been a militant group in early
Israel (cf. Gen. 49.5-7). 4: Two thou
sand cubits, about 1,000 m (.625
mile) was the distance needed to
separate the people from the pow
erful sanctity of the Ark. 5: Purifi;
yourselves connotes ritual sanctity,
befitting God's presence. The
preparations are faintly reminis
cent of the preparations for the
revelation at Sinai (Exod. 19.9-15).
7: The statement the LoRD said to
Joshua occurs repeatedly in chs
1--6, indicating that Joshua fully
succeeds Moses; and I will be with
you resumes the promise of the
commission in 1.5. 8: The priests
halt in the Jordan; this image re
curs in vv. 13, 15, 17 and in 4.9-10.
1 0: A living God is archaic lan
guage, perhaps drawn from the
identification of the LoRD with the
Canaanite deity El. It expresses the
vitality of God. Canaanites . . . Jehu
sites is a stereotyped listing of the
existing population of the land.
Similar lists, with varying compo
nents, appear frequently in the
Bible, often totaling seven groups,
thereby signaling the totality of
non-Israelite groups (because
seven is a symbolic number, repre
senting completeness). Not all
of these names can be identified,
but the plurality of groups itself
may indicate ethnic diversity
in the population of Cannan.
1 2: Twelve men indicates the tribal
components of the unified
group-all Israel-that figures
prominently in Joshua; it antici
pates the ceremonial acts of 4·1--9,
20. 1 3: Stm1d, in reference to the
miraculous piling up of water, is
also used for the miraculous halt
of the sun's course in 10.13. Heap is
an unusual term, used elsewhere
in the Bible only in references to
the parting of the Sea of Reeds
(Exod. 15.8; cf. Ps. 78.13). The
crossing of the Jordan is thus made
parallel to the crossing of the Sea
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nant were at the head of the people. 15 Now the Jordan
keeps flowing over its entire bed throughout the harvest
season. But as soon as the bearers of the Ark reached the
Jordan, and the feet of the priests bearing the Ark dipped
into the water at its edge, 16 the waters coming down from
upstream piled up in a single heap a great way off, at"
Adam, the town next to Zarethan; and those flowing away
downstream to the Sea of the Arabah (the Dead Sea) ran
out completely. So the people crossed near Jericho. 17The
priests who bore the Ark of the LORD's Covenant stood on
dry land exactly in the middle of the Jordan, while all Is
rael crossed over on dry land, until the entire nation had
finished crossing the Jordan.

4 When the entire nation had finished crossing the Jor

dan, the LoRD said to Joshua, 2 "Select twelve men
from among the people, one from each tribe, 3 and instruct
them as follows: Pick up twelve stones from the spot ex
actly in the middle of the Jordan, where the priests' feet
are standing; take them along with you and deposit them
in the place where you will spend the night."
4 Joshua summoned the twelve men whom he had des
ignated among the Israelites, one from each tribe; 5 and
Joshua said to them, "Walk up to the Ark of the LoRD your
God, in the middle of the Jordan, and each of you lift a
stone onto his shoulder-corresponding to the number of
the tribes of Israel. 6 This shall serve as a symbol among
you: in time to come, when your children ask, 'What is
the meaning of these stones for you?' 7 you shall tell them,
'The waters of the Jordan were cut off because of the Ark
of the LoRD's Covenant; when it passed through the Jor
dan, the waters of the Jordan were cut off.' And so these
stones shall serve the people of Israel as a memorial for all
time."
B The Israelites did as Joshua ordered. They picked up
twelve stones, corresponding to the number of the tribes
of Israel, from the middle of the Jordan-as the LoRD had
charged Joshua-and they took them along with them to
their night encampment and deposited them there.
9Joshua also set up twelve stones in the middle of the
Jordan, at the spot where the feet of the priests bearing the
Ark of the Covenant had stood; and they have remained
there to this day.
10 The priests who bore the Ark remained standing in
the middle of the Jordan until all the instructions that the
LoRD had ordered Joshua to convey to the people had
n So kethib; qere 'from."
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of Reeds; cf. Ps. 114.3· 15: Harvest
season refers to early summer,
when the waters are still high,
making the halt in the Jordan's
flow all the more wondrous. In an
tiquity, as in modem times, the
depth of the Jordan varied greatly,
reaching a low point after the hot,
rainless summer. 1 6: Adam and
Zarethan are two cities east of the
Jordan, probably north of the
crossing to Jericho. Because they
cannot be securely identified with
existing sites, their distance from
each other is not known. Crossed is
used several times in close succes
sion: in vv. 16-17 and in 4.1, 9, 1 1,
13, 22, 23. This repetition, like the
frequent mention of the Jordan,
signals the importance of the
movement of all Israel across the
boundary of their territory.

4.1-9: The twelve stone tradition.
The placing of the twelve stones as
memorials is the focus of this unit,
which contains language similar to
that of the preceding and follow
ing units. 3: The twelve stones are
reminiscent of the twelve pillars
representing the tribes of Israel in
Exod. 24·4· The placing of large
stones was a commemorative act
(see also 24.27). 6-7: The questions
and answers about the meaning of
the stones, as a way of recalling a
significant event, is characteristic
of the didactic style of Deuteron
omy (see Deut. 6.2o-24) and also
of Joshua. 9: A somewhat different
tradition here has Joshua himself
setting up stones, perhaps to con
nect him with Moses, the one who
erects pillars in Exod. ch 24. Joshua
does this in the riverbed, whereas
the twelve men carry stones to Gil
gal (v. 20). To this day is an etiologi
cal formula, namely part of a story
that describes the origin of a par
ticular place, person, or institution.
The concluding formula does not
quite make sense here because
rocks in the middle of a river
would not likely be visible.

4.10-14: The people cross. The
crossing of the Jordan is reiterated
with a strong emphasis on the
connection of this event, led by
Joshua, with Moses and the exo-
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been carried out. And so the people speedily crossed over,
•·just as Moses had assured Joshua in his charge to him.·•
11 And when all the people finished crossing, the Ark of
the LoRD and the priests advanced to the head of the
people.
1 2 The Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Ma
nasseh went across armed b in the van of the Israelites, as
Moses had charged them.< 13 About forty thousand shock
troops went across, at the instance of the LoRD, to the
steppes of Jericho for battle.
14 0n that day the LoRD exalted Joshua in the sight of all
Israel, so that they revered him all his days as they had
revered Moses.
1 5 The LoRD said to Joshua, 16 "Command the priests
who bear the Ark of the Pact to come up out of the Jor
dan." 17So Joshua commanded the priests, "Come up out
of the Jordan." 18 As soon as the priests who bore the Ark
of the LoRD's Covenant came up out of the Jordan, and
the feet of the priests stepped onto the dry ground, the
waters of the Jordan resumed their course, flowing over
its entire bed as before.
19 The people came up from the Jordan on the tenth day
of the first month, and encamped at Gilgal on the eastern
border of Jericho. 20 And Joshua set up in Gilgal the twelve
stones they had taken from the Jordan. 21 He charged the
Israelites as follows: "In time to come, when your children
ask their fathers, 'What is the meaning of those stones?'
22 tell your children: 'Here the Israelites crossed the Jordan
on dry land.' 23 For the LoRD your God dried up the wa
ters of the Jordan before you until you crossed, just as the
LoRD your God did to the Sea of Reeds, which He dried
up before us until we crossed. 24 Thus all the peoples of
the earth shall know how mighty is the hand of the LORD,
and you shall fear the LoRD your God always."

5 When all the kings of the Amorites on the western side

of the Jordan, and all the kings of the Canaanites near
the Sea, heard how the LORD had dried up the waters of
the Jordan for the sake of the Israelites until they crossed
over, they lost heart, and no spirit was left in them be
cause of the Israelites.
2 At that time the LoRD said to Joshua, "Make flint
knives and proceed with a second circumcision of the Is
raelites." 3 So Joshua had flint knives made, and the Israel
ites were circumcised at Gibeath-haaraloth.d
a-a Connection of clause wrcertnin; cf Deut. 3 1-7-8.
b Mcmrirrg of Heb. wrccrtniu.
c See Nwu. 32.20-22.
d I.e., "tire Hill of Foreskins."
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dus. 10: Speedily is reminiscent of
the haste of the exodus. 1 2-13:
The participation of the Transjor
danian tribes in the anticipated
military events echoes 1.12-13 and
again emphasizes Moses' role.
1 4: Joshua is exalted, as promised
in 3.7; he is again compared to
Moses.

4.15-18: The priests cross. This
unit is largely repetitive in its de
scription of the priests exiting the
Jordan, but now the river resumes
its flow. 16: Pact is an alternative
term for the covenant but appears
only here in Joshua (cf. 2 Kings

11.12).

4.19-5.1: The question and an
swer about the stones, in the last
unit of the crossing narrative, em
phasizes the didactic role of the
story. 4.19: The first month would
have been Nisan (formerly Aviv),
and the entrance to the land west
of the Jordan on the tenth day re
calls the date when preparations
began for the first Passover (Exod.
12.3). 20: The twelve stones are now
deposited by Joshua (cf. 4.8). Gilgal
("round"), named as the site of
the stone deposit, cannot be identi
fied with any certainty. 21: See a
similar didactic question in v. 6.
23: The exodus analogy is stated
directly in this passage, which con
tains a large number of echoes of
the exodus tradition. 24: All tire
peoples extends the focus from one
people, Israel (v. 19), to the non
Israelite world; Israel's crossing
gives to other peoples knowledge
of the LoRD's power (see 2.9-1 1).
5.1: Two of the groups of 3-19 rep
resent all the peoples west of the
Jordan. Heard . . . lost heart resumes
2.g-11 (cf. the opening verse of
chs g-11).

5.2-15: Final preparations for the
people and Joshua. Preparations
for entering the land are com
pleted by two rituals: circumcision
and Passover (5.2-12). The latter is
relevant to the selection of these
verses (along with 5.13-6.1) as the
haftarah for the first day of Pass
over, when the account of the
Passover in Exodus (12.21-51) is
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4 This is the reason why Joshua had the circumcision
performed: All the people who had come out of Egypt, all
the males of military age, had died during the desert wan
derings after leaving Egypt. 5 Now, whereas all the people
who came out of Egypt had been circumcised, none of the
people born after the exodus, during the desert wander
ings, had been circumcised. 6 For the Israelites had trav
eled in the wilderness forty years, until the entire nation
the men of military age who had left Egypt-had
perished; because they had not obeyed the LoRD, and the
LoRD had sworn never to let them see the land that the
LoRD had sworn to their fathers to assign to us, a land
flowing with milk and honey. 7 But He had raised up their
sons in their stead; and it was these that Joshua circum
cised, for they were uncircumcised, not having been cir
cumcised on the way. B After the circumcising of the whole
nation was completed, they remained where they were, in
the camp, until they recovered.
9 And the LoRD said to Joshua, "Today I have rolled
away from you the disgrace of Egypt."• So that place was
called Gilgal,b as it still is.
10 £ncamped at Gilgal, in the steppes of Jericho, the Isra
elites offered the passover sacrifice on the fourteenth day
of the month, toward evening.
11 On the day after the passover offering, on that very
day, they ate of the produce of the country, unleavened
bread and parched grain. 12 On that same day,< when they
ate of the produce of the land, the manna ceased. The Isra
elites got no more manna; that year they ate of the yield of
the land of Canaan.
13 0nce, when Joshua was near Jericho, he looked up
and saw a man standing before him, drawn sword in
hand. Joshua went up to him and asked him, "Are you
one of us or of our enemies?" 14 He replied, "No, I am capa I.e., of tile Egyptian bondage. b Interpreted ns "ro/li11g. "
c Lit. "on file dny nfter."
the main Torah reading. Joshua
himself is prepared by meeting
with the LoRD's military com
mander (5.13-15).

5.2-12: Circumcision and Pass
over. 5.2: Second circumcision may
refer to the need. to circumcise
males who had been born during
the wilderness period; the first cir
cumcision would have been that
performed in Egypt. As a require-

ment for celebrating the Passover
(Exod. 12.48), circumcision, a sign
of induction into the Israelite com
munity, is a necessary prelude to
the ensuing celebration. 4: Because
of the specification of military age,
twenty years and older (Num. 1.3),
the text is assuming adult circum
cision, more typical of peoples
practicing this rite than the infant
circumcision of the Priestly source
(Gen. 17.10-14), which became the

norm in Judaism. 6: Land flowing
wit!J milk and honey is a phrase
used many times in the Torah,
particularly in Deuteronomy and
related literature, but only here
in Joshua. In the Torah, the forty
years of wandering is attributed to
the sin of the spies (Num. ch 13;
14.33), which has been compen
sated for by the successful mission
of the second set of spies in ch 2.
8: Nation ("goy," here and in v. 6),
rarely used as a designation for
the Israelites (see also 3.17; 4.1),
who are usually called a "people"
('"am"). Nation means a people
with a land. 9: Disgrace may sig
nify the lack of circumcision since
the exodus, which has been recti
fied, because "disgrace" is also
used for the uncircumcised son of
Hamor in Genesis 34.14. Gilgal is
given a folk etymology, enhancing
its didactic role in recounting the
crossing of the Jordan, 10: Offering
the Passover sacrifice is one more
narrative parallel between the exo
dus and the entrance to the land.
Fourteenth day, in conformity with
Exod. 12.6, gives the circumcised
Israelites three days to recover.
1 1 : Unleavened bread is consumed
after the Passover offering (a lamb)
and may have originally been part
of a separate festival derived from
farmers, in contrast to the paschal
sacrifice, which may derive from
shepherds. It too contributes to the
exodus connection (Exod. 12.1720). Parched grain is added in an
ticipation of the "produce of the
land" (v. 12), designated in Lev.
23.14 as one of the first fruits of the
land. 1 2: The cessation of manna,
the food of wandering, marks the
beginning of settled agrarian life.

5.13-15: Joshua's final prepara
tion. 13: Angels are always name
less until the postexilic period,
though this unidentified man
standing is identified as the archan
gel Michael according to Jewish
tradition (Aggadat Beres!Jit 32.64).
14: The man identifies himself as
captain of the LoRD's host, a military
figure that partakes of the imagery
of the LORD as a divine warrior
with commanding officers of the
heavenly hosts (cf. Deut. 33.2;
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tain of the LoRD's host. Now I have come!" Joshua threw
himself face down to the ground and, prostrating himself,
said to him, "What does my lord command his servant?"
1 5 The captain of the LORD's host answered Joshua, "Re
move your sandals from your feet, for the place where
you stand is holy." And Joshua did so.

6 Now Jericho was shut up tight because of the Israel

ites; no one could leave or enter.
2 The LoRD said to Joshua, "See, I will deliver Jericho
and her king [and her] warriors into your hands. 3 Let all
your troops march around the city and complete one cir
cuit of the city. Do this six days, 4 with seven priests carry
ing seven ram's horns preceding the Ark. On the seventh
day, march around the city seven times, with the priests
blowing the horns. s And when a long blast is sounded on
the horn-as soon as you hear that sound of the horn-all
the people shall give a mighty shout. Thereupon the city
wall will collapse, and the people shall advance, every
man straight ahead."
6 Joshua son of Nun summoned the priests and said to
them, "Take up the Ark of the Covenant, and let seven
priests carrying seven ram's horns precede the Ark of the
LoRD." 7 And he instructed the people, "Go forward,
march around the city, with the vanguard marching in
front of the Ark of the LoRD." 8 When Joshua had in
structed the people, the seven priests carrying seven
ram's horns advanced before the LoRD, blowing their
horns; and the Ark of the LoRn's Covenant followed
them. 9 The vanguard marched in front of the priests who
were blowing the horns, and the rear guard marched be
hind the Ark, with the horns sounding all the time. 10 But
Joshua's orders to the rest of the people were, "Do not
shout, do not let your voices be heard, and do not let a
sound issue from your lips until the moment that I com
mand you, 'Shout!' Then you shall shout."
11 So he had the Ark of the LORD go around the city and
complete one circuit; then they returned to camp and
spent the night in camp. 12 Joshua rose early the next day;
and the priests took up the Ark of the LoRD, 13 while the
seven priests bearing the seven ram's horns marched in
front of the Ark of the LORD, blowing the horns as they
marched. The vanguard marched in front of them, and the
rear guard marched behind the Ark of the LORD, with the
horns sounding all the time. 14 And so they marched
around the city once on the second day and returned to
the camp. They did this six days.
15 Qn the seventh day, they rose at daybreak and
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Judg. 5.20; Zech. 9.14). In prostrat
ing himself Joshua acknowledges
that the man is a messenger from
God. 15: "Remove . . . holy" quotes
Exod. 3·5 directly and provides
one more connection between
Joshua and Moses. This episode
seems to end in the middle; it is
unclear if something has been lost,
or if we are to follow the text's clue
and continue to fill in the chapter
from Exod. 3·

6.1-1 2.24: Conquest of Canaanite

towns. The Israelite military ad
vance proceeds in three stages:
center (6.1--9.27), south (10.1-43),
and north (11.1-15). Summaries of
conquest (11.16-23; 12.1-24) con
clude the account.
6.1-9.27: The central campaign.
Taking the central part of the land
involves two major victories, Jeri
cho (6.1-27) and Ai (p-8.29), fol
lowed by a covenant ceremony at
Shechem (8.3o-35) and an alliance
with the Gibeonites (9.1-27).

6.1-27: The destruction of Jeri

cho. The LORD gives specific in
structions to Joshua in language
combining ritual with warfare.
Joshua then carries out the com
mands, vanquishing Jericho and
instituting the "J:terem," the com
plete annihilation of the enemy,
but, following the promise of
ch 2, sparing Rahab and her fam
ily. 3: The circuit ploy is a folkloris
tic element contributing to the
rhetoric of conquest. City is really
a walled town, a much smaller set
tlement than the term "city" usu
ally implies. Such towns, with
their surrounding villages, formed
the city-states of Canaanite Pales
tine (d. 13.23, 28, etc.). 4: Seven ap
pears 14 times (2 X 7) in ch 6-to
indicate days, priests, ram's horns,
and circuits of the city. As a bibli
cal idiom for completeness, seven
might function as a magical num
ber, but also denotes the totality of
the ensuing territorial possession.
Ram's lwrns, or shofars, are battle
trumpets here (d. Judg. 6.34) but
are more often used to signal wor
ship in the Bible. In Num. 10.9,
trumpets play an analogous role.
5: Archeological research has
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marched around the city, in the same manner, seven times;
that was the only day that they marched around the city
seven times. 1 6 On the seventh round, as the priests blew
the horns, Joshua commanded the people, "Shout! For the
LoRD has given you the city. 17 The city and everything in
it are to be proscribed for the LoRD; only Rahab the harlot
is to be spared, and all who are with her in the house, be
cause she hid the messengers we sent. 18 But you must
beware of that which is proscribed, or else you will be pro
scribed:• if you take anything from that which is pro
scribed, you will cause the camp of Israel to be proscribed;
you will bring calamity upon it. 19 All the silver and gold
and objects of copper and iron are consecrated to the
LoRD; they must go into the treasury of the LoRD."
20 So the people shouted when the horns were sounded.
When the people heard the sound of the horns, the peo
ple raised a mighty shout and the wall collapsed. The
people rushed into the city, every man straight in front of
him, and they captured the city. 21 They exterminated
everything in the city with the sword: man and woman,
young and old, ox and sheep and ass. 22 But Joshua bade
the two men who had spied out the land, "Go into the
harlot's house and bring out the woman and all that belong
to her, as you swore to her." 23 So the young spies went in
and brought out Rahab, her father and her mother, her
brothers and all that belonged to her-they brought out
her whole family and left them outside the camp of Israel.
24They burned down the city and everything in it. But
the silver and gold and the objects of copper and iron were
deposited in the treasury of the House of the LORD. 25 Only
Rahab the harlot and her father's family were spared by
Joshua, along with all that belonged to her, and she dwelt
among the Israelites-as is still the case. For she had hid
den the messengers that Joshua sent to spy out Jericho.
26 At that time Joshua pronounced this oath: "Cursed of
the LoRD be the man who shall undertake to fortify this
city of Jericho: he shall lay its formdations at the cost of his
first-bam, and set up its gates at the cost of his youngest."
27 The LORD was with Joshua, and his fame spread
throughout the land.

7 The
Israelites, however, violated the proscription:
Achan son of Carmi son of Zabdi son of Zerah, of the

tribe of Judah, took of that which was proscribed, and the
LoRD was incensed with the Israelites.
2Joshua sent men from Jericho to Ai, which lies close to

n

I.e., be p11t to death; cf Lro. 27.28-29.
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shown that the last city wall of Jeri
cho no longer existed at the time of
earliest Israel; therefore the story
of its conquest may be more sym
bolic than historical. 1 7-19: Pro
scribed denotes the sacral extermi
nation, or "l:terem," of the enemy, a
linking of violence and sanctity
common to war ideologies. The
destroyed enemy items-people,
animals, and objects-are conse
crated to the deity who made the
victory possible. The "l:terem" is
also mentioned in the Moabite
Mesha stele. 19: Silver . . . iron are
valuable metal objects and consti
tute booty for the LoRD. 24: House
of the LoRD, the most common des
ignation for the Jerusalem Temple,
is used anachronistically here.
26: Cursed . . . be the man, an impre
cation proleptically (i.e., by antici
pation) cursing the city's possible
rebuilder, is unique in the Bible.
The fulfillment of this curse is nar
rated in 1 Kings 16.34. 27: This
verse is meant to contrast with the
following episode, illustrating
one of the main themes of the
Deuteronomistic History: Follow
ing the divine word leads to bless
ing, while abrogating it leads to
curse and punishment.

7.1-8.29: Achan's sin and the de
struction of Ai. 7.1-26: Achan's
sin. The men of Ai, the next city
to be taken, at first overpower
the Israelites because one person,
Achan, had disobeyed the order to
destroy Jericho utterly. 1: Tl1e LoRD
was incensed, describing divine dis
pleasure, appears only once in
Joshua in contrast to its frequent
presence in Judges. 2: Ai means
"The Ruin." The city's name ap
pears very frequently (27 times) in
chs 7 and 8, etiologically calling at
tention to Israel's territorial rights.
Archeological research indicates
that, like Jericho, the site of Ai
(modern et-Tel), located 13 krn
(8 miles) north of Jerusalem, was
uninhabited at the time of earliest
Israel. Thus, like the previous
story of Jericho, this account is not
historically accurate. 3-5: The at
tack on Ai does not mention God's
presence; the result is a severe
routing. 6-15: An exchange be-
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Beth-aven-east of Bethel-with orders to go up and spy
out the country. So the men went up and spied out Ai.
3They returned to Joshua and reported to him, "Not all
the troops need go up. Let two or three thousand men go
and attack Ai; do not trouble all the troops to go up there,
for [the people] there are few." 4 So about three thousand
of the troops marched up there; but they were routed by
the men of Ai. 5 The men of Ai killed about thirty-six of
them, pursuing them outside the gate as far as Shebarim,
and cutting them down along the descent. And the heart
of the troops •·sank in utter dismay.·•
6 Joshua thereupon rent his clothes. He and the elders of
Israel lay until evening with their faces to the ground in
front of the Ark of the LoRD; and they strewed earth on
their heads. 7 "Ah, Lord Goo!" cried Joshua. "Why did
You lead this people across the Jordan only to deliver us
into the hands of the Amorites, to be destroyed by them?
If only we had been content to remain on the other side of
the Jordan! s o Lord, what can I say after Israel has turned
tail before its enemies? 9 When the Canaanites and all the
inhabitants of the land hear of this, they will turn upon us
and wipe out our very name from the earth. And what
will You do about Your great name?"
10 But the LoRD answered Joshua: "Arise! Why do you
lie prostrate? 11 Israel has sinned! They have broken the
covenant by which I bound them. They have taken of the
proscribed and put it in their vessels; they have stolen;
they have broken faith! 12 Therefore, the Israelites will not
be able to hold their ground against their enemies; they
will have to turn tail before their enemies, for they have
become proscribed. I will not be with you any more unless
you root out from among you what is proscribed. B Go
and purify the people. Order them: Purify yourselves for
tomorrow. For thus says the LoRD, the God of Israel:
Something proscribed is in your midst, 0 Israel, and you
will not be able to stand up to your enemies until you
have purged the proscribed from among you. 1 4 Tomor
row morning you shall present yourselves by tribes.
Whichever tribe the LoRD indicatesb shall come forward
by clans; the clan that the LoRD indicates shall come for
ward by ancestral houses, and the ancestral house that the
LORD indicates shall come forward man by man. 15 Then
he who is <·indicated for proscription,·< and all that is his,
shall be put to the fire, because he broke the Covenant of
the LoRD and because he committed an outrage in Israel."
n-n Lit. "melted mrd turned to water. "
b Lit. "catclres. "
c-c Or "cnuglrt ill tire 11et. "
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tween Joshua (and the elders) and
the LoRD consists of a complaint
and a petition followed by God's
explanation and instructions. The
setting-in front of the Ark-indi
cates that the divine presence is
understood to dwell in the Ark.
Joshua's role as intercessor is
similar to that of Moses (e.g.,
Exod. 32. 11-13; Num. 11.11-15;
14.13-19). 6: Rent his clothes, a typi
cal act of penitence as well as
mourning. 7: Amorites here repre
sents all the inhabitants of the
land (as in 24.15). 1 1 : Sinned . . .
stolen indicates that the proscribed
vessels belonged to God and that
Achan's taking them was theft,
a sin violating the covenant.

14: Tribes . . . clans . . . ancestral
houses comprise the sociopolitical
structure of the Israelites. "Ances
tral house," or family household,
was the basic unit of society and is
understood to represent the ex
tended family and its possessions.
Indicates probably refers to the
casting of lots, a method by which
divine decisions were communi
cated to humans (cf. 14.2).
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16 Early next morning, Joshua had Israel come forward
by tribes; and the tribe of Judah was indicated. 17He then
had the clans of Judah come forward, and the clan of
Zerah was indicated. Then he had the clan of Zerah come
forward by •·ancestral houses,-• and Zabdi was indicated.
18 Finally he had his ancestral house come forward man by
man, and Achan son of Carmi, son of Zabdi, son of Zerah,
of the tribe of Judah, was indicated.
19 Then Joshua said to Achan, "My son, pay honor to the
LoRD, the God of Israel, and make confession to Him. Tell
me what you have done; do not hold anything back from
me." 2 0 Achan answered Joshua, "It is true, I have sinned
against the LoRD, the God of Israel. This is what I did: 21 I
saw among the spoil a fine Shinar mantle, two hundred
shekels of silver, and a wedge of gold weighing fifty
shekels, and I coveted them and took them. They are
buried in the ground in my tent, with the silver under it."b
22 Joshua sent messengers, who hurried to the tent; and
there itb was, buried in his tent, with the silver under
neath. 23 They took them from the tent and brought them
to Joshua and all the Israelites, and displayed< them be
fore the LoRD. 24 Then Joshua, and all Israel with him, took
Achan son of Zerah-and the silver, the mantle, and the
wedge of gold-his sons and daughters, and his ox, his
ass, and his flock, and his tent, and all his belongings, and
brought them up to the Valley of Achor. 25 And Joshua
said, "What calamity you have brought upon us! The
LoRD will bring calamity upon you this day." And all Is
rael pelted him with stones. They put them to the fire and
stoned them. 26 They raised a huge mound of stones over
him, which is still there. Then the anger of the LORD sub
sided. That is why that place was named the Valley of
Achord-as is still the case.

8 The LoRD said to Joshua, "Do not be frightened or dis

mayed. Take all the fighting troops with you, go and
march against Ai. See, I will deliver the king of Ai, his
people, his city, and his land into your hands. 2 You shall
treat Ai and her king as you treated Jericho and her king;
however, you may take the spoil and the cattle as booty
for yourselves. Now set an ambush against the city be
hind it."
J So Joshua and all the fighting troops prepared for the
march on Ai. Joshua chose thirty thousand men, valiant

a-n So some Heb. mss. and some ancient versions; most mss. and editions have "mell. "
b I.e., tile mantle.
c Menning of Heb. uncertain.
d Co111wcted with 'akhar "to bring en/amity upon"; cf v. 25.

NEVI'IM
16-20: The guilty party is identi
fied by lots, through a dramatic se
lection process involving all Israel,
thus intensifying the notion of
communal responsibility for ad
herence to the covenant. 21: The
stolen objects are identified: a gar
ment from Shinar (probably Bab
ylonia), 200 shekels of silver (2.5
kg, 5.9 lbs) and a so-shekel wedge
of gold (about ·5 kg, 1.25 lbs).
25: The reference to calamity is
foreshadowed by 6.18. Put tlrem to
thefire and stoned them probably
means that the stolen booty was
burned and the guilty family
stoned. Like severe ritual impurity,
Achan's sin had infected the entire
household. 26: Mound of stones . . .
still there: The didactic function of
the narrative is made clear in this
etiology. Valley ofAchor is a word
play on "to stir up a calamity"
(" 'akhar").
8.1-29: The destruction of Ai.
1-2: Now that the Israelites are
purified of Achan's sin, the LoRD
provides instructions that will as
sure victory. The annihilation of
Ai, however, unlike that of Jericho,
will allow for booty. 3-8: Joshua
relays God's instructions but in
much greater detail, thus con
tributing to the drama of the im
pending event. 3: Thirty tlwusand
men, an impossible number for an
ambush, possibly means "thirty, a
man from each contingent," or
"thirty contingents." The word
translated "thousand" can also de
note a small military unit, ranging
from five to fifteen men per contin
gent. Valiant warriors echoes 1.14
and anticipates 10-7· The Heb is
the same in these three verses.
9: Bethel, which became a major
city of the Northern Kingdom, is
identified with modern Beitun,
less than 3·5 km (2 miles) west of
Ai. 10-29: Using brilliant military
strategy, the Israelites take Ai and
put all its inhabitants to death. A
similar strategy is used in Judg.
chs 9 and 21. 12: Five thousand men
may represent another, smaller
ambush; or it may be an alterna
tive designation for the warriors of
8. 3· 14: Facing the Arabah, east
ward, toward the Jordan Valley.
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warriors, and sent them ahead by night. 4 He instructed
them as follows: "Mind, you are to lie in ambush behind
the city; don't stay too far from the city, and all of you be
on the alert. 5 I and all the troops with me will approach
the city; and when they come out against us, as they did
the first time, we will flee from them. 6 They will come
rushing after us until we have drawn them away from the
city. They will think, 'They are fleeing from us the same as
last time'; but while we are fleeing before them, 7 you will
dash out from your ambush and seize the city, and the
LoRD your God will deliver it into your hands. B And
when you take the city, set it on fire. Do as the LORD has
commanded. Mind, I have given you your orders."
9 Joshua then sent them off, and they proceeded to the
ambush; they took up a position between Ai and Bethel
west of Ai-while Joshua spent the night with the rest of
the troops.
10 Early in the morning, Joshua mustered the troops;
then he and the elders of Israel marched upon Ai at the
head of the troops. 1 1 All the fighting force that was with
him advanced near the city and encamped to the north of
Ai, with a hollow between them and Ai.-12 He selected
about five thousand men and stationed them as an am
bush between Bethel and Ai, west of the city. 13 Thus the
main body of the army was disposed on the north of
the city, but the far end of it was on the west. (This was
after Joshua had •·spent the night·• in the valley.b)14 When the king of Ai saw them, he and all his people, the
inhabitants of the city, rushed out in the early morning to
the <·meeting place,·< facing the Arabah, to engage the Isra
elites in battle; for he was unaware that a force was lying
in ambush behind the city. 1 5 Joshua and all Israel fled in
the direction of the wilderness, as though routed by them.
16 All the troops in the city gathered to pursue them; pur
suing Joshua, they were drawn out of the city. 17Not a
man was left in Ai or in Bethel who did not go out after Is
rael; they left the city open while they pursued Israel.
1B The LORD then said to Joshua, "Hold out the javelin in
your hand toward Ai, for I will deliver it into your
hands." So Joshua held out the javelin in his hand toward
the city. 19 As soon as he held out his hand, the ambush
came rushing out of their station. They entered the city
and captured it; and they swiftly set fire to the city. 20 The
men of Ai looked back and saw the smoke of the city ris
ing to the sky; they had no room for flight in any direction.
a-a So witlr some mss. (cf v. g); most mss. mrd editions read "marched. "
b Syriac reads "witlr tire troops"; cf v. 9·
c-c Emendation yields "descent"; cf 7·5·

18: The javelin is indicated by

a

rare word for a weapon that
symbolized sovereignty. Joshua
holds it out (vv. 18, 26) in a magi
cal gesture reminiscent of Moses'
actions (Exod. 14.15-21, 26-27;
17.9-12). Later commentators
such as Rashi, disturbed at the
magical background of this
action, instead viewed it as sign
for those ambushing to attack.
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The people who had been fleeing to the wilderness now
became the pursuers. 21 For when Joshua and all Israel
saw that the ambush had captured the city, and that
smoke was rising from the city, they turned around and
attacked the men of Ai. 22 Now the other [Israelites] were
corning out of the city against them, so that they were be
tween two bodies of Israelites, one on each side of them.
They were slaughtered, so that no one escaped or got
away. 23 The king of Ai was taken alive and brought to
Joshua.
24 When Israel had killed all the inhabitants of Ai who
had pursued them into the open wilderness, and all of
them, to the last man, had fallen by the sword, all the Isra
elites turned back to Ai and put it to the sword.
25 The total of those who fell that day, men and women,
the entire population of Ai, carne to twelve thousand.
26Joshua did not draw back the hand with which he
held out his javelin until all the inhabitants of Ai had been
exterminated. 27 However, the Israelites took the cattle
and the spoil of the city as their booty, in accordance with
the instructions that the LoRD had given to Joshua.
28 Then Joshua burned down Ai, and turned it into a
mound of ruins for all time, a desolation to this day.
29 And the king of Ai was impaled on a stake until the
evening. At sunset, Joshua had the corpse taken down
from the stake and it was left lying at the entrance to the
city gate. They raised a great heap of stones over it, which
is there to this day.
3 0 At that time Joshua built an altar to the LoRD, the God
of Israel, on Mount Ebal, 31 as Moses, the servant of the
LoRD, had commanded the Israelites-as is written in the
Book of the Teaching of Moses•-an altar of unhewn stone
upon which no iron had been wielded. They offered on it
burnt offerings to the LoRD, and brought sacrifices of
well-being. 32 And there, on the stones, he inscribed a
copy of the Teaching that Moses had written for the Israel
ites. 33 All Israel-stranger and citizen alike-with their el
ders, officials, and magistrates, stood on either side of the
Ark, facing the levi tical priests who carried the Ark of the
LoRD's Covenant. Half of them faced Mount Gerizim and
half of them faced Mount Ebal, as Moses the servant of the
LoRD had commanded them of old, in order to bless
the people of Israel. 34 After that, he read all the words of
the Teaching, the blessing and the curse, just as is written
in the Book of the Teaching. b 35 There was not a word of all
n See Deut. 27.3-8.

b See Deut. 27.11-28.68.

NEVI'IM
27: The modification of the

"J:terem," perhaps to prevent an
other Achan incident, is less liberal
than that of Deut. 20.14, where
even women and children can be
taken as booty, provided the cap
tured town is not in Israelite terri
tory. 28: Ruins for all time echoes
the language of Deut. 13.16, con
tributes to the etymology of
Ai, and provides an instructive
etiology. 29: The king of Ai, who
has been taken alive, is impaled
011 11 stnke, a common treatment
of a vanquished ruler in the an
cient Near East (d. 10.26-27).
The removal of his body at
evening may reflect the precept
in Deut. 21.23. Heap of stones . . .
to tlzis day, another etiological
proclamation.

8.30-35: Covenant ceremony at
Shechem. This section, which nar
rates the fulfillment by Joshua of
Deut. ch 27, interrupts the continu
ity between 8.29 and 9.1-3. It por
trays an event in a location some
distance from Jericho and Ai and is
similar in theme to ch 24. Its pres
ence here maintains the impor
tance of the Book of the Teaching
of Moses in the Joshua narrative
(d. 1.7-8) and also affirms again
Joshua's legitimacy as successor to
Moses. 30: Mount Ebal is situated
opposite Mount Gerizim (v. 33)
in the hill country of Ephraim.
The important northern city of
Shechem (modern Tel Balatah),
near Nablus, commands the val
ley between the two mountains.
31: The altar of unlzewn stone fits
the guidelines of Exod. 20.22 and
fulfills the directive of Moses in
Deut. 27·5· Burnt offerings . . . sacri
fices of well-being replicate the sacri
fices ordered by Moses after he
wrote all the words of the cove
nant at Mount Sinai (Exod. 24.3-5).
32: The stones, not the altar stones
but rather those intended for the
copy of the Teaching to be in
scribed on stone when the Israel
ites cross the Jordan according to
Moses' instructions (Deut. 27.2-3).
Since these stones could not hold
a complete copy of the Torah or
even all of Deuteronomy, it is
unclear exactly what was written
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that Moses had commanded that Joshua failed to read in
the presence of the entire assembly of Israel, including the
women and children and the strangers who accompanied
them.

9 When all the kings •west of"• the Jordan-in the hill

country, in the Shephelah, and along the entire coast of
the Mediterranean Sea up to the vicinity of Lebanon, the
[land of the] Hittites, Amorites, Canaanites, Perizzites, Hi
vites, and Jebusites-learned of this, 2 they gathered with
one accord to fight against Joshua and Israel.
3 But when the inhabitants of Gibeon learned how
Joshua had treated Jericho and Ai, 4 they for their part re
sorted to cunning. They set out b·in disguise:·b they took
worn-out sacks for their asses, and worn-out waterskins
that were cracked and patched; s they had worn-out,
patched sandals on their feet, and threadbare clothes on
their bodies; and all the bread they took as provision was
dry and crumbly. 6 And so they went to Joshua in the
camp at Gilgal and said to him and to the men of Israel,
"We come from a distant land; we propose that you make
a pact with us." 7 The men of Israel replied to the Hivites,
"But perhaps you live among us; how then can we make a
pact with you?"c
B They said to Joshua, "We will be your subjects." But
Joshua asked them, "Who are you and where do you
come from?" 9 They replied, "Your servants have come
from a very distant country, because of the fame of the
LoRD your God. For we heard the report of Him: of all that
He did in Egypt, l O and of all that He did to the two Amo
rite kings on the other side of the Jordan, King Sihon of
Heshbon and King Og of Bashan who lived in Ashtaroth.
11 So our elders and all the inhabitants of our country in
structed us as follows, 'Take along provisions for a trip,
and go to them and say: We will be your subjects; come
make a pact with us.' 12 This bread of ours, which we took
from our houses as provision, was still hot when we set
out to come to you; and see how dry and crumbly it has
become. 13 These wineskins were new when we filled
them, and see how they have cracked. These clothes and
sandals of ours are worn out from the very long journey."
1 4 The men btook [their word] because ofb their provi
sions, and did not inquire of the LoRD. l SJoshua estab
lished friendship with them; he made a pact with theni. to
spare their lives, and the chieftains of the community gave
them their oath.
a-a Lit. "across. " b-b Meaning ofHeb. llllCertain.

c Cf De11t. 7.2.

on them. This topic is the subject
of much debate and discussion in
rabbinic and medieval Jewish
commentary. 34: The blessing and
the curse typically conclude cove
nants in the ancient Near East
(as Deut. 27.11-13; ch 28; cf.
Lev. 26.3-34). 35: Wome11 . . .
strangers, indicating the inclusive
community required to hear the
recitation of the teaching, as in
Deut. 31.12.

9.1-27: The treaty with the Gibe
onites. Having conquered Ai
through a ruse, the Israelites them
selves are now tricked by the
clever strategy of the Gibeonites.
The story that follows both shows
the great power of the LoRD and
explains the origins of a particular
class of Temple servants. 1-2: This
introductory statement describes
the response-preparation for
war-of those who hear of the Is
raelite victories. The list of people
should probably also include the
Girgashites, as in 3.10 and 24.11.
These verses introduce through
contrast the actions of the Gibeon
ites. 3: Gibeon, identified with
modern el-Jib, lies on an important
east-west route 9 km (5-5 miles)
north of Jerusalem. Its existence
during the period of Israelite be
ginnings is doubtful according to
the archeological evidence, but it
was an important city during the
monarchy. 6: Pact, another transla
tion of "berit," Heb for "cove
nant." 7: Hivites, a group probably
originating in Asia Minor. 9: The
Gibeonites claim to be from a dis
tant countn;, which would mean
they would not be subject to the
required annihilation of those
living in territory promised to
Israel (cf. 8.27, Deut. 20.14).
Fame of the LoRD, meaning that
the victories of a people are
attributed to their god. 10: The
conquest of the Transjordanian
kings Sihon . . . Og, like the depar
ture from Egypt, arouses dread (as
in 2.10; see Num. 21.21-35; Deut.
2.26-3.17). 1 2-13: The details of
their provisions and clothing, an
ticipated in vv. 4-5, create vivid
dramatic interest. 15: Friendship,
Heb "shalom," or "peace."
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16 But when three days had passed after they made this
pact with them, they learned that they were neighbors,
living among them. 17So the Israelites set out, and on the
third day they came to their towns; these towns were Gib
eon, Chephirah, Beeroth, and Kiriath-jearim. 18 But the Is
raelites did not attack them, since the chieftains of the
community had sworn to them by the LoRD, the God of
Israel. The whole community muttered against the chief
tains, 1 9 but all the chieftains answered the whole commu
nity, "We swore to them by the LoRD, the God of Israel;
therefore we cannot touch them. 20 This is what we will do
to them: We will spare their lives, so that there may be no
wrath against us because of the oath that we swore to
them." 21 And the chieftains declared concerning them,
"They shall live!" And they became hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the whole community, as the chief
tains had decreed concerning them.
22 Joshua summoned them and spoke to them thus:
"Why did you deceive us and tell us you lived very far
from us, when in fact you live among us? 23 Therefore, be
accursed! Never shall your descendants cease to be slaves,
hewers of wood and drawers of water for the House of
my God." 24 But they replied to Joshua, "You see, your ser
vants had heard that the LORD your God had promised
His servant Moses to give you the whole land and to wipe
out all the inhabitants of the country on your account; so
we were in great fear for our lives on your account. That is
why we did this thing. 25 And now we are at your mercy;
do with us what you consider right and proper." 26 And he
did so; he saved them from being killed by the Israelites.
27 That day Joshua made them hewers of wood and draw
ers of water-as they still are-for the community and for
the altar of the LORD, in the place that He would choose.

1 0 Joshua had captured Ai and proscribed it, treating
Ai and its king as he had treated Jericho and its king, and

When King Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem learned that

that, moreover, the people of Gibeon had come to terms
with Israel and remained among them, 2 •-he was·• very
frightened. For Gibeon was a large city, like one of the
royal cities-in fact, larger than Ai-and all its men were
warriors. 3 So King Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem sent this
message to King Hoham of Hebron, King Piram of Jar
muth, King Japhia of Lachish, and King Debir of Eglon:
4 "Come up and help me defeat Gibeon; for it has come to
terms with Joshua and the Israelites."
a-a Heb. "they were. "
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16-27: The Gibeonite deception is
discovered, and the Israelites re
luctantly honor their pact, which
had been sworn, presumably, in
the name of the LoRD. The Bible
takes such vows very seriously
(see Exod. 20.7; Deut. 5.11). Thus, a
main theme of this chapter is the
conflict between the obligation to
obliterate the inhabitants of the
land, and the oath promising to
allow these people to live. Accord
ing to 2 Sam. ch 21, Saul violated
this promise and put some Gibe
onites to death. 1 7: The Hivites
live in Gibeon and in Cltepltiralz,
Beerotlz, and Kiriatlt-jearim, three
settlements west of Gibeon.
21: Hewers of wood and drawers of

water are the menial jobs to which
the Gibeonites are assigned as sub
jects of Israel, despite the idea that
even such workers were equal par
ticipants in the covenant (Deut.
29.1o--1 1). This eternal assignment
is repeated in vv. 23 and 27, under
scoring the servitude of the de
ceivers. 24: The Gibeonites refer
to the "J:terem" (Deut. 20.16-18).
27: As they still are is an etiological
marker. Place that He would choose
is the typical language of Deuter
onomy (e.g., Deut. 12.5-18), antici
pating the central and sole place,
namely Jerusalem, for sacrificing
to the LoRD. This oblique reference
to Jerusalem offers continuity with
the following chapter, which nar
rates a coalition led by the king of
Jerusalem.

10.1-43: Southern campaign. Two
units comprise the military en
counters leading to the control of
the south: vanquishing a coalition
of five kings (vv. 1-27); seven other
victories (vv. 28--4 3).
10.1-27: The battle with the
five kings. The first unit of the
southern campaign is recounted in
two parts. First, Joshua and the
Israelites honor their pact with
Gibeon and rescue them from an
Amorite coalition (vv. 1-15). Then
the kings of that coalition are
captured and executed (vv. 16-27).

10.1-15: Rescuing the Gibeon
ites. Led by the king of Jerusalem,

a group of five kings, fearing the
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5 The five Amorite kings-the king of Jerusalem, the
king of Hebron, the king of Jarmuth, the king of Lachish,
and the king of Eglon, with all their armies-joined forces
and marched on Gibeon, and encamped against it and at
tacked it. 6 The people of Gibeon thereupon sent this mes
sage to Joshua in the camp at Gilgal: "Do not fail your ser
vants; come up quickly and aid us and deliver us, for all
the Amorite kings of the hill country have gathered
against us." 7 So Joshua marched up from Gilgal with his
whole fighting force, all the trained warriors.
B The LORD said to Joshua, "Do not be afraid of them, for
I will deliver them into your hands; not one of them shall
withstand you." 9Joshua took them by surprise, marching
all night from Gilgal. 1D The LoRD threw them into a panic
before Israel: [Joshua] inflicted a crushing defeat on them
at Gibeon, pursued them in the direction of the Beth
horon ascent, and harried them all the way to Azekah and
Makkedah. 11 While they were fleeing before Israel down
the descent from Beth-horon, the LORD hurled huge
stones on them from the sky, all the way to Azekah, and
they perished; more perished from the hailstones than
were killed by the Israelite weapons.
1 2 On that occasion, when the LORD routed the Amorites
before the Israelites, Joshua addressed the LoRD; he said
in the presence of the Israelites:
"Stand still, 0 sun, at Gibeon,
0 moon, in the Valley of Aijalon!"
13
And the sun stood still
And the moon halted,
While a nation wreaked judgment on its foes
-as is written in the Book of Jashar! Thus the sun halted
in midheaven, and did not press on to set, for a whole
day; 14 for the LoRD fought for Israel. Neither before nor
since has there ever been such a day, when the LoRD acted
on words spoken by a man. 15 Then Joshua together with
all Israel returned to the camp at Gilgal.
16 Meanwhile, those five kings fled and hid in a cave at
Makkedah. 17 When it was reported to Joshua that the five
kings had been found hiding in a cave at Makkedah,
18 Joshua ordered, "Roll large stones up against the mouth
of the cave, and post men over it to keep guard over them.
19 But as for the rest of you, don't stop, but press on the

and Hebron, are vanquished.
1: Jerusalem, appearing here by this
name for the first time in the Bible,
is depicted in a leadership role
among local Amorite city-states.
Inhabited by Jebusites, it did not
become Israelite until the time of
David (see 15.63 and 2 Sam. 5.6--9;
Judg. 1.8 is not historical). Ai . . .
Jericho . . . Gibeon differs from the
order of the preceding narratives.
3: Debir as the king's name is prob
lema tic, for it is a city name in v.
38. 6: Hill countnj designates the
central highlands, the core of an
cient Israel (d. v. 40); but three of
the cities of the coalition (Jarmuth,
Lachish, and Eglon) are in the
foothills, or Shephelah. 8-10: The
LoRD is to be directly involved.
The mention of Azekah and Makke
dah, both probably in the southern
Shephelah, anticipates the second
unit of the southern campaign in
which Makkedah figures promi
nently (vv. 16, 17, 21, 28, 29).
1 1 : Descentfrom Beth-lwron, a
pass also known as the Valley
of Aijalon (see v. 12), is a major
route from the Shephelah to the
hill country. Hailstones, lit. "large
stones," wreak havoc on the
enemy. They are understood as
divine intervention, and they are
echoed by the "large stones" of
v. 18. 1 2: Stand still . . . , opens an
ancient mythic poem, using lan
guage similar to that used for the
Divine Warrior in Canaanite
mythology (d. Judg. 5.20; Hab.
3.11) and signifying God's miracu
lous and direct involvement in
human affairs. As stated in the
following verse, the purpose of
this action is for the Israelites
to have sufficient time to kill
the enemy before the sun set.
13: Book ofJashar, also cited in
2 Sam. 1 .18, is one of many bib
lical references to ancient Heb
writings that are no longer extant.
10.16-27: Capturing the kings.
16: Their forces have been de
feated by God, but the five kings
themselves escape. 1 7-18: Large
stones, same as the "hailstones"
of v. 11. The cave is first a refuge
and then a tomb (v. 27) for the
kings, thus serving two func
tions of caves in ancient Israel.

a Presumably a collectioll of war so11gs.
alliance between Gibeon and Is
rael, seeks to vanquish Gibeon.
The Gibeonites are saved by in
voking their pact with the Israel-

ites, who themselves receive help
from the LORD; and the kings of
certain cities that would be central
to later history, such as Jerusalem

10.5-10.19
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heels of your enemies and harass them from the rear.
Don't let them reach their towns, for the LoRD your God
has delivered them into your hands." 20 When Joshua and
the Israelites had finished dealing them a deadly blow,
they were wiped out, except for some fugitives who es
caped into the fortified towns. 21 The whole army returned
in safety to Joshua in the camp at Makkedah; no one so
much as snarled• at the Israelites. 22 And now Joshua or
dered, "Open the mouth of the cave, and bring those five
kings out of the cave to me." 23 This was done. Those five
kings-the king of Jerusalem, the king of Hebron, the king
of Jarmuth, the king of Lachish, and the king of Eglon
were brought out to him from the cave. 24 And when the
kings were brought out to Joshua, Joshua summoned all
the men of Israel and ordered the army officers who had
accompanied him, "Come forward and place your feet on
the necks of these kings." They came forward and placed
their feet on their necks. 25 Joshua said to them, "Do not be
frightened or dismayed; be firm and resolute. For this is
what the LoRD is going to do to all the enemies with
whom you are at war." 26 After that, Joshua had them put
to death and impaled on five stakes, and they remained
impaled on the stakes until evening. 27 At sunset Joshua
ordered them taken down from the poles and thrown into
the cave in which they had hidden. Large stones were
placed over the mouth of the cave, [and there they are] to
this very day.
2B At that time Joshua captured Makkedah and put it
and its king to the sword, proscribing itb and every person
in it and leaving none that escaped. And he treated the
king of Makkedah as he had treated the king of Jericho.
29 From Makkedah, Joshua proceeded with all Israel to
Libnah, and he attacked it. 3 0 The LORD delivered it and its
king into the hands of Israel; they put it and all the people
in it to the sword, letting none escape. And he treated its
king as he had treated the king of Jericho.
31 From Libnah, Joshua proceeded with all Israel to La
chish; he encamped against it and attacked it. 32 The LoRD
delivered Lachish into the hands of Israel. They captured
it on the second day and put it and all the people in it to
the sword, just as they had done to Libnah.
33 At that time King Horam of Gezer marched to the
help of Lachish; but Joshua defeated him and his army,
letting none of them escape.
34 From Lachish, Joshua proceeded with all Israel to
a Cf Exod. 11-7.
b So several mss.; most mss. and the editions read "them."
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24: Joshua's officers put their feet
on the necks of the five kings in
a symbolic action of conquest
(cf. 1 Kings 5.17; Ps. 1 10.1). Various
representations of this action in
Mesopotamian royal reliefs indi
cate that it was an action used
widely in the ancient Near East.
25: Firm and resolute echoes God's
exhortation of 1.7, 9 and signals
impending battles. 26: After being
killed, the kings are impaled on five
stakes; the public exposure of
corpses is meant to instill fear in
other enemies (as in 8.29). 27: To
tlzis very day signifies an etiology.

10.28-43: Seven additional victo
ries. In repetitive language, the
conquest of seven cities is reported
(vv. 27-39), followed by a sum
mary of the southern campaign
(vv. 4o-43). 28: Proscribing is speci
fied for four of the cities, and other
terms indicate that all are subject
to the complete slaughter of the
vanquished. The treatment of the
king of Jericho is not mentioned in
the account of the fall of Jericho
in ch 6. 31: Lachish (modern Tel
ed-Duweir), a major site in the
southern Shephelah, holds out for
two days. There is no mention of
the slaughter of its king. 33: Gezer
is the main site of the central She
phelah. Its king and army are de
feated in the field, but the city
itself remains a Canaanite strong
hold until the time of Solomon (see
16.10; Judg. 1.29; 1 Kings 9.16).
36: Hebron, south of Jerusalem, is
conquered by Caleb, not Joshua,
according to 15.13 (cf. Judg. 1.9).
37: All its towns, designating the
satellite settlements of an ancient
walled city, is used only for He
bron and Debir, both sites in the
hill country. 38: The taking of
Debir is attributed elsewhere to
Othniel (15.15-17; Judg. 1.11-13).
39: As they had done is used seven
times in vv. 28-39, conveying the
complete success of the southern
campaign. 41-42: ln these sum
mary verses, joshua, like the typi
cal ancient Near Eastern ruler, is
credited with all the victories, de
spite other texts with different tra
ditions. 41 : Kndesh-bamea . . . Gib
eon designates the southern
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Eglon; they encamped against it and attacked it. 35 They
captured it on the same day and put it to the sword, pro
scribing all the people that were in it, as they had done to
Lachish.
36 From Eglon, Joshua marched with all Israel to Hebron
and attacked it. 37 They captured it and put it, its king, and
all its towns, and all the people that were in it, to the
sword. He let none escape, proscribing it and all the peo
ple in it, just as he had done in the case of Eglon.
3BJoshua and all Israel with him then turned back to
Debir and attacked it. 39 He captured it and its king and all
its towns. They put them to the sword and proscribed all
the people in it. They let none escape; just as they had
done to Hebron, and as they had done to Libnah and its
king, so they did to Debir and its king.
40 Thus Joshua conquered the whole country:• the hill
country, the Negeb, the Shephelah, and the slopes, with all
their kings; he let none escape, but proscribed everything
that breathed-as the. LoRD, the God of Israel, had com
manded. 41 Joshua conquered them from Kadesh-barnea
to Gaza, all the land of Goshen, and up to Gibeon. 42 All
those kings and their lands were conquered by Joshua at a
single stroke, for the LoRD, the God of Israel, fought for Is
rael. 43 Then Joshua, with all Israel, returned to the camp
at Gilgal.

territory, with Goshen referring to
the northern Negev, not the Egyp
tian Goshen (Gen. 45.10). 43: All
Israel emphasizes that the success
ful campaign involved the whole
people.

When the news reached King Jabin of Hazar, he
messages to King Jobab of Madan, to the king
1of Shimron,
1 sent
to the king of Achshaph, 2 and to the other

kings in the north-in the hill country, in the Arabah
south of Chinnereth, in the lowlands, and in the districtb
of Dor on the west; 3 to the Canaanites in the east and in
the west; to the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, and Jehu
sites in the hill country; and to the Hivites at the foot of
Hermon, in the land of Mizpah. 4 They took the field with
all their armies-an enormous host, as numerous as the
sands on the seashore-and a vast multitude of horses
and chariots. s All these kings joined forces; they came and
encamped together at the Waters of Merom to give battle
to Israel.
6 But the LoRD said to Joshua, "Do not be afraid of them;
tomorrow at this time I will have them all lying slain
before Israel. You shall hamstring their horses and
burn their chariots." 7 So Joshua, with all his fighting men,
came upon them suddenly at the Waters of Merom, and
a I.e., the whole sou them part ojCa11aan.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

10.35-1 1.7

1 1 .1-15: Northern campaign.
Fewer details are provided for the
conquest of the north, revealing
the narrator's greater interest in
the central and southern regions, a
bias that likely reflects Judean au
thorship. All the northern kings
join in one large coalition, which
Joshua overcomes through divine
intervention. 1 : fabin is called the
King of Canaan in Judg. 4.2, un
derscoring his prominence in
the north. Hazar (modern Tel
el-Qedah), located in upper Galilee
on a route controlling trade with
Mesopotamia, was a powerful
city-state for much of the Bronze
Age. Madan . . . Shim ron . . . Aclz
slzap!J cannot be securely identified
but are presumably in the vicinity
of Hazor. Although scholars have
proposed various ways of harmo
nizing this account with J udg. chs
4-5, none of these harmonizations
has succeeded because they all
tend to treat these narratives as
straightforward historical accounts
and do not recognize that they are
legendary, fictional tales. 2-3: The
inclusiveness of the northern
enemy is provided by listing geo
graphical extent and by naming
peoples (six groups; as 9.1; cf. 3.9;
24.1 1). 2: A rabah . . . Chizmeret!J,
Jordan Valley . . . Sea of Galilee.
3: Hermon, a high mountain
northeast of the Sea of Galilee.
4: Sands 011 the seaslwre uses hyper
bole to convey the enormity of the
enemy force and recalls God's
promise to the ancestors (Gen.
22.17). Horses and chariots denote
military technology superior to
Israelite infantry. 5: Waters of
Merom may specify a high plain,
suitable for chariot warfare, be
cause "merom'' can mean "ele
vated." 6: Hamstring their horses
and bum tlzeir chariots, a strategy
to remove the Canaanite techno
logical advantage. Hamstringing
means cutting the large tendon
of a horse's rear leg, thereby dis-
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pounced upon them. s The LORD delivered them into the
hands of Israel, and they defeated them and pursued
them all the way to Great Sidon •·and Misrephothmaim,·•
and all the way to the Valley of Mizpehb on the east; they
crushed them, letting none escape. 9 And Joshua dealt
with them as the LoRD had ordered him; he hamstrung
their horses and burned their chariots.
10Joshua then turned back and captured Hazor and put
her king to the sword.-Hazor was formerly the head of
all those kingdoms.-11 They proscribed and put to the
sword every person in it. Not a soul survived, and Hazor
itself was burned down. 12 Joshua captured all those royal
cities and their kings. He put them to the sword; he pro
scribed them in accordance with the charge of Moses, the
servant of the LoRD. 13 However, all those towns that are
still standing on their mounds were not burned down by
Israel; it was Hazor alone that Joshua burned down. 14 The
Israelites kept all the spoil and cattle of the rest of those
cities as booty. But they cut down their populations with
the sword until they exterminated them; they did not
spare a soul. 1 5 Just as the LORD had commanded His ser
vant Moses, so Moses had charged Joshua, and so Joshua
did; he left nothing undone of all that the LORD had com
manded Moses.
16Joshua conquered the whole of this region: the hill
country [of Judah], the Negeb, the whole land of Goshen,
the Shephelah, the Arabah, and the hill country and
coastal plain of Israel-17 [everything] from Mount Halak,
which ascends to Seir, all the way to Baal-gad in <·the Val
ley of the Lebanon·< at the foot of Mount Hermon; and he
captured all the kings there and executed them.
18 Joshua waged war with all those kings over a long pe
riod. 19 Apart from the Hivites who dwelt in Gibeon, not a
single city made terms with the Israelites; all were taken
in battle. 2D For it was the LoRD's doing to stiffen their
hearts to give battle to Israel, in order that they might be
proscribed without quarter and wiped out, as the LORD
had commanded Moses.
21 At that time, Joshua went and wiped out the Anakites
from the hill country, from Hebron, Debir, and Anab, from
the entire hill country of Judah, and from the entire hill
country of Israel; Joshua proscribed them and their towns.
22 No Anakites remained in the land of the Israelites; but
some remained in Gaza, Gath, and Ashdod.
n-n Clrnnge of vocalization yields "nnd Misreplwth 011 the west."
b Apparently ide11ticnl with Mizpnlr i11 v. 3c-c I.e., tire vnlley between the Lcbnno11 nnd A11ti-Lebn11on rn11ges.
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abling it (cf. 2 Sam. 8.4). 8: The
western and eastern extent of the
rout. 10: Head of all those kingdoms
again suggests Hazar's supremacy
in the north. 1 1-14: The proscrip
tion against the northern coalition
involves the burning of Hazar and
slaughter of its inhabitants, but
only the slaughter of the people
and kings of the other cities, with
booty allowed. 13: Mounds is the
word for "tel," the artificial hill
formed by the successive building
of settlements over earlier ones.
15: Moses . . . Joshua again conveys
the transition of divinely ordained
leadership.

11 .16-23: Summary of the con
quest. The acquisition of all the
territory west of the Jordan, except
Gibeon, is presented in sweeping
terms. "Whole," "all," and "en
tire"-the same Heb word
appear repeatedly in this section to
emphasize the complete extent of
the conquest. Yet this section likely
incorporates several sources, in
cluding v. 18, which contains a
different notion of the conquest.
17: Mount Halak (Jebel Halaq) is
southeast of Beersheba. Seir, a
name for the mountain of Edom,
east of the Rift Valley. Baal-gad, a
northern site, possibly Banias on
the slopes of Mount Hermon.
18: The notion that these wars
were waged . . . over a long period
contradicts the tenor of the previ
ous material, and likely reflects an
other voice in the text. 19: Made
terms, lit. "made shalom," a refer
ence to the treaty with Gibeon.
20: Stiffen their lrearts, the phrase
used to describe God's control
over the pharaoh of the exodus
(Exod. 4.21, etc.), thereby allowing
Moses to succeed as Joshua now
has done. 21: Anakites, a name
for pre-Israelite inhabitants of Ca
naan who were renowned for their
stature (Num. 1J .J3; Deut. 9.2).
21: Mention of the hill country of
Judah . . . Israel reflects the perspec
tive of the narrator, aware of a
southern and a northern kingdom,
Judah and IsraeL 22: Gaza, Gath,
and Ashdod, all Philistine cities, may
indicate that the Anakites were re
lated peoples. The giant Goliath
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23 Thus Joshua conquered the whole country, just as the
LoRD had promised Moses; and Joshua assigned it to Is
rael to share according to their tribal divisions. And the
land had rest from war.
following are the local kings whom the Israel
and whose territories they took pos
1session
2 itesof: defeated
The

East of the Jordan, from the Wadi Arnon to Mount Her
mon, including the eastern half of the Arabah: 2 •King
Sihon of the Amorites, who resided in Heshbon and ruled
over part of Gilead-from Aroer on the bank of the Wadi
Arnon and the wadi proper up to the Wadi Jabbok [and]
the border of the Ammonites__3 and over the eastern Ara
bah up to the Sea of Chinnereth and, southward by way of
Beth-jeshimoth at the foot of the slopes of Pisgah on the
east, down to the Sea of the Arabah, that is, the Dead Sea.
4 Also the territory of King Og of Bashan-one of the last
of the Rephaim-who resided in Ashtaroth and in Edrei
5 and ruled over Mount Hermon, Salcah, and all of Bashan
up to the border of the Geshurites and the Maacathites, as
also over part of Gilead [down to] the border of King
Sihon of Heshbon. 6 These were vanquished by Moses, the
servant of the LoRD, and the Israelites; and Moses, the ser
vant of the LoRD, assigned b·that territory-b as a possession
to the Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Ma
nasseh.
7 And the following are the local kings whom Joshua
and the Israelites defeated on the west side of the Jor
dan-from Baal-gad in the Valley of the Lebanon to
Mount Halak, which ascends to Seir-which Joshua as
signed as a possession to the tribal divisions of Israel: B in
the hill country, in the lowlands, in the Arabah, in the
slopes,< in the wilderness, and in the Negeb-[in the land
of] the Hittites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Periz
zites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites. 9 They were:
the king of Jericho
1
the king of Ai, near Bethel,
1
10
the king of Jerusalem
1
the king of Hebron
1
11
the king of Jarmuth
1
the king of Lachish
1
12
the king of Eglon
1
the king of Gezer
1
a Meaning of vv. 2 and 3 uncertain.
b-b Lit. "it."
c I.e., tlze slopes of Pisgall; cf 13.20.
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1 1.23-12.12

was from Gath (1 Sam. 17-4; cf.
2 Sam. 21.19). 23: To share . . . divi
sions, anticipating the territorial al
lotments presented in the second
half of Joshua. The land lrad restfrom
war begins the transition to territo
rial assignments and also links
Joshua's defeat of the Anakites
with another tradition in which
Caleb defeats them (14.6-13).

1 2.1-24: The vanquished kings.

Another summary of Israel's victo
ries includes those of Moses in
Transjordan (vv. 1-6) and those of
Joshua-summarized (vv. 7-8) and
then listed by city (vv. 9-24)-west
of the Jordan. This chapter contin
ues the main theme of a complete
conquest, but accomplishes this in
a different form, using lists.

1 2.1-6: Moses in Transjordan, a
summary based on Num. 21.21-35
and Deut. 2.26-3.17 (d. Joshua
2.10; 9.10). The cities mentioned, as
far as they have been identified
with excavated ruins, appear not
to have been occupied at the time
of Israelite beginnings. Again, the
historicity of the narrative appears
doubtful. 1 : Wadi Arnon to Mount
Hennon comprises Ammon, Gil
ead, and Bashan. The east-west
Arnon gorge divides Ammon from
Moab to the south. 2: Wadi Jabbok,
the east-west gorge separating
Ammon from Gilead. 4: Bashan,
northern Transjordan, known
today as the Golan Heights. Reph
aim, perhaps a designation for pro
fessional chariot warriors, also sig
nified people of great stature (see
Deut. 2.2o-21). 12.7-8: Joshua's
victories, summarized once more,
as in 11.2-3, 16-17. 1 2.9-24: List
of conquered cities. This list in
cludes more than twice as many
cities as those mentioned in the
preceding narratives, indicating
how selective the narratives are.
Of the total of thirty-one cities,
only twenty have been securely
identified with excavated sites. Of
those, only two-Bethel (v. 16) and
Hazor (v. 19)-reflect the claims of
Joshua: destruction of a city fol
lowed by a smaller, presumably
Israelite settlement. This discrep
ancy between text and archeol-
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

the king of Debir
the king of Ceder
the king of Hormah
the king of Arad
the king of Libnah
the king of Adullam
the king of Makkedah
the king of Bethel
the king of Tappuah
the king of Hepher
the king of Aphek
the king of Sharon
the king of Madon
the king of Hazor
the king of Shimron-meron
the king of Achshaph
the king of Taanach
the king of Megiddo
the king of Kedesh
the king of Jokneam in the Carmel
the king of Dor in the district• of Dor
the king of Goiim in Gilgal
the king of Tirzah
Total number of kings

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
31.

1 3 Joshua
was now old, advanced in years. The LoRD
said to him, "You have grown old, you are ad

vanced in years; and very much of the land still remains to
be taken possession of. 2 This is the territory that remains:
all the districts of the Philistines and all [those of] the
Geshurites, 3 from the Shihor, which is close to Egypt, to
the territory of Ekron on the north, are accounted Canaan
ite, namely, those of the five lords of the Philistines-the
Gazites, the Ashdodites, the Ashkelonites, the Gittites,
and the Ekronites-and those of the Avvim 4 on the south;
further, all the Canaanite country from Mearah of the
Sidonians to Aphek at the Amorite border 5 and the land
of the Gebalites, with the whole [Valley of the] Lebanon,
from Baal-gad at the foot of Mount Hermon to Lebo
hamath on the east, 6 with all the inhabitants of the hill
country from the [Valley of the] Lebanon to b·Misrephoth
maim,·b namely, all the Sidonians. I Myself will dispossess
<those nations·< for the Israelites; you have only to appor
tion d-their lands·d by lot among Israel, as I have com
manded you. 7 Therefore, divide this territory into heredia Meaning of Heb. wrcertain.
b-b See uote on 11.8.
c-c Lit. "them."
d-d Lit. "it."

ogy, as for the Transjordanian cit
ies, points to the Joshua narratives
as serving ideological purposes
rather than preserving historical
sequences of events.

1 3.1-21 .43: Tribal land allot
ments. Having accomplished his
first task, taking possession of
most of the land, Joshua must now
divide it into portions for all the
tribes located west of the Jordan.
The priest Eleazar and heads of
the family households join Joshua
in this task, presented in religious
as well as sociopolitical terms. The
assignment of Transjordanian al
lotments by Moses is reviewed
(ch 13), and the apportionment of
the remaining tribal lands follows
(chs 14-19). It uses boundary de
scriptions as well as lists of towns;
and brief narratives, integrated into
some of the tribal sections, give an
instructional quality to the other
wise tedious designations of terri
tory. The final allotments, within
tribal possessions, are the cities of
refuge (ch 20) and the Levitical cit
.ies (ch 21). It is unclear which pe
riod, if any, these lists reflect.

1 3.1-7: The remaining land. De
spite the overall picture of com
plete conquest, these verses ac
knowledge that some territory, in
the southeast and the north, is not
yet controlled by Israelites accord
ing to the full dimensions of the
land in Num. 34.1-12. Other pas
sages in chs 13-21 will similarly
acknowledge the presence of un
captured areas or of foreigners re
maining within tribal boundaries
(15.6J; 16.10; 17.1 1-1); 19-47)1 : The beginning of this verse is
similar to 23.1. This suggests that
the intervening material, dealing
with tribal allotments, may be a
resumptive repetition, which was
inserted secondarily in Joshua.
2: Philistines and Geslwrites con
trolled the southwestern coast and
the land east of the Sea of Galilee,
respectively. These areas became
Israelite at the time of the united
monarchy (2 Sam. 8.1-2; J.J).
4-6: Areas to the north and north
east (i.e., Phoenicia) will be taken
for the Israelites by God. 7: Heredi-
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tary portions for the nine tribes and the half-tribe of Ma
nasseh."
SNow the Reubenites and the Gadites, along with •the
other half-tribe,-• had already received the shares which
Moses assigned to them on the east side of the Jordan-as
assigned to them by Moses the servant of the LoRD: 9 from
Aroer on the edge of the Wadi Arnon and the town in the
middle of the wadi, the entire Tableland [from] Medeba to
Dibon, 10 embracing all the towns of King Sihon of the
Amorites, who had reigned in Heshbon, up to the border
of the Ammonites; 11 further, Gilead, the territories of the
Geshurites and the Maacathites, and all of Mount Her
mon, and the whole of Bashan up to Salcah-12 the entire
kingdom of Og, who had reigned over Bashan at Ashta
roth and at Edrei. ( He was the last of the remaining Reph
aim.) These were defeated and dispossessed by Moses;
13but the Israelites failed to dispossess the Geshurites and
the Maacathites, and Geshur and Maacath remain among
Israel to this day. 14 No hereditary portion, however, was
assigned to the tribe of Levi, their portion being the fire of
ferings of the LoRD, the God of Israel, as He spoke con
cerning them.b
1 5 And so Moses assigned [the following] to the tribe of
the Reubenites, for their various clans, 16 and it became
theirs: The territory from Aroer, on the edge of the Wadi
Arnon and the town in the middle of the wadi, up to Med
eba-the entire Tableland-17 Heshbon and all its towns
in the Tableland: Dibon, Bamoth-baal, Beth-baal-meon,
1BJahaz, Kedemoth, Mephaath, 19 Kiriathaim, Sibmah, and
Zereth-shahar <-in the hill of the valley,-< 20 Beth-peor, the
slopes of Pisgah, and Beth-jeshimoth_21 all the towns of
the Tableland and the entire kingdom of Sihon, the king of
the Amorites, who had reigned in Heshbon. ( For Moses
defeated him and the Midianite chiefs Evi, Rekem, Zur,
Hur, and Reba, who had dwelt in the land as princes of
Sihon. 22 Together with the others that they slew, the Isra
elites put Balaam son of Bear, the augur, to the sword.)
23 The boundary of the Reubenites was· the edge of the Jor
dan. That was the portion of the Reubenites for their vari
ous clans-those towns with their villages.
24 To the tribe of Gad, for the various Gadite clans,
Moses assigned [the following], 25 and it became their ter
ritory: Jazer, all the towns of Gilead, part of the country of
the Ammonites up to Aroer, which is close to Rabbah,

tary portions is the translation of

n-n Lit. "it."
b See Oeut. 18.1 .
c-c Emeudntion yields "in tlze I! ill couutnt; and i n tlze Valley .

1 3 . 8-1 3 . 25

"nal).alah," a word appearing re
peatedly in the allotment chapters,
usually as "portion" (e.g., 13.14,
23, 33; 14.2, 3; 15.1, 13, 20; 19.49). A
legal term, it designates land as
part of an estate; God, the ultimate
owner of the land, bestows it on
the tribes.

13.8-33: Transjordanian allot
ments. A general description of
the territories across the Jordan
(vv. 8-13) and a statement about
Levi's lack of territory (v. 14) are
followed by a detailed description
of the boundaries and cities of the
two-and-a-half Transjordanian
tribes (vv. 15-32) and another
statement about the Levites having
no portion (v. 33). This land was
rarely controlled by the Israelites
but was usually considered within
the ideal boundaries of the land
(as Deut. 3.12-18). 10-1 2: Silwn
and Og, Transjordanian rulers said
to have been conquered by Moses,
are repeatedly mentioned in
Joshua (see 12.2--6). 1 3: One of sev
eral acknowledgements that not
all the land was controlled by Isra
elites. 14: Levi, a priestly group,
lacks its own tribal lands and will
be dispersed among the other
tribes (ch 21). Fire offerings, sacri
fices brought by other Israelites,
become the revenues of the offi
ciants. 1 5: Reubenites, descendants
of Jacob's first-born son, come first
here as elsewhere in the Bible (e.g.,
Gen. 35.23; 46.8, 9; Exod. 1.2).
20: Beth-peor, a place near the bur
ial spot of Moses (Deut. 34.6).
Probably the same as Baal Peor, it
is the site of the idolatrous Israelite
behavior (Num. ch 25) alluded to
in Joshua 22.17. 21: Midianite, a
designation for southern groups
controlling desert trade routes.
Seen as close to the Israelites at the
time of Moses (Exod. J.1), they are
elsewhere Israel's enemies (Judg.
chs 7-8). 22: Balaam . . . the augur, a
prophetic figure depicted favor
ably in Num. chs 22-24, is here
said to have been killed by Israel
ites (d. Num. 3 1.8). 23: Towns with
their villages denotes walled settle
ments with their satellite settle
ments (cf. 6.3 n.).
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26 and from Heshbon to Ramath-mizpeh and Betonim,
and from Mahanaim to the border of Lidbir; • 27 and in the
Valley, Beth-haram, Beth-nimrah, Succoth, and Zaphon
the rest of the kingdom of Sihon, the king of Heshbon
down to the edge of the Jordan and up to the tip of the Sea
of Chinnereth on the east side of the Jordan. 28 That was
the portion of the Gadites, for their various clans-those
towns with their villages.
29 And to the half-tribe of Manasseh Moses assigned
[the following], so that it went to the half-tribe of Manas
seh, for its various clans, 3 0 and became their territory: Ma
hanaim,b all of Bashan, the entire kingdom of Og, king of
Bashan, and all of Havvoth-jairc in Bashan, sixty towns;
31 and part of Gilead, and Ashtaroth and Edrei, the royal
cities of Og in Bashan, were assigned to the descendants
of Machir son of Manasseh-to a part of the descendants
of Machir-for their various clans.
32 Those, then, were the portions that Moses assigned in
the steppes of Moab, on the east side of the Jordan. 33 But
no portion was assigned by Moses to the tribe of Levi; the
LoRD, the God of Israel, is their portion, as He spoke con
cerning them. d

1 4 And these are the allotments of the Israelites in the

land of Canaan, that were apportioned to them by
the priest Eleazar, by Joshua son of Nun, and by the heads
of the ancestral houses of the Israelite tribes, 2 the portions
that fell to them by lot, as the LORD had commanded
through Moses for the nine and a half tribes. 3 For the por
tion of the other two and a half tribes had been assigned to
them by Moses on the other side of the Jordan. He had not
assigned any portion among them to the Levites; 4 for
whereas the descendants of Joseph constituted two tribes,
Manasseh and Ephraim, the Levites were assigned no
share in the land, but only some towns to live in, with the
pastures for their livestock and cattle. SJust as the LoRD
had commanded Moses, so the Israelites did when they
apportioned the land.
6 The Judites approached Joshua at Gilgal, and Caleb
son of Jephunneh the Kenizzite said to him: "You know
what instructions the LoRD gave at Kadesh-barnea to
Moses, the man of God, concerning you and me. 7 I was
forty years old when Moses the servant of the LORD sent
me from Kadesh-barnea to spy out the land, and I gave
a Change of vocalization yields "Lo-debar"; cf 2 Sam.
.b Lit. "from Mahanaim. "
c See note on Num. 32.41.
d See Deul. 18. 1.

9-4- 5; 1 7.27.

14.1-5: Introduction to the allot
ments west of the Jordan. The

lands of the other nine-and-a-half
tribes are assigned by Joshua, the
priest Eleazar, and officials of sub
tribal units through the casting of
lots. 1: Eleazar is the priest who
presided at Joshua's installation as
successor to Moses (Num. 27.1523). Heads of the ancestral houses,
denoting leaders of household
groups smaller than tribes, ap
pears only here and in 19.51 and
21.1. 2: Apportionment by lot was
the standard procedure for assign
ing undivided inheritances in the
ancient Near East. The tribes are
thus made co-beneficiaries of
God's bequest. This explains the
role of Eleazar, who is probably
imagined as the official casting lots
with the Urim and Thumrnim (see
Ezra 2.63; Neh. 7.65). 4: Manasselz
and Ephraim, the sons of Joseph,
one of Jacob's twelve sons, each
become eponymous ancestors of
land-holding tribes to compensate
for Levi as a tribe without terri
tory, thus maintaining the total of
twelve territorial tribes.

14.6-17.18: Judah and Joseph al
lotments. Allocation of tribal lands
proceeds in stylized format: A nar
rative framework encloses bound
aries and town lists as well as brief
stories. The first tribe is Judah
(14.6-15.6)), which will become
the most prominent of all as the
biblical story unfolds. The one
and-a-half Joseph tribes are next
(chs 16-17); these would be central
in the Northern Kingdom. The em
phasis on Judah and Joseph, and
certain parallels in the structure
used to describe them, thus reflect
the prominence of the Northern
and Southern Kingdoms after the
monarchy is divided in the early
1oth century (ca. 922 BCE).

14.6-15: Caleb's role. A narrative
reviewing deeds of a leading Ju
dahite figure, Caleb, begins the Ju
dahite allotment. It reinforces a
main theme of the book: God
keeps His word, obedience is re
warded, and through God's
power, even the greatest enemies
are vanquished. 6: Caleb, one of the
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him a forthright report. B While my companions who went
up with me took the heart out of the people, I was loyal to
the LoRD my God. 9 0n that day, Moses promised on oath,
'The land on which your foot trod shall be a portion for
you and your descendants forever, because you were
loyal to the LoRD my God.' 10 Now the LoRD has pre
served me, as He promised. It is forty-five years since the
LoRD made this promise to Moses, when Israel was jour
neying through the wilderness; and here I am today,
eighty-five years old. 11 I am still as strong today as on the
day that Moses sent me; my strength is the same now as it
was then, for battle and for activity! 12 So assign to me this
hill country as the LORD promised on that day. Though
you too heard on that day that Anakites are there and
great fortified cities, if only the LORD is with me, I will dis
possess them, as the LoRD promised."
13 So Joshua blessed Caleb son of Jephunneh and as
signed Hebron to him as his portion. 14 Thus Hebron be
came the portion of Caleb son of Jephunneh the Kenizzite,
as it still is, because he was loyal to the LoRD, the God of
Israel.-1 5 The name of Hebron was formerly Kiriath-arba:
[Arba] was the great man among the Anakites.
And the land had rest from war.

twelve spies sent out by Moses
(Num. chs 13-14), was celebrated
for military prowess and loyalty in
defeating the formidable Anakites
(see 11.21-22). Kenizzite, originally
a non-Israelite group, perhaps
from Edom (Gen. 36.<j-ll, 15, 42),
but later incorporated into the Ju
dahite genealogy (Judg. 1.13).
8: Took the heart out, undermined
the morale of the people, who
feared the might of the inhabitants
of the land. 13: Hebron, in the hills
30 km (19 miles) south of Jerusa
lem. 15: Kiriath-arba, lit. "Town of
the Four," may mean that it once
was a small coalition of neighbor
ing settlements. But "Arb a" be
comes etiologically linked with the
Anakites.

1 5 The portion that fell by lot to the various clans of

15.1-12: Judah's boundaries are
laid out in a counterclockwise di
rection: south (vv. 2-4), east (v. sa),
north (vv. sb-n), and west (12a).
A summary statement appears in
v. 12b. 1: Zin, northeast of Kadesh
barnea (see Num. 20.1), is proba
bly a region of the northern
Negev. 3: Hezron, also the name of
a Judahite figure considered the
ancestor of most of the families in
the hill country of Judah (Gen.
46.12; Num. 26.21; 1 Chron.
2.9-55). 4: Wadi of Egypt, presum
ably Wadi el-Arish, southwest of
Gaza. 6: Bohan, nowhere else listed
as a son of Reuben (except 18.17),
means "thumb" and may be a top
ographical feature (thumb-shaped
stone) displacing a personal name.
8: febusites, implying Jerusalem is
not yet Israelite.

the tribe of Judah lay farthest south, down to the
border of Edom, which is the Wilderness of Zin. 2 Their
southern boundary began from the tip of the Dead Sea,
from the tongue that projects southward. 3 It proceeded to
the south of the Ascent of Akrabbim, passed on to Zin, as
cended to the south of Kadesh-barnea, passed on to Hez
ron, ascended to Addar, and made a turn to Karka. 4 From
there it passed on to Azmon and proceeded to the Wadi of
Egypt; and the boundary ran on to the Sea. That shall be
your southern boundary.
5 The boundary on the east was the Dead Sea up to the
mouth of the Jordan. On the northern side, the boundary
began at the tongue of the Sea at the mouth of the Jordan.
6 The boundary ascended to Beth-hoglah and passed
north of Beth-arabah; then the boundary ascended to the
Stone of Bohan son of Reuben. 7 The boundary ascended
b'from the Valley of Achor to Debir and turned north·b to
Gilgai,c facing the Ascent of Adummim which is south of
the wadi; from there the boundary continued to the wa
ters of En-shemesh and ran on to En-rogel. 8 Then the
boundary ascended into the Valley of Ben-hinnom, along
a Lit. "and to go out a11d come in. "
b-b Meani11g of Hcb. uncertai11.
c Apparently identical wit/1 Gelilotll, 18.17.

15.1�3: Judah's allotment con
sists of three different types of ma
terials: boundary descriptions
(vv. 1-12), a brief narrative about
Caleb and Othniel (vv. 13-19), and
a list of towns (vv. 2o-63) that ends
with a notice of the failure to cap
ture Jerusalem.
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the southern flank of the Jebusites-that is, Jerusalem. The
boundary then ran up to the top of the hill which flanks
the Valley of Hinnom on the west, at the northern end of
the Valley of Rephaim. 9 From that hilltop the boundary
curved to the fountain of the Waters of Nephtoah and ran
on to the towns of Mount Ephron; then the boundary
curved to Baalah-that is, Kiriath-jearim. 10 From Baalah
the boundary turned westward to Mount Seir,a passed
north of the slope of Mount Jearim-that is, Chesalon
descended to Beth-shemesh, and passed on to Timnah.
n The boundary then proceeded to the northern flank of
Ekron; the boundary curved to Shikkeron, passed on to
Mount Baalah, and proceeded to Jabneel; and the bound
ary ran on to the Sea. 12 And the western boundary was
the edge of the Mediterranean Sea. Those were the bound
aries of the various clans of the Judites on all sides.
13Jn accordance with the LoRD's command to Joshua,
Caleb son of Jephunneh was given a portion among the
Judites, namely, Kiriath-arba-that is, Hebron. ([Arba]
was the father of Anak.) 14 Caleb dislodged from there the
three Anakites: Sheshai, Ahiman, and Talmai, descen
dants of Anak. 15 From there he marched against the in
habitants of Debir-the name of Debir was formerly Kiri
ath-sepher-16 and Caleb announced, "I will give my
daughter Achsah in marriage to the man who attacks and
captures Kiriath-sepher." 17 His kinsman Othniel the
Kenizziteb captured it; and Caleb gave him his daughter
Achsah in marriage.
1B <·When she came [to him], she induced him·< to ask
her father for some property. She dismounted from her
donkey, and Caleb asked her, "What is the matter?" 1 9 She
replied, "Give me a present; for you have given me away
as Negeb-land/ so give me springs of water." And he
gave her Upper and Lower Gulloth.e
20 This was the portion of the tribe of the Judites by their
clans:
21 The towns at the far end of the tribe of Judah, near the
border of Edom, in the Negeb, were: Kabzeel, Eder, Jagur,
22 Kinah, Dimonah, Adadah, 23 Kedesh, Hazor, Ithnan,
24 Ziph, Telem, Bealoth, 25 Hazor-hadattah, Kerioth
hezron-that is, Hazor_26 Amam, Shema, Moladah,
27 Hazar-gaddah, Heshmon, Beth-pelet, 28 Hazar-shual,
Beer-sheba, Biziothiah, 29 Baalah, lim, Ezem, 30 Eltolad,
Chesil, Hormah, 31 Ziklag, Madmannah, Sansannah,
a Not tile Seir of Edom.
b Cf 14.6, 14.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Some Greek mss. read "he induced her"; cf Judg. 1.14.
d I.e., as a dry la11d, that is, without a dowry.
e I.e., "springs. "
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15.13-19: Recollections of Caleb
and Othniel (see 10.)6-39; 14.8-13;
this material is repeated with
minor variants in Judg. l.C)-15). As
already reported, Caleb conquers
Hebron. His Kenizzite kinsman
takes Debir and marries Caleb's
daughter. 1 5: Debir, south of He
bron, is probably Khirbet Rabud.
17: Achsah, Caleb's daughter, is a
reward for Othniel's victory. She in
turn manipulates her father so that
she owns well-watered lands (vv.
18-19).

1 5.20-63: Judah's towns. The list
is the longest and most detailed of
the tribal town lists, a function of
the material available to the au
thor, and reflecting Judah's leading
role in the biblical account of an
cient Israel-it is the tribe of the
Davidic dynasty and the dominant
tribe of the Southern Kingdom,
Judah. If one includes the two
units not yet conquered (the Phil
istine cities, vv. 45-47; Jerusalem,
v. 63), the towns comprise twelve
units and probably represent au
thentic administrative districts es
tablished later during the monar
chy. 63: Contrast Judg. 1.21.
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32 •-Lebaoth, Shilhim,·• Ain and Rimmon.b Total: 29< towns,
with their villages.
33 In the Lowland: Eshtaol, Zorah, Ashnah, 34 Zanoah,
En-gannim, Tappuah, Enam, 35 Jarmuth, Adullam, Socoh,
Azekah, 36 Shaaraim, Adithaim, Gederah, and Gedero
thaim-14d towns, with their villages.
37 Zenan, Hadashah, Migdal-gad, 38 Dilan, Mizpeh, Jok
theel, 39 Lachish, Bozkath, Eglon, 40 Cabbon, Lahmas,
Chithlish, 41 Gederoth, Beth-dagon, Naamah, and Makke
dah: 16 towns, with their villages.
42 Libnah, Ether, Ashan, 43 Iphtah, Ashnah, Nezib, 44 Ke
ilah, Achzib, and Mareshah: 9 towns, with their villages.
45 Ekron, with its dependencies and villages. 46 From
Ekron westward, all the towns in the vicinity of Ashdod,
with their villages-47 Ashdod, its dependencies and its
villages-Gaza, its dependencies and its villages, all the
way to the Wadi of Egypt and the edge of the Mediter
ranean Sea.
48 And in the hill country: Shamir, Jattir, Socoh, 49 Dan
nah, Kiriath-sannah•-that is, Debir__s o Anab, Eshtemoh,
Anim, 51 Goshen, Halon, and Giloh: 11 towns, with their
villages.
52 Arab, Dumah, Eshan, 53 Janum, Beth-tappuah,
Aphekah, 54 Humtah, Kiriath-arba-that is, Hebron-and
Zior: 9 towns, with their villages.
55 Maon, Carmel, Ziph, Juttah, 56Jezreel, Jokdeam,
Zanoah, 57 Kain, Gibeah, and Timnah: 10 towns, with their
villages.
58 Halhul, Beth-zur, Gedor, 59 Maarath, Beth-anoth, and
Eltekon: 6 towns, with their villages.1
60 Kiriath-baal-that is, Kiriath-jearim-and Rabbah: 2
towns, with their villages.
61 In the wilderness: Beth-arabah, Middin, Secacah,
62 Nibshan, Ir-melah,9 and En-gedi: 6 towns, with their vil
lages.
63 But the Judites could not dispossess the Jebusites, the
inhabitants of Jerusalem; so the Judites dwell with the Jeb
usites in Jerusalem to this day.
a·a Cf below 19.6.
b Cf A in, Rimmon, 19-7 below, aud 1 Cllro11. 4.32; En-rinnnon, Nell. n.zg.
c Tile number is uucertaiu. Some of tire same towus are listed under Simeou, cf 19.1-9; so
Raslri.
d The number is wrcertain. Tappualr aud E11a111 may llave been oue place; so Raslri on basis
of 1 7-7·
e Emendatio11 yields "Kiriatlr-seplrer"; cf Septuagiut.
f Septuagint adds: Tekoa, Eplrratlrall-tlral is, Bethlclrem-Peor, Etam, Kulon, Tatam,
Sores, Karem, Gallim, Betlrer, and Mmrac/r-n towus, witll tlleir villages.
g Or "tire City of Salt."
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The portion that fell by lot to the Josephites ran
from the Jordan at Jericho-from the waters of Jeri
cho east of the wilderness. From Jericho it ascended
through the hill country to Bethel. 2 From Bethel it ran to
Luz and passed on to the territory of the Archites at Ata
roth, 3 descended westward to the territory of the Japhle
tites as far as the border of Lower Beth-horon and Gezer,
and ran on to the Sea. 4 Thus the Josephites-that is, Ma
nasseh and Ephraim-received their portion.
s The territory of the Ephraimites, by their clans, was as
follows: The boundary of their portion ran from Atroth
addar on the east to Upper Beth-horon, 6 and the boundary
ran on to the Sea. And on the north, the boundary pro
ceeded from Michmethath to the east of Taanath-shiloh
and passed beyond it up to the east of Janoah; 7 from Ja
noah it descended to Ataroth and Naarath, touched on Jer
icho, and ran on to the Jordan. B Westward, the boundary
proceeded from Tappuah to the Wadi Kanah and ran on to
the Sea. This was the portion of the tribe of the Ephraim
ites, by their clans, 9 together with the towns marked off•
for the Ephraimites within the territory of the Manas
sites-all those towns with their villages. lO However, they
failed to dispossess the Canaanites who.dwelt in Gezer; so
the Canaanites remained in the midst of Ephraim, as is still
the case. But they had to perform forced labor.

1 7 And this is the portion that fell by lot to the tribe of

Manasseh-for he was Joseph's first-born. Since
Machir, the first-born of Manasseh and the father of Gil
ead, was a valiant warrior, Gilead and Bashan were as
signed to him. 2 And now assignments were made to the
remaining Manassites, by their clans: the descendants of
Abiezer, Helek, Asriel, Shechem, Hepher, and Shemida.
Those were the male descendants of Manasseh son of Jo
seph, by their clans.
3 bNow Zelophehad son of Hepher son of Gilead son of
Machir son of Manasseh had no sons, but only daughters.
The names of his daughters were Mahlah, Noah, Hoglah,
Milcah, and Tirzah. 4 They appeared before the priest
Eleazer, Joshua son of Nun, and the chieftains, saying:
"The LoRD commanded Moses to grant us a portion
among our male kinsmen." So, in accordance with the
LoRD's instructions, they were granted a portion among
their father's kinsmen. 5 Ten districts fell to Manasseh,
apart from the lands of Gilead and Bashan, which are
across the Jordan. 6 Manasseh's daughters inherited a porn Menning of Heb. uncertain.

b Cf Num. 27.1-11.
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16.1-17.18: Joseph's allotment
(Ephraim and half of Manasseh).
The Joseph tribes dominate the
Northern Kingdom and thus are
presented immediately after
Judah. An introductory narrative
(16.1-4) treats the Joseph tribes to
gether, and the Ephraimite bound
aries are then described (16.5-10).
A brief narrative scene relaying the
story of several female descen
dants of Manasseh (17.1-6) pre
cedes the description of Manas
seh's borders (17.7-13) and a
Josephite complaint about its allot
ment (17.14-18). Manasseh lacks a
town list

16.1-4: Introductory narrative
links Ephraim and half Manasseh
and delineates their southern bor
der. 1: One lot for more than one
tribe suggests the ambiguity of the
Joseph tribes-more than one, less
than two.

16.5-10: Ephraim's boundaries, a
much less detailed account than
for Judah. 10: Canaanites . . . in
Gezer resist Israelite control until
the time of Solomon (see 10.33 n.;
cf. Judg. 1.29).
17.1-6: Manassite clans-male
and female. 1: Manasseh-for he
was Joseph's first-born, in agree
ment with the tradition in Gen.
48.13-20. Maclzir, Manasseh's
oldest son, represents the Transjor
danian part of Manasseh, though
he is elsewhere associated with
events west of the Jordan (Judg.
5.14-17). Valiant warrior may be
an attempt to provide for Manas
seh a hint of heroic deeds, like
those of Caleb and Othniel for
the Judahites (14.6-13; 15.13-17).
3: No sons, but only daughters, this
is noteworthy because the land is
typically passed through the male
line. 4: Appeared before the leaders,
indicating women as well as men
had access to certain official deci
sion-making groups. 6: In this
anomalous case, where there are
no direct male heirs, the sisters re
ceive a portion (cf. Num. 27.1-11;
36.1-12), just as Achsah acquired
land.
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tion in these together with his sons, while the land of Gil
ead was assigned to the rest of Manasseh's descendants.
7 The boundary of Manasseh ran from Asher to Michme
thath, which lies near Shechem. The boundary continued
to the right, toward the inhabitants of En-tappuah.-B The
region of Tappuah belonged to Manasseh; but Tappuah, on
the border of Manasseh, belonged to the Ephraimites.9 Then the boundary descended to the Wadi Kanah. Those
towns to the south of the wadi belonged to Ephraim as an
enclave among the towns of Manasseh. The boundary of
Manasseh lay north of the wadi and ran on to the Sea.
10 What lay to the south belonged to Ephraim, and what lay
to the north belonged to Manasseh, with the Sea as its
boundary. [This territory] was contiguous with Asher on
the north and with Issachar on the east. 11 Within Issachar
and Asher, Manasseh possessed Beth-shean and its de
pendencies, Ibleam and its dependencies, the inhabitants
of Dor and its dependencies, the inhabitants of En-dor and
its dependencies, the inhabitants of Taanach and its de
pendencies, and the inhabitants of Megiddo and its de
pendencies: •·these constituted three regions:•
12 The Manassites could not dispossess [the inhabitants
of] these towns, and the Canaanites stubbornly remained
in this region. 13 When the Israelites became stronger, they
imposed tribute on the Canaanites; but they did not dis
possess them.
14 The Josephites complained to Joshua, saying, "Why
have you assigned as our portion a single allotment and a
single district, seeing that we are a numerous people
whom the LoRD has blessed so greatly?" 15 "If you are a
numerous people," Joshua answered them, "go up to the
forest country and clear an area for yourselves there, in
the territory of the Perizzites and the Rephaim, seeing that
you are cramped in the hill country of Ephraim." 16 "The
hill country is not enough for us," the Josephites replied,
"and all the Canaanites who live in the valley area have
iron chariots, both those in Beth-shean and its dependen
cies and those in the Valley of Jezreel." 17 But Joshua de
clared to the House of Joseph, to Ephraim and Manasseh,
"You are indeed a numerous people, possessed of great
strength; you shall not have one allotment only. 1B The hill
country shall be yours as well; true, it is forest land, but
you will clear it and possess it to its farthest limits. And
you shall also dispossess the Canaanites, even though
they have iron chariots and even though they are strong."
a-a Meallillg of Heb. llllcertain.

J O S H UA 1 7 . 7- 1 7 . 1 8
1 7.7-1 3:

Manasseh's boundaries

are incomplete and irregular, with
Ephraimite towns within Manas
seh (v. g), and with Manasseh
holding towns of Issachar and
Asher (vv. 11-12). As for Ephraim,
Canaanites remain and pay tribute
to Manasseh (vv. 12-13; cf. Judg.
1.27-28). 7: Shec/1em, the major city
between Mounts Ebal and Gerizim
(cf. 8.Jo-35), will be an asylum
town (20.7), a Levitical city (21.21),
and the site of the covenant scene
of ch 24. 1 1 : Dor, probably not the
coastal city of that name. 1 2: These
towns, the ones listed in v. 11, are
all located in the Jezreel Valley, an
area of great strategic and eco
nomic importance and a tradi·
tiona! Canaanite stronghold (see
v. 16).

1 7.14-18: Joseph's complaints.
The logic of the Josephite com
plaint and Joshua's response is
vague, suggesting that vv. 14-15
and 16-18 are separate traditions
that have not been smoothly com
bined. The text is problematic in
places, but may reflect an old tra
dition, now known through ar
chaeology, that the earliest Israelite
settlements were in the hill coun
try. 1 5: Forest country, denoting
land still heavily forested in early
biblical times. 1 7: House of Joseph,
an unusual designation, contrast
ing with the standard "Josephite"
(lit. "children of Joseph") of
chs 16-17 and highlighting the im
portance of the Joseph tribes.
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The whole community of the Israelite people as
sembled at Shiloh, and set up the Tent of Meeting
there. The land was now under their control; 2 but there
remained seven tribes of the Israelites which had not
yet received their portions. 3 So Joshua said to the Israel
ites, "How long will you be slack about going and tak
ing possession of the land which the LoRD, the God of
your fathers, has assigned to you? 4 Appoint three men
of each tribe; I will send them out to go through the coun
try and write down a description of it for purposes of
apportionment, and then come back to me. s They shall di
vide it into seven parts-Judah shall remain by its terri
tory in the south, and the house of Joseph shall remain
by its territory in the north.-6 When you have written
down the description of the land in seven parts, bring
it here to me. Then I will cast lots for you here before
the LORD our God. 7 For the Levites have no share among
you, since the priesthood of the LORD is their portion; and
Gad and Reuben and the half-tribe of Manasseh have re
ceived the portions which were assigned to them by
Moses the servant of the LoRD, on the eastern side of the
Jordan."
B The men set out on their journeys. Joshua ordered the
men who were leaving to write down a description of the
land-"Go, traverse the country and write down a de
scription of it. Then return to me, and I will cast lots for
you here at Shiloh before the LoRD."
9 So the men went and traversed the land; they de
scribed it in a document, town by town, in seven parts,
and they returned to Joshua in the camp at Shiloh.
lOJoshua cast lots for them at Shiloh before the LoRD, and
there Joshua apportioned the land among the Israelites ac
cording to their divisions.
11 The lot of the tribe of the Benjaminites, by their clans,
came out first. The territory which fell to their lot lay be
tween the Judites and the Josephites. 12 The boundary on
their northern rim began at the Jordan; the boundary as
cended to the northern flank of Jericho, ascended west
ward into the hill country and ran on to the Wilderness of
Beth-aven. 13 From there the boundary passed on south
ward to Luz, to the flank of Luz-that is, Bethel; then the
boundary descended to Atroth-addar [and] to the hill
south of Lower Beth-horon. 14 The boundary now turned
and curved onto the western rim; and the boundary ran
southward from the hill on the south side of Beth-horon
till it ended at Kiriath-baal-that is, Kiriath-jearim-a
town of the Judites. That was the western rim. 15 The
southern rim: From the outskirts of Kiriath-jearim, the
- 494 -

18.1-19.51: Allotments to the re
maining seven tribes. These por

tions are described with far less
detail than are those of the Judah
ites and Josephites, clearly the
leading groups in ancient Israel.

18.1-10: Survey of the land. Intro
ducing the last accounts of appor
tionment is the report of a recon
naissance (cf. 2.1; 7.2) of the
territory to be divided. 1 : Shiloh,
mentioned often in this chapter
(and also 19.51; 21.2; 22.9, 12), was
the major northern sacred site be
fore the monarchy (see 1 Sam.
chs 1-4). Modern Khirbet Seiltm, it
is in the heart of Ephraim some
30 km (19 miles) north of Jerusa
lem. Tent ofMeeting, another term
for the portable sanctuary ("mish
kan," or "tabernacle") of the wil
derness period. 4: Write down, a
command assuming some literacy
among some Israelites; the general
rate of literacy in ancient Israel is
debated. 10: Lots . . . LoRD, makes
the apportionment the result of
God's will.
18.11-28: Benjamin's portion.
Benjamin is north of Judah and
with Judah forms the Southern
Kingdom after the monarchy di
vides. A boundary description
(vv. 12-20) precedes the town list
(vv. 21-28), which is organized by
districts as are the Judahite towns.
28: Jerusalem is a Judahite town in

15.6) .
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boundary passed westward• and ran on to the fountain of
the Waters of Nephtoah. 16 Then the boundary descended
to the foot of the hill by the Valley of Ben-hinnom at the
northern end of the Valley of Rephaim; then it ran down
the Valley of Hinnom along the southern flank of the Jeb
usites to En-rogel. 17 Curving northward, it ran on to
En-shemesh and ran on to Geliloth, facing the Ascent of
Adummim, and descended to the Stone of Bohan son of
Reuben. 1 8 Jt continued northward to the edge of the Ara
bah and descended into the Arabah. 19 The boundary
passed on to the northern flank of Beth-hoglah, and the
boundary ended at the northern tongue of the Dead Sea,
at the southern end of the Jordan. That was the southern
boundary. 20 Qn their eastern rim, finally, the Jordan was
their boundary. That was the portion of the Benjaminites,
by their clans, according to its boundaries on all sides.
21 And the towns of the tribe of the Benjaminites, by its
clans, were: Jericho, Beth-hoglah, Emek-keziz, 22 Beth
arabah, Zemaraim, Bethel, 23 Avvim, Parah, Ophrah,
24 Chephar-ammonah, Ophni, and Geba-12 towns, with
their villages. 25 Also Gibeon, Ramah, Beeroth, 26 Mizpeh,
Chephirah, Mozah, 27 Rekem, Irpeel, Taralah, 28 Zela,
Eleph, and Jebush-that is, Jerusalem-Gibeath [and] Kir
iath:< 14 towns, with their villages. That was the portion of
the Benjaminites, by their clans.

1 9 The second lot fell to Simeon. The portion of the

tribe of the Simeonites, by their clans, lay inside the
portion of the Judites. 2 Their portion comprised: Beer
sheba-or Sheba-Moladah, 3 Hazar-shual, Balah, Ezem,
4 Eltolad, Bethul/ Hormah, 5 Ziklag, Beth-marcaboth,
Hazar-susah, 6 •·Beth-lebaoth, and Sharuhen·•-13 towns,
with their villages. 7 Ain, Rimmon, Ether, and Ashan: 4
towns, with their villages-8 together with all the villages
in the vicinity of those towns, down to Baalath-beer [and]
Ramath-negeb. That was the portion of the tribe of the
Simeonites, by their clans. 9 The portion of the Simeonites
was part of the territory of the Judites; since the share of
the Judites was larger than they needed, the Simeonites
received a portion inside their portion.
1D The third lot emerged for the Zebulunites, by their
clans. The boundary of their portion: Starting at Sarid,
11 their boundary' ascended westward to Maralah, touch
ing Dabbesheth and touching the wadi alongside Joka Emendatio11 yields "eastward."'
b Heb. "lite jeb11site. "
c Eme11dation yields "a11d Kiriat/r-jearim."
d 15.30 reads "Ciresi/."
e-e 15.32 reads "5/ri/ltirrr."
f I.e., tire S011IIterrr o11e.
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19.1-9: Simeon's portion. This
brief section indicates that
Simeon's territory was eventually
incorporated into that of Judah
(vv. 1, 9; cf. Judg. 1.3).
19.10-16: Zebulun's portion. The
borders (vv. 1o-14) and a brief list
of towns (v. 15) are given for Zebu
Jun. The area is in southern Galilee
and is wedged in among four
other tribes.
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neam. 12 And it also ran from Sarid along the eastern side,
where the sun rises, past the territory of Chisloth-tabor
and on to Daberath and ascended to Japhia. 13 From there
it ran [back] to the east, toward the sunrise, to Gath
hepher, to Eth-kazin, and on to Rimmon, where it curved
to Neah. 14 Then it turned-'-that is, the boundary on the
north-to Hannathon. Its extreme limits• were the Valley
of Iphtah-el, 15 Kattath, Nahalal, Shimron, Idalah, and
Bethlehem: 12 towns, with their villages. 16 That was the
portion of the Zebulunites by their clans-those towns,
with their villages.
17 The fourth lot fell to Issachar, the Issacharites by their
clans. 1 B Their territory comprised: Jezreel, Chesulloth,
Shunem, 19 Hapharaim, Shion, Anaharath, 20 Rabbith,
Kishion, Ebez, 21 Remeth, En-gannim, En-haddah, and
Beth-pazzez. 22 The boundary touched Tabor, Shaha
zimah, and Beth-shemesh; and their boundary ran to the
Jordan: 16 towns, with their villages. 23 That was the por
tion of the tribe of the Issacharites, by their clans-the
towns with their villages.
24 The fifth lot fell to the tribe of the Asherites, by their
clans. 25 Their boundaryb ran along Helkath, Hali, Beten,
Achshaph, 26 Allammelech, Amad, and Mishal; and it
touched Carmel on the west, and Shihor-libnath. 27 It also
ran along the east side to Beth-dagon, and touched Zebu
lun and the Valley of Iphtah-el to the north, [as also] Beth
emek and Neiel; d-then it ran to Cabul on the north,-d
2B Ebron,e Rehob, Hammon, and Kanah, up to Great
Sidon. 29 The boundary turned to Ramah and on to the
fortified city of Tyre; then the boundary turned to Hosah
d·and it ran on westward to Mehebel,·d Achzib, 3 0 Ummah,
Aphek, and Rehob: 22 towns, with their villages. 31 That
was the portion of the tribe of the Asherites, by their
clans-those towns, with their villages.
32 The sixth lot fell to the Naphtalites, the Naphtalites by
their clans. 33 'Their boundary ran from Heleph, Elon
bezaanannim, Adami-nekeb, and Jabneel to Lakkum, and
it ended at the Jordan. 34 The boundary then turned west
ward to Aznoth-tabor and ran from there to Hukok. It
touched Zebulun on the south, and it touched Asher on
the west, and Judah at the Jordan on the east. 35 Jts forti
fied towns were Ziddim, Zer, Hammath, Rakkath, Chinc

a I.e., tire northwest corner, opposite tire starting point, Sa rid.
b I.e., tire southern one.
c l.e.,from Helkath, v. 25.
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
e Some Heb. rrrss., as well as ]oslr. 21.30 and 1 Clrr01r. 6.59. read "Abdon. "
f Tire geography ofvv. 33-35 is rrrrc/ear irr part.
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19.17-23: Issachar's portion. This
short account features a list of ter
ritories and an attenuated descrip
tion of its borders between the
eastern Jezreel Valley and the Jor
dan River.
19.24-31 : Asher's portion. The
town list is integrated with the
border description for Asher,
which occupies the coastal areas of
the western Galilee. That it in
cludes areas of the Phoenician
coast up to Sidon and Tyre (vv.
28-29), which never became Israel
ite, betrays the idealized character
of the territorial allotments.
19.32-39: Naphtali's portion. A
border description (vv. 33-34) and
a town list (vv. 35-38) place Naph
tali in the mountainous region of
upper and eastern Galilee but do
not indicate how far north it ex
tended.

19.40-48: Dan's portion. The last
allotment is for the problematic
tribe of Dan, which could not take
possession of its southeastern al
lotment (cf. Judg. 1.34). Only a
town list is provided (vv. 41-47),
along with a brief account of Dan's
migration north (cf. Judg. 5.17;
18.1-31). No description of its ter
ritory, other than the city Dan, is
indicated. 47: Leshem, an alterna
tive form of Laish, is modern Tel
Dan/Tel el-Qadi.
19.49-51: Conclusion to the divi
sion of the land. Joshua received

an individual portion (vv. 49-50),
just as Caleb had (14.6-15). Caleb
had fought for Hebron, but Joshua
requests a mountainous site that
he himself fortifies. A final sum
mation (v. 51), by mentioning the
figures of 14.1 and the place of
18.1, closes off the full account of
the allohnents west of the Jordan.
50: Timnath-serah, probably mod
ern Khirbet Tibnah, southwest of
Shechem. Meaning "leftover" por
tion, it may have earlier been
called "Sun's Portion" ("Timnath
heres," in Judges 2.9). 51: A con
clusion formula, referring back to
14.1, thus enclosing the unit about
tribal allotment west of the Jordan.
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nereth, 36 Ad amah, Ramah, Hazar, 37 Kedesh, Edrei,
En-hazar, 3B Iron, Migdal-el, Harem, Beth-anath, and Beth
shemesh: 19 towns, with their villages. 39 That was the
portion of the tribe of the Naphtalites, by their clans-the
towns, with their villages.
40 The seventh lot fell to the tribe of the Danites, by their
clans. 41 Their allotted territory comprised: Zorah, Eshtaol,
Ir-shemesh, 42 Shaalabbin, Aijalon, lthlah, 43 Elon, Timnah,
Ekron, 44 Eltekeh, Gibbethon, Baalath, 45 Jehud, Bene
berak, Gath-rimmon, 46 Me-jarkon, and Rakkon, at the
border near Joppa. 47 But the territory of the Danites
slipped from their grasp. So the Danites migrated and
made war on Leshem.a They captured it and put it to the
sword; they took possession of it and settled in it. And
they changed the name of Leshem to Dan, after their an
cestor Dan. 4B That was the portion of the tribe of the Dan
ites, by their dans-those towns, with their villages.
49 When they had finished allotting the land by its
boundaries, the Israelites gave a portion in their midst to
Joshua son of Nun. 50 At the command of the LORD they
gave him the town that he asked for, Timnath-serah in the
hill country of Ephraim; he fortified the town and settled
in it.
51 These are the portions assigned by lot to the tribes of
Israel by the priest Eleazar, Joshua son of Nun, and the
heads of the ancestral houses, before the LoRD at Shiloh, at
the entrance of the Tent of Meeting.

2
0 LORD said to Joshua: 2 "Speak to the Israelites: Des
ignate the cities of refuge-about which I commanded
When they had finished dividing the land, 1 the

you through Moses_3 to which a manslayer who kills a
person by mistake, unintentionally, may flee. They shall
serve you as a refuge from the blood avenger. 4 He shall
flee to one of those cities, present himself at the entrance
to the city gate, and plead his case before the elders of that
city; and they shall admit him into the city and give him a
place in which to live among them. 5 Should the blood
avenger pursue him, they shall not hand the manslayer
over to him, since he killed the other person without in
tent and had not been his enemy in the past. 6 He shall live
in that city until he can stand trial before the assembly,
[and remain there] until the death of the high priest who is
in office at that time. Thereafter, the manslayer may go
back to his home in his own town, to the town from which
he fled."
a Called Lnish ill fudg. 18-7!f.
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20.1-21.43: Additional portions.
Appended to the tribal portions
are two allotment units, each set
ting aside towns within the tribes
for special usages. Joshua and oth
ers designate towns for asylum
(20.1-9) and for Levites (21.1-40),
following the instructions of God
through Moses (20.2; 21.2; cf.
Num. ch 35; Deut. 19.1-13). A con
clusion (21.41-43) gives an ideal
picture of the acquisition and set
tlement of all the territories.

20.1-9: Asylum towns. Six towns,
three on each side of the river, are
assigned to provide refuge for
anyone accused of involuntary
manslaughter, until the case is
tried, for such persons might be
the target of blood revenge. The
six designated towns are also Le
vitical towns (21 .1 1, 21, 27, 32, 36,
38). In a fashion that may be typi
fied as proto-rabbinic, the narra
tive here combines aspects of the
laws found in Num. 35-9-29 and
Deut. 19.1-10. The main function
of this narrative is to explain the
existence and function of the Le
vitical cities, mentioned in the fol
lowing chapter. 3: An example of
killing by mistake is given in Deut.
19·5· Blood avenger, lit. a "redeemer
(go'el) of blood," was usually a
close relative of the slain person
(see 2 Sam. 14.2-9). 4: The gate of
ancient Israelite towns typically
had an adjacent plaza used for
civic purposes (see Amos 5.15;
Ruth 4.1-12). 6: Trial before the as
sembly seems to be at odds with
the information in v. 4 and may be
a separate tradition. Death of the
high priest, following Num. 35.25,
perhaps the occasion for a general
amnesty.
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7 So they set aside Kedesh in the hill country of Naphtali
in Galilee, Shechem in the hill country of Ephraim, and
Kiriath-arba-that is, Hebron-in the hill country of
Judah. B And across the Jordan, east of Jericho, they as
signed Bezer in the wilderness, in the Tableland, from the
tribe of Reuben; Ramoth in Gilead from the tribe of Gad;
and Golan in Bashan from the tribe of Manasseh. 9 Those
were the towns designated• for all the Israelites and for
aliens residing among them, to which anyone who killed a
person unintentionally might flee, and not die by the
hand of the blood avenger before standing trial by the as
sembly.

21.1-40: Levitical towns. Lacking

21

The heads of the ancestral houses of the Levites ap
proached the priest Eleazar, Joshua son of Nun,
and the heads of the ancestral houses of the Israelite
tribes, 2 and spoke to them at Shiloh in the land of Canaan,
as follows: "The LoRD commanded through Moses that
we be given towns to live in, along with their pastures for
our livestock." 3 So the Israelites, in accordance with the
LoRD's command, assigned to the Levites, out of their
own portions, the following towns with their pastures:
4 The [first] lot among the Levites fell to the Kohathite
clans. To the descendants of the priest Aaron, there fell by
lot 13 towns from the tribe of Judah, the tribe of Simeon,
and the tribe of Benjamin; s and to the remaining Kohath
ites [there fell] by lot 10 towns from the clans of the tribe
of Ephraim, the tribe of Dan, and the half-tribe of Manas
seh.
6 To the Gershonites [there fell] by lot 13 towns from the
clans of the tribe of Issachar, the tribe of Asher, the tribe of
Naphtali, and the half-tribe of Manasseh in Bashan.
7 [And] to the Merarites, by their clans-12 towns from
the tribe of Reuben, the tribe of Gad, and the tribe of Zeb
ulun. B The Israelites assigned those towns with their pas
tures by lot to the Levites-as the LoRD had commanded
through Moses.
9 From the tribe of the Judites and the tribe of the Sime
onites were assigned the following towns, which will be
listed by name; 10 they went to the descendants of Aaron
among the Kohathite clans of the Levites, for the first lot
had fallen to them. 11 To them were assigned in the hill
country of Judah Kiriath-arba-that is, Hebron-together
with the pastures around it. [Arba was] the father of the
Anokites.b 1 2 They gave the fields and the villages of the
a Mca11i11g of Heb. u11certaill.

b Elsewhere A11akites; cf Num.

I J . 22;

Deul. 9.2.
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a discrete tribal portion (Deut.
10.8--<J; Josh. 13.14, 33; 18.7), the
Levites are to be integrated into all
Israel by receiving towns with ad
jacent pastureland in the territories
of all the other tribes. Altogether
they are to have forty-eight towns,
which are not equally distributed
among the tribes. The allocation is
made according to the three Leviti
cal clans-Kohathites, Gershon
ites, and Merarites-and is pre
sented in summary form (vv. 4-8)
and then with specified cities

(vv. 9-40). 4: The Kohathite clans,

the most important priestly group
(see Num. 4.4), are associated with
Aaron and receive the most towns
(twenty-three). 6: The Gershonites
receive thirteen towns, indicating
they are less prominent than the
Kohathites. 7: The Merarites, with
twelve towns, are the weakest
of the three Levitical groups.
1 0-1 1 : A narrative insert, about
Hebron and its association with
Caleb, adds to Hebron's stature

(d. 14.13-15; 15.13-19).
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town to Caleb son of Jephunneh as his holding. 13 But to
the descendants of Aaron the priest they assigned He
bron-the city of refuge for manslayers-together with its
pastures, Libnah with its pastures, 1 4 Jattir with its pas
tures, Eshternoa with its pastures, 15 Holan with its pas
tures, Debir with its pastures, 16 Ain with its pastures,
Juttah with its pastures, and Beth-shernesh with its pas
tures-9 towns from those two tribes. 17 And from the
tribe of Benjamin: Gibeon with its pastures, Geba with its
pastures, 18 Anathoth with its pastures, and Almon with
its pastures-4 towns. 19 All the towns of the descendants
of the priest Aaron, 13 towns with their pastures.
20 •As for the other clans of the Kohathites, the remain
ing Levites descended from Kohath, the towns in their lot
were: From the tribe of Ephraim 21 they were given, in the
hill country of Ephraim, Shechern-the city of refuge for
manslayers-with its pastures, Gezer with its pastures,
22 Kibzairn with its pastures, and Beth-horon with its pas
tures-4 towns. 23 From the tribe of Dan, Elteke with its
pastures, Gibbethon with its pastures, 24 Aijalon with its
pastures, and Gath-rirnrnon with its pastures-4 towns.
25 And from the half-tribe of Manasseh, Taanach with its
pastures, and Gath-rirnrnon with its pastures-2 towns.
26 All the towns for the remaining clans of the Kohathites
came to 10, with their pastures.
27To the Gershonites of the Ievitical clans: From the
half-tribe of Manasseh, Golan in Bashan-the city of
refuge for manslayers-with its pastures, and Beeshterah
with its pastures-2 towns. 28 From the tribe of Issachar:
Kishion with its pastures, Dobrath with its pastures, 29Jar
rnuth with its pastures, and En-gannirn with its pas
tures-4 towns. 3D From the tribe of Asher: Mishal with its
pastures, Abdon with its pastures, 31 Helkath with its pas
tures, and Rehab with its pastures-4 towns. 32 From the
tribe of Naphtali, Kedesh in Galilee-the city of refuge for
manslayers-with its pastures, Harnrnoth-dor with its
pastures, and Kartan with its pastures-3 towns. 33 All the
towns of the Gershonites, by their clans, carne to 13 towns,
with their pastures.
34 To the remaining Levites, the clans of the Merarites:
From the tribe of Zebulun, Joknearn with its pastures, Kar
tah with its pastures, 35 Dirnnah with its pastures, and Na
halal with its pastures-4 towns. b 36 From the tribe of Gad,
Rarnoth in Gilead-the city of refuge for manslayersa Explicating v. 5·
b Some mss. and editio11s add the following (cf I Chro11. 6.63-64!: "A11d from the tribe of
Reuben: Bezer with its pastures, falmz with its pastures, Kedemoth with its pastures, m1d
Mephaatlr witlr its pastures-4 towns. "

- soo-
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with its pastures, Mahanaim with its pastures, 37 Heshbon
with its pastures, and Jazer with its pastures-4 towns
in all. 3 8 All the towns which went by lot to the Merarites,
by their clans-the rest of the levitical clans--came to
12 towns. 39 All the towns of the Levites within the hold
ings of the Israelites came to 48 towns, with their pastures.
40 •Thus those towns were assigned, every town with
its surrounding pasture; and so it was with all those
towns.
41 The LoRD gave to Israel the whole country which He
had sworn to their fathers that He would assign to them;
they took possession of it and settled in it. 42 The LoRD
gave them rest on all sides, just as He had promised to
their fathers on oath. Not one man of all their enemies
withstood them; the LoRD delivered all their enemies into
their hands. 43 Not one of the good things which the LoRD
had promised to the House of Israel was lacking. Every
thing was fulfilled.

21.41-43: General Summary. The

Then Joshua summoned the Reubenites, the Gad
ites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh, 2 and said to
22
them, "You have observed all that Moses the servant of

the LoRD commanded you, and have obeyed me in every
thing that I commanded you. 3 You have not forsaken
your kinsmen through the long years down to this day,
but have faithfully observed the Instruction of the LORD
your God. 4 Now the LoRD your God has given your kins
men rest, as He promised them. Therefore turn and go to
your homes, to the land of your holdings beyond the Jor
dan that Moses the servant of the LoRD assigned to you.
s But be very careful to fulfill the Instruction and the
Teaching that Moses the servant of the LoRD enjoined
upon you, to love the LoRD your God and to walk in all
His ways, and to keep His commandments and hold fast
to Him, and to serve Him with all your heart and soul."
6 Then Joshua blessed them and dismissed them, and they
went to their homes.
7 To the one half-tribe of Manasseh Moses had assigned
territory in Bashan, and to the other Joshua assigned
[territory] on the west side of the Jordan, with their kins
men.b
Furthermore, when Joshua sent them' off to their
homes, he blessed them B and said to them, "Return to
your homes with great wealth-with very much livestock,
n Meaning of verse uncertain.
b I.e., the other nine tribes.
c I.e., the two and a lrnlf tribes.
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LoRD is responsible for the Israel
ites' ability to acquire and settle
the land. In claiming totality of
conquest, the summary overlooks
the reality of continual enemy
presence and provides an ideal
ized view of divine trustworthi
ness: Everything promised was
delivered. This is emphasized
through the use of the Heb word
"kol," "all," six times in these
three verses. 41: Swom to t/�eir fa
tilers . . . assign to them echoes the
opening promise of 1.6. 42: A ful
fillment of Deut. 12.10. 43: House of
Israel, a phrase appearing only
here in Joshua, emphasizes Israel
ite unity.

22.1-24.33: Epilogue. The con
cluding chapters of Joshua stress
faithfulness to the LoRD. Ch 22 re
counts the return of the Transjor
danian warriors and their prob
lematic construction of an altar
east of the Jordan; in ch 23, Joshua
delivers a final speech; ch 24 de
scribes a covenant ceremony at
Shechem (vv. 1-28) and gives bur
ial accounts (vv. 29-33) of three
leaders: Joshua, Joseph, and Elea
zar. All three chapters include
much language and many themes
found in Deuteronomy as well as
the introduction to Joshua in ch 1.

22.1-34: Return of the Transjor
danians. The Jordan represents
more than a geographical division
between the two-and-a-half and
the nine-and-a-half tribes. The
warriors return to their homes east
of the river (vv. 1--9), where they
construct an altar viewed as a vio
lation of the LoRD's word (vv.

10-34).

22.1-9: Warriors return. The intro
duction to the fighting men from
across the Jordan in 1.12-18 is here
paralleled by Joshua's farewell to
them (vv. 2-5), which also empha
sizes obedience to the Teaching of
Moses and the commandments of
the LORD. 3: Long years represents
seven years of conquest and seven
years of land division, according
to the Rabbis (Seder 0/am 1 1).
5: This verse is composed totally

J O S H UA
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with silver and gold, with copper and iron, and with a
great quantity of clothing. Share the spoil of your enemies
with your kinsmen." 9 So the Reubenites, the Gadites, and
the half-tribe of Manasseh left the Israelites at Shiloh, in
the land of Canaan, and made their way back to the land
of Gilead, the land of their own holding, which they had
acquired by the command of the LoRD through Moses.
lO When they came to the region of the Jordan in the land
of Canaan, the Reubenites and the Gadites and the half
tribe of Manasseh built an altar there by the Jordan, a
great conspicuous altar.
1 1 A report reached the Israelites: "The Reubenites, the
Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh have built an altar
opposite the land of Canaan, in the region of the Jordan,
across from the Israelites." 1 2 When the Israelites heard
this, the whole community of the Israelites assembled at
Shiloh to make war on them. 13 But [first] the Israelites
sent the priest Phinehas son of Eleazar to the Reubenites,
the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh in the land of
Gilead, 1 4 accompanied by ten chieftains, one chieftain
from each ancestral house of each of the tribes of Israel;
they were every one of them heads of ancestral houses of
the contingents of Israel. 15 When they came to the Reu
benites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh in the
land of Gilead, they spoke to them as follows:
16 "Thus said the whole community of the LoRD: What
is this treachery that you have committed this day against
the God of Israel, turning away from the LoRD, building
yourselves an altar and rebelling this day against the
LoRD! 17 Is the sin of Peor, which brought a plague upon
the community of the LoRD, such a small thing to us? We
have not cleansed ourselves from it to this very day; 1 8 and
now you would turn away from the LORD! If you rebel
against the LoRD today, tomorrow He will be angry with
the whole community of Israel. 1 9 1£ it is because the land
of your holding is unclean, cross over into the land of the
LORD's own holding, where the Tabernacle of the LoRD
abides, and acquire holdings among us. But do not rebel
against the LoRD, and do not rebel against us by building
for yourselves an altar other than the altar of the LORD our
God. 20 When Achan son of Zerah violated the proscrip
tion, anger struck the whole community of Israel; he was
not the only one who perished for that sin."
2 1 The Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Ma
nasseh replied to the heads of the contingents of Israel:
They said, 22 "God, the LORD God! God, the LORD God! He
knows, and Israel too shall know! If we acted in rebellion
or in treachery against the LoRD, do not vindicate us this
- 502-

of Deuteronomic cliches. For ex
ample, Love the LoRD is Deutero
nomic language (Deut. 6.5;
10.12-13; etc.) and appears again
in 23.11. Walk . . . soul uses
Deuteronomic terminology. The
emphasis on keeping command
ments, for example, appears
thirty-seven times in Deuteron
omy, including the Shema passage
(Deut. 6.4-9).

22.10-34: The problem of the
Transjordanian altar. The return
ing warriors construct an altar as
soon as they cross the Jordan, an
act seen as unacceptable by the
west-of-the-Jordan majority. The
Transjordanian tribes provide an
acceptable explanation, stressing
national unity. 13: Because Phine
lms provides priestly leadership
for the confrontation and because
the focus is on a sacral structure
(an altar), many scholars see this
as a priestly admonition against il
legal ritual sites and acts. 16: The
treachery of the altar involves the
assumption that it will be used for
sacrifice, which would violate the
Deuteronomic notion of one altar
for sacrifice (Deut. 12.13-14). The
sacrilege may be especially serious
since the altar is constructed east
of the Jordan, and thus is not on
territory that is centrally part of
the land of Israel. 1 7: Recalling the
sin of Pear (see 13.20 n.) marks the
seriousness of their action by com
paring it to a particularly grievous
sin, where according to the notion
of corporate responsibility, the sins
of a few can bring punishment to
the whole. 19: The suggestion of
unclean land across the Jordan may
reflect a tendentious perspective,
namely, that God's true territory
the LORD's own holding lies west
of the Jordan. Tabernacle, Tent of
Meeting (cf. 18.1). 20: Recalling
Achan (ch 7) means remembering
the notion of group punishment.
Violated, or "committed treachery
against," uses the same (often
Priestly) term as 7.1 (see also 22.16,
22). 25: The Transjordanians fear
discrimination, perhaps rightly so
(see Judg. 12.1-6). 28: As a witness
(cf. Gen. 31.47-48), the altar
probably made of stones (d.
-
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day! 23 If we built an altar to turn away from the LoRD, if it
was to offer burnt offerings or meal offerings upon it, or to
present sacrifices of well-being upon it, may the LoRD
Himself demand [a reckoning]. 24 We did this thing only
out of our concern that, in time to come, your children
might say to our children, 'What have you to do with the
LORD, the God of Israel? 25 The LoRD has made the Jordan
a boundary between you and us, 0 Reubenites and Gad
ites; you have no share in the LORD!' Thus your children
might prevent our children from worshiping the LORD.
26 So we decided to provide [a witness] for ourselves by
building an altar-not for burnt offerings or [other] sacri
fices, 27but as a witness between you and us, and between
the generations to come-that we may perform the ser
vice of the LORD before Him• with our burnt offerings, our
sacrifices, and our offerings of well-being; and that your
children should not say to our children in time to come,
'You have no share in the LoRD.' 28 We reasoned: should
they speak thus to us and to our children in time to come,
we would reply, 'See the replica of the LoRD's altar,a which
our fathers made-not for burnt offerings or sacrifices,
but as a witness between you and us.' 29 far be it from us
to rebel against the LoRD, or to turn away this day from
the LORD and build an altar for burnt offerings, meal of
ferings, and sacrifices other than the altar of the LORD our
God which stands before His Tabernacle."
30 When the priest Phinehas and the chieftains of the
community-the heads of the contingents of Israel-who
were with him heard the explanation given by the Reu
benites, the Gadites, and the Manassites, they approved.
31 The priest Phinehas son of Eleazar said to the Reuben
ites, the Gadites, and the Manassites, "Now we know that
the LoRD is in our midst, since you have not committed
such treachery against the LoRD. You have indeed saved
the Israelites from punishment by the LoRD."
32 Then the priest Phinehas son of Eleazar and the chief
tains returned from the Reubenites and the Gadites in the
land of Gilead to the Israelites in the land of Canaan, and
gave them their report. 33 The Israelites were pleased, and
the Israelites praised God; and they spoke no more of
going to war against them, to ravage the land in which the
Reubenites and Gadites dwelt.
34The Reubenites and the Gadites named the altar
["Witness"], meaning, "It is a witness between us and
them that the LoRD is [our] God."
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8.31)-was to serve didactic pur
poses (8.34), as do many other
stone heaps in Joshua (e.g., 4.9;
7-25; 8.2g; 10.27; 24.27).
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2 3 Much later, after the LORD had given Israel rest

from all the enemies around them, and when
Joshua was old and well advanced in years, 2 Joshua sum
moned all Israel, their elders and commanders, their mag
istrates and officials, and said to them: "I have grown old
and am advanced in years. 3 You have seen all that the
LORD your God has done to all those nations on your ac
count, for it was the LoRD your God who fought for you.
4 See, I have allotted to you, by your tribes, [the territory
of] these nations that still remain, and that of all the na
tions that I have destroyed, from the Jordan to the
Mediterranean Sea in the west. 5 The LORD your God Him
self will thrust them out on your account and drive them
out to make way for you, and you shall possess their land
as the LoRD your God promised you.
6 "But be most resolute to observe faithfully all that is
written in the Book of the Teaching of Moses, without ever
deviating from it to the right or to the left, 7 and without
intermingling with these nations that are left among you.
Do not utter the names of their gods or swear by them; do
not serve them or bow down to them. B But hold fast to the
LoRD your God as you have done to this day.
9 "The LoRD has driven out great, powerful nations
on your account, and not a man has withstood you to
this day. 10 A single man of you would put a thousand
to flight, for the LoRD your God Himself has been fight
ing for you, as He promised you. 11 For your own sakes,
therefore, be most mindful to love the LORD your God.
12 For should you turn away and attach yourselves to the
remnant of those nations-to those that are left among
you-and intermarry with them, you joining them and
they joining you, 13 know for certain that the LORD your
God will not continue to drive these nations out before
you; they shall become a snare and a trap for you, a
scourge to your sides and thorns in your eyes, until you
perish from this good land that the LoRD your God has
given you.
14 "I am now going the way of all the earth. Acknowl
edge with all your heart and soul that not one of the good
things that the LoRD your God promised you has failed to
happen; they have all come true for you, not a single one
has failed. 15 But just as every good thing that the LORD
your God promised you has been fulfilled for you, so the
LoRD can bring upon you every evil thing until He has
wiped you off this good land that the LoRD your God has
given you. 16 If you break the covenant that the LoRD your
God enjoined upon you, and go and serve other gods and
bow down to them, then the LoRD's anger will burn
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23.1-16: Joshua's final speech.
Like Jacob (Gen. 49) and Moses
(Deut. ch 33), Joshua delivers a
final speech before he dies. His
charge, replete with Deuteronomic
terminology, celebrates the LoRD
as the one responsible for conquest
and exhorts the people to obey the
covenant. This speech may have
originally followed 13.1; see 13.1 n.
1 : Rest (elsewhere "haven") from
enemies, a main theme of Deuter
onomy, is promised in 1.13, 15 and
proclaimed to have been achieved
in 21.42 and 22-4- always as a re
sult of the LORD's acts. 2: All Israel,
here perhaps represented by the
leaders. 6: Strength is reflected in
Torah observance, as in 1.7-8,
which is here applied to all Israel.
7: Nations that are left, acknowledg
ing that all the territory has not
yet been acquired (d. v. 12). Do
not . . . bow down invokes a funda
mental covenant concept, ex
pressed in the Decalogue (Exod.
20.5, Deut. 5.9) and recurring in
Deuteronomic texts. 1 1 : Love the
LORD, see 22.5 n. 1 2-13: The prob
lem of cultural identity and
boundaries between groups is
manifest in the prohibition of in
termarriage (cf. Exod. 34.11-16;
Deut. 7.1-4). 13: Even at this early
period of the narrative, immedi
ately after narrating the conquest,
the author emphasizes the condi
tional nature of land tenure.

14: Going the way of all the earth

means "to die" and gives Joshua
a royal tinge; King David is the
only other biblical leader to use
this phrase (1 Kings 2.2). 1 5: Good
thing . . . evil thing signifies the
blessings and the curses of the
covenant. 16: A nger will burn is
a euphemism for the LoRD strik
ing disobedient people with the
deadly plague (d. Num. 1 1 .33).
The notion that Israel will quickly
perish from the good land if it is dis
obedient is found in Deut. 4.26;
11.17·
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against you, and you shall quickly perish from the good
land that He has given you."

24.1-28: Covenant ceremony at
Shechem. Cast as another speech

24 Joshua assembled all the tribes of Israel at She

chem. He summoned Israel's elders and command
ers, magistrates and officers; and they presented them
selves before God. 2 Then Joshua said to all the people,
"Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: In olden times,
your forefathers-Terah, father of Abraham and father of
Nahor-lived beyond the Euphrates and worshiped other
gods. 3 But I took your father Abraham from beyond the
Euphrates and led him through the whole land of Canaan
and multiplied his offspring. I gave him Isaac, 4 and to
Isaac I gave Jacob and Esau. I gave Esau the hill country of
Seir as his possession, while Jacob and his children went
down to Egypt.
s "Then I sent Moses and Aaron, and I plagued Egypt
with [the wonders] that I wrought in their midst, after
which I freed you-6 I freed your fathers-from Egypt,
and you came to the Sea. But the Egyptians pursued your
fathers to the Sea of Reeds with chariots and horsemen.
7They cried out to the LORD, and He put darkness be
tween you and the Egyptians; then He brought the Sea
upon them, and it covered them. Your own eyes saw what
I did to the Egyptians.
"After you had lived a long time in the wilderness, 8 I
brought you to the land of the Amorites who lived beyond
the Jordan. They gave battle to you, but I delivered them
into your hands; I annihilated them for you, and you took
possession of their land. 9 Thereupon Balak son of Zippor,
the king of Moab, made ready to attack Israel. He sent for
Balaam son of Bear to curse you, lO but I refused to listen
to Balaam; he had to bless you, and thus I saved you from
him.
11 "Then you crossed the Jordan and you came to Jeri
cho. The citizens of Jericho and the Amorites, Perizzites,
Canaanites, Hittites, Girgashites, Hivites, and Jebusites
fought you, but I delivered them into your hands. 1 2 I sent
a plague• ahead of you, and it drove them out before
you-[just like] the two Amorite kings-not by your
sword or by your bow. 13 I have given you a land for
which you did not labor and towns which you did not
build, and you have settled in them; you are enjoying
vineyards and olive groves which you did not plant.
14"Now, therefore, revere the LORD and serve Him with
undivided loyalty; put away the gods that your forefan

See note at Exod. 23.28.

24. 1-24. 14

of Joshua, this is partly the LoRD's
review of Israel's history (vv.
2-13). Joshua then convinces the
people to choose the LoRD, warn
ing them of the consequences if
they do not (vv. 14-24). A cere
mony cements the covenantal rela
tionship. 1: All the tribes, empha
sizing Israelite unity. Shechem, a
centrally located Ephraimite town,
where Joshua had already built an
altar (8.3o-35) and also a city of
refuge and a Levitical city (20.7;
21.21). The ceremony there signi
fies its importance in Israelite po
litical and religious life. 2-13: The
review of Israel's history includes
the ancestral period (vv. 2-4), the
escape from Egypt (vv. 5-'7), and
the acquisition of the land (vv.
8-13). As in Deut. 26.5-g, Sinai is
not mentioned. 2-4: These verses
are central to the Haggadah's
retelling of the Passover story.
9: Balak and Balamn, see 13.22 n.
(cf. Num. chs 22-24). 1 1 : Amorites
. . . Jebusites, a final listing of the to
tality of the inhabitants of the
land, all seven nations (cf. J.lO).
1 1-12: This account of the con
quest of Jericho differs from that of
ch 6. 1 2: Plague, sometimes trans
lated "hornet" (see Exod. 23.28;
Deut. 7.20) is narrated as a fulfill
ment of the promise in Deut. 7.20.
Its symbolism is uncertain.
Two Amorite kings, Sihon and Og

(12.2, 4; 1J.10, 12, 27, Jo-Jl).
14-24: Revere the LORD: A major
covenant stipulation (see 4.24) is
loyalty to God. Put away the gods
replicates Jacob's words to his
household at Shechem (Gen.
35.2-4); both texts may reflect
an ancient purification ritual.
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thers served beyond the Euphrates and in Egypt, and
serve the LoRD. 15 Or, if you are loath to serve the LoRD,
choose this day which ones you are going to serve-the
gods that your forefathers served beyond the Euphrates,
or those of the Amorites in whose land you are settled; but
I and my household will serve the LORD."
16 In reply, the people declared, "Far be it from us to for
sake the LoRD and serve other gods! 17 For it was the LORD
our God who brought us and our fathers up from the land
of Egypt, the house of bondage, and who wrought those
wondrous signs before our very eyes, and guarded us all
along the way that we traveled and among all the peoples
through whose midst we passed. 1 8 And then the LORD
drove out before us all the peoples-the Amorites-that
inhabited the country. We too will serve the LORD, for He
is our God."
19Joshua, however, said to the people, "You will not be
able to serve the LORD, for He is a holy God. He is a jeal
ous God; He will not forgive your transgressions and your
sins. 20 if you forsake the LoRD and serve alien gods, He
will turn and deal harshly with you and make an end of
you, after having been gracious to you." 21 But the people
replied to Joshua, "No, we will serve the LORD!" 22 There
upon Joshua said to the people, "You are witnesses
against yourselves that you have by your own act chosen
to serve the LORD." "Yes, we are!" they responded.
23 "Then put away the alien gods that you have among
you and direct your hearts to the LORD, the God of Israel."
24 And the people declared to Joshua, "We will serve none
but the LoRD our God, and we will obey none but Him."
25 Qn that day at Shechem, Joshua made a covenant for
the people and he made a fixed rule for them. 26 Joshua
recorded all this in a book of divine instruction. He took a
great stone and set it up at the foot of the oak in the sacred
precinct of the LoRD; 27 and Joshua said to all the people,
"See, this very stone shall be a witness against us, for it
heard all the words that the LoRD spoke to us; it shall be a
witness against you, lest you break faith with your God."
2B Joshua then dismissed the people to their allotted por
tions.
29 After these events, Joshua son of Nun, the servant of
the LORD, died at the age of one hundred and ten years.
30 They buried him on his own property, at Timnath-serah
in the hill country of Ephraim, north of Mount Gaash.
31 Israel served the LORD during the lifetime of Joshua and
the lifetime of the elders who lived on after Joshua, and
who had experienced all the deeds that the LoRD had
wrought for Israel.
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1 6-18: Because the LoRD has per
formed wonders for them, the
people will swear allegiance,
knowing full well what that en
tails. 19: Jealous God, or "El the
Jealous" (cf. "the living God,"
3.10). God's jealousy typically is
cited in contexts of idolatry (Exod.
20.5; 34.14; Deut. 5.9). The results
of such behavior are usually disas
trous (Deut. 6.15). 22: Witnesses
suggests a binding ceremonial act.
25: Fixed rule, lit. "statute and
judgment," signifies the contents
of the covenant document. The
plural is used three times in the
same sense in Deut. ch 4 (vv. 5, 8,
14). 26: Book of divine instruction, or
"Book of the Teachings of God,"
expands the language of 1.8 and
8.34 (cf. 8.32; 23.6). Great stone, one
last example of stones memorializ
ing events (see 22.28 n.).
24.29-33: Epilogue: three burial
accounts. 29-31: This is narrated

in a slightly different form and
order in Judg. 2.7-9. 29: Servant of
the LORD, a frequent designation
for Moses in Joshua (1.1, 2, 13;
8.31, 33; etc.) but used only here
for Joshua himself, a final case
where the narrator compares
Moses to Joshua, thereby legiti
mating him. One hundred and ten
years, ten fewer than for Moses,
for whom 120 years signifies
Mosaic uniqueness (Deut. 34.7,
10). 30: Timnath-serah, see 19.50 n.
31: The point seems to be that
obedience depends on witnesses
who recount God's great power.
32: Bones of joseph are buried, ful
filling the promise to him in Gen.
50.24-25 (cf. Exod. 13.19). The rec
ollection of this tradition in Gene
sis, along with the observation that
the land promise, a main theme of
Genesis, is only fulfilled in Joshua
has suggested to some modern
scholars that we should speak of
the first six books of the Bible to
gether as the Hexateuch ("six
books"), namely the Torah (Penta
teuch) plus Joshua (see intro.).
Shechem, where Jacob had bought
land and built an altar when he
entered the land (Gen. 33.18-20).
33: The death of Eleazar, as punish
ment for insufficient mourning for
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32 The bones of Joseph, which the Israelites had brought
up from Egypt, were buried at Shechem, in the piece of
ground which Jacob had bought for a hundred kesitahs •
from the children of Hamor, Shechem's father, and which
had become a heritage of the Josephites.
33 Eleazar son of Aaron also died, and they buried him
on the hill of his son Phinehas, which had been assigned
to him in the hill country of Ephraim.
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Joshua according to Jewish legend
(b. 5/wb. 105b), ends the book with
an event of Priestly interest. This
interest is central to the Priestly
sections of the Torah and is re
flected sporadically in Joshua.

judges*
THE BOOK OF JUDGES is the second of Former Prophets. Its place was determined chrono

logically-it covers the period after Joshua's death at the end of the book of Joshua and
before the anointing of Saul as king in 1 Samuel. The book is named after its central char
acters, "judges" (typically translated in NJPS as "chieftains"). Although the book ends
before the birth of Samuel the prophet, 1 Samuel 8.1, "When Samuel grew old, he ap
pointed his sons judges over Israel," suggests that Samuel and his sons should be consid
ered judges as well.
The judges are mostly shown as tribal leaders who delivered their people from oppres
sion. Some were military leaders (Othniel, Ehud, Barak, Gideon, and Jephthah), some
were lone warriors (Shamgar and Samson), and one was both leader and commander
(Jephthah). Some judges were prophets (Deborah and Samuel), one was a Nazirite
(Samson), some were also priests (Eli and Samuel), or sat in judgment (Deborah and
Samuel), while the acts of others are not specified (Tola, Jair, lbzan, Elon, and Abdon). The
term "judge," Hebrew shofet (see esp. 2 Sam. 7.11; 2 Kings 23.22; Ruth 1.1; 1 Chron. q.6,
10), thus covers the range of diverse leaders who flourished in the period prior to the
monarchy. It should not be understood in a narrow juridical sense.
The book of Judges does not describe the entire period of the judges, nor is it organized
chronologically. It opens in the time of the elders who survived Joshua and concludes with
Samson, so the last judges, Eli (1 Sam. 4.18) and Samuel (1 Sam. 7.15-17), now appear in
the book of Samuel. The ending of the book of Judges, however, deals with events that
took place at the start of the period: the conquest of Dan and the war against Gibeah, both
of which are placed in the third generation after the exodus from Egypt (18.30; 20.28). Its
nonchronological order shows that the editors' purpose was not only to describe and
record the period, but to draw lessons from it. The book's main theme is the inefficacy of
the judges, who could only save and affect their people for a limited time; then the people
would relapse, would be punished, and would cry to the LoRD to save them again. This
recurrent theme of sin, punishment, and rescue gives the book a cyclical structure.
The book offers two principal lessons. The first concerns the role of God in history: It
•

This is the traditional rendering of shofetim, which, however, in the text is rendered "chieftains." The corresponding verb

is usually translated not "judged" but "ruled" or "led."
-soB-
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describes the course of history as an interaction between God and His people, with God
heeding His people's cries, and saving them through various judges. The second concerns
the type of preferred leader: The judges are not depicted as ideal leaders, and their depic
tion thus paves the way for the establishment of a more successful political institution,
namely the monarchy. The ideal king could confront the people's enemies and prevent
anarchy, though the book warns that the king may also be a villain, as in the case of Abim
elech, symbolized by the bramble (ch 9).
The book can be divided into three parts. The first is an exposition that describes the
background to the rise of the judges (1. 1-3.6). The second, main part of the book is devoted
largely to the acts of the judges (3.7-16.31). The third, final part describes two episodes:
that of Micah's graven image and the shrine built at Dan, and the story of the rape in Gib
eah and the subsequent civil war (chs 17-21). These final episodes create the impression
that monarchy alone could end the chaotic period of the judges, when "there was no king
in Israel; every man did as he pleased" (17.6; 21 .25).
The Sages (b. B. Bat. 14b) assumed that the book of Judges was written by the prophet
Samuel, who lived not long after the events described. Biblical scholars, however, main
tain that this book, like the other historiographic books in the Bible, was written later, and
should not be viewed as a unified work of a single author. Scholars suggest that it could
only have been written in an established social culture possessing self-consciousness, ap
propriate institutions, and a receptive public. Scholars distinguish between the judges'
stories, which are based on local-tribal traditions of deliverance and which do not inter
pret events with theological causality, and their frameworks, which depict the deliverer in
a broad national context, characterized by a cycle that begins with sin and ends with
peace. There is widespread agreement that these frameworks reflect a Deuteronomistic
redaction which took the tribal stories, gave them a national-religious character, and fitted
the whole into the great Deuteronomistic work that describes the history from the years in
the wilderness (the book of Deuteronomy) to the Babylonian exile (the end of the book of
Kings). At a later stage, they suggest, post-Deuteronomistic redactors added certain pas
sages, such as the ones about the Canaanite nations that were or were not driven out, in
the exposition (1. 1-2.5) and the concluding chapters (17-21).
But the assumption that the book of Judges reflects the ideological world of Deuteron
omy may not be correct. Deuteronomy's ideology and style are only partly evident in the
book of Judges. Deuteronomistic literature criticizes monarchy (Deut. 17.14-20), places
prophets above it ( Deut. 18. 15-19; 1 Kings 12.22-24, etc.), demands centralization of cult
(Deut. 12.5-28; 1 Kings 8.16ff, etc.), and depicts the deity as a remote being whose name .
alone dwells in the Temple ( Deut. 12.5; 1 Kings 8.27, etc.). By contrast, the book of Judges
has positive expectations from the monarchy, makes scarcely any reference to prophecy
and its function of predicting historical events, does not call for the centralization of the
cult, and shows God intervening in the events, directly or by means of angels. Moreover,
the phrases that are typical of Deuteronomistic literature are concentrated only in the ex
position of the book (2.6-3.4). It would seem, therefore, that the main redaction of the
s g-
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book of Judges was completed in the pre-Deuteronomistic stage-namely, in the late 8th
or in the 7th century BCE-and that it reflected the shocked mood in Judah after the down
fall of the Northern Kingdom of Israel in 722 (see the allusion to exile in 18.30). This would
explain the negative portrayal of the northern tribes throughout the book, from the exposi
tion which accuses them of the sin of failing to drive out the local inhabitants, to the final
chapters that speak of Mount Ephraim and the shrine at Dan as sinful places. By contrast,
the tribe of Judah is depicted in the opening as a tribe which succeeded completely in
driving out the local inhabitants and was faithful to the covenant with God. The redaction
sought to justify the punishment that befell the Northern Kingdom by showing it as a
group of sinful tribes; this theme is evident in each of the sections of the book. The book
later was slightly adapted when it became part of the great Deuteronomistic work of
Deuteronomy-Kings. Additions from this period or later may include: Deuteronomistic
phrases noticeable in the exposition (2. 1 1-19), the text criticizing Gideon for making the
ephod (8.27b), and the episode of the concubine in Gibeah (chs 19-21), which is mainly a
veiled polemical attack on the house of Saul.
The book of Judges presents itself as covering a period of more than 400 years-1 1 1
years o f subjugation, and 299 of judgeship and peace (or possibly 319 years, given the un
certainty about the length of Samson's period). These data do not agree either with the
chronology of 1 Kings 6.1, according to which 480 years passed from the exodus to the
building of the Jerusalem Temple, or with the historical and archeological findings, which
suggest that less than 200 years passed from the end of the 13th century, when the hill
country was settled, to the latter half of the nth century BCE and the beginning of the es
tablished monarchy. Modern research has abandoned the conservative view, which ac
cepted the bulk of the book of Judges as historically authentic, and has emphasized certain
ideological (anti-Northern Kingdom, anti-Saul, pro-Davidic) and literary elements of the
book. At the same time, it acknowledges the fact that ancient traditions sometimes pre
serve some echo of the historical reality. Thus, while some scholars chose not to speak of a
"period of the judges" at all, other scholars regard this period-namely, the time of settle
ment leading up to the monarchy-as a decisive one in the history of the people of Israel,
in the course of which groups of settling nomads grew into an established society, devel
oped a sense of national identity with a cultural-religious heritage, and came to form the
[ YAIRAH AMIT]
people of Israel.

1 After the death of Joshua, the Israelites inquired of the

LoRD, "Which of us shall be the first to go up against
the Canaanites and attack them?" 2 The LORD replied, "Let
[the tribe of] Judah go up. I now deliver the land into their
hands. " 3 Judah then said to their brother-tribe Simeon,
"Come up with us to our allotted territory and let us at
tack the Canaanites, and then we will go with you to your
allotted territory." So Simeon joined them.
- 510-

Introduction to the book of
Judges (1.1-3.6) 1 .1-2.10: The
days of the elders. The period be
tween the death of Joshua and the
beginning of the age of the judges
is called the days of the elders (cf.
2.7). This period is created to ex
plain how the people, who during
the days of Joshua were noted for
their loyalty to the LoRD, became
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4 When Judah advanced, the LoRD delivered the
Canaanites and the Perizzites into their hands, and they
defeated ten thousand of them at Bezek. 5 At Bezek, they
encountered Adoni-bezek, engaged him in battle, and de
feated the Canaanites and the Perizzites. 6 Adoni-bezek
fled, but they pursued him and captured him; and they
cut off his thumbs and his big toes. 7 And Adoni-bezek
said, "Seventy kings, with thumbs and big toes cut off,
used to pick up scraps under my table; as I have done, so
God has requited me." They brought him to Jerusalem
and he died there.
B The Judites attacked Jerusalem and captured it; they
put it to the sword and set the city on fire. 9 After that the
Judites went down to attack the Canaanites who inhab
ited the hill country, the Negeb, and the Shephelah.
l O The Judites marched against the Canaanites who
dwelt in Hebron, and they defeated Sheshai, Ahiman, and
Talmai. (The name of Hebron was formerly Kiriath-arba.)
11 From there they marched against the inhabitants of
Debir (the name of Debir was formerly Kiriath-sepher).
12 And Caleb announced, "I will give my daughter Achsah
in marriage to the man who attacks and captures Kiriath
sepher." 13 His younger kinsman, Othniel the Kenizzite,a
captured it; and Caleb gave him his daughter Achsah in
marriage. 14 b·When she came [to him], she induced him to
ask her father for some property. She dismounted from
her donkey, and Caleb asked her, "What is the matter?"
I S She replied, "Give me a present, for you have given me
away as Negeb-land; give me springs of water." And
Caleb gave her Upper and Lower Gulloth.-b
t 6 The descendants of the Kenite, the father-in-law of
Moses, went up with the Judites from the City of Palms to
n Cf josh. 14.6, 14.

b-b Cf josh. 15.18-19 nud uotes.

transformed into one that repeat
edly did evil in His eyes. During
this period the tribes needed to
fight against the nations who re
mained in the land after Joshua's
death. The tribe of Judah did so,
but most of the tribes preferred to
subjugate the remaining nations
and allowed them to remain in
their habitations, thereby laying
the groundwork for assimilation
and sin.

1 ,1-20: The conquests of Judah.

The tribe of Judah and the tribe of
Simeon that joined them destroyed

the Canaanites, with the exception
of the inhabitants of the valley,
who had iron chariots and there
fore could not be destroyed. This
presentation shows the preference
of Judah, which characterizes the
whole passage. 3: The connection
between Judah and Simeon reflects
the geographical-historical reality
of assimilation of the tribe of
Simeon within Judah's inheritance
(Josh. 19.1---9 ; 15.26-32). 5: Bezek is
mentioned as the site where Saul
mustered his army in his first war
(1 Sam. 11.8). It is generally identi
fied with Khirbet Ibzik, about
-511 -

25 km (15 miles) northeast of
Shechem. Adoni-bezek: Many think
that the name of this king is a cor
ruption of Adoni-zedek, who was
king of Jerusalem according to
Josh. 10.1 . The fact that the king
was buried in Jerusalem (v. 7) sup
ports this conjecture. 7: The king's
servants took him to die in Jerusa
lem. 8: In the description of the
conquest of Jerusalem by the Ju
dites, there is no hint that any in
habitants were left. Further on
(v. 21), the blame for not dispos
sessing the Jebusites from Jerusa
lem is placed on Benjamin, while
in Josh. 15.63 it is imposed upon
Judah. According to many modern
historians, Jerusalem remained a
Jebusite enclave until it was con
quered by David. 9: A general
summary of Judah's conquests
south of Jerusalem. 10: The bibli
cal Hebron is identified with Tel
Romeda, JO km (18 miles) south
west of Jerusalem. The conquest of
Hebron and its giants (" Anakites,"
v. 20) is here attributed to Judah.
Other traditions appear in Josh.
10.36-37; 14.6-14, as well as in
v. 20 below. Hebron is an impor
tant city in the ancestral narratives
in Genesis (see esp. Gen. ch 23),
and in the early part of David's
reign (2 Sam. chs 2-5). 11: Debir is
identified with Khirbet Rabud,
15 km (9 miles) southwest of He
bron. 12: The families of Caleb and
Kenaz are presented here as part
of the tribe of Judah. 13: The rep
resentation of Othniel as younger
than Caleb indicates that Caleb's
clan was a more important one.
14: According to this v., Achsah
persuaded Othniel, but further on
the negotiation occurs between
Achsah and Caleb; hence, many
scholars prefer the reading of the
Septuagint, according to which
Othniel persuaded Achsah. Dis
mounting from the donkey is a
gesture of politeness. 16: The Ke
nites were another group inte
grated into the tribe of Judah. The
origins of the connection with
them is told through the story of
Moses' marriage to Zipporah,
daughter of Jethro (Exod. 2.16-22).
The City of Palms: As the name is
applicable to any settlement in
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the wilderness of Judah; and they went and settled among
the people in the Negeb of Arad. 17 And Judah with its
brother-tribe Simeon went on and defeated the Canaan
ites who dwelt in Zephath. They proscribed it, and so the
town was named Hormah.b 18 And Judah captured< Gaza
and its territory, Ashkelon and its territory, and Ekron and
its territory.
19The LoRD was with Judah, so that they took posses
sion of the hill country; but they were not able to dispos
sess the inhabitants of the plain, for they had iron chariots.
20 They gave Hebron to Caleb, as Moses had promised;
and he drove the three Anakites out of there. 21 The Benja
minites did not dispossess the Jebusite inhabitants of Jeru
salem; so the Jebusites have dwelt with the Benjaminites
in Jerusalem to this day.
22 The House of Joseph, for their part, advanced against
Bethel, and the LORD was with them. 23 While the House
of Joseph were scouting at Bethel (the name of the town
was formerly Luz), 24 their patrolsd saw a man leaving the
town. They said to him, "Just show us how to get into the
town, and we will treat you kindly." 25 He showed them
how to get into the town; they put the town to the sword,
but they let the man and all his relatives go free. 26 The
man went to the Hittite country. He founded a city and
named it Luz, and that has been its name to this day.
27Manasseh did not dispossess [the inhabitants of] Beth
shean and its dependencies, or [of] Taanach and its de
pendencies, or the inhabitants of Dar and its dependencies,
or the inhabitants of Ibleam and its dependencies, or the in
habitants of Megiddo and its dependencies. The Canaan
ites persisted in dwelling in this region. 28 And when Israel
gained the upper hand, they subjected the Canaanites to
forced labor; but they did not dispossess them. 29 Nor did
Ephraim dispossess the Canaanites who inhabited Gezer;
so the Canaanites dwelt in their midst at Gezer.
30 Zebulun did not dispossess the inhabitants of Kitron
or the inhabitants of Nahalol; so the Canaanites dwelt in
their midst, but they were subjected to forced labor.
3 1 Asher did not dispossess the inhabitants of Acco or the
inhabitants of Sidon, Ahlab, Achzib, Helbah, Aphik, and
Rehab. 32 So the Asherites dwelt in the midst of the
Canaanites, the inhabitants of the land, for they did not
dispossess them. 33 Naphtali did not dispossess the inhab
itants of Beth-shemesh or the inhabitants of Beth-anath.
n Men11i11g ofHeb. u11crrtain. Emendation yields "Amalekites"; cf 1 Sam. 15.6.
b I.e., "Proscribed. " Cf 11otes nt Num. 2 1.2-3.
c Septungi11t rends "But Judnlr did not capture Gazn . . . " Gnzn is in tlw coastal plain referred to in v. 19.
d Lit. "watclzmCII. "
-s u-

which there are date palms, it is
difficult to identify. 1 8: Gaza . . .
Ashkelon . . . Ekron: The conquest of
three of the five Philistine royal
city-states, which elsewhere were
only conquered in the days of
David, is here attributed to Judah.
20: Judah gave the city to Caleb
and he dispossessed the giants
(Anakites), whose names are men
tioned in v. 10 above. The story of
a struggle with giants appears in
the narratives of the conquest (see,
e.g., Num. 13.28, 32-33).

1 .21-36: The conquests of the
northern tribes. The tribes of the
north, who here number seven, are
mentioned in order from south to
north, from Benjamin to Dan, who
was forced to leave his inheritance
and later settled in the north. This
order is similar to that of the
whole book, which begins with
Ehud the Benjaminite and con
cludes with the northward wan
dering of Dan. The northern tribes
are represented as responsible for
the majority of the failures to take
possession of the land. 22-29: Sim
ilar to Judah who conquered Jeru
salem, the first conquest of the
House ofJoseph is their central cui
tic city, Bethel. Bethel is identified
with the Arab village Beitin, about
20 km (12 miles) north of Jerusa
lem. 30-33: The tribes dwelling
north of the valley of Jezreel are
described as a minority that ruled
the Canaanite population. 34-35:
The tribe of Dan did not succeed
in taking hold of its inheritance,
and was forced into the area of
Har-heres near Beth-shemesh. The
House of Joseph, unlike Judah
who cooperated with Simeon his
brother, did not help the tribe of
Dan and preferred to subjugate the
Amorites as forced labor.
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But they settled in the midst of the Canaanite inhabitants
of the land, and the inhabitants of Beth-shemesh and
Beth-anath had to perform forced labor for them.
34The Amorites pressed the Danites into the hill coun
try; they would not let them come down to the plain.
35 The Amorites also persisted in dwelling in Har-heres, in
Aijalon, and in Shaalbim. But the hand of the House of Jo
seph bore heavily on them and they had to perform forced
labor. 36 The territory of the Amorites• extended from the
Ascent of Akrabbim-from Sela-onward.

2 An angel of the LORD came up from Gilgal to Bochim

and said, "I brought you up from Egypt and I took you
into the land which I had promised on oath to your fa
thers. And I said, 'I will never break My covenant with
you. 2 And you, for your part, must make no covenant
with the inhabitants of this land; you must tear down
their altars.' But you have not obeyed Me-look what you
have done! 3 Therefore, I have resolved not to drive them
out before you; they shall become your oppressors,b and
their gods shall be a snare to you." 4 As the angel of the
LORD spoke these words to all the Israelites, the people
broke into weeping. 5 So they named that place Bochim,<
and they offered sacrifices there to the LoRD.
6 When Joshua dismissed the people, the Israelites went
to their allotted territories and took possession of the land.
7 The people served the LoRD during the lifetime of Joshua
and the lifetime of the older people who lived on after
Joshua and who had witnessed all the marvelous deeds
that the LoRD had wrought for Israel. BJoshua son of Nun,
the servant of the LoRD, died at the age of one hundred
and ten years, 9 and was buried on his own property, at
Timnath-heresd in the hill country of Ephraim, north of
Mount Gaash. lO And all that generation were likewise
gathered to their fathers.
Another generation arose after them, which had not ex
perienced [the deliverance of] the LoRD or the deeds that
He had wrought for Israel. 11 And the Israelites did what
was offensive to the LORD. They worshiped the Baalim
12 and forsook the LoRD, the God of their fathers, who had
brought them out of the land of Egypt. They followed
other gods, from among the gods of the peoples around
them, and bowed down to them; they provoked the LoRD.
13 They forsook the LORD and worshiped Baal and the
n Some Septungint mss. rend "Edomites. "
b So Tnrgum nnd other ancient versions. Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c I.e., "weepers."
d Some mss. read ''Tiumath-semh"; cf Josh. 24-JO.
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2.1-5: The assembly in Bochim

and the punishment for non
dispossessing. This episode is

somewhat obscure. 1 : The angel is
evidently a prophet sent by the
LoRD to the city of Bochitn, i.e.,
Bethel. This identification is based
upon the Septuagint, and upon the
connection of Bethel to weeping
(v. 5; see 20.26, 17-23; 21.2). It was
only natural that Bethel, which is
identified with the golden calf
(1 Kings 12.25-30), was chosen to
serve as the place of rebuke to the
northern tribes, who violated the
covenant and sinned in non
dispossessing.

2.6-3.6: Characterization of the
age of the judges. 2.6-10: The first
generation of the age of the judges
did not know the deliverance of
the LORD. 2.1 1-1 9: The period of
the judges is characterized by re
peating cycles comprised of four
stages: the sin of doing evil in the
eyes of the LORD (vv. 1 1-13); pun
ishment by subjugation to the sur
rounding nations (vv. 14-15), de
liverance by judges (v. 16), and the
days during which the judges
ruled, which were periods of calm
following the deliverance (vv.
17-19). Sometimes the people re
turned to sin during the judge's
lifetime, and at others only after
his death; in any event the period
of sin always returns. Later in the
book, the stage of deliverance (see
3·9· etc.) is also preceded by a
stage of crying out or turning to
the LoRD. The absence of this stage
here emphasizes the nation's apos
tasy. This description is rich in rep
etitions and in Deuteronomistic
expressions, suggesting a late edit
ing. 1 1 : Baalim: Baal, whose name
means "master," was one of the
heads of the Canaanite pantheon.
The use of the plural may indicate
the existence of a multiplicity of
cults of which Baal is the center,
or various other kinds of idolatry.
1 3: Ashtaroth: The name Ashtoreth
also appears here in the plural.
This goddess, one of the consorts
of Baal, was responsible for love
and fertility.
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Ashtaroth." 14 Then the LoRD was incensed at Israel, and
He handed them over to foesb who plundered them. He
surrendered them to their enemies on all sides, and they
could no longer hold their own against their enemies. 15 In
all their campaigns, the hand of the LoRD was against
them to their undoing, as the LORD had declared and as
the LORD had sworn to them; and they were in great dis
tress. 16 Then the LoRD raised up chieftains who delivered
them from those who plundered them. 17 But they did not
heed their chieftains either; they went astray after other
gods and bowed down to them. They were quick to turn
aside from the way their fathers had followed in obedi
ence to the commandments of the LoRD; they did not do
right. 18 When the LORD raised up chieftains for them, the
LoRD would be with the chieftain and would save them
from their enemies during the chieftain's lifetime; for the
LoRD would be moved to pity by their moanings because
of those who oppressed and crushed them. 19 But when
the chieftain died, they would again act basely, even more
than '·the preceding generation·'-following other gods,
worshiping them, and bowing down to them; they omit
ted none of their practices and stubborn ways.
20 Then the LoRD became incensed against Israel, and
He said, "Since that nation has transgressed the covenant
that I enjoined upon their fathers and has not obeyed Me,
21 I for My part will no longer drive out before them any of
the nations that Joshua left when he died." 22 For it was in
order to test Israel by them-[to see] whether or not they
would faithfully walk in the ways of the LoRD, as their fa
thers had done-23 that the LoRD had left those nations,
instead of driving them out at once, and had not delivered
them into the hands of Joshua.

3 d These are the nations that the LoRD left so that He

might might test by them all the Israelites who had not
known any of the wars of Canaan, 2 so that succeeding gen
erations of Israelites might be made to experience war
but only those who had not known the •·former wars:·• 3 the
five principalities' of the Philistines and all the Canaanites,
Sidonians, and Hivites who inhabited the hill country of
the Lebanon from Mount Baal-hermon to Lebo-hamath.9
4 These served as a means of testing Israel, to learn whether
they would obey the commandments which the LoRD had
enjoined upon their fathers through Moses.
a Canaanite female deities.
b Lit. "plunderers. "
c-c Lit. "their fa tilers."
d Tile sentence structure ofvv. 1-2 is uncertain.
e-e Lit. "tlwmforme1"!1f. "
f Lit. "lords. "
s See note a t Num. 1.J.2I.
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2.20-3.6: Three answers as to
why the nations remained. This is
clearly a composite text, reflecting
various answers to the central
question: Why was the conquest of
the indigenous population not
complete? 21: The sins of the pe
riod of the judges made the LoRD
decide not to continue to dispos
sess the nations. 22-23: According
to a second view, God intended
from the outset to leave the na
tions in order to test Israel and see
if they would be loyal to Him.
3.1-2: According to a third view,
incorporated in the previous one,
God planned from the outset to
leave the other nations in order to
allow the Israelites practice in the
art of war. S-6: The lack of com
plete annihilation of the local pop
ulation led to assimilation (see
Deut. 7.1-6; 20.16-18), and thus ex
plains the faithlessness of the Isra
elites in the rest of the book.

3.7-1 1: Othniel the Kenizzite.
The first judge was from Judah,
and he waged war against an
enemy from the far north, thus
lending a national character to the
event. The description of the deliv
erance does not give any details
about the war itself, but is rich in
terms found elsewhere in the cycli
cal formulae. This description
serves as a transitional stage from
the introduction to the specific
narratives. Othniel's success is
complete, suggesting the preemi
nence of Judah. 7: Asheroth: The
plural indicates a multiplicity of
cults. In the Ugaritic pantheon
Asherah is the consort of El, the
old chief god. The word is used in
the Bible both as the name of the
goddess and as the term for a cui
tic object made of wood, which
was evidently her symbol (see,
e.g., Deut. 16.21-22). 8: Cushnn
rislwthnim: The name is strange.
The dual ending (ayim) seems in
tended to suggest a particularly
wicked enemy. The name as a
whole may be translated as "Dark
double-wickedness," and is likely
symbolic. Arnm-nnhnrnim: The land
of the family of the two rivers
(Tigris and Euphrates), in north
east Syria. Some think that the
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s The Israelites settled among the Canaanites, Hittites,

Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites; 6 they took
their daughters to wife and gave their own daughters
to their sons, and they worshiped their gods. 7 The Israel
ites did what was offensive to the LoRD; they ignored
the LoRD their God and worshiped the Baalim and the
Asheroth. B The LoRD became incensed at Israel and
surrendered them to King Cushan-rishathaim of Aram
naharaim; and the Israelites were subject to Cushan
rishathaim for eight years. 9 The Israelites cried out to the
LoRD, and the LORD raised a champion for the Israelites to
deliver them: Othniel the Kenizzite, a younger kinsman of
Caleb. 10The spirit of the LoRD descended upon him and
he became Israel's chieftain. He went out to war, and the
LORD delivered King Cushan-rishathaim of Aram into his
hands. He prevailed over Cushan-rishathaim, 11 and the
land had peace for forty years.
When Othniel the Kenizzite died, 12 the Israelites again
did what was offensive to the LoRD. And because they did
what was offensive to the LoRD, the LoRD let King Eglon
of Moab prevail over Israel. 13 [Eglon] brought the Am
monites and the Amalekites together under his command,
and went and defeated Israel and occupied the City of
Palms. 14The Israelites were subject to King Eglon of
Moab for eighteen years.
1 5 Then the Israelites cried out to the LoRD, and the
LORD raised up a champion for them: the Benjaminite
Ehud son of Gera, a left-handed man. It happened that the
Israelites sent tribute to King Eglon of Moab through him.
16 So Ehud made for himself a two-edged dagger, a gamed
in length, which he girded on his right side under his
cloak. 1 7 He presented the tribute to King Eglon of Moab.
Now Eglon was a very stout man. 1B When [Ehud] had fin
ished presenting the tribute, he dismissed the people who
had conveyed the tribute. 19 But he himself returned from
Pesilim, near Gilgal, and said, "Your Majesty, I have a se
cret message for you." [Eglon] thereupon commanded,
"Silence!" So all those in attendance left his presence;
20 and when Ehud approached him, he was sitting alone in
his cool upper chamber. Ehud said, "I have a message for
you from God"; whereupon he rose from his seat.
21 Reaching with his left hand, Ehud drew the dagger from
his right side and drove it into [Eglon's]• belly. 22 The fat
closed over the blade and the hilt went in after the blade
for he did not pull the dagger out of his belly-and the
filthb came out.
n Heb. "!Jis."

b Menning of Heb. 111/Certnin.
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name Aram is a corruption of
Edom, which borders Judah, but it
is more likely that the intention is
to a ttribute to Othniel from Judah
a national war against a powerful
distant nation. 10: The spirit of tlze
LoRD: This refers to a temporary
endowment of power or charisma
that allows him to be a successful
warrior and leader.

3.1 2-30: Ehud son of Gera. In this
story, the deliverance performed
by Ehud the Benjaminite is per
formed with military tactics, some
planned and others improvised.
The victory suggests that divine
providence stands behind human
success. 1 3: The Cihj of Palms: In
this case, unlike 1.16, most com
mentators, following Josephus,
identify this place with Jericho.
1 6: Two-edged dagger: Ordinary
daggers were curved and sharp
only on the inner edge. Ehud's
dagger, intended for stabbing, was
short, perhaps a foot long, and
sharpened on both edges, perhaps
because he would wield it in his
left hand, contrary to the usual
practice. 1 7: The king's stoutness
is emphasized because it compli
cated the planned assassination, as
Ehud had a short sword. The pic
ture of the dagger buried in the
fleshy king's abdomen (vv. 21-22)
adds to the humorous put-down
of Eglon. 1 8: Hadfinished . . . he dis
missed the people: These expressions
create the impression of an elabo
rate gift-offering ceremony. The
time consumed by the ceremony
enabled Ehud to become familiar
with the place and to create the
impression of a submissive sub
ject. Ehud alone remained, thereby
obviating the need to reenter the
well-guarded palace. 1 9: Ehud ar
rived at Eglon's residence after
previously visiting the Pesilim
("idols"), evidently a cultic site
with statues of the gods near Gil
gal, next to Jericho. 20: From God:
Ehud anticipated that, upon hear
ing God's name, the king would
stand up and stretch himself,
thereby making it easier to kill
him. Eglon expects a divine oracle,
but receives a divinely sanctioned
stabbing. Some sages emphasized
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23 Stepping out into the vestibule," Ehud shut the doors
of the upper chamber on him and locked them. 24 After he
left, the courtiers returned. When they saw that the doors
of the upper chamber were locked, they thought, "He
must be relieving himself in the cool chamber." 25 They
waited a long time; and when he did not open the doors of
the chamber, they took the key and opened them-and
there their master was lying dead on the floor! 26 But Ehud
had made good his escape while they delayed; he had
passed Pesilim and escaped to Seirah. 27 When he got
there, he had the ram's horn sounded through the hill
country of Ephraim, and all the Israelites descended with
him from the hill country; and he took the lead. 28 "Follow
me closely," he said, "for the LORD has delivered your en
emies, the Moabites, into your hands." They followed him
down and seized the fords of the Jordan against the Mo
abites; they let no one cross. 29 On that occasion they slew
about to,ooo Moabites; they were all robust and brave
men, yet not one of them escaped. 30Qn that day, Moab
submitted to Israel; and the land was tranquil for eighty
years.
3 1 After him came Shamgar b·son of Anath,·b who slew
six hundred Philistines with an ox-goad. He too was a
champion of Israel.

4 The Israelites again did what was offensive to the

LoRo-Ehud now being dead. 2 And the LoRD surren
dered them to King Jabin of Canaan, who reigned in
Hazor. His army commander was Sisera, whose base was
Harosheth-goiim. 3 The Israelites cried out to the LORD; for
he had nine hundred iron chariots, and he had oppressed
Israel ruthlessly for twenty years.
4 Deborah, wife of Lappidoth, was a prophetess; she led
Israel at that time. 5 She used to sit under the Palm of Deb�
orah, between Ramah and Bethel in the hill country of
n Menning ofHeb. uncertni11.

b-b Or "tile Bet!J-nnnt!Jite. "

the positive aspect in Eglon's be
havior, namely, that he stood up
out of respect for the LoRD, and
they considered Ruth the Moabite
to be Eglon's daughter, making
David one of his descendants
(Ruth Rab. 2.9). 23: The architec
tural details are unclear. 24: Eglon
is indeed relieving himself in that
his guts are spilling out. 25: Lying
dead: The servants did not sense
the murder, as the fa t covering the
dagger prevented bleeding. They

therefore did not suspect Ehud,
who had enough time to escape.
26: Seirah, unidentified site in the
hill country of Ephraim. 28: The
fords of the jordan, places that
served as river-crossings where
the river was shallow. 29: Not one
of them escaped, a likely allusion to
divine providence. 31: Shamgar son
of Anatlz: The report about Sham
gar may be based on his mention
in the Song of Deborah (5.6). It is
reminiscent of other stories of

heroism, such as the story about
Samson who smote 1,000 people
with the jaw bone of an ass (Judg.
15.15-16; cf. 2 Sam. 23.8). The in
clusion of Shamgar among the
judges rounds out their number to
twelve.

4.1-24: Deborah, Jael, and Barak.

Deborah the prophetess, Barak the
army commander, and Jael wife of
Heber the Kenite, all contributed
to achieving delivery from the Ca
naanite enemy. None of them is
called the deliverer, because each
of these human figures made only
a partial contribution to the vic
tory; in practice, the true deliverer
was God (v. 23). In Jewish tradi
tion this story, and the song which
follows, constitute the haftarah for
"Be-shal/a(!, " whose Torah reading
relates that the LORD confused the
camp of Egypt (d. Exod. 14.24;
Judg. 4.15), that they drowned in
the sea until "not one of them re
mained" (d. Exod. 14.28; Judg.
4.16), and that Moses and Israel
sang a song to the LoRD after they
saw their salvation (d. Exod.
15.1-18; Judg. ch 5). The prose ac
count of the defeat of Sisera in
ch 4, followed by the song in ch 5,
is structurally similar to the prose
account of the drowning of the
Egyptians in Exod. ch 14, followed
by the Song of the Sea in ch 15.
2: King ]abin of Canaan, a problem
atic phrase found in this story
alone (cf. vv. 23-24) since Canaan,
which was divided into many
royal city-states, was not ruled by
a king. The desire to magnify the
dimensions of this deliverance
may have led to the creation of this
idiom. Wlzo reigned in Hazar: Jabin
is mentioned below (v. 17) as the
king of Hazor, which is located
in upper Galilee and was known
as a very important city (Josh.
11 .9). Sisera: The origin and mean
ing of the name are unknown. Ha
roslwth-goiim: The place, men
tioned only here, has not been
identified. The name Harosheth
seems to be derived from the term
"l�arish," i.e., a plowed area, refer
ring to the flat areas in the Jezreel
Valley near Taanach and Megiddo,
where Sisera's army encamped
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Ephraim, and the Israelites would come to her for deci
sions.
6 She summoned Barak son of Abinoam, of Kedesh in
Naphtali, and said to him, "The LoRD, the God of Israel,
has commanded: Go, march up to Mount Tabor, and take
with you ten thousand men of Naphtali and Zebulun.
7 And I will draw Sisera, Jabin's army commander, with
his chariots and his troops, toward you up to the Wadi Ki
shon; and I will deliver him into your hands." 8 But Barak
said to her, "If you will go with me, I will go; if not, I will
not go." 9 "Very well, I will go with you," she answered.
"However, there will be no glory for you in the course you
are taking, for then the LORD will deliver Sisera into the
hands of a woman." So Deborah went with Barak to Ke
desh. 10 Barak then mustered Zebulun and Naphtali at Ke
desh; ten thousand men marched up •·after him;·• and
Deborah also went up with him.
11 Now Heber the Kenite had separated b-from the other
Kenites,-b descendants of Hobab, father-in-law of Moses,
and had pitched his tent at Elon-bezaanannim, which is
near Kedesh.
12 Sisera was informed that Barak son of Abinoam had
gone up to Mount Tabor. 13 So Sisera ordered all his chari
ots-nine hundred iron chariots-and all the troops he
had to move from Harosheth-goiim to the Wadi Kishon.
14Then Deborah said to Barak, "Up! This is the day on ·
which the LoRD will deliver Sisera into your hands: the
LoRD is marching before you." Barak charged down
Mount Tabor, followed by the ten thousand men, 15 and
the LORD threw Sisera and all his chariots and army into a
panic <·before the onslaught of Barak:< Sisera leaped from
his chariot and fled on foot 16 as Barak pursued the chari
ots and the soldiers as far as Harosheth-goiim. All of
Sisera's soldiers fell by the sword; not a man was left.
17 Sisera, meanwhile, had fled on foot to the tent of Jael,
wife of Heber the Kenite; for there was friendship be
tween King Jabin of Hazor and the family of Heber the
Kenite. 18 Jael came out to greet Sisera and said to him,
"Come in, my lord, come in here, do not be afraid." So he
entered her tent, and she covered him with a blanket.
19 He said to her, "Please let me have some water; I am
thirsty." She opened a skin of milk and gave him some to
drink; and she covered him again. 20 He said to her, "Stand
at the entrance of the tent. If anybody comes and asks you
n-n Lit. "at his feel."
b-b Lit. "from Cain"; cf 1.16.
c-c Lit. "nt the edge of the sword before Barak."
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with his chariot. 6: Kcdesh in Naph
ta/i, located in the southeast part of
the inheritance of Naphtali, identi
fied with Khirbet Kadish at the
foot of Poriyah. Mount Tabor: At
this mountain, overlooking the
Valley of Jezreel from the north,
Barak was commanded to gather
his army. 7: Wadi Kishon, one of the
branches of the Kishon, the most
important of the brooks of the
Jezreel Valley. This branch flows
close to Taanach and Megiddo
and is referred to in the song as
"Megiddo's waters" (5.19). 8: If
not; I will not go: The military
leader needs the prophetess as a
means of inquiring of the LoRD.
9: Into the hands of a woman: This
does not enhance the army com
mander's dignity. The reader as
sumes that this refers to Deborah,
but when reaching the end of the
story, realizes that Jael is meant.
Thus, Deborah's "prophecy" in
this verse is fulfulled. 1 1 : Heber the
Kenite, a tribal tmit that became
separated from the Kenites who
were annexed to Judah (1.16).
14: The LoRD is marching before you:
These words of Deborah indicate
the LoRD's direct participation in
the battle, as the leader going at
the head of the army. 15: "At the
edge of the sword" (translators'
note c-c): These words are ap
pended here from v. 16. Nowhere
else in the entire Bible does the
LORD throw the enemy into a
panic by the sword. 16: Not a man
was left: This unrealistic detail
alludes to divine intervention
(d. J-29)- 17: To the tent ofJael . . .
for there was friendship: Sisera pre
ferred the tent of the Kenites to
Harosheth-goiim, because he was
convinced that this direction of
flight would not occur to his pur
suers, due to the friendship be
tween the Kenites and the Israel
ites. 19: Even though he asked for
water she gave him milk, because
of its soothing qualities; Jael
wanted to assure that Sisera would
sleep deeply. 2 1 : Here it is re
vealed that Jael is the woman into
whose hands the LORD delivered
Sisera (see v. g). 23: God subdued:
The conclusion emphasizes the
LoRD's central role in accomplish-
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if there is anybody here, say 'No.' " 21 Then Jael wife of
Heber took a tent pin and grasped the mallet. When he
was fast asleep from exhaustion, she approached him
stealthily and drove the pin through his temple till it went
down to the ground. Thus he died.
22 Now Barak appeared in pursuit of Sisera. Jael went
out to greet him and said, "Come, I will show you the man
you are looking for." He went inside with her, and there
Sisera was lying dead, with the pin in his temple.
23 0n that day God subdued King Jabin of Canaan be
fore the Israelites. 24 The hand of the Israelites bore harder
and harder on King Jabin of Canaan, until they destroyed
King Jabin of Canaan.

5 On that day Deborah and Barak son of Abinoam sang:
2•

When b·locks go untrimmed·b in Israet
When people dedicate themselves
Bless the LoRD!

3

Hear, 0 kings! Give ear, 0 potentates!
I will sing, will sing to the LoRD,
Will hymn the LORD, the God of Israel.

4

0 LoRD, when You came forth from Seir,
Advanced from the country of Ed om,
The earth trembled;
The heavens dripped,
Yea, the clouds dripped water,
The mountains quaked
Before the LORD, Him of Sinai,
Before the LoRD, God of Israel.

5

are similarities between the song
in ch 5 and the story in ch 4, there
are also numerous differences: e.g.,
the story only mentions two tribes
who participate in battle, the song
mentions at least six; according to
the song Sisera headed the Ca
naanite alliance and Jabin is not
mentioned. Many scholars believe
tha t the story was composed as an
interpretation of the song. Stylisti
cally, the song is in archaic Heb,
and is extremely difficult, and in
places, perhaps corrupt. It makes
use of extensive contrasts and ex
treme transitions: from the LORD's
might to Israel's tmfortunate situa
tion; from the Israelite tribes to
their enemies; from jael to Sisera's
mother. It also conveys an a tmo
sphere of spontaneous enthusi
asm. The poem does not mention
Judah, Simeon, and Levi, suggest
ing that it was composed in the
north. 1 : According to the editor,
Deborah and Barak uttered the
song in immediate reaction to the
joy of victory.

5.2-3: Opening explaining

c_

a In many parts of tlris poem 1/w meaning is 1111Ccrtai11.
b-b Apparmtly an cxpressio11 of dedication; cf N11m. 6.5.
c Taking nazelu as a by-form of nazollu; cf Targ11m.

ing the general victory and the
partial contribution of the human
figures.

5.1-3 1 : The Song of Deborah.
This is a hymn of praise thanking
and extolling God for overcoming
the enemies that threatened His
people. It incorporates calls and
addresses expressing the joy of
victory and the need to offer
thanksgiving. The poem is written
in the first person, presented from
the viewpoint of the speaker; read-

ers in effect sing the song and
identify with the speaker. Besides
the opening (vv. 2-3) and closing
(v. Jia) it consists of three sections.
The first (vv. 4-11c) depicts God's
theophany, the difficult situation
of His people and its hope for sal
vation; the second (vv. 1 1d-23)
portrays the Israelite warriors in
contrast with the Canaanite kings;
the third (vv. 24-30) focuses upon
jael, who represents victory, con
trasted with Sisera's mother, who
represents defeat. Although there

the
circumstances of reciting the
song. 2: Wlwn locks go untrimmed,
the Heb is difficult. The translation
alludes to the phenomenon of
Nazirites who dedicated them
selves to warfare wearing long
hair (see Num. ch 6). Rashi's inter
pretation, that the phrase refers to
disturbances or even disasters that
confronted Israel, is preferable.
Dedicate, volunteer of one's own
will. Bless, addressed to the people
of Israel. 3: I will sing . . . : The rep
etition emphasizes the function of
the speaker and strengthens the in
volvement of the person later recit
ing the song.

God's theophany and His
influence on the mighty forces
of nature. 4: Seir . . . Edo111, svn

5.4-5:

onyms referring to God's re�relil
tion in the land of Edom, sou th
east of Judah. On the tradition of
God's epiphany there, see Deut.
32.2. 5: Quaked, some interpret the
Heb in the sense of flowing, liquid
matter. On the connection between
earthquakes and liquid imagery,
see Amos 9·5·
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7

In the days of Shamgar •·son of Anath,·•
In the days of Jael, caravansb ceased,
And wayfarers went
By roundabout paths.
Deliverance ceased,
Ceased in Israel,
Till you arose, 0 Deborah,
Arose, 0 mother, in Israel!
When they chose new gods,
d·Was there a fighter then in the gates?·d
No shield or spear was seen
Among forty thousand in Israel!
c

8

9

10

11

12

My heart is with Israel's leaders,
With the dedicated of the people
Bless the LORD!
You riders on tawny she-asses,
You who sit on saddle rugs,
And you wayfarers, declare it!
Louder than the •·sound of archers,·•
There among the watering places
Let them chant the gracious acts of the LoRD,
His gracious deliverance of Israel.
Then did the people of the LORD
March down to the gates!
Awake, awake, 0 Deborah!
Awake, awake, strike up the chant!
Arise, 0 Barak;
Take your captives, 0 son of Abinoam!

13

Then was the remnant made victor over the
mighty,
The LoRD's people' won my victory over the
warriors.

14

From Ephraim came they whose roots are in
Amalek;

b Or "roads."
a-a Or "tire Betlr-arwthite. "
c Heb. qamti, arc/rnic second-person singular femitrine.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain; others "ti!Cir was war in tlw gates. "
e-e Or "thunder penis"; meaning of Heb. uncertain.
f Rending 'a m (witlr pathal)) Adonai; so 111n11y Hcb. 11rss.

5.6-1 1 c: Description of the diffi
cult situation in Israel. 6: Shamgar,
see 3.31 n. 7: Deliverance ceased: In

the Aramaic Targum and in tradi
tional exegesis the Heb word "per
azon" is taken as referring to

"open" cities. People were afraid
to live in towns without a wall,
and fled to fortified cities. You
arose: Here the speaker addresses
Deborah; see v. 12. 8: New gods:
The cause of the difficul t situation

is the people's abandonment of the
LoRD for the gods of Canaan. See
Deut. 32.15-19. Then: This word is
repeated five times (vv. 8, 11, 13,
19, 22). Its appearance indicates
various stages in the course of the
war: danger, gathering together,
arrival at the battlefield, war, re
treat. Forty tlwusand, an exagger
ated typological number, intended
to suggest a war of national di
mensions. 9: Leaders: The Heb for
mula carries the connotation of
legislators. 1 0: You riders . . . : Only
the wealthy could allow them
selves to ride specifically on yel
lowish donkeys. Riding on a don
key was a symbol of wealth; see
10.4 n. 1 1 : Sound ofarchers: Alter
nately, the Heb may refer to the
noise made by shepherds while di
viding their flocks in order to
water them. The sound of those
who tell God's victories will be
louder than this sound. His gra
cious deliverance: The LORD's deliv
erance restored confidence.

5.1 1 d-13: General description of
preparation for war. 1 1 : Gates: The
city gate served as a gathering
place. Those who had left the un
walled cities gathered at the gates
of the fortified cities in order to set
out to battle. 1 2: Strike up the chant:
Deborah is expected to prophesy
on the eve of the war. Take your
captives: On the connection be
tween victory and booty, see v. 30.
1 3: Then was the rermmnt . . . : The
Heb is difficult. A preferable read
ing is "Then they went down to
Sarid [a city in the Jezreel Valley]
against the mighty ones [i.e., the
Canaanite kings; see v. 25), the
LoRD's people with their war
riors."

5.14-1 8: Description of the Israel
ite side. Most commentators state
that six tribes went to war
(Ephraim, Benjamin, Machir [i.e.,
Manasseh), Zebulun, Issachar and
Naphtali), while four other tribes
(Reuben, Gilead [i.e., Gad and the
other half of Manasseh], Dan and
Asher) refused to join. According
to the interpretation suggested
here, all ten northern tribes partici
pated. 14: In Amalek: This phrase is
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16

17

18
19

20
21
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After you, your kin Benjamin;
From Machir came down leaders,
From Zebulun such as hold the marshal's staff.
And Issachar's chiefs were with Deborah;
As Barak, so was IssacharRushing after him into the valley.
Among the clans of Reuben
Were great decisions of heart.
Why then did you stay among the sheepfolds
And listen as they pipe for the flocks?
Among the clans of Reuben
Were great searchings of heart!
Gilead tarried beyond the Jordan;
And Dan-why did he linger •·by the ships?·•
Asher remained at the seacoast
And tarried at his landings.
Zebulun is a people bthat mocked at death,-b
Naphtali-on the open heights.
Then the kings came, they fought:
The kings of Canaan fought
At Taanach, by Megiddo's waters
They got no spoil of silver.
The stars fought from heaven,
From their courses they fought against Sisera.
The torrent Kishon swept theme away,
The raging torrent, the torrent Kishon.
March on, my soul, with courage!

22

Then the horses' hoofs pounded
d-As headlong galloped the steeds.-d

a-a Or "at Oniotlt," a presumed desig�wtion of Dan's region.
b-b Lit. "belittled its life to die."
c I.e., tl!e kittgs ofCauaau (v. 19).
d-d Lit. "From tlte gallopings, lite gallopings of l!is steeds. "
unclear; hence one should adopt
the emendation based on the simi
larity of the Heb letters: "From
Ephraim chieftains [went down] to
the valley (Heb 'mk; Arnalek is
'mlk)." Your kin: The collective
noun here follows the plural in the
Heb, which may be interpreted as:
"After you, Benjamin, among your
kinfolk." This usage strengthens
the sense of Benjamin's large army.
Benjamin is mentioned as a fight
ing tribe in ch 20, in the blessing of
Jacob (Gen 49.27), and in the de-

scription of the establishment of
the kingdom (2 Sam. ch 11). Ma
cltir: The first-born son of Manas
seh; cf. Josh. 17.1. Mars/tal's staff:
the Heb word suggests command
ers, who recorded the number of
those going to war (see 2 Kings
25.19). 15: So was Issaclrar: It is
strange that Issachar is repeated
twice in this v., while Naphtali is
absent. It therefore seems likely
that it originally read "Naphtali."
This conjecture is strengthened by
the fact that Barak was from Ke-
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desh-Naphtali, and by the affinity
of this v. to the description of
Naphtali in the blessing of Jacob
(Gen. 49.21). Heart: The ancients
thought of the heart as the center
of thinking and wisdom (see, e.g.,
1 Kings 3.12). 16: Wiry t1wn: the
Heb "!amah" (why) does not nec
essarily imply query. Here and in
v. 17 i t seems preferable to read as
a term of negation with an em
phatic mem. Thus, it is not a de
nunciation of Reuben, and later
Dan, for not taking part in the
battle. A preferable translation,
which notes Reuben's participa
tion, is: "You [certainly] did not
stay among the sheepfolds . . . !"
1 7: Tarried, alternately, "dwelled"
or "lived," suggesting that even
though the inhabitants of Gilead
(Gad and the half tribe of Manas
seh) lived far awav from the locus
of events, they to �k part in them.
And Dan . . . ships, alternately,
"Dan [certainly] did not linger by
the ships." The mention of ships
is difficult, because the territory
of Dan, both in the south and in
the north, has no cmmection to
the sea. Asher: The tribe Asher,
who dwelt on the northern
coastal plain, also joined the war.
1 8: Zebuhm . . . Naphtali: These two
tribes alone are mentioned as bold
warriors. This is why they alone
are mentioned in the prose story
(ch 4). Open heights: The war was
in the valley; the expression al
ludes to Naphtali's inheritance.

5.19-23: The battle. 19: Kings of

Canaan: Jabin, who is mentioned in

the prose story, does not appear
here; v. 20 notes Sisera as heading
the alliance. At Taanach, by
Megiddo's waters: The battlefield
was between Taanach and one of
the tributaries of the Kishon next
to Megiddo, in Jezreel Valley, near
the ancient international highway
connecting Egypt and Mesopota
mia (see 4-7). 2 1 : Tire raging torrent:
The Heb is obscure, and an emen
dation suggests " the brook Kishon
came in front of them." March on:
The joy of victory finds expression
as the speaker addresses himself.
22: A description of the noise of
the enemy's horses' feet fleeing
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23

"Curse Meraz!" said the angel of the LoRD.
"Bitterly curse its inhabitants,
Because they came not to the aid of the LoRD,
To the aid of the LoRD among• the warriors."

24

Most blessed of women be Jael,
Wife of Heber the Kenite,
Most blessed of women in tents.
He asked for water, she offered milk;
In a princely bowl she brought him curds.
Her [left] hand reached for the tent pin,
Her right for the workmen's hammer.
She struck Sisera, crushed his head,
Smashed and pierced his temple.
At her feet he sank, lay outstretched,
At her feet he sank, lay still;
Where he sank, there he lay-destroyed.

25
26

27

28

29
30

31

Through the window peered Sisera's mother,
Behind the lattice she whined: b
"Why is his chariot so long in coming?
Why so late the clatter of his wheels?"
The wisest of her ladies give answer;
She, too, replies to herself:
"They must be dividing the spoil they have found:
A damsel or two for each man,
Spoil of dyed cloths for Sisera,
Spoil of embroidered cloths,
A couple of embroidered cloths
Round every neck as spoil."
So may all Your enemies perish, 0 LoRD!
But may His friends be as the sun rising in might!

And the land was tranquil forty years.

6 Then the Israelites did what was offensive to the LORD,

and the LoRD delivered them into the hands of the
Midianites for seven years. 2 The hand of the Midianites
prevailed over Israel; and because of Midian, the Israelites
a Or "against."

b Or "gazed"; meaning of Heb. Hncertaill.

from the battle's confusion.
23: Meraz, which has not been
identified and whose inhabitants
did not join the battle, is cursed.
The warriors: Here and in v. 13 it
speaks of the warriors of Israel
who joined the LoRD's battle.

5.24-27: Description of the
killing of Sisera in Jael's tent.

Death at the hands of a woman
was considered shameful; cf. 9·54·
The appearance of Jael in the
poem is not explained; further- ·
more, the song does not suggest

that Sisera slept, implying instead
that Jael struggled with Sisera. The
poem describes Sisera's death in
slow motion.

5.28-30: Transition to Sisera's
house. The mother's apprehension

contrasts with the ladies' expecta
tions of booty. This scene, which is
not found in the narrative in ch 4,
portrays Sisera's demise from a
different perspective. 28: The pic
ture of a woman looking through
the window is repeated in the
Bible (2 Sam. 6.16; 2 Kings 9.30)
and in other ancient Near Eastern
texts. 30: Dyed cloths . . . embroi
dered: The making of dye was ex
pensive; hence colored clothing
was expensive, as were garments
embroidered with colored threads.
Cf. Exod. 26.36. Every neck: This
seems to refer to the necks of those
who took the spoils.

5.31a: Closing. His friends: The

people of the LoRD are compared
to the sun, rising with great inten
sity.

5.31b: Editorial conclusion. These
words are not part of the song,
but are the closing frame of the
Deborah-Barak cycle. In its present
location it emphasizes the transi
tion to a new cycle of stories.
6.1-8.28: The cycle of Gideon
stories. The description of
Gideon's deliverance of the Israel
ites is divided into two sections,
distinctive in subject matter,
events, and characterization. The
former (6.1-7.23) depicts the pe
riod from the people's sin and con
sequent subjugation to the Midian
ites until Gideon's victory. This
section is rich with miracles, while
Gideon is portrayed as a coward
requiring divine support. By con
trast, the second section (7.24-8.28)
is concerned with problems of
leadership, there are no miracles,
and Gideon is displayed as a
charismatic leader. The two sec
tions illustrate the central problem
of Judges: What is the preferred
leadership? Divine leadership rich
in miraculous signs, as in the first
section, or human rule, as in the
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•-provided themselves with refuges in the caves and
strongholds of the motmtains:• 3 After the Israelites had
done their sowing, Midian, Amalek, and the Kedemites
would come up and raid them; 4 they would attack them,
destroyb the produce of the land all the way to Gaza, and
leave no means of sustenance in Israel, not a sheep or an
ox or an ass. 5 For they would come up with their livestock
and their tents, swarming as thick as locusts; they and
their camels were innumerable. Thus they would invade
the land and ravage it. 6 Israel was reduced to utter misery
by the Midianites, and the Israelites cried out to the LoRD.
7When the Israelites cried to the LoRD on account of
Midian, s the LoRD sent a prophet to the Israelites who
said to them, "Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: I
brought you up out of Egypt and freed you from the
house of bondage. 9 I rescued you from the Egyptians and
from all your oppressors; I drove them out before you,
and gave you their land. 10 And I said to you, 'I the LORD
am your God. You must not worship the gods of the Amo
rites in whose land you dwell.' But you did not obey Me."
11 An angel of the LoRD came and sat under the tere
binth at Ophrah, which belonged to Joash the Abiezrite.
His son Gideon was then beating out wheat inside a wine
press in order to keep it safe from the Midianites. 12 The
angel of the LoRD appeared to him and said to him, "The
LoRD is with you, valiant warrior!" 13 Gideon said to him,
"Please, my lord, if the LoRD is with us, why has all this
befallen us? Where are all His wondrous deeds about
which our fathers told us, saying, 'Truly the LORD brought
us up from Egypt'? Now the LORD has abandoned us and
delivered us into the hands of Midian!" 14 The LoRD
turned to him and said, "Go in this strength of yours and
deliver Israel from the Midianites. I herewith make you
My messenger." 1 5 He said to Him, "Please, my lord, how
can I deliver Israel? Why, my clan is the humblest in Ma
nasseh, and I am the youngest in my father's household."
n-a Menuing of Heb. uncertain.

b I.e., by grnzing their livestock.

second? Gideon's victory is also
mentioned in Isa. 10.26 and Ps.
8J.lo--1J.

6.1-10: Exposition. 1-2: The pe
riod of oppression lasted for only
seven years, but since it involved
subjugation by nomadic tribes
with grazing flocks, they suc
ceeded in causing great damage by

destroying all the crops. The Isra
elites were forced to go into hiding
and to conceal their grain in the
hills. 3: Amalek . . . Kedemites, wan
dering tribes from southern and
eastern deserts who joined the
Midianites. 4: Gaza, located in the
southwest of Israel, later marking
the boundary of the land (1 Kings
5-4l· Its mention here suggests that

6 . 3-6 . 1 5

the entire land was devastated.
5: As lowsts, an image emphasiz
ing a large number and severe
damage. Cf. Joel 1.6-7. 7-10: Israel
cried to the Lo1w, but this time He
delayed the deliverer and sent a
prophet to rebuke the people for
being ungrateful and violating the
covenant.

6.1 1-24: Gideon's appointment as
savior. The account is a slereotypic

scene composed of seven stages:
meeting (vv. 11-13), presentation
of the mission (v. 14), refusal
(v. 15), encouragement (v. 16), re
quest for and giving of a sign (vv.
17-22), acknowledgment and fear
(v. 23), and further encouragement
(v. 24). The appointment of Moses
in Exod. 3 .1-4.17 has a similar
structure, but in a different se
quence. 1 1 : Ophrah: There ilre sev
eral other places bearing this
name. Ophrah of the Abiezri tes
(v. 24) is located within the terri
tory of the Abiezer clan, one of the
important families in Manasseh,
who is mentioned in the Samaria
Ostraca from the mid-8th century
BCE. Gideon: This s tory offers a folk
etymology of his name from the
root "g-d-'," "to hack," mentioned
in connection with destroying sa
cred posts (Deut. 7-5)- Wilzepress:
The winepress, in contrast to a
threshing floor, is sunk in the
ground, and thus is more effective
for hiding the grain from the Midi
<mites. 1 2: Angel: Angels, or mes
sengers from God, tend to appear
as adult human beings; therefore
Gideon does not know thal he is
confronted by an angel. The L01w
is with you: A conventional formula
of blessing and encouragement
(Ruth 2.4). Valiant warrior: An
allusion to the military role that
Gideon is expected to play.
1 3: The angel alludes to the
prophet's rebuke in \'V. 7-10.
1 4: Tlze LoRD, as the angel of the
LoRD. This strengtlz, Rashi: " By
virtue of the fact that you spoke in
defense of my sons." 1 5: Humblest
. . . youngest, a polite refusal char
acteristic of appointment stories,
since Gideon's family is depicted
as prosperous (vv. 19, 25, 27;
cf. 1 Sam. 9.21). The choice of the
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16 The LoRD replied, "I will be with you, and you shall de
feat Midian to a man." 1 7 And he said to Him, "If I have
gained Your favor, give me a sign that it is You who are
speaking to me: 18 do not leave this place until I come back
to You and bring out my offering and place it before You."
And He answered, "I will stay until you return."
1 9 So Gideon went in and prepared a kid, and [baked]
unleavened bread from an ephah of flour. He put the meat
in a basket and poured the broth into a pot, and he
brought them out to Him under the terebinth. As he pre
sented them, 20 the angel of God said to him, "Take the
meat and the unleavened bread, put them on yonder rock,
and spill out the broth." He did so. 21 The angel of the
LoRD held out the staff that he carried, and touched the
meat and the unleavened bread with its tip. A fire sprang
up from the rock and consumed the meat and the unleav
ened bread. And the angel of the LoRD vanished from his
sight. 22 Then Gideon realized that it was an angel of the
LoRD; and Gideon said, "Alas, 0 Lord Goo! For I have
seen an angel of the LoRD face to face."
23 But the LORD said to him, "All is well; have no fear,
you shall not die." 24 So Gideon built there an altar to the
LoRD and called it •·Adonai-shalom:• To this day it stands
in Ophrah of the Abiezrites.
25 That night the LORD said to him: "Take the b·young
bull·b belonging to your father and another bull seven
years old; pull down the altar of Baal which belongs to
your father, and cut down the sacred post which is beside
it. 26 Then build an altar to the LoRD your God, on bthe
level ground ·b on top of this stronghold. Take the other
bull and offer it as a burnt offering, using the wood of the
sacred post that you have cut down." 27 So Gideon took
ten of his servants and did as the LoRD had told him; but
as he was afraid to do it by day, on account of his father's
household and the townspeople, he did it by night.
28 Early the next morning, the townspeople found that the
altar of Baal had been torn down and the sacred post be
side it had been cut down, and that the second bull had
been offered on the newly built altar. 29 They said to one
n·n I.e., "The LoRD, 'A/l-is-well. ' "

b-b Menuiug ofHeb. uucertniu.

youngest is also a repeated motif
(e.g., 1 Sam. 16.1 1), whose function
is to emphasize divine interven
tion through the unexpected. 1 7: A
sign that it is You: Gideon is skepti
cal that the messenger is God's
angel and asks for proof. 1 8: The
proof is based upon the belief that

angels do not usually participate
in human meals (cf. 13.15; Tobit
12.19). 19: Prepared from dough
that has not risen, unleavened bread
bakes quickly. Epltah , about 23
liters (21 dry quarts), a large quan
tity, signifying an honorable por
tion. 20: The first sign that this

mysterious stranger is an angel is
his avoidance of eating; instead he
uses the materials from the meal
for a cultic ceremony: The meat is
a sacrificial offering, the cakes are
a meal offering, and the gravy is a
substitute for the libation. 2 1 : The
second sign is the appearance
of fire from the rock (cf. 13.20;
1 Kings 18.38; etc.) consuming the
materials of the meal; the third
sign is the miraculous disappear
ance of the angel. This piling up of
signs is later mirrored in the signs
that Gideon requests at the end of
the ch. 22: Once Gideon realized
that he had seen God's angel, he
was afraid that this contact with
the divine might prove fatal, since
encounter with the divine is typi
cally fraught with danger (see
Exod. 20.15; Judg. 13.22). 24: The
name of the altar is related to
God's comforting words in v. 23:
"All is well."

6.25-32: Gideon wages war

against the Baal cult. On the night
after his appointment, the LORD
commands Gideon to destroy his
father's altar of Baal, to cut down
the sacred post next to it, and to
build an altar to the LORD. Gideon
fears the townspeople and works
with ten of his servants under
cover of darkness. In the morning,
after a short investigation, the
townspeople want to kill Gideon,
but his fa ther prevents them from
doing so by saying that, if Baal is
god, he can fight his own battles.
This story mocks Baal worship,
and explains the additional name
given to Gideon: Jerubbaal (see
v. 32), emphasizing that Gideon
did battle with the cult of Baal.
25: Another bull seven years old: The
reference to two bulls here, and to
the second bull in vv. 26 and 28, is
problematic, and may reflect a tex
tual error; therefore, it should be
translated: "the bull that had been
fattened for seven years." Sacred
post, symbol of the goddess Ashe
rah (see 3·7 n.): 26: The building of
the LoRD's altar in place of Baal's
symbolizes the LoRD's victory
over Baal, who is unable to wage
his own battles. 27: Gideon is
shown as a coward, a feature re-
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another, "Who did this thing?" Upon inquiry and investi
gation, they were told, "Gideon son of Joash did this
thing!" 30 The townspeople said to Joash, "Bring out your
son, for he must die: he has torn down the altar of Baal
and cut down the sacred post beside it!" 31 But Joash said
to all who had risen against him, "Do you have to contend
for Baal? Do you have to vindicate him? Whoever fights
his battles shall be dead by morning! If he is a god, let him
fight his own battles, since it is his altar that has been torn
down!" 32 That day they named him• Jerubbaal, meaning
"Let Baal contend with him, since he tore down his altar."
33 All Midian, Amalek, and the Kedemites joined forces;
they crossed over and encamped in the Valley of Jezreel.
34The spirit of the LoRD enveloped Gideon; he sounded
the horn, and the Abiezrites rallied behind him. 35 And he
sent messengers throughout Manasseh, and they too ral
lied behind him. He then sent messengers through Asher,
Zebulun, and Naphtali, and they came up to meet the Ma
nassites.b
36 And Gideon said to God, "If You really intend to de
liver Israel through me as You have said_37 here I place a
fleece of wool on the threshing floor. If dew falls only on
the fleece and all the ground remains dry, I shall know
that You will deliver Israel through me, as You have said."
3 8 And that is what happened. Early the next day, he
squeezed the fleece and wrung out the dew from the
fleece, a bowlful of water. 39 Then Gideon said to God, "Do
not be angry with me if I speak just once more. Let me
make just one more test with the fleece: let the fleece alone
be dry, while there is dew all over the ground." 40 God did
so that night: only the fleece was dry, while there was dew
all over the ground.

7 Early next day, Jerubbaal-that is, Gideon-and all the

troops with him encamped above En-harod,c while the
camp of Midian was in the plain to the north of him, at
Gibeath-moreh.d 2 The LoRD said to Gideon, "You have
too many troops with you for Me to deliver Midian into
their hands; Israel might claim for themselves the glory
due to Me, thinking, 'Our own hand has brought us vic
tory.' 3 Therefore, announce to the men, 'Let anybody who
is timid and fearful turn back, •·as a bird flies from Mount
Gilead.' " ·• Thereupon, 22,000 of the troops turned back
and 1o,ooo remained.
4 "There are still too many troops," the LoRD said to
n I.e., Gideon.
b Heb. "them."
c Or "the Spring ofHnrod. "
d Or "tire Hill of More/1. "
e-e Menning of Hcb. uncertain.
- 525 -
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pealed in the first section (until
7·2J). 3 1 : Joash puts Baal to the
test in the eyes of his believers.
This motif is reminiscent of Elijah's
test at Mount Carmel (1 Kings
18.2o-4o). By moming, i.e., of the
next day. Joash left time for Baal
to act. 32: Jerubbaa/, originally a
theophoric name, praising Baal as
founder. The component "Jeru,"
repeated in the name "Jerusalem,"
means to establish. The derivation
of the name here as Let Baal COil
tend . . . is a folk etymology.

6.33-35: The military mustering.
The Midianite army had spread
out across the Jezreel Valley;
troops from Gideon's father's
house were not sufficient, so he
called to his assistance his own
and the neighboring tribes who
were harmed by the Midianites.
6.36-40: The signs of the fleece.
Gideon requires additional signs
and tests God with two opposite
tests, in order to be certain that it
was not by chance, but by the
LORD's will, that Gideon will de
liver Israel. This is the culmination
of a ch which has as its theme
Gideon's fear.
7.1-8: The three hundred lappers.
Gideon's army was reduced from
a force of 32,000 warriors to a band
of 300 lappers of water, in order to
convince the people that the deliv
erance comes from God. Accord
ing to rabbinic tradition the lap
pers were chosen because, unlike
those who bent on their knees,
they did not bow down to an idol
(Tan!mma, ed. Buber, Toledo! 19;
Yalqut 5/zim'oni, Judges 62; 1 Kings
29). According to Josephus the lap
pers were the cowards. Following
this view, which is more likely,
Gideon highlights the miracle
of the victory by choosing cow
ards (Josephus, Ant., V.vi.J
[216-17]). 1 : Plain: The Midianites
encamped on the plain at the feet
of Gibeath-moreh, south of Afula.
2: The concern was that Israel
would be haughty and attribute
the victory to themselves and not
to God (see Deut. 8.17-18). 3: A
call to those fearful of war to re-
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Gideon. "Take them down to the water and I will sift•
them for you there. Anyone of whom I tell you, 'This one
is to go with you,' that one shall go with you; and anyone
of whom I tell you, 'This one is not to go with you,' that
one shall not go." s So he took the troops down to the
water. Then the LORD said to Gideon, "Set apart all those
who b-lap up the water with their tongues like dogs·b from
all those who get down on their knees to drink." 6 Now
those who "lapped" the water into their mouths by hand
numbered three hundred; all the rest of the troops got
down on their knees to drink. 7 Then the LoRD said to Gid
eon, "I will deliver you and I will put Midian into your
hands through the three hundred 'lappers'; let the rest of
the troops go home." B <·So [the lappers] took the provi
sions and horns that the other men had with them,·< and
he sent the rest of the men of Israel back to their homes, re
taining only the three hundred men.
The Midianite camp was below him, in the plain. 9 That
night the LoRD said to him, "Come, attackd the camp, for I
have delivered it into your hands. 10 And if you are afraid
to attack, first go down to the camp with your attendant
Purah 11 and listen to what they say; after that you will
have the courage to attack the camp." So he went down
with his attendant Purah to the outposts of the warriors
who were in the camp.-12 Now Midian, Amalek, and all
the Kedemites were spread over the plain, as thick as lo
custs; and their camels were countless, as numerous as the
sands on the seashore.-13 Gideon came there just as one
man was narrating a dream to another. "Listen," he was
saying, "I had this dream: There was a commotion•-a
loaf of barley bread was whirling through the Midianite
camp. It came to a tent and struck it, and it fell; it turned it
upside down, and the tent collapsed." 1 4To this the other
responded, "That can only mean the sword of the Israelite
Gideon son of Joash. God is delivering Midian and the en
tire camp into his hands."'
1 5 When Gideon heard the dream told and interpreted,
he bowed low. Returning to the camp of Israel, he
shouted, "Come on! The LORD has delivered the Midianite
camp into your hands!" 16 He divided the three hundred
men into three columns and equipped every man with a
ram's horn and an empty jar, with a torch in each jar.
17 "Watch me," he said, "and do the same. When I get to
b-b Actually, usiug their hands n.< a dog uses its tongue; see v. 6.
c-c Menning of Heb. nncertnin.
d Lit. "descend npon"; so in vv. 10 and 11.
e Mem1ing of Heb. uncertain.
f The loaf of bread symbolizes the agricnltuml lsmelites; tile tent, tlw nomadic Midianites.
n Lit. "smelt. "

turn to their homes appears in the
laws of war in Deut. 20.8. 6: The
v. seems to be corrupt, the phrase
"in their mouth by hand" belongs
at its end, as a dog does not lap
water by bringing its hand to its
mouth.

7.9-15a: The dream of the Midi
anite soldier and its meaning.
Gideon, who remains fearful of
battle, is given another encourag
ing sign. God commands him to
go close to the Midianite camp;
there he hears a Midianite telling
his friend a dream, whose solution
signifies their defeat. Gideon
thanks God. 13: A dream was un
derstood by the ancients as reveal
ing God's will. (See esp. Gen. chs
37, 40, 41; Dan. ch 2.) A commo
tion--(1 loaf . . : The Midianite
dreamer heard a commotion in
which a loaf of barley bread
whirled through the camp until it
knocked over a tent. 1 4: The
falling of the tent is interpreted as
the defeat of Mid ian, while the
barley bread symbolizes Gideon's
sword.
.

7.15b-23: The battle. The
battle description consists of
three stages: the preparations
(vv. 15b-18), the battle itself
(vv. 19-22), and the pursuit (v. 23).
The description emphasizes the
passivity of the (cowardly) fight
ers, whose only task is to blow the
ram's horns, cry out "For the LoRD
and for Gideon," and watch God's
deliverance. 15: The army is di
vided into three parts in order to
surround the camp. 19: Middle
watch: The night is divided into
three watches. During the middle
watch sleep is strongest; hence, at
the time of changing guards, the
soldiers are likely to be groggy
and to panic at every sound. 20: In
order to emphasize that the sword
is the LORD's, Gideon's soldiers are
shown as having both their hands
occupied: in the right hand the
horns to blow, and in the left, the
torches, so that all they can do is
to shout. 21: Unlike "real" sol
diers, Gideon's soldiers stood at
their places while the Midianites
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the outposts of the camp, do exactly as I do. 1B When I and
all those with me blow our horns, you too, all around the
camp, will blow your horns and shout, 'For the LoRD and
for Gideon!' "
19 Gideon and the hundred men with him arrived at the
outposts of the camp, at the beginning of the middle
watch, just after the sentries were posted. •They sounded
the horns and smashed the jars that they had with them,·•
20 and the three columns blew their horns and broke their
jars. Holding the torches in their left hands and the horns
for blowing in their right hands, they shouted, "A sword
for the LoRD and for Gideon!" 21 They remained standing
where they were, surrounding the camp; but the entire
camp ran about yelling, and took to flight. 22 For when the
three hundred horns were sounded, the LoRD turned
every man's sword against his fellow, throughout the
camp, and the entire host fled as far as Beth-shittah and on
to Zererah-as far as the outskirts of Abel-meholah near
Tabbath.
23 And now the men of Israel from Naphtali and Asher
and from all of Manasseh rallied for the pursuit of the
Midianites. 24 Gideon also sent messengers all through the
hill country of Ephraim with this order: b"Go down ahead
of the Midianites and seize their access to the water all
along the Jordan down to Beth-barah." So all the men of
Ephraim rallied and seized the waterside down to Beth
barah by the Jordan. 25 They pursued the Midianites and
captured Midian's two generals, Oreb and Zeeb. They
killed Oreb at the Rock of Oreb and they killed Zeeb at the
Winepress of Zeeb; and they brought the heads of Oreb
and Zeeb from the other side of the Jordan to Gideon.

8 And the men of Ephraim said to him, "Why did you

do that to us-not calling us when you went to fight
the Midianites?" And they rebuked him severely. 2 But he
answered them, "After all, what have I accomplished
compared to you? Why, Ephraim's gleanings are better
than Abiezer's vintage! 3 God has delivered the Midianite
generals Oreb and Zeeb into your hands, and what was I
able to do compared to you?" And when he spoke in this
fashion, their anger against him abated.
a-a Emendation yields "He sounded t!Je /rom and smaslled tile jar tltal lie lind will! l!im . "
b Meani11g of rest of verse uncertain.
called for help and began to flee.

southeast, to the fords of the

22: The blowing of 300 horns, cou

Jordan. The places mentioned

pled with the LoRD's intervention,
caused the Midianites to kill one

have not been identified. 23: The
111e11 of Israel . . . rallied: The fight

another. Those who escaped fled

ing units of Naphtali, Asher, and
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all of Manasseh joined in the
chase.

7.24-8.3:

The confrontation with

Ephraim. Ephraim's warriors

were

insulted because they were im · ited

to the chase and not to the battle
i tself, and were concerned for their
status among the tribes. Gideon
calmed them, preventing a civil
war while displaying responsible
leadership and diplomatic talent.
This story opens the second sec
tion, in which there are no divine
interventions or miracles, and
Gideon is not fearful.

24: Upon

setting o u t in pursuit, Gideon
called the men of Ephraim, impos
ing upon them responsibility for
the pursuit adjacent to their terri
tory.

Betlz-barah has not been iden

tified. Gideon's instruction was to
seize all the water sources flowing
into the Jordan.

25: Rock of . . .

:

The places where the Midianite
generals were killed, north of Jeri
cho and to the west of the Jordan,
are named for them. Tlte other side
of the Jordall, east of the Jordan.
8.1 : When you we11t to fight:
Ephraim's warriors were angry
that Gideon did not involve
them earlier when he called Ma
nasseh, Asher, and Naphtali

2: Gleanings, the grapes

(6.35).

that re

main after the main part of the
harvest has been completed.
Gideon explained to the warriors
in a diplomatic way that the
killing of the two generals was
even more important than the
battle i tself, in which he and his
family, the house of Abiezer, had
taken part.
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4 Gideon came to the Jordan and crossed it. The three
hundred men with him were famished, but still in pursuit.
5 He said to the people of Succoth, "Please give some
loaves of bread to the men who are following me, for they
are famished, and I am pursuing Zebah and Zalmunna,
the kings of Midian." 6 But the officials of Succoth replied,
•·" Are Zebah and Zalmunna already in your hands,·• that
we should give bread to your troops?" 7 "I swear," de
clared Gideon, "when the LoRD delivers Zebah and Zal
munna into my hands, I'll threshb your bodies upon
desert thorns and briers!" s From there he went up to Pe
nuel and made the same request of them; but the people
of Penuel gave him the same reply as the people of Suc
coth. 9 So he also threatened the people of Penuel: "When I
come back safe, I'll tear down this tower!"
10 Now Zebah and Zalmunna were at Karkor with their
army of about 15,ooo; these were all that remained of the
entire host of the Kedemites, for the slain numbered
12o,ooo fighting men.c 11 Gideon marched up the road of
the tent dwellers, up to east of Nobah and Jogbehah, and
routed the camp, which was off guard. 12 Zebah and Zal
munna took to flight, with Gideond in pursuit. He cap
tured Zebah and Zalmunna, the two kings of Midian, and
threw the whole army into panic.
13 On his way back from the battle at the Ascent of Heres,
Gideon son of Joash 14 captured a boy from among the peo
ple of Succoth and interrogated him. The latter drew up for
him a list of the officials and elders of Succoth, seventy
seven in number. 15 Then he came to the people of Succoth
and said, "Here are Zebah and Zalmunna, about whom
you mocked me, saying, •·'Are Zebah and Zalmunna al
ready in yout hands,·• that we should give your famished
men bread?' " 16 And he took the elders of the city and,
[bringing] desert thorns and briers, he punished the peo
ple of Succoth with them. 17 As for Penuel, he tore down its
tower and killed the townspeople.
18 Then he asked Zebah and Zalmunna, "Those men
you killed at Tabor, 'what were they like?"·' "They looked
just like you," they replied, "like sons of a king." 19 "They
were my brothers," he declared, "the sons of my mother.
As the LORD lives, if you had spared them, I would not kill
you." 2o And he commanded his oldest son Jether, "Go kill
e

n-n Lit. "Is /Ire palm of Zebnh and Znlnumnn in your /rand."
b I.e., throw them naked in n bed of tlzoms nnd trmnple them; but exact memring uncertain.
c Lit. "men wlzo drew the sword. "
d Heb. "him."
e Menning of Heb. uncertniu; emendation yields "threslred"; cf v. 7·
f1 Others "Wirere are they?"

8.4-21: The confrontation with
Succoth and Penuel. Gideon,

leading 300 men, crosses the Jor
dan to smite the camp of Midian
in the east and to capture Zebah
and Zalmunna, the kings of Mid
ian. The inhabitants of the Israelite
cities Succoth and Penuel question
their ability to defeat the Midian
ites and refuse to give bread to
Gideon's tired troops. After smit
ing the Midianites, Gideon comes
back to severely punish these two
towns. In this second confronta
tion, Gideon is again shown as an
authoritative and decisive leader.
5: Succot/1 is located east of the Jor
dan, in Gad's territory. It is first
mentioned in the tradition of Jacob
(Gen. 33.17), and is usually identi
fied with Tel Deir 'Alia. Kings of
Midian: Earlier Oreb and Zeeb
were described as generals. Both
titles refer to heads of tribes.
6: The response of the Succoth offi
cials indicates that they had not
yet heard about Gideon's mighty
deeds in the west. 8: Penuel is lo
cated east of Succoth, close to i t
and to Jabbok ford. I t i s mentioned
in the tradition of Jacob (Gen.
32.23-3 1 ) and served as the tempo
rary capital of Jeroboam I (1 Kings
12.25). Its identification has not
been fixed definitively. 9: Towe1; a
fortified building that served for
defense and observation. 10: Kar
kor, a desert oasis on the caravan
route of pilgrims to Mecca, about
170 km (100 miles) southeast of
Amman. The numbers mentioned
here are exaggerated, as is the no
tion that Gideon had a battle so far
away. 1 1 : A nomadic route east of
Amman. Offguard: The Midianites
did not suspect that Gideon and
his army would get so far. 17: Gid
eon did not threaten to kill the
people of the city, but to destroy
the tower. Therefore Radak con
cludes: "Perhaps they were war
ring with him when he came to de
stroy the tower." 18: Tabor: Mount
Tabor is in the northeastern corner
of Jezreel Valley. Zebah and Zal
munna rela te to Gideon as to a
king; their behavior is the opposite
of that of Succoth and Penuel.
20: The description of Jether as
fearful is reminiscent of Gideon's
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them!" But the boy did not draw his sword, for he was
timid, being still a boy. 21 Then Zebah and Zalmunna said,
"Come, you slay us; for strength comes with manhood."
So Gideon went over and killed Zebah and Zalmunna,
and he took the crescents that were on the necks of their
camels.
22 Then the men of Israel said to Gideon, "Rule over
us-you, your son, and your grandson as well; for you
have saved us from the Midianites." 23 But Gideon
replied, "I will not rule over you myself, nor shall my son
rule over you; the LORD alone shall rule over you." 24 And
Gideon said to them, "I have a request to make of you:
Each of you give me the earring he received as booty."
(They• had golden earrings, for they were Ishmaelites.)
25 "Certainly!" they replied. And they spread out a cloth,
and everyone threw onto it the earring he had received as
booty. 26 The weight of the golden earrings that he had re
quested came to 1,700 shekels of gold; this was in addition
to the crescents and the pendants and the purple robes
worn by the kings of Midian and in addition to the collars
on the necks of their camels. 27 Gideon made an ephod of
bthis gold -b and set it up in his own town of Ophrah.
There all Israel went astray after it, and it became a snare
to Gideon and his household.
28 Thus Midian submitted to the Israelites and did not
raise its head again; and the land was tranquil for forty
years in Gideon's time.
n I.e., 1/w Midinrtites. Tile author explni11s tllnt tile Midinnites wore enrri11gs like tire /slr
mnelites, who were better k11oum to Iris co11tempornries.
b-b Heb. "it."
behavior in the first section, and
highlights the changed attitude
of Gideon in the second section.
21 : The kings of Midi an preferred
that Gideon, and not the youth,
should kill them, both as a matter
of honor and because they wanted
to die quickly at the hand of an ex
perienced warrior.

8.22-23: The offer of kingship to
Gideon. Gideon's refusal to rule as
king is interpreted by scholars in
different ways. Some see it as an
early text connected to the ideol
ogy that God alone may be king;
others claim that it is a later inter
polation critical of the monarchy;
still others suggest that it has noth
ing to do with this political issue,
and Gideon is simply offering a

polite refusal, although the text
then depicts him as a king. In the
larger context of the Deuterono
mistic History, Gideon's refusal
may reflect the awareness that Is
raelite society was not yet ripe for
a monarch. If the army of a few
tribes should offer kingship to
someone, there would likely be
civil war, as may be seen from
the case of Abimelech in the fol
lowing ch. 22: The men of Israel, the
army of the tribes, which in this
case is composed of five: Manas
seh, Asher, Zebulun, Naphtali, and
Ephraim (6.35; 7.24). You, your son,
a rule that passes from father to
son, that is, a royal dynasty. You
have saved us: The army sees Gid
eon and not the LoRD as their de
liverer. 23: Gideon emphasizes

that the LORD raises up the re
deemer and therefore He is the
ruler. Throughout these vv., the
verb used is "to rule" (Heb
"m-sh-1"), not "to reign" (Heb
"m-1-k").

8.24-28: The golden ephod.
24: The substitution of Ishmaelites,
who were descendants of Hagar,
for Midianites, who were descen
dants of Keturah, also appears in
the Joseph story (Gen. 37.25-36).
The author thereby indicates a re
lationship between them. Alterna
tively, the term "lshmaelites" may
be a generic designation for no
madic traders and not a mark of
ethnic identity. 25: Willingness to
forgo the booty indicates Gideon's
status and influence. 27: Eplwd:
The ephod is mentioned in various
contexts: a means of inquiring of
God (1 Sam. 23.6-12), or a part of
the priestly garment (Exod. 28.6-8;
1 Sam. 2.18). It seems that the ref
erence here is to a statue intended
to commemorate the deliverance,
which over the course of time be
came an object of pagan adulation.
The making of the statue is remi
niscent of the golden calf story
(Exod. 32.2-4). In /1is own town of
Ophralr: Ophrah is depicted as
Gideon's capital city for those
tribes who recognized his leader
ship. There all . . . a snare . . . : The
description of Gideon as one who
sinned and caused Israel to sin is
inappropriate to the whole cycle
and to the view that he did good
for Israel (8.35; 9.16ff.). Thus, this
phrase seems to be an addition by
a late editor, who criticized the
making of the ephod and wished
to justify the murder of Gideon's
sons. 28: Tranquil for forty years, a
formulaic conclusion (see 5-31b).
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29 So Jerubbaal son of Joash retired to his own house.
3 0 Gideon had seventy sons of his own issue, for he had
many wives. 31 A son was also born to him by his concu
bine in Shechem, and he named him Abimelech. 32 Gideon
son of Joash died at a ripe old age, and was buried in the
tomb of his father Joash at Ophrah of the Abiezrites.
33 After Gideon died, the Israelites again went astray
after the Baalim, and they adopted Baal-berith as a god.
34 The Israelites gave no thought to the LORD their God,
who saved them from all the enemies around them. 35 Nor
did they show loyalty to the house of Jerubbaal-Gideon in
return for all the good that he had done for Israel.

9.1-6: Abimelech's enthrone
ment. Abimelech is depicted as a

of Jerubbaal went to his mother's
brothers in Shechem and spoke to them and to the
whole clan of his mother's family. He said, 2 "Put this
question to all the citizens of Shechem: Which is better for
you, to be ruled by seventy men-by all the sons of Jerub
baal-or to be ruled by one man? And remember, I am
your own •"flesh and blood."·• 3 His mother's brothers said
all this in his behalf to all the citizens of Shechem, and
they were won over to Abimelech; for they thought, "He
is our kinsman." 4 They gave him seventy shekels from the
temple of Baal-berith; and with this Abimelech hired
some worthless and reckless fellows, and they followed
him. s Then he went to his father's house in Ophrah and
killed his brothers, the sons of Jerubbaal, seventy men on
one stone. Only Jotham, the youngest son of Jerubbaal,
survived, because he went into hiding.
6 All the citizens of Shechem and all Beth-millo con
vened, and they proclaimed Abimelech king at the tere
binth of the pillarb at Shechem. 7 When Jotham was in-

powerful figure, who became king
through his own bloody deception
and not by the will of God. He is
negatively characterized through
the contrast between his actions
and those of Gideon. 1 : He first
convinces his mother's brothers,
then the family of his maternal
grandfather, and only afterwards
addresses the other city citizens.
2: His suggestion that being ruled
by seventy men is an actual possibil
ity is absurd and rhetorical. 4:
From tlw temple . . . : Ancient Near
Eastern temples often have large
treasuries (cf. 1 Kings 7-51). Worth
less . . . : Jephthah (1 1.3) and David
(1 Sam. 22.2) also utilized such
people at the beginning of their
path. 5: One stone: One stone was
used for all seventy people, a par
ticularly horrific image. ]otham, a
theophoric name meaning "God
acts with integrity." The name, and
perhaps this whole story, are likely
symbolic. 6: Beth-millo seems to
refer to a quarter of the city that
was built upon a filling of earth
near Shechem (see v. 20). The tere
binth: There may be a relationship
between this tree and the oak men
tioned in the stories of Jacob (Gen.
35-4) and Joshua (Josh. 24.23-27).
Many of these stories concerning
Shechem are connected to the
fact that this city was significant
in the Northern Kingdom (see esp.
1 Kings 12.1).

b Men11i11g of Heb. IIIICCrlnill.

9.7-21 : Jotham's parable. Jotham,

9 Abimelech son

n-n Lit. "bone nnd fles/r."

8.29-9.57: The rule of Abimelech.
Abimelech was the son of Gideon
by his concubine from Shechem,
and thus of lower status than his
brothers. Unlike his father, he was
willing to pay any price to become
king. He murdered his brothers,
conducted a civil war, and was
ultimately killed in battle. His
brief and bloody reign marks the
failure of the first attempt at
monarchy. 8.30: Seve11ty, a large
typological number (cf. 2 Kings
10.1, 7). Having many wives and
sons conveys having a significant
social position; see 10.4 n.; 12.9, 14.

31: At that time marriage also had

political significance; therefore
Abimelech is closely tied to his
mother's city of Shechem. Abim 
elecll, a theophoric name: "God
[who is referred to as king] is
my father." It is ironic that the
person with a name highlighting
divine kingship attempts to be
come the first king of Israel. 33:
Baal-berith, also called El-berith
(9.46), he had a temple in Shechem
( 9· 3-4). He is not known from
other sources. 35: From here on
Gideon is only mentioned by his
name Jerubbaal.
-53 0-

who was saved from being slaugh
tered, stood at the top of Mount
Gerizirn and told the Shechemites
a parable (vv. 7-15) and its inter
pretation (vv. 16--20). The connec
tion between the parable and what
it represents is not exact, but this
happens with other biblical para
bles as well (see esp. Jonah 4.6--1 1).
Abimelech, for example, unlike the
trees in the parable, was not of
fered the monarchy, and he and
his supporters, unlike the explana
tion, were not burned by the citi
zens of Shechem. It seems, there
fore, that the parable was an
independent anti-monarchic work,
but was integrated here to criticize
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formed, he went and stood on top of Mount Gerizim and
called out to them in a loud voice. "Citizens of Shechem!"
he cried, "listen to me, that God may listen to you.
B "Once the trees went to anoint a king over themselves.
They said to the olive tree, 'Reign over us.' 9 But the olive
tree replied, 'Have I, through whom God and men are
honored, stopped yielding my rich oil, that I should go
and wave above the trees?' 1D So the trees said to the fig
tree, 'You come and reign over us.' 11 But the fig tree
replied, 'Have I stopped yielding my sweetness, my deli
cious fruit, that I should go and wave above the trees?'
12 So the trees said to the vine, 'You come and reign over
us.' 13 But the vine replied, 'Have I stopped yielding my
new wine, which gladdens God and men, that I should go
and wave above the trees?' 14 Then all the trees said to the
thornbush, 'You come and reign over us.' 15 And the
thornbush said to the trees, 'If you are acting honorably in
anointing me king over you, come and take shelter in my
shade; but if not, may fire issue from the thornbush and
consume the cedars of Lebanon! '
1 6 "Now then, i f you acted honorably and loyally in
making Abimelech king, if you have done right by Jerub
baal and his house and have requited him according to his
deserts-17 considering that my father fought for you and
saved you from the Midianites at the risk of his life, 1B and
now you have turned on my father's household, killed his
sons, seventy men on one stone, and set up Abimelech,
the son of his handmaid, as king over the citizens of
Shechem just because he is your kinsman-19 if, I say, you
have this day acted honorably and loyally toward Jerub
baal and his house, have joy in Abimelech and may he
likewise have joy in you. 20 But if not, may fire issue from
Abimelech and consume the citizens of Shechem and
Beth-millo, and may fire issue from the citizens of
Shechem and Beth-millo and consume Abimelech! "
2 1 With that, Jotham fled. H e ran t o Beer and stayed
there, because of his brother Abimelech.
22 Abimelech held sway over Israel for three years.
23 Then God sent a spirit of discord between Abimelech
and the citizens of Shechem, and the citizens of Shechem
broke faith with Abimelech-24 to the end that the crime

way for an aggressive figure, and
that Abimelech is totallv useless.
It would have been i � possible

7:

for the Shechemites to hear things
u ttered a t the top of Mount Geri
zim; this is a literary model of ut
tering from a high place
1 Sam.

(d., e.g.,

26. 13-14; Num. 23.14).

9: God a11d 111ell are ha11ored: The oil
and the wine (v. 13) were used
in the cult and in everyday life.

Wave above, to supervise, to rule.
14: Thombuslr, a barren shrub
whose fruit is inedible. 1 5: Shade,
an ironic description, because the
thorn bush hardly provides shade.

Cedars, a rchetypal tall and s trong
trees. The thornbush warns those
interested in his protection that,
if they attempt to rebel, his fire
will be so powerful that i t will
consume even the highest and
s trongest trees.

16: Now, a

transi

tional formula to a new subject,
used here to introduce the par
able's explanation.

16b-19b: Many

scholars consider this passage
to be an addi tion, intended to
s trengthen the connection between
the Abirnelech and Gideon
cycles.

2 1 : Beer,

an unidentified

locale.

9.22: The kingship of Abimelech.

Held sway, Heb

"sarar" may be in

terpreted as arbi trary rule (trans
la ted "lord it over" in Num.

16.13).

It is likely significant that the more
typical verb "malak," "reigned," is
not used.

Over Israel: This

does not

refer to all Israel, but to Shechem
and its environs, and perhaps to
additional areas in the hill coun try
of Ephraim that were interested in
kingship.

Three years: The number

indicates a brief reign, and pre
pares for the description of Abim
elech's downfall.

9.23-41: First stage:

the first bat
tle in Shechem. TI1e edi tor ex

plains that Abimelech's fall is
a measure-for-measure divine

56-57).

Abimelech and to inform the

fourth element is different and cli

punishment (see also vv.

reader that when all the trees are

mactic: three refusals by the useful

23: The power of

interested in having a king, they

trees-olive, fig, and grapevine

also affects King Saul

must beware of the thornbush and

opposed to the agreement of the

16.14; 18.10). Here the God of

look carefully for a suitable tree.
The parable is based upon a pat

fourth, the thorn bush. This struc
ture emphasizes that the refusal

tern of three and four, where the

of the useful trees cleared the

- 5 }1 -

the evil spirit

(1

Sam.

justice in tervened di rectly.
24: The punishment will also fall

upon the ci tizens of Shechem who
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committed against the seventy sons of Jerubbaal might be
avenged, and their blood recoil upon their brother Abim
elech, who had slain them, and upon the citizens of
Shechem, who had abetted him in the slaying of his broth
ers. 25 The citizens of Shechem planted ambuscades
against him on the hilltops; and they robbed whoever
passed by them on the road. Word of this reached Abim
elech.
26 Then Gaal son of Ebed and his companions came
passing through Shechem, and the citizens of Shechem
gave him their confidence. 27 They went out into the fields,
gathered and trod out the vintage of their vineyards, and
made a festival. They entered the temple of their god, and
as they ate and drank they reviled Abimelech. 28 Gaal son
of Ebed said, "Who is Abimelech and who are [we] She
chemites, that we should serve him? •This same son of
Jerubbaal and his lieutenant Zebul once served the men of
Hamor, the father of Shechem;·• so why should we serve
him? 29 Qh, if only this people were under my command, I
would get rid of Abimelech! Oneb would challenge Abim
elech, 'Fill up your ranks and come out here!' "
3D When Zebul, the governor of the city, heard the words
of Gaal son of Ebed, he was furious. 31 He sent messages
to Abimelech at Tormah< to say, "Gaal son of Ebed and
his companions have come to Shechem and they are in
citing• the city against you. 32 Therefore, set out at night
with the forces you have with you and conceal yourself in
the fields. 33 Early next morning, as the sun rises, advance
on the city. He and his men will thereupon come out
against you, and you will do to him whatever you find
possible."
34 Abimelech and all the men with him set out at night
and disposed themselves against Shechem in four hiding
places. 35 When Gaal son of Ebed came out and stood at
the entrance to the city gate, Abimelech and the army with
him emerged from concealment. 36 Gaal saw the army and
said to Zebul, "That's an army marching down from the
hilltops!" But Zebul said to him, "The shadows of the hills
look to you like men." 37 Gaal spoke up again, "Look, an
army is marching down from Tabbur-erez, and another
column is coming from the direction of Elon-meonenim."
3B "Well," replied Zebul, "where is your boast, 'Who is
Abimelech that we should serve him'? There is the army
you sneered at; now go out and fight it!"
n-n Menning of Heb. wtcertnin.
b Septungirtl rends "/."
c Cnlled "Arumnh" i11 v. 41.
- 532-

supported Abimelech. 26: It is dif
ficult to determine whether the
name of his father was Ebed (Heb
for "slave") or whether Gaal was
the son of a slave. Gaal was appar
ently the head of a brigade, similar
to Jephthah (11.3) and David
(1 Sam. 22.2). Gaal and his men
did not intend to settle in
Shechem; rather, their services
were hired by the citizens of the
city for purposes of the battle, just
as Achish hired the services of
David (1 Sam. 28.1-2). 27: They en
tered the temple in order to thank
their god for the grape harvest.
28: Who is . . . and wlw are . . . : Gaal
incites the citizens by means of his
rhetorical questions: Who is Abim
elech that he should rule over
Shechem, and why should we She
chemites maintain loyalty to him?
He represent himself as one of the
Shechemites. Son of Jerubbaal: Gaal
represents Abimelech as a for
eigner, mentioning the name of his
Israelite father but not of his She
chemite mother. Lieutenant: Fur
ther on Zebu! appears as the ruler
of the city (v. 30). The men of
Hamor: The family of Hamor rep
resents the old Canaanite element
in the city (Gen. 34.2), who should
not accept this upstart ruler.
29: This people, the people of
Shechem. Gaal proposes the She
chemites accept his rule and unite
to free the city of the rule of Abim
elech and his men. 30: Abimelech
at that time was at Tormah, a cor
ruption of Arumah (see v. 41).
Zebu!, who remained loyal to
Abimelech, secretly sent messen
gers, informing him that he
needed to go to war against
Shechem. 34: Four hiding places, in
order to surround the city. 36: The
shadows . . . : It is difficult to deter
mine whether visibility was poor,
whether Zebu! wanted to distract
Gaal, or whether he was mocking
and alluding to the fears of Gaal,
who began to understand the
severity of the situation. 37: From
Tabbur-erez: The expression is also
found in Ezek. 38.12. The Septu
agint and most commentators in
terpret it as "the navel of the
earth." Elon-meonenim: A road
named for a sacred terebinth that
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39 So Gaal went out at the head of the citizens of
Shechem and gave battle to Abimelech. 40 But he had to
flee before him, and Abimelech pursued him, and many
fell slain, all the way to the entrance of the gate. 41 Then
Abimelech stayed in Arumah,a while Zebul expelled Gaal
and his companions and kept them out of Shechem.
42 The next day, when people went out into the fields,
Abimelech was informed. 43 Taking the army, he divided it
into three columns and lay in ambush in the fields; and
when he saw the people coming out of the city, he pounced
upon them and struck them down. 44 While Abimelech and
the columnb that followed him dashed ahead and took up
a position at the entrance of the city gate, the other two col
umns rushed upon all that were in the open and struck
them down. 45 Abimelech fought against the city all that
day. He captured the city and massacred the people in it; he
razed the town and sowed it with salt.
46 When all the citizens of the Tower of Shechem learned
of this, they went into the tunnel d of the temple of
El-berith. • 47When Abimelech was informed that all the cit
izens of the Tower of Shechem had gathered [there],
48 Abimelech and all the troops he had with him went up
on Mount Zalmon. Taking an ax' in his hand, Abimelech
lopped off a tree limb and lifted it onto his shoulder. Then
he said to the troops that accompanied him, "What you saw
me do-quick, do the same!" 49So each of the troops also
lopped off a bough; then they marched behind Abimelech
and laid them against the tunnel, and set fire to the tunnel
over their heads. Thus all the people of the Tower of
Shechem also perished, about a thousand men and women.
50 Abimelech proceeded to Thebez; he encamped at
Thebez and occupied it. 51 Within the town was a fortified
tower; and all the citizens of the town, men and women,
took refuge there. They shut themselves in, and went up
on the roof of the tower. 52 Abimelech pressed forward to
the tower and attacked it. He approached the door of the
tower to set it on fire. 53 But a woman dropped an upper
millstone on Abimelech's head and cracked his skull.
54 He immediately cried out to his attendant, his arms
bearer, "Draw your dagger and finish me off, that they
c

a Cf "Tormah" in v. 3 1 .
b Heb. "colunms."
c Per/raps identical witlr Belir-millo of V"lJ. 6 and 20.
d Cf 1 Sam. 13.6; others "citadel. "
e Called "Baal-beritlr" in v. 4·
was adjacent to it, where necro
mancers ( Heb "me'onenim") were
evidently active. 39: Many men
from Gaal's army fell in the area

f Heb. plural.

between the battle location and the
city gate. 41: After his victory
Abimelech returned to dwell in

Arumah.

9.42-45: Second stage: the second
battle in Shechem. There is no ex
plicit justification for the second
war and the harsh means taken by
Abimelech against the She
chemites. It is directly connected
to the depiction of Abimelech in
the parable and its explanation: He
is a fire that consumes all i ts envi
rons. 45: Sowed it wit/1 salt, a sym
bolic action intended to signify
that the destruction is final and the
city would be barren and could
not be rebuilt. Assyrian kings be
haved in a similar manner. Al
ready in the days of Jeroboam I,
however, Shechem is mentioned as
a central place ( 1 Kings 12.1 ) .

9.46-49: Third stage:

the battle at
the Tower of Shechem. Once

again the narrative gives no reason
for the war. Here the fire imagery
is strengthened, because Abim
elech himself made use of fire. On
the other hand, he is described as a
charismatic, though excessively
cruel leader. It would appear that
the Tower of Shechem (Heb "mig
dal shek.hem") was not part of
Shechem, which had already been
destroyed, but was a nearby settle
ment whose name was Migdal
shechem. 46: Of tl1is, the destruc
tion of Shechem. 48: Zalmon, a
mountain near Shechem, whose
identification is uncertain. Do tile
same: These words are reminiscent
of Gideon (7. 1 7).

Fourth stage: the battle
of Thebez and Abimelech's
death. In this fourth, climactic

9.50-54:

stage, Abimelech meets his igno
minious death (see 2 Sam.
11.2o-21 ) . 50: Thebez: Contempo
rary scholars think that this name
is a corruption of Tirzah, located
12 km (7 miles) northeast of
Shechem. 51 : Went up: They went
up on the roof in order to fight by
throwing rocks, arrows, and the
like. 53: The Sages (Tnn!wma,
Buber ed., Vnycm 51b [ 102]) em
phasize the principle of measure
for measure, connecting Abim
elech's death from a stone to the
stone upon which he slew his
brothers. 54: Abimelech's request
to his armor-bearer is similar to
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may not say of me, ' A woman killed him!' " So his atten
dant stabbed him, and he died. 55 When the men of Israel
saw that Abimelech was dead, everyone went home.
56 Thus God repaid Abimelech for the evil he had done
to his father by slaying his seventy brothers; 57 and God
likewise repaid the men of Shechem for all their wicked
ness. And so the curse of Jotham son of Jerubbaal was ful
filled upon them.
Abimelech, Tala son of Puah son of Dodo, a
man of Issachar, arose to deliver Israel. He lived
1at Shamir
0 After
in the hill country of Ephraim. 2 He led Israel

for twenty-three years; then he died and was buried at
Shamir.
3 After him arose }air the Gileadite, and he led Israel for
twenty-two years. (4 He had thirty sons, who rode on
thirty burros and owned thirty boroughs• in the region of
Gilead; these are called Havvoth-jairb to this day.) 5 Then
}air died and was buried at Kaman.
6 The Israelites again did what was offensive to the
LORD. They served the Baalim and the Ashtaroth, and the
gods of Aram, the gods of Sidon, the gods of Moab, the
gods of the Ammonites, and the gods of the Philistines;
they forsook the LoRD and did not serve Him. 7 And the
LoRD, incensed with Israel, surrendered them to the Phil
istines and to the Ammonites. B That year they battered
a Imitating tire p1111 in tire Heb., wlticlt employs 'ayarimfirst in tire sense of "donkeys" and
then in tire sense of "towns."
b I.e., "tire villages of fair"; cf N11111. ]2.41.
that of Saul in the battle of Gilboa
(1 Sam. 31.4), and emphasizes how
even in his death he was con
cerned for his honor. Yet he is re
membered as the one killed by a
woman (2 Sam. 11.2o-21).

9.55-57: Denoument: the disper
sion of the army and the end of
the cycle. 55: Upon Abimelech's
death, the army that supported
him was dispersed, thereby end
ing the first attempt to establish
monarchical rule over Israel. The
fall of his kingship showed that in
order to assure quiet and stability
it is not enough to have a charis
matic king who is supported by
the army. 56-57: The story con
cludes by alluding to the various
units that opened it: the murder
and the parable.

1 0.1-5: Consecutive judges: first
list. The judges mentioned after
Abimelech appear one after an
other, without intervening periods
of sin and punishment; they may
therefore be described as consecu
tive judges. (Other scholars call
them "minor judges," because the
accounts of their actions are
"minor" or short.) The account re
ferring to them does not describe
any acts of deliverance, but merely
lists the place where they lived,
their burial place, the period they
were judges, and sometime their
descendants and property. Schol
ars debate whether they are to be
seen as a distinct type of judge, or
if they were similar to the other
judges, but for whatever reasons,
less information has been recorded
about them. Their appearance

helps create the impression that
leadership continuity may prevent
return to a period of sin, and thus
on the one hand, softens the nega
tive impression created by the
kingdom of Abimelech, and on the
other, confirms the final conclusion
of the book concerning the advan
tages of monarchy. A second list
appears in 12.8-15. Some scholars
believe that these two lists were
originally joined, and that Jephthah
was in the middle of this list, and
the expanded Jephthah story now
interrupts the list. 1 : To deliver: It is
not told from whom or how he de
livered Israel. To/a: This name is
connected with the families of the
tribe of Issachar (Gen. 46.13; Num.
26.23-25; 1 Chron. 7.1-5). 5/mmir . . .
Ephraim . . : Not identified, but the
existence of families from Issachar
in the central mountain suggests
that they began taking possession
there, before they went down to the
Jezreel Valley. 3: Sources outside
the book of Judges (Num. 32.41;
Deut. 3.14; 1 Chron. 2.22-23) relate
this tradition to an earlier ]air,
who conquered territory in Gil
ead. 4: The large number of off
spring and burros indicates his
established position. 5: Kamon,
located in northern Gilead.
.

1 0.6-16: Introduction to the Jeph
thah cycle. Following ]air the Gile
adite no other judge appears, and
as a result the people return to sin.
The stages of sin, punishment, and
crying out that precede )ephthah
are particularly detailed and repre
sented as graver than those that
preceded it. 6: The text enumerates
seven types of idolatry, concluding
by stating that Israel had com
pletely abandoned the worship of
the LoRD. 7: The subjugation is
also presented as more severe.
This time the LoRD gave His peo
ple to the Philistines in the west
and the Ammonites in the east.
The reference to the Philistines
may also foreshadow the stories of
Samson. The sequel of this de
scription focuses on the Ammon
ites. 8: Tire land of the Amorites: It
follows from the sequel (11.22)
that this refers to southern Gilead,
the territory lying between the
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and shattered the Israelites-for• eighteen years-all the
Israelites beyond the Jordan, in [what had been] the land
of the Amorites in Gilead. 9 The Ammonites also crossed
the Jordan to make war on Judah, Benjamin, and the
House of Ephraim. Israel was in great distress.
1D Then the Israelites cried out to the LoRD, "We stand
guilty before You, for we have forsaken our God and
served the Baalim." 11 But the LoRD said to the Israelites,
"[I have rescued you] from the Egyptians, from the Amo
rites, from the Ammonites, and from the Philistines. 12 The
Sidonians, Amalek, and Maonb also oppressed you; and
when you cried out to Me, I saved you from them. 13 Yet
you have forsaken Me and have served other gods. No, I
will not deliver you again. 14 Go cry to the gods you have
chosen; let them deliver you in your time of distress!"
15 But the Israelites implored the LoRD: "We stand guilty.
Do to us as You see fit; only save us this day!" 16 They re
moved the alien gods from among them and served the
LoRD; and He could not bear the miseries of Israel.
17 The Ammonites mustered and they encamped in Gil
ead; and the Israelites massed and they encamped at Miz
pah. 1B The troops-the officers of Gilead-said to one an
other, "Let the man who is the first to fight the Ammonites
be chieftain over all the inhabitants of Gilead."

1 1 Jephthah the Gileadite was an able warrior, who

was the son of a prostitute. Jephthah's father was
Gilead; 2 but Gilead also had sons by his wife, and when
the wife's sons grew up, they drove Jephthah out. They
said to him, "You shall have no share in our father's prop
erty, for you are the son of an outsider."' 3 So Jephthah fled
from his brothers and settled in the Tob country. Men of
low character gathered about Jephthah and went out raid
ing with him.
4 Some time later, the Ammonites went to war against
a Meaning ofHeb. 11ncertaiu; perllaps "eno11gll for" or "contin11i11g for. "
b Sept11agint reads "Midian. "
c Lit. "atrot/rer wo11ran. "

Rivers Arnon and Jabbok. 10-16:
This time God rebuked His peo
ple, and they acknowledged their
sin and removed the foreign gods.
10: We stand guilty before You: This
v., very close to the book's center,
is the only explicit reference to re
pentance in the entire book, and
may be a later addition; elsewhere,
the Israelites simply "cry out."
1 2: Maon: The Maonites were a no
madic tribe in the southwest of

Judah (I Chron. 4-4I; 2 Chron.
26.7); therefore their mention here
is surprising. In some manuscripts
this word is missing, supporting
its possible deletion. 16: It is possi
ble that some ritual action stands
behind the activity depicted here
and in Gen. 35-I; Josh. 24.23 and
I Sam. 7·3·

10.17-1 1.11: Jephthah's appoint
ment. Jephthah, who had been ex-

pelled from the inheritance by his
brothers, established himself as the
head of a band of ruffians in the
eastern border area. It seems that
his expulsion was with the ap
proval of the elders of Gilead.
Thanks to his military experience,
and the absence of any other can
didate, the elders were forced to
ask him to lead the army. But he
made his appointment conditional:
If he won the war, he would be
leader of all the inhabitants of Gil
ead. The elders agreed and ap
pointed Jephthah before the LoRD
in Mizpah, not only as com
mander, but also as chieftain. This
story depicts Jephthah similarly to
Abimelech, hinting at his problem
atic rule. The story of Jephthah's
appointment and his victory over
the Ammonites (11.I-I2.7, omit
ting the story of Jephthah's daugh
ter) is read as the haftarah for the
parashah of I:Iukkat (Num. chs
I 9-2I), which describes Israel's
war against Sihon king of the Am
orites, a subject that arises in the
negotiation between Jephthah
and the king of the Ammonites.
10.17: Mizpalr (which means "out
look") has not been identified.
18: Tfze first . . . : The phrasing em
phasizes their despair. The leader
ship is promised to whoever will
dare to fight, and not necessarily
to the one who achieves victory.
Chieftain: a leader whose authority
is not only military, but also judi
cial and administrative. The peo
ple are prepared to convey this au
thority to the one who dares to
fight the Ammonites even during
the period following the war.
11.1: According to the Sumerian
law of Lipit-Ishtar, when a man
has no sons by his wife but does
have sons by a harlot, those sons
are allowed to inherit his estate.
Perhaps a similar law applied in
Israel. 2: Gilead's wife apparently
bore him sons after Jephthah's
birth. Outsider, in this context,
a euphemism for a prostitute.
3: Tab country, located in the
northeast of Gilead; presumably a
border district to which law
breakers and banished people
came. Men of low cfzaracter, see 9·4·
4: This v. belongs before IO.I7.
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Israel. s And when the Ammonites attacked Israel, the el
ders of Gilead went to bring Jephthah back from the Tob
country. 6 They said to Jephthah, "Come be our chief, so
that we can fight the Ammonites." 7Jephthah replied to
the elders of Gilead, "You are the very people who re
jected me and drove me out of my father's house. How
can you come to me now when you are in trouble?" B The
elders of Gilead said to Jephthah, "Honestly, we have now
hlrned back to you. If you come with us and fight the Am
monites, you shall be our commander over all the inhabi
tants of Gilead." 9Jephthah said to the elders of Gilead,
" [Very well,] if you bring me back to fight the Ammonites
and the LoRD delivers them to me, I am to be your com
mander." 10 And the elders of Gilead answered Jepthah,
"The LoRD Himself shall be witness between us: we will
do just as you have said."
n Jephthah went with the elders of Gilead, and the peo
ple made him their commander and chief. And Jephthah
repeated all these terms before the LoRD at Mizpah.
12Jephthah then sent messengers to the king of the Am
monites, saying, "What have you against me that you
have come to make war on my country?" 13 The king of
the Ammonites replied to Jephthah's messengers, "When
Israel came from Egypt, they seized the land which is
mine, from the Arnon to the Jabbok as far as the Jordan.
Now, then, restore it peaceably."
14 Jephthah again sent messengers to the king of the
Ammonites. 15 He said to him, "Thus said Jephthah: Israel
did not seize the land of Moab or the land of the Ammon
ites. 16 When they left Egypt, Israel traveled through the
wilderness to the Sea of Reeds and Went on to Kadesh.
17 Israel then sent messengers to the king of Edom, saying,
'Allow us to cross your country.' But the king of Edom
would not consent. They also sent a mission to the king of
Moab, and he refused. So Israel, after staying at Kadesh,
18 traveled on through the wilderness, skirting the land of
5: Tlze elders of Gilead: They are so
desperate, they come themselves
rather than sending messengers.
6: Chief, in this context, a man of
war ("katzin"), whose authority
is less than that of the "head"
("ro'sh"). Jephthah understands
this adverse proposal, and there
fore begins negotiations. 7-9:
From Jephthah's viewpoint the el
ders are responsible for his expul
sion because they did not stop his

brothers. The elders do not deny
it and offer him all the authority
he asks for. Jephthah, in all fair
ness, sta tes that he will accept the
position only if he is victorious.
10: The witness of God was usual
in Israel (Gen. 31.50; etc.) and di
vine witnesses are well known
from treaties in the ancient Near
East. 1 1 : Before the LoRD, in a place
sanctified to the LoRD, such as a
temple or an altar.

1 1 .12-28: The negotiation with
the king of the Ammonites. Jeph

thah attempted to prevent war by
negotiation, where he questions
the Ammonites' motivation for
war. Against the argument of the
Ammonite king that the territory
"from the Arnon to the Jabbok as
far as the Jordan" belongs to the
Ammonites (v. 13), Jephthah justi
fies the Israelite conquest by the
following arguments: (1) the area
under dispute never belonged to
Ammon, but to Sihon king of the
Amorites (vv. 14-19); (2) Israel was
forced to wage war against Sihon
because he did not allow them to
pass through his land (v. 20); (3)
the conquest of Sihon's land was
the LORD's will (vv. 21-24); (4) for
the past 300 years the Ammonites
have not questioned Israelite set
tlement in these areas (vv. 25-26).
Once the king of the Ammonites
rejected these arguments, war was
inevitable. For a variety of reasons,
including the fact that Chemosh
(v. 24) is the national god of Moab,
not Ammon, and that the story
mentions the Moabite King Balak
(v. 25), many scholars believe that
much of this ch was a separate
document concerning Israel and
Moab; once this became integrated
here, Moab was changed to
Ammon-at the beginning and at
the end (vv. 12-14, 27-28). The
subject is repeated in the Torah
(Num. 20.14-21; 33.37-49; Deut.
chs 2-3). 13: Amon . . . ]abbok . . .
Jordan: The brook Arnon, which
spills into the Dead Sea, marks the
southern border of Gilead and the
land of Sihon, and the northern
boundary of Moab. The Jabbok
spills into the Jordan north of the
city Adam and divides Gilead into
two parts. The western border is
the Jordan and the eastern is the
desert. Reuben and Dan settled in
the land of Sihon. 1 6: The narrator
describes events from the begin
ning of the period of wandering
briefly, focusing upon those that
preceded the conquest of the dis
puted region. Kadesh, Kadesh
barnea, a desert oasis in northern
Sinai. 19: Heshbon, located about
10 km (6 miles) north of Medeba,
and described as a royal city from
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Edom and the land of Moab. They kept to the east of the
land of Moab until they encamped on the other side of the
Arnon; and, since Moab ends at the Arnon, they never en
tered Moabite territory.
1 9 "Then Israel sent messengers to Sihon king of the
Amorites, the king of Heshbon. Israel said to him, 'Allow
us to cross through your country to our homeland.' 20 But
Sihon would not trust Israel to pass through his territory.
Sihon mustered all his troops, and they encamped at
Jahaz; he engaged Israel in battle. 21 But the LoRD, the God
of Israel, delivered Sihon and all his troops into Israel's
hands, and they defeated them; and Israel took possession
of all the land of the Amorites, the inhabitants of that land.
22 Thus they possessed all the territory of the Amorites
from the Arnon to the Jabbok and from the wilderness to
the Jordan.
23 "Now, then, the LoRD, the God of Israel, dispossessed
the Amorites before His people Israel; and should you
possess their land? 24 Do you not hold what Chemosh
your god gives you to possess? So we will hold on
to everything that the LORD our God has given us to pos
sess.
25 "Besides, are you any better than Balak son of Zippor,
king of Moab? Did he start a quarrel with Israel or go to
war with them?
26 "While Israel has been inhabiting Heshbon and its de
pendencies, and Aroer and its dependencies, and all the
towns along the Arnon for three hundred years, why have
you not tried to recover them all this time? 27 I have done
you no wrong; yet you are doing me harm and making
war on me. May the LoRD, who judges, decide today be
tween the Israelites and the Ammonites! "
28 But the king o f the Ammonites paid n o heed to the
message that Jephthah sent him.
29 Then the spirit of the LoRD came upon Jephthah. He
marched through Gilead and Manasseh, passing Mizpeh
of Gilead; and from Mizpeh of Gilead he crossed over [to]
the Ammonites. 30 And Jephthah made the following vow
to the LoRD: "If You deliver the Ammonites into my
hands, 31 then whatever comes out of the door of my
house to meet me on my safe return from the Ammonites
shall be the LoRD's and shall be offered by me as a burnt
offering."
32 Jephthah crossed over to the Ammonites and attacked
them, and the LORD delivered them into his hands. 33 He
utterly routed them-from Aroer as far as Minnith,
twenty towns-all the way to Abel-cheramim. So the Am
monites submitted to the Israelites.
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which Sihon ruled his country.
20: falznz, identification uncertain;
it is also mentioned in the Moabite
Mesha inscription (ll. 18-20).
24: Chemos/1, the national god of
Moab, mentioned in the Mesha in
scription (II. 5-6, etc.). As noted,
the reference to Chemosh, rather
than Milcom, the high god of
Ammon, indicates the source of
this document. 25: On Bnlnk, who
wished to curse Israel and ended
up blessing them, see Num.
22.2-24.5. 26: Aroer: Located on the
northern shore of the Arnon, it
marks the southern border of
Sihon's kingdom. It is mentioned
in the Moabite Mesha inscription
as a city he built (I. 26). Three hun
dred: A round and inexact number
that has no relation to the length of
the period of the j udges. The au
thor thought that 300 years had
passed from the conquest until
Jephthah.

1 1 .29-40: The war and the oath.
Before going out to battle Jephthah
makes a vow, stating that if the
LoRD will give him victory, he will
make Him an offering of the first
thing that comes out of his house.
After defea ting the Ammonites he
returns home, where he is met by
his only daughter, who had come
out to greet him, and he is forced
to carry out his vow. In practice,
the brief account of the war is in
corporated within the account of
the vow, depicted in detail and in
a way that emphasizes the tragedy
of this fateful, irreversible error.
Biblical literature s truggles with
the norm of offering human sacri
fices, which was apparently prac
ticed throughout the First Temple
period (2 Kings 21.6; 23.10; Jer.
7.31; etc.). Hence, this incident
shows Jephthah in a negative
light. Jephthah is, genealogically
speaking, a marginal person
both in his ancestry and in his
progeny. 29: Jephthah advanced in
a northeasterly direction. The
places mentioned here and in v. 33
have not been identified. 31: The
formulation of the oath, referring
to one coming out of the door
of his house, suggests a human
rather than animal sacrifice.
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34 When Jephthah arrived at his home in Mizpah, there
was his daughter coming out to meet him, with timbrel
and dance! She was an only child; he had no other son or
daughter. 35 On seeing her, he rent his clothes and said,
"Alas, daughter! You have brought me low; you have be
come my troubler! For I have •·uttered a vow·• to the LoRD
and I cannot retract." 36 "Father," she said, "you have ut
tered a vow to the LORD; do to me as you have vowed,
seeing that the LoRD has vindicated you against your ene
mies, the Ammonites." 37 She further said to her father,
"Let this be done for me: let me be for two months, and I
will go with my companions and lamentb upon the hills
and there bewail my maidenhood." 3B "Go," he replied.
He let her go for two months, and she and her compan
ions went and bewailed her maidenhood upon the hills.
39 After two months' time, she returned to her father, and
he did to her as he had vowed. She had never known a
man. So it became a custom in Israel 40 for the maidens of
Israel to go every year, for four days in the year, and chant
dirges for the daughter of Jephthah the Gileadite.
The men of Ephraim mustered and crossed [the
to Zaphon. They said to Jephthah, "Why
1did2youJordan]
march to fight the Ammonites without calling us

to go with you? We'll burn your house down over you!"
2 Jephthah answered them, "I and my people were in a bit
ter conflict with the Ammonites; and I summoned you,
but you did not save me from them. 3 When I saw that you
were no saviors, I risked my life and advanced against the
Ammonites; and the LoRD delivered them into my hands.
Why have you come here now to fight against me?" 4 And
Jephthah gathered all the men of Gilead and fought the
Ephraimites. The men of Gilead defeated the Ephraimites;
for <they had said, "You Gileadites are nothing but fugi
tives from Ephraim-being in Manasseh is like being in
Ephraim."·< 5 The Gileadites held the fords of the Jordan
against the Ephraimites. And when any fugitive from
n-n Lit. "opmed my mouth."
b Lit. "descend," i.e., with weeping; cf lsn. 15-3c-c Memring of Heb. uncertain.

34: Mizpah: This is not Mizpeh of

Gilead mentioned in v. 29, but is
apparently Mizpah which is men
tioned in 11.11. 35: I cannot retrnct:
Jephthah and his daughter under
stand the oath as an obligation
that cannot be nullified, since
vows were taken very seriously in

the biblical period (see Deut.
23.22-23; Prov. 20.25; EccL 5-3-4)37: My maidenhood: I will weep be
cause I will die in my youth, as a
childless virgin. 39: The text shies
away from explicitly depicting her
sacrifice, which leads some ancient
and modern interpreters (e.g.,

Radak) to suggest that she was not
actually killed. 40: The story has
an etiological conclusion, explain
ing a custom that had presumably
existed since hoary antiquity: to
sing dirges four days a year in
memory of Jephthah's daughter.
This custom is unattested else
where in the Bible.

1 2.1-7: Jephthah's battle with
Ephraim and the conclusion. This
story likewise shows Jephthah in a
negative light. The men of
Ephraim had threatened to burn
Jephthah's house because he had
not called them to participate in
the war against the Ammonites.
Jephthah replies that he had at
tempted to call them in the past,
but they refused. He went to war
against Ephraim, and this con
cluded with the death of 42,000
Ephraimites. This conflict mirrors
Gideon's conflict with Ephraim
(8.1-3) and presents Ephraim neg
atively in a struggle for inter-tribal
hegemony. Within the broader
book, this fits the pro-Judean,
anti-northern ideology of the edi
tor. (Ephraim is used elsewhere in
the Bible to refer to the Northern
Kingdom.) While Gideon suc
ceeded in preventing a civil war,
Jephthah conducted a bloody con
flict. The blocking of the Jordan
crossings was a tactic used by
Ehud (3-28), but while Ehud made
war against the Moabites, Jeph
thah did so against his own peo
ple. These comparisons stress
that Jephthah is not fit to lead.
1: Zaplwn: This may refer to the
settlement Zaphon, located in the
territory of Gad near the city of
Succoth (Josh. 13.27). 4: The men
of Gilead were insulted by the
Ephraim l tes. According to one in
terpretation, even the lowest of
Ephraim, naming the fugitives,
despised the people of Gilead,
telling them that they had no im
portance in Ephraim and Manas
seh. Others suggest that the phrase
"fugitives of Ephraim" relates
to the inhabitants of Gilead as
refugees who left the region of
Ephraim and Manasseh. 5: The
Gileadites seized the Jordan fords
even before the men of Ephraim
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Ephraim said, "Let me cross," the men of Gilead would
ask him, "Are you an Ephraimite?"; if he said "No," 6 they
would say to him, "Then say shibboleth"; but he would say
"sibboleth, " not being able to pronounce it correctly. There
upon they would seize him and slay him by the fords of
the Jordan. Forty-two thousand Ephraimites fell at that
time.
7Jephthah led Israel six years. Then Jephthah the Gile
adite died and he was buried in one of the towns of Gil
ead.
s After him, Ibzan of Bethlehem • led Israel. 9 He had
thirty sons, and he married off thirty daughters outside
the clan and brought in thirty girls from outside the clan
for his sons. He led Israel seven years. lD Then Ibzan died
and was buried in Bethlehem.
11 After him, Elon the Zebulunite led Israel; he led Israel
for ten years. 12 Then Elon the Zebulunite died and was
buried in Aijalon, in the territory of Zebulun.
13 After him, Abdon son of Hillel the Pirathonite led Is
rael. 14 He had forty sons and thirty grandsons, who rode
on seventy jackasses. He led Israel for eight years. 15 Then
Abdon son of Hillel the Pirathonite died. He was buried
in Pirathon, in the territory of Ephraim, on the hill of the
Amalekites.

1 3 The Israelites again did what was offensive to the

LORD, and the LoRD delivered them into the hands
of the Philistines for forty years.
2 There was a certain man from Zorah, of the stock of
Dan, whose name was Manoah. His wife was barren and
had borne no children. 3 An angel of the LORD appeared to
the woman and said to her, "You are barren and have
borne no children; but you shall conceive and bear a son.
a I.e., Betlrlel�em in Zebulwr; cf Josh. 19.15.

arrived. 6: The difference in pro
nunciation, "sibboleth " instead of
"shibboleth" (s/sh) reflected dialec
tical variation in the different areas
of settlement. It is uncertain
whether the word "shibboleth"
refers to the current of the river
(Ps. 69.3) or to sheaves of grain
(Gen. 41.5-7). 7: While Jephthah
the commander did indeed save
his people from the Ammonites,
he did not prove himself as a
leader, and his term only lasted six
years. The final burial notice is

odd; it would be expected that he
was buried in his city, Mizpah.

12.8-15: Consecutive judges: sec
ond list. Three consecutive judges
appear after Jephthah, suggesting
an additional period without sin,
punishment, or deliverance. On
these judges, see 10.1-5 n. 8: Ex
cept Othniel, who was from Judah,
all the judges throughout the book
are from northern Israel. Hence,
the Betlrlehem mentioned here is a
city in the territory of Zebulun

1 2 . 6-1 3 . 3

(Josh. 19.15). 9: The author wishes
to indicate his extensive connec
tions, as marriage was one of
the means of creating foreign al
liances. 1 3: Pirathon is elsewhere
mentioned as the city of Benaiah
of Ephraim, one of David's war
riors (2 Sam. 2J.JO; 1 Chron. 27.14).
Chs 1 3-16: The Samson cycle.
Samson was different from the
other judges. His activity bears a
miraculous character, he fights as
an individual rather than a com
mander, and his heroic acts are the
result of personal involvement
with Philistine women. The stories
concerning him are filled with
remnants of myth, legends, and
folk traditions. On the o ther hand,
he is not portrayed as a giant, and
he has a direct connection with
God, both through his being a
Nazirite and through his prayers.
Concluding the stories of the
judges with a hero who does not
deliver his people but only him
self, and who dies in enemy cap
tivity, contributes to the feeling of
disappointment with the type of
leadership that the judges repre
sent. This bolsters the book's ulti
mate conclusion, that permanent
kingship over all of Israel must be
established. This cycle, like the
others in the book, comprises orig
inally distinct stories which have
been joined together into a largely
unified whole.

1 3.1-25: Samson's birth. The
story is reminiscent of other an
nunciation stories, where God or
His messengers appear (Gen.
18.1-15; Judg. 6.11-24; 1 Sam. ch 1;
2 Kings 4·8-37). This story serves
as the haftarah for the Torah por
tion of Naso' (Num. 4.21-7.89),
which includes the Nazirite laws
(6.1-21), since Samson is depicted
as a Nazirite from before his birth.
1: Subjugation of 40 years is the
longest in the book. The absence of
the stage of crying out strengthens
the impression of distance from
the LORD. 2: Zorah, located in the
territory of Dan, near the modern
kibbutz of that name. Nearby is an
altar carved into rock, commonly
known as " the altar of Manoah."

JUDGES 1 } ·4-1 ) .21
4 Now be careful not to drink wine or other intoxicant, or
to eat anything unclean. s For you are going to conceive
and bear a son; let no razor touch his head, for the boy is
to be a nazirite to God from the womb on. He shall be the
first to deliver Israel from the Philistines."
6 The woman went and told her husband, "A man of
God came to me; he looked like an angel of God, very
frightening. I did not ask him where he was from, nor did
he tell me his name. 7 He said to me, 'You are going to con
ceive and bear a son. Drink no wine or other intoxicant,
and eat nothing unclean, for the boy is to be a nazirite to
God from the womb to the day of his death!' "
B Manoah pleaded with the LoRD. "Oh, my Lord! " he
said, "please let the man of God that You sent come to us
again, and let him instruct us how to act with the child
that is to be born." 9 God heeded Manoah's plea, and the
angel of God came to the woman again. She was sitting in
the field and her husband Manoah was not with her.
10 The woman ran in haste to tell her husband. She said to
him, "The man who came to me before• has just appeared
to me." 11 Manoah promptly followed his wife. He came
to the man and asked him: "Are you the man who spoke
to my wife?" "Yes," he answered. 12 Then Manoah said,
"May your words soon come true! What rules shall be ob
served for the boy?" 13 The angel of the LoRD said to Ma
noah, "The woman must abstain from all the things
against which I warned her. 14 She must not eat anything
that comes from the grapevine, or drink wine or other in
toxicant, or eat anything unclean. She must observe all
that I commanded her."
15 Manoah said to the angel of the LoRD, "Let us detain
you and prepare a kid for you." 16 But the angel of the
LORD said to Manoah, "If you detain me, I shall not eat
your food; and if you present a burnt offering, offer it to
LORD."-For Manoah did not know that he was an angel
of the LoRD. 1 7 So Manoah said to the angel of the LoRD,
"What is your name? We should like to honor you when
your words come true." 1 8 The angel said to him, "You
must not ask for my name; it is unknowable!"
19 Manoah took the kid and the meal offering and of
fered them up on the rock to the LoRD; b-and a marvelous
thing happened-b while Manoah and his wife looked on.
20 As the flames leaped up from the altar toward the sky,
the angel of the LORD ascended in the flames of the altar,
while Manoah and his wife looked on; and they flung
themselves on their faces to the ground.---21 The angel of
a Lit. "in lite day."

b-b Menning of Heb. uncertai11.
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Stock: The Heb word used here is
"family," referring to the entire
tribe, as this small tribe consisted
of only one family (Num. 26-42).
5: Samson's Nazirite-hood is ex
ceptional, referred to by the Sages
as "the Nazirite-hood of Sam
son"-namely, even when his
hair grew heavy he did not thin it
(111. Naz. 1.2). The prohibition of
drinking wine applies only to his
mother. The first, the Heb and KJV:
"he shall begin," meaning that he
will not deliver them fully, but
only in a partial manner (Rashi ad
loc). 6: From the woman's report
to her husband, she seems to sus
pect that the man of God was an
angel, and therefore did not ask
him usual questions, such as his
name or where he was from. 7: To
the day of his death: The woman
does not repeat the angel's words
exactly. She focuses upon the pro
hibitions applied to her, and inter
prets the partial deliverance as al
luding to the premature death of
the child. Thus, she creates gaps
that cause Manoah to ask for an
other appearance of the visitor.
8: Us: Manoah wants to be a full
partner in the additional visit; he
seems to mistrust his wife's report.
9: Due to the woman's preferred
status in birth stories (d. 2 Kings
4.8-17), the angel, notwithstanding
Manoah's request, reappears to the
woman, and thereafter Manoah
follows his wife. 1 1: The observa
tion that Manoah promptly followed
his wife is unusual in biblical litera
ture, and reflects the role reversal
of man and woman in this ch.
1 2: Your words, i.e., of prophecy.
For the boy: Manoah asks how to
behave regarding the child who is
to be born. 13-14: The angel's an
swer ignores Manoah's question
and only relates to the woman.
15: Manoah invites the angel to a
meal-behavior reminiscent of
Gideon's in 6.18. Perhaps the func
tion of the meal is to determine
whether he is in fact an angel; al
ternatively, the text suggests that
Manoah has no clue that this man
is actually an angel. 16: The angel,
as angels do, refuses to eat and
suggests that the goat be offered to
the LoRD. The second half of this
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the LORD never appeared again to Manoah and his wife.
Manoah then realized that it had been an angel of the
LORD. 22 And Manoah said to his wife, "We shall surely
die, for we have seen a divine being." 23 But his wife said
to him, "Had the LoRD meant to take our lives, He would
not have accepted a burnt offering and meal offering from
us, nor let us see all these things; and He would not have
made such an announcement to us."
24 The woman bore a son, and she named him Samson.
The boy grew up, and the LoRD blessed him. 25 The spirit
of the LoRD first moved him in the encampment of Dan,
between Zorah and Eshtaol.

when the sacrifice is offered, while
Manoah and his wife watch.
20: Altar, the rock. 21 : Only after
the angel disappears does Manoah
understand that God's messenger
had been revealed to them. His
wife already felt this at the first en
counter. 22: The view that seeing
the LoRD brings death (cf. 6.22 and
elsewhere) causes Manoah to ex
press his fear. 23: Manoah's wife is
logical. She calms him by stating
that if God had wished to kill
them He would not have sent
His angel twice. The narrator's
depiction of Manoah in this ch
supports the Rabbis' observation
that "Manoah was a boorish, igno
rant person" (b. Ber. 61a). 24a: The
woman gives the infant his name.
Many commentators connect the
name with the sun (Heb "Shim
shan" [Samson] /"shemesh"
[sun]), seeing in this a mythologi
cal allusion. 24b-25: These vv.
summarize Samson's unique
growth and development under
divine protection. Eslztaol, near
Zorah.

1 4 Once Samson went down to Timnah; and while in

Tirnnah, he noticed a girl among the Philistine
women. 2 0n his return, he told his father and mother, "I
noticed one of the Philistine women in Timnah; please get
her for me as a wife." 3 His father and mother said to him,
"Is there no one among the daughters of your own kins
men and among all our• people, that you must go and
take a wife from the uncircumcised Philistines?" But Sam
son answered his father, "Get me that one, for she is the
one that pleases me." 4 His father and mother did not real
ize that this was the LoRn's doing: He was seeking a pre
text against the Philistines, for the Philistines were ruling
over Israel at that time. s So Samson and his father and
mother went down to Timnah.
When heb came to the vineyards of Timnah [for the first
time], a full-grown lion came roaring at him. 6 The spirit of
the LORD gripped him, and he tore him asunder with his
bare hands as one might tear a kid asunder; but he did not
tell his father and mother what he had done. 7 Then he
went down and spoke to the woman, and she pleased
Samson.
B Returning the following year to marry her, he turned
aside to look at the remains of the lion; and in the lion's
skeleton he found a swarm of bees, and honey. 9 He
scooped it into his palms and ate it as he went along.
n

Heb. "my."

b Hcb. "tlrey."

v. lfor Manoah . . . ) may belong at
the end of v. 15. 17: Manoah con
tinues to examine the angel and
asks for his name. He justifies this
question by stating that he wishes
to honor the messenger once his
tidings are realized. Since angels
do not have names (see Gen.
J2.JO), this may be Manoah's way

of testing to see if the man is an
angel, or it may be the narrator's
way of suggesting that Manoah is
not very clever, and in contrast to
his wife, still does not realize that
an angel is before him. 18: The
angel refuses to disclose his name.
19-20: The angel behaves in a
miraculous way and disappears

1 3 . 22-1 4 . 9

14.1-15.20: Samson's marriage to
the Timnite and its consequences.
Samson's marriage to a Philistine
woman is part of a deliberate di
vine strategy that might be de
scribed as a policy of "pretext," by
which Samson's connection with
Philistine women was intended to
provide him justification for harm
ing the Philistines by a series of
annoyances and not by wars of de
liverance. As in wisdom texts, God
acts in mysterious ways that are
not transparent to human ob
servers. 14.1: Tinmah, located be
tween Beth Shemesh and Ekron.
5: Although Samson went with his
parents, during the journey he left
the main road, so that they did not
know of his struggle with the lion
(v. 6; see also v. 9). Gilgamesh, the
hero of the Babylonian myth, and
Hercules, the Greek mythic hero,
also overcame lions. 8: The re
moval of honey from the skeleton
of a lion has parallels in the litera
ture of the ancient world. These
two acts provide the material for
the riddle. 9: Samson gave his par
ents some of the honey, but did not
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When he rejoined his father and mother, he gave them
some and they ate it; but he did not tell them that he had
scooped the honey out of a lion's skeleton.
l O So his father came down to the woman, and Samson
made a feast there, as young men used to do. 11 When
they• saw him, they designated thirty companions to be
with him. 12 Then Samson said to them, "Let me propound
a riddle to you. If you can give me the right answer during
the seven days of the feast, I shall give you thirty linen
tunics and thirty sets of clothing; 13 but if you are not able
to tell it to me, you must give me thirty linen tunics and
thirty sets of clothing." And they said to him, "Ask your
riddle and we will listen." 14 So he said to them:
"Out of the eater came something to eat,
Out of the strong came something sweet."
For three days they could not answer the riddle.
15 0n the seventhb day, they said to Samson's wife,
"Coax your husband to provide us with the answer to the
riddle; else we shall put you and your father's household
to the fire; have you invited us here< in order to impover
ish us?" 16 Then Samson's wife harassed him with tears,
and she said, "You really hate me, you don't love me. You
asked my countrymen a riddle, and you didn't tell me the
answer." He replied, "I haven't even told my father and
mother; shall I tell you?" 17 During the rest of the seven
days of the feast she continued to harass him with her
tears, and on the seventh day he told her, because she
nagged him so. And she explained the riddle to her coun
trymen. 1B On the seventh day, before the sunset, the
townsmen said to him:
"What is sweeter than honey,
And what is stronger than a lion?"
He responded:
"Had you not plowed with my heifer,
You would not have guessed my riddle!"
19The spirit of the LORD gripped him. He went down to
Ashkelon and killed thirty of its men. He stripped them
and gave the sets of clothing to those who had answered
the riddle. And he left in a rage for his father's house.
2 0 Samson's wife then married one of those who had
been his wedding companions.

1 5 Some time later, in the season of the wheat harvest,

Samson came to visit his wife, bringing a kid as a
gift. He said, "Let me go into the chamber to my wife."
n I.e., tile people ofTimnnll.
b Septuagint nnd Syrinc rend 'fourth."
c Rendi11g halom, with some Heb. mss. n11d Tnrgum.
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tell them its source. 10: The father
alone is mentioned here; the men
tion of Samson's mother at the be
ginning of the ch may help con
nect this story, an originally
separate narrative (note that Sam
son is never depicted as a Nazirite
in chs 14-15), with the previous ch,
in which the mother plays a cen
tral role. 1 1: To be with him, to pro
vide him with companionship, as
he was a stranger. 1 2: A riddle: The
proposal of a riddle accompanied
by betting was part of the feast en
tertainment. The postponement of
the riddle's solution until the sev
enth day indicates that Samson
was convinced that it could be im
possible to solve. 1 3: Samson takes
upon himself an obligation JO
times greater than that of any
other. 14: Samson's riddle is per
sonal, and could not be solved
without knowledge of his earlier
acts. 15: On the seventh day: Some
versions of the Septuagint suggest
the fourth day, which is more
likely in context. Have you ilwited
us here: The Philistines accuse the
bride and her family of collabora
tion with Samson, with the intent
of impoverishing them. 16: My
countrymen: This formulation em
phasizes the national confronta
tion: she and her countrymen
against Samson. 1 8: Samson re
sponds with a riddle. He compares
the woman to a heifer and the way
of discovering to plowing. Thus he
suggests that he knows how they
arrived at the solution. His parable
is phrased in a poetic formulation
identical to the solution that they
proposed, thereby concealing his
anger and allowing the festive at
mosphere to continue. 19: Samson
responds measure for measure,
without deviating from the num
ber JO. 20: After his vengeance,
Samson returns to his father's
house. It is possible that the mar
riage had yet to be consummated.
15.2: Taken a dislike may be a tech
nical term for divorce. 3: In accor
dance with the policy of pretexts,
Samson takes revenge not only
against his wife's family, but
against the Philistines in general.
4: The motif of using foxes to dam
age fields is also known from other
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But her father would not let him go in. 2 "I was sure," said
her father, "that you had taken a dislike to her, so I gave
her to your wedding companion. But her younger sister is
more beautiful than she; let her become your wife in
stead." 3 Thereupon Samson declared, "Now the Philis
tines can have no claim against me for the harm I shall do
them."
4 Samson went and caught three hundred foxes. He took
torches and, turning [the foxes] tail to tail, he placed a
torch between each pair of tails. 5 He lit the torches and
turned [the foxes] loose among the standing grain of the
Philistines, setting fire to stacked grain, standing grain,
vineyards, [and]• olive trees.
6 The Philistines asked, "Who did this?" And they were
told, "It was Samson, the son-in-law of the Timnite, who
took Samson'sb wife and gave her to his wedding com
panion." Thereupon the Philistines came up and put her
and her father< to the fire. 7 Samson said to them, "If that is
how you act, I will not rest until I have taken revenge on
you." B d·He gave them a sound and thorough thrashing:d
Then he went down and stayed in the cave of the rock of
Etam.
9 The Philistines came up, pitched camp in Judah and
spread out over Lehi. 10 The men of Judah asked, "Why
have you come up against us?" They answered, "We have
come to take Samson prisoner, and to do to him as he did
to us." 11 Thereupon three thousand men of Judah went
down to the cave of the rock of Etam, and they said to
Samson, "You knew that the Philistines rule over us; why
have you done this to us?" He replied, "As they did to me,
so I did to them." l 2 "We have come down," they told him,
"to take you prisoner and to hand you over to the Phil
istines." "But swear to me," said Samson to them, "that
you yourselves will not attack me." 13 "We won't," they
replied. "We will only take you prisoner and hand you
over to them; we will not slay you." So they bound him
with two new ropes and brought him up from the rock.
14 When he reached Lehi, the Philistines came shouting
to meet him. Thereupon the spirit of the LoRD gripped
him, and the ropes on his arms became like flax that
catches fire; the bonds melted off his hands. 1 5 He came
upon a fresh jawbone of an ass and he picked it up; and
with it he killed a thousand men. 16 Then Samson said:
a So Targum.
b Heb. "l1is."
c Many mss. read "ller fa tiler's household"; cf 14.15.
d-d Lit. "He smote them leg as well as tl1igll, a great smiting. "

ancient literature (cf. Song 2 . 1 5).

6: The Philistines justify Samson's
anger by taking revenge against
his wife and her father. 7: The vio
lence escalates. 8: A sound and thor
ough thrashing: The exact meaning
of the Heb expression, lit. "calf as
well as thigh," is not known, but it
is clear that the sense is a severe
beating. Etam: Samson goes to
live in the cleft of a rock in Judah,
near Zorah; see 1 Chron. 4-3·
9: Samson's presence in the terri
tory of Judah led the Philistines to
apply further pressure on the tribe
of Judah. Lehi, not identified. The
folk etymology of the name, which
means "jaw," appears in v. 17.
10-13: Samson is not afraid of the
Philistines, but of an attack by
Judah. He therefore makes them
take an oath. 15: The jawbone of
the ass was the first chance object
that came to his hand. This act of
bravery is reminiscent of the
heroic acts of Shamgar son of
Anath (3.3 1 ); cf. 2 Sam. 23.8-23.
16: Samson does not mention God
in his song of victory.
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"With the jaw of an ass,
Mass upon mass!
With the jaw of an ass
I have slain a thousand men."
17 As he finished speaking, he threw the jawbone away;
hence that place was called Ramath-lehi.a
18 He was very thirsty and he called to the LoRD, "You
Yourself have granted this great victory through Your ser
vant; and must I now die of thirst and fall into the hands
of the uncircumcised?" 1 9 So God split open the hollow
which is at Lehi, and the water gushed out of it; he drank,
regained his strength, and revived. That is why it is called
to this day "En-hakkoreb of Lehi."
20 He led Israel in the days of the Philistines for twenty
years.
Once Samson went to Gaza; there he met a whore
slept with her. 2'The Gazites [learnedj d that
1Samson
6 and
had come there, so they gathered and lay in am

bush for him in the town gate the whole night; and all
night long they kept whispering to each other, "When
daylight comes, we'll kill him." 3 But Samson lay in bed
only till midnight. At midnight he got up, grasped the
doors of the town gate together with the two gateposts,
and pulled them out along with the bar. He placed them
on his shoulders and carried them off to the top of the hill
that is near Hebron.
4 After that, he fell in love with a woman in the Wadi
Sorek, named Delilah. s The lords of the Philistines went
up to her and said, "Coax him and find out what makes
him so strong, and how we can overpower him, tie him

b

lludastood as ''T/ze Spring of tlze Caller. "
a I.e., "jawb01ze Heiglzts. "
c Meaning ofpn,.ts ofverse 111/Ccrtniu.
d Septuagint reads "were told. "

18: Samson's thirst is interpreted
as a result of the battle, but it also
has educational meaning. He real
izes that his might and life are de
pendent upon God's will. Your ser
vant: This time, in contrast to the
song of victory, Samson represents
himself as a servant before his
master and admits that the victory
came from God. 19: The etymol
ogy connects the name of the
spring with Samson's calling upon
God (v. 18). 20: The appearance
here of the closing formula, citing
the number of years that he judged

Israel, may suggest that the cycle
originally ended here. Alternately,
it is meant to indicate that the pe
riod of his being judge took place
between his marriage and the
events in ch 16 that led to his
death. In the days of the Philistines:
The emphasis that Samson judged
Israel during the period of Philis
tine rule indicates that his mighty
acts did not bring about deliver
ance or quiet.

16.1-21 : Samson's betrayal and
capture. Samson's final acts, all of

which are associated with the city
of Gaza, end with his death in
Philistine captivity. As in all the
Samson stories, a woman plays a
prominent role. 1-3: Gaza: Samson
easily carried off the city gates,
leaving the Philistines ashamed
and exposed. This explains the
Philistines' readiness to pay Deli
lah any price in order to catch
Samson. 2: The town gate was a
fortified structure with numerous
rooms. 3: Against the preparations
of the townspeople "the whole
night" (repeated twice), the author
repeats that already "at midnight"
Samson had left. Thus, while they
were still waiting to catch him, he
was no longer in the place. To the
top of tlze /zi/1 . . . : The geographical
details emphasize the miracle.
Samson walked a distance of some
58 km (35 miles), from the low
lands to the mountains, carrying
the doors, the gateposts, and the
bar on his shoulders. 4-21: Delilah:
Delilah exploits Samson's love
and, in exchange for a handsome
sum, discovers the secret of his
strength and betrays him to the
Philistines. Samson is taken, blind
and humiliated, to a prison in
Gaza. Delilah's attempts to un
cover the source of his strength are
based upon the model of ascend
ing numbers, three and four (see
Jotham's parable: 9.8-15). Three
times she fails (vv. 6---9, 1o-12,
13-14), but in the climactic fourth
(vv. 15-21) he reveals his secret to
her. In so doing he betrays his des
tiny and is punished. 4: He fell in
love: For the first time we are told
that Samson was in love, and the
woman is named. This indicates
that this time Samson was emo
tionally involved and was bound
to behave differently. A woman: It
is not mentioned that Delilah was
a Philistine. Wadi Sorek, adjacent to
Zorah and Eshtaol, rather than to
the Philistine cities. Delilah: The e t
ymology of Delilah may relate to
woven braids of hair (Song 7.6),
and thus may foreshadow
Samson's undoing. 5: Each . . .
eleven hundred shekels: Hence Deli
lah was offered the enormous sum
of 5,500 shekels, as there were five
Philistine lords, heading the five
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up, and make him helpless; and we'll each give you
eleven hundred shekels of silver."
6 So Delilah said to Samson, "Tell me, what makes you
so strong? And how could you be tied up and made help
less?" 7 Samson replied, "If I were to be tied with seven
fresh tendons that had not been dried," I should become as
weak as an ordinary man." B So the lords of the Philistines
brought up to her seven fresh tendons that had not been
dried. She bound him with them, 9 while an ambush was
waiting in her room. Then she called out to him, "Samson,
the Philistines are upon you!" Whereat he pulled the ten
dons apart, as a strand of tow comes apart at the touch of
fire. So the secret of his strength remained unknown.
10 Then Delilah said to Samson, "Oh, you deceived me;
you lied to me! Do tell me now how you could be tied
up." 11 He said, "If I were to be bound with new ropes that
had never been used, I would become as weak as an ordi
nary man." 12So Delilah took new ropes and bound him
with them, while an ambush was waiting in a room. And
she cried, "Samson, the Philistines are upon you!" But he
tore them off his arms like a thread. 13 Then Delilah said to
Samson, "You have been deceiving me all along; you have
been lying to me! Tell me, how could you be tied up?" He
answered her, "If you weave seven locks of my head into
the web."b 14 And she pinned it with a pegc and cried to
him, "Samson, the Philistines are upon you!" Awaking
from his sleep, he pulled out the peg, the loom/ and
the web.
15 Then she said to him, "How can you say you love me,
when you don't confide in me? This makes three times
that you've deceived me and haven't told me what makes
you so strong." 16 Finally, after she had nagged him and
pressed him constantly, he was wearied to death 17 and he
confided everything to her. He said to her, "No razor has
ever touched my head, for I have been a nazirite to God
since I was in my mother's womb. If my hair were cut, my
strength would leave me and I should become as weak as
an ordinary man."
1B Sensing that he had confided everything to her, Deli
lah sent for the lords of the Philistines, with this message:
"Come up once more, for he has confided everything to
me." And the lords of the Philistines came up and brought
the money with them. 19 She lulled him to sleep on her lap.

cities: Gaza, Ashkelon, Gath,
Ekron, and Ashdod. 6: Evidently,
tendons taken from the intestines
or sinews of animals. Their being
fresh assures their flexibility and
makes i t more difficult to tear
them. 1 0: By the second attempt
Delilah is angry tha t Samson mis
led her. This attempt is reminiscent
of the incident at Lehi (15.13-14).
1 3: In the third attempt Delilah's
tone is more imperious, and Sam
son reveals the object of his undo
ing, his hair, but not how it might
undo him. Samson's answer is in
complete: I t begins with a condi
tional sentence, but without the
second half. The verse may be
completed by the LXX. This time
the ambush is not mentioned.
Locks: In this connection and from
the continuation (v. 19), we may
understand that his hair was di
vided into seven plaits, which
were tied into a braid. Into the web,
into the threads of the warp of the
loom. 1 4: Tire loom, and the web, the
weave and the threads of the
warp, which are part of the loom.
1 5: On the fourth attempt, Delilah
marshals her femininity and
claims that Samson's declarations
of love are false. He can convince
her tha t his love is true only by re
vealing his secret. 1 6: This attempt
continued during a long time of
nagging until Samson felt his life
wasn't worth living. This is remi
niscent of the woman in 14.16.
19: As he fell asleep on her lap, she
called a man to assist her in cut
ting his hair, because she was
afraid that he might waken.

n For use ns bowstrings.
b Septuagint ndds "mrd pin it witlr n peg to tire wnll, I slrnll become ns wenk ns n11 ordinary
111011. So Ocliln/r put /rim to sleep nud wove tire seven Jocks of Iris /rend into tire web. "
c Septuagint ndds "to tire wnll. "
d Menning of Heb. rmcertniu.
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Then she called in a man, and she had him cut off the
seven locks of his head; thus she weakened him• and
made him helpless: his strength slipped away from him.
20 She cried, "Samson, the Philistines are upon you!" And
he awoke from his sleep, thinking he would break looseb
and shake himself free as he had the other times. For he
did not know that the LoRD had departed from him.
21 The Philistines seized him and gouged out his eyes.
They brought him down to Gaza and shackled him in
bronze fetters, and he became a mill slave in the prison.
22 After his hair was cut off, it began to grow back.
23 Now the lords of the Philistines gathered to offer a
great sacrifice to their god Dagon and to make merry.
They chanted,
"Our god has delivered into our hands
Our enemy Samson."
24 <When the people saw him, they sang praises to their
god, chanting,
"Our god has delivered into our hands
The enemy who devastated our land,
And who slew so many of us."
25 As their spirits rose, they said, "Call Samson here and
let him dance for us." Samson was fetched from the
prison, and he danced for them. Then they put him be
tween the pillars. 26 And Samson said to the boy who was
leading him by the hand, "Let go of me and let me feel the
pillars that the temple rests upon, that I may lean on
them." 27Now the temple was full of men and women; all
the lords of the Philistines were there, and there were
some three thousand men and women on the roof watch
ing Samson dance. 2B Then Samson called to the LoRo, "0
Lord Goo! Please remember me, and give me strength just
this once, 0 God, to take revenge of the Philistines, if only
for one of my two eyes." 29He embraced the two middle
pillars that the temple rested upon, one with his right arm
and one with his left, and leaned against them; 30 Samson
cried, "Let me die with the Philistines!" and he pulled
with all his might. The temple came crashing down on the
lords and on all the people in it. Those who were slain by
him as he died outnumbered those who had been slain by
him when he lived.
31 His brothers and all his father's household came
down and carried him up and buried him in the tomb of
his father Manoah, between Zorah and Eshtaol. He had
led Israel for twenty years.
a Taking watta}:tel as equivalent to watta}:tal; cf vv. 7, 11, and 17·
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Tl1is verse would read well after v. 25.
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16.22-31: Samson's death and
burial. The Philistines gathered a t
Dagon's temple t o offer sacrifices
and to thank their god for catching
Samson. They wanted to entertain
themselves by taunting the de
feated. Samson turned to the LORD
to assist him in having a final
vengeance upon the Philistines, by
enabling him to overturn the pil
lars of the temple and all that was
within it. Thus, even Samson's
death became a pretext for a strike
against the Philistines. Members of
his tribe took his body and buried
him in his father's grave. 22: The
mention of his hair growing back
alludes to the renewal of his
strength; only in this ch is his
strength connected to his "magi
cal" locks. 25: The Philistines
wished to enjoy the sight of Sam
son humiliated (the Heb text does
not explicitly mention dancing).
28: As in the earlier story, Samson
prays (15.18), but this time the
prayer is a supplication for
vengeance. In En-hakkore (15.19)
one could hear in his prayer an el
ement of questioning and even
complaint. 29: One may assume
that the pillars were placed closely
together. 30: Samson, upon feeling
his strength returning to him, ut
ters a cry of encouragement to
himself. 31: His brothers, his com
patriots. He had led . . . : This refers
to the period preceding what is re
lated in ch 16. This phrase returns
the reader to 15 .20.
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JUDGES 17.1-17.12

1 7 There was a man in the hill country of Ephraim

veals the manner in which God
was worshipped during the period
of the judges: A statue made by
means of stolen silver was the cen
ter of the cult, and the priest was
Micah's son, whom he himself ap
pointed. During this period Le
vites sought a livelihood; hence
Micah hired a Levite and ap
pointed him as priest rather than
his son. Some scholars think that
Micah's temple in the hill country
of Ephraim is an allusion to Bethel,
which was connected with Dan,
and that the criticism here is of the
central temples of the Northern
Kingdom. 1: Hill country of
Ephraim: The name of Micah's
town is not specified, but rather
the broad region of the central hill
country. Cf. 13.2. 4: Two hundred
shekels: His mother said that she
had consecrated the money to the
LORD, bu t in practice she only set
aside 200 out of 1,100 shekels
this too reflects poorly on the cult
center that is ultimately estab
lished. Sculptured image and a
molten image: This may refer to a
single article, namely a molten
(cast) sculpture. In any event,
these are expressions related to
pagan worship or worship of the
LORD in a pagan manner (see
Deut. 27.15; Exod. 20.3; 34.17; etc.).
Micah and his mother are de
scribed as serving the LoRD, but
not in the proper way. 5: Ephod and
terapl!im, means of inquiring of
God. One ofhis sons, an illegitimate
appointment, as he was not a Le
vite. 6: This statement criticizes
what precedes it, and serves as a
critical introduction to what fol
lows. It also suggests that Micah's
specific act is representative of the
whole. 7: A Levite could not be a
resident in Judah, but only a tem
porary sojourner. 8: A place, where
he would be able to earn a liveli
hood. The Levite came to Micah's
house to resUrom his travels and
did not imagine that he would
find his livelihood there. 10: A fa
ther: Micah promises the Levite a
respected position (cf. Gen. 45.8).
Ten shekels . . . a year: The gap be
tween the annual wage of the Le
vite and the amount of money
stolen by Micah indicates his great

whose name was Micah." 2 He said to his mother,
"The eleven hundred shekels of silver that were taken
from you, so that you uttered an imprecationb which you
repeated in my hearing-! have that silver; I took it."
"Blessed of the LORD be my son," said his mother. 3 He re
turned the eleven hundred shekels of silver to his mother;
but his mother said, "I herewith consecrate the silver to
the LORD, transferring it to my son to make a sculptured
image and a molten image. I now return it to you." 4 So
when he gave the silver back to his mother, his mother
took two hundred shekels of silver and gave it to a smith.
He made of it a sculptured image and a molten image,
which were kept in the house of Micah.
s Now the man Micah had a house of God; he had made
an ephod and teraphim and he had inducted one of his
sons to be his priest. 6 In those days there was no king in
Israel; every man did as he pleased.
7 There was a young man from Bethlehem of Judah,
from the clan seat of Judah; he was a Levite and had
resided there as a sojourner. B This man had left the town
of Bethlehem of Judah to take up residence wherever he
could find a place. On his way, he came to the house of
Micah in the hill country of Ephraim. 9 "Where do you
come from?" Micah asked him. He replied, "I am a Levite
from Bethlehem of Judah, and I am traveling to take up
residence wherever I can find a place." 10 "Stay with me,"
Micah said to him, "and be a father and a priest to me, and
I will pay you ten shekels of silver a year, an allowance of
clothing, and your food." dThe Levite went.·d 11 The Levite
agreed to stay with the man, and the youth became like
one of his own sons. 12 Micah inducted the Levite, and the
young man became his priest and remained in Micah's
c

a "Micai/111" l1ere and in v. 4b Cursing anyone w/10 knew the whereabouts of I he silver and did nol disclose it; cf Lev.
5.1; 1 Kings 8.31 .
c In order l o nullify the imprecation.
d-d Force of Heb. uncertain.

1 7.1-18.31: Micah's house of
God and the temple of Dan. This
story, focused upon cultic sites,
serves to criticize the period of the
judges by representing it as an age
of anarchy: "In those days there
was no king in Israel; every man
did as he pleased." In terms of
chronology, the story is set at the
beginning of the age of the judges
(see 18.30 and the introduction),
but is placed at the end of the book

to emphasize that the end of the
period was similar to its beginning
and the judges were unable to cor
rect the situation; hence, the solu
tion is monarchy. In several de
tails, including its setting (cf. 16.31
to 18.2, 8, 11) and the sum of
money-1,100 silver shekels (16.5
and 17.3), this story is connected to
the Samson cycle. 1-13: Micah's
house of God: The account of estab
lishing Micah's house of God re-
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shrine. 13 "Now I know," Micah told himself, "that the
LoRD will prosper me, since the Levite has become my
priest."

1 8 those days the tribe of Dan was seeking a territory in
which to settle; for to that day no territory had fallen
In those days there was no king in Israel, and in

to their lot among the tribes of Israel. 2 The Danites sent
out five of their number, from their clan seat at Zorah and
Eshtaol-valiant men-to spy out the land and explore it.
"Go," they told them, "and explore the land." When they
had advanced into the hill country of Ephraim as far as the
house of Micah, they stopped there for the night. 3 While in
the vicinity of Micah's house, they recognized the speech•
of the young Levite, so they went over and asked him,
"Who brought you to these parts? What are you doing in
this place? What is your business here?" 4 He replied,
"Thus and thus Micah did for me-he hired me and I be
came his priest." s They said to him, "Please, inquire of
God; we would like to know if the mission on which we are
going will be successful." 6 "Go in peace," the priest said to
them, "the LORD views with favor the mission you are
going on." 7 The five men went on and came to Laish. They
observed the people in it dwelling carefree, after the man
ner of the Sidonians, a tranquil and unsuspecting people,
with no one in the land to molest them and b·with no hered
itary ruler:b Moreover, they were distant from the Sido
nians and had no dealings with anybody.
B When [the men] came back to their kinsmen at Zorah
and Eshtaol, their kinsmen asked them, "How did you
fare?" 9 They replied, "Let us go at once and attack them!
For we found that the land was very good, and you are
sitting idle! Don't delay; go and invade the land and take
possession of it, l O for God has delivered it into your hand.
When you come, you will come to an unsuspecting peo
ple; and the land is spacious and nothing on earth is lack
ing there."
11 They departed from there, from the clan seat of the
Danites, from Zorah and Eshtaol, six hundred strong, girt
with weapons of war. 12 They went up and encamped at
Kiriath-jearim in Judah. That is why that place is called
"the Camp of Dan" to this day; it lies west of Kiriath
jearim. 13 From there they passed on to the hill country of
Ephraim and arrived at the house of Micah. 14 Here the
n Lit. "voice. " Tire 111e11 could tell by lzis dialect tlznt Ire camefrom ]udnlz and was tlzerefore
n former neighbor of the Dnnites; cf vv. 11-11.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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wealth. The Levite went: This ex
pression seems superfluous and
may be an erroneous duplication
(dittography) of the words that fol
low ("the Levite agreed"), which
are similar to it in Heb.

18.1-31: The conquest of Dan
and the setting up of its temple.
The Danites' wandering may re
flect the intertribal relations dur
ing the period of the judges, the
difficult situation of the individ
ual, and the status of the cultic
sites. 1: In those days . . . : A trun
cated version of 17.6, suggesting
its critical sequel: "every man did
as he pleased." Here too this state
ment is integrated within the tran
sition from one scene to another,
bearing on both what precedes
and what follows. The tribe of Dan
was forced to leave its territory in
the coastal lowlands, near Zorah
and Eshtaol, and to seek a new ter
ritory, while none of the other
tribes came to their help (see
1.34-35; Josh. 19.47). 4: Thus and
thus . . . : The narrator abbreviates
the information already known
from ch 17. 5: Inquire of God: Before
carrying out any task it was cus
tomary to inquire of God; see
1 Sam. 23.1-13 and the opening
v. of Judges. 7: Laish, the former
name of Dan (see v. 29), referred to
in Josh. 19-47 as Leshem. The de
scription of the city is from the
viewpoint of the spies, who em
phasized that it was peaceful and
isolated, and therefore could easily
be conquered. Distant from . . . :
The Galilee separates Laish and
the area of the Sidonians. 9: Sitting
idle: The spies criticize the apathy
of their tribe and enumerate the
virtues of the place and the ease
with which it might be conquered.
Their enthusiasm is reminiscent of
Joshua and Caleb (Num. 14.7ff.).
1 1 : Six hundred indicates a
military unit. See 1 Sam. 30.9.
1 2: Kiriatlz-jearim, located on the
border of Judah and Benjamin,
west of Jerusalem, and identified
with Abu-Ghosh. The Camp of Dan:
The site has not been identified. To
this day, the days of the author (see
v. 30). 14: In these houses: Micah's
house was not an isolated house in
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five men who had gone to spy out the Laish region re
marked to their kinsmen, "Do you know, there is an
ephod in these houses, and teraphim, and a sculptured
image and a molten image? Now you know what you
have to do." 15 So they turned off there and entered the
home of the young Levite at Micah's house and greeted
him. 16 The six hundred Danite men, girt with their
weapons of war, stood at the entrance of the gate, 17 while
the five men who had gone to spy out the land went in
side and took the sculptured image, the ephod, the
teraphim, and the molten image. The priest was standing
at the entrance of the gate, and the six hundred men girt
with their weapons of war, 1B while those men entered
Micah's house and took •·the sculptured image, the
molten image, the ephod, and the household gods.-• The
priest said to them, "What are you doing?" 1 9 But they
said to him, "Be quiet; put your hand on your mouth!
Come with us and be our father and priest. Would you
rather be priest to one man's household or be priest to a
tribe and clan in Israel?" 20 The priest was delighted. He
took the ephod, the household gods, and the sculptured
image, and he joined the people.
21 They set out again, placing the children, the cattle,
and their household goods in front. 22 They had already
gone some distance from Micah's house, when the men in
the houses near Micah's mustered and caught up with the
Danites. 23 They called out to the Danites, who turned
around and said to Micah, "What's the matter? Why have
you mustered?" 24 He said, "You have taken my priest and
the gods that I made, and walked off! What do I have left?
How can you ask, 'What's the matter'?" 25 But the Danites
replied, "Don't do any shouting at us, or some desperate
men might attack you, and you and your family would
lose your lives." 26 So Micah, realizing that they were
stronger than he, turned back and went home; and the
Danites went on their way, 27 taking the things Micah had
made and the priest he had acquired. They proceeded to
Laish, a people tranquil and unsuspecting, and they put
them to the sword and burned down the town. 28 There
was none to come to the rescue, for it was distant from
Sidon and they had no dealings with anyone; it lay in the
valley of Beth-rehob.
They rebuilt the town and settled there, 29 and they
named the town Dan, after their ancestor Dan who was
Israel's son. Originally, however, the name of the town
was Laish. 30 The Danites set up the sculphued image for
n-n Lit. "fire swlptured imnge oftire eplrod, nud tire household gods, mrd tire nroltm imnge. "
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the hill country of Ephraim, but
was located within a settlement
whose name is not given. It seems
to refer to Bethel (cf. Jer. 4.15). You
know w!tnt you hnve to do, an agreed
signal among conspirators. 15: The
horne of tire young Levite, i.e., the
temple in which he serves. 20: Tire
priest was delighted: The narrator
probes the Levite's thoughts to
represent him as one who prefers
his own interest-to be a priest for
an entire tribe-over ethics and
loyalty. 21: In front: As they
wished to protect their property
and the weak among them, they
placed them in the front, so that
the fighting men would serve as a
buffer against marauders from the
rear. In the case of Jacob, Esau was
approaching him, so he behaved
in the opposite manner, placing
the women and children in the
rear. 22: See v. 14 above. 23: The
Danites' questions were sarcastic,
as they knew the real reason.
24: Micah's answer indicates the
depth of divine worship in an im
proper manner. 28: Betll-re/rob, an
Aramean kingdom (2 Sam. 10.6)
whose locale is unidentified.
30: jonathan . . . : Here the Levite's
identity is revealed, being a grand
son of Moses, the third generation
from the exodus. The name Moses
is obscured and turned into Ma
nasseh (an evil Judean king) by
means of a hanging letter "nun" to
clear Moses from his grandson's
misdeeds. (According to Exod.
2.22, Gersllom is Moses' son.) Exile:
This seems to refer to 732 BCE,
when Galilee was exiled by
Assyria (2 Kings 15.29), or the exile
of the Nor then Kingdom in 722.
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themselves; and Jonathan son of Gershom son of Manas
seh,a and his descendants, served as priests to the Danite
tribe until the land went into exile. 3 1 They maintained b
the sculptured image that Micah had made throughout
the time that the House of God stood at Shiloh.

1 9 In those days, when there was no king in Israel, a

Levite residing at the other end of the hill country
of Ephraim took to himself a concubine from Bethlehem
in Judah. 2 0nce his concubine deserted< him, leaving him
for her father's house in Bethlehem in Judah; and she
stayed there a full four months. 3 Then her husband set
out, with an attendant and a pair of donkeys, and went
after her to woo her and to win her back. She admitted
him into her father's house; and when the girl's father
saw him, he received him warmly. 4 His father-in-law, the
girl's father, pressed him, and he stayed with him three
days; they ate and drank and lodged there. 5 Early in the
morning of the fourth day, he started to leave; but the
girl's father said to his son-in-law, "Eat something to give
you strength, then you can leave." 6 So the two of them sat
down and they feasted together. Then the girl's father said
to the man, "Won't you stay overnight and enjoy your
self?" 7 The man started to leave, but his father-in-law
kept urging him until he turned back and spent the night
there. B Early in the morning of the fifth day, he was about
to leave, when the girl's father said, "Come, have a bite."
The two of them ate, dawdling until past noon. 9 Then the
man, his concubine, and his attendant started to leave. His
father-in-law, the girl's father, said to him, "Look, the day
is waning toward evening; do stop for the night. See, the
a Hcb. ow'" with J suspcuded, iudicatiug all earlier readi11g "Moses"; cf Exod. 2.22.
b Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111Certai11.
c Lit. "played the lwrlot. "

31: This v. does not fit the one that
precedes it. Shiloh was destroyed
in the days of Samuel (1 Sam. chs
4-5), more than 300 years before
the Assyrian invasion. It seems
that this v. is an editorial addition,
introduced to connect the story
with the book of Samuel, which
begins with the temple of Shiloh
(1 Sam. ch 1). The mention of Kiri
ath-jearim in v. 12 also connects
Judges to Samuel (see 1 Sam.
7·1-2).
19-21 : The happenings with
Gibeah and Benjamin. This ac

Chs

count concerns a brutal rape in the

town of Gibeah, following which
all the tribes of Israel set out to
punish those responsible. The tribe
of Benjamin covered for the towns
people, and as a result a war broke
out and Benjamin was nearly deci
mated. After the war, the other
tribes arranged for the surviving
Benjaminites to marry women
from Jabesh-gilead and Shiloh. A
distinctive feature of this episode
is the anonymity of the figures in
volved and the focus upon place
names. Gibeah, which fails to pro
vide hospitality, is contrasted with
the exemplary hospitality of Beth
lehem in Judah. Through the
- 550-

named places and what occurred
there the author strongly hints his
preference for David from Bethle
hem over Saul from Gibeah. Even
though the story is framed by the
motto "in those days there was no
king in Israel" (19.1; 21.25), i t
seems doubtful that this was in
tended to concretize anarchy. The
story depicts a unified society, sen
sitive to problems of ethics and
serving the LoRD. It therefore ap
pears that by using the motto the
episode was appended to the book
of Judges as an anticipatory hint to
the book of Samuel, preparing
specifically for the disappointment
from Saul of Gibeah and the hope
from Bethlehem. The story in
cludes numerous allusions to sto
ries from the Torah and from the
early prophets. It likewise raises
many strange questions which
have no solution (see the comrnen
tary)-suggesting that its composi
tion was not completed. Finally, it
. contains several echoes to the be
ginning of Judges (see 20.18 and
1.1-2; 21.24 and 2.6), using the lit
erary device of an indusia to
frame the book and bring it to a
close.

19.1-30: Between two cities. A
concubine from the hill country
of Ephraim left her husband and
returned to her father's home in
Bethlehem in Judah. Her husband
came to take her back and enjoyed
outstanding hospitality. On the
way home they stopped to sleep
in Gibeah, where the woman
was raped by the townspeople
until she died. The husband con
veyed this terrible news to all
the tribes of Israel. There are
many points of similarity between
this incident and the earlier
story of Sodom (Gen. ch 19); and
Gibeah, Saul's city, is thus por
trayed as a wicked Sodom. 1 : Con
cubil1e, a woman in a lower legal
status than a wife. 3-9: The re
peated entreaties of the father
in-law, the focus upon the feasts
and staying overnight, and the
emphasis that the hospitality con
tinued for five days-all these
emphasize the generous hospital
ity offered in Bethlehem in Judah.
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day is declining; spend the night here and enjoy yourself.
You can start early tomorrow on your journey and head
for home."
10 But the man refused to stay for the night. He set out
and traveled as far as the vicinity of Jebus-that is, Jerusa
lem; he had with him a pair of laden donkeys, and his
concubine •was with him. ·• 11 Since they were close to
Jebus, and the day was very far spent, the attendant said
to his master, "Let us turn aside to this town of the Jehu
sites and spend the night in it." 12 But his master said to
him, "We will not turn aside to a town of aliens who are
not of Israel, but will continue to Gibeah. 13 Come," he
said to his attendant, "let us approach one of those places
and spend the night either in Gibeah or in Ramah." 14 So
they traveled on, and the sun set when they were near
Gibeah of Benjamin.
1 5 They turned off there and went in to spend the night
in Gibeah. He went and sat down in the town square,
but nobody took them indoors to spend the night. 16 In
the evening, an old man came along from his property
b·outside the town:b (This man hailed from the hill coun
try of Ephraim and resided at Gibeah, where the towns
people were Benjaminites.) 1 7 He happened to see the
wayfarer in the town square. "Where," the old man in
quired, "are you going to, and where do you come from?"
18 He replied, "We are traveling from Bethlehem in Judah
to the other end of the hill country of Ephraim. That is
where I live. I made a journey to Bethlehem of Judah, and
now I am on my way <to the House of the LoRo,·c and no
body has taken me indoors. 19 We have both bruised straw
and feed for our donkeys, and bread and wine for me and
your handmaid/ and for the attendant •with your ser
vants:• We lack nothing." 20 "Rest easy," said the old man.
"Let me take care of all your needs. Do not on any account
spend the night in the square." 21 And he took him into his
house. He mixed fodder for the donkeys; then they bathed
their feet and ate and drank.
22 While they were enjoying themselves, the men of the
town, a depraved lot, had gathered about the house and
were pounding on the door. They called to the aged
owner of the house, "Bring out the man who has come
into your house, so that we can be intimate with him."
n-n Emendation yields "and his attendant."
b-b Lit. "in thefield."
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertni11; emendation yields "to my home"; cf v. 29.
d I.e., the concubine.
e-e I.e., "with us."
- 55 1 -

1 9 . 1 0-1 9.22

10: There is no external corrobora
tion that Jehus was the previous
name of Jerusalem. The name Jeru
salem is known from the begin
ning of the second rnilleniurn BCE.
1 2: According to 2 Sam. ch 5, Jeru
salem was conquered only in the
days of David, so that during the
period of the judges it was a for
eign city. It is mentioned here to
emphasize the lack of expectations
from an alien city as opposed to
the Israelite city of Gibeah. 13: The
mention of Ramah, located 10 km
(6 miles) north of Jerusalem, al
ludes to Samuel, who anointed
Saul and David. The mention of
these specific cities suggests that
they avoid the good cities, associ
a ted with David and Samuel, and
choose the evil city associated with
Saul. 14-21: The man who hosted
the Levite and his company in his
house was not from Gibeah but a
s tranger from the hill country of
Ephraim. The mention of this loca
tion helps to tie this story to the
previous one (18.2, 12, 13). Simi
larly, in the episode of Sodorn it
was the s tranger Lot who pro
vided hospitality to the strangers
(Gen. 19.2-3). 22-26: The violence
of the people of Gibeah is reminis
cent of the Sodomites: Both try to
break into the host's house and
want to sodomize the guests. But
while in Sodom the guests were
angels, here they were ordinary
human beings; hence the different
result. The host protected the Le
vite, offering his own virgin
daughter and the concubine. At
the end the Levite gave them his
concubine, whom they abused all
night long, until in the morning
she was found dead at the thresh
old of the house. This description
entails many strange features, in
dicating its relation to the story of
Sod om, and on the other hand its
incomplete editing. It is strange
that the host offers them the con
cubine, who was a guest. It is
strange that the people of Gibeah
were satisfied with the concubine
and did not insist upon receiving
the Levite or the virgin daughter.
I t is also strange that once the
woman fell at the entrance to the
house and her hands were on
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23 The owner of the house went out and said to them,
"Please, my friends, do not commit such a wrong. Since
this man has entered my house, do not perpetrate this out
rage. 24 Look, here is my virgin daughter, and his concu
bine. Let me bring them out to you. Have your pleasure of
them, do what you like with them; but don't do that out
rageous thing to this man." 25 But the men would not lis
ten to him, so the man seized his concubine and pushed
her out to them. They raped her and abused her all night
long until morning; and they let her go when dawn broke.
26 Toward morning the woman carne back; and as it was
growing light, she collapsed at the entrance of the man's
house where her husband was. 27 When her husband
arose in the morning, he opened the doors of the house
and went out to continue his journey; and there was the
woman, his concubine, lying at the entrance of the house,
with her hands on the threshold. 2B "Get up," he said to
her, "let us go." But there was no reply. So the man placed
her on the donkey and set out for home. 2 9 When he came
home, he picked up a knife, and took hold of his concu
bine and cut her up limb by limb into twelve parts. He
sent them throughout the territory of Israel. 30 And every
one who saw it cried out, "Never has such a thing hap
pened or been seen from the day the Israelites came out of
the land of Egypt to this day! Put your mind to this; take
counsel and decide."

2 0 Thereupon all the Israelites-from Dan to Beer

sheba and [from] the land of Gilead-marched
forth, and the community assembled to a man before the
LoRD at Mizpah. 2 All the leaders of the people [and] all
the tribes of Israel presented themselves in the assembly
of God's people, 400,000 fighting men on foot._3 The Ben
jarninites heard that the Israelites had come up to Miz
pah.•-The Israelites said, "Tell us, how did this evil thing
happen?" 4 And the Levite, the husband of the murdered
woman, replied, "My concubine and I came to Gibeah of
Benjamin to spend the night. 5 The citizens of Gibeah set
out to harm me. They gathered against me around the
house in the night; they meant to kill me, and they rav
ished my concubine until she died. 6 So I took hold of my
concubine and I cut her in pieces and sent them through
every part of Israel's territory. For an outrageous act of de
pravity had been committed in Israel. 7 Now you are all Is
raelites; produce a plan of action here and now!"
B Then all the people rose, as one man, and declared,
n This se11tence is continued nl v.

14

below.
-
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the threshold no one heard her;
were they asleep? 23: Outrage, a
strong term, used in the context of
sexual transgressions (see Gen.
34.7; Deut. 22.21; etc.). 25: The nu
merous descriptions of time ("all
night," "long until morning,"
"when dawn broke") emphasize
the brutality. 27: The Levite's be
havior was strange as well. He
prepares to leave as though noth
ing had happened, and upon see
ing the concubine's body, he calls
her to get up and go. 29: The cut
ting of the body and the sending
of its pieces are also strange. It is
meant to recall Saul who divided a
pair of cattle (1 Sam. 11.7), but
there the purpose is clear: to dram
atize what Saul would do to the
cattle of those who refused to
join him.

20.1-48: The war against Benja
min. Benjamin's refusal to turn
over those who were guilty in Gib
eah led to a bloody war. On the
first two days Israel was defeated,
for reasons that are not clear. On
the third day they overpowered
Benjamin, leaving only 6oo people.
This description raises problems to
which there is no solution, and
also relies upon the well-known
story of Israel's war against Ai
(Josh. chs 7-8). 1: There is no other
unification of this type throughout
the book of Judges; this descrip
tion thus prepares the reader for
the establishment of the monarchy
in the beginning of the book of
Samuel, which follows. 2: The
number 40o,ooo is exaggerated.
3: It is strange that the examina
tion of the Levite is only per
formed once the army had been
mustered. 4-1 1 : The story of the
Levite is brief and not entirely
truthful; nevertheless, the Israelite
side does not feel a need to investi
gate, but adopts a decision to go to
war. 9: According to lot: The casting
of lots determines when to go to
war and which of the tribes will go
first (v. 18). 10: Ten percent were
responsible for the supplies to the
combatants. 1 1-1 3: The men of Is
rael were interested in punishing
only the scoundrels from Gibeah,
but the tribe of Benjamin did not
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"We will not go back to our homes, we will not enter our
houses! 9 But this is what we will do to Gibeah: [we will
wage war] against it according to lot. lO We will take from
all the tribes of Israel ten men to the hundred, a hundred
to the thousand, and a thousand to the ten thousand to
supply provisions for the troops-•to prepare for their
going to Geba in Benjamin·• for all the outrage it has com
mitted in IsraeL" 11 So all the men of Israel, united as one
man, massed against the town. 12 And the tribes of Israel
sent men through the whole tribeh of Benjamin, saying,
"What is this evil thing that has happened among you?
13 Come, hand over those scoundrels in Gibeah so that we
may put them to death and stamp out the evil from Is
raeL" But the Benjaminites would not yield to the demand
of their fellow Israelites.
14So the Benjaminites gathered from their towns to Gib
eah in order to take the field against the Israelites. 15 <On
that day the Benjaminites mustered from the towns 26,ooo
fighting men, mustered apart from the inhabitants of Gib
eah; 700 picked men 16 of all this force-700 picked men
were left-handed. Every one of them could sling a stone at
a hair and not miss. 1 7 The men of Israel other than Benja
min mustered 400,000 fighting men, warriors to a man.
l B They proceeded to Bethel and inquired of God; the Isra
elites asked, "Who of us shall advance first to fight the
Benjaminites?" And the LORD replied, "Judah first." 1 9 So
the Israelites arose in the morning and encamped against
Gibeah.
20 The men of Israel took the field against the Benjamin
ites; the men of Israel drew up in battle order against them
at Gibeah. 21 But the Benjaminites issued from Gibeah,
and that day they struck down 22,000 men of IsraeL
22 Now the army-the men of Israel-rallied and again
drew up in battle order at the same place as they had on
the first day. 23 For the Israelites had gone up and wept be
fore the LoRD until evening. They had inquired of the
LoRD, "Shall we again join battle with our kinsmen the
Benjaminites?" And the LORD had replied, "March against
them." 24 The Israelites advanced against the Benjaminites
on the second day. 25 But the Benjaminites came out from
Gibeah against them on the second day and struck down
18,ooo more of the Israelites, all of them fighting men.
26 Then all the Israelites, all the army, went up and came
to Bethel and they sat there, weeping before the LoRD.

agree to turn them over, preferring
to fight. 1 5-17: The number of
combatants from Benjamin is
problematic. There is a conflict be
tween the number mentioned here
(26,700 fighters) and the number in
v. 35 (25,100, with 6oo surviving),
as well as with vv. 44-47 (25,000,
with 6oo left). 16: Left-ha rided, see
J-15- On a group of chosen people
from Benjamin who used both
hands, see 1 Chron. 12.2. 17: The
number 400,000 seems to include
the tenth appointed over the sup
plies. 18: Judah first: This seems to
have been introduced under the
influence of the beginning of the
book (1.1-2). 19-25: It would seem
that v. 22 ought to appear after v.
23. In the first two battles Israel
acted after asking the LoRD; never
theless the Benjaminite warriors
killed 4o,ooo of them. 26-28: The
army of Israel went up a third
time to Bethel, where the Ark
of God was at that time and
where Phinehas son of Eleazar
son of Aaron, third generation
from the exodus, served as priest.
This connects the end of Judges
to the end of Joshua (Josh. 24-JJ),
while much of the rest of the
story connects it to the following
book of Samuel. The army fasted,
offered burnt offerings, and in
quired of the LoRD. God promised
that this time He would give
Benjamin into their hands.

a-a Emendation yields 'for //rose who go to requite Gibeall. "
b Heb. plural.
c Meaning of parts ofvv. 15 and 16 rmcertain.
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They fasted that day until evening, and presented burnt
offerings and offerings of well-being to the LoRD. 27 The
Israelites inquired of the LORD (for the Ark of God's Cove
nant was there in those days, 28 and Phinehas son of Elea
zar son of Aaron the priest ministered before Him in those
days), "Shall we again take the field against our kinsmen
the Benjaminites, or shall we not?" The LoRD answered,
"Go up, for tomorrow I will deliver them into your
hands."
2 9 Israel put men in ambush against Gibeah on all sides.
30 And on the third day, the Israelites went up against the
Benjaminites, as before, and engaged them in battle at
Gibeah. 31 The Benjaminites dashed out to meet the army
and were drawn away from the town onto the roads, of
which one runs to Bethel and the other to Gibeah. As be
fore, they started out by striking some of the men dead in
the open field, about 30 men of Israel.
32 The Benjaminites thought, "They are being routed be
fore us as previously." But the Israelites had planned: "We
will take to flight and draw them away from the town to
the roads." 33 And while the main body of the Israelites had
moved away from their positions and had drawn up in bat
tle order at Baal-tamar, the Israelite ambush was rushing
out from its position at Maareh-geba.a 34 Thus 1o,ooo
picked men of all Israel came to a point south ofb Gibeah,
and the battle was furious. Before they realized that disas
ter was approaching, 35 the LORD routed the Benjaminites
before Israel. That day the Israelites slew 25,100 men of
Benjamin, all of them fighting men. 36 Then the Benjamin
ites realized that they were routed.< Now the Israelites had
yielded ground to the Benjaminites, for they relied on the
ambush which they had laid against Gibeah. 37 0ne am
bush quickly deployed against Gibeah, and the other am
bush advanced and put the whole town to the sword.
38 A time had been agreed upon by the Israelite men
with those in ambush: When a huge column of smoke was
sent up from the town, 39 the Israelite men were to turn
about in battle. Benjamin had begun by striking dead
n Emendation yields "west of Cibenlr."
b So many Heb. mss. nnd Tnrgwu; most nrss. nud tire e.iitious rend "opposite. "
c This seuteuce is coutiuued by v. 45·

29-47: According to most scholars
this story has been expanded and
reworked here. Abravanel already
wrote: "The verses in this narra
tive·seem to be repeated and in-

consistent, and the interpreters did
not solve them properly." The ma
terial here seems to be a combina
tion of two versions, whose re
working into a single text was not

completely successful. Underlying
both versions is a combined strat
egy trick of ambush and decoy,
known from Joshua's battle with
Ai (Josh. chs 7-8). The function of
the ambush was to besiege the city
and set fire to it after tempting its
inhabitants to chase an Israelite
decoy force that would stage a re
treat. Once the pursuers saw their
city going up in flames, they
would lose their fighting spirit,
and the pursued would become
pursuers. Thus the Benjaminites
would find themselves caught be
tween the ambush and the new
pursuers, while the city and its
protectors were destroyed. While
the first version refers to the task
of the main Israelite force which
encamped at Baal-tamar and was
counted neither with the decoy
force nor with the ambush, the sec
ond version relates to the agreed
signal between the decoy force
and the ambush. 29: According to
vv. 33-34 the main force was east
of Gibeah, the ambush west of the
city, while the decoy force was op
posite the city. 30: This refers to
the decoy force alone; see v. 34·
31: To Gibea/1: It is preferable to
read "to Geba," located east of
Gibeah. The choice of two direc
tions of flight divides the pursuing
force. About 30 men: The small
number of the fallen, in compari
son to the first two wars, is evi
dently influenced by the story of
Ai (Josh. 7.5). 33: The main Israel
ite force had been mustered before
in Baal-tamar, whose location has
not been identified. 34: Before they
realized, i.e., before the Benjamin
ites realized. 35: See the interpreta
tion of vv. 15-17. 36b: The second
version begins here. It emphasizes
that the Israelite army, who had re
lied upon the ambush, placed to
the west of Gibeah, waited for a
sign to enter into battle, giving the
decoy time to lead the inhabitants
of Gibeah away from their city.
37: The English translation divides
the ambush into two parts, which
is unnecessary. It should read:
"The ambush quickly deployed
against Gibeah and advanced . . . "
38-39a: The Israelite decoy force
and the ambush agreed upon a
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sign-a great cloud of smoke ris
ing from the city-to determine
when the pursued would turn into
pursuers. 39b: Cf. this clause to
vv. 31-32. 41 : Tile Israelites turned
about, the decoy force. 42: The
Benjaminites attempted to escape
from the pincer motion of the
ambush and the decoy force by
fleeing in the direction of the
desert, but the war overtook them
there as well. From tire towns:
Those who fled from the town of
Gibeah were killed in the middle.
43: The v. is in the form of a (diffi
cult) poem, which may be a rem
nant of an epic poem in whose
center is the victory over Benja
min. Israel surrounded Benjamin
and pursued them from a settle
ment called Nuhah (see 1 Chron.
ch 8) until close to Gibeah.
45-47: Here, the total number
of those fallen from Benjamin
was 25,000. Six hundred men
found shelter in the Rock of
Rimrnon on the edge of the
desert east of Bethel, where
they remained for four months.

about 30 Israelite men, and they thought, "They are being
routed before us as in the previous fighting." 40 But when
the column, the pillar of smoke, began to rise from the
city, the Benjaminites looked behind them, and there was
the whole town going up in smoke to the sky! 41 And now
the Israelites turned about, and the men of Benjamin were
thrown into panic, for they realized that disaster had
overtaken them. 42 They retreated before the men of Israel
along the road to the wilderness, where the fighting
caught up with them; meanwhile those •"from the towns·•
were massacring them in it. 43bThey encircled the Benja
minites, pursued them, and trod them down [from]
Menuhah to a point opposite Gibeah on the east. 44 That
day 18,ooo men of Benjamin fell, all of them brave men.
45 They turned and fled to the wilderness, to the Rock of
Rimmon; but [the Israelites] picked off another 5,000 on
the roads and, continuing in hot pursuit of them up to
Gidom, they slew 2,000 more. 46 Thus the total number of
Benjaminites who fell that day came to 25,000 fighting
men, all of them brave. 47 But 6oo men turned and fled to
a-a Meaning of Hcb. uncertain; eme11dation yields "in tile town" (i.e., Gibealr).
b Meaning of verse uncertain.
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the wilderness, to the Rock of Rimmon; they remained at
the Rock of Rimmon four months. 48 The men of Israel,
meanwhile, turned back to the rest of the Benjaminites
and put them to the sword-towns, people, cattle-every
thing that remained. Finally, they set fire to all the towns
that were left.

21

Now the men of Israel had taken an oath at Miz
pah: "None of us will give his daughter in marriage
to a Benjaminite."
2 The people came to Bethel and sat there before God
until evening. They wailed and wept bitterly, 3 and they
said, "0 LoRD God of Israel, why has this happened in Is
rael, that one tribe must now be missing from Israel?"
4 Early the next day, the people built an altar there, and
they brought burnt offerings and offerings of well-being.
5 The Israelites asked, "Is there anyone from all the
tribes of Israel who failed to come up to the assembly be
fore the LoRD?" For a solemn oath had been taken con
cerning anyone who did not go up to the LoRD at Mizpah:
"He shall be put to death." 6 The Israelites now relented
toward their kinsmen the Benjaminites, and they said,
"This day one tribe has been cut off from Israel! 7 What can
we do to provide wives for those who are left, seeing that
we have sworn by the LoRD not to give any of our daugh
ters to them in marriage?"
8 They inquired, "Is there anyone from the tribes of Israel
who did not go up to the LoRD at Mizpah?" Now no one
from Jabesh-gilead had come to the camp, to the assembly.
9 For, when the roll of the troops was taken, not one of the
inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead was present. lO So the assem
blage dispatched 12,000 of the warriors, instructing them
as follows: "Go and put the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead to
the sword, women and children included. 11 This is what
you are to do: Proscribe every man, and every woman who
has known a man carnally." 12 They found among the in
habitants of Jabesh-gilead 400 maidens who had not
known a man carnally; and they brought them to the camp
at Shiloh, which is in the land of Canaan!
13 Then the whole community sent word to the Benja
minites who were at the Rock of Rimmon, and offered
them terms of peace. 14 Thereupon the Benjaminites re
turned, and they gave them the girls who had been spared
from the women of Jabesh-gilead. b·But there were not
enough of them:b
n I.e., west of tile ]ordnn, wltile Jnbesll-gilend is enst of tlte Jordnll.
b-b Men11ing of Heb. tmcertnin.
-556-

48: The army of Israel treated Ben
jamin like a proscribed Canaanite
city (see Deut. 20.16-18), destroy
ing its population, property, and
cities.

21 .1-14: The war against Jabesh
gilead. The Israelite army had

taken an oath at Mizpah (20.1, 3)
not to marry their daughters to the
Benjaminites and to put to death
those who did not join the battle.
In order to rehabilitate the rem
nants of Benjamin, it was neces
sary to find them wives. Investiga
tion revealed that Jabesh-gilead
had not joined the war; therefore it
was decided to smite its inhabi
tants apart from the virgins, and
the result was leaving 400 maidens
from Jabesh-gilead for those left
from Benjamin. This story, which
condemns Jabesh-gilead, relates to
the story of Israel's war against the
Midianites at the time of the wan
derings in the desert (Num. ch 31 ) ,
which combines condemnation of
Midian and taking their women
captive. The story thus reflects
negatively on Jabesh-gilead which,
according to the traditions pre
served in Samuel, was closely affil
iated with Saul (1 Sam. Jl.ll-1J;
2 Sam. 2-4-7; etc.). 1: From the se
quel it follows that at the gather
ing in Mizpah at the beginning of
the war the Israelites took another
oath: to put to death those who
did not join in the war effort (v. 5).
2: The people gathered at Bethel,
which once again serves as a place
for weeping (2.1-5; 20.23, 26).
5: The purpose of the inquiry was
to find out who did not participate
in the gathering at Mizpah and
would be subject to the death
penalty, but simultaneously ex
empt from the oath against giving
their daughters to the Benjamin
ites. 9: Jabesh-gilead is located
in the north of Gilead, but has
not been precisely identified.
10-1 1 : Use of the typical number
12,000, in which each 1,000 repre
sents one tribe, as well as of the
term woman wlw has known a man
camally, indicates the connection
to Num. ch 31. 1 2: The maidens
were brought to Shiloh and not to
Mizpah or Bethel because of the
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15 Now the people had relented toward Benjamin, for
the LORD had made a breach in the tribes of Israel. 16 So
the elders of the community asked, "What can we do
about wives for those who are left, since the women of
Benjamin have been killed off?" 17 for they said, "There
must be a saving remnant for Benjamin, that a tribe may
not be blotted out of Israel; 1B yet we cannot give them
any of our daughters as wives," since the Israelites had
taken an oath: "Cursed be anyone who gives a wife to
Benjamin!"
19 They said, "The annual feast of the LORD is now being
held at Shiloh." (It lies north of Bethel, east of the highway
that runs from Bethel to Shechem, and south of Lebonah.)
20So they instructed the Benjaminites as follows: "Go
and lie in wait in the vineyards. 21 As soon as you see the
girls of Shiloh coming out to join in the dances, come out
from the vineyards; let each of you seize a wife from
among the girls of Shiloh, and be off for the land of Benja
min. 22 And if their fathers or brothers come to us to com
plain, we shall say to them, •-'Be generous to them for our
sake! We could not provide any of them with a wife on ac
count of the war, and you would have incurred guilt if
you yourselves had given them [wives].' "·•
23 The Benjaminites did so. They took to wife, from the
dancers whom they carried off, as many as they them
selves numbered. Then they went back to their own terri
tory, and rebuilt their towns and settled in them. 24There
upon the Israelites dispersed, each to his own tribe and
clan; everyone departed for his own territory.
25 In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone
did as he pleased.
n-n

Menning of Heb. uncertain.

sequel, which also takes place in
Shiloh. 14: Returned: The surviving
men from Benjamin returned from
the Rock of Rimrnon to their
towns, but there were still 200 left
without wives.

21.15-25: The abduction at
Shiloh. In order to resolve the
problem of the 200 additional Ben
jaminites who were left without
wives, the elders of the commu
nity suggested that the o thers cir
cumvent the oath by lying in wait
in the vineyards of Shiloh to
abduct from there the young
women dancing at the feast of the
LoRD. The motif of stealing

women on a festival day is known
from Greek (Herodotus) and
Roman (Livy) literature. The story
connecting Benjamin with Shiloh
prepares the ground for the de
cline of the town's status in the
days of Eli and his sons according
to the following book of Samuel.
15: The blow struck to the Benja
minites harmed the overall struc
ture of the Israelite tribes. 19: The
annual feast: It is not clear what
feast this refers to. According to Jo
sephus this was one of the three
pilgrimage festivals, while a rab
binic tradition knows of a similar
festival commemorated on the
15th of Av (the fifth month, in the

2 1 . 1 5-2 1 . 25

mid-summer) or the Day of Atone
ment (m. Ta'an. 4.8). It may simply
refer to a local grape-harvest festi
val similar to the vintage festival
in Shechem (9.27). The detailed ge
ographical description of Shiloh's
location is unusual in the Bible.
This may be an addition from the
period when Shiloh, which is iden
tified with Khirbet Sailun, north of
Bethel, was destroyed. 24: Once a
solution had been found, the Isra
elites left Bethel and returned to
their own territories. 25: The book
concludes with the motto that ex
presses disappointment in the
judges and hope in the monarchy.
Given the negative associations in
the story with Saul, it is the Da
vidic monarchy to which the book
looks forward.

I

Samuel

Name and Contents
were originally one book. In the Septuagint it was divided into
two, owing to its length, and the Christian tradition followed this division. In Hebrew
Bibles used by the Jewish community, this division was not made before the 15th century,
THE BOOKS OF SAMUEL

under the influence of the Vulgate. Following a pattern found in some other biblical
books, which end with the death of a main character, the division in the book of Samuel
was made at the point of Saul's death. Thus, 1 Samuel recounts the periods of Eli (chs 1-4),
Samuel (chs 5-12), and Saul (chs 13-31); 2 Samuel tells of the reign of David. The work
was named after the prophet Samuel (b. B. Bat. 14b), because the story of his birth opens
the book and he is the principal figure in the first part. He greatly influenced events
during his life and even after his death, since he anointed the first two kings, whose
actions and fate occupy the major part of the book of Samuel.
The book of Samuel consists chiefly of narratives, which are supplemented with a few
songs, lists, and brief notices. Its central concern is with the personal life of the leaders.
Their aspirations, feelings, and passions are depicted realistically, displaying negative
qualities as well as positive ones. Through the events of their lives the main ideas of the
book are expressed. As a rule, human beings, not God, occupy the central stage, their lot
being determined by their conduct. God acts behind the scenes, usually refraining from
direct, supernatural intervention, shaping individual destinies through the natural course
of events.
Samuel, the only person in the Bible whose biography begins before his birth and
extends after his death, acted as both judge and prophet. Saul, the first king, who led
Israel after Samuel, is depicted in most of the book as an unstable character. When he tries
to free himself from Samuel's stern tutelage, a break ensues between the two men, and
Saul is rejected in favor of David-the focal figure in both books. David, as opposed to
Saul, is generally portrayed in a favorable light. His personality is many-faceted and
richer than any other figure in the Bible. He is a strong leader, successful in war and peace,
a gifted musician and poet, deeply religious, endowed with a strong sense of justice, re
spectful and loyal towards Saul. Only in his dealings with his children does he appear
-
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weak. He sins, abusing his power, but repents wholeheartedly. At the peak of his reign he
receives God's promise that his dynasty will reign forever.

Background
describes the transition from the rule of the judges to the monarchic
system of government. It tells of the foundation of the monarchy and its early struggles,
paying special attention to questions concerning the rights, duties, and restrictions of the
kings. It depicts how, through clashes between King Saul and the prophet Samuel, and
between King David and the prophet Nathan, a type of kingship emerged that radically
differed from the absolute kingship prevalent in the ancient Near East. According to the
Bible, kings in Israel were not allowed to do whatever they fancied. They were subject to a
higher power and to the rule of law and morality, upheld by the prophets.
The book also deals with the transfer of government from the old leaders to the new.
Though hereditary succession was not unknown (see esp. Judg. chs 6--9) , the three leaders
Eli, Samuel, and Saul were not succeeded by their sons, but by others-each of whom had
initially been under the patronage of his predecessor. The transfer was effected smoothly
in the case of Eli and Samuel, with difficulty in the case of Samuel and Saul, and with
bitter conflict in the case of Saul and David, culminating in Saul's recurring attempts to
kill David.
THE BOOK OF SAMUEL

Literary Form
THE BOOK OF SAM UEL is a work of literary art and is best read as such. Though only partly
visible in translation, the literary and stylistic features are unmistakable, bearing witness
to the book's artistry. The narratives excel in dramatic force and human appeal. Almost all
contain a large amount of direct speech, which gives them their vivid character. Some are
made up almost exclusively of direct speech; for instance, the narrative of Saul, who went
to look for his father's asses and was anointed king of Israel (9.1-10.16). Conversations are
usually brief, including only what is essential for the development of the plot. The same
holds true for descriptions. Unlike conversations, however, descriptions of people, places,
and objects are relatively rare and in many narratives wholly absent. The literary features
play an important role in expressing or highlighting the narratives' ideas and values and
impressing them on the readers. The book's literary character has no bearing on the ques
tion of its historical veracity, since both fact and fiction may be cast in an aesthetic mold.
The book, however, should not be understood as a straightforward history of the early
monarchic period.

Text
of Samuel a considerable number of corruptions are
found, generally resulting from scribal errors. For instance, 13.1 reads "Saul was a year old
when he became king and he reigned over Israel two years." It is clear that a number was
accidentally omitted before the word "year" ("a" is not expressed in Heb). The number
I N THE TRADITIONAL HEBREW TEXT
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"two" at the end of the sentence is also implausible because it seems quite impossible to
accommodate all the events of Saul's kingship within a span of two years (see, e.g., 27.7).
In some cases it is possible to correct the Masoretic Text of Samuel with the help of alterna
tive texts. Parallel passages to Samuel, containing partly divergent readings, are found in
the book of Psalms and the book of Chronicles. Among the Dead Sea Scrolls fragments of
four different manuscripts of Samuel have been discovered, which contain pre-Masoretic
texts. The Septuagint and other ancient translations also testify to different readings. In
some cases even Antiquities of the Jews by Josephus, whose readings are often similar to
those of the Septuagint and one of the Dead Sea manuscripts, may be helpful. The follow
ing annotations will be based on the Hebrew Masoretic Text and the NJPS translation, but
whenever the text seems corrupt, attention will be paid to alternative readings.

Composition
SEVERAL STORIES IN THE BOOK OF SAMUEL OCCUr twice, though in different versions.
Cases in point include the stories about the election of Saul (9.15-10.9; 10.20-24), his rejec
tion by Samuel (13.8-14; 15·9-33), David's first meeting with Saul (16.14-23; 17.31-)7,
55-58), the killing of Goliath (in one case by David, in the other by Elhanan, 17.40-51;
2 Sam. 21.19), Saul's attempt to kill David by throwing his spear at him (18.1o-11; 19.9-10),
David's escape from Saul (19.11-12; 20.1-21.1), his taking refuge with Achish (21.1 1-16;
27. 1-28.2; 29.1-11), and his refusal to kill Saul when he had the opportunity to do so
(24.1-22; 26.1-25). The origin of the saying, "Is Saul too among the prophets?" is explained
twice and in different ways (10.10-12; 19.18-24), and there are two divergent accounts of
Saul's death (31 .1-7; 2 Sam. 1.3-10).
Different versions of the same story, which are often met with in folk tales, arose, in all
likelihood, when these stories were transmitted orally, before they were written down.
The double, and sometimes contradictory, stories were probably included in the book of
Samuel because they were not seen as different versions of the same story, but as accounts
of different events, or because of the light they shed on the protagonists. As for contradic
tions, these were looked at in a different way from today: Consistency was not considered
essential. Besides, the contradictions could always be resolved in one way or another (see,
for instance, how the two differing accounts of the killing of Goliath are reconciled in
1 Chron. 20.5).
Jewish sources ascribe the composition of the book of Samuel to Samuel himself
(b. B. Bat. 14b). But since his death is already recorded in ch 25, the prophets Gad and
Nathan, who are mentioned together with Samuel as the authors of a history of David
(1 Chron. 29.29), are said to have finished the work (b. B. Bat. 15a ). In the book of Samuel
itself one source is mentioned: the Book of Jashar, from which David's elegy for Saul and
Jonathan was taken (2 Sam. 1.18).
Biblical scholarship has posited a plurality of sources. In this respect three main theories
have been put forward. First, the book of Samuel is composed of two or three parallel and
continuous narrative strands, which run through the whole length of the book (this view
-
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was current in the 19th and the beginning of the 2oth centuries). Second, the book of
Samuel consists of many single, independent narratives. Third, the book of Samuel is a
compilation of large thematic units-such as the Ark narrative, the Saul cycle, the history
of David's rise, the so-called succession narrative (which continues into the first chapters
of Kings)-which are not parallet but arranged one after the other. Most scholars hold
that the book of Samuel was also subjected to a Deuteronomistic redaction (that is, based
on the tenets of the book of Deuteronomy), but it is generally agreed that this redaction
was much slighter than in the book of Judges or the book of Kings. Some scholars assume
a prophetic stratum between the older narrative material and the Deuteronomistic redac
tion. In any case, many hands have contributed to the formation of the book of Samuet as
is also borne out by the differences in style and narrative method-yet the different ele
ments have generally been integrated into one unified whole.
In its final form the book of Samuet and particularly the figures of David and Saut
have had a great impact on Jewish and Western thought and art. Many compositions
religious, moral, and political-as well as innumerable works of poetry, drama, narrative
prose, painting, sculpture, and music have been influenced by them, and they continue to
[SHIMON BAR-EFRAT]
be a source of inspiration even today.

1 There was a man from •·Ramathaim of the Zuphites,·•

in the hill country of Ephraim, whose name was Elka
nah son of Jeroham son of Elihu son of Tohu son of Zuph,
an Ephraimite. 2 He had two wives, one named Hannah
and the other Peninnah; Peninnah had children, but Han
nah was childless. 3 This man used to go up from his town
every year to worship and to offer sacrifice to the LoRD of
Hosts at Shiloh.-Hophni and Phinehas, the two sons of
Eli, were priests of the LoRD there.
4 One such day, Elkanah offered a sacrifice. He used to
give portions to his wife Peninnah and to all her sons and
daughters; S but to Hannah he would give one portion
b·only-though·b Hannah was his favorite-for the LORD
had closed her womb. 6 Moreover, her rivat to make her
miserable, would taunt her that the LORD had closed her
n-n Heb. "Rnmnthnim-zophim." /11 1.19, 2.11, 7. 17, 15-34· 19.18, etc., the tow11 is called
Rm11nlr; n11d 9-5Jf- shows tlrnt it wns i11 tire district ofZuplr.
b-b Men11i11g of Heb. wrcatnirr.

1 .1-2.1 1 a: The vow. The book of
Samuel begins with the story of
the remarkable birth of SamueL
The story focuses on Samuel's
mother, who was barren and so
desperate for a child that she
vowed to part from it and dedicate
it to God, if her prayer for a son
were answered. The motif of for-

rnerly barren women who give
birth to national leaders or ances
tors is well attested in the Bible
(Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Samson's
mother; see Gen. 21.1-8; 25.19-26;
30.1-2, 22-24; Judg. 13.2-3, 24), the
exceptional birth hinting at divine
concern and purpose for the child.
The narrative consists of an expo-

sition, which gives details about
the persons, the background, and
relevant customs, and three parts.
The first part takes place at Shiloh,
the second at Ramah, and the third
at Shiloh again; a final section,
which rounds off the story, is ern
bedded within the next narrative,
2.18-21 . 1: The list of Elkanah's an
cestors shows that he was of dis
tinguished lineage. 2: Bigamy
was allowed and not uncommon.
3: The Ark of the LoRD was
housed in the sanctuary at Shiloh.
The information concerning the
worship every year a t Shiloh links
the beginning of the book of Sam
uel with the end of the book of
Judges, where a feast of God is
mentioned, celebrated every year
at Shiloh (Judg. 21.19). Though not
figuring in the present story, the
two sons of Eli are mentioned be
cause the stories about Samuel are
intertwined with those about Eli
and his sons (see ch 2). 5: One por
tion only-though: The Heb may
also be interpreted, "one twofold
portion-for" (cf. the fivefold por
tion Joseph gave to Benjamin, Gen.
43-34); this interpretation better ex
plains Peninnah's reaction. 6: Fer
tility is understood throughout the
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womb. 7•This happened·• year after year: Every time she
went up to the House of the LoRD, the other would taunt
her, so that she wept and would not eat. B Her husband El
kanah said to her, "Hannah, why are you crying and why
aren't you eating? Why are you so sad? Am I not more de
voted to you than ten sons?"
9 After they had eaten and drunk at Shiloh, Hannah
rose.b-The priest Eli was sitting on the seat near the door
post of the temple of the LoRD.-10 Jn her wretchedness,
she prayed to the LoRD, weeping all the while. 11 And she
made this vow: "0 LoRD of Hosts, if You will look upon
the suffering of Your maidservant and will remember me
and not forget Your maidservant, and if You will grant
Your maidservant a male child, I will dedicate him to the
LoRD for all the days of his life; and no razor shall ever
touch his head."
1 2 As she kept on praying before the LoRD, Eli watched
her mouth. 13 Now Hannah was praying in her heart; only
her lips moved, but her voice could not be heard. So Eli
thought she was drunk. 1 4 Eli said to her, "How long will
you make a drunken spectacle of yourself? <"Sober up!"-<
15 And Hannah replied, "Oh no, my lord! I am a very un
happy woman. I have drunk no wine or other strong
drink, but I have been pouring out my heart to the LoRD.
1 6 Qo not take your maidservant for a worthless woman;!
have only been speaking all this time out of my great an
guish and distress." 1 7 "Then go in peace," said Eli, "and
may the God of Israel grant you what you have asked of
Him." 1B She answered, "You are most kind to your hand
maid." So the woman left, and she ate, and was no longer
downcast. . 19 Early next morning they bowed low before
the LORD, and they went back home to Ramah.
Elkanah knewd his wife Hannah and the LoRD remem
bered her. 20 Hannah conceived, and at the turn of the year
bore a son. She named him Samuel," meaning, "I asked
the LORD for him." 21 And when the man Elkanah and all
his household were going up to offer to the LoRD the an
nual sacrifice and his votive sacrifice, 22 Hannah did not
go up. She said to her husband, "When the child is
weaned, I will bring him. For when he has appeared be
fore the LoRD, he must remain there for good." 23 Her hus
band Elkanah said to her, "Do as you think best. Stay
a-a Lit. "TI111s l!e did. "
Sept11agint adds "and stood l>efore tile LORD. "
c-c Lit. "Rc111ove yo11r wine fro/11 yon. "
d Cf note n l Gw. 4.1.
c Connected witlr sha'ul me'el "asked of God"; cj.

b

lll '.

17, 27-28.

Bible as a divine gift. Barrenness
was considered a disgrace, causing
great distress to the woman con
cerned (e.g., Gen. 30.1, 22-23).
7: Peninnah is the opposite of
Hannah. Not only does Peninnah
have many children, whereas Han
nah has none, but Peninnah delib
erately hurts her rival, while Han
nah refrains from paying back,
weeping in silence. 8: Am I not

more devoted to you than ten 5on5,

cf. Ruth 4.15. 9: Though Hannah
does not eat, she waits until all
have finished their meal. 1 1 : The
structure of Hannah's vow is typi
cal of vows in the Bible: First a
condition is stated, and this is
followed by a commitment if the
condition is fulfilled (cf. Gen.
28.2o-22; Judg. 11.3o-31). Here the
vow is preceded by an invocation
of God. Long hair was characteris
tic of Nazirites, who devoted
themselves to God (Num. 6.5). The
word "Nazirite" is actually used
by the Septuagint in the present v.
and by the Dead Sea manuscript
4QSam• in v. 22. Samuel is also
called a Nazirite in the postbibli
cal book of Sirach (46.13).
13: Silent prayer was uncommon.
19: They went back home: This
phrase often serves to mark the
end of a story or ari episode (e.g.,
2.11). Tire Lmm remembered her:
This is shown when Hannah's
womb is opened (see v. 11), en
abling her to conceive. 20: The
verb "sha'al" (= ask) recurs in the
narrative several times, more than
is expressed in the translation (see
also 2.20). 22: Weaning used to
take place after several years; ac
cording to 2 Mace. 7.27 after three
years. 24: One ephah, about 23
- liters (21 quarts). 27: Hannah uses
the same words as Eli did before
(v. 17), to indicate to the priest that
his blessing has materialized.
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home until you have weaned him. May the LoRD fulfill
•·His word."-• So the woman stayed home and nursed her
son until she weaned him.
24 When she had weaned him, she took him up with her,
along with b-three bulls,-b one ephah of flour, and a jar of
wine. And <·though the boy was still very young,·< she
brought him to the House of the LoRD at Shiloh. 25 After
slaughtering the bull, they brought the boy to Eli. 26 She
said, "Please, my lord! As you live, my lord, I am the
woman who stood here beside you and prayed to the
LoRD. 27 It was this boy I prayed for; and the LORD has
granted me what I asked of Him. 28 I, in turn, hereby lend d
him to the LORD. For as long as he lives he is lent to the
LoRD." And they• bowed low there before the LoRD.

2 And Hannah prayed:
My heart exults in the LORD;
1-I have triumphed-1 through the LoRD.
g-I gloaP over my enemies;
I rejoice in Your deliverance.
2

There is no holy one like the LORD,
Truly, there is none beside You;
There is no rock like our God.

3

Talk no more with lofty pride,
Let no arrogance cross your lips!
For the LORD is an all-knowing God;
By Him actions are measured.

4

The bows of the mighty are broken,
And the faltering are girded with strength.
Men once sated must hire out for bread;
Men once hungry hunger no more.
While the barren woman bears seven,
The mother of many is forlorn.
The LORD deals death and gives life,
Casts down into Sheol and raises up.

5

6

a-a Septuagint and 4QSam' (a Samuel fragment from Qumran) read "the utterm1ce of
your mouth." Tlw translators express their thanks to Professor Frank M. Cross, Jr., for
graciously making available to them copies of l1is tmpublished Samuel fragments.
b-b Septuagint and 4QSam' read "a tl1ree-year-old lcf Gen. 15-91 bull and bread";cf v. 25.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d From tlw same root as that of the verb rendered "asked for" in v. 20.
e Heb. "l1e"; cf 2.11. A reading in the Talmud (Berakhot 61a) implies that Elkanah was
there.
f-f Lit. "My hom is high. "
g-g Lit. "My mouth is wide. "

2.1-1 0: Hannah's song, which is
similar in style and content to cer
tain psalms (cf. v. 8 with Ps.
113.7-8), expresses thanks and
praise to God for a victory over an
enemy. I t fits neither Hannah's sit
uation nor her personality. More
over, a king is mentioned in v. 10,
whereas at Hannah's time the
monarchy had not yet been estab
lished in Israel. The song was put
in Hannah's mouth because of v. 5,
while the barren woman bears seven,
and because of its general idea,
that God often completely reverses
the fortunes of human beings, in
accordance with their conduct.
The idea of reversal is underscored
by the contrasts between or within
the lines of the parallelisms in the
central part of the song. 1: The
horn (see translators' note J-J), a
symbol of strength (Deut. 33.17), is
mentioned in the Heb text both at
the beginning and the end of the
song, thus stressing the idea of
triumph. 2: The second line pre
vents understanding the first and
third lines as if other gods existed.
3: Here the enemies are addressed,
For the thought that God is all
knowing and that He measures
the actions of human beings (and
pays them accordingly) see also
Prov. 24.12, where the same Heb
roots are used as here. 5: The num
ber sevm denotes multiplicity,
and also has the connotation of
perfection. 6-Sa: The LoRD is the
cause of all changes in life. 6: Sheaf,
the place beneath the earth, where,
according to biblical belief, all
people go after death. Sheol
differs from the "'olam haba' "
(the next world), the belief in
which developed in Judaism in the
Second Temple period, because in
Sheol there is no retribution and
all its inhabitants are equal, with
out regard to their former status
or behavior in life. Raising up
from Sheol does not refer to
resurrection from death-a later
belief as well-but to deliverance
from near death (see Ps. 30.3-4).
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8: Dust and dunghill are metaphor

The LoRD makes poor and makes rich;
He casts down, He also lifts high.
He raises the poor from the dust,
Lifts up the needy from the dunghill,
Setting them with nobles,
Granting them seats of honor.
For the pillars of the earth are the LORD's;
He has set the world upon them.
He guards the steps of His faithful,
But the wicked perish in darknessFor not by strength shall man prevail.

B

9

10

ical for utter degradation. The
earth was believed to be flat and
resting upon pillars. 9: Not by
strength, but by the LoRo's provi
dence. 10: The ends of the earth,
all peoples, even the most
remote ones. His anointed one (Heb
"mashiaJ:t," from which comes
the English word "messiah") de
notes the king, since kings were
anointed with oil. 1 1 a: See 1.19 n.

2.1 1 b-36: Ascent versus descent.
Samuel's ascent is contrasted with
the descent of the house of Eli,
both processes taking place simul
taneously at the sanctuary of

The foes of the LoRD shall be shattered;
He will thunder against them in the heavens.
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The LORD will judge the ends o£ the earth.
He will give power to His king,
•·And triumph to-• His anointed one.
1 1 Then Elkanahb [and Hannah] went home to Ramah;
and the boy entered the service of the LoRD under the
priest Eli.
12 Now Eli's sons were scoundrels; they paid no heed to
the LoRD. 13 This is how the priests used to deal with the
people: When anyone brought a sacrifice, the priest's boy
would come along with a three-pronged fork while the
meat was boiling, 14 and he would thrust it into <the caul
dron, or the kettle, or the great pot, or the small cooking
pot;-< and whatever the fork brought up, the priest would
take away d·on it:d This was the practice at Shiloh with all
the Israelites who came there. 1 5 [But now] even before the
suet was turned into smoke, the priest's boy would come
and say to the man who was sacrificing, "Hand over some
meat to roast for the priest; for he won't accept boiled
meat from you, only raw." 16 And if the man said to him,
"Let them first tum the suet into smoke, and then take as
much as you want," he would reply, "No, hand it over at
once or I'll take it by force." 17The sin of the young men
against the LoRD was very great, £or the men treated the
LoRD's offerings impiously.
1 S Samuel was engaged in the service of the LoRD as an
attendant, girded with a linen ephod. 19 His mother would
also make a little robe for him and bring it up to him every
year, when she made the pilgrimage with her husband to
offer the annual sacrifice. 20 Eli would bless Elkanah and
his wife, and say, "May the LORD grant• you offspring by
this woman in place of the loan she made to the LORD."
Then they would return home. 21 For' the LoRD took note
o£ Hannah; she conceived and bore three sons and two
daughters. Young Samuel meanwhile grew up in the ser
vice of the LoRD.
22 Now Eli was very old. When he heard all that his sons
were doing to all Israel, and how they lay with the women
who 9-performed tasks·9 at the entrance o£ the Tent o£
Meeting, 23 he said to them, "Why do you do such things?
I get evil reports about you from the people on all hands.
n-n Lit. "And will raise tl1c hom of "
b Sec note e nt 1.28.
c-c These vessels l•nve not been distinguished precisely.
d-d Tnrgum and Septuagint add 'for himself"
e 4QSnm' and Septuagint rend "repay. "
g-g Menning of Heb. uncertain.
f 4QSnm' rends "And."
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Shiloh. Most of the space is allot
ted to the house of Eli, so as to
make it clear that leaders who
abuse their office and exploit their
people will not escape punish
ment. In the first part (vv. 12-17)
the recurring sins of Eli's sons
are described; the second part
(vv. 22-25) tells of Eli's reprimands
to them, which they ignore; and
the third part (vv. 27-36) specifies
the future punishment to the
House of Eli. These parts alternate
with short pieces of information
about SamueL 12: The names of
Eli's sons were mentioned at 1.3.
I t is unusual for a biblical narrator
to j udge the characters explicitly;
here he does so because of the
graveness of their sins (see also
v. 17). They paid no heed, lit. " they
did not know." 13-14: These
vv. can be interpreted as describ
ing either an accepted, legitimate
custom or sinful and greedy
behavior (cf. Lev. 7-34; Deut. 18.3).
15-16: The priest's boy would
demand (raw) meat even before
the suet was sacrificed to the
LORD. He would also threaten
to use force. 18-21: The conclu
sion of the previous narrative
(1.1-2.11a). An eplwd is a garment
worn by priests and fastened
around the waist (see 22.18; 2 Sam.
6.14). 19: The little robe Hannah
made every year for Samuel
symbolizes her enduring Jove for
him. 20: By this woman, excluding
Peninnah. 22: And how they lay:
The sin of lying with these women
(d. Exod. 38.8) is mentioned nei
ther before in the narrative nor
afterwards by the man of God;
in the Dead Sea manuscript
4QSam• and Septuagint this part
of the verse does not occur. The
Tent of Meeting was so called
because God used to meet there
with Israel (see Exod. 29.42).
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24 Don't, my sons! It is no favorable report I hear the peo
ple of the LoRD spreading about. 25 If a man sins against a
man, the LoRD may pardon• him; but if a man offends
against God, who can •·obtain pardon·• for him?" But they
ignored their father's plea; for the LORD was resolved that
they should die. 26Young Samuel, meanwhile, grew in es
teem and favor both with God and with men.
27 A man of God came to Eli and said to him, "Thus said
the LoRD: Lo, I revealed Myself to your father's house in
Egypt when they were subject to the House of Pharaoh,
28 and I chose them from among all the tribes of Israel to
be My priests-to ascend My altar, to burn incense, [and]
to carry an ephod b before Me-and I assigned to your
father's house all offerings by fire of the Israelites. 29 Why,
then, do you <·maliciously trample upon the sacrifices and
offerings that I have commanded?"< You have honored
your sons more than Me, feeding on the first portions of
every offering of My people Israel.d 30 Assuredly-de
dares the LoRD, the God of Israel-I intended for you and
your father 's house to remain in My service forever. But
now-declares the LORD-far be it from Me! For I honor
those who honor Me, but those who spurn Me shall be
dishonored. 31 A time is coming when I will break your
power and that of your father's house, and there shall be
no elder in your house. 32 You will gaze grudgingly• at all
the bounty that will be bestowed on Israel, but there shall
never be an elder in your house. 33•-I shall not cut off all
your offspring from My altar; [but,] to make your eyes
pine and your spirit languish, all the increase in your
house shall die as [ordinary] men. ·• 34 And this shall be a
sign for you: The fate of your two sons Hophni and Phin
ehas-they shall both die on the same day. 35 And I will
raise up for Myself a faithful priest, who will act in accor
dance with My wishes and My purposes. I will build for
him an enduring house, and he shall walk before My
anointed evermore. 36 And all the survivors of your house
shall come and bow low to him for the sake of a money fee
and a loaf of bread, and shall say, 'Please, assign me to one
of the priestly duties, that I may have a morsel of bread
to eat.' "
a-a Meaning of Heb. Ill/Certain.
b Here a device for obtaini11g m·aclrs (cf 14.3; 1] .6 9-1 1). 1101 a garment as i11 v. 18 above.
c-c Menning of Heb. 11ncertni11. Emendation yields "gaze {cf Sept11ngi111/ gr11dgingly 11p011
the sacrifices and offeriugs which 1 have COI/lmauded" (cmmecliHg ma'on with 'oyen,
"keeping n jenlo11s eiJc"; S<'C 1 Sam. 18.9); cf. v. 31 nnd 1/0ic c below.
d Sec vv. 15-16.
e Cf note c-c above.
,
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23-25: Eli's rebuke is concerned
with the reports the people
spread about and the punishment
threatening his sons rather than
with their sins. The LoRD was re
solved that they should die, because
they were confirmed in their
sins (cf. God's hardening of
Pharaoh's heart, Exod. 7-3-s).
26: Samuel's reputation with both
God and men is contrasted with
that of Eli's sons. 27-36: The
prophecy about the downfall of
the house of Eli contains three
parts: the election of the house to
the priesthood in the past; the
abuse of its office in the present;
the rejection of the house and the
election of a new and faithful
house in the future. The word
"house," denoting family or dy
nasty, recurs ten times. It is not
stated who will replace the house
of Eli. 28: For the three priestly
duties enumerated here see Deut.
33.8-10. 31: And there shall be 110
elder in your lwuse is repeated in
the next v.; in the Dead Sea manu
script 4QSam• and Septuagint
these words do not occur in the
present v. 33: Shall die as . . . men:
The Dead Sea manuscript 4QSam•
and Septuagint read "shall fall by
the sword of men." This may refer
to the massacre of the priests of
Nob (ch 22). 35: Faithful and endur
ing: The Heb uses the same word,
indicating that because the priest
will be faithful, his house shall
be enduring. Possibly the priest
meant is Zadok, who replaced
Abiathar, a descendant of Eli
(1 Kings 2.26-27). My anointed,
see v. 10 n.
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Eli. In those days the word of the LoRD was rare;
prophecy was not widespread. 2 One day, Eli was asleep in
his usual place; his eyes had begun to fail and he could
barely see. 3 The lamp of God had not yet gone out, and
Samuel was sleeping in the temple of the LORD where the
Ark of God was. 4 The LoRD called out to Samuel, and he
answered, ''I'm coming." 5 He ran to Eli and said, "Here I
am; you called me." But he replied, "I didn't call you; go
back to sleep." So he went back and lay down. 6 Again the
LoRD called, "Samuel!" Samuel rose and went to Eli and
said, "Here I am; you called me." But he replied, "I didn't
call, my son; go back to sleep."-7Now Samuel had not
yet experienced the LORD; the word of the LORD had not
yet been revealed to him.-B The LoRD called Samuel
again, a third time, and he rose and went to Eli and said,
"Here I am; you called me." Then Eli understood that the
LoRD was calling the boy. 9 And Eli said to Samuel, "Go lie
down. If you are called again, say, 'Speak, LORD, for Your
servant is listening.' " And Samuel went to his place and
lay down.
1D The LORD came, and stood there, and He called as be
fore: "Samuel! Samuel!" And Samuel answered, "Speak,
for Your servant is listening." 11 The LoRD said to Samuel:
"I am going to do in Israel such a thing that both ears of
anyone who hears about it will tingle. 12 In that day I will
fulfill against Eli all that I spoke concerning his house,
from beginning to end. 13 And I declare to him that I sen
tence his house to endless punishment for the iniquity
he knew about-how his sons committed sacrilege •·at
will·•-and he did not rebuke them. 1 4 Assuredly, I swear
concerning the house of Eli that the iniquity of the house
of Eli will never be expiated by sacrifice or offering."
15 Samuel lay there until morning; and then he opened
the doors of the House of the LORD. Samuel was afraid to
report the vision to Eli, 16 but Eli summoned Samuel and
said, "Samuel, my son"; and he answered, "Here." 1 7 And
n-n Men11i11g ofHeb. 1111Certni11. Sepl11ngi111 rends "ngni11sl Cod. "

3.1-4.1a: Revelation. God's reve
lation to Samuel, which elevates
him to the rank of prophet, con
tains a second message of calamity
to the house of Eli. The narrative
consists of five parts: an introduc
tion, dialogues between Eli and
Samuel, the revelation (in the cen
ter), again dialogue between Eli
and Samuel, and a conclusion.

1-3: The exposition supplies the
background information. Because
tl1e word of the Lo1w was rare and
propl1ecy (i.e., revelations) was not
widespread, neither Samuel nor Eli
recognizes at first who is calling.
In this way an ironic situation is
created (dramatic irony). Samuel,
who waits upon the almost blind
Eli, sleeps near the Ark of God
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(from where God's voice is heard,
see Exod. 25.22; Nwn. 7·89). The
lamp of God, which used to burn
from evening to morning (Exod.
27.2o-21), had not yet gone out-so
it is still night. The Ark of God, see
4·4 n. 4-9: In his innocence and
humility, it does not enter
Samuel's mind that it is God who
is calling to him. Though aware
that he was mistaken before, he
again and again gets up and goes
to Eli. By repeating the situation
with slight changes, the narrative
builds dramatic tension. 6: To reas
sure Samuel, Eli fondly adds my
son. 7: The v. is inserted a t this par
ticular point in order to explain
why at the third call the inexperi
enced Samuel still does not under
stand who is calling, whereas Eli
now realizes that it is the LoRD.
10: Samuel's state of awe causes
him not to add "LoRD" in his re
sponse, as Eli has instructed him
to do. 1 1-14: In the first half of the
revelation God announces His in
tention to inflict dreadful calami
ties upon Israel and the house of
Eli; in the second half He states the
reason why He will do so and will
not forgive them. Though repen
tance is a major theme in the Bible,
not all sins may be forgiven.
1 1 : Both ears . . . will tingle: The
figure refers to the shock felt at
learning of a terrible disaster (see
2 Kings 21.12; Jer. 19.3). 12: All that
I spoke, through the man of God
(2.27-36). 13: According to Jewish
tradition at will is a "scribes' emen
dation." Initially the Heb text read,
"against God" (like Septuagint),
but this was changed by the an
cient scribes to avoid affronting
His dignity. Not rebuke, rather, "not
restrain." Eli did rebuke his sons
(see 2.23-25), though insufficiently.
14: Sacrifice or offering will not
atone, as they were trampled upon
(2.29). 1 5: He opened the doors: In
spite of his tremendous experience
Samuel continues to carry out his
daily duties as usual. He does not
report the vision to Eli so as not to
distress him. 16: My son . . . !Jere:
Eli's address and Samuel's re
sponse are the same as in the pre
vious night. 17: Thus and more in a
formula of adjuration refers to
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[Eli] asked, "What did He say to you? Keep nothing from
me. •Thus and more may God do to you·• if you keep
from me a single word of all that He said to you!" 1B Sam
uel then told him everything, withholding nothing from
him. And [Eli] said, "He is the LoRD; He will do what He
deems right."
19 Samuel grew up and the LoRD was with him: He did
not leave any of Samuel'sb predictions unfulfilled. 20 All
Israel, from Dan to Beer-sheba, knew that Samuel was
trustworthy as a prophet of the LoRD. 21 And the LoRD
continued to appear at Shiloh: the LORD revealed Himself
to Samuel at Shiloh with the word of the LORD; 1 and
Samuel's word went forth to all Israel.
<Israel marched out to engage the Philistines in battle;
they encamped near Eben-ezer, while the Philistines en
camped at Aphek. 2 The Philistines arrayed themselves
against Israel; and when the battle was fought/ Israel was
routed by the Philistines, who slew about four thousand
men on the field of battle. 3 When the [Israelite] troops re
turned to the camp, the elders of Israel asked, "Why did
the LoRD put us to rout today before the Philistines? Let
us fetch the Ark of the Covenant of the LoRD from Shiloh;
thus He will be present among us and will deliver us from
the hands of our enemies." 4 So the troops sent men to
Shiloh; there Eli's two sons, Hophni and Phinehas, were
in charge of the Ark of the Covenant of God, and they
brought down from there the Ark of the Covenant of the
LoRD of Hosts Enthroned on the Cherubim.
s When the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD entered the
camp, all Israel burst into a great shout, so that the earth
resounded. 6 The Philistines heard the noise of the shout
ing and they wondered, "Why is there such a loud shout
ing in the camp of the Hebrews?" And when they learned
that the Ark of the LoRD had come to the camp, 7 the Phil
istines were frightened; for they said, "God has come to
the camp." And they cried, "Woe to us! Nothing like this

4

a-a A formula ofadjumtiou.
b Heb. "/1is."
c Preccdiug this, Scptuagillt iJns "/11 those days, the Philisti11es gathered for war agai11st
Jsmel. "
d Meauiug of Hcb. JIJICcrtaiu.

harmful occurrences, which the
adjurer shrinks from mentioning
explicitly. 19-21; 4.1a: These
verses conclude the story. After the
first revelation Samuel had many
more, and since all his predictions

came true, he was recognized as
a trustworthy prophet (the Heb
uses the same adjective rendered
as "faithful" at 2.35), in accor
dance -with the criterion of a true
prophet in Deut. 18.22. 20: The
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expressionfrom Dan to Beer-sheba
means from the northern to the
southern limit of Israel (see Judg.
20.1). 21a: The situation at the end
of the story is opposed to that at
the beginning (v. 1).

4.1b-22: Disaster. In chs 4-6 the
Ark of the Covenant is the main
subject, and Samuel is not men
tioned at all. Ch 4 relates the cap
ture of the Ark by the Philistines,
the death of Eli's sons on one day
(as predicted in 2.34), and the
death of Eli himself. It consists of
two parts: the first, located at
Eben-ezer, tells of the battles be
tween Israel and the Philistines;
the second, at Shiloh, describes the
events in the wake of the defeat.
1 b: The Phi/isti11es-from which
the name Palestine was derived in
the Hellenistic-Roman period
came from the area of the Aegean
Sea and settled on the eastern
Mediterranean coast about 1200
BCE. According to the Bible their
origin was from Caphtor (Jer. 47.4;
Amos 9.7), which is identified with
Crete. Archeological excavations
in the coastal cities have brought
their material culture to light, but
little is known of their spiritual
culture. Having better fighting
equipment, including chariots,
they were militarily superior to Is
rael. 3: It was not unusual to bring
the Ark of the Covenant to the bat
tlefield, as a physical sign of the
presence of the LoRD (see 2 Sam
uel 11.11). 4: The Ark of the Cove
nant was a chest containing the
Tablets of the Covenant between
the LoRD and Israel (Deut. 9.11;
10.5). It was the holiest object in
the First Temple, but was absent
from the Second Temple. The Ark
served as a throne for the LoRD of
Hosts (= armies). On its cover were
two Cherubim, probably creatures
with the body of a lion or bull, the
head of a human, and the wings of
an eagle. In the ancient Near East
such creatures used to flank royal
thrones. 6: Hebrews is the designa
tion of the Israelites by foreigners
and by themselves when talking to
foreigners (e.g., Exod. 1.15-16, 19).
7-9: Several voices are cited,
mainly expressing fear and de-
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has ever happened before. 8 Woe to us! Who will save us
from the power of this mighty God? He is the same God
who struck the Egyptians with every kind of plague in the
wilderness! 9 Brace yourselves and be men, 0 Philistines!
Or you will become slaves to the Hebrews as they were
slaves to you. Be men and fight!" 1 D The Philistines fought;
Israel was routed, and they all fled to their homes. The de
feat was very great, thirty thousand foot soldiers of Israel
fell there. 11 The Ark of God was captured, and Eli's two
sons, Hophni and Phinehas, were slain.
12 A Benjaminite ran from the battlefield and reached
Shiloh the same day; his clothes were rent and there was
earth on his head! 13 When he arrived, he found Eli sitting
on a seat, waiting beside the road-his heart trembling for
the Ark of God. The man entered the city to spread the
news, and the whole city broke out in a cry. 14 And when
Eli heard the sound of the outcry and asked, "What is the
meaning of this uproar?" the man rushed over to tell Eli.
15 Now Eli was ninety-eight years old; his eyes were fixed
in a blind stare. 16 The man said to Eli, "I am the one who
came from the battlefield; I have just fled from the battle
field." [Eli] asked, "What happened, my son?" 1 7 The
bearer of the news replied, "Israel fled before the Philis
tines and the troops also suffered a great slaughter. Your
two sons, Hophni and Phinehas, are dead, and the Ark of
God has been captured." 1 8 When he mentioned the Ark of
God, [Eli] fell backward off the seat besideb the gate, broke
his neck and died; for he was an old man and heavy. He
had been a chieftain of Israel for forty years.
a I.e., as a sign of mourning.

b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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spair, but, finally, also encourage
ment. 8: God: The Heb reads
"gods" in the plural. The Philis
tines believe that the Hebrews, like
themselves, worship many gods.
They are also confused as to the
location of the plagues of Egypt.
9: Be me11, brave (see 1 Kings 2.2).
10: Thirty thousa11d seems exagger
a ted, but brings home the magni
tude of the defeat. 1 1 : The Ark of
God was captured, in keeping with
the ancient custom of taking the
statue of the god of the defeated
people as booty. 12: Rent clothes
and earth on the head were
signs of mourning (see 2 Samuel

1.2). 13: Trembli11gfor the Ark of
God, more than for his sons.

17: The bad news is conveyed in
increasing order, seen from Eli's
perspective. 18: The Ark of God,
see v. 13 n. Forty years, a round
number (Judg. 3.11; 5.31; 8.28).

FIRST SAMUEL 4 · 1 9-5 .8
19 His daughter-in-law, the wife of Phinehas, was with
child, about to give birth. When she heard the report that
the Ark of God was captured and that her father-in-law
and her husband were dead, she was seized with labor
pains, and she crouched down and gave birth. 20 As she
lay dying, the women attending her said, "Do not be
afraid, for you have borne a son." But she did not respond
or pay heed. 21 She named the boy Ichabod, meaning,
"The glory has departed from Israel" -referring to the
capture of the Ark of God and to [the death of] her father
in-law and her husband. 22 "The glory is gone from Is
rael," she said, "for the Ark of God has been captured."

5 When the Philistines captured the Ark of God, they

brought it from Eben-ezer to Ashdod. 2 The Philistines
took the Ark of God and brought it into the temple of
Dagon and they set it up beside Dagon. 3 Early the next
day, the Ashdodites found Dagon lying face down on the
ground in front of the Ark of the LORD. They picked
Dagon up and put him back in his place; 4 but early the
next morning, Dagon was again lying prone on the
ground in front of the Ark of the LoRD. The head and both
hands of Dagon were cut off, lying on the threshold; only
•Dagon's trunk was left intact.·• 5 That is why, to this day,
the priests of Dagon and all who enter the temple of
Dagon do not tread on the threshold of Dagon in Ashdod.
6 The hand of the LoRD lay heavy upon the Ashdodites,
and He wrought havoc among them: He struck b·Ashdod
and its territory·b with hemorrhoids. 7 When the men of
Ashdod saw how matters stood, they said, "The Ark of
the God of Israel must not remain with us, for His hand
has dealt harshly with us and with our god Dagon."
B They sent messengers and assembled all the lords of the
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Septuagint reads differently from our Heb. text; it also
mentions mice swarming in tl1e Philistine ships and invading theirfields. Cf tile mention
of "mice" in 6.4, 1 8; and tile note at 6.1.

19-22: The story of Eli's daughter
in-law shows another outcome
of the disaster. The report of the
calamities is again arranged in
increasing order, but now from
her perspective. 19: She crouched
down, the customary position
for childbirth in ancient times.
21-22: Names were usually given
by the mothers. Ichabod means
"no-glory," or "where is glory."
Glory (Heb "kavod") is else-

where associated with divine
presence and especially with
the Ark (e.g., Exod. 24.16-17;
Pss. 24.7-10; 79.9). In the explana
tion of the name the capture of
the Ark is emphasized. Instead of
departed and gone the Heb reads
"exiled."

5.1-12: The hand of the LoRD. In
spite of Israel's defeat and the cap
ture of the Ark, the LORD's rule

NEVI 'IM

over the Philistines and His supe
riority to their god are evident and
recognized by the Philistines
themselves. The narrator takes no
interest in the political and mili
tary consequences of their victory:
their penetration into the heart of
the country and the destruction
of Shiloh and its sanctuary (see
Jer. 7.12-14; Ps. 78.6o). He is con
cerned only with their affliction by
the hand of the LORD (which is men
tioned four times in this ch and
three times in the next). The recur
rence of the situations in the tem
ple of Dagon and in the Philistine
towns shows that the described
misfortunes did not happen acci
dentally. The narrative makes fun
of the Philistines. 1: Ashdod, one of
the five cities of the Philistines.
The others are Gaza, Gath, Ekron,
and Ashkelon. 2: Dagon, the Near
Eastern god of grain, who was
adopted by the Philistines. Placing
war trophies in the sanctuary was
not uncommon (see 21.10; 31.10).
3-5: The description of Dagon
lying face down on the ground be
fore the Ark makes a mockery of
the Philistine god; this is even
more pronounced when the fallen
god has also lost his head and
hands. The mockery extends to the
custom not to tread on the thresh
old because parts of the god have
lain on it (d. Zeph. 1.9). To this
day: A temple of Dagon stood at
Ashdod as late as the Maccabean
period (1 Mace. 10.83-84; 11.4).
6: Hemorrhoids: Cf. Ps. 78.66, where
"He beat back his foes" is ex
plained in the ancient Aramaic
translation of Jonathan: "He beat
his foes with hemorrhoids at their
back." Some scholars, however,
identify the disease as bubonic
plague, since instead of hemor
rhoids, the Heb "ketiv" ("what is
written") reads " tumors," which
are characteristic of bubonic
plague, and Septuagint mentions
mice, which are known to have
spread it. In addition, hemorrhoids
are neither fatal nor epidemic,
whereas according to vv. 11-12 the
disease in question was. 8: The
lords, Heb "seren" (perhaps cog
nate to Greek " tyrannos" tyrant),
the title of the five Philistine rulers.
=
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Philistines and asked, "What shall we do with the Ark of
the God of Israel?" They answered, "Let the Ark of the
God of Israel be removed to Gath." So they moved the Ark
of the God of Israel [to Gath]. 9 And after they had moved
it, the hand of the LoRD came against the city, causing
great panic; He struck the people of the city, young and
old, so that hemorrhoids •·broke out·• among them.
10 Then they sent the Ark of God to Ekron. But when the
Ark of God came to Ekron, the Ekronites cried out, "They
have moved the Ark of the God of Israel to us to slay us
and our kindred." 11 They too sent messengers and assem
bled all the lords of the Philistines and said, "Send the Ark
of the God of Israel away, and let it return to its own place,
that it may not slay us and our kindred." For the panic of
death pervaded the whole city, so heavily had the hand of
God fallen there; 12 and the men who did not die were
stricken with hemorrhoids. The outcry of the city went up
to heaven.

6 The Ark of the LoRD remained in the territory of the

Philistines seven months. b 2 Then the Philistines sum
moned the priests and the diviners and asked, "What
shall we do about the Ark of the LoRD? Tell us with what
we shall send it off to its own place." 3 They answered, "If
you are going to send the Ark of the God of Israel away,
do not send it away without anything; you must also pay
an indemnity to Him. Then you will be healed, and <·He
will make Himself known to you; otherwise His hand will
not turn away from you."·c 4They asked, "What is the in
demnity that we should pay to Him?" They answered,
"Five golden hemorrhoids and five golden mice, corre
sponding to the number of lords of the Philistines; for the
same plague struck all of youd and your lords. S You shall
make figures of your hemorrhoids and of the mice that are
ravaging your land; thus you shall honor the God of Is
rael, and perhaps He will lighten the weight of His hand
upon you and your gods and your land. 6 Don't harden
your hearts as the Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened their
hearts. As you know, when He made a mockery of them,
they had to let Israeld go, and they departed. 7 Therefore,
get a new cart ready and two milch cows that have not
borne a yoke; harness the cows to the cart, but take back
indoors the calves that follow them. B Take the Ark of the
n-n Menning of Heb. IIIICfrlniu.
b Sept11ngint conlillliCS "nud 111ice iumded tllcirfields"; cf vv. 4, 5, 18, nud note nt 5.6.
c-c Or "nnd yo11 will know wiry His lrnud would uot 111m nwny fro/11 you." Menning of
Heb. 11/lcertniu.
d Heb. "tllc111."

- 5?1 -

5 . 9-6 . 8

6.1-7.1: The Ark's return. The first
part of the narrative, located at
Ekron, tells about the Philistines'
decision to return the Ark to its
place; the second part, located at
Beth-shemesh, describes the reac
tion of the people there to the
Ark's arrivaL 2: As experts on
matters of ritual and predicting the
future, the priests and the diviners
will know how to deal with the
Ark. Soothsaying was characteris
tic of the Philistines according to
Isa. 2.6. 3: Instead of He will make
Himself known to you, the Dead Sea
manuscript 4QSam• and Septu
agint read "there will be atone
ment for you." His lzand: See 5-112 n. 4-5: The golden hemorrhoids
and golden mice correspond to the
nature of the plagues; they are a
gift to honor the God of Israel and
to appease Him. The mice that are
ravaging the land by destroying
the grain crops are a blow to
Dagon, the god of grain (but see
also 5.6 n.). Upon you, who are af
flicted by disease, and your gods,
who are deeply humiliated, and
your land, which is ravaged by
mice. 6: The precedent of Egypt
(see also 4.8) serves to convince
those Philistines who, believing
that their misfortunes happened
by chance (see v. 9), are still un
willing to part with their precious
trophy. 7: As a mark of reverence
for the Ark, the cart and the cows
transporting it should not have
been defiled by previous use.
Cows were kept for work rather
than for milk or meat; milch cows
would have young calves and nat
urally be drawn to them.
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LoRD and place it on the cart; and put next to it in a chest
the gold objects you are paying Him as indemnity. Send it
off, and let it go its own way. 9 Then watch: If it goes up
the road to Beth-shemesh, to His own territory, it was He
who has inflicted this great harm on us. But if not, we
shall know that it was not His hand that struck us; it just
happened to us by chance."
t O The men did so. They took two milch cows and har
nessed them to the cart, and shut up their calves indoors.
11 They placed the Ark of the LoRD on the cart together
with the chest, the golden mice, and the figures of their
hemorrhoids. 12 The cows went straight ahead along the
road to Beth-shemesh. They went along a single highroad,
lowing as they went, and turning off neither to the ·right
nor to the left; and the lords of the Philistines walked be
hind them as far as the border of Beth-shemesh.
13 The people of Beth-shemesh were reaping their wheat
harvest in the valley. They looked up and saw the Ark,
and they rejoiced •-when they saw [it]:• 1 4The cart came
into the field of Joshua of Beth-shemesh and it stopped
there. They split up the wood of the cart and presented the
cows as a burnt offering to the LoRD. A large stone was
there; 1 5 and the Levites took down the Ark of the LoRD
and the chest beside it containing the gold objects and
placed them on the large stone. Then the men of Beth
shemesh presented burnt offerings and other sacrifices to
the LoRD that day. 16 The five lords of the Philistines saw
this and returned the same day to Ekron.
1 7 The following were the golden hemorrhoids that the
Philistines paid as an indemnity to the LoRD: For Ashdod,
one; for Gaza, one; for Ashkelon, one; for Gath, one; for
Ekron, one. 1 BbAs for the golden mice, their number ac
corded with all the Philistine towns that belonged to the
five lords-both fortified towns and unwalled <·villages,
as far as·< the great stoned on which the Ark of the LoRD
was set down, to this day, in the field of Joshua of Beth
shemesh.
19 [The LoRD] struck at the men of Beth-shemesh be
cause •they looked into the Ark of the LORD; He struck
down seventy men among the people [and] fifty thousand
men:• The people mourned, for He had inflicted a great
slaughter upon the population. 20 And the men of Betha-a Srptuagint rrads "As tl1ry met it."
b Mraning ofvv. 1 8 and 19 uncertain in part.
c-c Emendation yields "villages, as witness tllerr is."
d Reading 'eben with somr Hrb. 111ss., Srptuagint, and Targum, most mss. and editions
'abel, "meadow [?]. "
e-e Force of Heb. uncertain.

12: The cows went straight ahead, as
if they knew the way. Lowing as
they went, better "lowing continu
ously." This seemingly unimpor
tant fact is mentioned in order to
show the distress of the cows at
being unable to follow their in
stinctive urge and return to their
calves. 13: Here the viewpoint of
the narrative switches to Beth
shemesh, which was the nearest Is
raelite town. 15: Only Levites,
who had been consecrated to serve
the LoRD, were allowed to handle
the Ark 1 8: Instead of as far as the
great stone, read as a new sentence:
"There still is the great stone" (re
quiring a small change in the Heb
vocalization). 19: The numberfifty
thousand is far too big for a little
town like Beth-shemesh. Read
only seventy, as in Antiquities of the
Jews by Josephus. 20: God's holi
ness is awesome-approaching the
Ark, without being consecrated,
involves peril of death (Num.
4-19-20). The Ark cannot return to
Shiloh because the town has been
destroyed (see 5.1-12 n.).
,
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shemesh asked, "Who can stand in attendance on the
LoRD, this holy God? And to whom shall He go up from
us?" 21 They sent messengers to the inhabitants of Kiriath
jearim to say, "The Philistines have sent back the Ark of
the LoRD. Come down and take it into your keeping."
1 The men of Kiriath-jearim came and took up the Ark
of the LORD and brought it into the house of Abinadab on
the hill; and they consecrated his son Eleazar to have
charge of the Ark of the LoRD.
2 A long time elapsed from the day that the Ark was
housed in Kiriath-jearim, twenty years in all; and all the
House of Israel •yearned after• the LORD. 3 And Samuel
said to all the House of Israel, "If you mean to return to
the LoRD with all your heart, you must remove the alien
gods and the Ashtaroth from your midst and direct your
heart to the LORD and serve Him alone. Then He will de
liver you from the hands of the Philistines." 4 And the Is
raelites removed the Baalim and Ashtaroth and they
served the LoRD alone.
5 Samuel said, "Assemble all Israel at Mizpah, and I will
pray to the LORD for you." 6 They assembled at Mizpah,
and they drew water and poured it out before the LORD;
they fasted that day, and there they confessed that they
had sinned against the LoRD. And Samuel acted as chief
tain of the Israelites at Mizpah.
7 When the Philistines heard that the Israelites had as
sembled at Mizpah, the lords of the Philistines marched
out against Israel. Hearing of this, the Israelites were terri
fied of the Philistines s and they implored Samuel, "Do not
neglect us and do not refrain from crying out to the LoRD
our God to save us from the hands of the Philistines."
9 Thereupon Samuel took a suckling lamb and sacrificed it
as a whole burnt offering to the LORD; and Samuel cried
out to the LORD in behalf of Israel, and the LoRD re
sponded to him. 10 for as Samuel was presenting the
burnt offering and the Philistines advanced to attack Is
rael, the LORD thundered mightily against the Philistines
that day. He threw them into confusion, and they were
routed by Israel. 11 The men of Israel sallied out of Mizpah
and pursued the Philistines, striking them down to a
point below Beth-car.
12 Samuel took a stone and set it up between Mizpah

7

n·n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

7.2-17: The spiritual leader. After
the Ark narrative, in which Samuel
was not mentioned at all, the pres
ent narrative again focuses on him.

Samuel is the last of the judges,
but unlike most of his predeces
sors, he does not deliver Israel
from its enemies by military

means. His leadership is religious
and judicial. The narrative demon
strates that if Israel gets rid of its
idols and serves the LORD alone, it
will overcome its enemies and live
in peace. 2: Twenty years, half a
generation. This number fits the
chronology of the book of Judges,
which is based on periods of forty
years, but also twenty and eighty
years. 3-4: Ashtarotlr (plural), im
ages of Ashtoreth, the main Ca
naanite goddess (of fertility and
love). Baalim (plural), images of
Baal, the god of heaven and earth,
who was the head of the Canaan
ite pantheon. The removal of for
eign deities is also mentioned in
Gen. 35.2-4; Josh. 24.23; Judg.
10.16. 5: There was probably a reli
gious center at Mizpalr, where the
community used to assemble be
fore the LoRD (see Judg. 20.1;
1 Sam. 10.17). Samuel, who later
became renowned for his success
in praying (Jer. 15-1; Ps. 99.6), will
beseech the LoRD to forgive Israel
its sins and deliver them from the
Philistines. 6: The ritual of pouring
out water is mentioned nowhere
else in the Bible. In the Second
Temple period water was poured
out on the festival of Sukkot, prob
ably as a request for rain. But here
it is done as a request for remis
sion of sins, just as are the prayer,
fasting, and confession. Instead of
acted as chieftain, which suggests a
connection to the preceding book
of Judges, the Heb may be trans
lated "acted as magistrate" (cf.
Moses sitting as magistrate, Exod.
18.13). 9: According to Jewish tra
ditional interpretation sacrifice
was permitted everywhere before
there was a central sanctuary.
Modern scholarship, however,
holds that sacrifice outside the
central sanctuary became prohib
ited only when the law of Deuter
onomy, demanding centralization
of the cult, was introduced during
the reign of King Josiah (64o-609
BCE). See notes to Deut. ch 12.
10: Thundered: The LORD uses
the forces of nature to help
Israel (cf. Judg. 5.2o-21). 1 2: The
recurrence of the name Eben-ezer
(see 4.1) points to the reversal in
the situation: then defeat by the
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and Shen,a and named it Eben-ezer:b "For up to now," he
said, "the LORD has helped us." 13 The Philistines were
humbled and did not invade the territory of Israel again;
and the hand of the LORD was set against the Philistines as
long as Samuel lived. 14 The towns which the Philistines
had taken from Israel, from Ekron to Gath, were restored
to Israel; Israel recovered all her territory from the Philis
tines. There was also peace between Israel and the Amo
rites.
15 Samuel judged Israel as long as he lived. 1 6 Each year
he made the rounds of Bethel, Gilgal, and Mizpah, and
acted as judge over Israel at all those places. 17 Then he
would return to Ramah, for his home was there, and there
too he would judge Israel. He built an altar there to the
LORD.

8 When Samuel grew old, he appointed his sons judges

over Israel. 2 The name of his first-born son was Joel,
and his second son's name was Abijah; they sat as judges
in Beer-sheba. 3 But his sons did not follow in his ways;
they were bent on gain, they accepted bribes, and they
subverted justice.
4 All the elders of Israel assembled and came to Samuel
at Ramah, 5 and they said to him, "You have grown old,
and your sons have not followed your ways. Therefore
appoint a king for us, to govern us like all other nations."
6 Samuel was displeased that they said "Give us a king to
govern us." Samuel prayed to the LoRD, 7 and the LORD
replied to Samuel, "Heed the demand of the people in
everything they say to you. For it is not you that they have
rejected; it is Me they have rejected as their king. s Like
everything else they have done ever since I brought them
out of Egypt to this day-forsaking Me and worshiping
other gods-so they are doing to you. 9 Heed their de
mand; but warn them solemnly, and tell them about the
practices of any king who will rule over them."
a Otlrawise unknown; per/raps identical witlr "feslrnnalr"; cf Septuagint; also

2

Clrron.

IJ.I9.

b I.e., "Stone of Help. "

Philistines, now victory over them
(after Israel's return to the LoRD).
13: The hand of the LoRD: See 5.112 n. Contrary to the statement
here, which aims at glorifying
Samuel, in the ensuing narratives
Israel is still in the hands of the
Philistines, even in Samuel's life
time (e.g., 9.16). On the subject of
contradictions in the book, see

intro. 14: Amorites is a general
designation of the inhabitants of
Canaan before the Israelite con
quest. Many Amorites remained
in the country after the conquest.
15-17: In order to facilitate the
administration of justice Samuel
makes yearly rounds of the
towns in the central region of the
country, going out to the people

instead of requiring them to come
to him.
Chs 8-12: The foundation of the
monarchy. No less than five chs

are devoted to the foundation of
the monarchy, which shows the
importance attached to the subject.
Their a ttitude towards kingship is
not uniform-in chs 8, 10.17-27,
and 12 it is negative, in the other
chs positive. This reflects ancient
controversy concerning the merits
of kingship. In biblical scholarship
the difference is usually explained
by assuming different sources: The
pro-monarchic chs 9.1-10.16 and
11 are believed to belong to an
older source, the anti-monarchic
chs 8, 10.17-27 and 12 to a later
one. The materials are arranged
artistically: The first and last chs,
8 and 12, contain speeches by Sam
uel, the second and penultimate
ones (9.1-10.16 and 1 1.1-13) em
body narratives having Saul as
protagonist, and the middle sec
tion (10.17-27) recounts the elec
tion of Saul as king.

8.1-22: The request for a king.
This narrative is concerned with
the advantages and disadvantages
of the monarchy. The people desire
a strong, centralized government,
whereas Samuel warns against the
king's violation of individual
rights and liberty. God, though
disapproving, yields to the wish
of the people. The first part of the
narrative recounts the people's
request, Samuel's appeal to God,
and God's reply; the central part
contains the "king's practice";
and the last part again tells of the
people's request, Samuel's appeal
to God and God's reply. 1-3: Back
ground information regarding the
people's request. Like Eli, Samuel
is old and his sons are corrupt
and unworthy to succeed him.
5: Cf. Deut. 17.14. In both places it
is the example of the na tions that
appeals to the people. 7: God's
kingship is presumed to be con
flicting with human kingship. For
God's kingship, see Exod. 15.18;
Judg. 8.23. 8: Just as the people
were always ungrateful to God,
so they are now to Samuel.
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10 Samuel reported all the words of the LoRD to the peo
ple, who were asking him for a king. 11 He said, "This will
be the practice of the king who will rule over you: He will
take your sons and appoint them as his charioteers and
horsemen, and they will serve as outrunners for his chari
ots. 12 He will appoint them as his chiefs of thousands and
of fifties; or they will have to plow his fields, reap his har
vest, and make his weapons and the equipment for his
chariots. 13 He will take your daughters as perfumers,
cooks, and bakers. 14 He will seize your choice fields, vine
yards, and olive groves, and give them to his courtiers.
15 He will take a tenth part of your grain and vintage and
give it to his eunuchs and courtiers. 16 He will take your
male and female slaves, your choice •·young men,·• and
your asses, and put them to work for him. 1 7 He will take a
tenth part of your flocks, and you shall become his slaves.
1B The day will come when you cry out because of the king
whom you yourselves have chosen; and the LoRD will not
answer you on that day."
19 But the people would not listen to Samuel's warning.
"No," they said. "We must have a king over us, 2D that we
may be like all the other nations: Let our king rule over us
and go out at our head and fight our battles." 21 When
Samuel heard all that the people said, he reported it to the
LoRD. 22 And the LoRn said to Samuel, "Heed their de
mands and appoint a king for them." Samuel then said to
the men of Israel, "All of you go home."

9 There was a man of Benjamin whose name was Kish

son of Abiel son of Zeror son of Becorath son of
Aphiah, a Benjaminite, a man of substance. 2 He had a son
whose name was Saul, an excellent young man; no one
among the Israelites was handsomer than he; b·he was a
head tallerb than any of the people.
3 Qnce the asses of Saul's father Kish went astray, and
Kish said to his son Saul, "Take along one of the servants
and go out and look for the asses." 4 He passed into the
hill country of Ephraim. He crossed the district of ShaH
shah, but they did not find them. They passed through the
n-n Septuagint rends "cattle. "

b-/J Lit. "tn/lerfrom his shoulders up."

1 1-17: The "king's practice" is
based on the reality of the ancient
Near East, in accordance with the
people's request to have a king
"like all other nations" (v.· 5). It is
not meant to enumerate the rights
of the king in Israel, but to deter
the people from desiring one. The

king will load a heavy burden
upon all individuals-unlike the
existing regime, which rarely in
terfered with personal life. He will
take-Samuel repeats this verb
many times-their sons to the
army, impose corvee (forced labor)
upon their sons and daughters,

confiscate their lands, levy taxes,
and use their property. 1 1 : Outrun
ners served as bodyguards to the
king (see 22.17). 1 2: Chiefs of tlwu
sands and offifties, cf. Exod. 18.21,
25, where also hundreds and tens
are mentioned. 1 5: The Heb word
translated eunuchs can also mean
"high officials," which better suits
the context. 17: Slaves: As a result
of the foregoing the citizens will
lose their freedom. 18: Instead of
crying out because of their ene
mies (Judg. 3·9· 15; 6.6-7; 10.10)
they will cry out because of their
king, and God who answered their
cry in the past will then refrain
from answering them. 20: The peo
ple want a king to rule the country
in times of peace and lead the
army in times of war. Go out at our
head is a military term (see 18.13).
22: Because of Samuel's objection
the LORD reiterates His command
(v. 7), adding explicitly that Sam
uel appoint a king. Samuel, how
ever, not eager to execute the
order, does not transmit this to the
people, but tells them to go home.

9.1-10.16: The anointing. The
story of the young man who went
to search for lost asses and found a
kingdom is told vividly. Every
thing happens in a natural way,
yet, as elsewhere in the Bible (see
esp. the Joseph story in Genesis),
God's directing the course of
events is manifested in the "acci
dental" occurrences. Only thanks
to his persevering servant-and
against his own intention-does
Saul happen to get to Samuel's
town, and only thanks to the
chance encounter with some girls
does he enter the town at the pre
cise moment when Samuel comes
out, thus meeting the prophet who
will anoint him. The first part of
the narrative describes Saul's jour
ney up to his arrival at Samuel's
town, the second part tells of the
encounter between the two men
and of Saul's anointing, and the
third part recounts Saul's way
back home. The narrative gives a
first glimpse of Saul's character be
fore he becomes king. 1-2: The ex
position provides details about the
hero. Regarding the list of ances-
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FIRST S A MUEL 9 · 5-9 - 1 8

district of Shaalim, but they were not there. They tra
versed the [entire] territory of Benjamin, and still they did
not find them. s When they reached the district of Zuph,
Saul said to the servant who was with him, "Let us turn
back, or my father will stop worrying about the asses and
begin to worry about us." 6 But he replied, "There is a man
of God in that town, and the man is highly esteemed;
everything that he says comes true. Let us go there;
perhaps he will tell us about the errand on which we
set out." 7 "But if we go," Saul said to his servant, "what
can we bring the man? For the food in our bags is all
gone, and there is nothing we can bring to the man of God
as a present. What have we got?" 8 The servant answered
Saul again, "I happen to have a quarter-shekel of silver.
I can give that to the man of God and he will tell us
about our errand."-9•forrnerly in Israel, when a man
went to inquire of God, he would say, "Corne, let us
go to the seer," for the prophet of today was formerly
called a seer.-10 Saul said to his servant, "A good idea;
let us go." And they went to the town where the man of
God lived.
11 As they were climbing the ascent to the town, they
met some girls corning out to draw water, and they asked
them, "Is the seer in town?" 12 "Yes," they replied. "He is
up there ahead of you. b-Hurry, for he has just come to the
town·b because the people have a sacrifice at the shrine
today. 13 As soon as you enter the town, you will find him
before he goes up to the shrine to eat; the people will not
eat until he comes; for he must first bless the sacrifice and
only then will the guests eat. Go up at once, for you will
find him right away." 14 So they went up to the town; and
as they were entering the town,< Samuel came out toward
them, on his way up to the shrine.
1 5 Now the day before Saul carne, the LoRD had re
vealed the following to Samuel: 16 "At this time tomorrow,
I will send a man to you from the territory of Benjamin,
and you shall anoint him ruler of My people Israel. He
will deliver My people from the hands of the Philistines;
for I have taken note of d·My people,·d their outcry has
come to Me."
17 As soon as Samuel saw Saul, the LORD declared to
him, "This is the man that I told you would govern My
people." 1B Saul approached Samuel inside the gate and
n This verse explnius tire temr "seer" in v. 1 1 .
b·b Emendntiorr yields "Hurry,for Ire lrns just rene/red ('attah kayyom b a , so St•ptrrngint)
the gnte"; cf v. 18.
c Emwdntion yields "gnte"; cf v. 18.
d·d Septungint nnd Tnrgr m r rend "tire plight ofMy peoph•"; cf Exod. J·7·

tors cf. 1.1. Berzjamin, the land of
the tribe of Benjamin. 5: Zuph,
Samuel's home district (1.1).
6: Tlwt town, Ramah. 7: It was cus
tomary to bring some food or pres
ents when making inquiries of a
prophet concerning the future or
other hidden matters (see 1 Kings
14-3; 2 Kings 8.8--9; Ezek. 13.19).
8: Were it not for the quarter-shekel
(a measure of weight, approxi
mately 2.5 gram or a little less than
0.1 oz.) of silver the servant hap
pened to possess, Saul and Samuel
would not have met. 9: This ex
planatory note, which separates
Saul's reply from the servant's
proposal, is inserted here in order
to explain the term "seer" in v. 11
and to provide the background for
the expression "come, let us go"
(so in the Heb), used by Saul in
v. 10. 1 1 : The source of water
was downhill outside the town.
1 2-13: Several voices of the girls
can be distinguished, all eager to
supply more information than
asked for. Samuel has come to the
town from one of his circuits
(7.16-17). Regarding the sacrifice,
see 7·9 n. 15-16: The revelation
shows that the "accidental" occur
rences were guided by God. The
term ruler ("nagid") designates in
the book of Samuel a governor
who is appointed by God, whereas
"king" ("melekh") connotes nomi
nation by the people. The repeti
tions of My people here and in v. 17
indicate God's affectionate rela
tionship with Israel. Their outcnJ
has come to Me, cf. Exod. 3·9·
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said to him, "Tell me, please, where is the house of the
seer?" I9 And Samuel answered Saul, "I am the seer. Go up
ahead of me to the shrine, for you shall eat with me today;
and in the morning I will let you go, after telling you
whatever may be on your mind. 20 As for your asses that
strayed three days ago, do not concern yourself about
them, for they have been found. And for whom is all Israel
yearning, if not for you and all your ancestral house?"
21 Saul replied, "But I am only a Benjaminite, from the
smallest of the tribes of Israel, and my clan is the least of
all the clans of the tribe" of Benjamin! Why do you say
such things to me?"
22Samuel took Saul and his servant and brought them
into the hall, and gave them a place at the head of the
guests, who numbered about thirty. 23 And Samuel said
to the cook, "Bring the portion which I gave you and
told you to set aside." 24 The cook lifted up the thigh and
bwhat was on it,·b and set it before Saul. And [Samuel]
said, <·"What has been reserved is set before you. Eat; it
has been kept for you for this occasion, when I said I was
inviting the people."·c So Saul ate with Samuel that day.
25 They then descended from the shrine to the town, and
d·[Samuel] talked with Saul on the roof.
26 Early, at·d the break of day, Samuel called to Saul on
the roof. He said, "Get up, and I will send you off." Saul
arose, and the two of them, Samuel and he, went outside.
27 As they were walking toward the end of the town, Sam
uel said to Saul, "Tell the servant to walk ahead of us"
and he walked ahead-"but you stop here a moment and
I will make known to you the word of God."

1 0 Samuel took a flask of oil and poured some on

Saul's• head and kissed him, and said, "The LoRD
herewith r-anoints you ruler-1 over His own people. 2 When
you leave me today, you will meet two men near the tomb
of Rachel in the territory of Benjamin, <·at Zelzah,-c and
they will tell you that the asses you set out to look for have
been found, and that your father has stopped being con
cerned about the asses and is worrying about you, saying:
n Heb. plum/.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendntiou yields "the broad /nil. "
c-c Menuing of Heb. uucertnin.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain. Septuagint rends "They spread n bedfor Saul on tire roof
and he lay down. At . . .
e Heb. "his. "
f-f Septuagint and Vulgate rend "anoints you ruler over His people Israel, n111i •ton will
govem tire people of the LoRD nrtd deliver them from the /rands of their foes ronudnbout.
Aud litis is the sign for you that the LoRn anoints you."
"

NEVI'IM

1 9-20: With each utterance
Samuel's answer becomes more
astonishing to Saul. For whom is all
Ismel yeaming, "hinting to him
concerning the kingship" (Rashi).
2 1 : Saul's reply testifies to his
modesty (d. Gideon's reply, Judg.
6.15). 22-24: Saul and his servant
are the guests of honor. The reser
vation of the thigh (the best part)
for Saul shows that he was ex
pected. 25-26: The reading of
Septuagint (see translators' note
d-d) is preferable. People used to
sleep on the flat roofs of their
homes because of the heat inside.
27: Saul's anointing must be kept
secret because of the Philistines.
1 0. 1 : Anointing effected consecra
tion to office in the name of God
(initially it symbolized purifica
tion). The king was also desig
nated "the LoRo's anointed" (e.g.,
24.7; 26.9). 2-6: The three signs are
to convince Saul of the truth of
Samuel's words and to persuade
him that he will indeed be king.
2: The tradition that the tomb of
Rachel, the ancestress of Saul's
tribe Benjamin, was located near
Rarnah in Benjaminite territory
contradicts the tradition that it
was near Bethlehem (Gen. 35 19),
but is corroborated by Jer. 31.15.
3-4: From the i tems intended for
the sanctuary of Bethel two loaves
of bread will be given to Saul,
whose food has run out (9.7).
5: The Hill of God (Gibeah of God)
is also called Gibeah of Saul, Gib
eah of Benjamin, or just Gibeah.
Music served to induce a state of
ecstasy (see 2 Kings ).15). The ec
static, communal prophets were
essentially different from the later
literary prophets. 6: Tile spirit of tile
LoRD manifests itself in some ex
ceptional ability, like prophesying
or leadership. 8: Samuel informs
Saul of their relationship right
from the beginning: The king is
subordinate to the prophet and
must follow his instruc_tions.
9: Another heart, another personal
ity. From a simple, diffident peas
ant Saul is transformed into a
charismatic leader. 1 0-12: The
episode demonstrates that Saul
has become another man (v. 6).
1 1 : Here son of Kislt is not necessar.
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'What shall I do about my son?' 3 You shall pass on from
there until you come to the terebinth of Tabor. There you
will be met by three men making a pilgrimage to God at
Bethel. One will be carrying three kids, another will be
carrying three loaves of bread, and the third will be carry
ing a jar of wine. 4 They will greet you and offer you two
loaves of bread, which you shall accept. 5 After that, you
are to go on to •the Hill·• of God, where the Philistine pre
fects reside. There, as you enter the town, you will en
counter a band of prophets coming down from the shrine,
preceded by lyres, timbrels, flutes, and harps, and they
will be b·speaking in ecstasy:b 6 The spirit of the LoRD will
grip you, and you will speak in ecstasy along with them;
you will become another man. 7 And once these signs
have happened to you, <·act when the occasion arises,·< for
God is with you. 8 After that, you are to go down to Gilgal
ahead of me, and I will come down to you to present
burnt offerings and offer sacrifices of well-being. Wait
seven days until I come to you and instruct you what you
are to do next."
9 As [Saul] turned around to leave Samuel, God gave
him another heart; and all those signs were fulfilled that
same day. 10 And when they came there, to •the Hill,·• he
saw a band of prophets coming toward him. Thereupon
the spirit of God gripped him, and he spoke in ecstasy
among them. 11 When all who knew him previously saw
him speaking in ecstasy together with the prophets, the
people said to one another, "What's happened to dthe son
of Kish?·d Is Saul too among the prophets?" 12 But another
person there spoke up and said, "And who are their fa
thers?" Thus the proverb arose: "Is Saul too among the
prophets?" 13 And when he stopped speaking in ecstasy,
he entered the shrine.
1 4 Saul's uncle asked him and his servant, "Where did
you go?" "To look for the asses," he replied. "And when
we saw that they were not to be found, we went to Sam
uel." 1 5 "Tell me," said Saul's uncle, "what did Samuel say
to you?" 16 Saul answered his uncle, "He just told us that
the asses had been found." But he did not tell him any
thing of what Samuel had said about the kingship.
17 Samuel summoned the people to the LORD at Mizpah
18 and said to them, "Thus said the LoRD, the God of Isa-a
b-b
c-c
d-d
/sa.

Or "Gibeah. "
Others "prophesying"; cf Num. 1 1 .25 and note.
See 11.5-13.
To refer to a person merely as "tire son (ben) of . . . " is slighting; cf
7-4-

20.27, 30, 3 1 ;

10.J-10.18

ily slighting (contrast translators'
note d-d). Kish is a well-known
and prosperous citizen, and his
son's conduct arouses astonish
ment. 1 2: And who are tlteir fathers,
a disdainful rhetorical question.
The other prophets do not come
from distinguished families like
Saul, which makes his affiliation
with them even more astonishing.

"Is Saul too among the prophets? "
The proverb, whose origin is ex
plained differently at 19.24, ex
presses surprise at a person who
engages in something foreign to
him or associates with people un
like himself. 1 6: The last sentence
may also be translated: "But he
did not tell him anything about the
kingship, as Samuel had said." In
compliance with Samuel's instruc
tions Saul keeps the kingship a se
cret, even from his close relatives.

1 0. 1 7-27: The election. The peo
ple, convened by Samuel, ac
claim-now openly-the king
chosen by the LoRD. Samuel
again expresses his objection to
the monarchy, but he does not
object to Saul as a person, deem
ing him most suitable for the of
fice. 1 7: On Mizpah see 7·5 n.
1 8-19: The people are ungrate
ful. In demanding a king they
are rejecting their God (cf. 8.7),
who has always saved them.
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rael: 'I brought Israel out of Egypt, and I delivered you
from the hands of the Egyptians and of all the kingdoms
that oppressed you.' 19 But today you have rejected your
God who delivered you from all your troubles and calam
ities. For you said, 'No: set up a king over us!' Now sta
tion yourselves before the LORD, by your tribes and
clans."
2o Samuel brought forward each of the tribes of Israel,
and the lot indicated the tribe of Benjamin. 21 Then Samuel
brought forward the tribe of Benjamin by its clans, and the
clan of the Matrites was indicated; and thenb Saul son of
Kish was indicated. But when they looked for him, he was
not to be found. 22 They inquired of the LoRD again, <·"Has
anyone else come here?"·c And the LoRD replied, "Yes; he
is hiding among the baggage." 23So they ran over and
brought him from there; and when he took his place
among the people, he stood a head taller than all the peo
ple. 24 And Samuel said to the people, "Do you see the one
whom the LoRD has chosen? There is none like him
among all the people." And all the people acclaimed him,
shouting, "Long live the king!"
25 Samuel expounded to the people the rules of the
monarchy, and recorded them in a document which he de
posited before the LoRD. Samuel then sent the people back
to their homes. 26 Saul also went home to Gibeah, accom
panied by d-upstanding men·d whose hearts God had
touched. 27 But some scoundrels said, "How can this fel
low save us?" So they scorned him and brought him no
gift. •-But he pretended not to mind.-•

1 1 Nahash the Ammonite marched up and besieged

Jabesh-gilead. All the men of Jabesh-gilead said to
Nahash, "Make a pact with us, and we will serve you."
2 But Nahash the Ammonite answered them, "I will make
a pact with you on this condition, that everyone's right
eye be gouged out; I will make this a humiliation for all Isa So many Heb. ntss. and ancient versions. Other ntss. and editions rend "to Him."
b Septuagint rends "then he brougltl up lite family of the Mntrites by their men and . . . "
c-c Septuagint rends "Has lite man come here>"
d-d In contrast to "scoundrels" (v. 27); understanding Heb. l)ayil as lite equivalent of
bene l)ayil, as rend by Septuagint mtd 4QSnm•.
e-e Lit. "But he was as one who holds his pence. " Septungittl nnd 4QSmn• rend "About a
month Inter," connecting with what follows.

20-21 : Finding someone by lot
proceeded by narrowing down:
First the person's tribe was indi
cated, then the clan, then the fam
ily, and finally the person himself

(cf. Josh. 7.14). 22: According to
Radak, Saul is hiding among tire
baggage, because "he shunned au
thority." 23: A head taller than all the
people, cf. 9.2. 24: The cry "Long live
-
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the king" marks the acclamation of

the king by the people and was
part of the coronation ceremony
(d. 2 Samuel 16.16; 1 Kings 1.25,
39; 2 Kings 11.12). 25: The expres
sion rules of the monarchy is in the
Heb almost identical to "practice
of the king" (8.11). This probably
indicates that Samuel repeats and
records his previous accoW1t of the
practice of the king (8.1 1-17) as a
warning and witness for the future
(cf. Deut. 31.19-21). But it is also
possible that those rules laid down
the rights and duties of the
monarch, though in that case the
narrator would probably have re
produced them. Before the LoRD, in
the sanctuary. 26-27: Two extreme
reactions to Saul's election are re
coW1ted: on the one hand warm
support from "upstanding men,"
on the other, scorn from "scoun
drels," who do not believe in his
ability to help. This fellow (lit. "this
one"), a contemptuous phrase.

1 1 .1-13: Deliverance. This story
demonstrates Saul's ability to as
sume leadership and help his
countrymen. Saul is depicted here
after the model of the judges: The
spirit of God grips him, he gathers
the people, leads them to victory,
and delivers them from the neigh
boring people that oppressed
them. The first part of the narra
tive is located east of the Jordan at
Jabesh-gilead, the second part
west of the Jordan, mainly at Gib
eah, and the third part again east
of the Jordan at Jabesh-gilead (see
map, p. 576). At the beginning of
the narrative the Dead Sea manu
script 4QSam• and Josephus have
an additional passage, which sup
plies the background to the story.
The passage relates that Nahash,
king of the Ammonites, oppressed
the Gadites and the Reubenites,
gouging out the right eye of each
of them, but 7,000 men escaped
and came to Jabesh-gilead. 1 : The
Ammonites, who lived east of the
Jordan, clashed with the Israelite
tribes settled there (Judg. 1o.611.JJ). 2: Gouging out eyes was
considered deeply humiliating
(Judg. 16.21; 2 Kings 25.7). 4: Gib
eah belonged to Benjamin, and
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rael." 3 The elders of Jabesh said to him, "Give us seven
days' respite, so that we may send messengers through
out the territory of Israel; if no one comes to our aid, we
will surrender to you." 4 When the messengers came to
Gibeah of Saul and gave this report in the hearing of the
people, all the people broke into weeping.
s Saul was just coming from the field driving the cattle;
and Saul asked, "Why are the people crying?" And they
told him about the situation of the men of Jabesh. 6 When
he heard these things, the spirit of God gripped Saul and
his anger blazed up. 7 He took a yoke of oxen and cut them
into pieces, which he sent by messengers throughout the
territory of Israel, with the warning, "Thus shall be done
to the cattle of anyone who does not follow Saul and Sam
uel into battle!" Terror from the LoRD fell upon the people,
and they came out as one man. B [Saul] mustered them in
Bezek, and the Israelites numbered 30o,ooo, the men of
Judah )O,ooo. 9 The messengers who had come were told,
"Thus shall you speak to the men of Jabesh-gilead: Tomor
row, when the sun grows hot, you shall be saved." When
the messengers came and told this to the men of Jabesh
gilead, they rejoiced. lO The men of Jabesh then told [the
Ammonites], "Tomorrow we will surrender to you, and
you can do to us whatever you please."
11 The next day, Saul divided the troops into three col
umns; at the morning watch they entered the camp and
struck down the Ammonites until the day grew hot. The
survivors scattered; no two were left together.
12 The people then said to Samuel, "Who was it said,
'Shall Saul be king over us?' Hand the men over and we
will put them to death!" 13 But Saul replied, "No man shall
be put to death this day! For this day the LoRD has
brought victory to Israel."
14 Samuel said to the people, "Come, let us go to Gilgal
and there inaugurate the monarchy." l S So all the people
went to Gilgal, and there at Gilgal they declared Saul king
before the LORD. They offered sacrifices of well-being
there before the LoRD; and Saul and all the men of Israel
held a great celebration there.
Samuel said to all Israel, "I have yielded to
you in all you have asked of me and have set a king
1over2you.Then
2 Henceforth the king will be your leader.

"As for me, I have grown old and gray-but my sons
are still with you-and I have been your leader from my
youth to this day. 3 Here I am! Testify against me, in the
presence of the LoRD and in the presence of His anointed

1 1.3-12.3

members of that tribe were related
to the people of Jabesh (Judg.
21.14). 5: Saul, not yet inaugurated
king, still works in the field. 6: Tile
spirit of God, see 10.6 n. and cf.
Judg. 6.34; 11.29; 14.6, 19; 15.14.
7: Military service was not com
pulsory, but Saul, with violent
threats, manages to recruit the
people. For a similar act, also per
formed at Gibeah, see Judg. 19.29.
8: Israel and Judah are thought of
as different entities. David united
them, but after Solomon they di
vided into two separate states.
1 0: We will surrender to you, lit. "we
will come out to you." This is un
derstood by the Ammonites as
"we will surrender," but meant by
the people of Jabesh as "we will
fight." 1 1 : During tile morning
watch, the last of the three watches
into which the night was divided,
sleep is deepest. Saul attacks from
three directions (cf. Gideon's tac
tic, Judg. 7.16ff.). 1 2-1 3: Wllo was it
said refers to 10.27. After Saul's im
posing victory opposition is toler
ated no more, but Saul himself is
prepared to forgive.

1 1 .1 4-1 2.25: The prophet's ad
dress. At the inception of the
monarchy Samuel addresses the
people, denouncing their request
for a king and urging them to obey
the LORD, but also trying to secure
his own position under the new
regime as spiritual authority. The
address begins with the vindica
tion of Samuel's past leadership
and ends with his continuing task
as mediator between God and the
people. In its ideas and language it
evinces Deuteronomistic influence.
1 4-1 5: After Saul's great achieve
ment the time is fit to inaugurate
him as king. Offering sacrifices
and holding a great celebration, lit.
"great rejoicing," were part of the
royal inauguration ceremony
(1 Kings 1.25, 40; 2 Kings 11.14).
1 2.2-5: Samuel asserts-and his
assertion is confirmed by the peo
ple-that he never abused his of
fice for his own profit (whereas
corruption among leaders is wide
spread), implying that his rejection
is unjustified and an act of ingrati
tude (cf. Num. 16.15). 3: His
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one: Whose ox have I taken, or whose ass have I taken?
Whom have I defrauded or whom have I robbed? From
whom have I taken a bribe •to look the other way?·• I will
return it to you." 4 They responded, "You have not de
frauded us, and you have not robbed us, and you have
taken nothing from anyone." 5 He said to them, "The
LoRD then is witness, and His anointed is witness, bto
your admission·b this day that you have found nothing in
my possession." They< responded, "He is!"
6 Samuel said to the people, d-"The LoRD [is witness], He
who appointed·d Moses and Aaron and who brought your
fathers out of the land of Egypt. 7 Come, stand before the
LoRD while I cite against you all the kindnesses that the
LoRD has done to you and your fathers.
B "When Jacob came to Egypt,• . . your fathers cried out
to the LORD, and the LoRD sent Moses and Aaron, who
brought your fathers out of Egypt and settled them in this
place. 9 But they forgot the LORD their God; so He deliv
ered them into the hands of Sisera the military com
mander of Hazor, into the hands of the Philistines, and
into the hands of the kind of Moab; and these made war
upon them. 10 They cried to the LoRD, 'We are guilty, for
we have forsaken the LoRD and worshiped the Baalim
and Ashtaroth. Oh, deliver us from our enemies and we
will serve You.' 11 And the LoRD sent Jerubbaal and Be
dan1 and Jephthah and Samuel, and delivered you from
the enemies around you; and you dwelt in security. 12 But
when you saw that Nahash king of the Ammonites was
advancing against you, you said to me, 'No, we must have
a king reigning over us'-though the LoRD your God is
your King.
13 "Well, the LoRD has set a king over you! Here is the
king that you have chosen, that you have asked for.
14 "1£ you will revere the LoRD, worship Him, and obey
Him, and will not flout the LORD's command, if both you
and the king who reigns over you will follow the LoRD
your God, [well and good]. 15 But if you do not obey the
LORD and you flout the LORD's command, the hand of the
LoRD will strike you d·as it did your fathers:d
16 "Now stand by and see the marvelous thing that the
LoRD will do before your eyes. 17 It is the season of the
wheat harvesU I will pray to the LoRD and He will send
.

a-a Septuagint reads "or a pair ofsandals? [cf Amos 2.6} Testifi; against me. "
b-b Lit. "agn inst you."
c Heb. "l1e."
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e Septuagint adds "the Egypt inns oppressed the111."
f Septuagint "Barak. "
g Wl�en thunderstorms do not ocwr in the land of Israel.
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anointed one, see 2.10 n. 7-1 2: The

always delivered Israel from
its enemies, even when their plight
was caused by their own guilt, so
there was no need to ask for a king
in order to be delivered. 8: Cried
out to the LORD, see Exod. 2.23.
9: The interpretation of the histori
cal events largely conforms to the
book of Judges: Deliverance into
the hands of the enemies is seen
as punishment for forsaking the
LoRD and worshipping other gods,
deliverance from the enemies as
the result of returning to Him. Sis
era, see Judg. 4.2. Philistines, see
Judg. 13.1. Moab, see Judg. 3.12.
10: Thetj cried to t!Je LoRD . . . , see
Judg. 10.10. The Baalim and Ash/a
roth, see 7-3-4 n. 1 1 : Jerubbaal,
also called Gideon (see Judg. 7.1).
Bedan, no judge by that name is
known. The Rabbis stated, "Bedan
is Samson" (b. Rosh Hash. 25a),
since Bedan means "in Dan," and
Samson belonged to the tribe of
Dan. But perhaps Barak should be
read (see Judg. 4.6). Alternately,
this refers to a judge not men
tioned in the extant book of Judges.
1 2: The advance of Nahash is not
mentioned in ch 8 among the rea
sons for requesting a king. More
over, according to the order of the
narratives, the request for a king
(ch 8) preceded the war against
Nahash (ch 11). But according to
a passage in the Dead Sea manu
script 4QSam• and in Josephus (see
11.1-13 n.), Nahash troubled Israel
already before the war at Jabesh
gilead. These earlier attacks (to
gether with the Philistine occupa
tion; see 9.16) probably inspired the
wish for a strong military leader.
LORD
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thrmder and rain; then you will take thought and realize
what a wicked thing you did in the sight of the LORD
when you asked for a king."
1B Samuel prayed to the LORD, and the LoRD sent
thunder and rain that day, and the people stood in awe of
the LoRD and of Samuel. 19 The people all said to Samuel,
"Intercede for your servants with the LoRD your God that
we may not die, for we have added to all our sins the
wickedness of asking for a king." 20 But Samuel said to
the people, "Have no fear. You have, indeed, done all
those wicked things. Do not, however, turn away from the
LoRD, but serve the LORD with all your heart. 21 Do
not turn away to follow worthless things, which can
neither profit nor save but are worthless. 22 For the sake
of His great name, the LoRD will never abandon His peo
ple, seeing that the LoRD undertook to make you His
people.
23 "As for me, far be it from me to sin against the LoRD
and refrain from praying for you; and I will continue to in
struct you in the practice of what is good and right.
24 Above all, you must revere the LORD and serve Him
faithfully with all your heart; and consider how grandly
He has dealt with you. 25 For if you persist in your wrong
doing, both you and your king shall be swept away."

1 3 Saul was

. . . a years old when he became king, and
he reigned over Israel two years. 2 Saul picked 3,ooo
Israelites, of whom 2,000 were with Saul in Michmasb and
in the hill cormtry of Bethel, and 1,ooo with Jonathan in
Gibeah of Benjamin; the rest of the troops he sent back to
their homes. 3 Jonathan struck down the Philistine prefect
in Geba;c and the Philistines heard about it. d"Saul had the
ram's horn sormded throughout the land, saying, "Let the
Hebrews hear." -d
4 When all Israel heard that Saul had struck down the
Philistine prefect, and that Israel had •·incurred the wrath
of-• the Philistines, all the people rallied to Saul at Gilgal.
S The Philistines, in turn, gathered to attack Israel: 3o,ooo'
chariots and 6,ooo horsemen, and troops as numerous as
the sands of the seashore. They marched up and en
camped at Michmas, east of Beth-aven.

a The 1111111brr is lacki11g i11 the Heb. text; also, the precise co11text of the "two years" is 1111certain. The verse is lacking ill the Sept11agi11t.
b So in oldest mss.; other mss. a11d editio11s read "Michmash" thro11gho11t tl1e chapter.
c Appare11tly ide11tical witl1 Gibeah i11 v. 2.
d-d Meaning of Heb. 1111certain.
e-e Lit. "became malodoro11s to."
f Sept11agint and other versio11s read "three tho11sa11d. "

1 8: The miracle demonstrates both
the anger o£ the LoRD and the
power of Samuel's prayer. In the
land of Israel rain only falls from
the late £all to the early spring.
Rain during the harvest in the
summer would cause the crop to
spoil. 22: Abandonment of Israel
would damage the LORD's great
name among the nations, who
would attribute it to His impo
tence (cf. Num. 14.15-16; Josh. 7.9).
23: Samuel, whose authority is re
confirmed by the miracle, will con
tinue to represent the people be
fore God by means of prayer and
represent God before the people
by means of instruction. 25: The
fate of the people and the king are
intertwined.

1 3.1-14.52: The king's failure
and the prince's success. Saul, in
his first war against the Philistines,
dreads their superior force,
whereas Jonathan his son, con
vinced that God can grant victory
"by many or by few" (14-6), takes
action and achieves an impressive
victory. 1 : This formula-here in
complet�ften introduces the
reign of kings, e.g., 2 Sam. 2.10;
1 Kings 14.21; 22.42. 2: Saul sets
up a standing army. Gibeah of Ben
jamin, see 10.5 n. 3: By killing the
Philistine prefect Jonathan initiates
the revolt. Sounding tlrr ram's hom
serves to mobilize the Hebrews.
To incite the Israelites to arms
Saul uses the Philistine designa
tion, "Hebrews" (see 4.6 n.).
4: Saul, as king, is credited with
Jonathan's deed. 5: The Philistine
army exceeds the Israelite force by
far. Unlike the Israelites, it has
chariots, though the numbers
mentioned seem greatly exagger
a ted. The Heb word translated
lzorsemm can also mean "horses";
these were used for pulling the
chariots, not for riding. As tl1e
sands of tile seashore is a common
figure (e.g., Gen. 22. 1 7; Josh. 11.4).
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6 •-When the men of Israel saw that they were in trou
ble-for the troops were hard pressed-the people hid in
caves, among thorns, among rocks, in tunnels, and in cis
terns. 7Some Hebrews crossed the Jordan, [to] the terri
tory of Gad and Gilead. Saul was still at Gilgal, and the
rest of the people rallied to him in alarm.·•
8 He waited seven days, the time that Samuel [had set) .b
But when Samuel failed to come to Gilgal, and the people
began to scatter, 9 Saul said, "Bring me the burnt offering
and the sacrifice of well-being"; and he presented the
burnt offering. 10 He had just finished presenting the burnt
offering when Samuel arrived; and Saul went out to meet
him and welcome him. 11 But Samuel said, "What have
you done?" Saul replied, "I saw the people leaving me
and scattering; you had not come at the appointed time,
and the Philistines had gathered at Michmas. 12 I thought
the Philistines would march down against me at Gilgal
before I had entreated the LoRD, so I •·forced myself·•
to present the burnt offering." 13 Samuel answered Saul,
c-"You acted foolishly in not keeping the commandments
that the LoRD your God laid upon you! Otherwise·< the
LoRD would have established your dynasty over Israel
forever. 1 4 But now your dynasty will not endure. The
LoRD will seek out a man after His own heart, and the
LoRD will appoint him ruler over His people, because you
did not abide by what the LORD had commanded you."
15d·Samuel arose and went up from Gilgal·d to Gibeah•
of Benjamin. Saul numbered the troops who remained
with him-about 6oo strong. 16 Saul and his son Jonathan,
and the troops who remained with them, stayed in Geba
of Benjamin, while the Philistines were encamped at
Michmas. 17 The raiders came out of the Philistine camp in
three columns: One column headed for the Ophrah road
that leads to the district of Shual, 1 8 another column
headed for the Beth-horon road, and the third column
headed for the border' road that overlooks the valley of
Zeboim toward the desert.
1 9 No smith was to be found in all the land of Israel, for
the Philistines were afraid that the Hebrews would make
swords or spears. 20 So all the Israelites had to go down to
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b So 5ome Heb. 11155.; other mss., Septuagi11t, and Targ11111 1"<'nd "said." Cf 10.8.
c-c Change of vocalization yields, "You acted foolisllllf. If you had kept the COIIIIIIandment
the LORD your God lnid upon you . . . "
d-d Septuagint rends here, "Smnuel rose and left Gilgal a11<i Wl'llt l1is wny. The n•st of the
people followed Saul to meet the soldiers, n11d theiJ Weut from Gilgal."
e Sometimes called Geba; cf vv. J , 16; 14-5·
f Septuagint rends "Geba. "

NEVI'IM
8-15a: The episode of Samuel's
clash with Saul connects with 10.8,
where Samuel explicitly told Saul
to wait for him. 9: It was custom
ary to offer a sacrifice before battle
(see 7.10). There are several in
stances of kings sacrificing, e.g.,
David (2 Sam. 6. 17), Solomon
(1 Kings 8.62-64), Jeroboam
(1 Kings 13.1). 1 1-12: To Samuel's
short question, Saul, to justify
himself, gives a lengthy answer.
1 3-14: Samuel is angry that Saul
did not obey him and offered the
sacrifice, a task that Samuel, as re
ligious leader, wished to retain for
himself. Samuel acknowledges
Saul as the political leader of the
people, not as the religious one.
The words commandments and com
manded are in Heb of the same root
as appoint (tz-v-h), thus connecting
the punishment with the sin ac
cording to the principle of mea
sure for measure. Ruler, see 9-1516 n. 15: Unlike the Septuagint,
the Masoretic version fails to
record that Saul goes from Gilgal
to Gibeah (see v. 16). The omission
is probably due to haplography
(the copyist's eye skipping from
the first Gilgnl to the second). Sam
uel refrains from accompanying
Saul. 1 6: Gebn and Michmns were
across from each other, separated
by a ravine with precipitous sides.
1 7-1 8: The raiders disperse in dif
ferent directions in order to devas
tate the area (cf. 2 Sam. 1 1.1).
19-22: The Israelites are inferior to
the Philistines not only in number,
but also in the quality of their
weapons. Not being allowed by
the Philistines to manufacture or
repair iron tools (the period de
scribed coincides with the begin
ning of the Iron Age), they do not
have iron weapons, and are also
dependent on the Philistines for
the (expensive) maintenance of
their agricultural implements.
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the Philistines to have their plowshares, their mattocks,
axes, and colters• sharpened. 2lbThe charge for sharpening
was a pim< for plowshares, mattocks, three-pronged forks,
and axes, and for setting the goads. 22 Thus on the day of
the battle, no sword or spear was to be found in the pos
session of any of the troops with Saul and Jonathan; only
Saul and Jonathan had them.
23 Now the Philistine garrison had marched out to the
pass of Michrnas.

1 4 One day, Jonathan son of Saul said to the attendant

who carried his arms, "Come, let us cross over to
the Philistine garrison on the other side"; but he did not
tell his father. 2 Now Saul was staying on the outskirts of
Gibeah/ under the pomegranate tree at Migron, and the
troops with him numbered about 6oo. 3 Ahijah son of Ahi
tub brother of Ichabod son of Phinehas son of Eli, the
priest of the LoRD at Shiloh, was there bearing an
ephod.-The troops did not know that Jonathan had
gone. 4•-At the crossing·• by which Jonathan sought to
reach the Philistine garrison, there was a rocky crag on
one side, and another rocky crag on the other, the one
called Bozez and the other Seneh. 5 One crag was located
on the north, near Michrnas, and the other on the south,
near Geba.
6 Jonathan said to the attendant who carried his arms,
"Come, let us cross over to the outpost of those uncircum
cised fellows. Perhaps the LoRD will act in our behalf, for
nothing prevents the LORD from winning a victory by
many or by few." 7 His arms-bearer answered him, "Do
whatever '·you like. You go first,·' I am 9with you, what
ever you decide."·9 B Jonathan said, "We'll cross over to
those men and let them see us. 9 If they say to us, 'Wait
until we get to you,' then we'll stay where we are, and not
go up to them. lO But if they say, 'Come up to us,' then we
will go up, for the LoRD is delivering them into our hands.
That shall be our sign." 11 They both showed themselves
to the Philistine outpost and the Philistines said, "Look,
some Hebrews are coming out of the holes where they
have been hiding." 12 The men of the outpost shouted to
a Menni11g ofHeb. 11nccrtnin. Sept11ngi11t rends "sickle. "
b Men11i11g ofsevern/ terms in tl1is verse 11ncertni11.
c I.e., two-tl1irds of a shekel.
d See note e at 1 3 . 1 5 .
e-e Mea11ing of Heb. 11ncertnin.
f-f Lit. "is in yo11r heart. Incline yo11rse1J " Sept11ngint rends "yo11r heart incli11es to. "
g-g Lit. "with yo11, according to yo11r l1enrt. " Sept11ngi11t rends "with yo11; my heart is like
yo11r l1enrt. "

13.21-14.12

2 1 : The word pim occurs only
here. Its meaning became clear
when stone weights inscribed
with this word were unearthed.
22: No sword or spear, made of iron.
14.3: lclwbod, see 4.21. The ephod
was a device used by priests for
consulting the LORD. 6: The repeti
tion (see 14.1) serves to resume
the thread of the story after the in
terruption depicting the back
ground (vv. 2-5). Uncircumcised
fellows, a contemptuous way to
refer to the Philistines, who, unlike
the Israelites and most peoples
in the area, were not circumcised.
This was considered a disgrace
(cf. Gen. 34-14)- 1 1-1 2: The pre
sumptuous Philistines belittle
the two Israelites. Hebrews,
see 4.6 n. The holes, see 13.6.

F IRST SAMUEL 1 4 . 1 3 - 1 4. 26
Jonathan and his arms-bearer, "Come up to us, and we'll
teach you a lesson." Then Jonathan said to his arms
bearer, "Follow me, for the LoRD will deliver them into
the hands of Israel." 13 And Jonathan clambered up on his
hands and feet, his arms-bearer behind him; [the Philis
tines] fell before Jonathan, and his arms-bearer finished
them off behind him. 14The initial attack that Jonathan
and his arms-bearer made accounted for some twenty
men, •within a space about half a furrow long [in] an acre
of land:• 15 Terror broke out among all the troops both in
the camp [and] in the field; the outposts and the raiders
were also terrified. The very earth quaked, and a terror
from God ensued.
16 Saul's scouts in Gibeah of Benjamin saw that the mul
titude was b·scattering in all directions:b 17 And Saul said
to the troops with him, "Take a count and see who has left
us." They took a count and found that Jonathan and his
arms-bearer were missing. 18 Thereupon Saul said to Ahi
jah, "Bring the Ark< of God here"; for the Ark< of God was
at the time amongd the Israelites. 19 But while Saul was
speaking to the priest, the confusion in the Philistine
camp kept increasing; and Saul said to the priest, "With
draw your hand." 20 Saul and the troops with him assem
bled and rushed into battle; they found [the Philistines] in
very grea t confusion, every man's sword turned against
his fellow. 21•-And the Hebrews who had previously sided
with the Philistines, who had come up with them in the
army [from] round about-they too joined the Israelites·•
who were with Saul and Jonathan. 22 When all the men of
Israel who were hiding in the hill country of Ephraim
heard that the Philistines were fleeing, they too pursued
them in battle. 23 Thus the LoRD brought victory to Israel
that day.
The fighting passed beyond Beth-aven. 24 •-The men of
Israel were distressed·• that day. For Saul had laid an oath
upon the troops: "Cursed be the man who eats any food
before night falls and I take revenge on my enemies." So
none of the troops ate anything. 25 Everybody came to a
'·stack of beehives·' where some honey had spilled on the
ground. 26 When the troops came to the beehives' and
a-a Meaning of Heb. llnce1:tnill.
b-b Lit. "shaken a111i �:oing l11illler. " Menning of Hcb. 11ncertnin.
c Scpt11ngint rends "cplwd," and cf. u1•. J, 23·9· 30-7.
d Heb. "and. "
e-e Menning of Heb. 1/nccrtain. s,•ptllngint reads "AIIIi all tile troops, IIVOI/t 10,000 lllell,
were with Sn11/; and tl1e l>nttle spread i11to tile IIi// co11ntry of Ephraim. Now Sa11l committed
n rns/1 act."
f-f Menning of Heb. IIIICcrtnin; cf Song of Songs 5· 1 .

NEVI'IM
1 3: Jonathan climbs the precipice
at a difficult, unexpected site, thus
surprising the Philistine outpost.
15: Tile very enrtll quaked, lit. "the
land trembled," metonymical for
"the people trembled." Terror from
God, immense terror (cf. 1 1 .7; Gen.
35-5)· 1 9: Withdraw your llnnd: Do
not continue consulting the LoRD,
because, in view of the confusion,
there is neither need nor time for
it. 21-22: Israelites who were in
the service of the Philistines as
well as those who were hiding
(13.6) now join Saul's army.
24: Saul does not want the people
to pause in the pursuit of the Phil
istines, but the result of his curse
is that they become faint from
hunger (cf. the rash vow of
Jephthah, which also afflicted
his own child, Judg. 11.3o-31).
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found the flow of honey there, no one put• his hand to his
mouth, for the troops feared the oath. 27Jonathan, how
ever, had not heard his father adjure the troops. So he put
out the stick he had with him, dipped it into the beehive of
honey, and brought his hand back to his mouth; and his
eyes lit up. 28 At this one of the soldiers spoke up, "Your
father adjured the troops: 'Cursed be the man who eats
anything this day.' And so the troops are faint." 29Jona
than answered, "My father has brought trouble on the
people. See for yourselves how my eyes lit up when I
tasted that bit of honey. 30 1£ only the troops had eaten
today of spoil captured from the enemy, the defeat of the
Philistines would have been greater still!"
31 They struck down the Philistines that day from Mich
mas to Aijalon, and the troops were famished. 32 The
troops pounced on the spoil; they took the sheep and
cows and calves and slaughtered them on the ground, and
the troops ate with the blood.b 33When it was reported to
Saul that the troops were sinning against the LORD, eating
with the blood, he said, "You have acted faithlessly. Roll a
large stone over to me today."c 34And Saul ordered,
"Spread out among the troops and tell them that everyone
must bring me his ox or his sheep and slaughter it here,
and then eat. You must not sin against the LORD and eat
with the blood." Every one of the troops brought d·his own
ox with him·d that night and slaughtered it there. 35 Thus
Saul set up an altar to the LoRD; it was the first altar he
erected to the LoRD.
36 Saul said, "Let us go down after the Philistines by
night and plunder among them until the light of morning;
and let us not leave a single survivor among them." "Do
whatever you please," they replied. But the priest said,
"Let us approach God here." 37 So Saul inquired of God,
"Shall I go down after the Philistines? Will You deliver
them into the hands of Israel?" But this time He did not
respond to him. 38 Then Saul said, "Come forward, all
chief officers of the troops, and find out how this guilt was
incurred today. 39 For as the LORD lives who brings victory
to Israel, even if it was through my son Jonathan, he shall
be put to death!" Not one soldier answered him. 40 And he
said to all the Israelites, "You stand on one side, and my
son Jonathan and I shall stand on the other." The troops
said to Saul, "Do as you please." 41 Saul then said to the
n Menning of Heb. wrcertnin.
b I.e., wit/rout tire proper rites.
c Septuagint rends "lrerc. "
d-d Septuagint rends "wlrntever Ire hnd in his possession. "

25-27: Beehives, rather "honey
combs." The Heb word may
also be translated "forest" (in vv.
25-26). Honey was produced by
wild bees (see Judg. 14.8--9) and
considered a delicacy. 29-30: Jona
than openly criticizes his father: If
the troops had eaten, they would
have had more strength to pursue
the Philistines. 32-34: It was for
bidden to eat meat with the blood,
which was considered to be the
life (Lev. 19.26; Deut. 12.23). Ac
cordingly, for meat to be kosher,
rabbinic law requires that all
traces of blood be meticulously re
moved. By slaughtering on the
ground the blood will not drain
out properly and will mix with the
meat, whereas by slaughtering on
a stone the blood can drain out
and flow down, leaving the meat
fit for consumption. 36-39: It was
customary to inquire of God be
fore going to battle (Num. 27.21).
The lack of response is an indica
tion of guilt. 40-42: The guilty
person was found by means of
the Urim and Thummim. These
were lots allowing only yes-orno answers (cf. Saul's questions
in v. 37), so the people had to be
divided into two groups, one
group being indicated a t each
stage. From the fuller Septuagint
reading the method becomes clear:
The appearance of Urim meant
yes; of Thummim, no (the omis
sion in the Masoretic Text is
probably due to haplography,
the copyist's eye skipping
from the first Israel to the last).
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LORD, the God of Israel, •-"Show Thammim."·• Jonathan
and Saul were indicated by lot, and the troops were
cleared. 42 And Saul said, "Cast the lots between my son
and me"; and Jonathan was indicated.
43 Saul said to Jonathan, "Tell me, what have you
done?" And Jonathan told him, "I only tasted a bit of
honey with the tip of the stick in my hand. I am ready to
die." 44 Saul said, "Thus and more may God do:b You shall
be put to death, Jonathan!" 45 But the troops said to Saul,
"Shall Jonathan die, after bringing this great victory to Is
rael? Never! As the LoRD lives, not a hair of his head shall
fall to the ground! For he brought this day to pass with the
help of God." Thus the troops saved Jonathan and he did
not die. 46 Saul broke off his pursuit of the Philistines, and
the Philistines returned to their homes.
47 After Saul had secured his kingship over Israel, he
waged war on every side against all his enemies: against
the Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, the Philistines, and
the kings< of Zobah; and wherever he turned he worsted
[them]. 4B He was triumphant, defeating the Amalekites
and saving Israel from those who plundered it.
49 Saul's sons were: Jonathan, IshvV and Malchishua;
and the names of his two daughters were Merab, the
older, and Michal, the younger. 50 The name of Saul's wife
was Ahinoam daughter of Ahimaaz; and the name of his
army commander was Abiner• son of Saul's uncle Ner.
51 Kish, Saul's father, and Ner, Abner's father, were sons of
Abiel.
52 There was bitter war against the Philistines all the
days of Saul; and whenever Saul noticed any stalwart
man or warrior, he would take him into his service.

1 5 Samuel said to Saul, "I am the one the LORD sent to

anoint you king over His people Israel. Therefore,
listen to the LoRD's command!
2 "Thus said the LORD of Hosts: I am exacting the
penalty for what Amalek did to Israel, for the assault he
made upon them on the road, on their way up from
Egypt. 3 Now go, attack Amalek, and proscribe' all that be
longs to him. Spare no one, but kill alike men and women,
infants and sucklings, oxen and sheep, camels and asses! "
n-n Men11ing of Heb. Ullcertnilr. Scptungi11/ rends "Wiry lrnve Yilll 110/ respo11ded to Your
seronnl todny? If tlris i11iquity wns due to my so11 fo11nllrn11 or to me, 0 l.orw, God of Israel,
slrow Urim; mrd if You sny it wns d11e tv Your people lsrnel, show Thu111111i111."
b Mn11y mss. mrd Septungi11t ndd "to me."
c Septungint nnd 4QSnnr" rend "king. "
d Tire snme ns Islrboslretlr !2 Snm. 2.8! n11rl Eslrbnnl (1 Citron. S.JJ).
e Usunlly "Abner. "
f See note nt josh. 6.18.
-
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43: The lack of proportion be
tween the "crime" (Jonathan only

tasted and just a bit) and the pun
ishment is manifest. Jonathan has
broken a vow, however, and vows
had to be observed uncondition
ally (Deut. 23.22-24). 44: Tlws and
more, see 3.17. 45: Not a hair ofhis
/rend shall fall to the ground: The
same hyperbolic expression occurs
in 2 Sam. 14.11; 1 Kings 1 .52. Saved,
lit. "redeemed." Although Jona
than did not hear his father's oath,
he is considered formally guilty,
and therefore has to be redeemed
(d. Midraslt Samuel: "Israel gave
his weight in gold and redeemed
him"). Biblical law allows in some
cases redemption of the offender
(see Exod. 21.30). 46: The state
ment that people returned home
usually marks the end of a narra
tive (e.g., 15.34; 26.25). 47-52: A
summary of Saul's kingship, with
regard to his wars and family. The
Amalekites are mentioned sepa
ra tely, because the war against
them will be the subject of the next
story.

1 5.1-35: Rejection. As in 13.8-14
Saul and Samuel clash over the
king's insubordination to the
prophet, and Samuel tells Saul that
his kingship will not abide. But
whereas in the earlier narrative the
rejection referred to his dynasty,
here it applies to Saul himself.
There the clash occurred in con
nection with the war against the
Philistines, here against Amalek, a
nomadic people to the south of Is
rael. The Amalekites are regarded
in the Bible as vicious adversaries
of Israel; in later times the name
Amalek came to signify "archen
emy of the Jews." 1 : At the begin
ning of the narrative-without an
introduction-Samuel stresses
Saul's obligation to obey. 2: The
Amalekites' vile attack upon Israel
is described in Exod. 17.8-16;
Deut. 25.17-19. 3: Proscription,
practiced by Israel and other
peoples in the ancient Near East,
was a way of consecrating the
fruits of victory to the deity; it
meant exterminating all the peo
ple and all their belongings, as
emphasized in the present v.
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4 Saul mustered the troops and enrolled them at Telaim:
200,000 men on foot, and 1o,ooo men of Judah. 5 Then Saul

advanced as far as the city of Amalek and •"lay in wait·• in
the wadi. 6 Saul said to the Kenites, "Come, withdraw at
once from among the Amalekites, that I may not destroy
you along with them; for you showed kindness to all the
Israelites when they left Egypt." So the Kenites withdrew
from among the Amalekites.
7 Saul destroyed Amalek from Havilah all the way to
Shur, which is close to Egypt, 8 and he captured King Agag
of Amalek alive. He proscribed all the people, putting
them to the sword; 9 but Saul and the troops spared Agag
and the best of the sheep, the oxen, the second-born,b the
lambs, and all else that was of value. They would not pro
scribe them; they proscribed only •what was cheap and
worthless.·•
10The word of the LORD then came to Samuel: 11 "I re
gret that I made Saul king, for he has turned away from
Me and has not carried out My commands." Samuel was
distressed and he entreated the LORD all night long.
12 Early in the morning Samuel went to meet SauL Samuel
was told, "Saul went to Carmel, where he erected a monu
ment for himself; then he left and went on down to
Gilgal."
13 When Samuel came to Saul, Saul said to him, "Blessed
are you of the LORD! I have fulfilled the LoRD's com
mand." 14 "Then what," demanded Samuel, "is this bleat
ing of sheep in my ears, and the lowing of oxen that I
hear?" 1 5 Saul answered, "They were brought from the
Amalekites, for the troops spared the choicest of the sheep
and oxen for sacrificing to the LORD your God. And we
proscribed the rest." 16 Samuel said to Saul, "Stop! Let me
tell you what the LoRD said to me last night!" "Speak," he
replied. 17 And Samuel said, "You may look small to your
self, but you are the head of the tribes of Israel. The LoRD
anointed you king over Israel, 18 and the LoRD sent you on
a mission, saying, 'Go and proscribe the sinful Amalek
ites; make war on them until you have exterminated
them.' 19 Why did you disobey the LoRD and swoop down
on the spoil <·in defiance of the LoRD's will?"-c 20 Saul said
to Samuel, "But I did obey the LoRD! I performed the mis
sion on which the LORD sent me: I captured King Agag of
Amalek, and I proscribed Amalek, 21 and the troops took
from the spoil some sheep and oxen-the best of what had
a-a Meani11g of Heb. uncertain.
b Targwu and Syriac read 'failings."
c-c Lit. "and do wilat was evil in tile sight of tile LoRD."

4: The numbers are exaggerated;
however, the Heb word for "thou
sand" may refer to a much smaller
military unit. 5: Tile city ofAmnlek,
their main settlement. 6: The Ke
nites were a nomadic tribe in the
south of the country. It is unknown
wherein their kindness to the Isra
elites consisted. According to Judg.
1-16; 4.11, Moses' father-in-law
was a Kenite, and he extended
help to the Israelites (Exod. 18.127; Num. 10.29). 8: Agag: In Esth.
3.1 Haman is called the Agagite.
1 2: Carmel, a town in the south of
Judah. 1 5: Saul shifts the blame
for the violation of the proscrip
tion to the troops, but in the pro
scription's execution he includes
himself (we). He also contends
that though the choicest animals
were spared, this was done for
a most worthy purpose. He possi
bly believes that he has in fact
performed the LoRn's command.
1 7: You mny look smnll to yourself
(cf. 9.21), but as head of Israel
·you bear responsibility. 1 8: Sinful,
refers to all Amalekites, those at
the time of the exodus as well as
those living at the time of Saul.
20-2 1 : To Samuel's accusation
Saul replies by repeating his
previous arguments.
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15 .22-16.1

been proscribed-to sacrifice to the LoRD your God at Gil
gal." 22 But Samuel said:
"Does the LoRD delight in burnt offerings and
sacrifices
As much as in obedience to the LoRD's command?
Surely, obedience is better than sacrifice,
Compliance than the fat of rams.
23
For rebellion is like the sin of divination,
Defiance, like the iniquity of teraphim."
Because you rejected the LoRD's command,
He has rejected you as king."
24 Saul said to Samuel, "I did wrong to transgress the
LORD's command and your instructions; but I was afraid
of the troops and I yielded to them. 25 Please, forgive my
offense and come back with me, and I will bow low to the
LoRD." 26 But Samuel said to Saul, "I will not go back with
you; for you have rejected the LoRD's command, and the
LoRD has rejected you as king over Israel."
27 As Samuel turned to leave, Saul seized the corner of
his robe, and it tore. 28 And Samuel said to him, "The
LoRD has this day torn the kingship over Israel away from
you and has given it to another who is worthier than you.
29 Moreover, the Gloryb of Israel does not deceive or
change His mind, for He is not human that He should
change His mind." 3 D But [Saul] pleaded, "I did wrong.
Please, honor me in the presence of the elders of my peo
ple and in the presence of Israel, and come back with me
until I have bowed low to the LORD your God." 31 So Sam
uel followed Saul back, and Saul bowed low to the LoRD.
32 Samuel said, "Bring forward to me King Agag of Am
alek." Agag approached him <with faltering steps;·< and
Agag said, " Ah, bitter death is at hand!"b
33 Samuel said:
"As your sword has bereaved women,
So shall your mother be bereaved among women."
And Samuel d·cut Agag down·d before the LoRD at Gilgal.
34 Samuel then departed for Ramah, and Saul went up
to his home at Gibeah of Saul.
35 Samuel never saw Saul again to the day of his death.
But Samuel grieved over Saul, because the LoRD regretted
that He had made Saul king over Israel. 1 And the
LORD said to Samuel, "How long will you grieve
over Saul, since I have rejected him as king over Israel?
Fill your horn with oil and set out; I am sending you to

16

a Idols collslllted for oracles; see Ezek. 2 1 .26; Zecil. 1 0.2.
b Meani11g of f-leb. 111/Certnill.
c-c Fn>111 mol mo'ad, "to falter"; cf Sepl11agi111.
d-d Meani11g of f-leb. wtcalain.
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22-23: The poetic form of these vv.

serves to highlight their signifi
cance. They convey the message
that right is more important than
rite. Samuel is the first in the line
of prophets such as Amos, Isaiah,
and Micah, who do not a ttribute
paramount importance to sacri
fices. Most of the literary prophets
demand moral behavior along
with ritual; only Jeremiah (7.21-23)
resembles Samuel in demanding
obedience to the LoRD. The fat of
rams, the best part. Rebellion
against the LORD is like the sin of
divination (which is a form of idol
atry; see Deut. 18.g-- 1 4), both in
volving turning away from Him.
The repetition of rejected hints at
the principle of measure for mea
sure, the punishment correspond
ing to the sin. By enthroning Saul
the people rejected the LoRD as
king (8.7); now the LoRD rejects
Saul as king. 24: Though now ad
mitting his guilt, Saul s till shifts
the blame to the troops. 25: In ask
ing for forgiveness Saul hopes that
his rejection will be revoked. 28:
Samuel gives a symbolic interpre
tation to the tearing of the robe
(for a similar interpretation, see
1 Kings 11.3o-31; cf. also 1 Sam.
24.5). 29: This verse seems to con
tradict vv. 11 and 35· The LoRD
does occasionally regret His previ
ous decisions, for instance when
a person's behavior displeases
Him (see Gen. 6.6). Perhaps the
sense is that He is not fickle like
human beings. 30: This time Saul
does not shift the blame to others,
but he still accompanies his con
fession with a personal request to
prevent his public humiliation.
31: Samuel's compliance with
Saul's request does not mean that
he has forgiven him. 32: Instead
of wit/1 faltering steps, the Heb may
be translated, "with delight"; and
instead of is at hand, "has gone
away." According to this inter
pretation Agag expects that the
prophet will save his life. Ironi
cally, however, the opposite hap
pens. 33: Samuel's poetic lines
justify Agag's punishment by
stressing its correspondence with
his sins. 34: See 14.46 n.
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Jesse the Bethlehemite, for I have decided on one of his
sons to be king." 2 Samuel replied, "How can I go? If Saul
hears of it, he will kill me." The LoRD answered, "Take a
heifer with you, and say, 'I have come to sacrifice to the
LORD.' 3 Invite Jesse to the sacrificial feast, and then I will
make known to you what you shall do; you shall anoint
for Me the one I point out to you." 4 Samuel did what the
LORD commanded. When he came to Bethlehem, the el
ders of the city went out in alarm to meet him and said,
"Do you come on a peaceful errand?" s "Yes," he replied,
"I have come to sacrifice to the LORD. Purify yourselves
and join me in the sacrificial feast." He also instructed
Jesse and his sons to purify themselves and invited them
to the sacrificial feast.
6 When they arrived and he saw Eliab, he thought:
"Surely the LoRD's anointed stands before Him." 7 But the
LoRD said to Samuel, "Pay no attention to his appearance
or his stature, for I have rejected him. For not as man sees
[does the LoRD see];• man sees only what is visible, but the
LORD sees into the heart." B Then Jesse called Abinadab
and had him pass before Samuel; but he said, "The LORD
has not chosen this one either." 9 Next Jesse presented
Shammah; and again he said, "The LORD has not chosen
this one either." 10 Thus Jesse presented seven of his sons
before Samuel, and Samuel said to Jesse, "The LoRD has
not chosen any of these."
11 Then Samuel asked Jesse, "Are these all the boys you
have?" He replied, "There is still the youngest; he is tend
ing the flock." And Samuel said to Jesse, "Send some
one to bring him, for we will not b·sit down to eat·b until
a These words are preserved in the Septuagint.

b-b Meaning ofHcb. uncertain.

A

MUEL

1 6 . 2-1 6 . 1 1

1 6.1-1 3: Anointing renewed. In
this first story about David he still
plays a passive role. Even his
name is not mentioned until the
last v. His being chosen, though
the youngest and least esteemed of
eight brothers, agrees with the bib
lical motif of the yotmger being
preferred to the elder: Abel to Cain
(Gen. 4.2-5), Isaac to Ishmael (Gen.
21.9-13), Jacob to Esau (Gen.
27.28-40), Joseph to Reuben (Gen.
37.3-11; 49.3-4, 22-26). This indi
cates that not seniority, but suit
ability, is the decisive factor.
1 : Samuel's grieving over Saul
links the beginning of this narra
tive to the end of the previous one.
The verb rejected evokes not only
15.23, but also 8.7; 10.19; 15.26. The
hollow ram's horn was used as a
vessel. 2: He will kil/ 111e, for sub
versive action. The sacrifice serves
to disguise Samuel's mission.
4: In alarm, in fear that the
prophet's visit portends evil.
6-7: Eliab's stature reminds Sam
uel of Saul, who was also tall (9.2;
10.23). But height and outward ap
pearance are unimportant: God,
who knows each person from
within, has rejected Eliab, just as
He rejected Saul. 10: For the
names of Jesse's sons, see 1 Chron.
2.13-15; 27.18. 1 1 : The shepherd
who tends the flock is the one
suited to tend the people (cf. Ps.
78.7o-71). Moses is depicted as a
shepherd (Exod. 3.1) and "shep-
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FIRST SAMUEL 1 6 . 12-17.2
he gets here. " 12 So they sent and brought him. He was
•·ruddy-cheeked, bright-eyed,·• and handsome. And the
LoRD said, "Rise and anoint him, for this is the one."
13 Samuel took the horn of oil and anointed him in the
presence of his brothers; and the spirit of the LORD
gripped David from that day on. Samuel then set out for
Ramah.
14 Now the spirit of the LORD had departed from Saul,
and an evil spirit from the LORD began to terrify him.
1? Saul's courtiers said to him, "An evil spirit of God is ter
rifying you. 16 Let our lord give the order [and] the
courtiers in attendance on you will look for someone who
is skilled at playing the lyre; whenever the evil spirit of
God comes over you, he will play it• and you will feel bet
ter." 17 So Saul said to his courtiers, "Find me someone
who can play well and bring him to me." lB Qne of the at
tendants spoke up, "I have observed a son of Jesse the
Bethlehemite who is skilled in music; he is a stalwart fel
low and a warrior, sensible in speech, and handsome in
appearance, and the LoRD is with him." 19 Whereupon
Saul sent messengers to Jesse to say, "Send me your son
David, who is with the flock." 20Jesse took •·an ass [laden
with]-• bread, a skin of wine, and a kid, and sent them
to Saul by his son David. 21 So David came to Saul and
entered his service; [Saul] took a strong liking to him
and made him one of his arms-bearers. 22 Saul sent word
to Jesse, "Let David remain in my service, for I am pleased
with him." 23 Whenever the [evil] spirit of God came upon
Saul, David would take the lyre and play it;• Saul would
find relief and feel better, and the evil spirit would leave
him.

1 7 The Philistines assembled their forces for battle;

they massed at Socoh of Judah, and encamped at
Ephes-dammim, between Socoh and Azekah. 2 Saul and
the men of Israel massed and encamped in the valley of
Elah. They drew up their line of battle against the Philisa-n Menuiug of Heb. uucertniu.

herd" was a common epithet of
the king in the ancient Near East.
13: On anointing, see 10.1 n. In t!Je
presence of his brothers, without
strangers, to keep the anointing
secret. The spirit of the LORD, see
10.6 n.

1 6. 1 4-23: The king's musician.
David, on arriving at the court, irn-

mediately wins Saul's affection,
and the initial relations between
the king and the young musician
are most promising. Saul's prob
lem, the subject of the first part of
the narrative, is solved by David
in the second part. 14: The spirit
of the LoRD departed from Saul
when it gripped David (v. 13),
and in its place carne an evil spirit,
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manifested in attacks of mental
disorder. 1 6: Music therapy may
be beneficial in relieving mental
distress. 1 8: The person recom
mended is not only a skilled musi
cian (cf. Amos 6.5), but excels in
many other fields as welL The
characterization summarizes
David's traits, which will emerge
in the following narratives (and
which make him suitable to be
king). David's depiction as a musi
cian contributed to the tradition
that he composed the psalms.
20: The presents serve to express
Jesse's loyalty and to secure a fa
vorable treatment for his son.

1 7.1-18.5: The shepherd boy and
the giant. The story of David and
Goliath demonstrates the triumph
of faith over physical strength. The
detailed description of Goliath's
weapons and the rejection of
Saul's armor by David serve, to
gether with David's speech before
the battle (vv. 45-47), to under
score this idea. Fairy-tale motifs
have been incorporated in the nar
rative: A giant terrifies the commu
nity; riches and the king's daugh
ter are promised to him who slays
the giant; three elder brothers are
unable to do so; and only the
youngest and least esteemed
brother achieves success by the
use of clever, unconventional
means. Several details in the narra
tive are inconsistent with the pre
ceding ch: David and his family
are introduced as new characters
(vv. 12-14); David is with his fam
ily in Bethlehem and not with Saul
(vv. 17-20); and Saul does not
know David (vv. ss-sB). These dis
crepancies do not occur in the
much shorter Septuagint version
(which lacks 17.12-31, 55-58 and
18.1-5). The Masoretic version is
most probably a combination of
two narratives-one identical with
the Septuagint version, the other
independent and unaware of the
foregoing narratives. (For addi
tional inconsistencies in the narra
tive, see v. 54 n. and 2 Samuel
21.19 n.) 1-3: The exposition de
scribes the parallel posi lions of the
opposing forces. 4-7: The equilib
rium is disturbed by the appear-
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tines, 3 with the Philistines stationed on one hill and Israel
stationed on the opposite hill; the ravine was between
them. 4 A champion• of the Philistine forces stepped for
ward; his name was Goliath of Gath, and he was six cubits
and a span tall. 5 He had a bronze helmet on his head, and
wore a breastplate of scale armor, a bronze breastplate
weighing five thousand shekels. 6 He had bronze greaves
on his legs, and a bronze javelin [slung] from his shoul
ders. 7 The shaft of his spear was like a weaver's bar, and
the iron head of his spear weighed six hundred shekels;
and the shield-bearer marched in front of him.
B He stopped and called out to the ranks of Israel and he
said to them, "Why should you come out to engage in bat
tle? I am the Philistine [champion], and you are Saul's ser
vants. Chooseb one of your men and let him come down
against me. 9 If he bests me in combat and kills me, we will
become your slaves; but if I best him and kill him, you
shall be our slaves and serve us." 10 And the Philistine
ended, "I herewith defy the ranks of Israel. Get me a man
and let's fight it out!" 11 When Saul and all Israel heard
these words of the Philistine, they were dismayed and
terror-stricken.
12 David was the son of a certain Ephrathite of Bethle
hem in Judah whose name was Jesse. He had eight sons,
and in the days of Saul the man was already old, ad
vanced in years.b 13 The three oldest sons of Jesse had left
and gone with Saul to the war. The names of his three sons
who had gone to the war were Eliab the first-born, the
next Abinadab, and the third Shammah; 14 and David was
the youngest. The three oldest had followed Saul, 1 5 and
David would go back and forth from attending on Saul to
shepherd his father's flock at Bethlehem.
16 The Philistine stepped forward morning and evening
and took his stand for forty days.
17Jesse said to his son David, "Take an ephah of this
parched com and these ten loaves of bread for your broth
ers, and carry them quickly to your brothers in camp.
1BTake these ten cheesesb to the captain of their thousand.
Find out how your brothers are and bring some tokenb
from them." 19 Saul and <·the brothers·< and all the men of
Israel were in the valley of Elah, in the war against the
Philistines.
20 Early next morning, David left someone in charge of
the flock, took [the provisions], and set out, as his father
Jesse had instructed him. He reached the barricadeb as the
a Ut. "tl1e man of tl1e space between," i.e.. between the armies.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertaiu.
c-c Hcb. "they. "
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17.3-17.20

ance of the Philistine champion,
whose height and arms are de
scribed in atypical detail. The de
scription of the man's armor and
weaponry serves to explain why
he caused such great terror among
the Israelites and also to contrast
him with David, who prevails over
him without any military equip
ment (vv. 39, 45, so). The custom of
champions from both sides fight
ing each other as representatives
of their armies is known from the
Bible (2 Samuel 2.14-16) and also
from the Iliad (3.85--95; 7.66--<)1),
where Trojan and Greek champi
ons-Paris and Menelaus, Hector
and Ajax-oppose each other (the
Philistines originated from the
area of the Aegean; see 4.1b n.).
Its purpose was to prevent large
scale fighting of the entire armies.
4: The name Goliath is mentioned
only here and in v. 23. Otherwise
the man is always called the Philis
tine. Perhaps he was initially
anonymous, and his name was
added later from 2 Samuel 21.19.
Six cubits and a span, almost 3 me
ters (about 9 feet). 5: Five thousand
shekels: approximately 6o kg (about
130 pounds). 7: Like a weaver's bar:
The comparison refers either to the
size of the shaft or to a loop at
tached to it to facilitate hurling. In
the first case, the weaver's bar is
the beam to which the warp is
fastened in a loom; in the second,
it denotes the shaft carrying the
eyed strings for separating the
threads of the warp. Six hundred
shekels, about 7 kg (15 pounds).
1 2: Instead of certain the Heb has
"this," which serves to connect the
present narrative to the preceding
ones, where Jesse was already
mentioned. 15: This v. serves to
reconcile this narrative, in which
David is at home, with the preced
ing one, in which he is with Saul.
1 6: The protraction of the war ne
cessitates sending food to the war
riors. 1 7: Ephah, about 23 liters
(21 quarts). 1 8: Captain of . . . thou
sand, officer in charge of a large
military unit. 1 9: These are prob
ably s till the words of Jesse, in
structing David where to go
(instead of were, the Heb may
be translated "are"). 20: Barricade,

FIRST SAMUEL 1 7.21-17.37
army was going out to the battle lines shouting the war
cry. 21 Israel and the Philistines drew up their battle lines
opposite each other. 22 David left his baggage with the
man in charge of the baggage and ran toward the battle
line and went to greet his brothers. 23 While he was talk
ing to them, the champion, whose name was Goliath, the
Philistine of Gath, stepped forward from the Philistine
ranks and spoke the same words as before; and David
heard him.
24 When the men of Israel saw the man, they fled in ter
ror. 25 And the men of Israel were saying [among them
selves], "Do you see that man coming out? He comes out
to defy Israel! The man who kills him will be rewarded by
the king with great riches; he will also give him his daugh
ter in marriage and grant exemption• to his father's house
in Israel." 26 David asked the men standing near him,
"What will be done for the man who kills that Philistine
and removes the disgrace from Israel? Who is that uncir
cumcised Philistine that he dares defy the ranks of the liv
ing God?" 27 The troops told him in the same words what
would be done for the man who killed him.
28 When Eliab, his oldest brother, heard him speaking to
the men, Eliab became angry with David and said, "Why
did you come down here, and with whom did you leave
those few sheep in the wilderness? I know your impu
dence and your impertinence:b you came down to watch
the fighting!" 29 But David replied, "What have I done
now? I was only asking!" 30 And he turned away from him
toward someone else; he asked the same question, and the
troops gave him the same answer as before.
31 The things David said were overheard and were re
ported to Saul, who had him brought over. 32 David said
to Saul, "Let <·no man's-c courage fail him. Your servant
will go and fight that Philistine!" 33 But Saul said to David,
"You cannot go to that Philistine and fight him; you are
only a boy, and he has been a warrior from his youth!"
34 David replied to Saul, "Your servant has been tending
his father's sheep, and if a lion ord a bear came and carried
off an animal from the flock, 35 I would go after it and fight
it and rescue it from its mouth. And if it attacked me, I
would seize it by the beard and strike it down and kill it.
36 Your servant has killed both lion and bear; and that un
circumcised Philistine shall end up like one of them, for he
has defied the ranks of the living God. 37 The LORD,"
David went on, "who saved me from lion and bear will
n I.e., freedomjro111 royal levies.

b Lit. "badII<'% of llrart. "
d Mra11i11g of He/>. llllccrtnill.

c-c Sept11ngint rends "llol llly lord's."
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lit. "circle," the round army camp
(cf. 26.5, where the same word
is used). 26: Uncircumcised, see
14.6 n. 28: The eldest brother had
great authority in the family, and
the younger ones had to obey him.
Eliab accuses David of irrespon
sible behavior, vicious intent,
and malice (rather than impu
dence and impertinence), but
David, on the contrary, has acted
responsibly (v. 20) and carried
out his father's mission faithfully.
34--35: If, the Heb expresses
"each time that." Having fought
wild animals more than once,
David is not inexperienced in
fighting strong opponents.
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also save me from that Philistine." "Then go," Saul said to
David, "and may the LoRD be with you!"
3 8 Saul clothed David in his own garment; he placed a
bronze helmet on his head and fastened •-a breastplate on
him.·• 39 David girded his sword over his garment. Then
he b-tried to walk; but-b he was not used to it. And David
said to Saul, "I cannot walk in these, for I am not used to
them." So David took them off. 40 He took his stick, picked
a fewc smooth stones from the wadi, put them in the
pocketd of his shepherd's bag and, sling in hand, he went
toward the Philistine.
41 The Philistine, meanwhile, was coming closer to
David, preceded by his shield-bearer. 42 When the Philis
tine caught sight of David, he scorned him, for he was but
a boy, ruddy and handsome. 43 And the Philistine called
out to David, "Am I a dog that you come against me with
sticks?" The Philistine cursed David by his gods; 44 and the
Philistine said to David, "Come here, and I will give your
flesh to the birds of the sky and the beasts of the field."
45 David replied to the Philistine, "You come against me
with sword and spear and javelin; but I come against you
in the name of the LoRD of Hosts, the God of the ranks of
Israel, whom you have defied. 46 This very day the LoRD
will deliver you into my hands. I will kill you and cut off
your head; and I will give •the carcasses·• of the Philistine
camp to the birds of the sky and the beasts of the earth. All
the earth shall know that there is a God in' Israel. 47 And
this whole assembly shall know that the LoRD can give
victory without sword or spear. For the battle is the
LoRD's, and He will deliver you into our hands."
4B When the Philistine began to advance toward him
again, David quickly ran up to the battle line to face the
Philistine. 49 David put his hand into the bag; he took out a
stone and slung it. It struck the Philistine in the forehead;
the stone sank into his forehead, and he fell face down on
the ground. SO Thus David bested the Philistine with sling
and stone; he struck him down and killed him. David had
no sword; 51 so David ran up and stood over the Philistine,
grasped his sword and pulled it from its sheath; and with
it he dispatched him and cut off his head.
When the Philistines saw that their warrior was dead,
they ran. 52 The men of Israel and Judah rose up with a
war cry and they pursued the Philistines all the way to
a-a Heb. "clotiled ilim in a breastplate" !cf v. 5!, because a breastplate was combi11ed witll
a leatiler jerkin.
c Lit. 'jive. "
b-b Septuagi111 reads "was unable to walk,for .
d Meaning of Heb. Hllcer/aill.
e-e Septuagi111 reads "your carcass and tile carcasst•s. "
f S o many Heb. mss. mrd ancient versions; oilier mss. and tile editio11s read "to. "

38-39: David has no military ex
perience and is not used to wearing
armor. 40: David prefers the sim
ple implements of the shepherd.
Wadi, a dry streambed. Sling, a
strip of cloth or leather folded
double, in the center of which a
stone is placed: The sling is held at
the ends and rotated, and then one
end is suddenly released, which
causes the stone to fly with great
force to its target. Exactly hitting
the mark requires considerable
dexterity (d. Judg. 20.16). The
sling was used by shepherds,
hunters, and soldiers. 42: Cf. 16.12.
43-47: Delivering speeches before
the battle, which is also attested in
the Iliad (see vv. 4-7 n.), served to
strengthen the spirit of one side
and demoralize the other. Whereas
the Philistine trusts in his arms,
David trusts in the LORD of Hosts,
tile God of the ranks of Israel, who
determines tile battle. 48: The heav
ily armed Philistine moves slowly;
David runs quickly. 49: While
still a t a distance, David hurls
the stone at the unsuspecting
Philistine. 50-5 1 : Though killed
by the stone, Goliath is finished
off with his own sword.

FIRST SAMUEL 17.53-18.10
Gai• and up to the gates of Ekron; the Philistines fell mor
tally wounded along the road to Shaarim up to Gath and
Ekron. 53 Then the Israelites returned from chasing the
Philistines and looted their camp.
54 David took the head of the Philistine and brought it to
Jerusalem;b and he put his weapons in his own tent.
55 When Saul saw David going out to assault the Philis
tine, he asked his army commander Abner, "Whose son is
that boy, Abner?" And Abner replied, "By your life, Your
Majesty, I do not know." 5 6 "Then find out whose son that
young fellow is," the king ordered. 57 So when David re
turned after killing the Philistine, Abner took him and
brought him to Saul, with the head of the Philistine still in
his hand. 5 8 Saul said to him, "Whose son are you, my
boy?" And David answered, "The son of your servant
Jesse the Bethlehemite."

1 8 than's soul became bound up with the soul of
David; Jonathan loved David as himself. 2 Saul took him
When [David] finished speaking with Saul, Jona

[into his service] that day and would not let him return to
his father's house.-3Jonathan and David made a pact,
because [Jonathan] loved him as himself. 4 Jonathan took
off the cloak and tunic he was wearing and gave them to
David, together with his sword, bow, and belt. 5 David
went out [with the troops], and he was successful in every
mission on which Saul sent him, and Saul put him in com
mand of all the soldiers; this pleased all the troops and
Saul's courtiers as well. 6 When the [troops] came home
[and] David returned from killing the Philistine, <the
women of all the towns of Israel came out singing and
dancing to greet King Saul·< with timbrels, shouting, and
sistrums. d 7 The women sang as they danced, and they
chanted:
Saul has slain his thousands;
David, his tens of thousands!
s saul was much distressed and greatly vexed about the
matter. For he said, "To David they have given tens of
thousands, and to me they have given thousands. All that
he lacks is the kingship!" 9 from that day on Saul kept a
jealous eye on David. l O The next day an evil spirit of God
gripped Saul and he began to rave in the house, while
David was playing [the lyre], as he did daily. Saul had a
n Septuagint rends "Gnt/1"; cf end of verse.
b I.e., nfter Dnvid's cnpture of Jerusalem !2 Snm. sJ.
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain. Septuagint rends "tile dancing wm11e11 cnme out to meet
Dnvid from n/1 tlw towns of Is mel. "
d Menning of Heb. u11certnin.
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54: Since jerusalem was not yet in

Israelite hands and David did not
yet have his own tent, the v. must
be anticipatory (cf. v. 57). 55-58:
Saul inquires about David's father,
though in the preceding narrative
he is said to have sent a message
to Jesse (see 17.1-18.5 n.). In the
past a person's identity was
mainly determined by his or her
ancestry (see Gen. 24.23-24; 1 Sam.
1.1; 9.1; for David's ancestors, see
Ruth 4.18-22). 1 8.1-5: Jonathan's
love for David is expressed practi
cally in the pact between them,
and symbolically in the bestowal
of the garments and arms-which,
however, were also of considerable
real value. 5: Soldiers, lit. "men of
war," i.e., professional soldiers or
perhaps raiders.

1 8.6-30: Jealousy. David, who
after his victory over Goliath is
successful in all his undertakings
and loved by everyone, including
the king's son and daughter,
arouses the jealousy and enmity of
Saul, who schemes to get rid of his
(supposed) rival, but his attempts
all fail. Three times the narrative
sta tes that David is successful (vv.
5, 14, 30), and three times that Saul
fears David because the LORD is
with him (vv. 12, 14-15, 28-29).
The narrative makes Saul com
pletely transparent by repeatedly
and explicitly disclosing his feel
ings and motives. 6: For the cus
tom of women greeting the victors
with dance and song, see Exod.
15.2o-21; Judg. 1 1 .34; 2 Samuel
1.20. 7-8: Thousands and tens of
tlzousands are regularly paired in
the parallelisms of biblical poetry
(e.g., Deut. J2.JO; Ps. 91.7), the
greater number always appearing
in the second line. Thus, although
a stereotypical phrase is being
used, Saul infers from the order
of the numbers that the women
praise David more than him.
1 0: The next dmr The indication
of time hints a t a causal relation
between Saul's vexation and his
fit of mental disorder. Rave, lit.
"speak in ecstasy" (see 10.5-6, 10).
David was playing, see 16.23.
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spear in his hand, 11 and Saul threw• the spear, thinking to
pin David to the wall. But David eluded him twice. 12 Saul
was afraid of David, for the LORD was with him and had
turned away from Saul. 13 So Saul removed him from his
presence and appointed him chief of a thousand, bto
march at the head of the troops:b 14 David was successful
in all his undertakings, for the LoRD was with him; 15 and
when Saul saw that he was successful, he dreaded him.
1 6 All Israel and Judah loved David, for he marched at
their head.
1 7 Saul said to David, "Here is my older daughter,
Merab; I will give her to you in marriage; in return, you be
my warrior and fight the battles of the LORD." Saul
thought: "Let not my hand strike him; let the hand of the
Philistines strike him." 1B David replied to Saul, "Who am
I and 'what is my life·'-my father's family in Israel-that
I should become Your Majesty's son-in-law?" 19 But at the
time that Merab, daughter of Saul, should have been
given to David, she was given in marriage to Adriel the
Meholathite. 20 Now Michal daughter of Saul had fallen in
love with David; and when this was reported to Saul, he
was pleased. 21 Saul thought: "I will give her to him, and
she can serve as a snare for him, so that the Philistines
may kill him." So Saul said to David, d·"You can become
my son-in-law even now through the second one."-d
22 And Saul instructed his courtiers to say to David pri
vately, "The king is fond of you and all his courtiers like
you. So why not become the king's son-in-law?" 23 When
the king's courtiers repeated these words to David, David
replied, "Do you think that becoming the son-in-law of a
king is a small matter, when I am but a poor man of no
consequence?" 24 Saul's courtiers reported to him, "This is
what David answered." 25 And Saul said, "Say this to
David: 'The king desires no other bride-price than the
foreskins of a hundred Philistines, as vengeance on the
king's enemies.' "-Saul intended to bring about David's
death at the hands of the Philistines.__26 When his
courtiers told this to David, David was pleased with the
idea of becoming the king's son-in-law. d-Before the time
had expired,-d 27 David went out with his men and killed
two hundred Philistines; David brought their foreskins
and dthey were counted out·d for the king, that he might
become the king's son-in-law. Saul then gave him his
•

a Change ofvocalization yields "raised. "
b-b Lit. "and l1e weut out and came in before tl1e troops. "
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain. C/wnge of vocalization yields "who are m y kin."
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e Septuagint rends "one hundred" and cf 2 Sam. 3 · ' 4 ·

1 8 . 1 1-18.27

13: Chief of n thousand, 17.18 n.
17: Saul is prepared to give his
daughter to David as promised
(17.25), but he imposes additional
conditions. Warrior, lit. "man of
strength," i.e., of courage. Saul
wants David to undertake daring
and dangerous exploits. The battles
of the LoRD are in fact the battles of
Israel. 1 8: David's reply shows his
humility. 20: Michal is the only
woman in all biblical narrative of
whom it is said that she loves a
man (see also v. 28). 25: Since
David is poor (v. 23) he cannot pay
the bride-price. Foreskins: This
would prove that David has killed
Philistines, who were not circum
cised (see 14.6 n.), and not men of
another group. 27: According to
the Masoretic Text David doubles
the bride-price, which shows his
prowess in battle. He becomes the
king's son-in-law a t Saul's, not his
own, initiative. This position gives
him right of succession, though
Saul's own sons have precedence.
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daughter Michal in marriage. 28 When Saul realized that
the LORD was with David •·and that Michal daughter of
Saul loved him,·• 29 Saul grew still more afraid of David;
and Saul was David's enemy ever after.
30 The Philistine chiefs marched out [to battle]; and
every time they marched out, David was more successful
than all the other officers of Saul. His reputation soared.

1 9 Saul urged his son Jonathan and all his courtiers to

kill David. But Saul's son Jonathan was very fond
of David, 2 and Jonathan told David, "My father Saul is
bent on killing you. Be on your guard tomorrow morning;
get to a secret place and remain in hiding. 3 I will go out
and stand next to my father in the field where you will be,
and I will speak to my father about you. If I learn any
thing, I will tell you." 4 So Jonathan spoke well of David to
his father Saul. He said to him, "Let not Your Majesty
wrong his servant David, for he has not wronged you; in
deed, all his actions have been very much to your advan
tage. 5 He took his life in his hands and killed the Philis
tine, and the LoRD wrought a great victory for all Israel.
You saw it and rejoiced. Why then should you incur the
guilt of shedding the blood of an innocent man, killing
David without cause?" 6 Saul heeded Jonathan's plea, and
Saul swore, "As the LoRD lives, he shall not be put to
death!" 7Jonathan called David, and Jonathan told him all
this. Then Jonathan brought David to Saul, and he served
him as before.
8 Fighting broke out again. David went out and fought
the Philistines. He inflicted a great defeat upon them and
they fled before him. 9 Then an evil spirit of the LoRD came
upon Saul while he was sitting in his house with his spear
in his hand, and David was playing [the lyre]. 1 0 Saul tried
to pin David to the wall with the spear, but he eluded
Saul, so that he drove the spear into the wall. David fled
and got away.
That night 11 Saul sent messengers to David's home to
keep watch on him and to kill him in the morning. But
David's wife Michal told him, "Unless you run for your life
tonight, you will be killed tomorrow." 12 Michal let David
down from the window and he escaped and fled. 13 Michal
then took the household idol, laid it on the bed, and cov
ered it with a cloth; and at its head she put a net of goat's
hair. 1 4 Saul sent messengers to seize David; but she said,
"He is sick." 15 Saul, however, sent back the messengers to
see David for themselves. "Bring him up to me in the bed,"
n-n Septungint rends "nnd thnt nil lsrnd /oped hi111. "
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1 9.1-24: Escape. All three stories

this ch deal with Saul's uncon
cealed efforts to kill David. Jona
than and Michal prove their love
for David by acting in his behalf,
opposing their father. 2: Tomorrow
morning, the time fixed for killing
David. 4: Wrong, lit. "sin against."
Wronged, lit. "sinned against."
5: Incur the guilt of, lit. "sin by."
The repetitions of "sin" empha
size that by killing a man with
out sin Saul will gravely sin
himself. This will contrast with
David's behavior later in the
book, when he refuses to kill the
guilty Saul. 8-1 0: David's success
again arouses Saul's jealousy (d.
18.1o-11). 1 1 : To keep watch, so
that David cannot escape.
1 3: Michal risks her life in order
to gain time for David and
enable him to get farther away.
Household idol, see Gen. 3 1 . 19, 35·
in
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he ordered, "that he may be put to death." 16 When the
messengers came, they found the household idol in the
bed, with the net of goat's hair at its head. 17 Saul said to Mi
chal, "Why did you play that trick on me and let my enemy
get away safely?" "Because," Michal answered Saul, "he
said to me: 'Help me get away or I'll kill you.' "
1 8 David made good his escape, ahd he came to Samuel
at Ramah and told him all that Saul had done to him. He
and Samuel went and stayed at Naioth. 19 Saul was told
that David was at Naioth in Ramah, 20 and Saul sent mes
sengers to seize David. They• saw a band of prophets
b-speaking in ecstasy;b with Samuel standing by <·as their
leader;·< and the spirit of God came upon Saul's messen
gers and they too began to speak in ecstasy. 21 When Saul
was told about this, he sent other messengers; but they too
spoke in ecstasy. Saul sent a third group of messengers;
and they also spoke in ecstasy. 22 So he himself went to
Ramah. When he came to dthe great cistern at Secu;d he
asked, "Where are Samuel and David?" and was told that
they were at Naioth in Ramah. 23 He was on his way there,
to Naioth in Ramah, when the spirit of God came upon
him too; and he walked on, speaking in ecstasy, until he
reached Naioth in Ramah. 24 Then he too stripped off his
clothes and he too spoke in ecstasy before Samuel; and he
lay naked all that day and all night. That is why people
say, "Is Saul too among the prophets?"
David fled from Naioth in Ramah; he came to Jon
athan and said, "What have I done, what is my
2
0
crime and my guilt against your father, that he seeks my

life?" 2 He replied, "Heaven forbid! You shall not die. My
father does not do anything, great or small, without dis
closing it to me; why should my father conceal this matter
from me? It cannot be!" 3 David •·swore further;• "Your fa
ther knows well that you are fond of me and has decided:
Jonathan must not learn of this or he will be grieved. But,
as the LoRD lives and as you live, there is only a step be
tween me and death." 4 Jonathan said to David, "What
ever you want, I will do it for you."
5 David said to Jonathan, "Tomorrow is the new moon,
and I '·am to sit with the king at the meal. Instead, let·' me
go and I will hide in the countryside until the third 9
evening. 6 If your father notes my absence, you say, 'David
n Heb. "He. "
b-b Cf llofe n/ 10.).
c-c Mrnllillg ofHeb. llllcertnin.
d-d Sepl11ngi11f rends "f!Je cis/em of lll<• flrres!Jillgf/oor 011 t!Je bnre !Jeig!Jt."
e-e Sepl11nginl rends "repli<•d to !Jim. "
f-f Sepl11nginl rends "wil1 11ol sit . . . men/. Let .
g Seplllnginl lacks "tlrird. "

1 9 . 1 6-20.6

17: Michal lies to her father, tell
ing him that self-preservation
prompted her to help her husband
to escape, while in fact she acted
out of love for David. Her expla
nation does not account for the de
ception of her father with the
household idoL 18: David flees
north to Samuel, who has anointed
him, and not south to his family in
Bethlehem, where Saul would
probably look for him. 24: "Is Saul
too among the proplwts? " The origin
of this saying was explained dif
ferently at 10.1o-12. There, follow
ing Saul's election, it referred to
him in a positive sense; here, after
his rejection, it alludes to his dis
graceful, degrading behavior.
20.1-21.1: Friendship. The story
demonstrates Jonathan's profound
friendship for David, in spite of
his knowledge that David's suc
cess will be at his expense. The
narrative consists of four parts.
The first part, in Jonathan's house,
and the second part, in the open,
deal with planning; the third part,
in Saul's house, and the fourth, in
the open again, tell of the execu
tion of the plans. Like the previous
narrative, it shows Saul being de
ceived by a member of his own
family. 1 : The repetitions in
David's question express his dis
tress. 2: Jonathan is unaware of
Saul's attempts to kill David (see
19.6). 5: The new moon was cele
brated as a festival (see Num.
28.11; 2 Kings 4.23; !sa. 1.13;
Amos 8.5), which included a
festive meaL In postbiblical times
the day lost its importance as
festival, but great significance
was attached to the Rabbis' official
proclamation of the new moon
since that determined when festi
vals would be commemorated.
The moon's renewal is still
marked in Jewish liturgy by
special prayers and by the cere
mony of Blessing the Moon,
which is performed at night,
when the new moon can clearly
be seen. Third, counting from
and including the present day.

F I RST SAMUEL 2 0 . 7-20.23
asked my permission to run down to his home town,
Bethlehem, for the whole family has its annual sacrifice
there.' 7 If he says 'Good,' your servant is safe; but if his
anger flares up, know that he is resolved to do [me] harm.
s Deal faithfully with your servant, since you have taken
your servant into a covenant o£ the LoRD with you. And if
I am guilty, kill me yourself, but don't make me go back to
your father." 9 Jonathan replied, "Don't talk like that! If I
learn that my father has resolved to kill you, I will surely
tell you about it." 10 David said to Jonathan, "Who will tell
me if• your father answers you harshly?" 11 Jonathan said
to David, "Let us go into the open"; and they both went
out into the open.
12 bThen Jonathan said to David, "By the LoRD, the God
of Israel! I will sound out my father at this time tomorrow,
[or] on the third day; and if [his response] is favorable for
David, I will send a message to you at once and disclose it
to you. 1 3 But if my father intends to do you harm, may the
LORD do thus to Jonathan and more if I do [not] disclose it
to you and send you of£ to escape unharmed. May the
LoRD be with you, as He used to be with my father. 14 Nor
shall you fail to show me the <-LoRn's faithfulness,-< while
I am alive; nor, when I am dead, 15 shall you ever discon
tinue your faithfulness to my house-not even after the
LORD has wiped out every one of David's enemies from
the face of the earth. 16 Thus has Jonathan covenanted
with the house of David; and may the LORD requite the
enemies of David! "
17Jonathan, out o f his love for David, adjuredd him
again, for he loved him as himself. 18 Jonathan said to him,
"Tomorrow will be the new moon; and you will be missed
when your seat remains vacant! 19So the day after tomor
row, go down '·all the way-' to the place where you hid
9-the other time,-9 and stay close to the Ezel stone. 20 Now I
will shoot three arrows to one side of it, as though I were
shooting at a mark, 21 and I will order the boy to go and
find the arrows. If I call to the boy, 'Hey! the arrows are on
this side of you,' be reassured h and come, £or you are safe
and there is no danger-as the LoRD lives! 22 But if, in
stead, I call to the lad, 'Hey! the arrows are beyond you,'
then leave, for the LoRD has sent you away. 23 As for the
promise we made to each other,' may the LORD be [wit
ness] between you and me forever."
n Menning ofHeb. uncertain.
b Tire menning ofsevern/ pnrts ofvv. 1.2-16 is rmcertnin.
c-c I.e., tirefnitiifulness pledged in tire coveun11t before tire LoRn.
d Septuagint rends "swore to."
e At tltefestnl lllenl.
f-f Lit. "very uurclt."
It Lit. "ncccpt it."
g-g Lit. "o11 tire dny of tire i11cident"; see 19.2!f
i See nbove, vv. 12-17.
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8: Faithfully, in accordance with
the covenant (see 18.3). Don't make
me go back, as you did last time
(19.7). 1 1 : The open, where one
can talk in private (d. Gen. 31-4).
1 2: Third, see v. 5 n. 1 3: Thus . . .
and more, see J-17 n. If Saul's re
sponse is favorable, Jonathan will
inform David through a messen
ger; if harmful, Jonathan will come
and disclose it himself, because a
messenger could reveal David's
whereabouts to Saul. As He used to
be with myfather, a hint that David
will be king. 1 4-1 6: Jonathan, who
deals faithfully with David now,
wants David to deal faithfully
with him and his offspring in the
future. 15: My ho11se: To secure his
throne the king of a new dynasty
often killed the former king's rela
tives (1 Kings 15.29; 16.11; 2 Kings
10.11). Jonathan recognizes that
David will succeed his father.
1 7: Jonathan's motive to help
David is his deep love for him, not
his desire to secure his and his off
spring's future destiny. 23: May the
LORD be [witness] between you and
me: May the LoRD watch over each

of us that we keep the covenant
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24 David hid in the field. The new moon came, and the
king sat down to partake of the meal. 25 When the king
took his usual place on the seat by the wall, Jonathan rose
and Abner sat down at Saul's side; but David's place re
mained vacant. 26 That day, however, Saul said nothing.
"It's accidental," he thought. b·"He must be unclean and
not yet cleansed."·b 27 But on the day after the new moon,
the second day, David's place was vacant again. So Saul
said to his son Jonathan, "Why didn't the son of Jessee
come to the meal yesterday or today?" 28 Jonathan an
swered Saul, "David begged leave of me to go to Bethle
hem. 29 He said, 'Please let me go, for we are going to have
a family feast in our town and my brother has summoned
me to it. Do me a favor, let me slip away to see my kins
men.' That is why he has not come to the king's table."
30 Saul flew into a rage against Jonathan. "You son of a
perverse, rebellious woman!" he shouted. "I know that
you side with the son of Jesse-to your shame, and to the
shame of your mother's nakedness! 31 For as long as the
son of Jesse lives on earth, neither you nor your kingship
will be secure. Now then, have him brought to me, for he
is marked for death." 32 But Jonathan spoke up and said to
his father, "Why should he be put to death? What has he
done?" 33 At that, Saul threwd his spear at him to strike
him down; and Jonathan realized that his father was de
termined to do away with David. 34 Jonathan rose from
the table in a rage. He ate no food on the second day of the
new moon, because he was grieved about David, and be
cause his father had humiliated him.
35 Jn the morning, Jonathan went out into the open for
the meeting with David, accompanied by a young boy.
36 He said to the boy, "Run ahead and find the arrows that
I shoot." And as the boy ran, he shot the arrows past him.
37 When the boy came to the place where the arrows shot
by Jonathan had fallen, Jonathan called out to the boy,
"Hey, the arrows are beyond you!" 3 8 And Jonathan called
after the boy, "Quick, hurry up. Don't stop!" So Jonathan's
boy gathered the arrows and came back to his master.39 The boy suspected nothing; only Jonathan and David
knew the arrangement.-40Jonathan handed the gear to
his boy and told him, "Take these back to the town."
41 When the boy got there, David •·emerged from his con
cealment at·• the Negeb.' He flung himself face down on
n Forcr of Heb. uucertniu; Scptungiut 'faced him."
b-b Heb. cottslntctiou uuclenr.
c See note at 10.11.
d Sec 18.11 nud uotc.
c-e Lit. "rose up from bcsidt•. "
f ldmticn/ wit I! tile "Ezcl Slone, " v. 19.
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(cf. Gen. 31.49). 26: Ritual impurity
prevented one from participating
in ritual meals. A frequent cause
of impurity was the emission of
semen, but in that event one could
become pure again in the evening
according to the legislation in
Lev. 15.16-18. 29: My brollter has
sum11W11ed 111e, probably the eldest
brother (see 17.28 n.). Slip away, lit.
"escape." 30: It is clear from Jona
than's answer that he sides with
David. This infuriates Saul and
causes him to use obscene lan
guage. Both shame (besides its
usual meaning) and nakedness de
note the genitals. The insult is di
rected at the son, not the mother.
33: Saul has no answer to Jona
than's questions, because David
has committed no capital crime,
so Saul throws his spear at him.
34: Grieved, see v. 3· 38: Jonathan's
words are directed at the boy
and David at the same time.
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the ground and bowed low three times. They kissed each
other and wept together; David wept the longer.
42Jonathan said to David, "Go in peace! For we two
have sworn to each other in the name of the LORD: 'May
the LoRD be [witness] between you and me, and be
tween your offspring and mine, forever! ' " 1 David
then went his way, and Jonathan returned to the town.
2 David went to the priest Ahimelech at Nob. Ahimelech
came out in alarm to meet David, and he said to him,
"Why are you alone, and no one with you?" 3 David an
swered the priest Ahimelech, "The king has ordered me
on a mission, and he said to me, 'No one must know any
thing about the mission on which I am sending you and
for which I have given you orders.' So I have •·directed
[my] young men to·• such and such a place. 4 Now then,
what have you got on hand? Anyb loaves of bread? Let me
have them-or whatever is available." S The priest an
swered David, "I have no ordinary bread on hand; there is
only consecrated bread-provided the young men have
kept away from women." 6 In reply to the priest, David
said, "I assure you that women have been kept from us, as
always. Whenever I went on a mission, even if the journey
was a common one, the vessels of the young men were
consecrated; all the more then <·may consecrated food be
put into their vessels today."·c 7 So the priest gave him
consecrated bread, because there was none there except
the bread of display, which had been removed from the
presence of the LoRD, to be replaced by warm bread as
soon as it was taken away.-B Now one of Saul's officials
was there that day, d-detained before the LoRo;·d his name
was Doeg the Edomite, Saul's •·chief herdsman:•
9 David said to Ahimelech, "Haven't you got a spear or
sword on hand? I didn't take my sword or any of my
weapons with me, because the king's mission was ur
gent." lO The priest said, "There is the sword of Goliath
the Philistine whom you slew in the valley of Elah; it is
over there, wrapped in a cloth, behind the ephod. If you
want to take that one, take it, for there is none here but
that one." David replied, "There is none like it; give it
to me."
11 That day David continued on his flight from Saul and

21

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain. 4QSnm" (cf Septuagint) rends "mnde a11 appointment
witll [my] young me11 nt . . .
b Lit. 'jive. "
c-c Menni11g of Heb. uncertain in pnrt.
d-d I.e., excluded from tile sllrine, perllnps because of ritual impurity.
e-e Menning of Heb. uncertain.
"
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42: See v. 23. 2 1 . 1 : This v. serves
to mark the end of the story (d.
26.25)21 .2-10: The helpful priest.
David, finding himself, after his
hasty flight, without food or
weapon, gets consecrated bread
and Goliath's sword. 2: Ahime/ech
w'as the great-grandson of Eli and
brother of Ahijah (see 14-J). Jn
alarm, because David, a high army
commander, came unaccompa
nied. 3: In order to obtain food
David lies to Ahimelech. His lie
has dire consequences. 5: Conse
crated bread, see Leviticus 24-5-9·
The bread was renewed once a
week, and the old bread was eaten
by the priests in the sacred
precinct. Provided tlze young men
. have kept awayfrom women: Accord
ing to Lev. 15.18 sexual in tercourse
entails ritual impurity. Ahimelech
respectfully refrains from mention
ing David himself, but he is of
course included in the provision.
6: Soldiers were prohibited from
having sexual relations (as can be
inferred from Deut. 23.10-12). Not
only the persons but the eating
vessels as well are ritually pure.
8: Doeg's presence at the sanctu
ary is noted because of its impor
tance for the story in the next ch.
Foreigners were employed in
David's young kingdom (1 Chron.
27.30-31). 10: The sword of Go
' liath was kept at the sanctuary as a
trophy (d. 5.1-2; 31.10). Its exact
place is described because it will
play a role in the next ch. Ephod,
see 14.3 n.

21.1 1-16: In Philistia. David flees
to the Philistine city of Gath, be
lieving tha t there he will be out of
danger, but he barely succeeds in
saving his life. 1 2: The song of the
women (18.7) has spread to the
Philistines (see 29.5), and the
courtiers infer from it that David,
who features in the song together
with Saul, is master of the Iand-a
conclusion not far from that of
Saul himself (18.8). 1 3: David, un
derstanding that he has been rec
ognized, fears for his life, because
the cited song celebrates his vic
tory over the Philistines and par-
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he came to King Achish of Gath. 12 The courtiers of Achish
said to him, "Why, that's David, king of the land! That's
the one of whom they sing as they dance:
Saul has slain his thousands;
David, his tens of thousands."
1 3 These words worried David and he became very much
afraid of King Achish of Gath. 14 So he concealed his good
sense from them; he feigned madness •·for their benefit:•
He scratched marks on the doors of the gate and let his
saliva run down his beard. 15 And Achish said to his
courtiers, "You see the man is raving; why bring him to
me? 16 Do I lack madmen that you have brought this fel
low to rave for me? Should this fellow enter my house?"
David departed from there and escaped to the
caveb of Adullam; and when his brothers and all
2
2
his father's house heard, they joined him down there.

2 Everyone who was in straits and everyone who was in
debt and everyone who was desperate joined him, and he
became their leader; there were about four hundred men
with him. 3 David went from there to Mizpeh of Moab,
and he said to the king of Moab, "Let my father and
mother come [and stay] with you, until I know what God
will do for me." 4 So he '·led them to"' the king of Moab,
and they stayed with him as long as David remained in
the stronghold.b S But the prophet Gad said to David, "Do
not stay in the stronghold; go at once to the territory of
Judah." So David left and went to the forest of Hereth.
6 When Saul heard that David and the men with him
had been located-Saul was then in Gibeah, sitting under
the tamarisk tree on the height, spear in hand, with all his
courtiers in attendance upon him-7 Saul said to the
courtiers standing about him, "Listen, men of Benjamin!
Will the son of Jessed give fields and vineyards to every
one of you? And will he make all of you captains of thou
sands or captains of hundreds? B Is that why all of . you
have conspired against me? For no one informs me when
my own son makes a pact with the son of Jesse; no one is
concerned• for me and no one informs me when my own
son has set my servant '·in ambush·' against me, as is now
the case."
a-a Lit. "in their lwrrd"; meaning of Heb. 1111certaiu.
b Tile "cave" in v. 1 is referred to as "strong/told" i11 vv.
2 Sam. 23.13-14; 1 Clrron. 11.15-16.
c-c Targwll alld Syriac read "left them will!."
d See 11ote at 10.11.
e For 1/ris mea11i11g of i)oleh, cf Amos 6.6.
f-f Septuagi11t reads "as all e11emy. "

4-5;

tf lite same variation in

ticularly over Goliath, whose ori
gin was from Gath. 14: For their
benefit, the Heb can also be inter
preted, " [when] in their control."
15: David's clever ruse succeeds. It
is clear that Achish wants David to
be expelled (the expulsion is men
tioned explicitly at the heading of
Ps. 34)-

22.1-5: Head of a band. David,
as leader of a group of people who
fled from the established order,
now has a force of his own at his
disposal. 1 : The members of
David's family, who are in danger
from Saul, join David at Adullam,
situated in the border region
between Judah and Philistia.
3: David takes care of his parents,
for whom a fugitive's life would
be too strenuous. He probably has
family relations in Moab, since his
great-grandmother was a Moabite,
who married into a family from
Bethlehem (Ruth 1.1, 4; 4-17)- Ac
cording to the Bible the relations
between Israel and Moab were al
ways hostile, this story being the
only exception. 4: Stronghold, prob
ably at Adullam. But perhaps all
the "strongholds of the wilder
ness" (23.14) are meant, and the
space of time mentioned refers to
all the wanderings of David in the
wilderness.
22.6-23: The massacre. This nar
rative continues the narrative of

21.2-10: All priests and inhabitants
of Nob are killed because of Ahim
elech's help to David. Saul, fearing
David, whom he considers a rebel,
wants to set a deterring example.
He does not even shrink from sac
rilege. In his insanity he suspects
everyone of conspiring against
him. 6: Sitting under the tamarisk
tree, cf. 14.2; Judg. 4· 5- Spear in
/rand, as symbol of his rule (see
26.1 1 n.). 7: Saul's courtiers belong
to his tribe, Benjamin. Kings used
to distributefields and vineyards
and appoint army officers as signs
of personal favor (see 8.12, 14).
David, however, is of the tribe
of Judah and therefore will not
benefit the men of Benjamin.
8: My servant: Saul makes it clear
that David is his subordinate.

N E V I ' lM
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9 Doeg the Edomite, who was standing among the
courtiers of Saul, spoke up: "I saw the son of Jesse come to
Ahimelech son of Ahitub at Nob. 1 0 He inquired of the
LoRD on his behalf and gave him provisions; he also gave
him the sword of Goliath the Philistine." 11 Thereupon the
king sent for the priest Ahimelech son of Ahitub and for
all the priests belonging to his father's house at Nob. They
all came to the king, 1 2 and Saul said, "Listen to me, son• of
Ahitub." "Yes, my lord," he replied. 1 3 And Saul said to
him, "Why have you and the son of Jesse conspired
against me? You gave him food and a sword, and inquired
of God for him-that he may rise b-in ambush·b against
me, as is now the case."
14 Ahimelech replied to the king, "But who is there
among all your courtiers as trusted as David, son-in-law
of Your Majesty and <·obedient to your bidding,·< and es
teemed in your household? 1 5 This is the first time that I
inquired of God for him; d-I have done no wrong:d Let not
Your Majesty find fault with his servant [or] with any of
my father's house; for your servant knew nothing what
ever about all this." 16 But the king said, "You shall die,
Ahimelech, you and all your father's house." 1 7 And the
king commanded the guards standing by, "Turn about
and kill the priests of the LoRD, for they are in league with
David; they knew he was running away and they did not
inform me." · But the king's servants would not raise a
hand to strike down the priests of the LORD. 1 B Thereupon
the king said to Doeg, "You, Doeg, go and strike down the
priests." And Doeg the Edomite went and struck down
the priests himself; that day, he killed eighty-five men
•who wore the linen ephod:• 1 9 He put Nob, the town of
the priests, to the sword: men and women, children and
infants, oxen, asses, and sheep-[all] to the sword.
20 But one son of Ahimelech son of Ahitub escaped-his
name was Abiathar-and he fled to David. 21 When Abia
thar told David that Saul had killed the priests of the
LoRD, 22 David said to Abiathar, "I knew that day, when
Doeg the Edomite was there, that he would tell Saul. I
'·am to blame for all the deaths·' in your father's house.
23 Stay with me; do not be afraid; for 'whoever seeks your
life must seek my life also:' It will be my care to guard
you."
a See nole nt 10.11.
b-b Septuagint reads "as an e11emy."
c-c Cf /sa. 1 1 . 1 4; but mea11i11g of Hcb. ul/certaill.
d-d Lit. "Far be itfrom me!"
e-e Septuagint reads "bearers of /Ire eJIIwd"; cf 11ote at 2.28.
f1 Mea11i11g of Hcb. uncertain.

9: Doeg the Edomite, see 21.8.
1 0: The giving of provisions and

the sword of Goliath to David was
reported in 21.7, 10, but no men
tion was made there of inquiring
of the LoRD. Either Doeg lied or,
more probably, when Ahimelech
went behind the ephod to take the
sword and unwrap it from its
cloth, Doeg imagined that the
priest went to inquire of the LORD
(see 21.10 n.). 1 1-13: Saul sum
mons Ahimelech and all the
priests to a trial, accusing them of
conspiring. 14-15: Ahimelech jus
tifies himself, arguing that he
aided David because he knew of
the latter's esteemed and trusted
position at the court and he was
not aware that this had changed.
1 5: The Heb can also be translated:
"Did I begin now to inquire of
God for him? Far be it from me!"
According to this rendering Ahim
elech denies that he inquired of
God for David. This seems to be
the truth, because otherwise the
narrator would not have kept
silent on so crucial a fact. 18: Only
Doeg, not being Israelite, is pre
pared to execute the king's order
and kill the priests of the LoRD.
Linen eplwd, see 2.18 n. 1 9: Com
pare the enumeration here with
the one at 15-3- The similarity of
the two lists (there camels are also
mentioned, because those animals
were kept by the Amalekites, who
were desert nomads) suggests that
what Saul failed to do to Amalek,
though commanded by the LoRD,
he did to his own town of priests
of the LoRD. This strongly con
demns SauL 20: The massacre of
the priests may be the fulfillment
of the prophecy of 2.JJ, and the
"offspring" mentioned there may
refer to Abiathar. This prophecy
fulfillment pattern is frequent in
the Deuteronomistic History.
22-23: David feels responsible for
the disaster, and he promises to
protect Abiathar's life like his own.

Consulting the LoRD. In
the preceding narrative Ahimelech
was (falsely) accused of having
consulted God for David; in the
present one Ahimelech's son Abia
thar actually and repeatedly con23.1-13:
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2 3 David was told: "The Philistines are raiding Keilah
and plundering the threshing floors." 2 David con
sulted the LORD, "Shall I go and attack those Philistines?"
And the LoRD said to David, "Go; attack the Philistines
and you will save Keilah." 3 But David's men said to him,
"Look, we are afraid here in Judah, how much more if we
go to Keilah against the forces of the Philistines!" 4 So
David consulted the LoRD again, and the LORD answered
him, "March down at once to Keilah, for I am going to de
liver the Philistines into your hands." s David and his men
went to Keilah and fought against the Philistines; he
drove off their cattle and inflicted a severe defeat on them.
Thus David saved the inhabitants of Keilah.
6 When Abiathar son of Ahimelech fled to David at Kei
lah, •·he brought down an ephod with him.-•
7 Saul was told that David had come to Keilah, and Saul
thought, "God has deliveredb him into my hands, for he
has shut himself in by entering a town with gates and
bars." B Saul summoned all the troops for war, to go down
to Keilah and besiege David and his men. 9 When David
learned that Saul was planningb to harm him, he told the
priest Abiathar to bring the ephod forward. 1o And David
said, "0 LORD, God of Israel, Your servant has heard that
Saul intends to come to Keilah and destroy the town be
cause of me. 11 Will the citizens of Keilah deliver me into his
hands? Will Saul come down, as Your servant has heard? 0
LoRD, God of Israel, tell Your servant!" And the LoRD said,
"He will." 12 David continued, "Will the citizens of Keilah
deliver me and my men into Saul's hands?" And the LoRD
answered, "They will." 1 3 So David and his men, about six
hundred in number, left Keilah at once and moved about
wherever they could. And when Saul was told that David
had got away from Keilah, he did not set out.
14 David was staying •·in the strongholds of the wilder
ness [of Judah];·• he stayed in the hill country, in the
wilderness of Ziph. Saul searched for him constantly, but
God did not deliver him into his hands. 15 David was once
at Horesh in the wilderness of Ziph, when David learned
that Saul had come out to seek his life. 16 And Saul's son
Jonathan came to David at Horesh and encouraged him in
[the name of] God. 1 7 He said to him, "Do not be afraid:
the hand of my father Saul will never touch you. You are
going to be king over Israel and I shall be second to you;
and even my father Saul knows this is so." 18 And the two
of them entered into a pact before the LORD. David re
mained in Horesh, and Jonathan went home.

a-a Meaning of Heb. lll1certail1.

b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

SAMUEL 2 3 . 1-23 . 1 8
suits God for David. Consulting
God is a recurring theme in the
narratives about Saul and David.
When successful, it is a sign that
God is with David; when unsuc
cessful, that He is not with Saul.
The first part of this narrative
tells of David's deliverance of
Keilah, the second part of his es
cape from Keilah. 1: The Philis
tines came at the end of the
harvest to phmder the crops
(cf. Judg. 6.3). 2-3: David wants
to use his force to help Keilah, but
his motley band lacks the courage.
4: The LoRD's second reply, explic
i tly promising to deliver the Philis
tines into David's hands, aids in
instilling confidence in the men.
5: He drove off their cattle: The
Philistines had come with
their livestock (cf. Judg. 6.5).
6: Abiathar's flight to David
was already reported in 22.20, be
fore David's rescue of Keilah. Kei
/ah here may be the result of dit
tography. An eplwd probably
contained Urim and Thummim,
the means for consulting the LoRD.
Regarding the technique of con
sulting the LoRD see 14-4o-42 n.
7: The only way to leave the
walled town was through the
gates, and there David could easily
be captured. 1 1 : David asks two
questions, but because it was pos
sible to ask only one at a time, he
has to repeat his first question.
1 2: Notwithstanding their rescue
by David the citizens of Keilah
will deliver him into Saul's hands.
They greatly fear Saul after he
massacred the whole town of Nob
because of the help extended to
David. 1 3: Six hundred: According
to 22.2 there were about 400 men
with David, so meanwhile the
number has increased.

23.14-18: Encouragement. Jona
than comes to David's hiding
place to encourage him, assuring
his friend that eventually he will
become king. 14: Strollgholds,
table mountains with steep sides,
providing natural protection.
1 7: Saul knows that David will
be king, and yet he continues
pursuing him, driven by jealousy
and enmity. 1 8: A pact ("berit"),
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19•Some Ziphites went up to Saul in Gibeah and said,
"David is hiding among us in the strongholds of Horesh,
at the hill of Hachilah south of Jeshimon. 20 So if Your
Majesty has the desire to come down, come down, and it
will be our task to deliver him into Your Majesty's hands."
2 1 And Saul replied, "May you be blessed of the LoRD for
the compassion you have shown me! 22Go now and pre
pare further. Look around and learn what places he sets
foot on [and] who has seen him there, for I have been told
he is a very cunning fellow. 23 Look around and learn in
which of all his hiding places he has been hiding, and re
turn to me when you are certain. I will then go with you,
and if he is in the region, I will search him out among all
the clans of Judah."
24 They left at once for Ziph, ahead of Saul; David and
his men were then in the wilderness of Maon, in the Ara
bah, to the south of Jeshimon. 25 When Saul and his men
came to search, David was told about it; and he went
down to b-the rocky region-b and stayed in the wilderness
of Maon. On hearing this, Saul pursued David in the
wilderness of Maon. 26 Saul was making his way along
one side of a hill, and David and his men were on the
other side of the hill. b-Qavid was trying hard to elude
Saul, and Saul and his men were trying to encircle David
and his men and capture them,·b 27 when a messenger
came and told Saul, "Come quickly, for the Philistines
have invaded the land." 2B Saul gave up his pursuit of
David and went to meet the Philistines. That is why that
place came to be called the Rock of Separation.<

2 4 David went from there and stayed in the wilder

nesses ofEn-gedi.
2 When Saul returned from pursuing the Philistines, he
was told that David was in the wilderness of En-gedi. 3 So
Saul took three thousand picked men from all Israel and
went in search of David and his men b·in the direction of
the rocks of the wild goats;-b 4 and he came to the sheep
folds along the way. There was a cave there, and Saul
went in dto relieve himself:d Now David and his men
were sitting in the back of the cave.
s David's men said to him, "This is the day of which the
LoRD said to you, 'I will deliver your enemy into your
hands; you can do with him as you please.' " •David went
and stealthily cut off the corner of Saul's cloak. 6 But aftera Tlre mcm!ing of mmly parls of2J.19 f. is uncertain. Tlrc evcnts rl<•scribed i11 2J.19-24.22
f
are partly paralleled in chapter 26, with variations.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Meaning of Heb. IIIICertain.
e Vv. sb-6 read well after Ba.
d-d Lit. "to cover Iris feet. "
·

-

6o6

-

stipulating that when David will
be king, Jonathan shall rank next
to him.
23.19-28: Narrow

escape. At the
last moment, when his capture by
Saul seems unavoidable, David is
saved. The first part of the narra
tive contains the dialogue between
Saul and the Ziphites concerning
David's capture; the second part
relates Saul's pursuit and its unex
pected outcome. 1 9-20: The
Ziphites, in proving their loyalty
to Saul, are probably under the
impact of the massacre of Nob,
whose priests were accused of fail
ing to inform Saul (22.17). 21: May
you be blessed of the LoRD, a custom
ary blessing (see 15.13; 2 Sam. 2.5;
Ps. 115.15). The king, uttering sat
isfaction at being pitied, makes a
sorry figure. 26: Instead of trying
to encircle, read "encircling" (tn;ing
is not expressed in the Heb).
David is already encircled by
Saul's men and on the verge of
being captured, when suddenly
the messenger appears. This may
be seen as directed by God to save
David. 28: Rock of Separation, "be
cause there Saul separated and de
parted from David" (Abravanel).
24.1-23: M agnanimity. David has
the opportunity to kill Saul, but re
frains from doing so. When the
king falls into his hands, David
does not take revenge, but shows
himself magnanimous and loyal
towards him. In the first part of
the narrative the event itself is de
scribed; the second part contains a
speech by David, stating that he
never wronged the king; the third
part consists of a speech by Saul,
who is impressed by David's gen
erosity. The word "hand(s)" recurs
frequently (in the Heb even more
than in the translation): Though he
has Saul in his hands, David will
not raise his hand against him.
4: Sheepfolds were often attached to
caves, which provided shelter to
the animals from heat and cold.
5: The LoRD's promise cited by
David's men has not been men
tioned before. It seems that the
men interpret Saul's entering the
cave as directed by the LoRD, in
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ward •David reproached himself·• for cutting off bthe cor
ner of Saul's cloak:b 7 He said to his men, "The LoRD for
bid that I should do such a thing to my lord-the LORD's
anointed-that I should raise my hand against him; for he
is the LoRD's anointed." B David rebuked< his men and did
not permit them to attack Saul.
Saul left the cave and started on his way. 9 Then David
also went out of the cave and called after Saul, "My lord
king!" Saul looked around and David bowed low in hom
age, with his face to the ground. 10 And David said to Saul,
"Why do you listen to the people who say, 'David is out to
do you harm?' 11 You can see for yourself now that the
LORD delivered you into my hands in the cave today. And
though d-I was urged·d to kill you, I showed you pity;• for I
said, 'I will not raise a hand against my lord, since he is
the LoRD's anointed.' 12 Please, sir/ take a close look at the
corner of your cloak in my hand; for when I cut off the
corner of your cloak, I did not kill you. You must see
plainly that I have done nothing evil or rebellious, and I
have never wronged you. Yet you are bent on taking my
life.13 May the LORD judge between you and me! And may
He take vengeance upon you for me, but my hand will
never touch you. 14 As the ancient proverb has it: 'Wicked
deeds come from wicked men!' My hand will never touch
you. 1 5 Against whom has the king of Israel come out?
Whom are you pursuing? A dead dog? A single flea?
16 May the LORD be arbiter and may He judge between
you and me! May He take note and uphold my cause, and
vindicate me against you."
17 When David finished saying these things to Saul, Saul
said, "Is that your voice, my son David?" And Saul broke
down and wept. 18 He said to David, "You are right, not I;
for you have treated me generously, but I have treated you
badly. 19Yes, you have just revealed how generously you
treated me, for the LORD delivered me into your hands
and you did not kill me. 20 If a man meets his enemy, does
he let him go his way unharmed? Surely, the LoRD will re
ward you generously for 9what you have done for me this
day:9 21 I know now that you will become king, and that
the kingship over Israel will remain in your hands. 22 So
swear to me by the LORD that you will not destroy my dea-a Lit. "David's lrenrt stmck /rim."
b-b So SL'Vern/ mss. and nncieut versions; cf. v. 5- Most 11rss. and editions rend "Sa11l'S
corJJer.
c Meaning of Heb. wrcertain.
d-d Mea11i11g of Heb. III!Certain.
e Uudersla11di11g tire Heb. as all ellipsis ofwatta}:tos 'cni (cj., e.g., Deut. 7.16).
f Lit. "{my}fatlrer," cf. 2 Ki11gs 5 · 1 3 g-g Memri11g of Heb. III!Certain. Emc11dntion ifit"lds "tire ge11crosity yo11 !rave slwwn r11e."

order to enable David to strike his
pursuer down. David, however,
only cuts off the corner of Saul's
cloak as proof that he could have
killed him. He is not aware that
the cutting of the cloak also has
symbolic significance, namely, cut
ting off the kingdom (cf. 15.27-28;
1 Kings 1 1.29-32). The author
may be foreshadowing those later
events. 6-7: According to biblical
scholars, vv. 5b-6 should be placed
after vv. 7-Ba. According to Rashi,
since the narrator began to talk
about the cutting of the cloak, he
finishes the subject, remarking
that-some time later-David re
proached himself even for having
cut the cloak; the narrator then re
turns to the first subject and re
ports David's reply to his men. The
LoRo's anointed: Because the king
was anointed by a prophet in the
name of the LoRD, he is inviolable
(see 2 Sam. 1.16). 9: Though perse
cuted by Saul, David honors the
king. 1 4: Wicked deeds come from
wicked men, i.e., not from me.
1 5: David designates Saul here
king of Israel to contrast him with
himself, who is as insignificant
and harmless as a dead dog or
(even) a singleflea. Such expres
sions of submissiveness were cus
tomary in the ancient Near East.
1 6: David puts his case in the
hands of the LORD. 17: Saul's
question expresses his astonish
ment. My son, in response to "my
father" (v. 12, see translators'
note), indicates close relationship.
21: Saul acknowledges that David
will be king and that his kingship
will endure-as opposed to
Saul's kingship. 22: See 20.15 n.
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scendants or wipe out my name from my father's house."
23 David swore to Saul, Saul went home, and David and
his men went up to the strongholds.

2 5 Samuel died, and all Israel gathered and made la

ment for him; and they buried him in Ramah, his

home.
David went down to the wilderness of Paran.•
2 There was a man in Maon whose possessions were in
Carmel. The man was very wealthy; he owned three thou
sand sheep and a thousand goats. At the time, he was
shearing his sheep in Carmel. 3 The man's name was
Nahal, and his wife's name was Abigail. The woman was
intelligent and beautiful, but the man, a Calebite, was a
hard man and an evildoer. 4 David was in the wilderness
when he heard that Nahal was shearing his sheep. 5 David
dispatched ten young men, and David instructed the
young men, "Go up to Carmel. When you come to Nahal,
greet him in my name. 6 Say b-as follows: 'To life!·b Greet
ings to you and to your household and to all that is yours!
7 I hear that you are now doing your shearing. As you
know, your shepherds have been with us; we did not
harm them, and nothing of theirs was missing all the time
they were in Carmel. s Ask your young men and they will
tell you. So receive these young men graciously, for we
have come on a festive occasion. Please give your servants
and your son David whatever you can.' "
9 David's young men went and delivered this message
to Nahal in the name of David. When they stopped speak
ing, lO Nabal answered David's servants, "Who is David?
Who is the son of Jesse? There are many slaves nowadays
who run away from their masters. 11 Should I then take
my bread and my water,< and the meat that I slaughtered
for my own shearers, and give them to men who come
from I don't know where?" 12 Thereupon David's young
men retraced their steps; and when they got back, they
told him all this. 13 And David said to his men, "Gird on
your swords." Each girded on his sword; David too
girded on his sword. About four hundred men went up
after David, while two hundred remained with the bag
gage.
14 Qne of [Nahal's] young men told Abigail, Nahal's
wife, that David had sent messengers from the wilderness
to greet their master, and that he had spumed b them.
15 "But the men had been very friendly to us; we were not
a Septuagiut reads "Maou," cf v. 2 aud 23.24, 25.
b-b Meauiug of Heb. uncertain.
c Septuagiut reads "wine," aud cf v. 18.

-6o8-

23: See 14.46 n. Saul abandons the
pursuit, yet David and his men go
up to the stronghold (in the Heb the
word is in the singular), because
they do not trust Saul.
25.1-44: The evil husband and
the clever wife. The violent clash
between David and the boorish,
evil, foolish Nabal is prevented by
Nabal's clever wife Abigail, who
succeeds in persuading David to
refrain from spilling blood. She
also alludes to David's future
kingship, as did Saul in the pre
ceding narrative. 1 : The note con
cerning Samuel's death, which
has no connection with the follow
ing narrative, may have been
placed here because i t was thought
that the death occurred at this
juncture (d. 28.J). 2-3: The exposi
tion specifies Nabal's wealth even
before stating his and his wife's
names and qualities. Carmel, see
15.12 n. Calebite: The clan of Caleb
was part of Judah, but Kenizzite in
origin (Gen. 15. 19; Num. 32.12;
Josh. 14.14). 4: Sheepshearing was
an occasion for celebration (see
2 Sam. 13.23)- 5: Ten young men,
to carry the generous gift David
expects to receive as reward for
his services. 6: Before the request
itself good wishes are uttered. The
Heb may also be translated: "Say:
'So be it (also) next year: May you
be well and may your household
be well and all that is yours be
well!' 7: Your shepherds have been
with us, under our protection.
1 0: "W/10 is David? ": Nabal's
rude reply expresses contempt
(d. Exod. 5.2). By implying that
they are runaway slaves he insults
both David, who escaped from
Saul, and his men, who fled
from society. 1 1 : My bread and nzy
water, food and drink in general
(Hos. 2.7)- 13: David is determined
to use force; girding the swords
is mentioned three times.
14: The narrative's point of view
switches to Abigail. 1 5-16: The
young man (or rather, servant),
confirming David's statement
(v. 7), specifies the protection
Nabal's shepherds received.
They were a wall: The metaphor de
notes defense against marauders.
"
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harmed, nor did we miss anything all the time that we
went about with them while we were in the open. 16 They
were a wall about us both by night and by day all the time
that we were with them tending the flocks. 1 7 So consider
carefully what you should do, for harm threatens our
master and all his household; he is such a nasty fellow
that no one can speak to him."
lB Abigail quickly got together two hundred loaves of
bread, two jars of wine, five dressed sheep, five seahs of
parched corn, one hundred cakes of raisin, and two hun
dred cakes of pressed figs. She loaded them on asses,
19 and she told her young men, "Go on ahead of me, and
I'll follow you"; but she did not tell her husband Nabal.
20 She was riding on the ass and going down a trail • on the
hill, when David and his men appeared, coming down to
ward her; and she met them.-21 Now David had been
saying, "It was all for nothing that I protected that fellow's
possessions in the wilderness, and that nothing he owned
is missing. He has paid me back evil for good. 22 May God
do thus and more to bthe enemies of-b David if, by the
light of morning, I leave c·a single male·c of his." _23 When
Abigail saw David, she quickly dismounted from the ass
and threw herself face down before" David, bowing to the
ground. 24 Prostrate at his feet, she pleaded, "Let the
blame be mine, my lord, but let your handmaid speak to
you; hear your maid's plea. 25 Please, my lord, pay no at
tention to that wretched fellow Nabal. For he is just what
his name says: His name means 'boor' and he is a boor.
"Your handmaid did not see the young men whom my
lord sent. 26 I swear, my lord, as the LORD lives and as you
live-the LoRD who has kept you from seeking redress by
blood with your own hands-let your enemies and all
who would harm my lord fare like Nabal! 27 Here is the
present which your maidservant has brought to my lord;
let it be given to the young men who are the followers of
my lord. 28 Please pardon your maid's boldness. For the
LoRD will grant my lord an enduring house, because my
lord is fighting the battles of the LoRD, and no wrong is
ever to be found in you. 29 And if anyone sets out to pura Menning of Heb. uncertai11.
b-b The pllmse is intended to avoid the imprecation of David against llilllself; it is lacking
in tile Septuagint.
c-c Lit. "one who pees against a wall. "
1 7: Nasty, better, "evil" (lit. "good
for-nothing"). Because speaking to
Nabal is impossible, the servant
appeals to Abigail. 1 8: The wise
Abigail understands that she has

to act quickly in order to anticipate
David and that first of all his re
quest must be generously satisfied.
Senl1s: A seal! was probably about 7
liters (more than 6 quarts). 19: Go
- 6og-

011 ahead of me: Abigail wants to
placate David before she meets
him. 22: Tlws and more, see 3-17 n.
23: Though a wealthy and distin
guished woman, Abigail hastens
to display profuse gestures of re
spect to the runaway chieftain. She
begins by taking the blam�ither
for Nahal's behavior or for ad
dressing David. 24-31 : Abigail's
speech shows her intelligence and
eloquence. She refers throughout
to David as my lord and to herself
as his lwndmaid. In the first part
she expresses agreement with
David as regards Nabal; in the sec
ond part she cautions David that
by spilling blood now he will do
harm to himself in the future.
24: At his feet, a gesture of plead
ing (see 2 Kings 4.27; Esth. 8.3).
25: Wretched, better, "evil."
Nahal's wife uses the same strong
term as Nahal's servant (see v. 17
n.), which indicates that she shares
his opinion-evidently the com
mon sentiment. For l1e is just what
his name says: In the Bible people
are aware of the meaning of
names. Some names occur that,
like Nabal, have unpleasant mean
ings, e.g., Mahlon and Chilion in
Ruth 1.2, whose names mean
"sickness" and "destruction." Boor:
According to Isa. 32.6 the Heb
word "naval" denotes a villain,
who "leaves the hungry unsatis
fied and deprives the thirsty of
drink," just as Nabal did to David
(see also Prov. 17.7, 21). 26: Fare
like Nnbnl, a hint that Nabal is
surely going to die (cf. 2 Sam.
18.32)-therefore David need take
no action himself. 27: Let it be given
to the you11g men, a polite expres
sion, implying that the present is
too humble for David himself.
28: Enduring house: Abigail knows
that David will be king and that
his dynasty will endure, because
he is fighting the battles of the LoRD
(see 18.17 n.). 29: Anyone, an allu
sion to Saul, who set out to pursue
David (23.25, 28; 24.15) and seek
his life (20.1; 22.23; 23.15). The life
. . . will be bound up in the bundle of
life, a metaphor denoting long life.

The LoRD's bundle of life was be
lieved to contain the names of the
living, similar to His "book of life"
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sue you and seek your life, the life of my lord will be
bound up in the bundle of life in the care of the LoRD; but
He will fling away the lives of your enemies as from the
hollow of a sling. 30 And when the LoRD has accomplished
for my lord all the good He has promised you, and has ap
pointed you ruler of Israel, 31 do not let this be a cause of
stumbling and of faltering courage to my lord that you
have shed blood needlessly and that my lord sought re
dress with his own hands. And when the LoRD has pros
pered my lord, remember your maid."
32 David said to Abigail, "Praised be the LoRD, the God
of Israel, who sent you this day to meet me! 33 And blessed
be your prudence, and blessed be you yourself for re
straining me from seeking redress in blood by my own
hands. 34 For as sure as the LoRD, the God of Israel, lives
who has kept me from harming you-had you not come
quickly to meet me, not •·a single male·• of Nabal's line
would have been left by daybreak." 35 David then ac
cepted from her what she had brought him, and he said to
her, "Go up to your horne safely. See, I have heeded your
plea and respected your wish."
36 When Abigail carne horne to Nabal, he was having a
feast in his house, a feast fit for a king; Nabal was in a
merry mood and very drunk, so she did not tell him any
thing at all until daybreak. 37 The next morning, when
Nabal had slept off the wine, his wife told him everything
that had happened; and his courage died within him, and
he became like a stone. 38 About ten days later the LoRD
struck Nabal and he died. 39 When David heard that
Nabal was dead, he said, "Praised be the LoRD who cham
pioned my cause against the insults of Nabal and held
back His servant from wrongdoing; the LORD has brought
Nahal's wrongdoing down on his own head."
David sent messengers b·to propose marriage to·b Abi
gail, to take her as his wife. 40 When David's servants
carne to Abigail at Carmel and told her that David had
sent them to her to make her his wife, 41 she immediately
bowed low with her face to the ground and said, "Your
handmaid is ready to be your maidservant, to wash the
feet of my lord's servants." 42 Then Abigail rose quickly
and mounted an ass, and with five of her maids in atten
dance she followed David's messengers; and she became
his wife.
43 Now David had taken Ahinoarn of Jezreel; so both of
them became his wives. 44 Saul had given his daughter
Michal, David's wife, to Palti son of Laish from Gallirn.
a-a Lit. "one who pees against a wall."

b-b Lit. "anrl spoke for"; cf Song of Songs 8.8.
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(Ps. 69.29). In postbiblical times
the bundle of life came to signify
eternal life in the next world, and
therefore the expression is found
regularly on Jewish tombstones.
Fling away the lives, a metaphor
denoting the opposite of the pre
ceding one. The lwllow of a sling,
the middle of the sling, where
the stone would be placed (see
17·40 n.). 30: The good refers to the
enduring house (v. 28). 3 1 : Re
fraining from bloodshed is in
David's own interest. Faltering
courage, lit. "faltering of heart," i.e.,
weakness. Remember your maid, re
warding her. 34: David's present
oath annuls his previous one (v.
22). From harming you: David refers
to Abigail as representative of
Nabal's household. 36: Nabal's
feasting shows him to be quite
oblivious of any danger. 37: His
courage, lit. "his heart." The simile
like a stone points to paralysis,
which was presumably under
stood as death of the heart, in ac
cordance with the tendency of the
Bible to attribute to the heart not
only feelings, but also thoughts,
traits, and some physical functions
(e.g., eating is often described as
strengthening the heart). It seems
that when Nabal hears what hap
pened and to what terrible danger
he was exposed, he suffers a stroke
and becomes paralyzed and ten
days later he dies. David then pro
poses marriage to the widow be
cause of her intelligence, beauty,
and wealth. 41 : To wash the feet of
my lord's servants, an expression of
extreme politeness and humility.
42: The five inaids are mentioned
to show Abigail's economic
and social status. 43: Jezreel,
near Carmel in southern Judah.
44: Since Michal was David's wife,
Saul had no right to give her to
someone else. By doing so he in
tentionally hurt both David and
his daughter, who had deceived
him in order to help her husband

(19.11- q).
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• The Ziphites came to Saul at Gibeah and said,
"David is hiding in the hill of Hachilah facing Je
shimon." 2 Saul went down a t once to the wilderness of
Ziph, together with three thousand picked men of Israel,
to search for David in the wilderness of Ziph, 3 and Saul
encamped on the hill of Hachilah which faces Jeshimon,
by the road. When David, who was then living in the
wilderness, learned that Saul had come after him into the
wilderness, 4 David sent out scouts and made sure that
Saul had come. 5 David went at once to the place where
Saul had encamped, and David saw the spot where Saul
and his army commander, Abner son of Ner, lay asleep.
Saul lay asleep inside the barricadeb and the troops were
posted around him.
6 David spoke up and asked Ahimelech the Hittite and
Abishai son of Zeruiah, Joab's brother, "Who will go
down with me into the camp to Saul?" And Abishai an
swered, "I will go down with you." 7 So David and
Abishai approached the troops by night, and found Saul
fast asleep inside the barricade,b his spear stuck in the
ground at his head, and Abner and the troops sleeping
around him. s And Abishai said to David, "God has deliv
ered your enemy into your hands today. Let me pin him to
the ground with a single thrust of the spear. I will not have
to strike him twice." 9 But David said to Abishai, "Don't
do him violence! No one can lay hands on the LoRD's
anointed with impunity." 10 And David went on, "As the
LoRD lives, the LORD Himself will strike him down, or his
time will come and he will die, or he will go down to bat
tle and perish. 11 But the LoRD forbid that I should lay a
hand on the LORD's anointed! Just take the spear and the
water jar at his head and let's be off." 12 So David took
away the spear and the water jar at Saul's head, and they
left. No one saw or knew or woke up; all remained asleep;
a deep sleep from the LoRD had fallen upon them.
13 David crossed over to the other side and stood afar on
top of a hill; there was considerable distance between
them. 14 And David shouted to the troops and to Abner
son of Ner, "Abner, aren't you going to answer?" And
Abner shouted back, "Who are you to shout at the king?"
15 And David answered Abner, "You are a man, aren't
you? And there is no one like you in Israel! So why didn't
you keep watch over your lord the king? For one of [our]
troops came to do violence to your lord the king. 16 You
have not given a good account of yourself! As the LoRD
n Cf 23.19 and note.
b Menning of Heb. uncertain; cf

17.20.
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26.1-25: Magnanimity repeated.
The present story is similar to the
one in ch 24. In both, David has
the opportunity to kill Saul, but
though urged by his men to do so,
he refuses to harm the LORD's
anointed. Instead, he takes one ob
ject from him to prove that he
could have killed him, and when
Saul sees this, he expresses regret
at having persecuted David. In ad
dition, there are verbal similarities
(e.g., the simile in 24.15 and 26.20,
and the question in 24.17 and
26.17). It seems that two variants
of the same story have been in
cluded in the book-probably be
cause of the differences between
them (e.g., in one Saul comes to
David in a cave by day and David
takes a corner of Saul's coat, in the
other David comes to Saul in an
army camp by night and takes
Saul's spear and water jar). The
repetition causes David's magna
nimity to emerge as a constant
character trait. 5: Barricade, see
17.20 n. Saul is surrounded by his
troops. 6: Ahime/ec/1 the Hittite is
not mentioned elsewhere. The Hit
tite empire had its center in pres
ent-day Turkey, but Hittites are
also mentioned in the land of
Canaan (Gen. 23.3; 26.34; 27.46;
2 Sam. 11.3). Abishni, who is will
ing to accompany David on his
dangerous exploit, and his more
famous brother Jonb, David's fu
ture army commander, are always
designated sons of Zeruinil, who
was David's sister. 7: His spear:
The same spear that Saul used
against David can now be used by
David against Saul. 9: See 24.6-7 n.
1 0: Strike him down, by means of
an illness (see 25.38). 1 1 : The
spear, besides being a useful
weapon, was a symbol of Saul's
kingship (see 13.22; 18.10; 19.9;
20.33; 22.6; 2 Sam. 1.6). A water jar
was vitally important in the desert.
1 2: In coming close to Saul's head
David exposes himself to extreme
danger. No one saw or knew or woke
up; nil remained asleep: The repeti
tiveness serves to ridicule the de
fective watch. 1 5: A man, a hero.
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lives, [all of] you deserve to die, because you did not keep
watch over your lord, the LoRD's anointed. Look around,
where are the king's spear and the water jar that were at
his head?"
17 Saul recognized David's voice, and he asked, "Is that
your voice, my son David?" And David replied, "It is, my
lord king." lB And he went on, "But why does my lord
continue to pursue his servant? What have I done, and
what wrong am I guilty of? 19 Now let my lord the king
hear his servant out. If the LoRD has incited you against
me, let Him be appeased • by an offering; but if it is men,
may they be accursed of the LoRD! For they have driven
me out today, so that I cannot have a share in the LoRD's
possession, but am told, 'Go and worship other gods.'
20 Qh, let my blood not fall to the ground, away from the
presence of the LoRD! For the king of Israel has come out
to seek a single flea-as if he were hunting a partridge in
the hills."
21 And Saul answered, "I am in the wrong. Come back,
my son David, for I will never harm you again, seeing
how you have held my life precious this day. Yes, I have
been a fool, and I have erred so very much." 22 David
replied, "Here is Your Majesty's spear. Let one of the
young men come over and get it. 23 And the LoRD will re
quite every man for his right conduct and loyalty-for
this day the LoRD delivered you into myb hands and I
would not raise a hand against the LoRD's anointed.
24 And just as I valued your life highly this day, so may the
LoRD value my life and may He rescue me from all trou
ble." 25 Saul answered David, "May you be blessed, my
son David. You shall achieve, and you shall prevail."
David then went his way, and Saul returned home.

2 7 David said to himself, "Some day I shall certainly

perish at the hands of Saul. The best thing for me is
to flee to the land of the Philistines; Saul will then give up
hunting me throughout the territory of Israel, and I will
escape him." 2 So David and the six hundred men with
him went and crossed over to King Achish son of Maoch
of Gath. 3 David and his men stayed with Achish in Gath,
each man with his family, and David with his two wives,
Ahinoam the Jezreelite and Abigail wife of Nabal the Car
melite. 4 And when Saul was told that David had fled to
Gath, he did not pursue him any more.
5 David said to Achish, "If you please, let a place be

a Cf Amos 5.21.
b So many 111ss.; otl1er 111ss. a11d editions omit.
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1 7-18: Saul's question aims at
achieving certainty, since in the
dark he is unable to see David.
David, who politely addresses
Saul as my lord and calls himself II is servant, tries to dissuade
Saul from pursuing him. Saul
again calls David my son (see
24.17). 1 9: Tile�; have driven me out:
They have compelled me to flee
from the Lotw's possession-i.e., the
land of Israel-to a foreign coun
try, where I will be obliged to wor
ship other gods. This probably al
ludes to David's intention to flee
to the Philistines (see ch 27) and to
the popular belief that each nation
has its own god, who rules over
that nation's territory (d. 2 Kings
5,17; 17.24-28). In the land of
Israel the LORD must be wor
shipped, in other countries the
local gods. 20: David begs not to
have to die in a foreign country.
King of Israel, a singleflea, see
24.15 n. 21: Saul, trying to reassure
David, again calls him my son (see
vv. 17 and 25). 22: David, who
does not trust Saul anymore, ig
nores his invitation and promise.
25: Saul's final words ever to
David are a blessing, assuring him
of success. The verbs achieve and
prevail are emphasized in the Heb.
The concluding sentence, which
marks the end of the story (d.
21.1), makes it clear that David re
jects Saul's call to return to him.
27.1-28.2: In Philistia again. For
the second time David flees to
Achish and deceives the Philistine
king. But whereas the first time
(21.11-16) he came alone and was
expelled, now he comes at the
head of a useful unit of 6oo men
and is received favorably. 1 : Be
cause David's decision to enter the
enemy's service is rather question
able, his considerations are re
counted at some length and in his
own words. 3: Stayed with Aclzish,
as his vassal. 5: It was customary
for a suzerain to give an estate to
his vassal in return for his services.
David's aim is to get away from
Achish's watchful eyes. 6: Ziklag
was evidently crown property at
the time of the narrator, during the
reign of the kings of Judah-i.e.,
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granted me in one of the country towns where I can live;
why should your servant remain with you in the royal
city?" 6 At that time Achish granted him Ziklag; that is
how Ziklag came to belong to the kings of Judah, as is still
the case. 7 The length of time that David lived in Philistine
territory was a year and four months.
s David and his men went up and raided the Geshurites,
the Gizrites, and the Amalekites-who were the inhabi
tants of the region of Olam,a all the way to Shur and to the
land of Egypt.-9 When David attacked a region, he would
leave no man or woman alive; he would take flocks, herds,
asses, camels, and clothing. When he returned and cameb
to Achish, 10 Achish would ask, "Where' did you raid
today?" and David would reply, "The Negebd of Judah," or
"the Negeb of the Jerahmeelites," or "the Negeb of the Ke
nites." 11 David would leave no man or woman alive to be
brought to Gath; for he thought, "They might tell about us:
David did this." Such was his practice as long as he stayed
in the territory of the Philistines. 12 Achish trusted David.
He thought: •·"He has aroused the wrath of-• his own peo
ple Israel, and so he will be my vassal forever."
At that time the Philistines mustered their forces
for war, to take the field against Israel. Achish said
2
8
to David, "You know, of course, that you and your men

must march out with my forces." 2 David answered
Achish, "You surely know what your servant will do." "In
that case," Achish replied to David, "I will appoint you
my bodyguard for life."
3'Now Samuel had died and all Israel made lament for
him; and he was buried in his own town of Ramah. And
Saul had forbidden [recourse to] ghosts and familiar spir
its in the land.
4 The Philistines mustered and they marched to Shunem
and encamped; and Saul gathered all Israel, and they en
camped at Gilboa. 5 When Saul saw the Philistine force,
his heart trembled with fear. 6 And Saul inquired of the
LORD, but the LORD did not answer him, either by dreams
or by Urim9 or by prophets. 7Then Saul said to his
courtiers, "Find me a woman who consults ghosts, so that
I can go to her and inquire through her." And his courtiers
n Septungillf reads "Teln111 " (cf "Tclni111" ill 15.4; mtd "Tele111 " ill Josh. 15.24!.
b Chnllge of vocnlizntioll yields "brought it"; cf v. 1 1 .
c S o so111e 111ss. nlld Tnrgu111; Septungi11f nud 4QSnnt" rend "Wlto111. "
d I.e., lite pnrt of the Negeb ocwpied by these clans.
e-e Cf note nt IJ+
f The rest of this cltnptcr would rend well after cltnplas 29 nnd 30.
g A kind of oracle; see note nl Exod. 28.30 mtd 1 S11111. 14.41.
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after Solomon and before the Bab
ylonian exile. 8-1 1 : Achish expects
David to make raids on Judah. But
David refuses to fight his own
people, so he raids non-Israelite
tribes and clans. After killing their
population so as not to leave wit
nesses, he lies to Achish about the
object of his raids. The Negeb, the
desert region in the south. The
clans of Jerahmeelites and Kenites
were attached to Judah. 28.1-2:
This time lying cannot solve
David's problem: how to reconcile
his obligations to his suzerain with
his unwillingness to fight against
Israel. Meanwhile David gives an
ambiguous answer to Achish, who,
however, interprets it as express
ing loyalty. As a sign of his trust,
he appoints David to the sensitive
office of bodyguard. Here the nar
ra tive breaks off, leaving open the
question of what course David will
take in the impending war.
28.3-25: Prophecy of doom. This
narrative, which explains the rea
son for Saul's imminent defeat and
death in the battle against the Phil
istines, seems misplaced. It would
fit better immediately before ch 31,
where that battle is described.
Moreover, placed there the break
between 28.1-2 and ch 29, which
clearly belong together, would be
avoided. That position would also
solve the difficulty that according
to 28-4 the Philistines are already
at Shunem in the valley of Jezreel,
whereas according to 29.1 they are
only at Aphek, close to their terri
tory, and from there they march to
Jezreel (29.11). The narrative con
sists of five parts, arranged con
centrically around Samuel's
prophecy: narrator's report, dia
logue between Saul and the necro
mancer, dialogue between Samuel
and Saul, dialogue between Saul
and the necromancer, narrator's
report. 3: The exposition mentions
two events, which happened pre
viously, but are important for the
present story: Samuel's death and
Saul's removal of necromancers.
4: SIILIIJelll and Mount Gilboa lie on
opposite sides of the valley of Jez
reel. Saul's fear is an indication of
his decline. 7: Since discovering
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told him that there was a woman in En-dar who consulted
ghosts.
s Saul disguised himself; he put on different clothes and
set out with two men. They came to the woman by night,
and he said, "Please divine for me by a ghost. Bring up for
me the one I shall name to you." 9 But the woman an
swered him, "You know what Saul has done, how he has
banned [the use of] ghosts and familiar spirits in the land.
So why are you laying a trap for me, to get me killed?"
10 Saul swore to her by the LoRD: "As the LORD lives, you
won't get into trouble over this." 11 At that, the woman
asked, "Whom shall I bring up for you?" He answered,
"Bring up Samuel for me." 12 Then the woman recognized
Samuel/ and she shrieked loudly, and said to Saul, "Why
have you deceived me? You are Saul!" 13 The king an
swered her, "Don't be afraid. What do you see?" And the
woman said to Saul, "I see a divine being coming up from
the earth." 14 "What does he look like?" he asked her. "It is
an old man coming up," she said, "and he is wrapped in a
robe." Then Saul knew that it was Samuel; and he bowed
low in homage with his face to the ground.
15 Samuel said to Saul, "Why have you disturbed me
and brought me up?" And Saul answered, "I am in great
trouble. The Philistines are attacking me and God has
turned away from me; He no longer answers me, either by
prophets or in dreams. So I have called you to tell me
what I am to do." 16 Samuel said, "Why do you ask me,
seeing that the LoRD has turned away from you and has
become your adversary? b 17 The LORD has done c·for Him
self·< as He foretold through me: The LORD has tom the
kingship out of your hands and has given it to your fel
low, to David, 1Bbecause you did not obey the LORD and
did not execute His wrath upon the Amalekites. That is
why the LORD has done this to you today. 19 Further, the
LoRD will deliver the Israelites who are with you into the
hands of the Philistines. Tomorrow your sons and you
will be with me; and the LoRD will also deliver the Israel
ite forces into the hands of the Philistines."
20 At once Saul flung himself prone on the ground, terri
fied by Samuel's words. Besides, there was no strength in
him, for he had not eaten anything all day and all night.
21 The woman went up to Saul and, seeing how greatly
disturbed he was, she said to him, "Your handmaid lis
tened to you; I took my life in my hands and heeded the
n Some Septunghrt mss. rend "Saul. "
b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Some mss. nnd Septuagint rend "to you."
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failed-a bad sign in itself-Saul
has recourse to an illegitimate one.
It is ironic that he who banned
necromancers now consults one
himself. 8: Sheol, the abode of the
dead was believed to be beneath
the earth. 1 1 : Though dead, Sam
uel the prophet is still expected
to be able to foretell the future. 1 214: Apparently only the woman
could see the ghost, whereas Saul
could only hear him. The appear
ance of Samuel's ghost is consid
ered to be real-not trickery by the
woman or imagination of SauL
The Bible believes in the possibil
ity of sorcery, soothsaying and
necromancy, but prohibits them as
heathen practices (Deut. 18.9-14).
Wrapped ill n robe: Samuel's robe
played a role before; see 2.19;
15.27. 17-18: See 15.18-19, 28.
1 9: With me, in Sheol, the under
world (see 2.6 n.). 20: He had 1101
ente11, owing to his depression.
21-24: In contrast to the stern
Samuel, the woman is depicted as
concerned for Saul's well-being.
She has compassion for him and
urges him to eat (she mentions
. only a bit offood, but slaughters n
stalljed calf and bakes cakes). She
uses the argument that because
she listened to Saul, he should lis
ten to her in return. Much urging,
by the woman as well as by the
courtiers, is needed to persuade
Saul to eat. 23: It was customary
to sit 011 the bed (or couch) while
eating (Ezek. 23.41; Amos 6.4).
25: Saul and his courtiers leave as
soon as they finish eating, before
anyone can recognize them.
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request you made of me. 22 So now you listen to me: Let
me set before you a bit of food. Eat, and then you will
have the strength to go on your way." 23 He refused, say
ing, "I will not eat." But when his courtiers as well as the
woman urged him, he listened to them; he got up from the
ground and sat on the bed. 24 The woman had a stall-fed
calf in the house; she hastily slaughtered it, and took flour
and kneaded it, and baked some unleavened cakes. 25 She
set this before Saul and his courtiers, and they ate. Then
they rose and left the same night.

2 9 The Philistines mustered all their forces at Aphek,

while Israel was encamping at the spring in Jezreel.
2 The Philistine lords came marching, each with his units
of hundreds and of thousands; and David and his men
came marching last, with Achish. 3 The Philistine officers
asked, "Who are those Hebrews?" "Why, that's David, the
servant of King Saul of Israel," Achish answered the Phil
istine officers. "He has been with me •·for a year or more;•
and I have found no fault in him from the day he defected
until now." 4 But the Philistine officers were angry with
him; and the Philistine officers said to him, "Send the man
back; let him go back to the place you assigned him . He
shall not march down with us to the battle, or else he may
become our adversary in battle. For with what could that
fellow appease his master if not with b·the heads of these
men?·b 5 Remember, he is the David of whom they sang as
they danced:
Saul has slain his thousands;
David, his tens of thousands."
6 Achish summoned David and said to him, "As the
LORD lives, you are an honest man, and I would like to
have you serve< in my forces; for I have found no fault
with you from the day you joined me until now. But you
are not acceptable to the other lords. 7 So go back in peace,
and do nothing to displease the Philistine lords."
8 David, however, said to Achish, "But what have I
done, what fault have you found in your servant from the
day I appeared before you to this day, that I should not go
and fight against the enemies of my lord the king?"
9 Achish replied to David, "I know; you are as acceptable
to me as an angel of God. But the Philistine officers have
decided that you must not march out with us to the battle.
1 D So rise early in the morning, you and your lord's sern-n Menning ofplrrnse uncertnin.
b-b A euplrenrismfor "our /rends. "
c Lit. "go out nnd come ill. "
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29.1-1 1 : The problem solved.
This narrative continues 28.1-2. It
shows again that God is with
David: His problem of how to re
frain from fighting against his own
people without violating his
suzerain's order is solved by the
Philistine lords, who mistrust
David. The narrative is composed
of two rounds of dialogues-the
first between the Philistine officers
and Achish, the second between
Achish and David. 2: The Philistine
lords, see 5.8 n. 3: Hebrews, see
4.6 n. 4: Angn;, because in the offi
cers' opinion, David endangers
them. The place you assigned him,
Ziklag. Tlzat fellow, a disdainful
phrase. These men, the Philistines
in front of them. 5: Like Achish's
courtiers (21.12), the Philistine offi
cers base their argument on the
song of the Israelite women (18.7),
which celebrated David for his
glorious victory over the Philis
tines. 6-7: Before ordering David
back, Achish praises him and
stresses his faith in him. It is ironic
that Achish has complete confi
dence in David, who repeatedly
deceived him. As the LoRD lives:
Achish even swears by the God of
David. Polytheistic peoples be
lieved in the power of other peo
ples' gods (see 4.8). The other lords,
the Philistine lords adopted the of
ficers' opinion. 8: David, who is
happy not to have to participate in
the war, pretends to be offended so
as to underscore his (feigned) loy
alty to Achish. 9: Acceptable to me,
lit. "good in my eyes." Achish in
tensifies his praise of David, even
comparing him to an angel of God.
The same rather extreme compari
son is applied to David-and to
no one else-three more times
(2 Sam. 14.17, 20; 19.28).
1 0: Your lord's servants: David's
men became Achish's servants
together with David himself.
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vants who came with you-•-rise early in the morning,·•
and leave as soon as it is light." 11 Accordingly, David and
his men rose early in the morning to leave, to return to the
land of the Philistines, while the Philistines marched up to
Jezreel.

3 0 By the time David and his men arrived in Ziklag,

on the third day, the Amalekites had made a raid
into the Negeb and against Ziklag; they had stormed Zik
lag and burned it down. 2 They had taken the women in it
captive, low-born and high-born alike; they did not kill
any, but carried them off and went their way. 3 When
David and his men came to the town and found it burned
down, and their wives and sons and daughters taken cap
tive, 4 David and the troops with him broke into tears,
until they had no strength left for weeping. S David's two
wives had been taken captive, Ahinoam of Jezreel and
Abigail wife of Nabal from Carmel. 6 David was in great
danger, for the troops threatened to stone him; for all the
troops were embittered on account of their sons and
daughters.
But David sought strength in the LoRD his God. 7 David
said to the priest Abiathar son of Ahimelech, "Bring the
ephod up to me." When Abiathar brought up the ephod & to
David, B David inquired of the LORD, "Shall I pursue those
raiders? Will I overtake them?" And He answered him,
"Pursue, for you shall overtake and you shall rescue."
9 So David and the six hundred men with him set out,
and they came to the Wadi Besor, where a halt was made
by those who were to be left behind. 10 David continued
the pursuit with four hundred men; two hundred men
had halted, too faint to cross the Wadi Besor. 11 They came
upon an Egyptian in the open country and brought him to
David. They gave him food to eat and water to drink; 12 he
was also given a piece of pressed fig cake and two cakes of
raisins. He ate and regained his strength, for he had eaten
no food and drunk no water for three days and three
nights. 13 Then David asked him, "To whom do you be
long and where are you from?" "I am an Egyptian boy,"
he answered, "the slave of an Amalekite. My master aban
doned me when I fell ill three days ago. 14 We had raided
the Negeb of the Cherethites, and [the Negeb] of Judah,
and the Negeb of Caleb; we also burned down Ziklag."
15 And David said to him, "Can you lead me down to that
n-n Menning ofparts of verse uncertain. Septuagint rends "nud go to the place thnt l have
assigned you; and lrnrbor no evil 1/rouglrt in you•· heart,for tfOII are acceptable tv rue."
b See note at 2.28.
-616-

1 1 : To Jezreel, where the Israelite
army was encamping (v. 1).
30.1-30: Defeat turned into vic
tory. In David's absence the Ama
lekites raided Ziklag, taking cap
tives and spoil. Thanks to the
Philistine lords' distrust, and par
ticularly to Achish's order to leave
early in the morning, David ar
rives home soon enough to be able
to overtake the Amalekites and
rescue the captives and spoil. The
first part of the narrative is de
voted to the encounter with the
Amalekites, the second part to the
distribution of the spoils taken
from them. The narrative presents
some important contrasts between
David and Saul: David success
fully consults God, Saul does not;
David is victorious in battle, Saul
suffers defeat; David rescues all
women and children, Saul and his
children die, together with many
of his troops. The contrasts are
highlighted by the fact that
David's battle against the Amalek
ites and Saul's battle against the
Philistines took place at approxi
mately the same time (see 2 Sam.
1.1-2). Furthermore, this battle
should not have taken place since
Saul should have killed all the
Amalekites (ch 15). 1 : The Ama
lekites attacked Ziklag (see 27.6),
when there were only women
and children in the town. 5: See
25.42-43. 6: David, as leader, is
held responsible for the disaster.
7: See 23.6 n. 8: In contrast to Saul
(28.6), the LoRD answers David,
telling him that he will surely over
take and reswe (these verbs are em
phasized in the Heb). 1 0: Too faint:
After marching home from Aphek,
the men immediately had to set
out again and hurry into the desert
in pursuit of the Amalekites.
1 1-15: Thanks to the Egyptian
boy, David soon discovers the Am
alekites and is able to rescue cap
tives and spoil. Because the boy,
being ill, was cruelly abandoned
by his master, without food or
drink, he is prepared to help
David-only concerned that he
not be killed or delivered to his
Amalekite master. 14: Cherethites,
Philistines (cf. v. 16; Ezek. 25.16).
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band?" He replied, "Swear to me by God that you will not
kill me or deliver me into my master's hands, and I will
lead you down to that band." 1 6 So he led him down, and
there they were, scattered all over the ground, eating and
drinking and making merry because of all the vast spoil
they had taken from the land of the Philistines and from
the land of Judah. 17 David attacked them from •·before
dawn until the evening of the next day;·• none of them es
caped, except four hundred young men who mounted
camels and got away. lB David rescued everything the
Arnalekites had taken; David also rescued his two wives.
19 Nothing of theirs was missing-young or old, sons or
daughters, spoil or anything else that had been carried
off-David recovered everything. 20 David took all the
flocks and herds, •which [the troops] drove ahead of
the other livestock;·• and they declared, "This is David's
spoil."
2 1 When David reached the two hundred men who were
too faint to follow David and who had been left at the
Wadi Besor, they carne out to welcome David and the
troops with him; David came forward with the troops and
greeted them. 22 But all the mean and churlish fellows
among the men who had accompanied David spoke up,
"Since they did not accompany us,b we will not give them
any of the spoil that we seized-except that each may take
his wife and children and go." 23 David, however, spoke
up, "You must not do that, <·my brothers, in view o£-c what
the LORD has granted us, guarding us and delivering into
our hands the band that attacked us. 24 How could anyone
agree with you in this matter? The share of those who re
main with the baggage shall be the same as the share of
those who go down to battle; they shall share alike." 25 So
from that day on it was made a fixed rule for Israel, con
tinuing to the present day.
26 When David reached Ziklag, he sent some of the spoil
to the elders of Judah •·[and] to his friends,·• saying, "This
is a present for you from our spoil of the enemies of the
LoRD." 27 [He sent the spoil to the elders] in Bethel/
Rarnoth-negeb, and Jattir; 2B in Aroer, Siphrnoth, and Esh
ternoa; 29 in Racal, in the towns of the Jerahrneelites, and in
the towns of the Kenites; 30 in Horrnah, Bor-ashan, and
Athach; 3l and to those in Hebron-all the places where
David and his men had roamed.
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b So some mss. nnd versions; most mss. and editious rend "me."
c-c Meaning ofHeb. uncertailr. Septuagi11t reads "after. "
d Called Betl11rl in joslr. '9-4-
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The name probably points to their
origin from the island of Crete (see
4.1b n). Caleb, see 25.2-3 n. Burned
down Ziklng, in revenge for David's
raid (27.8). 1 5: The law in the an
cient Near East required returning
slaves to their masters-Israelite
law only being an exception (Deut.
23.16-17). 1 6: The feasting Ama
lekites are completely oblivious of
a possible attack. 17: The next day
after coming there David attacks
from before dawn until evening.
20: This is David's spoil, a sign of
the men's gratitude, and a radical
reversal of their attitude at the
beginning of the narrative (v. 6).
24: The men who guard the bag
gage, thereby allowing the others
to move swiftly, have contributed
to the victory (cf. 25.13). 25: The
narrator explains that a rule exist
ing in his time originated from
David's prescription. 26-3 1 :
David sends parts o f the spoil to
the elders of Judah, to express his
gratitude for their help when he
roamed through their territory,
and to gain their support in the fu
ture. All places mentioned were
situated in the area of Hebron and
Beer-sheba.
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3 1 •The Philistines attacked Israel, and the men of Is

rael fled before the Philistines and [many] fell on
Mount Gilboa. 2 The Philistines pursued Saul and his sons,
and the Philistines struck down Jonathan, Abinadab, and
Malchishua, sons of Saul. 3 The battle raged around Saul,
and h-sorne of the archers-b hit him, and he <was severely
wounded by the archers. 4 Saul said to his arms-bearer,
"Draw your sword and run me through, so that the uncir
cumcised may not run me through and make sport of
me." But his arms-bearer, in his great awe, refused; where
upon Saul grasped the sword and fell upon it. s When his
arms-bearer saw that Saul was dead, he too fell on his
sword and died with him. 6 Thus Saul and his three sons
and his arms-bearer, d·as well as all his rnen,·d died to
gether on that day. 7 And when the men of Israel •·on
the other side of the valley and on the other side of the Jor
dan·• saw that the men of Israel had fled and that Saul and
his sons were dead, they abandoned the towns · and fled;
the Philistines then carne and occupied them.
B The next day the Philistines carne to strip the slain, and
they found Saul and his three sons lying on Mount Gilboa.
9 They cut off his head and stripped him of his armor, and
they sent them throughout the land of the Philistines, to
spread the news '·in the temples of their idols·' and among
the people. 1D They placed his armor in the temple of Ash
taroth, and they impaled his body on the wall of Beth
shan. 11 When 9·the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead heard
about it-what'9 the Philistines had done to Saul-12 all
their stalwart men set out and marched all night; they re
moved the bodies of Saul and his sons from the wall of
Beth-shan and carneh to Jabesh and burned them there.
13 Then they took the bones and buried them under the
tamarisk tree in Jabesh, and they fasted for seven days.
-c

a 1 Chron. 10 reproduces til is cilnpter, with minor vnrintio11s.
b-b Meaning of Heb. 1111Certai11. Lit. "the archers, men wit/1 the bow. "
c-c Construed as hophalform; cf 1 Ki11gs 2-34d-d Lacking in the Septuagint; 1 Chro11. 10.6 reads "all his lwuse. "
e-e Menning of Heb. uuccrtniu. 1 Chnm. 10-7 rends "in the valley. "
f1 Septuagint and 1 Clmm. 10.9 rend "among their idols. "
g-g I Chron. IO. II rends "all [the iuhnbitnnts of] Jnbesh-gilend heard all that."
h I Chron. IO.I2 rends "lmmght them."
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31 .1-13: Tragic end. Saul, who
was anointed king in order to lib
erate Israel from the Philistines
(g.r6), dies while being defeated
by the Philistines. Not only did he
fail in liberating Israel, but at his
death the Philistines gained domi
nation over most of the country.
Saul's career began with the rescue
of Jabesh-gilead (ch 11), and it
ended with the men of Jabesh
gilead rescuing his dead body. The
first part of the narrative tells of
Israel's defeat and Saul's death,
the second part of the treatment of
his and his sons' corpses. 1 : The
narrative takes no interest in the
details of the battle, only in its out
come. 4: A few cases of suicide,
mostly committed to escape being
killed by the enemy, are recorded
in the Bible (Judg. 9·54; r6.3o;
2 Sam. 17.23; 1 Kings r6.r8). The
Bible does not view these suicides
negatively, in the way later Juda
ism would. T/1e uncircumcised, a
deprecatory designation (see 14.6).
Instead of make sport of, the Heb
may be translated "abuse." The
abuse of enemy corpses springs
from feelings of rage and hatred
towards them. 6: All !Jis men, those
close to him; the others fled
(Radak). 7: The people living near
the battlefield fled in fear of the
Philistines. 1 0: T!Jey placed l1is
armor in t!Je temple, cf. 2 1.10. As!Jta
rotll, see 7·3· Impalement of
corpses was designed to shame
and demoralize the enemy. 1 2: By
their courageous deed, intended to
prevent further desecration of the
corpses, the men of Jabesh-gilead
pay their debt to Saul for the res
cue of their city (ch 1 1). Cremation
was not practiced in Israel. In this
particular case the flesh was prob
ably burned because it was in a
state of decay, and only the bones
were buried. 1 3: Tiley fasted, as an
act of mourning. According to the
Bible mourning rites were ob
served for seven days (see Gen.
50.10; Job 2.13), and that is still the
case in Judaism today (the mourn
ing period is called "shiv'ah,"
from the Heb word for seven).

2

Samuel

AS STATED I N THE INTRODUCTION to 1 Samuet the two books of Samuel are actually
one work. For information about the background, literary form, text, and composition of
2 Samuel, see the introduction to 1 Samuel.
The reign of King David is the subject of 2 Samuet which is composed of three parts.
The first part ( 1 . 1-8. 18) tells of David's rise to power, the second (8. 19-20.26) of his sin and
the ensuing troubles in his family, and the third (chs 21-24) is an appendix consisting of
miscellaneous materials. Both the first and the second part end with a list of David's chief
officials (8.16-18; 20.23-26).
David is highly successful in his career. He conquers Jerusalem, makes it his administra
tive and religious center, liberates Israel definitively from Philistine domination, and even
creates an empire. In his personal life, however, he makes serious mistakes, and conse[ SHIMON BAR-EFRAT]
quently has to undergo great sufferings.

1 After the death of Saul-David had already returned

from defeating the Amalekites-David stayed two
days in Ziklag. 2 0n the third day, a man came from Saul's
camp, with his clothes rent and earth on his head; and as
he approached David, he flung himself to the ground and
bowed low. 3 David said to him, "Where are you coming
from?" He answered, "I have just escaped from the camp
of Israel." 4 "What happened?" asked David. "Tell me!"
And he told him how the troops had fled the battlefield,
and that, moreover, many of the troops had fallen and
1 .1-16: Message of death. This
narrative reports David's reaction
to the message of Saul's death. The
account of Saul's death here dis
agrees with the account in 1 Sam.
ch 31. There it was told that Saul,
after begging his arms-bearer to
kill him, committed suicide by
falling on his sword; here, that
Saul, after requesting an unknown
Amalekite to kill him, died by the

hand of that Amalekite. Some
scholars explain the discrepancy
by assuming two different sources;
others contend that the Amalekite
lied (to find favor with David). It is
quite possible, however, that the
two accounts complement each
other. The Amalekite does not say
that he killed Saul, but that he fin
ished him off (v. 10). Perhaps Saul,
close to death after falling upon

his sword, begged the Amalekite
to finish him off (regarding the
statement in 31.6 that Saul died,
cf. 1 Sam. 17.5o-51). According to
this interpretation, Saul, who
failed to kill all the Amalekites and
particularly their king (1 Sam. ch
15), is now dispatched himself by
an Amalekite. David, at any rate,
believes the Amalekite, who
brings Saul's crown and armlet as
evidence. The Amalekite expects
to be rewarded by David for liqui
dating his enemy, but David puts
him to death, and mourns over
Saul and Jonathan. 1: After the
death of Saul, cf. Josh. 1 . 1 ; Judg. 1 . 1 .
This formula motivated the divi
sion of Samuel into two books at
this particular point. The Amalck
ites, see 1 Sam. ch 30. Ziklag, see
1 Sam. 27.6. 2: His clothes rent m1d
earth on his head, conventional
signs of mourning. 4: The man's
account, conveying the bad news
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died; also that Saul and his son Jonathan were dead.
"How do you know," David asked the young man who
brought him the news, "that Saul and his son Jonathan are
dead?" 6 The young man who brought him the news an
swered, "I happened to be at Mount Gilboa, and I saw
Saul leaning on his spear, and the chariots and horsemen
closing in on him. 7 He looked around and saw me, and he
called to me. When I responded, 'At your service,' 6 he
asked me, 'Who are you?' And I told him that I was an
Arnalekite. 9 Then he said to me, 'Stand over me, and fin
ish me off, •·for I am in agony and am barely alive.'·• 10 So I
stood over him and finished him off, for I knew that •·he
would never rise from where he was lying.·• Then I took
the crown from his head and the armlet from his arm, and
I have brought them here to my lord."
11 David took hold of his clothes and rent them, and so
did all the men with him. 12 They lamented and wept, and
they fasted until evening for Saul and his son Jonathan,
and for the soldiers of the LoRDb and the House of Israel
who had fallen by the sword. 13 David said to the young
man who had brought him the news, "Where are you
from?" He replied, "I am the son of a resident alien, an
Amalekite." 14 "How did you dare," David said to him,
"to lift your hand and kill the LORD's anointed?" 15 There
upon David called one of the attendants and said to him,
"Corne over and strike him!" He struck him down and he
died. 16 And David said to him, "Your blood be on your
own head! Your own mouth testified against you when
you said, 'I put the LoRD's anointed to death.' "

s

17 And David intoned this dirge over Saul and his son
Jonathan-1 6 •-He ordered the Judites to be taught [The
Song of the] Bow.-• It is recorded in the Book of Jashar.c
19
2o

21

Your glory, 0 Israet
Lies slain on your heights;
How have the mighty fallen!
Tell it not in Gath,
Do not proclaim it in the streets of Ashkelon,
Lest the daughters of the Philistine rejoice,
Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised exult.

0 hills of GilboaLet there be no dew or rain on you,
d-Or bountiful fields,-d

b Septuagint rends "]udnlt."
n-n Menning ofHeb. uncertain.
c See note nt josh. IO.IJ.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "springs fro/11 lite deep" (cf Ugnritic
shr'thmtm, and Gen. 7.11; 8.2).
-620-

in increasing order, is similar to
the account given to Eli by the
man of Benjamin (1 Sam. 4.16--17).
6: Saul, weak from his mortal
wounds, supported himself on his
spear, the symbol of his kingship
(see 1 Sam. 26.11 n.). The Philis
tines had chariots, which carried a
charioteer and an archer. 1 0: The
Amalekite justifies his deed: Not
only did he fulfill Saul's explicit
wish, but he was also sure that
Saul had no chance of recovering.

He would never rise from where he
was lying, lit. "he would not live
after his falling" (presumably,
upon his sword). Crown, actually
a coronet or band worn on the
forehead. It was a symbol of king
ship (2 Kings 11.12); the armlet
here likely serves a similar func
tion. 1 4: To lift your hand and kill
the LoRD's anointed, cf. 1 Sam. 24.7;
26.9, 11. 1 6: This v. chronologically
precedes v. 15. Your blood be on your
ow11 head, the guilt for your death
is entirely yours. I put the LoRD's
anointed to death: David's formula
tion of the Amalekite's confession
reflects his own viewpoint.
1 .1 7-27: David's dirge. Like the
first part of the ch, the dirge
demonstrates David's deep sorrow
over Saul and Jonathan's death.
The dirge lacks religious or na
tional motifs. It does not mention
God, and the expressions of grief
relate to the deaths of Saul and
Jonathan only, not to Israel's de
feat. Prominent among the dirge's
many poetical features-paral
lelism, metaphor, synecdoche,
etc.-is the frequent use of apos
trophe, the direct addressing of Is
rael, (virtual) messengers, the hills
of Gilboa, the daughters of Israel,
and Jonathan. This device is par
ticularly impressive, because the
addressees are unable to hear and
respond. The two lines of v. 19
recur, in different form, in v. 25,
and the second line also recurs in
v. 26, forming a refrain that under
scores the contrast between the
leaders' courage and their fate.
1 8: The difficult word bow is not
in LXX. Regarding David's in
struction that the song be taught,
cf. Deut. 31.22 and Ps. 6o.1.
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For there the shield of warriors lay rejected,
The shield of Saut
Polished with oil no more.
22

From the blood of slain,
From the fat of warriors
The bow of Jonathan
Never turned back;
The sword o£ Saul
Never withdrew empty.

23

Saul and Jonathan,
Beloved and cherished,
Never parted
In life or in death!
They were swifter than eagles,
They were stronger than lions!

24

Daughters of Israel,
Weep over Saut
Who clothed you in crimson and finery,
Who decked your robes with jewels of gold.

25

How have the mighty £allen
In the thick of battle
Jonathan, slain on your heights!
I grieve for you,
My brother Jonathan,
You were most dear to me.
Your love was wonderful to me
More than the love of women.

26

27

SAMUEL

1 . 22-2 .4

1 9: Glory: The metaphor refers to
Saul. 20: The towns Gath and Aslt
ke/on stand for all Philistia. Daugh
ters: Women used to celebrate
victories with song and dance
(Judg. 1 1.34; 1 Sam. 18.6). Uncir
cumcised, see 1 Sam. 14.6 n. 21: Gil
boa, see 1 Sam. 31.1, 8. Instead of
bountiful fields, the Heb may be
translated "fields of heights"
(the same Heb root in Judg. 5.18),
which parallels !tills of Gilboa.
Shields were made of leather, and
had to be oiled regularly. 22: From
the blood . . . from litefat, i.e., from
spilling the blood and the fat.
24: Daughters of Israel: Dirges were
conventionally sung by women
(Jer. g.16-1g). The clothes and
ornaments represent the prosper
ity brought by Saul. 26: This v.,
wholly dedicated to Jonathan, and
formulated in the first and second
person, is the most direct and per
sonal one in the dirge. David's
statement that Jonathan's love was
wondelful to him more than the love
of women (for him) does not hint at
homosexual relations, but is an ex
pression of deep friendship (re
garding this friendship, see 1 Sam .
chs 18-20; 23.15-18).
2.1-1 1 : King of Judah. While

How have the mighty fallen,
The •weapons of war• perished!

2 Sometime afterward,

David inquired of the LoRD,
"Shall I go up to one of the towns of Judah?" The LoRD
answered, "Yes." David further asked, "Which one shall I
go up to?" And the LoRD replied, "To Hebron." 2 So David
went up there, along with his two wives, Ahinoam of Jez
reel and Abigail wife of Nabal the Carmelite. 3 David also
took the men who were with him, each with his family,
and they settled in the towns about Hebron. 4 The men of
Judah came and there they anointed David king over the
House of Judah.
David was told about the men of Jabesh-gilead who
a-n I.e., Saul and jonathan.
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David reigns over Judah, Ish
bosheth, Saul's son, reigns over
parts of Israel, which consisted of
the other tribes. 1 : After Saul's
death David wants to return home
from the land of the Philistines,
where he fled from Saul's persecu
tions (1 Sam. ch 27). Inquired, most
likely by means of the ephod,
which contained the Urim and
Thummim (1 Sam. 14.42; 23.6, 11).
Hebron was the principal city of
Judah. 2: Ahinoam, Abigail, see
1 Sam. 25.42-43. Both Jezreel and
Carmel were near Hebron; thus
David is related through his wives
to the families in the region. 3: The
men who were witlr /rim, see 1 Sam.
27.2. 4a: Through the initiative of
the men of Judah David is made
king. The gifts he sent to the elders
of Judah (1 Sam. J0.26-31) may
have contributed to his being cho
sen. 4b-7: Besides expressing ap
preciation for their pious burial of
Saul (1 Sam. Jl.ll-1J), David's
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buried Saul. 5 So David sent messengers to the men of Ja
besh-gilead and said to them, "May you be blessed of the
LoRD because you performed this act of faithfulness to
your lord Saul and buried him. 6 May the LORD in turn
show you true faithfulness; and I too will reward you gen
erously because you performed this act. 7Now take cour
age and be brave men; for your lord Saul is dead and the
House of Judah have already anointed me king over
them."
B But Abner son of Ner, Saul's army commander, had
taken Ish-bosheth• son of Saul and brought him across to
Mahanaim 9 and made him king over Gilead, the Ashur
ites,b Jezreel, Ephraim, and Benjamin-over all Israel.
10 Ish-bosheth • son of Saul was forty years old when he be
came king of Israel, and he reigned two years. But the
House of Judah supported David. 1 1 The length of time
that David reigned in Hebron over the House of Judah
was seven years and six months.
12 Once Abner son of Ner and the soldiers of Ish-bosheth
son of Saul marched out from Mahanaim to Gibeon, 13 and
Joab son of Zeruiah and the soldiers of David [also] came
out.< They confronted one another at the pool of Gibeon:
one group sat on one side of the pool, and the other group
on the other side of the pool. 1 4 Abner said to Joab, "Let the
young men come forward and sportd before us." "Yes, let
them," Joab answered. 1 5 They came forward and were
counted off, twelve for Benjamin and Ish-bosheth son of
Saul, and twelve of David's soldiers. 16 Each one grasped
his opponent's head• [and thrust] his dagger into his op
ponent's side; thus they fell together. That place, which is
in Gibeon, was called Helkath-hazzurim.'
17 A fierce battle ensued that day, and Abner and the
men of Israel were routed by David's soldiers. 1B The three
sons of Zeruiah9 were there-Joab, Abishai, and Asahel.
Asahel was swift of foot, like a gazelle in the open field.
19 And Asahel ran after Abner, swerving neither right nor
left in his pursuit of Abner. 20 Abner looked back and
shouted, "Is that you, Asahel?" "Yes, it is," he called back.
21 Abner said to him, "Turn to the right or to the left, and
seize one of our boys and strip off his tunic." But Asahel
would not leave off. 22 Abner again begged Asahel; "Stop
pursuing me, or I'll have to strike you down. How will I
n Menni11g "Mn11 ofSiwllle," drlibemtrly n/ter,·djro111 Ish-baa I, "111nn ofBnnl"; cf I Clrro11.
B.JJ; 9·39· n rrd note nt 2 Sn111. 4· 4·
b Mcn11i11g of Hcb. IIIICertnin.
c Sept11ngi11t ndds 'jro111 Hcbro11. "
d I.e., mgagc in si11glc co111bnt.
e Sept11ngint ndds "with Iris lw11d. "
f Men11i11g perlrnps "lire Field of tire Fli11ts (or 13/adcs)."
g A sister ofDnvid, I Clrro11. 2.I6.
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blessing of the men of Jabesh-gilead
also has the purpose of persuading
them to offer him Saul's throne.
8: Abner, Saul's cousin (1 Sam.
14-50), is the strong man, who
dominates lsh-bosheth. Mahanaim,
east of the Jordan. Most of the land
west of the Jordan was under Phil
istine control after their victory at
the battle of Mount Gilboa (1 Sam.
ch 31). 9: Ish-bosheth first reigns
over Gilead, then gradually ex
tends his rule to the west and the
south, and in the last two years
rules over all Israel (except Judah).
As/writes, probably Asherites
(members of the tribe of Asher).
10: See 1 Sam. 13.1 n.
2.1 2-32: Civil war. David's men
gain victory over Ish-bosheth's
men, signaling the ascent of David
versus the descent of the house of
Saul (cf. 3.1). 1 3 : Joab, see 1 Sam.
26.6 n. Archeological excavations
at Gibeon have revealed a deep
pool, hewn in the rock. 1 4: Single
combat between representatives of
two opposing armies was not un
common (see 1 Sam. 17.4-7 n.). Its
purpose was to avoid comprehen
sive fighting of the entire armies.
1 5: Benjamin, Ish-bosheth's tribe.
1 7: Since none of the young men
prevailed over his opponent a bat
tle between the armies ensues.
1 8-24: The account of the battle
focuses on two men: Abner and
Asahel. Abner does not want to
kill Asahel, but sees no alternative.
21: Strip off his tunic, see Judg.
14.19. 23: A backward thrust, rather
"the back end." The butt of the
spear was fitted with a metal
blade, which would be stuck in the
ground (1 Sam. 26.7). 26: In order
to prevent further bloodshed
Abner, who has suffered many
more losses than Joab, proposes to
end hostilities. Must the sword de
vour forever: The same metaphor is
used in Deut. 32.42; 2 Sam. 18.8,
and elsewhere. 28: The sounding
of the horn signals the cessation
of pursuit. 32: Lying unburied on
the battlefield and being a prey to
the wild animals was the greatest
horror that a warrior could face
(cf. 1 Sam. 17-44, 46). Especially
great value was attached to burial
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look your brother Joab in the face?" 23 When he refused to
desist, Abner struck him in the belly with •·a backward
thrust·• of his spear and the spear protruded from his
back. He fell there and died on the spot. And allwho came
to the place where Asahel fell and died halted; 24but Joab
and Abishai continued to pursue Abner. And the sun was
setting as they reached the hill of Ammah, •which faces
Giah on the road to the wilderness of Gibeon:•
25 The Benjaminites rallied behind Abner, forming a sin
gle company; and they took up a position on the top of a
hill. 26 Abner then called out to Joab, "Must the sword de
vour forever? You know how bitterly it's going to end!
How long will you delay ordering your troops to stop the
pursuit of their kinsmen?" 27 And Joab replied, "As God
lives, b-if you hadn't spoken up, the troops would have
given up the pursuit of their kinsmen only the next morn
ing."·b 28 Joab then sounded the horn, and all the troops
halted; they ceased their pursuit of Israel and stopped the
fighting. 29 Abner and his men marched through the Ara
bah all that night and, after crossing the Jordan, they
marched •through all of Bithron·• until they came to Ma
hanaim. 30 After Joab gave up the pursuit of Abner; he as
sembled all the troops and found nineteen of David's sol
diers missing, besides Asahel. 3l David's soldiers, on the
other hand, •·defeated the Benjaminites and the men
under Abner and killed three hundred and sixty men:•
32 They bore Asahel away and buried him in his father's
tomb in Bethlehem. Then Joab and his men marched all
night; day broke upon them in Hebron.

3 The war between the House of Saul and the House of

David was long-drawn-out; but David kept growing
stronger, while the House of Saul grew weaker.
2 <Sons were born to David in Hebron: His first-born was
Amnon, by Ahinoam of Jezreel; 3 his second was Chileab,
by Abigail wife of Nabal the Carmelite; the third was Ab
salom son of Maacah, daughter of King Talmai of Geshur;
4 the fourth was Adonijah son of Haggith; the fifth was
Shephatiah son of Abital; s and the sixth was lthream, by
David's wife Eglah. These were born to David in Hebron.
6 During the war between the House of Saul and the
House of David, Abner supported the House of Saul.
7 Now Saul had a concubine named Rizpah, daughter of
n-n Menning of Heb. 11ncertnin.
b-b Emendation yields "If yo11 lrnd only spoken 11p, the troops wo11ld already lrnvegiven 11p
tire p11rS11it of their kinsmen this moming. "
c Tire list of David's wives and sons in vv. 2-5 differs sonrewhnt from tire parnllel list in
1 C/rron. J . 1 -J . Tire narrative in v. 1 is res11med in v. 6.
-623 -
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in one's father's tomb (see 19.38;
21.14).

3.1-5: Family enlargement, part 1.

Through his marriages David en
ters into relations with many fami
lies, one of them a royal one. Nu
merous wives and children were
considered a sign of status. The list
mentions only one son, probably
the eldest, for each wife. 1: This v.
serves as a link between 2.12-32
and )·6--3 9· Only a few details are
told concerning the long-drawn-out
war. 3: Geshur, a small Aramaic
kingdom, east of the Sea of Galilee.

3.6-39: The strong army chief.
The first part of the narrative deals
with Abner's efforts to transfer
rule over Israel from Ish-bosheth
to David; the second part is con
cerned with Abner's death. Both
parts aim at proving that Abner's
murder was not by the king's will
(v. 37). Thus the first part stresses
(three times) that Abner, after
being honorably received by
David, went away unharmed; the
second part, that David intensely
mourned Abner's death. Abner's
death was disadvantageous to
David, because Abner was in the
course of making him king over
all Israel, whereas it benefitted
Joab, who feared that Abner
might take his place. 7: Sexual re
lations with the king's wife or con
cubine amounted to claiming the
throne (see 16.22; 1 Kings 2.22).
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Aiah; and [Ish-bosheth] said to Abner, "Why have you
lain with my father's concubine?" 8 Abner was very upset
by what Ish-bosheth said, and he replied, "Am I a dog's
head •·from Judah?·• Here I have been loyally serving the
House of your father Saul and his kinsfolk and friends,
and I have not betrayed you into the hands of David; yet
this day you reproach me over a woman! 9 May God do
thus and more to Abner if I do not do for David as the
LORD swore to him-10 to transfer the kingship from the
House of Saul, and to establish the throne of David over
Israel and Judah from Dan to Beer-sheba." 11 [Ish-bosheth]
could say nothing more in reply to Abner, because he was
afraid of him.
1 2 Abner immediately• sent messengers to David, say
ing, •-"To whom shall the land belong?" and to say [fur
ther],·• "Make a pact with me, and I will help you and
bring all Israel over to your side." 13 He replied, "Good; I
will make a pact with you. But I make one demand upon
you: Do not appear before me unless you bring Michal
daughter of Saul when you come before me." 14 David
also sent messengers to Ish-bosheth son of Saul, to say,
"Give me my wife Michal, for whom I paid the bride
priceb of one hundred Philistine foreskins."< 15 So Ish
bosheth sent and had her taken away from [her] husband,
Paltiel son of Laish. 16 Her husband walked with her as far
as Bahurim, weeping as he followed her; then Abner or
dered him to turn back, and he went back.
17 Abner had conferred with the elders of Israel, saying,
"You have wanted David to be king over you all along.
1 8 Now act! For the LoRD has said concerning David: d-I
will deliver·d My people Israel from the hands of the Phil
istines and all its other enemies through My servant
David." 19 Abner also talked with the Benjaminites; then
Abner went and informed David in Hebron of all the
wishes of Israel and of the whole House of Benjamin.
20 When Abner came to David in Hebron, accompanied
by twenty men, David made a feast for Abner and the
men with him. 21 Abner said to David, "Now I will go and
rally all Israel to Your Majesty. They will make a pact with
you, and you can reign over all that your heart desires."
And David dismissed Abner, who went away unharmed.
22Just then David's soldiers and Joab returned from a
raid, bringing much plunder with them; Abner was no
n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b Cf Exod. 22.15; Deut. 20.7; 22.23-29.
c Cf 1 Snm. 1 8 .27 (w/iere tile nwnber is given ns "two l11mdred").
d-d So mnny mss. nnd versions; mast II ISS. nnd editions llnve "l-Ie lws delivered."
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8-10: Ish-bosheth's reproach infu

riates Abner, who swears to de
prive the king of his rule. 8: A dog's
head: Comparison to a dog was a
common way of expressing con
tempt (see 9.8; 16.9). Dogs lived in
human society as scavengers, not
as pets. Abner does not deny Ish
bosheth's accusation. 9: Thus and
more, see 1 Sam. 3.17 n. 10: From
Dan to Beer-sheba, see 1 Sam.
3.19-21 n. 1 3: Michal daughter of
Saul: David's right to succeed Saul
as king is based in part on his mar
riage to Saul's daughter. 1 4: The
official request for Michal is made
to the king, who, in spite of its
political implications, must con
cede, because Abner demands it.
1 5: Michal was given to Paltiel by
Saul (1 Sam. 25.44). 16: Paltiel's
weeping brings out the fact that
nothing is said about Michal's or
David's feelings-their reunion
being purely political (see 6.20 n.).
1 7: Abner argues that both the
people and God wanted David to
be king. Regarding David's popu
larity, see 1 Sam. 18.16. 1 8: Since
Saul failed to deliver Israel from
the hands of the Philistines
(see 1 Sam. 9.16), that task passed
to David. 19: Abner even succeeds
in persuading Benjamin, the tribe
of Ish-bosheth (and Abner him
self), to replace their king with a
non-Benjaminite.
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longer with David in Hebron, for he had been dismissed
and had gone away unharmed. 23 When Joab and the
whole force with him arrived, Joab was told that Abner
son of Ner had come to the king, had been dismissed by
him, and had gone away unharmed. 24 Joab went to the
king and said, "What have you done? Here Abner came to
you; why did you let him go? Now he has gotten away!
25 Don't you know that Abner son of Ner came only to de
ceive you, to learn your comings and goings and to find
out all that you are planning?" 26Joab left David and sent
messengers after Abner, and they brought him back from
the cistern of Sirah; but David knew nothing about it.
27 When Abner returned to Hebron, Joab took him aside
within the gate to talk to him privately;• there he struck
him in the belly. Thus [Abner] died for shedding the blood
of Asahel, Joab'sb brother.
28 Afterward, when David heard of it, he said, "Both I
and my kingdom are forever innocent before the LoRD of
shedding the blood of Abner son of Ner. 29 May [the guilt]
fall upon the head of Joab and all his father's house. May
the house of Joab never be without someone suffering
from a discharge or an eruption, or <·a male who handles
the spindle,·< or one slain by the sword, or one lacking
bread."___3 0 Now Joab and his brother Abishai had killed
Abner because he had killed their brother Asahel during
the battle at Gibeon.___3 1 David then ordered Joab and all
the troops with him to rend their clothes, gird on sackcloth,
and make lament befored Abner; and King David himself
walked behind the bier. 32 And so they buried Abner at He
bron; the king wept aloud by Abner's grave, and all the
troops wept. 33 And the king intoned this dirge over Abner,
"Should Abner have died the death of a churl?
34
Your hands were not bound,
Your feet were not put in fetters;
But you fell as one falls
Before treacherous men!"
And all the troops continued to weep over him.
35 All the troops came to urge David to eat something
while it was still day; but David swore, "May God do thus
to me and more if I eat bread or anything else before sun
down." 36 All the troops •took note of it·• and approved,
•just as all the troops approved everything else the king
did:• 37That day all the troops and all Israel knew that it
was not by the king's will that Abner son of Ner was
a Meani11g of Heb. uncertain.
b Heb. "his."
c-c I.e., a man fit 011/y for woman's work.
d I.e., i11 1/ze proccssiozz.
e-e Meani11g ofHeb. uncertain.
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24-25: Joab accuses both David
and Abner: David, that he let the
enemy commander go, and Abner,
that he came to spy on David.
Comings and goings, a military term
(cf. translators' note at 1 Sam.
29.6). 27: Instead of privately, the
Heb may be translated "mislead
ingly" (cf. 2 Kings 4.28). Joab
strikes Abner in the belly, just as
Abner struck Asahel in the belly
(2.23). 28-29: Shedding innocent
blood entails punishment by
heaven. Therefore David declares
that responsibility for the murder
does not rest with him, but with
Joab. A discharge, a venereal dis
ease. An eruption, a skin disease.
30: According to v. 27 Joab alone
killed Abner. But instead of the
first killed, the Dead Sea manu
script 4QSam• and Septuagint
read "lay in wait for," i.e., both
Joab and Abishai watched for an
opportunity to kill Abner. Whereas
Asahel was killed during the battle,
Abner was killed in peacetime
(cf. 1 Kings 2.5). 31: Joab, the mur
derer, is obliged to participate in
the mourning. Rending clothes
and wearing sackcloth were signs
of grief. 33-34: The first line of
David's dirge parallels the fourth

(died the death/fell as one falls),
and the second line parallels
the third (your hands/your feet;

not bound/not put in fetters).
35: Fasting until evening was an
expression of mourning (see 1.12),
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killed. 38 And the king said to his soldiers, "You well know
that a prince, a great man in Israel, has fallen this day.
39 And today I am weak, even though anointed king; those
men, the sons of Zeruiah, are too savage for me. May the
LoRD requite the wicked for their wickedness!"

4 When [Ish-bosheth] son of Saul heard that Abner had

died in Hebron, •·he lost heart·• and all Israel was
alarmed. 2 The son of Saul [had] two company command
ers, one named Baanah and the other Rechab, sons of
Rimmon the Beerothite-Benjaminites, since Beeroth too
was considered part of Benjamin. 3 The Beerothites had
fled to Gittaim,b where they have sojourned to this day.
(4 Jonathan son of Saul had a son whose feet were crip
pled. He was five years old when the news about Saul and
Jonathan came from Jezreel, and his nurse picked him up
and fled; but as she was fleeing in haste, he fell and was
lamed. His name was Mephibosheth.<) 5 Rechab and Baa
nah, sons of Rimmon the Beerothite, started out, and they
reached the home of Ish-bosheth at the heat of the day,
when he was taking his midday rest. 6 d"So they went in
side the house, as though fetching wheat, and struck him
in the belly:d Rechab and his brother Baanah slipped by,
7 and entered the house while he was asleep on his bed in
his bedchamber; and they stabbed him to death. They cut
off his head and took his head and made their way all
night through the Arabah. 8 They brought the head of Ish
bosheth to David in Hebron. "Here," they said to the king,
"is the head of your enemy, Ish-bosheth son of Saul, who
sought your life. This day the LORD has avenged my lord
the king upon Saul and his offspring."
9 But David answered Rechab and his brother Baanah,
the sons of Rimmon the Beerothite, and said to them, "As
the LoRD lives, who has rescued me from every trouble:
lO The man who told me in Ziklag that Saul was dead
thought he was bringing good news. But instead of re
warding him for the news, I seized and killed him. 11 How
much more, then, when wicked men have killed a blame
less man in bed in his own house! I will certainly avenge
his blood on you, and I will rid the earth of you." 12 David
gave orders to the young men, who killed them; they cut
off their hands and feet and hung them up by the pool in
n-n Lit. "IIis lw11ds wcnkmed"; a11d so frequelltly.
b Gittni111 wns likewise i11 Bmja111i11; <j Nell. 1 1 .3 1 ff
c Tire origi11al for/11 of tile 11n111e, Merib-baal, is prescn•ed i11 1 Clmm. 8.34; 9.40. Cf /slr
boslletll (Eslrbaa/) i11 2 Sam. 1.8, 110te a. Tilis subject is resumed i11 ellapta 9·
d-d Men11i11g of Heb. 1111certai11. Septuagi11t rends, "A11d ln·llold, tile wollrmr wlw kept tile
door of tire llouse was clenllillg wllcnt. Sllc beenme drowsrJ a11d fell nsle,·p. "

39: David explains why he does
not punish Joab and Abishai, leav
ing that to the LoRD.

4.1-12: The weak king. After sev
eral introductory remarks the nar
rative first tells of Ish-bosheth's
death, and then of David's reac
tion to it, which is similar to his re
action to Saul's and Abner's death.
Because Ish-bosheth's assassina
tion made the way free for David
to become king over all Israel, the
narrative aims to clear him of all
suspicion of complicity. This con
tinues the theme of the initial
chapters of 2 Samuel. David had
no hand in the death of Saul and
his family. 1-2: Son of Saul: The
omission of the personal name
may express contempt (cf. 1 Sam.
20.27, 30, 31). Benjaminites, of the
tribe of Ish-bosheth. 3: After the
original inhabitants of Beeroth (see
Josh. g.17ff.) had fled, Benjaminites
settled in the town. 4: Mephibo
sheth being crippled and therefore
considered unfit to be king, no off
spring of Saul, except Ish-bosheth,
was left who could be king of Is
rael. 6-7: V. 6 is largely repeated in
v. 7 (the Heb verb at its end means
"escaped" rather than slipped by).
Abravanel explains that either v. 7
adds details about the way Ish
bosheth was murdered or that
after striking him in the belly the
assassins returned to his house in
order to finish him off. It seems,
however, that v. 6 is corrupt (cf.
the different reading of Septu
agint) and superfluous. V. 7 is a
perfect continuation of v. 5· 8: The
er1emy . . . who sought your life is
Saul, not Ish-bosheth (in the Heb
the word order is "the head of Ish
bosheth son of Saul, your enemy").
Cf. 1 Sam. 20.1; 23.15. 10: See
1.1-16. 12: Cutting off hands and
feet as well as hanging in a public
place (after the execution) were
considered extremely humiliating
(Judg. 1.6 7; Deut. 21.22-23).
-
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Hebron. And they took the head of Ish-bosheth and
buried it in the grave of Abner at Hebron.

5 •said,
All the tribes of Israel came to David at Hebron and
"We are your own flesh and blood. 2 Long before

now, when Saul was king over us, it was you who b·led Is
rael in war;-b and the LoRD said to you: You shall shepherd
My people Israel; you shall be ruler of Israel." 3 All the el
ders of Israel came to the king at Hebron, and King David
made a pact with them in Hebron before the LoRD. And
they anointed David king over Israel.
4 David was thirty years old when he became king, and
he reigned forty years. S in Hebron he reigned over Judah
seven years and six months, and in Jerusalem he reigned
over all Israel and Judah thirty-three years.
6 The king and his men set out for Jerusalem against the
Jebusites who inhabited the region. David was told, "You
will never get in here! <-Even the blind and the lame will
turn you back." (They meant: David will never enter
here.)-< 7 But David captured the stronghold of Zion; it is
now the City of David. s On that occasion David said,
"Those who attack the Jebusites <·shall reach the water
channel and [strike down] the lame and the blind, who are
hateful to David." That is why they say: "No one who is
blind or lame may enter the House."-c
9 David occupied the stronghold and renamed it the
City of David; David also fortified the surrounding area,
from the Millod inward. 10 David kept growing stronger,
for the LORD, the God of Hosts, was with him.
11 •King Hiram of Tyre sent envoys to David with cedar
logs, carpenters, and stonemasons; and they built a palace
for David. 12 Thus David knew that the LoRD had estab
lished him as king over Israel and had exalted his king
ship for the sake of His people Israel.
13 After he left Hebron, David took more concubines
and wives in Jerusalem, and more sons and daughters
were born to David. 14 These are the names of the children
born to him in Jerusalem: 'Shammua, Shobab, Nathan,
and Solomon; ts Ibhar, Elishua, Nepheg, and Japhia;
16 Elishama, Eliada, and Eliphelet.
a Tire account in vv. 1-3 and 6-10 is to be found also, with variations, in 1 Clrron. 11.1--9.
b-b Lit. "led Israel out a11d i11. "
c-c Mea11ing of Heb. u11ccrtai11.
d A citadel.
e The account in vv. 11-25 is to be found also, with variations, in 1 Clrron. 14.1-16.
f Tire list in vv. 14-16 is formd, i11 addition to 1 Clrro11. 14.4-7. ill 1 C/rro11. 3.5-8, with
vnrintions.
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5.1-5: King of Israel. 1-3: Without
effort on his part, the kingdom
of Israel is offered to David, just
as the kingdom of Judah was
seven years earlier. The accatmt
emphasizes, right from its begin
ning, that all tl1e tribes favored
David. 4-5: The summary of
David's kingship conforms to
the summarizing formulas in
the book of Kings (e.g., 1 Kings
14.21).
5.6-12: Jerusalem. In order to
unite the tribes under his rule,
David conquers Jebusite Jerusa
lem, which separated the southern
tribe of Judah from the northern
tribes of Israel. 6: Jebusites, one of
the peoples of Canaan. Tire blind
and the lame: Their function is not
clear. Perhaps they were part of a
magical procedure or served as
living illustration of a curse, ex
pressing: Whoever enters here
shall become like them. The Hit
tites, to whom the Jebusites were
possibly related, used to parade a
blind and a deaf person before
their soldiers, proclaiming: Who
ever does evil to the king [and] the
queen, let them make him blind,
let them make him [deaf]. 8: Simi/
reach, lit. "and touch." The mean
ing of the Heb word translated
water channel is unclear. It may
refer to the tunnel (known today
as Warren's shaft) that connected
the city on the hill with the spring
in the valley. In that case, the tar
get may have been cutting off the
water supply or entering the city
through that tunnel. Cf. 1 Chron.
11.4-6, where neither the blind
and the lame nor the water chan
nel are mentioned. The House, the
Temple. 9: David makes Jerusalem
his capital, probably because of its
central location behoveen Judah
and Israel, and because it was neu
tral territory, which had belonged
to neither. 1 1 : Tyre, the most im
portant city of Phoenicia. Cedar
trees, for which Lebanon was fa
mous, made excellent building
material.
5.13-16: Family enlargement,
part 2. The list complements 3.2-5
(see there).
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17•When the Philistines heard that David had been
anointed king over Israel, the Philistines marched up in
search of David; but David heard of it, and he went down
to the fastness.b lB The Philistines came and spread out
over the Valley of Rephaim. 19 David inquired of the LoRD,
"Shall I go up against the Philistines? Will You deliver
them into my hands?" And the LoRD answered David,
"Go up, and I will deliver the Philistines into your hands."
20 Thereupon David marched to Baal-perazim, and David
defeated them there. And he said, "The LORD has broken
through my enemies before me as waters break through
[a dam}." That is why that place was named Baal
perazirn.< 21 The Philistines abandoned their idols there,
and David and his men carried them off.
22 Once again the Philistines marched up and spread out
over the Valley of Rephaim. 23 David inquired of the LoRD,
and He answered, "Do not go up, but circle around be
hind them and confront them at the bacad trees. 24 And
when you hear the sound of marching in the tops of the
baca trees, then go into action, for the LORD will be going
in front of you to attack the Philistine forces." 25 David did
as the LoRD had commanded him; and he routed the Phil
istines from Geba all the way to Gezer.

6 David again assembled all the picked men of Israel,

thirty thousand strong. 2•Then David and all the
troops that were with him set out from Baalim' of Judah to
bring up from there the Ark of God to which the Name
was attached, the name LoRD of Hosts Enthroned on the
Cherubim.
3 They loaded the Ark of God onto a new cart and con
veyed it from the house of Abinadab, which was on the
hill; and Abinadab's sons, Uzza and Ahio, guided the
g·new cart. 4They conveyed it from Abinadab's house on
the hill, [Uzzah walkinglh alongside·9 the Ark of God and
Ahio walking in front of the Ark. 5 Meanwhile, David and
all the House of Israel danced before the LORD to •·[the
sound of} all kinds of cypress wood [instruments},-' with
lyres, harps, timbrels, sistrums, and cymbals.
a Vv. 1 7-25 conti1111e the narrative ofv. 3b Probably tire stronghold of Adullam (cf I Sam. 22.4--5!.
c Interpreted as "Baal of Breaches. " Cf 6.8 below, and tire name Perez in Gen. 38.29 and
note.
d Meaning of Heb. 1/ltcertain.'
e Vv. 2-I2 are found also in 1 Chron. I3-5-I4-, witlr variations.
f Identical with Baa/air, arwtlrer name for Kiriath-jearim, where tire Ark lrad been kept (cf
I Sam. 6.21; 1 Citron. I3.6; josh. I5-9!g-g Septuagittt and 4-QSam" read "cart alongside."
h Cf vv. 6-7.
i-i Cf Kimhi; the parallel passage I Citron. I3.8 reads "with all their· might and with
songs."
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5.17-25: Liberation. David, suc
ceeding where Saul failed, liber
a tes Israel from Philistine domina
tion. 1 7-18: Thefastness may refer
to the stronghold mentioned in
vv. 7 and 9 (the Heb uses the same
word in all these vv.), which was
close to the Valley of Rephaim.
1 9: See 2.1 n. 20: The LoRD has bro
ken through my enemies: An etiolog
ical explanation of the name Baa/
perazim. It seems that "Baal," lit.
"master," but also the name of the
main Canaanite deity, is here an
epithet for the Israelite God. 21: It
was customary to bring one's gods
to the battlefield in order to ob
tain their help (see 1 Sam. 4-3 n.).
David's capture of the Philistine
idols is a reversal of the situation
of 1 Sam. 4.11, when the Ark of the
LORD was captured by the Philis
tines. 23: Do not go up, to the front.
24: The sound of marching, "when
a wind will move the tops of the
bacas so that a sound is heard
like the footsteps of marching
people" (Ralbag). 25: Routing
the Philistines to Gczer, on the bor
der between Israel and Philistia,
amounts to expelling them from
Israelite terri tory.
6.1-23: Holiness. David brings the
Holy Ark to Jerusalem, making
the city not only his administra
tive, but also his religious, center.
Thus Jerusalem becomes the holy
city, first in Judaism, where it is
still the direction of prayer, and
later also in Christianity and
Islam, though for different rea
sons. 1 : Thirty thousand, see 1 Sam.
15-4 n. 2: The Ark of God, see 1 Sam.
4-4 n. 3-4: A new cart, see 1 Sam.
6.7 n. Abinadab, see 1 Sam. 7-L The
passage from new a t the end of v. 3
to hill in v. 4 is a dittography, re
peating (in exactly the same words
in the Heb) what was said in v. 3a.
Read: "Uzza and Ahio guided the
cart, [Uzzah walking] alongside
the Ark of God and Ahio walking
in front of the Ark." 5: To all kinds
of cypress wood is a corruption of
"with all their might and with
songs" (1 Chron. 13.8), which
is similar in Heb writing.
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6 But when they came to the threshing floor of Nacon,
Uzzah reached out for the Ark of God and grasped it, for
the oxen had stumbled.• 7 The LORD was incensed at
Uzzah. And God struck him down on the spot b-for his in
discretion,·b and he died there beside the Ark of God.
6 David was distressed because the LoRD had inflicted a
breach upon Uzzah; and that place was named Perez
uzzah,c as it is still called.
9 David was afraid of the LoRD that day; he said, "How
can I let the Ark of the LoRD come to me?" 10 So David
would not bring the Ark of the LoRD to his place in the
City of David; instead, David diverted it to the house of
Obed-edom the Gittite. 1 1 The Ark of the LoRD remained
in the house of Obed-edom the Gittite three months, and
the LoRD blessed Obed-edom and his whole household.
12 It was reported to King David: "The LORD has blessed
Obed-edom's house and all that belongs to him because of
the Ark of God." dThereupon David went and brought up
the Ark of God from the house of Obed-edom to the City
of David, amid rejoicing. 13 When the bearers of the Ark of
the LoRD had moved forward six paces, he sacrificed •·an
ox and a fatling:• 14 David whirled with all his might be
fore the LoRD; David was girt with a linen ephod. 15 Thus
David and all the House of Israel brought up the Ark of
the LORD with shouts and with blasts of the horn.
1 6 As the Ark of the LoRD entered the City of David, Mi
chal daughter of Saul looked out of the window and saw
King David leaping and whirling before the LoRD; and
she despised him for it.
17 They brought in the Ark of the LoRD and set it up in
its place inside the tent which David had pitched for it,
and David sacrificed burnt offerings and offerings of well
being before the LoRD. 16 When David finished sacrificing
the burnt offerings and the offerings of well-being, he
blessed the people in the name of the LORD of Hosts.
19 And he distributed among all the people-the entire
multitude of Israel, man and woman alike-to each a loaf
of bread, •·a cake made in a pan, and a raisin cake:• Then
all the people left for their homes.
20 David went home to greet his household. And Michal
daughter of Saul came out to meet David and said,
a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b So Targuw; 1 Chron. IJ.10 rends "because he had laid a lumd on the Ark. "
c I.e., "tl1c Brenc/1 of Llzznh"; cf 5.20 and note.
d Vv. 1 2b-I4 are found, with variations, in 1 Clmm. 15.25-27; vv. 15-19a, wil/1 varia
tions, in I Chnm. I).28-I6.J; l'V. 19l>-2oa, with mrialions, in I Chron. I6.43.
e-e 4QSnm" n·nds "seven oxe11 nud sevc11 {milts/"; tj l Cllrou. 15.26.
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6-8: Touching the sacred object,
loaded with awesome divine
power, is fraught with danger (cf.
Num. 4.15; 1 Sam. 6.19). David is
distressed, because Uzzah only in
tended to prevent the Ark from
slipping down. The fact is, how
ever, that Uzzah came in direct
contact with the Ark and therefore
he is slain by God. The name
Perez-uzzah is explained etiologi
cally. 10: Obed-edom may have
been one of the Gittites who ac
companied David on his way from
the Philistine town of Gath (see
15.18). But there were also several
places called Gath (meaning
"winepress") in IsraeL 1 2: The
report to King David convinces
him that the Ark can be a blessing,
if only it is handled properly.
13: This time no cart is mentioned.
The bearers were probably priests
or Levites (see Num. 7.9; 1 Chron.
15.2). The sacrifices are meant to
appease God in case another inad
vertent mistake is made (cf. Job
1.5). 14: The eplwd was a priestly
garment (1 Sam. 2.18-21 n.).
1 6: Michal dauglller of Saul (i.e.,
daughter of a king) despises her
husband King David, whose frivo
lous behavior is unworthy of a
king. 17: The Ark had been in a
tent since olden times (Exod. ch 40;
Josh. 18.1). 1 8: David, sacrificing
and blessing in the name of the
LORD, exercises priestly functions
(see also vv. 13-14). 20: Honor in
Michal's view consists of external
dignified behavior; in David's
view, of devotion to lofty ideas.
But Michal's sarcasm springs from
pent-up pain and bitterness. In the
past she loved David, helped him
to escape, and even deceived her
father for his sake (1 Sam. 18.20,
28; 19.11-17). Then Saul gave her
to Paltiel, who fervently loved her
(2 Sam. J-15-16). After many years
David demanded her back, for
utilitarian reasons (see 3-1J, 16 n.),
and she found herself one of his
many wives. There is no hint that
David ever loved her. 21: Instead of
your father: David taunts Michal in
return. 22: Michal's childlessness
may be a punishment by God or
the result of David's abstaining
from sexual relations with her.
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"Didn't the king of Israel do himself honor today-expos
ing himself today in the sight of the slavegirls of his sub
jects, as one of the riffraff might expose himself! " 21 David
answered Michal, "It was before the LoRD who chose me
instead of your father and all his family and appointed me
ruler over the LoRD's people Israel! I will dance before the
LoRD 22 and dishonor myself even more, and be low in
•·my own·• esteem; but among the slavegirls that you
speak of I will be honored." 23 So to her dying day Michal
daughter of Saul had no children.

7 bWhen the king was settled in his palace and the LORD

had granted him safety from all the enemies around
him, 2 the king said to the prophet Nathan: "Here I am
dwelling in a house of cedar, while the Ark of the LORD
abides in a tent!" 3 Nathan said to the king, "Go and do
whatever you have in mind, for the LORD is with you."
4 But that same night the word of the LoRD came to Na
than: 5 "Go and say to My servant David: Thus said the
LoRD: Are you the one to build a house for Me to dwell
in? 6 From ·the day that I brought the people of Israel out
of Egypt to this day I have not dwelt in a house, but
have moved about in Tent and Tabernacle. 7 As I moved
about wherever the Israelites went, did I ever reproach
any of the tribal leaders< whom I appointed to care for My
people Israel: Why have you not built Me a house of
cedar?
B "Further, say thus to My servant David: Thus said the
LoRD of Hosts: I took you from the pasture, from follow
ing the flock, to be ruler of My people Israel, 9 and I have
been with you wherever you went, and have cut down all
your enemies before you. Moreover, I will give you great
renown like that of the greatest men on earth. 1D I will es
tablish a home for My people Israel and will plant them
firm, so that they shall dwell secure and shall tremble no
more. Evil men shall not oppress them any more as in the
past, 11 ever since I appointed chieftains over My people
Israel. I will give you safety from all your enemies.
"The LoRD declares to you that He, the LORD, will es
tablish a housed for you. 12 When your days are done and
you lie with your fathers, I will raise up your offspring
after you, one of your own issue, and I will establish his
kingship. 13 He shall build a house for My name, and I will
n-n Seplungilll rends "your. "
b Tilis clwpter is found, wit!J vnrintio11s, also i11 I Clum1. I7.
c U11dersln11di11g shibte as "scepters"; so Kim!Ji. I C!Jmn. I7.6 rends "c!Jicftnills"; cf
below, v. I I .
d I.e., a dy11nsty; play on "!touse" (i.<'., 1i.•11tple! i11 c>. 5 ·
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There is thus no possibility of
uniting the house of Saul and the
house of David through a child of
David and Michal.

7.1-29: The house. The ch con
tains a short introduction and two
long speeches: one by God and
one by David. God objects to
David's plan to build Him a house
(temple, Heb "bayit"), and an
nounces instead that He will make
a house (dynasty, Heb "bayit") for
David and that David's son will
build Him a house (temple). David
first thanks the LoRD and then re
quests that his house (dynasty)
may endure forever. Biblical
scholars have pointed out many
Deuteronomistic characteristics in
the ch. 1 : Palace, lit. "house." All
the enemies around him: Either only
the Philistines are meant or the ch
is not in its proper chronological
place, because in the following chs
more wars are reported. 2: House of
cedar, paneled with precious cedar.
3-7: Nathan encourages David to
carry out his plan, but the LoRD
objects. Prophets sometimes ex
press their personal feelings,
which are not always in accord
with God (e.g., Samuel opposed
the people's demand for a king,
whereas God consented, 1 Sam.
8.6-7). 5: Thus said the LORD, the
messenger formula (cf. Gen.
32.4-5), which assures that the fol
lowing words, spoken by Nathan,
are really the LORD's. 6: Not dwelt
in a house: In Shiloh, however,
there was a House of the LoRD
(1 Sam. 1 .7, 9). But there was also
a Tent (Josh. 18.1; 1 Sam. 2.22),
which symbolized the idea that
the LoRD is not restricted to one
fixed place. 1 2: Your offspring: This
undoubtedly refers to Solomon.
This v. and the following ones,
however, have been interpreted in
the postbiblical period as referring
to the Messiah, who will be of the
house of David and whose reign
will last forever. 1 3 : In this verse
the two main themes of the ch, the
building of the Temple and the es
tablishment of the Davidic dy
' nasty, are joined together. The rea
son that David's son, rather than
David himself, is to build the
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establish his royal throne forever. 14 I will be a father to
him, and he shall be a son to Me. When he does wrong, I
will chastise him •with the rod of men and the affliction of
mortals;·• 15 but I will never withdraw My favor from him
as I withdrew it from Saul, whom I removed &to make
room for you:& 16 Your house and your kingship shall ever
be secure before you;< your throne shall be established for
ever."
17Nathan spoke to David in accordance with all these
words and all this prophecy. 1B Then King David came and
sat before the LoRD, and he said, "What am I, 0 Lord Goo,
and what is my family, that You have brought me thus far?
1 9 Yet even this, 0 Lord Goo, has seemed too little to You;
for You have spoken of Your servant's house also for the
future. d·May that be the law for the people,·d 0 Lord Goo.
20 What more can David say to You? You know Your
servant, 0 Lord Goo. 21 d·for Your word's sake and of Your
own accord -d You have wrought this great thing, and
made it known to Your servant. 22 You are great indeed, 0
Lord Goo! There is none like You and there is no other
God but You, as we have always heard. 23 And who is like
Your people Israel, a unique nation on earth, whom God
went and redeemed as His people, winning renown for
Himself and doing great and marvelous deeds for them•
[and] for Your land-[driving out]1 nations and their gods
before Your people, whom You redeemed for Yourself
from Egypt. 24 You have established Your people Israel as
Your very own people forever; and You, 0 LoRD, have be
come their God.
25 "And now, 0 LoRD God, fulfill Your promise to Your
servant and his house forever; and do as You have prom
ised. 26 And may Your name be glorified forever, in that
men will say, 'The LoRD of Hosts is God over Israel'; and
may the house of Your servant David be established be
fore You. 27 Because You, 0 LoRD of Hosts, the God of Is
rael, have revealed to Your servant that You will build a
house for him, Your servant has ventured to offer this
prayer to You. 2B And now, 0 Lord Goo, You are God and
Your words will surely come true, and You have made this
gracious promise to Your servant. 29 Be pleased, therefore,
to bless Your servant's house, that it abide before You
forever; for You, 0 Lord Goo, have spoken. May Your
servant's house be blessed forever by Your blessing."
n-n I.e., only ns n lllllllnll fntiler would.
b-b Lit. 'from before you. "

c Septunginl rends "before Me," i.e., "by My fnvor. "
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e Heb. "you," nppnrently denoti11g Isrnd.
f So 1 Cilron.

17- 2 1 .
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house for the LoRD is given in
1 Kings 5.17 and, somewhat differ
ently, in 1 Chron. 22.8-10: David
fought many wars and shed much
blood, whereas his son enjoyed
peace. My name (instead of "Me")
serves to exclude the possible mis
understanding that God actually
dwells in a house (see Deut. 12. 1 1;
1 Kings 8.27). 14-15: Like a father
his son, the LoRD will chastise
David's successor but never reject
him. 15-16: The promise that
David's dynasty shall last forever
is not accompanied by any con
ditions (but see 1 Kings 9·4-'7).
1 8: David's humility is shared by
other leaders in the Bible, includ
ing Moses (Exod. 3 . 11), Gideon
(Judg. 6.15), and Saul (1 Sam.
9.21). Family, lit. "house." The
word "house," Heb "bayit," in its
various meanings occurs in the ch
15 times (in the Heb). 21: This great
thing, the promise of a lasting dy
nasty. 23: Redeemed, from slavery
in Egypt. [Driving out], from the
land of Canaan. 24: The idea that
Israel is the LoRD's people and
that He is Israel's God is central
in biblical thought (e.g., Exod.
6.7) and in Judaism in general.
25-29: After extolling God and
His deeds for Israel, David returns
to the subject of his own dynasty
and prays that God may fulfill His
promise forever (because some
times He changes His mind, e.g.,
1 Sam. 2.3o-31).
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and subdued them; and David took Metheg-ammahb
from the Philistines. 2 He also defeated the Moabites. He
made them lie down on the ground and he measured
them off with a cord; he measured out two lengths of cord
for those who were to be put to death, and one length for
those to be spared.< And the Moabites became tributary
vassals of David.
3 David defeated Hadadezer son of Rehab, king of
Zobah, who was then on his way to restore his monu
mentd at the Euphrates River. 4 David captured 1,700
horsemen and 2o,ooo foot soldiers of his force; and David
hamstrung all the chariot horses, except for 100 which he
retained. 5 And when the Arameans of Damascus came to
the aid of King Hadadezer of Zobah, David struck down
22,000 of the Arameans. 6 David stationed garrisons in
Aram of Damascus, and the Arameans became tributary
vassals of David. The LORD gave David victory wherever
he went. 7 David took the gold shields• carried by Hadad
ezer's retinue and brought them to Jerusalem; B and from
Betah and Berothai, towns of Hadadezer, King David took
a vast amount of copper.
9 When King Toi of Hamath heard that David had de
feated the entire army of Hadadezer, 10Toi sent his son
Joram to King David to greet him and to congratulate him
on his military victory over Hadadezer-for Hadadezer
had been at war with Toi. [Joram] brought with him ob
jects of silver, gold, and copper. 11 King David dedicated
these to the LORD, along with the other silver and gold
that he dedicated, [taken] from all the nations he had con
quered: 12 from Edam/ Moab, and Ammon; from the Phil
istines and the Amalekites, and from the plunder of Had
adezer son of Rehab, king of Zobah.
13 David gained fame 9-when he returned from defeat
ing-9 Edam' in the Valley of Salt, 18,ooo in all. 14 He sta
tioned garrisons in Edom-h·he stationed garrisons in all
of Edom-h-and all the Edomites became vassals of David.
The LoRD gave David victory wherever he went.
15 David reigned over all Israel, and David executed

a This clrnpter is reproduced, will! so111e variatio11s, i11 1 Chro11. 18.
b If 1101 a place name, 111eaning ofHeb. uncertai11.
c I.e., l1e repeatedly doo111ed twice tl1e 1111111ber IIC spared.
d On yad in this sense, cf 18.18; 1 Chro11. 18.3; 1 Sa111. 1 5 . 1 1 . Others "domi11i011."
e Or "quivers."
f So seveml 111ss., Septuagint, and 1 Chron. 18.11-13; and cf 11. 14 below. Printed editio11s
and 11/0SI mss. rend "Amm."
g-g I Chron. IB.u and Ps. 60.1 rend differwtly.
h-11 Tl1is phrase is lacking in I Chron. 18.13.
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8.1-14: Expansion. The summary
of David's conquests shows him at
the height of his power, ruling
over a vast territory, from the Eu
phrates in the northeast to the
Egyptian border in the southwest.
His success is attributed to divine
help, in recognition of which
David consecrates to God the
spoils from his wars. This ch is the
only one in the book that contains
no dialogue. 1 : In 5-25 it was told
that David expelled the Philistines
from Israelite territory; here it is
reported that he subjugated them.
2: In order to explain David's cruel
act the Midrash (Tan/zuma, Buber
recension, Vayera' 25) asserts that
the king of Moab had killed
David's parents, who had been
entrusted to his care (1 Sam. 22.4).
3: Hadadezer was David's chief op
ponent. He not only ruled over the
Aramean kingdom of Zobah, but
also dominated other Aramean
territories (see 10.19). The circum
stances of Hadadezer's restoring
his monument are unclear (1 Chron.
18.3 reads "set up his monu
ment"). But the Heb may also be
translated "turn his hand" (the
same expression in Isa. 1.25; Ezek.
38.12; Amos 1.8), though it is not
said against whom. 4: The word
translated lzorsemen may also mean
"horses" (as regards the numbers,
cf. 1 Chron. 18.4). David hamstrung
the horses, making them unfit for
military use because Israel did not
yet employ chariots in its army.
6: Garrisons, rather "prefects,"
as the Heb word is translated in
1 Sam. 10.5; 13.3-4- 8: Copper was
of high value for the production of
bronze tools and weapons. 9: Ha
mat!J was the capital of a Hittite
Canaanite (i.e., non-Aramean)
country, adjacent to Zobah. 10: By
sending his son with precious
presents King Toi acknowledges
David's supremacy. Instead of
Jormn, the Heb form of the name,
1 Chron. 18.10 reads "Hadoram,"
which is the Canaanite form.
1 1 : The silver and gold were later
deposited in the Temple (1 Kings
7-51). 1 4: Garrisons, see v. 6 n.
8.15-18: Administration, part 1.
After the summary account of
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true justice among all his people. 1 6Joab son of Zeruiah
was commander of the army; Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud
was recorder; 17 Zadok son of Ahitub and •Ahimelech son
of Abiathar-• were priests; Seraiah b was scribe; 18 Benaiah
son of Jehoiada was <·commander of-< the Cherethites and
the Pelethites; and David's sons were priests.

9 David inquired, "Is there anyone still left of the House

of Saul with whom I can keep faith for the sake of Jon
athan?" 2 There was a servant of the House of Saul named
Ziba, and they summoned him to David. "Are you Ziba?"
the king asked him. d-"Yes, sir,"-d he replied. 3 The king
continued, "Is there anyone at all left of the House of Saul
with whom I can keep faith as pledged before God?"•
Ziba answered the king, "Yes, there is still a son of Jona
than whose feet are crippled." 4 "Where is he?" the king
asked, and Ziba said to the king, "He is in the house of
Machir son of Ammiel, in Lo-debar." 5 King David had
him brought from the house of Machir son of Ammiel, at
Lo-debar; 6 and when Mephibosheth son of Jonathan son
of Saul came to David, he flung himself on his face and
prostrated himself. David said, "Mephibosheth! " and he
replied, "At your service, sir." 7 David said to him, "Don't
be afraid, for I will keep faith with you for the sake of your
father Jonathan. I will give you back all the land of your
grandfather Saul; moreover, you shall always eat at my
table." 8 [Mephibosheth] prostrated himself again, and
said, "What is your servant, that you should show regard
for a dead dog like me?"
9 The king summoned Ziba, Saul's steward, and said to
him, "I give to your master's grandson everything that
belonged to Saul and to his entire family. IOYou and your
sons and your slaves shall farm the land for him and shall
bring in [its yield] to provide food for your master's
grandson' to live on; but Mephibosheth, your master's
grandson, shall always eat at my table."-Ziba had fifteen
sons and twenty slaves.-11 Ziba said to the king, ."Your
a-a Emendation yields "Abiatlmr son of Aliimelecli," cf, e.g., 20.25; 1 Sam. 22.20.
b "Sizeva" in 20.25; "Simvslia in 1 Cliro11. 18. 16.
c-c So Targ11m (cf 20.23; 1 Clrron. 18.17); Heb. "and. "
d-d Lit. "Yo11r serva11t is. "
e See 1 Sam. 20.14 and note.
f Septuagi11t rends "lwuselwld. "
"

David's foreign enterprises, a brief
list of his senior officials follows,
which shows that he also con
cerned himself with the organiza
tion of his administration at home.
The list marks the conclusion of
the first part of 2 Samuel. 15: The
execution of justice is considered

in the Bible to be the king's fore
most duty (1 Kings 10.9; Jer.
22.2-3). David is pictured as the
ideal king. 18: Tl1e Cl1erethites and
tl1e Pelethites, military units of
(Philistine) mercenaries, probably
serving as David's bodyguard. The
Cherethites-i.e., Cretans-are
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mentioned together with the Phil
istines in Ezek. 25.16; Zeph. 2.5.
David's sons were priests: Appar
ently David's sons fulfilled
priestly functions at the court
(cf. 6.18 n. and 20.26), whereas
Zadok and Abiathar were the
chief priests.

Chs 9-20. These chs, with the ad
dition of 1 Kings chs 1-2, are
known as the succession narrative,
because the succession to David's
throne is believed by many biblical
scholars to be their principal sub
ject. Only 1 Kings ch 1 is devoted
specifically to that subject, how
ever. Most of the other chs (11-19)
are concerned with David's sin
and its consequences. The calami
ties in his family, which are inter
preted by the prophet Nathan
(12.9-12) as prmishment for his
crimes, convey the message that
kings are not above law and
morals. Chs 9-10 provide the back
ground for the main story.

9.1-13: Faithfulness. David, true
to his covenant with Jonathan
(1 Sam. 20.14-16), shows kindness
to Jonathan's son Mephibosheth.
1 : The Heb word "J:tesed," trans
lated faith, also means "kindness."
2: Since the courtiers are unable to
answer David's question, they
summon Ziba. 3: Crippled, see 4·4
and n. 4: Machir son of Ammie/, one
of the notables of Gilead (17.27).
6: Mephibosheth: The original form
of the name was "Merib-baal" (see
translators' note at 4-4)- The ele
ment "baa!" was changed into
"bosheth," meaning "shame" (cf.
translators' notes at 2.8 and 11.21).
The names of his father and grand
father are mentioned because of
their relevance to David's treat
ment of Mephibosheth (v. 7). His
excessive expressions of submis
siveness testify to his fear that
David will put him to death as a
potential pretender to the throne
(see 1 Sam. 20.15 n.). 7: Eating at
the king's table, i.e., being main
tained by the king, was considered
a special favor (1 Kings 2.7; 18.19;
2 Kings 25.29-30). 8: A dead dog,
see 3.8 n. 1 0: Though a servant,
Ziba is clearly well-to-do, keeping
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servant will do just as my lord the king has commanded
him." •·"Mephibosheth shall eat at my table·• like one of
the king's sons."
1 2 Mephibosheth had a young son named Mica; and all
the members of Ziba's household worked for Mephibo
sheth. B Mephibosheth lived in Jerusalem, for he ate regu
larly at the king's table. He was lame in both feet.
Some time afterward, the king of Ammon died,
1said,0"Iband
his son Hanun succeeded him as king. 2 David
will keep faith with Hanun son of Nahash, just as

his father kept faith with me." He sent his courtiers with a
message of condolence to him over his father. But when
David's courtiers came to the land of Ammon, 3 the Am
monite officials said to their lord Hanun, "Do you think
David is really honoring your father just because he sent
you men with condolences? Why, David has sent his
courtiers to you to explore and spy out the city, and to
overthrow< it." 4 So Hanun seized David's courtiers,
clipped off one side of their beards and cut away half of
their garments at the buttocks, and sent them off. 5 When
David was told of it, he dispatched men to meet them, for
the men were greatly embarrassed. And the king gave or
ders: "Stop in Jericho until your beards grow back; then
you can return."
6 The Ammonites realized that they had d-incurred the
wrath of-d David; so the Ammonites sent agents and hired
Arameans of Beth-rehob and Arameans of Zobah-2o,ooo
foot soldiers---'the king of Maacah [with] 1,000 men, and
12,000 men from Tob. 7 On learning this, David sent out
Joab and the whole army-[including] the professional
fighters. B The Ammonites marched out and took up their
battle position at the entrance of the gate, while the Ara
means of Zobah and Rehob and the men of Tob and Maa
cah took their stand separately in the open. 9 Joab saw that
there was a battle line against him both front and rear. So
he made a selection from all the picked men of Israel and
arrayed them against the Arameans, 10 and the rest of the
troops he put under the command of his brother Abishai•
and arrayed them against the Ammonites. 11 [Joab] said,
"If the Arameans prove too strong for me, you come to my
aid; and if the Ammonites prove too strong for you, I will
come to your aid. 12 Let us be strong and resolute for the
n-n Septuagint rends "Aud MeplziboslzetiJ ate at David's table."
b This clwpter is found also in 1 C!Jron. 19.
c £/1/eudntion yields "reCOJl//Oiter"; cf Deut. 1 .22; josh. 2.2-3.
d-d See 110/e at 1 Sa111. lJ-4e Heb. "Abs!Jni."

slaves himself; nevertheless, he
now has to work for Mephibo
sheth. 13: Mephibosheth moves to
Jerusalem in order to eat at the
king's table.

10.1-19: War. The account of the
war with Ammon serves as back
ground to the next story, which
deals with David's sin against
Bathsheba and Uriah. The first
part of the present account ex
plains the cause of the war, the
second part tells of its first stage,
which involved both the Ammon
ites and the Arameans, and the
third part reports the second stage,
which was conducted against the
Arameans only (mentioned in ch
8). David did not initiate the war,
but through his victory he gained
supremacy in the region (the third
stage of the war, against the Am
monites only, is related in chs
11-12). 2: Nahas/1 is mentioned in
1 Sam. 11.1-2. It is unknown of
what his faith (or "kindness," Heb
"l:tesed") to David consisted. Per
haps there was a treaty between
David and Nahash. David's ges
ture signals that he is willing to
continue the good relations with
Ammon. 4: Hamm, accepting his
officials' opinion, not only expels
David's courtiers, but also humili
ates them, insulting their dignity.
5: Jericho was on the border be
tween Israel and Ammon. The city
had been (almost) empty since
Joshua destroyed it; it was rebuilt
only during Ahab's reign (1 Kings
16.34). 6: The enumeration of the
countries and the numbers of the
fighting men hint at the superior
ity of the enemy's forces, and
thus enhance Joab's victory.
8: The gate, of Rabbah, capital of
Ammon. 9: Joab's position be
tween the Arameans and the Am
monites is extremely hazardous.
1 1-12: Joab, in the only speech in
the ch, first sets forth his plan of
battle based on mutual aid, and
then delivers a message of encour
agement and faith in God. Let us
be stro11g a11d resolute, lit. "be strong
and let us strengthen ourselves."
16: Hadadezer, see 8.3 n.
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sake of our people and the land • of our God; and the LORD
will do what He deems right."
1 3 Joab and the troops with him marched into battle
against the Arameans, who fled before him. 14 And when
the Ammonites saw that the Arameans had fled, they
fled before Abishai and withdrew into the city. So Joab
broke off the attack against the Ammonites, and went to
Jerusalem.
15 When the Arameans saw that they had been routed by
Israel, they regrouped their forces. 16 Hadadezerb sent for
and brought out the Arameans from across the Euphrates;
they came to Helam, led by Shobach, Hadadezer'sb army
commander. 17 David was informed of it; he assembled all
Israel, crossed the Jordan, and came to Helam. The Arame
ans drew up their forces against David and attacked him;
1Bbut the Arameans were put to flight by Israel. David
killed 700 Aramean charioteers and 40,000 horsemen;< he
also struck down Shobach, Hadadezer'sd army com
mander, who died there. 19 And when all the vassal kings
of Hadadezerb saw that they had been routed by Israel,
they submitted to Israel and became their vassals. And
the Arameans were afraid to help the Ammonites any
more.
the turn of the year, the season when kings go
[to battle], David sent Joab with his officers and
1all 1IsraelAtoutwith
him, and they devastated Ammon and be

sieged Rabbah; David remained in Jerusalem. 2 Late one
afternoon, David rose from his couch and strolled on the
roof of the royal palace; and from the roof he saw a
woman bathing. The woman was very beautiful, 3 and the
king sent someone to make inquiries about the woman.
He reported, "She is Bathsheba daughter of Eliam [and]
wife of Uriah the Hittite." 4 David sent messengers to fetch
her; she came to him and he lay with her-she had just
purified herself after her period-and she went back
home. 5 The woman conceived, and she sent word to
David, "I am pregnant." 6 Thereupon David sent a mes
sage to Joab, "Send Uriah the Hittite to me"; and Joab sent
Uriah to David.
7 When Uriah came to him, David asked him how Joab
and the troops were faring and how the war was going.
B Then David said to Uriah, "Go down to your house and
bathe your feet." When Uriah left the royal palace, a presa
b
c
d

Lit. "towns. "
Many editions read "Hadarezer . . . Hadarezer's."
1 Cl1ron. 19.18 reads 'foot soldiers."
Heb. "his."

NEVI'IM
1 1 .1-27a: Adultery and murder.
The narrative of David's adultery
and murder is embedded in the ac
count of the war with Ammon (ch
10; 12.26-31), because the events of
the story occur against the back
ground of that war. Uriah's ab
sence from home, which paves the
way for the adultery and also ne
cessitates creating an explanation
for Bathsheba's pregnancy, is occa
sioned by the war, as is Uriah's
death. The narrative does not try
to conceal or mitigate David's sins.
The outstanding loyalty of the
non-Israelite soldier (Uriah) un
derscores the perfidy of the Israel
ite king. It is highly unusual for
ancient literature to criticize pow
erful and successful kings. The
way David's behavior is depicted
and condemned in the Bible shows
the overriding importance it as
signs to moral values. Some rab
binic sources tried to clear David
from guilt, claiming that he did
not commit adultery, since war
riors, before setting out to battle,
gave their wives (conditional) di
vorces so that they could remarry
in case their husbands should not
return; neither was David consid
ered to be guilty of murder, since
Uriah was killed in action by the
Ammonites (b. Shab. 56a). 1 : The
season, the spring. An alternative
and more literal translation of v. 1a
would be: "It happened when a
year had passed since the time that
the kings went out [to battle]," i.e.,
a year after the war of ch 10 took
place. Rabbalz, modern Amman,
the capital of ancient Ammon.
2: David strolls on the flat roof of
his palace in the evening breeze
and sees a woman bathing, perhaps
to purify herself after her period
(v. 4). 3: Both Bathsheba's father
and her husband are mentioned,
which is unusual. Uriah was an
army officer, and so perhaps was
Eliam (see 23.34, 39). David thus
commits adultery with the wife of
one of his officers and probably
the daughter of another. Hittite,
see 1 Sam. 26.6 n. 4: Sire had just
purified herself after her period: This
indicates that at this juncture Bath
sheba is not pregnant. 7: David's
questions disguise his real intent.
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ent from the king followed him. 9 But Uriah slept at the en
trance of the royal palace, along with the other officers of
his lord, and did not go down to his house. lO When David
was told that Uriah had not gone down to his house, he
said to Uriah, "You just came from a journey; why didn't
you go down to your house?" 11 Uriah answered David,
"The Ark and Israel and Judah are located at Succoth, and
my master Joab and Your Majesty's men are camped in
the open; how can I go home and eat and drink and sleep
with my wife? •·As you live, by your very life,·• I will not
do this!" 12 David said to Uriah, "Stay here today also, and
tomorrow I will send you off." So Uriah remained in Jeru
salem that day. The next day, 13 David summoned him,
and he ate and drank with him until he got him drunk;
but in the evening, [Uriah] went out to sleep in the same
place, with his lord's officers; he did not go down to his
home.
14 In the morning, David wrote a letter to Joab, which he
sent with Uriah. 1s He wrote in the letter as follows: "Place
Uriah in the front line where the fighting is fiercest; then
fall back so that he may be killed." 1 6 So when Joab was be
sieging the city, he stationed Uriah at the point where he
knew that there were able warriors. 17 The men of the city
sallied out and attacked Joab, and some of David's officers
among the troops fell; Uriah the Hittite was among those
who died.
1BJoab sent a full report of the battle to David. 1 9 He in
structed the messenger as follows: "When you finish re
porting to the king all about the battle, 20 the king may get
angry and say to you, 'Why did you come so close to the
city to attack it? Didn't you know that they would shoot
from the wall? 21 Who struck down Abimelech son of Jer
ubbesheth?b Was it not a woman who dropped an upper
millstone on him from the wall at Thebez, from which he
died? Why did you come so close to the wall?' Then say:
'Your servant Uriah the Hittite was among those killed.' "
22 The messenger set out; he came and told David all
that Joab had sent him to say.c 23 The messenger said to
David, "First the men prevailed against us and sallied out
against us into the open; then we drove them back up to
the entrance to the gate. 24 But the archers shot at your
men from the wall and some of Your Majesty's men fell;
Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "As /lie Lo1w lives and as you live" !cf
Sam. 20.3; 25.26; etc.). Lit. "as you live and as your being lives."
b Tile earlier form is ]erubbnnl (mwtl1cr llnllle for Gideon), fudg. 7.1; on ·bosheth/
besheth for -baal, see note at 2 Sam. 4·4· For /lie event at Tliebez described here, see fndg.
9·35 ff.
c Septuagint continues with a recapitulation ofi'u. 19-2 1 .
n·n
I
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The narrator omits Joab's answers,
thus hinting that David is not re
ally interested in them. 8: David
permits Uriah to go to his house,
expecting that he will sleep with
his wife and thus-unwittingly
cover up the adultery. Bathe your
feet, as usual after a journey (cf.
Gen. 18.4). A presellt, victuals.
9: Uriah slept, but not with his wife
and not even in his house. 1 1 : Tile
Ark was taken to the battlefield in
the belief that God's presence
would ensure victory (d. 1 Sam.
4.3). Succoth, the Heb word means
"booths." Probably not the town
Succoth is meant, but the simple
shelters of the soldiers in the opell
(lit. "field"), as opposed to the
comfortable home of Uriah. Uriah
rejects any amenities that are de
nied his comrades. Located at, lit.
"staying in." 13: He got him dntllk,
hoping that in that state Uriah
would sleep with his wife. The ex
pression did not go dow11 to his
(your) lwuse (home) occurs four
times (vv. 9-- 1 3), thus emphasizing
Uriah's steadfastness. 14: David
trusts Uriah that he will not open
the sealed letter. 15: David's order
to fall back is not carried out, and
other officers are killed along with
Uriah. 20-21: Joab knows that he
made a fatal mistake, allowing his
men to come close to the city wall.
In his instructions to the messen
ger he couches David's anticipated
reaction in the form of a series of
rhetorical questions. The first and
last questions, being similar (ring
composition), contain the main ar
gument, whereas the other ques
tions supply the reasons. Joab
should have learned from the
precedent of Abimelech, who was
killed by a (weak) woman. The
message that Uriah was one of the
killed, however, instead of increas
ing the king's rage at the unwar
ranted death of a loyal officer and
comrade, will have the (ironic)
effect of calming him down.
23-24: In order to forestall David's
anger the messenger explains that
the men came close to the gate in
the course of driving the enemy
back; and, without waiting for the
king's expected angry reaction, he
immediately adds that Uriah also
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your servant Uriah the Hittite also fell." 25 Whereupon
David said to the messenger, "Give Joab this message: 'Do
not be distressed about the matter. The sword •·always
takes its tolL·• Press your attack on the city and destroy it!'
Encourage him!"
26 When Uriah's wife heard that her husband Uriah
was dead, she lamented over her husband. 27 After the pe
riod of mourning was over, David sent and had her
brought into his palace; she became his wife and she bore
him a son.
But the LoRD was displeased with what David had
done, 1 and the LoRD sent Nathan to David. He
came to him and said, "There were two men in the same
city, one rich and one poor. 2 The rich man had very large
flocks and herds, 3 but the poor man had only one little
ewe lamb that he had bought. He tended it and it grew up
together with him and his children: it used to share his
morsel of bread, drink from his cup, and nestle in his
bosom; it was like a daughter to him. 4 0ne day, a traveler
came to the rich man, but he was loath to take anything
from his own flocks or herds to prepare a meal for the
guest who had come to him; so he took the poor man's
lamb and prepared it for the man who had come to him."
s David flew into a rage against the man, and said to Na
than, "As the LoRD lives, the man who did this deserves
to die! 6 He shall pay for the lamb four times over, because
he did such a thing and showed no pity." 7 And Nathan
said to David, "That man is you! Thus said the LoRD, the
God of Israel: 'It was I who anointed you king over Israel
and it was I who rescued you from the hand of Saul. s I
gave you your master's house and possession of your
master's wives; and I gave you the House of Israel and
Judah; and if that were not enough, I would give you
twice as much more. 9 Why then have you flouted the
command of the LoRD and done what displeases Him?
You have put Uriah the Hittite to the sword; you took his
wife and made her your wife and had him killed by the
sword of the Ammonites. 10 Therefore the sword shall
never depart from your House-because you spurned Me
by taking the wife of Uriah the Hittite and making her
your wife.' 11 Thus said the LORD: 'I will make a calamity

12

n-n Lit. "consumes tire like nnd /Ire like."
died. 25: Because of Uriah's death,
David does not get enraged, and
even comforts and encourages
Joab. 27a: Period of mourning, see
1 Sam. 31.13 n. Because of Bath-

sheba's pregnancy David cannot
wait long.

1 1 .27b-12.25: Repentance. God's
stern condemnation of David's
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crimes induces the king to repent.
27b: Explicit judgment of the char
acters or their actions is rare in
the book of Samuel. Here it is attri
buted to God Himself because of
the seriousness of the sins and be
cause the sinner is a king. God'.s
authority is above that of the king
and from Him nothing can be con
cealed. 1-4: Nathan's parable, pre
sented as a legal case, aims at get
ting David to pass verdict on
himself unwittingly (kings used to
perform judicial functions, see
15.2-6 n.). Therefore it closely cor
responds to the actual events, but
not completely (cf. Jotham's para
ble in Judg. g): e.g., whereas the
rich man represents David, the
poor man Uriah, and the lamb
Bathsheba, nobody corresponds to
the traveler; moreover, the lamb is
slaughtered, instead of being
added to the herd. The parable
stresses the social aspect of the
robbery, the rich man taking the
scant property of the poor man.
1: The LORD sent, as against
David's frequent sending (11.1, J,
6, 14, 27). 3: Nathan stresses the
emotional angle: the poor man's
touching attachment to his lamb.
5: Deserves to die, an outburst of in
dignation. Israelite law does not
impose the death penalty for rob
bery. 6: Four times over, in accor
dance with the law in Exod. 21.37
(Septuagint reads "sevenfold," cf.
Prov. 6.31). Pity: The same Heb
word is translated "loath" in v. 4·
It seemed a pity to the rich man
to take from his own herd, but he
showed no pity for the p o or man's
only lamb. 7-12: Nathan's rebuke.
7-9: David has been ungrateful to
the LORD, who gave him every
thing. 7: Thus said the LoRD, the
messenger formula (see 7·5 n.),
assuring that the following state
ment derives from God. 8: Your
master's wives: Perhaps David took
over Saul's wives, though this is
nowhere mentioned. 10-12: The
punishments correspond to
David's sins: Because he put Uriah
to the sword, the sword will never
depart from his house (alluding to
the violent deaths of Amnon, Ab
salom, and Adonijah in the follow
ing chs), and because he took
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rise against you from within your own house; I will take
your wives and give them to another man before your
very eyes and he shall sleep with your wives under this
very sun. 12 You acted in secret, but I will make this hap
pen in the sight of all Israel and in broad daylight.' "
13 David said to Nathan, "I stand guilty before the
LORD!" And Nathan replied to David, "The LORD has re
mitted your sin; you shall not die. 14 However, since you
have spurned •the enemies of"• the LoRD by this deed,
even the child about to be born to you shall die."
15 Nathan went home, and the LoRD afflicted the child
that Uriah's wife had borne to David, and it became criti
cally ill. 16 David entreated God for the boy; David fasted,
and he went in and spent the night lyingb on the ground.
17 The senior servants of his household tried to induce him
to get up from the ground; but he refused, nor would he
partake of food with them. 1 8 Qn the seventh day the child
died. David's servants were afraid to tell David that the
child was dead; for they said, "We spoke to him when the
child was alive and he wouldn't listen to us; how can we
tell him that the child is dead? He might do something ter
rible." 19 When David saw his servants talking in whis
pers, David understood that the child was dead; David
asked his servants, "Is the child dead?" "Yes," they
replied.
20 Thereupon David rose from the ground; he bathed
and anointed himself, and he changed his clothes. He
went into the House of the LORD and prostrated himself.
Then he went home and asked for food, which they set be
fore him, and he ate. 21 His courtiers asked him, "Why
have you acted in this manner? While the child was alive,
you fasted and wept; but now that the child is dead, you
rise and take food! " 22 He replied, "While the child was
still alive, I fasted and wept because I thought: 'Who
knows? The LORD may have pity on me, and the child
may live.' 23 But now that he is dead, why should I fast?
Can I bring him back again? I shall go to him, but he will
never come back to me."
24 David consoled his wife Bathsheba; he went to her
and lay with her. She bore a son and she named him
Solomon. The LoRD favored him, 25 and He sent a message
through the prophet Nathan; and he was named Jedidiah<
at the instance of the LORD.
a-a The phrase is i11te11ded to avoid snyi11g "sl'llmed the LoRI>''; tj 11ote b-b at 1 Snm.
25.22.

b Some Septungilll //Iss. n11d 4QSnm•• ndd "ill sackcloth"; cf
c I.e., "Beloved of the LoRD. "

1
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Uriah's wife, his wives will be
taken by another man (Absalom).
V. 10b gives the reason for the
punishment mentioned in vv.
11-12 (see 16.22). 13: David, with
out arguing, frankly and immedi
ately admits his guilt (contrary
to Saul, 1 Sam. ch 15). Remitted,
better " transferred," namely to
the young child (see Exod. 34·7)-

15: The child that Uriah's wife had
bome to David: The wording hints
at the adultery. 20: The House of the
LoRD, the tent that housed the Ark.
21-22: The courtiers thought that

David's fasting and weeping were
signs of grief, but David explains
that they expressed repentance
and supplication, in the hope that
the child would yet be saved.
24: Bathsheba is now designated
his (David's) wife, and he is now
sensitive to her feelings (contrary
to 11.4).
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26•Joab attacked Rabbah of Ammon and captured the
royal city. 27Joab sent messengers to David and said, "I
have attacked Rabbah and I have already captured bthe
water city:b 2s Now muster the rest of the troops and be
siege the city and capture it; otherwise I will capture the
city myself, and my name will be connected with it."
29 David mustered all the troops and marched on Rabbah,
and he attacked it and captured it. 30<The crown was taken
from the head of their kingd and it was placed on David's
head-it weighed a talent of gold, and [on it]• were pre
cious stones. He also carried off a vast amount of booty
from the city. 31 He led out the people who lived there and
set them to work with saws, iron threshing boards, and
iron axes, or assigned them to brickmaking; David did
this to all the towns of Ammon. Then David and all the
troops returned to Jerusalem.

1 3 This happened sometime afterward: Absalom son

of David had a beautiful sister named Tamar, and
Amnon son of David became infatuated with her. 2 Amnon
was so distraught because of his [half-]sister Tamar that he
became sick; for she was a virgin, and it seemed impossible
to Amnon to do anything to her. 3 Amnon had a friend
named Jonadab, the son of David's brother Shimah; Jona
dab was a very clever man. 4 He asked him, "Why are you
so dejected, 0 prince, morning after morning? Tell me!"
Amnon replied, "I am in love with Tamar, the sister of my
brother Absalom! " s Jonadab said to him, "Lie down in
your bed and pretend you are sick. When your father
comes to see you, say to him, 'Let my sister Tamar come
and give me something to eat. Let her prepare the food
in front of me, so that I may look on, and let her serve it
to me.' "
6 Amnon lay down and pretended to be sick. The king
came to see him, and Amnon said to the king, "Let my sis
ter Tamar come and prepare a couple of cakes in front of
me, and let her bring them to me." 7 David sent a message
to Tamar in the palace, "Please go to the house of your
brother Amnon and prepare some food for him." B Tamar
went to the house of her brother Amnon, who was in bed.
She took dough and kneaded it into cakes in front of him,
and cooked the cakes. 9 She took the '-pan and set out [the
cakes],"' but Amnon refused to eat and ordered everyone
a Vv. 26-29 are abridged in I Cln·on. zo.Ib.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain; per/raps tire source of the water supply.
c Vv. 3o-3 I are found also in I Citron. 20.2-3.
d Heb. "malkam," perhaps equivalent to "Milcom," tire A11unouitc deity; cf I Kings II-5·
e So Tnrgum and 1 Citron. 20.2.
f-f Menniug of Heb. uncertain.
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1 2.26-31: Conquest. The passage
concludes the account of the Am
monite war (ch 1 0 ; 1 1.1). 26: Tire
royal city, probably the citadel with
the palace. 27: Captured the water
city, controlling the water supply.
The final conquest of the city
would now be easy. 30: A talent,
more than 34 kg (75 pounds).
31: Setting captives to forced labor
was customary in the ancient
Near East. Returned to Jerusalem,
see 1 Sam. 1.19 n.
13.1-22: Rape. The story of
Amnon and Tamar is the first of a
trilogy, the other two stories relat
ing Absalom's murder of Amnon
and Absalom's return from exile.
Tamar's rape is seen as punish
ment for David, corresponding to
his adultery: a sexual offense, fol
lowed by murder. 1-3: The exposi
tion supplies the necessary infor
mation about the characters.
Absalom is the first character in
troduced, probably because of
the central role he has in the fol
lowing narratives, which describe
the developments ensuing from
the events in the present story.
1: Tamar was Absalom's full sister
and Amnon's half-sister. 2: Impos
sible: Being a virgin, she was
"chaste at home and did not go
out" (Rashi). 5: Jonadab advises
Amnon how to lure Tamar to his
horne and keep her there for a
while, but he does not mention
rape. 7: Apparently each prince
had his own house (cf. v. 20).
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to withdraw. After everyone had withdrawn, 10 Amnon
said to Tamar, "Bring the food inside and feed me." Tamar
took the cakes she had made and brought them to her
brother inside. 11 But when she served them to him, he
caught hold of her and said to her, "Come lie with me, sis
ter." 12 But she said to him, "Don't, brother. Don't force
me. Such things are not done in Israel! Don't do such a
vile thing! 13 Where will I carry my shame? And you, you
will be like any of the scoundrels in Israel! Please, speak to
the king; he will not refuse me to you." 14 But he would
not listen to her; he overpowered her and lay with her by
force.
15 Then Amnon felt a very great loathing for her; indeed,
his loathing for her was greater than the passion he had
felt for her. And Amnon said to her, "Get out!" 16 She
pleaded with him, "Please don't •·commit this wrong; to
send me away would be even worse·• than the first wrong
you committed against me." But he would not listen to
her. 17 He summoned his young attendant and said, "Get
that woman out of my presence, and bar the door behind
her."-1 8 She was wearing an ornamented tunic,b for
maiden princesses were customarily dressed <·in such gar
ments.-<-His attendant took her outside and barred the
door after her. 1 9 Tamar put dust on her head and rent the
ornamented tunic she was wearing; she put her hands on
her head,d and walked away, screaming loudly as she
went. 20 Her brother Absalom said to her, "Was it your
brother Amnon• who did this to you? For the present, sis
ter, keep quiet about it; he is your brother. Don't brood
over the matter." And Tamar remained in her brother
Absalom's house, forlorn. 21 When King David heard
about all this, he was greatly upset.' 22 Absalom didn't
utter a word to Amnon, good or bad; but Absalom hated
Amnon because he had violated his sister Tamar.
23 Two years later, when Absalom was having his flocks
sheared at Baal-hazor near Ephraim, Absalom invited all
the king's sons. 24 And Absalom came to the king and
said, "Your servant is having his flocks sheared. Would
Your Majesty and your retinue accompany your servant?"
25 But the king answered Absalom, "No, my son. We must
not all come, or we'll be a burden to you." He urged him,
a-a Meaning of Heb. 1/llcer/ain.
b See Gen. 37·3 and 110/e.
c-c Meaning ofHeb. 1111cer/ain. Emendalio11 yields "(Iiiiis) in oldm times," me'olam.
d A ges/11re of wild grief; cf fer. 2.37.
e Heb. "Ami11011. "
f Sepl11agi11/ adds "b11/ l1e did not reb11h· his so11 A11111011.Jor l1e favored him, si11cc• he was
his first-born"; cf 1 Ki11gs 1.6.
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1 3 . 1 0- 1 3 .25

1 1 : Amnon tries to persuade
Tamar with words, but at the same
time he retains his hold of her.
1 2: Tamar's long reply, her argu
ments, her alternative proposal,
and her repetitions of don't, all
attest to her vigorous objection.
13: Tamar states the shameful con
sequences of rape for each of
them, hoping for her good to
arouse Amnon's mercy and to
deter him for his own good. Mar
rying one's half-sister, though for
bidden in Lev. 20.17, was appar
ently not impossible at the time
(cf. Gen. 20.12). Tamar's sugges
tion to speak to the king cannot
merely be a stratagem to buy time,
because it must be plausible in
order to serve its end. 15: Get out,
lit. "get up, go"-the exact reversal
of Amnon's earlier "come, lie" (v.
11). 16: Sending Tamar away is
even worse than the rape, because
she will be desolate for life. Ac
cording to Deut. 22.28-29 and an
cient Assyrian law, the rapist must
marry the raped woman (in order
to secure her material and social
position). 17: That woman, a con
temptuous expression. Amnon's
orders are deeply offending.
19: Tamar's gestures are all ex
pressions of grief. The rending of
the ornamented tunic signifies that
she is no longer a virgin. 21: David
is greatly upset, but he does not act.
22: A word, about the matter.
1 3.23-39: Vengeance. Absalom
murders Amnon to avenge his
sister's rape. The murder is a pnn
ishment not only for Amnon, but
also for David for his murder of
Uriah. 23: Absalom waits two years
for the right opportunity to kill
Amnon, and for Amnon's suspi
cions to abate. Sheepshearing
was an occasion for celebration
(cf. 1 Sam. 25.4ff.). 24-27: In order
to prevent suspicion, Absalom
first invites the king, expecting
that he will decline, and then
asks for the crown prince to
come instead. David is weak
and yields to Absalom's urging.
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but he would not go, and he said good-bye to him.
26 Thereupon Absalom said, "In that case, let my brother
Amnon come with us," to which the king replied, "He
shall not go with you." 27 But Absalom urged him, and he
sent with him Amnon and all the other princes.•
28 Now Absalom gave his attendants these orders:
"Watch, and when Amnon is merry with wine and I tell
you to strike down Amnon, kill him! Don't be afraid, for it
is I who give you the order. Act with determination, like
brave men!" 29 Absalom's attendants did to Amnon as Ab
salom had ordered; whereupon all the other princes
mounted their mules and fled. 30 They were still on the
road when a rumor reached David that Absalom had
killed all the princes, and that not one of them had sur
vived. 31 At this, David rent his garment and lay down on
the ground, h·and all his courtiers stood by with their
clothes rent.·h 32 But Jonadab, the son of David's brother
Shimah, said, "My lord must not think that all the young
princes have been killed. Only Amnon is dead; for this has
been <·decided by·< Absalom ever since his sister Tamar
was violated. 33 So my lord the king must not think for a
moment that all the princes are dead; Amnon alone is
dead."
34 Meanwhile Absalom had fled.
The watchman on duty looked up and saw a large
crowd coming d"from the road to his rear,·d from the side of
the hill. 35 Jonadab said to the king, "See, the princes have
come! It is just as your servant said." 36 As he finished
speaking, the princes came in and broke into weeping;
and David and all his courtiers wept bitterly, too.
37 Absalom had fled, and he came to Talmai son of Am
mihud, king of Geshur. And [King David] mourned over
his son a long time. 38 Absalom, who had fled to Geshur,
remained there three years. 39 And •·King David·• was pin
ing away for Absalom, for [the king] had gotten over
Amnon's death.

1 4 Joab son of Zeruiah could see that the king's mind

was on Absalom; 2 so Joab sent to Tekoa and
brought a clever woman from there. He said to her, "Pre
tend you are in mourning; put on mourning clothes and
don't anoint yourself with oil; and act like a woman who

a Septuagint adds "and Absalom made a feast fit for a kiug. "
b-b Septuagint reads "and all his courtiers who were standing by him rent their clothes."
c-c Lit. "determined by the counuand of "
d-d Emmdation yields "down the slope of tire Horonaim road. The watclrmau came and
told tlze king 'I see men coming from the Horonaim road. ' " Cf Septuagint.
e-e Some Septuagint mss. and 4QSam" read "the spirit [ruaJ:t] of the king."
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28: Merry with wine, drunk. 29:
Mules were used by the royal fam

ily (18.9; 1 Kings 1.33). The other
princes fear that Absalom intends
to kill them all. 32-33: Jonadab
understands that Absalom's pur
pose was not to put the princes out
of the way in order to secure the
throne for himself, but to take re
venge on Amnon. 37: Talmni,
Absalom's maternal grandfather
(see 3·3 and n.). 39: Adopting the
superior reading of 4QSam•, the
beginning of the v. may also be
translated: "and the king's wrath
(lit. "spirit," as in Eccl. 10-4) to
wards Absalom was spent." This
translation accords better with the
following narrative.

1 4.1-33: Reconciliation. The first
part of the narrative describes the
ruse used to persuade David to
allow Absalom's return from exile;
the second part tells of obtaining
David's consent to meeting his
son. In both parts it is Joab who
endeavors to reconcile father and
son. 2-3: The woman is to present
a judicial case to David in order to
get him, unwittingly, to absolve
his son from the death penalty.
Like Nathan's parable (12.1-4), the
case is similar to the real events,
but not identical. The woman
must not only describe the case, as
Nathan did, but actually perform
it-including dressing up. Her
cleverness is revealed in her acting
as well as her speech, which is
submissive, polite, and rich in
rhetorical means, such as
metaphor and simile. The dialogue
between the woman and the king
is one of the longest in the Bible.
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has grieved a long time over a departed one. 3 Go to the
king and say to him thus and thus." And Joab told her
what to say.•
4 The woman of Tekoa cameb to the king, flung herself
face down to the ground, and prostrated herself. She cried
out, "Help, 0 king!" 5 The king asked her, "What troubles
you?" And she answered, "Alas, I am a widow, my hus
band is dead. 6 Your maidservant had two sons. The two
of them came to blows out in the fields where there was
no one to stop them, and one of them struck the other and
killed him. 7 Then the whole clan confronted your maid
servant and said, 'Hand over the one who killed his
brother, that we may put him to death for the slaying of
his brother, <·even though we wipe out the heir.'·c Thus
they would quench the last ember remaining to me, and
leave my husband without name or remnant upon the
earth." B The king said to the woman, "Go home. I will
issue an order in your behalf." 9 And the woman of Tekoa
said to the king, "My lord king, may the guilt be on me
and on my ancestral house; Your Majesty and his throne
are guiltless." 10 The king said, "If anyone says anything
more to you, have him brought to me, and he will never
trouble you again." 11 She replied, "Let Your Majesty be
mindful of the LoRD your God and restrain the blood
avenger bent on destruction, so that my son may not be
killed." And he said, " As the LoRD lives, not a hair of your
son shall fall to the ground."
12 Then the woman said, "Please let your maidservant
say another word to my lord the king." "Speak on," said
the king. 13 And the woman said, "Why then have you
planned the like against God's people? In making this
pronouncement, Your Majesty condemns himself in that
Your Majesty does not bring back his own banished one.
14 We must all die; we are like water that is poured out on
the ground and cannot be gathered up. d·God will not take
away the life of one who makes plans so that no one may
be kept banished:d 15 And the reason I have come to say
these things to the king, my lord, is that the people have
frightened me. Your maidservant thought I would speak
to Your Majesty; perhaps Your Majesty would act on his
handmaid's plea. 16 for Your Majesty would surely agree
to deliver his handmaid from the hands of anyone [who
would seek to] cut off both me and my son from the hern Lit. "mrd he put words i11to her 111outh."
/J So r11nny 111ss. and pri11ted editio11s. Most 111ss. n11d pri11ted editio11s rend "said."
c-c E111endntion yields "Thus they would destroy tire {/nsti heir n11d . . .
d-d Menning of He/J. wrccrtni11. Tire nppnr<'llt se11se is: God will 110t punish you Jot· bring
ing back the banished A/Jsnlo111.
"

SAMUEL

14.3-14.16

7: The demand to kill the mur
derer is rooted in the custom of
blood vengeance. But acceding to
i t would worsen the woman's situ
ation, because instead of one dead
son she would have two and be
left without an heir. Without name,
see Deut. 25.6; Ruth 4.10. 9: The
guilt, for not expiating the blood of
the slain (see Num. 35·3J). The
woman strives for an explicit and
binding pardon for the murderer.
1 1 : Be mindful of the LoRD, i.e.,
mention the LORD (in an oath). Not
a hair . . . shall fall to the ground, see
1 Sam. 14.45 n. 1 2: The woman's
respectful speech contrasts with
the king's curtness. 13: Absalom's
death would be harmful to God's
people, Israel. Tl1is pronouncement,
pardoning the woman's fictional
son. 14: Like water . . . : Death is
irreversible; executing Absalom
will not bring Amnon back. God
will not take away the life, see
v. 9 n. 1 5-17: Because the king
might get angry and punish
her, the woman now explains
why she deceived David and pre
sented a fictional case to him.
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1 4 . 1 7-14.32

itage- of God. 17 Your maidservant thought, 'Let the word
of my lord the king provide comfort; for my lord the king
is like an angel of God, understanding everything, good
and bad.' May the LoRD your God be with you."
18 In reply, the king said to the woman, "Do not with
hold from me anything I ask you!" The woman answered,
"Let my lord the king speak." 19 The king asked, "Is Joab
in league with you in all this?" The woman replied, "As
you live, my lord the king, b-it is just as my lord the king
says.-b Yes, your servant Joab was the one who instructed
me, and it was he who <·told your maidservant everything
she was to say:< 20 It was to conceal the real purpose of the
matter that your servant Joab did this thing. My lord is as
wise as an angel of God, and he knows all that goes on in
the land."
21 Then the king said to Joab, "I will do this thing. Go
and bring back my boy Absalom." 22 Joab flung himself
face down on the ground and prostrated himself. Joab
blessed the king and said, "Today your servant knows
that he has found favor with you, my lord king, for Your
Majesty has granted his servant's request." 23 And Joab
went at once to Geshur and brought Absalom to Jerusa
lem. 24 But the king said, "Let him go directly to his house
and not present himself to me." So Absalom went directly
to his house and did not present himself to the king.
25 No one in all Israel was so admired for his beauty as
Absalom; from the sole of his foot to the crown of his head
he was without blemish. 26 When he cut his hair-he had
to have it cut every year, for it grew too heavy for him
the hair of his head weighed two hundred shekels by the
royal weight. 27 Absalom had three sons and a daughter
whose name was Tamar; she was a beautiful woman.
28 Absalom lived in Jerusalem two years without ap
pearing before the king. 29 Then Absalom sent for Joab, in
order to send him to the king; but Joab would not come to
him. He sent for him a second time, but he would not
come. 30 So [Absalom] said to his servants, "Look, Joab's
field is next to mine, and he has barley there. Go and set it
on fire." And Absalom's servants set the field on fire.
31 Joab came at once to Absalom's house and said to him,
"Why did your servants set fire to my field?" 32 Absalom
replied to Joab, "I sent for you to come here; I wanted to
send you to the king to say [on my behalf]: 'Why did I
leave Geshur? I would be better off if I were still there.
n I.e., people.
b-b Lit. "there is no turning to tile riglit or to tile left of wllnt my lord tile kiug snys."
c-c See uote n nbove.
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1 7: Like an angel of God, an
extreme flattery (see 1 Sam.
29.9 n.). 19: Though the woman
was careful not to betray Joab,
David understands that it was all
his design. 20: The woman repeats
the flattering comparison of David
to an angel. 21: The woman now
leaves the stage, and Joab himself
appears. 22: Joab's excessive ex
pressions of gratitude and polite
ness testify to his fear of punish
ment for having deceived David.
24: The king allowed Absalom to
return, but has not forgiven him.
26: Growing and weighing his
hair are signs of Absalom's narcis
sism. Two hundred shekels, more
than two kg (4.5 pounds).
27: Tamar: Her name is probably
mentioned, unlike the sons'
names, because she bears the
same name as Absalom's sister.
28: David's prolonged refusal to
see Absalom is humiliating and
unbearable to him. 30: Absalom
uses violent means to compel
Joab to intervene with the king.
32: Absalom considers himself free
of guilt, because the killing of
Amnon was justified. 33: Though
the kiss signifies forgiveness, it
should be noted that the verse re
peatedly uses the designation the
king instead of "David" or "his fa
ther." In addition, there is no men
tion of any verbal exchange be
tween father and son-after five
years of separation! This suggests
that the enforced reconciliation is
purely formal.
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Now let me appear before the king; and if I am guilty of
anything, let him put me to death!' " 33 Joab went to the
king and reported to him; whereupon he summoned
Absalom. He came to the king and flung himself face
down to the ground before the king. And the king kissed
Absalom.

1 5 Sometime

afterward, Absalom provided himself
with a chariot, horses, and fifty outrunners. 2 Absa
lom used to rise early and stand by the road to the city
gates; and whenever a man had a case that was to come
before the king for judgment, Absalom would call out to
him, "What town are you from?" And when he answered,
"Your servant is from •·such and such a tribe·• in Israel,"
3 Absalom would say to him, "It is clear that your claim is
right and just, but there is no one assigned to you by the
king to hear it." 4 And Absalom went on, "If only I were
appointed judge in the land and everyone with a legal dis
pute came before me, I would see that he got his rights."
s And if a man approached to bow to him, [Absalom]
would extend his hand and take hold of him and kiss him.
6 Absalom did this to every Israelite who came to the king
for judgment. Thus Absalom won away the hearts of the
men of Israel.
7 After a period of fortyb years had gone by, Absalom
said to the king, "Let me go to Hebron and fulfill a vow
that I made to the LoRD. B For your servant made a vow
when I lived in Geshur of Aram: If the LORD ever brings
me back to Jerusalem, I will worship the LoRD."c 9 The
king said to him, "Go in peace"; and so he set out for He
bron.
lO But Absalom sent agents to all the tribes of Israel to
say, "When you hear the blast of the horn, announce that
Absalom has become king in Hebron." 11 Two hundred
men of Jerusalem accompanied Absalom; they were in
vited and went in good faith, suspecting nothing. 12 Absa
lom also d-sent [to fetch]-d Ahithophel the Gilonite, David's
counselor, from his town, Giloh, when the sacrifices were
to be offered. The conspiracy gained strength, and the
people supported Absalom in increasing numbers.
13 Someone came and told David, "The loyalty of the
men of Israel has veered toward Absalom." 14 Whereupon
David said to all the courtiers who were with him in Jeru
salem, "Let us flee at once, or none of us will escape from
n-n Lit. "o11e of tl1e tribes. "'
b Some Septungi11t m55. n11d Syrinc rend "four. "
c Some Septuagint m55. add "ill Hebron. "
d-d Some Septuagint mss. n11d 4QSnm" rend "sent and 5Ulllll/Oned."
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1 5.1-12: Rebellion. Absalom pre
pares his rebellion over several
years. 1 : The chariot_ horses andfifty
outrunners were signs of kingship
(cf. 1 Sam. 8.11). 2-6: Absalom
uses demagogic means to win
popular support. Administration
of justice was one of the king's
main functions (see 12.1-6; 1 Kings
3.16-28; 2 Kings 8.1-6). 7: Hebron,
capital of Judah, where David first
was king (2-4). Apparently Absa
lom found among his kinsmen
there discontent with David, who
became king of all Israel and
moved his capital to Jerusalem
(d. 5.9). 8: Even if he really made
the vow in Geshur, he could have
fulfilled it long since. 9: Go in
peace, but Absalom goes for war.
David is naively unaware of his
son's real intentions. 1 1-12: A
sacrificial meal including many
guests was part of the royal inau
guration ceremony (1 Kings
1.18-19)15.13-16.14: Flight. David de
cides not to fortify himself in Jeru
salem, but to leave the city. His
flight is depicted in a series of
scenes, mainly consisting of dia-
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Absalom. We must get away quickly, or he will soon over
take us and bring down disaster upon us and put the city
to the sword." 15 The king's courtiers said to the king,
"Whatever our lord the king decides, your servants are
ready." I 6 So the king left, followed by his entire house
hold, except for ten concubines whom the king left to
mind the palace.
I7The king left, followed by •·all the people,·• and they
stopped at b·the last house :b 1 8 All <·his followers·< marched
past him, including all the Cherethites and all the Pele
thites; and d all the Gittites, six hundred men who had ac
companied him from Gath, also marched by the king.
19 And the king said to lttai the Gittite, "Why should you
too go with us? Go back and stay with the [new] king, for
you are a foreigner and you are also an exile from • your
country. 20 You came only yesterday; should I make you
wander about with us today, when I myself must go
wherever I can? Go back, and take your kinsmen with
you, [in]' true faithfulness." 21 Ittai replied to the king, "As
the LORD lives and as my lord the king lives, wherever my
lord the king may be, there your servant will be, whether
for death or for life!" 22 And David said to lttai, "Then
march by." And lttai the Gittite and all his men and all the
children who were with him marched by.
23 The whole countryside wept aloud as the troops
marched by. The king 9·crossed the Kidron Valley, and all
the troops crossed by the road to·g the wilderness. 24 Then
Zadok appeared, with all the Levites carrying the Ark of
the Covenant of God; and they set down the Ark of God
until all the people had finished marching out of the city.
b"Abiathar also came up:b 25 But the king said to Zadok,
"Take the Ark of God back to the city. If I find favor with
the LoRD, He will bring me back and let me see it and its
abode. 26 And if He should say, 'I do not want you,' I am
ready; let Him do with me as He pleases." 27 And the king
said to the priest Zadok, h·"Do you understand? You re
turn·h to the safety of the city with your two sons, your
own son Ahimaaz and Abiathar's son Jonathan. 28 Look, I
shall linger in the steppes of the wilderness until word
comes from you to inform me." 29 Zadok and Abiathar
a-n Septuagint rends "l1is courtiers."
b-b Men11ing of Heb. uncertain.
d Emendation yields "and lUni and. "
c-c Septuagint rends "tile people. "
e So one Heb. ms. n11d several ancient versio11s; most mss. and editions rend "to. "
f Mrn11ing of Heb. uncertain. Sept11ngint n•nds "and mny t!Je LORD s/ww you" !cf, e.g.,
2.6).
g-g Menning ofHeb. uncertni11. Emendation yields "stopped in tile Kidron Valley, w!Jile all
tile people mnrc!Jed on before !Jim by way of tile Mount of Olives to . . . "
11-11 Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "Look, you n11d Abintlwr retum."
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logues. 16: The fact that David
leaves ten concubines behind dis
closes his intention soon to return.
17: Tile last house, probably on the
boundary of Jerusalem. 1 8: The
repetition of all shows that among
his retinue nobody is disloyal.
Cherethites and Pelethites, see 8.18 n.
Gittites, mercenaries from the
Philistine town of Gath, where
David stayed sometime in the past
(1 Sam. 27.3). 19-20: David, forgo
ing his own interest, shows ex
traordinary consideration for lttai
and his men. 21: The double oath
reinforces lttai's declaration of un
limited loyalty. 22: The childrer1:
The Gittites had come with their
families. 23: The Kidron Valley, the
eastern boundary of biblical Jeru
salem. 24-29: Both Zadok and
Abiathar are priests, but Zadok ap
pears here to be the principal one.
25-26: David expresses the idea
that God's favor is not dependent
on the presence or veneration of
religious objects. 27-28: The
priests and their sons will be
useful as intelligence agents.
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brought the Ark of God back to Jerusalem, and they
stayed there.
30 David meanwhile went up the slope of the [Mount of]
Olives, weeping as he went; his head was covered and he
walked barefoot. And all the people who were with him
covered their heads and wept as they went up. 3l David
[was] told that Ahithophel was among the conspirators
with Absalom, and he prayed, "Please, 0 LoRD, frustrate
Ahithophel's counsel! "
32When David reached the top, where people would
prostrate themselves to God, Hushai the Archite was there
to meet him, with his robe torn and with earth on his head.
33 David said to him, "If you march on with me, you will be
a burden to me. 34 But if you go back to the city and say to
Absalom, 'I will be your servant, 0 king; I was your
father's servant formerly, and now I will be yours,' then
you can nullify Ahithophel's counsel for me. 35 You will
have the priests Zadok and Abiathar there, and you can re
port everything that you hear in the king's palace to the
priests Zadok and Abiathar. 36 Also, their two sons are
there with them, Zadok's son Ahimaaz and Abiathar's son
Jonathan; and through them you can report to me every
thing you hear." 37 And so Hushai, the friend of David,
reached the city as Absalom was entering Jerusalem.

1 6 Ziba the servant of Mephibosheth came toward him
with a pair of saddled asses carrying two hundred loaves
David had passed a little beyond the summit when

of bread, one hundred cakes of raisin, one hundred cakes
of figs,a and a jar of wine. 2 The king asked Ziba, "What are
you doing with these?" Ziba answered, "The asses are for
Your Majesty's family to ride on, the bread and figs are for
the attendants to eat, and the wine is to be drunk by any
who are exhausted in the wilderness." 3 "And where is
your master's son?" the king asked. "He is staying in Jeru
salem," Ziba replied to the king, "for he thinks that the
House of Israel will now give him back the throne of his
grandfather." 4 The king said to Ziba, "Then all that be
longs to Mephibosheth is now yours!" And Ziba replied, "I
bow low. Your Majesty is most gracious to me."
5 As King David was approaching Bahurim, a member
of Saul's clan-a man named Shimei son of Gera-came
out from there, hurling insults as he came. 6 He threw
stones at David and all King David's courtiers, while all
the troops and all the warriors were at his right and his
left. 7 And these are the insults that Shimei hurled: "Get
n

Lit. "summer fruit."

SAMUEL

1 5 . 3 0- 1 6 . 7

30: Covering the head and walk
ing barefoot were signs of grief
(Jer. 14.3; Esth. 6.12). 31: David,
aware of Ahithophel's wisdom,
greatly dreads his counsel to Absa
lom. 32: At the very place where
people would prostrate themselves to
God David's prayer (v. 31) is an
swered: Hushai appears, who will
counteract Ahithophel's counsel.

His robe tom and with earth on his
head, see 1.2 n. 33-36: David as
signs Hushai a twofold task: to
nullify Ahithophel's counsel, and
to supply information right from
the heart of the uprising to David's
secret agents. 37: Friend, or per
haps "companion," an official title
(1 Kings 4.5). 1 6.1: Ziba, see 9.2.
The detailed list of supplies under
scores Ziba's gesture of support.
2: The attendants, see 1 Sam. 25.27
n. 3: Your master's son, Mephibo
sheth, Saul's grandson (9.6).
4: David believes Ziba, and,
wishing to reward him for his
support, gives him all the fields
he has previously given to
Mephibosheth (9.9).
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1 6 . 8-16.23

out, get out, you criminal, you villain! 8 The LoRD is pay
ing you back for all your crimes against the family of Saul,
whose throne you seized. The LORD is handing over the
throne to your son Absalom; you are in trouble because
you are a criminal!"
9 Abishai son of Zeruiah said to the king, "Why let that
dead dog abuse my lord the king? Let me go over and cut
off his head! " 10 But the king said, •·"What has this to do
with you,·• you sons of Zeruiah? He is abusing [me] only
because the LoRD told him to abuse David; and who is to
say, 'Why did You do that?' " 11 David said further to
Abishai and all the courtiers, "If my son, my own issue,
seeks to kill me, how much more the Benjaminite! Let him
go on hurling abuse, for the LoRD has told him to. 12 Per
haps the LoRD will look upon my punishmentb and rec
ompense me for the abuse [Shimei] has uttered today."
13 David and his men continued on their way, while
Shimei walked alongside on the slope of the hill, insulting
him as he walked, and throwing stones at him and fling
ing dirt. 14 The king and all who accompanied him ar
rived c exhausted, and he rested there.
15 Meanwhile Absalom and all the people, the men of Is
rael, arrived in Jerusalem, together with Ahithophel.
1 6 When Hushai the Archite, David's friend, came before
Absalom, Hushai said to Absalom, "Long live the king!
Long live the king!" 17 But Absalom said to Hushai, "Is
this your loyalty to your friend? Why didn't you go with
your friend?" 1 8 "Not at all!" Hushai replied. "I am for the
one whom the LoRD and this people and all the men of Is
rael have chosen, and I will stay with him. 19 furthermore,
whom should I serve, if not David'sd son? As I was in
your father's service, so I will be in yours."
20 Absalom then said to Ahithophel, "What do you ad
vise us to do?" 21 And Ahithophel said to Absalom, "Have
intercourse with your father's concubines, whom he left to
mind the palace; and when all Israel hears that you have
dared the wrath of your father, all who support you will be
encouraged." 22 So they pitched a tent for Absalom on the
roof, and Absalom lay with his father's concubines •with
the full knowledge·• of all Israel.-23 In those days, the ad
vice which Ahithophel gave was accepted like an oracle
sought from God; that is how all the advice of Ahithophel
was esteemed both by David and by Absalom.
a-n Lit. "Wirnt have I and you."
b So kethib; qere "eye. " Ancient versions rend "suffering."
c Some Septuagint mss. add "at the Jordan."
d Heb. "his."
e-e Lit. "before the eyes. "
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8: Shimei accuses David of having

murdered Abner and Ishbaal in
order to usurp Saul's throne. The
initial chs of 2 Sam. deny this accu
sation. 9: That dead dog, see 3.8 n.
1 0: Sons of Zeruiah: David habitu
ally lumps Abishai and Joab, his
sister's sons, together (cf. 3·39;
19.23). 1 1 : David accepts his pro
found humiliation with resigna
tion. What his son, his own issue, is
doing to him is much worse than
tlte Benjaminite's abuse. 14: There:
According to 17.21-22, David
waited near the Jordan.

16.15-17.14: The counselors' con
test. The importance of the contest
between Ahithophel and Hushai
lies in the fact that its outcome
will ultimately decide the battle
between David and Absalom.
16-19: Hushai, though known to
be David's friend (vv. 16--1 7), tries
to win Absalom's confidence. His
statements, however, are equivo
cal. By the king (v. 16) either Absa
lom or David can be meant, and
the same applies to the chosen one
(v. 18). Similarly, the answer to the
question in v. 19 can be Absalom
or David himself. Finally, so (v. 19)
can refer to loyal service either to
Absalom or to David even while
Hushai is in Absalom's employ
ment. Absalom understands that
he is meant, but Hushai probably
thinks of David. Absalom's answer
is not reported, but he turns to
Ahithophel for advice. 21: Have in
tercourse, see 3·7 n. To mind the
palace, see 15.16. 22: Absalom's
public intercourse with his father's
concubines, on the very roof from
where David observed Bathsheba,
is the fulfillment of Nathan's
prophecy (12.11-12).
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1 7 And Ahithophel said to Absalom, "Let me pick

twelve thousand men and set out tonight in pursuit
of David. 2 I will come upon him when he is weary and
disheartened, and I will throw him into a panic; and when
all the troops with him flee, I will kill the king alone. 3 And
I will bring back all the people •to you; when all have
come back [except] the man you are after,·• all the people
will be at peace." 4 The advice pleased Absalom and all the
elders of Israel. 5 But Absalom said, "Summon Hushai the
Archite as well, so we can hear what he too has to say."
6 Hushai came to Absalom, and Absalom said to him,
"This is what Ahithophel has advised. Shall we follow his
advice? If not, what do you say?"
7 Hushai said to Absalom, "This time the advice that
Ahithophel has given is not good. B You know," Hushai
continued, "that your father and his men are courageous
fighters, and they are as desperate as a bear in the wild
robbed of her whelps. Your father is an experienced sol
dier, and he will not spend the night with the troops;
9 even now he must be hiding in one of the pits or in some
other place. And if any of themh fall at the first attack,
whoever hears of it will say, 'A disaster has struck the
troops that follow Absalom'; 10 and even if he is a brave
man with the heart of a lion, he will be shaken-for all Is
rael knows that your father and the soldiers with him are
courageous fighters. 1 1 So I advise that all Israel from Dan
to Beer-sheba-as numerous as the sands of the sea-be
called up to join you, and that you yourself march <·into
battle:< 12When we come upon him in whatever place he
may be, we'll descend on him [as thick] as dew falling on
the ground; and no one will survive, neither he nor any of
the men with him. 13 And if he withdraws into a city, all Is
rael will bring ropes to that city and drag d·its stones·d as
far as the riverbed, until not even a pebble of it is left."
14 Absalom and all Israel agreed that the advice of Hushai
the Archite was better than that of Ahithophel.-The
LoRD had decreed that Ahithophel's sound advice be
nullified, in order that the LoRD might bring ruin upon
Absalom.
n-a Menning ofHeb. rmcertni11. Septungi11t reads "to you as a bride comes back to lter lws
band; IJOU seek tlte life of but o11e ma11, a11d . . .
b Some Septuagint mss. rend "lite troops" (i.e., Absalom's).
c-c Ancient versio11s read "amo11g tltem."
d-d Heb. "it."
"

17.1-3: Ahithophel's second ad
vice is to set out immediately and
come upon David while he is
weary and not yet organized.

Ahithophel, without battle, will
kill the king alone and then all
the people will tum to Absalom.
1: Twelve thousand, see 1 Sam.

SAMUEL

17.1-17.14

15.4 n. 3: When all have come back is
probably a dittography of and I
will bring back all. Read: "and I will
bring back all the people to you;
for you are after one man, and
all the people will be at peace."
S-6: Hushai gets the opportunity
to nullify Ahithophel's advice. But
achieving this is exceedingly diffi
cult, because Ahithophel's counsel
is generally highly esteemed
(16.zJ), his present advice has al
ready been accepted by Absalom
and all the elders (v. 4), and Hu
shai is probably still suspected of
allegiance to David. 7: This time:
Hushai begins with subscribing to
the prevailing opinion concerning
Ahithophel's advice-only this
piece of advice is an exception.
B-13: Hushai's aim is to buy time
for David to rest and organize his
defense. In the first part of his
speech (vv. 8--10) he shows the
shortcomings of Ahithophel's
plan: It has no chance of success
because of the nature of the oppo
nents, and it is even harmful to
Absalom's forces. In the second
part (vv. 11-13) he proposes an al
ternative plan: Thorough prepara
tions must be made, and then
Absalom will be able to inflict
u tter defeat upon David. Hushai's
speech excels in the use of rhetori
cal means, such as metaphor, sim
ile, and hyperbole. 9: He must be
hiding, therefore it will be impossi
ble to find him and kill him alone.
1 0: Not only Absalom knows his
father's courage (v. 8), all Israel
knows it. 1 1 : Only quantity can
overcome quality-i.e., only by
assembling a huge army can Absa
lom prevail over David's coura
geous men. Contrary to Ahitho
phel, who stressed his own role
(note the repetitions of "1"), Hu
shai gives prominence to Absa
lom's leadership. 14: Because
rejection of Ahithophel's sound
advice seemed unthinkable, the
narrator ascribes this to the LoRD.
On the human level, it was
Hushai's outstanding rhetorical
skill and psychological insight that
achieved the rejection of Ahitho
phel's plan.
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17.15-17.29

15 Then Hushai told the priests Zadok and Abiathar,
"This is what Ahithophel advised Absalom and the elders
of Israel; this is what I advised. 16 Now send at once and
tell David, 'Do not spend the night at the fords of the
wilderness, but cross over at once; otherwise the king and
all the troops with him will be annihilated.' " 17Jonath�m
and Ahimaaz were staying at En-rogel, and a slave girl
would go and bring them word and they in turn would
go and inform King David. For they themselves dared not
be seen entering the city. 18 But a boy saw them and in
formed Absalom. They left at once and came to the house
of a man in Bahurim who had a well in his courtyard.
They got down into it, 19 and the wife took a cloth, spread
it over the mouth of the well, and scattered groats on
top of it, so that nothing would be noticed. 20 When
Absalom's servants came to the woman at the house and
asked where Ahimaaz and Jonathan were, the woman
told them that they had crossed •·a bit beyond the water.·•
They searched, but found nothing; and they returned to
Jerusalem.
21 After they were gone, [Ahimaaz and Jonathan] came
up from the well and went and informed King David.
They said to David, "Go and cross the water quickly, for
Ahithophel has advised thus and thus concerning you."
22 David and all the troops with him promptly crossed the
Jordan, and by daybreak not one was left who had not
crossed the Jordan.
23 When Ahithophel saw that his advice had not been
followed, he saddled his ass and went home to his native
town. He set his affairs in order, and then he hanged him
self. He was buried in his ancestral tomb.
24 David had reached Mahanaim when Absalom and all
the men of Israel with him crossed the Jordan. 25 Absalom
had appointed Amasa army commander in place of Joab;
Amasa was the son of a man named lthra the b-Israelite,
who had married Abigal, daughter of Nahash and sister
of J oab' s mother Zeruiah. -b 26 The Israelites and Absalom
encamped in the district of Gilead. 27 When David reached
Mahanaim, Shobi son of Nahash from Rabbath-ammon,
Machir son of Ammiel from Lo-debar, and Barzillai the
Gileadite from Rogelim 2B presentedc couches, basins, and
earthenware; also wheat, barley, flour, parched grain,
beans, lentils, d·parched grain,-d 29 honey, •·curds, a flock,-•
n-n Menning of Heb. 11nccrtni11. Targw11 rends "the Jorda11."
b-b So/1/e Sept11agint 11/SS. a11CI 1 Chro11. 2. 12-17 rend "Jsl/1/welift'" n11d give n so/llewilnt
differe/11gmenlogiJ.
c Brouglzt up fro/11 v. 19 for clarity.
d-d Lacki11g i11 tilt' Septuagint n11d Syl"inc.
r-e £/1/endation yields "wrds frol/l the flock.'"
-
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17.15-29: Recovery. Hushai's tri
umph over Ahithophel marks a
turning point in David's situation.
From now on all developments are
in David's favor. 15-17: Using the
intelligence chain set up earlier
(15.27-28, 35-36), Hushai reports
to David and advises him to cross
the Jordan immediately, lest the el
ders after all convince Absalom to
adopt Ahithophel's plan. En-Rogel,
a well in the Kidron Valley, not far
from Jerusalem. 1 8-20: Balturim
belonged to Benjamin, the tribe of
Saul, and there Shimei cursed
David a short while ago (16.5-8).
Now in the same place a woman,
believing in David, helps his
agents in the same way Rahab
once helped Joshua's agents (Josh.
2.3-7). 23: His advice being re
jected, Ahithophel commits sui
cide (see 1 Sam. 31.4 n.), convinced
that David will gain the upper
hand and execute him as traitor.
Now at least he can set his affairs in
order and be buried in his ancestral
tomb (see 2.32 n.). 24: Malmnaim,
see 2.8. 25: Amasa, like Joab,
David's nephew and Absalom's
cousin. Nallas/1: According to
1 Chron. 2.16 Abigal's father was
Jesse. "Nahash" probably crept
in erroneously from v. 27.
27-29: Sltobi son oJNaltaslt is proba
bly the brother of Hanun, who was
defeated by David (ch 10), Machir
son ofAmmiel accommodated Me
phibosheth, Saul's grandson, in his
home (9-4-5), and Barzillai is pre
sumably the father of Saul's son
in-law (21.8). These men, though
close to the royal houses of
Ammon and Saul, display their be
lief in David's kingship. The long
list of their gifts demonstrates the
extent of their support.
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and cheese• from the herd for David and the troops with
him to eat. For they knew that the troops must have
grown hungry, faint, and thirsty in the wilderness.
David mustered the troops who were with him and
over them captains of thousands and captains of
1hundreds.
8 set
2 David b·sent out the troops;b one-third under

the command of Joab, one-third under the command of
Joab's brother Abishai son of Zeruiah, and one-third
under the command of lttai the Gittite. And David said to
the troops, "I myself will march out with you." 3 But the
troops replied, "No! For if some of us flee, the rest will not
be concerned about us; even if half of us should die, the
others will not be concerned about us. But <·you are worth
ten thousand of us.-c Therefore, it is better for you to sup
port us from the town." 4 And the king said to them, "I
will do whatever you think best."
So the king stood beside the gate as all the troops
marched out by their hundreds and thousands. s The king
gave orders to Joab, Abishai, and lttai: "Deal gently with
my boy Absalom, for my sake." All the troops heard the
king give the order about Absalom to all the officers.
6 The troops marched out into the open to confront the
Israelites/ and the battle was fought in the forest of
Ephraim.• 7 The Israelite troops were routed by David's
followers, and a great slaughter took place there that
day-twenty thousand men. B The battle spread out over
that whole region, and the forest devoured more troops
that day than the sword.
9 Absalom encountered some of David's followers. Ab
salom was riding on a mule, and as the mule passed
under the tangled branches of a great terebinth, his hair
got caught in the terebinth; he 'was held_, between heaven
and earth as the mule under him kept going. 10 Qne of the
men saw it and told Joab, "I have just seen Absalom hang
ing from a terebinth." 11 Joab said to the man who told
him, "You saw it! Why didn't you kill him 9then and
there?-9 I would have owed you tenh shekels of silver and
a belt." 12 But the man answered Joab, "Even if I had a
n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Some Septungint iiiSS. rend "divided the troops into three. "
c-c So two Heb. mss., Septuagint, nnd Vulgnte; cf 1 Kings 1.18 nnd note. Most mss. nnd
the editions rend "Now there nre ten tlwusnnd like ns."
d Tile usunl term in this nnrrntive for the supporters of Absnlom.
e Some Septungint 11/SS. rend "Mnlmnnim"; cf 17.24.
f-f Menning of Heb. uncertain. Ancient versions nnd 4QSnm" rend "wns left flanging"; cf
v. 10.
/1 Some Septuagint mss. nnd 4QSnm" rend "fifty. "
g-g Lit. "to the ground."

SAMUEL

1 8 . 1-18.12

18.1-1 8: The rebels' downfall.
The battle between the armies of
David and Absalom results in
Absalom's death. 1: Thousands . . .
hundreds, military units (cf. 1 Sam.
29.2). 2: Ittai, see 15 1 9. 3-4: The
army understands-just as Ahith
ophel did (17.2-3)-that David is
the rebels' only target and his
death will decide the battle. Ten
thousand, see v. 1 n. 5: My boy,
notwithstanding his criminal be
havior. 9: Unlike David, Absalom
participates in the battle himself,
as suggested by Hushai (17.11).
Mule, see 13.29 n. Absalom, who
used to grow his hair and weigh it
every year (14.26), is caught by his
hair (lit. "his head")-indicating
that his pride is his undoing.
10-1 5: The dialogue between Joab
and the man who saw Absalom
hanging in the tree underscores
Joab's deliberate violation of
David's explicit order to deal gen
tly with Absalom. Though Absa
lom is finally killed by ten arms
bearers, responsibility for his
death rests with Joab, who gave
the order-just as responsibility
for Amnon's death, though carried
out by attendants, rested with
Absalom (13.28-29). Joab was
probably driven by concern for the
people and the kingdom, but per
sonal feelings-disappointment
and anger at Absalom's ingrati
tude and violence (14.30-31)
may also have been involved.
.
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18.13-18.27

thousand shekels of silver in my hands, I would not raise
a hand against the king's son. For the king charged you
and Abishai and lttai in our hearing, 'Watch over my boy
Absalom, •·for my sake.'·• 13 If I betrayed myself b-and
nothing is hidden from the king-you would have stood
aloof." 14 Joab replied, c-"Then I will not wait for you."-c He
took three darts in his hand and drove them into
Absalom's chest. [Absalom] was still alive in the thick
growth of the terebinth, 15 when ten of Joab's young arms
bearers closed in and struck at Absalom until . he died.
16 Then Joab sounded the horn, and the troops gave up
their pursuit of the Israelites; for Joab held the troops in
check. 17 They took Absalom and flung him into a large pit
in the forest, and they piled up a very great heap of stones
over it. Then all the Israelites fled to their homes.-18 Now
Absalom, in his lifetime, had taken the pillar which is in
the Valley of the King and set it up for himself; for he said,
"I have no son to keep my name alive." He had named the
pillar after himself, and it has been called Absalom's Mon
ument to this day.
19 Ahimaaz son of Zadok said, "Let me run and report
to the king that the LORD has vindicated him against his
enemies." 2 0 But Joab said to him, "You shall not be the
one to bring tidings today. You may bring tidings some
other day, but you'll not bring any today; for the king's
son is dead!" 21 And Joab said to a Cushite, "Go tell the
king what you have seen." The Cushite bowed to Joab and
ran off. 22 But Ahimaaz son of Zadok again said to Joab,
"No matter what, let me run, too, behind the Cushite."
Joab asked, "Why should you run, my boy, when you
have no news dworth telling?"-d 23 "I am going to run any
way." "Then run," he said. So Ahimaaz ran by way of the
Plain, and he passed the Cushite.
24 David was sitting between the two gates." The watch
man on the roof of the gate walked over to the city wall.
He looked up and saw a man running alone. 25 The watch
man called down and told the king; and the king said, "If
he is alone, he has news to report." As he was coming
nearer, 26 the watchman saw another man running; and he
called out to the gatekeeper, "There is another man run
ning alone." And the king said, "That one, too, brings
news." 27 The watchman said, "I can see that the first one
a-a So some Heb. n1ss. and ancient versions. Most 1nss. and editions read "who"-per/raps
meaning "whoever you are. "
b I.e., by killing Absalom.
c-c Some Septuagi11t n1ss. a11d Targun1 read ''TIIaefore, / will begin before you."
d-d Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertai11.
e I.e., the i11ner a11d outer gateways.
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16: Sounded the horn, see 2.28 n.
Held . . . in check, lit. "spared."
17: Flung him into a large pit, an act
of contempt. A heap of stones, a sign
of disgrace (see Josh. 7.26; 8.29).

18: The humiliating pile of stones
on his grave is an ironic contrast to
the glorious memorial that Absa
lom had set up for himself in the
Valley of the King. No son: Accord
ing to 14.27 Absalom had three
sons. Radak resolves the contradic
tion by assuming that they had
died. Absalom's Monument, not to
be confused with the Roman
period tomb bearing that designa
tion today.
18.19-19.9: The sad victory. Joy
over the victory is overshadowed
by David's grief over Absalom's
death. In spite of what Absalom
did to him, David loved his son
dearly. 19-32: The detailed ac
count concerning the two runners
focuses attention on David's
reaction to their messages.
19: Ahimaaz, see 15.27. 20: Joab
fully understands the significance
of Absalom's death for David.
21 : Cus/1ite, a black person from
Cush, the region south of Egypt.
23: Tile Plain, the Jordan Valley.
24: The narrative's point of view
leaps to Mahanaim, where David
is anxiously waiting for news from
the battlefield. Cities in biblical
times often had two gates one after
another, which were connected
by a short fortified passageway.
27: David's reply reflects the view
that messenger and message are of
the same nature (cf. 1 Kings 1.42).
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runs like Ahimaaz son of Zadok"; to which the king
replied, "He is a good man, and he comes with good
news." 28 Ahimaaz called out and said to the king, " All is
well!" He bowed low with his face to the ground and said,
"Praised be the LoRD your God, who has delivered up the
men who raised their hand against my lord the king."
29 The king asked, "Is my boy Absalom safe?" And Ahim
aaz answered, "I saw •·a large crowd when Your Majesty's
servant Joab was sending your servant off,·• but I don't
know what it was about." 30 The king said, "Step aside
and stand over there"; he stepped aside and waited.
3l Just then the Cushite came up; and the Cushite said,
"Let my lord the king be informed that the LoRD has vin
dicated you today against all who rebelled against you!"
32 The king asked the Cushite, "Is my boy Absalom safe?"
And the Cushite replied, "May the enemies of my lord the
king and all who rose against you to do you harm fare like
that young man!" lbThe king was shaken. He went
up to the upper chamber of the gateway and wept,
moaning these words as he went,< "My son Absalom! 0
my son, my son Absalom! If only I had died instead of
you! 0 Absalom, my son, my son!"

19

2 Joab was told that the king was weeping and mourn
ing over Absalom. 3 And the victory that day was turned
into mourning for all the troops, for that day the troops
heard that the king was grieving over his son. 4 The troops
stole into town that day like troops ashamed after running
away in battle. s The king covered his face and the king
kept crying aloud, "0 my son Absalom! 0 Absalom, my
son, my son!"
6 Joab came to the king in his quarters and said, "Today
you have humiliated all your followers, who this day
saved your life, and the lives of your sons and daughters,
and the lives of your wives and concubines, 7by showing
love for those who hate you and hate for those who love
you. For you have made clear today that the officers and
men mean nothing to you. I am sure that if Absalom were
alive today and the rest of us dead, you would have pre
ferred it. 8 Now arise, come out and placate your follow
ers! For I swear by the LoRD that ifd you do not come out,
not a single man will remain with you overnight; and that
would be a greater disaster for you than any disaster that
has befallen you from your youth until now." 9 So the king
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b Counted as 18.33 iu some versions.
c Some Septuagint mss. read "wept. "
d So Septuagint, 4QSam", a��ti some otlzer Heb. mss., aud an mzcie11t zllasorelic tradition;
ordinary texts omit "if- "
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18.28-19.9

28: All is well: Ahimaaz thinks
of the battle, whereas David
is concerned about Absalom.
29: Ahimaaz evades David's ques
tion. 32: The Cushite's reply is
indirect, but unambiguous,
hinting that Absalom was a rebeL
19.1: David's personal lament, un
like the public laments for Saul
and Jonathan (1.19-27) and for
Abner (3.33-34), consists mainly of
short cries, repeating the beloved's
name over and over again. 5: Cov
ered his face, see 15.30 n. 6-9: While
David the father succumbs to his
personal grief, Joab threatingly or
ders him to fulfill his public duties
as king. 6: Joab accuses David of
ingratitude to his loyal followers.
7: Joab's extreme, unjustified accu
sations are based on half-truths.
His aggressive language is proba
bly related to the fact that it was he
who killed Absalom. 9: David
yields to Joab, but does not forgive
him (see v. 14).
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arose and sat down in the gateway; and when all the
troops were told that the king was sitting in the gateway,
all the troops presented themselves to the king.
Now the Israelites had fled to their homes. 10 All the
people throughout the tribes of Israel were arguing: Some
said, "The king saved us from the hands of our enemies,
and he delivered us from the hands of the Philistines; and
just now he had to flee the country because of Absalom.
11 But Absalom, whom we anointed over us, has died in
battle; why then do you sit idle instead of escorting the
king back?" 12 The talk of all Israel reached the king in his
quarters. So King David sent this message to the priests
Zadok and Abiathar: "Speak to the elders of Judah and
say, 'Why should you be the last to bring the king back to
his palace? 1 3 You are my kinsmen, my own flesh and
blood! Why should you be the last to escort the king
back?' 14 And to Amasa say this, 'You are my own flesh
and blood. May God do thus and more to me if you do not
become my army commander permanently in place of
Joab!' " 15 So [Amasa] swayed the hearts of all the Judites
as one man; and they sent a message to the king: "Come
back with all your followers."
16 The king started back and arrived at the Jordan; and
the Judites went to Gilgal to meet the king and to conduct
the king across the Jordan. 17 Shimei son of Cera, the Ben
jaminite from Bahurim, hurried down with the Judites to
meet King David, 1B accompanied by a thousand Benja
minites. •And Ziba, the servant of the House of Saul, to
gether with his fifteen sons and twenty slaves, rushed
down to the Jordan ahead of the king 19 while the crossing
was being made, to escort the king's family over, and to
do whatever he wished. Shimei son of Cera flung himself
before the king as he was about to cross the Jordan. 20 He
said to the king, "Let not my lord hold me guilty, and do
not remember the wrong your servant committed on the
day my lord the king left Jerusalem; let Your Majesty give
it no thought. 21 For your servant knows that he has
sinned; so here I have come down today, the first of all the
House of Joseph, to meet my lord the king." 22 Thereupon
Abishai son of Zeruiah spoke up, "Shouldn't Shimei be
put to death for that-insulting the LoRn's anointed?"
23 But David said, b-"What has this to do with you,-b you
sons of Zeruiah, that you should cross me today? Should a
single Israelite be put to death today? Don't I< know that
a Meaning ofparts o(tllc rest of w. 1 8 nnd 1 9 111/C<Tinill.
b-b See note a/ 16.10.
c SDIIIt' Septungiut mss. read ''you. "
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19.1041: Return. On his flight
from Jerusalem David first met his
loyal supporters the priests and
Hushai, then Mephibosheth's ser
vant Ziba, and finally his oppo
nent Shimei the son of Cera; on his
way back the order is reversed
he first meets Shimei, then Me
phibosheth himself, and finally
his staunch supporter Barzillai.
10-1 1 : Only the arguments in
favor of David are reported. Israel,
excluding Judah. 1 2: Zadok and
Abiatlzar were left in Jerusalem in
order to transmit information
(15.27-29). The men of Judah,
David's own tribe, probably sup
ported Absalom (see 15.7 n.).
14: Although A masa was
Absalom's army commander
(17.25), David appoints him-his
nephew-as permanent army
commander in place of Joab, be
cause of his anger at Joab for
killing Absalom. David knows that
Amasa has great influence in
Judah. 16: Gilgal, near the Jordan.
17: 5/ziniei, who cursed and in
sulted David on his flight from Je
rusalem (16.5-13), now hurries to
make amends and save his life.
18: The thousand Benjaminitcs
are meant to show Shimei's
power in his tribe. Ziba, see 16.1ff.
20-21: Shimei couches his plea in
most deferential language. House
ofjoseph, a designation of northern
Israel as opposed to Judah (see
Josh. 18.5). 22-24: Abislwi, Joab's
brother. His relentless approach
(cf. 1 Sam. 26.8ff.; 2 Sam. 16.gff.)
sets off David's moderate attitude.
David swears not to put Shimei to
death, probably in order to win
the support of Benjamin. He
does not, however, forgive
Shimei (see 1 Kings 2.8---9).
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today I am again king over Israel?" 24 Then the king said
to Shimei, "You shall not die"; and the king gave him his
oath.
25 Mephibosheth, the grandson of Saul, also came down
to meet the king. He had not pared his toenails, or
trimmed his mustache, or washed his clothes from the
day that the king left until the day he returned safe.
26 When he •·came [from]·• Jerusalem to meet the king, the
king asked him, "Why didn't you come with me, Mephib
osheth?" 27 He replied, "My lord the king, my own ser
vantb deceived me. <·Your servant planned to saddle his
ass and ride·< on it and go with Your Majesty-for your
servant is lame. 28 [Ziba] has slandered your servant to my
lord the king. But my lord the king is like an angel of the
LoRn; do as you see fit. 29 For all the members of my
father's family deserved only death from my lord the
king; yet you set your servant among those who ate at
your table. What right have I to appeal further to Your
Majesty?" 3° The king said to him, "You need not speak
further. I decree that you and Ziba shall divide the prop
erty." 3l And Mephibosheth said to the king, "Let him take
it all, as long as my lord the king has come home safe."
32 Barzillai the Gileadite had come down from Rogelin
and d-passed on to the Jordan with the king, to see him off
at·d the Jordan. 33 Barzillai was very old, eighty years of
age; and he had provided the king with food during his
stay at Mahanaim, for he was a very wealthy man. 34 The
king said to Barzillai, "Cross over with me, and I will pro
vide for you in Jerusalem at my side." 35 But Barzillai said
to the king, "How many years are left to me that I should
go up with Your Majesty to Jerusalem? 36 I am now eighty
years old. Can I tell the difference between good and bad?
Can your servant taste what he eats and drinks? Can I still
listen to the singing of men and women? Why then should
your servant continue to be a burden to my lord the king?
37 d·Your servant could barely cross the Jordan·d with your
Majesty! Why should Your Majesty reward me so gener
ously? 3B Let your servant go back, and let me die in my
own town, near the graves of my father and mother. But
here is your servant Chimham; let him cross with my lord
the king, and do for him as you see fit." 39 And the king
said, "Chimham shall cross with me, and I will do for him
as you see fit; and anything you want me to do, I will do
for you."
a-a S o Septuagint. He/1. "rutered. "
b I.e., Ziba lcf v. 3 0 aud 9-lff.).
c-c Ancient versions read "Your servaut said to l1h11, 'Saddle my ass, tlwt I may ride . . . ' "
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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25�29: Meplliboslleth, addressing
David in most polite language, ac
cuses Ziba of failing to bring his
ass and slandering him (16.1-4).
He acknowledges the favors David
has shown to him (ch 9) and even
compares David to an angel of
God (see 1 Sam. 29-9 n.), but re
frains from mentioning directly
that David, unjustly, gave his
fields to Ziba. 30: David under
stands Mephibosheth's hint. With
out investigating who lied, Ziba or
Mephibosheth, he decrees that the
fields shall be divided. According
to the Talmud (b. Sf111b. 56a),
David's unjust decision will have
repercussions in the future: "When
David said to Mephibosheth, you
and Ziba shall divide the field, a
heavenly voice was heard, saying,
Rehoboam and Jeroboam will di
vide the kingdom." (See 1 Kings
ch 12.) The narrator's information
in v. 25 makes it clear that Mephib
osheth spoke the truth. 32: Barzil
lai, see 17.27. 35-38: Rhetorical
questions are characteristic of
Barzillai's style. 36: Good and bad,
in the material, not the moral,
sense. 38: Chimham, probably Bar
zillai's son. 39: David does not for
get his promise (see 1 Kings 2.7).

S E C O N D SAMUEL 1 9 .40-20 . 7
40•All the troops crossed the Jordan; and when the king
was ready to cross, the king kissed Barzillai and bade him
farewell; and [Barzillai] returned to his home. 41 The king
passed on to Gilgal, with Chimham b accompanying him;
and all the Judite soldiers and part of the Israelite army es
corted the king across.
42 Then all the men of Israel came to the king and said to
the king, "Why did our kinsmen, the men of Judah, steal
you away and escort the king and his family across the
Jordan, along with all David's men?" 43 All the men of
Judah replied to the men of Israel, "Because the king is
our relative! Why should this upset you? Have we con
sumed anything that belongs to the king? Has he given us
any gifts?" 44 But the men of Israel answered the men of
Judah, "We have ten shares in the king, and <·in David,
too, we have more than you:c Why then have you slighted
us? Were we not the first to propose that our king be
brought back?" However, the men of Judah prevailed
over the men of Israel.

2 0 A scoundrel named Sheba son of Bichri, a Benja

minite, happened to be there. He sounded the horn
and proclaimed:
"We have no portion in David,
No share in Jesse's son!
Every man to his tent, 0 Israel!"
2 All the men of Israel left David and followed Sheba son
of Bichri; but the men of Judah accompanied their king
from the Jordan to Jerusalem. 3 David went to his palace in
Jerusalem, and the king took the ten concubines he had
left to mind the palace and put them in a guarded place;
he provided for them, but he did not cohabit with them.
They remained in seclusion until the day they died, in liv
ing widowhood.
4 The king said to Amasa, "Call up the men of Judah to
my standard, and report here three days from now."
s Amasa went to call up Judah, but he took longer than the
time set for him. 6 And David said to Abishai, "Now Sheba
son of Bichri will cause us more trouble than Absalom. So
take your lord's servants and pursue him, before he finds
fortified towns and d-eludes us."·d 7•·Joab's men, the Cher
ethites and Pelethites, and all the warriors, marched out
behind him:• They left Jerusalem in pursuit of Sheba son
a Meaning of parts ofvv. 40-44 uncertain.
b /-feb. Chi111lwn.
c-c Septuagint reads "we are the first-/Jom, rather than you."
d-d Meani11g of /-feb. U11certai11.
e-e Eme11datio11 yields "foab, the Cherethites and Pe/ethites, and all the warriors 11/arclled
out behi11d Abislwi. "
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41 : Soldiers, army, lit. "people" (see

vv.

11-12, 16).

19.42-20.22: Rebellion again.
Conflict between Israel and Judah
leads to Israel's breaking away
from David. Civil war and divi
sion of the kingdom are prevented
by David's swift action, resulting
in the rebel's death. 42: See v. 16.
44: Ten shares, ten times as much
(Rashi: "for we are ten tribes").
20.1: A Benjaminite, from the tribe
of SauL His tent, an archaic term
for "his home." 2: Only Judah re
mains loyal to David. 3: The ten
concubines, see 15.16. David does
not cohabit with them, because
Absalom had slept with them
(16.22). 4: Amasa, see 19.14 n.
6: Because of Amasa's delay in
calling up the men of Judah,
David, aware of the urgency of
action, appoints Abishai, Joab's
brother, as commander of his
personal forces, and not Joab
himself, because David is angry
with him for killing Absalom.
7: The Cherethites and Pelethiles, see
8.18 n. Behind him, behind Abishai.
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of Bichri. B They were near the great stone in Gibeon when
Amasa appeared before them. •Joab was wearing his mil
itary dress, with his sword girded over it and fastened
around his waist in its sheath; and, as he stepped forward,
it fell out:• 9 Joab said to Amasa, "How are you, brother?"
and with his right hand Joab took hold of Amasa's beard
as if to kiss him. 10 Amasa was not on his guard against the
sword in Joab's [left] hand, and [Joab] drove it into his
belly so that his entrails poured out on the ground and he
died; he did not need to strike him a second time.
Joab and his brother Abishai then set off in pursuit of
Sheba son of Bichri, 11 while one of J oab's henchmen stood
by b·the corpse·b and called out, "Whoever favors Joab,
and whoever is on David's side, follow Joab!" 12 Amasa
lay in the middle of the road, drenched in his blood; and
the man saw that everyone stopped. And when he saw
that all the people were stopping, he dragged Amasa from
the road into the field and covered him with a garment.
13 Once he was removed from the road, everybody contin
ued to follow Joab in pursuit of Sheba son of Bichri.
14 [Sheba] had passed through all the tribes of Israel up to
Abel ofc Beth-maacah; and all the Beeritesd assembled and
followed him inside. 15 [Joab's men] came and besieged
him in Abel of Beth-maacah; they threw up a siegemound
against the city •·and it stood against the rampart:•
All the troops with Joab were '·engaged in battering the
wall,-' 16 when a clever woman shouted from the city, "Lis
ten! Listen! Tell Joab to come over here so I can talk to
him." 17 He approached her, and the woman asked, "Are
you Joab?" "Yes," he answered; and she said to him, "Lis
ten to what your handmaid has to say." "I'm listening," he
replied. 18 And she continued, "In olden times people
used to say, •-'Let them inquire of Abel,'·• and that was the
end of the matter. 1 9 I am one of those who seek the wel
fare of the faithful in Israel. But you seek to bring death
upon a mother city in Israel! Why should you destroy the
LoRn's possession?" 2DJoab replied, "Far be it, far be it
from me to destroy or to ruin! 21 Not at all! But a certain
man from the hill country of Ephraim, named Sheba son
of Bichri, has rebelled against King David. Just hand him
n-n Menning ofHeb. uncertain.
b-b Heb. "/rim. "
c Heb. "and. " Cf v. 15 (and "Abcl-beth-mnncnlr" in 1 Kings 15.20 and 2 Kings 15.29).
d Emendation yields "Biclrrites"; cf Septuagint.
e-e Menning ofHeb. uncertain. Tire phrase would rend well in tire next verse (" . . . n clever
woman stood on tire rampart and shouted . . . ")
f-f Lit. "destroying, to topple tire wall." Septuagint and Tnrgum rend "were planning to
topple tire wn/1."
.
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10: Usually the sword is held in
the right hand. Joab lets it slip out
of its sheath and then snatches it
with his left hand. He treacher
ously kills Amasa in the same way
he killed Abner, striking him in the
belly (J.27)- His motive, then
and now, was to get rid of a
rivaL David never forgave him
(see 1 Kings 2.5). 1 1 : The hench
man urges Amasa's men to go
over to Joab, who assumed com
mand over the troops pursuing
Sheba. 14: Abel of Beth-mnncall, a
town in the extreme north of Is
raeL 1 6: The clever woman of Abel,
like her counterpart of Tekoa (ch
14), is endowed with great power
of persuasion. 1 8: Let them inquire
. . . tl1e end of the matter: The town
of Abel was apparently famous for
its wisdom, and its rulings were
invariably accepted. 19: Mother
city, metropolis. The LoRo's
possession, the people of IsraeL
21: The hill country of Ephraim
included parts of Benjamin.
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alone over to us, and I will withdraw from the city." The
woman assured Joab, "His head shall be thrown over the
wall to you." 22 The woman came to all the people with
her clever plan; and they cut off the head of Sheba son of
Bichri and threw it down to Joab. He then sounded the
horn; all the men dispersed to their homes, and Joab re
turned to the king in Jerusalem.
23Joab was commander of the whole army [of] Israel;
Benaiah son of Jehoiada was commander of the Chereth
ites and the Pelethites; 24 Adoram• was in charge of forced
labor; Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud was recorder; 25 Shevab
was scribe; and Zadok and Abiathar were priests. 2 6 Ira
the Jairite also served David as priest.
There was a famine during the reign of David, year
after year for three years. David inquired of the
2
1
LORD, and the LORD replied, "It is because of the blood

guilt of Saul and [his] house, for he put some Gibeonites
to death." 2 The king summoned the Gibeonites and spoke
to them.-Now the Gibeonites were not of Israelite stock,
but a remnant of the Amorites, to whom the Israelites had
given an oath; and Saul had tried to wipe them out in his
zeal for the people of Israel and Judah.-3 David asked the
Gibeonites, "What shall I do for you? How shall I make
expiation, so that you may bless the LoRD's own people?"
4 The Gibeonites answered him, "We have no claim for sil
ver or gold against Saul and his household; and we have
no claim on the life of any other man in Israel." And
[David] responded, "Whatever you say I will do for you."
5 Thereupon they said to the king, "The man who massa
cred us and planned to <·exterminate us, so that we-e
should not survive in all the territory of Israel-6 let seven
of his male issue be handed over to us, and we will impale
them before the LORD in d·Gibeah of Saul, the chosen of the
LoRD."-d And the king replied, "I will do so."
n So in 1 Kings 1 2 . 18 nnd 2 Citron. 10.18 ("1-/ndornlll"); dsewltcre "Adonirn111."
b See noft• b nt 8 . 1 7.
c-c Menning of Heb. Hncatnill.
d-d E111endntion yields "nt Gil>con, on lite 11/0llllfnin oftlte Lola}' (cf Sept11ngint nnd v. 9).

22: Clever plan, lit. "cleverness."
The woman persuades her people,
thus preventing war. Sounded tire
hom, see 2.28 n. To the king, to his
service.
20.23-26: Administration, part 2 .
The list of David's senior officials
is similar to the list in 8.16-18 (see

annotations there), but probably
reflects a later stage in David's
reign. The list marks the conclu
sion of the second part of 2 Sam
uel. 24: Adoram still functions
under Solomon (see translators'
note). Since forced labor is not men
tioned in the first list, it was appar
ently instituted later. It aroused
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fierce opposition, culminating in
Adoram's murder (see 1 Kings
12.18). 26: Cf. 8.18.

Chs 21-24: Appendix. The last
four chapters of Samuel include di
verse materials. These are some
what different in character, theo
logical outlook, and language from
the main body of the book, and
were added later as an appendix.
They are arranged in chiastic order:
(A) a narrative about a national ca
lamity, (B) short accounts of heroic
feats, (C) a poem; (C') a poem, (B')
short accounts of heroic feats, with
a list of David's heroes, and (A') a
narrative about a national calamity.
The first narrative looks back to the
past, to events that occurred before
David's reign; the last narrative
points to the future, to the period
of David's son Solomon.
21.1-14: Vengeance versus char
ity. The first part of the narrative
tells of the Gibeonites' revenge for
Saul's violation of the oath promis
ing them preservation of life; the
second part describes the acts of
charity to the dead performed by
Saul's concubine and David. 1: The
famine was the result of drought.
Rain and drought are regarded in
the Bible as divine reward and
punishment for good or bad be
havior (see esp. Deut. 11.1}-17).
Put some Gibeonites to death, lit.
"killed the Gibeonites." This act
of Saul is mentioned nowhere else.
2: The Gibeonites were a remnant
of the Amorites, or native Canaan
ites, who inhabited the country
before the Israelite conquest.
Joshua swore to them that their
lives would be spared (Josh. 9-15)
The whole people has to bear, even
after many years, the consequences
of Saul's sin. In his zeal: The narra
tor explains why Saul broke the
oath and tried to exterminate the
Gibeonites (but did not quite suc
ceed). 3: The Gibeonites' blessing
will annul the curse of the famine.
4: The Gibeonites, demanding
blood vengeance, settle neither for
material reparations nor for the
death of anyone o ther than Saul's
offspring. 6: Gibeah of Saul, Saul's
town (see 1 Sam. 10.5 n.). Tl1e cho-
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7 The king spared Mephibosheth son of Jonathan son of
Saul, because of the oath before the LoRD between the
two, between David and Jonathan son of Saul. B Instead,
the king took Armoni and Mephibosheth, the two sons
that Rizpah daughter of Aiah bore to Saul, and the five
sons that Merab• daughter of Saul bore to Adriel son of
B arzillai the Meholathite, 9 and he handed them over to
the Gibeonites. They impaled them on the mountain be
fore the LORD; all seven of them perished at the same time.
They were put to death in the first days of the harvest, the
beginning of the barley harvest.
10Then Rizpah daughter of Aiah took sackcloth and
spread it on a rock for herself, and she stayed there from
the beginning of the harvest until rain from the sky fell on
bthe bodies;·b she did not let the birds of the sky settle on
them by day or the wild beasts [approach] by night.
11 David was told what Saul's concubine Rizpah daughter
of Aiah had done. 12 And David went and took the bones
of Saul and of his son Jonathan from the citizens of Jabesh
gilead, who had made off with them from the public
square of Beth-shan, where the Philistines had hung them
up on the day the Philistines killed Saul at Gilboa. 13 He
brought up the bones of Saul and of his son Jonathan from
there; and he gathered the bones of those who had been
impaled. 14 And they buried the bones of Saul and of his
son Jonathan< in Zela, in the territory of Benjamin, in the
tomb of his father Kish. And when all that the king had
commanded was done, God responded to the plea of the
land thereafter.
1 5 Again war broke out between the Philistines and Is
rael, and David and the men with him went down and
fought the Philistines; David grew weary, 16 and d-Jshbi
benob·d tried to kill David.-He was a descendant of the
Raphah;• his bronze spear weighed three hundred shekels
and he wore new armor.-17 But Abishai son of Zeruiah
came to his aid; he attacked the Philistine and killed him.
It was then that David's men declared to him on oath,
"You shall not go with us into battle any more, lest you ex
tinguish the lamp of Israel!"
1B1After this, fighting broke out again with the Philis
tines, at Gob; that was when Sibbecai the Hushathite
killed Saph, a descendant of the Raphah.• 19 Again there
n So two Heb. mss., 111n11y Septungi11t mss., n11d Pes/Jilin; n11d cf Tnrg11111, Sn11l1edri11 19b,
n11d 1 Snm. 18.19. Most mss. nnd tl1e pri11ted editio11s rend "Miclml. "
b-b Heb. "tJJCm."
c Sepl11ngi11t ndds "and tile bo11es of tlwse impaled. "
d-d Menning of Heb. uncrrtni11.
e Apparently n race ofginnts.
f Tilis pnrngrnp/1 is found nlso i11 1 Cl�ron. 20.4-8; in pnrt, nlso in 1QSnm", wit II some vari
ations.
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sen of the LoRD, a sarcastic utter
ance (but see translators' note).
7: Contrary to Saul, who violated
the oath to the Gibeonites, David
keeps the oath to Jonathan (1 Sam.
20.14-15, 42). 8: Rizpah, Saul's
concubine (J-7)- Merab . . . Adriel,
see 1 Sam. 18.19. 9: The mountain
before the LORD: In Gibeah, on the
Hill of God, there was a shrine
(1 Sam. 10.5). The barley harvest
began in ApriL 10: Spread it,
pitched it as a tent to protect her
self from the scorching sun. Until
rain from tl1e skt; fell, until the be
ginning of winter. All during the
hot summer Rizpah guards the de
caying, smelling corpses. 1 1 : The
noble deed of the simple concubine
provokes David also to perform an
act of charity for the dead. 12: See
1 Sam. 31.1o-1J. 14: In the tomb of
his father Kish: Great value was at
tached to being buried in one's
forefathers' grave (see 2.32 n.). God
responded to the plea of the land and
put an end to the famine.

21.15-22: Heroic feats. The four
short accounts of feats performed
by David's heroes against Philis
tine giants resemble each other in
content and form. They also show
similarities-particularly the third
one-with the narrative of David
and Goliath (1 Sam. ch 17). All of
them tell of single combats. They
probably belong to David's early
period. 15: Went down, from the
mountain region to the plain.
16: Ishbi-benob, a peculiar name,
probably resulting from textual
corruption. His bronze spear weighed
three hundred shekels, about 3-5 kg.
Cf. 1 Sam. 17.7- 17: Abishai, see
1 Sam. 26.6 n. Regarding the decla
ration of David's men, compare
18.3. 1 9: According to 1 Sam. ch 17
Goliath of Gath (i.e., the Gittite),

whose spear had n shaft like a weaver's
bar (1 Sam. 17.7), was killed by

David, the Bethlehemite. To re
solve the contradiction 1 Chron.
20.5 reads "brother of Goliath."
Rashi assumes that David and El
hanan were one and the same per
son. Probably, however, the killing
of the giant Goliath was initially
attributed to Elhanan (perhaps the
hero mentioned in 23.24), but later
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was fighting with the Philistines at Gob; and Elhanan son
of Jaare-oregirn• the Bethlehemite killed Goliath the Git
tite, whose spear had a shaft like a weaver's bar. 2D Once
again there was fighting, at Gath. There was a &·giant of a
man,·& who had six fingers on each hand and six toes on
each foot, twenty-four in all; he too was descended from
the Raphah. 21 When he taunted Israel, Jonathan, the son
of David's brother Shirnei, killed him. 22 Those four were
descended from the Raphah in Gath, and they fell by the
hands of David and his men.

the more famous David was cred
ited with it. This was facilitated by
the fact that the Philistine killed
by David was originally anony
mous (only in 1 Sam. 17-4, 23,
where he is introduced, is his
name mentioned; otherwise he is
simply designated "the Philis
tine"). 20: Sixfingers . . . six toes, an
extraordinary and perhaps fright
ening phenomenon.

2
2 LoRD, after the LoRD had saved him from the hands
of all his enemies and from the hands of Saul. 2 He said:

The song, attributed to David, ex
presses thanks to the LoRD, who
delivered the author from mortal
danger and granted him victory
over his enemies. The song, which
abounds in poetical devices, in
cludes the following themes:
praise of God (vv. 2-4); the
author's plight and cry for help
(vv. 5-7); God's appearance (vv.
8-16); God's rescue (vv. 17-20); the
reward for the author's righteous
ness (vv. 21-25); God's ways of re
quital (vv. 26-28); the power of
God's help (vv. 29-32); God's
equipping the author for battle
(vv. 33-37); the victory over the en
emies (vv. 38-43); the author ruler
of nations (vv. 44-46); praise of
God (vv. 47-51). The song's
frame-praise of God-defines its
purpose. The same poem, with
minor variations, which crept in
during the process of transmis
sion, is found in Ps. 18. 1 : The su
perscription resembles headings
in the book of Psalms (see, e.g.,
Pss. 3, 34, 51), which were added
to the songs to connect them with
the events in David's life that occa
sioned their composition. 2-3: The
metaphors, occurring in a long
string of epithets, stress God's
strength. S-6: The author was
close to death (see 1 Sam. 2.6 n.).
7: Abode: According to v. 10
God's heavenly abode is meant.
8-16: God's appearance (theo
phany) is manifested by terrifying
natural phenomena: earthquake,
volcanic eruption, and thunder
storm (cf. Exod. 19.16-18; Judg.
5.4-5). God is pictured in
anthropomorphic terms.

<David addressed the words of this song to the

3

0 LORD, my crag, my fastness, my deliverer!
0 d·God, the rockd wherein I take shelter:
My shield, my •·mighty champion,·• my fortress
and refuge!
My savior, You who rescue me from violence!

4

'-All praise! I called on the LORD,-'
And I was delivered from my enemies.

5

For the breakers of Death encompassed me,
The torrents of Belial9 terrified me;
The snares of Sheol encircled me,
The coils of Death engulfed me.

6
7

In my anguish I called on the LoRD,
Cried out to my God;
In His Abodeh He heard my voice,
My cry entered His ears.

B

Then the earth rocked and quaked,
The foundations of heaven' shook
Rocked by His indignation.

n Perlwps n duplicate of 'oregirn ("weavers") nt tile end of the verse; meaning of Heb. tl/1certnin. 1 Cllron. 20.5 rends "And Elhnnnn son offair killed Lnluni, tile brother of Go/intil
tlte Gittite. "
b-b Memting of Heb. uncertain.
c Tilis poem occurs again as Ps. 18, witlt a 1111111ber of variations, some ofwllicll are cited in
lite following notes.
d-d Lit. "lite God of my rock"; Ps. 18.3 "my God, my rock. "
e-e Lit. "lwrn of rescue. "
!1 Constmction of Heb. uncertain.
g I.e., the netltenuor/d, like "Death" and "Sileo/. "
II Lit. "Temple."
i Ps. 18.8 "mountains."
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22.1-51: A song of thanksgiving.
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

SECOND

Smoke went up from His nostrils,
From His mouth came devouring fire;
Live coals blazed forth from Him.
He bent the sky and came down,
Thick cloud beneath His feet.
He mounted a cherub and flew;
•·He was seen·• on the wings of the wind.
He made pavilions of darkness about Him,
Dripping clouds, huge thunderheads;
In the brilliance before Him
Blazed fiery coals.
The LORD thundered forth from heaven,
The Most High sent forth His voice;
He let loose bolts, and scattered them;b
Lightning, and put them to rout.
The bed of the sea was exposed,
The foundations of the world were laid bare
By the mighty roaring of the LoRD,
At the blast of the breath of His nostrils.
He reached down from on high, He took me,
Drew me out of the mighty waters; <
He rescued me from my enemy so strong,
From foes too mighty for me.
They attacked me on my day of calamity,
But the LoRD was my stay.
He brought me out to freedom,
He rescued me because He was pleased with me.
The LoRD rewarded me according to my merit,
He requited the cleanness of my hands.
For I have kept the ways of the LORD
And have not been guilty before my God;
I am mindful of all His rules
And have not departed from His laws.
I have been blameless before Him,
And have guarded myself against sinning
And the LoRD has requited my merit,
According to my purity in His sight.
With the loyal You deal loyally;
With the blameless hero/ blamelessly.
With the pure You act in purity,
And with the perverse You are wily.
To humble folk You give victory,
•·And You look with scorn on the haughty:•

a-a Ps. 18.11 "Gliding. "
b I.e., tlw enemies in v. 4·
c Cf v. 5 ·
d Ps. 18.26 "mal!. "
e·e Lit. "And lower Your eyes on the haughty"; Ps. 18.28 "But lwuglrty eyes You lrumblr. "
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1 1 : Cherub, see 1 Sam. 4·4 n.
21, 25: These vv., framing the pas
sage concerning the author's righ
teousness, convey the idea that the
deliverance is a reward for merit.

SECOND

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

SAMUEL

2 2 . 2 9 -2 2 . 4 7

You, 0 LoRD, are my lamp;
The LORD lights up my darkness.
With You, I can rush a barrier,"
With my God, I can scale a wall.
The way of God is perfect,
The word of the LoRD is pure.
He is a shield to all who take refuge in Him.
Yea, who is a god except the LoRD,
Who is a rock except GodThe God, b·my mighty stronghold,·b
Who kept< my path secure;
Who made my legs like a deer's,
And set me firm on thed heights;
Who trained my hands for battle,
So that my arms can bend a bow of bronze!
You have granted me the shield of Your protection
•·And Your providence has made me great:•
You have let me stride on freely,
And my feet have not slipped.
I pursued my enemies and wiped them out,
I did not turn back till I destroyed them.
I destroyed them, I struck them down;
They rose no more, they lay at my feet.
You have girt me with strength for battle,
Brought low my foes before me,
Made my enemies turn tail before me,
My foes-and I wiped them out.
They looked,' but there was none to deliver;
To the LoRD, but He answered them not.
I pounded them like dust of the earth,
Stamped, crushed them like dirt of the streets.
You have rescued me from the strife of peoples,9
h-Kept me to be·h a ruler of nations;
Peoples I knew not must serve me.
Aliens have cringed before me,
Paid me homage at the mere report of me.
Aliens have lost courage
•·And come trembling out of their fastnesses:•
·

42
43
44
45
46
47

The LoRD lives! Blessed is my rock!
Exalted be God, the rock

a Cf postbiblical gedudiyyoth "walls," Aramaic gudda, "wall. "
b-b Ps. 18.33 "wlro girded 111e with migllt."
c Meauing of Heb. uucertain; Ps. JS.JJ "made. "
d Taking bamothai as a poetic form of bamoth; cf. Hab. J. 1 9; others "my. "
e-e Mcauiug of Heb. unccrtaiu.
f Ps. 18.42 "cried. "
g So some //ISS. aud the Septuagiut; uwst mss. aud the priuted editious "my people. "
h-h Ps. 18.44 "made me."
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29: "The hardship is the darkness

and the deliverance is the light"
(Radak). 32: A declaration of
monotheism (d. Isa. 44.8). 34: The
singular of the word translated
the heights also means "my back"
and thence in the plural perhaps
"my thighs" (parallel to my legs).
46: Lost courage, lit. "wilted."
47: Rock, see vv. 2-3 n.

NEVI'IM
48
49
50
51

SECOND

Who gives me victory;
The God who has vindicated me
And made peoples subject to me,
Rescued me from my enemies,
Raised me clear of my foes,
Saved me from lawless men!
For this I sing Your praise among the nations
And hymn Your name:
•·Tower of victory-• to His king,
Who deals graciously with His anointed,
With David and his offspring evermore.

2 3 These are the last words of David:
2
3

4

5

6
7

bThe utterance of David son of Jesse,
The utterance of the man <·set on high,·<
The anointed of the God of Jacob,
d-The favorite of the songs of Israel:·d
The spirit of the LoRD has spoken through me,
His message is on my tongue;
The God of Israel has spoken,
The Rock of Israel said concerning me:
"He who rules men justly,
He who rules in• awe of God
Is like the light of morning at sunrise,
A morning without clouds'-Through sunshine and rain
[Bringing]-' vegetation out of the earth."
Is not my House established before God?
For He has granted me an eternal pact,
Drawn up in full and secured.
Will He not cause all my success
And [my] every desire to blossom?
But the wicked shall all
Be raked aside like thorns;
For no one will take them in his hand.
Whoever touches them
Must arm himself with iron
And the shaft of a spear;
And they must be burned up on the spot.

a-n Kethib nud Ps. 18.51 rend "He accords rvoudrous victories. "
b Menuiug of ulllclr of !Iris poem (vv. 1-7! uucertai11.
c-c 4QSnm" rends "God raised up."
d-d Or "Tirefavorite of tire Mighty Oue ofIsrael"; cf Exod. 15.1. Others "Tire sweet singer
oflsmel. "
e So runny Heb. mss. Most urss. nud tire priutcd editions lack "ill. "
f-f Menuing of Heb. 111/ccrtniu.

S AMUEL

22.48-2 3 . 7

5 1 : Tower of victory, cf. Ps. 61.4. But
the reading "he accords great vic
tories" (Ps. 18.51) is preferable (in
the Heb the difference between the
two readings is very slight). His
anointed, see 1 Sam. 2.10 n. This
v. is part of the prayer Grace after
Meals.

23.1-7: Last words. Poems con
taining last words are also attri
buted to Jacob (Gen. ch 49) and
Moses (Deut. ch 33). The present
poem, ascribed to David, contrasts
the just ruler, who is likened to
light and beneficial rain, to the
wicked, who are compared to
harmful thorns. 1 : Utterance,
cf. Num. 24.3-4, 15 (in the Heb the
same word is used). The rendering
thefavorite of the Mighty One of Is
rael (translators' note d d) is prefer
able because it constitutes a paral
lel to the anointed of the God of Jacob
(note the parallelisms in vv. 1-3).
Anointed, see 22.51. 3: Rock, see
22.47. 5: The eternal pact refers to
God's promise of an everlasting
dynasty for David (7.16). 6: The
wicked, David's opponents.
-
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8 These are the names• of David's warriors: Josheb
basshebeth, a Tahchemonite, the chief officer-he is Adino
the Eznite; b·(he wielded his spear]"h against eight hundred
<·and slew them ·C on one occasion.
9 Next to him was Eleazar son of Dodo son of Ahohi. He
was one of the three warriors with David when they de
fied the Philistines gathered there for battle. The Israelite
soldiers retreated, lO but he held his ground. He struck
down Philistines until his arm grew tired and his hand
stuck to his sword; and the LORD wrought a great victory
that day. Then the troops came back to him-but only to
strip [the slain].
11 Next to him was Shammah son of Age the Ararite.
The Philistines had gathered d·in force·d where there was a
plot of ground full of lentils; and the troops fled from the
Philistines. 1 2 But [Shammah] took his stand in the middle
of the plot and defended it, and he routed the Philistines.
Thus the LoRD wrought a great victory.
13d·Once, during the harvest;d three of the thirty chiefs
went down to David at the cave of Adullam, while a force
of Philistines was encamped in the Valley of Rephaim.
14 David was then in the stronghold: and a Philistine gar
rison was then at Bethlehem. 15 David felt a craving and
said, "If only I could get a drink of water from the cistern
which is by the gate of Bethlehem!" 1 6 So the three war
riors got through the Philistine camp and drew water
from the cistern which is by the gate of Bethlehem, and
they carried it back. But when they brought it to David he
would not drink it, and he poured it out as a libation to
the LORD. 17 For he said, "The LoRD forbid that I should do
this! Can [I drink]! the blood of the men who went at the
risk of their lives?" So he would not drink it. Such were
the exploits of the three warriors.
18 Abishai, the brother of Joab son of Zeruiah, was head
of g·another three:9 He once wielded his spear against
three hundred <·and slew them:< 1 9 He won a name among
the three;h since he was the most highly regarded among
the three, h he became their leader. However, he did not at
tain to the three.
20 Benaiah son of Jehoiada, from Kabzeel, was ;.a brave
soldier·; who performed great deeds. He killed the two
d·[sons] of Ariel of Moab:d Once, on a snowy day, he went
a A IJUI1lber of t!Jese names, with variations, are found in 1 Cl11·on. 11 and 27.
b-b Preserved in 1 CIJron. 1 1 . 1 1; similarly some Septuagint ntss. of 2 Snm.
c-c Lit. "slai11 . "
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
e See note nt 1 Snm. 2 2 . 1 .
f So Septuagint and 1 Chron. 1 1 . 1 9.
g-g Two Heb. mss. and Syriac read "the thirty"; cf vv. 23-24.
i-i Heb. "the son of a brave soldier. "
It Emendation yields "tl1irty. "

NEVI'IM
23.8-39: The heroes. The first part
contains short stories, which are
similar to the short accounts of
21.15-22. They also relate heroic
feats of individual warriors and
refer to David's early period. The
second part merely contains the
names of David's body of heroes,
without their actions. The order is
hierarchical: First the exploits of
the highest in rank, " the three,"
are recorded, beginning with the
chief officer; then those of two he
roes who were prominent among
"the thirty"-the main body-but
did not attain to "the three"; fi
nally the names of "the thirty" are
listed. 8: Josheb-basshebetlt, an odd
name. Septuagint reads "Ish
bosheth" (or "Ish-baa!"). Instead
of he is Adina the Eznite, 1 Chron.
11.11 reads "he wielded his spear"
(see v. 18). Emendation yields "he
wielded his ax" (the Semitic word
for "ax" is similar in Heb to "the
Eznite"). 9: Instead o ( when they de
fied, 1 Chron. 1 1.13 reads "at Pas
Dammim when" (note the follow
ing there and see 1 Sam. 17.1).
1 1 : Instead of in force, mss of
Septuagint read "to Lehi," which
is almost identical in Heb (note the
following there and see Judg. 15.9).
13: During the harvest, i.e., in the
hot, dry season. Three, probably
the three heroes mentioned before.
15: Bethlehem, David's hometown.
17: Drinking the water would
be like drinking the blood of
the men, who risked their lives.
18: The reading of Syriac is to
be preferred (another does not
occur in the Heb). 19: The more
plausible "thirty" instead of
three (twice) is confirmed by
v. 23. 20: Benniah, see 8.18.
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down into a pit and killed a lion. 21 He also killed an
Egyptian, a huge man. The Egyptian had a spear in his
hand, yet [Benaiah] went down against him with a club,
wrenched the spear out of the Egyptian's hand, and killed
him with his own spear. 22 Such were the exploits of Bena
iah son of Jehoiada; and he won a name among the threeb
warriors. 23 He was highly regarded among the thirty, but
he did not attain to the three. David put him in charge of
his bodyguard.<

24-39: Most of the heroes are from
Judah, and particularly from the
region around Bethlehem. Some
are from Benjamin and Ephraim,
and the last-named are of foreign
origin. 34: Ahit!tophel, see 15.12.
39: Urin/1, see ch 11. Thirty-seven:
Since only 36 names are men
tioned, the name of Joab, who is
conspicuous by his absence from
the list, should probably be added
(both his brothers are included).

24 Among the thirty were Asahel, the brother of Joab;
Elhanan son of Dodo [from] Bethlehem, 25 Shammah the
Harodite, Elika the Harodite, 26 Helez the Paltite, Ira son
of Ikkesh from Tekoa, 27 Abiezer of Anathoth, Mebunnai
the Hushathite, 2B Zalmon the Ahohite, Maharai the Ne
tophathite, 29 Heleb son of Baanah the Netophathite, lttai
son of Ribai from Gibeah of the Benjaminites, 30 Benaiah of
Pirathon, Hiddai of Nahale-gaash, 31 Abi-albon the Arba
thite, Azmaveth the Barhumite, 32 Eliahba of Shaalbon,
sons of djashen, Jonathan,·d 33 Shammah the Ararite,
Ahiam son of Sharar the Ararite, 34 Eliphelet son of Ahas
bai son of the Maacathite, Eliam son of Ahithophel the Gi
lonite, 35 Hezrai the Carmelite, Paarai the Arbite, 36 Igal
son of Nathan from Zobah, Bani the Gadite, 37 Zelek the
Ammonite, Naharai the Beerothite-the arms-bearer of
Joab son of Zeruiah_3B Ira the Ithrite, Gareb the Ithrite,
39 Uriah the Hittite: thirty-seven in all."

24.1-25: Census, plague, and
altar. These three topics, which are

24 1The anger of the LoRD again9 flared up against Is

rael; and He incited David against them, saying,
"Go and number Israel and Judah." 2 The king said to
Joab, h·his army commander,·h "Make the rounds of all the
tribes of Israel, from Dan to Beer-sheba, and take a census
of the people, so that I may know the size of the popula
tion." 3 Joab answered the king, "May the LORD your God
increase the number of the people a hundredfold, while
your own eyes see it! But why should my lord king want
this?" 4 However, the king's command to Joab and to the
officers of the army remained firm; and Joab and the offi
cers of the army set out, at the instance of the king, to take
a census of the people of Israel.
a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain. 1 Chron. 1 1 .23 reads "a giant of a m111 1 . "
c Meaniug of J-/cb. uncertaiu.
1 > Emendation yields "tl1irty. "
d-d Meaning of Heb. lli!Certain.
e Septuagint awl 1 Clmm. n dij}i!r from tl1c foregoing lists ill vv. 8-38, and from encil other in the 1111111ber and forms of tile names.
f This clwpter is also found, with some variations, in 1 Cilnm. 2 1 . 1 -7.
g Cf above 2 1 . 1-14.
il-il 1 Cl�ron. 2 1 . 2 reads "and to tile officers of tile '""'·''"; cf bc/ow 11. 4·
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successively dealt with in the three
parts of the narrative, are causally
connected. David conducts a cen
sus, which is considered a sin. God
then punishes Israel with a plague.
To put an end to the plague, David
erects an altar on the site where
later the Temple will be built
(2 Chron. 3.1). TI1ough the plague
as well as its cessation result from
actions by David, they are inde
pendently decided upon by God,
hinting at both human responsibil
ity and divine sovereignty. 1: It is
unknown what caused God's
anger. In order to punish Israel He
incites David to number the peo
ple, which raises the theological
problem of God inciting to sin. The
author of 1 Chron. 21.1 solves the
problem by replacing God with
Satan (a relatively late concept).
Radak explains that inciting does
not mean commanding, but only
putting the idea in David's mind;
therefore it remained David's deci
sion whether actually to carry the
census out. According to ancient
belief counting people exposes
them to misfortune. Exod. 30.1116 requires each counted person to
pay expiation money, so "that no
plague may come upon them"
(Rashi: "for the evil eye rules over
counting"). 2: The census is con
ducted for military purposes (see
v. g). From Dan to Beer-slzebn, see
1 Sam. 3.20 n. 3: Joab's objection
serves as coun terweight to God's
incitement (cf. 1 Chron. 21.3).
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24 . 5 -24. 18

5 They crossed the Jordan and •·encamped at Aroer, on
the right side of the town, which is in the middle of the
wadi of Gad, and-• [went on] to Jazer. 6 They continued to
Gilead and to the region of b-Tahtim-hodshi, and they
came to Dan-jaan and around to·b Sidon. 7 They went onto
the fortress of Tyre and all the towns of the Hivites and
Canaanites, and finished at Beer-sheba in southern Judah.
8 They traversed the whole country, and then they came
back to Jerusalem at the end of nine months and twenty
days. 9 Joab reported to the king the number of the people
that had been recorded: in Israel there were Soo,ooo sol
diers ready to draw the sword, and the men of Judah
numbered 50o,ooo.
10 But afterward David <·reproached himself-< for having
numbered the people. And David said to the LORD, "I
have sinned grievously in what I have done. Please, 0
LoRD, remit the guilt of Your servant, for I have acted fool
ishly." 11 When David rose in the morning, the word of the
LoRD had come to the prophet Gad, David's seer: 1 2 "Go
and tell David, 'Thus said the LoRD: I hold three things
over you; choose one of them, and I will bring it upon
you.' " 13 Gad came to David and told him; he asked,
"Shall a seven-year famine come upon you in the land, or
shall you be in flight from your adversaries for three
months while they pursue you, or shall there be three
days of pestilence in your land? Now consider carefully
what reply I shall take back to Him who sent me."
14 David said to Gad, "I am in great distress. Let us fall
into the hands of the LoRD, for His compassion is great;
and let me not fall into the hands of men."d
15 The LORD sent a pestilence upon Israel from morning
b-until the set time;-b and 70,000 of the people died, from
Dan to Beer-sheba. 16 But when the angel extended his
hand against Jerusalem to destroy it, the LoRD renounced
further punishment and said to the angel who was de
stroying the people, "Enough! Stay your hand!" The angel
of the LORD was then by the threshing floor of Araunah
the Jebusite. 17 When David saw the angel who was strik
ing down the people, he said to the LoRD, "I alone am
guilty, I alone have done wrong; but these poor sheep,
what have they done? Let Your hand fall upon me and my
father's house!"
18 Gad came to David the same day and said to him,
n-n Some Septungiltt mss. rend "began nt Aroet; nnd from the tow11, w!ticlt is . . . Gnd,
tltey."
b-b Men11ing of Heb. uncertain.
c-c See note nt 1 Sam. 24.6.
d Septuagint adds "So David c!tose t!te pestilence. It wns t!te time of t!te w!tent !tnrvest. "
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5-7: The census-takers follow the
borderline, beginning in the south
east, going up to the north, from
there to the west, and finishing in
the south. 1 1 : Gad, first mentioned
at 1 Sam. 22.5. 12: Thus said the
LORD, see 7·5 n. 13: Instead of
seven-year, Septuagint and 1 Chron.
21.12 read "three-year" (note the
recurrence of the number three).
14: The expression the hands (lit.
"hand") of the LoRD points to pesti
lence (cf. Exod. 9-J). 16: The angel
is the Destroyer (see Exod. 12.23),
who acts on the LoRn's orders.
The threshingfloor, a flat area
where the grain was removed
from the ears and separated from
the chaff. It was usually situated
outside the city, near the gate.
Araunah, one of the Jebusites, the
Canaanite people who inhabited
Jerusalem before David's con
quest. 17: David saw the destroy
ing angel (the people being struck
down) before the LORD ordered
him to stop (v. 16). Instead of I
alone have done wrong the Dead Sea
manuscript 4QSam•, some mss of
Septuagint, and Josephus read: "I
the shepherd have caused harm"
(cf. 1 Chron. 21.17), in contradis
tinction to these poor sheep. David's
pronouncement thus expresses ob
jection to collective punishment,
which is felt to be unjust; though it
is clear that wrong, as well as wise,
decisions of rulers necessarily
have repercussions on their peo
ples. 19: David went up: This indi
cates that Araunah's threshing
floor was higher than David's resi
dence, namely, on the mountain
to the north of biblical Jerusalem
(cf. 2 Chron. 3.1). 20: The narra
tive's point of view switches to
Araunah, who receives the king
with great respect. 22: Araunah
offers the king everything as a
present, a customary part of nego
tiating in the East (cf. Gen. 23.11).
Tlmshing boards, presumably
wooden boards, having sharp iron
teeth underneath, which were
drawn by animals over the ears of
grain. 24: The fact that David paid
for the threshing floor and the
oxen is strongly emphasized, to in
dicate that the Temple site was ac
quired by proper transaction and
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"Go and set up an altar to the LoRD on the threshing floor
of Araunah the Jebusite." 19 David went up, following
Gad's instructions, as the LORD had commanded. 20 Arau
nah looked out and saw the king and his courtiers ap
proaching him." So Araunah went out and bowed low to
the king, with his face to the ground. 21 And Araunah
asked, "Why has my lord the king come to his servant?"
David replied, "To buy the threshing floor from you, that I
may build an altar to the LoRD and that the plague against
the people may be checked." 22 And Araunah said to
David, "Let my lord the king take it and offer up whatever
he sees fit. Here are oxen for a burnt offering, and the
threshing boards and the gear of the oxen for wood. 23 All
this, b-Q king,-b Araunah gives to Your Majesty. And may
the LORD your God," Araunah added, "respond to you
with favor!"
24 But the king replied to Araunah, "No, I will buy them
from you at a price. I cannot sacrifice to the LoRD my God
burnt offerings that have cost me nothing." So David
bought the threshing floor and the oxen for fifty shekels of
silver. 25 And David built there an altar to the LoRD and
sacrificed burnt offerings and offerings of well-being. The
LoRD responded to the plea for the land, and the plague
against Israel was checked.

n 4QSnm" and I Cllron. 2 1 .20 ndd "Amwwll !Omnn) wns tllreslling wllent. "
b-b Menning of Heb. IIIICel·tnin.

SAMUEL

24 . 1 9-24 .25

duly paid for (d. Gen. 23). Fifty
shekels, approximately 0.55 kg
(slightly more than 1 pound).
1 Chron. 21.25 considerably mag
nifies that amount. 25: The LoRD
responded to the pleafor the land: Ac
cording to v. 16 the LORD, acting
independently, had already de
cided to renounce further punish
ment before David built the altar.
Cf. the similar ending of the narra
tive about the famine (21.14). The
book of Samuel concludes with a
pious deed of David: the acquisi
tion and sanctification of the site of
the Temple.

I

Kin gs

of the "Former Prophets," relates the history of Israel from the
declining days of David (roth century) through the beginning of the Babylonian exile. Its
last verses describe the release of Jehoiachin, exiled king of Judah, from prison in Babylo
nia during the reign of Evil-merodach son of Nebuchadnezzar, an event datable through
Babylonian sources to 562-561 BCE.
The division of Kings into two books is first attested in the Septuagint, the Greek
version of the Bible, where it is combined with Samuel into a single four-part composition,
Basileiai ("kingdoms" or "dynasties" or "reigns"). The division of Kings into two books
was later followed in the Latin Vulgate version, and was adopted from there to vernacular
Bible translations. Classical Jewish sources through the end of the Middle Ages do not
make such a division, and it is first attested in Hebrew printed texts from the early 16th
century, where it is noted as a division used by foreign translators. In the course of time,
however, the division has been universally adopted by Jews as a matter of convention and
convenience.
The narrative of Kings falls naturally into three sections followed by two brief appen
dices. The first section (1 Kings chs 1-11) narrates the circumstances of Solomon's ascent
to the throne and describes the source of his wisdom, his reign over all Israel in a united
kingdom, and the building and furnishing of the Temple and other structures; it also eval
uates his religious behavior. The second section (1 Kings ch 12-2 Kings ch 17) begins by re
counting the circumstances under which the northern tribes rejected the authority of
Solomon's son, Rehoboam, withdrew from his kingdom (henceforth called Judah), and
formed another, called Israel, with a king of their choosing. From that point the narrative
provides a synchronistic, overlapping history of the kings of Judah and Israel for almost
two centuries until the Northern Kingdom was destroyed by Assyria in 722. The third
section (2 Kings 18.1-25.21) describes the reigns of Davidic dynasts in Judah, the Southern
Kingdom, until Babylonia conquered Judah, ruined Jerusalem, destroyed the Temple, and
executed some and exiled others from among its leading citizens in 586. The first brief
appendix (2 Kings 25.22-26) tells of the appointment and assassination of Gedaliah, a
native Israelite appointed administrator of Judah by the Babylonians; the second
KINGS, THE LAST BOOK
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(2 Kings 25.27-30) appends a notice that Jehoiachin, the exiled king of Judah, was released
from a Babylonian prison in the thirty-seventh year of exile.
.
Kings is not a history in the contemporary sense of the word, that is, a factual descrip
tion of past events and an explanation for their occurrence that a modern reader might
expect. It is, in the main, an extended theological essay written by a person or persons
with passionately held beliefs, convinced that the destruction of the Northern Kingdom
and the fall of the southern one were due to the misguided policies of their kings. The
author described past events selectively, commenting or summarizing them as illustra
tions of the lessons that he believed they taught.
The author maintained that the LoRD, the God of history, made His will known to Israel
with regard to specific key issues, that punishments are preceded by warnings through
prophets, and that people are responsible for the consequences of their choices. He further
maintained that kings were responsible for the fate of their people. For him, it was ax
iomatic that those ruling over the tribes of Israel were obligated to maintain the centrality
of the Jerusalem Temple as the unique place where offerings acceptable to God might be
made and to eliminate the illegitimate worship of any deity other than the LoRD. The
author 's composition demonstrated how all northern and most southern kings failed to
meet their obligations and how all adversity, from minor disasters to the final catastrophe,
followed as a consequence of this failure. Somewhat contradictorily, he also took pains to
note that despite this, the divine promise of an eternal dynasty to David (2 Sam. 7. 11) was
maintained out of God's love for David ("for the sake of David," 1 Kings 1 1 . 1 2; 2 Kings
8. 19; 19·34).
The author expressed his axiomatic notions, described Josiah (2 Kings chs 22-23)
whom he regarded as best exemplifying what a king should be-and expressed his theme
of the uniqueness of the Jerusalem Temple, in language closely tied to that of Deut. ch 12.
Deuteronomy is the only book in the Torah to project an image of the ideal king (Deut.
17.14-20), who bears a striking resemblance to Josiah as depicted in Kings. The author 's
ideas about how God works in history parallel those of Deut. ch 28. For these reasons,
contemporary scholarship refers to the author of Kings as a Deuteronomistic historian, i.e.,
as one who wrote under the influence and reflecting the concerns and ideology of Deuter
onomy. In addition to sharing phrases found in Deuteronomy, the author also developed
some unique expressions of his own that are repeatedly used throughout Kings: worship
ping foreign gods and serving them (1 Kings 9.6; 16.31; 2 Kings 1 7.35; 21.3, 21); on every
high hill and under every leafy tree (1 Kings 1 4-23; 2 Kings 16+ 17. 10); idolatry as abhor
rent (1 Kings 14-24; 2 Kings 1 6.3; 21 .2, 1 1); detestable things (1 Kings 1 1 .5, 7; 2 Kings 23.24);
the city that the LoRD has chosen (1 Kings 8. 16, 44, 48; 1 1 .13, 32, 36; 14.21; 2 Kings 2 1 . 7;
23.27); to build a House for the name of the LoRD (1 Kings 3 .2; 5.17, 19; 8.17, 18, 19, 20, 44);
to sacrifice and offer at the open shrines (1 Kings 3.2, 3; 22-44; 2 Kings 12-4; 14.4; 15-4> 35;
1 6-4); to revere the LORD, i.e., serve God from a sense of awe (1 Kings 8.40, 43; 2 Kings
17-32, 33, 34, 39, 41).
The author cites by name three sources to which the original readers might refer for
-
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additional information about the kings discussed: Annals of Solomon (1 Kings 11.41);
Annals of the Kings of Israel (1 Kings 14.19); Annals of the Kings of Judah (1 Kings 14.20).
The formula used by the author to introduce individual kings in the second section of
Kings most likely draws regularly on information from the second and third of these
sources: "In the ___ year of king ___ son of
of Israel/ Judah, ___ son of
became king of Judah/ Israel. He was
years old when he began to reign,
and he reigned for ___ years. He did what was pleasing/ displeasing to the LoRo."
The source also includes the names of the mothers of the kings of Judah (the queen
mother).
Although no scholarly consensus exists concerning the nature of these documents, the
author, by mentioning them, challenged readers to deny the veracity of the facts that he
was evaluating and interpreting. In addition to these, he had access to documents bearing
on the Davidic court (1 Kings chs 1-2) and the history of theTemple (1 Kings chs 6-7;
2 Kings ch 23), as well as to some form of edited materials by and about the prophet Isaiah
(2 Kings 19.2o-2o.11), and to collections of prophetic stories that he interspersed in his nar
ratives about the Northern Kingdom: Ahijah (1 Kings 11.29-14.18), Elijah (1 Kings 17. 12 Kings 2.18), Micaiah (1 Kings 22.1-40), and Elisha (2 Kings 2.1-13.21). Although no
copies of these sources survive, documents that match each type or genre of document are
known from other ancient Near Eastern sources.
The author's sustained lesson about God's justice in history continues through the un
timely death of Josiah in 2 Kings 23.25. This death stilled his voice. According to the
author's philosophy, Josiah should not have died as he did. The deeds of that good king
should have set things right, but did not.
A second person, writing during the Babylonian exile, completed the book through
2 Kings 25.26. This writer attributed Josiah's death and every bad thing that happened
subsequently to the sins of King Manasseh, a 7th-century Judean monarch. Passages ex
pressing this notion, combined with a prophetic idea that Israelites as a people bore re
sponsibility for the fate of their kingdoms, were inserted into earlier parts of the book,
contradicting the first author's original axiom of royal responsibility (2 Kings 21.1o-15;
22.16-17). The second writer continued the narrative, appending terse notices about the
last kings but describing only political events, not religious ones. The Annals of Judah
are not cited after 2 Kings 24.5 and were most likely not needed; he was noting current
events. This writer made no comments and found no lesson to teach in the destruction of
Jerusalem.
The combined efforts of the original author and the second writer produced a document
relevant to the post-destruction commtmities in both Judah and Babylonia. Their situation
was explained as the outcome not only of the religious policies of their kings, who had vi
olated ancient revealed teachings, but also of the behavior of their own ancestors. The im
plication of this didactic text was that the very facts of destruction and exile demonstrated
the power of God, the validity of His covenant with Israel, and His meticulousness in
maintaining it. Therefore, when the punishment of ruin and exile had run its course, His
___

___

___
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promises of restoration made in Deut. 30. 1-5 and by different prophets could reasonably
be expected to come to fruition.
At least 25 years after the destruction of Jerusalem, a third person appended a few sen
tences to the composition, now the last three verses of the book. This person may have
hoped that the event recorded, King Jehoiachin's release from prison, was the harbinger of
corning changes in the fortunes of his people.
Jewish tradition has maintained, on the basis of statements in the Babylonian Talmud
(b. B. Bat. 14b-15a), that the prophet Jeremiah, who prophesied from the time of Josiah
until the exile, but lived beyond that (Jer. 1 . 2-y chs 4o-41), wrote Kings. This tradition
may be based on the similarities between the final chapter of Kings and Jer. chs 25 and 52.
As noted above, however, Kings has a much more complex history, and may not be attrib
uted to a single individual; like most ancient Near Eastern compositions, its author is
[ZIONY ZEVIT]
anonymous.

1 King David

was now old, advanced in years; and
though they covered him with bedclothes, he never
felt warm. 2 His courtiers said to him, "Let a young virgin
be sought for my lord the king, to wait upon Your Majesty
and be his attendant;• and let her lie in your bosom, and
my lord the king will be warm." 3 So they looked for a
beautiful girl throughout the territory of Israel. They
found Abishag the Shunammite and brought her to the
king. 4 The girl was exceedingly beautiful. She became the
king's attendant• and waited upon him; but the king was
not intimate with her.
5 Now Adonijah son of Haggith bwent about boasting;b
"I will be king!" He provided himself with chariots and
horses,< and an escort of fifty outrunners. 6 His father had
never scolded him: "Why did you do that?" He was the
a Mea11i11g of Heb. llllcertain.
b-b Or "presumed to tili11k. "
c Otlrers "lwrsemen"; meani11g ofHeb. parash(im) not a/WaifS ccrtai11.

1 .1-2.46: How Solomon became
king of Israel after David. The
first two chapters of Kings detail
the turbulent events, most of
which transpired in a single day,
that resulted in Solomon, one of
David's younger sons, ascending
the throne of his father. The narra
tive line continues from 2 Sam.
20.26 and according to many
scholars, is the conclusion of the
succession narrative.

1 .1-4: David weakens with age.
David is portrayed as frail and de
pendent. Others advise him about
caring for his essential needs.
From 1.1 through 2.10, where his
death is mentioned, the narrative
implies that David was bedridden;
see 1.47. 2: The warmth of a
human body could have been pro
vided by any of David's wives or
concubines. Malbim suggests that
his advisers didn't want him to be

weakened further by sexual inter
course so they sought a suitable
person with whom he would not
have intercourse. 3: The Slzumza
mite, from the town of Shunem, in
northern Israel. Abislzag should not
be confused with the woman
whose dead son was revived by
Elisha in 2 Kings 4.8-37· 4: Atten
dant, the Heb denotes "caretaker"
and nothing more. As a special
servant, her presence was ignored
by others, e.g., 1.15. Although she
was present when David was in
undignified circumstances, the au
thor makes a point of indicating
that they were not intimate. It is
unclear, however, if this was com
mon knowledge.

1 .5-53: Adonijah's attempted
usurpation of the throne and its
aftermath. 5-6: Adonijah outfits

himself with royal trappings and
embarks on a program modeled
after the failed one of his older
brother Absalom (see 2 Sam. 15.1),
to whom the author compares
him, thereby suggesting that he
would fail. After the violent deaths
of his older brothers Amnon and
Absalom, and perhaps the natural
death of Chileab, Adonijah was
apparently the oldest of David's
living sons and the main heir of
his personal property (see 2 Sam.
3.2-5). 5: I will be king: There was
no tradition of royal primogeni-
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one born after Absalom • and, like him, was very hand
some.
7 He conferred with Joab son of Zeruiah and with the
priest Abiathar, and they supported Adonijah; B but the
priest Zadok, Benaiah son of Jehoiada, the prophet Na
than, Shimei and Rei, and David's own fighting men did
not side with Adonijah. 9 Adonijah made a sacrificial feast
of sheep, oxen, and fatlings at the Zoheleth stone which is
near En-rogel; he invited all his brother princesb and all
the king's courtiers of the tribe of Judah; 10but he did not
invite the prophet Nathan, or Benaiah, or the fighting
men, or his brother Solomon.
n Then Nathan said to Bathsheba, Solomon's mother,
"You must have heard that Adonijah son of Haggith has
assumed the kingship without the knowledge of our lord
David. 12 Now take my advice, so that you may save your
life and the life of your son Solomon. 13 Go immediately to
King David and say to him, 'Did not you, 0 lord king,
swear to your maidservant: "Your son Solomon shall suc
ceed me as king, and he shall sit upon my throne"? Then
why has Adonijah become king?' 14 While you are still
there talking with the king, I will come in after you and
confirm your words."
15 So Bathsheba went to the king in his chamber.-The
king was very old, and Abishag the Shunammite was
waiting on the king.-16 Bathsheba bowed low in homage
to the king; and the king asked, "What troubles you?"
17 She answered him, "My lord, you yourself swore to
your maidservant by the LoRD your God: 'Your son
Solomon shall succeed me as king, and he shall sit upon
my throne.' 1B Yet now Adonijah has become king, and
you,< my lord the king, know nothing about it. 19 He has
prepared a sacrificial feast of a great many oxen, fatlings,
and sheep, and he has invited all the king's sons and Abi
athar the priest and Joab commander of the army; but he
has not invited your servant Solomon. 20 And so the eyes
of all Israel are upon you, 0 lord king, to tell them who
shall succeed my lord the king on the throne. 21 Otherwise,
when my lord the king lies down with his fathers, my son
Solomon and I will be regarded as traitors."
22 She was still talking to the king when the prophet Na
than arrived. 23 They announced to the king, "The prophet
Nathan is here," and he entered the king's presence. Bow
ing low to the king with his face to the ground, 24 Nathan
n Tluts, Absnlom ltnving died, Adonijnlt wns Dnvid's oldest living so11.
b Lit. "nl/ his brothers so11s of the ki11g. "
c So mnny mss. n11d mtcie11t versio11s; usunl editions "uow."

·

ture, nor were there laws govern
ing the transmission of royal au
thority. Adonijah may have acted
not only because he thought that
the young Abishag could become
pregnant and produce an heir that
might be named successor, but
also because the incapacitated
David was not a reigning presence
outside of the palace. 7: Joab and
Abiat!Jar, supporters of David from
his earliest days as an outlaw, may
have become disaffected because
of the erosion of their influence
and prestige as some of their au
thority was assigned to others.
See the list of officials in 2 Sam.
20.23-25. 8: These were the
loyalists of David's party. They
would do what David directed.
9: En-Rogel, a spring southeast of
Jerusalem in the Kidron Valley, out
of sight of the city itself (2 Sam.
17.17). The plan calls for Adonijah
to be confirmed king by an oli
garchy of a priest, a general,
princes, and tribal leaders (vv. 19,
25). 1 1-27: Nathan's response to
the plan. Nathan's motivation is
not clarified by the author, but
since he spurs Bathsheba to action
by pointing out that her life and
that of Solomon are in danger, he
may have perceived that his life
was in danger also. 1 2: Save your
life: Abravanel proposes that the
danger lay in that Adonijah knew
about David's promise to Bath
sheba (v. 13) and that should he
succeed, he would eliminate
potential threats to his rule.
13: The key to Nathan's plan is the
oath David swore to her concern
ing Solomon. There is no earlier
mention of this oath. On the basis
of 2 Sam. 12.24-25, Radak infers
that David swore this oath to Bath
sheba after the death of their first
child as a way of consoling her.
Nathan would subsequently have
learned of it from Bathsheba. Some
interpreters suggest that Nathan
and Bathsheba are taking advan
tage of David's feebleness to
"plant" a memory so that he will
act in the manner that they wish.
17-18: Abravanel highlights the
rhetorical flourishes of Bathsheba's
calculated presentation: (1) She ini
tiates conversation with an hon-
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said, "0 lord king, •·you must have said,·• 'Adonijah shall
succeed me as king and he shall sit upon my throne.'
25 For he has gone down today and prepared a sacrificial
feast of a great many oxen, fatlings, and sheep. He invited
all the king's sons and the army officers and Abiathar the
priest. At this very moment they are eating and drinking
with him, and they are shouting, 'Long live King Adoni
jah!' 2 6 But he did not invite me your servant, or the priest
Zadok, or Benaiah son of Jehoiada, or your servant
Solomon. 27 Can this decision have come from my lord the
king, without your telling your servant who is to succeed
to the throne of my lord the king?"
2BKing David's response was: "Summon Bathsheba!"
She entered the king's presence and stood before the king.
29 And the king took an oath, saying, "As the LORD lives,
who has rescued me from every trouble: 30 The oath I
swore to you by the LORD, the God of Israel, that your son
Solomon should succeed me as king and that he should sit
upon my throne in my stead, I will fulfill this very day!"
31 Bathsheba bowed low in homage to the king with her
face to the ground, and she said, "May my lord King
David live forever!"
32 Then King David said, "Summon to me the priest
Zadok, the prophet Nathan, and Benaiah son of Jehoi
ada." When they came before the king, 33 the king said to
them, "Take b·my loyal soldiers,·b and have my son Solo
mon ride on my mule and bring him down to Gihon.
34 Let the priest Zadok and the prophet Nathan anoint him
there king over Israel, whereupon you shall sotmd the
horn and shout, 'Long live King Solomon!' 35 Then march
up after him, and let him come in and sit on my throne.
For he shall succeed me as king; him I designate to be
ruler of Israel and Judah." 36 Benaiah son of Jehoiada
spoke up and said to the king, "Amen! And may the
LoRD, the God of my lord the king, so ordain. 37 As the
LORD was with my lord the king, so may He be with
Solomon; and may He exalt his throne even higher than
the throne of my lord King David."
3B Then the priest Zadok, and the prophet Nathan, and
Benaiah son of Jehoiada went down with the Cherethites
and the Pelethites. They had Solomon ride on King
David's mule and they led him to Gihon. 39 The priest
Zadok took the horn of oil from the Tent and anointed
Solomon. They sounded the horn and all the people
shouted, "Long live King Solomon!" 40 All the people then
.

n-n Or (cf l�nslzi, f{nfbng, f{ndnk) "lmve you snid . . ?
b-b Lit. "your lord's 111e11. "

"

orific, my lord. (2) Going beyond
Nathan's words (v. 13), she states
that David swore . . . by tlze LoRD
your God, so tha t his words must
be considered not an idle promise
to her but an oath to God. (3) She
quotes and does not paraphrase
David's promise, making it imme
diate in a historical present. (4) She
emphasizes David's promise that
Solomon would reign in the future
so that it contrasts with her de
scription of Adonijah reigning in
the present. 28: Summorz Bnthslwbn:
Since Bathsheba was already there
(v. 22), this is an indication that
different accounts, one with Na
than taking the lead, the other
with Bathsheba, have been com
bined. 30: In my stend: David re
peats the contents of the oath
quoted by Bathsheba (v. 17) but
purposely misquoted by Nathan
(v. 24) to spur David's response.
David, however, adds a conclud
ing phrase which, apparently, he
remembered but that they had for
gotten. Although feeble, he is nei
ther forgetful nor witless. In
formed, he proves capable of
decisive action. 32-39: At David's
command and under the protec
tion of David's personal guard, the
C!Jerethites nnd the Pelethites (see v.
38 n.), Solomon is confirmed king
by an oligarchy of a priest, a gen
eral, and a prophet. The anointing
ceremony (cf. 1 Sam. 10.1) takes
place by the Gihon spring in the
Kidron Valley just below the city
wall; n/1 tlze people by their acclama
tion confirm the choice. 33: My
mule: Ancient convention disal
lowed casual use of royal property.
David's provision of his own ani
mal confirms that Solomon's ac
cession to the throne is indeed
supported by David and is not a
partisan act (see v. 44 and Esth.
6.6-1 1). 38: C!Jcretlzites nzzd tl1e

Pe/etlzites, Aegean mercenaries in
David's personal service with no
ties of loyalty to anybody other
than him (see 2 Sam. 8.18; 20.23).
The former group may have come
from Crete; the origins of the latter
are uncertain.
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marched up behind him, playing on flutes and making
merry till the earth was split open by the uproar.
41 Adonijah and all the guests who were with him, who
had just finished eating, heard it. When Joab heard the
sound of the hom, he said, "Why is the city in such an up
roar?" 42 He was still speaking when the priest Jonathan
son of Abiathar arrived. "Come in," said Adonijah. "You
are a worthy man, and you surely bring good news."
43 But Jonathan replied to Adonijah, "Alas, our lord King
David has made Solomon king! 44 The king sent with him
the priest Zadok and the prophet Nathan and Benaiah son
of Jehoiada, and the Cherethites and Pelethites. They had
him ride on the king's mule, 45 and the priest Zadok and
the prophet Nathan anointed him king at Gihon. Then
they came up from there making merry, and the city went
into an uproar. That's the noise you heard. 46 further,
Solomon seated himself on the royal throne; 47 further,
the king's courtiers came to congratulate our lord King
David, saying, 'May God make the renown of Solomon
even greater than yours, and may He exalt his throne even
higher than yours!' And the king bowed low on his couch.
48 And further, this is what the king said, 'Praised be the
LoRD, the God of Israel who has this day provided a suc
cessor to my throne, while my own eyes can see it.' "
49 Thereupon, all of Adonijah's guests rose in alarm and
each went his own way.
5 0 Adonijah, in fear of Solomon, went at once [to the
Tent] and grasped the horns of the altar. 51 Jt was reported
to Solomon: "Adonijah is in fear of King Solomon and has
grasped the horns of the altar, saying, 'Let King Solomon
first swear to me that he will not put his servant to the
sword.' " 5 2 Solomon said, "If he behaves worthily, not a
hair of his head shall fall to the ground; but if he is caught
in any offense, he shall die." 53 So King Solomon sent and
had him taken down from the altar. He came and bowed
before King Solomon, and Solomon said to him, "Go
home."

2 When David's life was drawing to a close, he in

structed his son Solomon as follows: 2 "I am going the
way of all the earth; be strong and show yourself a man.
3 Keep the charge of the LORD your God, walking in His
ways and following His laws, His commandments, His
rules, and His admonitions as recorded in the Teaching of
Moses, in order that you may succeed in whatever you
undertake and wherever you tum. 4 Then the LoRD will
fulfill the promise that He made concerning me: 'If your
-674-

50: Horns of the altar, projections
from each corner of the top sur
face. Blood of purification sacri
fices was usually daubed on the
horns. Taking hold of them was a
way for an individual who be
lieved himself innocent of any
capital crime to claim sanctuary.
51: Let King Solomon . . . swear: Ad
onijah acknowledges not only that
Solomon is king, but that he, Ado
nijah, is his servant.
2.1-46: Solomon guarantees the
throne for himself. 1-12: David

counsels Solomon to follow the
norms established by God to
maintain the promise of an ever
lasting dynasty, and asks Solomon
to execute David's vengeance on
Joab, act kindly toward descen
dants of a former benefactor, and
kill one who had insulted him, all
on David's behalf. These actions
would eliminate Solomon's poten
tial enemies and protect his sup
porters. 1-4: The author intro
duces the theme of a conditional
promise to David of a dynasty.
There is some tension between this
version of the promise and the un
conditional promise of 2 Sam.
7.11-16 and the ancient poem in
2 Sam 23.5. The "Teaching
["torah"] of Moses" refers to Deu
teronomy (d. Deut. 4.44-45),
which contains instructions about
a future king (Deut. 17.14-20).
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descendants are scrupulous in their conduct, and walk be
fore Me faithfully, with all their heart and soul, •·your line
on the throne of Israel shall never end!'-•
5 "Further, you know what Joab son of Zeruiah did to
me, what he did to the two commanders of Israel's forces,
Abner son of Ner and Amasa son of }ether: he killed them,
sheddingb blood of war in peacetime, staining the girdle
of his loins and the sandals on his feet with blood of war.<
6 So act in accordance with your wisdom, and see that his
white hair does not go down to Sheol in peace.
7 "But deal graciously with the sons of Barzillai the Gil
eadite, for they befriended me when I fled from your
brother Absalom; let them be among those that eat at your
table.d
8 "You must also deal with Shimei son of Gera, the Ben
jaminite from Bahurim. He insulted me outrageously
when I was on my way to Mahanaim; but he came down
to meet me at the Jordan,• and I swore to him by the LORD:
'I will not put you to the sword.' 9 So do not let him go un
punished; for you are a wise man and you will know how
to deal with him and send his gray hair down to Sheol in
blood."
10 So David slept with his fathers, and he was buried in
the City of David. 11 The length of David's reign over Is
rael was forty years: he reigned seven years in Hebron,
and he reigned thirty-three years in Jerusalem. 12 And
Solomon sat upon the throne of his father David, and his
rule was firmly established.
13 Adonijah son of Haggith came to see Bathsheba,
Solomon's mother. She said, "Do you come with friendly
intent?" "Yes," he replied; 14 and he continued, "I would
like to have a word with you." "Speak up," she said.
15 Then he said, "You know that the kingship was rightly
mine and that all Israel wanted me to reign. But the king
ship passed on to my brother; it came to him by the will of
the LoRD. 16 And now I have one request to make of you;
do not refuse me." She said, "Speak up." 17 He replied,
"Please ask King Solomon-for he won't refuse you-to
give me Abishag the Shunammite as wife." 18 "Very well,"
said Bathsheba, "I will speak to the king in your behalf."
1 9 So Bathsheba went to King Solomon to speak to him
a-a Lit. "there shall never cease to be a man of yours on the tlrronc of lsrnd. " Cf 2 Sam.
7-12-16.
b Meaning of Hcb. uncertain.
c I.e., foab had thus brought bloodguilt 011 David's house; sec 2 Sam. 3.27 and 20.10.
d l.c.,Jor whose nraintel!ancc you provide; sec 2 Sam. 19.32 !f.
e Sec 2 Sam. 1 6.5 !!: 19.17 ff
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5: Joab's self-interested acts could

not be addressed at the time
(2 Sam. 3.27-39; 20.8-10). 7: Bar
zillai aided David selflessly dur
ing Absalom's revolt (2 Sam.
19.32-40). 8-9: Shimei cursed
David during Absalom's revolt
(2 Sam. 16.5-8; 19.22-24).
10-12: David dies, and Solomon,
having served as co-regent with
his father for an undisclosed pe
riod of time, ascends his father's
throne as sole monarch, his au
thority firmly established, but only
in principle. 1 1 : Forty years:
Solomon also reigned forty years
(11.42). The number may be typo
logical, indicating an indetermi
nate but long period of time: The
catastrophic rain of the deluge
lasted forty days and nights
(Gen. 7.12), and Israelites were in
the desert forty years. 13-23: Ado
nijah's incipient insurrection and
its aftermath. 1 7: Adonijah's re
quest is hardly innocent. He plans
to take as wife one who, so far
as the public knew, may have been
intimate with David. This is tanta
mount to usurping the throne, as
is clear from Solomon's response
in v. 22. Compare Absalom's
action in 2 Sam. 16.21-22.
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2. 20-2 . 3 2

about Adonijah. The king rose to greet her and bowed
down to her. He sat on his throne; and he had a throne
placed for the queen mother, and she sat on his right.
20 She said, "I have one small request to make of you, do
not refuse me. " He responded, "Ask, Mother; I shall not
refuse you." 21 Then she said, "Let Abishag the Shunam
mite be given to your brother Adonijah as wife." 22 The
king replied to his mother, "Why request Abishag the
Shunammite for Adonijah? Request the kingship for him!
For he is my older brother, •·and the priest Abiathar and
Joab son of Zeruiah are on his side."-•
23 Thereupon, King Solomon swore by the LoRD, saying,
"So may God do to me and even more, if broaching this
matter does not cost Adonijah his life! 24 Now, as the LORD
lives, who has established me and set me on the throne of
my father David and who has provided him b with a
house, as he promised, Adonijah shall be put to death this
very day!" 25 And Solomon instructed Benaiah son of Je
hoiada, who struck Adonijah< down; and so he died.
26To the priest Abiathar, the king said, "Go to your es
tate at Anathoth! You deserve to die, but I shall not put
you to death at this time, because you carried the Ark of
my Lord Goo before my father David and because you
shared all the hardships that my father endured." 27 So
Solomon dismissed Abiathar from his office of priest of
the LoRn-thus fulfilling what the LoRD had spoken at
Shilohd regarding the house of Eli.
28 When the news reached Joab, he fled to the Tent of the
LORD and grasped the horns of the altar-for Joab had
sided with Adonijah, though he had not sided with Absa
lom. 29 King Solomon was told that Joab had fled to the
Tent of the LORD and that he was there by the altar; so
Solomon sent Benaiah son of Jehoiada, saying, "Go and
strike him down." 30 Benaiah went to the Tent of the LoRD
and said to him, "Thus said the king: Come out!" "No!" he
replied; "I will die here." Benaiah reported back to the king
that Joab had answered thus and thus, 31 and the king said,
"Do just as he said; strike him down and bury him, and re
move guilt from me and my father's house for the blood of
the innocent that Joab has shed. 32 Thus the LORD will bring
his blood guilt down upon his own head, because, unbe
known to my father, he struck down with the sword two
men more righteous and honorable than he-Abner son of
a-a

Lit. "And for l!im and for Abiatlrar and for foab son of Zewia/1. " Meaning of Heb.

uncertain.

b Heb. "me."
c Heb. "/1im. "
d Cf 1 Sam. J - 14-
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22: Solomon sees through the ploy
and responds to her ironically at
first. Although the meaning of
the end of the verse is unclear,
Solomon's mention of Abiathar
and Joab indicates that he discerns
a potential plot against him.
23-25: Solomon goes further than
his father's advice and has his
main rival, Adonijah, killed.
26-27: Solomon banishes Abiathar
to Anathoth, a Levitical city north
of Jerusalem. The author interprets
Solomon's decision as fulfillment
of a prophetic oracle delivered
against Abiathar's ancestor
(1 Sam. 2.3o-36). Prophecy and
fulfillment is a major theme of the
Deuteronomistic History. For the
author, events happen on both the
human and divine planes simulta
neously. Abravanel suggests that
Solomon's reason for not execut
ing Abiathar rings hollow; the true
reason, unstated in the text, is that
Solomon did not want to call
down on himself misfortunes such
as those that visited Saul after he
executed Abiathar's relatives, the
priests at Nob (1 Sam. 22.17-19).
28: Horns of the altar, see 1.50 n.
30-31: I will die here: Solomon clev
erly misconstrues Joab's intemper
ate statement as a request which
thereby nullifies the sanctuary of
the altar. Ostensibly convinced
by Solomon's words, Benaiah re
turns and kills Joab on the spot.
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Ner, the army commander of Israel, and Amasa son of
Jether, the army commander of Judah. 33 May the guilt for
their blood come down upon the head of Joab and his de
scendants forever, and may good fortune from the LoRD be
granted forever to David and his descendants, his house
and his throne." 34 So Benaiah son of Jehoiada went up and
struck him down. And he was buried at his home in the
wilderness. 35 In his place, the king appointed Benaiah son
of Jehoiada over the army, and in place of Abiathar, the
king appointed the priest Zadok.
36 Then the king summoned Shimei and said to him,
"Build yourself a house in Jerusalem and stay there-do
not ever go out from there anywhere else. 37 0n the very
day that you go out and cross the Wadi Kidron, you can be
sure that you will die; your blood shall be on your own
head." 38 "That is fair," said Shimei to the king, "your ser
vant will do just as my lord the king has spoken." And for
a long time, Shimei remained in Jerusalem.
39 Three years later, two slaves of Shirnei ran away to
King Achish son of Maacah of Gath. Shimei was told,
"Your slaves are in Gath." 40 Shimei thereupon saddled his
ass and went to Achish in Gath to claim his slaves; and
Shimei returned from Gath with his slaves. 4 1 Solomon
was told that Shimei had gone from Jerusalem to Gath
and back, 42 and the king summoned Shimei and said to
him, "Did I not adjure you by the LoRD and warn you,
'On the very day that you leave and go anywhere else,
you can be sure that you will die,' and did you not say to
me, 'It is fair; I accept'? 43 Why did you not abide by the
oath before the LoRD and by the orders which I gave
you?" 44 The king said further to Shimei, "You know all
the wrong, which you remember very well, that you did
to my father David. Now the LoRD brings down your
wrongdoing upon your own head. 45 But King Solomon
shall be blessed, and the throne of David shall be estab
lished before the LoRD forever."
46 The king gave orders to Benaiah son of Jehoiada and
he went out and struck Shimei• down; and so he died.
Thus the kingdom was secured in Solomon's hands.

3 Solomon allied himself by marriage with

Pharaoh
king of Egypt. He married Pharaoh's daughter and
brought her to the City of David [to live there] until he
had finished building his palace, and the House of the
LoRD, and the walls around Jerusalem.
2 The people, however, continued to offer sacrifices at
a Heb. "/rim. "
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36-46: 5/rimei, a Benjaminite

(Saul's tribe: 1 Sam. 9.1-2), was
not only a former enemy of David
but also, therefore, a potential
enemy of his dynasty in the future.
37: Wndi Kidron, the valley just
to the east of the city wall. A
wadi is a seasonal watercourse.
46: Through the death and banish
ment of internal enemies, in partial
fulfillment of David's requests,
Solomon secured the reins of
power over his kingdom.

3.1-4: Introduction. Brief com

ments introducing themes and
ideas developed later in the book.
1 : After consolidating authority
among his own people, Solomon
turned to establishing strategic po
litical alliances with neighboring
kingdoms through diplomatic
marriages. Since Egyptian sources
indicate it is unlikely that the ac
tual daughter of a reigning phar
aoh would have been given in
marriage to a non-Egyptian,
"daughter" may refer to a woman
closely related to or descended
from the royal family. The names
of the pharaoh and the woman are
not mentioned. She lived in the
City of David only until Solomon
built her a palace elsewhere. This
brief notice anticipates the more
detailed versions of Solomon's
construction projects (chs 7-8) and
also the problems caused by
Solomon's foreign wives (ch 11).
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the open shrines, because up to that time no house had
been built for the name of the LORD. 3 And Solomon,
though he loved the LoRD and followed the practices of
his father David, also sacrificed and offered at the shrines.
4 The king went to Gibeon to sacrifice there, for that was
the largest shrine; on that altar Solomon presented a thou
sand burnt offerings. s At Gibeon the LoRD appeared to
Solomon in a dream by night; and God said, "Ask, what
shall I grant you?" 6 Solomon said, "You dealt most gra
ciously with Your servant my father David, because he
walked before You in faithfulness and righteousness and
in integrity of heart. You have continued this great kind
ness to him by giving him a son to occupy his throne, as is
now the case. 7 And now, 0 LoRD my God, You have made
Your servant king in place of my father David; but I am a
young lad, •with no experience in leadership:• s Your ser
vant finds himself in the midst of the people You have
chosen, a people too numerous to be numbered or
counted. 9 Grant, then, Your servant an understanding
mind to judge Your people, to distinguish between good
and bad; for who can judge this vast people of Yours?"
10 The Lord was pleased that Solomon had asked for
this. 1 1 And God said to him, "Because you asked for
this-you did not ask for long life, you did not ask for
riches, you did not ask for the life of your enemies, but
you asked for discernment in dispensing justice-12 I now
do as you have spoken. I grant you a wise and discerning
mind; there has never been anyone like you before, nor
will anyone like you arise again. 13 And I also grant you
what you did not ask for-both riches and glory all your
life-the like of which no king has ever had. 14 And I will
further grant you long life, if you will walk in My ways
and observe My laws and commandments, as did your fa
ther David."
1 5 Then Solomon awoke: it was a dream! He went to Je
rusalem, stood before the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD,
and sacrificed burnt offerings and presented offerings of
well-being; and he made a banquet for all his courtiers.
16 Later two prostitutes came to the king and stood be
fore him. 17The first woman said, "Please, my lord! This
woman and I live in the same house; and I gave birth to a
child while she was in the house. 1 8 Qn the third day after
I was delivered, this woman also gave birth to a child. We
were alone; there was no one else with us in the house,
just the two of us in the house. 19 During the night this
a-a Lit. "do not know to go out and come in"; cf Num.

27.17.

2-3: Open slrrines: The author is

apologetic about Solomon's partic
ipation in rites at these places (Heb
"bamot"), usually translated "high
places," even though Deuteron
omy did not prohibit their use
until after the construction of the
Temple (Deut. 12.4-12). In describ
ing events transpiring after the
Temple was built, the author con
demns worship at such shrines.
Their mention here introduces the
next section.

3.4-15: The dream at the large
open shrine at Gibeon, northwest
of Jerusalem, and four divine
grants. 4-5: The story may be de
scribing a ritual of incubation at
tested elsewhere in ancient litera
ture. A person seeking guidance
would sleep in a sanctuary or holy
spot in the hope of a divine visita
tion in a dream. 9: Understanding
mind, Heb "lev shome'a," "listen
ing heart." Judge, Heb "lishpot,"
also connotes leading, guiding, ad
ministering, or ruling. 10--1 4: The
four grants: wisdom, riches, glory,
and a long life. A block of narra
tives, 3.16-10.29, demonstrates
how these promises were fulfilled.
3.16-28: The case of the two
prostitutes demonstrates

Solomon's judicial wisdom.
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woman's child died, because she lay on it. 20 She arose in
the night and took my son from my side while your maid
servant was asleep, and laid him in her bosom; and she
laid her dead son in my bosom. 21 When I arose in the
morning to nurse my son, there he was, dead; but when I
looked at him closely in the morning, it was not the son I
had borne."
22 The other woman spoke up, "No, the live one is my
son, and the dead one is yours!" But the first insisted,
"No, the dead boy is yours; mine is the live one!" And
they went on arguing before the king.
23 The king said, "One says, 'This is my son, the live one,
and the dead one is yours'; and the other says, 'No, the
dead boy is yours, mine is the live one.' 24 So the king gave
the order, "Fetch me a sword." A sword was brought be
fore the king, 25 and the king said, "Cut the live child in
two, and give half to one and half to the other."
2 6 But the woman whose son was the live one pleaded
with the king, for she was overcome with compassion for
her son. "Please, my lord," she cried, "give her the live
child; only don't kill it!" The other insisted, "It shall be
neither yours nor mine; cut it in two!" 27 Then the king
spoke up. "Give the live child to her," he said, "and do not
put it to death; she is its mother."
28 When all Israel heard the decision that the king had
rendered, they stood in awe of the king; for they saw that
he possessed divine wisdom to execute justice.

4 King Solomon was now king over all Israel. 2 These

were his officials:
Azariah son of Zadok-the priest;
3 Elihoreph and Ahijah sons of Shisha-scribes;
Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud-recorder;
4 Benaiah son of Jehoiada-over the army;
Zadok and Abiathar-priests;
5 Azariah son of Nathan-in charge of the prefects;
Zabud son of Nathan the priest-companion of the
king;
6 Ahishar-in charge of the palace; and
Adoniram son of Abda-in charge of the forced
labor.
7 Solomon had twelve prefects governing all Israel, who
provided food for the king and his household; each had to
provide food for one month in the year. 8 And these were
their names: Ben-hur, in the hill country of Ephraim;
9 Ben-deker, in Makaz, Shaalbim, Beth-shemesh, and Elon
beth-hanan; 10 Ben-hesed in Arubboth-he governed
Socho and all the Hepher area; 11 Ben-abinadab, [in] all of
- 6 79 -
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23: One says . . . tlw other says . . . :

Solomon discerns a distinctive pat
tern in each woman's speech: The
more loquacious one emphasizes
death first while the other empha
sizes life. Solomon intuits who is
the mother of the living child
and announces it circumspectly.
24-26: Since justice requires a
more convincing demonstration of
truthfulness, Solomon stages a
confrontation in which the pas
sionate public behavior of the
mother emphasizing life validates
his intuition.

4.1-20: Solomon's bureaucracy
for the administration of Israel
demonstrates other applications
of his wisdom. 2-6: A list of

Solomon's high officials. His ad
ministration is more complex than
that of David (cf. 2 Sam. 20.23-26)
and includes new offices. This list
contains some obvious inconsis
tencies: Azariah son ofZadok is
listed as holding the office of priest,
as are Zadok and Abiathar; the
latter was deposed (2.27). It may
combine two lists from different
periods in Solomon's reign.
7-19: Although the twelve prefects
correspond to the number of
tribes, the territories of some pre
fectures did not follow tribal
boundaries. This may have been
an attempt by Solomon to weaken
the authority of tribal organization
in the interest of making Jerusalem
more central. Judah is not men
tioned in this list unless the first
word of v. 20 is considered the last
word of v. 19. The last part of v. 19
would then be translated: "and
one prefect who was in the land
of Judah." See 5.7-8 on the reason
for this division of the kingdom.
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Naphath-dor (Solomon's daughter Taphath was his wife);
12 Baana son of Ahilud [in] Taanach and Megiddo and all
Beth-shean, which is beside Zarethan, below Jezreel
from Beth-shean to Abel-meholah as far as the other side
of Jokmeam; 13 Ben-geber, in Ramoth-gilead-he gov
erned the villages of }air son of Manasseh which are in
Gilead, and he also governed the district of Argob which
is in Bashan, sixty large towns with walls and.bronze bars;
14 Ahinadab son of lddo, in Mahanaim; 15 Ahimaaz, in
Naphtali (he too took a daughter of Solomon-Base
math-to wife); 16 Baanah son of Hushi, in Asher and Bea
loth;• 17Jehoshaphat son of Paruah, in Issachar; 1 B Shimei
son of Ela, in Benjamin; 19 Geber son of Uri, in the region
of Gilead, the country of Sihon, king of the Amorites,
and Og, king of Bashan; b·and one prefect who was in the
land:b
20 Judah and Israel were as numerous as the sands of the
sea; they ate and drank and were content.

5 Solomon's rule extended over all the kingdoms from

the Euphrates to the land of the Philistines and the
boundary of Egypt. They brought Solomon tribute and
were subject to him all his life. 2 Solomon's daily provi
sions consisted of 30 kors of semolina, and 6o kors of [ordi
nary] flour, 3 1 0 fattened oxen, 20 pasture-fed oxen, and
100 sheep and goats, besides deer and gazelles, roebucks
and <·fatted geese:< 4 For he controlled the whole region
west of the Euphrates-all the kings west of the Euphra
tes, from Tiphsah to Gaza-and he had peace on all his
borders roundabout. 5 All the days of Solomon, Judah and
Israel from Dan to Beer-sheba dwelt in safety, everyone
under his own vine and under his own fig tree. 6 Solomon
had 40,000 stalls of horses for his chariotry and 12,000
horsemen.
7dAll those prefects, each during his month, would fur
nish provisions for King Solomon and for all who were
admitted to King Solomon's table; they did not fall short
in anything. B They would also, each in his turn, deliver
barley and straw for the horses and the swift steeds to the
places where they were stationed.
9 God endowed Solomon with wisdom and discern
ment in great measure, with understanding as vast as the

4 . 1 2-5.9

20: The author informs readers

that despite the bureaucracy, both

Judalz-a term used anachronisti

cally here to refer to what would
become the Southern Kingdom
and Israel, the tribes north of
Judah, lacked nothing and were
content.

5.1-8: Solomon's income and re
quirements for varying luxurious

comestibles are described to
demonstrate his wealth. This at
tests to the fulfillment of the grant
of riches. 1 : In addition to the
tribal territories, Solomon con
trolled two large vassal territories:
(1) northeast of Israel, extending
from the Bashan and Golan to the
Euphrates settled by Aramean
groups; (2) the coastland and terri
tories west and southwest of
Judah up to the Egyptian border
settled by tribes originating in
lands bordering the Aegean Sea
lumped together under the name
of one tribe, Palastu, as Philistines.
All paid tribute to Solomon di
rectly. 2-4: Solomon lived lavishly,
ate well, had a large chariotry, and
maintained peace all his days.
These are mentioned here as ad
mirable accomplishments. 5: The
author repeats a comment (see
4.20) that Judah and Israel dwelt in
safety and contentment. Dan to
Beer-sheba, the traditional northern
and southern limits of the Land of
Israel. 6-8: Only now does the au
thor explain that the prefects were
responsible for provisioning the
royal household and maintaining
clzariotry and horsemen. These
verses imply that Solomon devel
oped an organized system of taxa
tion in kind and in labor as well as
a sophisticated approach to logis
tics. Nothing pejorative is in
tended by this information. The
author and his readers under
stood that the institution of the
monarchy had to be supported
(cf. 1 Sam. 8.10-17).

5.9-7.51 : The Temple construc
tion project. The author portrays

a Or "i11 Alotlt."
b-b Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111Certai11.
c-c Exact 111Ca11i11g of Heb. llllcertaill.
d Res11111i11g tlte acco1111f beg1111 ill 4.2.

Solomon using his wisdom,
wealth, and glory in a project for
his God. 5.9-1 4: Solomon's great
wisdom, his talent in composing
- 681 -
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sands on the seashore. 10 Solomon's wisdom was greater
than the wisdom of all the Kedemites and than all the
wisdom of the Egyptians. 11 He was the wisest of all men:
[wiser] than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman, Chalkol,
and Darda the sons of Mahol. His fame spread among
all the surrounding nations. 12 He composed three thou
sand proverbs, and his songs numbered one thousand
and five. 13 He discoursed about trees, from the cedar in
Lebanon to the hyssop that grows out of the wall; and he
discoursed about beasts, birds, creeping things, and
fishes. 14 Men of all peoples came to hear Solomon's wis
dom, [sent] by all the kings of the earth who had heard of
his wisdom.
1 5 King Hiram of Tyre sent his officials to Solomon when
he heard that he had been anointed king in place of his fa
ther; for Hiram had always been a friend of David.
1 6 Solomon sent this message to Hiram: 17 "You know that
my father David could not build a house for the name of
the LoRD his God because of the enemies• that encom
passed him, until the LORD had placed them under the
soles of his feet. 18 But now the LoRD my God has given
me respite all around; there is no adversary and no mis
chance. 19 And so I propose to build a house for the name
of the LoRD my God, as the LoRD promised my father
David, saying, 'Your son, whom I will set on your throne
in your place, shall build the house for My name.'
20 Please, then, give orders for cedars to be cut for me in
the Lebanon. My servants will work with yours, and I will
pay you any wages you may ask for your ser.vants; for as
you know, there is none among us who knows how to cut
timber like the Sidonians."
21 When Hiram heard Solomon's message, he was over
joyed. "Praised be the LoRD this day," he said, "for grant
ing David a wise son to govern this great people." 22 So
Hiram sent word to Solomon: "I have your message; I will
supply all the cedar and cypress logs you require. 23 My
servants will bring them down to the sea from the Leba
non; and at the sea I will make them into floats and [de
liver them] to any place that you designate to me. There I
shall break them up for you to carry away. You, in turn,
will supply the food I require for my household." 24 So
Hiram kept Solomon provided with all the cedar and
cypress wood he required, 25 and Solomon delivered to
Hiram 2o,ooo kors of wheat as provisions for his house
hold and b-2o kors-b of beaten oil. Such was Solomon's an
nual payment to Hiram.
n Heb. "wnr"; cf Tnrgum.

b-b Sel'lungiut rends, "2o,ooo baths."
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proverbs and poetry, and his
knowledge were famous through
out the world. This section is of
fered as a demonstration that
the grant of glory was fulfilled.
10: Kedemites, "people of the east,"
i.e., perhaps the peoples of Meso
potamia, who, along with Eg�;p
tians, would represent the great
civilizations of the ancient world
and their wisdom. 1 1 : Ethan the
Ezrahite is mentioned in Ps. 89.1;
Heman, referred to also as the Ezra
hite, in Ps. 88.1. Chalkol and Darda,
sons of Mahol are not known out
side of this passage. 1 3: Trees . . .
. cedar , . . hyssop, all trees, from the
largest to the smallest. Beasts . . .
fishes, all animals. Solomon's
knowledge was encyclopedic.
15: Hiram of Tyre, who had sup
plied wood for David's palace
(2 Sam. 5-11-12), was king of the
two leading Phoenician city
states, Sidon and Tyre, north of Is
rael. The Phoenicians were impor
tant sea traders, exporting lumber
from the Lebanese hinterland east
to Mesopotamia and down the
coast to Egypt. 17: David could not
build: According to 2 Sam. 7-5-7,
the LoRD forbade David to build
a Temple. 20-31: International
trade in the ancient Near East
was a royal monopoly. Solomon
guarantees to provide food for
Hiram's household annually for
an unspecified number of years
(vv. 23, 25) in return for cypress
and cedar logs, their transport
to a Mediterranean landing place,
their manufacture on shore into
lumber (vv. 19, 22-23), and, appar
ently, the loan of master masons
and stone cutters (vv. Jl-J2).
25: Kor, the largest dry measure
used in Israel, is estimated to
have been about 230 liters or 6.5
bushels. The tradition preserved
in the Septuagint that Solomon
supplied 2o,ooo "baths" of olive
oil, a liquid measure, is preferable
to what is found in the MT. A
"bath" is estimated to have been
23 liters or 6 gallons.
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2 6 The LORD had given Solomon wisdom, as He had
promised him. There was friendship between Hiram and
Solomon, and the two of them made a treaty.
27 King Solomon imposed forced labor on all Israel; the
levy came to 3o,ooo men. 2B He sent them to the Lebanon
in shifts of 1o,ooo a month: they would spend one month
in the Lebanon and two months at home. Adoniram was
in charge of the forced labor. 29 Solomon also had 70,000
porters and 8o,ooo quarriers in the hills, 30 apart from
Solomon's 3,300 officials who were in charge of the work
and supervised the gangs doing the work.
3l The king ordered huge blocks of choice stone to be
quarried, so that the foundations of the house might be
laid with hewn stones. 32 Solomon's masons, Hiram's ma
sons, and the men of Gebal shaped them. Thus the timber
and the stones for building the house were made ready.

6 In the four hundred and eightieth year after the Israel

ites left the land of Egypt, in the month of Ziv-that is,
the second month-in the fourth year of his reign over Is
rael, Solomon began to build the House of the LORD. 2 The
House which King Solomon built for the LORD was 6o cu
bits long, 20 cubits wide, and 30 cubits high. 3 The portico
in front of the Great Hall of the House was 20 cubits
long-along the width of the House-and 10 cubits deep
to the front of the House. 4 •He made windows for the
House, recessed and latticed. s Against the outside wall of
the House-the outside walls of the House enclosing the
Great Hall and the Shrineb-he built a storied structure;
and he made side chambers all around. 6 The lowest story
was 5 cubits wide, the middle one 6 cubits wide, and the
third 7 cubits wide; for he had provided recesses around
the outside of the House so as not to penetrate the walls of
the House.
7 When the House was built, only finished stones cut at
the quarry were used, so that no hammer or ax or any iron
tool was heard in the House while it was being built.
8 The entrance to the middle< [story of] the side cham
bers was on the right side of the House; and winding
stairs led up to the middle chambers, and from the middle
chambers to the third story. 9 When he finished building
the House, d·he paneled the House with beams and planks
of cedar:d l O He built the storied structure against the ena Meaniug ofparts of vv. 4-6 1111certain.
b I.e., tire inner sanctuary, desiguated in t>.
c Septuagint aud Targrmr read "lowest. "
d-d Meauing of Heb. uncertaiu.

16

aud elsewlrere as tire "Holy of Holies."

5 . 26-6 . 1 0

27: Solomon exploits his preroga

tive to have Adoniram conscript a
labor corps of 30,000 workers for
work on a rotational basis as lum
berjacks in Lebanon. The remain
ing 150,000 workers may have
been paid.

6.1-7.1: Building the Temple.
6.1: Solomon's fourth year, deter

mined on the basis of the chronol
ogy of Tyrian kings provided by
Josephus and Assyro-Tyrian syn
chronisms, was 968 BCE. This
would date the exodus to 1448
BCE, a date most scholars. consider
too early. If, however, 480 years are
a figurative way of indicating 12
generations, and an actual genera
tion is 25 years, the exodus would
be dated to 1268 BCE. The Canaan
ite month name, Ziv, is the same as
"Iyar," the month name adopted
by Jews after the Babylonian exile.
The second month on a spring
based calendar, it corresponds to
April-May. 2: The cubit, a measure
of length equal to 0.5 meter or 18
inches. 2-36: The main building
was a tripartite, rectangular struc
ture 20 cubits wide consisting of a
portico (v. 3) and a main building
entered through a doorway (v. 33)
divided into a 40-cubit-long en
trance hall (v. 17) and a 2o-cubit
square inner shrine blocked by
chained doors from the hall (vv.
2o-21, 31-32). The tripartite floor
plan of Solomon's Temple is paral
leled by an 8th-century ocE temple
excavated at Tel Tainat, while
some of its structural and internal
designs have parallels in a temple
at Ain Dara, both in Syria. 5-B: A
three-story store building en
veloped the main Temple on three
sides, buttressing and protecting it
as well as providing some mas
siveness to the sparse structure.
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tire House-each story 5 cubits high, so that it encased the
House with timbers of cedar.
11 Then the word of the LoRD carne to Solomon, 1 2 "With
regard to this House you are building-if you follow My
laws and observe My rules and faithfully keep My com
mandments, I will fulfill for you the promise that I gave to
your father David: 13 I will abide among the children of Is
rael, and I will never forsake My people Israel."
14 When Solomon had completed the construction of the
House, 15 he paneled the walls of the House on the inside
with planks of cedar. He also overlaid the walls on the in
side with wood, from the floor of the House to the ceiling.
And he overlaid the floor of the House with planks of cy
press. 16 Twenty cubits from the rear of the House, he built
[a partition] of cedar planks from the floor to the walls;• he
furnished its interior to serve as a shrine, as the Holy of
Holies. 17 hThe front part of the House, that is, the Great
b Menning of vv.

n Seplungiul rends "rnfters."

3-story
structure
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is wrclenr in pnr/.
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1 5-22: The interior of the main
building was floored, paneled,
decorated, and overlaid . . . with
gold (see also vv. 29-30). Although
some consider the author to be ex
aggerating in this description, the
study of almost contemporary an
cient Near Eastern culture sup
ports the likelihood of the descrip
tion. In Mesopotamian documents
ranging from about 2400 to 539
BCE different rulers proclaim that
they covered the walls and doors
of their temples with gold and sil
ver, while Egyptian documents
indicate that pharaohs living be
tween 1550 and 1152 did likewise.
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Hall, measured 40 cubits. 18 The cedar of the interior of the
House had carvings of gourds and calyxes; it was all
cedar, no stone was exposed. 19 In the innermost part of
the House, he fixed a Shrine in which to place the Ark of
the LoRn's Covenant. 20 •The interior of the·• Shrine was
20 cubits long, 20 cubits wide, and 20 cubits high. He
overlaid it with solid gold; he similarly overlaid [its] cedar
altar. 21 Solomon overlaid the interior of the House with
solid gold; and he inserted golden chains b-into the door
of-b the Shrine. He overlaid [the Shrine] with gold, 22 so
that the entire House was overlaid with gold; he even
overlaid with gold the entire altar of the Shrine. And so
the entire House was completed.
23 In the Shrine he made two cherubim of olive wood,
each 10 cubits high. 24 [One] had a wing measuring 5 cubits
and another wing measuring 5 cubits, so that the spread
from wingtip to wingtip was 10 cubits; 25 and the wing
spread of the other cherub was also 10 cubits. The two cher
ubim had the same measurements and proportions: 26 the
height of the one cherub was 10 cubits, and so was that of
the other cherub.
27 He placed the cherubim inside the <·inner chamber.·<
Since the wings of the cherubim were extended, a wing of
the one touched one wall and a wing of the other touched
the other wall, while their wings in the center of the cham
ber touched each other. 2 8 He overlaid the cherubim with
gold. 29 All over the walls of the House, of both the inner
area and the outer area, he carved reliefs of cherubim,
palms, and calyxes, 30 and he overlaid the floor of the
House with gold, both the inner and the outer areas.
31 For the entrance of the Shrine he made doors of olive
wood, dthe pilasters and the doorposts having five sides.-d
32 The double doors were of olive wood, and on them he
carved reliefs of cherubim, palms, and calyxes. He over
laid them with gold, hammering the gold onto the cheru
bim and the palms. 33 For the entrance of the Great Hall,
too, he made doorposts of oleaster wood, d-having four
sides,-d 34 and the double doors of cypress wood, each
door consisting of two rounded planks. 35 On them he
carved cherubim, palms, and calyxes, overlaying them
with gold applied evenly over the carvings. 36 He built the
inner enclosure of three courses of hewn stones and one
course of cedar beams.
o-o I.e., tlw imwr sanctuary, desiguoted in v. 16 oud elsewhere os the "Holy of Holies. "
b-b Heb. "in front of "
c-c I.e., tl1e Shrine.
d-d Menniug of Heb. uncertain.

KINGS

6. 18-6.36

23: Cherubim: The "im" ending
is a Heb plural marker equivalent
to English "s" as in "boys." A
"cherub" was a mythical, com
posite animal, often represented
with a human face, eagle wings,
and a lion's body. Cherubim were
considered guardian figures. Solo
mon not only placed two three
dimensional cherubim in the
Holy of Holies, but also had them
carved in relief on the two sets of
doors in the main building (vv. 32,
35). Cherub images are attested
on various ancient Near Eastern
artifacts, including carved ivory
panels used to decorate furniture
from Samaria and on two clay
cult stands from excavations at
Taanach. They are also known to
have been carved into the sides of
the throne used by Hiram of Tyre,
which is illustrated on his exca
vated sarcophagus; this may sug
gest that in the Temple as well the
cherubim served as the throne of
(the invisible) God. In Jewish tra
dition they came to symbolize the
presence of God. 36: Israeli arche
ologists have excavated stone
structures and fortification walls in
which horizontal courses of wood
beams were laid intermittently be
tween courses of stones. These
would allow the buildings to ab
sorb earthquake shocks without
collapsing. (Many parts of Israel
are in active earthquake zones.)
In Mesopotamia, layers of reeds
were placed between every few
courses of brick in the construc
tion of the great ziggurats for the
same reason.
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37Jn the fourth year, in the month of Ziv, the founda
tions of the House were laid; 38 and in the eleventh year, in
the month of Bul-that is, the eighth month-the House
was completed according to all its details and all its specifications. It took him seven years to build it. 1 And it
took Solomon thirteen years to build his palace, until
his whole palace was completed.
2 He built the •·Lebanon Forest House with four rows·•
of cedar columns, and with hewn cedar beams above the
columns. Its length was 100 cubits, its breadth 50 cubits,
and its height 30 cubits. 3 Jt was paneled above with cedar,
with the planksb that were above on the 45 columns-15
in each row. 4 And there were three rows of window
frames, with three tiers of windows facing each other. 5 All
the doorways and doorposts< had square frames-with
three tiers of windows facing each other.
6 He made the portico of columns 50 cubits long and 30
cubits wide; dthe portico was in front of [the columns],
and there were columns with a canopy in front of them.-d
7 He made the throne portico, where he was to pronounce
judgment-the Hall of Judgment. It was paneled with
cedar from floor to floor.
B The house that he used as a residence, in the rear
courtyard, back of the portico, was of the same construc
tion. Solomon also constructed a palace like that portico
for the daughter of Pharaoh, whom he had married.
9 All these buildings, from foundation to coping and all
the way out to the great courtyard, were of choice stones,
hewn according to measure, smooth on all sides.' 1DThe
foundations were huge blocks of choice stone, stones of 10
cubits and stones of 8 cubits; 11 and above were choice
stones, hewn according to measure, and cedar wood.
12 The large surrounding courtyard had three tiers of
hewn stone and a row of cedar beams, the same as for the
inner court of the House of the LoRD, and for the portico
of the House.

7

e

13 King Solomon sent for Hiram and brought him down
from Tyre. 14 He was the son of a widow of the tribe of
Naphtali, and his father had been a Tyrian, a coppersmith.
n-n So en/led been use of t/1e rmus of cedar collllll/15. SeJifllnginl rends "three rows" instead
of "four rows"; cf. v. J .
b Appnreutly tile "JIInnks" connected tile col l l ll lllS /ongiturlinnlly, nnrl tl!e "benllls" (v. 2 )
connected tile plnuks transversely.
c SeJifllnginl rends "windows. "
d-d Menning of Heb. nncertnin.
e Syrinc rends "rafters. "
f Lit. "sawed witl1 n snw in tile inside anti outside. "
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37: Bul, the eighth month of the
Canaanite calendar, was renamed
Mar]:teshvan by Jews after the Bab
ylonian exile. It corresponds to Oc
tober-November.
7.1-12: Solomon's palace com
plex. Having provided details

about the seven-year Temple con
struction project, the author pro
vides similar details about
Solomon's thirteen-year public
building and palace projects, un
dertaken only after the Temple
was completed (d. 9.10): the Leba
non Forest House, a large public
building containing many wings
including a Hall of Judgment and
a private throne room (vv. 7-8)
and two palaces. These projects,
larger and more complex architec
turally than the magnificently en
dowed Temple, intending to ac
commodate large numbers of
people, necessitated pillars. In
combination, both projects attest
to Solomon's skill as a designer
contractor.

7.13-51: Furnishing the Temple.

The author returns to the main line
of his narrative. 13-14: Hiram, not
the king of Tyre. This Hiram, a
bronzeworker living in Tyre, is ac
counted to the northern tribe of
Naphthali through his deceased
father. This artisan plays a role
similar to that of Bezalel in the
construction of the tent-shrine in
the wilderness (Exod. 36.1; 37.1).
His specialty appears to have
been the ability to cast very large,
curved and spherical objects (d.
7.46). Bronze, an alloy of (usually)
copper and tin. As translators'
note a points out, Heb makes no
distinction between pure copper
and copper alloys such as bronze.
Pure copper is too soft, however,
to make an effective "pillar."
15-22: The two specially made
bronze pillars, manufactured after
the Temple's completion, lacked
any structural purpose. Their func
tion may have been symbolically
decorative. Artistic reconstructions
often represent them as freestand
ing either near the entrance of the
Temple or at the front edge of the
portico on the basis of 2 Chron.
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He was endowed with skill, ability, and talent for execut
ing all work in bronze.• He came to King Solomon and ex
ecuted all his work. 15 He cast two columns of bronze; one
column was 18 cubits high and measured 12 cubits in cir
cumference, [and similarly] the other column. 1 6 He made
two capitals, cast in bronze, to be set upon the two col
umns, the height of each of the two capitals being 5 cubits;
1 7 also nets of meshwork with festoons of chainwork for
the capitals that were on the top of the columns, seven for
each of the two capitals. 18 He made the columnsb so that
there were two rows [of pomegranates] encircling the top
of the one network, to cover the capitals that were on
the top of the pomegranates;< and he did the same for [the
network on] the second capital. 19The capitals upon the
columns of the portico were of lily design, 4 cubits high;
20 so also the capitals upon the two columns extended
above and next to the bulged that was beside the network.
There were 200 pomegranates in rows around the top of
the second capital.•
21 He set up the columns at the portico of the Great Hall;
he set up one column on the right and named it Jachin,
and he set up the other column on the left and named it
Boaz. 22 Upon the top of the columns there was a lily de
sign. Thus the work of the columns was completed.
23 Then he made the tank' of cast metal, 10 cubits across
from brim to brim, completely round; it was 5 cubits high,
and it measured 30 cubits in circumference. 24 There were
gourds below the brim completely encircling it-ten to a
cubit, encircling the tank; the gourds were in two rows,
cast in one piece with it. 25 It stood upon twelve oxen:
three facing north, three facing west, three facing south,
and three facing east, with the tank resting upon them;
their haunches were all turned inward. 26 It was a hand
breadth thick, and its brim was made like that of a cup,
like the petals of a lily. Its capacity was 2,000 baths.
27 He made the ten laver stands of bronze. The length of
each laver stand was 4 cubits and the width 4 cubits, and
the height was 3 cubits. 28 The structure of the laver stands
was as follows: They had insets,9 and there were insets
within the frames; 29 and on the insets within the frames
n Heb. neJ:>osheth means botlr copper nnd bronze. In the translation "copper" is ordinarily
rrsed to denote tire nntrrrnl product nnd "bronze" for tire artifacts.
b Two Heb. mss. rend "pomegranates."
c Aborrt fifty Heb. mss. rend "colrrnms."
d Lit. "belly"; exact force of Heb. rrncertnin.
e I.e., enclr of tire two cnpitnls.
f Lit. "sen."
g Emendation yields 'jrnmes."

7·15-7.29

3 .17. The consonants of the Heb
names Jachin and Boaz may be read
as a sentence meaning "May he
establish in strength." The pillars
may have comprised a visible
prayer asking that God care either
for the Temple or for the dynasty.
(2 Kings 11.14; 23.3 may support
the latter interpretation even
though they mention only one pil
lar.) Shrine models excavated in
the Levant show such freestanding
pillars. 23-26: The elevated tank
provided water under pressure so
that the priests could wash conve
niently without having to draw
water from Temple cisterns
(2 Chron. 4.6). The Tanakh does
not indicate how water was re
leased from the tank or how it was
filled. The tank's design, mounted
on the back of twelve oxen, actu
ally bulls, facing the cardinal
points of the compass, may have
been symbolically meaningful.
23: A comparison of the tank's di
ameter and circumference indi
cates that the author used 3 as the
value of pi. Assuming the correct
ness of the diameter, the circum
ference was almost 31.5 cubits (15
m or 47 ft). 27-39: Hiram also
made ten lavers and ten intricately
designed rolling stands for the
washing of sacrificial parts (cf.
2 Chron. 4.6). The inclusion of
mythical cherubs along with bulls
and lions in the side frames of the
stands suggests that they too con
veyed some symbolic message
(v. 29). Bronze models of such
stands have been found in excava
tions on Cyprus and in Israel.
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were lions, oxen, and cherubim. Above the frames was a
stand; and both above and below the lions and the oxen
were spirals of hammered metal. 3 0£ach laver stand had
four bronze wheels and [two] bronze axletrees. Its four
legs had brackets; the brackets were under the laver, cast
•with spirals beyond each.-• 31 Jts funnel, within the
crown, rose a cubit above it; this funnel was round, in the
fashion of a stand, a cubit and a half in diameter. On the
funnel too there were carvings.
But the insets were square, not round. 32 And below the
insets were the four wheels. The axletrees of the wheels
were [fixed] in the laver stand, and the height of each
wheel was a cubit and a half. 33 The structure of the wheels
was like the structure of chariot wheels; and their axle
trees, their rims, their spokes, and their hubs were all of
cast metal. 34 Four brackets ran to the four corners of
each laver stand; the brackets were of a piece with the
laver stand. 35 At the top of the laver stand was a round
band half a cubit high, and together with the top of the
laver stand; its sides and its insets were of one piece with
it. 36 •·On its surface-on its sides-and on its insets
[Hiram] engraved cherubim, lions, and palms, as the clear
space on each allowed,·• with spirals roundabout. 37 It was
after this manner that he made the ten laver stands, all of
them cast alike, of the same measure and the same form.
3B Then he made ten bronze lavers, one laver on each of
the ten laver stands, each laver measuring 4 cubits and
each laver containing forty baths.
39 He disposed the laver stands, five at the right side of
the House and five at its left side; and the tank he placed
on the right side of the House, at the southeast [corner].
40 Hiram also made the lavers, the scrapers, and the
sprinkling bowls.
So Hiram finished all the work that he had been doing
for King Solomon on the House of the LoRD: 41 the two
columns, the two globes of the capitals upon the columns;
and the two pieces of network to cover the two globes of
the capitals upon the columns; 42 the four hundred pome
granates for the two pieces of network, two rows of pome
granates for each network, to cover the two globes of the
capitals upon the columns; 43 the ten stands and the ten
lavers upon the stands; 44 the one tank with the twelve
oxen underneath the tank; 45 the pails, the scrapers, and
the sprinkling bowls. All those vessels in the House of the
LoRD that Hiram made for King Solomon were of bura-a Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111Certai11.
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nished bronze. 46 The king had them cast •·in earthen
molds,·• in the plain of the Jordan between Succoth and
Zarethan. 47 Solomon left all the vessels [unweighed] be
cause of their very great quantity; the weight of the
bronze was not reckoned.
4B And Solomon made all the furnishings that were in
the House of the LoRD: the altar, of gold; the table for the
bread of display, of gold; 49 the lampstands-five on the
right side and five on the left-in front of the Shrine, of
solid gold; and the petals, lamps, and tongs, of gold; 50 the
basins, snuffers, sprinkling bowls, ladles, and fire pans, of
solid gold; and the hinge sockets for the doors of the in
nermost part of the House, the Holy of Holies, and for the
doors of the Great Hall of the House, of gold.
51 When all the work that King Solomon had done in the
House of the LoRD was completed, Solomon brought in
the sacred donations of his father David-the silver, the
gold, and the vessels-and deposited them in the treasury
of the House of the LoRD.

8 Then Solomon convoked the elders of Israel-all the

heads of the tribes and the ancestral chieftains of the
Israelites-before King Solomon in Jerusalem, to bring up
the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD from the City of
David, that is, Zion.
2 All the men of Israel gathered before King Solomon at
the Feast,b in the month of Ethanim-that is, the seventh
month. 3 When all the elders of Israel had come, the priests
lifted the Ark 4 and carried up the Ark of the LoRD. Then
the priests and the Levites brought the Tent of Meeting
and all the holy vessels that were in the Tent. 5 Meanwhile,
King Solomon and the whole community of Israel, who
were assembled with him before the Ark, were sacrificing
sheep and oxen in such abundance that they could not be
numbered or counted.
6 The priests brought the Ark of the LoRD's Covenant to
its place underneath the wings of the cherubim, in the
Shrine of the House, in the Holy of Holies; 7 for the cheru
bim had their wings spread out over the place of the Ark,
so that the cherubim shielded the Ark and its poles from
above. 8 The poles projected so that the ends of the poles
were visible in the sanctuary in front of the Shrine, but
they could not be seen outside; and there they remain to
this day. 9 There was nothing inside the Ark but the two
n-n

Lit. "ill tire thick of tire earth."

b I.e., of Booths. Cf Lev. 13. 34·

7.46-8 .9

48-49: In contrast to the bronze

vessels and implements manufac
tured for use in the courtyard and
on the altar in front of the Temple,
those intended for use within the
Temple itself were made from or
covered with gold. The metals
themselves indicated gradations of
holiness.

8.1-66: Dedicating the Temple.

The formal dedication ceremonies
consisted of moving the Ark and
attendant items from a tent where
they had been kept since the days
of David, joyful celebration, public
sacrifices, prayers, and speeches.
The dedication ceremonies took
place in the seventh month, Etlra
nim, called "Tishri" after the Bab
ylonian exile. It corresponds to
September-October and is the
month when the high holidays,
Rosh Ha-Shanah (New Year) and
Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement)
are observed, followed immedi
ately by Sukkot (Tabernacles or
Booths}. The dedication, eleven
months after the completion of the
Temple (see 6.37), was scheduled
for the feast of Booths, Sukkot
(v. 2). 1 : The sacred objects were
kept in a tent within the City of
David. They had to be carried 11p
to the Temple, which had been
constructed on a hill north of the
city. A broad consensus among
historians and archeologists
maintains that Solomon's Temple
was built beneath the platform
around the Dome of the Rock
and in the surrounding area.
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tablets of stone which Moses placed there at Horeb, when
the LoRD made [a covenant] with the Israelites after their
departure from the land of Egypt.
lO When the priests came out of the sanctuary-for the
cloud had filled the House of the LoRD 11 and the priests
were not able to remain and perform the service because
of the cloud, for the Presence of the LORD filled the House
of the LoRD-12 then Solomon declared:
"The LoRD has chosen
To abide in a thick cloud:
13
I have now built for You
A stately House,
A place where You
May dwell forever."
14 Then, with the whole congregation of Israel standing,
the king faced about and blessed the whole congregation
of Israel. 15 He said:
"Praised be the LoRD, the God of Israel, •who has ful
filled with deeds the promise He made to my father
David. For He said, 1 6 'Ever since . I brought My people
Israel out of Egypt, I have not chosen a city among all the
tribes of Israel for building a House where My name
might abide; but I have chosen David to rule My people
Israel.'
I7 "Now my father David had intended to build a
House for the name of the LORD, the God of Israel. I B But
the LoRD said to my father David, 'As regards your inten
tion to build a House for My name, you did right to have
that intention. 19 However, you shall not build the House
yourself; instead, your son, the issue of your loins, shall
build the House for My name.'
z o "And the LoRD has fulfilled the promise that He
made: I have succeeded b my father David and have as
cended the throne of Israel, as the LoRD promised. I have
built the House for the name of the LoRD, the God of Is
rael; 21 and I have set a place there for the Ark, containing
the covenant which the LoRD made with our fathers when
He brought them out from the land of Egypt."
22 Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LoRD in
the presence of the whole community of Israel; he spread
the palms of his hands toward heaven 23 and said, "0
LORD God of Israel, in the heavens above and on the earth
below there is no god like You, who keep Your gracious
covenant with Your servants when they walk before You
in wholehearted devotion; 24 You who have kept the
a-a Lit. "who spoke wi/11 His 01011 111011th . . . a11d has fulfilled with His owll iWild. "
b Lit. "rise11 in place of "
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10: The cloud, a conventional figure
indicating divine presence (Exod.
33-9)- The author al l udes to earlier
traditions about the Tabernacle
(Exod. 40.34-35). Part of the ritual
within the Temple building con
sisted of incense offerings on the
small, golden altar. 1 2-13: Since
God dwells in a thick cloud,
Solomon has provided a proper
house. The Temple building was
dimly illuminated by light enter
ing through apertures high on the
Wall and by ten lamps. The square,
back chamber, where the Ark
was kept, was blocked off from
the long hall, so that it was
always dim.
8.13-66: The prayer of Solomon
is filled with phrases that echo
Deuteronomy: v. 23, keep You r gra
cious cove11a11t (Deut. 7.9, 12); v. 23,

in the heave11s above a11d 011 the earth
below (Deut. 4·39); v. 24, as is 11ow
the case (Deut. 2.30; 4.20; etc.); vv.
30, 39, 43, 49, Your heave11ly abode

(Deut. 26.15); vv. 33, 34, 38, 43, 52,
Your people Israel (Deut. 21.8;
26.15); v. 36, wl1ich You gave . . . as
their heritage (Deut. 4.21; 15.4; etc.);
v. 40, revere [the LORD] (Deut. 4.10;
5.26; etc.); v. 42, mighty hand . . .
outstrctclwd arm (Deut. 4-34; 5.15;
etc.); v. 51, iro11 fumace (Deut. 4-20).
13: I have built for You recurs five
additional times in Solomon's
speeches (vv. 20, 27, 43, 44, 48),
sounding a message of personal
piety. A place where You may dwell
forever: The concept expressed here
that the Temple is the place where
God dwells is qualified by a more
abstract conception in v. 29, which
portrays the Temple as the place
where the divine "name" dwells.
This suggests that the prayers in
vv. 12-13 and 15-53 are two sepa
rate compositions; the la tter may
have a long history of composi
tion. 22: In the ancient world, the
proper posture for petitionary
prayer was standing erect with
raised hands. In addition to other
biblical descriptions (Exod. 9.29;
Isa. 1.15) it is represented in draw
ings from Israel, Assyria, and
Egypt. 25-26: Solomon introduces
his petition by suggesting that in
sofar as he has met conditions pre-
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promises You made to Your servant, my father David, ful
filling with deeds the promise You made-as is now the
case. 25 And now, 0 LoRD God of Israel, keep the further
promise that You made to Your servant, my father David:
'Your line on the throne of Israel shall never end, if only
your descendants will look to their way and walk before
Me as you have walked before Me.' 26 Now, therefore, 0
God of Israel, let the promise that You made to Your ser
vant my father David be fulfilled.
27 "But will God really dwell• on earth? Even the heav
ens to their uttermost reaches cannot contain You, how
much less this House that I have built! 28 Yet turn, 0 LORD
my God, to the prayer and supplication of Your servant,
and hear the cry and prayer which Your servant offers
before You this day. 29 May Your eyes be open day and
night toward this House, toward the place of which
You have said, 'My name shall abide there'; may You
heed the prayers which Your servant will offer toward
this place. 30 And when You hear the supplications which
Your servant and Your people Israel offer toward this
place, give heed in Your heavenly abode-give heed and
pardon.
3 1 "Whenever one man commits. an offense against an
other, and the latter utters an imprecation to bring a curse
upon him, and comes with his imprecation before Your
altar in this House, 32 oh, hear in heaven and take action to
judge Your servants, condemning him who is in the
wrong and bringing down the punishment of his conduct
on his head, vindicating him who is in the right by re
warding him according to his righteousness.
33 "Should Your people Israel be routed by an enemy be
cause they have sinned against You, and then turn back to
You and acknowledge Your name, and they offer prayer
and supplication to You in this House, 34 oh, hear in
heaven and pardon the sin of Your people Israel, and re
store them to the land that You gave to their fathers.
35 "Should the heavens be shut up and there be no rain,
because they have sinned against You, and then they pray
toward this place and acknowledge Your name and repent
of their sins, when You answerb them, 36 oh, hear in
heaven and pardon the sin of Your servants, Your people
Israel, after You have shown them the proper way in
which they are to walk; and send down rain upon the land
which You gave to Your people as their heritage. 37 So, too,
if there is a famine in the land, if there is pestilence, blight,
6.1 8 adds "witlr man . "
b The Septuagint, witlr a different vocalization, reads "clrastise. "

n 2 Citron.
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8.25-8.37

sen ted b y G o d in the dream at
Gibeon (3.14) by building the Tem
ple, God should fulfill His (condi
tional) promise to David about his
descendants (cf. 2.4) which would
include guaranteeing Solomon
long life. 27-61: This section be
gins with a rhetorical question
challenging the notion expressed
in vv. 12-13 that God now has an
actual presence on earth in the
Temple (v. 27). Meditative prayers
(vv. 28-53) assert that God, truly
present in heaven, resides only
symbolically on earth in the Tem
ple; nevertheless, prayer should be
directed to the Temple (vv. 29, 31,
35, 38, 42). These ideas, couched in
phrases and images from Deuter
onomy (see Deut. 6.13; 12.4, 1 1), at
tempt to harmonize the Deutero
nomic notion of divine immanence
in the Temple with the contrasting
notion cif the universal transcen
dence of God. The whole section
may have been inserted into a text
that originally continued seam
lessly from v. 26 to 62. V. 54 has
Solomon praying on his knees,
while v. 22 has him standing. V. 55
has him standing to bless the peo
ple, something described already
in v. 14. In its present context, the
section dilutes the aura of God's
immanence cast by the materialis
tic physicality of Solomon's speech
(vv. 12-26). V. 34, calling for the
restoration of Israel to the land, is
most likely an exilic addition to
the text.
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mildew, locusts or caterpillars, or if an enemy oppresses
them in any of the settlements of the land.
"In any plague and in any disease, 38 in any prayer or
supplication offered by any person among all Your people
Israel-each of whom knows his own affliction-when he
spreads his palms toward this House, 39 oh, hear in Your
heavenly abode, and pardon and take action! Render to
each man according to his ways as You know his heart to
be-for You alone know the hearts of all men-40 so that
they may revere You all the days that they live on the land
that You gave to our fathers.
41 "Or if a foreigner who is not of Your people Israel
comes from a distant land for the sake of Your name-42 for
they shall hear about Your great name and Your mighty
hand and Your outstretched arm-when he comes to pray
toward this House, 43 oh, hear in Your heavenly abode and
grant all that the foreigner asks You for. Thus all the peo
ples of the earth will know Your name and revere You, as
does Your people Israel; and they will recognize that Your
name is attached to this House that I have built.
44 "When Your people take the field against their enemy
by whatever way You send them, and they pray to the
LoRD in the direction of the city which You have chosen,
and of the House which I have built to Your name, 45 oh,
hear in heaven their prayer and supplication and uphold
their cause.
46 "When they sin against You-for there is no man who
does not sin-and You are angry with them and deliver
them to the enemy, and their captors carry them off to an
enemy land, near or far; 47 and then they take it to heart in
the land to which they have been carried off, and they re
pent and make supplication to You in the land of their
captors, saying: 'We have sinned, we have acted per
versely, we have acted wickedly,' 4B and they tum back to
You with all their heart and soul, in the land of the ene
mies who have carried them off, and they pray to You in
the direction of their land which You gave to their fathers,
of the city which You have chosen, and of the House
which I have built to Your name-49 oh, give heed in Your
heavenly abode to their prayer and supplication, uphold
their cause, 50 and pardon Your people who have sinned
against You for all the transgressions that they have com
mitted against You. Grant them mercy in the sight of their
captors that they may be merciful to them. 51 For they are
Your very own people that You freed from Egypt, from the
midst of the iron furnace. 52 May Your eyes be open to the
supplication of Your servant and the supplication of Your
people Israel, and may You heed them whenever they call
-692-
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upon You. 53 For You, 0 Lord GoD, have set them apart for
Yourself from all the peoples of the earth as Your very
own, as You promised through Moses Your servant when
You freed our fathers from Egypt."
54 When Solomon finished offering to the LoRD all this
prayer and supplicaJion, he rose from where he had been
kneeling, in front of the altar of the LoRD, his hands
spread out toward heaven. 55 He stood, and in a loud
voice blessed the whole congregation of Israel:
56 "Praised be the LoRD who has granted a haven to His
people Israel, just as He promised; not a single word has
failed of all the gracious promises that He made through
His servant Moses. 57 May the LoRD our God be with us,
as He was with our fathers. May He never abandon or for
sake us. 58 May He incline our hearts to Him, that we may
walk in all His ways and keep the commandments, the
laws, and the rules, which He enjoined upon our fathers.
59 And may these words of mine, which I have offered in
supplication before the LORD, be close to the LORD our
God day and night, that He may provide for His servant
and for His people Israel, according to each day's needs60 to the end that all the peoples of the earth may know
that the LoRD alone is God, there is no other. 61 And may
you be wholehearted with the LORD our God, to walk in
His ways and keep His commandments, even as now."
62 The king and all Israel with him offered sacrifices be
fore the LoRD. 63 Solomon offered 22,000 oxen and 12o,ooo
sheep as sacrifices of well-being to the LoRD. Thus the
king and all the Israelites dedicated the House of the
LoRD. 64 That day the king consecrated the center of the
court that was in front of the House of the LORD. For it
was there that he presented the burnt offerings, the meal
offerings, and the fat parts of the offerings of well-being,
because the bronze altar that was before the LoRD was too
small to hold the burnt offerings, the meal offerings, and
the fat parts of the offerings of well-being.
65 So Solomon and all Israel with him-a great assem
blage, [coming] from Lebo-hamath to the Wadi of Egypt•
observed the Feastb at that time before the LORD our God,
seven days and again seven days, fourteen days in all.
66 On the eighth dayc he let the people go. They bade the
king good-bye and went to their homes, joyful and glad of
heart over all the goodness that the LORD had shown to His
servant David and His people Israel.
a I.e., comingfrom one end of the cortntry to 1/�e other.
c I.e., of tire second St!veu-day feast; cf 2 Clno11. 7.8-to.

b I.e., of Booths. Cf Lev. 2J.J4·
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8.62-66: Conclusion of the dedi
cation. The attendance of the en
tire population, and the huge
numbers of sacrifices offered, are
intended to express the complete
ness of participation and consecra
tion. Taken literally, they would
have required the abandonment of
all activity by the entire people for
two weeks, and the rate of sacrifice
(even assuming non-stop activity)
would have been one oxen and six
sheep every minute. 64: Bum I of
ferings (Lev. 1.3-17), those wholly
consumed by fire. They are at the
initiative of the donor, and serve to
expiate any shortcomings not cov
ered by purification or reparatory
offerings. Men/ offerings (Lev.
2.1-16), portions of grain burnt
completely. The meal offering was
a burnt offering that even poor
people could afford (Lev. Rnb. 8.4).
Offerings of well-being (Lev. p-16) ,
sacrifice of an animal involving
burning its inner organs (entrails,
kidney, and liver) and the fat (suet)
that is attached to them. These are
thanksgiving or celebratory offer
ings, and the worshipper partakes
of the meat that is not burnt.

F IRST KINGS

9. 1-9 . 1 5

9 When Solomon had finished building the House of the

LORD and the royal palace and everything that
Solomon had set his heart on constructing, 2 the LORD ap
peared to Solomon a second time, as He had appeared to
him at Gibeon. 3 The LoRD said to him, "I have heard the
prayer and the supplication which you have offered to
Me. I consecrate this House which you have built and I set
My name there forever. My eyes and My heart shall ever
be there. 4 As for you, if you walk before Me as your father
David walked before Me, wholeheartedly and with up
rightness, doing all that I have commanded you [and]
keeping My laws and My rules, 5 then I will establish your
throne of kingship over Israel forever, as I promised your
father David, saying, 'Your line on the throne of Israel
shall never end.' 6 [But] if you and your descendants turn
away from Me and do not keep the commandments [and]
the laws which I have set before you, and go and serve
other gods and worship them, 7 then I will sweep• Israel
off the land which I gave them; I will rejectb the House
which I have consecrated to My name; and Israel shall be
come a proverb and a byword among all peoples. s And
C·as for this House, once so exalted,·< everyone passing by
it shall be appalled and shall hiss.d And when they ask,
'Why did the LORD do thus to the land and to this House?'
9 they shall be told, 'It is because they forsook the LoRD
their God who freed them from the land of Egypt, and
they embraced other gods and worshiped them and
served them; therefore the LoRD has brought all this ca
lamity upon them.' "
10 At the end of the twenty years• during which Solo
mon constructed the two buildings, the LORD's House and
the royal palace-11 since King Hiram of Tyre had sup
plied Solomon with all the cedar and cypress timber and
gold that he required-King Solomon in turn gave Hiram
twenty towns in the region of Galilee. 12 But when Hiram
came from Tyre to inspect the towns that Solomon had
given him, he was not pleased with them. 13 "My brother,"
he said, "what sort of towns are these you have given
me?" So they were named the land of Cabul/ as is still the
case. 14 However, Hiram sent the king one hundred and
twenty talents of gold.
15 This was the purpose of the forced labor which Soloa Lit. "c11t. "
b Lit. "dislllissfrolll My prcscllcc. "
c-c Targum and some other nncieut versions rend "mui litis /-louse slln/1 become a ruiu."
d All actioll pc1fonllcd at tile sight of mill to ward off a like fate frolll tile observer; cf. llotc
at fer. 1 8. 1 6.
c See 6.]8-7. 1 .
f l'erilaps takcll to llll"nll "as llOtilillg."

NEVI'IM
9.1-9: The second revelation. This
unit harks back to the revelation at
Gibeon (ch 3·4-15)· God here re
sponds to the dedicatory prayers
of Solomon; the narrative leaves
unclear when and where this oc
curred. 2-3: God indicates that He
had consecrated the House in re
sponse to Solomon's prayers and
supplications. This emphasizes
that it is His act of will, not
Solomon's, that makes the Temple
an effective place. 4-9: Reaffirming
the conditionality of the promise
to David and his dynasty, God de
nies Solomon's request of 8.25-26
for a guarantee. For emphasis,
God states also that the existence
of the Temple itself depends on the
proper behavior of Israel. Vv. 6--9
are intended to anticipate the exile
of all Israel, of both the kingdoms
of Israel and Judah, that at this
point in the narrative have not yet
come into existence as separate
kingdoms.
9.10-1 0.29: The rest of the deeds
of Solomon. This section presents
truncated information about vari
ous financial and administrative
arrangements consequent to ,
Solomon's building projects.
9:1 0-14: A final payment for sup
plies and for gold-not mentioned
in the earlier contractual arrange
ments (5.2o-31)-to king Hiram
was made by Solomon in the form
of twenty towns. Despite Hiram's
disparaging remark that gave rise
to the area being called Cnbul, he
accepted them and remitted a final
gold payment to Solomon to cover
the difference between the value of
the cities and what was owed him.
1 1 : Josephus reports that they
were near Tyre, in western Galilee.
1 3: My brother, "brother" refers
to an equal partner in a treaty.
14: Talent, the equivalent of J,ooo
shekels (Exod. 38.25-26), weighed
approximately 30 kg (66 pounds).
1 5-23: Solomon's labor force.
Solomon conducted construction
projects in many parts of his king
dom and depended on a combina
tion of conscripted workers under
a labor tax system as well as par
tially enslaved populations. The
location of sites mentioned sug-
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mon imposed: It was to build the House of the LoRD, his
own palace, the Millo,a and the wall of Jerusalem, and [to
fortify) Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer. (16 Pharaoh king of
Egypt had come up and captured Gezer; he destroyed it
by fire, killed the Canaanites who dwelt in the town, and
gave it as dowry to his daughter, Solomon's wife.) 1 7 So
Solomon fortified Gezer, lower Beth-horon, l B Baalith, and
Tamarb in the wilderness, in the land [of Judah), 19 and all
of Solomon's garrison towns, chariot towns, and cavalry
towns-everything that Solomon set his heart on building
in Jerusalem and in the Lebanon, and throughout the ter
ritory that he ruled. 20 All the people that were left of the
Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites who
were not of the Israelite stock__z1 those of their descen
dants who remained in the land and whom the Israelites
were not able to annihilate-of these Solomon made a
slave force, as is still the case. 22 But he did not reduce any
Israelites to slavery; they served, rather, as warriors and
as his attendants, officials, and officers, and as command
ers of his chariotry and cavalry.
23 These were the prefects that were in charge of Solo
mon's works and were foremen over the people engaged
in the work, who numbered 550. '
24 As soon as Pharaoh's daughter went up from the City
of David to the palace that he had built for her, he built the
Millo.•
25 Solomon used to offer burnt offerings and sacrifices of
well-being three times a year on the altar that he had built
for the LORD, and d-he used to offer incense on the one that
was before the LORD. And he kept the House in repair:d
26 King Solomon also built a fleet of ships at Ezion
geber, which is near Eloth• on the shore of the Sea of
Reeds in the land of Ed om. 2 7 Hiram sent servants of his
with the fleet, mariners who were experienced on the sea,
to serve with Solomon's men. 2B They came to Ophir; there
they obtained gold in the amount of four hundred and
twenty talents, which they delivered to King Solomon.
The queen of Sheba heard of Solomon's fame,
the name of the LoRn,·' and she came to
1test0him'·through
with hard questions. 2 She arrived in Jerusalem

with a very large retinue, with camels bearing spices, a
a A citadel.
b So kethib, cf E:ck. 47.19, 48.28; qere Tad111or.
c Tl1eir na111cs arc not listed in the text.
d-d Meaning of Hcb. IIIICcrtain.
e Elsewhere called E/at/1.
f-f The force of the plu-asc is IIIICCrtain.

9. 16-10.2

gests that he felt threatened by
Arameans northeast of the Sea of
Galilee, Philistines from the coastal
plain, and Egyptians from the
southwest. The author drew this
information from the same source
as 5.27-31. 21: 5/aveforce (Heb
"mas 'oved") refers to tax paid in
labor. V. 22 suggests that the status
of non-Israelites under this system
differed from that of Israelites; this
contradicts 5 . 27-28 . 23: The names
of the prefects are not presented.
In 2 Chron. 8.10, their number is
given as 250.

9.26-10.22: The outcome of
Solomon's additional business
dealings with Hiram of Tyre.
9.26-28: Solomon and Hiram un

dertook a joint venture in a combi
nation of land and sea trade.
Hiram provided the seafaring
know-how and Solomon granted
overland access to the port at
Ezio11-geber on the Gulf of Eilat.
From there, both kings had
access to the Red Sea and beyond.
28: Ophir, location uncertain. It has
been identified with ports or re
gions in Ethiopia, North Somalia,
South Arabia, and even India.

10.1-13: The story of the queen's
visit to Solomon continues the

theme of wisdom and wealth
(3.12-13). It interrupts the report of
his trading venture, which contin
ues in 10.14, and was inserted be
cause of its thematic connection to
the international business ven
tures. 1 : 5/zeba, ancient Sabea at the
southwest corner of the Arabian
peninsula, controlled access into
the Sea of Aden from the Red
Sea at the Bab el-Mandeb. The
story tells that the queen came
to meet a potential trading
partner. She provided him with
her gifts, and he reciprocated.
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great quantity of gold, and precious stones. When she
came to Solomon, she asked him all that she had in mind.
3 Solomon had answers for all her questions; there was
nothing that the king did not know, [nothing] to which he
could not give her an answer. 4 When the queen of Sheba
observed all of Solomon's wisdom, and the palace he had
built, 5 the fare of his table, the seating of his courtiers, the
service and attire of his attendants, and his wine service,
•·and the burnt offerings that he offered at·• the House of
the LoRD, she was left breathless.
6 She said to the king, "The report I heard in my own
land about you and your wisdom was true. 7 But I did not
believe the reports until I came and saw with my own
eyes that not even the half had been told me; your wis
dom and wealth surpass the reports that I heard. B How
fortunate are your men and how fortunate are these your
courtiers, who are always in attendance on you and can
hear your wisdom! 9 Praised be the LORD your God, who
delighted in you and set you on the throne of Israel. It is
because of the LoRD's everlasting love for Israel that He
made you king to administer justice and righteousness."
10 She presented the king with one hundred and twenty
talents of gold, and a large quantity of spices, and pre
cious stones. Never again did such a vast quantity of
spices arrive as that which the queen of Sheba gave to
King Solomon.-11 Moreover, Hiram's fleet, which carried
gold from Ophir, brought in from Ophir a huge quantity
of almug wood b and precious stones. 12 The king used the
almug wood for decorations in the House of the LORD and
in the royal palace, and for harps and lyres for the musi
cians. Such a quantity of almug wood has never arrived or
been seen to this day.-13 King Solomon, in turn, gave the
queen of Sheba everything she wanted and asked for, in
addition to what King Solomon gave her out of his royal
bounty. Then she and her attendants left and returned to
her own land.
1 4 The weight of the gold which Solomon received every
year was 666 talents of gold, 1 5 besides what came from
tradesmen, from the traffic of the merchants, and from all
the kings of Arabia and the governors of the regions.
16 King Solomon made 200 shields of beaten gold-6oo
shekels of gold to each shield-17 and 300 bucklers of
beaten gold-three minas of gold to each buckler. The king
placed them in the Lebanon Forest House.
18 The king also made a large throne of ivory, and he
n-n 2 Clzron. 9·4 rends " . . . nnd the procession with which he went up to
b Others "smzdnlwood. "

. .

."

1 1-12: Information about almug
wood and how it was used dates
the Ophir venture to within a few
years of Solomon's initial arrange
ment with Hiram. These verses in
terrupt the account of the queen's
visit.
10.14-29: Solomon's wealth. Ex
travagant golden furnishings were
captured by David from the Ara
mean king Hadadezer (2 Sam. 8.7).
Ancient Near Eastern documents
indicate that gold bowls and
dishes were given as gifts to roy
alty while gold shields are men
tioned by Assyrian kings as prize
spoils of war. Solomon's trade
arrangements explain his access to
gold. 22: A Tarshish fleet may refer
to a type of ship or to the place to
which such ships sailed. The fleet
was Solomon's, and run indepen
dently from ships involved in joint
ventures with Hiram. Since the
Ophir fleet plied the Red Sea
trade, the Tarshish fleet may have
competed with Phoenicians
around the Mediterranean. Schol
ars have identified Tarshish with
Sardinia or with Tartessus in
southern Spain. 23-25: Solomon's
wealth and wisdom helped confer
great recognition and honor on
him. These verses reprise God's
grants to Solomon in 3.12-13 and
what was already narrated in 5.14.
26-29: Solomon used and traded
in chariots from Egypt and horses
from two small kingdoms in Ana
tolia, keeping some (9.19) and re
selling others to small Hittite king
doms in North Syria near the
Euphrates and to Aramean king
doms (d. 2 Sam. 10.19). Informa
tion about his arms trade with Ar
ameans brings to the foreground
the brief notice in 11.23-25.
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overlaid it with refined gold. 19 Six steps led up to the
throne, and the throne had a back with a rounded top, and
arms on either side of the seat. Two lions stood beside the
arms, 2 0 and twelve lions stood on the six steps, six on ei
ther side. No such throne was ever made for any other
kingdom."
21 All King Solomon's drinking cups were of gold, and
all the utensils of the Lebanon Forest House were of pure
gold: silver did not count for anything in Solomon's days.
22 For the king had a Tarshish b fleet on the sea, along with
Hiram's fleet. Once every three years, the Tarshish fleet
came in, bearing gold and silver, ivory, apes, and pea
cocks.
23 King Solomon excelled all the kings on earth in
wealth and in wisdom. 24 All the world came to pay hom
age to Solomon and to listen to the wisdom with which
God had endowed him; 25 and each one would bring his
tribute-silver and gold objects, robes, weapons and
spices, horses and mules-in the amount due each year.
26 Solomon assembled chariots and horses. He had 1-400
chariots and 12,000 horses, which he stationed< in the
chariot towns and with the king in Jerusalem. 2 7 The king
made silver as plentiful in Jerusalem as stones, and cedars
as plentiful as sycamores in the Shephelah. 28 Solomon's
horses were procured from Mizraimd and Kue. The king's
dealers would buy them from Kue at a fixed price. 29 A
chariot imported from Mizraimd cost 6oo shekels of silver,
and a horse 150; these in turn were exported by them• to
all the kings of the Hittites and the kings of the Arameans.
King Solomon loved many foreign women in addi
to Pharaoh's daughter-Moabite, Ammonite,
1Edomite,
1 tion
Phoenician, and Hittite women, 2 from the na

tions of which the LoRD had said to the Israelites, "None
of you shall join them and none of them shall join you,'
lest they turn your heart away to follow their gods." Such
Solomon clung to and loved. 3 He had seven hundred
royal wives and three hundred concubines; and his wives
turned his heart away. 4 In his old age, his wives turned
away Solomon's heart after other gods, and he was not as
wholeheartedly devoted to the LORD his God as his father
David had been. 5 Solomon followed Ashtoreth the goda
b
c
d
e
f

Or "prince"; like Plzoenician mamlakt.
Probably a fleet of large sllips.
So 2 Cllro11. 1 . 14; 9.25; Heb. lwre "led."
Usually Egypt, llere perllaps Mu�m. a neigllbor of Kue (Cilicin).
I.e., Solomon 's deniers.
I.e., in marriage; cf Deut. 7.3-4; 23-4- 8-9.
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1 1.1-43: The dissolution of
Solomon's kingdom. Some of

what is narrated here occurred si
multaneously with what was pre
sented in chs 1-10. For example,
Solomon's marriage to an Am
monite princess occurred while
David was alive (14.21). This
sugggests that the material is
arranged theologically rather than
chronologically; the first part
narrates the successes of Solo
mon while he observes the law,
while ch 11 is part of a section
which narrates his failures that
result from abrogating the law.
1: Solomon's diplomatic marriages
reflect the range of his trading
ventures and his attempt to secure
alliances with kingdoms on his un
defined eastern Transjordanian
borders: Ammon, Moab, Edom.
Malbim notes that the author's
choice of words, loved 111any foreign
wo111e11, denotes a child's lust after
objects rather than an adult's love
for a particular woman. This in
vites a contrast bet-ween David,
whose impetuous acts were sins of
youth, and Solomon, who sinned
in his old age. 1-3: Having many
wives violated general instructions
to the king (Deut. 17.16-17). For
eign wives would introduce their
pagan practices into Judah. The
author here combines various bib
lical texts and extends earlier
traditions that prohibit inter
marriage with specific nations
(Exod. 34.11-16; Deut. 7.1-6;
23-4--9). A similar general ban
on intermarriage is found in
Ezra-Nehemiah, suggesting that
this text in Kings is from the
latest, exilic edition of the book.
5-B: Solomon's tolerance of, par
ticipation in, and contributions
toward foreign worship
corollary activities to his diplo
matic marriages-are described
and condemned by the author.
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dess of the Phoenicians, and Milcom the abomination of
the Ammonites.
. 6 Solomon did what was displeasing to the LoRD and
did not remain loyal to the LoRD like his father David. 7 At
that time, Solomon built a shrine for Chemosh the abomi
nation of Moab on the hill near Jerusalem, and one for
Molech the abomination of the Ammonites. 8 And he did
the same for all his foreign wives who offered and sacri
ficed to their gods.
9 The LORD was angry with Solomon, because his heart
turned away from the LoRD, the God of Israel, who had
appeared to him twice 10 and had commanded him about
this matter, not to follow other gods; he did not obey what
the LORD had commanded. 11 And the LoRD said to
Solomon, •·"Because you are guilty of this·•-you have not
kept My covenant and the laws which I enjoined upon
you-I will tear the kingdom away from you and give it to
one of your servants. 12 But, for the sake of your father
David, I will not do it in your lifetime; I will tear it away
from your son. 13 However, I will not tear away the whole
kingdom; I will give your son one tribe, for the sake of My
servant David and for the sake of Jerusalem which I have
chosen."
14 So the LoRD raised up an adversary against Solomon,
the Edomite Hadad, who was of the royal family of Edom.
15 When David bwas in·b Edom, Joab the army com
mander went up to bury the slain, and he killed every
male in Edom; 16 for Joab and all Israel stayed there for six
months until he had killed off every male in Edom. 17 But
Hadad,< together with some Edomite men, servants of his
father, escaped and headed for Egypt; Hadad was then a
young boy. 18 Setting out from Midian, they came to Paran
and took along with them men from Paran. Thus they
came to Egypt, to Pharaoh king of Egypt, who gave him a
house, assigned a food allowance to him, and granted him
an estate. 19 Pharaoh took a great liking to Hadad and
gave him his sister-in-law, the sister of Queen Tahpenes,
as wife. 20 The sister of Tahpenes bore him a son, Genu
bath. Tahpenes weanedd him in Pharaoh's palace, and
Genubath remained in Pharaoh's palace among the sons
of Pharaoh. 21 When Hadad heard in Egypt that David
had been laid to rest with his fathers and that Joab the
army commander was dead, Hadad said to Pharaoh,
"Give me leave to go to my own country." 22 Pharaoh
n-n Lit. "T/1is is with you."
b-b Emendation yields "defeated"; cf 2 Snm. B.IJ.
c Heb. Adnd.
d Septuagint rends "renred. "

-6g8-

9-13: God's angry reaction to the
actual behavior of a properly in
formed and warned Solomon (cf.
3.5; g.2). 10: Alludes to 9-4-7.
1 1-13: The final judgment com
promises God's promises to David
(2 Sam. 7.16). The kingdom will be
torn away, but not the whole king
dom as it was from Saul (1 Sam.
15.28; 28.17-18). For the sake of . .
David is a major subtheme of the
book (11.34; 15.4; 2 Kings 8.19;
19.34; 20.6). 14-22: Adversary, Heb
"satan," related to later English
"Satan." Hadad of Edom, also con
nected to the Egyptian court
through marriage, threatened
Solomon from the east. Solomon's
overland caravans from Eilat most
like!y followed routes in the east
ern Sinai .to avoid Edomite raiders.
.
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replied, "What do you lack with me, that you want to go
to your own country?" But he said, "Nevertheless, give
me leave to go."
23 Another adversary that God raised up against
Solomon• was Rezon son of Eliada, who had fled from his
lord, King Hadadezer of Zobah, 24 when David was
slaughtering them. He gathered men about him and be
came captain over a troop; they went to Damascus and
settled there, and they established a kingdom in Damas
cus. 25 He was an adversary of Israel all the days of
Solomon, adding to the trouble [caused by] Hadad; he re
pudiated [the authority of] Israel and reigned over Aram.
26 Jeroboam son of Nebat, an Ephraimite of Zeredah, the
son of a widow whose name was Zeruah, was in Solo
mon's service; he raised his hand against the king. 27 The
circumstances under which he raised his hand against the
king were as follows: Solomon built the Millo and re
paired the breach of the city of his father, David. 28 This
Jeroboam was an able man, and when Solomon saw that
the young man was a capable worker, he appointed him
over all the forced labor of the House of Joseph�
29 During that time Jeroboam went out of Jerusalem and
the prophet Ahijah of Shiloh met him on the way. He had
put on a new robe; and when the two were alone in the
open country, 30 Ahijah took hold of the new robe he was
wearing and tore it into twelve pieces. 31 "Take ten
pieces," he said to Jeroboam. "For thus said the LoRD, the
God of Israel: I am about to tear the kingdom out of
Solomon's hands, and I will give you ten tribes. 32 But one
tribe shall remain his-for the sake of My servant David
and for the sake of Jerusalem, the city that I have chosen
out of all the tribes of Israel. 33 For they have forsaken Me;
they have worshiped Ashtoreth the goddess of the
Phoenicians, Chemosh the god of Moab, and Milcom the
god of the Ammonites; they have not walked in My ways,
or done what is pleasing to Me, or [kept] My laws and
rules, as his father David did. 34 However, I will not take
the entire kingdom away from him, but will keep him as
ruler as long as he lives for the sake of My servant David
whom I chose, and who kept My commandments and My
laws. 35 But I will take the kingship out of the hands of his
son and give it to you-the ten tribes. 36 To his son I will
give one tribe, so that there may be a lamp for My servant
David forever before Me in Jerusalem-the city where I
have chosen to establish My name. 37 But you have been
chosen by Me; reignb wherever you wish, and you shall be
a Heb. "l!im."

b U., estn/Jiisl! your residence.
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23-25: Rezon, a victim of David's
victories over the Arameans, even
tually wrested Damascus from
Israelite control (cf. 2 Sam. 8.6).
He may have threatened Israel
with the very chariots that had
been sold to him by Solomon.
2�0: According to the a u thor,
Ahijah's message fomented Jero
boam's action. Jeroboam's defiance
of Solomon on behalf of northern
tribes-no details are provided
and several words seem to be
missing in the Heb text-had
the support of a prophet. The
full measure of Jeroboam's popu
larity is indicated in 12.1-6.
36: The image of a la111p became
a special metaphor for David
and for the continuity of his
line in the language of the
author and like-minded people
(z Sam. 21.17; Ps. 1Jz.q).
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king over Israel. 3 8 If you heed all that I command you,
and walk in My ways, and do what is right in My sight,
keeping My laws and commandments as My servant
David did, then I will be with you and I will build for you
a lasting dynasty as I did for David. I hereby give Israel to
you; 39 and I will chastise David's descendants for that
[sin], though not forever."
40 Solomon sought to put Jeroboam to death, but Jero
boam promptly fled to King Shishak of Egypt; and he re
mained in Egypt till the death of Solomon.
41 The other events of Solomon's reign, and all his ac
tions and his wisdom, are recorded in the book of the An
nals of Solomon. 42 The length of Solomon's reign in Jeru
salem, over all Israel, was forty years. 43 Solomon slept
with his fathers and was buried in the city of his father
David; and his son Rehoboarn succeeded him as king.

1 2 Rehoboarn went to Shechern, for all Israel had

come to Shechern to acclaim him as king. 2 Jero
boam son of Nebat learned of it while he was still in
Egypt; for Jeroboam had fled from King Solomon, •·and
had settled in Egypt.·• 3 They sent for him; and Jeroboam
and all the assembly of Israel carne and spoke to Reho
boarn as follows: 4 "Your father made our yoke heavy.
Now lighten the harsh labor and the heavy yoke which
your father laid on us, and we will serve you." S He an
swered them, "Go away for three days and then come
back to me." So the people went away.
6 King Rehoboarn took counsel with the elders who had
served his father Solomon during his lifetime. He said,
"What answer do you advise [me] to give to this people?"
7 They answered him, "If you will be a servant to those
people today and serve them, and if you respond to them
with kind words, they will be your servants always." B But
he ignored the advice that the elders gave him, and took
counsel with the young men who had grown up with him
and were serving him. 9 "What," he asked, "do you advise
that we reply to the people who said to me, 'Lighten the
yoke that your father placed upon us'?" 10 And the young
men who had grown up with him answered, "Speak thus
to the people who said to you, 'Your father made our yoke
heavy, now you make it lighter for us.' Say to them, 'My
little finger is thicker than my father's loins. 11 My father
imposed a heavy yoke on you, and I will add to your
yoke; my father flogged you with whips, but I will flog
you with scorpions.' "
a-a

2

Cllro11.

10.2

reads "So Jeroboam rclllrllcd from Egypt. "

- ?00-

40: Shishak (Egyptian Shoshenq)

was pharaoh 945-924 BCE. His
relationship with Jeroboam bore
fruit after the death of Solomon.
41-42: In citing the sources of his
information about Solomon and
indicating that he has excerpted
only part of the information from
them, the author suggests the ve
racity of the descriptions which
he has evaluated theologically.

41: The book of the Annals of

Solomon is presented as an actual
document available to the author
and to his readers. It is unknown
aside from this reference to it.
Whether or not it actually existed,
the reference-like a footnote in a
scholarly composition-indicates a
reliance on written documents as a
source of authority.

12.1-14.18: The secession of
northern tribes from the united
kingdom and the creation of the
Northern Kingdom of Israel.
12.1-1.7: The negotiation at
Shechem. Although prophets, act

ing on instructions from God,
might anoint individuals as kings,
the authority of any persons so
anointed had to be publicly ac
claimed by those over whom they
ruled, as in the case of Saul (1 Sam.
11.14-15), David over Judah
(2 Sam. 2.4, 7), David over all the
tribes (2 Sam. 5.1-5), and Solomon
(1 Kings 1.39-40). The northern
tribes were ready to acclaim Reho
boam as their king, but only if he
agreed to certain general condi
tions. The text has a clear polemi
cal slant, and makes Rehoboam
look foolish, thereby justifying the
establishment of the Northern
Kingdom. 1 : 5/Iechem, the major
city directly north of Jerusalem on
the north-south highway, lay near
the border of the two largest and
most powerful northern tribes,
Ephraim and Manasseh. All Israel:
The meaning of this phrase
changes from 1 1.42, where it
means the entire kingdom, north
(Israel) and south (Judah), to
12.16, where it means the north
only. 2-3: Jeroboam (11.26-40),
summoned to Shechem from
Egypt by a group of tribal leaders
(the assembly of Israel), takes part in
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the negotiation. 1 1 : Scorpions,
may refer to a particular thorny
plant or to some type of whip.
15: The author's theological com
ment on the illogical turn of
events. All that transpired was
a fulfillment of what God told
Solomon (11.11) and what
Ahijah told Jeroboam (11.Jl-J6).
16: Northerners take up the rally
ing cry of an earlier anti-David
rebel, Sheba son of Bichri, whose
rebellion had threatened to split
the kingdom (2 Sam. 20.1).

12 Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam on
the third day, since the king had told them: "Come back
on the third day." 1 3 The king answered the people
harshly, ignoring the advice that the elders had given him.
14 He spoke to them in accordance with the advice of the
young men, and said, "My father made your yoke heavy,
but I will add to your yoke; my father flogged you with
whips, but I will flog you with scorpions." 15 (The king did
not listen to the people; for the LoRD had brought it about
in order to fulfill the promise that the LoRD had made
through Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam son of Nebat.)
16 When all Israel saw that the king had not listened to
them, the people answered the king:
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"We have no portion in David,
No share in Jesse's son!
To your tents, 0 Israel!
Now look to your own House, 0 David."
So the Israelites returned to their homes." 1 7 But Reho
boam continued to reign over the Israelites who lived in
the towns of Judah.
18 King Rehoboam sent Adoram,b who was in charge of
the forced labor, but all Israel pelted him to death with
stones. Thereupon King Rehoboam hurriedly mounted
his chariot and fled to Jerusalem. 19 Thus Israel revolted
against the House of David, as is still the case.
20 When all Israel heard that Jeroboam had returned,
they sent messengers and summoned him to the assembly
and made him king over all Israel. Only the tribe of Judah
remained loyal to the House of David.
21 On his return to Jerusalem, Rehoboam mustered all
the House of Judah and the tribe of Benjamin, 18o,ooo
picked warriors, to fight against the House of Israel, in
order to restore the kingship to Rehoboam son of Solo
mon. 22 But the word of God came to Shemaiah, the man
of God: 23 "Say to King Rehoboam son of Solomon of
Judah, and to all the House of Judah and Benjamin and
the rest of the people: 24 Thus said the LoRD: You shall not
set out to make war on your kinsmen the Israelites. Let
every man return to his home, for this thing has been
brought about by Me." They heeded the word of the LoRD
and turned back, in accordance with the word of the
LORD.
25Jeroboam fortified Shechem in the hill country of
Ephraim and resided there; he moved out from there and
fortified Penuel. 26 Jeroboam said to himself, "Now the
kingdom may well return to the House of David. 27 If
these people still go up to offer sacrifices at the House of
the LoRD in Jerusalem, the heart of these people will turn
back to their master, King Rehoboam of Judah; they will
kill me and go back to King Rehoboam of Judah." 28 So the
king took counsel and made two golden calves. He said to
<·the people;< "You have been going up to Jerusalem long
enough. This is your god, 0 Israel, who brought you up
from the land of Egypt!" 29 He set up one in Bethel and
placed the other in Dan. 3 0 That proved to be a cause of
guilt, for the people went to worship [the calf at Bethel
and] the one at Dan. 31 He also made cult places and apa Lit. "tents. "
b Elsewhere called Adoniram; cf 2 Sam.

20.24

and note.

c-c Hell. "them. "
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17: Benjaminite clans living within
view of Jerusalem may have cast
their lot with Judah (v. 21); those
farther north may have joined the
northern confederation. Judah,
here, refers not to the tribe but to
the kingdom, dominated by the
tribe, that also included Simeon, to
the south of Judah.
12.1 8-24: Israel's rebellion and
the truce. 18: Noting that the text

does not clarify to where or for
what Adoram was sent, Josephus
suggests that Rehoboam sent him to
apologize on the king's behalf. If
this individual is identical to Ado
niram, who was in charge of the
forced labor (4.6; 5.28; see 2 Sam.
20.24), as suggested by the reading
Adoniram in the Septuagint, Reho
boam made a particularly poor se
lection, choosing an individual
likely to raise resentment among
the northern tribes. 19: As is still
the case would be true only in a
document written while the
Northern Kingdom still existed,
i.e., prior to 722 BCE. 20: Jero
boam's return from Egypt is re
ported in 12.3. Radak interprets
the reference in this verse as indi
eating that (northern) Israel heard
that he had returned to his family
home and not to Egypt where he
had settled. Jeroboam was made
king by the assembly. 21-24: Pro
phetic intervention stopped what
might have turned into a major
civil war. Although there was
fighting between the two king
doms during the reign of Jero
boam (14.30), it eventually petered
out as both kingdoms faced com
mon enemies. Throughout the di
vided monarchy, they often coop
erated with each other.

12.25-33: Jeroboam consolidates
his rule. In a highly polemical pas

sage, the author describes a series
of cultic actions taken by Jeroboam
that he considers spiteful viola
tions of divine will. Consequently,
he refers to them throughout
Kings as the "sins of Jeroboam"
that caused northern tribes to
abandon Jerusalem. 28-30: He set
up images, one at Dan, the north
ernmost border city, and one at
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pointed priests from the ranks of the people who were not
of Levite descent.
32 He stationed at Bethel the priests of the shrines that
he had appointed to sacrifice to the calves that he had
made. And Jeroboam established a festival on the fifteenth
day of the eighth month; in imitation of the festival in
Judah, he established one at Bethel, and he ascended the
altar [there]. 33 Qn the fifteenth day of the eighth month
the month in which he had contrived of his own mind to
establish a festival for the Israelites-Jeroboam ascended
the altar that he had made in Bethel.
As he ascended the altar to present an offering, 1 a
man of God arrived at Bethel from Judah at the
command of the LoRD. While Jeroboam was standing
on the altar• to present the offering, the man of God, at
the command of the LoRD, cried out against the altar:
2 "0 altar, altar! Thus said the LORD: A son shall be born to
the House of David, Josiah by name; and he shall slaugh
ter upon you the priests of the shrines who bring offerings
upon you. And human bones shall be burned upon you."
3 He gave a portent on that day, saying, "Here is the por
tent that the LoRD has decreed: This altar shall break
apart, and the ashes on it shall be spilled." 4 When the king
heard what the man of God had proclaimed against the
altar in Bethel, Jeroboam stretched out his arm above the
altar and cried, "Seize him!" But the arm that he stretched
out against him became rigid, and he could not draw it
back. 5 The altar broke apart and its ashes were spilled
the very portent that the man of God had announced at
the LORD's command. 6 Then the king spoke up and said
to the man of God, "Please entreat the LoRD your God and
pray for me that I may be able to draw back my arm." The
man of God entreated the LoRD and the king was able to
draw his arm back; it became as it was before.
7 The king said to the man of God, "Come with me to
my house and have some refreshment; and I shall give
you a gift." B But the man of God replied to the king,
"Even if you give me half your wealth, I will not go in
with you, nor will I eat bread or drink water in this place;
9 for so I was commanded by the word of the LoRD: You
shall eat no bread and drink no water, nor shall you go
back by the road by which you came." 10 So he left by an
other road and did not go back by the road on which he
had come to Bethel.
11 There was an old prophet living in Bethel; and his
sonsb came and told him all the things that the man of

13

n I.e nt the top of the steps or ramp.
.•

b 1·/cb. "so11. ""

12.32-1 3 . 1 1

Bethel, the southernmost main cen
ter of his kingdom. Calves, most

likely small images of bulls such as
have been found in excavations,
were held to be in violation of
Deut. 5.8-9. The story of Jero
boam's golden calves shares much
in common with the episode of
fashioning the single golden calf in
the wilderness in Exod. ch 32. For
example, the phrase "These are
your gods, 0 Israel, who brought
you out of the land of Egypt!" is
also found though only one calf
was made by Aaron (Exod. 32-4 b
b, which translates the Heb accu
rately). 31: The shrines are held to
be in violation of Deut. 12.13-14.
32-33: Jeroboam celebrated Taber
nacles, which was to be celebrated
on the fifteenth day of the seventh
month (Lev. 2 3· 34), on the fifteenth
day of the eig/11/z montlz as deter
mined in Jerusalem, but which
was probably what he determined
to be the seventh month (d. 8.2).
He may have intercalated a month
to align calendared agricultural
festivals with the actual harvest
patterns of northern tribes, partic
ularly those in Galilee. Tannaitic
traditions from the Second Temple
period indicate that the year could
be intercalated under certain cir
cumstances because of late grain
or fruit harvests (b. Smzh. na-12b).
As Solomon had apparently done
(9.25), Jeroboam as king officiated
on the altar.

1 3.1-33: Two prophetic stories
connected to Bethel. 1-10: A

prophecy against the Bethel altar
which is part of a larger miracle
story. Specific mention of Josiah
connects this to the fulfillment nar
rative associated with that king in
2 Kings 23.15-16. Proof of the va
lidity of long-range prediction is
a short-range prediction in v. 3
fulfilled in v. 5· The story cannot
have achieved its current form
until after the reforms of Josiah,
ca. 620 BCE. Like the following
story, this narrative emphasizes
the importance of divine obedi
ence. 1 1-32: A prophetic story in
which a Bethel prophet deceptively
tests the authenticity of the man of
God and validates his long-term
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God had done that day in Bethel [and] the words that he
had spoken to the king. When they told it to their father,
12 their father said to them, "Which road did he leave by?"
•·His sons had seen·• the road taken by the man of God
who had come from Judah. 13 "Saddle the ass for me," he
said to his sons. They saddled the ass for him, and he
mounted it 14 and rode after the man of God. He came
upon him sitting under a terebinth and said to him, "Are
you the man of God who came from Judah?" "Yes, I am,"
he answered. 1 5 "Come home with me," he said, "and
have something to eat." 16 He replied, "I may not go back
with you and enter your home; and I may not eat bread or
drink water in this place; 1 7 the order I received by the
word of the LoRD was: You shall not eat bread or drink
water there; nor shall you return by the road on which
you came." 18 "I am a prophet, too," said the other, "and
an angel said to me by command of the LoRD: Bring him
back with you to your house, that he may eat bread
and drink water." He was lying to him. 19So he went
back with him, and he ate bread and drank water in his
house.
20While they were sitting at the table, the word of the
LORD came to the prophet who had brought him back.
21 He cried out to the man of God who had come from
Judah: "Thus said the LoRD: Because you have flouted the
word of the LoRD and have not observed what the LoRD
your God commanded you, 22 but have gone back and
eaten bread and drunk water in the place of which He
said to you, 'Do not eat bread or drink water [there],' your
corpse shall not come to the grave of your fathers."
23 After he had eaten bread and had drunk, he saddled the
ass for him-for the prophet whom he had brought back.
24 He set out, and a lion came upon him on the road and
killed him. His corpse lay on the road, with the ass stand
ing beside it, and the lion also standing beside the corpse.
25 Some men who passed by saw the corpse lying on the
road and the lion standing beside the corpse; they went
and told it in the town where the old prophet lived. 26 And
when the prophet who had brought him back from the
road heard it, he said, "That is the man of God who
flouted the LORD's command; the LoRD gave him over to
the lion, which mauled him and killed him in accordance
with the word that the LoRD had spoken to him." 27 He
said to his sons, "Saddle the ass for me," and they did so.
28 He set out and found the corpse lying on the road, with
the ass and the lion standing beside the corpse; the lion
a-a Septuagint reads "And his sons showed. "

NEVI'IM
prediction. The prophet's predic
tion that the man of God would
not be buried in a family tomb
(vv. 21-22) is fulfilled in vv. 29-30.
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had not eaten the corpse nor had it mauled the ass. 29 The
prophet lifted up the corpse of the man of God, laid it on
the ass, and brought it back; •-it was brought·• to the town
of the old prophet for lamentation and burial. 30 He laid
the corpse in his own burial place; and they lamented over
it, "Alas, my brother!" 3 1 After burying him, he said to his
sons, "When I die, bury me in the grave where the man of
God lies buried; lay my bones beside his. 32 For what he
announced by the word of the LORD against the altar in
Bethel, and against all the cult places in the towns of Sa
maria, shall surely come true."
3 3 Even after this incident, Jeroboam did not turn back
from his evil way, but kept on appointing priests for the
shrines from the ranks of the people. He ordained as
priests of the shrines any who so desired. 34 Thereby the
House of Jeroboam incurred guilt-to their utter annihila
tion from the face of the earth.

1 4 At that time, Abijah, a son of Jeroboam, fell sick.

2 Jeroboarn said to his wife, "Go and disguise your
self, so that you will not be recognized as Jeroboam's wife,
and go to Shiloh. The prophet Ahijah lives there, the one
who predicted that I would be king over this people.
3 Take with you ten loaves, some wafers, and a jug of
honey, and go to him; he will tell you what will happen to
the boy." 4 Jeroboam's wife did so; she left and went to
Shiloh and carne to the house of Ahijah. Now Ahijah
could not see, for his eyes had become sightless with age;
S but the LORD had said to Ahijah, "Jeroboam's wife is
corning to inquire of you concerning her son, who is sick.
Speak to her thus and thus. When she arrives, she will be
in disguise."
6 Ahijah heard the sound of her feet as she carne
through the door, and he said, "Corne in, wife of Jero
boam. Why are you disguised? I have a harsh message for
you. 7 Go tell Jeroboam: Thus said the LoRD, the God of Is
rael: I raised you up from among the people and made
you a ruler over My people Israel; s I tore away the king
dom from the House of David and gave it to you. But you
have not been like My servant David, who kept My com
mandments and followed Me with all his heart, doing
only what was right in My sight. 9 You have acted worse
than all those who preceded you; you have gone and
made for yourself other gods and molten images to vex
Me; and Me you have cast behind your back. 10 Therefore I
will bring disaster upon the House of Jeroboam and will
a-a Lit. "it came. "
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33: This illcidttllf refers to the heal
ing event and its aftermath nar
rated above in vv. 6-10. The story
of vv. 1 1-32 interrupts the flow be
tween vv. 10 and 33, and may have
been inserted by a later editor.

14.1-1 8: A second tale about the
prophet Ahijah and Jeroboam

inculcating the lesson that the di
vine retribution is worked out
through natural and man-made
disasters, and emphasizing the ex
traordinary power of the prophet.
3: Loaves . . . wafers . . . lzo11ey, as a
gift (1 Sam. 9.7-8). The wafers
(Heb "nikudim," cf. Josh 9.5,
"crumbly") were perhaps a kind
of biscuit or hardtack, meant to
last longer than regular bread.
4: Could 1101 see . . . sightless, so
his identification of Jeroboam's
wife is due only to God's revela
tion. 7-1 1: A prophetic speech
serving as a preamble to a predic
tion. Ahijah alludes to 1 1.37-38
where conditions which Jero
boam did not meet were set
out. 10-1 1 : A medium-range
prediction against Jeroboam's
dynasty is fulfilled in 15.29.
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cut off from Jeroboam every male, •·bond and free,·• in Is
rael. I will sweep away the House of Jeroboam utterly, as
dung is swept away. 11 Anyone belonging to Jeroboam
who dies in the town shall be devoured by dogs; and any
one who dies in the open country shall be eaten by the
birds of the air; for the LoRD has spoken. 12 As for you, go
back home; as soon as you set foot in the town, the child
will die. 13 And all Israel shall lament over him and bury
him; he alone of Jeroboam's family shall be brought to
burial, for in him alone of the House of Jeroboam has
some devotion been found to the LORD, the God of Israel.
14 Moreover, the LoRD will raise up a king over Israel who
will destroy the House of Jeroboam, bthis day and even
now.·b
15 "The LoRD will strike Israel until it sways like a reed
in water. He will uproot Israel from this good land that He
gave to their fathers, and will scatter them beyond the Eu
phrates, because they have provoked the LoRD by the sa
cred posts that they have made for themselves. 16 He will
forsake Israel because of the sins that Jeroboam com
mitted and led Israel to commit."
17Jeroboam's wife got up and left, and she went to
Tirzah. As soon as she stepped over the threshold of her
house, the child died. 1 B They buried him and all Israel
lamented over him, in accordance with the word that the
LoRD had spoken through His servant the prophet Ahijah.
19 The other events of Jeroboam's reign, how he fought
and how he ruled, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings
of Israel. 20Jeroboam reigned twenty-two years; then he
slept with his fathers, and his son Nadab succeeded him
as king.
21 Meanwhile, Rehoboam son of Solomon had become
king in Judah. Rehoboam was forty-one years old when
he became king, and he reigned seventeen years in Jerusa
lem-the city the LoRD had chosen out of all the tribes of
Israel to establish His name there. His mother's name was
Naamah the Ammonitess. 22 Judah did what was displeas
ing to the LoRD, and angered Him more than their fathers
had done by the sins that they committed. 23 They too
built for themselves shrines, pillars, and sacred posts on
every high hill and under every leafy tree; 24 there were
also male prostitutes in the land. [Judah] imitated all the
abhorrent practices of the nations that the LoRD had dis
possessed before the Israelites.
n-n Menning of Heb. uncertniu; possibly "kins111nn and friellli," cf.
b-b Menning of Heb. urtcertnin.

16.11.

1 2-13: A short-range prediction

that Jeroboam's son Abijah will die
is fulfilled in 14.17-18. These
verses originally continued v. 6 in
the narrative. 15: A long-range
prediction that Israel will be de
stroyed and its people scattered
across the Euphrates is fulfilled in
2 Kings 17.5-6. Sacred posts, Heb
"asherim," were symbols of the
goddess Asherah. In northern Ca
naanite myths she was the wife of
El, but in southern Canaanite tra
ditions she was associated with
Baal. Heb inscriptions from the 8th
and 7th centuries seE discovered
at Khirbet el-Kom near Lachish
and at Kuntillet Ajrud in Sinai pro
vide extrabiblical proof that some
people in Judah associated her
with the God of IsraeL

14.19-20: A concluding summary

used throughout Kings. Jero
boam's reign included other ad
ministrative and military accom
plishments that the author knows
about from the Annals of the Kings
of Israel. Nearly twenty-two years'
worth of royal activites are not
mentioned here; he cited only
what was of interest to him for
his purpose.

14.21-31: Rehoboam's reign in
Jerusalem, like all accounts in

Kings, is presented only in terms
of what is essential to the author.
21: A formula introduces each Ju
dean king: name, age at beginning
of reign, years of reign, name of
mother, and an evaluation of the
reign. These data are followed by
some salient facts and sometimes
by expansive stories. 22-28: The
author first presents a specific
summary of what was wrong
in the ritual behavior of Judah
(vv. 22-24) followed by events that
in context are understood as an
expression of divine displeasure.
24: Male prostitutes (Heb
"kedeshim"), more likely foreign
specialists, perhaps poets and
musicians, who assisted at rites
the author does not approve
of. Asa deported them (15.12).
25-26: Shishak raided the ancient
Egyptian province of Canaan,
leaving a record of 156 captured
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25 In the fifth year of King Rehoboam, King Shishak of
Egypt marched against Jerusalem 26 and carried off the
treasures of the House of the LoRD and the treasures of the
royal palace. He carried off everything; he even carried off
all the golden shields that Solomon had made. 27King Re
hoboam had bronze shields made instead, and he en
trusted them to the officers of the guard• who guarded the
entrance to the royal palace. 2 8 Whenever the king went
into the House of the LoRD, the guards would carry them
and then bring them back to the armory of the guards.
29 The other events of Rehoboam's reign, and all his ac
tions, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah.
30 There was continual war between Rehoboam and Jero
boam. 3 1 Rehoboam slept with his fathers and was buried
with his fathers in the City of David; his mother's name
was Naamah the Ammonitess. His son Abijam succeeded
him as king.

1 5 In the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam son of

Nebat, Abijam became king over Judah. 2 He
reigned three years in Jerusalem; his mother's name was
b·Maacah daughter of Abishalom:b 3 He continued in all
the sins that his father before him had committed; he was
not wholehearted with the LoRD his God, like his father
David. 4 Yet, for the sake of David, the LoRD his God gave
him a lamp in Jerusalem, by raising up his descendant
after him and by preserving Jerusalem. 5 For David had
done what was pleasing to the LoRD and never turned
throughout his life from all that He had commanded him,
except in the matter of Uriah the Hittite. 6 There was war
between Abijamc and Jeroboam all the days of his life.
7 The other events of Abijam' s reign and all his actions are
recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah; there was
war between Abijam and Jeroboam. B Abijam slept with
his fathers; he was buried in the City of David, and his son
Asa succeeded him as king.
9 In the twentieth year of King Jeroboam of Israel, Asa
became king over Judah. 10 He reigned forty-one years in
Jerusalem; his mother's name was Maacah daughter of
Abishalom. 11 Asa did what was pleasing to the LORD, as
his father David had done. 12 He expelled the male prosti
tutes from the land, and he removed all the idols that his
ancestors had made. 1 3 He also deposed his mother Maa
cah from the rank of queen mother, because she had made
a Lit. "ntnucrs. "
b-b 2 Chron. 13.2 rends "Micninh daughter of Uric/ of Gibenh "; cf
Mnncnh, daughter of Abislwloul, appears as 111othcr of Asn.
c So severnl mss.; 111ost mss. nud tile cditious read "RclwlJOnm. "
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14.25-15.13

cities on the wall o f a temple in
Karnak. Most cities listed were in
Israel, the kingdom of Shishak's
former protege, Jeroboam. Abra
vanel suggested in the early 16th
century that perhaps Jeroboam in
vited Shishak to attack Jerusalem
on his behalf. Although the text
seems to imply that Shishak took
the plunder by force, it is more
likely that Rehoboam despoiled
the Temple and palace of all the
treasure introduced by Solomon in
order to pay ransom to save Jeru
salem. This spoil may also have
been a bribe to Shishak to finance
raids in Israel. Fragments of an
inscription with Shishak's name
were excavated in Megiddo.
26: This payment to Shishak de
spoiled most of the treasure that
Solomon had invested in the Tem
ple. Although later generations
were able to replace some of the
golden decorations of the Temple,
later descriptions of the Temple
do not refer to its gold plating
(2 Kings 14.14; 18.16). 29, 31: A
standard concluding summary for
kings of Judah. Cf. the information
about Solomon (11.41-43) and Asa
(15 - 2)-24).

15.1-8: The short, undistin
guished reign of Abijam son of
Rehoboam. 4: A lnmp, cf. 11.36.

It is used here in the sense of
continuity of the line (Jer. 25.10).
6: Since border skirmishing contin
ued into the reign of Abijam's son
Asa (15.16), the reading adopted in
NJPS on the basis of Hebrew and
Greek manuscripts is preferable to
the textual tradition preserved in
the MT.

15.9-24: Presentation of the
reign of Asa follows the regular

pattern of formulaic introductory
(vv. g-n) and concluding
(vv. 23-24) materials between
which selected stories are pro
vided. 1 2-13: What earned Asa
the author's praise was his aboli
tion of idols, of some wooden ob
ject dedicated to Asherah, and
what he considered illegitimate
places of worship. Mnle prostitutes,
see 14.24 n. 13: The queen mother
(Heb "gevirah") had some official
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•·an abominable thing·• for [the goddess] Asherah. Asa cut
down her abominable thing and burnt it in the Wadi
Kidron. 14 The shrines, indeed, were not abolished; how
ever, Asa was wholehearted with the LoRD his God all his
life. 1 5 He brought into the House of the LORD all the con
secrated things of his father and b-his own consecrated
things·b-silver, gold, and utensils.
16 There was war between Asa and King Baasha of Israel
all their days. 1 7 King Baasha of Israel advanced against
Judah, and he fortified Ramah to prevent anyone belong
ing to King Asa from going out or corning in. 1BSo Asa
took all the silver and gold that remained in the treasuries
of the House of the LoRD as well as the treasuries of the
royal palace, and he entrusted them to his officials. King
Asa sent them to King Ben-hadad son of Tabrimmon son
of Hezion of Aram, who resided in Damascus, with this
message: 19 "There is a pact between you and me, and be
tween your father and my father. I herewith send you a
gift of silver and gold: Go and break your pact with King
Baasha of Israel, so that he may withdraw from me."
20 Ben-hadad responded to King Asa's request; he sent his
army commanders against the towns of Israel and cap
tured Ijon, Dan, Abel-beth-maacah, and all Chinneroth, as
well as all the land of Naphtali. 21 When Baasha heard
about it, he stopped fortifying Ramah and remained in
Tirzah.
22 Then King Asa mustered all Judah, with no exemp
tions; and they carried away the stones and timber with
which Baasha had fortified Ramah. With these King Asa
fortified Geba of Benjamin, and Mizpah.
23 All the other events of Asa's reign, and all his exploits,
and all his actions, and the towns that he fortified, are
recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. However, in
his old age he suffered from a foot ailment. 24 Asa slept
with his fathers and was buried with his fathers in the city
of his father David. His son Jehoshaphat succeeded him as
king.
25 Nadab son of Jeroboam had become king over Israel
in the second year of King Asa of Judah, and he reigned
over Israel for two years. 26 He did what was displeasing
to the LORD; he continued in the ways of his father, in the
sins which he caused Israel to commit. 27 Then Baasha son
of Ahijah, of the House of Issachar, conspired against him;
and Baasha struck him down at Gibbethon of the Philis
tines, while Nadab and all Israel were laying siege to Gibn-n Exnct meaning of Heb. 11/lcertnill.
b-b So keth.ib n11d 2 Chro11. 15.18.
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status and prerogatives; conse
quently she was accorded respect
(2.19, 2 Kings 10.13; Jer. 1J.18).
Other women mentioned in this
role played dominant roles in Isra
elite history: Jezebel (2 Kings 9.22)
and Athaliah (2 Kings 11. 1). Asa
stripped his mother of her status
and prerogatives. 1 4: Despite the
existence of the Temple, the
shrines remained popular places
of worship. 17: Ramah, a :;;hort dis
tance north of Jerusalem, con
trolled traffic into Jerusalem from
the north and from the coast via
northwest Benjaminite territories.
20: Asa's bribe to the Arameans
cost the Northern Kingdom most
of eastern Galilee and all upper
Galilee. The tribes of Dan and
Naphtali fell under the political
domination of Damascus. 22: Ex
ploiting Israel's weakness while
Baasha was rushing to protect his
northern borders, Asa literally
moved his own northern border
past Ramah, about 3·5 km (2 mi)
deeper into Benjaminite territory,
by fortifying Geba and Mizpah,
two villages set on the hill abut
ting and controlling the main
north-south approach to Jerusa
lem. Excavations at Tel en-Nasbeh,
ancient Mizpah, uncovered traces
of a rapidly constructed wall that
was later replaced by a strongly
bonded one.

15.25-32: Nadab's reign and
Baasha's usurpation. The author

considers Nadab of Israel irre
deemably unworthy because he
followed the way of Jeroboam
(vv. 26, 30). The extirpation of
Jeroboam's family is interpreted
as fulfillment of a prophecy and
hence a sign of divine providence.
Baasha's usurpation, though not
backed by a prophet like Ahijah, is
considered divinely sanctioned.
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bethon. 28 Baasha killed him in the third year of King Asa
of Judah and became king in his stead. 29 As soon as he be
came king, he struck down all the House of Jeroboam; he
did not spare a single soul belonging to Jeroboam until he
destroyed it-in accordance with the word that the LoRD
had spoken through His servant, the prophet Ahijah the
Shilonite_30because of the sins which Jeroboam com
mitted and which he caused Israel to commit thereby vex
ing the LoRD, the God of Israel.
31 The other events of Nadab's reign and all his actions
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel.
32 There was war between Asa and King Baasha of Israel
all their days. 33 In the third year of King Asa of Judah, Ba
asha son of Ahijah became king in Tirzah over all Israel
for twenty-four years. 34 He did what was displeasing to
the LORD; he followed the ways of Jeroboam and the sins
which he caused Israel to commit.

16

The word of the LoRD came to Jehu son of Hanani
against Baasha: 2 "Because I lifted you up from the
dust and made you a ruler over My people Israel, but you
followed the way of Jeroboam and caused My people Is
rael to sin, vexing Me with their sins-3 I am going to
sweep away Baasha and his house. I will make your
house like the House of Jeroboam son of Nebat. 4 Anyone
belonging to Baasha who dies in the town shall be de
voured by dogs, and anyone belonging to him who dies
in the open country shall be devoured by the birds of
the sky."
5 The other events of Baasha's reign and his actions and
his exploits are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Is
rael. 6 Baasha slept with his fathers and was buried in
Tirzah. His son Elah succeeded him as king.
7 But the word of the LoRD had come through the
prophet Jehu son of Hanani against Baasha and against
his house, that it would fare like the House of Jeroboam,
•which he himself had struck down,·• because of all the
evil he did which was displeasing to the LoRD, vexing
him with his deeds.
8 In the twenty-sixth year of King Asa of Judah, Elah son
of Baasha became king over Israel, at Tirzah-for two
years. 9 His officer Zimri, commander of half the chariotry,
committed treason against him while he was at Tirzah
drinking himself drunk in the house of Arza, who was in
charge of the palace at Tirzah. 10 Zimri entered, struck him
down, and killed him; he succeeded him as king in the
n-n Syntnx of Heb. unclenr.
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15.33-16.7: Baasha's reign is
treated sparsely, significant events
having been provided in the
sketch of Asa's career (15. 17-21).
The fact that Baasha continued the
way of Jeroboam led to his denun
ciation by a prophet, Jehu son of

Hanani. 4: Devoured . . . dogs . . .
birds, the bodies will not receive

proper, respectful burial but will
be carrion instead. 7: This verse,
paraphrasing vv. 3-4, lacks ade
quate connection to its context.
Rashi, perhaps noting the mention
of Elah's ascension in v. 6 and the
absence of a formulaic condemna
tion of his reign after v. 8, explains
that this verse actually refers to a
repetition of Jehu's prophecy dur
ing the reign of Elah, already
doomed by his father's policies.

16.8-22: The reign of Elah, the
usurpation of Zimri, and the
struggle between Tibni and
Omri. 8-14: The author relates

nothing about Elah's brief reign
other than the circumstances
under which Zimri assassinated
him, usurped authority, and mur
dered his family.

FIRST KINGS 16. 1 1-16.28
twenty-seventh year of King Asa of Judah. 11 No sooner
had he become king and ascended the throne than he
struck down all the House of Baasha; he did not leave a
single male of his, nor any kinsman or friend. 12 Thus
Zimri destroyed all the House of Baasha, in accordance
with the word that the LoRD had spoken through the
prophet Jehu-13because of the sinful acts which Baasha
and his son Elah committed, and which they caused Israel
to commit, vexing the LORD, the God of Israel, with their
false gods. 14The other events of Blah's reign and all his
actions are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel.
15 During the twenty-seventh year of King Asa of Judah,
Zimri reigned in Tirzah for seven days. At the time, the
troops were encamped at Gibbethon of the Philistines.
16 When the troops who were encamped there learned that
Zimri had committed treason and had struck down the
king, that very day, in the camp, all Israel acclaimed the
army commander Omri king over Israel. 17 0mri and all
Israel then withdrew from Gibbethon and laid siege to
Tirzah. 18 When Zimri saw that the town was taken, he
went into the citadel of the royal palace and burned down
the royal palace over himself. And so he died-19because
of the sins which he committed and caused Israel to com
mit, doing what was displeasing to the LoRD and follow
ing the ways of Jeroboam. 2D The other events of Zimri's
reign, and the treason which he committed, are recorded
in the Annals of the Kings of Israel.
21 Then the people of Israel split into two factions: a part
of the people followed Tibni son of Ginath to make him
king, and the other part followed Omri. 22 Those who fol
lowed Omri proved stronger than those who followed
Tibni son of Ginath; Tibni died and Omri became king.
23 In the thirty-first year of King Asa of Judah, Omri be
came king over Israel-for twelve years. He reigned in
Tirzah six years. 24Then he bought the hill of Samaria
from Shemer for two talents of silver; he built [a town] on
the hill and named the town which he built Samaria, after
Shemer, the owner of the hill.
25 Qmri did what was displeasing to the LoRD; he was
worse than all who preceded him. 26 He followed all the
ways of Jeroboam son of Nebat and the sins which he
committed and caused Israel to commit, vexing the LORD,
the God of Israel, with their futilities. 27 The other events
of Omri's reign, [and] his actions, and the exploits he per
formed, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel.
28 Qmri slept with his fathers and was buried in Samaria;
and his son Ahab succeeded him as king.
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15-18: Zimri lacked any popular
support, even from the chariot
troops under his command. Omri,
acclaimed king by his army (all Is
rael) while at the Philistine front,
withdrew to Tirzah in the heart
of Israel and captured it. Zimri,
the assassin, committed suicide.
19: The author appends a standard
condemnation to his summary of
Zimri's seven-day reign. So far as
he is concerned, had Zimri re
versed some of Jeroboam's cultic
policies, he would have been
lauded. 21-22: These verses con
tinue the narrative from v. 18. De
spite the army's acclamation of
Omri as king, the chronological
notices suggest that the northern
tribes were divided for almost four
years (cf. vv. 15, 23) about who
should be elected king: Omri or
Tibni (possibly another military
figure). Tibni's death resolved the
matter. The author makes no eval
uative comment about Tibni be
cause he was never acknowledged
officially as king.
16.23-28: The reign of Omri.

Aside from formulary types of in
formation, the single event re
ported for Omri is the construction
of a new capital city, Samaria. Ac
cording to an inscription left by
Mesha, king of Moab in the mid9th century (cf. 2 Kings 3-4), Omri
was a powerful king, who con
quered and colonized northern
Moab. He achieved a level of
renown for his exploits such that
after his dynasty had been sup
planted, an Assyrian inscription
called Israel "the house of Omri."
He established a dynasty that
maintained itself through the
reigns of three descendants.

16.29-22.40: Stories about the
reign of Ahab include a large col

lection of stories about the charis
matic prophet Elijah, who was in
timately involved in the religious
and political life of the kingdom.
16.29-34: This section introduces
the reign of Ahab in typical formu
laic fashion. The concluding for
mulae are found in 22.39-40. The
intervening narratives serve to
support the author's extremely
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29 Ahab son of Omri became king over Israel in the
thirty-eighth year of King Asa of Judah, and Ahab son of
Omri reigned over Israel in Samaria for twenty-two years.
30 Ahab son of Omri did what was displeasing to the
LoRD, more than all who preceded him. 3 1 Not content to
follow the sins of Jeroboam son of Nebat, he took as wife
Jezebel daughter of King Ethbaal of the Phoenicians, and
he went and served Baal and worshiped him. 32 He
erected an altar to Baal in the temple of Baal which he
built in Samaria. 33 Ahab also made a sacred post. Ahab
did more to vex the LORD, the God of Israel, than all the
kings of Israel who preceded him.
34 During his reign, Hiel the Bethelite fortified Jericho.
He laid its foundations at the cost of Abiram his first-born,
and set its gates in place at the cost of Segub his youngest,
in accordance with the words that the LoRD had spoken
through Joshua son of Nun.a

1 7 Elijah the Tishbite, an inhabitant of Gilead, said to

Ahab, "As the LoRD lives, the God of Israel whom I
serve, there will be no dew or rain except at my bidding."
2 The word of the LORD came to him: 3 "Leave this place;
turn eastward and go into hiding by the Wadi Cherith,
which is east of the Jordan. 4 You will drink from the wadi,
and I have commanded the ravens to feed you there." s He
proceeded to do as the LoRD had bidden: he went, and he
a

Cf Josh. 6.26.

negative evaluation of Ahab's
reign. 3 1 : fezebel daugl1ter of Ki11g
Ethbanl of the Phoenicians (lit. "Sido
nians"): Jezebel's name consists of
two components, '"iy + zebel,"
which in Phoenician, the language
of Tyre and Sidon, mean "where is
glory/dominion." Compare lcha
bod, Heb '"iy + kabod," meaning
"where is honor/glory" (1 Sam.
4.21). In Ugaritic mythology,
"zebu!" is a title of Baal, god of
rain and sweet water. E thbaal's
name means "with Baal." His title
"king of the Sidonians" indicates
that he was king of both Sidon and
Tyre. Hiram in the time of David
and Solomon held the same au
thority but used a different title
(5.15). Following a common bibli
cal topos, in this passage and else
where in the Ahab stories, the wife
is blamed for leading the husband
astray. 32-33: In addition to wor-

1 6 . 29-1 7. 5

1 7.1-19.2 1 : Elijah stories occupy
a significant place in the author's
composition about the Northern
Kingdom. The author, who uses a
prediction-fulfillment pattern as a
leitmotif in Kings, held prophets in
high regard and had access to
stores of prophetic tales. Some of
these presented Elijah as being in
contact and conflict with Ahab and
Jezebel over religious matters. A
zealous champion of God, a radi
cal monotheist, Elijah, whose
name means "my God is Yahu (the
LoRD)," fought for his cause fear
lessly and at such personal risk
that even Ahab held him in regard.
The four major stories about him
(17.1-18-46; 19.1-21; 21.1-29;
2 Kings 2.2-2.12) and similar
prophets (20.1-43; 22.1-40) are pre
sented because their heroes taught
what the author believed and they
acted in ways he thought appro
priate. These stories, which do not
assume the centrality of worship
of God in Jerusalem (see esp. ch
18), comprise a source which be
came incorporated into Kings.
Ch 17 seems to begin in the middle
of the Elijah story, suggesting that
not all of this source was used.
1 7.1-1 8.46: The drought.
1 7.1 : Elijah predicts a drought.

shipping Baal, Ahab constructed a
temple for him in Samaria with a
special altar, and he also estab
lished an "'asherah," a sacred
post, the symbol of the goddess
Asherah, somewhere in the city,
but not in the Baal temple itself
(cf. 2 Kings 13.6). 33: Vex the LoRD
(Heb "lehakh'is," expressing
causality). The author, not believ
ing that anybody could take idola
try seriously, explained that Ahab
continued doing such things out
of spite in order to anger God.
34: Tragic events in the life of a
certain Hie/ from Bethel are pre
sented as the actualization of
Joshua's curse (Josh. 6.z6). Ralbag
interprets the placement of this
verse as indicating that although
Ahab should have understood
what happened to Hie! as a warn
ing of what might happen to him,
he persisted in his ways.

The mention of dew and rain chal
lenges Ahab's notion that Baal, cel
ebrated as god of fresh water, is re
sponsible for them. Subsequent
events suggest that the drought,
limited to only Israelite territory
and persisting for a long while,
came to be seen as unnatural. At
a theological level, the author
presents this story because
Elijah's prediction resonates with
Deut. 11.13-17. 2-24: Miracle
stories about Elijah illustrate that
God protected and provided for
his sustenance and that he in
turn provided sustenance for
others. They also show that
God responded to his prayers.
2: Wadi Cherith in Transjordan may
have been in Israelite territory but
outside of Ahab's jurisdictio� .
Later, when the severity of the
drought dried up local water, God
directed Elijah to Zarephath in
Phoenician territory (vv. 7--B).
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stayed by the Wadi Cherith, which is east of the Jordan.
6 The ravens brought him bread and meat every morning
and every evening, and he drank from the wadi.
7 After some time the wadi dried up, because there was
no rain in the land. B And the word of the LORD came to
him: 9 "Go at once to Zarephath of Sidon, and stay there; I
have designated a widow there to feed you." 1 0 So he went
at once to Zarephath. When he came to the entrance of the
town, a widow was there gathering wood. He called out
to her, "Please bring me a little water in your pitcher, and
let me drink." 11 As she went to fetch it, he called out to
her, "Please bring along a piece of bread for me." 12 "As

Zarephath·•

10: A widow: The story presup
poses that there was some external
sign that differentiated widows,
who were typically poor, from
other women, perhaps some item
of dress (Gen. 38.14). The widow
remains nameless in the two sto
ries about her that follow because
the point of the stories is to cele
brate the power of the named
prophet. Rashi, noting the similar
ity between Elijah's request for
water and that of Abraham's ser
vant in Gen. 24.12-20, suggests
that like the servant, Elijah had
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the LoRD your God lives," she replied, "I have nothing
baked, nothing but a handful of flour in a jar and a little
oil in a jug. I am just gathering a couple of sticks, so that I
can go home and prepare it for me and my son; we shall
eat it and then we shall die." 1 3 "Don't be afraid," said Eli
jah to her. "Go and do as you have said; but first make me
a small cake from what you have there, and bring it out to
me; then make some for yourself and your son. 14 For thus
said the LoRD, the God of Israel: The jar of flour shall not
give out and the jug of oil shall not fail until the day that
the LoRD sends rain upon the ground." 15 She went and
did as Elijah had spoken, and she and he and her house
hold had food for a long time. 1 6 The jar of flour did not
give out, nor did the jug of oil fail, just as the LoRD had
spoken through Elijah.
17 After a while, the son of the mistress of the house fell
sick, and his illness grew worse, until he had no breath left
in him. 1 B She said to Elijah, "What harm have I done you,
0 man of God, that you should come here to recall my sin
and cause the death of my son?" 19 "Give me the boy," he
said to her; and taking him from her arms, he carried him
to the upper chamber where he was staying, and laid him
down on his own bed. 20 He cried out to the LoRD and
said, "0 LORD my God, will You bring calamity upon this
widow whose guest I am, and let her son die?" 21 Then he
stretched out over the child three times, and cried out to
the LORD, saying, "0 LoRD my God, let this child's life re
turn to his body!" 22 The LORD heard Elijah's plea; the
child's life returned to his body, and he revived. 23 Elijah
picked up the child and brought him down from the
upper room into the main room, and gave him to his
mother. "See," said Elijah, "your son is alive." 24 And the
woman answered Elijah, "Now I know that you are a man
of God and that the word of the LoRD is truly in your
mouth."
Much later, in the third year," the word of the LORD
came to Elijah: "Go, appear before Ahab; then I will
1send8rain
upon the earth." 2 Thereupon Elijah set out to

appear before Ahab.
The famine was severe in Samaria. 3 Ahab had sum
moned Obadiah, the steward of the palace. (Obadiah
revered the LORD greatly. 4 When Jezebel was killing off
the prophets of the LoRD, Obadiah had taken a hundred
prophets and hidden them, fifty to a cave, and provided
them with food and drink.) 5 And Ahab had said to Oban

I.e., of tile drouglzt; see 1 7 . 1 .
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proposed a test to determine if this
particular widow was the one des
ignated by God. 14-16: Elijah's
prediction that the jars would have
an unfailing supply of flour and
oil (staple foodstuffs) is fulfilled
immediately. 21: Elijah attempted
what is sometimes described as
the first recorded case of artificial
respiration on the child, who was
critically ill but not dead; then he
prayed on the child's behalf. A
healing procedure in some
Mesopotamian incantations
against demons instructs the
healer to superimpose his body
over that of the patient, head to
head, hand to hand, foot to foot.
24: His success as a wonder
worker is what convinced the
widow that he was indeed a
prophet. In Israel, the power to
intercede with God was consid
ered a prophetic gift (cf. Gen. 20.7).
Elijah is here called a man of
God, a term which in these narra
tives often emphasizes the
prophet's superhuman powers.
1 8.4: The author's parenthetical
remark provides important infor
mation for this and subsequent
narratives: (1) Elijah was not
the only prophet in Israel during
this time. (2) Jezebel had been
persecuting and killing off proph
ets, most likely holding them cul
pable for the drought. (3) Obadiah
was part of a coterie of devout
people who followed, supported,
and protected prophets like Elijah
(cf. vv. 12-1}).
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diah, "Go through the land, to all the springs of water and
to all the wadis. Perhaps we shall find some grass to keep
horses and mules alive, so that we are not left without
beasts."
6 They divided the country between them to explore it,
Ahab going alone in one direction and Obadiah going
alone in another direction. 7 Obadiah was on the road,
when Elijah suddenly confronted him. [Obadiah] recog
nized him and flung himself on his face, saying, "Is that
you, my lord Elijah?" B "Yes, it is I," he answered. "Go tell
your lord: Elijah is here!" 9 But he said, "What wrong have
I done, that you should hand your servant over to Ahab to
be killed? 10 As the LoRD your God lives, there is no nation
or kingdom to which my lord has not sent to look for you;
and when they said, 'He is not here,' he made that king
dom or nation swear that you could not be found. 1 1 And
now you say, 'Go tell your lord: Elijah is here!' 12 When I
leave you, the spirit of the LoRD will carry you off I don't
know where; and when I come and tell Ahab and he does
not find you, he will kill me. Yet your servant has revered
the LORD from my youth. 1 3 My lord has surely been told
what I did when Jezebel was killing the prophets of the
LoRD, how I hid a hundred of the prophets of the LoRD,
fifty men to a cave, and provided them with food and
drink. 14 And now you say, 'Go tell your lord: Elijah is
here.' Why, he will kill me!"
1 5 Elijah replied, "As the LoRD of Hosts lives, whom I
serve, I will appear before him this very day."
1 6 0badiah went to find Ahab, and informed him; and
Ahab went to meet Elijah. 17 When Ahab caught sight of
Elijah, Ahab said to him, "Is that you, you troubler of Is
rael?" 18 He retorted, "It is not I who have brought trouble
on Israel, but you and your father's House, by forsaking
the commandments of the LORD and going after the
Baalim. 1 9 Now summon all Israel to join me at Mount
Carmel, together with the four hundred and fifty prophets
of Baal and the four hundred prophets of Asherah, •who
eat at Jezebel's table."·•
2o Ahab sent orders to all the Israelites and gathered
the prophets at Mount Carmel. 21 Elijah approached all
the people and said, "How long will you keep hopping
b·between two opinions?·b If the LoRD is God, follow Him;
and if Baal, follow him!" But the people answered him not
a word. 22 Then Elijah said to the people, "I am the only
prophet of the LORD left, while the prophets of Baal are
a-a

I.e., who arc maiutaiucd l>y /l':dit'/.

b-b Lit. "ou the two boughs."

NEVI'IM
1 2: The spirit of the LORD will carry
you off One of the supernatural

abilities that was attributed to Eli
jah as a man of God was the ability
to travel large distances suddenly.
19-46: The contest between Elijah
and the Baal prophets on Mount
Carmel pits the Israelite, in the
presence'of nil Israel, against four

hundred andfifty prophets of Bani
and four lwndred prophets of Asherah
(18.19-20). 1 9: Mount Carmel, at

the south end of modern Haifa, is
at the seaward end of a range that
rises to 530 m (1,600 ft). 2 1 : Elijah's
rhetorical question indicates that
Israelites supported both Baal and
God. (In 19.18, the author provides
a statistic indicating this clearly.)
In polytheistic pluralism, this was
a valid position. Elijah, however, a
radical monotheist, was intolerant
of the "both . . . and" situation; he
recasts Israelite options into an
"either . . . or" choice for which
they will have to bear conse
quences. 22-25: Since Elijah seems
to have determined the nature
of the contest, he proposes that
the Baal prophets select which
ever bull they wish, perhaps to
eliminate any suspicion of fraud.
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four hundred and fifty men. 23 Let two young bulls be
given to us. Let them choose one bull, cut it up, and lay it
on the wood, but let them not apply fire; I will prepare the
other bull, and lay it on the wood, and will not apply fire.
24 You will then invoke your god by name, and I will in
voke the LoRD by name; •·and let us agree:·• the god who
responds with fire, that one is God." And all the people
answered, "Very good!"
25 Elijah said to the prophets of Baal, "Choose one bull
and prepare it first, for you are the majority; invoke your
god by name, but apply no fire." 26 They took the bull that
was given them; they prepared it, and invoked Baal by
name from morning until noon, shouting, "0 Baal, an
swer us!" But there was no sound, and none who re
sponded; so they performed a hopping dance about the
altar that had been set up. 27 When noon came, Elijah
mocked them, saying, "Shout louder! After all, he is a god.
b-But he may be in conversation, he may be detained, or he
may be on a journey,-b or perhaps he is asleep and will
wake up." 2B So they shouted louder, and gashed them
selves with knives and spears, according to their practice,
until the blood streamed over them. 29 When noon passed,
they <·kept raving·< until the hour of presenting the meal
offering. Still there was no sound, and none who re
sponded or heeded.
30 Then Elijah said to all the people, "Come closer to
me"; and all the people came closer to him. He repaired
the damaged altar of the LORD. 31 Then Elijah took twelve
stones, corresponding to the number of the tribes of the
sons of Jacob-to whom the word of the LoRD had come:
"Israel shall be your name"d_32and with the stones he
built an altar in the name of the LoRD. Around the altar he
made a trench large enough for two seahs of seed.• 33 He
laid out the wood, and he cut up the bull and laid it on the
wood. 34 And he said, "Fill four jars with water and pour it
over the burnt offering and the wood." Then he said, "Do
it a second time"; and they did it a second time. "Do it a
third time," he said; and they did it a third time. 35 The
water ran down around the altar, and even the trench was
filled with water.
36 When it was time to present the meal offering, the
prophet Elijah came forward and said, "0 LORD, God of
n-n Lit. "and it s!rn/1 be. "
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Ot!rers "prop!resied"; see Num. 11.25-26.
d See Gen. 35-10.
e I.e., ofmr area w!ric!r would require two seahs of seed ifsown. Cf. Lev. 27. 1 6; /sa. 5. 10.
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27: The sarcastic comments, osten

sibly directed to the Baal prophets,
are intended for the ears of the au
dience. 32-35: In dousing the
ground around and under the
altar, and drenching the sacrifice
with water, the substance associ
a ted with Baal, Elijah indicates
that even though Baal failed to
ignite his own sacrifice he might
be powerful enough to stop
God. God's power is also
heightened, as God ignites the
soaking wet altar and sacrifice.
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Abraham, Isaac, and Israel! Let it be known today that
You are God in Isra�l and that I am Your servant, and that
I have done all these things at Your bidding. 37 Answer
me, 0 LORD, answer me, that this people may know that
You, 0 LoRD, are God; •·for You have turned their hearts
backward."-•
38 Then fire from the LoRD descended and consumed
the burnt offering, the wood, the stones, and the earth;
and it licked up the water that was in the trench. 39 When
they saw this, all the people flung themselves on their
faces and cried out: "The LoRD alone is God, The LORD
alone is God!"
40 Then Elijah said to them, "Seize the prophets of Baal,
let not a single one of them get away." They seized them,
and Elijah took them down to the Wadi Kishon and
slaughtered them there.
41 Elijah said to Ahab, "Go up, eat and drink, for there is
a rumbling of [approaching] rain," 42 and Ahab went up to
eat and drink. Elijah meanwhile climbed to the top of
Mount Carmel, crouched on the ground, and put his face
between his knees. 43 And he said to his servant, "Go up
and look toward the Sea." He went up and looked and re
ported, "There is nothing." Seven times [Elijah] said, "Go
back," 44 and the seventh time, [the servant] reported, "A
cloud as small as a man's hand is rising in the west." Then
[Elijah] said, "Go say to Ahab, 'Hitch up [your chariot]
and go down before the rain stops you.' " 45 Meanwhile
the sky grew black with clouds; there was wind, and a
heavy downpour fell; Ahab mounted his chariot and
drove off to JezreeL 4 6 The hand of the LoRD had come
upon Elijah. b·He tied up his skirts·b and ran in front of
Ahab all the way to JezreeL

1 9 When Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had done

and how he had put all the prophets< to the sword,
2 Jezebel sent a messenger to Elijah, saying, d-"Thus and
more may the gods do·d if by this time tomorrow I have
not made you like one of them."
3 Frightened," he fled at once for his life. He came to
Beer-sheba, which is in Judah, and left his servant there;
4 he himself went a day's journey into the wilderness. He
came to a broom bush and sat down under it, and prayed
a-a Mea11i11g of Heb. uucertain.
b-b Lit. "He bouud up l1is loius. "
c Of Baal; see 1 8.40.
d-d A formula of imprecation. Mauy 1-/eb. HISS. aud Septuagiut add "to me. "
e So many Heb. mss. and Septuagiut; most lllSS., and the editious, read "Aud he saw, aud. "

NEVI'IM
38: When the divine fire consumed

everything, including the water,
the message was clear. 39-40: This
cry indicates that they opted for
God and monotheism. The same
words are found elsewhere in the
Bible (e.g., Deut. 4-35, 39), and
were later used as the culminating
confession of faith at the conclu
sion of Yom Kippur. Ahab, present
through all this (v. 41; 19.1), says
and does nothing. The author
presents no information about the
prophets of Asherah. 42-43: Al
though the narrative is opaque, it
appears that Elijah's posture is
somehow responsible for bringing
the cloud and the following rain. It
is usually assumed that he was
praying, but the fetal position is
not known to have been adopted
for prayer, and no word for prayer
appears in the narrative. 46: The
strength and stamina for Elijah's
long run came by virtue of the
hand of the LORD. Since running be
fore the royal chariot was both an
honor and a way of honoring the
king (1 Sam. 8.11; 1 Kings 1.5),
Elijah's motivation for doing so
may have been to show respect to
Ahab who he thought had been
won over to radical monotheism.
Elijah did not enter JezreeL

19.1-18: Elijah's flight from Jeze
bel into Judah, and the revelation
at Mt. Horeb. 2: Jezebel acts impe

riously, warning Elijah of her plan
to avenge the deaths of her coun
trymen. 3: Frightened, he flees
south, across Judah and into the
wilderness beyond. 4-7: Again,
though Elijah is hiding far from
food sources, his needs are pro
vided for (cf. 17.6). The theme of a
prophet's wishing for death out of
a sense of isolation and failure in
v. 4 are mimicked by the request
and circumstances of Jonah in
Jonah 4.3; that of being provi
sioned in the wilderness in vv. 5-6
parallels the story of Hagar in
Gen. 21. 14-19. 8: Horeb, meaning
"dry place," is the name preferred
by Deuteronomy for the mountain
designated Sinai in Exodus, Leviti
cus, and Numbers. Information in
this verse contributes nothing to
ward determining its location.
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that he might die. "Enough!" he cried. "Now, 0 LoRD,
take my life, for I am no better than my fathers."
5 He lay down and fell asleep under a broom bush. Sud
denly an angel touched him and said to him, "Arise and
eat." 6 He looked about; and there, beside his head, was a
cake baked on hot stones and a jar of water! He ate and
drank, and lay down again. 7 The angel of the LoRD came
a second time and touched him and said, "Arise and eat,
or the journey will be too much for you." B He arose and
ate and drank; and with the strength from that meal he
walked forty days and forty nights as far as the mountain
of God at Horeb. 9 There he went into a cave, and there he
spent the night.
Then the word of the LoRD came to him. He said to him,
"Why are you here, Elijah?" 10 He replied, "I am moved by
zeal for the LoRD, the God of Hosts, for the Israelites have
forsaken Your covenant, torn down Your altars, and put
Your prophets to the sword. I alone am left, and they are
out to take my life." ll "Come out," He called, "and stand
on the mountain before the LORD."
And lo, the LORD passed by. There was a great and
mighty wind, splitting mountains and shattering rocks by
the power of the LORD; but the LoRD was not in the wind.
After the wind-an earthquake; but the LORD was not
in the earthquake. 1 2 After the earthquake-fire; but the
LORD was not in the fire. And after the fire-a soft mur
muring sound." 1 3 When Elijah heard it, he wrapped his
mantle about his face and went out and stood at the en
trance of the cave. Then a voice addressed him: "Why are
you here, Elijah?" 14 He answered, "I am moved by zeal
for the LoRD, the God of Hosts; for· the Israelites have for
saken Your covenant, torn down Your altars, and have put
Your prophets to the sword. I alone am left, and they are
out to take my life."
1 5 The LoRD said to him, "Go back by the way you came,
[and] on to the wilderness of Damascus. When you get
there, anoint Hazael as king of Aram. 16 Also anoint Jehu
son of Nimshi as king of Israel, and anoint Elisha son of
Shaphat of Abel-meholah to succeed you as prophet.
1 7 Whoever escapes the sword of Hazael shall be slain
by Jehu, and whoever escapes the sword of Jehu shall
be slain by Elisha. 18 I will leave in Israel only seven
thousand--€very knee that has not knelt to Baal and
every mouth that has not kissed him."
19 He set out from there and came upon Elisha son of
Shaphat as he was plowing. There were twelve yoke of
a Others "a still, small voice. "
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Since an unencumbered person
used to walking can cover 15-25
miles a day, depending on the ter
rain, and Elijah is said to have
traveled 40 days, the mountain
could be 6oo-1,ooo miles in any di
rection except north from some
point south of Beer-sheba. Cf.
Deut. 1.1-2. The forty days may
suggest Moses, who spent forty
days and nights atop Sinai (Exod.
24.18). In both cases, forty may be
understood as a formulaic number,
not to be taken literally. 9-14: The
combination of a cave and the di
vine revelation to the dispirited
Elijah at Horeb/Sinai parallels
thematically the cleft in the rock
where God sheltered the over
whelmed Moses when He passed
before him (Exod. JJ.1J-2J), and
helps to establish Elijah as a new
Moses or a prophet like Moses
(Deut. 18.15, 18). Elijah repeats in
v. 14, after the revelation, what he
said in v. 9, but the words ring less
urgently. The revelation demon
strated that Elijah was not alone
and restored a sense of proportion.
15-17: Malbim suggests that each
person to be anointed was in re
sponse to one of Elijah's com
plaints: Hazael would punish
those who broke down the altars,
Jehu would punish those responsi
ble for killing prophets, and Elisha
would be a prophet with and after
him. No other prophet is recorded
to have designated his own pro
phetic replacement, though here
too there may be some echo of
Moses choosing Joshua as a re
placement in his own lifetime
(Num. 27.1 5-23).

19.19-21 : The choice of Elisha.

Reassured, Elijah first attends
to his third assigned task, appoint
ing Elisha. (The account does not
mention completing the first two
tasks.) Elijah's call to Elisha
consists of the apparently casual
but symbolically rich act of
throwing his mantle over him
and walking on without a word.
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oxen ahead of him, and he was with the twelfth. Elijah
carne over to him and threw his mantle over him. 20 He
left the oxen and ran after Elijah, saying: "Let me kiss my
father and mother good-by, and I will follow you." And
he answered him, "Go back. What have I done to you?"•
21 He turned back from him and took the yoke of oxen and
slaughtered them; he boiled b"their rneat·h with the gear< of
the oxen and gave it to the people, and they ate. Then he
arose and followed Elijah and became his attendant.
King
thirty-two kings accompanied him with horses and
2
0
chariots. He advanced against Samaria, laid siege to it,
Ben-hadad of Ararn gathered his whole army;

and attacked it. 2 And he sent messengers to Ahab inside
the city 3 to say to him, "Thus said Ben-hadad: Your silver
and gold are mine, and your beautiful wives and children
are mine." 4 The king of Israel replied, "As you say, my
lord king: I and all I have are yours." S Then the messen
gers carne again and said, "Thus said Ben-hadad: When I
sent you the order to give me your silver and gold, and
your wives and children, 6 I meant that tomorrow at this
time I will send my servants to you and they will search
your house and the houses of your courtiers and seize
everything youd prize and take it away."
7 Then the king of Israel summoned all the elders of the
land, and he said, "See for yourselves how that man is bent
on evil! For when he demanded my wives and my chil
dren, my silver and my gold, I did not refuse him." B All the
elders and all the people said, "Do not obey and do not
submit!" 9 So he said to Ben-hadad's messengers, "Tell my
lord the king: All that you first demanded of your servant I
shall do, but this thing I cannot do." The messengers went
and reported this to him. lO Thereupon Ben-hadad sent him
this message: •·"May the gods do thus to me and even
more,-• if the dust of Samaria will provide even a handful
for each of the men who follow me!"
11 The king of Israel replied, "Tell him: Let not him who
girds on his sword boast like him who ungirds it!"
12 On hearing this reply-while he and the other kings
were drinking together at Succoth-he' commanded his
followers, "Advance!" And they advanced against the
city. 13 Then a certain prophet went up to King Ahab of Is
rael and said, "Thus said the LORD: Do you see that great
host? I will deliver it into your hands today, and you shall
a I.e., I am not stopping 110n.
b-b Lit. "them, the flesh. "
c I.e., 11sing i t a sfirewood; cf 2 Sam. 24.22.
rl Severn/ ancient versions rend "they. "
e-e See note at 19.2.
f I.e., Ben-lwrlnd.

NEVI'IM
20: The meaning of Elijah's re
sponse to Elisha's reasonable re
quest is unclear. Perhaps it means
that should he turn back from Eli
jah, the symbolic act will have lost
its significance.
20.1-22.40: Narratives of the life
and times of Ahab in which the

king is the prime focus of attention
and Elijah as well as other proph
ets appear in significant roles.

20.1-43: Ahab's war with Ben

hadad of Aram originally con
cerned the city of Samaria alone.
Ben-hadad's aggression may have
been precipitated after Ahab's
closing of Aramean bazaars in the
city, an international trade conces
sion granted by Omri to Ben
hadad's father (v. 34). Although
his whole army may have been
mustered (v. 1), he first threatened
the city with a small force, not
anticipating a hostile response
(vv. 15-20). The anonymous
prophet who is the protagonist of
the story has many thematic simi
larities to Elijah and to the name
less prophets earlier in the book.
2-4: Ben-hndad demands payment
from Ahab alone and Ahab ac
cedes. S-9: Hearing Ahab's quick,
docile response, Ben-hadad
changes the terms and demands
the right to loot property from
Ahab's courtiers. Ahab, lacking
any right to give away what is not
his, consults with the elders of the
land, who instruct him not to com
ply with the demand. 1 3: An
anonymous prophet counsels
Ahab on military tactics. The reap
pearance of the figure bearing
messages to Ahab throughout this
story (vv. 28, 41) turns the histori
cal narrative into a theological
story about how an ungrateful
Ahab turned a divinely orches
trated victory-the second battle
into a business opportunity.
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know that I am the LoRD." 1 4 "Through whom?" asked
Ahab. He answered, "Thus said the LORD: Through the
aides of the provincial governors." He asked, "Who shall
begin the battle?" And he answered, "You."
15 So he mustered the aides of the provincial governors,
232 strong, and then he mustered all the troops-all the Is
raelites-7,000 strong. 16 They marched out at noon, while
Ben-hadad was drinking himself drunk at Succoth to
gether with the thirty-two kings allied with him. 17The
aides of the provincial governors rushed out first. Ben
hadad sent [scouts], who told him, "Some men have come
out from Samaria." 1B He said, "If they have come out to
surrender, take them alive; and if they have come out for
battle, take them alive anyhow." 1 9 But the others-the
aides of the provincial governors, with the army behind
them-had already rushed out of the city, 20 and each of
them struck down his opponent. The Arameans fled, and
Israel pursued them; but King Ben-hadad of Aram escaped
on a horse with other horsemen. 2 1 The king of Israel came
out and attacked the horses and chariots, and inflicted a
great defeat on the Arameans. 22 Then the prophet ap
proached the king of Israel and said to him, "Go, keep up
your efforts, and consider well what you must do; for the
king of Aram will attack you at the turn of the year."
23 Now the ministers of the king of Aram said to him,
"Their God is a God of mountains; that is why they got the
better of us. But if we fight them in the plain, we will surely
get the better of them. 24 Do this: Remove all the kings from
their posts and appoint governors in their place. 25 Then
muster for yourself an army equal to the army you lost,
horse for horse and chariot for chariot. And let us fight
them in the plain, and we will surely get the better of
them." He took their advice and acted accordingly.
26 At the turn of the year, Ben-hadad mustered the Ara
means and advanced on Aphek to fight Israel. 27 Now the
Israelites had been mustered and provisioned, and they
went out against them; but when the Israelites encamped
against them, they looked like two flocks• of goats, while
the Arameans covered the land. 2B Then the man of God
approached and spoke to the king of Israel, "Thus said the
LoRD: Because the Arameans have said, 'The LoRD is a
God of mountains, but He is not a God of lowlands,' I will
deliver that great host into your hands; and you shall
know that I am the LORD."
29 For seven days they were encamped opposite each
other. On the seventh day, the battle was joined and the Isa Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
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1 4: Aides (Heb "na'ar"), youths
who functioned as fighters
(cf. Gen 14.24, where it is trans
lated "servants"; 2 Sam 2.14,
where it is translated "young
men"). The prophet counsels
him to initiate an attack using
the aides as shock troops.
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raelites struck down 10o,ooo Aramean foot soldiers in one
day. 30 The survivors fled to Aphek, inside the town, and
the wall fell on the 27,000 survivors.
Ben-hadad also fled and took refuge inside the town, in
an inner chamber. 31 His ministers said to him, "We have
heard that the kings of the House of Israel are magnani
mous kings. Let us put sackcloth on our loins and ropes
on our heads, and surrender to the king of Israel; perhaps
he will spare your life." 32 So they girded sackcloth on
their loins and wound ropes around their heads, and
came to the king of Israel and said, "Your servant Ben
hadad says, 'I beg you, spare my life.' " He replied, "Is he
still alive? He is my brother." 33 The men divined his
meaning and quickly •·caught the word from him,·• say
ing, "Yes, Ben-hadad is your brother." "Go, bring him," he
said. Ben-hadad came out to him, and he invited him into
his chariot. 34 Ben-hadad said to him, "I will give back the
towns that my father took from your father, and you may
set up bazaars for yourself in Damascus as my father did
in Samaria." "And I, for my part," [said Ahab,] "will let
you go home under these terms." So he made a treaty
with him and dismissed him.
35 A certain man, a disciple of the prophets, said to an
other, at the word of the LoRD, "Strike me"; but the man
refused to strike him. 36 He said to him, "Because you
have not obeyed the LoRD, a lion will strike you dead as
soon as you leave me." And when he left, a lion came
upon him and killed him. 37 Then he met another man and
said, "Come, strike me." So the man struck him and
wounded him. 38 Then the prophet, disguised by a cloth
over his eyes, went and waited for the king by the road.
39 As the king passed by, he cried out to the king and said,
"Your servant went out into the thick of the battle. Sud
denly a man came over and brought a man to me, saying,
'Guard this man! If he is missing, it will be your life for
his, or you will have to pay a talent of silver.' 40 While your
servant was busy here and there, [the man] got away."
The king of Israel responded, "You have your verdict; you
pronounced it yourself." 41 Quickly he removed the cloth
from his eyes, and the king recognized him as one of the
prophets. 42 He said to him, "Thus said the LORD: Because
you have set free the man whom I doomed, your life shall
be forfeit for his life and your people for his people."
43 Dispirited and sullen, the king left for home and came
to Samaria.
n-n Menning of Heb. 1111certnin.
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31-34: Ben-hadad capitulates to

tally to Ahab. Following his ser
vants' advice, he humbled himself
and referred to himself as Ahab's
servant. Ahab, however, refers to
him by the term brother, signaling
that he regards the defeated Ara
mean as an equal partner and
inviting him into his chariot where
terms for Ben-hadad's freedom
must have been discussed. Ahab is
given cities lost by his father to the
Arameans and market concessions
in Damascus. Although victorious
in the battle of Aphek, Ahab's ne
gotiating position was weak. Since
the days of Baasha, Arameans had
retained control of northern Israel
ite tribal territories in upper Gali
lee and the eastern part of lower
Galilee (d. 15.20). 35-42: Ahab
had no right to spare those whom
he had not defeated. According to
the oracle of v. 28, God, not Ahab,
defeated Ben-hadad. Conse
quently, Ben-hadad fell into the
category of one doomed (v. 42),
i.e., dedicated by God to destruc
tion (see 1 Sam. ch 15). The
prophet's use of a parable to get
the king to pronounce judgment
on himself is similar to Nathan's
ploy in the case of Uriah and
David (2 Sam. 12.1-12).
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FIRST

[The following events] occurred sometime after
ward: Naboth the Jezreelite owned a vineyard in
Jezreel, adjoining the palace of King Ahab of Samaria.
2 Ahab said to Naboth, "Give me your vineyard, so that I
may have it as a vegetable garden, since it is right next to
my palace. I will give you a better vineyard in exchange;
or, if you prefer, I will pay you the price in money." 3 But
Naboth replied, "The LORD forbid that I should give up to
you what I have inherited from my fathers!" 4 Ahab went
horne dispirited and sullen because of the answer that Na
both the Jezreelite had given him: "I will not give up to
you what I have inherited from my fathers!" He lay down
on his bed and turned away his face, and he would not
eat. 5 His wife Jezebel carne to him and asked him, "Why
are you so dispirited that you won't eat?" 6 So he told her,
"I spoke to Naboth the Jezreelite and proposed to him,
'Sell me your vineyard for money, or if you prefer, I'll give
you another vineyard in exchange'; but he answered, 'I
will not give my vineyard to you.' " 7 His wife Jezebel said
to him, "Now is the time to show yourself king over Is
rael. Rise and eat something, and be cheerful; I will get the
vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite for you."
B So she wrote letters in Ahab's name and sealed them
with his seal, and sent the letters to the elders and the no
bles who lived in the same town with Naboth. 9 In the
letters she wrote as follows: "Proclaim a fast and seat
Naboth at the front of the assembly. 10 And seat two
scoundrels opposite him, and let them testify against him:
'You have reviled God and king!' Then take him out and
stone him to death."
11 His townsmen-the elders and nobles who lived in
his town-did as Jezebel had instructed them, just as was
written in the letters she had sent them: 12They pro
claimed a fast and seated Naboth at the front of the as
sembly. 13 Then the two scoundrels carne and sat down
opposite him; and the scoundrels testified against Naboth
publicly as follows: "Naboth has reviled God and king."
Then they took him outside the town and stoned him to
death. 14 Word was sent to Jezebel: "Naboth has been
stoned to death." 15 As soon as Jezebel heard that Naboth
had been stoned to death, she said to Ahab, "Go and take
possession of the vineyard which Naboth the Jezreelite re
fused to sell you for money; for Naboth is no longer alive,
he is dead." 16 When Ahab heard that Naboth was dead,
Ahab set out for the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite to
take possession of it.
1 7 Then the word of the LORD carne to Elijah the Tishbite:
1B "Go down and confront King Ahab of Israel who [re-
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21.1-29: Naboth's

vineyard. This
story reintroduces Elijah into the
narrative. In contrast to the pre
ceding story, in which Ahab prof
ited by not putting to death one
who had been doomed by God,
here he profits by passively allow
ing corrupt courts acting in the
name of God and king to execute
an innocent person. 1-3: Ahab's
request to purchase or trade for
Naboth's vineyard next to his palace
was neither unreasonable nor ille
gal (Lev. 25.29-30), but Naboth
may have refused because he did
not wish to sell his inherited land
(v. 3). 8-1 3: Here too, Jezebel is
blamed (16.31). In relating how
Jezebel corrupted the legal system
using two corroborating witnesses
(cf. Deut. 17.6; 19.15), the pro
phetic story reveals that Israel did
have a legal system with defined
laws and procedures, some of
which are found in the Torah.
The crime of which Naboth is
accused, and its prescribed
punishment, is only partially
known from the Torah (Lev.
24.15-16). No Torah legislation
explicitly criminalizes cursing
the king ( but see Exod. 22.27).
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sides] in Samaria. He is now in Naboth's vineyard; he has
gone down there to take possession of it. 19 Say to him,
'Thus said the LoRD: Would you murder and take posses
sion? Thus said the LoRD: In the very place where the
dogs lapped up Naboth's blood, the dogs will lap up your
blood too.' "
2o Ahab said to Elijah, "So you have found me, my
enemy?" "Yes, I have found you," he replied. "Because
you have committed yourself to doing what is evil in the
sight of the LoRD, 21 I will bring disaster upon you. I will
make a clean sweep of you, I will cut off from Israel every
male belonging to Ahab,a·bond and free.-• 22 And I will
make your house like the House of Jeroboam son of Nebat
and like the House of Baasha son of Ahijah, because of the
provocation you have caused by leading Israel to sin.
23 And the LoRD has also spoken concerning Jezebel: 'The
dogs shall devour Jezebel in the fieldb of Jezreel. 24 All of
Ahab's line who die in the town shall be devoured by
dogs, and all who die in the open country shall be de
voured by the birds of the sky.' "
(25 Indeed, there never was anyone like Ahab, who com
mitted himself to doing what was displeasing to the
LoRD, at the instigation of his wife Jezebel. 26 He acted
most abominably, straying after the fetishes just like the
Arnorites, whom the LoRD had dispossessed before the Is
raelites.)
27 When Ahab heard these words, he rent his clothes
and put sackcloth on his body. He fasted and lay in sack
cloth and walked about subdued. 2B Then the word of the
LoRD carne to Elijah the Tishbite: 29 "Have you seen how
Ahab has humbled himself before Me? Because he has
humbled himself before Me, I will not bring the disaster in
his lifetime; I will bring the disaster upon his house in his
son's time."
<There
tween Ararn and Israel. 2 In the third year, King Je
2
2
hoshaphat of Judah carne to visit the king of Israel. 3 The
was a lull of-< three years, with no war be

king of Israel said to his courtiers, "You know that
Rarnoth-gilead belongs to us, and yet we do nothing to re
cover it from the hands of the king of Ararn." 4 And he
said to Jehoshaphat, "Will you come with me to battle at
Rarnoth-gilead?" Jehoshaphat answered the king of Israel,
"I will do what you do; my troops shall be your troops,
a-a See note at 14.10.
b So nine 1-Ieb. n1ss. and tile pa rallel 2 Kings 9.36, as well as Targum and oilier ancient ver
sious. Most texts rend llerc "rmnpart. "
c-c Lit. "Tiley remained. "

NEVI'IM
19-24: Elijah's denunciation of
Ahab flows into a doom-laden se
ries of predictions: dogs will lap up
Ahab's blood (fulfilled in 22.38);
dogs will devour Jezebel (fulfilled in
2 Kings 9.33-36); Ahab's dynasty
will be destroyed (d. 20.42; ful
filled in 2 Kings 10.11, 17). 24: De
vow·ed . . . dogs . . . birds, see 16.4 n.
25-26: The author's comment
about Ahab is not anchored in the
context of the Naboth story. It ad
dresses Ahab's idolatrous behavior
and attributes part of it, at least, to
the instigation of his foreign wife.
The author used the same device,
intended to ameliorate but not for
give the offensive activities, in
commenting on Solomon (11.4-5).
27-28: In view of Ahab's sincere
contrition, God tells Elijah-who
does not tell Ahab- that the de
struction of his dynasty, an
nounced to Ahab in vv. 21-22, will
not occur in his lifetime. This qual
ification of the earlier pronounce
ment allows the author to main
tain congruency between a
prediction that was part of an
early prophetic story and recorded
events. It highlights the power of
repentance while emphasizing that
misdeeds must at some point be
punished.
22.1-40: The battle for Ramoth
gilead. This ch resumes the histor

ical narrative about the Aramean
wars from ch 20. Ahab's final war
against the Arameans was con
ducted as a joint undertaking with
Jehoshaphat of Judah, with whom
he was linked through the mar
riage of their children (2 Kings
8.18). Possibly their common inter
est was in weakening the Arame
ans so that Israel could reassert its
authority in Galilee and north
Transjordan while Judah could
strengthen its influence in Edom
and other parts of southern Trans
jordan. 1 : According to Assyrian
sources, Ahab joined a coalition of
thirteen kings against Shalmaneser
III of Assyria, who planned to con
quer territories west of the Eu
phrates. Shalmaneser's Monolith
Inscription, which covers his early
western campaigns, notes that
Ahab's contribution of 2,ooo chari-
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my horses shall be your horses." s But Jehoshaphat said
further to the king of Israel, "Please, first inquire of the
LORD."
6 So the king of Israel gathered the prophets, about four
hundred men, and asked them, "Shall I march upon
Ramoth-gilead for battle, or shall I not?" "March," they
said, "and the Lord will deliver [it] into Your Majesty's
hands." 7 Then Jehoshaphat asked, "Isn't there another
prophet of the LoRD here through whom we can inquire?"
8 And the king of Israel answered Jehoshaphat, "There is
one more man through whom we can inquire of the LoRD;
but I hate him, because he never prophesies anything
good for me, but only misfortune-Micaiah son of Imlah."
But King Jehoshaphat said, "Don't say that, Your Maj
esty." 9 So the king of Israel summoned an officer and said,
"Bring Micaiah son of Imlah at once."
l O The king of Israel and King Jehoshaphat of Judah
were seated on their thrones, arrayed in their robes, on the
threshing floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria; and
all the prophets were prophesying before them. 11 Zede
kiah son of Chenaanah had provided himself with iron
horns; and he said, "Thus said the LoRD: With these you
shall gore the Arameans till you make an end of them."
12 And all the other prophets were prophesying similarly,
"March upon Ramoth-gilead and triumph! The LoRD will
deliver it into Your Majesty's hands."
1 3 The messenger who had gone to summon Micaiah
said to him: "Look, the words of the prophets are with one
accord favorable to the king. Let your word be like that of
the rest of them; speak a favorable word." 1 4 "As the LoRD
lives," Micaiah answered, "I will speak only what the
LoRD tells me." IS When he came before the king, the king
said to him, "Micaiah, shall we march upon Ramoth
gilead for battle, or shall we not?" He answered him,
"March and triumph! The LoRD will deliver [it] into Your
Majesty's hands." 16 The king said to him, "How many
times must I adjure you to tell me nothing but the truth in
the name of the LORD?" 17 Then he said, "I saw all Israel
scattered over the hills like sheep without a shepherd; and
the LORD said, 'These have no master; let everyone return
to his home in safety.' " 1 8 "Didn't I tell you," said the king
of Israel to Jehoshaphat, "that he would not prophesy
good fortune for me, but only misfortune?" 19 But [Mica
iah] said, "I call upon you to hear the word of the LORD! I
saw the LoRD seated upon His throne, with all the host of
heaven standing in attendance to the right and to the left
of Him. 20 The LoRD asked, 'Who will entice Ahab so that
he will march and fall at Ramoth-gilead?' Then one said

ots and 10,000 infantrymen com
prised the largest single contin
gent. At the Battle of Qarqar, near
the Orontes River, in 853 acE, the
coalition successfully halted
Assyria's advance into western
Asia. The author of Kings makes
no mention of Ahab's crucial role
or of his success at Qarqar. Since
the Arameans faced a continual
threat from Assyria to their north
east, Ahab may have thought that
circumstances afforded him a
unique opportunity to reassert his
authority easily in territories to
which he had claim. 3: Ramoth
gilead in Transjordan had been a
central city in one of Solomon's
prefectures (4.13), a Levitical city
(Josh. 21.36), and a city of refuge
(Deut. 4-43; Josh. 20.8). 5-28: The
prophetic consultation. 5--6: De
spite the impression left by the Eli
jah stories that most of the proph
ets had been killed in Jezebel's
pogrom, in this prophetic story the
king of Israel-whose name has
been suppressed to keep the focus
on the prophets and good king Je
hoshaphat-had no problem ar
ranging a consultation with 400
prophets. 1 3: Micaiah, who has
clashed with the king of Israel,
most likely Ahab, in the past (v. 8),
is coached to deliver a favorable
oracle. 1 9-23: A similar scene of
the divine retinue is found in Job
chs 1-2. Micaiah does not doubt
the integrity of the prophets who
predicted victory. He explains that
they uttered what God wanted the
king to hear, a lie intended to lead
Ahab to his downfall. Thus, these
are true prophets espousing false
hoods so that Ahab will be pun
ished according to God's will.
Divine spirit ("rual).") is frequently
associated with prophecy.
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thus and another said thus, 2 1 until a certain spirit came
forward and stood before the LoRD and said, 'I will entice
him.' 'How?' the LoRD asked him. 22 And he replied, 'I
will go out and be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his
prophets.' Then He said, 'You will entice and you will pre
vail. Go out and do it.' 23 So the LoRD has put a lying spirit
in the mouth of all these prophets of yours; for the LORD
has decreed disaster upon you."
24 Thereupon Zedekiah son of Chenaanah stepped up
and struck Micaiah on the cheek, and demanded, "Which
way did the spirit of the LoRD pass from me to speak with
you?" 25 And Micaiah replied, "You'll find out on the day
when you try to hide in the innermost room." 26 Then the
king of Israel said, "Take Micaiah and turn him over to
Amon, the city's governor, and to Prince Joash, 27 and say,
'The king's orders are: Put this fellow in prison, and let his
fare be scant bread and scant water until I come home
safe.' " 28 To which Micaiah retorted, "If you ever come
home safe, the LoRD has not spoken through me." •-He
said further, "Listen, all you peoples!"·•
29 So the king of Israel and King Jehoshaphat of Judah
marched upon Ramoth-gilead. 3D The king of Israel said to
Jehoshaphat, b-"Disguise yourself and go·b into the battle;
but you, wear your robes." So the king of Israel went into
the battle disguised. 31 Now the king of Aram had in
structed his thirty-two chariot officers: "Don't attack any
one, small or great, except the king of Israel." 32So when
the chariot officers saw Jehoshaphat, whom they took for
the king of Israel, they turned upon him to attack him,
and Jehoshaphat cried out. 33 And when the chariot offi
cers became aware that he was not the king of Israel, they
turned back from pursuing him. 34 Then a man drew his
bow at random and he hit the king of Israel between <the
plates ofc the armor; and he said to his charioteer, "Tum
d-the horses·d around and get me •·behind the lines;·• I'm
wounded." 35 The battle <·raged all day long;< and the king
remained propped up in the chariot facing Aram; the
blood from the wound ran down into the hollow of the
chariot, and at dusk he died. 36 As the sun was going
down, a shout went through the army: "Every man to his
own town! Every man to his own district."
a-a Perhaps a notation suggesting that Micninlr was ideuticnl witll Micn/1, whose proph
ecies begin, "Listen, nil you peoples," Mic. 1.2.
b-b Tnrgum nud Septungiut rend, "/ will disguise myselfnud go. "
c-c Men11i11g of Heb. uucertni11.
d-d Lit. "your lln11d," because horses are guided by n pull ou tire appropriate rei11;
cf 2 Kiugs 9-2J.
e-e Lit. "outside tile camp. "
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29: Jehoshaphat joins Ahab. On

the one hand, 400 prophets had
predicted success; on the other,
nothing Micaiah said threatened
him personally. 34: Ahab was
killed by a random arrow, not
by the Aramean charioteers
searching to kill him. The author
includes this piece of information
to demonstrate the role of Provi
dence in the fall of an arrow.
39: A standard concluding sum
mary to the reigns of Israelite
kings. Ivory palace, one with a
room containing rich ivory
inlays, such as were found in
wood panels and furniture
excavated at Samaria (cf. Amos
J - 15; 6.4)-

22.41-51 : The reign of Jehosha
phat is presented briefly, omitting

details of the Aramean campaign,
while inserting a small list of o ther
events into the standard formu
lary. Chronicles contains an exten
sive account of Jehoshaphat's judi
cial initiatives (2 Chron. ch 19), but
the historicity of this account is
debated. 44: There was no abate
ment in the popular practice of
sacrificing and offering incense at
the shrines. It continued even
though the Temple was a well
established institution. The author
mentions this as a blemish on the
record but not as a fault of the
king, who did not promote the
open shrines. 45: Submitted (Heb
"yashlem") is better translated
"made peace" or "caused peace."
Rashi thinks that it was necessary
for the author to mention it be
cause his father Asa had been at
war with Baasha, king of IsraeL
Radak opines that the author in
tended this to be understood as a
second blemish on Jehoshaphat's
record, coming, as it does, after
the first. 47: Male prostitutes,
see 14.24 n. 48-5 1 : Mention is
made of Judah's control over
Edom because Ezion-geber; from
which Jehoshaphat had planned to
launch his Tarshislr sl1ips, was an
Edomite port (9.26). Apparently
the Red Sea trade had stopped
sometime after the death of
Solomon.
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37 So the king died •·and was brought·• to Samaria. They
buried the king in Samaria, 38 and they flushed out the
chariot at the pool of Samaria. Thus the dogs lapped up
his blood and the whores bathed [in it], in accordance
with the word that the LoRD had spoken.b
39 The other events of Ahab's reign, and all his actions
the ivory palace that he built and all the towns that he for
tified-are all recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Is
rael. 40 Ahab slept with his fathers, and his son Ahaziah
succeeded him as king.
41 Jehoshaphat son of Asa had become king of Judah in
the fourth year of King Ahab of Israel. 42Jehoshaphat was
thirty-five years old when he became king, and he reigned
in Jerusalem for twenty-five years. His mother's name
was Azubah daughter of Shilhi. 43 He followed closely the
course of his father Asa and did not deviate from it, doing
what was pleasing to the LORD. 44 However, the shrines
did not cease to function; the people still sacrificed and of
fered at the shrines. 45 And further, Jehoshaphat submitted
to the king of Israel. 4 6 As for the other events of Jehosha
phat's reign and the valor he displayed in battle, they are
recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. (47He also
stamped out the remaining male prostitutes who had sur
vived in the land from the time of his father Asa.)
48 There was no king in Edom; c·a viceroy acted as king.
49 Jehoshaphat·c constructed Tarshishd ships to sail to
Ophir for gold. But he did not sail because the ships were
wrecked at Ezion-geber. 50 Then Ahaziah son of Ahab pro
posed to Jehoshaphat, "Let my servants sail on the ships
with your servants"; but Jehoshaphat would not agree.
51 Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers and was buried with
his fathers in the city of his father David, and his son Jeho
ram succeeded him as king.
52 [Meanwhile,] Ahaziah son of Ahab had become king
of Israel, in Samaria, in the seventeenth year of King Je
hoshaphat of Judah; he reigned over Israel two years.
53 He did what was displeasing to the LoRD, following in
the footsteps of his father and his mother, and in those of
Jeroboam son of Nebat who had caused Israel to sin. 54 He
worshiped Baal and bowed down to him; he vexed the
LoRD, the God of Israel, just as his father had done.
I> Cf 2 1 . 1 9c-c Emeudntiou yields "tire vicer·oy of King felwsllnplrnt."

n-n Lit. "lie enme."

d See uote nt 10.22.
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22.52-54: Ahaziah's reign.

Though Ahaziah is ostensibly
credited with a two-year reign, the
chronological information likely
means that he reigned for several
months in two different calendar
years. Radak notes that v. 52 states
that he ascended the throne in Je
hoshaphat's seventeenth year
while 2 Kings 3 - 1 indicates that Je
horarn, Ahaziah's brother, carne to
power in Jehoshaphat's eighteenth
year. Despite this, the author eval
uates his reign negatively not only
because he followed in the foot
steps of Jeroboam, but also be
cause he adopted the practices of
his own parents, Ahab and Jezebel,
serving and worshipping BaaL His
story continues in 2 Kings 1 .

2

Kin gs

FIRST AND SECOND KINGS were originally one book. For information about 2 Kings, see
the introduction preceding 1 Kings.
[ZIONY ZEVIT]

1 After Ahab's death, Moab rebelled against Israel.

2 Ahaziah fell through the lattice in his upper chamber
at Samaria and was injured. So he sent messengers, whom
he instructed: "Go inquire of Baal-zebub, the god of
Ekron, whether I shall recover from this injury." 3 But an
angel of the LoRD said to Elijah the Tishbite, "Go and con
front the messengers of the king of Samaria and say to
them, 'Is there no God in Israel that you go to inquire of
Baal-zebub, the god of Ekron? 4 Assuredly, thus said the
LORD: You shall not •-rise from the bed you are lying on,·•
but you shall die.' " And Elijah went.
s The messengers returned to Ahaziah;b and he asked,
"Why have you come back?" 6 They answered him, "A
man came toward us and said to us, 'Go back to the king
who sent you, and say to him: Thus said the LORD: Is there
no God in Israel that you must send to inquire of Baal
zebub, the god of Ekron? Assuredly, you shall not rise
from the bed you are lying on, but shall die.' " 7 "What
sort of man was it," he asked them, "who came toward
you and said these things to you?" s "A hairy man," they
replied, "with a leather belt tied around his waist."
"That's Elijah the Tishbite!" he said.
9 Then he sent to him a captain of fifty with his fifty
men. He climbed up to him, and found him sitting at the
top of a hill. "Man of God," he said to him, "by order of
the king, come down!" 10 Elijah replied to the captain of
the fifty, "If I am a man of God, let fire come down from
a-a Lit. "descendfro/11 tltc bed you ltnvc uwullled. "
b Heb. "lti111."

1 .1-2.12: The final cycle of Elijah
stories. 1 . 1 : Moab's rebellion
after Ahab's death in the reign of

Jehoram (see 3-4-5). It is men
tioned here because Ahaziah died,
Jehoram came to power, and Moab
rebelled in the same calendar year
(see 1 Kings 22.52).

1 .2-18: The death of Ahaziah.

Ahaziah, after being critically in
jured in Samaria, solicits a prog
nosis from Baal-zebub, the god of
Ekron. This evolves into a con
frontation with Elijah like the one
between Elijah and Ahab (i Kings
18.16-18). 2: The lattice was proba
bly a window covering made of
thin strips of wood or reeds in a
loose net in order to let in light
and air while still providing some
privacy; there were no glass win
dows in this period. Baal-zebub,
"Lord of the flies," a god wor
shipped at Ekron, may have been
known as a healer. This form of
the name, however, may be the
author's purposeful corruption
of a likely original "Baal-zevul,"
"Lord of gloryI dominion/
majesty," understood as a refer
ence to Baal. The word meaning
"prince/glory," "zevul," is found
as a personal name in Judg. 9-30
and is part of the name of Aha
ziah's mother, Jezebel. In the New
Testament, Jesus denies that he
casts out demons, i.e., heals, in the
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heaven and consume you with your fifty men!" And fire
came down from heaven and consumed him and his fifty
men. 11 The king then sent to him another captain with his
fifty men; and he •·addressed him ·• as follows: "Man of
God, by order of the king, come down at once!" 12 But Eli
jah answered him, "If I am a man of God, let fire come
down from heaven and consume you with your fifty
men!" And fire of God came down from heaven and con
sumed him and his fifty men. 13 Then he sent a third cap
tain of fifty with his fifty men. The third captain of fifty
climbed to the top, knelt before Elijah, and implored him,
saying, "Oh, man of God, please have regard for my life
and the lives of these fifty servants of yours! 1 4 Already
fire has come from heaven and consumed the first two
captains of fifty and their men/ I beg you, have regard for
my life!"
15 Then the angel of the LORD said to Elijah, "Go down
with him, do not be afraid of him." So he rose and went
down with him to the king. 1 6 He said to him, "Because
you sent messengers to inquire of Baal-zebub the god of
Ekron-as if there were no God in Israel whose word you
could seek-assuredly, you shall not rise from the bed
which you are lying on; but you shall die."
17 And [Ahaziah] died, according to the word of the
LORD that Elijah had spoken. Jehoramc succeeded him as
king, in the second year of King Jehoram son of Jehosha
phat of Judah, for he had no son. 18 The other events of
Ahaziah's reign [and] his actions are recorded in the An
nals of the Kings of Israel.

2 When the LoRD was about to take Elijah up to heaven
in a whirlwind, Elijah and Elisha had set out from Gil
gal. 2 Elijah said to Elisha, "Stay here, for the LoRD has
sent me on to Bethel." "As the LORD lives and as you live,"
said Elisha, "I will not leave you." So they went down to
Bethel. 3 Disciples of the prophets at Bethel came out to

a·a Emendatio11 yields "wmt up a11d said to /rim," cf. ''· g.
b Lit. "fifties. "
c Brother of Alm:ialr.

name of Baal-zevul (see Matt.
12.24-27). The reason that the au
thor or later scribe may have
changed the name is because in
Solomon's prayer, the Temple is
called a "house of zevul" ("A
stately House") (1 Kings 8.13).
Ekron, the northernmost city of the
Philistine pentapolis, about 37 km
(22 mi) west of Jerusalem, may

have been under Judah's control at
this time. Excavations at the site
indicate that its material culture
mixed Aegean with local elements.
8: The identifying physical charac
teristic of Elijah was most likely
his hair. The leather belt around
his garment may have been atypi
cal, but was not a rare accou
trement. Ahaziah recognized him

not only by the physical descrip
tion but also through the indict
ment in the message. 9-1 5: The
first two groups are destroyed
miraculously because their cap
tains failed to respect the man of
God commanding him imperiously
in the name of the king. The third
captain humbled himself and
made no request. In this story, Eli
jah does not pray for a miraculous
fire; it comes, as if at his bidding.
The Heb text is built around the
pun between man of God, '"ish
'elohim," and fire of God, '"esh
'elohim." 9-10: The captain or
dered that he come down. Elijah
had punishing fire come down in
stead. 1 7: The fulfillment state
ment here indicates that the author
did not connect Ahaziah's death
automatically to his critically in
jured condition. Had Ahaziah
sought forgiveness and healing
from the God of Israel, he would
not have died. At one and the same
time, physical and metaphysical
laws of causation were operating in
nature. Ahaziah was the third gen
eration of the Omri dynasty. The
notice that, in the absence of a son,
rule passed to a brother, indicates
tha t in the Northern Kingdom at
this time kings were acclaimed ac
cording to the customs governing
the inheritance of property.

2.1-1 2: Stories about the death of

Elijah show the smooth transition
of authority from one prophet to
another, and with it, responsibility
for groups of disciples living in
different communities. Introduc
tory v. 1 mentions the whirlwind,
which appears in v. 11. 1: Elijah
did not die. See also the notation
about Enoch in Gen 5.24- His heav
enly assumption became the stuff
of many legends in Judaism and
traditions about him in prophetic
circles. These legends, which sug
gest that Elijah periodically re
turns to the earth, and is espe
cially associated with the arrival
of the Messiah, already have a late
biblical precedent (Mal. 3·23-24).
3: The disciples of the propl1ets were
radical monotheists following the
teachings of prophets like Elijah,
but were not necessarily prophets
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Elisha and said to him, "Do you know that the LORD will
take your master •·away from you·• today?" He replied, "I
know it, too; be silent."
4 Then Elijah said to him, "Elisha, stay here, for the
LORD has sent me on to Jericho." "As the LORD lives and
as you live," said Elisha, "I will not leave you." So they
went on to Jericho. 5 The disciples of the prophets who
were at Jericho came over to Elisha and said to him, "Do
you know that the LoRD will take your master •·away
from you·• today?" He replied, "I know it, too; be silent."
6 Elijah said to him, "Stay here, for the LORD has sent me
on to the Jordan." "As the LoRD lives and as you live, I
will not leave you," he said, and the two of them went on.
7 Fifty men of the disciples of the prophets followed and
stood by at a distance from them as the two of them
stopped at the Jordan. B Thereupon Elijah took his mantle
and, rolling it up, he struck the water; it divided to the
right and left, so that the two of them crossed over on dry 
land. 9 As they were crossing, Elijah said to Elisha, "Tell
me, what can I do for you before I am taken from you?"
Elisha answered, "Let a b·double portion·b of your spirit
pass on to me." 10 "You have asked a difficult thing," he
said. "If you see me as I am being taken from you, this will
be granted to you; if not, it will not." 1 1 As they kept on
walking and talking, a fiery chariot with fiery horses sud
denly appeared and separated one from the other; and
Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind. 12 Elisha saw it,
and he cried out, "Oh, father, father! Israel's chariots and
horsemen! " When he could no longer see him, he grasped
his garments and rent them in two.
B He picked up Elijah's mantle, which had dropped
from him; and he went back and stood on the bank of the
Jordan. 14 Taking the mantle which had dropped from Eli
jah, he struck the water and said, "Where is the LoRD, the
God of Elijah?" As he too struck the water, it parted to the
a-a Lit. "from your /read."

b-b Lit. "two-tlrirds"; cf Zeclr. 1J.8.

themselves. Many joined to live to
gether in small communities.
Somehow the groups at Bethel and
Jericho (v. 5) knew that the LoRD
was about to take Elijah. They do
not use words indicating death.
4: In view of 1 Kings 16.34 and
Josh. 6.26, the author must have
understood that Jericho was not a
cursed city after its rebuilding. Ex
cavations at Tel es-Sultan, identi
fied with Jericho of the biblical pe
riod, have discovered only sparse

finds from the 9th through 7th cen
turies BCE. 8: Elijah uses his mantle
to perform a miracle at the Jordan
similar to Moses' parting of the
waters (Exod. 14.21-22). Crossing
the Jordan east of Jericho indicates
that the place of Elijah's assump
tion was near Mt. Nebo, where
Moses had died (Deut. 34.1-6).
Thus, in his death, as in earlier
texts, Elijah is patterned after
Moses. 9: A double portion, see
translators' note b-b. Radak (in the
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name of his father) points out that,
according to Deut. 21.17, the eldest
son inherits a portion twice that
of other brothers dividing their
father's property. Elisha, therefore,
is not asking for twice the spirit of
Elijah, but for the larger amount
due the eldest. (For the division of
the spirit, cf. Num 11.17, 24-26.)
Several rabbinic sources, however,
understand double as literal, and
suggest that Elijah performed
eight miracles, and Elisha sixteen.
Many of the miracles performed
by Elijah and Elisha are similar,
indicating that they shared the
same spirit (see 1 Kings 22.1933 n.). 1 2: In addition to indicating
a biological relationship,father in
dicates a tutorial one: "instructor,
counselor, teacher, leader" (Gen.
45.8; Judg. 17.10; Jer. 3 1.9). Israel's
chariots and horsemen: The same
title, possibly an epithet of Elijah
as Israel's defender, is addressed
to Elisha when he is about to die in
13.14. In the case of Elisha, it may
have been based on the incident
recorded in 6.17-18. No similar
story is recorded about Elijah.

2.13-13.20: The Elisha stories are
presented in cycles and inter
spersed between historical and
prophetic narratives, citations
from chronicles, and remarks of
the author. In contrast to the four
major Elijah stories and the story
of his death, there are fifteen Eli
sha stories of varying length.
Though many of their activities are
similar, Elisha is generally much
more sympathetic to the Israelite
king than his mentor, Elijah.
2.13-25: The first cycle of stories

indicates how Elisha demonstrated
that he was a prophet like Elijah
and his spiritual heir. 1 3-14: Elisha
tests himself to determine if he in
herited spirit from Elijah. Using
his teacher's mantle he smites the
water, invokes the God of Elijah,
and smites the water again. The
Jordan splits and he crosses on dry
land towards Jericho. 1 5: The disci
ples of the prophets at Jericho see and
declare him heir of Elijah's spirit.
He received more than the double
portion that he requested (v. 9).
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right and to the left, and Elisha crossed over. 15 When the
disciples of the prophets at Jericho saw him from a dis
tance, they exclaimed, "The spirit of Elijah has settled on
Elisha!" And they went to meet him and bowed low be
fore him to the ground.
16 They said to him, "Your servants have fifty able men
with them. Let them go and look for your master; perhaps
the spirit of the LoRD has carried him off and cast him
upon some mountain or into some valley." "Do not send
them," he replied. 1 7 But they kept pressing him for a long
time, until he said, "Send them." So they sent out fifty
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men, who searched for three days but did not find him.
18 They carne back to him while he was still in Jericho; and
he said to them, "I told you not to go."
1 9 The men of the town said to Elisha, "Look, the town is
a pleasant place to live in, as my lord can see; but the
water is bad and the land causes bereavement." 2D He re
sponded, "Bring me a new dish and put salt in it." They
brought it to him; 21 he went to the spring and threw salt
into it. And he said, "Thus said the LORD: I heal this water;
no longer shall death and bereavement come from it!"
22 The water has remained wholesome to this day, in ac
cordance with the word spoken by Elisha.
23 From there he went up to Bethel. As he was going up
the road, some little boys carne out of the town and jeered
at him, saying, "Go away, baldhead! Go away, baldhead!"
24 He turned around and looked at them and cursed them
in the name of the LoRD. Thereupon, two she-bears carne
out of the woods and mangled forty-two of the children.
25 He went on from there to Mount Carmel, and from there
he returned to Samaria.

3 Jehorarn son of Ahab became king of Israel in Samaria

in the eighteenth year of King Jehoshaphat of Judah;
and he reigned twelve years. 2 He did what was displeas
ing to the LoRD, yet not like his father and mother, for he
removed the pillars of Baal that his father had made.
3 However, he clung to the sins which Jeroboam son of
Nebat caused Israel to commit; he did not depart from
them.
4 Now King Mesha of Moab was a sheep breeder; and
he used to pay as tribute to the king of Israel •·a hundred
thousand lambs and the wool of a hundred thousand
rams.-• 5 But when Ahab died, the king of Moab rebelled
against the king of Israel. 6 So King Jehoram promptly set
out from Samaria and mustered all Israel. 7 At the same
time, he sent this message to King Jehoshaphat of Judah:
"The king of Moab has rebelled against me; will you come
with me to make war on Moab?" He replied, "I will go. I
will do what you do: my troops shall be your troops, my
horses shall be your horses." 8 And he asked, "Which
route shall we take?" [Jehoram] replied, "The road
through the wilderness of Edom."
9 So the king of Israel, the king of Judah, and the king of
Edorn set out, and they marched for seven days until they
a-a Or "file wool of 1oo,ooo lambs and of wo,ooo rams."
- ?30-

19-22: A magical "healing" story
in which Elisha does and says
things that, in combination, pro
duce the desired result. All is done
on his own authority, with no
prayer for healing. Cf. 1 .5-14. A
long tradition points to Ein es-Sul
tan in contemporary Jericho as
Elisha's spring. In its present form,
the story is etiological, explaining
the origin of the freshwater spring
in Jericho that makes the whole
region agriculturally rich. 23: In
calling Elisha baldhead, the boys
seem to be mocking him; they may
actually, however, be insulting him
as a prophet by comparing him
derogatorily to Elijah, who was
hairy (1.8). Local tradition places
the site of this story near the town
of Deir Dibwan, "Lair of the two
bears," about 1.5 krn (1 mile) east
of Bethel. 24: Here, as in vv. 19-22,
Elisha does and says something
to produce the desired result.
First he turns and looks at the
boys, then curses them in the name
of the LoRD. He does not pray that
they be punished, although he
himself calls down the punish
ment. The bears did not kill and
eat. The large carnage is men
tioned as an indication that their
behavior was not natural. This
story, like the Elijah story in 1.916, emphasizes that the man of
God must be treated with proper
respect.
3.1-27: The Moabite war and
Elisha's prophecy initiate the com
plex of Elisha stories in which the
author mixed prophetic tales with
archival materials.

3.1-3: Introduction to the reign of
Jehoram son of Ahab. The author

notes to the king's credit his re
moval of the pillars of Baal made
by his father. This is the first notice
that such pillars had been con
structed. See also 10.26.
3.4-27: The rebellion of Mesha.
The Mesha stele, found in 1868,
provides a summary of this king's
various achievements arranged in
a rough chronological order. It
notes the occupation of Moab in
the days of Omri and his son, i.e.,
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rounded [the tip of the Dead Sea]; and there was no water
left for the army or for the animals that were with them.
10 "Alas! " cried the king of Israel. "The LoRD has brought
these three kings together only to deliver them into the
hands of Moab." 1 1 But Jehoshaphat said, "Isn't there a
prophet of the LoRD here, through whom we may inquire
of the LoRD?" One of the courtiers of the king of Israel
spoke up and said, "Elisha son of Shaphat, who a-poured
water on the hands of-a Elijah, is here." 12 "The word of the
LORD is with him," said Jehoshaphat. So the king of Israel
and Jehoshaphat and the king of Edom went down to
him. 13 Elisha said to the king of Israel, "What have you to
do with me? Go to your father's prophets or your
mother's prophets." But the king of Israel said, "Don't
[say that], for the LORD has brought these three kings to
gether only to deliver them into the hands of Moab."
14 "As the LORD of Hosts lives, whom I serve," Elisha an
swered, "were it not that I respect King Jehoshaphat of
Judah, I wouldn't look at you or notice you. 15 Now then,
get me a musician."
As the musician played, the hand of the LoRD came
upon him, 16 and he said, "Thus said the LORD: This wadi
shall be full of pools. 17 For thus said the LoRD: You shall
see no wind, you shall see no rain, and yet the wadi shall
be filled with water; and you and your cattle and your
pack animals shall drink. 18 And this is but a slight thing
in the sight of the LoRD, for He will also deliver Moab into
your hands. 19 You shall conquer every fortified town and
every splendid city; you shall fell every good tree and
stop up all wells of water; and every fertile field you shall
ruin with stones." 20 And in the morning, when it was
time to present the meal offering, water suddenly came
from the direction of Edom and the land was covered by
the water.
21 Meanwhile, all the Moabites had heard that the kings
were advancing to make war on them; b-every man old
enough to bear arms·b rallied, and they stationed them
selves at the border. 22 Next morning, when they rose, the
sun was shining over the water, and from the distance the
water appeared to the Moabites as red as blood. 23 "That's
blood!" they said. "The kings must have fought among
themselves and killed each other. Now to the spoil,
Moab!"
24 They entered the Israelite camp, and the Israelites
arose and attacked the Moabites, who fled before them.
n-n I.e., pcrsounlly nttCIId,•d.
b-b Lit. "jro111 n/1 those old enough to gird 011 n "''on!. ··
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Ahab. It indicates that Mesha un
dertook actions against Israelites
in occupied northern Moab before
the death of Ahab. It may have
been only after the death of Ahab
that Mesha withheld tribute (1.1;
3.5), slaughtered people from the
tribe of Gad in the city of Ataroth
(noted on the stele), and moved
aggressively north of the Arnon
river. 7: King Jehoslzaplzat's interest
in assisting Jehoram may have
been to discourage Judah's vassal,
Edom, from seeking its own inde
pendence (cf. 1 Kings 22.48). In ad
dition to national interests, Jehosh
aphat had married his son Joram
to Ahab's daughter (2 Kings 8.18).
8: Jehoram's strategy was to march
through Judah around the south
ern edge of the Dead Sea and ap
proach Moab from the south. All
of Mesha's activities, and presum
ably the majority of his forces,
were north of the Arnon, but the
core of his kingdom was south of
the river up to the Edomite border.
9-1 0: The success of Jehoram's
strategy was dependent on an ade
quate supply of local water. The
inadequate supply leads him to
think that i t is part of a divine plan
against his coalition. 1 1-14: Je
hoshaphat, who wished to consult
a prophet (cf. 1 Kings 22.7), knows
of Elisha by reputation. Elisha, im
polite and rude to the king of Is
rael (vv. 13-14), responds to the re
quest for an oracle only because
Jehoshaphat is also endangered by
what may occur. 1 5: The musician
helps produce the atmosphere
conducive for a divine visita tion
(cf. 1 Sam 10.5--6). 1 6: The pools
(Heb "gevim") are natural sink
holes and fissures in the limestone
floor of the wadis that retain large
amounts of water after a runoff (cf.
Jer. 14.3). 22: In the morning, the
reflection of red sandstone moun
tains off the pooled waters is inter
preted by the Moabites as blood.
24-25: The three armies pursue
Moabites north from the border,
destroying fields, stopping wells,
and uprooting fruit trees in fulfill
ment of Elisha's prediction (v. 19).
The Moabites take shelter in Kir
/zareset/1, identified with modern
el-Kerak, a site on a high hill with
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•They advanced, constantly attacking·• the Moabites,
25 and they destroyed the towns. Every man threw a stone
into each fertile field, so that it was covered over; and they
stopped up every spring and felled every fruit tree. b·Only
the walls ofb Kir-hareseth were left, and then the slingers
surrounded it and attacked it. 26 Seeing that the battle was
going against him, the king of Moab led an attempt of
seven hundred swordsmen to break a way through to the
king of Edom; < but they failed. 27 So he took his first-born
son, who was to succeed him as king, and offered him up
on the wall as a burnt offering. A great wrath came upon
Israel, so they withdrew from him and went back to [their
own] land.

gests that Mesha achieved his ob
jective, and the human sacrifice
was efficacious. The coalition
abandoned the field and returned
home.

4 A certain woman, the wife of one of the disciples of the

of oil. A prophetic story whose
central miracle parallels that of Eli
jah in 1 Kings 17.14-16. This story
is atypical of the simple miracle
stories in that it provides extrane
ous details about why the woman
had some claim to Elisha's help.
The story lacks any mention of
prayer or divine presence. The
sense of wonderment is thereby
focused completely on the only
named person in the narrative,
Elisha. This story in particular
shows signs of remnants of Israel
ite Hebrew, suggesting that many
of these prophetic stories were
composed in the north, and later
incorporated into the Judean
Book of Kings. 1 : The woman
does not complain about social in
justice but about her financial
straits. Seize my two children ns
slaves: This was a long-established
legal norm; see Exod. 21.2-11;
Lev. 25.39-55; Deut. 15.12-15;
Neh. 5.1-5. 2: The fact that the
seizure of the children is legal ex
plains why Elisha's first reaction to
her statement and implied request
for help was to inquire what he
could do.

prophets, cried out to Elisha: "Your servant my hus
band is dead, and you know how your servant revered
the LORD. And now a creditor is coming to seize my two
children as slaves." 2 Elisha said to her, "What can I do for
you? Tell me, what have you in the house?" She replied,
"Your maidservant has nothing at all in the house, except
a jug of oil." 3 "Go," he said, "and borrow vessels outside,
from all your neighbors, empty vessels, as many as you
can. 4 Then go in and shut the door behind you and your
children, and pour [oil] into all those vessels, removing
each one as it is filled."
5 She went away and shut the door behind her and
her children. They kept bringing [vessels] to her and she
kept pouring. 6 When the vessels were full, she said to her
son, "Bring me another vessel." He answered her, "There
are no more vessels"; and the oil stopped. 7 She came and
told the man of God, and he said, "Go sell the oil and pay
your debt, and you and your children can live on the
rest."
B One day Elisha visited Shunem. A wealthy woman
lived there, and she urged him to have a meal; and when
ever he passed by, he would stop there for a meal. 9 Once
she said to her husband, "I am sure it is a holy man of God

serts them at this point because
Elisha was mentioned in the con
text of the Moabite campaign. The
motifs of inadequate provisions
and death recur in this cycle of sto
ries, but the main theme is Elisha
as a healer.

4.1-7: The miraculous provision

4.8-37: The birth and revivifica

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertni11.
b-b Lit. "Until the sto11es in"; menni11g of He/>. uncertain.
c Emendation yields "Arm11."

deep gorges around its salient.
27: Mesha sacrifices his first-born
son in an extreme, powerful act.
Perhaps Mesha interpreted his
losses as punishment for some of
fense that angered his national

4.1-6.23: The second cycle of Eli
sha stories. Perhaps the author in

tion of the Shunammite's son.

deity Chemosh, an offense that
could be atoned for through the
offering of his son (cf. Mic. 6.7).
Although interpreters are unsure
what the author meant by n
great wrat/1 came upon Israel, it sug-732-

The narrative combines prediction
and miracle stories in a tale whose
chronology spans five to ten years.
It is suffused with sufficient back
ground to understand what moti
vates the actions of all main char
acters. The expression "one day"
introduces each major part of the
narrative: In v. 8 it introduces the
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who comes this way regularly. 10 Let us make a small
•·enclosed upper chamber• and place a bed, a table, a
chair, and a lampstand there for him, so that he can stop
there whenever he comes to us." 11 One day he came there;
he retired to the upper chamber and lay down there. 12 He
said to his servant Gehazi, "Call that Shunammite
woman." He called her, and she stood before him. 13 He
said to him, "Tell her, 'You have gone to all this trouble for
us. What can we do for you? Can we speak in your behalf
to the king or to the army commander?' " She replied, "I
live among my own people." 14 "What then can be done
for her?" he asked. "The fact is," said Gehazi, "she has no
son, and her husband is old." 15 "Call her," he said. He
called her, and she stood in the doorway. 1 6 And Elisha
said, "At this season next year, you will be embracing a
son." She replied, "Please, my lord, man of God, do not
delude your maidservant."
17The woman conceived and bore a son at the same sea
son the following year, as Elisha had assured her. 1 8 The
child grew up. One day, he went out to his father among
the reapers. 19 [Suddenly] he cried to his father, "Oh, my
head, my head!" He said to a servant, "Carry him to his
mother." 20 He picked him up and brought him to his
mother. And the child sat on her lap until noon; and he
died. 21 She took him up and laid him on the bed of the
man of God, and left him and closed the door. 22 Then she
called to her husband: "Please, send me one of the ser
vants and one of the she-asses, so I can hurry to the man
of God and back." 23 But he said, "Why are you going to
him today? It is neither new moon nor sabbath." She an
swered, b-"It's all right." -b
24 She had the ass saddled, and said to her servant, "Urge
[the beast] on;< see that I don't slow down unless I tell you."
25 She went on until she came to the man of God on Mount
Carmel. When the man of God saw her from afar, he said to
his servant Gehazi, "There is that Shunammite woman.
26 Go, hurry toward her and ask her, 'How are you? How is
your husband? How is the child?' " "We are well," she
replied. 27 But when she came up to the man of God on the
mountain, she clasped his feet. Gehazi stepped forward to
push her away; but the man of God said, "Let her alone, for
she is in bitter distress; and the LORD has hidden it from me
and has not told me." 2B Then she said, "Did I ask my lord
for a son? Didn't I say: 'Don't mislead me'?"
n-n Or "upper wnll-clmmber"; lit. "n11 upper clmiiiiJ<•r of wnll(s). "
b-b Heb. Shalom.
c Tire servn11t ru11s belri11d lire donkelf nmi urges it 011 witlr n stick.
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main characters in the house of the
Shunammite; in v. 11 the promise/
prediction of the child; in v. 18, the
story of the death and revivifica
tion of the child. 9: Elisha traveled
a regular circuit, possibly visiting
groups of disciples of the prophets
(cf. Samuel in 1 Sam. 7-15-17).
1 2-16: Elisha begins by speaking
to the woman indirectly, through
Gelwzi, but ends by addressing her
directly (see also vv. 26--28, 36).
20-22: The narrator informs read
ers that the child died; the Shunam
mite, however, may not have per
ceived that he was dead, only very
ill. She did not tell her husband
that the child was dead but pro
ceeded to rush to the person who
she believed could heal her child.
23: Her husband's question as
sumes tha t when the Shunammite
visited Elisha it was typically
for the celebration of either a
new month or a Sabbath.
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29 He said to Gehazi, •-"Tie up your skirts,·• take my staff
in your hand, and go. If you meet anyone, do not greet
him; and if anyone greets you, do not answer him. And
place my staff on the face of the boy." 30 But the boy's
mother said, "As the LoRD lives and as you live, I will not
leave you ! " So he arose and followed her.
31 Gehazi had gone on before them and had placed the
staff on the boy's face; but there was no sound or re
sponse. He turned back to meet him and told him, "The
boy has not awakened." 32 Elisha came into the house, and
there was the boy, laid out dead on his couch. 33 He went
in, shut the door behind the two of them, and prayed to
the LoRD. 34 Then he mounted [the bed] and placed him
self over the child. He put his mouth on its mouth, his
eyes on its eyes, and his hands on its hands, as he bent
over it. And the body of the child became warm. 35 He
stepped down, walked once up and down the room, then
mounted and bent over him. Thereupon, the boy sneezed
seven times, and the boy opened his eyes. 36 [Elisha] called
Gehazi and said, "Call the Shunammite woman," and he
called her. When she came to him, he said, "Pick up your
son." 37 She came and fell at his feet and bowed low to the
ground; then she picked up her son and left.
38 Elisha returned to Gilgal. There was a famine in the
land, and the disciples of the prophets were sitting before
him. He said to his servant, "Set the large pot [on the fire]
and cook a stew for the disciples of the prophets." 39 So one
of them went out into the fields to gather sprouts. He came
across a wild vine and picked from it wild gourds, as many
as his garment would hold. Then he came back and sliced
them into the pot of stew, for they did not know [what they
were]; 40 and they served it for the men to eat. While they
were still eating of the stew, they began to cry out: "0 man
of God, there is death in the pot!"b And they could not eat
it. 41 "Fetch some flour," [Elisha] said. He threw it into the
pot and said, "Serve it to the people and let them eat." And
there was no longer anything harmful in the pot.
42 A man came from Baal-shalishah and he brought the
man of God some bread of the first reaping-twenty
loaves of barley bread, and some fresh grain <·in his sack.
And [Elisha] said, "Give it to the people and let them eat."
43 His attendant replied, "How can I set this before a hun-

-c

a-a Lit. "Gird your loius"; cf 1 Kiugs 18.46.
b The wild gourds cause severe cramps.
c-c Or "ou the stalk"; per/raps comwcted wit/1 Ugnritic b:;ql.

29-32: Gehazi was dispatched to
perform a healing using Elisha's
staff. Elisha thought that his pres
ence was not actually needed for a
healing to occur (d. 4.5-6). Elisha's
initial plan, executed by Gehazi,
failed. Malbim suggests that from
Gehazi's remark to Elisha in v. 31,
it appears that Elisha misdiag
nosed the problem on the basis of
the Shunammite's information;
God had not revealed anything of
the matter to him (v. 27). The child
was truly dead. 34-35: The revivi
fication performed here by Elisha
is similar to what is described
with fewer details about Elijah
in 1 Kings 17.21-22.
4.38-41 : Elisha neutralizes a poi
son. 39: Sprouts: Radak's opinion

that Heb "'orot" refers to herbs, on
the basis of Isa. 26.19, is reflected
in the translation. Others suggest
that it refers to Eruca sativa, a
radish-like plant whose bitter
leaves are edible. Wild gourds (Heb
"paku'ot"): Citrullus colocynthis, a
melon-like plant, contains seeds in
which there is a poisonous sub
stance.

4.42-44: Elisha feeds a multitude.
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dred men?" But he said, "Give it to the people and let
them eat. For thus said the LoRD: They shall eat and have
some left over." 44 So he set it before them; and when they
had eaten, they had some left over, as the LoRD had said.

5 Naaman, commander of the army of the king of Aram,

was important to his lord and high in his favor, for
through him the LoRD had granted victory to Aram. But
the man, though a great warrior, was a leper! 2 Qnce,
when the Arameans were out raiding, they carried off a
young girl from the land of Israel, and she became an at
tendant to Naaman's wife. 3 She said to her mistress, "I
wish Master could come before the prophet in Samaria; he
would cure him of his leprosy." 4 [Naaman] went and told
his lord just what the girl from the land of Israel had said.
sAnd the king of Aram said, "Go to the king of Israel, and
I will send along a letter."
He set out, taking with him ten talents of silver, six
thousand shekels of gold, and ten changes of clothing.
6 He brought the letter to the king of Israel. It read: "Now,
when this letter reaches you, know that I have sent my
courtier Naaman to you, that you may cure him of his lep
rosy." 7 When the king of Israel read the letter, he rent his
clothes and cried, "Am I God, to deal death or give life,
that this fellow writes to me to cure a man of leprosy? Just
see for yourselves that he is seeking a pretext against me!"
s When Elisha, the man of God, heard that the king of Is
rael had rent his clothes, he sent a message to the king:
"Why have you rent your clothes? Let him come to me,
and he will learn that there is a prophet in Israel."
9 So Naaman came with his horses and chariots and
halted at the door of Elisha's house. lO Elisha sent a mes
senger to say to him, "Go and bathe seven times in the Jor
dan, and your flesh shall be restored and you shall be
clean." 11 But Naaman was angered and walked away. "I
thought," he said, "he would surely come out to me, and
would stand and invoke the LORD his God by name, and
would wave his hand toward the spot, and cure the af
fected part. 12 Are not the Amanah and the Pharpar, the riv
ers of Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel? I could
bathe in them and be clean!" And he stalked off in a rage.
13 But his servants came forward and spoke to him.
"Sir," b they said, "if the prophet told you to do something
difficult, would you not do it? How much more when he
has only said to you, 'Bathe and be clean.' " 1 4 So he went
down and immersed himself in the Jordan seven times, as
n Cf note on Lev. 1 J . J .

b Lit. "{!vl if{fntllcr. "

KINGS
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5.1-27: The healing of Naaman

the leper. The story of Naaman the
Aramean leper is a complex leg
end. Since only a few main charac
ters are presented by name, the
anonymity of the kings of Aram
and Israel makes it impossible to
attribute the story to a particular
period in the life of Elisha. One
motif of the story is that people of
higher social status are dependent
on people of lower status: Naaman
on counsel from his wife reporting
information from an Israelite slave
girl (vv. 2-3); the king of Aram on
the king of Israel, and the latter on
Elisha (vv. 5-8); Naaman on the
advice of his own servants and Eli
sha (vv. 13-15). 1 : The leprosy of
Naaman was some sort of derma
tological problem (see annotations
on Lev. ch 13) that did not disfig
ure him or disqualify him from
military office or entering temples
in his homeland (see v. 18). 7-8: In
this story, the king of Israel is un
aware of Elisha's healing powers
although a little girl captured
by the Arameans is (vv. 2-3).
1 0: Elisha's prescription does not
involve divine guidance or prayer.
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5 · 1 5-5 .27

the man of God had bidden; and his flesh became like a
little boy's, and he was clean. 15 Returning with his entire
retinue to the man of God, he stood before him and ex
claimed, "Now I know that there is no God in the whole
world except in Israel! So please accept a gift from your
servant." 16 But he replied, "As the LoRD lives, whom I
serve, I will not accept anything." He pressed him to ac
cept, but he refused. 17 And Naaman said, "Then at least
let your servant be given two mule-loads of earth; for
your servant will never again offer up burnt offering or
sacrifice to any god, except the LoRD. 18 But may the LoRD
pardon your servant for this: When my master enters the
temple of Rimmon to bow low in worship there, and he is
leaning on my arm so that I must bow low in the temple of
Rimmon-when I bow low in the temple of Rimmon, may
the LoRD pardon your servant in this." 19 And he said to
him, "Go in peace."
When he had gone some distance from him, 20 Gehazi,
the attendant of Elisha the man of God, thought: "My
master •·has let that Aramean Naaman off without accept
ing what he brought!·• As the LoRD lives, I will run after
him and get something from him." 21 So Gehazi hurried
after Naaman. When Naaman saw someone running after
him, he alighted from his chariot to meet him and said, "Is
all well?" 22 "All is well," he replied. "My master has sent
me to say: Two youths, disciples of the prophets, have just
come to me from the hill country of Ephraim. Please give
them a talent of silver and two changes of clothing." 23 Na
aman said, "Please take two talents." He urged him, and
he wrapped the two talents of silver in two bags and gave
them, along with two changes of clothes, to two of his ser
vants, who carried them ahead of him. 24 When [Gehazi]
arrived at the citadel, he took [the things] from them and
deposited them in the house. Then he dismissed the men
and they went their way.
25 He entered and stood before his master; and Elisha
said to him, "Where have you been, Gehazi?" He replied,
"Your servant has not gone anywhere." 26 Then [Elisha]
said to him, "Did not my spiritb go along when a man got
down from his chariot to meet you? Is this a time to take
money in order to buy clothing and olive groves and vine
yards, sheep and oxen, and male and female slaves?
27 Surely, the leprosy of Naaman shall cling to you and to
your descendants forever." And as [Gehazi] left his pres
ence, he was snow-white with leprosy.
a-a Lit. "has pn•vented tlwt Ammeau Naaman front haviug what he brought accepted. "
b Lit. "!teart. "
-736-

1 5-1 7: Naaman's experience con
vinces him of the radical monothe
ism of Elisha and of the author, but
he concludes that though God is
universal, He may be worshipped
only on the soil of His chosen
land. A main point of this story,
then, is the sanctity of the land
of Israel. 1 8: Rimmon, an alterna
tive name for the Aramean storm
god, Hadad (Zech. 12.11).
26: Elisha had clairvoyant abilities.
27: Gehazi's solicitation had made
Elisha appear to be a fee-for
service healer, reducing the mirac
ulous cure to a matter of arcane
knowledge. Gehazi's leprosy
demonstrated its divine nature.
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6 The disciples of the prophets said to Elisha, "See, the

place where we live under your direction is too
cramped for us. 2 Let us go to the Jordan, and let us each get
a log there and build quarters there for ourselves to live
in." "Do so," he replied. 3 Then one of them said, "Will you
please come along with your servants?" "Yes, I will come,"
he said; 4 and he accompanied them. So they went to the
Jordan and cut timber. 5 As one of them was felling a trunk,
the iron ax head fell into the water. And he cried aloud,
"Alas, master, it was a borrowed one!" 6 "Where did it
fall?" asked the man of God. He showed him the spot; and
he cut off a stick and threw it in, and he made the ax head
float. 7 "Pick it up," he said; so he reached out and took it.

BWhile the king of Aram was waging war against Israel,
he took counsel with his officers and said, •·"I will en
camp·• in such and such a place." 9 But the man of God sent
word to the king of Israel, "Take care not to pass through
that place, for the Arameans are encamped there." 10 So the
king of Israel sent word to the place of which the man of
God had told him. b-Time and again -b he alerted '·such a
place·' and took precautions there. 11 Greatly agitated
about this matter, the king of Aram summoned his officers
and said to them, "Tell me! Who of us is on the side of the
king of Israel?" 1 2 "No one, my lord king," said one of the
officers. "Elisha, that prophet in Israel, tells the king of Is
rael the very words you speak in your bedroom." 13 "Go
find out where he is," he said, "so that I can have him
seized." It was reported to him that [Elisha 1 was in Dothan;
14 so he sent horses and chariots there and a strong force.
They arrived at night and encircled the town.
15 When the attendant of the man of God rose early and
went outside, he saw a force, with horses and chariots,
surrounding the town. "Alas, master, what shall we do?"
his servant asked him. 1 6 "Have no fear," he replied.
"There are more on our side than on theirs." 17 Then Elisha
prayed: "LORD, open his eyes and let him see." And the
LoRD opened the servant's eyes and he saw the hills all
around Elisha covered with horses and chariots of fire.
l B [The Arameans 1 came down against him, and Elisha
prayed to the LORD: "Please strike this people with a
blinding light." And He struck them with a blinding light,
as Elisha had asked.
19 Elisha said to them, "This is not the road, and that is
not the town; follow me, and I will lead you to the man
you want." And he led them to Samaria. 20 When they enn-n Menning ofHeb. uncerlnin.

b-b Lit. "not once or lwice. "

c-c 1-lrl>. "it."
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6.1-7: Elisha makes an ax head
float. 1: Disciples of tile prophets: Eli
sha much more than Elijah is asso
ciated with a prophetic company.
Place where we live: This seems to
imply a regular community under
Elisha's direction. 2: Trees, and
therefore a log, would be more
readily found near the Jordan.

6.8-23: The Aramean raiders are
foiled. A prophetic story celebrat
ing how the clairvoyant Elisha,
whose skill is known within court
circles of the Arameans, captured a
contingent of the Aramean army
and delivered it to the king of Is
rael. The names of the Aramean
and Israelite kings are not pro
vided in this story either (cf.
5.1-27). This story concludes the
second cycle (see 4.1). 8-13: The
story is set in a period when Ara
mean troops regularly made incur
sions deep into Israel. south of the
Jezreel Valley, and were even able
to attack the city of Dothan. The
details, however, are insufficient to
place them into a specific chrono
logical setting. 1 7-1 8: Elisha prays
twice, once that his servant will
see that his master is surrounded
and protected by an invisible force
and once that the Arameans will
be blinded by light so that they
cannot see. When Elisha requires
miraculous intervention for him
self, he prays for it.
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tered Samaria, Elisha said, "0 LoRD, open the eyes of
these men so that they may see." The LoRD opened their
eyes and they saw that they were inside Samaria. 21 When
the king of Israel saw them, he said to Elisha, "Father,
shall I strike them down?" 22 "No, do not," he replied.
"Did you take them captive with your sword and bow
that you would strike them down? Rather, set food and
drink before them, and let them eat and drink and return
to their master." 23 So he prepared a lavish feast for them
and, after they had eaten and drunk, he let them go, and
they returned to their master. And the Ararnean bands
stopped invading the land of Israel.
24 Sometime later, King Ben-hadad of Ararn mustered
his entire army and marched upon Samaria and besieged
it. 25 There was a great famine in Samaria, and the siege
continued until a donkey's head sold for eighty [shekels]
of silver and a quarter of a kab of •-doves' dung·• for five
shekels. 26 Qnce, when the king of Israel was walking on
the city wall, a woman cried out to him: "Help me, Your
Majesty!" 27 "Don't [ask me]," he replied. "Let the LORD
help you! Where could I get help for you, from the thresh
ing floor or from the winepress? 28 But what troubles
you?" the king asked her. The woman answered, "That
woman said to me, 'Give up your son and we will eat him
today; and tomorrow we'll eat my son.' 29 So we cooked
my son and we ate him. The next day I said to her, 'Give
up your son and let's eat him'; but she hid her son."
30 When the king heard what the woman said, he rent his
clothes; and as he walked along the wall, the people could
see that he was wearing sackcloth underneath.
31 He said, "Thus and more may God do to me if the head
of Elisha son of Shaphat remains on b·his shoulders·b
today." 32 Now Elisha was sitting at horne and the elders
were sitting with him. The king had sent ahead one of his
men; but before the messenger arrived, [Elisha] said to the
elders, "Do you see-that murderer has sent someone to
cut off my head! Watch when the messenger comes, and
shut the door and hold the door fast against him. No doubt
the sound of his master's footsteps will follow."
33 While he was still talking to them, the messenger<
carne to him and said, "This calamity is from the LORD.
What more can I hope for from the LoRD?" 1 And Eli
sha replied, "Hear the word of the LoRD. Thus said the
LoRD: This time tomorrow, a seah of choice flour shall sell

7

a-a Appare11tly n popular term for "carob pods," as i11 Akkadia11.
b-b Lit. "!Jim."
c Eme11datioll yields "ki11g. "
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6.24-7.20: The siege of Samaria.
6.24: This introduction, contradict
ing v. 23, indicates these stories
have not been combined in histori
cal order. This siege story may
have originally followed the story
of the Moabite campaign (3.27).
Ralbag's comment on v. 23 sug
gests how the author may have in
terpreted the two verses in a non
contradictory manner. Ralbag
interprets vv. 23-24 as meaning
that the Arameans stopped send
ing in contingents of soldiers and
amassed a single army that be
sieged Samaria. 25: Even the least
desirable of foods are sold for a
high price. 28: The motif of canni
balism is associated with sieges
also in Deut. 28.53-57; Ezek. 5.10;
Lam. 2.20; 4.10. 30: The king had
been wearing sackcloth beneath
his normal clothing as a sign of
mourning or contrition. 3 1 : This
oath against Elisha indicates that
somehow the king held the
prophet responsible for the siege.
Rashi, Radak, and Joseph Kara
suggest that it was because the
king thought that Elisha could re
quest relief from God. Ralbag,
however, assumes that Elisha pro
vided fair warning of the siege and
starvation, just as Elijah had of the
drought in 1 Kings 17.1, and that
the king thought that it had gone
on long enough. 6.33-7.1: The
king had a revolutionary change
of heart. His messengers, in his
name, acknowledge that God is
the source of the calamity, and Eli
sha rewards the confession with a
prediction that the famine would
end the next day. 7.2: The cynical
aide next to the king challenges
Elisha. In response Elisha predicts
his death, a prediction fulfilled in
vv. 17-20. S-7: These verses are a
parenthetical explanation of how it
happened that the lepers found
the Aramean camp empty. 6: Only
Arameans encamped around Sa
maria heard sounds of the chariots
and army. Cf. 6.16-17 that describe
the invisible chariots protecting
Elisha and 2 Sam. 5.24 that refers
to the sounds of an invisible army
of God.
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for a shekel at the gate of Samaria, and two seahs of barley
for a shekel." 2 The aide on whose arm the king was lean
ing spoke up and said to the man of God, "Even if the
LORD were to make windows in the sky, could this come
to pass?" And he retorted, "You shall see it with your own
eyes, but you shall not eat of it."
3There were four men, lepers, outside the gate. They
said to one another, "Why should we sit here waiting for
death? 4 If we decide to go into the town, what with the
famine in the town, we shall die there; and if we just sit
here, still we die. Come, let us desert to the Aramean
camp. If they let us live, we shall live; and if they put us to
death, we shall but die."
5 They set out at twilight for the Aramean camp; but
when they came to the edge of the Aramean camp, there
was no one there. 6 For the Lord had caused the Aramean
camp to hear a sound of chariots, a sound of horses-the
din of a huge army. They said to one another, "The king of
Israel must have hired the kings of the Hittites and the
kings of Mizraim• to attack us!" 7 And they fled headlong
in the twilight, abandoning their tents and horses and
asses-the [entire] camp just as it was-as they fled for
their lives.
B When those lepers came to the edge of the camp, they
went into one of the tents and ate and drank; then they
carried off silver and gold and clothing from there and
buried it. They came back and went into another tent, and
they carried off what was there and buried it. 9 Then they
said to one another, "We are not doing right. This is a day
of good news, and we are keeping silent! If we wait until
the light of morning, we shall incur guilt. Come, let us go
and inform the king's palace." 10 They went and called out
to the gatekeepers of the city and told them, "We have
been to the Aramean camp. There is not a soul there, nor
any human sound; but the horses are tethered and the
asses are tethered and the tents are undisturbed."
11 The gatekeepers called out, and the news was passed
on into the king's palace. 12 The king rose in the night and
said to his courtiers, "I will tell you what the Arameans
have done to us. They know that we are starving, so they
have gone out of camp and hidden in the fields, thinking:
When they come out of the town, we will take them alive
and get into the town." 13 But one of the courtiers spoke
up, "Let a fewb of the remaining horses that are still here
n
b

Cf 1 Ki11gs 1 0.28 n11d 110lc d there.
"

."

Lit. five
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be taken-•they are like those that are left here of the
whole multitude of Israel, out of the whole multitude of
Israel that have perished-•-and let us send and find out."
14 They took two teams• of horses and the king sent
them after the Ararnean army, saying, "Go and find out."
15 They followed them as far as the Jordan, and found the
entire road full of clothing and gear which the Ararneans
had thrown away in their haste; and the messengers re
turned and told the king. 16 The people then went out and
plundered the Ararnean camp. So a seah of choice flour
sold for a shekel, and two seahs of barley for a shekel-as
the LORD had spoken.
1 7 Now the king had put the aide on whose arm he
leaned in charge of the gate; and he was trampled to death
in the gate by the people-just as the man of God had
spoken, as he had spoken when the king carne down to
him. 18 For when the man of God said to the king, "This
time tomorrow two seahs of barley shall sell at the gate of
Samaria for a shekel, and a seah of choice flour for a
shekel," 19 the aide answered the man of God and said,
"Even if the LoRD made windows in the sky, could this
come to pass?" And he retorted, "You shall see it with
your own eyes, but you shall not eat of it." 20 That is ex
actly what happened to him: The people trampled him to
death in the gate.

8 Elisha had said to the woman whose son he revived,

"Leave immediately with your family and go sojourn
b-sornewhere else;-b for the LORD has decreed a seven-year
famine upon the land, and it has already begun." 2 The
woman had done as the man of God had spoken; she left
with her family and sojourned in the land of the Philis
tines for seven years. 3 At the end of the seven years, the
woman returned from the land of the Philistines and went
to the king to complain about her house and farm. 4 Now
the king was talking to Gehazi, the servant of the man of
God, and he said, "Tell me all the wonderful things that
Elisha has done." 5 While he was telling the king how [Eli
sha] had revived a dead person, in carne the woman
whose son he had revived, complaining to the king about
her house and farm. "My lord king," said Gehazi, "this is
the woman and this is her son whom Elisha revived."
6 The king questioned the woman, and she told him [the
story]; so the king assigned a eunuch to her and instructed
him: "Restore all her property, and all the revenue from
her farm from the time she left the country until now."
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

b-b Lit. "wherever you may sojoum."

NEVI'IM
8.1--!1: A story about Gehazi
telling Elisha stories to the king
of Israel. The brief tale most likely

describes something that occurred
after the death of Elisha: (1) the
king asks to be told such stories (v.
4) and (2) the woman whose son
had been revivified petitions the
king on her own, indicating that
her husband is dead and that Eli
sha, who could act on her behalf,
is not available (4.13). 1 : The seven
yearfamine may have been a pe
riod prior to and during the siege
of Samaria narrated in the preced
ing section.
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7 Elisha arrived in Damascus at a time when King Ben
hadad of Aram was ill. •The king·• was told, "The man of
God is on his way here," 8 and he said to Hazael, "Take a
gift with you and go meet the man of God, and through
him inquire of the LoRn: Will I recover from this illness?"
9 Hazael went to meet him, taking with him as a gift forty
camel-loads of all the bounty of Damascus. He came and
stood before him and said, "Your son, King Ben-hadad of
Aram, has sent me to you to ask: Will I recover from this
illness?" 10 Elisha said to him, "Go and say to him, 'You
will recover.' However, the LORD has revealed to me that
he will die." 11 The man of God b·kept his face expression
less·b for a long time; and then he wept. 12 "Why does my
lord weep?" asked Hazael. "Because I know," he replied,
"what harm you will do to the Israelite people: you will
set their fortresses on fire, put their young men to the
sword, dash their little ones in pieces, and rip open their
pregnant women." 13 "But how," asked Hazael, "can your
servant, who is a mere dog, perform such a mighty deed?"
Elisha replied, "The LoRD has shown me a vision of you
as king of Aram." 14 He left Elisha and returned to his
master, who asked him, "What did Elisha say to you?" He
replied, "He told me that you would recover." 15 The next
day, [Hazael] took b·a piece of netting,·b dipped it in water,
and spread it over his face. So [Ben-hadad] died, and Haz
ael succeeded him as king.
16 In the fifth year of King Joram' son of Ahab of Israel
Jehoshaphat had been king of Judah-Joram son of King
Jehoshaphat of Judah became king. 1 7 He was thirty-two
years old when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusa
lem eight years. 18 He followed the practices of the kings
of Israel-whatever the House of Ahab did, for he had
married a daughterd of Ahab-and he did what was dis
pleasing to the LoRD. 19 However, the LORD refrained from
destroying Judah, for the sake of His servant David, in ac
cordance with His promise to maintain a lamp for his de
scendants for all time. 20 During his reign, the Edomites
rebelled against Judah's rule and set up a king of their
own. 21 Joram crossed over to Zair with all his chariotry.
bHe arose by night and attacked the Edomites, who were
surrounding him and the chariot commanders; but·b his
troops fled to their homes. 22 Thus Edam fell away from
n-n Brought upfrom v. 8 for clnrity.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c Tllrouglzout this clwpter, the name ]ornm is :.omt.'limes tl'ritll'" ft'lwra111.
d Emendation yields "sister"; cf v. 26.
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8.7-1 5: The prophecy to Hazael,

delivered by Elisha, was originally
a task assigned to Elijah (1 Kings
19.15-17). 7-9: Elisha's reputation
as a prognosticator was well
known among the Arameans, and
Hazael addresses him in the name
of Ben-hadad with great respect.
Ben-hadad's inquiry of Elisha has
no religious implications. As a
simple consultation with an ac
knowledged expert, it was sim
ilar to Ahaziah's of Baal-zebub
(2 Kings 1.2). 1 0-1 3: Elisha does
not lie, but instructs Hazael to do
so. He proceeds to inform Hazael
that God has foreordained his rise
and even his victories over Israel.
1 5: According to what may be
gleaned from inscriptions of the
Assyrian king Shalmaneser III,
Hazael usurped the throne in
Damascus after 845 but before
841 BCE.

8.16-24: The reign of Joram (Je
horam), king of Judah, paralleled

that of his brother-in-law Joram,
king of Israel. The author's nega
tive evaluation of his reign cites
behaviors modeled after Ahab's
dynasty and attributes them di
rectly to the king's wife. 22: The
growing strength of Edom can be
discerned by comparing the termi
nology in this v. with 1 Kings
22.48, where Edomites were con
trolled through an acting king, and
3-9, where an independent king
who was nonetheless a vassal of
Judah reigned. The independence
of Edom signaled Judah's final
loss of control over the central
Negev and all trade through it.
The rebellion of Libnalz, a Levitical
city on the western fringe of
Judah's territory (Josh. 10.29;
21. 13), lacks an adequate explana
tion.
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Judah, as is still the case. Libnah likewise fell away at that
time.
23 The other events of Joram's reign, and all his actions,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. 24 Joram
slept with his fathers and was buried with his fathers in
the City of David; his son Ahaziah succeeded him as king.
25 In the twelfth year of King Joram son of Ahab of Is
rael, Ahaziah son of Joram became king of Judah. 26 Aha
ziah was twenty-two years old when he became king, and
he reigned in Jerusalem one year; his mother's name was
Athaliah daughter of King Omri of Israel. 27 He walked in
the ways of the House of Ahab and did what was dis
pleasing to the LORD, like the House of Ahab, for he was
related by marriage to the House of Ahab. 28 He marched
with Joram son of Ahab to battle against King Hazael of
Aram at Ramoth-gilead, but the Arameans wounded
Joram. 29 King Joram retired to Jezreel to recover from the
wounds which the Arameans had inflicted upon him at
Ramah, when he fought against King Hazael of Aram.
And King Ahaziah son of Joram of Judah went down to
Jezreel to visit Joram son of Ahab while he was ill.

9 Then the prophet Elisha summoned one of the disci

ples of the prophets and said to him, "Tie up your
skirts," and take along this flask of oil, and go to Ramoth
gilead. 2 When you arrive there, go and see Jehu son of Je
hoshaphat son of Nimshi; get him to leave his comrades,
and take him into an inner room. 3 Then take the flask of
oil and pour some on his head, and say, 'Thus said the
LORD: I anoint you king over Israel.' Then open the door
and flee without delay."
4 The young man, the servant of the prophet, went to
Ramoth-gilead. 5 When he arrived, the army commanders
were sitting together. He said, "Commander, I have a mes
sage for you." "For which one of us?" Jehu asked. He an
swered, "For you, commander." 6 So [Jehu] arose and went
inside; and [the disciple] poured the oil on his head, and
said to him, "Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: I anoint
you king over the people of the LoRD, over Israel. 7 You
shall strike down the House of Ahab your master; thus will
I avenge on Jezebel the blood of My servants the prophets,
and the blood of the other servants of the LoRD. B The
whole House of Ahab shall perish, and I will cut off every
male belonging to Ahab, b·bond and free·b in Israel. 9 I will
make the House of Ahab like the House of Jeroboam son of
a See 11ote at 4.29.

b-b See 11ote at 1 Ki11gs 14. to.
- ?42-

8.25-29: The short reign of Aha
ziah of Judah (not his dead uncle,

Ahaziah of Israel) is linked to the
fortunes of his living uncle Joram
king of Israel. Ahaziah involved
Judah in Israel's battle against the
Arameans at Ramoth-gilead in
Transjordan. His death and burial
are noted without the usual for
mulae in the middle of the account
of Jehu's revolt (9.27-29). 26: In
v. 18, Athaliah is referred to as the
daughter of Ahab, which would
make her Omri's granddaughter.
I t is possible that the Omrides
fashioned all royal descendants
as "sons/ daughters of Omri,"
making Omri into something like
what David was for the Southern
Kingdom. Jehu, who killed off the
Omrides, was identified as "son of
Omri" on the Black Obelisk of
Shalmaneser III. See also
Solomon's wife, "the daughter of
Pharaoh" in 1 Kings 3.1.

9.1-14a: The anointing of Jehu
was the last unfinished task of
Elijah left for Elisha to carry out
(1 Kings 19.15-16). He dispatches
one of the disciples of the prophets
to carry it out. 3-4: Elisha gives
specific instructions about what
the messenger is to do and say, but
in fulfilling the instructions, the
messenger deviates considerably
from his charge (vv. 6-10). A ra
tionale for doing so is provided in
v. 4 which when translated liter
ally yields: "And he went, the
young man, the young man, the
prophet, to Ramoth-gilead." Usu
ally interpreted or explained by
both classical and contemporary
commentators as " the servant/
young man of the prophet," the
text indicates that he was a
prophet in his own right. Further
more, Jehu's comment (v. 1 1) indi
cates that he was a well-known
figure and that people were famil
iar with his pet concerns. 6: The
anointing is a private affair, as was
that of Saul (1 Sam. 10.1). 7-9: The
charge to Jehu is delivered as an
oracle of God, not a repetition of
something that Elisha said. The
prophecy contains an instruction
that Jehu become the agent
through which the prophecies of
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Nebat, and like the House of Baasha son of Ahijah. 10 The
dogs shall devour Jezebel in the field of Jezreel, with none
to bury her." Then he opened the door and fled.
11 Jehu went out to the other officers of his master, and
they asked him, "Is all well? What did that madman come
to you for?" He said to them, "You know the man and his
ranting!" 12 "You're lying," they said. "Tell us [the truth]."
Then he replied, "Thus and thus he said: Thus said the
LoRD: I anoint you king over Israel!" 13 Quickly each man
took his cloak and placed it under him,a on bthe top step:b
They sounded the hom and proclaimed, "Jehu is king!"
1 4 Thus Jehu son of Jehoshaphat son of Nimshi conspired
against Joram.
Joram and all Israel had been defending Ramoth-gilead
against King Hazael of Aram, 15 but King Joram had gone
back to Jezreel to recover from the wounds which the Ara
means had inflicted on him in his battle with King Hazael
of Aram.
Jehu said, "If such is your wish, allow no one to slip out
of the town to go and report this in Jezreel." 16 Then Jehu
mounted his chariot and drove to Jezreel; for Joram was
lying ill there, and King Ahaziah of Judah had gone down
to visit Joram. 17 The lookout was stationed on the tower
in Jezreel, and he saw the troop of Jehu as he approached.
He called out, "I see a troop! " Joram said, "Dispatch a
horseman to meet them and let him ask: Is all well?"
1B The horseman went to meet him, and he said, "The king
inquires: Is all well?" Jehu replied, "What concern of
yours is it whether all is well? Fall in behind me." The
lookout reported: "The messenger has reached them, but
has not turned back." 1 9 So he sent out a second horseman.
He came to them and said, "Thus says the king: Is all
well?" Jehu answered, "What concern of yours is it
whether all is well? Fall in behind me." 20 And the lookout
reported, "The messenger has reached them, but has not
turned back. And it looks like the driving of Jehu son of
Nimshi, who drives wildly."
21 Joram ordered, "Hitch up [the chariot]!" They hitched
up his chariot; and King Joram of Israel and King Ahaziah
n I.e., Jehu.

b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.

Elijah in 1 Kings 21.21-23 are ful
filled. V. 7 also indicates that Jeze
bel had not only persecuted
prophets of God, but other servants
of the LoRD as well (see 1 Kings
18-4- 22). Years later, long after the

period of the persecutions, there
were most likely many descen
dants of those who had suffered
under her hand willing to take re
venge. 1 2: Thus and thus, a conven
tional expression indicating that

KINGS
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Jehu repeated everything exactly
(see 5·4 where the same Heb ex
pression is translated "just what").
1 3: Other officers acclaim Jehu
king, and make noise, typical
parts of the coronation ritual
(see 1 Kings 1.39-40).

9.14b-1 5a: An interpolation. Ex
cavations at Jezreel indicate that it
was primarily a fortified adminis
trative center with remains of
what may have been a large
palace. Two fragments of a victory
stele in the Aramaic language
found in the excavations of Dan at
test to Aramean control of the area
in the gth century as well as to Ar
amean victories over Israel and
success in battle against someone
from the Davidic dynasty. One
fragment mentions two kings, one
whose name ended "-rm" and an
other whose name ended "-yhw."
Historians speculate that these are
Jehoram and Ahazyahuw. The
only king successful against both
Israel and Judah whose respective
kings' names match the letters on
the fragment was Hazael.

9.1 5b-37: The battle

with Joram
of Israel and the death of Jezebel.
1 5b: This verse appears to pick up
from 14a. The interpolation may
have been inserted in order to ex
plain why the news of Jehu's
anointing as king should not be re
ported i11 fezreel. 1 7-20: The image
created by the author is of a large
force moving slowly, even omi
nously, toward Jezreel. fel/11 appar
ently drives his chariot wildly, per
haps in a zig-zag in front of the
advancing troop. The rate of ad
vance is so slow two different rid
ers are sent out to them and Joram
and Ahaziah in their chariots go
out to them before they enter Jez
reel. The events in this chapter, as
well as the rise of Hazael in Da
mascus, are dated to 842 BCE on
the basis of correlations between
biblical chronological notations,
the Mesha stele, references to
Ahab, Jehu, Hazael, and Joash in
Assyrian inscriptions, and Ara
maic inscriptions mentioning Haz
ael and Ben-hadad. 1 7: Well, Heb
"shalom," is repeated like a disso-
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of Judah went out, each in his own chariot, to meet Jehu.
They met him at the field of Naboth the Jezreelite. 22When
Joram saw Jehu, he asked, "Is all well, Jehu?" But Jehu
replied, "How can all be well as long as your mother Jeze
bel carries on her countless harlotries and sorceries?"
23Thereupon Joram turned his horses• around and fled,
crying out to Ahaziah, "Treason, Ahaziah!" 24 But Jehu
drew his bow and hit Joram between the shoulders,b so that
the arrow pierced his heart; and he collapsed in his chariot.
25 Jehu thereupon ordered his officer Bidkar, "Pick him
up and throw him into the field of Naboth the Jezreelite.
Remember how you and I were riding side by side behind
his father Ahab, when the LORD made this pronounce
ment about him: 26 'I swear, I have taken note of the blood
of Naboth and the blood of his sons yesterday-declares
the LORD. And I will requite you in this plot-declares the
LoRD.' So pick him up and throw him unto the plot in ac
cordance with the word of the LoRD."
27 Qn seeing this, King Ahaziah of Judah fled along the
road to Beth-haggan. Jehu pursued him and said, "Shoot
him down too!" [And they shot him] in his chariot at the
ascent of Gur, which is near lbleam. He fled to Megiddo
and died there. 28 His servants conveyed him in a chariot
to Jerusalem, and they buried him in his grave with his fa
thers, in the City of David. (29 Ahaziah had become king
over Judah in the eleventh year of Joram son of Ahab.)
30 Jehu went on to Jezreel. When Jezebel heard of it, she
painted her eyes with kohl and dressed her hair, and she
looked out of the window. 3l As Jehu entered the gate, she
called out, "Is all well, Zimri, murderer of your master?"'
32 He looked up toward the window and said, "Who is on
my side, who?" And two or three eunuchs leaned out to
ward him. 33 "Throw her down," he said. They threw her
down; and her blood spattered on the wall and on the
horses, and they trampled her.
34 Then he went inside and ate and drank. And he said,
"Attend to that cursed woman and bury her, for she was a
king's daughter." 35 So they went to bury her; but all they
found of her were the skull, the feet, and the hands.
36 They came back and reported to him; and he said, "It is
just as the LoRD spoke through His servant Elijah the Tish
bite: The dogs shall devour the flesh of Jezebel in the field
of Jezreel; 37 and the carcass of Jezebel shall be like dung
on the ground, in the field of Jezreel, so that none will be
able to say: 'This was Jezebel.' "
n Lit. "IInnds"; see note nt 1 Kings 22.34.

b Lit. "nrms. "

c St•e 1 Kings 16.8-10.

nant note throughout the scenes
of the revolt as death is plotted
and executed in vv. 18, 19, 22, 30.
28: Although it is mentioned
here, Ahaziah's body could only
have been removed to Jerusalem
later, after the revolt was over.
30-3 1 : Jezebel is portrayed as a
proud, cold, noble woman. After
hearing of the death of her son and
son-in-law, she neither mourns nor
tries to flee while Jehu and part of
the troop are elsewhere. She pret
ties herself for a final scene and
addresses a perfect barb to Jehu
when he enters the palace
grounds. 30: Kolzl: If the same as
Arabic "kuhl," it is a sulphide of
antimony, ground into powder,
mixed with oil and applied to the
eyelashes, an ancient mascara.
Zimri, the assassin of Elah son of
Baasha (1 Kings 16.8-14). Zimri
eliminated all of the descendants
of Baasha, as Baasha had elimi
nated all of the descendants of Jer
oboam (1 Kings 15.27-30). Jehu
has eliminated the house of Omri,
but if he follows in the footsteps
of Zimri his reign will be short
(1 Kings 16.15).
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Ahab had seventy descendants in Samaria. Jehu
wrote letters and sent them to Samaria, to the el
ders and officials of Jezreel• and to the guardians of [the
children] of Ahab, as follows: 2 "Now, when this letter
reaches you-since your master's sons are with you and
you also have chariots and horses, and a fortified city and
weapons_3 select the best and the most suitable of your
master's sons and set him on his father's throne, and fight
for your master's house." 4 But they were overcome by
fear, for they thought, "If the two kings could not stand up
to him, how can we?" S The steward of the palace and the
governor of the city and the elders and the guardians sent
this message to Jehu: "We are your subjects, and we shall
do whatever you tell us to. We shall not proclaim anyone
king; do whatever you like."
6 He wrote them a second time: "If you are on my side
and are ready to obey me, take the heads of the attendants
of your master's sons and comeb to me in Jezreel tomor
row at this time." Now the princes, seventy in number,
were with the notables of the town, who were rearing
them. 7 But when the letter reached them, they took the
princes and slaughtered all seventy of them; they put their
heads in baskets and sent them to him in Jezreel. B A mes
senger came and reported to him: "They have brought the
heads of the princes." He said, "Pile them up in two heaps
at the entrance of the gate before morning." 9 In the morn
ing he went out and stood there; and he said to all the peo
ple, "Are you blameless?< True, I conspired against my
master and killed him; but who struck down all of these?
10 Know, then, that nothing that the LoRD has spoken con
cerning the House of Ahab shall remain unfulfilled, for
the LORD has done what he announced through His ser
vant Elijah." 11 And Jehu struck down all that were left of
the House of Ahab in Jezreel-and all his notables, inti
mates, and priests-till he left him no survivor.
12 He then set out for Samaria. On the way, when he was
at Beth-eked of the shepherds, 13 Jehu came upon the kins
men of King Ahaziah of Judah. "Who are you?" he asked.
They replied, "We are the kinsmen of Ahaziah, and we
have come to pay our respects to the sons of the king and
the sons of the queen mother." 1 4 "Take them alive!" he
said. They took them alive and then slaughtered them at
the pit of Beth-eked, forty-two of them; he did not spare a
single one.
15 He went on from there, and he met Jehonadab son of
n Emendation yields "of tl1c ciflt. "
b Tnrgum n11d Septungi11t rend "n11d bring t!Jem. "'

c Or "You nrc blnmelcs;. "'
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1 0.1-17: The purge of the house
of Ahab. 2-5: These verses illus

trate that even after the many in
ternal revolutions, the right to pro
claim someone king remained
vested with certain groups of peo
ple or their representatives. Jehu's
message affirms the right even as
his threat subverts it. 8-9: Besides
being a potent threat, the heads of
Ahab's sons arrayed at the en
trance of Jezreel proved silently
that there was no Ahabite around
whom anti-Jehu forces might rally.
Jehu used them at Jezreel to argue
that he was supported by the peo
ple of Samaria, the capital city con
structed by Omri, Ahab's father.
1 1 : The killing extends to include
those whose position and author
ity were based on their association
with the royal house. The priests in
this group may have served at the
open shrines or the worship of
Baal, or they may have been minor
bureaucrats. Priests appear in the
lists of royal officials in 2 Sam.
8. I8; 20.26; I Kings 4.5, and as im
poverished appointees (I Sam.
2.36). These killings go beyond
the prophetic charge to Jehu.
1 2-14: Jehu extends the purge to a
group of men from Judah claiming
kinship with the (dead) Ahaziah.
However related to Ahaziah, they
were also connected to Athaliah,
his mother, and through her to
Ahab's family. 1 5-16: Jehonadab,
son of Rechab, founded a small
traditionalist group within his clan
that adopted a way of life similar
to that of the Israelites before their
settlement in the land. Rechabites
abstained from wine, did not en
gage in any form of agriculture,
and lived in tents (Jer 35.6-10).
Jehu's invitation that Jehonadab
join him to see his zeal for the LoRD
indicates that the Rechabites were
also among the radical monothe
ists. The presence of Jehonadab in
Jehu's chariots would have helped
rally like-minded people to his
support. Their combined zen/ for
tl1e LoRD is viewed positively as
a continuation of the radical
monotheism of Elijah (1 Kings
1 9 . IO, I4).
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Rechab coming toward him. He greeted him and said to
him, "Are you as wholehearted with me as I am with
you?" "I am," Jehonadab replied. "If so," [said Jehu,]
"give me your hand." He gave him his hand and [Jehu]
helped him into the chariot. 16 "Come with me," he said,
"and see my zeal for the LORD." And he was taken along
in the chariot. 17 Arriving in Samaria, [Jehu] struck down
all the survivors of [the House of] Ahab in Samaria, until
he wiped it out, fulfilling the word that the LORD had spo
ken to Elijah.
1BJehu assembled all the people and said to them,
"Ahab served Baal little; Jehu shall serve him much!
19 Therefore, summon to me all the prophets of Baal, all his
worshipers, and all his priests: let no one fail to come, for I
am going to hold a great sacrifice for Baal. Whoever fails
to come shall forfeit his life." Jehu was acting with guile in
order to exterminate the worshipers of Baal. 20Jehu gave
orders to convoke a solemn assembly for Baal, and one
was proclaimed. 21 Jehu sent word throughout Israel, and
all the worshipers of Baal came, not a single one remained
behind. They came into the temple of Baal, and the temple
of Baal was filled from end to end. 22 He said to the man in
charge of the wardrobe," "Bring out the vestments for all
the worshipers of Baal"; and he brought vestments out for
them. 23 Then Jehu and Jehonadab son of Rechab came
into the temple of Baal, and they said to the worshipers of
Baal, "Search and make sure that there are no worshipers
of the LORD among you, but only worshipers of Baal."
24 So they went in to offer sacrifices and burnt offerings.
But Jehu had stationed eighty of his men outside and had
said, "Whoever permits the escape of a single one of the
men I commit to your charge shall forfeit life for life."
25 When Jehu had finished presenting the burnt offer
ing, he said to the guards and to the officers, "Come in
and strike them down; let no man get away!" The guards
and the officers struck them down with the sword and left
them lying where they were; then they proceeded to the
interiorb of the temple of Baal. 26 They brought out the pil
lars< of the temple of Baal and burned them. 27 They de
stroyed the pillard of Baal, and they tore down the temple
of Baal and turned it into latrines, as is still the case.
2B Thus Jehu eradicated the Baal from Israel. 29 However,
Jehu did not turn away from the sinful objects by which
Jeroboam son of Nebat had caused Israel to sin, namely,
the golden calves at Bethel and at Dan.
n Menning of Heb. 11ncrrtnin.
b Lit. "citlf. "
c Emendation yields "sacred posts"; <f. Dr11t. 12.J.

d E111rudntion yields "nltnr. "

NEVI'IM
1 0.1 8-28: The purge of Baalists
from Israel. 18: It is unclear why
Baalists believed Jehu's proclama
tion, and why they didn't become
suspicious later when Jehonadab
appeared with Jehu in the temple
(v. 23). The narrative considers it
sufficien t that he promised to
worship Baal more than Ahab.
22: Some special item of clothing
kept in the Temple was apparently
necessary for the proper worship
of Baal.

1 0.29-36: The rest of Jehu's reign.
29: Jehu's commitments did not go
so far as to eliminate the institu
tions established by Jeroboam. No
matter what the historical Jehu
may have thought, the author con
sidered this sinful.
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3D The LoRD said to Jehu, "Because you have acted well
and done what was pleasing to Me, having carried out all
that I desired upon the House of Ahab, four generations of
your descendants shall occupy the throne of Israel." 31 But
Jehu was not careful to follow the Teaching of the LoRD,
the God of Israel, with all his heart; he did not turn away
from the sins that Jeroboam had caused Israel to commit.
32 In those days the LORD began to reduce Israel; and
Hazael harassed them throughout the territory of Israel
33 east of the Jordan, all the land of Gilead-the Gadites,
the Reubenites, and the Manassites-from Aroer, by the
Wadi Amon, up to Gilead and Bashan.
34 The other events of Jehu's reign, and all his actions,
and all his exploits, are recorded in the Annals of the
Kings of Israel. 35 Jehu slept with his fathers and he was
buried in Samaria; he was succeeded as king by his son Je
hoahaz. 36Jehu reigned over Israel for twenty-eight years
in Samaria.
When Athaliah, the mother of Ahaziah, learned
that her son was dead, she promptly killed off all
1who1were
of royal stock. 2 But Jehosheba, daughter of

King Joram and sister of Ahaziah, secretly took Ahaziah's
son Joash away from among the princes who were being
slain, and [put]• him and his nurse in a bedroom. And
theyb kept him hidden from Athaliah so that he was not
put to death. 3 He stayed with her for six years, hidden in
the House of the LORD/ while Athaliah reigned over the
land.
4 In the seventh year, Jehoiada sent for the chiefs of the
hundreds of the Caritesd and of the guards, and had them
come to him in the House of the LoRD. He made a pact
with them, exacting an oath from them in the House of the
LoRD, and he showed them the king's son. S He instructed
them: "This is what you must do: One-third of those who
are on duty for the week •·shall maintain guard·• over the
royal palace; 6 another third shall be [stationed] at the '·Sur
Gate;-' and the other third shall be at the gate behind 9the
guards; you shall keep guard over the House on every
side.-9 7 The two divisions of yours who are off duty this
n Cf 2 Cl1ron. 22. 1 1 .
b 2 Cilron. 2 2 . 11 rends "sile."
c Jelwsl!ebn was tile wife of t!te iligl! priest felwindn; cf 2 CitrO ! '- 22.11.
d Perhaps tile Cileretilites (cj 2 Sam. 20.23! or tile Cnrinns. Tiley were members of tile
king's bodyguard.
e-e Heb. "and wilo keep guard."
f-f 2 Citron. 23.5 rends "Foundation Gate. "
g-g Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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1 1 .1-20: Athaliah's interregnum
(842-836 BCE). 1-3: Athaliah, with
influence and power as queen
mother, exploited the death of her
son to have all males of royal stock
killed, then assumed power. The
author did not provide her with
the usual opening or closing sum
mary since he does not view her as
a legitimate ruler. Jehosheba, who
saved Joash's life, was spared
since she could not claim the
throne. According to the parallel
account in 2 Chron. 22.1 1 she was
the wife of Jehoiada the priest.
2: Joaslz (cf. also 12. 19, 20; 13.1) is
also called Jehoash (12.1, 5). The
difference in the form of the name
is due to peculiarities in regional
pronunciations of Heb during
the biblical period. Both forms
are found in Kings because the
author tended to write names as
he found them in his sources.
Joash was the son of Ahaziah
by a wife from Beer-sheba (12.2).
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week shall keep guard over the House of the LoRD for the
protection of the king. 8 You shall surround the king on
every side, every man with his weapons at the ready; and
whoever breaks through the ranks shall be killed. Stay
close to the king in his comings and goings."
9 The chiefs of hundreds did just as Jehoiada ordered:
Each took his men-those who were on duty that week
and those who were off duty that week-and they pre
sented themselves to Jehoiada the priest. 1 0 The priest
gave the chiefs of hundreds King David's spears• and
quivers that were kept in the House of the LORD. 11 The
guards, each with his weapons at the ready, stationed
themselves-from the south end of the House to the north
end of the House, at the altar and the House-to guard the
king on every side. 12 [Jehoiada] then brought out the
king's son, and placed upon him the crown and the in
signia. b They anointed him and proclaimed him king; they
clapped their hands and shouted, "Long live the king!"
13 When Athaliah heard the shouting of the guards
[and) the people, she came out to the people in the House
of the LoRD. 1 4 She looked about and saw the king stand
ing by the pillar, as was the custom, the chiefs with their
trumpets beside the king, and all the people of the land re
joicing and blowing trumpets. Athaliah rent her garments
and cried out, "Treason, treason!" J S Then the priest Jehoi
ada gave the command to the army officers, the chiefs of
hundreds, and said to them, "Take her out <·between the
ranks·< and, if anyone follows her, put him to the sword."
For the priest thought: "Let her not be put to death in the
House of the LoRD." 1 6 They cleared a passageway for her
and she entered the royal palace through the horses' en
trance: there she was put to death.
17 And Jehoiada solemnized the covenant between the
LoRD, on the one hand, and the king and the people, on
the other-as well as between the king and the people
that they should be the people of the LoRD. 18 Thereupon
all the people of the land went to the temple of Baal. They
tore it down and smashed its altars and images to bits,
and they slew Mattan, the priest of Baal, in front of the al
tars. [Jehoiada] the priest then placed guards over the
House of the LoRD. 1 9 He took the chiefs of hundreds, the
Carites/ the guards, and all the people of the land, and
they escorted the king from the House of the LORD into
n 2 CilrOII. 23.9 adds "n11d shields. "
b Men11i11g of Heb. 111/Certnill.
c-c Mea11i11g of Heb. !II!Certnin.
d Perhaps the Chercthites (cf 2 Sn111. 20.23! or the
Cnrin11s. They were 11/elllbers of the king's bodygnnrd.

NEVI' IM
1 2: Insignia (Heb " 'edut") may
refer to an identifying object, such
as the armband of Saul (2 Sam.
1.10), that marked its wearer as
king; these are seen on royal reliefs
of Mesopotamian kings. Most me
dieval and modern commentators
interpret the word as "testimony I
covenant I teaching" and under
stand that a document spelling out
royal rights and obligations is in
tended by the word. 14: The pillar
may have been one of the two on
the porch before the Temple that
may have been symbolic of dynas
tic succession (1 Kings 7.15-22).
The people of the land is often a
technical term in Jeremiah and
Ezekiel, prophetic books from the
end of the monarchic period, and
in 2 Kings and 2 Chronicles, his
torical books dealing with the late
monarchy. It refers to an informal
coalition of powerbrokers from
important clans in Judah con
cerned with preserving the Da
vidic dynasty on the throne in Je
rusalem (cf. 21.24; 25.19). The
significance of their presence a t the
secret convocation was clear to
Athaliah, who cried out "Treason!"
17: After the anointing and public
acclamation Jehoiada formalized
two covenants. The first, a three
party covenant between the LoRD,
the people, and the king; the sec
ond, between the people and the
king. The word '"edut" in v. 12
may refer to these. 18: The te111 ple
of Baal in Jerusalem, mentioned
here for the first time, may have
been established by Athaliah dur
ing the interregnum, or earlier.
This passage interrupts the natural
flow from v. 17 to 19.
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the royal palace by the gate of the guards. And he as
cended the royal throne. 20 All the people of the land re
joiced, and the city was quiet. As for Athaliah, she had
been put to the sword in the royal palace.

1 2 Jehoash was seven years old when he became king.

2 Jehoash began his reign in the seventh year ofJ ehu,
and he reigned in Jerusalem forty years. His mother's
name was Zibiah of Beer-sheba. 3 All his days Jehoash did
what was pleasing to the LoRD, as the priest Jehoiada in
structed him. 4 The shrines, however, were not removed;
the people continued to sacrifice and offer at the shrines.
5 Jehoash said to the priests, "All the money, current
money, brought into the House of the LoRD as sacred
donations-•·any money a man may pay as the money
equivalent of persons,·• or any other money that a man
may be minded to bring to the House of the LoRD-6 let
the priests receive it, each from his benefactor; they, in
turn, shall make repairs on the House, wherever damage
may be found."
7 But in the twenty-third year of King Jehoash, [it was
found that] the priests had not made the repairs on the
House. B So King Jehoash summoned the priest Jehoiada
and the other priests and said to them, "Why have you
not kept the House in repair? Now do not accept money
from your benefactors any more, but have it donated for
the repair of the House." 9 The priests agreed that they
would neither accept money from the people nor make re
pairs on the House.
lO And the priest Jehoiada took a chest and bored a hole
in its lid. He placed it at the right side of the altar as one
entered the House of the LoRD, and the priestly guards of
the threshold deposited there all the money that was
brought into the House of the LoRD. 11 Whenever they
saw that there was much money in the chest, the royal
scribe and the high priest would come up and put the
money accumulated in the House of the LORD into bags,
and they would count it. 12 Then they would deliver the
money bthat was weighed out·b to the overseers of the
work, who were in charge of the House of the LoRD.
These, in turn, used to pay the carpenters and the laborers
who worked on the House of the LORD, 13 and the masons
and the stonecutters. They also paid for wood and for
quarried stone with which to make the repairs on the
House of the LORD, and for every other expenditure that
a ·a

See Lev. 27.2-8.

b·b Menning of Heb. tlltcrrtnin.
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12.1-22: The reign of J ehoash/
Joash began in 836-835 BCE. Both
forms of the name are used by the
author. 1 : The 40-year reign attrib
uted to him includes the interreg
num years of Athaliah, who offi
cially had no reign. Counting his
reign as beginning at the death
of his father (842), he reigned
until 8o2, though he may have
reigned for a few more years. In
Judah, at this time, the regnal year
was counted from the seventh
month, Tishri. 5: Over 140 years
had passed since Solomon had
completed the Temple, and no
major repairs had been under
taken. Jehoash, as royal patron
of the Temple, not the priests,
launches the project. Sacred donn
tiolls were funds donated to the
Temple for use by the clergy
(Num. 18.19). These most likely in
cluded obligatory offerings of the
half-shekel and freewill offerings
made in a spirit of generosity.
Joash orders that they be collected
by the priests, be applied for re
pairs, and that the priests under
take the repairs themselves.
1 0-1 6: A new system devised by
Jehoash removes the priests from
all responsibility and labor. Sacred
donations are deposited directly
into a coffer, counted by two offi
cials, and distributed to special
contractors for labor and materi
als. None of the funds can be used
to enhance the Temple treasure
and no accounting is demanded
from the contractors. Funds deriv
ing from the purification (NJPS
sin) and guilt offerings could not
be used for Temple repair, but re
mained priestly income. Income
associated with positive feelings
and spontaneous acts of kindness
went into Temple repair; that
associated with negative feelings
born out of a sense of obligation
or guilt went to the priests.
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had to be made in repairing the House. 1 4 However, no sil
ver bowls and no snuffers, basins, or trumpets-no ves
sels of gold or silver-were made at the House of the
LORD from the money brought into the House of the
LORD; 1 5 this was given only to the overseers of the work
for the repair of the House of the LoRD. 16 No check was
kept on the men to whom the money was delivered to pay
the workers; for they dealt honestly.
17 Money brought •·as a guilt offering or as a sin offer
ing·• was not deposited in the House of the LORD; it went
to the priests.
18 At that time, King Hazael of Aram came up and at
tacked Gath and captured it; and Hazael proceeded to
march on Jerusalem. 19 Thereupon King Joash of Judah
took all the objects that had been consecrated by his fa
thers, Kings Jehoshaphat, Jehoram, and Ahaziah of Judah,
and by himself, and all the gold that there was in the trea
suries of the Temple of the LoRD and in the royal palace,
and he sent them to King Hazael of Aram, who then
turned back from his march on Jerusalem.
20 The other events of Joash's reign, and all his actions,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. 21 His
courtiers formed a conspiracy against Joash and assassi
nated him at Beth-millo b"that leads down to Silla:b 22 The
courtiers who assassinated him were Jozacar son of Shim
eath and Jehozabad son of Shomer. He died and was
buried with his fathers in the City of David; and his son
Amaziah succeeded him as king.

1 3 In the twenty-third year of King Joash son of Aha

ziah of Judah, Jehoahaz son of Jehu became king
over Israel in Samaria-for seventeen years. 2 He did what
was displeasing to the LoRD. He persisted in the sins
which Jeroboam son of Nebat had caused Israel to com
mit; he did not depart from them. 3 The LoRD was angry
with Israel and He repeatedly delivered them into the
hands of King Hazael of Aram and into the hands of Ben
hadad son of Hazael. 4 But Jehoahaz pleaded with the
LoRD; and the LoRD listened to him, for He saw the suffer
ing that the king of Aram inflicted upon Israel. 5 So the
LoRD granted Israel a deliverer, and they gained their
freedom from Aram; and Israel dwelt in its homes as be
fore. 6 However, they did not depart from the sins which
the House of Jeroboam had caused Israel to commit; they
persisted in them. Even the sacred post stood in Samaria.
n-n

See Lev. 5-'5·

b-b Menning of Hcb. 111/Certniu.
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1 8-19: Hazael's threat to Jerusa
lem forced Joash to raid the Tem
ple treasury. This provides the
background for the author's nota
tion in v. 14 that donated funds
were not used for Temple vessels.
People donating to the Temple
were not obligated to restore trea
sure withdrawn by the king. Haz
ael could only have penetrated
Judah so deeply because he was in
control of Transjordan up to the
Jabbok (modern Nahr es-Zerqa)
and traversed parts of the king
dom of Israel without fear (see
13.3-7). 21: The reasons for Joash's
assassination are not given. The
act was most likely not directed
against his family or against the
monarchy, but against him di
rectly, perhaps because of his dis
mal handling of Hazael's incur
sions deep into the territory of
Judah. The two men who killed
him did not flee (14.5--6) and ap
parently had no interest in usurp
ing the authority of the Davidic
king.
1 3.1-9: The reign of J ehoahaz.
The structure of this section has
close parallels to that of the book
of Judges, where Israel sins, a for
eign nation punishes them, and
God sends a savior to help them.
Here, however, the additional
element of divine prayer to God
(v. 4), largely absent in Judges, is
added.
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7•In fact, Jehoahaz was left with a force of only fifty horse
men, ten chariots, and ten thousand foot soldiers; for the
king of Aram had decimated them and trampled them
like the dust under his feet.
B The other events of Jehoahaz's reign, and all his actions
and his exploits, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of
Israel. 9 Jehoahaz slept with his fathers and he was buried
in Samaria; his son Joash succeeded him as king.
l O in the thirty-seventh year of King Joash of Judah, Je
hoash son of Jehoahaz became king of Israel in Samaria
for sixteen years. 11 He did what was displeasing to the
LoRD; he did not depart from any of the sins which Jero
boam son of Nebat had caused Israel to commit; he per
sisted in them.
12 The other events of Joash's reign, and all his actions,
and his exploits in his war with King Amaziah of Judah,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel. 13 Joash
slept with his fathers and Jeroboam occupied his throne;
Joash was buried in Samaria with the kings of Israel.

1 4 Elisha had been stricken with the illness of which he
was to die, and King Joash of Israel went down to see him.
He wept over him and cried, "Father, father! b·Israel's
chariots and horsemen! " ·b 15 Elisha said to him, "Get a
bow and arrows"; and he brought him a bow and arrows.
16 Then he said to the king of Israel, "Grasp the bow!" And
when he had grasped it, Elisha put his hands over the
king's hands. 1 7 "0pen the window toward the east," he
said; and he opened it. Elisha said, "Shoot!" and he shot.
Then he said, "An arrow of victory for the LoRD! An
arrow of victory over Aram! You shall rout Aram com
pletely at Aphek." l B He said, "Now pick up the arrows."
And he picked them up. "Strike the ground!" he said to
the king of Israel; and he struck three times and stopped.
19 The man of God was angry with him and said to him,
<·"If only you had struck< five or six times! Then you
would have annihilated Aram; as it is, you shall defeat
Aram only three times."
2o Elisha died and he was buried. Now bands of Moab
ites used to invade the land d·at the coming of every year:d
21 Once a man was being buried, when the people caught
sight of such a band; so they threw the corpse" into Elisha's
a Tl1is verse would read wt'll after v. J.
b-b On Elisha as defender of Israel, see chapters 6-8.
c-c Lit. "to strike."
d-d Meaning of Heb. 1111certai11; eme11datio11 yields "year by year. "
e Heb. "the man . "
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1 3 . 1 0-13: The reign of Joash/Je
hoash of Israel. The highly stereo
typical nature of this account of a
king who reigned for sixteen years
emphasizes that the historian of
Kings only included information
that fit his theological and ideolog
ical interests.

13.14-21 : The death of Elisha.
14: Israel's chariots and horsemen:
Elisha used this title at the as
sumption of Elijah (2.12).
1 7-1 8: Although both the shooting
of the arrows and the hitting of the
ground are presented as symbolic
prophecies, a closer examination
indicates that to be true only of the
shooting. According to the pro
phetic story, Joash's decision on
how many times to hit the ground
actually determined the future and
constituted an act of imitative
magic. Elisha could only watch
and interpret the significance of
Joash's act. 20-21: The prophetic
story of Elisha's final miracle does
not refer to something that hap
pened when he was being buried
in the ground or in an open grave.
Elisha was most likely laid out in a
typical Israelite burial cave on a
stone bench where his body de
composed. Sometime later, under
duress of circumstances, people in
the midst of burying a man tossed
his body unceremoniously into
Elisha's cave where it touched that
of Elisha. Elisha's power as a man
of God lay not only in his pro
phetic abilities, but also in his per
son. Just as his inanimate staff
could heal by contact (4.29), so
could his bones.
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grave and •made off.·• When the [dead] man carne in con
tact with Elisha's bones, he carne to life and stood up.
22 King Hazael of Ararn had oppressed the Israelites
throughout the reign of Jehoahaz. 23 But the LoRD was
gracious and merciful to them, and He turned back to
them for the sake of His covenant with Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. He refrained from destroying them, and He
still did not cast them out from His presence. 24 When
King Hazael of Ararn died, his son Ben-hadad succeeded
him as king; 25 and then Jehoash son of Jehoahaz recov
ered from Ben-hadad son of Hazael the towns which had
been taken from his father Jehoahaz in war. Three times
Joash defeated him, and he recovered the towns of Israel.

1 4 ln the second year of King Joash son of Joahaz of

Israel, Arnaziah son of King Joash of Judah became
king. 2 He was twenty-five years old when he became
king, and he reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Jehoaddan of Jerusalem. 3 He did
what was pleasing to the LoRD, but not like his ancestor
David; he did just as his father Joash had done. 4 However,
the shrines were not removed; the people continued to
sacrifice and make offerings at the shrines. 5 Once he had
the kingdom firmly in his grasp, he put to death the
courtiers who had assassinated his father the king. 6 But
he did not put to death the children of the assassins, in ac
cordance with what is written in the Book of the Teaching
of Moses, where the LoRD commanded, "Parents shall not
be put to death for children, nor children be put to death
for parents; a person shall be put to death only for his own
crirne."b
7 He defeated ten thousand Edornites in the Valley of
Salt, and he captured Sela in battle and renamed it Jok
theel, as is still the case. B Then Arnaziah sent envoys to
King Jehoash son of Jehoahaz son of Jehu of Israel, with
this message: "Corne, let us confront< each other." 9 King
Jehoash of Israel sent back this message to King Arnaziah
of Judah: "The thistle in Lebanon sent this message to the
cedar in Lebanon, 'Give your daughter to my son in mar
riage.' But a wild beast in Lebanon went by and trampled
down the thistle. 10 Because you have defeated Edom, you
have become arrogant. Stay horne and enjoy your glory,
rather than provoke disaster and fall, dragging Judah
down with you."
n But Arnaziah paid no heed; so King Jehoash of Israel
a-a Heb. "he 111ade off"

b De11t. 14.16.

c I.e., i11 battle.
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1 3.22-25: Victory over Aram. 25:
Joash of Israel's minor successes
against Ben-Jmdnd were possible
because Assyrian victory over the
Arameans weakened them and
drew forces away from Aram's
southern front with Israel to the
north. Joash is mentioned on a
stele of the Assyrian king Adad
nirari as one who paid him tribute.
The author has a narrower theo
historical perspective, and does
not attribute the Israelite victories
to these international events.
14.1-22: The reign of Amaziah
son of Joash in Judah overlapped
that of Joash son of Jehoahaz of Is
rael. 5-6: Amaziah restricted his
revenge to his father's assassins
alone. The author explains that he
did so in accordance with a law
cited from Deut. 24.16 identified as
coming from the Book of the Teach
ing ("torah") of Moses. This is a rare
case in the Deuteronomistic His
tory where a Torah law (not sur
prisingly from Deuteronomy), is
explicitly cited. Even though it is
listed as the first order of his busi
ness, avenging his father could not
have been the first act of his reign.
Since his father had left Judah
weak and vulnerable to Aramean
attack, the kingdom could not
have been firmly in his grasp until
that threat disappeared thanks to
the Assyrians and Joash of Israel.
7-8: His defeat of the Edomites in
the Valley of Snit indicates that he
was successful in limiting or elimi
nating their presence in the central
Negev. There is a consensus that
the sites mentioned are in or near
the northern Arava. He did not,
however, reestablish control of
Edom. 1 1 : That Joash/Jehoash
of Israel met his army at Beth
shemesh, by the foothills east of Je
rusalem, indicates just how weak
and unprepared Amaziah was for
battle. 1 3: The Eplrrnim Gnte
through which people went to
ward the territory of Ephraim was
in the north wall of the city. Joash
broke the wall here because Jeru
salem, surrounded by gorges on
its east, south, and west, is most
vulnerable from the north. Accord
ing to 2 Chron. 26.g, the breach
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advanced, and he and King Amaziah of Judah confronted
each other at Beth-shemesh in Judah. 12 The Judites were
routed by Israet and they all fled to their homes. 1 3 King
Jehoash of Israel captured King Amaziah son of Jehoash
son of Ahaziah of Judah at Beth-shemesh. He marched on
Jerusalem, and he made a breach of four hundred cubits
in the wall of Jerusalem, from• the Ephraim Gate to the
Corner Gate. 1 4 He carried off all the gold and silver and
all the vessels that there were in the House of the LoRD
and in the treasuries of the royal palace, as well as hos
tages; and he returned to Samaria.
15 The other events of Jehoash' s reign, and all his actions
and exploits, and his war with King Amaziah of Judah,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel. 16 Jehoash
slept with his fathers, and was buried in Samaria with the
kings of Israel; his son Jeroboam succeeded him as king.
17 King Amaziah son of Joash of Judah lived fifteen years
after the death of King Jehoash son of Jehoahaz of Israel.
1 B The other events of Amaziah's reign are recorded in the
Annals of the Kings of Judah. 19 A conspiracy was formed
against him in Jerusalem and he fled to Lachish; but they
sent men after him to Lachish, and they killed him there.
20 They brought back his body on horses, and he was
buried with his fathers in Jerusalem, in the City of David.
21 Then all the people of Judah took Azariah, who was
sixteen years old, and proclaimed him king to succeed his
father Amaziah. 221t was he who rebuilt Elath and restored
it to Judah, after King [Amaziah] slept with his fathers.
23 In the fifteenth year of King Amaziah son of Joash of
Judah, King Jeroboam son of Joash of Israel became king
in Samaria-for forty-one years. 24 He did what was dis
pleasing to the LORD; he did not depart from all the sins
that Jeroboam son of Nebat had caused Israel to commit.
25 It was he who restored the territory of Israel from Lebo
hamath to the sea of the Arabah, in accordance with the
promise that the LORD, the God of Israel, had made
through His servant, the prophet Jonah son of Amittai
from Gath-hepher. 26 For the LoRD saw the very bitter
plight of Israet with neither b·bond nor free-b left, and with
none to help Israel. 27 And the LoRD resolved not to blot
out the name of Israel from under heaven; and he deliv
ered them through Jeroboam son of Joash.
2B The other events of Jeroboam's reign, and all his ac
tions and exploits, how he fought and recovered Damas
cus and Hamath c-for Judah in IsraeV are recorded in the
a Heb. "at."

b-b See note at 1 Kings 14. 10.

c-c Emrndation yirld; 'for lsrnrl. "
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was repaired by Amaziah's son.
1 7: If Amaziah reigned 29 years
(v. 2), and if he reigned 15 years
after the death of Joash/Jehoash of
Israel, then their reigns must have
overlapped 14 years, not 2 as
stated in v_ 1. Furthermore, the
conspiracy described in vv. 19-20
could not then have taken place
immediately after the despoiling
of Jerusalem. 21-22: The people of
]udnh, perhaps the same group as
the "people of the land" (11.14),
placed Azariah on the throne.
(Azariah is also referred to as
Uzziah; see 15.13, 30, 32, 34- Both
names combine a word meaning
"strength" with a short form of the
LoRD's name, -inlt. This is the same
form as in "hallelujah," "hallelu +
iah" meaning "praise + the LoRD.")
Some of Azariah's accomplish
ments are listed here.

14.23-28: The reign of Jeroboam
II (788-747 BCE) was a long and
prosperous one. The author of
Kings indicates that, despite doing
what displeased the LORD, in the
course of his long reign he a ttained
control in the north and in Trans
jordan of territories lost to the Ara
means beginning in the days of
Solomon. A somewhat one-sided
view of the prosperity and self
confidence that characterized his
reign is found in Amos. 25: The
author describes Jeroboam II's mil
itary accomplishments as fulfill
ment of God's promises through a
prophet, Jonah son of Amittai. Jer
oboam was able to extend Israel's
borders deep into the territories
once controlled by Arameans and
into their kingdoms (v. 28) because
the Assyrians had seriously weak
ened them. This connection be
tween Israel and �ssyria helped
set the scene for someone in the
5th century to cast Jeroboam II's
prophet as the protagonist in the
book of Jonah. 26--27: The author,
who apparently knew the content
of Jonah's proclamations in the
days of Jeroboam II, suggests that
sinful kingdom of the north was
saved because of God's grace,
rather than the people's repen
tance.
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Annals of the Kings of Israel. 29 Jeroboam slept with his fa
thers, the kings of Israel, and his son Zechariah succeeded
him as king.

1 5 In the twenty-seventh year of King Jeroboam of Is

rael, Azariah son of King Arnaziah of Judah be
carne king. 2 He was sixteen years old when he became
king, and he reigned fifty-two years in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Jecoliah of Jerusalem. 3 He did what
was pleasing to the LORD, just as his father Arnaziah had
done. 4 However, the shrines were not removed; the peo
ple continued to sacrifice and make offerings at the
shrines. s The LORD struck the king with a plague, and he
was a leper until the day of his death; he lived •·in isolated
quarters;• while Jotharn, the king's son, was in charge of
the palace and governed the people of the land.
6 The other events of Azariah's reign, and all his actions,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. 7 Azariah
slept with his fathers, and he was buried with his fathers
in the City of David; his son Jotharn succeeded him as
king.
s In the thirty-eighth year of King Azariah of Judah,
Zechariah son of Jeroboam became king over Israel in
Samaria-for six months. 9 He did what was displeasing
to the LORD, as his fathers had done; he did not depart
from the sins which Jeroboam son of Nebat had caused Is
rael to commit. 10 Shallurn son of Jabesh conspired against
him and struck him down b·before the people·b and killed
him, and succeeded him as king. 11 The other events of
Zechariah's reign are recorded in the Annals of the Kings
of Israel. 12 This was in accord with the word that the
LORD had spoken to Jehu: "Four generations of your de
scendants shall occupy the throne of Israel." And so it
carne about.<
13 Shallurn son of Jabesh became king in the thirty-ninth
year of King Uzziah of Judah, and he reigned in Samaria
one month. 14 Then Menahern son of Cadi set out from
Tirzah and came to Samaria; he attacked Shallurn son of
Jabesh in Samaria and killed him, and he succeeded him
as king. 15 The other events of Shallurn's reign, and the
conspiracy that he formed, are recorded in the Annals of
the Kings of Israel.
16 At that time, •·[marching] from Tirzah;• Menahern
n-n Menning of Heb. uuccrtnin.
b-b Some Septuagint /IISS. rend "at Ib/en/11."

c cr 'lO.JO.
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1 5.1-7: The reign of Azariah
(Uzziah). Of all that transpired
during Azariah's long reign, the
author cares to mention only that
he became a leper. By juxtaposing
this fact to his notice that Azariah
did nothing about the open
shrines, the author may be imply
ing that the leprosy was a punish
ment. (2 Chron. 26.16-21 provides
a different and more explicit expla
nation for his punishment.) Aza
riah led successful campaigns
against Philistia and established
control of areas up to the Egyptian
border, collected tribute from the
Transjordanian Ammonites (and
most likely reestablished influence
in Edom; see 14.22), fortified Jeru
salem, built towers and excavated
cisterns in the wilderness, and un
dertook varied agricultural proj
ects that increased royal wealth
(2 Chron. 26.3-15). His sphere of
influence in the south was similar
to that of Solomon in his day.
1 : Radak, Ralbag, and modern
commentators point out that based
on this verse and 14.2, 17, 23, the
synchronisms between the reigns
of kings in Judah and Israel and
the years of reign for each king
do not work out. The numbers
can be reconciled if it is assumed
the Tanakh does not say so
explicitly-that Azariah became
co-regent with his father at the age
of 16 and these years were ac
counted to both his and his
father's credit. 5: Azariah's partic
ular type of leprosy disqualified
him from performing royal duties,
so he was retired. (Naaman's lep
rosy did not disqualify him; cf.
5.1-2.) While he remained king in
name, his son Jotham became a
co-regent and king in fact. Both
Azariah and Jotham were credited
with the same years of reign. 7: An
inscribed Aramaic marble plaque
from the Second Temple period,
now in the Israel Museum, reads:
"Here were brought the bones of
Uzziah, King of Judah. Don't
open." The wording suggests that
although buried in the City of
David, he was buried separately
from other kings-perhaps be
cause of the leprosy-whose bones
were not reburied during the Sec-
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subdued Tiphsah and all who were in it, and its territory;
and because it did not surrender, he massacred [its peo
ple] and ripped open all its pregnant women.
17 Jn the thirty-ninth year of King Azariah of Judah,
Menahem son of Gadi became king over Israel in Sa
maria-for ten years. 18 He did what was displeasing to
the LoRD; throughout his days he did not depart from the
sins which Jeroboam son of Nebat had caused Israel to
commit. 19 King Pul of Assyria invaded the land, and
Menahem gave Pul a thousand talents of silver that he
might support him and strengthen his hold on the king
dom. 20 Menahem exacted the money from Israel: every
man of means had to pay fifty shekels of silver for the
king of Assyria. The king of Assyria withdrew and did not
remain in the land. 21 The other events of Menahem's
reign, and all his actions, are recorded in the Annals of the
Kings of Israel. 22 Menahem slept with his fathers, and his
son Pekahiah succeeded him as king.
23 In the fiftieth year of King Azariah of Judah, Pekahiah
son of Menahem became king over Israel in Samaria-for
two years. 24 He did what was displeasing to the LORD; he
did not depart from the sins which Jeroboam son of Nebat
had caused Israel to commit. 25 His aide, Pekah son of
Remaliah, conspired against him and struck him down in
the royal palace in Samaria; with him were fifty Gilead
ites, •with men from Argob and Arieh;·• and he killed him
and succeeded him as king.
26 The other events of Pekahiah's reign, and all his ac
tions, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel.
27 In the fifty-second year of King Azariah of Judah,
Pekah son of Remaliah became king over Israel and Sa
maria-for twenty years. 2 8 He did what was displeasing
to the LORD; he did not depart from the sins which Jero
boam son of Nebat had caused Israel to commit. 29 In the
days of King Pekah of Israel, King Tiglath-pileser of As
syria came and captured Ijon, Abel-beth-maacah, Janoah,
Kedesh, Hazor-Gilead, Galilee, the entire region of
Naphtali; and he deported b·the inhabitants·b to Assyria.
30 Hoshea son of Elah conspired against Pekah son of
Remaliah, attacked him, and killed him. He succeeded
him as king in the twentieth year of Jotham son of Uzziah.
31 The other events of Pekah's reign, and all his actions, are
recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Israel.
a-a Meaning of Heb. u/lcertain.
b-b Heb. "1/rem. "

ond Temple period. There is no
knowledge about where the
plaque was originally found.

1 5.8-12: The reign of Zechariah.
Zechariah of Israel was the fourth
and final ruler of the Jehu dynasty
in accordance with the prophecy
of 10.30. He was assassinated by
Shnllum so11 of Jnbesh. fnbesh most
likely refers to the city of Jabesh in
Transjordanian Gilead.
15.13: The reign of Shallurn.
1 5.14-22: Menahem son of Gadi,
most likely from the Transjordan
ian tribe of Gad, assassinated Shal
lum. 1 6: Tiphsnlz was the northern
most city under Solomon's control
near the Euphrates (1 Kings 5.4).
The location of the city makes it
unlikely that Menahem attacked it
while engaged in an activity near
Tirzah. His brutal reprisal against
the people of Tiphsah was not
unique (cf. 8.12; Hos. 14.1; Amos
1.13). The incident reported may
be connected to the invasion of the
Assyrians reported in v. 19. 1 9: Pu/
is the Assyrian nickname of King
Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria, men
tioned by his longer name in v. 29.
See 1 Chron. 5.26. Menahem paid
tribute for Pul's support in helping
him gain control over the king
dom. The tribute is mentioned in
the annals of Tiglath-pileser from
738 BCE. The Assyrian may have
entered territories claimed by Is
rael in northern Syria, but not the
heartland. In retreating south, Is
rael effectively gave up control
over the Aramean kingdoms.
1 5.23-26: The reign of Pekahiah.
Menahem's son, Pekahiah, is as
sassinated by Peknh, supported by
Transjordanian Gilendites. Argob in
the Bashan was adjacent to Gilead
(Deut. 3-4- 14-15). The catalyst
may have been the breakaway of
Arameans from Israelite control
and a sense among Transjordanian
Israelites that the monarch, safe in
Samaria, had abandoned them.
1 5.27-3 1 : The reign of Pekah.
29: In his campaigns of 733-32 ucE,
Tiglnth-pileser conquered the same
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32 In the second year of King Pekah son of Remaliah of
Israel, Jotham son of King Uzziah of Judah became king.
33 He was twenty-five years old when he became king,
and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem; his mother's
name was Jerusha daughter of Zadok. 34 He did what was
pleasing to the LoRD, just as his father Uzziah had done.
35 However, the shrines were not removed; the people
continued to sacrifice and make offerings at the shrines. It
was he who built the Upper Gate of the House of the
LoRD. 36 The other events of Jotham's reign, and all his ac
tions, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah.
37 In those days, the LORD began to incite King Rezin of
Aram and Pekah son of Remaliah against Judah. 38 Jotham

block of territories taken by Ara
means from Israel in the days of
Baasha (1 Kings 15.20) along with
Transjordanian Gilead. His annals
mention that he took 13,520 people
to Assyria. This marks the begin
ning of the Diaspora of the ten
northern tribes.

1 5.32-38: The reign of Jotham.
Little is told about the reign of Jo
tham in Judah. 2 Chron. 27.1-6
suggests that he maintained the
borders of his father's kingdom,
extending its control and influence
into Ammonite territory. 37: Rezin
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slept with his fathers, and he was buried with his fathers
in the city of his ancestor David; his son Ahaz succeeded
him as king.

and Pekalr formed a coalition
against Jotham, platming to force
him into an anti-Assyrian coali
tion.

In the seventeenth year of Pekah son of Remaliah,
son of King Jotham of Judah became king.
12 Ahaz
6 Ahaz
was twenty years old when he became king, and he

1 6.1-20: The reign of Ahaz. Al
though the author does not evalu
ate Ahaz highly, his narrative indi
cates that Ahaz was an astute
politician. 3: Consigned Iris son to
the fire: Although usually taken to
mean tha t he sacrificed his son (cf.
3.27), the regular words of sacrifice
are not used. It may mean that he
had his son undergo some sort of
fire ritual, perhaps a ritual singe
ing. 5-9: The plan of Rezin and
Pckah (15.37) gave rise to a brief
Syro-Ephraimitic war (cf. Isa. chs
7-8) in 733-732 neE. According to
lsa. 7.6, they planned to replace
Ahaz with a ruler willing to join
their coalition. Alraz, learning from
the statecraft of Asa (1 Kings 15.18)
and Menahem (2 Kings 15.19),
bribed the enemy of his enemies to
rescue him. 7: Your servant and your
son: In the diplomatic context of
the ancient Near East, these
phrases indicated Ahaz's friendly
and voluntary submission to the
authority of Tiglath-pileser III.
9: The Assyrians responded by
eliminating the threat from Dalllas
cus. Kir, location not known, but
according to Amos 9.7, it was the
original home of the Arameans.
1 0-16: The Damascene type of
altar introduced by Ahaz into the
Jerusalem Temple was acceptable
to the author. Ahaz, as Davidic pa
tron of the Jerusalem Temple,
could initiate these changes, to
which Urialt the priest agreed. The
altar that Ezek. 43.13-17 describes
and prescribes for a future temple
may be a copy of the Ahaz altar
that Ezekiel saw in his youth.

reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. He did not do what
was pleasing to the LoRD his God, as his ancestor David
had done, 3 but followed the ways of the kings of Israel.
He even consigned his son to the fire, in the abhorrent
fashion of the nations which the LoRD had dispossessed
before the Israelites. 4 He sacrificed and made offerings at
the shrines, on the hills, and under every leafy tree.
5 Then King Rezin of Aram and King Pekah son of Rem
aliah of Israel advanced on Jerusalem for battle. They be
sieged Ahaz, but could not overcome [him] . 6 At that time
King Rezin of Aram recovered Elath for Aram;• he drove
out the Judites from Elath, and Edomites came to Elath
and settled there, as is still the case.
7 Ahaz sent messengers to King Tiglath-pileser of As
syria to say, "I am your servant and your son; come and
deliver me from the hands of the king of Aram and from
the hands of the king of Israel, who are attacking me."
s Ahaz took the gold and silver that were on hand in the
House of the LORD and in the treasuries of the royal palace
and sent them as a gift to the king of Assyria. 9 The king of
Assyria responded to his request; the king of Assyria
marched against Damascus and captured it. He deported
b·its inhabitants·b to Kir and put Rezin to death.
lD When King Ahaz went to Damascus to greet King
Tiglath-pileser of Assyria, he saw the altar in Damascus.
King Ahaz sent the priest Uriah a sketch of the altar and a
detailed plan of its construction. 11 The priest Uriah did
just as King Ahaz had instructed him from Damascus; the
priest Uriah built the altar before King Ahaz returned
from Damascus. 12 When the king returned from Damas
cus, and when the king saw the altar, the king drew near
the altar, ascended it, 13 and offered his burnt offering and
meal offering; he poured his libation, and he dashed the
blood of his offering of well-being against the altar. 14 As
for the bronze altar which had been before the LoRD, he
moved it from its place in front of the Temple, <-between
the [new] altar and the House of the LoRD;c and placed it
a Emendatio11 yields "Edom. "
b-b Heb. "it."
c-c Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertain.
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on the north side of the [new] altar. 15 And King Ahaz
commanded the priest Uriah: "On the great• altar you
shall offer the morning burnt offering and the evening
meal offering and the king's burnt offering and his meal
offering, with the burnt offerings of all the people of the
land, their meal offerings and their libations. And against
it you shall dash the blood of all the burnt offerings and
all the blood of the sacrifices. And I will decideb about the
bronze altar." < 1 6 Uriah did just as King Ahaz commanded.
17 King Ahaz cut off the insets-the laver stands-and
removed the lavers from them. He also removed the tank
from the bronze oxen that supported it and set it on a
stone pavement-1B on account of the king of Assyria.d He
also extended to the House of the LORD •the sabbath pas
sage that had been built in the palace and the king's outer
entrance.·•
19 The other events of Ahaz's reign, and his actions,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. 20 Ahaz
slept with his fathers and was buried with his fathers in
the City of David; his son Hezekiah succeeded him as
king.

1 7 In the twelfth year of King Ahaz of Judah, Hoshea

son of Elah became king over Israel in Samaria
for nine years. 2 He did what was displeasing to the LoRD,
though not as much as the kings of Israel who preceded
him. 3 King Shalmaneser marched against him, and Ho
shea became his vassal and paid him tribute. 4But the
king of Assyria caught Hoshea in an act of treachery: he
had sent envoys to King So of Egypt, and he had not paid
the tribute to the king of Assyria, as in previous years.
And the king of Assyria arrested him and put him in
prison. 5 Then the king of Assyria marched against the
whole land; he came to Samaria and besieged it for three
years. 6 In the ninth year of Hoshea, the king of Assyria
captured Samaria. He deported the Israelites to Assyria
and settled them in Halah, at the [River] Habor, at the
River Gozan, and in the towns of Media.
7 This happened because the Israelites sinned against
the LoRD their God, who had freed them from the land of
Egypt, from the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt. They
worshiped other gods 8 and followed the customs of the
nations which the LoRD had dispossessed before the Isra
elites and the customs which the kings of Israel had pracn I.e., the new 011e.
b Meaning of 1-lell. 1111Certaiu
c I.e., t/1e old o11e, cf v. 14.
d I.e., because of tile lllelnf give11 ilim i11 trib11te.
e-e Menning of /-feb. IIIICertnill.
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1 7-18: The removal of the various
Temple furnishings was perhaps
necessitated in order to meet the
required payments to Assyria.
17.1-23: The end of the Northern
Kingdom and the major exile of
northern tribes. This ch appears
confusing because the author (or a
later editor) spliced together sev
eral documents in bringing this
part of the history to a stirring fin
ish and in driving home some di
dactic points. 1-3: Hoshea (see
15.30), whose territorially reduced
kingdom no longer included Gali
lee and Transjordan, submitted to
Tiglath-pileser's son, Sha/maneser V. 4: There was no pharaoh
named So. Some historians con
sider it an Egyptian word for a
high officer of the king; others con
sider So a reference to the delta
city Sais whose kings of the 24th
dynasty in the 720s were not
friends of Assyria. In any case, the
king of Assyria believed that Hoshea
. . . had sent envoys to Egypt in
order to enlist Egyptian aid in
throwing off Assyrian domination.
6: Cuneiform documents attribute
the conquest of Samaria to both
Shalmaneser V and Sargon II. Pos
sibly, Shalmaneser died just before
the capitulation of the city. The au
thor of Kings, however, knows
only Shalmaneser (see 18.9-12).
Assyrian policy called for dispers
ing hostile populations throughout
its empire. Israelites from Samaria
were sent to Gozan on the Upper
Habor river, to Halah, beyond the
Tigris northeast of ancient Nine
veh (see 15.29), and to towns on
the Persian plateau. Large Jewish
communities, descendants of these
exiles, lived continuously in these
or adjacent regions of Syria, Iraq,
and Iran until the end of the 20th
century. 7-23: These verses sum
marize explicitly the philosophy of
sin, covenant violation, and retri
bution by which the author evalu
ated all the kings of lsrael. Nobody
but Israel was responsible for the
major calamities that befell the
kingdom. This philosophical justi
fication, however, differs from the
typical remarks scattered through
out the book in that it holds the
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ticed. 9 The Israelites committed against the LORD their
God acts which were not right: They built for themselves
shrines in all their settlements, from watchtowers to forti
fied cities; 10 they set up pillars and sacred posts for them
selves on every lofty hill and under every leafy tree; 11 and
they offered sacrifices there, at all the shrines, like the na
tions whom the LoRD had driven into exile before them.
They committed wicked acts to vex the LoRD, 12 and they
worshiped fetishes concerning which the LoRD had said
to them, "You must not do this thing."
13 The LoRD warned Israel and Judah by every prophet
[and] every seer, saying: "Turn back from your wicked
ways, and observe My commandments and My laws, ac
cording to all the Teaching that I commanded your fathers
and that I transmitted to you through My servants the
prophets." 14 But they did not obey; they stiffened their
necks, like their fathers who did not have faith in the
LoRD their God; 15 they spurned His laws and the cove
nant that He had made with their fathers, and the warn
ings He had given them. They went after delusion and
were deluded; [they imitated] the nations that were about
them, which the LORD had forbidden them to emulate.
16 They rejected all the commandments of the LoRD their
God; they made molten idols for themselves-two
calves-and they made a sacred post and they bowed
down to all the host of heaven, and they worshiped Baal.
17 They consigned their sons and daughters to the fire;
they practiced augury and divination, and gave them
selves over to what was displeasing to the LoRD and
vexed Him. 18 The LoRD was incensed at Israel and He
banished them from His presence; none was left but the
tribe of Judah alone.
19Nor did Judah keep the commandments of the LoRD
their God; they followed the customs that Israel had prac
ticed. 20So the LoRD spurned all the offspring of Israel, and
He afflicted them and delivered them into the hands of
plunderers, and finally He cast them out from His presence.
21 For Israel broke away from the House of David, and
they made Jeroboam son of Nebat king. Jeroboam caused
Israel to stray from the LoRD and to commit great sin,
22 and the Israelites persisted in all the sins which Jero
boam had committed; they did not depart from them. 23 In
the end, the LORD removed Israel from His presence, as
He had warned them through all His servants the proph
ets. So the Israelites were deported from their land to As
syria, as is still the case.
a

n Menuiug of Heb. uucertniu.
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people--considered as a collective
body-culpable, along with rulers,
for the consequences of their
choice of religious practices.
7-1 8: One explanation for the de
struction of Israel is that under the
influence of Canaanites and de
spite warnings, the people--not
their rulers-persisted in doing
wrong. The author does not agree
with this view, regularly condemn
ing the kings for following the
ways of Jeroboam-son of Nebat.
1 6: The worship instituted in
Bethel was illegitimate in the eyes
of the Deuteronomistic historian,
and is perceived as a continuation
of earlier idolatrous practice.
1 9-20: A comment indicating that
the contents of vv. 7-18 were ap
plicable also to Judah. 21-23: A
second explanation sketches a
brief history of the Northern King
dom, emphasizing its ignominous
beginning and its deserved end.
This is in harmony with the run
ning comments and evaluations of
the author, and assigns responsi
bility to Jeroboam's religious poli
cies that were maintained by sub
sequent rulers.
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24 The king of Assyria brought [people] from Babylon,
Cuthah, Avva, Hamath, and Sephar-vaim, and he settled
them in the towns of Samaria in place of the Israelites;
they took possession of Samaria and dwelt in its towns.
25 When they first settled there, they did not worship the
LoRD; so the LoRD sent lions against them which killed
some of them. 26 They said to the king of Assyria: "The na
tions which you deported and resettled in the towns of
Samaria do not know the rules of the . God of the land;
therefore He has let lions loose against them which are
killing them-:for they do not know the rules of the God of
the land."
27 The king of Assyria gave an order: "Send there one of
the priests whom you have deported; let him go and
dwell there, and let him teach them the practices of the
God of the land." 2B So one of the priests whom they had
exiled from Samaria came and settled in Bethel; he taught
them how to worship the LoRD. 29 However, each nation
continued to make its own gods and to set them up in the
cult places which had been made by the people of Sa
maria; each nation [set them up] in the towns in which it
lived. 30 The Babylonians made Succoth-benoth, and the
men of Cuth made Nergal, and the men of Hamath made
Ashima, 31 and the Avvites made Nibhaz and Tartak; and
the Sepharvites burned their children [as offerings] to
Adrammelech and Anamelech, the gods of Sepharvaim.
32 They worshiped the LORD, but they also appointed from
their own ranks priests of the shrines, who officiated for
them in the cult places. 33 They worshiped the LORD, while
serving their own gods according to the practices of the
nations from which they had been deported. 34 To this day,
they follow their former practices. They do not worship
the LoRD [properly]. They do not follow the laws and
practices, the Teaching and Instruction that the LoRD en
joined upon the descendants of Jacob-who was given the
name Israel__35 with whom He made a covenant and
whom He commanded: "You shall worship no other gods;
you shall not bow down to them nor serve them nor sacri
fice to them. 36 You must worship only the LORD your
God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt with great
might and with an outstretched arm: to Him alone shall
you bow down and to Him alone shall you sacrifice.
37You shall observe faithfully, all your days, the laws and
the practices; the Teaching and Instruction that Jb wrote
down for you; do not worship other gods. 38 Do not for
get the covenant that I made with you; do not worship
a

a Heb. "them. "

b Heb. "He. "

1 7.24-41 : The practices of the
people who were settled in
Samaria. 24: This verse was origi
nally part of the document used
by the author for vv. 1--6. The emp
tied cities of Samaria were settled
by people exiled there from north
ern Syria and from southern Meso
potamia. 25-33: The new immi
grants brought with them their
own religions, which they tried to
accommodate with local practices
in order to appease the God of the
land. In v. 41, which originally con
tinued this section, the author
notes that they never got it quite
right and that the hybrid religious
practices that they evolved per
sisted. 34-40: Ralbag correctly
suggests that these verses address
the behavior of Israelites who had
been left in the land; even the ex
perience of exile did not chasten
them to return to God. In either
case, they most likely �riginally
continued v. 23.
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other gods. 39 Worship only the LoRD your God, and He
will save you from the hands of all your enemies." 40 But
they did not obey; they continued their former practices.
41 Those nations worshiped the LoRD, but they also served
their idols. To this day their children and their children's
children do as their ancestors did.
the third year of King Hoshea son of Elah of Is
Hezekiah son of King Ahaz of Judah became
1king.82rael,
He was twenty-five years old when he became
In

king, and he reigned in Jerusalem twenty-nine years; his
mother's name was Abi• daughter of Zechariah. 3 He did
what was pleasing to the LoRD, just as his father David
had done. 4 He abolished the shrines and smashed the pil
lars and cut down the sacred post. He also broke into
pieces the bronze serpent that Moses had made, for until
that time the Israelites had been offering sacrifices to it; it
was called Nehushtan. s He trusted only in the LORD the
God of Israel; there was none like him among all the kings
of Judah after him, nor among those before him. 6 He
clung to the LORD; he did not turn away from following
Him, but kept the commandments that the LORD had
given to Moses. 7 And the LORD was always with him; he
was successful wherever he turned. He rebelled against
the king of Assyria and would not serve him. B He overran
Philistia as far as Gaza and its border areas, from watch
tower to fortified town.
9 In the fourth year of King Hezekiah, which was the
seventh year of King Hoshea son of Elah of Israel, King
Shalmaneser of Assyria marched against Samaria and be
sieged it, 10 and heh captured it at the end of three years. In
the sixth year of Hezekiah, which was the ninth year of
King Hoshea of Israel, Samaria was captured; 11 and the
king of Assyria deported the Israelites to Assyria. He
<·settled them in-< Halah, along the Habor [and] the River
Gozan, and in the towns of Media. 12 [This happened] be
cause they did not obey the LoRD their God; they trans
gressed His covenant-all that Moses the servant of the
a 2 C/1ron. 29.1 rends "Abijn/1. "
b So some mss. nud fmcicnt versions; most mss. nud cditio11s read "they. "
C·C Lit. "Jed tflCIII to. "

18.1-20.21: The reign of Heze
kiah. The author dedicates three
chapters to selected events from
the reign of Hezekiah. He allots as
much attention to this king as he
did to the house of Ahab, and

highlights Isaiah in these narra
tives as he did Elijah in the earlier
ones. Hezekiah is important to the
author because he demonstrated
that the high standard expected of
a king could be and was indeed
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met. V. 5, which contradicts 23.25,
might suggest that an edition of
the history originally ended with
Hezekiah; this might explain why
this section is so long and lauda
tory. The various sources used by
the author to describe Hezekiah's
reign are arranged only in a rough
chronological order, and the
author's thematic interests over
ride the chronology, creating some
confusion. 2 Kings 18.9-20.19
is paralleled with variations in
2 Chron. ch 29 and !sa. ch 36-39·

18.1-8: Hezekiah's reforms.
3: What was pleasing . . . as . . .
David: Hezekiah is the first king
evalua ted so positively by the au
thor. The phrase his father David is
applied also to Asa (1 Kings 15.11)
and Josiah (22.2, where NJPS prop
er!y renders "father" by "ances
tor"). 4: Elimination of the open
shrines concentrated worship in Je
rusalem (see v. 22). The author de
scribes Nehushta11, a form of the
word for serpent, as an ancient relic
associated with the miraculous
healings in the wilderness (Num.
21.8--9) held sacred by Israelites.
Noting that the Heb actually says
"he called it" (and not it was
called), Rashi suggests that Heze
kiah, the active subject of the sen
tence, labeled it "bronze serpent
thing," "nel:mshtan" in Heb, as a
pejorative. 7-8: Hezekiah planned
to revolt against Assyrian control
early in his reign, but waited until
the opportunity was ripe. The
campaign in Philistia was intended
to bring all coastal cities into an
anti-Assyrian coalition. Similarly,
his fortification and enhancements
around the Gihon spring, the main
source of Jerusalem's water, were
intended to help the city survive
an extended siege (20.20). 2 Chron.
32 provides additional information
about his preparation of storage
facilities, weapons, and fortifica
tions.

18.9-1 2: The Assyrian invasion
of the Northern Kingdom. Cf.
17.1-6. The author abridges infor
mation given earlier so as to drive
home the lesson learned from his
tory in v. 12.
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LoRD had commanded. They did not obey and they did
not fulfill it.
1 3 In the fourteenth year of King Hezekiah, King Sen
nacherib of Assyria marched against all the fortified
towns of Judah and seized them. 1 4 King Hezekiah sent
this message to the king of Assyria at Lachish: "I have
done wrong; withdraw from me; and I shall bear what
ever you impose on me." So the king of Assyria imposed
upon King Hezekiah of Judah a payment of three hun
dred talents of silver and thirty talents of gold. 15 Heze
kiah gave him all the silver that was on hand in the House
of the LoRD and in the treasuries of the palace. 16 At that
time Hezekiah cut down the doors and the doorposts• of
the Temple of the LORD, which King Hezekiah had over
laid [with gold], and gave them to the king of Assyria.
1 7 But the king of Assyria sent bthe Tartan, the Rabsaris,
and the Rabshakeh·h from Lachish with a large force to
a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Assyrian titles.
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1 8.1 3-37: Assyria threatens
13-16: A brief straightfor
ward description of what hap
pened in Jerusalem. The author
may have cited it from a chronicle.
Sennncherib's armies swept through
Judah in 701 BCE, wreaking great
havoc. The author focuses only on
what happened at Jerusalem and
hints that Hezekinh precipitated the
Assyrian response (v. 14). Sennach
erib's own accounts mention that
he conquered 46 strong cities and
forts, that he captured over 2oo,ooo
people, that he made "Hezekiah a
prisoner in Jerusalem, like a bird
in a cage," and that Hezekiah paid
him a large tribute, including his
daughters, palace women, and
male and female singers. 14: As
syrian headquarters were located
near Lnchish, about 45 km (30 mi)
Judah.
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King Hezekiah in Jerusalem. They marched up to Jerusa
lem; and when they arrived, they took up a position near
the conduit of the Upper Pool, by the road of the Fuller's
Field. 18 They summoned the king; and Eliakim son of
Hilkiah, who was in charge of the palace, Shebna the
scribe, and Joah son of Asaph the recorder went out to
them.
19 The Rabshakeh said to them, "You tell Hezekiah:
Thus said the Great King, the King of Assyria: What
makes you so confident? 20 You must think that mere talk
is counsel and valor for war! Look, on whom are you rely
ing, that you have rebelled against me? 21 You rely, of all
things, on Egypt, that splintered reed of a staff, which en
ters and punctures the palm of anyone who leans on it!
That's what Pharaoh king of Egypt is like to all who rely
on him. 22 And if you tell me that you are relying on the
LORD your God, He is the very one whose shrines and al
tars Hezekiah did away with, telling Judah and Jerusa
lem, 'You must worship only at this altar in Jerusalem.'
23 Come now, make this wager with my master, the king of
Assyria: I'll give you two thousand horses if you can pro
duce riders to mount them. 24 So how could you refuse
anything even to the deputy of one of my master's lesser
servants, relying on Egypt for chariots and horsemen?
25 And do you think I have marched against this land to
destroy it without the LORD? The LORD Himself told me:
Go up against that land and destroy it."
26 Eliakim son of Hilkiah, Shebna, and Joah replied to
the Rabshakeh, "Please, speak to your servants in Ara
maic, for we understand it; do not speak to us in Judean in
the hearing of the people on the wall." 27 But the Rabsha
keh answered them, "Was it to your master and to you
that my master sent me to speak those words? It was pre
cisely to the men who are sitting on the wall-who will
have to eat their dung and drink their urine with you."
28 And the Rabshakeh stood and called out in a loud voice
in Judean: "Hear the words of the Great King, the King of
Assyria. 29 Thus said the king: Don't let Hezekiah deceive
southwest of Jerusalem. Wall re
liefs from Sennacherib's palace in
Nineveh, now in the British Mu
seum, illustrate the siege and fall
of Lachish in great detail. These
suggest what Hezekiah wished to
avoid in Jerusalem. 1 7: This is the
beginning of the expansive narra
tives that conclude at 19.37. They
feature prophetic stories about Isa
iah concerning the events treated

tersely in vv. 13-16; they incorpo
rate legends, and are likely written
after the events they describe to
show how the God of Israel pro
tected his city, Jerusalem, from the
Assyrians. This theme of the invio
lability of Jerusalem plays a major
role in the work of the prophet Isa
iah. Chronologically, the speeches
presented in vv. 17-35, along with
some story material in ch 19, be-
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long between the narrative of vv.
13 and 14 above. The three Assyr
ian titles mean roughly "field mar
shal," "chief officer" (lit. "chief eu
nuch"), and "chief administrator"
(lit. "chief butler"). The Rabshakeh
was a highly placed Assyrian offi
cial. He was obviously well in
formed about Hezekiah's political
alliances (v. 21), religious activities
(v. 22), able to speak "Judean"
(v. 26), and knowledgeable about
Israelite religion (v. 25). His speech,
although formally directed to the
leaders, was intended for the ears
of the common folk so that they
would pressure their king to give
in to Assyria. 1 9: The Great King,
tlze King ofAssyria are actual titles
found in the Assyrian annals.
21-25: Judah's political ally will
not save her. Judah's God will not
save her either, for Judah has not,
says the Rabshakeh, served God
properly. The Rabshakeh speaks of
Hezekiah's reforms as an affront to
God, in his attempt to arouse op
position to Hezekiah's policy of
opposing Assyria. 26: Aramaic was
the diplomatic language in the
southwestern parts of the Assyrian
empire. Assyrian reliefs depict two
scribes recording events, one in
cuneiform and one in Aramaic.
Judean refers to the local dialect of
Hebrew. Hebrew remained a spo
ken language, albeit in different
dialectal forms, along with Ara
maic until the 3rd century CE.
Then it evolved into a liturgical
language and a language of
learned discourse and writing, like
Classical Arabic and Latin. After
1,6oo years, Hebrew was conscien
tiously revived as a mother tongue
during the 19th and 20th centuries
CE among Jews living in Israel. Ar
amaic remained an important lan
guage in the Middle East until dis
placed by Arabic in the 7th to 8th
centuries CE. Aramaic remains a
liturgical language in some East
ern tradition churches. At the end
of the 2oth century, it was spoken
by some Jews in Kurdistan (north
ern Iraq) and in dialect form by
Jews in other parts of Iraq, in Iran,
and in a few places in Lebanon.
27: Eat . . . dung . . . urine, a threat
of famine brought about by a
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you, for he will not be able to deliver you from my• hands.
3 0 Don't let Hezekiah make you rely on the LORD, saying:
The LoRD will surely save us: this city will not fall into the
hands of the king of Assyria. 31 Don't listen to Hezekiah.
For thus said the king of Assyria: Make your peace with
me and come out to me,b so that you may all eat from your
vines and your fig trees and drink water from your cis
terns, 32 until I come and take you away to a land like your
own, a land of grain [fields] and vineyards, of bread and
wine, of olive oil and honey, so that you may live and not
die. Don't listen to Hezekiah, who misleads you by say
ing, 'The LoRD will save us.' 33 Did any of the gods of
other nations save his land from the king of Assyria?
34 Where were the gods of Hamath and Arpad? Where
were the gods of Sepharvaim, Hena, and Ivvah? [And]
did they< save Samaria from me? 35 Which among all the
gods of [those] countries saved their countries from me,
that the LORD should save Jerusalem from me?" 36 But the
people were silent and did not say a word in reply; for the
king's order was: "Do not answer him." 37 And so Eliakim
son of Hilkiah, who was in charge of the palace, Shebna
the scribe, and Joah son of Asaph the recorder came to
Hezekiah with their clothes rent, and they reported to him
what the Rabshakeh had said.

1 9 When

King Hezekiah heard this, he rent his
clothes, and covered himself with sackcloth, and
went into the House of the LORD. 2 He also sent Eliakim,
who was in charge of the palace, Shebna the scribe, and
the senior priests, covered with sackcloth, to the prophet
Isaiah son of Amoz. 3 They said to him, "Thus said Heze
kiah: This day is a day of distress, of chastisement, and of
disgrace. d-The babes have reached the birthstool, but the
strength to give birth is lacking.-d 4 Perhaps the LoRD your
God will take note of all the words of the Rabshakeh,
whom his master the king of Assyria has sent to blas
pheme the living God, and will mete out judgment for the
words that the LORD your God has heard-if you will
offer up prayer for the surviving remnant."
5 When King Hezekiah's ministers came to Isaiah, 6 Isa
iah said to them, "Tell your master as follows: Thus said
the LORD: Do not be frightened by the words of blas
phemy against Me that you have heard from the minions
a So severnl mss. and aucient versions; most mss. aud editions read "his."
b I.e., to my rcprcsCIItntivc the Rnbshnkeh.
c I.e., the gods of Smnnrin.
d-d I.e., lite situation is desperate nnd we nrc nt n loss.

NEVI'IM
siege. 31-32: As an inducement to
surrender, the Rabshakeh offers
peace and resettlement in some
land of exile described as a won
derful place. 34: Hamath . . . Ivvah,
cities that the Assyrians had previ
ously conquered.

1 9.1-37: Hezekiah consults Isa
iah. 1-4: Hezekiah goes directly
to the Temple and also sends mes
sengers to Isaiah, attempting to
stimulate him to action by empha
sizing the words of the Rabsha
keh against the LoRD your God.
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of the king of Assyria. 7 I will delude• him; he will hear a
rumor and return to his land, and I will make him fall by
the sword in his land."
B The Rabshakeh, meanwhile, heard that [the king] had
left Lachish; he turned back and found the king of Assyria
attacking Libnah. 9 But [the king of Assyria] learned that
King Tirhakah of Nubia had come out to fight him; so he
again sent messengers to Hezekiah, saying, 10 "Tell this to
King Hezekiah of Judah: Do not let your God, on whom
you are relying, mislead you into thinking that Jerusalem
will not be delivered into the hands of the king of Assyria.
11 You yourself have heard what the kings of Assyria have
done to all the lands, how they have annihilated them;
and can you escape? 1 2 Were the nations that my predeces
sorsb destroyed-Gozan, Haran, Rezeph, and the Beth
edenites in Telassar-saved by their gods? 13 Where is the
king of Hamath? And the king of Arpad? And the kings of
Lair, Sepharvaim, Hena, and Ivvah?"
14 Hezekiah took the letter from the messengers and
read it. Hezekiah then went up to the House of the LoRD
and spread it out before the LORD. 15 And Hezekiah
prayed to the LoRD and said, "0 LORD of Hosts, En
throned on the Cherubim! You alone are God of all the
kingdoms of the earth. You made the heavens and the
earth. 16 0 LoRD, incline Your ear and hear; open Your
eyes and see. Hear the words that Sennacherib has sent to
blaspheme the living God! 17 True, 0 LORD, the kings of
Assyria have annihilated the nations and their lands,
1B and have committed their gods to the flames and have
destroyed them; for they are not gods, but man's handi
work of wood and stone. 19 But now, 0 LoRD our God, de
liver us from his hands, and let all the kingdoms of the
earth know that You alone, 0 LORD, are God."
20 Then Isaiah son of Amoz sent this message to Heze
kiah: "Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: I have heard
the prayer you have offered to Me concerning King Sen
nacherib of Assyria. 21 This is the word that the LoRD has
spoken concerning him:

22

"Fair Maiden Zion despises you,
She mocks at you;
Fair Jerusalem shakes
Her head at you.
Whom have you blasphemed and reviled?
Against whom made loud your voice

a Lit. "put a spirit in. "
b Lit. "fathers."
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7: Isaiah's prophecy that the king
of Assyria would hear a rumor, re
turn to Assyria and be killed there
are reported fulfilled in vv. 36-37.
9: King Tirlrnkah was the last phar
aoh of the twenty-fifth (Ethiopian)
dynasty. Although he reigned
69o-664 BCE, he was active militar
ily or had armies led in his name
years before. He was not a king in
701 when Sennacherib besieged
Jerusalem, but was known to
have been one when the author
wrote. 1 0-1 9: A delegation from
Sennacherib, now at Libnah
north of Lachish, arrived with
essentially the same message as
that delivered by the Rabshakeh.
20-28: These verses are not pres
ent in the book of Isaiah, but
similar anti-Assyrian passages
occur in Isa. 10.12-19; 14.24-27.
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And haughtily raised your eyes?
Against the Holy One of Israel!
Through your envoys you have blasphemed my
Lord.
Because you thought,
'Thanks to my vast chariotry,
It is I who have climbed the highest mountains,
To the remotest parts of the Lebanon,
And have cut down its loftiest cedars,
Its choicest cypresses,
And have reached its •·remotest lodge,-•
b-Its densest forest.-b
It is I who have drawn< and drunk the waters of
strangers;
I have dried up with the soles of my feet
All the streams of Egypt.'
Have you not heard? Of old
I planned that very thing,
I designed it long ago,
And now have fulfilled it.
And it has come to pass,
Laying waste fortified towns
In desolate heaps.
Their inhabitants are helpless,
Dismayed and shamed.
They were but grass of the field
And green herbage,
Grass of the roofs that is blasted
Before the d-standing grain. -d
I know your stayings
And your goings and comings,
And how you have raged against Me.
Because you have raged against Me,
And your tumult has reached My ears,
I will place My hook in your nose
And My bit between your jaws;
And I will make you go back by the road
By which you came.

29 "And this is the sign for you:• This year you eat what
grows of itself, and the next year what springs from that;
and in the third year, sow and reap, and plant vineyards
and eat their fruit. 30 And the survivors of the House of
a-a Isa. 37.24 reads "ltiglrest peak. "
b-b Lit. "Its farrrrlarrd forest"; exact meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Or "drrg"; meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d Emendatiorr yields "east wind"; see note at Isa. 37.27.
e I.e., Hezekialr.

NEVI'IM
29: It will take two years for life to
return to normal after the invasion
and siege. 32-34: Known proph
ecies about the protected status
of Jerusalem, combined with the
fact that Sennacherib withdrew
his forces, gave rise to a sense
that the city was inviolable (Isa.
33.20; Zech. 12.8; Ps. 46.5-8).
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Judah that have escaped shall regenerate its stock below
and produce boughs above.
3l
For a remnant shall come forth from Jerusalem,
Survivors from Mount Zion.
The zeal of the LoRD of Hosts
Shall bring this to pass.
32 Assuredly, thus said the LORD concerning the king of
Assyria:

33

34

He shall not enter this city:
He shall not shoot an arrow at it,
Or advance upon it with a shield,
Or pile up a siege mound against it.
He shall go back
By the way he carne;
He shall not enter this city
-declares the LoRD.
I will protect and save this city for My sake,
And for the sake of My servant David."

35 That night an angel of the LoRD went out and struck
down one hundred and eighty-five thousand in the Assyr
ian camp, and the following morning they were all dead
corpses.
36 So King Sennacherib of Assyria broke camp and re
treated, and stayed in Nineveh. 37While he was worship
ing in the temple of his god Nisroch, his sons Adrarnrne
lech and Sarezer struck him down with the sword. They
fled to the land of Ararat, and his son Esarhaddon suc
ceeded him as king.
In those days Hezekiah fell dangerously ill. The
2
0
prophet Isaiah son of Arnoz carne and said to him,
"Thus said the LORD: Set your affairs in order, for you are

going to die; you will not get well." 2 Thereupon Hezekiah
turned his face to the wall and prayed to the LoRD. He
said, 3 "Please, 0 LORD, remember how I have walked be
fore You sincerely and wholeheartedly, and have done
what is pleasing to You." And Hezekiah wept profusely.
4 Before Isaiah had gone out of the middle court, the
word of the LoRD carne to him: 5 "Go back and say to Hez
ekiah, the ruler of My people: Thus said the LoRD, the
God of your father David: I have heard your prayer, I
have seen your tears. I am going to heal you; on the third
day you shall go up to the House of the LoRD. 6 And I will
add fifteen years to your life. I will also rescue you and
this city from the hands of the king of Assyria. I will pro
tect this city for My sake and for the sake of My servant
-767-
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35: There is no tradition of such a
plague other than here and in Isa.
37.36. 36: This verse may have
originally followed 18.16, conclud
ing a short summary of the siege
of 701, or after the prediction of
this event in 19.7. In its present
context, the verse lea ves the im
pression that events occurring
over many decades actually took
place in a short while in fulfillment
of the prophecy of 19·7· Sennach
erib did hear a rumor (about 1ir
hakah [v. 9]) and did return to
his land (from which he ventured
forth in the following years many
times on campaigns, primarily
against Babylonia), and died by
the sword in 681 BCE. 37: We
now know from Assyrian sources
that Sennacherib was killed by
Arad-Ninlil, rather than his sons
Adrammelech and Sarezer; Sen
nacherib was, however, as stated
in the Bible, succeeded by his son

Esarhaddon.
20.1-12: The story of Hezekiah 's
illness is loosely connected to its
context, and is out of chronological
order. Ralbag argues that it is not
connected to the Sennacherib
story. On the basis of v. 6 ( 19.34),
with its reference to an Assyrian
threat, he proposes that it ad
dresses new threats by Esarhad
don, Sennacherib's son. Merodach
baladan-reading the name
correctly as in Isa. 39.1-however,
was an anti-Assyrian ruler who
usurped the throne of Babylonia
twice: the first time, for eleven
years after the death of Shalmane
ser V in 721 BCE and the second,
for nine months in 703 after the
death of Sargon II. The time of his
envoys' visit in v. 12, then, most
likely coincided with his planning
to revolt against Assyria in the
east, around 705, while Hezekiah
was making his own preparations
to revolt in the west. 4: Contrition
accompanied by prayer can effect
a change in God's decision.
=
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David."-7 Then Isaiah said, "Get a cake of figs." And they
got one, and they applied it to the rash, and he recov
ered.-8 Hezekiah asked Isaiah, "What is the sign that the
LORD will heal me and that I shall go up to the House of
the LoRD on the third day?" 9 Isaiah replied, "This is the
sign for you from the LORD that the LoRD will do the thing
that He has promised: Shall• the shadow advance ten
steps or recede ten steps?" 1D Hezekiah said, "It is easy for
the shadow to lengthen ten steps, but not for the shadow
to recede ten steps." 11 So the prophet Isaiah called to the
LoRD, and He made the shadow which had descended on
the dial b of Ahaz recede ten steps.
.
12 At that time, King Berodach-<baladan son of Bala
dan of Babylon sent [envoys with] a letter and a gift to
Hezekiah, for he had heard about Hezekiah's illness.
13 d·Hezekiah heard about them·d and he showed them all
his treasurehouse-the silver, the gold, the spices, and the
fragrant oil-and his armory, and everything that was to
be found in his storehouses. There was nothing in his
palace or in all his realm that Hezekiah did not show
them. 1 4 Then the prophet Isaiah came to King Hezekiah.
"What," he demanded of him, "did those men say to you?
Where have they come to you from?" "They have come,"
Hezekiah replied, "from a far country, from Babylon."
15 Next he asked, "What have they seen in your palace?"
And Hezekiah replied, "They have seen everything that is
in my palace. There was nothing in my storehouses that I
did not show them."
16 Then Isaiah said to Hezekiah, "Hear the word of the
LoRD: 17 A time is coming when everything in your palace
which your ancestors have stored up to this day will be
carried off to Babylon; nothing will remain behind, said
the LORD. 18 And some of your sons, your own issue,
whom you will have fathered, will be taken to serve as eu
nuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon." 19 Hezekiah
declared to Isaiah, "The word of the LORD that you have
spoken is good." For he thought, "It means that •·safety is
assured for• my time."
2D The other events of Hezekiah's reign, and all his ex
ploits, and how he made the pool and the conduit and
brought the water into the city, are recorded in the Annals
of the Kings of Judah. 21 Hezekiah slept with his fathers,
and his son Manasseh succeeded him as king.
a Cf Targ11111.
b Heb. "steps. " A 11/ode/ of a dial witlt steps ltas been discovered in Egypt.
c Sroernl 111SS. and tl1e pnrnllel lsn. 39.1 rend "Merodnclt."
d-d /sa. 39.2 rends "Hezekin/1 was pleased by their C0111ing."
e-e Lit. "there slwll be safety n11dfnitlifullless in."

NEVI'IM
7: The cake offigs was applied as a
poultice. The same medication is
prescribed for horses in a text from
Ugarit. 9-1 1 : The sign itself is un
clear, but likely refers to the shadow
of the sundial moving in an unnat
ural direction.
20.13-2 1 : The prediction of Bab
ylonian conquest and the end of
Hezekiah's reign. 1 9: The word of

the LoRD . . . is good expresses a fa
talistic acceptance of what will be
in the light of some acknowledged
misconduct (cf. 1 Sam. 3 .18; 2 Sam.
15.26). 20: In 188o, the Siloam Tun
nel inscription commemorating
the completion of the tunneling
project was found on the tunnel's
wall. This tunnel conveyed water
from outside Jerusalem into the
city, assuring a water supply even
in the time of siege.
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2 1 Manasseh was twelve years old when he became

king, and he reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem;
his mother's name was Hephzibah. 2 He did what was dis
pleasing to the LoRD, following the abhorrent practices of
the nations that the LoRD had dispossessed before the Isra
elites. 3 He rebuilt the shrines that his father Hezekiah had
destroyed; he erected altars for Baal and made a sacred
post, as King Ahab of Israel had done. He bowed down to
all the host of heaven and worshiped them, 4 and he built
altars for them in the House of the LoRD, of which the LoRD
had said, "I will establish My name in Jerusalem." s He
built altars for all the hosts of heaven in the two courts of
the House of the LoRD. 6 He consigned his son to the fire; he
practiced soothsaying and divination, and consulted
ghosts and familiar spirits; he did much that was displeas
ing to the LORD, to vex Him. 7 The sculptured image of
Asherah that he made he placed in the House concerning
which the LoRD had said to David and to his son Solomon,
"In this House and in Jerusalem, which I chose out of all the
tribes of Israel, I will establish My name forever. B And I
will not again cause the feet of Israel to wander from the
land that I gave to their fathers, if they will but faithfully
observe all that I have commanded them-all the Teach
ings with which My servant Moses charged them." 9 But
they did not obey, and Manasseh led them astray to do
greater evil than the nations that the LoRD had destroyed
before the Israelites. 1D Therefore the LORD spoke through
His servants the prophets: 11 "Because King Manasseh of
Judah has done these abhorrent things-he has outdone in
wickedness all that the Arnorites did before his time-and
because he led Judah to sin with his fetishes, 12assuredly,
thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: I am going to bring
such a disaster on Jerusalem and Judah that both ears of
everyone who hears about it will tingle. 13 I will •·apply to
Jerusalem the measuring line of Samaria and the weights
of the House of Ahab;·• I will wipe Jerusalem clean as one
wipes a dish and turns it upside down. 14 And I will cast off
the remnant of My own people and deliver them into the
hands of their enemies. They shall be plunder and prey to
all their enemies 15 because they have done what is dis
pleasing to Me and have been vexing Me from the day that
their fathers carne out of Egypt to this day."
16 Moreover, Manasseh put so many innocent persons to
death that he filled Jerusalem [with blood] from end to
end-besides the sin he committed in causing Judah to do
what was displeasing to the LoRD.
a-a I.e., / will bring tile samefate upon it.
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21 .1-18: Manasseh's long and
peaceful reign (698--{;42 BCE) over
lapped those of the three most
powerful Assyrian kings: Sennach
erib, Esarhaddon, and Ashurbani
pal. These absolutely controlled
Mesopotamia and, after Esarhad
don defeated Tirhakah in 671,
Egypt and everything in between.
Manasseh is mentioned as a loyal
vassal in Assyrian inscriptions;
this explains his peaceful reign.
3-9: A list of all that Manasseh did
wrong (v. 17). According to the au
thor, Manasseh's reign was the
worst period of apostasy in Israel
ite history. Not only did he sin, but
he caused others to sin and he
introduced illegal cults into the
Temple itself. From the author's
perspective, Manasseh undid
everything that Hezekiah and Asa
had achieved and then pressed be
yond them to do wrong out of
spite (v. 6). The destruction of Jeru
salem is blamed on the heinous
acts of Manasseh; this author, in
contrast to the Chronicler, seems
undisturbed that this destruction
did not take place during the reign
of Manasseh, who benefited from
a long reign. 4: Establish My name
in Jerusalem: The quotation here
and in v. 7 is from God's speech
to Solomon in 1 Kings 9.3; cf. also
1 Kings 8.16. 8-15: An insertion
into the description of Manasseh's
culpable acts. These vv. focus at
tention on the culpability of the
king as one who causes others to
sin. The emphasis on what the
people of Israel did wrong reflects
an exilic perspective. 1 0-1 5: Ac
cording to the author, these vv. are
a collage of prophetic pronounce
ments, but he did not identify any
prophet by name. None of the
statements are found in any of the
canonical prophetic books. They
may have been added by the sec
ond author. 1 1 : Amorites, a term re
ferring to pre-Israelite inhabitants
of the land who could only be ex
pelled after the measure of their
iniquity reached a certain limit
(Gen. 15.16 and cf. the imagery in
Lev. 18.24-28). 1 6: This v. con
cludes the inventory of Manas
seh's wrongs from v. 7· Additional
information about Manasseh's
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17The other events of Manasseh's reign, and all his ac
tions, and the sins he committed, are recorded in the An
nals of the Kings of Judah. 18 Manasseh slept with his fa
thers and was buried in the garden of his palace, in the
garden of Uzza; and his son Amon succeeded him as king.
19 Amon was twenty-two years old when he became
king, and he reigned two years in Jerusalem; his mother's
name was Meshullemeth daughter of Haruz of Jotbah.
2D He did what was displeasing to the LoRD, as his father
Manasseh had done. 21 He walked in all the ways of his fa
ther, worshiping the fetishes which his father had wor
shiped and bowing down to them. 22 He forsook the LORD,
the God of his fathers, and did not follow the way of the
LORD.
23 Amon's courtiers conspired against him; and they
killed the king in his palace. 24 But the people of the land
put to death all who had conspired against King Amon,
and the people of the land made his son Josiah king in his
stead. 25 The other events of Amon's reign [and] his ac
tions are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah.
26 He was buried in his tomb in the garden of Uzza; and
his son Josiah succeeded him as king.

2
2 and he reigned thirty-one years in Jerusalem. His
mother's name was Jedidah daughter of Adaiah of Boz
Josiah was eight years old when he became king,

kath. 2 He did what was pleasing to the LORD and he fol
lowed all the ways of his ancestor David; he did not devi
ate to the right or to the left.
3 In the eighteenth year of King Josiah, the king sent the
scribe Shaphan son of Azaliah son of Meshullam to the
House of the LoRD, saying, 4 "Go to the high priest Hilkiah
and let him weigh• the silver that has been deposited in
the House of the LoRD, which the guards of the threshold
have collected from the people. s And let it be delivered to
the overseers of the work who are in charge at the House
of the LORD, that they in turn may pay it out to the work
men that are in the House of the LoRD, for the repair of the
House: 6 to the carpenters, the laborers, and the masons,
and for the purchase of wood and quarried stones for ren Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "melt down," cf v. 9·
religious activities may be inferred
from the author's description
of Josiah's activities in ch 23.
18: Manasseh was not buried with
his fathers in the City of David as
were the kings of Judah before him

but in the garden of Uzza located
on the grounds of his palace. Pos
sibly the traditional cave tombs of
the Davidic kings were filled and
new ones were excavated else
where in the city.
-770-

21.19-26: The reign of Amon.
The author indicates that Amon's
short reign (641-640 BCE) did not
differ from that of his father
with regard to religious policies.
23: The reason for the conspiracy
is not mentioned. If political, he
may have been killed by an
anti-Assyrian group; if religious,
by an anti-polytheistic group.
24: The people of the land again
stepped into the breech and guar
anteed the continuity of the Da
vidic dynasty; cf. 11.14.
22.1-23.30: The reign of Josiah.
In the author's evaluation, Josiah
(64o-6o9 BCE) was the most out
standing of all the kings who ruled
Judah, with no qualification. His
personal piety and righteous zeal
ousness were almost sufficient to
avert the disaster which the most
heinous of sinners, Manasseh, had
sealed for Judah.
22.1-20: The discovery of a scroll.
The author's narrative about the
discovery of a book in the Temple
and the prophetic authentication
of its contents is an artfully con
structed narrative that emphasizes
characteristics in Josiah's personal
ity that the author wished to pre
sent to his readers. Unlike the staid
narratives in Kings about individ
uals who lived after Solomon, this
contains details in the manner of
narratives in Samuel and with
holds information to create slight
tensions in order to achieve its ob
jective: admiration for Josiah.
Most, but not all, modern scholars
consider this account to be largely
historical, reflecting the "(re)dis
covery" of Deuteronomy in this
period. 3: Josiah was 26 years old
in 622 BCE when he instituted a
project for the refurbishing of the
Temple, approximately 90 years
after that of Jehoash (d. 12.1--'7).
4-7: Josiah's instructions for the
administration of the project and
his instructions that contractors
and suppliers are to be trusted are
similar to those of Jehoash in
12.11-16. 4: Instructions to collect
silver for the refurbishing must
have been given much earlier.
Josiah's order here assumes that
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pairing the House. 7 However, no check is to be kept on
them for the silver that is delivered to them, for they deal
honestly."
B Then the high priest Hilkiah said to the scribe
Shaphan, "I have found a scroll of the Teaching in the
House of the LoRD." And Hilkiah gave the scroll to
Shaphan, who read it. 9 The scribe Shaphan then went to
the king and reported to the king: "Your servants have
melted down the silver that was deposited in the House,
and they have delivered it to the overseers of the work
who are in charge at the House of the LoRD." 10 The scribe
Shaphan also told the king, "The high priest Hilkiah has
given me a scroll"; and Shaphan read it to the king.
11 When the king heard the words of the scroll of the
Teaching, he rent his clothes. 12 And the king gave orders
to the priest Hilkiah, and to Ahikam son of Shaphan, Ach
bor son of Michaiah, the scribe Shaphan, and Asaiah the
king's minister: 13 "Go, inquire of the LoRD on my behalf,
and on behalf of the people, and on behalf of all Judah,
concerning the words of this scroll that has been found.
For great indeed must be the wrath of the LoRD that has
been kindled against us, because our fathers did not obey
the words of this scroll to do all that has been prescribed
for us."
14 So the priest Hilkiah, and Ahikam, Achbor, Shaphan,
and Asaiah went to the prophetess Huldah-the wife of
Shallum son of Tikvah son of Harhas, the keeper of the
wardrobe--who was living in Jerusalem in the Mishneh,•
and they spoke to her. 15 She responded: "Thus said the
LoRD, the God of Israel: Say to the man who sent you to
me: 16 Thus said the LoRD: I am going to bring disaster
upon this place and its inhabitants, in accordance with all
the words of the scroll which the king of Judah has read.
1 7 Because they have forsaken Me and have made offer
ings to other gods and vexed Me with all their deeds, My
wrath is kindled against this place and it shall not be
quenched. 18 But say this to the king of Judah, who sent
you to inquire of the LORD: Thus said the LORD, the God of
Israel: As for the words which you have heard-19 because
your heart was softened and you humbled yourself before
the LoRD when you heard what I decreed against this
place and its inhabitants-that it will become a desolation
and a curse--and because you rent your clothes and wept
before Me, I for My part have listened-declares the
LoRD. 20 Assuredly, I will gather you to your fathers and
you will be laid in your tomb in peace. Your eyes shall not
a A quarter ill Jerusalem; cf Zeph.
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what has been deposited suffices
to complete the project. 8: The
scroll of the Teaching is referred to
simply as a scroll in v. 10, but in
23.2 as "the covenant scroll" and
in 2 Chron. 34.14 as "a scroll of the
LoRD's teaching given by Moses."
Scroll, Heb "sefer, " indicates that it
was a longish document; Teaching,
Heb "torah," that it contained in
struction; "covenant," Heb "berit,"
that it contained a contract/agree
ment. Hilkiah's description sug
gests that what is novel about the
find is that the Teaching-ma rked
by the definite article as something
already known- was found writ
ten in a scroll. The contents of this
scroll and Josiah's and the people's
reaction to it suggest that it was
some form of the book of Deuter
onomy. Most medieval Jewish ex
egetes posit variously that it was
unique because either Ahaz or
Manasseh had burnt all known
scrolls, or--considering the nota
tion in Chronicles-because it was
the scroll written by Moses himself
(Deut. 31.24-26). Abravanel, how
ever, observing the author's de
scription of Josiah's reaction in v.
11, cites a rabbinic tradition that
the scroll was found open to the
threat of exile directed against the
people and the king in Deut. 28.36.
1 1 : Josiah's reaction to the con
tents of the scroll is described as a
conventional response to hearing
bad news (Gen. 37.34; 2 Sam. 1.11;
3.31; 2 Kings 5.7; 19.1). 1 3: The
message indicates that the scroll
taught behaviors which Josiah
knows had not been followed and
spelled out dire consequences
which he knew were about to
befall him and his kingdom.
1 4: Huldah, one of four named
women prophets in the Tanakh;
the others are Miriam (Exod.
15.20), Deborah (Judg. 4-4), and
Noadiah (Neh. 6.14). Huldah lived
in the Mislureh (cf. Zeph. 1.10), an
area of the Old City of Jerusalem
now covered by the Jewish and
Armenian quarters. 1 6: Although
addressing only the punishments
listed in the scroll, Huldah's pro
nouncement also authenticated
the divine source of its teachings.
1 9-20: Josiah's remorse postpones
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see all the disaster which I will bring upon this place." So
they brought back the reply to the king.

2 3 At the king's summons, all the elders of Judah and

Jerusalem assembled before him. 2The king went
up to the House of the LoRD, together with all the men of
Judah and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the priests
and prophets-all the people, young and old. And he read
to them the entire text of the covenant scroll which had
been found in the House of the LoRD. 3 The king stood •·by
the pillar·• and solemnized the covenant before the LORD:
that they would follow the LoRD and observe His com
mandments, His injunctions, and His laws with all their
heart and soul; that they would fulfill all the terms of this
covenant as inscribed upon the scroll. And all the people
b·entered into·b the covenant.
4 Then the king ordered the high priest Hilkiah, the
priests of the second rank, and the guards of the threshold
to bring out of the Temple of the LoRD all the objects made
for Baal and Asherahc and all the host of heaven. He
burned them outside Jerusalem in the fieldsd of Kidron,
and he removed the ashes to Bethel. s He suppressed the
idolatrous priests whom the kings of Judah had appointed
•to make offerings·• at the shrines in the towns of Judah
and in the environs of Jerusalem, and those who made of
ferings to Baal, to the sun and moon and constellations
all the host of heaven. 6 He brought out the [image of]
Asherah from the House of the LORD to the Kidron Valley
outside Jerusalem, and burned it in the Kidron Valley; he
beat it to dust and scattered its dust over the burial ground
of the common people. 7 He tore down the cubicles of the
male prostitutes in the House of the LoRD, at the place
where the women wove coveringsd for Asherah.
B He brought all the priests from the towns of Judah [to
Jerusalem] and defiled the shrines where the priests had
been making offerings-from Geba to Beer-sheba. He also
demolished the shrines of the gates, which were at the ena-a Or "on a platform," cf Targum.
b-b Cf Targum.
c For this goddess, cf. 1 Kings 18.19; ordinarily asherah is rendered "sacred post," e.g.,
2 Kings 17.16.
e-e Lit. "and he offered. "
d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
the inevitable punishment until
after his death. Compare the simi
lar response to the contrite prayers
of Ahab (1 Kings 21.27-29) and
Hezekiah (2 Kings 20.2-6). Josiah
died in battle in 609 BCE (cf.

23.29-30). Huldah's prophecy is
mostly fulfilled by the events re
ported in 25.9-11, 18-21. Rashi and
Radak, followed by others, con
sider the phrase in peace applied to
Josiah fulfilled in that he did not
- 772 -

see the destruction of the Temple
implied by the words your eyes

shall not see all the disaster.
23.1-25: The reforms of Josiah
were instituted in response to
Huldah's authentication of the
scroll. Initially he mediated a cove
nant between the people and God
and then instituted a course of ac
tion to fulfill the conditions of the
agreement. 3: His stand by the pil
lar may have been a symbol of dy
nastic authority; cf. 1 1.14. Josiah's
role as mediator of the covenant is
similar to that of Jehoiada in the
days of Jehoash of Judah (u.q),
Joshua at Shechem (Josh.
24.14-25), and particularly Moses
at Sinai. Idioms in this verse echo
those in Deuteronomy: follow the
LORD (Deut. 13.5); observe His com

mandments, His injunctions, and
His laws (Deut. 4·45 and 40 other
verses); all their heart and soul
(Deut. 4.29; 6.5); entered into a
covenant (Deut. 29.11). Cf. 1 Kings
8.22-53. 4-7: Josiah's purification
of the Temple and elimination of
shrines outside of Jerusalem illu
minate the drastic changes that
Manasseh introduced into Judah
during his long reign. 4: Baal,
Asherah, and the host of heaven form
a polytheistic triad worshipped in
Judah in the days of Ahaz and Ma
nasseh (17.16; 21.3 [NJPS trans
lates Asherah by "sacred post"]).
Manasseh must have instituted
their worship in the Temple itself.
See v. 6. Josiah acts in accord with
Deut. 12.2. 5: Idolatrous priests (Heb
"kemarim") may refer to foreign
born specialists. Although their ac
tivities were discontinued, no ac
tion was taken against them. No
mention is made of what was done
to the native-born priests who
served in the Temple. 8: Shrines
outside of Jerusalem where God
was worshipped were defiled, re
stricting all worship to Jerusalem
in accord with Deut. 12.4-7- Geba
to Beer-sheba: These cities desig
nated the northern and southern
borders of his kingdom. Shrines of
the gates have been excavated at
Dan, Tirzah, and Geshur (an Ara
mean city near the northeast shore
of the Sea of Galilee). They con-
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trance of the gate of Joshua, the city prefect-•which were
on a person's left [upon entering] the city gate:• 9 bThe
priests of the shrines, however, did not ascend the altar of
the LORD in Jerusalem, but they ate unleavened bread
along with their kinsmen:b 10 He also defiled Topheth,
which is in the Valley of Ben-hinnom, so that no one might
consign his son or daughter to the fire of Molech. 11 He did
away with the horses that the kings of Judah had dedi
cated to the sun, <·at the entrance of the House of the
LORD, near the chamber of the eunuch Nathan-melech,
which was in the precincts! He burned the chariots of the
sun. 12 And the king tore down the altars made by the
kings of Judah on the roof by the upper chamber of Ahaz,
and the altars made by Manasseh in the two courts of the
House of the LoRD. He d-removed them quickly from
there-d and scattered their rubble in the Kidron Valley.
13 The king also defiled the shrines facing Jerusalem, to the
south of the •-Mount of the Destroyer,-• which King
Solomon of Israel had built for Ashtoreth, the abomina
tion of the Sidonians, for Chemosh, the abomination of
Moab, and for Milcom, the detestable thing of the Am
monites.' 14 He shattered their pillars and cut down their
sacred posts and covered their sites with human bones.
15 As for the altar in Bethel [and] the shrine made by Jer
oboam son of Nebat who caused Israel to sin-that altar,
too, and the shrine as well, he tore down. He burned
down the shrine and beat it to dust, and he burned the sa
cred post.
16 Josiah turned and saw the graves that were there on
the hill; and he had the bones taken out of the graves and
burned on the altar. Thus he defiled it, in fulfillment of the
word of the LoRD foretold by the man of God who fore
told these happenings. 17 He asked, "What is the marker I
see there?" And the men of the town replied, "That is the
grave of the man of God who came from Judah and fore
told these things that you have done to the altar of
Bethel." 9 18 "Let him be," he said, "let no one disturb his
bones." So they left his bones undisturbed together with
the bones of the propheth who came from Samaria.'
a-a
b-b
c-c
d-d

Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
Tlris Vt'rsr mny be understood in comrection with PV. 21-13.
Heb. "from entcriug."
Heb. "mu from there. " £mendatio11 yields "smashed tl1em there. "
e-c Heb. har ha-mashl)ith: a derogatory play 011 har ha-mishl)ah ("Mount of Ointmeut"); Mislmah Middoth 2.4.
f Cf. 1 Kings II.), 7·
g Cf I Kiltgs IJ.2-J.
h See I Kiugs IJ.J I-J2 and note i below.
i The prophet lived in B<"fhel, wlticlt, iu Josial1's time, was part of the Assyrian prvr•ince of
Samaria.
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sisted of a small area in which one
or more standing stones were set
up. 9: The priests brought in from
the open shrines were denied the
right to serve at the altar in Jerusa
lem, in contrast to the teaching of
Deut. I8.6-7. This denial was legit
imated about 50 years later by
Ezekiel (Ezek. 44.IG-I4). With this
exception, all the other parts of
this reform, with their emphasis
on cultic purity and centralization
in Jerusalem, closely mirror Deu
teronomy. 1 3 : Josiah even elimi
nates monuments attesting the
apostasy of Solomon (see I Kings
I I.I-IJ). Neither Asa nor Heze
kiah, both considered good
kings by the author, had done so.
1 5-18: Josiah eliminates structures
attesting to the great tragedy of the
sundering of Solomon's kingdom
at the shrine developed by Jero
boam (I Kings I2.29). The author
relates his activities to the story of
an anonymous prophet at Bethel
(I Kings IJ.I-2). Josiah's presence
in Bethel, north of his political bor
der, indicates that he extended his
authority into the former territory
of Israel that Assyria had turned
into a province, and that Assyrian
authority in territories of the
former Northern Kingdom had
declined considerably. After
629 BCE Assyria's heartland was
threatened by a newly powerful
Babylonia from the south and by
Medes descending from the Per
sian plateau from the northeast.
Some therefore suggest that
Josiah's reforms were both politi
cal and religious in nature.
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1 9Josiah also abolished all the cult places in the towns of
Samaria, which the kings of Israel had built, vexing [the
LORD]. He dealt with them just as he had done to Bethel:
20 He slew on the altars all the priests of the shrines who
were there, and he burned human bones on them. Then he
returned to Jerusalem.
21 The king commanded all the people, "Offer the pass
over sacrifice to the LoRD your God as prescribed in this
scroll of the covenant." 22 Now the passover sacrifice had
not been offered in that manner in the days of the chief
tains who ruled Israel, or during the days of the kings of
Israel and the kings of Judah. 23 Only in the eighteenth
year of King Josiah was such a passover sacrifice offered
in that manner to the LORD in Jerusalem. 24 Josiah also did
away with •-the necromancers and the mediums,-• the
idols and the fetishes-all the detestable things that were
to be seen in the land of Judah and Jerusalem. Thus he ful
filled the terms of the Teaching recorded in the scroll that
the priest Hilkiah had found in the House of the LoRD.
25 There was no king like him before who turned back to
the LoRD with all his heart and soul and might, in full ac
cord with the Teaching of Moses; nor did any like him
arise after him.
26 However, the LoRD did not turn away from His awe
some wrath which had blazed up against Judah because
of all the things Manasseh did to vex Him. 27The LoRD
said, "I will also banish Judah from My presence as I ban
ished Israel; and I will reject the city of Jerusalem which I
chose and the House where I said My name would abide."
28 The other events of Josiah's reign, and all his actions,
are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah. 29 In his
days, Pharaoh Neco, king of Egypt, marched against the
king of Assyriab to the River Euphrates; King Josiah
marched toward him, but when he confronted him at Me
giddo, [Pharaoh Neco] slew him. 3D His servants conveyed
n-n Lit. "the ghosts nnd tl1e fnmilinr spirits. "
b I.e., the Clwldenn Empire; cf /sn. 52·4 nnd note.

19-20: Josiah's drive north reaches
the towns of Samaria where Assyr
ians had settled exiles from Syria
and Babylonia (17.24). The
author's silence about the cam
paigns themselves indicates that
they were successful and that he
considered them legitimate. Josiah
was acting like a Davidic monarch
prior to the formation of the
breakaway northern confederacy.

20: Priests who served at northern
shrines are killed, unlike those
who served at southern ones (d.
vv. 8--9). The northern priests may
have been descendants of the non
Levitical priests appointed by Jero
boam I (1 Kings 12.31). 21-23: The
celebration of Passover in Jerusa
lem exclusively in accord with the
prescription of Deut. 16.5 as un
derstood by the author is possible
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only because no legitimate clergy
and no purified shrine exist any
where between the cities of Sa
maria and Beer-sheba except at Je
rusalem. 22: The author may mean
that the last such Passover was cel
ebrated in the days before the
chieftains/judges, since Judg. 2.7
depicts that period as beginning a
time when God was not wor
shipped properly. Radak considers
the point of the author's comment
to be that not since the time of the
chieftains, among whom he in
cludes Samuel, had the tribes been
so dedicated to the LORD (1 Sam.
7.2), rid themselves of idolatrous
practices, and served the LoRD
(1 Sam. 7.4). The Passover cele
bration of Hezekiah described
in 2 Chron. 30.12-27 was not at
tended by all tribes (2 Chron.
30.10). 24: This continues the list
of Josiah's campaign against ille
gitimate personnel and activities
from v. 20. Necromancers . . . medi
wns, see Deut. 18.9-14, which for
mulates compactly legislation
found also in Lev. 19.26, )1; 20.27.

23.26-27: The inevitability of the

end. This remark qualifies the high
praise lavished on Josiah in the
author's evaluation of v. 25. All
of his accomplishments were of
no avail to his kingdom. A later
writer, someone other than the au
thor, focuses the reader's attention
back to Huldah's declaration
(22.17-20) about the inevitability
of Judah's end and introduces the
twilight of Judah's history. Proper
punishment for Manasseh's sins
may be delayed (see Exod. 20.5 n.),
but not postponed.
23.28-30: The death of Josiah.
29: It is uncertain why Josia/1 con
fronted Neco at Megiddo. Nineveh

had fallen in 612 BCE to Babylonia,
but Assyrians were still fighting
in northwest Assyria. Some histo
rians speculate on the basis of
2 Chron. 35.2o-24 and a cuneiform
document, the Babylonian Chroni
cle, that Neco was actually moving
north to support Assyrian forces
against Babylonia and that Josiah
acted as part of a Babylonian strat
egy that would have helped him
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his body in a chariot from Megiddo to Jerusalem, and they
buried him in his tomb. Then the people of the land took
Jehoahaz; they anointed him and made him king in place
of his father.
3l Jehoahaz was twenty-three years old when he became
king, and he reigned three months in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Hamutal daughter of Jeremiah of Lib
nah. 32 He did what was displeasing to the LORD, just as
his fathers had done. 33 Pharaoh Neco imprisoned him in
Riblah in the region of Hamath, to keep him from reigning
in Jerusalem. And he imposed on the land an indemnity
of one hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold.
34 Then Pharaoh Neco appointed Eliakim son of Josiah
king in place of his father Josiah, changing his name to Je
hoiakim. He took Jehoahaz and •-brought him·• to Egypt,
where he died. 35 Jehoiakim gave Pharaoh the silver and
the gold, and he made an assessment on the land to pay
the money demanded by Pharaoh. He exacted from the
people of the land the silver and gold to be paid Pharaoh
Neco, according to each man's assessment.
36Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became
king, and he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Zebudah daughter of Pedaiah of
Rumah. 37 He did what was displeasing to the LoRD, just
as his ancestors had done.

2 4 In his days, King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon came

up, and Jehoiakim became his vassal for three years.
Then he turned and rebelled against him. 2 The LORD let
loose against him the raiding bands of the Chaldeans, Ara
means, Moabites, and Ammonites; He let them loose
against Judah to destroy it, in accordance with the word
that the LoRD had spoken through His servants the proph
ets. 3 All this befell Judah at the command of the LoRD, who
b anished [them] from His presence because of all the sins
that Manasseh had committed, 4 and also because of the
n-n So 2 Chron. 36.4; HciJ. !Jere "Ire cnnre."
maintain control over his enlarged
kingdom. For the author, this
death made no sense and re
mained unexplained. A later gen
eration told the story in a way that
provided some theological justifi
cation for Josiah's death: He was
interfering with a divinely or
dained plan (2 Chron. 35-2D-27)30: The people of the land again as
sure a smooth transition to a legiti-

mate descendant in a period of un
certainty. Cf. 11.14; 14.21-22; 21.24.
They decide, however, to skip
Josiah's oldest son in favor of a
brother at least two years younger
(compare the ages at accession in
vv. )1, 36).

23.31-33: The brief reign of Jeho
ahaz son of Josiah. Jeremiah refers
to him by the name of Shallum
- 775 -
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(Jer. 22.1 1), so Jehoahaz must be a
throne name. 33: Jehoahaz trav
eled to Riblah in northern Syria,
most likely to submit formally to
Neco as a vassal. Neco arrested
him, had him taken to Egypt as a
royal hostage, and imposed tribute
on Judah. Jehoahaz and the people
of the land may have been too
closely identified with Josiah's ex
pansionist ambitions for Neco's
comfort.

23.34-24.7: Jehoiakim's reign and
the collapse of Judah. Jehoiakim's
foreign policy assumed that Egypt
could be the instrument through
which Judah might regain its for
mer glory. 23.34-35: Eliakim was
placed on the throne by Neco, not
the people of the land, and pro
vided by the Egyptian with the
throne name Jehoiakim. Cf. also
24.17. Eliakim fulfilled his fiscal
obligation to Neco, delivering the
tribute. 24.1 : According to the
Babylonian Chronicle, Babylonians
under Nebuchadnezzar defeated
Neco's Egyptian forces in Syria in
605 BCE (cf. Jer. 46.1-2). Nebuchad
nezzar's first move against Jerusa
lem would have happened around
the same time (cf. Dan. 1.1), and
Jehoiakim became a vassal of
Babvlonia around 604/3- 2: Events
enc� uraging rebellion may have
developed in 601 after Nebuchad
nezzar, unable to conquer Egypt in
earlier campaigns, was subse
quently forced by local conditions
to remain in Babylonia in 6oo. Jer.
26.22 indicates that Jehoiakim col
luded with Egypt and, expecting
Egyptian support, may have re
belled. The author's mention
that the attacks of Chaldeans,
A rameans, Moabites, and Ammonites
came in fulfillment of words

spoken tlrrough Iris servants the
prophets is problematic. No
such predictions are extant.
3-7: The author interprets the
political reduction of Judah as
the consequence of people
reading political maps incompe
tently as well as the result of
God's will after Manasseh's sins.
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blood of the innocent that he shed. For he filled Jerusalem
with the blood of the innocent, and the LoRD would not
forgive.
s The other events of Jehoiakim' s reign, and all of his ac
tions, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings of Judah.
6 Jehoiakim slept with his fathers, and his son Jehoiachin
succeeded him as king. 7 The king of Egypt did not ven
hue out of his country again, for the king of Babylon had
seized all the land that had belonged to the king of Egypt,
from the Wadi of Egypt to the River Euphrates.
B Jehoiachin was eighteen years old when he became
king, and he reigned three months in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Nehushta daughter of Elnathan of Je
rusalem. 9 He did what was displeasing to the LORD, just
as his father had done. 10 At that time, the troops• of King
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon marched against Jerusalem,
and the city came under siege. 11 King Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon advanced against the city while his troops were
besieging it. 12 Thereupon King Jehoiachin of Judah, along
with his mother, and his courtiers, commanders, and offi
cers, surrendered to the king of Babylon. The king of Bab
ylon took him captive in the eighth year of his reign. 13 He

5: Annals of the Kings of ]udal!: This
last reference to this source in
Kings raises the question of what
sources were used by the author
for descriptions of the final years
of Judah. 7: The author notes that
the Babylonians controlled the
area that had once comprised the
Davidic-Solomonic empire.
24.8-17: Jehoiachin assumed the
throne as the Babylonians were
positioning themselves to destroy
Jerusalem, all that was effectively
left of Judah. His surrender in
597 BCE saved the city and led to
the first exile from Judah. (The
Babylonian Chronicle refers to it as
the city of Judah.) 1 2-16: The ob
jective of the exile was to demilita
rize, not punish, Judah by remov
ing the court, high officials,
administrators, military officials,
and professional soldiers, as well
as craftsmen who could manufac
ture new arms. Unlike the Assyr
ians, who dispersed populations,
the Babylonians allowed them to
resettle in exile as organic commu-

a Heb. "servatrts. "
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carried off •·from Jerusalem·• all the treasures of the House
of the LoRD and the treasures of the royal palace; he
stripped off all the golden decorations in the Temple of the
LORD-which King Solomon of Israel had made-as the
LoRD had warned. 14 He exiled all of Jerusalem: all the
commanders and all the warriors-ten thousand exiles
as well as all the craftsmen and smiths; only the poorest
people in the land were left. 15 He deported Jehoiachin to
Babylon; and the king's wives and officers and the nota
bles of the land were brought as exiles from Jerusalem to
Babylon. 16 All the able men, to the number of seven thou
sand-all of them warriors, trained for battle-and a
thousand craftsmen and smiths were brought to Babylon
as exiles by the king of Babylon. 17 And the king of Bab
ylon appointed Mattaniah, Jehoiachin'sb uncle, king in his
place, changing his name to Zedekiah.
1B <Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became
king, and he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Hamutal daughter of Jeremiah of Lib
nah. 1 9 He did what was displeasing to the LoRD, just
as Jehoiakim had done. 20 Jndeed, Jerusalem and Judah
d·were a cause of anger for the LORD, so that·d He cast them
out of His presence.

2 5 Zedekiah rebelled

against the king of Babylon.
1 And in the ninth year of his• reign, on the tenth
day of the tenth month, Nebuchadnezzar moved against
Jerusalem with his whole army. He besieged it; and they
built towers against it all around. 2 The city continued in a
state of siege until the eleventh year of King Zedekiah.
3 By the ninth day [of the fourth month]' the famine had
become acute in the city; there was no food left for the
common people.
4Then [the wall of] the city was breached. All the soldiers
[left the city] by night through the gate between the double
walls, which is near the king's garden-the Chaldeans
were all around the city; and [the king] set out for the Ara
bah.9 5 But the Chaldean troops pursued the king, and they
overtook him in the steppes of Jericho as his entire force left
him and scattered. 6 They captured the king and brought
him before the king of Babylon at Riblah; and they put
him on trial. 7 They slaughtered Zedekiah's sons before his
eyes; then Zedekiah's eyes were put out. He was chained in
bronze fetters and he was brought to Babylon.
n-n Heb. 'from tlwre."
b Heb. "his."
c For tile rest of this book cf fer. 3 9 nnd 52.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e I.e., Zedekiah's.
f Cf fer. 52.6.
g Hoping to escape across tl1e Jordan.
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nities. The extent of the exile is
probably exaggerated here; had all
of these people been exiled, Judea
could not have had the manpower
to rebel against the Babylonians
again a decade later. 1 7: Matta
niah, provided with a throne name
by Nebuchadnezzar, was the full
brother of Jehoahaz (23.31) and the
third son of Josiah to rule Judah.

24.1 8-25.21 : The reign of
Zedekiah ( 597-586 BCE) and de
struction of the Temple. Much of
this ma terial is paralleled in Jer.
39.1-4, Jer. ch 52, and 2 Chron.
ch 36. The writer's interest in this
king concerns his international
politics, not his religious policies.
24.1 9-20: The writer again pro
vides a negative assessment and
comment, preparing readers
for the inevitable (cf. 24.3-7).
Zedekiah's acts are likened to
those of his half-brother Jehoiakim
(23.36). The writer skips over the
first nine years of the reign to what
interests him. On the basis of re
marks in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, it
is apparent that Zedekiah joined a
coalition that included coastal
Phoenicians and Transjordanian
kingdoms in planning a revolt.
Nebuchadnezzar managed to
abort it, but then, in 589/8, set out
to punish Zedekiah. V. 20, though
unclear, is a refrain, echoing v. 3·
25.1-3: The siege of Jerusalem
lasted 17 months. Ultimately, star
vation led to the fall of the city.
Jer. 34·7 indicates that a few other
cities that might have supported
Jerusalem were also besieged.
3-4: The walls of the city, most
likely in the northwest, were
breached on the ninll1 of the month
of Tamuz, the fourth month (v. 4 and
see Jer. 39.2-4; 52.6). Jewish tradi
tion observes the seventeenth of
Tamuz as a fast day marking the
breaching of the walls. The differ
ence between the day of the breach
and the fast is explained by claim
ing that it was only on the seven
teenth that the Babylonians ex
ploited the breach to enter the city.
Events narrated in vv. 4-5 occu
pied them during the intervening
days. The fast of the fourth month
was known as an old observance
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B On the seventh day of the fifth month-that was the
nineteenth year of King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
Nebuzaradan, _ the chief of the guards, an officer of the
king of Babylon, came to Jerusalem. 9 He burned the
House of the LoRD, the king's palace, and all the houses of
Jerusalem; he burned down •the house of every notable
person.-• 10 The entire Chaldean force that was with the
chief of the guard tore down the walls of Jerusalem on
every side. 11 The remnant of the people that was left in
the city, the defectors who had gone over to the king of
Babylon-and the remnant of the population-were taken
into exile by Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards. 12 But
some of the poorest in the land were left by the chief of the
guards, to be vinedressers and field hands.
1 3 The Chaldeans broke up the bronze columns of the
House of the LoRD, the stands, and the bronze tank that
was in the House of the LoRD; and they carried the bronze
away to Babylon. 14 They also took all the pails, scrapers,
snuffers, ladles, and all the other bronze vessels used in
the service. 15 The chief of the guards took whatever was
of gold and whatever was of silver: firepans and sprin
kling bowls. 16 The two columns, the one tank, and the
stands that Solomon provided for the House of the
LORD-all these objects contained bronze beyond weigh
ing. 17 The one column was eighteen cubits high. It had a
bronze capital above it; the height of the capital was three
cubits, and there was a meshwork [decorated] with pome
granates about the capital, all made of bronze. And the
like was true of the other column with its meshwork.
1 8 The chief of the guards also took Seraiah, the chief
priest, Zephaniah, the deputy priest, and the three
guardians of the threshold. 1 9 And from the city he took a
eunuch who was in command of the soldiers; five royal
privy councillors who were present in the city; the scribe
of the army commander, who was in charge of mustering
the people of the land; and sixty of the common people
who were inside the city. 20 Nebuzaradan, the chief of the
guards, took them and brought them to the king of Bab
ylon at Riblah. 21 The king of Babylon had them struck
down and put to death at Riblah, in the region of Hamath.
n-n Menning of Heb. uncerlniu.
two generations after the Tem
ple's destruction (Zech. 7.3; 8.19).
9: Babylonians only gained access
to the old part of Jerusalem where
the Temple stood in the fifth

month, the month of Av, 586 BCE.
The Temple, palaces, and a large
part of the city were set ablaze on
the seventh day of the month, cor
responding to August 16, 586. Ac-778-

cording to Jer. 52.12, they were
burnt on the tenth of Av. In the
talmudic tractate Ta'anit that
deals with fasts, the dates were
reconciled by explaining that on
the seventh, the Babylonians
gained access to the Temple, but
they only set it afire late on the
ninth, just before nightfall, and it
burned through the tenth. Jewish
tradition and contemporary prac
tice maintains the ninth of Av as a
25-hour fast day commemorating
the destruction of both the First
Temple by the Babylonians and
the Second Temple by the Romans.
The fast itself was established
early and is mentioned by
Zechariah, a prophet who spoke
about 6o years after the destruc
tion, referring to the "fast of the
fifth month" (Zech. 7.3; 8.19).
1 1-12: A second group was taken
into exile (see 24.12-16). This one
consisted of Jerusalemites who
had not fled, people who had de
fected to the Babylonians during
the course of the siege, and a third
group not clearly identifiable.
Archeological evidence, however,
as well as evidence from Ezra,
which depicts significant antago
nism between the Judeans who
were exiled and those who re
mained behind in Judah, suggests
that the exiles were not as exten
sive as these verses suggest.
1 8-21: All official perpetrators of
the ill-conceived revolt and resis
tance were executed.

25.22-26: The first appendix. The
last administrative overseer of the
people of Judah in the land was
Gedaliah. His grandfather had been
a high official in Josiah's cabinet
(22.3), while his father had been in
Josiah's court (22.12) and Jehoia
kim's and had supported Jeremiah
in counseling nonresistance to the
Babylonians (Jer. 26.24). This was
the same counsel he provided ref
ugee bands of fighters and their
leaders (v. 24). The writer of this
appendix simply reported events
without commenting on their
meaning. 23: Mizpah, the contem
porary Tel en-Nasbeh, north of
Jerusalem on the north-south high
way, became the new administra-
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Thus Judah was exiled from its land. 22 King Nebuchad
nezzar of Babylon put Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of
Shaphan in charge of the people whom he left in the land
of Judah. 23 When the officers of the troops and their men
heard that the king of Babylon had put Gedaliah in
charge, they came to Gedaliah at Mizpah with Ishmael
son of Nethaniah, Johanan son of Kareah, Seraiah son of
Tanhumeth the Netophathite, and Jaazaniah son of the
Maachite, together with their men. 24Gedaliah reassured •
them and their men, saying, "Do not be afraid b·of the ser
vants of the Chaldeans:b Stay in the land and serve the
king of Babylon, and it will go well with you."
25 In the seventh month, Ishmael son of Nethaniah son
of Elishama, who was of royal descent, came with ten
men, and they struck down Gedaliah and he died; [they
also killed] the Judeans and the Chaldeans who were
present with him at Mizpah. 26 And all the people, young
and old, and the officers of the troops set out and went to
Egypt because they were afraid of the Chaldeans.
27 In the thirty-seventh year of the exile of King Jehoia
chin of Judah, on the twenty-seventh day of the twelfth
month, King Evil-merodach of Babylon, in the year he be
came king, <·took note of-< King Jehoiachin of Judah and
released him from prison. 28 He spoke kindly to him, and
gave him a throne above those of other kings who were
with him in Babylon. 29 His prison garments were re
moved, and [ Jehoiachin] received regular rations by his
favor for the rest of his life. 30 A regular allotment of food
was given him at the instance of the king-an allotment
for each day-all the days of his life.

a Lit. "took an oat/1 to tilem."
b-b fer. 40.9 reads "to seroe tliC Clwldeans."
c-c Lit. "raised t/IC fiend of "
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tive center (see 1 Kings 15.22). This
is, ironically, the home territory of
the House of Saul. The end of the
monarchy is located near its begin
ning. 25: The reasons for his assas
sination are not given in Kings.
They were irrelevant to the work
of the author. Jer. 4D-IJ-4 L I 8
makes clear that the assassin, Ish
mael, was sent by Baalis, king
of Ammon. Ishmael, of royal de
scent and dissatisfied over the
Babylonian appointment of a non
Davidic ruler, may have formed
a pact with Baalis, who was still
fighting the Babylonians, that
would have helped him to achieve
rule over whatever remained of
Judah. The seventl! montl! is Tishri.
The death of Gedaliah came to be
seen as the final blow and the end
of the commonwealth. It is marked
by Jewish tradition as a fast on the
day following Rosh Ha-Shanah
(New Year). It is most likely the
"fast of the seventh month" re
ferred to in Zech. 7.5; 8.19.

25.27-30: The second appendix.

Jel!oiachin, son of Josiah, safe in
exile since 597 BCE, was elevated in
status by Evil-merodach, the son of
Nebuchadnezzar who reigned
562-560 BCE. 28: Spoke kindly: The
Heb translates a technical expres
sion in Babylonian that means to
"reach an agreement, conclude a
negotiation." The narrative refers
to a legal grant recognizing a
change in status that had far
reaching implications for }ehoia
chin and the exiles. 30: Lack of any
death notice may suggest that this
final note was appended before
the death of Jehoiachin. The book
appears to end with a glimmer of
hope for the continua tion of the
Davidic dynasty. The detail is re
ported matter-of-factly, without
comment. The author, perhaps Jiv
ing too close to the event itself,
had no way of determining what
significance, if any, it had.

Isaiah
of the prophetic books. It is cited more than any
other prophetic text in rabbinic literature, and more haftarot are taken from Isaiah than
from any other prophetic book. (Haftarot are the prophetic readings chanted in synagogue
on the Sabbath, holidays, and fast days.) In Ashkenazic practice outside the land of Israel,
nineteen haftarot are from Isaiah (twenty, if one follows Reform practice by assigning
Isaiah 60.1-22 as the haftarah for Yom Ha-'atzma'ut [Israeli Independence Day] in the
Diaspora); by contrast, only nine are from Jeremiah and ten from Ezekiel. Second place
goes to the books of Kings, which contributes sixteen haftarot. Isaiah is a major source of
prooftexts for some of Judaism's main tenets, such as messianism, the centrality of Jerusa
lem, and economic and social justice. Not only rabbinic Judaism but also Christianity and
Western culture have emphasized the book of Isaiah. First-time readers of Isaiah are often
surprised to find that a well-known expression, a famous quotation, or even a favorite
song comes from or is based on Isaiah. See, for example, 2.2-4; 6.3; 9.1; 9.5; 11.6---9; 12.3;
22.13; 32.17; 35.10; 40.1; 40.3; 52.2; 53.1-13; 56.7; 6o.1; 62.5; 62.6; 66.10. (Some of these verses
will be more familiar to people who attend synagogue, some to people who attend
Sabbath meals, some to people who attend performances of Handel's Messiah.)
Most of the texts in this book are poetry, often of a highly complex and elusive sort. It is
sometimes not clear where a particular prophecy begins and ends, and, especially in the
first half of the book, one can sometimes debate whether a passage intends to comfort or
castigate the nation. In many cases, verb forms are ambiguous, and we cannot be sure
whether the passage predicts crucial events that will take place in the future or meditates
on events that have already come to pass. As a result of all this, one cannot read quickly
through Isaiah the way one might read a biblical book that tells a story, or even a book
whose poems or sermons are demarcated in a fairly clear manner (such as the book of
Psalms or Jeremiah). A reader will need to read slowly, and as a rule it will be necessary to
read a text several times before one can even begin to understand it. It will probably not
be helpful to read the whole book from beginning to end the way one reads, say, a novel.
Rather, it is best to approach the book as a collection of texts or an anthology, in which
each passage demands careful attention, thinking, rereading, and contemplation. Keeping
in mind the historical setting of each prophecy will also aid the reader greatly.
ISAIAH IS PERHAPS THE BEST-LOVED
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ISAIAH: INTRODUCTION

The book of Isaiah is one of the most complex prophetic books. It contains at least two
distinct sections, dating from two entirely different eras. Chs 1-39 are, in large part, the
product of a prophet who lived in Jerusalem during the 8th century BCE. As early as the
Middle Ages, however, the great rabbinic commentator Abraham Ibn Ezra recognized that
chs 40 and following reflect another setting altogether, which he identified as the Babylo
nian exile of the 6th century. Similarly, Shadal (Samuel David Luzzato, a rabbinic exegete
who lived during the 19th century) maintained that chs 4cr66 were addressed to the
Judean exiles in Babylonia and were not published until some time after 586 BCE (though
Shadal still claimed that the 8th-century Isaiah had written them). All modern scholars
share a perspective similar to Ibn Ezra's and believe that chs 4o-66 (and also 34-35) were
composed during and after the Babylonian exile in the 6th century. It will be necessary to
address chs 1-39 and 4cr66 separately in the introductory comments below.

Isaiah 1-39
THE PROPHET ISAIAH, the son of Amoz, lived in Jerusalem during the last half of the 8th
century BCE. His prophecies are deeply rooted in his time and place, and many of them
address current events of his day. Unfortunately, only rarely does he tell us what these
events are ( his audience, of course, would have known immediately, since they were
living through them as well). As a result, scholars frequently need to reconstruct the politi
cal or historical settings of his prophecies. It will be helpful to review some major events
of Isaiah's time, since these serve as the backdrop to his prophecies. During the 8th
century, the Assyrian empire (located in what we know today as northern Iraq and south
eastern Turkey) began to grow in power and influence. It put more and more pressure on
the small kingdoms along the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea, including Judah and
Israel. These countries sometimes accepted Assyria as their overlord, paying the Assyrian
king tribute and relying on him for defense. At other times, these nations attempted to
revolt against Assyria, often relying on Egypt as an ally. Usually, these revolts ended di
sastrously. In fact, the Northern Kingdom of Israel was destroyed by the Assyrians after
one such revolt in 722 BCE, and much of its population was deported. For Isaiah, the rise
of Assyria presented a pressing religious question: To what extent should the Judeans
attempt to confront their enemies using the usual military and diplomatic means (which
entailed entering into alliances with other nations), and to what extent should the Judeans
stay free of alliances and rely solely on God to protect them? Unlike most of his contempo
raries, Isaiah strongly preferred the latter option. A second major trend in Isaiah's day was
the growth of large estates owned by aristocrats and the consequent impoverishment of
the peasantry. Isaiah, like his contemporaries Micah and Amos, spoke out strongly against
the accumulation of great wealth and the haughtiness of the rich.
Several main themes emerge from Isaiah's prophecies. Isaiah believed that Jerusalem,
the holy city, would never fall to Judah's enemies. He emphasized social and economic
justice. He referred repeatedly to the remnant of Israel, who would survive an enormous
catastrophe that God would send to punish the nation for its lack of faith and hypocrisy.
-
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This remnant would serve as the kernel from which a purified Israel would be renewed.
(By definition, Jerusalem would be part of the remnant, since it would never fall.) He an
ticipated the dawn of a new era in which all nations would recognize the one true God.
Each nation would be satisfied with its own land and would not covet other lands. Conse
quently empires-and warfare-would exist no more. During this new era the Judean
king, a descendant of David, would rule all Israel in perfect justice. (From this set of ideas,
later Judaism would construct the idea of the Messiah and the messianic era, though
Isaiah never calls him Messiah.) Common to all these ideas is Isaiah's stress that only God
can be great; all other haughty things (whether rich people, large empires, or high moun
tains) would be reduced to their proper place at the end of days. All sin, for Isaiah, stems
from the failure to recognize that God alone can be exalted. Isaiah's prophecies are re
markable for their fairly consistent lack of oracles of vengeance against Judah's enemies.
Assyria and Egypt would be punished in the future for their haughtiness and idolatry, but
not for their treatment of Israel and Judah. After all, it was God who sent them to attack
Israel and Judah in the first place. Once they had been taken to account for their haughti
ness, they would be restored and live in peace, recognizing the one true God. Thus their
fate, for worse and then for better, is identical to that of Israel.
Many modern scholars believe that large sections of Isaiah chs 1-33 were written by ad
ditional prophets and scribes who lived later than the historical Isaiah-that is, later than
the 8th century. Others, including many leading Jewish biblical critics, attribute most or all
of these chs to Isaiah himself. The annotations treat this material as largely dating to the
8th century, with a few possible exceptions (in particular, chs 13, 24-27, and 30.18-26). Chs
34-35 belong to the same time period as chs 4o-66. Chs 36-39 narrate certain events in
which Isaiah played an important role. They were not written by Isaiah but are taken, in a
modified form, from the book of Kings.
Isaiah chs 1-39 contains the following subsections: Ch 1: Introductory prophecy, cover
ing Isaiah's main themes. Chs 2-12: Prophecies concerning Judah and Jerusalem. Chs
13-23: Prophecies concerning many nations, including Judah but focusing on foreign
peoples. Chs 24-2T Prophecies concerning the end of days, in an apocalyptic style. Chs
28-33: Prophecies concerning the end of days. Chs 34-35: Redemption for Judah. Chs
36-39: Narratives concerning the Assyrian invasion of Judah in 701 BCE and Isaiah's role in
the events of that time. The book does not follow a chronological order; the same event is
often treated in many different chs at a wide remove from one another.

Isaiah 40-66
34-35, were composed at the end of the Babylonian exile
and during the early postexilic period. Because the name of this prophet is unknown,
scholars refer to him (or perhaps her; women served as prophets in ancient Israel, as the
examples of Miriam [Exod. 15.20], Deborah [Judg. 4.4-10; 5.1], and Huldah [2 Kings 22.14]
show) as Deutero-Isaiah or Second Isaiah. This prophet lived in Babylonia a generation
after the Babylonian empire destroyed the Judean state and sent much of its population

THESE CHS, ALONG WITH CHS
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into exile. Deutero-Isaiah promised the Judean exiles that the Persians would allow them
to return to their homeland and to rebuild their Temple there. Deutero-Isaiah anticipated
the victory of the Persian king, Cyrus, over the Babylonian empire. From ch 49 on, the
prophet seems to be living in the land of Israel; it is likely that Deutero-Isaiah moved
there as soon as the Persians allowed Judean exiles to do so after Cyrus took control of
Babylonia. Many scholars believe that chs 56-66 or (more likely) 54-66 were written by yet
another prophet, or perhaps a group of prophets, whom they call Trito-Isaiah or Third
Isaiah. According to these scholars, Trito-Isaiah was a disciple of Deutero-Isaiah, and in
many respects these prophecies resemble those in chs 4o-53 . These prophecies are set in
the land of Israel shortly after the end of the exile, and they often display a sense of disap
pointment or frustration with the realities of the restoration, rather than the exuberant
hope that marks the prophecies in chs 4D-53· It is impossible to be sure whether chs 54-66
were written by Deutero-Isaiah, a disciple, or a group of disciples, but it seems clear that
chs 34-35 and 4o-66 as a whole are a single literary unit: They share many features of
poetic style and theological outlook. Because we can analyze them as a block, it will be
simplest to refer to their anonymous author or authors as Deutero-Isaiah.
Chs 34-35 and 4o-66 are first and foremost persuasive in character. Addressed to a de
spondent exilic and postexilic audience who have experienced a catastrophe, they attempt
to convince the Judeans that the God of Israel is still powerful and still loyal to the people
Israel. Deutero-Isaiah (that is, the author or authors of chs 34-35 and 4o-66) proclaims in
an especially insistent manner that only one God exists; this deity alone created the world
and brings redemption. Alone among biblical texts, the author refers to God using not
only masculine metaphors but feminine ones as well (see 42.13-14; 45 . 10; 49. 14-15; 66.13).
Deutero-Isaiah is an allusive poet: In every single chapter of this work, save ch 34, the
prophet borrows vocabulary from earlier biblical texts and reworks it in a very intricate
manner, using complex and delightful wordplays, repeating similar-sounding words, or
employing alliteration. (This feature, of course, is lost in translation.) Like Isaiah, Deutero
Isaiah looks forward to the dawn of a new era, but one no longer senses any expectation
that a descendant of King David (or any other human being, for that matter) will reign as
king in the rebuilt Jerusalem. Rather, God alone will rule over all creation in that day.
Thus Deutero-Isaiah believes in a messianic era, but not in a personal Messiah. Initially,
Deutero-Isaiah predicted that the return to Zion at the time of the Persian king Cyrus
would usher in the renewal of the Judean commonwealth, the era of peace among all
nations, and the end of paganism the world over. In fact, the restoration did not have
these far-reaching effects: Judah became not an independent kingdom directly ruled by
God but a poor and insignificant province of Persia; relatively few exiles availed them
selves of the opportunity to return to Zion; and the world as a whole remained un
changed. Still, Deutero-Isaiah continued to predict in chs 49 and following that a larger
scale ingathering of exiles would occur and that the new world order would eventually
rna terialize.
These chs contain the following subsections: Chs 4o-48: Prophecies delivered to the
-
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exiles in Babylonia, predicting the restoration of Zion and the downfall of Babylon; the
tone of these is excited and hopeful. Chs 49-57: Prophecies concerning Zion and the
renewal of the community there. Their tone remains hopeful, but some disappointment
becomes evident. Chs 58--66 and 34-35: Further prophecies concerning the coming of a
new age, expressed with a greater sense of frustration at the failure of the earlier proph
ecies to materialize but with enduring hope in the older predictions (see, e.g., chs 6o--6z),
and also with a notable emphasis on the distinction between faithful Judeans and impious
or corrupt ones.
It is not clear to us when, or why, the prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah were combined with
those of Isaiah son of Amoz. The strong emphasis in both literary corpora on God's uni
versal kingship, the messianic era, and the future exaltation of Zion may have suggested
that these texts belonged together. Already at the beginning of the 2nd century BCE, the
Jewish sage Ben Sirach (whose writings are preserved in the Apocryphya, but not in the
Jewish Bible) knew a version of the book of Isaiah that combined both blocks of material
(see Sirach [Ecclesiasticus] 48.20, 24-25). The great scroll of Isaiah from the Dead Sea
Scrolls (dating to the late 2nd century BeE) also contains the entire book of Isaiah as we
(BENJAMIN D. SOMMER]
know it today.

1 The prophecies of Isaiah son of Amoz, who prophesied

concerning Judah and Jerusalem in the reigns of
Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah.
2

3

Hear, 0 heavens, and give ear, 0 earth,
For the LoRD has spoken:
"I reared children and brought them up
And they have rebelled against Me!
An ox knows its owner,
An ass its master's crib:
Israel does not know,
My people takes no thought."

4

Ah, sinful nation!
People laden with iniquity!
Brood of evildoers!
Depraved children!
They have forsaken the LoRD,
Spumed the Holy One of Israel,
Turned their backs [on Him].

5

Why do you seek further beatings,
That you continue to offend?
Every head is ailing,
And every heart is sick.
From head to foot

6

1 .1 : Superscription. Like most
prophetic books, this one begins
with a title written by an editor
indicating the author and the time
during which the author works; cf.
Jer. 1.1-3, Hos. 1.1, Amos 1 .1, Mic.
1.1. Isaiah prophesied between
about 740 and 700 BCE.
1 .2-3 1 : A poem of indictment and
hope. Some view this ch as a sin
gle speech that is especially com
prehensive in subject matter and
biting in tone. Alternatively, it may
be a summary of the contents of
the book as a whole, written
specifically to be an introduction,
probably to chs 1-33, but perhaps
to the final form of the book (d.
1.28-31 with 66.24). Much of this
chapter (vv. 1-27) is read as the
haftarah, or prophetic reading, on
the Sabbath preceding Tish'ah
be'av, which commemorates the
destruction of the Temple. This
section is thus seen as offering the
ological justification for that event.

1 .2-20: The indictment:

com
plaint, threats, call for repen
tance. This section is framed by
the words, "For the LORD has spo
ken," which appear in vv. 2 and
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9

10

11

12

14

15

No spot is sound:
All bruises, and welts,
And festering soresNot pressed out, not bound up,
Not softened with oil.
Your land is a waste,
Your cities burnt down;
Before your eyes, the yield of your soil
Is consumed by strangersA wasteland •·as overthrown by strangers!·•
Fairb Zion is left
Like a booth in a vineyard,
Like a hut in a cucumber field,
Like a city beleaguered.
Had not the LoRD of Hosts
Left us some survivors,
We should be like Sodom,
Another Gomorrah.
Hear the word of the LORD,
You chieftains of Sodom;
Give ear to our God's instruction,
You folk of Gomorrah!
"What need have I of all your sacrifices?"
Says the LoRD.
"I am sated with burnt offerings of rams,
And suet of fatlings,
And blood of bulls;
And I have no delight
In lambs and he-goats.
That you come to appear before Me
Who asked that <·of you?
Trample My courts B no more;
Bringing oblations is futile;<
Incense is offensive to Me.
New moon and sabbath,
Proclaiming of solemnities,
d-Assemblies with iniquity;d
I cannot abide.
Your new moons and fixed seasons
Fill Me with loathing;
They are become a burden to Me,
I cannot endure them.
And when you lift up your hands,

a-a Emendation yields "like Sodom overtlrrown."
b Lit. "Dauglrter."
c-c Otlrers ''To trample My courts? I uBring no more vain oblations."
d-d Septuagint "Fast and assembly"; cf Joe/ 1 . 14.
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(with a slight variation) 20. Such
framing devices often indicate the
extent of a literary unit in biblical
literature. 2-4: The poem consists
of a legal complaint concerning
covenant violation by the Israel
ites, who are depicted as ungrate
ful and also less intelligent than
farm animals. In ancient Israelite
thinking, heaven and earth serve
as witnesses to the covenant be
tween God and Israel (see Deut.
4.26; 32.1); hence God calls on
them to hear the charges against
Israel. 5-9: A metaphorical de
scription of Israel's punishment
(vv. 5-6) leads to a more specific
description (vv. 7-8): Judah will be
invaded and Jerusalem put under
siege (indeed, Assyrians devas
tated Judah and surrounded Jeru
salem in 701; see introductory an
notations to chs 36-37 and to ch
29). The phrasing in v. 7 borrows
quite precisely from the rhetoric of
the Assyrian kings who invaded
Judah, which is known from Akka
dian documents. 8-9: Zion's invi
olability. Here this topic, which
will play a large role in chs 1-39, is
introduced: Though Judah will be
devastated and Jerusalem (also
known as Zion) threatened, the
city will never fall, according to
Isaiah. The same idea also appears
in several of the Psalms (e.g., 46,
48, 87). Jeremiah, who lived in a
later period, objected to this idea
(see, e.g., Jer. 7.1-20). Later biblical
and Jewish writers respond in var
ious ways to the failure of Isaiah's
prophecies regarding Jerusalem's
eternal status. 1 0-20: Rite and
right. The sacrifices and prayers
offered by Isaiah's contemporaries
are useless because they are not ac
companied by ethical action. This
is a frequent prophetic theme; see
esp. Amos 5.21-25; Isa. 58.1--9.
1 0-15: God's attitude toward rit
ual. According to the translation of
vv. 12-13 above, God rejects sacri
fice altogether; but according to
the alternative in the translators'
note, God rejects only the vain rit
uals of unethical people. Both
renderings are linguistically defen
sible; rabbinic commentators pre
fer the latter (d. Prov. 21.27).
1 0: Sodom . . . Gonrorrnh: Isaiah

I S A I A H 1 . 1 6- 1 . 24
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I will turn My eyes away from you;
Though you pray at length,
I will not listen.
Your hands are stained with crime
Wash yourselves clean;
Put your evil doings
Away from My sight.
Cease to do evil;
Learn to do good.
Devote yourselves to justice;
•-Aid the wronged.-•
Uphold the rights of the orphan;
Defend the cause of the widow.
"Come, •·let us reach an understanding," ·•
-says the LoRD.
"Be your sins like crimson,
They can turn snow-white;
Be they red as dyed wool,
They can become like fleece."
If, then, you agree and give heed,
You will eat the good things of the earth;
But if you refuse and disobey,
b-You will be devoured [by] the sword.·b_
For it was the LORD who spoke.
Alas, she has become a harlot,
The faithful city
That was filled with justice,
Where righteousness dwelt
But now murderers.
Your < silver has turned to dross;
•-Your wine is cut with water.·•
Your rulers are rogues
And cronies of thieves,
Every one avid for presents
And greedy for gifts;
They do not judge the case of the orphan,
And the widow's cause never reaches them.
Assuredly, this is the declaration
Of the Sovereign, the LoRD of Hosts,
The Mighty One of Israel:
"Ah, I will get satisfaction from My foes;
I will wreak vengeance on My enemies!

n-n Menning of Heb. wrcer/nirL
b-b Or "you will be fed lire swor·d. "

c I.e., jerusalem's.

compares Jerusalem's inhabitants
to those of the most notorious and
sinful Canaanite cities, which were
completely destroyed, according
to biblical tradition. See Gen.
ch 19. 1 5: Lift up your hands: People
lifted their hands when praying in
ancient Israel; d. Exod. 9.29, 33;
1 Kings 8.38, 54· 1 6-20: The unit
does not confine itself to complaint
but ends with an invitation to re
pentance and ethical action. Calls
to repentance are rare in Isaiah, es
pecially compared with the work
of other prophets; they never ap
pear from ch 6 through 3 1 .6.

1 .21-27: Lament and hope. Like
the last unit, this unit is defined by
a framing device involving re
peated vocabulary. In both vv. 21
and 26-27 we hear faithful city,
righteousness and the root "sh-p-t,"
meaning justice (Heb "mishpat")
in v. 21 and both magistrates (bet
ter, "judges," Heb "shofetayikh")
and justice in 26-27. 21-25: In the
ancient Near East, laments for a
city typically mourn a destruction
that has already occurred, but this
lament mourns the city's sinful
ness, which will lead to a disaster
in the future. 26-27: Having been
punished, Zion will again know
justice and faithfulness. A new
name is given to the reformed Je
rusalem; d. 62.2-4; Ezek. 48.35·
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I will tum My hand against you,
And smelt out your dross •·as with lye,-•
And remove all your slag:
I will restore your magistrates as of old,
And your counselors as of yore.
After that you shall be called
City of Righteousness, Faithful City."
Zion shall be saved in the judgment;
Her repentant ones, in the retribution.<
But rebels and sinners shall all be crushed,
And those who forsake the LoRD shall perish.
Truly, you d shall be shamed
Because of the terebinths you desired,
And you shall be confounded
Because of the gardens you coveted.
For you shall be like a terebinth
Wilted of leaf,
And like a garden
That has no water,
•-Stored wealth-• shall become as tow,
And he who amassed it a spark;
And the two shall bum together,
With none to quench.

2 The word that Isaiah son of Amoz prophesied con
cerning Judah and Jerusalem.

2

3

In the days to come,
The Mount of the LoRD's House
Shall stand firm above the mountains
And tower above the hills;
And all the nations
Shall gaze on it with joy.
And the many peoples shall go and say:
"Come,
Let us go up to the Mount of the LoRD,
To the House of the God of Jacob;
That He may instruct us in His ways,
And that we may walk in His paths."
For instruction shall come forth' from Zion,
The word of the LoRD from Jerusalem.

a-a Enrendati011 yields "in a crucible"; cf 48.10.
b Otlrers "Zion sirall be saved by justice, I Her repe11ta111 ones by riglrteousness. "
c For tlris nrear1ing cf 5.16; 10.22.
d Heb. "tlrey. "
e-e Connecting J:tason witlr J:tasan, "to store" (2J. 18), and J:tosen, "treasure" (JJ.6).
f I.e., oracles will be obtaiuable.

ISAIAH 1 . 25-2 . 3
1 .28-3 1 : The fiery punishment.
Are the sinners whose end is de
scribed contrasted with the re
formed Zion described in the pre
ceding vv., which will be spared
their fate? Or are residents of the
sinful city as a whole the subject
of these vv.? The prophet leaves
the answer unclear, perhaps inten
tionally; it will be given by the
inhabitants of Jerusalem them
selves; through their behavior,
they will lead God to decide
whom to punish.
2.1 : Another superscription (d.
1.1), whose presence suggests that
the following texts (chs 2-4 or 2-5)
were once an independent collec
tion of Isaiah's prophecies. The
present book may be built from
discrete documents, often several
chs long, which preserved Isaiah's
speeches. These documents are
not organized in chronological
order, since the same event is
often treated in more than one
document.
2.2-4.6: The Jerusalem of the fu
ture and of the present. This long
section begins (2.2-4) and ends
(4.2-6) with a description of Jeru
salem as it should and will be: a
city of peace, equity, and divine
presence. The long middle section
(2.6-4.1) focuses on the sinfulness
of the current inhabitants and their
grim fate. Running throughout
this section is imagery relating
to height: All that is eleva ted is
brought low, since the LoRD alone
deserves to be exalted. One mod
est hill is raised up in 2.2, and that
hill is the location of the LORD's
own Temple.
2.2-4: An eschatological poem.
One of the most famous texts
in the Bible, this poem is also
found, with minor variations, in
Mic. 4. 1-4. 2-3: Tile Mount of tl!c
LoRo's House is the Temple Mount
(which today is bordered on the
west by the Western Wall). Gaze,
alternatively, "flow towards." In
struction, alternatively, "law" (Heb
"torah"). The term Zion in the
Bible refers to the Temple Mount
(and, by extension, more broadly

ISAIAH 2 . 4-2 . 1 3
4

Thus He will judge among the nations
And arbitrate for the many peoples,
And they shall beat their swords into plowshares•
And their spears into pruning hooks:
Nation shall not take up
Sword against nation;
They shall never again knowb war.

5

0 House of Jacob!
Come, let us walk
By the light of the LORD.
For you have forsaken [the ways of] your people,
0 House of Jacob!
<·For they are full [of practices] from the East,
And of soothsaying like the Philistines;
They abound in customsd of the aliens:<
Their land is full of silver and gold,
There is no limit to their treasures;
Their land is full of horses,
There is no limit to their chariots.
And their land is full of idols;
They bow down to the work of their hands,
To what their own fingers have wrought.
But man shall be humbled,
And mortal brought low•·Oh, do not forgive them!·•

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Go deep into the rock,
Bury yourselves in the ground,
Before the terror of the LORD
And His dread majesty!
Man's haughty look shall be brought low,
And the pride of mortals shall be humbled.
None but the LoRD shall be
Exalted in that day.
For the LoRD of Hosts has ready a day
Against all that is proud and arrogant,
Against all that is lofty-so that it is brought low:
Against all the cedars of Lebanon,
Tall and stately,

a More exactly, tlte iron points witlt wl1iclt wooden plows were tipped.
b Cf ludg. J-2c-c Emendation yields "For they are full of divination I and lwve abundauce of soothsay
ing, I Like Philistines I And like alien folk. "
d Cf Targum; lit. "children. "
e-e Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Emendatiou yields "And tlteir idols witlt litem"; cf.
vv. 17-21.
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to the whole city of Jerusalem). But
its narrow sense does not refer to
the hill currently called by that
name, which is located immedi
ately south of the present-day
Armenian quarter, southwest of
the biblical Mount Zion. 4: The
prophet does not imagine a future
without borders or distinct nation
alities. International conflicts will
still occur, but nations will no
longer resolve them through war
fare. Instead, nations will submit
to arbitration at Mount Zion. The
Temple will become the headquar
ters of a divine Security Council
with a membership of one and
unsurpassed ability to ensure
compliance.

2.5-22: The current situation and
its results. This passage seems to
be a warning regarding the future;
alternatively, it may be an attempt
to explain the reason for an event
that has already occurred, namely
the devastating earthquake during
the reign of King Uzziah early in
Isaiah's career (d. Amos 1.1 and
Zech. 14.5). The tense of the
verbs in v. 17 is ambiguous; what
NJPS renders as the future tense
could, linguistically, be the past.
5-9: Criticism of the nation's sins:
magic; amassing extraordinary
amounts of wealth; pursuing mili
tary power; and idolatry. All these
vices embody inappropriate confi
dence in humanity's own powers.
This confidence is not only mis
taken, but offensive to God.
10-22: The fate of the proud. Both
in nature and in culture,.the high
will be brought low, the great will
be humbled, and vanity will per
ish. 17: A summary of this section
and, arguably, of the message of
Isaiah as a whole.
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And all the oaks of Bashan;
Against all the high mountains
And all the lofty hills;
Against every soaring tower
And every mighty wall;
Against all the •·ships of Tarshish·•
And all the gallant barks.
Then man's haughtiness shall be humbled
And the pride of man brought low.
None but the LORD shall be
Exalted in that day.
As for idols, they shall vanish completely.
And men shall enter caverns in the rock
And hollows in the groundBefore the terror of the LORD
And His dread majesty,
When He comes forth to overawe the earth.
On that day, men shall fling away,
To the b-flying foxes·b and the bats,
The idols of silver
And the idols of gold
Which they made for worshiping.
And they shall enter the clefts in the rocks
And the crevices in the cliffs,
Before the terror of the LoRD
And His dread majesty,
When He comes forth to overawe the earth.
Oh, cease to glorify man,
Who has only a breath in his nostrils!
For by what does he merit esteem?
For lo!
The Sovereign LoRD of Hosts
Will remove from Jerusalem and from Judah
Prop and stay,
Every prop of food
And every prop of water:'
Soldier and warrior,
Magistrate and prophet,
Augur and elder;
Captain of fifty,
Magnate and counselor,
Skilled artisan and expert enchanter/

a-a Probably a type of large sllip.
b-b Exact mca11i11g of Hcb. 111/ccrtaill.
c Emetrdation yields "clotl!ing"; cf v. 7; 4 . 1 .
d Emendatio11 yields "craftsman. "

ISAIAH 2 . 1 4-3 . 3
3.1�. 1 : Wealth and woe. 3.1-1 5:

Unworthy leaders and a society
in ruins. As in o ther passages, it is
difficult to be sure whether the
prophet predicts the future or de
scribes the present. 1-7: If this is a
prediction, then the prophet an
nounces that God will remove
Judah's food and its leaders; in
their place inexperienced and im
mature people will rule, and the
nation will be desperate for the
stability that legitimate authorities
bring. If this is a description of the
present, then he criticizes the cur
rent leadership, asserting that they
are like children. 1 : Will remove
might refer to an action God
is already taking or one that
God will take in the near future.

I S A I A H 3 · 4-3 · 1 4
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And He will make boys their rulers,
And babes shall govern them.
So the people shall oppress one another
Each oppressing his fellow:
The young shall bully the old;
And the despised [shall bully] the honored.
For should a man seize his brother,
b·In whose father's house there is clothing:·b
"Come, be a chief over us,
And let this ruin c be under your care,"
The other will thereupon protest,
"I will not be a dresser of wounds,
With no food or clothing in my own house.
You shall not make me chief of a people!"
Ah, Jerusalem has stumbled,
And Judah has fallen,
Because by word and deed
They insult the LORD,
Defying His majestic glance.
Their partiality in judgmentd accuses them;
They avow their sins like Sodom,
They do not conceal them.
Woe to them! For ill
Have they served themselves.
(Hail • the just man, for he shall fare well;
He shall eat the fruit of his works.
Woe to the wicked man, for he shall fare ill;
As his hands have dealt, so shall it be done
to him.)
My people's rulers are babes,
It is governed by women.'
0 my people!
Your leaders are misleaders;
They have confused the course of your paths.
The LORD stands up to plead a cause,
He rises to champion peoples.9
The LoRD will bring this charge
Against the elders and officers of His people:

n Heb. "/."
b-b Emendation yields "His fntlla's son, saying . . . "
c Menning of Heb. 1111Certai11. Eme11dntio11 yields "wmmd. "
d So Tnrg11m; cf De11t. 1 . 1 7; 16.19.
e Emendation yields "Happy is. "
f Emendation yields "boiJS"; cf v. 4 (and v. s!.
g Septuagint "His people"; cf vv. 14, 15.
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8-15: The reasons for the crisis:
Judah's leaders are corrupt. Here
again the theme of hubris appears;
rather than depending on divinely
ordained standards of equity, they
give judgments that magnify their
own positions and wealth.
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15

16

17

"It is you who have ravaged the vineyard;
That which was robbed from the poor is in your
houses.
How dare you crush My people
And grind the faces of the poor?"
-says my Lord Goo of Hosts.
The LORD said:
"Because the daughters of Zion
Are so vain
And walk with •·heads thrown back,·•
With roving eyes,
And with mincing gait,
Making a tinkling with their feet"
My Lord will bareb the pates
Of the daughters of Zion,
The LORD will uncover their heads.

1B in that day, my LORD will strip off the finery< of the an
klets, the fillets, and the crescents; 1 9 of the eardrops, the
bracelets, and the veils; 20 the turbans, the armlets, and the
sashes; of the talismans and the amulets; 21 the signet rings
and the nose rings; 22 of the festive robes, the mantles, and
the shawls; the purses, 23 the lace gowns, and the linen
vests; and the kerchiefs and the capes.
24

And thenInstead of perfume, there shall be rot;
And instead of an apron, a rope;
Instead of a diadem of beaten-work,
A shorn head;
Instead of a rich robe,
A girding of sackcloth;
d"A burn instead of beauty:d

25

Her• men shall fall by the sword,
Her fighting manhood in battle;
And her gates shall lament and mourn,
And '·she shall be emptied,-'
Shall sit on the ground.

26

n-n Lit. "tllron/s be111 bnck. "
b So Sandin. To bnre n W0111n11's hend i11 public wns m1 intolernble lw111ilintion; cf Mishnah
Bnbn Kn111111n 8.6.
c Mauy of 1/w articles na111ed i11 vv. 1 8-24 cnmwl be identified wit/1 certainty.
d-d The co111plete Isaiah scroll fro111 Qwurnn, hereafter 1Qls", reads "For sha111e simi/ take
the plnce of beauty"; cf note b.
e I.e., Ziou's; cf vv. 16, 17; Heb. "your. "
f-f Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertni11. E111e11dntion yidds "her wall"; cf La111. 2.8.

I SAIAH 3 - 1 5-) - 26
3.164.1: The haughtiness of

wealthy women, and their down
fall. The vertical imagery is signifi

cant: Women who are metaphori
cally too high (i.e., too wealthy
and too eager to display their
wealth) will be brought low. While
in vv. 1-15 the prophet starts with
punishment and then describes the
reason for it, in this passage he de
scribes the ostentatious affluence
first (vv. 16-23) and then the pun
ishment (v. 24). 3.25-4.1 : The
punishment. The two themes of
J -1-2)---corrupt and unworthy
male leaders and immoral
women--combine in a description
of a single punishment suitable to
both. The men are killed, leaving
the women bereaved and impov
erished.

I S A I A H 4 . 1-5 . 2

4 In t�at day, seven women shall take hold of one man,
saymg,
"We will eat our own food
And wear our own clothes;
Only let us be called by your name
Take away our disgrace!"
2•
In that day,
The radiance of the LoRD
Will lend beauty and glory,
And the splendor of b-the land·b
[Will give] dignity and majesty,
To the survivors of IsraeL
3 And those who remain in Zion
And are left in JerusalemAll who are inscribed for life in Jerusalem
Shall be called holy.
4

When my Lord has washed away
The filth of <the daughters of Zion,·<
And from Jerusalem's midst
Has rinsed out her infamyIn a spirit of judgment
And in a spirit of purging-

s the LoRD will created over the whole shrine and meeting
place of Mount Zion cloud by day and smoke with a glow
of flaming fire by night. Indeed, over •·all the glory·• shall
hang a canopy, 6 which shall serve as a pavilion for shade
from heat by day and as a shelter for protection against
drenching rain.

5
2

Let me sing for my beloved
A song of my lover about his vineyard.
My beloved had a vineyard
'·On a fruitful hill:'
He broke the ground, cleared it of stones,
And planted it with choice vines.
He built a watchtower inside it,
He even hewed a wine press in it;
For he hoped it would yield grapes.
Instead, it yielded wild grapes.

n For tire interpretation of 1/ris verse, cf 28.5. For "rndimrce," cf Septuagint nnd tire Syrinc
�eml)a, nnd for "splendor," cf tire meaning of peri in 10.12.
b-b Emendation yields "my Lord"; cf tire parnllelism (in reverse order) in J-17c-c Emendation yields "Daughter Zion," i.e., Zion persouified; cf 1.8 and note.
d Emendation yields "spread"; cf Ps. 105-39e-e Emendation yields "His wlwle shrine. "
f-f Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

NEVI'IM
4.2�: Another eschatological
poem: redemption in Zion. Very
abruptly, the tone changes, and the
prophet describes the outcome of
the cleansing punislunent. The
passage closely resembles 2.2-4
in outlook, but it focuses on Israel
and Zion rather than on the
universal aspect of God's reign.
2: In that day: Redemption will
come at the same time as, or im
mediately after, the disaster that
will threaten Zion. Radiance . . .
splendor, lit. "branch . . . fruit." The
former term alludes to the royal
line, as indicated by its use else
where in the Bible (Jer. 23.5; 33.15;
Zech. 3.8; 6.12) and also in Phoeni
cian. Following this sense, the Tar
gum translates it as "Messiah."
Some rabbinic commentators in
terpret it as a reference to King
Hezekiah, who reigned at the very
end of the 8th century. In the latter
interpretation the passage does not
deal with the far-away future but
with political conditions of the 8th
century. 3: If the passage is closely
focused on the situation in the late
8th century, this v. may refer to ref
ugees from northern Israel. They
settled in Jerusalem to escape the
Assyrians, who destroyed the
Northern Kingdom in 722 BCE
(translate: "those who survived
are in Zion, those who remained,
in Jerusalem") . 4-6: Cloud and
smoke with fire indicate the LoRo's
presence at the sanctuary; cf. Exod.
40.34-38; Num. 9.15-23; 1 Kings
8.20-12.

5.1-30: A poem of rebuke.
1-7. The song of the vineyard.
A parable, in which God is the
farmer and Israel the vineyard.
At first, the identity of the charac
ters is not evident, and only grad
ually does the audience realize
that it is they themselves who are
being rebuked. Nathan's parable
and its explanation in 2 Sam.
12.1-12 are structured similarly.
8-24: A series of divine com
plaints, each introduced by the
word Ah (Heb "hoy"). The term
may simply be a call for attention
("Hey!"), or it may be an exclama
tion of woe concerning a punish
ment that will soon take place

NEVI'IM

3

4

5

6

"Now, then,
Dwellers of Jerusalem
And men of Judah,
You be the judges
Between Me and My vineyard:
What more could have been done for My vineyard
That I failed to do in it?
Why, when I hoped it would yield grapes,
Did it yield wild grapes?
"Now I am going to tell you
What I will do to My vineyard:
I will remove its hedge,
That it may be ravaged;
I will break down its wall,
That it may be trampled.
And I will •·make it a desolation;·•
It shall not be pruned or hoed,
And it shall be overgrown with briers and thistles.
And I will command the clouds
To drop no rain on it."

7

For the vineyard of the LoRD of Hosts
Is the House of Israel,
And the seedlings he lovingly tended
Are the men of Judah.
bAnd He hoped for justice,
But behold, injustice;
For equity,
But behold, iniquity!

8

Ah,
Those who add house to house
And join field to field,
Till there is room for none but you
To dwell in the land!
In my hearing [said] the LORD of Hosts:
Surely, great houses
Shall lie forlorn,
Spacious and splendid ones
Without occupants.
For ten acres of vineyard
Shall yield just one bath,<

9

10

a-a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
b This sentence contains two word-plays: "And He /roped for mishpat, And there is
mispal) [exact meaning wrcertai11]; I For �edaqah, But tlrere is �e'aqah [/it. 'outcry'}."
c I.e., of wi11e. Tire bath wa� tire liquid equivale11t of tile ephah; mrd tire l)omer was ten
baths or ephahs (Ezek. 45. 11).

I SA I A H 5 - 3-5 - 1 0
("Warning!"). 8-10: The first com
plaint is directed against wealthy
landowners who expand their
own property at the expense of
farmers of modest means. The
eviction of peasants and the
growth of massive estates was a
major problem in the 8th century
(d. Amos ch 2; Mic. ch 2). In Israel
ite thought (as reflected in both
prophetic literature and the
Torah), land was ideally supposed
to remain in the hands of a family
in perpetuity, so that both tremen
dous wealth and penury would
become unlikely. The Torah in
cludes several laws to prevent
poor or modest families from
losing their land; see Lev. 25.8;
Num. 27.1-11, 35; Deut. 27.17.
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I S A I A H 5 . 1 1 -5 . 1 9
And a field sown with a homer of seed
Shall yield a mere ephah.
11

12

13

14

15
16
17b

18
19

Ah,
Those who chase liquor
From early in the morning,
And till late in the evening
Are inflamed by wine!
•·Who, at their banquets,
Have·• lyre and lute,
Timbrel, flute, and wine;
But who never give a thought
To the plan of the LoRD,
And take no note
Of what He is designing.
Assuredly,
My people will suffer exile
For not giving heed,
Its multitude victims of hunger
And its masses parched with thirst.
Assuredly,
Sheol has opened wide its gullet
And parted its jaws in a measureless gape;
And down into it shall go,
That splendor and tumult,
That din and revelry.
Yea, man is bowed,
And mortal brought low;
Brought low is the pride of the haughty.
And the LoRD of Hosts is exalted by judgment,
The Holy God proved holy by retribution.
Then lambs shall graze
As in their meadows,
And strangers shall feed
On the ruins of the stout.
Ah,
Those who haul sin with cords of falsehood
And iniquity as with cart ropes!
Who say,<
"Let Him speed, let Him hasten His purpose,
If we are to give thought;

a-a Emmdation yields "whose interests are" (mish ehem, Jrom sha'ah "to tum to," 17.7,
8; 3 1.1).
b Menning of verse uncertain. Emmdntion yields "The lambs shall graze I In tire pasture of
tirefat [rams}, I And the kids slra/1 feed I On tire ranges of the stout [bucks}." Tire lambs and
the kids are the poor and the rams and bucks nre the rich oppressors !cf Ezek. 34.17-22).
c By way of retort to v. 12.
'

1 1-17: The second complaint: par
ties instead of piety. Appropriately,
the people whose appetite is insa
tiable will feed the insatiable
appetite of Shea/, the underworld
(v. 14). Sheol is not comparable to
later Jewish and Christian notions
of hell; all humans, not just evil
ones, go to Sheol when they die.
See further 14-g,--1 1 n. and 26.19 n.
1 3: Suffer exile may refer to the fate
of northern Israelites in the late 8th
century (especially if the verb is in
fact a past tense, which is likely);
or it may predict the fate of the
southern Judeans, some of whom
will be exiled even though Zion
will not falL 1 8-19: The third
complaint. The people in v. 19 are
guilty in one of two ways. The sin
ners quoted speak sarcastically
and do not believe that God will in
fact fulfill His purpose (so accord
ing to the translators' note c) . Or
the v. quotes faithful Israelites who
impatiently demand that God act
immediately.
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Let the plans of the Holy One of Israel
Be quickly fulfilled,
If we are to give heed."
20

21

22

23

24

25

Ah,
Those who call evil good
And good evil;
Who present darkness as light
And light as darkness;
Who present bitter as sweet
And sweet as bitter!
Ah,
Those who are so wise
In their own opinion;
So cleverIn their own judgment!
Ah,
Those who are so doughty
As drinkers of wine,
And so valiantAs mixers of drink!
Who vindicate him who is in the wrong
In return for a bribe,
And withhold vindication
From him who is in the right.
Assuredly,
As straw is consumed by a tongue of fire
And hay •·shrivels as it burns,·•
Their stock shall become like rot,
And their buds shall blow away like dust.
For they have rejected the instruction of the LORD
of Hosts,
Spurned the word of the Holy One of Israel.
That is why
The LoRD's anger was roused
Against His people,
Why He stretched out His arm against it
And struck it,
So that the mountains quaked, b
And its corpses lay
Like refuse in the streets.
Yet his anger has not turned back,
And His arm is outstretched still.

n-n Eme11dntio11 yields "is bumed by fin me"; cf JJ-1 1-12; 47.14.
b All nllusion to tile destructive enrtilqunke in tile reign of King Uzzinil: Amos 1 . 1; Zec/1.
14.5; cf Isn. 9.1Bn.

ISAIAH 5 . 20-5 . 2 5
20-2 1 : Two brief complaints deal
ing with sophistry. 22-24: The last
complaint mixes the themes of
vv. 8-10 and 1 1-17. Misplaced
abilities are focused on fine tasting
wine; officials pervert justice
for money. 22: Doughty, or
"mighty, heroic" (Heb "gibor").
25-30: The coming disaster. God
is portrayed as bludgeoning the
nation, both through an earth
quake that has already taken place
(v. 25) and-in greater detaila foreign invasion yet to come.

ISA I A H

26
27

28

29

5 . 2 6-6.5

He will raise an ensign to a nation• afar,
Whistle to one at the end of the earth.
There it comes with lightning speed!
In its ranks, none is weary or stumbles,
They never sleep or slumber;
The belts on their waists do not come loose,
Nor do the thongs of their sandals break.
Their arrows are sharpened,
And all their bows are drawn.
Their horses' hoofs are like flint,
Their chariot wheels like the whirlwind.
Their roaring is like a lion's,
They roar like the great beasts;
When they growl and seize a prey,
They carry it off and none can recover it.

3 0 But in that day, a roaring shall resound over him like
that of the sea;b and then he shall look below and, behold,
Distressing darkness, with light;
Darkness, <·in its lowering clouds:<

6 In the year that King Uzziah died, I beheld my Lord

seated on a high and lofty throne; and the skirts of His
robe filled the Temple. 2 Seraphs stood in attendance
on Him. Each of them had six wings: with two he covered
his face, with two he covered his legs, and with two he
would fly.
3

And one would call to the other,
"Holy, holy, holy!
The LoRD of Hosts!
His presence fills all the earth!"

4 The doorpostsd would shake at the sound of the one
who called, and the House kept filling with smoke. s I
cried,
"Woe is me; I am lost!
For I am a man •·of unclean lips·•
And I live among a people
Of unclean lips;
Yet my own eyes have beheld
The King LoRD of Hosts."
a Heb. "nations. "
b I.e., tile LoRD will intervene and come to I! is aid. Cf 29.6-7; 30.27- Tl1is verse may con
stitute a transition betweeu chaps. 8 and 9c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
e-e I.e., speaking impiety; cf 9.16, and contrast "pure of speech {lit. 'lipT in Zep/1. 3-9-
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26: Ensign: God acts as com
mander of the foreign army,
showing them the way to IsraeL
30: This seems to belong to the de
scription of the punishment. Else
where in Isaiah, however, the por
trayal of a devastating invasion
suddenly switches to a report of
the invaders' defeat (see 28.16 n.;
29.1-14 n.; 31.5 n.; JI-15-20 n.). If
translators' note b is correct, this v.
may have originally functioned
this way. Some have suggested
that this passage originally be
longed after 10.1-4, with which it
has much in common.
6.1-13: Prophetic commissioning.
Many read this passage as a de
scription of Isaiah's initiation into
prophecy and hence view it as the
earliest text of Isaiah's career. They
note similarities between this text
and others describing the inaugu
ration of prophets (Exod. chs 3-4;
Exod. ch 6; Jer. ch 1; Ezek. chs 1-3).
According to others, it depicts
the beginning of a new stage in
Isaiah's career; he receives a new
assignment that differs from ear
lier ones. These scholars point out
that the ch does not appear at the
beginning of the book. Further, the
first five chs call on the Judeans to
repent, but from this ch until the
last prophecy of Isaiah son of
Amoz, the prophet does not call
on the Israelites to repent; 6.g-1o
may account for this difference.
1-4: The vision of the divine
court. Isaiah sees God and the
deity's retinue (see also 1 Kings
22.19-23; Job chs 1-2). This is one
of many passages indicating that
some biblical authors conceive of
God as a physical being whom a
few people can see (cf. Exod. 24.11;
JJ.n; Num. 12.8). 3: Along with a
v. from Ezekiel's inaugural vision
(3.12), this v. serves as the center
piece of the "kedushah" prayer, in
which worshippers praise God
using angelic liturgy. The "ke
dushah" appears in the communal
recitation of the '"amidah" (the
main statutory prayer in Judaism),
which requires a prayer quorum
("minyan") of ten. It is also found
in services for all mornings, Sab
bath afternoons, and Saturday
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I SA I AH 6 . 6-7 . 1

6 Then one of the seraphs flew over to me with a live
coal, which he had taken from the altar with a pair of
tongs. 7 He touched it to my lips and declared,
"Now that this has touched your lips,
Your guilt shall depart
And your sin be purged away."
BThen I heard the voice of my Lord saying, "Whom
shall I send? Who will go for us?" And I said, "Here am I;
send me." 9 And He said, "Go, say to that people:
'Hear, indeed, but do not understand;
See, indeed, but do not grasp.'
10
Dull that people's mind,
Stop its ears,
And seal its eyesLest, seeing with its eyes
And hearing with its ears,
It also grasp with its mind,
And repent and save itself."
11 I asked, "How long, my Lord?" And He replied:
"Till towns lie waste without inhabitants
And houses without people,
And the ground lies waste and desolate
12
For the LoRD will banish the population
And deserted sites are many
In the midst of the land.
13 "But while a tenth part yet remains in it, it shall re
pent. It shall be ravaged like the terebinth and the oak, of
which stumps are left even when they are felled: its stump
shall be a holy seed."

7 In the reign of Ahaz son of Jotham son of Uzziah, king

of Judah, King Rezin of Aram and King Pekah son of
Remaliah of Israel marched upon Jerusalem to attack it;
but they were not able to attack it.
n Lit. "lrenl."

nights in sections that can be re
cited in private. 5-7: Isaiah's reac
tion and purification. Isaiah fears
that he will die, because he is not
worthy to see God. A seraph or an
gelic being purifies him and reas
sures him that he is safe. B-13: The

commissioning: repentance is no
longer an option. Isaiah is told of
his mission. B-10: Shockingly, the
prophet is not supposed to help

the people understand the danger
to which their sinfulness exposes
them. Cf. 29.9-12. God no longer
desires repentance; rather, God
wants to vent divine anger on the
nation. Some rabbinic commenta
tors, unable to imagine such an in
terpretation, argue that the imper
ative verbs must be taken as
future-tense verbs. Hence God
does not order Isaiah to cause the
-?97-

people to misunderstand; rather,
God predicts that they will not
achieve understanding in spite of
Isaiah's speeches, because the peo
ple do not want to acknowledge
the truth. 1 1-12: The divine judg
ment will involve the exile of most
of the nation. 13: According to the
NJPS translation (which reads
against the cantillation, the signs
in the Masoretic biblical text which
serve as punctuation marks as well
as musical notations), a small rem
nant will repent after the disaster;
from this kernel the nation will be
renewed. The renewal involves not
exiles who return from afar but
survivors who remain in the land.
Thus Isaiah's notion of renewal
differs from the vision of renewal
in Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Second
Isaiah. Alternatively (and in accor
dance with the cantillation), the
first half of the v. can be translated
much more negatively: "And
when a tenth are left, they will
again be burned." In this render
ing, the few survivors are subject
to additional disaster. The second
half is also obscure, but it seems to
refer to the fact that renewed life
can come out of the stump of tere
binth and oak trees. Here the no
tion of the remnant that is saved
from a devastating calamity does
appear, however subtly.

7.1-8.23: Prophecies delivered

during the Syro-Ephraimite crisis.
These passages, and perhaps some
of the passages following them,
deal with a series of events known
from both biblical texts (2 Kings
ch 16; 2 Chron. ch 28) and ancient
Assyrian records. In 735 BCE the
leaders of the kingdom of Damas
cus in Syria (or Amm) and of the
northern Israelite kingdom (also
known as Ephraim) attempted to
create a coalition of small states to
oppose the Assyrian empire. King
Ahaz of Judah did not join their
conspiracy, and the Arameans
(Syrians) and Israelites (Ephraim
ites) marched against Judah, in
tending to depose Ahaz and re
place him with an ally of their
own, the son of Tabeel ( his first
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2 Now, when it was reported to the House of David that
Aram had allied itself with Ephraim, their hearts and the
hearts of their people trembled as trees of the forest sway
before a wind. 3 But the LoRD said to Isaiah, "Go out with
your son Shear-jashub• to meet Ahaz at the end of the con
duit of the Upper Poot by the road of the Fuller's Field.
4 And say to him: Be firm and be calm. Do not be afraid and
do not lose heart on account of those two smoking stubs of
firebrands, on account of the raging of Rezin and his Ara
means and the son of Remaliah. b 5 Because the Arameans
with Ephraim and the son of Remaliah-have plotted
.
against you, saying, 6 'We will march against Judah and in
vade and conquer it, and we will set up as king in it the son
of Tabeet'b 7 thus said my Lord Goo:
It shall not succeed,
It shall not come to pass.
8
For the chief city of Aram is Damascus,
And the chief of Damascus is Rezin;
9
The chief city of Ephraim is Samaria,
And the chief of Samaria is the son of Remaliah. c
d"And in another sixty-five years,
Ephraim shall be shattered as a people:d
If you will not believe, for you •·cannot be
trusted·• . . . "
1 0 The LoRD spoke further to Ahaz: 11 "Ask for a sign
from the LoRD your God, anywhere down to Sheol or up
to the sky." 12 But Ahaz replied, "I will not ask, and I will
not test the LoRn." 13 "Listen, House of David/' [Isaiah]
retorted, "is it not enough for you to treat men as helpless
that you also treat my God as helpless?1 14 Assuredly, my
Lord will give you a sign of His own accord! Look, the
young woman is with child and about to give birth to a
son. Let her name him Immanuel.9 15 (By the time he
learns to reject the bad and choose the good, people will
be feeding on curds and honey.) 16 For before the lad
knows to reject the bad and choose the good, the ground
whose two kings you dread shall be abandoned. 1 7The
LoRD will cause to come upon you and your people and
your ancestral house such days as never have come since
n Menning "[only] n remnant will tum back," i.e., repent; cf 6.13; 10.21.
b To refer to n person only as "tile son of-" is slighting; cf note at 1 Sam. 10.11.
c Tile thought is continued by B.Bb-10; cf 2 C/rron. 13-B-12.
d-d Brouglrt down frorn v. 8 for clarity.
e-e Others "surely, you shall not be established. "
f By insisting on soliciting tire aid of Assyria (see 2 Kings 16.7 ff; cf below, v. 20). "Treat as
lrelpless" follows tile translatio11 ofSaadia; cf Gen. 19-11g Meaning "with l iS is God."
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name is not given, probably to
slight him). Ahaz appealed to the
Assyrian king, Tiglath-Pileser, for
help. The Arameans and Ephraim
ites did not succeed in their efforts;
Damascus was conquered entirely
in 732, while Israel lost consider
able territory to Assyria. Judah
was saved, but it became depen
dent on Assyria.
7.1-17: A narrative about Isaiah
and King Ahaz. 1: A brief intro
duction sets the scene by para
phrasing 2 Kings 16.5. 2-9: Isaiah
is sent to reassure Ahaz that the
Syro-Ephraimite threat will not
succeed. Isaiah's commitment to
the Davidic dynasty and his belief
in the inviolability of Zion play
a crucial role here (see 1 .8--9 n.).
3: The notion of the remnant that
will return is expressed by the
name Isaiah gave to his son.
Sb (printed here at the end of 9):
An especially obscure verse. Why
does Isaiah attempt to reassure
Ahaz by referring to an event
relatively far in the future? One
might view the v. as an addition
by a later scribe, but in fact Da
mascus fell to the Assyrians in 733,
only three years after the Syro
Ephraimite crisis; a later scribe
would not have inserted an inac
curate "prediction." 1 0-1 7: Appar
ently Ahaz chooses to rely on the
intervention of the Assyrian king
(cf. 2 Kings 16.7--9) rather than on
God. 14-17: The Immanuel pas
sage. Isaiah provides a sign, the
point of which is either to clarify
his message (cf. his sign in ch 20)
or to verify it (cf. the sign in Judg.
6.17-23). It is not clear whether the
sig11 is the woman's pregnancy, the
child's birth, his name, or his diet;
nor is it clear when the sign comes
to pass-immediately (if the sign
is his name), soon (birth), or sev
eral years into the future. Similarly
ambiguities occur in the case of
other biblical signs; cf. Exod. 3.12.
14: Young woman (Heb '"almah").
The Septuagint translates as "vir
gin," leading ancient and medieval
Christians to connect this verse
with the New Testament figure of
Mary. All modern scholars, how
ever, agree that the Heb merely de-
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Ephraim turned away from Judah-that selfsame king of
Assyria!•
1 B "In that day, the LoRD will whistle to the flies at the
ends of the water channels of Egypt and to the bees in the
land of Assyria; 19 and they shall all come and alight in
the rugged wadis, and in the clefts of the rocks, and in all
the thornbrakes, and in all the watering places.
20 "In that day, my Lord will cut away with the razor
that is hired beyond the Euphrates-with the king of As
syriab-the hair of the head and <·the hair of the legs,·< and
it shall clip off the beard as well. 21 And in that day, each
man shall save alive a heifer of the herd and two animals
of the flock. 22 (And he shall obtain so much milk that he
shall eat curds.) Thus everyone who is left in the land
shall feed on curds and honey.
23 "For in that day, every spot where there could stand a
thousand vines worth a thousand shekels of silverd shall
become a wilderness of thornbush and thistle. 24 One
will have to go there with bow and arrows,• for the
country shall be all thornbushes and thistles. 25 But the
perils of thornbush and thistle shall not spread to any of
the hills that could only be tilled with a hoe; ' and here cat
tle shall be let loose, and 9·sheep and goats·9 shall tramp
about."

8 The LoRD said to me, "Get yourself a large sheet and

write on it h-in common script·h 'For Maher-shalal
hash-baz'; ; 2 and call reliable witnesses, the priest Uriah
and Zechariah son of Jeberechiah, to witness for Me." 3 I
was intimate with the prophetess,i and she conceived
and bore a son; and the LORD said to me, "Name him
Maher-shalal-hash-baz.; 4 For before the boy learns to call
'Father' and 'Mother,' the wealth of Damascus and the
spoils of Samaria, k·and the delights of Rezin and of the
son of Remaliah,-k shall be carried off before the king of
Assyria."

a Cf note on v. 13.
b W/10 was hired by Ahaz; cf twtes on vv. 13 a11d '7·
c-c I.e., the pubic lmir.
d I.e., all the best farm land, correspottding to the /miriest parts of tlte body; v. 20.
e Because of da11gerous beasts.
f Marginal farm land, too rockitfor lite plow, correspondi11g to areas of tlte body with scant
lmir.
g-g See note at Exod. 12.3.
It-It Meaning of Heb. 1111certai11.
i I.e., "Pillage lmste11s, /ooti11g speeds," illdicatillg that two cities are to be pillaged at an
early date; see v. 4·
j I.e., Isaiah's wife.
k-k Bro11ght 11p from v. 6 for clarity.
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notes a young woman of mar
riageable age, whether married or
unmarried, whether a virgin or
not. 1 5-17: The message the sign
represents is two-fold: God is with
Judah, both to protect it (v. 16) and
to punish it (v. 17).
7.1 8-25: Predictions of disaster
for Judah. Ahaz has refused to
rely solely on God's promises of
enduring kingship for David (cf.
2 Sam. 7.8-16; Ps. 89.2o-37) and
of Jerusalem's eternal safety (cf.
Pss. 46; 48). Consequently (or per
haps as a result of support among
Judeans for the attempt to en
throne the son of Tabeel and for
the Syro-Ephraimite alliance?),
God will use the Assyrians not to
rescue Judah but to decimate it.
The disaster will not be total, how
ever. Isaiah makes no reference to
Jerusalem's capitulation. Agricul
ture will be curtailed and wild ani
mals will roam in what had been
farmland, but those who survive
(v. 22) will have food to eat. The
reference to curds and l10ney (vv. 15,
22) is unclear: They are either deli
cacies the survivors are privileged
to enjoy (so several rabbinic com
mentators) or meager provisions
left after the punishment. The pas
sage exemplifies the ambivalent
tone of Isaiah's doctrine of the sur
viving remnant: One is not sure
whether the description of this fu
ture is to be viewed negatively
(since only a remnant endure) or
positively (since they do in fact en
dure). The final v. may be a de
scription of the poverty-stricken
circumstances after the disaster or
of agricultural-hence national
rebirth. In fact the Assyrian inva
sion Isaiah predicts did not occur
during Ahaz's reign, but it did
take place during the reign of his
son, Hezekiah.

Further predictions con
cerning the Syro-Ephraimite cri
sis. In the oracles collected here,

8.1-22:

Isaiah refers to himself in the first
person (unlike those in the previ
ous ch, which refer to Isaiah in the
third person). They consist of ora
cles dating from the beginning of
the crisis through its aftermath.
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6
7

8

9

10

s Again the LoRD spoke to me, thus:

"Because that people has spurned
The gently flowing waters of Siloam"•
Assuredly,
My Lord will bring up against them
The mighty, massive waters of the Euphrates,
The king of Assyria and all his multitude.
It shall rise above all its channels,
And flow over all its beds,
And swirl through Judah like a flash flood
Reaching up to the neck.b
cBut with us is God,
Whose wings are spread
As wide as your land is broad!
Band together, 0 peoples-you shall be broken!
Listen to this, you remotest parts of the earth:
Gird yourselves-you shall be broken;
Gird yourselves-you shall be broken!
Hatch a plot-it shall be foiled;
Agree on action-it shall not succeed.
For with us is God!

11 For

this is what the LoRD said to me, when He took
me by the handd and charged me not to walk in the path
of that people:
12•
"You must not call conspiracy£
All that that people calls conspiracy/
Nor revere what it reveres,
Nor hold it in awe.
13
None but the LoRD of Hosts
Shall you account holy;
Give reverence to Him alone,
Hold Him alone in awe.
14
He shall be 9·for a sanctuary,
A stone·9 men strike against:
A rock men stumble over
For the two Houses of Israel,
a The conduit-and later the tunnel-of Siloam conveyed into Jerusalem tire waters of
Gi/ron, which symbolize "tire LoRD of Hosts who dwells on Mount Zion" (v. 18). For tire
nature of tire rejection see note at 7-13b I.e., Judah s/ra/1 be imperiled, but, in contrast to A ram and Ephraim (v. 4!, not destroyed.
c See note c at 7-9d I.e., singled me out; cf 41.9, 13; 42.6; 45.1; fer. 31.32 {J1J.
e The Heb.forms lrere and in vv. 13 and 19 are plural to include tire disciples (v. 16) and the
children (v. 18).
f Menning ofHeb. uncertain. Emendation yields "holy"; cf v. 13.
g-g Emendation yields " . . . for His holy domain /cf Ps. 114.2] I A stone . . . "
-Boo-

1-4: A sign concerning the immi
nent destruction of Judah's ene
mies. The thrust of Isaiah's argu
ment, as in ch 7 (with which it is
likely to be contemporaneous) is
that Ahaz need not rely on Assyr
ian aid. 5-8: Isaiah's reaction to
Ahaz's lack of faith. Ahaz rejected
the God of Zion (symbolized by
the waters of the Siloam which
flow from the Gihon spring imme
diately below the Temple Mount)
and chose the Assyrians; therefore
God will bring Assyrians (repre
sented by the river Euphrates) to
punish him. Alternatively, it is
possible that v. 6b (printed in NJPS
as part of v. 4) should be trans
lated, "And because you rejoiced
in Rezin and the son of Remaliah."
In this case, these vv. are ad
dressed not to Ahaz but to Judeans
who conspire against him on be
half of the Arameans and Israel
ites; God will punish their infi
delity to the Davidic monarch by
sending the Assyrians. 7-8: The
comparison of the Assyrian king to
a devastating flood appears in As
syrian documents. Multitude could
be translated "glory," a term also
used in Assyrian descriptions
of their king's terrifying power.
8: Isaiah expresses the doctrine of
Zion's inviolability poetically: The
Assyrians will decimate the land
of Judah but not Judah's head,
which is Jerusalem. 9-10: Failure
awaits the plotters. The identity of
the plotters is enigmatic: Are they
(1) the Arameans and Israelites
who attack Judah, (2) Judeans who
support them against King Ahaz,
(3) King Ahaz, who creates a con
spiracy with the Assyrians against
the Arameans and Israelites, or
(4) the Assyrians who plan to take
over the land of their new Judean
ally-or all of these? 1 1-1 5: These
vv. are linguistically and interpre
tively very difficult. They seem to
reflect the fact that Isaiah's advice
opposes all his contemporaries'
perspectives: He advocates joining
neither the anti-Assyrian coalition
nor the Assyrians themselves.
16-18: Another obscure passage,
perhaps from the end of the crisis.
Isaiah's predictions had not come
true in the short run: The Assyr-
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And a trap and a snare for those
Who dwell in Jerusalem.
The masses shall trip over these
And shall fall and be injured,
Shall be snared and be caught.
Bind up the message,
Seal the instruction with My disciples."

17So I will wait for the LoRD, who is hiding His face
from the House of Jacob, and I will trust in Him. 18 Here
stand I and the children the LORD has given me as signs
and portents in Israel from the LORD of Hosts, who dwells
on Mount Zion.
19 Now, should people say to you, "Inquire of the ghosts
and familiar spirits that chirp and moan; for a people may
inquire of its divine beings•-of the dead on behalf of the
living__2o for instruction and message," surely, for one
who speaks thus there shall be no dawn. 21 b-And he shall
go about in it wretched and hungry; and when he is hun
gry, he shall rage and revolt against his king and his di
vine beings:b He may turn his face upward 22 or he may
look below, but behold,
Distress and darkness, <with no daybreak;·<
Straitness and gloom, <with no dawn:<
23 For d·if there were to be·d any break of day for that
[land] which is in straits, only the former [king] would
have brought abasement to the land of Zebulun and the
land of Naphtali-while the later one would have brought
honor to the Way of the Sea, the other side of the Jordan,
and Galilee of the Nations!

9
2

1The people that walked in darkness
Have seen a brilliant light;
On those who dwelt in a land of gloom
Light has dawned.
You have magnified that nation,
Have given it great joy;
They have rejoiced before You
As they rejoice at reaping time,
As they exult
When dividing spoil.

n I.e., the shades of fl1e dead; cf 1 Snm. 28.13.
b-b This sentence would rend well after v. 22.
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d So tQls"; the others have "there is not."
e Menning of verse uncertnill. The rendering here assumes that "the former /kil1gl" refers
to Pekn/1 (cf 2 Kings 15.29) nnd "the Inter" to Hoshen (ibid. 30!. For the col!struction lu . . .
ka'eth, see Judg. 13-23.
f See note b nt 5-30-801 -

8 . 1 5-9 .2

ians did not invade Judah in
Ahaz's day, and Ahaz's policy of
turning to them for protection
seems to have worked. Nonethe
less, the prophet insists that his
words would prove valid; he has
them written down, bound up,
and placed with his disciples for
safekeeping. Ultimately it would
become clear that the LoRD's
prophet spoke truly. During the
Assyrian invasion three decades
later (in the reign of Ahaz's son,
Hezekiah), Isaiah's perspective
was vindicated, since the Assyr
ians devastated Judah but did not
capture Jerusalem. 1 9-21: A
polemic against other forms of
divination. It may date to the pe
riod of the Syro-Ephraimite crisis,
but it could also fit many other
periods. Ghosts and familiar spirits
are the demigods and deified an
cestors to whom some Judeans,
following Canaanite and Meso
potamian religious models, turned
for guidance. Cf. Lev. 20.27; Deut.
18.9-15; 1 Sam. ch 28.
8.23: An unusually obscure verse.
The Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser
seized lands belonging to the
tribes of Zebuhm and Naphtali,
along with parts of Galilee and
Transjordan, from the Israelite
king Pekah son of Remaliah
in the aftermath of the Syro
Ephraimite crisis.
9.1-6: The ideal Davidic king.
Isaiah describes liberation from
some form of adversity (perhaps
the Assyrian conquests of Israelite
territory described in the previous
vv., or Syro-Ephraimite pressures
on Judah). The verbs are in the
past tense. Some interpreters view
them as examples of the "pro
phetic past," which predicts future
events using the past tense be
cause they are as good as done.
Thus it is not clear whether the
Davidic king whose birth and rule
are described (vv. 5-6) has already
been born (if the verbs are a regu
lar past tense) or will be born in
the future (prophetic past). If the
former, the v. probably refers to
Ahaz's son Hezekiah, as many
modern and rabbinic commenta-
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For the yoke that they bore
And the stick on their back
The rod of their taskmasterYou have broken as on the day of Midian.•
Truly, all the boots put on bto stamp with·b
And all the garments donned in infamy
Have been fed to the flames,
Devoured by fire.
For a child has been born to us,
A son has been given us.
And authority has settled on his shoulders.
He has been named
"The Mighty God is planning grace; '
The Eternal Father, a peaceable ruler"
In token of abundant authority
And of peace without limit
Upon David's throne and kingdom,
That it may be firmly established
In justice and in equity
Now and evermore.
The zeal of the LORD of Hosts
Shall bring this to pass.
My Lord
d-Let loose a word·d against Jacob
And it fell upon Israel.
But all the people noted•Ephraim and the inhabitants of Samaria
In arrogance and haughtiness:
"Bricks have fallenWe'll rebuild with dressed stone;
Sycamores have been felled
We'll grow cedars instead!"
So the LORD let '·the enemies of Rezin·'
Triumph over it
And stirred up its foes
Aram from the east
And Philistia from the west
Who devoured Israel
With greedy mouths.

a See ]udg. 7-8.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emendation yields "in wickedness"; cf Targum.
c As in 25.1.
d-d Septuagint reads "Let loose pestilence"; cf Amos 4.10. In vv. 7-20 Isaia/1 alludes to
and builds upon Auws 4.10-12.
e 1 Qis• reads "slrouted. "
J-J Emendation yields "its enemies."
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tors believe (though other possibil
ities exist depending on the date of
the passage). Most later readers
(both Jewish and Christian) un
derstood the passage to describe
an ideal future ruler, i.e., the Mes
siah. 5: "The Mighty God . . . ruler":
This long sentence is the throne
name of the royal child. Semitic
names often consist of sentences
that describe God; thus the name
Isaiah in Hebrew means "The
LoRD saves"; Hezekiah, "The
LoRD strengthens"; in Akkadian,
the name of the Babylonian king
Merodach-baladan (Isa. 39.1)
means "the god Marduk has pro
vided an heir." These names do
not describe that person who
holds them but the god whom the
parents worship. Similarly, the
name given to the child in this v.
does not describe that child or at
tribute divinity to him, contrary to
classical Christian readings of this
messianic verse.
9.7-10.4: The fate of the Northern
Kingdom, Israel. A repeated re
frain in 9.11, 16, 21, and 10-4 struc
tures this poem into four sections.
The same refrain is found in 5.25,
and scholars speculate that 5.25-30
may originally have been the
poem's fifth and final section. The
verbs here are in the past tense,
but their significance is unclear.
They may predict disasters to
come (in which case the verbs ex
emplify "the prophetic past" de
scribed in 9.1-6 n.); alternatively
they may review disasters that
God already sent in an unsuccess
ful attempt to chasten the North
ern Kingdom (in which case the
prophet does not predict corning
events but presents an interpreta
tion of recent history). The verbs in
5.26-30 clearly have a future tense
and represent a prediction of As
syrian invasion which ends the
poem. The following remarks as
sume the verbs in the first four
sections refer to the past and are
interpretations of recent events,
not predictions of upcoming ones.
7-1 1 : The first section may refer
to the earthquake that shook
Israel and Judah early in Isaiah's
career; cf. Amos 1 . 1 ; Zech. 14-5·
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Yet His anger has not turned back,
And His arm is outstretched still.
12

13

14

15
16

17

For the people has not turned back
To Him who struck it
And has not sought
The LoRD of Hosts.
So the LoRD will cut off from Israel
Head and tail,
Palm branch and reed,
In a single day.
Elders •·and magnates·•
Such are the heads;
Prophets who give false instruction,
Such are the tails b
That people's leaders have been misleaders,
So they that are led have been confused.
That is why my Lord
Will not spare< their youths,
Nor show compassion
To their orphans and widows;
For all are ungodly and wicked,
And every mouth speaks impiety.
Already wickedness has blazed forth like a fire
Devouring thorn and thistle.
It has kindled the thickets of the wood,
d·Which have turned into billowing smoke:d
•.Yet His anger has not turned back,
And His arm is outstretched still:•

18

19

20

By the fury of the LORD of Hosts,
The earth was shaken.'
Next, the people became like devouring· fire:
No man spared his countryman.
They snatched on the right, but remained hungry,
And consumed on the left without being sated.
Each devoured the flesh of his 9·own kindred ·g_
Manasseh Ephraim's, and Ephraim Manasseh's,h
And both of them against Judah!'

a-a Emendation yields "wlzo practice partiality. "
b Emendation yields "palm branc/1es"; tile elders and tile prop/lets are tile lenders, tile peo
ple are tile led; cf 3.1-2, 12.
c Cf. Arabic samul)a. 1Qis" rends yl)mw.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e-e Moved down from v. 16 for clarity.
f Cf note at 5-25.
g-g Menning of Heb. uncertniu. Emeudatiou yields ''fellow"; cf Tnrgum.
i Cf 7.1-9.
h Alludes to tile civil wnrs of 2 Kings 15.10, 14-16, 25.

I S A I A H 9 . 1 2-9 .20
1 2-17: The second section refers to
the chaos in the Northern King
dom during the coups and mas
sacres described in the mid-740s
(see 2 Kings ch 15). 1 8-20: The
third section recalls the earth
quake, political chaos, and Israel's
anti-Judean policies during the
Syro-Ephraimite crisis.

I SAIAH 1 0 . 1 - 1 0 . 1 0
Yet His anger has not turned back,
And His arm is outstretched still.

1 0 �And
��se who write out evil writs
compose iniquitous documents,
2

3

4

To subvert the cause of the poor,
To rob of their rights the needy of My people;
That widows may be their spoil,
And fatherless children their booty!
What will you do on the day of punishment,
When the calamity comes from afar?
To whom will you flee for help,
And how will you save your carcasses•
From collapsing under [fellow] prisoners,
From falling beneath the slain?
Yet His anger has not turned back,
And his arm is outstretched still.

5
6

7

8
9

10

Ha!
Assyria, rod of My anger,
b-In whose hand, as a staff, is My fury!·b
I send him against an ungodly nation,
I charge him against a people that provokes Me,
To take its spoil and to seize its booty
And to make it a thing trampled
Like the mire of the streets.
But he has evil plans,
His mind harbors evil designs;
For he means to destroy,
To wipe out nations, not a few.
For he thinks,
"After all, <-I have kings as my captains!·<
Was Calno any different from Carchemish?
Or Hamath from Arpad?
Or Samaria from Damascus?
d·Since I was able to seize
The insignificant kingdoms,
Whose images exceeded
Jerusalem's and Samaria's,·d

a Meaning of Heb. 11ncertain; for "carcasses," compare tire rendering of kabod in v. 16;
22.18.
b·b Emendation yields "Wlro is a staff in tire /rand of myfun;."
C·C Emendation yields "all tire kingdoms fared alike!"
d·d Emendation yields "Since / was able to seize I tlrose kingdoms and tlreir images, I Wiry
is Jerusalem better tlran Samaria?"

NEVI'IM
10.1-4: The fourth section. As he
comes to the climax of his indict
ment against the Northern King
dom, the prophet returns to the
theme of the rich who mistreat the
poor and pervert justice for their
own gain; d. 1.17; 3.8-15; 5.8-10;
32·7·
10.5-12.6: The earth is the
LoRD's: from Assyrian conquest
through Assyrian collapse to uni
versal peace. The idea of universal

history guided by one God comes
to the fore in this three-part com
position, which describes a divine
plan that affects not only Israel but
all the world. This plan will mani
fest itself in three stages. Assyria
will serve as God's agent to punish
Israel. Assyria's self-promotion
will then arouse God's anger, so
that Assyria will be punished. Fi
nally, the peaceful era will emerge,
in which an ideal Davidic king
will reign justly. Repeated images
connect the three sections, and
each section leads directly into the
next. The poem moves between
specific geopolitical concerns of
the 8th century and timeless
ideals.
Part I. 10.5-27: The Assyrian em
peror: lord of lords or pawn of
the LoRD? This section hearkens

back to the names of children
earlier in the book: d. v. 6 with
8.2-4; vv. 2o-21 with 7·3 and 9·5·
5-6: God uses the Assyrian king to
punish Israel. 7-1 5: The king arro
gantly and ignorantly attributes
his success to his own might. His
boasting here recalls inscriptions
of the Assyrian kings, with which
Isaiah was familiar. Assyrian kings
claimed to achieve their conquests
with the aid of Ashur, the Assyrian
high god, and other gods, but to
Isaiah these were human creations,
and thus the inscriptions glorified
human inventions rather than the
God whose bidding Assyrians un
knowingly performed. 8: Captains
is a bilingual pun: Heb "sar" is
cognate to the Akkadian word for
king. Vassal kings did serve the
Assyrian king as military com
manders or captains. 1 2, 1 6-19:
The Assyrians' hubris (and not
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Shall I not do to Jerusalem and her images
What I did to Samaria and her idols?"

12 But when my Lord has carried out all his purpose on
Mount Zion and in Jerusalem, He will punish the majes
tic pride and overbearing arrogance of the king of Assyria.
13 For he thought,
"By the might of my hand have I wrought it,
By my skill, for I am clever:
I have erased the borders of peoples;
I have plundered their treasures,
And exiled their vast populations.b
14
I was able to seize, like a nest,
The wealth of peoples;
As one gathers abandoned eggs,
So I gathered all the earth:
Nothing so much as flapped a wing
Or opened a mouth to peep."
15

Does an ax boast over him who hews with it,
Or a saw magnify itself above him who wields it?
As though the rod raised him who lifts it,
As though the staff lifted the man! c

16

Assuredly,
The Sovereign LoRD of Hosts will send
A wasting away in itsd fatness;
And under its body• shall burn
A burning like that of fire,
'Destroying frame and flesh.
It shall be like a sick man who pines away:'
The Light of Israel will be fire
And its Holy One flame.
It will burn and consume its thorns
And its thistles in a single day,
And the mass of its scrub and its farm land.
What trees remain of its scrub
Shall be so few that a boy may record them.

17

18
19
20

And in that day,
The remnant of Israel
And the escaped of the House of Jacob

n Heb. "1."
b According to vv. 6-7, Assyria was to plunder, but not to exile.
c Lit. "not-wood. "
d Presumably Israel's. Tllese verses would rend well after 9.16.
e Cf note nt v. J.
f-f Brought upfrom v. 18 for clarity.
-8os-

10.1 1-10.20

their attack on Israel) lead to their
downfall. 1 9: The remnant motif is
applied here to Assyria rather than
to Israel. God treats Assyria like
God treats Israel (here, nega
tively). The implication of this
phenomenon is fully spelled out
in 19.23-25. 20-27: Although the
Assyrian defeat follows Israel's
downfall, it will lead to repentance
among those who survive.
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ISAIAH 10. 21-10.31

21

22

23

Shall lean no more upon him that beats it,•
But shall lean sincerely
On the LORD, the Holy One of Israel.
Only a remnant shall return,
Only a remnant of Jacob,
To Mighty God.
Even if your people, 0 Israel,
Should be as the sands of the sea,
Only a remnant of it shall return.
Destruction is decreed;
Retribution comes like a flood!
For my Lord Goo of Hosts is carrying out
A decree of destruction upon all the land.

24 Assuredly, thus said my Lord God of Hosts: "0 My
people that dwells in Zion, have no fear of Assyria, who
beats you with a rod and wields his staff over you as did
the Egyptians. 25 For very soon My wrath will have spent
itself, and &-My anger that was bent on wasting them."·&
26 The LoRD of Hosts will brandish a scourge over him as
when He beat Midian at the Rock of Oreb,c and will wield
His staff as He did over the Egyptians by the sea.
27

And in that day,
His burden shall drop from your back,
d·And his yoke from your neck;
The yoke shall be destroyed because of fatness.

28

He advanced upon Aiath,
He proceeded to Migron,
At Michmas he deposited his baggage.
They made the crossing;
"Geba is to be our night quarters!"-d
Ramah was alarmed;
Gibeah of Saul took to flight.
"Give a shrill cry, 0 Bath-gallim!
Hearken, Laishah!
Take up the cry, Anathoth!"
Madmenah ran away;

29

30

31

a I.e., upo11 Assyria (sec v. 24). Alwz's relia11ce or1 Assyria was i11terpreted by Isaiah as lack
offaith in the LoRD; see 7.13 with 11ote.
b-b Presumably Assyria; mea11ing of Hcb. u11certain. Eme11datio11 yields "My anger
against tile world slwll cease."
c See ]udg. 7.25.
d-d Emcndatio11 yields "And I!is yoke slwll leave your 11cck. I He came up from ]csl!imo11 I
28 By tile ascent of Aiatl!, I He proceeded to Migron; I At Mic/mws lie commanded I!is
forces: I 29'Make the crossi11g; I Geba is to be our 11igl!t quarters!' " ]csl!imon is tire south
east corner of tire ]orda11 Valley, Num. 21.20; 23.28; Aiatl! is elsewhere called Ai.
-8o6-

26: The prophet alludes to earlier
events in which God saved Israel
from more powerful and numer
ous nations.
Part 11. 10.28-34: Assyria's near
victory. Isaiah returned constantly

to the theme of Jerusalem sorely
threatened and suddenly saved.
He predicted an event like the one
described here for decades. It fi
nally came true when Sennacherib
invaded in 701. (In this passage,
however, Isaiah predicts the in
vader will come from the north,
but in fact Sennacherib ap
proached Jerusalem from the
southwest; see chs 36-39; 2 Kings
chs 18-19; 2 Chron. ch 32.) The
events that should follow the de
feat of the arrogant empire (see
the following ch) have s till not
come to fruition, even though
Isaiah probably thought they
would happen in his own lifetime.
28-32: The invader's route. He
refers to the leader of the army
(probably Assyrian, perhaps Syro
Ephraimite) who comes toward Je
rusalem from the north. The loca
tions that are identifiable are all
within a few miles of the Old City.
Anatlwth is directly across a wadi
from today's French Hill neighbor
hood. Nob is probably Mount Sco
pus, overlooking the Old City.
33-34: Just as the invader is about
to achieve his goal, he is cut down.
Cf. 29.1-8. The prophet uses the
term Lebanon trees ironically: As
syrian kings boasted in inscrip
tions that they cut down these
mighty cedars, but here Assyrians
themselves become the ax's victim.

NEVI'IM
32

:n

34

The dwellers of Gebim sought refuge.
This same day at Nob
He shall stand and wave his hand. •
0 mount of Fair Zion!
0 hill of Jerusalem!
Lo! The Sovereign LoRD of Hosts
Will hew off the tree-crowns with an ax:
The tall ones shall be felled,
The lofty ones cut down:
The thickets of the forest shall be hacked away
with iron,
And the Lebanon trees shall fall b·in their
majesty:b

But a shoot shall grow out of the stump of Jesse,
A twig shall sprout from his stock.
1 1 The
spirit of the LoRD shall alight upon him:
2

3

4

5
6

7
8

A spirit of wisdom and insight,
A spirit of counsel and valor,
A spirit of devotion and reverence for the LoRD.
<-He shall sense the truth·< by his reverence for the
LORD:
He shall not judge by what his eyes behold,
Nor decide by what his ears perceive.
Thus he shall judge the poor with equity
And decide with justice for the lowly of the land.
He shall strike down a land d with the rod of his
mouth
And slay the wicked with the breath of his lips.
Justice shall be the girdle of his loins,
And faithfulness the girdle of his waist.
The wolf shall dwell with the lamb,
The leopard lie down with the kid;
�·The calf, the beast of prey, and the fatling·•
together,
With a little boy to herd them.
The cow and the bear shall graze,
Their young shall lie down together;
And the lion, like the ox, shall eat straw.
A babe shall play
Over a viper's hole,

a I.e., tile Assyrian king, arriving at Nob (close to Jerusalem), shall beckon l!is army
onward; cf IJ.2.
b-b Or "by tile bronze," connecting Heb. 'addir with Akkadian urudu, "bronze."
c-c Lit. "His sensing [shall be]"; meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d Emendation yields "tile ruthless. "
e-e 1Qls• reads: "Tile calf and tl1e beast of prey shall feed"; so too tile Septuagint.

I SAIAH 1 0 . 3 2-1 1 . 8
Part 111. 1 1 .1-12.10. The ideal
king in the peaceful future: The

poem's final section is a messianic
and eschatological prophecy com
parable to 2.1-4 and g.1-6. Once
vain human striving for empire
ends (section II), a perfect Davidic
king will reign in Jerusalem, and
all the world will enjoy peace and
equity. 1-5: The ideal age as mani
fested in jurisprudence. The king
will be endowed with prophetic
insight. 1 : Jesse was King David's
father; the shoot . . . out of the stump
of Jesse is a king from David's dy
nasty. The imagery of the previous
section continues here, linking the
second and third sections of the
poem. Whereas the high trees rep
resenting Assyria's imperial
haughtiness will be cut down to
size (IO.JJ-34), real strength will
emerge from the lowest part-the
stock (lit. "roots")-of the humble
tree representing David's dynasty.
Isaiah's insistence on humility and
displeasure with human conceit
determine the contrast between
the images of trees in 1 1 . 1 and
10.)3-34; cf. 2.2-4.6. If the transla
tion stump is correct, then this pas
sage may presume that the Da
vidic dynasty will (or has) come to
an end; this reading would deviate
significantly from Isaiah's notion
that Davidic kings will reign eter
nally (cf. 2 Sam. 7.8-16; Ps.
8g.2o-37). But the Heb "geza"'
refers not only to a stump of a tree
that has been cut down but also to
the trunk of a living tree. The latter
translation does not presuppose
the dynasty's downfall. 4: The
messianic age will not be perfect;
some people will still be poor, oth
ers ruthless or wicked. The differ
ence from the current age will lie,
rather, in the king's response to
these problems: He will always
render accurate and fair judg
ments. Cf. 2.2-4, where conflicts
among nations continue but are
settled nonviolently. 6-9: The ideal
age as manifested in nature.
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9

10

And an infant pass• his hand
Over an adder's den.
In all of b-My sacred mount·b
Nothing evil or vile shall be done;
For the land shall be filled with devotion to the
LORD
As water covers the sea.
In that day,
The stock of Jesse that has remained standing
Shall become a standard to peoples
Nations shall seek his counsel
And his abode shall be honored.

n In that day, my Lord will apply His hand again to re
deeming the other parte of His people from Assyria-as
also from Egypt, Pathros, Nubia, Elam, Shinar, Hamath,
and the coastlands.

12

He will hold up a signal to the nations
And assemble the banished of Israet
And gather the dispersed of Judah
From the four corners of the earth.

13

Then Ephraim's envy shall cease
And Judah's harassment shall end;
Ephraim shall not envy Judah,
And Judah shall not harass Ephraim.
They shall pounce on the back of Philistia to the
west,
And together plunder the peoples of the east;
Edam and Moab shall be subject to them
And the children of Ammon shall obey them.

14

15 The LoRD will dry up the tongue of the Egyptian
sea.-He will raise His hand over the Euphrates with the
might• of His wind and break it into seven wadis, so that
it can be trodden dry-shod. 16 Thus there shall be a high
way for the other parte of His people out of Assyria, such
as there was for Israel when it left the land of Egypt.
that day, you shall say:
"I give thanks to You, 0 LoRD!
1 2 Although
You were wroth with me,
In

2

Your wrath has turned back and You comfort me,
Behold the God who gives me triumph!

a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
b-b I.e., tire Holy umd; cf Exod. 15.17; Ps. 78· 54c I.e., the part outside tire Holy Land; lit. "tire rest that will remai11."
-

8o8

-

1 0-16: The ideal age as manifested
in Israel's relationship to other na
tions. 10: As in 2.2-4, nations come
to Jerusalem to receive instruc
tions. The Davidic king will act as
the prophetic conduit through
whom responses to the nations' in
quiries will come. 1 1-16: The in
gathering of exiles, which is com
pared to the exodus from Egypt.
Some view this passage as dating
to the Babylonian exile (which
began in 597, long after Isaiah's
death) or thereafter. Northern Isra
elites had already been exiled in
Isaiah's lifetime, however, and Isa
iah predicted that many Judeans
outside Jerusalem would be exiled
by the Assyrians. 1 1 : The list of
nations is found in Assyrian texts
much earlier than 597- Thus some
see no reason to deny Isaiah's au
thorship of vv. 11-16. The other
part, or "remnant." Elsewhere in
Isaiah this term refers to Judeans
who, having survived Assyrian in
vasion, remain in the land of Is
raeL Its use here to refer to exiles
who return to the land of Israel is
unique and may support the sug
gestion that these vv. are a later
addition. 13: Ephraim and Judah
refer to the Northern and Southern
Kingdoms, whose relationship
reached a low point during the
Syro-Ephraimite crisis (see
7.1-8.23 n.). 14: This is one of the
only verses in First Isaiah that an
ticipates the Israelites and Judeans
taking vengeance on their ene
mies. It contradicts not only the
prediction of a nonviolent messi
anic age earlier in this ch but the
consistent rejection of national re
venge in Isaiah's prophecies. It
may shed additional doubt on Isa
ianic authorship of vv. 11-16.
1 2.1-6: A song of thanksgiving to
be recited in the ideal age. Many of
these phrases occur in other songs
of thanksgiving, especially those
associated with the exodus from
Egypt. Cf. v. 2 with Exod. 15.2 and
Ps. 118.14; cf. v. 4 with Ps. 105.1
and 148.13. Isaiah or a later editor
may have capped this section with
quotations from these and other
well-known hymns.

ISAIAH 12.3-13.6
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I am confident, unafraid;
For Yah the LORD is my strength and might;
And He has been my deliverance."
3

4

5

6

Joyfully shall you draw water
From the fountains of triumph,
And you shall say on that day:
"Praise the LoRD, proclaim His name.
Make His deeds known among the peoples;
Declare that His name is exalted.
Hymn the LORD,
For He has done gloriously;
Let this be made known
In all the world!
Oh, shout for joy,
You who dwell in Zion!
For great in your midst
Is the Holy One of Israel."

1 3 The "Babylon" Pronouncement, a prophecy of Isa
iah son of Amoz.

2

3

4

5

6

"Raise a standard upon a bare hill,
Cry aloud to them;
Wave a hand, and let them enter
The gates of the nobles!
I have summoned My purified guests
To execute My wrath;
Behold, I have called My stalwarts,
My proudly exultant ones."b
Hark! a tumult on the mountains
As of< a mighty force;
Hark! an uproar of kingdoms,
Nations assembling!
The LoRD of Hosts is mustering
A host for war.
They come from a distant land,
From the end of the skyThe LORD with the weapons of His wrath
To ravage all the earth!
Howl!
For the day of the LORD is near;

n Others "song. "
b The impending slaughter is spoken of ns n sncrificinl men/, for which the guests were
notified to purifi; tl.emselves ritually; cf Zepil. 1 1c Menning of Heb. uncertain.

- Bog-

Oracles concerning
various nations. Most of the indi
Chs 1 3-23:

vidual oracles within this section
begin with the word "masa',"
meaning "oracle" or "pronounce
ment" (others, "burden"). This sec
tion includes prophecies by Isaiah
supplemented by later texts. Simi
lar collections that draw together
prophecies of many nations'
downfall appear in other pro
phetic books, and are often called
"oracles against the nations." See
Jer. chs 46-51; Ezek. chs 25-32;
Amos 1.3-2.6; Zeph. 2.4-15; and
Obadiah.
1 3.1-22: An oracle concerning
the destruction of Babylonia. This

oracle assumes that Babylonia,
rather than Assyria, is the world
power. Hence it is addressed to an
exilic audience in the mid-6th cen
tury, not to the 8th-century audi
ence of Isaiah son of Amoz.
1 3.1 : Superscription. The oracle,
and hence chs 13-23 as a whole,
begins with its own superscrip
tion; cf. the superscriptions in 1.1
and 2.1.

1 3.2-22: The oracle. 2-5: The
gathering of the armies that will
defeat Babylonia. 6-1 6: The Day of
the LoRD. The upcoming defeat of
the Babylonians will be a cosmic
event, which Israel's prophets
have long anticipated, involving
the punishment of God's enemies.
Cf., for example, Isa. chs 22 and 34;
Ezek. chs 7 and 30; Joel chs 2-3;
Amos 5.18-20; Zeph. ch 1. In this
oracle, the enemy is Babylonia,
while in other Day of the LoRD
texts Israel is punished.
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7
8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15
16

17

It shaH come like havoc from Shaddai.a
Therefore all hands shaH grow limp,
And all men's hearts shall sink;
And, overcome by terror,
They shall be seized by pangs and throes,
Writhe like a woman in travail.
They shall gaze at each other in horror,
Their faces b-livid with fright:b
Lo! The day of the LORD is coming
With pitiless fury and wrath,
To make the earth a desolation,
To wipe out the sinners upon it.
The stars and constellations of heaven
Shall not give off their light;
The sun shall be dark when it rises,
And the moon shall diffuse no glow.
"And I will requite to the world its evil,
And to the wicked their iniquity;
I will put an end to the pride of the arrogant
And humble the haughtiness of tyrants.
I will make people scarcer than fine gold,
And men than gold of Ophir."
Therefore <·shall heaven be shaken,·<
And earth leap out of its place,
At the fury of the LORD of Hosts
On the day of His burning wrath.
Then like gazelles that are chased,
And like sheep that no man gathers,
Each man shall turn back to his people,
They shall flee every one to his land.
All who remain shall be pierced through,
All who d·are caught·d
Shall fall by the sword.
And their babes shall be dashed to pieces in their
sight,
Their homes shall be plundered,
And their wives shall be raped.
"Behold,
I stir up the Medes against them,
Who do not value silver

n Trnditio11nlly rc11dcrcd "tile 11/migllt't-"
b-b Taking tile root lhb ns n vnrin11f of bhl: others "slln/1 be fnces offin me."
c-c Lit. "/ will slmke lrenve11. "
d-d Menning of Heb. wrcertni11; cme11dntio11 yields "flee. "
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17-22: The text becomes more spe
cific, attributing the coming de
struction of Babylonia to the Medes
(v. 17), a people who lived east of
Babylonia in today's Iran. The
kingdom of the Medes was con
quered by the Persian king Cyrus,
who was hence known as king of
the Persians and Medes. He con
quered Babylon in 539 BCE, but
contrary to what vv. 19-22 antici
pate, he did not destroy the city.
19: The Chaldeans were a tribe who
became increasingly influential in
Babylonia starting in the 8th cen
tury; consequently the Bible often
uses the term Chaldean as a syn
onym for Babylonian.
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18

19

20

21

22

ISAIAH

1 3 . 1 8-1 3 . 22

Or delight in gold.
Their bows shall shatter the young;
They shall show no pity to infants,
They shall not spare the children."
And Babylon, glory of kingdoms,
Proud splendor of the Chaldeans,
Shall become like Sodom and Gomorrah
Overturned by God.
Nevermore shall it be settled
Nor dwelt in through all the ages.
No Arab shall pitch his tent there,
No shepherds make flocks lie down there.
But beasts• shall lie down there,
And the houses be filled with owls;•
There shall ostriches make their home,
And there shall satyrs dance.
And jackals• shall abide in its castles
And dragons• in the palaces of pleasure.
Her hour is close at hand;
Her days will not be long.

n Menni11g of Heb. ltllcertnill.
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ISAIAH 14.1-14.12

1 4 But the LoRD will pardon Jacob, and will again

choose Israel, and will settle them on their own
soil. And strangers shall join them and shall cleave to the
House of Jacob. 2 For peoples shall take them• and bring
them to their homeland; and the House of Israel shall pos
sess themb as slaves and handmaids on the soil of the
LORD. They shall be captors of their captors and masters
to their taskmasters.
3 And when the LORD has given you rest from your sor
row and trouble, and from the hard service that you were
made to serve, 4 you shall recite this song of scorn over the
king of Babylon:

5
6

7
8

9

10

11

12

How is the taskmaster vanished,
How is oppressionc ended!
The LoRD has broken the staff of the wicked,
The rod of tyrants,
That smote peoples in wrath
With stroke unceasing,
That belabored nations in fury
In relentless pursuit.
All the earth is calm, untroubled;
Loudly it cheers.
Even pines rejoice at your fate,
And cedars of Lebanon:
"Now that you have lain down,
None shall come up to fell us."
Sheol below was astir
To greet your coming
Rousing for you the shades
Of all earth's chieftains,
Raising from their thrones
All the kings of nations.
All speak up and say to you,
"So you have been stricken as we were,
You have become like us!
Your pomp is brought down to Sheol,
And the strains of your lutes!
Worms are to be your bed,
Maggots your blanket!"
How are you fallen from heaven,
0 Shining One, son of Dawn!d

a I.e., tlze House of Jacob.
b I.e., the peoples.
c Reading marhebah with 1Qis" !cf Septuagint). Tl1e traditio11al readi11g madhebah is
of unknown meaning.
d A character i11 some lost myth.
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14.1-23: A mock lament concern
ing Israel's oppressor. The poem

in vv. 4b-21 describes the ignomin
ious death of an Assyrian monarch
of Isaiah's time, probably Sargon
II, who was killed in battle in 705.
It was later reinterpreted as pre
dicting the death of a Babylonian
monarch. 1-4a: This introduction
to Isaiah's poem was added by
an editor during the time of
the Babylonian exile (597-539).
4a-23: Each Heb line in this poem
divides into two halves, the first
with three main beats, the second
with two. This meter, often called
qinah (dirge) meter, is typical of
dirges (such as 1.21-27 and the
poems in the book of Lamenta
tions); it also occurs, as here, in
mock laments (another such mock
lament is found in Isa. ch 47).
4b-8: The whole world is relieved
at the death of the Assyrian king,
whose brutality was renowned.
8: In their inscriptions Assyrian
kings often boast of their expedi
tions to cut down pines and cedars
in Lebmzon. Here, as in 10.7-15 and
10.33-34, Isaiah turns the Assyr
ians' own rhetoric against them.
9-1 1 : The king arrives in Shea/, or
the underworld, and his preten
sions to power are mocked by the
other kings there; he had ruled
over kings, but now he is stuck be
neath the earth just as they are.
Many ancient Semites and pre
classical Greeks believed that the
dead dwelt in unpleasant condi
tions underground; the fate of the
dead there depended in large part
on whether the corpse received a
proper burial. Whether Isaiah
shared this conception of a shad
owy life after death or merely uses
the well-known motif as a literary
convention is unclear. On notions
of life after death in the Tanakh
and ancient Judaism, see 26.19 n.
1 2-15: The king's vain aspirations
to god-like status are mocked. Isa
iah refers ironically to the king as
Slzining One, son of Dawn, applying
to him the name of a character
from ancient Canaanite myth. (The
term Shining One is not known
from Canaanite texts, but his fa
ther, Dawn, is described in Ca
naanite myth as a son of the high
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ISAIAH 14.13-14.21

How are you felled to earth,
0 vanquisher of nations!
13

14
15
16

17

18
19

20

21

Once you thought in your heart,
"I will climb to the sky;
Higher than the stars of God
I will set my throne.
I will sit in the mount of assembly,•
On the summit of Zaphon:b
I will mount the back of a cloud
! will match the Most High."
Instead, you are brought down to Sheol,
To <the bottom of the Pit:<
They who behold you stare;
They peer at you closely:
"Is this the man
Who shook the earth,
Who made realms tremble,
Who made the world like a waste
And wrecked its towns,
d-Who never released his prisoners to their
homes?"
All the kings of nations
Were laid, every one, in honord
Each in his tomb;
While you were left lying unburied,
Like loathsome carrion,"
Like a trampled corpse
[In] the clothing of slain gashed by the sword
Who sink to the very stones of the Pit.
You shall not have a burial like them;
Because you destroyed 1-your country,
Murdered your people.-1
Let the breed of evildoers
Nevermore be named!
Prepare a slaughtering block for his sons
Because of the guilt of their father.9
Let them not arise to possess the earth!
Then the world's face shall be covered with towns.

n I.e., tl1e assembly of tile gods in council.
b Tile abode of tl1e gods; cf Ps. 48.3.
c-c A region of tl1e netilenvorld reserved for tilose wilo ilnve not received decent burin/; cf
Ezek. 32.21 !f.
d-d Emendntio11 yields " Wilo c/miued to ilis palace gate I All the kings of nations? I Yet
tl1ey were n/1 /nid in ilonor . . . " Tile practice of chaining captive chieftains to gates is at
tested in Mesopotamia.
e So severn/ ancient versions; cf. postbiblical ne�el, "putrefyingflesll or blood. "
f-f Emendation yields ". . . countries, I Murdered peoples."
g Heb. "fathers."
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god El. The name closely recalls
Phaethon son of Eos [or "radiant
one" son of "Dawn"] in Greek
mythology. Phaethon, a presump
tuous young god, was thrown
down to earth by Zeus.) This char
acter seems to have attempted to
join the head of the pantheon,
whether this was El (who was
known in Canaanite texts as Most
High) or Baal (whose palace was
located on the summit of Mount
Zaplwn); Isaiah seems to mix the
characteristics of these two Ca
naanite deities in his allusion to
the myth. Similar references to a
Canaanite myth in which an over
reaching god is expelled from
heaven occur in Ezek. ch 28 and
Ps. 82, and possibly in Gen. 6.1-4.
Rabbinic commentators identify
the term Shining One with the
morning star (the planet Venus,
which is sometimes visible on the
horizon at dawn). Indeed, the
mythological figure to whom this
poem refers may have been associ
ated with the morning star in an
cient Canaanite myth. 1 6-2 1 : The
fate of the king's body. Denied a
proper burial, he is condemned
to the most miserable fate in the
underworld.

I S A I A H 1 4 . 2 2- 1 4 . 3 2
22 I will rise up against them-declares the LORD of
Hosts-and will wipe out from Babylon name and rem
nant, kith and kin-declares the LORD_23 and I will make
it a home of bitterns,a pools of water. I will sweep it with a
broom of extermination-declares the LORD of Hosts.
24
25

26

27

The LORD of Hosts has sworn this oath:
"As I have designed, so shall it happen;
What I have planned, that shall come to pass:
To break Assyria in My land,
To crush him on My mountain."b
And his yoke shall drop off them,
And his burden shall drop from their< backs.
That is the plan that is planned
For all the earth;
That is why an arm is poised
Over all the nations.
For the LORD of Hosts has planned,
Who then can foil it?
It is His arm that is poised,
And who can stay it?

28 This pronouncement was made in the year that King
Ahaz died:
29
Rejoice not, all Philistia,
Because the staff of him that beat you is broken.
For from the stock of a snake there sprouts an asp,
A flying seraphd branches out from it.
30
•The first-born of the poor shall graze·•
And the destitute lie down secure.
1·I will kill your stock by famine,·'
And it shall slay the very last of you.
Howl, 0 gate; cry out, 0 city;
31
Quake, all Philistia!
g·For a stout one is coming from the north
And there is no straggler in his ranks:9
32

And what will he answer the messengers of any
nation?

a Meaning of Heb. uucertniu.
b Heb. "mouulnius"; for file desigualiou of lite eutire laud of Israel as tile LoRD's moun
lain, cf 11.9.
c Heb. "/tis. " Tlte Ins/ two lines of litis verse would read well after v. 26.
d Otlters "fiery serpent"; cf Nuut. 2 1 .6, B.
e-e Emettdntiou yields "Tile poor shall graze iu his pasture. " This Jiue nnd the next would
rend well after v. 32.
f-f Emendation yields "It shall kill your offspriug willt its venom (zar'ekh berosho)."
g-g Menning of Heb. uucerlniu; tile reudering "stout oue" is suggested by tlte Syrinc
'ashshin.
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22-23: A later editor added these
lines to the original poem by Isa
iah to connect it to the hoped-for
destruction of Babylon.
14.24-27: A short prophecy on
the downfall of Assyria, which

Isaiah predicts (wrongly, as it
turned out) will occur in a climac
tic battle to take place in the land
of Israel. Cf. the similar prophecies
in 10.5-1514.28-32: A short oracle concern
ing the Philistines. The sad and
surprising fate of the Philistines
after the death of an Assyrian ruler
is contrasted with the security
Zion will enjoy.
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That Zion has been established by the LoRD:
In it, the needy of His people shall find shelter.

1 5 The "Moab" Pronouncement.
Ah, in the night Ar was sacked,
Moab was ruined;
Ah, in the night Kir was sacked,
Moab was ruined.
2

3

4

5

He went up to the temple to weep,
Dibon• [went] to the outdoor shrines.
Over Nebo and Medeba
Moab is wailing;
On every head is baldness,
Every beard is shorn.
In its streets, they are girt with sackcloth;
On its roofs, in its squares,
Everyone is wailing,
Streaming with tears.
Heshbon and Elealeh cry out,
Their voice carries to Jahaz.
Therefore,
bThe shock troops of Moab shout,·b
His body is convulsed.
My heart cries out for Moab
His fugitives flee down to Zoar,
To Eglath-shelishiyah.
For the ascent of Luhith
They ascend with weeping;
On the road to Horonaim
They raise a cry of anguish.

6

Ah, the waters of Nimrim
Are become a desolation;
The grass is sear,
The herbage is gone,
Vegetation is vanished.

7

Therefore,
The gains they have made, and their stores,
They carry to the Wadi of Willows.

8

Ah, the cry has compassed
The country of Moab:

a Regarded as tile principal city of Moab.
b-b Clrange of vocalization yields "Tire loins of Moab are trembling."

ISAIAH 15.1-15.8
15.1-16.14: An oracle concerning
Moab, with an addendum. Moab

was the land immediately east of
the Dead Sea. The Moabites, ac
cording to Gen. 19.36-37, were de
scended from Abraham's nephew
Lot and are thus related to the Is
raelites, but relations between the
two nations were usually tense
(see, e.g., Num. 22.1-6; Judg. ch 3;
2 Kings ch 3). 15.1-16.12: A pre

diction of Moab's imminent
defeat. The prediction is expressed

in a lament: The author "mourns"
over an event that will soon
occur. (Alternatively, the poem
may have been composed as
a real lament after Moab was
defeated by some invader.)
15.1--4: The suffering of Moab. Ar,
Kir, Dibon, Nebo, and Medeba are lo
cations in Moab. 5-9: More de
scriptions cif the distress of the
Moabites, who flee toward Edom,
the land immediately south of
Moab. Zoar, Lu/Jitlr, Horonaim, and
Nimrim are located in southwest
ern Moab, near the Edomite bor
der. These vv. seem to trace the
path of the Moabite refugees
on their way to Edom.

I SAIAH

1 5 . 9-16.6
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All the way to Eglaim her wailing,
Even at Beer-elim her wailing!
9

Ah, the waters of Dimon are full of blood •
For I pour added [water] on Dimon;
I drenchb it-for Moab's refugeesWith soil c for its remnant.

1 6 dDispatch as messenger
2

3

4

s

6

The ruler of the land,
From Sela in the wilderness
To the mount of Fair Zion:
"Like fugitive birds,
Like nestlings driven away,
Moab's villagers linger
By the fords of the Arnon.
Give advice,
•·Offer counsel:•
At high noon make
Your shadow like night:
Conceal the outcasts,
Betray not the fugitives.
Let '·Moab's outcasts·'
Find asylum in you;
Be a shelter for them
Against the despoiler."
For violence has vanished,
Rapine is ended,
And marauders have perished from this land.
And a throne shall be established in goodness
In the tent of David,
And on it shall sit in faithfulness
A ruler devoted to justice
And zealous for equity.9
"We have heard of Moab's pride
Most haughty is heOf his pride and haughtiness and arrogance,
And of the iniquity in him."h

a Emendation yields "tears."
b Cf 16.9.
c Emendation yields "tears"; cf Ugaritic 'dm't.
d Meaning ofvv. 1 and 2 uncertain.
e-e Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
f1 Heb. "my outcasts, Moab. "
g 14.32, above, would read well /1ere.
h Baddaw is a suffixedform of the preposition bede: Na/1. 2.13; Hab. 2.13; job 39.25; with
suffixes, job 1 1 .3, 4 1 .4.
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16.1-5: The Moabite refugees in
Edam send a message to the Ju
dean king, seeking haven or aid.
Seta (which means "rock") is an
Edomite city, perhaps the city now
known as Petra (which is Greek
for "rock"). 2: 1his v. may belong
after 15.9; it describes the Moabite
refugees lingering at the river
Arnon while they were still in
Moab on their way to Edom.
6: The Judeans respond to the Mo
abites' request. 1 6. 1 3-14: A later
addition; apparently the event
predicted in 15.1-16.12 did not
come to pass, and Isaiah asserts
that the expected defeat of Moab
will in fact occur soon. It is possi
ble that 15.1-16.12 were written
before Isaiah's time, and that
Isaiah reused the text, adding
16.13-14 to relate the older lament
or prediction to his own time.
Jer. ch 48 is based on 15.1-16. 12;
there this oracle is expanded and
reworked.
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7

8

9

10

11

Ah, let Moab howl;
Let all in Moab howl!
For the raisin-cakes• of Kir-hareseth
You shall moan most pitifully.
The vineyards of Heshbon are withered,
And the vines of Sibmah;
bTheir tendrils spread
To Baale-goiim;b
And reached to Jazer,
And strayed to the desert;
Their shoots spread out
And crossed the sea.
Therefore,
As I weep for J azer,
So I weep for Sibmah's vines;
0 Heshbon and Elealeh,
I drench you with my tears.
<·Ended are the shouts
Over your fig and grain harvests:<
Rejoicing and gladness
Are gone from the farm land;
In the vineyards no shouting
Or cheering is heard.
No more does the treader
Tread wine in the pressesThe shouts d·have been silenced:d
Therefore,
Like a lyre my heart moans for Moab,
And my very soul for Kir-heres.

12 And when it has become apparent that Moab has
gained nothing in the outdoor shrine, he shall come to
pray in his temple-but to no avail.
13 That is the word that the LoRD spoke concerning
Moab long ago. 14 And now the LoRD has spoken: In three
years, fixed like the years of a hired laborer, Moab's popu
lation, with all its huge multitude, shall shrink. Only a
remnant shall be left, of no consequence.

a fer. 48.36 has "men . "
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c fer. 48.32 reads "A ravager lws come down I Upon yourfig and grape harvests."
d-d Lit. "/ have silenced."

7-1 1 : The lament for the Moabites
continues; here as in ch 15 the gen
uine sympathy of the Judean au
thor (in contrast to the official Ju
dean response in 16.6) is evident.
Heshbon, Jazer, and Elea/ah are
places in Moab; the other locations
are not known, but they must lie
within Moab as well. 1 2: This line
may be part of the lament that be
gins in 16.7; or it may be the
writer's suggestion regarding the
refuge the Moabites request: Allow
them to enter Judah, but not to
pray at the Temple in Jerusalem
(translating: "When Moab appears
at the high place, and they weary
themselves [there], they will come
to His Temple to pray, but they
shall not be allowed"). 1 3-14: The
older text in 15.1-16.12 is applied
to Isaiah's present situation: Moab
will be destroyed within three
years. Long ago means merely "in
the past," whether recent or dis
tant. It is even possible that Isaiah
himself authored the older text,
and that he subsequently com
posed this addendum when his
original prophecy did not come to
pass. Cf. 8.16-18, which seems to
reflect Isaiah's reaction to the ap
parent failure of his predictions
earlier in chs 7-8.

ISAIAH
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17.1-17.10

1 7 The "Damascus" Pronouncement.
2

Behold,
Damascus shall cease to be a city;
It shall become a heap of ruins.
•The towns of Aroer shall be deserted;·•
They shall be a place for flocks
To lie down, with none disturbing.

3

Fortresses shall cease from Ephraim,b
And sovereignty from Damascus;
The remnant of Aram shall become
Like the mass of Israelites
-declares the LORD of Hosts.

4

In that day,
The mass of Jacob shall dwindle,
And the fatness of his body become lean:
After being like the standing grain
Harvested by the reaperWho reaps ears by the armfulHe shall be like the ears that are gleaned
In the Valley of Rephaim.
Only gleanings shall be left of him,
As when one beats an olive tree:
Two berries or three on the topmost branch,
Four or five c·on the boughs of the crown·<
-declares the LORD, the God of Israel.

5

6

7 In that day, men shall turn to their Maker, their eyes
look to the Holy One of Israel; s they shall not turn to the
altars that their own hands made, or look to the sacred
posts and incense stands that their own fingers wrought.
9 In that day, their fortress cities shall be like the de
serted sites which dthe Horesh and the Amir·d abandoned
because of the Israelites; and there shall be desolation.
10

Truly, you have forgotten the God who saves you
And have not remembered the Rock who shelters
you;
That is why, though you plant a delightful•
sapling,
What you sow proves a disappointing slip.

a-n Emendation yields (cj Septuagint) "Its towns silnll 11l' deserted forevermore. "
b Emendation yields "Arnm. "
c-c Lit. "on her boughs, tile many-branched one."
d-d Septuagint reads "file Amorites and tile Hivites. "
e Emendation yields "fmc." So Vulgate (cj. Septuagint); cf. fer. 1.11.
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1 7.1-14: An oracle concerning
Damascus and the Northern
Kingdom. This ch addresses the
Syro-Ephraimite crisis, which took
place in 735 BCE. This crisis is de
scribed in 7.1-8.23, and the back
ground provided concerning those
chs above should be consulted
when reading this ch as well. This
ch concerns not only Damasws
(capital of Syria or Aram) but also
their allies, the northern Israelites
or Ephraimites, and the Assyrian
empire against whom the Arame
ans (or Syrians) and Ephraimites
revolted. 1-6: As in chs 7-8, the
downfalls of Damascus and
Ephraim are predicted. The instru
ment of their destruction, the As
syrian empire, is not specified
here. 2: Several cities called Aroer
are known in the Bible, but none
are located in Aram, which is the
main focus of vv. 1-3. Hence the
emendation mentioned in transla
tors' note b seems likely. 7-8: A re
flection on the effect these events
will have on humanity generally;
as elsewhere (2.1-4; 19.19-25), Isa
iah maintains that God's interven
tion in political events will lead to
an era in which humans univer
sally acknowledge the one God.
The Heb word translated here as
men is "ha-'adam," which refers to
human beings generally, not neces
sarily limited to Israelites or males.
9: A continuation of the prophecy
in vv.1-6 concerning the downfall
of Israel and Aram, which will be
emptied of their populations.
1 0-1 1 : A rebuke specifically di
rected toward the Israelites, who
ally with Arameans rather than
depending on God. Interestingly,
these vv. also could be directed
against Ahaz, the Judean king at
the time of the Syro-Ephraimite
crisis: He, too, relied on human
saviors (the Assyrians) rather than
God. Cf. Isaiah's criticism of Ahaz
in 8.5-8. 10: Delightful sapling, al
ternatively, "gardens for Adonis"
or "gardens for the Delightful
One." Some believe that this v. de
scribes gardens planted in honor
of a Semitic deity of vegetation
(variously known as Dumuzi,
Tammuz, or Baal, and called Ado
nis by the Greeks). Semites be-
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On the day that you plant, you see it grow;

On the morning you sow, you see it bud
But the branches wither away
On a day of sickness and mortal agony.

12

13

14

Ah, the roar of many peoples
That roar as roars the sea,
The rage of nations that rage
As rage the mighty waters
Nations raging like massive waters!
But He shouts at them, and they flee far away,
Driven like chaff before winds in the hills,
And like tumbleweed before a gale.
At eventide, lo, terror!
By morning, it is no more.
Such is the lot of our despoilers,
The portion of them that plunder us.

1 8 Beyond
��d inthe
the deep shadow of wings,·•
rivers of Nubia!
2

3

4

Go, swift messengers,
To a nation b-far and remote,
To a people thrust forth and away-b
A nation of gibber and chatter<
Whose land is cut off by streams;
d-Which sends out envoys by sea,
In papyrus vessels upon the water!·d
[Say this:]
"All you who live in the world
And inhabit the earth,
When a flag is raised in the hills, take note!
When a ram's hom is blown, give heed!"
For thus the LORD said to me:
"I rest calm and confident• in My habitation
Like a scorching heat upon sprouts,
'·Like a rain-cloud in the heat of reaping time."·'

a-a Or "Most slteltered lnr1d"; cf, e.g., 30.2, J; Ps. 36.8; 57.2; 61.5.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Mearting of Heb. uncertain; cf 28.10. Biblical writers often cl!aracterize dis/an/ nations
by tlleir unintelligible speecll; cf 33. 19; Deut. 28.49; fer. 5 - 1 5 d-d Brougl1/ down from beginning of verse for clarity. Tile Hebrew verb for "sends" agrees
in gender will! "nation," no/ will! "land. "
e Cf hibbit "to rely" !fob 6.19). Tile related 1101111 rnabbat occurs will! similar meaning in
/sa. 20.5, 6.
f-f I.e., like a tllreal of disaster; cf Eccl. 11 .4.

ISAIAH 17. 1 1-18.4
lieved that this god, like the grass
or flowers in the desert, springs to
life each year during the rainy sea
son and dies during the summer.
The Israelites were both unfaithful
and self-defeating in their reliance
on this false deity. 1 2-14: The ter
rifying arrival and sudden defeat
of the enemy. These vv. may refer
to the coming arrival of the Syro
Ephraimite forces in Jerusalem;
they may also (or alternatively) be
intended to predict the arrival of
Assyrian forces there. Cf. 8.5--S;
29.1--S. The description matches
the. surprising withdrawal of As
syrian forces in 701 BCE, three de
cades after the Syro-Ephraimite
crisis (see 10.28-34 n.). Isaiah may
have issued the prediction as early
as the Syro-Ephrairnite crisis in
735, thinking (mistakenly) that the
Assyrians would overrun Judah
then, even though it did not come
true until 701. The comparison of
an invading army to raging waters
appears frequently in Assyrian
propaganda of Isaiah's day.
1 8.1-7: An oracle concerning the
Ethiopians. The setting, back

ground, and meaning of this pas
sage are not clear. Nubia (Heb
"Kush") is the area south of Egypt,
sometimes referred to as Ethiopia.
In the late 70os and early 6oos
Egypt was ruled by Ethiopian
pharaohs. This ch probably refers
to diplomatic and military moves
in which these Ethiopian pharaohs
play the central role. 1-3: Judah
sends messengers to the Ethio
pians, responding to ambassadors
who had been sent to Judah. The
Ethiopian ruler of Egypt may have
been encouraging a revolt against
the Assyrians. 3-6: Isaiah encour
ages the Judeans to send a nega
tive response to the anti-Assyrian
overtures: Judah is safe, since the
LoRD is calm and confident in (His)
habitation, the Temple Mount in Je
rusalem. This passage reflects on
the Isaianic notion of the inviola
bility of Zion. Because the LoRD is
present in His Temple, Jerusalem
will never fall, and therefore the
Judeans need not depend on al
liances with other nations for
their safety. Cf. 1.8-<); 7.2-9; 8.8.
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For before the harvest," yet after the budding,
When the blossom has hardened into berries,
He will trim away the twigs with pruning hooks,
And lop off the trailing branches. b
They shall all be left
To the kites of the hills
And to the beasts of the earth;
The kites shall summer on them
And all the beasts of the earth shall winter on
them.
In that time,

Tribute shall be brought to the LoRD of Hosts
[From] a people far and remote,
From a people thrust forth and away
A nation of gibber and chatter,
Whose land is cut off by streamsAt the place where the name of the LoRD of Hosts
abides,
At Mormt Zion.

1 9 The "Egypt" Pronouncement.
Mormted on a swift cloud,
The LoRD will come to Egypt;
Egypt's idols shall tremble before Him,
And the heart of the Egyptians shall sink within
them.
2

"I will incite Egyptian against Egyptian:
They shall war with each other,
Every man with his fellow,
City with city
And kingdom with kingdom.
Egypt shall be drained of spirit,
And I will confound its plans;
So they will consult the idols and the shades
And the ghosts and the familiar spirits.
And I will place the Egyptians
At the mercy of a harsh master,
And a ruthless king shall rule them"
-declares the Sovereign, the LoRD of Hosts.
c

3

4

5

Water shall fail from the seas,
Rivers dry up and be parched,

a Emendatio11 yields "vintage."
b Afigure of speec/1 for tire defeated euemy.
c I.e., the various districts of Eg�;pt, iVhiclr in Isaiah's time iVere govcrued by hereditary
princes.
-
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4-6: The imagery describes the de
feat of what had seemed a strong
and promising empire, probably
the Assyrians. Kites, a bird of prey;
a better translation might be "vul
tures" or "carrion eaters," since
the birds will be devouring the
corpses littering the hills. 7: The
defeat of the enemy will lead to
worldwide recognition of the God
of Mount Zion.
1 9.1-24: A universalist oracle
concerning Egypt. Like other ora

cles concerning the nations, this ch
begins by describing the troubles
with which God will afflict Egypt.
It continues, however, by viewing
these troubles as identical to the
troubles with which God afflicts
Israel: They will lead the Egyp
tians to recognize the one true
God. The ch ends with a remark
ably universalist perspective.
1-18: Divine judgment against
Egypt. The first section of the ch
is negative in tone and poetic in
structure. 1-10: These vv. describe
the collapse of Egypt's gods (vv. 1,
J), political stability (vv. 2-4),
physical environment (vv. 5-'7),
and economy (vv. 8-10). 4: The di
vine punishment will involve a
foreigner coming to rule over
Egypt; this v. may refer to the Ethi
opian dynasty that took control of
Egypt in the late 8th century
(which is described in the previous
ch) or, more likely, to an Assyrian
invasion (which is also described
in the next ch). S-6: The seas: Heb
is singular and refers to the Nile,
which is wide enough to be called
a sea during the flood season. In
Egypt, agriculture, transportation,
and hence life in general de
pended on the Nile and its canals.
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6
7

8

9

10 <
11

12

13

14

15

Channels rum foul as they ebb,
And Egypt's canals run dry.
Reed and rush shall decay,
•And the Nile papyrus by the Nile-side
And everything sown by the Nile
Shall wither, blow away, and vanish.
The fishermen shall lament;
All who cast lines in the Nile shall mourn,
And those who spread nets on the water shall
languish.
The flax workers, too, shall be dismayed,
Both carders and weavers chagrined.b
Her foundations shall be crushed,
And all who make dams shall be despondent.
Utter fools are the nobles of Tanis;
The sagest of Pharaoh's advisers
[Have made] absurd predictions.
How can you say to Pharaoh,
"I am a scion of sages,
A scion of Kedemite kings"?d
Where, indeed, are your sages?
Let them tell you, let them discover
What the LORD of Hosts has planned against
Egypt.
The nobles of Tanis have been fools,
The nobles of Memphis deluded;
Egypt has been led astray
By the chiefs of her tribes.
The LoRD has mixed within her
A spirit of distortion,
Which shall lead Egypt astray in all her
undertakings
As a vomiting drunkard goes astray;
Nothing shall be achieved in Egypt
By either head or tail,
Palm branch or reed. •

16 In that day, the Egyptians shall be like women, trem
bling and terrified because the LoRD of Hosts will raise
His hand against them. 17 And the land of Judah shall also
be the dread of the Egyptians; they shall quake whenever
anybody mentions it to them, because of what the LORD of
a·a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Menning ofverse uncertain; emendation yields "Her drinkers slln/1 be dejected, I And all
ller brewers despondent."
d Or "advisers." Tile wisdom of tile Kedemites was proverbial; cf 1 Kings 5.10.
e I.e., a man of either lzigll or low station; cf 9·1J, 14.
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1 0-15: The Egyptians rely on their
traditional wisdom. Consequently,
they fail to understand the cause
of their troubles, which come di
rectly from the one God of Israel.
Tanis and Memphis were leading
cities in ancient Egypt. 16-17: The
Egyptians come to realize that the
God of Israel is the source of their
troubles, and hence also of their
salvation. 1 8-25: Divine grace to
ward Egypt. This section describes
the outcome of the inducements to
change with which God afflicted
the Egyptians. The style of this
section differs from the first one,
moving from poetry of rebuke to a
series of prose oracles that are pos
itive in nature. 1 8-22: These vv.
describe how the Egyptians will
accept the one God and become
His servants, just as the Israelites
are. Thus they link up with texts
such as 2.1-4 and 11.10. These pas
sages share a vision of a new
world order: Ethnicities will re
main distinct, but all nations will
adopt monotheism and will wor
ship the God of Israel. Some, how
ever, believe these vv. were added
by later scribes, and that they refer
to Jewish communities in Egypt
during the postexilic period, when
several Jewish temples existed in
Egyptian cities such as Elephan
tine and Leontopolis. Similarly, the
Talmud (b. Mena/1. 109b) under
stands this section to predict the
founding of the Jewish temple in
Leontopolis in the 16os BCE, rather
than foretelling a temple in which
Egyptians worship the LORD.
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Hosts is planning against them. 1 8 In that day, there shall
be several • towns in the land of Egypt speaking the lan
guage of Canaan and swearing loyalty to the LoRD of
Hosts; oneb shall be called Town of Heres.<
19 In that day, there shall be an altar to the LoRD inside
the land of Egypt and a pillar to the LORD at its border. d
2o They shall serve as a symbol and reminder of the LoRD
of Hosts in the land of Egypt, so that when [the Egyptians]
cry out to the LORD against oppressors, He will send them
a savior and champion to deliver them. 21 For the LoRD
will make Himself known to the Egyptians, and the Egyp
tians shall acknowledge the LoRD in that day, and they
shall serve [Him] with sacrifice and oblation and shall
make vows to the LoRD and fulfill them. 22 The LoRD will
first afflict and then heal the Egyptians; when they turn
back to the LORD, He will respond to their entreaties and
heal them.
23 In that day, there shall be a highway from Egypt to
Assyria. The Assyrians shall join with the Egyptians and
Egyptians with the Assyrians, and then the Egyptians to
gether with the Assyrians shall serve [the LoRD].
24 In that day, Israel shall be a third partner with Egypt
and Assyria as a blessing • on earth; 25 for the LoRD of
Hosts will bless them, saying, "Blessed be My people
Egypt, My handiwork Assyria, and My very own Israel."
It
being sent by King Sargon of Assyria-and at
2
0
tacked Ashdod and took it. 2 Previously,9 the LoRD had

was the year that the Tartan1 came to Ashdod

spoken to Isaiah son of Amoz, saying, "Go, untie the sack
cloth from your loins and take your sandals off your feet,"
which he had done, going naked and barefoot. 3 And now
the LoRD said, "It is a sign and a portent for Egypt and
Nubia. Just as My servant Isaiah has gone naked and bare
foot for three years, 4 so shall the king of Assyria drive off
the captives of Egypt and the exiles of Nubia, young and
old, naked and barefoot and with bared buttocks-to the
shame of Egypt! 5 And they shall be dismayed and cha
grined because of Nubia their hope and Egypt their boast.
6 In that day, the dwellers of this coastland shall say, 'If this
a Lit. "five."
b Or "eac/1 one."
c Meaning 1t11certain. Many Heb. 111ss. read J:>ercs, "s11n," which may refer to Heliopolis,
i.e., Snn City, in Egypt. Targum's "Beth Shemesh" !cf fer. 4J.1J) has the same meaning.
d As a symbol of the Lo1w's sovereignty over Egypt.
e I.e., a standard by which blessing is invoked; cf Gen. 11.1 with note.
f An Assyrian title meaning "General"; cf 1 Kings 18.17 and note.
g Lit. "At that time. "
-822-

18: The language of Canaan was the
language spoken by the Israelites;
Hebrew, a term never found in
Tanakh, is a Canaanite dialect.
Heres in Heb means "destruction."
23-25: The universal kingdom of
God. Even the archenemies of the
Israelites will recognize the one
God. Consequently, two empires
that perennially fought each other
(Egypt and Assyria) and a small
nation variously attacked by either
one (Israel) will be at peace with
each other. Some rabbinic com
mentators (Targum, Rashi) were
troubled byv. 25, which puts
Israel's enemies on an equal spiri
tual footing with Israel. They para
phrase as follows: "Blessed be My
people Israel, who came out of
Egypt and saw My handiwork,
which I performed against As
syria." This far-reaching reinter
pretation is rejected by other rab
binic authorities (such as Radak),
who insist the v. carries the strong
universal message it so clearly
presents.
20.1-6: A prophetic sign concern
ing the Egyptians. In 713, the king

of the coastal city-state of Ashdod
organized a revolt against the As
syrian empire, to whom the vari
ous states along the Mediter
ranean, including Judah, were
obliged to send tribute. Assyrian
records tell us that Judah partici
pated in the rebellion. The rebel
lious states seem to have appealed
to the pharaoh ruling over Egypt
(who came from Nubia, i.e., Ethio
pia) for help at the early stages of
the rebellion. In 711, the Assyrian
king, Sargon, sent his chief-of-staff
or Tartan to subdue Ashdod. Ash
dod and two other cities were
besieged, and the Assyrians im
prisoned the king of Ashdod. Ac
cording to this ch, Isaiah argued
vigorously against relying on
Egyptian help in 713-711, just as
he had argued against relying on
the Assyrians in 735 (see 7.1-8.23).
Isaiah made his point by means of
a symbolic action: He imitated the
fate that would await the Egyp
tians (and most likely many Ju
deans as well) if the situation de
veloped into a full-fledged war
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could happen to those we looked to, to whom we fled for
help and rescue from the king of Assyria, how can we our
selves escape?' "
•·The "Desert of the Sea" Pronouncement:•
2 1 Like
the gales

2

3

4

5

6

That race through the Negeb,
It comes from the desert,
The terrible land.
A harsh prophecy
Has been announced to me:
"The betrayer is b-betraying,
The ravager ravaging:b
Advance, Elam!
Lay siege, Media!
<·I have put an end
To all her sighing." ·<

Therefore my loins
Are·seized with trembling;
I am gripped by pangs
Like a woman in travail,
Too anguished to hear,
Too frightened to see.
My mind is confused,
I shudder in panic.
My night of pleasure
He has turned to terror:
"Set the table!"
To "Let the watchman watch!"
"Eat and drink!"
To "Up, officers! Greased the shields!"
For thus my Lord said to me:
"Go, set up a sentry;
Let him announce what he sees.

a-a Emendation yields 'The 'From tl1e Desert' PronouJJCeJJJeJJt," agreeing wit/1 the phrase
farther on in tl1e verse.
b-b Emendation yields "betrayed . . . ravaged"; cf 3 3 - 1 .
c-c EmCJJdalion yields "Put an end to a/l lJer merrymaking!"
d Emwdation yields "Grasp. "
against Assyria. Other prophets
also used symbolic actions to get
their points across; see, for exam
ple, Jer. 13.1-14; Ezek. 4.1-5.17.
6: Dwellers of this coast/and refers
most likely to the Ashdodites, who
instigated the revolt against As-

syria; the Philistine city of Ashdod
is located on the coast. Many rab
binic commentators suggest, how
ever, that "coastland" refers to the
whole land of Israel, including
the hill country where the Judeans
lived.
-82) -

21.1-10: An oracle concerning
Babylonia. This oracle may date
from Isaiah's day, during the reign
of the Babylonian king, Merodach
baladan, at the end of the 8th cen
tury. At that time the relatively
small kingdom of Babylonia at
tempted to defeat the larger Assyr
ian empire. This ultimately futile
attempt was relevant to the Ju
deans, because the Babylonians
endeavored to persuade the Ju
dean king, Hezekiah, to join the
anti-Assyrian coalition. See ch 39,
and also 2 Kings ch 20. If this is the
setting of the passage, Isaiah pre
dicts defeat for the Babylonians, in
spite of their attempt to create a
unified front with the Judeans. Al
ternatively, this text may date to a
century after Isaiah, to a time in
which the Babylonians had in fact
become the great power of the an
cient Near East. In that case, an
unnamed prophet predicts the
downfall of the Babylonians. The
language of this oracle is unusu
ally obscure. 1 : Desert of the Sea,
i.e., Babylon. The term may be a
Heb translation of an Akkadian
term used to refer to southern
Mesopotamia, where Babylon was
located. (Akkadian was the lan
guage of Babylonia and Assyria.)
2: Elam, Media: These two nations
were located to the north of As
syria. Elarn joined Merodach
baladan's doomed campaign
against Assyria. If this text dates
from the 8th century (that is, the
era of Isaiah son of Arnoz), then
this v. calls on Elarn and Media to
defend themselves from the corn
ing Assyrian onslaught. Elam and
Media eventually became part of
the Persian empire, and some ]ate
biblical writers seem to equate
Elam and Media with Persia. If
this text dates from the 6th century
(and is thus much later than Isaiah
son of Arnoz's prophecies), then
these vv. call on Elarn and Media
to wage war against Babylonia.
They thus anticipate the fall of
Babylonia to the Persians in 539
BCE, and resemble the prophecies
of Deutero-Isaiah (see introduc
tion). 6-9: A description of pro
phetic inspiration: The prophet is
like the sentry in a watchtower,
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He will see mounted men,
Horsemen in pairs
Riders on asses,
Riders on camelsAnd he will listen closely,
Most attentively."
And •·[like] a lion he·• called out:
h-"On my Lord's lookout·h I stand
Ever by day,
And at my post I watch
Every night.
And there they come, mounted men
Horsemen in pairs!"
Then he spoke up and said,
"Fallen, fallen is Babylon,
And all the images of her gods
Have crashed to the ground!"
<·My threshing, the product of my threshing floor:·<
What I have heard from the LoRD of Hosts,
The God of IsraelThat I have told to you.

11

The "Dumah" d Pronouncement.

12

A call comes to me from Seir:
"Watchman, what of the night?
Watchman, what of the night?"
The watchman replied,
"Morning came, and so did night.
If you would inquire, inquire.
Come back again."

13

14
15

The "In the Steppe" Pronouncement.
In the scrub, in the steppe, you will lodge,
0 caravans of the Dedanites!
Meet the thirsty with water,
You who dwell in the land of Tema;
Greet the fugitive with bread.
For they have fled before swords:
Before the whetted sword,
Before the bow that was drawn,
Before the stress of war.

16 For thus my Lord has said to me: "In another year,
fixed like the years of a hired laborer, all the multitude of
a-a 1 Qls" reads 'The watcher. "
c-c Connection of Heb. uncertain.

b-b Or "Ou a lookout, my lord. "
d Name of a people; cf Gen. 25.14.

who sees the invading armies be
fore anyone else can.

An oracle concerning
Edom or northern Arabia. This or

21 .1 1-12:

acle is as obscure as it is brief; it is
not even clear to whom it is ad
dressed. Dwnah may be a poetic,
short form of the word "Edom,"
which was a nation located south
east of Judah. Seir was another
name for Edom. Alternatively,
Dumah may refer to a city in north
em Arabia. These two explana
tions are not necessarily exclusive,
since the Arabian city in question
is due east of Edom. Thus the ora
cle may address both the Edomites
and the Arab tribes with whom
they traded. Finally, Dumah may
be a noun meaning "silence"an apt title for this oracle, whose
meaning is not spoken clearly to
us. In all likelihood, the oracle pre
dicts that Edom and/or
. the north
em Arabs will be defeated in the
upcoming upheaval described in
the previous ten vv. 1 2: This v.
may be taken to refer to a real
watchman, who is asked whether
his watch has passed peacefully;
or it may be metaphorical, refer
ring to the night of oppression (of
the Edomites and/ or the Arabs? or
of the Judeans?) at the hands of the
conquerors.
21 .13-17: An oracle concerning
Arabia. Like the previous oracle,

these vv. probably describe the de
feat of various tribes who were ei
ther allied with Babylonia against
Assyria (if the oracle dates to the
8th century) or who were allied
with the Babylonian empire that is
about to fall (if the oracle dates to
the 6th century). 1 3: In the Steppe:
A more likely translation is "Ara
bia." Dedanites, a nomadic Arab
tribe of northern Arabia; they are
often mentioned in the Bible along
with the Edomites, with whom
they seem to have had extensive
trade relations. 14: Tema, a city lo
cated south of Dumah in Arabia.
These vv. seem to assume that the
defeated Dedanites will flee south
to Tema, where they will have to
seek refuge. 1 6: Kedar, a tribe of
nomads who traded with the
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Kedar shall vanish; 1 7 the remaining bows of Kedar's war
riors shall be few in number; for the LoRD, the God of Is
rael, has spoken.
The •·"Valley of Vision" ·• Pronouncement.
2 2 bWhat
can have happened to you
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

That you have gone, all of you, up on the roofs,
0 you who were full of tumult,
You clamorous town,
You city so gay?
Your slain are not the slain of the sword
Nor the dead of battle. c
Your officers have all departed,
They fled far away;
Your survivors were all taken captive,
•Taken captive without their bows:•
That is why I say, "Let me be,
I will weep bitterly.
Press not to comfort me
For the ruin of d·my poor people." ·d

For my Lord Goo of Hosts had a day
Of tumult and din and confusion
•·Kir raged in the Valley of Vision,
And Shoa on the hill;'"
While Elam bore the quiver
In troops of mounted men,
And Kir bared the shieldAnd your choicest lowlands
Were filled with chariots and horsemen:
They stormed at Judah's' gateway
And pressed beyond its screen.9
You gave thought on that day
To the arms in the Forest House/
And you took note of the many breaches
In the City of David.

a-a Meaning of Hcb. rmccrtair1.
b Vv. 1-3 describe a scene of mourning to lake place in Jerusalem in tire ncar future. ln tire
ancient Ncar East, public weeping took place on tire low flat roofs as well as in tire streets
and squares; cf above, 15.3; fer. 48.38.
c I.e., executed, instead of dying in battle.
d-d Lit. "tire young woman, my people."
e-e Meaning of Hcb. rmcertain. On Kir sec 2 Kings 16.g; Amos 1.5; 9-7; on Slroa see Ezek.
23.23.
f Brouglrt upfrom Safor clarity.
g fudalr's gateway is tire upper course of tire Valley of Elalr. Tire screen is tire fortress Aze
kalr, at the moutlr of tire gateway, wlrich was captured by tire Assyrians.
h See 1 Kings 7.2-5; 10.16-17.
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Edomites and other settled peo
ples; they were located in the
extreme north of the Arabian
desert.
22.1-14: An oracle concerning
Judah and Jerusalem. This oracle

was written, in all likelihood, be
fore the Assyrian invasion in
705-701 BCE. Hezekiah, king of
Judah, joined a revolt against the
Assyrian king, Sennacherib. Sen
nacherib's army devastated most
of Judah and surrounded Jerusa
lem but did not conquer it. See
2 Kings 18.13-20.21; Isa. chs 36-39;
2 Chron. ch 32. (Some, however,
believe that the ch relates to the
events of 713, described in 20.16 n.) Isaiah seems to have disap
proved of the actions taken to for
tify Jerusalem (see 2 Kings 20.20;
2 Chron. 32.2-5), perhaps because
they betrayed a lack of confidence
in the LORD. Alternatively, this ch
may have been written after the
surprising deliverance of Jerusa
lem. In that case, the ch expresses
Isaiah's disapproval of the tone of
the celebrations, which fail to rec
ognize the divine source of deliv
erance sufficiently. 1 : Tile "Valley of
Vision" Pronouncement: The title is
taken from the phrase in v. 5· Jeru
salem (or perhaps one particular
valley within the hilly city) is re
ferred to as the valley of vision.
1-4: Isaiah foresees a dramatic
turnabout: The city that is festive
as it prepares for siege will be sur
rounded by ruin. 5-7: The coming
calamity. On the theme of the "Day
of the LoRD," see also Isa. chs 13,
34; Ezek. ch 7; Joel chs 2-3; Amos
5.18-20; Zeph. ch 1. Amos 5.18-20
is especially comparable, since
there, as here, the J udeans believe
the day will be one of celebration,
but it turns out to be one of calam
ity. 8-14: The preparations for the
upcoming battle, which fail to at
tend to God's role in salvation.
8: The Forest House, the building
housing the royal treasury and
weaponry. See 1 Kings 7.2--6; 10.17.
9: Breaches, gaps or weak spots in
the wall surrounding the main sec
tor of the city; cf. 2 Kings 32.5.
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•-And you collected the water of the Lower Pool;-' 10 and
you counted the houses of Jerusalem and pulled houses
down to fortify the wall; 11 and you constructed a basin
between the two walls for the water of the old pool.
But you gave no thought to Him who planned it,
You took no note of Him who designed it long
before.
12
My Lord Goo of Hosts summoned on that day
To weeping and lamenting,
To tonsuring and girding with sackcloth.
13
Instead, there was rejoicing and merriment,
Killing of cattle and slaughtering of sheep,
Eating of meat and drinking of wine:
"Eat and drink, for tomorrow we die!"
14
Then the LoRD of Hosts revealed Himself to my
ears:
"This iniquity shall never be forgiven you
Until you die," said my Lord Goo of Hosts.
1 5 Thus said my Lord Goo of Hosts: Go in to see that
steward, that Shebna, in charge of the palace:
16
What have you here, and whom have you here,
That you have hewn out a tomb for yourself
here?0 you who have hewn yourb tomb on high;
0 you who have hollowed out for yourselfb an
abode in the cliff!
17
The LoRD is about to shake you
<-Severely, fellow,-< and then wrap you around
Himself.d
18
Indeed, He will wind you about Him •·as a
headdress, a turban.-•
Off to a broad land!
There shall you die, and there shall be the
'·chariots bearing your body,-'
0 shame of your master's house!
19
For I will hurl you from your station
And you shall be torn down from your stand.
20 And in that day, I will summon My servant Eliakim
son of Hilkiah, 21 and I will invest him with your tunic,
gird him with your sash, and deliver your authority into
a-a This clause would read well after tile prose part of v. 11a.
b Heb. "/Jis," "/Jimself. "
c-c Emendation yields "as a garment is sltaken out."
d I.e., and walk offwit/J you; cf fer. 43.12.
e-e Emendation yields "as a turban is wound about."
f1 Emendation yields "abode [cf v. 16] of your body" [cf 10.3, 16].
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10-1 1 : A reference to the water
works project also mentioned in
2 Kings 20.20. Hezekiah directed
workers to build a tunnel (now
known as the Siloam TU!Ulel) to
bring water from a spring outside
the walls of the city, on the slopes
south of the Temple Mount, into a
pool known as the Siloam Pool in
side the city. The tunnel ensured
Jerusalem a safe water supply in
the event of a siege. Rediscovered
in the 19th century, the tunnel is
now accessible to tourists. An in
scription found inside the tunnel is
perhaps the most famous ancient
Heb text outside the Bible; it de
scribes how workmen dug the tun
nel from two sides and met in the
middle.
22.1 5-25: An oracle concerning a
royal official. Unique among bibli

cal oracles, this text condemns a
particular non-royal individual:
Shebna, who was the royal steward,
in charge of the palace. These titles
are known from other biblical texts
and also from ancient Heb inscrip
tions; they probably denote an of
fice comparable to that of Prime
Minister; Isaiah calls for Shebna to
be deposed and replaced by a man
named Eliakim son of Hilkiah (v. 20).
In Isa. J6.J; 37.2 and 2 Kings 18.18
Eliakim does in fact have the posi
tions described here, and Shebna
has apparently been assigned to a
lower-ranking position. Isaiah pre
sumes his audience knows the po
litical background of the conflict at
hand, leaving modern readers to
speculate as to the reasons that Isa
iah objected to Shebna's policies.
16: A large tomb belonging to a
royal official with Shebna's title
has been excavated on the eastern
edge of the valley of Kidron across
from the City of David (in today's
Silwan neighborhood), but the in
scription in the tomb is damaged,
and we do not know the official's
name. Archeological evidence
points to an 8th-century date for
the tomb, suggesting the possibil
ity that it is the tomb described
here. If so, Isaiah's prediction that
Shebna would never enjoy his
magnificent tomb is either incor
rect or merely rhetorical, for the
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his hand; and he shall be a father to the inhabitants of Je
rusalem and the men of Judah. 22 I will place the keys of
David's palace on his shoulders; and what he unlocks
none may shut, and what he locks none may open. 23 He
shall be a seat of honor to his father's• household. I will fix
him as a peg in a firm place, 24 on which all the substance
of his father's• household shall be hung: bthe sprouts and
the leaves·b-all the small vessels, from bowls to all sorts
of jars.
25 cJn that day-declares the LoRD of Hosts-the peg
fixed in a firm place shall give way: it shall be cut down
and shall fall, and the weight it supports shall be de
stroyed. For it is the LoRD who has spoken.

2 3 The "Tyre" Pronouncement.
Howl, you d·ships of Tarshish!·d
For havoc has been wrought, not a house is left;
As they came from the land of Kittim,
This was revealed to them.
2

3

4

Moan, you coastland dwellers,
You traders of Sidon,
Once thronged by seafarers,
Over many waters
Your• revenue came:
From the trade of nations,
From the grain of Shihor,
The harvest of the Nile.
Be ashamed, 0 Sidon!
For the sea-this stronghold of the sea-declares,
'·"I am as one who has·' never labored,
Never given birth,

a Emendntio11 yields "master's"; cf v. 1 8 e11d.
b-b Men11i11g of Heb. IIIICCI'taill.
c Appnre11t/y COIIIillllCS V. 19.
d-d See 11ote at 2.16.
e Heb. "her. "
f-f Lit. "I have."
owner of that tomb was in fact in
terred there. 23-24: The metaphor
here depicts Eliakim as a tent peg,
ensuring a secure place for his
family (the sprouts and the leaves
and various vessels of the meta
phor), just as vessels and other
objects in a tent would be hung
from a rope firm!y anchored in
the ground. 25: The peg of this v.
seems to refer back to Shebna. Al
ternatively, if it is the same peg re
ferred to in v. 23, then Eliakim is

ultimately subject to the same criti
cism as the man he replaces.

23.1-18: Oracles concerning the
Phoenicians. This passage is a
mock lament for Tyre. It is not clear
whether the mock lament was
composed as historical reflection
after Tyre was attacked by the As
syrian army or as a prophecy be
forehand. Throughout the 8th cen
tury, the Phoenician city of Tyre
(located in southern Lebanon) was

22.22-23 . 4

the capital of a city-state that ex
tended from Acre to Sidon and also
included colonies elsewhere in the
Mediterranean, notably in Cyprus
(Heb "Kitim"). Tyre was renowned
for its mighty ships; Tyrians grew
wealthy from their role as traders
and merchants. Indeed the term
"Phoenician" or "Canaanite" be
came a synonym in Heb for "mer
chant"; see Prov. 31.24. Although
Tyre retained some independence
from the Assyrian empire, Tyre
was required to pay tribute to the
Assyrians from the middle of the
8th century. It joined the revolt
against Assyria in 705--701. In 701
the Assyrian king Sennacherib
defeated the Tyrians. Tyre's king
fled to Cyprus; Sidon and other
cities along the coast of Lebanon
were removed from Tyrian control;
and the Assyrians may have
gained some control over parts of
Cyprus. Isaiah regards this event
favorably, for Tyre, like all wealthy
and powerful nations, had grown
too great. On the central theme of
humility in Isaiah (relevant both
for individuals and for nations), cf.
2.5-22; ) 8 15; 10.5-27; 11.1-12.10.
Here as in these other passages,
Isaiah contrasts the impious self
confidence of human beings with
the true grandeur that must be rec
ognized as belonging to God
alone. Tyre was located on an is
land about one-half mile off the
coast of Lebanon, and it was never
actually conquered during the bib
lical period, even though its main
land territories were often overrun
and its leadership was at times
forced to capitulate. Thus it resem
bles Jerusalem in Isaiah's day:
Judah was sorely pressed by the
Assyrians (and the Arameans and
Ephraimites before them), but the
capital never fell. Isaiah may have
viewed Tyre as parallel to invio
lable Zion and Tyre's experience as
especially instructive to the Ju
deans. 1-14: A lament over the
Tyrian empire. 1-5: Phoenician
merchant ships, various Tyrian
colonies, and Tyre's allies and
trading partners learn that Tyre
has been subjected to an enemy.
1 : Tarshislz was a Tyrian trading
colony in the western Mediter.

-
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Never raised youths
Or reared maidens!"
When the Egyptians heard it, they quailed
As when they heard about Tyre.
Pass on to TarshishHowl, you coastland dwellers!
Was such your merry city
In former times, of yore?
Did her feet carry her off
To sojourn far away?
Who was it that planned this
For crown-wearing Tyre,
Whose merchants were nobles,
Whose traders the world honored?
The LoRD of Hosts planned it
To defile all glorious beauty,
To shame all the honored of the world.

10

•Traverse your land like the Nile,
Fair Tarshish;·•
This is a harborb no more.

11

The LoRD poised His arm o'er the sea
And made kingdoms quake;
It was He decreed destruction
For Phoenicia'sc strongholds,
And said,
"You shall be gay no more,
0 plundered one, Fair Maiden Sidon.
Up, cross over to KittimEven there you shall have no rest."

12

13 d

Behold the land of ChaldeaThis is the people that has ceased to be.
Assyria, which founded it for ships,
Which raised its watchtowers,
Erected its ramparts,
Has turned it into a ruin.

14

Howl, 0 ships of Tarshish,
For your stronghold is destroyed!

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "Pass on to tire land of Kittinr, I You
slrips ofTarslrislr."
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain; taking mezai:t as a by-form of mal)oz: cf Ps. 107-30c Heb. "Cmraan's. "
d Meaning of verse uncertain. Emendation yields "Tire land of Kittim itself-/ Wlric/r tire
Sidonian people founded, I Whose watchtowers tlrey raised, I Wlrose citadels they erected-/
Exists no more; I Assyria lras turned it into a ruin."
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ranean, perhaps located in today's
Spain. 6-10: The Phoenicians are
urged to flee to their colonies else
where in the Mediterranean, for
God is bringing destruction on the
Phoenician coastlands. 1 1-1 2: But
God's power extends over the seas
as well, so that even in exile the
Phoenicians will find no rest. Cf.
the fate of Israelites and Judeans
sent into exile by God in texts such
as Deut. 28.64-68. 1 3: A very ob
scure verse. Because it mentions
the Chaldeans, who took control of
Babylonia a century after Isaiah's
day, it is most likely a later gloss,
but its meaning is unclear. 1 4: The
conclusion to the lament marks the
end of the literary unit by repeat
ing the opening words, "Howl,
you ships of Tarshish" from v. 1 .
Such framing devices often indi
cate the extent of a literary unit in
biblical literature. 1 5-1 8: A proph
ecy of restoration. After a period
of subjugation, Tyre will be both
religiously purified and politically
restored. Its fate closely resembles
that of Egypt and Assyria in
19.18-25, as well as that of Israel
throughout the Bible. God treats
the Phoenicians precisely as God
treats the Israelites: They are se
verely punished, then saved.
1 5: Seventy years: Cf. the length
of Jerusalem's punishment in
Jer. 25.11; 29.10.
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15 In that day, Tyre shall remain forgotten for seventy
years, equaling the lifetime of one king. After a lapse of
seventy years, it shall go with Tyre as with the harlot in
the ditty:
16

Take a lyre, go about the town,
Harlot long forgotten;
Sweetly play, make much music,
To bring you back to mind.

17 For after a lapse of seventy years, the LORD will take
note of Tyre, and she shall resume her •·"fee-taking" and
"play the harlot"·• with all the kingdoms of the world, on
the face of the earth. 18 But her profits and "hire" shall be
consecrated to the LORD. They shall not be treasured or
stored; rather shall her profits go to those who abide be
fore the LORD, that they may eat their fill and clothe them
selves elegantly.

2 4 Behold,
2

3

4

5

The LORD will strip the earth bare,
And lay it waste,
And twist its surface,
And scatter its inhabitants.
Layman and priest shall fare alike,
Slave and master,
Handmaid and mistress,
Buyer and seller,
Lender and borrower,
Creditor and debtor.
The earth shall be bare, bare;
It shall be plundered, plundered;
For it is the LORD who spoke this word.

The earth is withered, sear;
The world languishes, it is sear;
bThe most exalted people of the earth·b languish.
For the earth was defiled
Under its inhabitants;
Because they transgressed teachings,
Violated laws,
Broke the ancient covenant.
That is why a curse consumes the earth,
And its inhabitants pay the penalty;
c

6

I.e., "trnding . . . trnde. "
b-b Clmnge of vocnliznfion yields "botlr sky nnd enrtlr."
c I.e., fire mornl lnw, wlriclr is binding on nil men (cf Gen. 9-4-6).

n-n

23 . 1 5-24.6

Prophecies concerning
the end of days. These chs form a

Chs 24-27:

distinct section within the book of
Isaiah. They refer to no specific
historical situation but are con
cerned instead with a future time
in which the world will undergo
sweeping devastation, after which
redemption will come to survivors
from all the nations. They describe
humanity as deeply sinful in gen
eral terms, but, unlike other Isa
ianic passages, they do not specify
what humanity's sins are, in con
trast, for example, to chs 1-3. Like
2.1-4; 4.2-6; 11.1-12.10, they por
tray the ultimate and lasting di
vine judgment of the world, but
they focus to a greater extent on
the break between the end of the
old age and the creation of the
new world order. These chs share
some features with later apocalyp
tic literature, which is best repre
sented in the Tanakh by the book
of Daniel. Consequently, many
date chs 24-27 to the Persian or
even the Hellenistic period. On the
other hand, they also share many
features with prophecies of Isaiah,
such as the doctrine of the rem
nant and a thoroughgoing univer
salism. Whether these Isaianic fea
tures result from Isaiah's own
authorship of these chs, and they
should be considered protoapoca
lyptic, or from the influence of
Isaiah's genuine writings on them
cannot be determined, but most
modern scholars opt for the latter
explanation.

Cosmic chaos and divine
judgment at the end of time.

24.1-23:

1-3: A summary of the ch as a
whole: In the coming destruction
God will destroy the social and
natural orders. 4-1 3: The reason
for the upheaval: Humanity is de
praved. 4-5: Tl1e earth could also
be translated as "the land" (i.e., the
land of Israel), in which case this
section would refer to the Israelites
and Judeans, not all humanity. In
that case, the ancient covenant (or
"everlasting commitment") refers
to the laws given to Israel through
Moses, especially the laws of the
Sabbath and sacrifice (d. Exod.
31.16; Lev. 24.8; Num. 18.19, where
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That is why earth's dwellers have dwindled,
And but few men are left.
The new wine fails,
The vine languishes;
And all the merry-hearted sigh.
Stilled is the merriment of timbrels,
Ended the clamor of revelers,
Stilled the merriment of lyres.
They drink their wine without song;
Liquor tastes bitter to the drinker.
Towns are broken,a empty;
Every house is shut, none enters;
Even over wine, a cry goes up in the streets:
The sun has set on all joy,
The gladness of the earth is banished.
Desolation is left in the town
And the gate is battered to ruins.
For thus shall it be among the peoples
In the midst of the earth:
As when the olive tree is beaten out,
Like gleanings when the vintage is over.
These shall lift up their voices,
Exult in the majesty of the LoRD.
They shall shout from the sea:
Therefore, honor the LoRD with lights
In the coastlands of the seaThe name of the LoRD, the God of Israel.
From the end of the earth
We hear singing:
Glory to the righteous!
b-And I said:-b
<·I waste away! I waste away! Woe is me!
The faithless have acted faithlessly;
The faithless have broken faith!·<
d-Terror, and pit, and trap·d
Upon you who dwell on earth!
He who flees at the report of the terror
Shall fall into the pit;
And he who climbs out of the pit
Shall be caught in the trap.
For sluices are opened on high,
And earth's foundations tremble.

b-b Clmnge of vocalization yields "Tiley shall say."
a Emendation yields "left."
c-c Meaning ofHeb. uncertain. Emendation yields "Villain (Arabic razii],foolisll villain! I
Tilefaithless wllo actedfaitlrlessly I Have been betrayed in tum."
d-d Heb. pal:>ad wa-pal:>ath, wa-pal:>.
-
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the same phrase appears in the
Heb). But the reference to the peo
ples in v. 13 suggests that this ch is
in fact concerned with all human
ity and the whole earth, not just
Israel and its land. 1 0: Towns, lit.
"the town" (singular). Various pro
posals regarding the identification
of this town (e.g., Jerusalem) have
been offered, but it probably refers
not to a specific town but to towns
as a collective. Hence the NJPS
translation. This v. echoes 17.6 and
broadens its meaning, the earlier v.
referred to the punishment of Is
rael and this v. (more likely) to the
punishment of all humanity.
14-16: Some group (Judeans who
have been saved? human beings
generally?) begins to rejoice, think
ing the destruction has ended. The
prophet laments, however, realiz
ing that the judgment will con
tinue for some time. 16: I wnste
awny: Other commentators, espe
cially rabbinic ones, understand
the Heb to mean "I know a secret,"
i.e., the painful truth about the
extent of the coming disaster.
17-23: A vivid description of the
inescapable terror that will over
take all creation. God will mete
out punishments that affect
not only the mighty among hu
manity but even nature itself.
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19
20

21

22

23

The earth is breaking, breaking;
The earth is crumbling, crumbling.
The earth is tottering, tottering;
The earth is swaying like a drunkard;
It is rocking to and fro like a hut.
Its iniquity shall weigh it down,
And it shall fall, to rise no more.

2 1 : The host of heaven, the stars
above, or the angels, or both, since
the stars were viewed by many
ancient peoples as divinities. Cf.
Jer. 33.22; 1 Kings 22.19; Neh. 9.6.
Because the stars were wor
shipped by many peoples (includ
ing misguided Israelites), they too
feel the brunt of God's anger.

In that day, the LORD will punish
The host of heaven in heaven
And the kings of the earth on earth.
They shall be gathered in a dungeon
As captives are gathered;
And shall be locked up in a prison.
But after many days they shall be remembered.

25.1-12: The end of evi l This ch
brings together two or three texts
describing God's victory over evil
and sorrow. 1-5: A song of thanks
giving. These vv. seem to refer to
some historical event in the past
and to have a particular city in
mind, though they give no indica
tion whatsoever regarding the
identity of the arrogant city that
has been overthrown. In both re
spects this short song differs from
most of chs 24-27. It is possible
that these vv. originated as a song
of triumph after the downfall of
some major city such as the Assyr
ian capital and were later reused
here as an example of the song
that will be sung by the faithful
remnant that endures after the
end of days. 6-9: The rejoicing
of the faithful remnant and
the end of sorrow in the future.

Then the moon shall be ashamed,
And the sun shall be abashed.
For the LoRD of Hosts will reign
On Mount Zion and in Jerusalem,
And the Presence will be revealed to His elders.

2 50 LoRD, You are my God;

I will extol You, I will praise Your name.
For You planned graciousness• of old,
Counsels of steadfast faithfulness.

2

3

4

5

6

For You have turned a city into a stone heap,
A walled town into a ruin,
The citadel of strangersb into rubble,<
Never to be rebuilt.
Therefore a fierce people must honor You,
A city of cruel nations must fear You.
For You have been a refuge for the poor man,
A shelter for the needy man in his distress
Shelter from rainstorm, shade from heat.
When the fury of tyrants was like a winter<
rainstorm,
The rage of strangersb like heat in the desert,
You subdued the heat with the shade of clouds,
The singingd of the tyrants was vanquished.
The LORD of Hosts will make on this mount•
For all the peoples

a See 9·5 ·
b Emendation yields "a,.rogant men. "
c Meauiug of Heb. uucertain.
d Meaning of Heb. uncel'tain. Emendation yields "raiustorm"; cf 4d.
e I.e., the Holy Laud, as i11 1 1 . 9; 14.25; 57. 13.
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A banquet of •·rich viands,
A banquet of choice winesOf rich viands seasoned with marrow,
Of choice wines·• well refined.
And He will destroy on this mountb the
shroud
That is drawn over the faces of all the
peoples
And the covering that is spread
Over all the nations:
He will destroy death< forever.
My Lord Goo will wipe the tears away
From all faces
And will put an end to the reproach of d·His
people-d
Over all the earthFor it is the LoRD who has spoken.

9

In that day they shall say:
This is our God;
We trusted in Him, and He delivered us.
This is the LoRD, in whom we trusted;
Let us rejoice and exult in His deliverance!

10

For the hand of the LORD shall descend
Upon this mount,b
And Moab• shall be trampled under Him
As straw is threshed to bits at Madmenah.'
Then He will spread out His hands in their
homeland,9
As a swimmer spreads his hands out to
swim,
And He will humble their pride
Along with hthe emblems of their power:h
Yea, the secure fortification of their1 walls
He will lay low and humble,
Will raze to the ground, to the very dust.

11

12

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b I.e., the Holy Lnnd, as in 1 1 . 9; 14.25; 57. 1 3 .
c Per/raps an allusion to tl.e mass killings committed by tire Assyrians; cf 10.7; 14.20.
d-d Emendation yields "peoples. "
e Emendation yields "Assyria"; cf 14.25.
f A village near Jerusalem; see 10.3 1 . Emendation yields "As straw gets shredded in the
tlrreslring."
g Lit. "midst. "
lr-lr Meaning of Heb. rmcertain. Emendation yields "their citadels"; cf tire next verse.
i Heb. "your. "
-8)2-

7: Covering: When the new cosmic
order emerges, the illusions that
befuddle the nations will disap
pear, and the survivors from all
nations will enjoy access to true
teachings, which emanate from the
God of Zion. Cf. 2.1-4; 19.18-25;
23.15-18. 8: He will destroy death
forever: See 26.19 n. 1 0-12: The de
struction of Moab. These are the
only vv. in chs 24-27 that refer to a
specific nation, and they may have
originally belonged in the oracles
against the nations in chs 13-24.
10: Madmenall: This may refer to a
village in Moab; see Jer. 48.2
(where it is called Madmen). Alter
natively, the word may be a noun
meaning "muddy pit" or "manure
pit," with a punning reference to
the Moabite village.
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In that day, this song shall be sung
In the land of Judah:
Ours is a mighty city;
He makes victory our inner and outer wall.
Open the gates, and let
A righteous nation enter,
[A nation] that keeps faith.
The confident mind You guard in safety,
In safety because it trusts in You.
Trust in the LoRD for ever and ever,
For in Yah the LoRD you have an everlasting Rock.
For He has brought low those who dwelt high up,
Has humbled the secure city,
Humbled it to the ground,
Leveled it with the dustTo be trampled underfoot,
By the feet of the needy,
By the soles of the poor.
The path is level for the righteous man;
0 Just One, You make smooth the course of the
righteous.
For Your just ways, 0 LoRD, we look to You;
We long for the name by which You are called.
At night I yearn for You with all my being,
I seek You with all •the spirit within me:•
For when Your judgments are wrought on earth,
The inhabitants of the world learn righteousness.
But when the scoundrel is spared, he learns not
righteousness;
In a place of integrity, he does wrong
He ignores the majesty of the LORD.
0 LORD!
They see not Your hand exalted.
Let them be shamed as they behold
Your zeal for Your people
And fire consuming Your adversaries.
0 LORD!
May You appoint well-being for us,
Since You have also requited all our misdeeds.
0 LORD our God!
Lords other than You possessed us,
But only Your name shall we utter.

a-a Emendation yields "my spirit in tlze moming. "

b Meaniug of verse zmcertain.

26. 1-26.13

26.1-21: A song of thanksgiving
and supplication. This ch is highly
varied: I t begins with a song de·
scribing a future act of salvation,
moves on to entreaties, and ends
with a surprising prediction of tri·
umph over death. 1-7: The
thanksgiving song that will be
sung in the future. This text resem·
bles psalms of thanksgiving and
praise in the book of Psalms, such
as Pss. 117; 118. The song contrasts
the security of a mighty city (v. 1),
presumably Jerusalem, and the
downfall of a secure city (v: 5; bet·
ter, "exalted city"), which is not
identified and is likely to be sym·
bolic of oppressive nations gener·
ally. 8-10: A reflection on divine
judgment, whose lessons the evil
fail to accept. 1 1-19: A petition for

salvation to the righteous and
punishment to the wicked. These

vv. move back and forth between
confident expectations regarding
the future and depressed reflec
tions on the past or present plight
of the nation. 1 1 : The wicked
have not yet been shown divine
justice and thus do not respect
God's power. 1 2-13: The Israelites
confess their misdeeds, but
they claim they have already
suffered sufficiently for them.
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2 6 . 1 4-2 6 . 2 1

They are dead, they can never live;
Shades, they can never rise;
Of a truth, You have dealt with them and wiped
them out,
Have put an end to all mention of them.
When You added to the nation, 0 LoRD,
When You added to the nation,
Extending all the boundaries of the land,
You were honored.
0 LoRD! In their distress, they sought You;
Your chastisement reduced them
To anguished b whispered prayer.
Like a woman with child
Approaching childbirth,
Writhing and screaming in her pangs,
So are we become because of You, 0 LoRD.
We were with child, we writhedIt is as though we had given birth to wind;
We have won no victory on earth;
The inhabitants of the world have not <·come to
life!·<
Oh, let Your dead revive!
Let corpsesd arise!
Awake and shout for joy,
You who dwell in the dust!For Your dew is like the dew on fresh growth;
You make the land of the shades <·come to life:<
Go, my people, enter your chambers,
And lock your doors behind you.
Hide but a little moment,
Until the indignation passes.
For lo!
The LoRD shall come forth from His place
To punish the dwellers of the earth
For their iniquity;
And the earth shall disclose its bloodshed
And shall no longer conceal its slain.

n Menning ofvv. 15-16 uncertnin.
b Lit. "nnguis/J"; Inking �aqun ns n 1101111 formed like zadon nnd sason.
c-c Menni11g ofHeb. 11/ICertnin.
d Grnnrmnr of Heb. unc/enr.
1 9: Life after death? This v. and
also 25.8 refer to God's triumph
over death. Some understand
these vv. as metaphors: They por
tray the surprising vindication of
the downtrodden, who are figura
tively compared to the dead. Ac-

cording to others, these vv. assert
that at least some dead people will
return to earth at the end of time,
their bodies and spirits restored.
Rabbinic Judaism emphasizes the
belief in bodily resurrection for all
humanity. Indeed, this belief is

highlighted in the second para
graph of the '"Amidah" prayer,
which is recited three times each
day in traditional rabbinic liturgy
and provides a succinct summary
of the main points of rabbinic the
ology. The Tanakh, however, is
much more circumspect regarding
the possibility of life after death,
avoiding discussions of the issue
and in some passages apparently
denying the possibility (Ps. 115.7;
cf. Isa. )8.18-19). Some biblical
passages refer to Sheol, where the
spirits of the dead abide (e.g., Gen.
37-J5; 42.38; Deut. 32.22; 1 Sam.
2.6; Ps. 88.4; Prov. 15.24), but they
do not describe what happens to
the spirits there or whether they
can be regarded as truly alive. (An
exception may be Isa. 14-9--1 1,
16-21, but that passage is more
likely a poetic fantasy. See the
comments on these vv.) In Ezek.
ch 37 dry bones receive bodies and
come back to life, but that text
presents itself explicitly as a
metaphor for national renewal
(37.11): The Judeans, having
"died" when they lost their land
and kingdom, will "come back to
life" as they return to their land to
reestablish a commonwealth. Only
in Daniel 12.2-3, 12 does the
Tanakh unambiguously endorse
the idea that humans will be given
life after death. Belief in life after
death became central to apocalyp
tic forms of Judaism (attested to in
the book of Daniel and various
postbiblical, pre-rabbinic docu
ments). Those modern scholars
who emphasize the apocalyptic el
ements in Isa. chs 24-27 under
stand 25.8 and 26.19 as a typical
apocalyptic statement endorsing
the notion of resurrection of the
dead. Medieval Jewish philoso
phers and commentators point to
this v. (not implausibly) as a bibli
cal warrant for the rabbinic doc
trine of life after death. Concern
ing this whole issue, see 66.24 n.
26.20-27.13: Additional descrip
tions of the future. The prayer in
26.1-19 has ended, and now the
prophet addresses the people. As
elsewhere in chs 24-27, the struc
ture of this series of verses is often
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2 7In that day the LoRD will punish,

With His great, cruel, mighty sword
Leviathan the Elusive SerpentLeviathan the Twisting• Serpent;
He will slay the Dragon of the sea.b

2

3

4

5

In that day,
They shall sing of it:<
"Vineyard of Delight."d
I the LORD keep watch over it,
I water it every moment;
•That no harm may befall it,·•
I watch it night and day.
There is no anger in Me:
'·If one offers Me thorns and thistles,
I will march to battle against him,
And set all of them on fire.·'
But if he holds fast to My refuge,
'·He makes Me his friend;
He makes Me his friend:'

6

[In days] to come Jacob shall strike root,
Israel shall sprout and blossom,
And the face of the world
Shall be covered with fruit.

7

Was he beaten as his beater has been?
Did he suffer such slaughter as his slayers?
9·Assailing them·9 with fury unchained,
His pitiless blast bore them off
On a day of gale.

8

9h

Assuredly, by this alone
Shall Jacob's sin be purged away;
This is the only price
For removing his guilt:
That he make all the altar-stones
Like shattered blocks of chalk
With no sacred post left standing,

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b The monster wlric/1 tire Lord vanquislred of old (cf 5 1 .9; Ps. 74-IJ-14) was tire embodi
ment of chaos; lrere it stands for the forces of evil in the present world.
c Apparently the em·tlr; cf 26.21.
d So some 11rss. (cf Amos 5.11); otl1er rnss. anrl the editions have ''Wine. "
e-e Meaning of Heb. 111rccrtain; eme��dation yields ''My eye is open upon it."
f-f Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
g-g Lit. "Striving with her'"; meaning ofvers<' uncertain.
lr This verse would read well before v. 6; the tlwught of vv. 7-8, dealing witlr tire punislr
ment of Israel's enemies, is continued in rru. 1 o- 1 1 .
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27 . 1-27.9

loose, and one notes abrupt
changes of focus and tone.
26.20-2 1 : The faithful are in
structed to wait patiently and
safely until the divine wrath di
rected against the wicked finishes.
27. 1 : Forces of chaos will finally be
destroyed at the end of time. Levia
than . . . Dragon: All these terms
occur in Canaanite mythology
and elsewhere in the Bible (e.g.,
Pss. 74.13-15; 8g.6-- q; Job 26.5-13),
where the sea-monsters are de
stroyed at the beginning of time,
when the world is created. This
text moves the event in which
chaos is vanquished to the end of
time, when the new world order
emerges. 2-6: A song of the vine
yard. Israel is compared to a vine
yard belonging to God, who will
tend and protect it at the end of
days. This text is based on 5.1-7,
whose negative thrust it systemati
cally reverses: The earlier text is
a song of judgment against Israel,
and this text is a song of restora
tion. 7-1 1 : The purpose of
punishment. Israel's suffering
and the reasons for it are de
scribed. The suffering purges
Israel's sins. But those who re
fuse to repent (the text does not
make clear whether this group
consists of Jews, Gentiles, or
both) will continue suffering.
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10

11

Nor any incense altar.
Thus fortified cities lie desolate,
Homesteads deserted, forsaken like a wilderness;
There calves graze, there they lie down
•·And consume its boughs.
When its crown is withered, they break;·•
Women come and make fires with them.
For they are a people without understanding;
That is why
Their Maker will show them no mercy,
Their Creator will deny them grace.
12 And

in that day, the LORD will beat out [the peoples
like grain] from the channel of the Euphrates to the Wadi
of Egypt; and you shall be picked up one by one, 0 chil
dren of Israel!
1 3 And in that day, a great ram's horn shall be sounded;
and the strayed who are in the land of Assyria and the ex
pelled who are in the land of Egypt shall come and wor
ship the LoRD on the holy mount, in Jerusalem.
Ah, the proud crowns of the drunkards of Ephraim,
Whose glorious beauty is but wilted flowers
2 8 On
the heads of men bloatedb with rich food,
Who are overcome by wine!

2

3
4

Lo, my Lord has something strong and mighty,
Like a storm of hail,
A shower of pestilence.
Something like a storm of massive, torrential rain<
Shall be hurled with force to the ground.
Trampled underfoot shall be
The proud crowns of the drunkards of Ephraim,
The wilted flowersOn the heads of men bloated b with rich food
That are his glorious beauty.
They shall be like an early fig
Before the fruit harvest;
Whoever sees it devours it
While it is still d-in his hand.-d

s In that day, the LORD of Hosts shall become a crown of
beauty and a diadem of glory for the remnant of His peon-n Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "Or like n terebinth w/1ose boughs I
Brenk when its crown is withered."
b Ge is contracted from ge ' e; cf Ibn Ezrn.
c Lit. "wnter. "
d-d Emendation yields "on the bough."

12-13: Two final prophecies. The
end of days will bring terror for
God's enemies, restoration for the
exiled Israelites, and worship on
the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.

Judgment against Sa
maria and against Jerusalem. The

28.1-29:

various sections of this ch share
the theme of haughtiness, which is
expressed in the rejection of divine
counsel and leads to foolishness
and drunkenness. God responds to
this haughtiness by sending an
enemy to punish Israel and Judah.
1--!1: The downfall of Samaria.
These vv. are directed against
Ephraim, or the northern Israelite
kingdom, whose capital was lo
cated in Samaria. Thus they must
date to some time before the final
destruction of Samaria by the As
syrians in 722. The wealthy north
erners are described as self
indulgent drunkards. Like all
humans who are too proud, they
will experience a brutal downfall.
1: On the heads of men . . . overcome
by wine, alternatively, this might be
rendered: "Those above the fertile
valley are overcome with wine."
This sentence refers to the drunken
inhabitants of the city of Samaria,
which was located on a hill above
a valley. 2: Something strong and
mighh;, the Assyrians, who will
come to punish the Northern
Kingdom. 4: The wiltedflowers-on

the heads ofmen bloated with rich
food: This might be rendered, "The
wilted flowers that are above the .
fertile valley"; the wilted flower
refers to the ephemeral glory of
Samaria. 5--!1: The fate of Samaria
is contrasted to the fate of the rem
mmt ofHis people, who will enjoy
the glory that the northerners
haughtily took as their own. Ini
tially one may think that the fa
vored groups described in these
vv. consist of the J udeans in Jeru
salem, which is the true place of
divine manifestation, in contrast
to Samaria. Jerusalem, too, how
ever, will be subject to judgment,
as the rest of the ch makes clear.
7-22: The judgment against Jeru
salem. Surprisingly, Jerusalem is
not contrasted with Samaria but
compared to it, for the fate of
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pie, 6 and a spirit of judgment for him who sits in judg
ment and of valor for those who repel attacks at the gate.
7

8

9

10

But these are also muddled by wine
And dazed by liquor:
Priest and prophet
Are muddled by liquor;
They are confused by wine,
They are dazed by liquor;
They are muddled in their visions,
They stumble in judgment.
Yea, all tables are covered
With vomit and filth,
So that no space is left.
•"To whom would he give instruction?
To whom expound a message?
To those newly weaned from milk,
Just taken away from the breast?
That same mutter upon mutter,
Murmur upon murmur,
Now here, now there! "
1 1 Truly,

as one who speaks to that people in a stammer
ing jargon and an alien tongue 12 is he who declares to
them, "This is the resting place, let the weary rest;b this is
the place of repose." They refuse to listen. B To them the
word of the LoRD is:
"Mutter upon mutter,
Murmur upon murmur,
Now here, now there."
And so they will march,
But they shall fall backward,
And be injured and snared and captured.
c

14

15

Hear now the word of the LORD,
You men of mockery,
d·Who govern that people·d
In Jerusalem!
For you have said,
"We have made a covenant with Death,
Concluded a pact with Sheol.
When the sweeping flood passes through,
It shall not reach us;

n Tl1is is t!Je drunkards' reaction to Isaiah's repmof

b I.e., do not embark on any political adventure nt t!Jis time.
c I.e., embark on the political adventure.
d-d Or "composers of taunt-verses for t!Jnt people. "

28.6-28 . 1 5

drunken Samaria provides the
model for the fate of drunken Jeru
salem. 7: These are also muddled:
Not only those people (miles away
in Samaria) but our people (here
in Jerusalem) are guilty of drunken
excess. It is not clear whether
drunkenness here refers to the ef
fects of liquor literally or the ef
fects of the self-deluding policies
with which the Judeans have be
come inebriated. 9-10: In these vv.
Isaiah summarizes the reaction of
the priests and prophets in Jerusa
lem to his message. He in these vv.,
then, refers to Isaiah himself.
1 0: Murmur . . . now there: The
Heb consists of repetitive gibber
ish; Isaiah's audience disregards
his poetic warnings as monoto
nous nonsense. 1 1-13: Isaiah's re
sponse to those who mock him.
14-22: The judgment oracle, di
rected especially against Jerusa
lem's leaders. 15: Isaiah again
summarizes his opponents, this
time sarcastically putting into their
mouths words that uncover the
folly of their thinking: They be
lieve that their covenants (their
treaties with foreign powers such
as Egypt or Assyria) will protect
them. In fact, those covenants will
be no more effective than an at
tempt to defy death, which in
evitably comes to all humans.
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16

17

18

19

28 . 1 6-28 .24

For we have made falsehood our refuge,
Taken shelter in treachery."
Assuredly,
Thus said the Lord Goo:
"Behold, I will found in Zion,
Stone by stone,
•A tower of precious cornerstones,·•
Exceedingly firm;
He who trusts need not fear.
But I will apply judgment as a measuring line
And retributionb as weights;<
Hail shall sweep away the refuge of falsehood,
And flood-waters engulf your shelter.
Your covenant with Death shall be annulled,
Your pact with Sheol shall not endure;
When the sweeping flood passes through,
You shall be its victims.
It shall catch you
Every time it passes through;
It shall pass through every morning,
Every day and every night.
And it shall be sheer horror
To grasp the message."

20

The couch is too short for stretching out,
And the cover too narrow for curling up!

21

For the LoRD will arise
As on the hill of Perazim,
He will rouse Himself
As in the vale of Gibeon,
To do His work
Strange is His work!
And to perform His task
Astounding is His task!d
Therefore, refrain from mockery,
Lest your bonds be tightened.
For I have heard a decree of destruction
From my Lord Goo of Hosts
Against all the land.

22

23
24

Give diligent ear to my words,
Attend carefully to what I say.
Does he who plows to sow

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b As in 1.27; 5.16; 10.22.
c I.e., I will make judgment nnd retribution My plnn of nction; cf. 34.11; 2 Kings 21.13.
d lnstend of giving victory, ns nt Bnnl-pernzim nnd Gibeon (cj. 2 Snm. 5.19-25; 1 Chron.
14.9-16), He will inflict punislmwnt.

NEVI' IM
1 6: An oracle of promise suddenly
changes the tone in the midst of
the oracle of judgment. In spite
of the harsh words against the
Judeans, Isaiah reiterates the no
tion of Zion's inviolability (see
1.8--9 n.), which provides a mea
sure of hope even in the midst of
this prophecy of divine retribu
tion. 20: When the disaster comes,
no rest will be possible for the
weary nation. This line ironically
comments on v. 12. 2 1 : Pernzim . . .
vale of Gibeon, an allusion to the
victory God gave to David over
the Philistines at two locations
near Jerusalem; see 2 Sam. 5 .2o-25.
This time, however, God's might
will work against the Judeans.
23-29: A parable concerning
God's plan in history. The style
and content of this complex pas
sage resemble that of wisdom liter
ature, particularly the book of
Proverbs; like many texts in Prov
erbs and Job, this poem focuses on
the depth of divine wisdom. (Wis
dom influence has been suggested
for Isaiah and a variety of non
wisdom texts.) When a farmer
breaks up soil, overturns it, and
levels it, his activities seem de
structive but are in fact wise and
ultimately life-giving. So too God
has a purpose as He breaks up and
levels nations. Further, God treats
Israel and Judah in different ways,
just as the farmer uses different
techniques when planting and har
vesting various types of grain. The
fates of Israel and Judah seem sim
ilar, but Jerusalem will never suf
fer the degree of defeat meted out
to Samaria.
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26
27

28

29

29
2

3

4
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Plow all the time,
Breaking up and furrowing his land?
When he has smoothed its surface,
Does he not rather broadcast black cumin
And scatter cumin,
Or set wheat in a row,a
Barley in a strip,
And emmer in a patch?
For He teaches him the right manner,
His God instructs him.
So, too, black cumin is not threshed with a
threshing board,
Nor is the wheel of a threshing sledge rolled over
cumin;
But black cumin is beaten out with a stick
And cumin with a rod.
It is cereal that is crushed. b
For <·even if·< he threshes it thoroughly,
And the wheel of his sledge d·and his horses
overwhelm it,-d
He does not crush it.
That, too, is ordered by the LoRD of Hosts;
His counsel is unfathomable,
His wisdom marvelous.
Ah, Ariel, Ariel,
City where David camped!
Add year to year,
Let festivals come in their cycles!
And I will harass Ariel,
And there shall be sorrow and sighing.
d-She shall be to Me like Ariel. -d
And I will camp against you '-round about/
I will lay siege to you dwith a mound,-d
And I will set up siegeworks against you.
And you shall speak from lower than the
ground,
Your speech shall be humbler than the sod;
Your speech shall sound like a ghost's from the
ground,
Your voice shall chirp from the sod.
And like fine dust shall be
II

e

a In some Near Eastem cowrll"ies, when/ is nctrwlly planted rather than scattered.
b Emendation yields "tlrreslred. "
c-c Taking lo as equivalent to lu.
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
e A poetic name of Jerusalem; cf 33 1·
f-f Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Septuagint reads "like David"; cf v. 1 .

28.25-29.5

29.1-24: Three poems on God's

surprising treatment of Jerusa
lem. This ch contains brief poems
that share several characteristics.
Each suggests that Jerusalem de
serves punishment, but each ulti
mately predicts salvation. 1-8: The

first poem: Jerusalem surrounded,
Jerusalem saved. In this short
poem, God first announces that He
will bring an army to put David's
city under siege. Just when disas
ter seems inevitable, however, the
foreign army disappears. Similar
predictions of destruction that
leads not to defeat but to a sudden
and surprising rescue appear often
in Isaiah; cf. 3.25-5.6; 8.6-8;
8.22-9.1. The event described here
closely resembles the sudden de
parture of the Assyrian army of
Sennacherib during the reign of
King Hezekiah in the year 701,
which is narrated in chs 36-39;
2 Kings chs 18-19; 2 Chron. ch 32.
The same event may form the
basis for the prophecy in 22.1-14;
see the comments on that passage.
A crucial notion underlying
this poem is the doctrine of the
inviolability of Zion; see 1.8-9 n.
1: Ariel: This poetic name for
Jerusalem either means "hearth of
God" (i.e., altar) or "lion of God."

I SA I A H 2 9 . 6-2 9 . 1 3

The multitude of •·your strangers;·•
And like flying chaff,
The multitude of tyrants."
6
7

8

9

10

11

And suddenly, in an instant,
She shall be remembered of the LoRD of Hosts
With roaring, and shaking, and deafening noise,
Storm, and tempest, and blaze of consuming fire.
Then, like a dream, a vision of the night,
Shall be the multitude of nations
That war upon Ariel,
And all her besiegers, and the siegeworks against
her,
And those who harass her.
Like one who is hungry
And dreams he is eating,
But wakes to find himself empty;
And like one who is thirsty
And dreams he is drinking,
But wakes to find himself faint
And utterly parchedSo shall be all the multitude of nations
That war upon Mount Zion.
Act stupid and be stupefied!
Act blind and be blinded!
(They are drunk, but not from wine,
They stagger, but not from liquor.)
For the LoRD has spread over you
A spirit of deep sleep,
And has shut your eyes, the prophets,
And covered your heads, the seers;
So that all prophecy has been to you
Like the words of a sealed document.

If it is handed to one who can read and he is asked to
read it, he will say, "I can't, because it is sealed"; 12 and if
the document is handed to one who cannot read and he is
asked to read it, he will say, "I can't read."
13

My Lord said:
Because that people has approached [Me] with its
mouth
And honored Me with its lips,
But has kept its heart far from Me,
And its worship of Me has been

a-a Malluscript 1 Qis• reads "lmughty 111e11. "

NEVI'IM
9-14: The second poem: A stub

born people, a surprising God.

9-12. The people fail to under
stand God's will, because God de
liberately misleads them. Cf.
6.8-10. 13: The Judeans' hypocriti
cal and useless rituals. Cf. Hos.
7.14; 8.2; 10. 1-2; Mic. 3 . 1 1; 6.6; Isa.
58.2. 1 4: A surprising outcome is
predicted, but not described. This
may refer to either a punishment
that goes beyond what even the
wise can imagine in their worst
nightmares or a sudden act of for
giveness, or both. 1 5-24: The

third poem: Condemnation and
redemption. 1 5-16: The people's

haughtiness: They presume to act
as if God were unaware of their ac
tions and to second-guess God's
plans. 1 7-21 : Consequently, evil
doers are punished, but the hum
ble will be made glad. 1 8: Denf . . .
blind may refer to the nation as a
whole. In the previous poem (vv.
9-12) the people were deaf and
blind because God removed their
ability to perceive, but now God
reverses His earlier action.
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14

15

16

17
18
19

20
21

A commandment of men, learned by rote-
Truly, I shall further baffle that people
With bafflement upon bafflement;
And the wisdom of its wise shall fail,
And the prudence of its prudent shall vanish.
Ha! Those who would hide their plans
Deep from the LoRD!
Who do their work in dark places
And say, "Who sees us, who takes note of us?"
•·How perverse of you!
Should the potter be accounted as the clay?·•
Should what is made say of its Maker,
"He did not make me,"
And what is formed say of Him who formed it,
b·"He did not understand"?·b
Surely, in a little while,
Lebanon will be transformed into farm land,
And farm land accounted as mere brush.
In that day, the deaf shall hear even written words,
And the eyes of the blind shall see
Even in darkness and obscurity.
Then the humble shall have increasing joy through
the LORD,
And the neediest of men shall exult
In the Holy One of Israel.
For the tyrant shall be no more,
The scoffer shall cease to be;
And those diligent for evil shall be wiped out,
Who cause men to lose their lawsuits,
Laying a snare for the arbiter at the gate,
And wronging by falsehood
Him who was in the right.

22 Assuredly, thus said the LORD to the House of Jacob,
<·Who redeemed Abraham:·<
No more shall Jacob be shamed,
No longer his face grow pale.
23 For when he--that is, his children-behold what My
hands have wrought in his midst, they will hallow My
name.
a-a Meaning offirst line uncertain; emmdation yields "Sirould tl1e potter be accounted I
Like tire jugs or like tire clay?"
b-b Emendation yields "He did notjasl1ion me. "
c-c Emendation yields "WiroseJatlrers He redeemed. "

ISAIAH

Men will hallow the Holy One of Jacob
And stand in awe of the God of Israel.
And the confused shall acquire insight
And grumblers accept instruction.

24

3

2

3

4
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2 9 . 24-3 0 . 7

Q Making plans

Oh, disloyal sons!
-declares the LoRD-

Against My wishes,
Weaving schemes
Against My will,
Thereby piling
Guilt on guiltWho set out to go down to Egypt
Without asking Me,
To seek refuge with Pharaoh,
To seek shelter under the protection of Egypt.
The refuge with Pharaoh shall result in your
shame;
The shelter under Egypt's protection, in your
chagrin.
Though his officers are present in Zoan,a
And his messengersb reach as far as Hanes,
They all shall come to shame
Because of a people that does not avail them,
That is of no help or avail,
But [brings) only chagrin and disgrace.

6<·The "Beasts of the Negeb" Pronouncement.

7

Through a·c land of distress and hardship,
Of lion and roaringd king-beast,
Of viper and flying seraph,•
They convey their wealth on the backs of asses,
Their treasures on camels' humps,
To a people of no avail.
For the help of Egypt
Shall be vain and empty.
Truly, I call this,
'·"They are a threat that has ceased."·1

n Or "Tanis."

b Emendation yields "kings"; cf. 19.2 with note.
c-c Men ning of Heb. uncertain; emendntio11 yields ''Through the wasteland of the Negeb I
Through n . . . "
d Meaning of Hcb. uncerfnin.
e Sec note on 14.29.
f-f Menning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "Disgrnce and chagrin"; cf. v. 5·

30.1-17: Reliance on humanity,
disloyalty toward God. Several re
lated poems address the Judeans'
reliance on human helpers, which
Isaiah sees as a lack of faith in
God. Similar prophecies appear in
chs 7-8. A similar idea is found in
Ps. 118.6--9. 1-7: Oracles concern

ing Judah's diplomatic overtures
toward Egypt. At some point, per

haps during the reign of Hezekiah
(probably in either 714 or 701), the
king of Judah sent an embassy to
the Egyptians as a potential ally
against Assyria. As the other major
power of the era, the Egyptians
were a natural counterweight to
the Assyrian threat. Isaiah opposes
this strategy. He insists that Judah
take an independent path, neither
capitulating to Assyria nor de
pending on Egyptian aid. 1-5: The
first oracle, apparently composed
when the overture to the Egyp
tians was being considered.
4: Zoan . . . Hanes, cities in north
ern and southern Egypt, respec
tively. 6-7: The second oracle,
apparently composed after the am
bassadors set out toward Egypt
through the Negeb desert. 8-17:
The rebellious nation. This poem
also stresses that depending on
humanity amounts to rejection of
God. It is phrased in more general
terms than the previous one, not
mentioning Egypt specifically.
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Now,
Go, write it down on a tablet
And inscribe it in a record,
That it may be with them for future days,
A witness• forever.
For it is a rebellious people,
Faithless children,
Children who refused to heed
The instruction of the LoRn;
Who said to the seers,
"Do not see,"
To the prophets, "Do not prophesy truth to us;
Speak to us falsehoods,
Prophesy delusions.
Leave the way!
Get off the path!
Let us hear no more
About the Holy One of Israel! "
Assuredly,
Thus said the Holy One of Israel:
Because you have rejected this word,
And have put your trust and reliance
In that which is fraudulent and tortuous
Of a surety,
This iniquity shall work on you
Like a spreading breach that occurs in a lofty wall,
Whose crash comes sudden and swift.
It is smashed as one smashes an earthen jug,
Ruthlessly shattered
So that no shard is left in its breakage
To scoop coals from a brazier,
Or ladle water from a puddle.
For thus said my Lord Goo,
The Holy One of Israel,
"You shall triumph by stillness and quiet;
Your victory shall come about
Through calm and confidence."
But you refused.
"No," you declared.
"We shall flee on steeds"
Therefore you shall flee!
"We shall ride on swift mounts"
Therefore your pursuers shall prove swift!
One thousand before the shout of one--

a Understauding 'ad, witIt Targum, as a variaut of 'ed.
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3 0 . 8-3 0 . 1 7

8-1 1 : Isaiah is commanded to
write his prophecy down, so that
when it proves correct, God will be
on record as having warned the
nation against the Egyptian al
liance. That Isaiah is commanded
to write this prophecy specifically
suggests that he often delivered
prophecies as speeches without
writing them down. Cf. 8.16.
1 2-17: Punishment will result
from the people's refusal to rely
exclusively on God.
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You shall flee at the shout of five;
Till what is left of you
Is like a mast on a hilltop,
Like a pole upon a mountain.
18

Truly, the LoRD is waiting to show you grace,
Truly, He will arise to pardon you.
For the LORD is a God of justice;
Happy are all who wait for Him.

19 Indeed, 0 people in Zion, dwellers of Jerusalem, you
shall not have cause to weep. He will grant you His favor
at the sound of your cry; He will respond as soon as He
hears it. 20 My Lord will provide for you meager bread
and scant water. Then your Guide will no more •·be ig
nored,·• but your eyes will watch your Guide; 21 and,
whenever you deviate to the right or to the left, your ears
will heed the command from behind you: "This is the
road; follow it!" 22 And you will treat as unclean the silver
overlay of your images and the golden plating of your
idols. You will castb them away like a menstruous woman.
"Out!" you will call to them.
23 So rain shall be provided for the seed with which you
sow the ground, and the bread that the ground brings
forth shall be rich and fat. Your livestock, in that day, shall
graze in broad pastures; 24 as for the cattle and the asses
that till the soil, they shall partake of salted fodder that
has been winnowed with shovel and fan.
25 And on every high mountain and on every lofty hill,
there shall appear brooks and watercourses-on a day of
heavy slaughter, when towers topple. 26 And the light of
the moon shall become like the light of the sun, and the
light of the sun shall become sevenfold, like the light of
the seven days, when the LoRD binds up His people's
wounds and heals the injuries it has suffered.
27
Behold the <·LoRD Himself·<
Comes from afar
In blazing wrath,
d-With a heavy burden·d_
His lips full of fury,
His tongue like devouring fire,
28
And his breath like a raging torrent
Reaching halfway up the neckn-n Menning of Heb. uncertnirr.
b Change of vocalization yields "keep. "
c-c Lit. "Tire name of tire LoRD. "
d-d Presumably with a heavy load ofpurrislrrrrerrt. Meaning of Heb. rmcertain.

God's justice and grace
at the end of days. Two short pas

30.1 8-33:

sages of an eschatological nature.
1 8-26: Guidance and grace. The
first of the passages is similar in
outlook and language to chs 24-27,
and in all likelihood these vv., like
those chs, were written in the post
exilic era, several centuries after
the life of Isaiah himself. The re
markable change in nature itself
(v. 26) is typical of postexilic apoc
alyptic literature. See intro. to
chs 24-27. These vv. are notewor
thy for their lack of specific histori
cal reference. They rely heavily on
passages from the Torah, espe
cially Deuteronomy. 1 8-21 : In the
end of days, the nation will finally
be fully receptive of divine teach
ing. Cf. Jer. 31.31-36, a postexilic
text with a similar perspective.
22-26: Idolatry will cease and na
ture will be gloriously trans
formed, to humanity's advantage.
27-33: The defeat of God's ene
mies at the end of days. Like the
preceding vv., this passage is con
cerned with the end of days. It has
a specific historical setting, how
ever, referring to Assyria in v. 31.
Further, the literary styles of
the passages differ markedly.
27-28: God arrives on earth to
punish the nations who oppressed
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To set a misguiding yoke upon nations
And a misleading bridle upon the jaws of peoples,
29

30

31
32
33

For you, there shall be singing
As on a night when a festival is hallowed;
There shall be rejoicing as when they march
With flute, bwith timbrels, and with lyres·b
To the Rock of Israel on the Mount of the LoRD.
For the LoRD will make His majestic voice heard
And display the sweep of His arm
In raging wrath,
In a devouring blaze of fire,
In tempest, and rainstorm, and hailstones.
Truly, Assyria, who beats with the rod,
Shall be cowed by the voice of the LoRD;
<-And each time the appointed staff passes by,
The LoRD will bring down [His arm] upon him
And will do battle with him as he waves it:<
The Tophethd has long been ready for him;
He too is destined for Melech •His firepit has been made both wide and deep,
With plenty of fire and firewood,
And with the breath of the LoRD
Burning in it like a stream of sulfur.

3 1 Ha1

Those who go down to Egypt for help
And rely upon horses!
They have put their trust in abundance of chariots,
In vast numbers of riders,
And they have not turned to the Holy One of
Israel,
They have not sought the LORD.

2

3

But He too is wise!
He has brought on misfortune,
And has not canceled His word.
So He shall rise against the house of evildoers,
And the allies' of the workers of iniquity.
For the Egyptians are man, not God,
And their horses are flesh, not spirit;
And when the LoRD stretches out His arm,

n Interpreting naphath like Arabic naf; meaning of liue uncertniu.
c-c Menning of Heb. 11ncertni11.
b-b Brought from v. 32 for clarity.
d A site near Jerusalem nt wl1iclr l111mnn beiugs were sacrificed by fire in periods of pa
ganizing; see 2 Kiugs 2J.10.
f Lit. "/relp. "
e Cf Moleclr, Lt.>v. 18.21; 20.2-5.
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Judah. 29: But the Judeans will
enjoy a festival of liberation, com
parable to Passover. 30-33: The
downfall of Assyria. 33: Top!Jet!J
. . . Me/ech, see translators' notes

d, e.
31.1-32.8: Rebuke, threat, and
salvation. Like 30.1-17, this
poem begins with a specific histor
ical situation, the Judean strategy
of relying on the Egyptians to
counter Assyrian hegemony
(see 30.1-17 n.). The poem moves
on to broader issues, ending with
a messianic passage concerning
the end of days. 31 .1-9: Human

help, divine protection.

1-3: The folly of relying on the
Egyptians rather than God.

ISAIAH
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The helper shall trip
And the helped one shall fall,
And both shall perish together.
4

For thus the LoRD has said to me:
As a lion-a great beast
Growls over its prey
And, when the shepherds gather
In force against him,
Is not dismayed by their cries
Nor cowed by their noiseSo the LORD of Hosts will descend to make war
Against the mount and the hill of Zion.

5 Like the birds that fly, even so will the LoRD of Hosts
shield Jerusalem, shielding and saving, protecting and
rescuing.
6•-Retum, 0 children of Israel,·• to Him to whom they
have been so shamefully false; 7 for in that day everyone
will reject his idols of silver and idols of gold, which your
hands have made for your guilt.
8

9

Then Assyria shall fall,
Not by the sword of man;
A sword not of humans shall devour him.
He shall shrivelb before the sword,
And his young men <·pine away:<
His rock shall melt with terror,
And his officers shall d·collapse from
weakness·d_
Declares the LoRD, who has a fire in Zion,
Who has an oven in Jerusalem."

3 2 Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness,
2

3

And ministers shall govern with justice;
Every one of them shall be
Like a refuge from gales,
A shelter from rainstorms;
Like brooks of water in a desert,
Like the shade of a massive rock
In a languishing land.

Then the eyes of those who have sight shall not be
sealed,

n-n Emendntio11 yields "Titen tlte cllildrcll of Ismel simi/ ret11m."
b From root nss; cf 10.18; otl1ers "flee. "
c-c From root mss; cf 10.18; others "become trib11tnry. "
d-d Cf note b; 111Cn11i11g of Hcb. 1/llccrtnill.
e Cf JO.JJ-

NEVI'IM
4: As translated in the NJPS, this v.
contains the oracle of judgment
threat that concludes the divine
complaint in vv. 1-3: It is God, not
Assyria, who really threatens Jeru
salem, and the Egyptians will be
as useless to defend Zion against
God as shepherds are against a
lion. Some rabbinic commentators,
however, read as follows: "So the
LORD . . . will descend to make war
at Mount Zion" (against the Assyr
ians who attack Zion). In that case,
this v. marks the move from re
buke to consolation. 5: God de
fends Zion, saving it suddenly. Cf.
29.1-8. Protecting (Heb "pasoal:t"):
The same verb describes God's
protection of Israel in Egypt (Exod.
12.13, 23). The noun "pesal:t"
(Passover) is from the same root,
and originally meant "to protect,"
not "to pass over" (see Exod.
12.11 n.). 6-7: This is the first pas
sage in which Isaiah calls on the
nation to repent since 6.9, where
God ordered Isaiah not to engen
der penitence among the J udeans
(see 6.9-10 n.). As the prophecies
of Isaiah draw to their close (ch 33
or 34 is the last ch of the collec
tion of Isaiah's own prophecies),
this order in ch 6 seems to be re
scinded. The reversal of 6.9-10 is
made even more clear later in this
poem, in 32.3-4- 8-9: The fall of
Assyria and salvation of Judah,
which come due to God's inter
vention, not Egypt's. 32.1-8: The
final salvation. 1-2: The ideal
ruler in the end of days. Cf. 9.1-6;
11.1-5. 3: The nation was blind to
God's message, initially because
they refused to listen to it, and
subsequently because God com
pounded their inability to hear; see
6.9-10. That fateful decision will
be reversed in the end of days.
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And the ears of those who have hearing shall
listen;
And the minds of the thoughtless shall attend and
note,
And the tongues of mumblers shall speak with
fluent eloquence.
No more shall a villain be called noble,
Nor shall "gentleman" be said of a knave.
For the villain speaks villainy
And plots treachery;
To act impiously
And to preach disloyalty against the LORD;
To leave the hungry unsatisfied
And deprive the thirsty of drink.
As for the knave, his tools are knavish.
He forges plots
To destroy the poor with falsehoods
And the needy when they plead their cause.
But the noble has noble intentions
And is constant in noble acts.
You carefree women,
Attend, hear my words!
You confident ladies,
Give ear to my speech!
•·In little more than a year,·•
You shall be troubled, 0 confident ones,
When the vintage is over
And no ingathering takes place.
Tremble, you carefree ones!
Quake, 0 confident ones!
Strip yourselves naked,
Put the cloth about your loins!
Lament b·upon the breasts,·b
For the pleasant fields,
For the spreading grapevines,
For my people's soilIt shall be overgrown with briers and thistles
Aye, and for all the houses of delight,
For the city of mirth.
For the castle shall be abandoned,
The noisy city forsaken;
Citadel and tower shall become
<·Bare places·< forever,
A stamping ground for wild asses,

n-n Memting ofHeb. uncertain.
b-b Emendation yields 'for lite fields."
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain; emendation yields "Brusltland, desert."
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4-8: True nobility of character will
be the mark of the aristocracy of
the future.

Another poem of rebuke
followed by encouragement.
9-14: The corrupt women of
Jerusalem and their downfall.
32.9-20:

9-1 3: The women of Jerusalem
are condemned. This passage is a
counterpart to the condemnation
of the (male) political leadership
in Jerusalem in 30.1-17; 31.1-3.
Cf. 3.16-26, a rebuke of wealthy
women which immediately fol
lows a rebuke of political leaders
in 3.8-15. 1 2-14: The downfall of
Judah. 1 4: Citadel (Heb '"ophel"),
the neighborhood just south of
the Temple Mount (today's
Silwan neighborhood), which
was the oldest section of the city.
Uniquely in Isa. chs 1-33, this
v. foresees the destruction of Jeru
salem itself. It contradicts the doc
trine of the inviolability of Zion,
which is everywhere else central to
Isaiah's beliefs. See 1.8-9 n.; 8.8 n.;
18.3-6 n.; 28.16 n.; 29.1-8 n.

ISAIAH 3 2 . 1 5-3 3 . 6

15

16
17

18

1 9<

20

A pasture for flocks•Till a spirit from on high is poured out on us,
And wilderness is transformed into farm land,
While farm land rates as mere brush.b
Then justice shall abide in the wilderness
And righteousness shall dwell on the farm land.
For the work of righteousness shall be peace,
And the effect of righteousness, calm and
confidence forever.
Then my people shall dwell in peaceful homes,
In secure dwellings,
In untroubled places of rest.
And the brush shall sink and vanish,
Even as the city is laid low.
Happy shall you be who sow by all waters,
Who d·send out cattle and asses to pasture:d

3 3 Ha, you ravager who are not ravaged,

You betrayer who have not been betrayed!
When you have done ravaging, you shall be
ravaged;
When you have finished betraying, you shall be
betrayed.

2

3
4

5

6

0 LoRD, be gracious to us!
It is to You we have looked;
•·Be their arm·• every morning,
Also our deliverance in time of stress.
At [Your] roaring, peoples have fled,
Before Your majesty nations have scattered;
And spoil' was gathered as locusts are gathered,
lt9 was amassedh as grasshoppers are amassed.'
The LoRD is exalted,
He dwells on high!
[Of old] He filled Zion
With justice and righteousness.
Faithfulness to i·Your charge·i was [her] wealth,
Wisdom and devotion [her] triumph,
Reverence for the LoRD-that was herk treasure.

a Emendation yields "onngers"; cf job 39-5b I.e., lite transformed wildemess will surpass in ferlilily wlwl is now used asfarm land.
c Mennittg of verse uncertain.
d-d Lit. "let loose tltefeel of en/lie and asses"; cf 7-25 cud.
e-e Emendation yields "You lwve beeu our ltelp. "
f Heb. "your spoil."
g Menning of Heb. wtcerlnin. Emendnliou yields "booty"; cf v . 23.
i Appnreutly forfood; cf Lev. 11.22.
It Taking sqq as a cogunle of qss.
k Heb. "/tis."
j-j Menning of Heb. wtcertniu.

NEVI'IM
1 5-20: From destruction to re
newal. Quite abruptly, the tone
changes to one of salvation and
comfort. Sudden and surprising
changes of tone recur especially
frequently in chs 28-33. 1 5: Nature
itself will be changed in the end of
days, ending hunger and reducing
toiL 1 7: The work of righteousness
shall be peace, alternatively: "The
outcome of justice will be peace."
This v. is the source of our contem
porary saying, "If you want peace,
work for justice."
33.1-24: A prayer and a prophecy.
This ch includes sections that ini
tially seem unrelated: Some vv. are
spoken to God by the Judeans or
by Isaiah on the Judeans' behalf,
others are descriptions of a disas
ter, and some include prophecies
of salvation. Many of the prayers
in the book of Psalms are similarly
diverse; see, e.g., Ps. Bg. Thus this
text is probably a prayer or psalm
composed by Isaiah. 1 : A denunci
ation of an enemy. The enemy is
not identified, perhaps because in
Isaiah's historical context the
enemy was obviously Assyria. On
the theme of the destruction meted
out to the destroyer, cf. chs 13-14.
2-9: The heart of the prayer: the
petition. The speakers call out for
God's attention, make their re
quest for divine intervention (v. 2),
express their confidence in God's
ability to save (vv. 3-6), and de
scribe their current lamentable
state (vv. 7-g). The combination of
these four elements is very com
mon in psalms; cf. Ps. 44.2, 24-27,
4-8, 1o-17; Ps. 74.1, 2-3, 12-17,
4-9- 2: Arm, or, "strength." 5: Zion
. . . justice and righteousness: This v.
echoes 1.21, 27. Ch 33 may be the
last ch of the original collection of
Isaiah's prophecies (see intro.),
and hence the reversal of a corn
plaint from ch 1 may be intended
to create a literary frame around
the entire collection. 7: Arielites,
the inhabitants of Jerusalem; cf.
29.1, 2, 7-8. Alternative under
standings of this term abound. Ac
cording to many rabbinic texts, it
refers to a class of angels, who are
described here as weeping for
Zion. (Messengers later in this v.
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Hark! The Arielites• cry aloud;
Shalom'sb messengers weep bitterly.
Highways are desolate,
Wayfarers have ceased.
A covenant has been renounced,
Cities< rejected
d·Mortal man·d despised.
The land is wilted and withered;
Lebanon disgraced and moldering,
Sharon is become like a desert,
And Bashan and Carmel are stripped bare.
"Now I will arise," says the LoRD,
"Now I will exalt Myself, now raise Myself high.
You shall conceive hay,
Give birth to straw;
My• breath will devour you like fire.
Peoples shall be burnings of lime,'
Thoms cut down that are set on fire.
Hear, you who are far, what I have done;
You who are near, note My might."
Sinners in Zion are frightened,
The godless are seized with trembling:
"Who of us can dwell with the devouring fire:
Who of us can dwell with the never-dying blaze?"
He who walks in righteousness,
Speaks uprightly,
Spurns profit from fraudulent dealings,
Waves away a bribe instead of grasping it,
Stops his ears against listening to infamy,
Shuts his eyes against looking at evil
Such a one shall dwell in lofty security,
With inaccessible cliffs for his stronghold,
With his food supplied
And his drink assured.
When your eyes behold 9·a king in his beauty,·9
When they contemplate the land round about,
Your throath shall murmur in awe,
"Where is one who could count? Where is one
who could weigh?
Where is one who could count [all these] towers?"
No more shall you see the barbarian folk,

a So a few manuscripts; cf 29.1.
b I.e., Jerusalem's; cf Salem (Heb. Shalem), Ps. 76.3.
c 1Qls• reads "A pact."
d-d Emendation yields "an obligation."
e Heb. "your. "
f Emendation yields "brambles"; cf 32.13.
g-g Emendation yields "perfection of beauty"; cf Ps. 50.2.
h As in 59.13 and elsewhere; otlwrs "heart."
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could also be translated as "an
gels.") Other possibilities include
"valiant men" and " the altar of the
Temple." Shalom's messengers, see
the translators' note b. Alterna
tively, "angels of peace," or, most
likely, "messengers of peace,"
"peace envoys," perhaps referring
to ambassadors sent by Hezekiah
to the Assyrians at some point be
fore the siege of Jerusalem in 701.
(Concerning the events of 701, see
22.1-14 n. and chs 36-39 n.) Ap
parently, the diplomatic overture
was rejected, and the Judeans re
acted with dismay. This phrase is
one of the sources for the wording
of the hymn sung before dinner on
Friday nights, "Shalom Aleikhem."
8: Covenant, or, " treaty." The text
may refer to an agreement be
tween Judah and some other na
tion that has been discarded.
1 0-1 6: God's response to the
prayer. Responses to a prayer are
sometimes found in the text of a
psalm. 1 0-1 3: God announces that
God will take action. It is not ini
tially clear, however, whether the
doomed people are the sinful Ju
deans or their enemies. 14-16: The
effect of God's announcement. The
ambiguity in the previous vv. is re
solved: The doomed will include
not only the enemies, but also
sinners in Zion. On the question
of who may dwell in Zion, d.
Ps. 24.3-10. 1 7-24: Conclusion:
Zion at the end of days. Cf.
2.1-4; 4.2--6; 9.1--6; 11.1-12.10.
1 7: King: Scholars debate
whether the passage refers to the
future Davidic monarch (as in
chs 9, 11, and 32.1-8) or to the
LoRD (as in v. 22 of this ch).
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The people of speech too obscure to comprehend,
So stammering of tongue that they are not
understood.
When you gaze upon Zion, our city of assembly,
Your eyes shall behold Jerusalem
As a secure homestead,
A tent not to be transported,
Whose pegs shall never be pulled up,
And none of whose ropes shall break.
For there the LoRD in His greatness shall be for us
Like a region of rivers, of broad streams,
Where no floating vessels can sail
And no mighty craft can travel•Theirb ropes are slack,
They cannot steady the sockets of their masts,
They cannot spread a sail. ·•
For the LORD shall be our ruler,
The LORD shall be our prince,
The LoRD shall be our king:
He shall deliver us.
Then <·shall indeed much spoil be divided,·<
Even the lame shall seize booty.
And none who lives there shall say, "I am sick";
It shall be inhabited by folk whose sin has been
forgiven.

3 4 Approach, 0 nations, and listen,
2

3
4

Give heed, 0 peoples!
Let the earth and those in it hear;
The world, and what it brings forth.
For the LoRD is angry at all the nations,
Furious at all their host;
He has doomed them, consigned them to
slaughter.
Their slain shall be left lying,
And the stench of their corpses shall mount;
And the hills shall be drenched with their blood,
d·All the host of heaven shall molder:d
The heavens shall be rolled up like a scroll,
And all their host shall wither
Like a leaf withering on the vine,
Or shriveled fruit on a fig tree.

a-a Brouglrt up frour v. 23 for clarity. Tire passage menus tlrat tire Lorw will render jerusa
lem as inaccessible to e11emies as if it were surrounded by 011 impassable sen.
b Heb. "your. "
c-c Meauing of Heb. uucertaiu; emeudatiou ljirlds "eveu a bliud 111a11 simi/ divide nwclr
spoil."
d-d 1 Qis" reads "And tire valleys simi/ be cleft, I Aud all tire lrost of lreave11 simi/ witlrer. "
-85o-

20-24: The notion of the inviola
bility of Zion is repeated. This pas
sage reverses but also echoes ch 1,
which bitterly condemns Jerusa
lem's leaders yet describes the
city's inviolability. These vv. form
a fitting end to the prophecies of
Isaiah son of Amoz.
Chs 34-35: Vengeance on Edom
and the restoration of Israel. Ac
cording to most modern scholars,
these chs were written after the
Babylonian exile, which ended in
538 BCE, probably by the same au
thor responsible for chs 4o-66
or 54-66. (On the authorship of
Isa. chs 4o-66 and 34-35, see intra.)
Alternatively, these chs may have
been written in the postexilic pe
riod as a bridge linking the proph
ecies of Isaiah in chs 1-33 with the
exilic and postexilic prophecies in
chs 4o-66. 34.1-17: Judgment

against the nations and against
the Edomites in particular. A dis

turbing ch, full of bitterness and
anger, this text portrays the LoRD
as wreaking vengeance against the
nations, apparently because they
opposed Zion. It focuses in partic
ular on Edom, a nation located
southeast of Judah between the
Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba or
Eilat. Relations between Edom and
Judah during the preexilic period
were often hostile (e.g, 2 Sam.
8.13-14). This hostility had deep
roots: According to Genesis, the
Edomites were descended from
Esau, Jacob's brother and rival (see
Gen. 25.2o-34; 27.1-28.9; 33.1-20;
Mal. 1.1-5). The Edomites were es
pecially antagonistic towards the
Judeans when the Babylonians
conquered Judah at the end of the
6th century BCE, and Judean anger
towards the Edomites was severe
(see Ps. 137.7; Ezek. 25.12; 35.5-10;
Obad. vv. 1o-16). This ch predicts
an utter disaster overcoming the
Edomites in the strongest possible
terms. This is ironic in light of later
Jewish history, since the Edomites
converted to Judaism en masse
during the late 2nd century BCE,
and were among the most zealous
Jews during the conflict with
Rome in the 1st century CE. Rab
binic literature understands Edam
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For My sword shall •·be drunk• in the sky;
Lo, it shall come down upon Edam,
Upon the people I have doomed,
To wreak judgment.
The LoRD has a sword; it is sated with blood,
It is gorged with fatThe blood of lambs and he-goats,
The kidney fat of rams.
For the LoRD holds a sacrifice in Bozrah,
A great slaughter _in the land of Edam.
Wild oxen shall fall bwith them,·b
Young bulls with mighty steers;
And their land shall be drunk with blood,
Their soil shall be saturated with fat.
For it is the LORD's day of retribution,
The year of vindication for Zion's cause.
Its< streams shall be turned to pitch
And its soil to sulfur.
Its land shall become burning pitch,
Night and day it shall never go out;
Its smoke shall rise for all time.
Through the ages it shall lie in ruins;
Through the aeons none shall traverse it.
dJackdaws and owls·d shall possess it;
Great owls and ravens shall dwell there.
He shall measure it with a line of chaos
And with weights of emptiness."
d-It shall be called, "No kingdom is there,"·d
Its nobles and all its lords shall be nothing.
Thorns shall grow up in its palaces,
Nettles and briers in its strongholds.
It shall be a home of jackals,
An abode of ostriches.
Wildcats shall meet hyenas,
Goat-demons shall greet each other;
There too the lilith9 shall repose
And find herself a resting place.
There the arrow-snake shall nest and lay eggs,
And shall brood and hatch in its shade.
There too the buzzards shall gather
With one another.
Search and read it in the scroll of the LORD:
Not one of these shall be absent,

a-a 1Qis' reads "be seen"; cf Targum.
b-b Emeudntio11 yields "witlrfatted calves. "
c I.e., Edam's.
d-d Meaning of Heb. uucertnin.
e I.e., He slra/1 plan clrnos aud emptinessfor it; cf 28.17; lflm. 2.8.
f Most of tile creatures in vv. 14-15 camrot be ideutified witlr certainty.
g A kind of demon.
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in prophetic texts as a symbolic
reference to the Roman empire
and Christianity, rather than to the
historical Edomites, who were in
fact Jewish by the time rabbinic lit
erature was composed. See, for ex
ample, Targum to v. 9· 1-4: Judg
ment against the nations of the
world. 5-8: The slaughter of the
Edomites. 9-1 7: The everlasting
destruction of Edom is depicted
through two somewhat contradic
tory figures: In vv. 9-10, Edom be
comes the site of an eternal fire (d.
66.24); in vv. 1 1-17, Edom becomes
a deserted wasteland, inhabited
only by wild beasts. 14: Lilith:
In ancient Semitic folklore contem
poraneous with the Bible (and
also in rabbinic literature), this
term referred to a group of female
demons. They seduced and then
killed single men, and they were
especially dangerous to nursing
mothers and infants. In later
rabbinic and kabbalistic folklore, a character with this name
was said to be the first wife of
Adam. Their parting was not ami
cable; he later married Eve, and
she embarked on a career killing
young children. These legends
about Adam and Lilith are post
biblical, however, and have no
bearing on the term used here.
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Not one shall miss its fellow.
For His• mouth has spoken,
It is His spirit that has assembled them,
And it is He who apportioned it to them by lot,
Whose hand divided it for them with the line.
They shall possess it for all time,
They shall dwell there through the ages.

3 5 The arid desert shall be glad,
2
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The wilderness shall rejoice
And shall blossom like a rose. b
It shall blossom abundantly,
It shall also exult and shout.
It shall receive the glory of Lebanon,
The splendor of Carmel and Sharon.
They shall behold the glory of the LoRD,
The splendor of our God.
Strengthen the hands that are slack;
Make firm the tottering knees!
Say to the anxious of heart,
"Be strong, fear not;
Behold your God!
Requital is coming,
The recompense of GodHe Himself is coming to give you triumph."
Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,
And the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped.
Then the lame shall leap like a deer,
And the tongue of the dumb shall shout aloud;
For waters shall burst forth in the desert,
Streams in the wilderness.
Torrid earth shall become a pool;
Parched land, fountains of water;
The home of jackals, a pasture;<
The abode [of ostriches],d reeds and rushes.
And a highway shall appear there,
Which shall be called the Sacred Way.
No one unclean shall pass along it,
But it shall be for them."
'No traveler, not even fools, shall go astray:'
No lion shall be there,

a

b Lit. "crows."
Heb. "My."
c Meaning of Heb. uncertain; ellleudation yields "a 111arslr."
d Cf 34-IJ.
e E111endation yields "for His people."
f-f Meauiug of Heb. uucerlain.
-

Bs z

-

35.1-10: The renewal of Israel
and the return of the exiles. This
ch is the converse of the previous
one: In ch 34, a land inhabited by
Judah's enemies becomes a desert;
in ch 35, the desert is transformed
so that Judean exiles in Babylonia
can pass through it with ease on
their journey to Zion. Normally,
travelers from Babylonia to the
land of Israel would move north
west along the Euphrates, then
southwest through Syria, avoiding
the route that went directly west
through the impassable desert. But
this prophecy insists that the ex
iles will be able to go directly and
quickly through the desert, be
cause the LORD will provide water
and safety for them there. This
passage borrows extensively from
Jeremiah's prediction of the exiles'
return in Jer. 31.7-9· It amplifies
that prediction, while changing its
historical referent from northern
(Israelite) exiles in Assyria to
southern (Judean) exiles in Bab
ylonia. It also deliberately recalls
the vocabulary of Isaiah 32.1-6.
6-10: The return to Zion is por
trayed as a new exodus, a major
theme in Deutero-Isaiah: Like the
Israelites fleeing slavery in Egypt,
the returning exiles will receive
water and protection in the desert
as they go to the land of Israel.
8: No one unclean: Since God
would personally accompany the
exiles (v. 4), they would have to be
in a state of ritual purity.
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No ferocious beast shall set foot on it
These shall not be found there.
But the redeemed shall walk it;
And the ransomed of the LORD shall return,
And come with shouting to Zion,
Crowned with joy everlasting.
They shall attain joy and gladness,
While sorrow and sighing flee.

3 6 •In the fourteenth year of King Hezekiah, King

Sennacherib of Assyria marched against all the for
tified towns of Judah and seized them. 2 From Lachish, the
king of Assyria sent the Rabshakeh,b with a large force, to
King Hezekiah in Jerusalem. [The Rabshakeh] took up a
position near the conduit of the Upper Pool, by the road of
the Fuller's Field; 3 and Eliakim son of Hilkiah who was in
a Chaps. 36-39 occur also as 2 Kings 18.13-20.19, wit/1 a number of variants, some of
wllicll will be cited here in tile footJJotes.
b An Assyrian title; cf "Tartan," 20. 1 .

Damascus•
Abel-beth- A R A M
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•
•
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Chs 36-39: Historical appendices

to the prophecies of Isaiah son of
Amoz. These chs closely resemble
2 Kings 18.13-20.19. It seems likely
that they were originally part of
2 Kings, since they consist of his·
torical narratives of the sort found
throughout the books of Kings,
rather than prophetic pronounce
ments of the sort found through·
out the book of Isaiah. They were
probably taken from 2 Kings and
inserted into Isaiah (with several
variations) because the prophet
Isaiah plays an important role in
these narratives. For detailed
notes, see the relevant section in
2 Kings.

Chs 36-37: The invasion of Sen
nacherib in 701 BCE. The Assyrian
king Sennacherib invaded the
western edge of Asia to put down
revolts there by his vassals, who
were supported by the king of
Egypt. This event serves as the
backdrop of many prophecies of
Isaiah, such as 1.5--9; 10.28-34;
22.1-14; 2).1-18; 29.1-24; 33·1-24,
among others. The account here
portrays the event as a disaster for
Assyria and an impressive victory
for Judah, as does 2 Chron. ch 32.
The account in 2 Kings is largely
identical, but it adds several vv.
(2 Kings 18.14-16) which differ
considerably, portraying the event
as a partial Assyrian victory.
36.1-37.8: The arrival of Assyrian

messengers and negotiations be
tween them and the leadership
of Judah. 1-3: The arrival of the

Assyrians. Assyrian records indi
cate that Assyrian troops van
quished forty-six Judean cities,
but not Jerusalem. Isaiah had
been predicting an invasion
which would devastate Judah but
spare Jerusalem since early in
his career; cf. 1.5--9; 8.8; 29.1-24.
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charge of the palace, Shebna the scribe, and Joah son of
Asaph the recorder went out to him.
4 The Rabshakeh said to them, "You tell Hezekiah: Thus
said the Great King, the king of Assyria: What makes you
so confident? s I suppose mere talk makes counsel and
valor for war! Look, on whom are you relying, that you
have rebelled against me? 6 You are relying on Egypt, that
splintered reed of a staff, which enters and punctures the
palm of anyone who leans on it. That's what Pharaoh king
of Egypt is like to all who rely on him. 7 And if you tell me
that you are relying on the LoRD your God, He is the very
one whose shrines and altars Hezekiah did away with,
telling Judah and Jerusalem, 'You must worship only at
this altar!' B Come now, make this wager with my master,
the king of Assyria: I'll give you two thousand horses, if
you can produce riders to mount them. 9 So how could
you refuse anything, even to the deputy of one of my
master's lesser servants, relying on Egypt for chariots and
horsemen? to And do you think I have marched against
this land to destroy it without the LoRD? The LoRD Him
self told me: Go up against that land and destroy it."
11 Eliakim, Shebna, and Joah replied to the Rabshakeh,
"Please, speak to your servants in Aramaic, since we un
derstand it; do not speak to us in Judean in the hearing of
the people on the wall." 12 But the Rabshakeh replied,
"Was it to your master and to you that my master sent me
to speak those words? It was precisely to the men who are
sitting on the wall-who will have to eat their dung and
drink their urine with you." 1 3 And the Rabshakeh stood
and called out in a loud voice in Judean: 14 "Hear the
words of the Great King, the king of Assyria! Thus said
the king: Don't let Hezekiah deceive you, for he will not
be able to save you. 1 5 Don't let Hezekiah make you rely
on the LoRD, saying, 'The LoRD will surely save us; this
city will not fall into the hands of Assyria!' 16 Don't listen
to Hezekiah. For thus said the king of Assyria: Make your
peace with me and come out to me, b so that you may all
eat from your vines and your fig trees and drink water
from your cisterns, 17 until I come and take you away to a
land like your own, a land of bread and wine, of grain
[fields] and vineyards. 18 Beware of letting Hezekiah mis
lead you by saying, 'The LORD will save us.' Did any of
the gods of the other nations save his land from the king
of Assyria? 19 Where were the gods of Hamath and
Arpad? Where were the gods of Sepharvaim? And did
a 2 Kings 18.20 "You Ill liSt thi11k. "
b I.e., to 111y representative the Rnl>slwke/1.

4-10: The Assyrian official's
speech to the Judeans. The Rabsha
keh, or Assyrian general, urges the
Judeans to surrender. 6: Isaiah dis
approved of the Judean policy of
relying on the Egyptians as a
counterbalance against Assyria.
See 30.1-11; 31.1--g. 7: Hezekiah
had centralized sacrificial worship
in Jerusalem, closing many local
temples and shrines throughout
Judah. See 2 Kings 18-4--6; 2 Chron.
29.3-31.21. His actions were based
on laws of centralization like those
found in Deut. ch 12, but the Rab
shakeh misinterprets them as blas
phemous. 1 1-22: The dialogue be
tween the Assyrian official and the
Judeans. 1 9-20: Cf. the similar
speech put into the mouth of
the Assyrian king in 10.8-11.
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they• save Samaria from me? 20 Which among all the gods
of those countries saved their countries from me, that the
LORD should save Jerusalem from me?" 21 But they were
silent and did not answer him with a single word; for the
king's order was: "Do not answer him."
22 And so Eliakim son of Hilkiah who was in charge of
the palace, Shebna the scribe, and Joah son of Asaph the
recorder came to Hezekiah with their clothes rent, and
they reported to him what the Rabshakeh had said.

3 7 When King Hezekiah heard this, he rent his clothes

and covered himself with sackcloth and went into
the House of the LORD. 2 He also sent Eliakim, who was in
charge of the palace, Shebna, the scribe, and the senior
priests, covered with sackcloth, to the prophet Isaiah son
of Amoz. 3 They said to him, "Thus said Hezekiah: This
day is a day of distress, of chastisement, and of disgrace.
bThe babes have reached the birthstool, but the strength
to give birth is lacking:b 4 Perhaps the LORD your God will
take note of the words of the Rabshakeh, whom his master
the king of Assyria has sent to blaspheme the living God,
and will mete out judgment for the words that the LORD
your God has heard-if you will offer up prayer for the
surviving remnant."
5 When King Hezekiah's ministers came to Isaiah, 6 Isa
iah said to them, "Tell your master as follows: Thus said
the LoRD: Do not be frightened by the words of blas
phemy against Me that you have heard from the minions
of the king of Assyria. 7 I will delude< him: He will hear a
rumor and return to his land, and I will make him fall by
the sword in his land."
B The Rabshakeh, meanwhile, heard that [the King] had
left Lachish; he turned back and found the king of Assyria
attacking Libnah. 9 But [the king of Assyria] learned that
King Tirhakah of Nubia had come out to fight him; and
when he heard it, he sent messengers to Hezekiah, saying,
10 "Tell this to King Hezekiah of Judah: Do not let your
God, on whom you are relying, mislead you into thinking
that Jerusalem will not be delivered into the hands of the
king of Assyria. 11 You yourself have heard what the kings
of Assyria have done to all the lands, how they have anni
hilated them; and can you escape? 12Were the nations
that my predecessorsd destroyed-Gozan, Haran, Rezeph,
and the Bethedenites in Telassar-saved by their gods?
n I.e., the gods of Samarin.

b-b I.e., the situation is desperate, and we nrc at n loss.
c Lit. "put n spirit in."
rl Lit. 'Jnthcrs . "

I S A I A H 3 6 . 2 0-3 7 . 1 2
37.1-7: The reaction of the Ju
deans. Hezekiah, the king of
Judah, is dismayed. He seeks ad
vice from Isaiah, who emphasizes
that God has vowed to protect
Jerusalem. 8: The Assyrian gen
eral leaves. 37.9-36: Assyrian

messengers to the Judeans, and
Judean reactions. The narrative

sequence of vv. resembles that
of the preceding ones, and they
may present another version of
the same events rather than a
second series of negotiations be
tween the Assyrians and Judeans.
9-1 3: The Assyrians' message
to the Judeans. Cf. 36.4-22.
1 1-13: Cf. )6.11-22; 10.8-11 .
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37. 13-37.25

13 Where is the king of Hamath? and the king of Arpad?
and the kings of Lair, Sepharvaim, Hena, and Ivvah?"
14 Hezekiah received the letter from the messengers and
read it. Hezekiah then went up to the House of the LoRD
and spread it out before the LoRD. 15 And Hezekiah
prayed to the LORD: 16 "0 LoRD of Hosts, enthroned on the
Cherubim! You alone are God of all the kingdoms of the
earth. You made the heavens and the earth. 17 0 LORD, in
cline Your ear and hear, open Your eye and see. Hear all
the words that Sennacherib has sent to blaspheme the liv
ing God! 18 True, 0 LoRD, the kings of Assyria have anni
hilated all the nations• and their lands 1 9 and have com
mitted their gods to the flames and have destroyed them;
for they are not gods, but man's handwork of wood and
stone. 20 But now, 0 LORD our God, deliver us from his
hands, and let all the kingdoms of the earth know that
You, 0 LoRD, alone [are God]."b
21 Then Isaiah son of Amoz sent this message to Heze
kiah: "Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel, to whom you
have prayed, concerning King Sennacherib of Assyria22 this is the word that the LoRD has spoken concern
ing him:

23

24

25

Fair Maiden Zion despises you,
She mocks at you;
Fair Jerusalem shakes
Her head at you.
Whom have you blasphemed and reviled?
Against whom made loud your voice
And haughtily raised your eyes?
Against the Holy One of Israel!
Through your servants you have blasphemed my
Lord.
Because you thought,
'Thanks to my vast chariotry,
It is I who have climbed the highest mountains,
To the remotest parts of the Lebanon,
And have cut down its loftiest cedars,
Its choicest cypresses,
And have reached its highest peak,
<·Its densest forest:<
It is I who have drawnd
And drunk water.

a So 2 Kings 19.17, and 13 HISS. here; most mss. and editions read "lands. "
b Suppliedfrom 2 Kings 19.19.
c-c Lit. "Its farmland forest"; exact 111eaning of Heb. uncertain.
d Or "dug"; meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
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14-20: King Hezekiah's reaction is
portrayed as more faithful and less
lacking in confidence than it was
in 37.1-7. 21-35: Isaiah's reaction.
The poem attributed to Isaiah here
resembles his prophecies through
out chs 1-33. Note especially the
emphasis on Zion (v. 22), the criti
cism of haughtiness of the foreign
empire (v. 23), the phrase Holy
One of Israel (v. 23; cf., e.g., 1.4;
5.19; 10.20), the use of imagery
taken from Assyrian propaganda
(vv. 24-25; cf. 10.7-15; 10.33-24;
14.8; 17.12-14), the notion of
the remnant of Judah from
whom Israel will be renewed
(vv. 31-32; cf. 6.13; 7-3) and
especially the doctrine of the
inviolability of Zion (vv. 33-35).
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26

27

28
29

I have dried up with the soles of my feet
All the streams of Egypt.'
Have you not heard? Of old
I planned that very thing,
I designed it long ago,
And now have fulfilled it.
And it has come to pass,
Laying fortified towns waste in desolate heaps.
Their inhabitants are helpless,
Dismayed and shamed.
They were but grass of the field
And green herbage,
Grass of the roofs •that is blasted
Before the east wind:•
I know your stayings
And your goings and comings,
And how you have raged against Me,
Because you have raged against Me,
And your tumult has reached My ears,
I will place My hook in your nose
And My bit between your jaws;
And I will make you go back by the road
By which you came.

30 "And this is the sign for you:b This year you eat what
grows of itself, and the next year what springs from that,
and in the third year sow and reap and plant vineyards
and eat their fruit. 31 And the survivors of the House of
Judah that have escaped shall renew its trunk below and
produce boughs above.
32

For a remnant shall come forth from Jerusalem,
Survivors from Mount Zion.
The zeal of the LORD of Hosts
Shall bring this to pass.

33 "Assuredly, thus said the LoRD concerning the king of
Assyria:

34

He shall not enter this city;
He shall not shoot an arrow at it,
Or advance upon it with a shield,
Or pile up a siegemound against it.
He shall go back

a-a So ms. 1Qls"; cf 2 Kiugs 19.26. Tire usual readiug in our passage meaus, literally,
"and a field [? I before standing graiu."
b I.e., Hezekia/1.

ISAIAH 37.26-37.34

ISAIAH 37· 35-3 8 . 10

35

By the way he came,
He shall not enter this city
-declares the LoRD;
I will protect and save this city for My sake
And for the sake of My servant David."

36 [That night] • an angel of the LORD went out and struck
down one hundred and eighty-five thousand in the Assyr
ian camp, and the following morning they were all dead
corpses.
37 So King Sennacherib of Assyria broke camp and re
treated, and stayed in Nineveh. 38 While he was worship
ing in the temple of his god Nisroch, he was struck down
with the sword by his sons Adrammelech and Sarezer.
They fled to the land of Ararat, and his son Esarhaddon
succeeded him as king.

3 8 In those days Hezekiah fell dangerously ill. The

prophet Isaiah son of Amoz came and said to him,
"Thus said the LORD: Set your affairs in order, for you are
going to die; you will not get well." 2 Thereupon Hezekiah
turned his face to the wall and prayed to the LORD.
3 "Please, 0 LoRD," he said, "remember how I have
walked before You sincerely and wholeheartedly, and
have done what is pleasing to You." And Hezekiah wept
profusely.
4 Then the word of the LoRD came to Isaiah: 5 "Go and
tell Hezekiah: Thus said the LoRD, the God of your father
David: I have heard your prayer, I have seen your tears. I
hereby add fifteen years to your life. 6 I will also rescue
you and this city from the hands of the king of Assyria. I
will protect this city. 7 And this is the sign for you from the
LORD that the LoRD will do the thing that He has prom
ised: 8 I am going to make the shadow on the steps, which
has descended on the dialb of Ahaz because of the sun, re
cede ten steps." And the sun['s shadow] receded ten steps,
the same steps as it had descended.
9 A poem by King Hezekiah of Judah when he recov
ered from the illness he had suffered:

10<

I had thought:
I must depart in the middle of my days;
I have been consigned to the gates of Sheol
For the rest of my years.

a Supplied from 2 Kings 19.35·
b Heb. "steps. " A model of a dial wit!J steps has been discovered in Egypt.
c Menr1ing ofverse uncertain. in part.
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36: The miraculous disappearance
of the army that threatened Zion.
Cf. 2 Chron. 32.21-23. In 2 Kings
18.14-16, the Assyrians leave only
after having been offered tribute.
37-38: The withdrawal of the As
syrians and the death of Sennach
erib. According to Assyrian
records, Sennacherib was assassi
nated in 681 BCE, two decades after
the events described here.
Chs 38-39: The illness of Heze
kiah and the overtures of the Bab
ylonian empire. The events de

scribed in chs 38-39 preceded the
events described in chs 36-37 by a t
least ten years. Because chs 38-39
end with a prediction of the Bab
ylonian exile, however, they were
placed after chs 36-37, so that the
prediction of the Babylonian exile
would immediately precede ch 40,
whose subject is the return from
that exile. 38.1-8: Hezekiah's ill
ness and prayer. 9-20: Hezekiah's
psalm of thanksgiving. This text
does not appear in the parallel
version in 2 Kings 20. It is typical
of psalms of thanksgiving found
in the book of Psalms. Similar
elements appear, for example, in
the psalms of thanksgiving in
Psalm 118 and in Jonah ch 2.
1 0-13: A description of the crisis
that the speaker overcame. Cf.
Ps. 118.5-7; 1o-16; Jonah 2-4-7.
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12

13

14

15

16
17

18

19

20

I thought, I shall never see Yah,a
Yah in the land of the living,
Or ever behold men again
Among those who inhabit the earth.
My dwelling is pulled up and removed from me
Like a tent of shepherds;
My life is rolled up like a web
And cut from the thrum.
b·Qnly from daybreak to nightfall
Was I kept whole,
Then it was as though a lion
Were breaking all my bones;
I cried out until morning.
(Only from daybreak to nightfall
Was I kept whole.)·b
I piped like a swift or a swallow,
I moaned like a dove,
As my eyes, all worn, looked to heaven:
"My Lord, I am in straits;
Be my surety! "
What can I say? h·He promised me,-b
And He it is who has wrought it.
b-All my sleep had fled
Because of the bitterness of my soul.
My Lord, for all that and despite it
My life-breath is revived;-b
You have restored me to health and revived me.
Truly, it was for my own good
That I had such great bitterness:
You saved my life
From the pit of destruction,
For You have cast behind Your back
All my offenses.
For it is not Sheol that praises You,
Not [the Land of] Death that extols You;
Nor do they who descend into the Pit
Hope for Your grace.
The living, only the living
Can give thanks to You
As I do this day;
Fathers< relate to children
Your acts of grace:
" [It has pleased] the LoRD to deliver us,<

a I.e., visit His Temple. For "Yah" see 12.2; 26-4b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Heb. singnlar.
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1 4: A reference to a lament or peti
tion the speaker uttered during
the crisis. Cf. Ps. 118.5; Jonah 2.3.
1 5-20: God's faithfulness: The
speaker has been saved. Cf.
Ps. 1 18.8---g; Jonah 2.7-8.
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That is why we offer up music•
All the days of our lives
At the House of the LoRn."
21 When Isaiah said, "Let them take a cake of figs and
apply it to the rash, and he will recover," 22 Hezekiah
asked, "What will be the sign that I shall go up to the
House of the LoRn?"

3 9 At that time, Merodach-baladan son of Baladan,

the king of Babylon, sent [envoys with] a letter
and a gift to Hezekiah, for he had heard about his illness
and recovery. 2 Hezekiah was pleased by their coming,
and he showed them his treasure house-the silver, the
gold, the spices, and the fragrant oil-and all his armory,
and everything that was to be found in his storehouses.
There was nothing in his palace or in all his realm that
Hezekiah did not show them. 3 Then the prophet Isaiah
came to King Hezekiah. "What," he demanded of him,
"did those men say to you? Where have they come to
you from?" "They have come to me," replied Hezekiah,
"from a far country, from Babylon." 4 Next he asked,
"What have they seen in your palace?" And Hezekiah
replied, "They have seen everything there is in my palace.
There was nothing in my storehouses that I did not show
them."
s Then Isaiah said to Hezekiah, "Hear the word of the
LoRD of Hosts: 6 A time is coming when everything in
your palace, which your ancestors have stored up to this
day, will be carried off to Babylon; nothing will be left be
hind, said the LoRD. 7 And some of your sons, your own
issue, whom you will have fathered, will be taken to serve
as eunuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon." B Heze
kiah declared to Isaiah, "The word of the LoRD that
you have spoken is good." For he thought, "It means that
b·safety is assured for·b my time."

4 0 Comfort, oh comfort My people,
2

Says your God.
Speak tenderly to Jerusalem,
And declare to her
That her term of service is over,
That her iniquity is expiated;
For she has received at the hand of the LORD
Double for all her sins.

n Neginothai is n poetic form of neginoth.
b-b Lit. "tlrere s/rn/1 be safety and faitlrfrrlness in."
- 86o -

21-22: The healing of Hezekiah.
In 2 Kings 20.6-7, these vv. follow
immediately on the prediction that
God will add fifteen years to Heze
kiah's life and protect him from
the Assyrians in lsa. 38.5-6. Thus
in 2 Kings ch 20, these vv. lead
naturally into the sign oracle,
which appears here in 38.7-8.
39.1-4: The ambassadors from
Babylon. Merodach-baladan was
king of Babylonia in the 710s BCE.
He attempted to lead a revolt
against the Assyrians, and his
messengers tried to entice Heze
kiah to join the revolt. Ultimately,
the revolt did not succeed; see the
n. to ch 21. Here as in 21.1-10 Isa
iah counsels against relying on the
Babylonians. 5-B: A prediction of
the Babylonian exile. It is unlikely
that this prophecy was in fact ut
tered by the historical Isaiah son
of Amoz. Isaiah believed that Jeru
salem would never fall, and he
does not seem to have anticipated
any break in the reign of Davidic
kings, even though he predicted
that Judah would be punished and
the Davidic family sorely pressed.
This prediction was probably at
tributed to Isaiah by the author of
2 Kings, and the whole passage
was added to the book of Isaiah
from Kings. It provides a link with
the next section of the book of Isa
iah, the prophecies of an anony
mous prophet who lived in the
Babylonian exile. See introduction.

Chs 40-48: The first prophecies of
Deutero-Isaiah. On the authorship
of chs 4o-66, see intro. The first of
the three sections within chs 4o-66
was written by the anonymous ex
ilic prophet in Babylonia, shortly
before or immediately after the fall
of Babylonia to the Persians led by
Cyrus, but before Cyrus issued his
decree allowing the Judean exiles
to return to Zion (see Ezra 6.3-5;
2 Chron. 36.22-23). Chs 40-48 con
sist of several long speeches. In
each, Deutero-Isaiah marshals evi
dence to show the depressed exiles
that (1) God is genuinely power
ful, and the Babylonian conquest
does not indicate that God was de
feated by some other alleged god
or some other force; (2) God con-
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A voice rings out:
"Clear in the desert
A road for the LoRD!
Level in the wilderness
A highway for our God!
Let every valley be raised,
Every hill and mount made low.
Let the rugged ground become level
And the ridges become a plain.
The Presence of the LORD shall appear,
And all flesh, as one, shall behold
For the LoRD Himself has spoken."
A voice rings out: "Proclaim!"
•·Another asks,·• "What shall I proclaim?"
"All flesh is grass,
All its goodness like flowers of the field:

a-a 1Qls• and Septuagint read "And I asked."
tinues to love the nation Israel,
and the Babylonian conquest does
not indicate that God has aban
doned Israel; (3) God is reliable,
and what God promises God does;
and therefore (4) the exiles can be
sure that they will soon return to
their land. The prophet frequently
seems to be responding to specific
complaints, doubts, and expres
sions of hopelessness among the
exiles. A few of these statements
made by Deutero-Isaiah's listeners
are cited explicitly (e.g., 40.27;
49.14; 50.1; 50.2). Each speech
appearing in these chs moves
through several types of reasoning
to support these assertions; then
the speech ends, and another one
begins. It is often difficult (and, ul
timately, unimportant) to delineate
the precise beginning and end of
each speech, since each one pre
sents the same argument using the
same types of evidence. This first
section of Deutero-Isaiah's proph
ecies focuses on several themes
that are absent in chs 49-66: They
emphasize the uniqueness of the
LoRD, who is the only God; they
identify the Persian king Cyrus as
the individual through whom God
brings salvation to Israel; and they
compare "former things" that God
had done with "new things" that

God is about to do. Since the major
message of this prophet is recon
ciliation and comfort, eight sec
tions from these chapters are read
as the haftarah, or prophetic read
ings, in the summer, on the Sab
baths following Tish'ah be'av,
which commemorates the destruc
tion of the Temple.
40.1-1 1 : An introduction to the

prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah.

Vv. 1-11 introduce the main
themes and motifs of the following
chs: God comforts the nation, as
sures them that their term of pun
ishment in the Babylonian exile
has ended, and promises that they
will soon return to Zion. This in
troductory passage echoes ele
ments of the prophetic initiation
scene (see n. to ch 6): God an
nounces that God has a message
that the prophet should convey to
the nation Israel (vv. 1-5); the
prophet objects and is reassured
(vv. 6--<)) . This section also intro
duces a special feature of Deutero
Isaiah's work: This prophet fre
quently borrows and revises
material from older biblical texts.
This tendency to allude to earlier
compositions is especially evident
in these eleven vv., which use
terms and images from ch 6;
-861 -

40. }-40 . 6

28.1-2; Jer. 16.16-18; 31.15; Ezek.
21.2-12; Exod. 32.14-15; Lam. 1.2,
9, 16, 21. 1-2: God's initial mes
sage of consolation. These initial
two vv. summarize the main
themes of chs 4o-66 in their en
tirety. The verbs (comfort, speak, de
clare) are in the plural, indicating
that God addresses not only
Deutero-Isaiah but other messen
gers as well, probably angelic
messengers in the heavenly court.
As in ch 6 and 2 Kings ch 22, the
prophet overhears and to some
extent participates in the delibera
tions of God's angelic staff.
3-5: God's highway. The Presence
of God left the land of Israel along
with the exiles (d. Ezek. chs 8-n);
now it will return with them (cf.
Ezek. 43.1-5). On the motif of
the road through the desert, see
35.1-10 n. (Chs 34 and 35 were
written by Deutero-Isaiah.) Dollble
for all her sins: The exiles may feel
that they deserve punishment, and
therefore salvation is remote. The
prophet assures them that the pun
ishment they have suffered is
enough-indeed, more than
enough-and there is no impedi
ment to their salvation. Cf. Jer.
16.18 and Isa. 61.7. �= Objection
and reassurance. A heavenly voice
gives an order to issue a proclama
tion; another voice (probably that
of the prophet, especially if the al
ternate version in translators' note
a-a is correct) asks what should be
proclaimed, and the first voice an
swers this question. According to
the quotation marks added by the
NJPS translation, the prophet's
question is brief, and the answer
takes up most of v. 6 and all of
vv. 7-8. Thus the prophet must
proclaim that humans are weak
(and therefore the Babylonian con
querors will disappear), but God's
strength is enduring. It is also pos
sible, however, that the prophet's
question continues all the way
through the end of v. 7· In that
case, these vv. are an objection to
acting as conduit for the divine
word: As a mere human, the
prophet fears that he will be over
come by the powerful and destruc
tive breath of tl1e LoRD (lit. "wind"
or "Spirit" of the LORD, which is a
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Grass withers, flowers fade
When the breath of the LoRD blows on them.
Indeed, man is but grass:
Grass withers, flowers fadeBut the word of our God is always fulfilled!"
Ascend a lofty mountain,
0 herald of joy to Zion;
Raise your voice with power,
0 herald of joy to Jerusalem
Raise it, have no fear;
Announce to the cities of Judah:
Behold your God!
Behold, the Lord Goo comes in might,
And His arm wins triumph for Him;
See, His reward • is with Him,
His recompense before Him.
Like a shepherd He pastures His flock:
He gathers the lambs in His arms
And carries them in His bosom;
Gently He drives the mother sheep.
Who measured the waters with the hollow of His
hand,
And gauged the skies with a span,
And meted earth's dust with a measure/
And weighed the mountains with a scale
And the hills with a balance?
Who has plumbed the mind of the LoRD,
What man could tell Him His plan?
Whom did He consult, and who taught Him,
Guided Him in the way of right?
Who guided Him in knowledge
And showed Him the path of wisdom?
The nations are but a drop in a bucket,
Reckoned as dust on a balance;
The very coastlands He lifts like motes.
Lebanon is not fuel enough,
Nor its beasts enough for sacrifice.
All nations are as naught in His sight;
He accounts them as less than nothing.
To whom, then, can you liken God,
What form compare to Him?

a The reward and recompeuse to fire cities of Judah; cf Jcr. 31.14, 16.
b Heb. shalish "1/rird," probably a.third of all ephah.
-862-

technical term denoting the God
given capability to serve as a
prophet). V. 8 contains the divine
response: Even though the task
of conveying God's words is
frightening, it must be completed.
6: Goodness, or, "loyalty, reliabil
ity." 9-1 1 : God's arrival in Jerusa
lem. Messengers are told to an
nounce to Jerusalem that the LoRD
will soon arrive. Normally, a llerald
would inform a city that an army
was arriving, but here God arrives
as a gentle sllepllerd, not to destroy
but to protect.
40.12-31 : The incomparable God.
In this speech, Deutero-Isaiah fo
cuses on God's unique power. Be
cause the LORD is the only true
God and the creator of the world,
the LoRD will be able to defeat the
Babylonians and restore Zion.
Some Judeans probably believed
that Babylonia's gods defeated
their God, but the prophet insists
that in fact no other being in the
universe could do so. 1 2-17: Di
vine grandeur. No entity in heaven
or earth compares to God, and
therefore none can prevent God
from acting. 1 8-20: A brief argu
ment against idolatry: Certainly
the God who created the world
is mightier than the gods wor
shipped by most humans. Those
gods, after all, are created, not
creators.
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The idol? A woodworker shaped it,
And a smith overlaid it with gold,
•·Forging links of silver:•
As a gift, he chooses the mulberryb
A wood that does not rotThen seeks a skillful woodworker
To make a firm idol,
That will not topple.
Do you not know?
Have you not heard?
Have you not been told
From the very first?
Have you not discerned
•·How the earth was founded?·•
It is He who is enthroned above the vault of the
earth,
So that its inhabitants seem as grasshoppers;
Who spread out the skies like gauze,
Stretched them out like a tent to dwell in.
He brings potentates to naught,
Makes rulers of the earth as nothing.
Hardly are they planted,
Hardly are they sown,
Hardly has their stem
Taken root in earth,
When He blows upon them and they dry up,
And the storm bears them off like straw.
To whom, then, can you liken Me,
To whom can I be compared?
-says the Holy One.
Lift high your eyes and see:
Who created these?
He who sends out their host by count,
Who calls them each by name:
Because of His great might and vast power,
Not one fails to appear.
Why do you say, 0 Jacob,
Why declare, 0 Israel,
"My way is hid from the LoRD,
My cause is ignored by my God"?
Do you not know?

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b Heb. mesukkan; according to n jcwislr tradition, prcsen•cd by Jerome, n kind of wood; n
similar word denotes n kind of wood in Akkadian.

I S A I A H 40. 1 9-40 . 28
21-26: God's incomparable might
as manifest in nature and in his
tory. 27-31: Deutero-Isaiah arrives
at the point of the arguments
marshalled in vv. 12-26. The Ju
dean exiles have lamented that
God no longer pays attention
to them (v. 27). But God is still
able to listen to them, for God
never grows tired (vv. 28-31).
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Have you not heard?
The LoRD is God from of old,
Creator of the earth from end to end,
He never grows faint or weary,
His wisdom cannot be fathomed.
He gives strength to the weary,
Fresh vigor to the spent.
Youths may gro"Y faint and weary,
And young men stumble and fall;
But they who trust in the LoRD shall renew their
strength
As eagles grow new plumes:•
They shall run and not grow weary,
They shall march and not grow faint.

4 1 Stand silent before Me, coastlands,
2

3
4
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7

And let nations b·renew their strength:b
Let them approach to state their case;
Let us come forward together for argument.
Who has roused a victor< from the East,
Summoned him to His service?
Has delivered up nations to him,
And trodden sovereigns down?
Has rendered theird swords like dust,
Theird bows like wind-blown straw?
He pursues them, he goes on unscathed;
No shackle" is placed on his feet.
Who has wrought and achieved this?
He who announced the generations from the
start1, the LoRD, who was first
And will be with the last as well.
The coastlands look on in fear,
The ends of earth tremble.
They draw near and come;
Each one helps the other,
Saying to his fellow, "Take courage!"
The woodworker encourages the smith;
He who flattens with the hammer
[Encourages] him who pounds the anvil.
He says of the riveting, "It is good!"
And he fixes it with nails,
That it may not topple.

a Alluding to a popular belief tlrat eagles regain their yout/1 wheu they molt; cf Ps.
b-b Connection of Heb. uncertain.
c Lit. "victory. "
d Heb. "his."
e 'rl:t has this meaning in Old Aramaic.
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3 1 : Trust, or, "wait with patience
and hope."
41.1-42.17: The divine ruler and
His servants. A lengthy speech
that moves through several lines
of reasoning to persuade the audi
ence that God can and will redeem
IsraeL A theme uniting the whole
passage is service to God: Cyrus
acts as God's servant by defeat
ing Babylonia (41.2, 25); Israel is
God's servant and hence enjoys
divine protection (41.8; 42.1).
41.1-7: A mock dialogue with
the nations. God calls on the na
tions to show whether they and
their gods can match the true
deity's power. Unable to respond,
they are terrified. 1-4: God asks
whether any other nation or its
gods has accomplished what the
LoRD has. 2: A victor from the East,
alternatively, "A righteous one
from the east." This refers to Cyrus,
king of the Persians, who Jived east
of Babylonia and achieved great
victories over all the nations and
sovereigns of the ancient Near East.
The Targum takes this to refer to
Abraham, the righteous man (see
Gen. 15.6), whom God brought
from Mesopotamia in the east to
Canaan; in this case, it alludes to
Abraham's military victory in Gen.
ch 14. 4: The LoRD takes responsi
bility for Cyrus's (and perhaps
also Abraham's) victories. The
prophet refers especially to
Cyrus's defeat of the Babylonian
empire. This v. recalls earlier
prophecies according to which the
great Mesopotamian empire that
defeated Judah would itself fall;
see Isa. 10.5-27; 1}.1-14.27;
21.1-10; Jer. 29.10; 30.11; Zeph.
2.15. Because the God of Israel cor
rectly predicted the downfall of
Babylonia in these prophetic pas
sages, which were written years
earlier, the God of Israel is clearly
the true lord of history. 5-7: The
nations are unable to rely on their
gods, who have not demonstrated
such mastery over events as the
God of IsraeL Consequently, they
are frightened, but rather than
acknowledge the one true God,
they foolishly rush to construct
a new idol to save themselves.
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But you, Israel, My servant,
Jacob, whom I have chosen,
Seed of Abraham My friendYou whom I drew from the ends of the earth
And called from its far corners,
To whom I said: You are My servant;
I chose you, I have not rejected you
Fear not, for I am with you,
Be not frightened, for I am your God;
I strengthen you and I help you,
I uphold you with My victorious right hand.
Shamed and chagrined shall be
All who contend with you;
They who strive with you
Shall become as naught and shall perish.
You may seek, but shall not find
Those who struggle with you;
Less than nothing shall be
The men who battle against you.
For I the LORD am your God,
Who grasped your right hand,
Who say to you: Have no fear;
I will be your help.
Fear not, 0 worm Jacob,
0 •·men of"• Israel:
I will help you
-declares the LORD
I your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel.
I will make of you a threshing board,
A new thresher, with many spikes;
You shall thresh mountains to dust,
And make hills like chaff.
You shall winnow them
And the wind shall carry them off;
The whirlwind shall scatter them.
But you shall rejoice in the LORD,
And glory in the Holy One of Israel.
The poor and the needy
Seek water,b and there is none;
Their tongue is parched with thirst.
I the LoRD will respond to them.
I, the God of Israel, will not forsake them.
I will open up streams on the bare hills
And fountains amid the valleys;

n-n Emendntio11 yields "maggot."
b I.e., 011 the /romf!lvnrd mnrc/r thro11gl' tl1e desert.
-B6s -
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8-20: Encouragement to Israel,
God's servant. The nations in

vv. 5-7 are frightened, but the Isra
elites are told that they should fear
no more. 8-16: Israel's fortunes are
reversed. The defeated nation will
be able to defeat its enemies; the
great nations that tormented Israel
will lose power. 9: I have not re
jected you: a direct address to the
exiles, who wonder whether the
covenant between God and Israel
came to an end with the destruc
tion of the Temple in 586 BCE.
1 5: Mighty nations are compared
to mountains, which Israel will
be able to destroy. On the theme
of the haughty mountains and
empires that will disappear a t
the end o f days, cf. 2.10-22.
17-20: Return from exile. The poor
and thirsty nation will march
through the desert, where God
will fulfill all their needs. Here as
in ch 35 Deutero-Isaiah compares
the upcoming return to Zion with
the exodus from Egypt, for God
provided water and food for the
Israelites as they traversed the
Sinai desert to the land of Canaan.
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I will tum the desert into ponds,
The arid land into springs of water.
I will plant cedars in the wilderness,
Acacias and myrtles and oleasters;
I will set cypresses in the desert,
Box trees and elms as wellThat men may see and know,
Consider and comprehend
That the LoRD's hand has done this,
That the Holy One of Israel has wrought it.
Submit your case, says the LoRD;
Offer your pleas, says the King of Jacob.
Let them approach• and tell us what will happen.
Tell us what has occurred,b
And we will take note of it;
Or announce to us what will occur,
That we may know the outcome.
Foretell what is yet to happen,
That we may know that you are gods!
Do anything, good or bad,
That we may be awed and see.<
Why, you are less than nothing,
Your effect is less than nullity;
One who chooses you is an abomination.
I have roused him from the north, and he has
come,
From the sunrise, one who invokes My name;
And he has trampled rulers like mud,
Like a potter treading clay.
Who foretold this from the start, that we may
note it;
From aforetime, that we might say, "He is right"?
Not one foretold, not one announced;
No one has heard your utterance!
dThe things once predicted to ZionBehold, here they are!·d
And again I send a herald to Jerusalem.
But I look and there is not a man;
Not one of them can predict
Or can respond when I question him.
See, they are all nothingness,
Their works are nullity,
Their statues are naught and nil.

a Taking yaggishu intransitively; cf hiqriv. Exod. 14.10.
b I.e., former prophecies by your gods wl•icll lwve been fulfilled.
d·d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c Change of vocalization yields 'jenr"; cf v. 10.
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21-29: Another mock debate em
phasizing God's sovereignty. As
in vv. 1-4, the setting is a court
room or contest; God speaks, but
the other side in the debate simply
has nothing to say in its defense
and remains silent. 21-23a: The
LoRD argues against other gods
and their believers, asking them to
step forward and announce what
great acts they have committed or
what predictions they have suc
cessfully made. 23 b : God asks the
other gods to do anything at all,
so that at least their mere exis
tence will be made clear. 24: The
inevitable conclusion: The
other gods simply do not exist.
25-26: The LORD, by contrast, has
raised up Cyrus (him from the
north-Persia is northeast of Bab
ylonia) to defeat Babylonia, just as
in the past the LoRD brought the
Mesopotamian rulers from the
north to defeat Israel and Judah
and predicted the downfall of Bab
ylonia successfully. Cf. v. 4 in this
ch. 27: The things once predicted to
Zion refers both to predictions of
Zion's defeat (e.g., in prophecies
throughout the book of Jeremiah)
and also the predictions of Zion's
renewal (e.g., Jer. chs 29-33). Be
cause the former prophecies came
true, one can be sure that the latter
will come true as well-the LoRD
is reliable. 28-29: And there is not a
man, better: "and there is no one."
God has asked other gods to come
stake their claims to divinity, but
none has come forward. This com
pels the conclusion that they are all
nothingness. 29: See, or, "Here is"
(Heb "hen").
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My chosen one, in whom I delight.
I have put My spirit upon him,
He shall teach the true way to the nations.
He shall not cry out or shout aloud,
Or make his voice heard in the streets.
•·He shall not break even a bruised reed,
Or snuff out even a dim wick.·•
He shall bring forth the true way.
He shall not grow dim or be bruised
Till he has established the true way on earth;
And the coastlands shall await his teaching.

Thus said God the LORD,
Who created the heavens and stretched them out,
Who spread out the earth and what it brings forth,
Who gave breath to the people upon it
And life to those who walk thereon:
I the LORD, in My grace, have summoned you,
And I have grasped you by the hand.
I created you, and appointed you
A b-covenant people,-b c-a light of nations·<_
d-Opening eyes deprived of light,-d
Rescuing prisoners from confinement,
From the dungeon those who sit in darkness.
I am the LoRD, that is My name;
I will not yield My glory to another,
Nor My renown to idols.
See, the things once predicted have come,
And now I foretell new things,
Announce to you ere they sprout up.
Sing to the LORD a new song,
His praise from the ends of the earth•-You who sail the sea and you creatures in it,
You coastlands·• and their inhabitants!

a-a Or "A bruised reed, fie s!Ja/l not be broken; I A dim wick, fie s!Ja/l not be snuffed out."
b-b Lit. "cor•e11a11ts of a people"; mea11ing of Heb. uncertain.
c-c See 49.6 and note.
d-d An idiom meaning 'freeing tire impriso11ed"; cf 6 1 . 1 .
e-e Eme11datio11 yields "Let the sea roar and its creatures, I Tile coastlands . . . " Cf
Ps. 98-7.
42.1-9: G od 's servant. The identi
fication of the servant in these vv.
is hotly deb a ted. Possibilities in
clude Cyrus (according to Saadia
Gaon), the prophet himself (so Ibn
Ezra), the Messiah (so Targum and
Radak), and the Israelite nation as
a whole (so Septuagint and Rashi).

See )2.IJ-53-I2 n. The term "ser
vant" in most other passages in
chs 4o-66 clearly refers to the na
tion Israel or to the faithful within
Israel, and that is the most likely
explanation here as well. This pas
sage borrows vocabulary and
ideas from both ch II and Jer.

text looks forward to the ideal
world of the future, in which jus
tice will reign and the covenant be
tween Israel and God will be ob
served perfectly. The servan t in
this passage is parallel to, though
not identical with, the ideal Da
vidic king described in ch 1 1;
promises made to the king there
are transferred to the whole nation
here. Cf. 55·3 n.; 6o.I-22 n.; 65.25 n.
1-4: God introduces the servant,
whose gentle nature is empha
sized. In these lines God addresses
the nations of the world while
pointing to the servant, the nation
Israel. 1: This, or, "Here is" (Heb
"hen"). The term deliberately
contrasts God's servant with the
pagan gods and their worshippers
introduced with the same term
in the previous v. (see 41.29 n.).
4: Coastlands: Even nations far
away will know God as a result
of God's treatment of Israel. This
idea is further developed in v. 6.
His teaching, or, "his law" (Heb
"torah"). 5-7: God addresses the
servant directly and describes the
reason that the servant has been
chosen. 6: Created, or "guarded."
A covenant people, i.e., a nation that
continues to exist by virtue of the
covenant God formed with their
ancestors long ago. In spite of their
sins and in spite of the exile, the
people Israel is assured of restora
tion because of the covenant. A
light of nations: The nations of the
world will witness God's faithful
ness to the covenant when Israel is
redeemed. Consequently, the peo
ple will be the tool through which
God becomes known to all nations
as mighty, just, and reliable. In this
passage, the Israelites are a light to
the nations by virtue of what hap
pens to them, not because of what
they do. 7: Opening . . . Rescuing:
The subject of the verbs may be ei
ther the people or God. 8-9: God's
guarantee to the servant. The ser
vant is guaranteed salvation be
cause his sponsor is the creator.
9: Things once predicted, lit.
" the former things." Cf. 41.4.
42.10-17: A concluding hymn.
The speech that began in 41-I con
cludes with a song describing
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Let the desert and its towns cry aloud,
The villages where Kedar dwells;
Let Sela's inhabitants shout,
Call out from the peaks of the mountains.
Let them do honor to the LoRD,
And tell His glory in the coastlands.
The LoRD goes forth like a warrior,
Like a fighter He whips up His rage.
He yells, He roars aloud,
He charges upon His enemies.
"I have kept silent •"far too long,·•
Kept still and restrained Myself;
Now I will scream like a woman in labor,
I will pant and I will gasp.
Hills and heights will I scorch,
Cause all their green to wither;
I will tum rivers into isles/
And dry the marshes up.
I will lead the blind
By a road they did not know,
And I will make them walk
By paths they never knew.
I will turn darkness before them to light,
Rough places into level ground.
These are the promises! will keep them without fail.
Driven back and utterly shamed
Shall be those who trust in an image,
Those who say to idols,
'You are our gods!' "
Listen, you who are deaf;
You blind ones, look up and see!
Who is so blind as My servant,
So deaf as the messenger I send?
Who is so blind as the chosen< one,
So blind as the servant of the LORD?
Seeing many things, d-he gives·d no heed;
With ears open, he hears nothing.
The LoRD desires His [servant's] vindication,
That he may magnify and glorify [His]
Teaching.

a-a Lit. "from of old. "
b Emendation yields "desert."
c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d Heb. "you give."
e Meaning of verse uncertain; cf 43.9-12.
-868-

God's might and Israel's restora
tion. 10-12: As in 42. 1-4, the
whole world witnesses God's sav
ing power. 1 1 : Kedar, an area in the
north of the Arabian desert, inhab
ited by nomads. Sela, an Edomite
city, probably the city now known
as Petra in the kingdom of Jordan.
1 3-17: God goes to war on behalf
of Israel. This passage deliberately
mixes two types of images of God,
as warrior fighting enemies and as
mother giving birth, which are
united by the extraordinary energy
each involves. A bloody process
ends with new creation.

God's loyalty, which
is unshaken even by Israel's sins.

42.1 8-44.5:

This long speech comforts the
exiles, assuring them that God is
able and willing to redeem them,
regardless of the sins they and
their forebears committed.
42.18-43.8: The servant, who

deserves punishment, will ulti
mately be redeemed. 1 8-21 : The

nation Israel will serve God by be
coming an object lesson for God's
loyalty and ability to save (d.
42.1--9 n.). Thus Israel is a messen
ger; through Israel's experiences,
the world will come to know
the one God. Israel is blind, how
ever, and has not yet under
stood its own purpose in history.
2 1 : His vindication: This might
refer to the vindication of the ser
vant Israel or of God, or perhaps
both; the former brings about the
latter. Teaching, Heb "torah."
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22-25: The tone of these vv. seems
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Yet it is a people plundered and despoiled:
All of them are trapped in holes,
Imprisoned in dungeons.
They are given over to plunder, with none to
rescue them;
To despoilment, with none to say "Give back!"
If only you would listen to this,
Attend and give heed from now on!
Who was it gave Jacob over to despoilment
And Israel to plunderers?
Surely, the LoRD against whom they• sinned
whose ways they would not walk
And whose Teaching they would not obey.
So He poured out wrath upon them,
His anger and the fury of war.
It blazed upon them all about, but they heeded
not;
It burned among them, but they gave it no
thought.

In

25

4 3 But now thus said the LoRD
2
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Who created you, 0 Jacob,
Who formed you, 0 Israel:
Fear not, for I will redeem you;
I have singled you out by name,
You are Mine.
When you pass through water,
I will be with you;
Through streams,
They shall not overwhelm you.
When you walk through fire,
You shall not be scorched;
Through flame,
It shall not bum you.
For I the LORD am your God,
The Holy One of Israet your Savior.
I give Egypt as a ransom for you,
Ethiopia and Saba in exchange for you.
Because you are precious to Me,
And honored, and I love you,
I give men in exchange for you
And peoples in your stead.

Fear not, for I am with you:
I will bring your folk from the East,
Will gather you out of the West;

a Heb. "we. "
-86g-
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bleak, but they in fact comfort the
exiles. Deutero-Isaiah recalls
Israel's sins (e.g., those described
in }O.g--14, whose vocabulary is re
peated here) in order to explain to
the people why they are in their
current state. They need not doubt
the LoRo's attention or power to
save; the nation's plight is fully
understandable and justifiable.
Hence the exile gives no reason
for despair. 43.1-7: Just as the
negative prophecies of the past
were fulfilled, so too the people
can have confidence that the
new, positive ones will come true.
1-2: Israel belongs to God, and
therefore God will not abandon
her, even though God punishes
her. 3-4: God will reward Cyrus
with the conquest of far-off lands
including Egtjpl, because his work
allows the exiles to return home.
In fact, Cyrus never conquered
Egypt, but his son, Cambyses, did.
5-B: The ingathering of the exiles,
not only from Babylonia (which
was East of the land of Israel) but
from other areas as well. Some Ju
dean refugees fled to Egypt and
other areas after the Babylonian
conquest; see Jer. chs 43-44.
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I will say to the North, "Give back!"
And to the South, "Do not withhold!
Bring My sons from afar,
And My daughters from the end of the earth
All who are linked to My name,
Whom I have created,
Formed, and made for My glory
Setting free that people,
Blind though it has eyes
And deaf though it has ears."
All the nations assemble as one,
The peoples gather.
Who among them declared this,
Foretold to us the things that have happened?
Let them produce their witnesses and be
vindicated,
That men, hearing them, may say, "It is true!"•
My witnesses are you
-declares the LoRDMy servant, whom I have chosen.
To the end that youb may take thought,
And believe in Me,
And understand that I am He:
Before Me no god was formed,
And after Me none shall existNone but me, the LoRD;
Beside Me, none can grant triumph.
I alone foretold the triumph
And I brought it to pass;
I announced it,
And no strange god was among you.
So you are My witnesses
-declares the LORDAnd i am God.
Ever since day was, I am He;
None can deliver from My hand.
When I act, who can reverse it?
Thus said the LoRD,
Your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel:
For your sake <·I send to Babylon;
I will bring down all [her] bars,
And the Chaldeans shall raise their voice in
lamentation:<

a I.e., tlmt the other nations' gods are real.
b Emendation yields "they. "
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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43.9-21 : The arguments

from
prophecy and from history.

9-1 5: The fulfillment of prophecies
concerning Babylonia. As in other
speeches (41.4, 27; 42.9; 44.6-8,
24-26; 45-21; 46-1o-11; 48-}),
Deutero-Isaiah argues that one
should believe in the God of Israel
because God's predictions come
true. Long ago the LORD foretold
the downfall of the Mesopotamian
empire that defeated Judah; see
10.5-27; 13.1-14.27; 21.1-10; Jer.
29.10; 30.11. Now that Babylonia
has indeed fallen (or perhaps is
about to fall), it is clear that the
God of Israel alone rules time and
space. 14: I send Cyrus to Babylon
to conquer it. Chaldeans: The Chal
deans were a leading tribe in Bab
ylonia from the 7th century on,
and the last kings of Babylonia
stemmed from this group. As a
result the term "Chaldean" be
came a synonym for Babylonian.
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I am your Holy One, the LORD,
Your King, the Creator of Israel.
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Thus said the LoRD,
Who made a road through the sea
And a path through mighty waters,
Who destroyed chariots and horses,
And all the mighty hostThey lay down to rise no more,
They were extinguished, quenched like a wick:
Do not recall what happened of old,
Or ponder what happened of yore!
I am about to do something new;
Even now it shall come to pass,
Suddenly you shall perceive it:
I will make a road through the wilderness
And riversb in the desert.
The wild beasts shall honor Me,
Jackals and ostriches,
For I provide water in the wilderness,
Rivers in the desert,
To give drink to My chosen people,
The people I formed for Myself
That they might declare My praise.

17

18
19

20

21
22
23

24

25
26

a

But you have not worshiped Me, 0 Jacob,
That you should be weary of Me, 0 Israel.
You have not brought Me your sheep for burnt
offerings,
Nor honored Me with your sacrifices.
I have not burdened you with meal offerings,
Nor wearied you about frankincense.
You have not bought Me fragrant reed with
money,
Nor sated Me with the fat of your sacrifices.
Instead, you have burdened Me with your sins,
You have wearied Me with your iniquities.
It is I, I who-for My own sakeWipe your transgressions away
And remember your sins no more.
Help me remember!
Let us join in argument,
Tell your version,
That you may be vindicated.

a Understm1ding ho�i, here, as equivalent to Aramaic she�i.
b 1Qls• reads "paths"; cf v. 16.
c I.e., in order to put an end to the profanation of My holy 11ame; cf 48.9-11.

1 6-21 : Long ago God took Israel
out of slavery and defeated the
mighty Egyptians. The liberation
from Babylonian exile will prove
even more impressive than the ex
odus from Egypt. 1 6-1 7: A refer
ence to the parting of the Reed Sea
and the defeat of Pharaoh's army
there; see Exodus chs 14-1 5 .

43.22-44.5: Israel's sin and re

demption. As in 42.22-25, God re
calls the sins of the Israelites (espe
cially of the exiles' ancestors),
focusing on their failure to con
duct proper sacrifices. The passage
underscores the justice of their
punishment and hence empha
sizes that God is neither uncaring
toward Israel nor too weak to save
it. Once the punishment has been
completed, there is no impediment
to Israel's restoration . 22-24: The
passage is obscure. Deutero-Isaiah
may maintain that the Israelites'
sacrifices to the LORD were not ac
companied by the proper inten
tions, and hence they really did
not constitute worship of the LoRD
at all. (Cf. this prophet's criticism
of the Israelites' fasts in 58. 3-7;
and see also other prophetic cri
tiques of sacrifice as the Israelites
practiced it, such as Isa. 1.11-13;
Jer. 7.21-22; Amos 5.21-25.) Alter
natively, the prophet may accuse
them of neglecting the sacrificial
cult and of worshipping other
gods instead. Finally, this passage
may simply take note of the fact
that the exiles did not offer sacri
fices, since they no longer had a le
gitimate Temple in which they
could do so. 22: But you have not
worshipped Me, better: "It is not Me
whom you have worshipped."
The Heb emphasizes the word Me.
25: The Israelites' failure or inabil
ity to offer proper sacrifices to
the LORD is inconsequential; the
LORD will redeem them not due
to their righteousness but for the
sake of God's own reputation.
43.26-44.5: The Israelites' fore
bears were sinful, and hence they
deserved punishment. But the
punishment has run its course,
and redemption is now called for.
.
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27
28

Your earliest ancestor sinned,
And your spokesmen transgressed against Me.
So I profaned •the holy princes;·•
I abandoned Jacob to proscriptionb
And Israel to mockery.

4 4 But hear, now, 0 Jacob My servant,
2

3

4

s

6

71

8

9

Israel whom I have chosen!
Thus said the LORD, your Maker,
Your Creator who has helped you since birth:
Fear not, My servant Jacob,
Jeshurun< whom I have chosen,
Even as I pour water on thirsty soil,
And rain upon dry ground,
So will I pour My spirit on your offspring,
My blessing upon your posterity.
And they shall sprout liked grass,
Like willows by watercourses.
One shall say, "I am the LoRD's,"
Another shall use the name of "Jacob,"
Another shall mark his arm "of the LORD"•
And adopt the name of "Israel."
Thus said the LoRD, the King of Israel,
Their Redeemer, the LoRD of Hosts:
I am the first and I am the last,
And there is no god but Me.
Who like Me can announce,
Can foretell it-and match Me thereby?
Even as I told the future to an ancient people,
So let him foretell coming events to them.
Do not be frightened, do not be shaken!
Have I not from of old predicted to you?
I foretold, and you are My witnesses.
Is there any god, then, but Me?
"There is no other rock; I know none!"
The makers of idols
All work to no purpose;
And the things they treasure
Can do no good,
As they themselves can testify.

a-a Emendation yields "My /roly name"; see precediug note.
b Emendation yields "insult."
c A namefor Israel; see note on Num. 23.10; cf Deut. 32.15; 33-5· 26.
d Lit. "in among."
e It was customary to mark a slave witlr tire owner's name.
f Meaning ofverse uncertain.
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27: Your earliest ancestor, Jacob.
Spokesmen, the priests and Levites;
or, the kings of Israel and Judah
and their advisers. 44.1 : See 43-12 n., which applies here as welL
3-4: In the land of Israel, plants
wither and remain brown for long
periods until they are revived by
rainfalL Israel in exile resembles
these plants, which had looked
dead but in fact were merely dor
mant. 5: Possibly a reference to
non-Jews who would adopt Jewish
beliefs, practices, and ethnicity,
which in fact did occur during the
exilic and postexilic periods. This
phenomenon is one of Deutero
Isaiah's particular concerns; see
56.3-6 n.; 56.7 n.
44.6-28: The persuasive

power of
monotheism and the folly of idol
atry. This shorter speech focuses

on the argument from prophecy
and the ridiculous nature of idola
try. It gives particular emphasis
to one of Deutero-Isaiah's main
themes: the insistence that no
other gods in fact exist. As with all
of the speeches in chs 4o-66, the
main point is that the one true
God can and will redeem IsraeL
The speech reaches its climax with
the identification of the person
through whom God brings re
demption, the Persian king Cyrus.
6-8: The argument from proph
ecy. The LoRD is clearly unique,
since only the LoRD predicted so
far in advance events that in fact
came to be. Cf. 43-9--15- 9-20: A

comic portrayal of an idolater.

The prophet mercilessly lampoons
people who make their own gods
to worship, implicitly contrasting
them with people who worship
the true God. The former worship
their own creation; the latter, much
more sensibly, worship their cre
ator. Deutero-Isaiah to some extent
misrepresents, or misunderstands,
the actual nature of idolatry as
practiced in the ancient Near East,
however. Pagans did not believe
that idols really were gods, but
they believed that the presence of
the god entered the idol as the re
sult of complex rituals used to
activate the idol after it had been
made. 9-1 1 : The pointlessness of
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They neither look nor think,
And so they shall be shamed.
Who would fashion a god
Or cast a statue
That can do no good?
Lo, all its adherents shall be shamed;
They are craftsmen, are merely human.
Let them all assemble and stand up!
They shall be cowed, and they shall be shamed.

12 •

The craftsman in iron, with his tools,
Works itb over charcoal
And fashions it by hammering,
Working with the strength of his arm.
Should he go hungry, his strength would ebb;
Should he drink no water, he would grow faint.

13

The craftsman in wood measures with a line
And marks out a shape with a stylus;
He forms it with scraping tools,
Marking it out with a compass.
He gives it a human form,
The beauty of a man, to dwell in a shrine.
For his use he cuts down cedars;
He chooses plane trees and oaks.
He sets aside trees of the forest;
Or plants firs, and the rain makes them grow.
All this serves man for fuel:
He takes some to warm himself,
And he builds a fire and bakes bread.
He also makes a god of it and worships it,
Fashions an idol and bows down to it!
Part of it he burns in a fire:
On that part he roasts< meat,
He eats< the roast and is sated;
He also warms himself and cries, "Ah,
I am warm! I can feeld the heat! "
O f the rest h e makes a god-his own carving!
He bows down to it, worships it;
He prays to it and cries,
"Save me, for you are my god! "

14

15

16

17

18

They have n o wit o r judgment:
Their eyes are besmeared, and they see not;
Their minds, and they cannot think.

a The meaning of parts ofvv. 12-13 is wrcertai11.
b I.e., tire image he is making.
c Tmnsposi11g tire Heb. verbs for clarity.
d Lit. "see. "
-
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-

4 4 . 1 0-44 . 1 8

idol-worship. 1 2-13: This descrip
tion of how idols are made shows
detailed familiarity with this an
cient Near Eastern industry. Some
idols were made of metal (v. 12),
some of wood (v. 13). 1 4-20: The
most biting, and humorous, sec
tion of the passage. For Deutero
Isaiah, the fact that the same piece
of wood can be put to practical
and idolatrous uses shows the id
iocy of idolatry.
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22

They do not give thought,
They lack the wit and judgment to say:
"Part of it I burned in a fire;
I also baked bread on the coals,
I roasted meat and ate itShould I make the rest an abhorrence?
Should I bow to a block of wood?"
He pursues ashes!•
A deluded mind has led him astray,
And he cannot save himself;
He never says to himself,
"The thing in my hand is a fraud!"
Remember these things, 0 Jacob
For you, 0 Israel, are My servant:
I fashioned you, you are My servant0 Israel, never forget Me.b
I wipe away your sins like a cloud,
Your transgressions like mist
Come back to Me, for I redeem you.

23

Shout, 0 heavens, for the LoRD has acted;
Shout aloud, 0 depths of the earth!
Shout for joy, 0 mountains,
0 forests with all your trees!
For the LoRD has redeemed Jacob,
Has glorified Himself through Israel.

24

Thus said the LORD, your Redeemer,
Who formed you in the womb:
It is I, the LoRD, who made everything,
Who alone stretched out the heavens
And unaided c spread out the earth;
Who annul the omens of diviners,
And make fools of the augurs;
Who turn sages back
And make nonsense of their knowledge;
But confirm the word of Myd servant
And fulfill the prediction of M yd messengers.
It is I who say of Jerusalem, "It shall be inhabited,"
And of the towns of Judah, "They shall be rebuilt;
And I will restore their ruined places."
[I,] who said to the deep, "Be dry;
I will dry up your floods,"

25

26

27

n Lit. "He s/1epl1erds nsl1es."
b Emendntion yields "tlll'lll," tl1ese thi11gs.
c Lit. "with none beside me," or (following 111n11y Heb. mss., kethib, nnd nncie11t versions)
"who wns witl1 me?"
d Heb. "His."

21-28: The result of rejecting
idolatry. The recognition that idol

atry is false leads to several practi
cal conclusions. 21-22: God
formed Israel; in contrast pagans
form their gods. Therefore Israel
should serve, and trust, its God.
Further it follows that God will
forgive IsraeL 23-28: God tells the
heaven to announce that God
takes specific action to save Israel:
God brings Cyrus, the Persian
king who conquered Babylonia, to
rebuild Jerusalem and its Temple.
24-26: The monotheistic theme,
with its argument from prophecy,
is repeated; cf. vv. 6-8 . God had
earlier predicted the rebuilding
of Jerusalem and the Temple in
Jer. 30.18; 31.6-40; 33·1o-18; Ezek.
chs 4o-48.
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Am the same who says of Cyrus, "He is My
shepherd;•
He shall fulfill all My purposes!
He shall say of Jerusalem, 'She shall be rebuilt,'
And to the Temple: 'You shall be founded again.' "

4 5 Thus said the LoRD to Cyrus, His anointed one
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Whose right hand b-He has·b grasped,
Treading down nations before him,
<·Ungirding the loins of kings,·<
Opening doors before him
And letting no gate stay shut:
I will march before you
And level d·the hills that loom up;·d
I will shatter doors of bronze
And cut down iron bars.
I will give you treasures concealed in the dark
And secret hoardsSo that you may know that it is I the LoRD,
The God of Israel, who call you by name.
For the sake of My servant Jacob,
Israel My chosen one,
I call you by name,
I hail you by title, though you have not known
Me.
I am the LoRD and there is none else;
Beside Me, there is no god.
I engird you, though you have not known Me,
So that they may know, from east to west,
That there is none but Me.
I am the LORD and there is none else,
I form light and create darkness,
I make weal and create woeI the LoRD do all these things.
Pour down, 0 skies, from above!
Let the heavens rain down victory!
Let the earth open up and triumph sprout,
Yes, let vindication spring up:
I the LoRD have created it.

Shame on him who argues with his Maker,
Though naught but a potsherd of earth!
Shall the clay say to the potter, "What are you
doing?

a I.e., tlze king wlwm I lzavc designated.
b-b Hcb. "I lwvc. " Cf note at 8.11.
I.e., I made tlzem lzelpless; 011e wlzo wislzed to move freely belted lzis garment around tlze
waist; cf "engird," v. 5·
d-d Meaning of Hcb. unccrtai11.

c-c
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45.1-25: The universal God. This
speech focuses on the Persian king
Cyrus as the tool through whom
God brings salvation not only to
Israel but to the whole world.
After Cyrus allows the exiles to
return to Jerusalem, peoples the
world over will recognize the
LORD's faithfulness to the cove
nant made with Israel, and conse
quently they will join Israel in
worshipping the one true God.
1-8: An address to Cyrus, the
liberator. God speaks directly
to Cyrus, who does not under
stand the true nature of his role.
1-3: Cyrus's victories are summa
rized. 1 : His anointed one, Heb
"mashiaJ:t," often translated as
"Messiah." It is striking that this
term is used of Cyrus, and not of
the ideal Davidic king, but accord
ing to Deutero-Isaiah, a Davidic
king does not play a significant
role in the expected restoration
(see 55·3 n.). 4-8: God did not give
Cyrus these great victories for
Cyrus's sake. Ra ther, the purpose
of Cyrus's rise to power is two
fold: to liberate Israel, and thus to
spread the fame of the one true
God of Israel throughout the
world. 7: This v. is quoted at the
beginning of the morning service
(immediately after the Barekhu or
call to prayer), where the word
woe (or "evil") is replaced with
the euphemism, "everything."
9-1 3 : Objection and response.
People (either the Judeans them
selves or perhaps the nations of
the world) are surprised by God's
plan to bring salvation to the
exiles by means of a Persian king.
God rebukes them for their chutz
pah in questioning the means
through whom God chose to
work. Cf. !sa. 10.15; 29.14-21 .
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10

11

12

13

14

15
16
17

18

•Your work has no handles"?-•
Shame on him who asks his father, "What are you
begetting?"
Or a woman, "What are you bearing?"
Thus said the LoRD,
Israel's Holy One and Maker:
b-Will you question Me·b on the destiny of My
children,
Will you instruct Me about the work of My hands?
It was I who made the earth
And created man upon it;
My own hands stretched out the heavens,
And I marshaled all their host.
It was I who roused him< for victory
And who level all roads for him.
He shall rebuild My city
And let My exiled people go
Without price and without payment
-said the LoRD of Hosts.
Thus said the LoRD:
Egypt's wealth and Nubia's gains
And Sabaites, d·long of limb,-d
Shall pass over to you and be yours,
Pass over and follow you in fetters,
Bow low to you
And reverently address you:
"Only among you is God,
There is no other god at all!
You are indeed a God who concealed Himself,
0 God of Israel, who bring victory!
Those who fabricate idols,
All are shamed and disgraced;
To a man, they slink away in disgrace.
But Israel has won through the LoRD
Triumph everlasting.
You shall not be shamed or disgraced
In all the ages to come!"
For thus said the LoRD,
The Creator of heaven who alone is God,
Who formed the earth and made it,
Who alone established it-

a-a Emendation yields "To its maker, 'You !Jave 110 lmnds'?"
b-b Heb. imperative.
c I.e., Cyrus.
d-d Emendation yields "bearing tribute." For "tribute" cf Ezra 4.20; 6.8; Ne/1. 5-4-
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13: The exiles will not have to
pay any price to Cyrus to gain
their liberation. Rather (as the
next v. makes clear) God will per
sonally reward the Persian king.
14-17: Cyrus's reward. God again
addresses Cyrus (so Ibn Ezra), de
scribing the vast territories he will
receive for restoring Zion. Cf. 43-314: Nubia is the area south of
Egypt, often referred to as Ethiopia
in most Bible translations (it was
probably closer to today's Sudan).
Sabaites were residents of an area
south of Egypt. Only among you is
God, better, "Indeed, through you
God [has worked]." Even far-off
nations realize that the God who
worked through Cyrus, the God of
Israel, is the one true deity. Alter
natively (and contrary to the quo
tation marks in NJPS), these words
may be spoken by God to Cyrus,
rather than by the African nations.
1 8-25: Universal recognition of
the LORD. The vv. again rely on the
argument from prophecy, which
Deutero-Isaiah uses to show the
whole world that the LORD is the
true master of history. The predic
tions made to earlier Israelite
prophets were not secret, but were
made public long ago.
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19

20

21

22
23

24

25

23: The nations of the world are
invited to share in the worship of
the true God and the benefits it
brings. 25: Israel's vindication
leads other nations to worship the
LORD as well. The mixture of na
tionalism and universalism here is
noteworthy: A universalist out
come results from a particularist
victory.

He did not create it a waste,
But formed it for habitation:
I am the LoRD, and there is none else.
I did not speak in secret,
At a site in a land of darkness;
I did not say to the stock of Jacob,
"Seek Me out in a wasteland"I the LORD, who foretell reliably,
Who announce what is true.
Come, gather together,
Draw nigh, you remnants of the nations!
No foreknowledge had they who carry their
wooden images
And pray to a god who cannot give success.
Speak up, compare testimonyLet them even take counsel together!
Who announced this aforetime,
Foretold it of old?
Was it not I the LoRD?
Then there is no god beside Me,
No God exists beside Me
Who foretells truly and grants success.
Turn to Me and gain success,
All the ends of earth!
For I am God, and there is none else.
By Myself have I sworn,
From My mouth has issued truth,
A word that shall not turn back:
To Me every knee shall bend,
Every tongue swear loyalty.
•They shall say: "Only through the LORD
Can I find victory and might.·•
When people b·trust in-b Him,
All their adversaries are put to shame.
It is through the LoRD that all the offspring of
Israel
Have vindication and glory."

4 6 Bel< is bowed, Nebo< is cowering,

Their images are a burden for beasts and cattle;
The things youd would carry [in procession]
Are now piled as a burden
On tired [beasts].

n·n Emendation yields "Only in tile LoRD I Are /!Jere victory nnd mig!Jt for mnn."
b-b Lit. "come to";for Illis idiom cf Ps. 65.3; job 6.20.
c Babylonian deities.
d Emwdntio>r yields "IIIey. "
-
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46.1-15: The gods of Babylonia
vs. the God of Israel. This short
speech contrasts the LoRD, who is
capable of mighty acts, and the
gods of Babylonia, who are shown
to be illusions. 1-4: The essential

contrast between a God who car
ries His faithful and gods who
must be carried by theirs. 1 : Bel

is another name for Marduk, the
chief deity of Babylon. His son,
Nebo (Akkadian Nabu), became an
increasingly important deity dur
ing the last century of Babylonian
independence. Carry [in proces
sion]: The Babylonians paraded the
statues of their gods through the
city on major holidays, such as
the Akitu or New Year festival.
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They cowered, they bowed as well,
They could not rescue the burden,"
And they themselves went into captivity.

3

Listen to Me, 0 House of Jacob,
All that are left of the House of Israel,
Who have been carried since birth,
Supported since leaving the womb:
Till you grow old, I will still be the same;
When you turn gray, it is I who will carry;
I was the Maker, and I will be the Bearer;
And I will carry and rescue [you].

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12
13

To whom can you compare Me
Or declare Me similar?
To whom can you liken Me,
So that we seem comparable?
Those who squander gold from the purse
And weigh out silver on the balance,b
They hire a metal worker to make it into a god,
To which they bow down and prostrate
themselves.
They must carry it on their backs and transport it;
When they put it down, it stands,
It does not budge from its place.
If they cry out to it, it does not answer;
It cannot save them from their distress.
Keep this in mind, and <·stand firm!·<
Take this to heart, you sinners!
Bear in mind what happened of old;
For I am God, and there is none else,
I am divine, and there is none like Me.
I foretell the end from the beginning,
And from the start, things that had not occurred.
I say: My plan shall be fulfilled;
I will do all I have purposed.
I summoned that swooping bird from the East/
From a distant land, the man for My purpose.
I have spoken, so I will bring it to pass;
I have designed it, so I will complete it.
Listen to Me, you •·stubborn of heart,·•
Who are far from victory:
I am bringing My victory close;

n Emendation yields "lli111 wlro cmTied [lllrllll"; cf Tnrgu111.
b Lit. "benm [of tile bn/nuce/. "
c-c Menning of Heb. uuccrtniu.
d I.e., Cyrus; cf 41.2-3; 44.28-45 · 1.
e-e Septuagint rends, "who llnve /osl lienrl."

�= The maternal image of the
LORD is significant here. Cf.
42.13-14; 45.10; 49.14-15; 66.13.
5-7: The folly of idolatry. Cf.
40.18-20; 44.9-20; Ps. 1 15-4-8.

8-13: The former and latter

things. The listeners are urged to
recall what God did in the past
(specifically, God saved and made
accurate predictions). These
demonstrate the salvation that
God will bring in the near future.
The reliability of earlier prophets
also demonstrates the trustworthi
ness of Deutero-Isaiah himself.
8: Sinners: God addresses the ex
iles as rebellious because their
forebears' misdeeds caused the
exile, but perhaps also b ecause
many of them failed to believe
in Deutero-Isaiah's message.
1 0-1 1 : The argument from
prophecy.
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It shall not be far,
And My triumph shall not be delayed.
I will grant triumph in Zion
To Israel, in whom I glory.

4 7Fair
Get down, sit in the dust,
Maiden Babylon;
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

Sit, dethroned, on the ground,
0 Fair Chaldea;
Nevermore shall they call you
The tender and dainty one.
Grasp the handmill and grind meal.
Remove your veil,
Strip off your train, bare your leg,
Wade through the rivers.
Your nakedness shall be uncovered,
And your shame shall be exposed.
I will take vengeance,
•And let no man intercede.
Our Redeemer-LORD of Hosts is His name-
Is the Holy One of Israel. ·•
Sit silent; retire into darkness,
0 Fair Chaldea;
Nevermore shall they call you
Mistress of Kingdoms.

I was angry at My people,
I defiled My heritage;
I put them into your hands,
But you showed them no mercy.
Even upon the aged you made
Your yoke exceedingly heavy.
You thought, "I shall always be
The mistress still."
You did not take these things to heart,
You gave no thought to the end of it.
And now hear this, 0 pampered one-
Who dwell in security,
Who think to yourself,
"I am, and there is none but me;
I shall not become a widow
Or know loss of children"These two things shall come upon you,
Suddenly, in one day:

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emendatio11 yields "And not be appeased, I Says our Re
deemer, whose name is LoRD of Hosts, I Tile Holy 011e of Is mel. "
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47.1-15: A mock lament over
Babylon, or Babylonia (the Heb
term "bavel'' is used for Babylon,
the capital city, and for Babylonia,
the country). This poem personi
fies Babylon as a haughty young
woman of great wealth and pres
tige who has suddenly lost every
thing. It focuses on the surprising
reversal of fortune meted out to
the seemingly invincible empire
that tormented the Judeans. Taunt
ing songs directed against enemies
appear several times in the Bible;
see Isa. ch 14; Ezek. chs 27-28.
1-5: Babylon's reversal of for
tune. Once a princess, Babylon
now must work as a lowly slave
girl. 1 : Chnlden, a synonym for Bab
ylonia; see 43.14 n. 6-7: Babylo
nia's hubris. Babylonia never was
as strong and self-sufficient as she
believed. Her victory resulted only
from the LoRo's decision to punish
Judah. Babylonia took this com
mission too far, however, and now
she must be punished as well. On
the hubris of the foreign conqueror
who unknowingly does God's
work, cf. 10.5-15. 8-15: Babylon is
sentenced. God speaks directly to
Babylon, informing her of her fate.
8: The line spoken here by Babylon
is a precise quotation of a line spo
ken by Nineveh, the capital of As
syria, in Zeph. 2.13. For Deutero
Isaiah, statements that earlier
prophets made concerning Assyria
should be understood as referring
to the Babylonians, who inherited
the Assyrians' empire and their
role as Israel's oppressors.
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Loss of children and widowhood
Shall come upon you in full measure,
Despite your many enchantments
And all your countless spells.
You were secure in your wickedness;
You thought, "No one can see me."
It was your skill and your science
That led you astray.
And you thought to yourself,
"I am, and there is none but me."
Evil is coming upon you
Which you will not know how to •·charm
away;·•
Disaster is falling upon you
Which you will not be able to appease;
Coming upon you suddenly
Is ruin of which you know nothing.
Stand up, with your spells and your many
enchantments
On which you labored since youth!
Perhaps you'll be able to profit,
Perhaps you bwill find strength. -b
You are helpless, despite all your art.
Let them stand up and help you now,
The scanners< of heaven, the star-gazers,
Who announce, month by month,
Whatever will come upon you.
See, they are become like straw,
Fire consumes them;
They cannot save themselves
From the power of the flame;
This is no coal for warming oneself,
No fire to sit by!
This is what they have profited you
The traders you dealt with since youth
Each has wandered off his own way,
There is none to save you.

4 8 Listen to this, 0 House of Jacob,

Who bear the name Israel
And have issued from the watersd of Judah,
Who swear by the name of the LORD
And invoke the God of IsraelThough not in truth and sincerity-

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain. E111eudation yields "bribe. "
b-b Taking ' ara� as a variant of'a�ar; cf 2 Citron. 20.J7c Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
d Entettdatiott yields "loins."
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9-1 3: Deutero-Isaiah makes fre
quent reference to the famed magi
cians and soothsayers of Babylo
nia, whose skills turn out to be
illusions.
48.1-22: Rebuke and consolation.
The concluding speech in the first
section of Deutero-Isaiah's proph
ecies (see chs 4o-48 n.). It focuses
attention on the sins that Israel
had committed in the past. By re
viewing the reasons Israel de
served punishment, the prophet
explains why the exile had to
occur and hence reassures the peo
ple that the LoRD is neither weak
nor fickle. The passage may also
criticize the faithlessness of the Ju
dean exiles in Babylonia, who
were not as receptive to Deutero
Isaiah's message as they should
have been. 1-16: The argument
from prophecy. In previous pas
sages (43-9-15; 44.6-8, 24-26;
45.18-25; 46.1o-11) the prophet di
rected this argument (at least
rhetorically) to foreigners or their
gods; Deutero-Isaiah contrasted
the illusion in which the Babylo
nians believed with the reliable
LoRD of the Israelites and thus re
buked the former. But here the re
buke is directed against the Israel
ites, who have prayed to idols and
have failed to recognize their own
God's power.
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2

For you• are called after bthe Holy City·b
And you • do lean on the God of Israel,
Whose name is LORD of Hosts:

3

Long ago, I foretold things that happened,
From My mouth they issued, and I announced
them;
Suddenly I acted, and they came to pass.
Because I know how stubborn you are
(Your neck is like an iron sinew
And your forehead bronze),
Therefore I told you long beforehand,
Announced things to you ere they happened
That you might not say, "My idol caused them,
My carved and molten images ordained them."
You have <·heard all this; look, must you not
acknowledge it?·<
As of now, I announce to you new things,
Well-guarded secrets you did not know.
Only now are they created, and not of old;
<·Before today·< you had not heard them;
You cannot say, "I knew them already."
You had never heard, you had never known,
Your ears were not opened of old.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

Though I know that you are treacherous,
That you were called a rebel from birth,
For the sake of My name I control My wrath;
To My own glory, <·I am patient·< with you,
And I will not destroy you.
See, I refine you, but not as silver;
I test you in the furnace of affliction.
For My sake, My own sake, do I act
Lest [My name)d be dishonored!
I will not give My glory to another.
Listen to Me, 0 Jacob,
Israel, whom I have called:
I am He-I am the first,
And I am the last as welL
My own hand founded the earth,
My right hand spread out the skies.
I call unto them, let them stand up.
Assemble, all of you, and listen!

n Heb. "they."
b-b Emendation yields "tlw lwly people. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d These words are supplied in some ancimt versions; cf v. 9-881 -

9-1 1 : In light of the people's sins,
one may wonder why God wants
to save them. The prophet answers
this potential question: God will
save the people for God's own
sake, for the nation Israel is linked
to God's reputation. Deutero
Isaiah lists several different rea
sons that the exiles are sure to be
saved (see 40.1; 43-4), some of
which contradict each other on a
strictly literal leveL The prophet's
goal, however, is not to present a
philosophical argument but to
convince the exiles of their immi
nent return to Zion, using various
lines of reasoning. These vv. utilize
language from Jer. 9.6, and they
confirm the accuracy of Jeremiah's
predictions. 1 0: Refined, alterna
tively, "purchased." Not as silver,
better, "not for the silver." Test, or,
"I choose."
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15

16

Who among you • foretold these things:
b·"He whom the LoRD loves
Shall work His will against Babylon,
And, with His might, against Chaldea"?"b
I, I predicted, and I called him;
I have brought him and he shall succeed in his
mission.
Draw near to Me and hear this:
From the beginning, I did not speak in secret;
From the time anything existed, I was there.<
"And now the Lord Goo has sent me, d·endowed
with His spirit."-d

17

18

19

20

21

22

Thus said the LORD your Redeemer,
The Holy One of Israel:
I the LoRD am your God,
Instructing you for your own benefit.
Guiding you in the way you should go.
If only you would heed My commands!
Then your prosperity would be like a river,
Your triumph like the waves of the sea.
Your offspring would be as many as the sand,
Their issue as many as its grains."
Their name would never be cut off
Or obliterated from before Me.
Go forth from Babylon,
Flee from Chaldea!
Declare this with loud shouting,
Announce this,
Bring out the word to the ends of the earth!
Say: "The LORD has redeemed
His servant Jacob!"
They have known no thirst,
Though He led them through parched places;
He made water flow for them from the rock;
He cleaved the rock and water gushed forth.
There is no safety-said the LoRn-for the wicked.

4 9 Listen, 0 coastlands, to me,

And give heed, 0 nations afar:
The LoRD appointed me before I was born,
He named me while I was in my mother's womb.

a Heb. "tile111."
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c I.e., /foretold it tllrougil propilets.
d-d Lit. "a11d His spirit. "
e Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
-882-

14: A reference to Cyrus, the Per
sian king. Chaldea, a synonym for
Babylonia; see 43.14 n. 1 7-19: An
explanation for the exile. Lan
guage used to described the exo
dus from Egypt in Ps. 81.6-17 is
applied to the upcoming exodus
from Babylonia. 20-22: Conclu

sion: The return to Zion is at
hand. Deutero-Isaiah calls on

the exiles to leave Babylonia. The
prophet took this exhortation seri
ously: From the beginning of the
next ch on, Deutero-Isaiah seems
no longer to be located in Babylo
nia but in Jerusalem. 22: The same
words appear-and make more
sense--in 57.21, which marks the
end of the second section within
Deutero-Isaiah's prophecies. They
have been copied here to indicate
that this v. also marks the end of a
section.

Chs 49-57: Prophecies of Zion.
The second of the three sections
within chs 4o-66 seems to have
been written in Jerusalem after the
first wave of exiles returned there
from Babylonia. Like chs 4o-48, it
consists of several long speeches,
each of which attempts to con
vince the city of Jerusalem (usually
referred to as Zion) or the returned
exiles that their current wretched
state will be transformed to a glo
rious one. Many of the arguments
the prophet sets forth resemble
those found in chs 4o-48, but sev
eral characteristic themes of that
first section no longer appear:
Cyrus, Babylonia, the new exodus,
and the theme of the former and
latter things are never mentioned
in chs 49-57- In their place one
finds a stronger emphasis on Zion
and the servant of the LORD, and
one can sense disappointment a t
the reality o f conditions i n the re
stored Zion (cf. Ezra chs 1-3; Hag
gai; Zech. chs 1-8). This sense of
disappointment leads the prophet
to condemn the people for certain
misdeeds toward the end of this
section, in language somewhat
harsher than the rebukes found in
chs 4o-48.
49.1-26: The

role of the servant
and encouragement for Zion. The
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He made my mouth like a sharpened blade,
He hid me in the shadow of His hand,
And He made me like a polished arrow;
He concealed me in His quiver.
And He said to me, "You are My servant,
Israel in whom I glory."
I thought, "I have labored in vain,
I have spent my strength for empty breath."
But my case rested with the LoRD,
My recompense was in the hands of my God.
And now the LORD has resolvedHe who formed me in the womb to be His
servantTo bring back Jacob to Himself,
That Israel may be restored to Him.
And I have been honored in the sight of the LoRD,
My God has been my strength.
For He has said:
"It is too little that you should be My servant
In that I raise up the tribes of Jacob
And restore the survivors of Israel:
I will also make you a light• of nations,
That My salvation may reach the ends of the
earth."
Thus said the LORD,
The Redeemer of Israel, his Holy One,
b-To the despised one,
To the abhorred nations,·b
To the slave of rulers:
Kings shall see and stand up;
Nobles, and they shall prostrate themselves
To the honor of the LORD, who is faithful,
To the Holy One of Israel who chose you.
Thus said the LoRD:
In an hour of favor I answer you,
And on a day of salvation I help youI created you and appointed you <·a covenant
people
Restoring the land,
Allotting anew the desolate holdings,
Saying to the prisoners, "Go free,"
To those who are in darkness, "Show yourselves."

n I.e., the agent of good fortulle; cf 42.1-4; 51 .4-5b-b Menni11g ofHeb. ullcertnilr. Eme11dntio11 yields "Wirose bei11g is despised, I Wlrose body
is detested"; cf 51.2].
c-c See note b-b nt 42.6.
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first speech in this section divides
into two parts, each of which com
forts the people and assures them
that Zion's full restoration is not
far of£. 1-1 3: The servant of the
LoRD

.

and universal recognition
of God. The motif of God's ser

vant or servants appeared briefly
in chs 4o-48, especially in 42.1-g.
1-6: The servant speaks to the na
tions of the world as well as the Is
raelites. The identity of the servant
has generated much debate. Most
rabbinic commentators and some
modern scholars argue that
Deutero-Isaiah speaks here in the
first person and that these vv. de
scribe the prophet's own mission.
Others argue that the whole nation
Israel is the servant, and some sug
gest that an ideal Israel or a faith
ful subset of the nation is the ser
vant. 5: To bring: The subject of the
Heb verb may be either God or the
servant. 7-1 3: The servant an
nounces that all the world will rec
ognize the one God when the
whole Israelite nation returns to
its land. At this early stage of
Cyrus's reign, only a few Judean
exiles took the opportunity to re
turn to Zion. See Ezra chs 1-3.
8: A covenant people, see 42.6 n.
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They shall pasture along the roads,
On every bare height shall be their pasture.
They shall not hunger or thirst,
Hot wind and sun shall not strike them;
For He who loves them will lead them,
He will guide them to springs of water.
I will make all My mountains a road,
And My highways shall be built up.
Look! These are coming from afar,
These from the north and the west,
And these from the land of Sinim:
Shout, 0 heavens, and rejoice, 0 earth!
Break into shouting, 0 hills!
For the LORD has comforted His people,
And has taken back His afflicted ones in love.
Zion says,
"The LoRD has forsaken me,
My Lord has forgotten me."
Can a woman forget her baby,
Or disown the child of her womb?
Though she might forget,
I never could forget you.
See, I have engraved you
On the palms of My hands,
Your walls are ever before Me.
Swiftly your children are coming;
Those who ravaged and ruined you shall leave
you.
Look up all around you and see:
They are all assembled, are come to you!
As I live
-declares the LORD
You shall don them all like jewels,
Deck yourself with them like a bride.
As for your ruins and desolate places
And your land laid wasteYou shall soon be crowded with settlers,
While destroyers stay far from you.
The children b-you thought you had lost·b
Shall yet say in your hearing,
"The place is too crowded for me;
Make room for me to settle."
And you will say to yourself,
"Who bore these for me
When I was bereaved and barren,

a 1 Qls" reads "the Syenians"; cf Ezek. 30.6.

b-b Lit. "ofyour bereavement."

12: Sinim, Aswan, in southern
Egypt, where a colony of Israelite
soldiers lived during the Persian
period and before. 14-26: Conso
lation for Zion. Zion (i.e., Jerusa
lem) serves as a metaphor for the
nation as a whole; the despair she
feels (v. 14) is Israel's, and God
speaks words of comfort to Israel
through her. 14-23: A dialogue be
tween God and Zion, which is per
sonified as a bereaved woman.
Her "children"-the Judeans
have died or been sent into exile.
Jerusalem's population fell after
the Babylonians destroyed the
city in 586 BCE, and it remained
small even when the Persian king
Cyrus allowed exiled Judeans to
return there. 14-18: These vv. re
call, and reverse, God's complaint
in Jer. 2. 32. 19-20: A recollection
and reversal of the prophecy of
doom in 6.1o-12. 22-23: The rever
sal of fortune for Zion and the
Israelites. The text repeats the
promises found in Isa. ll.ID-I2.J
and Pss. 2; 72. 24-26: Israel's con
queror must give Israel back to
God, and Israel's redemption
brings knowledge of the one God
to all humanity.
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Exiled and disdained •By whom, then, were these reared?
I was left all aloneAnd where have these been?"
22

23
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26

Thus said the Lord Goo:
I will raise My hand to nations
And lift up My ensign to peoples;
And they shall bring your sons in their bosoms,
And carry your daughters on their backs.
Kings shall tend your children,
Their queens shall serve you as nurses.
They shall bow to you, face to the ground,
And lick the dust of your feet.
And you shall know that I am the LoRD
Those who trust in Me shall not be shamed.
Can spoil be taken from a warrior,
Or captives retrieved from a victor?
Yet thus said the LoRD:
Captives shall be taken from a warrior
And spoil shall be retrieved from a tyrant;
For I will contend with your adversaries,
And I will deliver your children.
I will make your oppressors eat their own flesh,
They shall be drunk with their own blood as with
wine.
And all mankind shall know
That I the LORD am your Savior,
The Mighty One of Jacob, your Redeemer.

5 0 Thus said the LoRn:

2

bWhere is the bill of divorce
Of your mother whom I dismissed?
And which of My creditors was it
To whom I sold you off?
You were only sold off for your sins,
And your mother dismissed for your crimes.
Why, when I came, was no one there,
Why, when I called, would none respond?
Is my arm, then, too short to rescue,
Have I not the power to save?
With a mere rebuke I dry up the sea,
And turn rivers into desert.

a Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
b The mother (the cou11try! lws not /Jee11 forlllally divorced, nor t!Je children (the people)
sold because of poverty. Therefore //Jere is 110 obstacle to their restoratio11.
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50.1-51 .8: A response to the
nation's tribulations. God ad
dresses the Israelites' despair at
their plight. The previous section
described Deutero-Isaiah's own
prophetic mission (which is ulti
mately the mission of the whole
nation) and proceeded to relay
God's message to the city of Jeru
salem. Similarly, this passage de
scribes Deutero-Isaiah's mission
(which is a model for all Israel)
while relaying a divine message to
the nation. 50.1-3: The relation

ship between God and Israel en
dures. 1: The Israelites viewed

themselves metaphorically as
God's wife and also as God's chil
dren. If the former, they worry that
God has divorced them and there
fore cannot take them back (cf. Jer.
3.1; Deut. 24.1-4). If the latter, then
God has sold them away (cf. Exod.
21.7-11; 2 Kings 4.1). But God in
sists that no divorce has taken
place, and that the children remain
God's own property. 2: Behind
God's frustrated words here may
lie the failure of the exiles to
accept the message of consolation.
Only a small number of exiles took
the opportunity to return to Zion
after Cyrus (the Persian king who
conquered Babylonia) allowed
them to do so. Dry up the sea, an
allusion to the splitting of the
Reed Sea (see Exod. chs 14-15) and
also to stories of divine combat
at the time of the world's creation
(see 51.9-11, Hab. 2.8---9; Pss.
74.13-15; 89.�14; Job 26.5-13).
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Their fish stink from lack of water;
They lie dead •·of thirst. -•
I clothe the skies in blackness
And make their raiment sackcloth.
&-The Lord Goo gave me a skilled tongue,
To know how to speak timely words to the weary.-&
Morning by morning, He rouses,
He rouses my ear
To give heed like disciples.
The Lord Goo opened my ears,
And I did not disobey,
I did not run away.
I offered my back to the floggers,
And my cheeks to those who tore out my hair.
I did not hide my face
From insult and spittle.
But the Lord Goo will help me
Therefore I feel no disgrace;
Therefore I have set my face like flint,
And I know I shall not be shamed.
My Vindicator is at handWho dares contend with me?
Let us stand up together!<
Who would be my opponent?
Let him approach me!
Lo, the Lord Goo will help meWho can get a verdict against me?
They shall all wear out like a garment,
The moth shall consume them.
Who among you reveres the LORD
And heeds the voice of His servant?
Though he walk in darkness
And have no light,
Let him trust in the name of the LoRD
And rely upon his God.
But you are all kindlers of fire,
d-Girding on·d firebrands.
Walk by the blaze of your fire,
By the brands that you have lit!
This has come to you from My hand:
&-You shall lie down in pain.-&

a-a Change of vocalization yields "on tile pare/ted ground"; cf 44·3·
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c I.e., as opponents in court; cf Nu111. 35.12.
d-d Emendation yields "Ligftters of "
-

886

-

4-1 1: The mission of the prophet
and of the nation. As in 49.1--6,
Deutero-Isaiah speaks in the first
person. By doing so the prophet
sets a model that the nation as a
whole should follow, since the
whole nation has a prophetic role
to the world at large. 4-5: The
prophet is a disciple of older
prophets, constantly borrowing
their words and noting how
their predictions proved true.
6-9: Deutero-Isaiah, like all Israel
ites, suffered in the exile. But
Deutero-Isaiah knows the punish
ment meted out to the exiles was
just, accepts it, and awaits the vin
dication that surely follows.
1 0-1 1 : Israel's response: Some
of Deutero-Isaiah's listeners will
accept both divine punishment
and divine reward, but others
will continue to reject God's
word, to their own detriment.
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5 1 Listen to Me, you who pursue justice,
2

You who seek the LORD:
Look to the rock you were hewn from,
To the quarry you were dug from.
Look back to Abraham your father
And to Sarah who brought you forth.
For he was only one when I called him,
But I blessed him and made him many.

3

Truly the LORD has comforted Zion,
Comforted all her ruins;
He has made her wilderness like Eden,
Her desert like the Garden of the LoRD.
Gladness and joy shall abide there,
Thanksgiving and the sound of music.

4

Hearken to Me, •·My people;•
And give ear to Me, 0 •·My nation;•
For teaching shall go forth b from Me,
My way for the light of peoples.
In a moment I will bring it:
The triumph I grant is near,
The success I give has gone forth.
My arms shall <provide fore the peoples;
The coastlands shall trust in Me,
They shall look to My arm.

5

6

Raise your eyes to the heavens,
And look upon the earth beneath:
Though the heavens should melt away like smoke,
And the earth wear out like a garment,
And its inhabitants die out d·as well;d
My victory shall stand forever,
My triumph shall remain unbroken.

7

Listen to Me, you who care for the right,
0 people who lay My instruction to heart!
Fear not the insults of men,
And be not dismayed at their jeers;
For the moth shall eat them up like a garment,
The worm • shall eat them up like wool.
But My triumph shall endure forever,
My salvation through all the ages.

8

. . .

a-n Severnl mss. rend "0 peoples
0 nations"; Lj end of this verse and v. 5 ·
b I.e., throug/1 My seronnt Israel; cf 42.1-4; 49.6.
c-c Lit. "judge. "
d-d Emendation yields "like gnats. "
e Heb. sas, another word for "moth . "

51.1-8: An exhortation to Israel
ites who despair. Four brief state
ments explain why the nation's
current state is not a cause for
hopelessness. Each statement
opens with an imperative verb ad
dressed to the Israelites. 1-3: The
example of Abraham and Sarah:
they, like the current Israelites,
were few in number, yet God mul
tiplied their descendants. 4-5: God
is the source of teaching, and thus
God can indeed save. 4: Teaching,
Heb "torah." Cf. Isa. 2.3. 6-7: Two
metaphors emphasize the endur
ing nature of the salvation that
God brings.
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Awake, awake, clothe yourself with splendor.
0 arm of the LoRD!
Awake as in days of old,
As in former ages!
It was you that hacked Rahab• in pieces,
That pierced the Dragon!
It was you that dried up the Sea,
The waters of the great deep;
That made the abysses of the Sea
A road the redeemed might walk.
So let the ransomed of the LoRD return,
And come with shouting to Zion,
Crowned with joy everlasting.
Let them attain joy and gladness,
While sorrow and sighing flee.
I, I am He who comforts you!
What ails you that you fear
Man who must die,
Mortals who fare like grass?
You have forgotten the LoRD your Maker,
Who stretched out the skies and made firm the
earth!
And you live all day in constant dread
Because of the rage of an oppressor
Who is aiming to cut [you] down.
Yet of what account is the rage of an oppressor?
Quickly the crouching one is freed;
He is not cut down and slain,
And he shall not want for food.
For I the LoRD your GodWho stir up the sea into roaring waves,
Whose name is LoRD of Hosts<· Have put My words in your mouth
And sheltered you with My hand;·<
I, who planted d the skies and made firm the earth,
Have said to Zion: You are My people!
Rouse, rouse yourself!
Arise, 0 Jerusalem,
You who from the LoRD's hand
Have drunk the cup of His wrath,
You who have drained to the dregs
The bowl, the cup of reeling!

n Names of primevnl monsters.
b Menning of verse uncertain. Emendation yields (cf fer. 11.19; fob 14-7-9! "Quickly the
tree buds anew; I It does 11ot die though wt down, I A11d its sap does not fail. "
c-c I.e., I have clwse11 you to be a prop/1et-nalion; cf 49.2; 59.21.
d Emendation yields "stretched out"; cf Syriac vasion and v. 13.
-888-

51 .9-52.12: Lament and response.
In the first part of this composi
tion, the people pray for deliver
ance, bemoaning God's apparent
abandonment of them. In the sec
ond part, God responds at length,
assuring them that they have not
been forgotten. 9-1 1 : The people's
entreaty. These vv. contain the
people's words to God. As in
many psalms of lament, the people
recall God's glorious victories in
the past in an attempt to goad the
LORD to action now. 9: Arm of the
LoRD, a figure of speech referring
to God's strength. 9-10: Rahab . . .
Dragon . . . abysses of the Sea: These
refer to mythical beings whom
God defeated to create the world;
cf. 50.2 n. The people argue that
the God who defeated the forces of
evil at the beginning of time and
who split the Reed Sea to liberate
the Israelites from Egyptian bond
age should use the same divine
power to liberate Israel now.
5 1 . 1 2-52.6: God's positive re
sponse. The divine answer echoes
the language of the request; see
esp. 51. 17; 52.1, which echo 51.9.
This section borrows vocabulary
from several older prophecies:
Jer. 4.20; 15.2-5; Isa. 29.9-10. Those
passages predicted disaster for
Zion and her people; now
Deutero-Isaiah at once confirms
the accuracy of the older predic
tions and reverses their message,
telling Zion that the period of suf
fering is coming to an end. This
passage also reverses the descrip
tion of Zion's suffering found in
Lam. 2.13-19. This highly allusive
passage became the source for an
other highly allusive poem written
2,000 years later: "Lekha Dodi"
(the hymn recited in Jewish liturgy
at the outset of the Sabbath) bor
rows phrasing from these vv.
51.12-16: God speaks to the na
tion IsraeL Language that de
scribed the prophet Jeremiah in
Jer. 1 .9-10; 1 1 . 19-21 is applied
to the nation as a whole here.
17-23: God addresses Jerusalem.
Zion, portrayed as a bereaved
mother, gets her children back.
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She has none to guide her
Of all the sons she bore;
None takes her by the hand,
Of all the sons she reared!
These two things have befallen you:
Wrack and ruin-who can console you?
Famine and sword-b·how shall J-b comfort you?
Your sons lie in a swoon
At the corner of every street
Like an antelope caught in a net
Drunk with the wrath of the LORD,
With the rebuke of your God.
Therefore,
Listen to this, unhappy one,
Who are drunk, but not with wine!
Thus said the LoRD, your Lord,
Your God who champions His people:
Herewith I take from your hand
The cup of reeling,c
The bowl, the cup of My wrath;
You shall never drink it again.
I will put it in the hands of your tormentors,
Who have commanded you,
"Get down, that we may walk over you"
So that you made your back like the ground,
Like a street for passersby.

5 2 Awake, awake, 0 Zion!
2

3

4

Clothe yourself in splendor;
Put on your robes of majesty,
Jerusalem, holy city!
For the uncircumcised and the unclean
Shall never enter you again.
Arise, shake off the dust,
Sit [on your throne], Jerusalem!
Loose the bonds from your neck,
0 captive one, Fair Zion!

For thus said the LoRD:
You were sold for no price,
And shall be redeemed without money.
For thus said the Lord Goo:
Of old, My people went down
To Egypt to sojourn there;

a To guide a drunken pare11t home was a recognizedfilial duty i11 ancient Canaan and Egypt.
b-b Several ancient versions render "who can."
c A figure of speech for a dire fate; cf fer. 25.15 ff
-
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52.1-6: God speaks again to Zion,
telling her that her nightmare is
over. 2: Shake off the dust: As a cap
tive, the city sat in dirt, humili
ated. 3: God did not sell Judah to a
creditor (cf. 50.1), and hence Judah
still belongs to God. There is no
impediment to Judah's redemp
tion.
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52.5-52. 1 3

But Assyria has robbed them,
Giving nothing in return!
What therefore do I gain here?
-declares the LORD
For My people has been carried off for nothing,
Their mockers howI
-declares the LoRD
And constantly, unceasingly,
My name is reviled.
Assuredly, My people shall learn My name,
Assuredly [they shall learn] on that day
That I, the One who promised,
Am now at hand.
How welcome on the mountain
Are the footsteps of the herald
Announcing happiness,
Heralding good fortune,
Announcing victory,
Telling Zion, "Your God is King! "
Hark!
Your watchmen raise their voices,
As one they shout for joy;
For every eye shall behold
The LoRD's return to Zion.
Raise a shout together,
0 ruins of Jerusalem!
For the LoRD will comfort His people,
Will redeem Jerusalem.
The LORD will bare His holy arm
In the sight of all the nations,
And the very ends of earth shall see
The victory of our God.
Turn, turn away, touch naught unclean
As you depart from there;
Keep pure, as you go forth from there,
You who bear the vessels of the LORD!b
For you will not depart in haste,
Nor will you leave in flight;
For the LoRD is marching before you,
The God of Israel is your rear guard.
"Indeed, My servant shall prosper,
Be exalted and raised to great heights.

a Whereas tile Israelites themselves so11glrt lrospitality ill Egypt, Assyria (i.e., tile Clraldean
Empire) lias exiled tlrem by force.
b Cf Ezra 1-7-8; 5.14-15.

4: Robbed them, giving nothing in re
turn, or, "oppressed them, gaining
nothing." The Assyrians acquired
no rights to Israel, who still belong
to the LoRD. Emendation yields,
"oppressed them due to My
anger"; cf. 10.5. 5: Therefore, rather,
"But now." The current exile in
Babylonia is contrasted with the
people's earlier exiles in Egypt and
in Assyria. My name is reviled:
God's own reputation is harmed
by the Babylonian exile, and for
this reason God is sure to liberate
the nation. 6: I . . . am now at hand,
Heb "hineni." Elsewhere in the
Bible this word is used by human
beings responding to a divine call
(e.g., Gen. 22.1, 1 1; Exod. 3-4).
Only in Deutero-Isaiah does God
call "here I am" to humans (see
also 58.9; 65.1). 7-1 2: A conclud

ing prophecy of restoration.

God's response to the nation's
prayer ended in v. 6, and now the
prophet sums up the message: Re
demption is at hand. 7-1 0: God's
own Presence will return to Jerusa
lem; the prophet imagines that the
lookouts in Jerusalem's higher
buildings or fortifications will see
God's Presence as it comes toward
the city. Cf. 40.3-5 n. This passage
was composed after some Judeans
had already returned to Jerusalem
but before the full-fledged re
demption that Deutero-Isaiah
anticipated had come to pass.
1 1-12: An exhortation to exiles
still in Babylonia to come to Jeru
salem, bearing the Temple vessels
that the Babylonians had taken
from the Temple. Because they will
accompany the divine Presence in
Its journey, they must maintain rit
ual purity. 1 2: The earlier exodus
from Egypt is contrasted with the
imminent exodus from Babylonia.
The former took place in haste and
confusion (see Exod. 12. 1 1; Deut.
16.3), but the new exodus will be
more stately.

52.13-53.12: The

servant. One of
the most difficult and contested
passages in the Bible, these fifteen
vv. have attracted an enormous
amount of attention from ancient,
medieval, and modern scholars. In
particular the identity of the ser-
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Just as the many were appalled at him•So marred was his appearance, unlike that of man,
His form, beyond human semblanceJust so he shall startleb many nations.
Kings shall be silenced because of him,
For they shall see what has not been told them,
Shall behold what they never have heard."

5 3 "Who can believe what we have heard?
2

3

4

5

6

Upon whom has <the arm of the LoRo·< been
revealed?
For he has grown, by His favor, like a tree crown,
Like a tree trunk out of arid ground.
He had no form or beauty, that we should look
at him:
No charm, that we should find him pleasing.
He was despised, d·shunned by men,·d
A man of suffering, familiar with disease.
•-As one who hid his face from us,·•
He was despised, we held him of no account.
Yet it was our sickness that he was bearing,
Our suffering that he endured.
We accounted him plagued,
Smitten and afflicted by God;
But he was wounded because of our sins,
Crushed because of our iniquities.
He bore the chastisement that made us whole,
And by his bruises we were healed.
We all went astray like sheep,
Each going his own way;
And the LORD visited upon him
The guilt of all of us."

b Menning of Heb. zmcertni11.
c-c I.e., tlze vindication wlziclz tlze nrm of tlze LoRD effects.
d-d Men11ing of Heb. uncertain.
e-e I.e., ns n leper; cf Lev. 13.45 ff

n Heb. "you. "

vant is vigorously debated. Many
argue that the servant symbolizes
the entire Jewish people. The pas
sage, then, describes the nation's
unjust tribulations at the hands of
the Babylonians (and later oppres
sors) as well as the nation's salvific
role for the world at large. Others
maintain that the passage de
scribes a pious minority within the
Jewish people; this minority suf
fers as a result of the sins com
mitted by the nation at large. (Bol
stering these interpretations is the

fact that the term "servant" in
Deutero-Isaiah generally refers to
the nation as a whole or an ideal
ized representation of the nation;
d. 42.1-9 n.; 18-23 n.; 49.1-13 n.)
Other scholars argue that the ser
vant in this passage is a specific in
dividual (d. 50.4-11 n.). Targum
and various midrashim identify
the servant as the Messiah, but this
suggestion is unlikely, since
nowhere else does Deutero-Isaiah
refer to the Messiah, and the ab
sence of a belief in an individual
-891 -

5 2 . 1 4-5 3 . 6

Messiah is one of the hallmarks of
Deutero-Isaiah's outlook (in con
trast to that of First Isaiah). Be
cause of marked similarities be
tween the language describing the
servant and Jeremiah's descrip
tions of himself (see Jer. 10.18-24;
11.19), Saadia Gaon argued that
the text refers to Jeremiah, while
the Talmud (b. Sot. 14a) records the
opinion that it describes Moses.
Both opinions have been echoed
by modem scholars. On the other
hand, equally impressive parallels
between the servant and First Isa
iah can be observed (see ch 6).
Furthermore, many passages in
Deutero-Isaiah view the prophet
Jeremiah as a model for the nation
as a whole without equating the
nation and that prophet. Chris
tians have argued that this passage
in fact predicts the coming of
Jesus. Medieval rabbinic commen
tators devoted considerable atten
tion to refuting this interpretation.
The passage is deeply allusive,
drawing on the texts from Jere
miah and Isaiah noted above and
also on Isa. t.y-6; 2.12-14; 11.1-10;
Ps 91.15-16. 52.12-15: God's first
speech. God describes the servant,
who will ultimately, and surpris
ingly, achieve great things. 14: So
marred . . . semblance, rather, "His
appearance was more disfigured
than any man's, his form, more
than any person's." 53.1-1 1 a: The
surprised observers' speech. The
identity of the speakers who ex
press their shock at the career of
the servant is unclear. Are they the
kings and nations of the world
(d. 52.15)? If so, then the servant is
probably the nation Israel, and the
nations are stunned that such an
insignificant and lowly group
turns out to have been so impor
tant to the divine plan. (Cf. Deut.
7-7-) Alternatively, the speakers
may be the Judeans themselves, in
which case the servant is either a
pious minority (the ideal Israel, in
contrast to the mass of Judeans
whose faith and behavior miss the
mark God set for them) or some
individual within the Israelite
community. 4-6: Either the servant
suffered on behalf of the speakers
(i.e., the guilty were not punished
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He was maltreated, yet he was submissive,
He did not open his mouth;
Like a sheep being led to slaughter,
Like a ewe, dumb before those who shear her,
He did not open his mouth.
By oppressive judgment he was taken away,
•·Who could describe his abode?-•
For he was cut off from the land of the living
Through the sin of my people, who deserved the
punishment.
And his grave was set among the wicked,
b-And with the rich, in his death·b_
Though he had done no injustice
And had spoken no falsehood.
But the LORD chose to crush him •·by disease,
That, if he made himself an offering for guilt,·•
He might see offspring< and have long life,
And that through him the LORD's purpose might
prosper.
Out of his anguish he shall see it/
He shall enjoy it to the full through his devotion.•
"My righteous servant makes the many righteous,
It is their punishment that he bears;
Assuredly, I will give him the many as his portion,
He shall receive the multitude as his spoil.
For he exposed himself to death
And was numbered among the sinners,
Whereas he bore the guilt of the many
And made intercession for sinners."

5 4 Shout, 0 barren one,

2

You who bore no child!
Shout aloud for joy,
You who did not travail!
For the children of the wife forlorn
Shall outnumber those of the espoused
-said the LoRD.
Enlarge the site of your tent,
'·Extend the size of your dwelling,-'
Do not stint!
Lengthen the ropes, and drive the pegs firm.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Emendation yields "And Iris tomb with evildoers. "
c Emendation yields "His arm," i.e., His vindication; cf v. 1 witlr note.
d I.e., fire arm of the LoRD; see preceding note.
e For flris sense of da'ath see 11.2, 9·
f-f Lit. "Let tire cloths of your dwelling extend."

- 892 -

at all), or he suffered along with
the guilty, even though he himself
did not share in the guilt of his fel
low Israelites. The former idea
(i.e., the notion of vicarious suffer
ing) would be unusual for the
Bible; the latter idea (the idea of
corporate guilt) is not. 8-9: Cut off

from tile land of tile living . . . grave:
Scholars debate whether these
lines describe the literal death of
the servant or the severe straits he
was in. Exaggerated descriptions
of one's plight as equivalent to
death are common in the Bible;
see Pss. 18.5-6; 30-4; Jonah 2.2, 8.
1 0b-1 1 a: The servant is vindi
cated. Either he is saved from a
fate like death, or he is actually de
scribed as being resurrected. In the
latter case, his resurrection is prob
ably a metaphor for the renewal of
the nation at the end of the exile.
Similarly, in Ezek. ch 37 Israel in
exile is described as dead; the na
tion is brought back to life when
the exile ends. 1 1 b-1 2: God's con
cluding speech. God describes the
vindication of the servant, echoing
and confirming the themes of the
spectators' speech.

54.1-17: Zion, rebuilt and secure.
As in several earlier speeches, the
city of Jerusalem or Zion is por
trayed as a woman; d. 49.14-26;
50.1-3. She is childless (i.e., with
out inhabitants) and apparently
forsaken by her husband (i.e., the
LoRD). This passage assures her,
however, that God remains her
husband and protector and that
she will soon have abundant chil
dren. In other words, the exiles
will soon return to Judah. The pas
sage as a whole recalls Hos. ch 1,
where similar metaphors convey
the message that God will punish
but not abandon Israel. Deutero
Isaiah at once confirms the accu
racy of Hosea's prophecy of doom
while repeating Hosea's assurance
that the covenant between God
and Israel will endure. 1-5: The
prophet comforts Zion. Due to the
exile, Zion seemed empty and in
ruins. Deutero-Isaiah assures Zion
that not only will she have a tent
to live in, she will need to enlarge
it to accommodate her abundant
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For you shall spread out to the right and the left;
Your offspring shall dispossess nations•
And shall people the desolate towns.

4

Fear not, you shall not be shamed;
Do not cringe, you shall not be disgraced.
For you shall forget
The reproach of your youth,
And remember no more
The shame of your widowhood.
For He who made you will espouse you
His name is "LoRD of Hosts."
The Holy One of Israel will redeem you
He is called "God of all the Earth."

5

6

7
8

9

10

11
12

The LoRD has called you back
As a wife forlorn and forsaken.
Can one cast off the wife of his youth?
-said your God.
For a little while I forsook you,
But with vast love I will bring you back.
In slight anger, for a moment,
I hid My face from you;
But with kindness everlasting
I will take you back in love
-said the LoRD your Redeemer.
For this to Me is like the watersb of Noah:
As I swore that the waters of Noah
Nevermore would flood the earth,
So I swear that I will not
Be angry with you or rebuke you.
For the mountains may move
And the hills be shaken,
But my loyalty shall never move from you,
Nor My covenant of friendship be shaken
-said the LORD, who takes you back in love.
Unhappy, storm-tossed one, uncomforted!
I will lay carbuncles< as your building stones
And make your foundations of sapphires.
I will make your battlements of rubies,
Your gates of precious stones,
The whole encircling wall of gems.

a I.e., the foreigners wlro had occupied regions from which Israelites had /Jem exiled; cf
2 Kings 17.24.
b Other Heb. mss. and tl1e ancient versions rend "days. "
c Taking pukh as n byform of nophekh; s o already Rashi.

ISAIAH 5 4 · 3-5 4 . 1 2
offspring. The theme of Zion abun
dantly repopulated also appears in
49.17-21. This passage is based on
Jer. 10.17-25, where the Judeans
who are about to be exiled lament
the loss of their children and the
destruction of their tent (symboliz
ing the Temple), their city and
kingdom, and their social struc
tures generally. 6-1 0: God ad
dresses Zion directly. 6-8: God
assures Zion that He has not di
vorced her (cf. 50.1-3). God's
anger was brief and brought
about a temporary separation; the
reconciliation will last forever.
9-10: God switches from a marital
metaphor to a simile based on the
story of Noah (Gen. chs 8-9). The
former metaphor implied that the
covenant between God and Israel
is one of mutual obligation; the al
lusion to Noah recalls the notion
of a covenant of grace, which God
unilaterally grants to human be
ings. Deutero-Isaiah often moves
back and forth between portrayals
of Israel as God's spouse and
God's child, hence insisting that
both covenant models are valid;
see 49.14-21; 50.1-3. 1 0: On the
steadfast nature of the covenant,
see also Jer. 31.33-35, whose vo
cabulary and ideas Deutero-Isaiah
borrows here. Friendship, or,
"peace." 1 1-17: An eternal struc
ture. God promises that Zion
will be rebuilt as a beautiful
and enduring city, secure due to
God's incomparable protection.
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And all your children shall be disciples of the
LORD,
And great shall be the happiness of your children;
You shall be established through righteousness.
You shall be safe from oppression,
And shall have no fear;
From ruin, and it shall not come near you.
Surely no harm can be done
Without My consent:
Whoever would harm you
Shall fall because of you.
It is I who created the smith
To fan the charcoal fire
And produce the tools for his work;
So it is I who create
The instruments of havoc.
No weapon formed against you
Shall succeed,
And every tongue that contends with you at law
You shall defeat.
Such is the lot ofthe servants of the LoRD,
Such their triumph through Me
-declares the LoRD.

5 5 Ho, all who are thirsty,

2

3

4

5

Come for water,
Even if you have no money;
Come, buy food and eat:
Buy food without money,
Wine and milk without cost.
Why do you spend money for what is not bread,
Your earnings for what does not satisfy?
Give heed to Me,
And you shall eat choice food
And enjoy the richest viands.
Incline your ear and come to Me;
Hearken, and you shall be revived.
And I will make with you an everlasting covenant,
The enduring loyalty promised to David.
b-As I made him a leader< of peoples,
A prince and commander of peoples,
So you shall summon a nation you did not know,
And a nation that did not know you
Shall come running to you·b_

n Menning of verse uncertnin.
b-b Cf. 2 Sn111. 22.44-45 IPs. 18.44-45!.
c Cf Tnrgu111; otllers "witness."
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13: As in Jer. Jl.JJ-J5, the people
in the restored community will
learn God's teaching successfully,
thus ensuring the eternal nature of
the covenant. All your children . . .
your children, alternatively: "All
those who build you [0 Zion] will
be learned in the ways of the
LoRD, and great shall be the well
being of your inhabitants, en
dowed with understanding." The
Heb letters "bnyk" appear twice
in this verse, implying at once the
idea of "children," "builders," and
"those who understand," each of
which fits the context of ch 54 (d.
b. Ber. 64a). Deutero-Isaiah fre
quently puns on various mean
ings of a single word.
55.1-13: An invitation to redemp

tion. This passage differs from

many earlier Deutero-Isaianic
speeches because of its general na
ture. It contains few references to
the exile or the trek through the
desert to Judah, instead couching
its description of the upcoming re
demption in broad terms that are
less anchored in a specific histori
cal situation. The further one reads
in chs 4o-66, the more one finds a
tendency away from concrete lan
guage that reflects the situation of
the Babylonian exiles and toward
phrasing that could apply to any
historical era. Also noteworthy is
the plea that people abandon sin
ful behavior, which is absent in the
first division of Deutero-Isaiah's
work (chs 4o-48) but increasingly
common in the second and third
divisions (chs 49-57, 58-66).
1-5: God's invitation. It is unclear
whether these lines are addressed
specifically to Judeans (which is
implied by vv. 3-5, 12) or to any
human being who wants to recog
nize the one God (so Ibn Ezra,
Radak). Water, understood by rab
binic commentators as a metaphor
for Torah. 3: The enduring loyalty
promised to David: In 2 Sam. 7.8-16
and Ps. Bg-4, 2o-37, God promised
David that his descendants would
rule Israel forever as an enduring
royal dynasty. Here, Deutero
Isaiah extends that promise to the
nation as a whole. The restored Ju
dean commonwealth will have no
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For the sake of the LORD your God,
The Holy One of Israel who has glorified you.
6
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Seek the LoRD while He can be found,
Call to Him while He is near.
Let the wicked give up his ways,
The sinful man his plans;
Let him turn back to the LoRD,
And He will pardon him;
To our God,
For he freely forgives.
For My plans are not your plans,
Nor are My ways• your ways•
-declares the LORD.
But as the heavens are high above the earth,
So are My ways• high above your ways•
And My plans above your plans.
For as the rain or snow drops from heaven
And returns not there,
But soaks the earth
And makes it bring forth vegetation,
Yielding b·seed for sowing and bread for eating,·b
So is the word that issues from My mouth:
It does not come back to Me unfulfilled,
But performs what I purpose,
Achieves what I sent it to do.
Yea, you shall leave< in joy and be led home
secure.
Before you, mount and hill shall shout aloud,
And all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.
Instead of the brier, a cypress shall rise;
Instead of the nettle, a myrtle shall rise.
These shall stand as a testimony to the LORD,
As an everlasting sign that shall not perish.

5 6 Thus said the LoRD:

Observe what is right and do what is just;
For soon My salvation shall come,
And my deliverance be revealed.

2

Happy is the man who does this,
The man who holds fast to it:
Who keeps the sabbath and does not profane it,
And stays his hand from doing any evil.

a Emendation yields "words"; cf v. 11 and 40.8.
b-b Lit. "seed for tile sower and bread for till' eater. "
c I.e., leave tiJe Babylonian exile.

ISAIAH 5 5 . 6-56.2
one human king, for all its mem
bers will have royal status. Thus
Deutero-Isaiah transforms the
older Davidic covenant by democ
ratizing it. (Cf. Deutero-Isaiah's
democratizing of the priesthood
in 61.5-6 and n.) The prophet also
saves the Davidic promise by
means of this transformation, for
the more natural reading of the
Davidic promise in 2 Sam. ch 7
and Ps. 89 proved incorrect in light
of the fall of the Davidic dynasty
to the Babylonians in 586 BCE. On
Deutero-Isaiah's attitude toward
the monarchy, see also 42.1-9;
60.1-22; 65.25. 5: Israel's royal sta
tus yields benefits for all human
ity, who come to recognize, as a re
sult of her redemption, the one
true God. 6-7: A call to repen

tance. 8-1 1 : The trustworthiness
of God's words. Deutero-Isaiah

picks up the metaphor of water
from v. 1 in a new way to empha
size a favorite theme: God's prom
ises and the prophecies God is
sued through the prophets never
fail to come true. Cf. 45-23- The
metaphor is significant: God sends
rain, which inevitably falls to the
ground; then i t is absorbed by soil
and nourishes vegetation. Humans
in tum harvest the vegetation and
transform it into food. Similarly,
God's word is sure to have a series
of effects, the most important of
which are indirect and involve
human input. 1 2-13: The exodus
from Babylonia. The prophet
again calls on the exiles to leave
Babylonia. Cf. 48.2o-23; 49.13;
52.11-12. The LoRn's promise of
glorious restoration will be ful
filled, but as the preceding vv.
imply, the nature of their fulfill
ment may be indirect and will de
pend on human response to God's
invitation. The prophet may be re
sponding to the failure of most Ju
deans to move back to Zion after
the Persian king Cyrus allowed
them to do so in the 530s BCE.

56.1-8: Covenant and community.
The prophet addresses the role
that observance of the command
ments plays in forming Judean
identity. Not only does it bring
happiness for J udeans (v. 2), but it
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Let not the foreigner say,
Who has attached himself to the LoRD,
"The LoRD will keep me apart from His people";
And let not the eunuch say,
"I am a withered tree."
For thus said the LoRo:
"As for the eunuchs who keep My sabbaths,
Who have chosen what I desire
And hold fast to My covenant! will give them, in My House
And within My walls,
A monument and a name
Better than sons or daughters.
I will give them an everlasting name
Which shall not perish.
As for the foreigners
Who attach themselves to the LORD,
To minister to Him,
And to love the name of the LORD,
To be His servantsAll who keep the sabbath and do not profane it,
And who hold fast to My covenant! will bring them to My sacred mount
And let them rejoice in My house of prayer.
Their burnt offerings and sacrifices
Shall be welcome on My altar;
For My House shall be called
A house of prayer for all peoples."
Thus declares the Lord Goo,
Who gathers the dispersed of Israel:
"I will gather still more to those already
gathered."
All you wild beasts, come and devour,
All you beasts of the forest!
The• watchmen are blind, all of them,
They perceive nothing.
They are all dumb dogs

a Heb. "his."
allows foreigners to become mem
bers of the community as well
(vv. 6-7). 1-2: The importance of
observing the law. The passage fo
cuses in particular on the laws of
the Sabbath. Cf. 58.13-14. 3-6: For
eigners and eunuchs. The prophet
responds to feelings of exclusion
among these groups, emphasizing

that Torah observance renders
them complete members of the
community. Foreigners. During
the period of the exile and the re
turn to Zion, some foreigners be
carne attracted to the monotheism
of the Judeans. Further, non
Judeans mixed with the Judean
population in the land of Israel (a

topic that receives a great deal of
attention in the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah). Deutero-Isaiah assures
the foreigners that through full ob
servance of the covenant they can
become like members of the Ju
dean community. This passage
shows the beginnings of the reli
gious institution tha t later carne to
be called conversion, and rabbinic
commentators understand the pas
sage as referring to converts. The
rhetoric in the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah seems less welcoming
to foreigners (see Ezra ch 9), but
the policy reflected by those books
is in fact identical to that advo
cated by this prophet: Outsiders
become insiders if they embrace
the covenant (see Ezra 6.21). Eu
nuchs. Some officials at the Bab
ylonian court (including some ex
iled Judeans) were castrated.
Judeans subject to this fate (and
also perhaps foreigners attracted
to monotheism) felt cut off from
the Judean people in the sense that
they would have no descendants;
the nation in the future would not
include their seed. Further, Lev.
21.16-23 disqualified eunuchs
from priestly service; see also
Deut. 23.2. Deutero-Isaiah reas
sures eunuchs that they nonethe
less have an enduring future in the
sacred community. 5: A monument
and a name, a memorial, lit. "a
hand and a name" (Heb "yad
vashern"). 7: According to the
Torah, foreigners' offerings are
welcome at the Temple; see Nurn.
15.14-16; Lev. 22.18-25 (d. 1 Kings
8.41-43). This text goes a step fur
ther, moving toward the institu
tion of conversion. 8: Ingathering
of exiles. The first wave of exiles
who returned to the land of Israel
when the Persian king Cyrus al
lowed them to do so in the 530s
was disappointingly small. The
prophet looks forward to further,
and more impressive, waves of
" 'aliyah."

56.9-57.21: Castigation and con

solation. This section contains
Deutero-Isaiah's harshest denunci
ation of the Judeans' behavior, and
in many ways it resembles the re
bukes found in First Isaiah, Jere-
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That cannot bark;
They lie sprawling,>
They love to drowse.
Moreover, the dogs are greedy;
They never know satiety.
b·As for the shepherds, they know not
What it is to give heed.-b
Everyone has turned his own way,
Every last one seeks his own advantage.
"Come, I'll get some wine;
Let us swill liquor.
And tomorrow will be just the same,
Or even much grander!"

5 7 The righteous man perishes,
2

3

4

5

6

And no one considers;
Pious men are taken away,
And no one gives thought
That because of evil
The righteous was taken away.
Yet he shall come to peace,
<·He shall have rest on his couch·<
Who walked straightforward.

But as for you, come closer,
You sons of a sorceress,
You offspring of an adulterer and a harlot!d
With whom do you act so familiarly?
At whom do you open your mouth
And stick out your tongue?
Why, you are children of iniquity,
Offspring of treacheryYou who inflame" yourselves
Among the terebinths,
Under every verdant tree;
Who slaughter children in the wadis,
Among' the clefts of the rocks.
g-With such h are your share and portion,-9
They, they are your allotment;
To them you have poured out libations,
Presented offerings.
Should I relent in the face of this?

a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
b-b Meaning of Heb. 1111certain. Emendation yields "Neither do the sirepherds ever know
sufficiency (hon)." Cf han in Prov. JO.l), 1 6.
c-c Heb. "Tirey sirall irave rest on their couclres."
d Lit. "sire acts the iwrlot."
e I.e., in some frenzied idolatro11s rile.
f Heb. "wrder. "
g-g Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
h Tire cult-trees referred to above in v. 5 ·
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miah, and other preexilic prophets
more than the bulk of the proph
ecies in chs 4o-66. It ends, how
ever, on a typically Deutero
Isaianic note, assuring the faithful
among the Judean population that
peace and salvation will eventu
ally arrive. The description of the
Judeans' sins focuses on Canaan
ite-influenced idolatry of the sort
known from the preexilic era.
Some suggest that idolatry became
common in the period of the
restoration as Judeans intermar
ried with the local population, a
practice repeatedly condemned in
the books of Ezra and Nehemiah.
Others argue that this passage
refers in fact to the sins of the ex
iles' ancestors and thus does not
predict a new disaster but explains
the reason for the exile that has al
ready occurred. The whole pas
sage is heavily allusive, borrowing
vocabulary and literary motifs
from 2.6-21; 6.1-10; )0.9-14; Jer.
2.2)-25; ).12-14; 6.1)-14; 12.8-12.

56.9-57.2: Denunciation of
Israel's corrupt leaders. Wild beasts

(v. g)-i.e., foreign nations-are
invited to devour Israel. Some
argue that dogs (v. 10) and sl�ep
herds (v. 11) refer to false prophets,
while others view them as political
leaders. 57.3-13a: Idolatry. A con
demnation of pagan practices
among the Judeans, whether
past or present. Sexual imagery
pervades this passage, not be
cause the idolatrous worship in
volved lewd practices but because
idolatry among Israelites is com
pared to adultery: The LoRD is
Israel's husband, and thus any
worship of other gods by Israelites
is an act of marital infidelity.
5-7: Israelite pagan cult cere
monies are often depicted as tak
ing place under leafy trees and on
hilltops. Cf. 1 Kings 14.13; 2 Kings
q.10; Hos. 4.13; Jer. 2.20; 3.6-13;
Ezek. 6.13.
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On a high and lofty hill
You have set your couch;
There, too, you have gone up
To perform sacrifices.
Behind the door and doorpost
You have directed your thoughts;
•-Abandoning Me, you have gone up
On the couch you made so wide.
You have made a covenant with them,b
You have loved bedding with them;<
You have chosen lust.d
You have approached ·• the king• with oil,
You have provided many perfumes.
And you have sent your envoys afar,
Even down to the netherworld.'
Though wearied by much travel,
You never said, "I give up!"
You found gratification for your lust,
And so you never cared.
9·Whom do you dread and fear,
That you tell lies?·9
But you gave no thought to Me,
You paid no heed.
It is because I have stood idly by "·so long·"
That you have no fear of Me.
I hereby pronounce 'iudgment upon your deeds:·•
iYour assorted [idols) ·i shall not avail you,
Shall not save you when you cry out.
They shall all be borne off by the wind,
Snatched away by a breeze.
But those who trust in Me shall inherit the land
And possess My sacred mount.
[The LoRD) says:
Build up, build up a highway!
Clear a road!
Remove all obstacles
From the road of My people!
For thus said He who high aloft
Forever dwells, whose name is holy:
I dwell on high, in holiness;

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b The cult-trees referred to above in v. 5c I.e., with tire objects behind door and doorpost.
d Like Ugaritic yd,from root ydd, "to love. "
e Or "Molecll. "
f I.e., you /rave brought tribute t o alien wits as t o a king.
g-g Emendation yields ''Tirem you dreaded and feared, I And so you gave them tlrouglrt."
lr-lr Emendation yields "and slwt My eyes."
i-i Ut. "your retribution and your deeds."
j-j Brought up from v. 1Jfor clarity.

-8gB-

13b-21: Salvation. Not all Judeans
are guilty of these crimes, how
ever, and God recognizes the Ju
deans' weaknesses and will help
them overcome them. The faithful
and the penitent will enjoy well
being, even as the inveterate sin
ners are punished. 14: Cf. 40-J-515: The highest of all beings de
sires to dwell among the lowest.
Deutero-Isaiah often portrays
the LORD as voluntarily accepting human roles out of love for
the people. Cf. 52.6; 58.g; 65.1.
19-21: The prophet divides the na
tion into two groups: the true or
faithful Israel for whom it shall be
well (or, "there will be peace," Heb
"shalom," v. 19), and the wicked,
for whom there is no safety (or,
"there will be no peace," v. 21).
19: The far and the near, respec
tively, Israelites who remain in
exile and those who already live in
the land of IsraeL
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Yet with the contrite and the lowly in spirit
Reviving the spirits of the lowly,
Reviving the hearts of the contrite.
For I will not always contend,
I will not be angry forever:
Nay, I •who make spirits flag,·•
Also create the breath of life.
For theirb sinful greed I was angry;
I struck them and turned away in My wrath.
<·Though stubborn, they follow the way of their
hearts;<
I note how they fare and will heal them:
I will guide them and mete out solace to them,
And to the mourners among them 1 9 heartening/
comforting• words:
It shall be well,
Well with the far and the near
-said the LORDAnd I will heal them.
But the wicked are like the troubled sea
Which cannot rest,
Whose waters toss up mire and mud.
There is no safety
-said my GodFor the wicked.

5 8 Cry with full throat, without restraint;

Raise your voice like a ram's horn!
Declare to My people their transgression,
To the House of Jacob their sin.

2

To be sure, they seek Me daily,
Eager to learn My ways.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b I.e., Israel's. Cf "My people," v. 14.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain. £111mdation yields "When they lravr walked broken in the
contrition of tlreir hearts. "
d Lit. "the vigor of'; cf. Eccl. 12.1 ami postbiblical bori.
e Tire Heb. nib is otlrenvise unknown; its 111eaning is inferred frolll tlral ofnid !cf the verb
nad "to condole") in tire parallel expression in job 16.5.

Chs 58-66: Further denunciations
and promises. The third section of
Deutero-Isaiah's prophetic collec
tion. Chs 34-35 in all likelihood
were originally part of this section
as well. Like the second section
(chs 49-57), these chs were com
posed in Jerusalem after the initial,
somewhat disappointing, restora-

tion had taken place in 538 BCE
(see intro. to the book of Isaiah,
section on chs 4cr66). Several char
acteristics that begin to emerge
in chs 49-57 become more pro
nounced here. The prophet re
bukes the nation for moral and re
ligious shortcomings. Further,
Deutero-Isaiah responds to com-

5 7 . 1 6-5 8 . 2

plaints regarding the full redemp
tion's delay. The theme of the
cleavage between faithful and un
faithful Judeans becomes a main
focus of attention. On the other
hand, several chs, especially 6cr62
and parts of 65-66, recall the most
exuberant prophecies of chs 4o-48;
these chs insist that the full re
demption predicted in the earliest
chs of Deutero-Isaiah's collection
will indeed take place: All the ex
iles will return to the land of Is
rael, the nations of the world will
join Israel in worshipping the one
true God, and the Presence of God
will journey back to Jerusalem,
bringing great joy to the faithful
within Israel and among the na
tions.

58.1-1 5: True piety and false
piety. The prophet denounces the
Judeans, focusing not on pagan
practices (as in ch 57) but on ap
parently proper religious practices
that the Judeans perform hypocrit
ically. Lying behind the passage is
an implied question: Why have the
predictions of glorious restoration
found in chs 4o-48 not come true?
Exiles had indeed returned to Jeru
salem, but-contrary to what one
expected from the opening chs of
Deutero-Isaiah's work-the land
remained under foreign control
(the Persians having replaced the
Babylonians as overlords), condi
tions were difficult, and God's
presence was not manifest there.
(On the difficulties facing the early
postexilic community, see Ezra chs
4-6; Hag. chs 1-2; Zech. chs 1, 3.)
Deutero-Isaiah maintains that i t is
now the people's sins that prevent
the full-fledged restoration from
taking place. 1-7: Fasting and jus
tice. The Judeans observe rituals
such as fasting, but they do so
only for their own benefit, not out
of true devotion. Real humility to
ward God would engender a de
sire for justice toward the weak,
compassion toward the downtrod
den, and charity toward the poor.
Then fasting would involve a will
ingness to give up one's own
things rather than the hope to
acquire salvation. These vv. bor
row ideas and vocabulary from
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Like a nation that does what is right,
That has not abandoned the laws of its God,
They ask Me for the right way,
They are eager for the nearness of God:
"Why, when we fasted, did You not see?
When we starved our bodies, did You pay no
heed?"
Because on your fast day
You see to your business
And oppress all your laborers!
Because you fast in strife and contention,
And you strike with a wicked fist!
Your fasting today is not such
As to make your voice heard on high.
Is such the fast I desire,
A day for men to starve their bodies?
Is it bowing the head like a bulrush
And lying in sackcloth and ashes?
Do you call that a fast,
A day when the LoRD is favorable?
No, this is the fast I desire:
To unlock fetters of wickedness,
And untie the cords of •the yoke
To let the oppressed go free;
To break off every yoke.
It is to share your bread with the hungry,
And to take the wretched poor into your home;
When you see the naked, to clothe him,
And not to ignore your own kin.
Then shall your light burst through like the dawn
And your healing spring up quickly;
Your Vindicator shall march before you,
The Presence of the LoRD shall be your rear guard.
Then, when you call, the LoRD will answer;
When you cry, He will say: Here I am.
If you banish •·the yoke from your midst,
b-The menacing hand,-b and evil speech,
. And you offer your compassion< to the hungry
And satisfy the famished creatureThen shall your light shine in darkness,
And your gloom shall be like noonday.
The LoRD will guide you always;
He will slake your thirst in d-parched places·d

n-n Clrnnge ofvocnlizntion yields "lawlessness"; cf mutteh, Ezek. 9·9b-b Lit. "Extending the finger. "
c Some Heb. nrss. nnd ancient versions rend "bread. "
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
-

goo

-

Mic. 3.6-12. 2: The right way, alter
natively, "victorious judgments."
People pray for divine interven
tion in their quarrels against oth
ers; their prayers and fasts have
selfish purposes, not sacred ones.

8-9a: The result of true righteous

ness. Cf. 40.3; 52.12. Deutero

Isaiah repeats the earlier predic
tions that God's own Presence will
return to Zion. Here, however, the
prophecy is conditional: Only
when the Judeans' behavior war
rants divine presence will God ar
rive. 9a: Here I am, Heb "hineni."
See 52.6 n. 9b-1 2: Righteousness
and restoration. Although some
exiles returned to Zion after the
Persians defeated the Babylonians
in 538, the land of Israel remained
for the most part in ruins. The
prophet attempts to explain why
the rebuilding of the cities de
stroyed by the Babylonians has
been delayed. 1 3-14: The Sab
bath. Deutero-Isaiah does not re
ject ritual in favor of ethical action
but calls on the nation to attend to
both, and focuses especially on the
observance of the Sabbath. Cf.
56.6. These vv. borrow vocabulary
from Deut. 32-9-13.
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And give strength to your bones.
You shall be like a watered garden,
Like a spring whose waters do not fail.
Men from your midst shall rebuild ancient ruins,
You shall restore foundations laid long ago.
And you shall be called
"Repairer of fallen walls,
Restorer of lanes for habitation."
If you •·refrain from trampling·• the sabbath,
From pursuing your affairs on My holy day;
If you call the sabbath "delight,"
The LoRD's holy day "honored";
And if you honor it and go not your ways
Nor look to your affairs, nor strike bargains
Then you b·can seek the favor of the LoRD:b
I will set you astride the heights of the earth,
And let you enjoy the heritage of your father
JacobFor the mouth of the LORD has spoken.

5 9 No, the LoRn's arm is not too short to save,
2

3

4

5

6

7

Or His ear too dull to hear;
But your iniquities have been a barrier
Between you and your God,
Your sins have made Him tum His face away
And refuse to hear you.
For your hands are defiled with crime<
And your fingers with iniquity.
Your lips speak falsehood,
Your tongue utters treachery.
No one sues justly
Or pleads honestly;
They rely on emptiness and speak falsehood,
Conceiving wrong and begetting evil.

They hatch adder's eggs
And weave spider webs;
He who eats of those eggs will die,
And if one is crushed, it hatches out a viper.
Their webs will not serve as a garment,
What they make cannot serve as clothing;
Their deeds are deeds of mischief,
Their hands commit lawless acts,
Their feet run after evil,
They hasten to shed the blood of the innocent.

n-n Lit. "turn bnck your foot franz."
c Or "blood. "

b-b Cf Ps. 37.4; job 22.16-27; 27.10.

-901 -

59.1-2 1 : Rebuke, confession, and

reconciliation. This ch presents a

three-part dialogue. The prophet
reprimands the nation; the nation,
or at least the faithful among
them, acknowledge their mis
deeds; and then the prophet an
nounces that God will bring justice
and mercy to the people. God
speaks directly to the faithful in
the last v. This ch, like the previous
one, attributes the delay of the re
demption predicted in chs 4o-48 to
the people's sins. 1-8: Sin and its
consequences. 1-2: Here, as in
40.27; 49.14; 50.1-2, Deutero-Isaiah
responds to specific complaints ut
tered by contemporaries. The Bab
ylonians have been defeated, as
Deutero-Isaiah and earlier proph
ets predicted, but the new age has
failed to materialize: The exiles
have not all returned to Zion, and
the land remains mostly desolate.
Consequently, some Judeans spec
ulated that the LoRD was not able
to save them, or that God did not
listen to their prayers. The prophet
retorts that Israel's sins, not God's
abilities, are the root of the prob
lem. Earlier, Deutero-Isaiah
seemed to think that sins were
only a part of Israel's past, and
that God would automatically
treat the nation with grace after
their punishment in Babylon
(40.2; 43.25; 48.11), but now that an
imperfect restoration has taken
place, the prophet recognizes
the continuing existence of sin
and its unhappy consequences.
2: Your iniquities . . . Your sins: The
Heb word order emphasizes these
nouns. Therefore, translate: "It
is your iniquities that have been
a barrier. . . . It is your sins that
have made Him turn. . . .
"
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Their plans are plans of mischiet
Destructiveness and injury are on their roads.
They do not care for the way of integrity,
There is no justice on their paths.
They make their courses crooked,
No one who walks in them cares for integrity.
"That is why redress is far from us,
And vindication does not reach us.
We hope for light, and lo! there is darkness;
For a gleam, and we must walk in gloom.
We grope, like blind men along a wall;
Like those without eyes we grope.
We stumble at noon, as if in darkness;
•-Among the sturdy, we are·• like the dead.
We all growl like bears
And moan like doves.
We hope for redress, and there is none;
For victory, and it is far from us.
For our many sins are before You,
Our guilt testifies against us.
We are aware of our sins,
And we know well our iniquities:
Rebellion, faithlessness to the LORD,
And turning away from our God,
Planning fraud and treachery,
Conceiving lies and uttering them with the
throat.b
And so redress is turned back
And vindication stays afar,
Because honesty stumbles in the public square
And uprightness cannot enter.
Honesty has been lacking,
He who turns away from evil is despoiled."
The LORD saw and was displeased
That there was no redress.
He saw that there was no man,
He gazed long, but no one intervened.
Then His own arm won Him triumph,
His victorious right hand supported Him.
He donned victory like a coat of mail,
With a helmet of triumph on His head;
He clothed Himself with garments of retribution,
Wrapped himself in zeal as in a robe.
c

17

"

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Emwdation yields "In the daytime . . .
b Lit. "heart"; see note at JJ.18 and frequently elsewhere.
c Cf Ps. 98.1-2.

9-15a: Confession. 9-1 1 : The ]u
deans lament their fate. They
thought that vindication (v. 9)
was at hand, only to be disap
pointed. 1 1 : Hope, or, "anticipate."
12-15a: The faithful confess their
sins. Rather than distancing them
selves from those responsible for
the misdeeds, they acknowledge
that they share culpability for their
neighbors' sins. 1 5b-20: God's re
sponse. God brings justice, which
is good news for the faithful and
dreadful news for everyone else.
The phrasing here is often used of
foreign nations in the Bible; here
the guilty among Israel bear the
brunt of divine wrath along with
evildoers from other nations.
20: Those in Jacob who tum back
from sin: It is the penitent Israelites,
not the whole nation, who will
enjoy the salvation long predicted
and thus far delayed. 2 1 : The eter
nal covenant. God speaks directly
to the penitent. Cf. Jer. 31.31.
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•·According to their deserts,
So shall He repay-• fury to His foes;
He shall make requital to His enemies,
Requital to the distant lands.
From the west, they shall revereb the name of the
LORD,
And from the east, His Presence.
For He shall come like a hemmed-in stream
Which the wind of the LORD drives on;
He shall come as redeemer to Zion,
To those in Jacob who turn back from sin
-declares the LoRD.

21 And this shall be My covenant with them, said the
LORD: My spirit< which is upon you, and the words which
I have placed in your mouth, shall not be absent from
your mouth, nor from the mouth of your children, nor
from the mouth of your children's children-said the
LoRD-from now on, for all time.d

The Presence of the LoRD has shone upon you!
6 0 Behold!
Darkness shall cover the earth,
Arise, shine, for your light has dawned;

2

3
4

5

And thick clouds the peoples;
But upon you the LORD will shine,
And His Presence be seen over you.
And nations shall walk by your light,
Kings, by your shining radiance.

Raise your eyes and look about:
They have all gathered and come to you.
Your sons shall be brought from afar,
Your daughters like babes on shoulders.
As you behold, you will glow;
Your heart will throb and thrillFor the wealth of the sea • shall pass on to you,
The riches of nations shall flow to you.

Light shines in the dark
ness. The prophet speaks to Zion,

60.1-3:

n-n Men11i11g ofHeb. unccrtai11.
b Or (witlr n 1111111l>er of 111ss. n11d editio11s) "see. "
c I.e., tire gift of l'roplrecy; cf, e.g., 61. 1 .
d Jsme/ is to bt• n l'roplret-11ntion; cf 5 1 . 16.
e Enrwdntion rJields "coastln11ds."

Chs 60-62: Encouragement to
Zion. This lengthy poem portrays
Jerusalem (Zion) as a bereaved
woman. In this respect it resem
bles many passages encountered
in the previous section of Deutero-

returned to its land and its God;
universal recognition of the one
God will lead all the nations to en
rich Zion and her inhabitants. Un
like the prophecies in chs 4o-48,
however, this passage puts rela
tively little emphasis on the return
from the exile and does not men
tion the fall of Babylonia. This sec
tion of the book was composed
after the Persians under Cyrus de
feated the Babylonians in 538 BCE.
The restoration of Zion that fol
lowed proved in most ways disap
pointing (see chs 49-57 n.). Rather
than giving up hope, the prophet
repeats the earlier message, insist
ing that the LORD will become
manifest to humanity and that Je
rusalem will eventually achieve
peace, security, wealth, and glory.
The prophet focuses less on the re
turn to Zion, since it has already
begun. 60.1-22: Royal city, royal
nation. Throughout these vv., the
prophet uses vocabulary and mo
tifs associated with royalty in bib
lical and ancient Near Eastern
literature. In particular, Deutero
Isaiah borrows royal vocabulary
from texts that are concerned with
the Davidic dynasty, including Isa.
ch II; Ps. 72. Here, however, the
motifs are not applied to a Davidic
king. Instead, they are transferred
to the city of Zion and to the Isra
elite nation as a whole; the text
makes no mention of the Davidic
family. This prophet does not look
forward to the arrival of a human
Messiah to liberate the Israelites
or a human king to govern them.
Rather, God will rule the na tion di
rectly in the future, and the whole
nation will enjoy royal status. Cf.
55-3 n. and also the democratiza
tion of the priesthood in 61.5-6.
which literally becomes a light
to the nations. Cf. 42.6; 49.6.

Isaiah's work, chs 49-57· Its enthu
siasm and optimism recall the
prophecies in chs 40-48, and like
them it heralds the dawn of a new
age. The restored Zion will be
home for a righteous nation newly
- gO) -

60.4-16: Zion and the nations. Be
cause the nations of the world will
recognize and fear God, they will
bring tribute to Zion. This passage
deliberately echoes !sa. 2.I-4, but
Deutero-Isaiah offers a different
picture of what the nations will do:
They will transport Judean exiles
to Jerusalem and add to the city's
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Dust clouds of camels shall cover you,
Dromedaries of Midian and Ephah.
They all shall come from Sheba;
They shall bear gold and frankincense,
And shall herald the glories of the LORD.
All the flocks of Kedar shall be assembled for you,
The rams of Nebaioth shall serve your needs;
They shall be welcome offerings on My altar,
And I will add glory to My glorious House.
Who are these that float like a cloud,
Like doves to their cotes?
•·Behold, the coastlands await me;•
With b-ships of Tarshish·b in the lead,
To bring your sons from afar,
And their< silver and gold as well
For the name of the LoRD your God,
For the Holy One of Israel, who has glorified you.
Aliens shall rebuild your walls,
Their kings shall wait upon youFor in anger I struck you down,
But in favor I take you back.
Your gates shall always stay openDay and night they shall never be shut
To let in the wealth of the nations,
With their kings in procession.
For the nation or the kingdom
That does not serve you shall perish;
Such nations shall be destroyed.

13

The majesty of Lebanon shall come to you
Cypress and pine and boxTo adorn the site of My Sanctuary,
To glorify the place where My feet rest.

14

Bowing before you, shall come
The children of those who tormented you;
Prostrate at the soles of your feet
Shall be all those who reviled you;
And you shall be called
"City of the LORD,
Zion of the Holy One of Israel."
Whereas you have been forsaken,
Rejected, with none passing through,

15

a-a Emendatio11 yields "The vessels of the coastlands are gathering. "
b-b See note at 2.16.
c I.e., of the people of the coastlm1ds.

NEVI'IM
wealth. Isaiah's universalism gives
way to a more national set of con
cerns. 6. Midian, an area in the
Sinai, inhabited by nomadic
traders. Ephah, a Midianite tribe.
Sheba, Yemen, the southwest cor
ner of the Arabian peninsula,
renowned for its wealth and exotic
goods. 7: Kedar, a tribe of nomadic
traders located in the extreme
north of the Arabian desert. Neba
ioth, the Nabateans, an Arabian
tribe located east of the Dead Sea.
Rams: The Heb term could refer to
animals or to political leaders.
They shall be welcome offerings: If
"rams" refers to animals, then
translate, "They will go up will
ingly on My altar." If "rams" refers
to leaders, then translate "They
will offer acceptable offerings on
My altar." The latter translation
may suggest that foreigners will be
able to serve in priestly roles in the
Temple of the future. Cf. 54-7;
66.21. The issue is debated in the
Babylonian Talmud (b. A. Z. 23b ) .
1 1 : Jerusalem will be secure and
therefore the city gates will be kept
open continuously. 1 3: The rebuilt
Temple, like the First Temple, will
be constructed with wood from
Lebanon; cf. 1 Kings 5.15-25.
14-16: A reversal of fortune.
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I will make you a pride everlasting,
A joy for age after age.
You shall suck the milk of the nations,
Suckle at royal breasts!
And you shall know
That I the LORD am your Savior,
I, The Mighty One of Jacob, am your Redeemer.
Instead of copper I will bring gold,
Instead of iron I will bring silver;
Instead of wood, copper;
And instead of stone, iron.
And I will appoint Well-being as your
government,
Prosperity as your officials.
The cry "Violence! "
Shall no more b e heard in your land,
Nor "Wrack and ruin!"
Within your borders.
And you shall name your walls "Victory"
And your gates "Renown."
No longer shall you need the sun
For light by day,
Nor the shining of the moon
For radiance [by nightb);
For the LORD shall be your light everlasting,
Your God shall be your glory.
Your sun shall set no more,
Your moon no more withdraw;
For the LoRD shall be a light to you forever,
And your days of mourning shall be ended.
And your people, all of them righteous,
Shall possess the land for all time;
They are the shoot that I planted,
My handiwork in which I glory.
The smallest shall become a clan;
The least, a mighty nation.
I the LoRD will speed it in due time.

The spirit of the Lord Goo is upon me,
Because the LORD has anointed me;
6 1 He
has sent me as a herald of joy to the humble,

2

To bind up the wounded of heart,
To proclaim release to the captives,
Liberation to the imprisoned;
To proclaim a year of the LoRD's favor

a Lit. "breasts of kings" or "breasts of kingdoms. "
b So 1 Qls•, Septuagint, and Targunr.
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60.17-22: The city transformed.

Jerusalem and its inhabitants will
be secure and prosperous, and
God's Presence will dwell in the
city once again. 19-20: According
to biblical writers, the divine Pres
ence consists of or is surrounded
by an extraordinarily bright light
(see Exod. 24.16-- 16; Isa. 4.5; Ezek.
1.26-28; 10.4; 43.2; Ps. 104-2).
Because God's Presence will
dwell on Zion, neither the sun
nor the moon will be visible, much
less necessary. 61.1-9: Jubilee for
Jerusalem. The identity of the
speaker in these vv. is debated.
It is possible that Zion speaks,
but in the next passage, the
speaker addresses Zion. Hence
it is more likely that the speaker
is the prophet. The text describes
the prophet's divine inspiration and God-given mission.
1 : Proclaim release: The phrasing
comes from Lev. 25.10, which dis
cusses Israelite farmers who lost
their land and were forced into in
dentured servitude. Leviticus rules
that they may leave their servitude
and regain their land every fifty
years. Deutero-Isaiah applies this
concept to the nation as a whole:
In 586 it lost its land and was
forced to live elsewhere. Fifty
years later, its period of service
ended when the Edict of Cyrus al
lowed them to leave Babylonia
and to regain their ancestral land.
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And a day of vindication by our God;
To comfort all who mourn•To provide for• the mourners in Zion
To give them a turban instead of ashes,
The festive ointment instead of mourning,
A garment of splendor instead of a drooping
spirit.
They shall be called terebinths of victory,
Planted by the LoRD for His glory.
And they shall build the ancient ruins,
Raise up the desolations of old,
And renew the ruined cities,
The desolations of many ages.
Strangers shall stand and pasture your flocks,
Aliens shall be your plowmen and vine-trimmers;
While you shall be called "Priests of the LoRo,"
And termed "Servants of our God."
You shall enjoy the wealth of nations
And revel b in their riches.
Because your shame was double<·Men cried, "Disgrace is their portion"·<_
Assuredly,
They shall have a double share in their land,
Joy shall be theirs for all time.
For I the LORD love justice,
I hate d·robbery with a burnt offering:d
I will pay them their wages faithfully,
And make a covenant with them for all time.
Their offspring shall be known among the nations,
Their descendants in the midst of the peoples.
All who see them shall recognize
That they are a stock the LoRD has blessed.
I greatly rejoice in the LoRD,
My whole being exults in my God.
For He has clothed me with garments of triumph,
Wrapped me in a robe of victory,
Like a bridegroom adorned with a turban,
Like a bride bedecked with her finery.
For as the earth brings forth her growth
And a garden makes the seed shoot up,
So the Lord Goo will make
Victory and renown shoot up
In the presence of all the nations.

a-a Meaning ofHcb. uucrrtain.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Emendatio11 yields ''Tirey iulrrrited disgrace as tl1eir portion."
d-d Emendation yields "tire robbing of wages. "

NEVI'IM
5-6: The nations serve the Judeans
(cf. 60.4-16), and the Judeans in
turn serve the nations as priests.
The priestly role that once be
longed to the descendants of
Aaron alone (i.e., the "Kohanim";
see Num. ch 18) is now extended
to the whole nation. Cf. the idea of
the democratization of the monar
chy, discussed in 55-3 n.; 60.1-22 n.

61.10-62.7: Triumph for Zion.

The prophet speaks on behalf of
the people. Royal motifs are ap
plied to the prophet, to Zion, and
thus to the whole nation; cf. Ps.
1)2.9-18. 61.10-62.2: The nations
witness the surprising vindication
of Israel.
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62.2-6: The prophet addresses Je
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For the sake of Zion I will not be silent,
For the sake of Jerusalem I will not be still,
Till her victory emerge resplendent
And her triumph like a flaming torch.
Nations shall see your victory,
And every king your majesty;
And you shall be called by a new name
Which the LORD Himself shall bestow.
You shall be a glorious crown
In the hand of the LoRD,
And a royal diadem
In the palm of your God.
Nevermore shall you be called "Forsaken,"
Nor shall your land be called "Desolate";
But you shall be called "I delight in her,"
And your land "Espoused."
For the LoRD takes delight in you,
And your land shall be espoused.
As a youth espouses a maiden,
•·Your sons·• shall espouse you;
And as a bridegroom rejoices over his bride,
So will your God rejoice over you.
Upon your walls, 0 Jerusalem,
I have set watchmen,
Who shall never be silent
By day or by night.
0 you, the LORD's remembrancers,b
Take no rest
And give no rest to Him,
Until He establish Jerusalem
And make her renowned on earth.
The LORD has sworn by His right hand,
By His mighty arm:
Nevermore will I give your new grain
To your enemies for food,
Nor shall foreigners drink the new wine
For which you have labored.
But those who harvest it shall eat it
And give praise to the LORD;
And those who gather it shall drink it
In My sacred courts.
Pass through, pass through the gates!

a-a Change ofvocalizatiou •tie/ds "He who rebuilds you. "
b I.e., the watcllmeu just mentioned.

rusalem and informs her of the re
versal of her sad plight. 6-7: The
postexilic setting is crucial for un
derstanding these vv. The full re
demption predicted for Zion has
not yet arrived, even though some
exiles have returned. Therefore the
watchmen remind God that Jeru
salem still awaits aid, for the city
is not yet firmly established.
8-1 2: God addresses Zion. Re
sponding to the prophet's en
treaties in vv. 6-7, God speaks di
rectly to Zion. The LoRD confirms
the prophet's words, assuring the
city that redemption will indeed
come. 8-9: Those who farm will
enjoy the fruit of their own labor.
Contrast Deut. z8.3o-34·

NEVI'IM
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12

Clear the road for the people;
Build up, build up the highway,
Remove the rocks!
Raise an ensign over the peoples!
See, the LoRD has proclaimed
To the end of the earth:
Announce to Fair Zion,
Your Deliverer is coming!
See, his reward is with Him,
His recompense before Him!
And they shall be called, "The Holy People,
The Redeemed of the LoRD,"
And you shall be called, "Sought Out,
A City Not Forsaken."

6 3 Who is this coming from Edam,

In crimsoned garments from Bozrah
Who is this, majestic in attire,
b-Pressing forward·b in His great might?
"It is I, who contend victoriously,
Powerful to <·give triumph. " ·<
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Why is your clothing so red,
Your garments like his who treads grapes?d
"I trod out a vintage alone;
•·Of the peoples·• no man was with Me.
I trod them down in My anger,
Trampled them in My rage;
Their life-blood' bespattered My garments,
And all My clothing was stained.
For I had planned a day of vengeance,
And My year of redemption arrived.
Then I looked, but there was none to help;
I stared, but there was none to aidSo My own arm wrought the triumph,
And 9·My own rage·9 was My aid.
I trampled peoples in My anger,
h-I made them drunk with·h My rage,
And I hurled their glory to the ground."
I will recount the kind acts of the LoRD,
The praises of the LoRD-

a See note at 40.10.
b-b Meaning of Heb. 1111certain; emendatio11 yields "striding."
c-c Clzange ofvoca/izatiou yields "Wiw contest triump!Jantly"; cf 19.20.
e-e Emendatio11 yields "Peoples, mtd . . . "
d Lit. "in a press. "
f Meaning of Heb. wtcertain.
g-g Many mss. read we�idqathi "My victorious {right ltand]"; cf 59.16.
lz-lz Many mss. and Targum read "/ sltaltCI'ed t!Jem in"; cf 14.25.

-go8-

1 0: The road is for the use not only
of Judeans who remain in exile but
also for the divine Presence (v. 11).
Cf. 40.3; 49.11. Raise an ensign or
flag to guide the exiles back to the
land of IsraeL
63.1-6: The divine warrior. A
short and disturbing passage con
cerning divine vengeance against
God's.enemies, symbolized espe
cially by the Edomites. This pas
sage is closely connected with
ch 34, which also belongs to the
Deutero-Isaianic collection; there,
too, the prophet predicted a great
slaughter in the land of Edom. On
the Edomites and the background
of this ch, see 34.1-17 n. 1 : God
comes from the south, covered
with the blood of enemies. A
speaker (perhaps the prophet, per
haps the inhabitants or watchmen
of Jerusalem) notices a figure ap
proaching from the south and asks
who it is; God replies in the second
half of the v. Edom is the land
southeast of Judah. Botzrah is a city
in Edom. 2-6: The speaker asks
another question, and God gives a
lengthier response.
63.7-64.1 1 : A psalm of lament. A
communal complaint, this text is
spoken by the nation and ad
dressed to God; it may also in
clude lines spoken by God in re
sponse, which is a typical feature
of a lament. The lament follows
the pattern of similar prayers
found in the book of Psalms. The
presence of a psalm in prophetic
literature is not unusual; see
Isa. 33. 1-9; Jonah ch 2. As is nor
mal in laments, the description of
the nation's current plight and the
request for help are preceded by a
review of God's mighty acts in the
past. Deutero-Isaiah may have
composed this prayer, or the
prophet may have included (and
perhaps modified) a psalm already
in use. 63.7-14: God's mighty acts
recalled. Before outlining the com
plaint and the request for divine
aid, the prayer calls God's kind
deeds to mind. It is because God
acted successfully and graciously
in the past that the nation expects
that God will intervene now. These
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For all that the LORD has wrought for us,
The vast bounty to the House of Israel
That He bestowed upon them
According to His mercy and His great kindness.
He thought: Surely they are My people,
Children who will not play false.
•·So He was their Deliverer.
In all their troubles He was troubled,
And the angel of His Presence delivered them:•
In His love and pity
He Himself redeemed them,
Raised them, and exalted them
All the days of old.
But they rebelled, and grieved
His holy spirit;
Then He became their enemy,
And Himself made war against them.
Then theyb remembered the ancient days,
<·Him, who pulled His people-< out [of the water]:
"Where is He who brought them up from the Sea
Along with the shepherd d of His flock?
Where is He who put
In their midst His holy spirit,
Who made His glorious arm
March at the right hand of Moses,
Who divided the waters before them
To make Himself a name for all time,
Who led them through the deeps
So that they did not stumbleAs a horse in a desert,
Like a beast descending to the plain?"
'Twas the spirit of the LoRD •·gave them rest;'"
Thus did You shepherd Your people
To win for Yourself a glorious name.
Look down from heaven and see,
From Your holy and glorious height!
Where is Your zeal, Your power?
Your yearning and Your love
Are being withheld from us!'

a-a Ancient versions read "So He was tlzeir Deliverer I 91n all their troubles. I No [so
kethib] angel or lllessenger, I His own Presence delivered thelll." Cf Deut. 4-37 and note.
b Heb. "lze. "
c-c Heb. moshe 'ammo, a play on the nallle Moslze (Moses).
d So lllany lliSS. and ancient versions; other texts "shepherds."
e-e Elllendation yields "guided thelll. "
f Heb. "llle. " Emendation yields "[Wizere are} Your yeaming and Your love? I Let thell/ not
be restrained!"

ISAIAH 63 . 8-63 . 1 5
vv. at once bolster the Judeans'
confidence and goad the LORD to
live up to the divine reputation.
9: As rendered in the NJPS, this v.
reflects an important tendency of
Deutero-Isaiah's theology: God
participates in the suffering of the
nation. Cf. 57.15. But many regard
the translation in translators' note
a-a as more accurate. 10: Here
again the prophet mentions God's
pain. 1 1 : Tlzey (Heb "he") remem
bered: The subject of this verb is
not clear: "He" may refer to God
or to the nation as a collective. It is
also possible to translate, "He who
pulled his people out [of the
water] remembered the ancient
days," but even then it is not clear
whether "He who pulled . . . "
refers to God or to Moses. W/1ere is
He wlw brought . . . : The identity of
the speaker here through v. 14a is
not clear. One possibility is that
the Judeans speak, wondering
where their savior is (so most rab
binic commentators). Alterna
tively, God may ask these ques
tions, as if saying, "Long ago I
saved Israel-whatever became of
that side of Me?" In that case, vv.
ub-14 mark the beginning of
God's movement from wrath to
grace. Along with, alternatively,
"Specifically." Shepherd of His flock:
The flock is the nation Israel; the
shepherd is either Moses or God.
(If the translation "shepherds"
found in translators' note d is cor
rect, then this word refers to
Moses and Aaron and perhaps
also to Miriam.) 63.1 5-64. 1 1 :
Complaint and request for help.
Having expressed confidence in
God's ability to save, the speaker
now calls out for God's attention
(63.15; 64.8), describes their cur
rent lamentable state (63.18-19a;
64.8-10), and requests divine inter
vention (63.19b-64.1; 64.8; 64.11).
The combination of these four ele
ments is very common in psalms
of lament; see 33.2-9 n.
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Surely You are our Father:
Though Abraham regard us not,
And Israel recognize us not,
You, 0 LoRD, are our Father;
From of old, Your name is "Our Redeemer."
Why, LoRD, do You make us stray from Your ways,
And turn our hearts away from revering You?
Relent for the sake of Your servants,
The tribes that are Your very own!
Our foes have trampled Your Sanctuary,
Which Your holy people •·possessed but a little
while.·•
We have become as a people You never ruled,
To which Your name was never attached.
If You would but tear open the heavens and come
down,
So that mountains would quake before You
bAs when fire kindles brushwood,
And fire makes water boilTo make Your name known to Your adversaries
So that na tions will tremble at Your Presence,
When You did wonders we dared not hope for,
You came down
And mountains quaked before You.
Such things had never been heard or noted.
No eye has seen [them], 0 God, but You,
Who act for those who trust in You.<
Yet you have struck him who would gladly do
justice,
And remember You in Your ways.
It is because You are angry that we have sinned;
d-We have been steeped in them from of old,
And can we be saved?-d
We have all become like an unclean thing,
And all our virtues like a filthy rag.
We are all withering like leaves,
And our iniquities, like a wind, carry us off.
Yet no one invokes Your name,
Rouses himself to cling to You.
For You have hidden Your face from us,
And •·made us melt because of-• our iniquities.
But now, 0 LoRD, You are our Father;

a-a Mea11i11g of Heb. mrcrrtai11.
b Mea11i11g of vv. 1-4 IIIICCrtaill.
c Heb. "Him. "
d-d Eme11datio11 yields "Beca/lse Yo11 /rave lridde11 Yollrself we /rave offettded." For the
1/w,glrt cf. 63.17.
e-e Eme11datio11 yields "'deliurr<•d liS i11to the ha11ds of . . . "
-910-

63.16: Israel: Here this name refers

not to the nation as a whole but to
the patriarch Jacob; see Gen. 32.29;
35·9· 63.17, 64.4: These vv. are re
markable and rather daring for
their assertion that God, too, must
accept some responsibility for the
Judeans' sins. Their continuing
hardships have worn away their
hope (so Radak). If the LoRD
would intervene more quickly on
their behalf, they would have clear
reason to abandon their misdeeds
and adopt a firm belief in God's
authority. God's response to the
nation's sins has created a cycle:
Crime leads to punishment, pun
ishment to disbelief, disbelief to
more crime. Some rabbinic com
mentators reject this interpreta
tion, however, arguing that
only Israel is responsible for its
sins, and that these vv. do not
attribute responsibility to God.
63.18: As this v. indicates, the sur
rounding passage was written be
fore the Temple was rebuilt in 5 1 6
(see also 64.9-10).
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We are the clay, and You are the Potter,
We are all the work of Your hands.
Be not implacably angry, 0 LoRD,
Do not remember iniquity forever.
Oh, look down to Your people, to us all!
Your holy cities have become a desert:
Zion has become a desert,
Jerusalem a desolation.
Our holy Temple, our pride,
Where our fathers praised You,
Has been consumed by fire:
And all that was dear to us is ruined.
At such things will You restrain Yourself, 0 LoRD,
Will You stand idly by and let us suffer so heavily?

6 5 •·I responded to·• those who did not ask,
2
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I was at hand to those who did not seek Me;
I said, "Here I am, here I am,"
To a nation that did not invoke My name.
I constantly spread out My hands
To a disloyal people,
Who walk the way that is not good,
Following their own designs;
The people who provoke My anger,
Who continually, to My very face,
Sacrifice in gardens and burn incense on tiles;
Who sit inside tombs
And pass the night in secret places;
Who eat the flesh of swine,
With broth of unclean things in their bowls;
Who say, "Keep your distance! Don't come closer!
b·for I would render you consecrated."·b
Such things make My anger rage,
Like fire blazing all day long.
See, this is recorded before Me;
I will not stand idly by, but will repay,
Deliver <·theird sins·< into their bosom,
And the sins of their fathers as well
-said the LoRD
For they made offerings upon the mountains
And affronted Me upon the hills.
I will count out their recompense in full,"

n·n Lit. "I let Myself be inquired of . .
b-b Tnking qedashtikha ns equivnleut to qiddashtikha, cf Ezek. 44.19; others "For I nm
holier tlwu tlzou."
d Heb. "your. "
c-c Brought upfrom v. 7 for clnrity.
e Tnking rishonah ns equivnleut to beroshah; cf Lev. 5.24; fer. 16.18. Menning of Heb.
uncertain.

65.1-66.24:

Blessing and doom.

Earlier Deutero-lsaiah alluded to a
distinction between faithful and
sinful Judeans, intimating tha t the
final act of salvation will benefit
only the former; see 57.19-21,
59.1-21, and passages which con
trast the ideal servant nation and
the blind servant, such as 42. 1--9,
and 42.18-43·8. Here the prophet
sharpens this distinction. The na
tion includes both those who pa
tiently wait for the LoRD's salva
tion and those who have taken up
the worship of other deities in ad
dition to or in place of the true
God. The latter will suffer the sort
of punishment often associated in
the Bible with Assyrians, Babylo
nians, and Edomites. Conversely,
the righteous from other nations
will enjoy the privilege of wor
shipping a t Zion. 65.1-16: The

faithful and the apostates within
Israel. The opening vv. set up the

contrast at the heart of this unit by
describing the behavior and fate of
each group. 1-2: God responds to
the nation, even though it includes
sinners, and even though it may
not seek God. 1 : This initial v.
seems to respond directly to the
last v. of the previous ch. Here I am,
Heb "hineni"; see 52.6 n. 2: Spread
out My hands: Normally, humans
pray to God by spreading out their
hands (Exod. 9.29, 33; 1 Kings 8.22,
38; Isa. 1.15), but here, in an ex
traordinary gesture, the LORD
stretches hands out to human be
ings. Cf. 52.6 n.; 57.15 n.; 6).9-10 n.
3-5: A description of pagan prac
tices adopted by some Israelites.
4: Who sit inside tombs: Worship of
deceased ancestors was common
among Canaanites, and the Bible
often warns Israelites against any
such rite. See Lev. 19.31; 20.6, 27;
Deut. 18.11. 6-7: The punishment
for these sins.
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Into their bosoms.
Thus said the LoRD:
As, when new wine is present in the cluster,
One says, "Don't destroy it; there's good in it,"
So will I do for the sake of My servants,
And not destroy everything.
I will bring forth offspring from Jacob,
From Judah heirs to My mountains;
My chosen ones shall take possession,
My servants shall dwell thereon.
Sharon• shall become a pasture for flocks,
And the Valley of Achor a place for cattle to lie
down,
For My people who seek Me.
But as for you who forsake the LoRD,
Who ignore My holy mountain,
Who set a table for Luckb
And fill a mixing bowl for Destiny:b
I will destine you for the sword,
You will all kneel down, to be slaughtered
Because, when I called, you did not answer,
When I spoke, you would not listen.
You did what I hold evil,
And chose what I do not want.
Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo:
My servants shall eat, and you shall hunger;
My servants shall drink, and you shall thirst;
My servants shall rejoice, and you shall be
shamed;
My servants shall shout in gladness,
And you shall cry out in anguish,
Howling in heartbreak.
You shall leave behind a name
By which My chosen ones shall curse:
"So may the Lord Goo slay you!"
But His servants shall be given a <·different name:<
For whoever blesses himself in the land
Shall bless himself by the true God;
And whoever swears in the land
Shall swear by the true God.
The former troubles shall be forgotten,
Shall be hidden from My eyes.

a Emendation yields "feshimon," the bleak sout/Jeast comer of the Jordall Valley; cf Num.
21.20; 2J.8.
b Names of l•eat/Jell deities.
c-c I.e., a 11ame to be used i11 b/essi11g.
-

g12 -

8-10: The righteous remnant.

Some Judeans reject the sins just
described, and they will receive
the promises of salvation.
1 0: Sharon, the coastal plain from
Jaffa to Haifa, a very fertile area
marking the western extreme of
the land of Israel. Achor, a valley
near Jericho, a desolate area mark
ing the land's eastern extreme.
1 1-16: The prophet contrasts the
fates of loyal and sinful Israelites.
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For behold! I am creating
A new heaven and a new earth;
The former things shall not be remembered,
They shall never come to mind.
Be glad, then, and rejoice forever
In what I am creating.
For I shall create Jerusalem as a joy,
And her people as a delight;
And I will rejoice in Jerusalem
And delight in her people.
Never again shall be heard there
The sounds of weeping and wailing.
No more shall there be an infant or graybeard
Who does not live out his days.
He who dies at a hundred years
Shall be reckoned a youth,
And he who fails to reach a hundred
Shall be reckoned accursed.
They shall build houses and dwell in them,
They shall plant vineyards and enjoy their fruit.
They shall not build for others to dwell in,
Or plant for others to enjoy.
For the days of My people shall be
As long as the days of a tree,
My chosen ones shall outlive •
The work o f their hands.
They shall not toil to no purpose;
They shall not bear children b'for terror,·b
But they shall be a people blessed by the LoRD,
And their offspring shall remain with them.
Before they pray, I will answer;
While they are still speaking, I will respond.
The wolf and the lamb shall graze together,
And the lion shall eat straw like the ox,
And the serpent's food shall be earth.
In all My sacred mount<
Nothing evil or vile shall be done
-said the LORD.

heaven is My throne
6 6 The
And the earth is My footstool:
Thus said the LoRD:

Where could you build a house for Me,
What place could serve as My abode?

a Lit. "wear out."
b-b Emendation yields "in vain."
c See note at 11.9.

I S A I A H 6 5 . 1 7-66 . 1
17-25: The renewal of creation.

This passage recalls the initial
prophecies of Deutero-lsaiah in its
exuberant tone and literary style,
but the nature of the prediction
goes beyond those found in chs
4o-48: The world itself will be
transformed in the new age that
God brings. 20-23: While the new
age will be one of extraordinary
longevity, these vv. do not predict
eternal life or the resurrection of
the dead, in contrast to rabbinic
notions of the messianic era. 24: In
51.9-11 and chs 63-64, the people
wondered whether God listens to
their prayers. God answers this
question here: In the future, God
will answer prayers before the
people even utter them. 25: This v.
quotes two lines from 1 1.6-9. In
that passage First Isaiah predicted
a new era ushered in by an ideal
Davidic king, but Deutero-Isaiah
leaves the human king out of this
re-prediction. Cf. 42.1--9 n.; 55·3 n.;
60.1-22 n. 66.1-4: Temple and sac
rifice. Deutero-Isaiah takes up an
old prophetic theme. Although
God commanded the nation to
offer sacrifices, God does not need
sacrifices. Neither generous atten
tion to the Temple nor punctilious
observance of cultic ritual grants
Judeans license to sin. 1: The Tem
ple plays an important role in the
prophet's thinking (see 44.28;
56.5-7; 64.10; 66.20). Nonetheless,
the prophet recognizes that God
hardly needs that particular build
ing; the Temple exists for the
sake of humanity, not for the
benefit of God. Cf. 1 Kings 8.27.
.
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2

All this was made by My hand,
And thus it all came into being
-declares the LORD.
Yet to such a one I look:
To the poor and brokenhearted,
Who is concerned about My word.

3•

As for those who slaughter oxen and slay
humans,
Who sacrifice sheep and immolateb dogs,
Who present as oblation the blood of swine,
Who offerc incense and worship false gods
Just as they have chosen their ways
And take pleasure in their abominations,
So will I choose to mock them,
To bring on them the very thing they dread.
For I called and none responded,
I spoke and none paid heed.
They did what I deem evil
And chose what I do not want.

4
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b
c
d

Hear the word of the LoRD,
You who are concerned about His word!
Your kinsmen who hate you,
Who spurn you because of Me/ are saying,
"Let the LoRD manifest His Presence,
So that we may look upon your joy."
But theirs shall be the shame.
Hark, tumult from the city,
Thunder from the Temple!
It is the thunder of the LORD
As He deals retribution to His foes.
Before she labored, she was delivered;
Before her pangs came, she bore a son.
Who ever heard the like?
Who ever witnessed such events?
Can a land pass through travail
In a single day?
Or is a nation born
All at once?
Yet Zion travailed
And at once bore her children!

Vv. 3-4 refer to prnctitioners ofido/atrons riles; cf v. 17 and 57.5-8; 65.1-12.
Lit. "break the necks of"
Heb. mazkir refers to giving the "token porli011" ( 'azkarah); cf Lev. 2.2, etc.
Lit. "My 11ante. "
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2: Cf. 57.15. 3i This v. presents four

lines in which a legitimate action is
paired with an illegitimate one.
The prophet condemns people
who participate in legitimate or
even sacred actions but also com
mit sins, whether by acting im
morally toward other human be
ings or by practicing idolatrous
rites in addition to worshipping
the true God. The prophet fights
not only outright apostasy but also
pious hypocrisy. Cf. 1.10-20; 29.13;
58.1-14. 5-1 8a: Deliverance and
destruction. In highly emotional
tones, the prophet lashes out
against those disloyal to the LoRD
and predicts vindication for the
faithful. This section passes
abruptly from one subject to the
other. S-6: The fate of the foes.
5: Your kinsmen . . . joy: According
to the NJPS, the enemies (who re
ject the LORD) mock the faithful,
sarcastically saying, "Let the LoRD
man ifest His Presence. . . . " Another
translation, which more closely
follows the Heb cantillation (see
6.13 n.), reads, "Your brothers who
hate you and reject you say [self
righteously], 'For my sake the
LORD will manifest His presence! '
But w e [ the truly righteous] will
see their joy discomfited." In this
translation both groups, the
prophet's and the enemies', regard
themselves as followers of the
LORD, but the other group will be
unmasked as hypocritical when
the LoRD appears. 7-14: Jerusalem
consoled. As in previous passages,
Jerusalem is portrayed as a be
reaved woman (see 49.14-26;
50.1-3; 5 1:23; 54.1-17; chs 6o-62).
She will suddenly, without
pain, bear children and become a bustling city, full of life.
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10

11

12

13
14

15

16

Shall I who bring on labor not bring about
birth?
-says the LoRD.
Shall I who cause birth shut the womb?
-said your God.
Rejoice with Jerusalem and be glad for her,
All you who love her!
Join in her jubilation,
All you who mourned over her
That you may suck from her breast
Consolation to the full,
That you may draw from her bosom•
Glory to your delight.
For thus said the LoRD:
I will extend to her
Prosperity like a stream,
The wealth of nations
Like a wadi in flood;
And you shall drink of it.
You shall be carried on shoulders
And dandled upon knees.
As a mother comforts her son
So I will comfort you;
You shall find comfort in Jerusalem.
You shall see and your heart shall rejoice,
Your limbs shall flourish like grass.
The power of the LoRD shall be revealed
In behalf of His servants;
But He shall rage against His foes.
See, the LoRD is coming with fire
His chariots are like a whirlwind
To vent His anger in fury,
His rebuke in flaming fire.
For with fire will the LORD contend,
With His sword, against all flesh;
And many shall be the slain of the LORD.

1 7 Those who sanctify and purify themselves to enter
the groves, b·imitating one in the center,·b eating the flesh
of the swine, the reptile, and the mouse, shall one and all
come to an end-declares the LORD. 18<For I [know] their
deeds and purposes.
a Cf Akkadiam zfzu, Arabic zfzat, "udder. "
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Exact construction of til is verse wrccrtain; for tile insertions in l'rackets, cf Kimlri.

ISAIAH 6 6 . 9-66 . 1 8
1 1 : The Israelites, as Zion's chil
dren, take consolation from the
city's breasts. 1 3: The metaphor
suddenly changes, and God is
portrayed as the nation's mother.
Cf. the feminine images of God
in 42.13-14; 45.10; 49.14-15.
1 4b-18a: Attention switches to the
apostates within Israel, who will
be ptmished rather than com
forted. 1 7: Another description of
pagan rites among the Israelites.
1 8b-21 : Universal recognition of
the LoRD and the ingathering of
exiles. All nations will come to

know the one God and will travel
to the Temple in Jerusalem. This
passage repeats the prophecy of
First Isaiah and Micah found in
Isa. 2.1-4 and Mic. 4.1-4. Deutero
Isaiah adds that the nations of
the world will bring exiled Israel
ites back to the land of Israel.
1 8: Behold My glory, or "My Pres
ence." This line repeats a predic
tion with which Deutero-Isaiah
began this collection; see 40-5-
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I S A I A H 6 6 . 1 9-6 6 . 24
[The time] has come to gather all the nations and
tongues; they shall come and behold My glory. 19 I will set
a sign among them, and send from them survivors to the
nations: to Tarshish, Pul, and Lud-that draw the bow
to Tubal, Javan, and the distant coasts, that have never
heard My fame nor beheld My glory. They shall declare
My glory among these nations. 20 And out of all the na
tions, said the LoRD, they shall bring all your brothers on
horses, in chariots and drays, on mules and dromedaries,
to Jerusalem My holy mountain as an offering to the
LoRD-just as the Israelites bring an offering in a pure
vessel to the House of the LORD. 21 And from them like
wise I will take some to be •·Ievitical priests,·• said the
LORD.
22

23

24

For as the new heaven and the new earth
Which I will make
Shall endure by My will
-declares the LoRD
So shall your seed and your name endure.
And new moon after new moon,
And sabbath after sabbath,
All flesh shall come to worship Me
-said the LoRD.
They shall go out and gaze
On the corpses of the men who rebelled against
Me:
Their worms shall not die,
Nor their fire be quenched;
They shall be a horror
To all flesh.
And new moon after new moon,
And sabbath after sabbath,
All flesh shall come to worship Me
-said the LoRD.

n-n Some Heb. mss. rend "priests nnd Levites. "

1 9: Set a sign among them, i.e., God
will perform a miracle that will
convince them that the LORD is the
only true God. Survivors, i.e., of the
disaster described in v. 15. Tarshish,
possibly an area west of Gibraltar
in Spain. Pul, possibly a scribal
error for "Put," an area in Libya.
Lud, Tubal, areas in Asia minor
(present-day Turkey). ]avan,
Greece. 21: From them likewise . . . :

This v. allows two interpretations:
(1) members of these other na
tions, having recognized the true
God, will serve as priests in Jeru
salem (a radical departure from
Num. ch 18, which limits the
priesthood to descendants of
Moses' brother Aaron); or (2) some
of the exiled Israelites whom the
nations bring back to the land
of Israel will serve as priests

alongside the priests who are al
ready in Jerusalem. Cf. 61.5-6.

22-24: Reward and punishment.

A final description of the fates
awaiting those who accept the
LORD and those who reject the
LoRD. The distinction between Ju
deans and non-Judeans is not
mentioned here; the worshippers
of the LORD in v. 23 include all
flesh, not just Israelites; and the men
who rebelled against God in v. 24 in
clude Israelites, as the preceding
two chs make clear. Thus the book
ends on a highly universal note.
24: After worshipping (vv. 22-23),
the righteous will pass by the Val
ley of Gei Hinnom, immediately
south of the Temple Mount, and
there they will see the burning
corpses of those who rebelled
against God. Many medieval rab
binic commentators take this v. as
a reference to Gehinnom or hell,
where sinners suffer punishment
forever (or, according to Targum,
until the righteous take pity on
them and ask that the punishment
cease). It is not clear, however, that
Deutero-Isaiah imagines the sin
ners as remaining cognizant or in
any sense alive; rather, the eternal
fire burns but does not consume
their corpses as a sign to those
who pass by. Nonetheless, the later
Jewish belief of punishment after
death in a location called Gehin
nom developed out of this v. On
the idea of life after death in the
Bible see 14.9-11 n.; 26.19 n.; Dan.
12.2 n. And new moon . . . the LORD:
In Jewish practice, v. 23 is always
printed again after v. 24, so that
the book ends on a positive note.
Cf. the end of Malachi, Ecclesias
tes, and Lamentations. Because the
new moon and the sabbath are men
tioned together in v. 23, this chap
ter is read as the haftorah when
Rosh I:Iodesh (the beginning of the
month) occurs on a Sabbath.

Jeremiah
Character of the Work
THE

BOOK OF

JEREMIAH presents oracles attibuted to the prophet Jeremiah son of Hilkiah

and narratives that depict the major events of his lifetime. Jeremiah lived during one of
the most crucial and terrifying periods in the history of the Jewish people in biblical times:
the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple of Solomon, followed by the beginning of the
Babylonian exile. Because he is one of the key witnesses to the last years of the kingdom of
Judah, Jeremiah emerges as one of the major figures who grappled with the theological
problems posed by the destruction of the nation, and who laid the foundations for the
restoration of Jerusalem and the Temple in the years following the end of the exile. In the
course of his struggles to understand the tragic events of his lifetime, he tells the reader
more about himself than any other prophet, including his anguish and empathy at the suf
fering of his people, his outrage at God for forcing him to speak such terrible words of
judgment against his own nation, and his firm belief that the people of Israel would return
to their land and rebuild Jerusalem once the period of punishment was over.
The introduction to the book in 1.1-3 identifies Jeremiah as a priest from the city of Ana
thoth in the territory of the tribe of Benjamin. He is therefore a descendant of the priestly
line of Eli, who presided as high priest in the sanctuary at Shiloh in the early years of
Israel's history in the land (1 Sam. chs 1-4). Elide priests served as Israel's chief priests
until the reign of King Solomon, who expelled Abiathar from Jerusalem to Anathoth in
favor of Zadok, a high priest under David who founded the Zadokite priestly line in Jeru
salem (1 Kings chs 1-2). The introduction further states that Jeremiah spoke from the thir
teenth year of the reign of King Josiah son of Amon of Judah (627 BCE), through the reign
of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah (608-598), and until the end of the eleventh year of King
Zedekiah son of Josiah (597-586) when Jerusalem went into exile.
Thus, like Moses, who was of Levitical descent, Jeremiah is a priest and prophet who
guided his people for forty years-often in the face of stiff opposition-but, unlike Moses
who led the people from Egypt into the promised land, Jeremiah saw the exile of his
people from that same promised land and lived out his own days in Egypt. He was a con
stant opponent of King Jehoiakim, an Egyptian sympathizer who led his nation into war
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against Babylonia, and of King Zedekiah, a Babylonian appointee who was unable to
prevent a second war against Babylonia. Jeremiah claimed that Judah must submit to Bab
ylonia or suffer the consequences, and he pointed to the destruction of his own ancestral
sanctuary at Shiloh to make his point: The people must observe God's teaching (torah), in
cluding its moral injunctions and its portrayal of Egypt as Israel's oppressor, rather than
rely on the security symbolized by the existence of the Jerusalem Temple. He adhered to
earlier traditions, especially Deuteronomy, which reflects a similar viewpoint concerning
the necessity of observing torah and the consequences for failing to do so. Indeed, his
oracles also frequently cite the earlier words of the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz, who
spoke during the 8th century when Assyria threatened Israel, but Jeremiah apparently be
lieved that Isaiah's words of judgment-and restoration-would not be realized until his
own time, when the Babylonians would replace the Assyrians as God's agent of punish
ment. He was repeatedly imprisoned and castigated as a traitor for his views. When the
Babylonians offered him a comfortable life in exile in recognition for his efforts, he refused
it in order to remain with his people and begin the process of rebuilding even though the
exile had just begun. Ultimately, Jeremiah fled to Egypt (ch 43), and he likely died there.

The Composition of Jeremiah
that Jeremiah wrote his own book as well as the books
of Kings and Lamentations (b. B. Bat. 15a). The modern view is that, although the book of
Jeremiah contains an extensive collection of the prophet's oracles, the present form of
the book is not entirely the work of Jeremiah. The prophet's oracles appear in a narrative
biographical framework in which other writers provide information about the prophet,
the circumstances in which he spoke, and the major events of his life. Thus, the introduc
tion in 1 .1-3 provides basic information concerning Jeremiah's identity, home, and the
years of his prophetic career; a series of prophetic word formulas ("the word which came
to Jeremiah from the LoRD" [7.1; 11.1; etc.]) introduce each of the major sections of the
book. Jeremiah's oracles appear primarily in chs 2-25, 3o-31, and 46--5 1, but they are inter
spersed with narratives, especially in chs 26-29, 32-45, and 52, that provide important in
formation concerning the circumstances in which he spoke.
The book itself claims that the prophet's companion, the scribe Baruch ben Neriah,
wrote several versions of Jeremiah's oracles (see esp. ch 36), and this may account for
many of the narratives about the prophet. Furthermore, the literary style of the narratives
and their overall perspective concerning the relationship between God and Israel corre
spond markedly to the narrative traditions of the books of Kings. Some modern scholars
therefore maintain that Jeremiah and perhaps Baruch are associated with circles that com
posed the Deuteronomistic History (Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings; see
p. 453). Nevertheless, these observations do not account for the full compositional history
of the book. Jeremiah appears in two versions: the Hebrew Masoretic Text that appears in
all Jewish Bibles and that stands as the basis for the book in Protestant Christian circles,
and the Greek Septuagint version that originally served as Scripture in the Roman
RABBINIC TRADITION MAINTAINS
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Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Christian traditions. Although the Greek version contains
many of the same oracles and narratives as the Hebrew version, it is approximately one
eighth shorter and its content appears in a. markedly different order; for instance, the
oracles concerning the nations appear as chs 46-51 in the Hebrew version, but in the
Greek version they appear as chs 25-31 with a different sequence of nations. Because the
text of the Greek version corresponds with fragments of a Hebrew version of Jeremiah
found among the Dead Sea Scrolls, many interpreters argue that the Greek version of the
book represents an early edition of Jeremiah that was later expanded and rearranged to
form the present Hebrew edition of the book. Other fragments of Jeremiah that corre
spond to the Hebrew Masoretic Text also appear among the Dead Sea Scrolls, indicating
that the two versions of the book circulated among Jews for several centuries following
the lifetime of the prophet. This of course points to the likelihood that writers other than
Jeremiah or Baruch had a hand in the book's composition. The fact that 51.64 ends "Thus
far the words of Jeremiah," but the book contains an additional chapter, is but one reflec
tion of its complicated editorial history. Many modem scholars believe that an original
Jeremianic core, largely poetic in nature, was supplemented by prose authors from the
school of Deuteronomy, who re-edited the book and brought it more in line with Deutero
nomic ideas and terminology. Though this theory has much to commend it, it is very diffi
cult to disentangle the editorial layers of the book.

Guide to Reading
ALTHOUGH THE INTRODUCTION to the book indicates that Jeremiah spoke for a period of
forty years from the reign of Josiah to the exile of Jerusalem, the order of the oracles and
narratives in the book does not appear in a strictly chronological sequence. (This is not
unusual; of the larger prophetic books, only Ezekiel is ordered chronologically.) There is
some tendency to organize material topically in sections of the book (a collection of royal
oracles begins in 21.11; a collection against false prophets begins in 23.9; the oracles
against the nations are collected in chs 46-51). However, the main determinant of the se
quence of materials is the concern to reflect upon the significance of the destruction of Je
rusalem and the Babylonian exile. The book begins with the early oracles of Jeremiah and
continues through the destruction of Jerusalem, but it frequently looks back into earlier
periods to provide some perspectives on the later disaster as it proceeds through the
prophet's career. Although Jeremiah clearly struggles with God over the nature of his pro
phetic role and message, the book attempts to defend God's righteousness by arguing that
the people themselves brought punishment upon themselves by failing to observe God's
torah and that God would act to restore Israel to Jerusalem once the punishment was over.
Modern theology might justifiably raise questions about such premises, especially in the
aftermath of the Holocaust, but the book of Jeremiah is the product of people who were
adamant in their belief in God's righteousness and their adherence to Jewish tradition.
Talmudic tradition claims that the book of Jeremiah is primarily a book of destruction
(b. B. Bat. 14b), but it clearly points beyond the seventy years of punishment (ch 25) to a
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time when Jerusalem and the Temple would be rebuilt and the streets of Jerusalem filled
with "the sound of mirth and gladness, the voice of bridegroom and bride, the voice of
those who cry, 'Give thanks to the LoRD of Hosts, for the LoRD is good, for His kindness is
everlasting!' " (33 .11). In the end, the book of Jeremiah is the product of a debate within
Jewish circles from the late monarchy and the exilic periods concerning the question of
theodicy or the righteousness of God. Although fully aware of the theological problems
posed by the destruction of the Temple and the exile of the Jewish people, the book affirms
God's existence and righteousness as well as the future of the restored nation Israel on its
land.

Summary of Contents
STRUCTURALLY, THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH can be presented as including seventeen sections.
With the exception of the concluding narrative concerning the fall of Jerusalem, which
appears to be a modified version of 2 Kings 24.18-25.30, each section begins with a form of
the prophetic word formula, "the word which came to Jeremiah from the LORD."
I. Jeremiah's early oracles concerning Jerusalem and Judah
1.1-6.30
7.1-10.25
II. Jeremiah's Temple sermon
III. Jeremiah's lament concerning Judah's broken cpvenant with God 1 1 . 1-13.27
IV. The great drought and Judah's coming punishment
14.1-17.27
V. The symbolic action of the potter and the jug
18.1-20.18
21.1-24.10
VI. Jeremiah's oracles concerning the House of David
and the prophets
25.1-29-32
VII. Submission to Babylonia
30.1-31.40
VIII. Jeremiah's book of consolation
32.1-33·26
IX. Symbolic actions and oracles concerning the restoration
34· 1-7
X. Jeremiah's oracle concerning King Zedekiah
34·8-22
XI. The oracle concerning slaves
35·1-39·18
XII. The fall of Jerusalem
40.1-43-13
XIII. The assassination of Gedaliah and its consequences
44·1-40
XIV. Jeremiah's oracle in Egypt
45·1-5
XV. Jeremiah's oracle to Baruch
46.1-51.64
XVI. Oracles concerning the nations
52.1-34
XVII. Concluding narrative concerning the fall of Jerusalem
[MARVIN A. SWEENEY]
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1 The words of Jeremiah son of Hilkiah, one of the

priests at Anathoth in the territory of Benjamin. 2 The
word of the LoRD came to him in the days of King Josiah
son of Amon of Judah, in the thirteenth year of his reign,
3 and throughout the days of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah
of Judah, and until the end of the eleventh year of King
Zedekiah son of Josiah of Judah, when Jerusalem went
into exile in the fifth month.

4 The word of the LORD came to me:
5

6

7

8

Before I created you in the womb, I selected you;
Before you were born, I consecrated you;
I appointed you a prophet concerning the
nations.

I replied:
Ah, Lord Goo!
I don't know how to speak,
For I am still a boy.
And the LoRD said to me:
Do not say, "I am still a boy,"
But go wherever I send you
And speak whatever I command you.
Have no fear of them,
For I am with you to deliver you
-declares the LORD.

1 .1-6.30: Jeremiah's early oracles.

The first major unit of the book
contains the superscription or in
troduction to the book as a whole
(1.1-3), Jeremiah's account of his
commissioning as a prophet by
God (1.4-10), his account of the
two visions that confirmed his
prophetic role and characterized
his message (1.11-19), and a
lengthy selection of oracles con
cerning Jerusalem, Judah, and Is
rael, most of which announced
punishment in an effort to per
suade them to return to God. Jer.
1.1-2.3 and 2.4-28; 3·4 (or 4.1-2)
serve as the first two of the three
haftarot of rebuke prior to the gth
of Av, which commemorates the
destruction of the Temple. In addi
tion, Sephardi synagogues read
1.1-2.3 as the haftarah for Shemot
(Exod. 1.1-6.1) because of the par
allels between the life of Moses
and the life of Jeremiah; they are

the two prophets who attempt to
refuse the divine call.
1.1-3: The introduction to the
book of Jeremiah. Prophetic

books normally begin with a su
perscription that identifies the
prophet and provides historical
background (see !sa. 1.1; Ezek.
1.1-3). 1: Hi/kia/1 is one of the
priests at Anat/wt/1, which would
make him a descendant of the
Elide priest Abiathar. King
Solomon expelled Abiathar from
Jerusalem to Anathoth so that
Zadok would serve as the sole
high priest in Jerusalem (1 Kings
2.26-27; see also 1 Sam. chs 22-23;
2 Sam. 8.17; 1 Kings ch 1). Jere
miah is therefore descended from
the high priest Eli of the Temple
at Shiloh (1 Sam. chs 1-4). Rab
binic tradition maintains that Jere
miah is also the descendant of
the proselyte Rahab from Jericho

1 . 1-1.8

(see Josh. chs z; 6) and Joshua
(Sifre N11mbers 78; b. Meg. 14b).
Anat/wt/1 is often identified with
the modern village Anata, about
5 km (3 mi) northeast of Jerusalem,
although the biblical site is actu
ally about a kilometer ( half mile)
to the southwest. Josh. 21.18 and
1 Chron. 6.60 identify it as a Leviti
cal town in the territory of Benja
min. 2-3: Jeremiah prophesied for
forty years, from the thirteenth year
of Josiah (627 BCE) until the elev
enth year of Zedekiah (586) when
the Temple was destroyed (see
2 Kings ch 25; Jer. ch 52). Rabbinic
tradition compares Jeremiah to
Moses, a prophet and Levitical
priest who led Israel in the wilder
ness for forty years (Pesik. Rab. xiii.
112a).

1 .4-10: The prophet's commis

sion. Prophets often relate the way
they were commissioned by God
(see Exod. ch 3; Isa. ch 6; Ezek.
chs 1-3). The accounts of commis
sioning share certain commonali
ties, such as the prophet being
"sent" as a divine messenger. Yet
each account is different, reflecting
the particular role and personality
of the individual prophet. The
commissioning of Jeremiah is
most similar to that of Moses in
Exod. ch 3 in that he is reluctant to
accept his commission and re
ceives encouragement from God.
4: Jeremiah employs a typical pro
phetic word formula to introduce
statements by God (see 1 Sam.
15.10; 1 Kings 6.11; Jer. 7.1; 11.1;
Ezek. 6.1; 7.1; Hos. 1.1; Joel 1.1;
Mic. 1.1; Zeph. 1.1). The formula
serves as an important marker
for the literary subdivisions in
prophetic books. 5: Because the
book of Jeremiah contains little
material attributed to the reign
of Josiah (see 3.6; cf. 22.11-17),
some suppose that Jeremiah was
commissioned as a prophet at his
birth in the thirteenth year of Jo
siah, making him eighteen years
old at Josiah's death in 6og BCE.
6-8: Like Moses, Jeremiah con
tends that he is inadequate to
the task of prophecy, but God
overcomes his objections with
the assurance, I am with you
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1 .9-1. 18

9 The LoRD put out His hand and touched my mouth,

and the LoRD said to me: Herewith I put My words into
your mouth.
10
See, I appoint you this day
Over nations and kingdoms:
To uproot and to pull down,
To destroy and to overthrow,
To build and to plant.

11 The word of the LoRD came to me: What do you see,
Jeremiah? I replied: I see a branch of an almond tree.•
12
The LoRD said to me:
You have seen right,
For I am watchfulb to bring My word to pass.
13 And the word of the LORD came to me a second time:
What do you see? I replied:
I see a steaming pot,
<Tipped away from the north.-<
14
And the LoRD said to me:
From the north shall disaster break loose
Upon all the inhabitants of the land!
15
For I am summoning all the peoples
Of the kingdoms of the north
-declares the LoRD.
They shall come, and shall each set up a throne
Before the gates of Jerusalem,
Against its walls roundabout,
And against all the towns of Judah.
16
And I will argue My case against themd
For all their wickedness:
They have forsaken Me
And sacrificed to other gods
And worshiped the works of their hands.
17

18

So you, gird up your loins,
Arise and speak to them
All that I command you.
Do not break down before them,
Lest I break you before them.
I make you this day
A fortified city,
And an iron pillar,
And bronze walls
Against the whole land-

b Heb. shoqed.
a Heb. shaqed.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d I.e., against ferrtsnlem and judn/1.
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(see Exod. 3.1 1-12; 4.1o-17; cf.
Isaiah's statement in Isa. 6.5--U).
9-10: As with Isaiah, a divine
touch of the mouth prepares Jere
miah for prophecy (d. Isa. 6.6-7;
Ezek. 3.1-3). The prophet's com
mission to speak includes four
verbs of destruction and two of
restoration to signify that in terms
of the major themes of his mes
sage, destruction would predomi
nate (cf. 12.14-17; 18.5-10; 24.6;
31.28, 40; 42.10; 45-4)-

1.1 1-19: Two symbolic visions.
Symbolic visions frequently ac
company the commissioning of a
prophet (see Exod. ch 3; Isa. ch 6;
Ezek. chs 1-3) and illustrate as
pects of the prophet's message (see
1 Kings ch 19; Ezek. chs 4-5; 8-n;
37; 4o-48; Amos chs 7-9; Zech.
1.7-6.15). Jeremiah's visions are
formulated like those of the
chronologically earlier Amos
7·7-9; 8.1-14 and the later Zech.
chs 4-5. 1 1-12: A pun upon the
word "shaked," almond tree, and
"shoked," "watching." The al
mond tree is one of the first trees
to blossom in the spring, signify
ing God's resolve to bring about
the divine word concerning Jeru
salem and Judah. A recently dis
covered ivory pomegranate blos
som, believed to have come from
the excavation of biblical Jerusa
lem, apparently was formed to fit
on the end of a staff. The inscrip
tion on the pomegranate, "belong
ing to the Temple of the Lord, holy
to the priests," indicates that it
probably served as the cap for a
priest's or Levite's staff in the Jeru
salem Temple. The image also ap
pears in Num. ch 17, where the
sprouting of almond blossoms on
Aaron's and the Levites' staffs
marks them as the divinely chosen
priests of Israel. It seems likely
that Jeremiah's vision was based
upon the image of a Levitical staff
(d. Zech. ch 11, in which the priest
and prophet Zechariah employs
a staff for a prophetic vision).
13-19: Another pun: a steaming
pot that is tipped and emptied from
the north to portray the enemy that
will bring judgment to Jerusalem
from the north. Perhaps another Le-
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Against Judah's kings and officers,
And against its priests and citizens!
They will attack you,
But they shall not overcome you;
For I am with you-declares the LoRD-to save
you.

2 The word of the LoRD came to me, saying, 2 Go pro

3

4

s

claim to Jerusalem: Thus said the LoRD:
I accounted to your favor
The devotion of your youth,
Your love as a brideHow you followed Me in the wilderness,
In a land not sown.
Israel was holy to the LORD,
The first fruits of His harvest.
All who ate of it were held guilty;
-declares the LoRD.
Disaster befell them
Hear the word of the LORD, 0 House of Jacob,
Every clan of the House of Israel!
Thus said the LoRD:
What wrong did your fathers find in Me
That they abandoned Me
And went after delusion and were deluded?

n Lit. "tire people of tlre ln11d. "

vi tical image: a pot used in the
preparation of sacrificial meat (d.
1 Sam. 2.12-17; Ezek. 24.1-14). Be
cause biblical Jerusalem was pro
tected by valleys to the east, south,
and west, it was most vulnerable
to attack from the north where the
Temple stood. Since the Arabian
desert makes an approach against
the land of Israel from the east
very difficult, ancient Mesopo
tamian invaders typically traveled
through Aram (modern Syria) to
attack Israel from the north. So
the north would be the expected
direction of attack for any enemy;
in the early chs in Jeremiah, this
enemy from the north is not yet
identified, and takes on near
mythological connotations. The
prophet's task is to condemn his
own kings, officials, and people for
wrongdoing, but God promises to
stand by him (d. 1.8) throughout
the ordeal.

2.1-6.30: Jeremiah's summons to

repentance directed to Jerusalem
and Judah. An early speech by the

prophet in which he attempts to
persuade his audience to repent
from their wrongdoing and wor
ship of foreign gods so that they
might return to God. Although
these chs are clearly directed to Je
rusalem and Judah in their present
form (see 2.1-2; 4·3-6.30), many
believe that the oracles in 2.2-4.2
were originally addressed by the
prophet to the people of the for
mer Northern Kingdom of Israel,
destroyed by the Assyrians a cen
tury earlier (see 2 Kings ch 17). Jer
emiah would have attempted to
persuade them to accept the rule
of King Josiah and the religious
authority of the Jerusalem Temple,
thereby reuniting all Israel as in
the days of David and Solomon
(see 2 Sam. chs 5-24; 1 Kings chs
1-11). The section was expanded

1 . 1 9-2 . 5

with an address to Jerusalem and
Judah as well when it became ap
parent that King Josiah's death at
the hands of the Egyptian Pharaoh
Neco (2 Kings 23.28-30; 2 Chron.
35.2o-27) signaled that Judah, like
Israel before it, faced the very real
possibility of invasion and exile.

2.1-3.5: God's divorce proceed

ings against Israel. The prophet
begins with a lengthy speech that
metaphorically portrays God's in
tention to "divorce" Israel. The use
of the marriage metaphor was
common among the prophets to
portray the relationship between
God and Israel (see Hos. chs 1-3;
Isa. chs 4o-55, esp. ch 54; Zeph.
3.14-20; Ezek. ch 16; 24.15-17).
2.1-3: The prophet relates God's
instructions to Go proclaim to Jerrr 
salem. The reference to Jerusalem is
missing in the Septuagint, which
may reflect an earlier version of
the book. Lacking this reference,
the speech is directed to Israel,
which is called to return to Zion or
Jerusalem (3.14-4.2) in keeping
with Josiah's attempts to reunite
all Israel. God recalls the early pe
riod of the relationship with Israel
in the wilderness as an ideal time,
much like the northern Israelite
prophet Hosea (Hos. 2.16-20). In
contrast to the northern prophets
Jeremiah and Hosea, the Zadokite
priest and prophet Ezekiel and the
wilderness traditions of the Torah
depict the wilderness period as a
time of Israel's rebellion against
God. The use of priestly imagery is
consistent with Jeremiah's identity
as a priest. 2.4-3.5: God's speech
to Israel appears in the form of a
courtroom statement in which a
husband seeks a divorce from his
wife. 2.4: The "call to attention"
formula typically introduces pub
lic presentations, such as songs,
diplomatic statements, prophetic
oracles, and instructional speeches
(d. Judg. 5.3; 2 Kings 18.28-29; Isa.
1. 10; Ezek. 3.6; Hos. 4.1; Amos 3.1;
Prov. 7.24). 5-1 1 : God claims to
have been abandoned by the peo
ple, despite having led them out of
Egypt and through the wilderness
to the promised land. Biblical tra
dition maintains that proper moral
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J EREMIAH 2 . 6-2 . 1 6
6

7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16

They never asked themselves, "Where is the LoRD,
Who brought us up from the land of Egypt,
Who led us through the wilderness,
A land of deserts and pits,
A land of drought and darkness,
A land no man had traversed,
Where no human being had dwelt?"
I brought you to this country of farm land
To enjoy its fruit and its bounty;
But you came and defiled My land,
You made My possession abhorrent.
The priests never asked themselves, "Where is the
LoRn?"
The guardians of the Teaching ignored Me;
The rulers• rebelled against Me,
And the prophets prophesied by Baal
And followed what can do no good.
Oh, I will go on accusing you
-declares the LoRD
And I will accuse your children's children!
Just cross over to the isles of the Kittim and look,
Send to Kedar and observe carefully;
See if aught like this has ever happened:
Has any nation changed its gods
Even though they are no-gods?
But My people has exchanged its glory
For what can do no good.
Be appalled, 0 heavens, at this;
Be horrified, utterly dazed!
-says the LoRD.
For My people have done a twofold wrong:
They have forsaken Me, the Fount of living
waters,
And hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns,
Which cannot even hold water.
Is Israel a bondman?
Is he a home-born slave?
Then why is he given over to plunder?
Lions have roared over him,
Have raised their cries.
They have made his land a waste,
His cities desolate, without inhabitants.
Those, too, in Noph and Tahpanhesb
<·Will lay bare-< your head.

a Lit. "s/1epherds"; cf 3-15; 23.1 /f
b Cities in Egypt. The Egyptians, like the Assyrians, will prove a disappointment; cf v. 36.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uucertain.

-92.4 -

behavior and ritual observance
maintains the purity of the land of
Israel, but immorality and apos
tasy defile it (see Leviticus; Ezek.
ch 18; Hos. ch 4). 10: The isles of the
Kittim refers to the Greek islands
or Cyprus, and Kedar refers to a
confederation of Arab tribes in the
north Arabian desert (see Gen.
25.13; Isa. 42.11; Jer. 49.28-29;
Ezek. 27.21). The point is that even
if you look far and wide, no corn
parable action has transpired.
1 2-28: God's specific accusations
against Israel include both political
and religious charges,which are
understood as connected: God is
abandoned for Egypt. 1 4: This
type of rhetorical question is very
typical of Jeremiah (so, e.g., in
v. 31). 16: Noph and Tahpanhes refer
to the Egyptian cities of Memphis,
the ancient capital of Egypt, and
Tahpanhes, a northeastern Nile
Delta city fortified by Pharaoh
Psarnrnetichus I (664-610 BCE).
Psarnrnetichus and his son Neco
later allied with the Assyrians
against Babylonia, and Neco killed
King Josiah in 6og, putting an end
to Judah's attempts to gain inde
pendence from the Assyrians.
God's speech likens Judah's sub
mission to Egypt and Assyria as a
return to Egyptian bondage and
pagan gods (cf. Isa. 10.2o-26).
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J E R E M I A H 2 . 1 7-2 . 25

See, •that is the price you have paid
For forsaking the LORD your God ·•
b-While He led you in the way:b
What, then, is the good of your going to Egypt
To drink the waters of the Nile?
And what is the good of your going to Assyria
To drink the waters of the Euphrates?
Let your misfortune reprove you,
Let your afflictions rebuke you;
Mark well how bad and bitter it is
That you forsake the LoRD your God,
That awe for Me is not in you
-declares the Lord Goo of Hosts.
For long ago you broke your yoke,
Tore off your yoke-bands,
And said, "I will not work!"d
On every high hill and under every verdant tree,
You recline as a whore.
I planted you with noble vines,
All with choicest seed;
Alas, I find you changed
Into a base, an alien vine!
Though you wash with natron
And use much lye,
Your guilt is ingrained before Me
-declares the Lord Goo.
How can you say, "I am not defiled,
I have not gone after the Baalim"?
Look at your deeds in the Valley,•
Consider what you have done!
Like a lustful she-camel,
b·Restlessly running about,·b
Or like a wild ass used to the desert,
Snuffing the wind in her eagerness,
Whose passion none can restrain,
None that seek her need grow weary
In her season, they'll find her!
c

Save your foot from going bare,
And your throat from thirst.
But you say, "It is no use.
No, I love the strangers/

11-11

Lit. "t/111/ is wlwt your jorsaki11g tlze Lorw your God is doi11g to you . "
b-b Meaning of Heb. rmcertnin.
c For tire jor111, cf shaqqamti, fudg. 5-7; others "I."
d Following tire kethib; qere "trmrsgress."
e I.e., ojHimro111; cf 7·31-Jl; J2.J5·
f I.e., otlrer gods.
-925 -

23-24: Images of animals in heat
symbolize Israel's eagerness to ac
cept other gods in place of her
"husband" the LoRD. Throughout
his lifetime, Jeremiah called for
Judah to ally with Babylonia and
to reject alliance with Egypt and
Assyria (see chs 27-29).

J E RE M I A H 2 . 26-2 . 3 5
26

27

28

29
30

31

32

33

34

35

And after them I must go."
Like a thief chagrined when he is caught,
So is the House of Israel chagrined
They, their kings, their officers,
And their priests and prophets.
They said to wood, "You are my father,"
To stone, "You gave birth to me,"
While to Me they turned their backs
And not their faces.
But in their hour of calamity they cry,
"Arise and save us!"
And where are those gods
You made for yourself?
Let them arise and save you, if they can,
In your hour of calamity.
For your gods have become, 0 Judah,
As many as your towns!
Why do you call Me to account?
You have all rebelled against Me
-declares the LoRD.
To no purpose did I smite your children;
They would not accept correction.
Your sword has devoured your prophets
Like a ravening lion.
•·o generation, behold·• the word of the LoRD!
Have I been like a desert to Israel,
Or like a land of deep gloom?
Then why do My people say, "We have broken
loose,
We will not come to You any more?"
Can a maiden forget her jewels,
A bride her adornments?
Yet My people have forgotten Me
Days without number.
How skillfully you plan your way
To seek out love!
Why, you have even taught
The worst of women your ways.
Moreover, on your garments is found
The lifeblood of the innocent poor
You did not catch them breaking in.b
•·Yet, despite all these things,·•
You say, "I have been acquitted;
Surely, His anger has turned away from me."

n-n Menning of Hrb. uncrrtnin.
b In wiJiciJ cnsr tl1rre mig/If lmvr beru nn exwse for killing them; cf Exod. 22. 1 .
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2.29-3.5: God depicts Israel as an

adulterous wife to confirm the
grounds for a "divorce." Cf. Deut.
24.1-4, which forbids a man to re
marry his divorced wife after she
has married another man. Jere
miah, in contrast to most earlier
prophets, demonstrates his famil
iarity with a range of Torah texts.
This might reflect the gradual
coming together of the Torah as a
book in the late preexilic period
and/or Jeremiah's knowledge of
these traditions as a priest (see
18.18).
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Lo, I will bring you to judgment
For saying, "I have not sinned."
36

37

How you cheapen yourself,
By changing your course!
You shall be put to shame through Egypt,
Just as you were put to shame through Assyria.
From this way, too, you will come out
•·With your hands on your head;·•
For the LORD has rejected those you trust,
You will not prosper with them.

3 [The word of the LoRD carne to me] as follows: If a

man divorces his wife, and she leaves him and marries
another man, can he ever go back to her? Would not such
a land be defiled?b Now you have whored with many
lovers: can you return to Me?-says the LoRD.

2

3

4
5

Look up to the bare heights, and see:
Where have they not lain with you?
You waited for them on the roadside
Like a bandit< in the wilderness.
And you defiled the land
With your whoring and your debauchery.
And when showers were withheld
And the late rains did not come,
You had the brazennessd of a street woman,
You refused to be ashamed.
Just now you called to Me, "Father!
You are the Companion of my youth.
Does one hate" for all time?
Does one rage" forever?"
That is how you spoke;
You did wrong, and '·had your way:'

6 The LoRD said to me in the days of King Josiah: Have
you seen what Rebel Israel did, going to every high
mountain and under every leafy tree, and whoring there?
7 I thought: After she has done all these things, she will
come back to Me. But she did not come back; and her sis
ter, Faithless Judah, saw it. 8 I noted: Because Rebel Israel
had committed adultery, I cast her off and handed her a
bill of divorce; yet her sister, Faithless Judah, was not
afraid-she too went and whored. 9 Indeed, the land was
a-a A gesture of wild grief cf 2 Sa111. 1 3 . 1 9.
b Cf Deut. 24.1-4.
c Lit. "Arab."
d Lit. 'jon·IIcad."
e Cf Akkadian pam/leis nodaru ond shomaru.
}} Meaniug of Hcb. zmcertai11.

JEREMIAH 2 . 3 6-3.9
3.6-10: Israel's and Judah's "adul

tery." Jeremiah relates God's ear
lier conversation with him about
northern Israel and Judah during
the days of King Josiah. He contin
ues the metaphorical portrayal of
Israel and Judah as God's wives.
Whereas Israel left God to pursue
other "lovers" or gods, Judah is
insincere because she still claims
to be God's "wife" despite her
"adultery."

JEREMIAH 3 . 10-3 .22
defiled by her casual immorality, as she committed adul
tery with stone and with wood! 1 0 And after all that, her
sister, Faithless Judah, did not return to Me wholeheart
edly, but insincerely-declares the LoRD.
11 And the LoRD said to me: Rebel Israel has shown her
self more in the right than Faithless Judah. 12 Go, make
this proclamation toward the north, and say: Turn back, 0
Rebel Israel-declares the LoRD. I will not look on you in
anger, for I am compassionate-declares the LoRD; I do
not bear a grudge for all time. 13 Only recognize your sin;
for you have transgressed against the LoRD your God,
and scattered your favorsb among strangers under every
leafy tree, and you have not heeded Me-declares the
LORD.
1 4 Turn back, rebellious children-declares the LORD.
Since I have espoused< you, I will take you, one from a
town and two from a clan, and bring you to Zion. 1 5 And I
will give you shepherdsd after My own heart, who will
pasture you with knowledge and skill.
1 6 And when you increase and are fertile in the land, in
those days-declares the LoRD-men shall no longer
speak of the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD, nor shall it
come to mind. They shall not mention it, or miss it, or
make another. 17 At that time, they shall call Jerusalem
"Throne of the LoRD," and all nations shall assemble
there, in the name of the LoRD, at Jerusalem. They• shall
no longer follow the willfulness of their evil hearts. 18 In
those days, the House of Judah shall go with the House of
Israel; they shall come together from the land of the north
to the land I gave your fathers as a possession.
1 9 I had resolved to adopt you as My child, and I gave
you a desirable land-the fairest heritage of all the na
tions; and I thought you would surely call Me "Father,"
and never cease to be loyal to Me. 20 Instead, you have
broken faith with Me, as a woman breaks faith with a
paramour, 0 House of Israel-declares the LoRD.
21

Hark! On the bare heights is heard
The suppliant weeping of the people of Israel,
For they have gone a crooked way,
Ignoring the LoRD their God.

22

Turn back, 0 rebellious children,
I will heal your afflictions!

a She deserted her Godfor idols ofstone and wood.
b Lit. "ways. "
c Meaning of Heb. ba'alti uncertain; compare 31 .32.
d Meauing of Heb. uucertain.
e I.e., Israel and Judah.
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3.11-6.30: God's appeal for the
return of Israel and Judah. Not
withstanding the law of divorce
in Deut. 24.1-4, God shows mercy
by calling upon Israel and Judah
to return (cf. Hos. chs 2-3; 14).
3.1 1-17: Israel's experience of
destruction, exile, and potential
restoration to Zion or Jerusalem
is a model for the experience of
Judah. 1 2: Tum back is a technical
term meaning "to repent." In the
Torah, it is first found in Deut.
4-)0, and elsewhere in Deuteron
omy. This thus represents one of
the many connections between
Deuteronomy and Jeremiah.
16: The Ark of the Covenant, con
structed in the wilderness at the
time of the exodus to hold the
tablets of the covenant (Exod.
25.1o-22; 37.1-9; Deut. 10.1-5; cf.
Num. 10.35-36), symbolized di
vine presence in Solomon's Tem
ple (see 1 Kings 8.1-13; 2 Chron.
5.1-14). When the Temple was de
stroyed, no mention was made
of the fate of the Ark (see 2 Kings
ch 25; Jer. ch 52), suggesting that it
had disappeared earlier. Accord
ing to 2 Mace. 2.1-8, Jeremiah hid
the Ark in a cave on Mt. Nebo or
Pisgah in Moab, where Moses was
buried (Deut. 32.49-52; 34.1-8).
Rabbinic tradition maintains that
Josiah hid the Ark so that it would
not be taken to Babylon (b. Yoma
53b; y. 5/zek. 6:1; 49c). The ark that
houses Torah scrolls in synagogues
symbolizes the ancient Ark of the
Covenant. 3.1 8-6.30: God calls
for Judah's repentance as well.
3.1 8-25: The reunification of Israel
and Judah was a major goal of
Josiah's program of religious re
form and national restoration. The
return of all twelve tribes of Israel
to the restored Jerusalem Temple is
the foundation of Jewish thought
concerning the days of the Mes
siah and the world to come (see
Ezek. chs 4o-48). The ingathering
of all the exiles is likewise an im
portant motif in modern Zionism.
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23

24

25

"Here we are, we caine to You,
For You, 0 LORD, are our God!
•·Surely, futility comes from the hills,
Confusion from the mountains:•
Only through the LoRD our God
Is there deliverance for IsraeL
But the Shameful Thingb has consumed
The possessions of our fathers ever since our
youthTheir flocks and herds,
Their sons and daughters.
Let us lie down in our shame,
Let our disgrace cover us;
For we have sinned against the LORD our God,
We and our fathers from our youth to this day,
And we have not heeded the LoRD our God."

4

If you return, 0 Israel -declares the LoRD
If you return to Me,
If you remove your abominations from My
presence
And do not waver,
2
And <·swear, "As the LoRD lives,"·c
In sincerity, justice, and righteousness
Nations shall bless themselves by youd
And praise themselves by you.d
3 For thus said the LoRD to the men of Judah and to Je
rusalem:

4

5

Break up the untilled ground,
And do not sow among thorns.
Open• your hearts to the LoRD,
Remove the thickening about your hearts0 men of Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem
Lest My wrath break forth like fire,
And burn, with none to quench it,
Because of your wicked acts.
Proclaim in Judah,
Announce in Jerusalem,
And say:
"Blow the horn in the land!"
Shout aloud and say:
"Assemble, and let us go

n-n I.e., tlze pngnn rites celebmted on t/Je /Jills nrcfutile; exnct force of Heb. uncertnin.
b Heb. Bosheth, n contemptuous substitute for Bnnl.
c-c I.e., profess tlze worsl1ip of t/Je LoRD.
d Heb. "/Jim. "
e Lit. "circumcise"; cf Deut. 10.16 nnd 30.6.

JEREMIAH 3 -23-4·5
4.1-4: God's call for Judah's re
pentance is the primary goal of
the larger text in chs 2-6. Vv. 1-2
conclude the haftarah reading of
2.4-28; 3+ 4.1-2 for the parashah
of Mase'ei (Num. 33-1-36.13), the
second of the three haftarot of re
buke prior to the 9th of Av, to
illustrate the principle that
restoration will follow punish
ment. 4: The imagery of circum
cision (Open, lit. "circumcise," see
translators' note e) symbolizes the
rejuvenation of the covenant be
tween God and Israel (see Gen.
ch 17). 4.5-6..30: Evil from the north:
Although this passage is later read
as a reference to the invasions of
Judah by the Babylonians-who
would have approached from the
north in 597, 588 and 582 BCE (see
2 Kings chs 24-25; Jer. 41-43; 52)
some maintain that early in Jere
miah, the enemy from the north
was thought to be the Scythians.
According to the ancient Greek
historian Herodotus (5th century
BCE), the Scythians were a horse
back-mounted people from the
Caucasus (cf. 4.13; 6.22-23) who
threatened Philistia and Judah in
the 7th century BCE. 4.5-31: The
question of theodicy or divine
righteousness in the face of eviL
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J E R E M I A H 4 . 6-4 . 1 4
6

7

8

9

Into the fortified cities!"
Set up a signpost: To Zion.
Take refuge, do not delay!
For I bring evil from the north,
And great disaster.
The lion has come up from his thicket:
The destroyer of nations has set out,
Has departed from his place,
To make your land a desolation;
Your cities shall be ruined,
Without inhabitants.
For this, put on sackcloth,
Mourn and wail;
For the blazing anger of the LoRD
Has not turned away from us.
And in that day
-declares the LoRDThe mind of the king
And the mind of the nobles shall fail,
The priests shall be appalled,
And the prophets shall stand aghast.

10•-And I said:·• Ah, Lord Goo! Surely You have de
ceived this people and Jerusalem, saying:
It shall be well with youYet the sword threatens the very life!
1 1 At that time, it shall be said concerning this people
and Jerusalem:
The conduct of b-My poor people-b is like searing
wind
From the bare heights of the desert
It will not serve to winnow or to fan.
12
A full blast from them comes against Me:
Now I in turn will bring charges against
them.
13

14

Lo, he< ascends like clouds,
His chariots are like a whirlwind,
His horses are swifter than eagles.
Woe to us, we are ruined!
Wash your heart clean of wickedness,
0 Jerusalem, that you may be rescued.
How long will you harbor within you
Your evil designs?

a-a Septuagint reads "A11d they shall say."
b-b Lit. "the dauglrta tlrat is My people"; so, frequently, in poetry.
c I.e., tire invader of v. 7-930-

9: The officials mentioned repre
sent the secular and religious
leaders of the late exilic period.
10: Jeremiah suggests that
God has deceived the people
into thinking that all would
be well (ct Isa. 6.9-10).
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16

17

18

19

20

21

Hark, one proclaims from Dan
And announces calamity from Mount Ephraim!
Tell the nations: Here they are!
Announce concerning Jerusalem:
Watchers• are coming from a distant land,
They raise their voices against the towns of Judah.
Like guards of fields, they surround her on every
side.
For she has rebelled against Me
-declares the LoRD.
Your conduct and your acts
Have brought this upon you;
This is your bitter punishment;
It pierces your very heart.
Oh, my suffering,h my suffering!
How I writhe!
Oh, the walls of my heart!
My heart moans within me,
I cannot be silent;
For <·I hear< the blare of horns,
Alarms of war.
Disaster overtakes disaster,
For all the land has been ravaged.
Suddenly my tents have been ravaged,
In a moment, my tent cloths.
How long must I see standards
And hear the blare of horns?

22

For My people are stupid,
They give Me no heed;
They are foolish children,
They are not intelligent.
They are clever at doing wrong,
But unable to do right.

23

I look at the earth,
It is unformed and void;
At the skies,
And their light is gone.
I look at the mountains,
They are quaking;
And all the hills are rocking.
I look: no man is left,

24
25

a I.e., the i11vader ofv. 7·
b Lit. "e11lrnils."
c-c Lit. "you, 0 my bei11g, hear. " Clw11ge of voca/i:atio11 yields "/ /tear tlte blare of lwrns, I
My inner bei11g, alanns of war. "
-

93 1
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1 8: God contends that the suffer
ing of the people is a punishment
brought about by their own con
duct. 1 9: Jeremiah's clear pain at
the suffering of his own people
mirrors God's empathy at the suf
fering of the people, even if it is
brought on by their own actions.
These first-person laments by
the prophet typify Jeremiah.
23-28: The prophet draws upon
Gen. 1. 1-2.3 to argue that all cre
ation suffers as a result of human
wrongdoing. The suffering of God
and all creation is addressed by
proper human action throughout
rabbinic literature and especially
in Lurianic kabbalistic thought.

J EREMIAH 4 . 26-5 .3
26

27
28

29

30

31

5
2
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And all the birds of the sky have fled.
I look: the farm land is desert,
And all its towns are in ruin
Because of the LoRD,
Because of His blazing anger.
(For thus said the LoRD:
The whole land shall be desolate,
But I will not make an end of it.)
For this the earth mourns,
And skies are dark aboveBecause I have spoken, I have planned,
And I will not relent or turn back from it.
At the shout of horseman and bowman
The whole city flees.
They enter the thickets,
They clamber up the rocks.
The whole city is deserted,
Not a man remains there.
And you, who are doomed to ruin,
What do you accomplish by wearing crimson,
By decking yourself in jewels of gold,
By enlarging your eyes with kohl?
You beautify yourself in vain:
Lovers despise you,
They seek your life!
I hear a voice as of one in travail,
Anguish as of a woman bearing her first child,
The voice of Fair Zion
Panting, stretching out her hands:
"Alas for me! I faint
Before the killers! "
Roam the streets o f Jerusalem,
Search its squares,
Look about and take note:
You will not find a man,
There is none who acts justly,
Who seeks integrityThat I should pardon her.
Even when they say, "As the LoRD lives,"
They are sure to be swearing falsely.
0 LoRD, Your eyes look for integrity.
You have struck them, but they sensed no pain;
You have consumed them, but they would accept
no discipline.
They made their faces harder than rock,
They refused to turn back.
-932-

5.1-31: In a series of oracles that
share some similarities with the
debate between God and Abraham
over the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah (Gen. ch 18), God at
tempts to persuade Jeremiah that
the decision to pW1ish Jerusalem
is justified. 1-5: God begins by
challenging Jeremiah to find
one righteous man in the city
(cf. Gen. Rab. 49.13), but the
prophet is unable to find anyone.
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8
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Then I thought: These are just poor folk;
They act foolishly;
For they do not know the way of the LoRD,
The rules of their God.
So I will go to the wealthy
And speak with them:
Surely they know the way of the LoRD,
The rules of their God.
But they as well had broken the yoke,
Had snapped the bonds.
Therefore,
The lion of the forest strikes them down,
The wolf of the desert ravages them.
A leopard lies in wait by their towns;
Whoever leaves them will be torn in pieces.
For their transgressions are many,
Their rebellious acts unnumbered.
Why should I forgive you?
Your children have forsaken Me
And sworn by no-gods.
When I fed them their fill,
They committed adultery
And went trooping to the harlot's house.
They were •well-fed, lusty-• stallions,
Each neighing at another's wife.
Shall I not punish such deeds?
-says the LoRD
Shall I not bring retribution
On a nation such as this?
Go up among her vinesb and destroy;
Lop off her trailing branches,
For they are not of the LoRD.
(But do not make an end.)
For the House of Israel and the House of Judah
Have betrayed Me
-declares the LORD.
They have been false to the LORD
And said: "<·It is not so!·<
No trouble shall come upon us,
We shall not see sword or famine.
The prophets shall prove mere wind
For the Word is not in them;
Thus-and-thus shall be done to them! "

n-n Menning of Heb. IIIICertnin.
b Lit. "rows. "
c-c Or "Not He"; cf. De11t. 32.39; lsn. 4J.IJ.

JEREMIAH 5 ·4-5 · 1 3
13: Jeremiah complains about false
prophets. (The Heb uses the term
"prophets," which the context
shows to mean false prophets. In
many cases like this in Jeremiah,
the Greek Septuagint translates
Hebrew "prophets" as "false
prophets.") This is an important
theme in Jeremiah (d. ch 23), espe
cially after the death of Josiah
ended hopes for a Judean restora
tion that had been supported by
prophetic tradition. Jeremiah chal
lenges prophets who represent the
older tradition of Isaiah that Jeru
salem was inviolable, and would
be delivered (see chs 27-28; cf.
Isa. chs 5-12; 36-37; Zephaniah).

JEREMIAH 5 - 1 4-5 -24
14

15

16
17

Assuredly, thus said the LoRD,
The God of Hosts:
Because they• said that,
I am putting My words into your mouth as fire,
And this people shall be firewood,
Which it will consume.
Lo, I am bringing against you, 0 House of Israel,
A nation from afar
-declares the LoRD;
It is an enduring nation,
It is an ancient nation;
A nation whose language you do not know
You will not understand what they say.
b"Their quivers·b are like a yawning grave
They are all mighty men.
They will devour your harvest and food,
They will devour your sons and daughters,
They will devour your flocks and herds,
They will devour your vines and fig trees.
They will batter down with the sword
The fortified towns on which you rely.

l B But even in those days-declares the LORD-I will not
make an end of you. 19 And when they• ask, "Because of
what did the LoRD our God do all these things?" you shall
answer them, "Because you forsook Me and served alien
gods on your own land, you will have to serve foreigners
in a land not your own."
20
21

22

23
24

Proclaim this to the House of Jacob
And announce it in Judah:
Hear this, 0 foolish people,
Devoid of intelligence,
That have eyes but can't see,
That have ears but can't hear!
Should you not revere Me -says the LoRD
Should you not tremble before Me,
Who set the sand as a boundary to the sea,
As a limit for all time, not to be transgressed?
Though its waves toss, they cannot prevail;
Though they roar, they cannot pass it.
Yet this people has a wayward and defiant heart;
They have turned aside and gone their way.
They have not said to themselves,
"Let us revere the LoRD our God,
Who gives the rain,
The early and late rain in season,

a Heb. "you. "

b-b Emendation yields "Whose mouths."

NEVI'IM
1 5-17: By pointing to a nation from
afar . . . whose language you do not
know that will devour the land, Jer
emiah draws upon the prophecies
of judgment from the Isaian tradi
tion (e.g., Isa. 5.26-3o) to argue
that the time of punishment did
not conclude with the Assyrian
empire. 1 8-19: Although God will
not make a full end of the people,
a new, unnamed enemy from the
north will force the people to serve
alien gods on their own land and
foreigners in a land not their own.

NEVI'IM

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

6
2
3

4

5

Who keeps for our benefit
The weeks appointed for harvest."
It is your iniquities that have diverted these
things,
Your sins that have withheld the bounty from you.
For among My people are found wicked men,
•-Who lurk, like fowlers lying in wait;-"
They set up a trap to catch men.
As a cage is full of birds,
So their houses are full of guile;
That is why they have grown so wealthy.
They have become fat and sleek;
They bpass beyond the bounds of wickedness,-b
And they prosper.
They will not judge the case of the orphan,
Nor give a hearing to the plea of the needy.
Shall I not punish such deeds
-says the LORD
Shall I not bring retribution
On a nation such as this?
An appalling, horrible thing
Has happened in the land:
The prophets prophesy falsely,
And the priests •·rule accordingly;·•
And My people like it so.
But what will you do at the end of it?
Flee for refuge, 0 people of Benjamin,
Out of the midst of Jerusalem!
Blow the horn in Tekoa,
Set up a signal at Beth-haccerem!
For evil is appearing from the north,
And great disaster.
•·Fair Zion, the lovely and delicate,
I will destroy.·•
Against her come shepherds with their flocks,
They pitch tents all around her;
Each grazes <the sheep under his care:<
d-Prepare ford battle against her:
"Up! we will attack at noon."
"Alas for us! for day is declining,
The shadows of evening grow long."
"Up! let us attack by night,
And wreck her fortresses."

n-n Mrn11i11g of Heb. zmcertni11.
b-b Some nucicnt versions rend "have lrnnsgn•sst•d My words for c.>Pil. "
c-c U11derstn11di11g yado ns i11 Ps. 95-7d-d Lit. "Co11secrnte. ''

J E R E M I A H 5 . 25 -6 . 5
28: By charging that the people do
not judge properly the cases of the
poor and the needy, Jeremiah draws
upon the traditions of social justice
found both in the Torah (Exod.
22.21-26; Lev. 19.13-16; Deut.
14.27-29) and in the earlier proph
ets (Isa. 1.16-17; 3-13-15; Amos
2.6--7; 8-4-7). 6.1-30: Having de
spaired of finding anyone righ
teous in the city, the prophet pre
pares for the coming punishment.
1 : He begins by calling upon the
people of Benjamin to flee. The terri
tory of the tribe of Benjamin lies
immediately to the north of Jerusa
lem, the most likely approach
for an enemy invasion (d. Isa.
10.27-32; Hos. s-8-9). According to
Josh. 18.11-28, Jerusalem is in
cluded within the territory of Ben
jamin (d. Judg. 1.21; contrast Josh.
16.63). Lighting of hilltop signal
fires is to warn all Judah of the ap
proaching enemy. Tekoa is the
hometown of the prophet Amos
(Amos 1.1), located in Judah,
about 20 km (12 mi) south of Jeru
salem and 10 km (6 mi) south of
Bethlehem. The prophet is pun
ning here, using the verb "tik'u"
which plays on the place Tekoa.
Puns are especially prevalent in
Jeremiah. Beth-haccerem has been
identified as either the village 'Ain
Karim to the west of modern Jeru
salem or more likely as Ramat
Ra):lel on the southern edges of the
city. 3-1 5: The enemy brings tents
and sheep to prepare for a long
siege and cuts down trees to
prepare siegeworks for an
assault (d. Deut. 20.19-20, which
forbids Israelite soldiers to cut
down fruit trees to besiege a city).

JEREMIAH 6 . 6-6 . 1 4
6

7

8

9

10c

11

12

13

14

For thus said the LoRD of Hosts:
Hew down her trees,
And raise a siegemound against Jerusalem.
•·She is the city destined for punishment;·•
Only fraud is found in her midst.
As a well flows with water,
So she flows with wickedness.
Lawlessness and rapine are heard in her;
Before Me constantly are sickness and wounds.
Accept rebuke, 0 Jerusalem,
Lest I come to loathe you,
Lest I make you a desolation,
An uninhabited land.
Thus said the LoRD of Hosts:
b-Let them glean -b over and over, as a vine,
The remnant of Israel.
Pass your hand again,
Like a vintager,
Over its branches.
To whom shall I speak,
Give warning that they may hear?
Their ears are blocked
And they cannot listen.
See, the word of the LoRD has become for them
An object of scorn; they will have none of it.
But I am filled with the wrath of the LoRD,
I cannot hold it in.
Pour it on the infant in the street,
And on the company of youths gathered together!
Yes, men and women alike shall be captured,
Elders and those of advanced years.
Their houses shall pass to others,
Fields and wives as well,
For I will stretch out My arm
Against the inhabitants of the country
-declares the LoRD.
For from the smallest to the greatest,
They are all greedy for gain;
Priest and prophet alike,
They all act falsely.
They offer healing offhand

n-n Emendation yields "She is tile city offalseness. "
b-b Emendation yields "Glenn" (singular).
c Tile prophet speaks.

NEVI'IM
1 1-1 5: Although the prophet

warns of danger, not even the
priests or prophets who are re
sponsible for the people's welfare
heed his warning; in fact, they in
appropriately reassure the people.
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15

16

17
18
19

20

21

22

23

For the wounds of My people,
Saying, "All is well, all is well,"
When nothing is well.
They have acted shamefully;
They have done abhorrent things
Yet they do not feel shame,
And they cannot be made to blush.
Assuredly, they shall fall among the falling,
They shall stumble at the time when I punish them
-said the LoRD.
. Thus said the LORD:
Stand by the roads and consider,
Inquire about ancient paths:
Which is the road to happiness?
Travel it, and find tranquillity for yourselves.
But they said, "We will not."
And I raised up watchmen• for you:
"Hearken to the sound of the horn!"
But they said, "We will not."
Hear well, 0 nations,
And know, b-O community, what is in store for
them:b
Hear, 0 earth!
I am going to bring disaster upon this people,
The outcome of their own schemes;
For they would not hearken to My words,
And they rejected My Instruction.
What need have I of frankincense
That comes from Sheba,
Or fragrant cane from a distant land?
Your burnt offerings are not acceptable
And your sacrifices are not pleasing to Me.
Assuredly, thus said the LoRD:
I shall put before this people stumbling blocks
Over which they shall stumbleFathers and children alike,
Neighbor and friend shall perish.
Thus said the LoRD:
See, a people comes from the northland,
A great nation is roused
From the remotest parts of the earth.
They grasp the bow and javelin;
They are cruel, they show no mercy;
The sound of them is like the roaring sea.

a I.e., proplrets.

b-b Meaning ofHeb. Ill/certain.

JEREMIAH

6 . 1 5-6.23

1 6-21 : Although the leaders could
have chosen the ancient paths or
" torah," they did not and therefore
bring punishment upon them
selves. 1 7: The watchmen are the
prophets who were to guide the
people. This image is developed
in detail in Ezek. 3.17-21. 19: The
prophet continues to draw upon
the Isaian tradition; the statement
that they rejected My Instruction,
Heb "torah," echoes Isa. 5·24 (cf.
Isa. 1 . 10). He charges that they
were more concerned with their
own wealth. 20: Sheba, identified
with modern Yemen in southwest
Arabia, was a well-known source
for frankincense, other spices,
gold, and precious stones (1 Kings
ch 10; Isa. 6o.6; Ezek. 27.25). Again,
the prophet's statements concern
ing God's rejection of sacrifices re
calls Isa. 1.10-17. 21: As in Isa.
8.14, God will place stumbling
blocks before the people (cf. Isa.
3.8). 22-26: The description of
the approaching northern enemy
from the remotest parts of
the earth with weapons in hand
and roaring like the sea once
again recalls the description
of the Assyrians in Isa. 5-26-Jo.

J E R E M I A H 6 . 24- 7 . 2

NEVI'IM

They ride upon horses,
Accoutered like a man for battle,
Against you, 0 Fair Zion!
24

25

"We have heard the report of them,
Our hands fail;
Pain seizes us,
Agony like a woman in childbirth.
Do not go out into the country,
Do not walk the roads!
For the sword of the enemy is there,
Terror on every side."

26

•·My poor people,·•
Put on sackcloth
And strew dust on yourselves!
Mourn, as for an only child;
Wail bitterly,
For suddenly the destroyer
Is coming upon us.

27

I have made you an assayer of My people
-A refinerbYou are to note and assay their ways.
They are copper and iron:
They are all stubbornly defiant;
They <·deal basely·'
All of them act corruptly.
dThe bellows puff;
The lead is consumed by fire:d
Yet the smelter smelts to no purpose
The drossb is not separated out.
They are called "rejected silver,"
For the LoRD has rejected them.

28

29

30

7 The word which came to Jeremiah from the LORD:

2 Stand at the gate of the House of the LoRD, and there
proclaim this word: Hear the word of the LoRD, all you of
Judah who enter these gates to worship the LoRD!
a-a Lit. "Daughter that is My people"; so.JrcquCIItly, in poetry. See 4.11 and note.
c-c See note at Lev. 19.16.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

24: The image of a woman in
childbirth also appears in !sa. 13.8;
26.17-18. 25: The reference to ter
ror on every side is characteristic of
Jeremiah (20.3, 10; 46.5; 49.29).
27-30: The portrayal of the enemy
as an assayer of My people - a refiner

who smelts and does not separate
out the dross likewise draws on
Isaiah's metaphorical portrayal of
the purification of Jerusalem as a
smelting process (!sa. 1.21-26).
Throughout this passage, Jeremiah
draws an analogy between the sit-

uation of his own time and that of
the prophet Isaiah in an effort to
warn the people of approaching
danger and convince them to
change their course of action. The
way in which Jeremiah reuses
Isaiah's oracles is behind the
(chronologically impossible) sug
gestion that Isaiah was Jeremiah's
teacher (Lam. Rab. 1 .18).

7.1-10.25: Jeremiah's Temple ser

mon. A narrative account of the
prophet's delivery of (a shortened
version of) this sermon in the Tem
ple and his subsequent trial for
sedition appears in ch 26. The pro
phetic word formula introduces
the entire section. According to
26.1, Jeremiah delivered this ser
mon at the beginning of King Je
hoiakim's reign, which would
have begun some three months
after his father Josiah's death (609
acE) at the hands of the Egyptian
Pharaoh Neco. Although the peo
ple of Judah placed Josiah's son,
Jehoahaz, on the throne following
his father's death, 2 Kings 2).2837 reports that Neco deposed Jeho
ahaz and replaced him with his
brother Jehoiakim, who would
presumably be more receptive to
Egyptian control. Jeremiah's ser
mon questions the protective role
of the Temple in Jerusalem, the
centerpiece of Josiah's program of
religious reform and national
restoration. It therefore seems
likely that the prophet deemed
Josiah's reform a failure and
likened Judah to northern Israel in
failing to observe divine Torah. In
the prophet's view, Judah would
suffer punishment like that of the
Northern Kingdom of Israel unless
it returned to the observance of
Torah. Jer. 7.21-8.3; 9.22-23 consti
tutes the haftarah for the parashah
of Tsav (Lev. 6.1-8.36), which out
lines procedures for the presenta
tion of sacrifices in the Temple as
well as the ordination of priests.
Jeremiah is understood as comple
menting the Torah reading by not
ing that ritual action alone is insuf
ficient for assuring the divine
Presence at the Temple, since he
here speaks to the responsibility to
observe both the moral and the rit-

NEVI'IM

JEREMIAH 7·3-7.18

3 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: Mend
your ways and your actions, and I will •·let you dwell ·• in
this place. 4 Don't put your trust in illusions and say, "The
Temple of the LORD, the Temple of the LORD, the Temple
of the LoRD are these [buildings]." 5 No, if you really
mend your ways and your actions; if you execute justice
between one man and another; 6 if you do not oppress the
stranger, the orphan, and the widow; if you do not shed
the blood of the innocent in this place; if you do not follow
other gods, to your own hurt-7 then only will I •·let you
dwell·• in this place, in the land that I gave to your fathers
for all time. B See, you are relying on illusions that are of
no avail. 9 Will you steal and murder and commit adultery
and swear falsely, and sacrifice to Baal, and follow other
gods whom you have not experienced,b 10 and then come
and stand before Me in this House which bears My name
and say, "We are safe"?-[Safe] to do all these abhorrent
things! 1 1 Do you consider this House, which bears My
name, to be a den of thieves? As for Me, I have been
watching-declares the LoRD.
1 2 Just go to My place at Shiloh, where I had established
My name formerly, and see what I did to it because of the
wickedness of My people Israel. 13 And now, because you
do all these things-declares the LORD-and though I
spoke to you persistently, you would not listen; and
though I called to you, you would not respond-14 there
fore I will do to the House which bears My name, on
which you rely, and to the place which I gave you and
your fathers, just what I did to Shiloh. 15 And I will cast
you out of My presence as I cast out your brothers, the
whole brood of Ephraim.
1 6 As for you, do not pray for this people, do not raise a
cry of prayer on their behalf, do not plead with Me; for I
will not listen to you. 17 Don't you see what they are doing
in the towns of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem?
1 B The children gather sticks, the fathers build the fire, and
the mothers knead dough, to make cakes for the Queen of
Heaven,< and they pour libations to other gods, to vex Me.

is not labeled a "sermon," its fre
quent references to and quotations
of Torah texts might make this
label appropriate here. This then
forshadows the classical rabbinic
sermon or "derashah" that was
based on an exposition of biblical
texts. 7.2: Jeremiah must position
himself where he can speak to the
crowds as they enter the Temple
grounds for worship. Prophets like
Jeremiah sought as large an audi
ence as they could, in order to in
fluence public opinion. Moreover,
in this instance the Temple loca
tion is especially meaningful, since
the message is about the Temple.
3-1 1 : Jeremiah calls upon the peo
ple to mend their ways so that
God will allow them to dwell in
the land. The prophet does not
simply announce p unishment, but
attempts to persuade the people to
observe God's will. This presup
poses the so-called "blessings and
curses" that appear in Deut. chs
28-30 to encourage the people to
observe Torah. Jeremiah clearly at
tacks the popular notion that the
Temple alone will guarantee the
security of the nation. Such an idea
reflects God's eternal promise of a
dynasty for King David in Jerusa
lem (2 Sam. ch 7) that is symbol
ized by the presence of God's Tem
ple in the city (see 1 Kings ch 8).
Jeremiah contends that moral ac
tion is also necessary, and he
specifically cites part of the Deca
logue (see Exod. ch 20; Deut. ch 5).
1 2-1 5: Jeremiah notes that the
Temple at Shiloh was destroyed
long ago because the people failed
to observe God's will, and the Je
rusalem Temple could be de
stroyed for the same reason. It
is unknown exactly when the
Shiloh sanctuary was destroyed.
1 6-20: God instructs Jeremiah not
to plead for the people; they must
take responsibility for their own
actions. This remarkable request
reflects the efficacy of prophetic
prayer, a common theme of the
Torah naratives in reference to
Moses. 1 8: Tile Queen of Heaven is
most likely some form of the
Mesopotamian goddess Ishtar,
symbolized by the Morning Star or
Venus, who represented both war

a-a Mearzing of Heb. uncertaiu. Cilangc of vocalization yields "dwell wit/1 you "; so Aquila
and Vulgate.
b Sec note at Deut. 1 1 .28.
c I.e., tl1e motlu•r goddess (ls!Jtar, Astarte) in w!Jose !Jonor t!Jese cakes were baked.
ual aspects of Torah. Jer. 8. 1)-9.23
serves as the haftarah for the
morning service on the gth of Av,
because it expresses the prophet's
grief at the coming loss of the
Temple.

7.1-8.3: God's instructions to Jer
emiah to preach the Temple ser
mon. This passage is formulated
as God's instructions to Jeremiah
to demonstrate the divine origin of
his speech. Although this passage

JEREMIAH

7· 1 9-7·33
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1 9 Js it Me they are vexing?-says the LORD. It is rather
themselves, to their own disgrace. 20 Assuredly, thus said
the Lord Goo: My wrath and My fury will be poured out
upon this place, on man and on beast, on the trees of the
field and the fruit of the soil. It shall burn, with none to
quench it.
2 1 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: Add
your burnt offerings to your other sacrifices and eat the
meat! 22 For when I freed your fathers from the land of
Egypt, I did not speak with them or command them con
cerning burnt offerings or sacrifice. 23 But this is what I
commanded them: Do My bidding, that I may be your
God and you may be My people; walk only in the way
that I enjoin upon you, that it may go well with you. 24 Yet
they did not listen or give ear; they followed their own
counsels, the willfulness of their evil hearts. They have
gone backward, not forward, 25 from the day your fathers
left the land of Egypt until today. And though I kept send
ing all My servants, the prophets, to them• daily and per
sistently, 26 they would not listen to Me or give ear. They
stiffened their necks, they acted worse than their fathers.
27 You shall say all these things to them, but they will
not listen to you; you shall call to them, but they will not
respond to you. 28 Then say to them: This is the nation that
would not obey the LORD their God, that would not accept
rebuke. Faithfulness has perished, vanished from their
mouths.
29

Shear your locks and cast them away,
Take up a lament on the heights,
For the LORD has spurned and cast off
The brood that provoked His wrath.

30 For the people of Judah have done what displeases
Me-declares the LoRD. They have set up their abomina
tions in the House which is called by My name, and they
have defiled it. 31 And they have built the shrines of
Topheth in the Valley of Ben-hinnom to burn their sons
and daughters in fire-which I never commanded, which
never came to My mind.
32 Assuredly, a time is coming-declares the LORD
when men shall no longer speak of Topheth or the Valley
of Ben-hinnom, but of the Valley of Slaughter; and they
shall bury in Topheth until no room is left. 33 The carcasses
n Heb. "you. "

-940-

and fertility (see also Jer. 44.15-30).

7.21-8.3: God recounts the

people's stubbornness in the
wilderness to show that they will
not listen to Jeremiah. 7.29: Shear
your locks: Shaving the head is
a sign of mourning (Lev. 21.5;
Mic. 1.16; cf. Jer. 16.6). 3 1 : Topheth
or the Valley of Ben-hinnom runs
along the southwest borders of the
biblical city of Jerusalem as it was
expanded in the time of Hezekiah.
It was an area known for tombs
and the sacrifice of children to the
pagan gods Baal and Molech (see
Isa. JO.JJ; Jer. 19.6, 11-14; 2 Chron.
28.3; 33.6). King Josiah a ttempted
to stop the practice (2 Kings 23.10),
but i t apparently continued after
his death. The Heb expression,
"gei' hinnom," "valley of Hin
nom," underlies the terms "geihin
nom" or "gehenna," which desig
nates Hell in Jewish tradition (see
b. 'Eruv. 19a; b. Tmnid 32b). 32: The
phrase Assuredly, a time is coming is
very common in the prophets for
introducing either punishment or
restoration. Often tradition under
stands this as referring to a time
in the distant future, "the end of
days," but passages such as this
suggest that the reference is more
typically to the near future.

NEVI'IM

of this people shall be food for the birds of the sky and
the beasts of the earth, with none to frighten them off.
34 And I will silence in the towns of Judah and the streets
of Jerusalem the sound of mirth and gladness, the voice of
bridegroom and bride. For the whole land shall fall to
ruin.

8 Atkingsthatof time-declares
the LoRD-the bones of the
Judah, of its officers, of the priests, of the

prophets, and of the inhabitants of Jerusalem shall be
taken out of their graves 2 and exposed to the sun, the
moon, and all the host of heaven which they loved and
served and followed, to which they turned and bowed
down. They shall not be gathered for reburial; they shall
become dung upon the face of the earth. 3 And death shall
be preferable to life for all that are left of this wicked folk,
in all the other places to which I shall banish them-de
clares the LoRD of Hosts.

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Say to them: Thus said the LORD:
When men fall, do they not get up again?
If they turn aside, do they not turn back?
Why is this people-Jerusalem-rebellious
With a persistent rebellion?
They cling to deceit,
They refuse to return.
I have listened and heard:
They do not speak honestly.
No one regrets his wickedness
And says, "What have I done!"
They all persist in their wayward course
Like a steed dashing forward in the fray.
Even the stork in the sky knows her seasons,
And the turtledove, swift, and crane
Keep the time of their coming;
But My people pay no heed
To the law of the LoRD.
How can you say, "We are wise,
And we possess the Instruction of the LoRD"?
Assuredly, for naught has the pen labored,
For naught the scribes!
The wise shall be put to shame,
Shall be dismayed and caught;
See, they reject the word of the LORD,
So their wisdom amounts to nothing.
Assuredly, I will give their wives to others,
And their fields to dispossessors;

JEREMIAH 7·34-8 . 10
8.4-9.25: God's continued in
struction and dialogue with Jere
miah. It is unlikely that this mate
rial was a part of Jeremiah's
Temple sermon; it is probably
placed here because it expresses
similar concerns. 8.4-12: God
expresses frustration over the
people's behavior. 7: Even though
animals, such as the stork, lu rtle
dove, swift, and crane, know their
own times for proper action, God
maintains that the people of Jeru
salem do not. This observation
(see Isa. 1.3) involves the traditions
of wisdom literature, in which ob
servation of the natural order of
the world or the conduct of its
creatures also serves as a source
for the revelation of divine wis
dom (see Prov. 8.22-36; 30.24-28;
cf. Isa. 28.23-29). Indeed, wise
men and women are mentioned
frequently in the following unit,
and much of the larger unit is
addressed to this group. Biblical
wisdom is typically equated with
practical, rather than religious,
knowledge, though in later Jewish
tradition, wisdom is equated with
Torah (see intro. to Proverbs).

J EREMIAH 8 . 1 1 -8 . 1 8

11

12

13

14

15
16

For from the smallest to the greatest,
They are all greedy for gain;
Priest and prophet alike,
They all act falsely.
They offer healing offhand
For the wounds of My poor people,
Saying, "All is well, all is well,"
When nothing is well.
They have acted shamefully;
They have done abhorrent things
Yet they do not feel shame,
They cannot be made to blush.
Assuredly, they shall fall among the falling,
They shall stumble at the time of their doom
-said the LoRD.
•·I will make an end of them·•
-declares the LoRD:
No grapes left on the vine,
No figs on the fig tree,
The leaves all withered;
b-Whatever I have given them is gone:b
Why are we sitting by?
Let us gather into the fortified cities
And meet our doom there.
For the LoRD our God has doomed us,
He has made us drink a bitter draft,
Because we sinned against the LORD.
We hoped for good fortune, but no happiness
came;
For a time of relief-instead there is terror!
The snorting of their horses was heard from Dan;
At the loud neighing of their steeds
The whole land quaked.
They came and devoured the land and what was
in it,
The towns and those who dwelt in them.

17

Lo, I will send serpents against you,
Adders that cannot be charmed,
And they shall bite you
-declares the LoRD.

18

b-When in grief I would seek comfort,·b
My heart is sick within me.

n-n Meaning of Heb. uuccrfnin; clwngc ofvocnlizntiou yields "Theirfruit lwrocsf has been
gntllered ill."
b-b Mem1i11g of Heb. uucerfnin.

NEVI'1M
1 3-17: God informs Jeremiah of
the decision to "gather" the peo
ple, translated here as make all e11d
of them. See Zeph. 1.2 for a similar
Heb phrase. The verb '"asaf,"
"to gather," is often employed for
the gathering of a harvest (Exod.
23.20, 16; Lev. 23.39; Deut. 16.13).
Compare the name for the festival
of Sukkot, ".I;Iag ha'asif," "the
festival of the harvest" (lit. ingath
ering). Jeremiah takes the positive
image of harvest and reverses it as
a metaphor for the punishment of
the people, who do not fully ap
preciate their obligations to God
for what He has done for them (cf.
Deut. 26.1-15). 1 8-23: The prophet
laments over the fate of his people.
In this remarkable first-person
passage (see 4.19 n.) the prophet
imagines the people already in
exile (v. 19) and creates a complex
dialogue.
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19•

22: Gilead is the part of Israel lo
cated to the east of the Jordan
River, south of Bashan (Golan
Heights) and north of Moab. It
was apparently a site where
balm and other healing sub
s tances could be extracted from
local plants (see Gen. 37.25).
9.1-10: God expresses a desire to
abandon Israel out in the desert,
which recalls earlier traditions in
which God proposed to destroy
Israel in the wilderness and
make a great people out of Moses
(see Exod. chs 32-34; Num. ch 14).
In both cases, Moses persuaded
God to desist from destroying
Israel. Instead, God determines
to destroy Jerusalem and Judah
(cf. Mic. 3.12). This unit begins
with the same phrase "oh"
(Heb "mi yiten") that concluded the previous unit. This
type of editing, where units
are combined based on common phrases ("catchwords"),
is frequent in the prophets.

20
21
22

23

9
2

3

4

5

"Is not the LoRD in Zion?
Is not her King within her?
Why then did they anger Me with their images,
With alien futilities?"
Hark! The outcry of my poor people
From the land far and wide:
"Harvest is past,
Summer is gone,
But we have not been saved."
Because my people is shattered I am shattered;
I am dejected, seized by desolation.
Is there no balm in Gilead?
Can no physician be found?
Why has healing not yet
Come to my poor people?
Oh, that my head were water,
My eyes a fount of tears!
Then would I weep day and night
For the slain of my poor people.
Oh, to be in the desert,
At an encampment for wayfarers!
Oh, to leave my people,
To go away from themFor they are all adulterers,
A band of rogues.
They bend their tongues like bows;
They are valorous in the land
For treachery, not for honesty;
They advance from evil to evil.
And they do not heed Me
-declares the LoRD.
Beware, every man of his friend!
Trust not even a brother!
For every brother takes advantage,
Every friend b-is base in his dealings. ·b
One man cheats the other,
They will not speak truth;
They have trained their tongues to speak falsely;
<They wear themselves out working iniquity.
You dwell in the midst of deceit.
In their deceit,·< they refuse to heed Me
-declares the LoRD.

n Here God is speaki11g.
b-b Sec 110/e nl Lt-v. 1 9. 1 6.
c-c Mcn11i11g of Heb. 111Jcertni11.

JEREMIAH 9 . 6-9 . 1 6

6

7

8

9

Assuredly, thus said the LoRD of Hosts:
Lo, I shall smelt and assay them•·For what else can I do because of My poor
people?·•
Their tongue is a sharpened arrow,
They use their mouths to deceive.
One speaks to his fellow in friendship,
But lays an ambush for him in his heart.
Shall I not punish them for such deeds?
-says the LORD
Shall I not bring retribution
On such a nation as this?
For the mountains I take up weeping and wailing,
For the pastures in the wilderness, a dirge.
They are laid waste; no man passes through,
And no sound of cattle is heard.
Birds of the sky and beasts as well
Have fled and are gone.

10

I will turn Jerusalem into rubble,
Into dens for jackals;
And I will make the towns of Judah
A desolation without inhabitants.

11

What man is so wise
That he understands this?
To whom has the LoRD's mouth spoken,
So that he can explain it:
Why is the land in ruins,
Laid waste like a wilderness,
With none passing through?

12 The LoRD replied: Because they forsook the Teaching
I had set before them. They did not obey Me and they did
not follow it, 13 but followed their own willful heart and
followed the Baalim, as their fathers had taught them.
14 Assuredly, thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Is
rael: I am going to feed that people wormwood and make
them drink a bitter draft. 15 I will scatter them among na
tions which they and their fathers never knew; and I will
dispatch the sword after them until I have consumed
them.
16

Thus said the LORD of Hosts:
Listen!

a-a Meaning of Heb. rmcertain.

NEVI'IM
1 1 : Continuing the wisdom
themes seen earlier in the larger
unit, Jeremiah responds with per
plexity over God's ways, much as
Job responds to his own afflictions.
1 2-24: This passage reiterates that
the people are to be punished for
their failure to observe Torah and
their continued pursuit of foreign
gods, such as Baal, the Canaanite
god of rain and fertility. This ex
planation recalls the wilderness
traditions in which Israel wor
shipped the golden calf (Exod.
ch 32) or Baal-peor (Num. ch 25).
Women were known for perform
ing rituals of mourning in the
ancient world, especially since
Mesopotamian mythology de
picted Ishtar's descent to the
underworld to bring her dead
lover Tammuz (or Baal in
some traditions) back to life
at springtime. The image of
death climbing through the win
dows to kill babes and young
men recalls Mot, the Canaanite
god of death, as well as the tradi
tion of the slaying of the firstborn in Egypt (Exod. chs 11-12).
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17

Summon the dirge-singers, let them come;
Send for the skilled women, let them come.
Let them quickly start a wailing for us,
That our eyes may run with tears,
Our pupils flow with water.

18

For the sound of wailing
Is heard from Zion:
How we are despoiled!
How greatly we are shamed!
Ah, we must leave our land,
Abandon• our dwellings!

19

Hear, 0 women, the word of the LORD,
Let your ears receive the word of His mouth,
And teach your daughters wailing,
And one another lamentation.
For death has climbed through our windows,
Has entered our fortresses,
To cut off babes from the streets,
Young men from the squares.

20

21

Speak thus-says the LORD:
The carcasses of men shall lie
Like dung upon the fields,
Like sheaves behind the reaper,
With none to pick them up.

22

Thus said the LoRD:
Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom;
Let not the strong man glory in his strength;
Let not the rich man glory in his riches.
But only in this should one glory:
In his earnest devotion to Me.
For I the LoRD act with kindness,
Justice, and equity in the world;
For in these I delight
-declares the LoRD.

23

24 Lo, days are coming-declares the LORD-when I will
take note of everyone b·circumcised in the foreskin:·b 25 of
Egypt, Judah, Edom, the Ammonites, Moab, and all the
desert dwellers who have the hair of their temples
clipped. For all these nations are uncircumcised, but all
the House of Israel are <·uncircumcised of heart. -c
a Lit. "They abandoned. "
b-b Force of Heb. uncertain.
c-c I.e., their minds are blocked to God's commandments.

24: Israel, although physically cir
cumcised, is "uncircumcised of
heart"-they are not prepared to
accept God's teachings (cf. Ezek.
44·7· 9). As in many prophetic
texts, the emphasis is that physical
ritual actions alone do not assure
divine blessing.

JEREMIAH 10.1-1 0 . 1 1
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Hear the word which the LORD has spoken to you,
0 House of Israel!
Thus said the LORD:
Do not learn to go the way of the nations,
And do not be dismayed by portents in the sky;
Let the nations be dismayed by them!
For •the laws of the nations·• are delusions:
For it is the work of a craftsman's hands.
He cuts down a tree in the forest with an ax,
He adorns it with silver and gold,
He fastens itb with nails and hammer,
So that it does not totter.
They are like a scarecrow in a cucumber patch,
They cannot speak.
They have to be carried,
For they cannot walk.
Be not afraid of them, for they can do no harm;
Nor is it in them to do any good.

0 LoRD, there is none like You!
You are great and Your name is great in power.
Who would not revere You, 0 King of the nations?
For that is Your due,
Since among all the wise of the nations
And among all their royalty
There is none like You.
But they are both dull and foolish;
<·[Their] doctrine is but delusion;·<
It is a piece of wood,
Silver beaten flat, that is brought from Tarshish,
And gold from Uphaz,
The work of a craftsman and the goldsmith's
hands;
Their clothing is blue and purple,
All of them are the work of skilled men.
But the LORD is truly God:
He is a living God,
The everlasting King.
At His wrath, the earth quakes,
And nations cannot endure His rage.

lld'J'hus shall you say to them: Let the gods, who did not
make heaven and earth, perish from the earth and from
under these heavens.
n-n Emeudntion yields "file objects flint tile nntious fear. "
b Heb. "tllem."
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain.
d Tilis verse is in Arn111aic.
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1 0.1-25: God's concluding con
demnation of the nations that
oppress Israel. The prophet's ac
count of the Temple sermon con
cludes with God's condemnation
of those who oppress IsraeL Al
though no texts from Isaiah ben
Amoz are cited, this section re
flects Isaian thinking in which
nations are first brought by God
to punish Israel and then con
demned for their cruelty and fail
ure to acknowledge God (cf. Isa.
chs 5-12; 13-14). This section has
many affinities with the exilic
Second Isaiah (Isa. chs 4o-55).
1-16: Jeremiah conveys God's
satirical assessment of the idols
worshipped by the nations. The
parallels with Second Isaiah's
polemics against idols suggest that
Second Isaiah may have drawn
on the Jeremian tradition (see
Isa. 40. 18-20; 41.6--7; 44.9-20; cf.
Ps. 115.3-8). 3-4: Because idols are
made by craftsmen from wood, sil
ver, gold, nails, etc., they have no
power to do either good or eviL As
is typical in biblical rhetoric, the
physical representations of the de
ities (idols) are intentionally con
fused, for polemical purposes,
with the deities that they repre
sent. 6: The absolute incomparabil
ity of the LoRD goes beyond the
statement in the Song of the Sea
(Exod. 15.11): "Who is like You,
0 LORD, among the celestials," re
flecting a movement toward more
radical monotheism by this period.
9: The location of Tarshish is uncer
tain, though various biblical texts
suggest that it was located some
where in the Mediterranean,
reachable by ship, and was far
away from Israel (see 1 Kings
10.22; Isa. 23.1; Ezek. 27.25; Jonah
1.3). Uphaz is unknown (cf. Dan.
10.5). Some claim that the text
should read Ophir, which was
known as a source for gold
(1 Kings 9.28). Royal garments
were dyed blue and purple, and
could be used to dress idols in an
tiquity. The condemnation of other
gods appears also in Ps. 82 and
Zeph. 2.11. 1 1 : This v. is the only
one in Jeremiah written in Ara
maic; this suggests that it is a later
gloss. Aramaic was becoming the
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He made the earth by His might,
Established the world by His wisdom,
And by His understanding stretched out the skies.
•·When He makes His voice heard,·•
There is a rumbling of water in the skies;
He makes vapors rise from the end of the earth,
He makes lightning for the rain,
And brings forth wind from His treasuries.
Every man is proved dull, without knowledge;
Every goldsmith is put to shame because of the
idol,
For his molten image is a deceit
There is no breath in them.
They are delusion, a work of mockery;
In their hour of doom, they shall perish.
Not like these is the Portion of Jacob;
For it is He who formed all things,
And Israel is His very own tribe:
LoRD of Hosts is His name.

17

Gather up your bundleb from the ground,
You who dwell under siege!
18 For thus said the LoRD: I will fling away the inhabi
tants of the land this time: I will harass them so that they
shall <·feel it:<

19

20

21

22

Woe unto me for my hurt,
My wound is severe!
I thought, "This is but a sickness
And I must bear it."
My tents are ravaged,
All my tent cords are broken.
My children have gone forth from me
And are no more;
No one is left to stretch out my tents
And hang my tent cloths.
For the shepherdsd are dull
And did not seek the LORD;
Therefore they have not prospered
And all their flock is scattered.
Hark, a noise! It is coming,
A great commotion out of the north,
That the towns of Judah may be made a
desolation,
A haunt of jackals.

n-n Lit. "At the sound of His mnking. "
c-c Emendntion yields "lrm•e to lenve. "

b Menni11g of Heb. 111/certnin.
d I.e., rulers; cf note n t 2.8.

1 0 . 1 2-10 .22

lingua franca of the Near Eastern
world at this time, and the editor
likely means to suggest that this
verse may be quoted directly to
non-Israelites, who would not
understand Hebrew. The theme,
God's role as creator, is a basic
one in Second Isaiah (Isa. 40.12-31;
42.5) and in the Psalms (Ps. 29; 33;
104). 1 7-25: The second portion of
the ch focuses on the prophet's re
sponse to God's words. 20-21: The
portrayal of his ravaged tents,
fleeing children, and scattered
flocks contrasts with the por
trayal of Mother Zion in Isa. ch 54,
whose tents are stretched out to
receive her returning children.

JEREMIAH 10.23-1 1.8
23

24
25

I know, 0 LoRD, that man's road is not his [to
choose],
That man, as he walks, cannot direct his own
steps.
Chastise me, 0 LORD, but in measure;
Not in Your wrath, lest You reduce me to naught.
Pour out Your wrath on the nations who have not
heeded You,
Upon the clans that have not invoked Your name.
For they have devoured Jacob,
Have devoured and consumed him,
And have laid desolate his homesteads.

12 1"Hear the terms of this covenant, and recite them to
The word which came to Jeremiah from the LORD:

the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem! 3 And
say to them, Thus said the LORD, the God of Israel: Cursed
be the man who will not obey the terms of this covenant,
4 which I enjoined upon your fathers when I freed them
from the land of Egypt, the iron crucible, saying, 'Obey
Me and observe them," just as I command you, that you
may be My people and I may be your God'-5 in order to
fulfill the oath which I swore to your fathers, to give them
a land flowing with milk and honey, as is now the case."
And I responded, "Amen, LoRD."
6 And the LoRD said to me, "Proclaim all these things
through the towns of Judah and the streets of Jerusalem:
Hear the terms of this covenant, and perform them. 7 For I
have repeatedly and persistently warned your fathers
from b the time I brought them out of Egypt to this day,
saying: Obey My commands. B But they would not listen
a I.e., the terms of the covenant.

b Lit. "at. "

23-25: The prophet concludes by
acknowledging God's sovereignty
and by asking for mercy and
justice. 25: This v., which likely
reflects the destruction of Jeru
salem, appears in Ps. 79.6-7 with
slightly different wording, and is
likely copied from the psalm to
this context. This reflects the na
ture of the growth of Jeremiah,
and of prophetic texts in general,
where the words of the original
author are often supplemented
for a variety of reasons by many
hands. After the Christian persecu
tion of Jews in the medieval pe
riod, this v. has been recited dur-

ing the Passover Seder when
the door is opened to admit the
prophet Elijah. It expresses the
hope for ultimate divine justice in
the world.

1 1 .1-1 3.27: Jeremiah's lament
concerning Judah's broken cove
nant with God. The prophetic

word formula in Jeremiah 1 1.1
marks the beginning of this unit,
which presents a dialogue be
tween God and Jeremiah concern
ing Judah's breaking of its cove
nant. Whereas God instructs
Jeremiah to announce punishment
against Judah and to perform sym-
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bolic actions to illustrate the
nation's guilt, Jeremiah laments
the situation and demands that
God act justly. 1 1 .1-17: Jeremiah
relates how God instructed him to
announce to the people of Jerusa
lem and Judah that they have bro
ken the covenant made between
God and their ancestors. Many in
terpreters speculate that this text
may have been composed to call
upon the people of Jerusalem and
Judah to support Josiah's reform,
but that it was later reworked to
account for Judah's subjugation to
Egypt or Babylonia in the years
following Josiah's death or per
haps to explain the Babylonian
exile. The centrality of the notion
of "covenant" as well as much of
the terminology of this prose sug
gest clear affinities with Deuteron
omy. 2: Hear and recite are in the
plural because, according to tradi
tional interpretation, this state
ment is addressed to the three
prophets active at this time. Ac
cording to Pesikta Rabbati, the
prophetess Huldah (2 Kings
22.14-20; 2 Chron. 34.22-28), a rel
ative of Jeremiah, spoke to the
women, while Jeremiah spoke to
the men on the streets (see v. 6).
Jeremiah's teacher, Zephaniah
(Zeph. 1 .1), preached in the syna
gogue. 3-5: The reference to the
curses that will overtake those
who do not obey the covenant re
calls the curses directed against
those who disregard God's expec
tations in Deut. ch 27. God's state
ment, that you may be My people and
I may be your God, is a typical ex
pression of the covenant relation
ship between God and Israel (Gen.
17.7-8; Exod. 6.7; Deut. 26.17-19;
29.12; Jer. 7.23; 31.1, 33). Jeremiah's
response, Amen, LORD, echoes
Israel's affirmation of the curses
in Deut. ch 27. Amen, from a root
meaning "true," is an exclamation
meaning "surely!" that signifies
the acceptance and endorsement of what has just been said.
6-8: God's instructions revert to
the singular as they are now ad
dressed only to Jeremiah. The terms
(lit. "the words") of this covenant
refers to laws found in the "torah"
and the curses imposed if they are
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or give ear; they all followed the willfulness of their evil
hearts. So I have brought upon them all the terms• of this
covenant, because they did not do what I commanded
them to do."
9 The LORD said to me, "A conspiracy exists among the
men of Judah and . the inhabitants of Jerusalem. lO They
have returned to the iniquities of their fathers of old, who
refused to heed My words. They, too, have followed other
gods and served them. The House of Israel and the House
of Judah have broken the covenant that I made with their
fathers."
11 Assuredly, thus said the LORD: I am going to bring
upon them disaster from which they will not be able to es
cape. Then they will cry out to me, but I will not listen to
them. 12 And the townsmenb of Judah and the inhabitants
of Jerusalem will go and cry out to the gods to which they
sacrifice; but they will not be able to rescue them in their
time of disaster. 13 For your gods have become as many as
your towns, 0 Judah, and you have set up as many altars
to Shame< as there are streets in Jerusalem-altars for sac
rifice to Baal.
14 As for you, do not pray for this people, do not raise a
cry of prayer on their behalf; for I will not listen when
they call to Me on account of their disaster.

15

Why should My beloved be in My House,
d-Who executes so many vile designs?
The sacral flesh will pass away from you,
For you exult while performing your evil deeds:d
16
The LoRD named you
"Verdant olive tree,
Fair, with choice fruit."
But with a great roaring sound
He has set it on fire,
And its boughs are broken."
17The LoRD of Hosts, who planted you, has decreed dis
aster for you, because of the evil wrought by the House of
Israel and the House of Judah, who angered Me by sacri
ficing to Baal.
IS

The LoRD informed me, and I knew
Then You let me see their deeds.

a I.e., tile punislunents prescribed for violation.
b Lit. "towus."
c See note at 3-24d-d Meanilrg of Heb. rmcertain. Emendation yields "Wlw does such vile deeds? /Can your
treacheries be cmrce/ed by sacrnlflesh I Tlrnt you exult wlrile performing your evil deeds?"
e Emendation yields "burned. "

1 1 .9-1 1 . 1 8

not obeyed (Deut. chs 28-30).
9-1 3: God's refusal to listen to the
cries of the people presents theo
logical problems, especially in
light of the modem experience of
the Shoah (Holocaust). The Tal
mud maintains that "the gates of
tears are never shut" (b. Ber. 32b),
but only for the truly penitent. The
statement that your gods have be

come as many as your towns, 0 Judah

appears also in Jer. 2.28. The word
Shame (Heb "boshet") is some
times substituted for Baal in
proper names (e.g., Ish-bosheth,
the son of Saul, in 2 Sam. 2.8,
but Eshbaal in 1 Chron. 8.JJ).
1 4-17: God refers to Judah as My
beloved, which draws upon Isaiah's
vineyard allegory (Isa. 5-1--j').
Whereas Isaiah characterizes Israel
and Judah as a vineyard, the pas
sage in Jeremiah employs the
image of an olive tree. Plant and
flower imagery to depict lovers is
typical (see Song 4.12-16; 6.1-3;
7.11-14; Hos. 14.�) and builds
upon the portrayal of Israel as
God's bride in 2.1-3. 14: A variant
of 7.16, reflecting the editorial
compexity of the book.
1 1 .1 B-23: Jeremiah's first lament.
The first of the seven laments or
complaints of Jeremiah (11.18-23;
12.1--6; 15.1D-21; 17.14-18;
18.18-23; 20.7-13; 20.14-18), in
which he complains to God con
cerning his own suffering for an
nouncing divine judgment to the
people. The language is typical of
complaint language of the Psalms
(e.g., Ps. 7) and Lamentations,
but it nevertheless provides an
intimate glimpse of the prophet's
own feelings. These laments,
sometimes called "confessions,"
typify Jeremiah, in whose book
there is more biographical infor
mation than in those of all of
the other prophets combined.

JEREMIAH 1 1 . 1 9- 1 2 . 5
19

20

For I was like a docile lamb
Led to the slaughter;
I did not realize
That it was against me
They fashioned their plots:
"Let us destroy the tree with its fruit,"
Let us cut him off from the land of the living.
That his name be remembered no more!"
0 LORD of Hosts, 0 just Judge,
Who test the thoughts and the mind,
Let me see Your retribution upon them,
For I lay my case before You.

21 Assuredly, thus said the LoRD of Hosts concerning
the men of Anathoth who seek your life and say, "You
must not prophesy any more in the name of the LoRD, or
you will die by our hand"_22 Assuredly, thus said the
LoRD of Hosts: "I am going to deal with them: the young
men shall die by the sword, their boys and girls shall die
by famine. 23 No remnant shall be left of them, for I will
bring disaster on the men of Anathoth, the year of their
doom."
will win/ 0 LoRD, if I make claim against You,
I shall present charges against You:
1 2 Yet
Why does the way of the wicked prosper?
You

2

3

Why are the workers of treachery at ease?
You have planted them, and they have taken root,
They spread, they even bear fruit.
You are present in their mouths,
But far from their thoughts.
Yet You, LoRD, have noted and observed me;
You have tested my heart, and found it with You.
Drive them out like sheep to the slaughter,
Prepare them for the day of slaying!

4

How long must the land languish,
And the grass of all the countryside dry up?
Must beasts and birds perish,
Because of the evil of its inhabitants,
Who say, "He will not look upon our future"?<

Sd

If you race with the foot-runners and they exhaust
you,
How then can you compete with horses?

n Or "snp."
I> Lit. "be i11 lhe right. "
c Septungi11t rends "wnys. "
d God l1ere replies to ferclllinh's plen i11 vv. 1-J.
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19: Jeremiah portrays himself as
a lamb led to slaughter, the victim
of a conspiracy, a tree that is cut
down. 20: He pleads directly to
God as though he were in a court
of law to demand that God bring
those who persecute him to justice.
21-23: Although his oppressors
demand that he no longer proph
esy in the name of God, God as
judge responds that his oppressors
will die by the sword. Apparently,
those who sought to kill Jeremiah
are from his home town of Ana
thoth.
1 2.1-6: Jeremiah's second lament.
The prophet employs legal lan
guage to charge that God has
failed to do justice. 1 : Jeremiah's
question, Why does the way of the
wicked prosper?, is also voiced in
Hab. 1.13 and Job 21.7 (cf. Ps. 70;
Eccl. (5.7). 2: The prophet employs
a common biblical and Near East
ern metaphor of trees that grow
and take root (see Ps. 1 .3) to por
tray the wicked, in contrast to his
own misfortune (see 11.16-17, 19).
5-6: God's response suggests that
even greater hardships are ahead,
and that Jeremiah must prepare to
meet them.
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9

10

11

12
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If you are •·secure only-• in a tranquil land,
How will you fare in the jungle of the Jordan?
For even your kinsmen and your father's house,
Even they are treacherous toward you,
They cry after you as a mob.
Do not believe them
When they speak cordially to you.
I have abandoned My House,
I have deserted My possession,
I have given over My dearly beloved
Into the hands of her enemies.
My own peopleb acted toward Me
Like a lion in the forest;
She raised her voice against Me
Therefore I have rejected her.
<·My own people acts toward Me
Like a bird of prey [or] a hyena;
Let the birds of prey surround her!·<
Go, gather all the wild beasts,
Briri.g them to devour!
Many shepherds have destroyed My vineyard,
Have trampled My field,
Have made My delightful field
A desolate wilderness.
dThey have·d made her a desolation;
Desolate, she pours out grief to Me.
The whole land is laid desolate,
But no man gives it thought.
Spoilers have come
Upon all the bare heights of the wilderness.
For a sword of the LoRD devours
From one end of the land to the other;
No flesh is safe.
They have sown wheat and reaped thorns,
They have endured pain to no avail.
Be shamed, then, by your harvestBy the blazing wrath of the LoRD!

14 Thus said the LORD: As for My wicked neighbors who
encroach on the heritage that I gave to My people Israel
I am going to uproot them from their soil, and I will up
root the House of Judah out of the midst of them. 15 Then,
after I have uprooted them, I will take them back into
a-a Some Septuagillf iiiSS. read "11ot sewre. "
b Lit. "possession"; the land as well as the people, as is clear in v. 14.
c-c Meaning of Hcb. llllccrtaill.
d-d Heb. "He lws."

1 2 . 6-1 2 . 1 5

1 2.7-17: God's lament over the

destruction of Judah. God contin
ues the dialogue with Jeremiah by
offering a lament over the fate of
Judah. My house refers to the Tem
ple, and My possession to the na
tion of Judah. God continues to
employ the metaphor of My dearly
beloved for the people (d. 1 1.15),
which again draws on Isaiah's
vineyard allegory (lsa. 5.1-7).
God's vineyard is trampled in !sa.
5·5 (d. Isa. J-14) after God breaks
down the protective hedges as a
punishment. In the present con
text, God's own shepherds, i.e., the
people of Jerusalem and Judah
and their leaders, have trampled
the vineyard themselves and left it
exposed to those who would de
spoil it. 1 4-1 7: A concluding ora
cle outlines God's plans to punish
the nations that border Judah as
well as Judah itself. The purpose is
to provide them the opportunity to
swear allegiance to God, though
unlike Israel, they are not expected
to follow the entire Torah.
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favor, and restore them each to his own inheritance and
his own land. 16 And if they learn the ways of My people,
to swear by My name-"As the LoRD lives"-just as they
once taught My people to swear by Baal, then they shall
be •·built up in the midst of-• My people. 17 But if they do
not give heed, I will tear out that nation, tear it out and de
stroy it-declares the LoRD.

1 3 Thus the LoRD said to me: "Go buy yourself a loin

cloth of linen, and put it around your loins, but do
not dip it into water." 2 So I bought the loincloth in accor
dance with the LoRD's command, and put it about my
loins. 3 And the word of the LoRD came to me a second
time: 4 "Take the loincloth which you bought, which is
about your loins, and go at once to Perathb and cover it up
there in a cleft of the rock." s I went and buried it at Perath,
as the LoRD had commanded me. 6 Then, after a long time,
the LoRD said to me, "Go at once to Perath and take there
the loincloth which I commanded you to bury there." 7 So
I went to Perath and dug up the loincloth from the place
where I had buried it; and found the loincloth ruined; it
was not good for anything.
s The word of the LoRD came to me: 9 Thus said the
LORD: Even so will I ruin the overweening pride of Judah
and Jerusalem. 10 This wicked people who refuse to heed
My bidding, who follow the willfulness of their own
hearts, who follow other gods and serve them and wor
ship them, shall become like that loincloth, which is not
good for anything. 11 For as the loincloth clings close to the
loins of a man, so I brought close to Me the whole House
of Israel and the whole House of Judah-declares the
LoRD-that they might be My people, for fame, and
praise, and splendor. But they would not obey.
1 2 And speak this word to them: Thus said the LORD, the
God of Israel: "Every jar should be filled with wine." And
when they say to you, "Don't we know that every jar
should be filled with wine?" 1 3 say to them, "Thus said the
LORD: I am going to fill with drunkenness all the inhabi
tants of this land, and the kings who sit on the throne of
n-n Or "incorporated i11to."
b Or "tile Euphrates"; cf. "Pnrnll," Josh. I8.23.

1 3.1-27: Jeremiah's symbolic acts.
Prophets in the ancient world
sometimes performed symbolic ac
tions to dramatize their messages.
Zedekiah son of Chenaanah em
ployed iron horns to demonstrate
that Ahab and Jehoshaphat would

defeat the Arameans (1 Kings
ch 22). Isaiah walked about naked
and barefoot to symbolize the As
syrian defeat of the Egyptians at
Ashdod (Isa. ch 20). Ezekiel cut off
his hair, burning one-third, cutting
one-third with a sword, and scat-

NEVI'IM
tering one-third to the wind to
symbolize the fate of the people at
the destruction of Jerusalem (Ezek.
ch 5). The actions of these classical
prophets differ fundamentally
from the more "magical" type of
actions of the earlier prophets such
as Elijah and Elisha, though in
some cases, including this chapter,
it is unclear if the actions are
merely symbolizing what will hap
pen, or are helping to effect the fu
ture. 1-1 1 : Jeremiah relates God's
instructions to buy a loincloth of
linen. As an Elide priest, Jeremiah
would dress entirely in linen, in
cluding any undergarments, as a
symbol of Levitical purity and fit
ness to officiate in the Temple. In
the priestly ordination ceremony,
priests are washed and dressed in
clean garments (Exod. 29.1--9;
Lev. 8.1--9; cf. Zech. 3.1-5) as part
of the procedure by which they are
prepared for divine service at the
Temple altar. 1 : Because God com
mands him to wear the loincloth
without dipping it into water, it
will of course become soiled to
symbolize Jerusalem's and Judah's
(and Jeremiah's) impurity. The
priestly ordination also requires
observance of God's command
ments (Zech. 3.6-- i o), so that Jere
miah's impurity symbolizes the
people's refusal to heed God's bid
ding. The closeness of the loincloth
to Jeremiah also draws upon the
marriage metaphor used to depict
the relationship between God and
the people. 4: Placing the loincloth
in a cleft of rock by the Perath, i.e.,
the Euphrates River in Mesopota
mia, makes the loincloth filthy and
symbolizes exile to Babylonia. In
terpreters debate whether Jere
miah actually traveled to the Eu
phrates for this act or chose a
location close to Jerusalem with a
similar name. 1 2-14: God instructs
Jeremiah to perform a second sym
bolic act in which he will fill jars of
wine. This apparently mundane
action suggests that God will fill
the leaders of the nation with wine
so that they will become drunk
and act without good judgment.
The result will be disaster for the
nation, symbolized by the jars
of wine that will be smashed
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David, and the priests and the prophets, and all the inhab
itants of Jerusalem. 1 4 And I will smash them one against
the other, parents and children alike-declares the LORD;
no pity, compassion, or mercy will stop Me from destroy
ing them."
15
16

17

18

19

20.

21

22

Attend and give ear; be not haughty,
For the LoRD has spoken.
Give honor to the LoRD your God
Before He brings darkness,
Before your feet stumble
On the mountains in shadow
When you hope for light,
And it is turned to darkness
And becomes deep gloom.
For if you will not give heed,
My inmost self must weep,
Because of your arrogance;
My eye must stream and flow
With copious tears,
Because the flock of the LoRD
Is taken captive.
Say to the king and the queen mother,
"Sit in a lowly spot;
For your diadems are abased,
Your glorious crowns."
The cities of the Negeb are shut,
There is no one to open them;
•Judah is exiled completely,
All of it exiled:•
Raise your eyes and behold
Those who come from the north:
Where are the sheep entrusted to you,
The flock you took pride in?
b·What will you say when they appoint as your
heads
Those among you whom you trained to be tame?·b
Shall not pangs seize you
Like a woman in childbirth?
And when you ask yourself,
"Why have these things befallen me?"
It is because of your great iniquity
That your skirts are lifted up,
Your limbs exposed.

a-a I.e., most of Judah has been mmcxed by an alien peoph'.
b·b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

1 J . 14-1 J . 22

1 5-27: The meaning of the sym

against each other and destroyed.

bolic actions is further clarified by
the following oracles. 1 5-17: The
first takes up the images of light
and darkness found in Isaiah's ora
cle concerning the darkness tha t
will overtake the land prior to the
emergence of the righteous Da
vidic monarch (!sa. 8.16-9.6). Isa
iah had stated that he would wait
for God who hides the divine face
from Israel until the people walk
ing in darkness see a great light
(!sa. 8.17; 9.1). According to Jere
miah, the time of darkness and
punishment has arrived in his
own time. The prophet weeps be
cause the time of the righteous
Davidic monarch has not yet
come. 1 8-22: Instead, the king and
queen mother are humbled, their
crowns and diadems abased, and
Judah is exiled or annexed by an
alien people from the north. No
tably, Isa. ch 28 points to the proud
crowns worn by the drunkards
of Ephraim. Jeremiah's symbolic
actions pertaining to exile and
drunkenness indicate that the
judgment announced for Israel
in Isa. ch 28 has now come upon
Judah. 1 9: A string of fortresses
was built in the Negev desert in
the southern part of Judah during
the 7th century BCE, indicating that
it had become a major Judean pop
ulation and trade center. 2 1 : Jere
miah returns to the marriage
metaphor and the symbol of the
loincloth close to God, portraying
Judah's pain like that of a woman
in childbirth.

JEREMIAH
23

24
25

26
27

1) .2}-14.6

Can the Cushite change his skin,
Or the leopard his spots?
Just as much can you do good,
Who are practiced in doing evil!
So I will scatter you• like straw that flies
Before the desert wind.
This shall be your lot,
Your measured portion from Me
-declares the LORD.
Because you forgot Me
And trusted in falsehood,
I in turn will lift your skirts over your face
And your shame shall be seen.
I behold your adulteries,
Your lustful neighing,
Your unbridled depravity, your vile acts
On the hills of the countryside.
Woe to you, 0 Jerusalem,
Who will not be clean!
How much longer shall it be?

1 4 The word of the LoRD which came to Jeremiah con
cerning the droughts.

2

3

4

5

6

Judah is in mourning,
Her settlements languish.
Men are bowed to the ground,
And the outcry of Jerusalem rises.
Their nobles sent their servants for water;
They came to the cisterns, they found no
water.
They returned, their vessels empty.
They are shamed and humiliated,
They cover their heads.
b·Because of the ground there is dismay,·b
For there has been no rain on the earth.
The plowmen are shamed,
They cover their heads.
Even the hind in the field
Forsakes her new-born fawn,
Because there is no grass.
And the wild asses stand on the bare heights,
Snuffing the air like jackals;
Their eyes pine,
Because there is no herbage.

a Heb. "tlrem."
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.

NEVI'IM
23-27: By asking rhetorically
whether the Cushite can change his
skin or a leopard his spots, he sug

gests that Judah never changes.
Judah, who lifted her skirts in
wantonness, will have her skirts
lifted in order to shame her.

14.1-17.27: The great drought
and Judah's coming punishment.

The prophetic word formula intro
duces a new section that begins
with an oracle concerning drought
in Judah. It continues by develop
ing various nuances of suffering
due to drought, such as the (false)
prophets who claim no calamity is
forthcoming, the coming plague,
sword, famine, and captivity, Jere
miah's own celibacy, and the
parched desert in which Judah will
dwell.
14.1-22: The great drought.

Judah apparently suffered a great
drought that Jeremiah understood
to symbolize divine judgment
against the nation. Throughout the
Bible, the LoRD was portrayed as
a God who controlled the cosmos
and thus would bring rain to the
people each year so that they
would be able to grow crops and
raise cattle to provide themselves
with food (see, e.g., Deut. 1 1 .13-17;
28.1-14; 1 Kings 17.1). In an an
cient subsistence economy based
upon agriculture, a drought fre
quently meant starvation for
many (cf. 1 Kings chs 17-18). This
was especially so in Israel, where
rain was seasonal, falling in the
fall and winter only. In later Juda
ism, various rites were performed
to assure that rain would fall dur
ing the rainy season (111. Sukknh
4.9-10; cf. /J. Sukkn/1 53a; 111. Tn'nn.
1.1-7). The oracle notes the fasting
of the people, which begins
in rabbinic tradition on the
17th of Mar[:leshvan (typically
in November) if no rain has
fallen by then (111. Tn'nn. 1.4-7).
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Though our iniquities testify against us,
Act, 0 LoRD, for the sake of Your name;
Though our rebellions are many
And we have sinned against You.
0 Hope of Israel,
Its deliverer in time of trouble,
Why are You like a stranger in the land,
Like a traveler who stops only for the night?
Why are You like a man who is stunned,
Like a warrior who cannot give victory?
Yet You are in our midst, 0 LoRD,
And Your name is attached to usDo not forsake us!

1 0 Thus said the LoRD concerning this people: "Truly,
they love to stray, they have not restrained their feet; so
the LORD has no pleasure in them. Now He will recall
their iniquity and punish their sin."
11 And the LORD said to me, "Do not pray for the benefit
of this people. 12 When they fast, I will not listen to their
outcry; and when they present burnt offering and meal of
fering, I will not accept them. I will exterminate them by
war, famine, and disease."
13 I said, "Ah, Lord Goo! The prophets are saying to
them, 'You shall not see the sword, famine shall not come
upon you, but I will give you unfailing security in this
place.' "
14 The LoRD replied: It is a lie that the prophets utter in
My name. I have not sent them or commanded them. I
have not spoken to them. A lying vision, an empty divina
tion, the deceit of their own contriving-that is what they
prophesy to you! 15 Assuredly, thus said the LoRD con
cerning the prophets who prophesy in My name though I
have not sent them, and who say, "Sword and famine
shall not befall this land"; those very prophets shall perish
by sword and famine. 16 And the people to whom they
prophesy shall be left lying in the streets of Jerusalem be
cause of the famine and the sword, with none to bury
them-they, their wives, their sons, and their daughters. I
will pour out upon them [the requital of] their wicked
ness.
17

And do you speak to them thus:
Let my eyes run with tears,
Day and night let them not cease,
For •·my hapless people·• has suffered

n-n Lit. "the maiden daughter, My people."

1 4 . 7-1 4 . 1 7

1 1-1 2: These vv. suggest that pro
phetic prayer would be efficacious,
but the ritual actions of the peo
ple are not effective unless they
are accompanied by changed
behaviors-a typical prophetic
message. 1 3-22: Jeremiah chal
lenges the prophets who promise
security to the people, just as he
challenged the belief that the pres
ence of the Temple in Jerusalem
would protect the nation (7.1-8.3).
Jeremiah frequently cites the
prophet Isaiah, who represents the
Davidic tradition (see esp. !sa.
7.1-17, esp. v. 9b) that promises
God's protection of Zion (see !sa.
chs 36--3 7). Many in Jeremiah's
time would have read Isaiah's
prophecies as signs of divine
protection since the Assyrian op
pressors had fallen. Jeremiah con
demns such hopes as false proph
ecies (see chs 23; 27-28) as the time
of punishment envisioned by Isa
iah was about to be realized in Jer
emiah's own time. Deut. 18.9-22
cautions against false prophets,
i.e., prophets who speak in God's
name but whose words do not
come to pass. For Jeremiah, those
who spoke of security for the na
tion, whether based on Isaiah or
their own observations, were false
prophets. The predicted death of
these prophets (v. 15) follows the
legislation of Deut. 18.20, and the
story in Jer. 28.17. The book of Jer
emiah as a whole suggests that Jer
emiah was prophesying in an at
mosphere where many prophets
suggested that the Babylonians
would not conquer Jersualem and
destroy the Temple. This explains
the unpopularity of Jeremiah in his
period.

JEREMIAH

18

19

20

21

22

A grievous injury, a very painful wound.
If I go out to the countryLo, the slain of the sword.
If I enter the cityLo, •·those who are sick with·• famine.
Both priest and prophet roam b the land,
They know not where.
Have You, then, rejected Judah?
Have You spurned Zion?
Why have You smitten us
So that there is no cure?
Why do we hope for happiness,
But find no good;
For a time of healing,
And meet terror instead?
We acknowledge our wickedness, 0 LoRD
The iniquity of our fathersFor we have sinned against You.
For Your name's sake, do not disown us;
Do not dishonor Your glorious throne.
Remember, do not annul Your covenant with us.
Can any of the false gods of the nations give rain?
Can the skies of themselves give showers?
Only You can, 0 LoRD our God!
So we hope in You,
For only You made all these things.

1 5 The LoRD said to me, "Even if Moses and Samuel

were to <·intercede with Me,·< I would not be won
over to that people. Dismiss them from My presence, and
let them go forth! 2 And if they ask you, 'To what shall we
go forth?' answer them, 'Thus said the LoRD:
Those destined for the plague, to the plague;
Those destined for the sword, to the sword;
Those destined for famine, to famine;
Those destined for captivity, to captivity.
3 And I will appoint over them four kindsb [of punish
ment]-declares the LORD-the sword to slay, the dogs to
drag, the birds of the sky, and the beasts of the earth to de
vour and destroy. 4 I will make them a horror to all the
kingdoms of the earth, on account of King Manasseh son
of Hezekiah of Judah, and of what he did in Jerusalem.' "
s
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But who will pity you, 0 Jerusalem,
Who will console you?

b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
a-a Lit. "tire sicknesses of "
c-c Lit. "stand before Me," as Jeremiah is doing now; cf 18.20.

1 5.1-21: Jeremiah's lament over
Jerusalem's inevitable punish
ment. The theme of Jerusalem's

punishment continues, and Jere
miah laments his task and the
city's fate. 1-9: Jerusalem's pun
ishment is inevitable; not even
Moses and Samuel, the great ear
lier prophetic intercessors, could
convince God to reverse the deci
sion. 1 : The mention of Moses a11d
Samuel indicates Jeremiah's Elide
background, as Samuel was raised
in the Shiloh sanctuary where Eli
served as high priest (1 Sam. chs
1-4). Insofar as both figures were
revered prophets, their mention
here confirms God's resolve to
punish the city. 2-3: The four pun
ishments-plague, sword, famine,
and captivity represent a compre
hensive catalogue of punishments
not unlike those mentioned in
Ezek. ch s - Even animals partici
pate in the judgment. 4: By mak
ing them a horror ("za'avah") to
all the kingdoms of the earth, God
cites the curses of Deut 28.25.
This v. follows the tradition
of the book of Kings that King
Manasseh of Judah was so evil
that God decided to destroy
Jerusalem because of him
(2 Kings 21.1-18; 23.26-27; 24-3-4).
-
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8
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Who will turn aside to inquire
About your welfare?
You cast Me off
-declares the LORDYou go ever backward.
So I have stretched out My hand to destroy you;
I cannot relent.
I will scatter them as with a winnowing fork
Through the settlements of the earth.
I will bereave, I will destroy My people,
For they would not turn back from their ways.
Their widows shall be more numerous
Than the sands of the seas.
I will bring against them•.Young men and mothers together•
A destroyer at noonday.
I will bring down suddenly upon them
Alarm b and terror.
She who bore seven is forlorn,
Utterly disconsolate;
Her sun has set while it is still day,
She is shamed and humiliated.
The remnant of them I will deliver to the sword,
To the power of their enemies
-declares the LORD.

JEREMIAH

1 5 . 6-1 5 . 1 4

6: The formula, I ltave stretched
Ollt My hand to destroy you, draws

on the traditions of the Exodus
plague tradition (Exod. g.22, 23;
1 0.12, 13, 21, 22; etc) and Isaiah
(!sa. 5.25; g.n, 16, 20; 10-4; 14.27).
8: The statement that their widows
shall be more n umerous tlwn the
sands of the seas is an ironic refer

ence to God's promise of many de
scendants to Abraham (Gen. 22.17)
and Jacob (Gen. 32.13; cf. 1 Kings
4.20; !sa. 10.22; Hos. 2.1). The
image of the forlorn mother who
loses her sons draws upon !sa.
3.25-4·1. The theme is later devel
oped in 2 Mace. ch 7 in relation to
the martyrs of the Maccabean pe
riod. 1 0-21: Jeremiah's third la
ment takes the form of the
prophet's dialogue with God.
Upon hearing God's decision,
Jeremiah mourns his own birth,
an idea expanded in a later
text (20.14-18; cf. Job 3.1 1-19).
1 1-14: God responds by claim
ing that a remnant will survive,
a central prophetic idea that is
especially prominent in Isaiah
(cf. !sa. 4.2-6; 6.1-13; 7.1-g;
10.2o-26; 37.3o-32).

10

Woe is me, my mother, that you ever bore me
A man of conflict and strife with all the land!
I have not lent,
And I have not borrowed;
Yet everyone curses me.

11

The LoRD said:
•·Surely, a mere remnant of you
Will I spare for a better fate!·•
By the enemy <·from the north·<
In a time of distress and a time of disaster,
Surely, I will have you struck down!
d·Can iron break iron and bronze?-d
•·I will hand over your wealth and your treasures
As a spoit free of charge,
Because of all your sins throughout your territory.
And I will bring your enemies
By way of a land you have not known:•
For a fire has flared in My wrath,
It blazes against you.

12
13

14

n-n Menrting of Heb. 1/llcertnin.
b Meani11g of Heb. 1/llcertnin.
c-c Moved 11p frolit v. 12 for clarity.
d-d EmendatiOit yields "He slta/1 sltntter iron -iro11 and bron:e1"
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18

19

20
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0 LORD, you knowRemember me and take thought of me,
Avenge me on those who persecute me;
Do not yield to Your patience,
•Do not let me perish!·•
Consider how I have borne insult
On Your account.
When Your words were offered, I devoured them;
Your word brought me the delight and joy
Of knowing that Your name is attached to me,
0 LoRD, God of Hosts.
I have not sat in the company of revelers
And made merry!
I have sat lonely because of Your hand upon me,
For You have filled me with gloom.
Why must my pain be endless,
My wound incurable,
Resistant to healing?
You have been to me like a spring that fails,
Like waters that cannot be relied on.
Assuredly, thus said the LoRD:
If you turn back, I shall take you back
And you shall stand before Me;
If you produce what is noble
Out of the worthless,
You shall be My spokesman.
They shall come back to you,
Not you to them.
Against this people I will make you
As a fortified wall of bronze:
They will attack you,
But they shall not overcome you,
For I am with you to deliver and save you
-declares the LORD.
I will save you from the hands of the wicked
And rescue you from the clutches of the violent.

2 You are not to marry and not to have sons and
1daughters
6 The
in this place. 3 For thus said the LORD concerning
word of the LoRD came to me:

any sons and daughters that may be born in this place, and
concerning the mothers who bear them, and concerning
the fathers who beget them in this land: 4They shall die
gruesome deaths. They shall not be lamented or buried;
they shall be like dung on the surface of the ground. They
n-n Lit. "Do 1101 tnkc ""' nwny. "

1 5-18: Jeremiah recounts his suf
fering and anguish to God as his
own life becomes a model of Jeru
salem's and Judah's suffering. He
metaphorically devoured God's
words just as Ezekiel would la ter
eat the scroll with God's words to
become a prophet (Ezek. J.1-1 1).
19-21 : God's response further
draws the parallel in a measure
for-measure fashion between Jere
miah and Jerusalem/Judah, i.e., if
he turns back (repents), God will
take him back. V. 19 is somewhat
unclear, but the phrase I sllall take
you back And you shall stand before
Me seems to suggest that Jeremiah

at some point was stripped of his
prophetic status, perhaps because
he protested too strongly against
God, siding with the people. V. 20,
which reflects the langauge of
1.18-19, may then be viewed as a
recommissioning of Jeremiah as a
prophet.
16.1-17.27: Jeremiah's celibacy
as a model for Judah's punish
ment by drought. Jeremiah's fail

ure to produce children serves
as a model for Judah's inability
to sustain life due to the drought
that punishes the nation.
16.1-19: God's instructions to Jer
emiah not to marry or have chil
dren represents a reversal of the
marriage motif that frequently
portrays the rela tionship between
God, the husband, and Israel, the
bride (Has. chs 1-3; Jer. ch 2;
Zeph. 3-14-20; Isa. chs 49-54;
Ezek. ch 16). According to rab
binic tradition, the command to
"be fertile and increase, fill the
earth and master it" (Gen. 1.28)
is the first of the 613 command
ments that all Jewish men are
obliged to fulfill (b. Mak. 23b).
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shall be consumed by the sword and by famine, and their
corpses shall be food for the birds of the sky and the beasts
of the earth.
s

6

7

8

For thus said the LORD:
Do not enter a house of mourning/
Do not go to lament and to condole with them;
For I have withdrawn My favor from that people
-declares the LoRD
My kindness and compassion.
Great and small alike shall die in this land,
They shall not be buried; men shall not lament
them,
Nor gash and tonsure themselves for them.
They shall not break bread b for a mourner<
To comfort him for a bereavement,
Nor offer one a cup of consolation
For the loss of his father or mother.
Nor shall you enter a house of feasting,
To sit down with them to eat and drink.

9 For thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel: I am
going to banish from this place, in your days and before
your eyes, the sound of mirth and gladness, the voice of
bridegroom and bride.
10 And when you announce all these things to that peo
ple, and they ask you, "Why has the LoRD decreed upon
us all this fearful evil? What is the iniquity and what the
sin that we have committed against the LoRD our God?"
11 say to them, "Because your fathers deserted Me-de
clares the LORD-and followed other gods and served
them and worshiped them; they deserted Me and did not
keep My Instruction. 12 And you have acted worse than
your fathers, every one of you following the willfulness of
his evil heart and paying no heed to Me. 13 Therefore I will
hurl you out of this land to a land that neither you nor
your fathers have known, and there you will serve other
gods, day and night; for I will show you no mercy."
14 Assuredly, a time is coming-declares the LORD
when it shall no more be said, "As the LoRD lives who
brought the Israelites out of the land of Egypt," 1 5 but
rather, "As the LORD lives who brought the Israelites out
of the northland, and out of all the lands to which He had
banished them." For I will bring them back to their land,
which I gave to their fathers.
a Lit. "rrligious gatlteri11g."
b So a few HISS. Most HISS. tllld editio11s read t o tlu·11t. "
"

c

Lit. "llloumillg. "

16.5-16 . 15

5-8: God's refusal to allow mourn
ing further reinforces the severity
of the judgment; the notion seems
to be that the calamity will be so
extensive, there will be no oppor
tunity for individual mourning.
5: The reference to a house of
mourning ("bet marzea]:I") refers
to Israel's adoption of a pagan rit
ual of mourning coupled with
feasting and drinking on behalf of
the dead (cf. Isa. ch 28, in which
Isaiah satirizes such practice). Ac
cording to Mesopotamian mythol
ogy, the world mourns and the
rains stop when the god Tammuz
dies at the end of the rainy season
in the spring. The goddess Ishtar
must travel to the underworld to
bring him back to life and thus re
store the rains and fertility to the
world. Similar traditions are
known for Dumuzi and Inanna (in
Sumer) and Baal and Anath (in Ca
naan). The ritual is known from
the Ugaritic texts, and was clearly
part of broader Canaanite prac
tices which Israel adopted, and to
some extent adapted. 9: The sound
of mirth and gladness, the voice of
bridegroom and bride: This phrase is

unique to Jeremiah and serves as a
refrain through the book (7.34;
25.10; 33.11). 1 0-1 5: This passage,
which concludes by stating that ul
timately Israel will be restored just
as God redeemed Israel from
Egyptian bondage, is full of Ian
gauge that typifies Deuteronomy.
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19

20
21

1 6 . 1 6-17.4

Lo, I am sending for many fishermen
-declares the LoRD
And they shall haul them out;
And after that I will send for many hunters,
And they shall hunt them
Out of every mountain and out of every hill
And out of the clefts of the rocks.
For My eyes are on all their ways,
They are not hidden from My presence,
Their iniquity is not concealed from My sight.
I will pay them in full•Nay, doubly for their iniquity and their sins
Because they have defiled My land
With the corpses of their abominations,b
And have filled My own possession
With their abhorrent things.
0 LORD, my strength and my stronghold,
My refuge in a day of trouble,
To You nations shall come
From the ends of the earth and say:
Our fathers inherited utter delusions,
Things that are futile and worthless.
Can a man make gods for himself?
No-gods are they!
Assuredly, I will teach them,
Once and for all I will teach them
My power and My might.
And they shall learn that My name is LoRD.

1 7 The guilt of Judah is inscribed
2

3

4

With a stylus of iron,
Engraved with an adamant point
On the tablet of their hearts,
<"And on the horns of their altars,
While their children remember<
Their altars and sacred posts,
By verdant trees,
Upon lofty hills.
d·Because of the sin of your shrines
Throughout your borders,
I will make your rampart a heap in the field,
And all your treasures a spoil. ·d
•-You will forfeit,·• by your own act,

n See note to Isn. 65-7b I.e., tlteir lifeless idols.
c-c Menning of Heb. IIIICerlaitt. Emendntion tJie/ds "S11rely the !toms of their altars I Are ns
n memorial against /Item. "
d-d Menning of Heb. 11ncerlnin.
e-e Menning of Heb. 11ncertnin. Emendatio11 yields "Yo11r lwnd m11st let go. "

NEVI'IM
1 6: The fishermen who haul them
out are presumably the nations
who will do God's bidding (see
Isa. chs 44-45; 66.18-24). This is a
basic motif of Second Isaiah, who
portrays the return from Babylo
nia as a second exodus (Isa. chs
4o-48). 1 8: Like Jeremiah, Isa. 40.2
notes that Jerusalem has paid dou
ble for her sins (d. Exod. 22.6).
19: Jeremiah responds by looking
forward to the day when the na
tions will come to acknowledge
God's sovereignty (lsa. 2.2-4;
Mic. 4.1-5; Zech. 8.2o-23). Jere
miah 16.19-17.14 is the haftarah
for the parashah of Be-l:lukkotai
(Lev. 26.3-27.34), which outlines
both the blessings of observance
of the covenant and the punish
ment of exile for disobedience.
1 6.20-1 7.1 1 : God responds with a
polemic against the worship of
idols (d. Isa. 44-9-20). The initial
rhetorical question asserts that
humans cannot make gods for
themselves, but God will teach
the truth (lsa. 2.2-4; Mic. 4.1-5).
1 7. 1 : The reference to a stylus of
iron, engraved with an adamant [dia
mond] point on the tablet of their
hearts is a metaphorical description
of the indelible nature of Judah's
wrongdoing. This image fits this
section, which imagines Israel's
sin as grave and its punishment
as final, with no opportunity
for repentance. In Jeremiah, this
engraved sin will ultimately
be replaced by divine instruction
("torah") written on the heart
when the covenant is restored
(see 31.31-34).

JEREMIAH 1 7.5-17. 13
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The inheritance I have given you;
I will make you a slave to your enemies
In a land you have never known.
For you have kindled the flame of My wrath
Which shall burn for all time.
5

6

7
8

9
10

Thus said the LoRD:
Cursed is he who trusts in man,
Who makes mere flesh his strength,
And turns his thoughts from the LORD.
He shall be like a bush• in the desert,
Which does not sense the coming of good:
It is set in the scorched places of the wilderness,
In a barren land without inhabitant.
Blessed is he who trusts in the LoRD,
Whose trust is the LoRD alone.
He shall be like a tree planted by waters,
Sending forth its roots by a stream:
It does not sense the coming of heat,
Its leaves are ever fresh;
It has no care in a year of drought,
It does not cease to yield fruit.
Most devious is the heart;
It is perverse-who can fathom it?
I the LoRD probe the heart,
Search the mindTo repay every man according to his ways,
With the proper fruit of his deeds.

11

b-Like a partridge hatching what she did not lay,-b
So is one who amasses wealth by unjust means;
In the middle of his life it will leave him,
And in the end he will be proved a fool.

12

0 Throne of Glory exalted from of old,
Our Sacred Shrine!
0 Hope of Israel! 0 LoRD!
All who forsake You shall be put to shame,
Those in the land who turn from You<
Shall be doomed d men,
For they have forsaken the LoRD,
The Fount of living waters.

13

a Or "tamarisk"; exact meaning of Hcb. 11ncertai11.
b-b Meaning of Heb. •mcertain.
c Lit. "Me."
d Lit. "inscribed"; meaning of line 11ncertain.

-g61 -

S-8: A person who relies on idols
is like a bush in a parched land
that knows nothing, but those
who trust in God are like well
watered trees that produce fruit
(see Ps. 1.3). The purpose of this
metaphor is to point to worship of
other gods as the cause of the
drought. 1 1 : Amassing wealth
dishonestly is presented here as
the consequence of idolatry.
1 2-18: Jeremiah praises God as
Israel's hope and continues the
metaphor of drought by compar
ing God to a fountain of living wa
ters (see 2.13). The initial statement
of his fourth lament in vv. 14-18,

Heal rue, 0 LoRD, and let me be
healed, is rewritten in the plural

as "Heal us, 0 LoRD, and let us
be healed" in the daily '"Amidah"
of the Prayer Book. Jeremiah
appeals to God for support
by pointing out how steadfastly he has resisted his enemies
who challenge his prophecies.

NEVI'IM

14
15
16

17
18

Heal me, 0 LoRD, and let me be healed;
Save me, and let me be saved;
For You are my glory.
See, they say to me:
"Where is the prediction of the LoRD?
Let it come to pass!"
But I have not •·evaded
Being a shepherd in your service,·•
Nor have I longed for the fatal day.
You know the utterances of my lips,
They were ever before You.
Do not be a cause of dismay to me;
You are my refuge in a day of calamity.
Let my persecutors be shamed,
And let not me be shamed;
Let them be dismayed,
And let not me be dismayed.
Bring on them the day of disaster,
And shatter them with double destruction.

19 Thus said the LoRD to me: Go and stand in the
People's Gate, by which the kings of Judah enter and by
which they go forth, and in all the gates of Jerusalem,
20 and say to them: Hear the word of the LoRD, 0 kings of
Judah, and all Judah, and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem
who enter by these gates!
2 1 Thus said the LoRD: Guard yourselves for your own
sake against carrying burdensb on the sabbath day, and
bringing them through the gates of Jerusalem. 22 Nor shall
you carry out burdens from your houses on the sabbath
day, or do any work, but you shall hallow the sabbath day,
as I commanded your fathers. (23 But they would not lis
ten or turn their ear; they stiffened their necks and would
not pay heed or accept discipline.) 24 If you obey Me-de
clares the LORD-and do not bring in burdens through the
gates of this city on the sabbath day, but hallow the sab
bath day and do no work on it, 25 then through the gates of
this city shall enter kings who sit upon the throne of
David, with their officers-riding on chariots and horses,
they and their officers-and the men of Judah and the in
habitants of Jerusalem. And this city shall be inhabited for
all time. 26 And people shall come from the towns of Judah
and from the environs of Jerusalem, and from the land of
Benjamin, and from the Shephelah, and from the hill
country, and from the Negeb, bringing burnt offerings
a-a Exact force of Heb. U/Jcertain. Emendation yields "urged you to [briug} misfortuue. "
b Or "merchandise. "

19-27: God instructs Jeremiah to
stand by the people's entrance to
the Temple and announce that
they should observe the Shabbat,
i.e., the seventh day of rest and
holy service to God which consti
tutes one of the fundamental signs
of the covenant between God
and Israel especially in the Priestly
tradition (see Gen. 2.1-3; Exod.
20.8-11; 2).12; )1.12-17; 35·2-);
Lev. 23.3; Deut. 5.12-15). Although
many modem interpreters con
sider this passage (and the empha
sis on Shabbat) to be exilic or post
exilic, Shabbat observance is
mentioned in preexilic prophetic
texts (Amos 8.5; Isa. 1.13). It is
likely, however, that the Shabbat
took on new significance in the ex
ilic period, as holy space (the de
stroyed Temple) was replaced with
holy time. 21: The emphasis on
carrying burdens is somewhat
surprising. Perhaps the reference is
to doing work, which was prohib
ited (Amos 8.5). The Torah is very
general, stating that "whoever
does work on it" is punished
(Exod. 31. 14-15). In specifying
what types of work are prohibited
on the Sabbath, carrying, the focus
of Jeremiah, is mentioned promi
nently in early rabbinic texts
(e.g., 111. 5/wb. 1.1-3; 6.1-10).
26: The passage describes people
coming from places surrounding
Jerusalem, including Benjamin to
the north, the Slzepl�ela/J (low-lying
hill country) to the southwest, the
hill country around Jerusalem it
self, and the Negeb desert to the
south. The '"olah," bumt offerings,
the "zebal:t (shelamim)," sacrifices
(of well-being), "minJ:tah," meal of
ferings, and "levonah," frankin
cense, are discussed in detail in
Lev. chs 1-3.
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and sacrifices, meal offerings and frankincense, and bring
ing offerings of thanksgiving to the House of the LoRD.
27 But if you do not obey My command to hallow the sab
bath day and to carry in no burdens through the gates of
Jerusalem on the sabbath day, then I will set fire to its
gates; it shall consume the fortresses of Jerusalem and it
shall not be extinguished.
word which came to Jeremiah from the LoRD:
2 "Go down to the house of a potter, and there I will
1impart
8 The
My words to you." 3 So I went down to the house

of a potter, and found him working at the wheel. 4 •-And if
the vessel he was making was spoiled, as happens to clay
in the potter's hands,·• he would make it into another ves
sel, such as the potter saw fit to make.
5 Then the word of the LoRD came to me: 6 Q House of
Israel, can I not deal with you like this potter?-says the
LoRD. Just like clay in the hands of the potter, so are you in
My hands, 0 House of Israel! 7 At one moment I may de
cree that a nation or a kingdom shall be uprooted and
pulled down and destroyed; Bbut if that nation against
which I made the decree turns back from its wickedness, I
change My mind concerning the punishment I planned to
bring on it. 9 At another moment I may decree that a na
tion or a kingdom shall be built and planted; lO but if it
does what is displeasing to Me and does not obey Me,
then I change My mind concerning the good I planned to
bestow upon it.
1 1 And now, say to the men of Judah and the inhabitants
of Jerusalem: Thus said the LoRD: I am devisingb disaster
for you and laying plans against you. Turn back, each of
you, from your wicked ways, and mend your ways and
your actions! 12 But they will say, "It is no use. We will
keep on following our own plans; each of us will act in the
willfulness of his evil heart."
13

14c

Assuredly, thus said the LORD:
Inquire among the nations:
Who has heard anything like this?
Maiden Israel has done
A most horrible thing.
Does one forsake Lebanon snow
From the mountainous rocks?
Does one abandon cool water

So some mss. n11d 011e rnrly editio11. Most 11/SS. n11d editio11s rend "A11d ifthe vessel tlwt
he was mnki11g with clay in the pottrr's /muds was spoiled. "
l1 The same Hebrew word as is used ab(Wt' for "potter. "
c Men11i11g of verse 1111crrtni11; cf 2.13, 1 7. 1 3 .

n-n

17.27-1 8 . 14

18.1-20.18: The symbolic action
of the potter and the jug. A new

section that takes up Jeremiah's
dialogue with God concerning
the potter, the shattered jug, and
the prophet's conflict with the
priest Pashhur. Again, the
prophet's experience prompts
his lament to God.

1 8.1-23: Jeremiah's symbolic in
terpretation of the potter. 2: Potter,

Heb "yotzer," is based on the verb
"yatzar," "to form, fashion, cre
ate," and appears frequently in ref
erence to God (Gen. 2.7, 8, 19; Isa.
43.1, 21; 44.21; 45·9, 11, 18; Ps 95.5;
104.26; etc.). 4: God's statement
draws an analogy with the work
of the potter, i.e., if God makes a
mistake in decreeing punishment,
why cannot God reverse that de
cree if the nation repents? The op
posite is also true, i.e., if God pre
sumes that a nation is righteous
and it then demonstrates an evil
character, why should it not be
punished? The analogy heightens
the tremendous power of God
vis-a-vis Israel: God is the master
craftsman while Israel is the inani
mate clay! This passage serves as
the basis for a medieval liturgical
poem ("piyyut") recited on the
high holidays, which extends the
metaphor to include the stone in
the hand of the stoneworker, the
ax in the hand of the smith, the
tiller in the hand of the sailor, and
other images. 7: Uprooted, pulled
down, destroyed: The same verbs
are employed for punishment in
Jeremiah's call narrative (1.10).
9: Be built, planted: The same
verbs express restoration in 1.10.
1 1-17: God now turns to an an
nouncement of the decision to
punish Judah and Jerusalem de
spite a covenant relationship with
the nation. In Heb, this picks up
on the previous vv. (see v. 2 n.),
since the word devising, "yotzer"
(v. 1 1), is derived from the same
root as "potter." 1 3-1 5: Rhetorical
questions and analogies typical of
wisdom literature are used to
make the case against Maiden Is
rael, i.e., God's metaphorical
"wife." A series of accusations
then follows in which God claims
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15

16

17

1 8 . 1 5-18.23

Flowing from afar?
Yet My people have forgotten Me:
They sacrifice to a delusion:
They are made to stumble in their ways
The ancient pathsAnd to walk instead on byways,
On a road not built up.
So their land will become a desolation,
An object of hissing• for all time.
Every passerby will be appalled
And will shake his head. •
Like the east wind, I will scatter them
Before the enemy.
b-I will look upon their back, not their face,·b
In their day of disaster.

18 They said,c "Come let us devise a plot against Jere
miah-for instruction shall not fail from the priest, nor
counsel from the wise, nor oracle from the prophet. Come,
let us strike him with the tongue, and we shall no longer
have to listen to all those words of his."
19
20

21

22

23

Listen to me, 0 LORDAnd take note of dwhat my enemies say!·d
Should good be repaid with evil?
Yet they have dug a pit for me.
Remember how I stood before You
To plead in their behalf,
To turn Your anger away from them!
Oh, give their children over to famine,
Mow them down by the sword.
Let their wives be bereaved
Of children and husbands,
Let their men be struck down by the plague,
And their young men be slain in battle by the
sword.
Let an outcry be heard from their houses
When You bring sudden marauders against them;
For they have dug a pit to trap me,
And laid snares for my feet.
0 LoR D, You know
All their plots to kill me.
Do not pardon their iniquity,

a Tlrese actions were performed at the sight of ruin to ward off a like fate from the obse111er;
cf Lnm. 2.15.
b-b Change of vocalization yields "/ will show them {M•tl back and not {My] face."
c Cf 20.10.
d-d Emendation yields "my case."
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to have been abandoned by Israel.
1 7: The east wind expresses God's
power (e.g., at the Re[e]d Sea,
Exod. 14.21; see also Exod. 10.13;
Jonah 4.8; Ps. 48.8; Hos. 12.2;
Isa. 27.8; Ps. 78.26). Called the
"Sharav" in Heb or the "Hamsin"
in Arabic, it is a dry desert wind
that appears at the transitions
from the dry to wet seasons and
vice versa, often blowing a great
deal of dust that blocks visibility
and causes much damage.
1 8-23: Jeremiah contends that his
enemies are plotting against him.
1 9-23: The prophet's fifth lament.
He portrays himself as one who
has stood up on behalf of God
and consequently suffered at the
hands of his (and God's) enemies.
Whereas he once pleaded for di
vine mercy, he now asks for divine
justice so that his enemies will suf
fer plagues much like the Egyp
tians at the time of the exodus.
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Do not blot out their guilt from Your presence.
Let them be made to stumble before You
Act against them in Your hour of wrath!

1 9 Thus said the LORD: Go buy a jug of potter's ware.

And [take] some of the elders of the people and the
priests, 2 and go out to the Valley of Ben-hinnom-•·at the
entrance of the Harsith Gate·•-and proclaim there the
words which I will speak to you.
3 Say: "Hear the word of the LoRD, 0 kings of Judah and
inhabitants of Jerusalem! Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the
God of Israel: I am going to bring such disaster upon this
place that the ears of all who hear about it will tingle. 4 For
they and their fathers and the kings of Judah have for
saken Me, and have made this place alien [to Me]; they
have sacrificed in it to other gods whom they have not ex
perienced,b and they have filled this place with the blood
of the innocent. 5 They have built shrines to Baal, to put
their children to the fire as burnt offerings to Baal-which
I never commanded, never decreed, and which never
came to My mind. 6 Assuredly, a time is coming-declares
the LoRD-when this place shall no longer be called
Topheth or Valley of Ben-hinnom, but Valley of Slaughter.
7 "And I will frustrate< the plans of Judah and Jerusalem
in this place. I will cause them to fall by the sword before
their enemies, by the hand of those who seek their lives;
and I will give their carcasses as food to the birds of the
sky and the beasts of the earth. B And I will make this city
an object of horror and hissing;d everyone who passes by
it will be appalled and will hiss over all its wounds. 9 And
I will cause them to eat the flesh of their sons and the flesh
of their daughters, and they shall devour one another's
flesh-because of the desperate straits to which they will
be reduced by their enemies, who seek their life."
t o Then you shall smash the jug in the sight of the men
who go with you, 11 and say to them: "Thus said the LoRD
of Hosts: So will I smash this people and this city, as one
smashes a potter's vessel, which can never be mended.
And they shall bury in Topheth until no room is left for
burying. 12 That is what I will do to this place and its in
habitants-declares the LORD. I will make this city like
Topheth: 13 the houses of Jerusalem and the houses of the
kings of Judah shall be unclean, like that place Topheth
all the houses on the roofs of which offerings were made
a-a Oll1ers "by way of tile Potsherd Gate"; 111eaning of Heb. 1111certain.
b See note at Delli. 11.28.
c Lit. "e111pty," Heb. u-baqqothi, a play 011 baqbuq, "j11g" ill v. 1.
d See note at 1 8.16.

19.1-19.13

1 9.1-15: The symbolic act of the
broken jug. 2: The Valley of Ben
lziiiiJOIIl, see 7.3 1 n. The Harsitlz
Gate, "Potsherd gate," is other

wise unknown. The Targum iden
tifies it with the "Dung Gate"
(Neh. 2.13; 3.13-14; 12.31), pre
sumably because it refers to a
place where refuse is thrown out
side the city. The location of the
Dung Gate in biblical times is un
known, but today it stands on the
south side of the Old City of Jeru
salem where it provides access to
the Western Wall plaza and the
Temple Mount. 3-6: God's threat
to bring disaster against Jerusalem
resembles the threat to punish the
city because of King Manasseh's
actions (2 Kings 21.12). Tophetlz, see
7.31. Valley ofSlallgiJter: Jeremiah's
contemporary Zephaniah claimed
that Jerusalem would become a
place of slaughter on the day of
the LoRD because of the idolatry
of its inhabitants (Zeph. 1.7).
7-9: I will frustrate, lit. "I will
empty" ("ubakoti"), draws upon
the analogy between the jug
("bakbuk") and the people. The
punishments rehearse the curses
of Deut. chs 28-30. 1 0-1 3: God in
structs Jeremiah to smash the jug
in front of the elders and priests
who accompanied him as wit
nesses. His action symbolizes
God's intention to siJlash or de
stroy the city of Jerusalem so
that it becomes an unclean
place of destruction like Topheth.
1 4-1 5: Jeremiah returned to the
Temple to announce his deed, so
that it would be publicly known.
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1 9 . 1 4-20 . 7

to the whole host of heaven and libations were poured out
to other gods."
14 When

Jeremiah returned from Topheth, where the
LoRD had sent him to prophesy, he stood in the court of
the House of the LoRD and said to all the people: 15 "Thus
said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: I am going to
bring upon this city and upon all its villages all the disas
ter which I have decreed against it, for they have stiffened
their necks and refused to heed My words."

2 0 Pashhur son of Immer, the priest who was chief of

ficer of the House of the LORD, heard Jeremiah
prophesy these things. 2 Pashhur thereupon had Jeremiah
flogged and put in the cell• at the Upper Benjamin Gate in
the House of the LoRD. 3 The next day, Pashhur released
Jeremiah from the cell.
But Jeremiah said to him, "The LoRD has named you
not · Pashhur, but Magor-missabib.b 4 For thus said the
LoRD: I am going to deliver you and all your friends over
to terror: they will fall by the sword of their enemies while
you look on. I will deliver all Judah into the hands of the
king of Babylon; he will exile them to Babylon or put them
to the sword. 5 And I will deliver all the wealth, all the
riches, and all the prized possessions of this city, and I will
also deliver all the treasures of the kings of Judah into the
hands of their enemies: they shall seize them as plunder
and carry them off to Babylon. 6 As for you, Pashhur, and
all who live in your house, you shall go into captivity. You
shall come to Babylon; there you shall die and there you
shall be buried, and so shall all your friends to whom you
prophesied falsely."
7

You enticed me, 0 LoRD, and I was enticed;
You overpowered me and You prevailed.
I have become a constant laughingstock,
Everyone jeers at me.

n Menning of Heb. uncertnin.

b I.e., "Terror nil nround"; cf v.

20.1-18: Jeremiah's persecution

and further laments. A narrative

concerning Jeremiah's persecution
in the Temple introduces the
prophet's final laments. The third
person narrative form contrasts
with the first-person autobio
graphical accounts of the
prophet's actions. It corresponds
to the editorial framework of the
book, particularly the prophetic

10.

word formulas that introduce
each major section of the book,
as well as to the narrative forms
that appear throughout chs 26-45.
1-6: Pashlwr so11 of Imr11er is other
wise unknown. Curiously, his
name is derived from an Egyptian
term, "psh-hr," "portion of (the
god) Horus," suggesting that
Judah was open to Egyptian influ
ence at this period; given its mili-

tary alliances with Egypt, this is
not surprising. Gedaliah son of
Pashhur, who is part of a group in
38.1 that attempts to have Jere
miah put to death for sedition,
may be this Pashhur's son. 2: The
Upper Be11jnmi11 Gate in the House of
the LoRD is likely not the same as

the city gate called the Benjamin
Gate (37.13; 38.7). Instead, it seems
to be an entryway into the Temple
complex. The name "Benjamin"
suggests that both the city gate
and the Temple gate were located
on the north, since the territory of
Benjamin is located immediately
to the north of Jerusalem (Josh.
18.11-28, esp. 16; cf. Judg. 1.21;
1 .8-10). Pashhur is himself a
priest, apparently appointed to
keep order at the Temple Mount.
His flogging and imprisonment
of Jeremiah illustrates the
prophet's complaints that he
is persecuted by enemies (cf.
18.18-23). 3-4: He renames Pash
hur as Magor-missabib, "terror all
around" (see also 6.25; 46.5; 49.29;
Ps. 31.14), to illustrate his proph
ecy that Pashhur and his friends
(lit. "all who love you") will be
killed by Judah's enemies. The
prophecy that he and his house
will go into exile resembles
Isaiah's prophecy concerning the
sons of Hezekiah (Isa. ch 39) and
Amos's prophecy concerning
Amaziah the high priest at Bethel
(Amos 7.1o-17). 6: Although the
narrative presents no statement by
Pashhur, Jeremiah accuses him of
prophesying falsely (cf. 14-14-16).
7-1 3: Jeremiah's sixth lament. It is
placed here associatively, because
it uses the phrase " terror all
around" (v. 10; see v. 3). 7: The
prophet employs strong language
to characterize God's deceptive
character. Enticed: Heb "patah,"
"to lure, entice," is ·employed in
Exod. 22.16; Hos. 2.16 to describe a
man's seduction of a woman, and
in Judg. 14.15; 16.5 to describe a
woman's seduction of a man. The
following verbs, You overpowered
111e nrrd You prevailed, suggest rape.
Jeremiah continues to employ this
metaphor when he describes the
pain and humiliation caused him
by the word of the LoRD, i.e., al-
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

For every time I speak, I must cry out,
Must shout, "Lawlessness and rapine!"
For the word of the LORD causes me
Constant disgrace and contempt.
I thought, "I will not mention Him,
No more will I speak in His name"But [His word] was like a raging fire in my
heart,
Shut up in my bones;
I could not hold it in, I was helpless.
I heard the whispers of the crowd
Terror all around:
"Inform! Let us inform against him!"
All my [supposed] friends
Are waiting for me to stumble:
"Perhaps he can be entrapped,
And we can prevail against him
And take our vengeance on him."
But the LoRD is with me like a mighty warrior;
Therefore my persecutors shall stumble;
They shall not prevail and shall not succeed.
They shall be utterly shamed
With a humiliation for all time,
Which shall not be forgotten.
0 LORD of Hosts, You who test the righteous,
Who examine the heart and the mind,
Let me see Your retribution upon them,
For I lay my case before You.
Sing unto the LORD,
Praise the LORD,
For He has rescued the needy
From the hands of evildoers!
Accursed be the day
That I was born!
Let not the day be blessed
When my mother bore me!
Accursed be the man
Who brought my father the news
And said, "A boy
Is born to you,"
And gave him such joy!
Let that man• become like the cities
Which the LORD overthrew without relenting!
Let him hear shrieks in the morning
And battle shouts at noontide-

a Eme11datio11 yields "day. "
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20.8-20. 1 6

though he does not want to be a
prophet, he cannot resist God (d.
1.6-8). 1 0: The name that he ap
plied to Pashhur, Terror nil around,
is now derisively applied to him
by the watching crowd of people.
Although his friends await his
downfall, Jeremiah expresses his
confidence that God will remain
with him and that his enemies will
eventually fall. 13: The concluding
statement, sing unto the LoRD,
Praise tl1e LoRD, recalls the formu
laic language of the Song of the
Sea (Exod. 15.21) and other psalms
(Pss. 33·3; 68.5; 96.1; 98.1; cf. !sa.
42.10; Pss. 113.1; 135.1; 1 17.1; 148.1;
150.1). It is unclear why Jeremiah's
mood shifts so suddenly here.
1 4-1 8: Jeremiah's seventh and
final lament. This passage is simi
lar in content and vocabulary to
Job ch J, though the Jeremiah pas
sage uses rather formulaic poetry,
and Job ch 3 is far superior poeti
cally, using much more vivid and
less stereo typic imagery.

JEREMIAH
17
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Because he did not kill me before birth
So that my mother might be my grave,
And her womb big [with me] for all time.
Why did I ever issue from the womb,
To see misery and woe,
To spend all my days in shame!

The
when King Zedekiah sent to him Pashhur son of
2
1
Malchiah and the priest Zephaniah, son of Maaseiah, to
word which came to Jeremiah from the LoRD,

say, z "Please inquire of the LoRD on our behalf, for King
Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon is attacking us. Perhaps the
LoRD will act for our sake in accordance with all His won
ders, so that [Nebuchadrezzar] will withdraw from us."
3 Jeremiah answered them, "Thus shall you say to
Zedekiah: 4 Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: I am
going to turn around the weapons in your hands with
which you are battling outside the wall against those who
are besieging you-the king of Babylon and the Chal
deans-and I will take them into the midst of this city;
s and I Myself will battle against you with an outstretched
mighty arm, with anger and rage and great wrath. 6 I will
strike the inhabitants of this city, man and beast: they shall
die by a terrible pestilence. 7 And then-declares the
LORD-I will deliver King Zedekiah of Judah and his
courtiers and the people-those in this city who survive
the pestilence, the sword, and the famine-into the hands
of King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, into the hands of
their enemies, into the hands of those who seek their lives.
He will put them to the sword without pity, without com
passion, without mercy.
8 " And to this people you shall say: Thus said the LORD:
I set before you the way of life and the way of death.
9 Whoever remains in this city shall die by the sword, by
famine, and by pestilence; but whoever leaves and goes
over to the Chaldeans who are besieging you shall live;
21 .1-24.1 0: Jeremiah's oracles

concerning the House of David
and the prophets. The prophetic

word formula introduces various
oracles by the prophet concerning
the leadership of Judah, including
both the Davidic kings and the
prophets. Although the beginning
of the unit presupposes the Bab
ylonian assault against Jerusalem
that began in 588 BCE during the
reign of King Zedekiah (see ch 52;
2 Kings ch 25), the prophet's ora
cles address the earlier reigns of

Josiah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, and
Jehoiachin in an effort to point to
divine judgment against Judah,
due especially to the actions of its
leaders, as the reason for the Bab
ylonian assault.
21 .1-14: Jeremiah's oracles to
Zedekiah, the people of Judah,
and the House of David at the
time of the Babylonian assault.

King Zedekiah ruled from 597 neE
until the destruction of Jerusalem
by the Babylonians in 586 (2 Kings
-968-

24.18-25.21 ; 2 Chron. 36.11-21). He
was a Davidic king, a younger son
of King Josiah and the uncle of
King Jehoiachin, whom the Bab
ylonians placed on the throne and
later deported from Jerusalem at
the time of their first invasion of
Judah in 597 BCE (2 Kings 24.1-17;
2 Chron. 36.5-10). 1: Pa5hlzur 5011 of
Malc!Iiall is not the same person
mentioned in ch 20, but a grand
son of King Zedekiah (38.6). He
was part of a group that later had
Jeremiah imprisoned for treason
(38.1-6). It is possible that this unit
was attached here to follow closely
the mention of Pashhur in the pre
vious ch (20.1). The priest Zepha
niah 5011 of Maa5eiah is not the
prophet Zephaniah (Zeph. 1. 1),
but the deputy priest of the Tem
ple (52.24). He was later criticized
for not rebuking or imprisoning
Jeremiah (29.24-32). Nebuchad
nezzar put him to death together
with other Judean officials at Rib
lah following the fall of Jerusalem
(52.24-27). 2: King Nebuchadrezzar,
son of Nabo-polassar, the founder
of the Neo-Babylonian empire,
ruled Babylonia 605-562 neE. His
defeat of the Egyptians at Carche
mish in 605 gave him control of
Judah. He invaded Judah follow
ing revolts against his rule in the
times of Jehoiakim (598), Zedekiah
(588), and perhaps following the
assassination of the Babylonian
appointed governor Gedaliah
(582). (See 2 Kings chs 24-25;
2 Chron. ch 36; Jer. chs 41; 52.) Neb
ucltadrezzar is a dialectical form of
Nebuchadnezzar, by which this
king is more commonly known.
3-7: Jeremiah's response to
Pashhur's and Zephaniah's appeal
to inquire of the LORD indicates
that God supports the Babylonian
invaders who are attacking Jerusa
lem. The declaration that Zedekiah
would be delivered into the hands
of the Babylonians would have
been considered treason in ancient
Judah (cf. Amos's condemnation
of Jeroboam in Amos 7.1o-17),
since it contradicts the tradition of
God's protection for Jerusalem
and the House of David (see Pss.
2; 46; 47; 48; no; 132; 2 Sam. ch 7).
8-10: Jeremiah's urging the people
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•·he shall at least gain his life:• 10 For I have set My face
against this city for evil and not for good-declares the
LORD. It shall be delivered into the hands of the king of
Babylon, who will destroy it by fire."
11 To the House of the king of Judah: Hear the word of
the LoRD! 120 House of David, thus said the LoRD:
Render just verdicts
Morning by morning;
Rescue him who is robbed
From him who defrauded him.
Else My wrath will break forth like fire
And burn, with none to quench it,
Because of your wicked acts.
13
I will deal with you, b·O inhabitants of the valley,
0 rock of the plain·b-declares the LORDYou who say, "Who can come down against us?
Who can get into our lairs?"
14
I will punish you according to your deeds
-declares the LoRD.
I will set fire to its forest;c
It shall consume all that is around it.

Thus said the LoRD: Go down to the palace of the
2
2
king of Judah, where you shall utter this word.
2 Say: "Hear the word of the LORD: 0 king of Judah, you

who sit on the throne of David, and your courtiers and
your subjects who enter these gates! 3 Thus said the LoRD:
Do what is just and right; rescue from the defrauder him
who is robbed; do not wrong the stranger, the fatherless,
and the widow; commit no lawless act, and do not shed
the blood of the innocent in this place. 4 For if you fulfill
this command, then through the gates of this palace shall
enter kings o£ David's line who sit upon his throne, riding
horse-drawn chariots, with their courtiers and their sub
jects. s But i£ you do not heed these commands, I swear by
Myself-declares the LoRD-that this palace shall become
a ruin."
6 For thus said the LORD concerning the royal palace of
Judah:
You are as Gilead to Me,
As the summit of Lebanon;
But I will make you a desert,
Uninhabited towns.
a-n Lit. "he shall have l1is life as booty. "
b-b Force of Heb. Ullcertnill.
c Perhaps a rejerc11ce to the royal palace; cf 1 Ki11gs 7.2.

2 1 . 1 0- 2 2 . 6

to go over to the Babylonians
would likewise be considered an
act of treason. He was later ar
rested for his statements (38.1-6).
1 1-14: A second oracle calls upon
the House of David to do justice
for those who are robbed in accor
dance with the laws in Exod.
21 .37-22.3. The king was responsi
ble for justice in the land (2 Sam.
1 2.1-15; 1 Kings 3.16-28; Isa.
11 .1-9; Ps. 72). Because of its fail
ure to fill this role, Jeremiah con
demns the dynasty despite God's
promise that it would rule forever
(2 Sam. ch 7; cf. 1 Kings 8.22-26;
9.4-5; Ps. 132). 14: The forest refers
to the royal palace, which was
called the House of the Forest of
Lebanon because it was built with
Lebanese cedar (1 Kings 7.2-12;
10.17, 21; lsa. 22.8).
22-1-23.8: Further oracles con

cerning the kings of Judah.

22.1-9: The first oracle addresses

the royal House of David in gen
eral without mentioning a specific
king. It is thematically related to
the previous oracle, focusing on
the responsibility of the king to be
just. 1-4: The first part of the ora
cle takes up the themes of 2 1 . 1 1-14
by focusing on the king's responsi
bility to treat the disadvantaged
people of the land justly. Jeremiah
follows the view of 1 Kings
8.22-26; 9.4-5; Ps. 132 that the Da
vidic king will rule if he is righ
teous. Much like the covenant
blessings and curses of Deut. chs
28-30, vv. 5-9 outline the conse
quences if the king is not righ
teous. 6: Gilead is the territory of
Israel east of the Jordan River from
the wadi (river) Arnon in the south
to the wadi Yarmuk in the north.
Although it is now part of modern
Jordan, it was the territory of the
tribes of Gad and half of Manasseh
in biblical times (Josh. 13.24-31).
Gilead and Lebanon were both
heavily forested areas in antiquity.
The Assyrian and Babylonian
kings frequently boasted of the
trees from Lebanon for use in their
own palaces and other projects.
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7

I will appoint destroyers against you,
Each with his tools;
They shall cut down your choicest cedars
And make them fall into the fire.
B And when many nations pass by this city and one man
asks another, "Why did the LoRD do thus to that great
city?" 9 the reply will be, "Because they forsook the cove
nant with the LoRD their God and bowed down to other
gods and served them."
1o

Do not weep for the dead •
And do not lament for him;
Weep rather for b·him who is leaving;b
For he shall never come back
To see the land of his birth!

11 For thus said the LORD concerning Shallum b son of
King Josiah of Judah, who succeeded his father Josiah as
king, but who has gone forth from this place: He shall
never come back. 1 2 He shall die in the place to which he
was exiled, and he shall not see this land again.
13

14

15

Ha! he who builds his house with unfairness
And his upper chambers with injustice,
Who makes his fellow man work without pay
And does not give him his wages,
Who thinks: I will build me a vast palace
With spacious upper chambers,
Provided with windows,
Paneled in cedar,
Painted with vermilion!
Do you think you are more a king
Because you compete in cedar?
Your father '·ate and drank'

a I.e., Josiah; see 2 Kings 2 3 .29-]0.
b-b I.e., tire king called b11 Iris throne 11ame Jelwahaz i11 2 Ki11gs 2J-3 I ff, n11d by l1is private
name 5/w//um here in v. 1 1 a11d i11 1 Clmm. J.J).
c-c I.e., he was coute11t with tl1e simple uecessities of life.

1 0-12: King Jehoahaz son of Josiah
was deposed and exiled to Egypt
by Pharaoh Neco three months
after Neco killed his father Josiah
at Megiddo (see 2 Kings 23.28-35;
2 Chron. )5.20-)6.4). His mother
was Ham uta! daughter of Jere
miah of the city of Libnah, located
along the border of Judah and Phi
listia in the Shephelah. Apparen tly,
Jehoahaz supported Judah's a!-

liance with Babylonia like his fa
ther josiah. This would have been
the reason for Neco's removal of
jehoahaz and his replacement with
Jehoiakim, who favored alliance
with Egypt against Babylonia. Do
not weep for the dead refers to Jo
siah. Weep for him who is leaving
refers to Jehoahaz, who died in
exile in Egypt. Jehoahaz's personal
name was Shallwu (cf. 1 Chron.
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).5). The kings of Judah took
throne names at their coronations.
Thus, Solomon's personal name
was Jedidiah (2 Sam. 12.25); Jehoi
akim's name was Eliakim (2 Kings
2J.J4); Jehoiachin's name was
Coniah (Jer. 22.24) or Jeconiah
(Jer. 24.1); and Zedekiah's name
was Mattaniah (2 Kings 24.17).
1 3-23: Jeremiah's oracle concern
ing King Jehoiakim. Jehoiakim son
of Josiah was placed on the throne
by Pharaoh Neco of Egypt after
he deposed and exiled Jehoahaz
son of Josiah (2 Kings 23.)6-24.7;
2 Chron. 36.5-8). His mother was
Zebidah daughter of Pedaiah of
the city of Rumah. Although Josh.
15.52 places Rumah in the territory
of Judah, most interpreters follow
the 1st-century CE Jewish historian
Flavius Josephus, who identifies
Rumah as the home of two Gali
leans who attacked the Tenth
Roman Legion (Jewish War ).7.21).
It is sometimes identified with
Abimelech's residence in Arumah
(Judg. 9.41), although the exact lo
cation in Galilee is uncertain. Je
hoiakim is clearly from the pro
Egyptian branch of the Davidic
house in contrast to the pro
Babylonian positions of Jehoahaz,
Zedekiah, and the family of
Shaphan, who served as Josiah's
scribe and adviser (2 Kings 22.3).
Jeremiah's position is also pro
Babylonian (e.g., chs 27-29), and
his supporters include various
members of the Shaphan family
(see 26.24; 29.3; 36. 10; cf. 40.9;
41.1-2). The conflict between the
pro-Egyptian Jehoiakim and the
pro-Babylonian Jeremiah repre
sents a larger conflict in Jerusalem
over the future course of the na
tion. Although the Babylonians
controlled Judah after 6o5 BCE, the
pro-Egyptian elements were able
to provoke the revolts against the
Babylonians that ultimately led to
the destruction of Jerusalem and
the Babylonian exile. 1 3: Hal
("hoy") is best translated "Woe!"
The exclamation frequently ap
pears in prophetic oracles of judg
ment (e.g., Isa. 5.8-24; chs 28-33;
Amos 5.18-20; Nah. J.l; Hab.
2.6-20; J-1). It is also employed to
signal a warning of coming danger
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And dispensed justice and equity
Then all went well with him.
16
He upheld the rights of the poor and needy
Then all was well.
•That is truly heeding Me·•
-declares the LoRD.
17
But your eyes and your mind are only
On ill-gotten gains,
On shedding the blood of the innocent,
On committing fraud and violence.
18 Assuredly, thus said the LoRD concerning Jehoiakim
son of Josiah, king of Judah:
b-They shall not mourn for him,
"Ah, brother! Ah, sister!"
They shall not mourn for him,
"Ah, lord! Ah, his majesty!"-b
19
He shall have the burial of an ass,
Dragged out and left lying
Outside the gates of Jerusalem.
20c

21

22

23

Climb Lebanon and cry out,
Raise your voice in Bashan,
Cry out from Abarim,
For all your lovers are crushed.
I spoke to you when you were prosperous;
You said, "I will not listen."
That was your way ever since your youth,
You would not heed Me.
All your shepherdsd shall be devoured by the
wind,
And your lovers shall go into captivity.
Then you shall be shamed and humiliated
Because of all your depravity.
You who dwell in Lebanon,
Nestled among the cedars,
•·How much grace will you have·•
When pains come upon you,
Travail as in childbirth!

24 As I live-declares the LoRo-'·if you, 0 King Coniah,
son of Jehoiakim, of Judah, were·' a signet on my right
a-n Or "Tiwt is the re1unrd for hcedi11g Me. "
/J-b Tllelf s/w/1 express llt'itl1er sorrow at the loss of a relntive nor grief at the denth of a ruler.
c Israel is addressed.
d Cha11ge ofvoca/izatioll yields "immiiiOllrs. "
e-e Scptuagi11t n•ads "How lfOII Will gron11."
f1 Heb. "If Co11inh . . . were . . . "; Co11ial1 (jccollinll i11 24. 1 ! is ide�� tical with jclwiachi11,
2 Kings 24.8 If

(Zech. 2.10) or an exclamation of
mourning (22.18). Jeremiah's cri
tique of Jehoiakim, like the earlier
passages, accuses the king of fail
ing to do justice on behalf of the
people as his office requires. The
charge that he builds his house with
unfaimess is a pun on the term
"bayit," which refers to "house" or
"dynasty," and may recall images
of Solomon's self-indulgence in
taking thirteen years to build his
own palace (1 Kings 7.1) and only
seven to build the Temple of God
(1 Kings 6.37-38). Some have sup
posed that Jehoiakim refurbished
the royal palace. Jeremiah con
trasts Jehoiakim with his father Jo
siah who heeded God by uphold
ing the rights of the people. The
prophet calls for an ignominious
death and burial for the king,
which no doubt characterized the
bitterness of his conflict with Je
hoiakim (cf. Amos 7.10-17). The
circumstances of Jehoiakim's
death are not known, although
he seems to have died during the
first Babylonian invasion of Judah
(2 Kings 24.6). 20-23: Jeremiah
employs feminine singular verbs
to address Judah as a woman or
bride of God in these vv., calling
upon her to cry out over the loss of
her lovers and shepherds. Kings in
the ancient world are frequently
portrayed as shepherds leading
their flock (cf. Ezek. ch 34). 23: The
concluding reference to you who

dwell iu Lebanon, I Nestled among the
cedars recalls the image of the royal

palace or "House of the Cedars of
Lebanon" (1 Kings 7.1), but the
pains of childbirth are about to
come upon the nation (cf. 30.6;
!sa. 13.8). 24-30: Jeremiah's oracle
concerning Jehoiachin. Eighteen
year-old Jehoiachin son of Jehoia
kim reigned for only three months
during the Babylonian seige of Je
rusalem before surrendering. To
gether with his mother and vari
ous officials of the kingdom,
including the priest and prophet
Ezekiel (Ezek. 1.1-3), he was ex
iled to Babylonia where he re
mained for the rest of his life (see
2 Kings 24.8-17; 25.27-30; 2 Chron.
36.9-10). 24: Coninh is Jehoiachin.
A signet on my right lwnd (cf. Hag.
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hand, I would tear you off even from there. 25 I will deliver
you into the hands of those who seek your life, into the
hands of those you dread, into the hands of King Nebu
chadrezzar of Babylon and into the hands of the Chal
deans. 26 I will hurl you and the mother who bore you into
another land, where you were not born; there you shall
both die. 27 They shall not return to the land that they
yearn to come back to.
28
Is this man Coniah
A wretched broken pot,
A vessel no one wants?
Why are he and his offspring hurled out,
And cast away in a land they knew not?
29
0 land, land, land,
Hear the word of the LoRD!
30
Thus said the LORD:
Record this man as without succession,
One who shall never be found acceptable;
For no man of his offspring shall be accepted
To sit on the throne of David
And to rule again in Judah.

2 3 Ah, shepherds who let the flock of My pasture

stray and scatter!-declares the LORD. 2 Assuredly,
thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel, concerning the
shepherds who should tend My people: It is you who let
My flock scatter and go astray. You gave no thought to
them, but I am going to give thought to you, for your
wicked acts-declares the LoRD. 3 And I Myself will
gather the remnant of My flock from all the lands to which
I have banished them, and I will bring them back to their
pasture, where they shall be fertile and increase. 4 And I
will appoint over them shepherds who will tend them;
they shall no longer fear or be dismayed, and none of
them shall be missing-declares the LoRD.
5 See, a time is coming-declares the LoRD-when I will
raise up a true branch of David's line. He shall reign as
king and shall prosper, and he shall do what is just and
right in the land. 6 In his days Judah shall be delivered and
Israel shall dwell secure. And this is the name by which he
shall be called: "The LoRD is our Vindicator."
7 Assuredly, a time is coming-declares the LORD
when it shall no more be said, "As the LORD lives, who
brought the Israelites out of the land of Egypt," 8 but
rather, "As the LORD lives, who brought out and led the
offspring of the House of Israel from the northland and
from all the lands to which I have banished them." And
they shall dwell upon their own soil.
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2.23) is a symbol of royal author
ity; this image, in which God
wears the king as a signet ring,
reflects the tremendous closeness
between the Davidic king and
God (see 2 Sam. 7.14; Ps. 110.1).
25: Chaldeans, a name for the Neo
Babylonian empire of Nebuchad
nezzar. 23.1-8: Jeremiah's "woe"
oracle (see 22.13) concerning the
shepherds, or the kings of Judah
who have allowed God's flock to
go astray. "Shepherd" is a frequent
title for kings in the ancient Near
East; it is used, for example, of
Hammurabi in his law collection
or Code. Although the oracle be
gins with reference to judgment
against Judah's leaders, it looks
forward to the return of Judah's
and Israel's exiles and the reestab
lishment of righteous Davidic rule
in which both Israel and Judah
will be reunited (cf. Isa. 11.1-16;
Hos. 3.1-5). 3: They shall be fertile
and increase recalls the divine bless
ing of humankind at creation
(Gen. 1.28). The restoration of Da
vidic rule over a reunited people
was one of the goals of Josiah's re
form. The image is developed es
pecially in the works of Second
Isaiah, who sees Israel's return
from Babylonian exile as a second
exodus (see Isa. chs 4o-48). 6: The
name of the king, the LORD is our
Vindicator, in Heb is a play on the
name Zedekiah, and might sug
gest that the ideal future king will
be named YHVH Tzidkenu, the
same elements in the name Tzid
kiyah (Zedekiah) in reverse order.
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12

13

14

Concerning the prophets.
My heart is crushed within me,
All my bones are trembling;•
I have become like a drunken man,
Like one overcome by wineBecause of the LORD and His holy word.
For the land is full of adulterers,
The land mourns because of b·a curse;·b
The pastures of the wilderness are dried up.
<·For they run to do evil,
They strain to do wrong.·<
For both prophet and priest are godless;
Even in My House I find their wickedness
-declares the LoRD.
Assuredly,
Their path shall become
Like slippery ground;
They shall be thrust into darkness
And there they shall fall;
For I will bring disaster upon them,
The year of their doom
-declares the LoRD.
In the prophets of Samaria
I saw a repulsive thing:
They prophesied by Baal
And led My people Israel astray.
But what I see in the prophets of Jerusalem
Is something horrifying:
Adultery and false dealing.
They encourage evildoers,
So that no one turns back from his wickedness.
To Me they are all like Sodom,
And [all] its inhabitants like Gomorrah.

15 Assuredly, thus said the LORD of Hosts concerning
the prophets:
I am going to make them eat wormwood
And drink a bitter draft;
For from the prophets of Jerusalem
Godlessness has gone forth to the whole land.
16

Thus said the LoRD of Hosts:
Do not listen to the words of the prophets

a Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
b-b A few Heb. mss. and Septuagint read "'tl1ese. "'
c-c Lit. "Tileir rwming is wickedness, I Tl1eir stmini11g is iniqnily. "
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23.9-40: Jeremiah's oracles

con
cerning false prophets. Concern

with false prophecy is an impor
tant theme in Jeremiah, as he is fre
quently in conflict with other
prophets about the future course
of the nation (see chs 20; 27-28;
29). Such conflicts among proph
ets' competing claims were com
mon (see 1 Kings chs 13; 18; 22).
Deut. 18.9-22 warns against fol
lowing false prophets, but one
may know a true or false prophet
only by whether the prophet's
words come true. Therefore, an
cient Judeans would have to wait
for the fulfillment--{)r the lack
thereof-{){ the prophet's words.
9: Conceming the propltels is a rare
example of a title, indicating the
topic of the group of oracles that
follows. The charge that the false
prophets are drunk is frequently
employed by prophets to charac
terize their opponents (see !sa.
5.11-12 22; Hab. 2.5; Zeph. I.J21J). Jeremiah's words, however,
seem to imply that he himself is as
if drunk because of the falsity of
the priests and prophets. 1 0: The
charge of adultery is also a fre
quent prophetic theme (Hos. chs
1-3; Ezek. ch 16) that builds upon
Jeremiah's previous use of the
marriage motif (2.1-3). 1 3-14: The
corruption of the prophets of
Judah is as bad as or worse than
the false prophecies of the proph
ets of Sn111nrin, the capital of the
former Northern Kingdom of Is
rael that was destroyed by the As
syrians in 722 BCE (see 2 Kings ch
17). Because of the false prophets,
the people of Jerusalem have be
come as evil as those of Sodom
and Gomorrah, the biblical image
of excessive corruption (Gen. chs
18-19; Isa. 1.1o; Jer. 20.16). 1 6-1 8:
Jeremiah demands that the people
not listen to false prophets because
they do not speak on behalf of the
LORD. He claims to have stood in
the council of the LoRD, where he
heard the divine word, proof that
he is a true prophet (d. J Kings
22.19-23; !sa. ch 6; cf. Ps. 82).
,
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2) . 1 7-2) .28

Who prophesy to you.
They are deluding you,
The prophecies they speak are from their own
minds,
Not from the mouth of the LoRD.
They declare to men who despise Me:
The LoRD has said:
"All shall be well with you";
And to all who follow their willful hearts they say:
"No evil shall befall you."
But he who has stood in the council of the LORD,
And seen, and heard His wordHe who has listened to His word must obey.a
b"Lo, the storm of the LoRD goes forth in fury,
A whirling storm,
It shall whirl down upon the heads of the wicked.
The anger of the LoRD shall not turn back
Till it has fulfilled and completed His purposes:b
In the days to come
You shall clearly perceive it.
I did not send those prophets,
But they rushed in;
I did not speak to them,
Yet they prophesied.
If they have stood in My council,
Let them announce My words to My people
And make them turn back
From their evil ways and wicked acts.
Am I only a God near at hand
-says the LoRDAnd not a God far away?
If a man enters a hiding place,
Do I not see him?
-says the LoRD.
For I fill both heaven and earth
-declares the LoRD.

25 I have heard what the prophets say, who prophesy
falsely in My name: "I had a dream, I had a dream."
26<-How long will there be in the minds of the prophets
who prophesy falsehood-the prophets of their own de
ceitful minds_z7 the plan to make My people forget My
name, by means of the dreams which they tell each other,
just as their fathers forgot My name because of Baal? 28 Let
a Change of vocalization yields "nllll0/11/ce it"; cf ''"· 22, 28.
b-b This sectio11 constilllles the word of Cod to wlticlt Jeremiah refers.
c-c Meani11g of Heb. uucertain.

NEVI'IM
19-20: The use of storm imagery

to portray God draws upon the
theophanic tradition in which
storm, clouds, lightning, etc., de
pict divine power (see Exod. ch 19;
Job 38.1; 40.6; Hab. ch 3; Ps. 68).
His contention that the anger of the
LoRD slwll not tum back draws
upon the Isaian tradition (see !sa.
5.25; 9.11, 16, 20; 10-4). Second Isa
iah takes up the statement that
God's anger will fulfill its pur
poses to point to the fulfillment of
prophecy in the exilic period (!sa.
40.8; 55.11). 22: Jeremiah chal
lenges the false prophets to make
the people repent, and contends
that God will know what they
have done because God sees all (cf.
Amos 9.2-4). 25-40: A speech by
God which addresses the problem
of false prophecy. 25-32: Dreams
were a standard means for receiv
ing divine revelation, but these
false prophets only claim to
have dreamed; they speak what
ever their own minds devise.
29: And like a hammer that shatters
rock! refers to the tremendous

power and danger of biblical
prophecy. In rabbinic tradition,
however, this is a central phrase,
suggesting that God's words may
be interpreted in a wide variety of
legitimate ways (b. Sanh. 34a).
3 1 : Oracular utterances: Heb
"ne'um" is a technical expression
for prophetic oracles, as in the ex
pression declares ("ne'um"] the
LORD. 33-40: The second portion
of the speech takes up the techni
cal expression, "masa'," burden or
"pronouncement." The English
translation, burden, which can
mean both a literal load that is car
ried and a metaphorical purport of
one's message, embodies the am
biguities of the Heb term, which
refers both to something that must
be carried and to a type of pro
phetic oracle. In essence, a "masa"'
is a prophetic responsibility that
must be borne, although Jeremiah
sometimes states that he does not
want to do so (1.6--8; 20.8--9).
When asked "What is the burden of
the Lono?" Jeremiah is to respond
that the burden is that you will be
cast off ("natashta"), which em
ploys the first verb from his initial
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the prophet who has a dream tell the dream; and let him
who has received My word report My word faithfully!
How can straw be compared to grain?-says the LoRD.
29 Behold, My word is like fire-declares the LoRn-and
like a hammer that shatters rock!
30 Assuredly, I am going to deal with the prophets-de
clares the LoRn-who steal My words from one another.
31 I am going to deal with the prophets-declares the
LoRn-who wag• their tongues and make oracular utter
ances. 32 I am going to deal with those who prophesy lying
dreams-declares the LoRn-who relate them to lead My
people astray with their reckless lies, when I did not send
them or command them. They do this people no good
declares the LORD.
33 And when this people-or a prophet or a priest-asks
you, "What is the burdenb of the LoRn?" you shall answer
them, <·"What is the burden?·< I will cast you off"
declares the LoRD.
34 As for the prophet or priest or layman who shall say
"the burden of the LoRn," I will punish that person and
his house. 35 Thus you shall speak to each other, every
one to his fellow, "What has the LORD answered?" or
"What has the LORD spoken?" 36 But do not mention "the
burden of the LoRn" any more. d-Qoes a man regard his
own word as a "burden," -d that you pervert the words of
the living God, the LoRD of Hosts, our God? 37 Thus you
shall speak to the prophet: "What did the LORD answer
you?" or "What did the LoRD speak?" 38 But if you say
"the burden of the LoRo"-assuredly, thus said the LoRD:
Because you said this thing, "the burden of the LoRn,"
whereas I sent word to you not to say "the burden of the
LORD," 39 I will utterly •·forget you·• and I will cast you
away from My presence, together with the city that I gave
to you and your fathers. 40 And I will lay upon you a dis
grace for all time, shame for all time, which shall never be
forgotten.

2 4 The LoRD showed me two baskets of figs, placed in

front of the Temple of the LoRn. This was after
King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon had exiled King Jeco
niah son of Jehoiakim of Judah, and the officials of Judah,
and the craftsmen and smiths, from Jerusalem, and had

a Meaning of f-Ieb. nncertain.
b I.e., pronouncet11ent; cf /sa. I J . I , Ij. I , etc., where tile word rc111iered "pronouncet�lent"
can also mean "burden. "
c-c Septuagint and other versio11s read "Yim are tile burde11!"
d-d Meaui11g of Heb. u11certain.
e-e Some Hcb. mss., Septuagi11t, and other versions
read "lift you up," a word from tile same root as "burden."
-
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-

2 3 . 29-24 . 1

prophetic commission ("!intosh,"
"to uproot") (1.10). Whereas the
speech attempts to present Jere
miah as a true prophet, it argues
that God will cast away those who
falsely claim to speak a prophetic
"masa '."
24.1-10: Jeremiah's vision of the
good and the bad figs. Another

symbolic action (see also 1.11-19;
ch 19). This action takes place
shortly after the exile of King Je
hoiachin, when the Babylonians
left his uncle Zedekiah in control
of the country (2 Kings 24.8-25.30;
2 Chron. 36.9-21). The great rhe
torical power of the chapter de
rives from its counterintuitive
message: The good figs are the
ones who were exiled! 1 : Figs were
commonly offered at the Temple at
Sukkot following the conclusion of
the fruit harvest (see Deut. 26.1-15;
Amos 8.1-3). Jeconiah is a short
ened form of the name jehoiachin.
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brought them to Babylon. 2 One basket contained very
good figs, like first-ripened figs, and the other basket con
tained very bad figs, so bad that they could not be eaten.
3 And the LoRD said to me, "What do you see, Jere
miah?" I answered, "Figs-the good ones are very good,
and the bad ones very bad, so bad that they cannot be
eaten."
4Then the word of the LoRD came to me:
S Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: As with these
good figs, so will I single out for good the Judean exiles
whom I have driven out from this place to the land of the
Chaldeans. 6 I will look upon them favorably, and I will
bring them back to this land; I will build them and not
overthrow them; I will plant them and not uproot them.
7 And I will give them the understanding to acknowledge
Me, for I am the LoRD. And they shall be My people and I
will be their God, when they turn back to Me with all their
heart.
8 And like the bad figs, which are so bad that they can
not be eaten-thus said the Lord-so will I treat King
Zedekiah of Judah and his officials and the remnant of Je
rusalem that is left in this land, and those who are living
in the land of Egypt: 9 I will make them a horror-an
evil-to all the kingdoms of the earth, a disgrace and a
proverb, a byword and a curse• in all the places to which I
banish them. l O J will send the sword, famine, and pesti
lence against them until they are exterminated from the
land that I gave to them and their fathers.

2 5 The word which came to Jeremiah concerning all

the people of Judah, in the fourth year of King Je
hoiakim son of Josiah of Judah, which was the first year of
King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon. 2 This is what the
prophet Jeremiah said to all the people of Judah and to all
the inhabitants of Jerusalem:
3 From the thirteenth year of King Josiah son of Amon of
Judah, to this day-these twenty-three years-the word of
the LoRD has come to me. I have spoken to you persis
tently, but you would not listen. 4 Moreover, the LoRD con
stantly sent all his servants the prophets to you, but you
a

I.e.,

a standard by which llll'll curse; cf Gc11. 1 2 .2 aud uote; Zcch. 8.1 J.

2-10: By use of the contrasting im
ages of a basket of goodjigs and a
basket of bad or rotten figs, the
symbolic act distinguishes the fate
of those taken into Babylonian

captivity with Jehoiachin and
those left in the land under the
rule of Zedekiah. 6: The oracle
concerning those exiled to Babylo
nia employs the verbs "banah,"

build, and "nata'," plant, to charac

terize the good that will befall
them. The verbs "haras," over
throw, and "natash," uproot, appar
ently refer to the fate of those left
behind. All four verbs appear in
Jeremiah's initial call narrative
(1.10). 7: God promises to give the
exiles understanding to acknowledge
Me, lit. "a heart to know Me." This
is further developed in 31.33-34·
The mutual covenant formula, tlzey
slzal/ be My people and I will be tlzeir
God, expresses the restoration of

the covenant relationship (7.23;
11 -4; )0.22; Jl.l, 33; 32·38). 8-10:
All those left in Judah with Zede
kiah as well as those in Egypt will
be destroyed. Ironically, Jeremiah
was taken to Egypt after the fall of
Jerusalem (ch 43).
25.1-29.32: Submission to Bab
ylonia. The prophetic word for

mula introduces material in chs
25-29 which expresses the
prophet's view that Judah must
submit to Babylonia. The unit con
tains four major components: the
oracle that Judah and the nations
must accept Babylonia's rule as the
will of God (ch 25); a narrative
concerning the prophet's trial for
delivering the Temple sermon (ch
26); Jeremiah's confrontation with
the prophet Hananiah (chs 27-28);
and Jeremiah's letter to the Bab
ylonian exiles (ch 29).
25.1-38: Jeremiah's oracle calling

upon Judah and the nations to
submit to Babylonia. Both in

terms of literary placement and
message, this is the central chapter
of Jeremiah. 1-14: The punishment
of Judah. 1 : T!JefollrtlJ year of . . .
Jelzoiakim and tlzefirst year of . . .
Nebuc!Jadrezzar is 605 BCE, the year
that Nebuchadrezzar defeated
Egypt at Carchemish and took
control of Judah. 3-7: The tlzirteentlz
year of . . . Josiah, 627 BCE, is the be
ginning of the prophet's career
(1.1-3). According to 2 Chron. 34.3,
Josiah began to purge Jerusalem
and Judah of pagan religious prac
tice in his twelfth year. The twenty
tlnee years of the prophet's activity
would extend from 627 to 605. In
his view, the people failed to ob-
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would not listen or incline your ears to hear 5 when they
said, "Turn back, every one, from your evil ways and your
wicked acts, that you may remain throughout the ages on
the soil which the LORD gave to you and your fathers. 6 Do
not follow other gods, to serve them and worship them.
Do not vex Me with what your own hands have made,>
and I will not bring disaster upon you." 7 But you would
not listen to Me-declares the LoRD-but vexed Me with
what your hands made, to your own hurt.
8 Assuredly, thus said the LORD of Hosts: Because you
would not listen to My words, 9 I am going to send for all
the peoples of the north-declares the LORD-and for My
servant, King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, and bring
them against this land and its inhabitants, and against all
those nations roundabout. I will exterminate them and
make them a desolation, an object of hissingb-ruins for
all time. 10 And I will banish from them the sound of mirth
and gladness, the voice of bridegroom and bride, and the
sound of the mill and the light of the lamp. 1 1 This whole
land shall be a desolate ruin.
And those nations shall serve the king of Babylon sev
enty years. 12 When the seventy years are over, I will pun
ish the king of Babylon and that nation and the land of the
Chaldeans for their sins-declares the LORD-and I will
make it a desolation for all time. 13 And I will bring upon
that land all that I have decreed against it, all that is
recorded in this book-that which Jeremiah prophesied
against all the nations. 14 For they too shall be enslaved by
many nations and great kings; and I will requite them ac
cording to their acts and according to their conduct.
15 For thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel, to me: "Take
from My hand this cup of wine-of wrath-and make all
the nations to whom I send you drink of it. 16 Let them
drink and retch and act crazy, because of the sword that I
am sending among them."
17 So I took the cup from the hand of the LORD and gave
drink to all the nations to whom the LORD had sent me:
18 Jerusalem and the towns of Judah, and its kings and offi
cials, to make them a desolate ruin, an object of hissing and
a curse<-as is now the case; 19 Pharaoh king of Egypt, his
courtiers, his officials, and all his people; 2o all dthe mixed
peoples;·d all the kings of the land of Uz; all the kings of the
land of the Philistines-Ashkelon, Gaza, Ekron, and what
is left of Ashdod; 21 Edom, Moab, and Ammon; 22 all the
a I.e., idols.
b Cf 1 1 ole at 18. 16.
d-d Mea11i11g of Heb. llllcertaill.

c Cf 11ole at 14.9.

2 5 . 5 -2 5 . 2 2

serve Josiah's reforms from the
outset. 5: According to Jeremiah, a
main function of prophecy is to
cause the people to repent. This is
about to change, and the prophet's
new role will be more similar to
that of (First) Isaiah, explaining the
calamities and emphasizing tha t
they derive from God. 9: It is here
that the peoples of the north are first
identified as Babylon. This fits the
historical background of the chap
ter (see v. 1 n.). 10: The cessation of
marriages is particularly pertinent
in view of Jeremiah's decision not
to marry (ch 16), but the continua
tion of the v. emphasizes that even
much more basic, mundane activ
ity will cease. 1 1 : The nations
will serve Babylonia for the sev
enty years of Judah's punishment.
The significance of the period is
uncertain, though it likely reflects
the human life span (Ps. 90.10). A
period of seventy years of divine
displeasure is also found in a
Mesopotamian text. 1 2: Like As
syria in the book of Isaiah (!sa.
10.5-34; 14.24-27), Babylonia will
be punished after Judah's punish
ment is complete. 13: V. 13a in tro
duces the oracles against the na
tions in the Greek Septuagint
version of the book of Jeremiah.
1 5-29: For the metaphorical por
trayal of punishment as drinking
from a cup, see 49.12; 51.7; Pss.
1 1.6; 75.8; Isa. 51.17, 22; Lam. 4.21;
Ezek. 23-31-34; Hab. 2.15-16.
1 8-26: The nations listed were all
part of the Persian empire follow
ing the end of the Babylonian
exile. Many appear in Jeremiah's
oracles concerning the nations:
Eg�;pt (46.2-28); Uz, the Arabian
desert east of Israel (cf. Lam. 4.21),
the home of Job (Job r.r); Edotll,
Moab, and AllllllOtt, in the Transjor
dan east of modern Israel
(48. 1-49-22); Ashkclon . . . Asltdod,
the four cities of Philistia (ch 47);
Tyre and Sido11, in Phoenicia (mod
ern Lebanon); Ocda11, a desert tribe
located southeast of Edam (Gen.
25.3); Tenw, a tribe from the Syrian
desert (Gen. 25.15); Buz, a tribe de
scended from Nahor, Abraham's
brother (Gen. 22.21 ); Ambia, the
desert peoples (49-28-33); Zinni,
unknown; Elam and Media, in
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kings of Tyre and all the kings of Sidon, and all the kings of
the coastland across the sea; 23 Dedan, Tema, and Buz, and
all those who have their hair clipped; 24 all the kings of Ara
bia, and all the kings of •the mixed peoples·• who live in the
desert; 25 all the kings of Zimri b and all the kings of Elam
and all the kings of Media; 26 all the kings of the north,
whether far from or close to each other-all the •·royal
lands which are on the earth:• And last of all, the king of
Sheshach c shall drink.
27 Say to them: "Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of
Israel: Drink and get drunk and vomit; fall and never rise
again, because of the sword that I send among you."
28 And if they refuse to take the cup from your hand and
drink, say to them, "Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: You
must drink! 29 If I am bringing the punishment first on the
city that bears My name, do you expect to go unpunished?
You will not go unpunished, for I am summoning the
sword against all the inhabitants of the earth-declares
the LoRD of Hosts."
3D You are to prophesy all those things to them, and then
say to them:

31

32

The LORD roars from on high,
He makes His voice heard from His holy dwelling;
He roars aloud over His [earthly] abode;
He utters shouts like the grape-treaders,
Against all the dwellers on earth.
Tumult has reached the ends of the earth,
For the LoRD has a case against the nations,
He contends with all flesh.
He delivers the wicked to the sword
-declares the LoRD.
Thus said the LORD of Hosts:
Disaster goes forth
From nation to nation;
A great storm is unleashed
From the remotest parts of earth.

33 In that day, the earth shall be strewn with the slain of
the LoRD from one end to the other. They shall not be
mourned, or gathered and buried; they shall become
dung upon the face of the earth.
34
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Howl, you shepherds, and yell,
Strew [dust] on yourselves, you lords of the flock!

n-n Menning of Heb. IIIICI'I"Inin.
c A cipher for Babel, Bnbylcm.

b Menning of 1·/c/J. IIHCcrtnin.

modern Iran and Afghanistan
(49-34-49). 26: Sheshach is a coded
reference to Babylonia. It employs
a technique called "'atbash," in
which the last letter of the alpha
bet is substituted for the first, the
penultimate letter for the second,
and so forth. (Thus "b-b-1," "Bab
ylonia" becomes "sh-sh-kh," She
shnch, because "shin" "bet" and
"kaf" "lamed.") (Cf. 51.41.) Inter
preters conjecture that it may have
been unsafe to speak directly
against Babylonia during the exile.
30-38: God is portrayed as a lion
roaring in judgment against the
nations (cf. Amos 1.2).
=

=
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For the day of your slaughter draws near.
•-J will break you in pieces,·•
And you shall fall like a precious vessel.
Flight shall fail the shepherds,
And escape, the lords of the flock.
Hark, the outcry of the shepherds,
And the howls of the lords of the flock!
For the LoRD is ravaging their pasture.
The peaceful meadows shall be wiped out
By the fierce wrath of the LORD.
Like a lion, He has gone forth from His lair;
The land has become a desolation,
Because of the oppressiveb wrath,
Because of His fierce anger.

At the beginning of the reign of King Jehoiakim
son of Josiah of Judah, this word came from the
2
6
LORD:

2 "Thus said the LORD: Stand in the court of the House
of the LoRD, and speak to [the men of] all the towns of
Judah, who are coming to worship in the House of the
LORD, all the words which I command you to speak to
them. Do not omit anything. 3 Perhaps they will listen and
turn back, each from his evil way, that I may renounce the
punishment I am planning to bring upon them for their
wicked acts.
4 "Say to them: Thus said the LoRD: If you do not obey
Me, abiding by the Teaching that I have set before you,
5 heeding the words of My servants the prophets whom I
have been sending to you persistently-but you have not
heeded-6 then I will make this House like Shiloh, and I
will make this city a curse< for all the nations of earth."
7The priests and prophets and all the people heard Jere
miah speaking these words in the House of the LoRD.
8 And when Jeremiah finished speaking all that the LoRD
had commanded him to speak to all the people, the priests
and the prophets and all the people seized him, shouting,
"You shall die! 9 How dare you prophesy in the name of
the LoRD that this House shall become like Shiloh and this
city be made desolate, without inhabitants?" And all the
people crowded about Jeremiah in the House of the LORD.
lD When the officials of Judah heard about this, they
went up from the king's palace to the House of the LoRD
and held a session at the entrance of the New Gate of d·the
House of"d the LORD. 11 The priests and prophets said to
n-n Mcnuiug of Heb. lll!ccrtniu.
b Menuiug ofHcb. uncertain.
c Cf. uote nt 24-9d-d So many mss. nnd ancient l'Crsion�; other mss. and tile t'ditious omit tln·sc ·words.

25 . 35-26 . 1 1

26.1-24: Jeremiah's

trial for sedi
tion. Jeremiah's trial for sedition

as a result of his Temple sermon
(7.1-8.3)- 1 : The trial takes place at

the beginning of the reigr1 of . . . Jehoi
akim in 6o8 BCE, four years prior to

Jeremiah's oracle concerning the
acceptance of Babylonian rule
in ch 25. This explains why the
prophet can still envision repen
tance (v. 3). 2-9: God's instructions
to Jeremiah to deliver the Temple
sermon. The basic message of the
speech emphasizes God's call for
repentance on the part of the peo
ple in order to save the city. 6: On
5/ri/oh, see 7.12-15. 8: The people
react by calling for Jeremiah's
death, the punishment for a false
prophet (Deut. 18.20). The priests
are upset because Jeremiah is
threatening the Temple, their cen
tral institution and the basis of
their livelihood, while the prophets
feel that Jeremiah is an illegitimate
competitor. 1 0-1 1 : Jeremiah's trial
takes place at the New Gate of the
House of the LORD, lit. "the new
gate of the LoRo." The location
of the new gate is unknown.
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the officials and to all the people, "This man deserves the
death penalty, for he has prophesied against this city, as
you yourselves have heard."
12 Jeremiah said to the officials and to all the people, "It
was the LORD who sent me to prophesy against this
House and this city all the words you heard. 13 Therefore
mend your ways and your acts, and heed the LoRD your
God, that the LoRD may renounce the punishment He has
decreed for you. 14 As for me, I am in your hands: do to me
what seems good and right to you. 1 5 But know that if you
put me to death, you and this city and its inhabitants will
be guilty of shedding the blood of an innocent man. For
in truth the LoRD has sent me to you, to speak all these
words to you."
16 Then the officials and all the people said to the priests
and prophets, "This man does not deserve the death
penalty, for he spoke to us in the name of the LoRD our
God."
17 And some of the elders of the land arose and said
to the entire assemblage of the people, 1B "Micah the Mo
rashtite, who prophesied in the days of King Hezekiah of
Judah, said to all the people of Judah: 'Thus said the LoRD
of Hosts:
Zion shall be plowed as a field,
Jerusalem shall become heaps of ruins
And the Temple Mount a shrine in the woods.'a
19 "Did King Hezekiah of Judah, and all Judah, put him
to death? Did he not rather fear the LoRD and implore the
LoRD, so that the LoRD renounced the punishment He had
decreed against them? We are about to do great injury to
ourselves!"
20 There was also a man prophesying in the name of the
LORD, Uriah son of Shemaiah from Kiriath-jearim, who
prophesied against this city and this land the same things
as Jeremiah. 21 King Jehoiakim and all his warriors and all
the officials heard about his address, and the king wanted
to put him to death. Uriah heard of this and fled in fear,
and came to Egypt. 22 But King Jehoiakim sent men to
Egypt, Elnathan son of Achbor and men with him to
Egypt. 23 They took Uriah out of Egypt and brought him
to King Jehoiakim, who had him put to the sword and his
body thrown into the burial place of the common people.
24 However, Ahikam son of Shaphan protected Jeremiah,
so that he was not handed over to the people for execu
tion.
a Cf Mic. 3.12.

NEVI'IM
1 2-15: Jeremiah's defense is that
he speaks as a true prophet of
God. The priests and prophets
calling for his death would there
fore be false. 1 6-19: The officials
and the people defend Jeremiah by
pointing to the prophecy of Micah
tile Momshtite ( Mic. 1.1), who
prophesied in the time of Heze
kiah that Jerusalem would be de
stroyed. Micah's condemnation of
Jerusalem appears in Mic. 3.12
with slightly different wording.
They argue that because Hezekiah
repented as a result of Micah's
threat, the city was saved (d. Isa.
chs 36-37; 2 Kings chs 18-20,
which portrays Isaiah's role in the
deliverance of Jerusalem in Heze
kiah's time). Jeremiah therefore
should not be killed because he
acts like Micah to save the city, and
prophesying against Jerusalem
should not be viewed as either
false prophecy or treasonous.
20-23: The priests and prophets
call on the precedent of the
prophet llrialr son of Shcmaialr of
the town of KiriatlJ-jearim. (He is
not otherwise known.) Because
Uriah was killed by King Jehoia
kim for prophesying against Jeru
salem, the priests and prophets
claim that Jeremiah should also be
killed. Elnatlran son of Aclrbor is one
of the officials who later attempt to
persuade Jehoiakim against burn
ing Jeremiah's scroll (36.12, 25). He
also supported Josiah's reform
(2 Kings 22.12). Some think he
may be the maternal grandfather
of Jehoiachin (2 Kings 24.8).
24: Jeremiah is finally saved by
Ahikmrr sor1 of Slmpilan, the son of
Josiah's scribe. Both father and son
supported Josiah's reform (2 Kings
22.3, 12). The Shaphan family were
important allies of Jeremiah (29.3;
36.10; 40·9; 41.1-2).
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2 7 At the beginning of the reign of King Jehoiakim •
son of Josiah of Judah, this word came to Jeremiah
from the LoRD:

2 Thus said the LoRD to me: Make for yourself thongs
and bars of a yoke, and put them on your neck. 3 h-And
send them·b to the king of Edom, the king of Moab, the
king of the Ammonites, the king of Tyre, and the king of
Sidon, by envoys who have come to King Zedekiah of
Judah in Jerusalem; 4 and give them this charge to their
masters: Thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel:
Say this to your masters:
5 "It is I who made the earth, and the men and beasts
who are on the earth, by My great might and My out
stretched arm; and I give it to whomever I deem proper. 6 I
herewith deliver all these lands to My servant, King Neb
uchadnezzar of Babylon; I even give him the wild beasts
to serve him. 7 All nations shall serve him, his son and his
grandson-until the tum of his own land comes, when
many nations and great kings shall subjugate him. B The
nation or kingdom that does not serve him-King Nebu
chadnezzar of Babylon-and does not put its neck under
the yoke of the king of Babylon, that nation I will visit
declares the LoRD-with sword, famine, and pestilence,
until I have destroyed it by his hands. 9 As for you, give no
heed to your prophets, augurs, dreamers,< diviners, and
sorcerers, who say to you, 'Do not serve the king of Bab
ylon.' 10 For they prophesy falsely to you-with the result
that you shall be banished from your land; I will drive you
out and you shall perish. 11 But the nation that puts its
neck under the yoke of the king of Babylon, and serves
him, will be left by Me on its own soil-declares the
LORD-to till it and dwell on it."
12 I also spoke to King Zedekiah of Judah in just the
same way: "Put your necks under the yoke of the king of
Babylon; serve him and his people, and live! 13 0therwise
you will die together with your people, by sword, famine,
and pestilence, as the LORD has decreed against any na
tion that does not serve the king of Babylon. 1 4 Give no
heed to the words of the prophets who say to you, 'Do not
serve the king of Babylon,' for they prophesy falsely to
you. 15 I have not sent them-declares the LORD-and
they prophesy falsely in My name, with the result that I
will drive you out and you shall perish, together with the
prophets who prophesy to you."
a Emendation yields "Zedekiah"; s o a few mss. and Syriac; cf "''· J and 12.
c Lit. "dreams."
b-b Emendation yields "And send," i.e., a message.
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27. 1-27.15

27.1-28.17: Jeremiah's prophecy

of Nebuchadnezzar's conquest
and the confrontation with the
prophet Hananiah son of Azzur.

27.2-4: The yoke with thongs aud
bars (cf. e1 Kings e12.g-e1 J ; 22.11)

symbolizes God's will that Judah
submit to the rule of Babylonia (cf.
ch 25). Zedekiah had apparently
gathered the envoys of his neigh
bors to discuss the possibility of
revolt against Babylonia. The con
ference would have taken place in
the fourth year of Zedekiah (593
BCE), about five years before the
revolt began. 5-1 1 : God's first
statements are directed to the en
voys from Edam, Moab, Ammon,
Tyre, and Sidon. The argument
contends that God is creator of all
the world, and has the authority to
give the world to whomever He
chooses. 6: By designating Nebu
chadnezzar as servant, God indi
cates the divine will that all the
nations submit to Babylonia.
9-1 0: The reference to false proph
ecy is a key concern of the whole
unit. 1 2-1 5: God's sta tement to
Zedekiah likewise demands that
he submit to Babylonia. If he re
fuses, he will die with his people.

JEREMIAH

27 . 1 6-28 .8

16 And to the priests and to all that people I said: "Thus
said the LORD: Give no heed to the words of the prophets
who prophesy to you, 'The vessels of the House of the
LoRD shall shortly be brought back from Babylon,' for
they prophesy falsely to you. 1 7 Give them no heed. Serve
the king of Babylon, and live! Otherwise this city shall be
come a ruin. 18 If they are really prophets and the word of
the LORD is with them, let them intercede with the LoRD of
Hosts not to let the vessels remaining in the House of the
LoRD, in the royal palace of Judah, and in Jerusalem, go to
Babylon!
19 "For thus said the LORD of Hosts concerning the col
umns, the tank,a the stands, and the rest of the vessels re
maining in this city, 2D which King Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon did not take when he exiled King Jeconiah son of
Jehoiakim of Judah, from Jerusalem to Babylon, with all
the nobles of Judah and Jerusalem; 21 for thus said the
LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel, concerning the vessels
remaining in the House of the LORD, in the royal palace of
Judah, and in Jerusalem: 22 They shall be brought to Bab
ylon, and there they shall remain, until I take note of
them-declares the LORD of Hosts-and bring them up
and restore them to this place."
That year, early in the reign of King Zedekiah of
Judah, in the fifth month of the fourth year, the
2
8
prophet Hananiah son of Azzur, who was from Gibeon,

spoke to me in the House of the LoRD, in the presence of
the priests and all the people. He said: 2 "Thus said the
LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: I hereby break the yoke
of the king of Babylon. 3 In two years, I will restore to this
place all the vessels of the House of the LoRD which King
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon took from this place and
brought to Babylon. 4 And I will bring back to this place
King Jeconiah son of Jehoiakim of Judah, and all the Ju
dean exiles who went to Babylon-declares the LoRD. Yes,
I will break the yoke of the king of Babylon."
S Then the prophet Jeremiah answered the prophet Han
aniah in the presence of the priests and of all the people
who were standing in the House of the LoRD. 6 The
prophet Jeremiah said: "Amen! May the LoRD do so! May
the LORD fulfill what you have prophesied and bring back
from Babylon to this place the vessels of the House of the
LORD and all the exiles! 7 But just listen to this word which
I address to you and to all the people: 8 The prophets who
lived before you and me from ancient times prophesied
n Lit. "sen"; cf 1 Ki11gs J.2J .{f

NEVI'IM
16-1 8: The statement to the priests

and people expresses similar con
cerns with submission to Babylo
nia and false prophecy. 2 Kings
24.13 reports that Nebuchadnezzar
carried away the treasures of the
Temple when he took Jehoiachin
into exile to Babylon. 1 9-22: God
states that the remaining vessels of
the Temple and royal palace will
be taken if the people do not sub
mit to Babylonia. The columns are
named Jachin and Boaz, and flank
the entrance to the great hall of the
Temple (1 Kings 7.21-22). The tank
is the "sea" or basin of water be
fore Solomon's Temple that would
have served to purify the priests
for service at the Temple altar
(1 Kings 7.23-26). The stands are
the ten bronze laver stands inside
the Temple (1 Kings 7.27-39).
2 Kings 25.13-17 reports that these
and other items were broken up
and taken to Babylon when Nebu
chadnezzar destroyed Jerusalem.
Ezra 1.7-8 describes the return
of these vessels. 28. 1 : The fifth
month is Av, and the fourth year of
Zedekiah is 593 seE. Hananiah son
of Azzur, who is otherwise un
known, provides an example of
the false prophecy that is of grave
concern throughout the book of
Jeremiah. 2-4: By breaking Jere
miah's yoke, Hananiah performs a
symbolic act to illustrate his mes
sage that God would deliver Jeru
salem and return King Jehoiachin
in two years. His message of divine
deliverance for the city and king
is similar to that of Isaiah (lsa.
7.1--9.6). Rabbinic tradition main
tains that Hananiah heard Jere
miah's prophecy that God would
break the bow of Elam (49.35), and
mistakenly concluded that God
would break the yoke of Babylonia
(b. Sanh. 89a). S-9: Jeremiah's re
sponse expresses his wish that
Hananiah's prophecy would in
deed come true. 6: Amen, see
11.5 n. Jeremiah repeats in a modi
fied form the principle of Deut.
18.9-22 that a prophecy may be
recognized as true only when it
comes to pass. 7-9: Jeremiah here
advances the definition of true
prophecy by accepting all proph
ecy of doom as true, ipso facto.
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war, disaster, and pestilence against many lands and great
kingdoms. 9 So if a prophet prophesies good fortune, then
only when the word of the prophet comes true can it be
known that the LoRD really sent him."
1 0 But the prophet Hananiah removed the bar from the
neck of the prophet Jeremiah, and broke it; 1 1 and Hana
niah said in the presence of all the people, "Thus said the
LORD: So will I break the yoke of King Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon from off the necks of all the nations, in two
years." And the prophet Jeremiah went on his way.
12 After the prophet Hananiah had broken the bar from
off the neck of the prophet Jeremiah, the word of the LoRD
came to Jeremiah: 13 "Go say to Hananiah: Thus said the
LoRD: You broke bars of wood, but •·you shall·• make bars
of iron instead. 1 4 For thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God
of Israel: I have put an iron yoke upon the necks of all
those nations, that they may serve King Nebuchadnezzar
of Babylon-and serve him they shall! I have even given
the wild beasts to him."
1 5 And the prophet Jeremiah said to the prophet Hana
niah, "Listen, Hananiah! The LoRD did not send you, and
you have given this people lying assurances. 16 Assuredly,
thus said the LoRD: I am going to banish you from off the
earth. This year you shall die, for you have urged disloy
alty to the LORD."
17 And the prophet Hananiah died that year, in the sev
enth month.

2 9 This is the text of the letter which the prophet Jere

miah sent from Jerusalem to the priests, the proph
ets, the rest of the elders of the exile community, and
to all the people whom Nebuchadnezzar had exiled from
Jerusalem to Babylon-2 after King Jeconiah, the queen
mother, the eunuchs, the officials of Judah and Jerusalem,
and the craftsmen and smiths had left Jerusalem. 3 [The let
ter was sent] through Elasah son of Shaphan and Gemariah
son of Hilkiah, whom King Zedekiah of Judah had dis
patched to Babylon, to King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.
4 Thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel, to the
whole community which I exiled from Jerusalem to Bab
ylon: 5 Build houses and live in them, plant gardens and
eat their fruit. 6 Take wives and beget sons and daughters;
and take wives for your sons, and give your daughters to
husbands, that they may bear sons and daughters. Multi
ply there, do not decrease. 7 And seek the welfare of the
n·n Septungiut rends "I will. "

J E RE M I A H 28 . 9-29 . 7
The audience could not afford to
wait to see if a prophecy of doom
would come true. 1 0-1 1 : Hana
niah breaks Jeremiah's yoke to
symbolize that his own message of
deliverance takes precedence over
Jeremiah's message. The contest
reaches a "tie" at this point; there
is nothing more for Jeremiah to
do, so he leaves. He returns when
he receives a new oracle in v. 12.
1 2-17: Jeremiah returns with an
iron yoke to symbolize his message
that submission to Babylonia is in
evitable. The symbol is reinforced
by Jeremiah's prediction that Han
aniah will die (cf. Amos 7.1o-17;
Isa. chs 36-39). The seventh month
is Tishri, two months later.
29.1-33: Jeremiah's

letter to the
exiles. Jeremiah's letter to those

deported by Nebuchadnezzar to
Babylon with Jehoiachin in 597 BCE
(see 2 Kings 24.8-17; 2 Chron.
36.g-10). 2: The queen mother, an
important official in Judah, was
Nehushta daughter of Elnathan of
Jerusalem (2 Kings 24.8). 3: Elasah
so11 of 5/wphan was the brother of
Ahikam son of Shaphan (26.24)
and the son of Josiah's scribe
(2 Kings 22.3, 12). Gemariah son of
Hilkiah may be the son of Josiah's
high priest (2 Kings 22-4). 4-7: Jer
emiah's letter begins with God's
instructions to accept life in Bab
ylonia and to build lives and fami
lies there. The activites enumer
ated in vv. 5-6 are those of
establishing a new home, indicat
ing that for at least two genera
tions Babylonia should be treated
as home. 7: The command to seek
tile welfare of the city and to pray to
tile LORD in its behalf anticipates the
prayer for the government that ap
pears as part of the Torah service
for Shabbat and the festivals. The
rhetoric of this verse is intended
to shock-most people would
have expected the words "And
seek the welfare of the city" to
refer to Jerusalem, not to Babylon.
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29.8-29.22

city to which I have exiled you and pray to the LoRD in its
behalf; for in its prosperity you shall prosper.
B For thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: Let
not the prophets and diviners in your midst deceive you,
and pay no heed to the dreams they• dream. 9 For they
prophesy to you in My name falsely; I did not send
them-declares the LORD.
10For thus said the LORD: When Babylon's seventy
years are over, I will take note of you, and I will fulfill to
you My promise of favor-to bring you back to this place.
11 For I am mindful of the plans I have made concerning
you-declares the LORD-plans for your welfare, not for
disaster, to give you a hopeful future. 12 When you call
Me, and come and pray to Me, I will give heed to you.
13 You will search for Me and find Me, if only you seek Me
wholeheartedly. 14 I will be at hand for you-declares the
LoRD-and I will restore your fortunes. And I will gather
you from all the nations and from all the places to which I
have banished you-declares the LORD-and I will bring
you back to the place from which I have exiled you.
IS But you say, "The LoRD has raised up prophets for us
in Babylon."b
16 Thus said the LORD concerning the king who sits on
the throne of David, and concerning all the people who
dwell in this city, your brothers who did not go out with
you into exile-17 thus said the LoRD of Hosts: I am going
to let loose sword, famine, and pestilence against them
and I will treat them as loathsome figs, so bad that they
cannot be eaten.< l S I will pursue them with the sword,
with famine, and with pestilence; and I will make them a
horror to all the kingdoms of the earth, a curse and an ob
ject of horror and hissingd and scorn among all the nations
to which I shall banish them, 19 because they did not heed
My words-declares the LoRD-when I persistently sent
to them My servants, the prophets, and they• did not
heed.,-declares the LoRD.
20 But you, the whole exile community which I banished
from Jerusalem to Babylon, hear the word of the LoRD!
21 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israet concern
ing Ahab son of Kolaiah and Zedekiah son of Maaseiah,
who prophesy falsely to you in My name: I am going to
deliver them into the hands of King Nebuchadrezzar of
Babylon, and he shall put them to death before your eyes.
22 And the whole community of Judah in Babylonia shall
use a curse derived from their fate: "May God make you
a Heb. "you."
c Cf 24.1 /J

b This verse is coutiuued i11 vv. 20ff
d Cf note at 18.16.

NEVI'IM
8-9: The Jetter raises the issue of

false prophets, a major theme of
the preceding chs. 1 0-14: Cf. 25.11
for the announcement that the na
tions would serve Babylonia for
seventy years. 1 1 : God's promise
of a hopeflll futllre means lit. "fu
ture and hope" ('"al)arit vetik
vah"). 1 2: God's promise to heed
the people when they call, come,
and pray to God, reverses the state
ment in Isa. 1.12-15 that God will
not listen. Jeremiah again antici
pates that Isaiah's scenario of
judgment and restoration is to be
realized in his own time (see also
Isa. ch 1 1). 1 3: A quotation of
Deut. 4.29. 15: Jeremiah cites the
counter-argument that prophets in
Babylon have apparently an
nounced that God will overthrow
Babylonia. 16-23: Jeremiah por
trays a scenario in which the king
(Zedekiah) and the people left in
the land of Judah will suffer fur
ther punishment from God at the
hands of the Babylonians because
they did not listen to the prophets.
2 1 : He then condenms the false
prophets in Babylon, Ahab son of
Kolaialt and Zedekia/1 son of Maase
ialt. Both are otherwise unknown.

The latter prophet may be the
brother of Zephaniah son of Maa
seiah, the deputy priest of the
Temple (see vv. 24-28). Talmudic
tradition maintains that both men
were put to death for their attempt
to commit adultery with Nebu
chadnezzar's daughter, falsely
claiming that God told them to
do so (b. Sanh. 93a).
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like Zedekiah and Ahab, whom the king of Babylon
consigned to the flames!"----.23 because they did vile things
in Israel, committing adultery with the wives of their
fellows and speaking in My name false words which I
had not commanded them. I am He who knows and bears
witness-declares the LORD.
24 Concerning Shemaiah the Nehelamite you• shall say:
25 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: Because
you sent letters in your own name to all the people in Je
rusalem, to Zephaniah son of Maaseiah and to the rest of
the priests, as follows, 26 "The LORD appointed you priest
in place of the priest Jehoiada, bto exercise authority-b in
the House of the LoRD over every madman who wants to
play the prophet, to put him into the stocks< and into the
pillory.< 27 Now why have you not rebuked Jeremiah the
Anathothite, who plays the prophet among you? 28 For he
has actually sent a message to us in Babylon to this effect:
It will be a long time. Build houses and live in them, plant
gardens and enjoy their fruit."29 When the priest Zephaniah read this letter in the
hearing of the prophet Jeremiah, 3 0 the word of the LoRD
came to Jeremiah: 31 Send a message to the entire exile
community: "Thus said the LoRD concerning Shemaiah
the Nehelamite: Because Shemaiah prophesied to you,
though I did not send him, and made you false promises,
32 assuredly, thus said the LORD: I am going to punish She
maiah the Nehelamite and his offspring. There shall be no
man of his line dwelling among this people or seeing the
good things I am going to do for My people-declares the
LORD-for he has urged disloyalty toward the LORD."

3 0 The word which came to Jeremiah from the LoRD:

2 Thus said the LORD, the God of Israel: Write down
in a scroll all the words that I have spoken to you. 3 For
days are coming-declares the LORD-when I will restore
a I.e., Jeremiah.
b-b Lit. "that there might be officials."
c Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111certai11.

24-28: Sllemaia/1 the Nehelamile is
apparently a prominent member
of the exile who wrote to Zephaniah
son ofMaaseiall to demand tha t Jer
emiah be rebuked. He is otherwise
unknown. Zephaniah son of Maa
seiah is the deputy priest of the
Temple, who was later put to
death after the fall of Jerusalem
(52.24-26; cf. 21.1; 37.3). Jelloiada

was the high priest in Jerusalem
who restored the seven-year-old
Joash on the throne after the at
tempted coup of Athaliah (2 Kings
ch n). 29-32: Jeremiah condemns
Shemaiah as a false prophet who
lws urged disloyalty, a violation of
Deut 13.6, and contends that he
and his descendants will therefore
never see the time of restora tion.

2 9 . 23-3 0 . 3

30.1-31 .40: Jeremiah's book of

consolation. The poetic composi

tion in chs 30-31 appears within
the narrative material of the sec
ond half of the book; perhaps at an
earlier stage it was the end of the
book, following a tradition found
in some prophetic books (Amos,
Ezekiel), and continued in rabbinic
tradition, that books should begin
with rebuke and end with consola
tion. Because it looks forward to
the return of Israel to the land,
many interpreters maintain that it
is an exilic or postexilic composi
tion, but there is no reason to as
sume that all prophetic consola
tions were written after the
restoration and falsely ascribed to
prophets of rebuke. The emphasis
on the return of Israel, Jacob, and
Rachel to Jerusalem and Zion,
however, suggests a plausible con
text of Josiah's efforts in the late
7th century to reunite northern Is
rael and Judah; these were later
adapted to anticipate restoration
after the exile. In its present posi
tion following chs 26-29, which
focus on Babylonia as the instru
ment of divine action, chs 30-31 il
lustrate the prophet's message of
consolation once the period of the
exile concludes. Jer. 31.2-20 is the
haftarah for the second day of
Rosh Ha-Shanah. Its focus on the
restoration of Rachel's lost chil
dren as a metaphor for the restora
tion of Israel corresponds to the
deliverance of Isaac in the Torah
portion (Gen. 22.1-24) and the
continuance of creation and
covenant for the coming year.
30.1-2: The initial prophetic word
formula introduces the passage,
but the repeated appearances of
the so-called prophetic messenger
formula, "koh 'amar YHVH," thus
said the L01w, marks the individual
oracles which comprise the text.
God's instruction to write these
words in a scroll suggests that they
may have once functioned as a
separate "booklet." Their ultimate
purpose will be to fully vindicate
Jeremiah as a true prophet, whose
words have been fulfilled (28.9).
3: The initial oracle sets the theme
for the whole, i.e., to restore and
reunite Israel and Judah and re-
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3 0 . 4-3 0 . 1 4

the fortunes of My people Israel and Judah, said the LoRD;
and I will bring them back to the land that I gave their fa
thers, and they shall possess it. 4 And these are the words
that the LoRD spoke concerning Israel and Judah:
s

Thus said the LORD:
We have heard cries of panic,
Terror without relief.
6
Ask and see:
Surely males do not bear young!
Why then do I see every man
With his hands on his loins
Like a woman in labor?
Why have all faces turned pale?
7
Ah, that day is awesome;
There is none like it!
It is a time of trouble for Jacob,
But he shall be delivered from it.
B In that day-declares the LoRD of Hosts-I will break
the yoke from off your neck and I will rip off your bonds.
Strangers shall no longer make slaves of them; 9 instead,
they shall serve the LoRD their God and David, the king
whom I will raise up for them.
10

11

12

13
14

But you,
Have no fear, My servant Jacob
-declares the LORD
Be not dismayed, 0 Israel!
I will deliver you from far away,
Your folk from their land of captivity.
And Jacob shall again have calm
And quiet with none to trouble him;
For I am with you to deliver you
-declares the LoRD.
I will make an end of all the nations
Among which I have dispersed you;
But I will not make an end of you!
I will not leave you unpunished,
But will chastise you in measure.
For thus said the LoRD:
Your injury is incurable,
Your wound severe;
•·No one pleads for the healing of your sickness,·•
There is no remedy, no recovery for you.
All your lovers have forgotten you,

a-n Memri11g of Heb. rmccrtni11.
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turn them to the land of IsraeL The
passage employs the formula,for
days are conring, that appears at the
beginning and end of these chs to
point to the future (see 31.27, 31,
38). 4: This v. introduces the fol
lowing oracles. 5-1 1 : The oracle
portrays a general scenario of
panic and terror for the people,
but promises that Jacob will be de
livered. 7: Although the name
Jacob has come to designate all Is
rael and Judah, it is especially as
sociated with the Northern King
dom of Israel (see Gen. cbs 25-35;
Hosea). The portrayal of men
suffering in pain as if they were
women giving birth illustrates the
ca taclysmic nature of the nation's
distress. 8: The oracle alludes to
the exodus tradition by promising
that God will restore Israel from its
oppressive slavery to other nations
so that it might serve God and its
Davidic king. 1 0-1 1 : The state
ments, /rave no fear and I am with
you to deliver yo11 are typical fea
tures of the prophetic oracle of re
assurance in Israel (cf. Gen. 15.1;
2 Kings 6.16; Isa. 7.4-g; 10.24-37;
37.6-7; 40.9; 41.10) and Mesopota
mia. The designation of Jacob as
God's servant anticipates the
so-called "servant songs" of Sec
ond Isaiah (Isa. 42.1-4; 49.1-6;
50-4-11; 52.13-53.12). The oracle
indicates that Israel will be pun
ished, but not destroyed, following
the typical prophetic idea of a rem
nant. 1 2-17: This oracle employs
the metaphors of sickness and
wounds to portray Israel's suffer
ing, reversing the image of
8.21-22. As would be expected, a
significant source for prophecies of
consolation would be prophecies
of destruction, which are over
turned. Again, the image is crucial
to Second Isaiah's servant songs
(see !sa. 52.13-53.12). 1 4: Radak
claims that all your lovers refers to
the nations to whom Israel ap
pealed for aid.
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They do not seek you out;
For I have struck you as an enemy strikes,
With cruel chastisement,
Because your iniquity was so great
And your sins so many.
Why cry out over your injury,
That your wound is incurable?
I did these things to you
Because your iniquity was so great
And your sins so many.
Assuredly,
All who wanted to devour you shall be devoured,
And every one of your foes shall go into
captivity;
Those who despoiled you shall be despoiled,
And all who pillaged you I will give up to
pillage.
But I will bring healing to you
And cure you of your wounds
-declares the LoRD.
Though they called you "Outcast,
That Zion whom no one seeks out,"
Thus said the LoRD:
I will restore the fortunes of Jacob's tents
And have compassion upon his dwellings.
The city shall be rebuilt on its mound,'
And the fortress in its proper place.
From them shall issue thanksgiving
And the sound of dancers.
I will multiply them,
And they shall not be few;
I will make them honored,
And they shall not be humbled.
His children shall be as of old,
And his community shall be established by My
grace;
And I will deal with all his oppressors.
His chieftain shall be one of his own,
His ruler shall come from his midst;
I will bring him near, that he may approach Me
-declares the LoRD
For who would otherwise dare approach Me?
You shall be My people,
And I will be your God.

n I.e., on lite moHHd of ruius h:ft after its pn·z,ious d(·structiou.

30. 1 5-30.22

30.1 8-3 1 . 1 : The third oracle fo
cuses on the rebuilding of the city
of Jerusalem. 1 8: The initial state
ment, I will restore thefortunes of

Jacob's tents I And have compassion
upon his dwellings, may recall the

blessing of Israel by the pagan
prophet Balaam at the time of the
wilderness wanderings, "How
fair are your tents, 0 Jacob, Your
dwellings, 0 Israel" (Num. 24-5)
The mound ("tel") on which a
city is built refers to the artificial
hill of buried debris that accumu
lates as ancient cities are built,
destroyed, and rebuilt on top of
the remains of the old. 22: The
covenant formula, you slzall be
My people, and I will be your God,

marks the restoration of the
relationship between God and
Israel (see 7.23; 1 1.4; 31.33; J2.J8).
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31
2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

30.23-3 1 . 9

Lo, the storm of the LORD goes forth in fury,
A raging tempest;
It shall whirl down upon the head of the wicked.
The anger of the LoRD shall not turn back
Till it has fulfilled and completed His purposes.
In the days to come
You shall perceive it.
•At that time-declares the LORD-I will be God to
all the clans of Israel, and they shall be My people.
Thus said the LORD:
The people escaped from the sword,
Found favor in the wilderness;
When Israel was marching homeward
The LoRD revealed Himself to meb of old.
Eternal love I conceived for you then;
Therefore I continue My grace to you.
I will build you firmly again,
0 Maiden Israel!
Again you shall take up your timbrels
And go forth to the rhythm of the dancers.
Again you shall plant vineyards
On the hills of Samaria;
Men shall plant and live to enjoy them.
For the day is coming when watchmen
Shall proclaim on the heights of Ephraim:
Come, let us go up to Zion,
To the LoRD our God!
For thus said the LORD:
Cry out in joy for Jacob,
Shout at the crossroads< of the nations!
Sing aloud in praise, and say:
d-Save, 0 LORD, Your people,·d
The remnant of Israel.
I will bring them in from the northland,
Gather them from the ends of the earth
The blind and the lame among them,
Those with child and those in laborIn a vast throng they shall return here.
They shall come with weeping,
And with compassion• will I guide them.
I will lead them to streams of water,

a In some editions tl1is verse is J0.25.
b Emendation yields "llim. "
c Lit. "head."
d-d Emendation yields "The LoRD lws saved His people. "
e For this meaning, cf Zec/1. 12. 10.
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24: The statement that the anger of
the LORD shall 11of tum back/Till it
lws fulfilled and completed His pur
poses recalls Isaiah's earlier proph

ecies (Isa. 5.25; 9.11, 16, 20; 10-4)
and anticipates Second Isaiah (Isa.
40.8; 55.11). 31 .2-6: This oracle
draws upon the wilderness tradi
tions and the portrayal of Israel as
God's bride (cf. ch 2; Hos. chs 1-3).
It draws especially on the image of
Miriam leading the women of Is
rael in dancing with timbrels at the
Red Sea (Exod. 15.2o-21). 5-6: The
references to the hills of Samaria
and Eplu·aim (the central tribe of
northern Israel) suggest that this
oracle originally addressed the
Northern Kingdom of Israel in a
call to return to Zion or the Jerusa
lem Temple in the south. The
phrase, come, let 11s go up to Zion,
recalls Isa. 2.3, 5; Mic. 4.2 (cf. Zech.
8.21). 7-14: This oracle continues
to employ the imagery of the
wilderness tradition to portray
Israel's restoration and return to
the land. 7: The remna11t of Israel
appears as a characteristic theme
in Isaiah to portray the decimated
people of Israel who will form the
basis of the restoration (Isa. 4.2-6;
6.12-13; 7-4-9; 10.2o-26; 37-3D-32).
8: The reference to gathering Israel
from the northland recalls both the
exile of northern Israel to Mesopo
tamia, which requires travel to the
north, and Jeremiah's warnings of
an enemy from the north (chs 2-6).
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By a level road where they will not stumble.
For I am ever a Father to Israel,
Ephraim is My first-born.
10

11
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Hear the word of the LORD, 0 nations,
And tell it in the isles afar.
Say:
He who scattered Israel will gather them,
And will guard them as a shepherd his flock.
For the LoRD will ransom Jacob,
Redeem him from one too strong for him.
They shall come and shout on the heights of
Zion,
Radiant over the bounty of the LORD
Over new grain and wine and oil,
And over sheep and cattle.
They shall fare like a watered garden,
They shall never languish again.
Then shall maidens dance gaily,
Young men and old alike.
I will turn their mourning to joy,
I will comfort them and cheer them in their grief.
I will give the priests their fill of fatness,
And My people shall enjoy My full bounty
-declares the LoRD.
Thus said the LORD:
A cry is heard •·in Ramah·•
Wailing, bitter weeping
Rachel weeping for her children.
She refuses to be comforted
For her children, who are gone.
Thus said the LORD:
Restrain your voice from weeping,
Your eyes from shedding tears;
For there is a reward for your labor
-declares the LORD:
They shall return from the enemy's land.
And there is hope for your future
-declares the LoRD:
Your children shall return to their country.
I can hear Ephraim lamenting:
You have chastised me, and I am chastised
Like a calf that has not been broken.
Receive me back, let me return,
For You, 0 LoRD, are my God.

n-n Or "on n !Jeigllt."
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3 1 . 1 0-3 1 . 1 8

12: The portrayal of the land as a
watered garden full of bounty con

trasts with the arid wilderness and
draws on traditions of God as cre
ator and provider of rain and agri
cultural produce. 15: The por
trayal of Israel as Rachel weeping
for her lost children draws upon
the tragic tradition of Rachel,
Jacob's beloved wife, who died
while giving birth to Benjamin. Al
though Gen. 35.16-21 places her
tomb on the road to Bethlehem,
where the current structure stands,
1 Sam. 10.2 suggests that her tomb
was on the road to Ramah, near
modern Ramallah. The present
text portrays Rachel weeping not
for herself, but for her lost children
who have gone into exile. Accord
ing to 40.1, 4, the Babylonians as
sembled Judeans destined for
exile to Babylon at Ramah. The
portrayal of Rachel weeping and
bereft of children is reversed in
Isa. ch 54, which employs the
metaphor of a mother whose chil
dren are restored. According to
Rab. Gen. 82.10, Jacob deliberately
buried Rachel by the road because
he knew that his descendants
would pass by as they went into
exile. She would then weep
and intercede for their return.
1 6-22: This oracle provides an
answer for Rachel's weeping
by promising the return of her
children. 1 8-19: Ephraim, a
son of Joseph and the main
tribe of northern Israel, sym
bolizes the Northern Kingdom.
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3 1 . 1 9-3 1 . 29

Now that I have turned back, I am filled with
remorse;
Now that I am made aware, I strike my thigh."
I am ashamed and humiliated,
For I bear the disgrace of my youth.
Truly, Ephraim is a dear son to Me,
A child that is dandled!
Whenever I have turned b against him,
My thoughts would dwell on him still.
That is why My heart yearns for him;
I will receive him back in love
-declares the LORD.
Erect markers,
Set up signposts;<
Keep in mind the highway,
The road that you traveled.
Return, Maiden Israel!
Return to these towns of yours!
How long will you waver,
0 rebellious daughter?
(For the LoRD has created something new on
earth:
A woman courtsc a man.)

23 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: They
shall again say this in the land of Judah and in its towns,
when I restore their fortunes:
"The LORD bless you,
Abode of righteousness,
0 holy mountain!"
24 Judah and all its towns alike shall be inhabited by the
farmers and d·such as move about·d with the flocks. 25 For I
will give the thirsty abundant drink, and satisfy all who
languish.
26 At this I awoke and looked about, and my sleep• had
been pleasant to me.
27 See, a time is coming-declares the LORD-when I
will sow the House of Israel and the House of Judah with
seed of men and seed of cattle; 2B and just as I was watch
ful over them to uproot and to pull down, to overthrow
and to destroy and to bring disaster, so I will be watchful
over them to build and to plant-declares the LoRD. 29 In
b /..it. "spoken. "
n I.e., ns n gesture of self-reproach.
c Menning of Heb. tmcertnin.
d-d Lit. "they shall tmvel. "
e I.e., lite vision in lite preceding verses.

-990-

20: The return of the previously

exiled Northern Kingdom is envi
sioned. 21-22: The image shifts to
Israel, the bride who will return to
God. The problematic phrase, a
wo11ta11 courts a 111an, lit. "a woman
surrounds a man," apparently em
ploys the imagery of gender rever
sal (d. 30.6) to portray the highly
unusual nature of the restoration.
The Bible elsewhere presents
brides who are brought to the man
(Gen. 2.22; ch 24; 29.23). The state
ment provides a basis for the prac
tice of a bride circling the groom
seven times at a Jewish wedding.
23-34: This oracle portrays the
restoration of Israel to its land and
cities as part of a new covenant
with God. As in the consolation
prophecy in Ezek. 48.)5, a new
name reflects the changed staus of
the place. 26: The prophet awak
ens from a deep sleep in which he
has seen a vision much like that of
Abraham (d. Gen. 15.12-21), who
also saw the future captivity and
exodus of his people while making
a covenant with God. 28: The
prophet's depiction of the future
employs the verbs uproot, pull
down, overt/trow, destroy, build, and
plant from his call narrative in 1.10
to portray both the punishment
and the restoration of the people.
29: He quotes the proverb, Parents
ltave eaten sour grapes and children's
teetlt are blunted (v. 29) to illustrate

his view that only the guilty
should be punished for their own
sins (d. Ezek. 18.2-4, which em
ploys the proverb to make the
same point). Unlike Ezekiel, how
ever, who sees this principle of
every person being p unished for
his sin as operative already in his
own time, for Jeremiah, it will
only be true in the future ("In
tltose days").
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those days, they shall no longer say, "Parents have eaten
sour grapes and children's teeth are blunted."• 30 But
every one shall die for his own sins: whosoever eats sour
grapes, his teeth shall be blunted.
31 See, a time is coming-declares the LoRD-when I
will make a new covenant with the House of Israel and
the House of Judah. 32 It will not be like the covenant I
made with their fathers, when I took them by the hand to
lead them out of the land of Egypt, a covenant which they
broke, though I espoused b them-declares the LoRD.
33 But such is the covenant I will make with the House of
Israel after these days-declares the LORD: I will put My
Teaching into their inmost being and inscribe it upon their
hearts. Then I will be their God, and they shall be My peo
ple. 34 No longer will they need to teach one another and
say to one another, "Heed the LoRD"; for all of them, from
the least of them to the greatest, shall heed Me-declares
the LoRD.
For I will forgive their iniquities,
And remember their sins no more.
35

36

Thus said the LoRD,
Who established the sun for light by day,
The laws of moon and stars for light by night,
Who stirs up the sea into roaring waves,
Whose name is LoRD of Hosts:
If these laws should ever be annulled by Me
-declares the LoRD
Only then would the offspring of Israel cease
To be a nation before Me for all time.

37 Thus said the LORD: If the heavens above could be
measured, and the foundations of the earth below could
be fathomed, only then would I reject all the offspring of
Israel for all that they have done-declares the LoRD.
3B See, a time is coming-declares the LoRD-when the
city shall be rebuilt for the LoRD from the Tower of Hana
nel to the Corner Gate; 39 and the measuring line shall go
straight out to the Gareb Hill, and then turn toward Goah.
40 And the entire Valley of the Corpses and Ashes, and all
the fields as far as the Wadi Kidron, and the corner of the
Horse Gate on the east, shall be holy to the LoRD. They
shall never again be uprooted or overthrown.
a Others "set 011 edge. "
b Mea11ing of Heb. llllcertai11; compan• 3 · ' 4·

3 1 . 3 0-3 1 . 40

31: The new covenant has been in

terpreted by Christians as a proph
ecy of the new covenant through
Jesus (New Testament means new
covenant), but here it refers to the
restoration of Israel after the Bab
ylonian exile and the reconstruc
tion of the Temple. According to
this passage, it is not the content
of the new covenant which will be
different, but how it is learned.
33-34: God places the Teaching,
i.e., the Torah, in the inmost being
or heart of the people so that the
covenant cannot be broken again.
This idea is developed in later
Lurianic kabbalah, which main
tains that all persons have a divine
spark within. Since it is so in
scribed, there will be no need for
the Torah to be taught. 35-36: This
oracle draws upon God's role as
creator to promise that Israel's
covenant assures its existence as a
nation for the duration of all cre
ation. 37-40: This oracle elabo
rates upon the preceding oracle. It
portrays the rebuilding of Jerusa
lem. 38: The Tower of Hananel was
located on the north wall of the
city near the northeast corner
(Neh. 3.1; 12.39; Zech. 14.10). The
Comer Gate was located on the
northwest wall (2 Kings 14.13;
2 Chron. 25.23; 26.9). 39: Gareb Hill
and Goalz are unknown. 40: The
Valley of the Corpses and Ashes

would refer to the Valley of Ben
Hinnom on the southwest side of
the city where child sacrifice was
practiced (7.31-32; 19.2, 6; 32.35;
2 Kings 23.10). The Wadi Kidron de
fines the eastern border of the bib
lical city of Jerusalem. The Horse
Gate is located on the southeast
corner (Neh. 3.28). As the site of
the Temple, the city is holy to the
LORD, never to be destroyed again.
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3 2 The word which carne to Jeremiah from the LORD

in the tenth year of King Zedekiah of Judah, which
was the eighteenth year of Nebuchadrezzar. 2 At that time
the army of the king of Babylon was besieging Jerusalem,
and the prophet Jeremiah was confined in the prison corn
pound attached to the palace of the king of Judah. 3 For
King Zedekiah of Judah had confined him, saying, "How
dare you prophesy: 'Thus said the LORD: I am delivering
this city into the hands of the king of Babylon, and he shall
capture it. 4 And King Zedekiah of Judah shall not escape
from the Chaldeans; he shall be delivered into the hands
of the king of Babylon, •·and he shall speak to him face to
face and see him in person:• s And Zedekiah shall be
brought to Babylon, there to remain until I take note of
him-declares the LoRD. When you wage war against the
Chaldeans, you shall not be successful.' "
6 Jeremiah said: The word of the LORD carne to me: 7 Han
arnel, the son of your uncle Shallurn, will come to you and
say, "Buy my land in Anathoth, b·for you are next in suc
cession· to redeem it by purchase." -b B And just as the LORD
had said, my cousin Hanarnel carne to me in the prison
compound and said to me, "Please buy my land in Ana
thoth, in the territory of Benjamin; for the right of succes
sion is yours, and you have the duty of redemption. Buy
it." Then I knew that it was indeed the word of the LoRD.
9 So I bought the land in Anathoth from my cousin Han
arne!. I weighed out the money to him, seventeen shekels
of silver. 10 I wrote a deed, sealed it, and had it witnessed;
and I weighed out the silver on a balance. 11 I took the deed
of purchase, the sealed text and the open one c·according to
rule and law,·c 12 and gave the deed to Baruch son of Neriah
son of Mahseiah in the presence of my kinsman Hanarnel,
of the witnesses dwho were named-din the deed, and all the
Judeans who were sitting in the prison compound. 13 In
their presence I charged Baruch as follows: 14 Thus said the
a-a Lit. "aud Iris moutlr shall speak witlr lris moutlr, and Iris eyes slra/1 see Iris eyes."
b-b Lit. "for yours is tire proccdrrre of rederuptiou by pure/rase. "
c-c Force of Heb. rmcertain.
d-d Witlr many mss. aud aucieut vcrsious; so mrcieut Near Eastem practice. Other 11rss.
and tire editious read "wlro wrote" (i.e., sigued their names).

32.1-33.26: Jeremiah's symbolic
actions and oracles concerning
the restoration. The prophetic

word formula in v. 1 introduces a
new section in which Jeremiah's
attempt to redeem his family's
land in Anathoth becomes a

metaphor for God's promise to re
store Jerusalem, the house of
David, and the Levitical priest
hood once the punishment is
over. It thus continues in prose
form the poetry of the previous
two chs.
-992-

32.1-44: Jeremiah's attempt to re
deem family property in Ana
thoth. The ter1th year of King

Zedekiah would be 588 BCE when
the Babylonian army invaded
Judah a second time to put down
the Judean revolt. Zedekiah im
prisoned Jeremiah for treason be
cause of his claims that God had
given Jerusalem into the hands of
Nebuchadnezzar. He was appar
ently arrested when he attempted
to leave the city during a lull in the
fighting to redeem family property
in Anathoth (see 37-1 1-21). Jer.
32.6-27 is the haftarah for the
parashah of Be-har (Lev. 25.126.2), which relates the laws con
cerning the redemption of prop
erty in sabbatical and jubilee years.
6-1 5: Jeremiah relates God's in
structions concerning the request
of his cousin Hanamel to redeem
the property of his father, Shallum
(Jeremiah's uncle), in Anathoth.
Although Jeremiah is imprisoned,
he is able to complete the transac
tion. Lev. 25.25-28 indicates that a
person might sell property to pay
a debt, but family members had
the first right to redeem the land.
The details offered in these vv. add
to the limited material we have
from elsewhere to explain how
property was transferred. 9: The
price of seventeen shekels, lit. "seven
shekels and ten pieces of silver,"
could not have been very high
since the annual Temple tax for an
adult male was fifty shekels (Lev.
27.2) and the field of Ephron in
Machpelah, where Abraham
buried Sarah, was sold for 400
shekels (Gen. ch 23). The low price
may be explained by the fact that
the sale takes place during a siege.
1 2: The sale is documented by Jer
emiah's scribe, Baruch so11 ofNerialr
son of Mahseiah. The name Baruch
son of Neriah appears on a clay
bulla found inside a house in the
city of Jerusalem that was de
stroyed during the Babylonian
siege, and many believe that this
bulla, which was originally used
in ancient Israel to seal a docu
ment, belonged to the same indi
vidual. The role of Baruch in Jere
miah is greater than the role of a
scribe in any other prophetic work
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of Hosts, the God of Israel: "Take these documents,
this deed of purchase, the sealed text and the open one, and
put them into an earthen jar, so that they may last a long
time." 15 For thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel:
"Houses, fields, and vineyards shall again be purchased in
this land."
16 But after I had given the deed to Baruch son of Neriah,
I prayed to the LoRD: 17 "Ah, Lord Goo! You made heaven
and earth with Your great might and outstretched arm.
Nothing is too wondrous for You! 18 You show kindness to
the thousandth generation, but visit the guilt of the fathers
upon their children after them. 0 great and mighty God
whose name is LoRD of Hosts, 19 wondrous in purpose and
mighty in deed, whose eyes observe all the ways of men, so
as to repay every man according to his ways, and with the
proper fruit of his deeds! 20 You displayed signs and mar
vels in the land of Egypt •with lasting effect,·• and won
renown in Israel and among mankind to this very day.
21 You freed Your people Israel from the land of Egypt with
signs and marvels, with a strong hand and an outstretched
arm, and with great terror. 22 You gave them this land that
You had sworn to their fathers to give them, a land flowing
with milk and honey, 23 and they came and took possession
of it. But they did not listen to You or follow Your Teaching;
they did nothing of what You commanded them to do.
Therefore you have caused all this misfortune to befall
them. 24 Here are the siegemounds, raised against the city
to storm it; and the city, because of sword and famine and
pestilence, is at the mercy of the Chaldeans who are attack
ing it. What You threatened has come to pass-as You see.
25 Yet You, Lord Goo, said to me: Buy the land for money
and call in witnesses-when the city is at the mercy of the
Chaldeans! "
2 6 Then the word o f the LoRD came t o Jeremiah:
27 "Behold I am the LoRD, the God of all flesh. Is any
thing too wondrous for Me? 28 Assuredly, thus said the
LORD: I am delivering this city into the hands of the Chal
deans and of King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, and he
shall capture it. 29 And the Chaldeans who have been at
tacking this city shall come and set this city on fire and
burn it down-with the houses on whose roofs they made
offerings to Baal and poured out libations to other gods,
so as to vex Me. 30 for the people of Israel and Judah have
done nothing but evil in My sight since their youth; the
n-n Lit. "to tl1is day. "

3 2 . 1 5-3 2 . 30

(see esp. ch 36), leading some to
suggest that Jeremiah was illiter
ate. 15: Jeremiah clearly under
stands his purchase to be a sign of
his confidence in the future of
Judah once the punishment is
over. 1 6-25: Jeremiah's prayer to
God provides the basic outlines of
God's relationship with Israel
from the time of the exodus (cf.
Deut. ch 26-as in that chapter,
Sinai is not mentioned) and articu
la tes his view that the Babylonian
invasion and siege is a divinely or
dained punishment for Israel's dis
obedience of God's Tenching (v. 23).
The same Heb word, "torah," may
refer to the Torah or to teaching(s)
in general, and it is very difficult
to know when it should be trans
lated as Torah, namely the five
books of Moses, more or less in the
form they now exist, or a more
amorphous set of teachings.
26-44: God's answer to Jeremiah
elaborates upon the prophet's at
tempt to explain the reasons for
Judah's current plight, but it
also points to future restoration
once the punishment is over.
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people of Israel have done nothing but vex Me by their
conduct-declares the LORD. 3 1 This city has aroused My
anger and My wrath from the day it was built until this
day; so that it must be removed from My sight 32 because
of all the wickedness of the people of Israel and Judah
who have so acted as to vex Me-they, their kings, their
officials, their priests and prophets, and the men of Judah
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 33 They turned their
backs to Me, not their faces; though I have taught them
persistently, they do not give heed or accept rebuke.
34 They placed their abominations in the House which
bears My name and defiled it; 35 and they built the shrines
of Baal which are in the Valley of Ben-hinnom, where they
offered up their sons and daughters to Molech-when I
had never commanded, or even thought [of command
ing], that they should do such an abominable thing, and
so bring guilt on Judah.
3 6 But now, assuredly, thus said the LoRD, the God of Is
rael, concerning this city of which you say, "It is being de
livered into the hands of the king of Babylon through the
sword, through famine, and through pestilence": 37 See, I
will gather them from all the lands to which I have ban
ished them in My anger and wrath, and in great rage; and
I will bring them back to this place and let them dwell se
cure. 3B They shall be My people, and I will be their God.
39 I will give them a single heart and a single nature to re
vere Me for all time, and it shall be well with them and
their children after them. 40 And I will make an everlasting
covenant with them that I will not turn away from them
and that I will treat them graciously; and I will put into
their hearts reverence for Me, so that they do not turn
away from Me. 41 I will delight in treating them graciously,
and I will plant them in this land faithfully, with all My
heart and soul.
42 For thus said the LORD: As I have brought this terrible
disaster upon this people, so I am going to bring upon
them the vast good fortune which I have promised for
them. 43 And fields shall again be purchased in this land of
which you say, "It is a desolation, without man or beast; it
is delivered into the hands of the Chaldeans."
44 Fields shall be purchased, and deeds written and
sealed, and witnesses called in the land of Benjamin and
in the environs of Jerusalem, and in the towns of Judah; the
towns of the hill country, the towns of the Shephelah, and
the towns of the Negeb. For I will restore their fortunes
declares the LoRD.
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40: God promises an everlasting
covenant in which the people will

look to God and God will ensure
their security in the land. Everlast
ing covenants were made with
Noah (Gen. 9.16; cf. !sa. 24.5 in
which it is broken); Abraham
(Gen. 17.7, 19); Israel (Exod. 31.16;
Lev. 24.8, for the Shabbat); Phineas
the priest (Num. 25.13); David
(2 Sam. 23.5); Israel (!sa. 55·3, after
the pattern of David); and Jerusa
lem (Ezek. 16.6o). Obedience is
placed into their hearts, as in 31.33.
44: Jeremiah's hometown of Ana
thoth is located in the territory of
Benja111i11.

JEREMIAH 33. 1-33. 13
NEVI'IM
Oracles concerning the
3 3 The word of the LoRD came to Jeremiah a second 33.1-26:
restoration. A second set of oracles

time, while he was still confined in the prison com
pound, as follows:
2
3

Thus said the LORD who is planning it,
The LoRD who is shaping it to bring it about,
Whose name is LoRD:
Call to Me, and I will answer you,
And I will tell you wondrous things,
Secrets you have not known.

4 For thus said the LORD, the God of Israel, concerning
the houses of this city and the palaces of the kings of
Judah that were torn down •·for [defense] against the
siegemounds and against the sword, s and were filled by
those who went to fight the Chaldeans;•-with the
corpses of the men whom I struck down in My anger and
rage, hiding My face from this city because of all their
wickedness: 6 I am going to bring her relief and healing. I
will heal them and reveal to them abundance of true
favor. 7 And I will restore the fortunes of Judah and Israel,
and I will rebuild them as of old. 8 And I will purge them
of all the sins which they committed against Me, and I will
pardon all the sins which they committed against Me, by
which they rebelled against Me. 9 And she shall gain
through Me renown, joy, fame, and glory above all the na
tions on earth, when they hear of all the good fortune I
provide for them.b They will thrill and quiver because of
all the good fortune and all the prosperity that I provide
for her.
lO Thus said the LORD: Again there shall be heard in this
place, which you say is ruined, without man or beast
in the towns of Judah and the streets of Jerusalem that
are desolate, without man, without inhabitants, without
beast-11 the sound of mirth and gladness, the voice of
bridegroom and bride, the voice of those who cry, "Give
thanks to the LoRD of Hosts, for the LoRD is good, for His
kindness is everlasting! " as they bring thanksgiving offer
ings to the House of the LORD. For I will restore the for
tunes of the land as of old-said the LORD.
12 Thus said the LORD of Hosts: In this ruined place,
without man and beast, and in all its towns, there shall
again be a pasture for shepherds, where they can rest their
flocks. 13 In the towns of the hill country, in the towns of
the Shephelah, and in the towns of the Negeb, in the land
of Benjamin and in the environs of Jerusalem and in the
a-a Meaning of Heb. 1/llccrtain.

.•

b /.e .fi>r )11dah and /sme/.

continues the focus on the coming
restoration, but emphasizes that
the House of David and the Leviti
cal priesthood will also be a part of
God's everlasting covenant with
Israel. 2-9: The divine oracle be
gins with a hymnic passage that
relates God's role as creator. The
interest in God's plans appears fre
quently in Isaiah as a means to ex
plain disaster by asserting that
God plans from the beginning to
bring deliverance after a period of
punishment (Isa. 10.13; 14.27;
28.23-29; 55.11). 3: God's assur
ance of an answer when the people
appeal reverses the statements of
Isa. 1.15. 5-6: God elaborates on
this statement by claiming to bring
relief for all the destruction that
was visited upon the city and the
palaces of the kings. Jeremiah's or
acle here presupposes that God
will no longer hide His face from
Israel (contra Isa. 8.17). 1 0-1 1 : The
celebration of weddings in the re
stored land is a reversal of earlier
prophecies in 7·34; 16.g; 25.10. The
refrain, Give thanks to the LORD of
Hosts, for the LoRD is good,for His
kindness is everlasting (v. 1 1), ap

pears in Pss. 106.1; 118.1; 136.1;
Ezra 3.11, and in many contempo
rary liturgical settings. 1 2-1 8: The
restoration will also include farms
and husbandry. 1 3: The Slleplzelalz
refers to the low hills of south
western Judah that border Philis
tia. The Negeb is the desert region
to the south of the J udean hill
country. Benjamin is the tribal
territory to the north and east of
Jerusalem.
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towns of Judah, sheep shall pass again under the hands of
one who counts them-said the LORD. 1 4 See, days are
coming-declares the LoRD-when I will fulfill the prom
ise that I made concerning the House of Israel and the
House of Judah. 15 In those days and at that time, I will
raise up a true branch of David's line, and he shall do
what is just and right in the land. 16 In those days Judah
shall be delivered and Israel shall dwell secure. And this is
what she shall be called: "The LoRD is our Vindicator."
17 for thus said the LoRD: There shall never be an end to
men of David's line who sit upon the throne of the House
of Israel. 18 Nor shall there ever be an end to the line of the
levitical priests before Me, of those who present burnt of
ferings and turn the meal offering to smoke and perform
sacrifices.
1 9 The word of the LoRD came to Jeremiah: 20 Thus said
the LoRD: If you could break My covenant with the day
and My covenant with the night, so that day and night
should not come at their proper time, 21 only then could
My covenant with My servant David be broken-so that
he would not have a descendant reigning upon his
throne-or with My ministrants, the levitical priests.
22 Like the host of heaven which cannot be counted, and
the sand of the sea which cannot be measured, so will I
multiply the offspring of My servant David, and of the Le
vites who minister to Me.
23 The word of the LoRD came to Jeremiah: 24 You see
what this people said: "The two families which the LoRD
chose have now been rejected by Him." Thus they despise
My people, •·and regard them as no longer a nation:•
25 Thus said the LoRD: As surely as I have established My
covenant with day and night-the laws of heaven and
earth-26 so I will never reject the offspring of Jacob and
My servant David; I will never fail to take from his off
spring rulers for the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob. Indeed, I will restore their fortunes and take them
back in love.

3 4 The word which came to Jeremiah from the LORD,

when King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon and all his
army, and all the kingdoms of the earth and all the peo
ples under his sway, were waging war against Jerusalem
and all its towns:
2 Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: Go speak to

n-n Men11i1Jg of Heb. 11/JCertairJ.
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15: The prophet states that the
House of David will be included
in the restoration, i.e., Davidic
kingship will be restored as well.
The reference to the true branch of
David's line draws on !sa. 11.1-16,
which portrays the righteous
Davidic monarch as a branch
("tsemah") from the root of Jesse,
language which is at home in the
agriculturally centered world of
ancient Israel, and is reused in the
blessing of the "'Amidah" request
ing the restoration of the Davidic
monarchy. David was promised an
eternal dynasty (2 Sam. ch 7) and
eternal covenant (2 Sam. 23.5).
Narratives concerning Solomon's
prayer qualify the promise, how
ever, by stating that the Davidic
line will rule forever if it is righ
teous (1 Kings 8.22-26; 9·3-9; cf.
Ps. 132.11-12). 1 6: Note a simlar
renaming in 31.23. 1 7: Jeremiah's
version of the Davidic promise re
verts to the unconditioned model
of 2 Sam. chs 7, 23. 1 8: It adds an
eternal promise to the Levitical
priesthood, perhaps building on
the priestly eternal covenant
promised to Phineas son of Eleazar
son of Aaron (Num. 25.13). The
promise of a righteous Davidic
branch was read as a reference to
the priesthood in Zechariah, where
the high priest and king seem to
rule in tandem in the early postex
ilic period (Zech. 6.9-15; cf. 3.8).
1 9-22: The covenant with David
and the Levites is equated with the
covenant that ensures the stability
of the cosmos (Gen. g.8-17; cf.
Exod. 31.16-17; Ps. 8g.2o-38).
23-26: This oracle is designed to
counter arguments that God had
abandoned the families of jacob
and David.
34.1-7: Jeremiah's oracle concern
ing King Zedekiah. 1 : The initial

v. sets the passage in the time of
Nebuchadrezzar's siege of Jerusa
lem in 588 BCE. 5: The promise of
a peaceful death for Zedekiah re
sembles the oracle of the prophet
ess Huldahto Zedekiah's father
Josiah (2 Kings 22.14-20; 2 Chron.
34.22-28) and contrasts markedly
with Jeremiah's oracle for Jehoia
kim (36.27-31; cf. 22.24-30). Jer.
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King Zedekiah of Judah, and say to him: "Thus said the
LoRD: I am going to deliver this city into the hands of the
king of Babylon, and he will destroy it by fire. 3 And you
will not escape from him; you will be captured and
handed over to him. •·And you will see the king of Bab
ylon face to face and speak to him in person;·• and you
will be brought to Babylon. 4 But hear the word of the
LoRD, 0 King Zedekiah of Judah! Thus said the LoRD con
cerning you: You will not die by the sword. 5 You will die a
peaceful death; and as incenseb was burned for your an
cestors, the earlier kings who preceded you, so they will
burn incenseb for you, and they will lament for you 'Ah,
lord!' For I Myself have made the promise-declares the
LORD."
6 The prophet Jeremiah spoke all these words to King
Zedekiah of Judah in Jerusalem, 7 when the army of the
king of Babylon was waging war against Jerusalem and
against the remaining towns of Judah-against Lachish
and Azekah, for they were the only fortified towns of
Judah that were left.
B The word which came to Jeremiah from the LoRD after
King Zedekiah had made a covenant with all the people
in Jerusalem to proclaim a releasee among them-9 that
everyone should set free his Hebrew slaves, both male
and female, and that no one should keep his fellow Ju
dean enslaved.
lO Everyone, officials and people, who had entered into
the covenant agreed to set their male and female slaves
free and not keep them enslaved any longer; they com
plied and let them go. n But afterward they turned about
and brought back the men and women they had set free,
and forced them into slavery again. 12 Then it was that the
word of the LoRD came to Jeremiah from the LORD:
13 Thus said the LORD, the God of Israel: I made a cove
nant with your fathers when I brought them out of the
land of Egypt, the house of bondage, saying: 14 "In the
seventh yeard each of you must let go any fellow Hebrew
•·who may be sold·• to you; when he has served you six
years, you must set him free." But your fathers would not
obey Me or give ear. 15 Lately you turned about and did
what is proper in My sight, and each of you proclaimed a
release to his countrymen; and you made a covenant aca-a For the idiom see IIOte ai J2-4b Lit. "b11mi11gs."
c Others "liberty."
d I.e., ofservitude. Lit. "After a period of seve11 years"; cf Delli. 14.28 a11d 15 . 1 .
e-e O r "w/10 sells himself "

34· 3-34 · 1 5

52.7-11 (d. 2 Kings 25.4-7) states
that Zedekiah is in a Babylonian
prison, having seen his sons
slaughtered before his own eyes
were put out, thus this is likely an
unfulfilled prophecy of Jeremiah.
It is quite remarkable that such
prophecies were preserved. 7: La
clrisil and Azckah were fortified Ju
dean cities located respectively
6o km (35 mi) and 25 km (15 mi)
southwest of Jerusalem in the She
phelah.
34.8-22: The oracle concerning

slaves. This oracle attempts to pro

vide justification for Zedekiah's
punishment by accusing him of
reneging on an agreement to re
lease slaves during the siege of
Jerusalem. 1 4: According to the
slave laws of Deut. 15.1-18; Exod.
21.1-1 1 (cf. Lev. 25.39-55), a per
son could become a slave to repay
a debt. The laws specify six years
as the period of time for such ser
vice. A man goes free in the sev
enth year, unless he formally and
publicly declares his willingness to
remain a slave forever (the laws
for women differ between the two
texts). According to Lev. ch 25, a
"release" or "jubilee" is pro
claimed every fiftieth year (seven
weeks of years) so that property
that was sold to pay a debt reverts
to its original owner (the sale actu
ally functions as a sort of loan in
which the creditor gains use of the
property for the specified period
of time). This text in Jeremiah gen
erally follows the law as it appears
in Deut. ch 15, which is not sur
prising given the affinities of Jere
miah to Deuteronomy. The Deuter
onomy text, however, seems to
suggest that the slave is released at
the beginning of the seventh year
of service, while Jeremiah seems to
understand this, perhaps based on
the broader context of Deut. ch 15
(see esp. vv. 1--6), as meaning that
all slaves are released at each sab
batical (seventh) year. 1 5-16: Per
haps Zedekiah entered into an
agreement to declare a release for
all slaves in the city, so that they
would be free to participate in Je
rusalem's defense, and when the
Babylonians lifted the siege of the
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cordingly before Me in the House which bears My name.
16 But now you have turned back and have profaned My
name; each of you has brought back the men and women
whom you had given their freedom, and forced them to
be your slaves again.
17 Assuredly, thus said the LORD: You would not obey Me
and proclaim a release, each to his kinsman and country
man. Lo! I proclaim your release-declares the LoRD-to
the sword, to pestilence, and to famine; and I will make
you a horror to all the kingdoms of the earth. 1 8 I will make
the men who violated My covenant, who did not fulfill the
terms of the covenant which they made before Me, [like]
the calf which they cut in two so as to pass between the
halves:• 19 The officers of Judah and Jerusalem, the officials,
the priests, and all the people of the land who passed be
tween the halves of the calf 20 shall be handed over to their
enemies, to those who seek to kill them. Their carcasses
shall become food for the birds of the sky and the beasts of
the earth. 21 I will hand over King Zedekiah of Judah and
his officers to their enemies, who seek to kill them-to the
army of the king of Babylon which has withdrawn from
you. 22 I hereby give the command-declares the LORD
by which I will bring them back against this city. They shall
attack it and capture it, and burn it down. I will make the
towns of Judah a desolation, without inhabitant.

3 5 The word which came to Jeremiah from the LORD in

the days of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah of Judah:
2 Go to the house of the Rechabites and speak to them,
and bring them to the House of the LORD, to one of the
chambers, and give them wine to drink.
3 So I took Jaazaniah son of Jeremiah son of Habazzi
niah, and his brothers, all his sons, and the whole house
hold of the Rechabites; 4 and I brought them to the House
of the LoRD, to the chamber of the sons of Hanan son of
Igdaliah, the man of God, which is next to the chamber of
the officials and above the chamber of Maaseiah son of
Shallum, the guardian of the threshold. s I set bowls full
of wine and cups before the men of the house of the Rech
abites, and said to them, "Have some wine."
6 They replied, "We will not drink wine, for our ancesa Cf. Gen. 15.9-10, 1 7-21 .

city to fight a relief force sent by
Egypt (see ch 37), Zedekiah and
the creditors reneged, forcing
those freed to return to their slave
status. 1 7: God invokes a type of
measure for measure: The Judeans

did not release slaves, so God will
release destruction. Measure for
measure is very common in the
Bible, especially in prophetic pun
ishments. 1 8: Jeremiah cites the
practice of passing between tl1e
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/wives of a slaughtered calf to make

(lit. "cut") a covenant. The practice
is attested in the Bible (Gen.
15.7-21) and in ancient Near East
ern treaties. The parties to an
agreement pass between the two
halves of slaughtered animals that
represen t what will happen to
them if they violate the terms of
the agreement. The practice func
tions as a formal ratification of an
agreement. 2 1 : Because Zedekiah
violated the covenant or agree
ment that he had made, Jeremiah
contends that he is now subject to
punishment at the hands of the
Babylonians. Jer. 34.8-22; 33·35, 26
is the haftarah for the parashah
of Mishpatim (Exod. 21.1-24.18),
which contains the first collection
of law from Sinai, beginning with
the slave law.
35.1-39.1 8: The

fall of Jerusalem.

The prophetic word formula intro
duces a block of text that culmi
nates in the fall of Jerusalem to
the Babylonian army in 586 BCE
(ch 39). The preceding chs illus
trate why Jerusalem fell, beginning
with the example of the Rechabites
who were faithful to their own tra
dition (ch 35), King Jehoiakim's
rejection of Jeremiah's oracles
(ch 36), and the prophet's subse
quent imprisonment for treason
during the siege of the city
(chs 37-38).
35.1-19: The example of the
Rechabites. The prophetic word

formula places this narrative in the
reign of Jehoiakim, in an effort to
demonstrate that the reasons for
Jerusalem's punishment go back at
least to his reign. The Rechabites
were an ancient religious group
founded by Jonadab son of
Rechab, who assisted Jehu in
his successful revolt against the
house of Omri in 842 BCE (2 Kings
10.15-28). Biblical tradition identi
fies the Rechabites as Kenites
(1 Chron. 2.55), who would be
descended from Moses' Kenite
father-in-law, Jethro (Judg. 1.16;
Exod. 3.1; 18.1), who in turn would
be descended from Cain, after
whom the Kenites are named
(Gen. 4.1-16). 6-8: Their prohibi-
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tor, Jonadab son of Rechab, commanded us: 'You shall
never drink wine, either you or your children. 7 Nor shall
you build houses or sow fields• or plant vineyards, nor
shall you own such things; but you shall live in tents all
your days, so that you may live long upon the land where
you sojourn.' 8 And we have obeyed our ancestor Jonadab
son of Rechab in all that he commanded us: we never
drink wine, neither we nor our wives nor our sons and
daughters. 9 Nor do we build houses to live in, and we do
not own vineyards or fields for sowing; lObut we live in
tents. We have obeyed and done all that our ancestor Jon
adab commanded us. 11 But when King Nebuchadrezzar
of Babylon invaded the country, we said, 'Come, let us go
into Jerusalem because of the army of the Chaldeans and
the army of Aram.' And so we are living in Jerusalem."
12 Then the word of the LORD came to Jeremiah:
B Thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel: Go say
to the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem:
"You can learn a lesson [here] about obeying My com
mands-declares the LoRD. 14 The commands of Jonadab
son of Rechab have been fulfilled: he charged his children
not to drink wine, and to this day they have not drunk, in
obedience to the charge of their ancestor. But I spoke to
you persistently, and you did not listen to Me. l S I persis
tently sent you all My servants, the prophets, to say: 'Turn
back, every one of you, from your wicked ways and mend
your deeds; do not follow other gods or serve them. Then
you may remain on the land that I gave to you and your
fathers.' But you did not give ear or listen to Me. 16 The
family of Jonadab son of Rechab have indeed fulfilled the
charge which their ancestor gave them; but this people
has not listened to Me. 17 Assuredly, thus said the LORD,
the God of Hosts, the God of Israel: I am going to bring
upon Judah and upon all the inhabitants of Jerusalem all
the disaster with which I have threatened them; for I
spoke to them, but they would not listen; I called to them,
but they would not respond."
18 And to the family of the Rechabites Jeremiah said:
"Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: Because
you have obeyed the charge of your ancestor Jonadab and
kept all his commandments, and done all that he enjoined
upon you, 19 assuredly, thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the
God of Israel: There shall never cease to be a man of the
line of Jonadab son of Rechab standing before Me."

a Lit. "seed. "

tion against drinking wine resem
bles a part of the Nazirite vow by
which a person sanctifies him- or
herself for divine service like a
priest for the duration of the vow
by refraining from wine, contact
with the dead, and cutting the hair
(Num. 6. I-zi; cf. Judg. chs IJ-I6;
I Sam. ch I; 111. Nnz.; b. Nnz.).
7: The exact reasons for these pro
hibitions are unclear, though pos
sibly the Rechabites are to live as a
bedouin group after the manner of
their ancestor Jethro, priest of Mid
ian. 9: They are neither Nazirites
nor priests, although the conclud
ing expression, stn11di11g before Me
(v. I9), suggests a priestly role
much like Jethro's. God instructs
Jeremiah to use the Rechabites as
an example of faithfulness to a re
ligious tradition in order to em
phasize the charges that Judah has
not been faithful to its own tradi
tion. 1 8-19: Although punishment
in Jeremiah is generally viewed as
corporate, i.e., all Israel is to be
punished for the sins of any of its
members, these vv. exempt the
extremely righteous Rechabites
from the full fury of the impend
ing disaster.
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3 6 In the fourth year of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah

of Judah, this word came to Jeremiah from the
LORD:
Z Get a scroll and write upon it all the words that I have
spoken to you-concerning Israel and Judah and all the
nations-from the time I first spoke to you in the days of
Josiah to this day. 3 Perhaps when the House of Judah hear
of all the disasters I intend to bring upon them, they will
turn back from their wicked ways, and I will pardon their
iniquity and their sin. 4 So Jeremiah called Baruch son of
Neriah; and Baruch wrote down in the scroll, at Jere
miah's dictation, all the words which the LoRD had spo
ken to him.
5 Jeremiah instructed Baruch, "I am in hiding; I cannot
go to the House of the LORD. 6 But you go and read aloud
the words of the LORD from the scroll which you wrote at
my dictation, to all the people in the House of the LoRD on
a fast day; thus you will also be reading them to all the Ju
deans who come in from the towns. 7 Perhaps their en
treaty will be accepted by the LoRD, if they turn back from
their wicked ways. For great is the anger and wrath with
which the LORD has threatened this people."
s Baruch son of Neriah did just as the prophet Jeremiah
had instructed him, about reading the words of the LORD
from the scroll in the House of the LORD. 9 In the ninth
month of the fifth year of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah of
Judah, all the people in Jerusalem and all the people com
ing from Judah proclaimed a fast before the LORD in Jeru
salem. 1 0 It was then that Baruch-in the chamber of Gem
ariah son of Shaphan the scribe, in the upper court, near
the new gateway of the House of the LORD-read the
words of Jeremiah from the scroll to all the people in the
House of the LORD.
1 1 Micaiah son of Gemariah son of Shaphan heard all the
words of the LORD [read] from the scroll, 12 and he went
down to the king's palace, to the chamber of the scribe.
There he found all the officials in session: Elishama the
scribe, Delaiah son of Shemaiah, Elnathan son of Achbor,
Gemariah son of Shaphan, Zedekiah son of Hananiah,
and all the other officials. 13 And Micaiah told them all
36.1-32: Jehoiakim's burning of
Jeremiah's scroll. This ch offers re

markably important evidence for
the writing and re-editing of pro
phetic books. 1 : Thefourth year
of . . . Jehoiakim is 605 BCE, the year
tha t the Babylonians defeated

Egypt at Carchemish and took
control of Judah. The date suggests
that this narrative coincides with
Jeremiah's oracle that calls for a
seventy-year period of Babylonian
rule (25.1). 2-3: God instructs Jere
miah to record his prophecies fro/11
- 1000-

the time . . . of Josiah to the present
on a scroll. Many interpreters
maintain that this would be an
early edition of the book of Jere
miah, comprising elements from
chs 1-20 or 1-25. The reference to
the nations suggests that elements
from the oracles concerning the
nations in chs 46-51 would also
have been included. The Septu
agint version of Jeremiah, thought
by many to be based on an earlier
Hebrew edition of the book, places
the oracles concerning the nations
immediately after ch 25. 4-8: Jere
miah instructs the scribe, Baruch
son ofNeriall (d. 32.12), to prepare
the scroll so that he might read it
publicly. This suggests to some
that Jeremiah was illiterate, unable
to write his own scroll. 5: Jeremiah
is in hiding presumably because he
is subject to arrest as a result of his
support for Babylonia. 8: Many in
terpreters maintain that Baruch is
the final compiler of the book of
Jeremiah and author of its narra
tives concerning the prophet's life.
Several apocryphal and pseudepi
graphical books are a ttributed to
him (Baruch; 2-4 Baruch). His
name appears on a clay bulla
found in the excavations of the
scribe's house in Jerusalem (see
32.12 n.). His brother Seraiah
was also a royal official (51.59).
9-1 8: Following his compliance
with Jeremiah's instructions, Bar
uch is summoned by the royal
scribes to read the scroll to them.
1 0: Gemariah son ofShaphan is a son
of Josiah's secretary (2 Kings 24-3)
and brother of Ahikam son of
Shaphan who interceded on the
prophet's behalf a t his sedition
trial (26.24). The scroll would
have been read to him first as a
potential ally among the scribes.
1 1-12: His son, Micniah son of Gem
ariah son of Shaphan, reports the
matter to the scribes in session at
the royal palace. Elislzama is other
wise unknown in the Bible, al
though his name appears in
bullae from the scribe's house (see
32.12 n.). Delaiah S0/1 ofShemaiah is
otherwise unknown. £/nathan son
of Achbor would presumably be
hostile to Jeremiah since he was
sent to Egypt to fetch the prophet
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that he had heard as Baruch read from the scroll in the
hearing of the people.
1 4 Then all the officials sent Jehudi son of Nethaniah son
of Shelemiah son of Cushi to say to Baruch, "Take that
scroll from which you read to the people, and come
along!" And Baruch took the scroll and came to them.
15 They said, •·"Sit down and read it·• to us." And Baruch
read it to them. 16 When they heard all these words, they
turned to each other in fear; and they said to Baruch, "We
must report all this to the king."
17 And they questioned Baruch further, "Tell us how
you wrote down all these words bthat he spoke."·b 1 B He
answered them, "He himself recited all those words to
me, and I would write them down in the scroll in ink."
19 The officials said to Baruch, "Go into hiding, you and
Jeremiah. Let no man know where you are!" 20 And they
went to the king in the court, after leaving the scroll in the
chamber of the scribe Elishama. And they reported all
these matters to the king.
21 The king sent Jehudi to get the scroll and he fetched
it from the chamber of the scribe Elishama. Jehudi read
it to the king and to all the officials who were in atten
dance on the king. 22 Since it was the ninth month, the
king was sitting in the winter house, with a fire burning in
the brazier before him. 23 And every time Jehudi read
three or four columns, [the king] would cut it up with a
scribe's knife and throw it into the fire in the brazier, until
the entire scroll was consumed by the fire in the brazier.
24 Yet the king and all his courtiers who heard all these
words showed no fear and did not tear their garments;
25 moreover, Elnathan, Delaiah, and Gemariah begged the
king not to burn the scroll, but he would not listen to
them.
26 The king ordered Jerahmeel, the king's son, and Sera
iah son of Azriel, and Shelemiah son of Abdeel to arrest
the scribe Baruch and the prophet Jeremiah. But the LoRD
hid them.
27 The word of the LORD came to Jeremiah after the king
had burned the scroll containing the words that Baruch
had written at Jeremiah's dictation: 2B Get yourself an
other scroll, and write upon it the same words that were in
the first scroll that was burned by King Jehoiakim of
Judah. 29 And concerning King Jehoiakim of Judah you
shall say: Thus said the LoRD: You burned that scroll, saya-n Clrn11gc ofvocnlizntioll yiclds "Rend it again"; cf Tnrgum a11d Scptungi11t.
b-b Force of Hcb. IIIICCrlnill.
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Uriah who was executed for sedi
tion (26.25). He may also have
been jehoiachin's maternal grand
father (2 Kings 24.8). The name
Achbor also appears on a bullae.
Zedekialt son of Hananiah is other
wise unknown, although he could
be the son of the prophet Hana
niah (ch 28). 1 4: Jeltudi son ofNet!ta
lliah sotJ of Sltelemialt son of Cushi is
otherwise unknown. 19-26: The
king's reaction is then described.
The scene shows the bit-by-bit de
struction of the scroll, vividly
dramatizing how offensive its
message was to the king and how
intent he was on getting rid of it.
1 9: Because the prophet's message
is considered seditious, the scribes
advise Baruch to go into hiding
with Jeremiah. 22: The ninth month
is Kislev (November/December).
The king's response upon hearing
the scroll expresses his contempt
for or fear of Jeremiah's message.
25: Although ElnatlwtJ, Delaiah, and
Gemarialt intercede for Jeremiah
and Baruch, Jehoiakim orders
their arrest. 26: Jeralmtee/, Seraialt
so11 of Azriel, and Slte/emiah son of
Abdee/ are otherwise unknown.
Versions of the names Jerahmeel,
Seraiah, Azriel, and Abdeel appear
among the bullae from Jerusalem.
27-32: God's instructs Jeremiah to
write another scroll, which many
also see as an early edition of the
book. The final words of the v.,
"and more of the like was added,"
clearly reflect the fact that the book
went through subsequent editions.
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ing, "How dare you write in it that the king of Babylon
will come and destroy this land and cause man and beast
to cease from it?" 30 Assuredly, thus said the LoRD con
cerning King Jehoiakim of Judah: He shall not have any of
his line sitting on the throne of David; and his own corpse
shall be left exposed to the heat by day and the cold by
night. 31 And I will punish him and his offspring and his
courtiers for their iniquity; I will bring on them and on the
inhabitants of Jerusalem and on all the men of Judah all
the disasters of which I have warned them-but they
would not listen.
32 So Jeremiah got another scroll and gave it to the scribe
Baruch son of Neriah. And at Jeremiah's dictation, he
wrote in it the whole text of the scroll that King Jehoiakim
of Judah had burned; and more of the like was added.

3 7 Zedekiah son of Josiah became king instead of Co

niah son of Jehoiakim, for King Nebuchadrezzar of
Babylon set him up as king over the land of Judah. 2 Nei
ther he nor his courtiers nor the people of the land gave
heed to the words which the LoRD spoke through the
prophet Jeremiah.
3 Yet King Zedekiah sent Jehucal son of Shelemiah and
Zephaniah son of the priest Maaseiah to the prophet Jere
miah, to say, "Please pray on our behalf to the LoRD our
God." 4 (Jeremiah could still go in and out among the
people, for they had not yet put him in prison. 5 The army
of Pharaoh had set out from Egypt; and when the Chal
deans who were besieging Jerusalem heard the report,
they raised the siege of Jerusalem.)
6 Then the word of the LoRD came to the prophet Jere
miah: 7 Thus said the LoRD, the God of Israel: Thus shall
you say to the king of Judah who sent you to Me to in
quire of Me: "The army of Pharaoh, which set out to help
you, will return to its own land, to Egypt. s And the Chal
deans will come back and attack this city and they will
capture it and destroy it by fire."
9 Thus said the LORD: Do not delude yourselves into
thinking, "The Chaldeans will go away from us." They will
not. l O Even if you defeated the whole army of the Chal
deans that are fighting against you, and only wounded
men were left lying in their tents, they would get up and
burn this city down!
11 When

the army of the Chaldeans raised the siege of
Jerusalem on account of the army of Pharaoh, 12Jeremiah
was going to leave Jerusalem and go to the territory of
-1002-

37.1-38.28: Jeremiah's imprison

ment during the Babylonian
siege. Having established Jehoia

kim's unwillingness to listen to
Jeremiah, the next two chs focus
on Jeremiah's imprisonment dur
ing the Babylonian assault against
Jerusalem. 1-2: King Zedekiah, his
officials, and the people refuse to
listen to Jeremiah. Coniah is a
shortened form of Jehoiachin.
When the Babylonians deported
him, they placed his uncle Matta
niah on the throne and renamed
him Zedekiah (2 Kings 24.8-20).
3-5: Although the Egyptians lost
control of Judah when they were
defeated by the Babylonians at
Carchemesh in 605 BCE, Jehoiakim
had been their ally. Under Pharaoh
Hophra (also known as Apries;
589-570 BCE; cf. Jer. 44·30), they ap
parently sent a force to Judah in an
attempt to lift the Babylonian siege
of Jerusalem. The Egyptians were
defeated and forced to withdraw.
Jelwcal son of Shelemiah is called
Jucal in 38.1. Zephaniah son of the
priest Maaseiah was the deputy
priest of the Temple who was exe
cuted by the Babylonians (52.24).
He had earlier read a letter from
the exiles demanding that Jere
miah be rebuked (29.24-28). Jer.
21.1 reports that Zephaniah was
sent earlier to seek an oracle of the
prophet during the siege of Jerusa
lem (21.1). 6-10: Jeremiah's re
sponse conveys two oracles. The
first indicates that the Egyptians
will be forced to withdraw and
the Chaldeans, i.e., Babylonians,
will return to resume the siege.
The second indicates the in
evitability of the Babylonian
victory. 1 1-21 : Jeremiah attempts
to leave the city during the lull in
the Babylonian siege to redeem
family property in Anathoth,
located in the tribal territory
of Benjamin (see also ch 32).
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Benjamin •·to share in some property there·• among the
people. 1 3 When he got to the Benjamin Gate, there was a
guard officer there named Irijah son of Shelemiah son of
Hananiah; and he arrested the prophet Jeremiah, saying,
"You are defecting to the Chaldeans!" 14 Jeremiah an
swered, "That's a lie! I'm not defecting to the Chaldeans!"
But Irijah would not listen to him; he arrested Jeremiah
and brought him to the officials. 15 The officials were furi
ous with Jeremiah; they beat him and put him into prison,
in the house of the scribe Jonathan-for it had been made
into a jail. 16 Thus Jeremiah came to the •-pit and the cells,·•
and Jeremiah remained there a long time.
17 Then King Zedekiah sent for him, and the king ques
tioned him secretly in his palace. He asked, "Is there any
word from the LORD?" "There is!" Jeremiah answered,
and he continued, "You will be delivered into the hands of
the king of Babylon."
And Jeremiah said to King
Zedekiah, "What wrong have I done to you, to your
courtiers, and to this people, that you have put me in jail?
19 And where are those prophets of yours who prophesied
to you that the king of Babylon would never move against
you and against this land? 20 Now, please hear me, 0 lord
king, and grant my plea: Don't send me back to the house
of the scribe Jonathan b-to die there."·b
21 So King Zedekiah gave instructions to lodge Jeremiah
in the prison compound and to supply him daily with a
loaf of bread from the Bakers' Street-until all the bread in
the city was gone. Jeremiah remained in the prison com
pound.

18

3 8 Shephatiah son of Mattan, Gedaliah son of Pash

hm� Jucal son of Shelemiah, and Pashhur son of
Malchiah heard what Jeremiah was saying to all the peo
ple: 2 "Thus said the LoRD: Whoever remains in this city
shall die by the sword, by famine, and by pestilence; but
whoever surrenders to the Chaldeans shall live; <·he shall
at least gain his life-c and shall live. 3 Thus said the LoRD:
This city shall be delivered into the hands of the king of
Babylon's army, and he shall capture it."
4 Then the officials said to the king, "Let that man be put
to death, for he disheartensd the soldiers, and all the peo
ple who are left in this city, by speaking such things to
them. That man is not seeking the welfare of this people,
but their harm!" 5 King Zedekiah replied, "He is in your
hands; the king cannot oppose you in anything!"
1>-1> Lit. "a11d Jet 111e 110t die there. ··

c-c Lit. "he sha/1 /wve his lifr as booty"; c( 2 1 .9.

a-a Mra11i11g of Heb. H11crrtai11.

d Lit. "wcakc11s the lw11ds o( "
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1 3: He is charged with treason by
Irija/1 soil of Sllele111iall so11 of Hana
niall, apparently the grandson of

the prophet Hananiah (ch 28). The
Bellin111in
Gate would have been on
.
the north side of the city where the
territory of Benjamin was located.
14-16: Although Jeremiah denied
the charge, he was harshly impris
oned in tile house of the scribe fol ia
than in a pit, a cistern or tank in
which water would collect during
the rainy season. 17: Despite his
imprisonment, Zedekiah continues
to ask him for prophetic oracles. In
contrast to his brother Jehoiakim,
Zedekiah was apparently a sup
porter of alliance with Babylonia,
but his weak position as a regent
appointed by the Babylonians in
place of the legitimate king Jehoia
chin prevented him from stopping
the revolt. 2 1 : Zedekiah grants Jer
emiah's request for mercy by plac
ing him in the prison co111p01111d and
giving him a daily loaf of bread. In
a situation of siege, food supplies
would eventually be exhausted.
38.1-2: S!Jep!Jatia!J so11 of Matta11

and Gedaliall SOli of Pas!J/111 r are
otherwise unknown, although
the latter may be the son of Pasll
llltr who placed Jeremiah in
stocks (21.1). fuca/ so11 of Slleleminl1,
see 37·3· Pashllur son ofMalcltiah,
see 21.1. 3-6: Jeremiah is arrested
for treason. Mnlchinlr is Pashhur's
father. His designation as tire
ki11g's soil indicates that he is
a royal official (cf. Zeph. 1 .8).
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6 So they took Jeremiah and put him down in the pit of
Malchiah, the king's son, which was in the prison com
pound; they let Jeremiah down by ropes. There was no
water in the pit, only mud, and Jeremiah sank into the

m ud.

7 Ebed-melech the Cushite, a eunuch who was in the
king's palace, heard that they had put Jeremiah in the pit.
The king was then sitting at the Benjamin Gate; B so Ebed
melech left the king's palace, and spoke to the king: 9 "0
lord king, those men have acted wickedly in all they did
to the prophet Jeremiah; they have put him down in the
pit, to die there of hunger." For there was no more bread
in the city.
10 Then the king instructed Ebed-melech the Cushite,
"Take with you thirty• men from here, and pull the prophet
Jeremiah up from the pit before he dies." 11 So Ebed-melech
took the men with him, and went to the king's palace, to
b·a place below·b the treasury. There they got worn cloths
and rags, which they let down to Jeremiah in the pit by
ropes. 12 And Ebed-melech the Cushite called to Jeremiah,
"Put the worn cloths and rags under your armpits, inside
the ropes." Jeremiah did so, 13 and they pulled Jeremiah up
by the ropes and got him out of the pit. And Jeremiah re
mained in the prison compound.
14 King Zedekiah sent for the prophet Jeremiah, and had
him brought to him at the third entrance of the House of
the LoRD. And the king said to Jeremiah, "I want to ask
you something; don't conceal anything from me."
15 Jeremiah answered the king, "If I tell you, you'll
surely kill me; and if I give you advice, you won't listen to
me."
1 6 Thereupon King Zedekiah secretly promised Jere
miah on oath: "As the LoRD lives who has <·given us this
life,·< I will not put you to death or leave you in the hands
of those men who seek your life."
1 7 Then Jeremiah said to Zedekiah, "Thus said the LoRD,
the God of Hosts, the God of Israel: If you surrender to the
officers of the king of Babylon, your life will be spared and
this city will not be burned down. You and your house
hold will live. 18 But if you do not surrender to the officers
of the king of Babylon, this city will be delivered into the
hands of the Chaldeans, who will burn it down; and you
will not escape from them."
n One ms. rends "three. "
b-b Emendation yields "tile wardrobe of"
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain.

NEVI'IM
7-13: Ebed-melech: The name

means "servant of the king." He
is called the Cushite, "Ethiopian."
14-28: Zedekiah clearly lacks the
power to protect Jeremiah fully,
but he continues to consult him.
Nevertheless, Jeremiah must con
ceal the topics of their conversa
tion. 14: The third entrance to the
Temple is unknown, although
Radak speculates that it was an en
trance by which the people could
go from the king's palace to the
Temple. 1 7-18: Jeremiah's advice
to surrender to the Babylonians is
consistent with his earlier position
(chs 25-29). 22-23: Jeremiah out
lines the consequences of contin
ued resistance; i.e., the men will be
killed, the women taken by the
Babylonians, and the city de
stroyed.
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19 King Zedekiah said to Jeremiah, "I am worried about
the Judeans who have defected to the Chaldeans; that
they [the Chaldeans] might hand me over to them to
abuse me."
20 "They will not hand you over/' Jeremiah replied.
"Listen to the voice of the LoRD, to what I tell you, that it
may go well with you and your life be spared. 21 For this is
what the LORD has shown me if you refuse to surrender:
22 All the women who are left in the palace of the king of
Judah shall be brought out to the officers of the king of
Babylon; and they shall say:
The men who were your friends
Have seduced you and vanquished you.
Now that your feet are sunk in the mire,
They have turned their backs [on you].
23 They will bring out all your wives and children to the
Chaldeans, and you yourself will not escape from them.
You will be captured by the king of Babylon, and •this city
shall be burned down." ·•
24 Zedekiah said to Jeremiah, "Don't let anyone know
about this conversation, b·or you will die:b 25 If the officials
should hear that I have spoken with you, and they should
come and say to you, 'Tell us what you said to the king;
hide nothing from us, <·or we'll kill you:< And what did
the king say to you?' 26 say to them, 'I was presenting my
petition to the king not to send me back to the house of
Jonathan to die there.' "
27 All the officials did come to Jeremiah to question him;
and he replied to them just as the king had instructed him.
So they stopped questioning him, for the conversation
had not been overheard. 28 Jeremiah remained in the
prison compound until the day Jerusalem was captured.
When Jerusalem was captured . . .

d

3 9 In the ninth year of King Zedekiah of Judah, in the

tenth month, King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon
moved against Jerusalem with his whole army, and they
laid siege to it. 2 And in the eleventh year of Zedekiah, on
the ninth day of the fourth month, the [walls of] the city
were breached. 3 All the officers of the king of Babylon en
tered, and took up quarters at the middle gate-Nergal
sarezer, Samgar-nebo, Sarsechim the Rab-saris,e Nergal
sarezer the Rab-mag,e and all the rest of the officers of the
king of Babylon.

n-n So Tnrgum mrd Septungi11t n11d some 1/ISS. Most mss. n11d tile editious rend ""IJOII will
bum down til is city biJfire."
b-b Lit. "t/mt !fOII IIIO!f iiOt die. "
C-C Lit. "tilnt ll'f 11/0!f iiOt kil/ rtou."
d Tlzis clause would rend well before 39·3·
e Titles of officers.

39.1-1 8: The

fall of Jerusalem.

The Babylonian capture and de
struction of Jerusalem appears also
in ch 52 and 2 Kings ch 25. (There
are minor variations among these
three sources.) It is related here to
demonstrate that Jeremiah's words
to Zedekiah came true, thereby af
firming Jeremiah's status as a true
prophet. 1-3: )er. 38.28b is the in
troduction to 39.1. The ninth year of
King Zedekialr is 588 BCE. The terrtlr
montlr is Tevet. The eleventlr year is
586, and the fourth rrwrrtlr is Tamuz.
3: The Babylonian terms are a
combination of names and titles
that have also been read as Nergal
sarezer (Neriglissar) the Simmagir
(known in Babylonian records as
Nebuchadnezzar's son-in-law,
who ruled Babylonia 56o-556 BCE),
Nebushazban (see v. 13) the chief
court official (Rab-snris, "chief eu
nuch"), and Nergal-sarezer, the
Rab-mag.
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4-7: The Arabah is the Jordan rift

4 When King Zedekiah of Judah saw them, he and all
the soldiers fled. They left the city at night, by way of the
king's garden, through the gate between the double walls;
and he set out toward the Arabah.a 5 But the Chaldean
troops pursued them, and they overtook Zedekiah in the
steppes of Jericho. They captured him and brought him
before King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon at Riblah in the
region of Hamath; and he put him on trial. 6 The king of
Babylon had Zedekiah's children slaughtered at Riblah
before his eyes; the king of Babylon had all the nobles of
Judah slaughtered. 7 Then the eyes of Zedekiah were put
out and he was chained in bronze fetters, that he might be
brought to Babylon.
s The Chaldeans burned down the king's palace and the
housesb of the people by fire, and they tore down the walls
of Jerusalem. 9 The remnant of the people that was left in
the city, and the defectors who had gone over to him-the
remnant of the people that was left-were exiled by Nebu
zaradan, the chief of the guards, to Babylon. 10 But some of
the poorest people who owned nothing were left in the
land of Judah by Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards, and
he gave them vineyards and fields at that time.

that extends south to the Gulf of
Aqabah. Riblah is a city in the
Beqa' Valley (modern Lebanon).
Hnmath (modern Hama in Syria)
was a key city in ancient Aram.
Rabbinic sources claim that Nebu
chadnezzar did not come to Jeru
salem for fear of suffering Sen
nacherib's fate (b. Sanh. 96b; Lev.
Rab. 19.6; cf. Isa. 10.5-34; chs
36-37). For Zedekiah's blinding,
see also Ezek. 12.13. 8-14: Jerusa
lem falls. 9: Nebuznradan, the cap
tain of the king's bodyguard, en
tered Jerusalem on the 10th of Av
(52.12). 1 1 -1 2: Nebuchadnezzar
apparently intended to protect Jer
emiah as a Babylonian sympa
thizer. 14: Geda/iah son of Ahiknm
so11 of Shaphan is the son of one of
Jeremiah's key allies (26.24). The
Shaphan family apparently sup
ported alliance with Babylon. Geq
aliah was appointed governor of
Judah by the Babylonians, but was
assassinated in an attempted re
volt (chs 4o-41). 1 5-18: See
38.7-13 n. Even in the midst of the
great national tragedy, individuals
may be judged on their own mer-

n Hoping to cscnpe ncross the jorrlnn.
b Tnking f-leb. singulnr ns collective, with Ki1111li.
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11 King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon had given orders to
Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards, concerning Jere
miah: 12 "Take him and look after him; do him no harm,
but grant whatever he asks of you." 1 3 So Nebuzaradan,
the chief of the guards, and Nebushazban the Rab-saris,
and Nergal-sarezer the Rab-mag, and all the commanders
of the king of Babylon sent 14 and had Jeremiah brought
from the prison compound. They committed him to the
care of Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of Shaphan, •that he
might be left at liberty in a house:• So he dwelt among the
people.
15 The word of the LORD had come to Jeremiah while he
was still confined in the prison compound: 16 Go and say
to Ebed-melech the Ethiopian: "Thus said the LoRD of
Hosts, the God of Israel: I am going to fulfill My words
concerning this city-for disaster, not for good-and they
shall come true on that day in your presence. 17 But I will
save you on that day-declares the LoRD; you shall not be
delivered into the hands of the men you dread. 1 8 I will
rescue you, and you shall not fall by the sword. b·You shall
escape with your life,-b because you trusted Me-declares
the LoRD."

4 0 The word that came to Jeremiah from the LoRD,

after Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards, set him
free at Ramah, to which he had taken him, chained in fet
ters, among those from Jerusalem and Judah who were
being exiled to Babylon.
2 The chief of the guards took charge of Jeremiah, and he
said to him, "The LoRD your God threatened this place
with this disaster; 3 and now the LoRD has brought it
about. He has acted as He threatened, because you sinned
against the LoRD and did not obey Him. That is why this
has happened to you. 4 Now, I release you this day from
the fetters which were on your hands. If you would like to
go with me to Babylon, come, and I will look after you.
And if you don't want to come with me to Babylon, you
need not. See, the whole land is before you: go wherever
seems good and right to you."-S•·But (Jeremiah] still did
not turn back:•-" Or go to Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of
Shaphan, whom the king of Babylon has put in charge of
the towns of Judah, and stay with him among the people,
or go wherever you want to go."

n-n Men11i11g of Heb. zmcrrtni11.
b-b See 11ote nt JS.z.
-
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its (see ch 35 as well, on the Rech
abites). Trust in God is a major
theme of some parts of the
Deuteronomistic History, such as
2 Kings ch 18.
40.1-43.13: The assassination of

Gedaliah and its consequences. A

third attempt at revolt took place
in 582 BCE with the assassination
of Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of
Shaphan, whom the Babylonians
had appointed as governor of
Judah. Although the revolt was
quickly put down by Judeans, fear
of the Babylonians was so great
that the officers who survived the
revolt fled to Egypt, taking Jere
miah and Baruch with them.
40.1-16: Gedaliah installed as
governor of Judah. 1-5: Nebuznm

dnn offers Jeremiah the opportu
nity to live in Babylon under
Babylonian protection. 1: Ramah
(near modern Ramallah) is an
early Israelite city associated
with the prophet Samuel (1 Sam.
g. 1-10.16). 5: Jeremiah's decision to remain in the land is con
sistent with the last two verbs
employed in his prophetic com
mission, "to build" and "to plant."
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The chief of the guards gave him an allowance of food,
and dismissed him. 6 So Jeremiah came to Gedaliah son of
Ahikam at Mizpah, and stayed with him among the peo
ple who were left in the land.
7 The officers of the troops in the open country, and their
men with them, heard that the king of Babylon had put
Gedaliah son of Ahikam in charge of the region, and that
he had put in his charge the men, women, and children
of the poorest in the land-those who had not been exiled
to Babylon. B So they with their men came to Gedaliah at
Mizpah-Ishmael son of Nethaniah; Johanan and Jona
than the sons of Kareah; Seraiah son of Tanhumeth; the
sons of Ephai the Netophathite; and Jezaniah son of the
Maacathite. 9 Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of Shaphan re
assured • them and their men, saying, "Do not be afraid to
serve the Chaldeans. Stay in the land and serve the king of
Babylon, and it will go well with you. 10 I am going to stay
in Mizpah to attend upon the Chaldeans who will come to
us. But you may gather wine and figsb and oil and put
them in your own vessels, and settle in the towns you
have occupied."
11 Likewise, all the Judeans who were in Moab, Ammon,
and Edom, or who were in other lands, heard that the
king of Babylon had let a remnant stay in Judah, and that
he had put Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of Shaphan in
charge of them. 12 All these Judeans returned from all the
places to which they had scattered. They came to the land
of Judah, to Gedaliah at Mizpah, and they gathered large
quantities of wine and figs.b
13 Johanan son of Kareah, and all the officers of the
troops in the open country, came to Gedaliah at Mizpah
14 and said to him, "Do you know that King Baalis of
Ammon has sent Ishmael son of Nethaniah to kill you?"
But Gedaliah son of Ahikam would not believe them.
15 Johanan son of Kareah also said secretly to Gedaliah
at Mizpah, "Let me go and strike down Ishmael son of
Nethaniah before anyone knows about it; otherwise he
will kill you, and all the Judeans who have gathered about
you will be dispersed, and the remnant of Judah will
perish!"
16 But Gedaliah son of Ahikam answered Johanan son of
Kareah, "Do not do such a thing: what you are saying
about Ishmael is not true!"
n Lit. "swore to. "
b Lit. "summcrfmit."
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6: The Babylonians installed
Gednlinh as governor in Mizpah (cf.

2 Kings 25.22-26), located in Benja
min, about 13 km (8 mi) north of
Jerusalem (probably Tel en-Nas
beh). According to b. Gittin 57a,
Nebuzaradan's statements indi
cate that he converted to Judaism
in remorse for the suffering he
caused. 7-16: A court forms
around Gedaliah. 8: Ishmael son of
Nethaniah son of Elishama is iden
tified as a member of the royal
family in 41.1. His grandfather
may have been Jehoiakim's scribe
(36.12). fohanan and fonatlrnn the
sons of Knrenh are otherwise un
known. The name feznn inh son of
the Mancnthite may employ an eth
nic or place name in reference to
his father (Maacah is a small state
in the northern Golan; see Josh.
13.11, 13; 2 Sam. 10.6, 8; 1 Chron.
19.7). If so, he could be identified
with Jezaniah son of Hoshaiah in
Jer. 42.1. The use of the gentilic
name could be an attempt to call
the reader's attention to the suc
cession narrative (2 Sam. chs 9-20)
in which Maacah first opposed
David, and then submitted to his
rule (2 Sam. 10.19). The following
narrative appears to contrast
Ishmael's defeat in Benjaminite
territory with David's victories in
the same region. 1 3-16: Johnnnn
(v. 8) informed Gedaliah of
Ishmael's intent to assassinate
him, but the warning was re
buffed. The Ammonites appar
ently saw an opportunity to take
control of Judah now that it was
virtually powerless. 1 4: Islwznel
would likely cooperate with Ban/is
out of his own ambitions to claim
the Davidic throne based on his
own royal descent (cf. Rashi,
Radak, Abravanel). The Ammon
ites did support David much ear
lier, during Absalom's revolt (see
2 Sam. q.27-29). Perhaps this was
another attempt to support the
House of David, as Gedaliah
was not of royal blood. Bnalis is
probably to be identified with
"ba'alyasha'," whose name is
found on a 6th-century Ammonite
seal impression.
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4 1 In the seventh month, Ishmael son of Nethaniah

son of Elishama, who was of royal descent and one
of the king's commanders, came with ten men to Gedaliah
son of Ahikam at Mizpah; and they ate together there at
Mizpah. 2 Then Ishmael son of Nethaniah and the ten men
who were with him arose and struck down Gedaliah son
of Ahikam son of Shaphan with the sword and killed
him, because the king of Babylon had put him in charge of
the land. 3 Ishmael also killed all the Judeans who were
with him-with Gedaliah in Mizpah-and the Chaldean
soldiers who were stationed there.
4 The second day after Gedaliah was killed, when no
one yet knew about it, 5 eighty men came from Shechem,
Shiloh, and Samaria, their beards shaved, their garments
torn, and their bodies gashed, carrying meal offerings and
frankincense to present at the House of the LoRD. 6 Ish
mael son of Nethaniah went out from Mizpah to meet
them, weeping as he walked. As he met them, he said to
them, "Come to Gedaliah son of Ahikam." 7 When they
came inside the town, Ishmael son of Nethaniah and the
men who were with him slaughtered them [and threw
their bodies] into a cistern.
s But there were ten men among them who said to Ish
mael, "Don't kill us! We have stores hidden in a field
wheat, barley, oil, and honey." So he stopped, and did
not kill them along with their fellows.-9 The cistern
into which Ishmael threw all the corpses of the men he
had killed •·in the affair of Gedaliah was the one that·•
King Asa had constructed on account of King Baasha
of Israel. That was the one which Ishmael son of Netha
niah filled with corpses.-10 Ishmael carried off all the
rest of the people who were in Mizpah, including the
daughters of the king-all the people left in Mizpah, over
whom Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards, had ap
pointed Gedaliah son of Ahikam. Ishmael son of Netha
niah carried them off, and set out to cross over to the Am
monites.
11 Johanan son of Kareah, and all the army officers with
him, heard of all the crimes committed by Ishmael son of
Nethaniah. 12 They took all their men and went to fight
against Ishmael son of Nethaniah; and they encountered
him by the great pool in Gibeon. 13 When all the people
held by Ishmael saw Johanan son of Kareah and all the
army officers with him, they were glad; 14 all the people
whom Ishmael had carried off from Mizpah turned back
and went over to Johanan son of Kareah. 15 But Ishmael

n-n Septungint rends "wns n lnrge cistern. wlric/r . . . "

4 1 . 1 -4 1 . 1 5

41 .1-1 8: The assassination of
Gedaliah. 1 : The seventh month is

Tishri. The Jrd of Tishri is now ob
served as the Fast of Gedaliah, im
mediately following the two days
of Rosh Ha-Shanah, and it is likely
that this fast is "the fast of the sev
enth month" mentioned in Zech.
8.19. The assassination of Gedaliah
was commemorated since it repre
sented the end of even limited Ju
dean autonomy in the land, and is
the culmination of the events asso
ciated with the destruction of the
Temple and the exile. 2-3: Because
the king of Babylon . . . in clmge of
the land. . . . killed . . . tire Clrnldean
soldiers: It seems unlikely that Ish

mael intended to revolt against
Babylonia, but the killing of Bab
ylonian soldiers together with
Gedaliah indicates that perhaps
the situation got out of control.
4-10: Ishmael's subsequent ac
tions appear to be unnecessarily
brutal and desperate. 5: 5/zec/renr,
Slzilo!J, and Samaria are all cities in
the territory of the former North
ern Kingdom of Israel. The shaved
beards, torn garments, and gashed
bodies are clear signs of mourning
for the destroyed Temple (see also
Zech. 7.1-7). Although the Temple
has been destroyed, non-animal
sacrifices were still offered at the
holy site of the Temple. The loy
alty of these northern Israelite men
to the Jerusalem Temple may indi
cate that Josiah's reforms and at
tempts to reunite Israel and Judah
had been somewhat successful.
6-7: Ishmael's killing of these men
appears rash. He may have killed
them in an attempt to keep the as
sassination of Gedaliah quiet, al
though his motives may have been
pure robbery. 9: King Asa's cistern
is not mentioned elsewhere, al
though he did build up Geba and
Mizpah (1 Kings 15.22; 2 Chron.
16.6). 1 0: The daughters of the king
would have been Ishmael's own
relatives as members of the House
of David. 1 1-1 8: Gedaliah's fol
lowers fight back, but Ishmael es
capes. 1 1-1 2: ]o!Janan son of Kareah
defeated Ishmael son ofNetlwniah at
the pool of Gibeon, a key site in
David's and Joab's defeat of a
largely Benjaminite army led by
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son of Nethaniah escaped from Johanan with eight men,
and went to the Ammonites.
16 Johanan son of Kareah and all the army officers with
him took all the rest of the people whom •·he had rescued
from Ishmael son of Nethaniah·• from Mizpah after he
had murdered Gedaliah son of Ahikam-the men, sol
diers, women, children, and eunuchs whom [Johanan]
had brought back from Gibeon. 17 They set out, and they
stopped at Geruthb Chimham, near Bethlehem, on their
way to go to Egypt 1 Bbecause of the Chaldeans. For they
were afraid of them, because Ishmael son of Nethaniah
had killed Gedaliah son of Ahikam, whom the king of
Babylon had put in charge of the land.

4 2 Then all the army officers, with Johanan son of Ka

reah, Jezaniah son of Hoshaiah, and all the rest of
the people, great and small, approached 2 the prophet Jer
emiah and said, "Grant our plea, and pray for us to the
LORD your God, for all this remnant! For we remain but a
few out of many, as you can see. 3 Let the LORD your God
tell us where we should go and what we should do."
4 The prophet Jeremiah answered them, " Agreed: I will
pray to the LoRD your God as you request, and I will tell
you whatever response the LoRD gives for you. I will
withhold nothing from you."
5 Thereupon they said to Jeremiah, "Let the LORD be a
true and faithful witness against us! We swear that we will
do exactly as the LoRD your God instructs us through
you-6 Whether it is pleasant or unpleasant, we will obey
the LORD our God to whom we send you, in order that it
may go well with us when we obey the LORD our God."
7 After ten days, the word of the LORD came to Jeremiah.
B He called Johanan son of Kareah and all the army offi
cers, and the rest of the people, great and small, 9 and said
to them, "Thus said the LORD, the God of Israel, to whom
you sent me to present your supplication before Him: 10 If
you remain in this land, I will build you and not over
throw, I will plant you and not uproot; for I regret the
n-n Emeudntion yields "/slmmel sou of Nctlmuinll ltnd cnrried off "
b Aqui/n rends "the slleepfolds of "

Abner on behalf of lsh-bosheth,
the son of Saul. David's victory
was a key event in his rise to the
throne of the Benjaminite Saul. It is
ironic that Ishmael's defeat by
forces loyal to Gedaliah takes
place at the same location. 17: Ge-

mth Chi11111n111, "the dwelling place
of Chimcham," recalls the name of
the young man assigned by Barzil
lai the Gileadite to support David
during Abshalom's revolt (2 Sam.
19.31-40; cf. 1 7.27-29). Apparently,
the narrative attempts to contrast
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the experience of Ishmael with
that of David to emphasize the
House of David's (i.e., Ishmael's)
opposition to God's will.
42.1 -43.7: Jeremiah taken to

Egypt. The narrative continues to

emphasize the theme of Judean
opposition to God's will by pre
senting the people's rejection of
Jeremiah's oracle advising them to
remain in the land of Judah as sub
jects of Babylonia. Whereas the
previous episode reversed the
theme of divine favor for David
that was given in the so-called suc
cession narrative (2 Sam. chs 9-20),
these chs present the Judean re
turn to Egypt as a reversal of the
exodus narrative. 42.1-6: Jere
miah complies with the request for
guidance. 1 : ]olwnan son of Kareah
is the leader of the Judean forces
that defeated Ishmael. ]ezaniah son
ofHoshaia/1 may be the same man
mentioned in 40.8, presuming that
his father was earlier identified by
an ethnic or place name. Azariah
son of Hoshaiah (43.2) may be his
brother. 5-6: The narrative espe
cially emphasizes the people's
oath to do what God asks in order
to highlight their disobedience in
the following vv. 7-22: Jeremiah
gives the word. 7: It is quite re
markable that God does not imme
diately answer the prophet. Abra
vanel therefore understands the
ten days to be reckoned from the
1st of Tishri when Gedaliah was
assassinated (41 1) . Yom Kippur
(the Day of Atonement) falls on
the 10th of Tishri (Lev. 23.26-32;
Num. 29.7-11). Jeremiah's oracle
would therefore have come imme
diately following Yom Kippur (cf.
Ezek. 40.1, which places Ezekiel's
vision of the Temple on Yom Kip
pur). Such a reckoning of the date
would emphasize the theme of the
people's repentance, which of
course does not take place in the
following vv. However, there is no
explicit indication that Yom Kip
pur was observed in this period.
10: Jeremiah's oracle again repeats
the basic verbs of his prophetic
commission, build . . . not over
throw . . . plant . . . not uproot (1.10),
to emphasize that the time for
.
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punishment I have brought upon you. 11 Do not be afraid
of the king of Babylon, whom you fear; do not be afraid of
him-declares the LORD-for I am with you to save you
and to rescue you from his hands. 12 I will dispose him to
be merciful to you: he shall show you mercy and •·bring
you back to·• your own land.
13 "But if you say, 'We will not stay in this land'-thus
disobeying the LoRD your God-14 if you say, 'No! We will
go to the land of Egypt, so that we may not see war or
hear the sound of the horn, and so that we may not
hunger for bread; there we will stay,' 15 then hear the word
of the LoRD, 0 remnant of Judah! Thus said the LORD of
Hosts, the God of Israel: If you turn your faces toward
Egypt, and you go and sojourn there, 16 the sword that
you fear shall overtake you there, in the land of Egypt,
and the famine you worry over shall follow at your heels
in Egypt too; and there you shall die. 17 All the men who
turn their faces toward Egypt, in order to sojourn there,
shall die by the sword, by famine, and by pestilence. They
shall have no surviving remnant of the disaster that I will
bring upon them. 1 8 For thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the
God of Israel: As My anger and wrath were poured out
upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so will My wrath be
poured out on you if you go to Egypt. You shall become
b-an execration of woe, a curse·b and a mockery; and you
shall never again see this place. 19 The LORD has spoken
against you, 0 remnant of Judah! Do not go to Egypt!
Know well, then-for I warn you this day 20 that you were
deceitful at heart when you sent me to the LoRD your
God, saying, 'Pray for us to the LORD our God; and what
ever the LoRD our God may say, just tell us and we will do
it.' 21 I told you today, and you have not obeyed the LoRD
your God in respect to all that He sent me to tell you22 know well, then, that you shall die by the sword, by
famine, and by pestilence in the place where you want to
go and sojourn."

4 3 When Jeremiah had finished speaking all these

words to all the people-all the words of the LoRD
their God, with which the LORD their God had sent him to
them_2 Azariah son of Hoshaiah and Johanan son of Ka
reah and all the arrogant men said to Jeremiah, "You are
lying! The LoRD our God did not send you to say, 'Don't
go to Egypt and sojourn there'! 3 Jt is Baruch son of Neriah
who is inciting you against us, so that we will be delivered
n-n Clmnge ofvocnlizntioll yidds "Jet ''"" dwell i11. "
b-b I.e n stn11dnrd by whicii i/ICII <"WCI -nle n11d c11rsc; cf 11ote nt 2-1-9.•
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punishment is over and that the
time for rebuilding is at hand. The
oracle emphasizes God's own re
gret to emphasize divine empathy
for the suffering of the people.
1 1 : An example of the reassurance
oracle follows with its characteris
tic formulas, do not be nfrnid and I
nm with lfOll
" (v. 11; cf. 1.8; Isa. 7-4---9;
Gen. 15. 1). 1 3-21: Jeremiah's ora
cle clearly and unambiguously
calls upon the people not to return
to Egypt lest they suffer conse
quences. The "torah" of the king in
Deut. q.14-20 likewise empha
sizes that the king is forbidden to
return the people to Egypt. Such a
position is consistent with that of
Isaiah, whose oracles warned
against alliance with Egypt (!sa.
chs 18-20; 3o-31). In Jeremiah's
view, the time for the fulfillment of
Isaiah's oracles had come. The ora
cle follows Isaiah in emphasizing
that the people must remain in the
land if the remnant of the people
is to grow (!sa. 4.2-6; 10.2o-26;
37-3D-32). 43.1-7: The guidance is
rejected. 2: Aznrinll son of Hoshninh
is probably the brother of Jezaniah
son of Hoshaiah (42.1). The accu
sation that Jeremiah is lying is
ironic given the emphasis on the
problem of lying prophets in
the book (23.9-40; chs 27-29).
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into the hands of the Chaldeans to be killed or to be exiled
to Babylon!"
4 So Johanan son of Kareah and all the army officers and
the rest of the people did not obey the LoRD's command to
remain in the land of Judah. s Instead, Johanan son of Ka
reah and all the army officers took the entire remnant of
Judah-those who had returned from all the countries to
which they had been scattered and had sojourned in the
land of Judah, 6 men, women, and children; and the
daughters of the king and all the people whom Nebuzara
dan the chief of the guards had left with Gedaliah son of
Ahikam son of Shaphan, as well as the prophet Jeremiah
and Baruch son of Neriah-7 and they went to Egypt.
They did not obey the LoRD.
They arrived at Tahpanhes, 8 and the word of the LoRD
came to Jeremiah in Tahpanhes: 9 Get yourself large
stones, and embed them in mortar in the brick structure at
the entrance to Pharaoh's palace in Tahpanhes, with some
Judeans looking on. 10 And say to them: "Thus said the
LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel: I am sending for My ser
vant King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, and I• will set his
throne over these stones which I have embedded. He will
spread out his pavilionb over them. 11 He will come and
attack the land of Egypt, delivering
Those destined for the plague, to the plague,
Those destined for captivity, to captivity,
And those destined for the sword, to the sword.
12 And I • will set fire to the temples of the gods of Egypt;
he will burn them down and carry them' off. He shall
wrap himself up in the land of Egypt, as a shepherd wraps
himself up in his garment. And he shall depart from there
in safety. 13 He shall smash the obelisks of the Temple of
the Sun which is in the land of Egypt, and he shall burn
down the temples of the gods of Egypt.

4 4 The word which came to Jeremiah for all the Ju

deans living in the land of Egypt, living in Migdal,
Tahpanhes, and Noph, and in the land of Pathros:
2 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel: You
a Septuagi11t reads "lie. "

b Mea11i11g of Hcb.

6: The daugl1ters of the king had per

haps been recovered from Ishmael
when he was defeated (cf. 41.10).
The people take Jeremiah and Bar
uch with them to Egypt. Inter
preters disagree as to whether they

1/llcertnill.

c I.e.,

the gods.

were forced to go or felt that duty
required them to accompany their
people. 7: The text closes by noting
the people's disobedience and
their arrival in Tahpanhes, an Egyp
tian stronghold in the northeast
-
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Nile Delta (Tel Deffeneh) that
was intended to defend the Delta
against foreign invasion. Thus, the
book of Jeremiah as a whole fits
the pattern of history developed
in 2 Kings 17.14, that even after
prophets were sent time and again
to Israel, "they did not obey."
43.8-13: Jeremiah's

oracle in Tah
panhes. This brief narrative con

cludes the account of Jeremiah's
removal to Egypt. Jeremiah was
likely just as welcome in Egypt as
he was in Jerusalem. 9-1 1 : The
prophet engages in a final sym
bolic action by setting up stones . . .
at the entrance to Pharaoh's palace

that would eventually support the
throne of the Babylonian king
when he carne to conquer Egypt.
Excavations at Tahpanhes have
uncovered a wide pavement be
fore the northern entrance to the
fortress. 1 3: Tile obelisks of the Tem
ple of the S11n may refer to the city
of On or Heliopolis, which was
known for its obelisks and was a
center for the worship of the sun
god, Re. It is identified with Tel
Hisn and Matariyeh, about seven
miles northeast of Cairo. The city
appears in Isa. 19.18 as one of five
cities that will swear allegiance to
God. Although the Babylonians
never conquered Egypt, the Per
sian king Cambyses, who also
ruled Babylonia, conquered Egypt
in 525 BCE. This is another case
(see 34·5) of a prophecy that is pre
served although it was not ful
filled.
44.1-30: Jeremiah's oracle in
Egypt. 1: Migdal was a city in

northern Egypt, possibly identified
with Tel el-Hier. For Tahpanhes, see
43·7, 8-13; 2.16. For Noph, identi
fied with Memphis, see 2.16. Path
ros is identified with Upper Egypt
to the south of the Delta region
(see also Isa. 11.11). Excavations on
the island of Elephantine (Yeb), lo
cated in the Nile opposite Aswan
in upper Egypt, demonstrate the
existence of Persian-period (6th
century BCE and la ter) Jewish set
tlements in Egypt that clearly orig
inated in earlier times. The com
munity was in communication
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have seen all the disaster that I brought on Jerusalem and
on all the towns of Judah. They are a. ruin today, and no
one inhabits them, 3 on account of the wicked things they
did to vex Me, going to make offerings in worship of other
gods which they had not known-neither they nor you
nor your fathers. 4 Yet I persistently sent to you all My ser
vants the prophets, to say, "I beg you not to do this abom
inable thing which I hate." S But they would not listen or
give ear, to turn back from their wickedness and not make
offerings to other gods; 6 so My fierce anger was poured
out, and it blazed against the towns of Judah and the
streets of Jerusalem. And they became a desolate ruin, as
they still are today.
7 And now, thus said the LORD, the God of Hosts, the
God of Israel: Why are you doing such great harm to
yourselves, so that every man and woman, child and in
fant of yours shall be cut off from the midst of Judah, and
no remnant shall be left of you? B For you vex me by your
deeds, making offering to other gods in the land of Egypt
where you have come to sojourn, so that you shall be cut
off and become a curse and a mockery among all the na
tions of earth. 9 Have you forgotten the wicked acts of
your forefathers, of the kings of Judah and theirb wives,
and your own wicked acts and those of your wives, which
were committed in the land of Judah and in the streets of
Jerusalem? I O No one has shown contrition to this day, and
no one has shown reverence. You' have not followed the
Teaching and the laws that I set before you and before
your fathers.
1 1 Assuredly, thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Is
rael: I am going to set My face against you for punish
ment, to cut off all of Judah. 12 I will take the remnant of
Judah who turned their faces toward the land of Egypt, to
go and sojourn there, and they shall be utterly consumed
in the land of Egypt. They shall fall by the sword, they
shall be consumed by famine; great and small alike shall
die by the sword and by famine, and they shall become an
execration• and a desolation, a curse• and a mockery. 13 I
will punish those who live in the land of Egypt as I pun
ished Jerusalem, with the sword, with famine, and with
pestilence. 1 4 0f the remnant of Judah who came to so
journ here in the land of Egypt, no survivor or fugitive
shall be left to return to the land of Judah. Though they all
long to return and dwell there, none shall return except [a
few] survivors.

a See note at 24.9; 42. 1 8.

b Heb. "II is."

c

Hcb. "Tiley. "
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with authorities in Jerusalem, al
though their religious practice was
somewhat syncretistic. 2-1 4: Jere
miah continues to accuse the peo
ple of disobeying God and wor
shipping other deities as a means
to explain their current plight.
Theologically, this passage is very
similar to 2 Kings ch 17, which ex
plains the earlier exile of the
Northern Kingdom. 1 2: In con
trast to Isaiah, who saw the rem
nant of Israel as the basis for
restoration, Jeremiah argues that
the remnant of the people, as a re
sult of their behavior, will die in
Egypt. The prophet's condemna
tion especially emphasizes the
theme of famine and rebellious
acts of the people. This contrasts
with the wilderness traditions of
the Torah in order to emphasize
the reversal of the exodus from
Egypt. Whereas God answered
the people's complaints about the
lack of food by providing manna,
water, and protection from ene
mies, etc. (Exod. chs 16-17; Num.
ch 11), God would no longer
provide such support in Egypt.
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15 Thereupon they answered Jeremiah-all the men who
knew that their wives made offerings to other gods; all
the women present, a large gathering; and all the people
who lived in Pathros in the land of Egypt: 16 "We will
not listen to you in the matter about which you spoke to
us in the name of the LoRD. 17 0n the contrary, we will do
•·everything that we have vowed·•-to make offerings to
the Queen of Heaven and to pour libations to her, as we
used to do, b we and our fathers, our kings and our officials,
in the towns of Judah and the streets of Jerusalem. For then
we had plenty to eat, we were well-off, and suffered no
misfortune. 18 But ever since we stopped making offerings
to the Queen of Heaven and pouring libations to her, we
have lacked everything, and we have been consumed by
the sword and by famine. 19 And when we make offerings
to the Queen of Heaven and pour libations to her, is it with
out our husbands' approval that we have made cakes <·in
her likeness·< and poured libations to her?"
2 0 Jeremiah replied to all the people, men and women
all the people who argued with him. He said, 21 "Indeed,
the offerings you presented in the towns of Judah and the
streets of Jerusalem-you, your fathers, your kings, your
officials, and the people of the land-were remembered
by the LORD and brought to mind! 22 When the LoRD
could no longer bear your evil practices and the abomina
tions you committed, your land became a desolate ruin
and a curse/ without inhabitant, as is still the case. 23 Be
cause you burned incense and sinned against the LORD
and did not obey the LORD, and because you did not fol
low His Teaching, His laws, and His exhortations, there
fore this disaster has befallen you, as is still the case."
24 Jeremiah further said to all the people and to all the
women: "Hear the word of the LoRD, all Judeans in the
land of Egypt! 25 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of
Israel: You and your wives have e-confirmed by deed what
you spoke in words:·e 'We will fulfill the vows which we
made, to burn incense to the Queen of Heaven and to
pour libations to her.' So fulfill your vows; perform your
vows!
26 "Yet hear the word of the LoRD, all Judeans who
dwell in the land of Egypt! Lo, I swear by My great
name-said the LORD-that none of the men of Judah in
all the land of Egypt shall ever again invoke My name,
saying, 'As the Lord Goo lives!' 27 1 will be watchful over
b Cf 7.18.
a-a Lit. "everything tlmf has gone fin·fil fro/11 our 111011fh. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
rf Sec note of 24.9; 42. 1 8.
e-e Lit. "spoke�� with !fOUr nwuth aurf fulfilled by your hands. "
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1 5-19: The people respond by in
sisting that they will continue their
practices. The text suggests that
women in particular were in
volved in this worship. Perhaps
this is because women were more
involved in "popular" religion, or
because this text in particular is
concerned with goddess worship.
1 7: The Queen of Heaven, probably
Ishtar, the Mesopotamian goddess
of passion in war and love. Identi
fied with the North Star or Venus,
she represents stability in the
world of creation. 1 8: The people
point out that disaster befell them
when they discontinued worship
of the goddess; the reference is
most likely to Josiah's reforms,
shortly after which Josiah was
killed, and Judah became a vassal
of Babylonia. 20-30: Jeremiah re
torts with a final condemnation of
the Jewish community in Egypt.
27: I will be wntchful returns to the
same verb used in the dedication
in 1.12, implying that the doom
declared by God is not over.
30: Phnrnoh Hophrn, also known
as Apries, ruled 589-570 BCE. He
was assassinated by Amasis
(57o-526), a former court official
who served as co-regent during
the last three years of Hophra's
reign.
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them to their hurt, not to their benefit; all the men of
Judah in the land of Egypt shall be consumed by sword
and by famine, until they cease to be. 2B Only the few who
survive the sword shall return from the land of Egypt to
the land of Judah. All the remnant of Judah who came to
the land of Egypt to sojourn there shall learn whose word
will be fulfilled-Mine or theirs!
29 "And this shall be the sign to you-declares the
LoRD-that I am going to deal with you in this place, so
that you may know that My threats of punishment against
you will be fulfilled: 30 Thus said the LoRD: I will deliver
Pharaoh Hophra, king of Egypt, into the hands of his ene
mies, those who seek his life, just as I delivered King
Zedekiah ofJudah into the hands of King Nebuchadrez
zar of Babylon, his enemy who sought his life."

4 5 The word which the prophet Jeremiah spoke to

Baruch son of Neriah, when he was writing these
words in a scroll at Jeremiah's dictation, in the fourth year
of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah of Judah:
2 Thus said the LORD, the God of Israel, concerning you,
Baruch: 3 You say, "Woe is me! The LoRD has added grief
to my pain. I am worn out with groaning, and I have
found no rest." 4 Thus shall you speak to him: "Thus said
the LORD: I am going to overthrow what I have built, and
uproot what I have planted-•this applies to the whole
land:• s And do you expect great things for yourself?
Don't expect them. For I am going to bring disaster upon
all flesh-declares the LoRD-but I will h·at least grant you
your life·h in all the places where you may go."

4 6 The :-vord of th� LoRD to the prophet Jeremiah con
cernmg the nations.

a-a Mea11i11g of Heb. IIIIC<'t"laill.

b-b Cf IIOI<' at 2 1 .9.

45.1-5: Jeremiah's oracle to

Bar
uch. The prophetic word formula

introduces this brief unit. The ora
cle is likely placed here to explain
why Baruch suffers the punish
ment of having to go to Egypt
with Jeremiah (43.6). It is one of
the key texts, together with ch 36,
that points to Baruch as the author
of sections of or some form of the
book of Jeremiah, particularly the
narratives about the prophet.
Radak cites an unknown mid
rashic source to interpret Baruch's
expressions of pain as his state-

ments of frustration that he was
not granted the right to prophesy
even though he wrote Jeremiah's
oracles. 1: It is dated to thefourth
year of . . . fehoiakim (605 seE) when
Baruch recorded Jeremiah's words
on a scroll (ch 36). 3: The prophet
expresses his grief at having to
warn Baruch at the outset of the
difficult times that he will experi
ence. 4: The prophet's words reit
erate the basic verbs of his pro
phetic commission to indicate that
God will overtlzrow what is built
and 11proot what is planted (see
- 1015 -

1.10). 5: The reference to great
things is unclear, though 43·3 indi

cates that Baruch may have been
involved in various political
machinations.
46.1-51 .64: Jeremiah's oracles

concerning the nations. An exam
ple of the prophetic word formula
introduces the oracles concerning
the nations, including Egypt
(46.2-28), Philistia (47.1-7), Moab
(48.1-47), the Ammonites (49.1--6),
Edom (49.7-22), Damascus
(49.23-27), Kedar and Hazor
(49.28-33), Elam (49·34-39), and
Babylonia (50.1-51.64). Similar col
lections of oracles concerning the
nations appear in other prophetic
books, including Isa. chs 13-23;
Ezek. chs 25-32; Amos 1.2-2.16;
Zeph. 2.4-15; Obadiah; and
Nahum. The oracles concerning
the nations do not address univer
sally all the nations of the earth,
but include nations selectively,
e.g., Isa. chs 13-23 includes nations
that were a part of the Persian em
pire, Ezek. chs 25-32 includes na
tions that were attacked by the
Babylonians, and Amos 1.2-2.16
includes nations of the Syro
Israelite region that were incorpo
rated into the Assyrian empire.
Like Isa. chs 13-23, the oracles in
Jer. chs 46-51 include nations that
were conquered by the Persian
empire beginning in 539 BCE in an
effort to claim that God's judg
ment against Babylonia was car
ried out by the Persians. These or
acles concern the nations (46.1) but
are not addressed to the nations.
They emphasize a point already
made at the beginning of classical
prophecy (Amos), that the God of
Israel is a universal God who con
trols the destiny of all the nations
of the world. In some cases, there
are significant similarities between
oracles against the nations recited
by different prophets (see esp.
Jer. 49.9-16; Obad. vv. 1--6), sug
gesting that prophets or editors
of prophetic books borrowed
these prophecies from one another.
46. 1 : As in 21.11 and 33·9, pro
phetic oracles on the same topic
are joined together and introduced
with a thematic title, a method of
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2 Concerning Egypt, about the army of Pharaoh Neco,
king of Egypt, which was at the river Euphrates near Car
chemish, anci which was defeated by King Nebuchadrez
zar of Babylon, in the fourth year of King Jehoiakim son of
Josiah of Judah.
3
4

5

Judean throne and replacing him
with his pro-Egyptian brother Je
hoiakim. Jeremiah was a constant
critic of alliance with Egypt in
keeping with his Elide priestly
roots, which emphasized the exo
dus tradition and its portrayal of
Egypt as Israel's enemy and his as
sociations with the pro-Babylonian
elements of the royal court, such
as the family of Shaphan who
served as Josiah's secretary. When
the Egyptians were defeated at
Carchemish in 6os, the Babylo
nians took control of Judah. Subse
quent revolts against Babylonia,
prompted by pro-Egyptian ele
ments in the monarchy, ultimately
resulted in the destruction of
Judah and Jerusalem and the Bab
ylonian exile (s86-s39). 2-1 2: Jere
miah's oracle concerning Egypt at
the time of its defeat at Carche
mish in 6os. 2: Pharaoh Neco ruled
Egypt 61o-S9S· He was the son of
Psammetichus (664-610), the
founder of the Twenty-sixth Saite
Egyptian dynasty (664-s2s), which
supported Assyria in its campaign
to control Egypt and defeat the

Get ready buckler and shield,
And move forward to battle!
Harness the horses;
Mount, you horsemen!
Fall in line, helmets on!
Burnish the lances,
Don your armor!
Why do I see them dismayed,

organization which is confined to
Jeremiah.
46.2-28: The oracle concerning

Egypt. Egypt was able to take con

trol of Judah in 609 BCE following
Pharaoh Neco's killing of King Jo
siah at Megiddo (2 Kings 2).28-37;
2 Chron. 3s.2o-J6.4). Apparently,
Josiah was attempting to stop the
Egyptians from moving north to

Haran so that they might support
the beleaguered Assyrian army
against the Babylonians. Although
Josiah died, Egypt was delayed
long enough so that the Babylo
nians were able to destroy the As
syrians at Haran. The Egyptians
were then left to face the Babylo
nians alone. Neco attempted to
strengthen his position by remov
ing Josiah's son Jehoahaz from the
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6

7
8

9

Yielding ground?
Their fighters are crushed,
They flee in haste
And do not turn backTerror all around!
-declares the LoRD.
•·The swift cannot get away,
The warrior cannot escape:•
In the north, by the river Euphrates,
They stagger and fall.
Who is this that rises like the Nile,
Like streams whose waters surge?
It is Egypt that rises like the Nile,
Like streams whose waters surge,
That said, "I will rise,
I will cover the earth,
I will wipe out towns
And those who dwell in them.
Advance, 0 horses,
Dash madly, 0 chariots!
Let the warriors go forth,
Cush and Put, that grasp the shield,
And the Ludim who grasp and draw the bow!"

10 But that day shall be for the Lord Goo of Hosts a day
when He exacts retribution from His foes. The sword shall
devour; it shall be sated and drunk with their blood. For
the Lord Goo of Hosts is preparing a sacrifice in the north
land, by the river Euphrates.
11
Go up to Gilead and get balm,
Fair Maiden Egypt.
In vain do you seek many remedies,
There is no healing for you.
12
Nations have heard your shame;
The earth resounds with your screams.
For warrior stumbles against warrior;
The two fall down together.
13 The word which the LORD spoke to the prophet Jere
miah about the coming of King Nebuchadrezzar of Bab
ylon to attack the land of Egypt:
14

Declare in Egypt, proclaim in Migdal,
Proclaim in Noph and Tahpanhes!
Say: Take your posts and stand ready,

a-a Lit. "Let not tire swift get away, I Let not tire warrior escape. "
- 1017-

Twenty-fifth Ethiopian dynasty.
Neco's defeat by the Babylonian
monarch Nebuchadrezzar at Carche
mish in 6os forced Egypt to with
draw from Judah, and enabled
Babylonia to take control. Neco
was able to resist Nebuchadrez
zar's attempted invasion of Egypt
in 601-6oo. The Saite dynasty
came to an end in 525 when the
Persians conquered Egypt. 5: The
oracle employs Jeremiah's charac
teristic phrase, terror all around, to
describe the plight of the Egyp
tians (see 6.25; 20.3, 10; 49.29; Lam.
2.22; Ps. 3 1.14)- 7: The metaphor
of the rising waters of the Nile
portrays the Egyptian advance.
9: Cush is Ethiopia, and Put is
probably a region in Libya. The
Ludim are a north African people.
10: The Egyptian defeat is por
trayed as a sacrifice (cf. Zeph. 1.7).
1 1 : Gilead is located in the Trans
jordan, just south of the Golan (cf.
8.22). 1 3-28: Jeremiah's oracle con
cerning Egypt a t the time of Nebu
chadnezzar's a ttempted invasion
in 6o1-6oo. This passage serves as
the haftarah for the parashah of
Bo' (Exod. 10.1-1).16), which re
lates the plagues of locusts, dark
ness, and the slaying of the first
born at the time of the exodus
from Egypt. 14: Migdol, see 44. 1 .
Noph, Memphis; see 2.16, 44.1.
Tahpanhes, see 2.16; 44.1. Memphis
was the ancient capital of Egypt;
Migdol and Tahpanhes were
defended cities in the Nile Delta
region.
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15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22

23

24

For the sword has devoured all around you!
Why are your stalwarts swept away?
They did not stand firm,
For the LORD thrust them down;
He made many stumble,
They fell over one another.
They said:
"Up! let us return to our people,
To the land of our birth,
Because of the deadly• sword."
There they called Pharaoh king of Egypt:
b·"Braggart who let the hour go by."·b
As I live-declares the King,
Whose name is LoRD of Hostsb-As surely as Tabor is among the mountains
And Carmel is by the sea,
So shall this come to pass:b
Equip yourself for exile,
Fair Egypt, you who dwell secure!
For Noph shall become a waste,
Desolate, without inhabitants.
Egypt is a handsome heiferA gadfly< from the north d·is coming, coming!·d
The mercenaries, too, in her midst
Are like stall-fed calves;
They too shall turn tail,
Flee as one, and make no stand.
Their day of disaster is upon them,
The hour of their doom.
bShe shall rustle away like a snake-b
As they come marching in force;
They shall come against her with axes,
Like hewers of wood.
They shall cut down her forest
-declares the LoRD
Though it cannot be measured;
For they are more numerous than locusts,
And cannot be counted.
Fair Egypt shall be shamed,
Handed over to the people of the north.

25 The LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel, has said: I will
inflict punishment on Amon• of No and on Pharaoh-on
n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c Or "butcher"; menning ofHeb. uucertnin. d-d Mnuy 1/ISS. rend "will come upon her."
e Tutelary deity of ll1e city No (Thebes); cf Nail. J.S.
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18: Mt. Tabor and the Carmel range
flank the eastern and western
borders of the Jezreel Valley in
northern Israel. The oracle em
ploys Jeremiah's earlier warnings of an enemy from the north
against Egypt (d. 1.14-19; chs 4�).
25: Amon is the Egyptian sun god
whose temple was located in No,
the Heb name for Thebes (d. Nah.
3.8). The concluding reassurance
oracles for Jacob also appear in
}0.10-11.
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Egypt, her gods, and her kings-on Pharaoh and all who
rely on him. I will deliver them into the hands of those
who seek to kill them, into the hands of King Nebuchad
rezzar of Babylon and into the hands of his subjects. But
afterward she shall be inhabited again as in former days,
declares the LoRD.

26

27

28

But you,
Have no fear, My servant Jacob,
Be not dismayed, 0 Israel!
I will deliver you from far away,
Your folk from their land of captivity;
And Jacob again shall have calm
And quiet, with none to trouble him.
But you, have no fear,
My servant Jacob
-declares the LoRDFor I am with you.
I will make an end of all the nations
Among which I have banished you,
But I will not make an end of you!
I will not leave you unpunished,
But I will chastise you in measure.

4 7 The word of the LoRD that came to the prophet Jer
emiah concerning the Philistines, before Pharaoh
conquered Gaza.

2

3

4

5

Thus said the LoRD:
See, waters are rising from the north,
They shall become a raging torrent,
They shall flood the land and its creatures,
The towns and their inhabitants.
Men shall cry out,
All the inhabitants of the land shall howl,
At the clatter of the stamping hoofs of his stallions,
At the noise of his chariots,
The rumbling of their wheels,
Fathers shall not look to their children
Out of •·sheer helplessness·•
Because of the day that is coming
For ravaging all the Philistines,
For cutting off every last ally
Of Tyre and Sidon.
For the LORD will ravage the Philistines,
The remnant from the island of Caphtor.
Baldnessb has come upon Gaza,

a-a Lit. "weak11ess of lw11ds."
b Shaving tl1e head and gashi11g the bod11 were expressio11s ojmoumi11g; cf Deut.

14.1.

47.1-7: Jeremiah's oracle concern

ing Philistia. The Philistines were
descended from the so-called "Sea
Peoples" who advanced by land
and sea from the Greek islands
through Asia Minor and the East
ern Mediterranean beginning in
the 14th century BCE. They de
stroyed the ancient Hittite empire
in Asia Minor, which has
prompted some to identify them
with Odysseus and his warriors in
the Odyssey. They continued
down the eastern Mediterranean
coast, where they destroyed the
city of Ugarit in Syria and attacked
Egypt during the reign of Rameses
III (1182-1152). Following their de
feat by Rameses III, some groups
of the Sea Peoples settled along the
Mediterranean coast of Canaan,
where they merged with the local
population to become the Philis
tines. The Philistine coalition in
cluded five major cities (a pentap
olis): Ashkelon, Ashdod, Ekron,
Gaza, and Gath. Herodotus re
ports that Neco conquered Gaza,
at the border of the desert on the
way to Egypt, after his battle with
Josiah at Megiddo (Histon; 2.159).
This view also appears in Seder
0/am 26. Nebuchadnezzar's inva
sion of Philistia in 604 and his sub
sequent deportation of major ele
ments of the population brought
an end to Philistia as a cohesive
ethnic and national group. Al
though the Philistines play a major
role in texts describing the early
monarchy, especially in the story
of Saul, they are hardly mentioned
in texts from the divided monar
chy. Yet archeological finds and
various texts confirm that they re
mained important and active
through the period of Jeremiah.
2: As in 46.7-8, the metaphor of
rising waters depicts Egypt's
advance against Philistia. The ref
erence to the north has puzzled in
terpreters for centuries, since Bab
ylonia is located to the north and
Egypt to the south. Abravanel
says that it must refer to Babylo
nia. 4: The references to Tyre and
Sidon in Phoenicia (modern Leba
non) suggest that they were allies
of the Philistines, although such an
alliance is not known at this time.
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Ashkelon is destroyed.
0 remnant of •their valley,·•
How long will you b·gash yourself?-b
6

"0 sword of the LoRD,
When will you be quiet at last?
Withdraw into your sheath,
Rest and be still!"

7

How can it< be quiet
When the LORD has given it orders
Against Ashkelon and the seacoast,
Given it assignment there?

4 8 Concerning Moab.d

2

Thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel:
Alas, that Nebo should be ravaged,
Kiriathaim captured and shamed,
•·The stronghold-• shamed and dismayed!
Moab's glory is no more;
Heshbon they have planned' evil against her:
"Come, let us make an end of her as a nation!"
You too, 0 Madmen, shall be silenced;9
The sword is following you.
Hark! an outcry from Horonaim,
Destruction and utter ruin!

In

3

4
5

Moab is broken;
h-Her young ones cry aloud;-h
They climb to Luhith
Weeping continually;
On the descent to Horonaim
A distressing cry of anguish is heard:

n-n Septuagint rends "tlze Annkites"; cf josh. 11.22.
b-b Slznving 1/ze lzead and gas/zing 1/ze body were expressions ofmoumizzg; cf Deut. 14.1 .
c Heb. "you. "
d A number ofpnrnllels to t/zis chapter occur in /sa. 15-16.
e-e Or "Misgab."
f Heb. l)ashebu, play on Heshbon.
g Heb. tiddommi, play on Madmen, tlze name of a loWiz.
h-/1 Emendation yields "They en; aloud as far as Zoar"; cf lsn. 15 - 5·

Caphtor is the island of Crete,

which Amos 9·7 identifies as the
original home of the Philistines.
48.1-47: Jeremiah's oracle con

cerning Moab. Ancient Moab was

a nation situated east of the Dead
Sea to the north of Edom and
southwest of Ammon (and mod
ern Amman) in what is now mod
ern Jordan. The story about
Moab's and Ammon's origin in
- 1020-

Gen. 19.29-38 on the one hand re
flects the political and familial
closeness that Israel felt to these
peoples, but also Israel's disdain
· toward them. Israel's relationship
with Moab was generally tense.
Traditions in Numbers and Deu
teronomy report that Moab at
tempted to stop Israel from pass
ing through its territory on the
journey from Egypt to the land of
Israel. The mid-9th century Moab
ite Stone (Mesha stele) reports
that the Moabite King Mesha (cf.
2 Kings 3-4) conquered Israel's
land in the Transjordan, including
the territories of Reuben and Gad.
The Moabites were allies of the As
syrians, but the Babylonians ap
parently destroyed Moab in the
mid-6th century. Much of the ma
terial in Jeremiah's Moabite oracle
is drawn from Isaiah's Moabite or
acle in Isaiah chs 15-16, which
would suggest that Jeremiah
reused Isaiah's material in the be
lief that Isaiah's prophecies were
being fulfilled in his own time.
1-10: The initial oracle apparently
describes Nebuchadnezzar's ad
vance against Moab. Various
phrases from the oracle appear in
!sa. ch 15. 1 : Nebo is the name of
the mountain from which Moses
viewed the land of Israel prior to
dea th and burial (Deut. ch 34).
There was also a Moabite city by
the same name (see Num. 32.3;
Isa. 15.2) located at modern Khir
bet Mekhayyet, 8 km (5 mi) south
west of Hesban. Kirintltninz (Num.
32.37; Josh. 13.19) is probably
el-Qereiyat, 9 km (5.5 mi) north
west of Dibon. Hesbon was the
capital of the Amorite king Sihon
(Num. 21.26-30) and was later
captured by Mesha. It is identified
with modern Hesban. 2: Madmen
is a play on words drawn from !sa.
25.10b, which some render as
"Moab shall be trodden down in
his place, as straw is trodden
down in a dung pit (madmenah)."
It may also play on the name of
the Moabite city Dimon (!sa. 15.9).
3-5: The location of Horozwim is
uncertain (see !sa. 15.5), although
some identify it with el-Iraq, 9
miles east of the southeastern
Dead Sea. Lu/Jillz is probably
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JEREMIAH 4 8 . 6-48 . 1 7

6

Flee, save your lives!
•·And be like Aroer in the desert.·•

7

Surely, because of your trust
In your wealth and in your treasures,
You too shall be captured.
And Chemosh shall go forth to exile,
Together with his priests and attendants.
The ravager shall come to every town;
No town shall escape.
The valley shall be devastated
And the tableland laid waste
-because the LORD has spoken.
Give •wings to Moab,
For she must go hence:•
Her towns shall become desolate,
With no one living in them.

8

9

1 0 Cursed be he who is slack in doing the LoRn's work!
Cursed be he who withholds his sword from blood!
11

Moab has been secure from his youth on
He is settled on his lees
And has not been poured from vessel to vessel
He has never gone into exile.
Therefore his fine flavor has remained
And his bouquet is unspoiled.

12 But days are coming-declares the LORD-when r
will send men against him to tip him over; they shall
empty his vessels and smash his jars. 13 And Moab shall be
shamed because of Chemosh, as the House of Israel were
shamed because of Bethel, on whom they relied.
14
15

16
17

How can you say: We are warriors,
Valiant men for war?
Moab is ravaged,
His towns have been entered,
His choice young men
Have gone down to the slaughter
-declares the King whose name is
LoRD of Hosts.
The doom of Moab is coming close,
His downfall is approaching swiftly.
Condole with him, all who live near him,
All you who know him by name!

a-n Mea11i11g ofHeb. lll!certnill.
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nearby (Isa. 15.5). 6: Aroer is mod
em Ara'ir, located along the north
em rim of the wadi Arnon where it
defended ancient Moab's northern
border. 7: Chemosh is the chief god
of Moab (1 Kings 11.7). 1 1-17: The
oracle employs the imagery of
wine jars that have never been
moved, thereby allowing the sedi
ment (lees) to settle. Because of its
cooperation with Assyria, Moab
had never suffered exile, which
apparently made it complacent in
the Babylonian period. 1 2: The
coming destruction is portrayed as
the smashing of wine jars. 1 3: The
prophet identifies adherence to
Chemosh rather than God as
the reason for their punishment,
much as northern Israel had relied
on King Jeroboam's temple at
Beth El (see 1 Kings chs 12-13;
2 Kings ch 17), or perhaps the Se
mitic deity of the same name.
The implica tions of this v.-that
foreigners are punished for their
pagan ways-is atypical of the
oracles against the nations.
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Say: "Alas, the strong rod is broken,
The lordly staff!"
18

19

20

Descend from glory
And sit in thirst, •
0 inhabitant of Fair Dibon;
For the ravager of Moab has entered your town,
He has destroyed your fortresses.
Stand by the road and look out,
0 inhabitant of Aroer.
Ask of him who is fleeing
And of her who is escaping:
Say, "What has happened?"
Moab is shamed and dismayed;
Howl and cry aloud!
Tell at the Arnon
That Moab is ravaged!

21 Judgment has come upon the tableland-upon Holan,
Jahzah, and Mephaath; 22 upon Dibon, Nebo, and Beth
diblathaim; 23 upon Kiriathaim, Beth-gamul, and Beth
mean; 24 upon Kerioth and Bozrah-upon all the towns of
the land of Moab, far and near.
25
26

27

28

The might of Moab has been cut down,
His strength is broken
-declares the LORD.
Get him drunk
For he vaunted himself against the LORD.
Moab shall vomit till he is drained,
And he too shall be a laughingstock.
Wasn't Israel a laughingstock to you?
Was he ever caught among thieves,
That you should b-shake your head·b
Whenever you speak of him?
Desert the cities
And dwell in the crags,
0 inhabitants of Moab!
Be like a dove that nests
In the sides of a pit.

29

We have heard of Moab's pride
Most haughty is heOf his arrogance and pride,
His haughtiness and self-exaltation.
30 I know his insolence-declares the LoRD-the wick
edness that is in him,< the wickedness d·he has·d committed.

n Men11i11g of Hl'l>. 1111calni11.
c Cf 11olt' al lsa. 16.6.
d-d

b-b I.e.,

i11 mockenf.

Heb. "ll!ey l!nve. "
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1 8-28: The prophet employs the
imagery of a woman who has been
raped to depict the suffering of
Moab at the hands of the Babylo
nians. 1 8: Dibon is modem
Dhiban, located 22 km (13 mi) east
of the Dead Sea and 5 km (3 mi)
north of the Arnon along the an
cient King's Highway, the major
trad!'! route through the Trans
jordan in antiquity (see Num.
21.21-31). 21: The tableland refers
to the central plateau north of the
Arnon. The various cities located
there are listed. 26: The oracle
builds on the imagery of the wine
jars with the imagery of drunken
ness. 29-39: The prophet turns to
a lament over the fall of Moab,
identified by its characteristic 3/2
beat qinah ("lament") meter.
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Therefore I will howl for Moab,
I will cry out for all Moab,
I• will moan for the men of Kir-heres.
With greater weeping than for Jazer
I weep for you, 0 vine of Sibmah,
Whose tendrils crossed the sea,
Reached to the sea,b to Jazer.
A ravager has come down
Upon your fig and grape harvests.
Rejoicing and gladness
Are gone from the farm land,
From the cmmtry of Moab;
I have put an end to wine in the presses,
No one treads [the grapes] with shouting
<The shout is a shout no more:<
There is an outcry from Heshbon to Elealeh,
They raise their voices as far as J ahaz,
From Zoar to Horonaim and Eglath-shelishiah.
The waters of Nimrim
Shall also become desolation.
And I will make an end in Moab
-declares the LoRD
Of those who offer at a shrine
And burn incense to their god.
Therefore,
My heart moans for Moab like a flute;
Like a flute my heart moans
For the men of Kir-heres
<Therefore,
The gains they have made shall vanish·<_
For every head is bald
And every beard is shorn;
On all hands there are gashes,
And on the loins sackcloth.
On all the roofs of Moab,
And in its squares
There is naught but lamentation;
For I have broken Moab
Like a vessel no one wants
-declares the LoRD.
How he is dismayed! Wail!
How Moab has turned his back in shame!
Moab shall be a laughingstock
And a shock to all those near him.

n Heb. "He. "
b Menning of Heb. 11ncertai11.
c-c Meani11g of Heb. uncertain.
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31: Kir-lleres is modern el-Kerak

(!sa. 15.1), which was the ancient
capital of Moab. 32: The location
of Jazer is uncertain, although it
was probably a short distance west
of Amman. Sibmall is probably
modern Qurn el-Kibsh 8 km (5 mi)
southwest of Hesban. 34: Elealeh is
modern el-Al 3 km (2 mi) north
east of Hesban. Zoar is one of the
five cities of the plain associated
with Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen.
14.1-12). It may be es-Safi, 8 km
(5 mi) south of the Dead Sea.
Eglath-shelishiall is unknown (see
Isa. 15.5). 37: Bald . . . shorn . . .
gashes . . . sackc/otll: All of these
practices-shaving the head and
beard, gashing oneself, wearing
rough garmets-are expressions of mourning or grief.
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40
41

42
43
44

For thus said the LoRD:
See, he soars like an eagle
And spreads out his wings against Moab!
Kerioth shall be captured
And the strongholds shall be seized.
In that day, the heart of Moab's warriors
Shall be like the heart of a woman in travail.
And Moab shall be destroyed as a people,
For he vaunted himself against the LoRD.
•Terror, and pit, and trap·•
Upon you who dwell in Moab!
-declares the LoRD.
He who flees from the terror
Shall fall into the pit;
And he who climbs out of the pit
Shall be caught in the trap.
For I will bring upon Moab
The year of their doom
-declares the LORD.

45

In the shelter of Heshbon
Fugitives halt exhausted;
For fire went forth from Heshbon,
Flame from the midstb of Sihon,
Consuming the brow of Moab,
The pate of the people of Shaon.c
46
Woe to you, 0 Moab!
The people of Chemosh are undone,
For your sons are carried off into captivity,
Your daughters into exile.
47 But I will restore the fortunes of Moab in the days to
come-declares the LORD.
Thus far is the judgment on Moab.

4 9 Concerning the Ammonites.
Thus said the LORD:
Has Israel no sons,
Has he no heir?
Then why has Milcom dispossessed Gad,
And why have his people settled in Gad's• towns?
Assuredly, days are coming
-declares the LORD
When I will sound the alarm of war
Against Rabbah of the Ammonites;

d

2

n-n See note nt /sn. 24.17.
b Emendntion yields "lw11se. "
c Or "t1111111lt."
d The nnme of the Ammonite deity; vocnlized Mnlcnm here nnd in v. 3·
e Heb. "his."

4047: The metaphor of a woman

in childbirth depicts Moab's pain
(see Isa. 13.8). 42: For Moab's
vaunting itself against God, see
Zeph. 2.8-10. 43-44: Isa. 24.17-18
quotes vv. 43-44, but identifies the
victims as the inhabitants of the
land. 45-46: A quotation, with
variations, of Num. 21.28-29. Per
haps this quotation of a Torah text
is used as a device to indicate that
the unit is at an end; a final Torah
quotation sometimes has this func
tion in later rabbinic texts. 47: The
final v. promises restoration for
Moab.
49.1-6: Jeremiah's oracle concern

ing the Ammonites. The Ammon

ites were closely connected geo
graphically and in biblical
narrative (see Gen. 19.29-38) to the
Moabites, the subjects of the previ
ous oracle. Ancient Ammon was
centered around the city of Rab
bath-Ammon, modern Amman.
The Ammonites were sometimes
foes and sometimes allies of Israel
and Judah. The Ammonites sup
ported Ishmael son of Nethaniah,
a member of the Davidic family,
in his revolt against Gedaliah
(chs 41-42). Nebuchadnezzar's in
vasion put an end to the ancient
Ammonite state (contrast v. 6).
1: Milcom is the chief god of the
Ammonites (1 Kings 1 1.5, 33).
The Ammonites periodically en
croached upon the bordering terri
tory of Gad (Judg. 10.6-12.6;
2 Sam. 12.26-31). As noted, here
and in v. 3 the Heb is vocalized as
"malkam," "their king"-the con
sonants of "their king" and the
deity "milkom" are identical. The
correct reading Milkom is pre
served in some of the early Bible
translations, which transliterate
the name; it is unclear if the Ma
soretic reading "their king" reflects
a loss of knowledge that Milkom
was the Ammonite high god, or re
flects an inten tional change aimed
at denying the power or existence
of this deity. 6: The oracle con
cludes with a promise of restora
tion.
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It shall become a desolate mound,
And its villages shall be set on fire.
And Israel shall dispossess
Those who dispossessed him -said the LORD.
Howl, 0 Heshbon, for Ai is ravaged!
Cry out, 0 daughters of Rabbah!
Gird on sackcloth, lament,
•·And run to and fro in the sheepfolds:•
For Milcom shall go into exile,
Together with his priests and attendants.

4

b·Why do you glory in strength,
Your strength is drained,·b
0 rebellious daughter,
You who relied on your treasures,
[Who said:] Who dares attack me?
5
I am bringing terror upon you
-declares the Lord Goo of Hosts
From all those around you.
Every one of you shall be driven <·in every
direction,·<
And none shall gather in the fugitives.
6 But afterward I will restore the fortunes of the Am
monites-declares the LORD.
7

B

9

10

Concerning Edom.
Thus said the LoRD of Hosts:
Is there no more wisdom in Ternan?
Has counsel vanished from the p rudent?
Has their wisdom gone stale?
Flee, turn away, sit down low,
0 inhabitants of Dedan,
For I am bringing Esau's doom upon him,
The time when I deal with him.
d·lf vintagers were to come upon you,
Would they leave no gleanings?
Even thieves in the night
Would destroy only for their needs!·d
But it is I who have bared Esau,
Have exposed his place of concealment;
He cannot hide.

a-a Mem1iug of Heb. uncrrtaiu.
b-b Meaning of Heb. wzcertain;for "strength" cf Akkadiau emuqu.
c-c Lit. "each man straight ahead."
d-d Obad. 1 .5 reads: "If thieves were to come to you, I Marauders by 11ig/zt, I Tirey would
steal no more than tlrey needed. I If vintagers came to you, I They would surely leave some
gleanings."

49· 3-49 - 10

49.7-22: Jeremiah's oracle con

cerning Edom. The Edomites were
located to the southeast of the
Dead Sea and east of the Arabah
or Jordan rift that extends to the
Gulf of Aqabah. Gen. chs 25-35
identifies the Edomites as the de
scendants of Jacob's brother Esau.
The Bible bitterly recalls how the
Edomites apparently joined in the
Babylonian assault against Jerusa
lem (see Ps. 137.7; Lam. 4.21-22;
Obad. 1o-16). Following the de
struction of Jerusalem, Edomites
moved into the Negev region and
established themselves in Hebron.
They were known as the Idumeans
in Hellenistic and Roman times.
7: The location of Teman is un
known. Edom was in the east, an
area associated with wisdom in the
Bible (Job 1.3; Prov. 30.1; 31.1; cf.
Isa. 2.6). 8: Dedan is a trading
center located in northwestern
Arabia (see Gen. 10.6--7; 25.1-3;
Ezek. 25.13). 9-10: These vv.
are similar to Obad. 5-6, which
portrays Edom's punishment.
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His offspring is ravaged,
His kin and his neighbors
•·He is no more:•
11
"Leave your orphans with me,
I will rear them;
Let your widows rely on me!"
12 For thus said the LoRD: If they who rightly should not
drink of the cup must drink it, are you the one to go
unpunished? You shall not go unpunished: you will have
to drink! 13 For by Myself I swear-declares the LoRD
Bozrah shall become a desolation, a mockery, a ruin, and a
curse;b and all its towns shall be ruins for all time.
14

15
16

I have received tidings from the LoRD,
And an envoy is sent out among the nations:
Assemble, and move against her,
And rise up for war!
For I will make you least among nations,
Most despised among men.
<·Your horrible nature,·<
Your arrogant heart has seduced you,
You who dwell in clefts of the rock,
Who occupy the height of the hill!
Should you nest as high as the eagle,
From there I will pull you down
-declares the LORD.

1 7 And Edom shall be a cause of appallment; whoever
passes by will be appalled and will hissd at all its wounds.
18 It shall be like the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah
and their neighbors-said the LoRD: no man shall live
there, no human shall sojourn there. 19 It shall be as when
a lion comes up out of the jungle of the Jordan against a
secure pasture: in a moment •·I can harry him out of it and
appoint over it anyone I choose:• Then who is like Me?
Who can summon Me? Who is the shepherd that can
stand up against Me? 2D Hear, then, the plan which the
LoRD has devised against Edom, and what He has pur
posed against the inhabitants of Ternan:
Surely the shepherd boys
Shall drag them away;
a-a Some Septuagint mss. read "A11d there is none to say. "
b Cf note at 24-9 a11d 42.18.
c-c Meaning of Hcb. wrccrtai11.
d Cf 11ote at 18.16.
e-e Emmdation 1firlds "he ca11 harry them I i.e., the slrcep] out of it; mrd wlrnt champion
could one place in clrarge of them >"
-
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1 3: Bozrah is the chief city and
fortress of northern Edom, 13 km
(8 mi) south of modern Tefileh.
1 4-16: These vv. resemble Obad.
1-4, which describe Edom's arro
gance. Bozrah was located on high
ground where it was difficult to at
tack. 18: Sodom and Gomorrah were
located in what became Edomite
territory, and therefore aid in de
picting Edom's demise. The pre
dicted complete destruction of
Edom, in contrast to the restora
tion of Moab and Ammon, is likely
motivated by the role they played
in joining the Babylonians against
Jerusalem. 22: The imagery of the
eagle apparently recalls Bozrah's
location on the heights.
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Surely the pasture shall be
Aghast because of them.
At the sound of their downfall
The earth shall shake;
The sound of screaming
Shall be heard at the Sea of Reeds.
See, like an eagle he flies up,
He soars and spreads his wings against Bozrah;
And the heart of Edam's warriors in that day
Shall be like the heart of a woman in travail.
Concerning Damascus.
Hamath and Arpad are shamed,
For they have heard bad news.
They shake with anxiety,
Like" the sea which cannot rest.
Damascus has grown weak,
She has turned around to flee;
Trembling has seized her,
Pain and anguish have taken hold of her,
Like a woman in childbirth.
b-How has the glorious city not been deserted,·b
The citadel of my joy!
Assuredly, her young men shall lie fallen in her
squares.
And all her warriors shall be stilled in that day
-declares the LoRD of Hosts.
I will set fire to the wall of Damascus,
And it shall consume the fortresses of Ben-hadad.
Concerning Kedar and the kingdoms of Hazar,
which King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon conquered.
Thus said the LoRD:
Arise, march against Kedar,
And ravage the Kedemites!
They will take away their tents and their flocks,
Their tent cloths and all their gear;
They shall carry off their camels,
And shall proclaim against them:
Terror all around!
Flee, wander far,
Sit down low, 0 inhabitants of Hazar
-says the LoRD.

n So nfew mss. Most mss. and editious rend "ln. "
b-b Emendation yields "How l!ns tire glorious city been deserted"; so Vulgate.

49.23-27: Jeremiah's oracle con
cerning Damascus. Damascus was

the ancient capital of Aram (mod
ern Syria). It was destroyed in
734-732 BCE by the Assyrians, who
later employed it as an administra
tive center. 23: Hamatlz is modern
Hama. Arpad was located 40 km
(25 mi) north of Aleppo. Both
were destroyed by the Assyrians
(2 Kings 18.34; 19.13; !sa. 10.9;
36.19; 37.13). 27: The concluding
statement of the oracle is drawn
from Amos 1.4. Ben-hadad is the
name of several Aramean kings
(1 Kings 15.18, 20; 2 Kings 13.24).
49.28-33: Jeremiah's oracles con
cerning Kedar and Hazor. 28:
Kedar refers to a coalition of Arab

tribes in the north Arabian desert
that were descended from Ishmael
(Gen. 25.13; 1 Chron. 1.29). Hazar is
not the Israelite city (Josh. ch 11),
but apparently refers to an un
known site associated with Arab
tribes. Arab tribes frequently
served with the Babylonians, espe
cially in the 7th century when they
were used to harass the Assyrians.
Babylonian records note Nebu
chadnezzar's campaigns against
Arab tribes. 29: The imagery of the
v. emphasizes the nomadic nature
of these groups. Terror all around
appears frequently in Jeremiah
(20.10, etc.).
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For King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon
Has devised a plan against you
And. formed a purpose against you:
Rise up, attack a tranquil nation
That dwells secure
-says the LORDThat has no barred gates,
That dwells alone.
Their camels shall become booty,
And their abundant flocks a spoil;
And I will scatter to every quarter
Those who have their hair clipped;
And from every direction I will bring
-says the LoRD.
Disaster upon them
Hazor shall become a lair of jackals,
A .desolation for all time.
No man shall live there,
No human shall sojourn there.

34 The word of the LoRD that came to the prophet Jere
miah concerning Elam, at the beginning of the reign of
King Zedekiah of Judah:
3 5 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: I am going to break the
bow of Elam, the mainstay of their strength. 36 And I shall
bring four winds against Elam from the four quarters of
heaven, and scatter them to all those winds. There shall
not be a nation to which the fugitives from Elam do not
come. 37 And I will break Elam before their enemies, be
fore those who seek their lives; and I will bring disaster
upon them, My flaming wrath-declares the LoRD. And I
will dispatch the sword after them until I have consumed
them.
38
And I will set My throne in Elam,
And wipe out from there king and officials
-says the LoRD.
39 But in the days to come I will restore the fortunes of
Elam-declares the LoRD.

5 0 The word which the LoRD spoke concerning Bab
ylon, the land of the Chaldeans, through the
prophet Jeremiah:
2

Declare among the nations, and proclaim;
Raise a standard, proclaim;
Hide nothing! Say:
Babylon is captured,
Bel • is shamed,

a Names of tile city god of Babylon.
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49.34-39: Jeremiah's oracles con

cerning Elam. Ancient Elam was

located east of the Tigris River in
Mesopotamia. Its capital was
Shushan or Susa. The Assyrians
sacked Susa in 646 BCE, and
Elamite archers joined in Assyrian
attacks against Judah (Isa. 21.2;
22.6). The Elamites were later con
trolled by Babylonia and Persia.
The Persian monarch Darius estab
lished his winter palace in Susa.
36: Dividing the world into four
compass points is not an obvious,
natural division, but is borrowed
by Israel from Mesopotamia,
where it seems to have first devel
oped.
50.1-51.58: Jeremiah's oracle con

cerning Babylonia. Although Jere
miah consistently maintained that
Judah must submit to Babylonia,
he is hardly sympathetic to the
Babylonians. Babylonian brutality
in the destruction of Jerusalem and
the Temple as well as the deporta
tion of a major element of Judah's
population would have prompted
the prophet's condemnation. His
views are much like those of Isa
iah, who first argued that Assyria
was the divinely appointed agent
of Israel's punishment and then
condemned the Assyrians for
overstepping their bounds with
their cruelty to Israel and blas
phemy against God (Isa. chs 5-12;
13-14; 36-37). This oracle (or more
likely, collection of oracles) is re
served for last, as a climax of the
collection of oracles against the na
tions. Much of these two chs em
phasizes that Babylonia will be de
stroyed through violence. In
reality, however, Cyrus bloodlessly
took over Babylon in 539 BCE,
when the powerful priests of Mar
duk preferred him to the reigning
Babylonian King Nabonidus
(Nabu-naid). 50.2-7: The image of
the raised standard appears also in
!sa. 11.10, 12 to signal the return of
the exiles following the defeat of
the Assyrian oppressor; here it sig
nals Babylonia's downfall in keep
ing with Jeremiah's view that
Isaiah's oracles are fulfilled in his
own time. 2: Be/ ("master") is a
name often given to Marduk (Me-
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Merodach• is dismayed.
Her idols are shamed,
Her fetishes dismayed.
For a nation from the north has attacked her,
It will make her land a desolation.
No one shall dwell in it,
Both man and beast shall wander away.

4 In those days and at that time-declares the LoRD
the people of Israel together with the people of Judah
shall come, and they shall weep as they go to seek the
LoRD their God. 5 They shall inquire for Zion; in that di
rection their faces shall turn; b-they shall come·b and attach
themselves to the LORD by a covenant for all time, which
shall never be forgotten. 6 My people were lost sheep: their
shepherds led them astray, they drove them out to the
mountains, they roamed from mount to hill, they forgot
their own resting place. 7 All who encountered them de
voured them; and their foes said, "We shall not be held
guilty, because they have sinned against the LoRD, the
true Pasture, the Hope of their fathers-the LORD."
8

9

10

11

12

13

Flee from Babylon,
Leave the land of the Chaldeans,
And be like he-goats that lead the flock!
For see, I am rousing and leading
An assemblage of great nations against Babylon
From the lands of the north.
They shall draw up their lines against her,
There she shall be captured.
Their arrows are like those of <·a skilled warrior<
Who does not turn back without hitting the mark.
Chaldea shall be despoiled,
All her spoilers shall be sated
-declares the LORD.
For you rejoiced, you exulted,
You who plundered My possession;
You stamped like a heifer treading grain,
You neighed like steeds.
So your mother will be utterly shamed,
She who bore you will be disgraced.
Behold the end of the nations
Wilderness, desert, and steppe!
Because of the LoRD's wrath she shall not be
inhabited;

a Names of lite citygod of Babylon.
b-b Heb. "come ye. "
c-c So many mss., editions, and versio11s; other lltss. and editions read "a warrior who be
reaves.

- 1029-

rodach), the chief deity of Babylon.
3: The nation from the north is a

common motif in Jeremiah's ora
cles (see chs 4--6). Many see this as
a reference to Persia, which con
quered Babylonia in 539· Persia ac
tually lies to the east of Babylonia.
4-5: The portrayal of the people
returning to seek God recalls
Isa. 8.1�.6; 11.1-16. It is unclear
whether the image of the Northern
Kingdom joining together with
Judah, found in other contempora
neous prophecies (Ezek. 37.15-28),
represents a reality, that the north
ern Israelites still maintained some
ethnic identity after over a century
in exile, or is idealistic. 6-7: The
metaphor of shepherds depicts
Judah's leadership. B-13: The
prophet's call to flee from Babylo
nia anticipates Second Isaiah's
calls in Isa. 48.2o-21. 8: The Clzal
deans were an influential tribe
within Babylonia who gained a
great deal of power, esp. beginning
in the 8th century. Thus, Chal
deans may be used in the same
sense as Babylonians. 9: The por
trayal of the enemy preparing to
attack Babylonia likewise draws
upon Isaiah's depiction of the As
syrians in Isa. 5.26-30. 1 0-1 3: Jere
miah contends that Babylonia
must be punished for cruelty just
as Isaiah argued that Assyria will
be punished for arrogance (Isa.
10.5-34; 14.24-27)-
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She shall be utterly desolate.
Whoever passes by Babylon will be appalled
And will hiss at all her wounds.
14

15

16

Range yourselves roundabout Babylon,
All you who draw the bow;
Shoot at her, don't spare arrows,
For she has sinned against the LoRD.
Raise a shout against her all about!
•"She has surrendered;·•
Her bastions have fallen,
Her walls are thrown down
This is the LORD's vengeance.
Take vengeance on her,
Do to her as she has done!
Make an end in Babylon of sowers,
And of wielders of the sickle at harvest time.
Because of the deadlyb sword,
Each man shall turn back to his people,
They shall flee every one to his land.

17 Israel are scattered sheep, harried by lions. First the
king of Assyria devoured them, and in the end King Neb
uchadrezzar of Babylon crunched their bones. 1 8 As
suredly, thus said the LORD of Hosts, the God of Israel: I
will deal with the king of Babylon and his land as I dealt
with the king of Assyria, 19 And I will lead Israel back to
his pasture, and he shall graze in Carmel and Bashan, and
eat his fill in the hill country of Ephraim and in Gilead.
20

In those days and at that time
-declares the LoRD
The iniquity of Israel shall be sought,
And there shall be none;
The sins of Judah,
And none shall be found;
For I will pardon those I allow to survive.

21

Advance against her-<the land of Merathaim·c_
And against the inhabitants of Pekod;
Ruin and destroy after them to the last
-says the LoRD
Do just as I have commanded you.
Hark! War in the land
And vast destruction!

22

n-n Lit. "She lws given her hand"; meaning of f-Jeb. Ill/certain.
b Menning off-Jeb. 11ncertain.
c-c Meaning off-leb. Ill/Certain.
- 1030-

14-16: The prophet exhorts the
warriors who will attack Babylo
nia. Babylon ultimately surren
dered peacefully to the Persian
king Cyrus in 539· 17-19: The
image of Israel as scattered sheep
appears also in Mic. 2. 12-13; Ezek.
ch 34· 1 9: The Carmel is the moun
tain range that runs along the
Mediterranean coast from Haifa to
the south. The Bashan is now
known as the Golan. Ephraim is the
hill country of Israel that now
comprises the northern part of the
West Bank of Samaria (Shomron).
Gilead is the Trans-Jordanian re
gion to the south of the Golan in
modern Jordan. All of these areas
were a part of Israel in antiquity.
20-39: The prophet announces
Babylonia's punishment because
of its harsh treatment of Israel and
Judah. 21 : Merathaim is a pun that
means "double rebellion," used
here as a name for Babylonia.
Pekod means "punishment," also
used here as a name for Babylonia.
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How the hammer of the whole earth
Has been hacked and shattered!
How Babylon has become
An appallment among the nations!
I set a snare for you, 0 Babylon,
And you were trapped unawares;
You were found and caught,
Because you challenged the LoRD.
The LORD has opened His armory
And brought out the weapons of His wrath;
For that is the task
Of my Lord Goo of Hosts
In the land of the Chaldeans.
Come against her •·from every quarter;·•
Break open her granaries,
•·Pile her up like heaps of grain,·•
And destroy her, let her have no remnant!
b-Destroy all·b her bulls,
Let them go down to slaughter.
Alas for them, their day is come,
The hour of their doom!
Hark! fugitives are escaping
From the land of Babylon,
To tell in Zion of the vengeance of the LoRD
our God,
Vengeance for His Temple.
Summon archers against Babylon,
All who draw the bow!
Encamp against her roundabout,
Let none of her people escape.
Pay her back for her actions,
Do to her just what she has done;
For she has acted insolently against the LoRD,
The Holy One of Israel.
Assuredly, her young men shall fall in her squares,
And all her warriors shall perish in that day
-declares the LoRD.
I am going to deal with you, 0 Insolence
-declares the Lord Goo of Hosts
For your day is come, the time when I doom you:
Insolence shall stumble and fall,
With none to raise her up.
I will set her cities on fire,
And it shall consume everything around her.

n-n Men11ilrg of Heb. wrccrtni11.
/J-b Emc11dntion yic/ds "A sword ngni11st "; cf

<'1'.

35ff
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24-32: Babylonia is accused of

challenging God, destroying God's
Temple, and insolence just as
Assyria was charged with
arrogance in threatening Jeru
salem (Isa. 10.5-34; .chs )6-37).
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35

36

37

38

39

Thus said the LORD of Hosts:
The people of Israel are oppressed,
And so too the people of Judah;
All their captors held them,
They refused to let them go.
Their Redeemer is mighty,
His name is LoRD of Hosts.
He will champion their cause
So as to give rest to the earth,
And unrest to the inhabitants of Babylon.
A sword against the Chaldeans
-declares the LoRD
And against the inhabitants of Babylon,
Against its officials and its wise men!
A sword against the diviners, that they be made
fools of!
A sword against the warriors, that they be
dismayed!
A sword against its horses and chariots,
And against all the motley crowd in its midst,
That they become like women!
A sword against its treasuries, that they be
pillaged!
A drought• against its waters, that they be
dried up!
For it is a land of idols;
They are besotted by their b-dread images:b
Assuredly,
b-Wildcats and hyenas·b shall dwell [there],
And ostriches shall dwell there;
It shall never be settled again,
Nor inhabited throughout the ages.

40 Jt shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Go
morrah and their neighbors-declares the LoRD; no man
shall live there, no human shall sojourn there.
41
42

Lo, a people comes from the northland;
A great nation and many kings are roused
From the remotest parts of the earth.
They grasp the bow and javelin,
They are cruel, they show no mercy;
The sound of them is like the roaring sea.
They ride upon horses,

a

l:foreb, play o11 l)ereb, "sword" ill precedi11g verses.
b-b Men11i11g of Heb. !lllcertnill.

- 1032-

36-37: The announcement of a
sword against Babylonia's diviners,
warriors, horses and chariots, and
treasuries appears to draw upon

Isa. 2.6-21, which employs similar
images in a call for judgment on
the day of the LoRD. 4�6: Sodom
and Gomorrah were destroyed by
God because of their wickedness
(Gen. chs 18-19). The prophets
sometimes draw on the Sodom
and Gomorrah tradition to portray
the punishment of wicked nations
(see 20.16; 23.14; cf. Isa. 1.10; 3.9;
Amos 4.11; Zeph. 2.9). 41-43: Jere
miah's portrayal of Babylonia's
conqueror resembles Isaiah's de
piction of Assyria in Isa. 5.26-)o.
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43

Accoutered like a man for battle,
Against you, 0 Fair Babylon!
The king of Babylon has heard the report of them,
And his hands are weakened;
Anguish seizes him,
Pangs like a woman in childbirth.

44 It shall be as when a lion comes out of the jungle of
the Jordan against a secure pasture: in a moment •-I can
harry them out of it and appoint over it anyone I choose.-•
Then who is like Me? Who can summon Me? Who is the
shepherd that can stand up against Me? 45 Hear, then, the
plan that the LoRD has devised against Babylon, and has
purposed against the land of Chaldea:
Surely the shepherd boys
Shall drag them away;
Surely the pasture shall be
Aghast because of them.
46
At the sound of Babylon's capture
The earth quakes,
And an outcry is heard among the nations.

5 1 Thus said the LORD:
2

3

4
s

See, I am rousing a destructive wind
Against Babylon and the inhabitants of Lebkamai.b
I will send strangers< against Babylon, and they
shall winnow her.
And they shall strip her land bare;
They shall beset her on all sides
On the day of disaster.
Letd the archer draw his bow,
And let him stand ready in his coat of mail!
Show no pity to her young men,
Wipe out all her host!
Let them fall slain in the land of Chaldea,
Pierced through in her streets.

For Israel and Judah were not bereft•
Of their God the LORD of Hosts,
But their land was filled with guilt
Before the Holy One of Israel.

n-n See note nt 49.19.

b
c
d
e

A cipher for Kasdim, "Cirnlden."
Change of vocalization yields "wim10wers."
Some Heb. mss. and ancient versions rend "'Let 11ot"' here and in next line.
Lit. "widowed. "
-
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44-46: These vv. resemble the

prophet's earlier statements con
cerning Edom in 49- 19-21.
51 .1-14: The impending downfall
of Babylonia anticipates Persian
and Median advances against Bab
ylonia in 545 BCE. King Cyrus
came to power by uniting Persia
and Media under his rule. 1: The
image of a destructive wind recalls
the "Hamsin" or "Sharav," a dry
desert wind much like the Santa
Ana winds of southern California,
that often causes great destruction
at the transition of seasons in the
spring and fall. Leb-kamai, lit. "the
heart of those who rise against
me," is another example of "'at
bash," a cryptic reference to the
"kasdim," "Chaldeans," the Heb
word for the Neo-Babylonians (see
25.26). The passage specifically
notes tha t God acts because of the
Temple.

JEREMIAH 5 1 . 6-5 1 . 1 4
6

Flee from the midst of Babylon
And save your lives, each of you!
Do not perish for her iniquity;
For this is a time of vengeance for the LoRD,
He will deal retribution to her.

7

Babylon was a golden cup in the LoRD's hand,
It made the whole earth drunk;
The nations drank of her wineThat is why the nations are mad.
Suddenly Babylon has fallen and is shattered;
Howl over her!
Get balm for her wounds:
Perhaps she can be healed.
We tried to cure Babylon
But she was incurable.
Let us leave her and go,
Each to his own land;
For her punishment reaches to heaven,
It is as high as the sky.
The LoRD has proclaimed our vindication;
Come, let us recount in Zion
The deeds of the LoRD our God.

8

9

10

11

Polish the arrows,
Fill the quivers!
The LoRD has roused the spirit of the kings of
Media,
For His plan against Babylon is to destroy her.
This is the vengeance of the LoRD,
Vengeance for His Temple.

12

Raise a standard against the walls of Babylon!
Set up a blockade; station watchmen;
Prepare those in ambush.
For the LORD has both planned and
performed
What He decreed against the inhabitants of
Babylon.

13

0 you who dwell by great waters,
With vast storehouses,
Your time is come, •the hour of your end:•
The LoRD of Hosts has sworn by Himself:
I will fill you with men like a locust swarm,
They will raise a shout against you.

14

n-n Menning of Hcb. llllcrrtnill.
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24
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He made the earth by His might,
Established the world by His wisdom,
And by His understanding stretched out the skies.
•·When He makes His voice heard;•
There is a rumbling of waters in the skies;
He makes vapors rise from the end of the earth,
He makes lightning for the rain,
And brings forth wind from His treasuries.
Every man is proved dull, without knowledge;
Every goldsmith is put to shame because of the
idol,
For his molten image is a deceit
There is no breath in them.
They are delusion, a work of mockery;
In their hour of doom, they shall perish.
Not like these in the Portion of Jacob,
For it is He who formed all things;
And [Israel is 1 His very own tribe.
Lmm of Hosts is His name.
You are My war club, [My 1 weapons of battle;
With you I clubbed nations,
With you I destroyed kingdoms;
With you I clubbed horse and rider,
With you I clubbed chariot and driver,
With you I clubbed man and woman,
With you I clubbed graybeard and boy,
With you I clubbed youth and maiden;
With you I clubbed shepherd and flock,
With you I clubbed plowman and team,
With you I clubbed governors and prefects.
But I will requite Babylon and all the inhabitants
of Chaldea
For all the wicked things they did to Zion before
your eyes
-declares the LoRD.
See, I will deal with you, 0 mountain of the
-declares the LoRDdestroyer
Destroyer of the whole earth!
I will stretch out My hand against you
And roll you down from the crags,
And make you a burnt-out mountain.
They shall never take from you
A cornerstone or foundation stone;
You shall be a desolation for all time
-declares the LoRD.
Raise a standard on earth,

a-a Lit. "A/ tile sound of His 111aki11g. "
- 1035 -

1 5-19: The hymnic motifs of this
passage extol God as creator.
20:..26: God sta tes that Babylonia
was the divinely chosen instru
ment of punislunent, but Babylo
nia will be punished for its cruelty.
27-33: God calls for the Medians
to destroy Babylonia. 27: Amra/
refers to ancient Urartu, located in
southeastern Turkev and north
west Iran. Minni refers to ancient
Mannaya, located in northern Iraq.
Asl!kenaz probably refers to the
Scythians, an Indo-European peo
ple who lived in the region of
modern Armenia (cf. Gen. 10.3).
Herodotus claims that they in
vaded Syria-Israel in the 7th cen
tury BCE. The term now refers
in modern Heb to Germany and
Yiddish-speaking European
Jews and their descendants.
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28

29

30

31

32

Sound a horn among the nations,
Appoint nations against her,
Assemble kingdoms against her
Ararat, Minni, and Ashkenaz
Designate a marshal against her,
Bring up horses like swarming• locusts!
Appoint nations for war against her
The kings of Media,
Her governors and all her prefects,
And all the lands they rule!
Then the earth quakes and writhes,
For the LoRD's purpose is fulfilled against
Babylon,
To make the land of Babylon
A waste without inhabitant.
The warriors of Babylon stop fighting,
They sit in the strongholds,
Their might is dried up,
They become women.
Her dwellings are set afire,
Her bars are broken.
Runner dashes to meet runner,
Messenger to meet messenger,
To report to the king of Babylon
That his city is captured, from end to end.
The fords are captured,
And the swamp thickets• are consumed in fire;
And the fighting men are in panic.

33

For thus said the LoRD of Hosts, the God of Israel:
Fair Babylon is like a threshing floor
Ready to be trodden;
In a little while her harvesttime will come.

34

"Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon
Devoured me and discomfited me;
He swallowed me like a dragon,
He filled his belly with my dainties,
And set me down like an empty dish;
Then he b·rinsed me out.-b
Let the violence done me and my kindred
Be upon Babylon,"
Says the inhabitant of Zion;
"And let my blood be upon the inhabitants of
Chaldea,"
Says Jerusalem.

35

n Menning of Hcb. llllccrtnin.

b-b Menning of Heb. 11ncerlnin.
-

10) 6 -

34-35: The inhabitant of Zion
speaks to call for the pnnishrnent
of Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon for
oppression.
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36

37

38
39

40
41

42
43

44

45
46

47

Assuredly, thus said the LoRD:
I am going to uphold your cause
And take vengeance for you;
I will dry up her sea
And make her fountain run dry.
Babylon shall become rubble,
A den for jackals,
An object of horror and hissing,•
Without inhabitant.
Like lions, they roar together,
They growl like lion cubs.
b·When they are heated, I will set out their drink
And get them drunk, that they may become
hilarious ·b
And then sleep an endless sleep,
Never to awake
-declares the LORD.
I will bring them down like lambs for slaughter,
Like rams and he-goats.
How has Sheshach c been captured,
The praise of the whole earth been taken!
How has Babylon become
A horror to the nations!
The sea has risen over Babylon,
She is covered by its roaring waves.
Her towns are a desolation,
A land of desert and steppe,
A land no man lives in
And no human passes through.
And I will deal with Bel in Babylon,
And make him disgorge what he has swallowed,
And nations shall no more gaze on him with joy.
Even the wall of Babylon shall fall.
Depart from there, 0 My people,
Save your lives, each of you,
From the furious anger of the LORD.
Do not be downhearted or afraid
At the rumors heard in the land:
A rumor will come one year,
And another rumor the next year
Of violence in the land,
And of ruler against ruler.
Assuredly, days are coming,
When I will deal with Babylon's images;

n See note nt 18.16.
b-b Emendation yields "Will! poison {so S•trinc] will I Sl'l 0111 tlleir drink I A 11d get tllem
drunk till tlwyfnll uncorrscious" (so nrrcierrt versiorrs).
c See note nt 25.26.
-

10) 7

-

36-44: God answers the inhabitant

of Jerusalem, ensuring action
against Babylonia. 41 : 5/zeshach is
another example of " 'a tbash," a
cryptic reference to Babylonia (see
25.26). 45-58: The prophet calls
upon Jews to escape from Bab
ylonia, as it is now to be judged
(cf. !sa. 48.2o-21; contra Jer. ch 29).
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48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57
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Her whole land shall be shamed,
And all her slain shall fall in her midst.
Heavens and earth and all that is in them
Shall shout over Babylon;
For the ravagers shall come upon her from the
-declares the LoRD.
north
Yes, Babylon is to fall
[For] the slain of Israel,
As the slain of all the earth
Have fallen through Babylon.
You fugitives from the sword,
Go, don't delay!
Remember the LoRD from afar,
And call Jerusalem to mind.
"We were shamed, we heard taunts;
Humiliation covered our faces,
When aliens entered
The sacred areas of the LORD's House."
Assuredly, days are coming
-declares the LORD
When I will deal with her images,
And throughout her land the dying shall groan.
Though Babylon should climb to the skies,
Though she fortify her strongholds up to heaven,
The ravagers would come against her from Me
-declares the LORD.
Hark! an outcry from Babylon,
Great destruction from the land of the
Chaldeans.
For the LoRD is ravaging Babylon;
He will put an end to her great din,
Whose roar is like waves of mighty waters,
Whose tumultuous noise resounds.
For a ravager is coming upon Babylon,
Her warriors shall be captured, their bows shall be
snapped.
For the LoRD is a God of requital,
He deals retribution.
I will make her officials and wise men drunk,
Her governors and prefects and warriors;
And they shall sleep an endless sleep,
Never to awaken
-declares the King whose name is
LoRD of Hosts.
Thus said the LORD of Hosts:
Babylon's broad wall shall be knocked down,
And her high gates set afire.
- 10)8-

48: This hymnic verse offers an
other example of measure for mea
sure: Babylonia, the nationfrom the
north (see 25.9 n.), will itself be
punished front the north.
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Peoples shall labor for naught,
And nations have wearied themselves for fire.
59 The instructions that the prophet Jeremiah gave to Se
raiah son of Neriah son of Mahseiah, when the latter went
with• King Zedekiah of Judah to Babylonia, in the fourth
year of [Zedekiah's] reign. Seraiah was quartermaster.b
60Jeremiah wrote down in one scroll all the disaster that
would come upon Babylon, all these things that are writ
ten concerning Babylon. 61 And Jeremiah said to Seraiah,
"When you get to Babylon, see that you read out all these
words. 62 And say, '0 LoRD, You Yourself have declared
concerning this place that it shall be cut off, without in
habitant, man or beast; that it shall be a desolation for all
time.' 63 And when you finish reading this scroll, tie a
stone to it and hurl it into the Euphrates. 64 And say, 'Thus
shall Babylon sink and never rise again, because of the
disaster that I will bring upon it. And [nations] shall have
wearied themselves [for fire].' " '
Thus far the words o f Jeremiah.

5 2 dZedekiah was twenty-one years old when he be

came king, and he reigned in Jerusalem for eleven
years. His mother's name was Hamutal, daughter of Jere
miah of Libnah. 2 He did what was displeasing to the
LORD, just as Jehoiakim had done. 3 Indeed, Jerusalem and
Judah •-were a cause of anger for the LORD, so that·• He
cast them out of His presence.
Zedekiah rebelled against the king of Babylon. 4 And in
the ninth year of his1 reign, on the tenth day of the tenth
month, King Nebuchadrezzar moved against Jerusalem
with his whole army. They besieged it and built towers
against it all around. 5 The city continued in a state of siege
until the eleventh year of King Zedekiah. 6 By the ninth
n Emendation yields "nt tile iustnnce of "
b Menning of Heb. uncertniu.
c Cf v. 58. lnst line.
d For this clinptcr cf clinp. 39 nboi'e mrd 2 Kiugs 24-25.
c-e Memriug of Heb. rmcertniu.
f I.e., Zedekinli's.

51 .59�4: Jeremiah's instructions

to Seraiah son of Neriah son of
Mahseiah. 59: Semiah is the

brother of the scribe Baruch (see
32.12). His name appears on a
clay bulla from ancient Jerusalem
(see 32.11 n.). Thefourtil year of
[Zedekiah's] reign would be 593 BCE.
The reason for his journey to Bab
ylon is not clear, although his title,

"sar menuJ:tah," lit. "officer of rest"
(translated as quartermaster), may
actually read "sar minl)ah," "offi
cer of the tribute" (cf. Tg. Jon.;
Rashi). This would suggest that he
journeyed to Babylon to deliver
Judah's annual tribute to the Bab
ylonians. 62: The prophet's words
concerning the destruction of Bab
ylonia appear to contradict his ad- 1039-

vice that the exiles accept Babylo
nian rule (ch 29), although they
would point to Babylonia's pun
ishment after its seventy-year rule
is complete (d. ch 25). 63: The
symbolic act of sinking the scroll
in the Euphrates represents, or
perhaps helps to bring about,
Babylonia's downfall. Rabbinic
sources suggest that Seraiah may
be another name for Baruch, and
employ this passage to justify the
claim that Baruch is a prophet. The
claim is disputed (see Num. Rab.
10.5; b. Meg. 14b-15a; N11111. Rab.
8.9; Midr. Ruth Rnb. 2.1; Seder
0/am zo).
52.1-34: Narrative concerning the

fall of Jerusalem. This ch largely
duplicates 2 Kings 24-18-25-30, al
though it is slightly longer, and
there are differences (see also ch
39). It appears here to illustrate the
fulfillment of Jeremiah's proph
ecies that Judah would be pun
ished if it did not submit to Bab
ylonia (e.g., chs 25-29). The end of
51.64, Tlws far the words ofJeremiah,
clearly indicates that ch 52 was not
an original part of the book, but
was added as the book grew (cf.
Ps. 72.20). The insertion of what
might be termed "a historical nar
rative from Kings" that validates
the earlier prophecies and legiti
mates the prophet may also be
seen in Isa. chs 36-39. 1-3: The ini
tial regnal report gives personal
details. Hamutal was also the
mother of Jehoahaz, who was re
moved from the throne and de
ported to Egypt following Josiah's
death in 609 BCE. Jehoiakim's
mother was Zebudah daughter of
Pedaiah of Rumah (2 Kings 23.36).
4-1 1 : The ninth year of l1is reign
would be 589-588. The tenth day of
the tenth month is the 10th of Tevet,
which is observed as a fast dav to
mark the beginning of the siege
(cf. Zem. 8.19). 5: The eleventh year
of King Zedekiah would be 587-586.
6: The ninth day of the fourth month
is the 9th of Tamuz. Although orig
inally observed as a fast (Zech.
8.19), it was later replaced by the
1 7th day of Tamuz to commemo
rate the day that the Roman gen
eral Titus breached the walls of the
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day of the fourth month, the famine had become acute in
the city; there was no food left for the common people.
7 Then [the wall o£] the city was breached. All the sol
diers fled; they left the city by night through the gate be
tween the double walls, which is near the king's garden
the Chaldeans were all around the city-and they set out
for the Arabah! s But the Chaldean troops pursued the
king, and they overtook Zedekiah in the steppes of Jeri
cho, as his entire force left him and scattered. 9 They cap
tured the king and brought him before the king of Bab
ylon at Riblah, in the region of Hamath; and he put him on
trial. l O The king of Babylon had Zedekiah's sons slaugh
tered before his eyes; he also had all the officials of Judah
slaughtered at Riblah. 11 Then the eyes of Zedekiah were
put out, and he was chained in bronze fetters. The king of
Babylon brought him to Babylon and put him in prison,
[where he remained] to the day of his death.
1 2 Qn the tenth day of the fifth month-that was the
nineteenth year of King Nebuchadrezzar, the king of Bab
ylon-Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards, came b-to
represent·b the king of Babylon in Jerusalem. 13 He burned
the House of the LORD, the king's palace, and all the
houses of Jerusalem; he burned down the house of c-every
notable person.-c 14The entire Chaldean force that was
with the chief of the guards tore down all the walls of Je
rusalem on every side. 15 The remnant of the people left in
the city, the defectors who had gone over to the king of
Babylon, and what remained of the craftsmend were taken
into exile by Nebuzaradan, the chief of the guards. But
some of the poorest elements of the population-16 some
of the poorest in the land-were left by Nebuzaradan, the
chief of the guards, to be vine-dressers and field hands.
1 7 The Chaldeans broke up the bronze columns of the
House of the LORD, the stands, and the bronze tank that
was in the House of the LORD; and they carried all the
bronze away to Babylon. 18 They also took the pails, scrap
ers, snuffers, sprinkling bowls, ladles, and all the other
bronze vessels used in the service. 19 The chief of the
guards took whatever was of gold and whatever was of
silver: basins, fire pans, sprinkling bowls, pails, lamp
stands, ladles, and jars. 20 The two columns, the one tank
and the twelve bronze oxen which supported it, and the
stands, which King Solomon had provided for the House
of the LoRD-all these objects contained bronze beyond
a See note at 39+
b-b Lit. "he stood before. "
c-c Menning of Heb. 1111certnin.
d Apparently after t!te deportntio11 of 2 Kings 24.14; meaning of Heb. 11ncertain.

- 1040-

Second Temple (see b. Ta'an. 28b).
7: The Arabah is the dry Jordan rift
that extends from the Jordan River
and Dead Sea to the Gulf of
Aqabah. 8: Jericho, the major city in
this region, is located west of the
Jordan and 10 km (6 mi) north of
the Dead Sea. 9-1 1 : Hamath is
modern Hama in northern Syria.
Nebuchadnezzar established his
headquarters in Riblah, located in
the Lebanese Beqa' Valley. Por
tions of vv. 10-11 are missing in
2 Kings 25·7· 1 2-16: The tenth day
of thefifth month is the 10th of Av,
but 2 Kings 25.8 reads the seventh
day or the 7th of Av. B. Ta'anit 29a
reconciles these traditions by stat
ing that Nebuzaradan entered the
Temple on the 7th, set it on fire on
the 9th, and it burned until the
10th. The 9th of Av (Tish'ah be'av)
is subsequently observed as the
fast day. The Babylonians took
skilled workers with them to Bab
ylon, but left the poor and un
skilled behind. 1 7-23: A detailed
list of the Temple vessels, furnish
ings, and fixtures that were taken
by the Babylonians. See 1 Kings
chs 6-7 for a detailed account of
Solomon's construction and provi
sion of the Temple. Some details
do not appear in 2 Kings 25.13-17.
22: The pomegranates were decora
tive, and may have symbolized the
role of the Temple as the center of
creation. 24-30: The Babylonians
deported a number of key officials
and officers to Riblah, where they
were executed before Nebuchad
nezzar. 24: Seraiah the chiefpriest is
Seraiah son of Azariah (1 Chron.
5.40). Ezra is later identified as the
son of Seraiah, which clearly must
mean that he is a descendant of Se
raiah (Ezra 7.1). Zephaniah, the
deputy priest, cf. 21.1; 29.24; 37·3·
25: Although this passage lists
seven royal privy collncilors, 2 Kings
25.19 lists only five. Rashi claims
that two were of lesser impor
tance. 28-30: The passage enumer
ates the numbers of exiles for each
of Nebuchadnezzar's three depor
tations: the seventh year (597 BCE)
when Jehoiachin was deported; the
eighteenth year (588) when Jerusa
lem was destroyed; the twenty-third
year (582) when Gedaliah was as-
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weighing. 21 As for the columns, each was eighteen cubits
high and twelve cubits in circumference; it was hollow,
and [the metal] was four fingers thick. 22 It had a bronze
capital above it; the height of each capital was five cubits,
and there was a meshwork [decorated] with pomegran
ates about the capital, all made of bronze; and so for the
second column, also with pomegranates. 23 There were
ninety-six pomegranates •·facing outward;·• all the pome
granates around the meshwork amounted to one hun
dred.
24 The chief of the guards also took Seraiah the chief
priest and Zephaniah, the deputy priest, and the three
guardians of the threshold. 25 And from the city he took a
eunuch who was in command of the soldiers; seven royal
privy councilors, who were present in the city; the scribe
of the army commander, who was in charge of mustering
the people of the land; and sixty of the common people
who were inside the city. 26 Nebuzaradan, the chief of the
guards, took them and brought them to the king of Bab
ylon at Riblah. 27 The king of Babylon had them struck
down and put to death at Riblah, in the region of Hamath.
Thus Judah was exiled from its land. 2B This is the num
ber of those whom Nebuchadrezzar exiled in the seventh
year: 3,023 Judeans. 2 9 In the eighteenth year of Nebu
chadrezzar, 832 persons [were exiled] from Jerusalem.
3° And in the twenty-third year of Nebuchadrezzar, Nebu
zaradan, the chief of the guards, exiled 745 Judeans. The
total amounted to 4,6oo persons.
31 the thirty-seventh year of the exile of King Jehoia
chin of Judah, on the twenty-fifth day of the twelfth
month, King Evil-merodach of Babylon, in the year he be
came king, btook note of"b King Jehoiachin of Judah and
released him from prison. 3 2 He spoke kindly to him, and
gave him a throne above those of other kings who were
with him in Babylon. 33 He removed his prison garments
and [Jehoiachin] ate regularly in his presence the rest of
his life. 34 A regular allotment of food was given him by
order of the king of Babylon, an allotment for each day, to
the day of his death-all the days of his life.

In

n-n Men11i11g of Heb. rmcertnin.

b-b Lit. "rnised tire /rend of"

sassinated (chs 41-42). 2 Kings
25.12 claims that the first deporta
tion took place in Nebuchadnez
zar's eighth year, but Radak states
that the deportation began in the
seventh and continued through
the eighth. 28: 2 Kings 25.14 claims
that 10,000 Jews were deported at
this time rather than J,02J. Rashi,
following Seder 0/nm, reconciles
the traditions by claiming that
10,000 refers to exiles from Israel
and 3,023 refers to those from
Judah. 29: 2 Kings 25.8 states that
the second deportation took place
in the nineteenth, not the eighteen til
year (cf. v. 12). Rashi and Radak in
dicate that the discrepancy follows
from the earlier discrepancy con
cerning the first deportation.
31-34: King Jehoiachin's release
from prison. Many modern schol
ars view this concluding note as an
attempt to end Jeremiah and Kings
on an optimistic note, where the
release of Jehoiachin is meant to
foreshadow the broader return to
Zion and reestablishment of the
Davidic monarchy. 3 1 : The twenty
fiftlz dny of the twelfth month is the
25th of Adar. 2 Kings 25.27 states
that it was the twenty-seventh
day. Evil-merodnch is a Heb version
of the name Amel-Marduk ("ser
vant of Marduk"), the son of
Nebuchadnezzar who ruled for
only two years before he died
(562-560).

Ezekiel
Character
THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL

presents the words of Ezekiel son of Buzi, a prophet and a priest,

and one of the Jerusalemites exiled to Babylonia with King Jehoiachin in 597

BCE

by the

Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings 24.8-17). Like his older contemporary Jere
miah, Ezekiel lived through the time of the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple in 586
and the early years of the Babylonian exile. He presents some of the most theologically
challenging and dynamic material among the prophets of the Bible, and some of the most
difficult and bizarre passages. His literary style is intricate, with striking imagery and ex
tended metaphors. Many of his oracles are in prose, unlike the other classical prophets.
Some of his visions border on the apocalyptic, and may be early examples of this type of
literature. He wrestles with the problems posed by the tragedies of Jerusalem's destruc
tion and the Babylonian exile: Why did God allow the Temple and Jerusalem to be de
stroyed? Why did God allow the people of Israel to be carried away into exile? What
future is there for Israel?
T he book of Ezekiel, like other biblical writings, attempts to justify the tragedy of the
Babylonian exile by arguing that it was a divine punishment for the people's sin and by
pointing to God's mercy in the future restoration. It contends that God intends to uphold
the covenant with Israel for the sake of the sanctity of the divine name by restoring a
remnant of the people to the land of Israel and placing a new Temple at its center. This
new Temple is envisioned in detail at the end of the book. Indeed, the most famous
chapter in Ezekiel (37), the prophecy concerning the valley of the dry bones, is part of that
vision of restoration.
Ezekiel is both a priest and a prophet, and his writings are best understood as a combi
nation of these aspects of his identity. As a priest of the House of Zadok (Zadok was ap
pointed by Solomon as the high priest of the Jerusalem Temple [1 Kings 2.35]), he calls
upon his own background to make his case. He often speaks in terms of purity and impu
rity, and alludes to the Priestly information in Leviticus. It is no accident that his book cul
minates with an extended description of the new Temple of the future restoration. Ezekiel
also functions as a visionary prophet or oracle giver, much like Moses, who isolated
-
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EZEKIEL:

INTRODUCTION

himself to speak directly with God in the Tent of Meeting during the period of Israel's
wandering in the wilderness (Exod. 33.7-11; 34.29-35; Num. 7.89). Ezekiel is keenly aware
of his role as a prophet-as a watchman for Israel whose task is to warn of impending
danger. His religious experiences are prophetic, as are his visions, symbolic actions, and
oracles. They draw heavily upon Temple imagery and priestly practice, but they are
couched in prophetic forms of discourse. His vision of the divine throne chariot or Pres
ence of God in ch 1 appears to him in Babylonia, but it is based upon the features of the
Ark of the Covenant that was housed in the Holy of Holies in the Jerusalem Temple. His
portrayal of Jerusalem's destruction in ch 9 employs elements of priestly sacrifice at the
altar, but it is the Temple itself that is destroyed. His vision of the new Temple in Jerusa
lem resembles the earlier wilderness tabernacle, Solomon's Temple, and the Second
Temple, but it differs from all of them.

Composition
RABBINIC TRADITION M A I NTA INS that the men of the great synagogue, a group of schol
ars that they believed lived in the early postexilic period, wrote Ezekiel (b. B. Bat. 15a). Ac

cording to a rabbinic tradition, the book's status was questioned until R. Hananiah ben
Hezekiah burned three hundred barrels of oil working nights in his upper chamber to
resolve its contradictions with the Torah (b. Shab. 13b; b. !:fag. 1 3a; b. Menafz. 45a). The
Mishnah advises that ch 1 not be expounded before even one person unless he is a sage
fully competent in Jewish tradition (m. !:fag. 2.1), most likely because mystical traditions
were associated with this text. Indeed, Ezekiel's visions of God later become the basis for
the development of early Jewish mysticism in the rabbinic period and the later kabbalistic
tradition.
Many modern scholars argue that Ezekiel is an edited book in which various elements,
such as the prophecy concerning Gog of Magog (chs 38-39) or the vision of the new
Temple (chs 40-48), are-inwhole or in part-the products of writers other than Ezekiel,
who form a "school of Ezekiel," namely a group deeply influenced by his writings who
continued to write using his style and themes. Although a number of prophetic books
including Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, and Amos-show clear signs of extensive later editing
and composition, the case for Ezekiel is less compelling. The book is formulated largely as
an autobiographical composition in which God instructs the prophet to speak or act out to
Israelite exiles, much as God instructed Moses and Moses in turn instructed Israel. In a
few cases there is evidence of later editorial work. For example, the clarification of the
date of Ezekiel's first vision in 1 .2-3 interrupts the prophet's autobiographical account
with a third-person report of his name and other details. Additionally, the break in the
chronological sequence beginning with the initial oracle concerning Egypt in 29.1 and the
proliferation of date formulas for the other Egyptian oracles in 29.17; 30.20; 3 1 . 1 ; 32. 1; and
32.17 suggest that the oracles concerning Egypt were an independent collection that was
later incorporated into the present form of the book. Likewise, the reference to the twenty
seventh year in 29.17 disrupts the twenty-year chronological pattern that dominates the
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rest of the book, and suggests to many that it was altered to account for the failure of Neb
uchadnezzar to capture Tyre for some thirteen years (see 26.1). Otherwise, the formulation
of the book is well structured and relatively consistent, and appears to have been written
largely by the prophet himself.

Guide to Reading
that Ezekiel begins with judgment and ends in consola
tion (b. B. Bat. 14b ). Modern scholars generally follow this view by arguing that the book
falls largely into three major parts: oracles of judgment against Jerusalem and Israel (chs
1-24); oracles of judgment against the nations (chs 25-32); oracles of restoration for Jerusa
lem and Israel at the center of the world (chs 33-48).
Although this accounts for the broad thematic patterns of the book, it appears to be or
ganized according to a chronological scheme that is linked to the prophet's identity as a
Zadokite priest. The book begins with Ezekiel's inaugural vision of the divine throne
chariot in which he is commissioned by God to speak as a prophet to Israel (1.1-3.15). This
vision is dated to the fifth day of the fourth month in the thirtieth year, later specified as
the fifth year of the exile of King Jehoiachin, 5 Tamuz, 593 BCE. Apart from the reference to
the twenty-seventh year in 29.17 and the disruption of the chronological sequence in 29.1,
the book proceeds chronologically from the fifth year of Jehoiachin's exile to the twenty
fifth year (40.1) with a series of major sections, each of which begins with its own date
formula. Each major section is further divided into oracle reports, each introduced with a
version of the prophetic word formula, "the word of the LoRD came to me." The result is a
twenty-year sequence that begins with Ezekiel's visions by the Chebar canal in the Bab
ylonian city of Tel Aviv, continues with oracles dated to the general period of the destruc
tion of Jerusalem and the Temple, and culminates with his vision of the new Temple.
Insofar as the priests served in the Temple for twenty years, from the age of thirty to the
age of fifty (see Num. 4.23, 39; but note Num. 8.23-26, which specifies active service for
the Levites from the age of twenty-five to the age of fifty), it would appear that the book is
designed to portray Ezekiel's career in keeping with the period of active service for a
priest. This chronological ordering, where the progression of the oracles is connected to
the progress of the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem, is unique among major prophetic
books, which are not otherwise organized chronologically. This ordering, however, com
pensates for many of the other strange features of the book, and makes it relatively easy to
understand.
RABBINIC TRAD ITION MA INTAINS
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1 In the thirtieth year: on the fifth day of the fourth

month, when I was in the community of exiles by the
Chebar Canal, the heavens opened and I saw visions of
God. 2 On the fifth day of the month-it was the fifth year
of the exile of King Jehoiachin___3 the word of the LoRD
came to the priest Ezekiel son of Buzi, by the Chebar
Canal, in the land of the Chaldeans. And the hand of the
LORD carne upon him there.
n We do not know tire JOIIr of whnt.

1 .1-7.27: Introduction to the

thirtieth year, on thefifth day of the
follrth month, i.e., 5 Tamuz, 593 BCE

which God commissions him to
speak; his commission as a watch
man in 3.16-5.17; his commission
to prophesy against the hills of Is
rael in 6.1-14; and his commission
to speak about the end of the land
of Israel in 7.1-27. The date for
mula in 8.1 marks the beginning of
the next major section of the book.

1.1-3.15; ).16-5.17; 6.1-14; 7·1-27,

1 .1-3.1 5: The inaugural vision
and commissioning of Ezekiel.

prophecy of Ezekiel: oracles con
cerning his inaugural vision. The

first major section of the book be
gins with a date formula, which
places the prophet's initial visions,
symbolic actions, and oracles in t!Je
(see 1.1-3 n.). The introduction in
cludes a series of four narratives in
each of which begins with a ver
sion of the formula the word of tlte
LoRD came to me (1.3; 3.16; 6.1; 7.1).

These narrate his initial prophetic
experiences in which God commis
sioned him to speak as a prophet.
They include an account of his
inaugural vision in 1.1-3.15, in

Ezekiel's first prophetic experience
is stunningly graphic when com
pared to other inaugural visions
of the prophets (that of Moses in
Exod. ch 3 and of Isaiah in Isa.
ch 6; cf. also 1 Kings 22.19-22).
Ezekiel comes as close as possible
to actually seeing God. He sees

God's throne, in technicolor detail,
hears it move, and is literally
swept away by the divine Pres
ence. Ezek. 1 .1-28; 3.12 serves as
the ]:l.aftarah reading for Exod.
19.1-20.23 (and Num. 28.26-31),
read on the first day of Shav'uot
(the Festival of Weeks) to com
memorate the revelation of the
Torah on Mt. Sinai. Rabbinic tradi
tion refers to this narrative as "the
episode of the chariot" because it
employs the imagery of the Ark of
the Covenant, referred to as God's
chariot in 1 Chron. 28.18 (see also
Pss. 68.18; 18.1 1), to depict the
Presence of God. Because of the
theologically sensitive nature of
this material, the Mishnah requires
tha t it be expounded only by a
"sage that understands his own
knowledge" (m. l;lag. 2.1), i.e., by a
sage with full competence in Jew
ish tradition. M. Megillah 4.10
states that the ch of the chariot
should not be read at all, but R.
Judah permits it. T. Megillah 4·34
also indicates that it could be read,
but without the Aramaic Targum
or translation that enabled many
ancient Jewish congregations to
understand the text. Ezekiel's vi
sion of God's Presence later be-
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4 I looked, and lo, a stormy wind came sweeping out of
the north-a huge cloud and flashing fire, surrounded by
a radiance; and in the center of it, in the center of the fire, a
gleam as of amber. 5 In the center of it were also the figures
of four creatures. And this was their appearance:
came the basis for a great deal of
esoteric and mystical speculation
concerning the nature of God and
the hidden meanings of Scripture.
Such works as 3 Enoc/1; the
Heiklmlot Rabbati ("the great
palaces"); the Heiklwlot Zutarti
("the lesser palaces"); Re'eyot
Ye/JCzkel ("the visions of Ezekiel");
and others depict attempts to as
cend through the seven "palaces"
or levels of heaven to behold the
presence of God. Such works laid
the foundation for the medieval
kabbalistic and modern Hasidic
traditions that continue to develop
mystical notions concerning
God, Scrip ture, and the world at
large.

1 .1-3: The introd uction Many
prophetic books begin with a su
perscription that rela tes the iden
tity, historical setting, and other
relevant data about the prophet
(Isa. 1.1; Jer. 1.1-3). Others begin
with narrative statements by the
editor of the book (Jonah 1 . 1;
Zech. 1 .1). Ezekiel is atypical in
that it begins with a first-person
a utobiographical narrative, sup
plemented by an editor, that re
lates this information. 1 : The thirti
eth year: The reference point of this
is unclear. It may refer to the thirti
eth year after the prophet's com
mission, the thirtieth year after
Josiah's reform, the year of Jehoia
chin's exile, or the date of the
book's composition. The reference
more likely refers to Ezekiel's age
at the time of his commissioning.
Ezekiel is a priest of the Zadokite
line (1.3), and the age of Levitical
priestly service begins at thirty
(Num. 4.3; but Num. 8.23-25 states
that it begins at twenty-five) and
concludes at fifty. The dated ora
des of the book extend from the
fifth (1.2) to the twenty-fifth year
of the exile (40.1), so that the book
correlates Ezekiel's prophetic ora.

des with the twenty years of active
priestly service. Thefifth day of the
fourth 111011th would be 5 Tamuz,
the month in which the Babylo
nians later made the first breaches
in the walls of Jerusalem (2 Kings
25.3-4; Jer. 52.6-7). The river Che
bar is a canal known in Akkadian
sources as "nar Kabari" that left
the Euphrates River north of Bab
ylon and continued for some 6o
miles, passing through the city of
Nippur and rejoining the Euphra
tes south of Warka or biblical
Erech. 2: Thefifth year of the exile of
King Jelwiacllill, 593

BCE.

Jehoiachin

was exiled to Babylonia at the age
of eighteen after only three months
on the throne (2 Kings 24.8-17; cf.
2 Chron. 36.9-10). This v. is written
by an editor, who apparently
sought to relate the prophet's date
to Jehoiachin's exile, a crucial and
well-known event to his audience.
3: The formula, the word of the LORD
came to tl1e priest Ezekiel, is based
on the typical formula for intro
ducing prophetic oracles (see 1
Sam. 15. 10; 1 Kings 6.11; Jer. 1.4;
Hos. 1.1). Other examples appear
in Ezek. 3.16; 6.1; 7.1. According to
the Mekhilta to Exod. 12.1, this
statement employs an emphatic
past tense verb to indicate that
Ezekiel had already prophesied
earlier in the land of Israel, since
according to rabbinic tradition, the
Shekhinah (divine presence) does
not rest on a prophet outside of the
land of Israel unless it has first
rested upon the prophet in the
land of Israel. The Mekhilta to
Exod. 15.9 speculates that Ezek. 2.1
or 12.1 begin earlier prophecies re
ceived by Ezekiel while he was
still in the land. Had he not been
exiled, Ezekiel would probably
have served as a Zadokite priest in
the Temple. Tl1e land of the Clwl
deans: Babylonia, so named after
the Chaldeans, a tribe related to
the Arameans that had become es-

p eci ally prominent in Babylonia
by this time.

1 .4-28a: The inaugural vision.
The imagery of God's throne char
iot (see 1 Chron. 28.15) is based on
the Holy of Holies in the Temple
where the Ark of the Covenant is
kept under the cherubim (1 Kings
ch 6; Exod. 25.1o-22; 37-1--9). The
Bible frequently refers to " the Ark
of the Covenant of the LoRD of
Hosts enthroned on the Cheru
bim" (1 Sam. 4-4; 2 Sam. 6.2;
1 Chron. 13.6). Cherubim are com
posite creatures that combine fea
tures of different types of animals
and human beings, e.g., the body
of a lion or a bull, the wings of an
eagle, and the head of a human
being. Such creatures frequently
appear in ancient Near Eastern art
and architecture as the guardians
of royal thrones, temples, and city
gates and may have been well
known to Ezekiel, who lived in
Babylonia. Ezek. 10.1 later refers to
the four creatures of this vision as
cherubim. 4: Wind, cloud, and fire
appear frequently in texts that de
pict theophany or divine appear
ance in the world (Exod. ch 19;
1 Kings ch 19). The imagery of ra
diance reflects the gleaming gold
with which the Ark and other
Temple implements were overlaid
(Exod. 25.1o-22; 37·1--9). The exact
meaning of the term "l:tashmal,"
translated here as a gleam as of
amber, i s uncertain. It may be de
rived from Akkadian or Egyptian
terms for polished bronze. Talmu
dic tradition identifies it as a name
for an angel or a combination of
terms, such as "l:tayot" ("living
creatures"), '"esh" ("fire"), or a
combination of "l:tashot" ("silent")
and "mirnalelot" ("speaking").
The modem Heb "l:tashmal,"
"electricity," derives from this pas
sage. 5: Thefour creatures are the
four cherubim that surround the
Ark. Exod. 25.18-22; 37.7--9;
1 Kings 6.23-28; 1 Chron. 3.1o-14
each mention only two cherubim,
but this passage combines the to
tals. The combination is justified
because the former texts mention
two cherubim in relation to the
Ark and the latter mention two
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They had the figures of human beings. 6 However, each
had four faces, and each of them had four wings; 7 the legs
of each were [fused into] a single rigid leg, and the feet of
each were like a single calf's hoof;• and their sparkleb was
like the luster of burnished bronze. B They had human
hands below their wings. The four of them had their faces
and their wings on their four sides. 9 Each one's wings
touched those of the other. They did not turn when they
moved; each could move in the direction of any of its
faces.
10 Each of them had a human face [at the front]; each of
the four had the face of a lion on the right; each of the four
had the face of an ox on the left; and each of the four had
the face of an eagle [at the back]. 11 Such were their faces.
As for their wings, they were separated: above, each had
two touching those of the others, while the other two cov
ered its body. 12 And each could move in the direction of
any of its faces; they went wherever the spirit impelled
them to go, without turning when they moved.
B Such then was the appearance of the creatures. With
them was something that looked like burning coals of fire.
This fire, suggestive of torches, kept moving about among
the creatures; the fire had a radiance, and lightning issued
from the fire. 14<Dashing to and fro [among] the creatures
was something that looked like flares:<
15 As I gazed on the creatures, I saw one wheel on the
ground next to each of the four-faced creatures. 1 6 As for
the appearance and structure of the wheels, they gleamed
like beryl. All four had the same form; the appearance and
structure of each was as of two wheels cutting through
each other. 17 And when they moved, each could move in
the direction of any of its four quarters; they did not veer
when they moved. 18 Their rims were tall and frightening,
for the rims of all four were covered all over with eyes.
19 And when the creatures moved forward, the wheels
moved at their sides; and when the creatures were borne
above the earth, the wheels were borne too. 20 Wherever
the spirit impelled them to go, they went-wherever the
spirit impelled them-and the wheels were borne along
side them; for the spirit of the creatures was in the wheels.
21 When those moved, these moved; and when those
stood still, these stood still; and when those were borne
above the earth, the wheels were borne alongside them
for the spirit of the creatures was in the wheels.
22 Above the heads of the creatures was a form: an ex
panse, with an awe-inspiring gleam as of crystal, was
a

I.e., chft i11 fro/If.

b Or "pl11magc. "

c-c

Mctlllillg

of Hel•.

1/IIC<'I"faill.

cherubim as features of the Holy
of Holies in the Temple. Ezekiel's
total could be based upon his ob
servation of the Ark in the Temple
or his reading of earlier texts. The
number four also presupposes the
four horns of the Temple altar
(Exod. 27.2; 38.2; Zech. 2. 1-4),
which represent the four "winds"
or cardinal directions, indicating
God's presence in the Temple at
the center of creation. 7: Like: The
use of similes throughout this vi
sion emphasizes that the prophet
can only a ttempt to describe the
divine Presence indirectly, as the
limits of human understanding
permit; the images are not to be
understood as a literal representa
tion of the divine Presence. This
passage thus takes a middle posi
tion concerning the corporeality of
God's representation; some texts
describe God as having a human
body (Exod. 24.1o-11; Dan. 7.9),
while others insist otherwise
(Deut. 4-15). 1 0: The four faces
may represent the divine qualities
of intelligence (human), royalty
(/ion), strength (ox), and mobility
(eagle). 1 3-14: The buming coals
offire presuppose the sacrificial
altar of the Temple (Exod. 27.1-8;
38.1-7) or the incense altars (Exod.
)0.1-10; 37·5-28). 1 5-21 : The
wheels depict divine motion in all
four directions. They are based on
the image of the cart that carried
the Ark of the Covenant from Phi
listia to Jerusalem (1 Sam. ch 6;
2 Sam. ch 6) and the rings that
held the poles by which the Le
vites carried the Ark (Exod. 25.1215; )0.4-5). 1 6: The w/1eels cutting
through each other represent either a
wheel with a hub or another at
tempt to depict wheels that could
travel in any direction. 22: An ex
panse, with an awe-inspiring gleam
as of crystal: The priest Ezekiel is

drawing on the Priestly Gen. 1.6-8,
which uses the same term, "raki'a"
(expanse, "firmament"), to depict
the distinction between heaven
and earth. The term "keral)" (crys
tal) also means "ice," which would
draw upon the image of creation
or manifestations of divine power
as the congealing of waters (Gen.
1.8-9; Exod. 14.21-29; 15.8-9).
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spread out above their heads. 23 Under the expanse, each
had one pair of wings extended toward those of the oth
ers; and each had another pair covering its body. 24 When
they moved, I could hear the sound of their wings like the
sound of mighty waters, like the sound of Shaddai,a a tu
mult like the din of an army. When they stood still, they
would let their wings droop. 25b·From above the expanse
over their heads came a sound:b When they stood still,
they would let their wings droop.
26 Above the expanse over their heads was the sem
blance of a throne, in appearance like sapphire; and on
top, upon this semblance of a throne, there was the sem
blance of a human form. 27 From what appeared as his
loins up, I saw a gleam as of amber-bwhat looked like a
fire encased in a frame;-b and from what appeared as his
loins down, I saw what looked like fire. There was a radi
ance all about him. 28 Like the appearance of the bow
which shines in the clouds on a day of rain, such was the
appearance of the surrounding radiance. That was the ap
pearance of the semblance of the Presence of the LoRD.
When I beheld it, I flung myself down on my face. And I
heard the voice of someone speaking.

2 And He said to me, "0 mortal, stand up on your feet

that I may speak to you." 2 As He spoke to me, a spirit
entered into me and set me upon my feet; and I heard
what was being spoken to me. 3 He said to me, "0 mortal,
I am sending you to the people of Israel, that nation of re
bels, who have rebelled against Me.-They as well as their
fathers have defied Me to this very day; 4 for the sons are
brazen of face and stubborn of heart. I send you to them,
and you shall say to them: 'Thus said the Lord Goo'
s whether they listen or not, for they are a rebellious
breed-that they may know that there was a prophet
among them.
6 "And you, mortal, do not fear them and do not fear
a Traditionally "tlw Al111ighty"; see Gen.

1 7. 1 .

b-b Meanins of I-leb. uuccrtaiu.

24: The sound of mighty waters

covenant with creation (Gen.

metaphorically portrays the vi
sion as both auditory and visual.
26: Sapphire (possibly lapis lazuli),
see Exod. 24.IO, which employs
the imagery of blue sapphire or
lapis to depict the pavement under
God's feet, which humans see as
the sky. 27: Gleam as of amber and
fire convey the power and incor
poreality of the divine Presence.
28: The rainbow symbolizes God's

a Priestly term for God's glory
(Exod. I6.6-7; 40.34-38). The voice
of someone speaki11g: Cf. I Kings
1 9.I2, which portrays the divine
Presence as "a still small voice" or
"a soft murmuring sound." Ezek
iel, in a sign of reverence and fear,
lies prostrate before God just as
one would lie prostrate before the
Ark in the Holy of Holies of the

9.8-I7). TlJC Presence of tile Louo,

- "1 048 -

Temple (I Kings 8.54; Pss. 5.8;
99 · 5; 132.7; I38.2; I Chron. I6.29;
2 Chron. 20.5-I8).
2.1-3.15: The commissioning of

Ezeki el. For the commissioning
of other prophets see Exod. ch 3;
I Kings ch 22; Isa. ch 6; Jer. ch 1.
2.1-2: God addresses Ezekiel as
mortal, lit. "son of Adam" or
"human," ninety-three times in
the book. "Son of Adam" conveys
Ezekiel's mortal status in contrast
to God. Midrash Tan/l!lma, Zav 13
understands the term disparag
ingly as it notes that unlike
Isaiah's restrained account of
God's revelation, Ezekiel relates
everything that he saw. The spirit
(lit. "wind") of the LoRD, else
where associated with prophecy
(see, e.g., I Kings 22.21-23), pre
pares Ezekiel to serve as a prophet
(1 Sam. 10.6, 10; 1 Kings 18.12).
3-7: The charge of Israel's rebel
lion against God is a constant
theme throughout the prophets to
justify Israel's suffering as an act
of divine punishment. Habakkuk
and Job question a theology in
which those who suffer are pre
sumed to have committed some
sin, but they ultimately defend
God's righteousness. Such charges
of guilt for those who have suf
fered have been questioned by
Jewish (and Christian) theologians
in the aftermath of disasters such
as the expulsion of the Jews from
Spain in 1 492 or the Shoah (Holo
caust). 3: The reference to tlwt na
tion of rebels is actually plural
("those nations of rebels"), which
rabbinic commentators generally
understand as a reference to the
tribes of Judah and Benjamin.
4: The messenger formula, Th11s
said the Lord Goo, is a typical pro
phetic expression that indicates
Ezekiel's role as God's representa
tive (see Jer. 30. 5, I2, I8; 3 1.2, 7, IS,
23, 35, 3T Amos 1.3, 6, g, 11; 2.I).
The formula ultimately derives
from the practice of sending mes
sengers for personal and business
transactions or diplomatic pur
poses (Gen. 32.5; 45.9; 2 Kings
I8.29; Isa. 36.14). 6: Do not fear, a
formula of encouragement, is said
to Jeremiah in his dedication as
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their words, though thistles and thorns •-press against·•
you, and you sit upon scorpions. Do not be afraid of their
words and do not be dismayed by them, though they are a
rebellious breed; 7 but speak My words to them, whether
they listen or not, for they are rebellious.
B "And you, mortal, heed what I say to you: Do not be
rebellious like that rebellious breed. Open your mouth
and eat what I am giving you." 9 As I looked, there was a
hand stretched out to me, holding a written scroll. 10 He
unrolled it before me, and it was inscribed on both the
front and the back; on it were written lamentations,
dirges, and woes.

3 He said to me, "Mortal, eat what is offered you; eat

this scroll, and go speak to the House of Israel." 2 So I
opened my mouth, and He gave me this scroll to eat, 3 as
He said to me, "Mortal, feed your stomach and fill your
belly with this scroll that I give you." I ate it, and it tasted
as sweet as honey to me.
4 Then He said to me, "Mortal, go to the House of Israel
and repeat My very words to them. 5 For you are sent, not
to a people of unintelligible speech and difficult language,
but to the House of Israel-6 not to the many peoples of
unintelligible speech and difficult language, whose talk
you cannot understand. If I sent you to them, they would
listen to you. 7 But the House of Israel will refuse to listen
to you, for they refuse to listen to Me; for the whole House
of Israel are brazen of forehead and stubborn of heart.
B But I will make your face as hard as theirs, and your fore
head as brazen as theirs. 9 I will make your forehead like
adamant, harder than flint. Do not fear them, and do not
be dismayed by them, though they are a rebellious breed."
10 Then He said to me: "Mortal, listen with your ears
and receive into your mind all the words that I speak to
you. 11 Go to your people, the exile community, and speak
to them. Say to them: Thus says the Lord Goo-whether
they listen or not." 12 Then a spirit carried me away, and
behind me I heard a great roaring sound: b·"Blessed is the
Presence of the LORD, in His place,"·b 13 with the sound of
the wings of the creatures beating against one another,
and the sound of the wheels beside them-a great roaring
sound. 14 A spirit seized me and carried me away. I went
in bitterness, in the fury of my spirit, while the hand of the
LORD was strong upon me. 15 And I came to the exile com
munity that dwelt in Tel Abib by the Chebar Canal, and I
a-a Lit. "are with. "
b-b Emmdation yields "as tl1e Presmce of the LcHw 1"0'<' from <l'hac it stood."
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well (1.8). 2.8-3.3: Ezekiel eats the
scroll to symbolize his internaliz
ing the divine message. Symbolic
actions using the prophet's mouth
are an important part of other pro
phetic dedications (!sa. 6.6-7; Jer.
1.9). 3.3: Although the scroll is in
scribed with lamentations, dirges,
and woes (2.10), Ezekiel states that
it tasted as sweet as lwney (Jer.
15.16). 3.4-1 1 : Ezekiel's mission is
outlined. 6: Many peoples of unintel
ligible speec/1 a11d difjiwlt language,

see !sa. 33.19. Many peoples were
conquered by the Assyrian and
Babylonian empires, and the men
were frequently required to serve
in the conqueror's army. Such
practice aids in explaining the
many references throughout the
Bible to the nations that threaten
Jerusalem (!sa. 14.24-17; 17.12-14;
Pss. 2; 46; 47; 48). God stresses that
the message is for Israel, not the
nations. 1 2-15: The prophet re
lates his bitterness at being com
pelled to speak such a harsh mes
sage of judgment, yet he seems not
to have the ambivalences concern
ing his prophetic role seen in Jere
miah. 1 2: The statement, Blessed is
the Presence of the LoRD, in His place,

appears as part of the "Kedushah"
in the '"Amidah" prayer. The pro
posed emendation is almost cer
tainly correct, and involves the
confusion of a single Jetter with a
very similar letter in the old Heb
script. The emendation fits a main
theme of the initial section of Ezek
iel: divine abandonment reflected
through the gradual departure of
the divine spirit from the Temple
(see esp. 1 1 . 23). 15: Tel Abib, "hill
of barley," likely derives from the
Babylonian expression "til abubi,"
"hill of the flood"; the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers make Babylonia
prone to flooding in the spring.
(The name was given to the new
city of Tel Aviv in 1909 to symbol
ize the rebirth of the land of Is
rael.) As a result of this experience,
Ezekiel sits stunned for seven days
prior to speaking his oracles in the
following passage. His seven days
of silence may well relate to
mourning practices (see esp. Job
2.13), or to the seven-day incuba
tion period during the priestly or-
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remained where they dwelt. And for seven days I sat there
stwmed among them.
16 After those seven days, the word of the LORD came to
me: 17 "0 mortal, I appoint you watchman for the House
of Israel; and when you hear a word from My mouth, you
must warn them for Me. 18 If I say to a wicked man, 'You
shall die,' and you do not warn him-you do not speak to
warn the wicked man of his wicked course in order to
save his life-he, the wicked man, shall die for his iniq
uity, but I will require a reckoning for his blood from you.
19 But if you do warn the wicked man, and he does not
turn back from his wickedness and his wicked course, he
shall die for his iniquity, but you will have saved your
own life. 20 Again, if a righteous man abandons his righ
teousness and does wrong, when I put a stumbling block
before him, he shall die. He shall die for his sins; the righ
teous deeds that he did shall not be remembered; but be
cause you did not warn him, I will require a reckoning for
his blood from you. 21 If, however, you warn the righteous
man not to sin, and he, the righteous, does not sin, he shall
live because he took warning, and you will have saved
your own life."
22 Then the hand of the LORD came upon me there, and
He said to me, "Arise, go out to the valley, and there I will
speak with you." 23 I arose and went out to the valley, and
there stood the Presence of the LoRD, like the Presence
that I had seen at the Chebar Canal; and I flung myself
down on my face. 24 And a spirit entered into me and set
me upon my feet. And He spoke to me, and said to me:
"Go, shut yourself up in your house. 25 As for you, 0 mor
tal, cords have been placed upon you, and you have been
botmd with them, and you shall not go out among them!
26 And I will make your tongue cleave to your palate, and
you shall be dumb; you shall not be a reprover to them,
for they are a rebellious breed. 27 But when I speak with
n I.e., tile people.

dination ceremony (Lev. 8.33-35;
Exod. 29.35-37). Ezekiel maintains
priestly practice throughout the
book, although he adapts his prac
tice to account for his prophetic
role and the changed circum
stances of life outside of the Jeru
salem Temple.
3.16-5.17: Initial commission as a
watchman and related symbolic
actions. This section presents ora

cles and symbolic actions that are

concerned with the destruction of
Jerusalem and fall of Judah. Al
though many scholars separate
the accoun ts of Ezekiel's sym
bolic action in chs 4-5 from the
accounts concerning his role as
watchman (3.1 6-21) and his
dumbness (3.22-27), these narra
tives provide an introduction to
chs 4-5 by emphasizing Ezekiel's
identity as il Zadokite priest.
Chs 4-5 also continue the divine
instruction speech that begins in

3.16-21, 3.22-27. 3.16-21 : God
appoints Ezekiel as the watclz11wn
for tire House of Israel, who is re
sponsible for the lives and moral
guidance of the people (Jer. 6.1?;
Has. 9.8). This fW1ction corre
sponds to the fW1damental respon
sibility of the priesthood to teach
God's requirements to the people
so that they will maintain their
holy status (Lev. 10.1 o--1 1; Deut.
33. 10; Ezek. 44.23; Hag. 2.2o--23;
2 Chron. 15.3; cf. Exod. 24.12;
2 Kings 12.3). Like sentinels posted
on city walls to watch for danger
(2 Sam. 18.24; 2 Kings 9.14), gate
keepers are appointed from
among the priests to guard the
Temple (1 Chron. 9.17-27; 26.1-19).
This watchman role is developed
more fully in ch 33 and is consis
tent with the role of the prophet,
who also watches and warns. The
prophet's responsibility to warn
the people concerning their
wickedness is presented in four
cases. If the prophet fails to warn
the person, then he is responsible
for the person's sin. If the person
is warned, however, and fails to
act righteously or abandons righ
teousness, then the person is re
sponsible. These principles are
further developed in rabbinic
culture, where an individual is
only fully culpable for a sin after
being forewarned. 3.22-27: The
conditions of Ezekiel's mission:
isolation and silence. The meaning
of this silence is unclear, but may
suggest that Ezekiel must be silent
except when he is speaking the di
vine word. 24-25: 5/rut yourself
11p . . . yo11 slwll not go out: Ezekiel's
isolation resembles that of Moses,
who spoke directly to God as an
oracle diviner in the Tent of Meet
ing (Exod. 33·7-11; 34·35; Num.
ch 11 ), and the high priest, who
appears alone before God and
the Ark at Yom Kippur or the
Day of Atonement (Lev. ch 16).
26: God prevents Ezekiel from
carrying out his role as one who
warns Israel. Like Balaam in
Num. chs 22-24, he cannot
speak except for what God
tells him.
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you, I will open your mouth, and you shall say to them,
'Thus says the Lord Gon!' He who listens will listen, and
he who does not will not-for they are a rebellious breed."

4 "And you, 0 mortal, take a brick and put it in front of

you, and incise on it a city, Jerusalem. 2 Set up a siege
against it, and build towers against it, and cast a mound
against it; pitch camps against it, and bring up battering
rams roundabout it. 3 Then take an iron plate and place it
as an iron wall between yourself and the city, and set your
face against it. •Thus it shall be under siege, you shall be
siege it. This shall be an omen for the House of Israel.
4 "Then lie on your left side, and let it bear the punish
ment of the House of Israel;b for as many days as you lie
on it you shall bear their punishment. 5 For I impose upon
you three hundred and ninety days, corresponding to the
number of the years of their punishment; and so you shall
bear the punishment for the House of Israel. 6 When you
have completed these, you shall lie another forty days on
your right side, and bear the punishment of the House of
Judah.b I impose on you one day for each year.
7 "Then, with bared arm, set your face toward besieged
Jerusalem and prophesy against it. B Now I put cords upon
you, so that you cannot turn from side to side until you
complete your days of siege.
9 "Further, take wheat, barley, beans, lentils, millet, and
emmer. Put them into one vessel and bake them into
bread. Eat it as many days as you lie on your side: three
hundred and ninety. lO The food that you eat shall be by
weight, twenty shekels a day; this you shall eat in the
space of a day. 1 1 And you shall drink water by measure;
drink a sixth of a hin in the space of a day.
12 "Eat it as a barley< cake; you shall bake it on human
excrement before their eyes. 13 So," said the LORD, "shall
the people of Israel eat their bread, unclean, among the
nations to which I will banish them." 14 Then I said, " Ah,
a I.e., in lrostility.
b Since left and right also denote north and south (e.g. 1 6.46!. tire left side represents /s
ra<"l, tire uortlrem kingdo111, and tire right side }udnlr, tire soul/rem kiugdo111.
c Memriug of Heb. uncertain.
.

4.1-5.17: God instructs Ezekiel to
perform symbolic actions. Proph

ets perform symbolic actions to
dramatize their statements and en
able them to take effect (Isa. ch 20;
Jer. chs 13; 19). Such actions also
support the fundamental role of
the priests as the teachers of

"torah" to the people (Lev. 10.1o1 1 ; Deut. 33.10). 4.1-8: God in
structs Ezekiel to build a model of
Jerusalem under siege. The action
draws upon the imagery of Jer.
1 .1 8. 4-6: The basis for calculating
1/rrcc h111rdred nrrd nillel!f years for
the sin of Israel and forty years for
- 1051 -

the sin of Judah is not entirely cer
tain. The Septuagint states that
Ezekiel shall lie on his left side for
one hundred fifty or one hundred
ninety days for the sin of Israel
and forty days for the sin of Judah.
Ezekiel thus symbolically bears
the punishment of the people in
keeping with the role of the priests
to bear the guilt of the sanctuary
(Num. 18.1). Rashi follows Seder
0/am 26 by stating that Israel
sinned for three hundred ninety
years from the time that Israel en
tered the land under Joshua until
the destruction of the Northern
Kingdom of Israel in the reign of
King Hoshea Son of Elah. He also
notes the calculations of R. Joseph,
who states that Israel sinned in the
period of the Judges for one hun
dred fifty-one years and in the pe
riod of the northern kings for two
hundred thirty-nine years. The
forty years of Judah's sin includes
twenty-two years for King Manas
seh son of Hezekiah (based on the
statement in 2 Kings 21.3 that com
pares Manasseh to Ahab son of
Omri, who ruled for twenty-two
years), two years for Amon son of
Manasseh, eleven years for Jehoia
kim son of Josiah, and five years
for Zedekiah son of Josiah (since
Ezekiel received prophecy in the
fifth year of his reign). Because Jo
siah was righteous, the years of his
reign are not included. An alterna
tive calculation is possible. If one
counts backwards from the de
struction of the Temple in 586 BCE,
the total of four hundred thirty
years points to the time of the es
tablishment of the united monar
chy of Israel under Saul in 1016
(the calculation of Saul's reign is
problematic; see 1 Sam. 13.1).
Three hundred ninety years for
ward from that date takes one to
627, the twelfth year of Josiah's
reign, in which his reforms begin
(2 Chron. 34.3; cf. 2 Kings 22.3). Jo
siah failed in his attempt to reunite
Israel and Judah. The remaining
forty years accounts for the time
between the beginning of Josiah's
reform and the destruction of
Jerusalem in 586. 9-17: God in
structs Ezekiel to perform a second
symbolic act that requires him to
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Lord Goo, my person was never defiled; nor have I eaten
anything that died of itself or was torn by beasts from my
youth until now, nor has foul flesh entered my mouth."
15 He answered me, "See, I allow you cow's dung instead
of human excrement; prepare your bread on that."
16 •And He said to me, "0 mortal, I am going to break
the staff of bread in Jerusalem, and they shall eat bread by
weight, in anxiety, and drink water by measure, in horror,
17 so that, lacking bread and water, they shall stare at each
other, heartsick over their iniquity. 1 And you, 0 mor
tal, take a sharp knife; use it as a barber's razor and
pass it over your head and beard. Then take scales and di
vide the hair.b 2 When the days of siege are completed, de
stroy a third part in fire in the city, take a third and strike it
with the sword all around <the city,·< and scatter a third to
the wind and unsheathed a sword after them.
3 "Take also a few [hairs] from there and tie them up in
your skirts. 4 And take some more of them and cast them
into the fire, and burn them in the fire. From this a fire
shall go out upon the whole House of IsraeL"

5

5 Thus said the Lord Goo: I set this Jerusalem in the
midst of nations, with countries round about her. 6 But she
rebelled against My rules and My laws, acting more
wickedly than the nations and the countries round about
her; she" rejected My rules and disobeyed My laws. 7 As
suredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Because you have out
done the nations that are round about you-you have not
obeyed My laws or followed My rules, nor have you ob
served the rules of the nations round about you-B as
suredly, thus said the Lord Goo: I, in turn, am going to
deal with you, and I will execute judgments in your midst
in the sight of the nations. 9 On account of all your abomi
nations, I will do among you what I have never done, and
the like of which I will never do again.
1o Assuredly, parents shall eat their children in your
midst, and children shall eat their parents. I will execute
judgments against you, and I will scatter all your sur
vivors in every direction.
1 1 Assuredly, as I live-said the Lord Goo-because you
defiled My Sanctuary with all your detestable things and
all your abominations, I in turn will shear [you] away' and
show no pity. I in turn will show no compassion: 12 One
third of you shall die of pestilence or perish in your midst
a Resuming the thought of v. 11.
b Lit. "t/Jmz."
c-c Heb. "it."
e Heb. "they. "
d Cf v. 12; lit. "l will unslzeathe."
f Cf /sa. 15.2 and ]er. 48.]7; /Jere an allusion to the symbolism in v. 1 .
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eat impure food in an impure land.
As a priest, Ezekiel would live in
the holy precincts of the Temple
and eat only food that had been
properly offered by the people at
the Temple and prepared in accor
dance with the dietary laws of
the time (see Lev. chs 7; 10-11;
Num. ch 1 8; Deut. ch 14). The
coming disaster will result in the
people lacking food, so that they
and the priests will be compelled
to violate their food restrictions,
and will have to eat impure food
when Jerusalem and the Temple
are under seige and ultimately
destroyed. Ezekiel mixes a variety
of grains, including those not
normally consumed in bread, to
demonstrate that there is insuffi
cient grain to make an entire loaf
of bread. Twenty shekels, about
225 gm (10 ounces). A sixt/1 of n
hin, about six-tenths of a liter
(two-thirds of a quart). In order
to demonstrate the difficult and
impure conditions of the coming
siege, God commands Ezekiel
to bake bread using human dung
as fuel. When he protests that
this is a severe breach of priestly
purity, God allows him to use
cow's dung, which was used as a
fuel, especially when wood was
not available. 1 6-17: See Isa. 3.1.
5.1-4: The slznrp knife (alterna
tively, "sharp sword") or barber's
razor (Isa. 7.20) symbolizes the
weapons of the Babylonians.
One third of the hair is burned
to represent those who die when
the city is burned; one third is
struck with the sword to symbol
ize those killed around the city;
and one third is scattered to sym
bolize those who escape only to
be pursued by the Babylonians.
Some of the hair is burned once
again to symbolize the suffering
of the people. 5-17: God con
cludes the instruction speech
to Ezekiel by summing up the
significance of the punishment
and impurity that Ezekiel's sym
bolic actions illustrate. Charging
that Israel acts like the nations
(see 1 Sam. 8 4 5 ) by defiling the
Temple, God suggests that the
people will be treated like the
nations, and will suffer war and
-

-
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by famine, one-third shall fall by the sword around you,
and I will scatter one-third in every direction and will un
sheathe the sword after them. 13 I will vent all My anger
and satisfy My fury upon them; and when I vent all My
fury upon them, they shall know that I the LORD have spo
ken in My passion. 14 I will make you a ruin and a mock
ery among the nations roundabout you, in the sight of
every passerby. 1 5 And when I execute judgment upon
you in anger and rage and furious chastisement, you•
shall be a mockery and a derision, a warning and a horror,
to the nations roundabout you: I the LORD have spoken.
16 When I loose the deadly arrows of famine against those
doomed to destruction, when I loose them against you to
destroy you, I will heap more famine upon you and break
your staff of bread. 1 7 I will let loose against you famine
and wild beasts and they shall bereave you; pestilence
and bloodshed shall sweep through you, and I will bring
the sword upon you. I the LORD have spoken.

6 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, turn

your face toward the mountains of Israel and proph
esy to them 3 and say: 0 mountains of Israel, hear the
word of the Lord Goo. Thus said the Lord Goo to the
mountains and the hills, to the streams and the valleys:
See, I will bring a sword against you and destroy your
shrines. 4 Your altars shall be wrecked and your incense
stands smashed, and I will hurl down your slain in front
of your fetishes. 5 I will cast the corpses of the people of Is
rael in front of their fetishes, and scatter your bones
around your altars 6 in all your settlements. The towns
shall be laid waste and the shrines shall be devastated.
Thus your altars shall be laid waste and h·bear their pun
ishment;·b your fetishes shall be smashed and annihilated,
your incense stands cut down, and your handiwork
wiped out; 7 and the slain shall fall in your midst. Then
you shall know that I am the LORD. B Yet I will leave a rem
nant, in that some of you shall escape the sword among
the nations and be scattered through the lands. 9 And
those of you that escape will remember Me among the nan Heb. "s/1e. "

b-b Tnrgum and oilier nncicnl l•crsions rend "sllnll lw dcvnslnted."'

exile, ultimately perishing by
pestilence, famine, and sword.
14: God's threat to make Israel a
ruin and a mockery among the na
tions roundabout you and to unleash

famine, wild animals, etc., against
the people recalls threats made in

the roughly contemporaneous
Jer. 24.9-10 (see also Deut. 28.37;
1 Kings 9.7).
6-1-14: Oracle against the moun
tains of Israel. 1: The passage be

gins with the prophetic word for-
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mula, tile word of tile LoRD came to
111c (see 1 .3; 3.16; 7.1). Ezekiel does
not distinguish between Israel and
Judah, but addresses the entire
land and people of Israel arrayed
around the Temple (Num. ch 2;
Ezek. ch 48). The Holy of Holies
serves as the sacred center of the
Temple, the Jerusalem Temple as
the sacred center of Israel, and
Israel as sacred center of the
world. 2: The 111ountains of Israel,
the biblical homeland of Israel in
the hills of Samaria and Judah.
The choice of mountains may re
flect the invocation of 11101111/ains
as witnesses elsewhere in the
Bible (e.g., Deut. 32.1; Isa. 1.2).
3-7: Ezekiel identifies the cause
of punishment in the various
altars and high places where the
people worship, which compro
mise the sanctity of the land. An
example of such a sanctuary was
excava ted at the site of 7th-century
Arad, where a "matzevah" or cui
tic pillar was found in the Holy of
Holies of the temple located there.
Ezekiel holds that legitimate wor
ship of God must take place only
in the Jerusalem Temple (Deut.
ch 1 2). In contrast to other proph
ets such as Amos and Isaiah,
Ezekiel tends to emphasize the
people's cultic infractions rather
than moral sins. 5: The scattering
of dead corpses around the
altars renders the land impure
(Num. ch 19; see also Lev.
21.1o-12). 7: Ezekiel employs the
so-called "proof saying," then you
shall know that I am t11e LoRD,

throughout the book to identify
God as the source of his prophetic
words. The "proof saying" ap
pears especially in the context of
priestly instruction as a means
to validate the particular teaching
at hand (Exod. 20.2; Lev. 19.), 4,
etc.; see also Exod. J.IJ-22; Deut.
5.6). It is extremely common in
Ezekiel, appearing over fifty times,
four times in this chapter alone
(vv. 7, 1 0, 13, 14). 8-10: Ezekiel re
lies on Isaiah's concept of a rem
nant of Israel (lsa. 4.2-6; 6.13;
10.2D-2J) to demonstrate that
God's power to destroy and pun
ish will leave only a portion of the
people to be scattered among the
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tions where they have been taken captive, •·how I was bro
kenhearted through·• their faithless hearts which turned
away from Me, and through their eyes which lusted after
their fetishes. And they shall loathe themselves for all the
evil they committed and for all their abominable deeds.
t O Then they shall realize it was not without cause that I
the LoRD resolved to bring this evil upon them.
11 Thus said the Lord Goo: Strike your hands together
and stamp your feet and cry: Aha! over all the vile abomi
nations of the House of Israel who shall fall by the sword,
by famine, and by pestilence. 12 He who is far away shall
die of pestilence, and he who is near shall fall by the
sword, and he who survives and is protected shall die of
famine. Thus I will spend My fury upon them. 13 And you
shall know that I am the LoRD, when your slain lie among
the fetishes round about their altars, on every high hill, on
all the mountaintops, under every green tree, and under
every leafy oak-wherever they presented pleasing odors
to all their fetishes.
14 I will stretch out My hand against them, and lay the
land waste and desolate in all their settlements, from the
wilderness as far as Diblah;b then they shall know that I
am the LORD.

7 The word of the LORD came to me: 2 You, 0 mortal,

[say:] Thus said the Lord Goo to the land of Israel:
Doom! Doom is coming upon the four corners of the land.
3 Now doom is upon you! I will let loose My anger against
you and judge you according to your ways; I will requite
you for all your abominations. 4 I will show you no pity
and no compassion; but I will requite you for your ways
and for the abominations in your midst. And you shall
know that I am the LoRD.
s Thus said the Lord Goo: <A singular disaster; a disas
ter< is coming. 6 Doom is coming! The hour of doom is
coming! It stirs against you; there it comes! 7 d·The cycle
has come around for you, 0 inhabitants of the land; the
time has come; the day is near. There is panic on the
mountains, not joy:d B Very soon I will pour out My wrath
n-n Emendation yields "/ww I broke."
b A few Heb. russ. rend "Rib/nil"; cf 1 Kiugs 1J.J3; 15.6 ff
c-c A number of mss. and editions, ns well as Tnrgum, rmd "Disaster after disnsfl'r. "
d-d Menniug of Heb. uncertain.

nations. 1 1-14: Ezekiel returns to
the imagery of sword, pestilence,
and famine (5.1-17) to tie his ora
cles against Israel to the fate of Je
rusalem. 1 3: Altars, 011 every high

Iii//, 011 nil tile 11/0IIIItnilltops, 1111der
every greerI tree, n11d 1111der c1•ery
lenji; oak, a common Deuteronomic

formulaic description of pagan
worship (Deut. 12.2; 1 Kings 14-23;

·

Jer. 2.20). 1 4: The wildemess desig
nates the Negev desert in southern
Judah. Diblnll: Some manuscripts
read Rib/nil (see translators' note b;
Heb letters "resh" and "dalet" are
similar and sometimes confused;
see "Reuel" in Num. 2.14, but
"Deuel" in Num. 1.14), apparently
based on the reference to the Ara
mean city Riblah where Pharaoh
Neco of Egypt imprisoned King Je
hoahaz son of Josiah after remov
ing him from the throne (2 Kings
23.33)- It is also the place where
the Babylonian king Nebuchad
nezzar camped during the de
struction of Jerusalem (2 Kings
25.6). Riblah is situated on the
northern border of Israel (Num.
34- 11).
7.1-27: Prophecy of doom. The

passage begins with the prophetic
word formula, tl1e word of tile LoRD
cn1111! to 111e. Ezekiel's three oracles
draw upon the "Day of the LoRo"
traditions to announce the "doom"
of Israel (Amos 5.18-20; 8.1-14;
Isa. 2.6-22; ch 13). This passage is
the culmination of the first major
section of the book, presenting the
"doom" of Israel as the outcome of
God's initial revelation to Ezekiel
in 1.1-3.15- Perhaps as the culmi
nating prophecy, it is more poetic
in style than the previous chapters.
The "Day of the LoRD" motif ap
parently functioned originally as
an announcement of God's de
fense of Israel, but various proph
ets reconfigured it as an announce
ment of God's punishment against
Israel and Judah (see esp. Amos
5.18-20; Zeph. 1.7-18; 2.1-3). The
motif could also express God's de
cision to punish the nations that
carried out punishment against Is
rael (see Obadiah; Joel). 1-4: The
first oracle mmounces the doom of
IsraeL 2: Doo111 is drawn from
Amos's prophecy against Bethel
(Amos 8.1-3), which includes the
imagery of dead bodies scattered
about the altar as in 6.1-7. The fou r
comers of tile ln11d indicates the
complete destruction of the land,
and rehearses the four cardinal di
rections that underlie the symbol
ism of the four living creatures in
ch 1 and the four horns of the Tem-
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upon you and spend My anger on you; I will judge you
according to your ways, and I will requite you for all your
abominations. 9 I will show you no pity and no compas
sion; but I will requite you for your ways, and for the
abominations in your midst. And you shall know it was I
the LoRD who punished.
l O Here is the day! See, the •-cycle has come round; it has
appeared. The rod has blossomed; arrogance has budded,
11 lawlessness has grown into a rod of wickedness. Noth
ing comes of them, nor of their abundance, nor of their
wealth; nor is there preeminence among them:• 12 The
time has come, the day has arrived. Let not the buyer re
joice nor the seller mourn-for divine wrath shall over
take all her multitude. 13 For the seller shall not return to
what he sold so long as they remain among the living. For
the vision concerns all her multitude, it shall not be re
voked. And because of his guilt, no man shall hold fast to
his life.
14They have sounded the horn, and all is prepared; but
no one goes to battle, for My wrath is directed against all
her multitude. 15 The sword is outside and pestilence and
famine are inside; he who is in the open shall die by the
sword, he who is in the town shall be devoured by famine
and pestilence. 16 And if any survive, they shall take to the
mountains; they shall be b·like doves of the valley, moan
ing togetherb-every one for his iniquity. 17 All hands
shall grow weak, and all knees shall turn to water. 18 They
shall gird on sackcloth, and horror shall cover them; every
face shall betray shame, and every head shall be made
bald.
19 They shall throw their silver into the streets, and their
gold shall be treated as something unclean. Their silver
and gold shall not avail to save them in the day of the
LoRD's wrath-to satisfy their hunger or to fill their stom
achs. Because they made them stumble into guilt_zo for
out of their beautiful adornments, in which they took
pride, they made their images and their detestable abomi
nations-therefore I will make them an unclean thing to
them. 21 I will give them as spoil to strangers, and as plun
der to the wicked of the earth; and they shall defile them.
22 I will turn My face from them, and My treasures shall be
defiled; ruffians shall invade it and defile it.
23 •·Forge the chain,·• for the land is full of bloody
crimes, and the city is full of lawlessness. 24 1 will bring in
c

a-a Meaning of Heb. rmcatain.
b-b E111endation yields "like 111oaning doPes. All of tlrc111 slrall paislr."
c I.e., their adom111cnts.

pie altar (Exod. 27.1-2; 37.25; Zech.
2.1-4). 5-9: Ezekiel again employs
the statement doom is coming, but
shifts his language to that of the
"Day of the LORD" traditions.
10-27: The third oracle elaborates
upon the imagery of the land's de
struction in the "Day of the LORD."
1 0-1 1 : 1l1e blossoming rod may re
call Aaron's rod which designates
Levi as the priestly tribe (Num.
ch 17), but Jeremiah (also a priest)
employs it as a sign of Judah's
punishment (Jer. 1.11-12). The
ivory pomegranate-shaped cap,
recently acquired by the Israel
Museum in Jerusalem, is believed
to have once adorned the rod of
a Temple priest. The reference to
the budding arrogance indicates
Ezekiel's view that the priestly rod
is now employed for the punish
ment of Israel, just as Moses' rod
punished Egypt (Exod. chs 7-11).
1 2-13: Normal life will end.
Radak maintains that the buyer is
happy with a purchase whereas
the seller mourns for that which is
sold (see also b. B. M. 51a). The
buyer may not rejoice because he
will soon be exiled and therefore
lose what he has bought. The seller
may not mourn because he is
going into exile and would have
lost the property anyway. Nor
mally, land that was sold to pay a
debt would be returned to the
original owner during the jubilee
year (Lev. ch 25). 1 4-1 7: Ezekiel
again takes up the imagery of
sword, pestilence, and famine (chs
5-6). 1 8-21 : See Isa. 2.6-21, which
anticipates that people will throw
away their silver and gold idols on
the "Day of the LoRD." 20: An wl
c/ean thing: Heb "nidah," men
strual flow, considered ritually im
pure (Lev. 15.19-30; 18.19; 20.18),
serves as a metaphor for the impu
rity of idols. See also Zeph. 1.18;
Lam. 1.17. 22: God will withdraw
His protection from the people.
My treasures, actually singular
(Heb "tzafun"), lit. "hidden," is
understood to refer to the Holy of
Holies in the Temple, which shall
be defiled when Jerusalem is
taken. 23-27: Ezekiel makes it
clear that the leaders (vv. 26-2T
prophet, priest, elders, king, prince,
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the worst of the nations to take possession of their houses;
so shall I turn to naught the pride of the powerful, and
their sanctuaries shall be defiled.
25 Horror• comes, and they shall seek safety, but there
shall be none. 2 6 Calamity shall follow calamity, and
rumor follow rumor. Then they shall seek vision from the
prophet in vain; instruction shall perish from the priest,
and counsel from the elders. 27 The king shall mourn, the
prince shall clothe himself with desolation, and the hands
of the people of the land shall tremble. I will treat them in
accordance with their own ways and judge them accord
ing to their deserts. And they shall know that I am the
LORD.

8 In the sixth year, on the fifth day of the sixth month, I

was sitting at home, and the elders of Judah were sit
ting before me, and there the hand of the Lord Goo fell
upon me. 2 As I looked, there was a figure that had the ap
pearance of fire:b from what appeared as his loins down,
[he was] fire; and from his loins up, his appearance was
resplendent and had the color of amber. 3 He stretched out
the form of a hand, and took me by the hair of my head. A
spirit lifted me up between heaven and earth and brought
me in visions of God to Jerusalem, to the entrance of the
a Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertai11.

b Scptuagi11l "n 11W11. "

the people [others "the landed gen

try"]) are responsible for the pun
ishment because of their own ac
tions. Because they did not act
properly in the past, they will be
unable to fulfill their roles at the
time of disaster when the people
will need them the most. The
so-called "proof saying," tlzey shall
know that I am the LoRD, brings the
oracle to a close.
8.1-19.14: Oracles concerning the

vision of God's departure from
the Temple. The second major

section of the book focuses on
Ezekiel's vision of God's departure
from the Jerusalem Temple and the
following oracles that elaborate
upon the significance of this event.
The section begins with a date for
mula in 8.1, in the sixth year, on
the fifth day of tlw sixth month, i.e.,
5 Elul, 592 BCE, fourteen months
after his inaugural vision. Follow
ing the initial presentation of his
second vision in 8.1-11.13, a series

of fourteen oracle accounts fol
low in 11.14-25; 12.1-7; 12.8-16;
12.17-20; 12.21-25; 12.26-28;
1).1-2); 14.1-11; 14.12-2); 15.1-8;
16.1-6); 17.1-10; 17.1 1-24;
18.1-19.14. Whereas the vision ac

count begins with the formula, and
there flze hmzd of the Lord Goo fell
upon 111e, the oracle accounts each
begin with a version of the typical
prophetic formula, and the word of
the L01w came to me. Many scholars
group the prophet's vision of
God's departure in chs 8-11 with
the account of his inaugural vision
in chs 1-7, but the presence of the
date formulas and the prophetic
formulas indicates an interest in
setting out the prophet's vision,
and then providing oracles that
elaborate upon its significance or
meaning. Overall, the oracles
prompt the reader to consider the
means by which Jerusalem will be
purified later so that the restora
tion of Israel and God's Presence
to Jerusalem may take place.

8.1-1 1 .13: Vision of the destruc

tion of Jerusalem. The account of

Ezekiel's vision employs the im
agery of priestly sacrifice to por
tray the destruction of Jerusalem
and the departure of the divine
Presence as an act that purges the
city from impurity. The imagery
draws upon the conceptualization
of the purification (or sin) offering
("J:tata't"; see Lev. 7.7-10; 4.1-5.13)
and
the guilt offering ("'asham";
·
see Lev. 7.1--6; 5.14-26), which both
function as part of the process by
which the priests purge the Tem
ple by making atonement for the
sins, particularly the ritual impuri
ties, of the people (see also Num.
18.1; Lev. ch 16). Such atonement
replaces the need to purge the
community of persons who com
mit sins, but when the sanctity
of the Temple is so thoroughly
compromised, such sacrifices are
hardly acceptable (see Hag. 1.1-11;
2.1o-19). Instead, the people who
have committed sins are to be
purged themselves as part of the
overall scenario for God's destruc
tion of Jerusalem and the Temple.
Accounts of such purges appear in
Exod. chs 32-34, in which the Le
vites slaughtered those who wor
shipped the golden calf at Mt.
Sinai; Num. ch 14, in which God
decided to kill the wilderness gen
eration because of their failure to
accept God's promise of the land
of Israel; Num. ch 16, in which
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram were
killed for compromising the sanc
tity of the people by making im
proper offerings; Josh. ch 7, in
which Achan and his family were
killed for having stolen from the
sacred treasury of the people;
1 Kings ch 18, in which the four
hundred fifty prophets of Baal and
the four hundred prophets of
Asherah were killed because of
their idolatry; etc. Various narra
tives likewise recount the purging
of the Temple in the time of Heze
kiah (1 Kings 18.1-8; 2 Chron. chs
29-31); josiah (2 Kings 23.1-25);
and Judah the Maccabee (1 Mace.
4.)6-51). Although Ezekiel func
tions as prophet in relating this vi
sion, his prophetic role is heavily
influenced by his priestly identity.
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Penimith• Gate that faces north; that was the site of the in
furiating image that provokes fury. 4 And the Presence of
the God of Israel appeared there, like the vision that I had
seen in the valley.b
s And He said to me, "0 mortal, turn your eyes north
ward." I turned my eyes northward, and there, <·north of
the gate of the altar, was·c that infuriating image on the ap
proach! 6 And He said to me, "Mortal, do you see what
they are doing, the terrible abominations that the House
of Israel is practicing here, d·to drive Me far-d from My
Sanctuary? You shall yet see even greater abominations!"
7 Then He brought me to the entrance of the court;• and
I looked, and there was a hole in the wall. s He said to me,
"Mortal, break through the wall"; so I broke through the
wall and found an entrance. 9 And He said to me, "Enter
and see the vile abominations that they are practicing
here." 10 I entered and looked, and there all detestable
forms of creeping things and beasts and all the fetishes of
the House of Israel were depicted over the entire wall.
11 Before them stood seventy men, elders of the House of
Israel, with Jaazaniah son of Shaphan standing in their
midst. Everyone had a censer in his hand, and a thick
cloud of incense smoke ascended. 12 Again He spoke to
me, "0 mortal, have you seen what the elders of the
House of Israel are doing in the darkness, everyone in his
image-covered chamber? For they say, 'The LORD does not
a Menning of Heb. uncertnilt.
b See clrnp. 1 n11d J.22-2J.
c-c Memring of Heb. uncertain; enrmdntio11 yields "11ortlt oftiregate was tire nftm· of "
d-d Or "at a distn11ce."
e I.e., /Ire outer court of the Temple.

It is doubtful if all of the cultic in
fractions "observed" by Ezekiel
were actually taking place contem
poraneously; it is more likely that
he is being shown a set of infrac
tions that transpired over a long
period of time which have cumu
latively caused the divine Presence
to leave the Temple.
8.1-18: The impurity of the Tem
ple. 1 : In the sixth year, on the fifth
day of the sixth month, 5 'Eiul, 592
BCE. The presence of tlze elders in

Ezekiel's home indicates that the
Jewish community in Babylonian
exile was organized with recog
nized leadership and that Ezekiel's
status in society was high (cf. 14.1).
Many interpreters see this verse as
evidence for the origins of the
synagogue, but there is no evi-

dence for the development of this
institution for several centuries
(see 11.16 n.). 2: Ezekiel returns to
the imagery of his inaugural vision
to describe a human-like being.
The Septuagint reads the expres
sion afigure that had the appearance
offire as "the appearance (or like
ness) of a man," apparently based
upon the similarity of the Heb
term "'esh" (fire) with '"ish"
("man"), although the consonantal
Heb text does not support such a
reading ('"sh" [fire], "'ysh" [man]).
The language employed here, fire
and resplende11t a11d had the color of
amber, describe a being that cannot
be defined in earthly terms. The
term "zohar" (resplendent) was
later employed as the name of the
well-known kabbalistic commen
tary on the Torah (see also Dan.

12.3). The exact meaning of the
expression, tile entrance of tile
Penimitlr Gate that faces north, is un
certain, although it may refer to a
gate to the inner court of the Tem
ple on the north side. This would
place the prophet at the entry of
the most sacred areas of the Tem
ple. The Presence of lite God ofIsrael
indica tes that the divine throne
chariot from ch 1 has once again
appeared. 5-6: The infuriating
image north of the altar indicates
the presence of a pagan idol that
would defile the holy Temple
precincts. 7-13: The portrayal of
the prophet breaking or digging
through the walls of the Temple
suggests the later Babylonian a t
tempts to breach the walls of Jeru
salem (2 Kings 25.1-4; Jeremiah
52-4-7). 1 0: Detestableforms . . .
fetishes: Such depictions were in di
rect disobedience to the command
(Deut. 4.15-18) against images. In
addition, creeping things are ritu
ally impure (see Lev. 20.25) and
would defile the Temple. 1 1 : The
seventy men, elders of the house of Is
rael and faazaniah son of 5/wplwn in

dicates that the highest leaders of
the nation are involved in pagan
worship inside the Temple. The in
stitution of Israel's seventy elders
is well known in biblical tradition
as the primary ruling body of the
nation (Exod. 24.1; Num. 1 1.16)
which later played a role in select
ing and advising kings (2 Sam. 5.3;
cf. 1 Kings 12.6; 20.7). In postbibli
cal Judaism, the Sanhedrin was
composed of seventy leaders.
Shaphan played a major role in
Josiah's reform (2 Kings ch 22); his
sons Ahikam, Elasah, and Gema
riah, and grandson Micaiah sup
ported Jeremiah (Jer. chs 26; 29;
36). Although the text identifies
Jaazniah as an apostate, his
family's exemplary credentials as
supporters of the Elide/Levitical
priest Jeremiah suggest that
Ezekiel's vision may reflect ten
sions between the Zadokite and
Levitical priests, especially since
the Levitical priests were associ
ated with sanctuaries outside of Je
rusalem that were deemed illegiti
mate (see 2 Kings 2J.fl-9). 1 2: The
claim that the Lo1w lws abandoned
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see us; the LoRD has abandoned the country.' " 1 3 And He
said to me, "You shall see even more terrible abomina
tions which they practice."
14 Next He brought me to the entrance of the north •·gate
of the House of the LoRn;·• and there sat the women be
wailing Tammuz.b 15 He said to me, "Have you seen, 0
mortal? You shall see even more terrible abominations
than these."
16 Then He brought me into the inner court of the House
of the LoRD, and there, at the entrance to the Temple of the
LoRD, between the portico and the altar, were about
twenty-five men, their backs to the Temple of the LoRD
and their faces to the east; they were bowing low to the
sun in the east. 17 And He said to me, "Do you see, 0 mor
tal? Is it not enough for the House of Judah to practice the
abominations that they have committed here, that they
must fill the country with lawlessness and provoke Me
still further and <thrust the branch to their nostrils?·< 1 8 I in
tum will act with fury, I will show no pity or compassion;
though they cry aloud to Me, I will not listen to them."

9 Then He called loudly in my hearing, saying, "Ap

proach, you men in charge of the city, each bearing his
weapons of destruction! " 2 And six men entered by way of
the upper gate that faces north, each with his club in his
hand; and among them was another, clothed in linen, with
a writing case at his waist. They came forward and
stopped at the bronze altar. 3 Now the Presence of the God
of Israel had moved from the cherub on which it had
rested to the platform d of the House. He called to the man
clothed in linen with the writing case at his waist; 4 and
b A Bnbylo11in11 god.
n-n I.e., tl1e gate of tile i1111er court.
c-c Appnre11tly menni11g "goad Me to fury"; "tfleir" is n eupfle111is111 for "My. "
d Tile raised plntfonll ou wflicfl tl1e Te111ple stood; cf 47.1.

the country indicates the belief that

God would no longer protect Jeru
salem from Babylon. The quota
tion and refutation of a folk-saying
by the prophet is characteristic
of Ezekiel (see 1 1.2, 15; 18.2).
1 4-1 5: A pagan practice taking
place at the Temple itself. Women
weep for Tammuz, the Babylonian
vegetation god who dies at the
onset of the dry season and must
be brought back to life to inaugu
rate the rains. According to Bab
ylonian mythology, the goddess
Ish tar descends to the underworld

each year to return Tammuz to the
world of the living for the six
months of the rainy season.
Mourning rituals by women for
the dead Tammuz play a role in
bringing the god back to life.
16-1 8: Ezekiel sees twenty-five 1ne11
engaged in sun worship. The sun
god Shamash was the Babylonian
god of law and justice. They ap
paren tly turn their backs to the
Temple to face the east where the
sun rises. Traditional interpreters
understand this as an expression
of their rejection of God, since Jew-

ish worshippers face the Temple
and the Holy of Holies (see, as an
earlier instance, Dan. 6.11). The
meaning of the expression, tlm1st
the brn11ch to tlteir nostrils, is un
known, although it is generally
understood to refer to some nox
ious idolatrous practice. Radak fol
lows the Mekhilta to Exod. 15.7 in
maintaining tha t this statement is
one of the eighteen "emendations
of the scribes" that originally read,
"thrust the branch to my (God's)
nostrils." The various actions de
scribed in this narrative indicate
that the Temple has been profaned,
and must be purified to restore its
sacred character.
9.1-1 1 : The slaughter of Jerusa

lem. Ezekiel's depiction of the

killing of the people of Jerusalem
employs the imagery of sacrificial
slaughter. It would also draw
upon images of the Babylonian
soldiers slaughtering the defend
ers of Jerusalem. 1 : The verb
"karevu" (approach) frequently
appears as a technical term that
refers to the presentation of an of
fering to God (Exod. 29.4; 40.12;
Lev. 3.6; 7·35; 8.6; Num. 8.9; 16.5).
lt may also refer to drawing near
for battle (Exod. 1 4.20; Judg.
20.24). 2-3: The six men come from
the upper gate to the north with
weapons in their hands to begin
the slaughter. The Babylonian
army would have entered Judah
from the north (see Jer. 1 . 1 3-16).
The bronze altar had been moved to
the north by Ahaz to accommo
date an Assyrian altar (2 Kings
1 6.14). The Talmud maintains that
the bronze altar had been de
stroyed (b. 5/wb. 55a). The man
clothed in linen wears the apparel of
a priest who serves at the altar
(Exod. 28.39; Lev. 6.10) and carries
il writiltg case to record the sacri
fices. Angels, who are generally
understood as the heavenly coun
terparts to the priests, also dress in
white linen (Dan. 1 0.5; 12.6).The
living beings are now named cher
ubim. 4: God commands that a
mark (the ancient form of the Heb
letter "tav," here translated mark,
looks like an X) be placed on the
foreheads of the men w/10 moa11 and
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the LoRD said to him, "Pass through the city, through Je
rusalem, and put a mark on the foreheads of the men who
moan and groan because of all the abominations that are
committed in it." 5 To the others He said in my hearing,
"Follow him through the city and strike; show no pity or
compassion. 6 Ki11 off graybeard, youth and maiden,
women and children; but do not touch any person who
bears the mark. Begin here at My Sanctuary." So they
began with the elders who were in front of the House.
7 And He said to them, "Defile the House and fill the
courts with the slain. Then go forth." So they went forth
and began to kill in the city. s When they were out killing,
and I remained alone, I flung myself on my face and cried
out, "Ah, Lord Goo! Are you going to annihilate all that is
left of Israel, pouring out Your fury upon Jerusalem?" 9 He
answered me, "The iniquity of the Houses of Judah and
Israel is very very great, the land is full of crime and the
city is full of corruption. For they say, 'The LORD has for
saken the land, and the LORD does not see.' 10 I, in turn,
will show no pity or compassion; I will give them their
deserts." 1 1 And then the man clothed in linen with the
writing case at his waist brought back word, saying, "I
have done as You commanded me."

1 0 I looked, and on the expanse over the heads of the

cherubs, there was something like a sapphire stone;
an appearance resembling a throne could be seen over
them. 2 He spoke to the man clothed in linen and said,
"Step inside the wheelwork, under the cherubs, and fill
your hands with glowing coals from among the cherubs,
and scatter them over the city." And he went in as I looked
groan because of all the abominatio11s

to protect them from death. The
mark presumably indicates some
one who is to be spared. A mark
on the doorpost protects the Israel
ites from God's plague against the
Egyptians (Exod. 12.23), and a
mark on the forehead of Cain is
a sign of divine protection (Gen.
4. 15). All who lack the mark are to
die, defiling the sanctuary. But the
meaning of this v. is not entirely
certain as the ch subsequently de
picts the slaughter of all Jerusa
lem's inhabitants except for Ezek
iel (see 9.8-10). Interpreters
therefore waver as to whether the
mark indicates those who are
guilty or innocent, and sometimes
propose that God reneged by

slaughtering everyone without
distinction. 8-9: Ezekiel, as a
prophet, attempts to intercede as
Moses and other prophets did
(Exod. )2.1-L!; Num. ch q), but
God states that the people believe
that God lacks power and there
fore deserve the punishment. Un
like most prophets, who empha
size repentance, the theology of
Ezekiel is that the peoples' sin is
so great repentance at this point
is impossible. (See similarly Jer.
ch 25.) The purpose of Ezekiel's
prophecies is thus to explain the
disaster, not to try to avert it.
Radak states that the executioners
are to begin at the Temple with the
seventy elders because they en
gaged in idolatry (Ezek. 8.11), but

he cites Rashi and b. Shabbat 55a
who maintain that they were the
men who kept Torah from "ale£"
to " tav," (first to last) indicating
God's failure to keep a promise.
1 0.1-1 1 .1 3: The LoRo's departure

from Jerusalem. God's throne
chariot will return in 43.1-12 when
the city is purified and the Temple
reestablished. The departure of the
Presence [Glory J of tl1e LoRD from
the Temple contrasts with depic
tions of the manifestation of the di
vine Presence as fire and cloud in
the wilderness Tabernacle (Exod.
40.34-38) and in Solomon's Tem
ple (1 Kings 8.6-13; 2 Chron.
5.3-6.2). Once God has left, the city
is open to foreign invasion and de
struction. 1 0.1 : The expanse over the
heads of tl1e cherubs is associated
with sapphire. The blue image of
sapphire recalls the identification of
the expanse as the sky or heavens
in Gen. 1.6-8 and the pavement of
sapphire (or lapis) under the feet
of God seen by Moses, Aaron,
Nadab, Abihu, and the seventy el
ders in Exod. 24.9-11. In later kab
balistic tradition, the term sapphire
(Heb "sapir") is sometimes associ
ated with the Heb term "sefirah"
("counting"), which in kabbalistic
texts signify the "emanations" of
God or divine qualities manifested
in the world. The two terms, how
ever, are not related etymologi
cally. 2: God commands the man
clothed in linen to take glowing coals
from among the cherubs and scatter
them over the city. This act resem

bles Josiah's destruction of the
Bethel altar in which he com
manded that the altar be burned
and ground to dust and that the
bodies of the idolatrous priest be
burned on the site to desecrate it
(2 Kings 23.15-18). It also resem
bles the later purification of the
Temple by Judah the Maccabee,
who had to destroy the defiled
altar in order to rededicate the
Temple (1 Mace. 4.36-59). Insofar
as Ezekiel envisions the restoration
of the Temple at some time follow
ing its destruction (11.14-21; chs
40-48), the sacrificial imagery of
this act also likens it to the purifi
cation and guilt offerings pre-
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on. 3 Now the cherubs were standing on the south side of
the House when the man entered, and the cloud filled the
inner court. 4 But when the Presence of the LoRD moved
from the cherubs to the platform• of the House, the House
was filled with the cloud, and the court was filled with the
radiance of the Presence of the LoRD. s The sound of the
cherubs' wings could be heard as far as the outer court,
like the voice of El Shaddaib when He speaks.
6 When He commanded the man dressed in linen: "Take
fire from among the cherubs within the wheelwork,"
he went in and stood beside a wheel. 7 And a cherub
stretched out his hand among the cherubs to the fire that
was among the cherubs; he took some and put it into the
hands of him who was clothed in linen, who took it and
went out. B The cherubs appeared to have the form of a
man's hand under their wings.
9 I could see that there were four wheels beside the
cherubs, one wheel beside each of the cherubs; as for the
appearance of the wheels, they gleamed like the beryl
stone. 1o In appearance, the four had the same form, as if
there were two wheels cutting through each other. 11 And
when they moved, each could move in the direction of
any of its four quarters; they did not veer as they moved.
The [cherubs] moved in the direction in which one of the
heads faced, without turning as they moved. 12 Their en
tire bodies-backs, hands, and wings-and the wheels,
the wheels of the four of them, were covered all over with
eyes. 13 Jt was these wheels that I had heard called "the
wheelwork."c 14 Each one had four faces: One was a
cherub's face, the second a human face, the third a lion's
face, and the fourth an eagle's face.
15 The cherubs ascended; those were the creatures that I
had seen by the Chebar Canal. 16 Whenever the cherubs
went, the wheels went beside them; and when the cherubs
lifted their wings to ascend from the earth, the wheels did
not roll away from their side. 17 When those stood still,
these stood still; and when those ascended, these ascended
with them, for the spirit of the creature was in them.
l B Then the Presence of the LoRD left the platform• of the
House and stopped above the cherubs. 19 And I saw
the cherubs lift their wings and rise from the earth, with
the wheels beside them as they departed; and theyd
stopped at the entrance of the eastern gate of the House of
the LoRD, with the Presence of the God of Israel above
them. 20 They were the same creatures that I had seen
below the God of Israel at the Chebar Canal; so now I
a See note a/ 47· 1 .

b Sce note at Gcn. I 7. 1 .

c SeC l•. 2 .

d Lit. "it."
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sented in the Temple (Lev. chs 4-5;
7.1-10). Such sacrifices play a role
in atoning for iniquity and impu
rity so that the offender can "re
turn" as a member of the commu
nity. 4: God's presence is signified
by the cloud (Exod. 19.9; 1 Kings
8.1o-11) and radiance of the Presence
of tllf Lotw as it moves about the
Temple complex. 6-7: Because of
the sanctity of the throne chariot
or ark, the man clothed in linen is
unable to approach and a cherub
hands him the fire (2 Sam. 6.6-11).
9-14: Ezekiel's detailed descrip
tion of the cherubim and the
wheels differs from that in ch 1
in tha t one of their four faces
is a cherub rather than an ox.
1 9: Tl1e Presence of the God of Israel
above tile entrance of the enstem gate
of tl1e House of the LORD is the main

or processional entrance to the
Temple (Pss. 24.7-w 1 18.19-20).
1 1 .1-13: Ezekiel continues to em
ploy the image of sacrifice to
prophesy judgment for the people.
1-4: The spirit or "wind" trans
ports Ezekiel to the east gate of the
Temple where he sees twenty-five
officials, apparently the same men
who were worshipping the sun in
8.16. His earlier position in the
i1mer court allowed him to see
only their backs. Now that he is at
the eastern gate, he can see their
faces as they face the sun. 3: Their
statement, there is no need now to
build houses, rejects Jeremiah's call
to build and to plant (Jer: 1.10;
31.28). Their sta tement, this [city} is
the pot, nnd we nre the men!, indi
cates their belief that Jerusalem is
to be sacrificed since sacrificial
meat was cooked in pots (24.1-14;
Jer. 1.13-19; 1 Sam. 2.12-17). Be
cause they conclude that judgment
is final, they have rejected God to
worship the sun. 5-13: God in
structs Ezekiel to hold the twenty
five leaders responsible for the
deaths of the people in Jerusalem.
7: In stating that the dead will be
come the meat and the city the pot,
God turns their statement against
them and thereby continues the
metaphorical portrayal of the de
struction of Jerusalem with sacrifi
cial imagery. Because the city of Je
rusalem is to be purified by the
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knew that they were cherubs! 2 1 Each one had four faces
and each had four wings, with the form of human hands
under the wings. 22 As for the form of their faces, they
were the very faces that I had seen by the Chebar Canal
their appearance and b-their features·b-and each could
move in the direction of any of its faces.
a spirit lifted me up and brought me to the
east gate of the House of the LORD, which faces
1eastward;
1 Then
and there, at the entrance of the gate, were

twenty-five men, among whom I saw Jaazaniah son of
Azzur and Pelatiah son of Benaiah, leaders of the people.
2 [The LORD] said to me, "0 mortal, these are the men who
plan iniquity and plot wickedness in this city, 3 who say:
'There is no need now to build houses; this [city] is the
pot, and we are the meat.'< 4 I adjure you, prophesy
against them; prophesy, 0 mortal!"
5 Thereupon the spirit of the LoRD fell upon me, and He
said to me, "Speak: Thus said the LoRD: Such are your
thoughts, 0 House of Israel; I know what comes into your
mind. 6 Many have you slain in this city; you have filled its
streets with corpses. Assuredly, thus says the Lord Goo:
The corpses that you have piled up in it are the meat for
which it is the pot; but you shall be taken out of it. B You
feared the sword, and the sword I will bring upon you
declares the Lord Goo. 9 I will take you out of it and de
liver you into the hands of strangers, and I will execute
judgments upon you. 1 D You shall fall by the sword; I will
punish you at the border of Israel. And you shall know
that I am the LORD. 11 This [city] shall not be a pot for you,
nor you the meat in it; I will punish you at the border of Is
rael. 12 Then you shall know that I am the LoRD, whose
laws you did not follow and whose rules you did not
obey, acting instead according to the rules of the nations
around you."
13 Now, as I prophesied, Pelatiah son of Benaiah dropped
dead. I threw myself upon my face and cried out aloud,
"Ah, Lord Goo! You are wiping out the remnant of Israel!"
14 Then the word of the LoRD came to me: 15 "0 mortal,
[I will save] your brothers, your brothers, the men of your
kindred/ all of that very House of Israel to whom the in
habitants of Jerusalem say, 'Keep far from the LORD; the
land has been given as a heritage to us.' 16 Say then: Thus
said the Lord Goo: I have indeed removed them far
among the nations and have scattered them among the

7

a Because tltey had been called "clterubs" (cf v. 2!.
c I.e., tire exiles will rwt retunr.
d I.e., tilL' exiles.

b-b Lit. "tltcmsc/ves. "
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process of sacrifice, they will be
excluded from the pot. 10-1 1 : God
alludes to their fear of foreign in
vaders, and again turns their fears
against them by sta ting that they
will die at tile border of Israel (see
2 Kings 25.18-21; Jer. 52.24-27).
13: The immedia te death of Pela
tialz son of Benaia/1 confirms Ezek
iel's word and proves that he is a
true prophet (see Amos 7.1o-17;
Isa. chs 36-37; Jer. chs 27-28).
1 1 .14-21 : Oracle concerning the
restoration of Israel. The first of
fourteen oracles associated with
Ezekiel's vision of God's departure
from Jerusalem anticipates the fu
ture restoration of Israel once the
punishment is complete. It thereby
attempts to point to divine mercy
as the ultimate outcome of the
process of judgment. 15: The refer
ence to your brothers, tile men of
your kindred can also be read as
"your brothers, the men of your
redemption." The Heb term
"ge'ulatekha" has a background in
the Priestly laws of redemption
whereby a family member, "go'el,"
must redeem land sold to pay a
debt in the jubilee year (Lev.
25.23-55; Ruth 2.20) . Ezekiel ap
parently envisions that those ex
iled from the land of Israel will
redeem the land following the de
struction of those who defiled it.
Ironically, those who remain in the
land claim that the exiles (which
would include Ezekiel) must keep
far from God because they are
no longer entitled to the land.
1 6: God claims to be a dirninislzed
sanctity: God's presence in the
world, rather than the Temple's
presence in Jerusalem, insures
their future. Jewish tradition reads
into "mikdash me'at," "a little
sanctuary," a reference to the ori
gins of synagogues; based espe
cially on the translation of Targum
jonathan, "and I have become for
them synagogues, second to My
Temple." Although the origins of
synagogues are obscure, they can
first be traced to the 3rd century
BCE, and only emerged as the pri
mary Jewish centers for study and
worship following the destruction
of the Second Temple by the Ro-
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countries, and I have become to them a diminished sanc
tity in the countries whither they have gone. 17Yet say:
Thus said the Lord Goo: I will gather you• from the peo
ples and assemble you out of the countries where you
have been scattered, and I will give you the Land of Israel.
18 And they shall return there, and do away with all its de
testable things and all its abominations. 19I will give them
one heart and put a new spirit in them;b I will remove the
heart of stone from their bodies and give them a heart of
flesh, 20 that they may follow My laws and faithfully ob
serve My rules. Then they shall be My people and I will be
their God. 21 But as for them whose heart is set upon their
detestable things and their abominations, I will repay
them for their conduct-declares the Lord Goo."
22 Then the cherubs, with the wheels beside them, lifted
their wings, while the Presence of the God of Israel rested
above them. 23 The Presence of the LoRD ascended from
the midst of the city and stood on the hill east of the city.
24 A spirit carried me away and brought me in a vision by
the spirit of God to the exile community in Chaldea. Then
the vision that I had seen left me, 25 and I told the exiles all
the things that the LoRD had shown me.
T11e word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, you
dwell among the rebellious breed. They have eyes
1to see2but
see not, ears to hear but hear not; for they are a

rebellious breed. 3 Therefore, mortal, get yourself gear for
exile, and go into exile by day before their eyes. Go into
exile from your home to another place before their very
eyes; perhaps they will take note, even though they are a
rebellious breed. 4 Carry out your gear as gear for. exile by
day before their very eyes; and go out again in the
evening before their eyes, as one who goes out into exile.
5 Before their eyes, break through the wall and carry [the
gear] out through it; 6 before their eyes, carry it on your
shoulder. Take it out in the dark, and cover your face that
you may not see the land; for I make you a portent to the
House of Israel.
n I.e., the exiles.

b Heb. "you."

mans in 70 CE. 1 7: God promises
to gather the people from exile, to
give them the Lnnd oflsrnel so that
they might purify it from abomi
nations. 1 9: The promise of one
l1eart (some manuscripts read "a
new heart") and a new spirit in
them ("you") takes up a theme
from Jeremiah (Jer. 32.39; see also
Ezek. 18.31; 36.26) concerning a

new covenant in which God's
"torah" is written upon their
hearts (Jer. 31.33-34; see also Ezek.
16.59-63). These chs offer a radical
solution to prevent Israel from
sinning again and experiencing
another exile: Free choice is re
placed by a new lu�art which is
pre-programmed for obedience.
20: They shall be My people, and I
- "1062-

will l>c tl1cir God, a formulation
which characterizes the covenant
between God and Israel/Judah
(14. 1 1; 36.28; 37.23; Jer. 7.23; 31.33;
32.38; Hos. 2.23; Zech. 8.8). Chris
tianity understands this new cove
nant as a reference to the coming
of jesus (New Testament means
"new covenant"). Judaism under
stands it as a continuation of the
original covenant in which the
people will renew their commit
ment to God. Targum Jonntlwn
transla tes vv. 19-20, "and I will
break the heart of wickedness,
which is as strong as stone, from
their flesh, and I shall give them
a fearing heart before Me to per
form My will."
1 1 .22-24: The Presence of the

LoRD

departs from the city.

23: Rabbinic tradition identifies the
l1ill east of the city as the Mount of

Olives, and claims that the divine
Presence remained there for three
and a half years hoping that Israel
would repent (Lam. Rab. 25).
24: Ezekiel is returned to Clwldea
(Babylonia) to report to the exiles.
12.1-7: Symbolic action concern
ing the exile. God instructs Ezek

iel to perform a symbolic act that
depicts the exile of the House of
Israel. Most interpreters maintain
that Ezekiel's action is directed to
his fellow exiles. 1: Like the other
oracles that follow Ezekiel's vi
sion, the passage begins with the
formula, tl1e word of the LORD came
to me. 2: God calls Israel the rebel
lious breed, but adds they have eyes
to see but see not, enrs to henr but hear
not, apparently in reference to Isa.
6.9-1 o. 3-6: Ezekiel is to prepare

his baggage, dig through the wall,
and depart with his face covered
so that all may see that the exile of
Israel is taking place. Ironically,
this action contrasts with Exod.
12.11, which instructs the people
of Israel to eat the Passover sacri
fice with "your loins girded, your
sandals on your feet, and your
staff in your hand." Portent fre
quently appears as a term for
God's miracles at the time of the
Exodus (Exod. 4.21; 7.3; Deut. 4·34;
Ps. 78·43).
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7 I did just as I was ordered: I took out my gear by day as
gear for exile, and in the evening I broke through the wall
•with my own hands.-• In the darkness I carried [the gear]
out on my shoulder, carrying it before their eyes.
6 In the morning, the word of the LoRD came to me: 9 0
mortal, did not the House of Israel, that rebellious breed,
ask you, "What are you doing?" 1o Say to them: "Thus said
the Lord Goo: This pronouncement concerns the prince
in Jerusalem and all the House of Israel who are in it."
11 Say: "I am a portent for you: As I have done, so shall it
be done to them; they shall go into exile, into captivity.
1 2 And the prince among them shall carry his gear on his
shoulder as he goes out in the dark. Heb shall break
through the wall in order to carry [his gear] out through
it; he shall cover his face, because he himself shall not see
the land with his eyes." 13 I will spread My net over him,
and he shall be caught in My snare. I will bring him to
Babylon, the land of the Chaldeans, but he shall not see
it;< and there he shall die. 14 And all those around him,
his helpers and all his troops, I will scatter in every direc
tion; and I will unsheathe the sword after them. 15 Then,
when I have scattered them among the nations and dis
persed them through the countries, they shall know that
I am the LORD. 16 But I will spare a few of them from the
sword, from famine, and from pestilence, that they may
recount all their abominable deeds among the nations
to which they come; and they shall know that I am the
LORD!
I 7 The word of the LoRD came to me: 16 0 mortal, eat
your bread in trembling and drink your water in fear and
anxiety. 19 And say to the people of the land: Thus said the
Lord Goo concerning the inhabitants of Jerusalem in the
land of Israel: They shall eat their bread in anxiety and
drink their water in desolation, because their land will be
desolate of its multitudes on account of the lawlessness of
all its inhabitants. 20 The inhabited towns shall be laid
waste and the land shall become a desolation; then you
shall know that I am the LORD.
21 The word of the LoRD came to me: 22 0 mortal, what
is this proverb that you have in the land of Israel, that you
n-n

Lit. "by lmnd. "

b 1-/eb. "They. "

1 2.8-1 6: Ezekiel's explanation for
his symbolic action. God instructs

Ezekiel to explain his action to sat
isfy the questions tha t it provokes.
He relates the symbolic action to
the exile of the Davidic king,

c CJ

1

Kings 15-7·

which strikes at the foundation
of Judean identity and the prom
ise of God's protection of Jerusa
lem and the house of David
(2 Sam. ch 7; Pss. 89; 132). 1 0: He
calls the action a pronouncement, a

technical term for prophetic ora
cles that explain God's actions in
the world (see Isa. 13.1; Hab. 1.1).
1 2-13: Ezekiel's scenario of the
prince's escape and capture re
flects Zedekiah's capture near
Jericho and blinding at Riblah
prior to imprisonment in Babylon
(2 Kings 25.1-7; Jer. 52.4-11). Rashi
and Radak quote an unknown
midrashic source indicating that
Zedekiah twmeled out of Jerusa
lem to Jericho, but God caused a
gazelle to run along the top of the
tunnel pursued by Babylonian sol
diers, who then captured him as
he emerged. 1 6: But ! will spare a
few of them reflects the tradition of
a remnant that is common in pro
phetic literature. Yet the view of
this remnant is bleak, in contrast
to other prophetic passages (e.g.,
Isa. 6.13).
1 2.17-20: Symbolic action con
cerning eating and drinking. Eat

ing meals in fear dramatizes the
realities of exile. Again, eating and
drinking in fear contrasts with the
experience of the exodus, in which
the Israelites carried their knead
ing bowls and hurriedly ate mat
zot (unleavened bread) as they
escaped from Egypt to travel
through the wilderness (Exod.
12.33-39; 13.1-8; cf. 12.11-15). The
effectiveness of this symbolic ac
tion assumes that members of the
exile community are regularly
visting Ezekiel to observe his ac
tions (see 8.1 n.).
1 2.21-25: Oracle concerning the
fulfillment of prophecy. Ezekiel's

oracle affirms the imminent fulfill
ment of God's visions and chal
lenges those prophets and
prophetesses who proclaim fulse
messages of peace. Ezekiel re
sponds to those who claim in
essence that he is a false prophet,
and that his visions will not be ful
filled (see 1 1.13 n.). 22: Proverb
here refers to a common saying
among the people. Visior1 refers to
both visual and uuditory experi
ence (see Isa. 2.1). Jeremiah also at
tacks false prophets (Jer. 23.9-40;
chs 27-28; 29.2o-28; cf. Deut.
18.15-22).
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say, "The days grow many and every VISIOn comes to
naught?" 23 Assuredly, say to them, Thus said the Lord
Goo: I will put an end to this proverb; it shall not be used
in Israel any more. Speak rather to them: The days draw
near, and the fulfillment of every vision. 24 For there shall
no longer be any false vision or soothing divination in the
House of Israel. 25 But whenever I the LoRD speak what I
speak, that word shall be fulfilled without any delay; in
your days, 0 rebellious breed, I will fulfill every word I
speak-declares the Lord Goo.
26 The word of the LoRD came to me: 27 See, 0 mortal,
the House of Israel says, "The vision that he sees is far
ahead, and he prophesies for the distant future." 28 As
suredly, say to them: Thus said the Lord Goo: There shall
be no more delay; whenever I speak a word, that word
shall be fulfilled-declares the Lord Goo.

1 3 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal,

prophesy against the prophets of Israel who proph
esy; say to those who prophesy out of their own imagina
tion: Hear the word of the LoRD! 3 Thus said the Lord
Goo: Woe to the degenerate prophets, who follow their
own fancy, without having had a vision! 4 Your prophets,
0 Israel, have been like jackals among ruins. s You did not
enter the breaches and repair the walls for the House of Is
rael, that they might stand up in battle in the day of the
LoRD. 6 They prophesied falsehood and lying divination;
they said, "Declares the LORD," when the LORD did not
send them, and then they waited for their word to be ful
filled. 7 It was false visions you prophesied and lying divi
nation you uttered, saying, "Declares the LoRD," when I
had not spoken.
8 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Because you speak
falsehood and prophesy lies, assuredly, I will deal with
you-declares the Lord Goo. 9 My hand will be against
the prophets who prophesy falsehood and utter lying div
ination. They shall not remain in the assembly of My peo
ple, they shall not be inscribed in the lists of the House of
Israel, and they shall not come back to the land of Israel.
Thus shall you know that I am the Lord Goo.
lO inasmuch as they have misled My people, saying, "It
is well," when nothing is well, daubing with plaster the
flimsy wall which •·the people·• were building, 11 say to
those daubers of plaster: It shall collapse; a driving rain
shall descend-and you, 0 great hailstones, shall fall
and a hurricane wind shall rend it. 1 2 Then, when the wall
n-n

Heb. "il . "
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1 2.26-28: Oracle concerning the
imminent fulfillment of Ezekiel's
vision. Prophetic visions often do

not have a clear time-period asso
ciated with them. In this context,
Ezekiel responds to the charge that
his visions will be fulfilled only in
the distant future by stating that
they are about to be realized.
1 3.1-23: Oracle concerning false
prophets. Like Jeremiah, Ezekiel

condemns prophets who an
nounce well-being for the people
of Israel (Jer. chs 27-28; cf. 23.9-40;
29.2o-28). 2: Ezekiel charges that
they prophesy out of tl1eir own imagi
nation rather than speaking the
word of God. 4: He compares
them to jackals (lit. "foxes"), ani
mals associated with ruins. Instead
of helping to prevent the destruc
tion, the prophets preside over it.
10: God is against those prophets
who announce "It is well [shalom]"
when nothing is well. The expres
sion may be translated, "saying,
'peace,' when there is no peace."
Much like Hananiah in Jer. chs
27-28, such prophets of peace
would have relied upon the Da
vidic tradition of God's promise of
security for the monarchy and Je
rusalem. Ezekiel compares these
prophecies to daubing with plaster
[a ] jlimsy wall that is then de
stroyed by rain, hail, and wind.
Walls made of sun-dried brick are
frequently destroyed by heavy
rain and wind. Heb "tafel" (plaster)
also means "folly" (d. Lam. 2.14),
and may here function as a pun
with "yipol/ tipol" (it shall col
lapse). A somewhat similar meta
phor appears in Amos's vision of
the plumb line, in which God em
ploys a plumb line to show him
that the "wall" or Israel is about to
fall (Amos 7·7--f9).
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collapses, you will be asked, "What became of the plaster
you daubed on?"
13 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: In My fury I will
let loose hurricane winds; in My anger a driving rain shall
descend, and great hailstones in destructive fury. 14 I will
throw down the wall that you daubed with plaster, and I
will raze it to the ground so that its foundation is exposed;
and when it falls, you shall perish in its midst; then you
shall know that I am the LoRD. 15 And when I have spent
My fury upon the wall and upon those who daubed it
with plaster, I will say to you: Gone is the wall and gone
are its daubers, 16 the prophets of Israel who prophesy
about Jerusalem and see a vision of well-being for her
when there is no well-being-declares the Lord Goo.
17 And you, 0 mortal, set your face against the women
of your people, who prophesy out of their own imagina
tion. Prophesy against them 18 and say: Thus said the Lord
Goo: Woe to those who sew pads• on all arm-joints and
make bonnets• for the head of every person, in order to
entrap! Can you hunt down lives among My people,
while you preserve your own lives? 19You have profaned
b·My name·b among My people in return for handfuls of
barley and morsels of bread; you have announced the
death of persons who will not die and the survival of per
sons who will not live-lying to My people, who listen to
your lies.
20 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to deal
with your pads,a c·by which-c you hunt down lives like
birds, and I will tear them from your arms and free the
persons whose lives you hunt down like birds. 21 I will
tear off your bonnets• and rescue My people from your
hands, and they shall no longer be prey in your hands;
then you shall know that I am the LoRD. 22 Because you
saddened the heart of the innocent with lies, when I
would not inflict suffering on him, and encouraged the
wicked not to repent of his evil ways and so gain life23 assuredly, you shall no longer prophesy lies or practice
divination! I will save My people from your hands, and
you shall know that I am the LORD.

1 4 Certain elders of Israel came to me and sat down
before me. 2 And the word of the LoRD came to me:

3 0 mortal, these men have turned their thoughts upon

their fetishes and set their minds upon the sin through
which they stumbled: Shall I respond to their inquiry?

13. 13-14.3

Ezekiel then condemns the
women who prophesy falsely and
practice divination. Miriam (Exod.
15.20-21), Deborah (Judg. chs 4-5),
the wife of Isaiah (Isa. 8. 1-4), Hul
dah (2 Kings 22.1 4-20), and Noa
diah (Neh. 6.14) demonstrate that
female prophets appeared in both
Israel and Judah. A careful analy
sis of the condemnation of these
female prophets in contrast to
their male counterparts reveals im
portant assumptions about gender
in ancient Israel. 1 8: Ezekiel points
to the divinatory side of their ac
tivities in which they employ
wristbands and veils (see Moses'
veil in Exod. 34-29-35), and indi
cates that they are paid for their
services. The exact identity and
function of these devices that the
women use to aid them in proph
ecy are unclear. 19: Prophecy is a
profession in the ancient world
for which payment is received
(1 Sam. 9-7; but see Amos 7.1o-17);
Ezekiel's point is that they deliver
life-and-death prophecies for
negligible compensation. Death
1 7-23:

_

of persons . . su rvivnl ofpersons:

The false prophetesses and divin
ers apparently play a role in decid
ing capital cases in which a per
son's life is at stake. 20: God
will tear the bands from their
hands and let the lives of such
people go free like birds. Birds
were frequently employed in
divination in the ancient world
(see Isa. 8.19).
14.1-1 1 : Threats against false
prophets and diviners. Here and

in the following section, Ezekiel
uses the form of case law, familiar
from ancient Near Eastern and
biblical law collections, to frame
his address. As a priest, he would
have been especially familiar with
this type of law (see 7.26; 22.26; Jer.
18.18). Divination is prohibited in
the Bible because it is associated
with idolatry and apostasy (Deut.
13.2-6; !sa. 2.6-9). 1: See 8.1 n.
3: God states that the elders lznve
turned their thoughts upon their
fetishes n11d set tlzeir 111inds upon tlze
sin through which they stu111bled, ap

parently a reference to their con
sulting pagan diviners or a charge

a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Heb. "Me. "
c-c Heb. "where. "
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4 Now speak to them and tell them: Thus said the Lord
Gon: If anyone of the House of Israel turns his thoughts
upon his fetishes and sets his mind upon the sin through
which he stumbled, and yet comes to the prophet, I the
LoRD will respond to him •·as he comes with·• his multi
tude of fetishes. 5 Thus I will hold the House of Israel to
account for their thoughts, because they have all been es
tranged from Me through their fetishes.
6 Now say to the House of Israel: Thus said the Lord
Gon: Repent, and turn back from your fetishes and turn
your minds away from all your abominations. 7 For if any
man of the House of Israel, or of the strangers who dwell in
Israel, breaks away from Me and turns his thoughts upon
his fetishes and sets his mind upon the sins through which
he stumbled, and then goes to the prophet to inquire of Me
through him, I the LORD will respond to him directly. s I
will set My face against that man and make him a sign and
a byword, and I will cut him off from the midst of My peo
ple. Then you shall know that I am the LORD.
9 And if a prophet is seduced and does speak a word [to
such a man], it was I the LoRD who seduced that prophet;
I will stretch out My hand against him and destroy him
from among My people Israel. 1D Thus they shall bear their
punishment: The punishment of the inquirer and the pun
ishment of the prophet shall be the same, 11 so that the
House of Israel may never again stray from Me and defile
itself with all its transgressions. Then they shall be My
people and I will be their God-declares the Lord Gon.
12 The word of the LORD came to me:

13 0 mortal, if a land
were to sin against Me and commit a trespass, and I
stretched out My hand against it and broke its staff of
bread, and sent famine against it and cut off man and beast
from it, 14 even if these three men-Noah, Daniel, and
Job-should be in it, they would by their righteousness
save only themselves-declares the Lord Gon. 15 Or, if I
were to send wild beasts to roam the land and they depop
ulated it, and it became a desolation with none passing
through it because of the beasts, 16 as I live-declares the
Lord Goo-those three men in it would save neither sons
nor daughters; they alone would be saved, but the land
would become a desolation. 17 0r, if I were to bring the
sword upon that land and say, "Let a sword sweep through
the land so that I may cut off from it man and beast," 1B if
those three men should be in it, as I live-declares the Lord
Goo-they would save neither sons nor daughters, but
a-n Emendntio11 yields "directly, because of"; cf v.

7·
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that other Judean prophets are
false. The coarse term for fetishes,
lit. "dung balls," demonstrates
Ezekiel's disdain for such persons
and suggests that they are not
worthy of an answer. 4: In re
sponse to those who consult idols
or false prophets, God states, "I,
the LoRD, will respond to him . " 7:

The reference to strangers who dwell
in Israel is generally understood as
a reference to non-Israelites who
joined the community, either in
Babylonia or in the land of Israel
(Exod. 12.19; Lev. 16.29; 17.8; 25.47;
Num. 9.14; Deut. 1 .16; 16.1 1;
26.11). 9: Both the idolater and the
prophet who is seduced into being
his accomplice will be held ac
countable. God calls upon such
persons to repent, but also claims
deliberately to seduce or deceive
the false prophets so that they will
be destroyed. This recalls the case
of Micaiah ben Imlah, who claims
to have witnessed God's com
mand to send a lying spirit to the
prophets of Ahab (1 Kings ch 22).
It also recalls God's commission to
Isaiah to make sure that the people
would not repent and be saved
(Isa. ch 6). Jeremiah claims to have
been seduced by God (Jer. 20.7).
1 1 : The covenant formula (see
11.14-21 n.), tl1ey shall be My people
and I will be their God, conveys
God's intention to convince the
people to remain loyal. Formulae
are often used to end oracles in
Ezekiel.
14.12-23: Oracle concerning indi
vidual righteousness. Ezekiel

claims that individual people are
responsible for their own moral ac
tions and that the wicked will not
be saved because of the few
among them who are righteous.
Abraham (Gen. ch 18) argued with
God to save Sodom if there could
be found in it the minimum num
ber of righteous people; Ezekiel ar
gues that Jerusalem could not be
saved even for the three most righ
teous. 1 3: The form imitates the
casuistic law collections, "if a
man. . . ." 14: Noah, Daniel, and Job
were exemplary righteous persons
who had the capacity to save oth
ers. Noah saved his family during
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they alone would be saved. 1 9 0r, if I let loose a pestilence
against that land, and poured out My fury upon it in blood,
cutting off from it man and beast, 20 should Noah, Daniel,
and Job be in it, as I live-declares the Lord Goo-they
would save neither son nor daughter; they would save
themselves alone by their righteousness.
21 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: How much less
[should any escape] now that I have let loose against Jeru
salem all four of My terrible punishments-the sword,
famine, wild beasts, and pestilence-to cut off man and
beast from it! 22 Yet there are survivors left of it, •·sons and
daughters who are being brought out.·• They are coming
out to you; and when you see their ways and their deeds,
you will be consoled for the disaster that I brought on Je
rusalem, for all that I brought on it. 23 You will be consoled
through them, when you see their ways and their deeds
and realize that not without cause did I do all that I did in
it-declares the Lord Goo.

5 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, how
is the wood of the grapevine better than the wood
1of any
branch to be found among the trees of the forest?

3 Can wood be taken from it for use in any work? Can one
take a peg from it to hang any vessel on? 4 Now suppose it
was thrown into the fire as fuel and the fire consumed its
two ends and its middle was charred-is it good for any
use? s Even when it was whole it could not be used for
anything; how much less when fire has consumed it and it
is charred! Can it still be used for anything?
6 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Like the wood of
the grapevine among the trees of the forest, which I have
designated to be fuel for fire, so will I treat the inhabitants
of Jerusalem. 7 I will set My face against them; they es
caped from fire, but fire shall consume them. When I set
my face against them, you shall know that I am the LoRD.
B I will make the land a desolation, because they com
mitted trespass-declares the Lord Goo.
The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, pro
claim Jerusalem's abominations to her, 3 and say:
1Thus6said
the Lord Goo to Jerusalem: By origin and birth
a-n

Several nnciCIII versior1s rend "wlro are briugiug out sons nud daughters. "

the flood (Gen. chs 6--9), and Job
saved his three friends who spoke
wrongly about God (Job 42·7-9).
Daniel probably refers not to the
Daniel in the book of Daniel, but
to Dan-E! in the Canaanite legend

of Aqhat, found among the
Ugaritic tablets. The righteous
Dan-El saves his son Aqhat from
death. It is therefore striking that
Dan-El in Ezekiel is spelled ac
cording to the Canaanite pattern

(see 28.3). In a similar vein, Jere
miah argues that the wicked
would suffer punishment even if
Moses and Samuel were present
(Jer. 15.1). The theme of this sec
tion, individual responsibility
and retribution, is spelled out in
greater detail in ch 18. 21-23: The
same punishments are applied to
Jerusalem. Those who are righ
teous will survive to form the rem
nant of Israel.
1 5.1-8: The allegory of the use
less vine. Ezekiel uses the genre

of riddles, known in ancient Near
Eastern wisdom literature, to com
pare the inhabitants of Jerusalem
to the wood of a grapevine, which
is entirely useless except for burn
ing (see Judg. 9.7-21). The allegory
may draw upon Isaiah's (Isa.
5.1-7) depiction of Israel as God's
vineyard, which was planted with
good grapes that went bad and
was therefore destroyed, but it is
not formulated with the poetic
artistry of that ch. 3: The wood of
the vine cannot be used to make .
anything, since vine branches are
twisted and weak. 4-5: Even when
burned, the charred ends are use
less. 6-8: Like useless vine
branches, Jerusalem will be
burned because of its trespasses.
1 6.1-63: The allegory of Jerusa

lem as God's adulterous wife.

Prophets often employ the
metaphor of marriage to portray
the relationship between God,
the husband, and Israel, the bride
(Hos. chs 1-3; Jer. chs 2-3; Isa.
chs 49-54; 66.7-14; 8.5-8; Zeph.
}.14-20). Rabbinic interpreters are
very uncomfortable with the spe
cific use of this imagery in this
chapter because of its lewd por
trayal of Jerusalem. R. Eliezer rules
that it should not be read as a
haftarah portion (111. Meg. 4.10).
Maimonides read it as the haf
tarah for Shemot (Exod. 1.1-6.1),
but it is no longer read as a haf
tarah for any text. Along with ch
23, which is similar, it has been the
subject of much recent feminist in
terpretation. 1-5: Ezekiel portrays
Jerusalem as an unwanted baby
who is abandoned to die. 3: Your
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you are from the land of the Canaanites-yom father was
an Amorite and your mother a Hittite. 4 As for your birth,
when you were born your navel cord was not cut, and you
were not bathed in water to •·smooth you;-• you were not
rubbed with salt, nor were you swaddled. 5 No one pitied
you enough to do any one of these things for you out of
compassion for you; on the day you were born, you were
left lying, rejected, in the open field. 6 When I passed by
you and saw you wallowing in your blood, I said to you:
"Live in spite of your blood." b·Yea, I said to you: "Live in
spite of your blood." -b 7 I let you grow like the plants of the
field; and you continued to grow up until you attained •to
womanhood,-• until your breasts became firm and your
hair sprouted.
You were still naked and bare 8 when I passed by you
[again] and saw that your time for love had arrived. <·So I
spread My robe over you·< and covered your nakedness,
and I entered into a covenant with you by oath-declares
the Lord Goo; thus you became Mine. 9 I bathed you in
water, and washed the blood off you, and anointed you
with oil. 10 I clothed you with embroidered garments, and
gave you sandals of •·dolphin leather• to wear, and
wound fine linen about your head, and dressed you in
silks. 11 I decked you out in finery and put bracelets on
your arms and a chain around your neck. 1 2 I put a ring in
your nose, and earrings in your ears, and a splendid
crown on your head. 13 You adorned yourself with gold
and silver, and your apparel was of fine linen, silk, and
embroidery. Your food was choice flour, honey, and oil.
You grew more and more beautiful, and became fit for
royalty. 14 Your beauty won you fame among the nations,
for it was perfected through the splendor which I set upon
you-declares the Lord Goo.
15 But confident in your beauty and fame, you played
the harlot: you lavished your favors on every passerby;
•they were his.·• 16 You even took some of your cloths and
made yourself •tapestried platforms·• and fornicated on
them-d·not in the future; not in time to come.-d 17You took
your beautiful things, made of the gold and silver that I
had given you, and you made yourself phallic images and
fornicated with them. 18 You took your embroidered
cloths to cover them; and you set My oil and My incense
before them. 1 9 The food that I had given you-the choice
n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Tlris se11tence is missingfrom so111e n11cie11t versio11s n11d n few Heb. russ.
c-c An net symbolizi11g espousal; cf 11ote nt Deut. 23.1, l�utlr J-9·
d-d See 11ote nt Exod. 25-4·
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fatlrer was an Amorite, and your
mother a Hittite: The indigenous in

habitants of Canaan were idola
ters, and Ezekiel is thus suggest
ing that Jerusalem has idolatrous
antecedents and is therefore pre
disposed to sin. The Bible gener
ally suggests that Israel's origins
were elsewhere, and that they
must be distinguished from the
native Canaanites (see esp. Deut.
20.16-19). Some modern scholars,
however, believe that this state
ment reflects the historical truth
that the people Israel originated
in the land of Israel by differenti
ating itself from the native
Canaanites. 4-5: A catalogue of ac
tivities performed on the typical
newborn. 6-7: God wills the aban
doned infant to live. She lives and
grows to puberty. Live in spite of
your blood may also be understood
as "live because of your blood,"
and with this understanding these
words are incorporated into the
circumsicion ceremony. 8: Upon
reaching puberty, she is ready for
marriage. I spread my robe over you
and covered your nakedness indicates
God's marriage to the young
woman; a similar metaphor ex
presses Boaz's marriage to Ruth
(Ruth 3-9), and the rape of Israel
by the Assyrians (Isa. 8.7-8). God
is depicted in strikingly anthropo
morphic terms (contrast ch 1).
9: With her "marriage" to God
comes Jerusalem's washing and
anointing-that is, her purification
and beautification. 1 0-13: The de
scription of fine clothing, jewelry,
and food (see Isa. 3.18-23) demon
strates God's generosity to the
unwanted Jerusalem, who is
treated as a queen. 1 5-29: God's
charge that Jerusalem used the
gifts to become a whore is a
way to describe religious unfaith
fulness. The metaphor then
shifts to political and trade al
liances with foreign nations.
Israel allied itself with Egypt dur
ing the reigns of Solomon ( 1 Kings
3.1) and later Hoshea (2 Kings
17.4). Israel is depicted as a
sexually overcharged ingrate.
29: Clwldea, that land of traders, the
Heb reads, "Chaldea, that land of
Canaan." The term "Canaan"
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flour, the oil, and the honey, which I had provided for you
to eat-you set it before them for a pleasing odor! And so
it went-declares the Lord Goo. 2o You even took the sons
and daughters that you bore to Me and sacrificed them to
those [images] as food-as if your harlotries were not
enough, 21 you slaughtered My children and presented
them as offerings to them! 22 In all your abominations and
harlotries, you did not remember the days of your youth,
when you were naked and bare, and lay wallowing in
your blood.
23 After all your wickedness (woe, woe to you!)
declares the Lord Gon_z4 you built yourself an eminence
and made yourself a mound in every square. 25 You built
your mound at every crossroad; and you sullied your
beauty and spread your legs to every passerby, and you
multiplied your harlotries. 26 You played the whore with
your neighbors, the lustful b Egyptians-you multiplied
your harlotries to anger Me. 27 Now, I will stretch out My
arm against you and withhold your maintenance; and I
will surrender you to the will of your enemies, the Philis
tine women, who are shocked by your lewd behavior.
28 In your insatiable lust you also played the whore with
the Assyrians; you played the whore with them, but were
still unsated. 29You multiplied your harlotries with Chal
dea, that land of traders; yet even with this you were not
satisfied.
30 <·How sick was your heart·<-declares the Lord
Goo-when you did all those things, the acts of a self
willed whore, 31 building your eminence at every cross
road and setting your mound in every square! Yet you
were not like a prostitute, for you spurned fees; 32 [you
were like] the adulterous wife who welcomes strangers
instead of her husband. 33 Gifts are made to all prostitutes,
but you made gifts to all your lovers, and bribed them to
come to you from every quarter for your harlotries. 34 You
were the opposite of other women: you solicited instead
of being solicited; you paid fees instead of being paid fees.
Thus you were just the opposite!
35 Now, 0 harlot, hear the word of the LoRD. 36 Thus
said the Lord Goo: Because of your brazen effrontery, of
fering your nakedness to your lovers for harlotry-d·just
like the blood of your children, which you gave to all your
abominable fetishes:·d_3? I will assuredly assemble all the
a I.e., as a sacrifice; cf Lev. 2.2.
b Lit. "big ofplmllus"; cf 23.20.
c-c Change ofvocalizatioll yields "Howfllrious I was with you"; lit. "How I was filled with
your fury" (libbat, as in Akkadian and Old Aramaic).
d-d Construction of Heb. uncertain.
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sometimes signifies merchants or
traders (Zeph. 1.11; Zech. 14.21;
d. Ezek. 17-4). Following Israel's
destruction in 722 neE, Assyria
granted Philistia control of Israel
ite and Judean territory in the
coastal plain. Israel made an al
liance with Assyria during the
reign of Menahem (2 Kings
1 5.17-22), and Judah turned to
Assyria during the reign of Ahaz
(2 Kings ch 16). Hezekiah estab
lished relations with Chaldea or
Babylonia (2 Kings ch 20; Isaiah ch
39). 30-34: Ezekiel charges that Je
rusalem, contrary to the expecta
tions of a prostitute, pays her
lovers! Ahaz's "bribe" to Tiglath
pileser (2 Kings 16.8) would be a
case in point. When Nebuchadnez
zar first conquered Jerusalem, he
stripped the Temple of its wealth
(2 Kings 24.10-17). 35-43: God
states tha t all of Jerusalem's lovers,
the nations with whom she was al
lied, will come to punish her. Deut.
22.22-24 requires tha t an adulter
ess and her lover be stoned to
death by the community, but here
the paramours are destroying
Jerusalem. As in many prophetic
oracles, the punishment is intro
duced with the word Now
("lakhen").
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lovers to whom you gave your favors, along with every
body you accepted and everybody you rejected. I will as
semble them against you from every quarter, and I will ex
pose your nakedness to them, and they shall see all your
nakedness. 38 I will inflict upon you the punishment of
women who commit adultery and murder, and I will di
rect bloody and impassioned fury against you. 39 I will de
liver you into their hands, and they shall tear down your
eminence and level your mounds; and they shall strip you
of your clothing and take away your dazzling jewels,
leaving you naked and bare. 40 Then they shall assemble a
mob against you to pelt you with stones and pierce you
with their swords. 41 They shall put your houses to the
flames and execute punishment upon you in the sight of
many women; thus I will put a stop to your harlotry, and
you shall pay no more fees. 42 When I have satisfied My
fury upon you and My rage has departed from you, then I
will be tranquil; I will be angry no more.
43 Because you did not remember the days of your
youth, but infuriated Me with all those things, I •will pay
you back for your conduct·•-declares the Lord Goo.
Have you not committed depravity on top of all your
other abominations? 44 Why, everyone who uses proverbs
applies to you the proverb "Like mother, like daughter."
45 You are the daughter of your mother, who rejected her
husband and children. And you are the sister of your sis
ters, who rejected their husbands and children; for you are
daughters of a Hittite mother and an Amorite father.
46 Your elder sister was Samaria, who lived with her
daughters to the north of you; your younger sister was
Sodom, who lived with her daughters to the south of you.
47 Did you not walk in their ways and practice their abom
inations? Why, you were almostb more corrupt than they in
all your ways. 48 As I live-declares the Lord Goo-your
sister Sodom and her daughters did not do what you and
your daughters did. 49 0nly this was the sin of your sister
Sodom: arrogance! She and her daughters had plenty of
bread and untroubled tranquillity; yet she did not support
the poor and the needy. 50 In their haughtiness, they com
mitted abomination before Me; and so I removed them, as
you saw.c 51 Nor did Samaria commit even half your sins.
You committed more abominations than they, and by all
the abominations that you committed you made your sis
ters look righteous. 52 Truly, you must bear the disgrace of
a-a Construction of Hcb. 11ncertoin.
I> Meaning of Heb. 11ncerlain.
c Construed as secolld-pl.'rson feminine; cf qcre, i'V. 47 aHrl 5 1 ; and see above vv. 13, 18,
22, J1, 43·
-
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44-52: Charging that Jerusalem is
like her mother who rejected her
husband and children, God points to

the sexual "abominations" of the
nations who possessed the land
before Israel (Lev. 18.24-30; 20.23;
Gen. 15.16). 44: Ezekiel again
shows his familiarity with popular
proverbs (see 8.12 n.). 46: For
shock value, God compares
Jerusalem to Samaria, the elder
sister . . . to the north, and Sodom,
the younger sister . . . to the south.
47: According to biblical tradition
(2 Kings ch 17; Gen. chs 18-19),
both cities were destroyed for
their sins, but God states that
Jerusalem's sins are even worse.
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serving as your sisters' advocate: Since you have sinned
more abominably than they, they appear righteous in com
parison. So be ashamed and bear your disgrace, because
you have made your sisters look righteous.
53 I will restore their fortunes-the fortunes of Sodom
and her daughters and the fortunes of Samaria and her
daughters-and your fortunes along with theirs. 54 Thus
you shall bear your disgrace and feel your disgrace for
behaving in such a way that they could take comfort.
55 Then your sister Sod om and her daughters shall return
to their former state, and Samaria and her daughters shall
return to their former state, and you and your daughters
shall return to your former state. 56 Was not your sister
Sodom a byword in your mouth in the days of your pride,
57 before your own wickedness was exposed? So must you
now bear the mockery of the daughters of Aram• and all
her neighbors, the daughters of Philistia who jeer at you
on every side. 58 You yourself must bear your depravity
and your abominations-declares the LoRD.
59 Truly, thus said the Lord Goo: I will deal with you as
you have dealt, for you have spurned the pact and vio
lated the covenant. 60 Nevertheless, I will remember the
covenant I made with you in the days of your youth, and I
will establish it with you as an everlasting covenant.
61 You shall remember your ways and feel ashamed, when
you receive your older sisters and your younger sisters,
and I give them to you as daughters, though they are not
of your covenant. 62 I will establish My covenant with you,
and you shall know that I am the LoRD. 63 Thus you shall
remember and feel shame, and you shall be too abashed to
open your mouth again, when I have forgiven you for all
that you did-declares the Lord Goo.

1 7 The word of the LORD came to me: 2 0 mortal, pro

pound a riddle and relate an allegory to the House
of Israel. 3 Say: Thus said the Lord Goo: The great eagle
with the great wings and the long pinions, bwith the full
plumage and the brilliant colors,·b came to the Lebanon
range and seized the top of the cedar. 4 He plucked off its
a Mnn11 Heb. IIISS. and editio11s read "Edam .
b-b Tl1is rlescriptio11 suggests tile golden eagle; tile vulture, called by t11e same word in Heb.
(ncshcr) lias a bald fiend (Mic. 1 . 1 6) nud dnrkfcntllers.
"

53: God intends to restore . . . the
fortunes of both Sodom and Sa
maria and their daughters, a refer

ence to cities allied with each. In
addition, God will restore Jerusa
lem. 54: God intends to punish or

cleanse Israel from sins so it will
continue to experience the shame
of its past actions. 57: Jerusalem
has become a mockery to Ara111
(some manuscripts read "Edom";
the letters "dalet" and "resh" are
- 1071 -

16.53-17.4

similar) and Philistia, Judah's sur
viving neighbors. 60-61: The ever
lasting covena11t wi th Jerusalem al
ludes to God's eternal protection
for Jerusalem and the House of
David (2 Sam. ch T !sa. 55-J).
Many compare it to Jeremiah's
new covenant (Jer. JL)l-J4), but it
is not "new"; God "remembers"
the covenant, and calls upon Jeru
salem to do the same. Jerusalem
and not God is charged with vio
lating the "eternal covenant," ac
cording to which Jerusalem is de
stroyed. Samaria and Sodom were
sisters, but they will become Jeru
salem's daughters, indicating Jeru
salem's premier status. The re
membrance of the covenant at the
end of this unit may be patterned
after Lev. 26-42, 45· 62: I will estab
lislz My covenant with you, and you
simi/ know that I am the LoRD re

states the covenant formula (Hos.
2.22). 63: God's remembering
(vv. 6o-61) has as its ultimate goal
making Israel remember.
17.1-24: The allegory of the ea
gles, the vine, and the cedar. The

allegory describes Jehoiachin's
exile to Babylon, the installation
of Zedekiah as king, and Zed
ekiah's demise when he allied
himself with Egypt and revolted
against Babylonia (see 2 Kings chs
24-25; 2 Chron. ch 36; Jer. ch 52).
1-2: God instructs Ezekiel to speak
n riddle (i.e., a puzzle) and an nlle
ga�y (elsewhere translated "prO\·
erb" [12.22], "theme" Uob 27.1]
"byword" [Ps. 69.12]; the basic
meaning is "likeness" or "compar
ison"). 3-10: The allegory pro
ceeds in three stages. 3-4: The first
describes an eagle, later identified
as Nebuchadnezzar, who breaks
off the top shoot of the cedar and
carries it to the land of traders (lit.
" to the land of Canaan"; cf. 16.29;
Zeph. 1.11; Zech. 14.21) and a
city of merchants. Lebanon was
known for "the cedars of Leba
non"· (Ps. 92.12), but a portion of
the Davidic palace in Jerusalem,
since it was built with cedar, is
called the "House of the Forest of
Lebanon" (1 Kings 7.2; Isa. 22.9).
The " top shoot" therefore symbol
izes the Davidic monarch, Jehoia-
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topmost bough and carried it off to the land of traders•
and set it in a city of merchants. 5 He then took some of the
seed of the land b and planted it in a fertile field; <·he
planted and set it like a willow·c beside abundant waters.
6 It grew and became a spreading vine of low stature; it be
came a vine, produced branches, and sent out boughs. [He
had intended] that its twigs should turn to him, and that
its roots should stay under him.
7 But there was another great eagle with great wings
and full plumage; and this vine now bent its roots in his
direction and sent out its twigs toward him, that he might
water it more than the bed where it was planted8 though it was planted in rich soil beside abundant
water-so that it might grow branches and produce
boughs and be a noble vine.
9 Say: Thus said the Lord Goo: Will it thrive? Will hed
not tear out its roots and rip off its crown, so that its entire
foliage withers? It shall wither, despite any strong arm or
mighty army [that may come] to remove it from its roots.
10 And suppose it is transplanted, will it thrive? When the
east wind strikes it, it shall wither-wither upon the bed
where it is growing.
11 Then the word of the LoRD came to me: 12 Say to the
rebellious breed: Do you not know what these things
mean? Say: The king of Babylon came to Jerusalem, and
carried away its king and its officers and brought them
back with him to Babylon. 13 He took one of the seed royal
and made a covenant with him and imposed an oath on
him, and he carried away the nobles of the land-14 so that
it might be a humble kingdom and not exalt itself, but
keep his covenant and so endure.
1 5 But [that prince] rebelled against him and sent his en
voys to Egypt to get horses and a large army. Will he suc
ceed? Will he who does such things escape? Shall he break
a covenant and escape? 1 6 As I live-declares the Lord
Goo-in the very homeland of the king who made him
king, whose oath he flouted and whose covenant he
broke-right there, in Babylon, he shall die. 17 Pharaoh will
not fight at his side with a great army and with numerous
troops in the war, when mounds are thrown up and siege
towers erected to destroy many lives. 1 8 He flouted a pact
and broke a covenant; he gave his promise and did all these
things-he shall not escape. 19 Assuredly, thus said the
Lord Goo: As I live, I will pay him back for flouting My
pact and breaking My covenant. 20 I will spread My net
n Cf 16.29.
b Emmdntion yields "cednr. "
C·C Menning of Heb. li/ICertnin.
d I.e., the first engle.
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chin (lsa. 11.1); and the "land of
trade" is Babylonia (Ezek. 16.29).
5-6: The second stage describes
the planting of seed that becomes
a vine, which is identified as
Zedekiah. 7-8: The third stage de
scribes the second great eagle, the
Egyptian Pharaoh Psammetichus
II, to whom Zedekiah turned for
support in his revolt against Nebu
chadnezzar (Jer. ch 27). 9-10: The
rhetorical questions portray the
destruction of the vine. The first
eagle, Nebuchadnezzar, will
destroy the vine (Zedekiah).
1 1-21 : The allegory is explained;
the realpolitik of the situation is
detailed. 20: God identifies with
the Babylonian king by referring to
Zedekiah's revolt against Babylo
nia as the trespass which he com
mitted agai11st Me. In 2 Chron.
36.13, Zedekiah is punished for
not upholding his oath of vassal
dom to Babylonia. 22-24: God em
ploys the allegory of the cedar to
promise the restoration of the Da
vidic monarchy (Isa. 11.1-10; Jer.
23.5-6; 33.15). The cedar, the
grandest of trees, will tower over
all the other trees (nations), and all
will see the power of God, who is
responsible for the fall and rise of
Judah. Radak maintains that these
statements refer to Zerubbabel son
of Shealtiel, the grandson of King
Jehoiachin whom Haggai de
clared to be God's "signet ring" or
regent (Hag. 2.20-23; see 1 Chron.
3.17-19, but note the problems in
the genealogy), and who com
menced the building of the Second
Temple (Ezra ch 3). 24: The ch is
brought to a close by a modified,
expanded version of formulae
used throughout Ezekiel.
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over him and he shall be caught in My snare; I will carry
him to Babylon and enter with him into judgment there for
the trespass which he committed against Me. 21 And all the
fugitives• of all his battalions shall fall by the sword, and
those who remain shall scatter in every direction; then you
will know that I the LoRD have spoken.
22 Thus said the Lord GoD: Then I in turn will take and
set [in the ground a slip] from the lofty top of the cedar; I
will pluck a tender twig from the tip of its crown, and I
will plant it on a tall, towering mountain. 23 I will plant it
in Israel's lofty highlands, and it shall bring forth boughs
and produce branchesb and grow into a noble cedar.
Every bird of every feather shall take shelter under it,
shelter in the shade of its boughs. 24 Then shall all the trees
of the field know that it is I the LoRD who have abased the
lofty tree and exalted the lowly tree, who have dried up
the green tree and made the withered tree bud. I the LORD
have spoken, and I will act.
word of the LoRD came to me: 2 What do you
mean by quoting this proverb upon the soil of Is
1rael,8"Parents
eat sour grapes and their children's teeth
The

are blunted"?' 3 As I live-declares the Lord GoD-this
proverb shall no longer be current among you in Israel.
4 Consider, all lives are Mine; the life of the parent and the
life of the child are both Mine. The person who sins, only
he shall die.
5 Thus, if a man is righteous and does what is just and
right: 6 If he has not eaten on the mountainsd or raised his
eyes to the fetishes of the House of Israel; if he has not de
filed another man's wife or approached a menstruous
woman; if he has not wronged anyone; if he has returned
the debtor's pledge to him and has taken nothing by
robbery; if he has given bread to the hungry and clothed
the naked; B if he has not lent at advance interest or ex
acted accrued interest;• if he has abstained from wrong
doing and executed true justice between man and man;

7

n Mnny mss. rend "picked men . "
b Ot!Jers "jmit."
c Otl1ers "st'l on edge. "
d I.e., in idolatry. Emendation yields "wit!J tl1e blood"; cf 3J.25; Lev. 1 7. 10-1 1 , 1 9 . 26 .
e I.e., interest deducted in ndvnnce or interest added nt tile time of repnymCIIt; cf Ln•.
25-J6.

1 8.1-19.14: Concerning the re
sponsibility of the individual and
the demise of the monarchy. The

formula the word of the LoRD came
to me in 18.1 and its absence in 19.1
may indicate that chs 18 and 19 are
to be read together. Ch 18 states

the principle of individual moral
responsibility. Ch 19 would there
fore indicate that the House of
David fell, not because of the sins
of past kings (Josiah was righ
teous), but because of the sins of
the kings (the sons and grandson

of Josiah) during the current pe
riod leading up to the exile.
1 8.1-32: The prophet disputes the
view tha t Israel's punishment is
due to the sins of past generations.
Instead, each individual is respon
sible for his or her own actions.
Contrast the Decalogue (Exod.
20S Deut. 5.9), which indicates
that God visits "the guilt of the
parents upon the children, upon
the third and upon the fourth gen
erations of those who reject Me"
(d. Exod. 34-7). 2: The opposing
view is quoted as a proverb, "Par
ellis eat sour grapes and their clzil
dmz's teeth are blunted. " Jeremiah

takes up the same proverb to
argue for individual moral respon
sibility in the future (see Jer.
31.29-30), but for Ezekiel this prin
ciple of individual responsibility is
already currently operative. It al
lows the individuals in exile to
free themselves from the guilt that
is ultimately responsible for the
destruction of the Temple and Je
rusalem. 5-23: Ezekiel describes
four cases. 5-9: The first is a righ
teous man, whose actions are de
scribed largely in accordance with
provisions from the Priestly Holi
ness Collection (Lev. chs 17-26).
6: Eaten on the mountains, eat meat
without disposing of blood prop
erly at the Temple (Lev. ch 17;
1 9.26; Targum Jonathan stipulates
that this means "did not worship
pagan deities by eating sacrifices
of the dead"}; raised lzis eyes to the
fetishes of the House of Israel, im
proper worship of God (Exod.
20-4-6; Lev. 19-4); defiled another
man's w(fe, adultery (Lev. 20.10;
19.2o-22}; approached a menstmous
woman, had relations with a
woman during her menstrual pe
riod (Lev. 15.19-24). 7: Wronged
anyone, economic oppression is un
holy (Lev. 19.13); lms retumed tlze
debtor's pledge to him and has taken
not/zing by robbery . . . has given
bread to the hungry and clothed the
naked, a person's only cloak could

be taken in pledge for a loan, but it
had to be returned if the debtor
needed it (Exod. 22.25-27). 8: Has
not lent at advance interest or exacted
accrued interest (Exod. 22.25; Lev.
25.35-38); exewted true justice be-
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9 if he has followed My laws and kept My rules and acted
honestly-he is righteous. Such a man shall live-declares
the Lord Goo.
1 0 Suppose, now, that he has begotten a son who is a ruf
fian, a shedder of blood, who •·does any of these things,·•
1 1 whereas he himself did none of these things. That is,
[the son] has eaten on the mountains,b has defiled another
man's wife, 12 has wronged the poor and the needy, has
taken by robbery, has not returned a pledge, has raised his
eyes to the fetishes, has committed abomination, 13 has
lent at advance interest, or exacted accrued interest-shall
he live? He shall not live! If he has committed any of these
abominations, he shall die; he has forfeited his life.
14 Now suppose that he, in turn, has begotten a son who
has seen all the sins that his father committed, but has
taken heed and has not imitated them: 15 He has not eaten
on the mountainsb or raised his eyes to the fetishes of the
House of Israel; he has not defiled another man's wife;
16 he has not wronged anyone; he has not seized a pledge
or taken anything by robbery; he has given his bread to
the hungry and clothed the naked; 17 he has <·refrained
from oppressing the poor;·< he has not exacted advance or
accrued interest; he has obeyed My rules and followed
My laws-he shall not die for the iniquity of his father, but
shall live. l B To be sure, his father, because he practiced
fraud, robbed his brother, and acted wickedly among his
kin, did die for his iniquity; 19 and now you ask, "Why has
not the son shared the burden of his father's guilt?" But
the son has done what is right and just, and has carefully
kept all My laws: he shall live!
20 The person who sins, he alone shall die. A child shall
not share the burden of a parent's guilt, nor shall a parent
share the burden of a child's guilt; the righteousness of the
righteous shall be accounted to him alone, and the
wickedness of the wicked shall be accounted to him alone.
21 Moreover, if the wicked one repents of all the sins that
he committed and keeps all My laws and does what is just
and right, he shall live; he shall not die. 22 None of the
transgressions he committed shall be remembered against
him; because of the righteousness he has practiced, he
shall live. 23 Is it my desire tha t a wicked person shall
die?-says the Lord Goo. It is rather that he shall turn
back from his ways and live.
n-n Men11i11g of Hcb. 1111Ccrtni11.
b I.e., in idolatry. Emc11dntio11 yields "wit/1 the 1>/ood"; cf 33.15; Lev. 17.10-11, 19.16.
c-c Lit. "fumed his lwnd lmckfro/11 the poor. " Eme11dntio11 yields "nbstni11ed from wro11g
doi11g"; cf v. 8.
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twee11 man and man, in a court of
law (Lev. 19.15-19). 9: The righ
teous person shall live. Note that
Ezekiel's examples begin with is
sues between God and human be
ings and then turn to issues be
tween humans, much like the
Decalogue (Exod. ch 20; Deut.
ch 5). 10-13: If a righteous
person's child sins, that child is re
sponsible for his or her own sins
and shall die. 1 4-1 8: Conversely,
if a sinner's child behaves righ
teously, that child shall be spared.
1 9-20: Ezekiel's opponents con
tend in keeping with the statement
in the Decalogue noted above that
the son is guilty for the sins of the
father, but Ezekiel explicitly
polemicizes against the Decalogue,
stating that only the person who
commits sins shall be punished for
them. 21-24: A new principle en
ters the debate. Ezekiel contends
that a wicked person who repents
shall be saved, but a righteous per
son who sins shall be condemned.
Even a person's own past actions
do not determine his fate, if he
changes his course of action. This
concluding section of the ch in
a sense takes the previous part
metaphorically, understanding
the father and children as the
actions of single indviduals at
different times of their lives.
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24 So, too, if a righteous person turns away from his
righteousness and does wrong, practicing the very abom
inations that the wicked person practiced, shall he live?
None of the righteous deeds that he did shall be remem
bered; because of the treachery he has practiced and the
sins he has committed-because of these, he shall die.
2S Yet you say, "The way of the Lord is unfair." Listen,
0 House of Israel: Is My way unfair? It is your ways that
are unfair! 26 When a righteous person turns away from his
righteousness and does wrong, he shall die for it; he shall
die for the wrong he has done. 27 And if a wicked person
turns back from the wickedness that he practiced and does
what is just and right, such a person shall save his life.
2 8 Because he took heed and turned back from all the trans
gressions that he committed, he shall live; he shall not die.
29 Yet the House of Israel say, "The way of the Lord is
unfair." Are My ways unfair, 0 House of Israel? It is your
ways that are unfair! 30 Be assured, 0 House of Israel, I
will judge each one of you according to his ways-de
clares the Lord GoD. Repent and turn back from your
transgressions; let them not be a stumbling block of guilt
for you. 3l Cast away all the transgressions by which you
have offended, and get yourselves a new heart and a new
spirit, that you may not die, 0 House of Israel. 32 For it is
not My desire that anyone shall die-declares the Lord
GoD. Repent, therefore, and live!

1 9 And you are to intone a dirge over the princes of Is
rael, 2 and say:

3

4

5

6

What a lioness was your mother
Among the lions!
Crouching among the great beasts,
She reared her cubs.
She raised up one of her cubs,
He became a great beast;
He learned to hunt preyHe devoured men.
Nations heeded [the call] against him;
He was caught in their snare.
They dragged him off with hooks
To the land of Egypt.
When she saw herself frustrated,
Her hope defeated,
She took another of her cubs
And set him up as a great beast.
He stalked among the lions,
He was a great beast;

Ezekiel restates the preced
ing principle about repentance, to
answer those living in Babylonia
who think that all is lost and who
might object, thinking that they
are now being punished for sins of
past generations 30-32: A new
heart and a new spirit (11.19; Jer.
31.31-34; 32.36-41): When consid
ered in relation to the principle
stated in the ten commandments
above, Ezekiel's proposal is inno
vative. V. 32 has come to play a
significant part in the high holiday
liturgy, which under rabbinic in
fluence is understood as a period
of retrospection and personal re
pentence. 1 9.1-14: Ezekiel illus
trates his principle of individual
moral responsibility with two
allegories, concerning the demise
of the Davidic monarch, styled
as dirges or songs of mourning.
25-29:

1 : And you are to intone a dirge over
tlw princes of Israel: Heb poetry typ

ically has three stressed syllables
in each line. The lament, however,
uses a three-stress line followed by
a two-stress line. Poetry using the
3/2 stress pa ttern (called "qinah"
or dirge meter) was recited at the
death of an individual (e.g., 2 Sam.
ch 1), but the prophets use it meta
phorically to signal the demise
of the people (Amos 5.1; Jer. 9.9).
Ezekiel refers to the kings as
"princes," thereby expressing the
king's diminished status in rela
tion to the priests (34.24; 45·7-8).
2-9: The lion symbolizes the tribe
of Judah and the ,royal House of
David (Gen. 49.8-12). 2: A lioness
was your mother refers to Judah or
all Israel. Note the identifica tion of
Israel or Jerusalem as the bride of
God in Hos. chs 1-3; Zeph. 3.1420; Jer. chs 2-3; Isa. chs 49-54; 66.
4: The first cub who is brought
with hooks to tile land of Egypt is
King Jehoahaz son of Josiah, who
was exiled to Egypt by Pharaoh
Neco after Josiah's death (2 Kings
23.31-34; 2 Chron. 36.1-4).
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He learned to hunt prey
He devoured men.
He •·ravished their widows,·•
Laid waste their cities;
The land and all in it were appalled
At the sound of his roaring.
Nations from the countries roundabout
Arrayed themselves against him.
They spread their net over him,
He was caught in their snare.
With hooks he was put in a cage,
They carried him off to the king of Babylon
And confined him in a fortress,
So that never again should his roar be heard
On the hills of Israel.

7

8

9

10

Your mother was like a vine b·in your blood,-b
Planted beside streams,
With luxuriant boughs and branches
Thanks to abundant waters.
And she had a mighty rod c
Fit for a ruler's scepter.<
It towered highest d·among the leafy trees,·d
It was conspicuous by its height,
By the abundance of its boughs.
But plucked up in a fury,
She was hurled to the ground.
The east wind withered her branches,
They broke apart and dried up;
And her mighty rod was consumed by fire.
Now she is planted in the desert,
In ground that is arid and parched.
Fire has issued from her twig-laden branch
And has consumed her boughs,
She is left without a mighty rod,
A scepter to rule with.

11

12

13
14

This is a dirge, and it has become a [familiar] dirge.

20

In the seventh year, on the tenth day of the fifth
month, certain elders of Israel came to inquire of
the LORD, and sat down before me. 2 And the word of the
LoRD came to me:
3 0 mortal, speak to the elders of Israel and say to them:

a-a Eme11datio11 yields "ravaged tfleir castles. "
b-b Mea11i11g of Heb. IIIICertain; emendation yields "ill a vineyard. "
c Heb. plural.
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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6: The second cub who learned to
hunt prey . . . devoured men would

be King Jehoiakim son of Josiah,
whom Pharaoh Neco placed on
the throne after exiling Jehoahaz.
Jeremiah condemns Jehoiakim
for his injustice (Jer. 21.1 1-22.19).
9: Carried him off to the king of Bab
ylon and confined l1im in a fortress

refers to King Jehoiachin son
of Jehoiakim, who was exiled to
Babylon following Jehoiakim's
failed revolt and death (2 Kings
24.8-17; 2 Chron. )6.9-10).
1 0-14: This poem employs the im
agery of the vine (see chs 15; 17;
cf. Isa. 5.1-7). It is impossible to
identify the poem's imagery with
specific individuals or countries
(see Isa. 10.5-11.16; 1 .29-31; 6.13),
though Radak identifies King Zed
ekiah son of Josiah, who is not re
ferred to in the preceding vv., as
the subject of the allegory. 12: The
east wind withered her branches:

The "Sharav" or "Hamsin," a dry
desert wind like the Santa Ana
winds of southern California, is
frequently employed as a symbol
of God's power (Exod. 14.21;
15.8-10; Isa. 11.15). 1 3: Now she is
planted in the desert: Zedekiah was
captured in the desert (wilderness)
near Jericho, although he was ex
iled to Babylonia (2 Kings ch 25;
Jer. ch 52).
20.1-23.49: Oracles concerning

the punishment of Israel. The
third major section of Ezekiel pro
vides the basis for punishment
against the entire land of Israel.
This section begins with the intro
ductory date formula, In the sev
enth year, on the tenth day of thefifth
month, 10 Av, 591 BCE. Once again,
the formula and the word of the
LoRD marks the various oracle
reports that comprise this section,
including 20.1-44; 21.1-5; 21.6-

12; 21.1)-22; 21.2)-)7; 22.1-16;
22.17-22; 22.23-31; 23.1-49· The se

quence begins with an examina
tion of Israel's past history in the
wilderness, which provides a basis
for returning the nation to the wil
derness so that it might be purged.
It continues with prophecies
against the Negev desert, oracles
concerning God's sword, and the
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Thus said the Lord Goo: Have you come to inquire of Me?
As I live, I will not respond to your inquiry-declares the
Lord Goo.
4 •-Arraign, arraign them, 0 mortal!·• Declare to them the
abhorrent deeds of their fathers. s Say to them: Thus said
the Lord Goo:
On the day that I chose Israel, I b·gave My oath-b to the
stock of the House of Jacob; when I made Myself known
to them in the land of Egypt, I gave my oath to them.
When I said, "I the LoRD am your God," 6 that same day I
swore to them to take them out of the land of Egypt into a
land flowing with milk and honey, a land which I had
sought out for them, the fairest of all lands.
7 I also said to them: Cast away, every one of you, the
detestable things <·that you are drawn to,·< and do not de
file yourselves with the fetishes of Egypt-! the LORD am
your God. s But they defied Me and refused to listen to
Me. They did not cast away the detestable things they
were drawn to, nor did they give up the fetishes of Egypt.
Then I resolved to pour out My fury upon them, to vent
all My anger upon them there, in the land of Egypt. 9 But I
acted for the sake of My name, that it might not be pro
faned in the sight of the nations among whom they were.
For it was before their eyes that I had made Myself known
to Israeld to bring them out of the land of Egypt.
10 I brought them out of the land of Egypt and I led
them into the wilderness. 11 I gave them My laws and
taught them My rules, by the pursuit of which a man shall
live. 12 Moreover, I gave them My sabbaths to serve as a
sign between Me and them, that they might know that it is
I the LORD who sanctify them. 13 But the House of Israel
rebelled against Me in the wilderness; they did not follow
My laws and they rejected My rules-by the pursuit of
which a man shall live-and they grossly desecrated My
sabbaths. Then I thought to pour out My fury upon them
in the wilderness and to make an end of them; 14 but I
acted for the sake of My name, that it might not be pro
faned in the sight of the nations before whose eyes I had
n-n Lit. "Will you nrrnign tl1e111, will you nrrnign, 0 morlnl?"
b-b Lit. "rnised My lwnd. "
c-c Lit. "ofl•is rycs. "
d Lit. "tlwu. "

allegory o f Oholah and Oholibah
which outlines the sins of Samaria
and Jerusalem. The date formula
in 24.1 marks the beginning of the
fourth major section of the book.

20.1-44: Ezekiel's assessment of
Israel's past and future. Ezekiel's

overview of Israel's history in the
wilderness calls for a new exodus,
in which Israel will return to the
wilderness so that it might be
purged and restored to the land.
This historical precis is very selec
tive, and like that in Ps. 106 and
Neh. ch 9, presents the past in

terms of Israel's rebellion, God's
punishment, and divine compas
sion. Ezek. 20.12-20 serves as
the haftarah for the parashah of
Kedoshim (Lev. 19.1-20.27) in the
Sephardi tradition. 1-2: The seventh
year . . . ten tit day . . . fifth month,

10 Av, 591 BCE. According to Jer.
52.12, the Babylonians burned the

Temple, the king's palace, and
all the houses of Jerusalem (cf.
2 Kings 25.8, which states that was
the seventh day), so that this ora
cle was delivered four years prior
to the day when the Temple would
be destroyed. 3-4: Inquire of the
LoRD is a technical term for seek
ing a divine oracle. God refuses to
answer the elders, and instead calls
upon Ezekiel to judge them. Al
though God here states, I will not
respond to your inquiry, God later
states, l will respond to lite House of
Israel (36.37). 5-32: God rehearses
the history of Israel's rebellion
during the exodus and wilderness
periods (see Ps. 106). S-6: I chose
Israel, God uses royal language
(see 2 Sam. 6.21; 1 Kings 8.16) to
prepare the reader for God's role
as king (v. 33). I lite LoRD at// your
God . . . I swore to litem to take litem
out of lite land of Egypt, see also

Exod. 20.2. 7-8: Apostasy in
Egypt; actually, immediately dur
ing and following the exodus
(Exod. 14.1o-12; Josh. 24.14; Ps.

106.7). 9: I actedfor lite sake of My
11ame, a key issue in Ezekiel (20.14,

22; 36.22; cf. Exod. 15.3; 32.12).
10-26: Apostasy in the wilderness.
See Exod. chs 32-34; Num. chs 14;
25. 1 1-1 2: The Sabbath is the foun
dational sign of the covenant
(Exod. 20.8-11; )1.12-q). Many
scholars believe that the Sabbath
became particularly significant in
the exile, as holy time replaced the
vacuum of holy space (the Tem
ple); this might explain why the
Sabbath plays such a significant
role here. As in Exod. )1.1), 17 (in
the Priestly tradition), it is viewed
as a sign, namely a symbol ac
knowledging God as creator, fol
lowing the Priestly creation story
of Gen 1.1-2.4a. 13-11: The rebel
lion of the first generation is the
golden calf incident and the reac
tion to the report of the spies in
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led them out. 15 However, I swore" to them in the wilder
ness that I would not bring them into the land flowing
with milk and honey, the fairest of all lands, which I had
assigned [to them], 16 for they had rejected My rules, dis
obeyed My laws, and desecrated My sabbaths; their
hearts followed after their fetishes. 17 But I had pity on
them and did not destroy them; I did not make an end of
them in the wilderness.
18 I warned their children in the wilderness: Do not fol
low the practices of your fathers, do not keep their ways,
and do not defile yourselves with their fetishes. 1 9 I the
LORD am your God: Follow My laws and be careful to ob
serve My rules. 20 And hallow My sabbaths, that they may
be a sign between Me and you, that you may know that I
the LoRD am your God.
21 But the children rebelled against Me: they did not fol
low My laws and did not faithfully observe My rules, by
the pursuit of which man shall live; they profaned My
sabbaths. Then I resolved to pour out My fury upon them,
to vent all My anger upon them, in the wilderness. 22 But I
held back My hand and acted for the sake of My name,
that it might not be profaned in the sight of the nations be
fore whose eyes I had led them out. 23 However, I swore•
to them in the wilderness that I would scatter them
among the nations and disperse them through the lands,
24 because they did not obey My rules, but rejected My
laws, profaned My sabbaths, and looked with longing to
the fetishes of their fathers. 25 Moreover, I gave them laws
that were not good and rules by which they could not live:
26 When they set aside every first issue of the womb, I de
filed them by their very giftsb-that I might render them
desolate,< that they might know that I am the LoRD.
27 Now, 0 mortal, speak to the House of Israel and say
to them: Thus said the Lord Goo: By this too your fathers
affronted Me and committed trespass against Me: 28 When
I brought them to the land that I had sworn• to give them,
and they saw any high hill or any leafy tree, they slaugh
tered their sacrifices there and presented their offensive
offerings there; there they produced their pleasing odors
and poured out their libations. 29 Then I said to them,
"What is this shrine which you visit?" (Therefore such [a
shrine] is called bamahd to this day.)
3D Now say to the House of Israel: Thus said the Lord
Goo: If you defile yourselves as your fathers did and go
astray after their detestable things, 31 and if to this very
a Lit. "raised My lm11d."

1> See v. J 1 .
d As ifjro111 ba "visit" and mah "wlmt. "

c E111e11datiort yields "guilty. "
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which Moses persuaded God
not to destroy the entire people
(Exod. 33.12-33; Num. 14.13-25).
1 8-26: Following Israel's rebellion
at the report of the spies, God con
demned the people to death in the
wilderness (Num. 14.26-38). The
rebellion of the second generation
refers to acts of apostasy following
the incident of the spies (e.g., Mer
ibah, Num. ch 20; Baal Peor, Num.
ch 25). Since the people disobeyed
God's good laws, He gave them
bad laws instead, exemplified by
child sacrifice. Whether this is the
way some Israelites intepreted
Exod. 22.28; 34.19, and whether
at an early point in Israelite reli
gion sacrifice of the first-born was
regularly practiced, is unclear. I t
seems, however, that some be
lieved that God approved of child
sacrifice (Deut. 12.29; Jer. 7.31;
19.5; 32.25). The notion that
God misled the people so that
He could then condemn them
for it is found also in 14·9· 273 1 : Apostasy in the land of Israel.
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day you defile yourselves in the presentation of your gifts
by making your children pass through the fire to all your
fetishes, shall I respond to your inquiry, 0 House of Is
rael? As I live-declares the Lord Goo-I will not respond
to you. 32 And what you have in mind shall never come to
pass-when you say, "We will be like the nations, like the
families of the lands, worshiping wood and stone." 33 As I
live-declares the Lord Goo-I will reign over you with a
strong hand, and with an outstretched arm, and with
overflowing fury. 34 With a strong hand and an out
stretched arm and overflowing fury I will bring you out
from the peoples and gather you from the lands where
you are scattered, 35 and I will bring you into the wilder
ness of the peoples; and there I will enter into judgment
with you face to face. 36 As I entered into judgment with
your fathers in the wilderness of the land of Egypt, so will
I enter into judgment with you-declares the Lord Goo.
37 I will make you pass under the shepherd's staff: and I
will bring you into the bond b of the covenant. 3 8 I will re
move from you those who rebel and transgress against
Me; I will take them out of the countries where they so
journ, but they shall not enter the land of Israel. Then you
shall know that I am the LORD.
39 As for you, 0 House of Israel, thus said the Lord Goo:
Go, every one of you, and worship his fetishes and con
tinue,b if you will not obey Me; but do not profane My
holy name any more with your idolatrous gifts. 40 For only
on My holy mountain, on the lofty mount of Israel-de
clares the Lord Goo-there, in the land, the entire House
of Israel, all of it, must worship Me. There I will accept
them, and there I will take note of your contributions and
the choicest offerings of all your sacred things. 41 When I
bring you out from the peoples and gather you from the
lands in which you are scattered, I will accept you as a
pleasing odor; and I will be sanctified through you in the
sight of the nations. 42 Then, when I have brought you to
the land of Israel, to the country that I swore< to give to
your fathers, you shall know that I am the LORD. 43 There
you will recall your ways and all the acts by which you
defiled yourselves; and you will loathe yourselves for all
the evils that you committed. 44 Then, 0 House of Israel,
you shall know that I am the LORD, when I deal with you
for My name's sake-not in accordance with your evil
ways and corrupt acts-declares the Lord Goo.
a I.e., to be counted; S<'e Lev. 27.32.

b Menning of Heb. 11/lcertaill.
c Lit. "raised My ltn11d. "
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32: We will be like the nations, see

Deut. 17.14; 1 Sam. 8.4-5 concern
ing the institution of kingship.
33-44: God returns Israel to the
wilderness to purge and to restore
the nation. A strong hand, and . . . an
outstretched arm, typically used of
God liberating Israel from Egypt
(e.g., Deut. 4·34), are here reversed,
and used of God punishing Israel.
33: I will reign over you, one of
God's fundamental claims to king
ship. 35: Wilderness of the peoples
associates Israel's exile among the
nations with the wilderness tradi
tion. 37: Pass under the shepherd's
staff, be counted like the sheep to
determine the offering due to God
(see Lev. 27.32). God uses this
metaphor to portray the purge of
Israel that will take place when the
Temple is destroyed. A similar
image is developed more exten
sively in ch 34· 40-44: My Italy
mountain, the Jerusalem Temple
where the people will present their
offerings to God. As in the conclu
sion to ch 23, Ezekiel emphasizes
that Israel's restoration is for
God's sake only, and that Israel
will fully understand its shame in
the future.
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21

The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, set
your face toward Ternan," and proclaim to Darom,a
and prophesy against the brushland of the Negeb.a 3 Say
to the brushland of the Negeb: Hear the word of the LoRD.
Thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to kindle a fire in you,
which shall devour every tree of yours, both green and
withered. Its leaping flame shall not go out, and every face
from south to north shall be scorched by it. 4 Then all flesh
shall recognize that I the LORD have kindled it; it shall not
go out. s And I said, "Ah, Lord Goo! They say of me: He is
just a riddlemonger."
6 Then the word of the LORD came to me: 7 0 mortal, set
your face toward Jerusalem and proclaim against her
sanctuaries and prophesy against the land of Israel. B Say
to the land of Israel: Thus said the LoRn: I am going to
deal with you! I will draw My sword from its sheath, and
I will wipe out from you both the righteous and the
wicked. 9 In order to wipe out from you both the righteous
and the wicked, My sword shall assuredly be unsheathed
against all flesh from south to north; 10 and all flesh shall
know that I the LORD have drawn My sword from its
sheath, not to be sheathed again.
11 And you, 0 mortal, sigh; with tottering limbs and bit
ter grief, sigh before their eyes. 12 And when they ask you,
"Why do you sigh?" answer, "Because of the tidings that
have come." Every heart shall sink and all hands hang
nerveless; every spirit shall grow faint and all knees turn
to water because of the tidings that have come. It is ap
proaching, it shall come to pass-declares the Lord Goo.
13 The word of the LoRD came to me: 14 0 mortal, proph
esy and say: Thus said the Lord Goo: A sword! A sword has
been whetted and polished. 15 It has been whetted to wreak
slaughter; b·[therefore] it has been ground to a brilliant pol
ish:b <·How can we rejoice? My son, it scorns·< the rod and
every stick. 1 6 It has been given to be polished and then
grasped in the hand; for this has the sword been whetted,
for this polished-to be put into the hand of a slayer. 17 Cry
and wail, 0 mortal, for this shall befall My people, this
shall befall all the chieftains of Israel: they shall be cast be
fore the sword together with My people; oh, strike the
thigh [in grief] . 1B c·Consider: How shall it fail to happen,
seeing that it even scorns the rod?·<-says the Lord Goo.
19 Further, 0 mortal, prophesy, striking hand against
a Te111an, Daro111, Ncgcb arc three tcnnsfor "file sou til." Tile allusiou is to fcrusalelll (v. 7),
wllicll was always approached fro/11 Babylmr by way of tile uortlr.
b-b Lit. "it lias beerr polished i11 order tlrat it lllnrJ IInvc liglltuiug. "
c-c Mca11i11g of Heb. 1111certaiu.

-1080-

21.1-5: A prophecy against the
Negeb. The Negeb (Negev) is the

desert region of southern Judah;
here it is an allusion to Jerusalem.
2: Teman designates the location
of the Edomites (25.13), who are
condemned for assisting Babylonia
in Judah's destruction (25.12-14).
Both Teman and Darom refer to
the south. The repetition is for
emphasis. 5: Riddlemonger, Heb
"memashal meshalim," "an allego
rizer of allegories" (echoing 17.2).
21 .6-12: The first oracle concern
ing God's sword. The three oracles

concerning God's sword in
21.6-12; 21.13-22; and 21.23-27
may have accompanied a symbolic
action involving a sword (see
5.1-4; 14.21). Ezekiel speaks to
ward the Jerusalem sanctuary as
the holy center of the nation. 8:
God's threat to wipe outfrom you
both the righteous and the wicked

contradicts Ezekiel's concept of in
dividual moral responsibility (ch
18), and instead conforms to the
portrayal of slaughter in ch 92 1 . 1 3-22: The second oracle con
cerning the sword. 1 5: My son, it

scoms the rod and every stick: A rod

might normally be used for disci
pline (Prov. 10.13; 22.15), but now
a deadly instrument is required.
19: The third strike of the sword is
enigmatic, although the commen
tators understand it as a reference
to Zedekiah's disaster, which was
far greater than Jehoiakim's or Je
hoiachin's.
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hand. Let the sword strike a second time and yet a third
time; it is a sword for massacre, a sword for great carnage,
that presses• upon them. 20 Thus hearts shall lose courage
and many shall fall. At all their gates I have appointed
slaughter• by the sword. Ah! it is made to flash brilliantly,
it is honed• for slaughter. 21 Be united,b go to the right,
turn left; whither are you bound? 22 I, too, will strike hand
against hand and will satisfy My fury upon you; I the
LoRD have spoken.
23 The word of the LoRD came to me: 24 And you, 0 mor
tal, choose two roads on which the sword of the king of
Babylon may advance, both issuing from the same coun
try; and select a spot, select it where roads branch off to
[two] cities. 25 Choose a way for the sword to advance on
Rabbah of the Ammonites or on fortified Jerusalem in
Judah. 2 6 For the king of Babylon has stood at the fork of the
road, where two roads branch off, to perform divination:
He has shaken arrows, consulted teraphim, and inspected
the liver.< 27 In his right hand came up the omen against
Jerusalem-to set battering rams, to proclaim murder, to
raise battle shouts, to set battering rams against the gates,
to cast up mounds, to erect towers.
28 dJn their eyes, the oaths they had sworn to them were
like empty divination; but this shall serve to recall their
guilt, for which they shall be taken to task. 29 Assuredly,
thus said the Lord Goo: For causing your guilt to be re
called, your transgressions to be uncovered, and your sins
to be revealed-all your misdeeds-because you have
brought yourselves to [My] mind, you shall be taken to
task.
30 And to you, 0 dishonored wicked prince of Israel,
whose day has come-the time set for your punishment31 thus said the Lord Goo: Remove the turban and lift
off the crown! This shall not remain as it is; exalt the low
and abase the high. 32 Ruin, an utter ruin I will make it. •·It
shall be no more ·• until he comes to whom it rightfully be
longs; and I will give it to him.
33 Further, 0 mortal, prophesy and say: Thus said the
Lord Goo concerning the Ammonites and their blasphe
mies: Proclaim: 0 sword! 0 sword unsheathed for slaugh
ter, polished to the utmost, to a flashing brilliance! 34 Be
cause they have prophesied falsely about you and have
a Mea11i11g of Heb. lliiCertaill.
b Mea11i11g of Heb. zmcertai11; Targw11 reads "Be wlzetted. " Cf uu. 14-16.
c I.e., of a sacrificed mzimal.
d Tlze illlzabita11ts of Jerusalem disregarded tlzeir oatlzs to
tlze Babylo11ia11s; cf 17.1 3 ff
e-e Mea11i11g of Heb. wzcertai11.
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21 .23-37: The

third oracle con
cerning the sword. The sword of

Babylonia. 23-28: When the Bab
ylonian king reaches a fork in the
road, he employs divination to de
cide which route to take. His alter
natives are Jerusalem and Rabbah
(the modern city of Amman, Jor
dan), the capital of Ammon.
Ammon is one of Judah's allies
against Babylonia (Jer. 27.3). Jeru
salem is a former ally of Babylonia
(2 Kings 20.12-19; Isa. ch 39), but
Judah's revolt justifies the pro
tracted siege. 26: He lzns shaken ar
rows, consulted teraplzim, and in
spected the liver, reflecting Ezekiel's

familiarity with common tech
niques of divination. Teraphinz,
family gods (Gen. 31.19; Judg.
17-S; 18.17, 20). 30: The dishonored,
wicked prince of Israel, Zedekiah.
33-37: The sword will be wielded
against Ammon, but it will be de
stroyed in Babylonia where it was
crea ted.

NEV I ' IM

EZEKIEL 2 1 . 3 5-2 2 . 1 2

divined deceitfully concerning you, you shall be wielded
over the necks of the dishonored wicked ones, for their
day has come, the time •·set for their punishment:•
35 b·Return it to its sheath!-b In the place where you were
created, in the land of your origin, I will judge you. 36 I will
pour out My indignation upon you, I will blow upon you
with the fire of My wrath; and I will deliver you into the
hands of barbarians, craftsmen of destruction. 37 You shall
be fuel for the fire, your blood shall sink into the earth, you
shall not be remembered, for I the LORD have spoken.
The
mortal, <·arraign, arraign·< the city of bloodshed;
2
2
declare to her all her abhorrent deeds! 3 Say: Thus said the

word of the LoRD came to me: 2 Further, 0

Lord Goo: 0 city in whose midst blood is shed, so that
your hour is approaching; within which fetishes are
made, so that you have become unclean! 4 You stand
guilty of the blood you have shed, defiled by the fetishes
you have made. You have brought on your day; d-you
have reached your year:d Therefore I will make you the
mockery of the nations and the scorn of all the lands.
5 Both the near and the far shall scorn you, 0 besmirched
of name, 0 laden with iniquity!
6 Every one of the princes of Israel in your midst used
his strength for the shedding of blood. 7 Fathers and moth
ers have been humiliated within you; strangers have been
cheated in your midst; orphans and widows have been
wronged within you. B You have despised My holy things
and profaned My sabbaths.
9 Base" men in your midst were intent on shedding
blood; in you they have eaten '·upon the mountains;·' and
they have practiced depravity in your midst. lO in you
they have uncovered their fathers' nakedness;9 in you
they have ravished women during their impurity. 1 1 They
have committed abhorrent acts with other men's wives; in
their depravity they have defiled their own daughters-in
law; in you they have ravished their own sisters, daugh
ters of their fathers. 12 They have taken bribes within you
to shed blood. You have taken advance and accrued inter
est;h you have defrauded your countrymen to your profit.
You have forgotten Me-declares the Lord Goo.
n-n Menning of Heb. 11/Jcertnin.
b-b Emmdntion yirlds "Retum to your scnbbnrd!" In this n11d the jollowi11g verses, the
prophet describes the future punisl1111ellt of Babylon, still symbolized by the sword.
c-c Lit. "will you nrrnign, nrrnign. "
d-d Some Bnbyloninn 11/SS. n11d n11cient versions
rend "the time of your yenrs hns come. "
e Men11ing of Heb. tmcertni11.
f-f I.e., i11 idolatry. Eme11dntion yields "with the blood"; cf Lev. 19.26.
g I.e., hnve colwbited with nformer wife of thefather; cf Lev. 18-7-8.
h Cf 110te nt 18.8.
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22.1-16: Oracle concerning
bloodshed in Jerusalem. Ezek.

22.1-19 in the Ashkenazi tradition
or Ezek. 22.1-16 in the Sephardi
tradition serve as the haftarah por
tion for the parashah of 'A}::!arei
Mot (Lev. 16.1-18.30), which fo
cuses on the atonement of guilt at
Yom Kippur, the proper treatment
of blood, and incestuous sexual re
lations. Ezek. 22.1-16 draws heav
ily on Isa. 1.2-31. Ezekiel's preoc
cupation with blood derives from
his role as a priest, which requires
the proper treatment of blood (Lev.
ch 17). Rabbinic interpretation re
lates this oracle to Manasseh's
shedding of innocent blood in Je
rusalem (2 Kings 21.6). As in ch 18,
the catalogue of crimes listed here
derives especially from the Holi
ness Collection in Lev. chs 17-26.
2-6: Bloodshed (Lev. 19.26; Gen.
9.1-7). 7: Contempt for parents
(Lev. 20.9; Exod. 21.17); extortion
of the aliens, orphans, and widows
(Lev. 19.33-34; Exod. 22.21-22;
Deut. 14.29). 8: Despised . . . holy
things . . . sabbaths (Lev. 19.30).
9: Base men employs a term com
monly used for slander (Lev.
19.16). 10: Uncovered tlwirfather's
nakedness (Lev. 18.8; 20.11; Radak

relates this to the Talmud's charge
based on 2 Chron. 33.23 that King
Ammon had relations with his
mother [b. Sanlt. 103b]); relations
with menstruating women (Lev.
18.19). 1 1 : Incest (Lev. chs 18; 20).
1 2: Bribery (Lev. 19.15; Deut.
16.19); interest on loans (Lev.
25.36-37); extortion of a neighbor
(Lev. 19.15-18, 35-36).
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Oracle concerning the
smelting of Jerusalem. Again,

13 Lo, I will strike My hands over the ill-gotten gains
that you have amassed, and over the bloodshed that has
been committed in your midst. 1 4 Will your courage en
du-re, will your hands remain firm in the days when I deal
with you? I the LoRD have spoken and I will act. 1 5 I will
scatter you among the nations and disperse you through
the lands; I will consume the uncleanness out of you.
16 You shall be dishonored in the sight of nations, and you
shall know that I am the LORD.

this oracle draws heavily upon
Isa. 1.2-JI, esp. Isa. 1.21-26, which
employs the metaphor of metal
smelting to portray the purifica
tion of Jerusalem. Just as precious
metals are smelted to remove
dross, Israel will be purified in fire
to remove its sins and impurities.

1 7 The word of the LoRD came to me: 18 0 mortal, the
House of Israel has become dross to Me; they are all cop
per, tin, iron, and lead. •·But in a crucible, the dross shall
turn into silver:• 19 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Be
cause you have all become dross, I will gather you into Je
rusalem. 20 As silver, copper, iron, lead, and tin are gath
ered into a crucible to blow the fire upon them, so as to
melt them, so will I gather you in My fierce anger and cast
you [into the fire] and melt you. 21 I will gather you and I
will blow upon you the fire of My fury, and you shall be
melted in it. 22 As silver is melted in a crucible, so shall
you be melted in it. And you shall know that I the LORD
have poured out My fury upon you.

the imagery of Isa. 1.2-JI, which
focuses on the wrongdoing of Je
rusalem's leaders and the people
at large. The emphasis is on the rit
ual impurity created through these
actions; as in the Holiness Collec
tion, Ezekiel believes that both cui
tic infractions and ethical viola
tions create impurity. 25-29: The
prophet names all classes of peo
ple in Jerusalem, including l1er . . .
prophets, l1er priests, !Jer officials, and
tile people of the lm1d (a technical
term for the landed gentry).

23 The word of the LORD came to me: 24 0 mortal, say to
her: You are an uncleansed land, •·not to be washed with
rain·• on the day of indignation. 25 bHer gang of prophets·b
are like roaring lions in her midst, rending prey. They de
vour human beings; they seize treasure and wealth; they
have widowed many women in her midst. 26 Her priests
have violated My Teaching: they have profaned what is
sacred to Me, they have not distinguished between the sa
cred and the profane, they have not taught the difference
between the unclean and the clean, and they have closed
their eyes to My sabbaths. I am profaned in their midst.
27 Her officials are like wolves rending prey in her midst;
they shed blood and destroy lives to win ill-gotten gain.
2 8 Her prophets, too, daub the wall for them with plaster:<
They prophesy falsely and divine deceitfully for them;
they say, "Thus said the Lord Goo," when the LORD has
not spoken. 29 And the people of the land have practiced
fraud and committed robbery; they have wronged the
poor and needy, have defrauded the stranger without re
dress. 30 And I sought a man among them to repair the
wall or to stand in the breach before Me in behalf of this
a-a Memring of Heb. llllcrrfnin.
b-b Septuagint rends "Whose chieftains. "

c q 1 J . 1 D ff.

22.1 7-22:

Oracle condemning the
leadership and people of Jerusa
lem. Again, the oracle draws upon
22.23-31:

EZEKIEL 22.3 1-23.18

NEVI'IM

land, that I might not destroy it; but I found none. 31 I have
therefore poured out My indignation upon them; I will
consume them with the fire of My fury. I will repay them
for their conduct-declares the Lord

Goo.

2 3 The word of the LORD came to me: 20 mortal, once

there were two women, daughters of one mother.
3 They played the whore in Egypt; they played the whore
while still young. There their breasts were squeezed, and
there their virgin nipples were handled. 4 Their names
were: the elder one, Oholah;" and her sister, Oholibah.b
They became Mine, and they bore sons and daughters. As
for their names, Oholah is Samaria, and Oholibah is Jeru
salem.
S Qholah whored while she was Mine, and she lusted
after her lovers, after the Assyrians, warriors' 6 clothed in
blue, governors and prefects, horsemen mounted on
steeds-all of them handsome young fellows. 7 She be
stowed her favors upon them-upon all the pick of the
Assyrians-and defiled herself with all their fetishes after
which she lusted. s She did not give up the whoring she
had begun with the Egyptians; for they had lain with her
in her youth, and they had handled her virgin nipples and
had poured out their lust upon her. 9Therefore I delivered
her into the hands of her lovers, into the hands of the As
syrians after whom she lusted. 10 They exposed her naked
ness; they seized her sons and daughters, and she herself
was put to the sword. And because of the punishment in
flicted upon her, she became a byword among women.
11 Her sister Oholibah saw this; yet her lusting was
more depraved than her sister's, and her whoring more
debased. 12 She lusted after the Assyrians, governors and
prefects, warriors' gorgeously clad, horsemen mounted
on steeds-all of them handsome young fellows. 13 And I
saw how she had defiled herself. Both of them followed
the same course, 14 but she carried her harlotries further.
For she saw men sculptured upon the walls, figures of
Chaldeans drawn in vermilion, 15 girded with belts round
their waists, and with flowing turbans on their heads, all
of them looking like officers-a picture of Babylonians
whose native land was Chaldea. 16 At the very sight of
them she lusted after them, and she sent messengers for
them to Chaldea. 17So the Babylonians came to her for
lovemaking and defiled her with their whoring; and she
defiled herself with them until she turned from them in
disgust. 1B She flaunted her harlotries and exposed her
n I.e., "Tent."

b I.e., "My Tent Is in Her. "

c Menning ofHeb. nncertnin.

23.1-49: Oholah and Oholibah.

Presupposing the portrayal of
Israel as God's wife (d. Hos.
chs 1-3; Jer. chs 2-3), Ezekiel em
ploys the metaphor of harlotry to
describe Samaria and Jerusalem.
Here as elsewhere, adultery is
equated with idolatry. The punish
ment for adultery is death, and so
the adulterous cities are destroyed.
This ch has much in common with
ch 16. 3: In contrast to modern
sensibilities, Israel is being blamed
for its own abuse. 4: Oholnh, "her
tent," refers to Samaria. The name
Oholah alludes to the presence of
God, who dwells in a tent (accord
ing to the exodus and wilderness
traditions; see 2 Sam. 7.6). Oholi
bah, "my tent is in her," refers
to Jerusalem and the presence
of the Temple (Rashi, Radak).
5-10: Oholah's or Samaria's rela
tions with the officers of Assyria
presuppose its earlier alliance with
Assyria under the Jehu dynasty,
specifically, Menahem (2 Kings
15.17-22), and Hoshea (2 Kings
17.1-6). Ezekiel portrays this al
liance as harlotry, and argues that
it led to Israel's destruction (in
722 ocE). The reference to the As
syrinl1s, warriors, deliberately em
ploys the ambiguous Heb term
"kerovim," lit. "those who draw
near," for war, sacrifice, sex, etc.
1 1-21: Ezekiel charges that Oholi
bah, Jerusalem, was even worse
than her sister in pursuing both
the Assyrians and the Chaldeans
or Babylonians (see Jer. 3 .6-10, 11).
King Ahaz of Judah requested As
syrian assistance against Israel in
the Syro-Ephraimitic War (2 Kings
ch 16), and Hezekiah later made
an alliance with Babylonia against
Assyria (2 Kings 20.11-19; Isa.
ch 39). The reference to relations
with Egypt may recall Solomon's
early alliance with Egypt (1 Kings
3.1) and Jehoiakim's support from
Pharaoh Neco before he turned to
Babylonia (2 Kings 2).)1-24.7).
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nakedness, and I turned from her in disgust, as I had
turned disgusted from her sister. 19 But she whored still
more, remembering how in her youth she had played the
whore in the land of Egypt; 20 she lusted for concubinage
with them, whose members were like those of asses and
whose organs• were like those of stallions. 21 Thus you re
verted to the wantonness of your youth, rememberingb
your youthful breasts, when the men of Egypt handled
your nipples.
22 Assuredly, Oholibah, thus said the Lord Goo: I am
going to rouse against you the lovers from whom you
turned in disgust, and I will bring them upon you from all
around_23 the Babylonians and all the Chaldeans, [the
people of] Pekod, Shoa, and Koa, and all the Assyrians
with them, all of them handsome yormg fellows, gover
nors and prefects, officers and warriors: all of them riding
on horseback. 24 They shall attack you with fleets• of
wheeled chariots and a host of troops; they shall set them
selves against you on all sides with bucklers, shields, and
helmets. And I will entrust your prmishment to them, and
they shall inflict their punishments on you. 25 I will direct
My passion against you, and they shall deal with you in
fury: they shall cut off your nose and ears. The last of you
shall fall by the sword; theyc shall take away your sons
and daughters, and your remnant shall be devoured by
fire. 26 They shall strip you of your clothing and take away
your dazzling jewels. 27I will put an end to your wanton
ness and to your whoring in the land of Egypt, and you
shall not long for them or remember Egypt any more.
28 For thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to deliver you
into the hands of those you hate, into the hands of those
from whom you turned in disgust. 29 They shall treat you
with hate, and they shall take away all you have toiled for,
and leave you naked and bare; your naked whoredom,
wantonness, and harlotry will be exposed. 3D These things
shall be done to you for your harlotries with the nations,
for defiling yourself with their fetishes. 31 You walked in
your sister's path; therefore I will put her cup into your
hand.
32 Thus said the Lord Goo:
You shall drink of your sister 's cup,
So deep and wide;
It shall cause derision and scorn,
It holds so much.
a Meauing of Heb. uucertain.
b Lit. 'for tile sake of "
c I.e., tile former lovers, l'V. 22 ff
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22-35: As in ch 16, Ezekiel de
clares that Oholibah's "lovers,"
the Babylonians and their allies,
will strip and conquer Jerusalem.
23: Pekod (see Jer. 50.21), Shoa, and
Koa, Aramean tribes allied with
Babylonia. 32: Drinking from the
sister's cup, a common motif in Ju
dean prophecy (Isa. 51.17, 22; Jer.
25.15-29; 51.7; Hab. 2.16). As in
other contexts, the cup contains
strong wine and ultimately poison.

EZEKIEL

23.33-23 .49
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33

You shall be filled with drunkenness and woe.
The cup of desolation and horror,
The cup of your sister Samaria34
You shall drink it and drain it,
•·And gnaw its shards;·•
And you shall tear your breasts.
For I have spoken-declares the Lord Goo.
35 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Because you have
forgotten Me and cast Me behind your back, you in turn
must suffer for your wanton whoring.
36 Then the LORD said to me: 0 mortal, arraignb Oholah
and Oholibah, and charge them with their abominations.
37 For they have committed adultery, and blood is on their
hands; truly they have committed adultery with their
fetishes, and have even offered to them as food the chil
dren they bore to Me. 38 At the same time they also did
this to Me: they defiled My Sanctuary and profaned My
sabbaths. 39 Qn the very day that they slaughtered their
children to their fetishes, they entered My Sanctuary to
desecrate it. That is what they did in My House.
4D Moreover, they sent for men to come from afar, [men]
to whom a messenger was sent; and they came. For them,
[Oholibah,] you bathed, painted your eyes, and donned
your finery; 41 and you sat on a grand couch with a set
table in front of it-and it was My incense and My oil you
laid upon it. 42 And the noise of a carefree multitude was
there, •·of numerous men brought drunk from the desert;·•
and they put bracelets on their arms and splendid crowns
upon their heads. 43 Then I said, •-"To destruction with
adultery! Look, they are still going on with those same
fornications of hers."-• 44 And they would go to her as one
goes to a prostitute; that is how they went to Oholah and
Oholibah, wanton women. 45 But righteous men shall
punish them with the punishments for adultery and for
bloodshed, for they are adulteresses and have blood on
their hands.
46 For thus said the Lord Goo: Summon an assembly
against them, and make them an object of horror and
plunder. 47 Let the assembly pelt them with stones and cut
them down with their swords; let them kill their sons and
daughters, and burn down their homes. 48 I will put an
end to wantonness in the land; and all the women shall
take warning not to imitate your wantonness. 49 They
shall punish you for your wantonness, and you shall suf
fer the penalty for your sinful idolatry. And you shall
know that I am the Lord Goo.
n-n Menuiug of I-Ieb. uucertni11.

b Lit. "will you nnnig11"; cf 22.2.
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38: They defiled My Sanctuary and
profaned My sabbaths, see ch 8.
39: Tl1ey slaughtered their children,
see 20.26. 40: Moreover, they sent
for 111e11 to comefrom afar, a reference

to Judean attempts to find allies
(cf. Jer. 27.3). 4�7: The sisters'
punishment reflects that of an
adulterous woman (Lev. 20.10) or
a person who profanes God (Lev.
20.2-5). 48: The metaphorical na
ture of the image is forgotten, and
is here literalized-real women are
to learn proper sexual behavior
from this metaphor. 49: The
prophecy is brought to a close, like
so many others, with the stereo
typical And you sllall know that I am

the Lord Goo.
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2 4 In the ninth year, on the tenth day of the tenth

month, the word of the LoRD carne to me: 2 0 mor
tal, record this date, this exact day; for this very day the
king of Babylon has laid siege to Jerusalem. 3 Further,
speak in an allegory to the rebellious breed and say to
them: Thus said the Lord Goo:
Put the caldron [on the fire], put it on,
And then pour water into it.
4
Collect in it the pieces [of meat].
Every choice piece, thigh and shoulder;
Fill it with the best cuts•5
Take the best of the flock.
Also pile the cutsb under it;
Get it boiling briskly,
And cook the cuts in it.
6
Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo:
Woe to the city of bloodA caldron whose scum is in it,
Whose scum has not been cleaned out!
Empty it piece by piece;
dNo lot has fallen upon it.·d
7
For the blood she shed is still in her;
She set it upon a bare rock;
She did not pour it out on the ground
To cover it with earth.
8
She• set her blood upon the bare rock,
So that it was not covered,
So that it may stir up [My] fury
To take vengeance.
9
Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo:
Woe to the city of blood!
I in turn will make a great blaze.
10
Pile on the logs,
Kindle the fire,
c

n

Lit. "li111bs."
c Or "rust. "
e Heb. "/."

b £111mdntiou yields "wood"; cf u. 10.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertni11.

24.1-25.17: Symbolic actions
concerning the destruction of Je
rusalem and condemnation of
neighboring nations. The intro

ductory date formula marks Ezek.
24.1-25.17 as the fourth major
section of the book. The ni11th Itear,

on the tentlz day of the tenth 11101; th

would be 10 Tevet, 589-588 BCE,
which is identified as the day that
the Babylonian king Nebuchad
nezzar laid siege to Jerusalem (see

also 2 Kings 25.1; Jer. 52.4; cf. Zech.
8.19). The day is marked as a pub
lic fast day in Judaism. The pro
phetic word formula introduces
each of three oracle reports that
comprise the section, including the
allegory of the pot (24.1-14), the
death of Ezekiel's wife (24.15-27),
and the oracles against Israel's
neighbors (25.1-27). Although
most interpreters view ch 25 as the
first ch of the oracles concerning

the nations which comprise chs
25-32, the date formula and the
prophetic word formula indicate a
different understanding of the
arrangement of these oracles. The
first two oracles take up symbolic
actions concerning the destruction
of Jerusalem; the oracles against
Israel's neighbors, including
Ammon, Moab, Edom, and Philis
tia, condemn nations that assisted
the Babylonians in their destruc
tion of Jerusalem and Judah. A
new date formula introduces the
oracle against Tyre in 26.1.
24.1-14: The allegory of the pot.
As a Temple priest, Ezekiel's du
ties include tending to pots used
to cook sacrificial meat (1 Sam.
2.12-17). Like Jeremiah (a priest
descended from Eli), he employs
activities from his own life as sym
bolic actions to express God's
words (see Jer. 1.1))- 1-2: The ninth
_

.

year . the tenth day . . . the te11th
month, 10 Tevet, 589-588 BCE, the

day on which Nebuchadnezzar
began the siege of Jerusalem
(2 Kings 25.1; Jer. 52.4; cf. Zech.
8.19), observed as a public fast day
in Judaism. 4: Thigh and shoulder:
The choice offerings (Num. 18.12),
including the breast and thigh
(Exod. 29.26-28; Lev. 7.28-36;
10.12-15; Num. 18.18; Gen. J2.J2),
are given to the priests. 6-8: The
imagery of the corroded bottom
of the pot symbolizes the bloody
crimes of Jerusalem. Blood must
be covered when shed (Lev.
17.13-16; Gen. 9.1-7). 7: Rabbinic
interpretation relates this v. to
the murder of Zechariah son of
Jehoiada, the prophet and
priest, during the reign of King
Joash son of Ahaziah (2 Chron.
24.2o-22). His blood had not been
requited (2 Chron. 24.22), but lay
seething on the pavement when
Nebuchadnezzar's commander
Nebuzaradan entered the Temple
courts. Nebuzaradan therefore
killed thousands of people in
order to appease it (b. Git.
57b; Pesik. Rav Knh. 122a; Lam.
Rab. 23). 9-14: As a cauldron is
cleansed by fire, Ezekiel calls for
the "cleansing" of Jerusalem by
fire.

EZEKIEL 24.1 1-24 . 1 6
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24.1 5-27: The death of Ezekiel's
wife. The death of Ezekiel's wife
symbolizes the destruction of
Jerusalem, and in his treahnent of
it, Ezekiel makes it a radical sym
bolic action. The ch seems to
suggest that regular rituals of
mourning are insufficient for the
cataclysmic destruction of the
Temple. 1 5-18: Ezekiel's action
draws upon priestly sanctity to
symbolize the inability of God and
the people of Judah to mourn the
loss of Jerusalem when in exile.
Priests may not come into contact
with the dead (Lev. 21.1-12), and
the high priest may not mourn for
the dead (Lev. 21.1o-12; cf. 10.1-7).
16: The delight of your eyes: The
same term is used for the Temple
in v. 21. 1 7: Rabbinic tradition
reads this v. as an instruction for
proper mourning. A mourner does
not wear tefillin or shoes; he wraps
his head; and others serve him
food (b. Mo'ed Kat. 15, 27b).
21 : I am going to desecrate My Sanc
tllat"y: Only the priests could enter
the Holy of Holies. 23: The people

Cook the meat through
And •·stew it completely,·•
And let the bones be charred.
11
Let it stand empty on the coals,
Until it becomes so hot
That the copper glows.
Then its uncleanness shall melt away in it,
And its rust be consumed.
12
b-It has frustrated all effort,
Its thick scum will not leave itInto the fire with its scum!·b
1 3 For your vile impurity-because I sought to cleanse
you of your impurity, but you would not be cleansed
you shall never be clean again until I have satisfied My
fury upon you. 1 4 I the LORD have spoken: It shall come to
pass and I will do it. I will not refrain or spare or relent.
You shall be punished according to your ways and your
deeds-declares the Lord Goo.
1 5 The word of the LORD came to me: 1 6 0 mortal, I am
about to take away the delight of your eyes from you
n-n

Emendation yields "Pour out tlze broth."

b-b Menning of Heb. uncertni11.

MEDIA
.E L A M

Kedar

•Dumah

• Tema
• Dedan

Tl1e Negev

•��-20Milos
��
.
20 Kilometers
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E Z E K I E L 2 4 . 1 7-25 . 3

through pestilence; but you shall not lament or weep or let
your tears flow. 17 Moan softly; observe no mourning for
the dead: Put on your turban and put your sandals on
your feet; do not cover over your upper lip, and do not eat
the bread of comforters."•
1 8 In the evening my wife died, and in the morning I did
as I had been commanded. And when I spoke to the peo
ple that morning, 19 the people asked me, "Will you not
tell us what these things portend for us, that you are act
ing so?" 20 I answered them, "The word of the LoRD has
come to me: 21 Tell the House of Israel: Thus said the Lord
GoD: 'I am going to desecrate My Sanctuary, your pride
and glory, the delight of your eyes and the desire of your
heart; and the sons and daughters you have left behind
shall fall by the sword. 24 bAnd Ezekiel shall become a por
tent for you: you shall do just as he has done, when it hap
pens; and you shall know that I am the Lord GoD.' 22 Ac
cordingly, you shall do as I have done: you shall not cover
over your upper lips or eat the bread of comforters; • 23 and
your turbans shall remain on your heads, and your san
dals upon your feet. You shall not lament or weep, but
you shall be heartsick because of your iniquities and shall
moan to one another."b
25 You, 0 mortal, take note: On the day that I take their
stronghold from them, their pride and joy, the delight of
their eyes and the longing of their hearts-their sons and
daughters__2 6 on that day a fugitive will come to you, to
let you hear it with your own ears. 27 Qn that day your
mouth shall be opened to the fugitive, and you shall speak
and no longer be dumb. So you shall be a portent for
them, and they shall know that I am the LORD.

2 5 The word of the LoRD carne to me: 2 0 mortal, set

your face toward the Ammonites and prophesy
against them. 3 Say to the Ammonites: Hear the word of
the Lord GoD! Thus said the Lord GoD: Because you cried

n Lit. "me11. "

b V. 24 moved 11p for clarity.

are to be fully dressed, with tur
bans and sandals, as they go into
exile. See the portrayal of the Isra
elites at the time of the exodus
and at the observance of Passover
in the Jerusalem Temple (Exod.
12.11, 33-39; 13.18 ["armed" is
sometimes understood as
"girded"]). 25-27: During the
Temple service, the priests offici
ated in silence. When the Temple

is destroyed, Ezekiel will be able
to speak again. The arrival of the
fugitive is recorded in 33.21, in a ch
immediately following the ora
cles concerning the nations (chs
25-32). The placement of these
oracles here thus disrupts the
flow of the book, but also
heightens the tension, as the
destruction of the Temple is
imminent.

Oracles concerning
the nations. Like other prophetic

25.1-32.32:

books (Isa. chs 13-23; Jer. chs
46-51), Ezekiel contains a section
of oracles concerning foreign na
tions, which demonstrate that God
is not merely a national God, con
cerned with His people and land,
Israel, but expresses His power
throughout the world. The nations
included here, Ammon, Moab,
Edom, Philistia, Tyre, and Egypt,
would all be considered as targets
of the Babylonian empire, al
though Egypt was never taken.
Ezekiel, like Jeremiah, identifies
the projected expansion of Babylo
nia as an act of God. In contrast to
Jer. chs 5o-51, however, Ezekiel
does not prophesy against Babylo
nia. The appearance of the date
formulas in 24.1; 26.1; 29.1; 29.17;
30.20; 31.1; 32.1; 32.17 mark the
major segments within the larger
structure of the book of Ezekiel.
25.1-17: Oracles condemning
Israel's neighbors: Ammon,
Moab, Edom, Philistia. The ora

cles against Ammon, Moab, Ed om,
and Philistia are grouped together
with the oracle reports of the alle
gories concerning the pot (24.1-14)
and the death of Ezekiel's wife
(24.15-27). Insofar as the earlier or
acles take up the destruction of Je
rusalem, these oracles condemn
those neighboring nations that are
understood to have assisted Bab
ylonia in carrying out the destruc
tion. (There is no extrabiblical
information concerning the partici
pation of nations in the attack on
Jerusalem.) The entire ch is formu
lated as an instruction speech in
which God tells Ezekiel what to
say. The prophetic messenger for
mula, Tints said the Lord Goo, intro
duces each oracle. Ammon, Moab,
and Edom are mentioned in this
order following their geographic
location, from north to south.
1-7: Oracle concerning Ammon.
The Babylonians employed Am
monites against Judah (2 Kings
24.1-2). Later, the Ammonites
joined Judah in an anti-Babylonian
coalition (Jer. 27.3). Ammon was
located east of the Jordan River.
3: The Ammonites are condemned

NEVI'IM

EZEKIEL 25 .4-25 . 1 7

"Aha!" over My Sanctuary when it was desecrated, and
over the land of Israel when it was laid waste, and over
the House of Judah when it went into exile-4 assuredly, I
will deliver you to the Kedemites as a possession. They
shall set up their encampments among you and pitch their
dwellings in your midst; they shall eat your produce and
they shall drink your milk. s I will make Rabbah a pasture
for camels and Ammon a place for sheep to lie down. And
you shall know that I am the LORD.
6 For thus said the Lord GoD: Because you clapped your
hands and stamped your feet and rejoiced over the land of
Israel with such utter scorn-7 assuredly, I will stretch out
My hand against you and give you as booty to the nations;
I will cut you off from among the peoples and wipe you
out from among the countries and destroy you. And you
shall know that I am the LORD.

B Thus said the Lord GoD: Because Moab •·and Seir•
said, "See, the House of Judah is like all other nations"9 assuredly, I will lay bare the flank of Moab, all its towns
to the last one-Beth-jeshimoth, Baal-meon, and Kiria
thaim, the glory of the country. 10 I will deliver it, together
with Ammon, to the Kedemites as their possession. Thus
Ammon shall not be remembered among the nations,
1 1 and I will mete out punishments to Moab. And they
shall know that I am the LoRD.
12 Thus said the Lord GoD: Because Edom acted venge
fully against the House of Judah and incurred guilt by
wreaking revenge upon it-13 assuredly, thus said the
Lord GoD: I will stretch out My hand against Edom and
cut off from it man and beast, and I will lay it in ruins;
from Tema to Dedan they shall fall by the sword. 14 I
will wreak My vengeance on Edom through My people Is
rael, and they shall take action against Edom in accor
dance with My blazing anger; and they shall know My
vengeance-declares the Lord GoD.
15 Thus said the Lord GoD: Because the Philistines, in
their ancient hatred, acted vengefully, and with utter scorn
sought revenge and destruction-16 assuredly, thus said
the Lord GoD: I will stretch out My hand against the Phil
istines and cut off the Cherethites and wipe out the last sur
vivors of the seacoast. 17 I will wreak frightful vengeance
upon them by furious punishment; and when I inflict My
vengeance upon them, they shall know that I am the LORD.
a-a Lacki11g in some Septuagint mss.
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in part for mocking the destruction
of the Jerusalem Temple. 4: The
Kedemites, "sons of the east," are
nomadic Arab tribes from the
northern Arabian desert who
moved into Ammon and Moab fol
lowing their destruction by Bab
ylonia. 5: Rnbbnh, the site of pres
ent day Amman, Jordan, was the
capital of Ammon. Jeremiah indi
cates that the Ammonites insti
gated the assassination of the Ju
dean governor Gedaliah following
the destruction of Jerusalem (Jer.
40.14) and that they seized the ter
ritory of the tribe of Gad (cf. Zeph.
2.8). 8-1 1 : Oracle concerning
Moab. Like Ammon, the Moabites
assisted the Babylonians against
Judah (2 Kings 24.1-2) and later
joined the anti-Babylonian coali
tion (Jer. 27.3). Moab was located
east of the southern portion of the
Dead Sea. Cf. Zeph. 2.8. Both geo
graphical proximity and familial
relations (see Gen. 19.37-38) are re
sponsible for Moab and Ammon
being mentioned adjacently here,
as they are so often in the Bible.
9: Betil-jes/Jillloth is situated in
southern Moab, northeast of the
Dead Sea (Num. 33.49; Josh. 1.3;
13.20). Bnnl-meon is Beth-baal
meon, located a few miles inland
from the Dead Sea (Josh. 13.17),
and Kirintlwim is to its south
(Num. 32.37; Josh. 13.19; Jer. 48.1,
23). 1 2-14: Oracle concerning
Edom. Edom symbolizes God's
wrath, perhaps because of its role
in the destruction of the Jerusalem
Temple (Ps. 137.7; Lam. 4.21-22;
Obadiah 1-14). It was located
southeast of the Dead Sea, and
sometimes encroached upon
southern Judean territories.
Edam's ancestor, Esau, was Jacob's
twin brother (Gen. chs 25-35).
Temn to Dednn, towns associated
with Edom (Jer. 49.7-8). They are
several hundred km southeast of
Judah. 15-17: Oracle concerning
Philistia. The Philistine territory
was occupied by Assyria in the 8th
and 7th centuries IJCE and turned
into an industrial center for the
production of olive oil. It is not
clear what action the Philistines
took against Judah in the 6th cen
tury. Philistia was located along

EZEKIEL 2 6 . 1-26 . 1 2
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26

In the eleventh year, on the first of the month," the
word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, because
Tyre gloated over Jerusalem, "Aha! The gatewayb of the
peoples is broken, it has become mine; I shall be filled,
now that it is laid in ruins"-3 assuredly, thus said the
Lord Goo:
I am going to deal with you, 0 Tyre!
I will hurl many nations against you,
As the sea hurls its waves.
4
They shall destroy the walls of Tyre
And demolish her towers;
And I will scrape her soil off her
And leave her a naked rock.
5
She shall be in the heart of the sea
A place for drying< nets;
For I have spoken it -declares the Lord Goo.
She shall become spoil for the nations,
6
And her daughter-towns in the country
Shall be put to the sword.
And they shall know that I am the LoRD.
7 For thus said the Lord Goo: I will bring from the north,
against Tyre, King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, a king of
kings, with horses, chariots, and horsemen-a great mass
of troops.
B
Your daughter-towns in the country
He shall put to the sword;
He shall erect towers against you,
And cast up mounds against you,
And raise [a wall of] bucklers against you.
9
He shall turn the force of his battering rams
Against your walls
And smash your towers with his axes.d
10
From the cloud raised by his horses
Dust shall cover you;
From the clatter of horsemen
And wheels and chariots,
Your walls shall shake
When he enters your gates
As men enter a breached city.
11
With the hoofs of his steeds
He shall trample all your streets.
He shall put your people to the sword,
And your mighty pillars shall crash to the ground.
12
They shall plunder your wealth

a Tile mo11tll is 1101 i11dicaled.
b Targ11111 reads "trafficker"; cf 27- 3 c Lit. "sprradi11g o11t."
d Lit. "swords. "
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the Mediterranean coast, west and
south of the hill country of Judah.
1 6: Cheretlzites, the Cretans, ances
tors of the Philistines (Zeph. 2.5; cf.
2 Sam. 8.18; Amos 9-7l·
26.1-28.19: Oracles concerning
Tyre and its rulers. The initial date

formula identifies the oracles con
cerning Tyre in 26.1-28.19 as the
fifth major section of the book of
Ezekiel. The prophetic word for
mula introduces the various seg
ments of this section in 26.1-21;
27.1-36; 28.1-10; 28.11-19;
28.2o-26. The eleventh year, on the
first of the mont/1 is uncertain be
cause the month is not recorded.
The year would be 586 BCE,
when the city of Jerusalem fell
(2 Kings 25.2; Jer. 52.5). Tyre, the
preeminent maritime power of the
ancient world, joined Judah in re
volt against Babylonia ( Jer. 27.3).
The Phoenician city of Tyre was an
island until its conquest in 332 BCE
by Alexander the Great, who built
an earthen corridor through the
water to assault the city by land.
Shortly after his conquest of Jeru
salem, Nebuchadrezzar laid siege
to Tyre for thirteen years. Al
though he was not able to conquer
the city, it finally submitted to him.
The large number of oracles about
Tyre reflects its economic signifi
cance at this time.

Four oracles concerning
the destruction of Tyre. 1 : The

26.1-2 1 :

eleventh year, on the first of the
month, 586 BCE, shortly after the
fall of Jerusalem. 2-6: Ezekiel's in
dictment and sentencing of Tyre
presupposes that the city was a
commercial rival to Judah. 2: The
gateway of the peoples, lit. "gate
ways," indicates Judah's role in
controlling inland trade routes.
4: Naked rock, "sela"' or rock in
Heb, plays upon the Hebrew name
"Tzor," Tyre, which is another
term for rock. 6: Daugl1ter-towns
designates nearby towns (sub
urbs) that were subsidiary to Tyre.
7-14: Ezekiel's description presup
poses the tactics and weapons of
land warfare, which were useless
against an island state. 7: Nebu
c/zadrezzar, the Akkadian (the Ian-

EZEKIEL 26. 1 3-27.3

N E VI ' I M

And loot your merchandise.
They shall raze your walls
And tear down your splendid houses,
And they shall cast into the water
Your stones and timber and soil.
13
I will put an end to the murmur of your songs,
And the sound of your lyres shall be heard no
more.
14
I will make you a naked rock,
You shall be a place for drying• nets;
You shall never be rebuilt.
For I have spoken
-declares the Lord Goo.
15 Thus said the Lord Goo to Tyre: The coastlands shall
quake at the sound of your downfall, when the wounded
groan, when slaughter is rife within you. 16 All the rulers
of the sea shall descend from their thrones; they shall re
move their robes and strip off their embroidered gar
ments. They shall clothe themselves with trembling, and
shall sit on the ground; they shall tremble every moment,
and they shall be aghast at you. 17 And they shall intone a
dirge over you, and they shall say to you:
How you have perished, byou who were peopled·b
from the seas,
0 renowned city!
Mighty on the sea were she and her inhabitants,
Who cast their terror on all <·its inhabitants:<
18
Now shall the coastlands tremble
On the day of your downfall,
And the coastlands by the sea
Be terrified at your end.
19 For thus said the Lord Goo: When I make you a ru
ined city, like cities empty of inhabitants; when I bring the
deep over you, and its mighty waters cover you, 20 then I
will bring you down, with those who go down to the Pit,
to the people of old. I will install you in the netherworld,
with those that go down to the Pit, like the ruins of old, so
that you shall not be inhabited and shall not radiated
splendor in the land of the living. 21 I will make you a hor
ror, and you shall cease to be; you shall be sought, but
shall never be found again-declares the Lord Goo.

2 7 The word of the LORD came to me: 2 Now you, 0
mortal, intone a dirge over Tyre. 3 Say to Tyre:

II

Lit. "sprendiug Ollt."
b-b S�ptungi11t rends "vnnisilerf. "
c-c I.e., of tl1e sen. Emendation yields "t11e dry /awl. "
d Uuderstnnding nathatti ns second-person siugulnr feminine; Lf 16.50 nud note. But
meaning of Heb. uncertni11.
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guage of ancient Mesopotamia)
name, Nabu-kudurri-utzur ("May
Nebo [the name of a Babylonian
god] protect my labor"), is fre
quently mispronounced in Heb
as Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. 1.1).
16: Rulers of the sea, an allusion to
Tyre's trading partners and allies.
17: Tiley shall intone 11 dirge over
you, see 19.1 n. 1 9-21 : Ezekiel em
ploys mythological language to
portray Tyre's fall. 1 9: I bring the
deep over you reverses the imagery
of creation in which dry land
emerges from the waters (Gen.
ch 1). 20: Go down to the Pit, de
scend into the underworld at
death (see 32.17-22; Isa. 24.22;
Pss. 63.9; 139.15). This was a char
acteristic motif of Babylonian
mythology, in which the fertility
god Tammuz had to be rescued
from the underworld each year
by the goddess Ish tar.
27.1-36: Lamentation over Tyre.
The ch begins as a eulogy for
the commercial beauty and promi
nence of Tyre, a vibrant center
of trade, where people from dis
tant and exotic lands came to ex
change their wares. 3-9: Ezekiel
portrays Tyre as a well-built
ship, which symbolizes the
way in which Tyre achieved
wealth through maritime trade.

NEVI'IM

4

5

6

7

8

9

0 you who dwell at the gateway of the sea,
Who trade with the peoples on many coastlands:
Thus said the Lord Goo:
•-o Tyre, you boasted,
I am perfect in beauty.-•
Your frontiers were on the high seas,
Your builders perfected your beauty.
From cypress trees of Senir
They fashioned your planks;
They took a cedar from Lebanon
To make a mast for you.
From oak trees of Bashan
They made your oars;
Of boxwood from the isles of Kittim,
Inlaid with ivory,
They made your decks.
Embroidered linen from Egypt
Was the cloth
That served you for sails;
Of blue and purple from the coasts of Elishah
Were your awnings.
The inhabitants of Sidon and Arvad
Were your rowers;
b-Your skilled men, 0 Tyre,-b were within you,
They were your pilots.
Gebal's elders and craftsmen were within you,
Making your repairs.

All the ships of the sea, with their crews,
Were <·in your harbor·<
To traffic in your wares.
IO
Men of Paras, Lud, and Put
Were in your army,
Your fighting men;
They hung shields and helmets in your midst,
They lent splendor to you.
11
Men of Arvad and Helech
Manned your walls all around,
And men of Gammad were stationed in your
towers;
They hung their quivers all about your walls;
They perfected your beauty.
1 2 Tarshish traded with you because of your wealth of
all kinds of goods; they bartered silver, iron, tin, and lead
a-a Emendation yields: "0 Tyre, you are a ship I Perfect i11 beauty. "
b-b Emendation yields "Tile skilled men of Zemar"; cf Ge11. 1 0.18.
c-c Lit. "in you. "

EZEKIEL 27.4-27.12
5: Scnir, Mt. Hermon in northern
Israel (Deut. 3-9)- 6: Bashan, the
region east of the Sea of Galilee.
The isles of Kittim, the Greek is
lands, although later usage in
cludes the Romans. 7: Elishah,
Cyprus (d. Gen. 10.4). 8: Sidon is
north of Tyre (Gen. 10.15). Arvad,
Phoenicia (Gen. 10.18). Zcmar (see
translators' note b-b), "Tyre" in
Heb. 9: Gebal, Byblos (1 Kings
5.32), a major center of papyrus
production in antiquity. 1 0-1 1 :
Tyre's defenders include merce
nary troops. 1 0: Paras, Persia. Lud,
Lydia. Put, Libya. 1 1 : Helcch
means "your army" in Heb. Gam
mad is uncertain, although Targwn
Jonathan identifies it with Cap
podocia. 1 2-25a: A prose section
contains a catalogue of Tyre's ex
tensive commercial relations.
1 2: Tarshislz, Tartessos in southern
Spain.

EZEKIEL 27.1 3-27.28
for your wares. 13 Javan, Tubal, and Meshech-they were
your merchants; they trafficked with you in human beings
and copper utensils. 14 From Beth-togarmah they bartered
horses, horsemen, and mules for your wares. 15 The peo
ple of Dedan were your merchants; many coastlands
traded under your rule and rendered you tribute in ivory
tusks and ebony. 16 Aram traded with you because of your
wealth of merchandise, dealing with you in turquoise,
purple stuff, embroidery, fine linen, coral, and agate!
17Judah and the land of Israel were your merchants; they
trafficked with you in wheat of b-Minnith and Pannag,-b
honey, oil, and balm. 18 Because of your wealth of mer
chandise, because of your great wealth, Damascus traded
with you in Helbon wine and white wool. 19 <Vedan and
Javan from Uzal traded for your wares; they trafficked
with you in polished iron, cassia, and calamus. 20 Dedan
was your merchant in saddlecloths for riding.·< 21 Arabia
and all Kedar's chiefs were traders under your rule; they
traded with you in lambs, rams, and goats. 22 The mer
chants of Sheba and Raamah were your merchants; they
bartered for your wares all the finest spices, all kinds of
precious stones, and gold. 23 Haran, Canneh, and Eden,
the merchants of Sheba, Assyria, and Chilmad traded
with you. 24 <These were your merchants in choice fabrics,
embroidered cloaks of blue, and many-colored carpets
tied up with cords and preserved with cedar-among
your wares.·< 25 The ships of Tarshish were in the service of
your trade.
dSo you were full and richly laden
On the high seas.
Your oarsmen brought you out
26
Into the mighty waters;
The tempest wrecked you
On the high seas.
27
Your wealth, your wares, your merchandise,
Your sailors and your pilots,
The men who made your repairs,
Those who carried on your traffic,
And all the fighting men within you
All the multitude within youShall go down into the depths of the sea
On the day of your downfall.
28
At the outcry of your pilots
a Tire exact idcutity of tllesc stoucs is unccrtai11.
b-b Meaniug of Heb. uuccrtain; cf "Milmi/11," judg. l l .JJ.
c-c Mcaniug of Hcb. uuccrtai11.
d Rcsumiug tile dcscriptio11 ofTyr<" as a slrip, as i11 vv. 31>-ga.
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1 3: ]avan, Ionians or Greeks. Tubal
and Mes/recl!, Asia Minor (Gen.
10.2). 14: Beth-togarmah, Armenia
(Gen. 10.J). 1 5: Dedan, an Arabian

people south of Israel in central
Arabia (Gen. 10.6-7; 25.1-3; Isa.
21.13; Jer. 25.23; 49.8). 1 6: Tur

quoise, purple stuff embroidery:
Phoenicia was known for trade in
purple dye derived from a shell
fish. The names for the country,
Phoenicia (Gk, "Phoinikos") and
Canaan, both mean "purple."
1 7: Mirmitlr, in Ammonite territory
(Judg. 11-JJ). Parmag: Radak con
siders this to be a place name, but
the meaning is uncertain. 1 8: Hel
bon, 22 km (13 mi) north of Damas
cus. 1 9: Vedan and Javan from Uzal:
Uzal is Sana in Yemen (Gen. 10.27).
20: Dedan, in central Arabia.
21 : Kedar, in Arabia (Gen. 25.13).
22: 5/reba, in Arabia or E thiopia
(Gen. 10.7). Raanral! is believed
to be near the Persian Gulf.
23: Haran, Cannel!, Eden, cities in
Syria (Gen. 12.4; 10.10; Isa. 10.9;
2 Kings 19.12; Isa. 37.12; Amos
1.5). Assyria, the ancient Assyrian
empire in northern Iraq. Clrilmnd,
Media. 25 b-36: The lament re
sumes with a description of Tyre
as a ship sinking by the tempest, lit.
"the east wind," a common sym
bol of God's power (Exod. 14.21).
As the city-ship sinks into the sea,
losing all her precious cargo, all
those around her mourn and la
ment. Many of these laments are
expressed in the qinah or dirge
meter.
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29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

The billows shall heave;
And all the oarsmen and mariners,
All the pilots of the sea,
Shall come down from their ships
And stand on the ground.
They shall raise their voices over you
And cry out bitterly;
They shall cast dust on their heads
And strew ashes on themselves.
On your account, they shall make
Bald patches on their heads,
And shall gird themselves with sackcloth.
They shall weep over you, brokenhearted,
With bitter lamenting;
They shall intone a dirge over you as they wail,
And lament for you thus:
Who was like Tyre when she was silenced
In the midst of the sea?
When your wares were unloaded from the seas,
You satisfied many peoples;
With your great wealth and merchandise
You enriched the kings of the earth.
But when you were wrecked on the seas,
In the deep waters sank your merchandise
And all the crew aboard you.
All the inhabitants of the coastlands
Are appalled over you;
Their kings are aghast,
Their faces contorted!
The merchants among the peoples hissedb at you;
You have become a horror,
And have ceased to be forever.

word of the LoRD carne to me: 2 0 mortal, say
to the prince of Tyre: Thus said the Lord Goo:
2Because
8 The
you have been so haughty and have said, "I am

a god; I sit enthroned like a god in the heart of the seas,"
whereas you are not a god but a man, though you deemed
your mind equal to a god'sc3
Yes, you are wiser than Daniel;
In no hidden matter can anyone
Compare to you.
4
By your shrewd understanding
You have gained riches,
n Men11i11g of Heb. 1111Ccrtni11.
b I.e., to ward off tile en/amity from tile vicwa; cf. Ja. 18. 16, 49· 17; Jol> 27.23; Lnm. 2 . 1 5 .
c Tlris sentence is co11liuucd iu v . 6; i'V. 3-5 nre pnn·nt!Jcticnl.
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Oracle concerning the
prince of Tyre. 2: Self-deification

28.1-10:

was a claim of some ancient Near
Eastern rulers, but in this case,
says Ezekiel, the prince has gone
too far and is guilty of hubris.
3: Yes, you are wiser tilan Daniel:
Ezekiel apparently holds the
Tyrian king in high regard and
compares him to Daniel (Heb,
Dan El), the wise ruler of Canaan
ite mythology who may stand
behind the figure of Daniel in
biblical tradition (see 14.12-20).

EZEKIEL 28.5-28 . 1 5
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And have amassed gold and silver
In your treasuries.
5
By your great shrewdness in trade
You have increased your wealth,
And you have grown haughty
Because of your wealth.
6 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Because you have
deemed your mind equal to a god's,
7
I swear I will bring against you
Strangers, the most ruthless of nations.
They shall nnsheathe their swords
Against your prized shrewdness,
And they shall strike down• your splendor.
8
They shall bring you down to the Pit;
In the heart of the sea you shall die
The death of the slain.
9
Will you still say, "I am a god"
Before your slayers,
When you are proved a man, not a god,
At the hands of those who strike you down?
10
By the hands of strangers you shall die
The death of the uncircumcised;b
For I have spoken
-declares the Lord Goo.
11 The word of the LORD came to me: 12 0 mortal, intone
a dirge over the king of Tyre and say to him: Thus said the
Lord Goo:
You were the seal of perfection,
Full of wisdom and flawless in beauty.
13
You were in Eden, the garden of God;
Every precious stone was your adornment:
Carnelian, chrysolite, and amethyst;
Beryl, lapis lazuli, and jasper;
Sapphire, turquoise, and emerald;
And gold <·beautifully wrought for you,
Mined for you, prepared the day you were created.-<
14
created you as a cherub
With outstretched shielding wings/
And you resided on God's holy mountain;
You walked among stones of fire.
15
You were blameless in your ways,
From the day you were created
Until wrongdoing was found in you.

di

a Meaning of Heb. lmcertaiu.
b According to popular belief, tlwse who die uncircumcised aud those left unburied are rel
egated to the /ower level of tire uethenvorld; cf 3 1 . 18; Jl.19ff
c-c Mea11i11g of Heb. u11certaiu. Ou the stoues, see uote at Exod. 18.17.
d-d Meani11g of Heb. U11certai11.
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5: Ezekiel charges that the king
has overstepped his bounds.
8: The mythological language of
descent into the sea and the Pit
reappears. 1 0: Tile wtcirc!lnlcised:
While the Phoenicians (Tyrians)
practiced circumcision, they are
threatened with the death of the
uncircumcised, thought to be
worse than the death of the cir
cumcised.
28.1 1-19: Dirge for the king of

Tyre. While it was the "prince"
who was condemned in vv. 1-10,
here the lament is for the "king."
This king is pictured as a quasi
mythical being in a bejeweled gar
den of Eden. References to the gar
den of Eden are quite rare outside
of Genesis; it is mentioned in Joel
2.3, and several times in Ezekiel.
The king boasts of his wisdom and
beauty, qualities that Israelite
kings as well were expected to
have (e.g., 1 Sam. 16.18, of David).
1 2: Seal, a sign of royal authority.
1 3-1 5: Ezekiel employs the im
agery of the garden of Eden story
to describe the Tyrian king's
downfall. 14: He employs the im
agery of the cherub to stress the
Tyrian king's power and high po
sition. The once-perfect creature is
shown to have sinned and there
fore was struck down. 1 6: The
prophet charges the king with cor
rupt trade practices.
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17

18

19

By your far-flung commerce
You were filled with lawlessness
And you sinned.
So I have struck you down
From the mountain of God,
And I have destroyed you, 0 shielding cherub,
From among the stones of fire.
You grew haughty because of your beauty,
You debased your wisdom for the sake of your
splendor;
I have cast you to the ground,
I have made you an object for kings to stare at.
By the greatness of your guilt,
Through the dishonesty of your trading,
You desecrated your sanctuaries.
So I made a fire issue from you,
And it has devoured you;
I have reduced you to ashes on the ground,
In the sight of all who behold you.
All who knew you among the peoples
Are appalled at your doom.
You have become a horror
And have ceased to be, forever.

20 The word of the LoRD carne to me: 2 1 0 mortal, set
your face toward Sidon and prophesy against her. 22 Say:
Thus said the Lord Goo:
I am going to deal with you, 0 Sidon.
I will gain glory in your midst;
And they shall know that I am the LORD,
When I wreak punishment upon her
And show Myself holy through her.
23
I will let pestilence loose against her
And bloodshed into her streets.
And the slain shall fall in her midst
When the sword comes upon her from all sides.
And they shall know that I am the LORD.
24 Then shall the House of Israel no longer be afflicted
with prickling briers and lacerating thorns from all the
neighbors who despise them; and they shall know that I
am the Lord Goo.
25 Thus said the Lord Goo: When I have gathered the
House of Israel from the peoples among which they have
been dispersed, and have shown Myself holy through
them in the sight of the nations, they shall settle on their
own soil, which I gave to My servant Jacob, 26 and they
shall dwell on it in security. They shall build houses and
plant vineyards, and shall dwell on it in security, when I
- 1097-

28.20-26: Oracle concerning
Sidon. 21: Sidon, another Phoeni
cian port city, 40 krn (25 rni) north
of Tyre. Sidon joined the revolt
(Jer. 27.3) and probably fell to
Nebuchadrezzar. 25-26: Once the
nations that treated Israel with
contempt are destroyed, the exiles
will return to the land of Israel
sworn to Jacob (Gen. chs 28; 35)
and rebuild their community; thus
will they manifest God's holiness
in the world. And they shall krww
tlrat I tlze LoRD am their God, the
self-identification formula.

NEVI'IM
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have meted out punishment to all those about them who
despise them. And they shall know that I the LoRD am
their God.

2 9 In the tenth year, on the twelfth day of the tenth

month, the word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mor
tal, tum your face against Pharaoh king of Egypt, and
prophesy against him and against all Egypt. 3 Speak these
words:
Thus said the Lord Goo:
I am going to deal with you, 0 Pharaoh king of
Egypt,
Mighty monster, sprawling in your• channels,
Who said,
My Nile is my own;
I made it for myself.
4
I will put hooks in your jaws,
And make the fish of your channels
Cling to your scales;
I will haul you up from your channels,
With all the fish of your channels
Clinging to your scales.
5
And I will fling you into the desert,
With all the fish of your cha1mels.
You shall be left lying in the open,
Ungathered and unburied:
I have given you as food
To the beasts of the earth
And the birds of the sky.
6
Then all the inhabitants of Egyp t shall know
That I am the LoRD.
Because youb were a staff of reed
To the House of Israel:
7
When they grasped you with the hand, you would
splinter,
And wound all their shoulders,<
And when they leaned on you, you would break,
And make all their loins unsteady.d
a
b
c
d

Lit. "its."
Lit. "IIley."
Septuagint and Syriac read "palms"; cf 2 Kings 1 8 . 2 1 ; lsn. ]6.6.
Taking 'amad as n byform of ma'ad; cf Sifrinc trnnslntion.

29.1-16: The first oracle concern
ing Egypt. The initial date formula
marks 29.1-16 as the first of five
sections concerned with oracles
against Egypt and its rulers in
29.1-16; 29.17-30.19; 30.2D-26;

31.1-18; 32.1-32 (+33·1-39.29). Be
cause of its focus on the downfall
of Egypt, 28.25-29.21 transcends
these divisions to constitute the
haftarah reading for the parashah
of Va-'era' (Exod. 6.2-<).35), which
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relates the plagues against Egypt
at the time of the exodus. Egypt
played a major role in instigating
the revolt against its enemy Bab
ylonia. When Pharaoh Hophra at
tempted to relieve Jerusalem from
the Babylonian siege in 588 BCE, he
was repulsed (Jer. ch 37; 44.30; see
also Jer. ch 32). 1 : Commentators
note that the initial date formula,

in the tenth year, on the twelfth day of
the tenth month, 12 Tevet, 588-587
BCE, disrupts the chronological se
quence of the book since it is per
haps some three months earlier
than the date given in 26.1 for the
oracles concerning Tyre. Radak
states that the oracle concerning
Tyre appears first because it was
fulfilled first, i.e., whereas Tyre
submitted to Nebuchadnezzar in
573 BCE after thirteen years of
siege, Egypt was conquered by the
" Persian king Cambyses in 525. Al
though it is not clear in the English
translation, this particular date
formula lacks the verb "vayehi"
("and it came to pass") that ap
pears in the other chronological
formulae of the book (except 40.1).
When considered in relation to the
disruption of the book's chrono
logical sequence, this suggests that
the oracles concerning Egypt may
have once circulated independ
ently, and were combined here as a
group. 2-7: God instructs Ezekiel
to address Pharaoh, probably
Hophra (ruled 589-570) after his
failed attempt to rescue Jerusalem.
3: Mighty monster, lit. "the great
dragon." Egypt is compared to a
dragon in Isa. 1 1.15, which em
ploys the imagery of the seven
headed Leviathan (Lathan) of Ca
naanite mythology, and in Isa. 30.7
to the sea dragon Rahab (see also
Isa. 51.9-10; Job 9.13; 26.12-13; Ps.
89.9-10). The Nile river forms the
natural "backbone" of Egypt and
serves as the source of Egypt's life.
6: A staff of reed to the House of Israel
symbolizes an unreliable support
(d. Isa. 36.6 l l 2 Kings 18.21).
8-12: Egypt's judgment results
from Pharaoh's claim that the
Nile is his and not God's (28.2).
10: From Migdal to Syene, cities that
define the northern and southern
borders of Egypt. Syene is modern
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8 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Lo, I will bring a
sword against you, and will cut off man and beast from
you, 9 so that the land of Egypt shall fall into desolation
and ruin. And they shall know that I am the LoRn-be
cause he boasted, "The Nile is mine, and I made it." 1 0 As
suredly, I am going to deal with you and your channels,
and I will reduce the land of Egypt to utter ruin and deso
lation, •·from Migdal to Syene, all the way to the border of
Nubia:• 11 No foot of man shall traverse it, and no foot of
beast shall traverse it; and it shall remain uninhabited for
forty years. 12 For forty years I will make the land of Egypt
the most desolate of desolate lands, and its cities shall be
the most desolate of ruined cities. And I will scatter the
Egyptians among the nations and disperse them through
out the countries.
13 Further, thus said the Lord Goo: After a period of
forty years I will gather the Egyptians from the peoples
among whom they were dispersed. 14 I will restore the
fortunes of the Egyptians and bring them back to the
land of their origin, the land of Pathros,b and there they
shall be a lowly kingdom. 15 It shall be the lowliest of all
the kingdoms, and shall not lord it over the nations again.
I will reduce the Egyptians,< so that they shall have no
dominion over the nations. 16 Never again shall they be
the trust of the House of Israel, recalling its guilt in hav
ing turned to them. And they shall know that I am the
Lord Goo.
17In the twenty-seventh year, on the first day of the first
month, the word of the LoRD carne to me: 18 0 mortal,
King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon has made his army ex
pend vast labor on Tyre; every head is rubbed bald and
every shoulder scraped. But he and his army have had no
return for the labor he expended on Tyre. 19 Assuredly,
thus said the Lord Goo: I will give the land of Egypt to
Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon. He shall carry off her
wealth and take her spoil and seize her booty; and she
shall be the recompense of his army. 20 As the wage for
which he labored, for what they did for Me, I give him the
land of Egypt-declares the Lord Goo.
21 On that day I will d·endow the House of Israel with
strength, and you shall be vindicated·d among them. And
they shall know that I am the LoRD.
a-a I.e., tire lcngtlt of Egypt,jro11r I!Ortlt to so11tlt. Sy<'ll<" is 111odcm Aswa11.
b I.e., SOIItlrem EgrJpt.
c Heb. "tlre111. "
d-d Lit. "cause n /rom to spro11t for tire Ho11se of Israel, and I will grnllt rJOII openi11g of tire
1110llfll."
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Aswan. 1 1 : Forty years, a common
number for a complete and
lengthy period of time (Num.
14.33; Judg. 3.31; 1 Kings 2.11).
1 3-16: Egypt will be restored to i ts
land as a minor kingdom. The
prophet clearly has in mind
Egypt's failure to aid Israel in its
time of need. 14: Pathros, Upper
Egypt, the southern portion of
the kingdom. In Egypt, "up" is
south (upstream on the Nile) and
"down" is north (downstream on
the Nile). 1 6: The oracle ends with
the self-identification formula, but
it is applied to Egypt rather than
to Israel.
29.17-30.19: The second

block
of oracles concerning Egypt.
The initial date formula marks
29.17-30.19 as the seventh major
section of the book of Ezekiel. The
prophetic word formula, the word
of the LoRD came to me, in 29.17
and 30.1 marks the two oracle re
ports that appear in this section.
29.17: The twenty-seventh year,

on tl1efirst day ofthe first month,

1 Nisan 571-570 BCE. This date
falls outside of the twenty-year
pattern evident in the other date
formulae throughout the book (see
1.1-3 n.). Seder 0/am Rabbnh 26
maintains that this refers to the
twenty-seventh year (578 BCE) of
Nebuchadnezzar's reign when
Egypt fell into his hands. Nebu
chadrezzar reigned for forty-three
years, 605-562, but he never con
quered Egypt. Modem commenta
tors maintain that this date was
written at a later time, perhaps by
Ezekiel himself in old age or by
someone else, following the de
layed fulfillment of the oracle
concerning Tyre. The oracle may
originally have been dated to the
eleventh year (see 26.1; 30.20).
1 8: Ezekiel refers to Nebuchadrez
zar's failure to conquer Tyre as a
basis for his campaign against
Egypt. Following the conclusion of
his siege against Tyre in 573 BCE,
Nebuchadrezzar attacked Egypt in
668 but failed to conquer the land.
Although Tyre submitted to him,
the failure to conquer the city
meant that his troops would re
ceive little booty. 21 : I will endow
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3 0 The word of the LORD came to me: 2 0 mortal,
prophesy and say: Thus said the Lord Goo:

Wail, alas for the day!
For a day is near;
A day of the LORD is near.
It will be a day of cloud,
An hour of [invading] nations.
4
A sword shall pierce Egypt,
And Nubia shall be seized with trembling,
When men fall slain in Egypt
And her wealth is seized
And her foundations are overthrown.
5 Nubia, Put, and Lud, and all •the mixed populations;•
and Cub, and the inhabitants of the allied countries shall
fall by the sword with them.
6
Thus said the LORD:
Those who support Egypt shall fall,
And her proud strength shall sink;
There they shall fall by the sword,
From Migdal to Syene
-declares the Lord Goo.
7 They shall be the most desolate of desolate lands, and
her cities shall be the most ruined of cities, B when I set fire
to Egypt and all who help her are broken. Thus they shall
know that I am the LoRD.
9 Qn that day, messengers shall set out at My bidding to
strike terror into confident Nubia. And they shall be
seized with trembling on Egypt's day [of doom]-for it is
at hand.
10 Thus said the Lord Goo: I will put an end to the
wealth of Egypt through King Nebuchadrezzar of Bab
ylon. 11 He, together with his troops, the most ruthless of
the nations, shall be brought to ravage the land. And they
shall unsheathe the sword against Egypt and fill the land
with the slain.
12 I will turn the channels into dry ground, and I will de
liver the land into the hands of evil men. I will lay waste
the land and everything in it by the hands of strangers. I
the LORD have spoken.
3

13 Thus said the Lord Goo: I will destroy the fetishes
and make an end of the idols in Noph; and no longer shall
there be a prince in the land of Egypt; and I will strike the
land of Egypt with fear. 14 I will lay Pathros waste, I will
set fire to Zoan, and I will execute judgment on No. 15 I
a-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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the House of Israel with strength, lit.
"I will cause a horn to sprout for
the house of Israel": the restoration
of the Davidic monarchy in the
aftermath of Egypt's collapse
(see Isa. 11.1-16; Ps. 132.17). This
phrase plays a prominent role in
the daily '"Amidah" prayer con
cerning the restoration of Davidic
kingship. 30.1-19: This section
contains four oracles (vv. 2-5, 6--9,
1o-12, 13-19), each identified by
the prophetic messenger formula,
thus said tlw Lord Goo. 2-5: God in
structs Ezekiel to lament for Egypt
and Ethiopia. Egypt was ruled by
an Ethiopian dynasty during the
late 7th and early 6th centuries BCE
(see Isa. ch 20). The prophet em
ploys the "Day of the LORD" motif
(Amos 5.18-20; Joel chs 1-2; Isa.
2.6-21; chs 13; 34; Obadiah; Zeph.
1.2-18; 2.1-3) to express the over
throw of Egypt. 5: Put, and Lud,
see 27.1o-11 n. Cub is unknown.
6-9: This oracle resembles oracles
in Isaiah. 6: Proud strength shall
sink, Isa. 2.6-21. 9: Messengers shall
set out, Isa. 18.1-2. 1 2: I will turn
the channels into dry ground, Isa.
19.1-15. 1 3-19: Ezekiel cites Egyp
tian place names to demonstrate
that destruction will encompass
the entire land. 13: Nop/1 is Mem
phis, the early capital south of
Cairo. 14: Pathros, see 29.14. loan,
also called Rameses, Tanis, and
Avaris, the site where the Heb
slaves worked in the Nile Delta
(Ps. 78.12, 43; Exod. 1.11; Num.
13.22). No is Thebes, Egypt's capi
tal throughout much of Israel's
history (Nah. 3.8; Jer. 46.25).
15: Si11 is Pelusium, near Zoan in
the northeastern Delta. 17: Aven is
"On" or Heliopolis, 10 km (6 mi)
northeast of Cairo (Jer. 43.13). Pi
beseth, Bubastis in the eastern
Delta. 1 8: Telwplmehes, by the north
shore of the Gulf of Suez (Jer. 2.16;
43.7, 8-13). 19: The judgment exe
cuted against Egypt recalls lan
guage of the exodus tradition (e.g.,
Exod. 6.6), suggesting that this
event, the biblical paradigm for
God's power, will be reenacted.
30.20-26: The first oracle con
cerning Pharaoh. The introductory
date formula marks this as the
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will pour out my anger upon Sin, the stronghold of Egypt,
and I will destroy the wealth of No. 16 I will set fire to
Egypt; Sin shall writhe in anguish and No shall be torn
apart; •·and Noph [shall face] adversaries in broad day
light:• 1 7 The young men of Avenb and Pi-beseth shall fall
by the sword, and those [towns] shall go into captivity.
lBin Tehaphnehes< daylight shall be withheld,d when I
break there the power of Egypt, and there her proud
strength comes to an end. [The city] itself shall be covered
with cloud, and its daughter towns shall go into captivity.
19
Thus I will execute judgment on Egypt;
And they shall know that I am the LORD.
20 In the eleventh year, on the seventh day of the first
month, the word of the LORD came to me: 21 0 mortal, I
have broken the arm of Pharaoh king of Egypt; it has not
been bound up to be healed nor firmly bandaged to make
it strong enough to grasp the sword. 22 Assuredly, thus
said the Lord Goo: I am going to deal with Pharaoh king
of Egypt. I will break his arms, both the sound one and the
injured, and make the sword drop from his hand. 23 I will
scatter the Egyptians among the nations and disperse
them throughout the countries. 24 I will strengthen the
arms of the king of Babylon and put My sword in his
hand; and I will break the arms of Pharaoh, and he shall
groan before him with the groans of one struck down. 25 I
will make firm the arms of the king of Babylon, but the
arms of Pharaoh shall fail. And they shall know that I am
the LoRD, when I put My sword into the hand of the king
of Babylon, and he lifts it against the land of Egypt. 26 I
will scatter the Egyptians among the nations and disperse
them throughout the countries. Thus they shall know that
I am the LORD.

3 1 In the eleventh year, on the first day of the third
month, the word of the LORD came to me: 2 0 mor
tal, say to Pharaoh king of Egypt and his hordes:
3

Who was comparable to you in greatness?
Assyria was a cedar in Lebanon
With beautiful branches and •·shady thickets,·•
Of lofty stature,
With its top among '·leafy trees:'

n-n Menning ofHeb. uucertnin.
b Elsewhere called "'Ou"'; cf Geu. 4' ·45· so; 46.20.
c Elsewhere vocalized "'Tnhpnuhes"'; e.g., fer. 2.16; 44. 1.
d Some Heb. mss. nud editions rend "'darkened."'
e-e Menning of Heb. uncertni11.
Ff Septungiut rends "'clouds. "
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eighth major section of the book.
20: In the eleventh year, on tl1e sev
enth day of thefirst 1110ilth, 7 Nisan,
587-586 BCE. 21: The broken arm
of Pharaoh refers to Nebuchadrez
zar's defeat of Hophra, who at
tempted to relieve Jerusalem
in 588 (2 Kings 24.7; Jer. 37.5).
22-26: The prophet anticipates an
even more devastating defeat of
Egypt, but this did not transpire.
31 .1-18: The second oracle con
cerning Pharaoh. The introductory
date formula identifies 31.1-18 as
the ninth major section of the
book of Ezekiel. The imagery of a
fallen cedar of Lebanon portrays
Pharaoh's downfall. The fall of
Assyria forms the precedent and
model for the fall of Egypt. Isa.
14.3-23 likewise portrays the
downfall of the Babylonian king,
and relates it to the downfall of
Assyria (Isa. 14.24-27). Themati
cally, this oracle is similar to those
against Tyre in chs 27 and 28. 1 : In

the eleventh year, 011 tl1e first day of
the third month, 1 Sivan, 587-586
BCE, six days prior to the festival of
Shavu'ot, and about two months
prior to the destruction of the Tem
ple. 2-9: See Isaiah's portrayal of
the Assyrian monarch as a tall tree
that is to be felled (Isa. 10.5-34)
and the tradition of the well
watered tree in the garden of Eden
that plays a role in the downfall
of Adam and Eve (Gen. chs 2-3).
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Waters nourished it,
The deep made it grow tall,
Washing with its streams
The place where it was planted,
Making its channels well up
•-To all-• the trees of the field.
Therefore it exceeded in stature
All the trees of the field;
Its branches multiplied and its boughs grew long
Because of the abundant water
That welled up for it.
In its branches nested
All the birds of the sky;
All the beasts of the field
Bore their young under its boughs,
And in its shadow lived
All the great nations.
It was beautiful in its height,
In the length of its branches,
Because its stock stood
By abundant waters.
Cedars in the garden of God
Could not compare with it;
Cypresses could not match its boughs,
And plane trees could not vie with its branches;
No tree in the garden of God
Was its peer in beauty.
I made it beautiful
In the profusion of its branches;
And all the trees of Eden envied it
In the garden of God.

10 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: Because itb tow
ered high in stature, and thrust its top up among the <-leafy
trees,-c and it was arrogant in its height, 11 I delivered it into
the hands of the mightiest of nations. They treated it as be
fitted its wickedness. I banished it. 12Strangers, the most
ruthless of nations, cut it down and abandoned it; its
branches fell on the mountains and in every valley; its
boughs were splintered in every watercourse of the earth;
and all the peoples of the earth departed from its shade and
abandoned it. 13 Upon its fallen trunk all the birds of the
sky nest, and all the beasts of the field lodge among its
boughs-14 so that no trees by water should exalt them
selves in stature or set their tops among the <-leafy trees,-c
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emwdation yields "111ore than for all."
b Heb. "you. "
c-c Septuagint reads "clouds."
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10-14: Because of its height and
arrogance, the tree is cut down
(see Isa. 2.6-21; 10.5-34). 1 1 : The
mightiest of nations, lit. "the ram of
the nations," Nebuchadrezzar. The
Babylonians boasted of the trees
they took from Lebanon. 1 4: Pit,
the underworld (see Isa. 14.3-23).
1 5-18: Shea/, the Heb name for the
underworld.
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and that no well-watered tree may reach up to them in
height. For they are all consigned to death, to the lowest
part of the netherworld/ together with human beings who
descend into the Pit.
15 Thus said the Lord Goo: On the day it went down to
Sheol, I closed b the deep over it and covered it; I held back
its streams, and the great waters were checked. I made
Lebanon mourn deeply for it, and all the trees of the field
languished on its account. 16 I made nations quake at the
crash of its fall, when I cast it down to Sheol with those
who descend into the Pit; and all the trees of Eden, the
choicest and best of Lebanon, all that were well watered,
were consoled in the lowest part of the netherworld.
1 7 They also descended with it into Sheol, to those slain by
the sword, together with its supporters,< they who had
lived under its shadow among the nations.
IS [Now you know] who is comparable to you in glory
and greatness among the trees of Eden. And you too shall
be brought down with the trees of Eden to the lowest part
of the netherworld; you shall lie among the uncircum
cised and those slain by the sword. Such shall be [the fate
of] Pharaoh and all his hordes-declares the Lord Goo.

3 2 In the twelfth year, on the first day of the twelfth

month, the word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mor
tal, intone a dirge over Pharaoh king of Egypt. Say to him:
d·O great beast among the nations,·d you are
doomed!
You are like the dragon in the seas,
Thrusting through their• streams,
Stirring up the water with your feet
And muddying their streams!
3
Thus said the Lord Goo:
I will cast My net over you
In an assembly of many peoples,
And you shall be hauled up in My toils.
4
And I will fling you to the ground,
Hurl you upon the open field.
I will cause all the birds of the sky
To settle upon you.
I will cause the beasts of all the earth
To batten on you.
5
I will cast your carcass upon the hills
And fill the valleys with your d·rotting flesh:d

n To w!Jicll popular belief rclegnted tllose wllo died uncircumcised or by tile sword; cf v. 18.
b Cf Arnrnnic 'abulia, "gnte."
c Hc/1. "nnn. "
d·d Menning of Hel>. Imcrrlnin.
c Hcb. "your. "
-
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Oracle concerning Phar
aoh and Egypt. The introductory
32.1-16:

date formula identifies 32.1-16 as
the tenth major section of the
book. In the twelfth year, 011 the first
day of tire twelfth month, 1 Adar, 585
BCE, the year following the de
struction of the Temple. The oracle
is in th e form of a dirge. 2-1 5: The
portrayal of Pharaoh's defeat by
God draws upon the mythological
traditions of God's defeat of the
sea dragon Leviathan at creation
(lsa. 11.15; 27.1; Pss. 74.12-17;
104.7--9; Job J8.8-u; see also Exod.
ch 15). In addition, it evokes the
crocodiles of the Nile; Pharaoh is a
monster crocodile. The motif of
oozing blood (v. 6) recalls the
plague of blood (Exod. 7.19-24);
the motif of darkness recalls the
plague of darkness against Egypt
(Exod. 10.21-29) and also the Day
of the LoRD traditions (Joel 2.1-2;
3.15; Zeph. 1.15).
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I will drench the earth
With your oozing blood upon the hills,
And the watercourses shall be filled with your
[gore].
When you are snuffed out,
I will cover the sky
And darken its stars;
I will cover the sun with clouds
And the moon shall not give its light.
All the lights that shine in the sky
I will darken above you;
And I will bring darkness upon your land
-declares the Lord Goo.
I will vex the hearts of many peoples
When I bring your •·shattered remnants·• among
the nations,
To countries which you never knew.
I will strike many peoples with horror over your
fate;
And their kings shall be aghast over you,
When I brandish My sword before them.
They shall tremble continually,
Each man for his own life,
On the day of your downfall.
For thus said the Lord Goo:
The sword of the king of Babylon shall come
upon you.
I will cause your multitude to fall
By the swords of warriors,
All the most ruthless among the nations.
They shall ravage the splendor of Egypt,
And all her masses shall be wiped out.
I will make all her cattle vanish from beside
abundant waters;
The feet of man shall not muddy them any
more,
Nor shall the hoofs of cattle muddy them.
Then I will let their waters settle,
And make their rivers flow like oil
-declares the Lord Goo:
When I lay the land of Egypt waste,
When the land is emptied of [the life] that filled it,
When I strike down all its inhabitants.
And they shall know that I am the LoRD.
This is a dirge, and it shall be intoned;
The women of the nations shall intone it,

n-n Septuagint rends "captives."
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1 1 : The sword of tlte ki11g of Babylon,
Nebuchadrezzar. The nations
will witness God's victory (Exod.
15.13-18). 16: Women served as
mourners in the ancient Near East
(see Jer. 9.17-18).

32.17-33.20: Final oracle concern
ing the nations and Ezekiel's role
as the watchman of Israel. Al
though 32.17-32 is the last of the
oracles concerning Egypt-and the
nations in general-the presence
of the date formula in 32.17 and
the absence of a date formula until
33.21 indicates that 32.17-33.20
forms the eleventh major block of
material in the book of Ezekiel.
The prophetic word formula, the
word of the LoRD came to me, identi
fies oracle reports of this block as
32.17-32 and 33.1-20. It is unlikely
that these oracles were originally
composed as a single block, but
the current arrangement combines
the motifs of the downfall of
Israel's enemies among the na
tions, beginning with Egypt, and
God's designation of Ezekiel as
Israel's watchman. Insofar as the
oracle defines his role in relation to
the repentance of Israel, this block
anticipates the emphasis on the
restoration of Israel that follows in
33.21-39.29. Such a combination of
motifs suggests a second exodus in
the aftermath of the Babylonian
destruction of Jerusalem (see also
Second Isaiah, Isa. chs 4o-55, who
stresses the concept of a second ex
odus at the time of Babylonia's
submission to Cyrus of Persia).
This combination also helps to bet
ter anchor the oracles concerning
the nations in their current place.
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They shall intone it over Egypt and all her
multitude
-declares the Lord Goo.
1 7 In the twelfth year, on the fifteenth day of the month,a
the word of the LORD came to me: l B bQ mortal, wail [the
dirge]-along with the women of the mighty nations
over the masses of Egypt, accompanying their descent to
the lowest part of the netherworld, among those who
have gone down into the Pit. 19 c·Whom do you surpass in
beauty? Down with you, and be laid to rest with the un
circumcised! 20 They shall lie amid those slain by the
sword,·< b(amid those slain by] the sword [Egypt] has been
dragged and left with all her masses.
2 1 From the depths of Sheol the mightiest of warriors
speak to him and his allies; the uncircumcised, the slain
by the sword, have gone down and lie [there]. 22 Assyria is
there with all her company, their graves round about, all
of them slain, fallen by the sword. 23 Their graves set in the
farthest recesses of the Pit, all her company are round
about her tomb, all of them slain, fallen by the sword
they who struck terror in the land of the living. 24 There
too is Elam and all her masses round about her tomb, all
of them slain, fallen by the sword-they who descended
uncircumcised to the lowest part of the netherworld, who
struck terror in the land of the living-now they bear their
shame with those who have gone down to the Pit. 25 They
made a bed for her among the slain, with all her masses;
their graves are round about her. They are all uncircum
cised, slain by the sword. Though their terror was once
spread over the land of the living, they bear their shame
with those who have gone into the Pit; they are placed
among the slain. 26 Meshech and Tubal and all their
masses are there; their graves are round about. They are
all uncircumcised, pierced through by the sword-they
who once struck terror in the land of the living. 27 And
they do not lie with the fallen uncircumcised warriors,
who went down to Sheol with their battle gear, who put
their swords beneath their heads and their iniquitiesd
upon their bones-for the terror of the warriors was upon
the land of the living. 28 And you too shall be shattered
amid the uncircumcised, and lie among those slain by the
sword. 29 Edom is there, her kings and all her chieftains,
who, for all their might, are laid among those who are
slain by the sword; they too lie with the uncircumcised
and with those who have gone down to the Pit. 30 All the
a Presumably tlte twelftll manti!; cf v.
c·c Cf 3 1 . 1 8Jf. and llofe a 011 3 1 . 14.

1.

b Coustructiou of tlu.'SL' ·ut•rscs wrccrtnin.
d Elllmdafioll ttidds "sllic/ds."
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3 2 . 1 7-3 2 . 30

32.17-32: Oracle against Egypt
and the nations. In tlw twelfth year,
on the fifteenth day of tire month,
15 Adar, 585 BCE. Although the
month is not specified, it likely
follows from the reference to
the twelfth month in 32.1 (see
translators' note a on v. 17). Ironi
cally, this date would later mark
Shushan Purim, the day following
Purim in which the victory over
Israel's enemies is celebrated in
walled cities, such as Shushan
(Susa), the capital of the Persian
empire (Esth. 9.6-19). The associa
tion highlights the motif of corning
restoration. 1 8: God instructs
Ezekiel to wail for Egypt as its
people descend into the under
world. 19-32: Egypt will join the
nations that have been destroyed.
22: Assyria was conquered by Bab
ylonia and Media during the pe
riod 627-609, and was thus repre
sentative of a once great nation
now totally destroyed. 24: Elam
was destroyed by the Assyrians in
the mid-7th century BCE. 26: Me
slreclz and Tubal, two unidentified
kingdoms in Asia Minor that
perhaps were taken by Assyria.
29: Edam was conquered by Bab
ylonia.
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princes of the north and all the Sidonians are there, who
went down in disgrace with the slain, in spite of the terror
that their might inspired; and they lie, uncircumcised,
with those who are slain by the sword, and bear their
shame with those who have gone down to the Pit.
31 These Pharaoh shall see, and he shall be consoled for
all his masses, those of Pharaoh's men slain by the sword
and all his army-declares the Lord Goo. 32 •·I strike terror
into the land of the living; Pharaoh·• and all his masses are
laid among the uncircumcised, along with those who
were slain by the sword-said the Lord Goo.

3 3 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, speak

to your fellow countrymen and say to them: When I
bring the sword against a country, the citizens of that coun
try take one of their number and appoint him their watch
man. 3 Suppose he sees the sword advancing against the
country, and he blows the horn and warns the people. 4 If
anybody hears the sound of the horn but ignores the warn
ing, and the sword comes and dispatches him, his blood
shall be on his own head. 5 Since he heard the sound of the
horn but ignored the warning, his bloodguilt shall be upon
himself; had he taken the warning, he would have saved
his life. 6 But if the watchman sees the sword advancing
and does not blow the horn, so that the people are not
warned, and the sword comes and destroys one of them,
that person was destroyed for his own sins; however, I will
demand a reckoning for his blood from the watchman.
7 Now, 0 mortal, I have appointed you a watchman for
the House of Israel; and whenever you hear a message
from My mouth, you must transmit My warning to them.
s When I say to the wicked, "Wicked man, you shall die,"
but you have not spoken to warn the wicked man against
his way, he, that wicked man, shall die for his sins, but I
will demand a reckoning for his blood from you. 9 But if
you have warned the wicked man to turn back from his
way, and he has not turned from his way, he shall die for
his own sins, but you will have saved your life.
lONow, 0 mortal, say to the House of Israel: This is
what you have been saying: "Our transgressions and our
sins weigh heavily upon us; we are sick at heart about
them. How can we survive?" 11 Say to them: As I live-de
clares the Lord Goo-it is not My desire that the wicked
shall die, but that the wicked turn from his [evil] ways
and live. Turn back, turn back from your evil ways, that
you may not die, 0 House of Israel!
a-a Emendation !fields "benwse he struck terror in the land of the living, Pharaoh. "
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30: The princes of the north, proba
bly the Phoenicians, as indicated
by the reference to the Sidonians.
33.1-20: Ezekiel's appointment as
Israel's watchman. This is a transi

tional section in the book, bridging
the oracles concerning the nations
and the end of the book, mostly
comprised of prophecies of conso
lation. This short section contains
many echoes of earlier portions of
Ezekiel. 1-9: The role of a prophet
is like that of a watchman who
stands watch over a city; this picks
up on the earlier use of the image
(see 3.16-21). The watchman is not
responsible for the fate of the peo
ple if he warns them, but he is
fully responsible if he does not.
The passage presupposes that the
threat of death for the wicked can
be reversed if they change their
ways. 10-20: This paraphrases
many sections of 18.21-32. Ezekiel
debates with those who believe
that past righteousness can deliver
someone who commits wrongdo
ing later in life and that past
wrongdoing will still condemn
those who have turned to righ
teousness.
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1 2 Now, 0 mortal, say to your fellow countrymen: The
righteousness of the righteous shall not save him when he
transgresses, nor shall the wickedness of the wicked cause
him to stumble when he turns back from his wickedness.
The righteous shall not survive through •·his righteous
ness· • when he sins. 13 When I say of the righteous "He
shall surely live," and, relying on his righteousness, he
commits iniquity, none of his righteous deeds shall be re
membered; but for the iniquity that he has committed he
shall die. 1 4 So, too, when I say to the wicked, "You shall
die," and he turns back from his sinfulness and does what
is just and right-15 if the wicked man restores a pledge,
makes good what he has taken by robbery, follows the
laws of life,b and does not commit iniquity-he shall live,
he shall not die. 16 None of the sins that he committed
shall be remembered against him; since he does what is
just and right, he shall live.
17Your fellow countrymen say, "The way ofthe Lord is
unfair." But it is their way that is unfair! 1B When a righ
teous man turns away from his righteous deeds and com
mits iniquity, he shall die <-for it.·< 1 9 And when a wicked
man turns back from his wickedness and does what is just
and right, it is he who shall live by virtue of these things.
20 And will you say, "The way of the Lord is unfair"? I will
judge each one of you according to his ways, 0 House of
Israel!
21 In the twelfth year of our exile, on the fifth day of the
tenth month, a fugitive came to me from Jerusalem and re
ported, "The city has fallen." 22 Now the hand of the LoRD
had come upon me the evening before the fugitive ar
rived, and He opened my mouth before he came to me in
the morning; thus my mouth was opened and I was no
longer speechless.
23 The word of the LORD came to me: 24 0 mortal, those
who live in these ruins in the land of Israel argue, "Abra
ham was but one man, yet he was granted possession of
the land. We are many; surely, the land has been given as a
possession to us." 2 5 Therefore say to them: Thus said the
Lord GoD: You eat with the blood, you raise your eyes to
your fetishes, and you shed blood-yet you expect to pos
sess the land! 2 6 You have relied on your sword, you have
committed abominations, you have all defiled other
men's wives-yet you expect to possess the land!
27 Thus shall you speak to them: Thus said the Lord
n-n 1-/eb. "it. "
/1 Cf. Le1•. 1 8.5.
Or "in spite of them," i.e., his rishtco11s deeds.

c-c
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Oracles concerning
the restoration of Israel. The in

33.21-39.29:

troductory date formula and the
absence of another date formula
until 40.1 identify 33.21-39.29 as
the twelfth major block of the
book. Once the prophet is in
formed of the fall of Jerusalem
(33.21-22), the book emphasizes
restoration for Israel (33.21-39.29)
and the Temple (chs 4o-48). Fol
lowing the notification of Jerusa
lem's fall, the prophetic word for
mulas identify six oracular reports
in this block, including 33-23-33;
34·1-31; 35-1-36.15; 36.16-37- 1 4;
37.15-28; 38.1-39.29, which take
up various aspects and images of
Israel's restoration. Many of the
prophecies of restoration take im
ages from the earlier prophecies of
retribution and overturn them.
33.21-22: In the twelftll year of our

exile, 011 thefifth day of the tmlh
month, 5 Sivan, 585 BCE. The
prophet first receives word of Jeru
salem's fall some seven months
after the event, at which time he is
released from his speechlessness
(3.26-27), as was predicted in
24-27. 23-29: Ezekiel counters the
claim that those who live in these
ruins, desert nomads, will take
control of the land. Ezekiel argues
that they will be destroyed be
cause they do not observe God's
requirements for holy life in the
land (see Lev. chs 17-18). For
the crimes enumerated here, see
ch 18. Following the failure of the
Bar Kokhba revolt, Jewish legend
states that R. Shimeon dwelt in a
cave for twelve years teaching his
son the secrets of heaven or Jewish
mysticism (b. Shab. 33b). This
would help to explain his associa
tion with those who are in the strong
holds and caves. He is later por
trayed as a primary figure in the
"Zohar."
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Goo: As I live, those who are in the ruins shall fall by the
sword, and those who are in the open I have allotted as
food to the beasts, and those who are in the strongholds
and caves shall die by pestilence. 28 I will make the land a
desolate waste, and her proud glory shall cease; and the
mountains of Israel shall be desolate, with none passing
through. 29 And they shall know that I am the LoRD, when
I make the land a desolate waste on account of all the
abominations which they have committed.
30 Note well, 0 mortal: your fellow countrymen who
converse about you by the walls and in the doorways of
their houses and say to each other and propose to one an
other, "Come and hear what word has issued from the
LoRn." 31 They will come to you •·in crowds and sit before
you in throngs·• and will hear your words, but they will
not obey them. For bthey produce nothing but lust with
their mouths;·b and their hearts pursue nothing but gain.
32 To them you are just a singer of bawdy songs, who has a
sweet voice and plays skillfully; they hear your words,
but will not obey them. 33 But when it< comes-and come
it will-they shall know that a prophet has been among
them.

3 4 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal,

prophesy against the shepherdsd of Israel. Proph
esy, and say to them:
To the shepherds: Thus said the Lord Goo: Ah, you
shepherds of Israel, who have been tending yourselves! Is
it not the flock that the shepherds ought to tend? 3 You
partake of the fat,• you clothe yourselves with the wool,
and you slaughter the fatlings; but you do not tend the
flock. 4 You have not sustained the weak, healed the sick,
or bandaged the injured; you have not brought back the
strayed, or looked for the lost; but you have driven them
with harsh rigor, s and they have been scatte.red for want
of anyone to tend them; scattered, they have become prey
for every wild beast. 6 My sheep stray through all the
mountains and over every lofty hill; My flock is scattered
all over the face of the earth, with none to take thought of
them and none to seek them. 7 Hear then, 0 shepherds, the
word of the LoRn! 8 As I live-declares the Lord Goo: Be
cause My flock has been a spoil-My flock has been a prey
for all the wild beasts, for want of anyone to tend them
since My shepherds have not taken thought of My flock,
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Lit. "as a people come, and sit before you as My people. "
d I.e., rulers.
b-b Meani11g of Heb. uncertaiu.
c I.e., the punislunent predicted.
e Septuagi11t and Vulgate, reading the Hebrew conso1wnts with different vowels, translate
"milk. "
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29: In many ways, this v. summa
rizes the main point of Ezekiel:
Contrary to what many people be
lieved, the destruction of Jerusa
lem does not indicate that God is
powerless and has abandoned the
Israelites, but that He is power
fully and legitimately punishing
them for their deeds. 30-33: God
charges that people come to hear
Ezekiel, but will not do as he says.
That attitude, however, will
change with the destruction of the
Temple, when Ezekiel is fully legit
imated as a true prophet.
34.1-31: Oracle concerning

Israel's leaders or "shepherds."
Ezekiel contends that Israel's lead
ers have acted improperly and
must be replaced. Yet ultimately
this ch does not suggest the aboli
tion of Davidic kingship, but a
type of power-sharing between
David and God. 1-10: The image
of the shepherd is commonly used
to portray monarchs in biblical
and ancient Near Eastern liter
ature (e.g., David, 1 Sam. 16. 1 1;
ch 17; and much earlier, Ham
murabi of Babylon), God charges
that the "shepherds" have not
taken care of the "flock" so that
they are "scattered" or sent
into exile. 2: Ail , lit. "woe!"
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for the shepherds tended themselves instead of tending
the flock-9 hear indeed, 0 shepherds, the word of the
LORD: 1 0 Thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to deal with
the shepherds! I will demand a reckoning of them for My
flock, and I will dismiss them from tending the flock. The
shepherds shall not tend themselves any more; for I will
rescue My flock from their mouths, and it shall not be
their prey. 11 For thus said the Lord Goo: Here am I! I am
going to take thought for My flock and I will seek them
out. 12As a shepherd seeks out his flock when some [ani
mals] in his flock have gotten separated, so I will seek out
My flock, I will rescue them from all the places to which
they were scattered on a day of cloud and gloom. 13 I will
take them out from the peoples and gather them from the
countries, and I will bring them to their own land, and
will pasture them on the mountains of Israel, by the wa
tercourses and in all the settled portions of the land. 14 I
will feed them in good grazing land, and the lofty hills of
Israel shall be their pasture. There, in the hills of Israel,
they shall lie down in a good pasture and shall feed on
rich grazing land. 15 I Myself will graze My flock, and I
Myself will let them lie down-declares the Lord Goo. 1 6 I
will look for the lost, and I will bring back the strayed; I
will bandage the injured, and I will sustain the weak; and
the fat and healthy ones I will destroy.a I will tend them
rightly.
17 And as for you, My flock, thus said the Lord Goo: I
am going to judge between one animal and another.
To the rams and the bucks: 18 Is it not enough for you to
graze on choice grazing ground, but you must also tram
ple with your feet what is left from your grazing? And is it
not enough for you to drink b-clear water,-b but you must
also muddy with your feet what is left? 19 And must My
flock graze on what your feet have trampled and drink
what your feet have muddied? 20 Assuredly, thus said the
Lord Goo to them: Here am I, I am going to decide be
tween the stout animals and the lean. 21 Because you
pushed with flank and shoulder against the feeble ones
and butted them with your horns until you scattered them
abroad, 22 I will rescue My flock and they shall no longer
be a spoil. I will decide between one animal and another.
23 Then I will appoint a single shepherd over them to
tend them-My servant David. He shall tend them, he
shall be a shepherd to them. 24 I the LORD will be their
God, and My servant David shall be a ruler among
them-I the LORD have spoken. 25 And I will grant them a
a Sroeral ancient versions read "guard. "

b-1> Lit. "water that ltns settled. "

3 4 · 9-3 4 · 25

1 1-16: God acts as the ideal "shep
herd" (Ps. 23) who will return the
people who have been scattered.
1 2: This verse is reused in the
"unetaneh tokef" prayer of the
high holidays, as part of the image
of God's annual judgment of each
Jew. 1 6: Thefat and healthy ones
I will destroy: They will be de
stroyed because they neglected
the people. Heb reads '"ashmid"
([ will destroy), the Greek Septu
agint reads "I will tend them
rightly" (presumably based on
Heb "'eshmor," ("resh" looks like
"dalet" and the two are often con
fused]; see translators' note a).
17-22: Ezekiel portrays the leaders
as stronger sheep who trample the
pasture and dirty the water that
others must use, and who push
the weaker aside. Thus, some
of the flock must be destroyed.
23-31: God's rule will be mani
fested in the establishment of a
David as ruler ("nasi" rather than
"melekh"). Though other biblical
passages imagine a descendant of
David as the ideal, future king
(e.g., !sa. 11.1-10), this passage
seems to envisage a return of
David himself, the earlier, ideal
king. 24: It is possible that the
title ruler ("nasi'" rather than
"melekh") given here and in chs
4o-48 to the king represents a
diminution of royal power: He is a
ruler, but not a full-fledged king.
25: A covenant offriendship, the
idyllic situation for those whom
God will return to the land. Con
trary to those who assert that
"those who live in these ruins"
will take over the land (33.23-29),
Ezekiel maintains that God will
protect the people of IsraeL
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covenant of friendship. I will banish vicious beasts from
their land, and they shall live secure in the wasteland,
they shall even sleep in the woodland. 26 I will make
•these and the environs of My hill·• a blessing: I will send
down the rain in its season, rains that bring blessing.
27The trees of the field shall yield their fruit and the land
shall yield its produce. [My people] shall continue secure
on its own soil. They shall know that I am the LORD when
I break the bars of their yoke and rescue them from those
who enslave them. 28 They shall no longer be a spoil for
the nations, and the beasts of the earth shall not devour
them; they shall dwell secure and untroubled. 29 I shall es
tablish for them •·a planting of renown;·• they shall no
more be carried off by famine, and they shall not have to
bear again the taunts of the nations.b 30 They shall know
that I the LORD their God am with them and they, the
House of Israel, are My people-declares the Lord Goo.
31 For you, My flock, flock that I tend, are men; and I am
your God-declares the Lord Goo.

3 5 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, set

your face against Mount Seir and prophesy against
it. 3 Say to it: Thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to deal
with you, Mount Seir: I will stretch out My hand against
you and make you an utter waste. 4 I will turn your towns
into ruins, and you shall be a desolation; then you shall
know that I am the LoRD. s Because you harbored an an
cient hatred and handed the people of Israel over to the
sword in their time of calamity, the time set for their pun
ishment-6 assuredly, as I live, declares the Lord Goo, •-I
will doom you with blood; blood shall pursue you; I
swear that, for your bloodthirsty hatred, blood shall pur
sue you.-• 7 I will make Mount Seir an utter waste, and I
will keep all passersby away from it. 8 I will cover its
mountains with the slain; men slain by the sword shall lie
on your hills, in your valleys, and in all your water
courses. 9 I will make you a desolation for all time; your
towns shall never be inhabited. And you shall know that I
am the LORD.
10 Because you thought "The two nations and the
two lands shall be mine and we shall possess them"
<-although the LoRD was there-<-11 assuredly, as I live, de
clares the Lord Goo, I will act with the same anger and pas
sion that you acted with in your hatred of them. And I will
make Myself known through them when I judge you.
n-n Menning of J-Ieb. wzcertnin.
I> Cf ;6.;o.
c-c Memzi11g of J-],•b. llllC!'I'Inin; <'lll('lldntion yields "nnrl tlte LORP ltenrd it."
- 1110-

27-29: The references to trees and
beasts of the earth together with the
threat of enemies (see Lev. ch 26)
recall God's role as creator of the
natural world and protector in the
human world. 31: For you, My

flock, flock that I tend, are men; and
I am your God, a variation of the
covenant formula (11.20; 14.11)
that emphasizes that God will
be Israel's ultimate shepherd
king.

35.1-36.15: Edom and Israel.
Ezekiel delivers contrasting ora
cles to Mount Seir, which personi
fies Edom, concerning judgment
against Edom (see Isa_ ch 34; Jer.
49.7-22; Obadiah) and to the
mountains of Israel concerning the
restoration of Israel. The restora
tion here, as elsewhere in pro
phetic literature, envisions the
restoration of both kingdoms, Is
rael and Judah. The oracles pre
suppose Edom's actions against
Jerusalem at the time of the Bab
ylonian assault (see Obadiah
11-14; Ps. 137·7--9). This may ex
plain their placement here, rather
than with the earlier collection of
oracles concerning the nations.
35.1-15: The prophecy concerning
Edom begins with an initial oracle
in vv. 3-4, followed by "proof say
ings" in vv. 5---9, 1o-13 that estab
lish the grounds for punishment.
2: Mount Seir, the mountain range
extending south from the Dead
Sea and east of the Arabah that
was Edom's homeland (Gen. 36.8;
Num. 24.18; cf. Gen. 33.16).
3-4: The initial oracle calls for
Edom's destruction. S-9: The first
"proof saying" indicates that
Edom played a role in Israel's
destruction; it has Edom's desola
tion as its theme, and repeats this
word several times. 5: Ancient ha
tred likely alludes to the feud
between Esau ( Edom) and
Jacob or the long history of con
flict between Israel and Edom
(Num. 20.14-21). 10-13: The
second "proof saying." 10: The
=

two nations and the two lands: In
addition to the conflict between
Esau and Jacob, there is a tradi
tion of God's self-revelation
from Seir (Deut. 33.2; Judg_ 5-4).
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1 2 You shall know that I the LoRD have heard all the taunts
you uttered against the hills of Israel: "They have been laid
waste; they have been given to us as prey." 13 And you
spoke arrogantly against Me and •·multiplied your words·•
against Me: I have heard it.
14Thus said the Lord Goo: When the whole earth re
joices, I will make you a desolation. 15 As you rejoiced
when the heritage of the House of Israel was laid waste, so
will I treat you: the hill country of Seir and the whole of
Edom, all of it, shall be laid waste. And they shall know
that I am the LoRD.

3 6 And you, 0 mortal, prophesy to the mountains of

Israel and say: 0 mountains of Israel, hear the word
of the LoRD:
2 Thus said the Lord Goo: Because the enemy gloated
over you, "Aha! Those ancient heights have become our
possession!" 3 therefore prophesy, and say: Thus said the
Lord Goo: Just because bthey eagerly lusted to see you be
come a possession of the other nations round about, so
that you have become the butt of gossip in every language
and of the jibes from every people·b_4 truly, you moun
tains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord Goo: Thus said
the Lord Goo to the mountains and the hills, to the water
courses and the valleys, and to the desolate wastes and
deserted cities which have become a prey and a laughing
stock to the other nations round about:
5 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: I have indeed spo
ken in My blazing wrath against the other nations and
against all of Edom which, bwith wholehearted glee and
with contempt, have made My land a possession for
themselves for pasture and for prey:b 6 Yes, prophesy
about the land of Israel, and say to the mountains and the
hills, to the watercourses and to the valleys, Thus said the
Lord Goo: Behold, I declare in My blazing wrath: Because
you have suffered the taunting of the nations, 7 thus said
the Lord Goo: I hereby swear that the nations which sur
round you shall, in their turn, suffer disgrace. B But you, 0
mountains of Israel, shall yield your produce and bear
your fruit for My people Israel, for their return is near.
9 For I will care for you: I will turn to you, and you shall be
tilled and sown. 1 0 I will settle a large population on you,
the whole House of Israel; the towns shall be resettled,
and the ruined sites rebuilt. 1 1 I will multiply men and
beasts upon you, and they shall increase and be fertile,
and I will resettle you as you were formerly, and will
n·n Emeudntion yields "nnd spoke nrrognntly. "

b·b Menning of 1-ll'b. 1/llcertnin.
-
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1 4-15: Edom disappeared follow
ing the 6th century as it was over
run by Arab nomads who later be
came known as the Nabateans.
36.1-15: The oracle concerning

the restoration of the mountains
of Israel is a deliberate contrast
with that against Mount Seir. As a
prophecy of consolation, it also re
verses some of the imagery of the
prophecy of retribution in ch 6.
2: God begins by citing Edam's
intentions ti:J take control of Israel.
3-12: The oracle presupposes
the depopulation and desolation
of the entire land, which must
now be replenished. 3, 5: The
other nations, lit. "the remnant
of the nations"; Edom elsewhere is a symbol for nations that
threaten Israel (Isa. ch 34; 63.1-6) .
1 1 : They shall increase and be
fertile, see Gen. 1.22, 28; 9·7·
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make you more prosperous than you were at first. And
you shall know that I am the LORD. 1 2 I will lead men-My
people Israel-to you, and they shall possess you. You
shall be their heritage, and you shall not again cause them
to be bereaved.
13 Thus said the Lord Goo: Because they say to you, "You
are [a land] that devours men, you have been a bereaver
of your nations,"• 14 assuredly, you shall devour men
no more, you shall never again bereave your nations
declares the Lord Goo. 1 5 No more will I allow the jibes of
the nations to be heard against you, no longer shall you
suffer the taunting of the peoples; and never again shall
you cause your nations to stumbleb-declares the Lord
Goo.
16 The word of the LoRD came to me: 170 mortal, when
the House of Israel dwelt on their own soil, they defiled it
with their ways and their deeds; their ways were in My
sight like the uncleanness of a menstruous woman. 18 So I
poured out My wrath on them for the blood which they
shed upon their land, and for the fetishes with which they
defiled it. 19 I scattered them among the nations, and they
were dispersed through the countries: I punished them in
accordance with their ways and their deeds. 20 But when
they came <to those nations,·< they caused My holy name
to be profaned/ in that it was said of them, "These are the
people of the LoRD, yet they had to leave His land."
21 Therefore I am concerned for My holy name, which the
House of Israel have caused to be profaned among the na
tions to which they have come.
22 Say to the House of Israel: Thus said the Lord Goo:
Not for your sake will I act, 0 House of Israel, but for My
holy name, which you have caused to be profaned among
the nations to which you have come. 23 I will sanctify My
great name which has been profaned among the nations
among whom you have caused it to be profaned. And the
nations shall know that I am the LORD-declares the Lord
Goo-when I manifest My holiness before their eyes
through you. 24 I will take you from among the nations
and gather you from all the countries, and I will bring you
back to your own land. 25 I will sprinkle clean water upon
you, and you shall be clean: I will cleanse you from all
your uncleanness and from all your fetishes. 26 And I will
give you a new heart and put a new spirit into you: I will
a I.e., Israel and ]11dall; cf 37.15-22.
b Many 111ss. read "be bereaved"; cf vv. 13-14.
c-c Lit. "tl1e nalio11s tl1ey came to."
d I.e., tl1e exile of Israel was take11 by tile 1Wiio11s to be evidence of tile LoRn's weakness.
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1 3-1 5: The prophet promises that
the land will no longer be open to
the accusation of devouring the

peoples.

The purification
and restoration of Israel. The
36.1 6-37.14:

prophetic word formula, the word
of the LORD came to me, marks
36.16-37.14 as a unit, although
many scholars see them as two
separate oracles. Ezek. 36.16-38
speaks of the purification of the
defiled people and their land, and
37.1-14 portrays the resuscitation
of the dead bones, representing the
coming back to life of IsraeL
36.16-38: Sanctification of God's
name. Ezek. 36.16-38 (Sephardi

lectionary, 36.16-36) serves as the
haftarah on Shabbat Parah, the
third of the four special Shabbats
preceding Passover (111. Meg. 3-4)
Num. 19.1-22 discusses the laws
of the red heifer, whose ashes
are used for purification from
corpse contamination, and the
haftarah likewise takes up purifi
cation. 1 6-22: The prophet ini
tially employs the imagery of men
strual blood (see Lev. 15.19-30) to
portray the impurity of the land.
The impurity resulted from the

blood which tl1ey shed upon their
land, which is another metaphor
for idolatrous practices (see Ps.
104.38). The exile of the people
profanes God's name in that it
may suggest to others that the
Israelite God is weaker than
other gods, and did not have the
power to prevent their exile.
22-32: In order to reclaim God's
name, Israel must be restored. As
the vv. make clear, this is done for
God's sake, not because Israel is
deserving. 25: God intends to pu
rify Israel with clean water, which
is the standard procedure for pu
rification in such cases (Lev. 15.7,
11-12, etc.; see also Lev. 14.5-6,
50-52; Num. 19.17). Women and
men immerse themselves in run
ning water for purification (Lev.
11.36). 26-27: Once the land and
people are cleansed, God will pro
vide a new heart and a new spirit
(11.19; 18.31; Jer. 31.31-34) that will
prompt the people to live a holy
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remove the heart of stone from your body and give you a
heart of flesh; 27 and I will put My spirit into you. Thus I
will cause you to follow My laws and faithfully to observe
My rules. 2B Then you shall dwell in the land which I gave
to your fathers, and you shall be My people and I will be
your God.
29 And when I have delivered you from all your un
cleanness, I will summon the grain and make it abundant,
and I will not bring famine upon you. 30 I will make the
fruit of your trees and the crops of your fields abundant,
so that you shall never again be humiliated before the na
tions because of famine. 31 Then you shall recall your evil
ways and your base conduct, and you shall loathe your
selves for your iniquities and your abhorrent practices.
32 Not for your sake will I act-declares the Lord Goo
take good note! Be ashamed and humiliated because of
your ways, 0 House of Israel!
33 Thus said the Lord Goo: When I have cleansed you of
all your iniquities, I will people your settlements, and the
ruined places shall be rebuilt; 34 and the desolate land,
after lying waste in the sight of every passerby, shall again
be tilled. 35 And men shall say, "That land, once desolate,
has become like the garden of Eden; and the cities, once
ruined, desolate, and ravaged, are now populated and
fortified." 36 And the nations that are left around you shall
know that I the LoRD have rebuilt the ravaged places and
replanted the desolate land. I the LORD have spoken and
will act.
37 Thus said the Lord Goo: Moreover, in this I will re
spond to the House of Israel and act for their sake: I will
multiply their people like sheep. 38 As Jerusalem is filled
with sacrificial sheep during her festivals, so shall the ru
ined cities be filled with flocks of people. And they shall
know that I am the LORD.

3 7 The hand of the LoRD came upon me. He took me

out by the spirit of the LORD and set me down in
the valley. It was full of bones. 2 He led me all around
them; there were very many of them spread over the val
ley, and they were very dry. 3 He said to me, "0 mortal,
can these bones live again?" I replied, "0 Lord Goo, only
You know." 4 And He said to me, "Prophesy over these
bones and say to them: 0 dry bones, hear the word of the
LORD! 5 Thus said the Lord Goo to these bones: I will
cause breath to enter you and you shall live again. 6 I will
lay sinews upon you, and cover you with flesh, and form
skin over you. And I will put breath into you, and you
shall live again. And you shall know that I am the LoRo! "
-
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life in accordance with God's com
mandments. 28: The covenant for
mula signifies the restoration of
Israel's relationship with God and
the fertility of the land. 33-36: Re
plenishing of the land to resemble
tile garden of Eden (Gen. chs 2-3) re
veals God to the nations (Exod.
15.13-18). 37-38: Along with the
agricultural plenty comes the
image of pastoral plenty, which is
then related to the abundance of
sacrificial sheep that fill Jerusalem
during festivals, suggesting that
these festivals will once again be
celebrated in Jerusalem.
37.1-14: The val ley of dry bones.
Ezekiel's vision of the dry bones
symbolizes the restoration of the
people Israel. Ezekiel is speaking
metaphorically in this vision; he
was not envisioning an actual
physical resurrection of the dead.
But when, in postbiblical times,
the doctrine of resurrection took
hold, Ezekiel's vision was inter
preted literally. Modern commen
tators assume that, if the vision
has a basis in reality, it is based
upon the prophet's observation of
a battlefield filled with the bones
of dead soldiers. When Shabbat
falls during the intermediate
days of Passover, 36.37-37.14
(Sephardi lectionary, 37.1-14) is
read as the haftarah, most likely
because the restoration envisaged
here is interpreted as a second,
liberating Passover-like experience
or because of the rabbinic tradi
tion that the second, ultimate liber
ation would transpire on Passover.
1-10: God instructs him to proph
esy. 1-2: Valley, or "plain," the lo
cation of his initial visions (1.2227). 5, 8, 9: Breath, lit. "wind."
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7 I prophesied as I had been commanded. And while I
was prophesying, suddenly there was a sound of rattling,
and the bones came together, bone to matching bone. 8 I
looked, and there were sinews on them, and flesh had
grown, and skin had formed over them; but there was no
breath in them. 9 Then He said to me, "Prophesy to the
breath, prophesy, 0 mortal! Say to the breath: Thus said
the Lord Goo: Come, 0 breath, from the four winds, and
breathe into these slain, that they may live again." l O I
prophesied as He commanded me. The breath entered
them, and they came to life and stood up on their feet, a
vast multitude.
11 And He said to me, "0 mortal, these bones are the
whole House of Israel. They say, 'Our bones are dried up,
our hope is gone; we are doomed.' 1 2 Prophesy, therefore,
and say to them: Thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to
open your graves and lift you out of the graves, 0 My
people, and bring you to the land of Israel. 13 You shall
know, 0 My people, that I am the LORD, when I have
opened your graves and lifted you out of your graves. 14 I
will put My breath into you and you shall live again, and
I will set you upon your own soil. Then you shall know
that I the LoRD have spoken and have acted"-declares
the LoRD.
15 The word of the LoRD came to me: 16 And you, 0 mor
tal, take a stick and write on it, "Of Judah and the Israel
ites associated with him"; and take another stick and
write on it, "Of Joseph-the stick of Ephraim-and all the
House of Israel associated with him." 17 Bring them close
to each other, so that they become one stick; joined to
gether in your hand. 18 And when any of your people ask
you, "Won't you tell us what these actions of yours
mean?" 19 answer them, "Thus said the Lord Goo: I am
going to take the stick of Joseph-which is in the hand of
Ephraim-and of the tribes of Israel associated with him,
and I will place the stick of Judah •·upon it·• and make
them into one stick; they shall be joined in My hand."
20 You shall hold up before their eyes the sticks which you
have inscribed, 21 and you shall declare to them: Thus said
the Lord Goo: I am going to take the Israelite people from
among the nations they have gone to, and gather them
from every quarter, and bring them to their own land. 22 I
will make them a single nation in the land, on the hills of
Israel, and one king shall be king of them all. Never again
shall they be two nations, and never again shall they be
n·n Men11i11g of Heb. llllcertniu.
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11-14: Traditional Jewish exegetes
find here the idea of the resurrec
tion of the dead before the day
of judgment, a fundamental
belief of rabbinic Judaism ascribed
to Moses (m. Sa nh . 10.1; b. Sanh.
90b; see also Isa. 26.19; Dan. 12.14). In its plain-sense meaning,
the image symbolizes the res
toration of Israel to its own land.
1 1 : As elsewhere, Ezekiel refutes a popular proverb (see
8.12 n).
37.15-28: The two sticks.
Ezekiel's symbolic action repre
sents the unification of Israel and
Judah under the rule of a Davidic
king. Isa. ch 11 also employs the
image of a growing tree to symbol
ize the unification of Israel and
Judah under a Davidic king. Ezek.
37.15-28 serves as the haftarah
for the parashah of Va-yiggash
(Gen. 44.18-47.17), in which Jo
seph reveals himself to his broth
ers, thereby reuniting the twelve
sons of Jacob. This may be a highly
idealized prophecy, since it is un
likely that significant remnants of
the ten northern tribes survived
until this period. 15-19: On the
use of a stick or staff to represent a
tribe, see Num. 17.1-26. 1 6: Ju dah
is the Southern Kingdom, and Jo
seph is the father of Ephraim, the
central tribe of the Northern
Kingdom, Israel. Stick, lit. "tree"
or "wood." 20-28: Just as one
gathers sticks for a fire (Isa. 27.11),
God will gather the exiles to estab
lish them as one nation, with
David as their king, undoing the
damage caused after the death of
Solomon with the division of the
monarchy. King David, however,
is clearly subservient to God:
He is God's servant (v. 24) and
is called a prince (v. 25) rather
than a full-fledged king. 26: Ezek
iel draws upon the tradition of
permanent Davidic rule (2 Sam.
ch 7; Pss. 89; 132), the eternal cove
nant offrie11dsl1ip, lit. "covenant
of peace," granted to the priest
Phineas the son of Eleazar
and grandson of Aaron (Num.
25.10-13; see also Ezek. 34.25); and
upon the role of the Temple as the
center of both Israel and all ere-
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divided into two kingdoms. 23 Nor shall they ever again
defile themselves by their fetishes and their abhorrent
things, and by their other transgressions. I will save them
in all their settlements where they sinned, and I will
cleanse them. Then they shall be My people, and I will be
their God.
24 My servant David shall be king over them; there shall
be one shepherd for all of them. They shall follow My
rules and faithfully obey My laws. 25 Thus they shall re
main in the land which I gave to My servant Jacob and in
which your fathers dwelt; they and their children and
their children's children shall dwell there forever, with My
servant David as their prince for all time. 26 I will make a
covenant of friendship with them-it shall be an everlast
ing covenant with them-I will establish• them and multi
ply them, and I will place My Sanctuary among them for
ever. 27 My Presenceb shall rest over them; I will be their
God and they shall be My people. 28 And when My Sanc
tuary abides among them forever, the nations shall know
that I the LORD do sanctify Israel.

3 8 The word of the LoRD came to me: 2 0 mortal, turn

your face toward Gog of the land of Magog, the
chief prince of Meshech and Tubal. Prophesy against him
3 and say: Thus said the Lord Goo: Lo, I am coming to deal
with you, 0 Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal! 4 I
will turn you around and put hooks in your jaws, and
lead you out with all your army, horses, and horsemen, all
of them clothed in splendor, a vast assembly, all of them
with bucklers and shields, wielding swords. s Among
them shall be Persia, Nubia, and Put, everyone with
shield and helmet; 6 Gomer and all its cohorts, Beth
togarmah [in] the remotest parts of the north and all its co
horts-the many peoples with you.< 7 Be ready, prepare
yourselves, you and all the battalions mustered about
you, and hold yourself in reserve for them. d 8 After a long
time you shall be summoned; in the distant future you
shall march against the land [of a people] restored from
the sword, gathered from the midst of many peoples
against the mountains of Israel, which have long lain des
olate-[ a people] liberated from the nations, and now all
dwelling secure. 9 You shall advance, coming like a storm;
you shall be like a cloud covering the earth, you and all
your cohorts, and the many peoples with you.
10 Thus said the Lord Goo: On that day, a thought will
a Men11ing of Heb. uuccrtain.
I> Lit. "dwelling place. "
c I.e., witIt Gog.
d Septuagint read,; ''lvlc. "
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ation (Exod. ch 40; see also Gen.
2.1-3).
38.1-39.29: The Gog and Magog
oracles. Ezekiel's oracles against
Gog, ruler from the land of
Magog, express an apocalyptic
scenario of God's victory over the
nations that threaten Israel. The
original identity of Gog is uncer
tain, although some have identi
fied him with Gyges, a 7th-century
ruler of Lydia in Asia Minor. The
land of Magog appears together
with Meshech, Tubal, Gomer (Cim
merians in central Asia Minor),
and Togarmah (cf. Beth·togarmah,
in Armenia), apparently in refer
ence to lands in Asia Minor and
Greece. Gomer, Magog, Meshech,
and Tubal were sons of Japheth
(Gen. 10.2), who is associated with
Europe and Asia beyond the Mid
dle East. Ezekiel's oracles draw
upon Isaiah's prophecies concern
ing the downfall of a Mesopo
tamian ruler (Isa. ch 14) and Jere
miah's prophecies concerning a
"foe from the north" (Jer. chs 2-3).
The original identity of Gog mat
ters little as later interpreters have
understood him to be a trans
national symbol of evil, much like
Edom and Egypt (e.g., Isa. ch 34;
63.1-6; Mal. 1.2-5; Exod. ch 15) or
chaos monsters such as Leviathan
or behemoth (Pss. 74; 104; Job chs
38-41). Ezek. 38.18-39.16 is the
haftarah for the Intermediate
Days of Sukkot when Exod.
33-12-34.26 and the relevant day's
passage from Num. ch 29 are
read as the Torah portion. Exod.
33.12-34.26 relates God's revela
tion to Moses and the restoration
of the two tablets of the covenant
after the golden calf incident,
which corresponds to the focus
on Israel's restoration in Ezek.
38.1-39.16. 38.1-9: God's initial in
structions to Ezekiel present Gog
as the leader of a host of nations
that threaten Israel, a well-known
motif in the tradition about Zion
as an invincible fortress (cf. Pss. 2;
46-48). 5: Persia, Nubia (or Ethio
pia), and Put (Libya) are distant
lands from throughout the ancient
Near Eastern world. 10-13: God
portrays Gog's intentions to plun-
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occur to you, and you will conceive a wicked design.
11 You will say, "I will invade a land of open towns, I will
fall upon a tranquil people living secure, all of them living
in unwalled towns and lacking bars and gates, 12 in order
to take spoil and seize plunder" -to turn your hand
against repopulated wastes, and against a people gath
ered from among nations, acquiring livestock and posses
sions, living at the center of the earth. 13 Sheba and Dedan,
and the merchants and all the magnates of Tarshish will
say to you, "Have you come to take spoil? Is it to seize
plunder that you assembled your hordes-to carry off sil
ver and gold, to make off with livestock and goods, to
gather an immense booty?"
1 4 Therefore prophesy, 0 mortal, and say to Gog: Thus
said the Lord Goo: Surely, on that day, when My people
Israel are living secure, you will •take note,·• 15 and you
will come from your home in the farthest north, you and
many peoples with you-all of them mounted on horses,
a vast horde, a mighty army-1 6 and you will advance
upon My people Israel, like a cloud covering the earth.
This shall happen on that distant day: I will bring you to
My land, that the nations may know Me when, before
their eyes, I manifest My holiness through you, 0 Gog!
17 Thus said the Lord Goo: Why, you are the one I spoke
of in ancient days through My servants, the prophets of Is
rael, who prophesied for years in those days that I would
bring you against them!
1 8 Qn that day, when Gog sets foot on the soil of Israel
declares the Lord Goo-My raging anger shall flare up.
19 For I have decreed in My indignation and in My blazing
wrath: On that day, a terrible earthquake shall befall the
land of Israel. 20 The fish of the sea, the birds of the sky, the
beasts of the field, all creeping things that move on the
ground, and every human being on earth shall quake be
fore Me. Mountains shall be overthrown, cliffs shall top
ple, and every wall shall crumble to the ground. 21 b·I will
then summon the sword against him throughout My
mountains-b-declares the Lord Goo-and every man's
sword shall be turned against his brother. 22 I will punish
him with pestilence and with bloodshed; and I will pour
torrential rain, hailstones, and sulfurous fire upon him
and his hordes and the many peoples with him. 23 Thus
will I manifest My greatness and My holiness, and make
Myself known in the sight of many nations. And they
shall know that I am the LORD.
a-n Septuagint rends "rouse y01trse!f "
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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der nations. 1 3: Sheba, southern
Arabia. Dedan, central Arabia,
although some identify it as
Rhodes. Tarshish, Tartessos in
Spain. 14-16: God portrays Gog's
advance with a mighty army
against Israel. 1 6: That distant day
(others "in the latter days") nor
mally refers to the future, and
many believe the expression to
have eschatological meaning in
contexts such as this one. That the
nations may know Me draws upon
earlier traditions (e.g., Exod. ch 15;
Isa. 2.1-4; Mic. 4.1-5; Pss. 46-48)
in which the nations recognize
God's power and sovereignty.
17-23: The Lord Goo portrays the
defeat of Gog as a cosmic event
that was announced by the proph
ets. This suggests that by the pe
riod of Ezekiel, a collection of pro
phetic works was available to be
studied. 1 8: On that day is a for
mula that appears throughout Isa.
chs 1-39 (e.g., Isa. 4.2; 7.18, 20, 21,
23). 19-20: The cosmic dimensions
of the defeat appear in the quaking
of the land, including the fish of the
sea, the birds of the sky, the beasts of
thefield, all creeping things, and
every lmman being, which alludes

to the created order as described
in the Priestly creation story of
Gen. ch 1. 21-22: Likewise, the de
feat of Gog by the sword and natu
ral elements, such as torrential rain,
lwilstones, and sulfurous fire, ap
peals to God's role as creator as
well as to the tradition about the
destruction of Sodom and Gomor
rah (Gen. chs 18-19). This is logical
in this context, which suggests the
universal acknowledgment of God.
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3 9 And you, 0 mortal, prophesy against Gog and say:

Thus said the Lord Goo: I am going to deal with you,
0 Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal! 2 I will turn you
around and •-drive you on,-• and I will take you from the far
north and lead you toward the mountains of Israel. 3 I will
strike your bow from your left hand and I will loosen the ar
rows from your right hand. 4 You shall fall on the mountains
of Israel, you and all your battalions and the peoples who
are with you; and I will give you as food to carrion birds
of every sort and to the beasts of the field, 5 as you lie in
the open field. For I have spoken-declares the Lord Goo.
6 And I will send a fire against Magog and against those
who dwell secure in the coastlands. And they shall know
that I am the LORD. 7 I will make My holy name known
among My people Israel, and never again will I let My holy
name be profaned. And the nations shall know that I the
LORD am holy in Israel. BAh! it has come, it has happened
declares the Lord Goo: this is that day that I decreed.
9 Then the inhabitants of the cities of Israel will go out
and make fires and feed them with the weapons-shields
and bucklers, bows and arrows, clubs and spears; they
shall use them as fuel for seven years. 10 They will not
gather firewood in the fields or cut any in the forests, but
will use the weapons as fuel for their fires. They will de
spoil those who despoiled them and plunder those who
plundered them-declares the Lord Goo.
1 1 On that day I will assign to Gog a burial site there in Is
rael-the Valley of the Travelers, east of the Sea. It shall
block the path of travelers, for there Gog and all his multi
tude will be buried. It shall be called the Valley of Gog's
Multitude. 12 The House of Israel shall spend seven months
burying them, in order to cleanse the land; 13 all the people
of the land shall bury them. •The day I manifest My glory
shall bring renown to them-•--declares the Lord Goo.
1 4 And they shall appoint men to serve permanently, to tra
verse the land and bury any invaders who remain above
ground, in order to cleanse it. The search shall go on for a
period of seven months. 15 As those who traverse the coun
try make their rounds, any one of them who sees a human
bone shall erect a marker beside it, until the buriers have
interred them in the Valley of Gog's Multitude. 16 •-There
shall also be a city named Multitude.-• And thus the land
shall be cleansed.
17 And you, 0 mortal, say to every winged bird and to
all the wild beasts: Thus said the Lord Goo: Assemble,
n-n Mea11i11g of Hcb. uncertni11.
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39.4-5: Unburied corpses on the
mountains recall the imagery of
the vision of dry bones (37.1-14),
the death of the Babylonian king
in the open (lsa. 14.3-23), and the
defeat of Assyria on the mountains
of Israel (Isa. 14.24-27). Lying un
buried reflected serious shame in
antiquity. 9: The victory fires that
burn for seven years throughout the
land represent the vast amount of
weaponry that could not defeat Is
rael, protected by its God. It also
recalls the sabbatical (seven-year)
agricultural and economic cycle
(Lev. 25.1-7; Exod. 23.1o--1 1 [cf.
21.1-6]; Deut. 15.1-18). 1 1 : The
burial of Gog marks the final stage
of the cleansing of the land of Is
rael prior to its restoration. The
Valley of the Travelers or the "Valley
of those who pass by" is appar
ently a word play on the Valley
of Abarim east of the Dead Sea.
Heb for "travelers, passers-by" is
"ha'orim." Tile Valley of Gog's
Multitude (Heb "gei' hamon gog"),
a wordplay on the Valley of Hin
nom, southwest of Jerusalem,
which was known for idolatry, the
burning of children, and dead
bodies (2 Kings 23.10; Jer. 7·3o--3 4).
1 2-13: The seven months of burial
purify the land so that God's
glory or presence may appear.
The length of time again empha
sizes the vast number of people
who were defeated by God.
1 6: A city 11amed Multitude (Heb
"Hamonah"), see above, v. 11 n.
17-29: The feast of the birds and
wild animals recalls the covenant
curses (e.g., Deut. 28.16-44) in
which Israel is fed to the birds and
animals, but they are now applied
to Israel's enemies (Lev. 26.22;
Deut. 28.26).
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come and gather from all around for the sacrificial feast
that I am preparing for you-a great sacrificial feast
upon the mountains of Israel, and eat flesh and drink
blood. 16 You shall eat the flesh of warriors and drink the
blood of the princes of the earth: rams, lambs, he-goats,
and bulls-fatlings of Bashan all of them. 19You shall eat
fat to satiety and drink your fill of blood from the sacrifi
cial feast that I have prepared for you. 20 And you shall
sate yourselves at My table with horses, charioteers," war
riors, and all fighting men-declares the Lord Goo.
21 Thus will I manifest My glory among the nations, and
all the nations shall see the judgment that I executed and
the power that I wielded against them.
22 From that time on, the House of lsrael shall know that
I the LoRD am their God. 23 And the nations shall know
that the House of Israel were exiled only for their iniquity,
because they trespassed against Me, so that I hid My face
from them and delivered them into the hands of their ad
versaries, and they all fell by the sword; 24 When I hid My
face from them, I dealt with them according to their un
cleanness and their transgressions.
25 Assuredly, thus said the Lord Goo: I will now restore
the fortunes of Jacob and take the whole House of Israel
back in love; and I will be zealous for My holy name.
26 They will bearb their shame and all their trespasses that
they committed against Me, when they dwell in their land
secure and untroubled, 27when I have brought them back
from among the peoples and gathered them out of the
lands of their enemies and have manifested My holiness
through them in the sight of many nations. 2B They shall
know that I the LoRD am their God when, having exiled
them among the nations, I gather them back into their
land and leave none of them behind. 29 I will never again
hide My face from them, for I will pour out My spirit
upon the House of Israel-declares the Lord Goo.

4 0 In the twenty-fifth year of our exile,' the fourteenth

year after the city had fallen, at the beginning of
the year, the tenth day of the month-on that very day
the hand of the LoRD came upon me, and He brought me

n Lit. "chnriots"; Septungiul rends "riders."
b Clrn11ge of dincriticnl poi11/ yields 'forget."

c I.e., tile exile of Ki11:0: fclwincllill; sc•e 1.2.

1 7: The sacrificial feast reverses the
imagery of the banquet on Zion
(Isa. 25.6-10). 1 8-21: These actions
enable God to display the divine
glory to the nations. 23-24: The
image of God hiding His face,

namely turning away from Israel
and choosing not to help them, is
common in the Bible (e.g., Deut.
31.17-18; Ps. 13.2), but is found
only here in Ezekiel, and never in
Priestly literature. 25: Restore the
- 1 ] ] 8-

fortunes of jacob recalls God's
promise to remember the covenant
of Jacob (Lev. 26-40-45) if the peo
ple confess their iniquity.
40.1-48.35: The vision of

the re
stored Temple in Jerusalem. The

date formula identifies 40.1-48.35
as the thirteenth and culminating
major section of the book of Ezek
iel. In the !wen ty-fifth year . . . at the

beginning of the year, the tenth day of
tl1e nwnt/1, 10 Tishri, 573-572 BCE,

Yom Kippur. Ezekiel's vision of
the Temple builds upon God's ear
lier promises (37.24-38) to make a
covenant of friendship (peace)
with Israel and to place the sanctu
ary among them forever. This vi
sion provides a literary and con
ceptual envelope for the book that
complements the visions of God's
departure and the Temple's de
struction in cbs 1-7; 9-11 with one
of the Temple's restoration and
God's return. Ezek. 40.1-43.12 re
lates instruction concerning the
building of the Temple and the re
turn of God's glory; 43. 13-47.12
provides instruction concerning
the associated structures and activ
ities of the Temple complex; and
47.13-48.35 guides the reestablish
ment of the land and people of Is
rael around the Temple. The de
tails of the Temple, its courts,
furnishing, and laws and the tech
nical terminology presented here
differ in many respects from those
for the wilderness Tabernacle (see
esp. Exod. cbs 25-30; 35-45), Solo
mon's Temple (1 Kings chs 6-];
2 Chron. chs 3-4), and the Second
Temple (111. Mid. 5). It is unclear if
certain of these details reflect the
Temple standing in Jerusalem
when Ezekiel was exiled in 597, or
if they are fanciful. Indeed, the dif
ferences in the portrayal of the
Temple were, according to the
Rabbis, a major discrepancy that
Hananiah son of Hezekiah recon
ciled so that Ezekiel could be
included in the biblical canon
(b. Slwb. 13b). Because of the
discrepancies, Jewish tradition re
gards these chs as Ezekiel's vision
of the Third Temple to be built in
the days of the Messiah (Seder
0/nm 26; Rashi; Radak).
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there. 2 He brought me, in visions of God, to the Land of
Israel, and He set me down on a very high mountain• on
which there seemed to be the outline of a city b-on the
south.-b 3 He brought me over to it, and there, standing at
the gate, was a man who shone like copper. In his hand
were a cord of linen and a measuring rod. 4 The man
spoke to me: "Mortal, look closely and listen attentively
and note well everything I am going to show you-for
you have been brought here in order to be shown-and
report everything you see to the House of Israel."
5 Along the outside of the Temple [area] ran a wall on
every side. The rod that the man held was six cubits long,
plus one handbreadth for each cubit; and when he applied
it to that structure, it measured one rod deepc and one rod
high.
6 He went up to the gate that faced eastward and
mounted its steps. He measured the threshold of the gate;
it was one rod deepc_d·the one threshold was one rod
deep:d 7 Each recess was one rod wide and one rod deep,
with [a partition of] 5 cubits between recesses; and the
threshold of the gate, at the inner vestibule of the gate, was
one rod deep. B d·For when he measured it at the inner
vestibule of the gate, it was one rod [deep ]:d 9 Next he mea
sured the vestibule of the gate, and it measured 8 cubits
and its supports 2 cubits; the vestibule of the gate was at its
inner end. l O •On either side of this eastern gate there were
three recesses, all three of the same size; of identical sizes
were also the supports' on either side. 11 He measured the
opening of the gate and found it 10 cubits wide, while the
gate itself measured 13 cubits across.9 12 At the fronts of the
recesses on either side were d-barriers of one cubit;·d the re
cesses on either side were 6 cubits [deep]. 1 3 Their openings
faced each other directly across the gate passage, so that
when he measured from rearh of recess to rearh of recess he
obtained a width of 25 cubits.' 1 4 d-He made the vestibulei6o cubits-and the gate next to the support on every side of
the court. -d 15 And [the distance] from the front of the outer h

a Cf /sa. 2 . 1; Mic. 4- ' b-b Scptua:o:i11t ,-,·ads "i11 the distance. "
c In this dcscriptio11, the Hebrew word wl1icl1 ordi11arily correspo11ds to E11glish "width"
sometimes designates a nu•nsllrement from an opening or outer swfnce inward, mrd so cor
respollds to tl1e E11glisl1 "dept/1"; a11d the word wl1ich ordi11arily correspo11ds to English
"lc11gth" desig11at<'S tin• dista11ce frolll side to side of a vestib11le or a pas>nge, and so corre
sponds to the E11glish "width."
d-d Meani11g of Heb. 1111Certni11.
c This 1•ase <I'Oilld read well l>cforc v. 7f lu conuectiou with recesses, till' "supports " are pnrtitious.
g Tl1e opening was perhaps 1tarrowed l>y a sto11c 011 <'nell side for rcccivi11g the hinge of a
door-leaf
h Men11i11g of Heb. 11nccrtnill.
i Sillet' each of the recesses was 6 wbits
deep (v. 7a! n11d tl1e passage i11 tl1e 111iddle 11•as 13 cubits ;uide (i•. 1 1 !.
j Elim hen· is the same as elam in ·uu. 1 6. 1 1 , 22. l'lc.
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40.1-43.12: The Temple and the
return of God's Presence. 40.1 :
The date is 1 0 Tishri, Yom Kippur,
573-572 BCE. Ezekiel's visions
began at the age of thirty in the
fifth year of the exile (1.1-3). After
twenty years, Ezekiel would be
ready to retire from priestly ser
vice at the age of fifty (Num. 4.3;
8.23-25). The beginning of the year,
not the first day of the year but 10
Tishri or Yom Kippur (the Day of
Atonement; Lev. 23.26-32; Num.
29.7-1 1). Yom Kippur is also the
day when the high priest would
enter the Holy of Holies and speak
the name of God as part of the
atonement on behalf of Israel
(Lev. ch 16; m. Yoma 3.8; 4.2; 6.2;
m. Sot. 7.6; m. Tmnid 3.8; 7.2).
2: Ezekiel is transported to Mt.
Zion, the site of the Temple (see
Isa. 2.1; Mic. 4-1). The city of Jeru
salem is immediately to the south.
3: Ezekiel's guide recalls the
bronze-colored creatures that sup
ported God's throne chariot
(1.5-14; see also 8.2). The cord of
linen and the measuring rod enable
the guide to instruct Ezekiel in the
dimensions of the Temple struc
tures. 5-47: The Temple walls,
gates, and courtyards. 5: Six cubits

long, plus one handbreadth for each
cubit, over 3 m (10 ft). Whereas the
normal cubit is five handbreadths,
the cubit used for the construction
of the Temple is six handbreadths.
The long cubit is about 518 mm or
20.68 in. 6-7: The gate that faced
eastward is the main gate of the
Temple complex, which faces east
toward the sun. It is built accord
ing to the basic pattern of the forti
fied Solomonic gates at Gezer,
Hazar, and Megiddo, with an ini
tial threshold of the gate, three re
cessed chambers on either side,
and the inner vestibule of tile gate.
9: Its supports, projecting columns
that may have served as a door
jamb. Windows provide light for
the recessed chambers and the
vestibule. 14: And the gate next to

the support on every side of the court:
There were five gates to the
women's courtyard of the Second
Temple, the two Huldah gates to
the south, the Kiponos gate to the
west, the Tadi gate to the north,
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gate to the front of the inner vestibule of the gate was
50 cubits. 16 The recesses-and their supports-had win
dows •with frames·• on the interior of the gate complex on
both sides, and the interiors of the vestibules also had win
dows on both sides; and the supports were adorned with
palms.
17 He took me into the outer court. There were chambers
there, and there was a pavement laid out all around the
court. There were 30 chambers on the pavement. 1B The
pavements flanked the gates; the depth of the lowerb
pavements paralleled that of the gates. 19 Then he mea
sured the width of <the lowerb court, from in front of the
inner gate to in front of the outer gate·<-100 cubits.
•-After the east [gate], the north [gate].-• 20 Next he mea
sured the gate of the outer court that faced north: its
length and its width, 21 its three recesses on either side and
its supports, as also its vestibule. It measured, like the first
gate, 50 cubits in length and 25 cubits in width. 22 Its win
dows and [those of] its vestibule, as also its palm trees,
corresponded to those of the gate that faced east. [From
the outside] one had to climb 7 steps to reach it, and its
vestibule was d-ahead of them.-d 23 Like the east gate, the
north gate faced a gate leading into the inner forecourt;
and when he measured the distance from gate to gate, it
was 100 cubits.
24 Then he took me to the south side. There was also a
gate on the south side, and he got the same measurements
as before for its supports and its vestibule. 25 Both it and
its vestibule had windows like the aforementioned ones.
It was 50 cubits long and 25 cubits wide. 26 Its staircase
consisted of 7 steps; its vestibule was d-ahead of them,-d
and its supports were decorated on both sides with palm
trees. 27 The inner court likewise had a gate facing south;
and on the south side, too, he measured a distance of 100
cubits from the [outer] gate to the [inner] gate.
28 He now took me into the inner forecourt through its
south gate. When he measured this south gate, it had the
same measurements as the foregoing. 29 Its recesses, its
supports, and its vestibule had the same measurements.
Both it and its vestibule had windows on both sides; it
was 50 cubits long and 25 cubits wide-3° •·vestibules on
both sides, 25 cubits long, 5 cubits wide:• 31 Its vestibule,
a-a Meaning of Heb. JtJtcertaiJt.
b Tlze o11ter court and its gates were 8 steps lower tlznn tlze inner ones: v. 34·
c-c In tlzis rendering, tlze adjectives "'lower" azul "inlier" are co11strned, zzot witlz tlze zwn11s
tlzey stn11d next to in tlze Hebrew, /J11t witlz tlzose witlz wlziclz tlzezJ agree i11 gender.
d-d Sept11agint rends "at its in11er e11d."
e-e Comrectiorr unclenr; wrmting in some Heb. mss. and versio11s.
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and the eastern gate (m. Mid. 1.3).
17-19: The 30 chambers that line
the outer court (the "women's
court"; m. Mid. 2.5) were used by
the Levites for various activities
(Jer. 35.2-4; Neh. 13.4-14). The
lower court and the inner gate re
arranges the nouns and adjectives
so that they will agree in gender
(see translators' note c-c). They
likely refer to the "inner court" in
Heb, and "the lower gate," that
would allow entry. 20-27: The
gates for the outer court to the
north and south are similar to the
eastern gate. There is no western
gate mentioned here as the Temple
occupies the western side of the
compound (contra m. Mid. 1.3,
which mentions the western gate,
but states that the northern gate
was not used). Each of the three
gates faces corresponding gates to
the inner court. 28-37: The south,
east, and north gates to the inner
Jorecourl (lit. "the inner court," or
the "court of the Israelites"; m.
Mid. 2.6) are similar to those for
the outer court. The Second Tem
ple had seven gates to this court
(m. Mid. 1.4-5), three to the south
(Kindling, Firstlings, and Water
Gates); three to the north (Flame,
Offering, and Chamber of the
Hearth Gates), and one to the east
(Nicanor Gate).
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however, gave on the outer court! Its supports were
adorned on either side with palms, and its staircase con
sisted of 8 steps.
32 Then he took me to the eastern side of the inner fore
court; and when he measured the gate there, he got the
same measurements: 33 its recesses, supports, and vesti
bule had the above measurements. Both it and its vesti
bule had windows on both sides; it was 50 cubits long and
25 cubits wide, 34 and its vestibule gave on the outer court.
Its supports were decorated on both sides with palm trees,
and its staircase consisted of 8 steps.
35 Then he took me to the north gate, and found its
measurements to be identical, 36 with the same recesses,
supports, vestibule, windows on both sides, and a length
of 50 cubits and a width of 25 cubits. 37 Its supportsb gave
on the outer court; its supports were decorated on both
sides with palm trees; and its staircase consisted of eight
steps.
38 A chamber opened into the gate;c there the burnt of
fering would be washed. 39 And inside the vestibule of the
gate, there were two tables on each side, at which the
burnt offering, the sin offering, and the guilt offering were
to be slaughtered; 4D while outside-d·as one goes up to
ward·d the opening of the north gate-there were two ta
bles on one side, and there were two tables on the other
side of the gate's vestibule. 41 Thus there were four tables
on either flank of the gate-eight tables in all-at which
[ the sacrifices] were to be slaughtered. 42 As for the four ta
bles for the burnt offering•-they were of hewn stone, one
and a half cubits long, one and a half cubits wide, and one
cubit high-'·on them were laid out the instruments with
which burnt offerings and sacrifices were slaughtered:'
43 Shelves,9 one handbreadth wide, were attached all
around the inside; and the sacrificial flesh was [laid] on
the tables.
44 There were h·chambers for singers·h in the im1er fore
court: [one] beside the north gate facing south, and one
beside the east; gate facing north. 45 [The man] explained
to me: "The chamber that faces south is for the priests who
perform the duties of the Temple; 4 6 and the chamber that
a I.e., i11 tile i11ner gates t11e vestibules were situated at tllcir rlllm11crs, a11d so tl1ey were
true vestibules, i11 co11trast to tile "i1111er vestibules" of tile outer gates.
b Septuagi11t reads "vestibules"; cf vv. J t , 3 4·
c Heb. "gates"; tile refermce is appare11tly to tile 11ortl1 gate; cf v. 40 a11d Lev. 1 . 11;
4.24; 7 . 2 .
d-d E111e11datio11 yields "tile vestibule at."
e See v. 39·
f1 Tilis clause would read well after v. 43·
g Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertai11.
11-Jr Septuagint rrnrls "tzuo clwm!Jas."
i Septuagi11t reads "soutll. "
-
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38-43: Chambers were built by
the vestibule of the gate to prepare
sacrificial animals for the burnt of
fering (Lev. 1.3-17), the sin (or pu
rification) offering (Lev. 4.1-5.13),
and the guilt offering (Lev. 5·146.7). 44-47: Chambers were placed
by the sides of the north and east
(Septuagint reads "south") for the
priests who have charge of the
Temple and the altar. The mea
surements of the inner court of the
Second Temple differ from the
100 square cubit figure given here.
M. Middot 2.6 states that they are
135 by 1 1 cubits.
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faces north is for the priests who perform the duties of the
altar-they are the descendants of Zadok, who alone of
the descendants of Levi may approach the LORD to minis
ter to Him."
47 He then measured the forecourt: 100 cubits long and
100 cubits broad-foursquare. In front of the Temple
stood the altar. 48 He took me into the portico of the Tem
ple and measured it. The jambs• of the portico were 5 cu
bits deep on either side. The width of the gate-opening
was b-[14 cubits, and the flanking wall of the gate wasP 3
cubits on either side. 49 The portico was 20 cubits wide<
and 11d cubits deep, and •-it was by steps that it was
reached:• There were columns by the jambs on either side.

4 1 He then led me into the great hall. He measured

the jambs, 6 cubits on either side; such was the
depth' of each jamb.9 2 The entrance was 10 cubits wide,
and the flanking walls of the entrance were each 5 cubits
wide. Next he measured the depth [of the hall], 40 cubits,
and the width, 20 cubits. 3 And then he entered the inner
room. He measured each jamb of the entrance, 2 cubits
[deep]; the entrance itself, 6 cubits across; and the width of
h-[the flanking wall on either side of]-h the entrance, 7 cu
bits. 4 Then he measured the depth, 20 cubits; and the
width at the inner end of the great hall was also 20 cubits.
And he said to me, "This is the Holy of Holies."
5 Then he measured the wall of the Temple. [It was] 6
cubits [thick] on every side of the Temple, and the side
chamber measured 4 cubits [across].' 6 The side chambers
were arranged one above the other, in 33 sections) All
around, there were projections in the Temple wall to serve
the side chambers as supports, so that [their] supports
should not be the Temple wall itself. 7 The kwinding pas
sage·k of the side chambers widened from story to story;
•·and since the structure was furnished all over with wind
ing passages from story to story, the structure itself be
came wider from story to story.·' It was by this means that
a I.e., the edges of theflanking walls.
b-IJ Preserved in the Septuagint.
c Sec note on v. 5·
d Septuagint reads " 1 2 "; see note d ou 4 1 . 1 J.
e-c Septuagint reads "it was reached by tcu steps."
f See note 011 40.5.
g This sense is demauded by the coutext; usually, ohel meaus "ft•ut. "
l1-l1 Preserved in the Septuagiut.
i I.e., 011 the ground level; cf v. 7·
j Lit. "times. " Emendation yields "in three sectious of tlu·ee tiers each," i.e., oue scctiou
next to each of the two side walls of the Temple aud 011c 11cxt to its rear wall; cf v. 7k-k So Targum; cf Mishuah Tamid 1.1.
1-1 Exact meani11g of Heb. U11certai11, but for tl1c gmeral sc11sc cf. 1 Ki11gs 6.6a, Sb.
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40.48-41 .26: The Temple.
40.48-41.4: The Temple is con
structed according to a three-room
pattern, like that of Solomon's
Temple (1 Kings ch 6) and other
examples of temples and royal
palaces from Canaan and else
where. The detail offered here may
seem excessive, but is much Jess
than the detail offered at the end
of Exodus concerning the con
struction of the Tabernacle. This
great concern with detail in both
cases reflects the notion that God's
house must be custom-built to its
exact specification so God will
enjoy dwelling there amidst Israel.
40.48: The portico (Heb, "'ulam,"
20 by 11 cubits [about 10 m by 6 m,
30 ft by 17 ft)) was an entry or re
ception room. 41 .1 : The great hall
(Heb, "heikhal," 40 by 20 cubits
[about 20 m by 10 m, 6o ft by 30
ft]) was the main hall where the
Temple furnishings are placed.
3: The 2 cubit (1 m, 3 ft) measure
ment for the entrance conflicts with
the 1 cubit (.5 m, 18 in) mentioned
in 111. Middot 4·7· 4: The Holy of
Holies (zo by 20 cubits [10 m by
1 0 m, 30 ft by 30 ft]) was God's
throne room, which according to
Kings housed the Ark of the Cove
nant in Solomon's Temple. After
the Ark was removed, only a stone
remained in the Second Temple
(111. Yonw 5.2). Ezekiel does not
enter the Holy of Holies as this is
restricted to the high priest on
Yom Kippur or the Day of A tone
ment (Lev. ch 16; 111. Yoma 5.1).
5-1 1 : Three stories of chambers
with thirty chambers each line
the walls of the Temple. TI1ey
have an independent support
structure so that they are not sup
ported by the Temple itself. 7: A
winding passage, perhaps a spiral
staircase, provides access to the
upper stories. The supports and
stairways occupy more space
on the lower stories so that each
story is progressively larger.
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one ascended from the bottom story to the top one by way
of the middle one.
8 I observed that the Temple was surrounded by a raised
pavement-the foundations of the side chambers; its ele
vation was a rod's length, or 6 cubits. 9 The outer wall of
the side chamber was 5 cubits thick, and that which
served as a walk between the Temple's side chambers
l D and the chamber complexes• was 20 cubits wide all
around the Temple. 11 Of entrances to the side chambers
giving on the walk, there was one entrance on the north
side and one entrance on the south side; and the spaceb of
the walk was 5 cubits thick all around. 12 And the struc
ture that fronted on the vacant space at the [Temple's]
western end was 70 cubits deep;< the walls of the structure
were 5 cubits thick on every side; and it was 90 cubits
wide.<
13 He measured the [total] depth of the Temple, 100 cu
bits;d and the depth of the vacant space and of the struc
ture, with its walls, also came to 100 cubits.e 14The front
side of the Temple, like the vacant space on the east, was
100 cubits wide.' 15 He also measured the width< of the
structure facing the vacant space in the rear, inclusive of
its ledges,9 100 cubits.
Both the great hall inside and the portico next to
the court-16 hthe thresholds-h-and the windows 'with
frames·• and the ledgesi at the threshold, all over the three
parts of each, were completely overlaid k with wood. There
was wainscoting from the floor to the windows, including
the window [frame]s 17 and extending above the openings,
'·both in the inner Temple and outside:' And all over the
wall, '·both in the inner one and in the outer;' ran a pattern.k
18 It consisted of cherubs and palm trees, with a palm tree
between every two cherubs. Each cherub had two faces:
19 a human face turned toward the palm tree on one side
a See 42.1 ff
b E111wdathm yirlds "parapet."
c See note 011 40.5.
d Comprising the 5 cubits of 40.48, tl1e 12 of 40.49 (see note there), the 6 of 41.1, /he 40 of
41.2, the 2 of 41.3, the 10 of 41-4- ll1e 6 of 41.5a, tl1e 4 of 41.5b, and Ill<' 5 of 41.9.
e The structure was 70 wbits deep and its front and rear walls each 5 cubits thick (v. 1 2!.
The re111aining 20 cubits are accouuted for by tl1e meant space; cf 41.1-2.
f To ti!C inside width of 10 cubits !40.49; 41 .2-4) 111ust be added 011 each side: one Temple
wall of 6 cubits equals 12; one side-clmmber wall of 5 cubits equals 10; one side clmmbcr's
i1111er depth of 4 whits equals 8; a walk's width of 20 wbits (40-9-10) equals 40; and a
pampet's thickness of 5 wbits (v. n) Ct)llflls 10; totaling 100 wbits.
g Emendation yirlds "walls"; cf 1'. 12.
h-h Septuagint reads "were pane/rd. "
i-i Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
j Here perhaps designating !In· door frames, since it is tl1cse that (as required by the contin
uation of the verse) are situated at tl1e threshold and consist of three parts (a lintc/ and two
k Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
doorposts).
1-1 Meaning perhaps !11e great hall and the Pestibule; c( l'. ; .
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8: Raised pavement, the formdations
of the side chambers (cf. "founda

tions of the earth"; Mic. 6.2;
Isa. 24.18; Jer. 31.37; Ps. 82.5).
1 2-15a: The unidentified building
is behind the Temple to the west.
1 S b-26: The interior decoration
of the Temple. 1 8-19: The cherubs
and palm trees carved into the
wainscoting or paneling of
the interior walls represent
images from the garden of Eden.
Unlike the cherubim who bear
the throne chariot, these have
only two faces, a human and a
young lion (see 1 Kings 6.29).

EZEKIEL 4 1 .20-4 2 . 6

and a lion's face turned toward the palm tree on the other
side. This was repeated all over the Temple; 20 the cherubs
and the palm trees were carved on• the wall from the floor
to above the openings.
As regards the great hall, 21 the great hall had four door
posts; and before the Shrine was something resembling
22 a wooden altar 3 cubits high and 2 cubits long and hav
ing inner corners; b and its length< and its walls were of
wood. And he said to me, "This is the tabled that stands
before the LoRn;" 23 The great hall had a double door, and
the Shrine likewise had 24 a double door, and each door
had two •·swinging leaves:·• two for the one door and two
•·such leaves·• for the other. 25 Cherubs and palm trees
were carved on these-on the doors of the hall-just as
they were carved on the walls; and there was a lattice1 of
wood outside in front of the portico. 26 And there were
windows •with frames·• and palm trees on the flanking
walls of the portico on either side [of the entrance] •·and
[on] the Temple's side chambers and [on] the lattices:•

4 2 He took me out, by way of the northern gate, into

the outer court, and he led me [westward] up to a
9·complex of chambers·9 that ran parallel to the northern
ends of the vacant space and the structure. 2 The width h of
its fa<;:ade-'·its north side, the one from which it was en
tered·'-was 100 cubits, and its depthh was 50 cubits. 3 At
right angles to the 20 cubits; of the inner court and to the
pavement of the outer court/ the complex rose ledge by
ledge' in three tiers. 4 There was an areaway, 10 cubits
wide and m-a road of one cubit,-m running along the inner
court side of the chamber complex, but its entrances were
on its north side. 5 Here its upper chambers were cut back,
because ledges took away from them as construction pro
ceeded backward from the bottom ones and then from the
middle ones. 6 For they were arranged in three tiers, and
they had no columns like those of the chambers in the
courts." That is why the rise proceeded by stages: from the
a Heb. "and."
b Apparently mcaniug that it lind a rim around the top, like the table of Exod. 25.25; see the
final note 011 the prescut verse.
c Septuagiut reads "base. "
d Serviug to lwld the bread of display; cf. Exod. 25.30; 40.22-23; 1 Kings 7.48.
f Meauing of Heb. uuccrtniu.
g-g Heb. simply
e-e Menning of Heb. uucertniu.
"chambers," and so elsewhere.
II See note c at 40.6.
i-i /.it. "lite uort!J eutmtJce";
but cf v. 4·
j I.e., the vacaut space; cf 41.13 with uote e.
k Cf 40.17.
I Because litis part of the iuncr court was considerably !Jig!Jer t!Jau the outer; 40.28-31 and
41.8, 9b-10.
m-m Septungiut aud Syrinc read "aud 100 whits /oug"; cf l'l!. 2-3.
11 See vv. 8-9 referring to chambers nloug the west wn/1.

NEVI'IM
21-22: Somethilzg resembling a
wooden altar, the table for the pres

entation of rows of "showbread"
(Exod. 25.23-30; Lev. 24.5-9;
1 Kings 6.2o-22). The table that
stands before tlze LoRD, i.e., the
altar. Talmudic tradition cites this
v. to argue that the table in the
Jewish horne may substitute
for the altar (b. Ber. 55a).
42.1-14: Chambers are built in
three stories along the walls that
define the outer and inner courts.

NEVI'IM

ground, from the bottom ones, and from the middle ones.
7 In the outer court, a wall so cubits long ran parallel to the
chamber complex up to the chambers in the outer court;"
8 for the chambers in the outer court were themselves so
cubits deep, thus completing 100 cubits alongside the edi
fice.b 9 Thus, at the foot of that complex of chambers ran a
passagec_d·of a width set by the wall in the outer court·d_
which one entered from the east in order to gain access to
them from the outer court.
1 0 There was another chamber complex to the east• of
the vacant space and the structure, 11 likewise with a pas
sage in front-just like the complex on the north side, with
which this one agreed in width' and depth' and in the
exact layout of its exits and entrances. 12 Accordingly, the
entrances to the chamber complex on the south side were
approached from the east by the entrance at the head of
s·the corresponding passage along the matching wall.·9
13 And he said to me, "The northern chambers and the
southern chambers by the vacant space are the conse
crated chambers in which the priests who have access to
the LORD shall eat the most holy offerings. There they
shall deposit the most holy offerings-the meal offerings,
the sin offerings, and the guilt offerings, for the place is
consecrated. 14 When the priests enter, they shall not pro
ceed from the consecrated place to the outer court without
first leaving here the vestments in which they minister; for
the [vestments] are consecrated. Before proceeding to the
area open to the people/ they shall put on other gar
ments."
15 When he had finished the measurements of the inner
Temple [area], he led me out by way of the gate which
faces east, and he measured off the entire area. 16 He
measured the east side with the measuring rod, soo [cu
bits]-in rods, by the measuring rod. He turned 1 7 [and]
measured the north side: 500 [cubits]-in rods, by the
measuring rod. He turned 1 8 [and] measured the south
side: 500 [cubits]-in rods, by the measuring rod. 19 Then
he turned to the west side [and] measured it: 500 cubits
in rods, by the measuring rod. 20 Thus he measured it on
the four sides; it had a wall completely surrounding it, soo
[cubits] long ;.on each side;; to separate the consecrated
from the unconsecrated.
n See vv. 8-9 referrillg to clln111bers nlo11g tile west wall.
b Appnre11tly 111enllillg tlze clln111ber co111plex of v. 1.
c So kethib; qere "tili11g givi11g access. "
d-d Bro11glzt upjro111 11. 1 0 for clarity.
e Septungi11t rends "south"; cf 11. 13.
f See 11ote c at 40.6.
g·g E.mct 111emzi11g of Heb. uzzcertni11; tlze phrase nppnrelllllt refers to ''''· 7-8.
II Cf 44.19 n11d 11ote b.
i-i Lit. "n11d sao wide. "
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1 3-14: The priests use the cham
bers to store and eat "the grain
offering" (Lev. 2.1-16), "the sin
(or purification) offering" (Lev.
4.1-5.13), and "the guilt offering"
(Lev. 5·14-6.7). The priests must
leave their holy vestments in these
chambers before entering the outer
court. 1 5-20: The Temple complex
is 500 rods square. Based on Ezek.
40.5, a rod is 6 cubits so that the
Temple complex is ),ooo cubits
square (Rashi), or about 1,500 m
(4,500 ft) on a side. This is an ex
tremely large area, equivalent to
about 500 acres or two-thirds the
area of Central Park in New York.
Based on Ezek. 45.2, Radak argues
that it is 500 cubits square, but
does not explain the term rods.
(This interpretation, giving an area
of about 250 m [750 ft] on a side, or
about 14 acres, is the one followed
in the NJPS.) The outer wall marks
the separation between the holy
Temple and the profane world.
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EZEKIEL 43. 1-43 . 1 3

4 3 Then he led me to a gate, the gate that faced east.

z And there, coming from the east with a roar like
the roar of mighty waters, was the Presence of the God of
Israel, and the earth was lit up by His Presence. 3 The vi
sion was like the vision I had seen when I• came to destroy
the city, the very same vision that I had seen by the Chebar
Canal. Forthwith, I fell on my face.
4 The Presence of the LoRD entered the Temple by the
gate that faced eastward. 5 A spirit carried me into the inner
court, and lo, the Presence of the LoRD filled the Temple;
6 and I heard speech addressed to me from the Temple,
though [the] manb was standing beside me. 7 It said to me:
0 mortal, this is the place of My throne and the place for
the soles of My feet, where I will dwell in the midst of the
people Israel forever. The House of Israel and their kings
must not again defile My holy name by their apostasy and
by the corpses of their kings c·at their death:< 8 When they
placed their threshold next to My threshold and their
doorposts next to My doorposts with only a wall between
Me and them/ they would defile My holy name by the
abominations that they committed, and I consumed them
in My anger. 9 Therefore, let them put their apostasy and
the corpses of their kings far from Me, and I will dwell
among them forever.
t o [Now] you, 0 mortal, describe the Temple to the
House of Israel,e and let them measure its design. But let
them be ashamed of their iniquities: 1 1 When they are
ashamed of all they have done, make known to them the
plan of the Temple and its layout, its exits and entrances
its entire plan, and all the laws and instructions pertaining
to its entire plan. Write it down before their eyes, tha t they
may faithfully follow its entire plan and all its laws.
IZ Such are the instructions for the Temple on top of the
mountain: the entire area of its enclosure shall be most
holy. Thus far the instructions for the Temple.
13 1And these are the dimensions of the altar, in cubits
where each is a cubit and a handbreadth. The trench9 shall
be a cubit deep and a cubit wide, with a rim one span high

a Six mss. and two ancient versions rend "He. "
b I.e., lite guide of 40-Jff.
c-c So wit!t a nwnber of Heb. mss. T11e usna/ vocn/i:ntion yields "their shrines."
d T!te sout/1 wall of lite First Temple enclosure wns also lite nort/1 wnll of lite royal <"nc/o
sure; tile two communicated by lite Gate of tl1e Gnnrd (1 Kings 1 1 . 1 9). T!tns Temple nnd
pnlnce could be regarded ns n single dwelling ("tent'') in lite sense of Num. 19.14, nnd lite
dentit of n king in tl1c pnlnce wonld defile lite Temple. Hmce lite :oning provisions of 45.1 ff
e In accordance wit!t t!te tl!rce preceding clwptrrs; cf 40-4f Some of lite tenns nnd details in vv. 13-17 nrc obscure.
g Lit. "bosom."
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43.1-12: The divine Presence (chs
t; 8-11) returns to the Temple
complex through the eastern gate
from which it had earlier departed
(10.19). 5: Ezekiel recalls his inau
gural vision, and reports that he
is transported to the inner court
where he sees the Presence of the
LORD filling the Temple (Exod.
40·34-35; 1 Kings 8.1G-1J). 7: God
informs him that this will be t/Je
place of My throne (see 1 Chron.
28.2; Ps. 1)2-T Isa. 60.13; Lam. 2.1).
Tire corpses of their kings refers to
burials of kings near the Temple,
which defile it (1 Kings 2.10; 11.43;
2 Kings 21.18, 26). 1 0-12: God in
structs Ezekiel to teach the people
the plan for the Temple.
43.1 3-47.12: The Temple complex
and its activities. Instructions con
cerning structures associated with
the Temple and regulations con
cerning Temple rituals and prac
tice. 43.1 3-27: The altar (Exod.
20.21-23) is a four-level stepped
structure, like a Mesopotamian
ziggurat (a type of pyramid).
1 3: The trench, also rendered
"base," lit. "bosom of the earth"
(signifying the placement of the
altar at the center of the earth), is
18 cubits (about 9 m, 27 ft) square.
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around its edge. And the height• shall be as follows:
14 From the trench in the ground to the lower ledge, which
shall be a cubit wide: 2 cubits; from the b-lower ledge to the
upperb ledge, which shall likewise be a cubit wide: 4 cu
bits; 15 and the height of the altar hearth shall be 4 cubits,
with 4 horns projecting upward from the hearth: 4 cubits.
16 Now the hearth shall be 1 2 cubits long and 12 broad,
square, with 4 equal sides. 17 Hence, the [upper] base< shall
be 14 cubits broad, with 4 equal sides. The surrounding rim
shall be half a cubit [high]/ and the surrounding trench
shall measure one cubit. And the ramp• shall face east.
1 8 Then he1 said to me: 0 mortal, thus said the Lord Goo:
These are the directions for the altar on the day it is erected,
so that burnt offerings may be offered up on it and blood
dashed against it. 1 9 You shall give to the levitical priests
who are of the stock of Zadok, and so eligible to minister to
Me-declares the Lord Goo-a young bull of the herd for
a sin offering. 20 You shall take some of its blood and apply
it to 9·the four horns [of the altar ],·9 to the four corners of the
base, and to the surrounding rim; thus you shall purge it
and perform purification upon it. 21 Then you shall take the
bull of sin offering and burn it in the h-designated area·h of
the Temple, outside the Sanctuary.
22 On the following day, you shall offer a goat without
blemish as a sin offering; and the altar shall be purged
[with it] just as it was purged with the bull. 23 When you
have completed the ritual of purging, you shall offer a bull
of the herd without blemish and a ram of the flock with
out blemish. 24 0ffer them to the LoRD; let the priests
throw salt on them and offer them up as a burnt offering
to the LoRD. 25 Every day, for seven days, you shall pre
sent a goat of sin offering, as well as a bull of the herd and
a ram of the flock; you; shall present unblemished ones.
26 Seven days they shall purge the altar and cleanse it;
ithus shall it be consecrated:;
27 And when these days are over, then from the eighth
day onward the priests shall offer your burnt offerings
and your offerings of well-being on the altar; and I will ex
tend My favor to you-declares the Lord Goo.
n Lit. "'bulge."'
b-1> Lit. "lesser ledge to lite greater. "
c Heb. 'azarah, wlticlt iu 1'. 14 "'"""' "ledge."' Tlte altar consists of 3 blocks, enc/1 smaller
tlwn tl1e one below it.
d Half n cubit is identical ;uil/1 flu· one span ofv. 13.
e Lending up to tl1e altar; cf Exod. 20.23.
f I.e., tl1e guide of 4D.J ff.
g-g Hd1. "'its four lwms. "
lt-/1 Menning of Heb. uncatnin. Emi'lldntion yields "'burning plnce"; cf Le<>. 6.2; lsn.
J3. 14; Ps. 102.4 (jor lite <�•ord), nnd Lev. 4.12; 6.4 !for tl1e plnce).
i Heb. "they."'
j-j Lit. "tlwy s/wll fill it,; lwnds"; cf note nl Exod. 28.41.

1 4: The lower ledge is 16 cubits
(about 8 m or 24 ft) square. The
upper ledge is 14 cubits (about 7 m
or 21 ft) square. 1 5: The hearth
(Heb "hahar'el," "mountain of
God" or "God appeared"; com
pare Ariel of Isa. 29.1) with 4 horns,
see Exod. 27.2; 29.12; 1 Kings
1.5o-51; Zech. 2.1-4. The height of
the structure is 10 cubits (5 m or
15 ft). 1 7: Its ramp faces the eastern
gate. 1 8-26: The seven-day conse
cration of the altar is performed
at Sukkot (Tabernacles; 1 Kings
8.65--66; Ezra 3.1-'7; but cf. Num.
ch 7) and resembles the ordination
of priests (Exod. 29.1-37; Lev.
ch 8). 20: The purification of the
altar with blood is analogous to
the sprinkling of blood on the
priests at their ordination (Exod.
29.16), on the altar at Yom Kippur
to make atonement for the people
(Lev. 16.18-19), and on the people
to seal the covenant (Exod. 24.1-8).
In Priestly literature, blood is un
derstood as a ritual detergent.
22-25: The use of a goat as sin of
fering for the dedication of the
Temple is an innovation. 24: Snit is
offered with grain offerings (Lev.
2.13; Num. 18.19). Ezek. 43.1D-27
is the haftarah for the parashah of
Tetsavveh (Exod. 27.2D-30.10),
which relates the consecration of
the priests and the construction of
the altar.
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4 4 Then he led me back to the outer gate of the Sanc

tuary that faced eastward; it was shut. 2 And the
LORD said to me: This gate is to be kept shut and is not to
be opened! No one shall enter by it because the LORD, the
God of Israel, has entered by it; therefore it shall remain
shut. 3 0nly the prince may sit in it and eat bread before
the LoRD, since he is a prince; he shall enter by way of •the
vestibule of the gate,-• and shall depart by the same way.
4 Then he led me, by way of the north gate, to the front
of the Temple. I looked, and lo! the Presence of the LoRD
filled the Temple of the LoRD; and I fell upon my face.
5 Then the LoRD said to me: 0 mortal, mark well, look
closely and listen carefully to everything that I tell you re
garding all the laws of the Temple of the LORD and all the
instructions regarding it. Note well who may enter the
Temple and all who must be excluded from the Sanctuary.
6 And say to the rebellious House of Israel: Thus said the
Lord Goo: Too long, 0 House of Israel, have you com
mitted all your abominations, 7 admitting aliens, uncir
cumcised of spirit and uncircumcised of flesh, to be in My
Sanctuary and profane My very Temple, when you offer
up My food-the fat and the blood. Youb have broken My
covenant with all your abominations. s You have not dis
charged the duties concerning My sacred offerings, but
have appointed them to discharge the duties of My Sanc
tuary for you.
9 Thus said the Lord Goo: Let no alien, uncircumcised in
spirit and flesh, enter My Sanctuary-no alien whatsoever
among the people of Israel. 1 0 But the Levites who forsook
Me when Israel went astray-straying from Me to follow
their fetishes-shall suffer their punishment: 11 They shall
be servitors in My Sanctuary, appointed over the Temple
gates, and performing the chores of My Temple; they shall
slaughter the burnt offerings and the sacrifices for the peo
ple. They shall attend on them and serve them. 12 Because
they served the House of Israel in the presence of their
fetishes and made them stumble into guilt, therefore-de
clares the Lord Goo-I have sworn concerning them that
they shall suffer their punishment: 1 3 They shall not ap
proach Me to serve Me as priests, to come near any of My
sacred offerings, the most holy things. They shall bear their
shame for the abominations that they committed. 14 I will
make them watchmen of the Temple, to perform all its
chores, everything that needs to be done in it.
a-a Tlris does 11ot co11trndict v. 2 because tire vestibule is at tire ir111a e11d of tire gate; cf
40-9-

b Heb. 'Tirey. "
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44.1-46.24: Regulations concern
ing the Temple. 44.1-3: The east
ern gate remains closed because
God enters the Temple through the
eastern gate. The prince eats here.
Following 37.25 he is no longer
called "king." 4-14: Those who
have engaged in idolatry or abom
inations are to be excluded from
the Temple. 9: Foreigners shall
not enter (Lev. 22.25; contrast Isa.
56.3-8). 10-14: Deut. 18.6-8 allows
Levites to serve at the altar, but
they are disenfranchised here
for idolatrous behavior and al
lowed to perform only secondary
service. The passage may presup
pose the judgment leveled against
the house of Eli (1 Sam. ch 2)
for inappropriate Levitical
service at the high places men
tioned throughout Kings.
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EZEKIEL 44- 1 5-44-}0

1 5 •·But the levi tical priests descended from Zadok;•
who maintained the service of My Sanctuary when the
people of Israel went astray from Me-they shall ap
proach Me to minister to Me; they shall stand before Me to
offer Me fat and blood-declares the Lord Goo. 16 They
alone may enter My Sanctuary and they alone shall ap
proach My table to minister to Me; and they shall keep My
charge. 17 And when they enter the gates of the inner
court, they shall wear linen vestments: they shall have
nothing woolen upon them when they minister inside the
gates of the inner court. 1B They shall have linen turbans
on their heads and linen breeches on their loins; they shall
not gird themselves with anything that causes sweat.
19 When they go out to the outer court-the outer court
where the people are-they shall remove the vestments in
which they minister and shall deposit them in the sacred
chambers; b they shall put on other garments, lest they
make the people consecrated< by [contact with] their vest
ments. 2D They shall neither shave their heads nor let their
hair go untrimmed; they shall keep their hair trimmed.
21 No priest shall drink wine when he enters into the
inner court. 22 They shall not marry widowsd or divorced
women; they may marry only virgins of the stock of the
House of Israel, or widows who are widows of priests.
23 They shall declare to My people what is sacred and
what is profane, and inform them what is clean and what
is unclean. 24 In lawsuits, too, it is they who shall act as
judges; they shall decide them in accordance with My
rules. They shall preserve My teachings and My laws re
garding all My fixed occasions; and they shall maintain
the sanctity of My sabbaths.
25 [A priest] shall not defile himself by entering [a
house] where there is a dead person. He shall defile him
self only for father or mother, son or daughter, brother or
unmarried sister. 2 6 After he has become clean, seven days
shall be counted off for him; 27 and on the day that he
reenters the inner court of the Sanctuary to minister in the
Sanctuary, he shall present his sin offering-declares the
Lord Goo.
28 This shall be their portion, for I am their portion; and
no holding shall be given them in Israel, for I am their
holding. 29 The meal offerings, sin offerings, and guilt of
ferings shall be consumed by them. Everything pro
scribed • in Israel shall be theirs. Jo All the choice first fruits
n-n By contrast with the Levite-priests wilDS<' de111otion hns just been nmwunced.
b Cf 42.13-14.
c Thereby rendering the people unfit for ordinnnJ activity.
d I.e., of lny111en.
e See Lev. 27.28.
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1 5-31: This passage serves as the
haftarah for the parashah of 'Emor
(Lev. 21.1-24.23), which relates
regula tions concerning the sanctity
and roles of the priests. 1 5-16:
The Levites of the Zadokite line
(1 Kings 2.26-27) shall enter the
sanctuary and serve a t the altar.
1 7-31 : They shall wear only linen
(Exod. 28.39); they shall not wear
holy garments outside of the inner
court (Ezek. 42.14); they shall trim
their hair, but not shave it (Lev.
21.5); they shall not drink wine in
the inner court (Lev. 10.9); they
shall marry only virgins or the
widows of o ther priests (Lev. 21.7,
13-14); they shall instruct the peo
ple concerning holiness and purity
(Lev. 10.1o-11; Deut. 33.8-- 10; Hag.
2.1o-13); they shall act as judges
(Exod. 22.9; Deut. 17.8--9; 19.17;
21.1-5); they shall observe the fes
tivals (Lev. ch 23; Num. chs 28-29;
Deut. ch 16); they shall avoid con
tact with the dead and mourning,
except for parents and siblings
(Lev. 21.1-3; Num. ch 19); they
shall receive no inheritance other
than a share of the first fruits and
offerings at the Temple (Num.
ch 18; Lev. 27.28-29); and they
shall not eat meat that was not
properly slaughtered (Lev. 22.8).
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of every kind, and all the gifts of every kind-of all your
contributions-shall go to the priests. You shall further
give the first of the yield of your baking• to the priest, that
a blessing may rest upon your home.
31 Priests shall not eat anything, whether bird or animal,
that died or was torn by beasts.

4 5 When you allot the land as an inheritance, you

shall set aside from the land, as a gift sacred to the
LoRD, an areab 25,000 [cubits] long and 1o,oooc wide: this
shall be holy through its entire extent. 20f this, a square
measuring a full 500 by 500 shall be reserved for the Sanc
tuary/ and 50 cubits for an open space all around it. 3 Qf
the aforesaid area, you shall measure off, as most holy and
destined to include the Sanctuary, [a space] 25,000 long by
1o,ooo wide; 4 it is a sacred portion of the land; it shall pro
vide space for houses for the priests, the ministrants of the
Sanctuary who are qualified to minister to the LoRD, as
well as holy ground for the Sanctuary. 5 Another [space],
25,000 long by 1o,ooo wide, shall be the property of the Le
vites, the servants of the Temple-•·twenty chambers:•
6 Alongside the sacred reserve, you shall set aside [a
space] 25,000 long by 5,000 wide, as the property of the
city; it shall belong to the whole House of Israel. 7 And to
the prince shall belong, on both sides of the sacred reserve
and the property of the city and alongside the sacred re
serve and the property of the city, on the west extending
westward and on the east extending eastward, a portionb
corresponding to one of the [tribal] portions that extend
from the western border to the eastern border 8 of the
land.' That shall be his property in Israel; and My princes
shall no more defraud My people, but shall leave the rest
of the land to the several tribes of the House of Israel.
9 Thus said the Lord Goo: Enough, princes of Israel!
Make an end of lawlessness and rapine, and do what is
right and just! Put a stop to your evictions of My people
declares the Lord Goo. 10 Have honest balances, an honest
ephah, and an honest bat/1.9 11 The ephah and the bath shall
comprise the same volume, the bath a tenth of a (lamer and
the ephah a tenth of a (lamer; their capacity shall be gauged
by the (lamer. 12 And the shekel shall weigh 20 gerahs. h·2o
shekels, 25 shekels [and] 10 plus 5 shekels shall count with
you as a mina. -h
a See Num. 15.20-21.
b Lit. "leugt/1. "
c Septuagiut reads 2o,ooo; cf vv. 3-5.
e-e Scptuagiul reads 'for towus to dwell iu. "
d Cf 42.15 ff
f Cf for all tlw jorcgoi11g 48. I ff
g The ephah is used for dry measure a11d tl1e bath for liquid measure.
It-It The Mesopotamia// mina of 6o shekels; but meauiug of /-feb. u/lcertaiu.
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45.1-9: The size and distribution
of the gift sacred to the LORD in the
land for the use of the priests,
the Levites, Israel, and the prince.
1: According to the Heb text,
10,000 [cubits] wide, the combined
land area is 25o,ooo,ooo square cu
bits, slightly more than 1J,ooo
acres. The priestly portion in
cludes the area for the sanctuary.
5�: The Levites' portion equals
that of the priests, but the portion
for the rest of Israel is half of that.
7-9: The portion of the prince is
not included in the sacred reserve
or city; he may not evict IsraeL
10-12: Holiness in the Temple re
quires just, standardized measures
(Lev. 19-35-36; Deut. 25.13-16; cf.
Amos 8.5; Mic. 6.1o-11; Prov. 11.1;
20.10). The homer equals 229-7
liters (6.524 bushels); the ephah is a
dry measure that equals 22.9 liters
(20.878 quarts); the bath is a liquid
measure that equals 23 liters (6.073
gallons); the shekel is a measure of
weight equivalent to 11.42 gm
(176.29 grains); 50 shekels consti
tute a mina equivalent to 571.2 gm
(20.148 ounces); if this passage
refers to the Mesopotamian mina
(see translators' note h-h), it is then
equivalent to 685.44 gm (24.178
ounces).
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1 3 This is the contribution you shall make: One-sixth of
an ephah from every (wmer of wheat and one-sixth of an
ephah from every f:wmer of barley, 14 while the due from the
oil-•·the oil being measured by the bath·•-shall be one
tenth of a bath from every kor.-As 10 baths make a (wmer,
so 10 baths make a bomer.b-1 5 And [the due] from the flock
shall be one animal from every 200. [All these shall be con
tributed] from Israel's products' for meal offerings, burnt
offerings, and offerings of well-being, to make expiation
for them-declares the Lord Goo. 16 In this contribution,
the entire population must join with the prince in Israel.
1 7 But the burnt offerings, the meal offerings, and the
libations on festivals, new moons, sabbaths-all fixed
occasions-of the House of Israel shall be the obligation of
the prince; he shall provide the sin offerings, the meal of
ferings, the burnt offerings, and the offerings of well
being, to make expiation for the House of Israel.
1 B Thus said the Lord Goo: On the first day of the first
month, you shall take a bull of the herd without blemish,
and you shall cleanse the Sanctuary. 19 The priest shall
take some of the blood of the sin offering and apply it to
the doorposts of the Temple, to the four corners of the
ledge• of the altar, and to the doorposts of the gate of the
inner court. 2D You shall do the same d·on the seventh day
of the month·d to purge the Temple from uncleanness
caused by unwitting or ignorant persons.
21 On the fourteenth day of the first month you shall have
the passover sacrifice; and during a festival of seven days
unleavened bread shall be eaten. 22 0n that day, the prince
shall provide a bull of sin offering on behalf of himself and
of the entire population; 23 and during the seven days of the
festival, he shall provide daily-for seven days-seven
bulls and seven rams, without blemish, for a burnt offering
to the LORD, and one goat daily for a sin offering. 24 He shall
provide a meal offering of an eplwh• for each bull and an
ephah for each ram, with a hin of oil to every ephah. 25 So, too,
during the festival of the seventh month, for seven days
from the fifteenth day on, he shall provide the same sin of
ferings, burnt offerings, meal offerings, and oil.

4 6 Thus said the Lord Goo: The gate of the inner court

which faces east shall be closed on the six working
days; it shall be opened on the sabbath day and it shall be
opened on the day of the new moon. 2 The prince shall
n-n Men11i11g of Heb. IIIICertnin.
b Tile V�tlgnle rends "kor"; l:>omer and kor are S!fiiOII!fiiiS. c Mcnni11g of Heb. 1111Cerlni11.
d-d Sep111ngi11l rends "ill tile seven Ill montll."
e Of clwiccf/allr.
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1 3-17: The people pay percent
ages of wheat (1.5 percent), barley
( 1. 5 percent), oil ( 1 percent), sheep
(.5 percent) as a tax for the meal of
ferings (Lev. ch 2), the bumt offer
ings (Lev. ch 1), and the offerings
of well-being (Lev. ch 3). 16: The
people pay their tax to the prince.
The prince in turn is obligated to
provide the "sin offerings" (Lev.
4.1-5.13), the "meal offerings"
(Lev. ch 2), the "burnt offerings"
(Lev. ch 1), and the "offerings of
well-being"'(Lev. ch 3) on behalf
of the people at all "festivals, new
moons, sabbaths," and "fixed oc
casions" (appointed festivals).
Ezek. 45. 16-46.18 (Sephardi lec
tionary 45.18-46.15) serves as the
haftarah for Shabbat Ha-l:fodesh
(the Shabbat prior to 1 Nisan
or 1 Nisan if it is Shabbat).
18-25: Observance of Passover
and Sukkot (Tabernacles). R.
Joshua (and Radak) maintain that
Israel's redemption from exile will
begin in Nisan (b. Roslt Hash . n a).
1 8-20: The prescribed ritual is
similar to that performed on the
10th of Tishri, Yom Kippur (Lev. ch
16). This would suggest that the
Temple was purified twice annu
ally, a custom not attested else
where. 1 9: The blood of a sin offer
ing purifies the Temple, altar, and
inner court on the first day of the
first month. The animal blood
atones for an individual who has
sinned inadvertently. Note the
smearing of blood on the door
posts at the exodus (Exod. 12.2128). 21-25: Many regard this as a
festival calendar, but it merely
specifies the obligation of the
prince to provide offerings for
Passover (Exod. 23.15; Lev. 23.4-8;
Deut. 16.1-8) and Sukkot (Exod.
23.16; Lev. 23.33-36; Deut. 16.1315). 22: There is no precedent for
the offering of a bull on 14 Nisan.
23: The offering of seven bulls and
seven rams daily conflicts with
Num. 28.19 (cf. b. Mena!t. 45a).
46.1-18: Regulations concerning
offerings and property for the
prince and the people. 1-8: The
eastern gate is opened on Sabbaths
and new moons so that the prince
may enter to present his offerings.
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enter by way of the vestibule outside the gate, and shall
attend at the gatepost while the priests sacrifice his burnt
offering and his offering of well-being; he shall then bow
low at the threshold of the gate and depart. The gate, how
ever, shall not be closed until evening. 3 The common peo
ple- shall worship before the LoRD on sabbaths and new
moons at the entrance of the same gate.
4 The burnt offering which the prince presents to the
LORD on the sabbath day shall consist of six lambs with
out blemish and one ram without blemish_s with a meal
offering of an ephah for the ram, a meal offering of as much
as he wishes for the lambs, and a hin of oil with every
ephah. 6 And on the day of the new moon, it shall consist of
a bull of the herd without blemish, and six lambs and a
ram-they shall be without blemish. 7 And he shall pro
vide a meal offering of an ephah for the bull, an ephah for
the ram, and as much as he can afford for the lambs, with
a hin of oil to every ephah.
s When the prince enters, he shall come in by way of the
vestibule of the gate, and he shall go out the same way.
9 But on the fixed occasions, when the common people
come before the LORD, whoever enters by the north gate to
bow low shall leave by the south gate; and whoever enters
by the south gate shall leave by the north gate. They shall
not go back through the gate by which they came in, but
shall go out b·by the opposite one:b 10 And as for the
prince, he shall enter with them when they enter and
leave when they leave.
1 1 On festivals and fixed occasions, the meal offering
shall be an ephah for each bull, an ephah for each ram, and
as much as he wishes for the lambs, with a hin of oil for
every ephah.
I 2 The gate that faces east shall also be opened for the
prince whenever he offers a freewill offering-be it burnt
offering or offering of well-being-freely offered to the
LoRD, so that he may offer his burnt offering or his
offering of well-being just as he does on the sabbath day.
Then he shall leave, and the gate shall be closed after he
leaves.
13 Each day you shall offer a lamb of the first year with
out blemish, as a daily burnt offering to the LoRD; you
shall offer one every morning. 14 And every morning reg
ularly you shall offer a meal offering with it: a sixth of an
ephah, with a third of a hin of oil to moisten the choice
flour, as a meal offering to the LORD-a law for all time.
n I.e., those ot/1er tlwn the priests, IIJC Levites, nnd tl1e prince; lit. "the people of the lnnd. "
b-b Lit. "strnigllt before fli111. "
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2: The prince shall attend at the
gatepost (see 2 Kings 1 1 . 14) and
bow down at the threshold of the
gate. 3: The people bow down at
the same gate entrance. 4: The
sacrifice of six lambs and one ram

conflicts with Num. 28.g. See
Num. 28.9-15 for Sabbath and
new moon sacrifices. 9-10: The
people enter by the north and
south gates, but exit by the
opposite gates for efficient
crowd management. 1 1-1 5: The
freewill and daily offerings
of the prince are specified (Lev.
22.18-23, vow or freewill offering;
Num. 28.3-8, daily offering).

EZEKIEL 46 . 15-47.3
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15 The lamb, the meal offering, and oil shall be presented
every morning as a regular burnt offering.
1 6 Thus said the Lord Goo: If the prince makes a gift to
of his sons, it shall become the latter's inheritance; it
shall pass on to his sons; it is their holding by inheritance.
17 But if he makes a gift from his inheritance to any of his
subjects, it shall only belong to the latter until the year of
release.• Then it shall revert to the prince; his inheritance
must by all means pass on to his sons.
l B But the prince shall not take property away from any
of the people and rob them of their holdings. Only out of
his own holdings shall he endow his sons, in order that
My people may not be dispossessed of their holdings.
19 Then he led me into the passage at the side of the gate
to the sacred chambers of the priests, which face north,
and there, at the rear of it, in the west, I saw a space. 2o He
said to me, "This is the place where the priests shall boil
the guilt offerings and the sin offerings, and where they
shall bake the meal offerings, so as not to take them into
the outer court and b·make the people consecrated."·b
21 Then he led me into the outer court and led me past the
four corners of the court; and in each corner of the court
there was an enclosure. 22 These unroofed< enclosures,
[each] 40 [cubits] long and 30 wide, were in the four cor
ners of the court; the four corner enclosures had the same
measurements. 23 [On the inside,] running round the four
of them, there was a row of masonry, equipped with
hearths under the rows all around. 24 He said to me,
"These are the kitchens where the Temple servitors shall
boil the sacrifices of the people."
any

4 7 He led me back to the entrance of the Temple, and I

found that water was issuing from below the plat
form d of the Temple-eastward, since the Temple faced
east-but the water was running out at the •·south of the
altar,·• under the south wall of the Temple. 2 Then he led
me out by way of the northern gate and led me around
to the outside of the outer gate that faces in the direction
of the east/ and I found that water was gushing from
[under] the south wall. 3 As the man went on eastward

n Cf Lev. 25.10.
b-b Sec note c n/ 44· 19.
c So Mishnah Middoth 2.5; emendation yirlds "small."
d See note nt 9 · 3 ·
c-e ComJCclion nnc/enr. Emendation yields "sou/hens/. "
f The end of the verse explains why he could not hm•e made the detour by way of the south
gate. For the reasons wlllf he could not have proceeded to his pn•sent position directly by
wny of tl1e ens/ gate, see 43.1-2; 44.1-2.
-
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1 6-18: The prince may pass prop
erty on to his sons, but property
passed to servants reverts to the
prince at the jubilee year (Lev.
25.8-17). The prince may not pass
property of the people to his own
sons. 1 9-24: Areas for the prepara
tion of sacrifices for consumption
by the priests are located in the
northwestern area of the inner
court. Kitchens for the people are
located a t the four corners of the
outer court. 47.1-12: Once the
Temple is reestablished, water
streams up from below the platform
of the Templeet!Stward to water the
land of Israel. This indicates the
role of the Temple as the center of
creation (the garden of Eden, Gen.
2.1o-14; Ps. 46.4). The course of the
water reflects that of the Gihon
spring (d. the Edenic river, Gen.
2.10, 13), and emerges east of the
City of David where its waters
flow south into the Siloam pool
(see 1 Kings 1 .32-40; Isa. 7.3;
2 Chron. 32-4). The water flows
into the Jordan Valley and eventu
ally into the Arabah (the Jordan rift
where the Dead Sea is located)
to transform the waters of the
Dead Sea into fresh water that
supports fish and fruit trees (see
Gen. 2.1-14).
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with a measuring line in his hand, he measured off a thou
sand cubits and led me across the water; the water was
ankle deep. 4 Then he measured off another thousand and
led me across the water; the water was knee deep. He
measured off a further thousand and led me across the
water; the water was up to the waist. s When he measured
yet another thousand, it was a stream I could not cross; for
the water had swollen into a stream that could not be
crossed except by swimming. 6 "0o you see, 0 mortal?"
he said to me; and he led me back to the bank of the
stream.
7 As I came back, I saw trees in great profusion on both
banks of the stream. B "This water," he told me, "runs out
to the eastern region, and flows into the Arabah; and
when it comes into the sea, into •the sea of foul waters,-•
the water will become wholesome. 9 Every living creature
that swarms will be able to live wherever this stream goes;
the fish will be very abundant once these waters have
reached there. It will be wholesome, and everything will
a-a I.e., tl1e Dead Sea.
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live wherever this stream goes. 1° Fishermen shall stand
beside it all the way from En-gedi to En-eglaim; it shall be
a place for drying nets; and the fish will be of various
kinds [and] most plentiful, like the fish of the Great Sea.
11 But its swamps and marshes shall not become whole
some; they will serve to [supply] salt. 12 All kinds of trees
for food will grow up on both banks of the stream. Their
leaves will not wither nor their fruit fail; they will yield
new fruit every month, because the water for them flows
from the Temple. Their fruit will serve for food and their
leaves for healing."
13 Thus said the Lord Goo: These shall be the bound
aries of the land that you shall allot to the twelve tribes of
Israel. Joseph shall receive two portions, 14 and you shall
share the rest equally. As I swore to give it to your fathers,
so shall this land fall to you as your heritage. 15These are
the boundaries of the land:
As the northern limit: From the Great Sea by way of
Hethlon, Lebo-•·hamath,·• Zedad, 16 Berathah, Sibraim
which lies between the border of Damascus and the bor
der of Hamath-[down to] Hazer-hatticon, which is on
the border of Hauran. 17 Thus the boundary shall run from
the Sea to b"Hazar-enon,·b to the north of the territory of
Damascus, with the territory of Hamath to the north of it.
That shall be the northern limit.
18 As the eastern limit: A line between Hauran and Da
mascus, and between Gilead and the land of Israel: with
the Jordan as a boundary, you shall measure down to the
<-Eastern Sea:c That shall be the eastern limit.
1 9 The southern limit shall run: A line from Tamar to the
waters of Meriboth-kadesh, along the Wadi [of Egypt and]
the Great Sea. That is the southern limit.
20 And as the western limit: The Great Sea shall be the
boundary up to a point opposite Lebo-hamath. That shall
be the western limit.
21 This land you shall divide for yourselves among the
tribes of Israel. 22 You shall allot it as a heritage for your
selves and for the strangers who reside among you, who
have begotten children among you. You shall treat them
as Israelite citizens; they shall receive allotments along
with you among the tribes of Israel. 23 You shall give the
stranger an allotment within the tribe where he resides
declares the Lord Goo.
n-n Brought "I' jro111 v. 1 6 (or clarity.
b-b Appnrenll!f idenlicnl wit/1 1·/nza-lmllicon in "· 16.
c-c I.e., tlte Dend Sen.
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47.1 3-48.35: The reestablishment

of the land and people of Israel.

The reconstruction of the Temple
and the resulting renewal of cre
ation provide the basis for the
reestablishment of the land and
people of Israel. 47.13-23: The
boundaries of the land are an ide
alized portrayal of the greatest ex
tent of the Davidic kingdom
and that of Jeroboam II (2 Sam.
8.5-12; 2 Kings 14.25; cf. Num. 34).
1 5-17: The northern border runs
from the Mediterranean east to
Hazar-enon, between Hamath
(modern Hama) to the north and
Damascus to the south (Num.
34-7-9). 1 9: The eastern border
runs south through the Jordan Val
ley to Tamar just south of the Dead
Sea (Num. 34.1D-12). The southern
border runs through the Negev to
the Wadi [of Egypt] (modern Wadi
el-Arish in the northeastern Sinai
peninsula; see Num. 34.3-5)
20: The western border runs along
the Mediterranean coast (Num.
34.6). 22: The strangers who reside
among you (Heb "gerim," "sojourn
ers") are those who joined the Jew
ish community during the exile.
They live according to the same
laws as Israelites (Lev. 19.34; Num.
15-29)·
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4 8 These are the names of the tribes:

At the northern end, along the Hethlon road,
[from] Lebo-hamath to Hazar-enan-which is the border
of Damascus, with Hamath to the north-from the eastern
border to the Sea: Dan-one [tribe].
2 Adjoining the territory of Dan, from the eastern border
to the western border: Asher-one.
3 Adjoining the territory of Asher, from the eastern bor
der to the western border: Naphtali-one.
4 Adjoining the territory of Naphtali, from the eastern
border to the western border: Manasseh-one.
s Adjoining the territory of Manasseh, from the eastern
border to the western border: Ephraim-one.
6 Adjoining the territory of Ephraim, from the eastern
border to the western border: Reuben-one.
7 Adjoining the territory of Reuben, from the eastern
border to the western border: Judah-one.
s Adjoining the territory of Judah, from the eastern bor
der to the western border, shall be the reserve that you set
aside: 25,000 [cubits] in breadth and in length equal to one
of the portions from the eastern border to the western bor
der; the Sanctuary shall be in the middle of it. 9 The re
serve that you set aside for the LoRD shall be 25,000 long
and 1o,ooo• wide. 10 It shall be apportioned to the follow
ing: The sacred reserve for the priests shall measure 25,000
[cubits] on the north, b-10,ooo on the west, 1o,ooo on the
east, and 25,000 on the south,-b with the LoRD's Sanctuary
in the middle of it. n This consecrated area shall be for the
priests of the line of Zadok, who kept My charge and did
not go astray, as the Levites did when the people of Israel
went astray. 12Jt shall be a special reserve for them out of
the [total] reserve from the land, most holy, adjoining the
territory of the Levites. 13 Alongside the territory of the
priests, the Levites shall have [an area] 25,000 long by
10,000 wide; the total length shall be 25,000 and the
breadth 1o,ooo.< 14 None of it-the choicest of the land
may be sold, exchanged, or transferred; it is sacred to the
LORD.
15 The remaining 5,000 in breadth by 25,000 shall be for
common use-serving the city for dwellings and pasture.
The city itself shall be in the middle of it; 16 and these shall
be its measurements: On the north side 4,500 cubits, on
the south side 4,500, on the east side 4,500, and on the
a £111endntion yields "25,ooo"; cf 45-J-6.
b-b Lit. "w,ooo in breadth on Ill<' west; 1o,ooo in breadth on the rnst; and 25,000 in length
on the so11tlt."
c Sept11ngint rends "2o,ooo"; cf note n.
- 1 1)6-

48.1-35: The tribes are assigned
equal portions of land and are ar
rayed along the length of the land
from north to south. 1-7: The
northern tribes are listed from
north to south as Dan, Asher,
Naphtali, Manasseh, Ephraim,
Reuben, Judah. 8-22: The sacred
reserve, or Levitical allotment
(45.1--9), is defined in detail. The
priests are placed in the north, and
the sanctuary is assigned to their
portion; the Levites are placed to
the south of the priests; and the
portion reserved for Israel, which
contains the city (Jerusalem), is to
the south of the Levites. The por
tion allotted to the prince is on ei
ther side of the sacred reserve.
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west side 4,500. 17 The pasture shall extend 250 cubits to
the north of the city, 250 to the south, 250 to the east, and
250 to the west. 18 As for the remaining 1o,ooo to the east
and 1o,ooo to the west, adjoining the long side• of the sa
cred reserve, the produce of these areas adjoining the sa
cred reserve shall serve as food for the workers in the city;
1 9 the workers in the city from all the tribes of Israel shall
cultivate it. 20 The entire reserve, 25,000 square, you shall
set aside as the sacred reserve plus the city property.
21 What remains on either side of the sacred reserve and
the city property shall belong to the prince. The prince
shall own [the land] from the border of the 25,000 b·of the
reserve·b up to the eastern boundary, and from the border
of the 25,000 on the west up to the western boundary, cor
responding to the [tribal] portions. The sacred reserve,
with the Temple Sanctuary in the middle of it 22 and the
property of the Levites and the city property as well, shall
be in the middle of the [area belonging] to the prince; [the
rest of the land] between the territory of Judah and the ter
ritory of Benjamin shall belong to the prince.
23 As for the remaining tribes:< From the eastern border
to the western border: Benjamin-one.
24 Adjoining the territory of Benjamin, from the eastern
border to the western border: Simeon-one.
25 Adjoining the territory of Simeon, from the eastern
border to the western border: Issachar-one.
26 Adjoining the territory of Issachar, from the eastern
border to the western border: Zebulun-one.
27 Adjoining the territory of Zebulun, from the eastern
border to the western border: Gad-one.
2B The other border of Gad shall be the southern bound
ary. This boundary shall run from Tamar to the waters of
Meribath-kadesh, to the Wadi [of Egypt], and to the Great
Sea.
29 That is the land which you shall allot as a heritage to
the tribes of Israel, and those are their portions-declares
the Lord Goo.
30 And these are the exits from the city: On its northern
side, measuring 4,500 cubits, 31 the gates of the city shall
be-three gates on the north-named for the tribes of Is
rael: the Reuben Gate: one; the Judah Gate: one; the Levi
Gate: one. 32 0n the eastern side, [measuring] 4,500 cu
bits-there shall be three gates: the Joseph Gate: one; the
Benjamin Gate: one; and the Dan Gate: one. 33 On the
southern side, measuring 4,500 cubits, there shall be three
n I.e., tire soutlr side.
b-b Errwrdntio11 yields "orr tire cnst."
c Tire tribes not provided for i11 vv. 1 -7, nrrd lying soutlr of tire sncn·d gift.

23-29: The southern tribes are
listed from north to south as Ben
jamin, Simeon, Issachar, Zebulun,
and Gad. 30-35: There are three
gates allotted to the tribes on each
side of the square city. The north
ern gates include Reuben, Judah,
and Levi; the eastern gates include
Joseph, Benjamin, and Dan; the
southern gates include Simeon, Is
sachar, and Zebulun; and the west
ern gates include Gad, Asher, and
Naphtali. The name of the city is
Tire LoRD Is There to signify the re
turn of God's Presence (see Isa.
60.14; Jer. 23.6), reversing the di
vine abandonment that was the
theme of the prophecies of retribu
tion in the bulk of the book.
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gates: the Simeon Gate: one; the Issachar Gate: one; and
the Zebulun Gate: one. 34 And on the western side, [mea
suring] 4,500 cubits-there shall be three gates: the Gad
Gate: one; the Asher Gate: one; the Naphtali Gate: one.
35 Jts circumference [shall be] 18,ooo [cubits]; and the
name of the city from that day on shall be "The LoRD Is
There."

-
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The Twelve
THE TWELVE IS A COLLECTION of twelve prophetic books. A prophetic book is a biblical

book that claims association with a prophetic personage of the past (e.g., Isaiah, Micah,
Haggai) and presents itself as the LoRD's word or communication. Thus all of these books
claim to communicate authoritative knowledge about the LoRD. Some of these prophetic
books are explicitly set in a particular time period in Israel's past, somewhere between
what we call the 8th and the 5th centuries BCE. According to the Talmud, "the Men of
the Great Assembly [who they believed lived in the Persian period] wrote the Twelve"
(b. B. Bat. 15a). Today, many modern scholars think that all or most of the prophetic books
in the Twelve-at least in their present form-were either composed or edited after the fall
of the monarchy (586 BCE) and probably during the Persian period (539-332). Many schol
ars argue also that forerunners (or earlier editions) of some of the present books may date
to monarchic times, or that the scribes who composed or edited the prophetic books as
we know them had access to textual sources and traditions from periods earlier than
their own.
There were substantial differences between the monarchic and the postmonarchic
periods. Judah was a relatively prosperous kingdom even during the late monarchic
period (the last decades before the destruction of the Temple in 586). Jerusalem was at the
time an important city whose population (about 25,000 people) was about a third of that
of the kingdom as a whole (about 75,000). Postmonarchic Judah was much smaller and
poorer. For instance, the population of Jerusalem in the second half of the Persian period
(45o-332) was likely around 1,500 inhabitants; the highest estimate in historical circles
today is 4,500. Likewise, the province of Yehud (Persian Judah) after "the restoration"
reached a population peak of probably only 17,000. An analysis of the material culture
shows similar differences between late monarchic Judah and Yehud. The once indepen
dent Davidic kingdom has become a relatively small and peripheral province in a large
empire. Moreover, the fall of Jerusalem and Judah in 586 had more than just political, de
mographic, and economic impact. From an insider's religious perspective, when the
monarchic period came to a close, Jerusalem (= the LoRD's city), the Temple (= the LoRD's
house), and the Davidic dynasty (= the LoRD's chosen dynasty) all fell. There is no doubt
that the events of 586 represent a watershed in the history of Judah and ancient Israel, and
- 1 139-
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were understood as such by those who lived after these events. Postmonarchic Judahites
tried to understand them in terms of divine justice and tried to understand themselves
within a world in which their community, from their perspective the LoRD's people, was
so powerless compared to other nations and compared to the memory of monarchic
Judah. These issues loomed large in the postmonarchic communities within which the
prophetic books were written or reached their present form, and certainly were of great
concern to the people for whom they were written. Reflections on these issues are abun
dant in many of the prophetic books, often taking one or the other of two forms: either
condemnations of monarchic Judah for sins so great that they justified the LoRD's destruc
tion of Jerusalem, or messages of hope and restoration that reassured the postrnonarchic
community that their present situation was not the "end of the road" but only a minor
stop in a journey that led to an ideal and glorious future for Israel-and at times, for the
nations too.
Prophetic books were written texts meant to be read, or more properly, to be re-read and
studied. Texts written to be read many times tend to show more than passing instances of
ambiguity or multiple meanings. Such multiple meanings abound in the prophetic books,
as the annotations will show. Traditional Jewish interpreters maintained that the prophetic
books were given to Israel to call for its repentance and to provide guidance, that is, to
affect, not merely to inform, their readers. We know that already in the late biblical period
prophetic works were read, re-read, and studied in order to find such guidance.
There are fifteen prophetic books in the Bible: the collection called "the Twelve," plus
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. (Unlike Christian Bibles, the Jewish Bible does not include
Daniel as one of the prophets, but rather treats it as one of the Kethuvim, or Writings.)
Each of the fifteen prophetic books is associated with a single prophetic personage. In the
Twelve, each book displays distinctive language and themes that set it apart from the
other books. Thus the human speaker in each book has his own voice. There are no pro
phetic books associated with women prophets, although there were female prophets in
ancient Israel (see, e.g., 2 Kings 2.14, Neh. 6.14). Even the divine speaker, God, is distinc
tive in each book, with a voice that is similar to (and at times blends with) that of the par
ticular human speaker.
The lengths of the books in this collection range from one chapter to fourteen. Even the
longest, however, is short compared to the lengths of the three major prophets, Isaiah, Jer
emiah, and Ezekiel. Therefore, while each of the major prophets was most likely written
on one scroll, the smaller books in the book of the Twelve were at some point collected
and copied together on one scroll so no single prophetic work would be lost, since the
total length of the Twelve approximates the length of one of the major prophetic books.
Nevertheless, they have been read as separate books rather than as chapters of a single
book. Rabbinic tradition also tends to treat each prophet separately rather than approach
ing the twelve as a group.
We do not know when the twelve prophetic books were first collected onto one scroll.
The practice is probably implied in Sirach 49.10 (early second century BCE): "May the
-
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bones of the Twelve Prophets I send forth new life from where they lie, I for they com
forted the people of Jacob I and delivered them with confident hope."
The oldest extant manuscript of the Twelve is among the Dead Sea Scrolls (4QXII') and
dates from the middle of the 2nd century BCE, therefore indicating that by that time these
books were seen as a collection. Significantly, in this manuscript the book of Jonah follows
that of Malachi. fact, the individual and separate character of each book in the collection
allowed the order in which the twelve books appear in the scroll to remain fluid for a rela
tively long period (as was also the case with the later collection called the KethuvimiWrit
ings; see pp. 1275-79). Eventually the Septuagint (LXX), the ancient Greek translation of
the Hebrew Bible, and the Hebrew text tradition itself finalized the order of these books,
though in slightly different ways. To be sure, once a collection of books is set in a particu
lar order, the latter cannot but convey a certain meaning. For the book of the Twelve, it is
clear that to some extent a chronological principle governs the present order in the Mas
oretic Text (and in the LXX). For instance, Hosea is the first because he was probably con
sidered the first of four prophets who prophesied at one particular, early period, the
others being Isaiah, Amos, and Micah (see b. B. Bat. 14a). The books of Haggai, Zechariah,
and Malachi, who "came at the end of the prophets," close the collection. It is also clear
that chronological concerns were not the only consideration. It seems that an emphatic
focus on Jerusalem and Judah was either a main concern for those who ordered the books
in the Masoretic tradition or was a background belief that became reflected in the way in
which the order of the books was finalized in this tradition.
A significant clue for an understanding of these and the other three prophetic books
within their historical setting stands at the conclusion of Hosea. The final verse, 14.10, may
be translated as follows: "Those who are wise understand these things [i.e., the prophetic
readings included in the book]; those who are discerning know them. For the ways of the
LoRD are right, and the upright walk in them, but transgressors stumble in them. "
Beyond the evaluative, theological language used here, the passage reflects social
reality. Since the prophetic books were written texts, only those able to read could ap
proach them directly and thus the literate minority served as brokers of divine knowledge
to the vast majority who could not read. These scholars studied the texts, and read and in
terpreted them to others. Since the texts were considered to communicate (authoritative)
knowledge about the LORD, early interpretations of what they meant had to be consistent
with what was known about the LoRD from other sources. This put certain limitations on
the kinds of interpretations that were acceptable. It is likely that the earliest extant
summary of the book's message in Sirach 49.10 reflects a predominant way in which they
were read in antiquity. The very basic message that they conveyed to their ancient reader
ship is well summarized in that passage: "They [these Twelve Prophets] comforted the
people of Jacob and delivered them with confident hope." This is quite remarkable, since
divine punishment rather than consolation predominates in these books. (See also the spe
cific introductions to the individual prophetic books.)
The last book of the Twelve and, accordingly the entire section of Nevi'im iProphets in
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the Tanakh concludes-whether by design or, more likely, fortuitously-with a passage
that includes a verse that may be translated as follows: "Remember the Torah of Moses,
my servant, which I commanded him at Horeb for all of Israel-its decrees and statutes"
(Mal. 3.22). Such a conclusion communicates a clear sense that this section is subordinate
in importance to the Torah of Moses. Maimonides in the Mishneh Torah quoted this verse
as a proof that prophets are not supposed to bring a new Torah, but to warn people not to
trespass the Torah. This position, of course, is central to traditional Judaism. Critical bibli
cal scholarship, however, has seen the Torah and the prophets as separate corpora origi
nating in the same time period, with differing sets of norms and beliefs.
This very end of the prophetic collection reads: "Lo, 1 will send the prophet Elijah to
you before the coming of the awesome, fearful day of the LORD" (Mal. 3.23-24). In other
words, it keeps a tension and balance between the activities of the scholars and of all Israel
in their present circumstances and their hopes for a most positive change in the future,
a change that was later understood in messianic terms (see the Mishneh Torah of Mai
monides). Significantly, the entire Christian Old Testament concludes with Malachi
3.23-24 and calls as it were for the realization of that messianic time. The Tanakh,
however, moves from these verses directly to the Writings, to either Psalm 1, whose spirit
may be understood as consonant with Hosea 14.10 and Malachi 3.22 or in the Leningrad
Codex, for instance, to Chronicles, which recounts and reinterprets the history of Israel in
a way that is deeply informed by the Torah.
[EHUD BEN zvi]

Hosea
AS ITS TITLE SAYS (1.1), the book of Hosea presents itself as the record of the LoRD's word
to a prophet from the past, Hosea. The book's main themes are Israel's abandoning of the
LoRD, the LoRD's punishment of Israel for that abandonment, calls for Israel's repentance,
and hope for an ideal future of reconciliation between the LoRD and Israel.
Israel's abandoning of the LoRD is expressed in terms of cultic, religious, social, sexual,
and political offenses. Horrifying imagery, along with references to Israel's destruction in
the land an d its exile from it, as well as of the fall of the northern monarchy, express the
theme of the LoRD's punishment of Israel. To be sure, no prophetic book concerns itself
only with condemnation and punishment. All of them convey hope for the future. Hosea
does so in highly poetic language. Yet hope for the future, for a restoration of the ideal re
lation between the LoRD and Israel, demands that Israel turn from its ways and return to
the LoRD, so the call for repentance is an important theme in the book.
It is precisely the element of hope-hope against a background of apparent hopeless
ness-that has led to the book's wide use in Jewish liturgy. Thus Hosea 14.2-10 is read in
the afternoon service of Tish'ah be'av (Sephardic and Yemenite traditions; others read Isa.
ss .6-s 6.8) and on Shabbat Shuvah, the Sabbath between Rosh Ha-Shanah (the New Year)
and Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement). Hosea 2.1-22 is read as the haftarah for the
parashah of Be-midbar (Num. 1.1-4-20). Hosea 2.21-22 are recited as part of the ritual for
donning tefillin (phylacteries).
Like other prophetic books, Hosea often employs sexual and family metaphors to
express the relationship between God and Israel. Within the metaphorical world of the
book of Hosea, God takes the role of an angry husband who condemns, severely punishes,
and publicly dishonors his unfaithful wife, who fails to recognize how good he had been
to her. After his violent and shaming punishment is carried out, he will be willing to
accept her back. The basic imagery present here is quite common in the society within
which the prophetic books were written (see also Ezek. chs 16, 23), and in the ancient Near
East as a whole. To be sure, the text was not written to glorify or justify family violence or
violence against women in general, but rather to explain the reasons for the disasters that
befell Israel, to persuade the readers to live their lives in a way consistent with the will of
the LoRD, and to give them hope for the future. Nevertheless, this imagery carries conno-
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tations that are very troublesome for many contemporary readers, and especially painful
for those who cannot but associate their reading of the text with their, or their acquain
tances', personal experiences (see chs 1-3, and particularly 2.3-15). The book is set in the
last period of political strength of the Northern Kingdom of Israel-from our perspective,
middle 8th century BCE-and the time of its destruction by Assyria in 722 (see 1.1 n.).
While the threat of Assyrian invasion hovers in the background, the book focuses on the
behavior of Israel, which it evaluates and condemns in very sharp terms. It is a period of
apostasy, of social disintegration, of wrongful leadership, of failed alliances, in sum a
period in which knowledge of (and reverence for) the LoRD are lacking.
The setting of the book of Hosea is one of the earliest among the book of the Twelve,
and this may be one of the reasons for its place at the beginning of the collection (for a tra
ditional Jewish text on the matter, see b. B. Bat. 14b).
The book contains an introduction (1.1 ), and a very significant conclusion that provides
a key for its interpretation (14.10; see intro. to The Twelve). The rest of the book consists of
two main sections: 1.2-3.5, in which narrative and imageries of whoredom are prominent,
and 4.1-14.9, which consists of a ·set of readings that report prophetic announcements as
sociated with Hosea. An alternative subdivision of 1.2-14.9 is: (a) chs 1-3; (b) chs 4-11;
and (c) chs 12-14.
[EHUD BEN zvr]

1 The word of the LoRD that came to Hosea son of Beeri,

in the reigns of Kings Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hez
ekiah of Judah, and in the reign of King Jeroboam son of
Joash of Israel.
2 When the LORD first spoke to Hosea, the LoRD said to
Hosea, "Go, get yourself •·a wife of whoredom and chil
dren of whoredom; for the land will strayb from following
the LoRn."·• 3 So he went and married Gomer daughter of
n-n Force ofHeb. wtcertniu.

b Lit. "wilore nwny."

1 . 1 : Superscription. The verse
characterizes the book as a partic
ular instance of the LoRD's word
(that is, as a prophetic book), set in
a particular time and associated
with a prophetic character from
the past, Hosea. Although the set
ting for the book is the Northern
Kingdom of Israel, its intended
readers are the Judeans who may
constructively reflect upon the de
mise of the Northern Kingdom in
722 BCE. References to the kings of
Judah precede, and are more elab
orate than, the reference to the Is-

raelite king. Further, since Jeroboam
(II) died during the reign of Uzziah
(2 Kings 15.8), the temporal refer
ences do not match. From the
Israelite perspective, the book is
anchored in the last period of
strength of the Northern Kingdom;
from the Judahite perspective it is
anchored in a period in which Is
rael moves from a political posi
tion of strength to the beginning of
its demise in the days of Hezekialt.
This double perspective is no mis
take, but a rhetorical clue for the
reading of the book.

1 .2-3.5: Between "proper mar
riage" and "whoredom." A set of
readings that develops a sharp
contrast between Israel's reported
abandonment of the LORD and the
future reconciliation between the
two. Punishment, however, is pre
sented as a kind of bridge that
leads from one situation to an
other. These passages are built
around images of "whoredom"
and "(proper) marriage." 2-8: Was
Hosea's marriage meant to be
taken literally or as a figurative
symbol of a prophetic message?
Among traditional Jewish com
mentators, some opted for a literal
reading (e.g., b. Pes. 87a; Rashi,
Abravanel) while others main
tained that the text is an account
of a prophetic vision (Ibn Ezra,
Radak, Maimonides). The
Targum's understanding that these
verses are figurative becomes clear
in its rendition of 2.2-4: "The be
ginning of the word of the LORD
with Hosea: The LoRD said to
Hosea: Go (and) speak a prophecy
against the inhabitants of the idol
atrous city, who continue to sin.
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Diblaim. She conceived and bore him a son, 4 and the LoRD
instructed him, "Name him Jezreel; for, I will soon punish
the House of Jehu• for the b-bloody deeds at JezreeP and
put an end to the monarchy of the House of Israel. s In that
day, I will break the bow of Israel in the Valley of Jezreel."
6 She conceived again and bore a daughter; and He said
to him, "Name her Lo-ruhamah;< for I will no longer ac
cept the House of Israel d·or pardon them:d (7 But I will ac
cept the House of Judah. And I will give them victory
through the LORD their God; I will not give them victory
with bow and sword and battle, by horses and riders.)"
s After weaning Lo-ruhamah, she conceived and bore a
son. 9 Then He said, "N arne him Lo-ammi;• for you' are
not My people, and 9-I will not be your [God]."-9

2 hThe number of the people of Israel shall be like that of
the sands of the sea, which cannot be measured or

a Emendation yields "Israel"; cf IJeXf note.
b-b See 1 Kings 21.1-24; 2 Kings 9.21-35· Emendatiou yields "file Baal days"; cf 2.15.
c I.e., "Not-accepted"; cf 2.3, 6, and 25.
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emendation yields "but will disowu tl1em"; cf 9.15 and
eisewilere.
e I.e., "Not-My-People. "
f I.e., you and your fellow countrymen.
g-g Cf 2.25.
/1 Vv. 1-3 anticipate tl1e conclusiou of tl1e cilapter.

For the inhabitants of the land
surely go astray from the worship
of the LoRD. So he went and
prophesied concerning them that,
if they repented, they would be
forgiven; but, if not, they would
fall as the leaves of a fig-tree falL
But they continued to do wicked
deeds. And the LoRD said to him,
'Call their name "scattered ones"
[pun on fez reel, see below] for in
a little while I will avenge the
blood . . . . ' " As for the text itself,
the main concern (see the final
clause of v. 2) is not the reported
sexual sins and marital life of
Gomer (or of the unnamed woman
in ch 3), but rather what they sym
bolize. These descriptions point to
the "harlotry of the land and its in
habitants," that is, the worship of
gods other than the LORD. (The
image of God married to Israel
predominates in this reading, but
occurs elsewhere, e.g., in the books
of Jeremiah and EzekieL) More
over, within their larger context in
chs 1-3, or even 1-14, these refer
ences point toward the possibility

of repentance and return to the
proper relation between the LoRD
and Israel (see 2.2o-25 for one ex
pression of that proper relation; 3-5
for another). The Targum (quoted
above), although clearly departing
from the literal meaning, captures
the book's theological message.
2: A more literal translation is "Go
take for yourself a wife of whore
dom and children of whoredom,
for the land whores, whores away
from following the LoRD." The
emphasis on the motif of "whore
dom" and "committing whore
dom" is clearly expressed by the
quadruple repetition at the center
of the verse. Around the center are
the references to the woman and
the land, i.e., to those who commit
whoredom, and at the beginning
of the verse, are the "wronged
husbands," namely the LORD and
Hosea. The imagery also suggests
that the people of Israel are
metaphorically the children of the
land of Israel and of her husband
(the LoRD). According to the text
even if the father clearly acknowl-

1 . 4-2 . 1

edges that the children are his, he
can justifiably reject them because
of the behavior of the mother (cf.
2.6). 4: Jezreel is a plain in central
Israel and a city on its perimeter.
The allusion is likely to the events
described in 1 Kings 21.1-24;
2 Kings 9.21-35, involving the
murder of Naboth at the instance
of Ahab and Jezebel in order to
seize his property, and the conse
quent assassination of their son at
the same location. The name Jezree/
means "EI/God sows," and has
numerous positive connotations;
still, "sowing" means "scattering
seed." More important, ancient
Heb poets played with the simi
larly sounding "zr"' (sow seed)
and "zrh" (scatter)-see Ps. 106.27;
Mal. 2.3, and the Targum (see
above). The House ofJehu was the
last stable dynasty of Israel (ca.
842-747 BCE). After the lengthy
rule of Jeroboam II (ca. 788-747),
his son Zechariah reigned only six
months. He was murdered, and so
were almost all the kings who fol
lowed him in rapid succession
(2 Kings 15.8-25). The reference in
this v. to the future punishment of
the House of Jehu explains why
only Jeroboam is mentioned
among the kings of Israel in v. 1.
6-8: Lo-ruhmnah may also be trans
lated "Unpitied" and Lo-ammi
means "not my people" (see
translators' note e); these are sym
bolic names that signify the rejec
tion of Israel, but they carry a very
suggestive potential for reversal;
see 2.1-3. 7: The mention of Judah
reflects the Judahite readership of
the book of Hosea in its final form.

2.1-25: Denunciations and prom
ises. Condemnations and judg
ments are interspersed with an
nouncements of future restoration
and hope (e.g., Mic. 2.12-13).
Readers are made aware of seeds
and promises of hope and contem
plate their eventual blooming even
as they read the most difficult texts
about their past sinful deeds.
These deeds are "their" deeds, be
cause they identify-at least in
part-with the Israel of the book.
1: A reversal of the name and fate
given in 1.9. The language here

H O S E A 2 . 2-2 . 9
counted; and instead of being told, "You are Not-My
People,"• they shall be called Children-of-the-Living-God.
2 The people of Judah and the people of Israel shall assem
ble together and appoint one head over them; and they
shall rise from the ground b-for marvelous shall be <the
day of Jezreel!·<
3
Oh, calld your brothers "My People,"
And your sisters "Lovingly Accepted!"
4

5

6
7

8

9

Rebuked your mother, rebuke her
For she is not My wife
And I am not her husbandAnd let her put away her harlotry from her face
And her adultery from between her breasts.
Else will I strip her naked
And leave her as on the day she was born:
And I will make her like a wilderness,
Render her like desert land,
And let her die of thirst.
I will also disown her children;
For they are now a harlot's brood,
In that their mother has played the harlot,
She that conceived them has acted shamelessly
Because she thought,
"I will go after my lovers,
Who supply my bread and my water,
My wool and my linen,
My oil and my drink"
Assuredly,
I will hedge up her• roads with thorns
And raise walls against her,
And she shall not find her paths.
Pursue her lovers as she will,
She shall not overtake them;
And seek them as she may,
She shall never find them.
Then she will say,
"I will go and return
To my first husband,
For then I fared better than now."

See 1.9.
b Menning, perhaps, 'from their wretched condition," or "to nscendnncy over the lnnd. "
c-c I.e., the day when the name ]ezreel will convey a promise (2.23-25) instead of a threat
(1.4-5!d The LORD addresses Hosea nnd Iris fellow North Israelites; see 1.9. The motlrer is the na
tion; her children the individual North Israelites.
e Heb. "yonr. " Vv. B-9 wou/d read well after v. 15.
n
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and that present in the promises to
the patriarchs (Gen. 22.17; 32.13)
echo each other. 2-3: The motif of
a future reunification of (northern)
Israel and Judah appears else
where in prophetic literature (d.
Ezek. 37.15-28), though it was
never fulfilled. fez reel (see 1.4 n.),
a place of bloody deeds and divine
punishment, here becomes a place
of future redemption. Similarly,
the names of the other two chil
dren will have their meaning re
versed, turning separation from
the LoRD into future closeness to
Him. 4: Rebuke, or "remonstrate."
The word carries a legal connota
tion of arguing against someone
in a court of law, while at the
same time it means "reprove"
in the hope of correcting the be
havior of someone (d. Radak
and Targum). This "someone"
is metaphorically both the commu
nity of Israel and the land. For
she is not My wife may be the legal
language used in a declaration of
divorce. 5: As in Ezek. ch 16, the
punishment for the reported
sexual promiscuity is sexual sham
ing. The image of the woman then
becomes the image of the land,
punished by drying up, losing its
fertility. 6: The land/woman will
Jose her children, the population of
the land. Disown (Heb "will not
pity") is another play on the name
Lo-ruhamah. (Cf. 1.2, 6.) 7: Lovers,
male providers whom she loved;
a reference to rulers of other
nations and particularly to
their gods. 8: Heb reads, "your
roads . . . " (see translators' note e).
The second person conveys direct
face-to-face address meant to have
an affective impact. 9-1 5: The
other male providers are no good.
The wife (Israel) sought material
benefits from other males, all the
while ignorant of the fact that it
was her husband (the LoRD) who
provided for her. But now her hus
band (the LORD) will remove His
provisions, including food and
clothing. Without the clothing,
she (Israel) will be naked and
shamed. Her joy will disappear
and none of her lovers will be
able to help her against her
angry husband (the LoRD).
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And she did not consider this:
It was I who bestowed on her
The new grain and wine and oil;
I who lavished silver on her
And gold-which they used for Baal.
Assuredly,
I will take back My new grain in its time
And My new wine in its season,
And I will snatch away My wool and My linen
That serve to cover her nakedness.
Now will I uncover her shame
the very sight of her lovers,
And none shall save her from Me.
And I will end all her rejoicing:
Her festivals, new moons, and sabbaths
All her festive seasons.
I will lay waste her vines and her fig trees,
Which she thinks are a fee
She received from her lovers;
I will turn them into brushwood,
And beasts of the field shall devour them.
Thus will I punish her
For the days of the Baalim,
On which she brought them offerings;
When, decked with earrings and jewels,
She would go after her lovers,
-declares the LORD.
Forgetting Me

In
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15

16

17

18

19

Assuredly,
I will speak coaxingly to her
And lead her through the wilderness•
And speak to her tenderly.
I will give her her vineyards from there,
And the Valley of Achorb as a c-plowland of hope:<
There she shall respond as in the days of her
youth,
When she came up from the land of Egypt.
And in that day
-declares the LoRDYou will call [Me] Ishi/
And no more will you call Me Baali. d
For I will remove the names of the Baalim from
her mouth,
And they shall nevermore be mentioned by name.

n I.e., her mvnged land (see 1•v. 5, 10-11, 14); so Ibn Ezra.
b A desolate regio11; cf /sa. 65.10; see further josh. 1-25-26.
c-c Connecting pethal) with pittal) "to plow" (see /sa. 28.24!. Menning ofHeb. uncertain;
otlwrs "door of lwpe. "
d Bot/1 Ishi and Baali mrnn "my lwsbmul," but tile latter also means "1111/ Ban/."
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1 5: Days of the Baalim, festivals and
other occasions in which offerings
were sacrificed to different Baals
(Baalim is the plural of the deity
Baal). "Baal" means "lord" or
"owner" and in the Bible often
refers to a Phoenician or Canaanite
god of the same name. The term
was also used as a title for the
LORD (see 2 Sam. 5.20; 1 Chron.
14.11), though the book of Hosea
does not support that practice
(2.18). "Baal" can also mean "hus
band" and, as a verb, "marry" or
" take a woman as a sexual part
ner." Baals stand for the unidenti
fied "lovers" mentioned before,
and all the connotations that the
term carries suit well the general
atmosphere permeating the text.
16-25: Marital reconciliation. The
husband will bring the wife (Is
rael) back. The wife will be faithful
forever, and the husband (the
LORD) will provide, i.e., the fertil
ity of the land will return. All of
nature participates in the renewal
of the marital covenant. 1 7: Valley
ofAchor, see Josh. 7.24-26; 15.7;
Isa. 65.10. The name may be trans
lated as "Valley of Trouble." Sig
nificantly, this valley will be trans
formed into a "Door of Hope" (see
translators' note c-c), Heb "Petach
Tikwah," the name of a city in
modern Israel. 1 8: "You will call
Me 'my Man' (or husband), and no
more will you call Me 'my Baal'
(or husband)." Although the two
terms can both mean "husband,"
their connotations are very differ
ent. The text uses the wordplay to
project an image of a future rejec
tion of the cult of Baal (i.e., a
Phoenician and Canaanite god)
and Israel's acceptance of the
LoRD as her "Man."

H O S E A 2 . 20-3 . 5
20 In that day, I will make a covenant for them with the
beasts of the field, the birds of the air, and the creeping
things of the ground; I will also banish • bow, sword, and
war from the land. Thus I will let them lie down in safety.
21

22
23

24
25

And I will espouse you forever:
I will espouse you bwith righteousness and
justice,
And with goodness and mercy,
And I will espouse you with faithfulness;·b
Then you shall be devoted to the LoRD.
In that day,
I will respond
-declares the LORDI will respond to the sky,
And it shall respond to the earth;
And the earth shall respond
With new grain and wine and oil,
And they shall respond to Jezreel.<
I will sow her in the land as My own;
And take Lo-ruhamah back in favor;
And I will say to Lo-ammi, "You are My people,"
And he will respond, "[You are] my God."

3 The LORD said to me further, "Go, d·befriend a woman

who, while befriended by a companion, consorts with
others, just as the LoRD befriends the Israelites,·d but they
turn •·to other gods and love the cups of the grape."·•
2 Then I hired her for fifteen [shekels of] silver, a bomer
of barley, and 1·a lethech of barley;·' 3 and I stipulated with
her, 9·"In return,·9 you are to go a long time without either
fornicating or marrying; even I [shall not cohabit] with
you."
4 For the Israelites shall go a long time without king and
without officials, without sacrificeh and without cult pil
lars, and without ephod and teraphim. 5Afterward, the Is
raelites will turn back and will seek the LORD their God
and David their king-and they will thrill over the LoRD
and over His bounty in the days to come.
a Lit. "break."
b-b As tire bride-price wlriclr tire bridegroom will pay, He will confer these qualities on her,
so tlrat sire will never offelld agai11.
c I.e., "God sows." Tire names of Hosea's c/rildren (I.J-8) are applied here to Israel.
d-d For "befrielld," see Oeut. 10.19. For God's befriending Israel, see Hos. 2.10.
e-e Meaning of Heb. rmcertai11; emendation yields " 'to other gods. ' And so I befriended a
woman of Just."
f1 Septuagint reads "a jar ofwille. "
g-g Lit. ''for me."
lr Emendation yields "altar. "

NEVI'IM
21-22: These verses are well
known from Jewish liturgy. They
are usually translated more liter
ally, "And I will betroth you [i.e.,
Israel) to Me for ever; I will betroth
you to Me in righteousness and in
justice, in kindness and in mercy.
I will betroth you to Me in faith
fulness; and you shall know the
LoRD." Traditional Jews say these
verses when winding the straps of
the tefillin [phylacteries J three
times round the middle finger.
23-25: These verses emphasize
that the Israelites were wrong to
assume that Baal was the fertility
god-the LORD controls fertility.
3.1-5: Another passage dealing
with a marriage metaphor. 1 : An
alternative translation would be:
"Go again, love a woman who has
a lover and is an adulteress. [This
is just] as the love of LoRD for the
Children of Israel, who tum to
other gods." Scholars disagree on
whether it refers to Gomer (1.3)
or to another woman. The text
leaves her unnamed and by doing
so leaves both options open.
Clearly, though, Hosea's relation
ship to this woman symbolizes
again God's relationship to Israel.
2: A !wmer is probably about 6.5
bushels (230 liters), and a letlzeclz is
half a homer. 5: References to God
and (human) kings are not rare in
the Tanakh. Still it is important to
note that the book in its final form
tells its readers of a northern (Isra
elite) prophet who, even though
the Israelite monarchy is at its po
litical zenith, not only perceives
that its end is near, but also that
the Israelites will turn back to David
their king, the dynasty of the
Southern Kingdom. (See similarly
the final version of the conclusion
of Amos.)
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Hear the word of the LORD,
0 people of Israel!
For the LoRD has a case
Against the inhabitants of this land,
Because there is no honesty and no goodness
And no obedience to God in the land.
[False] swearing, dishonesty, and murder,
And theft and adultery are rife;
Crime follows upon crime!
For that, the earth is withered:
Everything that dwells on it languishes
Beasts of the field and birds of the sky
Even the fish of the sea perish.
"Let no man rebuke, let no man protest!"
•·For this your people has a grievance against
[you],
0 priest!·•
So you shall stumble by day,
And by night b-a prophet·h shall stumble as well,
And I will destroy your kindred. c
My people is destroyed because of [your]
disobedience!
Because you have rejected obedience,
I reject you as My priest;
Because you have spurned the teaching of your
God,
I, in turn, will spurn your children.
The more they increased, the more they sinned
against Me:
I will change their dignity to dishonor.
They feed on My people's sin offerings,
And so they desire its iniquity.
Therefore, the people shall fare like the priests:
I will punish it for its conduct,
I will requite it for its deeds.
Truly, they shall eat, but not be sated;
They shall swill/ but not be satisfied,
Because they have forsaken the LoRD

a-n Forfailing to reprove; but meaning of Heb. ur�certni11.
b-b Emendation yields "your children "; cf v. 6 e11d.
c Lit. "mother. "
d For this men11i11g ofhiznah cf v. 18.

4.1-14.9: Reports of prophetic
announcements associated with
Hosea. The remainder of the book
consists of a collection of prophetic
speeches that accuse monarchic Is
rael and Judah of unfaithfulness,

announce the judgment that will
be passed on the people, but also
foreshadow the hope of restoration
and return. Most of this material
(4.1-12.1; 12.7-14.9) deals with Is
rael; 12.3-7 focuses on Judah.
- 1149-

4.1-19: On Israel's corruption, re

jection of divine teaching and
worship, harlotry, and divine
punishment. 1 : Hear the word of the

LoRD: This phrase or variants of i t
conveys the legitimacy and impor
tance of what follows. In addition,
it often serves to mark the begin
ning of a new section (cf. 5.1). In
the world of the book, people are
supposed to hear "this word," but
in the actual world the readers of
the book are asked to read and
study " the word of the LoRD" and
to convey it to those who cannot
read it by themselves. 2: The cen
ter of the Decalogue may be para
phrased here. 5: The v. ends with
"I will destroy your mother" (see
translators' note c), which may
refer to the mother of the priest
(possibly all priests?), and the land
(Gomer) as the mother of Israel;
see the opening of v. 6. The former
would point to the punishment of
the mother for the sin of her chil
dren. The text carries both mean
ings, which are complementary.
6: Teaching translates Heb "torah."
Many later Jewish readers and
commentators understood the
term "torah" as "the Torah," i.e., a
reference to the traditional Jewish
Torah. This understanding of
Torah is much later than the time
of the composition of the book of
Hosea, and for that matter, of the
first five books of the Bible, which
was later understood as the "writ
ten Torah." The associa tion of
teaching and priests here is quite
common in prophetic literature
(Jer. 18.18; Ezek. 7.26; 22.26; Zeph.
3.4; Hag. 2.11; Mal. 2.7). Within
this context, "torah" or teaching
points at the divine instructions
that the priests were responsible
for keeping and transmitting.
1 0: The text imparts, at least by
connotation, the following mean
ing: " . . . but not be sated; they
shall play the whore, but not mul
tiply." The image of sexual promis
cuity is linked to the idea that
since these sexual relations were il
licit, they would "bear no fruit."
(The text implies that the desired
fruit of all sexual relations, even
"illicit relations," is to have chil
dren.) 1 1 : A rendering of the first
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To practice• lllechery.
Wineb and new wine destroy
The mind of 1 2 My people:
It consults its stick,c
Its rod c directs it!
A lecherous impulse has made them go wrong,
And they have strayedd from submission to
their God.
They sacrifice on the mountaintops
And offer on the hills,
Under oaks, poplars, and terebinths
Whose shade is so pleasant.
That is why their• daughters fornicate
And their daughters-in-law commit adultery!
I will not punish their daughters for fornicating
Nor their daughters-in-law for committing
adultery;
For they themselves '·turn aside·' with whores
And sacrifice with prostitutes,
And a people that is without sense9 must stumble.
If you are a lecher, IsraelLet not Judah incur guiltDo not come to GilgaV
Do not make pilgrimages to Beth-aven/
And do not swear by the LoRD!i
Ah, Israel has balked
Like a stubborn cow;
Therefore,
The LoRD will graze him
On the range, like a sheep.k
Ephraim is addicted to images
Let him be.
They drink to excessTheir liquor turns against them.
They "love" beyond measure
Disgrace is the "gift"
Which the wind m·is bringing;·m
They shall garner shame from their sacrifices.

a Cf 12.7.
b Emendation yields "New grain"; cf 7.14; 9.1-2.
c I.e., its phallus, meaning "its lust. "
d See note b nt 1 .2.
e Heb. "your," here nnd through v. 14.
fj Menning of Heb. uncertain.
g Cf vv. 11-12.
It One who participates in t/1e debaucheries of t/1e open-nir sl�rines is notfit to visit a tem
i Lit. "House of Delusion," substituted for Bethel (cf. Amos 4-4!ple building.
j I.e., you nre not fit to profess His religion; see fer. 12.16.
k Instead ofgiving tl1em fodder in return for tlwir work; cf Isa. 30.23-24.
I Meaning ofvv. 17-19 1mcertnin in pnrt.
m-m Lit. "hns bound up in the comers of its garment"; see note at Mal. 3.20.
- 1150-

word as "whoredom" instead of
lechery better reflects the emphatic
repetition of terms and the images
they evoke that characterizes the
Heb here, and that closely links it
to chs 1-3. 1 2: The same holds true
for "spirit of whoredom" instead
of lecherous impulse. The conclusion
may also be translated more liter
ally: "they have played the whore,
forsaking their God," again ham
mering away at the root for
"whore." 14: Similarly, "I will not
punish your daughters when they
play the whore, nor your daugh
ters-in-law when they commit
adultery; for the men themselves
go aside with whores, and sacrifice
with prostitutes." 15: Bethel and
Gilgal were two main cultic centers
in the Northern Kingdom of Israel
(cf. Amos 4.4). Belh-aven (namely,
"House of Iniquity" or "Delusion";
see translators' note h) is a sarcas
tic way of referring to Bethel. See
also 12.12 ("if Gilgal is iniquity"
NJPS, "as for Gilead, it is worth
less") and cf. 9.15. 1 6: On the range,
i.e., in a "broad pasture." The
image of God as a shepherd is a
common biblical and ancient Near
Eastern image. It is very open
ended, and may refer to the munif
icent care of the ideal shepherd
(Ps. 23), or the punishment of the
straying sheep by the harsh shep
herd (Ezek. ch 34). 1 7: Ephraim: An
alternative name for the Northern
Kingdom that is widely used in
the book of Hosea. The first king
and founder of the kingdom came
from Ephraim, and the territory
of Ephraim remained at the heart
of the kingdom until its very end.
1 8: The second half of the v. con
notes, "they surely fornicate (or
commit acts of whoredom)."
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Hear this, 0 priests,
Attend, 0 House of Israel,
And give ear, 0 royal house;
For right conduct is your responsibility!
But you have been a snare to Mizpah
And a net spread out over Tabor;
b-For when trappers dug deep pitfalls,
I was the only reprover of them all.-b
Yes, I have watched Ephraim,
Israel has not escaped my notice:
Behold, you have fornicated, 0 Ephraim;
Israel has defiled himself!
Their habits do not let them
Turn back to their God;
Because of the lecherous impulse within them,
They pay no heed to the LORD.
<·Israel's pride shall be humbled before his very
eyes,
As Israel and Ephraim fall because of their sin
(And Judah falls with them).
Then they will go with their sheep and cattle
To seek the LoRD, but they will not find Him.·<
b-He has cast them off:-b
[Because] they have broken faith with the LORD,
Because dthey have·d begotten
Alien children.
Therefore, b-the new moon
Shall devour their portion.-b
Sound a ram's horn in Gibeah,
A trumpet in Ramah;
Give the alarm in Beth-aven;•
1-After you,-1 Benjamin!
Ephraim is stricken with horror
On a day of chastisement.
Against the tribes9 of Israel
I proclaim certainties:
The officers of Judah have acted
Like shifters of field boundaries;

a Emendatiou yields "prophets. "
b-b Meauing of Heb. 11nccrtaiu.
c-c Tl1is passage wo11ld read well after 5 - 1 5; cf 5.6 witlr 6.6.
d-d Emendation yields "He lias. "
e Tire three towns named, in tl1e territory of Benjamiu, are now being wrested from Israel
by Judah; see v. 10.
f-f Emendatiou yields "Stir 11p."
g I.e., tire kingdoms of /11dalr and Israel (Ephraim).

-1151-

5 . 1-5 .10

5.1-15: Further denunciations of

monarchic Israel and Judah and
announcements of their punish
ment. 4: Lecl�erous impulse, see

4.12 n. 5: References to Judah are
not minor parenthetical remarks,
but major markers of where the in
terest of the present book lies (see,
among others, 1.7; 3.5; 4 .1 5 ; 5-5, 10,
12, 14; 6.11; 12.3). 6: This echoes a
common prophetic motif: Sacri
fices alone are not sufficient to
assure divine presence (see esp.
Isa. 1.1o--1 7). 7: Tiley !Jave broken
faith . . . children: Another transla
tion, "They have been unfaithful
to the LoRD, for they have brought
bastards to birth." Tile new moon
shall devour their portion: The sec
ond half of the verse probably
means that a "new time [namely,
a new period] will destroy them
with their lands." 8-14: Some
scholars argue that the passage
may reflect the circumstances of
the Syro-Ephraimitic war in
734-733 BCE, when Israel
(Ephraim) and Aram (Syria) were
allied in trying to force Judah to
join them in a revolt against As
syria, but this runs counter to the
gist of the text, since at that time
Israel stood against Assyria, rather
than as her ally. 8: The ram's horn
(shofar) was used to call troops to
war or to sound an alarm. Betll
aven (i.e., Bethel; see 4.15 n.), Gib
ealz, and Ramah are all close to each
other in the territory of Benjamin.
10: Shifters offield boundaries:
Moving the boundary marker of a
field, which was equivalent to
stealing property, was a severe
violation of proper behavior (see
Deut. 19.14, 27.17; Prov. 22.28;
admonitions against moving
boundary markers occur else
where in the ancient Near East).
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On them I will pour out
My wrath like water.
Ephraim is defrauded,
Robbed of redress,
Because he has witlessly
Gone after futility!
For it is I who am like rot to Ephraim,
Like decay to the House of Judah/
Yet when Ephraim became aware of his
sickness,
Judahb of his sores,
Ephraim repaired to Assyria
He sent envoys to a patron< king!
He will never be able to cure you,
Will not heal you of your sores.
No, I will be like a lion to Ephraim,
Like a great beast to the House of Judah;b
I, I will attack and stride away,
Carrying the prey that no one can rescue;
And I will return to My abodeTill they realize their guilt.
In their distress, they will seek Me ·
And beg for My favor.
d"Come, let us tum back to the LoRD:
He attacked, and He can heal us;
He wounded, and He can bind us up.
In two days He will make us whole again;
On the third day He will raise us up,
And we shall be whole by His favor.
Let us pursue obedience to the LORD,
And we shall become obedient.
His appearance is as sure as daybreak,
And He will come to us like rain,
Like latter rain that refreshes• the earth."
What can I do for you, Ephraim,
What can I do for you, Judah/
When your goodness is like morning clouds,
Like dew so early gone?

a Cf Targum and Septuagint; but meaning ofHeb. wJcertain.
b Emendation yields "Israel."
c Compare tile verb ryb in tile sense of "to cllampion, upllold tile cause of" i11 /sa. 1 . 1 7;
3.13; 19.20 end; 5 1 .22.
d As anticipated at tile end of cllnpter 5, Israel seeks tl1e LoRa's favor; His answer begins
witlr v. 4·
e Taking yoreh as equivale11t of yarweh.
f Emmdation yields "Israel"; cf "Eplrraim . . . Israel" in v. 10.
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1 5: The idea of seeking God in their
distress is found in Deut. 4.29-30 as

welL In general, there are many
vocabulary links between Hosea
and Deuteronomy. Some scholars
attribute these links to the fact that
Deuteronomy was originally a
northern work, and thus shares
the vocabulary of the northern
Hosea. Others think the final form
of Hosea was particularly influ
enced by Deuteronomy.
6.1-7.16: The LoRD

is reluctant to
hear the people's appeal. Further
condemnations of monarchic Is
rael and Judah. 6.1-3: The book
quotes a human voice urging re
pentance, saying that just as God
wounded, He will heal. The ap
pearance of God is as assured as
the daybreak, as refreshing as rain.
4: The text here presents a divine
response to the earlier speech.
Here and in the following vv. the
images of daybreak and rain are
turned on their head as they apply
to monarchic IsraeL The LoRD is
probably presented here in the
image of a father who laments
his inability to help a wayward
son: wlwt can ! do for you? or, as
others read, "what can I do with
you?" The implied answer is
"nothing." Morning clouds . . .
dew, both of which evaporate at
the first warmth of day. Israel's
good intentions do not last.
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That is why I have hewn down •-the prophets,-•
Have slain them with the words of My mouth:
b-And the day that dawned [brought on] your
punishment. -b
For I desire goodness, not sacrifice;
Obedience to God, rather than burnt offerings.
But they, to a man, have transgressed the
Covenant.
This is where they have been false to Me:
Gilead is a city of evildoers,
Tracked up with blood.
The gang of priests is
Like the ambuscade of bandits
Who murder on the road to Shechem,
For they have encouragedd depravity.
In •·the House of Israel-• I have seen
A horrible thing;
Ephraim has fornicated there,
Israel has defiled himself.
'·(Even Judah has reaped a harvest of you!)·'
When I would restore My people's fortunes,
1 When I would heal Israel,
The guilt of Ephraim reveals itself
And the wickedness of Samaria.
For they have acted treacherously,
With thieves breaking in
And bands raiding outside.
And they do not consider
That I remembered all their wickedness.
Why, their misdeeds have been all around
them,9
They have been ever before Me.
In malice they make a king merry,
And officials in treachery.
They ;.commit adultery;; all of them,
Like an oven fired by a baker,
Who desists from stoking only
From the kneading of the dough to its
leavening.
The day they made our king sick

n-n Eme11dntion yields "your children"; cf 9.13.
b-b Cf v. 3; but menniug of Heb. uucertni11.
c Menning ofvv. 7-11 uuclenr i11 pnrt.
d Heb. "'done"; cf 5.1-3.
e-e Emwdntion yields "Betlt-slwnu."
f1 Cf. 5.9-10; but meaning of clnuse lll!certnill.
g Emendntio11 yields "Me. "
It Vv. 3-6 would rend well ill the order 4, 6, 3, 5·
i-i Emendntio11 yields "rngc. "

6: Not a condemnation of sacrifice
but rather a statement about the
primacy of morality over sacri
fices. Needless to say, sacrifices of
fered by those unworthy of bring
ing an offering to the deity are
not efficacious (cf. 5.6; B.IJ).
7.1: Samaria, the capital of the
Northern Kingdom, and therefore
another synonym for it (like
Ephraim; see 4.17 n.). 5--6: These
verses are difficult. An alternative
translation would be: "On the day
of our king the officials/ became
sick with the heat of wine;/ he
stretched out his hand with mock
ers./ For they are kindled like
an oven, their heart burns within
them;/ all night their anger
smolders;/ in the morning it
blazes like a flaming fire" (NRSV).
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[And] officials with the poison of wine,
•-He gave his hand to traitors:•
b-For they approach their ambush
With their hearts like an oven:·b
Through the night
Their baker< has slept;
In the morning, it flares up
Like a blazing fire.
They all get heated like an oven
And devour their rulers
None of them calls to Me.
All their kings have fallen [by their hand] .
b-Ephraim is among the peoples;
He is rotting away.
Ephraim is like a cake
Incapable of turning:b
Strangers have consumed his strength,
But he has taken no notice;
Also, moldd is scattered over him,
But he has taken no notice.
Though Israel's pride has been humbled
Before his very eyes,
They have not turned back
To their God the LoRD;
They have not sought Him
In spite of everything.
Instead, Ephraim has acted
Like a silly dove with no mind:
They have appealed to Egypt!
They have gone to Assyria!
When they go, I will spread
My net over them,
I will bring them down
Like birds of the sky;
b-I will chastise them
When I hear their bargaining:b
Woe to them
For straying from Me;
Destruction to them
For rebelling against Me!
For I was their Redeemer;
Yet they have plotted treason against Me.

a-a I.e., he trusted traitors; but meaning of verse u11certain.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
c-c Emendatio11 yields "rage. "
d Like Akkadian shlbu; others "gray hairs."
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1 1 : Relying on o ther nations is
viewed as tantamount to rebelling
against God, a view governing
other biblical texts, especially Isa
iah and Chronicles (e.g., !sa. 31.1;
2 Chron 16.7--g). EgJ;pt and Assyria
(cf. 11.5; 12.2) were the main pow
ers of the period in which the book
is set, and particularly toward the
end of that period. They remained
the two main powers until Babylo
nia replaced Assyria as the main
northern power in the late 7th cen
tury BCE. Reliance on Egypt vs.
Assyria (later Babylonia) is a com
mon theme in prophetic literature.
Historically, however, the debacle of the Northern Kingdom fol
lowed its disastrous alliance with
Aram, the main regional power
that opposed Assyria at the time.
Egypt's intervention in these
events was quite marginal. But ref
erences to the Aram vs. Assyria
conflict that predominated in the
time period noted in the super
scription of the book (1.1) is found
nowhere in Hosea.
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But they did not cry out to Me sincerely
As they h-lay wailing.·b
They debauch< over new grain and new wine,
They are faithlessd to Me.

15

I braced, I strengthened their arms,
And they plot evil against Me!
They come back;
They have been of no use/
Like a slack bow.
Their officers shall fall by the sword,
Because of the stammering' of their tongues.
Such shall be [the results of] their jabbering9
In the land of Egypt.
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[Put] a ram's horn to your mouthh·Like an eagle·h over the House of 'the LoRo;·'
Because they have transgressed My covenant
And been faithless to My teaching.
Israel cries out to Me,
"0 my God, we are devoted to You."i
Israel rejects what is good;
k·An enemy shall pursue him.-k
They have made kings,
But not with My sanction;
They have made officers,
But not of My choice.
Of their silver and gold
They have made themselves images,
To their own nndoing.
'·He rejects·' your cal( Samaria!
I am furious with them!
Will they never be capable of m-purity?
For it was Israel's doing;·m
It was only made by a joiner,
It is not a god.
No, the calf of Samaria shall be
Reduced to splinters!

n Tilis verse would rend well after 8.2.
b·b I.e., i11 pe11ite11cc; cf Isn. 58.5.
c Cf Armunic gar/yegur "to commit ndultcry";for tile tllougllt, cf 4.11.
d Tnki11g yasuru ns equiunle11t to yasoru Jrom sarar; cf 9.15 e11d.
e Men11ing of Heb. uncertni11.
f Cf Arabic zaghiim and zughmiim "a stammerer. "
g I.e., the negotiations conducted in tlze Egyptiall ln11gunge.
11-/z Memzing of Heb. wzcertai11.
i-i E111C11dalio11 yields "lsrne/."
j Se<' 11ote g at 7.14.
k-k Emwdatio11 yields "Tiley pursue drlusimz. "
1-1 Eme11datio11 yields "/ reject. "
111-111 Emendatio11 yields "wzdcrsta11ding. / That House of Isrnel?"
.
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8.1-14: On Israel's unfaithfulness
to the LoRD. 1: Traditional Jewish
interpreters associated the eagle
with Nebuchadnezzar (d. Ezek.
17) who destroyed the Temple in
586; this association implies an
identification of the house of the
LoRD with the Temple in Jerusa
lem. The House of the LORD: The ref
erence to the legitimate house of
the LORD was most likely under
stood as pointing at the Temple in
Jerusalem by the Judahite reader
ship of the book of Hosea. For
them, therefore, Israel in v. 3 must
carry two meanings: Israel in the
sense of the Northern Kingdom
and Israel as the people in a
covenantal relationship with the
LoRD, which includes both the
Northern and Southern Kingdoms,
as well as the intended readership
of the book (later Jews). My teach
ing (Heb "torah") here and in 8.12
was later understood by many
Jewish readers as "My Torah" (i.e.,
a reference to the traditional Jew
ish Torah). 4-6: The mention of il
legitimate kings may point to the
rapid succession of kings in the
last twenty-five years of the
Northern Kingdom (see 1.4 n.), but
in the light of 3·5 may well point to
all northern kings, from Jeroboam I
on, who from a Judahite perspec
tive were illegitimate. The refer
ence to the images (i.e., idols) and
the calf (a young bull, usual repre
sentation of strength and fertility)
seem to reinforce the latter inter
pretation (see 1 Kings 12.25-33).
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They sow wind,
And they shall reap whirlwind
Standing stalks devoid of ears
And yielding no flour.
If they do yield any,
Strangers shall devour it.
Israel is bewildered;"
They have now become among the nations
Like an unwanted vessel,
[Like] a lonely wild ass.
For they have gone up to Assyria,
b-Ephraim has·b courted friendship.
And while they are courting among the nations,
<There I will hold them fast;-<
d-And they shall begin to diminish in number
From the burden of king [and] officers:d
For Ephraim has multiplied altars-for guilt;
His altars have redounded to his guilt:
The many teachings I wrote for him
Have been treated as something alien.
d-When they present sacrifices to Me,·d
It is but flesh for them to eat:
The LoRD has not accepted them.
Behold, He remembers their iniquity,
He will punish their sins:
Back to Egypt with them!
Israel has ignored his Maker
And built temples
(And Judah has fortified many cities).
So I will set fire to his cities,
And it shall consume their fortresses.
Rejoice not, 0 Israel,
As other peoples exult;
For you have strayed
Away from your God:
•You have loved a harlot's fee
By every threshing floor of new grain.
Threshing floor and winepress
Shall not join them,
And the new wine shall betray her:•

a A play on words: Tlw Heb. root bala', wllicll mea11s "bewildered" here (cf lsa. 2B.J),
means "devour" in tile precedi11g verse.
b-b Emendatio11 yields "/11 Egypt tlrey /rave. "
c-c Cf 9.6; but mea11ing of Heb. rmcertni11.
d-d Men11i11g of Heb. rmcertni11.
e-e Emendation and renrrangeme11t yield: "You llnve lovedfornication I By every threshing
floor a11d press; I Tire 11ew grai11 shall 11ot joi11 them, I And tire 11ew wine simi/ Jail I/rem."

NEVI'IM
8: The beginning of the verse may
be translated as "Israel is de
voured"; cf. the last line of the pre
vious verse and translators' note a.
12: Note that the "teaching" (sin
gular in Heb) of the LORD is con
ceived as a written document, just
as "the word of the LORD that
came to Hosea" (1.1) is the book of
Hosea, a written text too. See also
8.1 n. 1 3: Back to EgJjpt, or more
literally, "they shall go back to
Egypt." Is this a reference to exile
to Egypt or a reversal of the exo
dus? The text may have carried
more than one meaning. Cf. Deut.
28.68, and see also 9-3- 14: Judah's
sin is not the setting up of multiple
religious centers or the calf statues,
as Israel had done; but Judah had
also sinned, perhaps by not relying
sufficiently on God to defend them
(see 7-11 n.).
9-1-17: On the results of divine
punishment. 1: You have strayed

away, lit. "For you [male] have
committed deeds of whoredom"
(cf. 1.2; 2.7; 3-3; 4-10, 12, 13, 14, 15,
18; 5.3; and see previous notes).
1-2: The tlzreshi11g JLoor and the
wi11epress, along with the refer
ences to joy, create an image of
agricultural festivals (e.g., the har
vest festival). The mention of the
threshing floor under these cir
cumstances (cf. Ruth ch 3) and the
explicit reference to a harlot's fee
and the statement "you committed
deeds of whoredom" all contribute
to the text's construction of an at
mosphere of illicit sexual activity.
In the book of Hosea these images
are associated with the theme of
Israel's abandoning the LORD. The
precise metaphor here was already
a matter of debate among tradi
tional Jewish interpreters. Is the
male worshipping other gods, as
other peoples do, and so presented
as abandoning the LORD, a hus
band figure, and therefore com
pared to a female prostitute (a
common image in the book; cf.
Radak)? Or is the male happy to
receive his grain as a present from
his gods-not the LORD, and there
fore compared to a prostitute com
ing to pick up her fees (Rashi)? Or
are these two readings comple-
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They shall not be able to remain
In the land of the LORD.
But Ephraim shall return to Egypt
And shall eat unclean food in Assyria!
It shall be for them like the food of mourners,
All who partake of which are defiled.
They will offer no libations of wine to the LoRD,
And no sacrifices of theirs will be pleasing to Him;
But their food will be only for their hunger,
It shall not come into the House of the LoRD.
What will you do about feast days,
About the festivals of the LORD?
Behold, they have gone b·from destruction·b
[With] the silver they treasure.
Egypt shall <·hold them fast,·<
Mophd shall receive them in burial.
Weeds are their heirs;
Prickly shrubs occupy their [old] homes.
The days of punishment have come
For your heavy guilt;
The days of requital have come
Let Israel know it!
The prophet was distraught,
The inspired man driven mad
By constant harassment.
Ephraim watches for •·my God.
As for the prophet,·•
Fowlers' snares are on all his paths,
Harassment in the House of his God.
They have been as grievously corrupt
As in the days of Gibeah;1
He will remember their iniquity,
He will punish their sins.
I found Israel [as pleasing]
As grapes in the wilderness;
Your fathers seemed to Me
9·Like the first fig to ripen on a fig tree:9
But when they came to Baal-peor,
They turned aside to shamefulness;h

n The lands of the hen/hen nnd the food there nrc unclean; cf Ezek. 4.13; Amos 7.17.
c-c Cf 8.10.
b-b Emendation yields "to Assyria."
d Believed to be Memphis, elsewhere en/led Noph.
e-e Eme11dntion yields "tl1e propl1el of my God. "
f See fudg. 19-20.
g-g Emendation yields "like a ripefig in n waterless waste"; cf 13.5·
h Cf Num. 25.1-3.

H O S E A 9 - 3-9 - 1 0
mentary rather than alternative? In
any case, whereas the peoples may
rejoice, Israel will have no reason
for joy since the threshing floor
and the winepress will not join
them, i.e., they will not provide
them with food or drink. Even the
new wine will disappoint them. In
sum, the text plays again with the
motif of God as the provider, who
ceases to provide for his sinful,
whoring wife. Whereas Israel is
first represented as a male (v. 1),
the image shifts to a female char
acter (Iter) when the theme of the
provider who ceases to provide is
fully developed (v. 2). For pro
posed emendations of the text see
translators' note e-e on p. 1156.
6: Moplt, Memphis, one of the most
important cities in Egypt. 9: Tile
days of Gibeal!, see Judg. chs 1g-2o;
Hos. 10.9. 1 0: Although there are
idyllic elements in the depiction of
Israel's past (d. Jer. 2.2; 31.2), it is
viewed as fundamentally prob
lematic, as in Ps. 106. The idyllic
elements serve here to enhance the
negative description of Israel's
past. Baal Peor, see Num. ch 25;
Deut. 4-3-4· In the stories alluded
to, sinful sexual behavior is associ
ated with the two places.
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•Then they became as detested
As they had been loved:•
From birth, from the womb, from conception
Ephraim's glory shall be
Like birds that fly away.b
Even if they rear their infants,
I will bereave them of men.
<·Woe to them indeed
When I turn away from them!·<
•·It shall go with Ephraim
As I have seen it go with Tyre,
Which was planted in a meadow; ·•
Ephraim too must bring out
His children to slayers.
Give them, 0 LoRo-give them what?
Give them a womb that miscarries,
And shriveled breasts!
All their misfortune [began] at Gilgal,
For there I disowned them. d
For their evil deeds
I will drive them out of My House.
I will accept them no more;
•-All their officials are·• disloyal.

16b

Ephraim' is stricken,
Their stock is withered;
They can produce no fruit.
Even if they do bear children,
I will slay their cherished offspring.

17

My God rejects them
Because they have not obeyed Him,
And they shall go wandering
Among the nations.

1 0 Israel is a ravaged vine

And its fruit is like it.
When his fruit was plentiful,
He made altars aplenty;
When his land was bountiful,
Cult pillars abounded.

n·n Menning of Heb. uncertni11.
b V 16 would rend well after v. I I .
c-c Emendntio11 yields: "Eve�� if the•t wenll tlreir babes, I Tirey shall be dismayed because of
them."
d The specific allusion is u11certnin.
e-e Emendation yields "Tirey nrc n/1."
f Tnrgum rends "Their crown," i.e., of n tree.

NEVI ' IM
1 1-12: Illicit sexual relations do
not provide offspring (cf. 4.10 n.).
13: Tyre, a major Phoenician city
port and an important regional
power. The area under its control
bordered on Israel. It was often,
but not always, an ally of Israel.
1 5: My House, see 8.1 n.
10.1-15: The vine and the heifer:
Agricultural images show Israel's
failure and consequent ruin.
1: Cult pillars: Pillars and altars
were part of a cultic site (cf. Exod.
24.4-5). During the monarchic pe
riod pillars were also involved in
the worship of the LoRD. Several
biblical texts command the de
struction of altars and pillars used
in the worship of gods other than
the LoRD (e.g., Exod. 34.13; Deut.
7.5; 12.3); others condemn the
making and use of pillars in gen
eral (Lev. 26.1). 5: Priest/ings, a
derogatory term for the priests of
Samaria, who were condemned
before (see ch 4). Beth-aven, see
4.15 n. 9: Gibeah: See 9 9 n.

·
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Now that his boughs• are broken up,
He feels his guilt;
He himself pulls apart his altars,
Smashes his pillars.

3

Truly, now they say,
"We have no king;
For, since we do not fear the LoRD,
What can a king do to us?"
So they conclude agreements and make covenants
With false oaths,
And justice b-degenerates into poison weeds,
Breaking out·b on the furrows of the fields.
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The inhabitants of Samaria fear
For the calf of Beth-aven;c
Indeed, its people and priestlings,
d-Whose joy it once was,-d
Mourn over it for the glory
That is departed from it.
It too shall be brought to Assyria
As tribute to a patron • king;
Ephraim shall be chagrined,
Israel shall be dismayed
Because of his plans.1
Samaria's monarchy9 is vanishing
Like foam upon water,
Ruined shall be the shrines of [Beth-]aven,c
That sin of Israel.
Thorns and thistles
Shall grow on their altars.
They shall call to the mountains, "Bury us!"
To the hills, "Fall on us! "
You have sinned more, 0 Israel,
Than in the days of Gibeah.h
d-There they stand [as] at Gibeah!
Shall they not be overtaken
By a war upon scoundrels
As peoples gather against them?-d
When I chose [them], I broke them in,
Harnessing them for two furrows.

n Cf 2 Sn111. t8.14, wltere lite word is remlered "tltickgrowtlt."
b-b Cf A111os 6.12; lit. "breaks out like poison weeds. "
e See note c nt 5 · '3 ·
c See note i nt 4-'5·
d-d Menning of Heb. tmcertnin.
f E111endntion yields "i111nge," referring to tlte calf
It See note n t 9-9g Tlte Heb. verb agrees witlt tit is word, not witlt "Sn111nrin. "
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Ephraim became a trained heifer,
But preferred to thresh;
I •-placed a yoke
Upon her sleek neck.·•
I will make Ephraim b-do advance plowing;-b
Judah< shall do [main) plowing!
Jacob shall do final plowing!
"Sow righteousness for yourselves;
Reap dthe fruits of-d goodness;
Break for yourselves betimes fresh ground
Of seeking the LORD,
So that you may obtain •·a teacher• of
righteousness."
You have plowed wickedness,
You have reaped iniquity[ And] you shall eat the fruits of treachery
Because you relied on your way,'
On your host of warriors.
But the din of war shall arise in your own people,
And all your fortresses shall be ravaged
As Beth-arbel was ravaged by Shalman9
On a day of battle,
When mothers and babes were dashed to death
together.
This h-is what Bethel has done to you-h
For your horrible wickedness:
;.At dawn·; shall Israel's monarchy
Utterly perish.

fell in love with Israel
he was still a child;
1 1 IWhen
And I have called [him) My son
Ever since Egypt.
Thus were they called,
But they went their own way;
They sacrifice to Baalim k
And offer to carved images.

n-n Lit. "pnssed over tile comeliness of its neck."
b-b Tnking rkb in tile sense of !Ire Arnbic krb.
c Emendation yields "Isrnel."
d-d Lit. "according to."
e-e Menning of Heb. uncertain; Seplunginl rends "tire fruits."
f Septuagint rends "clrnriots."
g Perlrnps identical witil tire Slrnllum of 2 Kings 15.10 If; cf tile atrocities of Silnllum 's
rivnl, ibid., v. 16.
il-lr Emendation yields "will / do to you, 0 House of /srnel."
i-i Menning, perllnps, "swiftly ns tile dnwn"; cf v. 7 nbove, "like fonm upon wnter."
j Menning ofpnrts ofvv. 2-7 rmcertnin.
k Enrendntio11 yields "cnlves"; cf 8.4--6; IJ-2.

- 1 160-

1 1-15: Instead of plowing cor
rectly, Israel, the trained heifer,
plows wickedness. 1 1 : Ephraim . . .
Judah . . . Jacob, together, the total
ity of Israel. The three kinds of
plowing suggest the initial breaking
up of the ground, then plowing to
cover the seed, then plowing (or
"harrowing" [d. NRSV]) to clear
the ground for the next cycle.
1 2: Cf. 8.7. The text is difficult, and
can also be translated as: "Sow
righteousness for yourselves; reap
according to [divine] kindness;
break up for yourselves fallow
ground; for it is time to seek the
LoRD till He comes and teaches
you righteousness" (or perhaps,
"rains righteousness upon you"
[d. NRSV]). 14: Shalman is proba
bly a reference to Shalmanesser V,
king of Assyria, who attacked and
defeated Israel. The imagery re
garding the fate of women and
children is relatively common; see
2 Kings 8.12; Isa. 13.16; Nah. J. lO;
Ps. 137.9; Has. 14.1.
1 1 .1-1 1 : On consistent paternal
love for a rebellious son. 1-4: The

father-child relationship is used
often in prophetic books as a
metaphor for the relation be
tween God and Israel. The child
is often stubborn and rebellious
and is chastised by the father,
but the father nonetheless loves
the child. As in the case of the
husband-wife metaphor, many
of today's readers may find the
image of a father severely punish
ing his son troublesome, even if
the father is presented as loving.
The paternal metaphor, however, was commonly used in the
ancient Near East to express the
relation between ruler and ruled,
sovereign and subject. It is not
incongruous for prophets to
mix metaphors, such as Israel as
God's wife and as God's child.
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I have pampered Ephraim,
Tq.king them in My• arms;
But they have ignored
My healing care.
I drew them with human ties,
With cords of love;
But I seemed to them as one
Who imposed a yoke on their jaws,
Though I was offering them food.
No!
They return to the land of Egypt,
And Assyria is their king.
Because they refuse to repent,
A sword shall descend upon their townsb
And consume their limbs
And devour <-[them] because of their designs.·<
d-For My people persists
In its defection from Me;
When it is summoned upward,
It does not rise at all.-d
How can I give you up, 0 Ephraim?
How surrender you, 0 Israel?
How can I make you like Admah,
Render you like Zeboiim?•
I have had a change of heart,
All My tenderness is stirred.
I will not act on My wrath,
Will not tum to destroy Ephraim.
For I am God, not man,
d-The Holy One in your midst:
I will not come in fury. -d
The LoRD will roar like a lion,
And they shall march behind Him;
When He roars, His children shall come
Fluttering out of the west.
They shall flutter from Egypt like sparrows,
From the land of Assyria like doves;
And I will settle them in their homes
-declares the LoRD.

a Heb. "his."
b Emendation yields "bodies," lit. "skins"; cf fob 18.13.
c-c Emendation yields "tl1eir bones."
d-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
e Admah and Zeboiim were destroyed with neighboring Sodom and Gomorrah; cf Gen.
10.19; 14.2, 8; De11t. 29.22.
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8: Admah and Zeboiim, examples of
cities that were utterly destroyed
(see, among others, Deut. 29.22).
9: God's change of heart and the
decision not to obliterate Ephraim
(cf. Jonah ch 3) are associated
with the phrase "I am God, not a
human being." The very same lan
guage is used to convey the oppo
site meaning in Num. 23.19.
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1 2 Ephraim surrounds Me with deceit,
2
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The House of Israel with guile!
b-(But Judah stands firm with God
And is faithful to the Holy One.)·b
Ephraim tends the wind
And pursues the gale;
He is forever adding
Illusion to calamity.<
Now they make a covenant with Assyria,
Now oil is carried to Egypt.d
The LoRD once indicted Judah,•
And punished Jacob for his conduct,
Requited him for his deeds.
In the womb he tried to supplant his brother;
Grown to manhood, he strove with a divine
being,'
He strove with an angel and prevailed
The other had to weep and implore him.
At Bethel [Jacob] would meet him,
There to commune with him.9
Yet the LORD, the God of Hosts,
Must be invoked as "LoRD."h
You must return to your God!
Practice goodness and justice,
And constantly trust in your God.
A trader who uses false balances,
Who loves to overreach,
Ephraim thinks,
"Ah, I have become rich;
I have gotten power!
b-AH my gains do not amount
To an offense which is real guilt."·b
I the LoRD have been your God
Ever since the land of Egypt.
I will let you dwell in your tents' again
As in the days of old/
When I spoke to the prophets;
For I granted many visions,

a I.e., tire deceit and guile tlre!f practice on eaclr otlrer (below vv. 8-9) is constantly noted by
tire LORD.
b-b Meaning ofHeb. uncertaiu.
c Septuagiut reads 'futility. "
d I.e., tlreyfoolislrly depend on alliances instead of on tire LoRD; cf. 5- IJ; 7-10-11.
e Presumably tire patriarc/r fudalr. Emendation would yield "Israel"; cf. next note.
f Cf Gen. 25.26 and 32.29.
g J-Ieb. "us."
lr I.e., one slrould not invoke ""If of tire augelic lrosts.
i I.e., securely; see 2 Kings IJ-5·
j Lit. "fixed seaso11."
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12.1-14.1: Further condemnation
of Israel and its consequences.
1 2.3: Here Judah is singled out,
rather than being the poetic paral
lel of Israel. 4-5: See Gen. 25.26;
27.36; 32.23-33. Such recollections
of ancestral traditions (see also
v. 13) are relatively rare in pro
phetic discourse. 1 1 : The reference
to the LORD speaking in parables to
the prophets helps us to under
stand the way in which prophetic
words were understood in antiq
uity. 13: An allusion to Gen. ch 29,
the story of Jacob's flight to Laban
and his marriage to Leah and
Rachel. Sections of Hosea that
retell these ancestral stories are
used as the haftarah for the corre
sponding portions of Genesis.
14: The prophet is Moses, who is
considered to be the greatest
prophet (see, e.g., Deut. 34.10;
Exod. 23.20; Num. 20.16).
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•·And spoke parables through the prophets.
As for Gilead, it is worthless;
And to no purpose·• have they
Been sacrificing oxen in Gilgal:
The altars of these are also
Like stone heaps upon a plowed field.b
Then Jacob had to flee< to the land of Aram;
There Israel served for a wife,
For a wife he had to guard [sheep].
But when the LORD
Brought Israel up from Egypt,
It was through a prophet/
Through a prophetd they were guarded.
Ephraim gave bitter offense,
And his Lord cast his crimes upon him
And requited him for his mockery.

1 3 When Ephraim spoke piety,
2

3

4

5
6
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He was exalted in Israel;
But he incurred guilt through Baal/
And so he died.
And now they go on sinning;
They have made them molten images,
Idols, by their skill, from their silver,
Wholly the work of craftsmen.
•·Yet for these they appoint men to sacrifice;·•
They are wont to kiss calves!
Assuredly,
They shall be like morning clouds,
Like dew so early gone;
Like chaff whirled away from the threshing floor.
And like smoke from a lattice.
Only I the LORD have been your God
Ever since the land of Egypt;
You have never known a [true] God but Me,
You have never had a helper other than Me.
I looked after you in the desert,
In a thirsty land.
When they grazed, they were sated;
When they were sated, they grew haughty;
And so they forgot Me.
So I am become like a lion to them,
Like a leopard I lurk on the way;

a-a Meauiug ofHeb. uncertain.
b I.e., tile cults of Gilead aud Gilgal are as wortl1less as tllat of BetlJel.
c Tl1is is tile puuislnnent mentioned in 12.3.
d I.e., uot tiJrougll an angel.
e Meaning of 12.15-13-1 uncertain.
f I.e., Banl-peor; cf 9.10.

HOSEA

12. 12-13.7

13.2-4: As elsewhere in the Bible,
the book is assuming that the
calves are not alternate ways of
depicting the LoRD, as many
northern Israelites likely believed,
but represent foreign deities.
3: Morning clouds . . . dew, see 6.4 n.
Clzaff . . . smoke, further images of
evanescence. 7: The image of the
LORD as a lion is common in the
prophetic books (cf. Amos 3.8). In
Hosea it is clearly a double-edged
image. It may point to restoration
and hope (11.1o-11) or horrifying
punishment (5.14; lJ-7-8). God is
powerful to punish and to restore.
A reader who understands the
described punishment as a past
event and sees the restoration as
still standing in the future can
find much solace in this imagery.

HOSEA 1 3 . 8-14.3
8

Like a bear robbed of her young I attack them
And rip open the casing of their hearts;
•-J will devour them there like a lion,·•
The beasts of the field shall mangle them.

9

&-You are undone, 0 Israel!
You had no help but Me:&
Where now is your king?
Let him save you!
Where are the chieftains in all your towns
From whom you demanded:
"Give me a king and officers"?
I give you kings in my ire,
And take them away in My wrath.

10
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Ephraim's guilt is bound up,
His sin is stored away.'
Pangs of childbirth assail him,
&-And the babe is not wise
For this is no time to survive
At the birthstool of babes:&
From Sheol itself I will save them,
Redeem them from very Death.
Where, 0 Death, are your plagues?
Your pestilence where, 0 Sheol?
•·Revenge shall be far from My thoughts:•
For though he flourish among reeds,
A blast, a wind of the LORD,
Shall come blowing up from the wilderness;
His fountain shall be parched,
His spring dried up.
That [wind] shall plunder treasures,
Every lovely object.
Samaria must bear her guilt,
For she has defied her God.
They shall fall by the sword,
Their infants shall be dashed to death,
And their women with child ripped open.
Return, 0 Israel, to the LoRD your God,
For you have fallen because of your sin.
Take words with you

n-n Emendation yields "There dogs sltn/1 devour tlzem"; cf Sept11ngint.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c I.e. .for futllre retribution.
d This verse would rend well before 14-5·
e-e Lit. "Sntisfnction (for this meaning of nl)m see Deut. J2.J6; lsn. 1.24) slzn/1 be lzidden
from My eyes."

NEVI'IM
1 0: The institution of human king
ship is viewed negatively here, as
a rejection of God's kingship, as
in some of the narratives concern
ing the origins of the monarchy
(see, e.g., 1 Sam. 10.17-19).
1 3: Tl1e babe is not wise . . . births too/
of babes, a metaphor in which the
son is partially compared to a
woman in labor. The son will suf
fer the pains associated with child
birth. This child is so unwise that
"at the right time he does not
come to the birthstool," i.e., he re
sists birth, endangering himself
and the one who gives birth and
prolonging her (and here, his)
pain. The birth here symbolizes
the turning of the heart necessary
for a new beginning. In other
words, if Ephraim repents soon it
will end its suffering and begin a
new era of divine blessing, but
Ephraim, a foolish son, does not
do so. 14: Sileo/, the netherworld,
the land of the dead. The LORD
will save Israel even from Sheol, if
Israel repents. 1 5: Tllougll lle flour
ish among reeds, a double word
play: Ephraim and "flourish"
sound similar in Heb, but more
importantly so do reeds or
"marshes" and "brothers" (Rashi
favors the first meaning, Radak,
the second). Reeds might be an al
lusion to Egypt; "brothers," a ref
erence to the place of Ephraim at
the head of his brothers (the other
northern tribes; cf. Gen. 48.19). A
blast, a wind, Heb "an east wind."
The east wind is a dry, scorching
wind and is often associated with
disaster and/ or God's power
(Exod. 14.21; Isa. 27.8; Jer. 18.17;
cf. Gen. 41.6). If the reference to
reeds is an allusion to Egypt, then
this wind may be reminiscent
of the east wind at the Reed Sea
(Exod. 14.21; 15.8). 1 4. 1 : Cf. 10.14.
2-9: Return, 0 Israel: Because of
the powerful call for repentance
and hope it conveys and the high
poetic languages it uses, 14.1-10
eventually became a "classical"
text in Jewish tradition and liturgy.
As mentioned in the intro., it is
read on Shabbat Shuvah (the Shab
bat that precedes Yom Kippur)
and in the afternoon service of
Tish'ah be'av (Sephardic and
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And return to the LORD.
Say to Him:
•·"Forgive all guilt
And accept what is good;
Instead of bulls we will pay
[The offering of] our lips:•
Assyria shall not save us,
No more will we ride on steeds;b
Nor ever again will we call
Our handiwork our god,
Since in You alone orphans find pity!"
I will heal their affliction,c
Generously will I take them back in love;
For My anger has turned away from them.d
I will be to Israel like dew;
He shall blossom like the lily,
He shall strike root like a •·Lebanon tree:•
His boughs shall spread out far,
His beauty shall be like the olive tree's,
His fragrance like that of Lebanon.
They who sit in his shade shall be revived:
They shall bring to life new grain,
They shall blossom like the vine;
His scent shall be like the wine of Lebanon.'
Ephraim [shall say]:
"What more have I to do with idols?
When I respond and look to Him,
I become like a verdant cypress."
•Your fruit is provided by Me:•
He who is wise will consider these words,
He who is prudent will take note of them.
For the paths of the LORD are smooth;
The righteous can walk on them,
While sinners stumble on them.

a-a Meaning ofHeb. rmcertain.
b I.e., we will no longer depend on an alliance wit/r Egr;pt; cf 2 Kings 18.24 (!sa. 36.9); /sa.
J 0. 1 6.
c For t/ris mearring ofmeshubah see fer. 2.19; 3.22.
d Heb. "/rim."
e-e Emendation yields "poplar."
f Emwdation yields "He/bon"; cf Ezek. 27.18.
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Yemenite traditions). As in Deut.
ch JO, once Israel returns, God re
turns to take them back. 4: Find
pity recalls "Lo-ruhamah" of 1.8
and its reversal in 2.J. The verse as
a whole is a rejection by Israel of
its past behavior, rejecting im
proper political alliances and for
eign deities. 8: Contrast with 9.1-2.
1 0: The prophetic word should not
merely be heard once, but must be
carefully studied (see intra. to The
Twelve).

Joel
THE BOOK OF JOEL is an unusual prophetic book. Although it contains readings in the

form of oracles, announcements of judgment against the nations, and promises of an ideal
future, it does not follow the usual structure of most prophetic books. The readers of the
book of Joel are asked to imagine a terrifying plague of locusts and its horrifying impact
on society and the natural environment created by the human society. Then the locusts
become a mighty army sent by the LoRD against Judah. As the text leads the readers to
sense that human society and culture in Judah are at the brink of obliteration, it asks them
to identify with a prophetic voice that calls on them to return to the LORD, to fast and
lament. Then the book moves to Judah's salvation and to a range of passages dealing with
the ideal future, in which the fate of the nations figures prominently.
Unlike other prophetic books (for instance, Hosea, Amos, Micah, Zechariah) the book is
not set in a particular era of Israel's past. There is no temporal note in Joel 1.1 mentioning
any particular king or any datable event. Although there are references to an invasion by
an enemy, none is specified. The lack of references to specific events in Israel's past (locust
plagues were not uncommon) and the overall imagery of the book encourage its readers to
understand it against the background of Israel's past in general.
In the view of most scholars, the book of Joel dates to the Persian period (539-332 BCE},
and most likely the period around 40o-350. The reference to Ionians (Greek inhabitants
from Ionia, a region in western Asia Minor, today's Turkey) in 4.6 is often mentioned
among the grounds for this dating. More important, the book of Joel has an "anthological
quality." In a relatively large number of cases, the book seems to be quoting, commenting
on, or elaborating on other biblical, mainly prophetic, texts. This adds prestige to the
human speaker of the book, who is depicted as a learned individual.
The book shows apocalyptic concerns. Some scholars think that it represents some form
of transitional or hybrid work that stands between prophetic and apocalyptic texts; given
its likely date of composition, this is quite possible. Certainly, the book conveys images
and reassurances of "once and for all" actions of the LoRD on behalf of Judah and Jerusa
lem, and against those who persecuted them. Moreover, it presents the message that this
future is already known to those able to read the book of Joel (i.e., the scribes of Yehud)
-
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and to those to whom they may read the book (i.e., the vast majority of the people of
Yehud who did not know how to read).
There are several possible ways to understand the structure of Joel. Each points to a par
ticular but partial reading that emphasizes certain aspects of the book and de-emphasizes
others. These partial readings inform each other, and all together create a much richer
meaning. The following is one of these possible outlines:
1 . Superscription (1.1).
2. A set of prophetic readings that concerns mostly divine judgment against Judah and
its response (1 .2-2.17).
3· A set of prophetic readings that concerns mostly divine forgiveness and future
restoration for Judah along with judgment and calamity for its enemies (2.18-4.21).
Standard Christian translations divide the book into three chapters: 1.1-20 (as here);
2.1-32 (including the current text's 2.1-27, plus 3.1-5); and 3.1-21 (corresponding to the
current text's 4.1-21). The division of biblical books into chapters dates to medieval times
and originated within Christianity. The first rabbinic Bible (1517) shows the then popular
division of the text of Joel in three chapters, but the second rabbinic Bible and all subse
quent Hebrew Bibles, including the NJPS divide the book in four chapters.
Joel 2.15-27 is included in the haftarah for Shabbat Shuvah (the Shabbat that precedes
Yom Kippur) in several Jewish traditions (e.g., Ashkenazi, Conservative) because of its
theme of repentance, lamentation, divine forgiveness, and restoration. The theme is cer
tainly appropriate for the 'Aseret Yernei Teshuvah ("Ten Days of Repentance" from Rosh
Ha-Shanah to Yom Kippur). Note especially the conclusion of the reading, 2.27.
[EHUD BEN ZVI)

1 The word of the LoRD that carne to Joel son of Pethuel.
2

3

4

Listen to this, 0 elders,
Give ear, all inhabitants of the land.
Has the like of this happened in your days
Or in the days of your fathers?
Tell your children about it,
And let your children tell theirs,
And their children the next generation!
What the cutter• has left, the locust has devoured;

a Tile Hcb. terms translated "cutter, locust, grub, a11d /topper" are of uncertain meaning;
they probably desig11atc stages in tire development of tire locust.

1.1: Superscription. The super
scription introduces the book and
characterizes it as the LoRD's
word, a prophetic book. As men
tioned above, Joel is not set in any
particular period. Readers, begin
ning in ancient times, have sug-

gested various settings. In Jewish
tradition, Joel is associated with at
least three different periods: (a) the
days of Jehoram, the son of Ahab
(b. Tn'nn. sa), (b) the time of Sam
uel (Joel is the son of Samuel, who
eventually repented and turned

into a prophet, according to Rashi
and others), and (c) the time of
Manasseh (Seder 0/mn Rnbbnh).
Joel, like its inverted form Elijah,
probably means "the LoRD is
God."

1 .2-2.17: On divine judgment
against Judah and its response.
1 .2-3: A call to read the text. This
call emphasizes the link between
generations, and thus the everlast
ing truth and relevance of what
follows. 1 .4-2.17: On the plague

of locusts and the corresponding
communal cry (or lamentation)
to the LoRD. 4: Cutter . . . locust . . .
grub . . . hopper: There are many
references to locusts in ancient
Near Eastern texts. Some of these
references associate the imagery of
swarms of locusts with that of
large invading armies or troops.
The use of these four terms may

JOEL

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
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1 .5-1 . 14

What the locust has left, the grub has devoured;
And what the grub has left, the hopper has
devoured.
Wake up, you drunkards, and weep,
Wail, all you swillers of wineFor the new wine that is •·denied you!·•
For a nation has invaded my land,
Vast beyond counting,
With teeth like the teeth of a lion,
With the fangs of a lion's breed.
They have laid my vines waste
And splintered my fig trees:
They have stripped off their bark and thrown [it]
away;
Their runners have turned white.
Lament-like a maiden girt with sackcloth
For the husband of her youth!
Offering and libation have ceased
From the House of the LoRD;
The priests must mourn
Who minister to the LORD.
The country is ravaged,
The ground must mourn;
For the new grain is ravaged,
The new wine is dried up,
The new oil has failed.
Farmers are dismayed
And vine dressers wail
Over wheat and barley;
For the crops of the field are lost.
The vine has dried up,
The fig tree withers,
Pomegranate, palm, and apple
All the trees of the field are sear.
And joy has dried up
Among men.
Gird yourselves and lament, 0 priests,
Wail, 0 ministers of the altar;
Come, spend the night in sackcloth,
0 ministers of my God.
For offering and libation are withheld
From the House of your God.
Solemnize a fast,
Proclaim an assembly;

a-a Lit. "cut offfrom your mout/1."
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represent an attempt to convey a
sense of completeness, rather than
express a biological, detailed
focus. Abravanel understands the
text as metaphorical: The four
kinds of locusts refer to four na
tions that will rule over Israel
Babylonia, Persia, Greece, and
Rome. 7: Vi11es . . . jig trees: a rever
sal of a traditional image of agrar
ian peace (cf. Mic. 4.4; Zech. 3.10).
The speaker is presented as one
who owns vines and fig trees.
8: Maide11, Heb "betulah," means
a young woman of marriageable
age; here, a newly married
woman. Husba11d of her youth, an
emotive counterpart to the expres
sion "wife of his youth" (cf. Prov.
1.5; Isa. 54.6; MaL 2.14-15). The as
sociation of Judah in distress with
a powerless, lamenting ( young)
woman is common in the Bible,
and parallels exist in other ancient
Near Eastern literature. Such im
agery suggests, or creates an ex
pectation for, a redemptive action
by a caring (male) patron, who
in this case would be the LoRD.
Usually such references to women
point directly at or seem to sug
gest some negatively valued be
havior on the part of the woman,
here Judah, which within the
world of the text justifies her pres
ent situation. The last part of the
verse appears in a well-known po
etic lament (qinah) recited on the
9th of Av, the traditional day of
fasting and mourning for the de
struction of the Temple. 9: The
text shifts from the young woman
in one verse to an indirect refer
ence to the LORD in the next, and
to the (male) priests who are (par
tially) responsible for keeping an
effective and positive interaction
between the people and God.
1 2: Amo11g me11 (Heb "min-bnei
'adam"), "among the people."
1 3: The priests and many others
believed that the daily offerings
were a prerequisite to divine
beneficence; the plague would
thus be viewed as an extreme di
saster. 14: Fast . . . cry out: Cf. 2.15.
The actions are a typical response
to an upcoming disaster (cf. Jonah
3.6-8). This verse serves in b. Ta'an.
ub to explain why one is not to
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Gather the elders-all the inhabitants of the
landIn the House of the LoRD your God,
And cry out to the LoRD.

JOEL 1 . 1 5-2.2
work on a day of fast: because
such a day is to be treated as a day
of a solemn assembly.
1.15-20:

The cry. 1 5: Day of the

13.6; Ezek. 30.2, 3;
Obad. 15; Zeph. 1.14-15, among
others), a relatively common term
in prophetic literature. It points to
a day in which the LoRD dramati
cally alters the regular order of
things. In many places it refers to
an extraordinary day of judgment
for the wicked (e.g., !sa. 13.9), and
it is often associated with images
of darkness and cosmic upheaval
(e.g., 2.1-2; Amos 5.18-20; Zeph.
1.14-15). Here the images stress
the absence and lack of what is
necessary for life. 20: If God is not
to pity the (sinful) people, He
should at least pity the blameless
animals (similarly Jonah 4.11).
LoRD (cf. !sa.

15

16

17

16

19

20

2
2

Alas for the day!
For the day of the LoRD is near;
It shall come like havoc from Shaddai.a
For food is cut off
Before our very eyes,
And joy and gladness
From the House of our God.
b·The seeds have shriveled
Under their clods:b
The granaries are desolate,
Barns are in ruins,
For the new grain has failed.
How the beasts groan!
The herds of cattle are bewildered
Because they have no pasture,
And the flocks of sheep are dazed. c
To You, 0 LoRD, I call.
For fired has consumed
The pastures in the wilderness,
And flamed has devoured
All the trees of the countryside.
The very beasts of the field
Cry out to You;
For the watercourses are dried up,
And fire has consumed
The pastures in the wilderness.
Blow a hom in Zion,
Sound an alarm on My holy mount!
Let all dwellers on earth tremble,
For the day of the LoRD has come!
It is closeA day of darkness and gloom,
A day of densest cloud
Spread like soot over the hills.
A vast, enormous horde
Nothing like it has ever happened,
And it shall never happen again
Through the years and ages.

a Traditionally "tl1e Almigllty"; see Gen. 17.1.
b·b Mea��ing of Heb. uncertain.
d I.e., scorcl1ing heat.
c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

2.1-1 1 : On the mighty army of
the LoRD. Military imagery is

pervasive in this section; in this
context, the army is a personifica
tion of the locusts (see Prov.
6.6-7); this is made explicit in
2.25. 1: Cf. 1.15 and 2.15; Hos.
5.8. Sound an alarm, usually the
task of the guards on the wall.
2: Cf. Zeph. 1.14-15; Zech. 8.22.
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3

4
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7

8

9

10

11

12
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Their vanguard is a consuming fire,
Their rear guard a devouring flame.
Before them the land was like the Garden of Eden,
Behind them, a desolate waste:
Nothing has escaped them.
They have the appearance of horses,
They gallop just like steeds.
With a clatter as of chariots
They bound on the hilltops,
With a noise like a blazing fire
Consuming straw;
Like an enormous horde
Arrayed for battle.
Peoples tremble before them,
All faces •·turn ashen. -•
They rush like warriors,
They scale a wall like fighters.
And each keeps to his own track.
Their paths never cross;b
No one jostles another,
Each keeps to his own course.
<'And should they fall through a loophole,
They do not get hurt:<
They rush up the wall,
They dash about in the city;
They climb into the houses,
They enter like thieves
By way of the windows.
Before them earth trembles,
Heaven shakes,
Sun and moon are darkened,
And stars withdraw their brightness.
And the LoRD roars aloud
At the head of His army;
For vast indeed is His host,
Numberless are those that do His bidding.
For great is the day of the LoRD,
Most terrible-who can endure it?
"Yet even now"-says the LoRD"Turn back to Me with all your hearts,
And with fasting, weeping, and lamenting."
Rend your hearts
Rather than your garments,
And turn back to the LORD your God.
For He is gracious and compassionate,

n-n Menning of Heb. uncerlnin; cf. Nn/1. 2.11.
c-c Menning of Heb. 1/I!Cerlnin.

b Menuing of Hcb. wtccrlnin.
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3: Cf. Isa. 51.3; Ezek. 36.35. 6: Cf.
Nah. 2.11.
2.12-17: On the need to tum back
to the LORD, and for a communal
lamentation. This must be done
before the arrival of the Day of the
LoRD, which is near or close (1.15;
2.1), otherwise Israel too will be
the victim of God's power. 1 3: Cf.
Exod. 34.6; Num. 14.18; Jonah 4.2;
Nah. 1.3; Pss. 86.15; 103.8; 145.8;
Neh. 9.17, 31; 2 Chron. 30.9. Some
of these have a more complete list
of God's attributes, which include
intergenerational punishment.
As in Jonah 4.2, this is lacking
here. Also cf. m. 'Avot 2.13.
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14

15
16

17

18

19

20

J O EL 2 . 1 4-2.20

Slow to anger, abounding in kindness,
And renouncing punishment.
Who knows but He may turn and relent,
And leave a blessing behind
For meal offering and drink offering
To the LoRD your God?•
Blow a horn in Zion,
Solemnize a fast,
Proclaim an assembly!
Gather the people,
Bid the congregation purify themselves.b
Bring together the old,
Gather the babes
And the sucklings at the breast;
Let the bridegroom come out of his chamber,
The bride from her canopied couch.
Between the portico and the altar,
Let the priests, the LoRD's ministers, weep
And say:
"Oh, spare Your people, LORD!
Let not Your possession become a mockery,
To be taunted by nations!
Let not the peoples say,
'Where is their God?' "
Then the LORD was roused
On behalf of His land
And had compassion
Upon His people.
In response to His people
The LORD declared:
"I will grant you the new grain,
The new wine, and the new oil,
And you shall have them in abundance.
Nevermore will I let you be
A mockery among the nations.
I will drive the northerner< far from you,
I will thrust it into a parched and desolate land
Its van to the Eastern Sea d
And its rear to the Western Sea;•
And the stench of it shall go up,
And the foul smell rise."
For [the LORD] shall work great deeds.

a Wilen tl1e locusts depart, tl1ere will ngnin be yield enoug/1 for offerings; see 1.9.
b Cf Exod. 19. 10; Zep/1. I .7·
c I.e., tile locusts. Emendntio11 yiclds "My multitude"; cf "nation" (I.6), "/1orde," "army,"
nnd "l1ost" !2.2, 5. 11, nnd 25!.
d TIIC Dead Sen.
e Tile Mediterranean Sen.
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14: Cf. Jonah 3·9· The verse implies
uncertainty about divine response
to human repentance; this idea
was disturbing to many classical
readers of the text, who filled it in
to read "He [who] knows [that he
has sins], he should return and re
pent" (so Targum and Rashi, but
not Ibn Ezra). 1 5: Blow n hom: The
same phrase used to give the
alarm of war in v. 1 is here used to
call the people for a communal
lamentation. The latter here, and
elsewhere, includes calls to repen
tance and requires their repen
tance to be effective (d. Jonah
3.5-10). 1 6: The entire community
must assemble. 1 7: Cf. Ps. 79.10.
Similar arguments are made in the
Torah, e.g., Exod. 32.12. The em
phasis is on God's concern for His
image rather than Israel's guilt
lessness.
2.1 8-4.21 : Forgiveness and

restoration for Judah, divine
judgment against their enemies.
2.19: Cf. 1.10; Deut. 7.13; 11.14;
14.23; 33.28; Jer. 31.12; Hos. 2.10.

20: Pare/zed and desolate: The de
scription of the land to which the
northemer will be driven may be
compared to that in Zeph. 2.13
( there "arid," Heb "parched"). The
reference points on the surface to
the locust, but also to a mighty in
vading army sent by the LoRD,
evoking the common imagery of
a powerful and at times mythic
enemy coming from the north
(see, among others, Jer. 1.13-15;
4.6; Ezek. 38.6, 15; 39.2; cf. Isa.
5.26-30). The Targum reads: "I will
remove the people who come from
the north far from you, . . . for they
have done much evil." The first
portion of the quoted text points to
the Targum's understanding of the
"northerners" as referring to an
enemy army. The second portion
reflects one of the two possible un
derstandings of the Heb text. The
text does not specify the subject of
the verb work or "do." The most
likely subject is the northemer, in
which case the Targum adds the
obvious, that the northerner has
done great evil, perhaps over
stepped its bounds by inflicting
too great a punishment (see Isa.
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21
22

23

24

25

26

27

3
2

3

Fear not, 0 soit rejoice and be glad;
For the LoRD has wrought great deeds.
Fear not, 0 beasts of the field,
For the pastures in the wilderness
Are clothed with grass.
The trees have borne their fruit;
Fig tree and vine
Have yielded their strength.
0 children of Zion, be glad,
Rejoice in the LoRD your God.
For He has given you the early rain in [His]
kindness,
Now He makes the rain fall [as] formerly
The early rain and the lateAnd threshing floors shall be piled with grain,
And vats shall overflow with new wine and oil.
"I will repay you •·for the years·•
Consumed by swarms and hoppers,
By grubs and locusts,
The great army I let loose against you.
And you shall eat your fill
And praise the name of the LoRD your God
Who dealt so wondrously with youMy people shall be shamed no more.
And you shall know
That I am in the midst of Israel:
That I the LoRD am your God
And there is no other.
And My people shall be shamed no more."
After that,
I will pour out My spirit on all flesh;
Your sons and daughters shall prophesy;
Your old men shall dream dreams,
And your young men shall see visions.
I will even pour out My spirit
Upon male and female slaves in those days.
b-Before the great and terrible day of the LoRD
comes,-b

n-n Emendation yields "double whnt was. "

b-b Brought upfrom v. 4 for clarity.

10.5-11). But, particularly in the
light of v. 21, it is possible to un
derstand a secondary connoted
meaning in this phrase, "the LoRD
has done great deeds," namely
that God has restored the land's

vegetation. This "turning point"
verse in Joel carries two instances
of multiple meanings conveyed by
a careful choice of words or their
omission at critical places in the
text. A later, talmudic interpreta-

tion is based on a slight revocaliza
tion of the term for northemer and
sets the verse in a different sphere.
According to b. Sukkall 52a, the
relevant section of the verse reads
"but I will remove far off from you
the hidden one" (i.e., instead of
"northerner") and then it goes on
and explains that this hidden one
is "yetzer ha-ra'," that is, "the evil
inclination" which is constantly
hidden in the heart of humans.
The verse is thus understood as
stating that in an ideal future, God
will drive this inclination away
from humanity into a land barren
and desolate. 21: Cf. Ps. 126.3.

23: For He has given you the early
rain in [His] kindness: Other possi
bilities for the meaning of this sen
tence include: "For He has given
you the early rain in its season";
"For He has given you the early
rain for your vindication"; "For He
has given you back your teacher in
righteousness"; "For He has given
you a teacher for righteousness";
"For He has given you a righteous
teacher." The word translated
"rain" ("moreh," the same as in
Ps. 84.7) is usually "yoreh," and
"moreh" can mean "teacher."
If the word is understood as
"teacher," then who is the teacher?
The LoRD? Furthermore, it is pos
sible that this is another case of a
main denoted meaning (probably
"the early rain in its season")
along with a connoted meaning
("teacher"). The Qumran commu
nity seems to have derived their
conception of the teacher of righ
teousness, an early leader of the
group, from this v. 27: Cf. Isa.
45·5, 6, 18.

3.1-5: A glorious future for the

faithful. Men and women, male
and female slaves, all are included.
1 : Cf. Ezek. 39.29. Prophecy,
dreams, and visions were the three
recognized ways in which human
beings received communications
from God. God will once again re
veal himself to people. 3-4: Before
the great and terrible . . . comes, in
the Heb at the conclusion of v. 4·

Portents . . . blood . . . fire . . . pillars
of smoke: The language evokes the
plagues preceding the exodus

NEVI'IM

I will set portents in the sky and on earth:
Blood and fire and pillars of smoke;
4
The sun shall tum into darkness
And the moon into blood.
s But everyone who invokes the name of the LoRD shall
escape; for there shall be a remnant on Mount Zion and in
Jerusalem, as the LoRD promised. •·Anyone who invokes
the LORD will be among the survivors:•

4
2

3

For lo! in those days
And in that time,
When I restore the fortunes
Of Judah and Jerusalem,
I will gather all the nations
And bring them down to the Valley of
Jehoshaphat.b
There I will contend with them
Over My very own people, Israel,
Which they scattered among the nations.
For they divided My land among themselves
And cast lots over My people;
And they bartered a boy for a whore,
And sold a girl for wine, which they drank.

4 What is this you are doing to Me, 0 Tyre, Sidon, and
all the districts of Philistia? Are you requiting Me for
something I have done, or are you doing something for
My benefit? Quick as a flash, I will pay you back; 5 for you
have taken My gold and My silver, and have carried off
My precious treasures to your palaces; 6 and you have
sold the people of Judah and the people of Jerusalem to
the Ionians, so that you have removed them far away
from their homeland. 7 Behold, I will rouse them to leave
the place you have sold them to, and I will pay you back:
B I will deliver your sons and daughters into the hands of
the people of Judah, and they will sell them into captivity
to a distant nation-for the LORD has spoken.
9

10

Proclaim this among the nations:
Prepare for battle!
Arouse the warriors,
Let all the fighters come and draw near!
Beat your plowshares< into swords,
And your pruning hooks into spears.

a-a Meaning ofHeb. 1111certain.
b Here 11nderstood as "The LORD contmds"; contrast v. 12.
c See note at /sa. 2.4.
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(Exod. chs 7-11) and the presence
of the LORD during the exodus
(Exod. 13.21). For this reason the
expression "I will set portents in
the sky and on the earth; blood,
fire and pillars of smoke" is in
cluded in the Passover :tlaggadah.
5: For the first section of the v., cf.
Obad. 17. The conclusion of the v.
is often translated "and among
survivors whom the LORD calls."

4.1-21 : Judgment and calamity

for the nations; restoration for Is
rael. The text reflects the motif of

the enemy gathering massive
forces against Jerusalem but being
finally destroyed. Cf. Ezek. chs 32,
38, 39; Zech. ch 14. Towards the
end, the ch presents a view of the
restoration of Israel in terms of
agricultural plenty and peace.
1 : Cf. Jer. 33.15; 50.4, 20. As is typi
cal, the time period when this will
transpire is not specified. 2: Cf. Isa.
66.18; Zech. 14.2. Here and in v. 12
there is wordplay on the name of
the valley, based on whether the
meaning of the Heb word is "con
tend" or "judge" (see translators'
notes b on p. 1 173 and b on p.
1174). 3: Note the relation between
the two "sale prices." 6: Ionians:
See intro. to Joel. 8: The nations are
punished measure for measure,
a typical prophetic punishment.
1 0: A reversal of the well-known
image of Isa. 2.4 and Mic. 4·3·
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Let even the weakling say, "I am strong."
•·Rouse yourselves·• and come,
All you nations;
Come together
From roundabout.
There •·bring down ·•
Your warriors, 0 LoRD!
Let the nations rouse themselves and march up
To the Valley of JehoshaphaV
For there I will sit in judgment
Over all the nations roundabout.
Swing the sickle,
For the crop is ripe;
Come and tread,
For the winepress is full,
The vats are overflowing!
For great is their wickedness.
Multitudes upon multitudes
In the Valley of Decision!
For the day of the LoRD is at hand
In the Valley of Decision.
Sun and moon are darkened,
And stars withdraw their brightness.
And the LoRD will roar from Zion,
And shout aloud from Jerusalem,
So that heaven and earth tremble.
But the LORD will be a shelter to His people,
A refuge to the children of Israel.
And you shall know that I the LORD your
God
Dwell in Zion, My holy mount.
And Jerusalem shall be holy;
Nevermore shall strangers pass through it.
And in that day,
The mountains shall drip with wine,
The hills shall flow with milk,
And all the watercourses of Judah shall flow
with water;
A spring shall issue from the House of the
LORD
And shall water the Wadi of the Acacias.
Egypt shall be a desolation,
And Edam a desolate waste,

a-a Mcaniug of Heb. uuccrtaiu.
b Here understood as "Tile Lo1<v judges"; coutrast v. 2.

1 6: See Amos 1.2. The book of
Amos follows Joel in the Masoretic
order of the prophetic books
within the Twelve, though not in
that of the Septuagint (LXX). It is
possible that, among other consid
erations, the presence of a phrase
at the ending of Joel and the begin
ning of Amos influenced the posi
tion of Joel in the Masoretic order
of the Twelve. 1 7: Cf. Ezek. 39.28
and passim; also cf. Joel 2.27.
Other prophetic texts suggest that
the Temple would be open to cer
tain foreigners (Isa. 56.6--'7)- 1 8: Cf.
Amos 9.13. 1 9: Edom is elsewhere
condemned for joining in with the
Babylonians at the destruction of
the First Temple (see Obad. 1o-11).
There is a tradition of late antiq
uity and medieval Jewish interpre
tation that associated Edom first
with the Roman empire and later
with Christendom. 2 1 : The first
section of this v. may be under
stood as (a) "I will avenge their
blood, yet unavenged," (b) "I will
avenge their blood, and I will not
clear the guilty," or (c) "though I
cleanse their blood(shed), I will
not cleanse." The final words of
the book are a fitting conclusion
given the centrality of Zion, which
is mentioned seven times in this
short book.
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Because of the outrage to the people of
Judah,
In whose land they shed the blood of the
innocent.
But Judah shall be inhabited forever,
And Jerusalem throughout the ages.
Thus •-I will treat as innocent their blood
Which I have not treated as innocent;·•
And the LORD shall dwell in Zion.

a-a Emendation yields "their 11navenged blood slrall be ave��ged. "
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Amos
THE FIRST VERSE OF THE BOOK sets the text in the days of Uzziah, king of Judah, and Jero

boam, king of Israel-from our perspective, the 8th century BCE. The book is set in the
monarchic period, in a world in which the sanctuary at Bethel served as a central cultic
place of the Northern Kingdom. Some scholars propose that the book of Amos was
written (wholly or in the main) in the 8th century; others that it is the result of a lengthy
process of redaction that spanned centuries; still others focus on the present text of Amos
and date it to the postmonarchic period, since it implies the fall of the monarchy (9.11-15).
Even a cursory reading of the book shows that it deals mainly with the malady of Israel,
its condemnation, and the future restoration and glory of Israel within a friendly, renewed
physical world. When it condemns Israel, it repeatedly stresses social and political ills.
(Contrast Hosea, which largely concerns religious ills.) As expected in a prophetic book
meant to be read again and again, and meditated upon-as all prophetic books are-these
social and political ills are described in relatively general terms. Thus, the critique
becomes applicable to different historical and social circumstances. It is thus not surpris
ing that a substantial number of readers in the 2oth century considered either the book or
the prophet it describes an inspiring source for their endeavors in social reform. For in
stance, Labor parties in the first decades of the State of Israel and its leaders (e.g., David
Ben Gurion) considered Amos a source of inspiration. Currently, some advocates of "liber
ation theology" in Latin America see the book as a source of support for their theological
and social positions.
The book also makes an unequivocal but somewhat implicit claim about the absolute
primacy of Jerusalem/Zion, linked to a strong condemnation of the sanctuary of Bethel.
The theme of repentance is important in the book, and so is the distinctive relation
between the LORD and Israel along with its limitations; for example, not only that the
LORD executes judgment against Israel like all other nations (2.6-3.2), but also explicitly

states, "To Me, 0 Israelites, you are just like the Ethiopians" (9.7) and yet says "You
[Israel] alone have I singled out of all the families of the earth" (3.2). The book also restates
the common prophetic position about the primacy of morality over sacrifices.
The basic structure of the book is unambiguous. It includes a superscription or title that
serves as an introduction (1.1), a clear motto that communicates one of the most significant
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messages of the book (1.2), and a series of prophetic readings of which the last two encap
sulate much of the book: The LoRD announces a severe, future punishment for the con
demned nation, then an ideal and plentiful future to follow the deserved punishment
(9.7-15). The series of prophetic readings begins with announcements of judgment against
the nations, including Judah and Israel (1.3-2.16) and continues with reports of prophetic
speeches and visions of the fate of Israel, along with a biographical vignette in 7.1o-17.
Amos 2.6-3.8 is read as the haftarah for the parashah of Va-yeshev (Gen. 37.1-40.23),
and in the Ashkenazi tradition 9.7-15 as the haftarah for the parashah of 'Abarei Mot (Lev.
[EHUD BEN ZVI]
16.1-18.30).

1 The words of Amos, a sheepbreeder from Tekoa, who

prophesied concerning Israel in the reigns of Kings
Uzziah of Judah and Jeroboam son of Joash of Israel, two
years before the earthquake.•
2 He proclaimed:
The LoRD roars from Zion,
Shouts aloud from Jerusalem;
And the pastures of the shepherds shall languish,
And the summit of Carmel shall wither.
3

Thus said the LORD:
For three transgressions of Damascus,
For four, I will not revoke it:b
Because they threshed Gilead
With threshing boards of iron.

a See Zec/1. 14.5.

b I.e, tl1e decree of punislilllent.

1 .1 : Superscription. The super
scription introduces the book and
characterizes it as a prophetic
book. It associates the book with
Amos, sets its world in the monar
chic period, specifically in the days
of Uzziah and Jeroboam of the 8th
century BCE, and provides addi
tional information about Amos.
The v. tells the readers that Amos
was a herdsman, a sheep and cat
tle breeder (see also 7.14). As such,
Amos was a relatively wealthy
man (d. Mesha, 2 Kings 3.4). He
was not a poor shepherd, as is at
times erroneously claimed. He was
from Tekoa, a Judahite town about
8 km (5 mi) south of Bethlehem.
He prophesied concerning Israel: The
meaning is ambiguous; it certainly

points to the Northern Kingdom
to the exclusion of Judah, but par
ticularly from the perspective of
a postmonarchic readership, it
points to "the LoRD's people" (e.g.,
9.14) who stand in a covenantal re
lationship with the LORD, and as
such to both the former kingdoms,
northern and southern, as well as
to the much later intended reader
ship of the book. The temporal ref
erence to two years before the earth
quake (cf. Zech. 14.5) enhances the
verisimilitude, that is, the quality
of appearing to be true or real, of
the temporal frame and the relia
bility of the authorial voice in the
book, since the imagery in 9.1-6
may be understood as earthquake
imagery. Further, since earth- 1177-

quakes were seen as acts of God, it
suggests an additional divine vali
dation of the message of the book.

1 .2: Motto and theophany. The
book is unique in opening with a
motto, a short, general thematic
statement that is meant to
(re)focus how the book should be
understood. Its general imagery
follows that of many theophanic
reports. It is common in these re
ports to depict a manifestation of
the deity's power as leading to an
upheaval in the natural world.
Further, the LORD is likened to a
lion (cf. Has. 5.14; 11.10; 13.7), a
relatively common motif in the an
cient Near East. But one detail in
the text is of utmost importance:
The lion roarsfrom Zion. The
Jerusalem-centric message is abun
dantly clear, and the book presents
itself as a work that conveys the
message of that roaring lion from
Zion, namely Jerusalem. Carmel is
a fertile, mountainous area in the
Northern Kingdom (southeast of
modern Haifa), but the Heb word
"carmel" refers also to farmland
(cf. Isa. 32.15) or an orchard (and
particularly to a vineyard). The
general character of the pastures of
the shepherd supports and plays on
the broader meaning. The geo
graphical reference is not meant to
restrict the horizon of the text to
particular region of the Northern
Kingdom.
1 .3-2.16: Reports of announce
ments of judgment against the
nations. The unit is kept together
not only by its unifying theme, but
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I will send down• fire upon the palace of Hazael,
And it shall devour the fortresses of Ben-hadad.b
I will break the gate bars of Damascus,
And wipe out the inhabitants from the Vale of
Aven
And the sceptered ruler of Beth-eden;
And the people of Aram shall be exiled to Kir
-said the LORD.
Thus said the LoRD:
For three transgressions of Gaza,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because they exiled c an entire population,
Which they delivered to Edom.d

against them as well. While Judah
and Israel are condemned for cov
enant infractions, their neighbors
are condemned for violating basic
norms of decency. 1 .3: The "it" in I
wil1 11ot revoke it is anticipatory, i.e.,
it points to the following decree of
punishment. 4-5: Hazael and Be11lwdnd are the names of two kings
of Aram Damascus (see 2 Kings
8.7-15; 13.22-25). The territory of
the kingdom of Aram Damascus
(or simply Aram, as often in the
Bible) partially overlaps that of
Syria today. Vale of Ave11 and Beth
eden: Although Beth-eden points to
an area near the Euphrates River,
the wordplay is clear; the first
name means "valley of disaster,
nothingness" (or valley of delu
sion; cf. 5.5), the second "house of
bliss." Within the book of Amos,
Kir is the place of origin for the Ar
ameans (see 9.7). Its whereabouts
are unknown, but 2 Kings 16.9 re
ports that the Assyrians deported
the Arameans to Kir, after they put
an end to the kingdom of Aram.
6: Gaza here represents all the Phil
istine cities. Three others are men-

b Cf 2 Kings i3.22-25.
Cf l.nm. I.IJ.
c I.e., they cooperated in tile nnnexntion of Isrnelite territory; cf fer. IJ.I9 with note.
d Emendation yields "Arnm"; cf lsn. g.II.

n

also by a careful balance between
repetition and differentiation
among the different subunits. Na
tions other than Israel and Judah
are condemned for transgressions
against other nations; Judah for
the rejection of God's teaching and
Israel for actions against God's

teaching. (The nations mentioned
here are neighbors of Israel/
Judah. Assyria, for instance, is
not mentioned.) Rhetorically, the
readers are sucked into this pas
sage, eagerly anticipating the
punishment of their neighbors,
until the prophecy is turned
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I will send down fire upon the wall of Gaza,
And it shall devour its fortresses;
And I will wipe out the inhabitants of Ashdod
And the sceptered ruler of Ashkelon;
And I will turn My hand against Ekron,
And the Philistines shall perish to the last man
-said the Lord Goo.
Thus said the LoRD:
For three transgressions of Tyre,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because they handed over
An entire population to Edom,a
Ignoring the covenant of brotherhood. b
I will send down fire upon the wall of Tyre,
And it shall devour its fortresses.
Thus said the LoRD:
For three transgressions of Edom,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because he pursued his brother with the sword
And repressed all pity,
Because his anger raged unceasing
And his fury stormed c unchecked.
I will send down fire upon Ternan,
And it shall devour the fortresses of Bozrah.
Thus said the LORD:
For three transgressions of the Ammonites,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because they ripped open the pregnant women of
Gilead
In order to enlarge their own territory.
I will set fire to the wall of Rabbah,
And it shall devour its fortresses,
Amid shouting on a day of battle,
On a day of violent tempest.
Their king and his officers shall go
Into exile together
-said the LoRD.
Thus said the LORD:
For three transgressions of Moab,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because he burned the bones
Of the king of Edom to lime.

n Emendation yields "Aram."
b Cf. 1 Kings 5.26; 9.12-13.
c Cf Akkndinn shamaru nnd fer. 3·5·

AMOS

1 . 7-2 . 1

tioned by name, Ashdod, Ashke/on,
and Ekron. The same four cities are
mentioned in the same order in
Zeph. 2.4. 9: Tyre, situated in Leba
non of today, along with Sidon,
two of the most important Phoeni
cian cities for many centuries.
1 1 : Cf. Obad. 1o-14. Edom was sit
uated in the area south of the Dead
Sea. The last lines of the v. trans
lated, "and destroyed his women
folk, because his anger raged un
ceasing and he kept his wrath
forever." 1 2: Ternan and Bozrah are
elsewhere situated in Edomite ter
ritory (d. Isa. 34.6; 63.1; Jer. 49·7;
Obad. 9). 1 3-14: Gilead was a re
gion north of Ammon. It was a dis
puted area that changed hands
several times in the monarchic pe
riod. From the perspective of the
Bible it was Israelite territory,
though not always under Israelite
control. Rabbah, the capital of
Ammon, is situated within the
area of today's Amman. On the
imagery, cf. 2 Kings 8.12; Isa. 13.16;
Hos. 10.14; 14.1; Nah. 3.10; Ps.
137·9· 2.1-2: The kingdom of Moab
was east of the Dead Sea, within
the territory of present-day Jordan.
Ruth, for instance, was a Moabite
woman (see book of Ruth).
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I will send down fire upon Moab,
And it shall devour the fortresses of Kerioth.
And Moab shall die in tumult,
Amid shouting and the blare of horns;
I will wipe out the ruler from within her
And slay all her officials along with him
-said the LoRD.
Thus said the LoRD:
For three transgressions of Judah,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because they have spurned the Teaching of the
LORD
And have not observed His laws;
They are beguiled by the delusions
After which their fathers walked.
I will send down fire upon Judah,
And it shall devour the fortresses of Jerusalem.
Thus said the LoRD:
For three transgressions of Israel,
For four, I will not revoke it:
Because they have sold for silver
Those whose cause was just,
And the needy for a pair of sandals.
[Ah,] you •-who trample the heads of the poor
Into the dust of the ground,
And make the humble walk a twisted course!·•
Father and son go to the same girl,
And thereby profane My holy name.
They recline by every altar
On garments taken in pledge,
And drink in the House of their God
Wine bought with fines they imposed.
Yet I
Destroyed the Amorite before them,
Whose stature was like the cedar's
And who was stout as the oak,
Destroying his boughs above
And his trunk below!
And I
Brought you up from the land of Egypt
And led you through the wilderness forty years,
To possess the land of the Amorite!
And I raised up prophets from among your sons

a-a Understanding sho'afim as equivalent to shafim. Emendation yields: "Wlro crusl1 on
tl1e ground /Tire /reads of tlw poor, / And puslr off tl1e road I Tire l111mble of tire land"; cf fob
24-4-
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4: Many Jewish readers under
stood the Teaching [Heb "torah"] of
the LORD as a reference to the
Torah (see Hos. 4.6 n.). The same
holds true for, among others, Hos.
8.1, 12. For the pair " teaching"
(Torah, "torah") and "decrees"
or "statutes" ("J:!.ukim") see, for
instance, Deut. 17.19; Isa. 24.5;
MaL 3.22; Ezra 7.10; Neh. 9.13;
2 Chron. 19.10; 33.8; and cf. Exod.
18.16, 20; Lev. 26.46; Deut. 4.8.
6-16: Who is Israel here? Does Is
rael mean only the Northern King
dom? On the surface, the answer
seems positive; for Israel is set as
a nation other than Judah, see
vv. 5-6. V. 10, however, which
refers to the exodus, suggests a
broad understanding of IsraeL The
text plays with the ambiguity of
the term Israel and allows and
even encourages the readership of
the book-which lives in the post
monarchic period (that is, the
Jews, the "remnant of Judah")to identify with the Israel of the
book; they are their ancestors and
their fate is important to them.
The main transgressions are of a
social nature and involve the op
pression of the powerless. Sexual
and cultic behaviors are also ex
plicitly mentioned. 6: This begins
the haftarah (prophetic reading)
for the Torah portion concerned
with the sale of Joseph, most likely
reflecting an interpretive tradition
that Joseph was the just person
sold for [the price of] a pair of san

dals. 8: On garments taken in pledge,
cf. Deut. 4.17; Job 22.6; 24.3-4, 9
and contrast this element and the
entire description of the sinners
here with the one of the pious son
in Ezek. 18.15-17. 9-1 1 : The sum
mary of the LORD's dealings with
Israel is meant to contrast the
faithfulness of the patron of Israel
(i.e., the LoRD) with the long his
tory of unfaithfulness of the
patron's client (i.e., Israel). The
readers of the book know that
such a pattern of behavior calls
for the punishment of the client
(Israel) and provides just grounds
for punishment of the latter. But
is the LORD going to revoke the
status of Israel? The answer of
the book of Amos is a clear no.
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And nazirites from among your young men.
Is that not so, 0 people of Israel?
-says the LoRD.
But you made the nazirites drink wine
And ordered the prophets not to prophesy.
•-Ah, I will slow your movements
As a wagon is slowed
When it is full of cut grain:•
Flight shall fail the swift,
The strong shall find no strength,
And the warrior shall not save his life.
The bowman shall not hold his ground,
And the fleet-footed shall not escape,
Nor the horseman save his life.
Even the most stouthearted warrior
Shall run away unarmed b that day
-declares the LORD.
Hear this word, 0 people of Israel,
That the LORD has spoken concerning you,
Concerning the whole family that I brought up
from the land of Egypt:
You alone have I singled out
Of all the families of the earth
That is why I will call you to account
For all your iniquities.
Can two walk together
Without having met?

n-n Menning of verse 11/lcertnin; nltemntively: "/ will slow yollr lllovelllents I As n tiJresiJ
ing sledge lcf /sn. 28.27-28) is slowed I Wilen clogged by c11t grni11."
b Lit. "11nked."

1 2: Nazirites drink wine: The
Nazirite vow forbade the con
sumption of wine or any deriva
tion of grapes (Num. 6.3; Judg.
13-7)- 14-16: The description of the
warrior men points at an upside
down order caused by divine in
tervention. It parallels the one
caused by human intervention
(i.e., prophets who do not talk,
Nazirites who drink). The term
translated as unarmed means lit.
"naked" (see translators' note b).
3.1-6.14 Three readings about
judgment. The readers are pre
sented with a set of three units,
each beginning with the phrase

Hear this word. Thus the phrase
serves also to mark the book into
subunits, just as the phrase ending
the previous chapter, declares the
LORD, typically expresses the end
of a subunit. Each of these units
shows internal subdivisions that
are marked at times by the repeti
tion of another phrase, such as
"Assuredly" (or "therefore") units
(5.13, 16) and "Ah" (or "Woe")
units (see 5.18; 6.1). In ancient
times there were no paragraph
markers, but the repetition of an
important word, particularly at the
beginning of a section, served ap
proximately the same purpose. But
ancient writers and readers often
- 1 18 1 -

weakened the boundaries between
literary subunits. For instance,
they created links that cut across
different units within the book
(e.g., there is a fourth "Hear" unit
in 8.4-14, which is linked to the
surrounding text in the book and
to these three units at the same
time). Moreover, particularly in
prophetic books, texts were writ
ten to allow multiple ways of sub
dividing them. In these cases, each
of these different subdividings
points to a particular, but partial
reading. These partial readings in
form each o ther, and all together
create a meaning much richer than
any of them separately. In the
world of the book, people are sup
posed to hear "this word," but in
the actual world the readers of the
book are asked to read and study
"this word" and to read it to those
who cannot read by themselves.
Each of these units (3.1-15; 4.1-13;
5.1-{).14) deals with judgment (see
below), and each of them is pre
sented as a reliable report of "this
word," that is, of a "prophetic
word" (Heb "davar") from the
monarchic past. But they do not
repeat themselves. Far from it,
each of them addresses the matter
in a different way, and all together
provide the reader with a multifac
eted image of Israel and of its im
pending judgment.

3.1-15: First report of a prophetic

word in the monarchic period
announcing judgment against
Israel. 1 : The wholefamily: This in

clusive reference to Israel allows
and encourages the identification
of the readership with Israel,
though, as expected, vv. g, 12 point
to Israel as the Northern Kingdom.
The text shifts its references to the
LORD from the third to the first
person, and accordingly human
and divine speech become inter
woven and their respective limits
blurred. This is common in pro
phetic books. 2: The LORD states
that this unique relationship car
ries obligations, and punishment
will result if the obligations are not
fulfilled (see 1.9-11 n.). 3-8: A se
ries of rhetorical questions, invok
ing cause-and-effect situations,
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Does a lion roar in the forest
When he has no prey?
Does a great beast let out a cry from its den
Without having made a capture?
Does a bird drop on the ground-in a trap
With no snare there?
Does a trap spring up from the ground
Unless it has caught something?
When a ram's horn is sounded in a town,
Do the people not take alarm?
Can misfortune come to a town
If the LORD has not caused it?
Indeed, my Lord Goo does nothing
Without having revealed His purpose
To His servants the prophets.
A lion has roared,
Who can but fear?
My Lord Goo has spoken,
Who can but prophesy?
Proclaim in the fortresses of Ashdod •
And in the fortresses of the land of Egypt!
Say:
Gather on the hillb of Samaria
And witness the great outrages within her
And the oppression in her midst.
They are incapable of doing right
-declares the LORD;
They store up lawlessness and rapine
In their fortresses.
Assuredly,
Thus said my Lord Goo:
An enemy, all about the land!
He shall strip you of your splendor,
And your fortresses shall be plundered.
Thus said the LoRD:
As a shepherd rescues from the lion's jaws
Two shank bones or the tip of an ear,
So shall the Israelites escape
Who dwell in SamariaWith the lege of a bed or the head c of a couch.
Hear [this], and warn the House of Jacob
-says my Lord Goo, the God of HostsThat when I punish Israel for its transgressions,
I will wreak judgment on the altard of Bethel,

n S�?ptungint rends "Assyria. "
c Menllillg of Heb. uncertain.

b Heb. plum/; but cf 4.1; 6.1.
d Heb. plum/, but cf "altar" in 11ext line.

-1182-

serves didactic purposes. The
questions lead up to the implicit
question: How is it that the
prophet warns of the impending
doom to be caused by God, but the
people do not pay any attention?
1 2: The lion imagery emerges
again (cf. 1.2; 3.4, 8), this time with
sarcasm. Just as two bones or the
tip of an ear are useless remnants
of an attack, so the small material
remains of the Northern Kingdom
will be useless, serving only as to
kens and reminders of what had
been before. Yet, following a theme
that would be developed later in
this book, and is developed in
other prophetic books, there
would be some kind of remnant.
1 4: Bethel, a city and one of the
main centers of worship in the
Northern Kingdom. It plays an
important role in the book of
Amos; see 4.4; 5.5; 7.10, and is im
portant in numerous biblical tradi
tions (e.g., Gen. 12.8; Judg. 21.2;
1 Kings 12.29; Hos. 10.15; 12.5).
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And the horns of the altar shall be cut off
And shall fall to the ground.
I will wreck the winter palace
Together with the summer palace;
The ivory palaces shall be demolished,
And the great houses shall be destroyed
-declares the LORD.
Hear this word, you cows of Bashan
On the hill of SamariaWho defraud the poor,
Who rob the needy;
Who say to your• husbands,
"Bring, and let's carouse!"
My Lord Goo swears by His holiness:
Behold, days are coming upon you
b·When you will be carried off in baskets,
And, to the last one, in fish baskets,
And taken out [of the city]Each one through a breach straight ahead
And flung on the refuse heap·b
-declares the LoRD.
Come to Bethel and transgress;
To Gilgal, and transgress even more:
Present your sacrifices the next morning
And your tithes on the third day;
And burn a thank offering of leavened bread;<
And proclaim freewill offerings loudly.
For you love that sort of thing, 0 Israelites
-declares my Lord Goo.
I, on My part, have given you
Cleanness of teeth in all your towns,
And lack of food in all your settlements.
Yet you did not turn back to Me
-declares the LoRD.
I therefore withheld the rain from you
Three months before harvesttime:
I would make it rain on one town
And not on another;
One field would be rained upon
While another on which it did not rain
Would wither.
So two or three towns would wander
To a single town to drink water,
But their thirst would not be slaked.

n Heb. "their. "
b-b Men11ing of Heb. wrcertni11.
c Cf Lev. 7.12-14; where, however, tile brend is 11ot to be b11nred.

1 5: Winter palace . . . summer palace,
perhaps a reference to the wealthy
who can afford two houses, but
also a merism, i.e., a reference to
extremes (e.g., "young and old")
to convey totality ("all your
houses"). Ivory palaces, orna
mented with, not made of, ivory.
Since ivory was costly, this is an
extravagantly luxurious house.
Pieces of well-crafted ivory
inlay have been excavated from
Samaria.

4.1-13: Second report of a pro

phetic word in the monarchic pe
riod announcing judgment
against Israel. Israel is here given

many warnings and chances; the
phrase Yet you did not turn back to
Me-declares the LoRD repeats as a
litany, justifying the punishment of
Israel, but also emphasizing that
repenting or returning is effica
cious. 1 : Cows ofBashan, "well-fed,
plump cows," in this context, elite
women. According to the text
these women oppressed the poor
and encouraged their husbands to
do so for their benefit. Although
today it is clearly offensive to call a
woman "a plump cow," it is uncer
tain if this was the case at the time
of the composition of the book.
2-3: The precise meaning of the
verses is uncertain, but they surely
point to deportation. The identity
of the enemy that will exile the
people is not mentioned, nor is it
anywhere in the book, though
exile is announced repeatedly
(e.g., 5·5, 27; 6.7; 7 - 11, 17; cf. 9·4l·
4-5: The sarcasm is striking.
4: Gilgal, a main center of worship
in the Northern Kingdom (d. Josh.
4.2o-22; Hos. 4.15; 9.15; 12.2).
6: Cleanness of teeth, a euphemism
for famine. Since there will be
nothing to eat, the teeth will be
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9

10

11

12

Yet you did not turn back to Me
-declares the LoRD.
I scourged you with blight and mildew;
Repeatedly• your gardens and vineyards,
Your fig trees and olive trees
Were devoured by locusts.
Yet you did not turn back to Me
-declares the LoRD.
I sent against you pestilence
In the manner of Egypt;b
I slew your young men with the sword,
Together with your captured horses,
And I made the stench of your armies
Rise in your very nostrils.
Yet you did not turn back to Me
-declares the LORD.
I have wrought destruction among you
As when God destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah;
You have become like a brand plucked from
burning.
Yet you have not turned back to Me
-declares the LORD.
Assuredly,
<·Because I am doing that to you,·c
Even so will I act toward you, 0 Israel
Prepare to meet your God, 0 Israel!

13

Behold,
He who formed the mountains,
And created the wind,
And has told man what His wish• is,
Who turns blacknessd into daybreak,
And treads upon the high places of the earth
His name is the LORD, the God of Hosts.

5

Hear this word which I intone
As a dirge over you, 0 House of Israel:
Fallen, not to rise again,
Is Maiden Israel;
Abandoned on her soil
With none to lift her up.
For thus said my Lord Goo
About the House of Israel:

2

3

n Menning ofHeb. 1/IICertain.
b Alluding to the plag11es at tire time of tire Exodus.
c-c Emendation yields "Because you are acti11g thus toward Me."
d Cf Joel 2.2. Emendalio11 yields "dark11ess"; cf 5.8.

N E V I' 1 M

very clean. 1 0: In the manner of
Egypt, an allusion to the plagues
(Exod. chs 7-12). 1 1- 1 2: The list of
ever-increasing calamities seems to
reach its peak with the reference to
Sodom and Gomorrah, which were
traditional, conventional examples
of cities destroyed because of im
morality, but there is even more.
V. 12 may be translated, "There
fore, thus I am about to do to you
(sing.), 0 Israel: because this is
what I will do to you-Prepare to
meet your God, 0 IsraeL" The
exact punishment, narrated to Is
rael in the second-person singular,
in contrast to the previous second
person plurals, is meant to in
crease its affective appeal, though
the exact punishment is left to the
reader's imagination.

5.1-6.14: Third report of a pro

phetic word in the monarchic
period announcing judgment
against Israel. This section con

cludes with two expanded "Ah"
(or "Woe") units (see 5.18-27;
6.1-14). 1-2: Amos uses the fu
neral qinah or dirge (used to la
ment the death of individuals)
metaphorically to show that the
nation is "dead." 3: Again, the
idea of a remnant (see 3.12 n.).
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AMOS

The town that marches out a thousand strong
Shall have a hundred left,
And the one that marches out a hundred strong
Shall have but ten left.
Thus said the LoRD
To the House of Israel:
Seek Me, and you will live.
Do not seek Bethel,
Nor go to Gilgal,
Nor cross over• to Beer-sheba;
For Gilgal shall go into exile,
And Bethel shall become a delusion.
Seek the LoRD, and you will live,
b·Else He will rush like fire upon·b the House of
Joseph
And consume Bethel< with none to quench it.
[Ah,] you who turn justice into wormwood
And hurl righteousness to the ground!
[Seek the LORD,]
Who made the Pleiades and Orion,
Who turns deep darkness into dawn
And darkens day into night,
Who summons the waters of the sea
And pours them out upon the earth
His name is the LoRD!
b-It is He who hurls destruction upon strongholds,
So that ruin comes upon fortresses!·b
They hate the arbiter in the gate,
And detest him whose plea is just.
Assuredly,
Because you b·impose a tax·b on the poor
And exact from him a levy of grain,
You have built houses of hewn stone,
But you shall not live in them;
You have planted delightful vineyards,
But shall not drink their wine.
For I have noted how many are your crimes,
And how countless your sinsYou enemies of the righteous,
You takers of bribes,
You who subvert in the gate
The cause of the needy!

n I.e., into Judnh; cf 1 Kings 19.3.
b-b Menning of Heb. 1/IICertnin.
c Septungi11t rends "t/1e House of Ismel. "
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4-6: The emphasis must be on
seeking God, which cannot be ac
complished by seeking out the tra
ditional sites where He is wor
shipped. 5: The Heb is punning:
For Gilgal s/w/1 go i11to exile ("galoh
yigleh"). 6: House of Joseph, the
Northern Kingdom. 7: Wormwood,
an aromatic plant that yields a bit
ter extract and tastes bitter (cf.
Deut. 29.7; Jer. 9.14; 23.15; Prov.
5.4; Lam. 3.15, 19). Justice is sup
posed to be sweet, but they turn it
bitter and by doing so they embit
ter the life of the poor; cf. 6.12.
8: Allusions to creation are often
invoked to show God's power.
1 1 : The image of building houses
and establishing vines but being
denied the ability to enjoy them
points to the futility of human
activities in the face of divine
judgment (cf. Deut. 28.39; Mic.
6.15; Zeph. 1 .13). Later (9.4) the
image is turned around to exem
plify the bliss that results from
human activity under divine
blessing. 12: In tile gate, where jus
tice was dispensed (cf. Deut.
16.18; 17.8; Zech. 8.10, among
others). Again, the infractions
are ethical rather than cultic.
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13

Assuredly,
At such a time the prudent man keeps silent,
For it is an evil time.

14

Seek good and not evil,
That you may live,
And that the LORD, the God of Hosts,
May truly be with you,
As you think.
Hate evil and love good,
And establish justice in the gate;
Perhaps the LoRD, the God of Hosts,
Will be gracious to the remnant of Joseph.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
22

Assuredly,
Thus said the LORD,
My Lord, the God of Hosts:
In every square there shall be lamenting,
In every street cries of " Ah, woe!"
And the farm hand shall be
Called to mourn,
And those skilled in wailing
To lament;
For there shall be lamenting
In every vineyard, too,
When I pass through your midst
-said the LORD.
Ah, you who wish
For the day of the LORD!
Why should you want
The day of the LORD?
It shall be darkness, not light!
As if a man should run from a lion
And be attacked by a bear;
Or if he got indoors,
Should lean his hand on the wall
And be bitten by a snake!
Surely the day of the LoRD shall be
Not light, but darkness,
Blackest night without a glimmer.
I loathe, I spurn your festivals,
I am not appeased by your solemn assemblies.
If you offer Me burnt offerings-or your meal
offerings! will not accept them;
I will pay no heed
- 1186-

14-15: This picks up on the theme
of seeking, developed in vv. 4-6.
The emphasis on ethical behavior
here and in similar verses (e.g.,
Mic. 6.8) contributed much to an
understanding of the prophets as
bearers of ethical monotheism.
These vv. are much cherished for
this reason in modern liberal
streams in Judaism. Within its an
cient context,. the v. claims that a
sharp turn toward ethical behavior
may influence God to revoke the
divine decree against Israel. Still,
whereas repentance is necessary
for the annulment of the decree,
the book claims that repentance by
itself is not sufficient. God decides
whether to revoke or not. On this
understanding of ethical monothe
ism, see also 5.21-25. 1 8-20: On
tile day of the LoRD here and else
where see Joel 1.15 ri. As the con
text suggests, the popular under
standing of this Day was a day in
which Israel would be saved
through God's great power, while
the prophetic suggestion is that
God will use His power against
His enemies, here Israel. If this v. is
authentic to the prophet Amos, it
is the earliest reference to the Day
of the LORD. 21-25: The text does
not state that sacrifices-or any
other cultic rituals-are wrong per
se, but rather that those brought
by people who behave in a man
ner offensive to God are unaccept
able to God. From the perspective
of the intended readers of the
book, the time in the wilderness is
comparable to the time between
the destruction of the First and the
building of the Second Temple,
since there was no Temple at either
time.
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23
24
25

26 •

27

6
2

3
4

5

6

7

To your gifts of fatlings.
Spare Me the sound of your hymns,
And let Me not hear the music of your lutes.
But let justice well up like water,
Righteousness like an unfailing stream.
Did you offer sacrifice and oblation to Me
Those forty years in the wilderness,
0 House of Israel?
And you shall carry off your "king"
Sikkuthb and Kiyyun,b
The images you have made for yourselves
Of your astral deityAs I drive you into exile beyond Damascus
-Said the LORD,
whose name is God of Hosts:
Ah, you who are at ease in Ziond
And confident on the hill of Samaria,
You notables of the leading nation
On whom the House of Israel •pin their hopes:·•
Cross over to Calneh and see,
Go from there to Great Hamath,
And go down to Gath of the Philistines:
Are [you] better than those kingdoms,
'·Or is their territory larger than yours?·'
9·Yet you ward off [the thought of] a day of woe
And convene a session of lawlessness.-9
They lie on ivory beds,
Lolling on their couches,
Feasting on lambs from the flock
And on calves from the stalls.
9-They hum snatches of song
To the tune of the luteThey account themselves musicians·9 like David.
They drink [straight] from the wine bowls
And anoint themselves with the choicest oils
But they are not concerned about the ruin of
Joseph.
Assuredly, right soon

a Vv. 26-27 would rend well after 6.14.
b Two Akkadian names applied to Satum, here ddibemtdy pointed wi/11 tlw vowels of Heb.
shiqqu�, "detestable thing. "
c I.e., wlw is Lord of al/ t/1e astral bodies.
d Emendation yields "joseph," cf v. 6, and 5.6, 15, wilere "joseph" denotes tile northern
kingdom.
e-e Taking ba' 1- as sy11o11ymous with ba' 'ad; see [sa. 45.24 and note b-b.
f1 Emendatio11 yields "Or is your territory lnrger tilan theirs?"
g-g Meani11g of Heb. llllcertaill.

AMOS 5 . 23-6 .7
25: This contradicts the Priestly
tradition reflected in the Torah,
which suggests that offerings were
a crucial part of the wilderness ex
perience. 26: The passage has a
strong satiric tone. Their "king"
Shikutz, is a Mesopotamian, astral
deity. Kiyyun refers to Saturn, your
astral deity. The god Sikkuth is
mentioned here because of the
aural pun created by his name and
"shikutz" (detestable things). The
people are satirically depicted
carrying their images as in a (rit
ual) procession, but they walk into
exile! 6.2: Calneh . . . Great Hamath
. . . Gath, cities and territories that
were conquered by the Assyrians.
The author or authors and the in
tended readers of the book were
either unaware or thought it irrele
vant that these cities and territo
ries were actually conquered years
after the period in which the book
is set (see 1.1). 5: The tradition
of David as the archetypal musi
cian is reflected in later Jewish
tradition, which attributes the
entire book of Psalms to him.
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They shall head the column of exiles;
They shall loll no more at festive meals.

B

My Lord Goo swears by Himself:
I loathe •the Pride of Jacob,·•
And I detest his fortresses.
I will declare forfeit city and inhabitants alike
-declares the LORD, the God of Hosts.
9 If ten people are left in one house, they shall die.
lO b-And if someone's kinsman-who is to burn incense for
him--c omes to carry the remains out of a house,·b and he
calls to the one at the rear of the house, "Are there any
alive besides you?" he will answer, "No, none." And he
will say, "Hush!"-so that no one may utter the name of
the LORD.
11
For the LoRD will command,
And the great house shall be smashed to bits,
And the little house to splinters.
12

13

14

Can horses gallop on a rock?
<·Can it be plowed with oxen?·<
Yet you have turned justice into poison weed
And the fruit of righteousness to wormwood.
[Ah,] those who are so happy about Lo-dabar/
Who exult, "By our might
We have captured Karnaim"!d
But I, 0 House of Israel,
Will raise up a nation against you
-declares the LoRD, the God of Hosts
Who will harass you from Lebo-Hamath
To the Wadi Arabah.

7 This is what my Lord Goo showed me: He was creat

ing [a plague of] locusts at the time when the late
sown crops were beginning to sprout-•the late-sown
crops after the king's reaping:• 2 When it had finished de
vouring the herbage in the land, I said, "0 Lord Goo, pray
forgive. How will Jacob survive? He is so small." 3 The
LoRD relented concerning this. "It shall not come to pass,"
said the LoRD.
a-a A poetic designation of tile 110rtllem ki11gdo111.
b-b Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
c-c Meaning ofHeb. uncertain; e111endation yields "Can one plow tile sea with oxe11 ? "
d Two towns east of the Jordan recovered for lsrnel by Jeroboa/11 II (see 2 Ki11gs 14.25). For
Lo-dabar, cf 2 Sa111. 9-4- 5; J7.27;for Kamai111, cf Gen. 14-5e-e Meaning of Heb. 11ncertain. Tire king's reaping offodder apparently occurred near the
end of tile rainy season, a11d whatever tile locust destroyed after that could not be replaced
for another year.

- 1 188-

8: The reference to the Pride of Jacob
points to the arrogance of the peo
ple. It also ridicules one of the
most positive self-descriptions of
Israel (see Ps. 47-5)- Note the
strong contrast between the text
there and this v. Ironically, in 8.7,
God swears by this pride which
He here condemns. 1 3: The refer
ence to Lo-dabar points to a city
east of the Jordan (and so does
Kamaim). At the same time, it con
veys a pun on the basic meaning
of "lo-davar," that is, "not a
thing," nothing. Similarly, Kar
naim suggests to the readers a pun
on "keren," horn, a symbol of
strength. Wordplays are common
in prophetic books.

7.1-9: Three reports of prophetic
visions of judgment. These are the
first three of five reports about
prophetic visions (7.1-3; 4-6, 7--9;
8.1-3; 9.1--6). The series leads up to
the vision of the destruction in
9.1--6. In the first two of the pres
ent three cases, the LoRD relents.
1-3: Judgment by locusts (cf. Joel).
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4 This is what the Lord Goo showed me: Lo, my Lord
Goo was summoning •·to contend by-• fire which con
sumed the Great Deep and was consuming the fields. 5 I
said, "Oh, Lord Goo, refrain! How will Jacob survive? He
is so small." 6 The LORD relented concerning this. "That
shall not come to pass, either," said my Lord Goo.
7 This is what He showed me: He was standing on a wall
b·checked with a plumb line·b and He was holding a plumb
line. c s And the LoRD asked me, "What do you see, Amos?"
"A plumb line," c I replied. And my Lord declared, "I am
going to apply a plumb line< to My people Israel; I will par
don them no more. 9 The shrines of Isaac shall be laid
waste, and the sanctuaries of Israel reduced to ruins; and I
will turn upon the House of Jeroboam with the sword."
1 0 Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, sent this message to
King Jeroboam of Israel: "Amos is conspiring against you
within the House of IsraeL The country cannot endure the
things he is saying. 1 1 For Amos has said, 'Jeroboam shall
die by the sword, and Israel shall be exiled from its soiL' "
1 2 Amaziah also said to Amos, "Seer, off with you to the
land of Judah! d-Earn your living·d there, and do your
prophesying there. 13 But don't ever prophesy again at
Bethel; for it is a king's sanctuary and a royal palace."
14 Amos answered Amaziah: "I am not a prophet, and I
am not a prophet's disciple. I am a cattle breeder' and a
tender of sycamore figs. 15 But the LoRD took me away
from following the flock, and the LORD said to me, 'Go,
prophesy to My people IsraeL' 16 And so, hear the word of
the LoRD. You say I must not prophesy about the House of
Israel or preach about the House of Isaac; 1 7 but this, I
swear, is what the LoRD said: Your wife shall 9-play the
harlot·9 in the town, your sons and daughters shall fall by
the sword, and your land shall be divided up with a mea
suring line. And you yourself shall die on unclean soiV
for Israel shall be exiled from its soiL"
•

8 This is what my Lord Goo showed me: There was
a basket of figs.; 2 He said, "What do you see, Amos?"
"A basket of figs," I replied. And the LoRD said to me:

a-a Emmdation yields ''flaming."
b-b Or "destined for the pickax"; meaning of Hcl>. 1/IICertain.
c Or "pickax"; mea11ing of Heb. uncertain.
d-d Lit. "eat bread. "
e I.e., by profession.
f Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emendation yields "sheep />reeder"; cf the 11ext verse
and 1 . 1 .
g-g Emmdation yields "be ravished"; cf Lam. 5 . 1 1 .
/1 Cf Hos. 9·3 and note.
i Heb. q ayi�. lit. "summer fruit."

7 . 4-8 . 2

4-6: Judgment by fire. 7-9: The
House ofJeroboam refers to Jero
boam II or better, the "House of
Jehu," the last stable dynasty of
the Northern Kingdom. The term
refers also-at least by connota
tion-to the Northern Kingdom as
a whole.

7.10-17: Narrative about Amos

and the priest Amaziah. In some
cases the term "Israel" here points
only to the Northern Kingdom,
but in others it may evoke a more
inclusive idea of Israel to the post
monarchic readers of the book and
accordingly allow them to identify
with that IsraeL Although this sec
tion disrupts the narrative of "This
is what my Lord Goo showed
me," it is placed here, where it is
contextually appropriate, immedi
ately following the oracle against
Jeroboam in v. 9- 1 1 : Amos's
prophecy was considered treason
ous because it would demoralize
the people. 1 2: The prophet is a
Judahite, and so Amaziah sends
him back to Judah. 1 4: Amos
maintains that he is not a profes
sional prophet, who may be hired
for.his services (see 1 Sam. 9 7) and
thus "bought"; rather, God took
him away from his job to perform
a particular task (d. 2 Sam. 7.8).
This being so, he has no alterna
tive but to prophesy. Amos's reply
enhances the authority associated
with his message.
-

8.1-3: Fourth report of a pro

phetic vision of judgment: the
basket of summer fruit. Figs, lit.
"summer basket" or "basket of
summer fruit," plays on the words
"kayitz" and "the end" ("ketz").
V. 2 may be translated "The end
has come upon My people IsraeL"
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"The •·hour of doom·• has come for My people Israel; I will
not pardon them again. 3 And the singing women of the
palace shall howl on that day-declares my Lord Goo:
So many corpses
Left lying everywhere!
Hush!"
4 Listen to this, you bwho devour the needy, annihilat
ing the poor of the land,·b s saying, "If only the new moon
were over, so that we could sell grain; the sabbath, so that
we could offer wheat for sale, <·using an ephah that is too
small, and a shekel that is too big,·< tilting a dishonest
scale, 6 and selling grain refuse as grain! We will buy the
poor for silver, the needy for a pair of sandals." 7 The LoRD
swears byd the Pride of Jacob: "I will never forget any of
their doings."
8
Shall not the earth shake for this
And all that dwell on it mourn?
Shall it not all rise like the Nile
And surge and subside like the Nile of Egypt?
9
And in that day
-declares my Lord Gaol will make the sun set at noon,
I will darken the earth on a sunny day.
10
I will turn your festivals into mourning
And all your songs into dirges;
I will put sackcloth on all loins
And tonsures on ev�ry head.
I will make it• mourn as for an only child,
All' of it as on a bitter day.
1 1 A time is coming-declares my Lord Goo-when I
will send a famine upon the land: not a hunger for bread
or a thirst for water, but for hearing the words of the
LoRD. 12 Men shall wander from g·sea to sea·9 and from
north to east to seek the word of the LORD, but they shall
not find it.
13 In that day, the beautiful maidens and the young men
shall faint with thirst14
Those who swear by the guilt of Samaria,
Saying, "As your god lives, Dan,"h
a-a Heb. qe�.
b-b Emendatio11 yidds "wllo 011 <'Very 11ew moon devour tile ueedy, and ou every sabbat/1
tlte lnuub/e of tile land"; cf v. 5·
c·c Giving slwrt measures of grnin, but using oversize weights for tile silver received in
payment.
d Or "concerning"; cf 6.8 witII 11otc.
e I.e., tile eartll; cf vv. 8 and 9d.
f Lit. "tlte end."
g-g Eme11dation yields "soutlt to west."
II See 1 Ki11gs 12.28-29.
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8.4-14: Report of a prophetic

word in the monarchic period.
Another "Hear" unit (cf. 3.1-6.14).
4-5: New moon, the beginning of a
month, traditionally observed as a
holiday. The text clearly implies
that days of religious observance
(Shabbath, new moon) are sup
posed to be kept, though obser
vance of the new moon by ceasing
from work is nowhere recorded in
Torah legislation. The book of
Amos is certainly not against cultic
observance. The problem here is
that people are eager for the holi
day to be over so they can get on
with making money through dis
honest means. The text associates
lack of reverence for these reli
gious observances and dishonest
trade (see Lev. 19.35-37); cf. Amos
5.21-25 n. Ephnh . . . smnll . . . shekel
. . . big: The measure with which
the corrupt merchants sell grain is
smaller than it should be, allowing
them to sell less than an ephah
(a unit of dry measure of perhaps
23 liters) for the full price; on
the other hand, the weight with
which they buy grain is larger
than it should be, allowing them
to get more for the shekel (about
1 1.4 gm) than they should.
9: A solar eclipse is a portent of
doom and a reversal of the natural
order. Compare the description of
the Day of the LoRD in 5.18-20.
10: The idea of reversal continues.
The festivals, which the people do
not respect, will be turned into
times of mourning. 1 1-14: Famine,
which is one of the ways God pun
ishes the people's sins, and which
often accompanies destruction,
is here used metaphorically.
1 1-12: The people will be hungry
and thirsty for God's word. Rab
binic sources understand this
text as pointing to a time in which
the Torah (tlte words of the LoRD)
will be forgotten: "Our Rabbis
taught: When our Masters entered
the vineyard at Yabneh, they said,
The Torah is destined to be forgot
ten in Israel, as it is said, Behold,
the days come, saith the LoRD
God, that I will send a famine
in the land . . . " b. 51mb. 138b
[Soncino ET]; and see also t.
'Ed. 1.1).
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And "As the way to Beer-sheba lives" •
They shall fall to rise no more.

9 I saw my LoRD standing by the altar, and He said:

b·Strike the capitals so that the thresholds quake, and
make an end of the first of them all:b And I will slay the
last of them with the sword; not one of them shall escape,
and not one of them shall survive.
2
If they burrow down to Sheol,
From there My hand shall take them;
And if they ascend to heaven,
From there I will bring them down.
3
If they hide on the top of Carmel,
There I will search them out and seize them;
And if they conceal themselves from My sight
At the bottom of the sea,
There I will command
The serpent to bite them.
4
And if they go into captivity
Before their enemies,
There I will command
The sword to slay them.
I will fix My eye on them for evil
And not for good.
5

6

7

8

It is my Lord the Goo of Hosts
At whose touch the earth trembles
And all who dwell on it mourn,
And all of it swells like the Nile
And subsides like the Nile of Egypt;
Who built His chambers in heaven
And founded His vault on the earth,
Who summons the waters of the sea
And pours them over the land
His name is the LORD.
To Me, 0 Israelites, you are
Just like the Ethiopians
-declares the LoRD.
True, I brought Israel up
From the land of Egypt,
But also the Philistines from Caphtor
And the Arameans from Kir.
Behold, the Lord Goo has His eye
Upon the sinful kingdom:
I will wipe it off
The face of the earth!

a Se£• 5·5 with 110ft.•.

l1-l1 Mrauiug of 1-/c/1. IIIIC<'rlaiu.
-
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9.1-6: Fifth report of a prophetic
vision of judgment: the LoRD at
the altar. Which altar? The tex t ·
carefully avoids a n explici t refer
ence to the altar at Bethel, which
would have constrained the
intended readers of the book.
2: Sileo!, the place of the dead. The
nadir of the earth; the opposite of
heaven. 3: Carmel, a peak in north
ern Israel. Here i t serves as both a
reference to the highest point on
earth that an Israelite may think of
reaching and as a symbol of the
highest point on earth in cosmic
terms (cf. 1.2); the opposite of the
bottom of the sea. Serpeut, here a
mythical sea-creature. 5-6: Theo
phanic (cf. 1.2) and creation im
agery is used to emphasize God's
power. Such descriptions, called
doxologies (praises of God) are in
terspersed throughout Amos, and
characterize this prophetic book.

9.7-1 0: The final account of judg
ment provides also a glimmer of
hope. 7: Israel is not granted spe
cial privileges by the LoRD, even
if God took them out of Egypt.
8-9: The severe condemnation
and punishment of Israel in the
past (from the viewpoint of the
readership) shifts now to a prom
ise of restoration and ideal condi
tions for Israel in the future.
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But, I will not wholly wipe out
The House of Jacob
-declares the LoRD.
For I will give the order
And shake the House of Israel
Through all the nationsAs one shakes [sand] in a sieve,•
And not a pebble falls to the ground.
All the sinners of My people
Shall perish by the sword,
Who boast,
"Never shall the evil
Overtake us or come near us."
In that day,
I will set up again the fallen booth of David:
I will mend its breaches and set up its ruins anew.
I will build it firm as in the days of old,
b"So that they shall possess the rest of Edam
And all the nations once attached to My name-b
-declares the LoRD
who will bring this to pass.
A time is coming
-declares the LORDWhen the plowman shall meet the reaper,<
And the treader of grapes
Him who holds the [bag of] seed;
When the mountains shall drip wine
And all the hills shall wave [with grain].
I will restore My people Israel.
They shall rebuild ruined cities and inhabit them;
They shall plant vineyards and drink their wine;
They shall till gardens and eat their fruits.
And I will plant them upon their soil,
Nevermore to be uprooted
From the soil I have given them
-said the LORD your God.

a A coarse sieve used for cleansing grain of straw and stones, or sand of pebbles and sire/Is.
b-b I.e., tire House of David shall reestablish its authority over tire nations that were ruled
by David.
c CJ. Lev. 26.5.
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9.1 1-15: Hope: restoration and

an ideal future are promised.

1 1 : Rabbinic sources understood
the reference to setting up the

fallen booth of David as pointing to
the messianic era (e.g., b. Sanh.

g6b---97a). Some Jewish medieval
commentators understood the
booth as a reference to the Temple,
but the majority to the Davidic
kingdom. Most modern scholars
associate the image of the fallen
booth of David with the fall of
monarchic Judah and the exile.
Ibn Ezra associates the verse with
Hezekiah's successful stand
against Sennacherib (see 2 Kings
I8.IJ-I9-J7; Isa. J6.I-J7-J8;
2 Chron. J2.I-2J). (The majority
of contemporary historians agree
that Hezekiah was not successful
against Sennacherib, either mili
tarily or politically [see 2 Kings chs
18-20]. But the image of Heze
kiah's success had already in bibli
cal times become central to the
way Israel understood its past.)
As for the particular reference to
Edom, see Obadiah and n. there.
1 3: Cf. Lev. 26.5. The produce will
be so abundant that the harvesting
will continue through the time for
planting new seeds. 1 5: The book
concludes with a highly optimistic,
unconditional promise: Nevermore
will the disaster foretold, which
actually transpired to the post
monarchic community, be re
peated.

Obadiah
OBADIAH IS THE SHORTEST BOOK in the Bible, containing only 291 Heb words. Nonethe
less, like all prophetic books, it is meant to be read, read again, and studied. The book's
main topic is the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BCE, and the putative actions of Edom
against Judah at the time. The Edomites, the central characters of the book, were regarded
as kin to the Israelites, since they were supposedly descended from Esau, Jacob's brother
(see Gen. 25.30; 36.8; Num. 20.14; Deut. 2+ 8, passim). In Obadiah, Edom serves both as a
reference to the nation of that name that was considered to be Israel's brother-a motif ex
plicitly mentioned in Obadiah 10--and also to the nations in general. Subsequently, Jews
identified Edom with Rome and later with Christendom. For them, the book of Obadiah
referred at least in part to the events associated with the destruction of the Second Temple
(d. Radak), or to future events associated with the coming of the messianic era (e.g., Abra
vanel). Of course, ancient and medieval Christian readers were convinced that they were
(the true) Israel, not Edom (d. Rom. 9.6-13).
According to the book, the Edomites did not behave as brothers to the people of Judah
in their worst hour but rather joined the enemy forces (d. Ps. 137.7; Lam. 4.21-22). The
book of Obadiah presents therefore a major confrontation between the LoRD and Edom
(and the nations it represents) that is in sharp contrast to God's relation with Judah/Israel,
which will enjoy an eventual utopian future that will be consistent with God's kingdom
on earth.
Some scholars differentiate between an original book of Obadiah and the present book,
which they view as an expansion around an earlier core. Others emphasize the coherence
of the text as it stands. The present book was composed in the postmonarchic period, as
the references to the fall of Jerusalem, the exile, and the exilic community in Sardis (a city
in modem Turkey that was the capital of the ancient kingdom of Lydia) demonstrate.
There are clear similarities between Obadiah 1-7 and Jer. 49.7-22 (or more precisely Jer.
49.7a, 14-16, 9-10). According to some, the author of the book of Obadiah borrowed from
Jeremiah; according to others the opposite happened. More likely, however, the author of
both texts borrowed from a common text whose full length and precise wording are unre
coverable.
The book of Obadiah is read as the haftarah for the parashah of Va-yishlal;l (Gen. 32.4-
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36.43) in the Sephardic and Yemenite traditions; the Ashkenazic traditions read Hos.
11.7-12.12 instead of, or in addition to, Obadiah. Gen. chs 32-33 tells of the meeting
between Jacob and Esau after Jacob's sojourn with Laban.
The book begins with an introduction (v. 1), then moves to a set of passages each of
which deals with Edom's condemnation and judgment (vv. 2-4, 5-7, 8-15). By the end it
becomes clear that Edom also stands for all the nations other than Israel. The theme of the
judgment of the nations, and of Edom as a paradigm for the nations, is intertwined with
that of Zion's glorious future in vv. 15b-18. The book concludes (vv. 19-21) with an image
of an ideal future in which Israel is restored and the dominion is the LoRD's (v. 21).
(EHUD BEN ZVI]

1 The prophecy of Obadiah.
We have received tidings from the LoRD,
And an envoy has been sent out among the
nations:
"Up! Let us rise up against her for battle."
2
3

4

5

Thus said my Lord Goo concerning Edom:
I will make you least among nations,
You shall be most despised.
Your arrogant heart has seduced you,
You who dwell in clefts of the rock,
In your lofty abode.
You think in your heart,
"Who can pull me down to earth?"
Should you nest as high as the eagle,
Should your eyrie be lodged 'mong the stars,
Even from there I will pull you down
-declares the LoRD.
If thieves were to come to you,
Marauders by night,

1 : Introduction to the book.
1 a: NJPS follows the Targurn and
translates the title of the book as
The prophecy of Obadiah. This trans
lation is preferable to the usual,
more etymological "The vision of
Obadiah" (e.g., NRSV), because vi
sual elements do not figure promi
nently in the book (the same holds
true for Isa. 1.1). The title, how
ever, should be not understood as
meaning that the ensuing text con
tains only a report of God's words
to Obadiah. God is surely not the

only speaker in the book. It is un
usual to introduce a biblical char
acter by one name only, without
a patronymic or name of a father
(contrast !sa. 1 .1; Jer. 1.1; Hos. 1.1;
etc.). The lack of a more precise
reference to Obadiah allowed the
readers of the book to wonder
whether the Obadiah of this book
was the same Obadiah who fig
ures prominently in 1 Kings ch 18.

1 b: Tlws said llllf Lord Goo concern
illg £do111: The Heb reads, "Thus
said the LORD God concerning

Edom." More importantly, the four
lines of the translation that follow
the title of the book (1a) are re
arranged. The Heb text places
"Thus said the LoRD God concern
ing Edom" before We have received
tidings from the LoRD. Those who
favor rearrangement of the text
adopted in NJPS maintain that it
makes more contextual sense to
have titus said . . . just before v. 2.
But others claim that the presence
of the expression at the beginning
of the book points to an important
theological claim, namely that the
entire prophetic book-including
words uttered by God but also by
a human prophetic speaker-is to
be considered the LoRn's word,
and as such shares divine origin
and authority.

2-4: First condemnation of Ed om:

its foolishness and self-deluding
reliance on its own terrain. These

vv. use well-known rhetorical
techniques to characterize Edom
as foolish while it claims to be
wise. They represent Ed om as
one who inanely claims that the
LoRD is unable to reach it because
of its mountainous territory, and at
the same time considers scaling
into the celestial realm. This type
of characterization of the "enemy"
is common in the ancient Near
East. Edom was associated with
wisdom in the Bible (v. 8; Jer.
49.7). 3: Rock (Heb "sela"') is a
pun on the name "Sela," one of
the important cities of Edom
(perhaps near the ancient city of
Petra).
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They would steal no more than they needed.
If vintagers came to you,
They would surely leave some gleanings.
How utterly you are destroyed!
How thoroughly rifled is Esau,
How ransacked his hoards!
All your allies turned you back
At the frontier;
Your own confederates
Have duped and overcome you;
[Those who ate] your bread
Have planted snares under you.
He is bereft of understanding.
In that day
-declares the LORDI will make the wise vanish from Edom,
Understanding from Esau's mount.
Your warriors shall lose heart, 0 Ternan,
And not a man on Esau's mount
Shall survive the slaughter.
For the outrage to your brother Jacob,
Disgrace shall engulf you,
And you shall perish forever.
On that day when you stood aloof,
When aliens carried off his goods,
When foreigners entered his gates
And cast lots for Jerusalem,
You were as one of them.
•·How could you·• gaze with glee
On your brother that day,
On his day of calamity!
How could you gloat
Over the people of Judah
On that day of ruin!
How could you loudly jeer
On a day of anguish!
How could you enter the gate of My people
On its day of disaster,
Gaze in glee with the others
On its misfortune
On its day of disaster,
And lay hands on its wealth
On its day of disaster!
How could you stand at the passesb

n-n Lit. "Do not," nnd so tilrougl• v. 14.

b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
- 1 195 -
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5-7: Second condemnation of
Edom: its foolishness and self
deluding reliance on human al
lies. These verses represent Ed om
as one who inanely trusts unreli
able allies, who will turn against
it and utterly destroy it. The sec
tion leads up to the obvious con
clusion: He [Edom] is bereft of
understanding. This type of charac
terization of the "enemy" is also
common in the ancient Near East.
5: Vintagers (Heb "botzrim")
clearly evokes the name of another
main Edomite city, "Botzrah"
(Bozrah). 7: Another possible, and
perhaps more likely, understand
ing of the first part of the v. is: "All
your allies have deceived you,
they have driven you to the bor
der" (e.g., NRSV). In any case, it is
clear that the trusted allies of
Edom contributed to its downfall.
Eating bread together was a sign
of close relationship.

8-1 5: Judgment over Edom: the
two days of destruction. Edom
and the nations (other than Is
rael). The last passage in the set
focuses on the actions of Edom
against his brother on the day of Je
rusalem's destruction and directly
relates it to the future day of
Edom's destruction (notice the
repetition of "on the day"). The
motto of this section is to a large
extent as you did so shall it be done to
you ( v. 15, and contrast with Prov.
24.29). But as the unit concludes,
the object of the divine wrath
shifts from Edom to all nations
(that is, nations other than Israel),
suggesting to the readers that
Edom also functions as a symbol
for all the nations. Edom's actions,
behavior, and future judgment are
not an aberration, but rather para
digmatic for those of the nations.
8: In that day, Heb "on that day,"
just as all other "on . . . day" in this
unit. 9: Teman, a grandson of Esau
(Edom, Gen. 36.1 1), here, as often
in prophetic litera ture, a synonym
for Edom (e.g., Jer. 49-7, 20; Ezek.
25.13). The name itself means
"South." Edom was south of
Judah. 1 0: Your brother Jacob, i.e.,
Israel. Jacob and Esau were broth
ers (Gen. 25.2D-34).
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To cut down its fugitives!
How could you betray those who fled
On that day of anguish!
As you did, so shall it be done to you;
Your conduct shall be requited.
Yea, against all nations
The day of the LORD is at hand.
That same cup that you• drank on My Holy
Mount
Shall all nations drink evermore/
Drink till their speech grows thick,
And they become as though they had never
been.
But on Zion's mount a remnant shall survive,
And it shall be holy.c
The House of Jacob shall dispossess
Those who dispossessed them.
The House of Jacob shall be fire,
And the House of Joseph flame,
And the House of Esau shall be straw;
They shall burn it and devour it,
And no survivor shall be left of the House of Esau
-for the LoRD has spoken.

19dThus they shall possess the Negeb and Mount Esau
as well, the Shephelah and Philistia. They shall possess
the Ephraimite country and the district of Samaria,• and
Benjamin1 along with Gilead. 20 And that exiled force of
Israelites [shall possess] what belongs to the Phoenicians
a I.e., the Israelites.
b Emendation yields "at My hand," cf /sa. 5 1 . 1 7; fer. 25.15; Ps. 75·9·
c I.e., inviolate; cf fer. 2.3.
d Meaning of parts ofvv. 19-21 uncertain.
e After tire exile of tire northern tribes, the city and district of Samaria were occupied
mainly by non-lsme/ites.
f Emendation yields "tire land of the Ammonites. "

1 5b-18: On salvation for post

monarchic Israel/Zion and judg
ment over Edom/the nations.
1 5b: This line is shared by the pre
vious unit and this one. Sharing of
expressions or lines between two
neighboring units within a literary
text is not uncommon. This feature
brings the two units together,
makes the book more cohesive,
and contributes to the flow of the
reading. 1 6-1 7: The text creates
both a temporal differentiation be-

tween Israel that already drank the
cup (see Jer. 25.15-29), and the na
tions that shall drink it, and a spa
tial one between holy Mt. Zion
and the rest of the world. 17: The
Heb clearly states that it is Zion's
111011111 that shall be holy, not the

renmnnl. 1 8: And 110 survivor shall
be left of the House of Esau: This

claim has later been understood as
pointing to the world to come and
to the place of "those whose evil
deeds are like to those of Esau"
- 1 196-

rather than specifically to Romans
(or non-Jews in general). See b.
A. Z. 10b.

19-21 : The concluding note of the
book: a particular image of, and a
divine promise for, the ideal fu
ture. As the translators' note in
NJPS suggests, the text is some
what difficult. V. 19 is probably
better understood as follows:
"Those of the Negev (South) will
and should inherit/possess [the
whole of] Mt. Esau (the mountain
of Esau); those of the Shephelah
will and should inherit/possess
the [whole of (the land of) the]
Philistines; they (i.e., those of the
Shephelah) will and should in
herit/possess [all of] the land/
highland of Ephraim and [all of]
the land/highland of Samaria; and
the Benjaminites, [all of the Gil
ead]"; cf. the Targum. A number of
alternative readings and under
standings of v. 20 have been ad
vanced. Among them, "The exiles
(/exilic community) of this terri
tory who are (/consist of) the Isra
elites who are among the Canaan
ites (i.e., Phoenicians) will and
should inherit/possess [what be
longs to the Canaanites/Phoeni
cians] as far as Zarephath, while
the Jerusalemite exiles (/exilic
community) who are in Sepharad
will and should inherit/possess
the towns of the Negev /South."
Although all agree that the text
communicates tha t Israel will re
possess the land, the question at
stake is which social and geo
graphical structure is envisioned
for that Israel. There is much more
agreement concerning v. 21, but
see below. Sepl!nrad was identified
in the Targum as Spain. (It is more
likely to be Sardis, a main city in
Asia Minor.) The equation Sepha
rad Spain, however, became
a cornerstone in Jewish self
identification for centuries. The
Jews of Spain and their descen
dants are called, and call them
selves, Sepharadim (or Sefaradim).
Some scholars would prefer to
translate "saviors" instead of liber
ators and "to judge" rather than to
wreak judgment 011 Mount Esau. The
conclusion of the book originally
=
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as far as Zarephath: while the Jerusalemite exile commu
nity of Sepharadb shall possess the towns of the Negeb.
21 For <·liberators shall march up·< on Mount Zion to wreak
judgment on Mount Esau; and dominion shall be the
LoRD's.

n A town in southern Phoenicin; see 1 Kings 17.9.
b Probnbly Asin Minor, en/led Snpnrdn in Persinn cuneiform inscriptions.
c-c Severn/ nncient versions rend, "tlrey {the exilesfrom ferusnlcm nnmcd in tire preceding
verse] slrn/1 mnrch up victorious."

OBADIAH 1 .21
evoked the language associated
with the time of the Judges, who
are sometimes called deliverers or
liberators (see, e.g., Judg. 3-9). In
later Jewish tradition, some under
stood the text as pointing to a mes
sianic time. Such an understand
ing raises questions about the
identity of the mentioned saviors
(see Radak on Mic. 5.4; Ibn Ezra;
Abravanel). The final sentence
may be translated as "the kingdom
will be the LoRD's" or even better,
"the kingship (i.e., the office of the
king) will be the LoRD's." In other
words, at that time the LoRD will
be manifest (in Israel and in the
entire world) as the king. In this
case, Obadiah, like Deutero-lsaiah,
is imagining an ideal future in
which a Davidic messiah plays no
role.

Jonah
THE BOOK OF JONAH was included in "the Twelve," among the other prophetic books,
because it was accepted as a prophetic book. Yet it is unlike all the other prophetic books
in many and diverse ways. For one thing, the book of Jonah is a narrative, whereas the
others are not, though they may include some narrative sections. Prophetic books tend to
allocate a large share of their text to reports of divine announcements (or "oracles") and of
prophetic addresses to a public other than the LoRD or the prophet alone. This is clearly
not the case in Jonah. Further, none of the other eleven prophets rebels against God and
takes practical steps to preempt the fulfillment of the explicit divine will as communicated
to the prophet. The motif of Jonah's active opposition to the LoRD's command and will,
and accordingly his reluctance to show honor and reverence to his Master, is overtly em
phasized in the text through contrast with the inhabitants of Nineveh and with other non
Israelites. Despite the typically negative view of Assyria in the Bible, the book character
izes the entire population of Nineveh (the capital of Assyria), including its elite, the
sailors, and even all creation, as clearly responsive to the LoRD. Finally, according to
this book, this extremely atypical prophet is the most successful in the Bible (see the
annotations).
The book itself has been characterized in different ways, among them: as a satire, a story
that presents an implicit ideal by means of an exaggerated portrait of its opposite; as a
parable, which makes its theological, spiritual, or moral point implicitly through narra
tive; and as didactic fiction, perhaps a narrative philosophical tractate. It is perhaps better
to understand it as a meta-prophetic book, that is, a book that probes the role of the
prophet, and as a book that is to be studied as the LoRD's word or teaching (see below). As
such it uses humor and elements of satire and parody and it carries a strong didactic
message.
Some have argued that the principal theme of the book of Jonah concerns the power of
repentance; others that its main focus and message contrast a doctrine of retributive justice
to one of divine grace. Still others maintain that the main issue in Jonah is a conflict
between God's universalist approach and Jonah's nationalistic tendencies. Another group
of scholars is convinced that the focus of the book is the contrast or conflict between an
understanding of God as constrained by particular rules known to human beings and
-
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another that stresses the radical independence of such a being. All of these and similar ap
proaches to the book have failed to command overwhelming assent for the simple reason
that the book cannot be reduced to one main theme.
At one level, the basic narrative is quite simple, but at another, it shows much sophisti
cation and polyvalence (that is, multiple meanings). For instance, in the basic story
Nineveh is saved from destruction because, as the LoRD states, "Should not I care about
Nineveh, that great city, in which there are more than a hundred and twenty thousand
persons who do not yet know their right hand from their left, and many beasts as well!"
(4.11). But if so, what are the readers of the book supposed to make of the well-known fact
in their time that historical Nineveh had long been totally destroyed and never rebuilt?
Surely, they thought, such destruction must have been a manifestation of God's will. But if
so, are some of God's words, as recorded in the prophetic books, valid at one time but not
another, even if God's explicit argument seems universal? Are prophetic words contingent
on a set of particular historical circumstances and therefore of no absolute value and
general scope? Is it possible to distinguish between the contingent and the noncontingent
words, and if so how? Or are all of them contingent? The book raises many other issues
concerning the role of prophets, the question of if and when prophecies will be fulfilled,
and the limitations of human knowledge based on reading Scripture. It bears noting that
Jonah is described as one who knows Scripture well; nevertheless, his understanding of
the role of prophecy and of God's will is presented as defective.
Although there is some debate on the matter, the usual date for the composition of
Jonah is the Persian period. No critical scholar today advocates the historicity of the
prophet and his fantastic misadventures.
The book is read in the afternoon service of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement (see b.
Meg. 31a) because of the theme of repentance. On that day Jews are supposed to identify
with the Ninevites and their plea (certainly not with Jonah; and cf. already m. Ta 'an. 2.1; on
the completeness and truthfulness of the Ninevites' repentance see, for instance, b. Ta 'an.
16a, cf. Rambam, Mishneh Torah, b. Ta'an. 4.2; the Jerusalem Talmud, however, shows other
voices, e.g., R. Yohanan in y. Ta'an. 9a; perek b, halakhah a).
The basic structure of the book of Jonah is clear and quite symmetrical. There are two
divine calls to Jonah, both worded in a similar manner. In the first case, Jonah disobeys the
divine command; in the second, he obeys (cf. 1.1-3 and 3.1-3). In both cases he interacts
with non-Israelites who show fear of the LoRD, and in both he stands in sharp contrast to
them (cf. 1.4-15 and 3.5-10). Both interactions lead Jonah to address the LORD in distress
(2.2-10 and 4.1-3). The main difference is that in the concluding case, the LoRD responds
[EHUD BEN zv1]
in words and enters into a didactic dialogue with Jonah (4.4-11).
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1 The word of the LORD came to Jonah• son of Amittai:

2 Go at once to Nineveh, that great city, and pro
claim judgment upon it; for their wickedness has come be
fore Me.
3 Jonah, however, started out to flee to Tarshish from the
LoRD's service. He went down to Joppa and found a ship
going to Tarshish. He paid the fare and went aboard to sail
with the others to Tarshish, away from the service of the
LORD.
4 But the LoRD cast a mighty wind upon the sea, and
such a great tempest came upon the sea that the ship was
in danger of breaking up. 5 In their fright, the sailors cried
out, each to his own god; and they flung the ship's cargo
overboard to make it lighter for them. Jonah, meanwhile,
had gone down into the hold of the vessel where he lay
down and fell asleep. 6 The captain went over to him and
cried out, "How can you be sleeping so soundly! Up, call
upon your god! Perhaps the god will be kind to us and we
will not perish."
7 The men said to one another, "Let us cast lots and find
out on whose account this misfortune has come upon us."
They cast lots and the lot fell on Jonah. B They said to him,
"Tell us, you who have brought this misfortune upon us,
what is your business? Where have you come from? What
is your country, and of what people are you?" 9 "I am a
Hebrew," he replied. "I worship the LoRD, the God of
Heaven, who made both sea and land." lO The men were
greatly terrified, and they asked him, "What have you
done?" And when the men learned that he was fleeing
from the service of the LORD-for so he told them-11 they
said to him, "What must we do to you to make the sea
calm around us?" For the sea was growing more and more
a Mentioned in 2 Kings 14.25.

1 . 1-16: Jonah's first call from
God and his response. Contrast
between Jonah and the sailors.
1 : The opening of the book, the
word of tlze LoRD came to Jonah, is a
common one for a prophetic narra
tive that is embedded in a book,
but it does not occur elsewhere as
the opening of a book, so from the
start, Jonah is different. This open
ing suggests to the readers that the
book begins, as it were, "in the
middle," and that much of the
background of the story is not told
in the book. It is up to them to fill
the gap. Jonah son of Amittai: The

name of the prophet is identical
with that of a prophet mentioned
in 2 Kings 14.25, who prophesied
in the days of Jeroboam II, king of
Israel. It seems possible and even
likely that the text here serves to
encourage its readers to identify
the two, or at least to fill the men
tioned gap with their knowledge
about the prophet in Kings, who is
depicted as one who prophesied
territorial conquests for Israel.
2: Nineveh was the capital of As
syria, the conqueror of Samaria in
722 IJCE; it was itself destroyed by
the Babylonians and their allies
- 1200-

in 612. Numerous prophetic texts
characterize the Assyrians as
extremely cruel and savage. Al
though this unflattering characteri
zation pervaded much of biblical
literature, the book of Jonah,
which calls them Ninevites, never
Assyrians, describes them as sin
ners who fully repented. The
choice of words for this (first) call
of Jonah reverberates in the second
divine call (3-1-2). 3: To flee t o
Tarshish, from the perspective of
the readers a faraway place (d.
Isa. 66.19) in the opposite direction
from Nineveh. Tarshish may have
been in the Tarsus region on the
southern coast of Turkey, but
many other places have been sug
gested including Tartessus in
Spain. Joppa was just outside Isra
elite territory, on the Mediter
ranean at the northern border of
Philistia. Its modern name is
Jaffa/Yafo (near Tel Aviv in mod
ern Israel), and it is s till a port.
Jonah found a ship "coming from
Tarshish" rather than going to
Tarshish, as usually translated.
Many scholars accept the transla
tion he paid the fare but there is
good reason to prefer "he paid its
hire" (that is, he hired the ship and
its sailors; d. already b. Ned. 38a).
In other words, he was "lucky" to
find a ship just coming to port and
hastened so much that he hired
everyone so as to leave for the sea,
on the spot. 3: Jonah first went
down to the port, and then went
aboard (lit. "down to") the ship.
5: Once in the ship he went down
into the hold of the vessel. Eventually
he will go down into the deep of
the sea. Jonah fell asleep, but his
was a "deep sleep," perhaps akin
to a trance. 7: Cast lots, a way to
determine the divine will. 9: Jonah
speaks to the sailors in terms they
can relate to. He tells them he is a
Hebrew, a term sometimes used
when speaking to non-Israelites,
and he identifies God as the cre
ator of the sea and land, putting
the sea first, since that is the im
portant element to the sailors.
1 0-16: The sailors' reverence for
and fear of the LoRD is explicitly
emphasized by the expanded repe
tition of v. 10 in v. 16, and by the
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stormy. 12 He answered, "Heave me overboard, and the
sea will calm down for you; for I know that this terrible
storm came upon you on my account." 13 Nevertheless,
the men rowed hard to regain the shore, but they could
not, for the sea was growing more and more stormy about
them. 1 4 Then they cried out to the LoRD: "Oh, please,
LoRD, do not let us perish on account of this man's life.
Do not hold us guilty of killing an innocent person! For
You, 0 LORD, by Your will, have brought this about."
1 5 And they heaved Jonah overboard, and the sea stopped
raging.
16 The men feared the LoRD greatly; they offered a sacri
fice to the LoRD and they made vows.

2 The LORD provided a huge fish to swallow Jonah; and

Jonah remained in the fish's belly three days and three
nights. 2 Jonah prayed to the LoRD his God from the belly
of the fish. 3 He said:

4

5

6
7

B

In my trouble I called to the LORD,
And He answered me;
From the belly of Sheol I cried out,
And You heard my voice.
You cast me into the depths,
Into the heart of the sea,
The floods engulfed me;
All Your breakers and billows
Swept over me.
I thought I was driven away
Out of Your sight:
Would I ever gaze again
Upon Your holy Temple?
The waters closed in over me,
The deep engulfed me.
Weeds twined around my head.
I sank to the base of the mountains;
The bars of the earth closed upon me
forever.
Yet You brought my life up from the pit,
0 LoRD my God!
When my life was ebbing away,
I called the LoRD to mind;

description of their actions. They
seem convinced that the storm
was due to Jonah's presence, but
they are more than reluctant to
"murder" a prophet even if he is a
fugitive servant of the LoRD. In

fact, the LORD has to force them to
heave Jonah overboard, a point
that is emphasized and embel
lished in Midras/1 Tanbwna and
Pirkei Rabbi Eliezer. Even then
they are afraid of being held re- 1201 -

1 . 1 2-2.8

sponsible for the death of the
prophet. To be sure, God knows
that their action will not lead to
Jonah's death, but rather serves as
a necessary step for the comple
tion of Jonah's mission and of
God's overall intention. But the
sailors do not know that. As for
Jonah, he probably thought that
death was the best available way
out of his mission. Had he died, he
would have successfully escaped
from God's call. Of course, the
readers know that God will not let
this happen. As soon as Jonah is
thrown overboard, they expect a
divine action aimed at saving
Jonah from death. Their expecta
tions are fulfilled.

2.1-1 1 : Jonah

in the big fish. The
fish (never called a whale) rescues
Jonah from the sea. Most of this
section of the book consists of
Jonah's prayer. 3-10: The prayer of
Jonah is a pastiche of different
verses taken from Psalms (see v. 3
and cf. Pss. 18.7; JO.J; 118.5; 120.1;
130.1, 2; v. 4 and cf. Ps. 42.8; v. 5
and cf. Ps. 31.23; v. 6 and cf. Pss.
18.5--{) and 69.2; v. 7 and cf. Pss.
30.4 and 71.20; v. Sa and cf.
Pss. 142-4 and 143.4; v. 8b and cf.
Pss. 5.8; 18.7 and 88.3; v. 9 and
cf. Ps. 31.7; v. 10a and cf. Pss. 42.5;
50.14, 23 and 66.13; v. 10b and cf.
Ps. 3.9). Jonah is thereby presented
as a person well versed in the lan
guage of Psalms and able to com
pose a sophisticated prayer on
their basis (d. David or Solomon
as described in Chronicles). In con
trast to the rest of the book, which
is a prose narrative, the text here is
poetry. The verbs translated here
in the past tense are probably bet
ter translated in the present. They
point to events that are either
happening or will happen (thus,
"In my trouble I call to the LoRD"
rather than In my trouble I called
to the LoRD). 3: Shea/, the Pit or
the netherworld. It is the utter
bottom of the world (in this case
the depths of the sea) and also
the land of the dead. 5: Would
I ever gaze again reflects a minor
emendation, and may be under
stood as "Nevertheless I shall
gaze again" (cf. Targum).
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And my prayer carne before You,
Into Your holy Temple.
They who cling to empty folly
Forsake their own welfare,"
But I, with loud thanksgiving,
Will sacrifice to You;
What I have vowed I will perform.
Deliverance is the LoRD's!

n The LORD commanded the fish, and it spewed Jonah
out upon dry land.

3 The word of the LORD carne to Jonah a second time:

2 "Go at once to Nineveh, that great city, and proclaim
to it what I tell you." 3Jonah went at once to Nineveh in
accordance with the LoRD's command.
Nineveh was b·an enormously large city-b a three days'
walk across. 4 Jonah started out and made his way into the
city the distance of one day's walk, and proclaimed:
"Forty days more, and Nineveh shall be overthrown!"
5 The people of Nineveh believed God. They proclaimed
a fast, and great and small alike put on sackcloth. 6 When
the news reached the king of Nineveh, he rose from his
throne, took off his robe, put on sackcloth, and sat in
ashes. 7 And he had the word cried through Nineveh: "By
decree of the king and his nobles: No man or beast-of
flock or herd-shall taste anything! They shall not graze,
and they shall not drink water! s They shall be covered
with sackcloth-man and beast-and shall cry mightily to
God. Let everyone turn back from his evil ways and from
the injustice of which he is guilty. 9 Who knows but that
God may turn and relent? He may turn back from His
wrath, so that we do not perish."
I O God saw what they did, how they were turning back
n Menning of Heb. uncertniu.
b-b Lit. "n Jnrge city of God. "
9: The final line of the verse con

veys more than one meaning. For
sake their own welfare, "forsake their
(true) loyalty," "forsake their
bounty" are all possible under
standings. Further, since empty
folly can be understood as a refer
ence to idols, and since cling to
connotes worshipping, then the
final line may be understood also
as "forsake their idols," as some
medieval Jewish commentators in
terpreted it.

3.1-10: Jonah's second call and
the repentance of the Ninevites.
1-2: Jonah's call to prophesy from
ch 1 is replayed, but this time
Jonah accepts his commission.
3: An e11ormously large city, another
case of double meaning. The text
also means "a !urge city that be
longs to God" (cf. translators' note
b-b). According to NJPS, and many
scholars, the text states that the
city was a three-duy walk <�cross,
an impossibly large distance for an
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ancient city. The text may be stat
ing that the city was at a distance
of three days' walk from Jonah's
place. 4: What Jonah means and
what he is saying are not exactly
the same. Jonah means to say,
"Forty days more, and Nineveh is
undone" but the readers notice
that he is actually saying, "Forty
days more, and Nineveh is over
turned." Jonah chooses language
that is reminiscent of God's de
struction of Sodom and Gomorrah
in Gen. ch 19. But the careful read
ers of the book notice the irony of
the situation: Jonah's words poten
tially carry two, opposite mean
ings: (a) "Nineveh is undone," and
(b) "Nineveh turns over (i.e., re
forms itself)." One feature of his
proclamation is unambiguous:
Jonah's proclamation is extremely
short and includes no call to re
pentance, unlike many other pro
phetic proclamations. S-9: Still i t
i s the most effective, since the en
tire city immediately turns from
its ways and repents. (Sackcloth,
ashes, and fasting are typical signs
of repentance.) Jonah does not
wish to be a prophetic voice call
ing for repentance, and does not
ask for the divine j udgment to be
turned into mercy (contrast Abra
ham in the case of Sod om and Go
morrah, Gen. 18.16-32), but he is
still the most successful prophet
in the Bible who achieves both
in an unparalleled, complete,
and immediate way--even the
animals repent! The message is
that the success of the prophet is
not dependent on his attributes
or rhetorical power, but on the
will of God. And yet, there is a
second reading. Jonah's message
"Nineveh is undone" was fulfilled
in history, as the readers of the
book know well. If so, Jonah's
understanding of his prophecy
was fulfilled too. The problem
was then that Jonah erred by be
lieving that his prophecy must
be fulfilled in his own days. The
latter may well be an important
message for readers of prophetic
books in the Persian period. Pro
phetic words, especially those
concerning the ideal status of
the restored Israel, will be fulfilled,
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from their evil ways. And God renounced the punishment
He had planned to bring upon them, and did not carry
it out.

4 This displeased Jonah greatly, and he was grieved.

2 He prayed to the LORD, saying, "0 LoRD! Isn't this
just what I said when I was still in my own country? That
is why I fled beforehand to Tarshish. For I know that You
are a compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger,
abounding in kindness, renouncing punishment. 3 Please,
LoRD, take my life, for I would rather die than live." 4 The
LoRD replied, " Are you that deeply grieved?"
s Now Jonah had left the city and found a place east of
the city. He made a booth there and sat under it in the
shade, until he should see what happened to the city. 6 The
LORD God provided a ricinus plant," which grew up over
Jonah, to provide shade for his head and save him from
discomfort. Jonah was very happy about the plant. 7 But
the next day at dawn God provided a worm, which at
tacked the plant so that it withered. B And when the sun
rose, God provided a sultryb east wind; the sun beat down
on Jonah's head, and he became faint. He begged for
death, saying, "I would rather die than live." 9 Then God
said to Jonah, "Are you so deeply grieved about the
plant?" "Yes," he replied, "so deeply that I want to die."
a Meaning of Heb. IIIICertain; others "go11rd. "
/J Mea11i11g of Hcb. 1111certain.

but even prophets do not know
when.

4.1-1 1 : Jonah and the LoRD dis

cuss the matter. Jonah is upset, but
why? Because his proclamation
did not come true, from his per
spective (see Deut. 18.21-22). He
associates this lack of fulfillment
with God's attributes (in v. 3 he is
using Joel 2.13; Pss. 86.15; 103.8;
145.8 as key interpretative texts for
Exod. 34.6-7 and Num. 14.18), and
by doing so he is raising a theolog
ical confrontation between himself
and God. One has to infer that
Jonah thought that God should be
have according to the paradigm
advanced in another set of biblical
texts (see Num. 23. 1 9, 1 Sam.
15.29), but he was sure that God's
behavior would not follow this
paradigm. So God was in the
wrong, from his perspective. Some

Jewish and non-Jewish inter
preters have supported a different
understanding. According to
them, Jonah was upset that God
relented from punishment only be
cause those who were to be pun
ished were not Israelites. A variant
of this interpretation posits tha t
the issue was not that they were
not Israelites per se, but that they
were Ninevites, i.e., the same peo
ple who will later oppress Israel
and Judah. Those for whom Jonah
is a stern chauvinist text-and
there are still some contemporane
ous readers who think so-tend to
maintain that the book was a theo
logical a ttack against those who
may identify with this jingoist
Jonah and his positions. The prob
lem with this approach is tha t
Jonah never says that he wants the
Ninevites destroyed because they
are not Israelites. Furthermore,
- 1203 -

there is not even a hint of the
tension between Israel and the
nations in the book of Jonah.
6-8: This scene may be based on
Elijah in 1 Kings 19-4- If so, Jonah
is being parodied as an anti-Elijah
figure. 6: Tlze LoRD God provided;
The repetition of this language
links the fish (2.1), the plant here,
the successful worm in v. 7, and the
extremely scorching wind in v. 8.
All of them are provided or ap
pointed by God. Ricinus plant (see
translators' note n): Scholars have
tried to identify the type of plant,
but there is no general agreement.
More important, the particular
plant described here belongs to the
realm of the fantastic that is pro
vided only by God, just as was the
"great fish" in whose belly a man
can be accommodated. This plant
suddenly grows to provide shade
over Jonah's head and just as sud
denly it withers. 7: The east wind
is a dry, scorching wind and is
often associated with disaster
and/or God's power (Exod. 1 4.21;
Isa. 27.8; Jer. 18.17; cf. Gen. 41 .6).
10: There is an additional underly
ing dissymmetry in the compari
son advanced in 4.6-11 that makes
Jonah's position even more diffi
cult. God cared about the fate of
God's creation, but Jonah did not
really care for the plant, but rather
for himself, for the shade that the
plant provided him. 1 1 : Midrash
Yonah adds the following: "At this
moment he (Jonah) fell upon his
face and said: Guide Your world
by the a ttribute of mercy, as it is
written: 'To the LoRD our God be
long mercy and forgiveness . . . '
[Dan. 9-91-" The biblical book of
Jonah, however, does not end with
Jonah's acceptance of God's posi
tion. It rather leaves the question
open, asking the reader to fill the
gap. Some modern readers who
imagine Jonah as a prophet who
knew too well what Assyria will
do (later) to Israel think that Jonah
remained unconvinced, and praise
him for that, in the light of holo
caust theology. Many other readers
point out that the future actions of
Assyria are not mentioned in the
text a t all, and are introduced into
the text by the readers themselves.

J O NAH 4 . 10-4 . 1 1

I OThen the LoRD said: "You cared about the plant,
which you did not work for and which you did not grow,
which appeared overnight and perished overnight. 11 And
should not I care about Nineveh, that great city, in which
there are more than a hundred and twenty thousand per
sons who do not yet know their right hand from their left,
and many beasts as well!"•

n lnfnnts nr1d bensts nre not held responsible for their nctions.

NEVI'IM
The translation "yet" in who do not
yet know is an interpretation of the
verse rather than a reflection of
any necessity of the Heb. It is not
present in most English transla
tions.

Micah
THE FIRST VERSE OF THE BOOK sets the text in the days of Kings Jotham, Ahaz, and Heze
kiah of Judah-in modem chronology the latter half of the 8th and the early years of the
7th century BCE (1.1), approximately the same chronological setting as for Isaiah 1-39.
The book is associated in 1.1 with the figure of the prophet Micah, who is characterized as
a Morashtite prophet, from a town in Judah. (The same characterization appears in the ref
erence to Mic. 3.12 in Jer. 26.18.) The intended readers of the book were, however,
Jerusalemites.
Many scholars attribute much, but not all of the book of Micah either to the historical
prophet or to someone close to the time mentioned in 1.1. Other scholars note that the text
includes, among other references, an explicit reference to the Babylonian exile (4.10), and
therefore they date it to the postmonarchic period (cf. 7.11-13), at least in its final form.
The book begins with an introduction or superscription and then moves to sets of
prophecies. The first one (1.2-2.13) concerns mostly divine judgment, exile, and social
ethics, but-as expected-also provides hope for the future (2.5, 12-13). The second one
(3.1-12) explains the fall of Jerusalem in terms of wrongful leadership. The third one
(4.1-5.14) raises diverse images of a utopian future and touches on aspects of the relations
between Israel and the nations at that time. The book concludes with a didactic prophecy
(6.1-8), another explanation for the judgment that fell upon monarchic Jerusalem (6.9-16),
an expression of trust in the LORD in spite of and as a response to social disintegration
(7.1-7), and finally a confirmation of the LoRD's distinct relationship with Zion and Judah
(7.7-20) that leads to an upbeat conclusion of the entire book (7.18-20).
Micah 5.6-6.8 is the haftarah (prophetic reading) for the parashah of Balak (Num. 22.225.9), since 6.5 explicitly mentions Balak and Balaam. Micah 7.18-20 has been incorpo
rated into the supplication that follows the reading of the story of Abraham's sacrifice
(Gen. 22.1-19) in the morning service. The reference to "hurl" (Heb "tashlikh") in v. 19 has
been associated with tashlikh (a ritual on the first day of Rosh Ha-Shanah symbolizing a
desire to get rid of sins, to "hurl them away," and be forgiven by God). In the Sepharadic
and Yemenite traditions, Micah 7.18-20 is read after Hosea 14.2-10 on Shabbat Shuvah
(the Shabbat preceding Yom Kippur), following Jonah in the Min}:lah service of Yom
Kippur, and also in the Min}:lah service of Tish'ah be'av (commemorating the destruction
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of the Temple). Conservative Judaism reads Hosea 14.2-10; Micah 7.18-20; Joel 2.15-27 on
Shabbat Shuvah.
[EHUD BEN zv1]

1 The

word of the LORD that came to Micah the
Morashtite, who prophesied concerning Samaria and
Jerusalem in the reigns of Kings Jotham, Ahaz, and Heze
kiah of Judah.
2

3

4

5

6

7

Listen, all you peoples,
Give heed, 0 earth, and all it holds;
And let my Lord Goo be your accuser
My Lord from His holy abode.
For lo! the LORD
Is coming forth from His dwelling-place,
He will come down and stride
Upon the heights of the earth.
The mountains shall melt under Him
And the valleys burst openLike wax before fire,
Like water cascading down a slope.
All this is for the transgression of Jacob,
And for the sins of the House of Israel.
What is the transgression of Jacob
But Samaria,
And what the shrines• of Judah
But Jerusalem?
So I will turn Samaria
Into a ruin in open country,
Into ground for planting vineyards;
For I will tumble her stones into the valley
And lay her foundations bare.
All her sculptured images shall be smashed,
And all her harlot's wealth be burned,
And I will make a waste heap of all her idols,
For they were amassed from fees for harlotry,
And they shall become harlots' fees again.

a E111endatiou yields "sins."

1.1: Superscription. The verse
characterizes the book as a partic
ular instance of the LORD's word
(that is, as a prophetic book),
sets it in a particular time, and
associates it with a prophetic char
acter from the past, Micah (see in
troduction). The word of the LoRD

concerned both Samaria and Je
rusalem, the capitals of the
Northern and Southern King
doms respectively. But most of
this "word" (i.e., the book of
Micah) deals with the fate of Je
rusalem and Judah. In this book
references to Samaria serve only
-1206-

to preface and sharpen the mes
sage concerning Judah.

1 .2-2.13: A set of readings about
divine judgment, exile, social
ethics, and divine hope. The set
consists of four main sections:
1.2-16; 2.1-5; 2.6-11; 2.12-13.

1 .2-16: About divine judgment
and exile. The punishment moves
from Israel to Judah, a reflection of
the exile of Israel which was fol
lowed by that of Judah. 2: On liter
ary units in prophetic books that
begin with "hear" or listen (Heb
"shim'u") see Amos 3.1-6.14 n.
Listen, all you peoples: The Heb is
more emphatic: "Hear, 0 peoples,
all of them." My Lord Goo: Heb
"Adonai YHvH" vocalized (MT) as
"Adonai Elohim" as in Amos 1.8,
Obad. 1, and many other places. In
most instances where YHVH ap
pears in the Heb, it is vocalized
"Adonai." Where it appears along
side "Adonai," as here, this is not
possible, so YHVH is vocalized
"Elohim," and the translation indi
cates this by printing "GoD." Al
though be your accuser is a possible
reading-it is based on an inter
pretation of the phrase as "be a
witness against you" -so is "be
a witness among you." The
text encourages this ambiguity.
3, 5: A wordplay: Heights is
echoed in shrines (same word
in the Heb). The latter could
also be translated "high places."

7: Harlot's wealtit (or l1ire) . . . idols

. . . harlotry: The metaphorical as
sociation of sinful worship with
prostitution is common in the pro
phetic books; see esp. Hos. chs 1-3.
Many readers today raise the
question of the problematic ways
in which this metaphorical associ
ation may have colored the way in
which gender roles are viewed in
society (e.g., "the worshipper" is
male and he is at risk of going
astray because of enticing females
whose job is to snare him). See
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Because of this I will lament and wail;
I will go stripped and naked!
I will lament as sadly as the jackals,
As mournfully as the ostriches.
For her• wound is incurable,
It has reached Judah,
It has spread to the gate of my people,
To Jerusalem.

9

lOb

Tell it not in Gath,
Refrain from weeping;<
In Beth-leaphrah,
Strew dustd over your [head].
Pass on, inhabitants of Shaphir!
Did not the inhabitants of Zaanan
Have to go forth naked in shame?
There is lamentation in Beth-ezellt will withdraw its support from you.
Though the inhabitants of Maroth
Hoped for good,
Yet disaster from the LoRD descended
Upon the gate of Jerusalem.
Hitch the steeds to the chariot,
Inhabitant of Lachish!
It is the beginning
Of Fair Zion's guilt;
Israel's transgressions
Can be traced to you!
Truly, you must give a farewell gift
To Moresheth-gath.
•The houses of Achzib are
To the kings of Israel
Like a spring that fails.

11

12

13

14

.•

a I.e the uatiou's.
b Meauiug of IIIIlCh ofvv. 10-13 uuccrtaiu. T11ey may refer to the trausfer of part ofwest
ern )urlah to Philistine rule by SeiiiJncllerib of Assyria iu the year 701 n.c.L
c So thai euemies may uot glonl; cf 2 Sam. 1.20.
d Heb. 'aphar, n piny 011 Bt'lh-lenphrah; vv. 10-15 coutniu several similar puns.
e-e Emeudntion yields "Fair Acl1zib is. "

notes on the book of Hosea.
8: I will lament: The speaker in v. 7
is the LORD, as it is in v. 9, but most
readers think that here it must be a
human character, most likely the
prophet (see Radak, Ibn Ezra). The
Targum has "they" instead of "!"
and represents an understanding
of the speaker as the people of Is-

rae!. The subject of these actions in
the Heb is, however, ambiguous.
The image of the LoRD lamenting
and grieving, and even metaphori
cally going stripped and naked be
cause of the fate of His people,
may have been unthinkable to the
Targum and medieval commenta
tors, but not necessarily so to bibli- 1207-

cal writers, who stressed the di
vine pathos (e.g., !sa. 6_3.10; Hos.
1 1.8-9), a point often emphasized
by the American rabbi and
philosopher, Abraham Joshua Hes
che!. 1 0-16: In some places it is
difficult to understand the Heb.
All agree however that the most
salient feature of this text is its
concentration of wordplays on
the names of towns, each of which
substantially contribute to the
meaning of the unit. (Note that
towns and their inhabitants are
represented by female imagery.)
English renderings of some of
these word plays and the con
noted message they communicate
would be as follows: 1 0: "In Dust
house I will roll myself in dust."
1 1 : "Pass on your way, girl of
Pretty-town, in shameful naked
ness." 1 2: "The girl of Bitterness
town aches for good, yet evil has
come down from the LoRD to the
gate of Jerusalem." 14: "The
houses of Deception-ville shall be
a deception to the kings of Israel."
Whereas in all these instances the
name of the town is constructed as
an omen about its future, no such
claim is made for Jerusalem. Jeru
salem stands in a category of its
own, no nomen-omen for it. Some
scholars maintain that the list
may reflect the results of military
campaigns in the area either in
734-732, 722, 712, or for the most
part, 701 BCE, i.e., the victorious
campaign against Judah by Sen
nacherib, the Assyrian king. The
text itself does not ask its readers
to identify the disaster described
in these vv. with any particular
military campaign. The name Sen
nacherib does not occur anywhere,
the disaster is not particularly as
sociated with the name of any Ju
dahite king, nor is the world of the
text directly associated with
chronological information (con
trast !sa. 7.1; 20.1; Jer. 32.1; 46.1-2;
Hag. 1.1). These features are not
the result of chance. The book of
Micah does not set any of its liter
ary units in a narrowly marked
historical period. The result is a lit
erary work that may be read in
general terms because it down
plays particular historical situa-
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A dispossessor will I bring to you
Who dwell in Mareshah;
At Ad ullam the glory
Of Israel shall set.
•Shear off your hair and make yourself bald
For the children you once delighted in;
Make yourself as bald as a vulture,
For they have been banished from you.

2

Ah, those who plan iniquity
And design evil on their beds;
When morning dawns, they do it,
For they have the power.
2
They covet fields, and seize them;
Houses, and take them away.
They defraud men of their homes,
And people of their land.
3 Assuredly, thus said the LORD: I am planning such a
misfortune against this clan that you will not be able to
free your necks from it. You will not be able to walk erect;
it will be such a time of disaster.
4
In that day,
One shall recite a poem about you,
And utter a bitter lament,
And shall say:
b-"My people's portion changes hands;
How it slips away from me!
Our field is allotted to a rebeL
We are utterly ravaged."-b
s
Truly, none of you
Shall cast a lot cord d
In the assembly of the LoRD!
c

6

7

s

"Stop preaching!" they preach.
"That's no way to preach;
b-Shame shall not overtake [us].
Is the House of Jacob condernned?-b
Is the LoRD's patience short?
Is such His practice?"
To be sure, My words are friendly
To those who walk in rectitude;
But •·an enemy arises against·• My people.

a A common rite of mourning; cf fer. 7-29b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
c Emendation yields "ravager. "
d On a piece of land, tlws acquiring title to it; cf ]os/z. 18.6 and Ps. 16.6.
e-e Meaning of Heb. rmcertai11; emendation yields "you arise as enemies against."
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tions. 1 5: The text is equivocal:
Dispossessor may also be under
stood as (rightful) inheritor; the
glon; (or honor) of Israel may refer
to Israel's wealth, might, or army,
or to the LoRD; the name of the
town Adullam evokes a possible
association with Heb '"olam,"
"forever." 1 6: For they have been
banished from you may be trans
lated also as "for they have gone
from you into exile." The readers
of the book who were aware of the
exile to Babylonia (see 4.10, and
intra.) identified such exile with
the Babylonian exile.

2.1-5: On social ethics, divine
judgment, and hope. 1-3: Another
wordplay with a strong message.
Elite people within society design
(or, "work") evil; the LORD plans
(Heb) "evil" (misfortune) against
them. Moreover, members of this
group are able to do so because
they have the power; the LORD cer
tainly has the power to carry
"evil" (misfortune), and God's
might is infinitely superior to that
of these people (cf. Prov. 22.23;
17.5). 5: The descendants of the
transgressors will not be part of
the assembly of the LoRD. This
verse suggests a transgenerational
aspect in the divine punishment.

2.6-1 1 : On social ethics, divine

character, mistaken positions, and
judgment. 7: The speaker is the
LORD. Thus the first three lines
point at the LoRD's representation
of the theological thought of the
evildoers described above. Given
their actions, the LoRD will not re
frain from acting against them.
8: It is possible to understand the
v. as stating, "but yesterday My
people rose as an enemy (i.e., of
the LoRD)." If so, the text main
tains that the evildoers, despite
their deeds, remain Jacob, the
LORD's people. To be sure, these
evildoers attack and dispossess Is
raelites too--who, of course, are
also God's people (cf. v. 9). The
continued reference to the evildo
ers in the second person following
this phrase stresses the affective
element of the condemnation. Sev
eral scholars have advanced pro-
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MICAH 2 - 9-3 · 3

You strip the mantle •with the cloak•
Off such as pass unsuspecting,
b·Who are turned away from war:b
You drive the women of My people away
From their pleasant homes;
You deprive their infants
Of My glory forever.
Up and depart!
This is no resting place
b·Because of [your] defilement.
Terrible destruction shall befall:b

11

If a man were to go about uttering
Windy, baseless falsehoods:
"I'll preach to you in favor of wine and liquor"
He would be a preacher [acceptable] to that
people.

12 c

I will assemble Jacob, all of you;
I will bring together the remnant of Israel;
I will make them all like sheep d·of Bozrah,-d
Like a flock inside its pen•They will be noisy with people.
One who makes a breach
Goes before them;
They enlarge it to a gate
And leave by it.
Their king marches before them,
The LORD at their head.

13

3
21
3

I said:
Listen, you rulers of Jacob,
You chiefs of the House of Israel!
For you ought to know what is right,
But you hate good and love evil.
You have devoured My people's flesh;
You have flayed the skin off them,

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emendation yields "off peaceful folk."
b-b Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
c Vu. 12-13 may be a11 example of sucll "acceptable" preac/ring.
d-d Emendation yields "in a fold [Arabic sTrah]."
e Meaning of Heb. rmcertai11.
f Syntax ofuu. 2-3 uncertain.

posals for emending this line to
mean, "But you rise against my
people as an enemy."

2.12-13: A promise of hope fol
lowing judgment. The set of read-

ings has dealt mainly with judg
ment; they end with a reassuring
statement of hope. These vv. in
terweave the related images of
shepherd and king. The image of
God as shepherd, however, is
- 1209 -

ambiguous in the Bible: The shep
herd may lead his flock gently
(Ps. 23), or may punish those who
are out of step (Ezek. ch 34). Most
interpreters (including the Tar
gum) understand these vv. as an
announcement of future well
being, of Jacob's return from exile.
A minority considers them as one
of punishment (e.g., Radak who
thinks that the king referred to is
Zedekiah). Ibn Ezra (and a few
modern scholars) relate these vv.
to the false prophets (d. transla
tors' note c). According to Pcsikta
de Rav Knhana 24.14, the reference
in v. 13 to " their king" is a refer
ence to the Shekhinah (a Jewish
concept that might be translated as
"the divine presence"), and the en
tire v. points at the return of the
exiles of IsraeL 12: "Sheep ("flock")
of Bozrah: Wordplays and multiple,
complementary meanings; the
Heb carries two basic meanings:
"flock in a fenced place," and sheep
of Bozrah (an Edomite city; see
Amos 1.12). Sheep of Bozrah, evok
ing the quality or quantity of the
flock, connotes a sense of plenty.
"Flock in a fenced place" com
pletes the metaphor of the good
shepherd (the LoRD) who leads the
flock to safety. 13: It is unclear if a
human king is meant, or whether
the LoRD here is the King.

3.1-12: The failures of leadership
that led to the fall of Jerusalem.
The destruction of Jerusalem is ex
plained as due to the failures of its
leaders. The high value attached to
the Joss of Jerusalem demands a
highly negative description of the
leadership (cf. b. Yoma gb). The
structure of the unit is ABA: The
rulers and chiefs are condemned
in the first and third sections
(A: 1-4, 9-12), and the prophets
in the middle section (B: 5-8).
The issue of wrong, "hopeful"
theology is also revisited (3.11;
cf. 2.6-7). 2-3: The translation re
flects some rearrangement of the
Heb, but this does not affect
the main picture: the incredible
violence perpetrated by the
rulers of Jacob against Jacob,
or in the theological term ad
vanced in the book, "My people."
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And their flesh off their bones.
•·And after tearing their skins off them,
And their flesh off their bones,·•
And breaking their bones to bits,
You have cut it up b·as into·b a pot,
Like meat in a caldron.
Someday they shall cry out to the LORD,
But He will not answer them;
At that time He will hide His face from them,
In accordance with the wrongs they have done.
Thus said the LoRD to the prophets
Who lead My people astray,
Who cry "Peace!"
When they have something to chew,
But launch a war on him
Who fails to fill their mouths:
Assuredly,
It shall be night for you
So that you cannot prophesy,
And it shall be dark for you
So that you cannot divine;
The sun shall set on the prophets,
And the day shall be darkened for them.
The seers shall be shamed
And the diviners confounded;
They shall cover their upper lips,'
Because no response comes from God.
But I,
I am filled with strength by the spirit of the LORD,
And with judgment and courage,
To declare to Jacob his transgressions
And to Israel his sin.
Hear this, you rulers of the House of Jacob,
You chiefs of the House of Israel,
Who detest justice
And make crooked all that is straight,
Who build Zion with crime,
Jerusalem with iniquity!
Her rulers judge for gifts,
Her priests give rulings for a fee,
And her prophets divine for pay;
Yet they rely upon the LoRD, saying,

a-a Brought dowu from v. 2 for clarity.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertaiu; Septuagint aud Syriac read "like Jleslz in."
c As a sign of mouming; cf Ezek. 24.17, 22; Lev. 13.45.
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4: The Targum understands He
will hide His face from them as "He
will remove His Shekhinah from
them." On the concept of the
LoRD's hiding the divine face, see
Deut. )1.17- The concept, common
in biblical texts, was developed
later in Judaism and served to
bridge the tension between divine
goodness and acute suffering.

5: W/!e11 they have somet/1ing to chew,

or more literally, "when they have
something to bite with their teeth."
The point is not so much that
prophets received gifts from their
"clients." This behavior seems to
have been widely accepted (see
1 Sam. g.8; 1 Kings 14.3; 2 Kings
4.42; 8.8-g; Amos 7.12), and the
prophets needed their bread too.
Rather, these prophets shaped or
announced their prophecies to
please their clients, so as to in
crease the gifts they received from
them. By doing so they perverted
their office (and the LORD's trust)
for material gain. The precise
choice of words in the Heb implies
additional powerful connotations.
The choice of expression "bite with
their teeth" allows not only the
wordplay between teeth and
mouths, but also a description of
the behavior of the prophets that
evokes the animal behavior of
other leaders (v. 3). The verb
"nashakh," "to bite," has a sound
reminiscent to that of "nal)ash,"
"snake." The same verb "nashakh"
means in other contexts "to charge
interest" and carries negative con
notations (d. Hab. 2.7; Deut.
23.20). To some extent, the text
suggests that they are like beastly
creditors or snakes that bite the
flesh of Israel with their teeth (cf.
v. 3). 8: The beginning of the v. of
fers an emphatic contrast between
the true and the false prophet. Heb
has no term for a false prophet;
thus, in v. 5 they are called
"nevi'im," the same term that
would be used of true prophets. In
many such cases, the ancient Sep
tuagint translation clarifies the
meaning of the text by inserting
the word "false" ("pseudo").
1 2: Cf. Jer. 26.18. This is a rare in
stance of a quotation of prophetic
character by another prophetic

M I C A H 3 . 1 2-4 . 5
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n For vv.

"The LORD is in our midst;
No calamity shall overtake us."
Assuredly, because of you
Zion shall be plowed as a field,
And Jerusalem shall become heaps of ruins,
And the Temple Mount
A shrine in the woods.
•In the days to come,
The Mount of the LoRD's House shall stand
Firm above the mountains;
And it shall tower above the hills.
The peoples shall gaze on it with joy,
And the many nations shall go and shall say:
"Corne,
Let us go up to the Mount of the LORD,
To the House of the God of Jacob;
That He may instruct us in His ways,
And that we may walk in His paths."
For instruction shall come forthb from Zion,
The word of the LORD from Jerusalem.
Thus He will judge among the many peoples,
And arbitrate for the multitude of nations,
However distant;
And they shall beat their swords into plowshares<
And their spears into pruning hooks.
Nation shall not take up
Sword against nation;
They shall never again knowd war;
But every man shall sit
Under his grapevine or fig tree
With no one to disturb him.
For it was the LoRD of Hosts who spoke.
Though all the peoples walk
Each in the names of its gods,
We will walk
In the name of the LORD our God
Forever and ever.
1-3

cf Isn. 2 . 2-4.

b I.e., oracles will be o/Jtninnblc.

c More cxnct/y, tire iron points witiJ wlriclr woodc11 plows were tipped.

character in a different book, and it
indicates that prophetic books
were s tudied in antiquity. Some
scholars slightly emend the last
phrase of this v. so as to read, " the
Temple mountain shall belong to
the wild animals." The motif of
wild animals taking control of de-

d Cf Judg. 3.2.

strayed cities is relatively common
in ancient Near Eastern literature,
including the Bible.
4.1-5.14: A series of texts about
the future. This section consists of
six different subunits (4.1-5; 4.6-8;
4.8-5. 1; 5.1-5; 5.6-8; 5.9-15). Each
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of these literary subunits presents
a portrait of a future. These images
of the future are widely different
from one another, allowing each
one to inform and balance the
other. One of the most significant
differences among these images of
an ideal future concerns the fate of
the nations other than Israel. Are
they going to flow to Jerusalem to
learn divine teachings coming
from Jerusalem and its religious
elite (4.2) , or are they going to be
crushed (5.14)? Despite these sig
nificant differences, this section
should be viewed as a collection of
oracles of consolation. 4.1-5: In
this portrait of the future, Jerusa
lem and the Temple Mount are the
center of the world. Vv. 1-3 are
nearly identical with Isa. 2.2-4;
the exact literary relationship be
tween these two units is debated.
2: Instruction, Heb " torah." The
text clearly associates "torah" with
"the word of the LoRD." In Jewish
liturgy this portion of the verse,

For instruction shall come fort/1 from
Zion,/ The word of the LoRD from Je
rusalem, is read when the Torah
scroll is taken out of the Ark to be
read. 3: He will judge: The one who
will judge is the LORD. Some me
dieval commentators, however,
identified the judge with the Mes
siah (Ibn Ezra, Radak) and thus re
formulated to some extent the
image of the ideal period. In its
biblical context, however, this pas
sage depicts a messianic age with
out a personal messiah. They shall

beat their swords into plowshares . . .
they shall never again know [others
translate, " train for"] war is one of
the most popular, condensed de
scriptions of an ideal future. (Con
trast it with Joel 4 . 1 0. ) 5: This v.
has been considered "narrowly
particularistic" or "nationalistic"
(as opposed to "universalistic")
and has certainly been read in
such a fashion (d. Targum, Rashi,
Exod. Rab. 15.15 ) . In its context in
Micah, however, the v. rejects the
"imperial" model of everyone be
coming Israel. Instead, it supports
the concept that non-Israelites
may accept the word of the LORD
from Jerusalem and still maintain
their non-Israelite identity and

NEVI'IM
6
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-declares the LORDIn that day
I will assemble the lame [sheep]
And will gather the outcast
And those I have treated harshly;
And I will turn the lame into a remnant
And the expelled• into a populous nation.
And the LoRD will reign over them on Mount Zion
Now and for evermore.

8

And you, 0 Migdal-eder,b
c·Outpost of Fair Zion,
It shall come to you:·c
The former monarchy shall return
The kingship of d·Fair Jerusalem:d

9

Now why do you utter such cries?
Is there no king in you,
Have your advisors perished,
That you have been seized by writhing
Like a woman in travail?
Writhe and scream,• Fair Zion,
Like a woman in travail!
For now you must leave the city
And dwell in the country
And you will reach Babylon.
There you shall be saved,
There the LoRD will redeem you
From the hands of your foes.
Indeed, many nations
Have assembled against you
Who think, "Let our eye
c·Obscenely gaze·C on Zion."
But they do not know
The design of the LoRD,
They do not divine His intent:
He has gathered them
Like cut grain to the threshing floor.
Up and thresh, Fair Zion!
For I will give you horns of iron
And provide you with hoofs of bronze,
And you will crush the many peoples.
You' will devote their riches to the LoRD,
Their wealth to the Lord of all the earth.

10

11

12

13

a Meaning of Heb. uncertain; emendation yields "weaklings"; cf Ezek. 34-4b Apparently near Betilleilem; see Gen. 35.19-21.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d Emeudation yields "tile House of Israel"; cf 5.1-2.
e Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
f Heb. -ti seroes lrere as tile ending of the second-person singularfeminine; cf fudg. 5-7 and
note; fer. 2.20; etc.
-
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worship (cf. the sailors in Jonah
ch 1). 8: Migdnl-eder, "tower of the
flock," reinforces the previous
image of Israel as "flock" whose
shepherd is the LoRD. Outpost of
Fair Zion may be translated as
"Ophel (or stronghold) of the
daughter of Zion." 1 0: The explicit
reference to the Babylonian exile of
Judah shows the authorship's
awareness of both the historical
event and its importance for post
monarchic Israel. The actual writer
cannot be identified with Micah,
because the latter lived-accord
ing to the book-more than a cen
tury before the destruction of
Jerusalem and the exile to Babylo
nia. Quite remarkably, this v.
views the Babylonian exile as a
positive experience, and along
with other vv. helps to explain
why those who returned to Yehud
(Judah) after the exile felt superior
to those who remained behind, a
major theme of Ezra-Nehemiah.

NEVI' IM
14
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5.1 : The reference is to David,
from Bethlehem in Judah. 2: Until
she who is to bear lias borne: Tradi

Now you gash yourself •-in grief.-•
They have laid siege to us;
They strike the ruler of Israel
On the cheek with a staff.
And you, 0 Bethlehem of Ephrath,b
Least among the clans of Judah,
From you one shall come forth
To rule Israel for MeOne whose origin is from of old,
From ancient times.
•Truly, He will leave them [helpless]
Until she who is to bear has borne;<
Then the rest of his countrymen
Shall return to the children of Israel.·•
He shall stand and shepherd
By the might of the LORD,
By the power of the name
Of the LoRD his God,
And they shall dwell [secure].
For lo, he shall wax great
To the ends of the earth;
And that shall afford safety.
Should Assyria invade our land
And tread upon our fortresses/
We will set up over it• seven shepherds,
Eight princes of men,
Who will shepherd Assyria's land with swords,
The land of Nimrod '·in its gates.·'
Thus he will deliver [us]
From Assyria, should it invade our land,
And should it trample our country.

6

The remnant of Jacob shall be,
In the midst of the many peoples,
Like dew from the LORD,
Like droplets on grassWhich do not look to any man
Nor place their hope in mortals.

7

The remnant of Jacob
Shall be among the nations,
In the midst of the many peoples,

a-a Meaning of Heb. 11ncertain.
b Tl1e clan to wl1ich the Bethlelwmites belonged; see 1 Sam. 17. 1 2; R11th 1.2; 4-11c I.e., a r11ler, shepherd (v. J), to deliver Israel from the Assyrians (vv. 4-5!.
d Sept11ngint and Syriac read "soil"; cf v. 5·
e I.e., Assyria.
f1 Eme��dation yields "with drawn blades"; cf Ps. 37.14; 55.22.
-
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tional Jewish interpretations of this
v. tend to focus on comparisons
between the birth pangs of a
woman and the hardship of Israel
prior to the coming of the Messiah.
See the following text: "Rab said:
The son of David will not come
until the [Roman] power enfolds
Israel for nine months, as it is writ
ten, Therefore will he give them
up, until the time that she which
travaileth hath brought forth: then
the remnant of his brethren shall
return unto the children of Israel.
'Ulla said: Let him [The Messiah]
come, but let me not see him. Rab
bah said likewise: Let him come,
but let me not see him . . . Abaye
enquired of Rabbah: 'What is your
reason [for not wishing to see
him]? Shall we say, because of the
birth pangs [preceding the advent]
of the Messiah?' But it has been
taught, R. Eleazar's disciples
asked him: 'What must a man
do to be spared the pangs of the
Messiah?' [He answered,] 'Let
him engage in study and benevo
lence; and you Master do both.' "
(b. Sm1h. g8b [Soncino ET]). 5: The
land ofNimrod, Assyria (cf. Gen.
10.8-12). Nimrod is chosen be
cause might was associated
with him (Gen. 10.8), but this
image is turned against him.

M ICAH 5 . 8-6.5

8
9

10
11
12

13
14

6

Like a lion among beasts of the wild,
Like a fierce lion among flocks of sheep,
Which tramples wherever it goes
And rends, with none to deliver.
Your hand shall prevail over your foes,
And all your enemies shall be cut down!
In that day
-declares the LoRDI will destroy the horses in your midst
And wreck your chariots.
I will destroy the cities of your land
And demolish all your fortresses.
I will destroy the sorcery you practice,
And you shall have no more soothsayers.
I will destroy your idols
And the sacred pillars in your midst;
And no more shall you bow down
To the work of your hands.
I will tear down the sacred posts in your midst
And destroy your cities."
In anger and wrath
Will I wreak retribution
On the nationsb that have not obeyed.
Hear what the LoRD is saying:
Corne, present [My] case before the mountains,
And let the hills hear you pleading.

2

Hear, you mountains, the case of the LoRD
<·You firm·< foundations of the earth!
For the LORD has a case against His people,
He has a suit against Israel.

3

"My people!
What wrong have I done you?
What hardship have I caused you?
Testify against Me.
In fact,
I brought you up from the land of Egypt,
I redeemed you from the house of bondage,
And I sent before you
Moses, Aaron, and Miriam.

4

5

"My people,
Remember what Balak king of Moab
Plotted against you,

b Eme11datio11 yields '"arrogant.'"
a Emendation yields '"idols.'"
c-c Emendation yields '"Give ear, yo11.'"

N E V I ' IM
9-14: A divine purge of Israel and
the nations that serves to empha
size the importance of obedience
to the LORD. Note the rhetorically
powerful repetitions of "you/
your" and "I will" that serve to
stress the main point of the text,
namely the relation between the
LORD and Israel in the future envi
sioned in these vv., as the destruc
tion of sinful elements of Judah is
transformed at the last moment to
retribution on t!Je nations.
6.1-8: A didactic section about

divinely ordained behavior. The

text advances the legal metaphor
of a lawsuit so as to address the re
lationship between God and Israel.
Of course, this is not a usual law
suit. Mountains, hills, and the
very foundations of the earth are
summoned. The Heb of vv. 1-2
abounds in multiple (possible)
meanings, but the message of
vv. 3-5 is unequivocal: Israel had
no reason to abandon God, for
God has done no wrong, but
rather many gracious nets for Israel.
The acts explicitly mentioned re
late to the exodus from Egypt, the
period of wandering in the desert,
including the Balak-Balaam story
(see Num. chs 22-24), and the
crossing of the Jordan (see Josh.
chs 3-4). 4: Miriam here plays a
role equal to her brothers, in
contrast to the Torah narrative.

NEVI'IM

And how Balaam son of Bear
Responded to him.
{Recall your passage]
From Shittim to Gilgal •
And you will recognize
The gracious acts of the LoRD."
6

7

s

9

11
12h

13

With what shall I approach the LoRD,
Do homage to God on high?
Shall I approach Him with burnt offerings,
With calves a year old?
Would the LORD be pleased with thousands of
rams,
With myriads of streams of oil?
Shall I give my first-born for my transgression,
The fruit of my body for my sins?
"He has told you, 0 man, what is good,
And what the LORD requires of you:
Only to do justice
And to love goodness,
And bto walk modestly with your God;·b
<Then will your name achieve wisdom."·c
Hark! The LORD
Summons the city:
d-Hear, 0 scepter;
For who can direct her 1Dbut you?·d
Will I overlook: in the wicked man's house,
The granaries of wickedness
And the accursed short ephah? 1
Shall he9 be acquitted despite wicked
balances
And a bag of fraudulent weights?
Whose rich men are full of lawlessness,
And whose inhabitants speak treachery,
With tongues of deceit in their mouths.
I, in turn, have beaten you sore,
Have stunned [you] for your sins:

n I.e., 1/�t• crossing of the fordmt; sec Josh. 3 . 1 , 14-4. 19.
b-b Or "It is prudent to serve your God."
c-c EIIICitdntion yields "A11d it is worthwltile to revere His 11nmc."
d-d Memting of Heb. 1111Certni11.
e Tnki11g ish as from nashah "to forget"; cf Deut. 32.18.
f Cf Amos 8.4-5.
g Heb. ''/"; chnuge ofvocnlizntioll yields "Will I acquit him."
II This verse would rend well after "cit1f" i11 v. 9·

M I CAH 6 . 6-6 . 1 3
6-8: The text here should not be
interpreted as a rejection of Tem
ple offerings; rather it expresses
the common biblical and ancient
Near Eastern concept of the pri
macy of morality over sacrifices
(e.g., 1 Sam. 15.22; Prov. 21.3).
7: This v. seems to assume that
human sacrifice, at least in extreme
circumstances, was thought to
have been acceptable and effica
cious (see Gen. ch 22; 2 Kings
J-27)- 8: This didactic saying is one
of the most influential and often
quoted sayings in prophetic litera
ture. It was considered as a possi
ble compendium of all the
Mitzvot. "R. Simlai when preach
ing said: Six hundred and thirteen
precepts were communicated to
Moses, three hundred and sixty
five negative precepts . . . Micah
came and reduced them to three
[principles], as it is written, He has
told you, 0 human, what is good,
and what the LoRD requires of
you: only to do justice, and to love
goodness, and to walk humbly
with your God. 'To do justice,' this
concerns justice; 'and to love
goodness,' this concerns "gemilut
hasadim" (acts of kindness); 'and
to walk humbly with your God,'
this concerns walking in funeral
and bridal processions" (b. Mak.
23b-24a; cf. b. S11kkalz 49b and
Radak). To walk modestly with yo11r
God (d. Targum) is usually trans
lated as "to walk humbly with
your God," but its original mean
ing is likely to be "to walk wisely
with your God" (and cf. v. 9).

6.9-16: Another explanation for
the fall of Jerusalem. 9: The text
is difficult and some emendations
have been suggested. The rendi
tion of this v. reflects an emenda
tion of the MT. The latter may
be translated as: "The voice of
the LORD cries out to the cityit is sound wisdom to fear
Your name-'Hear, 0 tribe and
city assembly!' " If so, the expres
sion within dashes serves as a
comment made by the narrator
that is easily understood by
the readership of the book.
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You have been eating without getting your fill,
•·And there is a gnawing at your vitals;
You have been conceiving without bearing
young,·•
And what you bore I would deliver to the sword.
You have been sowing, but have nothing to reap;
You have trod olives, but have no oil for rubbing,
And grapesb but have no wine to drink
Yet <-you have kept·< the laws of Omri,
And all the practices of the House of Ahab,
And have followed what they devised.
Therefore I will make you an object of horror
And d-her inhabitants·d an object of hissing;•
And you shall bear the mockery of peoples.'
Woe is me!9
I am become like leavings of a fig harvest,
Like gleanings when the vintage is over,
There is not a cluster to eat,
Not a ripe fig I could desire.
The pious are vanished from the land,
None upright are left among men;
All lie in wait to commit crimes,
One traps the other in his net.
•They are eager to do evil:
The magistrate makes demands,
And the judge [judges] for a fee;
The rich man makes his crooked plea,
And they grant it:•
The best of them is like a prickly shrub;
The [most] upright, worse than a barrier of thorns.
•·On the day you waited for,·• your doom has
comeNow their confusion shall come to pass.
Trust no friend,
Rely on no intimate;
Be guarded in speech
With her who lies in your bosom.
For son spurns father,
Daughter rises up against mother,
Daughter-in-law against mother-in-law
A man's own household
Are his enemies.

a-a Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
b Lit. "new wine. "
c-c Heb. "is kept."
d-d I.e., tllose of tile city of v. 9, apparently Samaria.
e See note at fer. 18.16.
f Heb. "My people. "
g Tile speaker is feminine !cf 'elohayikh, v. 10), probably Samaria personified; cf note d-d
at 6.16.
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1 6: Omri . . . Ahab, the most notori
ous kings of the dynasty of Omri/
Ahab. The text reflects the com
mon characterization of the House
of Ahab as the primary example of
a sinful royal house of northern
Israel; see 2 Kings 8.18; 21.3, 13;
2 Chron. 21.13; 22.4; 1 Kings
16.23-22-40; 2 Kings chs 1o-28.
Likewise, 2 Kings 17.19, 22, and
other texts condemn Judah for fol
lowing the ways of Israel.
7.1-7: A text about trust in the
LORD

despite and in response to
social disintegration. The book

teaches the readers that the re
sponse to social disintegration
must be trust in the LoRD (see v. 7
to which the text leads up). 6: The
situation envisioned here is re
versed in the eschatological image
of Mal. 3.24. 7: Yet I will look to the
LORD may be translated "As for
me, I will look to the LoRD." The
"me" is, of course, the pious
speaker in the text with whom the
readers are supposed to identify.
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Yet I will look to the LORD,
I will wait for the God who saves me,
My God will hear me.
Do not rejoice over me,
O my enemy!•
Though I have fallen, I rise again;
Though I sit in darkness, the LoRD is my light.
I must bear the anger of the LORD,
Since I have sinned against Him,
Until He champions my cause
And upholds my claim.
He will let me out into the light;
I will enjoy vindication by Him.
When my enemy• sees it,
She shall be covered with shame,
She who taunts me with "Where is He,
The LoRD your God?"
My eyes shall behold her [downfall];
Lo, she shall be for trampling
Like mud in the streets.
A day for mending your wallsb
That is a far-off day.
This is rather a day when to you
[Tramplers] will come streaming
From Assyria and the towns of EgyptFrom [every land from] Egypt to the Euphrates,
From sea to sea and from mountain to mountain
And your < land shall become a desolation
Because of those who dwell in itAs the fruit of their misdeeds.
Oh, shepherd Your people with Your staff,
Your very own flock.
May they who dwell isolated
d·Jn a woodland surrounded by farmland -d
Graze" Bashan and Gilead
As in olden days.
'·I will show him·' wondrous deeds
As in the days when You sallied forth from the
land of Egypt.

a Heb. feminine, apparently referring to Damascus.
b To keep out trnmplers (end ofpreceding verse); cf !sa. 5.5; Ps. 80.13-14.
c Heb. "lite. "
d-d I.e., the land west of the Jordan, which is t·epresented as far lessfertile tltnn adjacent regions.
e Emendatiou yields "possess."
f-f Emendation yields "Show us."
- 1217-

7.8-20: A concluding note of

hope. A confirmation that the
relationship between the LORD
and Judah and Jerusalem is main
tained, that the LORD forgives
and Israel will be restored.
14: Bnshan and Gilead, fertile lands
in Transjordan. 1 5: As elsewhere
in prophetic literature, particularly
in Deutero-Isaiah (!sa. chs 40ff.),
the exodus is paradigmatic
for restoration and salvation.
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Let nations behold and be ashamed
Despite all their might;
Let them put hand to mouth;
Let their ears be deafened!
Let them lick dust like snakes,
Like crawling things on the ground!
•-Let them come trembling out of their
strongholds ·•
To the LoRD our God;
Let them fear and dread You!
Who is a God like You,
Forgiving iniquity
And remitting transgression;
Who has not maintained His wrath forever
Against the remnant of His own people,
Because He loves graciousness!
He will take us back in love;
He will cover up our iniquities,
You will hurl all ourb sins
Into the depths of the sea.
You will keep faith with Jacob,
Loyalty to Abraham,
As You promised on oath to our fathers
In days gone by.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

b Heb. "tlteir. "
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18-20: These vv. provide an up
beat, extremely hopeful conclusion
of the book. Such conclusions are
expected in prophetic books (see
intro. to The Twelve). Because of
their assurance of God's forgive
ness, these vv. are used in the
liturgy for Rosh Ha-Shanah and
Yom Kippur (see intro. to Micah).

Nahum
THE DOUBLE TITLE OF THE BOOK of Nahum (1.1) points to its main characteristics. It is a
written prophetic book associated with Nahum. It is also, in the main, a pronouncement
against Nineveh. From the readers' viewpoint Nineveh was both a historical city, the
capital of the Assyrian empire, and a symbol of a sinful, overbearing, exceedingly oppres
sive political structure which was totally destroyed and never rebuilt. From the perspec
tive of a readership well aware of the fall of Nineveh, such a fall from the pinnacle of glory
and might becomes a paradigmatic example of the fate of worldly, powerful oppressors
and, above all, of the even greater power of the LoRD who brings them down. As such, the
book served as a message of hope and trust in the LoRD to those who saw themselves as
oppressed by their own "Nineveh."
The text does not set the book in any particular period in monarchic Judah. From the
perspective of the intended readership, the only restriction was that Nahum must have
lived before the destruction of the city, because prophetic characters in a prophetic book
are supposed to prophesy about what will be, not what has already happened. The date of
the composition of the book is another matter. Some scholars argue that the vivid descrip
tion of the destruction of Nineveh (612 BCE) indicates that the author of the book must
have written it (or a portion of it) soon after the events; others disagree. The reference to
the conquest and sack of the Egyptian capital of Thebes (No-amon) as a past event in 3.8
indicates that the book was composed later than this event (663). The question of how
much later remains open. Seder 0/ant Rabbah and other Jewish traditional sources claim
that Nahum prophesied in the days of Manasseh, that is, sometime in the first half of the
7th century BCE.
The book as it stands may be subdivided in different ways. One possibility is that there
are three main sections or readings. After the superscription (1.1), the first section (1.2-14)
deals mainly with the LoRD's character and responses to opponents (symbolized by
Assyria) and to Israel's plight. The second section (2.1-14) first links the actions of the
LoRD to Judah's joy, restoration, and freedom from oppressive scoundrels and marauders
(vv. 1-3). The reference to the end of the latter flows into a vivid description of the fall of
Nineveh (2.4-14). The last passage (3. 1-19) dwells on Nineveh's hubris-which is under
stood as a challenge to the LoRD-and the fall of the city. Indirectly, it deals again with the
- 1219 -
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matter of God's character and attributes. Other divisions of the text are possible; for in
stance, a hymn of theophany (ch 1) is followed by a taunt song against Nineveh (chs 2-3).
Another possibility: 1.2-11 "The LoRD is mighty and avenges evil"; 1.12-2.14 "The judg
ment of Nineveh"; 3-1---9 'Ah, Nineveh.' " Or possibly 1.2-2.11 "A prophetic challenge to
opponents of the LoRD"; 2.12-3.19, "A challenge to Nineveh's hubris." As in many other
prophetic books this multiplicity of possible outlines contributes to the ability of the com
munity to read, re-read, and continually study the prophetic book, and to emphasize one
aspect of the book in one reading and another in a different reading. All in all, this multi
plicity creates a situation in which different readings based on particular outlines inform
and balance each other and all together communicate a meaning much richer than any of
them separately.
[EHUD BEN ZVI]
"

1 A pronouncement on Nineveh: The Book of the Proph
ecy of Nahum the Elkoshite.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

The LoRD is a passionate, avenging God;
The LoRD is vengeful and fierce in wrath.
The LoRD takes vengeance on His enemies,
He rages against His foes.
The LoRD is slow to anger and of great
forbearance,
But the LORD does not remit all punishment.
He travels in whirlwind and storm,
And clouds are the dust on His feet.
He rebukes the sea and dries it up,
And He makes all rivers fail;
Bashan and Carmel languish,
And the blossoms• of Lebanon wither.
The mountains quake because of Him,
And the hills melt.
The earth heavesb before Him,
The world and all that dwell therein.
Who can stand before His wrath?
Who can resist His fury?
His anger pours out like fire,
And rocks are shattered because of Him.
The LORD is good to [those who hope in Him],
A haven on a day of distress;
He is mindful of those who seek refuge in Him.
And with a sweeping flood
He makes an end of <·her place,·<
And chases His enemies into darkness.

a Lit. "bud."
b Menning of Heb. Il11Certni11.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain; eme11dation yields "those wiio oppose Him."
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1 .1 : Superscription. As mentioned
in the introduction, this is an un
usual double title, thereby empha
sizing the central theme of the
book, the fall of Nineveh. Elkosl1ile:
There is no known location that
may correspond to this town.
Some scholars doubt that the refer
ence is to a town a t all and others
(d. Targum) have suggested that
the writer may have invented it as
a wordplay (Heb "God is harsh";
cf. Isa. 19.4).
1 .2-14: The LoRD responds to As
syria and to Israel's plight. There

are remnants of an acrostic in these
vv., but this has been disrupted
through the transmission of the
passage, and can no longer be re
constructed. These initial vv. are
extremely traditional, quoting
common themes and phrases.
2-3: These vv. offer an interpreta
tion and elaboration of Exod.
34.6--7 (d. Num. 14.18; Jonah 4.2;
Ps. 145.8); also cf. Josh. 24.19; Jer.
3.5, 12. 4: The sea, often considered
a mythological place of chaos (d.
Isa. 27.1). Dries it Hp, as during the
exodus (Exod. 14.21; Ps. 106.9).
5: For similar theophanic imagery,
see Mic. 1.5; Isa. 13.13; Jer. 4.24;
2 Sam. 22.8 I I Ps 18.8, among
many others. 7: As the community
reads about the LORD's power and
the ridiculousness of any attempt
to withstand God's fury, this v.
serves to reassure them that not all
need be afraid of such fury and
power. 8: If her place is correct, it
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Why will you plot against the LoRD?
He wreaks utter destruction:
No adversary• opposes Him twice!
b·For like men besotted with drink,
They are burned up like tangled thorns,
Like straw that is thoroughly dried:b
The base plotter
Who designed evil against the LORD
Has left you.
Thus said the LoRD:
b·"Even as theyd were full and many,
Even so are they over and gone;
As surely as I afflicted you,
I will afflict you no more." ·b
And now
I will break off his yoke bar from you
And burst your cords apart.
The LORD has commanded concerning him:•
b·No posterity shall continue your name:b
I will do away with
The carved and graven images
In the temples of your gods;
I will make your grave
b·Accord with your worthlessness:b
Behold on the hills
The footsteps of a herald
Announcing good fortune!
"Celebrate your festivals, 0 Judah,
Fulfill your vows.
Never again shall scoundrels invade you,
They have totally vanished."

21

A shatterer has come up against you.
Man the guard posts,
Watch the road;
Steady your loins,
Brace all your strength!

3

For the LoRD has restored 9"the Prideh of Jacob
As well as the Prideh of Israel,·g

n Cf Ugnritic �rt.
b-b Menning ofHeb. IIIIC�rtnill.
c Vv. 11-14 would rend well nfter 2.1.
d I.e., the dnys of your nfflictioll.
e Heb. "you."
f Tlris verse wo11ld •·end well nfter v. 3·
g-g "]ncob" refers to the northem kingdom (cf Amos 6.8; 8.7!; Isrne/ refers to the solllhem
ki11gdom, regarded ns the renmnnt of Is mel nfter tl1e fnll of tl1e northern kingdom (cf Mic.
1.1)-15).
/1 Emmdntion yields "ville. "
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1 . 9-2 . 3

refers to Nineveh. The same conso
nantal text may be read "His
opposition" (see translators' note
c-c on p. 1220). 1 1 : The verse may
be translated as follows: "From
you has come forth a plotter of evil
against the LoRD, a lawless coun
selor." This counselor is identified
as an Assyrian king, or as an "ar
chetypal Assyrian king," and in
the Jewish tradition in particular,
as Sennacherib (see 2 Kings
18.1J-19-37)- Readers would asso
ciate the figure of this counselor
with that of the leader of whatever
group they are opposing.
2.1-14: The

two poles: Judah's
joy and peace and the conquest
and destruction of Nineveh.
1: Cf. Isa. 52.7. 3: The pride of
Jacob as well as the pride of
Israel; or "the pride of Jacob, yea,
the pride of Israel." Here Jacob
and Israel are likely to be syn
onyms that stand for all Israel
or, given that the passage as a
whole focuses on Judah, on Judah
as its legitimate representative.
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Though marauders have laid them waste
And ravaged their branches.
4

s

6
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s
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His warriors' shields are painted red,
And the soldiers are clothed in crimson;
The chariots are like flaming torches,•
On the day they are made ready.
bThe [arrows of] cypress wood are poisoned,-b
The chariots dash about frenzied in the fields,
They rush through the meadows.
They appear like torches,
They race like streaks of lightning.
<·He commands his burly men;
They stumble as they advance,
They hasten up to her wall,
Where d-wheeled shelters·d are set up:<
•·The floodgates are opened,
And the palace is deluged:•
'·And Huzzab is exiled and carried away,·'
While her handmaidens 9·escort [her] ·9
As with the voices of doves,
Beating their breasts.
Nineveh has been like a [placid] pool of water
<·From earliest times;·<
Now they flee.
"Stop! Stop!"But none can turn them back.
"Plunder silver! Plunder gold!"
There is no limit to the treasure;
It is a hoard of all precious objects.
Desolation, devastation, and destruction!
Spirits sink,
Knees buckle,
All loins tremble,
All faces h·turn ashen:h
What has become of that lions' den,
That pasture; of great beasts,
Where lion and lion's breed walked,

a Understmrding peladoth as equivalent to lappidoth.
b-b Meaning ofHeb. uncertain. Emendation yields "Tire lrorsemen charge"; cf 3-3c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d To protect tire crews that swung tire battering rams.
e-e I.e., the walls are breached and tire palace is ovemm.
f1 Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "And its mistress is led out and exiled. "
g-g Emendation yields "moan."
lr-h Meaning of Heb. uncertain; cf note at Joel 2.6.
i Emendation yields "cave. "
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4-10: A narrative account of the
destruction of Nineveh begins
with siege and defense and con
cludes with the plunder of the city,
and the confused and terrified re
sponse of those who survived. The
precise wording of the narrative
sets a tempo that conveys a sense
of the intensity, chaos, and confu
sion of the battle scene; much of
this is lost in translation. 4: His
warriors' shields, the shields of
those attacking Nineveh. Note that
the beginning of the narrative has
no clear antecedent. 6: The v. may
be translated: "He calls (or as
signs) his mighty men (or com
manders); they stumble as they go;
they hurry to her wall [Nineveh's
wall], and the siege shelters [to
protect the troops from the
weaponry of the besieged) are
set up." The language of the v.
stresses the speed of the actions.
7: The floodgates refer to the gates
of the canals and dams. This is
both a reflection on the physical
environment of Nineveh and a
metaphorical reference to the con
quering flood of the enemy. The
fall of the palace is the beginning
of the end of Nineveh. 8: The ref
erence to Huzzab is unclear. Given
the reference to her maidservants,
one may assume that the v. con
tains a reference to an Assyrian
woman of high status, either
metaphorically or not. The Tar
gum, Rashi, and other medieval
interpreters understood the term
as "queen." 1 1 : The English re
flects the s triking alliteration of the
Heb: "bukah umevukah umevu
lakah." 12: The language resem
bles a lament. This sharpens the
message by heightening the irony
and prepares the reader for the
next passage (3.1-19). The repeti
tion of lion may play on the com
mon motif of lions in Assyrian
palace reliefs; here the lion im
agery is ironically turned against
the Assyrians.
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And lion's cub-with none to disturb them?
[Where is] the lion that tore victims for his cubs
And strangled for his lionesses,
And filled his lairs with prey
And his dens with mangled flesh?
I am going to deal with you
-declares the LoRD of Hosts:
I will burn down •·her chariots in smoke;•
And the sword shall devour your great beasts;
I will stamp out your killings from the earth,
And the sound of your messengersb
Shall be heard no more.
Ah, city of crime,
Utterly treacherous,
Full of violence,
Where killing never stops!
Crack of whip
And rattle of wheel,
Galloping steed
And bounding chariot!
Charging horsemen,
Flashing swords,
And glittering spears!
Hosts of slain
And heaps of corpses,
Dead bodies without number
They stumble over bodies.
Because of the countless harlotries of the harlot,
The winsome mistress of sorcery,
Who ensnared< nations with her harlotries
And peoples with her sorcery,
I am going to deal with you
-declares the LoRD of Hosts.
I will lift up your skirts over your face
And display your nakedness to the nations
And your shame to kingdoms.
I will throw loathsome things over you
And disfigure you
And make a spectacle of you.
All who see you will recoil from you
And will say,
"Nineveh has been ravaged!"
Who will console her?

n-n Emendation yields "your thicket in fire."
c Menning of Heb . wrcer-tnin.

b Emendation yields "droouring. "
-
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3.1-19: On Nineveh's pride and
its fall. The passage begins Ah
(v. 1) and concludes with the clap
ping of hands (v. 19), from an
ironic imitation of a lament to uni
versal joy. The entire section ex
plains the fall of the city in terms
of its behavior. 1 : This is an in
stance of the typical " Ah" (Heb
"hoy") formula. Usually "ah" is
followed by a noun phrase (or a
participle) that not only identifies
for whom the exclamation is due,
but also explains their fate in
terms of just punishment (e.g.,
Zeph. 3 . 1). City of crime (more
lit. "city of blood[shed]") follows
this pattern. The NJPS translation
of the v. is not fully literaL 4-7: On
the general imagery, cf. Lam. ch 1.
4: The association of a female met
aphor for the city with the nega
tive, female imagery of harlotries
and sorcery is obvious. Such meta
phors were common in the soci
eties in which biblical texts were
written and first read, though
problematic to many readers
today.
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Where shall I look for
Anyone to comfort you?
Were you any better than No-amon,a
Which sat by the Nile,
Surrounded by waterIts rampart a river,b
Its wall <·consisting of sea?·<
Populous Nubia
And teeming Egypt,
Put and the Libyans
They were herd helpers.
Yet even she was exiled,
She went into captivity.
Her babes, too, were dashed in pieces
At every street corner.
Lots were cast for her honored men,
And all her nobles were bound in chains.
You too shall be drunk
And utterly overcome;"
You too shall seek
A refuge from the enemy.
All your forts are fig trees
With' ripe fruit;
If shaken they will fall
Into the mouths of devourers.
Truly, the troops within you are women;
The gates of your land have opened themselves
To your enemies;
Fire has consumed your gate bars.
Draw water for the siege,
Strengthen your forts;
Tread the clay,
Trample the mud,
Grasp the brick mold!
There fire will devour you,
The sword will put an end to you;
It will devour you like the grub.
g-Multiply like grubs,
Multiply like locusts!·g
You had more traders
Than the sky has stars-

a Amon was the tutelary deity of No (Thebes; cf fer. 46.25), which the Assyrians had
sacked in 66J n.c.E.
b Heb. "sea."
c-c Clrauge of vocalization yields "water. "
d Heb. "your. "
e Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertain.
g-g Menning of Heb. uncertain.
f Emendation yields "Your troops nre"; cf >>ext verse.
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8: No-amon, Thebes, the Egyptian
capital, one of the most impressive
and wealthy cities of the ancient
Near East. It was conquered by
Assyria in the days of Ashurbani
pal (663 BCE). The main enemy of
the Assyrians was an Ethiopian
dynasty that ruled over Egypt. The
pun on words and historical back
ground is clear. 1 0: On the image
of smashed babies, cf. 2 Kings 8.12;
Isa. 13.16; Hos. 10.14; 14.1; Ps.
137-9- 1 1 : The you (fern.) refers
back to Nineveh. The metaphor is
one of a drunken woman; see v. 12.
1 3: The language of the text re
flects a worldview in which
women are seen as weak and de
fenseless. The relevant section of
the verse may be understood not
only as the troops within you are
women but also as "Behold! Your
people: women in your midst!"
Cf. Isa. 19.16; Jer. 30.57; 51-JO.
1 5, 1 7: The text plays on two com
mon associations of the locust,
with troops and with being a mul
titude (cf. Joel). Some translations
have "locust" or "chewing locust"
instead of grub in v. 15. The point
is that the locust (enemy) will de
vour Assyria whereas its multi
tude (locust) of troops, merchants,
scribes, and the like will not be
able to save Assyria. The word
translated marshals may also be
translated "scribes." 1 9: On clap
ping hands for joy, cf. Ps. 47.2.
Everyone has suffered because of
Assyria and now rejoices in its
permanent falL
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The grubs cast their skins and fly away.
Your guards were like locusts,
Your marshals like piles of hoppers
Which settle on the stone fences
On a chilly day;
When the sun comes out, they fly away,
And where they are nobody knows.
Your shepherds are slumbering,
0 king of Assyria;
Your sheepmasters are •·lying inert;""
Your people are scattered b over the hills,
And there is none to gather them.
There is no healing< for your injury;
Your wound is grievous.
All who hear the news about you
Clap their hands over you.
For who has not suffered
From your constant malice?

n-n Lit. "dwelling"; e111endntion yields "asleep. "
b Men11ing of Heb. wtcerlnin.
c Heb. kehah, n vnrin11l of gehah; see Prov. 17.22.
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Habakkuk
THE BOOK OF HABAKKUK consists of a report of a dialogue between the prophet and the

LoRD (chs 1-2) and a prayer or psalm (ch 3). It is most significant that a book that contains
mainly human speech is considered to be "the (prophetic) pronouncement that Habakkuk,
the prophet, saw (i.e., perceived in a revelation/vision)." In other words, the written
report of the words of a prophet to God becomes a revelation or divinely originated
vision. (The same process may have led to the consideration of the book of Psalms, for in
stance, as Scripture.)
From the perspective of the intended readers, it would be absurd for the text to main
tain that a true prophet of the LoRD prophesied about events that have already happened;
therefore, the text presents Habakkuk's vision as preceding the fall of Babylon. Needless
to say, nothing about the da te of composition of the book or a historical Habakkuk can be
learned from this observation. The most that can be said is that the book presumes the sit
uation that began with the rise of Babylonian power around 612 BCE, and therefore is not
earlier than that date. The text assumes a readership (and authorship) that was aware that
Babylonia was the main power in the area at some point. For readerships that were also
aware of the fall of the Babylonian (or Chaldean) empire-as any Persian period reader
ship would be-the book is not so much about why justice does not emerge, but is rather
about living under injustice. How do readers relate the known attributes of the LoRD to an
international system in which the dominant imperial power "slays nations without pity,"
or "seizes homes not their own" and which surely does not place its trust in the LoRD?
How is a pious person supposed to deal with this situation? From the perspective of such
readers the fact that Babylonia has already fallen makes a prominent contribution to the
persuasive power of the book and its message.
As mentioned above, following the superscription, the book contains a report of a dia
logue between the prophet and the LoRD. It is possible to divide this dialogue into four
parts: (a) Habakkuk's first complaint (1.2-4), (b) The LoRD's response (1.5-11), (c) Habak
kuk's second complaint (1.12-17), and (d) Habakkuk's report of the LoRD's response (ch
2). The book concludes with the prayer or psalm of Habakkuk (ch 3). This section has its
own title or subtitle (see 3.1) and contains a short, human petition to God to manifest
God's power (3.2), a lengthy report about an appearance of the LoRD in the world (a theo- 1226 -
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HABAKKUK 1 . 1-1.6

phany) (vv. 3-15), and above all concludes with an expression of human confidence in the
LORD (vv. 16-19).
Many scholars maintain that some sections of the text (especially the prayer) existed
prior to the book. The book as it stands, however, presents all three chapters as "the (pro
phetic) pronouncement that Habakkuk, the prophet, saw (i.e., perceived in a revelation/
vision)."
A long commentary on the first two chapters of Habakkuk has been preserved among
the Dead Sea Scrolls. This commentary, called by scholars Pesher Habakkuk, understands
this prophetic work as being actualized in its author's own day, centuries after Habakkuk
was written. Specifically, it identifies Habakkuk's Chaldeans, a name for the Babylonians,
with the Kittim, almost certainly the Romans. This offers clear proof of how prophetic
works were read and studied within a Jewish group that lived in the late Maccabean
period as works that contain information about the life of their community of readers
[EHUD BEN zvr]
rather than arcane reports of past historical periods.

1 The pronouncement made by the prophet Habakkuk.
2

3

4

5

6

How long, 0 LoRD, shall I cry out
And You not listen,
Shall I shout to You, "Violence! "
And You not save?
Why do You make me see iniquity
•·[Why] do You look• upon wrong?
Raiding and violence are before me,
Strife continues and contention b·goes on:b
That is why decision fails
And justice never emerges;
For the villain hedges in the just man
Therefore judgment emerges deformed.
"Look among the nations,
Observe well and be utterly astounded;
For a work is being wrought in your days
Which you would not believe if it were told.
For lo, I am raising up the Chaldeans,
That fierce, impetuous nation,

n-n Tnrgum nnd Syrinc "So tlmt l look. "

1.1: Superscription. A more literal
translation of the verse would be
"the (prophetic) pronouncement
that Habakkuk, the prophet, saw
(i.e., perceived in a revelation/
vision)." Some scholars consider
this title to refer only to chs 1 and
2, because ch 3 has its own title. It

b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.

is more likely, however, that 3 - 1
served a s a subtitle, whereas 1.1
performs the usual role o f title and
introduction to the entire book.

1 .2-2.20: A dialogue between Ha
bakkuk and the LORD. 1 .2-4: This
is the beginning of the dialogue
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between the LoRD and a prophetic
voice (Habakkuk). The human
speaker initiates the dialogue with
a series of pointed, rhetorical ques
tions. The issue at stake is not sim
ply theodicy but the very order
and possibility of existence of the
world (see below). Nothing in the
text directly anchors the questions
to a particular historical situation.
The speaker implicitly identifies
himself with the righteous, but not
much about them is told. The text
is written in general terms so read
ers may identify with the speaker
and the speaker's questions.
4: That is why decision fails, proba
bly better, "therefore torah slacks."
The word "torah" here points to
the divine teaching that maintains
the order of the world, and that
was later understood by tradi
tional Jewish commentators as
"the Torah." 5-1 1 : These verses
present the divine response to the
human complaint. On the surface,
it seems incongruous, since it an
nounces that the LORD gives vic
tory to the Babylonians, who are
described by the same divine voice
in the most terrifying terms. So not
only will the wicked prosper and
have dominion, but even the righ
teous in Judah will continue to suf
fer at the hands of a dread and
fierce, wicked power. The divine
response, in fact, s trengthens
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Who cross the earth's wide spaces
To seize homes not their own.
They are terrible, dreadful;
•They make their own laws and rules:•
Their horses are swifter than leopards,
Fleeter than wolves of the steppe.b
Their steeds gallop-<their steeds·<
Come flying from afar.
Like vultures rushing toward food,
They all come, bent on rapine.
The thrustd of their van is forward,
And they amass captives like sand.
Kings they hold in derision,
And princes are a joke to them;
They laugh at every fortress,
They pile up earth and capture it.
•Then they pass on like the wind,
They transgress and incur guilt,
For they ascribe their might to their god."·•
You, 0 LoRD, are from everlasting;
My holy God, You ' never die.
0 LoRD, You have made them a subject of
contention;
0 Rock, You have made them a cause for
complaint.
You whose eyes are too pure to look upon evil,
Who cannot countenance wrongdoing,
Why do You countenance treachery,
And stand by idle
While the one in the wrong devours
The one in the right?
You have made mankind like the fish of the sea,
Like creeping things 9that have no ruler:g
He has fished them all up with a line,
Pulled them up in his trawl,
And gathered them in his net.
That is why he rejoices and is glad.
That is why he sacrifices to his trawl
And makes offerings to his net;
For through them his portion h is rich

a-a Lit. "Tireir law and majesty proceed from themselves."
b Understanding 'ereb as synonymous with 'arabah; cf ]cr. 5.6.
c-c Tire Qumran Habakkuk comrrrentary (hereafter 1QpHab) reads "and spread (wings]. "
d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
e-e Memring of Heb. rmcertain.
f Heb. "we," a change made by a pious scribe.
g-g 1QpHab "[jor /rim] to rule over"; cf Gen. 1.28; Ps. 8.7-9h Emendation yields "bread"; cf Gen. 49.20.
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rather than weakens the case ad
vanced in the human complaint.

7: They make their own laws and
rules, they take upon themselves

a role that is the LoRD's (see trans
lators' note a-a). Still, despite their
arrogance, the LORD raises them
up. 1 1 : There is an ongoing debate
on how to translate this v. Al
though several substantially differ
ent proposals have been advanced,
the general gist of the text is clear:
The Babylonians do not think
that their power is established
and maintained by the LoRD.
1 2-17: The reaction of the pro
phetic voice to such a reply is-as
one may expect-a second com
plaint, one that takes into account
the divine response and the aggra
vating circumstances that it de
scribes. 12: The Heb actually says
something akin to "we shall not
die" or "let us not die." There is a
tradition that the original text
read, "You [i.e., the LORD] never
die," and that scribes changed it
because of its embarrassing con
tent. (These emendations are
called "Tiqqunei Soferim.") There
is a considerable debate on how to
evaluate this tradition concerning
v. 12, and accordingly, about the
wording of the original text of the
v. It seems more likely that the v.
read, "let us not die" or the like.
13: The meaning of the last two
lines in the v. is something like
"[why do you] remain silent when
the wicked swallow those more
righteous than they?" The ques
tion is not why one who is ab
solutely righteous would suffer,
but why the hierarchy of people
in the spectrum of righteousness
wickedness runs opposite to that
of power in the "real world."
14: This is a reversal of people's
role as described in Gen. 1.26, 28.
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And his nourishment fat.
Shall he then keep •·emptying his trawl,·•
And slaying nations without pity?
I will stand on my watch,
Take up my station at the b post,
And wait to see what He will say to me,
What He< will reply to my complaint.
The LoRD answered me and said:
Write the prophecy down,
Inscribe it clearly on tablets,
So that it can be read easily.
For d-there is yet a prophecy-d for a set term,
A truthful witness for a time that will come.
Even if it tarries, wait for it still;
For it will surely come, without delay:
•·Lo, his spirit within him is puffed up, not
upright,
But·• the righteous man is rewarded with life
For his fidelity.
How much less then shall the defiant' go
unpunished,
The treacherous, arrogant man
Who has made his maw as wide as Sheol,
Who is as insatiable as Death,
Who has harvested all the nations
And gathered in all the peoples!
Surely all these shall pronounce a satire against
him,
A pointed epigram concerning him.
They shall say:
Ah, you who pile up what is not yours
How much longer?And make ever heavier your load of indebtedness!
Right suddenly will your creditors9 arise,

a-a 1QpHab "drawing his sword. "
b 1QpHab reads "my. "
c Takilrg 'ashib ns equivalent to yashib.
d-d Emendation yields "tile propllecrt is n witness. "
e-e Meaning ofHeb. rmcertain. Emendati01r yields "Lo, there is a reward for tile upriglrt 
/ tlre life breatlr witlrin /rim -/ A11d . . . "
f Connecting hyyn !1QpHab hwn) witlr tire root hwn, Oeut. 1.41; for tire tlrorrgllt cf
Prov. 11.31. Meaning of rest of line 1/IICertain.
g Lit. "usrrrers. "

2.1-20: At this point, the reader
waits to see how the LoRD will re
spond. The response comes in the
form of the speaker's report of a
revelation. 3: This verse is associ-

a ted in Jewish tradition with the
coming of the Messiah and is re
flected in the language of the
twelfth principle of the thirteen
principles of faith of Maimonides.
- 1229-

1 . 1 7-2 . 7

4: But the righteous man is rewarded
with lifefor his fidelity, often trans
lated "the righteous one lives (or
shall live) by his faith" or "the
righteous one shall live through
(or is sustained by) his faith." Ac
cording to one of the Rabbis in
b. Mak. 23b, this saying encapsu
lates all the commandments. The
saying also had an important in
fluence in Christianity, and in par
ticular in the doctrine of justifica
tion through faith (see Rom. 1.17;
GaL 3.11; Heb. 10.38-39)- In its
original context the saying is
clearly interwoven with the first
part of the v. The saying there fo
cuses on a person whose life is
swollen and crooked. Then the v.
moves to the opposite pole, a
pious person who keeps his or her
trust in the LoRD under the dire
circumstances described in the
book, i.e., when the righteous are
asked to wait while those who do
not deserve worldly power wield
it over them. The text does not
identify such persons with any
particular characters, thereby facil
itating different identifications and
accordingly, diverse readings of
the text. Given the general focus in
the book on Babylonia and its
wickedness, readers may have un
derstood the negative character in
the first line as pointing at the king
of Babylonia, as an archetypal rep
resentative of both the Babylonian
empire and any proud people who
rely on their own power. 5: 5/reo/,
the Pit or the netherworld, where
all people descend upon death, it
is the utter bottom of the world.
Human attributes are associated
with Sheol here. It has a "maw"
and, of course, the "maw of Sheol''
is surely insatiable, like that of
Death (see also Isa. 5-14, cf. Ps.
141.7). 6a: A pointed epigram corr
cerning him. They shall say: . . . , or
"Shall not all these take up a para
ble about him and a metaphor, and
riddles regarding him? One will
say: . . . " 6b-20: What this "one"
will say is presented as a series of
five Air or "woe" passages marked
by the formula, Air, you (vv. 6, 9,
12, 15, 19). The enemy is now de
nounced as a spoiler, greedy, un
just, lawless, and idolatrous. (On
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And those who remind• you will awake,
And you will be despoiled by them.
Because you plundered many nations,
All surviving peoples shall plunder youFor crimes against men and wrongs against lands,
Against cities and all their inhabitants.
Ah, you who have acquired gains
To the detriment of your own house,
b-Who have destroyed many peoples-b
In order to set your nest on high
To escape disaster!
You have plotted shame for your own house,
And guilt for yourself;
For a stone shall cry out from the wall,
And a rafter shall answer it from the woodwork.
Ah, you who have built a town with crime,
And established a city with infamy,
So that peoples have had to toil for the fire,<
And nations to weary themselves for naught!
dBehold, it is from the LoRD of Hosts:
•-For the earth shall be filled
With awe for the glory of the LORD
As water covers the sea:•
Ah, you who make others drink to intoxication
'·As you pour out·' your wrath,
In order to gaze upon their nakedness!9
You shall be sated with shame
Rather than glory:
Drink in your turn and stagger!h
The cup in the right hand of the LoRD
Shall come around to you,
And '·disgrace to·' your glory.
i-For the lawlessness against Lebanon shall cover
you,
The destruction of beasts shall overwhelm you·i
For crimes against men and wrongs against
lands,
Against cities and all their inhabitants.

a Lit. "shake"; tire same verb men11s "to en// to miud" iu Snrunritarr i\rnmnic.
c I.e., witlrorrt profit.
b-b Brorrglrt rrp from v. 10 for clarity.
d Connection witlr tire uext forrr liues rr11certaill; tlrey might rend better nfter v_ 20.
e-e Cf lsn. ll-9·
f-f Meaning of Heb. rr11certain. Eme11dntio11 IJields 'from tire bowl of."
g Cf Gen. 9.2 1-22.
lr Errre11datio11 yields "rrucover yourself"; cf Lam. 4.21.
i-i Or "vomit of disgrace rrpo11."
j-j Mea11ing of Heb. rmcertni11.
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the structure of these Ah oracles,
see Nah. 3.1 n.). 14: This is nearly
identical with the second half of
Isa. 11.9. A more literal translation
would be, "for the earth shall be
filled with the knowledge of the
glory of the LoRD, as water covers
the sea." In other words, just as
there is no place in the sea without
water, there will be no place on the
earth that will not be filled with
the knowledge of the glory of the
LoRD. Some traditional commenta
tors have suggested that the text is
elliptic and means " . . . shall be
filled by the will to know the
glory." The Targum seems to as
sume that people cannot really
know the glory of the LoRD, so it
translates and reinterprets the text
to mean, " . . . to know the fear of
the LoRD." 20: When the LoRD is
present in the Temple, silence is re
quired (cf. Zeph. 1 .7; Zech. 2.17).
Some scholars argue that the sacri
ficial service was conducted in
silence.

HABAKKUK 2 . 1 8-3 . 7
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What has the carved image availed,
That he who fashioned it has carved it
For an image and a false oracleThat he who fashioned his product has trusted
in it,
Making dumb idols?
Ah, you who say, "Wake up" to wood,
"Awaken," to inert stone!
Can that give an oracle?
Why, it is encased in gold and silver,
But there is no breath inside it.
But the LoRD in His holy Abode
Be silent before Him all the earth!

3 A prayer of the prophet Habakkuk. In the mode of
Shigionoth. b

2

0 LORD! I have learned of Your renown;
I am awed, 0 LoRD, by Your deeds.
Renew them in these years,
Oh, make them known in these years!
Though angry, may You remember compassion.

3

God is coming from Ternan,
The Holy One from Mount Paran.
Selah.<
His majesty covers the skies,
His splendor fills the earth:
d·lt is a brilliant light
Which gives off rays on every side
And therein His glory is enveloped:d
Pestilence marches before Him,
And plague comes forth at His heels.
When He stands, He makes the earth shake;•
When He glances, He makes nations tremble.
The age-old mountains are shattered,
The primeval hills sink low.
d-His are the ancient routes:
As a scene of havoc I behold·d

4

5
6

7
a
b
c
e

This verse would rend well after v. 1 9.
Meaning uncertain; perhaps "psalms of supplication"; cf Ps. 7. 1.
A musical direction of uncertain menni11g.
d-d Meaning ofHeb. uncertain.
Cf Targwu aud Septuagint.

3.1-19: The psalm of Habakkuk.
The prayer I psalm contains a title
(v. 1), a petition to God to manifest
His power (v. 2), a lengthy report
about a theophany (vv. 3-15), an
expression of confidence by the

human speaker (vv. 16-19), and
musical instructions (v. 19). There
are several instructions for perfor
mance in ch 3· They include three
occurrences of Selah (vv. 3, 9, 13)
and the concluding phrase (v. 19);
-1231 -

·

these are otherwise only attested
in the book of Psalms, and for this
reason many consider this to be a
psalm that became part of Habak
kuk. It is abundantly clear tha t ch
3 asks its intended readers to envi
sion it not only as a prophetic
reading, but also as a composition
to be performed. At points, the
language of this ch is difficult, and
perhaps archaic. 1 : The exact
meaning of Slzigionotlt is unclear,
but it has something to do with a
musical aspect of the performance
of the psalm (cf. Ps. 7.1; Radak).
According to a certain traditional
Jewish interpretation, this phrase
is not a musicological note, but
should be translated, " . . . for erro
neous speech/utterances." This
reading reflects a particular under
standing of the claims made by the
human speaker in these dialogues
(contrast with Job 42.8). The Tar
gum reflects a different interpreta
tion of the title of the prayer: "The
prayer which Habakkuk the
prophet prayed when it was re
vealed to him concerning the ex
tension of time which he gives to
the wicked, that if they return to
the law with a perfect heart they
shall be forgiven and all their sins
. . . shall be as sins of ignorance."
3-15: The theophanic description
serves to emphasize the awesome
power of God and to reassure the
readers that the LORD will van
quish their enemies, in judgment.
Mythological references (vv. 5, 8),
images of shaking in the natural
and human world (vv. 6-7, 10),
and of destruction of enemies (vv.
12-15) are common in theophanic
reports. 3: In this theophany, the
LoRD is coming from the south:
Both Ternan and Mount Paran (v. 3)
are in the south from a Judahite
perspective (cf. Deut. 33.2; Judg.
5.4). 5: Pestilence, some translate
"plague" or " Plague" since it is
personified. The personification
contributes to the mythological at
mosphere of this passage. The Tar
gum identifies "Plague" with the
angel of death. Plague, some trans
late "Fever" (Heb "reshef"), a
West-Semitic mythological figure.
7: Cushan . . . Midian, two tent
dwellers, "nomadic" groups south,
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The tents of Cushan;
Shaken are the pavilions
Of the land of Midian!
8

9
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Are You wroth, 0 LORD, with Neharim?
Is Your anger against Neharim,
Your rage against Yam•That You are driving Your steeds,
Your victorious chariot?
All bared and ready is Your bow.
Selah.
b-Sworn are the rods of the word. -b
You make the earth burst into streams,
The mountains rock at the sight of You,
A torrent of rain comes down;
Loud roars the deep,
b·The sky returns the echo:b
Sun [and] moon stand still on high
As Your arrows fly in brightness,
Your flashing spear in brilliance.
You tread the earth in rage,
You trample nations in fury.
You have come forth to deliver Your people,
To deliver Your anointed.<
d·You will smash the roof of the villain's house,
Selah.
Raze it from foundation to top.
You will crack [his] skull with Your• bludgeon;
Blown away shall be his warriors,
Whose delight is to crush me suddenly,
To devour a poor man in an ambush. -d
'·You will make Your steeds tread the sea,
Stirring the mighty waters.
I heard and my bowels quaked,
My lips quivered at the sound;
Rot entered into my bone,

a Neharim (lit. "Floods") and Yam (lit. "Sen") were marine monsters vanquished by the
LoRD in hoary antiquity. On Yam see Ps. 74.13; Job 7.12. A being called bot/1 Yam and
Naharfigures in early Cmrnanite literatur<'.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c I.e., tire king of Judah.
d-d Emendation yields: You will strike tire /reads of men of evil, I Smash tire pates of Your
adversaries. Selah. I You will crack their skulls witlr Your bludgeon; I Dispersed, blown like
clrnff shall be they I Wlro lie in wait to swallow tire irmocent, I To devour tire poor in an am
bush.
e Heb. "His."
f-f Or: rs you will make Your steeds tread tire sea, I Stirring tire migltty waters, I r6 Tirnt I
may have rest on a day of distress, I Wlren a people come up to attack us. I But this report
made my bowels quake, / These tidi11gs 11rade my lips quiver; I Rot entered into my bone, I I
trembled wlrere I stood: I 1 7 Tlrnt tirefig tree does rwt bud, I And no yield is on the vine; I The
olive crop has failed, I And tire fields produce no grain; I Tire slreep have vanislred from the
fold, I And no cattle are i11 tire pen.
-
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or southeast, of Judah. As men
tioned above, the LoRD is pre
sented as coming from the south
in this theophany (see v. 3).
8: Neharim, or "River" or "Floods"
or "rivers." Neharim is another
West-Semitic mythological figure
(d. Reshef in v. 6) and so is
Yam, "Sea" or "sea." See transla
tors' note a. 1 6-1 9: The text here
advances the normative position
that the readers of the book should
take to heart, namely that despite
all worldly circumstances (v. 17),
the righteous rejoice and exult in a
God that delivers them, who is
their strength (v. 19).
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I trembled where I stood.
Yet I wait calmly for the day of distress,
For a people to come to attack us.
Though the fig tree does not bud
And no yield is on the vine,
Though the olive crop has failed
And the fields produce no grain,
Though sheep have vanished from the fold
And no cattle are in the pen,·'
Yet will I rejoice in the LoRD,
Exult in the God who delivers me.
My Lord Goo is my strength:
He makes my feet like the deer's
And lets me stride upon the heights.
•·For the leader; with instrumental music:•

n-n Menning ofHeb. llncertnin.
- 1233 -

Zephaniah
THE BOOK O F ZEPHANIAH claims to be a particular instance of the LoRD's word, namely

that associated with Zephaniah, the son of Cushi (see 1 . 1 and n.). The book is set in the
time of Josiah (late 7th century BCE), the last great king of Judah according to the books of
Kings and Chronicles. Judah as described in Zephaniah is quite an ungodly place,
however. This is to be expected: Prophetic books that include divine announcements of
judgment and destruction against Judah tend for obvious reasons to describe the social
and religious situation in monarchic Judah in harsh, negative terms.
Some scholars attempted to harmonize the godly image of Josianic times in the histori
cal books and its negative characterization here by assigning the circumstances described
in the book to a time when Josiah was still a minor and consequently did not actually rule
over the land, or to a time after his death. But this is not the claim of the book of Zepha
niah. To be sure, the king is not explicitly criticized when all the leadership of Judah is
condemned, but the same can be said of other prophetic books (e.g., Micah) and it is diffi
cult to reach historical conclusions on this basis. Some scholars associate the oracles
against the nations in chapter 2 with a presumed plan for territorial expansion that was
advanced by King Josiah, but either never materialized or did so to only a very small
extent, but this is speculative.
Many scholars attribute much of the book of Zephaniah to the monarchic period, but
they agree that some portion of the book dates to the postmonarchic period. It is worth
stressing that the division of the text of the book between words that go back to Zepha
niah or monarchic times and words that come from a later time is nowhere made in the
book. Moreover, the usual association between supposedly earlier sections and increased
authoritative status (and supposedly later and less authoritative status) is contrary to the
basic claim of the book, namely that it is in its entirety the LoRD's word, all equal in
value.
The book uses wordplay and potential or actual ambiguities that channel the attention
of the readers and contribute to the possibility of multiple readings. These features are
typical in prophetic books because they facilitate the continuous reading and study of
these texts.
The book begins like most prophetic books with an introduction or superscription and
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then moves to sets of prophetic pronouncements. The book announces severe judgment
against Judah and nations other than Israel, and, as do all other prophetic books, Zepha
niah includes reports of prophecies of hope. Even the announcements of doom against
Judah serve, in part, to emphasize hope from the perspective of the postrnonarchic readers
of the book of Zephaniah, because for them the fact that the announcements of doom were
fulfilled in the past, as written, reassured them that those of hope will also be fulfilled in
the future.
There are several possible ways to outline the book of Zephaniah, each pointing to a
particular but partial reading that emphasizes certain aspects of the book and de-empha
sizes others. These partial readings inform each other, and all together create a meaning
much richer than any of them separately. This is a common situation in prophetic books.
The following is one of these possible outlines:
1 . Announcement of doom (1.2-9)
2. Description of doom (1.1o-18)
3 · The last chance to repent (2.1-4)
4· Against the nations and their gods (2.5-15)
5· Against the overbearing city (3.1-13)
6. Joy to Jerusalem (3. 14-20)
[EHUD BEN ZVI]

1 The word of the LoRD that came to Zephaniah son of

Cushi son of Gedaliah son of Amariah son of Heze
kiah, during the reign of King Josiah son of Amon of
Judah.
2

3

4

I will sweep everything away
From the face of the earth
-declares the LORD.
I will sweep away man and beast;
I will sweep away the birds of the sky
And the fish of the sea.
•-I will make the wicked stumble,-•
And I will destroy mankind
From the face of the earth
-declares the LORD.
I will s tretch out My arm against Judah
And against all who dwell in Jerusalem;
And I will wipe out from this place
Every vestige of Baal,
And the name of the priestlingsb along with the
priests;

a-n Mcmring of Heb. urrccrtnin.

b Hcb. kemarim, n term used only of priests of lreatlrerr gods.

1 .1: Superscription. Cushi, in prin
ciple, may also mean "Cushite"
(i.e., E thiopian). Because of the
context in which it appears, how
ever, it can only be a personal
name. The last of the ancestors
mentioned in the list is Hezekiah.
Some interpreters maintained that
this Hezekiah was the famous
king of Judah (Ibn Ezra, but con
trast with Radak). Again, such a
claim is not advanced in the text.
(The Sages understood the list as
pointing at Zephaniah as a righ
teous man who is himself a son of
a righteous man; see b. Meg. 15a.)
On the reference to the reign of
Josiah, see introduction.
1 .2-9: Announcement of doom.
2-3: The translation suggests a
universal scenario of destruction.
The Heb is more ambiguous. It can
certainly be understood in such a
way, but also as pointing to the
total destruction of a particular
area. 3: I will make the wicked stum
ble reflects an emendation of the
Masoretic Text. The latter may be
translated as "[I will sweep away]
the stumbling blocks along with
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And those who bow down on the roofs
To the host of heaven;
And those who bow down and swear to the LoRD
But also swear by Malcam;•
And those who have forsaken the LoRD,
And those who have not sought the LORD
And have not turned to Him.
Be silent before my Lord Goo,
For the day of the LoRD is approaching;
For the LoRD has prepared a b·sacrificial feast,·b
Has bidden His guests purify themselves.
And on the day of the LORD's sacrifice
I will punish the officials
And the king's sons,<
d-And all who don a foreign vestment.
I will also punish on that day
Everyone who steps over the threshold,-d
Who fill their master's• palace
With lawlessness and fraud.
In that day there shall be
-declares the LORD
A loud outcry from the Fish Gate,
And howling from the Mishneh,'
And a sound of great anguish from the hills.
The dwellers of the Machtesh9 howl;
For all the tradesmen have perished,
All who weigh silver are wiped out.
At that time,
I will search Jerusalem with lamps;

a Apparently identical witlr "Milcom tire abomination oftire Ammonites"; cf 1 Kings 11.5 .
b-b I.e., a slaughter of sinners.
c Apparently brothers of King Amon, who exercised influence during the minority of King
Josiah (2 Kings 22.1!.
d-d Apparerrtly references to two customs of heathen worship; cf 2 Kings 10.22 and 1 Sam.
5 -5e I.e., King Josiah's.
f A quarter of Jerusalem; cf 2 Kings 22.14.
g Another quarter of Jerusalem.

the wicked" or "[I will sweep
away] the stumbling blocks of the
wicked" or "[I will sweep away]
what makes the wicked stumble."
The text does not identify these
stumbling blocks, but readers
throughout generations filled this
information gap, and by doing so
they expressed their worldview
and particular circumstances. For
instance, many associated them

with the animals previously men
tioned in the text. But if so, why
do the animals make people stum
ble? According to Gen. Rnbbah, be
cause they provide abundance,
and abundance may lead to sin.
According to many others, because
they may lead to idolatrous wor
ship (b. A Z. 55a). 5: Ma/cam, or
"their king." Medieval Jewish
interpretation tends to follow the
- 1236-

Targum and to associate "their
king" with "false deities" (Rashi,
Radak), a rendering supported
by the poetic parallelism of the
v. Similarly, some modem inter
preters see here Milcom, the
head of the pantheon of Ammon
(1 Kings 11 . 5; 33; 2 Kings 23.13); or
Molech, a deity to whom children
were sacrificed or passed through
fire (see Lev. 18.21; 20.2; 2 Kings
23.10; cf. 1 Kings 1 1.7). Other mod
ern scholars maintain that "their
king" means just "their king" (cf.
Exod. 22.27; 1 Kings 21.10; Isa.
8.21). It has also been suggested
that "their king" points to the
LoRD, wrongly worshipped. 7: The
last two lines in the v. can be trans
lated as "the LoRD has prepared a
sacrifice; he has consecrated those
he has invited." This translation
communicates better the double
entendre of the Heb. Are the
guests consecrated so they can
take part in the sacrificial meal?
Or, are they consecrated because
they are about to be slaughtered
for the meal? Are they going to be
at the meal, or be the "meal"? The
Heb is likely intentionally ambigu
ous. 8: King's sons refers to the
royal family in general, and per
haps even to royal officers; in
other words, to the elite of the
kingdom, which was understood
as the "king's house( hold)" over
which the king rules as a "father."
9: There are two main interpreta
tions to everyone who steps over the
threshold. According to the first,
this is a reference to an imitation of
the ways of idolaters in general or
Philistines (see 1 Sam. 5-4-5) in
particular (e.g., Targum, and most
of recent scholarship); according to
the second it points to social injus
tice, oppression, and thievery (e.g.,
Radak; Ibn Ezra). The reference to
their master's palace is ambiguous:
It may refer to the Temple of the
LoRD or to the palace of the king,
or to both.

1 .10-18: Description of doom.
10: The Mislmeh or "Second Quar

ter" probably refers to the Upper
City of Jerusalem, the Western
Hill, where the upper social strata
of Jerusalem dwelled. 1 2: It is God
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13

14

15

16
17

18

2
2

3

And I will punish the men
Who rest untroubled on their lees,
Who say to themselves,
"The LoRD will do nothing, good or bad."
Their wealth shall be plundered
And their homes laid waste.
They shall build houses and not dwell in them,
Plant vineyards and not drink their wine.
The great day of the LORD is approaching,
Approaching most swiftly.
•·Hark, the day of the LoRD!
It is bitter:
There a warrior shrieks!·•
That day shall be a day of wrath,
A day of trouble and distress,
A day of calamity and desolation,
A day of darkness and deep gloom,
A day of densest clouds,
A day of horn blasts and alarms
Against the fortified towns
And the lofty corner towers.
I will bring distress on the people,
And they shall walk like blind men,
Because they sinned against the LORD;
Their blood shall be spilled like dust,
And their fat b like dung.
Moreover, their silver and gold
Shall not avail to save them.
On the day of the LORD's wrath,
In the fire of His passion,
The whole land shall be consumed;
For He will make a terrible end
Of all who dwell in the land.
Gather together, gather,
c-o nation without shame,
Before the day the decree is born
The day flies by like chaff-c_
Before the fierce anger
Of the LORD overtakes you,
Before the day of anger
Of the LoRD overtakes you.
Seek the LoRD,

a-a Emendation yields: 'Tire day of /Ire LoRD is Jaster /Iran a r11nrwr, I Fleeter t/ran a war
rior"; cf Ps. 19.6.
b Or "marrow"; meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Emerrdation yields: "0 straw (Aramaic gel] not gathered
in, I Before yo11 are driven like flying clraff'; cf Ps. 35-5.

ZEPHANIAH 1 . 13-2.3
who will be searching Jerusalem
with lamps. The Targum, and
some later interpreters, reinter
preted the v. to avoid the anthro
pomorphism that this image in
volves. 1 3: The text sounds as a
reverberation of the curse in Deut.
28.)0, and it points to the futility of
human actions contrary to divine
will. 1 4-1 8: The traditional pro
phetic Day of the Lord imagery is
employed to reflect the great disas
ter (see Joel 1 . 15 n.).

2.1-4: The last chance to repent.
1 : The Heb term translated as
without shame may be under
stood as "not desiring [God]"
or as "not desired [by God]."
The context indicates that this
nation is (Josianic) Judah.

ZEPHANIAH
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2 .4-2 . 1 0

4: English translations are unable

All you humble of the land
Who have fulfilled His law;
Seek righteousness,
Seek humility.
Perhaps you will find shelter
On the day of the LoRD's anger.
4

5

6
7

8

9

10

Indeed, Gaza shall be deserted
And Ashkelon desolate;
Ashdod's people shall be expelled in broad
daylight,
And Ekron shall be uprooted.
Ah, nation of Cherethites
Who inhabit the seacoast!
There is a word of the LORD against you,
0 Canaan," land of the Philistines:
I will lay you waste
Without inhabitants.
The seacoast Cherothb shall become
An abode for shepherds and folds for flocks,
And shall be a portion for the remnant of the
House of Judah;
On these [pastures] they shall graze [their flocks],
They shall <·lie down·< at eventide
In the houses of Ashkelon.
For the LoRD their God will take note of them
And restore their fortunes.
I have heard the insults of Moab
And the jeers of the Ammonites,
Who have insulted My people
And gloated over their country.
Assuredly, as I live
-declares the LORD of Hosts,
the God of Israel
Moab shall become like Sodom
And the Ammonites like Gomorrah:
Clumpsb of weeds and patchesb of salt,
And desolation evermore.
The remnant of My people shall plunder them,
The remainder of My nation shall possess them.
That is what they'll get for their haughtiness,
For insulting and jeering
At the people of the LORD of Hosts.

a Or "Phoenicia," ofwhic/J Pllilistia is regarded as a11 exte11sio11 soutl1ward.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Change of vocalization yields "rcsl {tlleml"; cf Soug of Songs 1.7.
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to convey the puns on the terms
Gaza and Ekron that feature
prominently in the Heb text.
Something like "Powertown shall
be powdered" or "Gaza shall be
ghastful," and "Rootville-or per
haps Uprootville-will be up
rooted" may suggest the force of
the pun to English readers. The
towns mentioned, including Ash
kelon and Ashdod, were Philistine
cities.

2.5-15: Against the nations and
their gods. Such oracles against
the nations are typical of prophetic
books, which emphasize that
God is universal in His control.
5: Nation ofCherethites, people
of Crete (an island in the eastern
Mediterranean Sea). The Chereth
ites are associated with Philistines
in Ezek. 25.16. Another word
play: The main three letters of
Cherethites in Heb connote a
sense of "cut off" (d. v. 6).

NEVI'IM
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11

The LoRD will show Himself terrible against
them,
Causing all the gods on earth to shrivel; •
And all the coastlands of the nations
Shall bow down to HimEvery man in his own home.

12

You Cushites toobThey shall be slain by My sword:b
And He will stretch out His arm against the north
And destroy Assyria;
He will make Nineveh a desolation,
Arid as the desert.
In it flocks shall lie down,

13

14

announcement of judgment
against the nations. It is a central
text and a theologically driven ex
planatory note on this type of an
nouncement. It maintains that the
purpose of the LORD is not to de
stroy nation after nation-as might
be suggested by a plain reading of
a sequence of announcements
against nations-but to bring these
nations to bow to the LoRD (cf.
Zeph. 3-9)- The contents, and often
the language, of this v. are reminis
cent of those in many Psalms (e.g.,
Pss. 29.1; 82.2, 6; 95·3; 96.4-10;
97-6---9) - 14-15: The language
points to the image of a wilderness
retaking a place of culture and city
(cf. 2.6-7). The characterization of
Nineveh in v. 15 is almost identical
to that of Babylon in Isa. 47.8. The
message is not so much that the
historical Ninevites or Babylonians
actually thought that way and
thus deserve punishment--other
reasons could have been ad
duced-but rather that such proud
thinking is fully unacceptable and
those who indulge in it will be
punished by an active God who

n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Emeudntion yields "siln/1 be slain by tlze sword of tlze LoRD. "
1 1 : The v. may be translated "The
LORD is awesome against them, for
He shrivels [qr weakens] all the
gods of the earth." The text does
not claim that the gods 011 earth do
not exist (cf. Exod. 15.11), or that
the LORD will or has destroyed
them (cf. Ps 82.6--7). It claims,

rather, that the LoRD is superior
to them and that this superiority
will be manifested so that people
from far away countries ("all the
islands/coastlands of the na
tions") will bow down to the
LoRD, each in his or her place.
This v. stands in the midst of an
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ZEPHA N I A H 2 . 1 5 -3 · 7
Every •·species of beast,
While jackdaws and owls roost on its capitals,
The great owl hoots in the window,
And the raven [croaks] on the threshold.
For he has stripped its cedarwork bare:•
15

Is this the gay city
That dwelt secure,
That thought in her heart,
"I am, and there is none but me"?
Alas, she is become a waste,
A lair of wild beasts!
Everyone who passes by her
Hisses and gestures with his hand.b

3

Ah, sullied, polluted,
Overbearing< city!
She has been disobedient,
Has learned no lesson;
She has not trusted in the LoRD,
Has not drawn near to her God.
The officials within her
Are roaring lions;
Her judges are wolves •·of the steppe,
They leave no bone until morning:•
Her prophets are reckless,
Faithless fellows;
Her priests profane what is holy,
They give perverse rulings.
But the LoRD in her midst is righteous,
He does no wrong;
He issues judgment every morning,
As unfailing as the light.

2

3

4

5

6

7

The wrongdoer knows no shame!
I wiped out nations:
Their corner towers are desolate;
I turned their thoroughfares into ruins,
With none passing by;
Their towns lie waste without people,
Without inhabitants.
And I thought that shed would fear Me,
Would learn a lesson,
And that the punishment I brought on them •

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b To ward off a likefate from himself; cf fer. 18.16 and note.
c Meaniug of Heb. uncertain. Emendation yields "lmrlot"; cf !sa. 1.21.
d Heb. "you. "
e Heb. "her."

NEVI' IM
can bring good (or blessing) but
also evil (or judgment);
cf. 1.12.

3.1-13: Against the overbearing
city. 1-2: The Heb exudes ambigu
i ty. It is uncertain whether the city
is Nineveh or Jerusalem. Sullied
can be understood as "revered or
feared"; polluted as "redeemed";
and overbearing (or "oppressing")
as "the dove city" (i.e., a powerless
city). In this particular case the
ambiguities are unequivocally re
solved within the context of the
text. V. 2 clarifies that the city is
not powerless and redeemed, but
polluted and oppressing. The de
scriptions of wrongdoing in the
following vv. show that the city is
Jerusalem. This type of ambiguity
shows the artistry of the book's
composition and also points to the
use of ambiguity as a rhetorical
device to capture the readers' at
tention, and then lead them to a
central issue: the identity and
main characteristics of the city.
It is the polluted, sinful, late
monarchic (Josianic) Jerusalem.
3-4: Compare the language with
Ezek. 22.25, 27, 26 and for similar
descriptions cf. Mic. 3.1-7.

ZEPHANIAH 3 . 8-3 . 1 5
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Would not be •·lost on her:•
Instead, all the more eagerly
They have practiced corruption in all their
deeds.
8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

But wait for Me-says the LORDFor the day when I arise as an accuser;b
When I decide to gather nations,
To bring kingdoms together,
To pour out My indignation on them,
All My blazing anger.
Indeed, by the fire of My passion
All the earth shall be consumed.
For then I will make the peoples pure of speech,
So that they all invoke the LORD by name
And serve Him with one accord.<
From beyond the rivers of Cush, My suppliantsd
Shall bring offerings to Me in Fair Puzai.•
In that day,
You will no longer be shamed for all the deeds
By which you have defied Me.
For then I will remove
The proud and exultant within you,
And you will be haughty no more
On My sacred mount.'
But I will leave within you
A poor, humble folk,
And they shall find refuge
In the name of the LORD.
The remnant of Israel
Shall do no wrong
And speak no falsehood;
A deceitful tongue
Shall not be in their mouths.
Only such as these shall graze and lie down,
With none to trouble them.
Shout for joy, Fair Zion,
Cry aloud, 0 Israel!
Rejoice and be glad with all your heart,
Fair Jerusalem!
The LoRD has annulled the judgment against you,

a-a Lit. "wt off {from] her vision."
b Understanding 'ad as eq11ivalent to 'ed, with Sept11agiut aud Syriac.
c Lit. "back," i.e., like beasts ofbllrden.
d Meaning of Heb. 11ncertain.
e Emendation yields "Zion. " For tl1e tlwllgilt, cf Isa. 18.1, 7·
f I.e., in My lloly land; cf Isa. 1 1 .9; 5 7. 13 ; 65.25.
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1 0: There are three main under
standings of this difficult v. They
are represented by the following
translations: (a) "from beyond the
rivers of Cush (i.e., from far, far
away) my suppliants, Fair scat
tered (i.e., Israel in exile), shall
bring my offering"; (b) "from be
yond the rivers of Cush (i.e., from
far, far away) my suppliants, Fair
Puzai (i.e., a faraway nation), shall
bring my offering"; and (c) "from
beyond the rivers of Cush (i.e.,
from far, far away) my suppliants,
Fair scattered (i.e., Israel in exile),
they (i.e., the nations) shall bring
as my offering" (cf. Isa. 66.20). The
text plays again with ambiguity,
and this time one that is not re
solved by its context. 13: The rem
nant is a central prophetic idea
(see Isa. 6.13 n.).
3.14-20: Joy to Jerusalem. 1 5: As
in some other prophetic texts, here
God is king (Sovereign), obviating
the need for an ideal human king

ZEPHANIAH 3 . 1 6-3 . 2 0
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He has swept away your foes.
Israel's Sovereign the LoRD is within you;
You need fear misfortune no more.
16

17

18

19

20

In that day,
This shall be said to Jerusalem:
Have no fear, 0 Zion;
Let not your hands droop!
Your God the LoRD is in your midst,
A warrior who brings triumph.
He will rejoice over you and be glad,
He will shout over you with jubilation.
He will •·soothe with His love
Those long disconsolate.-•
I will take away from you bthe woe
Over which you endured mockery.-b
At that time I will make [an end]
Of all who afflicted you.
And I will rescue the lame [sheep]
And gather the strayed;
And I will exchange their disgrace
For fame and renown in all the earth.
At that time I will gather you,
And at [that] time I will bring you [home];
For I will make you renowned and famous
Among all the peoples on earth,
When I restore your fortunes
-said the LORD.
Before their< very eyes

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain. Emendatiou yields "rcll<'ll' His love I As in the days of
old. "
c Hcb. "your."
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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(a "messiah"). 1 8: The Heb is ex
tremely difficult. Tentative, and at
times quite divergent translations
have been proposed. One possibil
ity is: "Those who are afflicted be
cause they are deprived of the fes
tivals, I [i.e., the LoRD] have
gathered, they were from you,
(they were) a sign on her, (they
were) a (source of) mockery."
20: The book concludes with a
strong announcement of hope for
the readership of the book; such
positive conclusions typify biblical
books. The fortunes of Israel/
Judah will be restored, and this
restoration includes the gathering
of the exiles (on this point, cf.
Amos 9.14-15-though in Amos
the image of restoration is agrar
ian). Because of its tone this v. has
been included in Jewish liturgy.

Haggai
THE REBELLION OF JUDAH against the Babylonian empire led to the fall of Jerusalem (586
BCE), the destruction of the Temple, a severe decrease in population due to death and de
portation, and the end of monarchy in Judah. The Babylonian empire fell at the hands of a
Persian dynasty (the Achaemenid dynasty) in 539· As a result, the Babylonian province of
Judah became the Persian or Achaemenid province of Yehud. According to 2 Chronicles
36.22-23, the Persian conqueror of Babylon, Cyrus II (reigned 559-530) issued a proclama
tion in his first year after the conquest of Babylon (538) that stated, "The LORD, God of
Heaven, has given me all the kingdoms of the earth and He has commanded me to build
Him a Temple in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Whoever is among you of his entire people,
may the LoRD be with him, and let him go up [to Jerusalem, to build the Temple]" (d.
Ezra 1 . 1-4). The book of Haggai is set about eighteen years later, in the second year of the
Persian king Darius I, that is, 520 BCE, and clearly implies that the Temple was still not
rebuilt at that time. The book contains reports of theologically based exhortations to un
dertake the work of reconstruction and discusses the central role of the Temple in the life
of the community. (Historians agree that the construction of the Jerusalem Temple was en
couraged or even mandated by the Persian imperial center.)
The book of Haggai consists of four narrative reports about four particular divine com
munications and their circumstances. These communications are set in a precise historical
timeframe: namely, the second year of Darius (520), and specifically, the first day of the
sixth month, the twenty-first day of the seventh month, and the twenty-fourth day of the
ninth month (this last date has two reports). Such specific dating, beyond what is found in
other prophetic books (except for the beginning of the following book, Zechariah), creates
an important temporal framework within the narrative, and, in addition, s trengthens the
rhetorical claim for the reliability of the account.
The four reports are integrated into a close literary unit. They are kept together by the
figure of Haggai, with whom they are explicitly and repeatedly associated, by their
common introduction, structure, and even choice of words. Each of the reports provides a
kind of snapshot, and all together they address the restoration of the Temple, Judah, and
Jerusalem in the Persian period. The main focus of the book as a whole is the Temple, or to
be more precise, the necessary character, centrality, and legitimacy of the Second Temple.

HAGGAI 1 . 1-1.2
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The book of Haggai, in its present form, must have been written later than the last date
mentioned in the text (24th of Kislev, 520 BCE), at some point within the Persian period.
The matters mentioned above, however, remained central in the discourse of Judah
throughout the Persian and Hellenistic period, and thereafter. Questions of leadership in
the Second Temple polity are also addressed in this book.
In Jewish tradition, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi are the last prophets; after them,
prophecy ceased. According to tradition, they were among the members of the "Great As
sembly," a group that was the precursor of the Sanhedrin, and after their death, the Holy
Spirit departed from Israel, though "bat kol" (lit. the "daughter of the voice," or echo) re
mained available to Israel (see b. Yoma 9b; b. Sot. 48b; b. Sanh. na). This "echo" of the voice
of God is sometimes available to the Rabbis in their deliberations about legal interpreta
tion ( halakhah), but it is not on the same level as prophecy, and the "echo" cannot over
rule legal decisions arrived at by the established methods (b. B. M. 59b). As the final rep
resentatives of the prophetic tradition, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi represent the link
in the transmission of the oral Torah between prophets and sages. Certain sages in the
Talmud mention rulings and sayings by Haggai, or Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi (e.g.,

b. Yebam. 1 6a; b. Kid. 43a; b. Ijul. 137b). Further, according to talmudic traditions, not only
the books included in the Twelve were written by the members of the Great Assembly

(b. B. Bat. 1 5a) but the Targum of the prophets was written under the guidance of these
three prophets (b. Meg. 3a). The Haggai of the biblical book of Haggai, however, is not
characterized in these terms.

[EHUD BEN ZVI]

1 In the second year of King Darius, on the first day of

the sixth month, this word of the LoRD came through
the prophet Haggai to Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, the
governor of Judah, and to Joshua son of Jehozadak, the
high priest:
2 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: These people say, •·"The
time has not yet come·• for rebuilding the House of the
LORD."
n-n Lit. "It is not lillie for the co111ing of the lillie. "

1 .1-15a: A report of a divine an
nouncement or exhortation and
the people's response to it. This is
the first report. It includes an in
troduction of the divine announce
ment (v. 1), the divine announce
ment itself (vv. 2-11), and a report
of the reception of the announce
ment (vv. 12-15a). 1 : The begin
ning of the book serves as an intro
duction to the entire book. It deals
with the word of the LoRD that is as
sociated with a particular prophet
of the past, namely Haggai. In the

second year of King Darius, on the
first day of the sixth montlz: The year
is 520 BCE, and the day is the 1st of
'Elul ( 29 August, 520 BCE). This
date refers to the first divine mes
sage reported in the book. The
month is the last before the sev
enth month-i.e., Tishri-with all
its appointed festivals and sacred
occasions (see Lev. ch 23, esp. vv.
23-36; Num. ch 29), the month as
sociated with the building and
dedication of the first Temple (see
1 Kings ch 8). This date may have
=

connoted a sense of a new begin
ning to the readers. The second
year of Darius, 520, is the one in
which he consolidated his control
over the empire, after a difficult
civil war. This year is mentioned
as the time of the renewed begin
ning of the building of the Second
Temple in Ezra 4.24; according to
Ezra 6.15, the house was com
pleted in the sixth year of Darius.
The second year of Darius is also
associated with divine messages
reported in the book of Zechariah.
The divine message here is not di
rected to all the people, but to the
two leaders, Zerubbabel, son of She
a/tie/, tlze governor ofludah and the
high priest, Joshua. Thus the book
already conveys and legitimates a
model of dual leadership. (This
was the model of local govern
ment of Yehud during the Persian
period. It replaced that of the
monarchic period that came to an
end when the Babylonian king
Nebuchadnezzar abolished the

HAGGAI 1.3-1 .14
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3 And the word of the LORD through the prophet Haggai
continued:
4 Is it a time for you to dwell in your paneled houses,
while this House is lying in ruins? s Now thus said the
LORD of Hosts: Consider how you have been faring! 6 You
have sowed much and brought in little; you eat without
being satisfied; you drink without getting your fill; you
clothe yourselves, but no one gets warm; and he who
earns anything earns it for a leaky purse.
7•Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: Consider how you have
fared: 8 Go up to the hills and get timber, and rebuild the
House; then I will look on it with favor and I will b·be glo
rified·b-said the LoRD.
9 You have been expecting much and getting little; and
when you brought it home, I would blow on it!c Because
of what?-says the LoRD of Hosts. Because of My House
which lies in ruins, while you all hurry to your own
houses! 10 That is why the skies above you have withheld
[their] moisture and the earth has withheld its yield,
11 and I have summoned fierce heat upon the land-upon
the hills, upon the new grain and wine and oil, upon all
that the ground produces, upon man and beast, and upon
all the fruits of labor.
1 2 Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel and the high priest Joshua
son of Jehozadak and all the rest of the people gave heed
to the summons of the LORD their God and to the words of
the prophet Haggai, when the LoRD their God sent him;
the people feared the LoRD. 13 And Haggai, the LoRD's
messenger, fulfilling the LoRD's mission, spoke to the peo
ple, "I am with you-declares the LoRD."
1 4 Then the LoRD roused the spirit of Zerubbabel son of
Shealtiel, the governor of Judah, and the spirit of the high
a Vv. 7-8 would read well after v. 11.
b-b Emendatiort yields "glorift; it"; see 2.7-9.
c Meaning, perhaps, cast a wrse on.

kingdom of Judah, and in tum i t
was replaced b y one i n which the
high priest became the local ruler
by the early Hellenistic period.)
The divine message reported here
concerns building the Temple.
Building temples is the preroga
tive and obligation of kings. The
construction of a major temple had
to be approved and supported by
the king. The book recognizes that

the king at the time was Darius
(see Hag. 1.1, 15; 2.10). Still, the
text does not relate the construc
tion of the Temple to Darius, or to
any Persian king for that matter
(contrast Ezra 1.2; 5.13; 6.14 and
see the tone of Ezra ch 6). In Hag
gai, the dual leadership of a higlr
priest and a govemor fulfills the ex
pected role of a king. The claim in
the text that the LoRD encouraged
- 1 245 -

them to build the Temple conveys
necessary legitimacy to their lead
ership and their role as temple
builders, as well as to the fruit of
their work, the Second Temple.
Conversely, the building of the
Temple certainly conferred some
kingly imagery on the two leaders.
Still, the text here unequivocally
refers to one as the high priest (see
also 1.12, 14; 2.2, 4) and the other
as the governor (see also 1.14; 2.2,
21). On the role of the personage
Zerubbabel, see also Ezra chs 3-4;
Zech. ch 4 and following notes.
Some Jewish traditions claimed
that the Darius mentioned here is
the son of Esther and Ahasuerus
(see Rashi; Ibn Ezra; cf. Lev.
Rnb. 1J-4)- From a historical per
spective, this claim is certainly im
possible, but the value of this in
terpretation does not rest in its his
toricity, but rather in the way it
expresses beliefs and world views
and responds to questions that the
reading of the text may raise. Here
this interpretation directly links
the ruler who allowed and encour
aged the building of the Temple
with the Jewish people in general,
and in particular their heroine,
Esther (cf. Tamar, Ruth, Hannah).
2: The text implies that the people
thought that there was a correct,
prescribed time for rebuilding
the Temple, and that such a time
had not yet come (cf. 2 Chron.
36.2o-23; Ezra 1.1-2). In the an
cient Near East, temples were
not supposed to be built by any
one except royal figures (see
above), and they were not sup
posed to be built at any random
time, but at the time favored by
the gods. The people's attitude is
facilitated by the success they felt
in Babylonia, where God's pres
ence was not expressed through
the building of a temple. 4-10: The
basic message is that the presence
of the Temple is a necessary condi
tion for the prosperity of the land
and the people. Of course, the
Temple, to be effective, must be a
proper one from a divine perspec
tive. The passages that follow in
the book deal with that matter.
13: Cf. 2.5; Isa. 40.10; 43-5·
1 4: Cf. 2 Chron. 36.22; Hag 1.2 n.

HAGGAI 1 . 1 5-2 . 1 1
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priest Joshua son of Jehozadak, and the spirit of all the
rest of the people: They came and set to work on the
House of the LoRD of Hosts, their God, 15 on the twenty
fourth day of the sixth month. In the second year of King
Darius, 1 on the twenty-first day of the seventh month,
the word of the LoRD came through the prophet Hag
gai:
2 Speak to Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, the governor of
Judah, and to the high priest Joshua son of Jehozadak, and
to the rest of the people: 3 Who is there left among you
who saw this House in its former splendor? How does it
look to you now? It must seem like nothing to you. 4 But
be strong, 0 Zerubbabel-says the LoRD-be strong, 0
high priest Joshua son of Jehozadak; be strong, all you
people of the land-says the LORD-and act! For I am
with you-says the LoRD of Hosts. s so I promised you
when you came out of Egyp t, and My spirit is still in your
midst. Fear not!
6 For thus said the LoRD of Hosts: In just a little while
longer I will shake the heavens and the earth, the sea and
the dry land; 7I will shake all the nations. And the pre
cious things of all the nations shall come [here], and I will
fill this House with glory, said the LoRD of Hosts. 8 Silver
is Mine and gold is Mine-says the LORD of Hosts. 9 The
glory of this latter House shall be greater than that of the
former one, said the LoRD of Hosts; and in this place I will
grant prosperity-declares the LoRD of Hosts.

2

1 D On the twenty-fourth day of the ninth [month] , in the
second year of Darius, the word of the LoRD came to the
prophet Haggai:
11 Thus said the LORD of Hosts: Seek a ruling from the
1 5: According to the text, the two
leaders and the people set to work
on the Temple on the 24th of 'Elul,
just before the beginning of the
seventh month. In a relatively un
usual case, the v. includes both the
final sentence of the first report
and the introduction of the second
one (In the second . . . ) .

1 . 1 5b-2.9: A report of a divine
announcement: The new Temple
will be an appropriate "house of
the LoRD." The divine message

here is addressed to both the two
leaders and all the people. It is set
on the 21st of Tishri, about a
month since the leaders and the

people took action, and in the last
day of a festival, Sukkot. The text
does not address the potential sig
nificance of this time of the year
for the narrative, but leaves it for
the book's readers to discern. The
divine message reported here does
not deal with the construction of
the Temple per se, but with the
question of whether the new Tem
ple is an appropriate Temple for
the LoRD. The underlying issue is
the plain incongruity between the
expected glory of the house of a
king who is sovereign over all and
the absolute lack of splendor of a
relatively small temple of a minor,
poor province (cf. Ezra 3.12-13).
-
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Can this temple be appropriate?
May they expect such a temple to
be pleasing to the LORD, even if it
has not received the type of legiti
mating sign seen at the completion
of the first Temple (1 Kings
8.10-11)? Would the LORD be with
them in such a case? The report
serves to allay these concerns of
both the people described in the
book and, above all, the readers
for whom the book was written,
since the incongruity characterized
their days too. Further, according
to the book, it was the LoRD who
answered these questions and le
gitimized the readership's Temple.
Still the text recognizes the incon
gruity and maintains that in the
future it will be rectified. At that
time the wealth of the world
would flow to the house of the
LORD of all (vv. 7-8). Here the text
assumes common, ancient Near
Eastern concepts, namely that the
wealth of a dominion should flow
to the house of the ruler of the do
minion, and that the manifestation
of the glory of a king relates to the
wealth flowing to him from the
different nations and places under
his dominion. 6: This v. is quite re
markable within the prophetic
worldview. Usually consolation is
predicted for some vague future
time, rather than In just a little
while longer. 8: The expression sil
ver is Mine and gold is Mine was
taken by the Rabbis as teaching
that gaining silver or gold is not an
appropriate goal for mortals. In
stead they stressed that Torah and
good deeds are such goals. See
m. 'Avot 6.9. 9: The LXX adds at
the end of the v. a sentence that
may be translated as "and peace
of soul as a possession for all who
build, to erect this temple."

2.10-19: Report of divine an

nouncement: The Temple will be
effective and the LoRD will secure
blessings on the people. The di
vine communication is set three
months later than the day in which
the two leaders and the people set
to build the Temple (1.15). It seems
to imply that some cultic facility,
including an altar, has already
been used and that it has its own
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priests, as follows: 12 If a man is carrying sacrificial flesh in
a fold of his garment, and with that fold touches bread,
stew, wine, oil, or any other food, will the latter become
holy? In reply, the priests said, "No." 13 Haggai went on,
"If someone defiled by a corpse touches any of these, will
it be defiled?" And the priests responded, "Yes."
14 Thereupon Haggai said: That is how this people and
that is how this nation looks to Me-declares the LoRD
and so, too, the work of their hands: Whatever they offer
there is defiled. 1 5 And now take thought, from this day
backward:• As long as no stone had been laid on another
in the House of the LoRD, 1 6 if one came to a heap of
twenty measures,b it would yield only ten; and if one
came to a wine vat to skim off fifty measures, the press
would yield only twenty. 17 I struck you-all the works of
your hands-with blight and mildew and hail, but <-you
did not return·< to Me-declares the LoRD. lB Take note,
from this day forward-from the twenty-fourth day of the
ninth month, from the day when the foundation was laid
for the LORD's Temple-take note 19 while the seed is still
in the granary, and the vine, fig tree, pomegranate, and
olive tree have not yet borne fruit. For from this day on I
will send blessings.
2 0 And the word of the LORD came to Haggai a second
time on the twenty-fourth day of the month: 21 Speak to
Zerubbabel the governor of Judah: I am going to shake the
heavens and the earth. 22 And I will overturn the thrones
n Or 'fonvnrd. "
b I.e., ofgrni11.
c-c Lit. "there wns 11ot witlz you to Me"; cf Amos 4·9·

personnel. The text emphasizes
again that an effective Temple is a
precondition for the prosperity of
people and land (cf. 1.2-11). Lack
of defilement is an obvious pre
condition for an effective Temple,
and for the divine presence. But it
is a difficult precondition. To be
sure, purity requires-within the
discourse of the period-an appro
priate cultic facility, which sug
gests that the people and their pro
duce are impure in its absence. If
the latter are impure, then they
cannot come or be brought to a sa
cred place, lest they defile it. This
logic leads to a breakdown of any
hope of a new, untarnished begin
ning. This portion of the book of
Haggai informs the readers that
the LoRD can overcome these cir-

cumstances and accordingly, a
new beginning and the establish
ment of an effective cultic facility
become a possible and achlal real
ity (v. 19). This divine communica
tion concerning the possibility of
purification and of a new Temple
that overcomes earlier defilement
is dated to the 24th of Kislev (cf.
the later festival of Hanukkah,
which begins on 25 Kislev).
1 1 : Purity and the avoidance of
the defilement of the cultic facility
is possible only if there are priests
who know how to differentiate be
tween holy and defiled, and teach
and rule accordingly (cf. Lev.
10.1D-11).

2.20-23: The coming of the ideal
age. The last report is different
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from the others. It focuses on a fu
ture event, carries some apocalyp
tic tones, and a large geographical
horizon. Moreover, it does not di
rectly relate to the matter of build
ing a legitimate, efficacious tem
ple, or turning material lack into
prosperity. The readers are invited,
however, to associate the divine
communication reported here with
the preceding one because the text
assigns them to the same date (a
seco11 d time, v. 20). As mentioned
above, since the two leaders of the
project were involved in a kind of
kingly role-i.e., the building of
the Temple-one may expect the
development of some form of
royal imagery in their characteri
zation in the texts of the commu
nity (cf. Zech. chs 3-4; see also
1 Chron. 3.19), though not an
overtly explicit one. 21-22: The
language of these vv. is as vivid as
it is open-ended. If they point to
the fall of the Persian empire, then
they remained unfulfilled as far as
the Persian period is concerned. If
they refer to the revolts in the first
two years of Darius, then the date
associated with the message re
flects a lack of awareness or inter
est in the precise chronology of the
events. In any case, unlike other
sections of the book of Haggai, the
text here is very general (e.g., no
nation, ruler, or particular time is
mentioned), and accordingly it
encourages multiple readings.

HAGGAI 2.23

of kingdoms and destroy the might of the kingdoms of the
nations. I will overturn chariots and their drivers. Horses
and their riders shall fall, each by the sword of his fellow.
23 On that day-declares the LoRD of Hosts-I will take
you, 0 My servant Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel-declares
the LoRD-and make you as a signet;• for I have chosen
you-declares the LoRD of Hosts.

a I.e., bring you close to Me; contrast ]er. 22.24-30.

NEVI'IM
23: The characterization of the
present governor of Judah as a
personage who will become n
signet of the LORD at some point
in the future evokes the royal
imagery of Jer. 22.24 (see Mai
monides, Mislmeh Tornh, Sefer
hn-Mada 7.7; cf. Ezek. 28.12), sug
gesting that earlier prophetic
books were studied in the Persian
period, but it is overtly open
ended. Just as a signet represents
the power of an earthly king, the
signet here may represent the
power of the divine King. But one
may interpret the metaphor as
playing on the idea that a person
never leaves his (or her) signet.
Similarly, the language I hnve cho
sen you (cf. 1 Chron. 28.6) or My
servant may evoke Davidic, royal
connotations, but not necessarily
so (e.g., Num. 17.20; Isa. 44.1; Job
1.8; 2. 3; 42.8). (Significantly, in
Chronicles-but nowhere else in
the Bible-Zerubbabel is explicitly
associated with the Davidic line.)
Had the language been more un
equivocal, readers would have
seen the concluding statement not
only as unfulfilled, but unfulfill
able after the death of Zerubbabel.
Conversely, the fact that the Tem
ple was built may have led the
readers to accept that at least in
some sense Zerubbabel actually
served as a "signet of the LoRD,"
even if he was not crowned king of
Judah.

Zechariah
THE BOOK OF ZECHARIAH is set in the same period as the book of Haggai: the early years
of Darius I (reigned 522-486 BCE). The book of Ezra associates Haggai and Zechariah (Ezra
5.1; 6.14) and the building of the Temple; rabbinic sources associate these two prophets
with Malachi, and so they create the triad of last prophets (see introductions to Haggai
and Malachi).
The book of Zechariah deals with issues similar to those in the book of Haggai: the
restoration of the community in the Persian period. Like Haggai, it legitimizes the rebuild
ing of the Temple and the dual leadership under which it was built. It emphasizes repen
tance and exhorts the community directly addressed within the book, and above all, that
of the readership to behave in accordance with the divine will, so as to avoid the fate of
their ancestors (see, e.g., 1.2-6; 7.8-13; 8. 13-17).
The book also a ddresses the dissonance between the actual status and power of the
community and the Temple and what they should be according to the theological beliefs
of the readership. This dissonance is solved in a way that conveys hope and reaffirms the
beliefs of the community about its own place in the divine economy. The text communi
cates divine, unequivocal assertions about an ideal future in which the remnant of Israel
will grow and prosper, Jerusalem will take its proper place, the Temple will become the
focal point of worship for the entire world, and the kingship of the LoRD will be recog
nized by all nations.
The book as a whole shows a strong orientation toward the future, particularly the ideal
future. Not only does it communicate promises of a future glory for Zion, but it also pro
vides some scenarios that would lead to its realization. These scenarios directly address
the question of the relations between Zion (and Judah) and the nations in the future, ideal
world. They also involve direct action by the LoRD, much conflict and stern divine judg
ment. The book brings to the readers vivid images of the nations' final attack against Jeru
salem and a cosmic upheaval that leads to the creation of a new landscape for Jerusalem
and for the land as a whole (ch 14). The book has certain eschatological and even apoca
lyptic overtones.
Although there are clear temporal and thematic links between Zechariah and Haggai,
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1 . 1-1.5

the two books, as they stand today, are markedly different in style, structure, and tone.
Zechariah opens with a superscription (1.1) that along with the following passage (1 .2-6)
serves as an introduction to the book as a whole. The rest of the book consists of a series of
prophetic texts about divine communications associated with Zechariah. At the heart of
the first set of texts ( 1.7-8.23) are eight visions mediated by an angelic figure (see 1 . 7-6.15)
that have no parallel in Haggai, even if the issues they address are similar to those in
Haggai. The next sets, 9.1-1 1 . 1 7 and 12.1-14.21, are obviously different from Haggai.
Chapter 9 opens with "a pronouncement," separating the chs that follow from those that
precede.
Many scholars have argued that the book of Zechariah originally included only chs 1-8,
and that only at a later stage were chs 9-14 attached to them. According to this position,
the first eight chs were written before the rest-chs 9-14 are usually dated to either the late
Persian or the Hellenistic period-and each part was written by a different author. This
may well be the case, but the book of Zechariah in its present form does not ask its readers
to approach it with this information in mind. To the contrary, the book associates all its
texts with the prophet Zechariah mentioned in 1 . 1 .
Many ancient readers found i n Zechariah numerous references t o messianic times. A s
expected, some early Christian readers understood them in christological terms (see, for
instance, Mark 14.27 and Zech. 13.7; Matt. 27.9 and Zech. 1 1 . 12-13; John 19.37 and Zech.
1 2. 10; John 12.15 and Zech. 9.9). Rabbinic Judaism interpreted many of these texts in rela
tion to a messianic time still to come (e.g., Zech. 3.8; 6.12 in the Targum; in relation to
Zech. 6 . 1 2 see Num. Rab. 18.21; for Zech. 9·9 see Gen. Rab. 56.2, 98.9; and for Zech. 12.10 as
pointing to the Messiah from the House of Joseph, see b. Sukkah 52a).
Some v v. of Zechariah have been included in Jewish liturgy. The best-known example is
14.9, which concludes the 'Aleinu prayer. Zechariah 14.1-21 is the haftarah for the first day
of Sukkot since that festival is mentioned there; Zechariah 2.14-4.7 for the first shabbat of
Hanukkah and for the parashah of Be-ha'alotekha (Num. 8. 1-12. 16), since the lampstand
("menorah") plays a central role in this passage.

1 In the eighth month of the second year of Darius, this

word of the LoRD came to the prophet Zechariah son
of Berechiah son of Iddo:• 2 The LoRD was very angry with
your fathers. 3 Say to them further:
Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: Turn back to me-says the
LoRD of Hosts-and I will turn back to you-said the
LoRD of Hosts. 4 Do not be like your fathers! For when the
earlier prophets called to them, "Thus said the LORD of
Hosts: Come, turn back from your evil ways and your evil
deeds, they did not obey or give heed to Me-declares the
LoRD. 5 Where are your fathers now? And did the propha A clause like "Say to the people" is here understood; cf 7·5·
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1 .1-6: Superscription, introduc
tion, and call to repentance. The
text assumes that the words of the
earlier prophets are available and
are being studied. 1 : The month is
Marl)eshvan, in fall 520 BCE. This
divine communication is set
slightly later than those reported
in Hag. 1.1, 15; 2.1, but slightly
earlier than those in Hag. 2.10, 20.
This temporal note suggests to the
readers of the book that they are
supposed to read 1.2-6 in the light
of the texts in Haggai and vice
versa. 6: He purposed may also be
understood as "He considered

ZECHARIAH 1 . 6-1 . 1 7
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ets live forever? 6 But the warnings and the decrees with
which I charged My servants the prophets overtook your
fathers-did they not?-and in the end they had to admit,
'The LoRD has dealt with us according to our ways and
our deeds, just as He purposed.' "
7 0n the twenty-fourth day of the eleventh month of the
second year of Darius-the month of Shebat-this word
of the LoRD came to the prophet Zechariah son of
Berechiah son of Iddo:
BIn the night, I had a vision. I saw a man, mounted on a
bay horse, standing •·among the myrtles·• in the Deep, and
behind him were bay/ sorrel,< and white horses. 9 I asked,
"What are those, my lord?" And the angel who talked
with me answered, "I will let you know what they are."
10 Then the man who was standing •·among the myrtles·•
spoke up and said, "These were sent out by the LoRD to
roam the earth."
11 And in fact, they reported to the angel of the LORD who
was standing •·among the myrtles,-• "We have roamed
the earth, and have found all the earth dwelling in tran
quility."d 12 Thereupon the angel of the LoRD exclaimed,
"0 LoRD of Hosts! How long will You withhold pardon
from Jerusalem and the towns of Judah, which You placed
under a curse seventy years ago?"
13 The LORD replied with kind, comforting words to the
angel who talked with me.
1 4 Then the angel who talked with me said to me: "Pro
claim! Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: I am very jealous for
Jerusalem-for Zion-15 and I am very angry with those
nations that are at ease; for I was only angry a little, but
they overdid the punishment. 16 Assuredly, thus said the
LORD: I graciously return to Jerusalem. My House shall be
built in her-declares the LORD of Hosts-the measuring
line is being applied to Jerusalem. 17 Proclaim further:
Thus said the LORD of Hosts: My towns shall yet overflow
with bounty. For the LoRD will again comfort Zion; He
will choose Jerusalem again."
a-a Septuagi11t reads "between the mou11tai11s"; cf 6. 1 . I n 6 . 1 !f. four teams of lwrses leave
the LoRa's abode to roam the four quarters of the earth; i11 1 .8 !f. they are about to reenter
His abode after such a reco11naissance.
b Septuagint adds "dappled"; cf 6.3.
c Meaning of Heb. u11certai11. Emendatio11 yields "black"; cf 6.1.
d Upheavals at the start of Darius' reig11 fwd Cllcournged hopes of a11 earlif restorntio11 of
the Davidic dy11asty (cf Hag. 2.2 1 Jf.). Now these hopes were daslred.
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[doing]," thereby conveying a con
ditional element from the outset in
God's plans: If the (monarchic pe
riod) Israelites had heard their
prophets, the punishment would
not have come.

1 .7-6.15: Reports of eight visions.
The visions are described in
graphic, and highly symbolic, de
tail, as are most apocalyptic vi
sions. The "tour" by an angelic
being is also typical of apocalypse,
as is the use of specific numbers.
Unlike most later apocalyptic vi
sions, however, the mediating
angel is here anonymous.

1 .7-1 7: The first vision: the horse
men. 7: Within the world of the
present book, this date seems to
apply to 1.7�.15, i.e., the entire se
ries of eight visions. The date is
just two months after the divine
communications in Hag. 2.10, 20.
Given the closeness of the dates,
and the similarity of the basic
themes and of the formula itself, it
seems that the readers of the book
are supposed to read these two
texts as informing each other; see
also Ezra 5.1; 6.14. 9: The term
angel here and elsewhere in the
book (e.g., vv. 11, 12, 4.1, 5.10) may
be translated as "messenger," in
the sense of a divine messenger. Is
this messenger the same man men
tioned in these verses, as Ibn Ezra
and others think? Or, are these two
beings, one a "man" and the other
a "messenger"? The text itself
leaves the question open. 1 1 : Tran
quility carries here a negative con
notation, because it is associated
with a status quo in which Judah
and Jerusalem have not been re
stored. The implicit connotation is
that their (full) restoration necessi
tates much turmoil and probably
judgment against the nations (see
v. 15 and cf. ch 14). Some scholars
associate this tranquility with
the imperial peace achieved by
Darius I in his second year, though
the point is not made in the text.
Darius plays no active role what
soever in the book of Zechariah.
1 2: Seventy years is a clear refer
ence to Jer. 25.1 1 (cf. 29.10), an
other clear indication that pro-
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2 I looked up, and I saw four horns! 2 I asked the angel

who talked with me, ''What are those?" "Those," he
replied, "are the horns that tossed Judah, Israel, and Jeru
salem."• 3 Then the LORD showed me four smiths. 4 "What
are they coming to do?" I asked. He replied: "Those are
the horns that tossed Judah, so that no man could raise his
head; and these men have come bto throw them into a
panic,·b to <·hew down·< the horns of the nations that raise
a horn against the land of Judah, to toss it."
5 I looked up, and I saw a man holding a measuring line.
6 "Where are you going?" I asked. "To measure Jerusa
lem," he replied, "to see how long and wide it is to be."
7 But the angel who talked with me came forward, and an
other angel came forward to meet him. s The former said
to him, "Run to that young man and tell him:
"Jerusalem shall be peopled as a city without walls, so
many shall be the men and cattle it contains. 9 And I My
self-declares the LORD-will be a wall of fire all around
it, and I will be a glory inside it.
1 0 "Away, away! Flee from the land of the north-says
the LoRD-though I swept you [there] like the four winds
of heaven-declares the LORD."
11 Away, escape, 0 Zion, you who dwell in Fair Bab
ylon! 12 For thus said the LORD of Hosts-He d-who sent
me after glory-d-concerning the nations that have taken
you as spoil: "Whoever touches you touches the pupil of
•·his own-• eye. 13 For I will lift My hand against them, and
they shall be spoil for those they enslaved."-Then you
shall know that I was sent by the LoRD of Hosts.
14 Shout for joy, Fair Zion! For lo, I come; and I will
dwell in your midst-declares the LoRD. 15 In that day
many nations will attach themselves to the LORD and be
come His' people, and He9 will dwell in your midst. Then
you will know that I was sent to you by the LoRD of Hosts.
16 The LORD will htake Judah to Himself as His portion-h
in the Holy Land, and He will choose Jerusalem once
more.
17
Be silent, all flesh, before the LORD!
For He is roused from His holy habitation.
n Tire four /roms correspond to tire four winds of v. 10.
b-b Menning of Heb. uuccrtniu; emendation yields "to sharpen nx /rends. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. nncertain.
d-d Emendatior1 •Jields "whose Presence sent n1e. "
e-e According to ancient Jewish tradition, n scribal changefor "My. "
f Heb. "My. "
g Heb. "1. "
lr-h Emendatio11 yields "allot to Judah its portion"; cf Num. 34-'7·
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phetic works were being studied
at this period. That text also plays
a crucial role in Dan. ch 9·

2.1-4: The second vision: the four
horns. 2-3: Hams are symbols of
power. Here they represent
politico-military agents, nations.
The number four connotes a sense
of totality, because it points to the
four points of the compass (a
concept also attested in Mesopo
tamian literature); see also 2.10.

2.5-9: The third vision: the man
with the measuring line. 5-6:
Questions of the type "who are
those?" (1.9; 2.2) are omitted now.
The prophet is described as getting
more and more acquainted with
his (and God's) visionary world.
Ezek. 48.15-20 describes the size of
ideal Jerusalem also in terms of
length and width (see also Ezek.
45.1-6). 7-9: There is no need to
measure Jerusalem, for it will be or
grow without any material limit,
such as the one created by a city
wall. Of course, a city without
walls might evoke the image of a
defenseless city, but the LoRD will
be its wall.

2.10-17: The establishment of
ideal Zion, from the departure
from Babylonia to an ideal future.
10: Away, away! Fleefrom the land of
the north . . . four winds of heaven:
The return from Zion is given
some cataclysmic dimensions. The
text does not say "return" or the
like, but Away, away! Flee as if from
a disaster about to happen. There
is also the explicit comparison
with thefour winds, and Babylonia
is referred to as the land of the north,
a place often imagined as a source
of chaos or chaotic forces (cf.
Isa. 14.31; Jer. 1.14-15; 4.6; 10.22).
1 2: The v. may be translated "For
thus said the LoRD of Hosts (after
[the/His] glory sent me) concern
ing . . . . " According to Mekhilta,
(Shirata 6.10), the original text
read, "the pupil of My own eye,"
and was changed by the soferim
(scribes) so as to avoid the obvious
anthropomorphism. 15: The Heb
reads "and become My people,
and I will dwell in your midst."
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3 He further showed me Joshua, the high priest, stand

ing before the angel of the LORD, and the Accuser•
standing at his right to accuse him. 2 But [the angel of] the
LORD said to the Accuser, "The LORD rebuke you, 0 Ac
cuser; may the LoRD who has chosen Jerusalem rebuke
you! For this is a brand plucked from the fire."b 3 Now
Joshua was clothed in filthy garments when he stood
before the angel. 4 The latter spoke up and said to his
attendants, "Take the filthy garments off him!" And he
said to him, "See, I have removed your guilt from you,
and you shall be clothed in [priestly] robes." 5 Then he<
gave the order, "Let a pured diadem be placed on his
head." And they placed the pure diadem on his head and
clothed him in [priestly] garments," as the angel of the
LORD stood by.
6 And the angel of the LoRD charged Joshua as follows:
7 "Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: If you walk in My paths
and keep My charge, you in tum will rule My House and
guard My courts, and I will permit you to move about
among these attendants. 8 Hearken well, 0 High Priest
Joshua, you and your fellow priests sitting before you! For
those men are a sign that I am going to bring My servant
the Branch.' 9 For mark well this stone which I place before
Joshua, a single stone with seven eyes.9 I will execute its
engraving-declares the LORD of Hosts-and I will re
move that country's guilt in a single day. lO in that day
declares the LoRD of Hosts-you will be inviting each
other to the shade of vines and fig trees."

4 The angel who talked with me came back and woke

me as a man is wakened from sleep. 2 He said to me,
"What do you see?" And I answered, "I see a lampstand
all of gold, with a bowl above it. The lamps on it are seven
in number, and the h·lamps above it have·h seven pipes;
3 and by it are two olive trees, one on the right of the bowl
and one on its left." 4 I, in tum, asked the angel who talked
with me, "What do those things mean, my lord?" s "Do
a Others "Satan. "
b Joshua's father (Hag. 1 . 1; 1 Chron. 5 · 40-41) was exiled and his grandfather exewted
(2 Kings 25.18-21) by the Babylonians, but joshua retumed.
c Heb. "I."
d I.e., ritually pure.
e joshua has now been rendered fit to associate with the heavenly beings (v. 7!; cf Isa.
6.6-8.
f I.e., thefuture king of David's line. See 6.12; fer. 23.5-6; J3.15-16; cf /sa. 1 1 . 1 .
g Meaning of Heb. uncertain. The sto11e apparently symbolizes the God-given power of tire
future Dav1dic ruler; see below 4.6 7
lr-h Emendation yields "bowl above it lras."
-

.
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The shift to direct divine speech
might have conveyed some em
phasis on the part of the LORD.
Note that the unique relation be
tween Zion and the LoRD is not di
minished, but to the contrary
re-emphasized by the vision of
many nations becoming God's
people.

3.1-10: The fourth vision: the
high priest Joshua is purified.
1 : NJPS correctly translates the
Heb "ha-satan," as the Accuser in
stead of the common, but erro
neous, "Satan." (On the develop
ment of this notion in the Persian
period, see Job 1.6 n.) 5: Then he
gave the order: The Heb reads,
"Then I gave the order." See
translators' note c. 8: The Branch
(or "the Sprout") has been under
stood in terms of a Davidic, most
often messianic figure based on
Jer. 23.5-6; 33.15-16 (cf. Isa. 11.1again, earlier prophetic material is
being studied and interpreted).
According to 6.12-13, the Sprout
will build the Temple and assume
majesty. Many medieval Jewish
commentators (e.g., Rashi, Ibn
Ezra) and many modern scholars
maintain that the reference to the
Branch was meant to be under
stood as pointing to Zerubbabel
(see 4.8, and the reference to his
partner in the leadership, the high
priest Joshua in 6.11), whose name
means "the seed of Babylon."
Even if there is a lionization of
Zerubbabel (see 4.6-7), the book of
Zechariah does not explicitly state
that he is the expected Sprout.
Moreover, it is unlikely that the
readership of the book as a
whole--as opposed to that of read
ers of any possible source embed
ded somehow in the book-would
have understood references to a
messianic king (cf. Jer. 23.5-6;
33.15-16) as being actually fulfilled
in the person of Zerubbabel or by
the time he built the Temple.

4.1-14: The fifth vision: the
lampstand and the olive trees.
2: Lampstand, Heb "menorah."

ZECHARIAH 4 . 6-5 . 4
you not know what those things mean?" asked the angel
who talked with me; and I said, "No, my lord." 6 Then he
explained to me as follows: •
"This i s the word o f the LoRD to Zerubbabel:b Not by
might, nor by power, but by My spirit<-said the LoRD of
Hosts. 7 Whoever you are, 0 great mountain in the path of
Zerubbabel, turn into level ground! For he shall produce
that excellent stone; it shall be greeted with shouts of
'Beautiful! Beautiful!' "
8 And the word of the LORD came to me: 9 "Zerubbabel's
hands have founded this House and Zerubbabel's hands
shall complete it. Then you shall know that it was the
LoRD of Hosts who sent me to you. 1 0 Does anyone scorn a
day of small beginnings? When they see d·the stone of dis
tinction·d in the hand of Zerubbabel, they shall rejoice.
"Those seven are the eyes of the LoRD, ranging over the
whole earth."
11 "And what," I asked him, "are those two olive trees,
one on the right and one on the left of the lampstand?"
12 And I further asked him, "What are the two tops• of the
olive trees that feed their gold' through those two golden
tubes?"9 1 3 He asked me, "Don't you know what they
are?" And I replied, "No, my lord." 1 4 Then he explained,
"They are the two h·anointed dignitaries·h who attend the
Lord of all the earth."

NEVI' IM
6-7: See 3.8 n. 6: This v. has often
played a significant role within Ju
daism, which has felt small and
powerless, yet comforted by its re
liance on God. It is inscribed on
the front of the Synagogue of
Cologne reconstructed after World
War II. 10: The expression the stone
of distinction may be translated as
"the stone of the plumb" or "the
plummet." The text implies and
criticizes a sentiment akin to
the one expressed in Hag. 2-3Those seven are the eyes of the LoRD,

do you see?" he asked. And I replied, "A flying
scroll, twenty cubits long and ten cubits wide." 3 "That," he
explained to me, "is the curse which goes out over the
whole land. '·For everyone who has stolen, as is forbidden
on one side [of the scroll], has gone unpunished; and
everyone who has sworn [falsely], as is forbidden on the
other side of it, has gone unpunished:' 4 [But] I have sent it
forth-declares the LORD of Hosts-and [the curse] shall
enter the house of the thief and the house of the one who
swears falsely by My name, and it shall lodge inside their

probably the answer to the ques
tion in v. 4 regarding the meaning
of the seven lamps of the lamp
stand. Cf. 3-9- 1 4: The two anointed
dignitaries, lit. "sons of oiL" The
term is different from the one
translated as "anointed" in Lev.
4.3; 1 Sam. 2.10, 35; 26.9; Ps. 2.2,
and passim. The two "sons of oil"
represent Joshua, the high priest,
and Zerubbabel, the nonpriestly
ruler who shares some royal re
sponsibilities. It is not by chance
that the text coins a unique expres
sion rather than using a very com
mon one. Most likely, the point is
to avoid depicting Zerubbabel
as a significant royal or messianic
figure. Unlike the situation in the
book of Haggai, Zerubbabel is not
called "governor" in Zechariah,
but neither is he called "king," nor
is it stated explicitly anywhere in
the book that he is from David,
nor can we assume that he was
anointed. The openness of the text
in this matter is remarkable, and
hardly unintentionaL (The high
priest was presumably anointed
see Num. 3-J, 25-but his anoint
ing did not carry any kingly attrib
utes.)

a Tile explarmtion is given in the last sc11tmcr ofv. 10.
b A grandsou of King ]e/wiachi11 (I Clmm. 3 - I 7-I9) and tile secular ilmd of tile repatriated
community (Hag. 1 . 1 ; etc.).
c I.e., Zemblmbe/ will succeed by mem1s ofspiritual gifts conferred 11pou him by the LORD;
cf- /sa. 1 1 . 2 . ffd-d Meaning of Heb. uncertain; others "plummet."
e Meaning of Heb. uncertain; literally "ear·s" (as of grain).
f Emendation yields "oil"; cf- v. 14.
g Or 'jwuJcls"; t/Jroug/1 them the oil nws from the olive trees iuto tl1c bowl of vv. 2 and 3·
h-h I.e., the l1igh priest and tile king (cj. 3.8-9 with note); lit. "sons of oil. "
i-i Menning of Hcb. uncertain.

5.1-4: The sixth vision: the flying
scroll. 2: The scroll stands for the
contents of the written text it con
tains-i.e., the curse against
wrongdoers-and for the imple
mentation of the curse. In other
words, the curse (i.e., the written
scroll) curses, or carries out the
curse. Twenty wbits . . . ten cubits:
approx. 10 m by 5 m (30 ft by 15
ft), the size of the portico of the
Grea t Hall of Solomon's Temple
(1 Kings 6.3). Over the whole land

5 I looked up again, and I saw a flying scroll. 2 "What
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houses and shall consume them to the last timber and
stone."
5 Then the angel who talked with me came forward and
said, "Now look up and note this other object that is ap
proaching." 6 I asked, "What is it?" And he said, "This tub•
that is approaching-this," said he, "is their eyeb in all the
land." 7 And behold, a disk of lead was lifted, revealing a
woman seated inside the tub. 8 "That," he said, "is Wick
edness"; and, thrusting her down into the tub, he pressed
the leaden weight into its mouth.
9I looked up again and saw two women come soaring
with the wind in their wings-they had wings like those
of a stork-and carry off the tub between earth and sky.
10 "Where are they taking the tub?" I asked the angel who
talked with me. 11 And he answered, "To build a shrine for
it in the land of Shinar;c [a stand] shall be erected for it,
and it shall be set down there upon the stand."

6 I looked up again, and I saw: Four chariots were com

ing out from between the two mountains; the moun
tains were of copper. 2 The horses of the first chariot were
bay, the horses of the second chariot were black; 3 the
horses of the third chariot were white, and the horses of
the fourth chariot were spotted-dappled. 4 And I spoke
up and asked the angel who talked with me: "What are
those, my lord?" S in reply, the angel said to me, "Those
are the four winds of heaven coming out after presenting
themselves to the Lord of all the earth. 6 The one with the
black horses is going out to the region of the north; the
white ones d·have gone out·d to •-what is to the west of
them;·• the spotted ones d·have gone out·d to the region of
the south; 7 and '·the dappled ones have gone out . . . " ·'
They were ready to start out and range the earth, and he
gave them the order, "Start out and range the earth!" And
they ranged the earth. 8 Then he alerted me, and said to
me, "Take good note! Those that went out to the region of
the north have g·done my pleasure·g in the region of the
north.""
a Heb. ephah, a measure of capacity.
b Septuagint nud Syrinc rend "guilt. "
c I.e., Babylonia; cf c,·u. 10.10; 11.2, 9·
d-d Change ofvocn/i:nliou yields "will go out."
e-e Cf 'aryor, "wl'sl," [sa. 9.11. Emendntiou lfie/ds "the rcgiou of the west. "
f-f Emendnliou yields "till' bay ours will go out to the region of tl1e cast. "
g-g Cf postbiblical nal:wth rual�. "gmtificntion. " Emeudntiou yields, "dour tl1e LoRD's
pleasure. "
h I.e., Babylonia, whose COIIIIIIIIUicntiou with Judah was via North Mesopotamia and
Syria; cf 2 . 1 o-1 1 .

ZECHARIAH 5.5-6.8
. . . who ltns stolen . . . who has sworn
[jnlsely]: Over the wlzole land is a
possible translation, but so is
"over the whole earth" as the same
Heb phrase has been translated in
1.11; 4. 14; 6.5; 14.9 (but not in
14. 10, and with good reason there).
The flying scroll or curse creates
an ideal society in which there will
be no social transgressors such as
those mentioned above. If one
reads "over the whole earth," this
society is not restricted to Judah or
Jerusalem, but will cover the entire
world (cf. 14.9).

5.5-1 1 : The seventh vision: the
woman in the tub. 6: The tub (Heb
"ephah") suggests a container of
that capacity, 23 liters (21 quarts),
dimensions too small for what is
inside it. 8: Wickedness is repre
sented by a female figure, and her
mouth is to be shut with the leaden
weight. Further, female figures take
Wickedness to the land ofS/zinar,
namely Babylonia. The text reflects
(and contributes to shape) gen
dered constructions.

6.1-8: The eighth vision: the four
chariots. The horses, winds, etc.,
symbolize all directions and there
fore cover the earth. It is unknown
if the further details (e.g., the col
ors of the horses) are symbolic, or
are given merely to add vividness
to the description.

ZECHARIAH 6 . 9-7. 1 0
9 The word of the LoRD came to me: tO Receive from• the
exiled community-from Heldai, Tobijah, and Jedaiah,
who have come from Babylon-and you, in turn, proceed
the same day to the house of Josiah son of Zephaniah.
11 Take silver and gold and make crowns. Place [one] on
the head of High Priest Joshua son of Jehozadak, t2 and
say to him, "Thus said the LORD of Hosts: Behold, a man
called the Branchb shall branch out from the place where
he is, and he shall build the Temple of the LORD. 13 He
shall build the Temple of the LORD and shall assume
majesty, and he shall sit on his throne and rule. And there
shall also be a priest <·seated on his throne,·< and harmo
nious understanding shall prevail between them."
14 The crowns shall remain in the Temple of the LoRD as
a memorial to Helem/ Tobijah, Jedaiah, and Hen• son of
Zephaniah. I S Men from far away shall come and take part
in the building of the Temple of the LoRD, and you shall
know that I have been sent to you by the LoRD of Hosts
if only you will obey the LORD your God!

7 In the fourth year of King Darius, on the fourth day of

the ninth month, Kislev, the word of the LoRD came to
Zechariah_z when Bethel-sharezer '·and Regem-melech
and his men sent·' to entreat the favor of the LoRD, 3 [and]
to address this inquiry to the priests of the House of the
LoRD and to the prophets: "Shall I weep and practice ab
stinence in the fifth month,9 as I have been doing all these
years?"
4 Thereupon the word of the LoRD of Hosts came to me:
s Say to all the people of the land and to the priests: When
you fasted and lamented in the fifth and seventh months
all these seventy years, did you fast for my benefit? 6 And
when you eat and drink, who but you does the eating, and
who but you does the drinking? 7 Look, this is the message
that the LoRD proclaimed through the earlier prophets,
when Jerusalem and the towns about her were peopled
and tranquil, when the Negeb and the Shephelah were
peopled.
s And the word of the LORD to Zechariah continued:
9 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: Execute true justice; deal
loyally and compassionately with one another. tO Oo not
a Emendation yields "tl1c gift of. "
b See note a t J.B.
c-c Septuagint reads "on llis rig!Jt sidt•."
d Tile Syriac version reads "He/dai"; cf. v. 10.
e In v. 10, "Josiall."
J-f Emendatiou yields "sent Regem-mclecll aud II is men."
g Because of tl1e destmction of tile Te111111e a11d jerusalem; cf. 2 Kings 25.8 ff.

N E V I ' IM
6.9-15: The coronation of the
high priest. 1 1-12: One would ex
pect that the king would be
crowned, but only the high priest
joshua is. Ibn Ezra, Radak, Rashi,
and others consider Zerubbabel to
be the Branch, and the person for
whom the other crown was meant.
The Targum, however, reflects a
different understanding: "And
you shall take silver and gold and
make a large crown and set it
upon the head of Joshua, son of Je
hozadak, the high priest. And you
shall speak to him, saying, 'Thus
speaks the LoRD of hosts, saying,
behold, the man whose name is
Anointed will be revealed and he
shall be raised up, and shall build
the temple of the LoRD.' " Signifi
cantly, it is likely that the text read
"crown" in vv. 1.1 and 14 (see
NRSV) rather than crow11s. If this is
the case, then there was only one
crown in the world of the book,
and it was Joshua's. 1 4: In the
ideal future, both the Branch and
the priest will sit, each on his own
throne. 15: The concluding words
if 011/y you will obey are an almost
exact quotation of Deut. 28.1 and
may allude to that ch, on the as
sumption that at this point in his
tory, Deuteronomy was well
known.

7.1-14: A passage about fasting
and true obedience. 2-3: The
fifth month is the month of Av.
The events described in 2 Kings
25.8-12 are the reason for the
weeping and abstinence. V. 2 may
also be translated: "When the peo
ple of Bethel had sent Sharezer
and Regem-melech and his (or
their) men, to entreat . . . . " If this is
the case, the text emphasizes that
the people from Bethel, the place
of the ancient sanctuary of north
ern Israel, recognize now the au
thority of Jerusalem and ask its
priests and prophets for instruc
tions. 5: TI1e fifth month is Av and
the seventh month is Tishri. TI1e
reference is to the commemoration
of destruction of the First Temple.
No dates of the month are given.
Rabbinic literature and subsequent
Jewish practice commemorate the
destruction on 9 Av. The mention

ZECHARIAH 7 . 1 1-8 . 1 3
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defraud the widow, the orphan, the stranger, and the
poor; and do not plot evil against one another.-11 But
they refused to pay heed. They presented a balky back
and turned a deaf ear. 12 They hardened their hearts like
adamant against heeding the instruction and admonition
that the LoRD of Hosts sent to them by His spirit through
the earlier prophets; and a terrible wrath issued from the
LORD of Hosts. 13 Even as He called and they would not
listen, "So/' said the LoRD of Hosts, "let them call and I
will not listen." 14 I dispersed them among all those na
tions which they had not known, and the land was left be
hind them desolate, without any who came and went.
They caused a delightful land to be turned into a desola
tion.

8 The word of the LoRD of Hosts came [to me]:

2 Thus said the LORD of Hosts: I am very jealous for
Zion, I am fiercely jealous for her. 3 Thus said the LoRD: I
have returned to Zion, and I will dwell in Jerusalem. Jeru
salem will be called the City of Faithfulness, and the
mount of the LoRD of Hosts the Holy Mount.
4 Thus said the LORD of Hosts: There shall yet be old
men and women in the squares of Jerusalem, each with
staff in hand because of their great age. 5 And the squares
of the city shall be crowded with boys and girls playing in
the squares. 6 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: Though it will
seem impossible to the remnant of this people in those
days, shall it also be impossible to Me?-declares the
LoRD of Hosts. 7 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: I will rescue
My people from the lands of the east and from the lands of
the west, B and I will bring them home to dwell in Jerusa
lem. They shall be My people, and I will be their God-in
truth and sincerity.
9 Thus said the LORD of Hosts: Take courage, you who
now hear these words which the prophets spoke when the
foundations were laid for the rebuilding of the Temple,
the House of the LoRD of Hosts.
I o •For before that time, the earnings of men were nit
and profits from beasts were nothing. It was not safe to go
about one's business on account of enemies; and I set all
men against one another. 11 But now I will not treat the
remnant of this people as before-declares the LoRD of
Hosts-12 but what it sows shall prosper: The vine shall
produce its fruit, the ground shall produce its yield, and
the skies shall provide their moisture . I will bestow all
these things upon the remnant of this people. 13 And just
n Cf Hng. 1.6.
-
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of the seventh month could be an
early reference to the Fast of Geda
liah (2 Kings 25.25; Jer. 41.1-3; the
Fast of Gedaliah on 3 Tishri marks
the end of the independence of
Judah, and is still observed as a
fast day). 1 0: The offenses include
plotting evil in one's l1eart, not
just the actual commission of evil
against another.

8.1-23: A set of divine announce

ments of hope dealing with an
ideal future for Jerusalem and
Judah. 3: The ideal Jerusalem is

also renamed in Isa. 1.26; 62.2;
Ezek. 48.35· 4: According to a
well-known story in b. Mnk. 24b,
the certainty that this announce
ment will be fulfilled was the
reason of R. Akiva's joy at the
sight of painful markers of the
Romiln destruction of Jerusalem.
He thought that just as the an
nounced judgment was fulfilled,
so will be the announced future
glory of the city. 1 3: Cf. Gen. 12.12.

ZECHARIAH 8 . 1 4-9 . 4
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as you were a curse• among the nations, 0 House of Judah
and House of Israel, so, when I vindicate you, you shall
become a blessing! Have no fear; take courage!
14 For thus said the LORD of Hosts: Just as I planned to
afflict you and did not relent when your fathers provoked
Me to anger-said the LORD of Hosts-15 so, at this time, I
have turned and planned to do good to Jerusalem and to
the House of Judah. Have no fear! 16 These are the things
you are to do: Speak the truth to one another, render true
and perfect justice in your gates. 17 And do not contrive
evil against one another, and do not love perjury, because
all those are things that I hate-declares the LoRD.
18 And the word of the LORD of Hosts came to me,
saying, 19Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: The fast of the
fourth month, the fast of the fifth month, the fast of the
seventh month, and the fast of the tenth monthb shall be
come occasions for joy and gladness, happy festivals for
the House of Judah; but you must love honesty and in
tegrity.
20 Thus said the LoRD of Hosts: Peoples and the inhabi
tants of many cities shall yet come_21 the inhabitants of
one shall go to the other and say, "Let us go and entreat
the favor of the LoRD, let us seek the LoRD of Hosts; I will
go, too." 22 The many peoples and the multitude of na
tions shall come to seek the LORD of Hosts in Jerusalem
and to entreat the favor of the LoRD. 23 Thus said the LoRD
of Hosts: In those days, ten men from nations of every
tongue will take hold-they will take hold of every Jew by
a comer of his cloak and say, "Let us go with you, for we
have heard that God is with you. "

9 A pronouncement: The word of the LoRD.
2
3
4

He will reside in the land of Hadrach and
Damascus;
For all men's eyes will turn to the LoRD
Like all the tribes of IsraelIncluding Hamath, which borders on it,'
And Tyre and Sidon, though they are very wise.
Tyre has built herself a fortress;
She has amassed silver like dust,
And gold like the mud in the streets.
But my Lord will impoverish her;

n I.e., n stn11dnrd (!If which 1111'11 curse or l>less; cf Ce11. 1 2.2 n11d /loll•.
b Commemornli11g, respecti;•i'IIJ, the <'l'<'IIIS of 2 Ki11gs 25.3 /f. (}er. 52.6 ffi; 1 Ki11gs 15.8 !f.
(fer. 52.12ff.!; 2 Kilrgs 25.15ff (jer. 4 1 ); 2 Kiugs 25.1 ff. (jer. 51.4 ).
c I.e., 011 the lmrd of 1-Indrnclr n11d Dnmnscus.
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14: See 1.6 n. 1 6-1 7: Cf. S.g--1 1.
19: This divine announcement re
turns to the question asked at the
beginning of ch 7, but incorporates
the intervening material, noting
that only when the ideal restora
tion is completed will these fast
days be transformed. It served as a
basis for the traditional Jewish be
lief that present days of fast and
lamentation will become days of
joy in the messianic era; see, e.g.,
Maimonides, Mis/meh Torah,
Tn'n11. 5.19.

9.1-1 1 .17: A divine pronounce

ment: another word of the LoRD
associated with Zechariah. See

also 12.1. This section of the book
of Zechariah has its own introduc
tion (9.1a) that characterizes the
entire text as a divine pronounce
ment (Heb "massa"'; the precise
meaning of the term in Heb is a
matter of debate). A set of an
nouncements of judgment against
the nations and of a glorious
restoration for Jerusalem and
Judah follows the introduction.
The section contains numerous de
scriptions of an ideal future, but
also of the period that leads up to
such an ideal future (see 11.4-17).
The issue of leadership, good
and bad, figures prominently in
9.1-11.17. 9.1 : The ln11d of Hadraclz
is in Aram (today, Syria), north of
Damascus. The v. may be trans
lated also as, "the word of the
LoRD is against Hadrach and its
resting place, Damascus, for to
the LORD belongs the spring of
humanity /humankind [that is, all
humanity], as do all the tribes of
IsraeL" 2: Hm11nth, an important
city and kingdom in the territory
of today's Syria. Tyre and Sido11,
two of the most important eastern
Mediterranean city ports and
capital cities of two Phoenician
kingdoms. The cities are
located in today's Lebanon.
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He will defeat her forces at sea,
And she herself shall be consumed by fire.
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Ashkelon shall see it and be frightened,
Gaza shall tremble violently,
And Ekron, at the collapse of her hopes.
Kingship shall vanish from Gaza,
Ashkelon shall be without inhabitants,
And •·a mongrel people·• shall settle in Ashdod.
I will uproot the grandeur of Philistia.
But I will clean out the blood from its mouth,
And the detestable things from between its teeth.
Its survivors, too, shall belong to our God:
They shall become like a clan in Judah,
And Ekron shall be like the Jebusites.
And I will encamp in My House b·against armies,·b
Against any that come and go,
And no oppressor shall ever overrun them again;
For I have now taken note <with My own eyes:c
Rejoice greatly, Fair Zion;
Raise a shout, Fair Jerusalem!
Lo, your king is coming to you.
He is victorious, triumphant,
Yet humble, riding on an ass,
On a donkey foaled by a she-ass.
Hed shall banish chariots from Ephraim
And horses from Jerusalem;
The warrior's bow shall be banished.
He shall call on the nations to surrender,•
And his rule shall extend from sea to sea
And from ocean to land's end.
You, for your part, have released9
Your prisoners from the dry pit,"
For the sake of the blood of your covenant,
[Saying], "Return to Bizzaron,'

n-n Heb. mamzer; cf note at Deut. 2J.J.
b-b Chmrge of vocalization yields "as n garrison. "
c-c Emrudntion yields "of their suffering"; cf 1 Sn111. 1 . 1 1 .
d Heb. "/. "
e Cf Dent. 20.10-12 and note.
f Exact meaning nud co11uecNon ofvv. 11-12 uncertniu.
g Taking shilla�ti as n second-person singular je111iuine jor111, with Septuagint; cf fudg.
51 with note.
h I.e., n pit that serves as n dungeon mtha than n cislt•rn (both nrc en/led bor in Heb.).
i Perhaps n nickname !"fortress") for Samarin !Heb. ShomeronJ.

ZECHARIAH 9 · 5-9 - 1 2
S-6: Ashkelon . . . Gaza . . . Ekron . . .
Ashdod, Philistine cities. 7: febu
sites, former inhabitants of Jerusa

lem (cf. Judg. 19.10; 2 Sam. 5.6, 8;
24 . 16, 18; 1 Kings 9.20; 1 Chron.
1 1 .4). 9: This image of the ideal fu
ture king (Messiah) has been very
influential in Jewish tradition, and
has influenced the depiction of
Jesus in the Gospels (see intro
duction). 1 0: The Heb has "I shall
banish/cut off." See 2.15 n. Cf. the
conclusion of this verse with Ps.
72 . 8. The phrase is often translated
in English by "his dominion"
rather than "his rule." The phrase
inspired the Canadian "Fathers of
the Confederation" to give the
new country its official title, Do
minion of Canada. 1 1 : An alterna
tive translation of the v. reads,
"As for you [fern.] also, because of
the blood of My covenant with
you, I will set your [fern.] prison
ers free from the waterless
pit/dungeon." The feminine
"you" is most likely "Fair Zion"
(see v. 9). 12: Bizzaron may
mean "Fortress" or "a fortress."

ZECHARIAH 9. 13-10.2

13
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You prisoners of hope."
In return [I] announce this day:
I will repay you double.
For I have drawn Judah taut,
And applied [My hand] to Ephraim as to a bow,
And I will arouse your sons, 0 Zion,
Against your sons, 0 Javan,
And make you like a warrior's sword.
And the LoRD will manifest Himself to them,"
And His arrows shall flash like lightning;
My Lord Goo shall sound the ram's horn
And advance in a stormy tempest.b
The LoRD of Hosts will protect them:
' [His] slingstones shall devour and conquer;
They shall d-drink, shall rage as with·d wine,
And be filled [with it] like a dashing bowl,
Like the corners of an altar.
The LORD their God shall prosper them
On that day;
[He shall pasture] His people like sheep.
[They shall be] like crown jewels glittering on His
soil.
How lovely, how beautiful they shall be,
Producing young men like new grain,
Young women like new wine!

of late rain.-•
1 0 InIt isthethe•·season
LORD who causes storms;'
Ask the LoRD for rain

And He will provide rainstorms 9·for them,
Grass in the fields for everyone.-9

2

For the teraphimh spoke delusion,
The augurs predicted falsely;
And dreamers speak lies
And console with illusions.
That is why My people have strayed' like a flock,
They suffer ' for lack of a shepherd.

a I.e., Judah.
b Lit. "tempests of willd";for ternan i11 the sc11se of ruill!i, cf Job 9-9:39.26.
c The meani11g of IIIIlCh of the rest of the chapter is uncertai11.
d-d Some Septuagi11t mss. read "dri11k blood like. "
e-e Septuagi11t reads "in its seaso11 / Tiw cnrly rain a11d the late." Cf De11t. 1 1 . 14.
f Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
g-g Emcndntio11 yields "{producing] foodfor IIICn, /Grass iii thefieldsfor call/c. " Cf Ocut.
II Idols consulted for oracles; cf 1 Sam. 15.23; Ezek. 2 1 .26.
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14: Another possible translation
of the v. is, "and advance in the
storm-winds of the south."
1 7: There are a number of alterna
tive translations of this verse: (a)
"For what goodness and beauty
are His! Grain shall make the
young men flourish, and new
wine the young women" (NRSV);
(b) "For what is His goodness and
His beauty? Grain that makes the
young men flourish, and new
wine that makes the young
women flourish." In any case, the
cultural association of grain with
males and new wine with females
is noteworthy. 1 0.2: For teraphim
see, among others, Gen. 31.19;
Judg. 17.5; 1 Sam. 15.23; Ezek.
21.26. Here it points to images that
were consulted for the purpose of
divination. False prophets contin
ued into the Persian period (Neh.
6.14). 3: There were shepherds (cf.
v. 2), but they failed. These failed,
oppressive leaders are also
characterized as rams (cf. Jer. 50.8;
Ezek. 39.18).

NEVI'IM
3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

ZECH ARIA H

My anger is roused against the shepherds,
And I will punish the he-goats."
For the LoRD of Hosts has taken thought
In behalf of His flock, the House of Judah;
He will make them like majestic chargers in
battle.
From them shall come b·cornerstones,
From them tent pegs,·b
From them bows of combat,
And every captain shall also arise from them.
And together they shall be like warriors in battle,
Tramping in the dirt of the streets;
They shall fight, for the LoRD shall be with them,
And they shall put horsemen to shame.
I will give victory to the House of Judah,
And triumph to the House of Joseph.
I will restore them, for I have pardoned them,
And they shall be as though I had never disowned
them;
For I the LoRD am their God,
And I will answer their prayers.
<·Ephraim shall be like a warrior,
And they-< shall exult as with wine;
Their children shall see it and rejoice,
They shall exult in the LORD.
I will whistle to them and gather them,
For I will redeem them;
They shall increase d·and continue increasing:d
For though I sowed them among the nations,
In the distant places they shall remember Me,
They shall escape with their children and shall
return.
I will bring them back from the land of Egypt
And gather them from Assyria;
And I will bring them to the lands of Gilead and
Lebanon,
And even they shall not suffice for them.
d-A hemmed-in force shall pass over the sea
And shall stir up waves in the sea;·d
And all the deeps of the Nile shall dry up.
Down shall come the pride of Assyria,
And the scepter of Egypt shall pass away.

a I.e., oppressive Jeadas; cf Ezck. 34- ' 7 jt:
/J-b Emendation yields "silidds and b�tcklcrs. "
c-c Emmdation •tidds "And when Ephraim is l'ictorio11s, / Tiley .
d-d Meaning of He/J. liiiCcrtain.
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But I will make them• mighty through the LORD,
And they shall b·march proudly·b in His name
-declares the LORD.

open your gates, 0 Lebanon,
And let fire consume your cedars!
12 1 Throw
Howl, cypresses, for cedars have fallen!

3

How the mighty are ravaged!
Howl, you oaks of Bashan,
For the stately forest is laid low!
Hark, the wailing of the shepherds,
For their <·rich pastures·< are ravaged;
Hark, the roaring of the great beasts,
For the jungle of the Jordan is ravaged.

4 Thus said my God the LORD: Tend the sheep meant for
slaughter, s whose buyers will slaughter them with im
punity, whose seller will say, "Praised be the LORD! I'll get
rich," and whose shepherd will not pity them. 6 For I will
pity the inhabitants of the land no more-declares the
LoRD-but I will place every man at the mercy of every
other man and at the mercy of his king; they shall break
the country to bits, and I will not rescue it from their
hands.
7 So I tended the sheep meant for slaughter, d-for those
poor men of the sheep.-d I got two staffs, one of which I
named Favor and the other Unity, and I proceeded to tend
the sheep. B But I lost •·the three shepherds·• in one month;
then my patience with them was at an end, and they in
turn were disgusted with me. 9 So I declared, "I am not
going to tend you; let the one that is to die die and the one
that is to get lost get lost; and let the rest devour each
other's flesh!"
1 D Taking my staff Favor, I cleft it in two, so as to annul
the covenant I had made with all the peoples; ' 11 and
when it was annulled that day, 9the same poor men of the
sheep-9 who watchedh me realized that it was a message
from the LORD. 12 Then I said to them, "If you are satisfied,
pay me my wages; if not, don't." So they weighed out my
wages, thirty shekels of silver-1 3 <·the noble sum that I
was worth in their estimation.·< The LoRD said to me, "Dea I.e., ]udall and Ephrai111.
b-b Meaning of Heb. Jlllcerlain. E111endation !fields "hm•e glory"; cj lsa. 45.25.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d-d E111e11dation yields 'for the shec·p dealers"; cf the ;uord rendered "trader" in 14.21.
e-e E111endation yields "a third of the flock. "
f Perhaps alluding to the prediction of 14. 1 -J.
g-g E111endation !fields "the sheep dealers. "
h E111endation yields "hired. "

NEVI'IM
1 1 .1-17: The readers of this liter
ary subunit Jearn much about the
worthless shepherds and their
fate. Building upon common an
cient Near Eastern and biblical im
agery, these shepherds are political
leaders, but significantly their
identity is never revealed, nor
even hinted at, so as to allow and
even encourage multiple interpre
tations. 1 3: See introduction.
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Z E C H A R I A H 1 1 . 1 4- 1 2 . 7

posit it in the treasury."• And I took the thirty shekels and
deposited it in the treasury in the House of the LORD.
14 Then I cleft in two my second staff, Unity, in order to
annul the brotherhood between Judah and Israel.b
1 5 The LoRD said to me further: Get yourself the gear of
a foolish shepherd. 16 For I am going to raise up in the land
a shepherd who will neither miss the lost [sheep], nor seek
the strayed: nor heal the injured, nor sustain the frail: but
will feast on the flesh of the fat ones and <tear off their
hoofs:<
17
Oh, the worthless shepherd
Who abandons the flock!
Let a sword descend upon his arm
And upon his right eye!
His arm shall shrivel up;
His right eye shall go blind.

1 2 A pronouncement: The word of the LORD concern
ing Israel.

The utterance of the LoRD,
Who stretched out the skies
And made firm the earth,
And created man's breath within him:
2 Behold, I will make Jerusalem a bowl of reeling for the
peoples all around. Judah shall be caught up in the siege
upon Jerusalem, 3 when all the nations of the earth gather
against her. In that day, I will make Jerusalem a stone for
all the peoples to lift; all who lift it shall injure themselves.
4 In that day-declares the LoRD-I will strike every horse
with panic and its rider with madness. But I will dwatch
over the House of Judah while I strike every horse ofd the
peoples with blindness. 5 And the clans of Judah will say
to themselves, •-"The dwellers of Jerusalem are a task set
for us by-• their God, the LoRD of Hosts." 6 In that day, I
will make the clans of Judah like a flaming brazier among
sticks and like a flaming torch among sheaves. They shall
devour all the besieging peoples right and left; and Jerusa
lem shall continue on its site, in Jerusalem.'
7 The LORD will give victory to the tents of Judah first, so
that the glory of the House of David and the glory of the
a Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111certaill.
b Two 111ss. of tl1e Sept11agi11t have "Jerusalem "; cf
1 2.2-3; 14.14.
c-c Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111certai11.
d-d Eme11dation yields "ope11 tile eyes of J11dail while I strike all. "
e-e Eme11datio11 yields "We will save tile dwellers ofJerusalem witII tile help of "
f Eme11datio11 yields "safetlf. "

1 2.1-14.21 : Another divine pro
nouncement associated with
Zechariah: The word of the LoRD
concerning Israel. This section is
set apart from the preceding one
(9.1-11.17) by the presence of an
unmistakable, composite subtitle
that serves as an introduction to
the unit in 12.1 (see 9.1). The repe
tition of the opening expression in
thnt day provides much cohesion
and structure to this literary unit
within the book. The section as a
whole is meant to bridge the gap
between the actual world of the
authorship and readership of the
book and an expected future in
which the kingship of the LoRD
over all the earth will be clearly
manifested and acknowledged by
all. Thus the unit reports a divine
communication about the process
that will lead to that future and
about that future itself. Following
earlier prophetic traditions, this
process involves political and
military turmoil, as well as astro
nomic or cosmic disturbances and
the transformation of the land
scape of Jerusalem. 12.1: The v.
reaffirms the authority and legiti
macy of the following text three
times: (prophetic) pronouncement,
the word of the LoRD, and the utter
ance of the LORD. This v. asks the
readers to interpret the ensuing
text (12.2-14.21) as a divine pro
nouncement concerning Israel,
even if the nations play a major
role in it. 2: Bowl of reeling: The
metaphor of a divinely induced,
incapacitating drunkenness
under judgment occurs elsewhere
in the prophets. The classical
examples are Jer. 25.15-29 and
Isa. 51.17-23. In the present text,
however, the nations, rather
than Jerusalem, are incapacitated.

Z E C H A R I A H 1 2 . 8- 13 . 5
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inhabitants of Jerusalem may not be too great for Judah.
8 Jn that day, the LoRD will shield the inhabitants of Jeru
salem; and the feeblest of them shall be in that day like
David, and the House of David like a divine being-like
an angel of the LORD-at their head.
9 In that day I will •·all but annihilate·• all the nations that
came up against Jerusalem. 10 But I will fill the House of
David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem with a spirit of pity
and compassion; and they shall lamentb to Me about those
who are slain, wailing over them as over a favorite son and
showing bitter grief as over a first-born. 11 In that day, the
wailing in Jerusalem shall be as great as the wailing at
Hadad-rimmon in the plain of Megiddon. 12 The land shall
wail, each family by itself: The family of the House of
David by themselves, and their womenfolk by themselves;
the family of the House of Nathan by themselves, and their
womenfolk by themselves; 13 the family of the House of
Levi by themselves, and their women-folk by themselves;
the family of the Shimeites by themselves, and their wom
enfolk by themselves; 14 and all the other families, every
family by itself, with their womenfolk by themselves.d
c

1 3 In that day a fountain shall be open to the House of

David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem for purging ·
and cleansing.
2 In that day, too-declares the LORD of Hosts-I will
erase the very names of the idols from the land; they shall
not be uttered any more. And I will also make the
"prophets" and the •·unclean spirit·• vanish from the land.
3 If anyone "prophesies" thereafter, his own father and
mother, who brought him into the world, will say to him,
"You shall die, for you have lied in the name of the LoRD";
and his own father and mother, who brought him into
the world, will put him to death when he "prophesies."
4 In that day, every "prophet" will be ashamed of the
"visions" [he had] when he "prophesied." In order to de
ceive, he' will not wear a hairy mantle,9 5 and he will de
clare, "I am not a 'prophet'; h-I am a tiller of the soiV you
see, •·I was plied with the red stuff' from my youth on."
a-a For tl1e idiolll cf Gen. 43-JD; it is also attested in postbiblical Hdm·w.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Usually "Megiddo. "
d In til is way, apparently, Iiley will prevail upon tile LoRn to spare tile rcllllWnt of tile be
sieging nations; cf v. 10.
e-e To wilicil abnorlllal illllllall behavior was attri/mtcd.
f Heb. ''Tiley. "
g In illlitatioll of Elijah; cf 2 Ki11gs 1.8.
11-11 I.e., I was addicted to wi11e like Noail, tile tiller of tile soil !cf Gen. g.20-2 1), ilellce lll!f
llllllllcillatiolls a11d ravings; cf Prov. 2J.JJ.
i-i CollllCCtillg 'adam witil 'adom "red" (cj Prov. 2J.J1); blll lllcallillg of Heb. llllCertaill.

10: An alternative and more com
mon type of translation, which is
at home in christological interpre
tation, is represented by "And I
will pour out a spirit of compas
sion and supplication on the house
of David and the inhabitants of Je
rusalem, so that, when they look
on the one whom they have
pierced, they shall mourn for him,
as one mourns for an only child,
and weep bitterly over him, as one
weeps over a firstborn" (NRSV).
The Heb is ambiguous, because it
may refer to a person or a group
whom they have pierced. Al
though the identity of the pierced
one/ones is unclear, if the text is
read as the continuation of v. 9-as
the structure of the section set by
the in that day openings suggests
it is more likely that it points to an
individual or group from within
the nations. For an understanding
of the verse as pointing to the Mes
siah from the House of Joseph, see
b. Sukkah 52a. Radak reads the
text differently; for him it de
scribes such a salvation that if
even one person of Israel were
killed in the battle, they will be as
tonished. 13.2-6: Away with the
prophets. Although the removal of
the idols is mentioned, the obvious
emphasis is on the removal of the
prophets. It is likely that a particu
lar group or type of prophets is
meant. 4: The hairy mantle is an al
lusion to Elijah (see 2 Kings 1.8).
5: The language seems to allude to
Amos 7.14, but with a most signifi
cant shift that results in a possible
association with Cain (see Gen.
4 .2). 6: Possibly a reference to ec
static prophecy.

NEVI'IM
6 And if he is asked,

ZECHARIAH

"Wha t are those •·sores on your
back?"-• he will reply, "From being beaten in the homes of
my friends."b
7c

8

9

0 sword!
Rouse yourself against My shepherd,
The man d-in charge of My flock-d
-says the LoRD of Hosts.
Strike down the shepherd
And let the flock scatter;
And I will also turn My hand
Against all the shepherd boys.
Throughout the land
-declares the LoRDTwo-thirds shall perish, shall die,
And one-third of it shall survive.
That third I will put into the fire,
And I will smelt them as one smelts silver
And test them as one tests gold.
They will invoke Me by name,
And I will respond to them.
I will declare, "You are My people,"
And they will declare,
"The LoRD is our God!"

1 4 Lo, a day of the LoRD is coming when your• spoil

shall be divided in your very midst! 2 For I will
gather all the nations to Jerusalem for war: The city shall
be captured, the houses plundered, and the women vio
lated; and a part of the city shall go into exile. But the rest
of the population shall not be uprooted from the city.
3 Then the LoRD will come forth and make war on those
nations as He is wont to make war on a day of battle. 4 0n
that day, He will set His feet on the Mount of Olives, near
Jerusalem on the east; and the Mount of Olives shall
split across from east to west, and one part of the Mount
shall shift to the north and the other to the south, a huge
gorge. 5'And the Valley in the Hills shall be stopped
up, for the Valley of the Hills shall reach only to Azal; it
shall be stopped up as it was stopped up as a result of the
earthquake in the days of King Uzziah of Judah.-And
n-n Lit. "sores bclweL'IJ your arms"; cf 2 Kings 9.24. Sores nrc �ol/tetimes symptoms of
llysterin.
b Presumably for mnkiug druuken scenes; <j Pro1•. 2J.J5·
c Vv. 7-9 would rend well after 1 1 . 1 7.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e Jerusalem is addressed.
f Vocalizing [we] nistam will! Tnrgum, Septungi11l, n11d 1111 old Heb. IllS. Oilier //ISS. n11d
printed editions rend, "You {pl.] sllnll flee {to] tile Valley in tile Hills, for tile Valley of tile
Hills sllnll renc/1 up to Aznl. You sl!nllflee ns 1/0U fled because of tile enrtl!qunke .

1 3 . 6- 1 4 . 5

Earth-shaking events
lead to the establishment of Jeru
salem as the center of the world
and the place from which the
LoRD reigns over all. 4-5: Mount
1 4.1-2 1 :

of Olives, a mount east of, and in
the vicinity of, Jerusalem. Valley in
tl1e Hills, perhaps, "valley in/be

tween the hills." The Heb word for
"hill" is often translated "mount"
or "mountain." And the Valley . . .
slmll be slopped up: Heb reads
"you shall flee by the valley of My
hills/mountains" (i.e., the new
valley created by the LoRD). Aznl,
an unknown location in the area.
Some scholars assume that the
original text read " 'etzel," i.e.,
"side" and, accordingly, that the
text read: "the valley between the
hills reached to each side (of the
now split Mount of Olives)."

ZECHARIAH 14.6-14. 1 8
the LoRD my God, with all the holy beings, will come
to you.
6•In that day, there shall be neither sunlight nor cold
moonlight 7 but there shall be a continuous day-only the
LORD knows when-of neither day nor night, and there
shall be light at eventide.
s In that day, fresh water shall flow from Jerusalem, part
of it to the Eastern Sea b and part to the Western Sea,'
throughout the summer and winter.
9 And the LoRD shall be king over all the earth; in that
day there shall be one LoRD with one name.d
10 Then the whole country shall become like the Ara
bah," '·from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem:' The lat
ter, however, shall perch high up where it is, and 9-shall be
inhabited -g from the Gate of Benjamin to the site of the Old
Gate, down to the Corner Gate, and from the Tower of
Hananel to the king's winepresses. 11 Never again shall
destruction be decreed, and Jerusalem shall dwell secure.
12 As for those peoples that warred against Jerusalem,
the LoRD will smite them with this plague: Their flesh
shall rot away while they stand on their feet; their eyes
shall rot away in their sockets; and their tongues shall rot
away in their mouths.
13 In that day, a great panic from the LoRD shall fall
upon them, and everyone shall snatch at the hand of an
other, and everyone shall raise his hand against everyone
else's hand. 14 Judah shall join the fighting in Jerusalem,
and the wealth of all the nations roundabout-vast quan
tities of gold, silver, and clothing-shall be gathered in.
15 The same plague shall strike the horses, the mules,
the camels, and the asses; the plague shall affect all the an
imals in those camps.
1 6 All who survive of all those nations that came up
against Jerusalem shall make a pilgrimage year by year to
bow low to the King LORD of Hosts and to observe the
Feast of Booths. 17 Any of the earth's communities that
does not make the pilgrimage to Jerusalem to bow low to
the King LoRD of Hosts shall receive no rain. 18 However,
if the community of Egypt does not make this pilgrimage,
it shall not be visited by the same affliction with which the
n Men11i11g of verse uucertniu; cf jol> 2 1 .26.
b I.e., the Dead Sen; cf joel 2.20.
c I.e., the Mediterrn11en11 Sen; cf joel 2.20.
d I.e., the Lo1w nlo11e slwl/ l>c worshiped n11d slwll be iuvokcd by /-lis Ime 1111111<'.
e I.e., shall be depressed like the jordnu Vnlh'lj.
f-f I.e., from the uorthem border of the Kiugdom ,�· judn/1 (1 Ki11gs 15.22; 2 Kiugs 2J.8) to
the southern border (josh. 15.32; 19-7!.
g-g Brought up from v. 1 1 for clnril<f.
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9: See introduction. The verse
evokes the language of Deut. 6-4the beginning of what became the
Shema prayer in later Judaism,
and, given its context, it most
likely means that in that day all
humanity will acknowledge and
worship the LORD alone and in
voke the LoRD's name alone. (Con
trast with the different vision in
Mic. 4-5-) 10: Like the Amba/1 means
as low and plain as the Jordan Val
ley. From Geba to Rimmon south of
Jerusalem refers to the territory of
Judah. Jerusalem will be higher
than its surroundings; cf. Mic. 4.1;
Isa. 2.2. The expression it shall be
inhabited, placed in our translation
in v. 10 for clarity, stands in v. 11 in
the Heb. V. 11 then reads, "And it
Uerusalem] shall be inhabited, for
never again shall destruction be
decreed, Jerusalem shall dwell se
cure." 16-17: The Feast of Booths,
Sukkot, stands at the beginning of
the rainy season and is the time for
petitioning rain from the LoRD
(see Rashi). As in other biblical cal
endars, Sukkot rather than Rosh
Ha-Shanah (the New Year) or Yom
Kippur (the Day of Atonement) is
the central festival. 18: Egypt's
agriculture was not dependent on
rain, but on the Nile. 21: Holiness
will be so pervasive that every
mundane household object will be
holy, and therefore there will be no
need for merchants to sell ritually
pure vessels.
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LORD will strike the other nations that do not come up to
observe the Feast of Booths: 19 Such shall be the punish
ment of Egypt and of all other nations that do not come up
to observe the Feast of Booths.
20 In that day, even the bells on the horses shall be in
scribed "Holy to the LORD." The metal pots in the House
of the LoRD shall be like the basins before the altar; 21 in
deed, every metal pot in Jerusalem and in Judah shall be
holy to the LoRD of Hosts. And all those who sacrifice
shall come and take of these to boil [their sacrificial meat]
in; in that day there shall be no more tradersb in the House
of the LoRD of Hosts.

a Because Egypt is not dependent 011 rain, it will suffer some otl1er punisluncnt, presnm
nbly thnt described in v. 1 2 .
b To sell ritually pnrc vessels.

Malachi
THE BOOK OF MALACHI is set in a period when the Second Temple was rebuilt and sacrifi

cial worship was resumed. It was composed in the Persian period, and is addressed origi
nally to the inhabitants of the Persian province of Yehud (Judah). Because of the reference
to intermarriage (2.11), some modern scholars assume that it belongs to a time closely pre
ceding that of Ezra's actions on the matter (d. b. Meg. 15a).
Some scholars have argued that the book was composed to provide an appropriate
closing to the book of the Twelve, or that its conclusion (3.22-24, or a portion thereof) was
written as a conclusion to the Twelve rather than to Malachi, or that substantial portions
of the book were originally associated with some form of the book of Zechariah. None of
these proposals is compelling.
Since Malachi means "my messenger," it has been thought from the earliest times that it
was not the name of the prophet, but an appellation, perhaps based on 3.1, "Behold, I am
sending My messenger to clear the way before Me." The Septuagint, the ancient Greek
translation (ca. 3rd century seE) does not read "Malachi" as a personal name, but trans
lates it as "His messenger." There is a tradition in the Targum that Malachi is Ezra; a
similar tradition is brought to bear in b. Meg. 15a; an alternate tradition of R. Nal).man
claims that Malachi was Mordecai. Still the Rabbis of the classical period (and later Ibn
Ezra, Radak, and Maimonides) maintained that Malachi is the name of the prophet.
Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi are all understood by the Rabbis as the last of the proph
ets, and the Talmud mentions rulings and sayings by this prophet that seem to character
ize him as an early sage, in addition to his being a prophet (see intra. to Haggai). Despite
these traditions, it is likely that Malachi should be understood as a personal name.
The readers of the book of Malachi are asked to look at some pitfalls in everyday life
and in the cult at the Temple, and particularly at how they affect the relationship between
the LoRD and Israel, resulting in a lack of prosperity. Issues concerning proper offerings,
marriage practices, and tithes are especially prominent in the book.
Messages of cultic reform and proper worship are deeply interwoven with the convic
tion of the coming of a future day in which the LORD will trample all evildoers. Such opti
mism about an ideal future is typical in prophetic works. Further, the book asks its readers
to identify proper behavior in these and all matters with following the Torah (or Teaching)
-
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of Moses. As a whole, the book is aimed at persuading its readership to follow the Torah
of Moses, or at strengthening their resolve to continue to do so. This message must be un
derstood within the book's historical setting, soon after the canonization of the Torah.
Thus, the book presents a prophetic voice that ultimately asserts the superiority of Torah
over prophecy.
The use of a disputation format in much of the book contributes rhetorically to that
purpose, for it allows the arguments of evildoers to be heard, in order to be countered and
neutralized. Further, it allows the readers some limited form of self-identification with the
actions of the evildoers, and as such serves as a call for them to examine themselves and
repent.
The book uses imagery that refers to the structure of ancient patriarchal family groups.
The LoRD, as the main power figure, is imagined as a father, and at times (given the tone
of the book) as an infuriated patriarchal figure. To be sure, this figure loves Israel/Judah,
but within this world, the loved one should fulfill its role and obligations as the father
figure envisages them. This type of metaphor is common in its historical setting, but it is
difficult for many contemporary readers because our understanding of family life differs
significantly from the one presumed in the book. Certainly modern readers who have had
a damaging experience of an overbearing patriarch find the message of such texts difficult
to accept (d. the book of Hosea). Other aspects of the imagery of the book of Malachi, and
particularly its ending, have brought much hope and comfort. In fact, the reference to
Elijah in 3.23-24 was often understood as an affirmation of hope for a final liberation, one
even greater than the exodus from Egypt, for after Israel's first liberation it eventually
becomes enslaved, but it will not after the one promised in Malachi (see Pesiq. Rab. 4.3).
Similarly the language of 3-4 is repeated often in traditional Jewish liturgy as an expres
sion of hope about the restoration of appropriate worship in a future, third Temple.
Malachi 1.1-2.7 is read as the haftarah for the parashah of Toledot (Gen. 25. 19-28.9),
since these share the themes of Jacob and Esau, and Malachi 3-4-24 as that of Shabbat
Ha-Gadol, the Sabbath preceding Passover, most likely because of the association of Elijah
and the forthcoming messianic liberation, which is traditionally connected to Passover. (In
the Yemenite tradition Mal. 1 .1-3-4 is read with the parashah of Toledot.)
[EHUD BEN zv1]

1 A pronouncement: The word of the LoRD to Israel
through Malachi.

2 I have shown you love, said the LoRD. But you ask,
"How have You shown us love?" After all-declares the
1 . 1 : Superscription. The book has
a double title, a (prophetic) pro
IIOW1cement and ti1e word of ti1e
L01w. It is important to note that
the word is to Ismel, meaning here

Israel as a people with a particular
relation to the LORD (see, e.g.,
2.1 6), a particular history, and a
pmticular obligation to follow the
Torah of Moses (cf. 3.22) and to

worship in jerusalem. This con
ception of Israel is especially asso
ciated with the Persian period
Yehud (or Judah), and it assumes a
partial overlap between the con
cepts of "Israel" and "Judah" (a
more geographico-political term).
Thus references to Judah in 2.11
and 3·4 are identical with Israel in
1 . 1 . The ancient readers of the
book in ancient Yehud most likely
identified themselves with both
Judah and Israel.

M ALACHI 1 . 3-1 . 1 4
LORD-Esau is Jacob's brother; yet I have accepted Jacob
3 and have rejected Esau. I have made his hills a desola
tion, his territory •·a home for beasts·• of the desert. 4 If
Edam thinks, "Though crushed, we can build the ruins
again," thus said the LORD of Hosts: They may build, but I
will tear down. And so they shall be known as the region
of wickedness, the people damned forever of the LoRD.
S Your eyes shall behold it, and you shall declare, "Great is
the LORD beyond the borders of Israel!"
6 A son should honor his father, and a slaveb his master.
Now if I am a father, where is the honor due Me? And if I
am a master, where is the reverence due Me?-said the
LORD of Hosts to you, 0 priests who scorn My name. But
you ask, "How have we scorned Your name?" 7 You offer
defiled food on My altar. But you ask, "How have we de
filed You?"c By saying, "The table of the LoRD can be
treated with scorn." B When you present a blind animal for
sacrifice-it doesn't matter! When you present a lame or
sick one-it doesn't matter! Just offer it to your governor:
Will he accept you? Will he show you favor?-said the
LORD of Hosts. 9 And now implore the favor of God! Will
He be gracious to us? This is what you have done-will
He accept any of you?
The LORD of Hosts has said: 1D if only you would lock
My doors, and not kindle fire on My altar to no purpose! I
take no pleasure in you-said the LORD of Hosts-and I
will accept no offering from you. 1 1 For from where the
sun rises to where it sets, My name is honored among the
nations, and everywhere incense and pure oblation are of
fered to My name; for My name is honored among the na
tions-said the LoRD of Hosts. 12 But you profane it when
you say, "The table of the Lord is defiled and the meat/
the food, can be treated with scorn." 13 You say, "Oh, what
a bother!" And so you degraded it-said the LORD of
Hosts-and you bring the stolen, the lame, and the sick;
and you offer such as an oblation. Will I accept it from
you?-said the LoRD.
14 A curse on the cheat who has an [unblemished] male
in his flock, but for his vow sacrifices a blemished animal
to the Lord! For I am a great King-said the LoRD of
Hosts-and My name is revered among the nations.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b Septuagint and Targum add "slwuld reverence"; cf next part of verse.
c Septuagint "it."
d Meaning ofHeb. t/llcertain.
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1 .2-5: The LoRD loves Jacob. This
section is meant to persuade or re
mind the readers of the LORD's
special relationship with them.
This is shown in the divine prefer
ence of Jacob over Esau. Esau
stands both for Edam and for all
the other nations. The contrast be
tween the fates of the siblings
(Esau/Edom and Jacob/Israel) is a
central motif in the book of Oba
diah. (On the later identifications
of Esau/Edom, see notes on Oba
diah.) In the book of Malachi,
however, the issue is not central;
rather it is used for rhetorical pur
poses within an argument devel
oped against a particular group in
Israel. The central point is that Is
rael is beloved, even if certain of
its members are acting improperly.
1 .6-14: Improper cultic practices
at the Temple. 8: The logic of the
argument is that if an animal can
not be offered to a provincial gov
ernor without risking punishment,
it is certainly not a suitable offer
ing for the King of Kings (cf. vv.
13-14). From the LORD's perspec
tive, the fact tha t these offerings
are still brought demonstrates the
priests' disrespect for, and lack of
fear of, the LORD, as proven by the
validity of the previous statement
of the LORD, 0 priests who scorn My
1111111e (v. 6). There are numerous
references in the Bible to the belief
that blemished animals were not
acceptable for sacrifice (e.g., Exod.
12. 5; 29.1; Lev. 1. 3, 10; 3.1; 22.22,
passim). 1 0: The first sentence may
be translated as, "Oh, that some
one among you would shut the
temple doors, so that you would
not kindle fire on my altar in vain"
(NRSV). The LORD prefers no sac
rifices at all, and even the closing
of the Temple, over the improper
situation described in these vv.
14: [Unblelllislwd] nw/e: Blemished
animals, which were not fit for sac
rifice (cf. Lev. 1.3), were offered
even by those who had unblem
ished animals. The main opposi
tion in the text is not between fe
male and male offerings, but
between blemished and unblem
ished male animals. In Israel, as in
other agrarian societies, the most

NEVI'IM
2 And now, 0 priests, this charge is for you: 2 Unless you

obey and unless you lay it to heart, and do honor to
My name-said the LORD of Hosts-1 will send a curse
and turn your blessings into curses. (Indeed, I have
turned them into curses, because you do not lay it to
heart.) 3 I will •put your seed under a ban,·• and I will
strew dung upon your faces, the dung of your festal sacri
fices, and you shall be carried out to its [heap].
4 Know, then, that I have sent this charge to you that My
covenant with Levi may endure-said the LoRD of Hosts.
5 I had with him a covenant of life and well-being, which I
gave to him, and of reverence, which he showed Me. For
he stood in awe of My name.
6b
Proper rulings were in his mouth,
And nothing perverse was on his lips;
He served Me with complete loyalty
And held the many back from iniquity.
7
<·For the lips of a priest guard knowledge,
And men seek rulings from his mouth;·<
For he is a messenger of the LORD of Hosts.
B But you have turned away from that course: You have
made the many stumble through your rulings/ you have
corrupted the covenant of the Levites-said the LORD of
Hosts. 9 And I, in turn, have made you despicable and vile
in the eyes of all the people, because you disregard My
ways and show partiality in your rulings.
10 Have we not all one Father? Did not one God create
us? Why do we break faith with one another, profaning
the covenant of our ancestors? 11 Judah has broken faith;
abhorrent things have been done in Israel and in Jerusa
lem. For Judah has profaned what is holy to the LORD
what He desires-and espoused daughters of alien gods.

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b See Hag. l.ID-IJ; cf Lm 1 0.8-11, Ocut. JJ.S, 10.
c-c Or: For lite lips of a priest are observed; I K11owledgc a11d ruli11g are sougltt from !tis
IIIOUIII.
d By ruling falsely I/rat an act was licit or an object ritually pure.

common sacrifice was that of a
male animaL Female sacrifices
were rarer and more expensive,
since each female is potentially a
separate breeding animal, but any
number of males can be sacrificed
as long as one is kept to impreg
nate the females.

2.1-9: The improper behavior of
the priest. The readers overhear,

as it were, the LoRD's speech to the
priests as reported in these vv. The
speech reminds the readers of the
importance of the rulings/ torah/
teachings of the priests (d. Hag.
2.1o-13), and of their role as "the
LoRD's messengers" (see v. 7 and
notice the pun on the name Mala
chi, "My messenger"). To be sure,
unless the priests perform their
duty as the LORD expects them to,
- 1271 -
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there cannot be proper worship,
with all the consequences that this
might entaiL 4: Cf. 2.8; Neh. 13.29.

9: Show partiality in your rulings
seems to point to the priests' ac
ceptance of unacceptable offerings
brought by powerful members of
society (e.g., Radak; cf. Prov. 18.5).
Notice also the reference back to
1.8. (The Heb idiom translated as
show . . . favor in 1.8 is the same as
show partiality here.) The point of
the verse is that the priests' privi
leged status is conditional and can
be overturned.

2.10-16: On marriage. The im
proper behavior of (male) Israel.
This passage condemns male
Judah because of intermarriage
and because they "acted treacher
ously" against their Judahite
wives. It concludes with another
reported speech of the LoRD (v. 6)
supporting the message conveyed
by the preceding vv. Scholars have
debated whether the language of
intermarriage should be taken lit
erally or symbolically, as a refer
ence to idolatry. The majority of
scholars support the first alterna
tive, but the text may have
more than one level of meaning.

10-1 1 : Have we not all one Father?
Did not one God create us? These

words have been used numerous
times to point to the unity (or,
brotherhood or siblinghood) of all
humanity (see b. Ta'an. 18a) and to
advance ethical claims about the
treatment of different groups on
that basis. Within Malachi, how
ever, these expressions carry a dif
ferent meaning. Because we equals
Israel, which in tum was identified
with Persian Yehud (see intro.),
they refer to inner Israelite respon
sibilities to "keep faith" with one
another and to honor the covenant
of their fathers. If this understand
ing of the text is accepted, then
the term Father has two meanings:
(a) the LoRD as father of Israel; and
(b) the patriarchs of Israel, and
esp. Jacob (e.g., Ibn Ezra). The first
meaning relates this verse to other
sections in Malachi in which the
LORD is characterized as father.
The second meaning emphasizes
the border between Israel and the

MALACHI 2 . 1 2-2 . 1 7
12 May the LORD leave to him who does this •·no descen
dants·• dwelling in the tents of Jacob and presenting offer
ings to the LoRD of Hosts. 13 And this you do b·as well:·b
You cover the altar of the LoRD with tears, weeping, and
moaning, so that He refuses to regard the oblation any
more and to accept <-what you offer:< 14 But you ask, "Be
cause of what?" Because the LoRD is a witness between
you and the wife of your youth with whom you have bro
ken faith, though she is your partner and covenanted
spouse. 1 5 Did not the One make [all,] •·so that all remain
ing life-breath is His? And what does that One seek but
godly folk? So be careful of your life-breath,-• and let no
one break faith with the wife of his youth. 16 For I detest
divorce-said the LoRD, the God of Israel-•·and covering
oneself with lawlessness as with a garment·•-said the
LoRD of Hosts. So be careful of your life-breath and do not
act treacherously.
1 7 You have wearied the LoRD with your talk. But you
ask, "By what have we wearied [Him]?" By saying, "All
who do evil are good in the sight of the LoRD, and in them
He delights," or else, "Where is the God of justice?"
n-n Menning of /-feb. uncertain.
b-b Lit. "n second time"; Septuagint rends "wllich I detest"; cf v. 16.
c-c Lit. 'jro111 yonr Iwnd. "

nations, which is an important
issue in the unit, and directly links
the reference to the ancestral fa
thers at the conclusion of the v.
(and perhaps even alludes to the
reference to Jacob and Esa u in
1 .2-3). (The use of the capital "F"
for Father, indicating the deity, is a
translation choice that is not pres
ent in the Heb, which cannot make
a distinction between common
and proper nouns.) There is an al
ternative tradition of reading these
expressions within their context in
the book of Malachi. Within this
tradition Have we not all one Fnt!Jer?
Did not one God create us? actually
points at the unity of humanity,
but it is said by the (sinful) Judah
ites to justify their actions. To
them, the prophetic voice in the
text answers, Judah has broken faith.
(It is also possible to understand
father as referring to Adam.) The
expression translated brenk faith
with one another may also be trans
lated "act treacherously, a man to

his brother." If the latter transla
tion is followed, then v. 11 should
be translated, "Judah has acted
treacherously." The text clearly
conveys to the readers that marry
ing daughters of alien gods (i.e.,
foreign women) is tantamount to
profaning what is holy to the LoRD
and committing abominations;
Judah acting treacherously is the
equivalent of a Judahite man
breaking faith with his brothers.
Thus, within the book intermar
riage is presented here not only as
a husband-wife affair, but as a
brother-brother affair, and a son
patriarch affair (since the latter's
covenant is breached), and a mat
ter between Israel and the LoRD,
with grave cultic and covenantal
implications (see vv. 12-13). The
precise language chosen to de
scribe the women, namely not as
"foreign women" but rather as
dn11gillers ofalien gods, is rhetori
cally significant. 13-16: Judahite
men failed on another account.
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They "have acted treacherously"
against (or broken faith with) their
Judahite wives whom they mar
ried in their youth. Their actions
not only caused great pain to these
women, but also involved cove
nant breaking, and as such they
carried grave cultic implications:
The LORD rejected the offerings of
those Judahites and of Judah. The
sentence translated I detest [or
"hate"] divorce-said the LoRD, the
God of Israel has attracted much at
tention in the last decades. The
Heb is difficult. Moreover, a text of
the v. in a Dead Sea Scrolls manu
script may be translated "But if
you hate [your wife] divorce
[her]!" (4Q12•). Significantly, this is
also the way in which the Targum,
the Vulgate, and (likely) the LXX
understood the v. (d. b. Gil. Bob).
This reading is consistent with the
liberal atti tude toward divorce of
the House of Hillel and R. Akiva
(m. Gil. 9.10); cf. Deut. 24.1-2; Sir.
25.26. Even if the MT version of
the v. represents the original text, it
is indisputable that different inter
pretations and versions of it al
ready existed in ancient times.
Controversies about its meaning
are also well attested in medieval
times.

2.17-3.2 1 : The coming day: judg

ment for the doers of evil and a
"sun of righteousness" for those
who revere the LoRD's name. Al

though there is some debate about
the scope of the different units in
cluded in these vv., it is clear that
they address issues such as theod
icy, a response to those who claim
that the LoRD is either unjust or
unable to provide justice in this
world, strong affirmations of a
great day of judgment to come, a
reference to a long history of Israel
turning away from the LORD, and
calls for repentance. As a whole,
the emphasis on the future, and
the general tone of hope, sets ch 3
apart from the previous chs in
Malachi. Mal. 3.6-12, however,
is closely related to 1.2-5.
2.17: Despite the present division
according to chs, the v. is to be
read as directly linked to the fol
lowing vv. The scribal tradition of

NEVI'IM
3 Behold, I am sending My messenger to clear the way

before Me, and the Lord whom you seek shall come to
His Temple suddenly. As for the angel of the covenant•
that you desire, he is already coming. 2 But who can en
dure the day of his coming, and who can hold out when
he appears? For he is like a smelter's fire and like fuller 's
lye. 3 He shall actb like a smelter and purger of silver; and
he shall purify the descendants of Levi and refine them
like gold and silver, so that they shall present offerings in
righteousness. 4 Then the offerings of Judah and Jerusalem
shall be pleasing to the LoRD as in the days of yore and in
the years of old. s But [first] I will step forward to contend
against you, and I will act as a relentless accuser against
those who have no fear of Me: Who practice sorcery, who
commit adultery, who swear falsely, who cheat laborers of
their hire, and who subvert [the cause of] the widow, or
phan, and stranger, said the LORD of Hosts.
6 <For I am the LoRD-I have not changed; and you are
the children of Jacob-you have not ceased to be. 7 From
the very days of your fathers you have turned away from
My laws and have not observed them. Turn back to Me,
and I will turn back to you-said the LORD of Hosts. But
you ask, "How shall we turn back?" 8 Ought man to de
fraudd God? Yet you are defrauding Me. And you ask,
"How have we been defrauding You?" In tithe and contri
bution." 9 You are suffering under a curse, yet you go on
defrauding Me-the whole nation of you. 10 Bring the full
tithe into the storehouse/ and let there be food in My
House, and thus put Me to the test-said the LORD of
Hosts. I will surely open the floodgates of the sky for you
and pour down blessings on you; 11 and I will banish the
locusts9 from you, so that they will not destroy the yield of
your soil; and your vines in the field shall no longer mis
carry-said the LORD of Hosts. 12 And all the nations shall
account you happy, for you shall be the most desired of
lands-said the LORD of Hosts.
13 You have spoken hard words against Me-said the
LoRD. But you ask, "What have we been saying among
ourselves against You?" 14 You have said, "It is useless to
n
l>
c
d
e
f
g

Appnrmtllj tile 111esse11gcr of tile previo11s se11te11ce is regnrdt•d ns /srne/',; t11tclnnf a11gcl.
Lit. "sit."
Vv. 6-12 resu111e tile tlwugilt of 1 .2-5.
Hel>. qaba', n play 011 tile 11a111e of Jacob (v. 6); cf Gm. 27-36.
I.e., the contributions to the priests from tile llCi.U grain, oil, and wilu·; �ee Num. 18.12.
I.e., tl1e public storeilouse; see Neil. 1J. 10-1J.
Lit. "devourer. "
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the MT has a break after 2.16 re
flected in the paragraph division
in NJPS. 3.1-2: Cf. Isa. 40.3. Much
of the discussion on the "messi
anic" tone of Malachi centers on
3.23 and this v. The identity of the
messenger in 3.1 has been highly
debated. Is My messenger (Heb
"malakhi") Malachi? Or is there at
least a pun on the name of the
prophet? Is the messenger the
angel of tlze covenant, a zealous,
powerful enforcer of the covenant
who is like a snzelter's fire and like
fuller's lye (i.e., a purifying, caustic
treatment)? Is he Elijah (see v. 23)?
Or is Elijah the angel of tl1e cove
nant? Does the text indicate an ex
pectation of a priestly Messiah?
There is a very long history of in
terpretation on this v., with multi
ple meanings already in antiquity.
The New Testament merges this
v. with Isa. 40.3 and identifies the
expected messenger as John the
Baptist (Matt. 11.10; Mark 1.2;
Luke 7.27). 4: See introduction.
8-9: The repeated use of terms
translated as defraud and the like
(Heb "kaba"') is a pun on the
name Jacob ("Ya'akob") and its
negative connotations (d. Gen.
27.36; Jer. 9.3; Hos. 12.4) See
translators' note d. 1 0: Cf. Neh.
l}.lo-11; Dan. 1.2.

MALACHI 3 · 1 5-3 .24
serve God. What have we gained by keeping His charge
and walking in abject awe of the LoRD of Hosts? 1 5 And so,
we account the arrogant happy: they have indeed done
evU and endured; they have indeed dared God and es
caped." 16 In this vein have those who revere the LORD
been talking to one another. The LORD has heard and
noted it, and a scroll of remembrance has been written at
His behest concerning those who revere the LORD and es
teem His name. 17 And on the day that I am preparing,
said the LoRD of Hosts, they shall be My treasured posses
sion; I will be tender toward them as a man is tender to
ward a son who ministers to him. 1 8 And you shall come
to see the difference between the righteous and the
wicked, between him who has served God and him who
has not served Him.
19 For lo! That day is at hand, burning like an oven. All
the arrogant and all the doers of evil shall be straw, and
the day that is coming-said the LoRD of Hosts-shall
burn them to ashes and leave of them neither stock nor
boughs. 20 But for you who revere My name a sun of vic
tory shall rise •·to bring healing:• You shall go forth and
stamp like stall-fed calves, 21 and you shall trample the
wicked to a pulp, for they shall be dust beneath your feet
on the day that I am preparing-said the LoRD of Hosts.
22 Be mindful of the Teaching of My servant Moses,
whom I charged at Horeb with laws and rules for all Is
raeL
23 Lo, I will send the prophet Elijah to you before the
coming of the awesome, fearful day of the LORD. 24 He
shall reconcile parents with children and children with
their parents, so that, when I come, I do not strike the
whole land with utter destruction.
Lo, I will send the prophet Elijah to you before the
coming of the awesome, fearful day of the LORD.

n-n Lit. "with ltenli11g hr the folds of its garments"; others "with lu·aliug in its wings."
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16: This scroll of remembrance is
found elsewhere in the Bible (e.g.,
Exod. 32.32); it is a Mesopotamian
concept which becomes especially
developed in the idea of the book
of life associated with the Jewish
high holiday liturgy. 19-24: In
most English translations these vv.
appear as Mal. 4.1-6. 20: A sun of
victory, lit. and in most transla
tions, "a sun of righteousness." To
bring l1enling, lit. and in most trans
la tions, "with healing in its
wings." The background of the im
agery is mythological. The rising
of "a sun of righteousness" is a
metaphor for the dawn of a new
"day," i.e., era of history. 22-24: At
its conclusion, Malachi asserts the
dominance of Mosaic Torah over
the prophetic tradition. See intra.
to Malachi and intra. to The
Twelve. 23: There is a long tradi
tion of interpretation of this v. ex
panding on the role of Elijah, the
herald of the messianic era; see,
e.g., b. Snn/1. uSa; b. 'Eruv. 43b.
Since Elijah did not die, but as
cended to heaven (2 Kings 2.11),
he can return. The mvesome,fenrful
day of tl1e LoRD is associated with
the "travails of the messiah" in b.
Sanh. 118a. It is traditional in Jew
ish liturgy to repeat this v. after
3-24 so as to conclude the public
reading on a strong, hopeful note,
rather than the threat of the final
phrase of v. 24. This liturgical read
ing is represented in NJPS by the
repetition of the text of v. 23 in a
smaller font. (The same holds true
for the conclusion of Isaiah, Lam
entations, and Ecclesiastes.)
24: The connection between inter
generational reconciliation and Eli
jah is enigma tic.

KETH UVI M
Terminology and Content
THE VAGUE TERM KETHUVIM, " WRITINGS, " reflects the variety of material collected in this
canonical division, ranging from historical works (e.g., Chronicles), prayers (Psalms), wis
dom works (e.g., Job), and apocalyptic prophecy (the second half of Daniel). It is likely that
the various books now in this section entered the canon for quite different reasons: Psalms
was used for prayers, the Song of Songs was probably first canonized as an ancient erotic
poem used in wedding ceremonies, while the books of Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes may
have been placed together in the canon because all three belong to a category of writing
known as wisdom literature. Most likely the books now in Kethuvim came together and
were viewed as authoritative and ultimately canonized toward the end of the Second Tem
ple period, after the canonical section Nevi'im was closed, and thus the books now com
prising Kethuvim were assembled together, despite their differences, into a single group.
The wide variety of the ordering of these books found in manuscripts and canonical lists
also reflects the fact that Kethuvim was canonized later than Torah, which has a fixed
order, and Nevi'im, where there is only slight variation in the order of the books.
An early order, where the books are largely arranged in what the Rabbis understood to
be their chronological sequence (from Ruth to Chronicles), is found in the Babylonian
Talmud (b. B. Bat. 1 5a). No surviving manuscripts, however, have this order. Most sources
divide Kethuvim into three parts; however, unlike "the former prophets" and "the latter
prophets," no names are extant for each part.
The first section is composed of the three large books Psalms, Proverbs, and Job, either
in that order, or in the order Psalms, Job, and Proverbs. Psalms is always the first book,
suggesting that in some early sources (e.g., Luke 24-44 and the Dead Sea Scrolls) Psalms
may be the title for the entire collection of Kethuvim.
These three large books are typically followed by five smaller books called /wmesh
megillot, "the five scrolls." These books were likely copied together (much like the pro
phetic collection the Twelve) so that individual short scrolls would not get lost. Many
orders exist for these books. The NJPS translation follows one common order, which
arranges these books in the order in which they are read in the liturgical year: Song of
Songs (Passover in the early spring), Ruth (Shavuot in the late spring), Lamenta tions (the
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fast of the ninth of Av in the summer), Ecclesiastes (Sukkot in the fall), and Esther (Purim
in the late winter). Another common manuscript order arranges these books according to
their attributed dates of authorship: Ruth (period of judges), Song of Songs (by Solomon
as a youth), Ecclesiastes ( by Solomon when he was old and jaded), Lamentations (by Jere
miah after the destruction of the Temple), and Esther (by Mordecai, during the Persian
period).
The last collection is of three historical texts: Daniel (which also contains apocalyptic
prophecy), Ezra-Nehemiah, which narrates the history of the early postexilic period, and
Chronicles, which very selectively retells history from Adam through the Cyrus declara
tion of 538 BCE. This is the order found in the NJPS translation, which follows some manu
scripts and most printed editions. It is a strange order, since Ezra-Nehemiah is a logical
continuation of Chronicles, quite literally beginning where Chronicles ends, with the
Cyrus declaration. It is thus not surprising that most manuscripts have Ezra-Nehemiah as
the final book of the Bible.
Finally, it is noteworthy that Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah are each viewed by Jewish
tradition as a single book. Like Samuel and Kings (see "Nevi'im," p. 451), only under the
influence of the Septuagint did some manuscripts and early printed versions of the Bible
divide these books into two.

Authorship
THESE BOOKS COME FROM widely diverse time periods. Many show clear linguistic signs
of being p ostexilic; for example, there is clear late Aramaic influence on Ecclesiastes, and
Greek influence on Daniel (see the introductions to these books). In fact,.historical refer
ences in Daniel would place its composition in the 2nd century BCE. Lamentations is
clearly from the exilic period (586-538) or very shortly thereafter. Many attributed Ruth to
the preexilic period, but it is increasingly being seen nowadays as a postexilic work.
Psalms is a collection, containing some psalms which are considered among the earliest of
biblical literature (e.g., Ps. 68), and others that are dated on the basis of language or
content to the exilic or postexilic periods (Pss. 135; 145). Rabbinic literature attributes
many of the works now found in Kethuvim to traditional figures; thus Jeremiah is consid

ered the author of Lamentations, and Solomon is considered the author of Ecclesiastes. In
the case of Song of Songs, an attribution of Solomonic authorship was even secondarily
added as the first verse of the composition. These attributions, however, are not histori
cally accurate; rather, they reflect a late biblical and early rabbinic desire to enhance these
books by connecting them to figures who are central in tradition. Linguistic and other in
ternal evidence, which is investigated in the introductions to each of the books in Kethu
vim, is a more reliable way of dating these books.

Wisdom Literature
ACCORDING TO MOST BIBLICAL SC H OLARS, the three books Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes
should be viewed together as wisdom literature. "Wisdom literature" describes works that
-
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do not focus on the nation Israel, on its great formative historical memories, such as the
exodus and conquest, on the Temple and Jerusalem, or on covenant as the central theolog
ical notion binding together God, the people Israel, and the land of Israel. Wisdom books
are thus in some ways a departure from the concerns of other biblical books. They share,
rather, as their focus, reflection on universal human concerns, especially the understand
ing of individual experiences and the maintenance of ordered relationships that lead both
to success on the human plane and to divine approval.
In more recent scholarship, the concept of "wisdom" has been criticized as too elastic
and amorphous. Indeed, the three wisdom books in this collection are remarkably differ
ent from one another and do not form a clear unit: Proverbs, in contrast to Job, suggests
that the righteous are rewarded and do not suffer, while Ecclesiastes, in contrast to both
Job and Proverbs, is deeply skeptical of the utility of wisdom. In addition, "wisdom" is a
modern category, deriving from the beginning of the twentieth century, and thus Job,
Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes were not originally grouped together on generic grounds. They
nevertheless share a thematic interdependence. Proverbs provides a normative version of
a type of ancient Near Eastern thought that looked for pattern and repetition in nature and
in the moral life. In this tradition, the regular recurrence of natural phenomena could
provide an analogy to guide human beings in their social interactions:
Charcoal for embers and wood for a fire
And a contentious man for kindling strife. (26.21)
The inevitability of the natural occurrence is mirrored in the inevitability of the social one.
This kind of thinking then was extended to moral behavior, with the argument that good
behavior, like good farming practice, will be rewarded:
He who tends a fig tree will enjoy its fruit,
And he who cares for his master will be honored. (27.18)
Job and Ecclesiastes relate to this normative tradition in different ways. Job denies the in
evitability of rewards for living an upright life and decisively refutes the idea that human
suffering is always deserved. Ecclesiastes treats the idea of inevitability in a still different
way, emphasizing the great power of God that may be seen through the natural repeti
tions of seasons, tasks, and occupations. Human attempts to circumvent this power, or
even to understand it fully, are futile. The themes found in these wisdom texts are found
in other biblical texts as well, suggesting that the wisdom school did not have a narrow
sphere of influence. Additionally, the themes of the wisdom tradition are continued (with
significant changes, as wisdom and Torah become identified) in later postbiblical Jewish
works, such as the Apocryphal book of the Wisdom of (Ben) Sirach, which is also known
as Ecclesiasticus.

The Historical Books in Kethuvim
MANY OF THE BOOKS IN KETHUVIM (Ruth, Esther, Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, Daniel chs

1-6) may be understood as historical books in the sense that they narrate a past. Much like
the historical texts now found in the Former Prophets (see p. 453), however, those found in
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Kethuvim are not historical in our sense, that is, they are not narratives giving an accurate
systematic account that conforms to what really happened.
This is particularly true of the book of Chronicles, which is a retelling with significant
variations of the books of Genesis through Kings. It is unclear if its author had access to a
significant number of external sources not found in our canonical Bibles, but in any case, a
close examination of the book illustrates the remarkable way in which its author deals
with sources, rewriting them to fit a particular notion of "historical probability," namely,
what really should have happened based on notions of how the world worked. For
example, in the book of Kings, which does not have a clear retribution theory (a theory
concerning punishment and reward), the Judean King Manasseh (698/687-642 BCE) is de
picted as the most evil king of Judah, who is ultimately responsible for the destruction of
the Temple in 586 (2 Kings ch 21). The same source, however, indicates that Manasseh
reigned for fifty-five years.
This "contradiction" between the behavior of Manasseh and his long reign did not
bother the Deuteronomist, who did not believe that each individual king needed to be
punished or rewarded for his behavior. The Chronicler, however, did believe in this type
of retribution theology, and the Deuteronomist's depiction of Manasseh in Kings was
clearly very troublesome. For this reason, the Chronicler rewrote the life of Manasseh,
adding 2 Chronicles 33.10-13: "The LoRD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they
would not pay heed, so the LoRD brought against them the officers of the army of the king
of Assyria, who took Manasseh captive in manacles, bound him in fetters, and led him off
to Babylon. In his distress, he entreated the LoRD his God and humbled himself greatly
before the God of his fathers. He prayed to Him, and He granted his prayer, heard his
plea, and returned him to Jerusalem to his kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the LoRD
alone was God." Thus, Manasseh fits the paradigms that the author of Chronicles believed
to be true: All people need to be warned before they are punished; repentance is extremely
efficacious; and individuals may only succeed if their behavior is meritorious. These exter
nal beliefs forced a revision of the source's account so that Manasseh's life could be prop
erly illustrative. Other examples of this type of revisionism are found throughout Chroni
cles, and are discussed in the introduction to that book (pp. 1712-1717).
Scholars have found similarities between Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah and have
posited that these works belong to a single large history composed by the Chronicler,
which parallels the Deuteronomistic History. A closer look at Chronicles and Ezra
Nehemiah, however, shows that they differ from each other in outlook and vocabulary,
and that the general similarities between them are best attributed to the common time in
which they were written, most likely the fourth century BCE. Like Chronicles, a strong ide
ological bias may be detected in Ezra-Nehemiah, and even though it purports to be
written close to the events it describes, it must be used with great care by the contempo
rary historian of ancient Israel.
Ruth and Esther, both now found among the five scrolls, and Daniel are different in
genre from Chronicles or Ezra-Nehemiah. They are fictional stories set in historical back-
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grounds, serving ideological and perhaps esthetic purposes. Clearly artistic from a literary
point of view, these books are not simply entertainment: They narrate a past (sometimes a
fanciful past) in order to convey lessons relevant to the community. Ruth, a deceptively
simple pastoral tale, promotes the principles of (1esed, "loyalty," and of family continuity,
elevating it to the national level with the genealogy of David. Esther, a comic farce that
uses drinking parties as a major plot device, provides an etiology or origin for the festival
of Purim and shows that, despite dire threats to their security, Diaspora Jews can triumph
and succeed. Daniel chs 1-6, like Esther, models success in a foreign court and, unlike
Esther, stresses that Jews should be faithful to their religious beliefs and practices in the
Diaspora. The particular characteristics of these three very different books may be found
in the introductions to each book (pp. 1 578-79, 1623-25, and 164o-42).

Kethuvim

as a

Collection

THE OBSERVATIONS ABOVE SHOW THAT KETHUVIM is the most diverse collection of the

three canonical divisions. Even though various texts may be grouped together, e.g., as
wisdom literature or as historical texts, the individual works that comprise these cate
gories (e.g., Job and Proverbs) have little in common. Kethuvim has no central theme or
idea, in the way that the Torah (or Hexateuch) might have the land promise and its fulfill
ment as its center, or the Prophets as a whole might illustrate the significance of heeding
the mediated divine word. In fact, with the exception of Psalms and the five scrolls, which
have significant liturgical uses, Kethuvim has not received much attention within Jewish
tradition.
This lack of attention is quite unfortunate, for these books are among the most interest
ing biblical books, and also among the most significant for understanding the Bible as a
whole and for following the development from biblical Israel to rabbinic Judaism. Since
this collection contains some of the latest books in the Bible (Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah,
Daniel, Ecclesiastes), it shows us how classical biblical ideas evolved and changed in the
late biblical period, as they began to develop into notions that would be much more famil
iar to readers of Jewish texts beginning with the Hellenistic period (Apocrypha, Pseude
pigrapha, and Dead Sea Scrolls) and continuing in early rabbinic literature.
[ MARC ZVI BRETTLER)
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Psalms
THE BOOK OF PSALMS IS THE FIRST BOOK of Kethuvim, or Writings-probably because of

its size and significance and also perhaps because it was the first book in Kethuvim to
become authoritative. A text from the Dead Sea Scrolls, MMTd (4Q397: 14-21; C.9-10),
speaks of "the books of Moses and the books of the Prophets and David," thus indicating
its status. (For "David" as a locution for Psalms, see below.)
Psalms is a collection, actually a collection of collections, of poetic prayers. (Prose
prayers are also found throughout the Bible, but they are ad hoc, private prayers of indi
viduals.) The origin of most of these poetic prayers is lost in obscurity, but they were pre
served because they were likely used liturgically in ancient Israel, certainly in the Second
Temple and in some cases perhaps in the First Temple. The Hebrew name of the book,
Tehilim, "songs of praise," is found often in rabbinic literature and is also attested in one of
the Dead Sea Scrolls, in a Psalms scroll (11QPsa, lines 4-5) which says that David wrote
3,6oo tehilim plus other compositions (see below for David as the author of Psalms). The
English title "Psalms" derives from the Greek psalmos, a translation of Hebrew mizmor, "a
song with the accompaniment of a stringed instrument."
There are 150 chapters or psalms in the Masoretic Text of the Hebrew Bible; some chap
ters may contain two separate psalms (possibly Pss. 19 and 40), while in other cases, one
composition has been split into two chapters (e.g., Pss. 9-10 and 42-43). The book crystal
lized in several different forms in different communities: The LXX contains an additional
psalm at the end of the book, and the Syriac Peshitta Bible translation contains five addi
tional psalms. Several of these, as well as some previously unknown compositions, have
been found in the Qumran Psalm scroll (11QPsa), suggesting that the collection and
arrangement of psalms in the early Psalter was fluid, within certain parameters, with no
fixed order nor even a set list of compositions to be included.
The book of Psalms is subdivided into five "Books": I, chapters 1-41 (most of the
"Psalms of David" are in this collection); II, 42-72 (containing some psalms of Korah and
Asaph); III, 73-89 (almost exclusively the psalms of Korah and Asaph); IV, 90-106 (mostly
untitled psalms); V, 107-150 (mostly liturgical psalms for pilgrimages to the Temple and
for festivals). The division into books is marked by the insertion of doxologies, short
hymnic praises of God, at the end of each book. The doxologies to Books I-IV all begin
-
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with the words "Blessed is the LORD." The last psalm, Ps. 150, serves as the concluding
doxology for Book V and for the book of Psalms as a whole ( just as Psalm 1 may be
viewed as an introduction to the entire book). The division into five books of psalms is de
signed to parallel the five books of the Torah. As the Rabbis put it: "Moses gave the five
books of the Torah to Israel and David gave the five books of Psalms to Israel" (Midrash
Shober Tov, 1.2). This arrangement into five books is artificial and relatively late, and re
flects the development from Psalms as a liturgical collection to a Torah-like book to be
studied. Strong evidence for the existence of separate collections is: (1) the end of one col
lection, Ps. 72.20, is clearly marked by the words "End of the prayers of David son of
Jesse"; and (2) some psalms were included in two different collections, as is seen by the
fact that Pss. 14 and 53 are nearly identical, as are Ps. 18 and 2 Sam. ch 22; Ps. 70 is com
prised of Ps. 40.14-18. The first three books seem to have been in place before the last two
were added, judging from the fact that 28 out of 33 untitled psalms are found in Books IV
and V, and that the differences between the Dead Sea Psalms text and the Masoretic Text
occur mostly in Books IV and V. Within the present collections are smaller collections, for
example, the Songs of Ascents (the ascent of pilgrims to the Temple Mount; Pss. 120-134),
so named from their opening words. Modern scholars speak of the Elohist psalter, Pss.
42-83, in which God is typically referred to as Elohim rather than as LoRD (YHvH). Some
scholars see clusters of psalms that begin or end with "hallelujah" as subcollections (Pss.
105-106; 111-113; 115-1 17; 146-150). Other collections have been isolated as well. It
remains unclear, however, if the psalms within each collection, and the collections them
selves, were arranged according to any overarching principle. It is clear, though, that
Psalms, even at 150 chapters, is not the single definitive collection of ancient Israel's
psalms, since similar poems are also found outside of the Psalter (e.g., 1 Sam. 2.1-10;
2 Sam. 23.1-7; Jonah ch 3; Hab. ch 3).
An ancient and pervasive tradition, going back to the Bible itself, attributes the author
ship of Psalms to David. David is "the favorite of the songs of Israel" (2 Sam. 23.1), the one
who soothed Saul with music (1 Sam. 16.17-23), the classic example of a musician (Amos
6.5), and the founder of Temple singing (2 Chron. 23.18). Deriving from and reinforcing
this tradition are the many psalm superscriptions or titles that contain "a psalm of David."
Other superscriptions link a psalm with a specific event in the life of David (Pss. 3; 18; 34;
51; 56). These superscriptions are not original to these psalms, but reflect early interpretive
additions that derive from the notion of David as author of the psalms. Early extrabiblical
sources show that ancient Jewish and Christian tradition also assumed that David wrote
all or most of Psalms. As mentioned above, a Psalms scroll from the Dead Sea Scrolls at
tributes 3,6oo psalms to David (a tradition on the analogy of the Bible's attribution of J,ooo
proverbs and 1,005 songs to Solomon in 1 Kings 5.12). Additionally, Davidic superscrip
tions occur in that scroll in Pss. 104 and 123, although they are lacking in the Masoretic
Text. Along the same lines, the author of Acts, the first century CE New Testament book,
assigns Ps. 2 to David (Acts 4-25), even though the psalm itself has no such ascription. This
evidence suggests that there was widespread acceptance of the Davidic authorship of the
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entire Psalter, a tradition that is echoed in rabbinic literature and has continued until
modern times in both Jewish and Christian circles. Davidic authorship, however, on the
basis of lingustic and contextual evidence, is not accepted as historical fact by modern
scholars, but is viewed as a way the ancients linked biblical writings with the appropriate
inspired well-known biblical figure, thereby confirming the divine inspiration and the au
thority of those writings (as is the case in the ascription of Proverbs to Solomon, Lamenta
tions to Jeremiah, and so forth). Not all psalms are specifically attributed to David; some
are attributed to the sons of Korah (Ps. 42), to Asaph (Ps. 50), to Ethan the Ezrahite (Ps. 89),
to Heman the Ezrahite (Ps. 88), to Solomon (Ps. 72), and to Moses (Ps. 90)-and others
bear no ascription at all.
Dating the psalms is notoriously difficult, partly because they contain few explicit refer
ences to specific historical events or personages (as noted above, the superscriptions are
not useful in this regard). While many modern scholars believe that at least some, perhaps
even many of the psalms are from the preexilic period ( before 586 BCE), none can be dated
on linguistic grounds to the tenth century BCE, the period of David. There is little consen
sus on the dating of preexilic psalms, or even on which psalms are preexilic. Linguistic
analysis can, in general, differentiate between preexilic and postexilic Hebrew, but the
analysis is not always refined enough to be definitive. For one thing, poetry is often ar
chaizing, so the presence of older-sounding phrases does not, in itself, prove an early date.
Moreover, the hints to specific events that scholars find in the psalms often have more
than one possible reference. Dating of psalms is subject to trends in biblical scholarship: At
one time many psalms were thought to have originated in the Maccabean era (2nd century
BCE), then in the preexilic period, and now more are being seen as products of the exilic or
postexilic period. Some psalms clearly date from exilic or postexilic times, as we know
from their references to events or their linguistic usages (e.g., Pss. 137; 145). It is also likely
that some psalms have an ancient core that was reshaped after the exile into a new psalm.
The bane of historical critics may be the virtue of the book of Psalms: The absence of spe
cific historical references results in the poems' being seen as timeless, appropriate to many
recurring occasions in the life of the individual or the community.
Many of the psalms have superscriptions containing information other than a personal
name. Their terms are not well understood, but some are thought to be musical directions
or instruments; for example: sheminith (Ps. 12); ayyeleth ha-shal:zar (Ps. 22); maskil (Ps. 32).
The menatzeab or "leader" often referred to is presumably a choir-leader or chief musician.
It is likely that the psalms were sung or recited to musical accompaniment. Psalm 150 in
dicates that music was a form of praise to God, and terms for praise include "sing . . . a
new song" (96.1; 98.1; 149.1), "chant hymns" (147.1), and "sing joyously" (95.1). Unfortu
nately, the acoustic dimension has been lost, but it must have been an important compo
nent of the performance of psalms.
While no psalm is exactly identical with another and many show considerable creativity,
all the psalms have similar style, vocabulary, and forms of expression. They share these fea
tures with other ancient Near Eastern prayers as well; Israel's borrowing from its neigh-
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bors included forms of religious expression. Like all biblical poetry, the psalms make much
use of repetition, parallelism, and imagery (see essay on "Biblical Poetry," pp. 2097-2104).
They also have recourse to many of the same themes found elsewhere in the Bible, for these
themes were central to the corporate identity of Israel. Included are the themes of creation
(which shows God's supreme power over everything in the world); the promise to Abra
ham of land and progeny (especially important after the exile); the exodus (the founda
tional experience in the formation of the people of Israel and their covenant with God); the
exile (the key event in the formation of Jewish identity after 586 BCE); the Davidic monar
chy (symbol of the continuity of Judah); the centrality of Jerusalem, Zion, and the Temple.
(Striking in its absence is the giving of the Decalogue or Torah at Sinai.) In addition, psalms
borrow mythological motifs found at Ugarit and elsewhere in the ancient Near East that
were known in ancient Israel, such as God the warrior defeating Israel's enemies, the con
quest of the primeval waters (the forces of chaos), and God as king enthroned amid a heav
enly court. Not surprisingly, the psalms draw heavily on the religious concepts of ancient
Israel; for modern scholars they are a window into the religious experience that the Bible
chose to preserve (see essay on the "Religion of the Bible," pp. 2021-40).
Based on the literary structure or "form" of each psalm, modern form-critical scholars
have been concerned to assign to each psalm a genre and a specific social setting (the
German term Sitz im Leben is often used) in the religious practice of ancient Israel. This is
often conjectural, based on interpreting hints contained in the psalms (see, e.g., Ps. 67.7-8
n.). It is surprising that the psalms contain so few hints (but see 1 18.27 n.). Like dates, and
for much the same reasons, genre labels must be assigned tentatively. Most psalms fall
into three general categories (sometimes a psalm partakes of more than one category):
hymns of praise; complaints or pleas for help (sometimes called laments); and thanksgiv
ing psalms. Other subcategories, like wisdom psalms (see Ps. 1), royal psalms (see Ps. 2),
or Zion psalms, have also been discerned. Several do not address God at all, and can only
with great difficulty be classified as prayers. Psalms may be written in the first-person sin
gular, called a psalm of the individual, or in the first-person plural, communal psalms. The
speaking voice should not be understood as a sign of authorship, but rather as a literary
persona through whom the psalm is conveyed. In fact, psalms often move from an indi
vidual speaker to communal speaker; and all psalms, by their inclusion in the Psalter, are
property of the community. As is the case in later prayer, a psalm may be recited privately
by an individual or publicly by an individual or by a group.
Psalms also occupies a prominent place in Jewish liturgy; some entire psalms are recited
as part of the regular service or on special occasions, and many individual verses or pas
sages have found their way into later prayers (see list in "The Bible in the Liturgy," pp.
1937-48). Additional psalms are recited publicly or privately at times of joy or danger.
Some individuals or groups take upon themselves the recitation of all the psalms on a
weekly basis.
Praise is the quintessential nature of psalms, and hymns of praise are the most common
type of psalm in the Psalter. In the words of Ps. 92.2: "It is good to praise the LoRD, to sing
-
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hymns to Your name, 0 Most High." Most psalms are, in one way or another, aimed at
praising God-for His power and beneficence, for His creation of the world, and for His
past acts of deliverance to Israel. Often the praise comes after the psalmist has prayed for
help from sickness or enemies (the typical subject of complaints) and his prayer has been
answered. As part of his complaint, he promises to praise God when he has been deliv
ered from trouble. Thanksgiving for God's help or beneficence is another form of praise.
According to the outlook of Psalms, the main religious function of human beings is to
offer praise to God, to proclaim His greatness throughout the world. Thus, the psalms
enjoin others to praise God, and they envision a world in which everyone and everything
will praise God. This implies a relationship between God and humans, another important
dimension of Psalms. God is called upon to hear prayers and to respond; this is one of His
attributes. Worst of all is when He "hides His face" and refuses to pay attention to the
psalmist, because this puts into question the efficacy of prayer. If there is one primary un
derlying assumption of the book of Psalms, it is the potential efficacy of prayer.

[ADELE BERLIN AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER]
BOOK ONE

1
2
3

4

Happy is the man who has not followed the
counsel of the wicked,
or taken the path of sinners,
or joined the company of the insolent;
rather, the teaching of the LORD is his delight,
and he studies• that teaching day and night.
He is like a tree planted beside streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season,
whose foliage never fades,
and whatever b-it produces thrives.-b
Not so the wicked;
rather, they are like chaff that wind blows away.

a Or "r�cites"; lit. "utters."

b-b Or "lie does prospers."

Ps. 1: This psalm serves as an in
troduction to the Psalter, as is sug
gested by its lack of a superscrip
tion or introduction mentioning
David unlike most psalms in Book
L It depicts a straightforward sys
tem of personal retribution that
stands behind many psalms (see
also Ezek. ch 18), and it contains a
reference to "torah" (v. 2), trans
lated as "teaching," but perhaps
understood as Torah ("Teaching"),
the five books of Moses. By plac
ing a reference to Torah at the be-

ginning of this canonical section,
the centrality of the first part of the
canon, the Torah, is reinforced (see
similarly Josh. 1.7-8). l11e mention
of Torah here may also be con
nected to the fact that the Psalter is
divided into five books (see intro
duction to Psalms), and thus study
of the Psalter may also be in
tended . Many scholars consider
Ps. 1 to be a wisdom psalm, based
on the contrast between the righ
teous and the wicked as seen in
Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes (see
- 1284 -

the discussion of "wisdom litera
ture" in "Kethuvim," pp. 1276-77).
Ps. 1, however, does not share ex
tensive terminology with these
books, and scholars are beginning
to question the usefulness of the
designation "wisdom psalms."
1-3: Standard biblical imagery
(e.g., Jer. 17.8 for a tree image and
Josh. 1.8 for reciting " torah" day
and night) is used to develop the
picture of the ideal righteous indi
vidual. This individual is first de
scribed through what he does not
do (v. 1), then through what he
does (v. 2), and then via a simile.
Followed . . . taken . . . joined _ . .
does not fully capture the imagery
of location and movement in the
Heb "walk, stand, sit." 2: Day and
night is figurative for "always,"
though the Dead Sea Scroll com
munity took it literally, suggest
ing that "[I]n the place in which
the Ten assemble there should
not be missing a man to interpret
the law day and night, always
relieving each other" (1QS 6.6-7,
as translated in Florentino
Garcia Martinez and Eibert J .C.
Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls
Study Edition [Leiden: Brill, 1997],
vol. 1, p. 83). l11is psalm is un
usual in its stress on Torah study
rather than observance based on
Torah study (see Josh. 1.7-8); it
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Therefore the wicked will not survive judgment,
nor will sinners, in the assembly of the
righteous.
For the LORD cherishes the way of the righteous,
but the way of the wicked is doomed.
Why do nations assemble,
and peoples plot• vain things;
kings of the earth take their stand,
and regents intrigue together
against the LoRD and against His anointed?
"Let us break the cords of their yoke,
shake off their ropes from us!"
He who is enthroned in heaven laughs;
the Lord mocks at them.
Then He speaks to them in anger,
terrifying them in His rage,
"But I have installed My king
on Zion, My holy mountain!"
Let me tell of the decree:
the LORD said to me,
b·"You are My son,
I have fathered you this day:b

a Lit. "utter."

b-b Co111pare 2 Sa111. 7.14, and l's. 89.27 ff

thus approaches the rabbinic ideal
of "torah lishmah," Torah study
for its own sake, as an end in itself.
3: And whatever it produces thrives is
ambiguous, referring either to the
tree or the righteous individual.
4-5: The depiction of the wicked is
much shorter, and in the plural,
whereas the righteous person was
spoken of in the singular. In con
trast to the deeply rooted tree, the
wicked are insubstantial chaff, the
light outside husk of grain that
flies away during winnowing.
5: Judgment refers to a court case.
Medieval Jewish interpretation
traditionally understands this
judgment as the afterworld (e.g.,
Ibn Ezra and Radak), but interest
in the afterworld is largely a post
biblical development (see Dan.
12.2 n.). 6: The final v. sums up
the fate of both the righteous of
vv. 1-3 and the wicked of vv. 4-5.
Most biblical verses may be di
vided into two halves of relativelv
equal size (see "Biblical Poetry,"
pp. 2097-2104). Here, the second

half is substantially shorter than
the first, mimicking the structure
of vv. 4-5 in contrast to vv. 1-3,
again emphasizing the insubstan
tial nature of the wicked.
Ps. 2: Some traditions see this
as a continua tion of Ps 1. (A vari
ant in the New Testament quotes
from this psalm, calling it "the
first," and the Talmud in b. Ber.
9b-10a notes that Pss. 1-2 are a
single psalm, enclosed by the in
clusio "happy" [1.1 and 2.12] ).
There are several vocabulary links
between these psalms, but the dif
ferences in style, tone, and theme
outweigh these similarities, sug
gesting that the medieval tradi
tion, which sees them as separate
psalms, is correct. Most modern
scholars classify this psalm as a
royal psalm, and connect it to
other psalms concerning kings.
(One possible list of royal psalms:
Pss. 2; 18; 20; 21; 45; 72; 89; 101;
no; 132; 144.) None of these men
tions a specific king by name, and
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their origin and uses remain ob
scure. The context in which this
psalm might be recited is also ob
scure, though it is significant to
note that a divine (perhaps pro
phetic) oracle is quoted (vv. f>--9) ,
and that the nations are spoken to
as if they are present (vv. 1o-12).
Like Ps. 1, it lacks a superscription;
Ps. 2 may not have originally been
at the beginning of the Psalter, but
perhaps was inserted toward the
beginning to emphasize the royal
nature (connected with King
David) of the Psalter. 1-2: The at
tack depicted is extreme and hy
perbolic. 2: Since anointing was
the major performative ritual of
kingship (e.g., 1 Sam. 10.1), His
anoillted may refer to the king. The
same term "mashiaJ:t" is used in
postbiblical literature (but never in
the Bible) to refer to the ideal fu
ture Davidic king, and is the origin
of the term "Messiah." The rela
tionship between God and king is
very close; the attack against the
LoRD is equated with that against
His anointed, suggesting that the
(Davidic) king was viewed by
some as God's earthly representa
tive. (See also the striking filial lan
guage in v. 7 and Ps. 45.) This idea
is picked up in many depictions of
the ideal future Davidic king,
called Messiah in postbiblical
texts. 3: Similar animal yoke im
agery is found later in rabbinic ex
pressions: "the yoke of command
ments," "the yoke of the Torah,"
and "the yoke of the kingdom of
heaven." 4: The Bible contains var
ious conceptions of where God re
sides. 1 Kings 8.32 similarly argues
that God dwells in /reave/!; for two
different conceptions see 1 Kings
8.13 and 27. 6: Zion, a synonym for
Jerusalem, is typically depicted as
lroly (e.g., Isa. 52.1; Ps. 20.3); Zion
and Davidic kingship are often
connected in the Bible. God is here
envisaged as present both in
heaven (v. 4) and in Jerusalem (see
1 Kings B.IJ), perhaps (hyperboli
cally) where this mountain and
heaven meet. 7: Adoption lan
guage expresses the close kinship
between God and the king, and is
common in the ancient Near East.
Some biblical passages may sug-

PSALMS 2.8-3 . 7
8
9

10
11
12

Ask it of Me,
and I will make the nations your domain;
your estate, the limits of the earth.
You can smash them with an iron mace,
shatter them like potter's ware."
So now, 0 kings, be prudent;
accept discipline, you rulers of the earth!
Serve the LoRD in awe;
•·tremble with fright,·•
b-pay homage in good faith,-b
lest He be angered, and your way be doomed
in the mere flash of His anger.
Happy are all who take refuge in Him.

3 A psalm of David when he fled from his son Absalom.
2

3

4
5

6
7

0 LoRD, my foes are so many!
Many are those who attack me;
many say of me,
"There is no deliverance for him through God."
Selah.
But You, 0 LORD, are a shield about me,
my glory, He who holds my head high.
I cry aloud to the LoRD,
and He answers me from His holy mountain.
Selah.
I lie down and sleep and wake again,
for the LoRD sustains me.
I have no fear of the myriad forces
arrayed against me on every siqe.
c

n-n Mrnni11g of Heb. 11/lcertnill; ot/1ers "rejoice with tn•mbli11g. "
b-b Menni11g of Heb. /lllcertnin.
c A liturgical direction of 11/ICCrtaill mea11i11g.

gest that some groups in ancient
Israel viewed the king as divine;
see 45·7 n. The son language here
has played a significant role in me
dieval Jewish-Christian polemic
(e.g., the final comment of Radak
on this psalm). The decree cited
may be 2 Sam. 7.14, where God
says to David concerning his heir:
"I will be a father to him, and he
shall be a son to Me." 1 0-12: In a
rhetorical flourish, God is depicted
as speaking directly to the foreign
monarchs. A similar depiction of
the centrality of God and Zion for
all nations is also found in !sa.
2.2-4, but is there in an eschatolog-

ical setting. 1 2: As noted, the
translation in good fnith is uncer
tain. The Heb word "bar" can also
mean "son," especially in Aramaic,
and this has sometimes been con
nected to the divinely adopted son
("ben") in v. 7·
Ps. 3: This may have originally
been the first psalm (see introduc
tory notes to Pss. 1 and 2); it is the
first of many psalms with a super
scription or title mentioning
David. It also reflects a typical
genre of psalms, the individual pe
tition (also called the lament of the
individual), in which an individ-1286-
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ual asks God for help. 1 : Several
psalms have introductions which
connect their content to the life of
David as depicted in Samuel (e.g.,
Pss. 18; 51); the superscription here
refers to events narrated in 2 Sam.
15-19. These historical superscrip
tions reflect a type of inner-biblical
interpretation (see "Inner-biblical
Interpretation," pp. 1829-35, and
"Midrash," pp. 186315) in which
individual psalms are connected to
the life of David. The Heb and Gk
(Septuagint) texts show significant
variation in these superscriptions,
indicating that they are a late, sec
ondary element. The phrase of
Dnvid may mean written by David,
or in the style of David (d. a Mil
tonic Ode); already in early post
biblical tradition, the former was
assumed, in support of other tradi
tions that see David as the author
of Psalms (see introduction).
The word psnlm, translating Heb
"mizmor," is a borrowing from
Gk. Both words mean a song
sung to the accompaniment of a
stringed instrument (see esp. 33.2;
92.4; 144.9). 2-3: A description of
the psalmist's numerous troubles;
this is highlighted by the threefold
repetition of mnny. 3: Selnh is most
likely a musicological term, of un
certain meaning and etymology,
typically appearing at major dis
junctures in a psalm. The Septu
agint translates it as "an inter
lude," while another ancient Gk
translation, the early Church fa
ther Jerome, and some medievals
render it as "always." Radak un
derstands it as "with a raised
voice," from the Heb root "s-1-1,"
"to raise." Some modern scholars
view it as an abbreviation, though
it is not known to what extent ab
breviations were used in ancient
Israel. Selnh is found only in the
Psalter and in the psalm in Hab.
ch 3· 4-7: The contrast between
the many enemies and the single
God, more powerful than the lot
of them. 5: It is unclear exactly
how God answers me from His holy
IIIO!IIllnill, in other words whether
the psalmist saw or heard some
clear sign or oracle of God's
attention. 6-7: The confidence
motif is central to many such

KETHUVIM
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Rise, 0 LORD!
Deliver me, 0 my God!
For You slap all my enemies in the face;"
You break the teeth of the wicked.
Deliverance is the LORD's;
Selah.
Your blessing be upon Your people!

4 b·for the leader; with instrumental music:b
A psalm of David.

2

3

4

5
6

7
B
9

Answer me when I call,
0 God, my vindicator!
You freed me from distress;
have mercy on me and hear my prayer.
You men, how long will my glory be mocked,
will you love illusions,
Selah.
have recourse to frauds?
Know that the LoRD singles out the faithful for
Himself;
the LORD hears when I call to Him.
So tremble, and sin no more;
ponder it on your bed, and sigh.<
Offer sacrifices in righteousness
and trust in the LoRD.
Many say, "0 for good days! "
d·Bestow Your favor on us,·d 0 LORD.
You put joy into my heart
when their grain and wine show increase.
Safe and sound, I lie down and sleep,
•·for You alone, 0 LoRD, keep me secure.·•

a Lit. "cheek."
b-b Meaning of Heb. uucertain.
c Others "be still. "
d-d Lit. "Lift up tl1e light of Your couutenance upon us"; cf Num. 6.25 f
e-e Or 'for You, 0 LoRD, keep me alone and secure. "

psalms. The psalmist may have
received some type of sign or ora
cle of divine support (see v. 5 n.),
or perhaps the recitation of the
psalm itself put him into a confi
dent mood. (See also 6.9--11 n.)
8-9: These vv. have an odd mix
ture of tenses and moods not fully
conveyed in the English: God is
commanded to act, but the defeat
of the enemies is depicted in the
past. This may reflect the certainty

of the psalmist that his petition
has been heeded. Such mixing of
tenses is frequent at the conclusion
of individual petitions. 9: The
psalm concludes by moving from
the individual to the community,

upon Your people.
Ps. 4: This is an unusual individ
ual petition: it is unclear what the
petitioner's problem might be; i t
highlights the psalmist's confi-
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dence in God more than his trou
bles; and it focuses more on others
than on the psalmist. Radak, fol
lowed by some early modern com
mentators, connects this psalm to
the previous one and understands
"them" as those allied with Absa
lom and his rebellion against Da
vid. More likely, v. 6, Offer sacrifices
in righteousness, suggests a Temple
setting. 1 : The meaning of the two
terms translated as leader and in
strumental music is uncertain; it
was already lost in antiquity, as re
flected in the divergent renditions
found in the ancient biblical trans
lations. 2: The Heb, followed in
this translation, reflects an impera
tive, a past, and two imperatives,
suggesting that based on a past ex
perience of salvation, the psalmist,
again in straits, wants to be saved
again; other ancient translations
reflect different tenses. 3-7: The
psalmist's adversaries are ad
dressed; they are called 11/Cil (v. 3)
and many (v. 7). 4: Faithful trans
lates "J.:tasid." In most psalms
"lJasid" is likely a generic term for
the righteous individual, though
in some Second Temple writings, it
may refer to a specific group of
Jews (see 2 Maccabees 14.6, where
the Greek "asidaioi" refers to the
followers of Judah the Maccabee).
6: The Heb tolerates both sacrifices
in righteousness (Ibn Ezra, Radak)
and sacrifices of rigllteousness
(Rashi). If the former is meant, it
may be connected to Isa. 1 . 1o-17,
which stresses that sacrifices are
not automatically efficacious,
while the latter idea may be con
nected to Ps. 51.19, "True sacrifice
to God is a contrite spirit." In ei
ther case, the word riglzteousness
("tzedek") recalls God's title in v. 2
as my vindicator, lit. "of my righ
teousness" (" tzidki")-a righteous
deity must be offered righteous of
ferings. 7: Bestow Your favor on us is
lit. "lift up for us the light of your
face. " As in the priestly blessing in
Num. 6.25, the striking anthropo
morphism of God's shining face
refers to divine blessing. 9: Anxi
ety causes sleeplessness (6.7-8),
while full confidence in God al
lows for untroubled sleep, even in
distress, as in 3.6.

PSALM 5 . 1-5 . 1 3

5 •·For the leader; on nebiloth.-• A psalm of David.
2
3

4

5
6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Give ear to my speech, 0 LoRD;
consider my utterance.
Heed the sound of my cry,
my king and God,
for I pray to You.
Hear my voice, 0 LoRD, at daybreak;
at daybreak I plead before You, and wait.
For You are not a God who desires wickedness;
evil cannot abide with You;
wanton men cannot endure in Your sight.
You detest all evildoers;
You doom those who speak lies;
murderous, deceitful men the LoRD abhors.
But I, through Your abundant love, enter Your
house;
I bow down in awe at Your holy temple.
0 LORD, b-lead me along Your righteous [path]-b
because of my watchful foes;
make Your way straight before me.
For there is no sincerity on their lips;<
their heart is [filled with] malice;
their throat is an open grave;
their tongue slippery.
Condemn them, 0 God;
let them fall by their own devices;
cast them out for their many crimes,
for they defy You.
But let all who take refuge in You rejoice,
ever jubilant as You shelter them;
and let those who love Your name exult in
You.
For You surely bless the righteous man, 0 LORD,
encompassing him with favor like a shield.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Or "as You are rigllteous, lead me."
c Lit. "mouth."

Ps. 5: Petitions to God have a simi
lar structure to petitions to a
human: The one petitioned is in
voked; a petition explaining the
need, typically in the imperative,
is offered; and (a) motivation(s) for
why this petition should be heard
is/are outlined. Here, God is in-

voked as 0 LoRD (v. 2) with the im
peratives Give ear, consider, Heed,
and Hear (vv. 2-4). The psalmist's
need in this case is vague; this al
lows the psalm to be reused in a
wide variety of situations. Several
reasons are given for why God
should heed the petition: God de- 1288 -
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spises evildoers (vv. s-?), because of
my watchful foes (vv. 9-11), and be
cause rectification of the situation
will encourage the already faithful
(vv. 12-13). The poetic diction of
the psalm is quite standard, often
using parallelism (see "Biblical Po
etry," pp. 2097-2104), as in v. 2:
Give ear I I consider and my speech
I I my utterance. 3: The psalmist's
view of God is highly personal, as
my king a11d (my) God. The image
of God as king is frequent in the
psalms, esp. in Pss. 93-100; here it
expresses God's interest in His
subjects and His ability to help
them. In the words of Radak: "I
am crying out to you just as one
cries out to a king." 4: This verse
may reflect a ritual performed at
daybreak, or daybreak as the ex
pected time of divine deliverance
(see 46.6). 6-B: These vv. express
the idea that sinners were not wel
come at the Jerusalem Temple (see
intro. to Ps. 15). 6: The evildoers
("po'alei 'aven") are often men
tioned in Psalms, always in the
plural, and may represent a partic
ular group of maleficent individu
als. 8: It is uncertain if this is a
description of the individual wor
shipping in Jerusalem, as in this
translation, or if it should be read
as a wish, "_ . may I enter . . . may
I bow," in which case the psalm
ist's enemies are preventing him
from going to Jerusalem. Love here
translates "i)esed," a frequent
attribute of God in the Bible.
"l:lesed," a common biblical term,
describes the relationship between
individuals or groups, and be
tween God and human beings,
especially Israel. It expresses both
an attitude and actions devolving
from that attitude; English " loy
alty" best approximates its sense,
which combines obligation and
kindness or favor. When used of
God toward Israel, it may be re
lated to the covenant, and it ex
presses God's faithfulness, good
ness, and graciousness. 1 2-1 3: As
in 3.9, the conclusion moves from
the individual to the community.
1 3: Since the theme of the psalm is
divine protection from enemies, it
concludes with the simile of God
as a shield.
.
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6 •·For the leader; with instrumental music
on the sheminith:• A psalm of David.

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

0 LORD, do not punish me in anger,
do not chastise me in fury.
Have mercy on me, 0 LORD, for I languish;
heal me, 0 LoRD, for my bones shake with
terror.
My whole being is stricken with terror,
while You, LoRD-0, how long!
0 LORD, turn! Rescue me!
Deliver me as befits Your faithfulness.
For there is no praise of You among the dead;
in Sheol, who can acclaim You?
I am weary with groaning;
every night I drench my bed,
I melt my couch in tears.
My eyes are wasted by vexation,
worn out because of all my foes.
Away from me, all you evildoers,
for the LoRD heeds the sound of my weeping.
The LORD heeds my plea,
the LORD accepts my prayer.
All my enemies will be frustrated and stricken
with terror;
they will turn back in an instant, frustrated.

7 •·Shiggaion of David,·• which he sang to the LORD,
concerning Cush, a Benjaminite.

2

0 LORD, my God, in You I seek refuge;
deliver me from all my pursuers and save me,

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

Ps. 6: This psalm has entered the
Jewish liturgy as the daily prayer
for supplication ("tal:mnun"), re
cited every weekday morning. It is
the paradigmatic individual peti
tion (see intra. to Ps. 5), opening
with a divine invocation (v. 2, 0
LoRD), followed by imperatives de
scribing the petitioner's condition
and problems (vv. 2-3), and offer
ing a set of motivations for divine
intervention: God's "J::tesed" (see
5.8 n.), and the fact that if God kills
the petitioner, He will no longer
hear his praise (v. 6). The psalm is
tightly structured, in balanced

verses. It uses repetition very ef
fectively, as seen in "b-h-1" in vv. 3

(slrnke with terror), 4 (stricken with
terror), and 11 (stricken witlr terror).

The Heb expresses the turn in for
tunes through an anagram: God's
turning ("shuv" v. 5) is transposed
into the enemies' becoming frus
tra ted ("bush" v. 11); these are
combined at the psalm's conclu
sion "yashuvu yevoshu," they will
turn back . . . Jrrrstrnted. The psalm
ist is ill (v. 3), scared (v. 4), and is
being persecuted by enemies
(v. 1 1). This allows the psalm to be
used on multiple occasions. 1 : The

PSALMS 6. 1-7.2
s/reminit/r is most likely a type of
musical instrument, perhaps with
eight strings (from Heb "she
moneh"). 2-4: The plea, 0, /row
long, found in other psalms as well
(e.g., 74.10; 8o.5), is part of the
Near Eastern prayer tradition; see,
for example, a Mesopotamian
prayer to the goddess Ish tar,
which includes: "How long, 0 my
Lady, will you be angered so that
your face is turned away? How
long, 0 my Lady, will you be infu
riated so that your spirit is en
raged?" (modified translation from
ANET, p. 385). 2: Like other
psalms of this type, this psalm
contains no confession of guilt.
4-5: The elliptical 0, lww lo11g! is
connected to the following turn;
the psalmist is saying, How long
will You neglect me, hiding Your
face from me (see introduction;
Deut. 31.18)? On God'sfait/rfrr/ncss
("J::tesed"), see 5.8. 6: Biblical Israel
knew of no afterlife with reward
and punishment--everyone, irre
spective of behavior or social sta
tus, descended to "She'ol," the
dark underworld, and lived a
quasi-life there. Among the dead
may also be translated "in the
place of death," paralleling
"She'oL" 9-1 1 : The Heb tenses
are better reflected by rendering:
"Away . . . has heard . . . has
heeded . . . will be frustrated." The
back-and-forth movement may ex
press the psalmist's religious con
viction that God will hear his
prayer, and thus he simultane
ously expresses hope and cer
tainty. Alternately, a ritual was
performed (perhaps by a cultic
prophet) through which the
psalmist understood that God will
come to his help; perhaps this is
reflected in Lam. 3-57- "You have
ever drawn nigh when I called
You; You have said, 'Do not fear!' "
A similar ritual may also be re
flected in Ps. 1 2.6, where God
is quoted in the middle of the
psalm.
Ps. 7: This psalm is a petition of
the individual like the previous
one; the two are very different,
however, in stnrcture and tone,
illustrating the flexibility of the

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

lest, like a lion, they tear me apart,
rending in pieces, and no one save me.
0 LORD, my God, if I have done such things,
if my hands bear the guilt of wrongdoing,
if I have dealt evil to my ally•·I who rescued my foe without reward·•
then let the enemy pursue and overtake me;
let him trample my life to the ground,
Selah.
and lay my body in the dust.
Rise, 0 LoRD, in Your anger;
assert Yourself b·against the fury of my foes;·b
bestir Yourself on my behalf;
You have ordained judgment.
<-Let the assembly of peoples gather about You,
with You enthroned above, on high:<
The LoRD judges the peoples;
vindicate me, 0 LORD,
for the righteousness and blamelessness that are
mine.
Let the evil of the wicked come to an end,
but establish the righteous;
he who probes the mind and conscienced is God
the righteous.
•·I look to God to shield me;·•
the deliverer of the upright.
God vindicates the righteous;
God '-pronounces doom·' each day.
9·If one does not turn back, but whets his sword,
bends his bow and aims it,
then against himself he readies deadly weapons,
and makes his arrows sharp:9
See, he hatches evil, conceives mischief,
and gives birth to fraud.
He has dug a pit and deepened it,
and will fall into the trap he made.
His mischief will recoil upon his own head;
his lawlessness will come down upon his skull.
I will praise the LORD for His righteousness,
and sing a hymn to the name of the LoRD Most
High.

a-a Meani11g of Heb. u11certai11; others "or stripped my Joe c/ea11."
b-b Or "ill Your j11ry agai11st my foes. "
c-c Mea11i11g of Heb. u11ccrtai11.
d Lit. "kid11eys. "
e-e Cf 11111 Ezm a11d Ki111ili; lit. "M11 Shield is upo11 God. "
f1 Otlwrs "has indig11atio11 . "
g-g Meaning ofvv. 13-14 u11certai11; a11 allemate n•nderi11g, with God a s tile main subject,
is: 1 3/f one does not tum back, He wl1efs His sword, I bends His bow a11d aims it; / 1 4deadly
weapons He preparesfor him, I a11d makes His arrows sharp.
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genre. Ps. 7, unlike 6, contains a
protestation of innocence (vv. 4---{i),
emphasizes God's role as a war
rior (see v. 7 n.), and concludes
with the wisdom idea that evil
will befall the one who initiates it
(vv. 13-17). 1 : In contrast to other
superscriptions that refer to events
mentioned in Samuel, the refer
ence to Cush is puzzling; no such
name occurs in Samuel. Rabbinic
interpreters (e.g., Targum, but re
jected by Ibn Ezra) took Cush as a
reference to "Saul, son of Kish."
The superscription may refer
to a story about David that was
not incorporated into Samuel.
4-6: This short section, concluded
by Selalr (see 3-3 n.), is a protesta
tion of innocence in the form of a
self-imprecation. A much longer
self-imprecation is found in Job ch
31; in Pss. 17 and 26 the psalmists
likewise insist that they are pun
ished unfairly by God. 7: In the
previous psalm, the individual
feels that God is unjustly using his
anger against him; our psalmist
wants God to use his anger justly
against his enemies. The demand
to rise (Heb "kumah") may recall
God's role as warrior, as in Num.
10.)5, "Advance (or rise: Heb
"kumah"), 0 LORD! May Your ene
mies be scattered, And may Your
foes flee before You! " Bestir Your
self (Heb "'urah") is more literally
"awake." Some psalms imagine
God as sleeping, as in 44.24,
"Rouse Yourself (Heb '"urah");
why do You sleep, 0 Lord?
Awaken, do not reject us forever!"
while 121.4 states categorically:
"See, the guardian of Israel
neither slumbers nor sleeps!"
9-1 0: Through the punishment of
the wicked, the psalmist is vindicated.
1 1 : As in 5.13, God is a shield, pro
tecting the supplicant from his
enemies. 15-17: A similar notion
predominates in wisdom texts,
e.g., Prov. 26.2T "He who digs
a pit will fall in it, And whoever
rolls a stone, it will roll back on
him." 1B: A common motif in
petitions is that if the plea is
heeded, the psalmist will utter
praise and thanksgiving to God.
Most Higlr (Heb "'elyon") is an an
cient Canaanite divine epithet

KETHUVIM
8 •·For the leader; on the gittitlz:• A psalm of David.
2

3

4

5

6
7

B
9
10

0 LORD, our Lord,
How majestic is Your name throughout the
earth,
b-You who have covered the heavens with Your
splendor!·b
•·From the mouths of infants and sucklings
You have fmmded strength on account of Your
foes,
to put an end to enemy and avenger:•
When I behold Your heavens, the work of Your
fingers,
the moon and stars that You set in place,
what is man that You have been mindful
of him,
mortal man that You have taken note of him,
that You have made him little less than divine,<
and adorned him with glory and majesty;
You have made him master over Your
handiwork,
laying the world at his feet,
sheep and oxen, all of them,
and wild beasts, too;
the birds of the heavens, the fish of the sea,
whatever travels the paths of the seas.
0 LORD, our Lord, how majestic is Your name
throughout the earth!

9 d-For the leader; 'almuth labben:d A psalm of David.
2

I will praise You, LoRD, with all my heart;
I will tell all Your wonders.

a-a Menning of Hcb. uncertain.
b-b Memring off-leb. llllcer·tain; or "Yoll wlrosc sph•11dor is cl'lcbmtcd all over the heavms!"
c Or "the angels. "
d-d Meaning of f-/eb. llllCerlain; some mss. and ancimt versions, 'al muth labben, as
tlw11glr "over tire deat/1 of tire son."

used for the deities Baal and El; it
was taken over by Israel, and used
of God.
Ps. 8: Five consecutive individual
petitions (Pss. 3-7) are followed by
a hymn, a psalm singing God's
praises. This psalm is pure praise,
without any request, and like
other hymns from the Bible and
the ancient Near East expresses the

religious moment when the indi
vidual stands before the deity and
appreciates the greatness and
power of the divine. Like Pss. 19
and 104, its hymnic focus is on cre
ation, a motif that shows God's
power over the entire world. This
psalm is tightly structured, framed
by the inclusio (vv. 2, 10): "0
LORD, our Lord, How majestic is
Your name throughout the earth."
- 1291 -
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8 . 1-9 . 2

2: The parallelism highlights the
complete extent of God's power
(name) and splendor, on the rnrfh
and in the heavens. 3: Though
somewhat obscure, this seems to
emphasize that even very young
children recognize God's majesty.
The enemy and avenger likely refer
to sea-monsters, whom God sub
dued while creating the world.
Though this is not mentioned in
Genesis, fragments of a creation
story known from Ugarit, where
God subdues the sea, are found
throughout the Bible and in rab
binic literature (see 74.12-17; job
26.12; Isa. 51.9 n.). 4: The finery of
God's creation is not handiwork,
but the work of Your fingers. As
noted by Ibn Ezra and Radak, the
sun is lacking; according to some
medieval and modern scholars,
this is because the psalm was re
cited at night. 6-9: As in Gen.
1 .26-30, humans are very highly
regarded (contrast Job 17.17-18
and ch 26). "'Elohim" is properly
translated as divine; this explains
why people are adorned . . . wit/1
glory and majesty, typically divine
qualities. Thus, the tradition that
'"elohim" should be rendered here
as angels (Septuagint, Targum,
Radak) is incorrect, and is the re
sult of the discomfort of depicting
humans as too God-like-a dis
comfort surely not shared by this
psalmist.
Ps. 9: As v. 2 suggests (I will praise
You, LoRD, with all my hen ri), this is
a psalm of thanksgiving. Various
pieces of evidence taken together
suggest, however, that Ps. 9 does
not stand by itself; rather 9-10
were originally a single psalm. The
Septuagint treats them as a single
psalm. Ps. 10 is the only psalm be
tween Pss. 3 and 32 lacking a su
perscription, a sign that it is the
second half of Ps. 9· Finally, the be
ginning and ending of an acrostic
is preserved in the combined Pss.
9-10 (the first two letters are found
in 9.2, 4, while the last two are
found in 10.15, 17; fuller acrostics
occur in Pss. 25; 34; 37; 111; 1 1 2;
1 19; 145; and Lam. chs 1-4). 1 : This
superscription is especially diffi
cult, and many medievals struggle

PSALM 9 · 3-9 . 1 8
3

I will rejoice and exult in You,
singing a hymn to Your name, 0 Most High.

4

When my enemies retreat,
they stumble to their doom at Your presence.
For You uphold my right and claim,
enthroned as righteous judge.
You blast the nations;
You destroy the wicked;
You blot out their name forever.
•The enemy is no more
ruins everlasting;
You have torn down their cities;
their very names are lost:•
But the LORD abides forever;
He has set up His throne for judgment;
it is He who judges the world with
righteousness,
rules the peoples with equity.
The LORD is a haven for the oppressed,
a haven in times of trouble.
Those who know Your name trust You,
for You do not abandon those who turn to You,
O LORD.
Sing a hymn to the LoRD, bwho reigns in Zion;·b
declare His deeds among the peoples.
<·For He does not ignore the cry of the afflicted;
He who requites bloodshed is mindful of
them.·<
Have mercy on me, 0 LORD;
see my affliction at the hands of my foes,
You who lift me from the gates of death,
so that in the gates of d-Fair Zion·d
I might tell all Your praise,
I might exult in Your deliverance.
The nations sink in the pit they have made;
their own foot is caught in the net they have
hidden.
The LoRD has made Himself known:
He works judgment;
the wicked man is snared by his own devices.
Higgaion . •
Selah.
Let the wicked be' in Sheol,
all the nations who ignore God!

5
6

7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Or "0 You who dwell in Zion. "
c-c Order of Hebrew clauses inverted for clarity.
d-d Lit. "the Daugllter of Zion."
e Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
f Others "retum to. "
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to understand the possible histori
cal context of "over the death of
the son," if that is the correct trans
lation (see translators' note).
2-3: Each of the four lines opens
with "alef," the first letter of the
Heb alphabet, anchoring the
acrostic. 3: On Most High, see 7.8.
4-7: The finality of the vanquish
ing of the enemy (joreve1� no more,
everlasting, are lost) is hyperbolic,
since the enemies reappear in vv.
20-21. 5: The main image is God
enthroned as king; like the ancient
Israelite king, He is judge and
warrior, but He carries out these
roles with greater power and
equity than human monarchs.
8-9: Parts of these vv., with slight
variants, are found elsewhere (v. 8:
Pss. 29.10; 102.13; Lam. 5 . 19; v. 9:
Pss. 96.13; 98.9); such repetitions
offer some hints about the com
position of the psalms, as
authors reused traditional phrases.
8: Abides is better rendered "is
enthroned," continuing the
main theme of God's kingship.
1 0-13: As in many other places in
the Bible, Psalms shows great con
cern for the oppressed, afflicted, and
poor. 1 2-15: The call to others to
praise God and the explicit men
tion of tl1e gates of Fair Zion suggest
that psalms such as this were re
cited publicly, though not always
at the Temple. 1 2: God reigns in
Zion, enthroned in the Temple (see
Exod. 25.21-22). 1 4: Images such
as lift nle from the gates of death or
"You brought me up from Sheol''
(30-4) are always metaphorical in
the Bible, which by and large lacks
a concept of personal resurrection;
similar phrases are used in Akka
dian literature to express salvation
from severe illness or danger.
16: See 7.15-17. 1 7: Higgaion is
probably a musical notation, re
lated to the Heb root "h-g-h"
meaning to utter (quietly) or recite.
18: A polite way of saying
"may t/1e wicked die" (see 6.6 n.).
1 9-21: Beginning with an ac
knowledgment that God is not al
ways or immediately fair in doling
out retribution, the psalmist calls
upon God to rise, namely to imme
diately show Himself as a warrior
(see 7·7 n. and Ps. 13). The psalm-
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19
20

21

PSALMS

Not always shall the needy be ignored,
nor the hope of the afflicted forever lost.
Rise, 0 LORD!
Let not men have power;
let the nations be judged in Your presence.
•·Strike fear into them,·• 0 LoRD;
let the nations know they are only men.
Selah.

0 LORD, do You stand aloof,
heedless in times of trouble?
1 0 Why,
The wicked in his arrogance hounds the lowly
2

3
4

5

6
7
B

9

10
11
12

13
14

b·may they be caught in the schemes they
devise!·b
•The wicked crows about his unbridled lusts;
the grasping man reviles and scorns the LoRD.
The wicked, arrogant as he is,
in all his scheming [thinks],·•
"He does not call to account;
<·God does not care."·<
His ways prosper at all times;
Your judgments are far beyond him;
he snorts at all his foes.
He thinks, "I shall not be shaken,
through all time never be in trouble."
His mouth is full of oaths, deceit, and fraud;
mischief and evil are under his tongue.
He lurks in outlying places;
from a covert he slays the innocent;
his eyes spy out the hapless.
He waits in a covert like a lion in his lair;
waits to seize the lowly;
he seizes the lowly as he pulls his net shut;
he stoops, he crouches,
•·and the hapless fall prey to his might. ·•
He thinks, "God is not mindful,
He hides His face, He never looks."
Rise, 0 LoRD!
d"Strike at him,·d 0 God!
Do not forget the lowly.
Why should the wicked man scorn God,
thinking You do not call to account?
You do look!
You take note of mischief and vexation!
•To requite is in Your power:•

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Or "they (i.e., the lowly! are cnuglrt b!J ihe sc/Jemc; lil<'l/ del'iscd. "
c-c Lit. "TIJere is no God. "
d-d Lit. "Lift Your hand. "
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9 . 1 9-10. 1 4

ist's claim that God should do this
for His own sake, for the sake of
His reputation (ra ther than for the
psalmist or for Israel), is a major
theme of Ezekiel (e.g., 5.13; 20.9).
20: The conception of humanity
here is in stark contrast to the
previous psalm (see vv. 6--9), a
striking reminder of the number of
different religious moods encom
passed in the Psalter.
Ps. 1 0: A continuation of the previ
ous psalm (see Ps. 9 n.). The calls
to God to act (vv. 1, 12, 15) con
tinue 9.2o-21. In fact, both 9.20
and 10.12 begin Rise, 0 Lorw!, fur
ther suggesting the unity of these
two psalms. 1 : The psalmist con
tinues, wanting to know why
God hides His face (see v. 1 1 and
6.4-5 n.). 2: Continuing a previous
theme, the persecution of tire
lowly (see also vv. 9, 10, 14, 18).
3-5: These vv. are unusually ob
scure. The acrostic of Pss. 9-1 0 is
not apparent here, suggesting that
the vv. are corrupt. 4: The transla
tion of Heb "There is no God" as
God does not care is based on the as
sumption that atheism did not
exist in antiquity (see also 14.1).
People could, however, believe in
a deity who created the world, but
then absented himself from run
ning it. 7: Here and elsewhere in
Psalms there is tremendous con
cern for what is in the mouth of
the wicked person. Some modern
scholars therefore believe that the
evildoers of the Psalms are evil
magicians, casting spells upon the
hapless. 8-9: The emphasis is on
covert places; the wicked are not
seen in their activities and cannot
be punished by human courts, so
the psalmist needs to call on God
(Radak to v. 1). 1 1-1 2: The Heb
root "sh-k-1)" joins these two vv.
together: the wicked believes tha t
God has forgotten (translated God
is not mind{11l), bu t the psalmist
tells God Do not forget the lowly.

PSALMS 10. 15-1 1 .7

15

16
17

1B

To You the hapless can entrust himself;
You have ever been the orphan's help.
0 break the power of the wicked and evil man,
so that when You •·look for·• his wickedness
You will find it no more.
The LoRD is king for ever and ever;
the nations will perish from His land.
You will listen to the entreaty of the lowly,
O LORD,
You will make their hearts firm;
You will incline Your ear
to champion the orphan and the
downtrodden,
b-that men who are of the earth tyrannize no
more:b

the leader. Of David.
1 1 For
In the LoRD I take refuge;
2

3

4

5

6

7

how can you say to me,
"Take to <·the hills like a bird!·<
For see, the wicked bend the bow,
they set their arrow on the string
to shoot from the shadows at the upright.
d-When the foundations are destroyed,
what can the righteous man do?"-d

The LoRD is in His holy palace;
the LoRn-His throne is in heaven;
His eyes behold, His gaze searches mankind.
The LORD seeks out the righteous man,
but loathes the wicked one who loves
injustice.
He will rain down upon the wicked blazing coals
and sulfur;
a scorching wind shall be •their lot:•
For the LoRD is righteous;
He loves righteous deeds;
the upright shall behold His face.

KETHUVIM
1 6: The image of God as king (and
thus judge and warrior) that
stands behind these two psalms is
made explicit here. The LoRD is
kingfor ever and ever recalls the ear
lier (9.6), "You blot out their name
forever." 17: The Heb ends with a
past tense, "you have heeded," ex
pressing a pattern of confidence
seen at the conclusion of many
psalms (see 3.6-7 n.); the transla
tion You will listen, which sees the
tense as less significant, follows
Radak.
Ps. 1 1 : Though this psalm contains
standard motifs of the Psal ter, it is
odd structurally. It invokes divine
punishment (vv. 4-7), but God is
referred to in the third person, not
the second person that typifies
other petitions. Perhaps the psalm
ist is speaking from the Temple to
his friends, rejecting their advice
that he flee from the persecution
of the evildoers (see comments
below). 1-3: Though taking refuge
in God is frequently used meta
phorically in the Psalms, it is lit
eral in 61.5, "0 that I might dwell
in Your tent forever, take refuge
under Your protecting wings," and
perhaps here. The psalmist is thus
seeking refuge at the Temple (see
1 Kings 1.50 n.) and rejecting his
friends' advice. 4-5: Many me
dieval and modern commentators
understand Holy palace and heaven
as synonymous. More likely, the
point of the psalmist is that (para
doxically) God is located both in
the Jerusalem Temple (His holy
palace), where He can offer protec
tion, and in heaven, from where
His eyes behold and seek out and
punish evildoers. 6: These are su
pernatural punishments, like that
of Sodom (Gen. 19.24). 7: Tile LoRD
is righteous in the sense of being
fair in retribution: this is empha
sized through the word-repetition

For the LORD is righteous; He loves
righteous deeds. Be/wid His face:
n-n A piny on darash, wl1icl1 in vv. 4 nnd 13 111enns "to call to nccmmt."
b-b Menning of Hcb. uncertain.
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain; lit. "your l1ill, bird!"
d-d Or "For tl1efoundations nrc destroyed; wlmt lms tl1e Rigfltcous One doue?" Or "If tl1e
fowtdntions are destroyed, wllnt /ms tile riglltcous 111nn nccolllplisllcd? "
e-e Lit. "tile portion of tllcir cup. "
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This may refer to being in God's
presence or to seeing a manifesta
tion of God at the Temple, yet
another hint that this psalmist is
praying at the Temple, and wants
to remain there. Other biblical
texts suggest that the worshipper

PSALMS 12.1-13.5

KETHUVIM

1 2 For the leader; on the sheminith. A psalm of David.
2

3
4
5

7

8
9

Help, 0 LORD!
For the faithful are no more;
the loyal have vanished from among men.
Men speak lies to one another;
their speech is smooth;
they talk with duplicity.
May the LoRD cut off all flattering lips,
every tongue that speaks arrogance.
They say, "By our tongues we shall prevail;
with lips such as ours, who can be our master?"

6 "Because of the groans of the plundered poor and
needy,
I will now act," says the LoRD.
•·"I will give help," He affirms to him.-•
The words of the LORD are pure words,
silver purged in an earthen crucible,
refined sevenfold.
You, 0 LoRD, will keep them,
guarding each •·from this age·• evermore.
On every side the wicked roam
•·when baseness is exalted among men.·•

1 3 For the leader. A psalm of David.
2

3
4

5

How long, 0 LORD; will You ignore me forever?
How long will You hide Your face from me?
How long will I have cares on my mind,
grief in my heart all day?
How long will my enemy have the upper hand?
Look at me, answer me, 0 LoRD, my God!
Restore the luster to my eyes,
lest I sleep the sleep of death;
lest my enemy say, "I have overcome him,"
my foes exult when I totter.

n-n Men11i11g of Hcl>. 1111ccrtni11.

could behold the face of God at a
temple (see Exod. 33.11; but con
trast 33.17-23).
Ps. 1 2: This psalm has an unusual
structure: after the superscription
(v. 1) it contains a standard peti
tion (vv. 2-5), but this is followed
by the divine response (v. 6) and
the psalmist's answer (vv. 7---9 ). It
is difficult to understand how this

psalm was used liturgically-per
haps since the divine response is
positive, a supplicant might recite
it as a way of "assuring" a positive
hearing. The main theme has to do
with words-the false and arro
gant words of the wicked against
the righteous, and God's pure
words. 2: Faithful translates
"l:tasid"; see 4·4 n. This v. com
pactly contains the three crucial
- 1295-

parts of the petition: the invoca
tion (0 LoRo), the plea in the im
perative (Help), and the motivation
(jar thefnitltftll . . . ). 3-5: The em
phasis here is only on the danger
of the word, which may reflect
slander, a false oath, or magic (see
10.7 n.); no physical harm is de
scribed. 6: The divine speech re
flects care for the underclasses (see
9.1o-13 n.). 7: Sevenfold is a typo
logically large number (see Ibn
Ezra and Radak). 8-9: Unfortu
nately, the psalm's conclusion is
likely corrupt and defies precise
translation, though the general
sense of God preserving the faith
ful from the evildoers is clear.
Ps. 1 3: In this poignant individual
petition, the petitioner feels aban
doned, as in the more famous 22.2:
"My God, my God, why have You
abandoned me?" The typical ele
ments for the petition are all
found: the invocation, 0 Lotw
(v. 2), the petition, which here
takes up most of the psalm (vv.
2-4a), and a short, double motiva
tion, lest I sleep the sleep of death;
lest my enemy . . . (vv. 4b-5). A
typical expression of divine confi
dence concludes the psalm (v. 6).
2-3: The four-fold repetition of
How long forms a refrain, empha
sizing the psalmist's long-standing
sense of abandonment. The para
doxical How long . . . will You ignore
(lit. "forget") me forever? heightens
the petitioner's pain. On God hid
ing His face, see 6-4-5 n. In Torah
and prophetic contexts, God's hid
den face is typically a result of
punishment; in many psalms, in
cluding this one, the psalmist sug
gests that this hiddenness is in
stead the result of divine neglect.
4: If God looks, he is no longer hid
ing his face (see Ibn Ezra and
Radak). Restore the luster to my eyes
refers to strength (see 1 Sam.
14.27). The sleep of deatlt represents
the ultimate and permanent sepa
ration between God and humans,
for in death one cannot praise God
(Ps. 6.6). 5: This v. contains a clas
sic illustration of the notion that
in biblical poetry the second half
heightens the first (see "Biblical
Poetry," pp. 2097-2104), as we

PSALMS 1 3 . 6-14.7
6

But I trust in Your faithfulness,
my heart will exult in Your deliverance.
I will sing to the LORD,
for He has been good to me.

1 4 •For the leader. Of David.

2

3

4

5
6

7

The benighted man thinks,
b-"God does not care."-b
Man's deeds are corrupt and loathsome;
no one does good.
The LORD looks down from heaven on mankind
to find a man of understanding,
a man mindful of God.
All have turned bad,
altogether foul;
there is none who does good,
not even one.
Are they so witless, all those evildoers,
who devour my people as they devour food,
and do not invoke the LORD?
There they will be seized with fright,
for God is present in the circle of the righteous.
You may set at naught the counsel of the lowly,
but the LORD is his refuge.
0 that the deliverance of Israel might come from
Zion!
When the LoRD restores the fortunes of His
people,
Jacob will exult, Israel will rejoice.

a Cf Ps. 53·
b-b Lit. "There is 110 God"; cf Ps. 10-4-

move from enemy (singular) to foes
(plural). 6: As in other petitions,
the tenses are confusing (see J-8--9
n.; 6.9-11), and a more literal ren
dering would be: "But I trust in
your faithfulness ('l:tesed,' see 5.8
n.), may my heart exult in Your de
liverance. May I sing to the LoRD
because He has been good to me."
Ps. 14: This is an atypical psalm
it is not addressed to God, instead
referring to Him in the third per
son; for this reason, some modern
scholars view it as a psalm of in
struction. Ps. 53, from the Elohistic

Psalter (see introduction, p. 1281)
is a variant of this psalm; the vari
ations both small (e.g., 14.3 All
have tumed bad ["hkl sr"); 53·4
"Everyone is dross" ["klw sg"))
and large (e.g., 14.5b-6: for God is

present in the circle of the righteous.
You may set at nnrtght the counsel of
the lowly, but the LoRD is his refuge;
53.6 "There they will be seized
with fright-never was there such
a fright-for God has scattered the
bones of your besiegers; you have
put them to shame, for God has re
jected them") offer important data
about the transmission of psalms
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in antiquity. The medievals viewed
both as Davidic compositions.
Rashi, for example, viewed Ps. 14
as David's words concerning the
destruction of the First Temple
(586 BCE), while Ps. 53, which is so
similar, is about the destruction of
the Second Temple (70 CE). Radak
much more prosaically suggests in
his intro. to Ps. 53: "and now he
[David] repeated himself here in
slightly different words." 1 : Heb
"naval," benighted, is a very strong
term that can carry moral over
tones; see esp. 2 Sam. 13.13, in rela
tion to Amnon's rape of his half
sister Tamar. On God does not care,
see 10-4· The claim of this benighted
individual would invalidate two
of the basic assumptions of
Psalms: the ability of God to hear
prayers, and the ability of God to
punish the human wrongs that
various psalmists lament. 2: On
God in lzeaven, see 2.6 n. Being
mindful of God ("doresh 'et 'elo
him") may also be understood as
praying to God (see esp. Ps. 77.3);
note the prayer language in v. 4,
invoke the LoRD. 6: The wicked are
spoken to in the second person
(You), rather than in the third per
son as earlier in the psalm (e.g.,
v. 5 they). Such changes in person
are frequent in biblical poetry (e.g.,
Isa. 1.2-9). 7: Many modern schol
ars see this final v. as secondary,
since it does not fit the theme or
tone of the psalm. (In antiquity, it
was easiest to make additions at
the end of a composition.) The
phrase restores the fortunes is am
biguous in the Bible; it may refer
to personal restora tion (see esp.
Job 42.10), or more specifically to
the return from the Babylonian
exile (see esp. Ps. 126-4). The latter
sense explains why many me
dievals (e.g., Rashi, Radak) view
the psalm as a Davidic prophecy
concerning the Babylonian exile.
Many other individual petitions
conclude with general verses
about the community (e.g., 3·9l·

KETHUVIM
1 5 A psalm of David.
2

3

4

5

LoRD, who may sojourn in Your tent,
who may dwell on Your holy mountain?
He who lives without blame,
who does what is right,
and in his heart acknowledges the truth;
•whose tongue is not given to evil;""
who has never done harm to his fellow,
or borne reproach for [his acts toward] his
neighbor;
for whom a contemptible man is abhorrent,
but who honors those who fear the LORD;
who stands by his oath even to his hurt;
who has never lent money at interest,
or accepted a bribe against the innocent.
The man who acts thus shall never be shaken.

1 6 A michtam b o f David.
2

3

4

5

Protect me, 0 God, for I seek refuge in You.
I say to the LORD,
"You are my Lord, <·my benefactor;
there is none above You."-c
d-As to the holy and mighty ones that are in the
land,
my whole desire concerning them is that
those who espouse another [god]
may have many sorrows!-d
I will have no part of their bloody libations;
their names will not pass my lips.
The LoRD is my allotted share and portion;"
You control my fate.

n-n Memtillg ofHeb. UI!Certnin; or "who has 110 slnlldrr upo11 his to11gue. "
b Menning of Heb. ul!certnin.
c-c Others "/ have 110 good but iu You. ··
d-d Menning of Heb. Ullcertnin; "lwly n11d 111ighly 011es·· taken ns epithets for divine be
ings; cf qedoshim i11 Ps. 89.6, 8, n11d 'addirim in 1 Sa111. 4.8.
e Lit. "cup. "

Ps. 1 5: Perhaps like the previous
psalm, this may be considered a
psalm of instruction, teaching the
listener to become an individual
who shall never be shaken (v. 5). In
Jewish ritual, the psalm is often
used as a type of eulogy, express
ing the ideal human qualities that
assure the deceased a place in the
afterlife (see Radak to v. 5: "Even
at his death he shall never be slwken,

since his soul will rest in the place
of glory"); this is, however, a post
biblical notion. Most modern
scholars take v. 1 literally, and sug
gest that the psalm functioned as
an entrance liturgy for the Temple,
where who may sojourn in Your tent,

who may dwell on Your /10/y moun
tain ? functions as the beginning of
a dialogue between the priest and
the worshipper who wishes to

enter the Temple precincts. Such
liturgies are suggested by Egyp
tian and Mesopotamian texts, and
may also stand behind Ps. 24.3-4:
"Who may ascend the mountain of
the LoRD? Who may stand in His
holy place?-He who has clean
hands and a pure heart, who has
not taken a false oath by My life or
sworn deceitfully." The psalm, like
much prophetic literature, empha
sizes general moral, rather than
cultic, characteristics. As in the
Decalogue and later medieval lists
of precepts, these are listed in
groupings of positive and negative
qualities. The qualities listed in
this psalm are included among
epi tomes of the commandments
(e.g., Isaiah 33.14-16; Micah 6.8)
listed in b. Makkot 24a. 1 : Tent
may refer to a temple or sanctuary
(see 1 Kings 2.28). 2: The list be
gins with very general positive
qualities (He who lives without
blame, who does wlwt is right), fol
lowed by a more specific positive
quality (and in his !teart acknowl
edges the tmth), which is to be
connected to the following v.
3-4: Three qualities, all expressed
as negatives, balanced by three
positive qualities. 5: Two negative
qualities conclude the list. To be
shaken or to totter is the opposite of
the ideal of stability. It is uncertain
how this conclusion connects to
the opening "who may sojourn in
Your tent, who may dwell on Your
holy mountain?"
Ps. 1 6: The structure of this psalm
is anomalous in that while it opens
as a typical personal petition, the
rest of the psalm expresses the
psalmist's confidence in God; per
haps this serves as an extended
motivation for why his petition
should be heard. 1: The obscure
term miclttam is found only here
and in a cluster of Psalms (56-6o);
the Septuagint translates it as "a
stele or pillar inscription." 2: Alter
nately, this may be understood as
the individual praying citing his
earlier prayer, "I have said to the
Lo1w . . . " 3-4: These are among
the most obscure verses in the
Psalter. 5-6: With the exception of
portion (lit. "cup"), it is striking

PSALMS 1 6 . 6-17.8
6
7
8
9

10
11

Delightful country has fallen to my lot;
lovely indeed is my estate.
I bless the LoRD who has guided me;
my conscience• admonishes me at night.
I am ever mindful of the LORD's presence;
He is at my right hand; I shall never be shaken.
So my heart rejoices,
my whole being exults,
and my body rests secure.
For You will not abandon me to Sheol,
or let Your faithful one see the Pit.
You will teach me the path of life.
In Your presence is perfect joy;
delights are ever in Your right hand.

1 7 A prayer of David.
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

Hear, 0 LoRD, what is just;
heed my cry, give ear to my prayer,
uttered without guile.
My vindication will come from You;
Your eyes will behold what is right.
You have visited me at night, probed my mind,
You have tested me and found nothing amiss;
b·I determined that my mouth should not
transgress.
As for man's dealings,
in accord with the command of Your lips,·b
I have kept in view the fate< of the lawless.
My feet have held to Your paths;
my legs have not given way.
I call on You;
You will answer me, God;
turn Your ear to me,
hear what I say.
Display Your faithfulness in wondrous deeds,
You who deliver with Your right hand
those who seek refuge from assailants.
Guard me like the apple of Your eye;
hide me in the shadow of Your wings

a Lit. "kidneys. "

b-b Meaning of He/J. Ill/Certain.

and unusual that all the nouns
used of God refer to the land and
land allocation (allotted s/wre and

portion, Delightful country, my es
tate). 7-11: The conclusion of the

c

Cf Prov. 1 . 1 9; lit. "paths. "

psalm is unified through refer
ences to body parts. The psalmist
speaks of his kidneys (the seat of
his conscience), right lwnd, heart,
and body (lit. "flesh"; my whole
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being, "kevodi," might also be a

play on "kevedi," my liver); this is
matched (v. 11) by God's face
(translated here as presence) and
rigl1t hand. 8: The phrase I alii ever
mindful of the LoRo's presence was
frequently used for meditation
within the kabbalistic tradition; as
a result, it is often inscribed on the
Ark or at the front of the syna
gogue. 1 0: On Shea/, see 6.6 n.; on
faithful ("i)asid"), see 4·4 n. 11: The
tense of the first word allows for
both the translation You will teac/1
me, followed here (so Rashi), as
well as "May you teach me," as a
prayer or request (so Radak). The
right hand is more powerful, as in
118.16, "The right hand of the
LoRD is exalted! The right hand of
the LORD is triumphant!" As else
where in the Bible (see esp. Exod.
24.1o-11), God is often depicted
anthropomorphically.
Ps. 17: This individual petition is
similar to Ps. 7, which is also char
acterized by a protestation of inno
cence (see esp. 7-4-6). The word
"tzedek," just, is used in the first
and last v., framing the psalm, and
offering a summary of sorts: a just
God may not let the just suffer.
1 : Prayer ("tefilah") is the most
general, all-encompassing word
for a prayer (see 72.20), though et
ymologically it refers to an inter
cessory prayer. The poetry of the
verse is very striking: after de
manding three times, through typ
ical biblical poetic diction, that
God hear, the pattern is broken by
introducing the next sub-theme of
the petitioner's innocence: uttered
without guile. Biblical poetry thus
combines patterns and broken
patterns. 2-5: The protestation of
innocence. 2: The psalmist's ac
knowledgment of God's role as
judge is a subtle demand that he
be adjudicated fairly. 6-12: The
second section of the psalm is in
troduced by another call for divine
justice; this section emphasizes the
enemies and their evil activities.
7: On God's faithfulness ("i)esed"),
see 5.8 n. 8: Tlze apple of Your eye is
the pupil. The second half of the v.
uses a stereotypical image of God
as a protective bird (36.8; 57.2;

PSALMS 1 7 . 9- 1 8 . 2
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9

10
11
12

13

14

15

from the wicked who despoil me,
•·my mortal enemies who·• encircle me.
h-Their hearts are closed to pity;·b
they mouth arrogance;
now they hem in our feet on every side;
they set their eyes roaming over the land.
He is like a lion eager for prey,
a king of beasts lying in wait.
Rise, 0 LoRD! Go forth to meet him.
Bring him down;
rescue me from the wicked with Your sword,
b-from men, 0 LoRD, with Your hand,
from men whose share in life is fleeting.
But as to Your treasured ones,
fill their bellies.-b
Their sons too shall be satisfied,
and have something to leave over for their
young.
Then I, justified, will behold Your face;
awake, I am filled with the vision of You.

<For the leader. Of David, the servant of the
addressed the words of this song to the
1after8thewho
had saved him from the hands of all his en
LORD,
LoRD

LoRD

emies and from the clutches of Saul.
2
He said:
d-I adore you, 0 LoRn, my strength,-d

n-n Or 'from my i'Hemies wlro avidly. "
l•-/J Mrani11g of He/J. IIIICatail/.
c Titis poem occurs ngniu at 2 Sam. 22, witl1 a II limber of vnrintious, some of which are
cited in tile following notes.
d-d Not i11 2 Sa111. 22.2.

63.8). 1 1 : The psalmist suddenly
speaks in the plural (ollrfeet); this
and similar cases have led some
scholars to suggest that the "I" of
the individual petitions may be the
king or some other significant in
dividual who speaks on behalf of
the entire community. 12: Lions
roamed the countryside of ancient
Israel, and are mentioned fre
quently in the Bible. They were
symbols of great power; this is
why a standard scene of the Assyr
ian royal reliefs depicts the king
killing a lion. Compare David's
statement in 1 Sam. 17.34-35.
1 3-16: This final section is also in
troduced by a set of imperatives.
1 3: Rise is again being used in a

military sense (see Ibn Ezra, "to
show your strength," and 7-7 n.),
carefully playing against the ene
mies who are brought down.
1 5: This v. is better taken as
expressing a wish or desire
("may I behold . . . ; may I be
filled . . "), perhaps a wish to see
God at the Temple (see 1 1.7 n.),
or even expressing a type of mysti
cal yearning to see God, as in
the vision in Ezek. ch 1. Many
medieval interpreters (e.g., Rashi,
Radak) understand this as a
reference to seeing God in heaven
after death, but as noted (see
6.6 n.), the conception of a heav
enlv
. afterworld is absent from
the Bible.
_
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Ps. 1 8: Linguistic and stylistic evi
dence suggest that this may be one
of the oldest psalms in the Psalter,
dating most likely from the tenth
century BCE. It is also one of the
longest psalms, and its flow is not
entirely clear. It is nearly identical
to 2 Sam. ch 22, which, based on
linguistic evidence, is older than
the psalm, though it is unclear if
Ps. 18 was copied from 2 Sam. 22,
or if they were both copied from
a common source. As in Ps. 14,
which is parallel to Ps. 53, the
many types of differences are illus
trative of the process of textual
transmission. A major difference is
the extra v. found in the psalm but
not in Samuel (v. 2). Sometimes
synonyms or near synonyms are
used (e.g., Ps. 18.5 ropes of Death;
2 Sam. 22.5, "breakers of Death");
a singular in place of a plural (e.g.,
lightning in v. 15 is singular in
2 Sam. 22 ["brk"] and plural in
Ps. 18 ["brkym"]); word order may
vary (e.g., Ps. 18.50 a11w11g the Ha
tions, LoRD; 2 Sam. 22.50, "LoRD,
among the nations"); and graphi
cally similar letters are confused
(e.g., Ps. 18.11 "vyd'," glidil1g, vs.
2 Sam. 22.11 "vyr'," "He was
seen"). Some medievals under
stood the variants in Ps. 18 as re
flecting David's divinely inspired
reworking of his earlier composi
tion as he revised it for inclusion
in the Psalter (see esp. Abravanel
to 2 Sam. ch 22), while others paid
less a ttention to the variants, be
lieving that they reflect the same
meaning (Radak at Ps. 18.1).
1: David's troubles are described
in 1 Sam. ch 18-2 Sam. ch 20. As
elsewhere in the Psalter, this su
perscription is secondary, reflect
ing an attempt to understand
the psalms biographically (see
3-1 n.); the superscription here,
however, is unique in its reference
to a broad set of events, rather
than to a particular event-this
long and general psalm has been
assigned to a long period of gen
eral troubles. The servmrt of the
Lo1w is lacking in the parallel in
Samuel; for similar phrases con
cerning David, see, e.g., 2 Sam.
7.8; 1 Kings 8.66; Jer. 33.26; Pss. 4;
21; 89. 2: Lacking in 2 Sam. 22.

PSALM 18.3-18.19
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

0 LoRD, my crag, my fortress, my rescuer,
my God, my rock in whom I seek refuge,
my shield, my •·mighty champion;• my haven.
b-All praise! I called on the LoRo-b
and was delivered from my enemies.
Ropes< of Death encompassed me;
torrents of Beliald terrified me;
ropes of Sheol encircled me;
snares of Death confronted me.
In my distress I called on the LORD,
cried out to my God;
in His temple He heard my voice;
my cry to Him reached His ears.
Then the earth rocked and quaked;
the foundations of the mountains shook,
rocked by His indignation;
smoke went up from His nostrils,
from His mouth came devouring fire;
live coals blazed forth from Him.
He bent the sky and carne down,
thick cloud beneath His feet.
He mounted a cherub and flew,
gliding on the wings of the wind.
He made darkness His screen;
dark thunderheads, dense clouds of the sky
were His pavilion round about Him.
Out of the brilliance before Him,
hail and fiery coals •pierced His clouds:•
Then the LoRD thundered from heaven,
the Most High gave forth His voice
'·hail and fiery coals:'
He let fly His shafts and scattered them;
He discharged lightning and routed them.
The ocean bed was exposed;
the foundations of the world were laid bare
by Your mighty roaring, 0 LORD,
at the blast of the breath of Your nostrils.
He reached down from on high, He took me;
He drew me out of the mighty waters;
He saved me from my fierce enemy,
from foes too strong for me.
They confronted me on the day of my calamity,
but the LoRD was my support.

a-a Lit. "/wm of rescue. "
b-b Construction of HC'b. uncertain.
c 2 Sam. 22.5, "breakers."
d I.e., the nethenvor/d, like "Deal/(' aud "Sileo/. "
e-e 2 Sam. 22.13, "blazed. "
f-f Not in 2 Sam. 22.14.
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3: Slightly shorter than the parallel
in Samuel, a list of divine attri
butes connected to God's strength,
highlighting the theme of the
psalm, God the warrior. The Sam
uel parallel is the longest such list
of divine qualities in the Bible.
S-7: Highly mythological under
world imagery is used to express
the psalmist's former dire straits.
Given that God descends (v. 10),
the psalmist's cry is likely ascend
ing to God's heavenly temple (see
!sa. 6.1-4). 8-16: A description of a
divine theophany. These descrip
tions often emphasize God as a
thunderstorm deity, and likely
borrowed similar, earlier descrip
tions of the Canaanite deity, BaaL
1 1 : A cherub is a winged composite
figure, combining various human
and animal elements. 1 5: His shafts
represent both arrows thrust
against the enemies, as well as
lightnilzg mentioned later in the v.
1 6: The description of the theo
phany in Hab. ch 3 likewise em
phasizes the fear of the primordial
waters. 11-20: A single deity saves
a single individual against many
enemies because of that person's
righteousness. 18: Mighty waters
are associated with chaos that was
vanquished by God in some bibli
cal creation stories (see 8.3 n.).
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20

He brought me out to freedom;
He rescued me because He was pleased
with me.

21

The LoRD rewarded me according to my merit;
He requited the cleanness of my hands;
for I have kept to the ways of the LORD,
and have not been guilty before my God;
for I am mindful of all His rules;
I have not disregarded His laws.
I have been blameless toward Him,
and have guarded myself against sinning;
and the LORD has requited me according to my
merit,
the cleanness of my hands in His sight.

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

With the loyal, You deal loyally;
with the blameless man, blamelessly.
With the pure, You act purely,
and with the perverse, You are wily.
It is You who deliver lowly folk,
but haughty eyes You humble.
It is You who light my lamp;
the LORD, my God, lights up my darkness.
With You, I can rush a barrier;a
with my God I can scale a wall;
the way of God is perfect;
the word of the LoRD is pure;
He is a shield to all who seek refuge in Him.
Truly, who is a god except the LoRD,
who is a rock but our God?the God who girded me with might,
who made my way perfect;
who made my legs like a deer's,
and let me stand firm on theb heights;
who trained my hands for battle;
my arms can bend a bow of bronze.
You have given me the shield of Your protection;
Your right hand has sustained me,
Your care< has made me great.
You have let me stride on freely;
my feet have not slipped.
I pursued my enemies and overtook them;
I did not turn back till I destroyed them.

n Cf note to 2 Snm. n._lo; or "troop. "
b Taking bamothai ns n poetic form of bamoth; c{. Hnb. 3 . 1 g; otllas """!· "
c Menning of Heb. 11nccrtnin; otl1ers "condescmsion. "
-
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1 8 . 20-1 8.38

21-25: Vv. 21 and 25 are almost
identical, framing the interven
ing protestation of innocence.
26-3 1 : These vv. show particular
affinity to wisdom texts; see esp.
v. 31 and Prov. 30.5, "Every word
of God is pure, I A shield to
those who take refuge in Him."
26-27: God works in a fair, mea
sure-for-measure manner. 32: Vv.
declaiming the absolute exclusiv
ity of God are typically found in
later biblical literature (d. Exod.
15. 11 n. and Isa. 44-6). 33-49: It is
God who helps the psalmist totally
and completely annihilate the
enemy. 34: An image of swiftness
and stability.

PSALMS 1 8 . 3 9- 1 9 . 3
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50
51

I struck them down,
and they could rise no more;
they lay fallen at my feet.
You have girded me with strength for battle,
brought my adversaries low before me,
made my enemies turn tail before me;
I wiped out my foes.
They cried out, but there was none to deliver;
[cried] to the LORD, but He did not answer
them.
I ground them fine as windswept dust;
I trod them flat as dirt of the streets.
You have rescued me from the strife of people;
You have set me at the head of nations;
peoples I knew not must serve me.
At the mere report of me they are submissive;
foreign peoples cower before me;
foreign peoples lose courage,
•·and come trembling out of their strongholds:•

The LORD lives! Blessed is my rock!
Exalted be God, my deliverer,
the God who has vindicated me
and made peoples subject to me,
who rescued me from my enemies,
who raised me clear of my adversaries,
saved me from lawless men.
For this I sing Your praise among the nations,
LORD,
and hymn Your name:
b-He accords great victories·b to His king,
keeps faith with His anointed,
with David and his offspring forever.

1 9 For the leader. A psalm of David.
2
3

The heavens declare the glory of God,
the sky proclaims His handiwork.
Day to day makes utterance,
night to night speaks out.

a-a Meaning of Heb. 11ncerlain.

b-b 2 Sn111.

47: T!Je LORD lives! A similar state
ment about the Canaanite deity
Baal is found in the Ugaritic epics.
When used in biblical literature,
"living" with respect to God often
carries the connotation of power.
40: Bringing adversaries low may

22.51,

"Tower ofviclory. "

be a literal reference to stepping
on the necks of enemies (see
v. 39, "they lay fallen at [lit.
'under'] my feet"). 49: As the
psalm moves to a close, it returns
to the word rescue, found also in
v. 3- 50: S i11ging God's praise is a
- 1302-
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major theme of the Psalter, appear
ing in over sixty vv. 51: Anointed,
Heb "mashiaJ:t"; see 2.2 n. The final
v. suggests that this psalm was re
cited by or on behalf of a Davidic
king.
Ps. 19: This psalm is recited as
part of the preliminary morning
service on Saturday and at festi
vals. It divides neatly into three
sections: Vv. 2-7 are a hymn, fo
cusing on creation, specifically on
the sun; vv. 8-11 are a hymn focus
ing on torah; and vv. 12-15, which
are connected to the immediately
preceding section (see v. 12, them),
are a petition to be saved from sin,
and for prayers to be heard. Many
scholars believe that either two
psalms have been combined
(vv. 2-7 and 8-15), or that a later
psalmist who composed vv. 8-15
incorporated the earlier vv. 2-'J,
which have a different topic, style,
and poetic structure. Vv. 8-15, but
not 2-7, show significant cmmec
tions to wisdom ideas and vocabu
lary (see below). The difference be
tween vv. 2-7 and 8-15 was
realized already by the medieval
Jewish interpreters, who sug
gested various ways that creation,
the sun, and torah may be con
nected. The discovery of ancient
Near Eastern texts, where justice is
often part of the sun god's realm
(so, e.g., Shamash, the Mesopo
tamian sun god), has offered a
new way of understanding the
psalm as a unity. Some modern
scholars have understood the
poem as a whole as focused on
God's revelation in heaven and on
the earth (Radak is similar), while
others have noted that torah is
associated with light (e.g., Prov.
6.23), allowing the two sections
to function together. 2-7: The ab
sence of God's personal name
("YHvH"; LORD in NJPS) here sug
gests to some that this section may
have been adapted from a non
Israelite hymn praising the sun.
2-4: The cosmos praises God; the
creation testifies to God's great
ness. It is unclear if the sound is
metaphorical, or if some Israelites
believed in the music of the
spheres, an idea later associated

KETHUVIM
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

There is no utterance,
there are no words,
•·whose sound goes unheard:•
Their voiceb carries throughout the earth,
their words to the end of the world.
He placed in them c a tent for the sun,
who is like a groom coming forth from the
chamber,
like a hero, eager to run his course.
His rising-place is at one end of heaven,
and his circuit reaches the other;
nothing escapes his heat.
The teaching o£ the LORD is perfect,
renewing life;
the decrees of the LoRD are enduring,
making the simple wise;
The precepts of the LORD are just,
rejoicing the heart;
the instruction o£ the LoRD is lucid,
making the eyes light up.
The fear of the LoRD is pure,
abiding forever;
the judgments of the LoRD are true,
righteous altogether,
more desirable than gold,
than much fine gold;
sweeter than honey,
than drippings of the comb.
Your servant pays them heed;
in obeying them there is much reward.
Who can be aware of errors?
Clear me of unperceived guilt,
and from dwillful sins·d keep Your servant;
let them not dominate me;
then shall I be blameless
and clear of grave offense.
May the words of my mouth
and the prayer o£ my heart•
be acceptable to You,
0 LORD, my rock and my redeemer.

a-a Wit/1 Septuagint, Symmacl111s, and Vulgate; or "tlu·ir sound is not hrnrd. "
b Cf Septuagi11t, Symmac/111s, a11d Vulgate; Arabic qawwah, "to shout."
c Viz., tl1e heave11s.
d-d Or "arroga11t men"; cf Ps. 1 1 9.5 1 .
e For leb a s a source of speech, see 1 1ote t o Eccl. 5.1.
- IJOJ-

with Pythagoras. An Ugaritic epic
speaks of "Speech of tree and
whisper of stone, converse of
heaven with earth" (ANET, p. 136).
An alternative rendering of v. 4,
" their sound is not heard," means
that the celestial bodies "speak"
soundlessly; they convey their
message simply by their being.
5-7: The sun was typically associ
a ted with a major deity in the an
cient Near East. Cylinder seals
with winged sundisks have been
found in Israel, and 2 Kings 23.11
and other sources offer evidence
for solar worship in ancient IsraeL
6-7: The sun, shining and eager,
traverses the sky. 8-1 1 : This sec
tion is suffused with wisdom ter
minology, including simple, wise,
fear of the LORD, and wisdom or
torah being compared to gold (of
great value, and in this case, also
the color of the sun). The highly
stylized, repetitive form of vv. 8-10
is very striking, though in Heb,
v. 10 is slightly different in struc
ture from the previous vv.; v. 1 1
concludes this section b y breaking
the stmcture altogether. Heb
" torah" is here translated as in
struction, on the assumption that
this psalm was written before the
Torah was canonized; traditional
Jewish interpretation, which as
sumes that this is a Davidic com
position from the period after a
Mosaic Torah, understands
"torah" as the Torah. 1 3 : In Heb,
unperceived guilt ("nistarot") plays
with v. 7, "escapes" ("nistar"),
lending additional unity to the
psalm. (See similarly v. 9, "light
up," which as Rashi points out
[v. 8], connects back to the sun.)
1 5: This v. is reused as part of the
conclusion of the "'Amidah," the
main daily prayer. In its original
context, it is unclear if tile words of

my mouth and the prayer of my heart
refer to the immediately preceding
vv., asking forgiveness from sins,
or if this entire psalm served as an
introduction to a larger liturgical
complex.

PSALMS 20 . 1-2 1 . 8

2 Q May the LoRD answer you in time of trouble,
For the leader. A psalm of David.

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10

the name of Jacob's God keep you safe.
May He send you help from the sanctuary,
and sustain you from Zion.
May He receive the tokens• of all your meal
offerings,
and approveb your burnt offerings.
Selah.
May He grant you your desire,
and fulfill your every plan.
May we shout for joy in your victory,
arrayed by standards in the name of our God.
May the LoRD fulfill your every wish.
Now I know that the LoRD will give victory to His
anointed,
will answer him from His heavenly sanctuary
with the mighty victories of His right arm.
They [call] on chariots, they [call] on horses,
but we call on the name of the LORD our God.
They collapse and lie fallen,
but we rally and gather strength.
c-o LORD, grant victory!
May the King answer us when we call.-<

2 1 0 LORD, the king rejoices in Your strength;
For the leader. A psalm of David.

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

how greatly he exults in Your victory!
You have granted him the desire of his heart,
have not denied the request of his lips. Selah.
You have proffered him blessings of good things,
have set upon his head a crown of fine gold.
He asked You for life; You granted it;
a long life, everlasting.
Great is his glory through Your victory;
You have endowed him with splendor and
majesty.
You have made him blessed forever,
gladdened him with the joy of Your presence.
For the king trusts in the LORD;
Through the faithfulness of the Most High
he will not be shaken.

n Reference to azkara, "loken portiou" of men/ offering; Lev. 2.2, 9, 16, etc.
b Menning of Heb. uucerlni11.
c-c Or ir1 tire light of v. 7, "0 LoRD, grant victory to tire king; may He answer us wlren we

en//. "
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Ps. 20: This is a prayer for the king
before battle. A very close parallel
to this psalm from Papyrus Am
herst 63 was published in 1983.
That version, however, was writ
ten in Aramaic in Demotic script
(late Egyptian characters) and
opens: "May Horus [an Egyptian
deity] / the master answer us in our
straits; send your messenger from
the temple of Arash" (translation
from Ziony Zevit, The Religions of

Ancient Israel: A Synthesis of Paral
lactic Approaches [London: Contin
uum, 2001], p. 669). Initially, it was
thought that this Aramaic text was
a paganized version of the biblical
psalm, but more recently it has
been suggested that both the Ara
maic Egyptian text and Ps. 20 de
rive from a common non-Israelite
poem, most likely to Baal (see
intro. to Ps. 29). Ps. 20 is now re
cited toward the conclusion of the
morning weekday service. 2: The
reference to "His anointed" in v. 7
makes it clear that the you is the
king. Tile name of Jacob's God is an
odd circumlocution of LoRD, per
haps used so that both verse
halves would be of approximately
the same size. 3: God is envisioned
as enthroned in the sanctuary in
Zion. 4: This may reflect a ritual of
sacrificing before going to battle
(1 Sam. 7-9-10)- 7: Now I know may
reflect a positive answer to a ritual;
see Ps 6.9-11 n.; 1 Sam. 30.8; 28.6.
8: The strength of divine presence
over military might is a central
biblical theme. 10: As noted, it is
unclear where this v. should be di
vided. This translation (following
the Targum) takes the king to be
the divine King, God . The Septu
agint read it as: "0 LoRD grant vic
tory to the king; answer us when
we call"; this is the origin of the
expression, "God save the king!"
The psalm begins as it ends, with
a request for an answer.
Ps. 21: A blessing for the king,
who will lead his nation to victory.
A companion hymn to Ps. 20 shar
ing vocabulary and theme (d. 20.5
and 21.3; 20.7c and 21.9b). Vv. 1-7
rejoice in God's beneficence to the
king; vv_ 8-13 express trust that
God will grant victory. 3: Selah, see

PSALMS 2 1 . 9-22.6
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9

10

11
12

13
14

Your hand is equal to all Your enemies;
Your right hand overpowers Your foes.
You set them ablaze like a furnace
•·when You show Your presence:•
The LoRD in anger destroys them;
fire consumes them.
You wipe their offspring from the earth,
their issue from among men.
For they schemed against You;
they laid plans,
but could not succeed.
b·For You make them turn backb
by Your bows aimed at their face.
Be exalted, 0 LoRD, through Your strength;
we will sing and chant the praises of Your
mighty deeds.

2 2 A psalm of David.

For the leader; on b·ayyeleth ha-shabar.-b

2

3

4

5
6

My God, my God,
why have You abandoned me;
why so far from delivering me
and from my anguished roaring?
My God,
I cry by day-You answer not;
by night, and have no respite.

<·But You are the Holy One,
enthroned,
the Praise of Israel.·<
In You our fathers trusted;
they trusted, and You rescued them.
To You they cried out
and they escaped;
in You they trusted
and were not disappointed.

n-n Or "nt tlte time of Your anger. "
b-b Menning of Heb. wrcertnilr.
c-c Or "But You nre lroly, enthroned upon tire praises of Israel."

3-3 n. 5: A past request for the
long life of the king was granted
(1 Kings 3.14; Ps. 61.6). 6: Glory . . .
splendor and majesty, the nimbus of
light surrounding gods and kings
(Ps. 8.6). Through the victory that
God grants, the king is enhanced.
8: This abundant royal blessing is

here predicated on royal obedi
ence. 1 0: For the fiery wrath of
God, see Isa. 29.6; 66.15-16. The
image of God's blazing fury burn
ing up the enemy is common,
and may reflect the reality of war
in which cities were set ablaze.
1 1 : See Ps. 37 38. 1 2: The plots

·

against Israel are plots against
God; cf. Ps. 83.5-6. 14: God's
strength frames the psalm (see v. 2)
and is the source of the king's
strength.
Ps. 22: The psalm opens with a
plea from a person in dire straits,
apparently a serious illness. His
prayers having been answered, he
brings the offerings he vowed and
gives public acclaim to God as he
promised. God is praised for His
care of all people, and all people,
now and in the future, should
praise God. The structure of the
psalm is complex and not obvious.
A refrainlike repetition occurs in
vv. 2, 12, and 20, suggesting one
way the psalm might be subdi
vided. NJPS has made four subdi
visions based on the contents, but
they do not correlate with the re
frain-like lines. Another possibility
is to see two main parts: vv. 2-22,
the petition in time of trouble, and
23-31, the vow to praise God. The
first of these sections is framed by
You answer not (v. 3) and "answer
me" (v. 22; NJPS main translation:
rescue 111e). The second is framed
by will I proclaim (v. 23) and s/w/1 be
proclaimed (v. 31). Jewish tradition
interprets this psalm as a lament
by David over the future exile
(Rashi), more specifically the
threat against the Jews by Haman
in the book of Esther (various
Rabbis). For that reason there
is a custom to read it on Purim
(Sephardic custom reads it on
the Fast of Esther and on Purim).
1 : Ayyeletlz lza-slza!wr (perhaps
"Deer of the Dawn"; see transla
tors' note b-b), a musical term,
which may indicate the melody
to which the words were sung.
2-12: Why does God, who cared
for the ancestors (vv. 5-6) and the
psalmist (vv. 1o-11) in the past, not
do so now? 2: Divine abandon
ment is a major theme of the
Psalter; see Ps. 10. 1. The first part
of this v. occurs in the New Testa
ment, uttered by Jesus when he is
being crucified (Matt. 27.46; Mark
15.34). 4: Praise of Israel: Cf. Exod.
15.11. According to the alternate
translation, prayers form the
throne upon which God sits-a

PSALM
7
8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21
22
23

2 2 . 7-22 . 2 3

But I am a worm, less than human;
scorned by men, despised by people.
All who see me mock me;
•they curl their lips,·•
they shake their heads.
"Let him commit himself to the LoRD;
let Him rescue him,
let Him save him,
for He is pleased with him."
You b-drew me·b from the womb,
made me secure at my mother's breast.
I became Your charge at birth;
from my mother's womb You have been my
God.
Do not be far from me,
for trouble is near,
and there is none to help.
Many bulls surround me,
mighty ones of Bashan encircle me.
They open their mouths at me
like tearing, roaring lions.
<My life ebbs away:·<
all my bones are disjointed;
my heart is like wax,
melting within me;
my vigor dries up like a shard;
my tongue cleaves to my palate;
You commit me to the dust of death.
Dogs surround me;
a pack of evil ones closes in on me,
d-like lions [they maul] my hands and feet:d
I take the count of all my bones
while they look on and gloat.
They divide my clothes among themselves,
casting lots for my garments.
But You, 0 LoRD, be not far off;
my strength, hasten to my aid.
Save my life from the sword,
my precious life from the clutches of a dog.
Deliver me from a lion's mouth;
from the horns of wild oxen rescue' me.
Then will I proclaim Your fame to my brethren,
praise You in the congregation.

n-n Lit. "1/tey ope11 wide witlt n lip. "
b-b Men11i11g of Heb. 111/Certnill.
c-c Lit. "1 nut poured out like wafer."
f Lit. "n11swer."
d-d Witlt Rnslti; cf lsn. JS.JJ.
e Lit. "oiiiiJ OIIt'. "
-1306-
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lovely metaphor stressing the
importance of prayer. 7-8: The
psalmist feels less than human.
He is scorned by those who think
that God will not help him. Curl
their lips: gestures of derision.
9: The scorners open their mouths
to mock and to devour (v. 14).
10-1 2: The psalmist hopes that
God who was with him since con
ception will not abandon him now.
1 3-22: The psalmist's opponents
as animal predators (Ps. 17.12).
The mixing of metaphors and sim
iles of various types is common in
Psalms. 1 3: Bashatl, a region in
northern Transjordan famous for
its fat, strong cattle, which are here
predators. 15-19: A graphic de
scription of mortal illness. The
psalmist feels his body stop work
ing and disintegrate. He sees him
self die, his body so dried up that
it turns to dust. The scorners are
like dogs (and lions, according
to NJPS) hunting prey (d. v. 14).
They gloat at his death and are
eager to take his possessions.
20-23: At his lowest point, the
psalmist calls on God to save
him from what has just been de
scribed. 23-24: See Ps. 35.18-19.
24-31: The psalmist's recovery is a
sign of God's power and mercy, an
example for all, and an occasion
for praise. With his reintegration
into the community, all Israel is
invited to join him in praise.
24: You whofear the LoRD: YHVH
fearers is a term that occurs else
where in Psalms; sometimes it is a
general designation for those who
worship the God of Israel and at
other times it seems to be a group
within Israel-proselytes, accord
ing to some scholars. Here it is the
former. 28: On praise of God by
the nations, see Pss. 47.10; 67.3-5;
86.9; 117.1. 30: The healthy and the
sick should praise God. Those at
death's door: Heb "those who go
down to dust," usually a reference
to the dead or the almost dead. If
the reference is to the dead, i t
would contradict the belief that
the dead do not praise God (Ps.
6.6); but it is perhaps a poetic way
to reinforce the idea of the sur
rounding vv. that everyone, in
every time and every place, should

PSALMS 22. 24-23 .4
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24

25

26

27

28

29
30

31

You who fear the LoRD, praise Him!
All you offspring of Jacob, honor Him!
Be in dread of Him, all you offspring of Israel!
For He did not scorn, He did not spurn
the plea• of the lowly;
He did not hide His face from him;
when he cried out to Him, He listened.
b·Because of You I offer praise·b in the great
congregation;
I pay my vows in the presence of His
worshipers.
Let the lowly eat and be satisfied;
let all who seek the LORD praise Him.
Always be of good cheer!
Let all the ends of the earth pay heed and turn to
the LoRD,
and the peoples of all nations prostrate
themselves before You;
for kingship is the LoRD's
and He rules the nations.
<·All those in full vigor shall eat and prostrate
themselves;
all those at death's door, whose spirits flag,
shall bend the knee before Him:<
Offspring shall serve Him;
the Lord's fame shall be proclaimed to the
generation to come;
they shall tell of His beneficence to people
yet to be born,
for He has acted.

2 3 A psalm of David.
2
3

4

The LORD is my shepherd;
I lack nothing.
He makes me lie down in green pastures;
He leads me to dwater in places of repose;·d
He renews my life;
He guides me in right paths
as befits His name.
Though I walk through •·a valley of deepest
darkness,·•

a Or "pliglrt. "
b-b Lit. "From You is my praise. "
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain; otlrers "All tire fat oues of tire eartlr slrnll ent arrd worslrip; I
All tlrey tlrnt go down to tire dust slrnll kneel before Him, I Everr lre tlrnt cnrmot keep Iris soul
alive. "
d-d Ot/rers "still wnters. "
e-e Otlrers "tire vnlley of tire slrndow of dcntlr. "
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praise God. 3 1 : God's power to
cure will be proclaimed to future
generations.
Ps. 23: God, the divine shepherd

king, leads his people to nourish
ment and safety (vv. 1-4), keeping
them alive and protecting them. In
vv. 5-6 the psalmist is hosted by
God and hopes to remain in His
presence all his life. Some scholars
now interpret the psalm as an ex
ilic or postexilic portrait of a new
exodus, from the exile to the re
turn in the land of Israel (d. Isa.
40.3-5; 49.8-13; Ps. 78.43-55the exodus is a common exilic
trope for the return). This interpre
tation helps to see the psalm's two
parts as a unity: God guides the
people through the difficult jour
ney from Babylonia and then hosts
them at His own table, the rebuilt
Temple. 1-4: The shepherd-sheep
metaphor for God and Israel (see
also Ps. 95.7). The shepherd leads
the sheep to pasture, to water, and
through difficult terrain. Slrepherd
is a frequent biblical and ancient
Near Eastern metaphor for royalty
(!sa. 40.11; Ezek. 34; Ps. So). This is
the case with David (and Moses);
the Babylonian king Hammurabi
is called "the shepherd" (ANET, p.
164). 2: The alternate reading "still
waters" (translators' note d-d)
means that the waters are not tur
bulent and hence are easy to drink
from. 3: See Ps. 31.4. 4: The shep
herd's rod and staff, implements
that prod and guide the sheep,
provide the comfort that comes
from divine guidance.

PSALMS 23 .5-24.9
I fear no harm, for You are with me;
Your rod and Your staff-they comfort me.
5

6

You spread a table for me in full view of my
enemies;
You anoint my head with oil;
my drink is abundant.
Only goodness and steadfast love shall pursue me
all the days of my life,
and I shall dwell in the house of the LORD
for many long years.

2 4 Of David. A psalm.
2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9

The earth is the LoRD's and all that it holds,
the world and its inhabitants.
For He founded it upon the ocean,
set it on the nether-streams.
Who may ascend the mountain of the LoRD?
Who may stand in His holy place?He who has clean hands and a pure heart,
who has not taken a false oath by My• life
or sworn deceitfully.
He shall carry away a blessing from the LoRD,
a just reward from God, his deliverer.
Such is the circleb of those who turn to Him,
Selah.
Jacob, who seek Your presence.
0 gates, lift up your heads!
Up high, you everlasting doors,
so the King of glory may come in!
Who is the King of glory?the LORD, mighty and valiant,
the LORD, valiant in battle.
0 gates, lift up your heads!
Lift them up, you everlasting doors,
so the King of glory may come in!

a Ancient versious and some mss. read "His."
b Lit. "ge11erntio11."

5-6: The shepherd metaphor is re
placed by a banquet metaphor:
God's luxurious care of the psalm
ist. 5: God hosts with luxury. A set
or spread table (cf. Ezek. 23.41;
Prov. 9.2) and oil on the head (cf.
Eccl. 9.8; Ps. 92.11) are signs of lux
ury. Oil was placed on the heads of

guests at banquets. Ps. 78.19
speaks of the preparation of a table
in the wilderness for the first exo
dus generation. This lends support
for seeing our psalm as a reference
to the (second) exodus. 6: Goodness
and steadfast love, covenant bless
ings, rather than curse, pursue the
-1308-
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psalmist (Deut. 28.3, 15, 45).
6: The house of the LoRD: The Tem
ple (Ps. 27-4). The psalmist hopes
to be in God's presence at the Tem
ple (have access to God) through
out his long life. If this is an exilic
psalm, it implies the return to the
land of Israel. For many long years:
lit. "for length of days." This refers
to one's natural life (to live a long
life was a blessing), but it has tra
ditionally been understood as re
ferring to the next life (after
death), and hence this psalm is
customarily recited at funerals or
on occasions commemorating the
dead.
Ps. 24: A liturgy on entering the
sanctuary. A hymn celebrating
God, creator and victor, with an
"entrance liturgy" (vv. 3-6; Pss. 5;
15). After an introduction celebrat
ing God as the creator, the psalm
has two parts; in the first (vv. 3-6),
pilgrims enter the Temple, and in
the second (vv. 7-10), the Ark en
ters. The two are separated by
"Selah." Each part has rhetorical
questions and their answers;
perhaps they were recited an
tiphonally. The psalm is used in
Jewish liturgy on festivals, when
the Torah is returned to the Ark.
1-2: God tamed the primeval wa
ters and founded the earth upon
them (Ps. 136.6); He is therefore to
be acknowledged as the supreme
sovereign of the world. The Tem
ple is a microcosm of the world (cf.
Gen. 2.1-3; Exod. 39.32, 42-43) and
thus God's act of creation forms an
appropriate introduction to this
Temple liturgy. 3-6: The require
ments for participation in Temple
worship are predominantly moral,
signifying obedience to God; see
Ps. 15.2-5. 3: The mountain of the
LoRD: The Temple mount, with an
echo of Mt. Sinai. 6: Jacob: Israel,
the congregation present at the
ceremony. Selah (also v. 10), see
Ps. 3·3 n. 7-1 0: God, as it were, en
ters the Temple. The Temple gates
open for the Ark, symbolizing
God's presence, to enter. The gates
"lift up their heads," a metaphoric
expression for joyously welcoming
God, pictured as a victorious king
returning home to his palace.

KETHUVIM
10

Who is the King of glory?
the LoRD of hosts,
He is the King of glory!

PSALMS

Selah.

2 5 Of David.
K

0 LoRD, I set my hope on You;
my God, in You I trust;
may I not be disappointed,
may my enemies not exult over me.
3
0 let none who look to You be disappointed;
let the faithless be disappointed, empty-handed.
4 , Let me know Your paths, 0 LORD;
teach me Your ways;
5 ,.,
guide me in Your true way and teach me,
for You are God, my deliverer;
it is You I look to at all times.
6
0 LoRD, be mindful of Your compassion
and Your faithfulness;
they are old as time.
7 n Be not mindful of my youthful sins and
transgressions;
in keeping with Your faithfulness consider what
is in my favor,
as befits Your goodness, 0 LoRD.
B o Good and upright is the LoRD;
therefore He shows sinners the way.
9
He guides the lowly in the right path,
and teaches the lowly His way.
1o J All the LoRD's paths are steadfast love
for those who keep the decrees of His covenant.
11 ; As befits Your name, 0 LoRD,
pardon my iniquity though it be great.
12 � Whoever fears the LoRD,
he shall be shown what path to choose.
13
He shall live a happy life,
and his children shall inherit the land.
14 o The counsel• of the LoRD is for those who fear
Him;
to them He makes known His covenant.
15 ll My eyes are ever toward the LoRD,
for He will loose my feet from the net.
16 D Turn to me, have mercy on me,
for I am alone and afflicted.
17 ll b·My deep distress·b increases;
deliver me from my straits.
2 J

a Or '"secret.'"

b-b Lit. '"The distress of 111y heart."

24 . 10-25 . 1 7

10: The LoRD of hosts, a relatively
infrequent divine epithet in
Psalms, emphasizes God's role in
leading the heavenly hosts in bat
tle, and is associated with the Ark,
which could precede Israel in bat
tle (see 1 Sam. ch 4). A plausible
setting for the psalm might be the
return from battle of the Ark, a
symbol of (v. 8) "the LORD, mighty
and valiant, the LoRD, valiant in
battle."
Ps. 25: An individual's petition in
acrostic form: the first line begins
with the first letter of the Hebrew
alphabet, the first word of the sec
ond line with the second letter of
the alphabet, and so on to the final
letter (see Pss. 9-10 n.). Two letters
are missing and two are doubled,
likely reflecting changes that the
psalm has undergone in its trans
mission. The psalm is made up of
alternating petitions and expres
sions of trust. It resembles wisdom
literature in its concern with learn
ing and finding the right path, but
has the religious concerns of
Psalms in its hope for forgiveness
and for deliverance from distress.
1 : Set my lwpe on You, lit. "lift my
soul to You" (cf. 86.4; 143.8), i.e.,
"turn to You for protection."
2-3: The plea for the "shaming" of
one's enemies is frequent in com
plaints (6.11; 35-4- 26; 40.15-16).
4-5: Prayer for (moral) guidance,
with a wisdom cast; cf. vv. 8-10,
12. 6-7: Prayer for divine mercy
and forgiveness of sins. A key
word is "z-k-r," "remember,"
translated as be mindful and COII
sider. God should remember that
He is merciful and not remember
(take into account) the psalmist's
sins. Youthful sins: Since God's
mercy dates from the beginning of
time, the psalmist mentions sins
that date from the beginning of his
life. 1 1: The request for forgive
ness of sins closes the first half of
the psalm; name here means
essence. Pardon my i11iquity echoes
Moses' words in Exod. 34·9·
1 2-1 3: Those who fear the LORD
and their children shall be blessed
(Ps. 37.28-29). Possession of the
land is a major theme of Ps. 37·
1 7: Increases, Heb "broadens," the
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PSALMS 25 . 1 8-27. 1
18 ,
19
20

1V

21

11

22

Look a t my affliction and suffering,
and forgive all my sins.
See how numerous my enemies are,
and how unjustly they hate me!
Protect me and save me;
let me not be disappointed,
for I have sought refuge in You.
May integrity and uprightness watch over me,
for I look to You.
0 God, redeem Israel
from all its distress.

2 6 Vindicate me, 0 LORD,
Of David.

2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12

for I have walked without blame;
I have trusted in the LORD;
I have not faltered.
Probe me, 0 LoRD, and try me,
test my •·heart and mind;·•
h·for my eyes are on Your steadfast love;
I have set my course by it:h
I do not consort with scoundrels,
or mix with hypocrites;
I detest the company of evil men,
and do not consort with the wicked;
I wash my hands in innocence,
and walk around Your altar, 0 LORD,
raising my voice in thanksgiving,
and telling all Your wonders.
0 LORD, I love Your temple abode,
the dwelling-place of Your glory.
Do not sweep me away with sinners,
or [snuff out] my life with murderers,
who have schemes at their fingertips,
and hands full of bribes.
But I walk without blame;
redeem me, have mercy on me!
My feet are on level ground.
In assemblies I will bless the LoRD.

2 7 0f David.
The LORD is my light and my help;
whom should I fear?
a·a Lit. "kidueys and /rear/."
b-b Or "[ am aware of Yourfaitlifulness, aud always walk i11 Your true lpatlt]."
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opposite of distress and straits,
with their meaning of narrowness.
19: Here as elsewhere, enemies
need not be literal but stands for
trouble in general. 2 1 : Integrity and
uprightness, characteristics of Job
(1. 1), here personified as protect
ing guardians. 22: As in many
psalms, the end of a prayer of an
individual becomes a prayer for
the community. A v. beginning
with the letter "pe" follows the
acrostic (see also Ps. 34.23). It has
been suggested that this arrange
ment makes the first letter "alef,''
the middle letter "larned," and the
last letter "pe"-spelling the word
"to learn, teach" and thereby em
phasizing the instructional nature
of the psalm.
Ps. 26: A prayer for divine justice.
The bulk of the psalm is a protes
tation of innocence, where the
psalmist insists tha t he has con
ducted his life as God requires and
therefore should not be punished
like the wicked. His plea is based
on the assumption that the righ
teous are rewarded and the
wicked punished, yet in his case
this expectation seems not yet to
have been fulfilled. Like Ps. 25,
this psalm uses some language of
wisdom literature. 1-3: The psalm
ist prays that God adjudicate him
and find him righteous (7.9;
17.2-5). 4-5: The psalmist's protes
tation of innocence and his nonas
sociation with the wicked is simi
lar to 1.1-2. 6-8: The mention of
the altar and temple suggests to
some that the psalmist is a priest,
but he may be an ordinary person
who delights in corning to the
Temple. Clean hands (literally or
metaphorically) are required for
entrance to the Temple (Ps. 24-4).
8: Glory, the light streaming from
the deity (36.10; 63.3). 9-10: If the
psalmist is swept away with the
evildoers, he will not be able to
come to the Temple, which he
loves (v. 8). 1 1-1 2: I walk without
blame forms an inclusio, with a
change of tense, with v. 1; the
psalmist was blameless in the past
and continues to be. My feel are 011
level ground, Heb "my foot stands
on level ground" recalls the walk-

PSALM 27.2-2 7 . 1 3
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2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10
11

12

13

The LoRD is the stronghold of my life,
whom should I dread?
When evil men assail me
•·to devour my flesh·•it is they, my foes and my enemies,
who stumble and falL
Should an army besiege me,
my heart would have no fear;
should war beset me,
still would I be confident.
One thing I ask of the LORD,
only that do I seek:
to live in the house of the LoRD
all the days of my life,
to gaze upon the beauty of the LORD,
b"to frequent·b His temple.
He will shelter me in His pavilion
on an evil day,
grant me the protection of His tent,
raise me high upon a rock
Now is my head high
over my enemies roundabout;
I sacrifice in His tent with shouts of joy,
singing and chanting a hymn to the LoRD.
Hear, 0 LoRD, when I cry aloud;
have mercy on me, answer me.
b-In Your behalf·b my heart says:
"Seek My face! "
0 LoRD, I seek Your face.
Do not hide Your face from me;
do not thrust aside Your servant in anger;
You have ever been my help.
Do not forsake me, do not abandon me,
0 God, my deliverer.
Though my father and mother abandon me,
the LoRD will take me in.
Show me Your way, 0 LORD,
and lead me on a level path
because of my watchful foes.
Do not subject me to the will of my foes,
for false witnesses and unjust accusers
have appeared against me.
Had I not the assurance
that I would enjoy the goodness of the LoRD
in the land of the living . . .

n-n Or "to s/nnder me"; cf On11.

3.8;

6.25.

u-/1 Menning of Heb. nncertnin.

- 1) 1 1 -

ing in vv. 1, 3- Heb without blame
and level ground echoes the words
"tam" and "yashar," "to have in
tegrity and be upright," the de
sired traits of the righteous person
(cf. 25.21).
Ps. 27: A psalm of trust; the psalm
ist has no fear of enemies in the
protective refuge of the Temple.
This psalm is recited from 1 'Elul
(in the late summer) through
Hoshanah Rabbah in the early
fall, the period of seeking forgive
ness from God surrounding Rosh
Ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur.
1 : My light, see 36.10; Mic. 7.8; Job
33-30- As in other psalms, various
metaphors, here light and strong
hold, are combined to reflect differ
ent aspects of God's great power.
2: Devour myflesh, an idiom for
harmful, malicious speech (cf. En
glish "backbite"; see translators'
note a-a); it can also refer to ene
mies as predators. 4-6: The Tem
ple as a place of refuge, where the
psalmist can experience God's
presence. The same theme occurs
in Ps. 26.6-8. For another connec
tion between these two psalms cf.
27.11 and 26.12. 4: Live in the house
of the LoRD, the psalmist hopes to
visit the Temple on pilgrimages
throughout his life (23.6; 84.5).
5: Pavilion (Heb "sukkah") and
tent are terms for the Temple (cf.
76.3; 15.1; 61.5). 7-1 3: The psalmist
seeks God, worried that God
will abandon him (see 6.4-5 n.).
1 0: Even if his parents abandon
him, through death or otherwise,
the psalmist will have a divine
"parent" who will protect and in
struct him. The motif of the god as
a parent of the king is familiar
from Mesopotamian hymns and
elsewhere in biblical literature,
where God is the superlative par
ent (see esp. Isa. 49.15). 1 2: The
foes are lying witnesses testifying
against the psalmist. 1 3: T!Je la11d of
the living, as opposed to the land of
the dead, where there is no access
to God; a metaphor for the Temple.

PSALMS 27 . 1 4-28 .9
14
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Look to the LoRD;
be strong and of good courage!
0 look to the LoRn!

David.
2 8 0OfLORD,
I call to You;

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

my rock, do not disregard me,
for if You hold aloof from me,
I shall be like those gone down into the Pit.
Listen to my plea for mercy
when I cry out to You,
when I lift my hands
toward Your inner sanctuary.
Do not •·count me·• with the wicked and
evildoers
who profess goodwill toward their fellows
while malice is in their heart.
Pay them according to their deeds,
their malicious acts;
according to their handiwork pay them,
give them their deserts.
For they do not consider the LoRn's deeds,
the work of His hands.
May He tear them down,
never to rebuild them!
Blessed is the LORD,
for He listens to my plea for mercy.
The LORD is my strength and my shield;
my heart trusts in Him.
I was helped,b and my heart exulted,
so I will glorify Him with my song.
The LoRD is <their strength;·<
He is a stronghold for the deliverance of His
anointed.
Deliver and bless Your very own people;
tend them and sustain them forever.

a-a Or "drag me off"; Menning of Heb. lmcertain.
b Or "strengthened. "
c-c Septuagint, Sandia, and others re11der, and some 111ss. read, 'oz le'ammo, "tile strength
of His people. "

14: Possibly a response to the
psalmist's prayer, this sums up
the psalm's message.
Ps. 28: A plea for deliverance from
enemies; perhaps a royal psalm
(cf. vv. 8--g). God is described in

terms of military strength: a rock,

strength, shield, stronghold. In
vv. 1-5 the psalmist prays for
God's response, arguing that he
should not be grouped with the
wicked, whom God correctly dis
tances from Himself, punishing
- 1)12-

them with death. Vv. 6--9 follow
God's response; the psalmist
praises Him and encourages oth
ers to do likewise. V. 9 moves from
the personal to the national, pray
ing for God's ongoing protection
of lsraeL 1: Disregard, lit. "be deaf"
to my calL The Pit, a synonym for
Sheol, the abode of the dead. One
cut off from God is like the dead,
who were permanently cut off
from God. 2: To lift one's hands
was the typical position of biblical
prayer (see, e.g., 1 Kings 8.22; cf.
Ps. 44.21 n.). 3: The deceitful, un
trustworthy speech of the wicked
is commonplace (Ps. 27.12), but if
this is a royal psalm, as some think
(cf. vv. 8-9), it may refer to con
spiracy agairist the king. 4: Prayer
for measure-for-measure retribu
tion (Ps. 94.2). 6-7: The character
istic move from complaint and pe
tition to praise, with expressions of
trust. 8-9: The mention of His
anointed (a Davidic king) and the
prayer for the people (cf. J-9) sug
gest that the speaker is a king.
Ps. 29: A hymn celebrating God's
awesome power over nature. Cf.
Pss. 46-48; 96--99- God is portrayed
as a storm, an earthquake--a
theme associated with theophany
(cf. b. leva/!. n6a where a link is
made with the giving of the Torah
at Sinai). More commonly, the
psalm is considered a prayer for
rain. According to the Talmud, b.
Sukkail 55a, the psalm was recited
in the Temple on the first of the in
termediate days of Sukkot; LXX
associates it with the end of
Sukkot ("Shemini 'Atzeret"), the
time for the prayer for rain; b. Rosh
Hash. 32a and b. Meg. 17b link it
with the paragraph about rain in
the "Shemoneh 'Esrei" prayer. A
number of themes and linguistic
usages that are also found in Uga
ritic literature, as well as the men
tion of northern locations (Leba
non and Sirion, v. 6), have led mod
ern scholars to see this psalm as an
adaptation of a Ugaritic hymn to
Baal (or to Hadad, the storm-god).
Others see the psalm as part of a
more generally shared ancient
Near Eastern tradition rather than
as a direct borrowing. Either way,
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2 9 A psalm of David.
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

Ascribe to the LoRD, 0 divine beings,
ascribe to the LORD glory and strength.
Ascribe to the LORD the glory of His name;
bow down to the LORD, majestic in holiness.
The voice of the LoRD is over the waters;
the God of glory thunders,
the LoRD, over the mighty waters.
The voice of the LoRD is power;
the voice of the LoRD is majesty;
the voice of the LoRD breaks cedars;
the LORD shatters the cedars of Lebanon.
•·He makes Lebanon skip like a calf;•
Sirion, like a young wild ox.
The voice of the LoRD kindles flames of fire;
the voice of the LoRD convulses the wilderness;
the LORD convulses the wilderness of Kadesh;
the voice of the LORD causes hinds to calve,
b·and strips forests bare;·b
while in His temple all say "Glory!"
The LoRD sat enthroned at the Flood;
the LoRD sits enthroned, king forever.
May the LORD grant strength to His people;
may the LoRD bestow on His people wellbeing.

3 0 A psalm of David. A song for the dedication
of the House. c

2

I

extol You, 0 LoRD,
for You have lifted me up,

n-n Lit. "He 111nkes 1/zem skip like n cnlf Lebanon nnd Sirion, etc. "
b-b Or "brings e-wes to cnr/y birtlt."
c I.e., lite Temple.

the basic theme is built on the
"combat-myth," known in Ugarit
and Mesopotamia and reflected in
other biblical passages, in which
the hero-god defeats the forces of
chaos and is then acclaimed by the
other gods as their leader. The
psalm shares with Ps. 24 the
themes of God's triumph over the
forces of chaos (primeval wa ters)
and God enthroned as king in His
Temple. Ps. 29 is used liturgically
on the Sabbath when the Torah
is returned to the Ark. 1-2: Cf.
96.7-9; 1 Chron. 16.28-30. 1: Divine

beings, lit. "sons of God," or "sons
of gods," subordinate deities in the
heavenly assembly. In Israelite
thought these divine beings are
part of God's retinue, his heavenly
court (Exod. 15.11; Pss. 82.1;
89.6-8; Job chs 1-2). Probably be
cause of its pagan overtones, Ps.
96.7 substitutes "families of the
peoples" for this term. Glory and
strength, cf. Ps. 63.3. Glory, Heb
"kavod," may refer to the divine
radiance, the visual manifestation
of God. 2: Majestic in lwliness, "be
had rat kodesh," an odd phrase but
- 1313 -

29. 1-30.2

cf. 110. 3, "behadrei kodesh." LXX
and Peshitta (Syriac) render "in
His holy court." Cf. b. Ber. 30b.
3-9: Tire voice of tire LoRD (claps of
thunder), signifying God's power
over the natural world, occurs
seven times in these vv. 3: The
LORD battles the mighty waters, the
primeval forces of chaos (cf. 24.2).
5: The cedars of Lebm1011 were fa
mous for their height and strength.
6-8: Earthquake is a traditional ac
companiment of a theophany or
divine manifestation (18.8; 114-7)6: Sirion, Mount Hermon (see
Deut. 3.9), at the southern border
of Lebanon. For mountains skip
ping, see also 114-4- 8: Tire wilder
ness of Kadesh, in western Syria; or,
the wilderness of Zin at Qadesh,
to the south of Israel, where the
Israelites encamped during their
wanderings (Num. 20.1; 33.36).
9: Reading with translators' note
b-b makes a closer parallelism. An
alternate emendation of causes
/rinds ('"ayalot") to calve yields
"causes "elot' (oak trees) to trem
ble." In His temple, praise from the
subordinate deities in the heavenly
temple. 1 0: The LORD's enthrone
ment as king at tire Flood (see Ps.
93) may be a double entendre, sig
nifying that God defeated the wa
ters (forces of chaos) and that He
reigned since the time of the flood,
and will reign forever. 1 1 : A
prayer that God, supremely pow
erful and enthroned forever, will
grant well-being to Israel.
Ps. 30: The superscription reinter
prets the hymn, perhaps originally
a thanksgiving hymn upon recov
ering from illness, as a prayer
about the sickness of the commu
nity-i.e., national calamity-and
its recovery, the restoration from
exile and the rebuilding of the
Temple (in 515 BCE; cf. Ezra
6.15-18). An older view sees the
occasion as the rededication of the
Temple in 164 BCE, following the
victory of Judah Maccabee (cf.
1 Mace. 4·36-59). Following trac
tate Soferim, this psalm is read on
Hanukkah. It is also part of the in
troductory liturgy for the daily,
Sabbath, and festival morning ser
vice. 1 : The translation inverts the

PSALMS } 0 .}-} 1 . }
3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12

13

and not let my enemies rejoice over me.
0 LoRD, my God,
I cried out to You,
and You healed me.
0 LORD, You brought me up from Sheol,
preserved me from going down into the Pit.
0 you faithful of the LoRD, sing to Him,
and praise His holy name.
For He is angry but a moment,
and when He is pleased there is life.
•·One may lie down weeping at nightfall;""
but at dawn there are shouts of joy.
When I was untroubled,
I thought, "I shall never be shaken,"
for You, 0 LoRD, when You were pleased,
made [me]b firm as a mighty mountain.
When You hid Your face,
I was terrified.
I called to You, 0 LoRD;
to my LoRD I made appeal,
"What is to be gained from my death,<
from my descent into the Pit?
Can dust praise You?
Can it declare Your faithfulness?
Hear, 0 LoRD, and have mercy on me;
0 LORD, be my help! "
You turned my lament into dancing,
you undid my sackcloth and girded me
with joy,
that [my] whole being might sing hymns
to You endlessly;
0 LoRD my God, I will praise You forever.

3 1 For the leader. A psalm of David.
2
3

I seek refuge in You, 0 LoRD;
may I never be disappointed;
as You are righteous, rescue me.
Incline Your ear to me;
be quick to save me;
be a rock, a stronghold for me,

n-n Or "Weepi11g mny liuger for tile lliglrt."
b Fol/owi11g Sandin, R. lsninlr ofTrnui; cf. Ibu Ezm.
c Lit. "blood. "

KETHUVIM
words, which in Heb are " A
psalm, a song of dedication of the
House; of David. " The mention
of David in connection with the
dedication of the Temple is anach
ronistic, since it occurred under
Solomon (1 Kings 8; 2 Chron. 5-7);
see Ps. 3-1 n. For that reason, some
scholars think that the "house" is
David's royal residence (2 Sam.
5.11; 7.1-2). 2: Lifted me lip, lit.
"drew me up" (like water from a
well); it complements the idea of
being raised from the Pit (v. 4).
4: God brought the psalmist back
from a near-death state, from im
minent death; he did not let the
psalmist actually die. Here, as in
Mesopotamian literature, the
image of being brought up from
death (5/reo/ and the Pit; 28.1 n.) re
flects recovery from serious illness,
and not resurrection from death.
S-6: The ritual of thanksgiving in
the Temple, involving family and
friends celebrating the psalmist's
reintegration into the community.
God is angry only momentarily
(cf. !sa. 54.7-8); His (normal) favor
is life-sustaining. An alternative
meaning: God is angry for but a
moment; His favor lasts a lifetime.
7: The psalmist was apparently in
God's favor for a long time, as evi
denced by his good health; he ex
pected to remain so indefinitely.
He was terrified when God hid His
face, was no longer accessible.
9-1 1 : The psalmist quotes his
earlier appeal for divine help.
1 0: Dllst, the dead, who have re
turned to dust. On the inability of
the dead to praise God, see 6.5-6;
88-4-6, 11-13; 11 5.7; u8.q; Isa.
38.18-19- For this reason, argues
the psalmist, God should keep him
alive; so he can continue to fulfill
the main purpose of human life
praising God (cf. v. 13). 1 2: God
replaces the psalmist's lament
(mourning) with dancing, and his
sackcloth with a festal robe, signi
fying that God has brought him
back from near-death into God's
presence. Dancing is a form of
praising God (149.3; 150.4)Ps. 31: An anthological psalm,
drawing on vv. from other psalms
and Jeremiah, it calls on God for
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a citadel, for my deliverance.
For You are my rock and my fortress;
You lead me and guide me as befits Your
name.
You free me from the net laid for me,
for You are my stronghold.
Into Your hand I entrust my spirit;
You redeem me, 0 LORD, faithful God.
I detest those who rely on empty folly,
but I trust in the LoRD.
Let me exult and rejoice in Your faithfulness
when You notice my affliction,
are mindful of my deep distress,
and do not hand me over to my enemy,
but •·grant me relief:•
Have mercy on me, 0 LORD,
for I am in distress;
my eyes are wasted by vexation,
b·my substance and body too:b
My life is spent in sorrow,
my years in groaning;
my strength fails because of my iniquity,
my limbs waste away.
Because of all my foes
I am the particular butt of my neighbors,
a horror to my friends;
those who see me on the street avoid me.
I am put out of mind like the dead;
I am like an object given up for lost.
I hear the whisperings of many,
intrigue< on every side,
as they scheme together against me,
plotting to take my life.
But I trust in You, 0 LORD;
I say, "You are my God!"
My fate is in Your hand;
save me from the hand of my enemies and
pursuers.
Show favor to Your servant;
as You are faithful, deliver me.
0 LoRD, let me not be disappointed when I call You;
let the wicked be disappointed;
let them be silenced in Sheol;

a-a Lit. ""make myfeet stmrd i11 a broad place. "
b-b Mea11i11g ofHeb. llltcertail1.
c Otlrers "!error. "
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help and affirms the psalmist's
trust in God. 1-5: God is a refuge,
described in terms connoting
physical strength and protection

(rock, stro11glwld, citadel,fortress).
1-3: Cf. 71.1-3. 5: The net is a mili
tary weapon used to capture pris
oners. 6: The language of commer
cial borrowing and lending. The
psalmist entrusts to God his spirit,
the animating force that keeps him
alive (this is not the "body" and
"soul" dichotomy), as one would
give a valuable object as a pledge.
He is sure that his pledge will be
redeemed, returned to him and
not forfeited. God will return his
life to him, because He is afaitltful
God, He keeps faith with those
who trust in Him. 7: Empty folly
is the opposite of thefaitltful God
(v. 6). 9: The psalmist is not en
trapped in an enemy's net (v. 5),
but finds a "broad place" in the
care of God (25.15). 1 0-1 1 : Physi
cal wasting away, perhaps by ill
ness or perhaps a metaphor for the
psalmist's distress. Because of ill
ness the psalmist is shunned by all
(38.12; 88.g). Cf. 6.3, 8 for similar
phraseology. 1 2-1 3: The scorn or
shame felt by the petitioner is a
major theme of Psalms (e.g., 22.7),
and of the Bible as a whole (e.g.,
Job 19.19; Jer. 23-40), reflecting the
fact that ancient Israel was a
shame culture. 13: Cf. Eccl. 9·5·
14: Cf. Jer. 20.10. 15: In the preced
ing vv., the psalmist was the object
of other people's thoughts or ac
tions. Now he is the grammatical
subject, expressing his own beliefs.
The opening words, But I, contrast
the psalmist's trust in God with
his troubled condition. 17: See
Ps. 4·7· 1 8-21 : Counterpoised to
Sheol, the abode of the silent
dead, is the Temple, residence of
the living God. The psalmist prays
that the wicked will be silenced in
5/teo/, while he, like all God
fearers, will be granted the protec
tion of Your presence and will be
sheltered in Your pavilion (the
Temple). 1 8: Let the wicked suf
fer the fate that the psalmist al
most suffered. The sin of the
wicked is their arrogant speech
against the righteous; cf. v. 21.
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PSALMS 3 1 . 1 9-3 2 . 5
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

let lying lips be stilled
that speak haughtily against the righteous
with arrogance and contempt.
How abundant is the good
that You have in store for those who fear
You,
that You do in the full view of men
for those who take refuge in You.
You grant them the protection of Your presence
•·against scheming men;·•
You shelter them in Your pavilion
from contentious tongues.
Blessed is the LORD,
for He has been wondrously faithful to me,
a veritable bastion.
Alarmed, I had thought,
"I am thrust out of Your sight";
yet You listened to my plea for mercy
when I cried out to You.
So love the LoRD, all you faithful;
the LoRD guards the loyal,
and more than requites
him who acts arrogantly.
Be strong and of good courage,
all you who wait for the LoRD.

3 2 Of David. •·A maskil. ·•
.

2

3

4

5

Happy is he whose transgression is forgiven,
whose sin is covered over.
Happy the man whom the LORD does not hold
guilty,
and in whose spirit there is no deceit.
As long as I said nothing,
my limbs wasted away
from my anguished roaring all day long.
For night and day
Your hand lay heavy on me;
my vigor waned
Selah.
as in the summer drought.
Then I acknowledged my sin to You;
I did not cover up my guilt;
I resolved, "I will confess my transgressions to
the LoRD,"
Selah.
and You forgave the guilt of my sin.

a-a Meaning ofHcb. unccrlaiu.
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21 : Cf. Ps. 76.3- 22: A veritable bas
tion: According to this reading,
God is a bastion; cf. v. 3- Heb
reads "in the besieged city,"
which might mean "while the
psalmist felt himself under siege."
23: Tlrrust out of Your sight, sepa
rated from the presence of God in
the Temple (2 Chron. 26.21; Hos.
9-15; Jonah 2.5). Like v. 15, this v.
begins in Heb with "but I," this
time contrasting the "before" and
the "after." 24-25: A ritual of pub
lic thanksgiving with the psalm
ist's community (30.12-13). The
psalmist's experience validates the
principle of trusting in God and
encourages others to do so.

Ps. 32: The happiness of the sinner
who is forgiven. The psalm has
some affinity to wisdom texts
(vv. 1-2, 8-9; cf. Ps. 1). The term
maskil, of unknown meaning, res
onates with '"askilkha," "let me
enlighten you" (v. 8). 1 : Forgiven
. . . covered over, divine passives; it
is God who forgives sin and cov
ers it (i.e., puts it out of sight).
3-5: The psalmist's silence (not
confessing his sin) brought on ill
ness; acknowledgment of sin
brought healing and forgiveness.
4: Selah (also vv. 5, 7), see Ps. 3-3 n.
7: You preserve 111ejro111 distress in
Heb is a soundplay, "mitzar" and
"titzreni." 8-9: A teacher's instruc
tion, promising guidance for life.
Senseless horse . . , cf. Prov. 26.31 0-1 1 : The varying fates of the
wicked and the upright (1.6). Sick
ness and pain are punishment for
sin. Favor, Heb "l:tesed," God's
faithful care (d. 5.8 n.). The psalm
ends on a high note of joyful
praise (see 97.12), leading into the
next psalm.
.
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Therefore let every faithful man pray to You
•·upon discovering [his sin];•
that the rushing mighty waters
not overtake him.
You are my shelter;
You preserve me from distress;
You surround me with the joyous shouts of
deliverance.
Selah.
Let me enlighten you
and show you which way to go;
let me offer counsel; my eye is on you.
Be not like a senseless horse or mule
bwhose movement must be curbed by bit and
bridle;·b
<·far be it from you!·<
Many are the torments of the wicked,
but he who trusts in the LoRD
shall be surrounded with favor.
Rejoice in the LORD and exult, 0 you righteous;
shout for joy, all upright men!

3 3 Sing forth, 0 you righteous, to the LORD;
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

PSALMS 3 2 . 6-3 3 . 1 1

it is fit that the upright acclaim Him.
Praise the LORD with the lyre;
with the ten-stringed harp sing to Him;
sing Him a new song;
play sweetly with shouts of joy.
For the word of the LORD is right;
His every deed is faithfuL
He loves what is right and just;
the earth is full of the LoRD's faithful care.
By the word of the LORD the heavens were made,
by the breath of His mouth, all their host.
He heaps up the ocean waters like a mound,
stores the deep in vaults.

Let all the earth fear the LORD;
let all the inhabitants of the world dread Him.
For He spoke, and it was;
He commanded, and it endured.
The LoRD frustrates the plans of nations,
brings to naught the designs of peoples.
What the LORD plans endures forever,
what He designs, for ages on end.

a-a Meaning ofHeb. uncataiu; others "iu a ti111e when You 111ay befowrd."
b-b Meaning of Heb. uucerlain.
c-c Meaning of Heb. uucerlain; for this rcudcriug cf Ibn Ezm.

Ps. 33: Praise of God's faithful care
and the joy of trusting in God. The
creator of the world maintains
control of it; in contrast to Him, all
human power pales in signifi
cance. Pss. 33 and 34 have been in
corporated into the introductory
prayers to the morning service on
Sabbath and festivals. 1-3: For
music as a form of worship, see
81.2-4; 92.2-4; 150.3-5- 4-6: The
world that God created by his
word, which is right, is full of
God's faithful care. The world is,
as a result of how it was created, a
place of rightness, justice, and
"\:Jesed." 6-9: As in Gen. ch 1,
creation is by the divine word:
the making of the "heavens," the
confinement of the chaotic waters,
and the peopling of the earth
(Gen. 1.6--10). 7: Cf. Exod. 15.8
where the water of the Sea of
Reeds is piled in a heap. 8-1 1 : All
inhabitants of the world must
be in awe of the creator. Human
plans can easily come to naught,
but God's plans are eternaL

PSALMS

12

3 3 . 1 2- 3 4 . 8

Happy the nation whose God is the LoRD,
the people He has chosen to be His own.
The LoRD looks down from heaven;
He sees all mankind.
From His dwelling-place He gazes
on all the inhabitants of the earthHe who fashions the hearts of them all,
who discerns all their doings.

13
14
15
16

Kings are not delivered by a large force;
warriors are not saved by great strength;
horses are a false hope for deliverance;
for all their great power they provide no
escape.
Truly the eye of the LORD is on those who fear
Him,
who wait for His faithful care
to save them from death,
to sustain them in famine.
We set our hope on the LoRD,
He is our help and shield;
in Him our hearts rejoice,
for in His holy name we trust.
May we enjoy, 0 LoRD, Your faithful care,
as we have put our hope in You.

17
18
19
20
21
22

3 4 Of David, •when he feigned madness in the pres
ence of Abimelech, who turned him out, and he

left:•
2

N

3

::J

4 )
5 ,
6 ;.,
7
8

n

I bless the LoRD at all times;
praise of Him is ever in my mouth.
I glory in the LORD;
let the lowly hear it and rejoice.
Exalt the LoRD with me;
let us extol His name together.
I turned to the LoRD, and He answered me;
He saved me from all my terrors.
Men look to Him and are radiant;
let their faces not be downcast.
Here was a lowly man who called,
and the LoRD listened,
and delivered him from all his troubles.
The angel of the LORD camps around those who
fear Him
and rescues them.

n-n Cf I Sam. 2 1 . 1 4 ff.
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1 2: Israel's special relationship
with God. 1 3-14: Cf. Deut. 26.15;
1 Kings 8.30, 39; Pss. 14-2; 53·3;
102.20; 113-4-6; Lam. 3.50.
1 6-17: Armies and military equip
ment, however s trong, are no
match for God's power. Horses
pulled war-chariots. 1 9: Death and
famine were common results of
war and siege. 20: Shield is an
apt image in a military context.
22: The psalm ends with the hope
of God's continued care and pro
tection, for which the psalm has
been praising Him.

Ps. 34: Praise of God for deliver
ance from trouble. An acrostic
psalm (see Pss. 9-10 n.) with the
letter "vav" missing. As in Ps. 25,
an additional verse, beginning
with the letter "pe," follows the
acrostic. The psalm can be divided
into two sections, vv. 2-11 and
12-22; the second half in particular
has wisdom affinities. Frequent
reference is made to parts of the
body: mouth, tongue, lips, eyes,
ears, face, bones; and to actions
associated with them: seeing,
hearing, tasting, shouting. 1: See
1 Sam. 21.12-15, where the king,
who is here called Abimelecll,
is referred to as Achish; see also
Ps. 3· 3: The lowly, those com
pletely dependent on God. 6: Radi
ant, the external manifestation
of happiness, a bright, smiling
face. 8: Protection by a guardian
angel, a member of the heavenly
court or a manifestation of God
(Gen. 24.4; 48.16; Ps. 35.5-6).
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PSALMS 3 4 · 9-3 5 · 4

Taste and see how good the LoRD is;
happy the man who takes refuge in Him!
10
Fear the LoRD, you His consecrated ones,
for those who fear Him lack nothing.
11 J Lions have been reduced to starvation,
but those who turn to the LoRD shall not lack
any good.
12 ., Come, my sons, listen to me;
I will teach you what it is to fear the LoRD.
13 I:J Who is the man who is eager for life,
who desires years of good fortune?
14
Guard your tongue from evil,
your lips from deceitful speech.
15 0 Shun evil and do good,
seek amity• and pursue it.
16 ll The eyes of the LORD are on the righteous,
His ears attentive to their cry.
17 !l The face of the LORD is set against evildoers,
to erase their names from the earth.
18 :;: Theyb cry out, and the LoRD hears,
and saves them from all their troubles.
1 9 j? The LORD is close to the brokenhearted;
those crushed in spirit He delivers.
20 , Though the misfortunes of the righteous be
many,
the LoRD will save him from them all,
21 l!/
Keeping all his bones intact,
not one of them being broken.
22 n One misfortune is the deathblow of the wicked;
the foes of the righteous shall be ruined.
23
The LoRD redeems the life of His servants;
all who take refuge in Him shall not be ruined.

1 0-1 1 : Predatory carnivores (the
proud and arrogant) suffer want,
while the humble are sustained by
God. 1 2-15: A sage's address to
students, teaching fear of the LoRD
(Job 28.28; Prov. 1.7). In order to
achieve a good life, one should
guard one's tongue, etc. Questions
and riddles were among the an
cient pedagogic techniques.
1 6-18: TI1e LoRD's benevolent
gaze on the righteous, and His
angry face, glaring at evildoers. If
we follow the order of the alpha
bet found in Lam. 2, ), and 4, and
read v. 17 after v. 18, the verses
flow more smoothly. 1 9: Broken
lrearted . . . crushed in spirit, the de
pressed and despondent who call
on God. 20-23: The varying fates
of the righteous and the wicked.
20: An admission that the righ
teous do encounter misfortune but
that it is temporary; God will re
move it. 23: This v. stands outside
the acrostic and provides a happy
ending for the psalm. See 25.22 n.

3 5 Of David.

Ps. 35: The speaking persona is a
military leader, possibly the king,
who prays for deliverance from
his enemies. In vv. 1-10 the ene
mies are portrayed as foreign
countries with armies; in vv. 11-16
they are false witnesses and
treacherous friends, that is, allies
who proved untrustworthy.
1-3: Prayer that God, the Divine
Warrior, arm Himself for ba ttle
against the psalmist's foes.
4-6: Traditional invective
against enemies; punishment by
God's angelic forces (40.15-16).

2
3

4

0 LoRD, strive with my adversaries,
give battle to my foes,
take up shield and buckler,
and come to my defense;
ready the spear and javelin
against my pursuers;
tell me, "I am your deliverance."
Let those who seek my life
be frustrated and put to shame;
let those who plan to harm me
fall back in disgrace.

n Or "integrity. "

b Viz . . tile rigilleous of u. I 6.
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Let them be as chaff in the wind,
the LoRn's angel driving them on.
Let their path be dark and slippery,
with the LoRD's angel in pursuit.
For without cause they hid a net to trap me;
without cause they dug a pit• for me.
Let disaster overtake them unawares;
let the net they hid catch them;
let them fall into it when disaster [strikes] .
Then shall I exult in the LORD,
rejoice in His deliverance.
All my bones shall say,
"LoRD, who is like You?
You save the poor from one stronger than he,
the poor and needy from his despoiler."
Malicious witnesses appear
who question me about things I do not
know.
They repay me evil for good,
[seeking] my bereavement.
Yet, when they were ill,
my dress was sackcloth,
I kept a fastb·may what I prayed for happen to me!·b
I walked about as though it were my friend or my
brother;
I was bowed with gloom, like one mourning for
his mother.
But when I stumble, they gleefully gather;
wretches gather against me,
I know not why;
<·they tear at me without end.
With impious, mocking grimace-<
they gnash their teeth at me.
0 Lord, how long will You look on?
Rescue me <·from their attacks,·<
my precious life, from the lions,
that I may praise You in a great congregation,
acclaim You in a mighty throng.
Let not my treacherous enemies rejoice over me,
or those who hate me without reason wink their
eyes.

n Transferred from firs/ clause for clarity.
b-b Meaning ofHeb. u/lcerlnin; Iii. "my prayer retums upon my bosom. "
c-c Meani11g of Heb. wrcertai11.
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5: As in the previous psalm (v. 7),
the focus moves to the LoRo's angel,
a manifestation of God. This com
monality may explain the adjacent
placement of these two psalms.
Chaff is easily blown away (Ps. 1.4;
Isa. 17.13). 7-8: By the law of tal
ion or equivalent retribution (see
3.8), net and pit entrap those who
used them to ensnare others.
8: Disaster, Heb "sho'ah," the term
now used for the Holocaust. Un
awares: Just as the enemy plotted
to catch the psalmist without
warning, so their measure-for
measure punishment will come
without warning. 1 0: All my bones,
my whole being. 1 3-1 8: The king
is betrayed by those he prayed for
(former allies). 13: Typical mourn
ing practices. 1 9-21 : The language
of conspiracy. 22-25: Appeal to
God to intervene; the psalmist as
sumes that God has seen (v. 22),
but for unknown reasons, has not
acted. 27-28: In place of the ene
mies' damaging speech (vv. 1 1-12,
2o-21), the psalmist's tongue tells
of the LoRo's victory.
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PSALMS 3 5 . 20-3 6 . 7

For they do not offer amity,
but devise fraudulent schemes against harmless
folk.
They open wide their mouths at me,
saying, " Aha, aha, we have seen it!"
You have seen it, 0 LoRD;
do not hold aloof!
0 Lord, be not far from me!
Wake, rouse Yourself for my cause,
for my claim, 0 my God and my Lord!
Take up my cause, 0 LORD my God, as You are
beneficent,
and let them not rejoice over me.
Let them not think,
"Aha, just what we wished!"
Let them not say,
"We have destroyed him!"
May those who rejoice at my misfortune
be frustrated and utterly disgraced;
may those who vaunt themselves over me
be clad in frustration and shame.
May those who desire my vindication
sing forth joyously;
may they always say,
"Extolled be the LORD
who desires the well-being of His servant,"
while my tongue shall recite Your beneficent
acts,
Your praises all day long.

3 6 For the leader. Of the servant of the LORD, of David.
2
3
4
5

6
7

•·I know·• what Transgression says to the wicked;
he has no sense of the dread of God,
b·because its speech is seductive to him
till his iniquity be found out and he be hated:b
His words are evil and deceitful;
he will not consider doing good.
In bed he plots mischief;
he is set on a path of no good,
he does not reject evil.
0 LoRD, Your faithfulness reaches to heaven;
Your steadfastness to the sky;
Your beneficence is like the high mountains;

n-n Lit. "In my llenrt is. "

b-b Menni11g of Heb. uncertain.
- 1)21 -

Ps. 36: Rejoicing in the Temple,
protected from evildoers. The
poem consists of instruction about
the wicked (vv. 2-5), a hymn laud
ing the Temple (vv. 6-10), and a
prayer for God's care of the righ
teous and the fall of the wicked
(vv. 11-13). 1 : Seronnl of /lie LORD,
18.1. 2: Personified transgression
speaks in oracular form (as proph
ets do). To the wicked, this voice is
authoritative. The Rabbis identi
fied it with the evil inclination.
2-5: The wicked have no dread of
God, nothing to motivate them to
desist from evil thoughts and
speech, which occupy them pri
vately (in bed) and publicly (on n
path). 6-1 1 : Contrasted with the
wicked are those who seek God in
his Temple. 6-7: Though He is
worshipped at the Temple, God's
beneficent justice is of cosmic pro
portion, reaching everywhere. 7-9:
These vv. are recited when don
ning the tallit (prayer shawl).
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Your justice like the great deep;
man and beast You deliver, 0 LoRD.
How precious is Your faithful care, 0 God!
Mankind shelters in the shadow of Your wings.
They feast on the rich fare of Your house;
You let them drink at Your refreshing stream.
With You is the fountain of life;
by Your light do we see light.
Bestow Your faithful care on those devoted to You,
and Your beneficence on upright men.
Let not the foot of the arrogant tread on me,
or the hand of the wicked drive me away.
There lie the evildoers, fallen,
thrust down, unable to rise.

8
9
10
11
12
13

3 7 0f David.
K

2
3

:::1

4

s

l

6

7 ,

8

9

10

11
12

j1

Do not be vexed by evil men;
do not be incensed by wrongdoers;
for they soon wither like grass,
like verdure fade away.
Trust in the LoRD and do good,
abide in the land and remain loyal.
Seek the favor of the LoRD,
and He will grant you the desires of your heart.
Leave all• to the LoRD;
trust in Him; He will do it.
He will cause your vindication to shine forth like
the light,
the justice of your case, like the noonday sun.
Be patient and wait for the LORD,
do not be vexed by the prospering man
who carries out his schemes.
Give up anger, abandon fury,
do not be vexed;
it can only do harm.
For evil men will be cut off,
but those who look to the LoRD
they shall inherit the land.
A little longer and there will be no wicked man;
you will look at where he was-.
he will be gone.
But the lowly shall inherit the land,
and delight in abundant well-being.
The wicked man schemes against the righteous,
and gnashes his teeth at him.

a Lit. "yo11r way. "
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8-10: The Temple protects and its
sacrificial meals provide rich fare,
the meat and fat eaten by the sacri
ficer. Refreshing stream, the river of
life-giving water that goes out
from the Temple; cf. Ezek. 47.1-2;
Joel 4.18; Zech. 14.8; Ps. 46-5- Heb
for "refreshing" is '"adanekha,"
forming a nexus with the rivers of
Eden (Gen. 2.10); Eden is also
known as the Garden of God.
These waters are thefountain
(source) of life. Light signifies life.
1 2-13: The psalmist hopes to be
safe from the wicked, arrogant in
that they do not recognize a higher
power. The wicked will be made
permanently powerless. 1 3: There,
at Mt. Zion, where the wicked can
not come. Alternatively, it may
mean the underworld (cf. Job 3.17)
or be an adverb of time ("then").

Ps. 37: An acrostic psalm (see Pss.
9-10 n.; 25 n.) whose themes,
structure, and vocabulary are char
acteristic of Proverbs. "Wisdom" is
mentioned explicitly in v. 30, and
thus the psalm should be consid
ered a wisdom psalm, written by
someone who was part of the wis
dom movement or heavily influ
enced by it. It expresses the cer
tainty that ultimately the righteous
will succeed and will inherit the
land, and the wicked will fail. In
heriting the land is a major theme,
repeated six times. The authors
of the Dead Sea Scrolls wrote a
"pesher" (a type of commentary)
on this psalm in which they apply
it to their own situation (4Q171
4QpPs•). They see "Ephraim" and
"Manasseh" (their code words for
Pharisees and Sadducees) as the
wicked and themselves as the peo
ple who will, in the future, inherit
the land. 1-2: Do not be vexed by
the apparent success of evii lllCII:
Repeated in vv. 7-8; see Prov.
23.17-18; 24.1, 19-20. 2: Like grass,
the evanescence of the wicked
(90.5-6; 102.5, 12; 103.15; Job
8.12-13), especially apt in the con
text of "the land"; cf. vv. 20, 35·
3: The first occurrence of the re
frainlike promise of possessing
the land (vv. 9, 11, 22, 29, 34).
9-1 0: Cut off separated from the
land (cf. vv. 28, 38; Prov. 2.21-22).
=
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1 3: God's derisive laughter at the
pretensions of the wicked (2+
59.9). 1 4-1 5: The weapons of the
wicked "backfire" and are broken,
as are their arms (v. 17). 1 6: Better
. . . than, characteristic wording of
wisdom literature (e.g., Prov.
15. 16-17). 1 8-20: The varying fates
of the righteous and the wicked.
27: See v. 3; Ps. 34.15; Prov. 13.19.

14

n

15
16 u
17
1B

,

19
20

::>

21

7

22
23 7J
24
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l

26
27

c

2B

29
30
31

o

The Lord laughs at him,
for He knows that his day will come.
The wicked draw their swords, bend their bows,
to bring down the lowly and needy,
to slaughter •·upright men:•
Their swords shall pierce their own hearts,
and their bows shall be broken.
Better the little that the righteous man has
than the great abundance of the wicked.
For the arms of the wicked shall be broken,
but the LoRD is the support of the righteous.
The LoRD is concerned for the needb of the
blameless;
their portion lasts forever;
they shall not come to grief in bad times;
in famine, they shall eat their fill.
But the wicked shall perish,
and the enemies of the LoRD shall be consumed,
like meadow grass< consumed in smoke.
The wicked man borrows and does not repay;
the righteous is generous and keeps giving.
Those blessed by Him shall inherit the land,
but those cursed by Him shall be cut off.
The steps of a man are made firm by the LoRD,
when He delights in his way.
Though he stumbles, he does not fall down,
for the LORD gives him support.
I have been young and am now old,
but I have never seen a righteous man
abandoned,
or his children seeking bread.
He is always generous, and lends,
and his children are held blessed.
Shun evil and do good,
and you shall abide forever.
For the LoRD loves what is right,
He does not abandon His faithful ones.
They are preserved forever,
while the children of the wicked will be cut off.
The righteous shall inherit the land,
and abide forever in it.
The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom,
and his tongue speaks what is right.
The teaching of his God is in his heart;
his feet do not slip.

n-n Lit. "tllos,· whose wny is 11pright. "
c Menni11g of /-feb. llllCertnill.

b Lit. "days. "
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33

34
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35 ,
36
37

IV

38
39
40

n

The wicked watches for the righteous,
seeking to put him to death;
the LoRD will not abandon him to his
power;
He will not let him be condemned in
judgment.
Look to the LoRD and keep to His way,
and He will raise you high that you may inherit
the land;
when the wicked are cut off, you shall see it.
I saw a wicked man, powerful,
well-rooted like a robust native tree.
Suddenly he vanished and was gone;
I sought him, but he was not to be found.
Mark the blameless, note the upright,
for there is a future for the man of integrity.
But transgressors shall be utterly destroyed,
the future of the wicked shall be cut off.
The deliverance of the righteous comes from the
LORD,
their stronghold in time of trouble.
The LORD helps them and rescues them,
rescues them from the wicked and delivers
them,
for they seek refuge in Him.

3 8 A psalm of David. Lehazkir.a
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

0 LORD, do not punish me in wrath;
do not chastise me in fury.
For Your arrows have struck me;
Your blows have fallen upon me.
There is no soundness in my flesh because of Your
rage,
no wholeness in my bones because of my sin.
For my iniquities have b·overwhelmed me;·b
they are like a heavy burden, more than I can
bear.
My wounds stink and fester
because of my folly.
I am all bent and bowed;
I walk about in gloom all day long.
For my sinews are full of fever;
there is no soundness in my flesh.
I am all benumbed and crushed;
I roar because of the turmoil in my mind.

n Men11ing of Heb. wrcertnin.

b-1> Lit. "passed over my /rend. "

KETHUVIM
35-38: The varying fates of the
children of the righteous (v. 25)
and of the transgressors; this type
of contrast also typifies wisdom
literature. Wisdom literature often
employs empirical observation, as
in vv. 25 and 35 "to see." This
word occurs eighteen times in Ec
clesiastes.

Ps. 38: A sinner prays for healing,
a sign that his sins are forgiven.
The psalm contains an extensive
description of physical illness and
mental anguish (see Pss. 6; 13; 22;
31). The list of ailments-which in
cludes the entire body racked with
pain, festering wounds, inability to
stand erect, fever, dull eyes, lack of
strength-sounds like a catalogue
of all possible maladies, suggest
ing that the illness is metaphoric;
they are manifestations (perhaps
physical) of sin. Burdened by his
sins, the psalmist is in mental and
physical anguish. Understood
thus, the psalm is more a prayer
for forgiveness (see esp. v. 19) than
a prayer for healing. 2: Sickness
was thought to be the punishment
for sin. Cf. 6.2; the similarity sug
gests that either some psalmists
copied from each other, or that
psalmists used various stock
phrases or verses. 3: The punish
ing illness is described as arrows
sent by God (Job 6+ 16.12-13).
4-6: Sin as the cause of the psalm
ist's malady (!sa. 1.5-6). Most
psalms of complaint lack confes-

3 8 . 1 0-3 9.4
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10

sions. 1 2-13: Friends and family
distance themselves from the
psalmist, showing indifference
(see 31.9-13 n.), while enemies
speak against him. 14-18: The
psalmist cannot or will not re
spond to his foes, pretending that
he does not hear them. He prefers
to wait for God's response, with
out which the psalmist will die.
He worries that if his death occurs,
his foes will rejoice, a common
theme of Psalms (e.g., 13.5). As a
sinner, the psalmist has no way to
withstand evildoers by himself.
14: Deaf i.e., ignorant of the plot
ting of his foes in v. 13. 1 9: Confes
sion of sin (32.5). 22-23: Like the
opening, highly stereotypical lan
guage; see 22.12, 20; 40.14.

11

12

13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

0 Lord, You are aware of all my entreaties;
my groaning is not hidden from You.
My mind reels;
my strength fails me;
my eyes too have lost their luster.
My friends and companions stand back from my
affliction;
my kinsmen stand far off.
Those who seek my life lay traps;
those who wish me harm speak malice;
they utter deceit all the time.
But I am like a deaf man, unhearing,
like a dumb man who cannot speak up;
I am like one who does not hear,
who has no retort on his lips.
But I wait for You, 0 LORD;
You will answer, 0 Lord, my God.
For I fear they will rejoice over me;
when my foot gives way they will vaunt
themselves against me.
For I am on the verge of collapse;
my pain is always with me.
I acknowledge my iniquity;
I am fearful over my sin;
for my mortal enemies are numerous;
my treacherous foes are many.
Those who repay evil for good
harass me for pursuing good.
Do not abandon me, 0 LoRD;
my God, be not far from me;
hasten to my aid,
0 Lord, my deliverance.

3 9 For the leader; for Jeduthun. A psalm of David.
2

3

4

I resolved I would watch my step
lest I offend by my speech;
I would keep my mouth muzzled
while the wicked man was in my presence.
I was dumb, silent;
I was very• still
while my pain was intense.
My mind was in a rage,
my thoughts were all aflame;
I spoke out:

n Cf use of twb in Hos. 10. 1; jonnlr 4-4-

Ps. 39: A meditation on the brevity
of human life (d. Pss. go; 102),
with the hope that the short time
the psalmist has to live will be
spent in God's favor. This psalm
has some commonality with Ps. 38
(admission that suffering is the re
sult of sin, being "dumb"), but it
does not emphasize physical suf
fering. It also shares major themes
with Eccl.: the idea of the brevity
of life, expressed by the term
"hevel," "a breath," (see the re
frain in vv. 6 and 12), a question
ing of the purpose of life, and the
conclusion that people should use
their time in the service of God.
1 : Jedutlum was a famous Temple
musician; see 1 Chron. 16.42; 25.6;
Pss. 62; 77 · 2-5: Avoidance of sins
of speech is a common concern of
Psalms. Here, speech would chal
lenge God or express anger at His
actions against the psalmist, so the
psalmist keeps silent as long as he
can (d. v. 10); but at last he speaks
out, asking God how long he has
to live, that is, how long he must
bear his suffering. (Cf. Job, who

P S A L M S 3 9 - 5-40 - 5
5

6

7

8
9
10
11
12
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14

4
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4

5

Tell me, 0 LoRD, what my term is,
what is the measure of my days;
I would know how fleeting my life is.
You have made my life just handbreadths long;
its span is as nothing in Your sight;
•·no man endures any longer than a breath:•
Selah.
Man walks about as a mere shadow;
mere futility is his hustle and bustle,
amassing and not knowing who will gather in.
What, then, can I count on, 0 Lord?
In You my hope lies.
Deliver me from all my transgressions;
make me not the butt of the benighted.
I am dumb, I do not speak up,
for it is Your doing.
Take away Your plague from me;
I perish from Your blows.
You chastise a man in punishment for his sin,
consuming like a moth what he treasures.
No man is more than a breath.
Selah.
Hear my prayer, 0 LORD;
give ear to my cry;
do not disregard my tears;
for like all my forebears
I am an alien, resident with You.
Look away from me, •-that I may recover,·•
before I pass away and am gone.
For the leader. A psalm of David.

Q I put my hope in the LoRD;

He inclined toward me,
and heeded my cry.
He lifted me out of the miry pit,
the slimy clay,
and set my feet on a rock,
steadied my legs.
He put a new song into my mouth,
a hymn to our God.
May many see it and stand in awe,
and trust in the LoRD.
Happy is the man who makes the LoRD his trust,
who turns not to the arrogant or to followers of
falsehood.

a-a Memting of Heb. uncertain.
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does not hesitate to challenge
God.) 6: Se/a/1 (also v. 11), see 3-3 n.
7: For the theme of one's wealth
left for others, see 49.17-18; Eccl.
2.18-19. 8: Given that life is short
and unpredictable, the only
durable hope is faith in God,
which the psalmist professes. This
faith should lead God to forgive
his sins and remove his punish
ment. 1 2: Here and in v. 7 the suf
fering seems to be financial loss
rather than illness. 1 3: An alien,
resident, a resident alien, a legal
term (see Lev. 25.23; 1 Chron.
29.15) used metaphorically to
mean that the psalmist resides
only temporarily and condition
ally with God. 14: Look awayfrom
me, stop punishing me. Am gone,
there is no thought of an afterlife
in Psalms.

Ps. 40: The psalmist seeks a public
and permanent venue for praising
God, to acknowledge God's past
favors and in anticipation of the
current favor now requested. This
balance between anticipatory
praise and a request for deliver
ance is not unusual (cf. Ps. 22), but
here the emphasis is on praise
rather than on complaint about
misfortune. This psalm is perhaps
a combination of two psalms, the
second of which (vv. 14-18) is pre
served as Ps. 70. (NJPS makes the
break after v. 12.) Alternatively, the
psalm was one composition and
Ps. 70 has lost the first part. 3: Pit
. . . slimy clay, synonyms for the
abode of the dead; as in 30-4- death
is used to refer to grave illness.
The terra firma image of a rock con
trasts with the slippery and sink
ing image of slimy clay. 4: A new
song, cf. Ps. 33·3· 5: Ps. 34·9; Prov.
16.20. 6: Cannot be set out before you,
or, "cannot be compared to you."
7-9: Difficult to interpret. A gen
eral statement about sacrifice is il
lustrated by listing several main
types: sacrifice, a nonspecific term
for animal offerings; meal offering, a
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•·You, 0 LORD my God, have done many things;
the wonders You have devised for us
cannot be set out before You;·•
I would rehearse the tale of them,
but they are more than can be told.
b.You gave me to understand that·b
You do not desire sacrifice and meal offering;
You do not ask for burnt offering and sin
offering.
Then I said,
b-"See, I will bring a scroll recounting what befell
me."-b
To do what pleases You, my God, is my desire;
Your teaching is in my inmost parts.
I proclaimed [Your] righteousness in a great
congregation;
see, I did not withhold my words;
0 LORD, You must know it.
I did not keep Your beneficence to myself;
I declared Your faithful deliverance;
I did not fail to speak of Your steadfast love in a
great congregation.
0 LoRD, You will not withhold from me Your
compassion;
Your steadfast love will protect me always.
For misfortunes without number envelop me;
my iniquities have caught up with me;
I cannot see;
they are more than the hairs of my head;
c-I am at my wits' end.-c
0 favor me, LoRD, and save me;
0 LORD, hasten to my aid.
Let those who seek to destroy my life
be frustrated and disgraced;
let those who wish me harm
fall back in shame.
Let those who say "Aha! Aha!" over me
be desolate because of their frustration.
But let all who seek You be glad and rejoice in You;
let those who are eager for Your deliverance
always say, "Extolled be the LORD!"
But I am poor and needy;
may the Lord devise [deliverance] for me.

a-a Or "You, 0 Lono '"IJ Cod, have do11e //Iaiiy tlli11gs -! tile wo11ders You have devised
for us; I 11011e can equal Yo11 . "
b-b Mea11i11S of Heb. 1/llcertaill.
d With 1'1'. 14-18, cf. l's. 70.
c-c Or "llllf Coumgefails 111e."

PSALM

40. 6-40 . 1 8

grain offering accompanying ani
mal sacrifice; burnt offering, in
which the entire sacrifice is con
sumed by fire; sin offering, a purifi
cation offering. This is not a cri
tique of the sacrificial system, but
rather a notice that sacrifice is not
required in this instance and does
not satisfy the psalmist's desire to
do what pleases . . . God. God is
pleased if people follow his teach
ing, his torah, written in a scroll
(cf. Deut. 3 1.26). Doing what
pleases God is preferable to sacri
fice (1 Sam. 15.22; Jer. 7.21-23; Mic.
6.6-7). For the idea that a psalm or
prayer may please God more than
a sacrifice or may take the place
of (unavailable) sacrifice, cf.
Pss. 69.3o-32; 141.2. 8: This v. is a
crux. NJPS interprets a scroll as the
psalmist's hymn or a record of his
experience. Other interpretations
are: the Torah (Jer. 31.31-34); or
the book of life, which appears
elsewhere in the Bible (e.g., Exod.
32.32; Pss. 69.29; 139.16; Dan.
12.1)-this idea is further devel
oped in later Judaism, especially in
the Rosh Ha-Shanah liturgy; or,
if the psalmist is a king, the law of
the king (Deut. 17.14-20). Recount
ing what befell me translates Heb
"katuv 'alay," "written on/about
me." According to this translation,
the psalmist brings a written, and
therefore permanent, account of
his experience in place of a sacri
fice-a very literary touch by a
man of words. Others understand
"written of me" to mean "pre
scribed to me," that is, the Torah
is prescribed to the psalmist.
1 0: Great congregation, the psalm
ist's community, participants in
the thanksgiving ceremony
(d. Pss. 22.26; 35.18). Praise is
only meaningful if it is public.
13: God's deeds are too numerous
to recount (v. 6) and the psalmist's
misfortunes are too many to list.
1 5-17: The psalmist prays that the
enemy be repulsed and shamed,
and that those who seek God join
the psalmist in praise, a typical
trope in Psalms. 1 8: The righteous
are often called poor and needy (cf.
Ps. 86.1). Do not delay, lit. "do not
be late," as though only a short
time remains.
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You are my help and my rescuer;
my God, do not delay.

4 1 For the leader. A psalm of David.
2

3

4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11
12

13

14

Happy is he who is thoughtful of the wretched;
in bad times may the LoRD keep him from
harm.
May the LoRD guard him and preserve him;
and may he be thought happy in the land.
Do not subject him to the will of his enemies.
The LoRD will sustain him on his sickbed;
•·You shall wholly transform his bed of
suffering. -•
I said, "0 LORD, have mercy on me,
heal me, for I have sinned against You."
My enemies speak evilly of me,
"When will he die and his name perish?"
If one comes to visit, he speaks falsely;
his mind stores up evil thoughts;
once outside, he speaks them.
All my enemies whisper together against me,
imagining the worst for me.
"Something baneful has settled in him;
he'll not rise from his bed again."
My ally in whom I trusted,
even he who shares my bread,
•·has been utterly false to me.-•
But You, 0 LoRD, have mercy on me;
let me rise again and repay them.
Then shall I know that You are pleased with me:
when my enemy cannot shout in triumph
over me.
You will support me because of my integrity,
and let me abide in Your presence forever.
Blessed is the LoRD, God of Israel,
from eternity to eternity.
Amen and Amen.
BOOK TWO

4 2 For the leader. A maskil of the Korahites.
2

Like a hind crying for water, b
my soul cries for You, 0 God;

n-n Menning ofHeb. 11ncertnin.

b Lit. "wnterco11rses."
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Ps. 41: A prayer for healing, with
similarities to Pss. 38 and 39·
2-4: God's protection of the ill.
S-9: The psalmist contrasts what
he says to what the enemies have
said. 5: The petitioner believes that
sin is the cause of the illness
(39.12). 6-9: The psalmist's ene
mies are guilty of insincere and
damaging speech (38.13). Whisper
together suggests a curse or spell
against the sick person, quoted in
v. 9. 1 0: Cf. 35.1 1-16. 1 1 : Let me
rise, "raise me up," in contrast to
the words of the enemies: "he'll
not rise . . . " 1 2-13: In the context
of a plea for healing, these vv. may
suggest that, once prevented by
his illness from coming to the Tem
ple (cf. 2 Chron. 26.21), the psalm
ist is confident that he will be
healed and readmitted to God's
presence. 13: Integrity and being in
God's presence forever are found
elsewhere at the close of a psalm
(e.g., 23; 26). 1 4: The doxology or
blessing that closes Book I of the
Psalter is not originally part of the
psalm, but reflects the editing of
the psalter into five books. Similar
doxologies are found at the end of
the other book divisions (72.19;
89-53; 106.48).
Ps. 42: Pss. 42-43 are a single
psalm, as indicated by their shared
refrain (42.6, 12; 43-5), and com
mon theme of the desire to come
to the Temple despite enemy per
secution (42.3; 43-3-4; cf. Pss. 9-10,
also thought to have been one
psalm). Ps. 42 begins a collection
called the Elohistic Psalter. Com
prised of Pss. 42-83, this section
much prefers the Heb "'elohim,"
"God" (sometimes translated
"god") to LORD (Hebrew "YHVH"),
in sharp contrast to the rest of the
Psalter. Phrases like (Ps. 43·4)
"0 God, my God" are awkward in
Heb, and may reflect a revision of
the more common and expected,
"0 LoRD, my God" (e.g., Jonah
2.7). Likewise, the use of "God"
throughout Ps. 82 is confusing,
and is likely secondary (see 82.1
n.). Scholars suggest that most of
the references to God in this
grouping are secondary, and were
originally LORD ("YHVH"); these
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my soul thirsts for God, the living God;
0 when will I come to appear before God!
My tears have been my food day and night;
I am ever taunted with, "Where is your God?"
When I think of this, I pour out my soul:
how I •walked with the crowd, moved with
them,·•
the festive throng, to the House of God
with joyous shouts of praise.
Why so downcast, my soul,
why disquieted within me?
Have hope in God;
I will yet praise Him
b·for His saving presence:b
0 my God, my soul is downcast;
therefore I think of You
in this land of Jordan and Hermon,
in Mount Mizar,
where deep calls to deep
in the roar of •·Your cataracts;·•
all Your breakers and billows have swept
over me.
By day may the LoRD vouchsafe His faithful
care,
so that at night a song to Him may be with me,
a prayer to the God of my life.
I say to God, my rock,
"Why have You forgotten me,
why must I walk in gloom,
oppressed by my enemy?"
•·Crushing my bones,·•
my foes revile me,
taunting me always with, "Where is your
God?"

n-n Menning of Heb. unccrtnin.
b-b Severn/ nnciwt versions and Heb. mss. connect thefirst word in v. 7 with the e11d of 6,
rending yeshu'ot panai we'Elohai, "my ever-present help, my God," as in vv. 12 and Ps.
43 · 5 ·
were changed by an editor who
preferred to call the deity "'elo
him," God. A parallel phenome
non is the use of "elohim" in the E
source in the Torah. Ps. 42 also in
troduces the collection of Korahite
psalms. These are found in Pss.
42(-43); 44-49; 84-85; 87-88, in
other words in two collections, one
in the Elohistic Psalter (42-49), one

outside it (84-88). The separation
of this collection in two sections of
Psalms is one of many indications
of the complexity of the editing
of the Psalter. As indicated by
2 Chron. 20.19, "Levites of the sons
of Kohath and of the sons of Korah
got up to extol the LoRD God of Is
rael at the top of their voices," the
Korahites had a special role in

Temple singing. (Contrast the neg
ative depiction of the Korahites in
Num. ch 16.) There are some com
mon phrases in the collection
(e.g., Pss. 42.3 and 84.3, "the living
God"; 42.3 and 84.8, "appear[ing)
before God"), but attempts at find
ing strong thematic similarities be
tween them are not compelling.
Similarly unconvincing are at
tempts to read the Korahite collec
tion as a whole, especially as
stages of a ritual. 1: On maskil, see
32.1 n.; a disproportionate number
of psalms with this word appear in
the Elohistic Psalter. 2-3: The im
agery is very striking (see also
63.2). God is the basic nourish
ment for the psalmist. 3: On t!Je liv
ing God, see 18.47 n. Some ancient
biblical translations render to ap
pear before God as "to see God"; the
consonantal Heb text allows this
translation. This may reflect an
idea that God could actually be
seen at a temple, manifest through
an image (see 1 1.7 n.). Zion plays a
disproportionately significant role
in the Korah psalms; see esp. Ps.
48. 4: Instead of divine nourish
ment, the psalmist's food and
drink is his tears. The taunt of the
enemies is that his God is power
less to relieve his current predica
ment. 5-0: This psalm is remark
able for the inner dialogues it
relates. Soli/ reflects the inner
being; the Bible does not partake
in the (Greek) notion of a bipartite
being, comprised of body and
soul. 6: A refrain (see also v. 12 and
43.6). God's saving presence refers
back to seeing God in v. 3 (the
word "face" [Heb "panim"] is
used in both verses). 7: The north
ern geographical locations (Mount
Mizar is probably near Hermon)
mentioned suggest that the psalm
ist is distant from Jerusalem; some
have suggested that this psalm,
and perhaps all of the Korahite
psalms, are northern in origin.
8: A mythological reference, per
haps also alluding to the sources
of the Jordan River in northern Is
rael. 9: Tile God of my I ife refers
back to v. 3; this psalm has an
unusual number of refrains and
cross-references. 1 0-1 1 : Foes are fi
nally revealed to be the main topic
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with, "Where is your God?" serves
as a refrain with v. 4· 1 2: See v. 6 n.

Why so downcast, my soul,
why disquieted within me?
Have hope in God;
I will yet praise Him,
my ever-present help, my God.

of this petition. Taunting

4 3 •Vindicat� me, 0 God,
2

3

4

5

champiOn my cause
against faithless people;
rescue me from the treacherous, dishonest
man.
For You are my God, my stronghold;
why have You rejected me?
Why must I walk in gloom,
oppressed by the enemy?
Send forth Your light and Your truth;
they will lead me;
they will bring me to Your holy mountain,
to Your dwelling-place,
that I may come to the altar of God,
God, my delight, my joy;
that I may praise You with the lyre,
0 God, my God.
Why so downcast, my soul,
why disquieted within me?
Have hope in God;
I will yet praise Him,
my ever-present help, my God.

4 4 For the leader. Of the Korahites. A maskil.
2

3

4

5

n

We have heard, 0 God,
our fathers have told us
the deeds You performed in their time,
in days of old.
With Your hand You planted them,
displacing nations;
You brought misfortune on peoples,
and drove them out.
It was not by their sword that they took the land,
their arm did not give them victory,
but Your right hand, Your arm, and Your
goodwill,
for You favored them.
You are my king, 0 God;
decree victories for Jacob!

A continuation of Ps. 42.

- 1330-

Ps. 43: Pss. 42-43 form a single
unit (see above). It is unclear when
and how they became separated;
perhaps the fact that Ps. 42 nostal
gically focuses on the past, while
Ps. 43 is more concerned with the
future, promoted this division. In
addition, Ps. 43 opens with the
common initial elements of an
individual petition (e.g., 5.2-3).
1-2: These reflect the typical fea
tures of a petition: invocation
(0 God), petition in the imperative
or related forms (vindicate, cham
pion, rescue), and motivation (For
You . . . ) 3-4: The main theme, the
desire to visit the Temple, is reiter
ated (see 42.3 n.). Dwelling-place is
the plural of the word used to ex
press "Tabernacle" ("mishkan") in
Priestly literature. It is not entirely
clear how God's light and . . . truth
will save the psalmist from his en
emies. Ibn Ezra and Radak note
that the light is a countermeasure
to the gloom, lit. darkness, that the
psalmist felt in v. 2. 5: A conclud
ing refrain; see 42.6 n.
Ps. 44: This is a community peti
tion; it begins with a hymn about
God's past deliverance (vv. 2-9),
followed by a complaint about
the current situation (vv. 1o-17).
A protestation of innocence
(vv. 18-23) and the petition itself
(vv. 24-27) conclude the psalm.
2: On parents teaching children,
see, e.g., Deut. 6.2o-25. 3: On
planting as a metaphor for pos
sessing the land of Israel, see
Exod. 15. 17. 4: Even Rahab the for
eign prostitute acknowledges that
it is through divine help that Israel
succeeds militarily (Josh. 2.9-11).
5: In the ancient Near Eastern
world, the king led his people
in battle; thus God's role as war
rior is part of His role as king.
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Through You we gore our foes;
by Your name we trample our adversaries;
I do not trust in my bow;
it is not my sword that gives me victory;
You give us victory over our foes;
You thwart those who hate us.
In God we glory at all times,
Selah.
and praise Your name unceasingly.
Yet You have rejected and disgraced us;
You do not go with our armies.
You make us retreat before our foe;
our enemies plunder us at will.
You let them devour us like sheep;
You disperse us among the nations.
You sell Your people for no fortune,
You set no high price on them.
You make us the butt of our neighbors,
the scorn and derision of those around us.
You make us a byword among the nations,
a laughingstock• among the peoples.
I am always aware of my disgrace;
I am wholly covered with shame
at the sound of taunting revilers,
in the presence of the vengeful foe.
All this has come upon us,
yet we have not forgotten You,
or been false to Your covenant.
Our hearts have not gone astray,
nor have our feet swerved from Your path,
though You cast us, crushed, to where the
b·sea monster·b is,
and covered us over with deepest darkness.
If we forgot the name of our God
and spread forth our hands to a foreign god,
God would surely search it out,
for He knows the secrets of the heart.
It is for Your sake that we are slain all day long,
that we are regarded as sheep to be slaughtered.
Rouse Yourself; why do You sleep, 0 Lord?
Awaken, do not reject us forever!
Why do You hide Your face,
ignoring our affliction and distress?

b-b Heb. tannim = t�nnin, as ill Ezek. 29.3 a11d 32.2.

a Lit. "a waggiltg of tile llcad. "
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9 : This i s a typical case where Selah
appears at a main division of a
psalm (see 3·3 n.), in this case, de
marcating the hymn from the com
plaint. 1 0: You do not go with our ar
.
mies may be a play on God's role
as LoRD of hosts, who is supposed
to lead his heavenly hosts or ar
mies in Israel's defense. 12: The
sheep metaphor illustrates disper
sal of the defeated troops in battle;
cf. 1 Kings 22.17: "I saw all Israel
sea ttered over the hills like
sheep without a shepherd."
1 8: Covenants are mutual obliga
tions; the psalmist is saying that
even though God has broken His
side, the community continues to
maintain its obligations. 20: For
this myth, see 8.1 n. 21-22: See the
similar self-imprecation at 7.4-6.
Spread forth our hands refers to
praying; this was the typical
prayer position in the ancient Near
East, and a stele from Hazar
shows two upraised hands, repre
senting the supplicant. On God
knowing people's secret thoughts,
see Jer. 17.10. 24-27: This section
contains the typical elements of a
petition: the invocation (0 LoRD),
imperatives (rouse, awaken, arise,
lw/p), and a motiva tion (as befits
Yourfaitlifulness). This motivation
goes beyond the ideas expressed
in vv. 21-23, suggesting that even
if the people are culpable, they
must be forgiven. 24: On God
sleeping, see 7·7 n. 25: On God
hiding His face, see 6-4-5 n.
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We lie prostrate in the dust;
our body clings to the ground.
Arise and help us,
redeem us, as befits Your faithfulness.

4 5 For the leader; •·on shoshannim. ·• Of the Korahites.
A maskil. A love song.

2

My heart is astir with gracious words;
I speak my poem to a king;
my tongue is the pen of an expert scribe.

3

You are fairer than all men;
your speech is endowed with grace;
rightly has God given you an eternal blessing.
Gird your sword upon your thigh, 0 hero,
in your splendor and glory;
•·in your glory, win success;
ride on in the cause of truth and meekness and
right;
and let your right hand lead you to awesome
deeds.-•
Your arrows, sharpened,
b-(pierce] the breast of the king's enemies;
peoples fall at your feet:b
Your <-divine throne-< is everlasting;
your royal scepter is a scepter of equity.
You love righteousness and hate wickedness;
rightly has God, your God, chosen to anoint
you
with oil of gladness over all your peers.
All your robes [are fragrant] with
myrrh and aloes and cassia;

4
5

6

7
8

9

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Order of Heb. clauses inverted for clarity.

26: These represent military subju
gation (see Josh. 10.24). 27: Arise
may have military connotations;
see 7·7 n. On God's Jaitlifulness,
see 5.8 n.

Ps. 45: A unique psalm, commem
orating a royal wedding. It men
tions the name of neither king nor
queen, and thus could be reused
for other royal weddings. Scholars
have speculated on the psalm's
original setting. Ahab is a leading
contender since he married Jeze-

c-c Cf. 1 CIJI"oll. 29.23.
bel, a Phoenician princess (see v.
13), and built a palace inlaid with
ivory (see v. 9 and 1 Kings 22.39);
some have even suggested the
verb (v. 8) You love ('"ahavta") is a
play on the name Ahab. Medievals
read the psalm about David (Ibn
Ezra, first opinion) or about the
Messiah (Ibn Ezra, second opinion,
Radak). In the Christian commu
nity, this was typically read Chris
tologically, and Radak concludes
his commentary with a long
polemic against this reading. AI- 1332-

though the psalm is singular as a
royal wedding psalm, it shares the
following motifs with Ps. 72, an
other royal psalm: the king's
might, his justice, and a conclusion
that all nations shall praise him.
1: A unique superscription with
many attributes. Shoshannim
(lilies?) predominate in the Song of
Songs, and are seen as erotic (e.g.,
Song 5.13); this connects to the at
tribute A love song. 2: This too is
unique-no other psalm has this
type of introduction, speaking to
an audience classifying the follow
ing psalm (my poem to a king).
3: Beauty was a royal attribute (see
1 Sam. 9.2 of Saul and 1 Sam. 16.12
of David); Egyptian kings are also
described as very handsome.
4-6: Israelite kings led their nation
in battle and were expected to be
warriors; here the king is depicted
as an ideal, successful warrior.
4: Spler1dor and glory are elsewhere
divine attributes (e.g., 104.1); this
raises the possibility that the
king is here viewed as divine (see
v. 7 n.). 7-8: Justice was an impor
tant royal quality; see esp. 1 Kings
3-4-14 (of Solomon) and the de
scription of the ideal future king in
Isa. 11.3-5. 7: This may also be
translated "Your throne, 0 God
('"elohim"), is everlasting" (so
LXX), where the king is referred to
as God. If this is taken literally, this
psalm would be unique in the en
tire Bible in explicitly depicting the
king as divine (see v. 4 and v. 18
n.), a notion that existed at times in
other ancient Near Eastern cul
tures but is otherwise absent in
biblical thought. Other modern
scholars render the v. as "Your
throne is like God's throne" (so al
ready Ibn Ezra) or "Your throne is
supreme." The Targum and Saadia
add the words "will establish,"
reading "God will establish your
throne," while Rashi understands
"'elohim" as judges (see Exod.
21.6, translators' note). These me
dieval and modern translations,
including NJPS (Your divine lllrone),
make this v. fit other texts, which
do not view the biblical king as di
vine. 8: Anointing is the central rit
ual of kingship (see 2.2 n.). 9-10: A
description of the pomp and cere-
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from ivoried palaces
lutes entertain you.
Royal princesses are your favorites;
the consort stands at your right hand,
decked in gold of Ophir.
Take heed, lass, and note,
incline your ear:
forget your people and your father's house,
and let the king be aroused by your beauty;
since he is your lord, bow to him.
0 Tyrian lass,
the wealthiest people will court your favor with
gifts,
•·goods of all sorts.
The royal princess,
her dress embroidered with golden
mountings,
is led inside to the king;·•
maidens in her train, her companions,
are presented to you.
They are led in with joy and gladness;
they enter the palace of the king.
Your sons will succeed your ancestors;
you will appoint them princes throughout the
land.
I commemorate your fame for all generations,
so peoples will praise you forever and ever.

4 6 For the leader. Of the Korahites; •·on alamoth. -•
A song.

2
3

4

5

God is our refuge and stronghold,
a help in trouble, very near.
Therefore we are not afraid
though the earth reels,
though mountains topple into the sea
its waters rage and foam;
Selah.
in its swell mountains quake.
There is a river whose streams gladden God's
city,
the holy dwelling-place of the Most High.

n-n Menning ofHeb. uncertain.
- 1333 -

mony of the wedding. 1 0: The
psalmist avoids the usual word for
queen, choosing consort ("shegal"),
a rare loanword from Akkadian.
1 1-1 2: In the ancient Near East,
wives were subservient to their
husbands, and abandoned the
practices and religion of their birth
family for those of their husbands;
even queens must do so. 13: Oth
ers assume that a Tyrian woman
from Phoenicia was part of the
wedding party, though not neces
sarily the bride. 14-17: A continu
ation of the description of the
wedding ceremony. 14: The Heb
is difficult; in classical Jewish
sources, the first part of the v. is
connected to notions of female
modesty, and is understood as
suggesting that a woman's place is
in her house rather than in public
(e.g., b. Yebnm. 67a and b. Cit. 12a).
18: A remarkable conclusion,
where the king is praised in lan
guage typically reserved for God;
the royal Ps. 72.17 offers a similar
conclusion.

Ps. 46: This psalm expresses the
community's confidence in God.
It is unclear when and by whom
such psalms were recited; perhaps
they are to be connected to the de
mand of Ps. 62.9: "Trust in Him at
all times, 0 people; pour out your
hearts before Him; God is our
refuge. Selah." Some modern com
mentators connect it to the deliver
ance of Jerusalem from Sennach
erib in 701 (see 1 Kings chs 18-20),
but there is nothing specific in the
psalm to support this. Like Ps. 48,
another Korahite psalm, its focus
is on Jerusalem. 1 : The meaning of
alamoth is uncertain, though some
connect it to the same word mean
ing "maidens." 2: Similar imagery
is in 18.3. �: Mythological lan
guage going back to Canaanite tra
ditions (see 8.3 n.). Before these
myths were recovered, the psalm
was often connected to the escha
tological battles (so Rashi and
Radak). 5: As in 104.6-13, the wa
ters of chaos are domesticated.
This description might be imagi
native, since the Gihon Spring, the
main water source of Jerusalem, is
too small to fit the depiction of the
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God is in its midst, it will not be toppled;
by daybreak God will come to its aid.
Nations rage, kingdoms topple;
at the sound of His thunder the earth dissolves.
The LoRD of hosts is with us;
the God of Jacob is our haven.
Selah.
Come and see what the LoRD has done,
how He has wrought desolation on the earth.
He puts a stop to wars throughout the earth,
breaking the bow, snapping the spear,
consigning wagons to the flames.
"Desist! Realize that I am God!
I dominate the nations;
I dominate the earth."
The LORD of hosts is with us;
the God of Jacob is our haven.
Selah.

4 7 For the leader. Of the Korahites. A psalm.
2
3
4
5

6
7

All you peoples, clap your hands,
raise a joyous shout for God.
For the LORD Most High is awesome,
great king over all the earth;
He subjects peoples to us,
sets nations at our feet.
He chose our heritage for us,
the pride of Jacob whom He loved.

Selah.

God ascends midst acclamation;
the LORD, to the blasts of the horn.
Sing, 0 sing to God;
sing, 0 sing to our king;

v.; others suggest that this psalm
was originally northern (see the
Korahite psalm 42.8 n.). In the Ko
rahite 87.2, however, God's city
clearly refers to Jerusalem. 6: As
in Ps. 2.6, God is envisioned as
dwelling in Jerusalem. Daybreak,
when dangerous night ends, is tra
ditionally seen as an auspicious
time, a time when deliverance
comes. 7: The kingdoms topple,
matching the defeat of chaos
("mountains topple") in v. 3·
8: LoRD ofhosts, associated with
God as warrior (see 24.10 n.), is in
frequent in Psalms, but is used
here as contextually appropriate.

10: God is so great a warrior that
He can end all war (see Isa. 2.4 I I
Mic. 4.3). 1 1 : Most likely, some cui
tic official spoke this v. in God's
name; in content and style (note
the imperatives) it matches v. 9·
1 2: A refrain (see Ps. 42.6 n.)
with v. 8.
Ps. 47: Pss. 47; 93; 96--99 are called
kingship psalms because they all
explicitly refer to God as king. Ps.
47, in the Korahite collection,
shares many elements with the
other kingship psalms; it is uncer
tain if they all functioned together
in a ritual commemorating God's
- 1334-

kingship or enthronement. If such
a ritual existed in the biblical pe
riod, it may have been associated
with the new year (postbiblical
Rosh Ha-Shanah, early biblical
Sukkot; see Exod. 23.16 n.), which
in the rabbinic period has the king
ship of God as one of its major
themes. (See also introduction to
Ps. 93.) This understanding of the
psalm developed in the early
twentieth century, when an at
tempt was made to understand the
ritual background of each psalm;
most traditional Jewish inter
preters understood the psalm es
chatologically (see esp. Radak to
v. 9, who connects the theme of
universal acknowledgment of God
to Zech. 14.9). In the Middle Ages,
Ps. 47 began to be recited on Rosh
Ha-Shanah before the blowing of
the shofar (ram's horn), most
likely under the influence of v. 6.
2: It is unclear how the nations are
being invoked; v. 10 seems to sug
gest that their representatives were
actually present. The theme is thus
God's universal kingship. This
psalm may then be seen as an ac
tualization of the immediately pre
ceding Ps. 46.11, "Desist! Realize
that I am God! I dominate the na
tions; I dominate the earth." Such
close connections between adja
cent psalms are unusual. Grea t
noise and a joyous shout are part of
the typical human coronation rit
ual (e.g., 1 Kings 1.39-40), here
projected onto God. This suggests
that this psalm may be viewed as
an enthronement psalm, and that
through a set of rituals, God was
(re)enthroned annually. 3: The epi
thet great king, a popular epithet of
Mesopotamian kings, is used of no
Israelite king, perhaps because it
was reserved for God as King.
4: The pride of Jacob seems to be a
nickname of Israel or Jerusalem.
6: Ascends ("'alah") refers back
to God as "Most High" (v. 3,
'"elyon"; the Heb root is the same).
It most likely refers to God ascend
ing the royal throne. 7-8: Sing is
repeated five times; perhaps the
human king had a group of
singers who entertained him. An
gelic singing, or at least chanting
to God as king, is described in !sa.
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for God is king over all the earth;
sing a hymn.•
God reigns over the nations;
God is seated on His holy throne.
The great of the peoples are gathered together,
the retinue of Abraham's God;
for the guardians of the earth belong to God;
He is greatly exalted.

4 8 A song. A psalm of the Korahites.
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

The LORD is great and much acclaimed
in the city of our God,
His holy mountainfair-crested, joy of all the earth,
Mount Zion, summit of Zaphon,b
city of the great king.
Through its citadels, God has made Himself
known as a haven.
See, the kings joined forces;
they advanced together.
At the mere sight of it they were stunned,
they were terrified, they panicked;
they were seized there with a trembling,
like a woman in the throes of labor,
as the Tarshish fleet was wrecked
in an easterly gale.'
The likes of what we heard we have now
witnessed
in the city of the LORD of hosts,
in the city of our God
may God preserve it forever!
Selah.
In Your temple, God,
we meditate upon Your faithful care.

a Heb. maskii, n musical tam of wJccrtain mcmJiiiS.
b A term for tile diviue abode.
c See 1 Kiugs 22.49.
6.1-5. The structure of these vv., an
imperative followed by for, mirrors
vv. 2-3. 8: God is (or "has become")
king mirrors the human enthrone
ment declaration; see, e.g., "Absa
lom has become king" (2 Sam.
15.10). God is seated on His holy
throne describes God's re-en
thronement. In contrast to the
human throne, only God's is holy.

This throne may be in His heav
enly or His earthly palace (see
Ps. 2-4, 6 n.). 10: Most likely this
reflects a wish rather than a reality;
it is difficult to believe tha t at any
time tire great of tire peoples gathered
to acknowledge the universal sov
ereignty of God. The final word,
exalted ("na'aleh"), reflects the
theme of the psalm, and picks up
- 1335 -

on the usage of the root "'-1-h" in
vv. 3 and 6 (see v. 6 n.).
Ps. 48: This is a communal hymn
with strong thematic connections
to the previous two psalms: it too
focuses on Jerusalem as God's city,
and is primarily concerned with a
conflict between Israel and the na
tions, where God ultimately saves
Israel. It reworks certain old myths
(see v. 3 n.), but historicizes them.
It most likely reflects an ideal
rather than a real battle; this ex
plains why several medievals read
this eschatologically (see, e.g.,
Rashi and Radak). It also, how
ever, contains hints of a ritual (see
vv. 13-14 n.), suggesting that the
psalm as a whole reflects a ritual
ized commemoration of a divine
victory. 2: His lroly morrntain, a ref
erence to Mount Zion (which is ac
tually more like a hill), mirrors the
previous psalm's "holy throne"
(47·9l· 3: The centrality of Jerusa
lem is likewise expressed in the es
chatological Isa. 23.2-3, but in this
psalm, it is imagined as happening
in the present. Zap/ron refers to the
mountain where Baal resided ac
cording to the Ugaritic myths (see,
e.g., ANET, p. 136, "my mount
Godly Zaphon"). Some believe
that this psalm therefore originally
referred to a northern city (see 42.8
and 46.6 n.); more likely, this is a
remarkable reuse of old mytholog
ical material, where the Israelite
God has absorbed qualities of Baal
(see Ps. 29 n.), including even his
place of residence! In this context,
it is likely that the great king is God
(see 47·3), rather than the Davidic
king. 8: The identification of
Tarshish is uncertain; biblical texts
suggest that it is a faraway place in
the western Mediterranean, reach
able by boat (see esp. Jonah 1.3).
Thus, the Tarshish fleet represents
well-built boats, capable of long
journeys. 9: It is God's physical
presence in Jerusalem (see Ps. 2.3
n.) that makes Jerusalem invio
lable. The beginning of Ezekiel de
scribes the divine presence leaving
the Temple, which allows the city's
conquest (Ezek. 10.18; 11.23).
1 0: God's faithful care ("J:tesed"; see
5.8 n.) is localized in the Temple,

PSALMS 48 . 1 1-49 . 10
11

12

13

14

15
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The praise of You, God, like Your name,
reaches to the ends of the earth;
Your right hand is filled with beneficence.
Let Mount Zion rejoice!
Let the towns• of Judah exult,
because of Your judgments.
Walk around Zion,
circle it;
count its towers,
take note of its ramparts;
b·go through·b its citadels,
that you may recount it to a future age.
For God-He is our God forever;
He will lead us b·evermore:b

4 9 For the leader. Of the Korahites. A psalm.
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10

ers; the Heb reads "over death"
('"a! mavet"). Most likely, this is a
corruption of the word '"alamot"
used in the superscription to Ps.
46; it probably was misplaced
from the beginning of Ps. 49 to the
end of Ps. 48.

Hear this, all you peoples;
give ear, all inhabitants of the world,
men of all estates,
rich and poor alike.
My mouth utters wisdom,
my speech< is full of insight.
I will turn my attention to a theme,
set forth my lesson to the music of a lyre.
In time of trouble, why should I fear
the encompassing evil of those who would
supplant memen who trust in their riches,
who glory in their great wealth?
d-Ah, it·d cannot redeem a man,
or pay his ransom to God;
the price of life is too high;
and so one ceases to be, forever.
Shall he live eternally,
and never see the grave?

a Or "women."
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Lit. "utterance of my heart"; on leb, cf Ps. 1 9 . 1 5 .
where God resides. 1 1 : Names ex
press essence in ancient Israel (see
1 Sam. 25.25). 1 2: Mount Zion re
joices a t God's judgments of retri
bution against the assembled
enemies. Either Mount Zion is per
sonified (see Isa. 35.1), or the word
"inhabitants of" is elided or as-

d-d Or "A brotlter."

sumed (Radak raises both op
tions). 1 3-14: A ritual of circum
ambulating the city walls stands
behind this description; see Neh.
12.27-43. 15: Evermore follows the
tradition of the Septuagint, Men
achem ben Saruq (quoted in
Rashi), Ibn Ezra, Radak, and oth- 1336-

Ps. 49: This is an unusual and dif
ficult psalm. Unlike most psalms,
it is addressed to the (human)
community, and not to God. It also
is very difficult textually; for ex
ample, it is unclear if the refrain in
vv. 13 and 21 differs intentionally
or as a result of error. In vocabu
lary (see v. 4 n.) and in theme the
psalm, especially its first few vv.,
shares much with wisdom litera
ture; most scholars therefore con
sider it a wisdom psalm. It is
highly didactic, teaching that the
wealthy should not be envied, a
common theme of parts of Prov
erbs (e.g., 28.6) and Ecclesiastes
(e.g., 10.6). 2: As elsewhere in the
Korahite psalms, foreigners are the
imagined audience (see 47.10 n.).
4-5: These vv. are full of wisdom
terms (wisdom, insigl1t, theme, les
son), but these are integrated into
the psalm through the mention of
the music of a lyre, a psalm formula.
6-13: The wealthy cannot take
their wealth with them to Sheol,
the biblical underworld. Proverbs
often has a more positive, prag
matic attitude toward wealth (e.g.,
14.20; 18.11); the attitude here
more closely resembles Ecclesias
tes (e.g., 2.1-11; 5-9, 12-13; 6.1-6).
8-9: In certain cases, according to
various texts, a ransom might be
taken by a human to redeem a per
son from a capital offense (see
Exod. 21.30; Prov. 6.35), but even
the great wealth of the rich cannot
be used by them to attain eternal
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PSALMS 49. 1 1-50. 1

11

psalmist wishes to be saved (tem
porarily) from death (Ps 30-4 n.),
or if he desires to be like Enoch or
Elijah who do not die (Gen. 5.24;
2 Kings 2.11), or if this psalm par
takes of the notion of personal res
urrection, expressed clearly only in
Dan. 12.2. The medieval period
knew a much more developed no
tion of heaven and hell, and the v.
is thus traditionally understood in
reference to the afterworldly re
ward of the righteous. 20: Sheol,
underground, is a dark place
(88.13; Job 17.13). 2 1 : A refrain;
see v. 13.

12

13

For one sees that the wise die,
that the foolish and ignorant both perish,
leaving their wealth to others.
Their grave is their eternal home,
the dwelling-place for all generations
of those once famous on earth.
Man does not abide in honor;
he is like the beasts that perish.

14

Such is the fate of those who are self-confident,
bthe end of those pleased with their own talk. ·b
Selah.

15

Sheeplike they head for Sheol,
with Death as their shepherd.
The upright shall rule over them at daybreak,
b-and their form shall waste away in Sheol
till its nobility be gone:b
But God will redeem my life from the clutches of
Sheol,
Selah.
for He will take me.

16

17
18
19

20
21

5

Do not be afraid when a man becomes rich,
when his household goods increase;
for when he dies he can take none of it along;
his goods cannot follow him down.
Though he congratulates himself in his lifetime
_b·"They must admit that you did well by
yourself" ·b_
yet he must join the company of his ancestors,
who will never see daylight again.
Man does not understand honor;
he is like the beasts that perish.

Q <·God, the LoRD God·< spoke
A psalm of Asap h.

and summoned the world from east to west.

n Tnken with nncimt versions n11d medieval co/lllllelltntors ns tile equivnle11t of qibram.
b-b Men11i11g of Heb. lllltwtnill.
c-c Heb. 'El 'Elohim YHWI·I.
life from God. 13: See Eccl. 3.19,
"For in respect of the fate of man
and the fate of beast, they have
one and the same fate: as the one
dies so dies the other, and both
have the same lifebreath; man
has no superiority over beast,
since both amount to nothing."

14: It is unclear if this refers to
the wealthy, or if a new subject
is being (briefly) introduced.
15: Textually very difficult. It is
possible that Death ("Mot") here
recollects the Canaanite deity of
the same name, known from
Ugarit. 1 6: It is uncertain if the

- 1337-

Ps. 50: This is the first psalm of an
Asaphite collection; it is distant
from the other eleven Asaphite
psalms, found in Pss. 73-83. The
"sons (or guild) of Asaphites"
were Levites who served as Tem
ple singers in the Second Temple
(Neh. 7·44), though in 1 Chron.
16.7 the connection between
Asaph and Temple music is traced
back to Davidic times. 2 Chron.
29.30 refers to "Asaph the seer,"
suggesting that for some, the litur
gical poetry produced by this clan
was understood to be divinely in
spired. More than other psalms,
several of the Asaphite psalms
have prophetic echos, refer to past
historical events, and reflect north
ern Israel (see esp. Pss. 8o; 81). The
collection also often characterizes
the relation between God and Is
rael as that between a shepherd
and his flock, and it has an unusu
ally large number of allusions to
the Song of the Sea (Exod. ch 15).
Ps. 50 is not addressed to God, but
is an admonition from God. As
such, it shares much with pro
phetic oracles, and it is unclear if
this is modeled after such oracles,
or reflects a prophetic utterance
within a ritual context (a cultic
prophet). After an introduction
(vv. 1-6), the main admonition is
addressed to the community (vv.
7-15), a special admonition is ad
dressed to the wicked (vv. 16-21),
and a general conclusion is offered
(vv. 22-23). 1-6: God appears in a
theophany, preceded by fire (so,
e.g., 18.8; 97-3) and storm (see esp.
Job 38.1; 40.6). As judge indicting

P SALM 50.2-50 . 2 1
2
3

4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21
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From Zion, perfect in beauty,
God appeared
-let our God come and not fail to act!
Devouring fire preceded Him;
it stormed around Him fiercely.
He summoned the heavens above,
and the earth, for the trial of His people.
"Bring in My devotees,
who made a covenant with Me over sacrifice!"
Then the heavens proclaimed His righteousness,
for He is a God who judges.
Selah.
"Pay heed, My people, and I will speak,
0 Israel, and I will arraign you.
I am God, your God.
I censure you not for your sacrifices,
and your burnt offerings, made to Me daily;
I claim no bull from your estate,
no he-goats from your pens.
For Mine is every animal of the forest,
the beasts on •·a thousand mountains:•
I know every bird of the mountains,
the creatures of the field are subject to Me.
Were I hungry, I would not tell you,
for Mine is the world and all it holds.
Do I eat the flesh of bulls,
or drink the blood of he-goats?
Sacrifice a thank offering to God,
and pay your vows to the Most High.
Call upon Me in time of trouble;
I will rescue you, and you shall honor Me."
And to the wicked, God said:
"Who are you to recite My laws,
and mouth the terms of My covenant,
seeing that you spurn My discipline,
and brush My words aside?
When you see a thief, you fall in with him,
and throw in your lot with adulterers;
you devote your mouth to evil,
and yoke your tongue to deceit;
you are busy maligning your brother,
defaming the son of your mother.
If I failed to act when you did these things,
you would fancy that I was like you;
so I censure you and confront you with charges.

n-n Menning ofHeb. wzcertnin.
- 1338-

His people in a "riv" (covenantal
lawsuit), He calls upon heavens
above, and the earth as witnesses
(so, e.g., Isa. 1.2). 2: On Zion, Jeru
salem, as beautiful, see Ps. 48.3.
5: Perhaps the heaven and earth
(so, e.g., Rashi), or other divine be
ings are addressed. On devotees,
translated elsewhere as "faithful
ones" (Heb "J:iasid"), see 4·4 n.
7-1 5: Like the prophetic texts in
Isa. 1.1o-17 and Micah 6.6--8, these
vv. polemicize against the Priestly
notion that sacrifices by them
selves are efficacious. The psalm
does not object to sacrifices per se
(see esp. vv. 14, 23), but insists that
(1 ) they must be understood sym
bolically, rather than as food for
the deity (contrast, e.g., Lev. 1 .13),
and (2) they are not sufficient, but
must be accompanied by other ac
tivities (vv. 14-15, 22-23). A more
negative atti tude toward sacrifices
is reflected in the following psalm
(51.18-21). 7: I am God, your God
may recall the opening of the
Decalogue (Exod. 20.2; Deut. 5.6);
see v. 18 n. The substitution of
'"elohim" for the Tetragrammaton,
YHVH, is especially noticeable.
1 0-12: Of God as owner of all, see
Deut. 10.14. In style and content,
the psalm is similar to Deuteron
omy. 1 3-14: The thank offering is
partially eaten by the person who
brings it, usually as a result of a
vow (see Lev. 7.12-15; 2 Sam. 15.7).
1 6-1 7: The wicked is accused of
hypocrisy. 18: Citing part of the
Decalogue (Exod. 20.13; Deut.
5.17). 1 9-20: For the prohibition
against slander, see, e.g., Lev.
19.16. 22-23: The conclusion is
chiastic, mentioning first the
wicked (vv. 16-21), and then re
turning to the righteous (vv. 7-15).
Ps. 5 1 : An individual complaint
expressing an extreme sense of
guilt. Although written in good
classical Heb, internal evidence
suggests that this psalm may be
exilic or early postexilic (see vv. 5,
9, 11, 12, 2o-21 n.). 2: See 2 Sam.
ch 12, where Nathan rebukes
David for two grave offences:
committing adultery with Bath
sheba, and having her husband,
Uriah, murdered. Given the
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22

Mark this, you who are unmindful of God,
lest I tear you apart and no one save you.

23

He who sacrifices a thank offering honors Me,
•·and to him who improves his way·•
I will show the salvation of God."

5 1 For the leader. A psalm of David, 2 when Nathan

the prophet came to him after he had come to Bath
sheba.b
3

4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Have mercy upon me, 0 God,
as befits Your faithfulness;
in keeping with Your abundant compassion,
blot out my transgressions.
Wash me thoroughly of my iniquity,
and purify me of my sin;
for I recognize my transgressions,
and am ever conscious of my sin.
Against You alone have I sinned,
and done what is evil in Your sight;
so You are just in Your sentence,
and right in Your judgment.
Indeed I was born with iniquity;
with sin my mother conceived me.
•-Indeed You desire truth about that which is
hidden;
teach me wisdom about secret things:•
Purge me with hyssop till I am pure;
wash me till I am whiter than snow.
Let me hear tidings of joy and gladness;
let the bones You have crushed exult.
Hide Your face from my sins;
blot out all my iniquities.
Fashion a pure heart for me, 0 God;
create in me a steadfast spirit.
Do not cast me out of Your presence,
or take Your holy spirit away from me.
Let me again rejoice in Your help;
let a vigorous spirit sustain me.
I will teach transgressors Your ways,
that sinners may return to You.
Save me from bloodguilt,
0 God, God, my deliverer,
that I may sing forth Your beneficence.

n-n Men11ing of Heb. 1111Certni11.

b Cf 2 Sn111. 1 2 .

- 1339 -

5 0 . 22-5 1 . 1 6

tremendous guilt expressed in the
psalm, and the specific request to
be saved "from bloodguilt" (v. 16),
it is understandable that tradition
would explicitly connect this
psalm to those events. 3-4: The
complaint in a nutshell, containing
four imperatives (Have mercy; blot
out; purifiJ; Wash me tl!orouglrly, lit.
"be thorough; wash me"), an invo
cation (0 God), and the motiva
tions (as befits Your faithfulness; in

keeping with Your abundant compas
sion). God is asked to act according
to His faithfulness, "J::tesed"; see
5.8 n. 5: Confessions are not typi
cal of psalms, but are frequently
mentioned in late biblical litera
ture (see Dan. 9-4; Ezra 10.1; Neh.
9.2; 2 Chron. 30.22). 7: So extreme
are the psalmist's guilt feelings
that he sees himself as sinful even
before birth; in other words, he is,
by nature, a sinful being. The idea
of the inherent sinfulness of hu
mans is rarely expressed in the
Bible, except for Gen. 8.21 : "the de
visings of man's mind are evil
from his youth" (see also Job 25.4).
Christianity developed the notion
of original sin. 9: God, rather than
the impure individual, uses the
hyssop for the purification ritual
(contrast Num. 19.6, 18), perhaps
because the Temple is not standing
and the Temple-bound purification
ritual cannot be performed. 1 1 : In
a remarkable reversal of the stan
dard idiom, the psalmist asks God
to hide His face not from the sup
plicant (see 6-4-5 n.), but from sins.
Unlike 2 Sam. ch 12, the supplicant
does not request that the sin and
punishment be transferred (see
2 Sam. 12.13 n.), but rather that it
be blotted out, an idea found in the
exilic Deutero-Jsaiah (Isa. 43.25;
44.22). 1 2: See similarly the exilic
Ezek. 36.26. 1 3-14: A poetic re
quest not to be killed by God.
1 5-16: The motivation for that re
quest. Bloodguilt has severe conse
quences for the individual and
the community (see Ezek. 9.9).
-

P S A L M S 5 1 . 1 7-5 2 . 1 1
17
18
19

20
21

0 Lord, open my lips,
and let my mouth declare Your praise.
You do not want me to bring sacrifices;
You do not desire burnt offerings;
True sacrifice to God is a contrite spirit;
God, You will not despise
a contrite and crushed heart.
May it please You to make Zion prosper;
rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.
Then You will want sacrifices offered in
righteousness,
burnt and whole offerings;
then bulls will be offered on Your altar.

5 2 For the leader. A maskil of David,

2 when

Doeg
the Edomite came and informed Saul, telling him,
"David came to Ahimelech's house."•
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10

11

Why do you boast of your evil, brave fellow?
God's faithfulness b·never ceases:b
Your tongue devises mischief,
like a sharpened razor that works treacherously.
You prefer evil to good,
Selah.
the lie, to speaking truthfully.
You love all pernicious words,
treacherous speech.
So God will tear you down for good,
will break you and pluck you from your tent,
and root you out of the land of the living.
Selah.
The righteous, seeing it, will be awestruck;
they will jibe at him, saying,
"Here was a fellow who did not make God his
refuge,
but trusted in his great wealth,
relied upon his mischief."
But I am like a thriving olive tree in God's house;
I trust in the faithfulness of God forever and
ever.
I praise You forever, for You have acted;
c-1 declare that Your name is good·<
in the presence of Your faithful ones.

n

Cf 1 Sam. 22.9 ff
b-b Lit. "is nll tlle rlny."
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertain; others "/ wi/1 wnil for Your name for it is good. "
- 1)40-
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1 7-19: Prayer is more effective
than sacrifices; this stands in stark
contrast to the Priestly tradi tion,
which emphasizes the efficacy of
sacrifices, largely ignoring prayer.
The content of v. 17 has made it
appropriate for the introduction to
the standard statutory prayer (the
'"Amidah"). 20-21 : The psalm's
conclusion suggests that the ac
ceptability of prayer instead of
sacrifices is due to a catastrophe,
which has made access to the Tem
ple impossible. Many modern
scholars see these vv. as an addi
tion, an opinion already cited in
Ibn Ezra in the name of "one of the
Spanish scholars."
Ps. 52: An atypical psalm, ad
dressed not to God, but to a partic
ular "brave fellow" (v. 3). 2: Given
the tendency to identify psalms
with events in David's life as
recorded in Samuel, it is logical to
equate the treacherous brave fel
low of the psalm with Doeg the
Edomite (see 1 Sam. 22.9-11).
3-5: The emphasis is on damaging
speech (see 10.7 n.). 7: This sets
up two contrasts with v. 10: the
wicked will be removed from his
tent, while the righteous will live
"in God's house"; and the wicked
will be rooted out, while the righ
teous psalmist is "like a thriving
olive tree." 8: The Heb is punning:
the righteous see ("veyir'u") and are
awestruck ("veyira'u"). 1 0-1 1 : The
psalmist will express God's faith
fulness ("l:lesed") in t!Je presence of
. . . faithful ones ("l:lasid"). 1 0: Olive
trees were of great significance for
the oil they produced, which was
used in the Temple. It is uncertain
if the psalmist is a religious official
in the Temple (God's house), or is a
lay Israelite who wants to enjoy
God's proximity at the Temple (see
Ps. 23.6 n.).
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5 3 •For the leader; on mahalath.bA maskil of David.
2

3

4

5

6

7

The benighted man thinks,
<·"God does not care."·c
Man's wrongdoing is corrupt and loathsome;
no one does good.
God looks down from heaven on mankind
to find a man of understanding,
a man mindful of God.
Everyone is dross,
altogether foul;
there is none who does good,
not even one.
Are they so witless, those evildoers,
who devour my people as they devour food,
and do not invoke God?
There they will be seized with fright
_d·never was there such a frightfor God has scattered the bones of your
besiegers;
you have put them to shame,·d
for God has rejected them.

David, 2 when the Ziphites came and told Saul,
"Know, David is in hiding among us."•

4
5

6
7

Ps. 53: This is the Elohistic
Psalter's (see introduction to
Ps. 42) version of Ps. 14; see anno
tations there.

0 that the deliverance of Israel might come from
Zion!
When God restores the fortunes of His people,
Jacob will exult, Israel will rejoice.

5 4 For the leader; with instrumental music. A maskil of
3

PSALMS 5 3 - 1-5 4 · 7

0 God, deliver me by Your name;
by Your power vindicate me.
0 God, hear my prayer;
give ear to the words of my mouth.
For strangers have risen against me,
and ruthless men seek my life;
they are unmindful of God.

Selah.

See, God is my helper;
the Lord is my support.
He will repay the evil of my watchful foes;
by Your faithfulness, destroy them!

n Cf Ps. 14.
b Menning of Heb. unknown.
c-c Lit. ''TIJe1·e is 110 God"; cf Ps. 10-4d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e Cf 1 Sam. 13.19.

- 1)41 -

Ps. 54: A typical individual peti
tion. It is stylistically simplistic,
with standard parallelisms. 2: The
psalm is secondarily connected to
1 Sam. 23.15-20; this is themati
cally appropriate, though not
compelling. 3-5: The petition, with
an invocation (0 God), four imper
atives expressing the urgent re
quest of the supplicant, and a
motivation (For strangers . . . ) .
3: On God's name, see 48. 1 1 n.
6-9: As in other such prayers,
the tense and tone change, reflect
ing the psalmist's certainty of
salvation (see Ps. 6.9-11 n.).

P S A L M S 5 4 · 8 -5 5 . 1 6
8
9
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Then I will offer You a freewill sacrifice;
I will praise Your name, LoRD, for it is good,
for it has saved me from my foes,
and let me gaze triumphant upon my enemies.

5 5 For the leader; with instrumental music.
A maskil of David.

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14
15
16

Give ear, 0 God, to my prayer;
do not ignore my plea;
pay heed to me and answer me.
I am tossed about, complaining and moaning
at the clamor of the enemy,
because of the oppression of the wicked;
for they bring evil upon me
and furiously harass me.
My heart is convulsed within me;
terrors of death assail me.
Fear and trembling invade me;
I am clothed with horror.
I said,
"0 that I had the wings of a dove!
I would fly away and find rest;
surely, I would flee far off;
selah
I would lodge in the wilderness;
I would soon find me a refuge
from the sweeping wind,
from the tempest."
0 Lord, confound their speech, confuse it!
For I see lawlessness and strife in the city;
day and night they make their rounds on its
walls;
evil and mischief are inside it.
Malice is within it;
fraud and deceit never leave its square.
It is not an enemy who reviles me
-I could bear that;
it is not my foe who vaunts himself against me
-I could hide from him;
but it is you, my equal,
my companion, my friend;
sweet was our fellowship;
we walked together in God's house.
Let Him incite death against them;
may they go down alive into Sheol!
For where they dwell,
there evil is.
- 1342-

8: For the details of the freewill
sacrifice, see Lev. 22.18-25; Num.
15.1-16.
Ps. 55: Although an individual pe
tition like the previous psalm (cf.
esp. 55.2 and 54.4), this psalm is as
innovative as the previous one is
standard. The structure of Ps. 55 is
unusually complex; the psalmist's
complaint, for example, is found in
three different sections (vv. 4-9,
11-12, 21-22), and the vocabulary
of the psalm is unique and quite
difficult. 5-9: The description of
the psalmist's troubles is unusu
ally long and flowery, and func
tions to motivate God to heed his
petition. 1 0-12: These vv. empha
size both the geographical and
chronological (day and night)
ubiquity of the evil. 1 0: On im
proper speech as a psalmist's
problem, see 10.7 n. 1 3-16: As
in Job, the great tragedy is that
friends have turned into enemies.
1 6: The phrase to go down alive
ill to Shea/, also used in Num.
16.33, expresses sudden death.
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18

19

20

21
22

23

24

As for me, I call to God;
the LORD will deliver me.
Evening, morning, and noon,
I complain and moan,
and He hears my voice.
He redeems me unharmed
from the battle against me;
•·it is as though many are on my side:•
God who has reigned from the first,
who will have no successor,
hears and humbles those who have no fear
Selah.
of God.
Heb harmed his ally,
he broke his pact;
his talk was smoother than butter,
yet his mind was on war;
his words were more soothing than oil,
yet they were drawn swords.
Cast your burden on the LoRD and He will sustain
you;
He will never let the righteous man collapse.
For You, 0 God, will bring them down to the
nethermost Pitthose murderous, treacherous men;
they shall not live out half their days;
but I trust in You.

5 6 For the leader; •·on yonath e/em re(wkim.·• Of David. A
michtam; when the Philistines seized him in Gath.

2

3
4
5

6
7

17: It is unclear if this and the fol
lowing vv. express certainty of de
liverance, as in other such prayers,
or if instead of tl1e LoRD will deliver
me, we should translate "may the
LoRD deliver me." 1 8 : This v. sug
gests that the liturgical day began
at or after sunset, as in postbiblical
Jewish practice. Prayer three times
daily may be suggested here; this
was normative in rabbinic times,
and is already expressed in a late
biblical text, Dan. 6.10. 21-24: As
in vv. 13-16, the enemy is referred
to in both the singular and the plu
ral. 24: The psalm concludes with
a return to the theme of v. 16.

Have mercy on me, 0 God,
for men persecute me;
all day long my adversary oppresses me.
My watchful foes persecute me all day long;
many are my adversaries, 0 Exalted One.
When I am afraid, I trust in You,
in God, whose word I praise,
in God I trust;
I am not afraid;
what can mortals< do to me?
All day long •they cause me grief in my affairs,·•
they plan only evil against me.
They plot, they lie in ambush;
they watch my every move, hoping for my
death.

a-a Meani11g of Heb. uncrrtai11.

b

I.e.,

tllcji"iclld ofv. 14.

c Lit. "flesh."
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Ps. 56: This individual petition
emphasizes the great confidence or
trust of the psalmist. In expressing
his trust in God ra ther than hu
mans, it shares certain phrases
with Pss. 116-118 (see vv. 5, 14 n.).
1: An extremely long, multilayered
and complex superscription. On
michtam, found in Pss. 56-6o and
16, see 16.1 n. A time when the Phil
istines seized l1im [David] in Gath is
never recorded in Samuel; it might
be inferred from 1 Sam. 21.11-16,
or the superscription may reflect
another story about David that
was not preserved in the canonical
Samuel (see introduction to Ps. 7).
2: The psalm proper begins with
the typical imperative (Have mercy
on me), invocation (0 God), and
motivation (jar . . . ). 4-5: The repe
tition of I tr��st highlights the
psalm's theme. 5: Cf. 1 18.6, "The
LORD is on my side, I have no fear;
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P S A L M S 5 6 . 8-5 7 · 5
B

Cast them out for their evil;
subdue peoples in Your anger, 0 God.

tense, reflecting the supplicant's
certainty of a positive divine
answer.

9

•·You keep count of my wanderings;
put my tears into Your flask,
into Your record:•
Then my enemies will retreat when I call on You;
this I know, that God is for me.
In God, whose word I praise,
in the LoRD, whose word I praise,
in God I trust;
I am not afraid;
what can man do to me?
I must pay my vows to You, 0 God;
I will render thank offerings to You.
For You have saved me from death,
my foot from stumbling,
that I may walk before God in the light of life.

Ps. 57: The psalmist's confidence
in God's salvation is less promi
nent in this personal petition,
which instead is full of urgent
cries for divine help, including the
refrain (vv. 6, 12), E:rnlt Yourself

10
11
12

13
14

5 7 For the leader; •·a[ tashbeth:• Of David. A michtam;
when he fled from Saul into a cave.

2

3
4

5

Have mercy on me, 0 God, have mercy on me,
for I seek refuge in You,
I seek refuge in the shadow of Your wings,
until danger passes.
I call to God Most High,
to God who is good to me.
He will reach down from heaven and deliver me:
God will send down His steadfast love;
Selah.
my persecutor reviles.
As for me, I lie down among man-eating lions
whose teeth are spears and arrows,
whose tongue is a sharp sword.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
what can man do to me?" 9: God's
record may refer to divine ledgers,
where He keeps track of human
activities (see Exod. 32.32 and MaL
3.16). These are well known from
earlier Mesopotamia, and later
rabbinic tradition, especially con
cerning the ledger books that
are open and written on Rosh Ha
Shanah. The Heb has a wordplay
on my wanderings, "nodi," and
Yourflask, "no'dekha." Addition
ally, the root "s-p-r" is repeated in

You keep count and into Your record.
1 1 : This v., unusual in its repeti
tion of two identical words in a
parallelism, forms a quasi-refrain
with v. 5- 1 2: The refrain contin
ues; see v. 5- 1 3: See 50.14. 14: Cf.
116.8-9: "You have delivered me
from death, my eyes from tears,
my feet from stumbling. I shall
walk before the LoRD in the lands
of the living." As is common in
these petitions, the certainty of
hearing is presented in the past

over the heavens, 0 God, let Your
glory be over all tlze earth! 1: An un
usually long, multi-part super
scription, likely reflecting various
layers of composition. AI taslz!zeth
means "do not destroy." It may be
the incipit (first words) of a differ
ent song to whose melody this
psalm was recited; alternately, Pss.
57; 58; 59; 75, all of which contain
a/ tash�eth, served together in a rit
ual petitionary context. (These
four psalms, like the Asaph or the
Korah psalms [see introductions to
Pss. 42; 50], likely were once a
mini-collection that was broken
up in the process of editing of
Psalms.) When hefledjro111 Saul into
a cave, probably the latest element
in this superscription, reflecting
the application of Psalms to the bi
ography of David, may refer to
events in 1 Sam. chs 24 or 26. This
cannot be the original context of
the psalm, which does not fit these
chs precisely: In Samuel, David's
main protagonist is Saul alone,
while this psalm mentions many
enemies. However, the Heb of v. 5
mentions a spear in the singular
(translated here generically as
"spears"); this may have reminded
a creative editor, drawing on his
traditions, of the story in 1 Sam. ch
26, which highlights the role of
Saul's spear, taken by David while
Saul slept "a deep sleep from the
LoRD" (v. 12; on the "spear" see
vv. 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 22). 2: The exact
repetition of Have mercy on me (see
also Ps. 12J.J), rather than use of a
synonym, is unusual, but may re
flect the psalmist's desperation
(see Radak), though exact verbal
repetition characterizes this psalm
in generaL The shadow of Your
wings is a standard Psalms image,
of God as a large protective bird
(17.8; 36.8; 63.8). 3: On Most High
("'elyon"), see 7.18 n. 4: On God in
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9

10
11
12

Exalt Yourself over the heavens, 0 God,
let Your glory be over all the earth!
They prepared a net for my feet •·to ensnare me;·•
they dug a pit for me,
but they fell into it.
Selah.
My heart is firm, 0 God;
my heart is firm;
I will sing, I will chant a hymn.
Awake, 0 my soul!
Awake, 0 harp and lyre!
I will wake the dawn.
I will praise You among the peoples, 0 Lord;
I will sing a hymn to You among the nations;
for Your faithfulness is as high as heaven;
Your steadfastness reaches to the sky.
Exalt Yourself over the heavens, 0 God,
let Your glory be over all the earth!

5 8 For the leader; a/ tash(leth. Of David. A michtam.
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11

c-o mighty ones;< do you really decree what is

just?
Do you judge mankind with equity?
In your minds you devise wrongdoing in the land;
<-with your hands you deal out lawlessness:<
The wicked are defiant from birth;
the liars go astray from the womb.
Their venom is like that of a snake,
a deaf viper that stops its ears
so as not to hear the voice of charmers
or the expert mutterer of spells.
0 God, smash their teeth in their mouth;
shatter the fangs of lions, 0 LORD;
let them melt, let them vanish like water;
let Him aim His arrows that they be cut down;
<·like a snail that melts away as it moves;·<
like a woman's stillbirth, may they never see
the sun!
Before <the thorns grow into a bramble,
may He whirl them away alive in fury:<
The righteous man will rejoice when he sees
revenge;
he will bathe his feet in the blood of the wicked.

a-a Cf Mislmaic Hrb. kefifah, a wicka baskd used i11 jishi11g.
b With vv. 8-12, cf Ps. 108.2-6.
c-c Mea11i11g of Hrb. rmcrrtai11.
- 1345-

heaven, see 2-4 n. The Heb for God
will send down His steadfast love, lit.
"His faithfulness and His stead
fastness," may retain echoes of
God controlling minor deities who
serve His will. 6: The psalmist
wants God, though residing in the
/1eavens (see v. 4), to be manifest on
the em·t/1. God is exalted and His
glory is expressed by granting vic
tory to the supplicant. 7: A fulfill
ment of Prov. 26.27, "He who digs
a pit will fall in it." Nets appear
in a surprising number of psalms
(9; 10; 25; 31; 35; 37; 5T 140); this
may simply reflect the realities of
ancient Israelite trapping tech
niques, although others suggest
that this refers to magical prac
tices. 8-10: The psalmist is imply
ing that he should be saved so that
God will continue to hear his
praises; see more explicitly 30.13.
8: The first half of the v. is a protes
tation of innocence, justifying
divine intervention. 1 0: On the
presence of nations, see Ps. 471 1 : A recasting of v. 4, returning
to heaven,fait!Jflllness, and steadfast

ness.
Ps. 58: The language of the psalm
is very difficult, and it is likely that
it has been imperfectly preserved.
Though it does not begin with an
address to God, and initially looks
like a psalm of instruction (see Ps.
14), the second half of the psalm,
including the long curse of the
wicked (vv. 7-10), makes it clear
that it is a petition, although it
does not follow the typical form of
that genre. The psalm is unusually
rich in animal imagery. 2: Many
scholars suggest that '"elem"
(lllig/Jty ones) refers to minor de
ities, and that this psalm, like Ps.
82, originally referred to the demo
tion of these deities due to their
malfeasance. 7-10: This may be a
seven-fold curse, with seven func
tioning as a magical number. Peti
tions of the individual are charac
terized by imperatives, typically
asking God to save the petitioners
(e.g., 57-2 "have mercy on me");
here these are transformed with
requests to punish the wicked.
1 1 -12: Like v. 1 1, Isa. 63. 1-6 simi
larly revels in bloody gore. But the

P S A L M S 5 8 . 1 2-5 9 . 1 4
12
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Men will say,
"There is, then, a reward for the righteous;
there is, indeed, divine justice on earth."

5 9 For the leader; al tashbeth. Of David. A michtam;

when Saul sent men to watch his house in order to
put him to death!
2
3
4

5

6

7
8

9

10
11
12

13

14

Save me from my enemies, 0 my God;
secure me against my assailants.
Save me from evildoers;
deliver me from murderers.
For see, they lie in wait for me;
fierce men plot against me
for no offense of mine,
for no transgression, 0 LoRD;
for no guilt of mine
do they rush to array themselves against me.
Look, rouse Yourself on my behalf!
You, 0 LORD God of hosts,
God of Israel,
bestir Yourself to bring all nations to account;
have no mercy on any treacherous villain.
Selah.
They come each evening growling like dogs,
roaming the city.
They rave with their mouths,
b·sharp words-b are on their lips;
[they think,] "Who hears?"
But You, 0 LoRD, laugh at them;
You mock all the nations.
0 myc strength, I wait for You;
for God is my haven.
My faithful God will come to aid me;
God will let me gloat over my watchful foes.
Do not kill them lest my people be unmindful;
with Your power make wanderers of them;
bring them low, 0 our shield, the Lord,
because of their sinful mouths,
the words on their lips.
Let them be trapped by their pride,
and by the imprecations and lies they utter.
In Your fury put an end to them;
put an end to them that they be no more;

a Cf 1 Sam. 1 9.11.

b-b Lit. "swords."

c Willi several mss.; cf v. 18; lit. "His."
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point is not pure revenge, but high
lighting the power of divine justice,
thereby encouraging others to be
righteous. 1 2: Divine justice trans
lates the anomalous "Gods who
judge" ("'elohim shoftim"), per
haps a textual error.
Ps. 59: This individual petition has
clearly grown over time, as it is
quite diffuse in content and style;
it suggests, for example, that the
supplicant is hounded by both
personal (vv. 2-4) and national
(v. 6) enemies. As noted by Ibn
Ezra and Radak, the psalm incor
porates a significant number of
words from the root "'-z-z,"
"strong, fierce": this helps to unify
it. 1 : To wntcl! l1is house in order to
put him to deat/1 is a near quotation
of 1 Sam. 19.11, where Saul sent
men to kill David, but David's
wife Michal saved him. The con
tent of the psalm, where the indi
vidual is surrounded and is wor
ried about being killed (v. 3),
suggests this context; it is also pos
sible that the Heb for "fierce men"
(v. 4 '"azim") suggested the house
hold idol covered with goat's hair
(1 Sam. 19.13, '"izim") that Michal
used to impersonate David, fool
ing Saul's men. 3: On evildoers, see
Ps. 5.6 n. 4-5: A protestation of in
nocence; see 7.4-6 n. 5: On rouse
Yo urself (Heb "'urah"), see 7·7 n.
6: Hosts refers to God's role as
leader of divine armies; see 46.8 n.
7: This serves as a refrain with
v. 15; the reference is to packs of
wild dogs (see Ps. 22.17). 9: Cf. 2.4.
1 2-14: Usually the petitioner re
quests the death of his persecutors
(see esp. the immediately preced
ing 58.11); for punishment as vehi
cle for education, see Exod. 9.16.
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that it may be known to the ends of the earth
Selah.
that God does rule over Jacob.

15
16
17

18

They come each evening growling like dogs,
roaming the city.
They wander in search of food;
and whine if they are not satisfied.
But I will sing of Your strength,
extol each morning Your faithfulness;
for You have been my haven,
a refuge in time of trouble.
0 my strength, to You I sing hymns;
for God is my haven, my faithful God.

6 0 David (to be taught), 2 when he fought with Aram
Naharaim and Aram-Zobah, and Joab returned and de

For the leader; on •·shushan eduth:• A michtam of

feated Edom-[an army] of twelve thousand men-in the
Valley of Salt.b
3

4

5
6
7d

8

0 God, You have rejected us,
You have made a breach in us;
You have been angry;
restore us!
You have made the land quake;
You have torn it open.
Mend its fissures,
for it is collapsing.
You have made Your people suffer hardship;
<·You have given us wine that makes us reel.·<
•·Give those who fear You because of Your truth
a banner for rallying:•
Selah.
That those whom You love might be rescued,
deliver with Your right hand and answer me.
God promised •-in His sanctuary·•
that I would exultingly divide up Shechem,
and measure the Valley of Sukkoth;

n-n Menning of He/J. rmcerlnin.
/J Cf 1 Sm11. S; 1 Citron. rS.
c-c Or "You llnve sated Your people with n villa draft . "
d Cf Ps. 108.7-14.
e-c Or "by His lwli11ess. "
1 7-1 8: As in 57.8-10, the psalmist
wants to be kept alive in order to
praise God. 1 7: Perhaps morning
was a standard time of prayer; al
ternately, the supplicant prayed
after surviving the difficulties of

the night. 1 8: This is an expanded
reworking of v. 10. My haven
("misgav") returns to the open
ing of the psalm, "secure me"
(" tesagveni"); on God asfait!Jful,
see 5.8 n.
-
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5 9 . 1 5-60.8

Ps. 60: This communal petition is
unusual in mentioning specific
geographical locations (vv. 8-10).
1: In the superscription, 011 shushan
edut/1 and to be ta11glrt are unique
and obscure. 2: David's wars
against Aram (Syria) are narrated
in 2 Sam. 8.3-8; 10.6-18; it is likely
that the editor who added this su
perscription was referring to ch 8,
which opens with references to
the Philistines and Moabites (see
Ps. 60.10). The second half of the
v. is based on 2 Sam. 8.13, "David
gained fame when he returned
from defeating Edom in the Valley
of Salt, 18,ooo in all." The number
of casualties has changed in trans
mission, as has the city-state; in
Heb, Edom ("'dm") and Aram
('"rm") are nearly identical, and in
many cases the letters "dalet" and
"resh" are confused due to their
similarity in both the old and new
Heb script. (Traditional attempts
at reconciling these different ac
counts, as in Radak, are forced.)
Although these historical super
scriptions are not to be taken liter
ally for dating the psalms, the con
tent of the psalm suggests the
Northern Kingdom did not exist
as a separate entity, which would
date the psalm to the period either
before the development, or after
the destruction, of the Northern
Kingdom. 3: Divine anger leads to
divine abandonment. Punishment
as a result of divine anger is a
common ancient Near Eastern
idea; the Moabite Mesha Inscrip
tion describes Moab's military
losses "because Chemosh [the Mo
abite national god] was angry at
his land" (ANET, p. 320), using the
same root for "angry" as this v.
5: On the poison cup of God, see
esp. Jer. 25. 15-29. 7: The motiva
tion for God to act. A11swer 111e may
reflect a call for a divine oracle,
which is delivered in the following
vv. 8-10: In contrast to the sur
rounding vv., these are formed as
ti-icola, vv. with three sections, in
stead of the typical two (bicola).
8: From His sanctuary, the Temple,
God provides a positive answer
(so Ibn Ezra, Radak), perhaps
through a cultic prophet. 5/Jec/Jelll
and S11kkoth are two cities in cen-

PSALMS
9

10

6 0 . 9-6 2 . 3

Gilead and Manasseh would be mine,
Ephraim my chief stronghold,
Judah my scepter;
Moab would be my washbasin;
on Edom I would cast my shoe;
acclaim me, 0 Philistia!

11

Would that I were brought to the bastion!
Would that I were led to Edom!

12

But You have rejected us, 0 God;
God, You do not march with our armies.
Grant us Your aid against the foe,
for the help of man is worthless.
With God we shall triumph;
He will trample our foes.

13
14

6 1 For the leader; with instrumental music. Of David.
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

Hear my cry, 0 God,
heed my prayer.
From the end of the earth I call to You;
when my heart is faint,
You lead me to a rock that is high above me.
For You have been my refuge,
a tower of strength against the enemy.
0 that I might dwell in Your tent forever,
take refuge under Your protecting wings.
Selah.
0 God, You have heard my vows;
grant the request• of those who fear Your name.
Add days to the days of the king;
may his years extend through generations;
may he dwell in God's presence forever;
appointb steadfast love to guard him.
So I will sing hymns to Your name forever,
as I fulfill my vows day after day.

6 2 For the leader; on Jeduthun. A psalm of David.
2
3

Truly my soul waits quietly for God;
my deliverance comes from Him.
Truly He is my rock and deliverance,
my haven; I shall never be shaken.

a Taking the noun yr�t as an altemateform of 'rst; cf Ps. 21.3.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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tral Israel, to the west and east of
the Jordan. 9: Gilead is treated as a
tribe, as in the early Song of Debo
rah (Judg. 5.17). Judah my scepter
recalls the enigmatic blessing of
Jacob (Gen. 49.10), "The scepter
shall not depart from Judah, Nor
the ruler's staff from between his
feet." 1 0: Casting a shoe may reflect
ownership (Ruth 4.7). 1 1 : Perhaps
the human response to the divine
oracle. 1 2: The psalmist is suggest
ing that God is not fulfilling His
role as LoRD of hosts (see 44.10 n.).
1 3-14: As often in historiographi
cal and prophetic literature (e.g.,
Zech. 4.6), a single God is more ef
fective than any number of human
fighters.
Ps. 61: The beginning of the psalm
is a personal petition (vv. 2-5),
while the second half (vv. 6-9) is a
prayer for the king; "Selah" di
vides the psalm in half (see 3·3 n.).
It is unclear if two separate psalms
have been combined, or if, as in
Mesopotamia, an individual
might incorporate a royal prayer
into a petition. 2-5: The supplicant
is hyperbolically at the end of the
earth, distant from the Temple
(Your tent; so Ibn Ezra and Radak;
see 15.1 n.), where he wants to re
side under divine protection (see
57.2 n.). This petition includes
the typical elements: imperatives
(Hear . . . heed), an invocation
(0 God), and a motivation (For
you . . . ). 6-9: This second unit
is framed by the mention of the
vow. 7-8: Similar hyperbolic
language about the king is re
flected in Pss. 21.5; 72.5, and re
flects notions of the king being
(close to) divine (see 45·7 n.).
9: Ps. 30.13 concludes in a
similar fashion.
Ps. 62: This is an oblique form of
an individual petition. It lacks that
genre's usual pattern of invoca
tion, imperatives, and motivation,
but instead indirectly notes ex
pected deliverance from God
(vv. 2-3) and highlights God's
great power. Except for the last v.,
it is addressed to the community
rather than to God. The Heb is
unique in its sixfold repetition of
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5

6
7
8

9

10

11

12

13

How long will all of you attack• a man,
to crush • him, as though he were
a leaning wall, a tottering fence?
They lay plans to topple him from his rank;
they delight in falsehood;
they bless with their mouths,
Selah.
while inwardly they curse.
Truly, wait quietly for God, 0 my soul,
for my hope comes from Him.
He is my rock and deliverance,
my haven; I shall not be shaken.
I rely on God, my deliverance and glory,
my rock of strength;
in God is my refuge.
Trust in Him at all times, 0 people;
pour out your hearts before Him;
God is our refuge.
Selah.
Men are mere breath;
mortals, illusion;
placed on a scale all together,
they weigh even less than a breath.
Do not trust in violence,
or put false hopes in robbery;
if force bears fruit pay it no mind.
One thing God has spoken;
two things have I heard:
that might belongs to God,
and faithfulness is Yours, 0 Lord,
to reward each man according to his deeds.

6 3 A psalm of David, when he was in the Wilderness
of Judah.

2

3

God, You are my God;
I search for You,
my soul thirsts for You,
my body yearns for You,
as a parched and thirsty land that has no water.
I shall behold You in the sanctuary,
and see Your might and glory,

n Menning of He/J. 111/ccrtnill.
"'akh," " truly" (vv. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10;
NJPS does not translate all of
them), expressing the petitioner's
great certainty. 1 : On Jeduthun, see
39.1. 2-3: The repetition of deliver-

once and the surrounding imagery
suggest persecution by enemies.
5: As in other contexts, this perse
cution is connected to false speech
(see 10.7 n.). 6: A slight variant
- 1349-

of v. 2, functioning as a refrain.
7: Nearly identical to v. 3· 9: The
psalmist moves from his personal
trust, exhorting the listeners to do
the same: God moves from being
"my refuge" to becoming our
refuge. 1 0: This may reflect the
weighing of people's deeds or
hearts, well attested in ancient
Egypt, especially in illustrations
accompanying the Book of the
Dead. 1 2: Numbers are paralleled
by X I I X+1; this explains why one
is paralleled by two. Thus, God
has spoken, perhaps via an oracle
answering the psalmist, one thing
only: tlznt might belongs to God.
This is a direct answer to the
psalmist's indirect request for de
liverance (see vv. 2-3). This paral
lelism is one of the classic texts ex
pounded in rabbinic culture to
mean that God's word is multiva
lent and needs to be interpreted
in a variety of special ways (see,
e.g., b. Snnlz. 34a). It is also used
to explain why the Decalogue
versions in Exod. ch 20 and Deut.
ch 5 differ: God spoke once, but
people heard two different
utterances (Mek., In tire Month,
section 7 and parallels, cited by
Rashi). 1 3 : This is the psalmist's
response to the divine oracle;
on divine faithfulness ("):lesed"),
see 5.8 n. It functions as an
oblique request that he will be
reworded according to his deeds,
in other words, saved from the
enemies.
Ps. 63: This psalm defies classifica
tion; it is characterized by a deep
spiritual, almost mystical sense. In
theme and vocabulary Pss. 42-43;
73; 84 are similar. 1 : The super
scription is likely based on the
"parched and thirsty land" de
scribed in v. 2. David was in the
wilderness on various occasions
when fleeing from Saul and Absa
lom. 2: Ps. 42 opens with a similar
image. 3: This derives from the
idea of seeing the cult statue at a
temple; see 11 .7 n. It is easy to
imagine that such a statue could
artistically express God's might
nnd glory, especially since glory
may represent the glow so
easy to depict in a metal image.
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9

10
11
12

Truly Your faithfulness is better than life;
my lips declare Your praise.
I bless You all my life;
I lift up my hands, invoking Your name.
I am sated as with a •·rich feast,·•
I sing praises with joyful lips
when I call You to mind upon my bed,
when I think of You in the watches of the
night;
for You are my help,
and in the shadow of Your wings
I shout for joy.
My soul is attached to You;
Your right hand supports me.
May those who seek to destroy my life
enter the depths of the earth.
May they be gutted by the sword;
may they be prey to jackals.
But the king shall rejoice in God;
all who swear by Him shall exult,
when the mouth of liars is stopped.

6 4 For the leader. A psalm of David.
2
3
4

5
6

7c

B
9

Hear my voice, 0 God, when I plead;
guard my life from the enemy's terror.
Hide me from a band of evil men,
from a crowd of evildoers,
who whet their tongues like swords;
they aim their arrows-cruel wordsto shoot from hiding at the blameless man;
they shoot him suddenly and without fear.
b-They arm themselves with an evil word;
when they speak, it is to conceal traps;-b
they think, "Who will see them?"
Let the wrongdoings d-they have concealed,-d
each one inside him, his secret thoughts,
be wholly exposed.
God shall shoot them with arrows;
they shall be struck down suddenly.
Their tongue shall be their downfall;
all who see them shall recoil in horror;

n-a Lit. "suet a11d fat."
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
c Meaning of verse uncertai11.
d-d Reading taJJUlu with some mss. !cf. Min!mt Simi) a11d Rashi; most printed editions
taJJUlu, traditionally rendered "they lmve nccomplis/1ed."
- 1350-

4: Faithfulness reflects "l:tesed";
see 5.8 n. 5: On lifting up hands as
the ancient prayer position, see
44.21-22 n. 6: This v. conceptually
joins prayer and sacrifice (see the
translators' note "suet and fat"), as
in Pss. 50 and 51. 7: Night is a typ
ical time for reflection and medita
tion (4-5; 16.7; 1 19.55). Nighttime
was divided into three or four
watches. 8: See 57.2 n. 9: The Heb
for attaclted ("davkah") is very in
tense, showing close proximity
and longing. 10-1 1 : Such re
quests typify individual petitions.
1 2: Compare the ending of Ps. 61.
It is uncertain if the people are
swearing by God (this translation)
or by the king (see, e.g., 1 Sam.
17.55), or possibly by both (see,
e.g., 2 Sam. 15.21).
Ps. 64: A prayer for deliverance
from evildoers, whose words are
the means of their wickedness.
Military metaphors make the
wicked into enemies and their
speech into weapons of war:
swords, arrows, traps, and am
bushes. 4: For the metaphor of
tongues as swords (damaging
speech), cf. Pss. 57.5; 59.8. 6: "Who
wi/1 see them ?," the confidence of
the evildoers that their activity
goes unnoticed (Pss. 10.11; 59.8).
7: The secret thoughts may be a ref
erence to sorcery (see 10.7 n.); or it
may simply be plotting in one's
mind. 8: Just as the wicked shoot
arrows at others, so will God shoot
arrows at them (Ibn Ezra). Cf.
Pss. 7.13-14; 38.3. The enemies
are described at length while
God's action is instantaneous.
9-1 1: Vengeance is not the motive;
rather the defeat of the wicked
causes a/1 men ( human beings) to
stand in awe and proclaim tlte work
of God, and causes the upright to

exult.
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all men shall stand in awe;
they shall proclaim the work of God
and His deed which they perceived.
The righteous shall rejoice in the LORD,
and take refuge in Him;
all the upright shall exult.

6 5 For the leader. A psalm of David. A song.
2
3
4
5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

n

Praise befits You in Zion, 0 God;
vows are paid to You;
all mankind • comes to You,
You who hear prayer.
When all manner of sins overwhelm me,
it is You who forgive our iniquities.
Happy is the man You choose and bring near
to dwell in Your courts;
may we be sated with the blessings of Your
house,
Your holy temple.
Answer us with victory through awesome deeds,
0 God, our deliverer,
in whom all the ends of the earth
and the distant seas
put their trust;
who by His power fixed the mountains firmly,
who is girded with might,
who stills the raging seas,
the raging waves,
and tumultuous peoples.
Those who live at the ends of the earth are awed
by Your signs;
You make the lands of sunrise and sunset shout
for joy.
You take care of the earth and irrigate it;
You enrich it greatly,
with the channel of God full of water;
You provide grain for men;
for so do You prepare it.
Saturating its furrows,
leveling its ridges,
You soften it with showers,
You bless its growth.
You crown the year with Your bounty;
fatness is distilled in Your paths;

Lit. 'jleslr."
- 1)51-

Ps. 65: The beginning of the psalm
celebrates God and the Temple,
the place where vows are paid
(vv. 2-5). The psalmist is thankful
for the privilege of entering the
Temple-i.e., coming into God's
presence-in order to pay his vow
(present an offering). The payment
is made possible by the bounteous
harvest that God has provided.
The vow may have been to bring a
special offering for a good harvest.
The body of the psalm praises God
for His power over the sources of
water and His beneficence in pro
viding water for irrigation. It is
possible that this psalm was sung
during Sukkot, the Feast of Taber
nacles, which marks the end of the
summer harvest and the beginning
of the rainy season. In postbiblical
times it featured prayers for rain
for the coming rainy season.
2: Zion, sometimes a synonym for
Jerusalem or, as here, the site of the
Temple. On the paying of vows at
the Temple, see Ps. 66.1). 3: The
translation reverses the clauses in
this v. All mankind gives a more
universal flavor to the psalm, as
does v. 9, "Those who live at the
ends of the earth." Zech. 14.17 en
visions survivors of all nations
making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem
on Sukkot. 4: Divine forgiveness of
sin is the precondition for winter
rains and an abundant harvest
(Deut. 1 1 .1)-17). 5: Tl1c blessings of
Your house may refer to general
prosperity, or specifically to the
rain that God will send. Alterna
tively, it may refer to the sacrificial
meal at the Temple. 6-10: The
hope for adequate rainfall is
couched in descriptions of God as
the supreme power of the world,
especially over the cosmic water:
seas, waves, and water channel.
Awesome deeds, God's acts of cre
ation by His victory over the forces
of primeval chaos (the . . . seas; Pss.
29; 93), and His provision of rain.
1 0: Tl1c channel of God, the conduit
that brings rain to the earth (Job
)8.25-26), perhaps associated
with the Temple (see Ps. )6.9).
1 1-14: The potentially destructive
cosmic water forces are tamed by
God and become the gentle rain
and run-off that irrigates the earth,
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13
14

providing vegetation and flocks
with their nourishment. All the
creatures who are thus nourished
join humankind in the praise of
the beneficent God (Pss. 69.35;
96.11-12; 98.7-8). The picture of
the harvest sounds eschatological;
cf. Joel 4.18; Amos 9.13.

the pasturelands distill it;
the hills are girded with joy.
The meadows are clothed with flocks,
the valleys mantled with grain;
they raise a shout, they break into song.

6 6 For the leader. A song. A psalm.
2
3

4

s
6

7

Raise a shout for God, all the earth;
sing the glory of His name,
make glorious His praise.
Say to God,
"How awesome are Your deeds,
Your enemies cower before Your great
strength;
all the earth bows to You,
and sings hymns to You;
Selah.
all sing hymns to Your name."
Come and see the works of God,
who is held in awe by men for His acts.
He turned the sea into dry land;
they crossed the river on foot;
we therefore rejoice in Him.
He rules forever in His might;
His eyes scan the nations;
let the rebellious not assert themselves.
Selah.

s

9

10
11
12

13
14

0 peoples, bless our God,
celebrate His praises;
who has granted us life,
and has not let our feet slip.
You have tried us, 0 God,
refining us, as one refines silver.
You have caught us in a net,
•·caught us in trammels:•
You have let men ride over us;
we have endured fire and water,
and You have brought us through to prosperity.
I enter Your house with burnt offerings,
I pay my vows to You,
[vows] that my lips pronounced,
that my mouth uttered in my distress.

a-a Lit. "put a trammel 011 our loins."
- 1352-

Ps. 66: The theme of this psalm is
not obvious; some themes echo
those in the previous psalm (vic
tory through God's awesome
deeds, universal blessing of God,
bringing offerings to the Temple).
It is unclear at times whether the
psalmist is speaking of events in
the past or the present. The psalm
begins and ends with praise, sur
rounding passages of communal
and individual thanksgiving. The
date of the psalm is unknown and
its context is quite general. It may
be interpreted as praise to God for
the return from exile and the re
building of the Temple. All peo
ples of the world witnessed this
event, which redounds to God's
praise. 1: This v. is formulaic; cf.
98.4; 100.1. 2-4: Universal accla
mation for God for His deliver
ance of Israel (Josh. 2.9-11).
4: Selah (also vv. 7, 15), see Ps. 3·3
n. This term may divide sections
of the psalm. 5-7: The world is in
vited to consider God's acts, which
are epitomized by His splitting of
the sea during the exodus and the
drying up of the Jordan when the
Israelites entered the promised
land (Exod. 14.21-22; Josh. 4.23).
The parallelism between sea and
Jordan in Ps. 114.3-5 suggests that
river refers to the Jordan. The exo
dus-conquest theme may hint at
the theme of the return from exile
and re-entrance to Judah (the exo
dus was a common symbol for the
return in postexilic times, espe
cially in Second Isaiah). B-9: All
peoples should praise Israel's God,
who has not let His people perish.
1 0-1 2: A recent event in which Is
rael has been threatened but deliv
ered from harm parallels the exo
dus. This may be a reference to
the exile, expressed in terms of the
exodus from Egypt, the arduous
trek through the wilderness (jire),
and the crossing of the Jordan
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15

God-fearers that God hears
people's prayers. 20: Final bene
diction (2 Sam. 7.15). Onfaitliful
care ("i).esed"), see 5.8 n.

16
17
18
19
20

I offer up fatlings to You,
with the odor of burning rams;
I sacrifice bulls and he-goats.

Selah.

Come and hear, all God-fearing men,
as I tell what He did for me.
I called aloud to Him,
glorification on my tongue.
Had I an evil thought in my mind,
the Lord would not have listened.
But God did listen;
He paid heed to my prayer.
Blessed is God who has not turned away my
prayer,
or His faithful care from me.

6 7 For the leader; with instrumental music.
A psalm. A song.

2
3

4
5

6

7
8

6
2

3

May God be gracious to us and bless us;
may He show us favor,
that Your way be known on earth,
Your deliverance among all nations.
Peoples will praise You, 0 God;
all peoples will praise You.
Nations will exult and shout for joy,
for You rule the peoples with equity,
You guide the nations of the earth.
The peoples will praise You, 0 God;
all peoples will praise You.

selah

Selah.

May the earth yield its produce;
may God, our God, bless us.
May God bless us,
and be revered to the ends of the earth.
leader. Of David.
8 God the
will arise,
•For

A psalm. A song.

His enemies shall be sea ttered,
His foes shall flee before Him.
Disperse them as smoke is dispersed;

a The colwrwce of this psalm and tl1e meaning of many of its passages are uncertain.

(water); cf. Isa. 43.2. 1 0: The
refining process is arduous but
purifies that which is refined.
1 3-15: Abundant thanksgiving
sacrifices in the Temple. The

psalmist can now deliver the sacri
fices he vowed to bring if God
would rescue him from his distress
(d. Ps. 65.2). 1 6-20: The psalmist's
experience serves as proof to all

- 1353-

66. 1 5-68.3

Ps. 67: A prayer that good har
vests continue, with a refrain in
vv. 4, 6. It bears some resemblance
to Ps. 65 and continues the theme
of blessing found in the conclusion
of Ps. 66. All three psalms speak of
the universal acknowledgment of
God. 2: An echo of the Aaronic
(priestly) blessing (Num. 6.24-26;
Ps. 4.6). Show . . . favor, lit. "make
His face shine." The shining face
of God is the visible expression of
His benevolence; the opposite is
God's hiding His face. Selah (also
vv. 4, 7), see Ps. 3·3 n. 5: See Pss.
96.1o-13; 98.7--9· 7-8: May God . . .
bless us, with copious winter rain
(Lev. 26-4; Deut. 1 1 .17; Ezek.
34.27). The hymn may be associ
ated with the fall festival of Sukkot
(Tabernacles). 8: The conclusion,
like the entire psalm, balances par
ticularistic (us) and universal (ends
of the earth) concerns.
Ps. 68: A hymn describing God's
victory over His foes and His
choice of Jerusalem as the place of
His dominion. It draws on an an
cient tradition, found also in the
very old poem in Judg. ch 5, about
the southern origins (Sinai) of
Israel's God. It invokes themes
from the exodus and the conquest.
Because the psalm appears dis
jointed, some scholars see it as a
combination of numerous psalms
or a list of their opening lines. Its
vocabulary includes fifteen words
found nowhere else in the Bible,
plus other rare words, adding to
the difficulty of interpreting it. In
deed, much of it remains obscure,
and many consider it to be the
most difficult psalm in the Psalter.
2: Num. 10.35 is similar, suggest
ing that the psalm was perhaps as
sociated with the Ark. The Ark
was taken out to battle at the head
of the troops (1 Sam. ch 4). 3: God
will make the enemies ( the
wicked) disappear in such a way
that they will no longer exist; like
smoke or melted wax, they will
have no substance. For another
=

PSALM 6 8 . 4-6 8 . 1 7

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
17

as wax melts at fire,
so the wicked shall perish before God.
But the righteous shall rejoice;
they shall exult in the presence of God;
they shall be exceedingly joyful.
Sing to God, chant hymns to His name;
extol Him who rides the clouds;
the LoRD is His name.
Exult in His presencethe father of orphans, the champion of widows,
God, in His holy habitation.
God restores the lonely to their homes,
sets free the imprisoned, safe and sound,
while the rebellious must live in a parched land.
0 God, when You went at the head of Your army,
when You marched through the desert,
selah
the earth trembled, the sky rained because of
God,
yon Sinai, because of God, the God of Israel.
You released a bountiful rain, 0 God;
when Your own land languished, You sustained
it.
Your tribe dwells there;
0 God, in Your goodness You provide for the
needy.
The Lord gives a command;
the women who bring the news are a great
host:
"The kings and their armies are in headlong
flight;
housewives are sharing in the spoils;
even for those of you who lie among the
sheepfolds
there are wings of a dove sheathed in silver,
its pinions in fine gold."
When Shaddai scattered the kings,
it seemed like a snowstorm in Zalmon.
0 majestic mountain, Mount Bashan;
0 jagged mountain, Mount Bashan;
why so hostile, 0 jagged mountains,
toward the mountain God desired as His
dwelling?
The LoRD shall abide there forever.

KETHUVIM
smoke metaphor in connection
with the wicked, see Ps. 37.20.
4: Joy is equated, in a ritual sense,
with being in God's presence.
The enemies cannot be in God's
presence. 5: Who rides the clouds,
God's stormcloud chariot (v. 34;
Ps. 65.12). The image and lan
guage are found in Ugaritic writ
ings. 7: Restores the lonely to their
homes, a difficult phrase, perhaps
better translated "he sets individu
als (who are not part of a family)
in households"; d. Ps. 113.7-9. It is
parallel to the rest of the v., which
is concerned with assigning befit
ting living-places to prisoners and
to rebellious people. If this psalm
is exilic, or the v. is a late addition,
the imprisoned may refer to the cap
tives of the exile (d. Ps. 69.34),
who will be returned home. 8-9:
An allusion, with changes, to Judg.
5·4-5· A reference to the exodus.
8: Selah (also vv. 20, 33), see Ps.
3·3 n. 9: One of the few references
to Sinai outside of the Torah; it is
not, however, explicitly connected
here to the giving of the Torah.
1 0-1 1 : The mention of rain in the
allusion provokes further descrip
tion of God's bountiful rain, by
which He cares for His people.
This is a major theme of the three
· previous psalms. 1 1 : Needy, not
simply the underprivileged mentioned in vv. 6-7 but all the people.
The community often calls itself
"needy" ('"ani," or a synonym;
d. Ps. 18.28; 74.21). 1 2-15: God
gives a command for war; women
announce the good news of
God's victory (Exod. 15.20; 1 Sam.
18.6-7). 13: Sharing i11 the spoils,
Judg. 5.30. 1 4: Among the sheep
folds, Judg. 5.16. Wings of a
dove . . . , presumably some
treasure found among the spoil.
1 5: The specific incident referred
to cannot be identified. Zalmon
may be the same mountain men
tioned in Judg. 9.48. Another pos
sibility is Zalmonah, in the south
(Num. 33-41-42). 1 6-24: God's
move from Mount Sinai (v. g) to
Mount Zion, God's choice for his
royal residence (Isa. 2.3). Mount
Bashan looks upon this move with
hostility. 1 6: Bashan, a region in
northern Transjordan. The specific
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16

God's chariots are myriads upon myriads,
thousands upon thousands;
the Lord is among them as in Sinai in holiness.

19

You went up to the heights, having taken
captives,
having received tribute of men,
even of those who rebel
against the LORD God's abiding there.

20

Blessed is the Lord.
Day by day He supports us,
God, our deliverance.
Selah.
God is for us a God of deliverance;
GoD the Lord provides an escape from death.
God will smash the heads of His enemies,
the hairy crown of him who walks about in his
guilt.
The Lord said, "I will retrieve from Bashan,
I will retrieve from the depths of the sea;
that your feet may wade through blood;
that the tongue of your dogs may have its
portion of your enemies. "

mountain referred to is unknown.
1 6-1 7: Mountain . . . His dwelling,
cf. Exod. 15. 1 7; Ps. 1J2.1J-14.
1 8: Cf. Deut. 33.2. 24: Feet . . .
blood, see 58.11. Dogs, for dogs lap
ping up the blood of the dead, cf.
1 Kings 21.19; 22.38. 25-28: Proces
sions into the Temple (Ps. 24.7-10).
28: Cf. Judg. 5.14-18. Little Benja
min who rules them sounds like
a reference to King Saul, who
was from the tribe of Benjamin.
29-36: International praise for
God and tribute from all the
kings of the world-a theme
of the three previous psalms,
and a scene not unlike that pic
tured in Isa. 2.2-4 and Mic. 4.1-3,
where Mt. Zion is the religious
center of the world. Cf. Zeph.
J.<J-10. 32: Cush, Ethiopia.

21
22

23
24

25

26
27

26

29

30
31

32

Men see Your processions, 0 God,
the processions of my God, my king,
into the sanctuary.
First come singers, then musicians,
amidst maidens playing timbrels.
In assemblies bless God,
the LoRD, 0 you who are from the fountain of
Israel.
There is little Benjamin who rules them,
the princes of Judah who command them,
the princes of Zebulun and Naphtali.
Your God has ordained strength for you,
the strength, 0 God,
which You displayed for us
from Your temple above Jerusalem.
The kings bring You tribute.
Blast the beast of the marsh,
the herd of bulls among the peoples, the
calves,
till they come cringing with pieces of silver.
Scatter the peoples who delight in wars!
Tribute-bearers shall come from Egypt;
Cush shall hasten its gifts to God.
- 1355-
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33

34

35

36

0 kingdoms of the earth,
sing to God;
selah
chant hymns to the Lord,
to Him who rides the ancient highest
heavens,
who thunders forth with His mighty voice.
Ascribe might to God,
whose majesty is over Israel,
whose might is in the skies.
You are awesome, 0 God, in Your holy places;
it is the God of Israel who gives might and
power to the people.
Blessed is God.

6 9 For the leader. On shoshannim.• Of David.
2
3

4

5

6
7

s

9

to

Deliver me, 0 God,
for the waters have reached my neck;
I am sinking into the slimy deep
and find no foothold;
I have come into the watery depths;
the flood sweeps me away.
I am weary with calling;
my throat is dry;
my eyes fail
while I wait for God.
More numerous than the hairs of my head
are those who hate me without reason;
many are those who would destroy me,
my treacherous enemies.
Must I restore what I have not stolen?
God, You know my folly;
my guilty deeds are not hidden from You.
Let those who look to You,
0 Lord, Goo of hosts,
not be disappointed on my account;
let those who seek You,
0 God of Israel,
not be shamed because of me.
It is for Your sake that I have been reviled,
that shame covers my face;
I am a stranger to my brothers,
an alien to my kin.
My zeal for Your house has been my undoing;
the reproaches of those who revile You have
fallen upon me.

n Menning of Heb. 1111certnill.

KETHUVIM
33-36: Cf. 29.1-3, 11. God's power
at the end of the psalm forms an
indusia with its beginning.
Ps. 69: An individual complains
that he is drowning, figuratively,
from the hatred of his enemies:
members of his own society and
even his family. He calls to God for
help, trusting that God will accept
his prayer with favor. While this
seems like a very general prayer
by an individual hoping for the re
turn to Zion and the rebuilding of
Judah (v. 36), it is best interpreted
as a petition by a person lamenting
the destruction of the Temple
one of the "mourners for Zion"
(v. 10). The psalmist's troubles
stem from his public mourning for
the lost Temple, acts for which his
friends and family taunt him
(vv. 10-13). The idea of exile
and mourning is suggested at
numerous points in the psalm.
1: Shos!Jallllilll, "lilies," perhaps a
melody or a musical instrument;
see Ps. 45.1. 2-3: The drowning
metaphor is well developed (cf.
Ps. 130.1). We can see the speaker
sinking further and further into
the water until he is swept away.
S-6: The friends' hatred for the
psalmist takes the form of false ac
cusations, which the psalmist de
nies. But he does not claim to be
perfect; God knows his errors.
7-1 3: The psalmist is criticized by
his society for what he considers
his pious devotion, especially
in regard to Jerusalem. 9: For simi
lar language see Ps. 38.12; Job
19.13-15. 1 0: My zen/for Your
flouse: Like the mourners for Zion
in Isa. 61.2-3 and Zech. 7.3, the
psalmist mourns for the destroyed
Temple by weeping (that is, cry
ing out in lament), fasting, and
wearing sackcloth. This behavior
causes everyone to revile him.
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12
13

14

15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

When I wept and fasted,
I was reviled for it.
I made sackcloth my garment;
I became a byword among them.
Those who sit in the gate talk about me;
I am the taunt of drunkards.
As for me, may my prayer come to You, 0 LoRD,
at a favorable moment;
0 God, in Your abundant faithfulness,
answer me with Your sure deliverance.
Rescue me from the mire;
let me not sink;
let me be rescued from my enemies,
and from the watery depths.
Let the floodwaters not sweep me away;
let the deep not swallow me;
let the mouth of the Pit not close over me.
Answer me, 0 LoRD,
according to Your great steadfastness;
in accordance with Your abundant mercy
turn to me;
do not hide Your face from Your servant,
for I am in distress;
answer me quickly.
Come near to me and redeem me;
free me from my enemies.
You know my reproach,
my shame, my disgrace;
You are aware of all my foes.
Reproach breaks my heart,
I am in despair; •
I hope for consolation, but there is none,
for comforters, but find none.
They give me gall for food,
vinegar to quench my thirst.
May their table be a trap for them,
a snare for their allies.
May their eyes grow dim so that they cannot
see;
may their loins collapse continually.
Pour out Your wrath on them;
may Your blazing anger overtake them;
may their encampments be desolate;
may their tents stand empty.

n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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1 3: Those who sit i11 the gate: The
gate was the main public meeting
place, where business and legal
transactions took place. Those who
sit in the gate are the leading offi
cials of the city. At the other end of
the spectrum of those who congre
gate publicly are the drunkards.
1 4: At a favorable moment, at a time
when God is most disposed to ac
cept his prayer. Human beings do
not know when these times are.
16: The Pit: The usual word for the
Pit is "bor," "cistern," and it sym
bolizes the grave, or death (d. Pss.
28.1; 30.4; 88.5; 143.7), although the
similar-sounding "be'er," "well,"
as here, can be used in the same
sense (Ps. 55.24). The use of
"be'er" in the context of the other
water imagery is apt, for a cistern
may be full or empty but a well al
ways contains water. The picture
of a person in a well or cistern
brings to mind Joseph, who was
held in a dry cistern (Gen. 37.24),
and Jeremiah, who was in a
muddy one (Jer. 38.6). A cistern or
well is, then, a place of imprison
ment. Cf. Lam. 3.53-54, which can
be interpreted as an individual im
prisoned in a full cistern with its
lid being closed, and Lam. 3·55, a
call to be saved from the Pit. See
also Ps. 40.3. Exilic literature often
uses prison (real or metaphoric)
as a symbol of exile, and this v.
and indeed all the drowning im
agery-symbolizes the exile in
which the psalmist feels himself
to be. 1 7-19: The psalmist prays
that God will not hide His face
(be inattentive to the psalmist's
prayers). Answer me occurs in vv.
17 and 18, harking back to v. 14.
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28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

37

7
2b

3

4

5

6

For they persecute those You have struck;
they talk about the pain of those You have
felled.
Add that to their guilt;
let them have no share of Your beneficence;
may they be erased from the book of life,
and not be inscribed with the righteous.
But I am lowly and in pain;
Your help, 0 God, keeps me safe.
I will extol God's name with song,
and exalt Him with praise.
That will please the LORD more than oxen,
than bulls with horns and hooves.
The lowly will see and rejoice;
you who are mindful of God, take heart!
For the LoRD listens to the needy,
and does not spurn His captives.
Heaven and earth shall extol Him,
the seas, and all that moves in them.
For God will deliver Zion
and rebuild the cities of Judah;
they shall live there and inherit it;
the offspring of His servants shall possess it;
those who cherish His name shall dwell there.
the leader. Of David. Lehazkir.a
Q For
Hasten, 0 God, to save me;

0 LoRD, to aid me!
Let those who seek my life
be frustrated and disgraced;
let those who wish me harm,
fall back in shame.
Let those who say, "Aha! Aha! "
tum back because o f their frustration.
But let all who seek You be glad and rejoice in You;
let those who are eager for Your deliverance
always say,
"Extolled be God ! "
But I a m poor and needy;
0 God, hasten to me!
You are my help and my rescuer;
0 LoRD, do not delay.

n

Menning ofHeb. 11/ICertaill.
b Cf Ps. 40.14-18.
- 1)58-

27: Those You have struck and those
You have felled refer to the punish
ment of exile. The psalmist's
friends make light of his sense of
being in exile. 29: The book of life in
which God inscribes the righteous;
see 56.9 n. 32: The animal sacri
fices could not take place without
the Temple; prayer was the substi
tute for sacrifice until the Temple
could be rebuilt (cf. Pss. 5 1 .17-19;
141.2). 34: Captives, Heb "'asirim,"
is another reference to the exiles
(as in Pss. 79.11; 102.21; 107.10, 14).
36: The psalmist derives comfort
and the strength to persist in his
mourning from his firm belief that
God will rebuild the Temple, Jeru
salem, and the couritry of Judah,
and will return the exiles to it.
They will not only live in Judah,
but will inherit it, possess owner
ship that can be bequeathed as an
inheritance to their children. Off
spring of His servants are the de
scendants of those the Bible calls
God's servants. Psalms applies this
designation to Abraham (Ps. 105.6,
42), Jacob (Ps. 136.22), Moses (Ps.
105.26), andOavid (Ps. 78.70). The
psalmist is underlining the conti
nuity between the returnees from
exile who cherish His name and
their ancient ancestors.

Ps. 70: This psalm expresses a
great sense of urgency in calling
on God to save the speaker from
those who threaten his life. It con
trasts the disgrace that will come
to the psalmist's opponents with
the joy of those who trust in God.
The psalm repeats with minor
variations Ps. 40.14-18. "The
LoRD" in Ps. 40.14, 17 is here God
(vv. 2, 5), typical of the Elohist
psalms. The translation inverts the
order of the phrases in vv. 1-5.
3-4: The public shaming (shame is
the opposite of honor) of the
psalmist's opponents will prove
God's power to protect His faithful
ones. Aha! Aha! expresses derisive
joy; cf. 35.21; 40.16. 6: Poor and
needy, typical language of the
psalmist and his community. The
poor have no protector in society;
the psalmist is figuratively poor in
that he has no protector and calls
on God to protect him.
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7 1 I seek refuge in You, 0 LoRD;
2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16

17

may I never be disappointed.
As You are beneficent, save me and rescue me;
incline Your ear to me and deliver me.
Be a sheltering rock for me to which I may always
repair;
decree my deliverance,
for You are my rock and my fortress.
My God, rescue me from the hand of the wicked,
from the grasp of the unjust and the lawless.
For You are my hope,
O Lord Goo,
my trust from my youth.
While yet unborn, I depended on You;
in the womb of my mother, You were my
support; •
I sing Your praises always.
I have become an example for many,
since You are my mighty refuge.
My mouth is full of praise to You,
glorifying You all day long.
Do not cast me off in old age;
when my strength fails, do not forsake me!
For my enemies talk against me;
those who wait for me are of one mind,
saying, "God has forsaken him;
chase him and catch him,
for no one will save him!"
0 God, be not far from me;
my God, hasten to my aid!
Let my accusers perish in frustration;
let those who seek my ruin be clothed in
reproach and disgrace!
As for me, I will hope always,
and add to the many praises of You.
My mouth tells of Your beneficence,
of Your deliverance all day long,
though I know not how to tell it.
I come with praise of Your mighty acts, 0 Lord
Goo;
I celebrate Your beneficence, Yours alone.
You have let me experience it, God, from my
youth;
until now I have proclaimed Your wondrous
deeds,

n Menning of Heb. uncertnin.
- 1359-

7 1 . 1 -7 1 . 1 7

Ps. 7 1 : An individual, now aged
and infirm (vv. 9, 18), who has
been faithful to God all his life,
even while in the womb (v. 6),
prays that God not forsake him as
he reaches the end of his life. Cen
tral is the idea that the purpose of
human life is to offer praise to
God, and that if one dies, that
praise will cease. If praise for God
is to continue (that is, if God is to
be known throughout the world),
God must keep people alive and
in good health. The psalm has a
number of refrainlike repetitions
(vv. 9, 18; 8, 15, 24). The thematic
similarity to Ps. 70 and the lack of
superscription in Ps. 71 have led
some to suggest that these two
psalms were once one psalm.
3: Sheltering rock, "tzur ma'on,"
perhaps suggests the Temple (see
76.3), where the psalmist may be
praying for healing. S-9: Divine
care for the psalmist, from birth
to old age (Ps. 22.1o-11). The
psalmist has always depended
on God and has not yet been
disappointed. 7: Example, in a
positive sense, that others see
how God protects the psalmist.
9: Perhaps implied is that the
psalmist wishes not to be aban
doned even when he no longer
has the strength to serve God.
1 0-1 1 : When others see that God
does not protect the psalmist, they
take advantage of him. 1 2: See Ps.
22.2, 12, 20. 1 4-1 6: The psalmist
looks forward to praising God,
most likely in the Temple.

PSALM S
18

19

20

21
22

23
24
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7 1 . 1 8-72 .9

and even in hoary old age do not forsake me,
God,
until I proclaim Your strength to the next
generation,
Your mighty acts, to all who are to come,
Your beneficence, high as the heavens, 0 God,
You who have done great things;
0 God, who is Your peer!
You who have made me undergo many troubles
and misfortunes
will revive me again,
and raise me up from the depths of the earth.
You will grant me much greatness,
You will turn and comfort me.
Then I will acclaim You to the music of the lyre
for Your faithfulness, 0 my God;
I will sing a hymn to You with a harp,
0 Holy One of Israel.
My lips shall be jubilant, as I sing a hymn to You,
my whole being, which You have redeemed.
All day long my tongue shall recite Your
beneficent acts,
how those who sought my ruin were frustrated
and disgraced.

7 2 Of Solomon.
2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9

0 God, endow the king with Your judgments,
the king's son with Your righteousness;
that he may judge Your people rightly,
Your lowly ones, justly.
Let the mountains produce well-being for the
people,
the hills, the reward of justice.
Let him champion the lowly among the people,
deliver the needy folk,
and crush those who wrong them.
Let them fear You as long as the sun shines,
while the moon lasts, generations on end.
Let him be like rain that falls on a mown field,
like a downpour of rain on the ground,
that the righteous may flourish in his time,
and well-being abound, till the moon is no
more.
Let him rule from sea to sea,
from the river to the ends of the earth.
Let desert-dwellers kneel before him,
and his enemies lick the dust.
- 1 }60-

18: The psalmist does not have
many years of life left to praise
God; he wants to perpetuate the
praise of God beyond his own
lifetime. 20: Depths of the earth,
Sheol, the abode of the dead,
where there is no praising God
(Ps. 6.6). The psalmist prays that
God will revive him (cure his
malady). 22: When his illness is
cured, the psalmist will perform a
thanksgiving ritual in the Temple
(Pss. 50.14; 56.13-14).
Ps. 72: A prayer for the success of
the king, perhaps a coronation
ode. Only Pss. 72 and 1 27 are
headed by Of Solomo11. Ps. 72 is
probably ascribed to Solomon be
cause it emphasizes qualities and
events for which he was known:
judicial wisdom (1 Kings 3.16-28),
the great extent of the kingdom
and the gifts and tribute he col
lected (1 Kings 5.1-3), including
from Tarshish (cf. 1 Kings 10.22),
and from Sheba (cf. 1 Kings 10.10);
he is also the first king who may
be called (v. 1) "the king's son."
1-2: The king's responsibility to
uphold and administer justice
(2 Sam. 8.15; Jer. 22.15-16), with di
vine assistance. Tire ki11g's son, the
dynastic successor, a reference to
the Davidic covenant. Rashi attrib
utes this psalm to David, who
prayed it on behalf of his son
Solomon when David foresaw that
Solomon would ask God for wis
dom. 3-4: Moral order ( justice for
the poor and oppressed) in the
world brings about cosmic order
(fertility and bounty). 5: Let the
wrongdoers fear the king's pun
ishment; or, let the people fear,
that is, respect, the king. 6: A good
king ensures the prosperity of his
people. 8: The extent of the king's
dominionfrom sea to sea, from the
Mediterranean Sea to the Persian
Gulf, and from tl1e river, the Eu
phrates (1 Kings 5·4). This is hy
perbolic court style; or, alterna
tively, the language is mythic,
signifying tha t the king reigns
over the entire universe (cf. Ps.
89.26; Zech. 9.10). 1 0-1 1 : Homage
to the Israelite monarch by distant
kings (1 Kings 4.21); a reflection of
the king's great power. Tarsl1isll,
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10

the city of Tarsus on the southern
coast of Turkey, or Tartessus in
southern Spain; see 1 Kings 10.22.
The islands, the islands of the east
ern Aegean Sea. Sheba, in south
western Arabia; cf. 1 Kings 10.1.
Seba, probably also southwestern
Arabia, or perhaps Ethiopia; cf.
!sa. 43-3· 16: Extremely difficult; it
apparently deals with agricultural
bounty, as in v. 3· 1 7: The king's
name means both his fame (1 Kings
3 .14) and his progeny. All natiolls
. . . lmppy, the promises to the an
cestors (Gen. 12.3) fulfilled in the
Davidic realm and dynasty. 1 8-19:
Not a part of the psalm, but the
concluding doxology of Book li of
the Psalter (see 41.14; 89.53;
106.48). 20: Important evidence for
the gradual editing of the psalter;
contrast the "Davidic" psalms
found later, e.g., 86; 101; 103.

11

12
13
14

15

16

17

18

Let kings of Tarshish and the islands pay tribute,
kings of Sheba and Seba offer gifts.
Let all kings bow to him,
and all nations serve him.
For he saves the needy who cry out,
the lowly who have no helper.
He cares about the poor and the needy;
He brings the needy deliverance.
He redeems them from fraud and lawlessness;
•the shedding of their blood weighs heavily
upon him:•
So let him live, and receive gold of Sheba;
let prayers for him be said always,
blessings on him invoked at all times.
b·Let abundant grain be in the land, to the tops of
the mountains;
let his crops thrive like the forest of Lebanon;
and let men sprout up in towns like country
grass.
May his name be eternal;
while the sun lasts, may his name endure;·b
let men invoke his blessedness upon
themselves;
let all nations count him happy.

19

Blessed is the LORD God, God of Israel,
who alone does wondrous things;
Blessed is His glorious name forever;
His glory fills the whole world.
Amen and Amen.

20

End of the prayers of David son of Jesse.
BOOK THREE

7 3 A psalm of Asaph.
2
3

God is truly good to Israel,
to those whose heart is pure.
As for me, my feet had almost strayed,
my steps were nearly led off course,
for I envied the wanton;
I saw the wicked at ease.

a-a Or "tlteir life is precio11s i11 ltis sight."
b-b Mea11i11g ofsome Heb. pitrases i11 these verses 1111certai11.
- 1361 -

7 2 . 1 0-73 · 3

Ps. 73: The psalm invokes typical
wisdom themes (as in Prov. and
Eccl.) about God's justice in the
world and His punishment of evil.
The psalmist, seeing how wicked
people prosper and how they have
no fear of punishment, almost
abandoned his belief that God re
wards the good and punishes the
evil. But a visit to the Temple, with
its aura of being in God's presence,
caused the psalmist to reconsider.
His faith was strengthened and he
renews his praise of God. 1 : This
psalm begins a collection attrib
uted to Asap/1 (Pss. 73-83), a Levite
who established a guild of Temple
singers (1 Chron. ch 25); see also
Ps. 50 n. 1-3: The psalmist affirms

PSALM
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21
22

23

73 .4-73 . 23

Death has no pangs for them;
their body is healthy.
They have no part in the travail of men;
they are not afflicted like the rest of mankind.
So pride adorns their necks,
lawlessness enwraps them as a mantle.
•·Fat shuts out their eyes;
their fancies are extravagant:•
They scoff and plan evil;
from their eminence they plan wrongdoing.
They set their mouths against heaven,
and their tongues range over the earth.
•·So they pound His people again and again,
until they are drained of their very last tear:•
Then they say, "How could God know?
Is there knowledge with the Most High?"
Such are the wicked;
ever tranquil, they amass wealth.
It was for nothing that I kept my heart pure
and washed my hands in innocence,
seeing that I have been constantly afflicted,
that each morning brings new punishments.
Had I decided to say these things,
I should have been false to the circle of Your
disciples.
So I applied myself to understand this,
but it seemed a hopeless task
till I entered God's sanctuary
and reflected on their fate.
You surround them with flattery;
You make them fall through blandishments.
How suddenly are they ruined,
wholly swept away by terrors.
•·When You are aroused You despise their image,
as one does a dream after waking, 0 Lord:•
My mind was stripped of its reason,
b·my feelings were numbed:b
I was a dolt, without knowledge;
I was brutish toward You.
Yet I was always with You,
You held my right hand;

a-a Meaning of Heb. 11/rcertain.
b-b Lit. "I was pierced tlrrouglr in nuJ kidneys. "
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God's goodness to the upright, al
though he came close to rejecting
this idea when he saw the good
fortune of the wicked. 4-10: The
prosperity and contentment of the
wicked. The wicked are successful,
arrogant, materialistic, and they
doubt God's power. 4-5: Illness
and early death were thought to be
punishments for sin, yet the
wicked do not suffer these things
nor do they worry about suffering
them. They seem to have it easy in
life. 1 1 : See Pss. 10. 1 1; 64.6; 94·7·
There was no atheism in ancient
times, only the notion that God
lacked knowledge and power.
1 3-15: The psalmist found no ben
efit in his righteousness. He hesi
tated to utter his doubts publicly,
and sought to understand his ob
servations. 1 6-17: Reason alone
could not solve the psalmist's
dilemma or quiet his doubts; a re
ligious experience in God's sanctu
ary provided him with an answer.
Sanctuary is plural in Heb, perhaps
referring to the Temple, or, alterna
tively, to assembly-places of the
wise. 1 8-20: The wicked may
look successful but ruin will come
upon them suddenly (d. Ps. 37;
Job 4·8-9). 21-22: The psalmist
apologizes for his earlier doubts.
23-24: God has helped the psalm
ist in the past, and he looks
forward to similar help now.
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24
25

26

27
28

You guided me by Your counsel
•·and led me toward honor:•
Whom else have I in heaven?
And having You, I want no one on earth.
My body and mind fail;
but God is the stayb of my mind, my portion
forever.
Those who keep far from You perish;
You annihilate all who are untrue to You.
As for me, nearness to God is good;
I have made the Lord Goo my refuge,
that I may recount all Your works.

7 4 A maskil of Asaph.
2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

Why, 0 God, do You forever reject us,
do You fume in anger at the flock that You tend?
Remember the community You made Yours long
ago,
Your very own tribe that You redeemed,
Mount Zion, where You dwelL
<·Bestir Yourself-< because of the dperpetual
tumult,-d
all the outrages of the enemy in the sanctuary.
Your foes roar inside Your meeting-place;
they take their signs for true signs.
d-It is like men wielding axes
against a gnarled tree;
with hatchet and pike
they hacked away at its carved work:d
They made Your sanctuary go up in flames;
they brought low in dishonor the dwelling-place
of Your presence.
They resolved, "Let us destroy them altogether!"
They burned all God's tabernacles in the land.
No signs appear for us;
there is no longer any prophet;
no one among us knows for how long.
Till when, 0 God, will the foe blaspheme,
will the enemy forever revile Your name?
Why do You hold back Your hand, Your right
hand?
d-Qraw it out of Your bosom!·d

n-n Menning of H�b. 11ncrrtnin; otiJ�rs '"And nftcnl'nrd receive me with glory. '"
b Lit. '"rock."'
c-c Lit. '"Lift "P Yollrfeel.'"
d-d Memring of Heb. 11nccrtni11.

P S A L M S 73 - 2 4-74 - 1 1
25: God is his only help, in heaven
or on earth. Having God, he has
no need of another source of
help. 26: My portion, see Ps. 16.5.
27: Untrue in Heb is "zoneh," the
same word for "to prostitute one
self"; prostitution or infidelity was
the common term for idolatry.
28: The psalmist favors nearness to
God, as opposed to tltose who keep
far from You (v. 27).
Ps. 74: An exilic lament for the de
struction of Jerusalem. The psalm
ist calls upon God to end the exile.
God, the creator of the world and
the vanquisher of the mythic
forces of chaos, is called upon to
vanquish the Babylonians, who are
identified with the forces of chaos.
Vv. 3-18 resemble Lamentations in
the way they make the destruction
of Jerusalem vivid. 1 : Asaplt, see
Ps. 73 n. 1-2: Experiencing disaster
and exile, the psalmist recalls the
early history of the relationship
between God and IsraeL This spe
cial relationship, the fact that
God chose Judah and dwelled on
Zion, are the reasons that He
should restore Judah and Zion (cf.
also v. 20). The flock tlwt You tend, in
the exodus (Exod. 15.13, 16-q).

The commtmity You made Yours,
through the covenant at Sinai. Your
very own tribe, Judah, the tribe in
which Jerusalem was located.
5: For the Babylonians coming as
woodcutters with axes, see Jer.
46.22-23. 9-10: There is no reliable
prophet to tell them how long
the exile will last (see Amos
8.11). 1 1 : A plea to God to take
action against the enemy.

PSALMS 74 - 1 2-75 ·4
12
13

14

15
16
17

18

19

20

21
22

23

0 God, my King from of old,
who brings deliverance throughout the land;
it was You who drove back the sea with Your
might,
who smashed the heads of the monsters in the
waters;
it was You who crushed the heads of Leviathan,
who left him as food for •the denizens of the
desert;·•
it was You who released springs and torrents,
who made mighty rivers run dry;
the day is Yours, the night also;
it was You who set in place the orb of the sun;
You fixed all the boundaries of the earth;
summer and winter-You made them.
Be mindful of how the enemy blasphemes the
LORD,
how base people revile Your name.
Do not deliver Your dove to the wild beast;
do not ignore forever the band of Your lowly
ones.
Look to the covenant!
For the dark places of the land are full of the
haunts of lawlessness.
Let not the downtrodden turn away disappointed;
let the poor and needy praise Your name.
Rise, 0 God, champion Your cause;
be mindful that You are blasphemed by base
men all day long.
Do not ignore the shouts of Your foes,
the din of Your adversaries that ascends all the
time.

7 5 For the leader; al tash!wth.

A psalm of Asaph, a song.

2

We praise You, 0 God;
we praise You;
Your presence is near;
men tell of Your wondrous deeds.

3

"At the time I choose,
I will give judgment equitably.
Earth and all its inhabitants dissolve;
it is I who keep its pillars firm.

4

n-n Or "senfnrirtg 111e11 "; meaning of Heb. uucertnin.

Selah.

KETHUVIM

1 2-17: The classic example of
God's power is the creation of the
world, here retold in a mythologi
cal way (different from Gen. chs
1-3) so as to emphasize God's
might over the forces of chaos. A
God as powerful as this can cer
tainly defeat the Babylonians. Cf.
also Ps. 89.9-14- 1 4: Leviathan, the
forces of chaos represented as a
sea-monster (Job 3.8; 26.12-13;
41.1; Isa. 27.1), also mentioned in
the myths from Ugarit. 1 6-1 7: Just
as God fixed the spatial bound
aries of the world, confining the
waters and making them flow
where he wanted, so he fixed the
temporal boundaries, creating
day and night, and the seasons.
19: Your dove, sacrificial animal
of the poor (e.g., Lev. 5.7); here a
metaphor for those slaughtered by
Babylonia like sacrificed animals
(Isa. 34.6-7). 20: Despite the de
struction and exile, God's cove
nant with Israel is still in force.
The covenant implies that God
must protect Israel. 23: Here the
foes and adversaries are both the
Babylonians and the forces of
chaos (vv. 12-17). The Babylonians
are made to look as dangerous as
the forces of chaos, which God
must destroy so that the world
will continue to exist as God cre
ated it.
Ps. 75: Praise for God, who ren
ders justice. The wicked should
not be arrogant because God
will judge them as they deserve.
1 : AI tashbeth, perhaps "do not de
stroy"; see Ps. 57.1 . Asaph, see Ps.
73.1 n. 2: Your presence, Heb "Your
name." God is accessible. 3-5: The
psalmist is quoting God in these
vv. 3: At tlw time, the time God sets
for judging. Humans do not know
when God will render judgment
but they should rest assured that
the time will come. God's justice
is equitable. 4: Just as the earth
has "pillars" to keep it firm, so jus
tice keeps society firm. Pillars, see
1 Sam. 2.8. Selah, see Ps. 3·3 n.
If God's words continue in the
next v., this does not seem to be
the place for subdividing the
psalm. Ibn Ezra suggests that v. 5
begins the words of the psalmist.
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To wanton men I say, 'Do not be wanton!'
to the wicked, 'Do not lift up your horns!' "

6

Do not lift your horns up high
•·in vainglorious bluster:•
For what lifts a man comes not from the east
or the west or the wilderness; b
for God it is who gives judgment;
He brings down one man, He lifts up
another.
There is a cup in the LoRn's hand
with foaming wine fully mixed;
from this He pours;
all the wicked of the earth drink,
draining it to the very dregs.
As for me, I will declare forever,
I will sing a hymn to the God of Jacob.

7
8

9

10

11

"All the horns of the wicked I will cut;
but the horns of the righteous shall be lifted
up. "

7 6 AForpsalm
the leader; with instrumental music.
of Asaph, a song.
2
3
4

5
6

God has made Himself known in Judah,
His name is great in Israel;
Salem became His abode;
Zion, His den.
There He broke the fiery arrows of the bow,
Selah.
the shield and the sword of war.
You were resplendent,
glorious, on the mountains of prey.
The stout-hearted were despoiled;
they were in a stupor;
the bravest of men could not lift a hand.

a-a Lit. "with arrogant neck you speak."
b Reading midbar with many 11/SS.
5: Lift up your horns, an idiom
meaning to be victorious. The
wicked lift their horns in arro
gance, as if they have won, but ul
timately their horns will be cut
(they will be deprived of power)
and the horns of the righteous will
be lifted up in victory over evil
(v. 11 and cf. Ibn Ezra on v. 1 1).

7: Wilderness: The v. is difficult. If
the word "harim" is read, it may
mean "mountains," signifying the
north (the opposite of "wilder
ness," referring to the south),
or it may be a verb, "to raise up."
9: The wp (of the LoRD's wrath in
!sa. 51. 17; Jer. 25.15) signifies pun
ishment.

?S - 5 -76 . 6

Ps. 76: A hymn praising God, the
victorious warrior, who resides in
Jerusalem. Attempts have been
made to identify the specific battle
that may have occasioned the
psalm, but there is no consensus.
An ancient tradition, reflected in
the LXX, rabbinic midrashim, and
Rashi, connects it with the defeat
of Sennacherib (2 Kings 19.35).
Others interpret the battle as es
chatologicaL In either case, as else
where in the Bible, God is depicted
as the divine warrior. The two as
pects of God highlighted here are
His strength as a warrior and as a
judge-these are the attributes of
successful kings; God is envi
sioned as the supreme king,
known to Israel and Judah at the
beginning of the psalm and ac
knowledged by all the kings of the
earth at the end. The text is not
well preserved and consequently
interpreting it is difficult. 1 : Asaph,
see Ps. 73- 1 n. 2: Judah . . . Israel: If
Israel is the Northern Kingdom,
this would date the psalm to the
time of the divided monarchy.
Alternatively, "Israel" may be
a general designation that is
used to parallel Judah. 3: Salem,
variant name for Jerusalem (Gen.
14.18). His abode . . . His den: Heb
"sukkah" and "ma'on" have
two sets of associations, God's
protective pavilion (the Temple
or the sky) and a lion's den. For
"sukkah" as the Temple, cf. Pss.
27.5; 31.21; cf. Exod. 40.3; for a
lion's den, Ps. 10.9. For "ma'on"
as the Temple, cf. Ps. 26.8; for a
den, Amos 3.4; Nah. 2.12; Song
4.8. "Ma'on" and "sukkah" are
used in parallelism for a lion's
den in Job 38·39-40. God as a lion
is an image of fearsome strength.
Jer. 25.30 also invokes this associa
tion: God roars from his holy
"ma'on." It may explain Amos
1.2 as welL 4: T11ere, Some com
mentators see this as referring to
David's conquest of Jerusalem.
For the breaking of the (enemies')
weapons, see Ps. 46.10. Selah (also
v. 10), see Ps. 3-3 n. 5: Mountains of
prey, A strange phrase, variously
interpreted as "mountains of
booty," "mountains rich with
game," or, with an emendation,

7
8

9
10

11
12

13

At Your blast, 0 God of Jacob,
horse and chariot lay stunned.
0 You ! You are awesome!
Who can withstand You
when You are enraged?
In heaven You pronounced sentence;
the earth was numbed with fright
as God rose to execute judgment,
to deliver all the lowly of the earth.
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Selah.

•The fiercest of men shall acknowledge You,
when You gird on the last bit of fury:•
Make vows and pay them to the LoRD your God;
•·all who are around Him shall bring tribute to
the Awesome One. ·•
He curbs the spirit of princes,
inspires awe in the kings of the earth.

7 7 For the leader; on Jeduthun. Of Asaph. A psalm.
2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11

I cry aloud to God;
I cry to God that He may give ear to me.
In my time of distress I turn to the Lord,
•with my hand [uplifted];
[my eyes] flow all night without respite; ·•
I will not be comforted.
I call God to mind, I moan,
Selah.
I complain, my spirit fails.
You have held my eyelids open;
I am overwrought, I cannot speak.
My thoughts turn to days of old,
to years long past.
I recall at night their jibes at me;
I commune with myself;
my spirit inquires,
"Will the Lord reject forever
and never again show favor?
Has His faithfulness disappeared forever?
Will His promise be unfulfilled for all time?
Has God forgotten how to pity?
Has He in anger stifled His compassion?"
Selah.
And I said, •·"It is my fault
that the right hand of the Most High has
changed."·•

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
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"everlasting mountains." If taken
as mountains ofprey it connects
with the image of God as a lion
(v. 3); for prey associated with a
"ma'on" of a lion, cf. Amos 3-4;
Nah. 2.13; Job 38.40. 7: At your
blast ("roar"), God's war-cry.
9-10: As in Ps. 75, God is a power
ful judge. When God pronounces
and executes his judgment, the
world is terrified. 1 1 : Very diffi
cult; the fiercest of men may be
Israel's enemies. Some read
'"edam" (Edam, a kingdom south
of Judah) instead of '"adam,"
"men," and "]:l amat" (Hamath, a
kingdom to the north) instead of
fury, Heb "]:lemot." 1 2: Tribute is
brought to God by the kings of the
earth (Ps. 72.10-1 1), showing that
God is recognized by all as the
supreme king.
Ps. 77: An individual calls upon
God in his time of trouble, con
necting his personal plight to the
nation's past, specifically to the ex
odus, the paradigm for the return
from the exile; like Rashi, we may
see this psalm as lamenting the
exile and hoping for a new exo
dus. The God of the exodus is
known for His faithfulness and
mercy, yet now God seems to have
lost these characteristics. "Has
God changed?" wonders the
psalmist. "How long will he ig
nore me?" The psalm climaxes in a
paean of praise in which the exo
dus, specifically the splitting of the
sea, is couched in terms of the vic
tory over chaos at the time of the
creation. The implication is that
the return from exile will not
only be a new exodus, but also a
new creation. 1 : fedutlnm, see
Ps. 39.1. Asaph, see Ps. 73.1 n.
2-4: Initial appeal for divine help
(Ps. 142.2-4). 3: Night is the time
when pain and trouble seem most
unbearable; cf. Ps. 6.7; Lam. 1.2.
Rashi equates night with the exile.

4: I call . . . to mind . . . moan . . .
complain: These verbs connote ut
tering aloud. Selah (also vv. 10, 16),
see Ps. 3·3 n. 5-7: The speaker,
who cannot sleep a t night, pon
ders the past and his present situa
tion. 5: Eyelids open, watchful, as in
night vigils (Rashi). 6: Days of old,
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12

enemy, as in: "He let fly His shafts
and scattered them; He discharged
lightning and routed them" (Ps.
18.15). Your thunder ntmbled like
wheels: On the noise of chariot
wheels, see Jer. 47.3; Ezek. 26.10.
The mention of wheels may recall
the chariots of the pursuing Egyp
tians (cf. Exod. 14.9, 23-25), the
topic of this section.

13
14
15

16
17

18

19

20

21

I recall the deeds of the LoRn;
yes, I recall Your wonders of old;
I recount all Your works;
I speak of Your acts.
0 God, Your ways are holiness;
what god is as great as God?
You are the God who works wonders;
You have manifested Your strength among the
peoples.
By Your arm You redeemed Your people,
Selah.
the children of Jacob and Joseph.
The waters saw You, 0 God,
the waters saw You and were convulsed;
the very deep quaked as well.
Clouds streamed water;
the heavens rumbled;
Your arrows flew about;
Your thunder rumbled like wheels;
lightning lit up the world;
the earth quaked and trembled.
Your way was through the sea,
Your path, through the mighty waters;
Your tracks could not be seen.
You led Your people like a flock
in the care of Moses and Aaron.

7 8 A maskil of Asaph.
2

Give ear, my people, to my teaching,
turn your ear to what I say.
I will expound a theme,
hold forth on the lessons of the past,

the time of the exodus, the para
digmatic act of divine liberation
(vv. 2o--21). 7: Recall . . . comtlllllte:
These are the same verbs, "z-k-r"
and "s-y-1),'' that occur in v. 4:
en// . . . to mind and complain. 8-10:
God, who is known for His faith
fulness, for keeping His promise,
and for His mercy (cf. Exod. 34-6),
is not manifesting these qualities.
The psalmist wonders if God's na
ture has changed. 1 2-21 : The
psalmist recalls ("z-k-r") the clas
sic demonstration of God's power
on behalf of Israel, the exodus and
the splitting of the sea, which is
likened to the mythical victory
over the forces of chaos. 12: Just as

he voiced his complaint in vv. 4
and 7, the psalmist voices praise
for God here. 1 6: Jacob and Joseph,
the ancestors immediately preced
ing the exodus, from whom Israel
descended. Some see in Joseph a
reference to the Northern King
dom; perhaps an earlier version of
the psalm derived from the North.
1 7-21 : The sea of the exodus is
identified with the waters of chaos,
defeated by God (!sa. 51.g-10; cf.
Pss. 18.8-16; 114.3-6). 1 8-19: Lan
guage of theophany; God ap
peared on Sinai amidst thunder
and lightning. Your arrows are
flashes of lightning and also the
weapons God uses against the

77. 1 2-78 .2

Ps. 78: This is the second-longest
psalm, after Ps. 1 19. It defies cate
gorization; its opening is very wis
dom-like, while much of the rest is
a historical precis consisting of a
reinterpretation of earlier biblical
traditions. In the latter sense it is
similar to Pss. 105 and 106, with
which it is often compared. Per
haps it may be considered a didac
tic historical psalm in that it uses a
narrative about the past to teach
about the present. It is addressed
to the public (v. 1 "Give ear, my
people") rather than to God. Its in
troduction suggests that its pur
pose is to encourage the listeners
to be obedient, in contrast to previ
ous generations (vv. 6-7). The
psalm concludes, however, with a
justification for the destruction of
the Northern Kingdom (722 BCE),
and praise for Davidic kingship
centered in the chosen city of Zion.
Thus, like many psalms, this one
may have gone through a process
of revision; in any case, it needs to
be dated in its final form after the
fall of the Northern Kingdom in
722, if not to exilic times. The nar
rative as recounted in the psalm
differs from that found in the
Torah. This is in part because of
the specific focus of the psalm,
which might explain why certain
events are omitted and others are
told in a particular fashion. It is
based on non-Priestly narrative
traditions (especially the source J)
as well as traditions which were
ultimately not canonized. Tradi
tional Jewish interpretation, how
ever, assumes that this psalm fol
lows the authoritative Torah, and
therefore expends much effort in
reconciling these texts. 1-2: These
vv. show affinities to wisdom liter
a ture, and to Deuteronomy, which
itself is influenced by wisdom tra-

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

things we have heard and known,
that our fathers have told us.
We will not withhold them from their children,
telling the coming generation
the praises of the LoRD and His might,
and the wonders He performed.
He established a decree in Jacob,
ordained a teaching in Israel,
charging our fathers
to make them known to their children,
that a future generation might know
-children yet to be bornand in turn tell their children
that they might put their confidence in God,
and not forget God's great deeds,
but observe His commandments,
and not be like their fathers,
a wayward and defiant generation,
a generation whose heart was inconstant,
whose spirit was not true to God.
Like the Ephraimite bowmen
who played false in the day of battle,
they did not keep God's covenant,
they refused to follow His instruction;
they forgot His deeds
and the wonders that He showed them.
He performed marvels in the sight of their fathers,
in the land of Egypt, the plain of Zoan.
He split the sea and took them through it;
He made the waters stand like a wall.
He led them with a cloud by day,
and throughout the night by the light of fire.
He split rocks in the wilderness
and gave them drink as if from the great deep.
He brought forth streams from a rock
and made them flow down like a river.
But they went on sinning against Him,
defying the Most High in the parched land.
To test God was in their mind
when they demanded food for themselves.
They spoke against God, saying,
"Can God spread a feast in the wilderness?
True, He struck the rock and waters flowed,
streams gushed forth;
but can He provide bread?
Can He supply His people with meat?"
-
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ditions. 4: Traditions that reflect on

the praises of the LoRD and His 111ight,
nnd tl1e wonders are emphasized.
5-7: Context suggests that decree
and teaching refer to the following
narrative, which is to be told gen
eration to generation. This is not,
however, the usual meaning of the
terms, and the pair "covenant"
and "instruction," used in v. 10,
likewise suggests legal matters.
V. 7 might bridge these notions of
law and history, by suggesting that
recalling God's great acts for Israel
leads to observance of the law (see
also vv. 1o-11). 9: This is very un
clear; much traditional Jewish in
terpretation (so, e.g., Rashi, Radak)
connects it to an abortive first exo
dus organized by the Ephraimites.
1 1 : In contrast to wonders, deeds
is not an important term of the ex
odus tradition. 1 2: Zonn, in the
Nile Delta, is not mentioned in
association with the exodus tradi
tion in the Torah. 1 3: Like n wn/1
quotes Exod. 15.8, suggesting that
the Song of the Sea was among
this psalmist's sources. 1 4: See Ex
odus 13.21 (J). 1 5-31 : These tradi
tions are similar to Exod. chs 17
(water from the rock) and 16
(manna and birds; see also Num.
11), but their order is reversed.
1 7: Similar notices (e.g., vv. 21, 32)
create a type of refrain, emphasiz
ing the main point: Israel's sin
fulness. 1 9-20: Comparable
sentiments are attributed to
Moses in Num. 11 .21-22.
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39

40

The LORD heard and He raged;
fire broke out against Jacob,
anger flared up at Israel,
because they did not put their trust in God,
did not rely on His deliverance.
So He commanded the skies above,
He opened the doors of heaven
and rained manna upon them for food,
giving them heavenly grain.
Each man ate a hero's meal;
He sent them provision in plenty.
He set the east wind moving in heaven,
and drove the south wind by His might.
He rained meat on them like dust,
winged birds like the sands of the sea,
making them come down inside His camp,
around His dwelling-place.
They ate till they were sated;
He gave them what they craved.
They had not yet wearied of what they craved,
the food was still in their mouths
when God's anger flared up at them.
He slew their sturdiest,
struck down the youth of Israel.
Nonetheless, they went on sinning
and had no faith in His wonders.
He made their days end in futility,
their years in sudden death.
When He struck• them, they turned to Him
and sought God once again.
They remembered that God was their rock,
God Most High, their Redeemer.
Yet they deceived Him with their speech,
lied to Him with their words;
their hearts were inconstant toward Him;
they were untrue to His covenant.
But He, being merciful, forgave iniquity
and would not destroy;
He restrained His wrath time and again
and did not give full vent to His fury;
for He remembered that they were but flesh,
a passing breath that does not return.
How often did they defy Him in the
wilderness,
did they grieve Him in the wasteland!

a Lit. "killed. "
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25: Exod. 16.17-18, in contrast,
emphasizes the moderate, though
sufficient quantity of manna.
Many scholars understand hero's
meal as food of the angels, and
so does ancient interpretation.
27-3 1 : See Num. 11 (J), though
the psalmist nowhere calls the
meat quail. 38: This v., an impor
tant theological explanation for di
vine mercy, is reused in several
later Jewish penitential contexts.
39: Clearly this author, as is
typical of the biblical period,
does not believe in resurrection.
41 : Num. 14.22, which states that
the people "have tried Me these
many times and have disobeyed
Me," has a similar understand
ing of the wilderness period.
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42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49

50

51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60

Again and again they tested God,
vexed • the Holy One of Israel.
They did not remember His strength,
or the day He redeemed them from the foe;
how He displayed His signs in Egypt,
His wonders in the plain of Zoan.
He turned their rivers into blood;
He made their waters undrinkable.
He inflicted upon them swarms of insects to
devour them,
frogs to destroy them.
He gave their crops over to grubs,
their produce to locusts.
He killed their vines with hail,
their sycamores bwith frost. -b
He gave their beasts over to hail,
their cattle to lightning bolts.
He inflicted His burning anger upon them,
wrath, indignation, trouble,
a band of deadly messengers.
He cleared a path for His anger;
He did not stop short of slaying them,
but gave them over to pestilence.
He struck every first-born in Egypt,
the first fruits of their vigor in the tents of Ham.
He set His people moving like sheep,
drove them like a flock in the wilderness.
He led them in safety; they were unafraid;
as for their enemies, the sea covered them.
He brought them to His holy realm,
the mountain His right hand had acquired.
He expelled nations before them,
d·settled the tribes of Israel in their tents,
allotting them their portion by the line:d
c

Yet they defiantly tested God Most High,
and did not observe His decrees.
They fell away, disloyal like their fathers;
they played false like a treacherous bow.
They vexed Him with their high places;
they incensed Him with their idols.
God heard it and was enraged;
He utterly rejected Israel.
He forsook the tabernacle of Shiloh,
the tent He had set among men.

n Or "set n limit to."
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
Or "/•ill" wit/1 Septuagint nnd Sandin.
d-d Inverted for clarity.

c
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42-43: The terms redeemed from
Egypt and sig11s and wonders are
characteristic of Deuteronomy
(e.g., 7.8, 19). 44-51 : Rather than
ten plagues, as in Exodus, seven
plagues are described: blood (44),
swarms of frogs (45), locusts (46),
hail affecting agriculture (47), hail
affecting livestock (48), pestilence
(50), and death of the first-born
(51). The missing plagues from the
perspective of the Torah include
darkness (contrast Ps. 105.28,
where it is the first plague), and
lice, which is only mentioned in
the Priestly source. 45: The Heb is
simply swarms ("'arov"), and here
refers to swarnrs of frogs. In Exod.
9.16-28, '"arov" is a free-standing
plague of either swarms of insects
or animals. 49: This v. is an inter
lude, describing no plague in par
ticular; it plays a major role in a
midrash quoted in the Passover
Haggadah, where it serves to mul
tiply the number of plagues. For
Radak, it alludes to the plagues
mentioned in Exodus but not ex
plicit in this psalm, so that Psalms
may be reconciled with Exodus.
50: The expression gave tlzem over
to pestilence may suggest the pesti
lence was viewed as a minor deity
(see also "a band of deadly mes
sengers" in the previous v.).
52-53: The wanderings in the
desert, alluded to earlier in the
psalm, are glossed over here.
54: Another echo of the Song of
the Sea (Exod. 15.17). 55: A re
markably concise summary of
Joshua. 56-64: The destruction of
Shiloh because of the idolatry of
the Northern tribes. 58: This v. is
suffused with the terminology of
Deuteronomy and related books.
60: The destruction of Shiloh, the
central site in the period of Sam
uel, is never narrated in Samuel,
and is assumed to have been ac
complished by the Philistines.
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PSALMS 78.61-79.4

61

theology"; the order of these
events here is the opposite of that
narrated in Samuel, where first
David, and then Jerusalem, was
chosen. 70-72: This partakes in the
common ancient Near Eastern
image of the king as the shepherd
of his people. 72: The depiction of
David is highly idealized, more
like Chronicles than Samuel.

62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

He let His might• go into captivity,
His glory into the hands of the foe.
He gave His people over to the sword;
He was enraged at His very own.
Fire consumed their young men,
and their maidens b·remained unwed:b
Their priests fell by the sword,
and their widows could not weep.
The Lord awoke as from sleep,
like a warrior <·shaking off·c wine.
He beat back His foes,
dealing them lasting disgrace.
He rejected the clan of Joseph;
He did not choose the tribe of Ephraim.
He did choose the tribe of Judah,
Mount Zion, which He loved.
He built His Sanctuary like the heavens,
like the earth that He established forever.
He chose David, His servant,
and took him from the sheepfolds.
He brought him from minding the nursing ewes
to tend His people Jacob, Israel, His very own.
He tended them with blameless heart;
with skillful hands he led them.

7 9 A psalm of Asaph.
2

3

4

0 God, heathens have entered Your domain,
defiled Your holy temple,
and turned Jerusalem into ruins.
They have left Your servants' corpses
as food for the fowl of heaven,
and the flesh of Your faithful for the wild beasts.
Their blood was shed like water around
Jerusalem,
with none to bury them.
We have become the butt of our neighbors,
the scorn and derision of those around us.

a I.e., the Ark; cf Ps. 132.8.
b-b Lit. "had no nuptial song. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
64: They did not weep due to the
huge magnitude of the catastro
phe. 65: On God awaking, see
7·7 n. 67: Tlze clan ofJoseph and the
tribe of Ephraim refer to the North
ern Kingdom as a whole: it is

named after its most significant
groups. 68-72: The choosing of
Jerusalem as a royal city and of
David as the first king are here
tightly linked in what modern
scholars call "the Royal Zion

- 1)71 -

Ps. 79: An exilic lament for the de
struction of Jerusalem and the
Temple, like Ps. 74 and Lamenta
tions. The psalm sees the destruc
tion as an affront to God rather
than to the people of Judah, and
calls upon God to redress the
heinous act for the sake of His
name (v. 9). The psalm draws on a
common stock of phrases and mo
tifs of lament. This psalm is recited
at the Western Wall on Friday
evenings and on the 9th of Av.
1 : Asaplz, see Ps. 73.1 n. Heathens,
Heb "goyim," is used in a neutral
sense of other na tions; here it
refers to Babylonia and its allies
(Ps. 137·7-8). You r domain, God's
"naJ:talah," the land of Israel, or in
this case, Judah. Ruins ("'iyim") is
a rare word, possibly alluding to
the well-known prophecy of Mic.
3.12 (see Jer. 26.18), "Jerusalem
shall become heaps of ruins
('"iyim")." 2-3: To be left unburied
and exposed to scavengers is in
the ancient Near East a terrible
disgrace (Josh. 10.27; 2 Kings
9.25-26). For variations on this
image, see Ezek. 32-4-6; Zeph.
1.17. When sacrifices were brought
to the Temple, or when meat was
eaten, the blood was to be poured
out like water (Deut. 12.24, 27), so
there is an ironic element here, in
that Judah was a sacrifice whose
blood was poured out. In addition,
blood defiles, as does a corpse.
So the heathens have defiled Jeru
salem not only by the simple act of
entering God's holy precinct
(which according to some views
was off-limits to them; see Lam.
1.10), but further by contaminat
ing it with blood and corpses.
Concerning You r faithful, see
Ps. 4·4 n. 4: Ps. 44.14. The scorn
heaped upon the defeated
Judah is a conventional motif.

PSALMS 79 · 5-80 . 2
5
6

7
8

9

10

11

12
13

How long, 0 LoRD, will You be angry forever,
will Your indignation blaze like fire?
Pour out Your fury on the nations that do not
know You,
upon the kingdoms that do not invoke Your
name,
for they have devoured Jacob
and desolated his home.
Do not hold our former iniquities against us;
let Your compassion come swiftly toward us,
for we have sunk very low.
Help us, 0 God, our deliverer,
for the sake of the glory of Your name.
Save us and forgive our sin,
for the sake of Your name.
Let the nations not say, "Where is their God?"
Before our eyes let it be known among the nations
that You avenge the spilled blood of Your
servants.
Let the groans of the prisoners reach You;
reprieve those condemned to death,
as befits Your great strength.
Pay back our neighbors sevenfold
for the abuse they have flung at You, 0 Lord.
Then we, Your people,
the flock You shepherd,
shall glorify You forever;
for all time we shall tell Your praises.

8 0 Of Asaph. A psalm.

For the leader; on shoshannim, eduth.

2

Give ear, 0 shepherd of Israel
who leads Joseph like a flock!
Appear, You who are enthroned on the cherubim,

5: Cf. Ps. 89.47. The question about
the duration of divine wrath,
which seems endless, is typical of
laments (Ps. 74·9-10). 6-7: Jer.
25.10. These vv. were added to the
end of the Passover Haggadah
during the Middle Ages, reacting
to Jewish persecution; they are
part of the hope for the redemp
tion of Israel. 8-9: One of the few
laments that contains an admis
sion of Israel's sins. Former iniqui
ties may mean the earlier (pre
exilic) iniquities of the speakers
that, according to the Deutero-

nomic idea assumed here, led to
the destruction. Another interpre
tation is "iniquities of former gen
erations," which would refer to the
idea of intergenerational punish
ment (see Exod. 34.7). The empha
sis, however, is not on Israel's
guilt, but on God's future actions.
1 0: Incremental movement from
the admission of sins and the hope
that they will not be held against
the community (v. 8), to a plea that
God forgive the sins (v. 9), to the
idea that God avenge the spi/led
blood of Your servants, that is, pun-
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ish the enemy for the destruction,
which is an affront to God (also v.
12). 1 1 : Prisoners, exiles. Tl10se con
demned to deat/1: Being denied ac
cess to the Temple is like death, for
one cannot praise God (cf. Ps.
137.4). When the restoration has
taken place, the people will be able
to praise God (v. 13). Cf. Ps. 142.8.
1 2 : The psalmist appeals for seven
fold retribution on Babylonia's al
lies. Many laments end with a plea
for retribution against the enemy;
this is not to be taken as simple re
venge, but as a way of expressing
the hope for the return of the right
world order, where evil has no
place and all acknowledge God.
Pay back . . . sevenfold, a stereotypi
cal number that may evoke the
vengeance of Cain (Gen. 4.15).
Like Cain, Israel was banished
from its land /soil and from God's
presence. For the abuse they have
flung at You: An attack on God's
Temple and His people is an af
front to God, as in v. 1. 1 3: Like
Pss. 77 and 78, Ps. 79 ends with
the image of the divine shepherd;
Ps. So begins with the same image,
thereby joining together this clus
ter of Asaphite psalms.
Ps. 80: Its references to the North
ern Kingdom suggest that this
may originally have been a lament
for the fall of the Northern King
dom (722 BCE), but its placement
after Ps. 79, with which it shares
phraseology, indicates that the
psalm was reworked and in its
present form serves as a lament for
the destruction of Judah. In addi
tion to the mention of the northern
tribes (Joseph, Ephraim, Manas
seh, Benjamin), there are echoes
of the reign of Saul (d. vv. 5, 18).
A refrain occurs in vv. 4, 8, 20.
1 : Shoshmmim ("lilies"), see Ps.
45.1.; cf. Ps. 60.1. Asaph, see Ps.
73. 1 n. 2: Shepherd of Israel: Pastoral
imagery is found in other Asaph
psalms (74-1; 78.52; 79.13). Cf.
Gen. 48.14-15; 49.24. Appear (lit.
"shine"), theophany (divine mani
festation) language (Ps. 50.2; 94.1).
2-3: Israel . . . Joseph . . . Ephraim,
Benjamin, and Manasseh, the North
ern Kingdom. More specifically,
the sons of Rachel (Joseph and
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PSALM 80.3-80.20

at the head of Ephraim, Benjamin, and
Manasseh!
Rouse Your might and come to our help!
Restore us, 0 God;
show Your favor that we may be delivered.
0 LoRD, God of hosts,
how long will You be wrathful
toward the prayers of Your people?
You have fed them tears as their daily bread,
made them drink great measures of tears.
You set us at strife with our neighbors;
our enemies mock us at will.
0 God of hosts, restore us;
show Your favor that we may be delivered.
You plucked up a vine from Egypt;
You expelled nations and planted it.
You cleared a place for it;
it took deep root and filled the land.
The mountains were covered by its shade,
mighty cedars by its boughs.
Its branches reached the sea,
its shoots, the river.
Why did You breach its wall
so that every passerby plucks its fruit,
wild boars gnaw at it,
and creatures of the field feed on it?
0 God of hosts, turn again,
look down from heaven and see;
take note of that vine,
the stock planted by Your right hand,
the stern • you have taken as Your own.
For it is burned by fire and cut down,
perishing before Your angry blast.
Grant Your helpb to the man at Your right hand,
the one You have taken as Your own.
We will not turn away from You;
preserve our life that we may invoke Your
name.
0 LoRD, God of hosts, restore us;
show Your favor that we may be delivered.

a Lit. "son."

b Lit. "lland. "
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Benjamin), and grandsons (Jo
seph's sons: Ephraim and Manas
seh). The tribes of Ephraim, Ma
nasseh, and Benjamin were
encamped under one banner ac
cording to the list in Num. 2.18-24.
Benjamin's tribal territory lay just
south of Ephraim. Benjamin joined
Judah when the kingdom was di
vided; this psalm may predate that
event, or may be an idealized
retrojection to the time before the
monarchy. Alternatively, Benjamin
may symbolize the Southern King
dom, making this a prayer for all
Israel. 4: Show Your favor (Heb
"light up your face"), expressing
God's benevolence; see Num.
6.24-26; Pss. 4.7; 67.2. 5: These epi
thets of God along with entl1roned
on the cherubim (v. 2) suggest God's
presence in the Ark that went out
to battle (1 Sam. 4.4; 2 Sam. 6.2). Be
wrathful toward the prayers: Reject
the prayers, prevent them from
reaching you. Cf. Lam. 3-44· 6: See
Pss. 42.4; 102.10. 9-1 7: The pas
toral imagery shifts to an agricul
tural metaphor in which Israel is a
vine (cf. Isa. 5.1-7; Jer. 2.21; Ezek.
17.1-10), plucked from Egypt and
planted in the Promised Land
where it took root and flourished.
But then God in His anger allowed
its protecting wall to be breached,
and the vine was destroyed by
human and animal forces. 1 2: The
river, the Euphrates. 1 7: See Ps.
74·5-7· 1 8: The man at Your right
hand, a reference to the king (Ps.
1 10.1). If the psalm dates from,
or is a retrojection to, the early
monarchy, this may refer to Saul, a
Benjaminite (1 Sam. 9.1). The one
You have taken as Your own, a refer
ence to the Davidic dynasty. The
psalmist's main concern is not the
north but Judah, threatened with
defeat in the eighth century by
the Assyrians and subsequently
conquered by the Babylonians in
586 BCE.
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8 1 For the leader; on the gittith. Of Asaph.
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

Sing joyously to God, our strength;
raise a shout for the God of Jacob.
Take up the song,
sound the timbrel,
the melodious lyre and harp.
Blow the horn on the new moon,
on the full moon for our feast day.
For it is a law for Israel,
a ruling of the God of Jacob;
He imposed it as a decree upon Joseph
when •·he went forth from·• the land of Egypt;
I heard a language that I knew not.
I relieved his shoulder of the burden,
his hands were freed from the basket.
In distress you called and I rescued you;
I answered you from the b·secret place of
thunderb
I tested you at the waters of Meribah. Selah.
Hear, My people, and I will admonish you;
Israel, if you would but listen to Me!
You shall have no foreign god,
you shall not bow to an alien god.
I the LoRD am your God
who brought you out of the land of Egypt;
open your mouth wide and I will fill it.
But My people would not listen to Me,
Israel would not obey Me.
So I let them go after their willful heart
that they might follow their own devices.
If only My people would listen to Me,
if Israel would follow My paths,
then would I subdue their enemies at once,
strike their foes again and again.

n-n Or "He went forti! ngninst."

b-b Menning of Heb. nncertnin.

Ps. 8 1 : A call to praise God with
music; perhaps a hymn for the fes
tivals (v. 4). God speaks in the first
person in vv. 7-16, 17b, reviewing
the exodus and wandering, with
emphasis on Israel's disobedience.
If Israel is obedient, God will sub
due its enemies and grant agricul
tural abundance. This psalm
shares themes with Ps. 95 but re-

fleets a strong interest in the
Northern Kingdom, as do Pss. 78
and 8o. This psalm is recited in the
morning service on Thursdays.
1 : The gittith, see Ps. 8.1. Asaph, see
Ps. 73.1 n. 2: Tlze God o!Jacob, re
peated in v. 5; this epithet, along
with "Israel" (vv. 5, 9, 12, 14) and
"Joseph" (v. 6; a term for the
Northern Kingdom) indicate
- 1374-

northern provenance (seven uses
in all). 4: New moon, observed as a
holiday in ancient Israel; here it
likely refers to the New Year, an
nounced with loud blasts (Lev.
23.23-25; Num. 29.1). Full moon,
when Passover and Sukkot begin.
Ourfeast day, likely the festival of
Sukkot (Lev. 23.33-34), also called
"the feast," "he-J:tag" (1 Kings 8.2;
Neh. 8.14; and in rabbinic litera
ture). Rabbinic interpretation takes
the second part of the v. as refer
ring to Rosh Ha-Shanah, the New
Year. This is based on a different
understanding of "keseh": instead
of full moon it is interpreted as
"new moon," the time when
the moon is covered (from Heb
"k-s-h"). The "new moon" tha t is
a "feast day" is Rosh Ha-Shanah.
The practice of reciting this v. to
introduce the daytime kiddush
(blessing over wine) on Rosh Ha
Shanah derives from this rabbinic
interpretation. 6: A language that I
knew not, the language of Egypt;
cf. Ps. 114.1. 7: Deliverance from
slavery and oppression in Egypt
(Exod. 6.6-7). The basket is the
workbasket that symbolizes subju
gated people (often captives of
war). 8: Meribah, the place where
Israel tested God (Exod. 17.7;
Num. 20.13; Ps. 95.8-9), but here
seen as a test of Israel (as in Deut.
33.8, where God tested the Le
vites); it epitomizes Israel's rebel
lion. Se/a/1, see Ps. 3·3 n. 1 0-1 1 : An
allusion to the beginning of the
Decalogue (Exod. 20.1-2; Deut.
5.6). It is cited in reverse order (You

shall have 110 foreign God . . . I the
LoRD am your God). (Some scholars

see this type of reversal as indi
cating a quota tion-the ancient
equivalent of quotation marks.)
Instead of "other gods" as in the
commandment, the psalm has
"foreign . . . alien gods." Foreign
god, see Deut. 32.12, where the ref
erence is presumably to Egyptian
gods. Cf. Ps. 44.21 where Babylo
nian gods are meant. The reference
here is to Canaanite gods. 1 1 : God
fills the mouths of the people with
food (v. 17). 1 2-13: The infidelity
of the wilderness generation (Ps.
78.17, 40), a warning to the psalm
ist's contemporaries. 14-17: Is-
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nations. 1 : Asaph, see Ps. 73.1 n.
God, '"elohim," as is the preference

17

Those who hate the LoRD shall cower before Him;
their doom shall be eternal.
He fed them• the finest wheat;
I sated you with honey from the rock.

8 2 A psalm of Asaph.
2
3
4

5

6
7

8

God stands in the divine assembly;
among the divine beings He pronounces
judgment.
How long will you judge perversely,
showing favor to the wicked?
Selah.
Judge the wretched and the orphan,
vindicate the lowly and the poor,
rescue the wretched and the needy;
save them from the hand of the wicked.
They neither know nor understand,
they go about in darkness;
all the foundations of the earth totter.
I had taken you for divine beings,
sons of the Most High, all of you;
but you shall die as men do,
fall like any prince.
Arise, 0 God, judge the earth,
for all the nations are Your possession.

a Lit. "lli111," i.e., Israel.

rael's obedience would mean vic
tory over foes and agricultural
bounty. 1 7: The v. swi tches
abruptly from third person to first
person. Finest wl1eat, see Deut.
32.14; Ps. 147.14. Honeyfrom the
rock, see Deut. 32.13.
Ps. 82: A vision of a heavenly
court scene where God condemns
those who judge unfairly. The
psalm plays on the word "'elo
him," which means "God" as well
as "divine beings." The notion that
other divine beings exist is found
elsewhere in the Bible (see v. 1 n.).
In later biblical thought these be
ings serve as ministering angels to
God and are never equal to God
(cf. Ps. 89.5-8). An earlier view is
reflected, and then rejected, in this
psalm, according to which the di
vine beings each represent one na-

tion, serving as that nation's pro
tector, a remnant of the idea that
the world was populated by many
gods, each assigned to a different
nation (cf. Deut. 4.19 and 32.8, ac
cording to LXX and the Dead Sea
Scrolls). This psalm forcefully re
jects the idea of other gods; God
deprives them of their divinity
and He alone has dominion over
all nations. In content and lan
guage, the psalm resembles pro
phetic criticisms of the oppression
of the poor, including the denial of
access to the judicial system and
the disadvantages faced by the
poor in obtaining just verdicts.
Through the scenario of the heav
enly tribunal, the psalm speaks to
the issue of a just society, without
which the world cannot exist. It
also speaks to the universality of
God, the supreme judge over all
- 1375-

8 1 . 1 6-8 2 . 8

in Pss. 42-83, rather than the Tetra
grammaton (YHVH); this substitu
tion creates some confusion in the
Heb. Stands, rises to render a ver
dict. Cf. Isa. 3·13-14. Divine assem
bly, Heb "the assembly of El." El
was the head of the Ugaritic pan
theon. Perhaps originally a sepa
rate deity in early Israelite religion,
the name "El" became synony
mous with YHVH. Divine beings,
the celestial council. Cf. Isa. ch 6;
1 Kings ch 22; Job 1.6. Some com
mentators prefer to interpret this
use of '"elohim" as human judges,
but this is less likely. 2: Selah, see
Ps. 3·3 n. 3: Let the cases of the
poor be heard and, when they
bring a case against the rich, make
it possible for them to win it if
they are in the right. Cf. Isa. 1.23.
5: Without justice the world is in
danger of collapse (Jer. 4-23-26).
Justice is a cornerstone of the
cosmos. 6: Sons of the Most High,
members of God's heavenly court.
"Elyon" is an ancient Canaanite
epithet, here applied to God
(7.18 n.). 7: Divine beings are im
mortal but humans are subject to
death. Unjust divine beings are
unmasked as not being divine. The
gods of the other nations are not
real gods. 8: God alone is the true
judge; He does not pervert justice.
Cf. Isa. 3.13-14; Ps. 76.9. He is
therefore called upon to judge the
world, including the nations
thought to belong to other gods or
divine beings, which here are
shown to be God's possessions.
God's justice is universal.

PSALM 83. 1-83 . 1 9

8 3 A song, a psalm of Asaph.
2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

0 God, do not be silent;
do not hold aloof;
do not be quiet, 0 God!
For Your enemies rage,
Your foes •·assert themselves:•
They plot craftily against Your people,
take counsel against Your treasured ones.
They say, "Let us wipe them out as a
nation;
Israel's name will be mentioned no
more."
Unanimous in their counsel
they have made an alliance against You
the clans of Edam and the lshmaelites,
Moab and the Hagrites,
Gebal, Ammon, and Amalek,
Philistia with the inhabitants of Tyre;
Assyria too joins forces with them;
Selah.
they give support to the sons of Lot.
Deal with them as You did with Midian,
with Sisera, with Jabin,
at the brook Kishonwho were destroyed at En-dor,
who became dung for the field.
Treat their great men like Oreb and Zeeb,
all their princes like Zebah and Zalmunna,
who said, "Let us take the meadows of
God as our possession."
0 my God, make them like thistledown,
like stubble driven by the wind.
As a fire burns a forest,
as flames scorch the hills,
pursue them with Your tempest,
terrify them with Your storm.
Coverb their faces with shame
so that they seek Your name, 0 LoRD.
May they be frustrated and terrified,
disgraced and doomed forever.
May they know
that Your name, Yours alone, is the
LORD,
supreme over all the earth.

n-n Lit. "lift up the head."
b Lit. "Fill."

KETHUVIM
Ps. 83: A plea to be saved from all
the enemies surrounding Israel.
Since psalms rarely contain histori
cal information, it is doubtful that
an actual military campaign pro
voked this psalm, and the list of
hostile nations is better under
stood as a composite of all the tra
ditional enemies encircling Israel.
The list begins with countries to
the east and south of Israel, and
moves to the west and north, re
turning in v. 9 to the sons of Lot,
Moab, and Edom (previously
mentioned in v. 7). Vv. 1o-13 al
lude to the defeat of enemies in the
book of Judges, viewed as an ide
alized period of divine interven
tion, hoping that the current ene
mies will suffer the same fate.
1 : Asap/1, see Ps. 73.1 n. 2-5: The si
lence of God is contrasted with
the rage and speech of the ene
mies against Israel and its God.
3: Israel's enemies are, according
to this psalmist, by definition
Your (God's) enemies. Cf. vv. 5-6.
5-6: The threat against Israel is a
threat against God. If Israel's name
is no longer mentioned, God's
name will be forgotten. Cf. v. 19.
7-9: Enemies of Israel. Hagrites,
descendants of Hagar; a tribe of
pastoralists in northern Transjor
dan (1 Chron. 5.10, 18-22). Geba/,
later Byblos, north of Beirut on the
coast of Lebanon. Alternatively, a
place near Edom. The sons of Lot,
Moab and Edom (Gen. 19.36-38).
Selah, see Ps. 3·3 n. 1 0-13: See
Judg. chs 4-8. 1 1 : En-dar is not
mentioned in Judges. 1 4-1 6: See
Isa. 17.13-14. Thistledown and stub
ble are easily burnt up; 1 5-16:
Combining fire imagery and tem
pest imagery, the picture that
emerges is of enemies being burnt
up as if in a forest fire by God's
powerful windstorm that will fan
the flames into a huge conflagra
tion. 1 7-19: The confounding of
the enemies' plans will cause them
to recognize God's name and His
supremacy over the earth. As in
Ps. 82, the theme of Ps. 83 is God's
supremacy over all nations. Cf.
Pss. 47.2; 97·9·
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8 4 For the leader; on the gittith. Of the Korahites.
A psalm.

2
3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11

12

13

How lovely is Your dwelling-place,
0 LoRD of hosts.
I long, I yearn for the courts of the LORD;
my body and soul shout for joy to the living
God.
Even the sparrow has found a home,
and the swallow a nest for herself
in which to set her young,
near Your altar, 0 LORD of hosts,
my king and my God.
Happy are those who dwell in Your house;
they forever praise You.
Selah.
Happy is the man who finds refuge in You,
whose mind is on the [pilgrim] highways.
They pass through the Valley of Baca,
•·regarding it as a place of springs,
as if the early rain had covered it with
blessing:•
They go from b·rampart to rampart,·b
appearing before God in Zion.
0 LoRD, God of hosts,
hear my prayer;
give ear, 0 God of Jacob.
Selah.
0 God, behold our shield,
look upon the face of Your anointed.
Better one day in Your courts than a thousand
[anywhere else];
I would rather stand at the threshold of God's
house
than dwell in the tents of the wicked.
For the LoRD God is sun< and shield;
the LORD bestows grace and glory;
He does not withhold His bounty from those
who live without blame.
0 LoRD of hosts,
happy is the man who trusts in You.

8 5 For the leader. Of the Korahites. A psalm.
2

0 LORD, You d·will favor·d Your land,
restore" Jacob's fortune;

a-a Memriug of Heb. wrcertaiu.
c Or '"bulwark.'" witlr Targ11111; cf /sa. 54. 11.
b-b Otlrers '"strengtlr to streugtlr. '"
d-d Or '"/rave favored."'
e Or '"lrnve restored.'"
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84. 1-8 5 . 2

Ps. 84: A celebration of the pil
grimage to the Temple. The psalm
ist yearns to be in God's presence
and rehearses every step of the
way to Jerusalem. I t is one of the
psalms that glorify Zion (see also
Pss. 46; 48; 76; 87; 122). 1: Gittitlz,
see Ps. 8.1. Korahites, see Ps. 42. 1 .
2 : Lovely, Heb "yedidot," i s not
just "beautiful" but "beloved."
There is almost a mystical quality
in the intensity of the psalmist's
desire (with his entire being, v. 3)
to be in God's presence. 3: The
courts, the outer parts of the Tem
ple complex. 4: The movement
progresses from the courts to the
altar, near which birds find a
home, much as the psalmist
wishes to find a home near God.
5: Selah (also v. 9), see Ps. 3·3·
6: Happy, in a fortunate state; cf.
vv. 6, 13. 7: Valley of Baca is an un
known place on the way to the
Temple. Some interpret this as the
valley of Rephaim, where the baca
trees grow (2 Sam. 5.22-24). The
early rain falls in the land of Israel
at the beginning of winter. This
reference suggests that the pil
grimage is for the festival of
Sukkot, just before the start of the
rainy season, when prayers for
rain are offered. 9: God of Hosts is a
substitute for "LoRD of Hosts" (cf.
v. 4). 1 0: Shield and anointed refer
to the king, whom God is asked to
look upon with favor. 1 1 : The
psalmist prefers to stand at God's
threshold, merely setting his foot
at the entrance and not fully enter
ing the Temple, rather than to
dwell, to reside fully, in the tents
of the wicked (Heb "tents of
wickedness"). 1 2: His bo11nty, rain;
cf. v. 7·
Ps. 85: An exilic or postexilic
psalm, praying for the restoration
of Israel to its land. The land is
mentioned in vv. 2, 10, 13. De
pending on how the tense of the
verbs in vv. 1-4 is interpreted, the
Jews have already returned, or the
return is in the future. If the for
mer, the plea is for an additional
favor of restoration, perhaps be
cause of the problems encountered
by the returnees. The hope is for
a moral and prosperous society.
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3
4
5
6
7
8

9

1o
11
12
13
14

You •will forgive·• Your people's iniquity,
selah
pardon b all their sins;
You <will withdraw·< all Your anger,
turnd away from Your rage.
Turn again, 0 God, our helper,
revoke Your displeasure with us.
Will You be angry with us forever,
prolong Your wrath for all generations?
Surely You will revive us again,
so that Your people may rejoice in You.
Show us, 0 LORD, Your faithfulness;
grant us Your deliverance.

3
4
5

6

for the return from exile (Jer. 30.3,
18; Amos 9.14). 3-7: Forgiveness of
Israel's sin is necessary for the
restoration. 3: Selah, see Ps. 3·3 n.
7: If the nation returns and the
Temple is rebuilt, the people may
rejoice in God, that is, be in His
presence and in His favor. 8: God's
faithfulness ("l)esed"-see Ps. 5.8
n.) to his covenant with Israel re
mains constant despite the exile,
and is invoked here. 1 3: Bounty,
rain (Lev. 26.1-6; Deut. 28.12; Ps.
67.6).

Let me hear what God, the LORD, will speak;
He will promise well-being to His people, His
faithful ones;
may they not turn to folly.
His help is very near those who fear Him,
to make His glory dwell in our land.
Faithfulness and truth meet;
justice and well-being kiss.
Truth springs up from the earth;
justice looks down from heaven.
The LORD also bestows His bounty;
our land yields its produce.
Justice goes before Him
as He sets out on His way.

8 6 A prayer of David.
2

1 : Korahites, see Ps. 42 n. 2: Restore
Jacob's fortune, a common phrase

Incline Your ear, 0 LoRD,
answer me,
for I am poor and needy.
Preserve my life, for I am steadfast;
0 You, my God,
deliver Your servant who trusts in You.
Have mercy on me, 0 Lord,
for I call to You all day long;
bring joy to Your servant's life,
for on You, Lord, I set my hope.
For You, Lord, are good and forgiving,
abounding in steadfast love to all who call on
You.
Give ear, 0 LoRD, to my prayer;
heed my plea for mercy.

n-n Or "flnve forgivert. "
b Or "lmve pnrdorted. "
c-c Or "hnve will1drnwrt. "
d Or "/wve fumed."
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Ps. 86: An individual calls on
God's help. The "I" and "You" of
the psalm is strongly felt. The
psalm is anthological, reusing lan
guage and motifs occurring else
where in the Bible. 1 : A prayer, cf.
Pss. 90; 102. Poor and needy are
common terms for the psalmist
and his community. While these
terms may refer to a low socioeco
nomic status, it is just as likely that
they function as literary tropes to
signify the absence of protection
that the psalmist feels. 5: The first
of two references (also v. 15) to
Exod. 34.6-7. This v. is part of the
High Holy Day liturgy. As in
Jonah 4.2, only the "forgiveness"
aspects of the divine attributes are
cited in this psalm. 8: Divine in
comparability is an expression of
Israel's monotheism (Pss. 40.6 [see
note a-a]; 71.19; cf. Exod. 15.11).
9: God created all the nations al
though they do not yet recognize

KETHUVIM
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In my time of trouble I call You,
for You will answer me.

B

There is none like You among the gods, 0 Lord,
and there are no deeds like Yours.
All the nations You have made
will come to bow down before You, 0 Lord,
and they will pay honor to Your name.
For You are great and perform wonders;
You alone are God.
Teach me Your way, 0 LoRD;
I will walk in Your truth;
let my heart be undivided in reverence for Your
name.
I will praise You, 0 Lord, my God, with all my
heart
and pay honor to Your name forever.
For Your steadfast love toward me is great;
You have saved me from the depths of Sheol.

9

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17

0 God, arrogant men have risen against me;
a band of ruthless men seek my life;
they are not mindful of You.
But You, 0 Lord, are a God
compassionate and merciful,
slow to anger, abounding in steadfast love and
faithfulness.
Turn to me and have mercy on me;
grant Your strength to Your servant
and deliver the son of Your maidservant.
Show me a sign of Your favor,
that my enemies may see and be frustrated
because You, 0 LORD, have given me aid and
comfort.

8 7 • l -2 Of the Korahites. A psalm. A song.
3
4

bThe LORD loves the gates of Zion,
His foundation on the holy mountains,·b
more than all the dwellings of Jacob.
Glorious things are spoken of you,
0 city of God.
Selah.
I mention Rahab< and Babylon among those who
acknowledge Me;

a Tl1e meaning of many passages in t!Jis psalm is uuccrtain.
b-b Order of lines invertedfor clarity.
c A primeval monster; here, a poetic term for Egypt; cf /sa. 30-7-
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that; but soon they will. See Ps.
22.28. 1 3: Sileo/, the abode of the
dead. 14: See Ps. 54·5· 1 6: Tum
to me and have mercy on me, a
paraphrase of the middle of the
priestly blessing (Num. 6.25). Son
of Your maidservant, parallel to Your
servant but expressing even more
humility. 1 7: Show me a sign: Give
me an indication that You will
help me; or, when You help me,
that will be a sign to my enemies
of Your power.

Ps. 87: A hymn celebra ting Zion
as God's specially chosen city, the
center of the world, to which all
nations will come (d. Isa. 2.2-4).
The psalm is structured around
"(in) you/her" ("bakh, bah")
Zion and "there" ("sham") = the
other nations. The nations are
thereby contrasted with Zion and
at the same time drawn into her
orbit. There are numerous textual
difficulties. 1-2: Kom!Jiles, see Ps.
42 n. All the dwellings of Jacob, the
places in Israel that were consid
ered holy sites before the Temple,
like Shiloh. Another interpretation:
the northern temples (Bethel,
Dan) that God rejected in favor of
Zion (Ps. 78.67-69). 3: Sela/1 (also
v. 6), see Ps. 3·3 n. 4-6: The LoRD
records the names of those from
the Gentiles who have adopted Ju
daism; they are now part of God's
people (Isa. 44·5). 4: Rahab, a myth
ical monster, here designates
=
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5

6
7

Philistia, and Tyre, and Cush-each was born
there.
Indeed, it shall be said of Zion,
"Every man was born there."
•-He, the Most High, will preserve it:•
The LORD will inscribe in the register of peoples
that each was born there.
Selah.
Singers and dancers alike [will say]:
"All my rootsb are in You."

8 8 A song. A psalm of the Korahites. For the leader;
<·on mabalath leannoth.-c A maskil of Heman the Ezra

hite.
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

0 LoRD, God of my deliverance,
dwhen I cry out in the night-d before You,
let my prayer reach You;
incline Your ear to my cry.
For I am sated with misfortune;
I am at the brink of Sheol.
I am numbered with those who go down to the
Pit;
I am a helpless man
abandoned among the dead,
like bodies lying in the grave
of whom You are mindful no more,
and who are cut off from Your care.
You have put me at the bottom of the Pit,
in the darkest places, in the depths.
Your fury lies heavy upon me;
You afflict me with all Your breakers. Selah.
You make my companions shun me;
You make me abhorrent to them;
I am shut in and do not go out.
My eyes pine away from affliction;
I call to You, 0 LORD, each day;
I stretch out my hands to You.
e

Do You work wonders for the dead?
Selah.
Do the shades rise to praise You?
Is Your faithful care recounted in the grave,
Your constancy in the place of perdition?
Are Your wonders made known in the
netherworld,'
Your beneficent deeds in the land of oblivion?

a-a Or "He will preserve it supre111e. "
b Lit. "sources. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertaiu.
d-d Or "by day / cry out [and} by nigllt."
e Lit. "released. "
f Lit. "darkuess."
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Egypt; see Isa. 30.7. Egypt and
Babylonia were the great world
powers after the fall of Assyria in

612 BCE. Philistia . . . Tyre . . . Cus/z,

smaller countries to the west,
north, and south of Judah. Cush is
Ethiopia or Nubia. S-7: Everyone
will recognize Zion as the primary
place in the world, the source of all
nations; all peoples will think of
themselves as citizens of Zion.
7: Roots (Heb "sources"; see note b)
perhaps springs of water, the
source of life. See Pss. 36.8; 46.4;
Ezek. 47.1-12.
Ps. 88: A desperate complaint by a
person mortally ill; perhaps to be
interpreted as symbolizing the na
tional catastrophe, the destruction
and exile (Sheol may represent the
exile), which could potentially
sever the connection between Is
rael and God. Prolonged thoughts
of death dominate, with many
synonyms for the place of the
dead: 5/zeol, Pit, grave, depths, place
of perdition, darkness (the nether
world), land of oblivion. In the
realm of the dead, humankind is
cut off from God and completely
forgotten; the sense of isolation
and finality is overwhelming. The
psalm ends without hope or reso
lution; there is no expectation that
God will cure the psalmist and
no promise to praise God upon re
covery. 1 : Korahites, see Ps. 42 n.
Ma/znlath lemmoth, probably a
melody. The term "mal:lalath" may
be related to the word "mal:lalah,"
"illness," making this a sad
melody or a melody for the sick
(cf. Ps. 53. 1). Alternatively, it may
derive from "!:tali!," "flute."
Heman, a famous Temple musician
(1 Chron. 25.5-6), mentioned only
here in the Psalter. 4-6: The psalm
ist is on the brink of Sheaf, the
abode of the dead, separated from
and forgotten by God. 5: Helpless
man, a man lacking the vigor to
live. 6: Abandoned, or "released,
freed." Cf. Job 3.19. The dead are
released from the socioeconomic
hierarchy of the living. According
to traditional Jewish interpreta
tion, the dead are free of their obli
gation to God. 7-8: The psalmist's
troubles come from God. 8: Break-
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ery, a victim of God's fury (cf. v. 8);
there is no admission that his
own sin caused this punishment.
18: Like water, cf. breakers, v. 8.
1 9: The psalmist is shunned by his
community (v. 9). Another inter
pretation of my compalliolls out of
sight is "my companions are (those
of) darkness," i.e., the other resi
dents of Sheol.

15
16

17
18
19

As for me, I cry out to You, 0 LoRD;
each morning my prayer greets You.
Why, 0 LoRD, do You reject me,
do You hide Your face from me?
From my youth I have been afflicted
and near death;
I suffer Your terrors awherever I turn:a
Your fury overwhelms me;
Your terrors destroy me.
They swirl about me like water all day long;
they encircle me on every side.
You have put friend and neighbor far from me
and my companions out of my sight.b

8 9 A maskil of Ethan the Ezrahite.
2

3

4
5

6

7

I will sing of the LoRD's steadfast love forever;
to all generations I will proclaim Your
faithfulness with my mouth.
I declare, "Your steadfast love is confirmed
forever;
there in the heavens You establish Your
faithfulness."
"I have made a covenant with My chosen one;
I have sworn to My servant David:
I will establish your offspring forever,
I will confirm your throne for all generations."
Selah.

Your wonders, 0 LoRD, are praised by the
heavens,
Your faithfulness, too, in the assembly of holy
beings.
For who in the skies can equal the LORD,
can compare with the LoRD among the divine
beings,

n-n Following Sandia; mcn11i11g of 1-Jcb. ltllcertaill.

ers, death ( 2 Sam. 22.5; Pss. 42.8;
69.2-3). Selah (also v. 11), see Ps.
3·3 n. 9: His illness made him a re
cluse, abandoned by friends. See
19; 31.12-14; Job 19.13; JO.IO.
1 1 : The psalmist feels himself al
ready dead and therefore expects
no wonders from God. 1 2-13: God
does not take care of the dead
(v. 11) and the dead cannot praise
God (Pss. 6.6; 30.10). All links be
tween God and humans are sevV.

b Lit. "into darkness. "

ered at death. 1 2: Place of perdition,
Heb "'abadon," "destruction,
loss," another name for the abode
of the dead. 14-19: A replay of
previous thoughts at a higher
pitch. 14: As for me: In contrast to
the dead, the psalmist still can
and does call out to God. Morning
is the time God is expected to
answer prayers (cf. Ps. 90.14).
1 6-17: His troubles are not recent;
his entire life has been one of mis-
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Ps. 89: An exilic or postexilic
psalm praying for the restoration
of the Davidic dynasty, that is, for
the end of the exile and the
restoration of the Jews to their
land as an independent people, as
they were before the exile. In the
first part, God is proclaimed king
(vv. 2-19); He then proclaims
David and his dynasty king (vv.
2o-38); the psalm ends with a la
ment for the loss of the Davidic
dynasty and the hope for its return
(vv. 39-52). The psalm consists
largely of a poetic reinterpretation
of the promise to David in 2 Sam.
7.11-17. But whereas 2 Sam. ch 7 is
concerned with the building of the
Temple and the establishment of
the dynastic succession, Ps. 89
omits references to the Temple and
focuses on the permanence of Da
vidic kingship. This is a striking
departure from most exilic psalms,
which are more concerned with
the Temple than with the dynasty.
Keywords connecting these chs in
clude steadfast love, faithfulness, for
ever, covenant, throne. 1 : Ethan, a
Temple musician (1 Chron. 15.17,
19), mentioned only here in
Psalms. 2-5: The psalmist's praise
of God's steadfast love and faitlzful
lless, his choice of David and his
establishment of the Davidic
dynasty, which is eternal and un
conditional (cf. 2 Sam. 7.15-16;
contrast Ps. 132.12). The faithful
ness with which the dynastic
promise was made is the main
theme of the psalm. At the end
(v. 50), the psalmist will remind
God of it. 4: Cf. Ps. 132.1 1-12.
5: The wording of the covenant.
Selah (also vv. 38, 46, 49), see
Ps. 3·3 n. 6-9: The heavenly coun
cil, in whose presence God an
nounces his decree, praises the in
comparable and awesome God; cf.
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a God greatly dreaded in the council of holy
beings,
held in awe by all around Him?
0 LoRD, God of hosts,
who is mighty like You, 0 LoRo?
Your faithfulness surrounds You;
You rule the swelling of the sea;
when its waves surge, You still them.
You crushed Rahab; he was like a corpse;
with Your powerful arm You scattered Your
enemies.
The heaven is Yours,
the earth too;
the world and all it holds
You established them.
North and south
You created them;
Tabor and Hermon sing forth Your name.
Yours is an arm endowed with might;
Your hand is strong;
Your right hand, exalted.
Righteousness and justice are the base of Your
throne;
steadfast love and faithfulness stand before You.
Happy is the people who know the joyful shout;
0 LoRD, they walk in the light of Your presence.
They rejoice in Your name all day long;
they are exalted through Your righteousness.
For You are their strength in which they glory;
our horn is exalted through Your favor.
Truly our shield is of the LoRD,
our king, of the Holy One of Israel.
Then• You spoke to Your faithful ones in a vision
and said, "I have conferred power upon a
warrior;
I have exalted one chosen out of the people.
I have found David, My servant;
anointed him with My sacred oil.
My hand shall be constantly with him,
and My arm shall strengthen him.
No enemy shall b·oppress him,-b
no vile man afflict him.
I will crush his adversaries before him;
I will strike down those who hate him.

a Referring to vv. 4-5; cf 2 Sam. 7.1-17.

b-b Meauing of Heb. uucertain.

Pss. 29.1; 82.1; Exod. 15.11; Jer.
23.18, 21-22. 8: Holy beings, cf. Job
5.1. 1 0-14: Having defeated the
mythical chaotic waters, God is the
victorious creator of the universe,
over which He has dominion (see
Ps. 74.12-17). 1 1 : Ralrab, a name for
the primeval chaos monster; Job
26.12; Isa. 51.9. 1 3 : Tabor and Her
mon, two prominent mountains;
Tabor is south of the Sea of Galilee
(Ps. 68; Hos. 5.1) and Hermon is to
the north, in Syria (Pss. 42.6;
133.3). The mountains, like the
heavenly court, sing praise to God.
1 5: God's reign is founded upon
the principles of righteousness and
justice; He is heralded by steadfast
love and faithfuil zess . These abstract
principles are personified as parts
of God's heavenly installation and
His servants. Mesopotamian tradi
tion also associates justice and
righteousness ("kittu" and "me
sham") as attributes and as
metaphorical guardians of gods
and kings. The emphasis on the
moral a ttributes of God's rule
stresses that God does not break
His promise; cf. vv. 34-35.
1 6-19: Like the cosmos, the peo
ple will also proclaim loudly that
God is king. The psalm here
moves from the cosmic to the na
tional. 1 6: joyful shout, Heb
"teru'ah" is also a blast of the
ram's horn, proclaiming God king.
Vv. 16-18 are part of the Rosh Ha
Shanah liturgy, before the blowing
of the shofar. 1 8-19: Hom, a meta
phor for strength (also v. 25). Hom
and shield, the king protects his
people and leads them to victory.
Depending on the interpretation,
v. 19 is the climax of the expression
of the kingship of God, or it is a
transition to the idea of David as
king. The first interpretation takes
the Heb letter "lamed"-rendered
as of in of the LoRD and of the Holy
One-to be an emphatic particle:
"our shield is indeed the LoRD _ . _
our king is indeed the Holy One."
The second interpretation yields
"our shield belongs to the LoRD,
our king to the Holy One" (so
NRSV). 20-38: The covenant with
David and his descendants
("David" represents the Davidic
dynasty), which will be eternal
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My faithfulness and steadfast love shall be with
him;
his horn shall be exalted through My name.
I will set his hand upon the sea,
his right hand upon the rivers.
He shall say to Me,
'You are my father, my God, the rock of my
deliverance.'
I will appoint him first-born,
highest of the kings of the earth.
I will maintain My steadfast love for him
always;
My covenant with him shall endure.
I will establish his line forever,
his throne, as long as the heavens last.
If his sons forsake My Teaching
and do not live by My rules;
if they violate My laws,
and do not observe My commands,
I will punish their transgression with the rod,
their iniquity with plagues.
But I will not take away My steadfast love from
him;
I will not betray My faithfulness.
I will not violate My covenant,
or change what I have uttered.
I have sworn by My holiness, once and for all;
I will not be false to David.
His line shall continue forever,
his throne, as the sun before Me,
as the moon, established forever,
Selah.
an enduring witness in the sky."
Yet You have rejected, spurned,
and become enraged at Your anointed.
You have repudiated the covenant with Your
servant;
You have dragged his dignity in the dust.
You have breached all his defenses,
shattered his strongholds.
All who pass by plunder him;
he has become the butt of his neighbors.
You have exalted the right hand of his
adversaries,
and made all his enemies rejoice.
You have turned back the blade of his
sword,
and have not sustained him in battle.

PSALM 8 9 . 25-8 9 . 44
(vv. 29-30, 36-38) even in the face
of human sin (vv. 31-35). This
is a poetic reformulation of
2 Sam. 7.1 1-17, which like that text
assumes an eternal, unbreakable
Davidic covenant; contrast Ps.
1)2.1 1-12; 1 Kings 9-4-9· 20: In a
vision, through a prophet. Cf.
2 Sam. 7.17. 26: The powers associ
ated with God in vv. 1o-1 1 are
here bestowed upon David.
27-28: A widespread ancient Near
Eastern tradition sees the king as
the adopted son of a god who or
dained that he should rule (Ps. 2.7;
2 Sam. 7 . 1 4) . This king, however, is
also thefirs t bom , specially privi
leged. 28-30: The promise of a dy
nasty. 31-38: If the Davidic kings
sin, they will be punished, but the
dynasty will never come to an end.
It will endure as long as the Sill/
and the 1110011 endure. These celes
tial bodies are 011 enduring witness
testifying to God's promise.
39-52: The destruction of Jerusa
lem and the end of the Davidic dy
nasty is seen as a betrayal of God's
promise, a repudiation of His cov
enant. These vv. echo many terms
in vv. 2-38; a t the same time, they
share thoughts and language with
Lamentations. 39: Anointed, the
Davidic king (v. 21). The king sym
bolizes the kingship or the people
in the following vv. 40: Dragged
lzis dignity in the d11st, lit. "dese
crated his crown [by making it
fall] to the ground," signifying
the besmirching of the kingship.
-

PSALMS 89 .45-90.6
45
46
47

48

49

50
51

52

53

You have brought •·his splendor·• to an end
and have hurled his throne to the ground.
You have cut short the days of his youth;
You have covered him with shame.
Selah.
How long, 0 LORD; will You forever hide Your
face,
will Your fury blaze like fire?
0 remember •·how short my life is;·•
why should You have created every man in
vain?
What man can live and not see death,
can save himself from the clutches of Sheol?
Selah.
0 Lord, where is Your steadfast love of old
which You swore to David in Your faithfulness?
Remember, 0 Lord, the abuse flung at Your
servants
•that I have borne in my bosom [from] many
peoples,·•
how Your enemies, 0 LoRD, have flung abuse,
abuse at Your anointed at every step.
Blessed is the LoRD forever;
Amen and Amen.
BOOK FOUR

9 o A prayer of Moses, the man of God.
2

3
4

5

6

0 Lord, You have been our refuge in every
generation.
Before the mountains came into being,
before You brought forth the earth and the
world,
from eternity to eternity You are God.
You return man to dust; b
You decreed, "Return you mortals!"
•·For in Your sight a thousand years
are like yesterday that has passed,
like a watch of the night.
You engulf men in sleep;·•
at daybreak they are like grass that renews
itself;
at daybreak it flourishes anew;
by dusk it withers and dries up.

n·n Menning of Heb. 111/Certnin.

b Or "co11trition. "

KETHUVIM
46: The kingship or nation has
been cut off in its prime. This is
not necessarily a reference to the
age of a particular king. 49: Sileo/,
the abode of the dead and a meta
phor for the exile. 53: A doxology
closing Book III of the Psalter (cf.
Pss. 41.14; 72.18-19; 106.48).

Ps. 90: Human mortality and
God's eternity. Words for time fig
ure prominently: years, day, watch

of the night, span of our life, daybreak.

They are used to contrast God's
eternity and human beings' tran
sience and fragility. Human life is
perceived as, by its nature, difficult
and sorrowful. The psalmist prays
that, with God's help, life will be
satisfying and joyful. This psalm
and Ps. 91 are recited in the intro
ductory prayers of the morning
service on Shabbat and festivals.
1-2: God is eternal; He was a
refuge even before there was a
physical habitat. The language of
birth, rather than the language of
creating, is used of the world; God
gave birth to the world. 1 : This
psalm alone is associated with
Moses, perhaps because, on one
hand, he died prematurely, before
entering the land, and on the other
hand, he lived until 120, the ideal
life span, w ith eyes undimmed
and vigor unabated (Deut. 34-7)
The man of God, the prophet.
3: To dust, see Gen. 2.7; 3.1g. 4:
Human time is in a different scale
from divine time. A watch of the
night, less than one day. The night
was divided into three or four
watches of three to four hours
each, depending on the time of
year. 5: Grass grows and withers
quickly (Ps. 102.25-28; Isa. 40.6-8).
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So we are consumed by Your anger,
terror-struck by Your fury.
You have set our iniquities before You,
our hidden sins in the light of Your face.
All our days pass away in Your wrath;
we spend our years like a sigh.
The span of our life is seventy years,
or, given the strength, eighty years;
but the •·best of them·• are trouble and sorrow.
They pass by speedily, and we b-are in darkness.-b
Who can know Your furious anger?
Your wrath matches the fear of You.
Teach us to count our days rightly,
that we may obtain a wise heart.
Turn, 0 LORD!
How long?
Show mercy to Your servants.
Satisfy us at daybreak with Your steadfast love
that we may sing for joy all our days.
Give us joy for as long as You have afflicted us,
for the years we have suffered misfortune.
Let Your deeds be seen by Your servants,
Your glory by their children.
May the favor of the Lord, our God, be upon us;
let the work of our hands prosper,
0 prosper the work of our hands!

9 1 0 you who dwell in the shelter of the Most High
2
3
4

5

and abide in the protection of ShaddaiI say of the LORD, my refuge and stronghold,
my God in whom I trust,
that He will save you from the fowler's trap,
from the destructive plague.
He will cover you with His pinions;
you will find refuge under His wings;
His fidelity is an encircling shield.
You need not fear the terror by night,
or the arrow that flies by day,

n-n Men11i11g of Heb. llllcertnill.

Ps. 91 : God protects from all harm
those who trust Him. The many
terms for protection, shelter,
refuge, and the like emphasize the
theme. A speaker in the first per
son addresses an audience, en
couraging them to trust God so no
harm will befall them (vv. 1-13);
God responds (vv. 14-16), reinforc
ing the speaker's words. Accord
ing to some commentators, the
shelter of the Most High (v. 1) is the
Temple, and the psalm was part of
the liturgy for entering or depart
ing from the Temple. It is not clear
how metaphorical the language is
or whether it reflects popular reli
gion and superstition; whether the
dangers are from demons or from
the ordinary dangers of plague,
war, and wild animals. 1-2: Slzelter
. . protection . . . refuge and strong
hold: For the Temple as a place of
protection see Pss. 27.5; 3 1.21 . Most
Higlt ('"elyon") and Shaddni are old
epithets for God, borrowed from
the Canaanites, who applied them
to the head of their pantheon.
4: Wings may be a metaphor for
divine protection, the outspread
wings of a bird (Pss. 17.8; 36.8), or
may refer to the wings of the cher
ubim on either side of the Ark
(Exod. 25.17-22). 5-6: God protects
at all times: night and day, darkness
(when there is no light), and
noon ( the brightest light). Terror
by night, perhaps an attack by de_

b-b Or "fly nwny. "

8-10: Human lives are brief and
troubled. Trouble was thought to
result from sin, which God, in his
anger, punished. Gen. chs 2-3 ex
plains human mortality as a result
of disobeying God. 1 0: Seventy
years: Seventy (like seven) repre
sents completion and perfection.

to repent, or relent-to stop
bringing punishment; and to be
comforted-not to be angry any
longer. The words are similar to
Moses' plea after the golden calf
incident (Exod. 32.12)-another
reason that the psalm is called the
prayer of Moses. 1 4: Daybreak:
Morning is the time of renewal,
the time that God answers prayers
(Pss. 30.6; 46.6; 143.8). 15: The
psalmist prays for parity between
days of joy and days of affliction.
1 6-17: The limited "immortality"
of human beings is in their chil
dren and their achievements, tlze
work of our hands. The psalmist
prays that his own generation and
his children's will be able to rejoice
in God's deeds and that their own
deeds will prosper.

Most people in ancient times did
not reach this age, but some did.
The ideal life span of 120 years
(Gen. 6.3) is not realistic; a life
span of 70 is. 1 3-17: Darkness
ends and daybreak comes; sorrow
is mitigated by joy. 1 3 : Turn . .
Show mercy: God is called upon
_
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the plague that stalks in the darkness,
or the scourge that ravages at noon.
A thousand may fall at your left side,
ten thousand at your right,
but it shall not reach you.
You will see it with your eyes,
you will witness the punishment of the wicked.
Because you took the LoRD-my refuge,
the Most High-as your haven,
no harm will befall you,
no disease touch your tent.
For He will order His angels
to guard you wherever you go.
They will carry you in their hands
lest you hurt your foot on a stone.
You will tread on cubs and vipers;
you will trample lions and asps.
"Because he is devoted to Me I will deliver him;
I will keep him safe, for he knows My name.
When he calls on Me, I will answer him;
I will be with him in distress;
I will rescue him and make him honored;
I will let him live to a ripe old age,
and show him My salvation."

9 2 A psalm. A song; for the sabbath day.
2
3
4
5
6
7

It is good to praise the LORD,
to sing hymns to Your name, 0 Most High,
To proclaim Your steadfast love at daybreak,
Your faithfulness each night
With a ten-stringed harp,
with voice and lyre together.
You have gladdened me by Your deeds, 0 LORD;
I shout for joy at Your handiwork.
How great are Your works, 0 LoRD,
how very subtle• Your designs!
A brutish man cannot know,
a fool cannot understand this:

a Q,- "profo!md."

monic forces (Song 3.8). Plague
and scourge may also be demons.
7-9: Even if all those who do not
have God's protection fall (and
the numbers are exaggerated),
the one who trusts in God will be
safe. 8: The wicked, those who lack

trust in God. 1 1 -1 2: The psalmist's
"guardian angels" (Exod. 23.20;
Pss. 34.8; 103.20); perhaps the
protectors against the demonic
forces mentioned in vv. 5-6.
14-16: God, speaking in the first
person, responds to the psalmist,
- 1386-

reassuring him of God's protec
tion. 1 6: A ripe old age, length of
days is a sign of God's favor, and
is especially welcome after Ps. 90,
which dwells on the shortness of
human life.
Ps. 92: A hymn praising God; to be
recited on the Sabbath, according
to the superscription. According to
early rabbinic tradition, particular
psalms were recited each day of
the week by the Levites at the
Temple (m. Tamid 7·4 and parallels;
see list in "The Bible in the
Liturgy," pp. 1947-48), but the
Bible indicates a psalm only for
the "sabbath day." The psalm con
tains seven uses of the Tetragram
maton (YHvH), suggesting a link
with the seventh day of creation
(see b. Ber. 4·3 and parallels). It is
uncertain when the psalm became
connected with the Sabbath and
when in the Sabbath liturgy in the
Temple it was recited. Rabbinic
and much medieval tradition un
derstand the psalm eschatologi
cally (b. Rosh Hash. 31a; Rashi).
1 : An unusual superscription, with
no ascription of authorship; mid
rashic tradition suggests that
Adam recited it (Siw{wr Tov to
Ps. 92). 2: A simple but profound
religious expression; in contrast to
many individual petitions, which
contain specific requests from
God, here it is simply good to praise
the LoRD. The praise may be related
to the frequent liturgical formula:
"Praise the LoRD for He is good;
His steadfast love is eternal" (see
106.1 n.) On Most High, see 7.18 n.
3: It is uncertain if this refers to
two specific times (daybreak, night)
at which God was praised in the
Temple service, or is a merism for
"always." 4: The characteristics of
a "mizmor" or psalm: a melody
sung to the accompaniment of a
stringed instrument (see 3.1 n.).
5: On handiwork referring to cre
ation, see 8.4 n. 6: On works as the
objects of creation, see 104.24.
8-9: A strong contrast between the
temporary flourishing of the
wicked and God's permanence.
8: A variant on the imagery of
Ps. 1 : here the wicked may pros
per, but only for a short time.
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though the wicked sprout like grass,
though all evildoers blossom,
it is only that they may be destroyed forever.
But You are exalted, 0 LORD, for all time.
Surely, Your enemies, 0 LORD,
surely, Your enemies perish;
all evildoers are scattered.
You raise my horn high like that of a wild ox;
I am soaked in freshening oil.
I shall see the defeat of my watchful foes,
hear of the downfall of the wicked who
beset me.
The righteous bloom like a date-palm;
they thrive like a cedar in Lebanon;
planted in the house of the LoRD,
they flourish in the courts of our God.
In old age they still produce fruit;
they are full of sap and freshness,
attesting that the LoRD is upright,
my rock, in whom there is no wrong.

9 3 The LoRD is king,
2
3

4

He is robed in grandeur;
the LORD is robed,
He is girded with strength.
The world stands firm;
it cannot be shaken.
Your throne stands firm from of old;
from eternity You have existed.
The ocean sounds, 0 LORD,
the ocean sounds its thunder,
the ocean sounds its pounding.
Above the thunder of the mighty waters,
more majestic than the breakers of the sea
is the LoRD, majestic on high.

9: This v. is also an introduction to
the following, since according to
the Canaanite mythological tradi
tion that Israel shared (see v. 10 n.),
the high God ascended as king for
all time only after his enemies had
been vanquished. 1 0: A reuse and
revision of the material known
from the Baal epic, where Baal de
feats the rebellious Sea, a myth
that is reflected in much of the
Bible (see 8.3 n.): "Now your

enemy, 0 Baal, Now your enemy
will you smite; Now will you cut
off your adversaries" (ANET, p.
1 31, slightly modified). Here God's
enemies are not mythological
creatures but human evildoers (cf.
v. 8). 1 1 : Symbols of victory; see
75·5 n. Others translate this and
the following v. in the past tense,
and view the psalm as having ele
ments of thanksgiving. 1 3-1 5: The
psalmist again uses agricultural

92.8-93 .4

imagery (cf. v. 8). 1 3: Cedars of
Lebanon were known for strength;
they were used in constructing
the Temple, and thus offer a
subtle segue into the following
v. 1 4: For the desire to remain in
the Temple, proximate to God,
see 23.6; 27.5. 16: Attesting, lit. "to
proclaim," forming a frame with
v. 3·
Ps. 93: This enthronement psalm
(see introduction to Ps. 47) nar
rates God's ascent to the throne
after defeating the powers of
chaos, represented in vv. 3-4 as the
ocean. It is an Israelite adoption
and transformation of the Canaan
ite myth about Baal's kingship (see
92.10). In classical rabbinic (see b.
Rosh Hash. 31a) and later liturgical
tradition, it is recited on Friday
nights. Like the previous psalm, it
concerns creation, and thus is con
nected to the Sabbath, which com
memorates the completion of cre
ation; a superscription in the LXX
also connects it to the Sabbath. The
kingship psalms grouped together
(93-99) may have been seen as a
subcollection in antiquity; none
has a Davidic superscription.
1: Heb may be translated as The
LORD is ki11g or "The LORD has be
come king"; context favors the lat
ter, though in other psalms, which
lack this psalm's explicit mytho
logical background, the former
may be preferable. (This transla
tion difference determines
whether these should be called en
thronement psalms, those com
memorating God's ascent to the
throne, or kingship psalms that
celebrate His ongoing role as
king.) This v. narrates God's cre
ation after defea ting His mytho
logical enemies. Robed, an image of
an enthronement ceremony; God
becomes king. God enrobed in His
creation is an image known also
from 104.1-2, where God's en
thronement is by means of His
creation. 2: From the time of crea
tion (in mythological terms, from
the time of the defeat of the
mythological enemies) God's
throne sta11ds firm. 3-4: God suc
cessfully vanquishes the rebellious
oceans.
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Your decrees are indeed enduring;
holiness befits Your house,
0 LoRD, for all times.

9 4 God of retribution, LoRD,
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

God of retribution, appear!
Rise up, judge of the earth,
give the arrogant their deserts!
How long shall the wicked, 0 LoRD,
how long shall the wicked exult,
shall they utter insolent speech,
shall all evildoers vaunt themselves?
They crush Your people, 0 LoRD,
they afflict Your very own;
they kill the widow and the stranger;
they murder the fatherless,
thinking, "The LoRD does not see it,
the God of Jacob does not pay heed."
Take heed, you most brutish people;
fools, when will you get wisdom?
Shall He who implants the ear not hear,
He who forms the eye not see?
Shall He who disciplines nations not punish,
He who instructs men in knowledge?
The LoRD knows the designs of men to be futile.
Happy is the man whom You discipline, 0 LORD,
the man You instruct in Your teaching,
to give him tranquillity in times of misfortune,
until a pit be dug for the wicked.
For the LoRD will not forsake His people;
He will not abandon His very own.
Judgment shall again accord with justice
and all the upright shall rally to it.
Who will take my part against evil men?
Who will stand up for me against wrongdoers?
Were not the LORD my help,
I should soon dwell in silence.

5: This defeat has theological im
plications for the validity of the
Temple (Your house) as the place of
worship and for the validity of
God's decrees.

Ps. 94: This psalm, a request for
the destruction of evildoers, does

not explicitly deal with God's
kingship like the surrounding Pss.
93--99· The image of God as judge
may, however, be subsumed under
God's kingship (see esp. 96.13;
99-4), and it is possible that v. 20,
which mentions a ( human) throne,
draws a contrast with the divine
- 1388-

throne. There are additional the
matic and lexical similarities to the
surrounding psalms. The psalm
has several affini ties to wisdom lit
erature, including interest in edu
cating the fool (v. 8; see also vv.
11-12 n.). The destruction of the
wicked is a major theme of pro
phetic eschatology, and thus
Radak, citing Mal. 3.19, under
stands this psalm as a request for
the arrival of the eschaton. 1 : Retri
bution (Heb "nekamot"), some
translate "vengeance," fostering a
picture of a vengeful "Old Testa
ment" deity (versus a loving God
of the New Testament). Though
"n-k-m" may have this sense else
where in the Bible, in this psalm
fair retribution and not vengeance
is being sought. Verbal repetition
characterizes the opening (God of
retribution; v. 3 "how long") and
the closing (v. 23, "annihilate") of
the psalm. 2: Rise up may reflect
human institutions, where the
judge may have stood up to offer
his verdict (cf. 82.1 n.). 3-6: The
focus here is on internal rather
than external enemies; it is impos
sible to determine whether a spe
cific group is meant. 6: Widow,
stranger, fatherless are the defense
less in society; Deut. commands
their protection (e.g., 10.18; 14.29).
7: Similar quotations are in 10.11
and 73.11. Heb uses the root
"'-m-r" to indicate both verbal
and internal speech (thought); the
translation could be thinking or
"saying"; v. 11 suggests the former.
1 1 : Although couched as a general
statement, the v. refers to the
wicked fools; perhaps a wisdom
epigram is quoted here ("hevel,"
futile, is a characteristic term in
Ecclesiastes, a wisdom text).
1 2: This v. shares the wisdom no
tion (see esp. Prov. 3.11-12; Job
5.17) that divine chastisement is
beneficial. 'Torah" likely here re
flects general teaching, as in much
wisdom literature (e.g., Prov. 1.8),
though traditional Jewish com
mentary understands it as Torah
on the assumption that the Mosaic
Torah was canonical for David, the
author of Psalms. 1 6: A protesta
tion of innocence; the psalmist is
opposed by the wrongdoers or evil
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When I think my foot has given way,
Your faithfulness, 0 LORD, supports me.
When I am filled with cares,
Your assurance soothes my soul.
Shall the seat of injustice be Your partner,
that frames mischief by statute?
They band together to do away with the righteous;
they condemn the innocent to death.
But the LORD is my haven;
my God is my sheltering rock.
He will make their evil recoil upon them,
annihilate them through their own wickedness;
the LoRD our God will annihilate them.

9 5 Come, let us sing joyously to the LORD,
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10

11

raise a shout for our rock and deliverer;
let us come into His presence with praise;
let us raise a shout for Him in song!
For the LORD is a great God,
the great king of all divine beings.
In His hand are the depths of the earth;
the peaks of the mountains are His.
His is the sea, He made it;
and the land, which His hands fashioned.

Come, let us bow down and kneel,
bend the knee before the LORD our maker,
for He is our God,
and we are the people He tends, the flock in His
care.
0, if you would but heed His charge this day:
Do not be stubborn as at Meribah,
as on the day of Massah, in the wilderness,
when your fathers put Me to the test,
tried Me, though they had seen My deeds.
Forty years I was provoked by that generation;
I thought, "They are a senseless people;
they would not know My ways."
Concerning them I swore in anger,
"They shall never come to My resting-place!"

men ("po'alei 'aven"; see 5.6 n.)
of v. 4· 18: On God's "l:lesed," see
5.8 n. 22: Compare the extensive
fortress language applied to God
in 18.13. 23: As frequently occurs,
especially at the end of personal
petitions, the tenses are unclear;

the first verb is in the past ("he
has"), while annihilate is in the
future.
Ps. 95: A kingship psalm (see v. J,

tile great king), which, after an
introductory call to worship

(vv. 1-3), focuses on God as creator
of the world (vv. 4-5) and creator
of Israel (vv. 6-7). Just as human
kings were responsible for major
building projects, God as king has
created the world and Israel. Like
Ps. 81, to which it is thematically
similar, it concludes with a rebuke
(vv. 8-11; cf. 81.9-17). The psalm
can also be understood as having
two calls to worship (vv. 1-2, 6),
each followed by the impetus for
that call, introduced by "ki," for; a
similar structure is found in the
early Song of the Sea recited by
Miriam in Exod. 15.21, "Sing to the
LoRD, for ("ki") He has triumphed
gloriously." This psalm (and those
that follow through Ps. 99) is re
cited during the Friday night ser
vice. 1-2: The shout is modeled
after the acclaim for the new king
at his enthronement (see 47.2 n.;
98.4, 6). 1 : Rock connects to the
conclusion of the previous psalm
(94.22). 3: God is incomparable. As
in Exod. 15.11 and elsewhere, the
existence of other, less powerful
deities is acknowledged; they
serve to show God's superiority
even over other divine beings. Me
dieval interpreters understand the
divine beings as "angels" (Ibn
Ezra, Radak). 7: The image of God
as shepherd is part of royal im
agery; see 23.1-4 n. 8-1 1 : This is a
rare case where divine speech, per
haps spoken through a religious
official, is quoted in psalms. The
tradition offered stands in stark
contrast with other traditions that
see the wilderness period as ideal
(esp. Jer. 2.2). The traditions about
Meribnh and Mnssnll are in Exod.
17.7 and Deut. 33.8 (cf. Num.
20.1-13 about Meribah alone). This
psalm connects the forty years of
wandering to rebellion at these
si tes, in contrast to Num. 14.33-34;
32.13, which connect the forty
years to the sin of the spies ( but
see Deut. 8.2; Josh. 5.6). These vv.
function as an admonition, telling
the people what to do if they want
to remain in God's favor as His
people. 9: Like Exod. 17.2, this v. ex
plains the etymology of Massah by
the root "n-s-h," to put to the test.
1 1 : Resting-place refers to the land
of Israel (Deut. 12.9).
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9 6 •Sing to the LoRD a new song,
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

sing to the LoRD, all the earth.
Sing to the LoRD, bless His name,
proclaim His victory day after day.
Tell of His glory among the nations,
His wondrous deeds, among all peoples.
For the LORD is great and much acclaimed,
He is held in awe by all divine beings.
All the gods of the peoples are mere idols,
but the LoRD made the heavens.
Glory and majesty are before Him;
strength and splendor are in His temple.
Ascribe to the LoRD, 0 families of the peoples,
ascribe to the LoRD glory and strength.
Ascribe to the LoRD the glory of His name,
bring tribute and enter His courts.
Bow down to the LoRD majestic in holiness;
tremble in His presence, all the earth!
Declare among the nations, "The LoRD is king!"
the world stands firm; it cannot be shaken;
He judges the peoples with equity.
Let the heavens rejoice and the earth exult;
let the sea and all within it thunder,
the fields and everything in them exult;
then shall all the trees of the forest shout for joy
at the presence of the LORD, for He is coming,
for He is coming to rule the earth;
He will rule the world justly,
and its peoples in faithfulness.

9 7 The LoRD is king!

Let the earth exult,
the many islands rejoice!

a Cf. 1 Chron. 1 6.23-33·
Ps. 96: This kingship psalm is sim
ilar in structure to the previous
one, also containing two calls to
worship, beginning in vv. 1 and 7·
Like Ps. 95, it emphasizes God as
creator; like Ps. 94, it emphasizes
God as judge. It is, however, more
universal in outlook, demanding
that all nations acknowledge God
(vv. 1, 7); perhaps there is a pro
gression or intensification as
we move through the kingship
psalms. A variant of this psalm ap
pears in 1 Chron. 16.23-33, where

it is combined with different
psalms (see annotations there),
and is used in connection with the
installation of the Ark in Jerusa
lem. A similar tradition is related
in the LXX superscription to Ps.
96: "when the house was being re
built after the captivity"; these
pieces of evidence suggest a role
for the psalm in the Second Tem
ple. The psalm (and several other
kingship psalms) shares significant
elements with Deutero-Isaiah (see
4·5 n.); the psalm may be exilic or
- 1390-

later. 1-3: I t is unclear what song
is meant-perhaps the psalm as a
whole, or perhaps part of v. 10,
"The LORD is king!" The rhetorical
presence of other nations (see 47.10
n.) shows that God's glory is
worldwide. 4-5: God is depicted
as more incomparable than in 95·3·
The depiction of other deities as
mere idols is a major theme of
Deutero-Isaiah (e.g., Isa. 40. 18-20).
6: Glory and majesty (as well as
strength) are typically royal attri
butes (21.6; 45.4), here shared by
God as King. These qualities are
localized with God at His temple.
7-B: A reworked citation of
Ps. 29.1-2; there the "divine be
ings" offer the praise that here is to
be offered by the families of the peo
ples. Ascribing to the LORD and
bringing tribute (offerings) to His
courts (at the Temple) may be a sin
gle action, or two coordinated ac
tions of song and sacrifice. 1 0: The
formula to be recited among the IW
tions may either end with king, or
may extend until the end of the v.
In contrast to 93.1, this and the fol
lowing psalms do not imagine a
(re)enthronement of God, so the
phrase "YHVH malakh" is best
translated in these psalms as The
LORD is king! 1 1-13: Here the en
tire natural world plays the role of
the populace a t the coronation, re
joicing loudly (see 47.2 n.). 13: The
verb "ba"' may be translated as is
coming or "has come." The phrase
is repeated, following a usage in
Semitic poetry; Radak plausibly
notes: "the second [is comi11g] ex
plains the first, and the doubling
functions to strengthen (the rheto
ric]." The end of the v. returns to
the theme of justice, a central royal
task, paraphrasing the end of v. 10.
Human kings did not always mete
out justice fairly, so these psalms
express a desire for an ideal, di
vine royal judge.
Ps. 97: Thematically, this is similar
to the previous two kingship
psalms, emphasizing God's justice
and power (though not His role as
creator). Structurally it is quite dif
ferent; it contains no call to wor
ship, and rather than beginning
with imperatives, it concludes
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Dense clouds are around Him,
righteousness and justice are the base of His
throne.
Fire is His vanguard,
burning His foes on every side.
His lightnings light up the world;
the earth is convulsed at the sight;
mountains melt like wax at the LoRD's
presence,
at the presence of the Lord of all the earth.
The heavens proclaim His righteousness
and all peoples see His glory.
All who worship images,
who vaunt their idols,
are dismayed;
all divine beings bow down to Him.
Zion, hearing it, rejoices,
the towns• of Judah exult,
because of Your judgments, 0 LoRD.
For You, LoRD, are supreme over all the earth;
You are exalted high above all divine beings.
0 you who love the LoRD, hate evil!
He guards the lives of His loyal ones,
saving them from the hand of the wicked.
Light is sown for the righteous,
radianceb for the upright.
0 you righteous, rejoice in the LORD
and acclaim His holy name!

9 8 A psalm.
2

Sing to the LORD a new song,
for He has worked wonders;
His right hand, His holy arm,
has won Him victory.
The LORD has manifested His victory,
has displayed His triumph in the sight of the
nations.

n Or "womeH."

b Others "joy. "

with them. It builds upon the ear
lier kingship psalms, moving the
declaration The LoRD is kiug! to the
psalm's beginning. As in other
kingship psalms, a utopian world
is depicted; this motivates Radak
to say: "many similar psalrns were
written to strengthen the hearts of

people who despaired of redemp
tion due to the length of the exile."
1 : See 96.11-1 J. Islauds are far-off
places. 2-5: God appears as pow
erful in a theophany (see introduc
tion to Ps. 29). 6: Both the natural
and human world react. 7: This
degrades the other deities even
- 1)91 -

more than 96.4-5, showing pro
gression in these psalms. 8: God's
judgmeuts, either against other na
tions, or in the sense of divine jus
tice (see v. 2, "righteousness and
justice are the base of His throne")
are the cause for rejoicing. 9: Ps.
47·J, another kingship psalm, is
similar. 1 0-12: A concluding call to
the righteous. Calls seem to be
part of this genre, though here the
call itself is different from the sur
rounding psalms. 1 0: On loyal
ones ("J:tasid"), see 12.2 n. 1 1-12:
Heb "simJ:tah," the opening word
of the second line, is a pun, mean
ing both radiance and joy. And ac
claim His holy name, namely praise
Him, may be a stock psalm phrase;
see J0·5 · The psalm concludes with
a call to rejoice, echoing joy, a major
theme of the psalm. It thus asserts
that joy rather than fear is the
proper reaction to God's great
power-at least for those who are
righteous.
Ps. 98: This kingship psalm high
lights the military victory of God.
It is closely related to Ps. g6: Both
open with the same formula, Sing
to the LoRD a 11ew soug, and the con
clusion of this psalm is a variant of
the conclusion of g6. Both empha
size the role of nature in praising
God, and both mention God's
kingship in the middle rather than
at the beginning. In fact, Ps. 98 can
be seen as an actualized version of
Ps. g6. Ps. g6.J commands: "Tell of
His glory among the nations, His
wondrous deeds, among all peo
ples," and 98.3 claims (in the past):
"all the ends of the earth beheld
the victory of our God." 1: The
short superscription, A psalm, is
unique in Psalms; the LXX intro
duces all of the kingship psalms
with " A psalm of David." This
psalm collapses the typically
longer summons to worship and
motivation (introduced by "ki,"
for) into a single v.; see introduc
tory note to Ps. 95· Like many of
the other kingship psalms, this too
shows affinities to Deutero-Isaiah;
compare vv. 1-2 with !sa. 52.10:
"The LORD will bare His holy
arm I In the sight of all the na
tions, I And the very ends of earth

PSALMS g8.3-99 .6
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

He was mindful of His steadfast love and
faithfulness toward the house of Israel;
all the ends of the earth beheld the victory of
our God.
Raise a shout to the LORD, all the earth,
break into joyous songs of praise!
Sing praise to the LoRD with the lyre,
with the lyre and melodious song.
With trumpets and the blast of the horn
raise a shout before the LoRD, the King.
Let the sea and all within it thunder,
the world and its inhabitants;
let the rivers clap their hands,
the mountains sing joyously together
at the presence of the LoRD,
for He is coming to rule the earth;
He will rule the world justly,
and its peoples with equity.

tremble, the earth quakes:•
9 9 Thepeoples
LORD is great in Zion,

•The LoRD, enthroned on cherubim, is king,

2

3

4

5

6

and exalted above all peoples.
They praise Your name as great and awesome;
He is holy!
b·Mighty king·b who loves justice,
it was You who established equity,
You who worked righteous judgment in Jacob.
Exalt the LORD our God
and bow down to His footstool;
He is holy!
Moses and Aaron among His priests,
Samuel, among those who call on His name
when they called to the LoRD,
He answered them.

a-a Clauses tmnsposed for clarity.

b-b Menning of Heb. llltcertain.

shall see I The victory of our
God." 3: Steadfast love and faithful
ness are often connected to cove
nant obligations. 4-8: These mirror
the noisy acclaim of the new king
(see 47.2 n.), a common motif in
the kingship psalms. 6: The men
tion of the horn ("shofar") is espe
cially significant given 1 Kings
1.39, concerning the coronation of
Solomon: "They sounded the horn

("shofar") and all the people
shouted, 'Long live King
Solomon!' " This and other affini
ties to the coronation ritual may
suggest that these psalms celebrate
the (re)enthronement of God, per
haps during an annual ritual. The
central significance of the shofar or
ram's horn in the Rosh Ha-Shanah
(New Year) celebration may be a
remnant of this biblical ritual.
- 1392-
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7-8: See g6.11-12. These vv. possi
bly allude to the myth concerning
the rebellion of the waters (see Ps.
93), in which case they suggest
that the sea and rivers have been
totally subdued, and are now pay
ing homage to God. Thus, this v.
may not merely be a personifica
tion of the sea (so Rashi, Radak),
but may contain a recollection of
the Sea as a deity. 8: Another
strong connection to Deutero
Isaiah; see Isa. 55.12: "Yea, you
shall leave in joy and be led home
secure. I Before you, mount and
hill shall shout aloud, I And all
the trees of the field shall clap their
hands." 9: A variant of g6.13.
Ps. 99: The final kingship psalm.
Much of vv. 1-4 is similar to the
previous kingship psalms, while
vv. 5-g, framed by a refrain and fo
cused on prophetic intercession
and divine response, are unique.
1: Quaking of people and nature
accompanies theophanies (Exod.
19.16, 18). Enthroned on cherubim
refers to God's presence in the
Temple, where the Ark serves as
His throne (see 1 Sam. 4-4 n.). This
kingship psalm, more than the
others, focuses on God's presence
in the Jerusalem Temple (vv. 5, 9)
in Zion (v. 2). 2: God is exalted
over all peoples, rather than greater
than other gods, as in 95-3; g6.4;
97-9, though some LXX manu
scripts here read "gods, divine be
ings" rather than peoples. 3: Great
and awesome are also paired in the
kingship psalms 47-3 and 96-4- He
is holy! may be the actual words of
praise; see Isa. 6.3, where the ser
aphs declare: "Holy, holy, holy!
The LoRD of Hosts! His presence
fills all the earth!" 4: Similar
themes and vocabulary are used in
97.2 and g8.g. 5: The typical call to
worship. Several LXX manuscripts
suggest that "ki," "for" has been
lost before He is holy (see the paral
lel in v. g); this would fit the typi
cal pattern (see introduction to
Ps. 95). The footstool is the Ark (see
1 Chron. 28.2); the phrase is only
known in exilic and later literature
(Isa. 66.1; Lam. 2.1). 6: In contrast
to the Priestly tradition, Moses is
viewed as a priest. The singling
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He spoke to them in a pillar of cloud;
they obeyed His decrees,
the law He gave them.
0 LoRD our God, You answered them;
You were a forgiving God for them,
but You exacted retribution for their misdeeds.
Exalt the LoRD our God,
and bow toward His holy hill,
for the LoRD our God is holy.

1 o Raise
o a shout for the LORD, all the earth;
A psalm •"for praise:•

2

3

4

5

worship the LORD in gladness;
come into His presence with shouts of joy.
Acknowledge that the LORD is God;
He made us and b·we are His,·b
His people, the flock He tends.
Enter His gates with praise,
His courts with acclamation.
Praise Him!
Bless His name!
For the LoRD is good;
His steadfast love is eternal;
His faithfulness is for all generations.

David. A psalm.
1 Q 1willOfsing
of faithfulness and justice;
I

I will chant a hymn to You, 0 LoRD.

n-n Trnditionnlly 'for the tlrnnksgiviug offrring."
b-b So q ere; kethib and some aucient versions "uol we ourselves. "

out o f Samuel as an intercessor
is somewhat surprising, though
he sometimes has that role in Sam
uel (e.g., 1 Sam. 19.5, 9). Priests
and prophets, but no king is men
tioned; perhaps this highlights
the incomparable nature of God's
kingship. 8: This v. is puzzling;
it seems to telescope, with some
changes, the traditions preserved
elsewhere in the Bible. Moses
and Samuel also appear together
as intercessors in Jer. 15.1. God
does not appear in a pillar of cloud
to Samuel. Decrees in reference
to Samuel may mean laws pertain
ing to the monarchy (1 Sam. 8.9,

11; 10.25). This v. seems to be an
oblique request for a divine
answer for the psalmist. It is
one of many biblical reuses of the
divine attributes of Exod. 34.6-7;
specifically You were a forgiving
Godfor tllem reflects "forgiving in
iquity, transgression, and sin,"
while but You exacted retribution for
tlteir misdeeds reworks "yet He
does not remit all punishment."
9: Although the phrase holy
hill is found in Psalms (e.g.,
15.1), it predominates in Deutero
Jsaiah (e.g., 56.7), offering a
final connection between that
prophet and the kingship psalms.
- 1393 -
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Ps. 1 00: This psalm is formally
distinct from the kingship psalm
collection (93-99): it nowhere men
tions the kingship of God, and un
like 93-99, it has a typical super
scription. Nevertheless, as noted
below, it shares many themes and
words with these psalms. The ref
erence in v. 3 recalls the royal
shepherd image. It even has the
same structure as Pss. 95-9T a call
to worship followed by a reason
introduced by "ki," for. The many
similarities between Ps. 100 and
the previous ones suggest that
Ps. 100 serves as an anthology or
summary for the collection. It may
also be understood as a general
call to worship, and may have
functioned as an introduction to
larger liturgical works; it serves a
similar role now when recited in
the daily morning service. It is uni
versalistic like Deutero-Isaiah in
the sense that all tile eartll is ex
pected to acknowledge tlwf file LoRD
is God. 1: It is uncertain if "todah"
should be translated for praise,
specifying the genre of the psalm
(see Radak), or if it refers to the
thanksgiving offering (so Rashi;
see 50.13-14 n.), suggesting a
liturgy to be recited in conjunction
with the sacrifice. On shouting, see
47.2 n., and 95.1-2; 98.4, 6. 2: On
gladness, see 97.11; contrast 2.11:
"Serve the LoRD in awe; tremble
with fright." 3: The LoRD (YHvH)
as sole or most powerful God is
emphasized in Pss. 96--98. On lite
flock, see 9 5. 7. 4: This type of call to
worship typifies 95-99; on courts
see 96.8. Witll praise may also be
rendered "with a thanksgiving of
fering." 5: On the formula For tile
LORD is good; His steadfast love is
etema/, see 106.1 n. For steadfast
love andfaitlifulness, see 98.3.
Ps. 1 0 1 : While any individual
could have recited this psalm, the
speaker sounds like a ruler (see
esp. v. 8) and therefore many
scholars consider it a royal psalm,
perhaps sung at a coronation. Cf.
Pss. 2 and 110. In the first part
(vv. 1-4), the speaker promises to
conduct himself with honesty and
uprightness; compare this declara
tion with the instructions for a
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I will study the way of the blameless;
when shall I attain it?
I will live without blame within my house.
I will not set before my eyes anything base;
I hate crooked dealing;
I will have none of it.
Perverse thoughts will be far from me;
I will know nothing of evil.
He who slanders his friend in secret I will destroy;
I cannot endure the haughty and proud man.
My eyes are on the trusty men of the land,
to have them at my side.
He who follows the way of the blameless
shall be in my service.
He who deals deceitfully
shall not live in my house;
he who speaks untruth
shall not stand before my eyes.
Each morning I will destroy
all the wicked of the land,
to rid the city of the LoRD
of all evildoers.

1 0 2 A prayer of the lowly man when he is faint and
pours forth his plea before the LORD.

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0 LoRD, hear my prayer;
let my cry come before You.
Do not hide Your face from me
in my time of trouble;
turn Your ear to me;
when I cry, answer me speedily.
For my days have vanished like smoke
and my bones are charred like a hearth.
My body is stricken and withered like grass;
•·too wasted·• to eat my food;
on account of my vehement groaning
my bones b-show through my skin:b
I am like a great owl in the wilderness,
an owl among the ruins.
I lie awake; I am like
a lone bird upon a roof.
All day long my enemies revile me;
my deriders use my name to curse.
For I have eaten ashes like bread
and mixed my drink with tears,

a-a Otl1crs "/forget."

b-/J Lit. "cling to myflesh."
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king in Deut. 17.18-20 and the
farewell speech of Samuel in
1 Sam. 12.2-5. In the second part
(vv. 5-8) the speaker might be ad
dressing his courtiers, explaining
how he will ensure that his royal
court will meet the highest moral
standards. 1: Fait!Jfulness and jus
tice, a reference to God's loyalty to
the Davidic monarchy. Cf. 8g.2-5.
This v. is interpreted in Jewish tra
ditional sources (Targum, Rashi) to
mean that whether God acts with
favor ("l)esed") or with justice
("mishpat"), the psalmist will al
ways praise him. 2: My house may
be "my palace" (also v. 7), another
hint that this is a royal psalm.
3-5: The king's protestation of in
nocence (18.22-24); for nonassocia
tion with evildoers, see 1.1; 26-4-58: Each moming: Morning is the
time that justice is rendered (Jer.
21. 12) and the time that deliver
ance is expected (46.6; !sa. 37.36;
Lam. 3-23)- The city of the LORD, je
rusalem (Targum), the capital of
the Davidic dynasty.

Ps. 1 02: A psalm lamenting the de
struction of Jerusalem and praying
for its restoration. Rabbinic tradi
tion (111. Ta'an. 2. 3 ) assigns this
psalm to fast days. A prayer for
personal restoration (vv. 2-12,
24-29) frames the prayer for the
rebuilding of Zion (Jerusalem)
after the exile (vv. 13-23). 1 : The
lowly man of the superscription is
one of the exiles. 3: God's hiding
His face ("hester panim"; see
6.4-5 n.) became a theological con
cept in later Jewish thought. It rep
resents God's withdrawal of His
presence from the world. 4-8: The
psalmist describes his trouble as a
physical illness; he is stricken with
pain and weakness. 7-8: The bird
similes suggest loneliness and
shrieks of pain which are calls for
help. The birds mentioned are un
clean birds (Lev. 11.17-18) and are
therefore perceived negatively.
They inhabit ruins (Zeph. 2.14).
9: Taunting from enemies is a com
mon usage in the psalms and need
not be taken literally. The psalmist
feels socially isolated as well as
physically ilL 1 0: These actions in
dicate mourning and lamenting;
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PSALM 102.1 1-102.29

because of Your wrath and Your fury;
for You have cast me far away.
My days are like a lengthening shadow;
I wither like grass.
But You, 0 LORD, are enthroned forever;
Your fame endures throughout the ages.
You will surely arise and take pity on Zion,
for it is time to be gracious to her;
the appointed time has come.
Your servants take delight in its stones,
and cherish its dust.
The nations will fear the name of the LoRD,
all the kings of the earth, Your glory.
For the LORD has built Zion;
He has appeared in all His glory.
He has turned to the prayer •·of the destitute·•
and has not spurned their prayer.
May this be written down for a coming
generation,
that people yet to be created may praise the
LORD.
For He looks down from His holy height;
the LoRD beholds the earth from heaven
to hear the groans of the prisoner,
to release those condemned to death;
that the fame of the LORD may be recounted in
Zion,
His praises in Jerusalem,
when the nations gather together,
the kingdoms, to serve the LORD.
He drained my strength in mid-course,
He shortened my days.
I say, "0 my God, do not take me away
in the midst of my days,
You whose years go on for generations on end.
Of old You established the earth;
the heavens are the work of Your hands.
They shall perish, but You shall endure;
they shall all wear out like a garment;
You change them like clothing and they pass
away.
But You are the same, and Your years never end.
May the children of Your servants dwell securely
and their offspring endure in Your presence."

a-a Meaning of Heb. IIIICcrtaiu.
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cf. 42-4; 8o.6. 1 2-1 3: The transitory
nature of humankind (grass; cf. !sa.
40.6) contrasted with the eternity
of God (see Ps. 90.1-6). See also
vv. 24-28. 1 2: The psalmist feels he
is nearing the end of his life. Cf.
v. 24. 1 3 : Cf. Lam. 5.19: "But You,
0 LoRD, are enthroned forever,
Your throne endures through the
ages." 14-17: The psalmist prays
that God will rebuild Zion and
that the divine glory will again ap
pear there (Ezek. 43.1-5); foreign
kings will come to acknowledge
God's supremacy (!sa. 60.1-3; Jer.
30.18). 14: The appoi11 tcd ti111e may
be unspecified or the psalmist may
have known of a specific prophecy,
like Jeremiah's prophecy (Jer.
25. 11-12; 29. 10-14) that Babylonia
would be overthrown in seventy
years. 20-2 1 : God hears the groan
ing of the exiles (79.11), as he looks
down from heaven (11.4-5; 14.2).
22-23: The reinstitution of Temple
worship will lead to the further
glorification of God. All peoples
will gather there to serve God, an
idea similar to Isa. 2.2-3; Micah
4.1-2. 24-25: The psalmist prays
that he not suffer premature death
(55.23; 89.45). Perhaps the psalmist
is expressing regret that he will not
live to see the restoration, but in
v. 29 he hopes that his children
will. 26: Job 38.4; Ps. 104.5; Prov.
8.29; Isa. 48.13. 27-29: The perma
nence of God is contrasted with
the most permanent objects in the
world, heaven and earth, usually
thought of as existing forever
(Eccl. 1.4). God created them and
God will let them perish, but God
will continue to exist for eternity,
beyond all measure of time. The
permanence of God gives hope
that He will, at some time in the
future, restore Israel. 28: This
v. is part of the liturgy for Rosh
Ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur.
29: There is hope of restoration for
a future generation. To endure in
God's presence is the opposite of
God's hiding His face.
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1 03 . 1-103 . 1 8

Q Bless the LoRD, 0 my soul,
3 Of David.

all my being, His holy name.
Bless the LORD, 0 my soul
and do not forget all His bounties.
He forgives all your sins,
heals all your diseases.
He redeems your life from the Pit,
surrounds you with steadfast love and mercy.
He satisfies you with good things in •the prime of
life,-•
so that your youth is renewed like the eagle's.
The LoRD executes righteous acts
and judgments for all who are wronged.
He made known His ways to Moses,
His deeds to the children of Israel.
The LORD is compassionate and gracious,
slow to anger, abounding in steadfast love.
He will not contend forever,
or nurse His anger for all time.
He has not dealt with us according to our sins,
nor has He requited us according to our
iniquities.
For as the heavens are high above the earth,
so great is His steadfast love toward those who
fear Him.
As east is far from west,
so far has He removed our sins from us.
As a father has compassion for his children,
so the LoRD has compassion for those who fear
Him.
For He knows how we are formed;
He is mindful that we are dust.
Man, his days are like those of grass;
he blooms like a flower of the field;
a wind passes by and it is no more,
its own place no longer knows it.
But the LoRD's steadfast love is for all eternity
toward those who fear Him,
and His beneficence is for the children's
children
of those who keep His covenant
and remember to observe His precepts.

a-a Mea11i11g of Heb. 1111certaill.

KETHUVIM
Ps. 1 03: A hymn of praise for
God's nature (divine attributes)
and for His acts on behalf of Israel;
it contains quotations from and
allusions to Exodus and Isaiah.
1-2: A double self-invitation to
praise God. Bless the L01w, 0 my
soul was likely a stock introduction
to a psalm (104.1). Soul means
one's being. There is as yet no con
cept of the soul as distinct from
the body. 3-4: Among God's bless
ings are the forgiveness of sin
and the healing of mortal illness
(32.1-5), which might have been
thought of as punishment for sin.
3: Heforgives all your sins, see
Exod. 34·7· 4: The Pit, a poetic
term for Sheol, the abode of the
dead. 7-8: See Exod. 33.13; 34.6.
9-13: Interpreting or elaborating
on the meaning and current appli
cation of Exod. 34.6, quoted in v. 8.
9: Cf. Isa. 57.16. 1 1 : Cf. Isa. 55·9·
13: The relationship between God
and his worshippers is here por
trayed as that between a father
and a son (cf. Mal. 3.16-17). The
compassionate father also figures
in Jer. 31.20. 1 4-17: The creaturely
and ephemeral sta tus of humanity
(Gen. 2.7; Ps. 90.3-6), and the
permanence of God's covenant
with those who fear Him.
1 5-16: Cf. Isa. 40.6-8. 1 9-22: God
is lauded by His heavenly council,
and by all He has created (cf. Ps.
148); thus human praise of God
mimics angelic praise, a significant
theme of later Jewish prayer. The
psalm ends as it began, forming an
inclusio.

KETHUVIM
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19

The LORD has established His throne in heaven,
and His sovereign rule is over all.

20

Bless the LORD, 0 His angels,
mighty creatures who do His bidding,
ever obedient to His bidding;
bless the LoRD, all His hosts,
His servants who do His will;
bless the LORD, all His works,
through the length and breadth of His realm;
bless the LORD, 0 my soul.

21
22

the LORD, 0 my soul;
1 0 4You0Bless
LoRD, my God, You are very great;
are clothed in glory and majesty,
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15

wrapped in a robe of light;
You spread the heavens like a tent cloth.
He sets the rafters of His lofts in the waters,
makes the clouds His chariot,
moves on the wings of the wind.
He makes the winds His messengers,
fiery flames His servants.
He established the earth on its foundations,
so that it shall never totter.
You made the deep cover it as a garment;
the waters stood above the mountains.
They fled at Your blast,
rushed away at the sound of Your thunder,
-mountains rising, valleys sinkingto the place You established for them.
You set bounds they must not pass
so that they never again cover the earth.

You make springs gush forth in torrents;
they make their way between the hills,
giving drink to all the wild beasts;
the wild asses slake their thirst.
The birds of the sky dwell beside them
and sing among the foliage.
You water the mountains from Your• lofts;
the earth is sated from the fruit of Your work.
You make the grass grow for the cattle,
and herbage for man's labor
that he may get food out of the earth
wine that cheers the hearts of men
b-oil that makes the face shine,·b
and bread that sustains man's life.

n Lit. '"His.'"

b-b Lit. '"to mnke the Jnce shine from oil.··
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Ps. 1 04: In praise of the creator of a
perfect world. The creation, an eco
logical harmony in which all are
provided for, is an ideal world in
which evil has no place. Structured
on Gen. ch 1, but incorporating
other creation traditions, the de
scription is more poetic. It resem
bles both the divine catalogue of
creation in Job chs 38-39 (which is
more exotic and less idyllic) and
the Egyptian "Hymn to A ten"
(ANET 369-71), from which some
scholars think it was adapted. This
hymn is recited on the new moon.
1-4: God is clothed in the glory of
His creation; He is housed in it;
He is transported by it. 2: The cre
ation of light and of the firmament.
Spread the heavens, Job 9.8; Isa. 40.22;
42.5; Zech. 12.2. 3: Moves on . . . the
wind, Pss. 18. 1 1; 68.5. 4: See 148.8:
"fire and hail, snow and smoke,
storm wind that executes His com
mand." 5: See 102.26. 6-9: God cre
ated the primordial waters (which
Gen. says were there at the begin
ning of creation), and then sepa
rated them from the dry land.
God's blast put the chaotic wa ters
to flight (29.3; Jer 5.22). In their
flight they ran up and down the
mountains (v. 8), which had been
submerged before (v. 6). Never
again will the waters of chaos
cover the earth. These vv. incorpo
rate recollections of the Canaanite
mythological tradition attested at
Ugarit and also found elsewhere in
the Bible (cf. Job 38.8-10; Prov.
8.29). 1 0-1 8: The emergence of the
ordered, habitable world, where
God provides water and food to all
his creatures. 1 0-1 1 : Instead of the
waters of chaos, God made springs
that meander among the hills so
that animals would have drink.
1 2: Near the springs the birds live.
1 3-1 5: The mention of the sky
leads to the mention of rain, which
wa ters the vegetation and enables
herding and agricultural produc
tion. 1 3: See 36.9; 65.10. 14: Cf.
147·9· Get food out of tlze eartlz: The
blessing over bread before meals
uses this wording to bless God for
bringing bread out of the earth.
Here it is humans, through God's
planning, who get food from the
earth. 1 5: The three main crops of
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The trees of the LORD drink their fill,
the cedars of Lebanon, His own planting,
where birds make their nests;
the stork has her home in the junipers.
The high mountains are for wild goats;
the crags are a refuge for rock-badgers.
He made the moon to mark the seasons;
the sun knows when to set.
You bring on darkness and it is night,
when all the beasts of the forests stir.
The lions roar for prey,
seeking their food from God.
When the sun rises, they come home
and couch in their dens.
Man then goes out to his work,
to his labor until the evening.
How many are the things You have made, 0 LORD;
You have made them all with wisdom;
the earth is full of Your creations.
There is the sea, vast and wide,
with its creatures beyond number,
living things, small and great.
There go the ships,
and Leviathan that You formed to sport with.
All of them look to You
to give them their food when it is due.
Give it to them, they gather it up;
open Your hand, they are well satisfied;
hide Your face, they are terrified;
take away their breath, they perish
and turn again into dust;
send back Your breath, they are created,
and You renew the face of the earth.
May the glory of the LORD endure forever;
may the LoRD rejoice in His works!
He looks at the earth and it trembles;
He touches the mountains and they smoke.
I will sing to the LoRD as long as I live;
all my life I will chant hymns to my God.
May my prayer be pleasing to Him;
I will rejoice in the LORD.
May sinners disappear from the earth,
and the wicked be no more.
Bless the LORD, 0 my soul.
Hallelujah.

KETHUVIM

the agricultural year: grain (for

bread, May-June), grapes (for wine,
August-September), and olives (for

oil, October). Wine is associated
with pleasure and oil with luxury
(oil was a cosmetic). 1 6-1 8 : The
trees, also nourished by the water
God provides, were created for
birds to live in; mountains and
caves were made to be homes for
wild animals. 1 9-23: The creation
of the celestial bodies (Gen.
1.14-18) sets in motion the diurnal
cycle. Each creature has its place in
this cycle. Predators seek their
food at night, and people labor
during the day. 19: Although the
(full) moon marks the seasons
actually the celebration of the sea
sonal festivals (Sukkot and Pass
over)-it is better to render to mark
the seasons as "to mark the set
times," that is, the time for day and
night. Cf. Gen. 1 .16. 2 1 : Job 38.39·
24-26: Both the land and the sea
are marvels of God's creation.
26: Manmade ships are seen as
part of God's creations in the sea.
They are accompanied by the Levi
athan, elsewhere the great marine
chaos monster (74.14; Job ch 41).
In Ugaritic literature, Leviathan
(Lotan) was also a "beloved" of the
deity El, a plaything, and that idea
may be reflected here. Another
quite different interpretation,
not mythological, understands
"Leviathan" in its literal sense
of "the escort"-the dolphins or
large fish often found near ships.
27-30: God maintains His provi
dential care of the world. Accord
ing to Gen. 2.7 (cf. Ps. 103.14), God
formed the human from dust and
breathed life into him, but here
God's breath animates all living
things and without it they return to
dust. 29: Hide Your face, see 102.3.
31-32: The creation is a theophany,
accompanied by convulsions of the
earth (114.7) and the mountains
surrounded with smoke (144.5).
35: There is no place in this harmo
nious creation for sinners. As in the
previous psalm, this concludes as
it began. Hallelujah, "Praise the
LoRD." These words occur at the
end and sometimes at the begin
ning of a number of psalms from
this point on (see 105; 106; 111-113;

PSALM 105. 1-105.16
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call on His name;
proclaim His deeds among the peoples.
Sing praises to Him;
speak of all His wondrous acts.
Exult in His holy name;
let all who seek the LoRD rejoice.
Turn to the LoRD, to His might;•
seek His presence constantly.
Remember the wonders He has done,
His portents and the judgments He has
pronounced,
0 offspring of Abraham, His servant,
0 descendants of Jacob, His chosen ones.
He is the LoRD our God;
His judgments are throughout the earth.
He is ever mindful of His covenant,
the promise He gave for a thousand generations,
that He made with Abraham,
swore to Isaac,
and confirmed in a decree for Jacob,
for Israel, as an eternal covenant,
saying, "To you I will give the land of Canaan
as your allotted heritage."
They were then few in number,
a mere handful, sojourning there,
wandering from nation to nation,
from one kingdom to another.
He allowed no one to oppress them;
He reproved kings on their account,
"Do not touch My anointed ones;
do not harm My prophets."
He called down a famine on the land,
destroyed every staff of bread.

a I.e., the Ark; cf Ps. 78.61; 132.8.

115-117; 135; 146-150); these may
have been part of one or more sub
collections.
Ps. 1 05: Like 78, 106, 135, and 136,
this psalm invokes selected au
thoritative Torah traditions along
with exegetical comments on them
in praise of God. The main theme
is God's covenant with Abraham
to give him the promised land.

This covenant, a popular theme in
postexilic times (e.g., Isa. 41.8; 51.2;
63.16; Neh. 9.7), was eternal and
unconditional, and therefore still
in effect (v. 8) despite the exile and
the fact that Jews both in and out
side the land of Israel lived under
Persian rule. It provides encour
agement and assurance to the
postexilic audience (most likely
those who had returned to the
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land of Israel) that they are enti
tled to the land of Israel by divine
right. Vv. 1-15 are quoted in
1 Chron. 16.8-22. 1 : God's deeds
and wondrous acts are those
recorded in the Torah, which the
psalm goes on to recite and rein
terpret. The psalmist knew some
form of the Torah traditions, which
had already become authoritative.
4: Seek His presence, in the Temple.
5: Portents recalls the wonders in
Egypt and judgments He !Jns pro
nounced recalls the giving of the
law at Sinai (Exod. 21.1). 6: The
audience is addressed as the off
spring (seed) of Abraham, thereby
making them the fulfillment of
God's promise to give Abraham
many offspring (Gen. 15.3-6). De
scendants ofJacob (lit. "children of
Jacob") again emphasizes the con
tinuity between the patriarchs and
the audience. His clzosen ones, the
present generation is just as "cho
sen" as the forefathers. 9-1 1 : The
covenant with Abraham was reit
erated for Isaac and Jacob (Gen. 15;
17.7-8; 28.13-14). The wording of
v. 11 is similar to Gen. 17.8, with
the addition of "your allotted her
itage" from Deut. 32.9, further
strengthening the bond between
Israel and its land. 1 2-1 5: The
story of the ancestors before they
possessed the land highlights their
wanderings in and out of Canaan,
making them "exiles" just like the
audience. The use of allusions and
phrases associated with exile
strengthen this theme that the pa
triarchs experienced exile like the
contemporary audience. 1 2: The
wording alludes to Deut. 4.27;
28.62, and most closely to Deut.
26.5. In all these cases "few in
number" is associated with being
in exile. 14-15: Cf. Gen. 20, where
God reproved King Abimelech, and
where Abraham is called a prophet.
Cf. also Gen. 12.1o-2o; 26.1-2.
Anointed ones, a synonym for
"prophets," who were sometimes
anointed (1 Kings 19.16; Isa. 61.1).
Cf. Damascus Document 2.12; 6.1
(a Dead Sea Scroll text). 1 6-22:
The foseplz story (Gen. 37-50) re
told with interpretive additions,
ending with Joseph as a wisdom
teacher (Gen. 41.39). 1 6: Staff of
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He sent ahead of them a man,
Joseph, sold into slavery.
His feet were subjected to fetters;
an iron collar was put on his neck.
Until his prediction came true
the decree of the LORD purged him.
The king sent to have him freed;
the ruler of nations released him.
He made him the lord of his household,
empowered him over all his possessions,
to discipline his princes at will,
to teach his elders wisdom.
Then Israel came to Egypt;
Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham.
He made His people very fruitful,
more numerous than their foes.
•-He changed their heart·• to hate His people,
to plot against His servants.
He sent His servant Moses,
and Aaron, whom He had chosen.
They performed His signs among them,
His wonders, against the land of Ham.
He sent darkness; it was very dark;
b·did they not defy His word?-b
He turned their waters into blood
and killed their fish.
Their land teemed with frogs,
even the rooms of their king.
Swarms of insects came at His command,
lice, throughout their country.
He gave them hail for rain,
and flaming fire in their land.
He struck their vines and fig trees,
broke down the trees of their country.
Locusts came at His command,
grasshoppers without number.
They devoured every green thing in the land;
they consumed the produce of the soil.
He struck down every first-born in the land,
the first fruit of their vigor.
He led Israel< out with silver and gold;
none among their tribes faltered.
Egypt rejoiced when they left,
for dread of Israel c had fallen upon them.

a-a Or 'Their heart changed."
c Lit. "them."

b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
- 1400-

bread, a phrase used in connection
with the famine that results from
enemy sieges (Lev. 26.26; Ezek.
4.16; 5.16; 14.13), forming another
link between the forefathers' expe
rience and that of the exiles.
18: This treatment is not recounted
in Genesis; it is an exegetical addi
tion making Joseph into a prisoner
of war, like the deportees after the
destruction. 23-38: The exodus
story. Its telling emphasizes the
destruction of the land of Egypt,
showing God's power over tha t
land. The exodus is a common
metaphor for the return from cap
tivity. 23-25: Israel in Egypt, op
pressed yet fruitful (Exod. ch 1).
Ham, Egypt; see 78.51. 26-36: The
plagues (Exod. chs 7-12). The
number and order of plagues dif
fers from the Exodus account (see
Ps. 78.43-51). 30: Tlwir king, Heb
"kings" (plural), reflecting an an
cient tradition that also appears
in Wisdom of Solomon 10.16 and
Sirach 45·3· 33: Vines and fig trees,
an exegetical comment elaborating
on the hail plague. Cf. 78.47 for
a similar elaboration. 37: Exod.
12.33-36. None among their tribes,
an interpretation of Exod. 6.26
and 12.51, where God took out
the Israelites "troop by troop."
This interpretation is found in
Josephus (Ant. 14.6) and in tradi
tional Jewish commentaries.
37: Exegetical additions j ustify
the taking of the gold and silver;
this episode has a long history of
interpretation, going back at least
to this psalm. 39-44: The wander
ing in the wilderness and the
coming to the promised land.
39: The pillar of cloud that led the
Israelites (Exod. 13.21) takes on a
protective function (Exod. 14.19)
and is easily conflated with the
cloud of the theophany that pro
tects the people from direct contact
with the divine (which would be
fatal); cf. Exod. 33.1-10; Lev. 16.2;
Num. 14.14. Isa. 4.5-6 applies the
image to Mt. Zion. 40: The provi
sion of Israel with food (Exod.
16.1-17.7). No mention is made
of the people's complaints (Exod.
ch 16 and Num. ch 1 1); the point
is that God takes care of Israel's
needs. 44: An inclusio returns
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PSALMS 105 . 3 9-106 . 1 1

He spread a cloud for a cover,
and fire to light up the night.
They asked and He brought them quail,
and satisfied them with food from heaven.
He opened a rock so that water gushed forth;
it flowed as a stream in the parched land.
Mindful of His sacred promise
to His servant Abraham,
He led His people out in gladness,
His chosen ones with joyous song.
He gave them the lands of nations;
they inherited the wealth of peoples,
that they might keep His laws
and observe His teachings.
Hallelujah.
Hallelujah.
Praise the LoRD for He is good;
His steadfast love is eternal.
Who can tell the mighty acts of the LoRD,
proclaim all His praises?

106
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Happy are those who act justly,
who do right at all times.
Be mindful of me, 0 LORD, when You favor Your
people;
take note of me when You deliver them,
that I may enjoy the prosperity of Your chosen
ones,
share the joy of Your na tion,
glory in Your very own people.
We have sinned like our forefathers;
we have gone astray, done evil.
Our forefathers in Egypt did not perceive Your
wonders;
they did not remember Your abundant love,
but rebelled at the sea, at the Sea of Reeds.
Yet He saved them, as befits His name,
to make known His might.
He sent His blast against the Sea of Reeds;
it became dry;
He led them through the deep as through a
wilderness.
He delivered them from the foe,
redeemed them from the enemy.
Water covered their adversaries;
not one of them was left.
- 1401 -

to the promise to Abraham.

45: The community is enjoined to
obey the Torah traditions, the
same traditions that the psalmist
has utilized and reinterpreted to
give the community encourage
ment.

Ps. 106: This postexilic psalm
presents a history of Israel's sins
that culminates in idolatrous prac
tices that polluted the land of Is
rael and led to the destruction
and exile. The catalogue of sins
shows how forbearing and forgiv
ing God has been throughout the
past, and, by implication, how for
giving He will continue to be,
since He maintains His covenant
and is merciful (vv. 43-45). The
past history of God and Israel is
the model for the future. The exile
of 586 BCE, says the psalmist, is no
different from earlier punish
ments, after which God took Israel
back into His favor. The psalm is
both a praise to God and a request
to be gathered from among the
nations, that is, returned from
exile. Like Ps. 105, this psalm in
vokes Torah traditions along with
interpretive comments. It adopts
the Deuteronomic view that the
exile was caused by Israel's sins.
1 : Praise t/Je LoRD for He is good;
His steadfast love is etemal was a
ritual exclamation in the exilic
period; see 107.1; 1 18.1, 29; 136.1;
1 Chron. 16.41; 2 Chron. 7.6.
4-5: The psalmist wishes to be in
cluded in the national favor that
God will grant. 6: The present
genera tion joins itself to past gen
erations of sinners, implicitly
suggesting that it should be for
given, as they were. Cf. Lam.
5·7· 8-1 2: God's rescue of Israel
at the sea and Israel's initial
obedience (Exod. 14.26-- 1 5. 19).
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Then they believed His promise,
and sang His praises.
But they soon forgot His deeds;
they would not wait to learn His plan.
They were seized with craving in the wilderness,
and put God to the test in the wasteland.
He gave them what they asked for,
then made them waste away.
There was envy of Moses in the camp,
and of Aaron, the holy one of the LoRD.
The earth opened up and swallowed Dathan,
closed over the party of Abiram.
A fire blazed among their party,
a flame that consumed the wicked.
They made a calf at Horeb
and bowed down to a molten image.
They exchanged their glory
for the image of a bull that feeds on grass.
They forgot God who saved them,
who performed great deeds in Egypt,
wondrous deeds in the land of Ham,
awesome deeds at the Sea of Reeds.
He would have destroyed them
had not Moses His chosen one
· confronted Him in the breach
to avert His destructive wrath.
They rejected the desirable land,
and put no faith in His promise.
They grumbled in their tents
and disobeyed the LoRD.
So He raised His hand in oath
to make them fall in the wilderness,
to disperse• their offspring among the nations
and scatter them through the lands.
They attached themselves to Baal Pear,
ate sacrifices offered to the dead.
They provoked anger by their deeds,
and a plague broke out among them.
Phinehas stepped forth and intervened,
and the plague ceased.
It was reckoned to his merit
for all generations, to eternity.
They provoked wrath at the waters of Meribah
and Moses suffered on their account,
because they rebelled against Him
and he spoke rashly.

n Cf Tnrgum, Ki111hi.

- 1402-

1 3-33: Rebellion in the wilderness.
14-15: The feeding of Israel and
their testing of God (Exod. 16-17;
Num. ch 11). 1 5 : Then made tl1em
waste away, see Num. 1 1.33.
1 6-18: The rebellion of Dathan
and Abiram (Num. 16). 1 9-20: The
making of the golden calf (Exod.
32.1-10). 19: Horeb, an alternate
name for Sinai favored by Deuter
onomy. 20: Their glory, God. That
feeds on grass, an interpretive com
ment belittling the molten calf.
22: Ham, Egypt; see 78.51. 23: The
intercession of Moses (Exod.
32.11-14). 24-27: The Israelites'
wish to return to Egypt rather than
to enter Canaan, God's anger at
them, and Moses' plea on their be
half (Num. 14.1-35). 28-3 1 : The
worship of Baal of Peor and the
episode of the Midianite woman
(Num. 25.1-9). 28: Ate sacrifices of
fered to the dead, the sacrifices of
foreign gods (Ibn Ezra). Some
modern scholars associate Canaan
ite worship with worship of
the dead-the "marzeaJ:t" feast.
30-3 1 : Num. 25.6-<). The Zadokite
priests, who ministered during the
Judean monarchy, traced them
selves to Phinehas (1 Chron.
5.3o-41). 32-33: The waters of
Meribnh, Num. 20.2-13 (d. Exod.
17.1-7). 34-36: Because they left
the holy war (extermination of
their enemies) incomplete, the Is
raelites learned their practices
(Deut. 20.18), and the land was
polluted with idolatry.
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PSALMS 106.34-107.3

They did not destroy the nations
as the LoRD had commanded them,
but mingled with the nations
and learned their ways.
They worshiped their idols,
which became a snare for them.
Their own sons and daughters
they sacrificed to demons.
They shed innocent blood,
the blood of their sons and daughters,
whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan;
so the land was polluted with bloodguilt.
Thus they became defiled by their acts,
debauched through their deeds.
The LoRD was angry with His people
and He abhorred His inheritance.
He handed them over to the nations;
their foes ruled them.
Their enemies oppressed them
and they were subject to their power.
He saved them time and again,
but they were deliberately rebellious,
and so they were brought low by their
iniquity.
When He saw that they were in distress,
when He heard their cry,
He was mindful of His covenant
and in His great faithfulness relented.
He made all their captors kindly disposed toward
them.
Deliver us, 0 LORD our God,
and gather us from among the nations,
to acclaim Your holy name,
to glory in Your praise.
Blessed is the LoRD, God of Israel,
From eternity to eternity.
Let all the people say, "Amen."
Hallelujah.
BOOK FIVE
"Praise the LORD, for He is good;
His steadfast love is eternal!"
Thus let the redeemed of the LoRD say,
those He redeemed from adversity,
whom He gathered in from the lands,

107
2
3

37-39: The passing of children
through fire as a form of sacrifice
to foreign gods is often con
demned in the Bible (Deut. 12.31;
2 Kings 16.3; 21.6; Jer. 19.5; Ezek.
20.31; 23.37). 37: No mention is
made here of passing the children
through fire; rather, the pagan
practice is called sacrificing to de
mons-a later interpretation of a
practice that was no longer current
(and which remains incompletely
understood by modern scholars).
4�2: The destruction and exile
resulted from the people's accu
mulated sins of idolatry, which
God could no longer leave unpun
ished. 44-47: As God saved the
people in the past, the exiles ask
for a new act of deliverance, the
regathering of the people from
their captivity (v. 27; 1 Chron.
16.35-36). 48: The doxology end
ing Book IV of the Psalter (cf.
41.14; 72.1 8-19; 89.53). Amen, an
affirmation of the words just
spoken.

Ps. 1 07: The division between
Books IV and V of the Psalter is
late and improperly placed:
Ps. 107, with its allusions to earlier
traditions, belongs with Pss.
103-107. Furthermore, the opening
of Ps. 107, "Praise the Lo1w,jor

He is good; His steadfast love is eter
nal!'' connects it to Pss. 105 and
106; the connection is even more
striking if the word "Hallelujah" is
restored at the beginning of the
psalm, following the LXX. The last
v. clarifies the psalm's purpose:

Tlze wise man will take note of these
things; he will consider the steadfast
love of the LORD, namely that these
beneficent events reflect God's
steadfast love or "J::tesed" (see
5.8 n.). The psalm may be divided

PSALM 1 07.4-107.23
from east and west,
from the north and from the sea.
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23

Some lost their way in the wilderness,
in the wasteland;
they found no settled place.
Hungry and thirsty,
their spirit failed.
In their adversity they cried to the LoRD,
and He rescued them from their troubles.
He showed them a direct way
to reach a settled place.
Let them praise the LoRD for His steadfast love,
His wondrous deeds for mankind;
for He has satisfied the thirsty,
filled the hungry with all good things.
Some lived in deepest darkness,
bound in cruel irons,
because they defied the word of God,
spurned the counsel of the Most High.
He humbled their hearts through suffering;
they stumbled with no one to help.
In their adversity they cried to the LORD,
and He rescued them from their troubles.
He brought them out of deepest darkness,
broke their bonds asunder.
Let them praise the LoRD for His steadfast love,
His wondrous deeds for mankind,
For He shattered gates of bronze,
He broke their iron bars.
There were fools who suffered for their sinful way,
and for their iniquities.
All food was loathsome to them;
they reached the gates of death.
In their adversity they cried to the LoRD
and He saved them from their troubles.
He gave an order and healed them;
He delivered them from the pits!
Let them praise the LORD for His steadfast love,
His wondrous deeds for mankind.
Let them offer thanksgiving sacrifices,
and tell His deeds in joyful song.
Others go down to the sea in ships,
ply their trade in the mighty waters;

n Viz., of dentlr.
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into two large units: vv. 1-32 and
33-43; several scholars believe that
two originally separate psalms
have been combined. In contrast to
the latter unit, the former, after an
introduction (vv. 1-3), is divided
into stanzas (vv. 4---9; 1o-16; 17-22;
23-32), each of which has the dou
ble refrain In their adversity they
cried to the Lo1w, I and He rescued
them from their troubles (vv. 6, 13,
19, 28) and Let them praise the Lo1w

for His steadfast love, I His wondrous
deeds for mankind (vv. 8, 15, 21, 31),

followed in each stanza by a sin
gle, concluding v. This section
shares many motifs with Job. The
psalm shows some signs of late
biblical Heb, and vv. 1-2 are likely
influenced by Isa. 62.12 and 43·5;
it is thus a postexilic psalm. The
Rabbis used this psalm as the basis
for requiring a special blessing
thanking God from those who sur
vived the desert, those released
from prison, seafarers, and those
who were seriously ill (b. Ber. 54b).
1-2: Compare the opening of Ps.
118. 2-3: A reference to the return from the Babylonian exile.
4-9: Deliverance in the wilderness,
symbolizing the difficulties of the
exile and the return. The theme of
God's care in the wilderness be
came particularly important in the
early postexilic period as the re
turn from Babylonia was viewed
by Deutero-Isaiah as a second exo
dus (see !sa. 43.16-21 n.). The Tar
gum through its additions (v. 4,
"He [David, author of Psalms] is
prophesying concerning His na
tion Israel"; cf. v. 10, "concerning
Zedekiah . . . ") makes it clear that
this psalm is to be read in refer
ence to specific events in Israel's
past. 10-16: V. 10 is a reference to
the exile; v. 14 to a release from
exile. 1 7-22: Two general descrip
tions of those who are being pun
ished for misdeeds; they too
will be forgiven. 21-26, 40: Each
of these vv. begins with an in
verted Heb letter "nun," adapted
from a sign used in Greek manu
script editing, to indicate that lines
are isolated or separated from the
surrounding material (the same in
dication occurs at Num. 10.35-36),
but their use here is enigmatic.
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they have seen the works of the LORD
and His wonders in the deep.
By His word He raised a storm wind
that made the waves surge.
Mounting up to the heaven,
plunging down to the depths,
disgorging in their misery,
they reeled and staggered like a drunken man,
all their skill to no avail.
In their adversity they cried to the LORD,
and He saved them from their troubles.
He reduced the storm to a whisper;
the waves were stilled.
They rejoiced when all was quiet,
and He brought them to the port they desired.
Let them praise the LoRD for His steadfast love,
His wondrous deeds for mankind.
Let them exalt Him in the congregation of the
people,
acclaim Him in the assembly of the elders.
He turns the rivers into a wilderness,
springs of water into thirsty land,
fruitful land into a salt marsh,
because of the wickedness of its inhabitants.
He turns the wilderness into pools,
parched land into springs of water.
There He settles the hungry;
they build a place to settle in.
They sow fields and plant vineyards
that yield a fruitful harvest.
He blesses them and they increase greatly;
and He does not let their cattle decrease,
after they had been few and crushed
by oppression, misery, and sorrow.
He pours contempt on great men
and makes them lose their way in trackless
deserts;
but the needy He secures from suffering,
and increases their families like flocks.
The upright see it and rejoice;
the mouth of all wrongdoers is stopped.
The wise man will take note of these things;
he will consider the steadfast love of the LORD.

23-32: This stanza, longer than
the others, deals with the dangers
of sailing (see Jonah chs 1-2).
32: This clarifies that "praise"
must be public; although the Tem
ple is a natural site for this, an
assembly of the elders is not else
where associated with the Temple.
33-36: These vv., concerning
the return to Israel, hark back to
vv. 4-9, and show close affinities to
Deutero-Isaiah. 37-39: Blessings in
the land. 40-42: A qualifier, using
typical psalmic language, noting
that only the needy and upright
prosper. 43: In several places, tire
steadfast love of the LoRD seems to
be a technical term for the past
beneficent acts of God in history
(89.2; Isa. 63.7).

PSALMS 108.1-109.4

1 o 8 A song. A psalm of David.
2•

3
4
5
6
7b

B

9

10

11

12
13
14

My heart is firm, 0 God;
I will sing and chant a hymn with all my soul.
Awake, 0 harp and lyre!
I will wake the dawn.
I will praise You among the peoples, 0 LORD,
sing a hymn to You among the nations;
for Your faithfulness is higher than the heavens;
Your steadfastness reaches to the sky.
Exalt Yourself over the heavens, 0 God;
let Your glory be over all the earth!
That those whom You love may be rescued,
deliver with Your right hand and answer me.
God promised c-in His sanctuary-c
that I would exultingly divide up Shechem,
and measure the Valley of Sukkoth;
Gilead and Manasseh would be mine,
Ephraim my chief stronghold,
Judah my scepter;
Moab would be my washbasin;
on Edom I would cast my shoe;
I would raise a shout over Philistia.
Would that I were brought to the bastion!
Would that I were led to Edom!
But You have rejected us, 0 God;
God, You do not march with our armies.
Grant us Your aid against the foe,
for the help of man is worthless.
With God we shall triumph;
He will trample our foes.

1 o 09God of my praise,

For the leader. Of David. A psalm.

2

3
4

do not keep aloof,
for the wicked and the deceitful
open their mouth against me;
they speak to me with lying tongue.
They encircle me with words of hate;
they attack me without cause.
They answer my love with accusation
d·and I must stand judgment:d

l1 With vv. 7-14, cf. l's. 60-7-14.
n With vv. 2-6, cf. l's. 57.8-12.
c-c Or "by His lwliness. "
d-d Or "but I nm n/1 prayer"; meaning of Heb. uncertain, but see v. 7·
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Ps. 1 08: After a unique superscrip
tion, vv. 2-6 duplicate 57.8-12 and
vv. 7-14 duplicate 60.7-14. As in
other cases (see Ps. 13, intro.),
there are slight variations in these
duplicates, suggesting that there
was some flexibility in the trans
mission of passages. It is not clear
why these two passages should be
joined in this fashion, but it is
noteworthy that v. 7, the first v.
from the second passage, serves as
a logical continuation of v. 6; v. 6 is
a request, and in its new home, v. 7
offers the motivation or justifica
tion for that request. The result of
the join fits the structure of com
munal petitions. The reuse of sec
tions from one passage to create
a new passage was accepted prac
tice in the ancient world (see Isa.
2.2-4 n.). For medieval commenta
tors, the problem of repeated pas
sages was more severe. Radak, for
example glosses: "and he [David]
repeated it here, and we do not
know why." On specific vv., see
the notes to Pss. 57 and 6o.
Ps. 1 09: This individual petition
has the expected structure: it
opens with an invocation ( 0 God of
my praise), followed by a petition
in the imperative (Do not keep
nloof), and it contains a variety of
motivations, reasons why this peti
tion should be answered (esp.
vv. 3o-31). In other ways, however,
it is unusual: the wording of the
invocation is unique, and the cen
ter of the psalm, vv. 6-19, is a long
vituperative curse of the enemies.
The psalm, particularly this sec
tion, resembles the Mesopotamian
"namburbi," lit. "untying," a type
of prayer intended to undo a mag
ical spell. It is thus noteworthy
that vv. 2-4 emphasize the harmful
words of the enemy (see 10.7 n.).
1: The invocation, 0 God of my
praise, here functions as a motiva
tion, alluding to the psalm's con
clusion (vv. 3o-31): God must save
the supplicant so He will continue
to be praised (see 6.6). Do 110t keep
nloof, lit. "do not be silent," fitting
the psalm's context of evil words.
2-5: The complaint focuses on the
evil words rather than the actions
of the enemies; for this reason,
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They repay me with evil for good,
with hatred for my love.

6

Appoint a wicked man over him;
may an accuser stand at his right side;
may he be tried and convicted;
may he be judged and found guilty.
May his days be few;
may another take over •·his position:•
May his children be orphans,
his wife a widow.
May his children wander from their hovels,
begging in search of [bread] .
May his creditor seize all his possessions;
may strangers plunder his wealth.
May no one show him mercy;
may none pity his orphans;
may his posterity be cut off;
may their names be blotted out in the next
generation.
May God be ever mindful of his father 's iniquity,
and may the sin of his mother not be blotted out.
May the LoRD be aware of them always
and cause their names to be cut off from the
earth,
because he was not minded to act kindly,
and hounded to death the poor and needy man,
one crushed in spirit.
He loved to curse-may a curse come upon him!
He would not bless-may blessing be far from
him!
May he be clothed in a curse like a garment,
may it enter his body like water,
his bones like oil.
Let it be like the cloak he wraps around him,
like the belt he always wears.
May the LORD thus repay my accusers,
all those who speak evil against me.

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16

17

18

19
20
21

22
23

Now You, 0 Goo, my Lord,
act on my behalf as befits Your name.
Good and faithful as You are, save me.
For I am poor and needy,
and my heart is pierced within me.
I fade away like a lengthening shadow;
I am shaken off like locusts.

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

PSALM 109.5-109.23
many scholars posit that here and
elsewhere the enemies are magi
cians. 6-20: Although other
psalms have short and powerful
curses (see esp. 139.9), this is by far
the longest curse in the Psalter.
Some scholars understand this to
be the curse of the enemy, and un
derstand v. 20 as a declarative
statement, rather than a wish:
"This is the action of my accusers."
The curses themselves are rather
typical of the Bible and the ancient
Near East. 14: An allusion to inter
generational punishment; see
Exod. 34·7 and 2 Sam. 12.13-14.
16: Concern for the poor nnd needy
mnn is a major concern of the
Psalter. 21-29: This section,
marked off from what precedes by
Now Yo11, 0 Goo, highlights the
reasons that God should respond
positively. The psalmist does not
claim to be innocent (contrast, e.g.,
Pss. 7; 17), but offers a wide vari
ety of arguments meant to moti
vate God. These are all found else
where in Psalms and in other
biblical literature: God should act
for the sake of his nnme (v. 21; see
23.3 n.), for his "J:tesed" (vv. 21, 26;
see 5.8 n.), because of the suppli
cant's lowly status (v. 22; see also
v. 16) and pain (vv. 23-24), and so
that the enemies will appreciate
God's power (v. 27; see, e.g.,
1 Sam. 17.46; 2 Kings 19. 19; Isa.
41.20).

P S AL M S 1 0 9 . 2 4 - 1 1 0 . 4
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26
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28

29

30
31

My knees give way from fasting;
my flesh is lean, has lost its fat.
I am the object of their scorn;
when they see me, they shake their head.
Help me, 0 LoRD, my God;
save me in accord with Your faithfulness,
that men may know that it is Your hand,
that You, 0 LORD, have done it.
Let them curse, but You bless;
let them rise up, but come to grief,
while Your servant rejoices.
My accusers shall be clothed in shame,
wrapped in their disgrace as in a robe.
My mouth shall sing much praise to the LoRD;
I will acclaim Him in the midst of a throng,
because He stands at the right hand of the
needy,
to save him from those who would condemn
him.

1 1 QThe LoRD said to my lord,
Of David. A psalm.

"Sit at My right hand
while I make your enemies your footstool."

2

3

4

The LORD will stretch forth from Zion your mighty
scepter;
hold sway over your enemies!
•-Your people come forward willingly on your day
of battle.
In majestic holiness, from the womb,
from the dawn, yours was the dew of youth.-•
The LoRD has sworn and will not relent,
"You are a priest forever, b-a rightful king by My
decree."-b

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertai11.
b-b Or "after tile manner of Mc/cliizedek. "
28: Curses are not self-effectuating,
but are affected by God, who can
subvert them (see Deut. 23.6).
30-31: A final reason why God
should save this needy person: so
He will be praised. This type of ar
gument concludes the individual
petitions 7.18 and 52.1 1 as well.

Ps. 110: A royal psalm (see Ps. 2
intra.). It is quite difficult because
v. 3 is totally obscure, and the
psalm changes speakers often. In
Christian interpretation, it is un
derstood as a reference to Jesus, as
a messianic and sometimes escha
tological psalm; Radak polemi- 1408-
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cizes against this view. 1 : Here,
God is speaking to the king, called
my lord; perhaps these are the
words spoken by a prophet. The
king is very proximate to God, in a
position of privilege, imagined as
being on His right in the divine
counciL The second-in-command
was seated to the right of the king
in the ancient Near East. Such im
ages are rare in Psalms, but see
45·7 n. If the king trods on the back
of his enemies (see Josh. 10.24), they
poetically become his footstool.
2: In contrast to v. 1, God is spoken
of in the third person. The Zion
tradition (see Isa. 2.1-4; 60.1-22)
and royal tradition are here con
nected. While vv. 1-2 express the
great power of the king, they also
emphasize that it comes from God.
3: Though extremely obscure and
likely corrupt, this verse, like 2.7,
may refer to the king as the child
of God. Some find in the dawn, Heb
"shal)ar," a reference to the deity
Shal)ar known from Ugarit and
elsewhere, also the morning star
(thus dawn). 4: A second divine
quotation, mirroring v. 1; this,
however, is likely a citation of an
old oracle; note 1 Sam. 15.11,
where God repents that he made
Saul king. David and Solomon
often perform priestly roles (e.g.,
2 Sam. 6.14; 1 Kings 8), and 2 Sam.
8.18 concludes: "David's sons
were priests." The translation of
the second half of the v. (see trans
lators' note) depends on whether
"malki-tzedek" is understood as
two common nouns (a rightful
king) or a personal name (Melchiz
edek). If the latter is correct, this is
likely an allusion to Gen. 14.18:
"And King Melchizedek of Salem
[most likely an abbreviated form
of Jerusalem] brought out bread
and wine; he was a priest of God
Most High." (This verse influences
some classical rabbis [b. Ned. 32b],
followed by Rashi, to interpret
this psalm in relation to Abraham.)
Melchizedek, having the double
role of priest and king at Jerusa
lem, is seeh as offering precedent
for the similar roles of Davidic
kings. Melchizedek played a
significant role in a Dead Sea
Scroll and in early Jewish and
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PSALMS

5

The Lord is at your right hand.
He crushes kings in the day of His anger.

6

He works judgment upon the nations,
heaping up bodies,
crushing heads far and wide.
He drinks from the stream on his way;
therefore he holds his head high.

7

Hallelujah.
M I praise the LORD with all my heart
in the assembled congregation of the upright.
The works of the LoRD are great,
•within reach of all who desire them:•
His deeds are splendid and glorious;
His beneficence is everlasting;
He has won renown for His wonders.
The LoRD is gracious and compassionate;
He gives food to those who fear Him;
He is ever mindful of His covenant.
He revealed to His people His powerful works,
in giving them the heritage of nations.
His handiwork is truth and justice;
all His precepts are enduring,
well-founded for all eternity,
wrought of truth and equity.
He sent redemption to His people;
He ordained His covenant for all time;
His name is holy and awesome.
The beginningb of wisdom is the fear of the LoRD;
all who practice it gain sound understanding.
Praise of Him is everlasting.
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Hallelujah.
M Happy is the man who fears the LORD,
who is ardently devoted to His commandments.

112
:J

n-n Menni11g of Heb. llllC<'I'Inill.
b Or "c!Jiefpnrt."

Christian literature, and it is likely
that a variety of stories no longer
preserved in the Bible circulated
about him in the biblical period.
5: Tlze Lord is at your right hand, a
reversal of places with v. 1. Here
the idea is that God stands ready
to assist the king, or, more specifi
cally, is the king's weapon (the
right hand held the weapon); cf.
16.8; 18.36; 109.31. 7: Perhaps this

reflects part of the coronation rit
ual, held near the Gihon Spring
(1 Kings 1.38--40); alternately, it
refers to the king and army drink
ing water from faraway streams,
a practice often mentioned in
Mesopotamian royal inscriptions.
In the words of Ibn Ezra: "The ene
mies were so afraid of them be
cause when they went along the
roads they would drink from their

1 10.5-1 12.1

streams, and they were powerless
to stop them." Holding one's l1ead
lzig/1 is a symbol of triumph, the
opposite of being a footstool (v. 1).
Ps. 1 1 1 : This is the first of two
acrostic psalms introduced by
"Hallelujah," comprised of short
lines that often quote traditional
expressions (see some examples
below), and containing wisdom
ideas. They are somewhat dis
jointed, and look like very success
ful answers to the following (pos
sibly student) exercise: Compose a
logical, complete acrostic of short
lines using traditional statements.
Perhaps the simple style suggests
that these were didactic poems for
children. Stylistically, the two are
so similar that they have been
characterized as "twins." Yet, the
two psalms are of different genres
and have different foci. In the
words of Rashi (to 111.1): "The
first tells of the praise of God [i.e.,
it is a hymn], while the second
tells of the praise of the righteous
individual." V. 2 suggests that Ps.
1 1 1 was a hymn recited publicly, in

the assembled congregation of tlze up
right. 1 : Cf. Ps. 9.2: "I will praise

You, LORD, with all my heart."
3: Splendid and glorious are a fre
quent pair concerning God (e.g.,
g6.6). His beneficence is everlasting is
a refrain joining Pss. 111-112 (see
1 12.3, g). 4: Gracious and C0111pas
sionate are a common pair of di
vine epithets; see Exod. 34.6 (in the
opposite order). The word order
here is common in late texts (e.g.,
Neh. 9-17)- 5: Such an eternal cove
nant (see also v. 9) typifies Priestly
thinking (see Gen. 17.7) and is
found elsewhere in Psalms (105.8,
10). 9: Holy and awesome are found
in the opposite order in 99·3·
1 0: See Prov. LT "The fear of the
LORD is the beginning of knowl
edge"; this line serves as a bridge
to the following psalm, which fo
cuses on the righteous individual.
Sound understanding ("sekhel tov"),
a wisdom phrase, is in the Heb of
Prov. 3·4 and 13.15.
Ps. 1 1 2: A didactic poem, actually
more of a catalogue, about the
righteous man; see the intra. to
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PSALMS 1 1 2 . 2-1 1 3 . 4
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

His descendants will be mighty in the land,
a blessed generation of upright men.
;r Wealth and riches are in his house,
and his beneficence lasts forever.
•"A light shines·• for the upright in the darkness;
n
he is gracious, compassionate, and beneficent.
"'
All goes well with the man who lends generously,
who conducts his affairs with equity.
:J He shall never be shaken;
7
the beneficent man will be remembered forever.
I) He is not afraid of evil tidings;
his heart is firm, he trusts in the LoRD.
l
0 His heart is resolute, he is unafraid;
ll
in the end he will see the fall of his foes.
!J He gives freely to the poor;
�
his beneficence lasts forever;
his horn is exalted in honor.
i'
,
The wicked man shall see it and be vexed;
1V
he shall gnash his teeth; his courage shall fail.
n The desire of the wicked shall come to nothing.
,

Hallelujah.
0 servants of the LORD, give praise;
praise the name of the LORD.
Let the name of the LoRD be blessed
now and forever.
From east to west
the name of the LoRD is praised.
The LoRD is exalted above all nations;
His glory is above the heavens.

113
2
3
4

n-n Or "He slli11es ns n light."

Ps. 1 1 1. The poem's subject, the
"tzadik," the "righteous" or benefi
cent man, appears at the center of
the poem in v. 6. 1: Compare the
opening of Ps. 1, and esp. 128.1,
"Happy are all who fear the
LORD." The fear of the LoRD is a
major wisdom theme in Proverbs;
see Prov. 1.7. 2-4: These vv. outline
the recompense of the righteous
man. 3: Wealth is a major concern
of wisdom literature. And his benef
icerlce lasts forever (see also v. 6) ties
this together with Ps. 111 (see v. 3);
this refrain equates God's and the
righteous man's beneficence. 4: On
lw is gracious, compassionate, see
111.4. 5: Lending generously is a
major theme of wisdom literature.

6: Compare the conclusion of the
catalogue of qualities of the indi
vidual who may enter the Temple
precincts in 15.5: "The man who
acts thus shall never be shaken."
7: His heart is firm, see 57.8 and
108.2. 1 0: Like Ps. 1, the depiction
of the righteous gains force
through comparison with the
wicked, though here even less at
tention is given to the wicked than
in Ps. 1. This v. in particular is
based on other sources; see 37.12,
"The wicked man schemes against
the righteous, and gnashes his
teeth at him" and Prov. 10.28, "But
the hope of the wicked is doomed"
(the Heb of these vv. differs by one
letter only). Radak's paraphrase
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clarifies this v.: "When the wicked
sees the honor accorded to the
righteous, he will be vexed from
jealousy . . . and if he had the
power to kill him, he would."
Pss. 1 1 3-1 1 8 are known in Jewish
liturgy as the Egyptian Halle!, or
just Halle! (praise), named for the
reference to the exodus from Egypt
in Ps. 114-1. The Egyptian Halle! is
recited in the synagogue at the end
of the morning service on the
three pilgrimage festivals (Pass
over, Shavuot, Sukkot), and on
Hanukkah, and it has been incor
porated into the Passover Seder. In
many synagogues it is also recited
on Yom Ha'atzma'ut, Israel Inde
pendence Day. Beginning with the
second day of Passover, and on
Rosh I::Iodesh (the new moon) the
Half Halle!, omitting the first parts
of Pss. 115 and 116, is recited.
These psalms lack superscriptions
and most, but not all, begin or end
with Hallelujah, "Praise the LoRD"
(cf. also Pss. 111-112), but it is not
certain that these were an ancient
collection prior to the compilation
of the Psalter. While praise for God
is the dominant theme, other
themes or genres of psalms are
represented.
Ps. 1 1 3: Praise for God, who is
exalted above all in the cosmos,
should extend throughout the
world because God is everywhere
in the world. The psalm is pure
praise; there is no hint of peti
tion. It was perhaps recited an
tiphonally, at least in part. V. 1
calls on the worshippers to praise
God; v. 2 may contain their re
sponse. Various word repetitions
form a kind of echo throughout
the psalm: praise (vv. 1, 3), name of
tl1e LORD (vv. 1, 2, 3), heaven (vv. 4,
6), enthroned/sets ("lashevet," v. 5;
"lehoshiv," v. 8; "moshivi," v. 9),
exalted/lifts up ("ram," "yarim").
1 : Servants, worshippers. The idea
of worshipping is serving God,
as a servant serves a master.
2-3: Praise for God at all times and
in all places. 3: From east to west
(Heb "from sun's rising to set
ting"), globally. 4-6: God is above
the cosmos, above the sky, and
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PSALMS 1 1 3 . 5-1 15.2

Who is like the LoRD our God,
who, enthroned on high,
sees what is below,
in heaven and on earth?
He raises the poor from the dust,
lifts up the needy from the refuse heap
to set them with the great,
with the great men of His people.
He sets the childless woman among her household
as a happy mother of children.
Hallelujah.

114
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

When Israel went forth from Egypt,
the house of Jacob from a people of strange
speech,
Judah became His •·holy one;•
Israel, His dominion.
The sea saw them and fled,
Jordan ran backward,
mountains skipped like rams,
hills like sheep.
What alarmed you, 0 sea, that you fled,
Jordan, that you ran backward,
mountains, that you skipped like rams,
hills, like sheep?
Tremble, 0 earth, at the presence of the Lord,
at the presence of the God of Jacob,
who turned the rock into a pool of water,
the flinty rock into a fountain.

Not to us, 0 LORD, not to us
to Your name bring glory
1 1 5forbut
the sake of Your love and Your faithfulness.
2

Let the nations not say,
"Where, now, is their God?"

a-a Or "sanctuary."
looks down to see it. Cf. v. 6 and
Ps. 18.10. 7-9: The extremes on the
vertical axis are brought together
as God, the highest being imagin
able, raises up the lowest human
beings. Vv. 7-8 echo 1 Sam. 2.8 and
v. 9 bears a resemblance to 1 Sam.
2.5. 7: Poor and needy are terms
often used of the psalmist's group,
i.e., righteous Israelites, although
in this instance the description
may suggest the more literal
meaning of those with low social

status. Tlte refuse heap is where the
homeless live; cf. Lam. 4·5· 9: Like
the poor, a woman without chil
dren had no social standing.
Ps. 1 1 4: The exodus and its after
math is celebrated not only as the
liberation of Israel, but as an event
through which all of nature came
to see the power of God. The exo
dus is a cosmic theophany that al
ters the course of nature. The
poem is structured on events in-
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volving water: the splitting of the
sea, the crossing of the Jordan, and
the supplying of water in the
wilderness. 1-2: In v. 1, Israel is the
entire nation, the house ofJacob; in
v. 2, fudalt and lsmel refer to the
Southern and Northern Kingdoms.
1 : Strange speech, ancient peoples
were categorized not by race but
by language; cf. Gen. 10. Foreign
ness is conveyed in similar, but not
identical, terms in Deut. 28.49; Isa.
33.19; Jer. 5 . 15 . 2: His holy one . . .
His dominion: The parallelism
breaks up a single thought and
distributes it over two lines; the
meaning is that Judah and Israel
are His holy dominion. Cf. Exod.
19.6; Jer. 2.3. 3-6: The passage
through the sea (Exod. 14.29) is
paralleled by the crossing of the
Jordan (Josh. 3.14-17), the begin
ning and end of the exodus. These
waters are personified and their
splitting is imagined as their flight
from the awe of God. The moun
tains and hills remind one of Mount
Sinai (so Radak), but here the the
ophany takes on cosmic propor
tions. Compare the sea fleeing in
terror from God (104.7), and the
theophanous quaking of the earth
(68.9; Judg. 5-4-5). 8: Water in the
desert (Exod. q.6; Num. 20.11). On
the cosmic level, God has power
over all the material of the earth
and can alter it as He wishes.
Ps. 1 1 5: The power of God is con
trasted with the impotence of
idols. Pss. 114-115 are written as
one psalm in the LXX, the Aleppo
Codex and the Leningrad Codex,
and in R. Saadia Gaon's transla
tion. Understood as one unit,
Ps. 1 14 speaks of God's past acts of
deliverance and Ps. 115 asks for
God's help in the present. 1 : God is
not asked to do favors for Israel on
account of their merit, but in order
to glorify His name; a typical
thought in Psalms. 1 : God's love
("l)esed") and faithfulness to Israel
are often connected in Psalms and
elsewhere; they bring Him glory.
Let tlte nations not say, Heb is
phrased as a rhetorical question:
"Why should the nations say."
Wltere, now, is tlteir God? While Is
rael glorifies the divine name, the
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3

4a
5
6
7

8

9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18

when our God is in heaven
and all that He wills He accomplishes.
Their idols are silver and gold,
the work of men's hands.
They have mouths, but cannot speak,
eyes, but cannot see;
they have ears, but cannot hear,
noses, but cannot smell;
they have hands, but cannot touch,
feet, but cannot walk;
they can make no sound in their throats.
Those who fashion them,
all who trust in them,
shall become like them.
0 Israel, trust in the LORD!
He is their help and shield.
0 house of Aaron, trust in the LoRD!
He is their help and shield.
0 you who fear the LORD, trust in the LoRD!
He is their help and shield.
The LORD is mindful of us.
He will bless us;
He will bless the house of Israel;
He will bless the house of Aaron;
He will bless those who fear the LoRD,
small and great alike.
May the LoRD increase your numbers,
yours and your children's also.
May you be blessed by the LORD,
Maker of heaven and earth.
The heavens belong to the LORD,
but the earth He gave over to man.
The dead cannot praise the LORD,
nor any who go down into silence.
But we will bless the LORD
now and forever.
Hallelujah.

bj love the LORD
He hears·b my voice, my pleas;
1 1 6forfor
He turns His ear to me
2
3

whenever I call.
The bonds of death encompassed me;
the torments of Sheol overtook me.

n With vv. 4-11, cf Ps. 135.15-20.
b-b Heb. trnusposed for clarity; others "I would love thnt tire LoRD henr," etc.
- 1412-

nations question God's effective
presence (42.4; Ezek. 36.22-32).
3-7: The existence of Israel's God
is contrasted with the gods of the
nations. Israel's God dwells in the
heavens (that is, He is real but in
visible), while the nations' gods are
not real at all but are visible as im
potent representations. 4: Silver
and gold, elsewhere idols are called
"wood and stone." The idol
worshippers adorned their idols
with precious metals, making them
into a valuable commodity; this is
ironic mockery since the idols are
worthless. The work of men's hands,
the idols are no different from
other objects of human manufac
ture; there is nothing divine about
them. 5-7: Unlike the God of Is
rael, who has no physical represen
tation but can act in the world, the
idols have physical features but
cannot act. 8-9: Those who make
and worship idols will be as pow
erless as their idols (Deut. 4.28;
2 Kings 17.15); cf. Ps. 135.15-18. By
contrast, Israel believes in the true
God who has the power to help
them. 1 0: House of Aaron, the
priestly leaders of the postexilic
community. 1 1 : You who fear the
LORD, non-Jews who attached
themselves to the Jewish commu
nity (cf. Ezra 6.21; Neh. 10.28;
Rashi: "proselytes"). Some modern
scholars think the LORD-fearers
here refer to special champions of
YHVH over all other gods; others
suggest they were a subset of the
priests (cf. 135.19-20). 1 4: A bless
ing of prosperity and progeny.
15: Maker of heaven and eartlr, the
idols are made by people; God
made the world. 1 6-17: The cos
mos is envisioned as having three
levels: heaven is the abode of God,
earth is the domain God assigned
to human beings, and Sheol, below
the earth, is the realm of the dead.
Those who go down into silence are
the dead, for in Sheol one cannot
praise God. By implication, those
who do not praise God, that is, the
idolatrous nations, are like the
dead. Israel, ever alive, continues
its vocal praise of God (cf. 30.13).
Ps. 1 16: Thanksgiving for healing.
A thanksgiving psalm of antholog-
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10
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12
13
14

15

16

17
18
19

I came upon trouble and sorrow
and I invoked the name of the LoRD,
"0 LoRD, save my life!"
The LORD is gracious and beneficent;
our God is compassionate.
The LoRD protects the simple;
I was brought low and He saved me.
Be at rest, once again, 0 my soul,
for the LoRD has been good to you.
You• have delivered me from death,
my eyes from tears,
my feet from stumbling.
I shall walk before the LORD
in the lands of the living.
b·I trust [in the LORD];
out of great suffering I spoke·b
and said rashly,
"All men are false."
How can I repay the LoRD
for all His bounties to me?
I raise the cup of deliverance
and invoke the name of the LoRD.
I will pay my vows to the LoRD
in the presence of all His people.
The death of His faithful ones
is grievous in the LORD's sight.
O LORD,
I am Your servant,
Your servant, the son of Your maidservant;
You have undone the cords that bound me.
I will sacrifice a thank offering to You
and invoke the name of the LORD.
I will pay my vows to the LoRD
in the presence of all His people,
in the courts of the house of the LoRD,
in the midst ofc Jerusalem.
Hallelujah.

117
2

a I.e., God.

Praise the LORD, all you nations;
extol Him, all you peoples,
for great is His steadfast love toward us;
the faithfulness of the LORD endures forever.
Hallelujah.
b-b Mean in): of Heb. uucrrtniu.

c Otilcrs "of you. "

ical character, quoting from other
psalms (e.g., 18.2-7; 56.13-14).
1-4: God has answered the psalm
ist's cry for help in the past, and
now he calls on God's help again.
3: Sileo/, the abode of the dead. A
common symbol for dire sickness
or trouble. 5: An echo of God's at
tributes in Exod. 34.6. 6-7: Expres
sions of trust, characteristic of
laments and thanksgivings.
8-9: To remain alive is to have the
opportunity to be in God's pres
ence; the dead are cut off from
God. See 56.14. 1 2-14: The psalm
ist vows a public thanksgiving
offering if God will help him.
1 3: Cup of deliverance, a libation
celebrating the psalmist's deliver
ance. This may be taken literally,
as referring to the libation accom
panying the thanksgiving offering,
or metaphorically, as a kind of
"toast" to God invoking His name
to publicize His great deeds. Just
as the psalmist invoked God's
name when asking for His help
(v. 4), he invokes His name when
offering thanks. 14: The vow made
in time of trouble was not fulfilled
earlier but can now be paid (cf.
Jonah 2.10). The psalmist cannot
truly repay God for all His bounties
(v. 12); the thank offering (v. 17) is
a token of this payment. 15: Griev
OliS, Heb "yakar," "precious," is
difficult but is traditionally inter
preted as here. As Radak says,
"Their blood is precious in his
sight" (72.14). God does not wish
His adherents to die; therefore, the
psalmist is reassured that God will
keep him alive. 1 6: Servant . . .
maidservant, an epithet of extreme
humility; see 86.16. Cords that
bound me, perhaps a reference to an
illness; or a general description of
being constricted, being in trouble.
Cf. bonds of death (v. 3). 1 7-19: The
thank offering will be offered in the
Temple in Jerusalem.
Ps. 1 1 7: The shortest hymn in the
Psalter, calling on all the nations to
praise God (Pss. 67; 100). 2: God's
steadfast love and faithfulness (the
same terms as in 115.1) to Israel
are divine attributes-what gives
God His special identity in the
world-and are worthy of univer-

PSALM 1 18.1-118.17

118
2
3
4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

Praise the LoRD, for He is good,
His steadfast love is eternal.
Let Israel declare,
"His steadfast love is eternal."
Let the house of Aaron declare,
"His steadfast love is eternal."
Let those who fear the LoRD declare,
"His steadfast love is eternal."
In distress I called on the LORD;
the LoRD answered me and brought me relief.
The LoRD is on my side,
I have no fear;
what can man do to me?
With the LoRD on my side as my helper,
I will see the downfall of my foes.
It is better to take refuge in the LoRD
than to trust in mortals;
it is better to take refuge in the LoRD
than to trust in the great.
All nations have beset me;
by the name of the LORD I will surely •·cut them
down:•
They beset me, they surround me;
by the name of the LoRD I will surely cut them
down.
They have beset me like bees;
they shall be extinguished like burning thorns;
by the name of the LoRD I will surely cut them
down.
Youb pressed me hard,
I nearly fell;
but the LoRD helped me.
The LORD is my strength and might;<
He has become my deliverance.
The tents of the victoriousd resound with joyous
shouts of deliverance,
"The right hand of the LORD is triumphant!
The right hand of the LoRD is exalted!
The right hand of the LoRD is triumphant!"
I shall not die but live
and proclaim the works of the LoRD.

n-n Men11ing of 'amilam i11 Illis nurl tirefollowing two verses uncertain.
d Or "rigllteous."
b I.e., tire enemy.
c Otlrers "song."
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sal praise. God is not expected to
work on behalf of other nations,
but only on behalf of Israel. This,
in turn, demonstrates to the other
nations God's fidelity to His peo
ple, and for that they will praise
Him. For great . . . toward us: Heb
"gavar 'alenu," "prevailed over
us" in the sense that God's faith
fulness to Israel is manifest in His
heroic acts ("gevurah"), which
usually refers to His saving Israel
from its enemies. There is a certain
irony in universal praise deriving
from God's particularistic acts.
Radak, who sees this psalm as ap
plying to the future, at the time of
the coming of the messiah, ex
plains that the other na tions will
feel compelled to praise God when
He frees Israel from their control,
in recognition of God's fidelity to
Israel throughout the long period
of the Diaspora.

Ps. 1 1 8: The mention of the na
tions and the battle imagery (vv.
1o-16) suggest that this is a victory
song, possibly reformulated to
celebrate the return from exile
and the rebuilding of the Temple.
The psalm gives the impression
that it was recited in a ceremony
upon entering the Temple. It is
anthological (like Pss. 116 and
135) with numerous allusions
to other texts; v. 1 is quoted in
1 Chron. 16.34· 1-4: Praise from Is
rael, the Aaronic priesthood, and
the LORD-fearers (possibly prose
lytes); see 115.9-11. 5: Distress,
lit. a narrow, constricted space;
correspondingly, a "relief," Heb
"a broad space," connotes deliver
ance, release (4.2; 18.20). 6-8: No
human can harm the psalmist as
long as God is on his side; con
versely, no human is as reliable as
God. 6: See 56.5, 12. 8-9: See 146.3.
1 0-13: The a ttack of the nations,
cf. v. 7; the one praying is perhaps
a kingly persona, or the psalmist
on behalf of the nation. 1 1-12: Per
haps a siege image. Military im
agery recurs in v. 15, tents of tire vic
torious. The enemy swarms around
the psalmist like bees, numerous
and about to a ttack. Note the in
volvement of sound in the buzzing
bees and the crackling thorns.
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18

The LoRD punished me severely,
but did not hand me over to death.

19

Open the gates of victory• for me
that I may enter them and praise the LoRD.
This is the gateway to the LoRDthe victoriousb shall enter through it.

20

21
22
23
24

I praise You, for You have answered me,
and have become my deliverance.
The stone that the builders rejected
has become the chief cornerstone.
This is the LoRD's doing;
it is marvelous in our sight.
This is the day that the LoRD has made
let us exult and rejoice on it.

25

0 LORD, deliver us!
0 LoRD, let us prosper!

26

May he who enters be blessed in the name of the
LORD;
we bless you from the House of the LORD.
The LoRD is God;
He has given us light;
<·bind the festal offering to the horns of the altar
with cords:<
You are my God and I will praise You;
You are my God and I will extol You.
Praise the LORD for He is good,
His steadfast love is eternal.

27

28
29

are those whose way is blameless,
follow the teaching of the LoRD.
1 1 9HappywhoHappy
are those who observe His decrees,
�t

2

who turn to Him wholeheartedly.

a Or "'rigltteo/IS/Iess. "

b Or "rigilteo11s. "

1 2: Thoms are easily consumed by
fire. 1 4-16: See Exod. 15.2, 6; Jsa.
12.2. 16: Tile right hand with which
God defends Israel against the
enemy. 1 9-20: An allusion to
entrance rituals whereby the righ
teous gain admittance to the Tem
ple (Pss. 15; 24.3-6). 22: A meta
phor of reversal of expectations
(cf. 113·7--9); once rejected, Israel is
now the keystone. The architec
tural imagery links with gates and

c- c Mea11i11g of Heb. wrcerlai11.

gateway in vv. 19-20. 23-28: A
thanksgiving ritual in the Temple
amid the psalmist's friends and
family (us . . we in vv. 23-26). The
shift to first-person plural suggests
that vv. 23-27 may have been re
cited by all those assembled. Cer
tainly vv. 25-26 sound like public
proclamations. 27: Bind the
festal . . , likely the instructions
for a ritual accompanying the sac
rifice that entered the text of the
.

.

1 18. 18-1 19.2

psalm. 29: This v. forms a frame or
indusia with v. 1. The second part
of the v., or perhaps the entire v.,
was recited by the congregation.
Cf. 136.1.
Ps. 1 1 9: nus is the longest Psalm,
indeed the longest ch in the Bible.
It is comprised of an eight-fold
alphabetic acrostic. Comparable
to it is an Akkadian text, the "Bab
ylonian Theodicy," an elevenfold acrostic of 297 lines, not
alphabetic-Akkadian had no
alphabet-but spelling out the
author's name and occupation.
Many earlier critical scholars con
sidered this psalm monotonous
and devalued its emphasis on
"law." More recently, the skill of
the poet in composing this tour de
force has been appreciated. For ex
ample, there are eight main words
used for " torah" (their English
translations include: word, law,

commandment, rules, decree, precepts,
teaching), corresponding to the
eight-fold acrostic; approximately
176 of these synonyms are found
in the 176 vv. of the psalm (noted
as early as Ibn Ezra and Radak).
Why the author chose eight, rather
than a more common number like
seven, is unknown. It is difficult to
know exactly how to translate
"torah" and its synonyms in this
psalm. The psalm is postexilic
(even Ibn Ezra hints that it is non
Davidic in authorship), and cer
tainly may know a canonized
Torah; on the other hand, it is
closely connected to wisdom texts,
where "torah" often means the
teaching of the wise (see, e.g.,
Prov. 28.7, "An intelligent son
heeds instruction ['torah']"). Nei
ther of these understandings of
"torah" quite fits: the origin of
torah in the psalm is clearly with
God, yet it does not come from
Sinai, and Moses as intermediary
is never mentioned.
The psalm is o t'ten seen as an
thological, i.e., quoting earlier
verses (see Pss. 111-112), espe
cially from Jeremiah, Isaiah, Prov
erbs, and Job. In echoing Torah
texts and ideas, it is much closer to
Deuteronomy than to the Priestly
tradition, yet certain core ideas of
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PSALM 1 19. 3- 1 1 9 . 22
3

They have done no wrong,
but have followed His ways.
You have commanded that Your precepts
be kept diligently.
Would that my ways were firm
in keeping Your laws;
then I would not be ashamed
when I regard all Your commandments.
I will praise You with a sincere heart
as I learn Your just rules.
I will keep Your laws;
do not utterly forsake me.

4
5
6
7
8
9 ::J
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

l

How can a young man keep his way pure?
by holding to Your word.
I have turned to You with all my heart;
do not let me stray from Your commandments.
In my heart I treasure Your promise;
therefore I do not sin against You.
Blessed are You, 0 LoRD;
train me in Your laws.
With my lips I rehearse
all the rules You proclaimed.
I rejoice over the way of Your decrees
as over all riches.
I study Your precepts;
I regard Your ways;
I take delight in Your laws;
I will not neglect Your word.
Deal kindly with Your servant,
that I may live to keep Your word.
Open my eyes, that I may perceive
the wonders of Your teaching.
I am only a sojourner in the land;
do not hide Your commandments from me.
My soul is consumed with longing
for Your rules at all times.
You blast the accursed insolent ones
who stray from Your commandments.
Take away from me taunt and abuse,
because I observe Your decrees.

Deuteronomy-the centrality of
Moses, the Torah as a book, and
covenant-are lacking. It also
shows certain affinities to the
nonbiblical wisdom book of Ben
Sirach.

The psalmist's depiction of
"torah" is unique and verges on
the mystical. He clings ("d-b-k") to
it-a very strong term, often with
sexual connotations (see, e.g., Gen.
2.24; 34·3, and compare the later
- 1416-

Jewish conception of "devekut,"
"clinging" to God). What is most
remarkable is that a close relation
ship to Torah replaces a close rela
tionship with God, and that in
general, "torah" as a manifestation
of the deity supplants God. For ex
ample, the "torah" rather than
God is the source of life (vv. 50,
93). In Ps. 18.29 and its parallel in
2 Sam. 22.29, God is the psalmist's
"light" ("ner"), but in v. 105, "Your
word is a lamp to my feet, a light
for my path." God's "deliverance"
is not understood as coming from
divine intervention to save the
psalmist, but from God's words
(v. 123): "My eyes pine away for
Your deliverance, for Your righ
teous words" (author's transla
tion). Other examples of this trans
formation from God to "torah" are
noted below. V. 135 captures the
psalm's unique and innovative un
derstanding of Torah. Like the
priestly blessing (Num. 6.25), it is
interested in having God shine His
face, but this is expressed not
through God's shining face, but
through Torah (v. 135): "Show
favor to Your servant [lit. "shine
Your Face upon Your servant"],
and teach me Your laws."
The celebration of "torah" ends
with a final stanza in which the
psalmist petitions to be granted
understanding of the very "torah"
that he has been extolling through
out the poem. Though they pre
dominate at the end, petitionary
elements are interspersed through
out the psalm (vv. 8, 10, 17, etc.).
1: Happy are, common in Psalms, is
sometimes used to open a psalm
(e.g., 1; 41; 112). It declares the
blameless to be in a fortunate state.
8: The plea do not . . . forsake me
typifies individual petitions (27.9;
38.22; 71.9, 18). 1 2: The formula
Blessed are You, 0 LoRD, a postexilic
phrase (see 1 Chron. 29.10), is later
expanded with "our God, king of
the universe" to become the stan
dard rabbinic blessing formula.
14: Comparison of wisdom or
"torah" to riches typifies wisdom
literature (cf. v. 72). 1 9: In contrast
to the conventional request that
God not hide His face (see Ps.
10.1 n.), the psalmist requests do
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23

Though princes meet and speak against me,
Your servant studies Your laws.
For Your decrees are my delight,
my intimate companions.

24

25

,

My soul clings to the dust;
revive me in accordance with Your word.
I have declared my way, and You have answered
me;
train me in Your laws.
Make me understand the way of Your precepts,
that I may study Your wondrous acts.
I am racked with grief;
sustain me in accordance with Your word.
Remove all false ways from me;
favor me with Your teaching.
I have chosen the way of faithfulness;
I have set Your rules before me.
I cling to Your decrees;
0 LoRD, do not put me to shame.
I eagerly pursue Your commandments,
for You broaden my understanding.

;,

Teach me, 0 LORD, the way of Your laws;
I will observe them •·to the utmost.·•
Give me understanding, that I may observe Your
teaching
and keep it wholeheartedly.
Lead me in the path of Your commandments,
for that is my concern.
Turn my heart to Your decrees
and not to love of gain.
Avert my eyes from seeing falsehood;
by Your ways preserve me.
Fulfill Your promise to Your servant,
which is for those who worship You.
Remove the taunt that I dread,
for Your rules are good.
See, I have longed for Your precepts;
by Your righteousness preserve me.

26

27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43

May Your steadfast love reach me, 0 LoRD,
Your deliverance, as You have promised.
I shall have an answer for those who taunt me,
for I have put my trust in Your word.
Do not utterly take the truth away from my
mouth,

a-a Meauiug of Heb. 1111cerlain.

PSALM 1 1 9 .23-1 19.43
not hide Your commandments from
me. 30: Compare I have set Your
rules before me ("shiviti") with the
more typical "I am ever mindful
("shiviti") of the LoRD's presence"
(16.8). 33: Teach me, 0 LoRD, the
way of Your laws is a revision of
27.11 and 86.11: "Show me Your
way, 0 LoRn." Once again, God is
replaced by His laws. 39: God's
rules, rather than God, are good.

PSALM 1 1 9 . 44- 1 1 9 . 63
for I have put my hope in Your rules.
I will always obey Your teaching,
forever and ever.
I will walk about at ease,
for I have turned to Your precepts.
I will speak of Your decrees,
and not be ashamed in the presence of kings.
I will delight in Your commandments,
which I love.
I reach out for Your commandments, which I love;
I study Your laws.

44
45
46
47
48

49

T

50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57 n
58

59
60
61

62
63

Remember Your word to Your servant
through which You have given me hope.
This is my comfort in my affliction,
that Your promise has preserved me.
Though the arrogant have cruelly mocked me,
I have not swerved from Your teaching.
I remember Your rules of old, 0 LoRD,
and find comfort in them.
I am seized with rage
because of the wicked who forsake Your
teaching.
Your laws are •·a source of strength to me·•
wherever I may dwell.
I remember Your name at night, 0 LoRD,
and obey Your teaching.
This has been my lot,
for I have observed Your precepts.
The LoRD is my portion;
I have resolved to keep Your words.
I have implored You with all my heart;
have mercy on me, in accordance with Your
promise.
I have considered my ways,
and have turned back to Your decrees.
I have hurried and not delayed
to keep Your commandments.
Though the bonds of the wicked are coiled round
me,
I have not neglected Your teaching.
I arise at midnight to praise You
for Your just rules.
I am a companion to all who fear You,
to those who keep Your precepts.

a-a Or "songs for 111e. "
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48: Lit. "I will stretch out my

palms," an allusion to the prayer
position of outstretched arms to
God (see 44.21-22 n.), but here
God has been replaced by com
mandments. 52: Again, rules re
place God; compare 77·4= "I call
God to mind (z-k-r)." 62: The mys
tical custom of offering special
prayers at midnight ("tikun
Q.atzot") derives from this v.
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Your steadfast love, 0 LoRD, fills the earth;
teach me Your laws.

65 �

You have treated Your servant well,
according to Your word, 0 LORD.
Teach me good sense and knowledge,
for I have put my trust in Your commandments.
Before I was humbled I went astray,
but now I keep Your word.
You are good and beneficent;
teach me Your laws.
Though the arrogant have accused me falsely,
I observe Your precepts wholeheartedly.
Their minds are thick like fat;
as for me, Your teaching is my delight.
It was good for me that I was humbled,
so that I might learn Your laws.
I prefer the teaching You proclaimed
to thousands of gold and silver pieces.

66
67
68
69
70
71
72

73

'

74
75
76

77
78

79

80

81
82
83

:l

Your hands made me and fashioned me;
give me understanding that I may learn Your
commandments.
Those who fear You will see me and rejoice,
for I have put my hope in Your word.
I know, 0 LoRD, that Your rulings are just;
rightly have You humbled me.
May Your steadfast love comfort me
in accordance with Your promise to Your
servant.
May Your mercy reach me, that I might live,
for Your teaching is my delight.
Let the insolent be dismayed, for they have
wronged me without cause;
I will study Your precepts.
May those who fear You,
those who know Your decrees,
turn again to me.
May I wholeheartedly follow Your laws
so that I do not come to grief.
I long for Your deliverance;
I hope for Your word.
My eyes pine away for Your promise;
I say, "When will You comfort me?"
Though I have become like a water-skin dried in
smoke,
I have not neglected Your laws.

68: God's goodness and benefi
cence are not expressed through
His compassion, as elsewhere (e.g.,
145.9), but through teaching of
laws. 72: Comparison to gold and
silver typify wisdom literature
(e.g., Prov. 22.1). The order "silver
and gold" is more common in ear
lier biblical books, while gold and
silver is often found in later texts
(compare 2 Sam. 8.10 and 1 Chron.
18.10). 75: The emphasis is on just
rulings, rather than on a just God.
8 1 : Hoping or longing ( "y- l:t-1" ) for
God's word (see also vv. 43, 81,
114, 147) rather than for God (e.g.,
31.25; 38.16) typifies the psalmist's
attitude.
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How long has Your servant to live?
when will You bring my persecutors to
judgment?
The insolent have dug pits for me,
flouting Your teaching.
All Your commandments are enduring;
I am persecuted without cause; help me!
Though they almost wiped me off the earth,
I did not abandon Your precepts.
As befits Your steadfast love, preserve me,
so that I may keep the decree You proclaimed.

85
86
87
88

89 .,
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

97
98

99
100

101
102
103
104

IJ

The LORD exists forever;
Your word stands firm in heaven.
Your faithfulness is for all generations;
You have established the earth, and it stands.
They stand this day to [carry out] Your rulings,
for all are Your servants.
Were not Your teaching my delight
I would have perished in my affliction.
I will never neglect Your precepts,
for You have preserved my life through them.
I am Yours; save me!
For I have turned to Your precepts.
The wicked hope to destroy me,
but I ponder Your decrees.
I have seen that all things have their limit,
but Your commandment is broad beyond
measure.
0 how I love Your teaching!
It is my study all day long.
Your commandments make me wiser than my
enemies;
they always stand by me.
I have gained more insight than all my teachers,
for Your decrees are my study.
I have gained more understanding than my
elders,
for I observe Your precepts.
I have avoided every evil way
so that I may keep Your word.
I have not departed from Your rules,
for You have instructed me.
How pleasing is Your word to my palate,
sweeter than honey.
I ponder Your precepts;
therefore I hate every false way.
-

1420
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84-88: Typical themes concerning

persecutors from the individual pe
tition are mixed with praise for the
"torah." 94: This expresses the
essence of the psalm's theology:
Devotion to God is expressed by
following his precepts. 97: The
Deuteronomic ideal of loving God
(e.g., Deut. 6.5) is replaced by lov
ing His teaching. 99-100: He is
wisest since, unlike his teachers,
only divine teaching, as opposed
to secular wisdom, is his guide.
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105

J

1 06
107

108
109
110
111
112

113

0

114
115

116
117
118
119
120
121 l7
122
123
124

Your word is a lamp to my feet,
a light for my path.
I have firmly sworn
to keep Your just rules.
I am very much afflicted;
0 LORD, preserve me in accordance with Your
word.
Accept, 0 LORD, my freewill offerings;
teach me Your rules.
Though my life is always in danger,
I do not neglect Your teaching.
Though the wicked have set a trap for me,
I have not strayed from Your precepts.
Your decrees are my eternal heritage;
they are my heart's delight.
I am resolved to follow Your laws
•·to the utmost·• forever.
I hate men of divided heart,
but I love Your teaching.
You are my protection and my shield;
I hope for Your word.
Keep away from me, you evildoers,
that I may observe the commandments of my
God.
Support me as You promised, so that I may live;
do not thwart my expectation.
Sustain me that I may be saved,
and I will always muse upon Your laws.
You reject all who stray from Your laws,
for they are false and deceitful.
You do away with the wicked as if they were dross;
rightly do I love Your decrees.
My flesh creeps from fear of You;
I am in awe of Your rulings.

I have done what is just and right;
do not abandon me to those who would wrong
me.
Guarantee Your servant's well-being;
do not let the arrogant wrong me.
My eyes pine away for Your deliverance,
for Your promise of victory.
Deal with Your servant as befits Your steadfast
love;
teach me Your laws.

n-n Men11i11g of Heb. 11/lcertnill.
- 1421 -

1 1 0: Traps are mentioned else
where in personal petitions (e.g.,
140.6). 1 1 7: In contrast to those
who bless God always (34.2), or al
ways hope for Him (71.14), this
psalmist will always muse upon Your

laws.
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I am Your servant;
give me understanding,
that I might know Your decrees.
It is a time to act for the LORD,
for they have violated Your teaching.
Rightly do I love Your commandments
more than gold, even fine gold.
Truly •·by all [Your] precepts I walk straight;·•
I hate every false way.

126
127
128

129

0

130
131
132

133
134
135
136

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

l!'

Your decrees are wondrous;
rightly do I observe them.
bThe words You inscribed give·b light,
and grant understanding to the simple.
I open my mouth wide, I pant,
longing for Your commandments.
Turn to me and be gracious to me,
as is Your rule with those who love Your
name.
Make my feet firm through Your promise;
do not let iniquity dominate me.
Redeem me from being wronged by man,
that I may keep Your precepts.
Show favor to Your servant,
and teach me Your laws.
My eyes shed streams of water
because men do not obey Your teaching.
You are righteous, 0 LoRD;
Your rulings are just.
You have ordained righteous decrees;
they are firmly enduring.
I am consumed with rage
over my foes' neglect of Your words.
Your word is exceedingly pure,
and Your servant loves it.
Though I am belittled and despised,
I have not neglected Your precepts.
Your righteousness is eternal;
Your teaching is true.
Though anguish and distress come upon me,
Your commandments are my delight.
Your righteous decrees are eternal;
give me understanding, that I might live.

n-n Or "I dec/nre nil {Your] precepts to be just."
b-b WitII Tnrgunt; or "Tile exposition of Your words gives"; 111en ning of Heb. rmcertnin.
-
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126: In postbiblical legal literature,
this v. is decontextualized and
translated as "When it is time to
act for the LoRD, you may abro
gate the Torah," in other words in
extremis, one may violate a pre
cept to preserve the Torah as a
whole. 136: The same image is
used about the destruction in 586
(Lam. 3.48): "My eyes shed
streams of water I Over the ruin
of my poor people." "Torah" is
thus equated with Temple, monar
chy, and the land of Israel, all of
which were lost in 586. 141: It is
doubtful that this can be taken lit
erally, suggesting that the psalmist
is young, as some have suggested.
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145 p
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

153 ,
154
155
156
157
158
159

160

161
162
163
164
165

tv

I call with all my heart;
answer me, 0 LORD,
that I may observe Your laws.
I call upon You; save me,
that I may keep Your decrees.
I rise before dawn and cry for help;
I hope for Your word.
My eyes greet each watch of the night,
as I meditate on Your promise.
Hear my voice as befits Your steadfast love;
0 LORD, preserve me, as is Your rule.
Those who pursue intrigue draw near;
they are far from Your teaching.
You, 0 LoRD, are near,
and all Your commandments are true.
I know from Your decrees of old
that You have established them forever.
See my affliction and rescue me,
for I have not neglected Your teaching.
Champion my cause and redeem me;
preserve me according to Your promise.
Deliverance is far from the wicked,
for they have not turned to Your laws.
Your mercies are great, 0 LoRD;
as is Your rule, preserve me.
Many are my persecutors and foes;
I have not swerved from Your decrees.
I have seen traitors and loathed• them,
because they did not keep Your word in mind.
See that I have loved Your precepts;
0 LoRD, preserve me, as befits Your steadfast
love.
Truth is the essence of Your word;
Your just rules are eternal.
Princes have persecuted me without reason;
my heart thrills at Your word.
I rejoice over Your promise
as one who obtains great spoil.
I hate and abhor falsehood;
I love Your teaching.
I praise You seven times each day
for Your just rules.
Those who love Your teaching enjoy well-being;
they encounter no adversity.

a Or "'have conte11ded with. "'

1 46: Contrast other individual pe
titions that plea for deliverance so
that the supplicant may praise
God (e.g., 57.10). 1 53: Typical
psalmic language; see 9.14; 25.18.
1 61-169: At least by late medieval
times, the twenty-first letter of the
alphabet was pronounced in two
ways, distinguished by a dot over
the left or right side of that letter
("sin" and "shin," pronounced "s"
and "sh"). These two sounds are
mixed in these vv., as in the bibli
cal period this difference was not
marked. 1 63, 1 67: As in v. 97, and
elsewhere in this psalm, love of
" torah" replaces Jove of God.

PSALMS

166
167
168
169 n
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

12
2
3

4

n

I Ig . I 66-120.4

I hope for Your deliverance, 0 LORD;
I observe Your commandments.
I obey Your decrees
and love them greatly.
I obey Your precepts and decrees;
all my ways are before You.
May my plea reach You, 0 LoRD;
grant me understanding according to Your
word.
May my petition come before You;
save me in accordance with Your promise.
My lips shall pour forth praise,
for You teach me Your laws.
My tongue shall declare Your promise,
for all Your commandments are just.
Lend Your hand to help me,
for I have chosen Your precepts.
I have longed for Your deliverance, 0 LoRD;
Your teaching is my delight.
Let me live, that I may praise You;
may Your rules be my help;
I have strayed like a lost sheep;
search for Your servant,
for I have not neglected Your commandments.
song
Q
In my distress I called to the LORD
A

of ascents!

and He answered me.
0 LORD, save me from treacherous lips,
from a deceitful tongue!
What can you profit,
what can you gain,
0 deceitful tongue?
A warrior's sharp arrows,
with hot coals of broom-wood.

A term of uncertain menuing.

1 69-176: As noted, elements of the
personal petition predominate
here. 1 75: Consistent with the
psalm's focus, the psalmist wishes
that God's rules rather than God
will be his help. 176: It is God's
commandments, the embodiment of
"torah," that must not be neglected
or forgotten (sh-k-J:t); contrast
44.18: "yet we have not forgotten
(sh-k-J:t) You."

Ps. 1 20: Pss. 12o-134 all begin "A
song of [or 'for') ascents," forming
the clearest collection of psalms in
the Psalter; while other collections
do exist, they are not found in a
single block (see introductions to
Pss. 42 and 50 on the Asaphite and
Korahite psalms), but are identi
fied by common ascription. It is
likely that these fifteen psalms
were already a unit when they
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were incorporated into the Psalter,
though it is uncertain what this su
perscription means and what func
tion the collection served. The
word "ma'alah," typically trans
lated "ascent," may refer to a step
(see, e.g., Ezekiel 4o.26). Early
rabbinic tradition thus connects
these fifteen psalms to the fifteen
steps of the Temple, according to
Ezek. 40.26, 31, where the Levites
sang (m. Mid. 2.5; b. Sukkah 51b).
"Ma'alah" is also used to express
the "journey up from Babylon" in
Ezra 7.9, and thus some modern
scholars connect these psalms to
the return from exile. Others see
them as pilgrimage psalms (so
Radak); the first-century allegorist
Philo understood them as express
ing the ascent of the individual to
God, while some scholars see
"ma'alah" as referring to some
technical poetic aspect of these
psalms. No single interpretation is
compelling. These psalms com
prise a variety of genres, and were
written over a long period of time;
some, but not all, show clear lin
guistic or other signs of being
postexilic (see esp. 126). Certain
phrases such as "May it be well
with Israel!" are found in this col
lection only (125.5; 128.6), and the
Songs of Ascents share certain lin
guistic and stylistic oddities, rein
forcing the notion that there is
some sort of unity to this collec
tion. Nevertheless, the opinion of
some scholars that they comprise a
complex ritual is not compelling.
In addition, with the exception of
Ps. 132, they are all relatively short
(3--9 vv.). Ps. 120, the first of the
collection, is an individual peti
tion. It is characterized by repeti
tions of the same phrase in con
tiguous vv. ("deceitful tongue"
in 2, 3; "dwell/dwelt" in 5, 6;
"peace" in 6, 7), a frequent
stylistic aspect of this collection.
1 : A unique introduction to the in
dividual petition, saying at the
beginning that it was effective.
2-4: Two of the typical elements
of the petition are the invocation
(0 LORD), and the petition itself
in the imperative (save me). As in
many other psalms, the emphasis
is on the danger of speech, here ex-
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5
6
7

PSALMS

Woe is me, that I live with Meshech,
that I dwell among the clans of Kedar.
Too long have I dwelt with those who hate peace.
I am all peace;
but when I speak,
they are for war.

1 2 1 A song for ascents.
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

I turn my eyes to the mountains;
from where will my help come?
My help comes from the LORD,
maker of heaven and earth.
He will not let your foot give way;
your guardian will not slumber;
See, the guardian of Israel
neither slumbers nor sleeps!
The LORD is your guardian,
the LoRD is your protection
at your right hand.
By day the sun will not strike you,
nor the moon by night.
The LoRD will guard you from all harm;
He will guard your life.
The LORD will guard your going and coming
now and forever.

pressed through the strong
metaphors of v. 4 (see 10.7 n.). The
typical motivation-why God
should hear this petition-is ab
sent here. 5: This is very enig
matic, since Meslzech is near the
Caspian Sea, while the clans of
Kedar are in the Arabian Peninsula;
either one of these names should
be emended so that the locations
are proximate, or the psalmist has
intentionally chosen two faraway
places to express the notion of
distance. For scholars who read
the Songs of Ascents as a group,
it is this initial distance (see also
Ps. 121) that is crucial, since the
psalms express overcoming this
distance, concluding with praying
at the Temple. 6-7: The residents
of Meshech and Kedar are s tereo
typed as barbaric warmongers.
Ps. 1 2 1 : This psalm expresses
great confidence in God as a
guardian; the root "sh-rn-r," "to

guard," appears six times. In many
contemporary Jewish communi
ties, it is recited at times of trouble
as a way of offering comfort and
assurance. As in the previous
psalm, words are often repeated in
adjacent vv. (vv. 1-2, "my help";
vv. 3-4, "slumber"; vv. 7-8,
"guard"). 1 : Uniquely, the opening
is A song for ascents rather than " to
ascents." It is unclear why the
psalmist is looking to the moun
tains; some have suggested that
this is a polemic against deities on
the mountains (see esp. Ezek.
18.6), or this expresses the pilgrim
as he moves toward Jerusalem in
the Judean hills; more likely "it is
the custom of anyone in straits to
lift his eyes to see if help will come
to repel the enemy" (Ibn Ezra).
2: This psalm is remarkable for re
counting the psalmist's inner dia
logue. The psalmist answers him
self confidently either "through
prophecy or expressing hope" (Ibn

1 20 . 5-1 2 1 . 8

Ezra). The epithet maker of heaven
and earth is found three times in
the Songs of Ascents ( here, 1 2.4 .8;
134·3), and twice outside them
(115.5; 146.6). It is likely that this
epithet became popular in postex
ilic times (see 2 Chron. 2.11). In
this context, raising the eyes to the
mountains, as if to appreciate the
heaven and the earth, takes on ad
ditional meaning. 3-4: This is
polemicizing against the notion
often expressed in psalms that
God does sleep; see, e.g., 44·24,
"Rouse Yourself; why do You
sleep, 0 LoRn? Awaken, do not re
ject us forever!" (see 7·7 n.). 5: Pro
tection ("tzel") refers to shade or
refuge from the hot sun (see v. 6);
note the biblical personal name
(e.g., Exod. 31.2) Bezalel, "in the
protection of God." Right hand ex
presses proximity (cf. 110.5). 6: It is
unclear how the moon by night
might afflict a person: the notion
of being moonstruck is postbibli
cal. Most likely this half verse is a
type of filler, resulting from the
use of parallelism, where by night
formally parallels by day, and moon
parallels sun. 8: Going and coming
means daily work (Deut. 31.2;
2 Kings 11.8). If this is a pilgrim
age song, it may refer more specifi
cally to setting out on the journey
to the Temple and returning horne.
The psalm concludes with a tem
poral reference; as a whole, then,
the psalm says that God guards
the individual at all times every
where. The expression now and for
ever is found disproportionately in
the Songs of Ascents ( here; 125.2;
131.3, and outside them in the
Psalter only in 115.8).

PSALMS
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122. 1-123 . 2

1 2 2 A song of ascents. Of David.
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9

I rejoiced when they said to me,
"We are going to the House of the LORD."
Our feet stood inside your gates, 0 Jerusalem,
Jerusalem built up, a city knit together,
to which tribes would make pilgrimage,
the tribes of the LORD,
-as was enjoined upon Israel
to praise the name of the LoRD.
There the thrones of judgment stood,
thrones of the house of David.
Pray for the well-being of Jerusalem;
"May those who love you be at peace.
May there be well-being within your ramparts,
peace in your citadels."
For the sake of my kin and friends,
I pray for your well-being;
for the sake of the house of the LoRD our God,
I seek your good.

1 2 3 A song of ascents.
2

To You, enthroned in heaven,
I turn my eyes.
As the eyes of slaves follow their master's hand,
as the eyes of a slave-girl follow the hand of her
mistress,

Ps. 1 22: This psalm is a pilgrim's
ode to Jerusalem. This is the only
Song of Ascents that clearly de
scribes the ritual of ascending to
Jerusalem. Various linguistic clues
(e.g., the spelling of David, "dvyd"
with a "yod" rather than "dvd" in
v. 5) as well as its nostalgic attitude
toward the preexilic past (v. 5,
"there") suggest that the psalm is
postexilic. The psalm is full of
echoes of the sounds in the name
"Yerushalayirn," "Jerusalem" -the
letter "resh" (corresponding to
"r") is overrepresented, along with
the word "shalom" (peace) and
"sham" (there), esp. in vv. 4-8. Je
rusalem is thus etymologized as
the city of peace. 1 : Like Pss. I24,
IJI, and I)), A song of ascents is
augmented with Of David, though
as noted above, Davidic author
ship is most unlikely. Radak
glosses; "This psalm quotes the ex-

iles, who in their great desire to
build the Temple remembered
Israel's pilgrimages, and spoke
about their ancestors at the time
that the Temple was standing."
The psalm is probably even later,
since Jerusalem is depicted as built
up (v. 3), and this was likely only
accomplished by Nehemiah in the
mid-fifth century. We are going to
the House of the LORD is likely for
mulaic; cf. !sa. 2.3, "Corne, Let us
go up to the Mount of the LoRD."
1 -2: The psalmist moves from the
singular to the plural (v. I, I, to
v. 2, our); in both vv., it is Wlclear
who is addressed. 4: The period of
the Wlited monarchy, when vari
ous tribes made pilgrimages, is re
called with nostalgia. The first half
of the v. alliteratively recalls Jeru
salem (Heb "Yerushalayirn"): "size
s/ram 'a/u shevatim shivtei yah."
The end of the v., where the name of

- I426-

the LoRD rather than God Himself
is praised, follows the norms of
Deuteronomy (see Deut. 12.5 n.).
5: Administration of justice was a
significant function of the king, as
highlighted in the stories about
Solomon as a just king (I Kings
J.I6-28) and prophecies such as
Jer. 2I.I2, "0 House of David, thus
said the LoRD: Render just verdicts
Morning by morning." 6: The allit
eration of the first four words is
striking: "sha'alu shelorn Yerusha
layirn yishlayu." The v. is a rever
sal of Jer. 29.7, "And seek the wel
fare of the city to which I have
exiled you," insisting that one
must pray for Babylon, not for Je
rusalem. 7: Well-being ("shalom")
and peace ("shalvah") both play on
the name Jerusalem, "Yerusha
layirn." 8: The psalmist identifies
himself with his community (see
v. 2). 9: The climax refers to the
Temple, the house of the LoRD our
God, which makes Jerusalem so
significant; this forms an indusia
with V. I.
Ps. 1 23: An expression of depen
dence on God (vv. I-2) serves as
an introduction to a communal pe
tition. An individual perspective
(v. I) quickly shifts to the plural
(vv. 2-4), as in Ps. I22. Like Pss.
I20 and I2I, adjacent vv. use the
same w?,rds (v';. 1-2, ll ey:;slf;
,
vv. 2-3, favor ; vv. 3-4, con
tempt, enough"). 1 : On God in
heaven, see 2.4 n. 2: A tricolon, i.e.,
a v. divided into three rather than
two parallel segments. The im
agery expresses the dependence of
both men and women on God. 3:
A typical communal petition, with
an imperative request (Show us
favor), an invocation (0 LoRD), and
a motivation ([For] we have . . . ).
4: The complacent may be the
upper classes who abuse the
lower classes, as in Amos 6.1.
Ps. 1 24: The beginning of this
psalm, expressing the congrega
tion's confidence in God, contains
repetition of lines, like many of the
other Songs of Ascents. 1 : Alter
nately, this may be understood
as "May Israel now declare [or,
'sing'] the song that begins with
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so our eyes are toward the LORD our God,
awaiting His favor.
Show us favor, 0 LORD,
show us favor!
We have had more than enough of contempt.
Long enough have we endured
the scorn of the complacent,
the contempt of the haughty.

1 2 4 A song of ascents. Of David.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Were it not for the LORD, who was on our side,
let Israel now declare,
were it not for the LoRD, who was on our side
when men assailed us,
they would have swallowed us alive
in their burning rage against us;
the waters would have carried us off,
the torrent would have swept over us;
over us would have swept
the seething waters.
Blessed is the LORD, who did not let us
be ripped apart by their teeth.
We are like a bird escaped from the fowler's trap;
the trap broke and we escaped.
Our help is the name of the LORD,
maker of heaven and earth.

1 2 5 A song of ascents.

2

3

4
5

Those who trust in the LORD
are like Mount Zion
that cannot be moved,
enduring forever.
Jerusalem, hills enfold it,
and the LORD enfolds His people
now and forever.
•The scepter of the wicked shall never rest
upon the land allotted to the righteous,
that the righteous not set their hand to
wrongdoing. ·•
Do good, 0 LORD, to the good,
to the upright in heart.
•-But those who in their crookedness act corruptly,-•
let the LoRD make them go the way of evildoers.
May it be well with Israel!

n-n Men11i11g of He/1. tmcertni11.

PSALMS

1 23 .3-125.5

the words 'Were i t not for the
LoRD, who was on our side' "
namely the song that begins in v. 2.
In ancient Semitic cultures, com
positions were typically known by
their first words, so, e.g., what we
call The Epic of Gilgamesh was
known as He who Saw Every
thing. The same is now true for the
books of the Torah, whose Heb
names are the opening words of
each. 2: The referents are vague
(men, Heb "'adam," "human be
ings"), so the psalm could be ap
plied to many new situations.
3-7: The mixture of images
swallowing, waters, teet/1, and
traps-is odd to modern sensibili
ties, but biblical poems often use a
variety of intersecting images to
strengthen their point. 8: This is
similar to 121.2, "My help comes
from the LORD, maker of heaven
and earth," with a change from
singular to plural and a slight dif
ference in "help is the name" and
"help comes from the LORD."
Ps. 1 25: This psalm, about the ex
alted status of "those who trust in
the LORD" (v. 1), is difficult; i t does
not cohere and does not flow well
(see, e.g., the change of perspective
about God from second to third
person between vv. 4-5). 1 : Trust
ing in the LORD is a significant bib
lical theme in many genres; it im
plies action and is not merely an
abstract notion. On Mount Zion,
see Ps. 48. The stability of Jerusa
lem, and by extension tl1ose who
trust in the LoRD, is expressed
through the doubling of cannot be
moved, enduring forever. 2: The
order of the nouns in vv. 1-2 (LoRD,
Zio11, jerusalem, LoRD) is reversed
as the same point is emphasized:
the stability of Jerusalem and Is
rael. Forever repeats v. 1. 3: The
Heb here is difficult. 4: Only God
can determine who is uprigl!l in
heart. 5: The way of evildoers is de
struction, as in 1.4; the ultimate re
sult of their annihilation is the end
of the conflict between those who
are good and those who are evil;
thus the concluding expression,
which became popular in postex
ilic times: "Peace/well-being over
Israel." This expression is found in

PSALMS 126. 1-127.3
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1 2 6 A song of ascents.
2

3

4
5
6

When the LoRD restores the fortunes of Zion
-•-we see it as in a dream·•our mouths shall be filled with laughter,
our tongues, with songs of joy.
Then shall they say among the nations,
"The LoRD has done great things for them!"
The LORD will do great things for us
and we shall rejoice.
Restore our fortunes, 0 LoRD,
like watercourses in the Negeb.
They who sow in tears
shall reap with songs of joy.
Though he goes along weeping,
carrying the seed-bag,
he shall come back with songs of joy,
carrying his sheaves.

1 2 Unless
7 the LoRD builds the house,

A song of ascents. Of Solomon.

2

3

its builders labor in vain on it;
unless the LoRD watches over the city,
the watchman keeps vigil in vain.
In vain do you rise early
and stay up late,
you who toil for the bread you eat;
b-He provides as much for His loved ones while
they sleep.-b
Sons are the provision< of the LoRD;
the fruit of the womb, His reward.

a-a Lit. "we are veritable dreamers. "
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Lit. "heritage. "

the famous Byzantine (sixth- to
seventh-century cE) synagogue at
Jericho, where it is incorporated
into a mosaic below a menorah
(candelabrum) flanked by a shofar
(ram's horn) and a lulav (palm
frond).
Ps. 1 26: Two problems make this
psalm difficult to interpret: it is
unclear how to reconcile vv. 1-3,
which speak in the past, and vv.
4--6, which speak of hopes for the

future; and it is uncertain how v. 1,
restores thefortunes, should be un
derstood. This psalm is recited be
fore grace after meals on Sabbath
and festivals. 1 : Restores the for
tunes may be a specific reference to
the return from Babylonian exile
(so, e.g., Rashi), or may be a gen
eral term for improvement of one's
lot (see 14.7 n.). Perhaps the dream
like nature of this vision explains
how this restoration is both real
ized (vv. 1-3) and hoped for (vv.
- 1428-

4--6). 2-3: These vv. are framed by
laughter and rejoicing, with the
LoRD doing great things doubled in
the middle. That expression is oth
erwise only found in Joel (2.20, 21),
which has other affinities to this
psalm (see v. 1 and Joel 4.1). 4: V. 1
is recapitulated, but as an impera
tive. Negeb watercourses or wadis
(seasonal streams) fill suddenly
and completely after winter
storms. 5-6: Perhaps ritual weeping
is alluded to, which was meant to
bring about rainfall through sym
pathetic magic. As here, agricul
tural imagery is entwined with
and represents the restoration of
the people to their land in Amos
g.ll-15.
Ps. 1 27: This psalm is didactic,
teaching that God is the source of
all. It divides into two parts: vv.
1-2, with the focus on "house" and
"city," and vv. 3-5, with the focus
on sons. The two are connected,
however, since "house" may be a
metaphor for family (see esp.
2 Sam. 7.11), and the "quiver" of
v. 5 is likely a metaphor for the
"house" that is filled with "ar
rows," namely "sons" (Radak).
Like Pss. 128 and 131, the images
are familial. 1-2: The attribution of
Solomon is due to the understand
ing of the house as the Temple, but
more likely the psalm is addressed
to Israelites in general, and
"house" and "city" have no spe
cific referent (cf. 128.5--6 n.). Many
medievals (including Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, and Radak) assume that this
is a Davidic psalm, recited about
(of) Solomon. The second half of
v. 2 is hopelessly difficult and
probably poorly preserved, yet as
a whole, these vv. express an idea
especially common in wisdom
texts, that God ultimately controls
all (e.g., Prov. 21.31: "The horse is
readied for the day of battle, But
victory comes from the LoRD").
3-5: The view is very military and
masculine. The term "gever" (man)
in v. 5 is clearly male. The impor
tance of a large family is a major
theme of the ancestral narratives
in Genesis. By using phrases such
as "the LORD opened her womb"
or "the LoRD remembered her"
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Like arrows in the hand of a warrior
are sons born to a man in his youth.
Happy is the man who fills his quiver with them;
they shall not be put to shame
when they contend with the enemy in the gate.

1 2 8 A song of ascents.
2
3

4
5

6

Happy are all who fear the LORD,
who follow His ways.
You shall enjoy the fruit of your labors;
you shall be happy and you shall prosper.
Your wife shall be like a fruitful vine within your
house;
your sons, like olive saplings around your table.
So shall the man who fears the LoRD be blessed.
May the LoRD bless you from Zion;
may you share the prosperity of Jerusalem
all the days of your life,
and live to see your children's children.
May all be well with Israel!

1 2 9 A song of ascents.
2
3
4

5
6

Since my youth they have often assailed me,
let Israel now declare,
since my youth they have often assailed me,
but they have never overcome me.
Plowmen plowed across my back;
they made long furrows.
The LoRD, the righteous one,
has snapped the cords of the wicked.
Let all who hate Zion
fall back in disgrace.
Let them be like grass on roofs
that fades before it can be pulled up,

(see esp. Gen. 30.22), those narra
tives emphasize the same point as
these vv.: These (male) children are
God's gift.
Ps. 1 28: This is thematically simi
lar to the previous psalm, empha
sizing that God is the source of
blessing to those who "fear the
LoRn." 1 : The structure of this v.
makes it clear that fearing the LoRD
is not an abstract attitude, but in-

v ol ves o

f llowing His ways. Al
though it seems to be addressed to
all, vv. 3-4 make it clear that the
addressees are male. 2: Contrast
Gen. 3.19, "By the sweat of your
brow I Shall you get bread to eat."
3: Lit . "Your wife shall be like a
fruitful vine in the depths/ cor
ner /innermost parts of your
house," perhaps a reference to the
kitchen, typically located in the
back corner of the ancient Israelite

1 27 . 4- 1 2 9 . 6

house. (See Radak: "Even in her
house she should be modest . . .
she should be in the corner of the
house so that only her husband
and household will see her.")
4: A summary v. S-6: These vv. ex
tend the original blessing to all is
rae/, and note that this blessing
comes from God's dwelling-place,
Zion. The psalmist may here be
using traditional formulae; on May
the LoRD bless you from Zio11, see
134·3 (and possibly 135.21); on
May all be well with Israel!, see
125.5. Children's children signifies
a blessing of long life and great
progeny-the ideal in ancient
Israel. Given average life ex
pectancy, living to see grandchil
dren was a special blessing; seeing
great-grandchildren was an excep
tional blessing (see Job 42.16).
With this psalm in its present posi
tion, after Ps. 127, it is easy to un
derstand how "city" in 127.1 came
to be understood as Jerusalem.
Ps. 1 29: This psalm has two parts:
vv. 1-4 tell of the psalmist's past
persecution by enemies, and his
deliverance by God, and vv. 5-8
are an imprecation against "all
who hate Zion" (v. 5). It is uncer
tain how the two parts fit together;
perhaps the psalmist's past salva
tion gives power to this impreca
tion. 1-2: The enemies are referred
to by the pronoun they; not until
v. 4 does the wicked appear. As
usual, the referents are vague,
allowing the psalm to apply to
a wide variety of situations.
1 : See 124.1; this v. may also be
translated "May Israel now declare
[or, 'sing'] the song that begins
with the words 'Since my youth
they have often assailed me.' "
3: A unique and graphic biblical
metaphor, sharing the agricultural
world of the previous psalm and
several other Songs of Ascents.
4: A new metaphor is introduced
with cords; such mixing of meta
phors is common in biblical poetry
(see 124.3--7 n.). 5: Zion is dispro
portionately mentioned in the
Songs of Ascents (125.1; 126.1;

128.5; 129.5; 132.13; 1JJ.J; 1J4·J).
6-7: The image, again taken from
the agricultural world (see v. 3),
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13
2

3
4

s

6

7

8

that affords no handful for the reaper,
no armful for the gatherer of sheaves,
no exchange with passersby:
"The blessing of the LORD be upon you."
"We bless you by the name of the LoRD."

Q
Out of the depths I call You, 0 LORD.
A song of ascents.

0 Lord, listen to my cry;
let Your ears be attentive
to my plea for mercy.
If You keep account of sins, 0 LoRD,
Lord, who will survive?
Yours is the power to forgive
so that You may be held in awe.
I look to the LoRD;
I look to Him;
I await His word.
I am more eager for the Lord
than watchmen for the morning,
watchmen for the morning.

0 Israel, wait for the LoRD;
for with the LoRD is steadfast love
and great power to redeem.
It is He whowill redeem Israel from all their
iniquities.

1 3 1 A song of ascents. Of David.
2

0 LORD, my heart is not proud
nor my look haughty;
I do not aspire to great things
or to what is beyond me;
•-but I have taught myself to be contented
like a weaned child with its mother;
like a weaned child am I in my mind:•

n-n Menning of Hcb. uucertni11.
is of the insubstantial grass that
grows on roofs that are covered
with a small coating of soil.
8: This is a continuation of the
image of the preceding v., since
blessings were part of the reaping
process (see Ruth 2.4, cited by
Radak). It is uncertain whether
Tile blessing of ll1e LoRD be upon you.

We bless you by tl1e name of tile LoRD
is a single blessing, or a blessing
and its response, as in Ruth 2.4:
"He greeted the reapers, 'The
LoRD be with you!' And they re
sponded, 'The LoRD bless you!' "
Like Pss. 128 and 134, this Song
of Ascents also ends with a
blessing.
- 1430-

Ps. 130: The main part of the
psalm is a personal petition (vv.
1--6); this is followed by an address
to the wider community (vv. 7-8),
which builds upon this petition,
explaining why it is good to peti
tion God. This address mirrors the
vocabulary and expressions of vv.
1--6. It is thus possible that an edi
tor, the author of vv. 7-8, has taken
up and expanded an older psalm.
1: Depths, elsewhere in Psalms
only in 69.3, 15; perhaps here a ref
erence to the underworld, of being
in a state near death (see Jonah
2. 3-7). 2: A stereotypical v. in per
sonal petitions; see, e.g., 86.6:
"Give ear, 0 LoRD, to my prayer;
heed my plea for mercy." 3-4: The
theological notion expressed is
that God must forgive since all
people sin (see Job ch 7), and for
giveness rather than punishment
causes people to hold God in awe.
No ritual is necessary for this for
giveness, and the sin is completely
erased as in Jer. 50.20, "The iniq
uity of Israel shall be sought, I
And there shall be none; I The
sins of Judah, I And none shall be
found; I For I will pardon those I
allow to survive." 5: Perhaps the
psalmist is awaiting an oracle of
deliverance (see 3.5-7 n.). 6: The
psalmist waits expectantly for
God's deliverance, which else
where comes in the morning (56.6).
7: On steadfast love ("l)esed"), see
5.8 n. 8: Sinners or their descen
dants normally need to be punished
(see Exod. 34.7), but here God re
deems, that is, forgives, so no one is
punished. As in many psalms, the
personal becomes the communal.
Ps. 131: Like the previous psalm,
this too s tarts in the singular (vv.
1-2) and moves to concerns about
the community (v. 3); in fact, the
last vv. of these two psalms share
the phrase, "0 Israel, wait for the
LORD." 1 : An initial protestation of
innocence (see Pss. 7; 17; 26). The
psalmist claims to be "lowly," an
ideal in Psalms (e.g., 10.17). As
such, he does not aspire to great
things, or what is be�;ond; these are,
as Radak notes, "divine concerns"
(e.g., Pss. 86.10; 136.4; Job 5-9)2: Once weaned, the child can no
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0 Israel, wait for the LoRD
now and forever.

A song of ascents.
1 3 02LoRD,
remember in David's favor

his extreme self-denial,
how he swore to the LORD,
vowed to the Mighty One of Jacob,
"I will not enter my house,
nor will I mount my bed,
I will not give sleep to my eyes,
or slumber to my eyelids•
until I find a place for the LoRD,
an abode for the Mighty One of Jacob."

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15

We heard it was in Ephrath;
we came upon it in the region of Jaar.b
Let us enter His abode,
bow at His footstool.
Advance, 0 LoRD, to Your resting-place,
You and Your mighty Ark!
Your priests are clothed in triumph;
Your loyal ones sing for joy.
For the sake of Your servant David
do not reject Your anointed one.
The LORD swore to David
a firm oath that He will not renounce,
"One of your own issue I will set upon your
throne.
If your sons keep My covenant
and My decrees that I teach them,
then their sons also,
to the end of time,
shall sit upon your throne."
For the LoRD has chosen Zion;
He has desired it for His seat.
"This is my resting-place for all time;
here I will dwell, for I desire it.
I will amply bless its store of food,

a Lit. "eyes."

b Cf 1 Sam.

7.1-2; 1

C/rron. 1J.)-6.

longer depend on its mother for its
milk. Only here in Psalms is God
viewed as a mother, though this
image is found elsewhere in the
Bible (e.g., Isa. 49.14-16). 3: See
130.7; 121.8; 125.2.

Ps. 1 32: Like several other Songs
of Ascents, this psalm emphasizes
the significance of Zion, but in
other ways it differs from this
group: i t is significantly longer,
and stylistically unlike all the oth-

-1431 -

ers. Its focus i s on various prom
ises made by and to David, and
thus exhibits the same reciprocity
seen in 134. It may recreate a ritual
involving the Ark; according to
2 Chron. 6.41-42, vv. similar to
132.8--9 were used in connection
with Solomon's dedication of the
Temple. It is impossible, however,
to reconstruct this ritual. Like
Psalm 89, it does not exactly agree
with the book of Samuel as it rein
terprets earlier traditions about
David. 1-2: This self-denial is not
found in Samuel, nor is David's
desire to build a Temple expressed
as an oath there. The Migl!ty One of
jacob is an old divine epithet, used
only here and in v. 5 in the Psalter
(e.g., Gen. 49.24). 3-5: An exagger
ated poetic rendition of 2 Sam. 7.2:
"Here I am dwelling in a house of
cedar, while the Ark of the LoRD
abides in a tent!" 6: The referent of
it (feminine in Heb) is uncertain,
though it likely refers to traditions
about the Ark (masculine!) wan
dering; it is unclear if these agree
exactly with Samuel. 7: On abode
("mishkanot") and footstool,
see 43·3-4 and 99·5 n. 8-9: See
2 Chron. 6.41-42 (no parallel in
1 Kings ch 8); as noted by Radak,
"there are slight changes between
these verses, but they have the
same meaning"; these vv. appear
to have been used somehow in an
ancient ritual. Advance (lit. "Arise,"
"kumah"), is often used to rouse
God into battle-note Your mighty
Ark (see 7·7 n.). 1 0: On David as
God's servant, see 18.1 n.; on
anointed one, see 2.2 n. 1 1 : The di
vine oath is a response of David's
oath (v. 2), creating symmetry in
the psalm. In 2 Sam. ch 7, "oath" is
not used: the promise is called
"words" and "prophecy" (2 Sam.
7.17). One of your own issue is a po
etic restatement of 2 Sam. 7.12.
1 2: In 2 Sam. ch 7 and related liter
ature (see esp. Ps. 89), the promise
is of an eternal ('"olam") dynasty;
here, as in 1 Kings 9·4-9, the prom
ise is conditional (see annotations
to 1 Kings ch 9 and intro. to that
book). 13: For connects the choos
ing of David and of Zion (see
78.6B-72 n.). 1 4: Resting-place: See
v. 8, of the Ark, God's throne or
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17
18

give its needy their fill of bread.
I will clothe its priests in victory,
its loyal ones shall sing for joy.
There I will make a horn sprout for David;
I have prepared a lamp for My anointed one.
I will clothe his enemies in disgrace,
while on him his crown shall sparkle."

1 3 3 A song of ascents. Of David.
2

3

How good and how pleasant it is
that brothers dwell together.
It is like fine oil on the head
running down onto the beard,
the beard of Aaron,
that comes down over the collar of his robe;
like the dew of Hermon
that falls upon the mountains of Zion.
There the LoRD ordained blessing,
everlasting life.

1 3 4 A song of ascents.
2
3

Now bless the LoRD,
all you servants of the LoRD
who stand nightly
in the house of the LoRD.
Lift your hands toward the sanctuary
and bless the LoRD.
May the LORD,
maker of heaven and earth,
bless you from Zion.

footstool. 1 5: The needy are a fre
quent concern of Psalms. 1 6: On
loyal ones ("l)asid"), see 4 ·4 n.
1 7: Horn often expresses military
victory. In 2 Sam. 21.17, David
is called "the lamp of Israel."
1 8: Shame is the gravest punish
ment; ancient Israel was a shame
oriented society. This image re
verses v. 16, "I will clothe its priests
in victory" (Radak). The crown is a
symbol of royalty (2 Sam. 1 . 10;
2 Kings 11.12).
Ps. 133: A short psalm, difficult to
interpret; its precise point is uncerc
tain, since the meaning of its im
ages, and their connection, are de-

bated. Its focus on Zion, however,
is common in the Songs of As
cents. Like several other of these
poems, phrases in one line are re
peated in the next (vv. 1-2 "tov,"
good, fine; vv. 2-3 "y-r-d," running
down, comes down,falls). The im
ages used combine to produce a
picture of great blessing in Zion.
This psalm, together with the pre
vious one, mentions rituals con
cerning the king and high priest,
who shared power in the post
exilic period (see Zech. 6.13).
1: While often taken to refer to
brotherly harmony in a general
sense, the v. is better understood
as a hope for the reunification of
- 1432-

the Northern and Southern King
doms (see Ezek. 37.15-28). 2-3: It
is uncertain if the oil and dew are
being compared to the dwelling
together, as this translation sug
gests, or if they are only being
compared to each other (Like fine
oil . . . is the dew of Hermon). On
the oil used for anointing Aaron,
see Exod. 30.22-33; the depiction
of the overflowing, effulgent na
ture of this anointing is lacking in
the Torah. Mount Hermon, on the
northern tip of Israel, was very
high, and therefore received much
dew. This is the only reference to
mountains (plural!) of Zion
perhaps the hills surrounding Je
rusalem are meant, though the
Dead Sea Psalms scroll reads the
more usual "mountain." Zion
might here be associated with
Mount Hermon, as one of the
northern mountains, as in 48.3 (see
n. there). Blessing refers to fertility,
as in Lev. 25.21; the word blessing
anticipates the theme of the fol
lowing psalm. Everlasting life is
hyperbolic; the Dead Sea Psalms
scroll instead concludes this
psalm; "There the LaRD ordained
blessing forever; May all be well
with Israel" (see Pss. 125.5; 128.6).
Ps. 134: This psalm, the last of the
Songs of Ascents, is about bless
ing: the people's blessing of God
(vv. 1-2) and God's blessing of the
people (v. 3). The root "b-r-k," "to
bless," occurs in every v. 1 : This v.
shows clear affinities to the con
tiguous 135.2. Servants of tl1e LoRD
may refer to those present in the
Temple (see 135.1-2 n.), or they
may be a special group of Temple
functionaries. The Heb for stand
also has a technical sense of "min
ister," which may be its sense here.
It is uncertain what activity is per
formed nightly, other than guard
duty by the Levites (1 Chron.
9.23-27). 2: Lifting of hands typi
cally accompanies prayer (see
44.21-22 n.), though here it may
indicate blessing, as in Lev. 9.22.
Since God rather than the people
is being blessed, the hands are
lifted in the direction of the sanc
tuary. 3: These are formulae from
elsewhere in this collection: see
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PSALM

Hallelujah.
Praise the name of the LORD;
give praise, you servants of the LoRD
who stand in the house of the LoRD,
in the courts of the house of our God.
Praise the LoRD, for the LoRD is good;
sing hymns to His name, for it is pleasant.
For the LoRD has chosen Jacob for Himself,
Israel, as His treasured possession.

1 35
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For I know that the LORD is great,
that our Lord is greater than all gods.
Whatever the LoRD desires He does
in heaven and earth,
in the seas and all the depths.
He makes clouds rise from the end of the earth;
He makes lightning for the rain;
He releases the wind from His vaults.
He struck down the first-born of Egypt,
man and beast alike;
He sent signs and portents against• Egypt,
against Pharaoh and all his servants;
He struck down many nations
and slew numerous kingsSihon, king of the Amorites,
Og, king of Bashan,
and all the royalty of Canaan
and gave their lands as a heritage,
as a heritage to His people Israel.
0 LoRD, Your name endures forever,
Your fame, 0 LORD, through all generations;
for the LoRD will champion His people,
and obtain satisfaction for His servants.
The idols of the nations are silver and gold,
the work of men's hands.
They have mouths, but cannot speak;
they have eyes, but cannot see;
they have ears, but cannot hear,
nor is there breath in their mouths.
Those who fashion them,
all who trust in them,
shall become like them.
0 house of Israel, bless the LORD;
0 house of Aaron, bless the LoRD;

a Others "against !fOil."

b Witlr z•v. 15-20, cf l's.

1 15.4-1 1 .

135.1-135.19

128.5; 121.2; 124.8. Their juxtaposi
tion emphasizes that a universal
God is centered at Zion. The collec
tion's conclusion emphasizes Zion,
a major theme of the Songs of As
cents, and also shows close connec
tions with the conclusion of the fol
lowing psalm (135.21). Perhaps an
editor placed together psalms that
shared certain similarities, or
phrases moved from one psalm to
an adjacent one, making the Psalter
into a more coherent book.
Ps. 1 35: The greatness of God-as
demonstrated by His creation of
the world, freeing His people from
Egypt, and leading them safely to
the promised land-is contrasted
with the impotent gods of other
nations. This psalm resembles
others that review the traditions
found in the Torah in order to
show God's power (Pss. 78; 105;
106; 136). Here the traditions are
more abbreviated. The psalm is an
anthology of several other psalms
and reworks some Torah tradi
tions. This psalm appears in the
liturgy for the introductory morn
ing service for Sabbath and festi
vals. 1 -2: Servmzts of the L01w are
all those who show allegiance to
Him. The psalm is directed to
those who have come to the Tem
ple (cf. 113.1 and 134.1). 3: Cf.
136.3. 4: All gods have their peo
ples and Israel is the LoRn's spe
cial people (cf. Deut. 32.8-9). 5:
Israel's God is superior to all other
gods (cf. Exod. 18.11; Ps. 96-4-5).
6: As elsewhere in the Bible (cf.
115.16-17), the cosmos is per
ceived as having three strata: the
sky, the earth, and the water below
the earth. 7: Either a poetic render
ing of the first stages of creation or
a portrait of God's power over the
natural world. 8-12: A shortened
version of 136.1o-22. 8: The poet
skips to the last plague against
Egypt, the one that finally con
vinced Pharaoh to let the Israelites
leave. 1 1 : Si/wn and Og were the
first Canaanite kings defeated by
Israel (Num. 21.21-35). 1 3: A reuse
of Exod. 3.15. 1 5-1 8: Similar to
115.4-8 (with the omission of
115.7). 1 9-20: Cf. 115.11 (omitting
"house of Levi").

P S A L M S 1 3 5 . 2 0- 1 3 6 . 2 0
20
21

0 house of Levi, bless the LORD;
you who fear the LoRD, bless the LORD.
Blessed is the LORD from Zion,
He who dwells in Jerusalem.
Hallelujah.
Praise the LORD; for He is good,
His steadfast love is eternal.
Praise the God of gods,
His steadfast love is eternal.
Praise the Lord of lords,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who alone works great marvels,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who made the heavens with wisdom,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who spread the earth over the water,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who made the great lights,
His steadfast love is eternal;
the sun to dominate the day,
His steadfast love is eternal;
the moon and the stars to dominate the
night,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who struck Egypt through their first-born,
His steadfast love is eternal;
and brought Israel out of their midst,
His steadfast love is eternal;
with a strong hand and outstretched arm,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who split apart the Sea of Reeds,
His steadfast love is eternal;
and made Israel pass through it,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who hurled Pharaoh and his army into the
Sea of Reeds,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who led His people through the wilderness,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who struck down great kings,
His steadfast love is eternal;
and slew mighty kingsHis steadfast love is eternal;
Sihon, king of the Amorites,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Og, king of BashanHis steadfast love is eternal;
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KETHUVIM
Ps. 1 36: This psalm is known in
Jewish liturgy as the Great Halle!
and has been incorporated into the
Passover Seder. Like 135, it is part
of the introductory prayers to the
morning service on Sabbath and
festivals. The psalm is probably
written to be chanted responsively,
with the assembly chanting the re
frain after each line. His steadfast
love, Heb "l:tesed" means a favor
done out of loyalty (see 5.8 n.).
God's "J:tesed" to Israel is eternal.
The word "ki," left untranslated in
NJPS, does not here mean "be
cause" but rather "indeed"; thus
the meaning is "Indeed his stead
fast love is eternal." The psalm re
counts in chronological order the
many acts of "l:tesed" that God did
for Israel in the past, and the re
frain confirms that these acts of
"l:tesed" will continue. Like 78,
105, 106, and 135, this psalm uti
lizes Torah traditions for its recita
tion of the mighty acts of God that
constitute praise of God. The divi
sion of heaven and earth and the
creation of the celestial bodies
(vv. 5-9) is followed by the tenth
plague against the Egyptians (d.
135.8), the exodus from Egypt, the
splitting of the Reed Sea, and the
travels in the wilderness (vv.
1o-2o). The recitation of past mar
vels concludes with the acquisition
of the promised land (vv. 21-22).
Since God took note of us i11 our
degrndatio11 and rescued us from our
enemies in the past (vv. 23-24),
there is assurance that He will do
so again. These vv. bespeak the ex
ilic condition, the probable time of
this psalm's composition. The
psalm ends on a note of the uni
versality of God's care. 2-3: God of
gods . . . Lord of lords, an allusion to
Deut. 10.17. This is a superlative
form, like "Song of Songs." 4: Any
notion of the presence of other
gods in vv. 2-3 is banished by the
fact that God alone works great
marvels. 6: Compare Gen. 1.6
where the firmament separates the
waters above it from the waters
below it, and Gen. 1.9 where the
waters below the firmament are
gathered together so as to expose
the dry land. The psalm has a
more mythological conception,
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PSALMS 136.21-137.7

and gave their land as a heritage,
His steadfast love is eternal;
a heritage to His servant Israel,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who took note of us in our degradation,
His steadfast love is eternal;
and rescued us from our enemies,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who gives food to all flesh,
His steadfast love is eternal.
Praise the God of heaven,
His steadfast love is eternal.

1 3 7 By the rivers of BabyIon,
2
3

4
5
6

7

there we sat,
sat and wept,
as we thought of Zion.
There on the poplars
we hung up our lyres,
for our captors asked us there for songs,
our tormentors/ for amusement,
"Sing us one of the songs of Zion."
How can we sing a song of the LORD
on alien soil?
If I forget you, 0 Jerusalem,
let my right hand wither;b
let my tongue stick to my palate
if I cease to think of you,
if I do not keep Jerusalem in memory
even at my happiest hour.
Remember, 0 LoRD, against the Edomites
the day of Jerusalem's fall;
how they cried, "Strip her, strip her
to her very foundations!"

n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

b Others 'forget its czmning.'"

like that in 24.2, in which the earth
is set upon the waters (forces of
chaos), which are thereby immobi
lized. The word for "spreads" is
"roka'," the same root as "rakia',"
"firmament," in Gen. ch 1. 1 2: A
strong hand and outstretched arm: cf.
Deut. 4·34; 5.15; 7.19. 1 9: Cf. Num.
21.21-35 and Ps. 135.11. 23-25: A
recapitulation of the exodus
theme: God took note of the peo
ple (Exod. 2.24), rescued them
(Exod. chs 14-15), and fed them

bread from heaven (Exod. 16.4,
15). 26: The phrase God of heaven
is unique, and comports with an
exilic date, when God was not
imagined as localized at the
Temple.
Ps. 1 37: A lament for Jerusalem, in
its final form from the postexilic
era; the Babylonian captivity (vv.
1, 2, 4, 8) is there (v. 1 n.). The main
theme is remembering Zion. This
psalm is often recited on the gth of

Av, the day that commemorates
the destruction of the Temple, and
before the grace after meals on
weekdays. 1 : Rivers of Babylon:
Babylonia was known for its net
work of irrigation canals, in con
trast to Israel where the seasonal
rainfall provided irrigation. There
we sat: "There" indicates that the
speaker is now somewhere else;
not in Babylonia but (most likely)
in the land of Israel. There, along
with alien soil (v. 4), stresses the
otherness of the place of exile.
2-4: The Babylonian captors de
mand musical entertainment but
the captives, who can only cry,
hang up their instruments and re
fuse to make music. They cannot
express joy as long as they are in
exile. Joy, which is synonymous
with being in God's presence, is no
longer possible when the Temple
is destroyed. Exile is equated with
descent into the world of the dead;
like the dead, the exiles are unable
to praise God (30.10; 88.11-13).
2: The poplars, or willows, grow
along the canals. 3-4: Songs of
Zion, some scholars identify Zion
songs as specific types of hymns
about the Temple (46; 48) or as the
pilgrimage psalms (84; 12o-134).
More likely, the Babylonians are
asking for any native Judean song.
The psalmist equates them with a
song of the LoRD, that is, any song
sung in the Temple, and therefore
they can no longer be sung.
�: An oath never to forget Jeru
salem. This is a central idea in Jew
ish tradition, enshrined in the
liturgy, in the practice of leaving
an interior wall facing Jerusalem
undecorated or with a "mizral:t"
(plaque indicating the east), and
in the breaking of the glass at the
conclusion of the wedding cere
mony (which symbolizes, accord
ing to one explanation, placing the
memory of the destruction of Jeru
salem above one's greatest joy, that
of being wed). Rigl1t hand wither, or
become useless, paralyzed. My
tongue stick to my palate, be unable
to utter a sound (Ezek. 3.26; Lam.
4-4). The paralysis of the right hand
and tongue make it impossible to
play the lyre and to sing (Radak).
7: Just as Israel must remember Je-
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Fair Babylon, you predator,"
a blessing on him who repays you in kind
what you have inflicted on us;
a blessing on him who seizes your babies
and dashes them against the rocks!

1 3 I8praise You with all my heart,
Of David.

2

3
4
5
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7
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sing a hymn to You before the divine beings;
I bow toward Your holy temple
and praise Your name for Your steadfast love
and faithfulness,
because You have exalted b·Your name, Your
word, above all. -b
When I called, You answered me,
b·You inspired me with courage:b
All the kings of the earth shall praise You, 0 LoRD,
for they have heard the words You spoke.
They shall sing of the ways of the LoRD,
"Great is the majesty of the LoRD!"
High though the LoRD is, He sees the lowly;
lofty, He perceives from afar.
Though I walk among enemies,
You preserve me in the face of my foes;
You extend Your hand;
with Your right hand You deliver me.
The LoRD will settle accounts for me.
0 LORD, Your steadfast love is eternal;
do not forsake the work of Your hands.

3 0 LoRD, You have examined me and know me.
9 For the leader. Of David. A psalm.

When I sit down or stand up You know it;
You discern my thoughts from afar.
b-You observe·b my walking and reclining,
and are familiar with all my ways.
There is not a word on my tongue
but that You, 0 LoRD, know it well.
You hedge me before and behind;
You lay Your hand upon me.
It is beyond my knowledge;
it is a mystery; I cannot fathom it.
Where can I escape from Your spirit?
Where can I flee from Your presence?

a With Tnrgum; others "who are to be destroyed. "

b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.

rusalem, God must remember who
destroyed it. The Edomites, who
joined Babylonia in the attack on
Jerusalem (Obad. 1 1-14) are
cursed. 8-9: Thoughts of retribu
tion are commonly found in
laments (5.11; 35.4-8; 69.23-28;
79.10; Lam. 1.21-22; 3.64-66;
4.21-22). On dashing babies
against rocks, see 2 Kings 8.12;
Isa. 13. 16; Hos. 14.1; Nah. J.lO.
Against the rocks, Heb "ha-sela',"
" the Rock" (possibly Petra), the
fortress-city of Edom and also an
epithet for Edom (2 Kings 14.7).
The gist of this pun is that the
rock-fortress protecting Edom will
become the vehicle for Edom's
punishment.
Ps. 1 38: This is the first of a collec
tion of hymns (138-145) that con
cludes the Psalter. Petitions charac
terize the Psalter's opening, and
many see an intentional move
ment from petitions to hymns as
part of the structure that the editor
tried to convey. The book of
Psalms would then reflect a move
ment from lament to praise. The
psalmist praises God, certain that
God protects individuals and will
not fail to protect the psalmist.
1 : Before tlw divine beings, the di
vine council (82.1; 89.7-8; 95-3)2: In Deuteronomic theology, the
name of the LoRD resides in the
Temple (Deut. 12.11). The Temple
is the place where humans come
into ritual contact with God, but
God is not contained within the
Temple. 4-5: Human kings praise
God because they have seen how
God protects those who call upon
Him (cf. 67.4-6; 126.2). 7-8: See
23-4- The work of Your hands, cre
ation and deliverance (Your hand
. . . Your right hand in v. 7).
Ps. 1 39: God knows all that can be
known; He is present in all places;
no one can escape His reach. These
attributes of God (vv. 1-18) be
come the basis for the psalmist's
plea for God to destroy his ene
mies, who are also God's enemies
(vv. 19-24). The text is difficult in
vv. 3, 11, 16, and 20. 1 -1 8: An ex
quisitely detailed and poetic de
scription of divine omniscience.
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If I ascend to heaven, You are there;
if I descend to Sheol, You are there too.
If I take wing with the dawn
to come to rest on the western horizon,
even there Your hand will be guiding me,
Your right hand will be holding me fast.
If I say, "Surely darkness •·will conceal me,
night will provide me with cover,"·•
darkness is not dark for You;
night is as light as day;
darkness and light are the same.
It was You who created my conscience;b
You fashioned me in my mother's womb.
I praise You,
for I am awesomely, wondrously made;
Your work is wonderful;
I know it very well.
My frame was not concealed from You
when I was shaped in a hidden place,
knit together in the recesses of the earth.
Your eyes saw my unformed limbs;
they were all recorded in Your book;
in due time they were formed,
<to the very last one of them:<
How weighty Your thoughts seem to me, 0 God,
how great their number!
I count them-they exceed the grains of sand;
I end-but am still with You.
0 God, if You would only slay the wicked
you murderers, away from me!<who invoke You for intrigue,
Your enemies who swear by You falsely:<
0 LoRD, You know I hate those who hate You,
and loathe Your adversaries.
I feel a perfect hatred toward them;
I count them my enemies.
Examine me, 0 God, and know my mind;
probe me and know my thoughts.
See if I have vexatious ways,
and guide me in ways everlasting.

a-n Cf Rnslti, Ibn Ezra; lltcnning of Hcb. llllartnin.
b Lit. "kidneys. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. IIIJccrtniu.
- 1437-

1 3 9 . 8-24

2: Sit down . . . stand up, an expres
sion comprising the whole of one's
life and activity (Deut. 6.7). 5: The
lwnd of the LORD is an expression
for divine control and assistance
(v. 10). 8: Shea/, the abode of the
dead, below the ground; here it is
the nadir of the earth. Unlike other
usages of Sheol, to signify being
cut off from God, here the psalmist
says, perhaps in a rhetorical over
statement, that one cannot escape
from God even in Sheol. 9: V. 8
gives the vertical axis, from apex
to nadir; v. 9 gives the horizontal
axis, from east to west. 1 1 -12:
Darkness, where humans can hide
from each other, is no hiding place
from God. 1 3-16: The mysteri
ously wonderful process of gesta
tion. God saw the psalmist even in
the womb (cf. Jer. 1.5). 1 6: Recorded
in Your book: According to Rashi,
this is the book containing a list of
all people ever to be born, which
God showed to Adam. According
to Ibn Ezra, it is the blueprint ac
cording to which the person is
formed. No such book is men
tioned in Genesis, though a com
mon rabbinic tradition imagines
that the Torah served as the di
vine blueprint during creation.
1 7-18: God's thoughts are unfath
omable (cf. Isa. 55.8--<)). 21-22: The
psalmist shows his solidarity with
God by declaring hatred for God's
enemies. 23-24: A return to the
theme of knowledge: An all
knowing God surely knows the
psalmist's righteousness.
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For the leader. A psalm of David.

Rescue me, 0 LORD, from evil men;
save me from the lawless,
whose minds are full of evil schemes,
who plot war every day.
They sharpen their tongues like serpents;
Selah.
spiders' poison is on their lips.
0 LoRD, keep me out of the clutches of the wicked;
save me from lawless men
who scheme to •·make me fall. ·•
Arrogant men laid traps with ropes for me;
they spread out a net along the way;
Selah.
they set snares for me.
I said to the LoRD: You are my God;
give ear, 0 LORD, to my pleas for mercy.
0 Goo, my Lord, the strength of my deliverance,
You protected my head on the day of battle.b
0 LORD, do not grant the desires of the wicked;
do not let their plan succeed,
Selah.
<·else they be exalted.
May the heads of those who beset me
be covered with the mischief of their lips.-<
may coals of fire drop down upon them,
and they be cast into pits, never to rise again.
Let slanderers have no place in the land;
let the evil of the lawless man drive him into
corrals.
I know that the LORD will champion
the cause of the poor, the right of the needy.
Righteous men shall surely praise Your name;
the upright shall dwell in Your presence.

1 4 I1callAYou, 0 LoRD, hasten to me;
psalm of David.

2
3
4

give ear to my cry when I call You.
Take my prayer as an offering of incense,
my upraised hands as an evening sacrifice.
0 LoRD, set a guard over my mouth,
a watch at the door of my lips;
let my mind not turn to an evil thing,
to practice deeds of wickedness

a-a Lit. "push my feet. "

b Lit. "arms. "

c-c Meaning oJHeb. uncertain.
- 1438-

Ps. 140: A prayer for deliverance
from enemies. 4: Sins of speech of
the psalmist's foes (v. 12). For the
metaphor of tongues and poison
used of damaging speech, see 57.5;
58.5-7. Selah (also vv. 6, 9), see
3·3 n. S-6: The psalmist is hunted
down by his foes; the metaphors
come from the realm of warfare.
1 0-1 2: The evildoers will suffer
retribution equal to their deeds
("lex talionis"): They will be over
come by their own venomous
words (v. 3) and will be hunted
and entrapped (v. 4-5). 1 3-14: The
psalmist's assurance of divine jus
tice. For poor and needy, see 86.1 n.
Ps. 1 4 1 : A prayer requesting that
prayer be efficacious. The psalm
asks for deliverance from enemies
in a way that emphasizes the im
portance of words and speaking.
The text of vv. 5---? is difficult.
2: Prayer is seen metaphorically
as sacrifice, with the hope that the
prayer will rise up to God and be
accepted just like incense and of
ferings. This does not mean that
the psalmist sees prayer as a re
placement for sacrifice, as was the
case in post-Temple rabbinic times
and afterwards, though it may
suggest that prayer accompanied
the evening incense offering.
3-4: The psalmist wants God to
prevent him from wrongful speech
and from association with the
wicked (1.1; 26.4). The ideas in
these vv. are similar to those in
Proverbs, where there is also con
cern with proper speech, with
avoiding evildoers, and with the
contrast between the righteous
and the wicked. 7: A graphic pic
ture of Shea/, the abode of the
dead. 9-10: Retribution. As in the
previous psalm, planning to en
trap the psalmist, the evildoers are
themselves entrapped (35.7-8;
140.5), an idea especially common
in wisdom literature.
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with men who are evildoers;
let me not feast on their dainties.
Let the righteous man strike me in loyalty,
let him reprove me;
let my head not refuse such choice oil.
My prayers are still against theirb evil deeds.
May their judges slip on the rock,
but let my words be heard, for they are sweet.
As when the earth is cleft and broken up
our bones are scattered at the mouth of Sheol.
My eyes are fixed upon You, 0 Goo my Lord;
I seek refuge in You, do not put me in jeopardy.
Keep me from the trap laid for me,
and from the snares of evildoers.
Let the wicked fall into their nets
while I alone come through.

maskil of David, while he was in the cave.<
1 4 2 AA prayer.
2

3
4
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PSALMS 141.5-142.8

I cry aloud to the LORD;
I appeal to the LoRD loudly for mercy.
I pour out my complaint before Him;
I lay my trouble before Him
when my spirit fails within me.
You know my course;
they have laid a trap in the path I walk.
Look at my right and see
I have no friend;
there is nowhere I can flee,
no one cares about me.
So I cry to You, 0 LORD;
I say, "You are my refuge,
all I have in the land of the living."
Listen to my cry, for I have been brought very
low;
save me from my pursuers,
for they are too strong for me.
Free me from prison,
that I may praise Your name.
The righteous d·shall glory in me·d
for Your gracious dealings with me.

n Menning ofvv. s-7 1111Certnin.
b I.e., the evildoers of v. 4·
c Cf I Snm. 24.3-4.
d-d Menning of Heb. wtcertnin.

Ps. 1 42: 1 : For a similar super
scription see 57.1. The incident re
ferred to is in 1 Sam. 24-3-4, when
David was fleeing from Saul.
These superscriptions are the an
cient editor's interpretations of the
context in which the psalm was to
be read. Some modern commenta
tors see the cave as a reference to
prison (see v. 8) and attribute the
psalm to a person confined in a
prison. 4: See 140.6; 141.9--10.
8: Prison, a metaphor for Sheol, the
abode of the dead, where praising
God is not possible (30.4-5;
1 15.17-18).
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1 4 3 A psalm of David.
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0 LORD, hear my prayer;
give ear to my plea, as You are faithful;
answer me, as You are beneficent.
Do not enter into judgment with Your servant,
for before You no creature is in the right.
My foe hounded me;
he crushed me to the ground;
he made me dwell in darkness
like those long dead.
My spirit failed within me;
my mind was numbed with horror.
Then I thought of the days of old;
I rehearsed all Your deeds,
recounted the work of Your hands.
I stretched out my hands to You,
longing for You like thirsty earth.

Selah.

Answer me quickly, 0 LoRD;
my spirit can endure no more.
Do not hide Your face from me,
or I shall become like those who descend into
the Pit.
Let me learn of Your faithfulness by daybreak,
for in You I trust;
let me know the road I must take,
for on You I have set my hope.
Save me from my foes, 0 LORD;
•to You I look for cover:•
Teach me to do Your will,
for You are my God.
Let Your gracious spirit lead me
on level ground.
For the sake of Your name, 0 LoRD, preserve me;
as You are beneficent, free me from distress.
As You are faithful, put an end to my foes;
destroy all my mortal enemies,
for I am Your servant.

1 4 4 Of David.
Blessed is the LoRD, my rock,
who trains my hands for battle,
my fingers for warfare;
a-a Meaning of Heb. 11ncertaill.
-1440-

Ps. 143: This psalm contrasts the
dead, who have no access to God,
with the living, who do. The
psalmist pleads to remain among
the living. "Enemies" and "illness"
are typical threats to the psalmist's
well-being. There are thematic
and verbal connections with the
previous psalm; see especially v. 4·
2: For before You no creature is in the
riglrt is an idea also expressed by
Job's friends (Job 4.17-21). 3: Dark
ness, the realm of the dead. Long
dead, better "eternally dead." The
idea is that the dead can never live
again. 5�: In his darkest days, the
psalmist remembers God's past
deeds. In a move that is the oppo
site of being dead, he stretches out
his hand in prayer, seeking access
to God. See 63.2; 77.12-13. 6: Selah,
see 3·3 n. 7: Hide Your face, see
102.1. The Pit, a poetic term for
Sheol, the abode of the dead.
8: Daybreak, in contrast to the dark
ness of death, morning brings a
response from God. See 101.8 n.
1 0: Your gracious spirit, an expres
sion for divine power, contrasted
with the weakness of the psalmist
(vv. 4, 7). 1 1 : A common theme in
Psalms is that God should pre
serve the life of the psalmist not
because the psalmist is worthy but
so that others may see God's
power and beneficence and so that
the psalmist can offer praise. For
tire sake of Your name, so that the
psalmist can praise God, which he
cannot do if he dies (see e.g., 6.6).
1 1 : You are beneficent, God's benefi
cence, "tzedakah," frames the
psalm and contrasts with the fact
that "no human is in the right"
("yitzdak").
Ps. 1 44: A royal psalm, perhaps re
cited on the eve of battle by a king
who lived after David and who
looks to him and other Judean
kings as precedents of kings who
were saved from danger by God
(v. 10). The psalm is anthological,
containing language found in a
number of other psalms, esp. 18
and 143. It concludes with a prayer
for blessings on the people (vv.
12-15). 1-2: The king as warrior
(18.2-3). God is portrayed in mili
tary terms as a strong sheltering

PSALM 144.2-144.15
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my faithful one, my fortress,
my haven and my deliverer,
my shield, in whom I take shelter,
who makes peoples• subject to me.

0 LoRD, what is man that You should care about
him,
mortal man, that You should think of him?
Man is like a breath;
his days are like a passing shadow.
0 LoRD, bend Your sky and come down;
touch the mountains and they will smoke.
Make lightning flash and scatter them;
shoot Your arrows and rout them.
Reach Your hand down from on high;
rescue me, save me from the mighty waters,
from the hands of foreigners,
whose mouths speak lies,
and whose oathsb are false.
0 God, I will sing You a new song,
sing a hymn to You with a ten-stringed harp,
to You who give victory to kings,
who rescue His servant David from the deadly
sword.
Rescue me, save me from the hands of
foreigners,
whose mouths speak lies,
and whose oathsb are false.
For our sons are like saplings,
well-tended in their youth;
our daughters are like cornerstones
trimmed to give shape to a palace.
Our storehouses are full,
supplying produce of all kinds;
our flocks number thousands,
even myriads, in our fields;
our cattle are well cared for.
There is no breaching and no sortie,
and no wailing in our streets.
Happy the people who have it so;
happy the people whose God is the LoRD.

a So Targum, Saadia; otllers "my people. "
b With Raslli; lit. "right lland. "
c The meaniug of severn! phrases in vv. 12-14 is uncertain.
- 1441 -

fortress. 3: See 8.5; Job 7·7• 17.

4-7: Humans are transient and
weak; God is an all-powerful cos
mic force (Jg.6, 7; 109.23). 3: The
language resembles 8.5, but the
emphasis is different. Here hu
mans are helpless without God.
7: Mighty waters, of the cosmos.
Foreigners, the human foes, per
haps the Babylonians (if this is an
exilic psalm) or the non-Judeans
living in Judah at the time of the
return (if the psalm is postexilic).
1 0: David is paralleled with kings,
suggesting that David represents
the Davidic dynasty. 1 2-14: The
picture is of a well-structured soci
ety, youthful and vigorous, with
abundance of food and wealth.
This is the psalm's wish for the
people.
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PSALM 145 . 1-145.21

1 4 5 A song of praise. Of David.
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I will extol You, my God and king,
and bless Your name forever and ever.
Every day will I bless You
and praise Your name forever and ever.
Great is the LORD and much acclaimed;
His greatness cannot be fathomed.
One generation shall laud Your works to another
and declare Your mighty acts.
The glorious majesty of Your splendor
•·and Your wondrous acts·• will I recite.
Men shall talk of the might of Your awesome deeds,
and I will recount Your greatness.
They shall celebrate Your abundant goodness,
and sing joyously of Your beneficence.
The LORD is gracious and compassionate,
slow to anger and abounding in kindness.
The LORD is good to all,
and His mercy is upon all His works.
All Your works shall praise You, 0 LoRD,
and Your faithful ones shall bless You.
They shall talk of the majesty of Your kingship,
and speak of Your might,
to make His mighty acts known among men
and the majestic glory of His kingship.
Your kingship is an eternal kingship;
Your dominion is for all generations.
The LORD supports all who stumble,
and makes all who are bent stand straight.
The eyes of all look to You expectantly,
and You give them their food when it is due.
You give it openhandedly,
feeding every creature to its heart's content.
The LORD is beneficent in all His ways
and faithful in all His works.
The LORD is near to all who call Him,
to all who call Him with sincerity.
He fulfills the wishes of those who fear Him;
He hears their cry and delivers them.
The LORD watches over all who love Him,
but all the wicked He will destroy.
My mouth shall utter the praise of the LoRD,
and all creaturesb shall bless His holy name
forever and ever.

a-a A Qumran Pss. scroll reads: "t/rey wi/1 speak of, a11d Your wonders. "

b Lit. 'jleslr."
- 1 442-

Pss. 145-150: The Daily Halle!, re
cited every day in the preliminary
morning service.
Ps. 145: An alphabetic acrostic (see
Pss. 9-10), with the "nun" (be
tween vv. IJ and 14) omitted (it is
supplied, most likely secondarily,
in the LXX, the Peshitta, and the
Qumran Psalter). The psalm fo
cuses on praise for the kingship of
God. This psalm is recited in the
three daily prayer services (cf. b.
Ber. 4b). 1 -2: Eternal blessing of
the divine name recurs in v. 21.
3: See 147·5· 4: God is known
through His acts, and proclaiming
them is a form of praise. 5: See
77.13; 105.2; 119.27. 8: The creed
of Exod. 34.6 (Ps. 86.5). 1 0: The
things that God has created will
offer praise to Him (cf. v. 21 and
Ps. 148); or, by their very existence
they serve as praise of Him.
14-16: As the ideal king, God sus
tains the oppressed and starving
(104.27-28; 146.7-8). 1 8-19: True
prayer is efficacious. 20: Many
psalms end with the destruction of
the wicked (cf. 1; 146.9). 2 1 : An in
dusia joins the praise of the first
person speaker (vv. 1-2) with that
of all creatures, all human beings.
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PSALMS 146.1-147.7

Hallelujah.
Praise the LoRD, 0 my soul!
I will praise the LORD all my life,
sing hymns to my God while I exist.

1 46
2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9

10

Put not your trust in the great,
in mortal man who cannot save.
His breath departs;
he returns to the dust;
on that day his plans come to nothing.
Happy is he who has the God of Jacob for his help,
whose hope is in the LoRD his God,
maker of heaven and earth,
the sea and all that is in them;
who keeps faith forever;
who secures justice for those who are wronged,
gives food to the hungry.
The LORD sets prisoners free;
The LoRD restores sight to the blind;
the LoRD makes those who are bent stand
straight;
the LoRD loves the righteous;
The LORD watches over the stranger;
He gives courage to the orphan and widow,
but makes the path of the wicked tortuous.
The LoRD shall reign forever,
your God, 0 Zion, for all generations.
Hallelujah.
Hallelujah.
It is good to chant hymns to our God;
it is pleasant to sing glorious praise.

147
2
3
4
5
6

7

Ps. 1 46: Pss. 146-150 form the con
cluding doxology of the Psalter.
Ps. 146 praises God as creator (v. 6)
and redeemer (vv. 7-9). Its style is
anthological; many of the thoughts
and phrases appear elsewhere
in the Psalter. 1 : Praise tlze LoRD,
0 my soul, cf. "Bless the LoRD,
0 my soul" (103.1). 3-4: Mortal
man, even a prince (the great), can
not be relied upon because his life
is limited, but God reigns forever
(v. 10). 4: An allusion to the second
creation story (Gen. 3.19; Ps.
104.29). 6-8: God relieves oppres
sion and hunger. 7: Sets prisoners
free, as a reference to the exiles, cf.
Isa. 49·9· 9: Stranger . . . orphan and
widow, those in society who lack
human family protectors. See
Deut. 24.17; 27.19; Ps. 94.6; Jer.
7.5-6; Zech. 7.10. 1 0: The eternal
kingship of God. The conclusion
recalls and supplements Exod.
15.18. Zion, Jerusalem.

The LORD rebuilds Jerusalem;
He gathers in the exiles of Israel.
He heals their broken hearts,
and binds up their wounds.
He reckoned the number of the stars;
to each He gave its name.
Great is our Lord and full of power;
His wisdom is beyond reckoning.
The LORD gives courage to the lowly,
and brings the wicked down to the dust.
Sing to the LORD a song of praise,
chant a hymn with a lyre to our God,
- 1443-

Ps. 147: A postexilic psalm in
which praise for God the creator
alternates with praise for God the
redeemer of Israel, who restored
the exiles and rebuilt Jerusalem.
The restoration is like the creation
in that it shows God's great power
over the world, and for it God is
worthy of praise. Implicit logic
leads to the conclusion that, just as
God continues to care for the natu
ral world, so He will not cease to
care for Israel. 3: God heals those
broken in spirit and in body, that
is, the exiles. Broken hearts, those
who are contrite or pentitent
(51.19). 4: That God remembers
each and every one of the stars is
proof of His power and wisdom
(cf. Isa. 40.26). Just as God pays
attention to all the stars, so
does He attend to all His people.

PSALMS 147.8-148.6
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

who covers the heavens with clouds,
provides rain for the earth,
makes mountains put forth grass;
who gives the beasts their food,
to the raven's brood what they cry for.
He does not prize the strength of horses,
nor value the fleetness• of men;
but the LoRD values those who fear Him,
those who depend on His faithful care.
0 Jerusalem, glorify the LoRD;
praise your God, 0 Zion!
For He made the bars of your gates strong,
and blessed your children within you.
He endows your realm with well-being,
and satisfies you with choice wheat.
He sends forth His word to the earth;
His command runs swiftly.
He lays down snow like fleece,
scatters frost like ashes.
He tosses down hail like crumbs
who can endure His icy cold?
He issues a command-it melts them;
He breathes-the waters flow.
He issued His commands to Jacob,
His statutes and rules to Israel.
He did not do so for any other nation;
of such rules they know nothing.
Hallelujah.
Hallelujah.
Praise the LORD from the heavens;
praise Him on high.
Praise Him, all His angels,
praise Him, all His hosts.
Praise Him, sun and moon,
praise Him, all bright stars.
Praise Him, highest heavens,
and you waters that are above the heavens.
Let them praise the name of the LoRD,
for it was He who commanded that they be
created.
He made them endure forever,
establishing an order that shall never
change.

1 48
2
3
4
5

6

a Lit. "thighs . "
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8-9: God created an ecologically
harmonious world in which crea
tures are cared for (cf. 104.1o-16);
the psalm stresses God's ongoing
care for His creatures. 1 0-1 1 :
Those who survive are not neces
sarily the swiftest or most power
ful, but those who fear the LoRD
(see esp. Prov. 21.31). Fear of the
LORD, i.e., respect for God that
leads to following His ways, is a
major principle in wisdom teach
ings. 1 2: Jerusalem is personified
as a mother praising God (cf. Lam.
ch 1 where she is personified as a
widow, mourning and lamenting).
1 3-14: The bars of your gates, pro
tection against enemies. God
brings to Jerusalem security and
prosperity. 1 5-18: God's com
mands are always carried out. He
creates the ice and hail through
His command, and then orders
them to melt. The terms word and
command occur four times in these
vv. God's command to nature in
v. 15 becomes His commands to

jacob, His statutes and rules to Israel
in v. 19. Just as the world is oper
ated by God's command, so Israel
should conduct itself by God's
commandments, which are a spe
cial gift to Israel.

Ps. 148: God is praised for His cre
ation by all that He created, from
celestial beings to all the world's
rulers and people, including the
animate and inanimate (moun
tains, trees). Praise emanates from
the sky and its creations (vv. 1-6)
and from the earth (including the
sea) and its creations (vv. 7-12), for
God's splendor is over earth and
sky (v. 13). The psalm echoes part
of the story of creation in Gen. ch 1
but includes exotic meteorological
phenomena (cf. Job ch 38). 2: The
word translated as "angel" is
"mal'akh," "messenger." This may
refer to the idea that God is sur
rounded by an entourage of angels
or divine beings (8.6; Job 1.6), or
that the celestial bodies are God's
messengers (cf. 104.4). 4: For wa-
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Praise the LORD, 0 you who are on earth,
all sea monsters and ocean depths,
fire and hail, snow and smoke,
storm wind that executes His command,
all mountains and hills,
all fruit trees and cedars,
all wild and tamed beasts,
creeping things and winged birds,
all kings and peoples of the earth,
all princes of the earth and its judges,
youths and maidens alike,
old and young together.
Let them praise the name of the LoRD,
for His name, His alone, is sublime;
His splendor covers heaven and earth.
He has exalted the horn of His people
for the glory of all His faithful ones,
Israel, the people close to Him.
Hallelujah.
Hallelujah.
Sing to the LoRD a new song,
His praises in the congregation of the faithful.
Let Israel rejoice in its maker;
let the children of Zion exult in their king.
Let them praise His name in dance;
with timbrel and lyre let them chant His praises.
For the LORD delights in His people;
He adorns the lowly with victory.
Let the faithful exult in glory;
let them shout for joy upon their couches,
with paeans to God in their throats
and two-edged swords in their hands,
to impose retribution upon the nations,
punishment upon the peoples,
binding their kings with shackles,
their nobles with chains of iron,
executing the doom decreed against them.
This is the glory of all His faithful.
Hallelujah.

149
2
3
4
5
6
7
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9

150

Hallelujah.
Praise God in His sanctuary;

ters that are above tl1e heavens, cf.
Gen. 1.7. 6-7: A reference to the
mythological destruction of the
sea-monster (cf. 74.13-14; Isa.
51.9-10), suppressed and neutral-

ized, as it is in Gen. 1.21, to which
this is an allusion. For ocean depths,
that is, "creatures of the deep," cf.
Isa. 42.10. 6: For God's setting lim
its to the water, cf. Jer. 5.22. 8: For
- 1445-

hail and snow, cf. Job )8.22-JO. For
wind and fire as God's messengers,
cf. 104-4- 9: Cedars are the stateliest
of trees and were used in the
construction of the Temple.
1 3-14: These vv. are included in
the liturgy for returning the Torah
to the Ark since the Torah may be
seen as representing God. They
proclaim that God alone is sublime
and that He raises the /10m, the
power, of His people Israel. God's
name is His essence. The entire
world is to praise God for the vic
tory He has given to His people.
Cf. 1 17.2.
Ps. 1 49: An exilic or postexilic
psalm, depending on whether the
event envisioned has already
taken place or is yet to come. The
event is God's deliverance of
His people from exile and their
restoration to Judah. The psalm
envisions a reversal whereby Israel
is the victor and its enemies the
vanquished. The threefold repeti
tion of the faithful ("l)asid," vv. 1, 5,
9; see 4·4 n.) emphasizes loyalty to
God. 1 : A new song, in the eschato
logical future. Cf. Isa. 42.10; Pss.
96.1; 144·9· 2: Their king, God.
Judah is no longer independent
and therefore has no human king.
3: Cf. 150.3-5; Exod. 15.20; 2 Sam.
6.5. 5: Upon their couches, at night
in private (Ibn Ezra). Some emend
to "their clans." 7: The idea of
retribution against those who
harmed Israel is common (Lam.
3.34-66; 4.22). It signifies that God
maintains power over the enemy
and that His relationship with Is
rael is still in force. 8: The treat
ment received by prisoners of war.
The kings who were victorious
over Israel are, in turn, defeated
and taken captive. 9: God has al
ready decreed the fate of the
enemy.
Ps. 1 50: Resounding praise for
God. The command to praise, "hal
lelu," occurs in every v. This psalm
concludes the section and the book
of Psalms as a whole, capturing
the essence of the book. Instead of
closing with a doxological v., the
book closes with an entire ch that
serves as a doxology. 1 : His sanctu-

PSALM 150 . 2-1 5 0 . 6
2
3
4
5
6

praise Him in the sky, His stronghold.
Praise Him for His mighty acts;
praise Him for• His exceeding greatness.
Praise Him with blasts of the horn;
praise Him with harp and lyre.
Praise Him with timbrel and dance;
praise Him with lute and pipe.
Praise Him with resounding cymbals;
praise Him with loud-clashing cymbals.
Let all that breathes praise the LORD.
Hallelujah.

a Or "as befits."

KETHUVIM
ary, lit. "His holy (place)," which
may mean the Temple--where for
mal or ritual praise took place and
where psalms were sung--or, as
the following line suggests, the
heavens. Tlw sla;, His stronghold,
the site of praise is enlarged to in
clude the whole world. God does
not dwell in the Temple; He dwells
in the sky (Isa. 66.1), so heaven is
His Temple. For similar thought
and language see 11.4: "The LoRD
is in His holy palace; the LORD
His throne is in heaven." His
stronghold, Heb "'uzo" sometimes
refers to the Ark (78.61; 105.4;
132.8) or is an attribute of God or
His Temple (29.2; 63.3; 96.6). 2: His
mighty acts, all the great deeds He
did for His people. Praising God
for His deeds is not a reward for
God but a tribute to His nature.
God is known by His deeds. An
other way to understand this
phrase is "Praise Him 'with' (the
recitation of) His mighty acts."
The preposition "b-" before His
migllly acts is the same preposition
as before wit/1 harp (v. 3) and the
other musical instruments, and
may be construed as the means by
which God is to be praised: with
words of His deeds and with
music. 3-5: A symphony of praise.
Psalms were accompanied by
music played on various instru
ments: stringed, wind, and percus
sion. 6: All that breathes, all crea
tures in the world. Universal
praise for God is a common theme
(e.g., 145.21). Here, it climactically
concludes the psalm and the
Psalter as a whole.

Proverbs
Setting and Major Themes
THE BOOK OF PROVERBS opens a window to a realm of ancient Israelite experience little
seen elsewhere in the Bible: everyday life. Proverbs guides individuals (not the nation) in
how to do what is wise in their day-to-day lives. It teaches the attitudes and courses of
actions that are right, just, and pious, and the ways of behavior that facilitate and
strengthen personal relationships, the forms of communication and commerce that make
the life of the community congenial and secure, and the types of prudence and industry
that help one achieve financial security.
The English title of the book, Proverbs, is a misnomer, since the book contains more
than proverbs. The Hebrew word nwshal, of which mishlei, proverbs, is a form of the
plural, can also mean a comparison. The book, however, contains a variety of genres
beyond the short proverb and comparison, incorporating a diversity of material that re
flects on daily life.
Proverbs is a paean to the power of the human mind. Its authors are convinced that
everyone who attends to the wisdom of the past and employs his powers of rational
thinking has the ability to know what to do and what to avoid. These powers and the
knowledge that goes with them are called wisdom. Wisdom-Heb bokhmah-is the great
virtue that, for Proverbs, entails all others. No divine revelation is necessary, for God gave
humanity the faculty of wisdom, and people need only listen to her call (ch 8). Thus, there
is a certain tension between Proverbs and Torah books, which insist on the significance of
revealed law.

Authorship
THE BOOK OF PROVERBS, HEBREW m is/tlei (for Mishlei Sh/omo, "Proverbs of Solomon"), is

one of three biblical books ascribed to Solomon. According to tradition, he wrote the love
lyrics of the Song of Songs when he was young, the wisdom of Proverbs in his midlife,
and the disillusioned complaints of Ecclesiastes when he was old (Song Rab. §10). Some
sections of the book are ascribed to other sages (24.23; 30.1-14; 31.1-9; and probably
22.17-see the note to that verse). In fact, actual Solomonic authorship of any part of the
book is doubtful. Neither the language nor the content fits Solomon's time. Proverbs is a

PROVERBS: INTRODUCTION
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collective work, holding the wisdom of mostly anonymous wise men (and women, who
could make up sayings as well as men; see 31.1) from many walks of life and different
periods.

Wisdom Literature
THE WISDOM TEXTS IN THE BIBLE are Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes, which need to be

read within the framework of an international Near Eastern wisdom tradition (see intra.
to Kethuvim, pp. 1276-77). Proverbs and the postbiblical book of Sirach belong to the
genre of didactic wisdom. They offer instructions and observations directing the reader in
the formation of ethical character and in leading a successful and happy life. Ecclesiastes,
in spite of its sometimes unorthodox ideas, belongs in this group. Books very similar in
character and content were written in Egypt and Mesopotamia, starting in the late third
millennium BCE and extending to the Hellenistic period, as late as the third century BCE.
Egyptian wisdom books in particular are close in form and content to Proverbs. Most
important is the Instruction of Amenemope (probably dating from the 13th or 12th century),
which is the source of much of Proverbs 22.17-23.11 (see 22.17-23. 1 1 n.). Foreign wisdom
books provide the intellectual context of Proverbs and clarify its ideas and goals. In the an
notations, reference will be made primarily to the translations of Egyptian wisdom in
Miriam Lichtheim's Ancient Egyptian Literature (AEL), vols. 1-3 (Berkeley: University of
California).

Proverbs in Jewish Thought
TORA H M EANS "instruction."
Proverbs, this torah is human wisdom,
the wise man's teachings. Likewise bokhmah ("wisdom") is human wisdom. Later Jewish
sages would understand torah as the Torah of Moses and equate "wisdom" with this
Torah. All that is said about "torah" and "wisdom" in Proverbs was understood in this
way. For example, Proverbs 8.22 was read to mean that Torah was created before the rest
of the world, and 3.17-18, which refer to wisdom, became incorporated in the Torah
service in the synagogue.
Proverbs is widely quoted in the midrash and in subsequent homiletic literature, such
as medieval sermons. It was a foundational text of the Musar movement, a pietistic move
ment among European Jews in the 18th to 19th centuries.

In

THE HEBREW WORD

Reading Proverbs
THE BOOK IS BEST READ WITH ATTENTION to the different genres it contains. Collection I,

chs 1--9, is made up of fifteen relatively long, carefully structured and interrelated poems.
Collection VI, chs 30 and 31, holds four relatively long poems. Collection I should be read
as a unit, and each of the four poems in Collection VI should be read as a unit. Very differ
ent are the four middle collections, in chs 1o-29. These are composed of short sayings,
mostly of two lines, though there are occasionally epigrams of several lines, such as
24.3o-34· There 'is no overall organization, and few literary units extend beyond the single-
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PROV E R B S 1 . 1 - 1 . 4

verse couplet. Often, however, one saying continues the general theme of the preceding
one or repeats its key terms, thus producing proverb strings. Here it does not matter much
in what order they are read. One way of reading them is sequentially, with an attempt to
grasp the ideas that unite them all. Another valid approach is to dip into them at random,
reading a few at a time and thinking about the ones with striking ideas, metaphors, or
imagery.
Finally, it should be remembered that Proverbs is an anthology, and the sayings in it
should be judged individually. Not all sayings will speak to every reader, but everyone
should find many sayings and poems that pack insight and good sense into brief and
memorable forms.

Major Units of the Book and Their Titles
I
II
III

N

v

VI

1 . 1-9. 1 8
10.1-22.16
22.17-24.22
24·23-34
25.1-29.27
30.1-31.31
a 30.1-14
b 30.15-33
c 31. 1-9
d 31.1o-31

"The proverbs of Solomon son of David, king of Israel" (1.1)
"The proverbs of Solomon" (10.1)
"Words of the Sages" (22.17, emended)
"These also are by the sages" (24.23)
"These too are proverbs of Solomon, which the men of King
Hezekiah of Judah copied" (25.1)
Appendices
"The words of Agur"
Numerical epigrams
"The words of Lemuel"
[MICHAEL V. FOX)
The Woman of Strength

1 The proverbs of Solomon son of David, king of Israel:
2

3
4

For learning wisdom and discipline;
For understanding words of discernment;
For acquiring the discipline for success,
Righteousness, justice, and equity;
For endowing the simple with shrewdness,
The young with knowledge and foresight.

1 . 1-9. 1 8: Collection I. Though chs
1-9 serve as an introduction to the
book, the section was probably
written later as a guide to inter
preting the old sayings in chs
1o--29. After the prologue (1.1-7),
there are two distinct series of
poems, the ten "Lectures" (I-X)
and the five "Interludes" (A-E).
The Lectures are formulated as fa
ther-to-son instruction, and each

develops a single topic in a three
part structure: (1) A Call to Atten
tion, in which the speaker exhorts
his son to hear his wisdom and re
member it, because thus he will re
ceive great rewards; e.g., 1.8-9. (2)
A Lesson, which is the main body
of the teaching; e.g., 1.1o-- 1 8. (3) A
Conclusion, which is a statement
of the general principle underlying
the Lesson; e.g., 1.19. Sometimes

the conclusion is missing. Of the
five Interludes, C is a collection of
four epigrams that stands apart
from the rest of the unit, while A,
B, D, and E are interpretive addi
tions in praise of wisdom, which
portray wisdom as a nearly divine
woman who represents a power
transcending the individual teach
ings (see 1.2o--3 3 n.).

1 .1 -7: The prologue, added at a
late stage in the book's growth, ex
plains the use of the book and
commends it to readers. 1 : The
title ascribes the book to King
Solomon, the archetypal wise
man. See 1 Kings 3.4-28; 5.1o--1 4.
On the historical veracity of this
inscription, see intra. 2-6: The
statement of purpose defines the
twofold purpose of the book: to in
culcate the basic virtues of wisdom
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5

6

-The wise man, hearing them, will gain more
wisdom;
The discerning man will learn to be adroit;
For understanding proverb and epigram,
The words of the wise and their riddles.

7

The fear of the LoRD is the beginning• of
knowledge;
Fools despise wisdom and discipline.

8

My son, heed the discipline of your father,
And do not forsake the instruction of your mother;
For they are a graceful wreath upon your head,
A necklace about your throat.

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

My son, if sinners entice you, do not yield;
If they say, "Come with us,
Let us set an ambush to shed blood,
Let us lie in wait for the innocent
(Without cause!)
Like Sheol, let us swallow them alive;
Whole, like those who go down into the Pit.
We shall obtain every precious treasure;
We shall fill our homes with loot.
Throw in your lot with us;
We shall all have a common purse."
My son, do not set out with them;
Keep your feet from their path.
For their feet run to evil;
They hurry to shed blood.
In the eyes of every winged creature
The outspread net means nothing.
But they lie in ambush for their own blood;
They lie in wait for their own lives.
Such is the fate of all who pursue unjust gain;
It takes the life of its possessor.

a Or "best part. "

and ethical behavior in the young,
and to enable the mature wise man
to increase his wisdom and hone
his skills in interpreting literary
wisdom. In both cases, the as
sumed audience is male. 7: Fear of
the LoRD is the ground for wisdom
to grow in; it is essentially con
science. In its most basic form, in
the untutored child, it is unreflec
tive fear of consequences. As wis
dom develops, fear of God be-

comes a cognitive awareness of
what God wants and does, and
this type of fear is equivalent to
knowledge of the LORD (2.5). Fear
of God is effective in keeping one
from evil even in secret deeds and
even in spheres of behavior where
the law does not apply. Beginning
of knowledge: The commentators
debated whether "re'shit" (here
translated "beginning") means
first in time or first in quality, that
- 1450-

is, the best part. The variant of this
verse in 9.10 uses a word that defi
nitely means "beginning."

1 .8-1 9: Lecture 1: Avoid gangs. In
vv. 8--<), the father, who speaks
throughout the Lectures in chs 1---g,
identifies the instruction he is
about to deliver as both his own
and his wife's (similarly 6.20),
even though the specific words are
his. Elsewhere in wisdom litera
ture there is occasional allusion to
mothers as teachers. For example,
the Egyptian Duachety concludes
his instruction with the words,
"Praise God for your father and
your mother, who set you on the
way of life!" (AEL 2.191). Also,
31.1---9 is spoken by a woman.
10-14: My son, many scholars un
derstand the "son" to be a student
in a school and "father" to be a
schoolteacher, but there is no evi
dence for this. Egyptian instruc
tions are consistently presented as
a father's words to his actual son,
and the mention of the mother in
1.8; 4.3; 6.20 points to a family con
text, at least as the fictional setting
of wisdom instruction. The texts
could secondarily be used in
schools, as they were in Egypt.
In the following annotations,
"pupil" means the youth to whom
the teaching is directed, without
presumption of a school setting.
Come with us, the invitation a gang
of thugs might use to entice a
young man to join them in plotting
a murderous mugging. They have
grandiose notions of their power.
They think that they are as power
ful as 5/zeo/, the netherworld.
They hold out promises of com
radeship and a share of the wealth.
1 5-18: Even a bird has enough
sense to avoid a trap laid out in
plain sight, but the criminals are
too stupid for that. They hurry to
shed blood, not realizing that it is
their own. 1 9: Conclusion: Evildo
ers destroy themselves by means
of the evil that they themselves
create. Cf. 5.21-23.
1 .20-33: Interlude A: Lady Wis
dom chastises the foolish. In In

terludes A, D, and E, wisdom is
described as if she were a woman.
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20

(In Heb, the word for wisdom,
"l).okhmah," is a feminine abstract
noun.) Such personification is
briefly suggested in 2.3; ) . 1 )-20;
4.8-g; 7-4· There are various theo
ries to account for the origins of
the wisdom personification. Some
commentators believe that it de
rives from a goddess, such as a Ca
naanite wisdom goddess (though
no such deity is known) or the
Egyptian Ma'at, goddess of truth
and justice, or the Egyptian Isis,
goddess of wisdom. Lady Wisdom
does bear some similarities to an
cient Near Eastern goddesses, but
in Proverbs she is a literary figure
created as a vivid and memorable
way of speaking about human
wisdom. 20-2 1 : Wisdom is by no
means secret or esoteric. She is
public, frequenting the busiest
parts of the town (the gates of a city
were the location of much public
and private business) and calling
to all to accept her. Cf. 8.1.

21

22

23

24

25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32

33

2
2

3
4
5

Wisdom• cries aloud in the streets,
Raises her voice in the squares.
At the head of the busy streets she calls;
At the entrance of the gates, in the city, she
speaks out:
"How long will you simple ones love
simplicity,
You scoffers be eager to scoff,
You dullards hate knowledge?
You are indifferent to my rebuke;
I will now speak my mind to you,
And let you know my thoughts.
Since you refused me when I called,
And paid no heed when I extended my
hand,
You spurned all my advice,
And would not hear my rebuke,
I will laugh at your calamity,
And mock when terror comes upon you,
When terror comes like a disaster,
And calamity arrives like a whirlwind,
When trouble and distress come upon you.
Then they shall call me but I will not answer;
They shall seek me but not find me.
Because they hated knowledge,
And did not choose fear of the LoRD;
They refused my advice,
And disdained all my rebukes,
They shall eat the fruit of their ways,
And have their fill of their own counsels.
The tranquillity of the simple will kill them,
And the complacency of dullards will destroy
them.
But he who listens to me will dwell in safety,
Untroubled by the terror of misfortune."
My son, if you accept my words
And treasure up my commandments;
If you make your ear attentive to wisdom
And your mind open to discernment;
If you call to understanding
And cry aloud to discernment,
If you seek it as you do silver
And search for it as for treasures,
Then you will understand the fear of the LoRD
And attain knowledge of God.

a /11 Proverbs, wisdom is perso�tified ns a womnll.
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1 .22-30: Wisdom castigates fools.
They spurned her warning, in
other words, ignored the teachings
and warnings of their elders. In re
turn, Wisdom will scorn the fools
when they most need her, when
they find themselves in trouble
and are in desperate need of clear
and effective thinking. 31-33: The
punishment threatened here, as so
often in Proverbs, is the natural
consequence of the evil action.
2.1-22: Lecture II: The path to
wisdom. The entirety of ch 2 is a

single Lecture. The extended Call
to Attention (vv. 1-11) says that if
you (the pupil) attend to my (the
father's) words and seek for wis
dom diligently, you will, with
God's help, gain true wisdom and
piety. The Lesson says that wis
dom will protect you from the
wicked man (vv. 12-15) and the
wicked woman (vv. 16--20). The
Conclusion (vv. 21-22) recapitu
lates the two paths that people
must choose betvveen. 5: Tile fear of
tile LORD is both the starting point
of wisdom (1.7; 9. 1 0) and its goal.
The wise man attains a deeper,
cognitive conscience, and this is
linked to knowledge of God. This is
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2.6-2.22

For the LORD grants wisdom;
Knowledge and discernment are by His
decree.
He reserves ability for the upright
And is a shield for those who live blamelessly,
Guarding the paths of justice,
Protecting the way of those loyal to Him.
You will then understand what is right, just,
And equitable-every good course.
For wisdom will enter your mind
And know ledge will delight you.
Foresight will protect you,
And discernment will guard you.
It will save you from the way of evil men,
From men who speak duplicity,
Who leave the paths of rectitude
To follow the ways of darkness,
Who rejoice in doing evil
And exult in the duplicity of evil men,
Men whose paths are crooked
And who are devious in their course.
It will save you from the forbidden• woman,
From the alien woman whose talk is smooth,
Who forsakes the companion of her youth
And disregards the covenant of her God.
Her house sinks down to Death,
And her course leads to the shades.
All who go to her cannot return
And find again the paths of life.
So follow the way of the good
And keep to the paths of the just.
For the upright will inhabit the earth,
The blameless will remain in it.
While the wicked will vanish from the land
And the treacherous will be rooted out of it.

n Lit. "strnuge. "

not theological knowledge, but
rather a constant awareness of
God's will. 6: God is the ultimate
source of the faculty of wisdom,
though not the specific words.
1 2-15: One grave danger facing a
youth is evil men. These men are
inherently corrupt and crooked.
Their values are perverted, so that
they do not merely do evil as a
means, they positively rejoice in it.
1 6-20: The second danger is the

wicked woman, the sexually
predatory female, lit. "the strange
woman." Warnings against the
"strange woman" appear in
2.16-22; 5-1-2); 6.2G-)5; 7-1-27,
and more briefly in 22.14; 23.27.
She is in some ways contrasted
with Dame Wisdom and she pro
vides the traits for the personifica
tion of Lady Folly in 9.13-18. The
"strange woman" has been inter
preted in various ways, including:
- 1452-
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(1) a symbol of folly and wicked
counsels; (2) a figure for heresy, in
medieval Jewish interpretation,
and particularly Christianity; (3)
foreign wisdom, such as Greek
philosophy; (4) a foreign love god
dess (Aphrodite-Ishtar); (5) a
devotee of the love goddess; (6) a
prostitute; (7) the "Other," the
repository or symbol of lust, chaos,
and evil; (8) a human adulteress,
another man's wife. The last is
most likely. 1 6: "Strange" (see
translators' note a) means an out
sider, in this case, one who does
not belong in the context of a par
ticular marriage. Alien has the same
meaning. The strange woman in
Proverbs is married to another man
(see 2.17; 6.26, 29, 34; 7.19; possibly
5.10 as well). The strange woman's
allure lies less in her looks (men
tioned only in 6.25) than in her
words (5.3; 6.24; 7.5, 21; cf. 22.14).
Her speech is smooth, lit. "slip
pery"-flattering, tricky, and ingra
tiating. Ch 7 is an extended demon
stration of her verbal powers.
1 7: The covenant ofher God is often
understood (esp. by traditional
Jewish commentators) as the cove
nant at Sinai, whose law forbids
adultery, but this is unlikely in wis
dom contexts. It probably means
the covenant of marriage, which is
made before God. See Mal. 2.14
and Hos. 2.18-22. 18: Going to the
strange woman's house puts one
on the slopes to the underworld;
the equation between the foreign
woman and death is a common
theme of these poems. 21-22:
Many traditional Jewish inter
preters understood earth ("'eretz")
to refer to eternal life, a postbiblical
notion. Others explained it as the
land of Israel. More likely, earth is
this world. The righteous will in
lwbit it insofar as they will be
blessed with a long life, while the
wicked will die prematurely.
3.1-12: Lecture III: The wisdom
of piety. The Lesson (vv. 5-12),

composed of distinct sayings,
teaches humility, faith in God, ful
fillment of cultic duties, and sub
mission to divine chastisement.
Unusually for Proverbs, it does not
insist on the importance of wis-
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My son, do not forget my teaching,
But let your mind retain my commandments;
For they will bestow on you length of days,
Years of life and well-being.
Let fidelity and steadfastness not leave you;
Bind them about your throat,
Write them on the tablet of your mind,
And you will find favor and approbation
In the eyes of God and man.
Trust in the LoRD with all your heart,
And do not rely on your own understanding.
In all your ways acknowledge Him,
And He will make your paths smooth.
Do not be wise in your own eyes;
Fear the LoRD and shun evil.
It will be a cure for your body/
A tonic for your bones.
Honor the LORD with your wealth,
With the best of all your income,
And your barns will be filled with grain,
Your vats will burst with new wine.
Do not reject the discipline of the LORD, my
son;
Do not abhor His rebuke.
For whom the LORD loves, He rebukes,
As a father the son whom he favors.
Happy is the man who finds wisdom,
The man who attains understanding.
Her value in trade is better than silver,
Her yield, greater than gold.
She is more precious than rubies;
All of your goods cannot equal her.
In her right hand is length of days,
In her left, riches and honor.
Her ways are pleasant ways,
And all her paths, peaceful.
She is a tree of life to those who grasp her,
And whoever holds on to her is happy.
The LoRD founded the earth by wisdom;
He established the heavens by understanding;
By His knowledge the depths burst apart,
And the skies distilled dew.
My son, do not lose sight of them;
Hold on to resourcefulness and foresight.

a Lit. "navel. "
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dom, nor does i t equate wisdom
and religious virtues. 3: Wear the
teachings close to your body so
that you will always have them
with you (1 .9; 4.9; 6.21 n.). Write

them on the tablet ofyorrr mind
("heart"), hold them permanently
in memory. 9: Honor the LoRD by
bringing sacrificial donations to
the Temple. 1 1 -12: Sometimes suf
fering can be interpreted as divine
discipline, a warning intended to
spare one greater punishments.
On the basis of vv. 1 1-12 and
Ps. 94.12, the Talmud develops the
concept of "afflictions of love"
(b. Ber. Sa, etc.).

Interlude B: In praise of
wisdom. 1 4-1 5: Wisdom is pre

3.1 3-20:

cious beyond price. 1 6: In the
background of this passage may
be the Egyptian practice of depict
ing gods holding the symbols of
their powers and blessings (partic
ularly "life" and "prosperity").
1 7-18: These verses are recited in
the Torah service, when the Torah
is returned to the Ark. The subject
of the sentences is wisdom, which
is consistently understood in Jew
ish interpretation to designate
Torah. 1 8: The tree of life was a
widespread ancient Near Eastern
mythological symbol, which is es
pecially popular in Mesopotamian
palace reliefs. It represented a di
vine source of well-being and life,
sometimes meaning eternal life. In
Proverbs, the symbol has lost its
mythological connections and is
simply a metaphor for a source of
life and health. Based on the pres
ent verse, the Rabbis identified the
tree of life with Torah. 1 9-20: The
highest praise of wisdom is that
God Himself possesses it, used it
in creating the world, and contin
ues to use it. The welling up of
springs and the descent of dew be
long to both original creation and
ongoing providence.

Lecture IV: The wisdom
of honesty. The Lesson, vv. 27-31,

3.21-35:

comprises five admonitions, all be
ginning with do not. The general
theme of the Lecture is the impor
tance of honesty in social relations.
2 1 : Them: "My words" may have
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They will give life to your spirit
And grace to your throat.
Then you will go your way safely
And not injure your feet.
When you lie down you will be unafraid;
You will lie down and your sleep will be sweet.
You will not fear sudden terror
Or the disaster that comes upon the wicked,
For the LORD will be your trust;
He will keep your feet from being caught.
Do not withhold good from one who deserves it
When you have the power to do it [for him].
Do not say to your fellow, "Come back again;
I'll give it to you tomorrow," when you have it
with you.
Do not devise harm against your fellow
Who lives trustfully with you.
Do not quarrel with a man for no cause,
When he has done you no harm.
Do not envy a lawless man,
Or choose any of his ways;
For the devious man is an abomination to the
LORD,
But He is intimate with the straightforward.
The curse of the LoRD is on the house of the
wicked,
But He blesses the abode of the righteous.
At scoffers He scoffs,
But to the lowly He shows grace.
The wise shall obtain honor,
But dullards get disgrace as their portion.
Sons, heed the discipline of a father;
Listen and learn discernment,
For I give you good instruction;
Do not forsake my teaching.
Once I was a son to my father,
The tender darling of my mother.
He instructed me and said to me,
"Let your mind hold on to my words;
Keep my commandments and you will live.
Acquire wisdom, acquire discernment;
Do not forget and do not swerve from my
words.
Do not forsake her and she will guard you;
Love her and she will protect you.

KETHUVIM
once stood in the Heb, or perhaps
there was once a couplet like 4.2oa
before this verse. 22: Grace to your
throat suggests the necklace meta
phor, used in 1.9 and J.Jb. 24: God
will protect you when you sleep
(Ps 4.9) and spare you nightmares
(such as Job suffered; see Job 7.14).
25: Cf. 1.27. 28: When someone
comes to claim something rightly
his-a loan, for example, or prop
erty left in your safekeeping-do
not dawdle in restoring it to him.
29: It is especially unethical to
scheme to injure someone who
trusts you. 30: You may not quar
rel for no cause. Sometimes, how
ever, a quarrel is justifiable and
unavoidable; see 25 · 9· 31: Do not
envy or imitate a prospering sin
ner, because his downfall is in
evitable. This is the message of
Pss. 37 and 73 as well. 32: Abomi
nation refers to something that
causes disgust. In Proverbs, it is
used particularly with reference to
falsity in thought and words. It is
most often used with regard to
sins which are not easily detected
or which are not formally illegal.
33-35: The Conclusion consists of
three aphorisms contrasting the
consequences of wisdom and folly.

4.1-9: Lecture V: Loving wisdom,
hating evil. 1-4: The speaker re
counts how he received instruction
from his own father and quotes his
teaching (vv. 4bc-9). The message
is: get wisdom. 6: It is not enough
to obey wisdom. One must love it,
just as one must love God (Deut.
6.5, etc.). 7: The first step in attain
ing wisdom is to acquire (absorb)
the teachings of wisdom, to hear
and assimilate them, even before
one can properly understand and
apply them.
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The beginning• of wisdom is-acquire wisdom;
With all your acquisitions, acquire discernment.
Hug her to you and she will exalt you;
She will bring you honor if you embrace her.
She will adorn your head with a graceful wreath;
Crown you with a glorious diadem."
My son, heed and take in my words,
And you will have many years of life.
I instruct you in the way of wisdom;
I guide you in straight courses.
You will walk without breaking stride;
When you run, you will not stumble.
Hold fast to discipline; do not let go;
Keep it; it is your life.
Do not enter on the path of the wicked;
Do not walk on the way of evil men.
Avoid it; do not pass through it;
Turn away from it; pass it by.
For they cannot sleep unless they have done evil;
Unless they make someone fall they are robbed of
sleep.
They eat the bread of wickedness
And drink the wine of lawlessness.
The path of the righteous is like radiant sunlight,
Ever brightening until noon.
The way of the wicked is all darkness;
They do not know what will make them
stumble.
My son, listen to my speech;
Incline your ear to my words.
Do not lose sight of them;
Keep them in your mind.
They are life to him who finds them,
Healing for his whole body.
More than all that you guard, guard your mind,
For it is the source of life.
Put crooked speech away from you;
Keep devious talk far from you.
Let your eyes look forward,
Your gaze be straight ahead.
Survey the course you take,
And all your ways will prosper.
Do not swerve to the right or the left;
Keep your feet from evil.

a Or "best part."
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4.1 0-1 9: Lecture VI: The two
paths. One who chooses the right
course of behavior will naturally
find himself going in the right di
rection and will prosper and be
safe. One must avoid the twisted
and murky path of the wicked, for
the wicked live in turmoil and
anxiety. 1 3: Discipline, Heb
"musar," is one way wisdom is
conveyed. It generally implies
physical chastisement of some
sort. Even this kind of teaching
must be embraced passionately.
1 7: The values of the wicked are
twisted. They live on wicked11ess
and lawlessness; see 2.12-15.
4.20-27: Lecture VII: The straight
path. Whereas Lecture VI spoke of
the two paths of life, good and
evil, this one pictures a single
path, which is a person's mode of
behavior, for better or worse. One
must walk straight, for evil and
dangers lurk on either side, and
look straight ahead, because temp
tations beckon all around. In bibli
cal literature, "straight" is a com
mon metaphor for correct
behavior.
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My son, listen to my wisdom;
Incline your ear to my insight,
That you may have foresight,
While your lips hold fast to knowledge.
For the lips of a forbidden• woman drip honey;
Her mouth is smoother than oil;
But in the end she is as bitter as wormwood,
Sharp as a two-edged sword.
Her feet go down to Death;
Her steps take hold of Sheol.
She does not chart a path of life;
Her course meanders for lack of knowledge.
So now, sons, pay heed to me,
And do not swerve from the words of my mouth.
Keep yourself far away from her;
Do not come near the doorway of her house
Lest you give up your vigor to others,
Your years to a ruthless one;
Lest strangers eat their fill of your strength,
And your toil be for the house of another;
And in the end you roar,
When your flesh and body are consumed,
And say,
"0 how I hated discipline,
And heartily spurned rebuke.
I did not pay heed to my teachers,
Or incline my ear to my instructors.
Soon I was in dire trouble
Amidst the assembled congregation."
Drink water from your own cistern,
Running water from your own well.
Your springs will gush forth
In streams in the public squares.
They will be yours alone,
Others having no part with you.
Let your fountain be blessed;
Find joy in the wife of your youthA loving doe, a graceful mountain goat.
Let her breasts satisfy you at all times;
Be infatuated with love of her always.

Lit. "strange. "

5.1-23: Lecture VIII: Stick to your
own wife. This is the first of three
Lectures on the "strange woman"
(5.1-23; 6.2o-35; 7.1-27). See
2.16-20 n. The adulteress is deadly
(vv. 3-6), and every man must
keep away from her, or he will pay

a severe price (vv. 7-14). Instead, a
man should take his sexual plea
sures with his own wife (vv. 1520). God sees everything and sin is
inevitably punished (6.21-23).
3-6: The strange woman's words
are sweet and seductive (2.16), but

they leave a bitter aftertaste, and
her dulcet speech turns out to be
deadly. 9-10: Vigor and strength
may refer to the adulterer's prop
erty, which he will waste on the
woman, or to his sexual potency
(see 31.3), which he will give up in
the sense that the son he begets
will be reckoned as belonging to
the cheated husband, who will
benefit from the adulterer's
"labor." The mthless one is the en
raged husband (see vv. 34-35).
The others may be his family.
1 1 -14: The fornicator will be
forced to publicly confess his folly.
V. 1 1 seems to refer to venereal dis
ease. The assembled congregation
may be a judicial tribunal, or more
likely, the community. Public
shaming is a powerful means of
social control, especially in Prov
erbs. 1 5-19: This is the only pas
sage in the Bible that explicitly cel
ebrates the pleasures of marital
sex. Your wife alone (the father
tells his son) is yours, and she is
more attractive than anyone else.
The author is seeking to dissuade
young men from following a fierce
and anarchic urge and so depicts
the delights of sanctioned sex
as no less intense than those of
"stolen waters" (9.17). The meta
phors in vv. 15-18 speak of a
man's wife as his well, a source of
refreshment that slakes (sexual)
thirst. Compare the "well" and
"drinking" metaphors in 7.18; 9.17,
and Song of Songs 4.12, 15. V. 16
may be a deliberate riddle. As
translated here, it seems to prom
ise a reward-many progeny-for
sexual fidelity. 1 7-1 8: Enjoy erotic
pleasures with your wife alone.
Then her "fountain"-i.e., her
womb-will be fruitful (vv. 16-17).
19: The doe connotes grace, tender
ness, and affection in the Song of
Songs. Loving (Heb "'ahavim") has
strong sexual connotations. Breasts
(Heb "dadim") should probably be
vocalized "dodim," "lovemaking,"
as in 7.18, yielding better paral
lelism with love; but there may be a
play on the two words. 20: Infatu
ated (Heb " tishgeh"), lit. "go
astray," a negative value judg
ment. Rather than going astray
with a forbidden woman, the
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Why be infatuated, my son, with a forbidden•
woman? ·
Why clasp the bosom of an alien woman?
For a man's ways are before the eyes of God;
He surveys his entire course.
The wicked man will be trapped in his iniquities;
He will be caught up in the ropes of his sin.
He will die for lack of discipline,
Infatuated by his great folly.
My son, if you have stood surety for your fellow,
Given your hand for another,b
You have been trapped by the words of your
mouth,
Snared by the words of your mouth.
Do this, then, my son, to extricate yourself,
For you have come into the power of your fellow:
Go grovel-and badger your fellow;
Give your eyes no sleep,
Your pupils no slumber.
Save yourself like a deer out of the hand [of a
hunter],
Like a bird out of the hand of a fowler.
Lazybones, go to the ant;
Study its ways and learn.
Without leaders, officers, or rulers,
It lays up its stores during the summer,
Gathers in its food at the harvest.
How long will you lie there, lazybones;
When will you wake from your sleep?
A bit more sleep, a bit more slumber,
A bit more hugging yourself in bed,
And poverty will come <·calling upon you,·<
And want, like a man with a shield.
A scoundrel, an evil man
Lives by crooked speech,
Winking his eyes,
Shuffling his feet,
Pointing his finger.

a Lit. "strange."

b Or "a stranger. "

young man should "lose himself"
in his wife's love.

Interlude C: Four Epi
grams on folly and evil. This four

6.1-19:

part passage does not follow the

c-c Menning oJHcb. 1/nccrtnin.
structure of the Lectures and dif
fers in subject matter. It was proba
bly added later. Epigrams i and ii
(vv. 1-5 and 6-11) concern folly,
and iii and iv (vv. 12-15 and 16-19)
concern evil. Notice the humorous
- 1457-

and facetious tone of the first two
Epigrams.
6.1-5: Epigram i. Do not go surety
for another's loan. If you have

done so, do your best to get re
leased from your promise. (20.16
tells what happens to one who
gets himself into this mess.) Rather
than putting up his own property
as collateral, a borrower could
have the loan underwritten by
someone else, whose possessions
would then be liable to seizure.
Going surety is always risky, but
doing so for a stranger (which one
might do for a fee) is tantamount
to loss; see 27.13. See also 11.15;
17.18; 22.26-27. The tone and prac
tical main message of this epigram
differs significantly from the em
phasis on helping the poor found
in some Torah texts (e.g., Deut.
15·9).

Epigram ii: Sloth and in
dustry. Cf. 24.3o-34. In vv. 6-8, the
6.6-1 1 :

ant is held up as a model of indus
try and self-motivation. (Cf. 30.25.)
In vv. !f-11, the lazy man is re
buked in humorous tones. 1 1 : Bet
ter, "and penury will come upon
you like a vagabond, and poverty
like a man of arms." In this vivid
trope, a poor man is used as a
metaphor for poverty. We should
picture the vagabond not as an in
digent begging for alms, but as a
potentially dangerous armed wan
derer.

Epigram iii: The good
for-nothing. The scoundrel's

6.12-1 5:

speech is crooked and dishonest.
He betrays his nature by certain
body gestures. The enumeration
of the outward signs of villainy
implies a warning to avoid peo
ple thus marked. The passage
draws together phrases and
ideas from 16.27-30, 24.22b, and
29.1b. 1 3 : Winking (more precisely,
squinting) the eye was considered
a symptom of secretive, hostile
thoughts; see Ps 35.19. Slwffling
the feet was probably considered
symptomatic of an unquiet
soul. Pointing his finger seems
to be a sign of derision (Isa.
58.g).
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Duplicity is in his heart;
He plots evil all the time;
He incites quarrels.
Therefore calamity will come upon him without
warning;
Suddenly he will be broken beyond repair.
Six things the LoRD hates;
Seven are an abomination to Him:
A haughty bearing,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
A mind that hatches evil plots,
Feet quick to run to evil,
A false witness testifying lies,
And one who incites brothers to quarrel.
My son, keep your father's commandment;
Do not forsake your mother's teaching.
Tie them over your heart always;
Bind them around your throat.
When you walk it will lead you;
When you lie down it will watch over you;
And when you are awake it will talk with you.
For the commandment is a lamp,
The teaching is a light,
And the way to life is the rebuke that disciplines.
It will keep you from an evil woman,
From the smooth tongue of a forbidden• woman.
Do not lust for her beauty
Or let her captivate you with her eyes.
The last loaf of bread will go for a harlot;
A married woman will snare a person of honor.
Can a man rake embers into his bosom
Without burning his clothes?
Can a man walk on live coals
Without scorching his feet?
It is the same with one who sleeps with his
fellow's wife;
None who touches her will go unpunished.
A thief is not held in contempt
For stealing to appease his hunger;
Yet if caught he must pay sevenfold;
He must give up all he owns.
He who commits adultery is devoid of sense;
Only one who would destroy himself does such a
thing.

n Lit. "nlim. "

KETHUVIM
6.1 6-1 9: Epigram iv: What God
loathes. Seven abominable things
are described. Like Epigram iii,
Epigram iv makes the incitement
of quarrels the ultimate offense.
The use of ascending numbers
("six and seven" or "three and
four") for listing items serves a
didactic and rhetorical purpose.
See 30.15-31 n. and Amos 1 .3, 6, 9,
1 1, 13; 2.1, 4' 6.
6.20-35: Lecture IX: Adultery
kills. Even though an adulterer
might think that his is the most se
cretive of sins, he cannot evade
punishment. The speaker argues
the point in a logical fashion, using
analogies to other kinds of self
inflicted harm. The message is
blunt and memorable: Keep
away from another man's wife or
he'll kill you. 20: Mothe1; see 1.8-19
n. 21: Bind the teachings (figura
tively) like a pendant on a cord
about your neck, so that they will
rest over your heart. These are
metaphors for keeping a valuable
object close to oneself always, and
they stress the beauty and worth
of the teachings. Cf. 3.3; Exod.
28.29; and Song 8.6. Possibly the
pendant originally was a protec
tive amulet. 22-23: The relation
ship between these two verses is
clearer when they are read in re
verse order. 23: The commandment
("mitzvah") and the teaching
("torah") are here the parental
teachings, or perhaps wisdom
teachings generally. In the tradi
tional Jewish reading, they are
God's commandments and his
Torah. 24: The forbidden woman's
first means of seduction is speech;
see 2.16; 5.3-6. 25-33: The punish
ment for adultery is inherent in the
crime. It comes naturally, without
any direct intervention by God or
a court. 26: Better, "For a harlot
costs but a loaf of bread, but a
married woman hunts for a pre
cious life." Harlotry costs money
(29.3); adultery kills. 27-29: As
surely as burning coals will scorch
the clothes of the man who holds
them or the feet of one who walks
on them, so too will the man who
fools with the fire of adultery in
evitably suffer his punishment.
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He will meet with disease and disgrace;
His reproach will never be expunged.
The fury of the husband will be passionate;
He will show no pity on his day of vengeance.
He will not have regard for any ransom;
He will refuse your bribe, however great.
My son, heed my words;
And store up my commandments with you.
Keep my commandments and live,
My teaching, as the apple of your eye.
Bind them on your fingers;
Write them on the tablet of your mind.
Say to Wisdom, "You are my sister,"
And call Understanding a kinswoman.
She will guard you from a forbidden • woman;
From an alien woman whose talk is smooth.
From the window of my house,
Through my lattice, I looked out
And saw among the simple,
Noticed among the youths,
A lad devoid of sense.
He was crossing the street near her comer,
Walking toward her house
In the dusk of evening,
In the dark hours of night.
A woman comes toward him
bDressed like a harlot, with set purpose:b
She is bustling and restive;
She is never at home.
Now in the street, now in the square,
She lurks at every corner.
She lays hold of him and kisses him;
Brazenly she says to him,
"I had to make a sacrifice of well-being;
Today I fulfilled my vows.

a Lit. "strange. "
b-b Meaning of Hcb. uncertain.
30-33: If even he who steals out of
necessity, and therefore deserves
some public sympathy, is forced to
pay heavy penalties when caught,
how much more will an adulterer,
who lacks any excuse for his
crime, be severely punished. Un
like the thief, he will not be able to
buy his way out of trouble (v. 35).

"Sevenfold" in the present verse
may be a way of saying "greatly,"
though some LXX manuscript
readings at 2 Sam. 12.6 suggest
that sevenfold compensation for
theft was known in ancient Israel.
The maximum compensation stip
ulated in the Torah is fivefold, for
an animal that is stolen and killed

6 . 3 3 -7 . 1 4

(Exod. 21.37). The adulterer will
suffer "wounds" (not disease),
namely those inflicted on him by
the enraged husband. No such
punishment by the husband is
known in Torah legislation. 34-35:
The conclusion. Sometimes, the
payment of ransom-monetary
gifts and compensation-can ap
pease the wronged party (21.14;
Exod. 21.30), but not in the case of
adultery.
7.1-27: Lecture X: Beware the
seductress. On the forbidden or

"strange" woman, see 2.16-20 n. In
this lecture, the speaker tells how
he once witnessed a woman ap
proaching a young man in the
dark street and luring him to her
house for a night of sex. Her
words were silky, brazen, and
lewd, and the dupe followed after
her like an animal going to slaugh
ter. 3: These are metaphors for
memory, though traditionally Jews
have given the reminders concrete
form in the practice of tefilin.
4: My sister, some commentators
say that "sister" is a term of
(erotic) affection, as in the Song of
Songs. But "sister" and "kins
woman" may just connote inti
macy. 6: Window . . . lattice: The
window was enclosed with a lat
tice or trelliswork, through which
one could peer without being seen.
1 0: Dressed like a lzarlot: Harlots
may have worn a heavy veil (Gen.
38.14). The strange woman is
dressed as if she were a harlot,
perhaps to conceal her identity,
but she does not offer herself for
money. With set purpose, better,
"with hidden intent," lit. "with
guarded heart." 1 1 -13: Rather like
the scoundrel with his nervous
gesticulations (6.13), this woman is
afflicted by a constant disquiet.
She lurks or "lies in ambush" at
every comer, like a beast of prey
or the muggers in 1 . 1 1 . Then she
pounces. 1 4: The woman explains
why she has meat available for a
fine meal. Meat was very costly
and was eaten mostly on special
occasions, as when bringing a sac
rifice to the Temple (most of the
meat would be kept by the wor
shipper, the rest given to the
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Therefore I have come out to you,
Seeking you, and have found you.
I have decked my couch with covers
Of dyed Egyptian linen;
I have sprinkled my bed
With myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon.
Let us drink our fill of love till morning;
Let us delight in amorous embrace.
For the man of the house is away;
He is off on a distant journey.
He took his bag of money with him
And will return only at mid-month."
She sways him with her eloquence,
Turns him aside with her smooth talk.
Thoughtlessly he follows her,
Like an ox going to the slaughter,
•-Like a fool to the stocks for punishment·•
Until the arrow pierces his liver.
He is like a bird rushing into a trap,
Not knowing his life is at stake.
Now, sons, listen to me;
Pay attention to my words;
Let your mind not wander down her ways;
Do not stray onto her paths.
For many are those she has struck dead,
And numerous are her victims.
Her house is a highway to Sheol
Leading down to Death's inner chambers.
It is Wisdom calling,
Understanding raising her voice.
She takes her stand at the topmost heights,
By the wayside, at the crossroads,
Near the gates at the city entrance;
At the entryways, she shouts,
"0 men, I call to you;
My cry is to all mankind.
0 simple ones, learn shrewdness;
0 dullards, instruct your minds.
Listen, for I speak noble things;
Uprightness comes from my lips;
My mouth utters truth;
Wickedness is abhorrent to my lips.
All my words are just,
None of them perverse or crooked;

n-n Men11i11g of Heb. 1111certnin.

priest) or when repaying vows.
1 5 : This seems to be a parodic re
versal of the woman in the Song of
Songs (3.1-4), who goes forth at
night in search of her beloved,
finds him, and embraces him.
1 6-1 8 : These verses share much
language with the Song of Songs
(see esp. 4-14)- In them, the sexual
innuendo becomes clear, then ex
plicit. 1 9-20: She reassures the boy
that her husband is away. Since the
scene takes place in the deep dark
ness, when the moon has waned
(v. 9), the full moon (mid-month) is
two weeks off. 22-23: The teacher
does not have to witness the re
sults. He knows what this must be:
death. 22: By a minor emendation
the end of the verse reads, "like a
stag bounding to bonds." 23: This
verse makes better sense if we
place the third line at the begin
ning of the verse. Its sexual im
agery is transparent. 24-27: The
speaker warns all young men
(sons) to avoid the path to the
strange woman's house, for it is
really the way to death.

Interlude D: Wisdom's
self-praise. Whereas the strange

8.1-36:

woman of ch 7 is to be shunned,
(personified) wisdom is to be pur
sued and embraced. The structure
of this well-designed chapter is as
follows: L Introduction: the setting
and call (1-3); IL Call to Attention
(4-11); III. Wisdom's present state
(12-21); IV. Wisdom's past (22-31);
V. Call to Attention renewed
(32-36). Wisdom is personified
as a woman of nearly divine
stature; see 1.2o-33 n. There may
be subtle erotic connotations (e.g.,
vv. 17, 35) that suggest the power
of Wisdom's attractiveness.
Wisdom calls to human beings,
praises herself, promises rewards
to her devotees, and tells mankind
to listen to her, that is to say, to the
wisdom in this book and wherever
it may be found. 1-5: Wisdom
calls for attention. In naturalistic
terms, this is the voice of reason,
heard in wisdom teachings and in
the individual mind. Wisdom calls
to people in the most prominent
public places, including the city
gates, where many of the city's
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All are straightforward to the intelligent man,
And right to those who have attained knowledge.
Accept my discipline rather than silver,
Knowledge rather than choice gold.
For wisdom is better than rubies;
No goods can equal her.

"I, Wisdom, live with Prudence;
I attain knowledge and foresight.
To fear the LORD is to hate evil;
I hate pride, arrogance, the evil way,
And duplicity in speech.
Mine are counsel and resourcefulness;
I am understanding; courage is mine.
Through me kings reign
And rulers decree just laws;
Through me princes rule,
Great men and all the •·righteous judges.·•
Those who love me I love,
And those who seek me will find me.
Riches and honor belong to me,
Enduring wealth and success.
My fruit is better than gold, fine gold,
And my produce better than choice silver.
I walk on the way of righteousness,
On the paths of justice.
I endow those who love me with substance;
I will fill their treasuries.
"The LORD created me at the beginning of His
course
As the first of His works of old.
In the distant past I was fashioned,
At the beginning, at the origin of earth.
There was still no deep when I was brought forth,
No springs rich in water;
Before [the foundation of] the mountains were
sunk,
Before the hills I was born.
He had not yet made earth and fields,
Or the world's first clumps of clay.

n-n According to some Heb. mss. and printed editions, "judges of tl1e enrth."

commercial and legal transactions
take place. Wisdom is interna
tional, offering her teachings to nil
mankind. She is even available to
the simple and dullards, if they
would just listen to her. 6-9: Just

as the father in the Lectures extols
the wisdom he is teaching, so does
Lady Wisdom praise her own
teachings. 1 0--1 1 : Cf. 3.14-15 and
16.16. 1 2-14: Prudence . . . knowl
edge and foresight, better, "cunning
- 1461 -

. . . knowledge of shrewdness."
The virtues in question are practi
cal savvy and good sense. These
useful faculties come with wis
dom, as do resourcefulness and
courage. 1 5-16: Insofar as rulers
govern justly, they do so through
wisdom. 1 7: To gain wisdom, one
must love it, eagerly desiring to
grasp its message. Without this
love, even superficial learning is
unlikely, and knowledge cannot be
translated into action. Later, this
was interpreted as love of Torah
study, a principle inculcated in the
postexilic Ps 119. 1 8-21 : Wisdom
promises material rewards, but she
also emphasizes that she is supe
rior to gold and silver (as in
3.14-15) and that she bestows
wealth only in honest ways.
22-26: Wisdom recounts her cre
ation and her presence during the
creation of the world. She was the
very first of God's creations. An
important Jewish interpretation,
starting with Gen. Rab. 1.2, 5 and
found in the Rashi to Gen 1.1, uses
Prov. ch 8 to argue that the Torah
(identified with wisdom) was
created before the world and
was used by God in creating it.
22: Created me: Since ancient times,
interpreters have disputed
whether the verb "kanah" means
"created" or "acquired." The latter
allows for the possibility that wis
dom existed from eternity and was
coeval with God. Some Christian
groups preferred this, since they
identified wisdom with the Logos,
which was in turn identified with
the Christ. It is, however, clear
from v. 23 that wisdom is a created
being. In fact, "kanah" refers to
acquisition by any means, includ
ing creation, as here. 24: Accord
ing to Gen. 1.2, the deep (the pri
mordial sea) existed before
creation began. Wisdom insists
that she preceded in existence
even this most primordial of enti
ties. I was brought forti!: This word
is usually used of birth. The
background metaphor of divine
parenthood is reinforced by v. JO.
25: The mountains were thought
to rest on foundations or on pillars
set (miraculously, see Job 38.6) in
the abyss or the underworld.
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I was there when He set the heavens into place;
When He fixed the horizon upon the deep;
When He made the heavens above firm,
And the fountains of the deep gushed forth;
When He assigned the sea its limits,
So that its waters never transgress His command;
When He fixed the foundations of the earth,
I was with Him as a confidant,
A source of delight every day,
Rejoicing before Him at all times,
Rejoicing in His inhabited world,
Finding delight with mankind.
Now, sons, listen to me;
Happy are they who keep my ways.
Heed discipline and become wise;
Do not spurn it.
Happy is the man who listens to me,
Coming early to my gates each day,
Waiting outside my doors.
For he who finds me finds life
And obtains favor from the LORD.
But he who misses me destroys himself;
All who hate me love death."
Wisdom has built her house,
She has hewn her seven pillars.
She has prepared the feast,
Mixed the wine,
And also set the table.
She has sent out her maids to announce
On the heights of the town,

27-31 : Wisdom declares that she
was present when God produced
the inhabited world. 27: The lwri
zon is pictured as a circle engraved
at the join of heaven and earth, as
appears to be the case when one
is at sea. 28: Heavens, actually,
"clouds." The paradox of God
"firming up" the clouds (so that
they stay in the sky) heightens the
miraculousness of His deed. 29: In
several creation traditions found
outside of Genesis, the sea is ever
trying to break forth and flood the
earth, but God set its boundary (Ps
104.9), namely the beach (Jer. 5.22),
which may also be imagined as a
barred door (Job 38.8, 10). These
mythological conceptions have Ca-

naanite antecedents. 30: This is
one of the most disputed verses in
the Bible and has weighty theolog
ical implications. The word trans
lated confidant is "'amon." There
are three basic ways of interpret
ing this word: (1) "Artisan" (which
is elsewhere "'oman"). This
translation implies that wisdom
aided God in creation. In a similar
vein, a midrash likens wisdom
(equated with Torah) to a tool God
used in creation, as an architect
looks at a blueprint when con
structing a palace (Gen. Rab. 1.2).
(2) "Constant(ly), faithful(ly)";
"confidant." (3) "Ward" or
"nursling" (or as a verb, "growing
up"). Wisdom was with God as
- 1462-

His ward, like a child He was car
ing for. This fits the context best.
Nowhere does the chapter imply
that Lady Wisdom helped God
create the earth. On the contrary,
vv. 30-31 emphasize that she
played while God worked.
Wisdom's playing before God
represents the "play" of the wise,
which is study. Cf. Ps. 119.92.
3 1 : Just as God gets pleasure from
wisdom, so does she delight in
humankind. 32-36: Having estab
lished her unparalleled creden
tials, Lady Wisdom speaks as a
mature lady and addresses her
"sons." Fortunate is he who obeys
wisdom and eagerly goes to her
house, which is any place where
wisdom is taught. 35-36: The vital
importance of loving wisdom. The
finding of wisdom recalls the find
ing of a beloved woman; cf. 18.22.
V. 36 states the principle that the
evildoer is harmed by the evil he
creates; cf. 1.19. Those who hate
wisdom are not just stupid, they
are depraved. Their values are
twisted. They may not realize it,
but the things they love are really
deadly.
9.1-18: Interlude E: Two ban
quets. This poem elaborates the
motif of Wisdom's invitation to
her house (8.34) into a figure of
two contrary invitations: Lady
Wisdom's (vv. 1-6, 11) and Lady
Folly's (vv. 13-18). Life offers two
"feasts": one is rich yet prudent,
the other is enticing but poison
ous. Vv. 7-10 and v. 12 do not fit in
either vignette and are probably
later insertions. It is best to first
read the chapter without them,
then to consider them separately.
1-6, 1 1 : Lady Wisdom builds a
house (v. 1), prepares a feast (v. 2),
and issues an open invitation (vv.
3-5). She then explains the mean
ing of her invitation (v. 6) and
reinforces her exhortation (v. 1 1).
1: Some consider wisdom's house
to be a mythological allusion,
but this identification is uncertain.
Seven connotes completeness
or expansiveness. 2-3: Like a
noble woman, Wisdom prepares
a rich banquet and sends out
her maids to invite guests.
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"Let the simple enter here";
To those devoid of sense she says,
"Come, eat my food
And drink the wine that I have mixed;
Give up simpleness and live,
Walk in the way of understanding."
To correct a scoffer,
•·Or rebuke a wicked man for his blemish,
Is to call down abuse on oneself.-•
Do not rebuke a scoffer, for he will hate you;
Reprove a wise man, and he will love you.
Instruct a wise man, and he will grow wiser;
Teach a righteous man, and he will gain in
learning.
The beginning of wisdom is fear of the LORD,
And knowledge of the Holy One is understanding.
For through me your days will increase,
And years be added to your life.
If you are wise, you are wise for yourself;
If you are a scoffer, you bear it alone.
The stupid woman bustles about;
She is simple and knows nothing.
She sits in the doorway of her house,
Or on a chair at the heights of the town,
Calling to all the wayfarers
Who go about their own affairs,
"Let the simple enter here";
And to those devoid of sense she says,
"Stolen waters are sweet,
And bread eaten furtively is tasty."
He does not know that the shades are there,
That her guests are in the depths of Sheol.

proverbs of Solomon:
1 o The
A wise son brings joy to his father;
A dull son is his mother's sorrow.

n-n Clnuses transposed for c/nrify.
4-6: Wisdom is the sustenance of
the soul. (Cf. Deut. 8.3.) Wisdom's
wine is mixed, probably with fra
grant spices. 7-10: Someone has
inserted these verses in a caution
ary reaction to Wisdom's invita
tion to the simple. The insert says
that there are some people who are
constitutionally unable to learn
wisdom. Wisdom requires the

right attitude, namely the fear of
God. See 1.7. 1 1 : The continuation
of v. 6. 1 2: This seems to be an ad
dition identifying the recipient of
wisdom's benefits. Wisdom profits
its holder while impudence and
arrogance hurt their possessor
alone. 1 3-1 8: Lady Folly's "feast."
13: The stupid W0111n11, lit. "woman
of folly." In this chapter, where the
- 1463-

9 . 4- 1 0 . 1

"woman of folly" is contrasted
with personified Lady Wisdom,
the "woman of folly" is best un
derstood as a personification as
well. Bustles about is better trans
lated "is boisterous" (cf. her
human counterpart, 7.1 1a), for un
like Lady Wisdom, Folly does not
put effort into the feast. She just
sits at her door or in a public place
calling out to passers-by. The
underlying picture may reflect
the deportment of a prostitute.
1 6: Folly mimics Wisdom's call,
but to opposite effect. 1 7: Lady
Folly is telling the truth. The wise
recognize in her invitation an un
intended warning to beware of
her. The foolish hear it as an in
ducement to enjoy the forbidden,
titillating sweets of illegitimate
pleasures. Waters can allude to
sexual pleasures, as in 5.15-20, but
the statement applies to other
pleasures as well. 1 8 : The nitwits
who take Folly's bait are blithely
unaware that they are about to
enter the domain of death, the
netherworld, where the shades
(ghosts) reside. Like the previous
two units, death of the fool ends
the passage, effecting closure
(7.26-27; 7-)6).
1 0.1-22.16: Collection II. This col
lection holds mostly antithetical
poetic couplets, in which the sec
ond line restates basically the same
idea in reversed terms (e.g., wise
son . . . joy is echoed by dull son . . .
sorrow). Although they are mostly
similar stylistically, they reflect a
wide variety of situations and atti
tudes. They differ from many pop
ular proverbs embedded in other
biblical books, which do not have
the same poetic structure (e.g.,
1 Sam. 24.14, "Wicked deeds come
from wicked men"). The proverbs
in 10.1-15.33 typically contrast two
character types: the wise and the
foolish, or the righteous and the
wicked. These pairs should not be
identified, as they typically are in
postbiblical literature; the wise are
versed in applying secular wis
dom, while being righteous is a re
ligious value. As a whole, the
proverbs create a paradigm of the
wise and the righteous person, on
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Ill-gotten wealth is of no avail,
But righteousness saves from death.
The LORD will not let the righteous go hungry,
But He denies the wicked what they crave.
Negligent hands cause poverty,
But diligent hands enrich.
He who lays in stores during the summer is a
capable son,
But he who sleeps during the harvest is an
incompetent.
Blessings light upon the head of the righteous,
But lawlessness covers the mouth of the wicked.
The name of the righteous is invoked in blessing,
But the fame of the wicked rots.
He whose heart is wise accepts commands,
But he whose speech is foolish comes to grief.
He who lives blamelessly lives safely,
But he who walks a crooked path will be found
out.
He who winks his eye causes sorrow;
He whose speech is foolish comes to grief.
The mouth of the righteous is a fountain of life,
But lawlessness covers the mouth of the wicked.
Hatred stirs up strife,
But love covers up all faults.
Wisdom is to be found on the lips of the intelligent,
But a rod is ready for the back of the senseless.
The wise store up knowledge;
The mouth of the fool is an imminent ruin.
The wealth of a rich man is his fortress;
The poverty of the poor is his ruin.
The labor of the righteous man makes for life;
The produce of the wicked man makes for want.
He who follows discipline shows the way to life,
But he who ignores reproof leads astray.
He who conceals hatred has lying lips,
While he who speaks forth slander is a dullard.
Where there is much talking, there is no lack of
transgressing,
But he who curbs his tongue• shows sense.
The tongue of a righteous man is choice silver,
But the mind of the wicked is of little worth.
The lips of the righteous sustain many,
But fools die for lack of sense.
It is the blessing of the LoRD that enriches,
And no toil can increase it.

n Lit. "lips."

KETHUVIM
which the pupil (and reader) can
model his own actions. Like prov
erbs in any language, the proverbs
that follow are extremely terse and
dense, and often ambiguous, and
their full meaning cannot be expli
cated in translation.
10.1-1 2.15: Contrasts between
the wise and the foolish, the up
right and the wicked. Several

proverbs speak about a son's mer
its or faults in terms of the effect
they have on his parents. The same
message is addressed to the son in
27.1 1a. Cf. 15.20; 17.21, 25; 19.13;
23.24-25; 28.7. 1 0.2: The ill-gotten
wealth or "treasures of wicked
ness" are riches gained by wicked
means. Savesfrom death does not
suggest immortality but rather (as
comparison with 1 1.4 shows) pro
tection in the day of general disas
ter. In such circumstances, wealth
will not help. 3: This proverb is
not a statement of fact but a decla
ration of faith in a principle: Even
tually people will receive the ma
terial rewards due them. Cf.
Ps. 37.25. 4: The Sages believed
that negligence causes poverty
and diligence brings wealth. They
did not, however, interpret
poverty as a sign of negligence or
wealth as a sign of diligence, since
these conditions can have other
causes as well. 5: The word trans
lated incompetent means, more pre
cisely, "disappointing [one]" or
"disgraceful [one]." This proverb
is concerned with the effects of
diligence and laziness on one's
parents. Cf. 10.1. 6: As translated
here, the second line means that
the evildoer's own lawlessness,
which he covers up, destroys him.
7: For examples of these two fates,
see Gen. 48.20; Jer. 29.22. 9: Lives,
lit. "walks." There are two ways
of walking through life: straight
and honestly, or crookedly and
deviously. 1 0: See 6.13 and 16.30.
1 2: Love can and should cover up
others' offenses against oneself,
but not one's own offenses.
1 3: The rod here is probably the
intelligent man's verbal rebukes.
1 5: This is a blunt observation of
social realities (contrast v. 2). But
by stating the misery of the desti-
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As mischief is sport for the dullard,
So is wisdom for the man of understanding.
What the wicked man plots overtakes him;
What the righteous desire is granted.
When the storm passes the wicked man is gone,
But the righteous is an everlasting foundation.
Like vinegar to the teeth,
Like smoke to the eyes,
Is a lazy man to those who send him on a
mission.
The fear of the LoRD prolongs life,
While the years of the wicked will be shortened.
The righteous can look forward to joy,
But the hope of the wicked is doomed.
The way of the LORD is a stronghold for the
blameless,
But a ruin for evildoers.
The righteous will never be shaken;
The wicked will not inhabit the earth.
The mouth of the righteous produces wisdom,
But the treacherous tongue shall be cut off.
The lips of the righteous know what is pleasing;
The mouth of the wicked [knows] duplicity.

1 1 False scales are an abomination to the LORD;
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

An honest• weight pleases Him.
When arrogance appears, disgrace follows,
But wisdom is with those who are unassuming.
The integrity of the upright guides them;
The deviousness of the treacherous leads them to
ruin.
Wealth is of no avail on the day of wrath,
But righteousness saves from death.
The righteousness of the blameless man smooths
his way,
But the wicked man is felled by his wickedness.
The righteousness of the upright saves them,
But the treacherous are trapped by their malice.
At death the hopes of a wicked man are doomed,
And the ambition of evil men comes to nothing.
The righteous man is rescued from trouble
And the wicked man takes his place.
The impious man destroys his neighbor through
speech,
But through their knowledge the righteous are
rescued.

n Lit. "whole. "

PROVERBS

10.23-1 1.9

tute the observation teaches a
moral lesson, stated explicitly else
where: the need of the poor for
special protection. Cf. q.2o--2 1, 31;
19.17; 22.22-2); 2J.1D-- 1 1; 28.271 8-21 : Wise speech and foolish
speech. 22: This proverb reminds a
person to give credit for his suc
cesses to God, not to his own tal
ents. It also teaches that, although
diligence and energetic work are
prized, excessive straining for
wealth is useless. 23: The fool en
joys causing trouble. The sensible
man gets his pleasure from wis
dom. Wisdom is a source of de
light to God Himself (8.Jo). 24: Cf.
1.27. 26: Messengers-meaning
anyone who is sent out on a task
for someone else-were crucial in
the ancient world. Communication
at a distance, including business
and diplomatic dealings, required
sending messengers on one's be
half. See also 13.17; 22.21; 25.13;
26.6. 28: Cf. 10.24. 29: God's way
His characteristic behavior-has a
two-pronged effect, protecting the
innocent and ruining evildoers
(cf. Hos. 14.10). 30: See 2.21-22.
1 1 . 1 : By nicking off a bit of the bal
ance stone when measuring grain,
a merchant could inflate the pay
ment he was receiving, and by
using a heavier stone when mea
suring the silver, he could make
the payment seem less than it
was really worth. The stability
of commerce depends on reliable
weights. God demands them
(20.10). In fact, He is the source of
the standards of weights and mea
sures (16.11). Cf. Lev. 19.36; Deut.
25.15; Amos 8s Mic. 6.11; Amen
emope §§16, 17 (AEL 2.156-57).
2: Cf. 13.10; 16.6, 18; 29.23. 4: Cf.
10.2 and Ezek. 7.19a. 7: Ambition of
evil men, rather, "expectation of
(procreative) strength." The threat
implied in this proverb, then,
is the loss of family continuity
and the sort of permanence
this was thought to provide.
8: This returns to the theme of
vv. 4-6. The traditional Jewish
commentators often adduce
Haman (Esth. 7.10; 9.24-25) as a
satisfying instance of this doctrine.
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1 1 . 1 0- 1 1 . 28

When the righteous prosper the city exults;
When the wicked perish there are shouts of joy.
A city is built up by the blessing of the upright,
But it is torn down by the speech of the wicked.
He who speaks contemptuously of his fellowman
is devoid of sense;
A prudent man keeps his peace.
A base fellow gives away secrets,
But a trustworthy soul keeps a confidence.
For want of strategy an army falls,
But victory comes with much planning.
Harm awaits him who stands surety for another;•
He who spurns pledging shall be secure.
A graceful woman obtains honor;
Ruthless men obtain wealth.
A kindly man benefits himself;
A cruel man makes trouble for himself.
The wicked man earns illusory wages,
But he who sows righteousness has a true
reward.
Righteousness is a prop of life,
But to pursue evil leads to death.
Men of crooked mind are an abomination to the
LORD,
But those whose way is blameless please Him.
Assuredly/ the evil man will not escape,
But the offspring of the righteous will be safe.
Like a gold ring in the snout of a pig
Is a beautiful woman bereft of sense.
What the righteous desire can only be good;
What the wicked hope for [stirs] wrath.
One man gives generously and ends with more;
Another stints on doing the right thing and incurs
a loss.
A generous person enjoys prosperity;
He who satisfies others shall himself be sated.
He who withholds grain earns the curses of the
people,
But blessings are on the head of the one who
dispenses it.
He who earnestly seeks what is good pursues
what is pleasing;
He who is bent on evil, upon him it shall come.
He who trusts in his wealth shall fall,
But the righteous shall flourish like foliage.

a Or "a stranger. "
b Lit. "Harrd to /rand"; mea11i11g of Heb. uncertai11.

KETHUVIM
10-1 2: The effect people have on
their fellow citizens, particularly
by their speech. 1 4: Cf. 20.18.
These appreciative assessments
of the value of advisers and plan
ners must come from one of their
number. 15: See 6.1-5 n.; 20.16 n.
16: We should probably emend
ruthless ("'aritzim") to "diligent"
("l:tarutzirn"), following the an
cient Greek translation. 20: See
J.J2. 22: Like an elegant ornament,
beauty-fine in itself-becomes lu
dicrous when attached to a foolish
woman. This may be applied to
anything which is externally at
tractive but intrinsically of low
value. 24: Literally: "There is one
who scatters yet gets more, and
one who saves out of honesty yet
ends up in need." The point of this
paradox is that we should not ad
mire the rich or despise the poor,
because sometimes deeds and ef
forts do not produce the expected
reward. The NJPS translation re
flects a traditional moralizing in
terpretation, which understood
the first line to refer to a man
who gives charity (Midr. Prov.).
26: One who withholds grain in
time of famine (as Joseph did,
Gen. 47.1)-26) in order to keep its
price high will be despised by his
countrymen. 27: A summary of vv.
24a, 25-26. 28: Cf. 10.2 and 1 1.4.
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He who makes trouble for his household shall
inherit the wind;
A fool is a slave to the wise-hearted.
The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life;
A wise man captivates people.
If the righteous on earth get their deserts,
How much more the wicked man and the
sinner.

who loves discipline loves knowledge;
1 2 He
He who spurns reproof is a brutish man.
2

3

4
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A good man earns the favor of the LoRD,
A man of intrigues, His condemnation.
A man cannot be established in wickedness,
But the root of the righteous will not be shaken
loose.
A capable wife is a crown for her husband,
But an incompetent one is like rot in his bones.
The purposes of the righteous are justice,
The schemes of the wicked are deceit.
The words of the wicked are a deadly ambush,
But the speech of the upright saves them.
Overturn the wicked and they are gone,
But the house of the righteous will endure.
A man is commended according to his
intelligence;
A twisted mind is held up to contempt.
Better to be lightly esteemed and have a servant
Than to put on airs and have no food.
A righteous man knows the needs of his beast,
But the compassion of the wicked is cruelty.
He who tills his land shall have food in plenty,
But he who pursues vanities is devoid of sense.
•The wicked covet the catch of evil men;
The root of the righteous yields [fruit]:•
Sinful speech is a trap for the evil man,
But the righteous escapes from trouble.
A man gets his fill of good from the fruit of his
speech;
One is repaid in kind for one's deeds.
The way of a fool is right in his own eyes;
But the wise man accepts advice.
A fool's vexation is known at once,
But a clever man conceals his humiliation.
He who testifies faithfully tells the truth,
But a false witness, deceit.

n-n Meauiug of Hcb. li11Ccrlnht.

PROV E R B S

1 1 . 29-1 2 . 1 7

29: A trouble-making son will in
herit nothing. The family slave
will do better than him; cf. 17.2.
1 2.1 : Sometimes even the wise
require reproof, but they, unlike
the fools, know enough to appreci
ate it. 4: The capable woman is
praised at length in JI.1o-JI.
6: The scenario in 1.8-19 illustrates
this verse. 7: When disaster
strikes, the wicked are the first to
disappear; cf. 10.25a. 9: In some
circumstances, material debase
ment is worse than lack of pres
tige. 1 0: The Bible shows concern
for animals. See also Exod. 22.29;
23.19; 34.26; Lev. 22.27, 28; Deut.
14.21; 22.6; 25·4· 1 1 : Cf. 28.19- 15: It
is wise to take counsel (v. 15b). The
fool is too smug to do so (v. 15a).

1 2.16-23: Proverbs on speech, ad
vocating restraint, honesty, and
gentleness.
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1 2 . 1 8-13 . 9

There is blunt talk like sword-thrusts,
But the speech of the wise is healing.
Truthful speech abides forever,
A lying tongue for but a moment.
Deceit is in the minds of those who plot evil;
For those who plan good there is joy.
No harm befalls the righteous,
But the wicked have their fill of misfortune.
Lying speech is an abomination to the LORD,
But those who act faithfully please Him.
A clever man conceals what he knows,
But the mind of a dullard cries out folly.
The hand of the diligent wields authority;
The negligent are held in subjection.
If there is anxiety in a man's mind let him quash it,
And turn it into joy with a good word.
A righteous man •·gives his friend direction,·•
But the way of the wicked leads astray.
A negligent man never has game to roast;
•-A diligent man has precious wealth.-•
The road of righteousness leads to life;
By way of its path there is no death.

1 3 A wise son-it is through the discipline of his
2
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4
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father;
A scoffer-he never heard reproof.
A man enjoys good from the fruit of his speech;
But out of the throat of the treacherous comes
lawlessness.
He who guards his tongueb preserves his life;
He who opens wide his lips, it is his ruin.
A lazy man craves, but has nothing;
The diligent shall feast on rich fare.
A righteous man hates lies;
The wicked man is vile and disgraceful.
Righteousness protects him whose way is
blameless;
Wickedness subverts the sinner.
One man pretends to be rich and has nothing;
Another professes to be poor and has much
wealth.
Riches are ransom for a man's life,
The poor never heard a reproof.
The light of the righteous is radiant;
The lamp of the wicked is extinguished.

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertni11.
b Lit. "mouth."

KETHUVIM
1 8: Though truth, even when criti
cal, is essential (v. 22), it should be
cushioned by being expressed in
gentle terms (15.1). 2 1 : An asser
tion about how things usually
work, not an absolute statement.
1 2.24-16.9: More contrasts.
1 2.24: Cf. 17.2. 25-26: Obscure.
27: The deceitful man may cheat
and "hunt" others, but he will get
no benefit from his gains. 28: The
second line was traditionally un
derstood as affirming immortality.
But the Heb is obscure, and even if
this translation is correct, it could
imply the avoidance of a prema
ture death. 13.2-3: Speech, lit.
"mouth." Throat, Heb "nefesh,"
also means "person" or "emotion."
Cf. 12.14a and 18.2oa. 7: This in
sight into human character derides
phonies and indirectly warns
the reader to avoid pretensions.
8: Contrary to 1 1.4, people some
times can save themselves by
money. A "ransom" is money
paid to get out of trouble. V. Bb
is puzzling. 9: Light or lamp are
metaphors for life itself but also
for the quality of life; cf. Job
18.5-6. Darkness is misery.
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•-Arrogance yields nothing but strife;·•
Wisdom belongs to those who seek advice.
Wealth may dwindle to less than nothing,
But he who gathers little by little increases it.
Hope deferred sickens the heart,
But desire realized is a tree of life.
He who disdains a precept will be injured thereby;
He who respects a command will be rewarded.
The instruction of a wise man is a fountain of life,
Enabling one to avoid deadly snares.
Good sense wins favor;
The way of treacherous men is unchanging.b
Every clever man acts knowledgeably,
But a dullard exposes his stupidity.
Harm befalls a wicked messenger;
A faithful courier brings healing.
Poverty and humiliation are for him who spurns
discipline;
But he who takes reproof to heart gets honor.
Desire realized is sweet to the soul;
To turn away from evil is abhorrent to the stupid.
He who keeps company with the wise becomes
wise,
But he who consorts with dullards comes to
grief.
Misfortune pursues sinners,
But the righteous are well rewarded.
A good man has what to bequeath to his
grandchildren,
For the wealth of sinners is stored up for the
righteous.
The tillage of the poor yields much food;
But substance is swept away for lack of
moderation.
He who spares the rod hates his son,
But he who loves him disciplines him early.
The righteous man eats to his heart's content,
But the belly of the wicked is empty.

1 4 The wisest of women builds her house,
2
3
4

But folly tears it down with its own hands.
He who maintains his integrity fears the LoRn;
A man of devious ways scorns Him.
In the mouth of a fool is a rod of haughtiness,
But the lips of the wise protect them.
If there are no oxen the crib is clean,

n-n Men11i11g of Hcb. llllartnill.

b Or "hnrs/1. ··

1 3 . 1 0-14.4

1 1 : It is a mistake to try to get rich
too quickly; see 10.22; 20.21; 28.20,
22. 1 2: The tree of life represents a
source of health and vitality (see
p8). 13-14: Precept (lit. "word")
and command refer to the teachings
of the wise. These save lives by
steering people away from deadly
temptations. 1 7: See 10.26 n.
23: Moderation, rather, "justice"
(Heb "mishpat"). A poor man's
plot of land can supply his needs,
but this is lost when injustice is
rife. 24: A paradox: a harshness in
spired by love, a leniency moti
vated by hatred. A lax parent is
treating his son as if he hated
him. See also 23.13-14; 29.17.
25: Cf. 10.3; 1).2, 4, 12, 19. Corpo
ral punishment was common in
the pre-modern world. 1 4.1: Fo/ly,
a foolish woman. 3: The speech of
the wise can protect them against
the pain caused by haughty, arro
gant words. Cf. 12.6. 4: Clean, that
is, empty of produce. It is a good
idea to invest in farming "equip
ment."
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14.5-14.25

But a rich harvest comes through the strength of
the ox.
An honest witness will not lie;
A false witness testifies lies.
A scoffer seeks wisdom in vain,
But knowledge comes easily to the intelligent
man.
Keep your distance from a dullard,
For you will not learn wise speech.
It is the wisdom of a clever man to understand his
course;
But the stupidity of the dullard is delusion.
Reparations mediate between fools,
Between the upright, good will.
The heart alone knows its bitterness,
And no outsider can share in its joy.
The house of the wicked will be demolished,
But the tent of the upright will flourish.
A road may seem right to a man,
But in the end it is a road to death.
The heart may ache even in laughter,
And joy may end in grief.
An unprincipled man reaps the fruits of his ways;
•·A good man, of his deeds. ·•
A simple person believes anything;
A clever man ponders his course.
A wise man is diffident and shuns evil,
But a dullard rushes in confidently.
An impatient man commits folly;
A man of intrigues will be hated.
Folly is the lot of the simple,
But clever men b-glory in knowledge:b
Evil men are brought low before the good,
So are the wicked at the gates of the righteous.
A pauper is despised even by his peers,
But a rich man has many friends.
He who despises his fellow is wrong;
He who shows pity for the lowly is happy.
Surely those who plan evil go astray,
While those who plan good earn steadfast love.
From all toil there is some gain,
But idle chatter is pure loss.
The ornament of the wise is their wealth;
The stupidity of dullards is stupidity.
A truthful witness saves lives;
He who testifies lies [spreads] deceit.

n-n Tnking 'a] ns front

'II;

cf Hos. 12.3.

l>-l> Menniug of Heb. uncerlnin.

- 1470-

6: A scoffer might desire wisdom
in the sense of learning or cun
ning, but he does not have the
ability to acquire it. Only one
with the right mind-set can do so.
9: Better: "Fools scorn a guilt offer
ing, but the upright find accep
tance." Fools lack the humility to
admit their guilt and to bring an
offering to expiate it. 10: No one
can truly understand what another
is feeling. This is restated in v. 13a.
16-1 7: Exercise caution and avoid
impulsiveness; similarly v. 29.
20-21: V. 21 seems to respond to
the rather cynical observation of
v. 20.
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Fear of the LoRD is a stronghold,
A refuge for a man's children.
Fear of the LoRD is a fountain of life,
Enabling one to avoid deadly snares.
A numerous people is the glory of a king;
Without a nation a ruler is ruined.
Patience results in much understanding;
Impatience gets folly as its portion.
A calm disposition gives bodily health;
Passion is rot to the bones.
He who withholds what is due to the poor affronts
his Maker;
He who shows pity for the needy honors Him.
The wicked man is felled by his own evil;
The righteous man finds security in his death.
Wisdom rests quietly in the mind of a prudent man,
But among dullards it makes itself known.
Righteousness exalts a nation;
Sin is a reproach to any people.
The king favors a capable servant;
He rages at an incompetent one.

1 5 A gentle response allays wrath;
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11

A harsh word provokes anger.
The tongue of the wise produces much
knowledge,
But the mouth of dullards pours out folly.
The eyes of the LORD are everywhere,
Observing the bad and the good.
A healing tongue is a tree of life,
But a devious one makes for a broken spirit.
A fool spurns the discipline of his father,
But one who heeds reproof becomes clever.
In the house of the righteous there is much
treasure,
But in the harvest of the wicked there is trouble.
The lips of the wise disseminate knowledge;
Not so the minds of dullards.
The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to
the LORD,
But the prayer of the upright pleases Him.
The way of the wicked is an abomination to the
LORD,
But He loves him who pursues righteousness.
Discipline seems bad to him who forsakes the way;
He who spurns reproof will die.
Sheol and Abaddon lie exposed to the LORD,
How much more the minds of men!
- 1471 -

1 4 . 26-1 5 . 1 1

26: A man's righteousness bene
fits his children as well; cf. 20.6.
27: For a contrasting notion, see
13.14, "The instruction of a wise
man is a fountain of Iife, enabling one
to avoid deadly snares. " The differ
ence between these two proverbs
highlights the way that the book
has ultimately combined largely
secular ("the instruction of a wise
man") and religious notions ("Fear
of the LoRD"). 30: Passion, rather,
"jealousy." 3 1 : The poor too are
God's handiwork (22.2). As such
they are worthy of respect, and
mistreating them is an affront to
their creator. 32: In the second line,
we should probably read "be
tumo," "in his innocence," for "be
moto," in his death. 33: The wise
man's wisdom is evident even
when he is in a crowd of fools.
15.3: This verse attributes "geo
graphical omniscience" to God,
namely that He sees everything
everywhere, but does not suggest
that God is omniscient in the sense
that He knows the future. 4: A
healing tongue, see 15.1. Tree of life,
see 3.18. A devious tongue disheart
ens others. Dishonesty is depress
ing. 5: The humility to accept chas
tisement is crucial to learning. See
1.7; 5.12; 6.23; 8.33. 6: The righ
teous get rich. The wicked too
might get rich, but their prosperity
will be tainted by strife and worry;
see 10.24. 8: Sacrifices and prayers
must be accompanied by ethical
behavior; see, e.g., 21.3; 1 Sam.
15.22b; Isa. 1.1o-17; 29.12; Amos
5.21-25; Mic. 6.6-8. 1 1 : God sees
everything, even hidden thoughts;
see v. 3· Abaddon, lit. "place of
destruction," a term found only
in wisdom literature (e.g., Job
26.6; 31.12; Ps. 88.12 [translated
"place of perdition"]); see also
27.20. Synonymous with Sheol,
it is the realm of the dead.
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1 5 . 1 2-1 5 . 3 3

The scoffer dislikes being reproved;
He will not resort to the wise.
A joyful heart makes a cheerful face;
A sad heart makes a despondent mood.
The mind of a prudent man seeks knowledge;
The mouth of the dullard pursues folly.
All the days of a poor man are wretched,
But contentment is a feast without end.
Better a little with fear of the LORD
Than great wealth with confusion.
Better a meal of vegetables where there is love
Than a fattened ox where there is hate.
A hot-tempered man provokes a quarrel;
A patient man calms strife.
The way of a lazy man is like a hedge of thorns,
But the path of the upright is paved.
A wise son makes his father happy;
A fool of a man humiliates his mother.
Folly is joy to one devoid of sense;
A prudent man walks a straight path.
Plans are foiled for want of counsel,
But they succeed through many advisers.
A ready response is a joy to a man,
And how good is a word rightly timed!
For an intelligent man the path of life leads upward,
In order to avoid Sheol below.
The LoRD will tear down the house of the proud,
But He will establish the homestead of the widow.
Evil thoughts are an abomination to the LoRD,
But pleasant words are pure.
He who pursues ill-gotten gain makes trouble for
his household;
He who spurns gifts will live long.
The heart• of the righteous man rehearses his
answer,
But the mouth of the wicked blurts out evil things.
The LoRD is far from the wicked,
But He hears the prayer of the righteous.
What brightens the eye gladdens the heart;
Good news puts fat on the bones.
He whose ear heeds the discipline of life
Lodges among the wise.
He who spurns discipline hates himself;
He who heeds reproof gains understanding.
The fear of the LORD is the discipline of wisdom;
Humility precedes honor.

a For leb as a so11rcc ofspeech, see 110/e to Eccl. 5.1.
- 1472-

13: One's emotions are visible on
his face and in his demeanor
(mood, lit. "spirit"). 15: To be sure,
the days of a poor man are (objec
tively) wretched-that is a fact of
life-but if he has inner happiness,
he enjoys, as it were, an unending
feast. This is confirmed by the next
verse. 1 6-17: This pair of sayings
probably derives from the Egyp
tian sage Amenemope, who said,
"Better is poverty in the hand of
the god than wealth in the store
house. Better is bread with a
happy heart than wealth with vex
ation" (§6; AEL 2.152). 20: See 10.1.
21 : The perverse values of the fool;
see 9-7-8- 22: This saying shows an
appreciation of collective, coopera
tive wisdom; see 24.6. 23: A word
rightly timed (lit. "a word in its
time"), which meets the needs of
the particular situation, is satisfy
ing to both speaker and listener.
24: See 2.18-19; 7.27; 15.19.
25: Homestead, lit. "boundary."
God will protect the widow's
property from encroachments by
the greedy. At the same time, it is
forbidden to attempt such en
croachments (22.28; 23.10). A
widow without grown sons had a
precarious legal status in ancient
Israel because only adult males
had independent access to the
courts. 30: What brightens the eye,
lit. "brightness of eye," an event
or report that makes one happy.
Fat or "moist" bones were identi
fied with health. 31-33: The
importance of being receptive
to correction; see J.l l-12.
16. 1 : Though one may plan what
he wants to say, God determines
what will actually come out; cf.
v. 9· These verses highlight divine
omnipotence rather than divine
omniscience. 2: Motives, lit.
"hearts," that is, thoughts. One
may smugly imagine that all his
deeds are pure (14.12), but God
sees deeper. Cf. 21.2; 1 Sam. 16.7.
3: Once one has done his work
and applied his wisdom to his
practical affairs, he should leave
the outcome to God and trust that
the results will be appropriate.
4: We would expect a proverb to
say that God made the evil day
(that is, a time of troubles) for the
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1 6 A man may arrange his thoughts,
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But what he says depends on the LORD.
All the ways of a man seem right to him,
But the LoRD probes motives.
Entrust your affairs to the LoRD,
And your plans will succeed.
The LORD made everything for a purpose,
Even the wicked for an evil day.
Every haughty person is an abomination to the
LORD;
Assuredly/ he will not go unpunished.
Iniquity is expiated by loyalty and faithfulness,
And evil is avoided through fear of the LORD.
When the LORD is pleased with a man's conduct,
He may turn even his enemies into allies.
Better a little with righteousness
Than a large income with injustice.
A man may plot out his course,
But it is the LORD who directs his steps.

There is magic on the lips of the king;
He cannot err in judgment.
Honest scales and balances are the LORD's;
All the weights in the bag are His work.
Wicked deeds are an abomination to kings,
For the throne is established by righteousness.
Truthful speech wins the favor of kings;
They love those who speak honestly.
The king's wrath is a messenger of death,
But a wise man can appease it.
The king's smile means life;
His favor is like a rain cloud in spring.
How much better to acquire wisdom than gold;
To acquire understanding is preferable to silver.
The highway of the upright avoids evil;
He who would preserve his life watches his
way.
Pride goes before ruin,
Arrogance, before failure.
Better to be humble and among the lowly
Than to share spoils with the proud.
He who is adept in a matter will attain success;
Happy is he who trusts in the LORD.
The wise-hearted is called discerning;
One whose speech is pleasing gains wisdom.

a Lit. "Hand to IJand"; 111�aning of Hrl1. llncrrtain.
- 1473-

16. 1-16.21

purpose of punishing the wicked.
This verse turns things around and
says that God made the evil man
so that the evil day will have some
one to punish. 7: God protects a
righteous man by encompassing
him in a sphere of peace. 8: Cf.
15.16. 9: Whatever a man's plans,
it is God who determines the out
come. See v. 1.

1 6. 1 0-1 5: The king's powers and
responsibilities. Sayings that de
clare the king' s powers and righ
teousness hold a mirror up to the
monarch and set forth an ideal for
him to emulate. On the king's
power, see 19.12; 20.2; 24.21. On
his righteousness, see 20.8, 26, 28;
22.11; 29.4, 14. Though Proverbs
holds kings and rulers in highest
esteem, it does not assume that
they are inevitably righteous (see
28.15). The concern with royal
matters is a very significant theme
in some Egyptian wisdom books,
which often focus on training
royal officials, but it is highlighted
less in Proverbs. 1 0b: Rather: "No
one can defy his command."
1 1 : See 11.1. 12: This proverb
seems meant for the attention of a
king or prince. 1 4-1 5: These prov
erbs speak to someone, such as a
royal scribe, who might find him
self close enough to the king to
dread his wrath or benefit from his
favor. Cf. Eccl. 8.1-5; 10-4-

1 6.16-17.28: Further maxims.
1 6.16: See 8.10. 1 7-20: Pride ver
sus trust in God. 1 8 : Goes before
means "precedes." An arrogant
overconfidence in one's abilities
to control his fate prepares the
way for disaster. 21-24: Wise
and gracious behavior is also
effective. 21 : Gains wisdom, or
"increases learning," i.e.,
teaches others effectively.

PROVERBS
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1 6 . 2 2- 1 7 . 7
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Good sense is a fountain of life to those who have
it,
And folly is the punishment of fools.
The mind of the wise man makes his speech
effective
And increases the wisdom on his lips.
Pleasant words are like a honeycomb,
Sweet to the palate and a cure for the body.
A road may seem right to a man,
But in the end it is a road to death.
The appetite of a laborer labors for him,
Because his hunger• b-forces him on.-b
A scoundrel plots< evil;
What is on his lips is like a scorching fire.
A shifty man stirs up strife,
And a querulous one alienates his friend.
A lawless man misleads his friend,
Making him take the wrong way.
He closes his eyes while meditating deception;
He purses his lips while deciding upon evil.
Gray hair is a crown of glory;
It is attained by the way of righteousness.
Better to be forbearing than mighty,
To have self-control than to conquer a city.
Lots are cast into the lap;
The decision depends on the LoRD.

1 7 Better a dry crust with peace
2

3

4
5

6
7

Than a house full of feasting with strife.
A capable servant will dominate an incompetent
son
And share the inheritance with the brothers.
For silver-the crucible;
For gold-the furnace,
And the LoRD tests the mind.
An evildoer listens to mischievous talk;
A liar gives ear to malicious words.
He who mocks the poor affronts his Maker;
He who rejoices over another 's misfortune will not
go unpunished.
Grandchildren are the crown of their elders,
And the glory of children is their parents.
Lofty words are not fitting for a villain;
Much less lying words for a great man.

n Lit. "mout/1."

b-b Men11i11g of Heb. uncertni11.

c Men11i11g ofHeb. 1//lcertnill.

25: People can be deluded about

the quality of their own behavior.
See 16.2. 26: Hunger, lit. "mouth."
Cf. Eccl. 6.7. 27-30: Three types of
evildoers and their harmful
speech. 27: The word translated
plots is "koreh," lit. "digs," or
"mines." The metaphor is of a
smelting furnace, which is hot and
dangerous. 29-30: Compare the
body language of the scoundrel in
6.13. His intentions are supposedly
readable in his facial expression.
31: Righteousness is supposed to
be the path to a long life. Hence
old age is an indicator of virtue,
though not an absolute one.
33: The casting of lots was a wide
spread means of divination in the
ancient world. In one form, names,
or "yes" and "no," would be writ
ten on stones, which were shaken
till one fell out. This was thought
to indicate what God wanted.
Some suggest that the priestly
Urim and Thummim (see Exod.
28.30) were lots, and the answer
ing of yes-no questions by God in
texts like Judg. 20.28 likely reflects
the casting of lots. 1 7.1: A house
full offeasting with strife, lit. "a
house full of sacrifices of strife."
When people took an animal to the
Temple as a sacrifice, they brought
most of the meat back home for
feasting. Better a crust of bread
than a luxurious banquet at which
there is quarreling. See 15.16--17 n.
2: Servant is more precisely ren
dered "slave," since such a person
was owned by his master or a t
least indentured to him. A capable
slave could rise to a position of re
sponsibility in a large household,
in spite of his legal inferiority.
3: A furnace tests or assays and pu
rifies ore by heating it until the
pure silver or gold melts and rises,
where it can be separated from
the heavier dross. The analogy,
then, implies more than God's
just looking into the heart. It im
plies a painful test to prove the
purity of the sufferer's faithful
ness. Prov. 3.12 expresses a similar
idea. 4: Liars and slanderers not
only speak lies and slanders, they
like to hear them. 5: See 14.31 n.
6: One generation can take pride
in another. 7: Lofty: better, "exces-
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A bribe seems like a charm to him who uses it;
He succeeds at every turn.
He who seeks love overlooks faults,
But he who harps on a matter alienates his
friend.
A rebuke works on an intelligent man
More than one hundred blows on a fool.
An evil man seeks only to rebel;
A ruthless messenger will be sent against him.
Sooner meet a bereaved she-bear
Than a fool with his nonsense.
Evil will never depart from the house
Of him who repays good with evil.
To start a quarrel is to open a sluice;
Before a dispute •·flares up,·• drop it.
To acquit the guilty and convict the innocent
Both are an abomination to the LoRD.
What good is money in the hand of a fool
To purchase wisdom, when he has no mind?
A friend is devoted at all times;
A brother is born to share adversity.
Devoid of sense is he who gives his hand
To stand surety for his fellow.
He who loves transgression loves strife;
He who builds a high threshold invites broken
bones.
Man of crooked mind comes to no good,
And he who speaks duplicity falls into trouble.
One begets a dullard to one's own grief;
The father of a villain has no joy.
A joyful heart makes for b·good health;·b
Despondency dries up the bones.
The wicked man draws a bribe out of his bosom
To pervert the course of justice.
Wisdom lies before the intelligent man;
The eyes of the dullard range to the ends of the
earth.
A stupid son is vexation for his father
And a heartache for the woman who bore him.
To punish the innocent is surely not right,
Or to flog the great for their uprightness.
A knowledgeable man is sparing with his words;
A man of understanding is reticent.
Even a fool, if he keeps silent, is deemed wise;
Intelligent, if he seals his lips.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertaiu.
b-b Or "a clteetful face"; meauiug of Heb. uuccrtaiu.
- 1475-

1 7 . 8- 1 7 . 28

sive." 8: This seems to praise
bribes, but it probably describes a
course of behavior that seems
valuable but is really destructive
(14.12; 16.2). 9: That is, faults or
offenses of others toward oneself.
1 0: This proverb counterbalances
the preceding by reminding us of
the importance of a rebuke. See
19.11. 1 1 : The "ruthless messen
ger" may be an angel, called
"messenger" ("mal'akh") in Heb.
1 2: Fools are not only a nuisance,
they are dangerous. 16: The fool
might think he can buy wisdom
whose prestige and practical ad
vantages he might covet-but he
lacks the wits (or the attitude) to
receive it. 1 8: On the dangers of
guaranteeing another's loan, see
6.1-5 n. 1 9: Perhaps building a tall
portal (not "threshold") to one's
house is a metaphor for displaying
arrogance. 21: See 10.1 n. 22: See
15. 3 0. 23: The Heb probably refers
to the wicked man's taking a bribe.
What is condemned is not gift
giving (see 18.16) but its misuse.
24: Wisdom is near at hand, and
the intelligent person sees it. The
dullard, in contrast, looks for wis
dom (which he might value in
the form of practical cleverness)
everywhere except right in front of
him. 25: See 10.1. 26: The second
line is better translated: "Or to
strike the noble man for his hon
esty," i.e., for speaking frankly.
"Noble" can refer to a generous
character. 27-28: The value of re
serve in speech. Reticent, actually,
"cool of spirit." The wise man (in
Egyptian wisdom too) is "cool,"
retaining his repose and control
ling his mouth even under provo
cation.

PROVERBS

18. 1-1 8.22

1 8 •·He who isolates himself pursues his desires;
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He disdains all competence:•
The fool does not desire understanding,
But only to air his thoughts.
Comes the wicked man comes derision,
And with the rogue, contempt.
The words a man speaks are deep waters,
A flowing stream, a fountain of wisdom.
It is not right to be partial to the guilty
And subvert the innocent in judgment.
The words of a fool lead to strife;
His speech invites blows.
The fool's speech is his ruin;
His words are a trap for him.
The words of a querulous man are bruising;b
They penetrate one's inmost parts.
One who is slack in his work
Is a brother to a vandal.
The name of the LoRD is a tower of strength
To which the righteous man runs and is safe.
The wealth of a rich man is his fortress;
•·In his fancy-• it is a protective wall.
Before ruin a man's heart is proud;
Humility goes before honor.
To answer a man before hearing him out
Is foolish and disgraceful.
A man's spirit can sustain him through illness;
But low spirits-who can bear them?
The mind of an intelligent man acquires
knowledge;
The ears of the wise seek out knowledge.
A man's gift eases his way
And gives him access to the great.
The first to plead his case seems right
Till the other party examines him.
The lot puts an end to strife
And separates those locked in dispute.
A brother offended is more formidable than a
stronghold;
Such strife is like the bars of a fortress.
A man's belly is filled by the fruit of his mouth;
He will be filled by the produce of his lips.
Death and life are in the power of the tongue;
Those who love it will eat its fruit.
He who finds a wife has found happiness
And has won the favor of the LoRD.

a-n Menning ofHeb. IIIICertaill.

b Men11i11g of Heb. IIIICertnill.
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18.1-8: Maxims on speech and its
potentials. 1 : Obscure. 4: Human
speech has the potential to be a
deep fount of wisdom. 5-8: The
fool's speech incites strife and thus
harms both himself and others.

1 8.9-22.16: Further maxims.
1 8.9: An idler causes damage not
only to himself but also to those
who work with him and depend
on his contribution to the enter
prise. 10-1 1 : The juxtaposition of
these two antithetical proverbs
may contrast real (v. 10) and delu
sive (v. 11) fortresses. 1 2: Pride
leads to destructive overconfi
dence, whereas humility precedes
and opens the way to wisdom and
prudence. 14: One's frame of mind
has powerful psychosomatic ef
fects. 15: One who is truly wise
continues to seek for knowledge
beyond what he already has.
16: This proverb just gives practi
cal advice. While bribes to subvert
justice are condemned (17.23;
Deut. 10.17; 16.19), other sorts of
gifts and payments (to gain access
to an official, for example) are
acceptable (Prov. 18.16; 21.14).
17: A cautionary message to
judges and officials: do not jump
to conclusions, but wait until
all the facts are before you.
18: See 16.33 n. 20-21: One bears
the effects of his own words.
22: Marriage is a blessing. There
may be exceptions (e.g., 19.13;
21.9, 19), but this is the rule.

KETHUVIM
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The poor man speaks beseechingly;
The rich man's answer is harsh.
There are companions to keep one company,
And there is a friend more devoted than a
brother.

1 9 Better a poor man who lives blamelessly
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Than one who speaks perversely and is a
dullard.
A person without knowledge is surely not good;
He who moves hurriedly blunders.
A man's folly subverts his way,
And his heart rages against the LoRD.
Wealth makes many friends,
But a poor man loses his last friend.
A false witness will not go unpunished;
He who testifies lies will not escape.
Many court the favor of a great man,
And all are the friends of a dispenser of gifts.
All the brothers of a poor man despise him;
How much more is he shunned by his friends!
•·He who pursues words-they are of no avaiL-•
He who acquires wisdom is his own best friend;
He preserves understanding and attains
happiness.
A false witness will not go unpunished;
He who testifies falsely is doomed.
Luxury is not fitting for a dullard,
Much less that a servant rule over princes.
A man shows intelligence by his forebearance;
It is his glory when he overlooks an offense.
The rage of a king is like the roar of a lion;
His favor is like dew upon the grass.
A stupid son is a calamity to his father;
The nagging of a wife is like the endless dripping
of water.
Property and riches are bequeathed by fathers,
But an efficient wife comes from the LoRD.
Laziness induces sleep,
And a negligent person will go hungry.
He who has regard for his life pays regard to
commandments;
He who is heedless of his ways will die.
He who is generous to the poor makes a loan to
the LoRD;
He will repay him his due.

a-a Mea11ing ofHeb. 1111certain.

PROVERBS

18.23-19.17

23: This is the way things are,
not the way they should be.

24: Two levels of friendship.
19.3: People blame God for trou
bles they bring on themselves.
4, 6-7: Further observations on so
cial realities, which are not always
fair. A line seems to be missing
before 7c, which is not balanced.
8: Wisdom, lit. "heart." "Acquiring
a heart"-gaining the right mind
set-is a prerequisite to gaining
wisdom. 1 0: The Sages had a con
servative view of society. While
they demanded fair and compas
sionate treatment of the lower
classes, they assumed that the
structure of society as they knew it
was fundamentally the right one.
Hence it was thought unseemly
for a servn11t (more precisely
"slave") to rule over pri11ces (see
30.21-22). 1 1 : This refers to over
looking an offense against oneself
(cf. 10.12). 1 2: An expression of
awe at the power of the king; see
16. 14-15; cf. 20.2. 13: This proverb
does not condemn all women any
more than it condemns all sons.
Like the entirety of Proverbs, how
ever, it does evaluate relationships
from the standpoint of the adult
male. There is no comparable criti
cism about a vexatious husband,
except in a general way in 11.29.
14: Counterbalancing v. 13, this
proverb declares the value of a
(good) wife. Cf. 31.1D-31. Efjicic111:
better, "intelligent" or "insightful."

PROVERBS
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Discipline your son while there is still hope,
And • do not b·set your heart on his destruction:b
A hot-tempered man incurs punishment;
<·If you try to save him you will only make it
worse:<
Listen to advice and accept discipline
In order that you may be wise in the end.
Many designs are in a man's mind,
But it is the LORD's plan that is accomplished.
<·Greed is a reproach to a man;·<
Better be poor than a liar.
He who fears the LORD earns life;
<-He shall abide in contentment,·<
Free from misfortune.
The lazy man buries his hand in the bowl;
He will not even bring it to his mouth.
Beat the scoffer and the simple will become clever;
Reprove an intelligent man and he gains
knowledge.
A son who causes shame and disgrace
Plunders his father, puts his mother to flight.
My son, cease to stray from words of knowledge
And receive discipline.
A malicious witness scoffs at justice,
And the speech of the wicked conceals mischief.
Punishments are in store for scoffers
And blows for the backs of dullards.

is a scoffer, strong drink a roisterer;
He who is muddled by them will not grow wise.
2 0 Wine
The terror of a king is like the roar of a lion;
2
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1 9 . 1 8-20 . 8

He who provokes his anger risks his life.
It is honorable for a man to desist from strife,
But every fool <·becomes embroiled:<
In winter the lazy man does not plow;
At harvesttime he seeks, and finds nothing.
The designs in a man's mind are deep waters,
But a man of understanding can draw them out.
He calls many a man his loyal friend,
But who can find a faithful man?
The righteous man lives blamelessly;
Happy are his children who come after him.
The king seated on the throne of judgment
Can winnow out all evil by his glance.

a Or "But. "
b-b Or "pay attention to his moaning. "
c-c Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

18: See 13.24 n. 24: A humorous
picture of extreme sloth. 25: A
"simple" or uneducated boy may
take warning from seeing the
scoffer beaten. (The scoffer himself
is probably hopeless.) But verbal
rebukes are enough to straighten
out an intelligent person. 28: Con
ceals, better, "gobbles up." Mischief
(or "iniquity") is the wicked
person's "food." See 4·17· 29: Im
plicit threats like these suggest
that the intended audience of the
collection (but not necessarily of
the individual proverbs) is a boy,
a son or pupil. 20. 1 : Wine and
strong drink (more likely, "beer")
are personified, as if they were
drunken men. 3: Conflicts often
revolve on questions of "honor,"
but the true honor belongs to him
who refrains from strife. 5: Deep,
concealed and hard to discover.
Draw . out or "draw up," as
one draws water. 6: He, indefinite:
"a man." 8: The royal ideal.
. .
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Who can say, "I have cleansed my heart,
I am purged of my sin"?
False weights and false measures,
Both are an abomination to the LoRD.
A child may be dissembling in his behavior
Even though his actions are blameless and proper.
The ear that hears, the eye that seesThe LORD made them both.
Do not love sleep lest you be impoverished;
Keep your eyes open and you will have plenty of
food.
"Bad, bad," says the buyer,
But having moved off, he congratulates himself.
Gold is plentiful, jewels abundant,
But wise speech is a precious object.
Seize his garment, for he stood surety for another;•
Take it as a pledge, [for he stood surety] for an
unfamiliar woman.
Bread gained by fraud may be tasty to a man,
But later his mouth will be filled with gravel.
Plans laid in council will succeed;
Wage war with stratagems.
He who gives away secrets is a base fellow;
Do not take up with a garrulous man.
One who reviles his father or mother,
Light will fail him when darkness comes.
An estate acquired in haste at the outset
Will not be blessed in the end.
Do not say, "I will requite evil";
Put your hope in the LoRD and He will deliver
you.
False weights are an abomination to the LoRD;
Dishonest scales are not right.
A man's steps are decided by the LoRD;
What does a man know about his own way?
It is a snare for a man bto pledge a sacred gift
rashly-b
And to give thought to his vows only after they
have been made.
A wise king winnows out the wicked,
And turns the wheel upon them.
The lifebreath of man is the lamp of the LORD
Revealing all his inmost parts.
Faithfulness and loyalty protect the king;
He maintains his throne by faithfulness.

a Or "a strartgrr. "
b-b Meanirtg of Hcb. urtcertnirt.

PROVERBS

2 0 . 9-20 .28

9: No human is free of inner sins.
This may respond to the perhaps
too reverent view of the king in
v. 8. 1 0: See 11.1 and cf. Deut. 25.13.
An ephah was the most common
dry measure, about 23 liters (21
qts). 1 1 : An observation of human
nature. 1 2: God gave humans
these faculties, which are the
sources of wisdom, so He certainly
wants them used. 14: Dissembling
is common both in the market and
in life in general. 1 6: These are the
words the lender might say when
a man guaranteed the loan of a
stranger, who then defaulted. See
6.1-5. The "garment" is a large
cloak that one could wear in the
cold and wrap himself in at night.
Its importance is shown by the fact
that Torah (Exod. 22.25-26; Deut.
24.12-13) requires that a garment
given in pledge be returned each
evening so its owner could use it.
1 7: Stolen pleasures have a spe
cial-and deceptive-tang; see
g .1 7b . 1 8: Better, "Plans made with
counsel." Plans made in group de
liberation are more effective. See
1 1 . 14; 24.6. 20: Light will fail may
imply tha t such a man will leave
no children of his own when he
dies. 21: See 10.22. 24: Expressions
of humility such as this saying
counterbalance the confident as
sumption, expressed in numerous
proverbs, that humans can deter
mine the course of their lives by
choosing the right path. The n�
tion of divine inscrutability in
forms other ancient Near Eastern
wisdom literature as well, and
may be a main theme of the
LoRD's speeches in Job chs 38-41.
25: Vows were taken very seri
ously; see Lev. 27.28-29; Eccl.
5-3-5 · The Rabbis discouraged the
making of vows but also devel
oped legal means for releasing
people from precipitous vows.
One formula for this is retained in
the Kol Nidre ("All vows," an
early medieval prayer on the eve
of Yom Kippur for the nullification
of vows). 26: Winnows: Wheat was
thrown in the air so that the wind
would blow away the useless chaff
and leave the good grain. A heavy
wheel was rolled over grain to
crack the husk. 27: The breath that

PROVERBS
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2 0 . 2 9 -2 1 . 1 9

The glory of youths is their strength;
The majesty of old men is their gray hair.
Bruises and wounds are repayment• for evil,
Striking at one's inmost parts.

2 1 Like channeled water is the mind of the king in
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the LORD's hand;
He directs it to whatever He wishes.
All the ways of a man seem right to him,
But the LORD probes the mind.
To do what is right and just
Is more desired by the LoRD than sacrifice.
Haughty looks, a proud heartThe tillage of the wicked is sinful.
The plans of the diligent make only for gain;
All rash haste makes only for loss.
Treasures acquired by a lying tongue
b·Are like driven vapor, heading for extinction:b
The violence of the wicked sweeps them away,
For they refuse to act justly.
The way of a man may be tortuous and strange,
Though his actions are blameless and proper.
Dwelling in the corner of a roof is better
Than a contentious wife in a b·spacious house:b
The desire of the wicked is set upon evil;
His fellowman finds no favor in his eyes.
When a scoffer is punished, the simple man is
edified;
When a wise man is taught, he gains insight.
The Righteous One observes the house of the
wicked man;
He subverts the wicked to their ruin.
Who stops his ears at the cry of the wretched,
He too will call and not be answered.
A gift in secret subdues anger,
A present in private, fierce rage.
Justice done is a joy to the righteous,
To evildoers, ruination.
A man who strays from the path of prudence
Will rest in the company of ghosts.
He who loves pleasure comes to want;
He who loves wine and oil does not grow rich.
The wicked are the ransom of the righteous;
The traitor comes in place of the upright.
It is better to live in the desert
Than with a contentious, vexatious wife.

a Meaning of Heb. uucertain.

b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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gives man life illuminates the
depths of the human soul. The
concept behind this is not clear.
29: This expresses appreciation for
the glories of both youth and old
age, the sign of which is gray hair.
Old age was something to take
pride in, for it implied (in the
Sages' view) both a successful
life and the wisdom of years.
21.1: The king's intentions are
under God's control and thus
express his will. Channeled water
is used in irrigation and is pro
ductive. This proverb expresses
great esteem for kingship. See
16.1o-15 n. 2: God perceives a
human's subconscious intentions,
possibly finding (and judging)
unworthy a ttitudes that even
their possessor is unaware of.
3: Cf. 15.8; contrast 21.27. 4: The
tillage of the wicked-what they
produce-is "sin" (rather than
sinful). 5: Cf. 19.2; 28.20. 6: Wealth
acquired dishonestly is both
ephemeral and deadly. Heading for
extinction should be emended to
"deadly snares." 8: Strange and
even circuitous behavior is not al
ways immoral. 1 1 : He in the sec
ond line is probably the simple man
(actually "simple one," probably
meaning a boy). The simple, cal
low boy can learn by observing
how others are "taught," each in
his own way; cf. 19.25. 1 3: If one
ignores the suffering of others,
God will ignore his cry when he
gets into trouble. 14: Present, more
precisely, "bribe." Gifts or bribes
were acceptable, even recom
mended, if the intention was good;
see 18.16 n. Gifts might be used to
placate an angry official or a man
who considered himself wronged.
1 7: Pleasure refers to feasting.
One who loves sybaritic pleasures
too much will squander his time
and his money. 1 8: The underlying
notion is that when God is angry
(at a nation, for example), His
anger is assuaged by the punish
ment of the wicked. They take the
place of the upright, who might
otherwise have suffered in the
general catastrophe. Cf. 11.8.
1 9: See 19.13. 22: The power of
wisdom in war; see 16.32; 24.6;
contrast 21.31. 23: The importance
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Precious treasure and oil are in the house of the
wise man,
And a fool of a man will run through them.
He who strives to do good and kind deeds
Attains life, success, and honor.
One wise man prevailed over a city of warriors
And brought down its mighty stronghold.
He who guards his mouth and tongue
Guards himself from trouble.
The proud, insolent man, scoffer is his name,
Acts in a frenzy of insolence.
The craving of a lazy man kills him,
For his hands refuse to work.
All day long he is seized with craving
While the righteous man gives without stint.
The sacrifice of the wicked man is an
abomination,
The more so as he offers it in depravity.
A false witness is doomed,
But one who really heard will testify with
success.
The wicked man is brazen-faced;
The upright man discerns his course.
No wisdom, no prudence, and no counsel
Can prevail against the LORD.
The horse is readied for the day of battle,
But victory comes from the LoRD.

Repute
is better than silver and gold.
2 2 Grace
Rich man and poor man meet;

is preferable to great wealth,

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The LoRD made them both.
The shrewd man saw trouble and took cover;
The simple kept going and paid the penalty.
The effect of humility is fear of the LORD,
Wealth, honor, and life.
Thorns and snares are in the path of the crooked;
He who values his life will keep far from them.
Train a lad in the way he ought to go;
He will not swerve from it even in old age.
The rich rule the poor,
And the borrower is a slave to the lender.
He who sows injustice shall reap misfortune;
His rod of wrath shall fail.
The generous man is blessed,
For he gives of his bread to the poor.
Expel the scoffer and contention departs,
Quarrel and contumely cease.

PROVERBS

2 1 . 20-2 2 . 1 0

of controlling one's speech, to
avoid blurting out offensive or stu
pid things; see 4.23. 25-26: These
sayings are linked by the word
craving, but they are independent
thoughts. The lazy man is wracked
with his appetites, but he refuses
to work to satisfy them. In contrast
to a greedy man, the righteous
man is generous. 27: See 15.8.
30-3 1 : No intellectual skills are ef
fective if they are used contrary to
God's will. Prudence, better, "un
derstanding." 22. 1 : Grace, "good
favor," the favor or esteem which
others have for oneself. 2: When
rich and poor come together, their
differences are accentuated, and
the sage does not blur them (v. 7).
But they are both God's handi
work, and the rich man should
keep this in mind. 7: A warning
against borrowing money. 8: Rod, a
flail used in threshing grain. The
power of the unjust man's anger
will prove ineffective. 10: The
scoffer, arrogant and contemptu
ous of others (21.24), provokes
quarrels wherever he goes.
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22 . 1 1-22.24

A pure-hearted friend,
His speech is gracious;
He has the king for his companion.
The eyes of the LORD watch the wise man;
He subverts the words of the treacherous.
The lazy man says, "There's a lion in the street;
I shall be killed •·if I step outside."·•
The mouth of a forbiddenb woman is a deep pit;
He who is doomed by the LORD falls into it.
If folly settles in the heart of a lad,
The rod of discipline will remove it.
To profit by withholding what is due to the poor
Is like making gifts to the rich-pure loss.
Incline your ear and listen to the words of the
sages;
Pay attention to my wisdom.
It is good that you store them inside you,
And that all of them be constantly on your lips,
That you may put your trust in the LoRD.
I let you know today-yes, youIndeed, I wrote down for you <·a threefold lore,·<
Wise counsel,
To let you know truly reliable words,
That you may give a faithful reply to him who
sent you.
Do not rob the wretched because he is wretched;
Do not crush the poor man in the gate;
For the LoRD will take up their cause
And despoil those who despoil them of life.
Do not associate with an irascible man,
Or go about with one who is hot-tempered,

a-a Lit. "in the square. "

b Lit. "strange. "

1 1 : The king wants honest, gra
cious men for his intimates. This
proverb seems to be directed to
someone who spends his time in
the royal court. 1 2: The wise man,
rather, "knowledge." God protects
authentic knowledge and gives it
success, whereas He foils the de
ceits of the treacherous. 1 3: The
lazy man finds the silliest excuses
to beg off work; cf. 26.13. 14: The
strange woman (see 2.16) works
her seduction above all by her slip
pery speech. Falling into her trap
is so deadly it must be reckoned a
sign of divine anger. 16: Better,

c·c

Meaning of Heb. III!Certain.

"There is one who oppresses the
poor, yet makes him (the poor
man) profit, and there is one who
gives to a rich man, yet he (the rich
man) ends up lacking." This is a
paradox like 13.7a, and shows that
humans do not always know and
control the effects of their actions.

22.1 7-24.22: Collection III. These
are mostly admonitions ("Do
not . . . "), and in contrast to the
previous collection, are often
longer than a single two-part
verse. Many are particularly rele
vant to a young man looking for-

ward to his career. They empha
size the inner virtues of humility,
compassion, and serenity. Three
sections (A-C) are discernible.

22.17-23.1 1 : Collection III, sec

tion A. Since 1923 it has been rec
ognized that 22.17-23. 1 1 is based
on the Egyptian "Instruction of
Amenemope." Though there may
be centuries of reworking from the
time the Egyptian book was trans
lated into the Canaanite predeces
sor of Hebrew, the relationship is
close, and the sayings in this unit
follow the order of the parallel
sayings in Amenemope. In the fol
lowing, the parallel passages in
Amenemope are indicated by
chapter number (§) and can be
found for example in AEL
2.146-63. 22.17: We should read,
"The words of the sages. Incline
your ear and listen, pay attention
to my words." By this reading, this
unit too has a title, "Words of the
Sages." Cf. 24.23. 1 7b-21 : The pro
logue. This is similar to the pro
logue of Amenemope (AEL 2. 148)
and a sentence from its conclusion,
§30. It also resembles the Calls to
A ttention in Proverbs 1-<). 20: A
t/Jreefold lore, Heb "shalishim"
means "officers," which was tradi
tionally construed to mean "excel
lent things." But at the end of his
book, Amenemope tells his son,
"Look to these thirty chapters.
They inform; they educate" (AEL
2.162). This suggests that we
change the vowels of the Heb
word to read "sheloshim,"
"thirty." There is disagreement,
however, on identifying thirty
proverbs in the present form of
section A. 21: Amenemope's pro
logue promises to teach the reader
"To reply to one who sends a mes
sage." Proper "replies" are a topic
of special concern in Egyptian wis
dom-though not in Prov. 22.1723.11, in spite of the present verse.
22-23: The wretched man's
wretchedness is a reason not to
cheat him. The city gate was where
disputes and legal cases were ad
judicated. The poor may lack a
human protector, but they have a
divine one. 24: Cf. Amenemope
§9. 26-27: See 6.1-5 n. Bed is a
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Lest you learn his ways
And find yourself ensnared.
Do not be one of those who give their hand,
Who stand surety for debts,
Lest your bed be taken from under you
When you have no money to pay.
Do not remove the ancient boundary stone
That your ancestors set up.
See a man skilled at his work
He shall attend upon kings;
He shall not attend upon •·obscure men.-•

2 3 When you sit down to dine with a ruler,
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14

Consider well who is before you.
Thrust a knife into your gullet
If you have a large appetite.
Do not crave for his dainties,
For they are counterfeit food.

Do not toil to gain wealth;
Have the sense to desist.
You see it, then it is gone;
It grows wings and flies away,
Like an eagle, heavenward.
Do not eat of a stingy man's food;
Do not crave for his dainties;
He is like one keeping accounts;
"Eat and drink," he says to you,
But he does not really mean it.
The morsel you eat you will vomit;
You will waste your courteous words.
Do not speak to a dullard,
For he will disdain your sensible words.
Do not remove ancient boundary stones;
Do not encroach upon the field of orphans,
For they have a mighty Kinsman,
And He will surely take up their cause with you.
Apply your mind to discipline
And your ears to wise sayings.
Do not withhold discipline from a child;
If you beat him with a rod he will not die.
Beat him with a rod
And you will save him from the grave.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

PROV E R B S

22.25-23 . 14

blanket or garment a person
would roll up in. Though a debtor
had some legal protection in this
regard (see 20.16 n.), a guarantor
did not. 28: Moving a boundary
stone between your land and your
neighbor's was a grave offense,
because it was easily done and
hard to detect. See 23.10; Deut.
19.14; Amenemope §6. 29-30: This
unit aims to train young men who
would likely become officials, and,
if very successful, might even land
a job in the royal court. Cf. Amen
emope §30. 23.1-3: Proper com
portment at a ruler's table: When
dining with a ruler, control your
appetite. A ruler may be any supe
rior. Egyptian writings give similar
instructions and show that formal
dinners headed by a superior offi
cial had a role in professional life
(cf. Amenemope §23). The official
showed whom he favored among
his underlings by giving them
different size portions (see Gen.
43-34). 1 : Consider well, that is, look
at the portion you receive and not
what others get. Thrust a knife into
your gullet, control your appetite at
all costs. His dainties are counfe1jeit
food in the sense that if you fill up
on them, you may find the result
dissatisfying. 4-5: An extension of
the principle of vv. 1-y Do not be
greedy. If you s train for wealth, it
disappears. Cf: 28.20; Amenemope
§7. 6-8: Dinner with a stingy man
is an occasion of hypocrisy on all
sides and is nauseating. 9: Some
people just cannot learn; see
9-7-10. 1 0-1 1 : See 22.28. Kinsman,
rather, "redeemer," one who will
punish the transgressor. The re
deemer was originally a kinsman
who could sue on behalf of the
widow and orphan in the "gate";
see 22.22-23.

23.1 2-35: Collection III, section

B. Advice addressed to a son in
an affectionate tone, emphasizing
the joy parents get from wise and
upright children and the misery
they suffer from foolish ones.
1 3-14: Corporal punishment
can save a child from sins tha t
will lead to his death; see 13.24.
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2 } . 1 5 - 2 J. } 4

My son, if your mind gets wisdom,
My mind, too, will be gladdened.
I shall rejoice with all my heart•
When your lips speak right things.
Do not envy sinners in your heart,
But only God-fearing men, at all times,
For then you will have a future,
And your hope will never fail.
Listen, my son, and get wisdom;
Lead your mind in a [proper] path.
Do not be of those who guzzle wine,
Or glut themselves on meat;
For guzzlers and gluttons will be impoverished,
And drowsing will clothe you in tatters.
Listen to your father who begot you;
Do not disdain your mother when she is old.
Buy truth and never sell it,
And wisdom, discipline, and understanding.
The father of a righteous man will exult;
He who begets a wise son will rejoice in him.
Your father and mother will rejoice;
She who bore you will exult.
Give your mind to me, my son;
Let your eyes watch my ways.
A harlot is a deep pit;
A forbidden b woman is a narrow well.
She too lies in wait as if for prey,
And destroys the unfaithful among men.
Who cries, "Woe!" who, "Alas!";
Who has quarrels, who complaints;
Who has wounds without cause;
Who has bleary eyes?
Those whom wine keeps till the small hours,
Those who gather to drain the cups.
Do not ogle that red wine
As it lends its color to the cup,
As it flows on smoothly;
In the end, it bites like a snake;
It spits like a basilisk.
Your eyes will see strange sights;
Your heart< will speak distorted things.
You will be like one lying in bed on high seas,
Like one lying d·on top of the rigging:d

a Lit. "kid11rys. " b Lit. "n/ie11."
c See 11olr to 15.28.
d-d Men11i11g of Hcb. 111/Ccrtnill.
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1 7-1 8: Admire the God-fearing.
20-21: A life of dissolution and
indulgence will lead to poverty.
22: Cf. 30.17. 27-28: Avoid harlots.
There is a pun here: A woman's
sexuality is a pit and a well. With
the wrong woman, these are pit
falls (22.14). The sexuality of a
man's own wife, however, is a
blessed, joyous, productive well
(5.15-18). 29-35: A humorous and
caustic portrayal of the drunkard.
He acts like a fool, staggers around
in inebriation, and has a horrible
hangover. But he starts again the
next day.
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"They struck me, but I felt no hurt;
They beat me, but I was unaware;
As often as I wake,
I go after it again."

2 4 Do not envy evil men;
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12

13
14

15

Do not desire to be with them;
For their hearts• talk violence,
And their lips speak mischief.

A house is built by wisdom,
And is established by understanding;
By knowledge are its rooms filled
With all precious and beautiful things.
A wise man is strength;
A knowledgeable man exerts power;
For by stratagems you wage war,
And victory comes with much planning.
Wisdom is too lofty for a fool;
He does not open his mouth in the gate.
He who lays plans to do harm
Is called by men a schemer.
The schemes of folly are sin,
And a scoffer is an abomination to men.
If you showed yourself slack in time of trouble,
Wanting in power,
If you refrained from rescuing those taken off to
death,
Those condemned to slaughterIf you say, "We knew nothing of it,"
Surely He who fathoms hearts will discern [the
truth],
He who watches over your life will know it,
And He will pay each man as he deserves.
My son, eat honey, for it is good;
Let its sweet drops be on your palate.
Know: such is wisdom for your soul;
If you attain it, there is a future;
Your hope will not be cut off.
Wicked man! Do not lurk by the home of the
righteous man;
Do no violence to his dwelling.

n See note to

15.28.

PROVERBS
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24.1-22: Collection Ill, section C.

Maxims mostly praising wisdom
and condemning the schemes of
the wicked. 1-2: Of the various
dangers that evil people present,
Proverbs emphasizes their bad in
fluence on those who consort with
them rather than the harm they in
flict directly. 3-6: True prosperity
(vv. 3-4) and strength (vv. 5-6)
comes from wisdom, not from ne
farious schemes and crude exer
cise of power. 7: The fool does
not-or rather, "cannot"--open
his mouth insofar as no one will
pay attention to him. Gate,
see 1.2o-21 n. 8-9: Like folly,
scheming is held in contempt.
1 0-1 2: The obligation to fight in
justice: It is not enough to refrain
from committing injustices; you
must actively try to prevent them.
Rescuing may refer to standing up
for an unjustly accused defendant
in a capital case. 1 3-14: Learning
wisdom is not just a matter of hard
work and harsh discipline. If pur
sued with love, learning is a joy.
Ps. 119.103 uses similar language
about Torah. 1 5: Wicked man
looks like a pointless addition.
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24 . 1 6-24 . 3 3

Seven times the righteous man falls and gets
up,
While the wicked are tripped by one misfortune.
[f your enemy falls, do not exult;

If he trips, let your heart not rejoice,
Lest the LORD see it and be displeased,
And avert His wrath from him.
Do not be vexed by evildoers;
Do not be incensed by the wicked;
For there is no future for the evil man;
The lamp of the wicked goes out.
Fear the LoRD, my son, and the king,
And do not mix with dissenters,
For disaster comes from them suddenly;
The doom both decree who can foreknow?
These also are by the sages:
It is not right to be partial in judgment.
He who says to the guilty, "You are innocent,"
Shall be cursed by peoples,
Damned by nations;
But it shall go well with them who decide justly;
Blessings of good things will light upon them.
Giving a straightforward reply
Is like giving a kiss.
Put your external affairs in order,
Get ready what you have in the field,
Then build yourself a home.
Do not be a witness against your fellow without
good cause;
Would you mislead with your speech?
Do not say, "I will do to him what he did to me;
I will pay the man what he deserves."
I passed by the field of a lazy man,
By the vineyard of a man lacking sense.
It was all overgrown with thorns;
Its surface was covered with chickweed,
And its stone fence lay in ruins.
I observed and took it to heart;
I saw it and learned a lesson.
A bit more sleep, a bit more slumber,
A bit more hugging yourself in bed,
- 1486-
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16: The righteous have a "future"
(v. 14b) because they can recover
from misfortune, but wickedness
is a dead-end road (vv. Hr20).
1 7-19: God resents it when you
gloat at another's suffering, even
if deserved, and might punish
you by failing to punish him. Cf.
25.21-22; contrast 11.10b. 21: The
striking parallelism between the
LoRD and the king suggests that the
Sages held kingship in awe and
believed in the fundamental right
ness of the social order as they
knew it. See 16.1o-15 n.
24.23-34: Collection IV. This
short collection is ascribed to
anonymous sages. 23-24, 28:
Honesty in judgment. 25-26: Them
who decide justly, or, " those who
give reproof." Honest words, like
kisses, are an expression of love
(v. 26) and one who reproves oth
ers, though ostensibly harsh, will
receive praise and good wishes in
the end. 27: Lay the right ground
work for your home, and for major
projects generally. 29: Do not seek
revenge on your own; rather rely
on God to execute justice (see
24.12b). 30-34: A little narrative
illustrating the consequences of
sloth. The sage passed by the field
of the lazy man and saw it had
gone wild. He draws a lesson by
applying a proverb, vv. 33-34,
which is found also in 6.1o-11 (see
6.11 n.).
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And poverty will come •·calling upon you,·•
And want, like a man with a shield.

2 5 These too are proverbs of Solomon, which the men
of King Hezekiah of Judah copied:

2
3

4
5
6
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14
15
16

It is the glory of God to conceal a matter,
And the glory of a king to plumb a matter.
Like the heavens in their height, like the earth in
its depth,
Is the mind of kings-unfathomable.
The dross having been separated from the silver,
A vessel emerged for the smith.
Remove the wicked from the king's presence,
And his throne will be established in justice.
Do not exalt yourself in the king's presence;
Do not stand in the place of nobles.
For it is better to be told, "Step up here,"
Than to be degraded in the presence of the great.
Do not let what your eyes have seen
Be vented rashly in a quarrel;
Thinkb of what it will effect in the end,
When your fellow puts you to shame.
Defend your right against your fellow,
But do not give away the secrets of another,
Lest he who hears it reproach you,
And your bad repute never end.
Like golden apples in silver showpieces<
Is a phrase well turned.
Like a ring of gold, a golden ornament,
Is a wise man's reproof in a receptive ear.
Like the coldness of snow at harvesttime
Is a trusty messenger to those who send him;
He lifts his master's spirits.
Like clouds, wind-but no rain
Is one who boasts of gifts not given.
Through forbearance a ruler may be won over;
A gentle tongue can break bones.
If you find honey, eat only what you need,
Lest, surfeiting yourself, you throw it up.

a-a Meani11g of Heb. uncertain.

b Lit. "Lest."

25.1-29.27: Collection V. Charac
teristic of this collection is the fre
quency of proverbial comparisons
in which an image (e.g., "Like
clouds, wind-but no rain-" in

c Menning ofHeb. uncertain.

v. 14a) is followed by the phenom
enon being described (e.g., "one
who boasts of gifts not given,"
v. 14b). 25.1 : Copied, better, " trans
mitted" or "collected." This shows

2 4 . 3 4-25 . 1 6

that the royal court in Israel, as
elsewhere in the ancient Near East,
was one place where traditional
wisdom was collected and put in
writing. Hezekiah reigned from
715 to 687 BCE. These too of this
superscription refers back to the
superscription of the book in 1 . 1.
2-7: Kings and their courts. These
proverbs seem to be directed at a
scribe or future scribe who might
work in the royal court but would
not necessarily be of noble rank
(v. 6). The proverbs speak of kings
and their vast wisdom with rev
erence, even sycophancy. See
16.1o-15 n. 2: It redounds to God's
glory to create mysteries in the
world and to the king's to investi
gate mysteries-not necessarily
the same ones. The king would in
vestigate matters when sitting in
judgment. 3: The king's wisdom is
vast and his intentions cannot be
fully understood. 4-5: Just as re
moving dross from silver leaves
pure silver, which can be made
into a fine vessel, so does remov
ing the wicked from the royal
court allow the king's reign to be
founded firmly on righteousness.
6-7b: This proverb instructs a
young man who might become a
royal scribe or official to remember
his rank and not to put himself
forward. 7c-1 0: This maxim,
whose text and meaning is uncer
tain, apparently warns against
blurting out something you know
about someone else when you are
in an argument with him. Preserve
his secrets even when you are
angry with him. If you violate his
confidence, your own reputation
will be harmed. 1 1-15: Four
comparisons concerning speech.
1 1-12: Eloquent words--even
reprimands-are like precious,
well-crafted works of art. 1 3: The
harvesttime in question is probably
the wheat harvest in May-june, at
which time i t can be quite hot. It
is refreshing to have a reliable
messenger. 1 5: Won over, more pre
cisely, "beguiled" or " tempted."
Subtle, gentle speech has real
power, even over the mighty.
The second line is a paradox.
1 6-17: Do not overdo good things.
If you wear out your welcome,
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Visit your neighbor sparingly,
Lest he have his surfeit of you and loathe you.
Like a club, a sword, a sharpened arrow,
Is a man who testifies falsely against his fellow.
Like a loose tooth and an unsteady leg,
Is a treacherous support in time of trouble.
Disrobing on a chilly day,
Like vinegar on natron,
Is one who sings songs to a sorrowful soul.
If your enemy is hungry, give him bread to eat;
If he is thirsty, give him water to drink.
You will be heaping live coals on his head,
And the LORD will reward you.
A north wind produces rain,
And whispered words, a glowering face.
Dwelling in the corner of a roof is better
Than a contentious woman in •·a spacious house.-•
Like cold water to a parched throat
Is good news from a distant land.
Like a muddied spring, a ruined fountain,
Is a righteous man fallen before a wicked one.
It is not good to eat much honey,
•-Nor is it honorable to search for honor.-•
Like an open city without walls
Is a man whose temper is uncurbed.

So honor is not fitting for a dullard.
2 6 As
a sparrow must flit and a swallow fly,

Like snow in summer and rain at harvesttime,

2

3
4
5
6

7
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So a gratuitous curse must backfire.b
A whip for a horse and a bridle for a donkey,
And a rod for the back of dullards.
Do not answer a dullard in accord with his folly,
Else you will become like him.
Answer a dullard in accord with his folly,
Else he will think himself wise.
He who sends a message by a dullard
Will wear out legs and c-must put up with-e
lawlessness.
As legs hang limp on a cripple,
So is a proverb in the mouth of dullards.
Like a pebble in a sling,
So is paying honor to a dullard.

n-n Menning ofHeb. zmcertnin.
b Kethib, 'fnil."
c-c Lit. "drink. "
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you will be like honey that your
neighbor gorges on and throws
up. 1 8-20: Four comparisons de
scribing hurtful behaviors. 20: The
text of this verse is in doubt, and
the first line might be a mistake.
As it stands, the proverb offers
two images: undressing in the cold
and pouring acid on a base. To
these are compared the effect that
cheerful music has on a melan
choly person. The first action
causes a chill, the second causes
fizzing and hissing, which may
suggest irritation and incompati
bility. Without the first analogy
(which many scholars excise),
"vinegar on natron" might imply
neutralization of the sorrow.
21-22: Rather than seeking
vengeance, treat a vulnerable
enemy kindly. Then he will be
ashamed and God will reward
your kindness. Amenemope (§2)
advises that when the wicked man
is in trouble, "Fill his belly with
bread of your own, that he be
sated and weep." 23: Enigmatic.
24: V. 24 21.9. Proverbs is a col
lection of collections, so it is not
surprising to see a proverb re
peated in different sections.
25-26: Comparisons to "good"
and "bad" water. In Heb these
verses (and v. 28) lack the word
like, and are striking metaphors
rather than similes. The defeat
of a righteous person is a scandal,
fouling the quality of a society.
28: Like a city wall, self-control
holds in the temper (lit. "spirit" or
"wind") and also protects its
owner. An angry man's wall is
breached and he is vulnerable.
26.1: Honor, better, "prestige."
2: Better, "So a gratuitous [that is,
undeserved] insult will not ar
rive." It will not reach and hurt the
person it is sent against.
=

26.3-12: Sayings on

the dullard.

The dullard (Heb "kesil") is not
merely a man of low intelligence.
He is the kind of fool who is ob
tuse because of smug overconfi
dence. See, e.g., 1.32b. 4-5: Two
contradictory proverbs. The sec
ond one seems like a rejoinder to
the more standard message of the
first. If you answer the fool in kind
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As a thorn comes to the hand of a drunkard,
So a proverb to the mouth of a dullard.
•A master can produce anything,·•
But he who hires a dullard is as one who hires
transients.•
As a dog returns to his vomit,
So a dullard repeats his folly.
If you see a man who thinks himself wise,
There is more hope for a dullard than for him.
A lazy man says,
"There's a cub on the road, a lion in the squares."
The door turns on its hinge,
And the lazy man on his bed.
The lazy man buries his hand in the bowl;
He will not even bring it to his mouth.
The lazy man thinks himself wiser
Than seven men who give good advice.
A passerby who gets embroiled in someone else's
quarrel
Is like one who seizes a dog by its ears.
Like a madman• scattering deadly firebrands,
arrows,
Is one who cheats his fellow and says, "I was only
joking."
For lack of wood a fire goes out,
And without a querulous man contention is
stilled.
Charcoal for embers and wood for a fire
And a contentious man for kindling strife.
The words of a querulous man are bruising; b
They penetrate one's inmost parts.
Base silver laid over earthenware
Are ardent lips with an evil mind.
An enemy dissembles with his speech,
Inwardly he harbors deceit.
Though he be fair-spoken do not trust him,
For seven abominations are in his mind.
His hatred may be concealed by dissimulation,
But his evil will be exposed to public view.
He who digs a pit will fall in it,
And whoever rolls a stone, it will roll back on him.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

b Meani11g of Hcb. llllcertaill.

2 6 . 9-26 . 27

(that is, in a crude and harsh fash
ion), you will resemble him, but if
you do not, he will think that he
has impressed or confounded you.
Some interpreters think that this
juxtaposition suggests the para
doxical difficulties of being wise.
6: Better, "cuts off his own legs
and drinks poison." 7, 9: The
dullard is a verbal cripple. To be ef
fective, a proverb must be spoken
at the right time (15.23) and in the
right fashion (25.11). 8, 10: Ob
scure. 1 1 : A deliberately disgust
ing characterization of the way
some people repeat stupid behav
ior. Dogs for some reason often
lick up their vomit, giving the im
pression they like it. 1 2: As bad as
the dullard is, far worse is the man
who thinks he is wise ( but is not),
for he has no hope of improving.

26.1 3-29.27: Further maxims.
26.13-16: Humorous characteriza
tions of the sluggard.

1 4: See 22.13.

1 5: See 19.24. 1 6: The sluggard,
like the dullard (v. 12) is smug and
conceited. 1 7-22: The dangers of
strife. 20, 22: Querulous man, or
"slanderer." 23-28: The hypocrite
hides his hatred and hostile
schemes under a cheap sheen of
unctuous words. V. 27 states the
principle that the schemer is
preparing his own punishment.
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26. 28-27. 18

A

lying tongue hates •those crushed by it;·•
Smooth speech throws one down.

2 7 Do not boast of tomorrow,
2
3
4

5
6
7
B
9

10

11

12
13

14

15
16
17
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For you do not know what the day will bring.
Let the mouth of another praise you, not yours,
The lips of a stranger, not your own.
A stone has weight, sand is heavy,
But a fool's vexation outweighs them both.
There is the cruelty of fury, the overflowing of
anger,
But who can withstand jealousy?
Open reproof is better than concealed love.
Wounds by a loved one are long lasting;
The kisses of an enemy are profuse.
A sated person disdains honey,
But to a hungry man anything bitter seems sweet.
Like a sparrow wandering from its nest
Is a man who wanders from his home.
Oil and incense gladden the heart,
And the sweetness of a friend is better than one's
own counsel.
Do not desert your friend and your father's friend;
Do not enter your brother's house in your time of
misfortune;
A close neighbor is better than a distant brother.
Get wisdom, my son, and gladden my heart,
That I may have what to answer those who taunt
me.
The shrewd man saw trouble and took cover;
The simple kept going and paid the penalty.
Seize his garment, for he stood surety for another;b
Take it as a pledge, [for he stood surety] for an
unfamiliar woman.
He who greets his fellow loudly early in the
morning
Shall have it reckoned to him as a curse.
An endless dripping on a rainy day
And a contentious wife are alike;
As soon repress her as repress the wind,
Or declare one's right hand to be oil.
As iron sharpens iron
So a man sharpens the wit< of his friend.
He who tends a fig tree will enjoy its fruit,
And he who cares for his master will be honored.

n·n Menr1i11g of Heb. 111/Certnill.
b Or "n strn11ger. "
c Lit. 'fnce. "
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27.1: Do not praise yourself for fu
ture achievements. 5: Friendship

often takes the form of forthright
reproof of faults. 6: Long lasting, or
"trustworthy." The wounds are ver
bal, as in v. 5, and they are in
tended to be beneficiaL In contrast,
an enemy feigns friendship, but
this, of course, means nothing.
8: The wanderer and the bird are
imagined as hapless and lonely.
9: The word translated sweetness
may mean "counseL" It is more
satisfying to discuss something
with another person than to delib
erate on it alone. 1 0: Three one
line sayings on friends and rela
tions. Together they say that
friends can be a better support
than relatives in a time of difficulty
and should be held precious.
1 1 : When one is being taunted, if
his son is smart, he can brag about
him. The background circum
stances are unclear. 12: See 22.3.
13: See 20.16. 1 4: People tend to be
irritated by loud cheeriness too
early in the morning. 1 5-16: A
nagging wife is like a drizzle
irritating and unrelenting. See
19.13 n. 1 7: If this translation of
the difficult verse is correct, it
means that good conversation
sharpens the wits. 1 8: This
should be read as a comparison.
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As face answers to face in water,
So does one man's heart to another.
Sheol and Abaddon cannot be satisfied,
Nor can the eyes of man be satisfied.
For silver-the crucible, for gold-the furnace,
And a man is tested by his praise.
Even if you pound the fool in a mortar
With a pestle along with grain,
His folly will not leave him.
Mind well the looks of your flock;
Pay attention to your herds;
For property does not last forever,
Or a crown for all generations.
Grass vanishes, new grass appears,
And the herbage of the hills is gathered in.
The lambs will provide you with clothing,
The he-goats, the price of a field.
The goats' milk will suffice for your food,
The food of your household,
And the maintenance of your maids.

The wicked flee though no one gives chase,
But the righteous are as confident as a lion.
2 8 When
there is rebellion in the land, many are its
2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

rulers;
•·But with a man who has understanding and
knowledge, stability will last.·•
A poor man who withholds what is due to the
wretched
Is like a destructive rain that leaves no food.
Those who forsake instruction praise the
wicked,
But those who heed instruction fight them.
Evil men cannot discern judgment,
But those who seek the LoRD discern all things.
Better is a poor man who lives blamelessly
Than a rich man whose ways are crooked.
An intelligent son heeds instruction,
But he who keeps company with gluttons
disgraces his father.
He who increases his wealth by loans at discount
or interest
Amasses it for one who is generous to the poor.
He who turns a deaf ear to instructionHis prayer is an abomination.

a-a Meaning of Hc/J. 11/lccrtnin.
- 1491 -

2 7 . 1 9-28 . 9

1 9: Answers is not in the Heb. The
saying is obscure. 20: The human
eye (desire) is insatiable; see Eccl.
1.8. Abaddon, see 15.11 n. 21: By his
praise, perhaps read "his praisers. "
To see what a man is really like,
consider what sort of person
praises him; see 28.4. 23-27: An
epigram on the advantages of ani
mal husbandry as a livelihood.
(Property and a crown in v. 24 refer
to other kinds of wealth and
power.) Grass (unlike, say, silver)
renews itself and feeds the flocks,
whose yield provides for many
needs. 28.1 : The wicked live in
constant fear (1.26-27; 10.24),
knowing that punishment is ap
proaching but being ignorant of
when it will arrive. The righteous
enjoy a sense of security; see 1.33;
3.23-26. 2: Rebellion (or "crime")
brings anarchy, and with it an op
pressive multiplicity of rulers. The
second line is obscure. 4-5: These
proverbs emphasize the bond be
tween the intellectual power of
wisdom and the quality of one's
values. All tltings means all things
relevant to wisdom teachings. He
who seeks God finds wisdom; see
2.4-5. 7: A variant of 29.3. The gilll
tons are probably guilty of gener
ally licentious and dissolute be
havior. 8: Profit-taking on a loan to
a distressed Israelite is forbidden
in Exod. 22.24; Lev. 25.36; Deut.
23.20. Such loans are to be given
interest free, as an act of charity.
9: If one does not listen to inslmc
tion ("torah"), God will not listen
to him. It is possible that "torah"
here, unlike most occurrences in
Proverbs (where it usually means
parental instructions), means
God's Torah. See also 29.18.
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28 . 10-28 .28

He who misleads the upright into an evil course
Will fall into his own pit,
But the blameless will prosper.
A rich man is clever in his own eyes,
But a perceptive poor man can see through him.
When the righteous exult there is great glory,
But when the wicked rise up men make
themselves scarce.
He who covers up his faults will not succeed;
He who confesses and gives them up will find
mercy.
Happy is the man who is anxious always,
But he who hardens his heart falls into
misfortune.
A roaring lion and a prowling bear
Is a wicked man ruling a helpless people.
A prince who lacks understanding is very
oppressive;
He who spurns ill-gotten gains will live long.
A man oppressed by bloodguilt will flee to a pit;
Let none give him support.
He who lives blamelessly will be delivered,
But he who is crooked in his ways will fall all at
once.
He who tills his land will have food in plenty,
But he who pursues vanities will have poverty in
plenty.
A dependable man will receive many blessings,
But one in a hurry to get rich will not go
unpunished.
To be partial is not right;
A man may do wrong for a piece of bread.
A miserly man runs after wealth;
He does not realize that loss will overtake it.
He who reproves a man will in the end
Find more favor than he who flatters him.
He who robs his father and mother and says, "It is
no offense,"
Is a companion to vandals.
A greedy man provokes quarrels,
But he who trusts the LORD shall enjoy prosperity.
He who trusts his own instinct is a dullard,
But he who lives by wisdom shall escape.
He who gives to the poor will not be in want,
But he who shuts his eyes will be roundly
cursed.
When the wicked rise up, men go into hiding,
But when they perish the righteous increase.
- 1492-

1 0: If one leads someone onto a
bad path, he himself will fall.
1 2: Men make themselves scarce, lit.
"a man is sought for." " A man"
('"adam") can mean a worthy
man. Compare the use of "'adam"
in Eccl. 7.28. People seek for a wor
thy man but (it may be implied)
cannot find one. 1 4: Here, is anx
ious (lit. "fears") means fearing
one's own sins and being willing
to repent of them. 1 7: Tex t and
sense very uncertain. 1 9: See 12. 1 1 .
20: See 23-4- 2 1 : Perhaps: Al
though partiality in judgment is
not right, not even toward a poor
man (Exod. 23.3), a judge should
remember that a man may commit
a crime for bread (6.3o-31) and
show some mercy. 23: Cf. 27.5-6.
24: One might convince himself
that exploiting his parents' wealth
is no crime, since he will be inher
iting it eventually. Such a one is
no better than an ordinary thug.
26: lllstinct, rather, "heart," mean
ing one's own mind, even if untu
tored and callow. One must rely
on a mind infused with the princi
ples and attitudes taught by wis
dom. 28: Cf. v. 12. When the
wicked come to power, people
hunker down and try to make
themselves inconspicuous. When
these rulers perish, the moral
level of the society rises. See 29.2.
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2 9 One oft reproved may become stiffnecked,
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But he will be suddenly broken beyond repair.
When the righteous become great the people
rejoice,
But when the wicked dominate the people groan.
A man who loves wisdom brings joy to his father,
But he who keeps company with harlots will lose
his wealth.
By justice a king sustains the land,
But a fraudulent man tears it down.
A man who flatters his fellow
Spreads a net for his feet.
An evil man's offenses are a trap for himself,
But the righteous sing out joyously.
A righteous man is concerned with the cause of
the wretched;
A wicked man cannot understand such concern.
Scoffers inflame a city,
But the wise allay anger.
When a wise man enters into litigation with a fool
There is ranting and ridicule, but no satisfaction.
Bloodthirsty men detest the blameless,
But the upright seek them out.
A dullard vents all his rage,
But a wise man calms it down.
A ruler who listens to lies,
All his ministers will be wicked.
A poor man and a fraudulent man meet;
The LoRD gives luster to the eyes of both.
A king who judges the wretched honestly,
His throne will be established forever.
Rod and reproof produce wisdom,
But a lad out of control is a disgrace to his mother.
When the wicked increase, offenses increase,
But the righteous will see their downfall.
Discipline your son and he will give you peace;
He will gratify you with dainties.
For lack of vision a people lose restraint,
But happy is he who heeds instruction.
A slave cannot be disciplined by words;
Though he may comprehend, he does not
respond.
If you see a man hasty in speech,
There is more hope for a fool than for him.
A slave pampered from youth
•·Will come to a bad end. ·•

n-n Menning of Heb. 1111certain.
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2 9 . 1-2 9 . 2 1

29.3: A variant of 28.7. One who
goes to whores will lose his wealth
because he wastes his money on
them (d. 31.3) or because his fa
ther will diminish his inheritance.
5: Flattery or "slippery speech" is
the device by which the strange
woman too lays her trap (2.16; 7-5)7: Rather, "A righteous man
knows the just claim of the
wretched"-what is theirs by
right. The wicked man is ignorant
of this. 8-1 3: Proverbs on deceit
and anger. 9: Translation uncer
tain. Apparently: I t is a mistake
to enter into litigation (or just
"argue") with fools. Nothing will
be resolved. Cf. 26.5. 1 0: Seek them
out, lit. "seek his life." This else
where means to try to kill some
one, but here the sense may be re
versed: They seek his life in order
to protect it. 1 1 : Rage, lit. "wind."
He lets forth a storm, which the
wise man can pacify. Contrast v. 9·
1 2: Corruption starts at the top of
the regime and inevitably spreads
downwards. 1 3: Fraudulent 111an,
meaning uncertain; possibly "con
tentious man." God "gives their
eyes light" (rather than luster)
means that he gives life to all.
1 4-21 : Proverbs on discipline and
anarchy, both domestic and social.
1 4: Cf. 20.28; 25-5 · 1 7: Raise your
son strictly and he will take care of
you when you are old. 1 8: Vision
means prophecy, which was a
source of discipline and reproof
for Israelite society. l11struction is
"torah," which in Proverbs usually
means parental instruction. Here it
possibly refers to God's Torah (see
also 28.9). 1 9, 21: Since a slave was
deprived of material interests of
his own, it was assumed that he
had to be treated like a child and
beaten into submission. Pamper
ing would spoil him. According to
Exod. 21.2o-21, 26-27, a male or
female slave could be beaten a t
will though not killed o r perma
nently injured.
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2 9 . 2 2-3 0 . 5

An angry man provokes a quarrel;
A hot-tempered man commits many offenses.
A man's pride will humiliate him,
But a humble man will obtain honor.
He who shares with a thief is his own enemy;
He hears the imprecation and does not tell.•
A man's fears become a trap for him,
But he who trusts in the LoRD shall be
safeguarded.
Many seek audience with a ruler,
But it is from the LoRD that a man gets justice.
The unjust man is an abomination to the
righteous,
And he whose way is straight is an abomination to
the wicked.

3 0 The words of Agur son of Jakeh, [man of] Massa;
The speech of the man to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal:

2
3
4

5

I am brutish, less than a man;
I lack common sense.
I have not learned wisdom,
Nor do I possess knowledge of the Holy One.
Who has ascended heaven and come down?
Who has gathered up the wind in the hollow of his
hand?
Who has wrapped the waters in his garment?
Who has established all the extremities of the
earth?
What is his name or his son's name, if you know
it?
Every word of God is pure,
A shield to those who take refuge in Him.

n Cf Lev. 5 . 1 .

24: Upon the discovery of a crime,
a proclamation was issued requir
ing everyone who knew about it to
come forward and testify; see Lev.
5.1. Tell (as in Leviticus) means
"testify." The proclamation was
accompanied by an imprecation,
a conditional curse that would
fall on whoever had information
and failed to come forward.
25: A man's fears may mean "what
he fears." These, in the case of the
evildoer, will be precisely the pun
ishment he suffers (10.24). Alterna
tively, this may mean that exces-

sive fears can impel anyone to rash
steps. 27: Values, right and per
verse. See 28-4-

30.1-31.31: Collection VI. Ap

pendices. The book ends with a
number of miscellaneous poems
and epigrams. In style and some
times in content they are quite dif
ferent from the earlier chapters
and from each other.

30.1-6: Agur. This mysterious
poem is ascribed to an otherwise
unknown, apparently foreign,

KETHUVIM
sage. Its message is the overriding
importance of piety, which it does
not require wisdom to possess.
The poem seems like a cautionary
response to the rest of the book of
Proverbs, which makes wisdom a
value of the highest order. Such is
the poem's difficulty that other
commentators read it as an expres
sion of skepticism or as a claim to
a superhuman or mystical knowl
edge superior to human wisdom.
1 : The text and meaning of the title
of this poem, after the word Jakel!,
are very uncertain. It is usually
thought that Agur was a Massaite,
a member of the North Arabian
tribe of Massa. 1 Kings 5.10 shows
that the Israelites had respect for
the wisdom of "the sons of the
East," of which this passage might
preserve an example. The ascrip
tion to a foreign sage may be a fic
tion, however, intended to show
that even a foreigner can see the
plain truth that pious obedience to
God's word supersedes all human
wisdom. Agur calls his speech a
"ne'um," which actually means
"oracle," a communication from
God. Compare the way the foreign
prophet Balaam introduces his or
acle ("ne'um") in Num. 24.3-4.
Perhaps Ithiel and Ucal are Agur's
sons. These words can, however,
also be read as a sentence: "I am
weary, God, and perishing."
2-3: Agur declares tha t he has not
learned wisdom, meaning the lore
and learning of the ancients. Com
mon sense, better, "human knowl
edge." Agur disavows even ordi
nary human wisdom. In v. 3b,
NJPS continues the negative from
3a, but it is not in the text. We
should translate, "but I do possess
knowledge of the Holy One." Sim
ilarly, the seer Salaam claimed to
have "knowledge of the Most
High" (Num. 24.15-19). Knowl
edge of God (see 2.5; 9.10) is
awareness of His will and ways.
4: These provocative questions
may be answered in different
ways: (1) God, and He alone, has
done these things. As in Job chs
38-41, human wisdom consists in
recognizing God's infinite and in
comparable powers. (2) No one
no human, that is-has done them.
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6

Do not add to His words,
Lest He indict you and you be proved a liar.

7

Two things I ask of you; do not deny them to me
before I die:
Keep lies and false words far from me;
Give me neither poverty nor riches,
But provide me with my daily bread,
Lest, being sated, I renounce, saying,
"Who is the LORD?"
Or, being impoverished, I take to theft
And profane" the name of my God.
Do not inform on a slave to his master,
Lest he curse you and you incur guilt.

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16

17

There is a breed of men that brings a curse on its
fathers
And brings no blessing to its mothers,
A breed that thinks itself pure,
Though it is not washed of its filth;
A breed so haughty of bearing, so supercilious;
A breed whose teeth are swords,
Whose jaws are knives,
Ready to devour the poor of the land,
The needy among men.
The leech has two daughters, "Give!" and
"Give!"
Three things are insatiable;
Four never say, "Enough!":
Sheol, a barren womb,
Earth that cannot get enough water,
And fire which never says, "Enough!"
The eye that mocks a father
And disdains the homage due a mother
The ravens of the brook will gouge it out,
Young eagles will devour it.

n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

Either way, the point is that God is
infinitely powerful and wise and
man lowly and limited. Human in
tellect, therefore, must bow before
God's word. 5: This statement is
found also in Ps. 18.31 ( 2 Sam.
22.31). 6: This is said of the Torah
in Deut. 4.2 (similarly Deut. 13.1).
=

30.7-1 0: Agur's prayer. This is the
only prayer in Proverbs. 8-9: Agur
asks, first, to be kept from lies and,
second, to be given possessions in
moderation. Excess wealth may
make one overconfident, and
poverty too can corrupt. Profane,
lit. "grab." If arrested, a thief
- 1495-

3 0 . 6-3 0 . 1 7

might profane the name of the
LoRD by using it in a false vow of
innocence. 1 0: An isolated admo
nition placed between the two
poems. Incur guilt, or "be pun
ished."

30.1 1-14: Four breeds of men,
each with its own type of corrup
tion. The word translated breed,
Heb "dor, " usually means "gener
a tion," and that may be applicable
here. There is a notion that certain
generations, such as the genera
tion of the flood (Gen. 6.5-12) and
the generation of the Tower of
Babel (Gen. 11.1--9), are character
ized by a certain failing. The fail
ings in the present passage are
contempt of parents (v. 11), self
righteousness (v. 12), arrogance
(v. 13), and rapaciousness (v. 14).
Perhaps this list, and some of
those tha t follow, were answers to
riddles whose questions are no
longer preserved.

30.15-3 1 :

Numerical sayings,

which associate things sharing a
certain feature. When two num
bers are mentioned in parallel, the
second number is usually what is
really meant. Sometimes the num
bered items are followed by a su
pernumerary item which repre
sents the extreme or surprising
case. Numerical sayings are com
mon in the Bible (e.g., Amos chs
1-2, Prov. 6.16-19) and other Ca
naanite literature. 1 5a: The leech
is a bloodsucker. Her daughters
are like her, greedy and demand
ing. The message: Watch out. Your
children will be like you. The
image can be extended to other
greedy things. A mid rash in the
Talmud (b. A. Z. 17a) says that
the daughters are heresy and
government.

30.15b-16: Four insatiable things.
Sheol, the underworld, the realm of
the dead (see 27.20). A barren
womb, a barren woman, who
yearns endlessly for a child. The
earth always needs more rain. Fire
always "needs"--can consume
more fuel. 1 7: An isolated saying
excoriating the person who treats
his parents with contempt.
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Three things are beyond me;
Four I cannot fathom:
How an eagle makes its way over the sky;
How a snake makes its way over a rock;
How a ship makes its way through the high seas;
How a man has his way with a maiden.
Such is the way of an adulteress:
She eats, wipes her mouth,
And says, "I have done no wrong."
The earth shudders at three things,
At four which it cannot bear:
A slave who becomes king;
A scoundrel sated with food;
A loathsome woman who gets married;
A slave-girl who supplants her mistress.
Four are among the tiniest on earth,
Yet they are the wisest of the wise:
Ants are a folk without power,
Yet they prepare food for themselves in summer;
The badger is a folk without strength,
Yet it makes its home in the rock;
The locusts have no king,
Yet they all march forth in formation;
You can catch the lizard • in your hand,
Yet it is found in royal palaces.
There are three that are stately of stride,
Four that carry themselves well:
The lion is mightiest among the beasts,
And recoils before none;
b-Jhe greyhound, the he-goat,
The king whom none dares resist:b

n Or "spider. "
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b-b Menuing of Heb. uucertniu.

30.18-19: Four amazing "ways."
The word translated lzow is liter
ally "the way of." The wonder of
the "ways" or movement of the
eagle, the snake, and the ship may
lie in the fact that they do not
leave traces or that they are
smooth and graceful. As for the
way of a man with a maiden, love is
a mystery, but just how it is myste
rious is left to the imagination.
30.20: The additional wonder.
This verse seems mechanically

tacked on and inappropriate, but it
might be intended as a shocking
climax. The four "ways" are mys
terious and graceful and leave no
trace. The way that is, behavior
of the adulteress too is amazing:
She is unbelievably smug. She
thinks she can wipe her sin away
as if wiping the crumbs off her
face.
-

Four things the earth
cannot bear, so unnatural are
they. (1) A slave who becomes king

30.21 -23:

violates the social hierarchy, which
the sages of Proverbs assumed
was the right and natural order.
(See 19.10b.) Becomes king, lit.
"rules," with the sense dominates,
controls. Perhaps this line implies
that one should not let his slave
become the master of his house
hold (as Potiphar did to Joseph,
though to good effect; Gen. 39-4).
(2) A scoundrel-a disobedient
slave or son, perhaps-should not
be indulged, but should be pun
ished by deprivation (cf. 19.10).
(3) A loathsome woman, lit. "hated
woman," has (the author pre
sumes) done something deserving
of disgust and is unworthy of mar
riage. Perhaps the point is that one
should not force his son to marry a
woman he dislikes. The word for
"hated" seems to mean "unloved"
or "dispreferred" in Gen. 29.3o-31
and Deut. 21.15-17. (4) A slave-girl
should be kept in her place and
not supplant or, more precisely,
"disinherit" her mistress. This
would happen if a man favored
his concubine and made her chil
dren his heirs. A well-to-do Egyp
tian, Djefai-hapi, boasts, "I did not
let a slave woman be valued above
her mistress" (M. Lichtheim, Maat

il1 Egyptian Autobiographies and Re
lated Studies [1992], p. 38). The four
items may thus have messages for
a head of a household.
30.24-28: Four small

(or "weak")
but clever creatures. Ants work

without a leader (6.6--8). Badgers
meaning rock badgers-are clever
enough to live in fortress-like
cliffs. Locusts, also leaderless,
move like an army. The lizard can
slip into the greatest of houses. All
these exemplify the superiority of
wisdom over size and strength.

Four animals who
move in a majestic fashion. Grey

30.29-3 1 :

lwund, better "cock." The real
point of the epigram lies in the
fourth item: the king's incompara
bility.
30.32-33:

Avoid strife. If you are

arrogant or scheming, at least keep
your mouth shut. Just as squeez
ing (or "churning") milk or a nose
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If you have been scandalously arrogant,
If you have been a schemer,
Then clap your hand to your mouth.
As milk under pressure produces butter,
And a nose under pressure produces blood,
So patience under pressure produces strife.

33

3 1 The words of Lemuel, king of Massa, with which
his mother admonished him:

2

No, my son!
No, 0 son of my womb!
No, 0 son of my vows!
Do not give your strength to women,
Your vigor/ bto those who destroy kings:b
Wine is not for kings, 0 Lemuel;
Not for kings to drink,
Nor any strong drink for princes,
Lest they drink and forget what has been
ordained,
And infringe on the rights of the poor.
Give strong drink to the hapless
And wine to the embittered.
Let them drink and forget their poverty,
And put their troubles out of mind.
Speak up for the dumb,
For the rights of all the unfortunate.
Speak up, judge righteously,
Champion the poor and the needy.

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

N

11

:J

What a rare find is a capable wife!
Her worth is far beyond that of rubies.
Her husband puts his confidence in her,
And lacks no good thing.

n Lit. "ways. "

b-b Menniug of He/1. uncertain.

produces butter or blood, so does
squeezing someone's patience pro
duce conflict. There is a wordplay
in v. 33: Heb '"af," /lose, also means
"anger" in certain idioms and Heb
"'apayim," patience, also means
"nose."

31 .1-9: Lemuel's mother. Like
Agur (JO.I), Lemuel is from the
North Arabian nation of Massa.
The present passage has several
Aramaisms and probably is for
eign in origin. Though the passage

is called "words of Lemuel,"
meaning a teaching he would re
peat, it was composed by his
mother. See 1.8-19 n. This unit and
the next (JI.ID-JI) share the theme
of a wise mother. The passage is an
instruction for a king, showing a
fine sense of social responsibility.
In the first part, vv. 3-7, Lemuel's
mother first admonishes her son to
avoid dissipating his strength on
wine and women, for wine may
make him forget his duties to the
poor and women waste his
- 1497-
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strength. Rather, one should give
strong drink or wine to the poor,
to let them drown their troubles in
alcohol. This advice is unparal
leled. The warning about women
is countered by the book's con
cluding poem in vv. 1D-Jl. In the
second part (vv. 8-g), Lemuel's
mother exhorts him to give justice
to the needy.

31.10-31: The woman of strength.
So far, the book of Proverbs has
been devoted to inculcating the
ideal of a wise man. It now con
cludes with a poem describing a
wise woman, praising her energy,
her economic talents, and her per
sonal virtues. This is not one spe
cific woman but an ideal, a
paragon of female virtues. These
virtues are essentially shared by
the ideal man described elsewhere.
She is a proud and splendid
woman, mistress of a prosperous
manor. Contrary to a common no
tion of woman's status in the an
cient world, this woman has con
siderable independence in
interacting with outsiders and con
ducting business, even in acquir
ing real estate. This allows her
husband to spend his time sitting
in the city gates, presumably con
ducting civic business and serving
as a judge. Some commentators
have interpreted the passage as an
allegory, with the wise woman
representing wisdom itself. But
this woman has a husband and
children and is very much a
human being, though an ideal one.
The poem is traditionally recited
by Jewish men to their wives on
Sabbath evening, before the Kid
dush (the sanctification of the Sab
bath over wine). It is also often re
cited at funerals of women. The
poem is an acrostic, with each line
beginning with a letter of the
Hebrew alphabet in sequence.
1 0: What a rareji11d, lit. "who can
find," as in 20.6. This is an excla
mation of value, not of rarity. Cf.
18.22; 19.14. Capable wife, Heb
'"eshet i)ayil," is commonly trans
lated "woman of valor." "Woman
of strength" would be a better
translation. Heb "i)ayil" refers to
strength of all sorts, whether in
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She is good to him, never bad,
All the days of her life.
She looks for wool and flax,
And sets her hand to them with a will.
She is like a merchant fleet,
Bringing her food from afar.
She rises while it is still night,
And supplies provisions for her household,
The daily fare of her maids.
She sets her mind on an estate and acquires it;
She plants a vineyard by her own labors.
She girds herself with strength,
•·And performs her tasks with vigor:•
She seesb that her business thrives;
Her lamp never goes out at night.
She sets her hand to the distaff;
Her fingers work the spindle.
She gives generously to the poor;
Her hands are stretched out to the needy.
She is not worried for her household because of
snow,
For her whole household is dressed in crimson.
She makes covers for herself;
Her clothing is linen and purple.
Her husband is prominent in the gates,
As he sits among the elders of the land.
She makes cloth and sells it,
And offers a girdle to the merchant.
She is clothed with strength and splendor;
She looks to the future cheerfully.
Her mouth is full of wisdom,
Her tongue with kindly teaching.
She oversees the activities of her household
And never eats the bread of idleness.
Her children declare her happy;
Her husband praises her,
"Many women have done well,
But you surpass them alL"
Grace is deceptive,
Beauty is illusory;
It is for her fear of the LORD
That a woman is to be praised.
Extol her for the fruit of her hand,
And let her works praise her in the gates.

n-n Lit. "And exerts lter nnns."

b Lit. "tnstrs."

KETHUVIM
physical or military prowess, in
social influence, in wealth, or in
personal ethical and intellectual
powers, as here. Beneath all this
woman's virtues and talents lies a
deep and solid strength of charac
ter. 19: Distaff and spindle, imple
ments used in hand spinning of
flax or wooL Providing cloth for a
household would require inces
sant spinning. 30: Fear of the LORD:
This is the culminating virtue of
the woman of strength, just as it is
wisdom's starting point (1.7; 9.10)
and high point (2.5).

Job
Character
THE BOOK OF JOB TAKES THE FORM of a symposium, a dramatic dialogue or debate

between a man who, though righteous, has been subjected to extreme suffering, and his
friends, whose speeches alternate with Job's responses. It then culminates with speeches
from the LORD. Readers through the centuries have debated the book's genre. Although it
has characters and speeches it is not a drama, and though it engages in argument it is not
a philosophical treatise. Some scholars have suggested a fruitful analogy from the classical
Greek and Roman literary tradition: the "philosophical diatribe," a type of classical
writing in which a particular viewpoint is presented as if it is being argued in a speech. In
some diatribes-many of which take the form of attacks on vice-a second voice, present
mainly in order to be refuted, expresses an opposing view to that of the main speaker. Al
though Job is not a work from this classical tradition, the dialogue between Job and his
friends, and subsequently between Job and the LoRD, serves to express particular view
points with an immediacy and passion similar to that of a diatribe, qualities that a more
straightforward essay would lack. The multiple characters express variations of the same
viewpoints in heightened, poetic language; but the formal, cyclical nature of the dialogue
is interrupted at several points, and the speeches of the LORD raise the argument to a new
level entirely, and then close off all further conversation without directly answering any
of the deep and painful questions that have been raised along the way. Job is a wisdom
book (see intra. to Kethuvim, pp. 1276-77), and such dialogues characterize ancient Near
Eastern wisdom literature, especially that from Mesopotamia.

The Argument
THE BOOK OF JOB AS WE HAVE IT makes three main points, which are interrelated. The

first, most obvious point is that human suffering is not necessarily deserved; that is,
though in some cases we may bring our own suffering about by, for instance, neglecting
our health or engaging in risky behavior-or, from a religious perspective, by our sin or
immorality-the real problem with suffering comes with the many cases in which
someone's pain, sorrow, or distress are clearly unrelated to anything they have done or
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failed to do. This point is the one that Job argues most forcibly against his friends. Those
friends, who are concerned to safeguard the goodness of the LoRD (seen as the cause of all
things, good or bad), argue the contrary view: that if a person suffers, the suffering must
somehow be deserved. This leads to the second point. The claim that all suffering is de
served will inevitably persuade those who hold that view to falsify either the character of
the sufferer or the character of the LoRD. Thus, Job's friends argue that Job is a sinner, de
serving of his punishment, while Job claims that the LORD has acted unfairly and is indif
ferent to human suffering. The third point, however, is the most theologically difficult and
gives the book its sense of profundity and at the same time its inconclusive conclusion:
There is no way of understanding the meaning of suffering. That is, in the LORD's argu
ment, the reasons for suffering-if there are any-are simply beyond human comprehen
sion.

Difficulties in Interpreting Job
JOB IS THE MOST DIFFICULT BOOK of the Bible to interpret, not only because of its elabo
rate arguments, especially in the· LORD's speeches in the final chapters, but also because of
its highly poetic language, which is particularly ambiguous and contains a large number
of unusual or unique words (hapax legomena, "things said once," that is, words not appear
ing elsewhere in the Bible). Thus, any translation of the book must be tentative, as transla
tors or commentators have often understood the same verse or phrase in diametrically op
posite ways. The translators' notes in the text call attention to some, but by no means all,
of these difficulties.
There are also larger structural issues which confound the interpreter, most significantly
the relationship of the various parts of the book. A prose prologue (1.1-3.1) and prose epi
logue (42.7-17), which share a similar style and theme, frame a series of poetic speeches by
Job, his friends, and the LORD. How should the prose and poetry, neither of which is com
plete in and of itself, be read as a whole, especially since they are so different in tone, and
to some extent, in content? In addition, the speeches themselves seem to contain composi
tions added at different times, and a pattern present at the beginning seems to be aban
doned by the end. Job 3.2-31.40 presents a conversation between Job and three friends,
Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar. At first, this conversation follows a cyclical pattern: After an
introductory lament from Job (3.2-26), Eliphaz speaks, Job replies, Bildad speaks, Job
replies, Zophar speaks, Job replies, and the cycle begins again. Two full cycles (4.1-14.22;
15.1-21.34) are given; in the third cycle (22.1-31.40), the first two friends speak as before,
but Zophar does not, and Job's final speech (26.1-31.40) is much longer; it also contains
passages that seem to contradict Job's arguments from previous speeches. At 32.2 a new
character, Elihu, enters and speaks uninterruptedly (though with several breaks) from 32.6
to 37.24. At 38.1 the LoRD speaks, replying not to Elihu but to Job, who has not spoken
since 31.40.
The peculiarities of this arrangement have led scholars to propose various theories for
the book's composition. Most of these theories suppose that the book took shape over a
-
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longer period of time, rather than being composed more or less sequentially in one short
period, and that the author (or possibly another writer or writers) returned to it to add
further materials. It is also possible that speeches originally written for one character were,
probably accidentally, assigned to another. Some scholars find Zophar's missing third
speech in 27.7-23, and some have proposed that at least part of ch 28 may be from another
composition entirely. In any event, it is clear that in the view of many scholars, the text of
Job has undergone considerable upheaval in the course of its transmission, and parts of it
have become misplaced. Though there is no direct manuscript evidence of this for Job, evi
dence from the Dead Sea Scroll versions of other books suggests that biblical books grew
over time, and that different recensions (versions or editions) of the same book could cir
culate in ancient Israel. (See the intra. to Jeremiah and the essay "The Bible in the Dead Sea
Scrolls," pp. 192o-28.) Unfortunately, however, the problems with the structure and
growth of Job are so trenchant that there is no scholarly consensus concerning the stages
of development of the book.
For the purposes of the annotations here, we presuppose the following. The "dream
vision," 4.12-21, originally followed 3.26, the end of Job's first speech (see 4.12-21 n.).
Chs 22-31, generally designated "the third cycle," can be understood in the following way:
We do not presuppose that the body of material contained in these chs, like the material in
chs 4-14 and 15-21, originally consisted of six speeches presented by Eliphaz, Job, Bildad,
Job, Zophar, Job. The most obvious deviation from this scheme is the absence from chs
22-31 of a speech attributed to Zophar. Samuel ben Nissim Masnuth (12th century) and
S. R. Driver (a British biblical scholar of the 19th and early 2oth centuries) both suggested
that the absence of a speech by Zophar was part of the author's design. By not providing a
third speech for Zophar, the author sought to show that the friends had exhausted their ar
guments. Most modern scholars, however, try to reconstruct a lost speech of Zophar from
parts of ch 27. But to do so is to ignore the editors' designation of Job 27.1-29.1 as a separate
block of text introduced by the peculiar formula, "Job again took up his theme and said,"
repeated at 27.1 and 29. 1 . If this is a separate block of material, we must assume either that
the absence of Zophar's third speech is intentional or that the speech was lost and no rem
nants of it are to be found in the extant book. By a process of dislocation such a speech dis
appeared while 27.1-29.1 found its way into the book in between the end of the second
cycle at 26.14 and Job's soliloquy found in 29.2-31 .40. A similar process of dislocation has
taken place in ch 25 where v. 1 attributes vv. 2-6 to Bildad while the ideas expressed can
only be the words of Job (see 4.12-21 n.). Finally, 26.5-14 should be seen as Bildad's speech,
which expresses ideas characteristic of Job's friends and uncharacteristic of Job.
Thus, if we combine the observation that 25.2-6 is a speech of Job with the observation
that 26.5-14 belongs to a speech of Bildad, we have successfully accounted for: 25.1, which
attributes a speech to Bildad; 26.1, which attributes a speech to Job; 25.2-6, which belongs
after 26.1; and 26.5-14, which belongs after 25.1. What of 26.2-4? A crucial observation is
that Job always addresses his friends in the second-person plural and that they always
address him in the second-person singular. On the basis of this observation, 26.2-4, which
-
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is in the second person singular, must be seen as a verbal attack upon Job made on behalf
of his three friends by one of them. Since 25.2-6 should be assigned to Job and 26.5-14
should be assigned to Bildad, and since 26.2-4 must also be assigned to one of Job's
friends, it follows that the most reasonable solution to the problem of the attributions in
chs 25-26 is simply to interchange 26.1 and 25.1 so as to attribute 25.2-6 to Job and 26.2-14
to Bildad. Thus the so-called third cycle consists of Eliphaz's speech (ch 22); Job's reply
(chs 23-24); Bildad's reply (25.1 + 26.2-14); Job's reply (26.1 + 25.2-6), possibly originally
followed by Zophar's speech and Job's reply (both missing); and Job's soliloquy
(29.2-31.40). This scheme requires only that the names Job and Bildad be interchanged in
25.1 and 26.1, and that the order of these chapters be reversed. This solution avoids both
tampering with the integrity of 27.1-29.1, and creating an exception to the author's rhetor
ical convention by which Job always addresses the friends in the second-person plural
while the friends always address Job in the second-person singular. Attribution of 4.12-21
to Job and the restoration of 25.2-6 to Job and thereby to its proper place (immediately
after 26.1) at the end of the symposium results in the appearance of the almost identical
utterances in 4.17-21 and 25.2-6 as an inclusio or envelope, which encloses the debate
between Job and his three friends. Thus the thesis presented in the "dream vision"-that
neither angels nor mortals can expect to be acquitted by the heavenly tribunal by virtue of
their behavior-is the framework for the debate between Job and his friends. Typical of
this debate are 5.1 and 15.2-13, where Eliphaz ridicules Job's relying upon what he heard
from a "holy being," and 6.10, where Job finds consolation in his not having hidden the
words of that same holy being (see the annotations at these points).

Date of Composition and Authorship
THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD, b. Bava Batra 15a, shows that on the basis of linguistic criteria
and historical allusions there is hardly a period of biblical literature to which the book of
Job does not have affinities. Because of the abundance of allusions to the exilic and post
exilic Isaiah chs 4o-66 and the use of the Hebrew ha-satan, "the Adversary," in a manner
very similar to that in which the term is employed in the postexilic Zechariah ch 3, it is
generally agreed that the book of Job was composed sometime during the period from the
mid-6th century to the mid-4th century, the Persian (Achaemenid) period (539-332 BCE) .
Nevertheless, there are significant affinities between the language of Job and earlier bibli
cal literature, suggesting that its author was archaizing in his presentation of this story
from long, long ago (see below, "Setting"). As with the authors of most biblical books, the
author of Job is anonymous and unknown.

History of Composition
SOME INTERPRETERS HAVE PROPOSED that four Or more distinct and sometimes overlap

ping compositions can be discerned within Job as it stands. The common theme of these
different books is the apparently undeserved suffering of a legendary hero, Job. The first
composition is the prose narrative of Job's beginning in 1.1-3.1. The second is the Book of
- 1502-
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Job the Patient, who loses his material posessions, his children, and his health and who is
urged on by his wife and his friends to blaspheme God and thereby to confirm the Adver
sary's accusation that if Job were made to suffer, he would indeed commit blasphemy.
This second book consists of 1 . 1-2.13; chs 27-28 (in which Job, speaking to his wife and
friends, refuses to blaspheme God, insists that in the long run the wicked are punished
and the virtuous are rewarded, and contends that true wisdom is the cultivation of those
very virtues for which he has been lauded in 1.1, 8 and 2.3, namely fearing God and shun
ning evil); and 42.7-17. The third book----chs 1-31, 38-42-is the highly profound Book of
Job the Impatient, in which the rather banal story of how the LORD, egged on by Satan,
tested Job and found him worthy (i.e., 1.1-3.1 and 42.7-14) serves as the narrative frame
work for a debate between Job and his friends as to whether justice prevails in this world.
In the end, in this book, God vindicates Job in his contention that indeed innocent people
suffer and guilty people prosper, and He orders Job's friends to apologize. The fourth
book is the Book of Job the Impatient with the addition of the three speeches of Elihu the
Intruder (chs 32-37). The purpose of these additions is debated: They are particularly
problematic because on the one hand Elihu is presented as a bumbler, while on the other
hand his arguments closely mirror those of the LoRD in the following chapters. Some
scholars, as mentioned above, see in ch 28, the Hymn to Wisdom, a separate, fifth compo
sition unrelated either to the narrative framework or the poetic symposium; some even
suggest that it was incorporated into the book of Job by mistake because pages containing
it were found among the writings composed by the author of the symposium.

Setting
THE SETTING EVOKES THE PATRIARCHAL PERIOD, when great biblical heroes like

Abraham were the nomadic herders of large flocks of cattle, sheep, and goats. Sacrifices
were offered up in a family setting without any elaborate temples or officiating priest
hood. The location is Uz (1.1); this is a poetic name for Edom (Lam. 4.21). Transjordan, of
which Edam is the southernmost part, is often referred to in the Bible and other ancient
Near Eastern texts as Kedem, translated in 1 .3 as "the East," and Kedemites were known
for their wisdom (1 Kings 5.1o). lt is not surprising, therefore, that an author would choose
to set the traditional story of Job in Edam, a region within Kedem, the legendary home of
wisdom.

The Book of Job the Patient
BECAUSE THE TWO SPEECHES IN 27.2-28.28 are set apart from the rest of the book by the

distinct formula at 27.1 and 29.1, "Job again took up his theme and said," and because the
theology of these chapters is less radical than the theology of the rest of the material attrib
uted to Job, some scholars have concluded that 27.2-28.28 belongs to a composition dis
tinct from the symposium in 3.1-26-4- In this speech Job refuses to blaspheme God
(27.2-6), and he affirms that in the end justice prevails (27.7-23). Then in 28.28, echoing
Psalm 1 1 1.10 and Proverbs 1.7; 9.10, Job states that true wisdom consists of Job's own twin
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virtues, fearing the LoRD and shunning evil (d. Job 1.1, 8; 2.3). This speech therefore
would originally have served as a response to Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar who, like Job's
wife in 2.9, urged Job to respond to his suffering by cursing God and dying. In this
reading the speech of Job in chs 27-28 was followed originally by a divine promise (which
has been lost) to reward his steadfastness; this was followed, in turn, by 42.7-17 (the
current prose epilogue), in which Job is rewarded for what he has said in chs 27-28 and
the friends are castigated for having encouraged Job to blaspheme God. The other solu
tions to the dilemma of chs 27-28 involve reassigning most of 27.7-23 to Zophar (thereby
completing the third cycle) and treating ch 28 as an independent Hymn to Wisdom com
posed by the author of the book of Job. For reasons explained above, this commentary
does not adopt that view. The rather banal message of this reconstructed "Job the
Patient"-the heart of which, 27.7-23, echoes almost verbatim the view of Eliphaz, Bildad,
and Zophar that wicked people ultimately come to a bad end (see 4.8; 8.13; 1 1.20; 15.17-35;
18.5-21; 20.5-29)-is that indeed Job, despite both his unbearable ordeal and the intense
urging of his friends, did not blaspheme God.

The Book of Job the Impatient
FAR MORE PROFOUND IS THE CANONICAL BOOK of Job, which has literally relegated "Job

the Patient" to a sort of appendix and replaced this speech with what is universally ac
knowledged to be the most profound part of the book of Job. This largest and most impor
tant part of the book of Job is a symposium carried on by Job and his three friends
Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar-in 3.2-26.14. This symposium in poetic form is joined to the
prose tale in which God wins His wager with the Adversary by the account, also in prose
(2.11-13) of Job's three friends paying a combination condolence call and hospital visit to
Job upon hearing of the calamities that befell him. It is pointed out in 2.13 that the three
friends remained silent for seven days and seven nights until it was Job who broke the
silence with his soliloquy in 3.3-26 in which, bereft of his children and himself afflicted
with a debilitating illness, he wishes that he had never been born or even conceived and
prays that he might at least die. This speech upsets Job's friends, who begin to suggest to
him that Job brought his suffering upon himself (so Eliphaz in 4.7; so also Zophar 1 1 . 14)
and that Job's children died as punishment for their own sins (Bildad in 8.4)--exactly the
opposite of what we were told in chs 1-2. Throughout the condolence call turned into
symposium, Job continually argues that his suffering is undeserved. The friends become
progressively more hostile in their accusations, suggesting that his suffering is deserved.
In addition, he repeatedly challenges God to put an end to his undeserved suffering (ch 7;
9.25-10.22; 13.17-14.22; 16.18-17.16; ch 23; 26.5-14). The symposium carried on between
Job and his friends is launched by Eliphaz's response to Job's lament in ch 3, and the sym
posium (chs 4-26) is followed by Job's soliloquy (chs 29-31), the last ch of which is Job's
oath proclaiming his innocence. When in the epilogue of the canonical book of Job God
says to Job's three friends, "You have not spoken the truth about Me as did My servant
Job" (42.8), God is in effect agreeing with Job's contention, among others, "He destroys the
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blameless and the guilty" (9.22). The LORD's lengthy discourse on the power of the mythi
cal monster Leviathan in 40.25-41 .26 (see esp. 41.2: "There is no one so fierce as to rouse
him; Who then can stand up to Me [who made him]?") echoes and vindicates Job's own
observation in Job 9.13:
God does not restrain His anger;
Under Him Rahab's helpers sink down.
How then can I answer Him,
Or choose my arguments against Him?
One of the ideas that sets the poem of Job apart from the Book of Job the Patient and from
other ancient Near Eastern poems about righteous sufferers is the book's detailed pro
nouncement by the LoRD that people who behave as badly as Job's friends need to apolo
gize to both Job and to the LoRD and to be retrained by an expert in the field, Job himself
[ MAYER GRUBER]
(ch 29) .

1 There was a man in the land of Uz named Job. That

man was blameless and upright; he feared God and
shunned evil. 2 Seven sons and three daughters were born
to him; 3 his possessions were seven thousand sheep, three
thousand camels, five hundred yoke of oxen and five hun
dred she-asses, and a very large household. That man was
wealthier than anyone in the East.
4 It was the custom of his sons to hold feasts, each on his
set day in his own home. They would invite their three
sisters to eat and drink with them. 5 When a round of feast
1 . 1-3. 1 : The prologue. The LoRD
points out to the Adversary that
Job is the most virtuous person on
earth, but the Adversary suggests
that Job's virtue is a function of his
material success, arguing that if
Job were to suffer he would cease
to be a man who fears God and
would "blaspheme You [God] to
Your face" (1.11). God thereupon
empowers the Adversary, a kind
of heavenly prosecutor, to afflict
Job with undeserved suffering in
order to test by experiment the
LoRD's thesis that Job's virtue is
unconditional. The verdict of the
prologue is that, contrary to the
Adversary's expectations, Job re
sponds to the loss of all his mate
rial goods and the death by natu
ral disaster of his seven sons and
three daughters by praising God
and refusing to blaspheme
(1.21-22). When the Adversary

challenges the LORD to perform an
additional experiment to see if
physically afflicting Job himself
might cause Job to commit blas
phemy, the LoRD again agrees
(2.6). Once again, even though
Job's wife attempts to goad Job
into blasphemy (2.9), "Job said
nothing sinful," and he thereby
vindicates God in His argument
with the Adversary. The prologue
constitutes a drama of five scenes,
alternating between heaven and
earth, as follows: Scene One
(1.1-5): Job's way of life and his
good fortune; Scene Two (1.6-12):
the first dialogue between the
LORD and the Adversary about
Job; Scene Three (1.13-22): Job in
the first phase of his trial; Scene
Four (2.1-6): the second dialogue
between the LoRD and the
Adversary about Job; Scene Five
(2.7-3.1): Job in the second phase

of his trial. 1 . 1 : Uz, or Edam, in the
East, was a traditional source of
wisdom (see intro.). fob, the hero of
the book, bears the name given to
a virtuous person of hoary antiq
uity mentioned by Ezekiel (Ezek.
14.12-20), who, along with Noah
and Daniel, is a paradigm of righ
teousness. Blameless . . . upright . . .
feared God . . . shunned evil: These
characteristics underline Job's
goodness, indeed, his perfection,
and his subsequent actions (vv.
4-5) will demonstrate this perfec
tion. Fear of God (or fear of the
LORD) is the major principle in
wisdom literature (Prov. 1 -T Eccl.
12.13) and signifies obedience to
God's will. Even a non-Israelite
like Job can be God-fearing. The
reason for Job's fear of God will
soon be questioned by the Adver
sary. A Talmudic tradition (b. B.
Bat. 15b) considers Job to have
been more virtuous than Abraham
because only the fear of God is as
cribed to Abraham and Job's other
virtues are not. 2: The numbers
three and seven are special num
bers in the Bible, and here they in
dicate that Job's family was the
perfect size. So, too, his posses
sions are great, a sign that God has
blessed him for his virtue. Many of
the numbers used in the prologue
are stereotypical, and help to cre
a te a fairytale-like a tmosphere in
the book. 5: Blasphemed God in their
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days was over, Job would send word to them to sanctify
themselves, and, rising early in the morning, he would
make burnt offerings, one for each of them; for Job
thought, "Perhaps my children have sinned and blas
phemed God in their thoughts." This is what Job always
used to do.
6 One day the divine beings presented themselves be
fore the LORD, •·and the Adversary·• came along with
them. 7 The LoRD said to the Adversary, "Where have you
been?" The Adversary answered the LORD, "I have been
roaming all over the earth." B The LORD said to the Adver
sary, "Have you noticed My servant Job? There is no one
like him on earth, a blameless and upright man who fears
God and shuns evil!" 9 The Adversary answered the LORD,
"Does Job not have good reason to fear God? 10 Why, it is
You who have fenced him round, him and his household
and all that he has. You have blessed his efforts so that his
possessions spread out in the land. 11 But lay Your hand
upon all that he has and he will surely blaspheme You to
Your face." 12 The LoRD replied to the Adversary, "See, all
that he has is in your power; only do not lay a hand on
him." The Adversary departed from the presence of the
LORD.
1 3 Qne day, as his sons and daughters were eating and
drinking wine in the house of their eldest brother, 14 a
messenger came to Job and said, "The oxen were plowing
and the she-asses were grazing alongside them 15 when
Sabeans attacked them and carried them off, and put the
boys to the sword; I alone have escaped to tell you."
16 This one was still speaking when another came and
said, "God's fire fell from heaven, took hold of the sheep
and the boys, and burned them up; I alone have escaped
to tell you." 17 This one was still speaking when another
came and said, "A Chaldean formation of three columns
made a raid on the camels and carried them off and put
the boys to the sword; I alone have escaped to tell you."
1 8 This one was still speaking when another came and
said, "Your sons and daughters were eating and drinking
a-a Heb.

ha-satan.

thoughts: The plot turns on what
Job will say out loud, whether,
when deprived of his good life, he
will curse God (v. 11). Here, virtu
ous Job shows his extreme piety
by worrying whether his children,
in a moment of levity, may have
thought unseemly thoughts about
God. The Heb throughout the pro-

Iogue euphemistically uses the
root "b-r-k," lit. "bless," to indi
cate "blaspheme." 6: The divine be

ings presented the111selves before the

LoRD: Similar meetings of the
LoRD enthroned on His heavenly
throne and all the heavenly host
standing before Him on either side
are reported by the prophet Mica- 1506 -

iah son of Imlah in 1 Kings
22.19-23, by the prophet Isaiah in
Isa. ch 6, and in Ps. 82 and Dan.
7.9-10. The members of the heav
enly court, here and in Ps. 82
called divine beings ( here lit. "sons
of the gods"; in Ps. 82.2 lit. "gods")
are called in 1 Kings ch 22 "the
heavenly host"; in Job 4.18 they
are called "servants" and "angels";
in 15.15 they are called "holy
ones" and "the heavens," while in
25.5 they are identified with the
moon and stars, who, with the
sun, are called " the whole heav
enly host" in Deut. 4.19. Typically,
these divine beings, though they
have great power, may not act in
dependently of God. The Adver
sary, or "the Accuser," Heb "ha
satan," is one of the divine beings.
He functions as a kind of prosecut
ing attorney, and should not be
confused with the character of
Satan as it developed in the late
biblical (see 1 Chron. 21.1) and es
pecially the postbiblical period,
that is, the source of evil and rebel
lion against God. (Heb "ha-" is the
definite article, which cannot pre
cede a proper noun, "Satan.")
Later, the idea of Satan developed
into the devil, but these associa
tions were not present at the time
of our story. 8: The LoRD repeats
the four attributes by which the
narrator characterized Job in v. 1,
thereby confirming them. 9: Does

Job not have good reason to fear God?
Some scholars hold that this
issue-whether Job's piety is dis
interested-is the center around
which the legend revolves, and
that the ultimate answer of the
book is that such disinterested
piety is possible. 13-19: The first
test is the removal of all Job's pos
sessions, including his children,
by sudden catastrophes that alter
nate between acts of war and acts
of nature. The phrase "I alone have
escaped to tell you" serves as a re
frain, highlighting the increasing
horror of these escalating catastro
phes. 15: Sabeans, nomads from
Arabia; it is the same place as in
"Queen of Sheba." 1 7: Chaldean:
The term usually refers to Neo
Babylonians, from southern Meso
potamia, but here it may mean
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wine in the house of their eldest brother 19when suddenly
a mighty wind came from the wilderness. It struck the
four corners of the house so that it collapsed upon the
young people and they died; I alone have escaped to tell
you."
20 Then Job arose, tore his robe, cut off his hair, and
threw himself on the ground and worshiped. 21 He said,
"Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked
shall I return there; the LORD has given, and the LoRD has
taken away; blessed be the name of the LoRD."
22 For all that, Job did not sin nor did he cast reproach
on God.

2 One day the divine beings presented themselves be

fore the LORD. The Adversary came along with them to
present himself before the LoRD. 2 The LoRD said to the
Adversary, "Where have you been?" The Adversary an
swered the LORD, "I have been roaming all over the
earth." 3 The LoRD said to the Adversary, "Have you no
ticed My servant Job? There is no one like him on earth, a
blameless and upright man who fears God and shuns evil.
He still keeps his integrity; so you have incited Me against
him to destroy him for no good reason." 4The Adversary
answered the LORD, •·"Skin for skin·•-all that a man has
he will give up for his life. s But lay a hand on his bones
and his flesh, and he will surely blaspheme You to Your
face." 6 So the LoRD said to the Adversary, "See, he is in
your power; only spare his life." 7 The Adversary de
parted from the presence of the LoRD and inflicted a se
vere inflammation on Job from the sole of his foot to the
crown of his head. s He took a potsherd to scratch himself
as he sat in ashes. 9 His wife said to him, "You still keep
your integrity! Blaspheme God and die!" 10 But he said to
her, "You talk as any shameless woman might talk!
Should we accept only good from God and not accept
evil?" For all that, Job said nothing sinful.
1 1 When Job's three friends heard about all these calam
ities that had befallen him, each came from his homea-a Appare11tly a proc•erb wliose mea11i11:_< is rmccrtai11.

semi-nomadic marauders. 1 9: In
the fourth catastrophe, the four cor
ners collapse, just as there are three
columns in the third catastrophe (v.
17). This, along with the notice
that the enemies are coming from
all different parts of the globe,
highlights the fairytale-like am-

biance of the narrative. 21: The
LoRD lws given . . . : This phrase is
often recited at Jewish burial ser
vices. Job blesses the LoRD rather
than blaspheming. This verse con
tains a unique biblical reference to
mother earth (naked shall I ret 11m
1/rere). 2.9: His wife; This is the first

of three references (see 19.17;
31.10) to Job's wife, who remains
nameless. Second Temple Jewish
literature and later Jewish, Chris
tian, and Muslim exegetical litera
ture tend to identify unknown and
unnamed persons, often with
known and named persons. In the
apocryphal Testament offob, Job's
wife is named Sitis, probably from
"sitos," Gk for "food" or "bread,"
reflecting a tradition that Job's
wife supported him from her work
during the time that his illness
made it impossible for him to
work. In 1st-century CE Pseudo
Philo (L.A. B.), and in Gen. Rab.
Job's wife was Dinah, the daughter
of Jacob and Leah (see Gen. 30.21;
ch 34). Thus, several later Jewish
traditions develop and improve
the image of Job's wife. However,
both the Church Father Augustine
and the Jewish sage Rabbi Abba b.
Kahana (Gen. Rab. 19.12) compare
Job and his wife to Adam and Eve,
noting that both men were urged
by their wives to transgress and
that Job, unlike Adam, withstood
the test. 10: Shameless woman, Heb
"nevalot," plural of "nevalah,"
translated "outrage" at Gen. 34·7
and "shameful thing" in Deut.
22.21, is a very strong term, refer
ring in both of those texts to extra
marital sex. Drawing on this con
notation, the medieval Job Targum
here translates "women who en
gage in premarital sex." Many
modern translations prefer "fool
ish," however, without sexual con
notations, though this may be too
weak. 1 0: It is difficult to know
how closely we should read the
phrase said not/ring sirrfu/; might it
imply, in contrast to 1.22, fob did
not sin, that a t this point, he har
bored sinful thoughts, as sug
gested by one talmudic sage
(b. B. Bat. 16a)? 1 1 : Eliplraz and
Zoplrar bear names associated with
the Transjordanian peoples called
Kedemites. Kedem was a tradi
tional source of wisdom (see
intra.). Temanite, Ternan was a
grandson of Esau, ancestor of the
Edomites (Gen. 36.11). Shu/rite,
Shuah was a son of Abraham by
Keturah (Gen. 25.1-2), and proba
bly also stands for the Edomites.
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Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the
Naamathite. They met together to go and console and
comfort him. 12 When they saw him from a distance, they
could not recognize him, and they broke into loud weep
ing; each one tore his robe and threw dust into the air onto
his head. 13 They sat with him on the ground seven days
and seven nights. None spoke a word to him for they saw
how very great was his suffering.

3 •Afterward, Job began to speak and cursed the day of
his birth. 2 Job spoke up and said:

3
4

5

6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Perish the day on which I was born,
And the night it was announced,
"A male has been conceived!"
May that day be darkness;
May God above have no concern for it;
May light not shine on it;
May darkness and deep gloom reclaim it;
May a pall lie over it;
May b-what blackens-b the day terrify it.
May obscurity carry off that night;
May it not be counted among the days of the year;
May it not appear in any of its months;
May that night be desolate;
May no sound of joy be heard in it;
May those who cast spells upon the day' damn it,
Those prepared to disable Leviathan;
May its twilight stars remain dark;
May it hope for light and have none;
May it not see the glimmerings of the dawn
Because it did not block my mother's womb,
And hide trouble from my eyes.
Why did I not die at birth,
Expire as I came forth from the womb?
Why were there knees to receive me,
Or breasts for me to suck?
For now would I be lying in repose, asleep and at
rest,
With the world's kings and counselors who
rebuild ruins for themselves,

a There are 111any difficulties in tile poetry offob, 111aking tile interpretation of words, verses,
and even chapters uncertain. Tile wbric "Menuing of Heb. wzcertaiu" in t!Jis book indi
cates only some of tile extre111c instances.
b-b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c Or "sea," taking Heb. yom as equivalent of yam; co111pare the co111bination of Slm with
Leviathan in Ps. 74.13, 14 aud with Dragon in fob 7.12; cf. also Jsn. 27.1.
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Zophar tile Naamathite is probably
from Sabean (Arabian) territory
(see 1.15 n.). To console, Heb
"lanud," "to nod," short for "to
nod their heads" (Jer. 18.16), a
nonverbal expression of empathy.
Unfortunately, Job's friends forgot
their empathy; see 21.2. 1 3 : Sitting
on the ground for seven days re
sembles the Jewish mourning
practice of "sitting shiv'ah" (sit
ting for seven [days]). See Gen.
50.10 n.

3.1-26: Job's lament. In similar
language to that in which Job
curses his very being, the prophet
Jeremiah (20.14-18), regretting that
the LoRD convinced him to accept
the thankless job of prophet,
curses the day on which he was
born. This is a masterful chapter,
playing on the light and day, dark
ness and night, and particularly on
the two definitions of day: the
twenty-four hour period, and day
light. 1 : We expect the verse to be
continued "and wrsed God," but
Job only curses the day of his
birth. 2: Job spoke up and said: Ac
cording to b. Mo'ed Kat. 28b, this
clause inspires Judaism's guide
lines concerning the comforting of
mourners (see Shu/han Aruklz,
Yoreh Deah 376.1), according to
which, "The persons paying a con
dolence call should not open their
mouths until the mourner first
opens his or her mouth." 3-10: Job
curses the day he was born, wish
ing that the day i tself had never
existed and that it could have been
erased from the calendar. 8: Cast
spells . . . Leviathan, perhaps sorcer
ers who curse the cosmos. Levia
than is a mythical sea-monster
who played a role in the mythol
ogy of Ugarit (in modern Syria),
and was known in the Bible as
well as in creation stories (e.g., Isa.
27.1; Ps. 74.14), though he does not
appear in the canonical story at the
beginning of Genesis. 1 1-23: Job
wishes he had died at birth or as a
newborn, or had been stillborn.
He views death as a release from
suffering. Life, on the other hand,
brings with it suffering and
misery. 13-15: In his miserable
state, Job depicts death in an
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Or with nobles who possess gold and who fill
their houses with silver.
Or why was I not like a buried stillbirth,
Like babies who never saw the light?
There the wicked cease from troubling;
There rest those whose strength is spent.
Prisoners are wholly at ease;
They do not hear the taskmaster's voice.
Small and great alike are there,
And the slave is free of his master.
Why does He give light to the sufferer
And life to the bitter in spirit;
To those who wait for death but it does not
come,
Who search for it more than for treasure,
Who rejoice to exultation,
And are glad to reach the grave;
To the man who has lost his way,
Whom God has hedged about?
My groaning serves as my bread;
My roaring pours forth as water.
For what I feared has overtaken me;
What I dreaded has come upon me.
I had no repose, no quiet, no rest,
And trouble came.

4 Then Eliphaz the Temanite said in reply:
2
3

4

5
6
7
B
9

If one ventures a word with you, will it be too
much?
But who can hold back his words?
See, you have encouraged many;
You have strengthened failing hands.
Your words have kept him who stumbled from
falling;
You have braced knees that gave way.
But now that it overtakes you, it is too much;
It reaches you, and you are unnerved.
Is not your piety your confidence,
Your integrity your hope?
Think now, what innocent man ever perished?
Where have the upright been destroyed?
As I have seen, those who plow evil
And sow mischief reap them.
They perish by a blast from God,
Are gone at the breath of His nostrils.
-1509-

idealized fashion. 21: In tradi
tional wisdom literature, wisdom,
not death, is compared to treasure
(Prov. 2.4). 23: Whom God has
hedged about uses the same root as
1.10, "Why, it is You who have
fenced him round," creating cohe
sion between the different parts of
the book.

4.1-5.27: Eliphaz opens the de

bate. Though each friend is named

in his speeches and speaks several
times, it is difficult to attribute par
ticular characteristics or personali
ties to each; they seem to serve
generically as advocates of tradi
tional wisdom perspectives and
foils to Job's position. 2: If one ven

tures a word with you, will it be too
much? But who can hold back his
words ? Eliphaz begins tentatively,
asking permission before begin
ning to speak and apologizing that
he can no longer keep silent but
needs to express his own feelings
in response to Job's speech. By the
third cycle of argument, in chs
22-26, Eliphaz (ch 22) becomes at
best sarcastic, at worst convinced
that the virtuous tragic hero of the
book of Job is guilty of merciless
greed at the expense of the poor,
the widow, and the fatherless.

3-5: See, you have encouraged many
. . . But now that it overtakes you, it is
too much: Eliphaz observes that in

the past, Job has helped others in
their time of trouble but now he,
himself is in need of help. Job con
firms (29.12-17) that he has, in fact,
successfully provided moral and
monetary support to persons in
need as well as free legal services
to the indigent. Eliphaz at this
point accuses Job only of encour
aging others to believe that there is
no straightfoward system of retri
bution, and thus indirectly encour
aging them to sin, but he is not yet
directly accusing Job of sinning.

6-7: Is not your piety your confi
dence, your integrity your hope?
Think now, what innocent man ever
perished? Eliphaz spouts the con
ventional wisdom that good peo
ple prosper and do not suffer. This,
of course, is exactly the wisdom
that Job challenges. Integrity, the
same word used of Job in 1.1;
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The lion may roar, the cub may howl,
But the teeth of the king of beasts •·are broken:•
The lion perishes for lack of prey,
And its whelps are scattered.
A word came to me in stealth;
My ear caught a whisper of it.
In thought-filled visions of the night,
When deep sleep falls on men,
Fear and trembling came upon me,
Causing all my bones to quake with fright.
A wind passed by me,
Making the hair of my flesh bristle.
It halted; its appearance was strange to me;
A form loomed before my eyes;
I heard a murmur, a voice,
"Can mortals be acquitted by God?
Can man be cleared by his Maker?
If He cannot trust His own servants,
And casts reproachb on His angels,
How much less those who dwell in houses of clay,
Whose origin is dust,
Who are crushed like the moth,

a-a Memri11g of Heb. Ill/Certain.

b M<•auing of J-leb. rmcertain.

2. 3, 9- 1 0-1 1 : Eliphaz chooses a
lion since one might think that the
lion provides a counterexample to
the claims of the traditional system
of retribution, but Eliphaz claims
that ultimately the lion fares
poorly.

that it fits better a t the end of ch
3-then subsequent references to it
in 9.2 (from Job); 15.12-16 (where
Eliphaz addresses Job); and 25.4-6
(attributed to Bildad) support Job's
argument that mortals cannot be

4.1 2-21 : The dream vision. The
dream vision, or revelation, is con
ventionally assigned, in accord
with the chapter heading at 4.1, to
Eliphaz. Some scholars, however,
argue that it belongs after 3.26 as
the conclusion of Job's lament; this
may be reflected in the poetry of
the early great Paytan (liturgical
poet) from the land of Israel, Elie
zer ha-Qallir, who ascribes this
section to Job, and may have had
a text in which 4.12-21 followed
3.26, forming the end of Job's la
ment. If i t is reassigned to Job-on
the grounds that it is an interrup
tion in its current location, that it
expresses Job's fear that, right or
wrong, human beings cannot pre
vail in argument against God, and

reflects the insight of Rashbam
(c. 1085-1174) that here as in Exod.
1. 1 0 the Heb verb "kara' " with
final "alef," typically "to read,"
corresponds in meaning to
"karah," "happened," with final
"heh." This phrase is reflected in
the liturgical poem Unetaneil Tokef
recited at Rosh Ha-Shanah and on
Yom Kippur. There it is stated,
"The angels are dismayed; they ex
perience fear and trembling." ln
fact, that entire liturgical poem is
full of reverberations of this pas
sage. 16: l l1eard a murmur, a voice,
lit. "A murmur and a voice I
heard." This clause also is reflected
in Unetaneil Tokef: "The sound of a
still small voice [cf. 1 Kings 19.12:
'a soft murmuring sound') will be

acquitted by God. 14: Fear and trem
bling came 11pon me: This translation
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heard." 17: Can mortals be acquitted

by God? Can man be cleared by !tis
Maker? These two clauses consti
tute a double rhetorical question,
whose structure was described by
Rashi in his commentary on Jere
miah (at Jer. 14.22). In such a ques
tion the first clause is introduced
by the interrogative particle "ha-"
while the second, synonymous
clause is introduced by the inter
rogative particle " 'im." The an
cient and authentic Jewish inter
pretation of the two-part question
as a plea for mercy, altogether ap
propriate in the mouth of Job and
totally inappropriate in the mouth
of Eliphaz, is reflected in a me
dieval i talian penitential prayer
"selil)ah." Mortals, better, "a
human"; Heb "'enosh" is singular.
By God . . . by l1is Maker, better, "before God . . . before his Maker."
The two rhetorical questions refer
to one's day in court, standing lit
erally "before" the heavenly tribu
naL A similar notion is found in
25-4- 1 8: If He cmmot trust . . . His
angels, cf. 15.15: "He puts no trust
in His holy ones; the heavens are
not guiltless in His sight." Both the
parallelism here and in 15.15 make
it clear that the servants are the
personified heavenly host, which
includes the personified sky, sun,
moon, and stars; cf. 25.5: "Even the
moon is not bright, And the stars
are not pure in His sight." Given
the role of the heavenly Adversary
in chs 1-2, there is a certain justice
to this claim. These ideas-that
even God's servants and messen
gers (Heb "mal'akh" and Gk "an
gelos" both mean "messenger")
are to be arraigned in judgment
and that even the members of the
heavenly host must throw them
selves upon the mercy of the
court-are taken over by the litur
gical poem Unetanell Tokef and
used as Israel's collective defense
in the face of the unjustified suffer
ing of both individuals and collec
tive IsraeL In light of the clear in
fluence these passages from Job
have had on Unetane/1 Tokef, it
should be clear that the interpreta
tion of this passage as a defense of
Job that is mocked by Eliphaz in
5-1 represents not only an interpre-
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Shattered between daybreak and evening,
Perishing forever, unnoticed.
Their cord is pulled up
And they die, and not with wisdom."
Call now! Will anyone answer you?
To whom among the holy beings will you turn?
Vexation kills the fool;
Passion slays the simpleton.
I myself saw a fool who had struck roots;
Impulsively, I cursed his home:
May his children be far from success;
May they be oppressed in the gate with none to
deliver them;
May the hungry devour his harvest,
•·Carrying it off in baskets;
May the thirsty swallow their wealth:•
Evil does not grow out of the soil,
Nor does mischief spring from the ground;
For man is born. to [do] mischief,
Just as sparks fly upward.
But I would resort to God;
I would lay my case before God,
. Who performs great deeds which cannot be
fathomed,
Wondrous things without number;
Who gives rain to the earth,
And sends water over the fields;
Who raises the lowly up high,
So that the dejected are secure in victory;
Who thwarts the designs of the crafty,
So that their hands cannot gain success;
Who traps the clever in their own wiles;
The plans of the crafty go awry.
By day they encounter darkness,
At noon they grope as in the night.
But He saves the needy from the sword of their
mouth,
From the clutches of the strong.
So there is hope for the wretched;
The mouth of wrongdoing is stopped.
See how happy is the man whom God reproves;
Do not reject the discipline of the Almighty.
He injures, but He binds up;
He wounds, but His hands heal.

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertaiu.

J O B 4 . 20-5 . 1 8
tation which makes the very best
sense of the book of Job but also
one with strong roots in the
Judaism of the common liturgy.
19-21: References to the frailness
and transience of human habita
tion and human life. Wlrose origin
is dust probably means "whose
foundations are in dust"-i.e.,
the foundations of the houses
just mentioned. It is often inter
preted using the metaphor of a
person as a house, to mean that
the origin or basic component of
humans is dust, as in the story
of the garden of Eden (Gen. chs
2-3). Their cord is pulled up, per
haps referring to a tent cord, i.e.,
their home; or perhaps their
wealth.

5.1-27: Continuation of Eliphaz's
speech. 1 : To wltom . . . will you

tum? As in 15.13 Eliphaz ridicules
Job's reliance upon the dream
vision (see 4.12-21 n.). Job (6.10;
9. 2ff. ) finds consolation in what he
learned from that vision. Holtt
' be
ings, Heb "kedoshim," lit. "h aly
ones," here a reference to the heav
enly court (4.18), continuing the
image of the previous chapter. See
6.10 n. 7: This begins to develop
one of the friends' main claims,
that humans are fundamentally
sinful, and thus Job must have
sinned. This misunderstands Job's
complaint: He does not claim to be
perfect, but does claim that his be
havior has not merited the extreme
punishment he seems to be receiv
ing. 8: Here Eliphaz introduces a
significant theme of the book:
God's great power. For the friends,
God's power implies His fairness,
as seen in v. 15, But He saves tire
needyfrom the sword of tltcir mo111h.

Job believes that God often uses
His power in a negative or abusive
fashion (see esp. 12.7-25). God's
power is the major theme of the
speeches from the whirlwind as
well (chs 38-41), but they do not
clearly resolve whether Job or his
friends are correct. 17: Suffering,
says Eliphaz, should be welcomed
because it is God's way of disci
plining a person; as in Prov. 3.12,
it is proof of divine love. 18-26: A
parallel assurance is given in

JOB
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He will deliver you from six troubles;
In seven no harm will reach you:
In famine He will redeem you from death,
In war, from the sword.
You will be sheltered from the scourging tongue;
You will have no fear when violence comes.
You will laugh at violence and starvation,
And have no fear of wild beasts.
For you will have a pact with the rocks in the field,
And the beasts of the field will be your allies.
You will know that all is well in your tent;
When you visit your wife you will never fail.
You will see that your offspring are many,
Your descendants like the grass of the earth.
You will come to the grave b·in ripe old age,·b
As shocks of grain are taken away in their season.
See, we have inquired into this and it is so;
Hear it and accept it.
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6 Then Job said in reply:
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Ps. 91. 22: Laugh at viole11ce and
starvation: Eliphaz's overconfi

dence that the merit of the righ
teous will protect them must have
seemed insensitive to Job and to
the reader. Eliphaz and his two
friends, Bildad and Zophar, show
little empathy with Job; similarly,
Zophar in 8.22; see also 12.4 n.,
and contrast Job's confession of in
nocence of this very sin of gloating
over the misfortunes of one's ene
mies in 31.29. Prov. 17.5; 24.17 con
demn this sin and warn that God
will punish those who commit it.
27: This verse, like much of the
book, shares a major tenet of wis
dom literature, that human in
quiry rather than revelation is a
sufficient source for understanding
the world and how it functions.

6.1-7.2 1 : Job responds

to Eliphaz.

6.1-30: Job addresses the friends.
6.2-7, 1 1-13: Eliphaz has sug

If my anguish were weighed,
My full calamity laid on the scales,
It would be heavier than the sand of the sea;
That is why I spoke recklessly.<
For the arrows of the Almighty are in me;
My spirit absorbs their poison;
· God's terrors are arrayed against me.
Does a wild ass bray when he has grass?
Does a bull bellow over his fodder?
Can what is tasteless be eaten without salt?
Does b·mallow juice·b have any flavor?
I refuse to touch them;
They are like food when I am sick.
Would that my request were granted,
That God gave me what I wished for;
Would that God consented to crush me,
Loosed His hand and cut me off.
Then this would be my consolation,
b-As I writhed in unsparing·b pains:
That I did not d-suppress my words against the
Holy One:d
What strength have I, that I should endure?
How long have I to live, that I should be patient?

n Lit. "/wme."
b-b Menning of Heb. 11/Jcertnin.
c Meaning of Heb. uncertnin.
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain; others "deny the words of the Holy One. "

- 1512-

gested both that Job brought his
suffering upon himself (4.7--9;
5.2-16) and that, alternatively, Job
should look upon his sufferings
as God's way of disciplining him
in preparation for his reward
(5.17-26). Job makes an emotional
response to Eliphaz's rational ex
planations, expressing once again
the reasons for his anguish and
hoping that God will end his mis
ery by granting him dea th (see
ch 3). 3: Recklessly: The transla
tion's uncertainty (note c) is be
cause Heb "la'u" is only attested
twice, here and in Obad. 1 .16,
where NJPS translates "their
speech grows thick," referring to
the slurred speech of drunkards.
Job thus more likely refers to
slurred speech. Job apologizes for
rambling on, when in fact his
friends should be apologizing
for insulting him (4.2--9) and sug
gesting that someone else's calam
ity is a laughing matter (5.22).
5-6: Rhetorical questions are typi
cal of wisdom literature (see v. 12;
Prov. 6.27-28). 9: Job again asks to
be killed, so his suffering may be
relieved. 10: Suppress, Heb "ki\:led"
always means "conceal, suppress,
withhold" as it does also in 15.18.
There Eliphaz proudly asserts that
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Is my strength the strength of rock?
Is my flesh bronze?
Truly, I cannot help myself;
I have been deprived of resourcefulness.
•A friend owes loyalty to one who fails,
Though he forsakes the fear of the Almighty;-•
My comrades are fickle, like a wadi,
Like a bed on which streams once ran.
•They are dark with ice;
Snow obscures them;·•
But when they thaw, they vanish;
In the heat, they disappear where they are.
Their course twists and turns;
They run into the desert and perish.
Caravans from Tema look to them;
Processions from Sheba count on them.
They are disappointed in their hopes;
When they reach the place, they stand aghast.
So you are as nothing:b
At the sight of misfortune, you take fright.
Did I say to you, "I need your gift;
Pay a bribe for me out of your wealth;
Deliver me from the clutches of my enemy;
Redeem me from violent men"?
Teach me; I shall be silent;
Tell me where I am wrong.
•-How trenchant honest words are;-•
But what sort of reproof comes from you?
Do you devise words of reproof,
But count a hopeless man's words as wind?
You would even cast lots over an orphan,
Or barter away your friend.
Now be so good as to face me;
I will not lie to your face.
Relent! Let there not be injustice;
Relent! I am still in the right.
Is injustice on my tongue?
Can my palate not discern evil?

n-n Menrrirrg of Heb. urrcertnin.
b Following kethib, witlz Tnrgwrr; mennirrg of Heb. urrcertnin.

he and his friends rely on the wis
dom they learned from their fore
bears, which they have not with
held. Here Job, true to character,
asserts that he relies on what he
learned from a divine being in a
vision of the night (4-12-21; 9.2-3;

15.13-16; 25.4-{)). For "kil)ed"
meaning "conceal," see also 20.12;
27.11. The words of (translators'
note d-d): This reflects the vowel
points in the traditional Heb text,
while the rendering my words re
quires changing the vocalization.

6 . 1 2-6 . 30

The Holy One (translators' note d-d):
better, "a holy being"; since the
Heb text here does not employ the
definite article, Job here reaffirms
his reliance on what he learned in
the vision (4.17-21), and Eliphaz
has in 5.1 ridiculed Job precisely
for his reliance on a holy being. On
the other hand, it is Eliphaz who
says: "But I would resort to God"
(5.8); "I will declare that which
wise men have transmitted from
their fathers, and have not with
held" (15.17-18). Additionally, in
15.15 in Eliphaz's attribution of the
dream vision to Job (which Eli
phaz ridicules in 15.12-13) the ex
pression "His holy ones" refers to
the same heavenly host called "His
own servants I I His angels" in 4.18
and "the moon and stars" in 25-5·
Conso/atio11: Just as the readers
learn from chs 1-2 that Job is not
to blame for his suffering, so also
does Job in 4.12-21. His friends,
relying upon what they learned
from their teachers and from
their own limited experience (see
15.7-18), will not know this until
the LoRD Himself tells them in
42.7-8. In the meantime Job must
deal not only with debilitating ill
ness, the death of his children, and
the loss of his worldly goods, but
also with the cognitive dissonance
created by the fact that his three
friends keep telling him that, con
trary to what he has been told
in his dream and what his in
stincts and experience tell him, he
brought all his troubles on himself.
It is Job's knowledge gained from
on high, which his friends do not
yet understand, that is his consola
tion in the face of his friends' total
lack of sympathy. 1 4-30: Job re
bukes his friends for their lack of
loyalty and support in his time of
need. 1 5: Wadi, a seasonal stream
that may be dangerously over
flowing in winter and dry in sum
mer. 1 9: Tema, Sheba, areas in
northern and southwestern Ara
bia, respectively. 24: This fore
shadows the LoRD's answer in
38.2-3. 30: Though this two
chapter speech seems like a dis
jointed set of speeches, food im
agery ties much of it together: 6.57, JO; 7·4 ("sated"), 19 ("spittle").
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Truly man has a term of service on earth;
His days are like those of a hirelingLike a slave who longs for [evening's] shadows,
Like a hireling who waits for his wage.
So have I been allotted months of futility;
Nights of misery have been apportioned to me.
When I lie down, I think,
"When shall I rise?"
Night •·drags on,·•
And I am sated with tossings till morning twilight.
My flesh is covered with maggots and clods of
earth;
My skin is broken and festering.
My days fly faster than a weaver's shuttle,
And come to their end bwithout hope:b
Consider that my life is but wind;
I shall never see happiness again.
The eye that gazes on me will not see me;
Your eye will seek me, but I shall be gone.
As a cloud fades away,
So whoever goes down to Sheol does not come up;
He returns no more to his home;
His place does not know him.
On my part, I will not speak with restraint;
I will give voice to the anguish of my spirit;
I will complain in the bitterness of my soul.
Am I the sea or the Dragon,
That You have set a watch over me?
When I think, "My bed will comfort me,
My couch will share my sorrow,"
You frighten me with dreams,
And terrify me with visions,
Till I prefer strangulation,
Death, to my wasted frame.
I am sick of it.
I shall not live forever;
Let me be, for my days are a breath.
c

What is man, that You make much of him,
That You fix Your attention upon him?
You inspect him every morning,
Examine him every minute.
Will You not look away from me for a while,
Let m:e be, till I swallow my spittle?

a-n Menning of Heb. nncertrrin.
c See note at 3.8.

b-b Or "wilcn /Ire Ill rend runs out."

7.1-14: Job continues. Formally,

this is a continuation of Job's re
sponse to Eliphaz, but the tone
changes, becoming more philo
sophical, and Job directs his words
to God. Job sees all life, not only
his own, as a struggle. He then
says how hopeless is his suffering.
Job's vision of people as God's
slaves contradicts the typical
image of human free choice found
in much of the canon, but fits the
view of the wisdom book Koheleth
(Ecclesiastes), which stresses
that God controls everything.
2: [Evening's} shadows . . . wage: La
borers were paid daily, at evening,
so that they could buy food (Lev.
19.13, Deut. 24.15). 5: Job's point is
that he is in a state of living death,
and would prefer actual death.
9: Shea/ is the underworld, where
everyone goes after death. Only in
postbiblical thought did a differen
tiated idea of heaven and hell de
velop. 1 2: Sen . . . Dragon: As in 3.8,
the author is building upon Ca
naanite mythology, best known
from the myths discovered at
Ugarit, where the sea (actually the
deity Yam) and Dragon rebelled
against the high god BaaL Job is
asking God rhetorically if he is to
be presumed extremely guilty like
the sea or Dragon, for only that
could explain his severe punish
ment. 1 7-1 8: These vv. are a par
ody of Ps. 8.5-10, which magnifies
the role of humanity in creation. In
the psalm God's unceasing con
cern with humans renders Him
praiseworthy, but for Job God's
unceasing concern is like the un
nerving meddling of an overpro
tective parent. He yearns for a re
lease from God's attention. As
elsewhere, Job is admitting that he
is not perfect, but insisting that he
must be judged fairly. 1 9: Til/ I
swallow my spittle, i.e., for an in
stant. This seemingly indelicate ex
pression is one of many expres
sions in ancient Semitic languages
describing the very briefest inter
val one can imagine as the time
requisite for a bodily reflex, such
as "the twinkling of an eye."

21: Why do you not pardon my trans
gression and forgive my iniquity? In
6.29-30; 9.17-21; 1J.2J; 23-4-12;
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If I have sinned, what have I done to You,
Watcher of men?
Why make of me Your target,
And a burden to myself?
Why do You not pardon my transgression
And forgive my iniquity?
For soon I shall lie down in the dust;
When You seek me, I shall be gone.

8 Bildad the Shuhite said in reply:
2

3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10
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How long will you speak such things?
Your utterances are a mighty wind!
Will God pervert the right?
Will the Almighty pervert justice?
If your sons sinned against Him,
He dispatched them for their transgression.
But if you seek God
And supplicate the Almighty,
If you are blameless and upright,
He will protect you,
And grant well-being to your righteous home.
Though your beginning be small,
In the end you will grow very great.
Ask the generation past,
Study what their fathers have searched out
For we are of yesterday and know nothing;
Our days on earth are a shadowSurely they will teach you and tell you,
Speaking out of their understanding.
Can papyrus thrive without marsh?
Can rushes grow without water?
While still tender, not yet plucked,
They would wither before any other grass.
Such is the fate of all who forget God;
The hope of the impious man comes to naught
Whose confidence is a •thread of gossamer,·•
Whose trust is a spider 's web.
He leans on his house-it will not stand;
He seizes hold of it, but it will not hold.
He stays fresh even in the sun;
His shoots spring up in his garden;
•·His roots are twined around a heap,
They take hold of a house of stones:•
When he is uprooted from his place,
It denies him, [saying,]

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

JOB
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24.25; 31.3 (see there) Job insists
that he is innocent; here, as also in
13.26; 14.16-17, he admits some
measure of guilt; otherwise he
could not ask God to pardon and
forgive. This admission of less
than total innocence on an ab
solute scale, however (apart from
Job's being the most virtuous per
son on earth relative to other hu
mans according to 1.1, 8; 2.3), is
in consonance with the message
of the dream vision which Job af
firms in 6.10; 9.2 (see also 4.12-21;
15.13-16; 25.2-6; 5 1 ) When You
seek me: As in Psalms, the assump
tion is that God needs people; as in
Ps. 6.6, Job is reminding God that
if Job is killed, he will no longer be
able to praise Him.
.

.

8.1-22: Bildad's first speech.
2: How long will you speak such
things ? Job has already needlessly
apologized in 6.3 for his rambling
utterance (ch 3), which was itself a
perfectly reasonable response. In
stead of comforting Job, Bildad in
sults him for having expressed his
feelings. In 1 1.2-3 Zophar will do
the same thing. Eliphaz will follow
suit in 15.1. Bildad insists that God
acts justly and if one is suffering, it
must be because he has sinned.
Nevertheless, Bildad urges Job to
seek God's mercy and forgiveness.
It is God, after all, who sustains
the world. 8-12: The source of
knowledge is experiential. Former
generations are the source of wis
dom and without a link to them,
people cannot succeed. 1 1 : Rhetor
ical questions are again used to
develop a point (see 6.5-6 n.).
1 3-19: The impious man may look
prosperous, but his "growth" is in
a ruined place and if uprooted, he
has no future.

JOB
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"I never saw you."
Such is his happy lot;
And from the earth others will grow.
Surely God does not despise the blameless;
He gives no support to evildoers.
He will yet fill your mouth with laughter,
And your lips with shouts of joy.
Your enemies will be clothed in disgrace;
The tent of the wicked will vanish.
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9 Job said in reply:
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Indeed I know that it is so:
Man cannot win a suit against God.
If he insisted on a trial with Him,
He would not answer one charge in a thousand.
Wise of heart and mighty in powerWho ever challenged Him and came out whole?
Him who moves mountains without their
knowing it,
Who overturns them in His anger;
Who shakes the earth from its place,
Till its pillars quake;
Who commands the sun not to shine;
Who seals up the stars;
Who by Himself spread out the heavens,
And trod on the back of the sea;
Who made the Bear• and Orion,
Pleiades, and the chambers of the south wind;
Who performs great deeds which cannot be
fathomed,
And wondrous things without number.
He passes me by-I do not see Him;
He goes by me, but I do not perceive Him.
He snatches away-who can stop Him?
Who can say to Him, "What are You doing?"
God does not restrain His anger;
Under Him Rahab'sb helpers sink down.
How then can I answer Him,
Or choose my arguments against Him?
Though I were in the right, I could not speak out,
But I would plead for mercy with my judge.
If I summoned Him and He responded,
I do not believe He would lend me His ear.
For He crushes me <·for a hair;·<
He wounds me much for no cause.

a Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b A primeval monster.
c-c With Tnrgwn and Peshittn; or "with a storm."
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9.1-10.22: Job responds to Bil
dad. 9.2: Indeed I know tlzat it is so:

As suggested by the colon at the
end of g.2a, the following clause,
2b, Man cannot win a suit against
God, is a paraphrase of the
main thesis of the dream vision
(4.12-21) set forth there in the form
of a double rhetorical question,
"Can mortals be acquitted by
God? Can man be cleared by his
Maker?" (4.17). In fact, it would be
better to translate the Heb as a
question: "Can man win a (law)
suit before God?" Since Job shares
Abraham's view that ultimately
" the Judge of all the earth will deal
justly" (cf. Gen. 18.25), Job would
like to take God to court and sue
Him for treating him unjustly. Job
explains in this passage, however,
that he has decided not to do so
because the dream vision has
taught him that there is no point in
taking God to court. Forensic, or
law-court, imagery typifies this
speech, and much of the rest of the
book. Job feels, correctly, that he is
facing an insurmountable prob
lem: God is both the prosecutor
and the judge, and thus Job's case
cannot possibly be adjudicated
fairly. In addition, Job has no par
ity with God as judge. 5-10: Job
returns to the central theme of
God's power, again implying that
God abuses that power. Sa: Who by
Himself spread out the heavens, an
expression borrowed from Isa. chs
4o-66, where it occurs five times:
see Isa. 40.22; 42.5; 44-24; 45.12;
51.13. This description of God is
best known from the Adoration or
"Aleynu" recited at the end of
every synagogue worship service.
Ironically, while Job here invokes
God's mastery over the forces of
nature as an argument why God
should not be afraid to meet Job in
court, the LoRD, in chs 38-39, in
vokes His mastery over the forces
of nature as an argument why Job,
who has no such mastery, is inca
pable of understanding how the
universe is governed. Equally
ironically, in 40.3-5, Job concurs
and apologizes. Sb: And trod on the
back of the sea: In the mythological
texts recovered from Late Bronze
Age Ugarit, frequent reference is
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He does not let me catch my breath,
But sates me with bitterness.
If a trial of strength-He is the strong one;
If a trial in court-who will summon Him for me?
Though I were innocent,
My mouth would condemn me;
Though I were blameless, He would prove me
crooked.
I am blameless-! am distraught;
I am sick of life.
It is all one; therefore I say,
"He destroys the blameless and the guilty."
When suddenly a scourge brings death,
He mocks as the innocent fail.
The earth is handed over to the wicked one;
He covers the eyes of its judges.
If it is not He, then who?

My days fly swifter than a runner;
They flee without seeing happiness;
They pass like reed-boats,
Like an eagle swooping onto its prey.
If I say, "I will forget my complaint;
Abandon my sorrow • and be diverted,"
I remain in dread of all my suffering;
I know that You will not acquit me.
It will be I who am in the wrong;
Why then should I waste effort?
If I washed with soap,
Cleansed my hands with lye,
You would dip me in muck
Till my clothes would abhor me.
He is not a man, like me, that I can answer Him,
That we can go to law together.
No arbiter is between us
To lay his hand on us both.
If He would only take His rod away from me
And not let His terror frighten me,
Then I would speak out without fear of Him;
For I know myself not to be so.
am disgusted with life;
0 IISpeak
will give rein to my complaint,
in the bitterness of my soul.

I say to God, "Do not condemn me;
Let me know what You charge me with.

a Lit. ''face. "

JOB
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made to the rivalry among the de
ities responsible for the sky, the
sea, and the summer drought for
hegemony over the world. In the
Israelite version of this myth, re
flected in the Bible-including
Gen. 1.21, and esp. in Isaiah (27.1),
Psalms (74. 13-14), Proverbs (8.29),
and Job-a personified, deified sea
is no longer a competitor of the
storm deity Baal but rather a crea
ture fashioned by God. (In rab
binic literature he becomes the di
vinely appointed heavenly prince
in charge of the sea just as 'Af-Beri
[see 37.1 1 ] is the divinely ap
pointed prince in charge of rain,
and Canaanite Mot, death personi
fied [cf. Ps. 49.15b], becomes the
divinely appointed "angel of
death.") Like men and women,
personified sea (referred to also
by the proper names of Leviathan
[serpent] and Rahab [blusterer; see
9.1)]) has the audacity to rebel
against the LoRD. It is God's sub
duing of personified sea, who has
attempted, like men and women,
to rival and challenge God, that is
referred to here. Trod on the back
refers to the gesture of a victor
over the vanquished. 1 0: Who per
forms great deeds . : This v. is
quoted verbatim in the benedic
tion "True and Faithful" in the
Evening Service every day of the
year. 1 2b: Who can say to Him,
"What are You doing?" In the pres
ent context Job anticipates what
he will be told by the LORD in chs
38-41: Humankind is too insignifi
cant to understand an explanation
of how God rules the cosmos even
if such an explanation were to be
forthcoming. 1 7: The alternative
reading in translators' note c-c,
with a storm (or tempest), foreshad
ows the divine revelation in chs
38-41. 22-24: A basic assumption
of Job, like other biblical books, is
that God is omnipotent. Thus,
given his personal experience, Job
can insist, !fit is not He, then wlro?
25-35: This section of the speech
returns to the theme of vv. 2-3, the
fundamental unfairness of a case
brought by God against Job, a
human. 10.2: I say to God, "Do not
condemn me": This introduces the
speech (vv. 2b-22) that Job would
. .
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Does it benefit You to defraud,
To despise the toil of Your hands,
While smiling on the counsel of the wicked?
Do You have the eyes of flesh?
Is Your vision that of mere men?
Are Your days the days of a mortal,
Are Your years the years of a man,
That You seek my iniquity
And search out my sin?
You know that I am not guilty,
And that there is none to deliver from Your hand.
"Your hands shaped and fashioned me,
Then destroyed every part of me.
Consider that You fashioned me like clay;
Will You then turn me back into dust?
You poured me out like milk,
Congealed me like cheese;
You clothed me with skin and flesh
And wove me of bones and sinews;
You bestowed on me life and care;
Your providence watched over my spirit.
Yet these things You hid in Your heart;
I know that You had this in mind:
To watch me when I sinned
And not clear me of my iniquity;
Should I be guilty-the worse for me!
And even when innocent, I cannot lift my head;
So sated am I with shame,
And drenched in my misery.
•·It is something to be proud of-• to hunt me like a
lion,
To b-show Yourself wondrous through-b me time
and again!
You keep sending fresh witnesses against me,
Letting Your vexation with me grow.
•-I serve my term and am my own replacement.·•
"Why did You let me come out of the womb?
Better had I expired before any eye saw me,
Had I been as though I never was,
Had I been carried from the womb to the grave.
My days are few, so desist!
Leave me alone, let me be diverted a while
Before I depart-never to returnFor the land of deepest gloom;

n-n Menning of Heb. IIJJcertnill.

b-b Or "make sport of"; cf Pal. Arnm. 'nfli.

like to address to God if indeed
Job should be granted a day in
court. 4-6: Job's sarcastic accusa
tion here is among the most pow
erful in the book, demanding that
God act like God, and not like a
human being. 8-12: These vv.
show some similarity to the cre
ation stories in Gen. chs 2-3, but
do not convey exactly the same
picture. 1 7: This section ends with
a final forensic image: The wit
nesses may refer to the variety of
punishments sent against Job
which are seen as testifying to this
guilt. 1 8-22: Why did You let me
come out of tlze womb? Job returns to
the image of ch 3· 1 9b: Had I been

carriedfrom the womb to the grave:
Job repeats the wish he expressed
in 3. 11-12. 21-22: A description of
Shea!, the abode of the dead; d.
3. 17-19; his mention of darkness re
turns us to another central image
of ch 3·
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A land whose light is darkness,
All gloom and disarray,
Whose light is like darkness. "

Zophar the Naamathite said in reply:
1 1 Then
Is a multitude of words unanswerable?
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

Must a loquacious person be right?
Your prattle may silence men;
You may mock without being rebuked,
And say, "My doctrine is pure,
And I have been innocent in Your sight."
But would that God might speak,
And talk to you Himself.
He would tell you the secrets of wisdom,
•·For there are many sides to sagacity;
And know that God has overlooked for you some
of your iniquity:•

Would you discover the mystery of God?
Would you discover the limit of the Almighty?
Higher than heaven-what can you do?
Deeper than Sheol-what can you know?
Its measure is longer than the earth
And broader than the sea.
•·Should He pass by, or confine,
Or call an assembly, who can stop Him?'•
For He knows deceitful men;
When He sees iniquity, does He not discern it?
•A hollow man will get understanding,
When a wild ass is born a man.-•
But if you direct your mind,
And spread forth your hands toward Him
If there is iniquity with you, remove it,
And do not let injustice reside in your tent
Then, free of blemish, you will hold your head
high,
And, bwhen in straits,-b be unafraid.
You will then put your misery out of mind,
Consider it as water that has flowed past.
•·Life will be brighter than noon;·•
You will shine, you will be like the morning.
You will be secure, for there is hope,
•·And, entrenched,-• you will rest secure;

a-a Mea11i11g of Heb. llllcertain.
b-b Heb. mu�aq; otlrer Heb. editio11s mu��aq, "tJOll will befinn. "

JOB

1 0 - 2 2- 1 1 . 1 8

1 1 -1-20: Zophar's first speech.
2-3: Is a multitude of words IIIW11swerable? Like Bildad in 8.2,
Zophar here, in the house of a man
bereft of his children (1. 18-19) and
infested with maggots (7-5), has
the colossal nerve to tell Job, the
master of the house, tha t he talks
too much! Just because a person
talks a lot, says Zophar, does not
mean that he is right. 7-1 1 : Can
Job, or any person, really under
stand God? And should God's
actions be lirni ted to those that
human beings find rational or just?
Here, like the other friends,
Zophar suggests that God's great
power (vv. 7-10) shows that He is
a fair judge, who punishes iniquity
only (v. 11). 1 2: This is a proverb.
Wisdom writings typically quote
proverbs, integrating them into
their own compositions (see, e.g.,
the "better" proverbs integrated in
Eccl. [Koheleth] ch 7). Zophar is
using this proverb to suggest that
Job is a hollow man, and that he will
never get understanding. 1 7: A re
sponse to the darkness imagery
used at the end of Job's previous
speech.

JOB

1 1 . 19-12.13

19

You will lie down undisturbed;
The great will court your favor.
But the eyes of the wicked pine away;
Escape is cut off from them;
They have only their last breath to look forward
to.

20

Then Job said in reply:
1 2 Indeed,
you are the [voice of] the people,
2
3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

And wisdom will die with you.
But I, like you, have a mind,
And am not less than you.
Who does not know such things?
I have become a laughingstock to my friend
"One who calls to God and is answered,
Blamelessly innocent"-a laughingstock.
•·In the thought of the complacent there is
contempt for calamity;
It is ready for those whose foot slips:•
Robbers live untroubled in their tents,
And those who provoke God are secure,
•-Those whom God's hands have produced.-•

But ask the beasts, and they will teach you;
The birds of the sky, they will tell you,
Or speak to the earth, it will teach you;
The fish of the sea, they will inform you.
Who among all these does not know
That the hand of the LoRD has done this?
In His hand is every living soul
And the breath of all mankind.
Truly, the ear tests arguments
As the palate tastes foods.
Is wisdom in the aged
And understanding in the long-lived?
With Him are wisdom and courage;
His are counsel and understanding.

a-a Menning of Heb. llllcerlnin.

1 2.1-1 4.22: Job responds to
Zophar. 1 2.2-3: Indeed, you are tile
[voice ofl the people, and wisdom will
die with you: Better, rhetorically:

"Are you really the whole people,
and will wisdom die with you?"
The authority invoked by Job's
three friends is wisdom tradition
(we might say "common knowl
edge"), which wise people teach as

the lesson of the past and which
older sages can confirm from life
experience. Consequently, Eliphaz
appealed both to his own experi
ence, what "I have seen" (4.8 and
5-3) and what "we have inquired"
(5.27). Eliphaz will refer again in
15.17-18 to both of his sources of
authority: his own life experience,
and the teachings of the Sages.
- 1520-
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Like Eliphaz, Bildad in 8.8-10 also
invokes the teachings of the wise,
as does Zophar in 20-4- 3: Who does
not know such things? lit., "Who
does not have like these?" Rash
bam suggests tha t Job refers to the
friends' previous arguments. Some
contemporary scholars construe
"these" as referring to Job's par
ody in vv. 4-6 of the friends' argu
ments (especially Eliphaz in
5·19-24). 4-6: Following this read
ing, we may understand these vv.
as follows: "He laughs at mis
chance and disaster, just calls to
God and is answered-the blame
less good man laughs. He scorns
misfortune, is tranquil in time of
calamity, firm in time of foot
slipping. Tents are unharmed de
spite marauders, there is security
despite those who provoke God,
for him whom God shelters with
His hand." Job here refers to
Eliphaz's assertion in 5.22 and
Bildad's similar assertion in 8.21
that a virtuous person should sim
ply laugh at the disasters which
befall other persons. See 5.22 n.
and 31.29 n. 5: Contempt for calam
ity: In Tosefta Sotah 3.12 this is
taken as an apt description of the
people of Sodom who refused to
take seriously the warning of im
pending disaster conveyed by
God's messengers (cf. Gen. 19.4).
7-8: Understanding these vv. as
Job's parodic quotation of the
friends, note that in other parts of
the text, Job consistently addresses
the friends in the second-person
plural and they consistently ad
dress him in the second-person
singular. Here, however, you is sin
gular, indicating that Job is quot
ing the friends, not speaking to
them. Alternatively this may be
Job's counterargument to his
friends: They claim that they have
the wisdom of generations, but Job
suggests tha t he possesses greater
wisdom, based on the less biased,
all-seeing animals. 9: Who among
all these does not know: Here, as in 3,
Job refers critically to his friends'
assertions. 1 3-25: Again, job re
turns to a central theme, the power
of God, asserting very clearly that
God is extremely powerful, but
abuses His power and uses it for
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Whatever He tears down cannot be rebuilt;
Whomever He imprisons cannot be set free.
When He holds back the wa ters, they dry up;
When He lets them loose, they tear up the land.
With Him are strength and resourcefulness;
Erring and causing to err are from Him.
He makes counselors go about naked •
And causes judges to go mad.
He undoes the belts of kings,
And fastens loincloths on them.
He makes priests go about naked,a
And leads temple-servantsb astray.
He deprives trusty men of speech,
And takes away the reason of elders.
He pours disgrace upon great men,
And loosens the belt of the mighty.
He draws mysteries out of the darkness,
And brings obscurities to light.
He exalts nations, then destroys them;
He expands nations, then leads them away.
He deranges the leaders of the people,
And makes them wander in a trackless waste.
They grope without light in the darkness;
He makes them wander as if drunk.

1 3 My eye has seen all this;
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

My ear has heard and understood it.
What you know, I know also;
I am not less than you.
Indeed, I would speak to the Almighty;
I insist on arguing with God.
But you invent lies;
All of you are quacks.
If you would only keep quiet
It would be considered wisdom on your part.
Hear now my arguments,
Listen to my pleading.
Will you speak unjustly on God's behalf?
Will you speak deceitfully for Him?
Will you be partial toward Him?
Will you plead God's cause?
Will it go well when He examines you?
Will you fool Him as one fools men?
He will surely reprove you
If in c-your heart-c you are partial toward Him.

a A sign of madness.
b Cf Ugaritic ytnm, a class of temple servants; others "tile mighty. "
c-c Lit. "secret."

- 1521 -

1 2 . 14- l J . l O

destructive purposes. 13: Job re
turns to the forensic imagery of ch
9· 1 3.4-6: Job's plea that his
friends listen is logical, given that
when each friend replies to Job, he
is not actually replying to what Job
had just said, and sometimes
the friends even put false state
ments into Job's mouth (e.g.,
22.13). 5: This reflects a common
wisdom notion, seen in Prov.
17.28: "Even a fool, if he keeps
silent, is deemed wise; I Intelli
gent, if he seals his lips." 9-10: Job
is ultimately proven correct in
42·7·
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JOB 13.11-14.2
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27

28

His threat will terrify you,
And His fear will seize you.
Your briefs are empty• platitudes;
Your responses are unsubstantial.b
Keep quiet; I will have my say,
Come what may upon me.
How long! I will take my flesh in my teeth;
I will take my life in my hands.
<·He may well slay me; I may have no hope;·<
Yet I will argue my case before Him.
In this too is my salvation:
That no impious man can come into His presence.
Listen closely to my words;
Give ear to my discourse.
See now, I have prepared a case;
I know that I will win it.
For who is it that would challenge me?
I should then keep silent and expire.
But two things do not do to me,
So that I need not hide from You:
Remove Your hand from me,
And let not Your terror frighten me.
Then summon me and I will respond,
Or I will speak and You reply to me.
How many are my iniquities and sins?
Advise me of my transgression and sin.
Why do You hide Your face,
And treat me like an enemy?
Will You harass a driven leaf,
Will You pursue dried-up straw,
That You decree for me bitter things
And make me d-answer ford the iniquities of my
youth,
That You put my feet in the stocks
And watch all my ways,
•·Hemming in my footsteps?·•
Man wastes away like a rotten thing,
Like a garment eaten by moths.

1 4 Man born of woman is short-lived and sated with
2

trouble.
He blossoms like a flower and withers;
He vanishes like a shadow and does not endure.

a Lit. "asilen."
b Lit. "clayey. "
So witIt kethib; otl1ers witII qere "Tilougil He slay me, yet will / trust in Him."
d-d Lit. "i11ilerit."
e-e Men11i11g of Heb. u11certai11.
c-c

- 1522-

27: Job returns to the theme of
7.12-21, that God watches people
too closely; this is further devel
oped at the beginning of the fol
lowing chapter. 1 4. 1 : Man born of
woman, Gen. 1.27, "God created
the "'adam" ("human"), , , He
created them male and female"
proves that in biblical Heb
"'adam," here translated man,
refers to both every individual
human of either sex and to hu
mankind collectively. This under
standing is reflected in ancient
rabbinic exegesis (see, e.g., Sifra
at Lev. 1.2). Born of woman (Heb
"yelud 'ishah") is peculiar to Job
(found only twice more in the en
tire Bible, in Job 15.14; 25.4). It sig
nifies the mortality of human be
ings. Some commentators read this
as a reference to the impurity of
childbirth. 2: The image of a
flower will be picked up and de
veloped in v. 7·
_
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Do You fix Your gaze on such a one?
Will You go to law with me?
•·Who can produce a clean thing out of an unclean
one? No one!·•
His days are determined;
You know the number of his months;
You have set him limits that he cannot pass.
Turn away from him, that he may be at ease
Until, like a hireling, he finishes out his day.
There is hope for a tree;
If it is cut down it will renew itself;
Its shoots will not cease.
If its roots are old in the earth,
And its stump dies in the ground,
At the scent of water it will bud
And produce branches like a sapling.
But mortals languish and die;
Man expires; where is he?
The waters of the sea fail,
And the river dries up and is parched.
So man lies down never to rise;
He will awake only when the heavens are no more,
Only then be aroused from his sleep.
0 that You would hide me in Sheol,
Conceal me until Your anger passes,
Set me a fixed time to attend to me.
If a man dies, can he live again?
All the time of my service I wait
Until my replacement comes.
You would call and I would answer You;
You would set Your heart on Your handiwork.
Then You would not count my steps,
Or keep watch over my sin.
My transgression would be sealed up in a pouch;
You would coat over my iniquity.
Mountains collapse and crumble;
Rocks are dislodged from their place.
Water wears away stone;
Torrents wash away earth;
So you destroy man's hope,
You overpower him forever and he perishes;
You alter his visage and dispatch him.
His sons attain honor and he does not know it;
They are humbled and he is not aware of it.

a-a Meaning of Heb. 1111Cerfaiu.

6: The hireling image builds on the
opening of ch 7· 7-12: Job is full of

ironies. Picking up on the image
of the withering flower of v. 2, Job
insists that trees are better off than
people, since they renew them
selves, while human death cannot
be reversed. 1 3-14: 0 that you

would hide me in Sheol. . . . If a ntnll
dies, can he live again? The notion of
an afterlife, the resurrection of the
dead, or a world to come where
people are rewarded or punished
for their deeds in this world, had
not yet developed at the time that
Job was written. He thus has, in
general, no recourse to these ideas
or beliefs in his argument, al
though there may be the seeds of
this idea in v. 14. 1 8-22: God's
power again is invoked by Job,
and cast in a negative light.
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He feels only the pain of his flesh,
And his spirit mourns in him.

1 5 Eliphaz the Temanite said in reply:
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

n-n

Does a wise man answer with windy opinions,
And fill his belly with the east wind?
Should he argue with useless talk,
With words that are of no worth?
You subvert piety
And restrain prayer to God.
Your sinfulness dictates your speech,
So you choose crafty language.
Your own mouth condemns you-not I;
Your lips testify against you.
Were you the first man born?
Were you created before the hills?
Have you listened in on the council of God?
Have you sole possession of wisdom?
What do you know that we do not know,
Or understand that we do not?
Among us are gray-haired old men,
Older by far than your father.
Are God's consolations not enough for you,
And His gentle words to you?
How your heart has carried you away,
How your eyes •·have failed·• you,
That you could vent your anger on God,
And let such words out of your mouth!
What is man that he can be cleared of guilt,
One born of woman, that he be in the right?
He puts no trust in His holy ones;
The heavens are not guiltless in His sight;
What then of one loathsome and foul,
Man, who drinks wrongdoing like water!
I will hold forth; listen to me;
What I have seen, I will declareThat which wise men have transmitted from their
fathers,

Meaning of Heb. uncertaiu.

1 5.1-35: Eliphaz's second speech.

Following the wisdom tradition,
this speech begins with a large
number of rhetorical questions.
2-3: These rhetorical questions, to
which the answer is no, are meant
to undermine Job's claim in 12.2-6,

11-12; 13.1-5 that he is wise (i.e.,

an embodiment of education in the
truth) and that his three friends are
foolish (i.e., uneducated, misedu
cated, or possibly ineducable).
3: Useless talk: Echoing Bildad in
8.2ff. and Zophar in 11.2-3, Eli-

phaz begins his speech by insult
ing Job for talking too much.
4: And restrain prayer to God, better,
"And did you remove conversa
tion [that took place] before
God?"-referring back to the
dream vision recorded in 4.12-21
(see annotations there) and re
ferred to again most positively by
Job in 9.2 (see there). 8: Have you
listened in on the council of God? An
other mocking reference to Job's
report of the dream vision (see
above at v. 4 and see 4.12-21; 9.2);
for the mocking by the friends of
Job's account of his dream vision,
see 5 . 1, and see Job's deriving con
solation in 6.10 from his having
told of his dream vision. 1 0: The
wisdom accumulated by elders is
a major theme in biblical and an
cient Near Eastern wisdom litera
ture. 1 1 : God's consolations, better,
with Gersonides (1288-1344),
"these consolations," i.e., the con
solations offered by Eliphaz, Bil
��d;, and Zop�ar. The Heb particle
el here, as m Gen. 19.8, 25; 26.),
4; Lev. 18.27, etc., is a biform of the
common demonstrative adjective
"'eleh," "these," and it should not
be confused with its homonym,
the generic term for God or a
god. NJPS here follows Rashi
(1040-1 105). 1 1 b: And His gentle
words to you? better, "For there is

with you (i.e., you know) some
word that reached you with
stealth," following Ibn Ezra
(1089-1164) and Gersonides.
1 3: Vent your anger 011 God, better,
"blow your wind at these men."
This also follows Gersonides' in
terpretation (see v. na n. above).
13: Out of your mouth! Since Eli
phaz now mockingly quotes Job's
account of his dream vision, the
exclamation mark should be re
placed by a colon, and vv. 14-16
should be placed within quotation
marks as they are an almost verba
tim quotation of 4-12-21 (see also
9.2; 25.4-6). 14: What is ma11 that he
can be cleared ofguilt? Heb "mah

'enosh ki-yizkeh," which inspires
the alphabetical "piyyut" (liturgi
cal poem) '"Enosh Ma-Yizkeh,"
"How can man be clear," by Me
shullam b. Kalonymos of Rome, in
the Morning Service for Yom Kip-
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And have not withheld,
To whom alone the land was given,
No stranger passing among them:
The wicked man writhes in torment all his days;
Few years are reserved for the ruthless.
Frightening sounds fill his ears;
When he is at ease a robber falls upon him.
He is never sure he will come back from the dark;
A sword stares him in the face.
He wanders about for bread-where is it?
He knows that the day of darkness has been
readied for him.
Troubles terrify him, anxiety overpowers him,
Like a king •·expecting a siege. ·•
For he has raised his arm against God
And played the hero against the Almighty.
He runs at Him defiantlyb
•·With his thickly bossed shield.
His face is covered with fat
And his loins with blubber:•
He dwells in cities doomed to ruin,
In houses that shall not be lived in,
That are destined to become heaps of rubble.
He will not be rich;
His wealth will not endure;
•·His produce shall not bend to the earth:•
He will never get away from the darkness;
Flames will sear his shoots;
•·He will pass away by the breath of His mouth.
He will not be trusted;
He will be misled by falsehood,
And falsehood will be his recompense:•
He will wither before his time,
His boughs never having flourished.
He will drop his unripe grapes like a vine;
He will shed his blossoms like an olive tree.
For the company of the impious is desolate;
Fire consumes the tents of the briber;
For they have conceived mischief, given birth to
evil,
And their womb has produced deceit.

1 6 Job said in reply:
2

I have often heard such things;
You are all mischievous comforters.

a-a Meaning of Heb. 11ncertain.

b Lit. "with neck. '"

pur. Both Job and his friends agree
that people are worthless (see Bil
dad in 8.17-21). They disagree,
however, concerning the implica
tions of this premise: For the
friends, it means that people are
fundamentally sinners, while for
Job it suggests that God needs to
give people more leeway in judg
ing them. 1 4b: Born of woman, see
above n. at 14.1, and below at 25-4·

1 5: He puts no trust in His holy ones,

see 4.18 n. The heavens are not guilt
less in His sight: This clause ap
pears in its entirety as the ninth
clause in the "piyyut" (liturgical
poem) " 'Enosh 'Eikh Yitzdak,"
"How can man be proved innocent
before his Creator?" in the Addi
tional (Musaf) Service for Yom
Kippur. Composed by the most
important of the medieval "pay
yetanim" (liturgical poets), Eleazar
ha-Qallir, who lived in the land of
Israel during the 7th century CE,
this poem is clearly inspired by an
ancient Jewish interpretation of
Job 15.14-16 and its parallel pas
sages (4.12-21; 9.2; 25.4-6) as a
plea for mercy appropriate in the
mouth of Job and consequently in
the mouth of downtrodden Israel
(i.e., the Jewish people) and thor
oughly inappropriate in the mouth
of Eliphaz except as a quotation of
Job's plea for mercy. This plea is
here based upon the reasoning
that if personified heavens (said to
be pure in Exod. 24.10) are not
pure in God's sight, how much the
more are human beings impure;
hence collective Israel, following
Job's example, throws himself on
the mercy of the divine court. See
also the paraphrase of Job 15.15 in
the most famous "piyyut," recited
on both the New Year and the Day
of Atonement, Unetaneh Tokef:
"Indeed, even they [the heavenly
host] will not be pure in Your
eyes during the judicial process."
20-35: This is one of the longest
descriptions by one of Job's
friends of the fate of the wicked; it
is developed with great detail and
certainty.

1 6.1-17.16: Job's reply to
Eliphaz's second speech. Job be

gins by criticizing his friends'
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Have windy words no limit?
What afflicts you that you speak on?
I would also talk like you
If you were in my place;
I would barrage you with words,
I would wag my head over you.
I would encourage you with words,a
My moving lips would bring relief.
If I speak, my pain will not be relieved,
And if I do not-what have I lost?
Now He has truly worn me out;
You have destroyed my whole community.
You have shriveled me;
My gauntness serves as a witness,
And testifies against me.
In His anger He tears and persecutes me;
He gnashes His teeth at me;
My foe stabs me with his eyes.
They open wide their mouths at me;
Reviling me, they strike my cheeks;
They inflame themselves against me.
God hands me over to an evil man,
Thrusts me into the clutches of the wicked.
I had been untroubled, and He broke me in pieces;
He took me by the scruff and shattered me;
He set me up as His target;
His bowmen surrounded me;
He pierced my kidneys; He showed no mercy;
He spilled my bile onto the ground.
He breached me, breach after breach;
He rushed at me like a warrior.
I sewed sackcloth over my skin;
I b·buried my glory-b in the dust.
My face is red with weeping;
Darkness covers my eyes
<·For no injustice on my part
And for the purity of my prayer!·<
Earth, do not cover my blood;
Let there be no resting place for my outcry!
Surely now my witness is in heaven;
He who can testify for me is on high.
0 my advocates, my fellows,
Before God my eyes shed tears;

n Lit. "my mout/1."
b-b Lit. "mnde my lwrn enter into."
c-c Or "Tiwugll l did no injustice, I And my prnyer wns pure. "

words, but soon the focus shifts
from the friends to God, who is
spoken of in the third person and
also addressed in the second per
son. God has become Job's foe,
ruining his life, in ways that are
described, perhaps metaphori
cally, as physical attacks on parts
of Job's body. Job feels social rejec
tion as well as physical ailments
(a common complaint in ancient
Near Eastern, including biblical,
lament literature). In 16.18-17.1
Job returns to the idea that he has
no recourse against God and that
all he can do is wait for death.
He seems to have lost all hope.
1 6.3: This echoes Eliphaz in
15.2-3; the friends accuse Job of
being a windbag and vice versa.
This theme will also play a major
role in the first speech of Elihu, in
32.18-19. 9: My foe in this context
is likely God, a very strong accusa
tion, representing the tremendous
alienation that Job is feeling.
18: Earth, do not cover my blood: Job
does not want his suffering to be
forgotten or unrequited. The idea
behind this phrase is the belief that
the blood of the innocent cries out
from the ground, as in the case of
Abel (Gen. 4.10; see also Ezek.
24.7-8). In a ritual context, Lev.
17.13 states that if an animal or
bird is hunted down, its blood
must be poured out and covered
with earth in order for it to be per
mitted as food. More recently, this
verse has become associated with
the Holocaust; it appears, for
example, in an inscription in War
saw marking the site where Jews
were transported to Treblinka.
19: In this reference to heaven, Job
may also be recalling the ancient
tradition that heaven and earth
may serve as unbiased witnesses
(see Deut. 32.1).

JOB 16.21-18.3
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Let Him arbitrate between a man and God
As between a man and his fellow.
For a few more years will pass,
And I shall go the way of no return.
My spirit is crushed, my days run out;
The graveyard waits for me.

1 7.10-14: After explicitly raising
the issue of wisdom in v. 10, Job
reworks a well-known wisdom no
tion that wisdom would be your
relative in a perverse fashion in

V.14.

Surely mocking men keep me company,
And with their provocations I close my eyes.
Come now, stand surety for me!
Who will give his hand on my behalf?
You have hidden understanding from their minds;
Therefore You must not exalt [them].
He informs on his friends for a share [of their
property],
And his children's eyes pine away.
He made me a byword among people;
I have become like Tophet• of old.
My eyes fail from vexation;
All shapes seem to me like shadows.
The upright are amazed at this;
The pure are aroused against the impious.
The righteous man holds to his way;
He whose hands are clean grows stronger.
But all of you, come back now;
I shall not find a wise man among you.
My days are done, my tendons severed,
The strings of my heart.
They say that night is day,
That light is here-in the face of darkness.
If I must look forward to Sheol as my home,
And make my bed in the dark place,
Say to the Pit, "You are my father,"
To the maggots, "Mother," "Sister"
Where, then, is my hope?
Who can see hope for me?
Will it descend to Sheol?
Shall we go down together to the dust?

8 How long? Put an end to talk!

Then Bildad the Shuhite said in reply:
Consider, and then we shall speak.
Why are we thought of as brutes,
Regarded by you as stupid?

a Tlmt CO/IS11111ed c!Ji/dre/1; cf fer. 7.3 1 .

1 8.1-21 : Bildad's second speech.

As before, this speech opens with
words about making speeches. Bil
dad rejects Job's characterization
of the friends as stupid, suggesting
instead that Job makes himself too
important, takes his suffering too
seriously. He repeats his former
views about the fate of the wicked.
This is longer and more metaphor-

4
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You who tear yourself to pieces in angerWill •·earth's order be disrupted·• for your sake?
Will rocks be dislodged from their place?
Indeed, the light of the wicked fails;
The flame of his fire does not shine.
The light in his tent darkens;
His lamp fails him.
His iniquitous strides are hobbled;
His schemes overthrow him.
He is led by his feet into the net;
He walks onto the toils.
The trap seizes his heel;
The noose tightens on him.
The rope for him lies hidden on the ground;
His snare, on the path.
Terrors assault him on all sides
And send his feet flying.
His progeny hunger;
Disaster awaits his wife.b
The tendons under his skin are consumed;
Death's first-born consumes his tendons.
He is torn from the safety of his tent;
Terror marches him to the king. c
It lodges in his desolate tent;
Sulfur is strewn upon his home.
His roots below dry up,
And above, his branches wither.
All mention of him vanishes from the earth;
He has no name abroad.
He is thrust from light to darkness,
Driven from the world.
He has no seed or breed among his people,
No survivor where he once lived.
Generations to come will be appalled at his fate,
As the previous ones are seized with horror.
"These were the haunts of the wicked;
Here was the place of him who knew not God."

3
4

ical than the similar description
of Eliphaz at the end of ch 15.

1 3-14: Death's first-born . . . Terror
. . . to the king: These may be myth
ological references; the deity Mot
("Death") is well-attested in
Ugaritic mythology. V. 14 ends
with "le-melekh balahot," appar
ently an epithet, better translated
as "to King-of-Terrors."

1 9.1-29: Job's reply to Bildad's
second speech. Job complains

1 9 Job said in reply:
2

KETHUVIM

How long will you grieve my spirit,
And crush me with words?
dTime and again·d you humiliate me,
And are not ashamed to abuse me.
If indeed I have erred,
My error remains with me.

a-a Lit. "tile eart/1 be aba11doned. "
b Lit. "rib" (cf Gen. 2.22); or "stumbling. "
c Viz., of tl1e 11etllerworld.
d-d Lit. "Ten times. "
- 1528-

again about the treatment he re
ceives from his friends and from
God. He then describes his feel
ings of alienation from his family,
servants, and friends (vv. 13-20).
The chapter concludes with a cry
for pity, and a wish that his state
be recorded for posterity, so that in
the future he will be vindicated.
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Though you are overbearing toward me,
Reproaching me with my disgrace,
Yet know that God has wronged me;
He has thrown up siege works around me.
I cry, "Violence!" but am not answered;
I shout, but can get no justice.
He has barred my way; I cannot pass;
He has laid darkness upon my path.
He has stripped me of my glory,
Removed the crown from my head.
He tears down every part of me; I perish;
He uproots my hope like a tree.
He kindles His anger against me;
He regards me as one of His foes.
His troops advance together;
They build their road toward me
And encamp around my tent.
He alienated my kin from me;
My acquaintances disown me.
My relatives are gone;
My friends have forgotten me.
My dependents and maidservants regard me as a
stranger;
I am an outsider to them.
I summon my servant but he does not respond;
I must myself entreat him.
My odor is repulsive to my wife;
I am loathsome to my children.
Even youngsters disdain me;
When I rise, they speak against me.
All my bosom friends detest me;
Those I love have turned against me.
My bones stick to my skin and flesh;
I escape with the skin of my teeth.

Pity me, pity me! You are my friends;
For the hand of God has struck me!
Why do you pursue me like God,
•Maligning me insatiably?-•
0 that my words were written down;
Would they were inscribed in a record,
Incised on a rock forever
With iron stylus and lead!
But I know that my Vindicator lives;
In the end He will testify on earthThis, after my skin will have been peeled off.

n-n Lit. "You nre 1101 satisfied <l'itll my flesll. "

8-1 3: The repetition of "he" and

"me" serves as a powerful accusa
tion against God. 1 7: My odor is re
pulsive to my wife: This is the sec
ond of three references to Job's
wife (see 2.10; 31.10). 1 7b: I am
loathsome to my children: This verse
would seem to demonstrate the in
dependence of the poetic sympo
sium from the prose framework,
according to which by the time Eli
phaz, Bildad, and Zophar came to
visit Job, the latter's seven sons
and three daughters had all per
ished. Inconsistencies in details
such as these between prose narra
tive frameworks and poems set
within such narrative frameworks
are found elsewhere (Exod. chs
14-15; Judg. chs 4-5; Jonah).
23-24: Job is so certain of his inno
cence that he wants his case to be
inscribed on a monumental stele,
rather than the more temporary
parchment or papyrus used in bib
lical antiquity. 25: But I know that
my Vindicator lives: The word for
Vindicator is "go'el," "redeemer,"
the legal term for the person in the
family responsible for avenging
the murder of other members
(Num. 35.19; Deut. 19.6). While the
term "go'el" is sometimes applied
to God, who is the "redeemer" of
Israel, Job is not speaking about
God but rather about a future
kinsman who will vindicate him,
who will take revenge on God for
what God has done to Job.
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But I would behold God while still in my flesh,
I myself, not another, would behold Him;
Would see with my own eyes:
My heart• pines within me.
You say, "How do we persecute him?
The root of the matter is in him."b
Be in fear of the sword,
For [your] fury is iniquity worthy of the sword;
Know there is a judgment!

Q In truth, my thoughts urge me to answer
Zophar the Naamathite said in reply:

(It is because of my feelings
When I hear reproof that insults me);
A spirit out of my understanding makes me reply:
Do you not know this, that from time immemorial,
Since man was set on earth,
The joy of the wicked has been brief,
The happiness of the impious, fleeting?
Though he grows as high as the sky,
His head reaching the clouds,
He perishes forever, like his dung;
Those who saw him will say, "Where is he?"
He flies away like a dream and cannot be found;
He is banished like a night vision.
Eyes that glimpsed him do so no more;
They cannot see him in his place any longer.
His sons ingratiate themselves with the poor;
His own hands must give back his wealth.
His bones, still full of vigor,
Lie down in the dust with him.
Though evil is sweet to his taste,
And he conceals it under his tongue;
Though he saves it, does not let it go,
Holds it inside his mouth,
His food in his bowels turns
Into asps' venom within him.
The riches he swallows he vomits;
God empties it out of his stomach.
He sucks the poison of asps;
The tongue of the viper kills him.
Let him not enjoy the streams,
The rivers of honey, the brooks of cream.
He will give back the goods unswallowed;
The value of the riches, undigested.

n Lit. "kidneys."

b With 11mny mss. n11d versions; pri11ted editions, "me. "
- 1 530-

20.1-29: Zophar's second speech.

As if all of Job's previous words
meant nothing, Zophar speaks
about the fate of the wicked. The
dominant image calls upon the di
gestive system (vv. 12-18), Zophar
allows for the possibility that the
wicked may triumph, but only
briefly (contrast Ps. 1). Though not
stated directly, the implication of
the speech is that Job, who is suf
fering all of the punishments of
the wicked, must therefore be
wicked.
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Because he crushed and tortured the poor,
He will not build up the house he took by
force.
He will not see his children tranquil;
He will not preserve one of his dear ones. •
With no survivor to enjoy it,
His fortune will not prosper.
When he has all he wants, trouble will come;
Misfortunes of all kinds will batter him.
Let that fill his belly;
Let Him loose His burning anger at him,
And rain down His weapons upon him.
Fleeing from iron arrows,
He is shot through from a bow of bronze.
Brandished and run through his body,
The blade, through his gall,
Strikes terror into him.
Utter darkness waits for his treasured ones;
A fire fanned by no man will consume him;
Who survives in his tent will be crushed.
Heaven will expose his iniquity;
Earth will rise up against him.
His household will be cast forth by a flood,
Spilled out on the day of His wrath.
This is the wicked man's portion from God,
The lot God has ordained for him.

Job said in reply:
2 1 Listen
well to what I say,

4
5
6

7
8
9

21 .1-34: Job's reply to Zophar's
second speech. In this last speech

in the second cycle, Job insists that,
contrary to what his friends have
been saying, the wicked do pros
per. 2-3: Listen well . . . be your con
solation: Job suggests that the way
the friends can bring him consola
tion, which was their intent (2.11),
is to listen to him, instead of berat
ing him. 7-34: Job complains that
the wicked prosper and that the
success of the wicked demon
strates that justice does not pre
vail. In the same vein, Jeremiah
asks in 12.1, "Why does the way
of the wicked prosper? Why are
the workers of treachery at ease?"
Commenting on vv. 9-14, the
Tosefta, which many view as the
oldest commentary on the Mish
nah (220 CE, at Sotah ].6), sees in
Job's graphic description of the
material success of the wicked an
account of the prosperity of the
generation that perished in the
flood described in Gen. ch 7·
Tosefta Sotah thereby neutralizes
the scriptural evidence, which con
tradicts the assertion of Mishnah
Salah 1.7 Tosefta Sotalz 3.1 that
everyone is rewarded or punished
in direct proportion to that per
son's positive or negative behav
ior. Moreover, Tosefta Sotalz 3 7 con
tends that "the bounty with which
God favored them [the people
who perished in the flood]
led to the following: 'They say to
God "Leave us alone . . . " ' " (Job
21.14a); "[the declaration] 'What
is Shaddai that we should serve
Him?' " (21.15a), which means, ac
cording to Tosefta: "They said, 'Do
we need Him [God] for anything
except a few drops of rain? Look,
we have rivers and wells which
are more than enough for us in the
summer and in the rainy season.' "
Tosefta understands that the vivid
description of the prosperity of the
wicked in Job 21.8-17, 30-33 seri
ously undermines the Mishnah's
and Tosefta's assertion that ulti
mately justice prevails. Tosefta's
interpretive strategy to defuse the
power of Job's account of the pros
perity of the wicked is to treat that
depiction not as it certainly ap
pears in its biblical context, as a
=

·

2

3

2 0 . 1 9-2 1 . 9

And let that be your consolation.
Bear with me while I speak,
And after I have spoken, you may mock.
Is my complaint directed toward a man?
Why should I not lose my patience?
Look at me and be appalled,
And clap your hand to your mouth.
When I think of it I am terrified;
My body is seized with shuddering.

Why do the wicked live on,
Prosper and grow wealthy?
Their children are with them always,
And they see their children's children.
Their homes are secure, without fear;
They do not feel the rod of God.

n For tilis 111Cani11g of beten and J:tamud, cf /-los. 9.16.
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Their bull breeds and does not fail;
Their cow calves and never miscarries;
They let their infants run loose like sheep,
And their children skip about.
They sing to the music of timbrel and lute,
And revel to the tune of the pipe;
They spend their days in happiness,
And go down to Sheol in peace.
They say to God, "Leave us alone,
We do not want to learn Your ways;
What is Shaddai that we should serve Him?
What will we gain by praying to Him?"
Their happiness is not their own doing.
(The thoughts of the wicked are beyond me!)
How seldom does the lamp of the wicked fail,
Does the calamity they deserve befall them,
Does He apportion [their] lot in anger!
Let them become like straw in the wind,
Like chaff carried off by a storm.
[You say,] "God is reserving his punishment for
his sons";
Let it be paid back to him that he may feel it,
Let his eyes see his ruin,
And let him drink the wrath of Shaddai!
For what does he care about the fate of his family,
When his number of months runs out?
Can God be instructed in knowledge,
He who judges from such heights?
One man dies in robust health,
All tranquil and untroubled;
His pails are full of milk;
The marrow of his bones is juicy.
Another dies embittered,
Never having tasted happiness.
They both lie in the dust
And are covered with worms.
Oh, I know your thoughts,
And the tactics you will devise against me.
You will say, "Where is the house of the great
manAnd where the tent in which the wicked dwelled?"
You must have consulted the wayfarers;
You cannot deny their evidence.
For the evil man is spared on the day of calamity,
On the day when wrath is led forth.
Who will upbraid him to his face?
Who will requite him for what he has done?
- 1532-
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depiction of the human situation
in all times and places, but rather
as a description of one historical
event, which occurred at one time
in the very remote past and which
culminated in the happy ending in
which the virtuous few-Noah
and his family-survived while
the wicked majority perished.
19: [You say,]: The brackets indi
cate that the translators believe
that Job here quotes the view of
Bildad in 18.12, 19 and of Zophar
in 20.2o-21, according to which
Job's innocent children died as rec
ompense for Job's guilt; for an
other view see Zophar at 8.4.
Zophar need not be consistent. It is
not a debate between philosophers
that is portrayed here, but rather a
random discussion between a suf
fering individual and his highly
educated friends. 20: Drink the
wrnth, better, "drink the poison,"
referring to capital punishment
by means of a cup of poison such
as was administered to Socrates.
29: Again it is experience which is
the ultimate arbiter in wisdom lit
erature. What makes the book of
Job so striking is that both Job and
his friends view the same world in
such diametrically opposed ways.
Only an outside event, such as a
divine revelation, can settle this .
debate, and this is precisely what
happens in chs 38-42.
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He is brought to the grave,
While a watch is kept at his tomb.
The clods of the wadi are sweet to him,
Everyone follows behind him,
Innumerable are those who precede him.
Why then do you offer me empty consolation?
Of your replies only the perfidy remains.

2 2 Eliphaz the Temanite said in reply:
2
3
4
5
6

7
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Can a man be of use to God,
A wise man benefit Him?
Does Shaddai gain if you are righteous?
Does He profit if your conduct is blameless?
Is it because of your piety that He arraigns you,
And enters into judgment with you?
You know that your wickedness is great,
And that your iniquities have no limit.
You exact pledges from your fellows without
reason,
And leave them naked, stripped of their clothes;
You do not give the thirsty water to drink;
You deny bread to the hungry.
The land belongs to the strong;
The privileged occupy it.
You have sent away widows empty-handed;
The strength of the fatherless is broken.
Therefore snares are all around you,
And sudden terrors frighten you,
Or darkness, so you cannot see;
A flood of waters covers you.
God is in the heavenly heights;
See the highest stars, how lofty!
You say, "What can God know?
Can He govern through the dense cloud?
The clouds screen Him so He cannot see
As He moves about the circuit of heaven."
Have you observed the immemorial path
That evil men have trodden;

22.1-30: Eliphaz's third and final
speech. 2-4: Eliphaz refers here to
Job's begging in 10.2; 13.23 that
God tell him just where he has
gone wrong so as to deserve the
loss of children, wealth, and
health, and insists that God is un
biased. 5-7, 9: Eliphaz here pro
vides the kind of bill of particulars

that Job had requested in 10.2;
13.23. These follow naturally from
his immediately preceding com
ments: If God is unbiased and
punishes only the wicked, and Job
is being punished, then he must be
very wicked. In his final speech,
Eliphaz has moved far from his
initial position in 4·3-{)· 8: The land
- 1533-

. . . occupy

2 1 . 3 2-22 . 1 5

it, better, "The man of
violence owns the earth, and the
man who is an object of favoritism
is enthroned therein." The ancient
Dead Sea Scroll Aramaic transla
tion of Job recovered from Qum
ran Cave 11 anticipated modern
scholarship in understanding this
verse as Eliphaz's quoting Job's
viewpoint as expressed in 9.24;
15.19. (One of the many problems
of interpreting Job is that, like
other wisdom texts, it quotes say
ings in order to refute them, but
there is no equivalent of quotation
marks in ancient Heb.) Some
scholars suggest that originally
22.8 was after 22.14. 10: Eliphaz
here repeats what he stated in
4·7--9 and what Bildad stated in 8.4
concerning the death of Job's chil
dren: "They had it coming to
them." 1 1-14: Holding that Eli
phaz is serious in his allegations in
22.5-9, some modern interpreters,
inspired by Rashi and Ibn Ezra,
see in 22.11-14 an explanation of
Job's disregard of the poor and the
weak: "You thought, God is above
the stars and therefore cannot
judge men." Since in the end Job's
friends are made to apologize to
Job for blaming him for his own
suffering, and since in v. 13a
Eliphaz explicitly says, "You
say . . . ," it is possible to see in
vv. 12, 13b-14, and 8 a speech that
Eliphaz puts into Job's mouth so
that he can rebut it in vv. 15-30. Of
course, Job has said no such thing.
This is another indication that
there is no true dialogue here, and
Job's accusations that his "friends"
are not listening to him are true.
1 5-30: Eliphaz repeats what he
stated in 5.1 7-27; 15.17-35; what
Bildad stated in 8.13-22; 18.5-21;
and what Zophar stated in
1 1 .13-20; 20.4-29: that in the long
run justice will prevail, and that
Job, if he is indeed essentially in
nocent, will be vindicated and
prosper if he will desist from
whatever misdemeanors he has
committed. 1 5-1 8: Here Eliphaz
addresses Job, echoing Job's alle
gations in 21.14-16. As elsewhere,
the truth may be learned from
observation of how the world
works.
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How they were shriveled up before their time
And their foundation poured out like a river?
They said to God, "Leave us alone;
What can Shaddai do about it?"
But it was He who filled their houses with good
things.
(The thoughts of the wicked are beyond me!)
The righteous, seeing it,a rejoiced;
The innocent laughed with scorn.
Surely their substance was destroyed,
And their remnant consumed by fire.
Be close to Him and wholehearted;
Good things will come to you thereby.
Accept instruction from His mouth;
Lay up His words in your heart.
If you return to Shaddai you will be restored,
If you banish iniquity from your tent;
If you regard treasure as dirt,
Ophir-gold as stones of the wadi,
And Shaddai be your treasure
And precious silver for you,
When you seek the favor of Shaddai,
And lift up your face to God,
You will pray to Him, and He will listen to you,
And you will pay your vows.
You will decree and it will be fulfilled,
And light will shine upon your affairs.
When others sink low, you will say it is pride;
For He saves the humble.
He will deliver the guilty;
He will be delivered through the cleanness of your
hands.

2 3 Job said in reply:
2
3
4
5
6

Today again my complaint is bitter;
b·My strength is spent·b on account of my groaning.
Would that I knew how to reach Him,
How to get to His dwelling-place.
I would set out my case before Him
And fill my mouth with arguments.
I would learn what answers He had for me
And know how He would reply to me.
Would He contend with me overbearingly?
Surely He would not accuse me!

a Rejerri11g to v. 16.

b-!1 Lit. "My lmnd is heavy. "

KETHUVIM
23.1-24.25: Job's reply to
Eliphaz's third speech. In this

speech Job does not even address
Eliphaz. He complains about God
(23.2-17); he accuses God of not
intervening to prevent injustice
(24.1-12); and he provides numer
ous examples of the material
success of the unjust, and he
wishes that God would punish
the wicked. He concludes his
speech emphatically with 24.25:

"Surely no one can confute."
23.2-10: The theme is again foren
sic. Job is insisting that God is
hiding. This picks up on a major
theological theme of the Bible,
especially in Psalms, that God
sometimes hides His face from in
dividuals, allowing them to be
punished unjustly (e.g., Job 13.24;
Ps. 13.2).
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There the upright would be cleared by Him,
And I would escape forever from my judge.

8

But if I go East-He is not there;
West-I still do not perceive Him;
North-since He is concealed, I do not behold
Him;
South-He is hidden, and I cannot see Him.
But He knows the way I take;
Would He assay me, I should emerge pure as gold.
I have followed in His tracks,
Kept His way without swerving,
I have not deviated from what His lips
commanded;
I have treasured His words more than my daily
bread.
He is one; who can dissuade Him?
Whatever He desires, He does.
For He will bring my term to an end,
But He has many more such at His disposal.
Therefore I am terrified at His presence;
When I consider, I dread Him.
God has made me fainthearted;
Shaddai has terrified me.
Yet I am not cut off by the darkness;
He has concealed the thick gloom from me.

9
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2 4 Why are times for judgment not reserved by
2
3
4
5

6

7

Shaddai?
Even those close to Him cannot foresee His
actions.•
People remove boundary-stones;
They carry off flocks and pasture them;
They lead away the donkeys of the fatherless,
And seize the widow's bull as a pledge;
They chase the needy off the roads;
All the poor of the land are forced into hiding.
Like the wild asses of the wilderness,
They go about their tasks, seeking food;
The wilderness provides each with food for his
lads;
They harvest fodder in the field,
And glean the late grapes in the vineyards of the
wicked.
They pass the night naked for lack of clothing,
They have no covering against the cold;

a Lit. "days. "

JOB

2 3 . 7-24 . 7

24.2-1 2: All of the sins mentioned
by Job are general in nature, and
express universal moral expecta
tions of all people, not just Israel
ites. Similar expectations are found
in ancient Near Eastern wisdom literature, and in passages
such as Amos l.J-2.), which
contain oracles of condemnation
against nations other than
Israel. 2: People remove boundary
stones, i.e., they expropriate
other people's real estate; see
Deut. 19.14; 27.17; Prov. 23.10.
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24. 8-24.23

They are drenched by the mountain rains,
And huddle against the rock for lack of shelter.
They snatch the fatherless infant from the breast,
And seize the child of the poor as a pledge.
They go about naked for lack of clothing,
And, hungry, carry sheaves;
Between rows [of olive trees] they make oil,
And, thirsty, they tread the winepresses.
Men groan in the city;
The souls of the dying cry out;
Yet God does not regard it as a reproach.
They are rebels against the light;
They are strangers to its ways,
And do not stay in its path.
The murderer arises b·in the evening·b
To kill the poor and needy,
And at night he acts the thief.
The eyes of the adulterer watch for twilight,
Thinking, "No one will glimpse me then."
He masks his face.
In the dark they break into houses;
By day they shut themselves in;
They do not know the light.
For all of them morning is darkness;
It is then that they discern the terror of darkness.
May they be flotsam on the face of the water;
May their portion in the land be cursed;
May none turn aside by way of their vineyards.
May drought and heat snatch away their snow
waters,
And Sheol, those who have sinned.
May the womb forget him;
May he be sweet to the worms;
May he be no longer remembered;
May wrongdoers be broken like a tree.
May he consort with a barren woman who bears
no child,
Leave his widow deprived of good.
Though he has the strength to seize bulls,
May he live with no assurance of survival.
Yet [God] gives him the security on which he
relies,
And keeps watch over his affairs.

a Tlris verse belongs to tire description of tire wicked in vv. 2-4a.
b-b Cf Mislrnaic Heb. 'or, Aramaic 'orta, "evening"; others "witlr tire light. "
c From /wre to tire end of the chapter the translation is largely conjectural.
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9b: And seize the child of tl1e poor as
a pledge: For children enslaved be
cause they were collateral on their
parents' debts, see 2 Kings 4.1.
1 5-25: Here as in 21.7-34 Job com
plains that the wicked prosper and
that the success of the unjust
demonstrates that justice does not
prevail in the world, but he goes
beyond what he stated before by
showing that injustice is com
pounded by the fact that the suc
cess of the wicked is achieved at
the expense of orphans (vv. 3, 9),
widows (v. 3), and the poor (vv.
5-B, 14). Such undeserved suffer
ing of those on the lowest rungs of
the socioeconomic ladder proves
that justice does not prevail in the
world. Using the third person, he
condemns all unjust individuals,
preparing the way for the stronger
(first-person) self-imprecation in
ch 31. 1 5: The et;es of the adulterer

watch for twilight, I Thinking, "No
one will glimpse me then. " I He masks
his face. Tosefta Sotah 3·5 comments
as follows: "She did it [i.e., com
mitted adultery] in secret [Heb
"beseter"] as i t is stated in Scrip
ture, 'The eyes of the adulterer
watch for twilight, Thinking . . . ,
and she does not know that He
who is enthroned in the Secret
Place [a form of "beseter" inspired
by this v.] of the world has set
[His] face against her (d. Jer. 44.11;
Ezek. 15.7) in accord with what is
stated in Scripture (Job 24-15), 'He
puts [away] the face mask,' which
teaches that God removes what is
hidden into the open, as it is said
in Scripture (Prov. 26.26), 'His ha
tred may be concealed [by dissim
ulation, but his evil will be ex
posed to public view].' " NJPS
concurs with Tosefta in under
standing Heb "seter" as mask.
Where NJPS interprets literally "he
puts [on] face mask," Tosefta gives
the verb "yasim," "put," the un
likely meaning of "put off, re
move." Moreover, while NJPS con
strues adulterer in the first half of
the verse as the subject of the verb
"puts" and correctly understands
the verse as one more item in a cat
alogue of injustices that populate
the world, Tosefta seeks here, (see
21.7-34 n.) to defuse Scripture's
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Exalted for a while, let them be gone;
Be brought low, and shrivel like mallows,
And wither like the heads of grain.

25

Surely no one can confute me,
Or prove that I am wrong.

Bildad the Shuhite said in reply:
2 5 Dominion
and dread are His;
2

3
4
5
6

He imposes peace in His heights.
Can His troops be numbered?
On whom does His light not shine?
How can man be in the right before God?
How can one born of woman be cleared of guilt?
Even the moon is not bright,
And the stars are not pure in His sight.
How much less man, a worm,
The son-of-man, a maggot.

Then Job said in reply:
2 6 You
would help without having the strength;
2

3
4

5
6

You would deliver with arms that have no power.
Without having the wisdom, you offer advice
And freely give your counsel.
To whom have you addressed words?
Whose breath issued from you?
The shades tremble
Beneath the waters and their denizens.
Sheol is naked before Him;
Abaddon has no cover.

vivid portrayal of human injustice
and to read into the biblical text
God's dispensing of justice.

25.1-6: Continuation of Job's

speech. Although ascribed to Bil
dad, these vv. should be assigned
to Job (see intro.). 2b: He imposes
pence in His heights: This half verse
is found as the first clause of the
final line of long versions of kad
dish, and is also recited silently at
the end of the "Shemoneh 'Esrei"
(Eighteen Benedictions). The refer
ence here is to God controlling
His heavenly council (see chs 1-2).
4: Born of woman, for this expres-

sion, which is unique to the book
of Job, see 14.1 n.; 15.14 n.

26.1-14: Bildad's reply. Here Bil
dad, to whom we have restored
vv. 2-4 (because, as we noted, Job
always addresses the friends in the
plural and they always address
him in the singular; see intro.), re
peats with slight variations the
rhetorical questions addressed to
Job by Eliphaz in 4·3-4· There, as
here, the import of these questions
is the friends' inability to under
stand why Job cannot apply his
wisdom to his own case. Were he
able to do so, he would not upset
- 1537-

his visitors by his expressions of a
death wish for himself and his
conclusion that his own unjust suf
fering proves that injustice ulti
mately prevails in the conduct
of the cosmos. 2: You would help
withou t having tile strength, better,
"Did you help persons without
strength?"; cf. the assertions in
4.3b-4: "You have strengthened
failing hands. I Your words have
kept him who stumbled from
falling; I You have braced knees
that gave way." Cf. also Job's own
recollection of better days gone by
when he was literally "eyes to the
blind, feet to the lame . . . father to
the needy . . . one who consoles
mourners" (29.12-25). 3: Without
having the wisdom, better, "Did you
offer advice to persons lacking
wisdom and give counsel to the
multitude?" See comments on v. 2
above; cf. 29.21-22. 4: To wlwm have
you addressed words ? In light of the
clear parallels between 26.2-3 and
both 4.3-4 and 29.12-25, it should
be obvious that in 26.4 Bildad at
tempts to remind Job of what Job
himself declares about his former
success as both a listening ear and
a person who says the right thing
at the right time in the right place
in 29.21-25. Wl!ose breath issued
from you? In light of the questions
posed to Job in vv. 2-4a and the af
firmative answers later provided
to those questions by Job in
29.12-25, v. 4b must refer to the re
newed lease on life that Job, by
means of his listening ear and em
pathetic discourse, provided oth
ers. Here as in 4· 3-4 the friends
scold Job for not doctoring him
self as he had doctored others.
5-1 4: Like Elihu in 37.2-24 and
like the LORD in ch 38 and antici
pated by Job himself in 9.4-13, so
also Bildad here argues that the
majesty of God's power should
preclude Job from challenging
God to account for Job's allegedly
undeserved suffering. As the
friends have argued before, the
implication of God's great power
is His fair justice. 5: The shades,
Heb "refa'im," refers to the dead
who abide in Sheol. The same
word is found also in Isa. 14.9;
26.14, 19; Ps. 88.11; Prov. 2.18; 9.18;
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9

10
11
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13
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He it is who stretched out Zaphon• over chaos,
Who suspended earth over emptiness.
He wrapped up the waters in His clouds;
Yet no cloud burst under their weight.
b-He shuts off the view of His throne,
Spreading His cloud over it:b
He drew a boundary on the surface of the waters,
At the extreme where light and darkness meet.
The pillars of heaven tremble,
Astounded at His blast.
By His power He stilled the sea;
By His skill He struck down Rahab.
By His wind the heavens were calmed;
His hand pierced the <-Elusive Serpent:<
These are but glimpses of His rule,
The mere whisper that we perceive of Him;
Who can absorb the thunder of His mighty deeds?

2 7 Job again took up his theme and said:
2
3
4
5

By God who has deprived me of justice!
By Shaddai who has embittered my life!
As long as there is life in me,
And God's breath is in my nostrils,
My lips will speak no wrong,
Nor my tongue utter deceit.
Far be it from me to say you are right;
Until I die I will maintain my integrity.

n Used for henven; cf Isn. 14.13; Ps. 48.3.
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertniu.
c-c Cf lsn. 27.1.

21.16; and the same term refers to
the dead in their repose on two
Phoenician sarcophagi from Sidon,
belonging to 6th-century BCE Tab
nit and 5th-century BCE Eshmuna
zor II, respectively, and on a 1St
century CE Neo-Punic inscription.
7: Stretched out Zaphon, cf. 9.8,
"spread out the heavens" and the
parallels cited there. 9: He shuts off

the view of His throne, I Spreading
His cloud over it, cf. Ps. 97.2:

"Dense clouds are around Him . . .
His throne." 1 0: He drew a bound
ary on the surface of the waters: Here,
as in Gen. 1.1-3; Ps. 104.6--9; Prov.
8.27, creation is described as God's
making order out of an already ex
isting chaos, which consisted of a
watery abyss. At the extreme where
light and darkness meet: According

to Gen. 1.2-3 the first act of cre
ation was God's commanding the
light into existence alongside the
preexisting darkness. !sa. 45-7, on
the other hand, asserts that the
LoRD is the creator of both light
and darkness. The NJPS transla
tion of 26.10 follows Ibn Ezra and
suggests that the boundary be
tween earth and preexisting water
was made at the point where pre
existing light and preexisting
darkness met. 12: Ralzab, the per
sonified sea. Here, as in 9.13, the
creation of the cosmos is pictured
as the victory of God over the sea.
This epithet is found in Job only
at 9.13 and here; it appears also
in !sa. 30.7; 51.9; Pss. 87.4; 89.11.
1 3: Elusive Serpent, Heb "naJ:tash
bariaJ:t," translating "bariaJ:t" as an

Aramaic form of Heb "boreal:!,"
"fleeing." The same word is trans
lated "bar" (i.e., a straight rod or
support) in Exod. 26.26--29 and
elsewhere. The Baal Epic from Late
Bronze Age Ugarit says, "You will
destroy Lotan [ Heb Leviathan]
the straight [b-r-J:t] serpent I the
twisted serpent with seven heads";
and !sa. 27.1, a parallel, reads,
"Leviathan the 'bariaJ:t' serpent I
Leviathan the twisting serpent."
Consequently, i t may be preferable
to translate "bariaJ:t" both here and
in Isa. 27.1 as "straight."
=

27.1-28.28: The continuation of
Job's speech. Conventional mod

ern biblical scholarship treats ch 27
as a collection of leftover verses
from which to reconstruct the
speech of Zophar and Job's reply
to that speech, and ch 28 as possi
bly a separate composition that
was erroneously included in an
early copy of Job. For reasons
given in the introduction, a differ
ent approach is taken here. When
interpreting the book as a com
plete work it is possible to see in
these chapters Job's long reply to
the suggestion on the part of his
wife (2.9) and friends in the Book
of Job the Patient (see intro.) that
Job blaspheme God. (Integrity in
27.5 is the same word, "tam,"
translated "blameless" in 1.1
and 2.3.) In so doing, of course,
Job would have enabled the
Adversary rather than God to
win the wager described in 1 .6-12;

2.2-8.
27.1-23: Job's speech continues.
2-6: Notwithstanding his loss of
property, children, and health, and
the friends' urging him to blas
pheme God, he is swearing an
oath by God not to blaspheme
God. 2: By God, i.e., "I swear."
Having been urged by his wife to
blaspheme God, Job refuses to do
so (2.9-10). 4: My lips will speak no
wrong, the content of the oath re
ferred to in v. 2. Consequently,
each clause begins with "'im,"
which means "no, nor" in the con
text of an oath. Here we see the
dramatization of what the narrator
asserted in 2. 10: "Job said nothing
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I persist in my righteousness and will not yield;
•·I shall be free of reproach·• as long as I live.

7

May my enemy be as the wicked;
My assailant, as the wrongdoer.
For what hope has the impious man when he is
cut down,
When God takes away his life?
Will God hear his cry
When trouble comes upon him,
When he seeks the favor of Shaddai,
Calls upon God at all times?
I will teach you what is in God's power,
And what is with Shaddai I will not conceaL
All of you have seen it,
So why talk nonsense?
This is the evil man's portion from God,
The lot that the ruthless receive from Shaddai:
Should he have many sons-they are marked for
the sword;
His descendants will never have their fill of bread;
Those who survive him will be buried in a plague,
And their widows will not weep;
Should he pile up silver like dust,
Lay up clothing like dirtHe may lay it up, but the righteous will wear it,
And the innocent will share the silver.
The house he built is like a bird's nest,
Like the booth a watchman makes.
He lies down, a rich man, with [his wealth]
intact;
When he opens his eyes it is gone.
Terror overtakes him like a flood;
A storm wind makes off with him by night.
The east wind carries him far away, and he is
gone;
It sweeps him from his place.
Then it hurls itself at him without mercy;
He tries to escape from its force.
It claps its hands at him,
And whistles at him from its place.

8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

is a mine for silver,
2 8 There
And a place where gold is refined.
Iron is taken out of the earth,
2

And copper smelted from rock.

n-n Menuiug of Heb. uncertain.

sinfuL" 5: To say you are right: The
plural you here may be addressed
to Job's three friends, who, in a
now lost version of the narrative
framework, joined with Job's
wife in urging him to curse God.
6: I shall befree of reproach, lit. "my
heart will not blaspheme. " Con
trary to Rava in b. Bava Batra 1 6a
and going beyond what the narra
tor s tates in 2.10, and also beyond
what Job himself imputed to his
children in 1.5, Job declares un
equivocally that he has blas
phemed God neither aloud nor in
his thoughts. 7-23: Job expresses
the conviction that it is not wise to
blaspheme God because, in the
end, virtuous people are re
warded, and wicked people are
punished. In this Job the Patient
agrees with what in the Book of
Job the Impatient Eliphaz states in
4-7-11, Zophar in 8.3-22, and Bil
dad in 11.13-20. 1 5: Their widows
will not weep because they will not
be sad. One of the common beliefs
reflected in the books of Job and
Koheleth (Ecclesiastes) is that vir
tuous people deserve elaborate fu
nerals and that the wicked ought
to be punished by not being
mourned (Eccl. 8.10-14; 9.1-6); see
,

21.30-3328.1-28: Hymn of Wisdom or
more of Job the Patient. Accord

ing to many modem scholars,
ch 28 is a hymn in praise of wis
dom. In fact, this chapter does not
praise wisdom. Wisdom is claimed
by both Job and his friends as their
possession. It is attributed to both
King Solomon on the one hand
and the Kedemites and Egyptians
on the other (1 Kings 5.10), and it
is claimed by both Nebuchadnez
zar's learned advisers and Daniel
in Daniel ch 2. The point of ch 28 is
not that wisdom is to be praised
but that wisdom is very difficult to
acquire. Here, as in Ps. 111.10 and
Prov. 1.7; 9.10, are praises of the
twin virtues of fearing the LoRD
and shunning evil, virtues that
merit the LoRD's bestowing upon
Joseph, Solomon, Job, and Daniel
knowledge which enables them to
surpass what all the other "wise
people" in the world attempt to

JOB

3

4

5
6
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8
9
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11
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13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20

21
22

28.3-28 .22
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He sets bounds for darkness;
To every limit man probes,
To rocks in deepest darkness.
•They open up a shaft far from where men live,
[In places] forgotten by wayfarers,
Destitute of men, far removed.-•
Earth, out of which food grows,
Is changed below as if into fire.
Its rocks are a source of sapphires;
It contains gold dust too.
No bird of prey knows the path to it;
The falcon's eye has not gazed upon it.
The proud beasts have not reached it;
The lion has not crossed it.
Man sets his hand against the flinty rock
And overturns mountains by the roots.
He carves out channels through rock;
His eyes behold every precious thing.
He dams up the sources of the streams
So that hidden things may be brought to
light.
But where can wisdom be found;
Where is the source of understanding?
No man can set a value on it;
It cannot be found in the land of the living.
The deep says, "It is not in me";
The sea says, "I do not have it."
It cannot be bartered for gold;
Silver cannot be paid out as its price.
The finest gold of Ophir cannot be weighed
against it,
Nor precious onyx, nor sapphire.
Gold or glass cannot match its value,
Nor vessels of fine gold be exchanged for it.
Coral and crystal cannot be mentioned with it;
A pouch of wisdom is better than rubies.
Topaz from Nubia cannot match its value;
Pure gold cannot be weighed against it.
But whence does wisdom come?
Where is the source of understanding?
It is hidden from the eyes of all living,
Concealed from the fowl of heaven.
Abaddon and Death say,
"We have only a report of it."

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
- 1540-

achieve on the basis of their educa
tion and life experience. As in
parts of Proverbs, fear of the LoRD
is presented as superior to this elu
sive wisdom. 1 -1 1 : An extended
image of the inaccessibility of ores
and gems sets the scene for the
question posed in v. 12. Gold, the
most precious metal, must be ex
tracted at great effort from the
earth, where it is hidden away.
Vv. 4-5 are an especially vivid de
scription of the opening of a mine.
The world under the ground is
very different from the world
above ground. 1 2-19: Wisdom
is more precious than gold and
precious gems. Where can it be
found? 1 9: Nubia (Heb "Kush"),
or Ethiopia. 20-28: Unlike gold or
precious gems, wisdom cannot
be found in the physical world,
even in far-off, exotic places. Even
Death does not know where it re
sides. Only God, who created the
world and knows the source of all
things, knows where wisdom is.
He gives it to those who fear the
LORD and shun evil. Fear of the
LORD is the sine qua non for at
taining wisdom; and fearing God
and shunning evil are the attrib
utes of Job.
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God understands the way to it;
He knows its source;
For He sees to the ends of the earth,
Observes all that is beneath the heavens.
When He fixed the weight of the winds,
Set the measure of the waters;
When He made a rule for the rain
And a course for the thunderstorms,
Then He saw it and gauged it;
He measured it and probed it.
He said to man,
"See! Fear of the Lord is wisdom;
To shun evil is understanding."

2 9 Job again took up his theme and said:
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0 that I were as in months gone by,
In the days when God watched over me,
When His lamp shone over my head,
When I walked in the dark by its light,
When I was in my prime,
When God's company graced my tent,
When Shaddai was still with me,
When my lads surrounded me,
When my feet were bathed in cream,
And rocks poured out streams of oil for me.
When I passed through the city gates
To take my seat in the square,
Young men saw me and hid,
Elders rose and stood;
Nobles held back their words;
They clapped their hands to their mouths.
The voices of princes were hushed;
Their tongues stuck to their palates.
The ear that heard me acclaimed me;
The eye that saw, commended me.
For I saved the poor man who cried out,
The orphan who had none to help him.
I received the blessing of the lost;
I gladdened the heart of the widow.
I clothed myself in righteousness and it robed me;
Justice was my cloak and turban.
I was eyes to the blind
And feet to the lame.
I was a father to the needy,
And I looked into the case of the stranger.
I broke the jaws of the wrongdoer,
And I wrested prey from his teeth.
- 1541 -

29.1-31 .40: Job's soliloquy. These
chapters form a logical progession:
Job recalls the good old days (ch
29), laments his current physical
and social afflictions (ch 30), and
offers a powerful self-imprecation,
insisting on his innocence (ch 31).
Toward the end of his soliliquy,
he returns to the forensic imagery
()1.35-37) that typifies many of
his arguments earlier in the book.

29.2-4: 0 that I were . . . when !
was in my prime: Job prefers the
memory of his former state to
his present situation. In earlier
times, when God blessed him and
made him successful, he was an
honored member of society, re
spected and heeded by all, who
helped those in need. 3: Lamp . . .
light, cf. Ps. 119.105; 139.12.
7: Gates . . . square, the centers of
legal transactions and business
activity. Those who sat here were
the decision-makers of society.
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18

I thought I would end my days with my family,a
And b·be as long-lived as the phoenix,·b
My roots reaching water,
And dew lying on my branches;
My vigor refreshed,
My bow ever new in my hand.
Men would listen to me expectantly,
And wait for my counsel.
After I spoke they had nothing to say;
My words were as drops [of dew] upon them.
They waited for me as for rain,
For the late rain, their mouths open wide.
When I smiled at them, they would not believe it;
They never expected c a sign of my favor.
I decided their course and presided over them;
I lived like a king among his troops,
Like one who consoles mourners.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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3 0 But now those younger than I deride me,
2

3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

[Men] whose fathers I would have disdained to
put among my sheep dogs.
Of what use to me is the strength of their
hands?
All their vigord is gone.
Wasted from want and starvation,
They flee to a parched land,
To the gloom of desolate wasteland.
They pluck saltwort and wormwood;
The roots of broom are their food.
Driven out •·from society,-•
They are cried at like a thief.
They live in the gullies of wadis,
In holes in the ground, and in rocks,
Braying among the bushes,
Huddling among the nettles,
Scoundrels, nobodies,
Stricken from the earth.
Now I am the butt of their gibes;
I have become a byword to them.
They abhor me; they keep their distance from me;
They do not withhold spittle from my face.
Because God' has disarmed9 and humbled me,
They have thrown off restraint in my presence.

a Lit. "nest."
b-b Others "multiply days like sand. "
c Taking yappilun as from pll; cf Gen. 48. 1 1 .
d Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
f Lit. "He."
g Lit. "loosened my {bow] string. "
e-e Meaning of Hcb. uncertain.
- 1542-

20: A reference to physical or sex
ual vigor. 25: Like one who consoles
mourners: High social status is af

forded the person who succeeds in
consoling mourners in their be
reavement. Given the failure of
Job's friends to condole with him
properly, Job's words are all the
more poignant. 30.1: But now those
younger than I deride me: Those
with less wisdom than Job now
think they are wiser and no longer
respect him. Job feels like an out
cast; he has lost his position in
society because of his suffering.
2-8: The elderly and the infirm
are banished so as not to be seen.
1 0-14: Young people taunt and
even physically abuse the elderly
and the infirm.
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Mere striplings assail me at my right hand:
They put me to flight;
They build their roads for my ruin.
They tear up my path;
They promote my fall,
Although it does them no good.
They come as through a wide breach;
They roll in •·like raging billows:•
Terror tumbles upon me;
It sweeps away my honor like the wind;
My dignityb vanishes like a cloud.
So now my life runs out;
Days of misery have taken hold of me.
By night my bones feel gnawed;
My sinews never rest.
•-With great effort I change clothing;
The neck of my tunic fits my waist.·•
He regarded me as clay,
I have become like dust and ashes.
I cry out to You, but You do not answer me;
I wait, but You do [not] consider me.
You have become cruel to me;
With Your powerful hand You harass me.
You lift me up and mount me on the wind;
You make my courage melt.
I know You will bring me to death,
The house assigned for all the living.
•·Surely He would not strike at a ruin
If, in calamity, one cried out to Him:•
Did I not weep for the unfortunate?
Did I not grieve for the needy?
I looked forward to good fortune, but evil came;
I hoped for light, but darkness came.
My bowels are in turmoil without respite;
Days of misery confront me.
I walk about in sunless gloom;
I rise in the assembly and cry out.
I have become a brother to jackals,
A companion to ostriches.
My skin, blackened, is peeling off me;
My bones are charred by the heat.
So my lyre is given over to mourning,
My pipe, to accompany weepers.

a-a Meaning ofHeb. 111/Ct'rtain.
b Heb. yeshu'athi take11 as rrln/ed to shoa', "11ob/e. "
- 1543-
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JOB 3 1 . 1-3 1 . 12

I have covenanted with my eyes
3 1 Not
to gaze on a maiden.
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

What fate is decreed by God above?
What lot, by Shaddai in the heights?
Calamity is surely for the iniquitous;
Misfortune, for the worker of mischief.
Surely He observes my ways,
Takes account of my every step.
Have I walked with worthless men,
Or my feet hurried to deceit?
Let Him weigh me on the scale of righteousness;
Let God ascertain my integrity.
If my feet have strayed from their course,
My heart followed after my eyes,
And a stain sullied my hands,
May I sow, but another reap,
May the growth of my field be uprooted!
If my heart was ravished by the wife of my
neighbor,
And I lay in wait at his door,
May my wife grind for another,
May others kneel over her!
For that would have been debauchery,
A criminal offense,
A fire burning down to Abaddon,
Consuming the roots of all my increase.

3 1 .1-40: Job's confession of inno
cence. This summation by the de
fense before both the LoRD and
Job's three friends most certainly
constitutes Job's last word in his
trial (see 32.1). Eliphaz accused Job
of failing to provide for the needs
of the impoverished (22.7) and of
adding to the suffering of widows
and orphans (22.9). Here (vv.
16-19) Job responds with a plea
of innocence to these and other
charges that have been mentioned
or implied in the course of the con
dolence call turned into sympo
sium (chs 4-26). With this plea Job
rests his case. Many scholars have
compared Job's confession of inno
cence with the negative confession
in the Egyptian Book of the Dead
from the Egyptian New Kingdom
(1555-1085 BCE). In the latter text
the deceased declares-before
Osiris, the divine ruler of the

realm of the dead (who himself
had overcome death), and forty
two judges-the deceased
person's innocence of thirty-six of
fenses, including both murder and
shortcomings with respect to reli
gious rites. Job ch 31 has three es
pecially significant rhetorical fea
tures: First, a list of 14 (i.e., 7 X 2)
sins from which Job claims inno
cence, similar to the listing of 14
capital offenses punishable by
stoning to death in m. Sanh. 7.4; to
the 14 ages of humans in m. 'Avot
5.21; and to the 14 qualities in
duced by the study of Torah ac
cording to 'Avot 6.7. Second,
twenty instances of the particle
'"im" in three distinct meanings:
(1) "if" in the protasis (conditional
clause) of an ordinary conditional
sentence (31.19); (2) "if" in the pro
tasis describing a crime where the
apodasis (concluding clause) de-1544-

scribes the penalty (vv. 7--E; g--10;
21-22; 38-40); (3) the interrogative
particle introducing a rhetorical
question which calls for a negative
reply (vv. 5, 13, 16, 19, 24, 25, 26,
33). Third, virtual quotations of
Job's thought processes in vv. 2-4
and 14-15 [Robert Gordis, The
Book of Job (New York, 1978), pp.
543-545]. The self-imprecation
(curse) of this chapter would have
been seen as very serious in antiq
uity, and not as a mere rhetorical
statement. Many of the conse
quences suggested for offences re
flect the biblical principle of mea
sure-for-measure, which is further
developed in the rabbinic period
(see esp. vv. g--10 and 21-22; note,
e.g., Exod. 22.2o-23). 1 : Not to
gaze on a maiden: Heb "betulah,"
"maiden," like its Akkadian mas
culine and feminine cognates, can
designate a young, unmarried per
son of marriageable age. In some
contexts (e.g., Deut. 22.13-21) it
means specifically "virgin." The
exact reference of this verse is ob
scure and many scholars relocate it
to later in the chapter. 3: Calamity
is surely for tl1e iniquitous: Here, as
in 6.29-30; 9-17, 21; 13.23; 23-4-12;
24.25, Job protests that he is totally
innocent and that his suffering is
totally undeserved. Contrast 7.21;
13.26; 14-16-17, and see the discus
sion at 7.21. Job wavers between
admitting that he is, like all
persons, guilty of some misde
meanors, for which he would like
to be forgiven, and asserting his
total innocence. 5-6: An affirma
tion that Job has not cheated in
business; for the prohibition see
Lev. 19.35-36; Deut. 25.13-16.
7-8: An affirmation that Job has
not expropriated material goods
belonging to others; for the rele
vant prohibitions in the Torah see
Lev. 5.2o-26; 19.11-13. 9-12: Com
mitting adultery with another
man's wife is an offense against
that man's property in ancient
Near Eastern law. In "measure-for
measure" penalties, or the law of
talion, found in the Bible and the
ancient Near East, if a man injures
or mistreats a member of another
man's family, the comparable
member of the criminal's family is
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Did I ever brush aside the case of my servants,
man or maid,
When they made a complaint against me?
What then should I do when God arises;
When He calls me to account, what should I
answer Him?
Did not He who made me in my mother's belly
make him?
Did not One form us both in the womb?
Did I deny the poor their needs,
Or let a• widow pine away,
By eating my food alone,
The fatherless not eating of it also?
Why, from my youth he grew up with me as
though I were his father;
Since I left my mother's womb I was herb guide.
I never saw an unclad wretch,
A needy man without clothing,
Whose loins did not bless me
As he warmed himself with the shearings of my
sheep.
If I raised my hand against the fatherless,
Looking to my supporters in the gate,
May my arm drop off my shoulder;
My forearm break off <·at the elbow:<
For I am in dread of God-sent calamity;
I cannot bear His threat.
Did I put my reliance on gold,
Or regard fine gold as my bulwark?
Did I rejoice in my great wealth,
In having attained plenty?
If ever I saw the light shining,
The moon on its course in full glory,
And I secretly succumbed,

a Lit. "tire eyes of a."
b Viz., tire widow's.
c-c Lit. "from its slraft," i.e., tire lrumerus.

similarly injured or mistreated.
There is, however, no biblical law
stating that an adulterer's wife
may be sexually used by the man
whose own wife engaged in the
adulterous relationship. Job is
merely speaking rhetorically here,
to show how innocent of wrong
doing he is. He invokes the princi
ple of talion against himself in the
following vv. as well, for the same
reason. 1 3-14: The rhetorical ques
tion requiring a negative answer

is tantamount to asserting that
Job has granted his slaves the full
protection of the law; see Exod.
21.2o-21, 26-27; Deut. 23.16-17.
Likewise, he expects that God will
treat His servant, i.e., Job, just as
fairly. 14-15: Here (as in vv. 2-4,
11-12) is a virtual quotation of
Job's thoughts which led to his vir
tuous behavior described in v. 13.
15: One, a possible name of God;
see also Zech. 14.9. 1 6-19: Job
claims for himself innocence of the
- 1545 -

3 1 . 1 3-3 1 . 27

principal offenses ascribed to the
people of Sodom in Ezek. 16.49.
1 6a: Here Job denies ever having
failed to provide for the needs of
the impoverished. If so, Eliphaz in
22.7 is either mistaken or sarcastic.
Alternatively, Job could be lying.
In that case, God would not have
praised his virtue in 1.8; 2.3 and
again defended him in 42.7 against
the insults hurled upon him by his
friends. The virtue to which Job
confesses here is commanded in
Lev. 19.9-10; 23.22; Deut. 14.22-29;
15.8. 1 6b: Or let a widow pine away:
Heb '"almanah," commonly trans
lated "widow," actually means a
once-married woman who has no
means of financial support and
who is thus in need of special legal
protection. Pine away, better, "cry
her eyes out." The Heb "kilah
'einei" refers to causing someone's
eyes to empty, as it were, by pro
fuse crying. It is taken for granted
here as also in 22.9 that Job, as an
extremely affluent person, would
have been expected by the social
norms of the Late Bronze Age and
Iron Age Levant (see, e.g., Isa.
1.17) to provide legal and financial
aid to the underprivileged, includ
ing the " 'almanah." His failure to
do so would be a crime. 1 7: Con
trast Eliphaz's assertion in 22.9b.
1 9: Contrast Eliphaz's assertion
in 22.6. 21: Raised my iland, i.e.,
engaged in physical violence.
In tile gate, here (as in Deut. 21. 19;
22.15, 24; Ruth ch 4) the public
place of one's community, which
was located just inside any of the
gates of the city walls. It was here
that judges tried cases and issued
legal decisions, and this is where
the verdicts of the court were car
ried out. Consequently, the ex
tended meaning is "in the process
of litigation." 26: Tile ligilt: As
pointed out by Rashi and Ibn Ezra,
this refers to the sun; hence the
moon is in the following clause.
27: And I secretly succumbed to wor
ship of the sun and moon. Deut.
4.19 prohibits worship of the sun
and moon only to Israelites. Job,
however, like Adam, Noah, Jethro,
Rahab, and Ruth, is portrayed in
Scripture and in rabbinic literature
as a non-Israelite who is faithful to

JOB

3 1 . 2 8-3 2 . 5

28

And my hand touched my mouth in a kiss,
That, too, would have been a criminal offense,
For I would have denied God above.
Did I rejoice over my enemy's misfortune?
Did I thrill because evil befell him?
I never let my mouth• sin
By wishing his death in a curse.
(Indeed, the men of my clan said,
"We would consume his flesh insatiably!")
No sojourner spent the night in the open;
I opened my doors to the road.
Did I hide my transgressions like Adam,
Bury my wrongdoing in my bosom,
That I should [now] fear the great multitude,
And am shattered by the contempt of families,
So that I keep silent and do not step outdoors?

29
30
31
32
33
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36
37

38
39
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0 that I had someone to give me a hearing;
0 that Shaddai would reply to my writ,
Or my accuser draw up a true bill!
I would carry it on my shoulder;
Tie it around me for a wreath.
I would give him an account of my steps,
Offer it as to a commander.
If my land cries out against me,
Its furrows weep together;
If I have eaten its produce without payment,
And made its [rightful] owners despair,
May nettles grow there instead of wheat;
Instead of barley, stinkweed!
The words of Job are at an end.

3 2 These three men ceased replying to Job, for he con

sidered himself right. 2 Then Elihu son of Barachel
the Buzite, of the family of Ram, was angry-angry at Job
because he thought himself right against God. 3 He was
angry as well at his three friends, because they found no
reply, but merely condemned Job. 4 Elihu waited out Job's
speech, for they were all older than he. 5 But when Elihu
saw that the three men had nothing to reply, he was angry.
n Lit. "pnlnte."

the LoRD. This verse is thus anom
alous within this chapter, which
otherwise notes infractions of cus
toms shared by both Israelites and
non-Israelites. My hand . . . in a kiss,

blowing a kiss into one or both
palms, a gesture of worship fre
quently illustrated pictorially on
cylinder seals from ancient Meso
potamia. 33: A rare reference out-

side of Genesis to the Garden
story. 35-37: This interrupts the
flow of the chapter, but returns
to a main theme of the book.
36: As elsewhere, Job is using a
wisdom image with a twist: It is
wisdom that is typically worn as
adornment or jewelry (see, e.g.,
Prov. 3.22).

32.1 : The end of the debate with
the three friends. Just as in ch 31

Job presents a veritable summa
tion for the defense, so here the
friends rest their case because they
have exhausted every available ar
gument. As Rashbam puts it: "For
indeed in his own perception he
was innocent, and he continually
said that the Holy One Blessed be
He had perverted judgment in his
case. His three friends responded
to him many times until they
found no answer with which to
respond to him."

Chs 32-37: Elihu the intruder.
After apologizing for even open
ing his mouth in 32.6-22, Elihu ad
dresses four speeches to Job in chs
32-33; 34; 35; 36-37. Most scholars
regard the speeches of Elihu as a
later addition by a different au
thor, for the following reasons:
Elihu is not mentioned in the nar
rative sections in chs 2 and 42; nei
ther Job nor God replies to him; he
speaks in a Hebrew that differs
from both the prose and the poetry
of other parts of the book; and he
seems to add nothing to what has
been said before. This last argu
ment, at least, is weakened by the
fact that many of the speeches of
the others also do not advance the
argument in any way, yet they are
not regarded as interpolations of a
later redactor. In distinction to the
others, however, Elihu is an excel
lent listener, the only speaker in
the entire book who quotes other
people's ideas verbatim. For exam
ple, in 33·9 and 34·5 he quotes
Job's protestation of innocence in
16.17. In 33.11 he quotes Job's
statement in 13.27; in 33.12-13 he
responds to what Job said in 9.3-4;
in 34·3 he quotes what Job had
said in 12.11. If, in the end, Elihu
contributes anything of substance
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Elihu son of Barachel the Buzite said in reply:

I have but few years, while you are old;
Therefore I was too awestruck and fearful
To hold forth among you.
I thought, "Let age speak;
Let advanced years declare wise things."
But truly it is the spirit in men,
The breath of Shaddai, that gives them
understanding.
It is not the aged who are wise,
The elders, who understand how to judge.
Therefore I say, "Listen to me;
I too would hold forth."
Here I have waited out your speeches,
I have given ear to your insights,
While you probed the issues;
But as I attended to you,
I saw that none of you could argue with Job,
Or offer replies to his statements.
I fear you will say, "We have found the wise
course;
God will defeat him, not man."
He did not set out his case against me,
Nor shall I use your reasons to reply to him.
They have been broken and can no longer reply;
Words fail them.
I have waited till they stopped speaking,
Till they ended and no longer replied.
Now I also would have my say;
I too would like to hold forth,
For I am full of words;
The wind in my belly presses me.
My belly is like wine not yet opened,
Like jugs of new wine ready to burst.
Let me speak, then, and get relief;
Let me open my lips and reply.
I would not show regard for any man,
Or temper my speech for anyone's sake;
For I do not know how to temper my speech
My Maker would soon carry me off!

3 3 But now, Job, listen to my words,
2
3

Give ear to all that I say.
Now I open my lips;
My tongue forms words in my mouth.
My words bespeak the uprightness of my heart;
My lips utter insight honestly.
-1 547-

3 2 . 6-3 3 . 3

to the book, it is his elaboration
(in JJ.16-Jo; 36.16) upon a thesis
presented earlier by Eliphaz in
5.17-26. According to this thesis,
suffering is a divine gift compara
ble to parents disciplining their
children. Such discipline enables
people to correct their behavior
and thereby to secure and not to
lose their just reward. It is difficult
to know how to evaluate Elihu's
remarks. On the one hand, what
he says is closely parallel to the
following speeches by the LoRD.
On the other, he presents himself
as a windbag ()2.18-20) and is
exceedingly pompous. This di
chotomy may even be evident in
his genealogy (v. 2): He is a Buzite,
which may be etymologized as
"contemptible," but of the family
of Ram, "elevated." "Elihu," a
variant form of Elijah ("Eliyahu"),
means "my God [is] the LORD."
32.2-6: Elihu is introduced.
4: Respect for elders is a key point

of general and Israelite wisdom lit
erature, as of other biblical litera
ture (e.g., Lev. 19.32). 6: Said in
reply, see 38.1 n.
32.6-33.33: Elihu's first speech.

Elihu has held back because he is
younger, and therefore presum
ably less wise, than the other
friends. But he finds the words of
the friends unsatisfying, and offers
his own answers to Job. He rejects
Job's characterization of God as
unjust or capricious, suggesting
that suffering is God's way of
warning people, and that God will
bring back the sufferer from the
brink of death. A similar notion
that chastisements reflect God's
love is found in Prov. J.ll-12 (see
n. there). This idea took root and
was expanded greatly in the rab
binic tradition, where it is called
"yisurin she! 'ahavah," "chastise
ment of love." 32.19: The image is
that of fermenting wine, produc
ing much gas, an image which
may easily be seen as mocking
Elihu.
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The spirit of God formed me;
The breath of Shaddai sustains me.
If you can, answer me;
Argue against me, take your stand.
You and I are the same before God;
I too was nipped from clay.
You are not overwhelmed by fear of me;
My pressure does not weigh heavily on you.
Indeed, you have stated in my hearing,
I heard the words spoken,
"I am guiltless, free from transgression;
I am innocent, without iniquity.
But He finds reasons to oppose me,
Considers me His enemy.
He puts my feet in stocks,
Watches all my ways."
In this you are not right;
I will answer you: God is greater than any man.
Why do you complain against Him
That He does not reply to any of man's charges?
For God speaks •time and again·•Though man does not perceive itIn a dream, a night vision,
When deep sleep falls on men,
While they slumber on their beds.
Then He opens men's understanding,
And by disciplining them leaves His signature
To turn man away from an action,
To suppress pride in man.
He spares him from the Pit,
His person, from perishing by the sword.
He is reproved by pains on his bed,
And the trembling in his bones is constant.
He detests food;
Fine food [is repulsive] to him.
His flesh wastes away till it cannot be seen,
And his bones are rubbed away till they are
invisible.
He comes close to the Pit,
His life [verges] on death.
If he has a representative,
One advocate against a thousand
To declare the man's uprightness,
Then He has mercy on him and decrees,

n-a Lit. "once

. . .

twice. "
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33.1 5-16: This idea as well, that

dreams play a significant role in
warning people of their deviant
behavior, was not stressed by the
friends. 23: A representative . . . One
advocate: It is not clear if this refers
to a supernatural intercessor, or a
human friend who serves as an
intercessor.
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"Redeem him from descending to the Pit,
For I have obtained his ransom;
Let his flesh be healthier• than in his youth;
Let him return to his younger days."
He prays to God and is accepted by Him;
He enters His presence with shouts of joy,
For He requites a man for his righteousness.
Heb declares• to men,
"I have sinned; I have perverted what was right;
But I was not paid back for it."
He redeemed <-him from passing into the Pit;
He-< will enjoy the light.
Truly, God does all these things
Two or three times to a man,
To bring him back from the Pit,
That he may bask in the light of life.
Pay heed, Job, and hear me;
Be still, and I will speak;
If you have what to say, answer me;
Speak, for I am eager to vindicate you.
But if not, you listen to me;
Be still, and I will teach you wisdom.

3 4 Elihu said in reply:
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
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Listen, 0 wise men, to my words;
You who have knowledge, give ear to me.
For the ear tests arguments
As the palate tastes food.
Let us decide for ourselves what is just;
Let us know among ourselves what is good.
For Job has said, "I am right;
God has deprived me of justice.
I declare the judgment against me false;
My arrow-wound is deadly, though I am free from
transgression."
What man is like Job,
Who drinks mockery like water;
Who makes common cause with evildoers,
And goes with wicked men?
For he says, "Man gains nothing
When he is in God's favor."
Therefore, men of understanding, listen to me;
Wickedness be far from God,

a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Or with kethib, "me . I."
. .

b I.e., tire contrite man.

- 1549-

34.1-37: Elihu's second speech.

Elihu strongly insists that God is
not unjust, directly countering
many of Job's earlier claims. He
says nothing new, however, but re
peats various arguments made by
the friends. According to many
scholars, this makes Elihu look
foolish, for he had claimed that he
was patiently waiting to hear out
the friends before he presented his
new arguments (32.3-5). 1 : Elihu
said in reply: Since no one has ad
dressed Elihu, it is likely that here,
as in 3.1, the poet has employed
the verb root '"-n-y" in the sense
"declaim" rather than the homo
nym "'-n-y" meaning "reply"; also
in 35·1.
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Wrongdoing, from Shaddai!
For He pays a man according to his actions,
And provides for him according to his conduct;
For God surely does not act wickedly;
Shaddai does not pervert justice.
Who placed the earth in His charge?
Who ordered the entire world?
If He but intends it,
He can call back His spirit and breath;
All flesh would at once expire,
And mankind return to dust.
If you would understand, listen to this;
Give ear to what I say.
Would one who hates justice govern?
Would you condemn the Just Mighty One?
Would you call a king a scoundrel,
Great men, wicked?
He is not partial to princes;
The noble are not preferred to the wretched;
For all of them are the work of His hands.
Some die suddenly in the middle of the night;
People are in turmoil and pass on;
Even great men are removed-not by human
hands.
For His eyes are upon a man's ways;
He observes his every step.
Neither darkness nor gloom offers
A hiding-place for evildoers.
He has no set time for man
To appear before God in judgment.
He shatters mighty men without number
And sets others in their place.
Truly, He knows their deeds;
Night is over, and they are crushed.
He strikes them down with the wicked
Where people can see,
Because they have been disloyal to Him
And have not understood any of His ways;
Thus He lets the cry of the poor come before Him;
He listens to the cry of the needy.
When He is silent, who will condemn?
If He hides His face, who will see Him,
Be it nation or man?
The impious man rule no more,
Nor do those who ensnare the people.
Has he said to God,
"I will bear [my punishment] and offend no more.
- 1550-
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What I cannot see You teach me.
If I have done iniquity, I shall not do so again"?
Should He requite as you see fit?
But you have despised [Him] !
You must decide, not I;
Speak what you know.
Men of understanding say to me,
Wise men who hear me,
"Job does not speak with knowledge;
His words lack understanding."
Would that Job were tried to the limit
For answers which befit sinful men.
He adds to his sin;
He increases his transgression among us;
He multiplies his statements against God.

3 5 Elihu said in reply:
2
3
4
5
6
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Do you think it just
To say, "I am right against God"?
If you ask how it benefits you,
"What have I gained from not sinning?"
I shall give you a reply,
You, along with your friends.
Behold the heavens and see;
Look at the skies high above you.
If you sin, what do you do to Him?
If your transgressions are many,
How do you affect Him?
If you are righteous,
What do you give Him;
What does He receive from your hand?
Your wickedness affects men like yourself;
Your righteousness, mortals.
Because of contention the oppressed cry out;
They shout because of the power of the great.
But none says, "Where is my God, my Maker,
Who gives strength in the night;
Who gives us more knowledge than the beasts of
the earth,
Makes us wiser than the birds of the sky?"
Then they cry out, but He does not respond
Because of the arrogance of evil men.
Surely it is false that God does not listen,
That Shaddai does not take note of it.
Though you say, "You do not take note of it,"
The case is before Him;
- 1551 -

35.1-15: Elihu's third speech.

God surely sees everything
that transpires on earth. If He
seems indifferent, that is because
His response is not immediate.
1 : See 34.1 n. 2-8: Like the
friends, Elihu argues that
God is an impartial j udge.
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So wait for Him.
•·But since now it does not seem so,
He vents his anger;
He does not realize that it may be long drawn out:•
Hence Job mouths empty words,
And piles up words without knowledge.

3 6 Then Elihu spoke once more.
2
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Wait a little and let me hold forth;
There is still more to say for God.
I will make my opinions widely known;
I will justify my Maker.
In truth, my words are not false;
A man of sound opinions is before you.
See, God is mighty; He is not contemptuous;
He is mighty in strength and mind.
He does not let the wicked live;
He grants justice to the lowly.
He does not withdraw His eyes from the
righteous;
With kings on thrones
He seats them forever, and they are exalted.
If they are bound in shackles
And caught in trammels of affliction,
He declares to them what they have done,
And that their transgressions are excessive;
He opens their understanding by discipline,
And orders them back from mischief.
If they will serve obediently,
They shall spend their days in happiness,
Their years in delight.
But if they are not obedient,
They shall perish by the sword,
Die for lack of understanding.
But the impious in heart become enraged;
They do not cry for help when He afflicts them.
They die in their youth;
[Expire] among the depraved.
He rescues the lowly from their affliction,
And opens their understanding through distress.
Indeed, He draws you away from the brink of
distress
To a broad place where there is no constraint;
Your table is laid out with rich food.

a-a Meaning of Heb. llllcertaiu.
- 1552-

16: Unlike Eliphaz in 22.5-7, Elihu
does not explicitly state that Job
has acted wickedly, but stresses in
stead Job's ignorance (see 34·35).
36.1-37.24: Elihu's fourth and
last speech. Elihu glorifies God,

describing, in a manner that antici
pates God's speech in chs 38-39,
God's supremacy over the natural
world. This foreshadowing of the
LoRD's speeches helps to integrate
Elihu into the book, but also pre
sents a serious interpretive prob
lem: If Elihu's claims are wrong,
how are we to view the LoRD's
claims in the following chapters,
which are prefigured by Elihu,
and even by Elihu's name, which
as noted above means "My God
is the LORD"? 36.1: Then Elihu
spoke once more, better: "Elihu
continued speaking." 5-6: This
introduction is the key to Elihu's
claim, mirroring what the
friends had earlier claimed: God
is powerful and just. The rest of
the speech notes God's great
power as witness to God's justice.
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You are obsessed with the case of the wicked man,
But the justice of the case will be upheld.
Let anger at his affluence not mislead you;
Let much bribery not turn you aside.
•·Will your limitless wealth avail yow•
All your powerful efforts?
Do not long for the night
When peoples vanish where they are.
Beware! Do not turn to mischief;
Because of that you have been tried by affliction.
See, God is beyond reach in His power;
Who governs like Him?
Who ever reproached Him for His conduct?
Who ever said, "You have done wrong"?
Remember, then, to magnify His work,
Of which men have sung,
Which all men have beheld,
Men have seen, from a distance.
See, God is greater than we can know;
The number of His years cannot be counted.
He forms the droplets of water,
Which cluster into rain, from His mist.
The skies rain;
They pour down on all mankind.
Can one, indeed, contemplate the expanse of
clouds,
The thunderings from His pavilion?
See, He spreads His lightning over it;
It fills the bed of the sea.
By these things He controls peoples;
He gives food in abundance.
Lightning fills His hands;
He orders it to hit the mark.
Its noise tells of Him.
•·The kindling of anger against iniquity:•

3 7 Because of this, too, my heart quakes,
2
3
4

And leaps from its place.
Just listen to the noise of His rumbling,
To the sound that comes out of His mouth.
He lets it loose beneath the entire heavens
His lightning, to the ends of the earth.
After it, He lets out a roar;
He thunders in His majestic voice.
No one can find a trace of it by the time His voice
is heard.

n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.
- 1 553 -
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3 7·5-37·23

God thunders marvelously with His voice;
He works wonders that we cannot understand.
He commands the snow, "Fall to the ground!"
And the downpour of rain, His mighty downpour
of rain,
Is as a sign on every man's hand,
That all men may know His doings.
Then the beast enters its lair,
And remains in its den.
The storm wind comes from its chamber,
And the cold from the constellations.
By the breath of God ice is formed,
And the expanse of water becomes solid.
He also loads the clouds with moisture
And scatters His lightning-clouds.
•·He keeps turning events by His stratagems,·•
That they might accomplish all that He commands
them
Throughout the inhabited earth,
Causing each of them to happen to His land,
Whether as a scourge or as a blessing.
Give ear to this, Job;
Stop to consider the marvels of God.
Do you know what charge God lays upon them
When His lightning-clouds shine?
Do you know the marvels worked upon the
expanse of clouds
By Him whose understanding is perfect,
•·Why your clothes become hot·•
When the land is becalmed by the south wind?
Can you help him stretch out the heavens,
Firm as a mirror of cast metal?
Inform us, then, what we may say to Him;
We cannot argue because [we are in] darkness.
Is anything conveyed to Him when I speak?
Can a man say anything when he is confused?
Now, then, one cannot see the sun,
Though it be bright in the heavens,
Until the wind comes and clears them [of clouds].
By the north wind the golden rays emerge;
The splendor about God is awesome.
Shaddai-we cannot attain to Him;
He is great in power and justice
And abundant in righteousness; He does not
torment.

n-n Mea11iug of Heb. tmcertniu.

37.1 1 : Also . . . wit/1 moisture: This

translation construes Heb "'af
beri" as a combination of the
common coordinate conjunction
"'af," "also," the common prefix
"be-," "with," and the otherwise
unattested "ri," "moisture," de
rived from the common Heb root
"r-v-y," "saturate, be abundant"
(see, e.g., Ps. 23.5: "my drink is
abundant [fevayah']"; Jer. 31.25:
"I will give the thirsty abundant
drink [hirveyti')." Ancient rab
binic tradition concerning the ex
pression is reflected in the first of
the series of liturgical poems
("piyyutirn") sung by the cantor
wearing a white robe before the
open Ark in the synagogue on the
festival of "Shemini 'Atzeret" (also
called the Eighth Day of Solemn
Assembly because it immediately
follows the seven days of Sukkot
or Tabernacles). In these poems,
composed by Eliezer ha-Qal\ir (7th
century CE), God is asked to grant
abundant rain in the land of Israel,
whose agriculture and drinking
water relies on the seasonal rain
that, if it arrives at all, begins in
October and ends in May. The
poem, called "'Af-Beri" from its
opening phrase, is incorporated
into the first of the seven benedic
tions of the Additional Service on
"Shemini 'Atzeret." In that poem
Af-Beri is said to be "the name
given to the heavenly angel in
charge of rain." He . . . loads: This
translation reflects an assumption
that the abstract sense (attested in
rabbinic Heb), "encumber, burden,
trouble," is a later development
from an earlier concrete sense
"burden, load." In context, the rain
is one of God's many gifts that
demonstrate divine interest and
intervention, which Job has ques
tioned (see, e.g., vv. 9-10). 1 8: Like
Gen. 1.6-7, this verse envisions the
sky as a metal plate, hammered
thin, that separates the water
above from the water below.
23: Just as he opened this final
speech with his thesis (see n.
on 36.5-6), he concludes with a
summary, He is great in power and
justice.
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Therefore, men are in awe of Him
Whom none of the wise can perceive.

3 8 Then the LORD replied to Job out of the tempest
and said:
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Who is this who darkens counsel,
Speaking without knowledge?
Gird your loins like a man;
I will ask and you will inform Me.
Where were you when I laid the earth's
foundations?
Speak if you have understanding.
Do you know who fixed its dimensions
Or who measured it with a line?
Onto what were its bases sunk?
Who set its cornerstone
When the morning stars sang together
And all the divine beings shouted for joy?
Who closed the sea behind doors
When it gushed forth out of the womb,
When I clothed it in clouds,
Swaddled it in dense clouds,
When I made breakers My limit for it,
And set up its bar and doors,
And said, "You may come so far and no farther;
Here your surging waves will stop"?
Have you ever commanded the day to break,
Assigned the dawn its place,
So that it seizes the corners of the earth
And shakes the wicked out of it?
It changes like clay under the seal
Till [its hues] are fixed like those of a garment.
Their light is withheld from the wicked,
And the upraised arm is broken.

38.1-41 .26: The speeches of the

LORD.

38.1-39.30: The LoRD's first

speech. In a series of rhetorical
questions that contrast the power
and wisdom of God with that of
Job, the speech argues that, since
Job was not present at the creation
(v. 4), and has no notion of how
such matters as the sun's rising

occur (v. 12), let alone how many
other natural phenomena happen,
he has no right to demand expla
nations. (Such rhetorical questions
have typified the book as wisdom
li tera ture, and the cumulative ef
fect of them here is very power
ful.) God will not give Job a
straight answer to his demand for
a hearing (6.8-13; 7.11-21; 9.2-20,
25-35; ch 10; 13.17-14.22). If the
- 1555 -

reader is looking for God to ex
plain why bad things happen to
good people and how justice
reigns in the cosmos, neither God
nor the book of Job as a whole pro
vides an answer. If the message of
the book is construed as a question
of virtue--whether a person
should be righteous even in the
face of apparent injustice--then no
answer would be expected, nor
would it be appropriate. If the
book poses the question of why
the righteous suffer, then the con
clusion may be that we cannot
know the ways of God, and that to
insist that God act in a certain way
is to limit God's great power and
knowledge. The effect of God's
speech is to put Job in his place, to
awe him with God's might. Other
interpretations have been offered
for this speech. Some suggest that
God does answer Job by His ap
pearance; the revelation itself is a
sufficient answer. Others suggest
that if Job is arguing that God is
powerful and unjust, and the
friends are arguing that God is
powerful and just, the LORD's
speeches "resolve" this debate by
insisting only that God is power
ful. Still others take such state
ments as )8.12-13, "Have you ever
commanded the day to break,
I Assigned the dawn its place,
I So that it seizes the corners of
the earth I And shakes the wicked
out of it?" not as rhetorical ques
tions, but as God conceding His
weakness, and asking Job if he
could do any better in running the
world fairly. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to decide between these
(and still other) interpretive possi
bilites, especially because the
speeches are indirect and ambigu
ous, and Job's answers to the
LoRD's speeches, which might
help us understand what God is
saying, are also somewhat am
biguous. Perhaps this is best,
given the nature of the issues
that the book is grappling with.
38.1 : Replied to Job, lit. "answered
Job," with Job marked by the defi
nite accusative particle "'et" as di
rect object of the verb. Comparison
of this expression here and in 40.1
and 40.6 and in many other places
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Have you penetrated to the sources of the sea,
Or walked in the recesses of the deep?
Have the gates of death been disclosed to you?
Have you seen the gates of deep darkness?
Have you surveyed the expanses of the earth?
If you know of these-tell Me.
Which path leads to where light dwells,
And where is the place of darkness,
That you may take it to its domain
And know the way to its home?
Surely you know, for you were born then,
And the number of your years is many!
Have you penetrated the vaults of snow,
Seen the vaults of hail,
Which I have put aside for a time of adversity,
For a day of war and battle?
By what path is the west wind• dispersed,
The east wind scattered over the earth?
Who cut a channel for the torrents
And a path for the thunderstorms,
To rain down on uninhabited land,
On the wilderness where no man is,
To saturate the desolate wasteland,
And make the crop of grass sprout forth?
Does the rain have a father?
Who begot the dewdrops?
From whose belly came forth the ice?
Who gave birth to the frost of heaven?
Water congeals like stone,
And the surface of the deep compacts.
Can you tie cords to Pleiades
Or undo the reins of Orion?
Can you lead out Mazzarothb in its season,
Conduct the Bear with her sons?
Do you know the laws of heaven
Or impose its authority on earth?
Can you send up an order to the clouds
For an abundance of water to cover you?
Can you dispatch the lightning on a mission
And have it answer you, "I am ready"?
Who put wisdom in the hidden parts?
Who gave understanding to the mind?<

a As Aramaic 'urya.
b Evidmtllf n coustcllatiou.
c Or "rooster"; meaning of Heb. uucertain.

in Job may support the view (simi
larly Rashi) against NJPS that
in all of those cases the verbal
root '"-n-y" means "declaim" and
corresponds to Arabic "gh-n-y."
36: The rooster: This interpretation
(in translators' note c) is reflected
in the ancient benediction with
which the prayer leader begins
every morning service of the syna
gogue: "Praised are You, 0 Lord
our God, King of the universe,
who gave understanding to the
rooster to distinguish between day
and night." The source of this
benediction is b. Bernkhot 6ob,
which states that this benediction
should be recited each morning
upon hearing the crowing of the
rooster.
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Who is wise enough to give an account of the
heavens?
Who can tilt the bottles of the sky,
Whereupon the earth melts into a mass,
And its clods stick together.
Can you hunt prey for the lion,
And satisfy the appetite of the king of beasts?
They crouch in their dens,
Lie in ambush in their lairs.
Who provides food for the raven
When his young cry out to God
And wander about without food?

3 9 Do you know the season when the mountain
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goats give birth?
Can you mark the time when the hinds calve?
Can you count the months they must complete?
Do you know the season they give birth,
When they couch to bring forth their offspring,
To deliver their young?
Their young are healthy; they grow up in the
open;
They leave and return no more.
Who sets the wild ass free?
Who loosens the bonds of the onager,
Whose home I have made the wilderness,
The salt land his dwelling-place?
He scoffs at the tumult of the city,
Does not hear the shouts of the driver.
He roams the hills for his pasture;
He searches for any green thing.
Would the wild ox agree to serve you?
Would he spend the night at your crib?
Can you hold the wild ox by ropes to the
furrow?
Would he plow up the valleys behind you?
Would you rely on his great strength
And leave your toil to him?
Would you trust him to bring in the seed
And gather it in from your threshing floor?
The wing of the ostrich beats joyously;
Are her pinions and plumage like the stork's?
She leaves her eggs on the ground,
Letting them warm in the dirt,
- 1557-

39.13-18: The ostrich provides an
example of the problems of inter
preting this speech as a whole. For
some, it points to God's great
power: Only He understands
why such a foolish creature exists.
For others, it hints at the imperfec
tions in God's creation. (See
similarly the end of the chapter:
"His young gulp blood; I Where
the slain are, there is he.")
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Forgetting they may be crushed underfoot,
Or trampled by a wild beast.
Her young are cruelly abandoned as if they were
not hers;
Her labor is in vain for lack of concern.
For God deprived her of wisdom,
Gave her no share of understanding,
Else she would soar on high,
Scoffing at the horse and its rider.
Do you give the horse his strength?
Do you clothe his neck with a mane?
Do you make him quiver like locusts,
His majestic snorting [spreading] terror?
He paws with force, he runs with vigor,
Charging into battle.
He scoffs at fear; he cannot be frightened;
He does not recoil from the sword.
A quiverful of arrows whizzes by him,
And the flashing spear and the javelin.
Trembling with excitement, he swallowsb the land;
He does not turn aside at the blast of the trumpet.
As the trumpet sounds, he says, " Aha!"
From afar he smells the battle,
The roaring and shouting of the officers.
Is it by your wisdom that the hawk grows pinions,
Spreads his wings to the south?
Does the eagle soar at your command,
Building his nest high,
Dwelling in the rock,
Lodging upon the fastness of a jutting rock?
From there he spies out his food;
From afar his eyes see it.
His young gulp blood;
Where the slain are, there is he.

Q <Shall one who should be disciplined complain
The LoRD said in reply to Job.

against Shaddai?·<
He who arraigns God must respond.

3

Job said in reply to the LoRD:

4

See, I am of small worth; what can I answer You?
I clap my hand to my mouth.

a Lit. ''Tiley . . . "

b Or "digs up."

c-c Meauing of J-leb. uncertain.

1 9: While all the other examples
are taken from the exotic or myste
rious, the image of the horse is
closer to human life. Yet the image
is one of magnificent power.

The first reply of Job. It is
very difficult to understand the
tone with which this is said: Is Job
defiant, frightened, or sincere? Yet
in v. 2 the LoRD insisted that Job
must respond, but Job insists in v. 5
that he will not reply (the Heb uses
the same word as respond). Thus,
the LORD must offer another
speech, beginning in v. 6.

40.3-5:
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I have spoken once, and will not reply;
Twice, and will do so no more.

6

Then the LORD replied to Job out of the tempest
and said:

7

Gird your loins like a man;
I will ask, and you will inform Me.
Would you impugn My justice?
Would you condemn Me that you may be right?
Have you an arm like God's?
Can you thunder with a voice like His?
Deck yourself now with grandeur and eminence;
Clothe yourself in glory and majesty.
Scatter wide your raging anger;
See every proud man and bring him low.
See every proud man and humble him,
And bring them down where they stand.
Bury them all in the earth;
Hide their faces in obscurity.
Then even I would praise you
For the triumph your right hand won you.
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Take now behemoth, whom I made as I did you;
He eats grass, like the cattle.
His strength is in his loins,
His might in the muscles of his belly.
•·He makes his tail stand up·• like a cedar;
The sinews of his thighs are knit together.
His bones are like tubes of bronze,
His limbs like iron rods.
He is the first of God's works;
Only his Maker can draw the sword against him.
The mountains yield him produce,
Where all the beasts of the field play.
He lies down beneath the lotuses,
In the cover of the swamp reeds.
The lotuses embower him with shade;
The willows of the brook surround him.
He can restrain the river from its rushing;
He is confident the stream b will gush at his
command.
Can he be taken by his eyes?
Can his nose be pierced by hooks?
Can you draw out Leviathan by a fishhook?
Can you press down his tongue by a rope?

a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

b Lit. "jordan. "
- 1559 -

40.6--41 .26: The LoaD's second
speech. 40.7: This is identical with
JS.J, from the first speech, suggest
ing that the two speeches will be
thematically similar. 1 1-14: Most
readers understand these verses
sarcastically, as a challenge to
Job to try to be as just as God,
while some read these as an ad
mission of divine imperfection.

1 5-24, 25-32: Behemoth . . . Levia
than: Many scholars interpret behe
moth as designating a mytholo

gized hippopotamus (see Isa. 30.6),
and leviathan as a mythologized
crocodile. Heb "tanin," "Dragon,"
appears as a synonym of Rahab
(on which see Job 9.13; 26.12), the
personified sea in !sa. 5 1 .9 and in
Job 7.12. The same term, however,
designates the crocodile in Ezek.
29.3; 32.2. Since in Ugaritic poetry
the corresponding " tnn " appears
as a poetic synonym of "ltn," i.e.,
Leviathan (see 26.13 n.), it follows
that Leviathan here could refer to
the crocodile rather than to the
personified sea, which rebels
against but is ultimately subdued
by the LoRD, in an ancient Israelite
myth to which Job and other bibli
cal books frequently refer. Since
Isa. 27.1 intimates that there may
have been two Leviathans (see
also Gen. 1.21: "the great sea mon
sters") and that Leviathan is yet
to be killed, while Ps. 74.14 hints
that God has already smashed the
heads of Leviathan, b. Bava Batra
74b concludes that originally there
were two Leviathans, one of each
sex, who might have procreated
and taken over the cosmos. There
fore God castrated the male and
killed the female and preserved
her in salt to be served up at the
great eschatological feast to which
all the righteous will be invited
and at which a principal food item
will be Leviathan. It was but one
more step to note that behemoth,
which is paired with Leviathan
only in Job 40.15-32, must repre
sent another principal food item to
be served up at the eschatologial
banquet, namely a choice kind of
beef (also called "shor ha-bar," i.e.,
"wild bull"). A further leap of the
Jewish imagination led to the real
ization that the menu of the escha-
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Can you put a ring through his nose,
Or pierce his jaw with a barb?
Will he plead with you at length?
Will he speak soft words to you?
Will he make an agreement with you
To be taken as your lifelong slave?
Will you play with him like a bird,
And tie him down for your girls?
•·Shall traders traffic in him?·•
Will he be divided up among merchants?
Can you fill his skin with darts
Or his head with fish-spears?
Lay a hand on him,
And you will never think of battle again.

4 1 See, any hope [of capturing] him must be
2
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disappointed;
One is prostrated by the very sight of him.
There is no one so fierce as to rouse him;
Who then can stand up to Me?
Whoever confronts Me I will requite,
For everything under the heavens is Mine.
•·I will not be silent concerning him
Or the praise of his martial exploits:•
Who can uncover his outer garment?
Who can penetrate the folds of his jowls?
Who can pry open the doors of his face?
His bared teeth strike terror.
His protective scales are his pride,
Locked with a binding seaL
One scale touches the other;
Not even a breath can enter between them.
Each clings to each;
They are interlocked so they cannot be parted.
His sneezings flash lightning,
And his eyes are like the glimmerings of dawn.
Firebrands stream from his mouth;
Fiery sparks escape.
Out of his nostrils comes smoke
As from a steaming, boiling cauldron.
His breath ignites coals;
Flames blaze from his mouth.
Strength resides in his neck;
Power leaps before him.
The layers of his flesh stick together;
He is as though cast hard; he does not totter.

a-a Mem1ing of Heb. uncertain.

tological banquet, which certainly
could not have provided only fish,
and which included both Levia
than conceived of as fish and behe
moth conceived of as beef, must
also include some kind of fowL
This last menu item was provided
by the enigmatic Ziz, translated as
"creatures [of the field]" by NJPS
at Pss. 50.11; 80.14. Job anticipated
in g.13 the argument that the
LoRD's power over the mythical
sea-monsters proves that God is
indeed in charge of the universe
and that cosmic anarchy cannot
explain Job's unjust suffering.
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His heart is cast hard as a stone,
Hard as the nether millstone.
Divine beings are in dread as he rears up;
As he crashes down, they cringe.
No sword that overtakes him can prevail,
Nor spear, nor missile, nor lance.
He regards iron as straw,
Bronze, as rotted wood.
No arrow can put him to flight;
Slingstones turn into stubble for him.
Clubs• are regarded as stubble;
He scoffs at the quivering javelin.
His underpart is jagged shards;
It spreads a threshing-sledge on the mud.
He makes the depths seethe like a cauldron;
He makes the sea [boil] like an ointment-pot.
His wake is a luminous path;
He makes the deep seem white-haired.
There is no one on land who can dominate him,
Made as he is without fear.
He sees all that is haughty;
He is king over all proud beasts.

4 2 Job said in reply to the LoRD:
2
3

4
5
6

I know that You can do everything,
That nothing you propose is impossible for You.
Who is this who obscures counsel without
knowledge?
Indeed, I spoke without understanding
Of things beyond me, which I did not know.
Hear now, and I will speak;
I will ask, and You will inform me.
I had heard You with my ears,
But now I see You with my eyes;
Therefore, I recant and relent,
Being but dust and ashes.

7 After the LoRD had spoken these words to Job, the
LoRD said to Eliphaz the Temanite, "I am incensed at you

and your two friends, for you have not spoken the truth
about Me as did My servant Job. B Now take seven bulls
and seven rams and go to My servant Job and sacrifice a
burnt offering for yourselves. And let Job, My servant,
pray for you; for to him I will show favor and not treat
you vilely, since you have not spoken the truth about Me
n Menning of 1-/eb. llllcrrtnin.

JOB

4 1 . 1 6-42 . 8

42.1-6: Job's recantation. 3-4: It is

likely that the first half of v. 3 and
all of v. 4 are quotations of God by
Job, to which Job is responding.
5: Job suggests that before he had
only indirect knowledge of God,
but now he has direct knowledge.
One of his desires was for his ac
cuser, God, to appear, and God has
now done this. Job, however, ig
nores the fact that God has not
directly answered his questions.
6: As Job's final comment, this
verse would seem to be key to un
dertanding the book as a whole.
The Heb of the text, unlike the rest
of Job, is not difficult, but is very
ambiguous. The verb translated
as recnnt more typically means
"despise," and neither verb in the
first half has the expected direct
object-what does Job recant/
despise or relent? As translated,
the second half reflects Job's basic
creaturehood, the fact that unlike
God, he is a mere mortal, dust nnd
ns!Jes. The preposition that opens
this section is more naturally
translated "on," however, and
thus this phrase may be a prosaic
notice that Job feels this way while
he is mourning on a dust-heap
(see 2.8). Thus, the highly ambigu
ous poetry concludes with this
seemingly simple but ambiguous
verse. Whatever it means, the
LORD seems to be satisfied that
Job has responded adequately
(see 40.5), so the poetic section of
the work is concluded.

42.7-17: Prose epilogue. 8: Seven
bulls nnd seven rnms . . . n burnt of
fering: According to Lev. 1.3-17 a

burnt offering can be a male from
the herd, a male from the flock, of
sheep or of goats, or a turtledove
or a pigeon. A ram, on the other
hand, is presented as a guilt offer
ing (see Lev. 5.15-26). A bull,
according to Lev. 4.1-21, is appro
priate for the sin or purification
offering of either "the anointed
priest" or "the whole community
of Israel." Job's friends repeatedly
offended God by intimating that
Job somehow brought his suffer
ing upon himself. They describe
themselves and are described by
Job as communal leaders. It is alto-

J OB

42. 9-42 . 1 7

as did My servant Job." 9 Eliphaz the Temanite and Bildad
the Shuhite and Zophar the Naamathite went and did as
the LoRD had told them, and the LORD showed favor to
Job. 10The LoRD restored Job's fortunes when he prayed
on behalf of his friends, and the LoRD gave Job twice what
he had before.
11 All his brothers and sisters and all his former friends
came to him and had a meal with him in his house. They
consoled and comforted him for all the misfortune that
the LoRD had brought upon him. Each gave him one kesi
tah • and each one gold ring. 12 Thus the LoRD blessed the
latter years of Job's life more than the former. He had four
teen thousand sheep, six thousand camels, one thousand
yoke of oxen, and one thousand she-asses. 13 He also had
seven sons and three daughters. 14 The first he named Je
mimah, the second Keziah, and the third Keren-happuch.
1 5 Nowhere in the land were women as beautiful as Job's
daughters to be found. Their father gave them estates to
gether with their brothers. 1 6 Afterward, Job lived one
hundred and forty years to see four generations of sons
and grandsons. 1 7 So Job died old and contented.

a A unit of unknown value.
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gether appropriate that they
should be asked to present, in ad
dition to an unspecified number of
burnt offerings, the sin offering ap
propriate either to " the anointed
priest" or " the whole community."
Each of the seven rams would be
equally appropriate as expiation
for sacrilege (Lev. 5.15; cf. Job
42.7): "when a person, without
knowing it, sins in regard to any of
the LORD's commandments about
things not to be done, and then re
alizes his guilt" (Lev. 5.17) or
"when a person sins and commits
a trespass [i.e., sacrilege] against
the LoRD by dealing deceitfully
with his fellow" (Lev. 5.21). The
author of the book of Job knew the
Torah, and therefore knew quite
well that both seven bulls and
seven rams have nothing to do
with what is commonly called a
burnt offering. Job must pray for
the friends, showing the empathy
that they had not shown, and leav
ing his cocoon of self-interest and
self-pity. 1 1 : The kesita/1 is men
tioned only in Gen. 33.19 and Josh.
24.32, texts describing the ances
tral period. The author uses it here
(rather than the much more com
mon shekel) to help set this story
in hoary antiquity. 14: Jemimah,
usually explained by Arabic "yu
mayma," "little dove." Keziah, usu
ally explained as the aromatic
plant cassia mentioned in Ps. 45·9·
Keren-lmppuch, "a flask of blue
eyeshadow," mentioned also in
Jer. 4-30. The ending of the book
should not be construed as a re
ward for Job, but simply as the
end of the test begun in ch 1 and
Job's restoration to his status quo
ante. 16: Living to a ripe old age
and having many progeny is the
ideal of the blessed person in the
Bible. Job's life span of 140 years is
twice the ideal life span of seventy
years (see Ps. go.10). 1 7: The end
ing is formulaic, much like "and
they lived happily ever after."

The Five Meg il lot (Scrol ls)
IN PRINTED EDITIONS OF THE TANAKH, the three initial large books of Kethuvim, Psalms,

Proverbs, and Job (sometimes ordered Psalms, Job, Proverbs), are followed by five smaller
books. In this translation, they appear in the order of the Songs of Songs, Ruth, Lamenta
tions, Ecclesiastes, and Esther. In the Middle Ages, these were called /:tamesh megillot, the
five scrolls.
These books are counted as individual books and were not always perceived as a single
unit. In the Septuagint, Ruth, which opens "In the days that the judges ruled/' appears
after Judges, and Lamentations is placed after Jeremiah since an ancient tradition ascribes
the authorship of Lamentations to Jeremiah. The Babylonian Talmud as well does not
know of the /:tamesh megillot; it suggests (b. B. Bat. 14b) that the order of the beginning of
the Kethuvim is: Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Lamentations. A
small number of medieval Hebrew manuscripts follow this tradition, as well as other
orders that do not place these five books together.
The order in the NJPS Tanakh translation is a common one, found in numerous manu
scripts. The books are arranged in the order in which they are read liturgically in the
annual cycle, beginning with the spring new year (see Exod. 12.2): Song of Songs is read
on Passover (April), Ruth on Shavuot (May-June), Lamentations on the ninth of Av
(July-August), Ecclesiastes on Sukkot (September-October), and Esther on Purim
(March). Another common order, found in the best early manuscripts (Aleppo Codex, the
first complete Masoretic manuscript [loth centuryt and Leningrad Codex B19A, the earli
est extant complete manuscript [11th century]; see essay "Masoretic Bible/' pp. 207784), have a different order. These manuscripts place the megillot in chronological order ac
cording to theories of traditional authorship: Ruth (Samuel), Song of Songs (Solomon in
his youth), Ecclesiastes (Solomon in his old aget Lamentations (Jeremiah), and Esther
(Mordecai, after the Babylonian exile). Many other orders exist. The grouping of the five
books together reflects their common liturgical use, and perhaps a desire to have another
pentad, to parallel the five books in the Torah and the five books within the book of
Psalms.
[ADELE BERLIN AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

The Song of Son gs
THE soNG OF soNGS is the Tanakh's only extensive discourse on human, erotic love. The
book consists of a series of poems in which the speech of two lovers is interspersed with
occasional comments by other voices. Throughout the poems, the lovers describe them
selves and each other, and their feelings of love, desire, and longing. While the book has
no narrative plot, the relationship between the lovers is marked by cycles of absence and
presence. Poems which celebrate the presence of a lover alternate with poems of longing
and poems of invitation. While both lovers speak within the text, the woman is the more
active and articulate character. Her experiences, feelings, and perceptions are the central
content of the poem. This suggests to some that a woman may have authored (parts of)
the Song.
The Song is characterized by a wide range of poetic techniques. The poets draw from
the language of the natural, domestic, and urban spheres. They use techniques of word
play, pun and soundplay, repetition, simile, metaphor, and double entendre to highlight
the relationship between the two lovers. One of the most striking literary features of the
Song is the oscillation among the different spheres and modes. The poetic voices shift re
peatedly from praise to adjuration, from playfulness to violence, and from third-person to
second-person address, creating dynamic movement. The poetic techniques, many of
which have parallels in Egyptian and Mesopotamian love poetry, provide an apt vehicle
and a literary mirror for the lushness, exuberance, and movement of the relationship
which they describe.
The compositional history and origin of the Song of Songs remain matters of debate.
Most commentators agree that the book is a collection of poetic units which are linked by
theme, language, and style. There are disagreements, however, over the extent of each unit
and the degree of coherence of the collection. Some scholars insist that the poem is the
work of a single author who might have relied on earlier sources or traditions. Others
insist that the canonical text is the product of a redactor who edited together preexistent
poems and poetic fragments.
The date of composition of the Song is also unclear. With the exception of the few refer
ences to King Solomon, there is no mention of known historical figures or events. Nor do
the references to human behavior correlate to the attitudes or situations of a particular his-
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torical period. In addition, the book contains both archaic language and relatively late
words, which makes it difficult to establish a date on linguistic grounds. Contemporary
scholarly consensus hypothesizes that the poem probably has its roots in early folk and lit
erary traditions but was composed or redacted in the 4th or 3rd century BCE.
The original genre and function of the text have also been the subject of much research
and debate. Over the past century, three major theories have been adduced. The first is
that the Song is the script of a drama which told the story of a love affair. This theory was
quite popular in the 19th century, but has since been abandoned. The second theory holds
that the Song evolved from a Mesopotamian liturgical context which described the sacred
marriage of a god and goddess. This theory is based on perceived similarities between the
Song and ancient Mesopotamian sacred marriage texts. Like the dramatic theory, this
theory has become less popular in recent years, but it remains possible that some of the
images of the poem originate in liturgical or mythological traditions. The third, most satis
factory theory maintains that the text is a collection of poems about human love, some of
which may have originally been used in wedding celebrations.
The Song's positive focus on human, erotic love, its silence regarding the central theo
logical and historical themes of the rest of the biblical text, and the centrality of its female
character, make it unique within the biblical canon. Some scholars have argued that
already by the time of its inclusion in the canon, the Song was understood not only as
human love poetry but also, and perhaps primarily, as a description of the love relation
ship between God and Israel. This theory rests partly on the use of the human love rela
tionship as a metaphor for the God-Israel relationship in the prophetic literature (e.g., Isa.
54-4-8; Jer. 2. 1-2; Ezek. chs 16, 23; Hos. chs 1-3). While it is possible that the allegorical un
derstanding of the poem was already current at the time of the book's canonization, it is
also possible that the poems were introduced into the canon because, as secular love
songs, they occupied an important place in the culture of ancient Israel in biblical and
Second Temple times. Once the book became part of the canon, the tendency to interpret it
allegorically increased.

Song of Songs in Jewish Tradition
WHILE THE BOoK ' s ORIGIN remains obscure, the history of interpretation of the Song in
Jewish tradition is well documented. From as early as the 2nd century CE, it has been un

derstood in both human and divine terms. In rabbinic tradition, the Song narrates the
words which God and Israel spoke to each other at the Red Sea, at Sinai, or in the Tent of
Meeting. The descriptions of the male lover are understood as allegorical descriptions of
God while the descriptions of the female lover are understood as divine praise of Israel.
The statements of desire and love are read as expressions of love and intimacy between
God and Israel. The Targum to the Song employs a similar strategy of expounding the Song
as a historical allegory; it interprets the Song as a description of Israel's ongoing history of
redemption by God. The allegorical interpretation plays a particularly important role in
early Jewish mysticism. In medieval mystical texts, the theme of love remains constant but
-
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the identification of the protagonists changes. The lovers are sometimes identified as God
and Israel, and sometimes interpreted as God and the individual soul or, alternatively, as
the male and female aspects of the divine. The Song of Songs also plays a role in the Jewish
liturgical tradition. It is recited at Passover and, in some communities, is recited or sung as
part of the kabbalat shabbat (welcoming the Sabbath) service on Friday night.
While there has been a constant tradition of theological interpretation of the Song
within Judaism, there has also been a tradition of secular, humanistic interpretation. The
Talmud (b. Sanh. 101a) testifies to the singing of the Song in the secular settings of feasts
and drinking halls, though it polernicizes against this use. In addition, words and images
from the Song of Songs have figured prominently in Jewish marriage art, music, and
liturgy since at least the Middle Ages. The Song was also a popular biblical text for the
early Zionist movement. Its lush descriptions of the natural world and the flora and fauna
of the land of Israel gave voice to the early Zionist love for the land.
Although the Song of Songs was not written by a single author as a narrative whole, the
various poetic devices-including verbatim repetitions, recurring genres, and thematic
echoes-encourage it to be read as an unfolding story. Much of the book's richness and
meaning is communicated through its poetic structures and techniques, its choice of lan
guage and use of imagery, and the relationship between different poetic units. The poet
uses partial or exact repetition in different ways to communicate patterns and changes in
the lovers' relationship. Throughout the poem, motifs such as spices, vineyards and
gardens, gazelles and doves, hiding and seeking, king and mother, communicate details
about the lovers' relationship and the variety and scope of their feelings for one another.
(ELSIE STERN)

1 The Song of Songs, by• Solomon.
2

3

4

b·Qh, give me of the kisses of your mouth,·b
For your love is more delightful than wine.
Your ointments yield a sweet fragrance,
Your name is like finest< oilTherefore do maidens love you.
Draw me after you, let us run!
dThe king has brought me to his chambers:d

b-b Heb. "Let llinr give me of tire kisses of Iris morrtlr!"
n Or "corr ccm ing. "
c Menrring of Heb. rmccrtnin.
d-d Emcndntiorr yields "Bring me, 0 king, to yorrr clrnmbers. "

1 . 1 : Title. Internal evidence sug
gests that this v. is secondary, and
does not represent an ancient tra
dition of authorship. Song of Songs
is a superlative phrase meaning
"the greatest or preeminent song."
By Solomon, or "about Solomon."

According to Jewish tradition,
Solomon authored the books of
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song
of Songs. These attributions are
based on Song 1.1 and Eccl. 1.1.
Also, biblical tradition describes
Solomon as the author of Proverbs

and the Song, an expert in flora
and fauna (1 Kings 5.9--14), and a
lover of many women (1 Kings
11.1). In both the Targum and the
midrash, the name "Shlomo"
(Solomon) is interpreted as a refer
ence to God. According to this in
terpretation, the Song is a descrip
tion of the love between God and
Israel. Modern scholars do not ac
cept the idea of Solomonic author
ship.

1 .2-4: The woman expresses her
desire for her lover. 2: Wine: The

repeated references to wine (2.4, 7;
4.10; 5.1; 7.10; 8.2) may suggest an
original context in wedding feasts
or other celebrations where wine
was drunk. Alternatively, wine is
used poetically as a symbol of sen
suous pleasure. Finest oil, or, "oil
poured out"; the lover's excellent
reputation is widespread. 4: Tile
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Let us delight and rejoice in your love,
Savoring it more than wine•·Like new wine·• they love you!
5

6

7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15

16

17

I am dark, but comely,

0 daughters of Jerusalem
Like the tents of Kedar,
Like the pavilions of Solomon.
Don't stare at me because I am swarthy,
Because the sun has gazed upon me.
My mother's sons quarreled with me,
They made me guard the vineyards;
My own vineyard I did not guard.

Tell me, you whom I love so well;
Where do you pasture your sheep?
Where do you rest them at noon?
Let me not be b·as one who strays·b
Beside the flocks of your fellows.
If you do not know, 0 fairest of women,
Go follow the tracks of the sheep,
And graze your kids<
By the tents of the shepherds.
1 have likened you, my darling,
To a mare in Pharaoh's chariots:
Your cheeks are comely with plaited wreaths,
Your neck with strings of jewels.
We will add wreaths of gold
To your spangles of silver.

While the king was on his couch,
My nard gave forth its fragrance.
My beloved to me is a bag of myrrh
Lodged between my breasts.
My beloved to me is a spray of henna blooms
From the vineyards of En-gedi.
Ah, you are fair, my darling,
Ah, you are fair,
With your dove-like eyes!
And you, my beloved, are handsome,
Beautiful indeed!
Our couch is in a bower;
Cedars are the beams of our house,
Cypresses the rafters.

a-a UHderslaHdil!g mesharim as related to tirosh; cf Ara111aic merath.
b-b Mea11i11g of Heb. uncertain.
c As a pretext for co111i11g.
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1 .5-1 .17

king: References to a king and to
King Solomon (1.12; 3.9, 11; 6.1H);
7.6) support interpretations of the
Song as a royal wedding song or
cultic song. In rabbinic interpreta
tions, references to the king are un
derstood as references to God, and
the royal chambers refer to the
Temple. In most modern readings,
the references to the king are com
plimentary references to the male
lover.

1 .5-6: The woman describes her
self. 5: Dark, but comely, or "dark

and comely." In 5.10, fair skin is a
sign of masculine beauty. Here, the
woman's darkness may be either
an asset or a liability, and is the
likely result of her work outdoors,
described in the following vv.
Kedar, northern Assyrian nomadic
tribe. Kedar means "dark." 6: Vine
yard: In the Song, the vineyard
often represents both a physical
place and the woman's own sexu
ality (1.14; 2.15; 7.13; 8.12).

1 .7-1 7: Dialogue between the
lovers. 9: I have likened . . . :

Throughout the Song, the lovers
use comparison to praise one
another's beauty and charm. Mare
in Pharaoh's chariots, either an
image of adorned majesty (the
horses were decorated with orna
ments) or a reference to an ancient
battle strategy in which a mare
was let loose among cavalry to
distract the stallions. 1 2-14: The
physical closeness of the lovers
their scent-is described. Nard . . .
myrrh . . . henna, precious spices
used in perfumes. Nard and myrrh
were exotic imports while henna
was indigenous to biblical Israel.
1 4: En-gedi, a fertile oasis in the Ju
dean wilderness. Given that wine
grapes did not grow there, this too
is a likely allusion to the woman's
own sexuality.
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I am a rose of Sharon,
A lily of the valleys.
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2.1-3: The lovers praise one

another for their uniqueness.

2

Like a lily among thorns,
So is my darling among the maidens.

3

Like an apple tree among trees of the forest,
So is my beloved among the youths.
I delight to sit in his shade,
And his fruit is sweet to my mouth.
He brought me to the banquet room
b·And his banner of love was over me:b
"Sustain me with raisin cakes,
Refresh me with apples,
For I am faint with love."
His left hand was under my head,
His right arm embraced me.
I adjure you, 0 maidens of Jerusalem,
By gazelles or by hinds of the field:
Do not wake or rouse
Love until it please!

4
5

6
7

B

9

10

11
12

13

14

Hark! My beloved!
There he comes,
Leaping over mountains,
Bounding over hills.
My beloved is like a gazelle
Or like a young stag.
There he stands behind our wall,
Gazing through the window,
Peering through the lattice.
My beloved spoke thus to me,
"Arise, my darling;
My fair one, come away!
For now the winter is past,
The rains are over and gone.
The blossoms have appeared in the land,
The time of pruning< has come;
The song of the turtledove
Is heard in our land.
The green figs form on the fig tree,
The vines in blossom give off fragrance.
Arise, my darling;
My fair one, come away!
"0 my dove, in the cranny of the rocks,
Hidden by the cliff,

n Lit. "crocus. "

b-b Men11i11g of Heb. 1111certni11.
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c Or "si11gi11g. "

1: Sharon, fertile plain in northern
Israel. 3: Apple tree: The precise
type of fruit is unknown (apples
are not indigenous to Israel); per
haps quince or apricot.
2.4-7: The woman reminisces
about her lover. 7: I adjure you . . . :
This recurring refrain (3.5; 5.8;
8.4), whose exact meaning is
ambiguous, is addressed to the
woman's female companions. By
gazelles . . . : In Heb, the names of
these animals function as word
plays on the name of God (e.g.,
gazelles, "tzeva'ot," also means
"hosts," as in "LoRD of hosts"),
which would be expected in such
an adjuration; they also under
score the earthy quality of the oath
and resonate with the use of these
animals as symbols of love and
beauty throughout the Song.

2.8-17: The woman's

wish for the
couple to run away together, to be
alone in nature in the springtime.
This passage is full of flora and
fauna. 1 0-13: Arise, my darling . . .
arise, my darling: The repetition of
the phrase sets these vv. apart as a
separate unit. While many biblical
texts are concerned with the land
of Israel and its fertility, this is
one of the few that celebrate
the beauty of the land of Israel.
14: 0 my dove: The dove, a sym
bol of purity, gentleness, and fi
delity, is a frequent epithet for the
woman in the Song (d. 2.15; 5.2;
6.9). 1 5: Catch us . . . : The relation
ship of this fragment to the sur
rounding vv. is unclear. It may be
either a fragment of a separate
poem or proverb or the woman's
response to the man's request in
2.14. 16: My beloved is mine: This
declaration of mutual love appears
frequently in wedding liturgies,
music, and art. 1 7: This v. is mir
rored in the conclusion of the
Song.
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Let me see your face,
Let me hear your voice;
For your voice is sweet
And your face is comely."
Catch us the foxes,
The little foxes
That ruin the vineyardsFor our vineyard is in blossom.
My beloved is mine
And I am his
Who browses among the lilies.
When the day •·blows gently·•
And the shadows flee,b
Set out, my beloved,
Swift as a gazelle
Or a young stag,
For the hills of spices!<
Upon my couch at nightd
I sought the one I loveI sought, but found him not.
"I must rise and roam the town,
Through the streets and through the squares;
I must seek the one I love."
I sought but found him not.
•·I met the watchmen·•
Who patrol the town.
"Have you seen the one I love?"
Scarcely had I passed them
When I found the one I love.
I held him fast, I would not let him go
Till I brought him to my mother's house,
To the chamber of her who conceived me
I adjure you, 0 maidens of Jerusalem,
By gazelles or by hinds of the field:
Do not wake or rouse
Love until it please!
Who is she that comes up from the desert
Like columns of smoke,
In clouds of myrrh and frankincense,
Of all the powders of the merchant?
There is Solomon's couch,
Encircled by sixty warriors

a-a Emendatio11 yields "dcclilles"; cf fer. 6.4.
b Sept11agi111 reads "lellgthcll"; cf fer. 6.4.
c Heb. bather oj llllcertaill llleaning; 8.14 reads besamim, "spices."
d I.e., in a dream.
e-e Lit. "The watchme11 met me."
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3.1-6: The woman searches for
her lover. This passage may be
interpreted as a dream scene, al
though it is sufficiently ambiguous
to allow other interpretations as
welL The dreamlike quality of the
episode, found here and at the be
ginning of ch 5, is one of the many
poetic techniques employed in the
Song. 2: I sought, but found him not:
The desperate tone here contrasts
with the playful, hide-and-go-seek
mode of the previous ch. 4: My
mother's house: Motherhood is a
central image in the Song (cf. 3.4,
11; 6.9; 8.1, 5). Here, the mother
represents security and support
for the lovers.

3.6-1 1 : Vision of royal wedding

procession This section consists of
two parallel descriptions. The first
(vv. 6-8) employs the language of
war and has an undertone of vio
lence; the second (vv. 9-11) em
ploys the language of royalty
and romance. 6: Who is she, or,
what is this? The feminine form
of the pronoun (she) probably
refers to Solomon's couch.
..
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8
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Of the warriors of Israel,
All of them trained • in warfare,
Skilled in battle,
Each with sword on thigh
Because of terror by night.

KETHUVIM
9-1 1 : Solomon made . . . : These vv.

King Solomon made him a palanquin
Of wood from Lebanon.
He made its posts of silver,
Its backb of gold,
Its seat of purple wool.
Within, it was decked with '·love
By the maidens of Jerusalem:'
0 maidens of Zion, go forth
And gaze upon King Solomon
Wearing the crown that his mother
Gave him on his wedding day,
On his day of bliss.
Ah, you are fair, my darling,
Ah, you are fair.
Your eyes are like doves
Behind your veil.
Your hair is like a flock of goats
Streaming down Mount Gilead.
Your teeth are like a flock of ewesd
Climbing up from the washing pool;
All of them bear twins,
And not one loses her young.
Your lips are like a crimson thread,
Your mouth is lovely.
Your brow behind your veil
[Gleams] like a pomegranate split open.
Your neck is like the Tower of David,
Built •to hold weapons,·•
Hung with a thousand shields
All the quivers of warriors.
Your breasts are like two fawns,
Twins of a gazelle,
Browsing among the lilies.
When the day blows gently
And the shadows flee,

a Cf Akkadian al}azu, "to leam."
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Emendation yields "ebouy, I 0 maidens of jerusalem!"
d Cf 6.6; exact nuance of qe$uboth uncertain, perhaps "shorn ones. "
e-e Apparently a poeticfigurefor jewelry; meaning of Heb. uncertaiu.
f See notes at 2.17.
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may be among the oldest parts of
the Song. Palanquin, a covered
chair that was set on poles and
carried on the shoulders of four
men. 10: Silver . . . gold . . . purple
wool, symbols of wealth and roy
alty. They were also used in the
construction of the Tabernacle
(Exod. ch26). Consequently, the
rabbinic commentators interpreted
these vv. in reference to the Taber
nacle. 1 1 : Wearing the crown:
Grooms wore crowns in the Sec
ond Temple period. After the de
struction of the Second Temple,
the practice was abolished as a
sign of mourning. On his wedding
day: Rabbinic interpreters under
stood this as a reference to the giv
ing of Torah at Mt. Sinai. The idea
that God and Israel were married
at Sinai appears in Song of Songs
Rabbah, other midrashic texts, and
liturgical texts from the rabbinic
and medieval periods.

4.1-16: The man praises his
lover's beauty and charms. The

beginning of this unit corresponds
to a genre called the "wasf." In this
genre, which is known from Ara
bic poetry and ancient Egyptian
love poetry, each part of the body
is compared to a different object
with which it shares one trait. As a
result, the comparisons are often
surprising and whimsicaL In this
wasf, the objects of comparison are
drawn primarily from the pastoral
and natural spheres. 1 : The
woman's wavy hair flows down
her back. Behind your veil: In bibli
cal times, women wore veils in
public. Mount Gilead, rich pasture
land in the Transjordan region.
2: A flock of ewes . . . her young, an
extended simile for the whiteness
and evenness of the woman's
teeth. The similarity in sound be
tween the Heb words "shekulam"
(all of them) and "shakulah" (loses
her young) reinforces the notion of
symmetry on the level of sound.
3: Pomegranate, common symbol in
the Song for color and taste. Here,
either a reference to the color or
shape of her brow or of the play of
light and dark between her skin
and her veiL 4: Tower of David: This
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I will betake me to the mount of myrrh,
To the hill of frankincense.
Every part of you is fair, my darling,
There is no blemish in you
From Lebanon come with me;
From Lebanon, my bride, with me!
Trip down from Amana's peak,
From the peak of Senir• and Hermon,
From the dens of lions,
From the hillsb of leopards.
You have captured my heart,
My own,< my bride,
You have captured my heart
With one [glance] of your eyes,
With one coil of your necklace.
How sweet is your love,
My own, my bride!
How much more delightful your love than wine,
Your ointments more fragrant
Than any spice!
Sweetness drops
From your lips, 0 bride;
Honey and milk
Are under your tongue;
And the scent of your robes
Is like the scent of Lebanon.
A garden locked
Is my own, my bride,
A fountain locked,
A sealed-up spring.
Your limbs are an orchard of pomegranates
And of all luscious fruits,
Of henna and of nardNard and saffron,
Fragrant reed and cinnamon,
With all aromatic woods,
Myrrh and aloesAll the choice perfumes.
d-[You are] a garden spring,
A well of fresh water,-d
A rill of Lebanon.

a Cf Deut. 3·9·
b Emendation yirlds "lairs"; cf Nail. 2.13.
c Lit. "sister"; and sofrequently brlow.
d-d Eme11datio11 yirlds "Tire spri11g i11 n111 garde11 I Is a well offresh water."
-
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structure is not mentioned else
where in the Bible, and is not
identical with the tower of the
same name in modern Jerusalem.
The image is that of a long neck
adorned with necklaces. 6: The
mount of myrrh and the hill offrank
incense most likely refer to the
woman's breasts. 8: Lebanon,
Amann, Senir, Hermon, mountains
in the north of Israel. In the mid
rash, this v. is used as a prooftext
for the idea that God goes into
exile with Israel and will return to
the land of Israel with the people.
9: My own, lit. "my sister." Brother
and sister are also used as terms of
endearment in Egyptian love po
etry. They symbolize closeness
here, and are not to be taken liter
ally. See 8.1. 1 0: How much more
delightful . . . : The man's praise
echoes the woman's in 1.2.
1 1 : Sweetness drops: The Heb
words "nofet titofnah" form an
onomatopoetic phrase which mim
ics the sound of dripping liquid.
Honey and milk, symbols of agricul
tural plenty. "Land of milk and
honey" is a frequent epithet for the
land of Israel (e.g., Exod. 3.8).
1 2-16: The garden represents the
woman's sexuality, which is inac
cessible in v. 12 and into which she
invites her lover in v. 16.

T H E S ON G OF S ON G S 4 . 1 6-5 . 7
16

Awake, 0 north wind,
Come, 0 south wind!
Blow upon my garden,
That its perfume may spread.
Let my beloved come to his garden
And enjoy its luscious fruits!

5

I have come to my garden,
My own, my bride;
I have plucked my myrrh and spice,
Eaten my honey and honeycomb,
Drunk my wine and my milk.
Eat, lovers, and drink:
Drink deep of love!

2•

3

4
5

6

7

I was asleep,
But my heart was wakeful.
Hark, my beloved knocks!
"Let me in, my own,
My darling, my faultless dove!
For my head is drenched with dew,
My locks with the damp of night."
I had taken off my robeWas I to don it again?
I had bathed my feet
Was I to soil them again?
My beloved b·took his hand off the latch,·b
And my heart was stirred c·for him:c
I rose to let in my beloved;
My hands dripped myrrhMy fingers, flowing myrrhUpon the handles of the bolt.
I opened the door for my beloved,
But my beloved had turned and gone.
I was faint d·because of what he said:d
I sought, but found him not;
I called, but he did not answer.
I met the watchmen•
Who patrol the town;
They struck me, they bruised me.
The guards of the walls
Stripped me of my mantle.

n In vv. 2-8 lite maiden relates n dream.
b-b Mennillg of Heb. uncertain.
c-c Many manuscripts nnd editions rend "withill me" ('alai).
d-d Clwnge of vocnlizntioll yields "been use of him."
e See note nt J.J.
- 1572-
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5.1: The man responds. The string
of four first-person (1) verbs fol
lowed by direct objects with pos
sessive suffixes communicates a
sense of completion and posses
sion. Eat, lovers, and drink: Either
an exhortation to the lovers by an
unidentified speaker or an exhor
tation by the man to his compan
ions.
5.2-7: Second nighttime episode.

This unit echoes the dreamlike se
quence in ).1-4. Here, however,
the ending is dark and violent,
suggesting unfulfilled desire. The
unit's imagery is replete with sex
ual innuendo, where the house
may represent the woman's body.
5-6: I rose . . . I opened: The repeti
tion of the personal pronoun I
('"ani") lends emphasis to the
woman's actions. 6-7: I sought . . .
him . . . my mantle: The repetition of
the word "found" and the sym
metrical structure of v. 7 lend co
herence to this ironic episode in
which the watchmen, who are
supposed to protect the city, per
petrate an act of unexplained, and
seemingly unmotivated, violence.
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I adjure you, 0 maidens of Jerusalem!
If you meet my beloved, tell him this:
That I am faint with love.
How is your beloved better than another, •
0 fairest of women?
How is your beloved better than another•
That you adjure us so?
My beloved is clear-skinned and ruddy,
Preeminent among ten thousand.
His head is finest gold,
His locks are curled
And black as a raven.
His eyes are like doves
By watercourses,
Bathed in milk,
b'Set by a brimming pool. -b
His cheeks are like beds of spices,
c-Banks of' perfume
His lips are like lilies;
They drip flowing myrrh.
His hands are rods of gold,
Studded with beryl;
His belly a tablet of ivory,
Adorned with sapphires.
His legs are like marble pillars
Set in sockets of fine gold.
He is majestic as Lebanon,
Stately as the cedars.
His mouth is delicious
And all of him is delightful.
Such is my beloved,
Such is my darling,
0 maidens of Jerusalem!
"Whither has your beloved gone,
0 fairest of women?
Whither has your beloved turned?
Let us seek him with you."
My beloved has gone down to his garden,
To the beds of spices,
To browse in the gardens
And to pick lilies.

n Or "WIInt sort of beloved is your beloved? "
b-b Menning of Heb. 111/Certnill.
c-c Septuagint vocalizes ns pnrticip/c, "produci11g. "
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8: I adjure you, variation of 2.7; 5.8;
8-4- 9: How is your beloved, either a

request for identifying information
or a question regarding the rea
sons for the woman's intense love.

5.10-1 6: The woman praises the
man's beauty. This unit corre

sponds to the wasf in 4.1-7 and is
the only extended description of
the male body in the Song. The im
agery is drawn from the realms of
animals, plants, and precious ma
terials, and is more static than the
wasfs of the woman.

6.1-3: Dialogue between the

woman and the daughters of Je
rusalem. My beloved has gone down
to his garden, description of a sex
ual encounter (d. 5.2). I am my
beloved's, see 5.6 n.

THE
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I am my beloved's
And my beloved is mine;
He browses among the lilies.
You are beautiful, my darling, as Tirzah,
Comely as Jerusalem,
•·Awesome as bannered hosts:•
Turn your eyes away from me,
For they overwhelm me!
Your hair is like a flock of goats
Streaming down from Gilead.
Your teeth are like a flock of ewes
Climbing up from the washing pool;
All of them bear twins,
And not one loses her young.
Your brow behind your veil
[Gleams] like a pomegranate split open.
There are sixty queens,
And eighty concubines,
And damsels without number.
Only one is my dove,
My perfect one,
The only one of her mother,
The delight of her who bore her.
Maidens see and acclaim her;
Queens and concubines, and praise her.

10

Who is she that shines through like the
dawn,
Beautiful as the moon,
Radiant as the sun
•·Awesome as bannered hosts?-•

11

I went down to the nut grove
To see the budding of the vale;
To see if the vines had blossomed,
If the pomegranates were in bloom.
•·Before I knew it,
My desire set me
Mid the chariots of Ammi-nadib:•

12

7

Turn back, turn back,
0 maid of Shulem!
Turn back, turn back,
That we may gaze upon you.
"Why will you gaze at the Shulammite

n-n Menni11g of Heb. llncerlnin.

KETHUVIM
6.4-9: The man describes his
lover. 4: Tirzah, capital of the

Northern Kingdom of Israel in the
late 10th and early 9th centuries
BCE. Jerusalem: To Jerusalem is as
cribed legendary and mythic
beauty in both the Bible (e.g., Ps.
48.3; Lam. 2.16) and later Jewish
texts. Awesome as bannered hosts, or
visions. This v. introduces a series
of vivid visual images. 5-7: Your
hair . . . split open, cf. 4.1b-3.
8: There are sixty queens . . . : The
man's praise echoes the woman's
praise in 2.2-3; 5.10. Mother, see
3·4 n. 10: Beautiful . . . sun: The
terms for sun and moon here are
highly poetic and refer to the
whiteness of the moon and
the heat of the sun.

6.1 1-12: Episode fragment. Again

a seeming escape to the world of
nature, the site of lovemaking. The
meaning of v. 12 eludes scholars.
7.1 : Address to the woman by a
group of men. Maid ofS!wlem:

Shulem as a place name is unat
tested elsewhere in the Bible. It
may be a variation of Shunem, a
shortened form of Jerusalem, or a
derivation from the root "shalem"
which refers to Solomon or to the
woman's wholeness and perfec
tion. In the Mahanaim dance: A vari
ant version means "as the Maha
naim dance." The woman says:
Don't look at me as you would
look at a dance.
7.2-7: Description of the woman.
While other wasfs describe the
body from top down, this wasf, of
the woman dancing, begins at the
woman's feet and moves up. Arti
sanal images dominate. 2: Daugh
ter of nobles: "Bat-nadiv" echoes
the enigmatic phrase in 6.12.
3: Heap of wlwat, a reference either
to the shape and color of her belly
or to its fertility. 5: Tower of ivory,
cf. 4-4- Heshbon, city in ancient
Moab. Bath-rabbim: The location is
unattested elsewhere in the Bible.
Nose: This comparison has trou
bled commentators. Some have
suggested "face" instead of "nose"
and read the simile as a symbol
of stateliness. 6: Crimson wool,
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In• the Mahanaim dance?"
How lovely are your feet in sandals,
0 daughter of nobles!
Your rounded thighs are like jewels,
The work of a master's hand.
Your navel is like a round goblet
Let mixed wine not be lacking!
Your belly like a heap of wheat
Hedged about with lilies.
Your breasts are like two fawns,
Twins of a gazelle.
Your neck is like a tower of ivory,
Your eyes like pools in Heshbon
By the gate of Bath-rabbim,
Your nose like the Lebanon tower
That faces toward Damascus.
The head upon you is like b·crimson wool,·b
The locks of your head are like purple<·A king is held captive in the tresses:<
How fair you are, how beautiful!
0 Love, with all its rapture!
Your stately form is like the palm,
Your breasts are like clusters.
I say: Let me climb the palm,
Let me take hold of its branches;
Let your breasts be like clusters of grapes,
Your breath like the fragrance of apples,
And your mouth like choicest wine.
"Let it flow to my beloved as new wined
<·Gliding over the lips of sleepers."·<
I am my beloved's,
And his desire is for me.
Come, my beloved,
Let us go into the open;
Let us lodge •·among the henna shrubs:•
Let us go early to the vineyards;
Let us see if the vine has flowered,
If its blossoms have opened,
If the pomegranates are in bloom.
There I will give my love to you.

n With 111n11y lltnlll/scrir'ts n11d editio11s; others rend ''like. " Men11i11g of e11tire li11e 1/llcer
tniu.
b-b So Ibn fmwh nnd lb11 E:m, tnki11g ka rmel as a bii�(o rm ofkarmil: cf 2 Clmm. 2.6, 13;
3 · ' 4·
c-c Menning of Heb. 1/llccrtnill.
d See note at 1.4 e11d.
r-e Or "in the villngcs. "
- 1575-
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or, "like the Carmel mountain
range," another image of stateli
ness. 8-10: The wasf serves as a
kind of sexual foreplay that the
lover wishes to consumma te.

The woman speaks to
her lover. Again, nature is the

7.1 1 -1 4:

setting for love. 1 1 : I nm my
beloved's . . . , explicitly erotic vari

ation on the mutual declaration
of love (cf. 5.6; 6.3). 1 2: Come, my
beloved: This v. is the opening
line of the song, "lekha dodi,"
which was incorporated by
kabbalists in early modern times
into the Sabbath eve liturgy.
13: Vineyards, see 1.6 n.
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14

The mandrakes yield their fragrance,
At our doors are all choice fruits;
Both freshly picked and long-stored
Have I kept, my beloved, for you.

14: Mandrakes, aphrodisiac and
fertility plant (cf. Gen. 30.14-15).
At our doors . . . for you, d. 1.6 in
which the woman states that she
has not kept her vineyard.

8

If only it could be as with a brother,
As if you had nursed at my mother's breast:
Then I could kiss you
When I met you in the street,
And no one would despise me.
I would lead you, I would bring you
To the house of my mother,
Of her who taught• mel would let you drink of the spiced wine,
Of my pomegranate juice.

8.1-6: The woman speaks of her
love and desire. 1: The woman

2

3
4

5

His left hand was under my head,
His right hand caressed me.
I adjure you, 0 maidens of Jerusalem:
Do not wake or rouse
Love until it please!
Who is she that comes up from the desert,
Leaning upon her beloved?
Under the apple tree I roused you;
It was there your mother conceived you,
There she who bore you conceived you.

6

7

B

9

Let me be a seal upon your heart,
Like the seal upon your hand. b
For love is fierce as death,
Passion is mighty as Sheol;
Its darts are darts of fire,
A blazing flame.
Vast floods cannot quench love,
Nor rivers drown it.
If a man offered all his wealth for love,
He would be laughed to scorn.
"We have a little sister,
Whose breasts are not yet formed.
What shall we do for our sister
When she is spoken for?
If she be a wall,
We will build upon it a silver battlement;

n Emendation yields "bore"; cf 6.9; 8.5.

b Lit. "nrm."

longs for closeness with her lover
and an openly affectionate rela
tionship. 2: House of my mother, see
3-4 n. 4: I adjure you, see 2.7 n.
5: Who is she . . . : This fragment
seems unconnected to the sur
rounding vv. It echoes J.6a and
6.10. Apple tree, see 2.3 n.

8.6-7: Testimony to the power of
love. These vv. are unique in the

poem because they deal with love
in the abstract. In addition, the
cosmic, mythic language contrasts
with the bucolic, pastoral, and arti
sanal images that dominate the
rest of the poem. 6: Sea/ upon your
heart, sign of intimate connection
and identity. Seals of semiprecious
metals or stones were worn
around the neck and were used to
prove identity, as we use a signa
ture. See Gen. 38.18. Sheaf, land of
the dead. The connection between
love and death is particularly
evocative. 7: If a man: This v. re
turns to the humanistic language
which is more typical of the poem.

8.8-10: Dialogue between
the woman and her brothers.
8-9: Scholars disagree over the re
lationship between wall and door
here. Some read the two terms as
synonyms. In this case, the broth
ers vow to protect her inviolability.
Others read them as opposites. If
the woman is inaccessible like a
wall, her brothers will reward her.
If she is open like a door, they will
board her up.
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If she be a door,
We will panel it in cedar."
I am a wall,
My breasts are like towers.
So I became in his eyes
As one who finds favor.
Solomon had a vineyard
In Baal-hamon.
He had to post guards in the vineyard:
A man would give for its fruit
A thousand pieces of silver.
I have my very own vineyard:
You may have the thousand, 0 Solomon,
And the guards of the fruit two hundred!
0 you who linger in the garden,"
A lover• is listening;
Let me hear your voice.
"Hurry, my beloved,
Swift as a gazelle or a young stag,
To the hills of spices!"

Heb. plural. Menning of verse uncertain.
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8.1 1-12: The woman

compares
herself to Solomon's vineyard.

I /rave "'Y ven; own vineyard, cf. 1.6.
Solomon's vineyard had many
keepers, but this vineyard (the be
loved) is kept by and for one per
son only.
8.13-14: The

woman's final invi
tation to her lover. The final vv. of
the poem return to the imagery of
the garden, spices, and gazelles.
Yet following a fundamental ambi
guity of the Song, it is unclear if
the woman is here suggesting that
she will flee with her lover, or is
telling him to flee from her. In line
with this ambiguity, the hills of
spices may refer to a place out
side, or to the woman herself (see

4.6 n.).

Ruth
THIS BEAUTIFUL SHORT STORY revolves around the relationship between Naomi, a

woman from Bethlehem, in Judah, and her Moabite daughter-in-law, Ruth. Naomi, her
husband, and their two sons have come to Moab to escape from famine in Bethlehem. The
first chapter recounts, in short order, the death of Naomi's husband, the marriage of her
sons to Moabite women, the sons' deaths ten years later, and Naomi's decision to return to
Bethlehem. One daughter-in-law, Orpah, returns to her Moabite family. The other, Ruth,
declares allegiance to Naomi and to the God of Israel and returns with Naomi. Despite
Ruth's company, Naomi is embittered at her many losses. In the course of the coming
weeks, however, these losses are all reversed. In the second chapter, Ruth gleans in the
field of Naomi's kinsman, Boaz, and acquires enough grain to sustain Naomi and herself
for some time. In the third chapter, Naomi devises a plan for Ruth's future security: Ruth
will pay a nighttime visit to the threshing floor where Boaz has been winnowing the
barley harvest, and will thereby elicit a promise of marriage. The plan is successful and
culminates, in chapter four, in the marriage of Ruth and Boaz and the birth of their child,
Obed. The book ends with a genealogy which traces the line of Obed back to Perez, the
child of Judah and Tamar (Gen. ch 38), and forward to King David.
The simplicity of the story belies the literary craft of the book. Its central theme is the
movement from emptiness to fulfillment. This theme is expressed on two planes, the agri
cultural and the personal. The agricultural sequence anticipates the personal sequence by
one step all along the way. The famine precedes Naomi's bereavement, whereas the
renewed harvest during which Ruth gleans in Boaz's fields anticipates the abundance that
awaits Naomi herself with Obed's birth. The fidelity and love between Naomi and Ruth is
the most positive portrayal of women's relationships in biblical literature. The centrality of
women is also emphasized by the references in Ruth 4 . 1 1-12 to other prominent biblical
women, namely, Leah and Rachel, the two wives of Jacob, and Tamar, whose son by
Judah, who himself is Jacob's son, is an ancestor of Boaz, and therefore of Obed and David
as well.
The story portrays Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz as models of besed, that is, of loyalty and
commitment that go beyond the bounds of law or duty. Ifesed is exemplified in the fi
delity of Ruth to Naomi, the loving concern of Naomi for Ruth, and the kindness of Boaz
-
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to both women. Related to the motif of (1esed is the role of God. God is mentioned numer
ous times by the three main characters, but the actions of the story are never explicitly
mentioned as deriving from God. Rather, God remains in the shadows, implying that
divine activity lies behind the reversal of the deprivations that have afflicted Naomi and
the nation as a whole.
The authorship of the book is unknown and its date is difficult to establish. Many
scholars propose a date between 950 and 700 BCE, that is, between the time of David
and the Assyrian conquest of the Northern Kingdom of Israel. Others suggest a date
during the period of the Babylonian exile or in the early period of the return (586-500
BCE). In the latter case, the book may be read as promising that those who return from
exile will be blessed, just as Naomi was when she returned from Moab to Bethlehem.
A story recounting the lineage of David might also have had special meaning at a
time after the Davidic monarchy had come to an end. If the story is dated to the
early exilic period, its positive depiction of Ruth the Moabite may be polemical, empha
sizing, in contrast to Ezra-Nehemiah, that foreigners may be integrated into the Jewish
community.
In the Jewish Scriptures, Ruth is included among the five "megillot" (scrolls) in the third
division, namely, the "writings" (Kethuvim). Because the book is read in the synagogue
on Shavuot, the Feast of Weeks, it usually appears second among the megillot, after Song
of Songs, which is read at Passover, though other sequences for these five books are found
in manuscripts. The association with Shavuot is appropriate. The events told in Ruth span
a period somewhat equivalent to that of Passover to Shavuot, that is, a seven-week period
from the beginning of the barley harvest to the end of the wheat harvest. Furthermore,
King David, the culmination of the genealogy in Ruth 4.18-22, was traditionally thought
to have been born and to have died on Shavuot. Finally, Shavuot has been identified since
the 2nd or 3rd centuries of the Common Era as the time of the giving of the Torah to
Moses on Mount Sinai (cf. Exod. chs 19-20). This element of the feast is related to the
prevalent rabbinic theme of Ruth as the ideal convert to Judaism who takes the Torah
upon herself just as the Israelites did at Mount Sinai.
In non-Jewish versions and translations of the Bible, Ruth is placed between Judges and
the books of Samuel, following the order of the Septuagint. This placement acknowledges
the fact that the book is set in the period of the judges (1.1) and ends with a genealogy of
David (4.18-22). It therefore provides a link between the chaotic period when Israel was
ruled by judges and the stories that lead up to the establishment of the monarchy, which
[ ADELE REINHARTZ]
reaches its highest point in the reign of David.

1 In the days when the chieftains• ruled, there was a

famine in the land; and a man of Bethlehem in Judah,
with his wife and two sons, went to reside in the country
n

I.e., the lenders who arose in tltt• period before the 11101111rchy; otl1ers "judges."

1 .1-22: From Moab to Bethlehem.
1 .1-5: Naomi and her family in
Moab. 1: The judges (chieftains)

were tribal leaders of Israel in the
period before the monarchy. Sev
eral biblical texts reflect tension
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of Moab. 2 The man's name was Elimelech, his wife's
name was Naomi, and his two sons were named Mahlon
and Chilion-Ephrathites of Bethlehem in Judah. They
came to the country of Moab and remained there.
3 Elimelech, Naomi's husband, died; and she was left
with her two sons. 4 They married Moabite women, one
named Orpah and the other Ruth, and they lived there
about ten years. 5 Then those two-Mahlon and Chilion
also died; so the woman was left without her two sons
and without her husband.
6 She started out with her daughters-in-law to return
from the country of Moab; for in the country of Moab she
had heard that the LORD had taken note of His people and
given them food. 7 Accompanied by her two daughters-in
law, she left the place where she had been living; and they
set out on the road back to the land of Judah.
s But Naomi said to her two daughters-in-law, "Turn
back, each of you to her mother's house. May the LoRD
deal kindly with you, as you have dealt with the dead and
with me! 9 May the LoRD grant that each of you find secu
rity in the house of a husband!" And she kissed them
farewell. They broke into weeping 10 and said to her, "No,
we will return with you to your people."
11 But Naomi replied, "Turn back, my daughters! Why
should you go with me? Have I any more sons in my body
who might be husbands for you? 12 Turn back, my daugh
ters, for I am too old to be married. Even if I thought there
was hope for me, even if I were married tonight and I also
bore sons, 13 should you wait for them to grow up? Should
you on their account debar yourselves from marriage? Oh
no, my daughters! My lot is far more bitter than yours, for
the hand of the LoRD has struck out against me."
14 They broke into weeping again, and Orpah kissed her
mother-in-law farewell. But Ruth clung to her. 15So she
said, "See, your sister-in-law has returned to her people
and her gods. Go follow your sister-in-law." 16 But Ruth
replied, "Do not urge me to leave you, to turn back and
not follow you. For wherever you go, I will go; wherever
you lodge, I will lodge; your people shall be my people,
and your God my God. 1 7 Where you die, I will die, and
between the Israelites and the Mo
abites, who lived east of the Dead
Sea (see Num. 21.29-30; Deut. 23.4;
Jer. 48.1--9). This tension, however,
is not apparent in the book of Ruth
(cf. 1 Sam. 22.3-4). Bethlehem
means "house of bread"; this v.
thus contains a pun of a famine in

"the house of bread." 2: Ephrath
ites: Ephrathah (see 4.11) is another
name for Bethlehem. 3-5: The
names of Naomi and her family
members may have symbolic sig
nificance. Elime/ec/i literally means
"my God is king"; Mali/on means
"sickness"; Chi/ion may mean

"consumptive"; Orpa/1 is inter
preted as "back of the neck"; Ruth
may be "friend" or "companion";
Naomi is "pleasant"; and Boaz (2.1)
is "in him is strength." These traits
describe, to some degree, the role
or the fate of the character within
the story. Combined with the pun
in v. 1, the symbolic nature of these
names suggests that Ruth should
not be read as a historical text.

1 .6-1 8: Naomi plans her return to
Bethlehem. 6: Naomi attributes
relief from the famine to God. This
is one of several hints of a divine
hand guiding the events in the
story. 8: The term mother's house
occurs elsewhere (Gen. 24.28; Song
3.4; 8.2). Childless widows are nor
mally portrayed as returning to
their fathers' homes (Gen. 38.n;
Lev. 22.13). The unusual formula
tion is appropriate because Naomi
is asking the young women to re
turn to their mothers rather than
remaining with their mother
in-law. 1 1 : According to Deut.
25.5-10, a childless widow is
bound to marry her dead hus
band's brother. This is referred to
as levirate law (from Latin "levir,"
"brother-in-law"). The first son of
a levirate marriage will legally be
the dead man's son for purposes
of inheritance. Even were Naomi
to give birth to more sons, they
would not be obligated by levirate
law to marry the widows, because
they would not have had the
same father as did the dead men.
1 2: Ruth Rabbah points out that
Naomi urges her daughters-in-law
to turn back three times (vv. 8, 1 1,
12). This number corresponds to
the number of times that potential
converts should be strongly dis
couraged. Those who persist, how
ever, should be educated and
accepted as sincere converts.
14: Ruth clung to her: Ruth's a ttach
ment to Naomi is reminiscent of
Gen. 2.24, which refers to the
"clinging" of husband to wife. The
connotation here is not sexual, but
rather signifies Ruth's unswerving
devotion to Naomi. 1 6-1 7: This
moving plea is among the best
known lines of the book. It ex
presses Ruth's devotion and loy-
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there I will be buried. •Thus and more may the LoRD do to
me·• if anything but death parts me from you." 1 B When
[Naomi] saw how determined she was to go with her, she
ceased to argue with her; 19 and the two went on until they
reached Bethlehem.
When they arrived in Bethlehem, the whole city buzzed
with excitement over them. The women said, "Can this be
Naomi?" 20 "Do not call me Naomi,"b she replied. "Call
me Mara,< for Shaddaid has made my lot very bitter. 21 I
went away full, and the LORD has brought me back empty.
How can you call me Naomi, when the LoRD has •·dealt
harshly with·• me, when Shaddai has brought misfortune
upon me!"
22 Thus Naomi returned from the country of Moab; she
returned with her daughter-in-law Ruth the Moabite.
They arrived in Bethlehem at the beginning of the barley
harvest.

2 Now Naomi had a kinsman on her husband's side, a

man of substance, of the family of Elimelech, whose
name was Boaz.
2 Ruth the Moabite said to Naomi, "I would like to go to
the fields and glean among the ears of grain, behind some
one who may show me kindness." "Yes, daughter, go,"
she replied; 3 and off she went. She came and gleaned in a
field, behind the reapers; and, as luck would have it, it
was the piece of land belonging to Boaz, who was of Elim
elech's family.
4 Presently Boaz arrived from Bethlehem. He greeted the
reapers, "The LORD be with you!" And they responded,
"The LoRD bless you!" s Boaz said to the servant who was
in charge of the reapers, "Whose girl is that?" 6 The servant
in charge of the reapers replied, "She is a Moabite girl who
came back with Naomi from the country of Moab. 7 She
said, 'Please let me glean and gather among the sheaves be
hind the reapers.' She has been on her feet ever since she
came this morning. '"She has rested but little in the hut."-'
n-n A formula of imprecation.
b I.e., "Pleasantness. "
c I.e., "Bitterness. "
d Usually rendered "the Almigllty. "
e-e Others "testified ngniust. "
f-f Menning of Heb. lli!Ccrtnin.
alty to Naomi. Ruth Rabbalz and
Rashi view Ruth's passionate dec
laration of allegiance as the point
at which Naomi instructs Ruth in a
formal process of conversion. The

story, however, contains no refer
ence to formal conversion, since
that institution did not come into
existence until rabbinic times. Thus
. . . do to me: Ruth's oath under-

scores the seriousness of her decla
ration. It has been interpreted to
mean "only death will part us" or
"not even death will part us."

1 .1 9-23: Naomi and Ruth arrive
in Bethlehem. 20-21: 5/wddai, a

divine epithet, perhaps used here
as an archaism; in Job, where it is
frequent (5.17ff.), it is translated
"the Almighty" (see translators'
note d). 22: The begilming of the bar
ley harvest is associated in Lev.
23.10 with the Passover festival, in
the spring.

2.1-23: The field. 2.1-7: Ruth's
plan. 1 : Boaz, see 1.3-5 n. 2: Ac

cording to biblical law, the poor
were permitted to walk behind the
harvesters and gather the grain
that they left behind (Lev. 19.9;
23.22; Deut. 24.19). Ruth's remark
is puzzling in that she apparently
plans to work among the ears them
selves, that is, in the area that has
not yet been harvested. This dif
fers from what was permitted in
extant biblical law, but some laws
differed in different times and
places in the biblical period. The
fact that Naomi calls Ruth dauglzter
suggests that Ruth's love, devo
tion, and sense of responsibility
is now reciprocated by Naomi.
3: Luck: By coincidence-or per
haps divine providence-the field
in which Ruth hopes to glean is
that belonging to Boaz. Ruth is ap
parently unaware of the connec
tion between Boaz and Naomi.
7: Among tlze sheaves: Ruth's re
quest exceeds biblical law. Here
the text suggests that Ruth will
glean in the area of harvested
grain. Some interpreters suggest
that her request was a ploy to meet
the owner of the field, since special
permission to glean among the
sheaves is granted in 2.15. She lws
rested . . . Inti: The literal transla
tion is "this is her sitting the house
a little." Some commentators
emend the text by omitting "the
house," in conformity with the
Septuagint. The overall sense is
clear, however. The servant is com
menting on Ruth's stamina and
perseverance, perhaps with some
admiration.

RUTH 2 . 8 -2 . 2 1
8 Boaz said to Ruth, •-"Listen to me, daughter.-• Don't go
to glean in another field. Don't go elsewhere, but stay here
close to my girls. 9 Keep your eyes on the field they are
reaping, and follow them. I have ordered the men not to
molest you. And when you are thirsty, go to the jars and
drink some of [the water] that the men have drawn."
10 She prostrated herself with her face to the ground,
and said to him, "Why are you so kind as to single me out,
when I am a foreigner?"
11 Boaz said in reply, "I have been told of all that you did
for your mother-in-law after the death of your husband,
how you left your father and mother and the land of your
birth and came to a people you had not known before.
1 2 May the LoRD reward your deeds. May you have a full
recompense from the LORD, the God of Israel, under
whose wings you have sought refuge!"
13 She answered, "You are most kind, my lord, to com
fort me and to speak gently to your maidservant-though
I am not so much as one of your maidservants."
1 4 At mealtime, Boaz said to her, "Come over here and
partake of the meal, and dip your morsel in the vinegar."
So she sat down beside the reapers. He handed her
roasted grain, and she ate her fill and had some left over.
1 5 When she got up again to glean, Boaz gave orders to
his workers, "You are not only to let her glean among the
sheaves, without interference, 16 but you must also pull
some [stalks] out of the heaps and leave them for her to
glean, and not scold her."
1 7 She gleaned in the field until evening. Then she beat
out what she had gleaned-it was about an 'ephah of
barley-18 and carried it back with her to the town. When
her mother-in-law saw what she had gleaned, and when
she also took out and gave her what she had left over after
eating her fill, 19 her mother-in-law asked her, "Where did
you glean today? Where did you work? Blessed be he
who took such generous notice of you!" So she told her
mother-in-law whom she had worked with, saying, "The
name of the man with whom I worked today is Boaz."
20 Naomi said to her daughter-in-law, "Blessed be he of
the LoRD, who has not failed in His kindness to the living
or to the dead! For," Naomi explained to her daughter-in
law, "the man is related to us; he is one of our redeeming
kinsmen."b 21 Ruth the Moabite said, "He even told me,
'Stay close by my workers until all my harvest is fina-a Lit. "Have you 110t heard, daughter? "
b Cf. Lt.'V. 25.25 and note nnd Deut. 25.5-6. The fact thnt Bonz was a kins111an of Ruth's
dend husband ope11ed up the possibility ofproviding an heir for the latter.
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2.8-16: Ruth meets Boaz in the
field where she is gleaning.

8: Like Naomi, Boaz refers to Ruth
as daughter. This form of address

conveys his warm attitude toward
her, and also stresses the genera
tional difference between them.
1 2: This v. summarizes the mes
sage of the book: Whoever seeks
shelter with the God of Israel
will be rewarded. Rabbinic inter
preters understand this phrase as
a reference to Ruth's conversion.
14: Vinegar, actually a refreshing
drink of sour wine and oil. Boaz's
generosity, in providing drink and
roasted grain, foreshadows the im
portant role he will come to play
in providing for both Ruth and
Naomi.

2.17-23: Ruth reports back to
Naomi. 17: An 'ephah is approxi

mately two-thirds of a bushel, a
substantial amount for one day of
gleaning. 20: By identifying Boaz
as one of our redeeming kinsmen,
Naomi suggests his potential role
in providing for Ruth and herself,
since a "go'el" (redeeming kins
man: see translators' note b) had a
special obligation to the family.

RUTH 2 . 22-3 . 1 1
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ished.' " 22 And Naomi answered her daughter-in-law
Ruth, "It is best, daughter, that you go out with his girls,
and not be annoyed in some other field." 23 So she stayed
close to the maidservants of Boaz, and gleaned until the
barley harvest and the wheat harvest were finished. Then
she stayed at home with her mother-in-law.

3 Naomi, her mother-in-law, said

to her, "Daughter, I
must seek a home for you, where you may be happy.
2 Now there is our kinsman Boaz, whose girls you were
close to. He will be winnowing barley on the threshing
floor tonight. 3 So bathe, anoint yourself, dress up, and go
down to the threshing floor. But do not disclose yourself
to the man until he has finished eating and drinking.
4 When he lies down, note the place where he lies down,
and go over and uncover his feet and lie down. He will
tell you what you are to do." 5 She replied, "I will do
everything you tell me."
6 She went down to the threshing floor and did just as
her mother-in-law had instructed her. 7 Boaz ate and
drank, and in a cheerful mood went to lie down beside the
grainpile. Then she went over stealthily and uncovered
his feet and lay down. B In the middle of the night, the man
gave a start and pulled back-there was a woman lying at
his feet!
9 "Who are you?" he asked. And she replied, "I am
your handmaid Ruth. •"Spread your robe over your hand
maid,·• for you are a redeeming kinsman."
1 0 He exclaimed, "Be blessed of the LORD, daughter!
Your latest deed of loyalty is greater than the first, in that
you have not turned to younger men, whether poor or
rich.b 11 And now, daughter, have no fear. I will do in your
behalf whatever you ask, for all the <·elders of my town·<
n·n Aforlllnl net of espousal; ef Ezek. 1 6.8.
b I.e., slle sougilt out n kius111n11 oflrer dead lursbnud; see uote nl 2.20 above. Herfirst net of
loyalty lrnd beerr to return witl1 Nno111i.
e-e Lit. "gate of 111y people. "

3.1-18: The threshing floo r.
3.1-6: Naomi's plan. 2: The tlzreslz
ingfloor is an elevated open space
where the kernels of grain were
separated from the chaff (win
nowed). Winnowing was done
in the evening when strong
breezes would carry the chaff
away. 3: Rashi, following b. 51mb
bat 113b, comments that Ruth re
versed the order of preparation
that Naomi had proposed. First

she went down to the threshing
floor and then beautified herself,
lest passers-by believe her to be a
harlot. According to Rashi, follow
ing y. Pe'alz 8.7, Ruth's prepara
tions related directly to her con
version. In washing herself, Ruth
purified herself from her earlier
idolatry; in anointing herself, she
took upon herself the command
ments; in dressing, she put on Sab
bath garments, that is, full obser- 1583 -

vance of the Sabbath. 4: The cru
cial aspect of Naomi's instructions
to Ruth, to uucover Boaz's feet and
lie dow11, is also the most ambigu
ous. Naomi may simply mean that
Ruth should uncover a place at
Boaz's feet and lie down. The
word feel, however, may also be a
euphemism for sexual organs (see
!sa. 7.20). In this case, Naomi may
have a bolder and less respectable
act in mind. Similarly, the verb lie
down, which appears eight times in
this chapter, may be a euphemism
for sexual intercourse. The fre
quent use of the verb "to know"
also contributes to the sexual innu
endo. Most commentators agree
that sexual intercourse did not ac
tually take place, though several
suggest that after awakening from
a drunken stupor after a long
day's work (3.7), Boaz was unsure
whether or not he had intercourse
with Ruth. The language conveys
the sexual tension that must have
been present.

Ruth meets Boaz at the
threshing floor after he has win
nowed. 9: Rather than wait for
3.7-1 3:

Boaz's instruction, as Naomi had
proposed, Ruth takes the initiative.
She asks him to spread his robe
("kanaf") over her, because he is a
redeeming kinsman. In doing so, she
echoes his own words in 2.12, in
which he describes her as seeking
shelter under God's wing (also
"kanaf"). Ruth's words are also a
marriage proposal (see translators'
note a-n). In referring to Boaz as a
redeeming kinsman, Ruth links the
concepts of redemption and levi
rate marriage that are not other
wise connected in the Bible. The
situation is not precisely that of le
virate marriage, however. Had
Boaz in fact been the brother of
Ruth's dead husband, Mahlon, he
would have been obligated by law
to marry Ruth. No elaborate pre
tense would have been required.
This might suggest that the legisla
tion of Deut. 25.5-10 was not nor
mative at this period. 1 0: Boaz
may be suggesting that Ruth's pro
posal of marriage is an even more
daring and comprehensive at
tempt to provide for Naomi's well-
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know what a fine woman you are. 12 But while it is true I
am a redeeming kinsman, there is another redeemer
closer than I. 1 3 Stay for the night. Then in the morning, if
he will act as a redeemer, good! let him redeem. But if he
does not want to act as redeemer for you, I will do so my
self, as the LoRD lives! Lie down until morning."
14 So she lay at his feet until dawn. She rose before one
person could distinguish another, for he thought, "Let it
not be known that the woman came to the threshing
floor." 15 And he said, "Hold out the shawl you are wear
ing." She held it while he measured out six measures of
barley, and he put it on her back.
When she" got back to the town, 1 6 she came to her
mother-in-law, who asked, "How is it with you, daugh
ter?" She told her all that the man had done for her; 17 and
she added, "He gave me these six measures of barley, say
ing to me, 'Do not go back to your mother-in-law empty
handed.' " 18 And Naomi said, "Stay here, daughter, till
you learn how the matter turns out. For the man will not
rest, but will settle the matter today."

4 Meanwhile, Boaz had gone to the gate and sat down

there. And now the redeemer whom Boaz had men
tioned passed by. He called, "Come over and sit down
here, So-and-so!" And he came over and sat down. 2 Then
[Boaz] took ten elders of the town and said, "Be seated
here"; and they sat down.
3 He said to the redeemer, "Naomi, now returned from
the country of Moab, must sell the piece of land which be
longed to our kinsman Elimelech. 4 I thought I should dis
close the matter to you and say: Acquire it in the presence
of those seated here and in the presence of the elders of
my people. If you are willing to redeem it, redeem! But if
youb will not redeem, tell me, that I may know. For there is
no one to redeem but you, and I come after you." "I am
willing to redeem it," he replied. 5 Boaz continued, "When
you acquire the property from Naomi <·and from Ruth the
Moabite, you must also acquire the wife of the deceased,·<
n So i11 many Heb. mss; mosl lltss. rend "ite. "
b So many Heb. mss., Sepltwgint, and Tnrgum; mosl tuss. rend "ite. "
c-c Emendation yields "you must also acquire Rutit lite Moabite, lite wife of tlte deceased";
cf v. 10.

being than was her gleaning in the
field. Ruth's decision to link her
life with him is clearly flattering,
particularly because she could
have had her choice of young men.

3.14-18: Ruth reports back to
Naomi. 1 5: Here, as at the end of

ch 2, Ruth is provided with a large
amount of grain to bring home to
Naomi. The grain that Boaz gives

her symbolizes the "seed" that he
will later provide in order for their
child to be conceived. Noting that
six measures of barley is far too
much for a single person to carry,
the Rabbis suggested symbolic in
terpretations. Rashi, following
Rut/1 Rabbalz and various talmudic
traditions, claimed that the text lit
erally meant "six grains of barley,"
as a portent that their future son
would be blessed with six bless
ings: the spirit of wisdom and dis
cernment, counsel and might, the
spirit of knowledge, and the fear
of the LoRD (see Isa. 11.2). Rutlz
Rabbalz suggests that the six grains
of barley refer to six righteous de
scendants: David, Hezekiah, Jo
siah, Hananiah, Mishael, and Aza
riah. 16: Naomi's question means,
"How do things stand with you,
my daughter?" It echoes that of
Boaz in v. 9 and thereby links the
two older people, though they do
not encounter one another directly.
17: Here, as in 2.21, the words that
Ruth reports to Naomi are not part
of Boaz's original words to Ruth.
Ruth may be fabricating or em
broidering in order to emphasize
that Boaz's care for Ruth extended
to his concern for Naomi.

4.1-22: The gate. 4.1-12: Boaz
"acquires" Ruth. 1: Tlze gate was
the commercial and judicial center
of the town, where legal, business,
and political transactions were
conducted. Here Boaz encounters
"Ploni 'Almoni," the unnamed re
deemer (3.12). Although Boaz must
have known the name of the kins
man, the narrative does not report
it. According to Rashi, following
Rutlz Rabbalz, and many contempo
rary commentators, the anonymity
expresses the narrator's disap
proval of the man's behavior.
2: Ten as the number of a quorum
(Heb "minyan") is derived by
some from this verse (b. Ketub.
7b ). 3-4: Certain textual difficulties
in vv. 3-5 make it difficult to re
construct exactly the legal back
ground of these proceedings. It is
only here that we learn of Elime
lech's land, which needs to be re
deemed in order to provide for
Naomi and Ruth. On redemption
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so as to perpetuate the name of the deceased upon his es
tate." 6 The redeemer replied, "Then I cannot redeem it for
myself, lest I impair my own estate! You take over my
right of redemption, for I am unable to exercise it."
7 Now this was formerly done in Israel in cases of re
demption or exchange: to validate any transaction, one
man would take off his sandal and hand it to the other.
Such was the practiceb in Israel. s so when the redeemer
said to Boaz, "Acquire for yourself," he drew off his san
dal. 9 And Boaz said to the elders and to the rest of the
people, "You are witnesses today that I am acquiring from
Naomi all that belonged to Elimelech and all that be
longed to Chilion and Mahlon. 10 I am also acquiring Ruth
the Moabite, the wife of Mahlon, as my wife, so as to per
petuate the name of the deceased upon his estate, that the
name of the deceased may not disappear from among his
kinsmen and from the gate of his home town. You are wit
nesses today."
11 All the people at the gate and the elders answered,
"We are. May the LORD make the woman who is coming
into your house like Rachel and Leah, both of whom built
up the House of Israel! Prosper in Ephrathah< and perpet
uate your name in Bethlehem! 12 And may your house be
like the house of Perez whom Tamar bore to Judah
through the offspring which the LoRD will give you by
this young woman."
13 So Boaz married Ruth; she became his wife, and he
cohabited with her. The LORD let her conceive, and she
bore a son. 14 And the women said to Naomi, "Blessed be
the LoRD, who has not withheld a redeemer from you
today! May his name be perpetuated in Israel! 15 He will
renew your life and sustain your old age; for he is born of
your daughter-in-law, who loves you and is better to you
than seven sons."
16 Naomi took the child and held it to her bosom. She
became its foster mother, 17 and the women neighbors
gave him a name, saying, "A son is born to Naomi!" They
a I.e., by expending capital for property which will go to the son legally regarded as
Mall/on's; see Deut. 25.5-6.
b Understa11di11g Heb. te'udah in tire sense of the Arabic 'adah and Syriac 'yada. Cf lb11
Ezra.
c Eplrratlralr is another name applied to Betlrle!rerrr; cf 1.2; Gen. 35.16, 19; 48-7; Mic. 5.1.
of land, see Lev. 25.24-34, 47-55;
Jer. 32.7-15. 5: Boaz implies that
the acquisition of Ruth as wife is
necessarily tied to the redemption
of land. According to biblical law,
levirate marriage pertains only to

the brother of the dead husband
(Deut. 25.5-10). For this reason,
neither Boaz nor the other kins
man is legally bound to marry
Ruth. Nor does biblical law link le
virate marriage with redemption

of the land. Nevertheless, it is clear
that within this story, the link that
is articulated by Ruth on the
threshing floor is accepted as a
fundamental premise by the other
characters as well as by the narra
tor. 8: The sandal represents the
conveying of goods or rights from
one party to another. In Heb it is
not clear whether it was the re
deemer who gave his sandal to
Boaz or the other way around.
Rlltil Rnbbnil opts for the latter, on
the principle that it is the pur
chaser who gives the pledge. Mod
ern interpreters generally prefer
the former. In their view, the act
symbolizes the fact that "Ploni 'Al
moni" relinquishes the obligation
and the privilege of redeeming the
land and marrying Ruth.

4.13-17: The birth of Obed.
15: Though Ruth has disappeared
from the story, she is acknowl
edged and given her due by the
women who speak to Naomi after
the birth of Boaz and Ruth's son.
1 6: It is unlikely that Naomi has
become the child's wet-nurse or
adoptive parent. The child sym
bolizes the complete reversal of
Naomi's ill-fortune, her restoration
to fullness, and the continuation of
her family. It is possible that the
association of the child with
Naomi rather than Ruth is meant
to remove the taint of foreign birth
from the child.

RUTH 4 . 1 8-4 .22
named him Obed; he was the father of Jesse, father of
David.
l B This is the line of Perez: Perez begot Hezron, 1 9 Hez
ron begot Ram, Ram begot Ammi-nadab, 20 Amminadab
begot Nahshon, Nahshon begot Salmon," 21 Salmon begot
Boaz, Boaz begot Obed, 22 0bed begot Jesse, and Jesse
begot David.

a Heb. "Sa/mall. "
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4.18-22: Generations from Perez
to David. Obed's genealogy is

traced through Boaz, and not
through Mahlon as it would be in
the case of levirate marriage. The
genealogy draws a direct line be
tween Perez (son of Tamar)
through Obed (son of Ruth) to
David. In this way the theme of
family continuity and divine favor
through Ruth is extended to em
brace national continuity and di
vine favor through David. The ge
nealogy also helps to frame the
book, which opens with Bethle
hem, the home of David, and con
cludes with the genealogy of
David.

Lamentations
LAMENTATIONS, CALLED 'ekhah ("alas") in Hebrew, after its initial word, commemorates
the destruction of the First Temple in 586 BCE. The Talmud refers to the book as Kinot,
"Elegies," or "Lamentations." The book is a collection of five laments, jn moving poetry,
reflecting on the suffering and dislocation that resulted from the destruction of Jerusalem
and the Temple and the exile that followed. It is the Bible's primary literature of destruc
tion and became the paradigm for later Jewish literature of destruction. Lamentations is a
form of mourning for a destruction that was to become a linchpin in Jewish history and
Jewish religious thought. More than that, Lamentations eternalizes the destruction,
thereby helping to make it a central event in the Jewish memory. In summarizing rabbinic
interpretation of Lamentations in Lamentations Rabbah, Shaye J. D. Cohen wrote (in Proof
texts 2 [1982]:20) that Lamentations is "the eternal lament for all Jewish catastrophes, past,
present, and future."
The five chapters are five separate poems, each with a distinctive tone and theme. All of
the poems accept the standard biblical theology that the disaster is God's punishment for
Israel's sins. In fact, the Babylonians are never mentioned by name. It is God who is re
sponsible for the destruction. Nowhere is there any doubt about the power of God, and it
is this power, and also His mercy, that the poets call on for help in their present plight. But
the end of Judah's suffering seems far away for most of the book. The emphasis is on the
grief and suffering of the present.
The book is among the most difficult in the canon. It is highly poetic, using rare words
and unusual grammatical structures, and the thematic logic of the ordering of the verses is
often tenuous. Abrupt changes in speaking voices mark shifts in perspectives, so that we
hear various aspects of the siege and destruction of Jerusalem as well as diverse responses
to the catastrophe. We see Jerusalem, the lonely and shamed city, grieving for her lost in
habitants. Feminine imagery is especially prominent, and especially effective, in reference
to Jerusalem in ch 1, pictured as a shameful and then shamed woman, abandoned by her
lovers (her supposed allies), emptied of all she holds dear, mocked by passers-by, and
lacking comfort. In ch 2 we find ourselves looking at the siege of the city and all the horror
of starvation and disease that accompanied it. We can imagine ourselves among the de
portees being led into exile, or among the survivors who remained in Judah under Babylo-
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nian occupation. Complex imagery abounds, and it is not easy to understand all of it, but
it is clear that the imagery contributes to the vividness of the portrayal and the emotional
impact it has on the reader.
While Lamentations is surely the Bible's lament par excellence, there are other poems of
lament in Psalms, both individual and communal laments, that may have served as
generic forerunners to the book. Another forerunner may be the funeral dirge, a eulogy
used to lament the death of individuals (like David's lament over Saul and Jonathan in
2 Sam. 1). Looking beyond the Bible, we find in ancient Mesopotamia, centuries before 586
BCE, laments for destroyed cities (e.g., "Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur," "Lamen
tation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur," "Nippur Lament"). Exactly if and how
these other types of laments influenced the authors of Lamentations is unclear. No literary
genre arises in a vacuum; but Lamentations surpasses by far, both in its poetic sophistica
tion and in its effect on its readers, any of its forerunners.

Poetic Structure
THE POETRY OF CHS 1-4 is marked by lines broken into two parts, the first possessing

three accentual units and the second, two. Karl Budde, a Hebraist at the end of the 19th
century, wrote (in Das hebriiische Klaglied, 1882) that the second part of the line "seems, as it
were, to die away . . . and a plaintive, melancholy cadence is thus produced." This
"meter" has, therefore, been called qinah ("elegiac") meter.
The first four chapters are structured as alphabetic acrostics, with each verse beginning
with a letter of the Hebrew alphabet, in sequence. Ch 3 is a triple acrostic. (The sequence
in chs 2-4 reverses the order of the letters "pe" and '"ayin"; this reflects an alternative
order of the alphabet found on inscriptions from Izbet Sartah and Kuntillet Ajrud.) Alpha
betic acrostics occur elsewhere in the Bible: for instance, Ps. 119 and Prov. 31.1o-31. The
use of all the letters of the alphabet may imply fullness of expression-everything from A
to Z-thereby symbolizing the completeness of the devastation being described and also
of the mourning being expressed. The alphabetic order might also serve as an aid to
memory, prompting the recall of successive lines. Acrostics of different types were used
elsewhere in the ancient world; in Mesopotamia, for example, several poems spell out
their author's name through acrostics. In Hebrew liturgical poetry (piyyutim) there is
much use of both alphabet acrostics and name acrostics.
The verses in chs 1 and 2 are relatively long, with three "poetic lines" in each. Ch 3 is
composed of short verses, three for each letter of the alphabet, with each verse falling into
two parts. Ch 4 returns to the use of longer verses, but with two "lines" in each instead of
three. Ch 5, although not an acrostic, has twenty-two single-line stanzas. (Twenty-two is
the number of letters in the alphabet, so the last poem has the same number of verses as
chs 1, 2, and 4.) Parallelism, the outstanding characteristic of biblical poetry, is found
throughout the book, but is most obvious in ch 5·
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Date and Authorship
ANCIENT TRADITION, REFLECTED IN THE TALMUD, the Septuagint, and the Vulgate, as

cribes authorship of the book to Jeremiah, the leading prophet at the time of the destruc
tion, whose book bears a resemblance to the language of Lamentations. Modern scholars
do not accept the notion of Jeremian authorship (as they do not accept the ancient ascrip
tion of other biblical books to biblical figures). They ascribe each chapter to a different,
anonymous author, whose identity is impossible to ascertain. The poems were probably
written shortly after 586 BCE and collected together shortly thereafter, probably by 520 BCE
when the postexilic community began to rebuild the Temple.

Place in the Bible and in Jewish Liturgy
IN MASORETIC MANUSCRIPTS and in Jewish Bibles, Lamentations is found among the Five
Megillot, all of which are recited publicly on specific occasions during the year. The recita
tion of Lamentations takes place on Tish'ah be'av, the 9th of Av (in July or August), which
commemorates the destruction of the First Temple in 586 BCE and the Second Temple in 70
CE, and around which the commemoration of other Jewish destructions and catastrophes
have coalesced. Tish'ah be'av is a day of public mourning and fasting. As part of the rites
of mourning, the reader and congregation sit on the floor or low benches when Lamenta
tions is recited, during the evening and morning services of Tish'ah be'av. Other, later
[ DANIEL GROSSBERG]
poems of lament are customarily added afterwards.

2

3

l

Alas!
Lonely sits the city
Once great with people!
She that was great among nations
Is become like a widow;
The princess among states
Is become a thrall.
Bitterly she weeps in the night,
Her cheek wet with tears.
There is none to comfort her
Of all her friends.
All her allies have betrayed her;
They have become her foes.
Judah has gone into exile
Because of misery and harsh oppression;
When she settled among the nations,
She found no rest;
All her pursuers overtook her

a Chaps. 1-4 are alphabetical acrostics, i.e., the verses begi11 with the successive letters of
the Heb. alphabet. Chap. 3 is a triple acrostic. /11 chaps. 2-4 the letter pe precedes the 'a yin.

1 .1-22: Jerusalem in mourning,

with no one to comfort her. First
the poet and then the city lament
the destruction of Jerusalem. The
chapter may be divided into two
parts, vv. 1-11 and 12-22, corre
sponding to the two speaking
voices. There is an interlocking
design that binds the two parts
together: 1.22, 21, 20, 19, 18, and
12 echo 1.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 11, re
spectively.

1 .1-1 1 : The poet's lament. The
city is described as a woman,
widowed, abandoned, and
shamed. 1 . 1 : A/as1 This mournful

cry is characteristic of the Hebrew
elegy and also opens chs 2 and 4
(d. Isa. 1.21; 2.1; 4.1). It suggests a
contrast between a former glorious
state and the current state of mis
ery. The image of the widow
evokes loneliness and bereave
ment, and also vulnerability.
2: Bitterly s/1e weeps: "To weep"
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•-In the narrow places:•
, Zion's roads are in mourning,
Empty of festival pilgrims;
All her gates are deserted.
Her priests sigh,
Her maidens are unhappy
She is utterly disconsolate!
;r Her enemies are now the masters,
Her foes are at ease,
Because the LoRD has afflicted her
For her many transgressions;
Her infants have gone into captivity
Before the enemy.
Gone from Fair Zion are all
That were her glory;
Her leaders were like stags
That found no pasture;
They could only walk feebly
Before the pursuer.

7

a

n

9

�

10

All the precious things she had
In the days of old
Jerusalem recalled
In her days of woe and sorrow,
When her people fell by enemy hands
With none to help her;
When enemies looked on and gloated
Over her downfall.
Jerusalem has greatly sinned,
Therefore she is become a mockery.
All who admired her despise her,
For they have seen her disgraced;
And she can only sigh
And shrink back.
Her uncleanness clings to her skirts.
She gave no thought to her future;
She has sunk appallingly,
With none to comfort her.See, 0 LORD, my misery;
How the enemy jeers!
The foe has laid hands
On everything dear to her.
She has seen her Sanctuary
Invaded by nations
Which You have denied admission
Into Your community.

n-n Menning of Heb. rmcertnin.
- 1590-

means to cry out, to utter sounds
of sadness. Heb "bakhoh tivkeh,"
"weeping she weeps": a common
grammatical construction indicat
ing intensity. The Talmud explains
the double occurrence of the ver
bal root, as referring to the de
struction of both Temples (b. Sanh.
104.2). Friends, her political allies,
who should have aided and com
forted her. The term also points to
Judah's idolatry, her pursuit of
"friends" other than her "hus
band," God. 3: Misery and harsh op
pression recall the enslavement in
Egypt (Gen. 15.13; Exod. 1.11;
Deut. 26.6). Judah's exile to Bab
ylonia is like a second Egyptian
enslavement. The verse makes
more sense if translated "after mis
ery" rather than "because of mis
ery." No rest, no resting place, no
place to dwell secure. 4: The once
busy thoroughfares are empty of
pilgrims to the Temple, for the
Temple is destroyed and the peo
ple are gone. (The idea that Judah
was totally depopulated is a
rhetorical exaggeration-many
Judeans were not exiled and re
mained behind.) 5: Her many trans
gressions, first of several admis
sions (1.8, 9, 14, 18, 20) that the
sins of Israel brought on the de
struction. 6: Fair Zion, lit. "Daugh
ter of Zion," the designation of the
personified city that appears most
frequently throughout Lamenta
tions and the Prophets (e.g., 2.1, 4,
8, 10, 13, 18; 4.22; Isa. 1.8; 52.2; Jer.
4.31; Mic. 4.8). 8: A mocken;, or, al
ternatively, she has been banished.
Her disgraced, lit. "her nakedness,"
meaning her shame. 9: Her un
cleanness; The metaphor of ritual
impurity (Lev. 15.16-24) is used to
indicate Fair Zion's moral impu
rity. Zion has "exposed herself"
immodestly and is sexually im
moral. Sexual immorality is, in
tum, a metaphor for idolatry, the
sin which caused the exile. See,
0 LoRD, my misery: Personified
Zion's words (1.12), introduced
into the poet's lament, integrate
the two parts of ch 1. 10: The
Temple has been violated as
a woman is sexually violated.
1 1 : A second interjection of per
sonified Zion's words into the
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All her inhabitants sigh
As they search for bread;
They have bartered their treasures for food,
To keep themselves alive.See, 0 LoRD, and behold,
•·How abject·• I have become!
b-May it never befall you,·b
All who pass along the road
Look about and see:
Is there any agony like mine,
Which was dealt out to me
When the LORD afflicted me
On His day of wrath?
From above He sent a fire
Down into my bones.
He spread a net for my feet,
He hurled me backward;
He has left me forlorn,
In constant misery.
The yoke of my offenses is bound fast,
Lashed tight by His hand;
Imposed upon my neck,
It saps my strength;
The Lord has delivered me into the hands
Of those I cannot withstand.
The Lord in my midst has rejected
All my heroes;
He has proclaimed a set time against me
To crush my young men.
As in a press the Lord has trodden
Fair Maiden Judah.
For these things do I weep,
My eyes flow with tears:
Far from me is any comforter
Who might revive my spirit;
My children are forlorn,
For the foe has prevailed.
Zion spreads out her hands,
She has no one to comfort her;
The LoRD has summoned against Jacob
His enemies all about him;
Jerusalem has become among them
A thing unclean.

n-n Or (ironically) "Wirnt n glutt011"; cf Prov. 2].20-2 1 .
b-b Menning of Heb. uncertain.
c Menning ofpnrts ofvv. 14 nnd 15 uncertain.
- 1591 -

poet's lament. See, 0 LORD, and

behold, how abject I have become:

A cry to God for compassion
ends the first half of the ch (see
1 . 1 2) .

1 .1 2-22: Personified Zion's la
ment. The pain of Jerusalem and
the harsh treatment she has suf
fered. 1 2: Jerusalem calls out for

sympathy to passers-by as she
called out to God in the previous
verse. His day of wrath: God's de
struction is often depicted as tran
spiring in a single day, as in the
Day of the LORD (e.g., Isa. 13.13;
Joel 2.1; Amos 5.18; Obad. 15).
13: The imagery of war-fire and
nets to capture prisoners-is in
voked to describe God's actions
against Judah. 14: The yoke of
submission is constructed from
Judah's sins; i.e., it is the sins that
led to this situation. 15: The blood
of Judah is squeezed out of her
like wine in a winepress. 16: Com
forter: The lack of a comforter is
mentioned in vv. 2, 9, 16, 17, 21
and is a major theme in the ch.
With no comforter, Jerusalem's
mourning cannot be completed.
1 7: A thing unclean, lit. a menstru
a ting woman, who is ritually
impure. Again, ritual impurity
serves as a metaphor for the moral
impurity of adultery I idolatry.

L A M E N T AT I O N S 1 . 1 8- 2 . 2
18
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The LORD is in the right,
For I have disobeyed Him.
Hear, all you peoples,
And behold my agony:
My maidens and my youths
Have gone into captivity!
1 9 p I cried out to my friends,
But they played me false.
My priests and my elders
Have perished in the city
As they searched for food
To keep themselves alive.
20 , See, 0 LoRD, the distress I am in!
My heart is in anguish,
•·I know how wrong I was·•
To disobey.
Outside the sword deals death;
Indoors, the plague.
21 1!/ When they heard how I was sighing,
There was none to comfort me;
All my foes heard of my plight and exulted.
For it is Your doing:
b·You have brought on the day that You
threatened.
Oh, let them become like me!-b
22 n Let all their wrongdoing come before You,
And deal with them
As You have dealt with me
For all my transgressions.
For my sighs are many,
And my heart is sick.
Alas!
The Lord in His wrath
Has shamed c Fair Zion,
Has cast down from heaven to earth
The majesty of Israel.
He did not remember His Footstool d
On His day of wrath.
The Lord has laid waste without pity
All the habitations of Jacob;
He has razed in His anger
Fair Judah's strongholds.
He has brought low in dishonor
n-n Lit. "My l1enrt has fumed over within 111e"; cf Exod. 14.5; Hos. 11.8.
b-b E111endntion yields "0/1, bring on the111 whnt befell llle, I And let tl1elll beco111e like me!"
d I.e., the Temple.
c Menning of Heb. uncertain.

- 1592-

18: The LoRD is in the right, an ad
mission of Judah's guilt and a con
firmation of the justice of God.
20: I know how wrong I was to dis
obey: An alternate translation is
"How very bitter I am." 22: The

enemy is no more righteous than
Judah, and deserves a punishment
like hers. Are many, Heb "rabot,"
recalls "great [with]" Heb "ra
bati" (twice in 1.1). They frame the
ch and contrast the former "ra
bati" ("great with people" and
"great among nations") to the lat
ter "rabot" (my sighs are many).

2.1-22: The second lament. In

contrast to the previous ch, where
the tone is one of despair and
mourning, the tone of this ch is
angry. God is depicted throughout
as an angry enemy who destroyed
the physical structures of Jerusa
lem with violent force. The ch has
an interlocking design with 2.22,
21, 20, 13 and 12 echoing 2.1, 2, 3,
10, and 11, respectively.

2.1-9: The details of how God de
stroyed Judah. 1 : Alas! See 1.1 n.,

cf. 4.1. The Lord in His wrath has
shamed Fair Zion: God has made
His holy Temple into an abom
ination. "Abomination" is else
where linked with idolatry, to be
shunned by Israel. The majesty of
Israel, epithet for the Temple. His
Footstool, a designation for the
Temple (Ps. 132.7). Day ofwratlr,
with echoes in vv. 21 and 22,
frames and characterizes ch 2. (See
1.12 and note.) 3: All the might of Is
rael, lit. "Horn of Israel," a com
mon metaphor for power and
pride (e.g., Jer. 48.25; Ps. 75.11). His
riglzt hand, a symbol of divine
power (e.g., Exod. 15.6, 12), is here
used to prevent the protection
of Judah. 4: The Tent, the places
where Judeans Jive, or, the Temple
(Ps. 27.5). 6: His Booth here signi
fies the Temple (Ps. 27.5). Like a
garden: The phrase is grammati
cally difficult and makes better
sense if rendered "as in a garden,"
meaning that God has destroyed
the Temple ("His Booth") as easily
as if it were a hut ("booth," a tem
porary structure used during har
vest time) in a garden. Has ended in
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The kingdom and its leaders.
l In blazing anger He has cut down
All the might of Israel;
He has withdrawn His right hand
In the presence of the foe;
He has ravaged Jacob like flaming fire,
Consuming on all sides.
4 , He bent His bow like an enemy,
Poised His right hand like a foe;
He slew all who delighted the eye.
He poured out His wrath like fire
In the Tent of Fair Zion.
5 .., The Lord has acted like a foe,
He has laid waste Israel,
Laid waste all her citadels,
Destroyed her strongholds.
He has increased within Fair Judah
Mourning and moaning.
6
He has stripped His Booth • like a garden,
He has destroyed His Tabernacle; b
The LORD has ended in Zion
Festival and sabbath;
In His raging anger He has spurned
King and priest.
7 T The Lord has rejected His altar,
Disdained His Sanctuary.
He has handed over to the foe
The walls of its citadels;
They raised a shout in the House of the
LORD
As on a festival day.
s n The LoRD resolved to destroy
The wall of Fair Zion;
<·He measured with a line,·< refrained not
From bringing destruction.
He has made wall and rampart to mourn,
Together they languish.
9 t3 Her gates have sunk into the ground,
He has smashed her bars to bits;
Her king and her leaders are d·in exile,·d
Instruction • is no more;
Her prophets, too, receive
No vision from the LORD.
10
Silent sit on the ground
3

a I.e., the Temple.
b Lit. "(Te11t of! Meeti11g. "
c-c I.e., He made His pla11s.
d·d Lit. "amo11g the 11atio11s."
e Heb. torah, here priestly i11stmctio11; cf fer. 18.18; Hag. 2.11; Mal. 2.6.
-

1 5 93

-

2 . 3-2 . 1 0

Zion I Festival and sabbath: God has
cast into oblivion the Temple sacri
fices on those days. 7: They mised
a shout . . . as on a festival day: The
joyous sounds of Temple worship,
now silenced, have been replaced
by the enemies' exultant crowing.
8: Measured with a line is the nor
mal procedure for erecting a build
ing, but here God is measuring
how to destroy it (d. Amos 7·7-9).
2.10-19: The survivors bewail
their suffering. 1 0: Each action

is a sign of mourning (see Ezek.
27.30; Job 2.12-13). Some current
Jewish mourning practices re
flect these ancient practices.
Mention of elders and maidens
is an example of a merism, a liter
ary device whereby two opposites
are used to express totality: The
two and all in between mourn.
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The elders of Fair Zion;
They have strewn dust on their heads
And girded themselves with sackcloth;
The maidens of Jerusalem have bowed
Their heads to the ground.
My eyes are spent with tears,
My heart is in tumult,
•-My being melts away-•
Over the ruin of b-my poor people,-b
As babes and sucklings languish
In the squares of the city.
They keep asking their mothers,
"Where is bread and wine?"
As they languish like battle-wounded
In the squares of the town,
As their life runs out
In their mothers' bosoms.
What tan I <take as witness·< or liken
To you, 0 Fair Jerusalem?
What can I match with you to console you,
0 Fair Maiden Zion?
For your ruin is vast as the sea:
Who can heal you?
Your seers prophesied to you
Delusion and folly.
They did not expose your iniquity
So as to restore your fortunes,
But prophesied to you oracles
Of delusion and deception.
All who pass your way
Clap their hands at you;
They hiss and wag their head
At Fair Jerusalem: d
"Is this the city that was called
Perfect in Beauty,
Joy of All the Earth?"
All your enemies
Jeer at you;
They hiss and gnash their teeth,
And cry: "We've ruined her!
Ah, this is the day we hoped for;
•·We have lived to see it!"-•

n-n Lit. "My liver spills 011 tlze ground. "
b-b Lit. "tlze dnugl1ter of my people"; so elsewhere in poetry.
c-c Eme11dntiou yields "compare. "
d These gestures were iuteuded to ward off the en/amityfrom tlze viewer; cf, e.g., fer. 18.16
n11d note; fob 27.23.
e-e Lit. "We lznve nttni11ed, we lznve see11. "

KETHUVIM
1 3: Vast as the sea, simile express
ing infinite size (see Isa. 48.18; Ps.
104.25; Job 1 1.9). 1 4: Denunciation
of false prophets. Oracles of delu
sion and deception, see Jer. 14.13-16;
23.25-27. 1 5: Complaint about en
emies. Clap their hands . . . hiss . . .
wag their head, gestures of shock or
derision. 1 6: In this acrostic, and in
the following two chs, the letter
"pe" precedes the '"ayin," reflect
ing an alternative order of the al
phabet, attested in inscriptions
from Izbet Sartah and Kuntillet
Ajrud. 1 7: Has carried out the decree,
to punish sinners (1 Kings 9.6--9 ) .
1 8-1 9: A call to Zion (according to
the emendation). The "wall" is
personified as a supplicant to God
on behalf of the city.
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The LoRD has done what He purposed,
Has carried out the decree
That He ordained long ago;
He has torn down without pity.
He has let the foe rejoice over you,
Has exalted the might of your enemies.
•Their heart cried out·• to the Lord.
0 wall of Fair Zion,
Shed tears like a torrent
Day and night!
Give yourself no respite,
Your eyes no rest.
Arise, cry out in the night
At the beginning of the watches,
Pour out your heart like water
In the presence of the Lord!
Lift up your hands to Him
For the life of your infants,
Who faint for hunger
At every street corner.
See, 0 LORD, and behold,
To whom You have done this!
Alas, women eat their own fruit,
Their new-bomb babes!
Alas, priest and prophet are slain
In the Sanctuary of the Lord!
Prostrate in the streets lie
Both young and old.
My maidens and youths
Are fallen by the sword;
You slew them on Your day of wrath,
You slaughtered without pity.
You summoned, as on a festival,
My neighbors from roundabout.
On the day of the wrath of the LORD,
None survived or escaped;
Those whom I boreb and reared
My foe has consumed.
I am the man <who has known affliction
Under< the rod of His wrath;
Me He drove on and on
In unrelieved darkness;

a-a Emendation yields "Cry aloud."
b Tl1e root lms this meaning i11 Arabic; others "da11dled. ''
c-c Emendation yields "whom tile Lord Jms shepherded with."

- 1595-

2.20-22: Direct address to the
LoRD;

lament becomes prayer.

20: See, 0 LoRD, and behold, a call to
God for divine compassion. Eat . . .
babes (cf. 4.10), a stark reversal

of the norm during the siege
(2 Kings 6.28) and a punishment
for violation of the covenant
(Deut. 23.53-57). Cannibalism is a
motif often associated with literary
descriptions of sieges. 2 1 : You slew
. . . You slauglztered: Israel's prayer
may include accusations against
God alongside supplication for di
vine mercy and admission of guilt.
22: Day of wrath, see 2.1 and n.;
2.22.

3.1-66: Individual and collective
laments. Theological reflection

is mixed with lament; hope
alternates with despair. The iden
tification of the individual has
perplexed scholars for centuries.
Some have identified the first
person speaker as a historical indi
vidual, but it seems better to take
him (he is definitely male) as the
counterpart of the female city of
ch 1 or as the voice of a survivor
going into exile. He is a Job-like
figure, crying out to God in his
suffering, trying to provoke a re
sponse from God. In contrast to
the rest of Lamentations, it is likely
that this chapter was originally
written for a different purpose,
and only secondarily was con
nected to the destruction of the
Temple and the exile.

3.1-20: The lament of an individ
ual. 1 : I am tile man: The male voice

may represent a survivor, perhaps
one going into exile. He may also
be thought of as the collective
voice of the people. (Later in the
ch, the "I" merges with the "we.")
Rod of His wrath, the shepherd's
crook used for divine punishment
(e.g., 2 Sam. 7.14; Ps. 89.33). The
following verses continue the
image of the shepherd, but instead
of protecting his flock and leading
them to water and good pastures
(as in Ps. 23), this shepherd leads
his flock into danger, which seems
to symbolize the exile. 2-17a: The
LoRD is the implied subject of the
actions; the poet is the object; a
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On none but me He brings down His hand
Again and again, without cease.
He has worn away my flesh and skin;
He has shattered my bones.
All around me He has built
Misery• and hardship;
He has made me dwell in darkness,
Like those long dead.
He has walled me in and I cannot break out;
He has weighed me down with chains.
And when I cry and plead,
He shuts out my prayer;
He has walled in my ways with hewn blocks,
He has made my paths a maze.
He is a lurking bear to me,
A lion in hiding;
b·He has forced me off my way·b and mangled me,
He has left me numb.
He has bent His bow and made me
The target of His arrows:
He has shot into my vitals
The shafts of His quiver.
I have become a laughingstock to all people,
The butt of their gibes all day long.
He has filled me with bitterness,
Sated me with wormwood.
He has broken my teeth on gravel,
Has ground me into the dust.
My life was bereft of peace,
I forgot what happiness was.
I thought my strength and hope
Had perished before the LoRD.
To recall my distress and my misery
Was wormwood and poison;
Whenever I thought of them,
I was bowed low.

16

22

3 . 3-3 .23

n

But this do I call to mind,
Therefore I have hope:
The kindness of the LoRD has not ended,
His mercies are not spent.
They are renewed every morning
Ample is Your grace!

n Tnking rosh ns equivnlent to resh.
b-b Menning of Heb. 1/IICertniu.
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scathing condemnation of God the
abusive shepherd (d. 2.2-8 and
Job's laments). 2: Me He drove,
with the shepherd's rod. On and on
in unrelieved darkness, to a death
like state (Job 10.21-22; Lam. 3.6).
Reversal of care and security usu
ally associated with shepherd im
agery (Ps. 23.1-4; 77.21; 78.52-53).
Darkness, and not light, a reversal
of the positive image of deliver
ance from darkness as symbol of
redemption (Isa. 42.16; 49.9).
"Darkness" also connotes impris
onment, anticipating 3.6-7. 8: He
shuts out my prayer, lamenting the
ological distress as well as physical
calamities (see 3·44). This is consis
tent with the Psalms' emphasis on
God's ability to "forget" the wor
shipper or to hide his face (e.g., Ps.
13.2). 10: Bear . . . lion, the LoRD,
depicted just before as a shepherd,
turns into fearsome beasts (d. Isa.
38.13; Hos . . 13.8), from whom the
shepherd is supposed to protect
the flock. 1 2-1 3: The LORD shoots
disaster and affliction from His
bow (Deut. 32.23-24; Ps. 38.2-3;
Job 16.12-13). 15: Filled me . . . sated
me with wormwood: Drinking bitter
liquid is a coinmon symbol of suf
fering (cf. 4.21; 3.19; Jer. 9.14; Job
9.18). 16: He has broken my teeth on
gravel: The midrash explains this
literally in Lam. Rab. 3:16, suggest
ing that on their way into exile, Is
raelites kneaded dough on the
ground, picking up grit along with
the dough. The custom of dipping
hard-boiled eggs or bread into
ashes at the meal preceding the
Fast of Tish'ah be'av derives from
this midrash. 1 8: I thought my

strength and hope had perished before
the LoRD, a shift to the subjective

reactions of the poet to punish
ments and the first mention of the
LoRD in this ch. 1 9: Wormwood and
poison, see 3.15.

3.21-24: Expression of faith and
hope. 21 : I call to mind . . . I have

hope: The reasons for hope are ex
plained in the following verses.

22-23: Kindness . . . mercies, with
grace (or "faithfulness" in 3.23)

constitute three of the Thirteen At
tributes of God (Heb "shelosh
'esreh midot," Exod. 34.6-7). The
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"The LORD is my portion," I say with full
heart;
Therefore will I hope in Him.
The LoRD is good to those who trust in Him,
To the one who seeks Him;
It is good to wait patiently
Till rescue comes from the LoRD.
It is good for a man, when young,
To bear a yoke;
Let him sit alone and be patient,
When He has laid it upon him.
Let him put his mouth to the dustThere may yet be hope.
Let him offer his cheek to the smiter;
Let him be surfeited with mockery.
For the Lord does not
Reject forever,
But first afflicts, then pardons
In His abundant kindness.
For He does not willfully bring grief
Or affliction to man,
Crushing under His feet
All the prisoners of the earth.
To deny a man his rights
In the presence of the Most High,
To wrong a man in his causeThis the Lord does not choose.
Whose decree was ever fulfilled,
Unless the Lord willed it?
Is it not at the word of the Most High,
That weal and woe befall?
Of what shall a living man complain?
Each one of his own sins!
Let us search and examine our ways,
And turn back to the LoRD;
Let us lift up our hearts with• our hands
To God in heaven:
We have transgressed and rebelled,
And You have not forgiven.

a Lit. "to"; emmdatio11 yields "rather tlla11"; cf joel 2.13.

Thirteen Attributes are often cited
in biblical texts; they are also re
cited on festivals and fast days,
and in penitential prayers during
the High Holy Day period. Similar
praise of God's goodness appears
in promises to David (Ps. 89).

23: Tiley are renewed every morn
ing -Ample is Your grace! It is only

through God's grace that the poet
wakes up every morning from
sleep, a mini-death. This verse is
the basis for the Jewish prayer re
cited upon waking from sleep, "I
- 1597-

3 · 24-3 · 4 2

thank You, everliving King, who
has mercifully restored my soul
within me; ample is Your grace."
In Lam. Rab. 3:16, the midrash in
terprets, "Because You renew us
every morning, we know that
ample is Your grace to redeem us."
24: The word hope appears in both
v. 21 and v. 24, framing and featur
ing bracketed verses.

3.25-39: Pious wisdom on human
suffering. 25-27: Good, Heb "tob,"
first word of each of three verses,
suggests a benefit to trustful wait
ing, hoping (Pss. 27.14; 40.5; Prov.
20.22), and resigned suffering.
28: Let !Jim sit alone, cf. 1.1. It, His
chastisement. 29: Let him put l1is
mouth to tlze dust, accepting God's
discipline submissively. 30: Let him

offer his cheek . . . be surfeited with
mockery, suffering abasement with
resignation. 33: Rationale for ac

cepting suffering with patient
trust. Divine punishment is of lim
ited duration; the LoRD is ulti
mately compassionate; and the
chastisement is not arbitrary.
32: Pardons, kindness, Heb terms
are the same as "kindness" and
"mercies" in v. 22. 33: Willfully,
capriciously, lit. "from His heart."
God afflicts only in response to
human misconduct. 34-39: A re
statement of standard biblical ret
ribution theology: All is according
to the divine will; suffering is the
divine punishment for sin, to be
accepted willingly. 39: Each one,
Heb "gever," "man." With
"gever," "man" in v. 1 it defines
the poetic unit spoken by the indi
vidual (vv. 1-39).

3.4�7: Communal lament.
40: Let us, an appeal for introspec

tion and repentance in the first
person plural. 41 : Our hearts
with (or "rather than") our hands
stresses sincerity, not mere out
ward gesture (cf. ]oel 2.13). 42: We
have transgressed and rebelled, con
fession of sin in first-person plural
using multiple terms for sin. The
Yom Kippur Confession of Sin
("viduy") exhibits the same form
and is preceded by recitation of
the Thirteen Attributes of God (see
3.22-23 n.). And You, better "but
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3 .43-3 .63

You have clothed Yourself in anger and pursued us,
You have slain without pity.
You have screened Yourself off with a cloud,
That no prayer may pass through.
You have made us filth and refuse
In the midst of the peoples.
All our enemies loudly
Rail against us.
Panic and pitfall are our lot,
Death and destruction.
My eyes shed streams of water
Over the ruin of my poor• people.

You," although the Heb has no
conjunction. This introduces a shift
back to accusation. You have not for
given: The expected result of re
pentance and confession did not
occur. 43-45: More charges of di
vine abandonment. 47: Panic and
pitfall, a proverbial expression (Isa.
24.17-18; Jer. 48.43-44); NJPS imi
tates the alliteration of Heb
"pal)ad wapal)at" and also of
Death and destruction, (Heb "hashet
vehashaver").

My eyes shall flow without cease,
Without respite,
b·Until the LoRD looks down
And beholds from heaven.
My eyes have brought me grief-b
Over all the maidens of my city.
My foes have snared me like a bird,
Without any cause.
They have ended my life in a pit
And cast stones at me.
Waters flowed over my head;
I said: I am lost!

collecting water; it also stands for
the grave, the realm of the dead.

I have called on Your name, 0 LoRD,
From the depths of the Pit.
Hear my plea;
Do not shut Your ear
To my groan, to my cry!
You have ever drawn nigh when I called You;
You have said, "Do not fear!"
You championed my cause, 0 Lord,
You have redeemed my life.
You have seen, 0 LORD, the wrong done me;
Oh, vindicate my right!
You have seen all their malice,
All their designs against me;
You have heard, 0 LORD, their taunts,
All their designs against me,
The mouthings and pratings of my adversaries
Against me all day long.
See how, at their ease or at work,
I am the butt of their gibes.

a Lit. "the daughter of my"; so frequently in poetry.
b-b Emendation yields: 51' "Until the LoRD looks down from heaven I And belwlds 51 my af
fliction. I Tire LoRD has brougllt me grief "
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3.49-63: Return to lament of the
individual. 53: Pit, a cistern for
54: Waters flowed over my head,

metaphor for desperation (d.
Jonah 2.6-'7; 2 Sam. 22.5--6 Ps.
18.5-6). I am lost!, dead, cut off
from God (Isa. 53· 8; Ps. 88.6).
56: Many verbs translated as im
peratives in vv. s6-66 are in the
past tense. This change in tense,
found in several psalms as well
(e.g., Ps. 6.10) may reflect a wish,
or a newfound confidence in the
worshipper, perhaps after hearing
an oracle that God has heard the
prayer. 57-6 1 : Drawn nigh, I called,
=

have said, championed, have re
deemed, etc.: These verbs are in the
perfect tense, which usually refers
to past actions, but some inter
preters understand them as fu
tures or imperatives. The mean
ing would be "draw nigh when
I call," "Champion my cause,"
and the like. This is a plea by the
poet to God for future action.
59-6 1 : Complaint about the
enemy anticipates an appeal for
retribution (vv. 64--66).
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Give them, 0 LORD, their deserts
According to their deeds.
Give them anguish• of heart;
Your curse be upon them!
Oh, pursue them in wrath and destroy them
From under the heavens of the LORD!
Alas!
The gold is dulled,>
Debased the finest gold!
The sacred b gems are spilled
At every street corner.
The precious children of Zion;
Once valued as goldAlas, they are accounted as earthen pots,
Work of a potter's hands!
Even jackals offer the breast
And suckle their young;
But my poor people has turned cruel,
Like ostriches of the desert.
The tongue of the suckling cleaves
To its palate for thirst.
Little children beg for bread;
None gives them a morsel.
Those who feasted on dainties
Lie famished in the streets;
Those who were reared in purple
Have embraced refuse heaps.
The guilt< of my poord people
Exceeded the iniquity< of Sodom,
Which was overthrown in a moment,
Without a hand striking it.
Her elect were purer than snow,
Whiter than milk;
Their limbs were ruddier than coral,
Their bodies• were like sapphire.
Now their faces are blacker than soot,
They are not recognized in the streets;
Their skin has shriveled on their bones,
It has become dry as wood.
Better off were the slain of the sword
Than those slain by famine,
•·Who pined away, [as though] wounded,
For lack of"• the fruits of the field.
With their own hands, tenderhearted women

n Menning of Heb. llltcertnin.
b Emmdntion yields "precious."
c I.e., punislnuent.
d See note nl 3.48.
e-e Menning of Heb. tmcertnin.

3 · 64-4 . 1 0

Closing call for retribu
tion against enemies. 64: Give

3.64-66:

them . . . their deserts, calls for retri
bution, which will reestablish
God's justice in the world (cf.
1.21-22; Ps. J.8). 66: Pursue them in
wrath appears in the Haggadah for
Passover among a collection of
verses ("shefokh l).amatkha,"
"Pour out Thy wrath") whose
theme is petition for vengeance on
the nations oppressing Israel (see
Ps. 79.6 n.).
4.1-22: Description of the siege

of Jerusalem and the suffering and

degradation of its inhabitants,
ending in threats against Edom
and blessings for Israel.

4.1-10: Contrasts

between former
grandeur and wretched present.
1 : Alas! See 1 . 1 and n.; 2.1.
1-2: Gold and gems, metaphors

for people who, though precious,
are now treated as worthless,
throwaway objects (potsherds).
3: Even jackals: Israel compares un
favorably even with the vilest ani
mals (I sa. 1. 3; Jer. ch 8). Ostriches,
known proverbially for neglect
of their young (Job 39.13-18).
4: Infants are so weak they cannot
cry or suck. Children are starving.
6: Sodom, infamous for its wicked
ness (Gen. 19.1-11; Deut. 32.32;
Isa. 1.10; 3.9; Jer. 23.14; Ezek.
16.46-56) and sudden and total
destruction (Deut. 29.22; Isa. 1.9;
13.19; Jer. 49.18; 50.40; Amos 4.11;
Zeph. 2.9). Jerusalem's slow agony
is worse than Sodom's quick pun
ishment. 9: A quick death in battle
would be preferable to slow star
vation. 1 0: Have cooked, see 2.20 n.
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4 . 1 1-4 .20

4.1 1 -1 6: Misery is divine chas
tisement. 1 1 : Fire, symbol of di

Have cooked their children;
Such became their fare,
In the disaster of my poor• people.
11

::>

12
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The LoRD vented all His fury,
Poured out His blazing wrath;
He kindled a fire in Zion
Which consumed its foundations.
The kings of the earth did not believe,
Nor any of the inhabitants of the world,
That foe or adversary could enter
The gates of Jerusalem.
It was for the sins of her prophets,
The iniquities of her priests,
Who had shed in her midst
The blood of the just.
They wandered blindly through the streets,
Defiled with blood,
So that no one was able
To touch their garments.
"Away! Unclean!" people shouted at them,
"Away! Away! Touch not!"
So they wandered and wandered again;
For the nations had resolved:
"They shall stay here no longer."
bThe LoRD's countenance has turned away from
them,
He will look on them no more.
They showed no regard for priests,
No favor to elders.
Even now our eyes pine away
In vain for deliverance.
As we waited, still we wait
For a nation that cannot help.
Our steps were checked,
We could not walk <·in our squares:<
Our doom is near, our days are done
Alas, our doom has come!
Our pursuers were swifter
Than the eagles in the sky;
They chased us in the mountains,
Lay in wait for us in the wilderness.
The breath of our life, the LORD's anointed,
Was captured in their trapsHe in whose shade we had thought
To live among the nations.

a See note at ).48.

b Menning of line 1111certnin.

c-c Or "With long strides. "
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vine wrath (e.g., 2.3; Deut. 32.22;
Isa. 10.17; Jer. 17.27); also actual
fire that burned down the city.
1 2: Even foreign kings are shocked
that God would let an enemy con
quer His people. Faith in Jerusa
lem's inviolability, a theme of
Isa.1-39 (see also Pss. 46.5; 48.3-8),
a Judean thought here projected
on foreigners, is recognized as
myth. 13: Prophets . . . priests, reli
gious leaders singled out for
blame (cf. 2.14). 1 4-1 5: The for
merly respected are now scorned
and shunned as lepers (cf. Lev.
13.45-46). 1 6: LoRD's countenance,
the sign of divine favor (Lev.
6.26-27), is averted from Israel.
Priests, faithful priests, in contrast
to the priests of v. 13.

4.1 7-22: Communal lament.

The "we" uttered by the city
reemerges. 1 7: A nation, Egypt (see
Jer. 37·5-10), to which Judah had
looked in vain for relief. 20: The
LoRD's anointed, breath of our life,
divinely ordained kings (1 Sam.
24.7, 11; 2 Sam. 1.14, 16). The refer
ence may be to King Zedekiah.
The kings were also of no avail,
and now the kingdom has lost
its independence. 2 1 : Rejoice and
exult, ironic charge to the enemy
to exult as long as she can, for
soon she, too, will suffer divine
punishment. Edom, singled out for
a curse (cf. Ezek. ch 35; Obad. u;
Ps. 137.8). "Fair" Edom parallels
"Fair" Zion; the two will exchange
places in terms of misery. The
cup, of God's wrath (cf. 3.15; Jer.
25.15-29; 49.12; 51.7; Hab. 2.15-16).
22: Your iniquity, i.e., punishment
for your iniquity. Is expiated, lit. "is
complete," and therefore the exile
will end. Consolation of Israel (cf.
Isa. 40.2) contrasted to imprecation
against Edom.
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Rejoice and exult, Fair Edam,
Who dwell in the land of Uz!
To you, too, the cup shall pass,
You shall get drunk and expose your nakedness.
Your iniquity, Fair Zion, is expiated;
He will exile you no longer.
Your iniquity, Fair Edam, He will note;
He will uncover your sins.
Remember, 0 LoRD, what has befallen us;
Behold, and see our disgrace!
Our heritage has passed to aliens,
Our homes to strangers.
We have become orphans, fatherless;
Our mothers are like widows.
We must pay to drink our own water,
Obtain our own kindling at a price.
We are hotly• pursued;
Exhausted, we are given no rest.
We hold out a hand to Egypt;
To Assyria, for our fill of bread.
Our fathers sinne d and are no more;
And we must bear their guilt.
Slaves are ruling over us,
With none to rescue us from them.
We get our bread at the peril of our lives,
Because of the b-sword of the wilderness.-b
Our skin glows like an oven,
With the fever of famine.
They< have ravished women in Zion,
Maidens in the towns of Judah.
Princes have been hanged by them;<
No respect has been shown to elders.
Young men must carry millstones,
And youths stagger under loads of wood.
The old men are gone from the gate,
The young men from their music.
Gone is the joy of our hearts;
Our dancing is turned into mourning.
The crown has fallen from our head;
Woe to us that we have sinned!
Because of this our hearts are sick,
Because of these our eyes are dimmed:

Lit. "on our ueck"; meaning of Heb. uucertniu.
b-b Or "Ileal (cj. Deut. 28.22) of tile wildem�ss"; meaning of Heb. 1111certain.
c I.e., tile slaves of v. B.

n
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4 . 2 1 -5 . 1 7

5.1-22: Communal

lament and
prayer for restoration.
5.1: Appeal to God to take note.
Remember, 0 LORD, . . . Belwfd, and
see echoes 1.9, 11, 20; 3· 59-60. Peti

tion to God to take heed is comple
mented by a final petition to God
to take action (v. 21).

5.2-1 8: Communal recounting of

suffering. The main institutions of
Judean society have been broken
down. Families lack a head of
household, family inheritances· are
lost, the elite of society have lost
their status, economic deprivation
is widespread, as is violence and
lawlessness. 2: Heritage, the land
passed on by inheritance from one
member of a family to the next;
also the land God gave to Israel
(Deut. 4.38; 25.19; 26.1). 6: Egypt
. . . Assyria, the two dominant
powers of the ancient Near East in
an earlier time, used figuratively
for "east and west" i.e, "anyone,
anywhere." 7: 011r fathers sinned
. . . we Ill !lSI bear their g11ilt, better,
"bear their punishment" (see
Exod. 20.5; 34-7)- With v. 16, the
recognition that rebelliousness
against God is the cause for catas
trophe and that Israel has a long
history of rebelling against God.
1 3: Carry milfstones: Grinding, usu
ally the work of women, slaves,
and prisoners (Exod. 11.5; Judg.
16.21; Isa. 47.2), is now forced
upon the young men. Carrying
wood is also among the most me
nial of labors. 1 4: Old men admin
istered justice at the city gates
(Deut. 22.15; 25.7; Ruth 4. 1-2, 11).
16: We have sinned, admission of
guilt (cf. 3.42 and n. 5-7)- 1 7: Be
ca!lse of this refers back to vv. 2-16
as well as forward to v. 18.
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5 . 1 8-5 .22

18

Because of Mount Zion, which lies desolate;
Jackals prowl over it.

19

But You, 0 LoRD, are enthroned forever,
Your throne endures through the ages.
Why have You forgotten us utterly,
Forsaken us for all time?
Take us back, 0 LoRD, to Yourself,
And let us come back;
Renew our days as of old!
For truly, You have rejected us,
Bitterly raged against us.

20
21

22

Take us back, 0 LORD, to Yourself,
And let us come back;
Renew our days as of old!

18: Jackals prowl, a conventional
sign of desolation (lsa. 13.22; 34.13;
Zeph. 2.14-15; and in ancient Near
Eastern curses).
5.19-21: Praise of the Loao and

appeal for restoration of divine
favor. 1 9: Enthroned: God remains

king even though His earthly
throne, the Temple, has been de
stroyed. This faith in divine sover
eignty (Pss. 44.5-6; 74.12) is the
basis for the question and prayer
that follow. 20: Why: Questioning
of God is a frequent element of
prayer (Pss. 22.1; 44.24-25; 89.47).

21: Take us bqck . . . Renew our days,

imperatives echoing those in v. 1
frame the description of Zion's an
guish and suggest it is only the
LORD who can alleviate the disas
ter. Take us back, a fitting close to
the book, a call for return (d. Jer.
31.18). Days as of old, i.e., days
evoked in 1.1 when Jerusalem was
"great with people," "great among
nations," and "princess among
states."

5.22: Final dire pronouncement.
For truly, You /rave rejected us em

phasizes the urgency in the pre
ceding call for remembrance and
divine mercy. The call for God that
echoes throughout the book re
mains unanswered. Take us back . . .
as of old: In order not to conclude
on a dire note, it is the Jewish cus
tom at any public reading of Lam
entations to repeat the last positive
phrase (v. 21). Similar repetitions
of the penultimate verse apply to
the final chapters of Isaiah, Mala
chi, and Ecclesiastes.
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Ecclesiastes
A S LITERATURE, ECCLESIASTES BELONGS, along with Proverbs, Job, and some other sec

tions of the Bible, in the category of wisdom. Wisdom texts reflect on the nature of the
world and the God who created and controls it, and on the place of humans in this divine
creation. These observations are usually presented as the work of one or more sages, who
arrive at the observations by exercising wisdom-a faculty based on their own experience
and that of other sages before them, and sometimes also on divine revelation. But whether
from experience or revelation, the wisdom is regularly understood to have God as its ulti
mate source. In the case of Ecclesiastes, the wisdom is presented as experiential. The sage
who comes to it through his experiences, one might even say experiments, is designated in
Hebrew as Koheleth, and so supplies the Hebrew title for the book. Christian tradition
generally uses, for book and sage, Ecclesiastes, "the one who assembled," which is the
Greek rendering of Koheleth found in the Septuagint (see 1.1 n.).
The twelve chs of Koheleth cover a miscellany of topics: the cycles of the natural order;
the amassing of wealth in property and other forms; the opposing forces that govern life;
friendship, particularly as an antidote to life's wearying uncertainties; the virtues and dif
ficulties of human authority; the nature of folly and the possibilities and limitations of
wisdom; the enjoyment of one's toil; the terrors of old age. Behind these topics, it appears,
are certain fundamental themes. The first is expressed by the term "futility" (hevel) (1.2 n.).
For Koheleth, this is foremost the inability of humans to make sense of the world around
them-to see a coherent pattern, a plan to their lives and to nature, in the sense of a move
ment toward lasting goals, a line of development or progress. Koheleth, it appears, does
not deny that there may be coherent patterns of activity for each human, animal, and
other phenomenon, and he uses the word ma'aseh ("deed, work, action" from '-s-h, "do,
make") for these (ch 8), indicating also that they seem folded into the larger ma'aseh of
God. But the human ability to discern what these are is frustrated, he argues, again and
again; most significantly, the traditional doctrine of reward and punishment for the
good and the wicked does not appear to work, at least in this life. In this regard, Koheleth
is arguing against the position evident in the book of Deuteronomy or the bulk of
Proverbs.
The one thing that is clear for Koheleth is death. It is the final point in each one's
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ma'aseh, the one immutable event in life that every human, animal, and other organism
must succumb to; it cuts across all categories of morality and class. If there is any survival
beyond death, either physically or in terms of memory and influence, humans cannot
know this, and so cannot rely on it. What is left to humans, then, as Koheleth sees it
though he does raise an occasional doubt (e.g., 6.1-12 n.)-is principally to enjoy their toil
while they are alive. This "portion" (belek) (2.21) is granted to them by God as part of their
activity. Individual rewards and punishments, however, have no enduring significance
because they are canceled out by death and cannot be passed on to future generations. The
capacity to discern all of this-to understand what can be known and what cannot-is for
Koheleth the task of wisdom. Wisdom, therefore, is most effective when it is used to
clarify its own limits. In so doing, wisdom need not deny-nor does Koheleth deny-that
God is in control and has a coherent pattern of activity that will bring every creature to
account. Accordingly, it makes sense not to tempt the anger of God, say, by making rash
prayer at the sanctuary or rash vows (4.17-5-5). This affirmation of God's authority and
judgment is, indeed, what rabbinic interpreters have emphasized as the central element in
Koheleth, and while some modern critics have assigned the vv. that express it to later, or
thodox editor(s) of the book, it comports well with the limits on human wisdom, a central
theme of the original author.
These topics and themes are not developed in a systematic exposition from the begin
ning to the end of the book; rather, a number of them, like futility and enjoyment of toil,
are revisited, several times. These recurrences often involve new perspectives that build
on, even contradict, what has come before (e.g., ch 8; 9.1-12; ch 10). At times, therefore, the
recurrences and contradictions can be confusing, and in any case they make reading Ko
heleth no easy task.
But there are occasional indications of structure in the book. Thus, a frame surrounds
most of the book, as 1.2 is essentially repeated in 12.8; the assertion in these two vv. that
everything is futility should then reflect what the author regards as the fundamental
theme of all the intervening material. Within the frame are various smaller units defined
by formal markers, balance in the placement of vv., or a certain connectedness in the flow
of narrative. The catalogue of polarities in 3.1-8 is the most obvious example, with the op
posites arranged as syntactic parallels. (Other examples are considered in the annotations
below.) These structures create a loose coherence. This is reinforced by the repetition of
certain nouns for key concepts, like "futility" (hevel) and "portion" ((1elek), and of certain
verbs, like "set my mind" (natati et-libi, 1.13) and "probe" (tur, 1.13), which represent a
technical terminology assembled to describe Koheleth's intellectual search. Put together,
then, the recurrences of themes and terminology testify to the leisurely, self-conscious, ru
minative process in which Koheleth is engaged, meandering through, around, and back to
his favorite issues, considering them first from one angle, then from another.
If the Koheleth of the book is depicted throughout as a sage, he is also, in the first two
chs, described as a king, more specifically, as recognized from the earliest Bible transla
tions (e.g., Septuagint, Targum), as Solomon son of David. To be sure, the name Solomon
-
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is nowhere used in the book; conversely, Koheleth does not occur elsewhere in the Bible.
Yet the genealogy and descriptions given of Koheleth in his book (1.1, 12, 16; 2.7, 9) make
the identification with Solomon clear. The Solomonic depiction is consistent with the de
piction of Koheleth as sage, given the clear biblical tradition of Solomon as wise man
(1 Kings ch 3; 5.9-14), and indeed, the larger ancient Near Eastern association of kingship
and wisdom. Classical rabbinic tradition generally accepted that Koheleth was really
Solomon, and thus that the book originated from the Solomonic period, but internal evi
dence points to a much later date of origin. Thus, the book's two Persian words, pardes
("grove," 2.5) and pitgam ("sentence," 8.11) indicate that in its present form it does not
date from before the postexilic period (latter 6th century BCE on) and the emergence of the
Achaemenid Persian empire that ruled Judah and most of the ancient Near East. This date
comports with the variety of late grammatical features of Koheleth's Hebrew. At the other
chronological end, Koheleth cannot be later than the first half of the 2nd century BCE, the
date of a fragment of Koheleth found among the Dead Sea Scrolls and of the apocryphal
work, the Wisdom of Solomon-and, perhaps, also of Sirach-which implicitly refers to
Koheleth. Within these chronological limits, scholars continue to debate whether Koheleth
belongs in the Achaemenid Persian period (late 6th to end of 4th centuries BCE) or to the
following early Hellenistic period, perhaps during the 3rd century BCE. In either instance,
the several positive references to political hierarchy, wealth in land, and money (kesej) all
mark the author of Koheleth as probably of the landed gentry.
Although Koheleth belongs in content and language with Proverbs and Job as a
wisdom book, in post-talmudic Jewish tradition, sometime between the 8th and 10th cen
turies CE, it came to be classified as one of the five megillot (scrolls), alongside Ruth,
Esther, Song of Songs, and Lamentations, each of them to be read on a religious festival of
the year. Koheleth is read on Sukkot, celebrating the completion originally of the fall
harvest and later also of the yearly cycle of reading the Torah. This celebration of work
completed, expressed both as joy and as a mood of reflection on memory and time past,
resonates with themes in Koheleth, and so may have established the connection between
the book and the festival.
Despite the firm place Koheleth has in the biblical canon, rabbinic tradition is ambiva
lent about the book. The evidence is rather laconic and concerns, in particular, the debates
of the 1st century BCE through the early 2nd century CE, dealing also with certain other
controversial biblical books like Ezekiel and the Song of Songs. Two features of Koheleth,
and in varying fashion of these other books, appear to have provoked discussion: that
they exhibit contradictions, in the case of Koheleth, self-contradictions; and that they offer
unorthodox views that do not comport with the mainstream of Jewish thinking about God
and Torah in the Bible. The result was, as various rabbinic Sages argued-others disagree
ing-that Koheleth and these other books did not reflect divine inspiration, or in the
ancient terminology, "did not make the hands impure" and deserved to "be removed
from use and stored away" (e.g., b. Shab. 3ob; m. 'Ed. 5.3; b. Meg. 7a). These rabbinic dis
cussions are all post facto, after Koheleth and the other books had already been in-
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eluded in the biblical canon. While they may contain, therefore, some memory of earlier
debates about inclusion in the canon, they more likely reflect an ongoing challenge of how
to correlate the ideas and formulations of Koheleth and the other books with the rest of
the biblical canon. In this regard, they are matched by the actual efforts of many classical
Jewish commentators on Koheleth to make this correlation, by taming various trouble
some sections of the book (see, e.g., 3.9-12 n.; 6.1-12 n.; ch 7) and by asserting that the
statements in the epilogue, which appear orthodox, represent, indeed, the basic sense of
the book. In the latter effort, the commentators may not be far wrong (12.9-14 n.).

(PETER MACHINIST]

1 The words of Koheleth• son of David, king in Jeru
salem.

2
3

4
5
6

7

a
b
c
d

Utter futility!-said Koheleth
Utter futility! All is futile!
What real value is there for a man
In all the gainsb he makes beneath the sun?
One generation goes, another comes,
But the earth remains the same forever.
The sun rises, and the sun setsAnd glides< back to where it rises.
Southward blowing,
Turning northward,
Ever turning blows the wind;
On its rounds the wind returns.
All streams flow into the sea,
Yet the sea is never full;
To the place [from] which they flow
The streams flow back again. d

Probably "tile Assembler," i.e., of!Jearers or of sayings; cf 12.9-11.
So Rashbam. Heb. 'amal usually IJas tiJis sense in Ecclesiastes; cf Ps.
So Targum; cf Baes1Jitl1 RabbaiJ 011 Gen. 1 . 1 7.
According to popular belief tiJrougiJ lunuds; so Targum and RasiJi.

1 . 1 : Introductory caption. As in

some other biblical wisdom texts
(e.g., Prov. 30.1), this introduction
identifies the sage responsible for
the reflections and sayings that fol
low. Koheleth is a sobriquet for
this sage, who is described here as
if he were Solomon. Koheleth, of
feminine grammatical gender, may
be used of males (cf. similar words
that are so used, e.g., in Ezra 2.55,
57 I I Nehemiah 7·57, 59). Koheleth
is derived from the root "k-h-1,"

105.44·

"to assemble"; thus the Gk transla
tion "Ecclesiastes," "the one of the
assembly." But whether Koheleth
may be understood as "the one
who has assembled wisdom" (e.g.,
Rashi), or "assembled conflicting
opinions and decided on the cor
rect ones" (Metzudat Zion), or "as
sembled the people around to
speak or preach wisdom to them"
(cf. 12.9, as well as the Septuagint,
Eccl. Rab., and much modern
scholarship)-no one of these or
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other opinions about the name has
established itself decisively.

1 .2: The theme. Futility here trans
lates Heb "hevel," the most fre
quent technical term in Koheleth
(38 occurrences). From its literal
meaning, "air, breath," the word
has acquired the sense of some
thing fleeting, without substance
(cf. its occurrence as the name
"Abel," Gen. ch 4), or even unreli
able. In Koheleth, the literal mean
ing "air/breath" has not fully dis
appeared, since "hevel" is often
paired with the phrase "pursuit of
wind" (e.g., 2.26). The acquired
sense, however, is what domi
nates, and it concerns actions and
work that do not last, or appear to
lead to no lasting goal, or cannot
be explained in any rational, i.e.,
human, way. Within Jewish com
mentary, one emphasis applies
futility to actions of humans for
themselves alone, since actions can
last and be worthwhile only if they
are involved with Torah and labor
for God.
1 .3-1 1 : Round and around. This
section provides the first illustra
tion of what Koheleth means by
"futility." Vv. 4-8 give several ex
amples of the ceaselessly circular,
or oscillating movement that for
him governs all activity in the
world: the passage of generations,
the cycle of the sun, the flow of the
water. There is, in short, no linear,
goal-oriented activity, and the
result is that the world never
changes. Vv. 3 and 9-11 draw out
the implications of these examples
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All such things are wearisome:
No man can ever state them;
The eye never has enough of seeing,
Nor the ear enough of hearing.
Only that shall happen
Which has happened,
Only that occur
Which has occurred;
There is nothing new
Beneath the sun!

8

9

1D Sometimes there is a phenomenon of which they say,
"Look, this one is new!"-it occurred long since, in ages
that went by before us. 11 The earlier ones are not remem
bered; so too those that will occur later •will no more be
remembered than·• those that will occur at the very end.
12 I, Koheleth, was king in Jerusalem over Israel. 13 I set
my mind to study and to probe with wisdom all that hap
pens under the sun.-An unhappy business, that, which
God gave men to be concerned with! 14 I observed all the
happenings beneath the sun, and I found that all is futile
and pursuitb of wind:
15
A twisted thing that cannot be made straight,
A lack that cannot be made good.
16 I said to myself: "Here I have grown richer and wiser
than any that ruled before me over Jerusalem, and my
mind has zealously absorbed wisdom and learning."
1 7 And so I set my mind to appraise wisdom and to ap
praise madness and folly. And I learned-that this too was
pursuit of wind:
18
For as wisdom grows, vexation grows;
To increase learning is to increase heartache.

2 I said to myself, "Come, I will treat you to merriment.
2

Taste mirth! " That too, I found, was futile.
Of revelry I said, "It's mad!"
Of merriment, "What good is that?"

3I

ventured to tempt my flesh with wine, and to grasp
folly, while letting my mind direct with wisdom, to the
a-a Lit. "will 11ot be remembered like . . . " For 'im men11i11g "like," cf 2.16; 7. 11; fob 9.26.
b Lit. "te11di11g," from root ra'ah, "to shepherd. "

to affirm that nothing new occurs,
and so there is nothing one can
show for his toil, nothing to learn
(to "remember," v. 11) and to build
on. 9: Put another wav, as the sun
cycles, so there is notl;ing new be-

neath the 5 1 1 1 1 . Some classical Jewish
commentators argue, following on
v. 2, that the problem under dis
cussion here is a wrong-headed
focus on dailv human or natural
activities at th e expense of the

1 . 8-2 . 3

spiritual. Rashi, in particular, elab
orates on this in a midrashic play
on the phrase nothing ttew beneath
the 51111-a phrase that is unique to
Koheleth in the Bible, although
with antecedents and parallels
both in the ancient Near East (e.g.,
Mari and Phoenicia) and in the
Greek world. In Rashi's interpreta
tion, the phrase contrasts futile
daily activity done "in place of the
Sun (= Light = Torah)," i.e., in con
trast to the spiritual activity of
Torah sh1dy and living.

1 . 1 2-1 8: Koheleth sets his task.

Koheleth introduces himself here
in the first person, drawing upon a
style used in ancient Near Eastern
royal inscriptions. Through the
persona of Solomon, he aims to es
tablish his preeminent ability to in
vestigate wisdom, over against
folly and madness. Yet, anticipat
ing the fuller discussion that
comes later, Koheleth admits that
the investigation yields no satisfy
ing outcome, only pain and vexa
tion from the futility of explaining
and correcting the crooked. Vari
ous traditional commentaries (e.g.,
Rashi) sought to reconcile this
image of Koheleth with the suc
cessful Solomon of 1 Kings by
positing that Koheleth/Solomon is
here looking back from the end of
his life, after the excesses of his
material and religious policies (cf.
1 Kings ch 11) had gone far to un
dermine his achievements. Alter
natively, the Targum saw this pes
simism as a prophecy of Solomon
forecasting the collapse of his
kingdom by division after his
death.

2.1-26: Experiments with wisdom

and their results. Having set his

task to discover what, if anything,
wisdom can yield, Koheleth now
turns to find the answer. Vv. 1-2,
serving as a bridge to the preced
ing vv., introduce, with a note of
pessimism, the task at hand. They
do so by proposing, as a point of
argument, tha t life appears to fur
nish no enjoyment. Vv. 3-11 and
12-16 describe two experiments
Koheleth undertakes to test this
proposition. 3-1 1 : The first is in
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end that I might learn which of the two was better for men
to practice in their few days of life under heaven. 4 I multi
plied my possessions. I built myself houses and I planted
vineyards. 5 I laid out gardens and groves, in which I
planted every kind of fruit tree. 6 I constructed pools of
water, enough to irrigate a forest shooting up with trees.
7 I bought male and female slaves, and I acquired stew
ards. I also acquired more cattle, both herds and flocks,
than all who were before me in Jerusalem. 8 I further
amassed silver and gold and treasures of kings and
provinces; and I got myself male and female singers, as
well as the luxuries of commoners-coffers• and coffers of
them. 9 Thus, I gained more wealth than anyone before me
in Jerusalem. In addition, my wisdom remained with me:
10 I withheld from my eyes nothing they asked for, and de
nied myself no enjoyment; rather, I got enjoyment out ofb
all my wealth. And that was all I got out of my wealth.
11 Then my thoughts turned to all the fortune my hands
had built up, to the wealth I had acquired and won-and
oh, it was all futile and pursuit of wind; there was no real
value under the sun! 12 <For what will the man be like who
will succeed d-the one who is ruling-d over what was built
up long ago?
My thoughts also turned to appraising wisdom and
madness and folly. 13 I found that
Wisdom is superior to folly
As light is superior to darkness;
14
A wise man has his eyes in his head,
Whereas a fool walks in darkness.
But I also realized that the same fate awaits them both.
1 5 So I reflected: "The fate of the fool is also destined for
me; to what advantage, then, have I been wise?" And I
came to the conclusion that that too was futile, 16 because
the wise man, just like• the fool, is not remembered for
ever; for, as the succeeding days roll by, both are forgotten.
Alas, the wise man dies, just like• the fool!
1 7 And so I loathed life. For I was distressed by all that
goes on under the sun, because everything is futile and
pursuit of wind.
18 So, too, I loathed all the wealth that I was gaining
under the sun. For I shall leave it to the man who will suc
ceed me-19 and who knows whether he will be wise or
a The Heb. shiddah occurs only here in tl1e Bible; in tile Misllnnll it designates a kind of
chest.
b Septuagint and a few Heb. mmwscripts lmve "(in excha11ge! for"; cf 2.24; J.1J, 22; 5 . 1 7.
c The order of tile two sentences in this verse is reversed in tile trnnslatio11 for clarity.
d-d Change of vocalization yields "me, and who is to rule"; cf vv. 18-19.
e See note on 1 . 1 1 .
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acquiring material property and
other wealth-the regular mark
of royal power and success (d.
Solomon in 1 Kings chs 4-10).
5: Among such wealth is the build
ing of gardens; though this is not
otherwise attested for Solomon, it
is familiar from other monarchs in
the ancient Near East and beyond.
1 0: His wealth gives him momen
tary pleasure as his "portion"
("\:lelek") from his labor (for this
key term, see also 2.11; 3.22; 5.17,
18; 9.6, 9· NJPS freely translates
here: And that was all I got out of my
wealth). 1 1-12: But the wealth has
no lasting value for him and will
fall to an unknown successor.
1 2-16: The second experiment is
in determining if there is an ad
vantage to wisdom over folly. Like
the first experiment with wealth,
it does not, in Koheleth's view, fi
nally succeed. 1 3-14: For in a sim
ilar way to wealth, wisdom may
at first confer the advantage of
"finding/observing" ("ra'ah")
perhaps of understanding the lim
its of one's situation-but in the
end it is negated by the fact that
wise and fool alike have the same
fate ("mikreh," yet another impor
tant word: lit. "happening"; see
also 3.19-20; 9.2, 3, 11). 1 6: Fate
here means death, which wipes
out the advantage of the wise over
the fool, since both are equally for
gotten.

2.1 7-23: The negative conclusions
reached in vv. 1-16 are here elabo
rated.
2.24-26: A solution. Koheleth
now offers a way to deal with the
negative outcome of his experi
ments. Returning especially to
the question of enjoyment, he re
shapes the argument by propos
ing-and this is the interpretation
of various classical Jewish com
mentators (e.g., Ecc/. Rab., Rashi)
that it is God's plan that one
should at least enjoy the work
while one does it, and by implica
tion not worry about what will
come afterward. For, Koheleth af
firms, that kind of enjoyment is an
outgrowth of the wisdom and
knowledge that together are God's
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foolish?-and he will control all the wealth that I gained
by toil and wisdom under the sun. That too is futile.
20 And so I came to view with despair all the gains I had
made under the sun. 21 For sometimes a person whose for
tune was made with wisdom, knowledge, and skill must
hand it on to be the portion of somebody who did not toil
for it. That too is futile, and a grave evil. 22 For what does a
man get for all the toiling and worrying he does under the
sun? 23 All his days his thoughts are grief and heartache,
and even at night his mind has no respite. That too is
futile!
24There is nothing worthwhile for a man but to eat and
drink and afford himself enjoyment with his means. And
even that, I noted, comes from God. 25 For who eats and
who enjoys but myself?• 26 To the man, namely, who
pleases Him He has given bthe wisdom and shrewdness
to enjoy himself;-b and to him who displeases, He has
given the urge to gather and amass-only for handing on
to one who is pleasing to God. That too is futile and pur
suit of wind.

32

A season is set for everything, a time for every
experience under heaven:<
A time for d-being born·d and a time for dying,
A time for planting and a time for uprooting the
planted;
3
A time for •·slaying and a time for healing,·•
A time for tearing down and a time for building
up;
4
A time for weeping and a time for laughing,
A time for wailing and a time for dancing;
5
A time for throwing stones and a time for
gathering stones,
A time for embracing and a time for shunning
embraces;
6
A time for seeking and a time for losing,
A time for keeping and a time for discarding;
7
A time for ripping and a time for sewing,
A time for silence and a time for speaking;
B
A time for loving and a time for hating;
A time for war and a time for peace.
9 What value, then, can the man of affairs get from what
he earns? 10 1 have observed the business that God gave
a Some mss. a11d ancient versions read rnimrnennu, "by His doing. "
b-b Lit. "wisdom and knowledge a11d e11joyment. "
c I.e., al/ lumran experiences are preordai11ed by God; see v. 11.
d-d Lit. "givi11g birtlr."
e-e Emendation yields "wrecking . . . repairi11g"; cf 1 Kings 18.Jo.
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gift to one He finds pleasing. The
one who displeases God, on the
other hand, suffers the fate de
picted in the experiments above,
namely, that God makes him focus
simply on accumulating wealth,
only then to see it handed over to
another who pleases God.
3.1-8: The catalogue of polarities.
Koheleth's interest in life's polari
ties, found often in the book (e.g.,
4-13-14), is most strikingly ex
pressed in this poem. The poem
moves across various kinds of
human activity, arranged in pairs
that are either constructive
destructive or the reverse. Rab
binic commentary often, but not
always, tried to go beyond the
contextual meaning of the pairs,
which refers to universal human
activities, to something more spe
cific, concerning biblical history or
the proper behavior of Israel as
mandated by God. 5: For example,
the contextual meaning of tl!row
illg or gathering stones, though
debated, would appear to lie
somewhere among meanings like
demolishing or constructing a
building, sexual profligacy versus
restraint, and destroying the fertil
ity of a field by throwing stones on
it or promoting its fertility by gath
ering and removing them. For Ecc/.
Rab. (followed by Rashi), however,
the gathering of stones indicates
the end of Jewish exile and the in
gathering to Israel.

3.9-22: Reflections on the cata
logue. 9: The first comment ques
tions whether there is for one's
labor any value, "advantage" or
"profit" ("yitron," another favorite
word of Koheleth and unique to
him in the Bible: see 1.3; 2.11, 13;
5.8, >5; 7.12; 10.10, 11; it is often
used negatively as here). The ques
tioning in this instance must arise
out of the constructive and de
structive actions just catalogued:
They suggest life is an endless cir
cle of such actions, canceling or
balancing each other out, and thus,
once more, leading toward no
goal, no "advantage." 1 0-1 5: This
cannot, however, be understood to
deny God's control of everything,
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man to be concerned with: 11 He brings everything to pass
precisely at its time; He also puts eternity in their mind,a
but without man ever guessing, from first to last, all the
things that God brings to pass. 12 Thus I realized that the
only worthwhile thing there is for them is to enjoy them
selves and do what is good b in their lifetime; 13 also, that
whenever a man does eat and drink and get enjoyment
out of all his wealth, it is a gift of God.
14 I realized, too, that whatever God has brought to pass
will recur evermore:
Nothing can be added to it
And nothing taken from itand God has brought to pass that men revere Him.
15<
What is occurring occurred long since,
And what is to occur occurred long since:
and God seeks the pursued. 16 And, indeed, I have ob
served under the sun:
Alongside justice there is wickedness,
Alongside righteousness there is wickedness.
1 7 I mused: "God will doom both righteous and wicked,
for d·there is·d a time for every experience and for every
happening. " 1B<So I decided, as regards men, to dissociate
them [from] the divine beings and to face the fact that they
are beasts.• 19 for in respect of the fate of man and the fate
of beast, they have one and the same fate: as the one dies
so dies the other, and both have the same lifebreath; man
has no superiority over beast, since both amount to noth
ing. 2o Both go to the same place; both came from dust and
both return to dust. 2 1 Who knows if a man's lifebreath
does rise upward and if a beast's breath does sink down
into the earth?
22 I saw that there is nothing better for man than to
enjoy his possessions, since that is his portion. For who
can enable him to see what will happen afterward?

4 I further observed' all the oppression that goes on

under the sun: the tears of the oppressed, with none to
comfort them; and the power of their oppressors-with
none to comfort them. 2 Then I accounted those who died
long since more fortunate than those who are still living;
3 and happier than either are those who have not yet come
into being and have never witnessed the miseries that go
on under the sun.
n I.e., He preoccupies mnn with the attempt to discover the times offuture events; cf 8.17.
b I.e., whnt tl1e nuthor hns nlrendy concluded (2.24) is good.
c Menning ofpnrts of verse uncertain.
d-d Shift of n dincriticnl point yields "He hns set."
e Contrast Ps. 8.5-6.
f Cf. 3.16.
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which these vv. then affirm,
echoing and extending 2.24-26.
1 1 : One part of this control is the
fact that God puts eternihJ into
human minds, i.e., gives humans a
sense that divine activity deter
mines events beyond what they
can see and understand, and so
defines for them the limits of their
reason. 1 2: By compensation, God
allows humans, in another part of
His control, to enjoy if not the "ad
vantage" of their labor, then their
labor while they are doing it.
16-22: God's control is further ex
plored. Here it is applied to two
new pairs of opposites, not men
tioned in the earlier catalogue.
16-17: The first is wickedness ver
sus justice, both of which God al
lows to occur, each in its own time
and season. 1 8-22: The second
pair is animals versus humans.
1 9-21: Here Koheleth questions
the difference that evidently others
in his community were asserting:
that humans have an afterlife
above (in heaven) and beasts only
one below (in the netherworld).
All Koheleth can see, however, is
the same fate of the dust of death
for both. He does not deny that
there may be something more, and
some rabbinic Sages, trying to har
monize Koheleth with their own
beliefs, reinterpret all these lines to
make Koheleth finally affirm a
human afterlife with God. 22: Yet,
once again, Koheleth says, the best
thing is for humans to focus on en
joying what they have-here the
familiar term, their "portion"
now in their lifetimes.

4.1-16: Futili ty and human rela

tionships. This ch explores several
kinds of human interactions and
their consequences. There are five
sections, vv. 1-3, 4-6, 7-8, 9-12,
and 13-16. The clause of self
reference, "I have observed/
noted" (1, 4, 7, 15), and of compar
isons in the form "better than"
(3, 6, 8, g, 13) bind these together.
Of these five sections, four de
scribe negative interactions, only
one positive. 1-3: The first nega
tive is oppressor overwhelming
oppressed, a constant occurrence
that makes death, or even not
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4 I have also noted that all labor and skillful enterprise
come from men's envy of each other-another futility and
pursuit of wind!
5
[True,]
The fool folds his hands together•
And has to eat his own flesh.
6
[But no less truly,]
Better is a handful of gratification
Than two fistfuls of labor which is pursuit of
wind.
7 And I have noted this further futility under the sun:
8 the case of the man who is alone, with no companion, who
has neither son nor brother; yet he amasses wealth without
limit, and his eye is never sated with riches. For whom,
now, b·is he amassing it while denying himself'b enjoy
ment? That too is a futility and an unhappy business.
9<Two are better off than one, in that they have greater
d·benefit from·d their earnings. 10 For should they fall, one
can raise the other; but woe betide him who is alone and
falls with no companion to raise him! 11 Further, when two
lie together they are warm; but how can he who is alone
get warm? 12 Also, if one attacks, two can stand up to him.
A threefold cord is not readily broken!
13 Better a poor but wise youth than an old but foolish
king who no longer has the sense to heed warnings. 14 For
the former can emerge from a dungeon to become king;
while the latter, even if born to kingship, can become a
pauper.• 15 [However,] I reflected about '·all the living who
walk under the sun with·' that youthful successor who
steps into his place. 16 Unnumbered are the multitudes of
all those who preceded them;9 and later generations will
not acclaim him either.h For that' too is futile and pursuit
of wind.
17i·Be not overeager to go·i to the House of God: more
acceptable is obedience than the offering of fools, for they
know nothing [but] to do wrong.
a I.e., does not work; cf Prov. 6.10; 24-33 ·
b-b Lit. "am I amassi11g . . . myself "
c 4-9-5-B co11sists of a series of observatio11s, each of which is i11trod11ced by some slight as
sociation with wlwt precedes. The tl1eme of 4.4-8 is 110t res11med 1111til 5·9 ·
d-d Eme11dation yidds "hope for"; cf 2.20.
e Taking rash as a verb; cf Ps. 34-11.
J-J I.e., "tl1e contemporaries of "
g And so 11ever heard of tl1e gifted yo11th.
l1 For despite his wisdom, he too will bejorgotte11; cf 2 . 1 6.
i I.e., tile advantage of wisdom over Jolly.
j-j Lit. "G11ard yo11r foot when it {or, yo11/ wo11/d go."
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being born, better options (d. 6.3
and Job ch J, but, for the opposite
view, Eccl. 9-4-6). 4--6 : The second
negative is envy leading to futile
labor. 7-8: A person alone, and the
futility, thus, of having no one to
whom to bequeath the fruits of his
labor, constitu tes the third nega
tive. 9-1 2: The one positive inter
action comes in contrast to the per
son alone, and it celebrates the
advantages and rewards of com
panionship. 1 2: The strength of
such a relationship is compared to
that of a threefold (three-ply) cord,
an image that appears to go back
to Sumerian literature of the late
Jrd millennium BCE. Rabbinic
commentary, however, took this
cord to imply the advantages and
greater strength of three persons
functioning as companions, partic
ularly in the matter of living and
transmitting Torah, as against the
two with which the section other
wise deals. 1 3-16: The fourth and
final negative interaction: a poor,
though wise youth who succeeds
where an old,foolislt king fails, but
whose achievement does not last
because it was never known by the
many generations before him and
will be forgotten by those coming
after (cf. 2.16).

Responding properly to
God. This unit contains a set of

4.1 7-5.6:

warnings against various kinds of
behavior that might at first seem
acceptable to God and humans,
but when carried to extremes,
without a balanced sense of con
text, become objectionable and
even dangerous, as they could
provoke God's anger. 4.17: The
unit begins here, since 4.16 serves
as a conclusion to the preceding
discussion (cf. 2.26). It mentions
first false sacrifice, which, as
rabbinic commentary recog
nized, tries to cover up for sinful acts (cf., e.g., Amos 5.21-24).
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5 Keep your mouth from being rash, and let not your

throat• be quick to bring forth speech before God. For
God is in heaven and you are on earth; that is why your
words should be few. 2 Just as dreams come with much
brooding, so does foolish utterance come with much
speech. 3 When you make a vow to God, do not delay to
fulfill it. For He has no pleasure in fools; what you vow,
fulfill. 4 It is better not to vow at all than to vow and
not fulfill. 5 Don't let your mouth bring you into disfavor,
and don't plead before the rnessengerb that it was an error,
c-but fear God;-c else God may be angered by your talk and
destroy your possessions. 6 dFor much dreaming leads to
futility and to superfluous talk.
7 If you see in a province oppression of the poor and
suppression of right and justice, don't wonder at the fact;
for one high official is protected by a higher one, and both
of them by still higher ones. B Thus the greatest advantage
in all the land is his: he controls a field that is cultivated.•
9 A lover of money never has his fill of money, nor a
lover of wealth his fill of income. That too is futile. 10 As
his substance increases, so do those who consume it;
what, then, does the success of its owner amount to but
feasting his eyes? 11 A worker 's1 sleep is sweet, whether he
has much or little to eat; but the rich man's abundance
doesn't let him sleep.
12 Here is a grave evil I have observed under the sun:
riches hoarded by their owner to his misfortune, B in that
those riches are lost in some unlucky venture; and if he
begets a son, he has nothing in hand.
14 9-Another grave evil is this: He must depart just as he
came:9 As he carne out of his mother's womb, so must he
depart at last, naked as he carne. He can take nothing of
his wealth to carry with him. 15 So what is the good of his
toiling for the wind? 16 Besides, all his days h·he eats in
darkness,·h with much vexation and grief and anger.
17 Only this, I have found, is a real good: that one should
a Heb. leb, lit. "heart," sometimes desigtwtes tile organ of speech; cf /sa. JJ. 18; 59.13; Ps.
19.15; 49+ Job. 8. 10.
b Some ancient versions read "God."
c-c Moved up from v. 6 for clarity.
d Meaning of verse uncertain. Elllendation ttields "Much brooding results in dreams; and
muc!J talk in futilities"; cf v. 2.
e I.e., tlte llig!J official profits from tlte labor of otlters; but 111eaning of verse uncertain.
f Some mrcient versions !Jave "slave's."
g-g Moved upfront v. 15 for clarity.
11-11 Septuagint reads "are [spent] in darkness and tnourning. "
- 1612-

5.1-2: Uncontrolled speech is a
common motif in biblical and
other ancient Near Eastern wis
dom, where it is often juxtaposed
to the virtue of silence; Rashbam
here understands it as excessively
long prayer. 3-5: Making rash
vows that cannot, or are not in
tended to, be paid (d. Deut.
23.22-24; Prov. 20.25; Sir. 18.21).
2, 6: The reference to dreams may
stand as a negative image for any
thing ephemeral and unstable
(e.g., Job 20.8 and ancient Egyptian
literature). Alternately, the refer
ence may be to the widespread
Near Eastern, including biblical,
appeal to dreams as a form of di
vine communication, here warning
against undue reliance on them
because they could be vague and
misleading (d. dreams of false
prophets in Deut. 1 J.2, 4, 6; Jer.
23.25, 27, 28, )2; 27.9; 29.8; Zech.
10.2).
5.7-8: The virtues of authority.
7: The hierarchy of authority out

lined here may well be modeled
on the actual system of Koheleth's
time, whether that be Achaemenid
or early Hellenistic (see introduc
tion). The system serves justice, it
appears, because the possible fail
ures of the lower ranks of officials
are watched over and corrected by
the higher ranks, as in the Egyp
tian wisdom story, "The Tale of the
Eloquent Peasant." If the higher
ranks here ultimately include
God-though this is not speci
fied-then the v. would connect
with the preceding 4·17-5.6, where
failures of human behavior are
answerable to God. 8: This v. is
difficult, though it seems to de
scribe, as classical rabbinic tradi
tion already saw, the value and
"advantage/profit" that agricul
ture brings. More precisely, the
emphasis may not be on owning
land, which is criticized in 2.1-11,
but on the enjoyment and value
of toiling on the land, as in 5.11,
17-18 (and also 2.24; 3.22; 8.15).

5.9-20: The problem of wealth
and the solution. 9-16: The main

focus, the futility of accumulating
wealth, stands in deliberate con-
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eat and drink and get pleasure with all the gains he makes
under the sun, during the numbered days of life that God
has given him; for that is his portion. 18 Also, whenever a
man is given riches and property by God, and is also per
mitted by Him to enjoy them and to take his portion and
get pleasure for his gains-that is a gift of God. 19 For
tsuch a man} will not brood much over the days of his
life,a because God keeps him busy enjoying himself.

6 There is an evil I have observed under the sun, and a

grave one it is for man: 2 that God sometimes grants a
man riches, property, and wealth, so that he does not want
for anything his appetite may crave, but God does not
permit him to enjoy it; instead, a stranger will enjoy it.
That is futility and a grievous ill. 3 Even if a man should
beget a hundred children and live many years-no matter
how many the days of his years may come to, if his gullet
is not sated through his wealth, I say: The stillbirth,
though it was not even accorded a burial,h is more fortu
nate than he. 4 Though it comes into futility and departs
into darkness, and its very name is covered with dark
ness, S though it has never seen or experienced the sun, it
is better off than he-6 yes, even if the other lived a thou
sand years twice over but never had his fill of enjoyment!
For are not both of them bound for the same place? 7<All of
man's earning is for the sake of his mouth, d·yet his gullet
is not sated. B What advantage then has the wise man over
the fool, what advantage has the pauper who knows how
to get on in life?·d 9•Is the feasting of the eyes more impor
tant than the pursuit of desire? That, too, is futility and
pursuit of wind.
lO Whatever happens, it was designated long ago and it
was known that it would happen; as for man, he cannot
contend with what is stronger than he. 11 Often, much talk
means much futility. How does it benefit a man? 1 2 Who
a The thought of which is depressi11g; see v. 1 6.
b Stillbirths were cast into pits or lJiddeu ill the grou11d ill 110 recog11izab/c graves; cf v. 4
e11d.
c Cf. Prov. 16.26.
d·d Mea11i11g ofHeb. uncertain; emendation yields "And ifthe gullet is 110t sated, 8what ad·
vantage has the wise ma11 over thefool, he who knows lww to get on in life over the pauper? "
e Mem1ing offirst half of verse u11certai11.

trast with 5.8, on the value of toil.
Some of the earlier reasons for the
futility (chs 2, 4) are here resumed.
9: Added is the particular problem
of accumulating money (5.9; lit.
"silver" ["kesef")), which once ac-

quired leaves one insatiable for
more. 11, 17-20: The contrasting
situation, namely, the value of toil,
is here reintroduced. As elsewhere
in Koheleth (2.24-25; 3.12-13; 8.15;
9·7• 9; cf. 3.22; 11.8), it is God who

5 . 1 8-6 . 1 2

is said to preside over the whole
matter. But now the focus is on
God's grant of the power to enjoy
wealth and goods and the toil pre
sumably associated with them,
without worry about where it will
lead or how much is to be accumu
lated. Some medieval commenta
tors (e.g., Rashi and Sforno) added
that God's gift of enjoyment is for
those who earn it by meritorious
deeds, and who would enjoy the
blessing of their deeds not only on
earth, but finally in the afterlife
(d. 3 .9--22 n.).

6.1-12: Again wealth, toil, and
the meaning of life. 1-6: The first

unit continues the focus on the
futility of accumulating wealth
(5.12-16; 2.18-19; some of its lan
guage echoes that in 5·17-20). But
here Koheleth adds a sharper and
more negative twist to these earlier
occurrences, noting that God can
deny people the power to enjoy
wealth. Indeed, He can give that
wealth to a stranger, i.e., someone
outside the kin group of the
owner, who could thus alienate the
wealth from the group. 3b-5: The
sharpness of this first unit reaches
its climax. Recalling the image of
the unborn in 4·3· Koheleth here
substitutes for it the uglier image
of the stillborn, who is said to be
more fortunate in his briefly
earned rest than the living posses
sor of wealth who long accumu
lates it but is not allowed to enjoy
it. The pessimism that all of this
manifests is deepened in the re
maining two units of the ch.
7-9: The second unit questions
whether a human being can
ever find satisfaction in toil, and
so whether it makes any differ
ence to be wise, foolish, or poor.
10-1 2: The third unit, going fur
ther, returns to the earlier theme of
time's circularity and the lack of
anything new (e.g., 1.9-10). It
draws out of this circularity the
conclusion, also found earlier
(5.2, 6; 2.1 1 -13), that human efforts
are futile, in the light of God's
strength in power and argument,
to determine what sense life has or
will lead to. Later interpreters
(e.g., the Targum) sought to allevi-
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can possibly know what is best for a man to do in life-the
few days of his fleeting life? For• who can tell him what
the future holds for him under the sun?

7 bA good name is better than fragrant oil, and the day of

death than the day of birth.<
2 It is better to go to a house of mourning than to a house
of feasting; for that is the end of every man, and a living
one should take it to heart.
3 Vexation is better than revelry/ for though the face be
sad, the heart may be glad. 4 Wise men are drawn to a
house of mourning, and fools to a house of merrymaking.
s It is better to listen to a wise man's reproof than to lis
ten to the praise of fools. 6 For the levity• of the fool is like
the crackling of nettles under a kettle. 'But that too is illu
sory; 7 for cheating9 may rob the wise man of reason and
destroy the prudence of the cautious.h
B
The end of a matter is better than the beginning
of it.
Better a patient spirit than a haughty spirit.
9 Don't let your spirit be quickly vexed, for vexation
abides in the breasts of fools.
l O Oon't say, "How has it happened that former times
were better than these?" For it is not wise of you to ask
that question.
11 Wisdom is as good as a patrimony, and even better,
for those who behold the sun. 12 For to be in the shelter of
wisdom is to be also in the shelter of money/ and the ad
vantage of intelligence is that wisdom preserves the life of
him who possesses it.
13iConsider God's doing! Who can straighten what He
has twisted? 1 4 So in a time of good fortune enjoy the good
fortune; and in a time of misfortune, reflect: The one no
less than the other was God's doing; consequently, man
may find no fault with Him.k
a Lit. "according to the shadow that"; cf Qwwmr Aramaic betel mrd SIJriac mettol; and
see 8.13.
b Tire author now offers a rntmber of practical 11wxims, wlriclr, however, Ire concludes (vv.
23-24) are of limited value.
c Until a man dies, tlrere is always danger tlwt lrc mayforfeit Iris good name.
d For empty revelry precludes real happi11ess; cf 2.2.
e Erne11datio11 yields "praise" (shbl)).
f This sectio11, to end of verse 7, is apparently a co11ti11uation of tire tlrouglrt in vv. 11-12
and 19.
g Emendation yields "ric/res."
lr Lit. "cautio11"; cf postbiblical mathun, "cautious. "
i Eme11datio11 yields "'For tire possessor of wisdom becomes a possessor of 111011ey."
j Vv. 13-14 contimte tire thought ofv. 10.
k So Raslri; cf tire same thought in fob 1.22; 2. 10.
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ate this section's pessimism by
supposing that the vv. teach that
human meaning can come by de
votion not to material pursuits,
but to spiritual, such as study of
Torah, and by understanding that
the final reward is to be sought in
the afterlife (cf. 3.9-22 n.).

7.1-29: Proverbial sayings and

the problem of wisdom. The pes
simism of ch 6 is here examined
further. 1-10: The ch begins with a
section of proverbs, the largest
part of which, as in 4-3, 6, 9, 18, is
arranged in a series of "better
than" comparisons concerning
wisdom and folly. Wisdom here, in
line with 4.2 (cf. 4.3; 6.3-6), is what
recognizes that the only certain
thing in life is its end, death; fools,
on the contrary, focus on life and
its illusory pleasures of laughter
and feasting. 1 0: It is also unwise
to spend time longing for the bet
ter days that are now past, if in
deed they were better. 7: Yet even
wisdom is not always reliable, be
cause of the capacity of wise men
to be corrupted. 1 1-29: These re
flections are enlarged in the next
two sections, vv. 1 1-14, 15-29. On
the one hand, in vv. 1 1-12, 19, 26,
the power of wisdom and the pun
ishment of the sinner are affirmed.
Yet questions about the human
practice of wisdom resurface and
are elaborated. 20: Thus, in an
echo of v. 7, righteous humans,
who are equated with the wise (cf.
v. 16), are said not to be immune
from sin. 21-22: Warnings are also
given against (excessive) reliance
on the opinions of others. 1 5: Fur
ther, reward and punishment are
observed not always to work as
they should for righteous and
wicked people. 16-1 8: This leads
Koheleth to recommend that a per
son avoid being too righteous and
wise, and too wicked and foolish.
Exactly what is meant here is not
clear, although the advice recalls
the Greek philosophical adage
(e.g., Theognis, Aristotle) to do
"nothing overmuch." 14: Perhaps
the point is more intellectual than
practical: Do not act as if you
know with certainty what is right
and wicked; human beings do not
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lS Jn my own brief span of life, I have seen both these
things: sometimes a good man perishes in spite of his
goodness, and sometimes a wicked one endures in spite of
his wickedness. 16 So don't overdo goodness and don't act
the wise man to excess, or you may be dumfounded.
17 0on't overdo wickedness and don't be a fool, or you
may die before your time. 18 It is best that you grasp the
one without letting go of the other, for one who fears God
will do his duty• by both.
19Wisdom is more of a stronghold to a wise man than
bten magnates·b that a city may contain.
20 <for there is not one good man on earth who does
what is bestd and doesn't err.
21 Finally, don't pay attention to everything that is said,
so that you may not hear your slave reviling you; 22 for
well you remember• the many times that you yourself
have reviled others.
23 All this I tested with wisdom. I thought I could
fathom it/ but it eludes me. 24 [The secret of] what hap
pens is elusive and deep, deep down; who can discover it?
25 I put my mind to studying, exploring, and seeking wis
dom and the reason of things, and to studying wicked
ness, stupidity, madness, and folly. 26 Now, I find woman
more bitter than death; she is all traps, her hands are fet
ters and her heart is snares. He who is pleasing to God es
capes her, and he who is displeasing is caught by her.
2 7 See, this is what I found, said Koheleth, item by item in
my search for the reason of things. 28 As for what I sought
further but did not find, I found only one human being in
a thousand, and the one I found among so many was
never a woman. 29 But, see, this I did find: God made men
plain, but they have engaged in too much reasoning.

8 '·Who is like the wise man,·' and who knows the mean
ing of the adage:
"A man's wisdom lights up his face,
So that his deep discontent9 is dissembled"?

a Cf. postbiblical ya�a yede.
b-b Emendation yields "tire ric/res of fire magnates"; cf. Prov. 18.11.
c Apparently continuing tire tlrouglrt ofv. 16.
d Refers back to 6.12.
e Lit. "your heart knows"; the same idiom occurs again in 8.5.
f-f Some aHcient versious read "Who here is wise. "
g Lit. "face"; cf. 1 Sam. 1 .18; job 9.27.

have that wisdom; only God does,
whois the source of both good
("tov," goodfortune) and evil ("ra',"
misfortune). 1 8-28: At the most,

then, human wisdom teaches the
limits of what that wisdom can
know (vv. 23-24, 27-28), and,
therefore, the need for moderate,

balanced behavior, which Ko
heleth connects with the fear of
God (v. 1 8). 26: To underscore the
point, the author introduces the
image, known in other Near East
ern wisdom, both biblical (e.g.,
Prov. 2.16-19; 7.5-27) and nonbib
lical (Egyptian and Mesopota
mian), of the woman who waits to
entrap the unwary and the sinner,
that is, the on'e not favored by
God. (For a more positive image of
women, see 9·9-l 29: But wisdom's
limits and moderation, Koheleth
concedes, are something humans
generally will. not recognize and
accept, tempted as they are to use
their own "ra tional devices" (too
muclt reasoning) to reach for certain
truth. The difficult and troubling
character of Koheleth's thoughts in
this ch was, once more, recognized
by the classical rabbinic inter
preters, even as they sought to
clarify and tame it. So the apparent
pessimism of wisdom's focus on
the end, not the beginning, of life
(see vv. 1-4) was understood posi
tively by the medieval philosopher
Joseph Albo, among others: Death
is to be celebrated because only
then can a human being know and
have realized his intellectual and
spiritual potential. Similarly, for
the pessimism of v. 14. This states
that a human being cannot make
sense of his life and of what will
come after him (lit. "will not find
anything after him"), given that he
has to endure, evidently in a way
difficult to predict, both fortune
and misfortune, which God has
created. In Rashi's view, however,
followed by NJPS, v. 14 refers to
God's creating good and evil, and
the reward and punishment that
go respectively with each; a
human being ca1mot and should
not find any fault with Him (i.e.,
God, not a human being) about
unjust punishment.

8.1-17: Wisdom and its limits,

again. The ch is framed by two
statements about wisdom. 1 : The
first appears to be positive, affirm
ing the power of wisdom to make
sense of things (translating the end
of 1a as "who knows the meaning
of a thing?") and so to produce
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2 I do! "Obey the king's orders-and •·don't rush·• into ut
tering an oath by God." b 3 <-Leave his presence; do not
tarry-< in a dangerous situation, for he can do anything he
pleases; 4 inasmuch as a king's command is authoritative,
and none can say to him, "What are you doing?" s one
who obeys orders will not suffer from the dangerous situ
ation.
A wise man, however, will bear in mind d that there is a
time of doom. • 6 For there is a time for every experience,
including the doom; for a man's calamity' overwhelms
him. 7 Indeed, he does not know what is to happen; even
when it is on the point of happening, who can tell him?
s No man has authority over the lifebreath-to hold back
the lifebreath;9 there is no authority over the day of death.
There is no mustering out from that war; wickednessh is
powerless to save its owner.
9 All these things I observed; I noted all that went on
under the sun, while men still had authority over men to
treat them unjustly. 10 And then I saw scoundrels ;.coming
from the Holy Site and being brought to burial/ while
such as had acted righteously were forgotten in the city.
And here is another frustration: 11 the fact that the sen
tence imposed for evil deeds is not executed swiftly,
which is why men are emboldened to do evil-1 2 the fact
that a sinner may do evil a hundred times and his [pun
ishment] still be delayed. For although I am aware that "It
will be well with those who revere God since they revere
Him, 13 and it will not be well with the scoundrel, and he
will not live long, becausei he does not revere God"14 here is a frustration that occurs in the world: sometimes
an upright man is requited according to the conduct of the
scoundrel; and sometimes the scoundrel is requited ac
cording to the conduct of the upright. I say all that is frus
tration.
1 5 I therefore praised enjoyment. For the only good a
man can have under the sun is to eat and drink and enjoy
n-n Moved up from v. 3 for Eng/is/1 word order.
b T!Je answer to t!Je inquiry about t!Je implications of ll1e proverb i11 v. 1 is given i11 l11e
form of nnot!Jcr proverb, of w/Jic/1 only t!Je first !Jnlf is rrlevnnl and is enlarged upo11.
c-c Or "Give ground before him; do 1101 resist. "
d Tl1e same idiom as i n 7.22.
e Lit. "time and doom"; cf the synoJIYIIIOI/5 "lime of misfortune," lit. "lime and misfor
tune," 9 . 1 1 .
f Still another term for dentlJ; cf "t!Je lime of en/amity" for "the !Jour ofdcnt!J," 9.12.
g From /caving the body when the lime comes; see 12.7; cf l's. 104.29; 146-4/1 Emendation yields "riches."
i-i Menning uncertain; emendation yields "approaching [to minister). Tiley would come
and profane t!Je Holy Site. "
j See note on 6.12.
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contentment. 1 6-1 7: This contra
dicts the final vv., in which Ko
heleth argues yet again (7.14,
23-24, 27-28; 6.12; 3.11, 22) that his
investigation of the nature of wis
dom reveals wisdom's limits-its
inability to find out the ultimate
goal and meaning of the "activity"
("ma'aseh"; for this characteristic
word of Koheleth, see also 3.11;
8.14, 17; 9.10; 11.5) of God and the
world. This contradiction is not
easy to resolve. One possibility is
that v. 1 begins its affirmation of
wisdom in a question form, sug
gesting uncertainty that would
then be confirmed by the final vv.
(16-17). Alternatively, this unit
may reflect Koheleth's slow, rumi
native approach, as he tries to fig
ure out what value wisdom may
have, changing his mind along the
way. This would comport well
with the vv. in between the two
wisdom statements. 2-9: Thus,
command or "power" (v. 4:
"shilton") is first something posi
tive and effective: the property of
the king, who must be obeyed be
cause with it he is irresistible and
because his commands are even
like oaths to God (vv. 2-4). 8: But,
as Koheleth then observes (see
Rashi, Rashbam, and others), no
person, royal or o therwise, is
"powerful" enough ("shalit,"
"shilton"), to hold on to his
"lifebreath" ("rual:l,'' the animat
ing force) on the day of his death
and to do battle, that is, with
death. 9: Indeed, finally, a person
can use his "power I authority"
("shalat") to do another harm. This
progressive qualification of human
"power," from royal authority
commanding obedience to the evil
ability to cause harm, leads to a
second theme in which Koheleth
also plays with different views.
9-14: The theme is the treatment
of the good and wicked. On this
theme Koheleth goes beyond what
he has said earlier (e.g., 7.15) to ex
press directly the tension between
his personal conviction, following
traditional wisdom, that the good
are rewarded and the wicked pun
ished (vv. 12-13), and his observa
tion that in reality this does not al
ways work out (vv. 10, 14). The
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himself. That much can accompany him, in exchange for
his wealth, through the days of life that God has granted
him under the sun.
1 6 For I have set my mind to learn wisdom and to ob
serve the business that goes on in the world-even to the
extent of going without sleep day and night-17 and I
have observed all that God brings to pass. Indeed, man
cannot guess the events that occur under the sun. For man
tries strenuously, but fails to guess them; and even if a
sage should think to discover them he would not be able
to guess them.

9 For all this I noted, and I ascertained • all this: that the

actions of even the righteous and the wise are deter
mined by God. b·Even love! Even hate! Man knows none
of these in advance_2none!·b For the same fate is in store
for all: for the righteous, and for the wicked; for the good
and pure, c and for the impure; for him who sacrifices, and
for him who does not/ for him who is pleasing,• and for
him who is displeasing; and for him who swears, and for
him who shuns oaths.' 3 That is the sad thing about all that
goes on under the sun: that the same fate is in store for all.
(Not only that, but men's hearts are full of sadness, and
their minds of madness, while they live; and then-to the
dead!) 4 For he who is 9·reckoned among·9 the living has
something to look forward to-even a live dog is better
than a dead lion__s since the living know they will die.
But the dead know nothing; they have no more recom
pense/ for even the memory of them has died. 6 Their
loves, their hates, their jealousies have long since per
ished; and they have no more share till the end of time in
all that goes on under the sun.
7 Go, eat your bread in gladness, and drink your wine in
joy; for your action was long ago approved by God! s Let
your clothes always be freshly washed, and your head
never lack ointment. 9 Enjoy happiness with a woman you
love all the fleeting days of life that have been granted to
you under the sun-all your fleeting days. For that alone is
what you can get out of life and out of the means you aca Meaning of verb uncertain; construction as in Hos. 12.3; Ezra 3.12.
b-b Emendation yields "Even love, roen hate, no mat! can know in advance. All 2 are in
significant."
c I.e., those wl!o observe /Ire laws of ritual purity.
d Cf 4-17
· e I.e., to God; cf 2.26; 7.26.
f Cf. 8.2.
g-g Lit. "joined to all."
II Emendation yields "/rope. "
i Cf 2.24-25; J . IJ; 5.18.

8. 16-9.9

conclusion to this dilemma is Ko
heleth's favorite: It is all "hevel"
beyond human comprehension
(cf. 1.2; etc.). 1 5: The consequent
recommendation is likewise
familiar (cf., e.g., 2.24-25) : to
enjoy the toil that one does
while one is alive and doing it.
16-17: This conclusion and
recommenda tion, then, are rein
forced by the assertion that
human wisdom cannot make any
sense of the divine "activity" of
the world.

9.1-1 2: Death is

the final equal
izer. Like ch 8, these vv. are also

framed by two statements (vv. 1-6,
10b-12). In this instance the theme
is death as the fina I end, or fate
("mikreh") for all humans, regard
Jess of behavior, power, or ability.
While this theme and language are
familiar (2.13-16; 3·19-21), they
have here some new emphases.
1 : All righteous and wise people
and their deeds are under God's
control, but whether the deeds
turn out to involve love or hate,
humans cannot know beforehand.
4: Contrary to 4.2-3; 7.11, being
alive is better than being dead, be
cause (vv. 5-6, 1ob) in Sheol, the
netherworld, the place where all
dead reside, no labor, reward,
emotion, or thought is possible.
7-10a: These vv. offer a practical
response to the situation just de
scribed, namely, to enjoy life while
you live it (cf. 2.24-25; 8.15). Yet in
this advice, again, are new motifs.
8: One of them connects enjoy
ment with symbols of purity, a
white garment and the head
anointed with oil. Some rabbinic
sages (e.g., b. Shah. 143b; Ibn
Paquda) understood this to mean
that one's behavior in life should
always be morally exemplary and
spiritually elevated: ready at any
time for death and God's judg
ment, and avoiding the excesses
that would stain one's character
as they would stain a white gar
ment. 9: The other motif states
that enjoyment should include
having a wife to love-a senti
ment that appears to differ from
the nega tive image of women in
7.26, 28.
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quire under the sun. 10 Whatever it is in your power to do,
do with all your might. For there is no action, no reasoning,
no learning, no wisdom in Sheol, where you are going.
11
I have further observed under the sun that
The race is not won by the swift,
Nor the battle by the valiant;
Nor is bread won by the wise,
Nor wealth by the intelligent,
Nor favor by the learned.
For the time of mischance comes to all. b 12 And a man
cannot even know his time. As fishes are enmeshed in a
fatal net, and as birds are trapped in a snare, so men are
caught at the time of calamity/ when it comes upon them
without warning.
13 This thing too I observed under the sun about wisdom,
and it affected me profoundly. 14 There was a little city, with
few men in it; and to it came a great king, who invested it
and built mighty siege works against it. 15 Present in the
city was a poor wise man <who might have saved·< it with
his wisdom, but nobody thought of that poor man. 16 So I
observed: Wisdom is better than valor; but
A poor man's wisdom is scorned,
And his words are not heeded.
17c1Words spoken softly by wise men are heeded
•·sooner than those shouted by a lord in folly:•
18 Wisdom is more valuable than 'weapons of war/ but
a single error destroys much of value.
Dead flies turn the perfumer 's ointment fetid and
putrid;g so a little folly outweighs massive wisdom.
12 0
A wise man's mind tends toward the right hand, a

fool's toward the left.h 3 A fool's mind is also wanting
when he travels, and he lets everybody know he is a fool.
4 If the wrath of a lord flares up against you, don't give
up your post; ' for iwhen wrath abates, grave offenses are
pardoned.-;
5 Here is an evil I have seen under the sun as great as an
n Eupllemism for dentll.
b I.e., tile insignificnnt durn lion of life renders n/1 successes illusory; cf 4-15-16.
c-c Otlrers "wlro snved. "
d Verses 9.17-10.19 constitute n group of loosely cor111ected nplrorisms.
e-e Lit. "tlrnn tire scremn of n lord in [tire nrnnner of/ tire fools."
f-f Emendation yields "cverytlring precious."
g Menning of Heb. rmcertnin.
II I.e , n wise mnn's mind brings /rim good luck; n fool's brings !Jim bnd luck.
i Emendation yields "llope. "
j-j Lit. "nbntement (2 Clrron. 36.16) remits grnve offenses." For hinnial), "to remit," cf
Abodnll Znrnll 1Jn; cf hanal)ah, "remission of tnxes," Estlr. 2.18.
.
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9.13-18: Again the problematic of

wisdom. The challenge posed by
deciding how to live in the face of
death brings Koheleth back to the
theme of wisdom and its limits.
First in a parable (vv. 14-16) recall
ing 4-13 (cf. also 7.19), and then in
a final statement (vv. 17-18), the
author asserts the potential value
of wisdom over royal authority
and military prowess, and yet ad
mits the vulnerability of that wis
dom, of its effectiveness, to human
neglect and sin. 1 5: Some tradi
tional commentators (e.g., Rashi,
Ibn Ezra) sought to mitigate the
expression of vulnerability by pro
posing that nobody tl1ought of tlwt
poor man does not refer to the time
after he had saved the city, when
people forgot his achievement, but
to the time before, when his true
wisdom was not yet known.
1 0.1-20: Maxims on wisdom and
folly. The miscellany of maxims in

this ch, a number of them ex
pressed as oppositions between
wisdom and folly, picks up several
themes adumbrated earlier, but,
again, with some new images.
Thus, v. 1 links with the preceding
9.13-18 to describe how wisdom
can be undone by just a little folly,
but compares this now to flies that
spoil fragrant oiL 4, S-7, 1 6-17,
20: In turn, the recognition of, re
spect for, even fear of social and
political hierarchy, and the rulers
at its top, which was evident
in s-7-8; 8.2-5, reappears here.
S-7: But this recognition is formu
lated in a new image for Koheleth,
though one well known elsewhere
in the Bible (e.g., Prov. 30.21-23)
and in other ancient Near Eastern
traditions, esp. Egyptian and
Mesopotamian, namely, the rever
sal of hierarchy as a sign of chaos
and destruction and of the tri
umph of folly. This last point sug
gests that Koheleth in this ch has
not given up on the rightness and
power of wisdom. 8-1 1 : Accord
ingly, Koheleth gives us a series of
maxims appealing to the honored
convention of wisdom born of ex
perience to show that there are
rules in the world which dictate
that certain actions, here described
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error committed by a ruler: 6 Folly was placed on lofty
heights, while rich men sat in low estate. 7I have seen
slaves on horseback, and nobles walking on the ground
like slaves.
8 He who digs a pit will fall into it; he who breaches a
stone fence will be bitten by a snake. 9 He who quarries
stones will •·be hurt by them; he who splits wood will
be harmed by·• it. 10 b lf the ax has become dull and he has
not whetted the edge, he must exert more strength. Thus
the advantage of a skill [depends on the exercise of] pru
dence. 11 If the snake bites because no spell was uttered,
no advantage is gained by the trained charmer.
12 A wise man's talk brings him favor, but a fool's lips
are his undoing. 13 His talk begins as silliness and ends as
disastrous madness. 14 Yet the fool talks and talks!
<A man cannot know what will happen; who can tell
him what the future holds?
1 5 dA fool's exertions tire him out, for he doesn't know
how to get to a town.
16 Alas for you, 0 land whose king is a lackey and
whose ministers dine in the morning! 17 Happy are you, 0
land whose king is a master and whose ministers dine at
the proper time-with restraint, not with guzzling!
18
Through slothfulness the ceiling sags,
Through lazy hands the house caves in.
19 They• make a banquet for revelry; wine makes life
merry, and money answers every need.
20
Don't revile a king even among your intimates.'
Don't revile a rich man even in your bedchamber;
For a bird of the air may carry the u tterance,
And a winged creature may report the word.

1 1 Send your bread forth upon the waters; for after

many days you will find it. 2 Distribute portions to
seven or even to eight, for you cannot know what misfor
tune may occur on earth.
3 If the clouds are filled, they will pour down rain on the
n-n £me11datio11 yields "profit . . . slmll mnke use of "
b Menning ofversr wrccrtain.
c The thought of this se11te11ce is resumed nt ''· 20.
d This verse conti11ues the tlwug!Jt ofv. 3·
f Others "flwughts"; men11i11g of Heb. uncertain.
e I.e., the mi11isters ofv. 16.

as largely negative, will inevitably
bring their negative consequences.
1 2-14: This is extended to an ob
servation about speech, specifi
cally about the contrast between a
wise man's presumably measured

speech and the favor it brings him,
over against the fool's uncon
trolled prattling and its disastrous
results-all of this recalling earlier
admonitions about the fool and
the avoidance of excess (5.6; 6.11;

1 0 . 6-1 1 . 3

7.16-18). What follows, then, is a
statement that no one can know
what the future will bring (e.g.,
3.22; 6.1 2) . This statement might be
taken to undermine the confidence
Koheleth has been showing in the
present ch in the value of wisdom,
unless one returns to the view that
wisdom is above all the faculty of
knowing clearly what one cannot
know. On the other hand, various
Jewish commentators (e.g., Yosef
Ibn Yachya, Moshe Alshich) note
that this statement about igno
rance of the future follows directly
on the rebuke of the fool's prat
tling, and is then itself followed
(v. 15) by another rebuke of the
fool's wearisome behavior. So con
nected, the statement becomes an
example of the fool's prattling
and, consequently, an implied
criticism of Koheleth's earlier affir
mation of the view it expresses.
1 6-18: While these vv. take for
granted the necessity of kingship,
they sharply distinguish between
wise and foolish rulers (cf.
4-1 3-14), between those who gov
ern with propriety and restraint
and those who endanger the
community by acting as a simple,
untested "young man" ("na'ar"; cf.
its parallel with "simple-minded"
in Prov. 1.4) and carousing lazily
at all hours.

1 1 .1-1 0: Seize the day, for the
future is dark and uncertain.

Three sections take up this theme,
vv. 1-6, 7-8, 9-10. 1-6: The initial
advice, about casting bread and
giving a portion, was understood
by rabbinic Sages (e.g., Ecc/. Rab.)
to mean to act generously to oth
ers, because it may be repaid you,
and even in a time of your own
misfortune. The misfortune here,
however, is probably the general
uncertainty Koheleth has else
where expressed about the course
of life, such that one should not be
cowed by this uncertainty into
avoiding a charitable deed. 2: The
sequence seven-eight is a conven
tional expression, in biblical and
Canaanite literature, for a signifi
cant quantity. 3: The following ob
servations appear to move away
from uncertainty as they describe
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earth; and •·if a tree falls to the south or to the north, the
tree will stay where it falls:• 4 If one watches the wind, he
will never sow; and if one observes the clouds, he will
never reap. s Just as you do not know how the lifebreath
passes intob the limbs within the womb of the pregnant
woman, so you cannot foresee the actions of God, who
causes all things to happen. 6 Sow your seed in the morn
ing, and don't hold back your hand in the evening, since
you don't know which is going to succeed, the one or the
other, or if both are equally good.
7 How sweet is the light, what a delight for the eyes to
behold the sun! B Even if a man lives many years, let him
enjoy himself in all of them, remembering how many the
days of darkness are going to be. The only future is noth
ingness!
9 0 youth, enjoy yourself while you are young! Let your
heart lead you to enjoyment in the days of your youth.
Follow the desires of your heart and the glances of your
eyes-but know well that God will call you to account for
all such things-10 and banish care from your mind, and
pluck sorrow out of your flesh! For youth and black hair
are fleeting.

1 2 So

appreciate your vigor< in the days of your
youth, before those days of sorrow come and those
years arrive of which you will say, "I have no pleasure in
them"; 2 before sun and light and moon and stars grow
dark, and the clouds come back again after the rain:
n-n Emendation yields, "ifn tln111derbolt (lit. arrow, cf, e.g., 2 Snm. 22.15!fnlls . . . wllere
tl1e tllnnderbolt falls, only tllere will it strike. "
b So many mss. nnd Tnrgnm; most IIISS. rend "like."
c Cf postbiblical bori; otllers "Remember Illy Creator. "

inevitable cause-and-effect actions
in the natural world. Yet uncer
tainty can be detected here indi
rectly in the matter of timing-a
matter that Koheleth has already
discussed explicitly several times,
especially in 3.1-11. The point
seems to be that even if humans
know that clouds bring rain and
trees fall, they cannot predict
when these actions will occur.
4-5: Thus, anyone who wastes too
much time calculating the occur
rence of meteorological phenom
ena will not get on with the basic
activities of planting and reaping.

What humans do not know about
nature, then, is confirmed by what
they do not know about their own
birth, and all of this only under
scores that they do not understand
the essential actions ("rna'aseh") of
God, who is behind all of these
and everything else. 6: Summing
up the whole matter, Koheleth re
turns to the earlier agricultural
theme and asserts that faced with
uncertainty about the future, it is
better to sow and till than to do
nothing, because at least then there
is a chance of success. 7-8: These
vv. look at the "seize the day"
- 1620-

theme by contrasting the pleasure
of living, expressed as the sweet
goodness of experiencing the light
of tlw sun (cf. 6.6; 7.11), with the
corning days of darkness and the
nothingness ("hevel") they bring
the days here referring to death
and the pains of old age that im
mediately precede it (cf. 12.1-2;
6.3-4). Given the darkness that is
to come, Koheleth again empha
sizes that humans must enjoy life
while they have it. 9-10: This en
joyment is something best suited
to the young, and so Koheleth ad
vises them not to lose that oppor
tunity, since youth is something
fleeting ("hevel," echoing the
"hevel" of v. 8, but in another of its
senses). The observation that the
way a young person behaves will
eventually be judged by God has
been regarded by some modern in
terpreters as an orthodox addition
to the original text of Koheleth,
since it presumably clashes with
the uncertainty about knowing
God that Koheleth otherwise ex
presses. But Koheleth's hope in the
possibility of divine judgment was
already stated in 3.17, where it
seems natural to the context, and
so it could be here.

1 2.1-8: The terrors of old age. A
contrast with the previous unit
about the pleasures of youth is
made explicit in v. 1, the days of
your youth and those days of sorrow.
That vv. 1-8 is the last unit in the
book attributed to Koheleth is sig
naled by the final v., 8; this is a vir
tual repetition of 1.2, which, fol
lowing the introductory rubric,
opens the book. To be sure, 1.2
gives the phrase Utter futility
twice, while here, in the main Mas
oretic texts, it is given only once; it
does, however, appear twice in
some other Heb manuscripts and
the ancient Syriac version. The vir
tual identity of 1.2 and 12.8 forms,
thus, an inclusio and gives the
book closure by symmetry; this is
confirmed by the fact that the fol
lowing vv., 9-14, function as an
epilogue. That Koheleth's book
ends, therefore, on the dark note of
old age is no accident; rather, it
reaffirms the transitory nature of
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When the guards of the house• become shaky,
And the men of valorb are bent,
And the maids that grind,< grown few, are idle,
And the ladies that peer through the windowsd
grow dim,
And the doors to the street• are shutWith the noise of the hand mill growing fainter,
And the song of the bird '·growing feebler,·'
And all the strains of music dying down;9
When one is afraid of heights
And there is terror on the road.For the almond tree may blossom,
h·The grasshopper be burdened,-h
And the caper bush may bud again/
But man sets out for his eternal abode,
With mourners all around in the street
Before the silver cord snaps
And the golden bowl crashes,
The jar is shattered at the spring,
And the jugi is smashed at the cistern.k
And the dust returns to the ground
As it was,
And the lifebreath returns to God
Who bestowed it.
Utter futility-said Koheleth
All is futile!

9 A further word: Because Koheleth was a sage, he con
tinued to instruct the people. He listened to and tested the
c I.e., ll1e teeth_
d I.e., tile eyes.
a I.e., tile antiS.
b I.e., tile legs.
e I.e., tile ears.
f-f Exact meaniug of Heb. uucertain.
g Cf. 2 Sam. 19.36.
h-11 Emendation yields ''The squill (postbiblicnl Heb. l)a�ab) resume its burdeu," i.e., its
blossom-stalk and its leaves.
i Tl1ese plants, after seeming deadfor part of ll1e year, revive, 1111/ike man; cf fob 14-7-10.
j So in Punic; others "wheel."
k Poetic figure for ll!e eud of life.

life, with no certainty of continuity
or afterward, that has been stated
throughout (e.g., 2.18-21; 5.12-16;
9-5�). In the present instance we
have a graphic picture of the de
crepitude of old age in a variety of
images. 2: The first is that of dark
ness and light, last discussed in
11.7-8- Here it is elaborated and
intensified such that the darkness
(of old age) envelops the light (of
vigorous life), whether that light
comes during the day (of the sun)
or the night (the moon and the
stars) (cf., e.g., Isa. 13.10; Ezek.

32.7--8). 3-4a: This darkness, in
turn, is connected with the weak
ening of basic human vocations:
house managers, men of wealth or
warriors, grinders of flour, se
questered women who have to
look through windows; and of
basic human activities: doors
opening on the bustling business
of the street-market, and grinding.
4b--Sa: All of these are finally
linked up with nature-birds, al
mond trees, grasshoppers-and
their decline or expressions of fear
at the approaching darkness. What
- 1621 -

12.3-12.9

these images denote has been de
bated. Classical rabbinic thought
(see, e.g., Ecc/. Rab., Targum,
Rashi) has suggested an allegory
wherein the words for managers,
men of wealth, etc. denote differ
ent parts of the human body, here
thus in rapid deterioration. An al
ternative suggestion is that the
images pertain to an estate of a
wealthy landowner--echoing
Koheleth's experiment in ch 2which here is in serious decline.
Sb-7: Whatever the precise solu
tion, the imagery clearly points to
human death, given the references
to funeral mourning, to the break
ing of a pitcher used to raise water
from a well (so Ibn Ezra; cf_ Zech.
4.2-3), and to the return of each
human body to dust, so echoing
3.20 and Gen. 3.19. 7: Significantly,
each human lifebreatll ("ruaJ:t"; cf.
1 1.5) will return to God who gave
it, thus suggesting a difference
from what is expressed in 3.19-21
and Gen. 3.19.

1 2.9-14: Ed i toria l reflections.
Interpreters, whether traditional
Jewish or modern critical, gener
ally agree that these final vv. con
stitute an epilogue, after the
conclusion of the book of Ko
heleth proper. Many traditional
Jewish interpreters assume that
Koheleth/Solomon is still speak
ing here, but some (e.g., Rashbam)
suppose that it is an editorial addi
tion, a common opinion of modern
critics. The formal indications of
the separation of these vv. from the
core of the book are twofold: the
framework, noted above, that en
closes 1.2-12.8; and the shift here
to third-person discussion of Ko
heleth from the first-person re
marks by him within 1.2-12.8.
Since this third-person discussion
echoes the introductory rubric of
1.1, the two together provide a sec
ond, larger framework around the
one within 1.2-12.8. A third formal
marker breaks vv. 9-14 into two
parts, reflecting perhaps two sepa
rate editorial additions: 9-11 and
12-14, for each begins with the
phrase A further word. 9-1 1 : These
vv. identify Koheleth as a sage and
describe his characteristic activity
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soundness• of many maxims. 10 Koheleth sought to dis
cover useful sayings and recorded b genuinely truthful
sayings. 11 The sayings of the wise are like goads, like nails
fixed <·in prodding sticks:< dThey were given by one Shep
herd:d
12 A further word: •-Against them,·• my son, be warned!
The making of many books is without limit
And much study' is a wearying of the flesh.
B The sum of the matter, when all is said and done: Revere
God and observe His commandments! For this applies to
all mankind: 14 that God will call every creature to account
for 9·everything unknown,·9 be it good or bad.
The sum of the matter, when all is said and done: Re
vere God and observe His commandments! For this
applies to all mankind.
dibber !fer. 5- 1J), wl1ich occurs in such postbiblical phrases ns shanirn
kethiq(qe)nan, "nomrnl years" (lit. "years nccordiug to tl1eir propriety").
b Wekhathub is equivalent to wekhathob, nn iufinitive employed ns in Esth. 9.16 nnd

n A 1101111, like

elsewhere.
c-c Menning of Heb. uncertniu. Others "nre tlwse thnt nre composed ill collections."
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertniu. Emendation yields "They nre accounted ns n s/rnrp ox .
gond" (post-bib/icnl rnardea').
e-e Emeudntiou yields "Slow, there!" Cf Arabic rnah nnd rnah rnah; so nlso rnah (rneh)
iu Prov. 3 1.2.
f Menning of Heb. rmcertnin.
g-g Emendation yields "nil their conduct."

of teachlng by means of wise say
ings, emphasizing the careful con
struction of the sayings (v. 9c) and
their provocative impact, like the
goads and pricks of a shepherd
(v. 11) to control the animals under
his supervision. 1 1 : Traditional in
terpretation identifies the Sl!epl!erd
with Moses (e.g., Targum, Eccl.
Rab., Rashi). 1 2-14: These vv. as
sert that with Koheleth's sayings
collected, it is not desirable to add
anything more (cf. Deut. 4.2; 13.1).
Further, this second part strives to
sum up Koheleth's teaching with
the instruction (v. 13b) to fear (re
vere) God and to keep His com
mandments, a common trope in
wisdom literature (cf. Prov. 1.7; Job
1.1; 28.28). 14: The reason for this
instruction is that God will bring
every action, even if kept hidden
up to this point, into judgment,
whether for good or for ill. Signifi
cantly, when read in Jewish liturgy,

v. 13 and its instruction to fear and
to keep is repeated after v. 14. This
prevents the book from ending on
a negative note (see the similar
practice in Isaiah, Malachi, and
Lamentations); it also has the ef
fect of highlighting v. 13 as central
to the meaning of the book. Some
modern critics, on the other hand,
have understood this instruction
to fear and to keep as the work
of a later orthodox editor, who
wished to tone down, if not to re
shape, what he regarded as the
radical challenge of Koheleth to
the tradition of God's covenantal
demands with their assurance of a
strict reward-and-punishment jus
tice. It is true that the instruction
here to keep God's command
ments does not appear as such
elsewhere in Koheleth (but cf. 8.5,
where, however, the reference is to
the command of a human king),
but the other clause, to fear God, is
- 1622-

found (3.14; 5.6; 7.18; 8.12-13), as is
the statement about God's judg
ment (3.17, cf. 3.15; 1 1 .9). Thus,
this concluding instruction may in
fact be congruent with the views
in the rest of the book. The point
would be, in sum, that just because
human rational inquiry leads
nowhere, in terms of demonstrat
ing a system of reward and pun
ishment or lasting achievements, it
does not invalidate the power and
sovereignty of God nor disprove
the possibility that in some way
He does call everyone and every
thing to account.

Esther
IN JEWISH TRA DITION, THE BOOK OF ESTHER, megi//at 'ester, "the scroll of Esther," is inex
tricably bound up with the holiday of Purim. The book provides the raison d'etre for
Purim; it supplies the etiology (story of its origin) for the holiday, authorizes its annual
observance, and models how it is to be celebrated. Purim, the only biblical festival not
mentioned in the Torah, needed a reason and an authorization. It gets its reason in the
pseudohistorical tale of how the Jews were saved from their archenemy, and it gets its au
thorization in the letter of Mordecai (and Esther) that this book includes. The book of
Esther is the centerpiece of the observance of Purim; it is traditionally read publicly in the
synagogue on Purim eve and the following morning, accompanied by the noisy blotting
out of Haman's name by children and adults, many of them dressed in funny costumes.
Purim is a camivalesque holiday, replete with mock reenactments of the Esther story, par
tying and excessive drinking, carnivals and masquerades, and a general sense of frivolity
uncharacteristic of Jewish festivals. The Talmud (b. Meg. 7b) encourages one to get so
drunk that one cannot distinguish between "Cursed be Haman" and "Blessed be Morde
cai." Like Purim, the book is full of boisterous merrymaking-a comic farce for a carni
valesque holiday. The book sets the tone for the holiday, "days of feasting and merrymak
ing" (9.22). It also initiates the other customs of the holiday: sending (food) gifts to friends
and neighbors and presents to the poor (9.22).
Esther is best read as a comedy. Rabbinic midrashim seem to have intuited this, and
they add to the fun by their preposterous embellishments of the story and its characters,
extending in the most unsubtle ways the farce or burlesque inherent in the book, with its
bawdiness and slap-stick humor. The voyeurism of ch 1-drunken nobles hoping to ogle
the queen-is made more explicit in the midrash (e.g., Esth. Rab.) on 1.11 that says that
Vashti was bidden to appear "wearing a royal diadem" and nothing else, that is, naked.
Ch 2, with its inside view of the harem, where the girls apply their cosmetics for a year in
preparation for a night in the king's bed, is no less sexually suggestive. The lavishness of
the Persian court and the ten drinking banquets in the story add to the aura of comic
excess. The misunderstandings between Ahasuerus and Haman in chs 6 and 7, the climax
of the plot, produce belly laughs. All of these attributes are characteristic of low comedy.
The story's plot is structured on improbabilities, exaggerations, misunderstandings, and
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reversals. Esther keeps her identity hidden although her relationship to Mordecai the Jew
was known; an insignificant Jewish minority kills 75,000 of its enemies; Haman erects a
seven-story stake for impaling his enemy. The characters are caricatures. Ahasuerus is a
buffoon, never sure quite what to do, completely at the mercy of his ministers and ser
vants, giving away his power without a thought. Haman is an erratic egomaniac, with
wild mood swings, concerned only for his own honor and his enemy's disgrace. Even the
heroes, Mordecai and Esther, seem one-dimensional and unrealistic. In fact, nothing about
the events of the story is realistic, and therefore attempts to read history from it are mis
guided. The setting of the Persian court is authentic, but the events are fictional. There was
no known Jewish queen of Persia. Moreover, the Persian empire was tolerant of its ethnic
minorities and is an unlikely place for an edict to eradicate the Jewish population.
The story draws on conventional themes of ancient storytelling known from the Bible
and from extrabiblical sources from the Persian period (especially Greek sources): a rivalry
between courtiers (this one focusing on honor and shame), a woman who uses her charm
to save her people, an ancient ethnic feud, hidden identities, and the triumph of the forces
of good over the forces of evil. The portrayal of the Persian court is equally conventional,
if at times made into a burlesque. Like the many Greek stories about Persia (in Herodotus
and other contemporary works), Esther features royal luxury bordering on decadence,
concern for protocol and legalities, wine parties, and the renowned communication
system. Esther is, then, in tune with contemporary literary works about Persia. At the
same time, it draws on biblical traditions, most significantly those about Saul and Agag,
king of the Amalekites, who are reincarnated, as it were, in Mordecai and Haman. The
stories of Joseph and Daniel also resemble Esther in that they feature Jewish courtiers in
foreign courts. (The stories in Daniel chs 1-6 are roughly contemporary with Esther.)
Finally, Esther echoes the book of Kings in its mention of royal annals, and some scholars
have found other similar phraseology in the two books.
Noticeably absent is any mention of God or of religious observance (prayer, Jewish di
etary restrictions, traditional modesty, and endogamous marriage). The Rabbis were trou
bled by Esther's marriage to a non-Jew, and solved the problem by explaining that she re
mained completely passive in the king's bed or that she never actually consummated the
marriage. They also provide her with kosher food, although the Bible is silent about her
diet (unlike Daniel, who became a vegetarian so as to maintain the Jewish dietary laws; see
Dan. ch 1). Mordecai and the Jews mourn and fast, but do not pray-a most striking omis
sion (Daniel also prays). In its omission of God and religion, the Hebrew text is highly un
usual, so much so that in the Greek version of Esther there are prayers, the name of God oc
curs, and Esther desists from eating forbidden food and drinking forbidden wine. (There
are other major differences in the Greek Esther as well, especially its tone.) It is not clear
whether these religious items were part of the original story and then removed, or added
to an original story that lacked them. The best explanation for their absence, especially the
absence of God's name, is that, given that the story is so comic, at times bordering on lewd,
such reticence about things religious is preferable, lest religion be debauched.
-
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The book does have a serious side, and an important function as a Diaspora story, a
story written about and for (and perhaps by) Jews of the Diaspora. As such, it promotes
Jewish identity, solidarity within the Jewish community, and a strong connection with
Jewish (biblical) tradition. It is more centered on the Diaspora than most Jewish works of
its time; it does not refer to the land of Israel (other than the mention of the exile of Jehoia
chin) or to the Temple. It addresses the inherent problems of a minority people, their vul
nerability to political forces and government edicts, their lack of autonomy, and their de
pendence on royal favor and on the sagacity of their own leaders. More specifically,
Haman's false claim about the Jews is a prototype of anti-Semitism, which must have been
familiar enough to resonate with the book's original audience. In the end, though, the
message is positive: Good triumphs and evil is eradicated; the threat of Jewish annihila
tion is averted and the Jewish community is assured of continuity and prosperity. It is no
wonder that Haman became the symbol of later enemies of the Jews, and that "minor
Purims" were celebrated in medieval and early modern times in communities where great
danger was averted. The psychological release that is embodied in a carnivalesque
holiday like Purim and in the book of Esther lends itself to similar celebrations of the com
munal triumph over danger. The book succeeds in putting a serious message in a comic
form.
The book was probably written sometime between 400 and 300 BCE, toward the end of
the Persian period. It apparently adapted an earlier tale about Mordecai, Esther, and
Haman and shaped it into an etiology of Purim, a holiday whose origin is lost in obscurity.
The story appears in rather different form in the Greek version of Esther (LXX), where it
has six major additions not found in the Masoretic version plus a number of other signifi
cant differences throughout the story. The Greek version is less comic and more melodra
matic, and in its present form it reflects Hellenistic concerns (Jewish ritual observance, in
cluding circumcision) not found in the surviving Hebrew version. An ancient body of
midrashic interpretation attaches to Esther, found in the Talmud (b. Meg. 10b-17a), in Jose
phus's paraphrase (Antiquity of the Jews, Book 11, ch 6), in the two Targumim (Aramaic
renderings) to Esther, and in several midrashic collections. There is no consensus on the
date of the book's canonization, partly because there is no consensus on the date of the
canonization of the Kethuvim. Some scholars put it as early as the mid-2nd century BeE;
others date it to the 1st century CE. Interestingly, Esther is the only biblical book of which
no remnant has been found at Qumran; apparently the Dead Sea community did not pre
serve this book (although they seem to have had stories of the same genre), perhaps
because they did not observe Purim, which according to their 364-day calendar would
always fall on the Sabbath, creating a conflict of observance (according to the Jewish calen
[ ADELE BERLIN ]
dar now in use, Purim can never fall on the Sabbath).
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1 It happened in the days of Ahasuerus-that Ahasuerus

who reigned over a hundred and twenty-seven
provinces from India to Ethiopia. 2 In those days, when
King Ahasuerus occupied the royal throne in the fortress•
Shushan, 3 in the third year of his reign, he gave a banquet
for all the officials and courtiers-the administration of
Persia and Media, the nobles and the governors of the
provinces in his service. 4 For no fewer than a hundred
and eighty days he displayed the vast riches of his king
dom and the splendid glory of his majesty. s At the end of
this period, the king gave a banquet for seven days in the
court of the king's palace garden for all the people who
lived in the fortress Shushan, high and low alike. 6 b(There
were hangings of] white cotton and blue wool, caught up
by cords of fine linen and purple wool to silver rods and
alabaster columns; and there were couches of gold and sil
ver on a pavement of marble, alabaster, mother-of-pearl,
and mosaics. 7 Royal wine was served in abundance, as
befits a king, in golden beakers, beakers of varied design.
B And the rule for the drinking was, "No restrictions!" For
the king had given orders to every palace steward to com
ply with each man's wishes. 9 Jn addition, Queen Vashti
gave a banquet for women, in the royal palace of King
Ahasuerus.
l O On the seventh day, when the king was merry with
wine, he ordered Mehuman, Bizzetha, Harbona, Bigtha,
Abagtha, Zethar, and Carcas, the seven eunuchs in attena I.e., tire fortified city.

b Menrrirrg of part of !Iris verse rmcerlnirr.

1 .1 -22: Wine and women. This ch

is a prologue to the main story, set
ting the scene and the tone: luxury,
bureaucracy, and bawdiness-all
to excess. The Persian court is
decadently lavish and mired in
protocol. King Ahasuerus is all
powerful and totally inept. The
dismissal of Vashti paves the way
for Esther's entrance. 1-8: Wine:
party time in Persia. We enter the
opulent Persian court, filled from
ceiling to floor with expensive and
exotic furnishings, exquisite drink
ing-vessels, and then the wine,
the cause of all that is to follow.
1 : Alwsuerus, usually identified
with Xerxes I (reigned 486-465
BCE), although the Septuagint and
the Peshitta read Artaxerxes. But
this Ahasuerus is a fictional char
acter, a comic figurehead con
cerned with the trappings of

power but exercising little of his
own. From India to Ethiopia: The
extent of his sovereignty shows
how powerful he was. The Per
sian empire stretched from
"Hi(n)dush"-the area in the
Indus valley, in the modern
province of Sind in southern Pa
kistan-to "Nubia," south of
Egypt, and is described in these
terms in Persian documents.

A hundred and twenty-seven
provinces: This is one of several

large numbers that add to the
tone of exaggeration. 2: The
fortress Shushan: Susa, one of the
four Persian capitals (besides Ec
batana [Hamadan], Babylon, and
Persepolis), was the main admin
istrative capital and the king's
winter residence. The fortress
refers to the acropolis, the seat of
the government, and Slwshmr or

"the city of Shushan" refers to the
lower city. 3-5: The king displays
his wealth. This scene parodies the
Persian institution of the "King's
Table," an occasion for the bring
ing of tribute from the provinces
and the bestowing of gifts from
the king to high officials. Persian
palaces at Persepolis and Susa
had large assembly halls (Persian,
"apadana," Heb, "bitan") sepa
rate from the palace. 7: Persian
parties were famous for their
wine-drinking. Herodotus (Histo
ries 1 .133) notes that the Persians
decided important issues when
they were drunk and reconsidered
when they were sober, and vice
versa. Ahasuerus will not have a
chance to reconsider (cf. 2.1-2).

8: Tire rulefor tire drinking was, "No
restrictions!": The usual drinking
practice was not followed. The
best explanation is that the wine
normally reserved "by royal law"
for the exclusive use of the king
was served to the guests. The
phrase is then better translated
"As for drinking according to the
rule, no one enforced it." Many
commentaries, however, take the
phrase as a reference to the
amount of wine: Each man could
drink as much or as little as he
liked.

1 .9-22: Women: the Vashti inci
dent. 9: It was considered indecent

for wives of the Persian nobility to
attend male drinking parties; the
only female attendees were danc
ing girls. Therefore the queen
hosted a separate party for the
women. 10: The tongue-twisting
names of the servants are Persian
sounding, but probably fake. The
names in v. 14 mirror this list
(Mehuman/Memucan, and so
forth). 1 1 : Just as the king has dis
played his wealth, so he wishes to
display his queen. Just as the royal
wine is not reserved exclusively
for the king, so the king's wife is
not kept for his eyes alone. A royal
diadem, a mark of belonging to the
royal household. 1 2: Vashti tries to
protect her own honor and her
drunken husband's, but must dis
obey a royal command to do so.
1 3: Ever concerned with the
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dance on King Ahasuerus, 11 to bring Queen Vashti before
the king wearing a royal diadem, to display her beauty to
the peoples and the officials; for she was a beautiful
woman. 12 But Queen Vashti refused to come at the king's
command conveyed by the eunuchs. The king was greatly
incensed, and his fury burned within him.
13 Then the king consulted the sages learned in proce
dure.• (For it was the royal practice [to turn] to all who
were versed in law and precedent. 14 His closest advisers
were Carshena, Shethar, Admatha, Tarshish, Meres,
Marsena, and Memucan, the seven ministers of Persia and
Media who had access to the royal presence and occupied
the first place in the kingdom.) 15 "What," [he asked,]
"shall be done, according to law, to Queen Vashti for fail
ing to obey the command of King Ahasuerus conveyed by
the eunuchs?"
16 Thereupon Memucan declared in the presence of the
king and the ministers: "Queen Vashti has committed an
offense not only against Your Majesty but also against all
the officials and against all the peoples in all the provinces
of King Ahasuerus. 17 For the queen's behavior will make
all wives despise their husbands, as they reflect that King
Ahasuerus himself ordered Queen Vashti to be brought
before him, but she would not come. 18 This very day the
ladies of Persia and Media, who have heard of the queen's
behavior, will cite it to all Your Majesty's officials, and
there will be no end of scorn and provocation!
19 "If it please Your Majesty, let a royal edict be issued by
you, and let it be written into the laws of Persia and
Media, so that it cannot be abrogated, that Vashti shall
never enter the presence of King Ahasuerus. And let Your
Majesty bestow her royal state upon another who is more
worthy than she. 20 Then will the judgment executed by
Your Majesty resound throughout your realm, vast
though it is; and all wives will treat their husbands with
respect, high and low alike."
21 The proposal was approved by the king and the min
isters, and the king did as Memucan proposed. 22 Dis
patches were sent to all the provinces of the king, to every
province in its own script and to every nation in its own
language, that every man should wield authority in his
home and speak the language of his own people.

2 Some time afterward, when the anger of King Ahasue
rus subsided, he thought of Vashti and what she had
done and what had been decreed against her. 2 The king's

n Lit. "tiJe ti111es."

ESTHER 1 . 1 1-2.2
proper way of doing things, the
king consults sages learned in proce
dure, the legal experts, or better,
the experts in protocol. Law, Heb
"dat," from the Persian "data," oc
curs nineteen times in the book,
with meanings ranging from
"law" to "custom'/ to "practice.��
In later Heb, it means "religion";
there is no biblical word for "reli
gion." 16-22: A domestic incident
becomes a national crisis. The dan
ger Memucan sees in Vashti's re
fusal is preposterous, as is his so
lution. His attempt to preserve the
king's honor makes the king look
even sillier and more vulnerable.
1 9: Vashti refused to appear, and
now she may never appear again.
Cannot be abrogated, generally Wl
derstood to mean that a law can
not be revoked, but the expression
more likely means "may not be
broken" or "to which there is no
exception." (Cf. 8.5, 8.) Memucan
may have said this out of concern
that the king himself will want to
make an exception and take Vashti
back. 22: Dispatches were sent: The
Persians were noted for their ex
cellent communications network.
See also ).12-1); 8.9-14, where the
dispatches become progressively
more urgent. To every province in its
own script and to every nation [or
"people"] in its own language: This
would ensure that the edict could
be understood by all in the multi
ethnic empire. The usual practice
was for communications to be
promulgated in Aramaic, the com
mon language of the empire, and
to be translated locally. That every

man should wield authority in his
home: This is not the wording of

the edict but the reason for its pub
lication. Cf. 3.14; 8.13; and perhaps
9.21 . Speak the language of his own
people, a difficult phrase, perhaps
meaning that the dispatches were
sent in vernacular languages so
that every husband could readily
understand the message and re
port the contents to his wife.

Mordecai enters the story
and Esther enters the harem.

2.1-1 8:

2: The advisers suggest a replace
ment for Vashti before Ahasuerus
can decide to take her back.

E S T H E R 2 . 3 -2 . 1 5
servants who attended him said, "Let beautiful young vir
gins be sought out for Your Majesty. 3 Let Your Majesty ap
point officers in every province of your realm to assemble
all the beautiful young virgins at the fortress Shushan, in
the harem under the supervision of Hege, the king' s eu
nuch, guardian of the women. Let them be provided with
their cosmetics. 4 And let the maiden who pleases Your
Majesty be queen instead of Vashti." The proposal pleased
the king, and he acted upon it.
5 In the fortress Shushan lived a Jew by the name of
Mordecai, son of Jair son of Shimei son of Kish, a Benja
minite. 6 [Kish] had been exiled from Jerusalem in the
group that was carried into exile along with King Jeconiah
of Judah, which had been driven into exile by King Nebu
chadnezzar of Babylon.-7 He was foster father to Hadas
sah-that is, Esther-his uncle's daughter, for she had nei
ther father nor mother. The maiden was shapely and
beautiful; and when her father and mother died, Morde
cai adopted her as his own daughter.
s When the king' s order and edict was proclaimed, and
when many girls were assembled in the fortress Shushan
under the supervision of Hegai,• Esther too was taken into
the king's palace under the supervision of Hegai, guard
ian of the women. 9 The girl pleased him and won his
favor, and he hastened to furnish her with her cosmetics
and her rations, as well as with the seven maids who were
her due from the king's palace; and he treated her and her
maids with special kindness in the harem. 10 Esther did
not reveal her people or her kindred, for Mordecai had
told her not to reveal it. 11 Every single day Mordecai
would walk about in front of the court of the harem, to
learn how Esther was faring and what was happening
to her.
12 When each girl's turn came to go to King Ahasuerus
at the end of the twelve months' treatment prescribed for
women (for that was the period spent on beautifying
them: six months with oil of myrrh and six months with
perfumes and women's cosmetics, B and it was after that
that the girl would go to the king), whatever she asked for
would be given her to take with her from the harem to the
king's palace. 14 She would go in the evening and leave in
the morning for a second harem in charge of Shaashgaz,
the king's eunuch, guardian of the concubines. She would
not go again to the king unless the king wanted her, when
she would be summoned by name. 15 When the turn came
for Esther daughter of Abihail-the uncle of Mordecai,
n Jdwticnl witlt Hege in v. 3·
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4: A beauty contest is hardly the
way real queens of Persia were
chosen. In fact, Persian queens had
to be from the Persian nobility.
5-7: Mordecai is a prominent
upper-class Jew of the Babylonian
exile, with an obliquely expressed
link to King Saul. 5: A Jew by the
name of Mordecai: "Yehudi" does
not refer to a member of the tribe
of Judah (Mordecai was from the
tribe of Benjamin), but to a Jew
from the kingdom of Judah (where
all the Babylonian exiles were
from); this is the beginning of the
usage of "Jew" in the sense that
we now know it. "Mordecai" was
a common personal name in the
Persian period (cf. Neh. 7.7); "Mar
duka" was its Babylonian form. It
is not a direct reference to the Bab
ylonian god Marduk (just as Es
ther is not a reference to the god
dess Ish tar). Shimei: According to
rabbinic interpretation, this is
Shimei son of Gera, the member of
Saul's clan who supported him
against David (2 Sam. 16.5-8); this
book, in contrast to Samuel, re
flects favorably on Saul and his
household and on the tribe of Ben
jamin. 6: [Kish}, better, "he." The
reference is most likely to Morde
cai, who, like Daniel, was exiled
from Jerusalem-a sign of authen
tic Jewish pedigree in the Dias
pora. Because this would make
Mordecai incredibly old (115
years), traditional Jewish exegesis
prefers to understand Kish as the
person exiled. 7: Esther is intro
duced indirectly, through the in
troduction of Mordecai; her
patronymic is not given until v. 15.
"Hadassah" means "myrtle." "Es
ther" is probably derived from the
Persian name for "star." It was not
uncommon for Diaspora Jews to
have both a Heb and a vernacular
name, as did Daniel and his
friends, and Judah Maccabee. If
Mordecai had a Heb name, it is not
mentioned. 1 0: It stretches credi
bility to imagine that Esther could
keep her ethnic identity a secret,
but it is vital to the plot. 1 2: Oil of
myrrh: Myrrh is associated with
love-making (Song 1 . 13; Prov.
7.17). The excess continues, along
with the bureaucracy.
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who had adopted her as his own daughter-to go to the
king, she did not ask for anything but what Hegai, the
king's eunuch, guardian of the women, advised. Yet Es
ther won the admiration of all who saw her.
1 6 Esther was taken to King Ahasuerus, in his royal
p alace, in the tenth month, which is the month of Tebeth, in
the seventh year of his reign. 17 The king loved Esther more
than all the other women, and she won his grace and favor
more than all the virgins. So he set a royal diadem on her
head and made her queen instead of Vashti. 1B The king
gave a great banquet for all his officials and courtiers, "the
banquet of Esther." He proclaimed a remission of taxes • for
the provinces and distributed gifts as befits a king.
19bWhen the virgins were assembled a second time,
Mordecai sat in the palace gate. 20 But Esther still did not
reveal her kindred or her people, as Mordecai had in
structed her; for Esther obeyed Mordecai's bidding, as she
had done when she was under his tutelage.
21 At that time, when Mordecai was sitting in the palace
gate, Bigthan and Teresh, two of the king's eunuchs who
guarded the threshold, became angry, and plotted to do
away with King Ahasuerus. 22 Mordecai learned of it and
told it to Queen Esther, and Esther reported it to the king
in Mordecai's name. 23 The matter was investigated and
found to be so, and the two were impaled on stakes. This
was recorded in the book of annals at the instance of the
king.

3 Some

time afterward, King Ahasuerus promoted
Haman son of Hammedatha the Agagite; he advanced
him and seated him higher than any of his fellow officials.
2 All the king's courtiers in the palace gate knelt and
bowed low to Haman, for such was the king's order con-

n Or "an amnesty. "

b Menning ofverse Jmccrtnin.

14: Second harem: Perhaps there
was a second harem, but more
likely the women return to the
same harem, this time to be looked
after by Shaashgaz. 1 6: The tenth

month, which is the month of Tebeth:

In Zechariah, Ezra, Nehemiah, and
Esther a double system of naming
months is used: the ordinal num
ber of the more ancient Israelite
calendar and the month name,
adopted from the Babylonian cal
endar via Aramaic. 1 7: Women . . .
virgins, all the women who have
already come and all the virgins

yet to come. A royal diadem, per
haps the same diadem that Vashti
was bidden to appear with in 1.11.
1 9: This v. is difficult, and may be
a scribal error. 21-23: Mordecai
uncovers a plot against the king.
21: In tlze palace gate, "the king's
gate." More than a physical loca
tion, this is Mordecai's official
position at court. Mordecai is a
member of the king's secret police.
22: Mordecai's job is to ferret out
plots against the king. In Morde
cai's name: Mordecai's loyalty to
the king is demonstrated but he is
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not rewarded; the lack of reward
will be remembered in 6.2. A rab
binic principle is derived from this
verse: "A person who quotes
something in the name of the one
who said it brings about the re
demption of the world" (m. 'Avo/
6.6). 23: Impaled on stakes: Impale
ment was not the method of exe
cution but a way of disgracing a
person through the public display
of his corpse. (Cf. Gen. 40.19; Deut.
21.22; Josh. 8.29; 10.26; 1 Sam.
31.10.) Herodotus (Histories 3.125;
7.238; cf. 9·79) also mentions the
impalement of corpses as a sign of
great disgrace. This is the first im
palement in the story and fore
shadows Haman's plot to impale
Mordecai.

3.1-15: Haman plots to kill the
Jews. The main plot, the rivalry

between the two courtiers, begins
here. The personal rivalry between
Haman and Mordecai quickly
takes on na tional implications.
1 : Promoted Haman: Mordecai's
good deed in saving the king's life
goes unrewarded while Haman is
promoted for no apparent reason.
The Agagite, a descendant of Agag,
the Amalekite king responsible for
Saul's loss of the kingship (1 Sam.
15.8). The ancient enmity between
Israel and Amalek informs the re
lationship between Haman and
Mordecai. The Amalekite connec
tion is reinforced in the synagogue
lectionary cycle by the reading, on
the Sabbath preceding Purim, of
the passage in Deut. 25.17-19 ("Re
member what Amalek did to you
. . . you shall blot out the memory
of Amalek") and the haftarah from
1 Sam. ch 15 (containing the story
of Saul and Agag). On Purim itself
the Torah reading is Exod. 17.8-16,
the battle between Israel and Ama
lek. Both Targumim to Esther ex
tend Haman's genealogy back to
Esau, echoing Gen. 36.12, thereby
extending the rivalry between
Mordecai and Haman even further
back to Esau and Jacob. 2: Would
not kneel or bow low: Mordecai's re
fusal is not based on religious
principles, for biblical Jews or Isra
elites may bow to superiors (Gen.
23.7; 43.28; Exod. 18.7; 1 Kings
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cerning him; but Mordecai would not kneel or bow low.
J Then the king's courtiers who were in the palace gate
said to Mordecai, "Why do you disobey the king's order?"
4 When they spoke to him day after day and he would not
listen to them, they told Haman, in order to see whether
Mordecai's resolve would prevail; for he had explained to
them that he was a Jew! S When Haman saw that Morde
cai would not kneel or bow low to him, Haman was filled
with rage. 6 But he disdained to lay hands on Mordecai
alone; having been told who Mordecai's people were,
Haman plotted to do away with all the Jews, Mordecai's
people, throughout the kingdom of Ahasuerus.
7 In the first month, that is, the month of Nisan, in the
twelfth year of King Ahasuerus, pur-which means "the
lot"-was cast before Haman concerning every day and
every month, [until it fell on] the twelfth month, that is,
the month of Adar. B Haman then said to King Ahasuerus,
"There is a certain people, scattered and dispersed among
the other peoples in all the provinces of your realm,
whose laws are different from those of any other people
and who do not obey the king's laws; and it is not in Your
Majesty's interest to tolerate them. 9 If it please Your
Majesty, let an edict be drawn for their destruction, and I
will pay ten thousand talents of silver to the stewards for
deposit in the royal treasury." 10 Thereupon the king re
moved his signet ring from his hand and gave it to Haman
son of Hammedatha the Agagite, the foe of the Jews.
u And the king said, "The money and the people are
yours to do with as you see fit."
12Qn the thirteenth day of the first month, the king's
scribes were summoned and a decree was issued, as
Haman directed, to the king's satraps, to the governors of
every province, and to the officials of every people, to
every province in its own script and to every people in its
own language. The orders were issued in the name of
King Ahasuerus and sealed with the king's signet. 13 Ac
cordingly, written instructions were dispatched by couri
ers to all the king' s provinces to destroy, massacre, and
exterminate all the Jews, young and old, children and
women, on a single day, on the thirteenth day of the
twelfth month-that is, the month of Adar-and to plun
der their possessions. 14 The text of the document was to
the effect that a law should be proclaimed in every single
province; it was to be publicly displayed to all the peo
ples, so that they might be ready for that day.
a I.e., tlznt ns a few lw could not bow to a descendant of Agag, tile Amalekite king; see
I Sam. IS, and cf Exod. I7.I4-I6; Deut. 25.I7-I9.
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1.23), but on ethnic grounds so as
not to give honor to an enemy of
Israel. Rabbinic interpretation re
casts the refusal in terms of a reli
gious prohibition, saying that
Haman was wearing an image of
an idol on his chest and that in
bowing to him Mordecai would be
bowing to an idol. Another rab
binic explanation (also found in
the LXX and at home in the Hel
lenistic and Roman periods) is that
it was improper to bow to anyone
but God. 5: Filled with rage: The
mercurial mood-swings of Haman
begin. Haman is a glutton for
honor, as will become more evi
dent in ch 6. 6: Mordecai's people:
Haman is motivated by both
personal and ethnic reasons.
7: Pur, from Akkadian; the practice
of casting lots by means of a small
stone die is known from ancient
Mesopotamia. Similar techniques
were used in Israel and Greece.
The propitious month is Adar
but no date is given until v. 13.
8: Haman's accusation against the
· Jews contains the essence of what
was later to grow into the classic
anti-Semitic argument that the
Jews are xenophobic and misan
thropic. Haman is implying
(falsely) that the Jews do not ac
knowledge the sovereignty of the
king, and are therefore guilty of
treason. The irony is that Mordecai
demonstrated his loyalty to the
king at the end of ch 2. It is not
in Your Majesty's interest: Heb
"shoveh" may also mean "profit,"
that is, there is no profit for the
king in letting the Jews live.
9: Haman offers an inducement to
the king in the form of revenue for
the royal treasury. Perhaps it is to
offset any loss of taxes that might
have been paid by the Jews, or
perhaps simply a bribe. Ten thou
sand talents of silver, estimated to
be 333 tons or 302 metric tons of
silver-an enormous amount,
close to the total sum of the annual
tribute of the entire Persian em
pire. Another exaggerated number
in a story full of exaggerations.
10: Signet ring, the authority to
sign and seal a royal edict. 1 2: Its
own script . . . its own language, see
1.22. 13: To plunder their possessions,
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15 The couriers went out posthaste on the royal mission,
and the decree was proclaimed in the fortress Shushan.
The king and Haman sat down to feast, but the city of
Shushan was dumbfounded.

cf. 8.11; see 9.10 n. 15: Tlze couriers
went out posthaste, cf. 8.14. Sat down
to feast, more partying, as if noth
ing out of the ordinary had hap
pened, in contrast with the reac
tion of the city and of the Jews in

4 When Mordecai learned all that had happened, Mor

4.1. The city ofShushan was dumb
founded: The decree is shocking to

decai tore his clothes and put on sackcloth and ashes.
He went through the city, crying out loudly and bitterly,
2 until he carne in front of the palace gate; for one could
not enter the palace gate wearing sackcloth._) Also, in
every province that the king's command and decree
reached, there was great mourning among the Jews, with
fasting, weeping, and wailing, and everybody lay in sack
cloth and ashes.-4 When Esther's maidens and eunuchs
carne and informed her, the queen was greatly agitated.
She sent clothing for Mordecai to wear, so that he might
take off his sackcloth; but he refused. 5 Thereupon Esther
summoned Hathach, one of the eunuchs whom the king
had appointed to serve her, and sent him to Mordecai to
learn the why and wherefore of it all. 6 Hathach went out
to Mordecai in the city square in front of the palace gate;
7 and Mordecai told him all that had happened to him,
and all about the money that Haman had offered to pay
into the royal treasury for the destruction of the Jews. B He
also gave him the written text of the law that had been
proclaimed in Shushan for their destruction. [He bade
him] show it to Esther and inform her, and charge her to
go to the king and to appeal to him and to plead with him
for her people. 9 When Hathach carne and delivered Mor
decai's message to Esther, 10 Esther told Hathach to take
back to Mordecai the following reply: 11 "All the king's
courtiers and the people of the king's provinces know that
if any person, man or woman, enters the king's presence
in the inner court without having been summoned, there
is but one law for him-that he be put to death. Only if the
king extends the golden scepter to him may he live. Now I
have not been summoned to visit the king for the last
thirty days."
12 When Mordecai was told what Esther had said,
1 3 Mordecai had this message delivered to Esther: "Do not
imagine that you, of all the Jews, will escape with your life
by being in the king's palace. 1 4 Qn the contrary, if you
keep silent in this crisis, relief and deliverance will come
to the Jews from another quarter, while you and your
father 's house will perish. And who knows, perhaps you
have attained to royal position for just such a crisis."
15 Then Esther sent back this answer to Mordecai: 16 "Go,
assemble all the Jews who live in Shushan, and fast in my

normal people. The counterpart is
in 8.15.

4.1-17: Mordecai and Esther plan

to save their people. Mourning re

places partying, at least among the
Jews. God's presence is most
strongly felt in this ch, although
His absence from the text is main
tained. 1 : Typical signs of grief
(Jonah 3.6; Neh. 9.1), which also
serve here as a public protest.
4: The harem, formerly a place of
indulgence, is now a place of con
striction for Esther. She cannot
leave it and Mordecai cannot enter
it. So t/Jat he might take off his sack
cloth: This would mean he could
enter the palace precinct, as in
2 . 11 . 8: The book's emphasis on
written texts is felt even here.
1 1 : Esther takes the initiative, hint
ing at the strategy she will use to
carry out Mordecai's instructions.
Man or woman, even a woman of
whom the king may be enamored.
Esther has no special privilege in
this regard. Enters the king's pres
ence in the inner court: Mordecai
said nothing about going to the
inner court; this is Esther's idea.
There were other ways to commu
nicate with the king, as we know
from 2.2. Esther is not refusing to
plead for the Jews. Rather, she is
outlining a daring plan to do so.
1 4: From another quarter: In Jewish
tradition "mi-makom 'al:ter" is in
terpreted as a reference to God,
who is called "Ha-makom," i.e.,
"Omnipresent," in rabbinic writ
ings. This is as close as the author
can get to hinting at divine inter
vention in a book where God's
name is studiously avoided. You

and yourfather's house will perish:

Mordecai is all that is left of
Esther's father's house. The point
is to personalize the danger to Es
ther (cf. Amos 7.17). 1 6-17: Esther
now gives the orders and Morde
cai carries them out; a reversal
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behalf; do not eat or drink for three days, night or day. I
and my maidens will observe the same fast. Then I shall
go to the king, though it is contrary to the law; and if I am
to perish, I shall perish!" 17 So Mordecai went about [the
city] and did just as Esther had commanded him.

5 On the third day, Esther put on royal apparel and

stood in the inner court of the king's palace, facing the
king's palace, while the king was sitting on his royal
throne in the throne room facing the entrance of the
palace. 2 As soon as the king saw Queen Esther standing
in the court, she won his favor. The king extended to Es
ther the golden scepter which he had in his hand, and Es
ther approached and touched the tip of the scepter.
3 "What troubles you, Queen Esther?" the king asked her.
"And what is your request? Even to half the kingdom, it
shall be granted you." 4 "If it please Your Majesty," Esther
replied, "let Your Majesty and Haman come today to the
feast that I have prepared for him." 5 The king com
manded, "Tell Haman to hurry and do Esther's bidding."
So the king and Haman came to the feast that Esther had
prepared.
6 At the wine feast, the king asked Esther, "What is your
wish? It shall be granted you. And what is your request?
Even to half the kingdom, it shall be fulfilled." 7 "My
wish," replied Esther, "my request-B if Your Majesty will
do me the favor, if it please Your Majesty to grant my wish
and accede to my request-let Your Majesty and Haman
come to the feast which I will prepare for them; and to
morrow I will do Your Majesty's bidding."
9 That day Haman went out happy and lighthearted.
But when Haman saw Mordecai in the palace gate, and
Mordecai did not rise or even stir on his account, Haman
was filled with rage at him. 1 0 Nevertheless, Haman con
trolled himself and went home. He sent for his friends and
his wife Zeresh, 11 and Haman told them about his great
wealth and his many sons, and all about how the king had
promoted him and advanced him above the officials and
the king's courtiers. 12 "What is more/' said Haman,
"Queen Esther gave a feast, and besides the king she did
not have anyone but me. And tomorrow too I am invited
by her along with the king. 13 Yet all this means nothing to
me every time I see that Jew Mordecai sitting in the palace
gate." 14 Then his wife Zeresh and all his friends said to
him, "Let a stake be put up, fifty cubits high, and in the
morning ask the king to have Mordecai impaled on it.
Then you can go gaily with the king to the feast." The pro
posal pleased Haman, and he had the stake put up.
- 16)2-

from 2.10, 20. 16: Do not eat or drink
for three days, an unrealistically

long fast. The post-talmudic Fast
of Esther lasts from sunrise until
sundown on ' Adar 13, not the date
given here. If I am to perish, I shall
perish: Mordecai says she will per
ish if she doesn't go to the king
(v. 14); here Esther is resigned to
the possibility of perishing if she
does go to the king.

5.1-8: Esther's

audience with the
king. Esther carries out the first

part of her strategy. The happy
mood returns and the partying
resumes. 1 : Put 011 royal apparel,
dressed in her official garb as
queen, for a formal audience with
the king. Inner court, the area
where it was forbidden to come
unsummoned (4-1 1). 3: Even to half
the kingdom, an idiom for a large
gift, cf. "half your household"
(1 Kings 13.8). 4: Esther's language
is very formal but she deflects the
king's magnanimous offer and
instead invites him to a banquet.
7-8: On the verge ofstating her
request, Esther interrupts herself
with another invitation-the result
is comic. 8: I will prepare for them,
cf. v. 4: "I have prepared for him."
Now the party is as much for
Haman as for the king-a clever
rhetorical move to make Haman
think he was the center of a tten
tion. And so he will be. The pro
nouns change to fit the audience.
In v. 4, only the king was present;
now both the king and Haman
are present. Cf. the words of
Potiphar's wife in Gen. 39.14, 17.
9-14: Haman's mood-swings. See
ing Mordecai spoils all the fun.
9: Did not rise or even stir: Worse
than not bowing (3.2), here Morde
cai makes no motion at all to ac
knowledge Haman. 1 1 : His great
wealth and his many sons, signs of
success (cf. Job 1.1-3). Haman will
lose both (8.1; 9.6-10). 1 2: The in
vitation to dine privately with the
king and queen is the most recent
and highest in a string of honors.
1 3: That Jew Mordecai: The person
and his people continue to irritate
Haman. Sitting in the palace gate:
The very presence of Mordecai is
enough to upset Haman. More-
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6 That night, sleep deserted the king, and he ordered the

book of records, the annals, to be brought; and it was
read to the king. 2 There it was found written that Morde
cai had denounced Bigthana and Teresh, two of the king's
eunuchs who guarded the threshold, who had plotted to
do away with King Ahasuerus. 3 "What honor or advance
ment has been conferred on Mordecai for this?" the king
inquired. "Nothing at all has been done for him," replied
the king's servants who were in attendance on him.
4 "Who is in the court?" the king asked. For Haman had
just entered the outer court of the royal palace, to speak to
the king about having Mordecai impaled on the stake he
had prepared for him. 5 "It is Haman standing in the
court," the king's servants answered him. "Let him enter,"
said the king. 6 Haman entered, and the king asked him,
"What should be done for a man whom the king desires to
honor?" Haman said to himself, "Whom would the king
desire to honor more than me?" 7 So Haman said to the
king, "For the man whom the king desires to honor, B let
royal garb which the king has worn be brought, and a
horse on which the king has ridden and on whose head a
royal diadem has been set; 9 and let the attire and the
horse be put in the charge of one of the king's noble
courtiers. And let the man whom the king desires to honor
be attired and paraded on the horse through the city
square, while they proclaim before him: This is what is
done for the man whom the king desires to honor!"
lO "Quick, then!" said the king to Haman. "Get the garb
and the horse, as you have said, and do this to Mordecai
the Jew, who sits in the king's gate. Omit nothing of all
you have proposed." 11 So Haman took the garb and the
horse and arrayed Mordecai and paraded him through
the city square; and he proclaimed before him: This is
what is done for the man whom the king desires to honor!
over, Mordecai is sitting; he did
not rise or stir (v. 9). 1 4: Haman
does not himself come up with the
idea of impaling Mordecai, but
quickly accepts it. Fifty cubits high:
About seventy-five feet, as tall as a
seven-story building. Not even
Persian palaces were that tall; this
is another exaggerated number.
Impaled on it, the ultimate form of
disgrace. See 2.23.

Haman designs a cere
mony to honor himself, but must
honor Mordecai instead. A comic
6.1-1 1 :

misunderstanding makes this ch

one of the funniest in the book.
1: That night, the same night that
Haman erected a stake for Morde
cai. The book of records, cf. 2.23.
2: Mordecai had denounced: The plot
had been reported in Mordecai's
name (2.22). 4: Haman had just en
tered tl1e outer court: One could
enter the outer court without a
royal summons, but not the inner
court (4.11). Haman had come to
obtain approval to dishonor (im
pale) Mordecai. 6: The comic
misunderstanding begins: Morde
cai is on the king's mind and on
Haman's, but for opposite reasons.

6. 1-6. 1 1

The king speaks first, as is proper,
and Haman never gets a chance to
state why he came. 8: The cere
mony that Haman designs goes
beyond the conventional ways of
honoring those favored by the
king. It is calculated to· make
Haman appear to be the king.

Royal garb wl1icl1 the kiug has worn,
clothing actually worn by the king.
According to Gk sources (Plutarch,
Artaxerxes 5), this is tantamount to
asking for the kingship. A horse on

wl1ich the king has riddeu and on
whose head a royal diade111 lws been
set, the king's own horse, marked
as such by a special diadem on its
head. Another sign that Haman
wants to replace the king. Cf.
1 Kings 1.32-49. The nexus be
tween the throne and the horse (a
portable throne, as it were) can be
seen in 111. Sanh. 2.5, which forbids
one to ride on the king's horse, to
sit on his throne, or to use his scep
ter. The only sign of a grab for the
throne that is missing is taking the
king's wife, and that is what Ahas
uerus accuses Haman of in 7.8.

9: One of the king's noble courtiers:

The king will choose the noblest,
Haman himself. Be paraded: The
Heb means "be mounted" or "be
placed to ride." The honoree
should be mounted on a horse in
the city square, visible to all. If this
is where Mordecai was stationed
in 4.6, then Haman would be pub
licly honored right in front of Mor
decai. 10: Mordecai the Jew, who sits
in the king's gate: Ahasuerus's de
scription of Mordecai includes ex
actly those characteristics that an
tagonize Haman. Haman ha tes the
Jews, and gets upset every time he
sees Mordecai sitting in the king's
gate (5.9, 1 3). 1 1 : The last time
Mordecai was in the city square
(4.6) he was dressed in mourning
garb. What a reversal! Some
midrashim embellish the scene,
adding to Haman's subservience
and dishonor, by imagining the
preparations to include Haman's
washing of Mordecai, since he
was still covered in the ashes of
mourning (and even having to
wash the bath house), dressing
him, and lowering himself so that
Mordecai could step upon his neck
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12 Then Mordecai returned to the king's gate, while
Haman hurried home, his head covered in mourning.
13 There Haman told his wife Zeresh and all his friends
everything that had befallen him. His advisers and his
wife Zeresh said to him, "If Mordecai, before whom you
have begun to fall, is of Jewish stock, you will not over
come him; you will fall before him to your ruin."
1 4 While they were still speaking with him, the king's
eunuchs arrived and hurriedly brought Haman to the
banquet which Esther had prepared.

7 So the king and Haman came to feast with Queen Es

ther. 2 On the second day, the king again asked Esther at
the wine feast, "What is your wish, Queen Esther? It shall
be granted you. And what is your request? Even to half the
kingdom, it shall be fulfilled." 3 Queen Esther replied: "If
Your Majesty will do me the favor, and if it pleases Your
Majesty, let my life be granted me as my wish, and my peo
ple as my request. 4 For we have been sold, my people and
I, to be destroyed, massacred, and exterminated. Had we
only been sold as bondmen and bondwomen, I would
have kept silent; for •the adversary·• is not worthy of the
king's trouble."
5 Thereupon King Ahasuerus demanded of Queen Es
ther, "Who is he and where is he who dared to do this?"
6 "The adversary and enemy," replied Esther, "is this evil
Haman!" And Haman cringed in terror before the king
and the queen. 7 The king, in his fury, left the wine feast
for the palace garden, while Haman remained to plead
with Queen Esther for his life; for he saw that the king had
resolved to destroy him. a When the king returned from
the palace garden to the banquet room, Haman was lying
prostrate on the couch on which Esther reclined. "Does he
n-n Eme11dntio11 yields "a trifle" (l)i��ar), lit. "/ittlejillgcr. "

in order to mount the horse.
1 2-14: Haman is crestfallen. His
head covered in mourning, ashamed
and dejected. A covered head is a
sign of mourning, despair, or hu
miliation (2 Sam. 15.30; Jer. 14.3).
The reversal between Haman and
Mordecai is complete; Mordecai
has gone from mourning to splen
dor, and Haman has gone from
splendor to mourning. His wife
and friends understand that he is
doomed, but the final step in
Haman's fall remains for the
next ch.

7.1-10: The villain is unmasked

and dispatched. As in the preced
ing ch, a comic misunderstanding
is the centerpiece. The rivalry be
tween Mordecai and Haman will
come to a permanent end, and the
evil Haman will be dispatched.
But it remains for the following ch
for the plot against the Jews to be
successfully countered. 3: Esther's
words are heavy with formal lan
guage. She builds her case on her
personal relationship to the king
(cf. 8.5). My life . . . lilY people: Es
ther equates her life (self) with her
- 16)4-

people, but does not name them as
the Jews. 4: We have been sold, per
haps a hint of Haman's a ttempted
bribe, which Esther learned about
from Mordecai in 4.7; or, perhaps,
the sense is "handed over, be
trayed" as in Judg. 2.14; 3.8. To be

destroyed, massacred, and extermi
nated: The same three terms are
used in Haman's edict in J . 1 J . Had
we only been sold as bondmen and
bondwomen: The hypothetical
threat of slavery is ironic, part of
the rhetorical buildup. But Esther
may be subtly recasting Haman's
offer of money as a treasonous act
against the king. An entire people
could become enslaved only if an
other political entity conquered
them. The implication is that
Haman was taking over the king's
loyal subjects-an act of treason,
trivial compared with the real dan
ger. How ironic, for in 3.8 Haman
had framed the Jews as traitors.
Not worthy of the king's trouble: Heb
"nezek" means "trouble, annoy
ance" (cf. Akkadian "niziqtu" and
"nizqu"). There is, however, a tra
dition of interpreting "nezek" in
its mishnaic Heb sense of "dam
age." 5: W/10 is he and where is Ire:
The culprit is sitting right there.
An alternative rendering, "which
one is he" (cf. Jonah 1.8; Eccl.
2.3; 11.6; 111. 'Avot 4.1), conveys
Ahasuerus's sputtering in confu
sion. 6: The adversary and enemy,
not only an enemy of the Jews,
but of the queen, and hence of the
king. 7: The king, in his fury, left:
Instead of verbal reactions to
Esther's accusation there are phys
ical movements, as if a chain reac
tion pantomime is being enacted:
Haman cringes, Ahasuerus rises,
Haman stands, the king returns,
and Haman falls. Haman remained:
'"amad" means "to stand, to take
up a position." Haman had been
reclining on his couch, as one did
at ancient banquets, and now he
stands to approach Esther to plead
for his life. 8: Lying prostrate, lit."to
fall," the gesture of a supplicant,
as in 8.3 (cf. 1 Sam. 25.24). In the
mode of a comic farce, Ahasuerus
misinterprets Haman's pose, cast
ing the supplicant as a seducer. To

ravish the queen in my own palace,
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mean," cried the king, "to ravish the queen in my own
palace?" No sooner did these words leave the king's lips
than Haman's face •·was covered.-• 9 Then Harbonah, one
of the eunuchs in attendance on the king, said, "What is
more, a stake is standing at Haman's house, fifty cubits
high, which Haman made for Mordecai-the man whose
words saved the king." "Impale him on it!" the king or
dered. lO So they impaled Haman on the stake which he
had put up for Mordecai, and the king's fury abated.

8 That very day King Ahasuerus gave the property of

Haman, the enemy of the Jews, to Queen Esther. Mor
decai presented himself to the king, for Esther had re
vealed how he was related to her. 2 The king slipped off
his ring, which he had taken back from Haman, and gave
it to Mordecai; and Esther put Mordecai in charge of
Haman's property.
3 Esther spoke to the king again, falling at his feet and
weeping, and beseeching him to avert the evil plotted by
Haman the Agagite against the Jews. 4The king extended
the golden scepter to Esther, and Esther arose and stood
before the king. 5 "If it please Your Majesty," she said,
"and if I have won your favor and the proposal seems
right to Your Majesty, and if I am pleasing to you-let dis
patches be written countermanding those which were
written by Haman son of Hammedatha the Agagite, em
bodying his plot to annihilate the Jews throughout the
king's provinces. 6 For how can I bear to see the disaster
which will befall my people! And how can I bear to see the
destruction of my kindred!"
7Then King Ahasuerus said to Queen Esther and Mor
decai the Jew, "I have given Haman's property to Esther,
and he has been impaled on the stake for scheming
against the Jews. 8 And you may further write with regard
to the Jews as you see fit. [Write it] in the king's name and
seal it with the king's signet, for an edict that has been
written in the king's name and sealed with the king's
signet may not be revoked."
9 So the king's scribes were summoned at that time, on
the twenty-third day of the third month, that is, the month
of Sivan; and letters were written, at Mordecai's dictation,
to the Jews and to the satraps, the governors and the offi
cials of the one hundred and twenty-seven provinces from
India to Ethiopia: to every province in its own script and
to every people in its own language, and to the Jews in
their own script and language. 10 He had them written in
n-n Menning of Heb. llllcertnin. E111<'11dntian yiddo "1>/nnclted "; cf. l'o. 34.6.

E S T H E R 7 · 9-8 . 1 0
the pretext to punish Haman, for
Haman's real wrong, plotting to
kill the Jews, had the king's official
endorsement. An attempt to take a
king's wife or concubine has the
political connotation of attempting
to take the kingship (see Ibn Ezra;
2 Sam. 3.7; 16.21-22; 1 Kings
2.15-17, 22; Gen. 35.22; Plutarch,
Artaxerxes 26.2). Haman's face was
covered: The meaning is unclear;
perhaps it signals that Haman was
condemned to death or perhaps
even put to death. Alternatively,
emend to "ashamed, downcast,"
(cf. Ps. 34.6). 9: Another touch of
irony and reversal: The stake pre
pared by Haman for Mordecai will
conveniently be used for Haman
himself. Once again, a switch from
the dishonor of Mordecai to the
dishonor of Haman. 10: Tlte king's
fury abated: As in 2.1, a replace
ment will be needed for the person
dispatched when the king was
angry.

8.1-17: Haman's edict is counter

manded. Esther will again step
forward to save her people.
1-2: The reversal between Haman
and Mordecai (and Esther) is com
plete. 3-14: Haman is gone but his
decree remains in force. Esther has
it revoked. The scene replays parts
of chs 3 and 5· 3: Beseeching, cf. 4.8.
Esther is now fulfilling Mordecai's
instructions. 7: The king has done
his part; now it is up to Esther and
Mordecai to do the rest. 8: A new
law is written to offset the old law.
May not be revoked: Here the mean
ing is that the law truly may not
be revoked (unlike at 1.19, see n.).
A legal system in which this prin
ciple obtains is unwieldy, to say
the least. This is another example
of the lighthearted mocking of
Persian culture, part of the
comic farce. 9: To the Jews in tlteir
own script and language: The
message affects the Jews in
particular.
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the name of King Ahasuerus and sealed with the king's
signet. Letters were dispatched by mounted couriers, rid
ing steeds •-used in the king's service, bred of the royal
stud,-• 11 to this effect: The king has permitted the Jews of
every city to assemble and fight for their lives; if any peo
ple or province attacks them, they may destroy, massacre,
and exterminate its armed force together with women and
children, and plunder their possessions-12 on a single
day in all the provinces of King Ahasuerus, namely, on the
thirteenth day of the twelfth month, that is, the month of
Adar. 13 The text of the document was to be issued as a law
in every single province: it was to be publicly displayed to
all the peoples, so that the Jews should be ready for that
day to avenge themselves on their enemies. 14 The couri
ers, mounted on royal steeds, went out in urgent haste at
the king's command; and the decree was proclaimed in
the fortress Shushan.
15 Mordecai left the king's presence in royal robes of
blue and white, with a magnificent crown of gold and a
mantle of fine linen and purple wool. And the city of
Shushan rang with joyous cries. 16 The Jews enjoyed light
and gladness, happiness and honor. 17 And in every
province and in every city, when the king's command and
decree arrived, there was gladness and joy among the
Jews, a feast and a holiday. And many of the people of the
land professed to be Jews, for the fear of the Jews had
fallen upon them.

9 And so, on the thirteenth day of the twelfth month

that is, the month of Adar-when the king's command
and decree were to be executed, the very day on which the
enemies of the Jews had expected to get them in their
power, the opposite happened, and the Jews got their ene
mies in their power. 2 Throughout the provinces of King
Ahasuerus, the Jews mustered in their cities to attack
those who sought their hurt; and no one could withstand
them, for the fear of them had fallen upon all the peoples.
3 Indeed, all the officials of the provinces-the satraps, the
governors, and the king's stewards-showed deference to
the Jews, because the fear of Mordecai had fallen upon
them. 4 For Mordecai was now powerful in the royal
palace, and his fame was spreading through all the
provinces; the man Mordecai was growing ever more
powerful. s so the Jews struck at their enemies with the
sword, slaying and destroying; they wreaked their will
upon their enemies.
a-a Memring of Heb. wzcertnill.
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1 0: Steeds used in the king's service,
bred of the royal stud: Horses spe

cially bred for speed were used in
the Persian postal system. 1 1 : To
assemble andfight for their lives: Per
mission is given for defensive
measures. Destroy, massacre, and ex

terminate its armed force together
with women and children: The origi

nal edict in 3.13 contained similar
wording, and so does its reversal.

Together wit/1 women and children:
Although distasteful to the mod
ern reader, this was normal in the
ancient world. Plunder their posses
sions, as in Haman's edict (3.13),
but see 9.10, 15, 16. 13: Avenge
themselves signifies justified retalia
tion. 14: Urgent haste, even more
urgently than in 3.15. 1 5-17: Mor
decai emerges triumphant and the
Jews rejoice. 1 5: Royal robes of blue
and white: Mordecai's outfit re
minds us of Joseph and Daniel,
two other successful Jewish
courtiers (Gen. 41.42; Dan. 5.7, 29).
The colorful textiles also recall the
tapestries in 1.6. The city of Shushan
rang with joyous cries, a reversal of
3.15. 1 6: This v. is recited (with the
addition "so may it befall us") in
the "havdalah" service, marking
the conclusion of the Sabbath.
1 7: Holiday, "Yom tov," "good
day"; also in 9.19, 22. Esther is
the only place in the Bible where
"yom tov" is used in its later sense
of a set festival. People of the land,
non-Jews. Professed to be Jews, or,
identified with the Jews. There
was not yet a process of formal
conversion.

9.1-19: The Jews

triumph over
their enemies. The events of the

story are connected with the insti
tution of the festival of Purim; the
ch provides the reason for the holi
day and instructions for its cele
bration. The gleeful violence that
permeates this ch is part of the car
nivalesque character of the book,
and should not be taken seriously;
this is an "orgy," not a massacre.

2: To attack those who sought their
hurt, in self-defense, not revenge.
3: The enemy masses were de
terred by fear of the Jewish
masses, and the officials were
deterred by fear of an official.
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6 In the fortress Shushan the Jews killed a total of five
hundred men. 7 They also killed •
Parshandatha,
Dalphon,
Aspatha,
8
Poratha,
Adalia,
Aridatha,
9
Parmashta,
Arisai,
Aridai,
and Vaizatha,
10 the ten sons of Haman son of Hammedatha, the foe of
the Jews. But they did not lay hands on the spoil. 11 When
the number of those slain in the fortress Shushan was re
ported on that same day to the king, 12 the king said to
Queen Esther, "In the fortress Shushan alone the Jews
have killed a total of five hundred men, as well as the ten
sons of Haman. What then must they have done in the
provinces of the realm! What is your wish now? It shall be
granted you. And what else is your request? It shall be ful
filled." 13 "If it please Your Majesty," Esther replied, "let
the Jews in Shushan be permitted to act tomorrow also as
they did today; and let Haman's ten sons be impaled on
the stake." 14 The king ordered that this should be done,
and the decree was proclaimed in Shushan. Haman's ten
sons were impaled: 15 and the Jews in Shushan mustered
again on the fourteenth day of Adar and slew three hun
dred men in Shushan. But they did not lay hands on the
spoil.
16 The rest of the Jews, those in the king's provinces,
likewise mustered and fought for their lives. They dis
posed of their enemies, killing seventy-five thousand of
their foes; but they did not lay hands on the spoil. 17 That
was on the thirteenth day of the month of Adar; and they
rested on the fourteenth day and made it a day of feasting
and merrymaking. (18 But the Jews in Shushan mustered
on both the thirteenth and fourteenth days, and so rested
on the fifteenth, and made it a day of feasting and merry
making.) 19That is why village Jews, who live in unwalled
towns, observe the fourteenth day of the month of Adar
and make it a day of merrymaking and feasting, and as a
holiday and an occasion for sending gifts to one another.
20 Mordecai recorded these events. And he sent dis
patches to all the Jews throughout the provinces of King
Ahasuerus, near and far, 21 charging them to observe the
a Moved up jro111 v. 10 for greater clarity.

ESTHER 9 . 6-9 . 2 1
7-1 0: The list of foreign-sounding
names is amusing, like the names
in 1.10, 14; and the tradition of
reading them all out in one breath
when the megillah is read publicly
on Purim (b. Meg. 16b) adds to the
amusement. The killing of
Haman's sons is one more way
that Haman's glory is diminished.
It also brings his line to an end; no
future threat to the Jews will come
from him. Amalek is at last wiped
out. 1 0: Tlzey did not lay /mnds on
the spoil: Taking spoil, a normal
practice in warfare, was permitted
in Haman's decree and in Morde
cai's counterdecree. The notice that
the Jews did not take spoil (also
vv. 15, 16) reinforces the connec
tion with 1 Sam. ch 15, where Saul
took the Amalekite spoil, contrary
to God's command. The Jews of
Persia, led by Mordecai, appar
ently a descendant of Saul, "cor
rect" Saul's error, permitting the
descendants of Saul to triumph at
last over the descendants of Agag.
1 6: Seventy-five thousand is an
other exaggerated number. These
battles are not to be taken literally;
they are the mock battles of cami
valesque literature. 1 8-19: There is
some confusion about where Adar
14 was observed and where Adar
15 was observed. According to
rabbinic tradition, Jews in all cities
that had been walled since the
time of Joshua (according to the
Rabbis, e.g., Jerusalem) are to cele
brate Purim on Adar 15-Shushan
Purim-and Jews elsewhere were
to celebrate on Adar 14. Thus, fol
lowing rabbinic tradition, Purim is
celebrated on Adar 15 in Jerusa
lem. 20-28: The festival is estab
lished in perpetuity. 20: Mordecai
recorded these events: Rashi takes
the book of Esther to be Morde
cai's record of events; modern in·
terpreters take it to be vv. 24-25.
2 1 : To observe tllefourleentlz and fif
teenth days of Adar, whichever day
was appropriate to the location of
the celebrant.
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fourteenth and fifteenth days of Adar, every year__22 the
same days on which the Jews enjoyed relief from their
foes and the same month which had been transformed for
them from one of grief and mourning to one of festive joy.
They were to observe them as days of feasting and merry
making, and as an occasion for sending gifts to one an
other and presents to the poor. 23 The Jews accordingly as
sumed as an obligation that which they had begun to
practice and which Mordecai prescribed for them.
24 For Haman son of Hammedatha the Agagite, the foe
of all the Jews, had plotted to destroy the Jews, and had
cast pur-that is, the lot-with intent to crush and exter
minate them. 25 But when [Esther] came before the king,.
he commanded: •-"With the promulgation of this decree,-•
let the evil plot, which he devised against the Jews, recoil
on his own head!" So they impaled him and his sons on
the stake. 26 For that reason these days were named Purim,
after pur.
In view, then, of all the instructions in the said letter and
of what they had experienced in that matter and what had
befallen them, 27 the Jews undertook and irrevocably obli
gated themselves and their descendants, and all who
might join them, to observe these two days in the manner
prescribed and at the proper time each year. 2B Conse
quently, these days are recalled and observed in every
generation: by every family, every province, and every
city. And these days of Purim shall never cease among the
Jews, and the memory of them shall never perish among
their descendants.
29 bThen Queen Esther daughter of Abihail wrote a sec
ond letter of Purim for the purpose of confirming with full
authority the aforementioned one of Mordecai the Jew.
3D Dispatches were sent to all the Jews in the hundred and
twenty-seven provinces of the realm of Ahasuerus with
an ordinance of "equity and honesty:"< 3l These days of
Purim shall be observed at their proper time, as Mordecai
the Jew-and now Queen Esther-has obligated them to
do, and just as they have assumed for themselves and
their descendants the obligation of the fasts with their
lamentations. d
n-n Menning of Heb. 11ncertni11.
b Force of vv. 29-31 llncertnitt in part. Verse 29 rends literally, "Then Q11ee11 Estlter,
daughter of Abihnil, n11d Mordecai the Jew, wrote with filii n11thority to coufirm this secoud
letter of P11rim. "
c I.e., of uew lwlidnys, the iustit11ti11g of wltich is linked t o love of eq11ity nud lwuesty i11
Zech. 8.19.
d Tlte Jews lznd /aug /1ee11 o/Jserviug fast rlnys i11 COIIIIIICJIIOrnl iou of unti01znl calamities; see
Zec/1. 7-5: 8.19.
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22: Feasting nnd mern;mnking . . .
sending gifts . . . presents to the poor:

These elements, along with the
recitation of the scroll of Esther,
constitute the halakhic require
ments for the celebration of the
festival. 24-26: A summary of the
story, emphasizing the etiology of
the festival's name, pur and Purim,
and the defeat of Haman, with
credit to the king. 26: Purim: Our
earliest reference outside of Esther
calls it "The Day of Mordecai"
(2 Mace. 15.36). 28: The festival is
to be celebrated by Jews in all
places for all time. 29-32: The sec
ond Purim letter, further confirm
ing the festival. The writer is either
Esther, or Esther along with Mor
decai. 3 1 : Just as the Jews took
upon themselves new fast days
not mentioned in the Torah (Zech.
8.19), so will they now take upon
themselves the celebration of a
new festival, likewise not in the
Torah. This first non-Torah festival
needed to be authorized.
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32 And Esther's ordinance validating these observances
of Purim was recorded in a scroll.

10

King Ahasuerus imposed tribute on the mainland
and the islands. 2 All his mighty and powerful acts,
and a full account of the greatness to which the king ad
vanced Mordecai, are recorded in the Annals of the Kings
of Media and Persia. 3 For Mordecai the Jew ranked next
to King Ahasuerus and was highly regarded by the Jews
and popular with the multitude of his brethren; he sought
the good of his people and interceded for the welfare of all
his kindred.

ESTHER 9.32-10.3
1 0.1-3: The accomplishments of
the great king Ahasuerus and his
Jewish courtier, Mordecai. 1: Trib
ute: Levying tribute signifies hav
ing sovereignty over the area. The
mainland and the islands, a merisrn

for the entire inhabited world (cf.
!sa. 42.4, 10). Now Ahasuerus's
control extends beyond the 127
provinces of 1.1. 2: Are recorded in

tire Annals of the Kings of Media and
Persia, presumably the same an

nals mentioned in 6.1. This imi
tates the summary statements in
the book of Kings (e.g., 1 Kings
14.19, 29; 15.31), lending a pseudo
historical tone to the story and
official authority to the recounting
of it. 3: ln a story where honor
is paramount, Mordecai has
achieved the highest honor possi
ble. At the end, it is Mordecai
rather than Esther who is in the
spotlight; he is a model of Jewish
success in the Diaspora. The end
ing assures the reader that the Jew
ish community is secure.

Daniel
THE BOOK OF DANIEL, probably written in its final version in 164 BCE, is probably the

latest composition of the Hebrew Bible. Its narrative, however, is set much earlier, during
the reigns of the powerful kings of Babylonia, Media, and Persia in the 6th century BCE.
The figure of Daniel, known from the Aqhat Epic found at Ugarit and mentioned in Ezekiel
14.14; 28.3 as a wise and righteous hero of the past, becomes here a new model of Jewish
faithfulness to God. A member of the exile community in Babylonia, he soon rises to
become an important Jewish courtier. The anonymous author thus uses the period of exile
as a setting to address the challenging issues of Jews living under foreign kings.

Problems Encountered in Interpreting Daniel
THE BOOK PRESENTS to the reader a number of difficulties that render it a challenging yet

fascinating text. First, it can be divided into two equal halves of different genres and dif
ferent origins. Chs 1--6 are composed of six "court legends" that utilize third-person narra
tion to recount the adventures of Jewish heroes in the highest court in the land (cf. the
Joseph story in Gen. chs 37-50; Esther). The legends reflect an entertaining, humorous,
even satirical side. Chs 7-12 are made up of four apocalyptic visions, told in the first
person, that are revelations of the events that lead to the cataclysmic end and transforma
tion of history. The two halves of the book appear to arise at different times in Israel's
history. Chs 1-6, probably originally oral, circulated most likely in the 4th to 2nd centuries
BCE, when they were collected into a cycle of Daniel legends. Chs 7-12 are most likely
written compositions, datable to the last year of the Maccabean revolt (164 BCE) . In editing
chs 1-12 together, the author of the visions made the whole into an apocalyptic book.
(Apocalypses often mix different genres.) Despite their separate origins, several themes
hold the two halves of the book of Daniel together: God's sovereignty over history and
foreign monarchs, the special wisdom and insight of the one devoted to God, and the
ideal of heroic obedience, even to the point of death. Daniel is the only apocalypse in the
Hebrew Bible; Ezekiel has some apocalyptic elements but is still within the genre of pro
phetic books. Jewish apocalypses were written earlier than Daniel (parts of 1 Enoch, Ju
bilees), and after Daniel (other parts of 1 Enoch, 4 Ezra [2 Esdras chs 3-14], and in the New
Testament, Revelation), but these were not incorporated into the Hebrew Bible.
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DANIEL: INTRODUCTION

Another peculiar characteristic of Daniel is its use of two languages: 1 .1-2.4a and
8.1-12.13 are in Heb, while 2-4b-7.28 are in Aramaic. (This does not correspond to the divi
sion by genre noted above.) Scholars have proposed two explanations for this: Either two
languages were used in the original work, a combination that was retained in the multilin
gual world of the land of Israel in the 2nd century BeE; or the whole work was originally
composed in one language, and one part was later translated into the other language. In
this latter theory, Aramaic, the common international language of the ancient Near East at
that time, is usually suggested as the original language of the whole. Neither explanation
has met with complete scholarly agreement, but the most likely reconstruction is that chs
2-6 and separately, ch 7, were written in Aramaic, and chs 8-12, at a date slightly later
than ch 7, in Hebrew. Ch 1 may have been written in Hebrew, or translated from Aramaic
into Hebrew as a more appropriate language for the introduction.

Historical and Political Context of Daniel
THE MAJOR EMPIRES of the ancient Near East figure prominently in the book of Daniel.
The narrative begins during the Nee-Babylonian empire. It was Nebuchadnezzar (also
called Nebuchadrezzar), king of the Babylonians, who conquered Jerusalem and de
stroyed the first Temple in 586 BCE, inaugurating the period of the exile (2 Kings chs 24-25;
Jeremiah). Contemporary with the Babylonian empire in the west was the empire of the
Medes in the east. Cyrus of Persia arose in the mid-6th century BCE and conquered first the
Medes and then the Babylonians in 539· In Judea the Medes and Persians were sometimes
perceived as a joint kingdom, and at other times as following one after the other.
The Persian kings-the first four being Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius, and Xerxes-ruled the
Jews more benevolently than the Babylonians. The first, Cyrus, encouraged the Judeans to
return from their exile in 538, and allowed them to rebuild their Temple, which was con
structed in 52o-515 BCE. This state of affairs-limited autonomy under Persian rule-con
tinued until the rise of Alexander the Great (356-323), the brilliant Macedonian-Greek
king who defeated the Persians to found a new empire. Alexander conquered the land of
Israel in 333· He died young, however, and his vast empire split into several Greek-ruled
kingdoms, the most important of which for the book of Daniel were the Seleucid, centered
in Syria and Babylonia, and the Ptolemaic in Egypt. Judea lay at the intersection between
the two empires, and the influences of these empires over Jerusalem ebbed and flowed;
Jews were often split in their allegiances to one or the other. After gaining control of Judea
at the beginning of the 2nd century BCE, the Seleucid kings suffered reversals, and their
king Antiochus IV Epiphanes turned his attention to the control of the Jerusalem Temple
and the gold that was stored there. This is the background of the events indirectly de
scribed in the visions of chs 7-12.
Because of the detailed nature of apocalyptic timetables, the dating of at least the last
chs of Daniel can be established precisely. Scholars consider the predictions in this book,
as in other apocalypses, to be prophecies after the fact, purportedly written down cen
turies earlier and kept secret in order to give credence to other predictions about the end
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of history. The recounting of history, then, though symbolic, can be matched quite easily
with the history of the ancient Near East in the Greek period. The predictions are detailed
and accurate until the end of the Maccabean revolt in 164. At that point, however, they
veer dramatically from what we know of the actions of the Seleucid king (see annotations
to ch 1 1), and scholars assume that the author lived and wrote at the precise time when
the predictions become inaccurate.
The scribal visionaries who produced Daniel were strongly opposed to Antiochus IV
Epiphanes (whose name meant "god manifest"), yet they were probably not closely
aligned with the Maccabees. The group is probably to be identified with those who are
"knowledgeable" in 11.33, 12.3. (The same word in its verbal form, "to give understand
ing," is used at 9.22.) Their instruction includes the knowledge of future events that is con
tained in the visions, and their role is one of guardian to the "many."

Daniel in Jewish Tradition
THE BOOK OF DANIEL has been evaluated differently in Jewish and Christian tradition.

Daniel was evidently considered a prophet at Qumran and elsewhere in early Judaism
(Josephus, Antiquities 10.266-68), but because prefigurations of Christ and Christian resur
rection were seen in Daniel by the early church, the rabbinic tradition hesitated to embrace
the visions of Daniel. The Rabbis denied that Daniel was predicting events after the Mac
cabean revolt, and especially not the end of time, and assigned him a role as seer, not
prophet (b. Meg. 3 a, b. Sanh. 94a). Jewish tradition was also sometimes critical of what ap
peared to be a positive relationship between Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar. The different
status of Daniel in Judaism and Christianity is thus reflected in the position of the book in
the two canons. In the Christian Old Testament Daniel is placed with the major prophets,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, while in the Jewish Scriptures it is placed with the Kethu
vim, or Writings. Although the book of Daniel has not held central importance in Jewish
tradition, it has had an influence on Jewish liturgy-probably because of its late date,
when proto-liturgy was being formed-and it is significant in revealing a great deal about
the social and theological world of Jews at the end of the biblical era. [LAWRENCE M. WILLS]

1 In the third year of the reign of King Jehoiakim of

Judah, King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon came to Jeru
salem and laid siege to it. 2 The Lord delivered King Jehoi
akim of Judah into his power, together with some of the
vessels of the House of God, and he brought them to the
land of Shinar to the house of his god; he deposited the
vessels in the treasury of his god. 3 Then the king ordered
Ashpenaz, his chief officer, to bring some Israelites of
royal descent and of the nobility-4 youths without blem
ish, handsome, proficient in all wisdom, knowledgeable
and intelligent, and capable of serving in the royal
palace-and teach them the writings and the language of

1 .1 -6.29: Collection of court leg
ends. Chs 1-6 probably circulated
as independent stories before
being collected and edited to
gether (see introduction). Chs 2, 4,
and 5 demonstrate that Daniel is
superior to the king's other
courtiers, while chs 3 and 6 dra
matically depict the persecution
and vindication of the Jewish pro
tagonists at the hands of the other
courtiers. Ch 1 serves as an intro
duction to this collection. The pos
itive resolution of the narrative in
chs 1-6 and the sometimes humor-
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the Chaldeans. 5 The king allotted daily rations to them
from the king's food and from the wine he drank. They
were to be educated for three years, •·at the end of which
they·• were to enter the king's service.
6 Among them were the Judahites Daniel, Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah. 7 The chief officer gave them new
names; he named Daniel Belteshazzar, Hananiah Sha
drach, Mishael Meshach, and Azariah Abed-nego. a Dan
iel resolved not to defile himself with the king's food or
the wine he drank, so he sought permission of the chief of
ficer not to defile himself, 9 and God disposed the chief of
ficer to be kind and compassionate toward Daniel. 10 The
chief officer said to Daniel, "I fear that my lord the king,
who allotted food and drink to you, will notice that you
look out of sorts, unlike the other youths of your age
and you will put my lifeb in jeopardy with the king."
11 Daniel replied to the guard whom the chief officer had
put in charge of Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah,
12 "Please test your servants for ten days, giving us
legumes to eat and water to drink. 13 Then compare our
appearance with that of the youths who eat of the king's
food, and do with your servants as you see fit." 14 He
agreed to this plan of theirs, and tested them for ten days.
15 When the ten days were over, they looked better and
healthier than all the youths who were eating of the king's
food. 1 6 So the guard kept on removing their food, and the
wine they were supposed to drink, and gave them
legumes. 17 God made all four of these young men intelli
gent and proficient in all writings and wisdom, and Dan
iel had understanding of visions and dreams of all
kinds.1 8 When the time the king had set for their presenta
tion had come, the chief officer presented them to Nebu
chadnezzar. 1 9 The king spoke with them, and of them all
none was equal to Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael and Aza
riah; so these entered the king's service. 20 Whenever the
king put a question to them requiring wisdom and under
standing, he found them to be ten times better than all the
magicians and exorcists throughout his realm. 21 Daniel
was there until the first year of King Cyrus.
a-a Or "ami sol/lc of tllem."
b Lit. "head. "

ous tone indicate that the tension
did not result from the national
crisis of the Maccabean revolt, but
rather from the more general con
flict of loyalties that existed for
Jews living in the Diaspora in the
centuries preceding that.

1 . 1-2 1 : Daniel and his three
companions are introduced and
tested. This chapter introduces the

main Jewish characters-Daniel
and his three friends-as well as
Nebuchadnezzar and also the
Temple vessels, which will figure

in ch 5. ln addition, though God's
great power is emphasized, it is
power that is exercised at a dis
tance and through intermediaries,
a theme that will be developed in
terms of God's role in the court of
the great foreign kings in chs 1�
and in world history in chs 7-12.
1-2: The fall of Judah and the be
ginnings of exile are introduced
quickly. To establish the pedigree
of the hero, the book of Daniel
does not dwell here on Nebuchad
nezzar as the archvillain of ancient
Jewish history, or on the exile as
tragedy. The Lord still controls
human events, even the successes
of foreign kings over Judah. The
dating of events is not accurate:
The third year of King Jehoiakim
was 6o6 BCE, but Nebuchadnezzar
captured Jerusalem in 597 BCE. Ves
sels, Ezra 1.7-8. Shinm; Babylonia.
3: The "history" of the exile
quickly turns to the fortunes of the
four Jewish protagonists at the
court of Nebuchadnezzar. They
are heroic and aristocratic in bear
ing. Compare the treatment of the
fallen king Jehoiachin in 2 Kings
25.27-30, Jer. 52.31-34. 4: Cltal
deans: A name for a region and lan
guage of Babylonia, it was also as
sociated with the wisdom and
learning of Eastern courtiers. In
some passages in Daniel it refers
to the ethnic group, in others it
means courtiers. The language of tlze
Clzaldeans was Akkadian. 5: The
training of courtiers in languages,
court protocol, and international
relations was common in the an
cient world. 7-8: Belteshazzar, see
4·5 n. Prominent Jews sometimes
took Babylonian names, and at
Gen. 41.45 Joseph is given an
Egyptian name. Although Daniel
and his friends refuse the king's
food, presumably because it vio
lated the food laws in Lev. ch 11
and Deut. ch 14, there appears to
be no objection to receiving Bab
ylonian court names. The names
5/zadrnch, Meslwch, and Abed-nego
have not been satisfactorily ex
plained. This v. also offers the only
biblical indication of the later
rabbinic law that Jews should
not drink pagan wine. 8: In the
Diaspora there arose a stronger
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2 In the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar,

Nebuchadnezzar had a dream; his spirit was agitated,
•-yet he was overcome by·• sleep. 2 The king ordered the
magicians, exorcists, sorcerers, and Chaldeans to be sum
moned in order to tell the king what he had dreamed.
They came and stood before the king, 3 and the king said
to them, "I have had a dream and I am full of anxiety to
know what I have dreamed." 4 The Chaldeans spoke to
the king in Aramaic, "0 king, live forever! Relate the
dream to your servants, and we will tell its meaning."
5 The king said in reply to the Chaldeans, "I hereby decree:
If you will not make the dream and its meaning known to
me, you shall be torn limb from limb and your houses
confiscated. b 6 But if you tell the dream and its meaning,
you shall receive from me gifts, presents, and great honor;
therefore, tell me the dream and its meaning." 7 0nce
again they answered, "Let the king relate the dream to his
servants, and we will tell its meaning." B The king said in
reply, "It is clear to me that you are playing for time, since
you see that I have decreed 9 that if you do not make the
dream known to me, there is but one verdict for you. You
have conspired to tell me something false and fraudulent
until circumstances change; so relate the dream to me, and
I will then know that you can tell its meaning." 10The
Chaldeans said in reply to the king, "There is no one on
earth who can <·satisfy the king's demand,·< for great king
or ruler-none has ever asked such a thing of any magi
cian, exorcist, or Chaldean. 11 The thing asked by the king
is difficult; there is no one who can tell it to the king except
the gods whose abode is not among mortals."d 12 Where
upon the king flew into a violent rage, and gave an order
to do away with all the wise men of Babylon.
13 The decree condemning the wise men to death was is
sued. Daniel and his companions were about to be put to
death 14 when Daniel remonstrated with Arioch, the cap
tain of the royal guard who had set out to put the wise
men of Babylon to death. 15 He spoke up and said to Ari
och, the royal officer, "Why is the decree of the king so ur
gent?" Thereupon Arioch informed Daniel of the matter.
16So Daniel went to ask the king for time, that he might
tell the meaning to the king. 17 Then Daniel went to his
house and informed his companions, Hananiah, Mishael,
and Azariah, of the matter,1B that they might implore the
God of Heaven for help regarding this mystery, so that
a-a Meaning of Hcb. uncertain; others "and he co11ld not."
b Menning uncertni11; or "turned into ruins."
c-c Lit. "tell the ki11g's matter."
d Lit. "flesh."
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emphasis on dietary laws as a
way of living a pious life without
(or away from) the Temple, re
flected here and in many works
in the Apocrypha (Tobit 1.1o-11;
Judith 10.5; 1 Mace. 1.62-63,
2 Mace. 5-27)-

2.1-49: Daniel is able to interpret
the king's dream. 1 : Second year is
inconsistent with 1 . 1 4 , 2: Lists of
-

court officers-and other items as
well-occur often in chs 1-6. The
humorous tone of the pretentious
ness of the list is meant to contrast
with the understated power of
Daniel's abilities. Unlike 1.4, Char
deans here means courtiers, since
the king would have been a Chal
dean as welL 4: With the words
0 king, the text switches from Heb
to Aramaic. The interpretation of
royal dreams was common in the
ancient Near East (cf. ch 4; Gen.
ch 41), but a twist is introduced
when the king demands that the
courtiers tell him the content of his
dream as well as its interpretation.
The king's threat indicates the
high stakes and potential danger
to the life of the courtier (cf. 2.12).
Although there are many records
of dream interpretation from the
ancient Near East, there is no
record of a courtier recounting the
content of someone else's dream.
The courtiers raise an objection on
these grounds, setting the stage for
Daniel, with the help of God (v.
30), to do what no ordinary human
being could do. As in the other
chs, Daniel serves as a vehicle for
expressing God's great power,
1 3-23: It is possible that these vv.
were added to tie the chs together;
the mention of the three friends
connects this episode with chs 1
and 3, and the prayer is similar to
those in chs J, 4, and 6; see also
Neh. 9.5; 1 Sam. ch 2, Prov. ch 8.
Cf. 5.11-12 n. 18: Mystery, a Per
sian word, generally used in Jew
ish apocalypticism to mean the
special, restricted knowledge of
the heavens and what is to happen
in the future. Daniel's wisdom and
knowledge provides another con
nection between chs 1-6 and 7-12:
He is capable of receiving extraor
dinary revelations from God.
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Daniel and his colleagues would not be put to death to
gether with the other wise men of Babylon.
19 The mystery was revealed to Daniel in a night vision;
then Daniel blessed the God of Heaven. 20 Daniel spoke
up and said:
"Let the name of God be blessed forever and ever,
For wisdom and power are His.
21
He changes times and seasons,
Removes kings and installs kings;
He gives the wise their wisdom
And knowledge to those who know.
22
He reveals deep and hidden things,
Knows what is in the darkness,
And light dwells with Him.
23
I acknowledge and praise You,
0 God of my fathers,
You who have given me wisdom and power,
For now You have let me know what we asked of
You;
You have let us know what concerns the king."
24Thereupon Daniel went to Arioch, whom the king
had appointed to do away with the wise men of Babylon;
he came and said to him as follows, "Do not do away with
the wise men of Babylon; bring me to the king and I will
tell the king the meaning!" 25 So Arioch rushed Daniel into
the king' s presence and said to him, "I have found among
the exiles of Judah a man who can make the meaning
known to the king!" 26 The king said in reply to Daniel
(who was called Belteshazzar), "Can you really make
known to me the dream that I saw and its meaning?"
27 Daniel answered the king and said, "The mystery about
which the king has inquired-wise men, exorcists, magi
cians, and diviners cannot tell to the king. 28 But there is a
God in heaven who reveals mysteries, and He has made
known to King Nebuchadnezzar what is to be at the end
of days. This is your dream and the vision that entered
your mind in bed: 29 0 king, the thoughts that came to
your mind in your bed are about future events; He who
reveals mysteries has let you know what is to happen.
30 Not because my wisdom is greater than that of other
creatures has this mystery been revealed to me, but in
order that the meaning should be made known to the
king, and that you may know the thoughts of your mind.
3 1 "0 king, as you looked on, there appeared a great
statue. This statue, which was huge and its brightness sur
passing, stood before you, and its appearance was awe
some. 32 The head of that statue was of fine gold; its breast
and arms were of silver; its belly and thighs, of bronze; 33 its
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20: The central words of the

later Jewish kaddish prayer are
based on the beginning of this v.
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legs were of iron, and its feet part iron and part clay. 34 As
you looked on, a stone was hewn out, not by hands, and
struck the statue on its feet of iron and clay and crushed
them. 35 All at once, the iron, clay, bronze, silver, and gold
were crushed, and became like chaff of the threshing floors
of summer; a wind carried them off until no trace of them
was left. But the stone that struck the statue became a great
mountain and filled the whole earth.
36 "Such was the dream, and we will now tell the king
its meaning. 37You, 0 king-king of kings, to whom the
God of Heaven has given kingdom, power, might, and
glory; 3B into whose hands He has given men, wild beasts,
and the fowl of heaven, wherever they may dwell; and to
whom He has given dominion over them all-you are the
head of gold. 39 But another kingdom will arise after you,
inferior to yours; then yet a third kingdom, of bronze,
which will rule over the whole earth. 40 But the fourth
kingdom will be as strong as iron; just as iron crushes and
shatters everything-and like iron that smashes-so will
it crush and smash all these. 41 You saw the feet and the
toes, part potter's clay and part iron; that means it will be
a divided kingdom; it will have only some of the stability
of iron, inasmuch as you saw iron mixed with common
clay. 42 And the toes were part iron and part clay; that
(means] the kingdom will be in part strong and in part
brittle. 43 You saw iron mixed with common clay; that
means: •they shall intermingle with the offspring of
men,-• but shall not hold together, just as iron does not mix
with clay. 44 And in the time of those kings, the God of
Heaven will establish a kingdom that shall never be de
stroyed, a kingdom that shall not be transferred to another
people. It will crush and wipe out all these kingdoms, but
shall itself last forever-45 just as you saw how a stone was
hewn from the mountain, not by hands, and crushed the
iron, bronze, clay, silver, and gold. The great God has
made known to the king what will happen in the future.
The dream is sure and its interpretation reliable."
46 Then King Nebuchadnezzar prostrated himself and
paid homage to Daniel and ordered that a meal offering
and pleasing offerings be made to him. 47The king said in
reply to Daniel, "Truly your God must be the God of gods
and Lord of kings and the revealer of mysteries to have
enabled you to reveal this mystery." 4B The king then ele
vated Daniel and gave him very many gifts, and made
him governor of the whole province of Babylon and chief
prefect of all the wise men of Babylon. 49 At Daniel's ren-n Menni11g uncerlnin.
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31-45: Portentous dreams of the
fate of kingdoms were common in
the ancient world; d. Herodotus,
Histories 1.108, 7. 1 9. Here, how
ever, the author uses an older pre
diction of four world kingdoms
understood as Babylonia, Media,
Persia, and Greece-and empha
sizes their decreasing value. They
are followed by a mixed kingdom
of iron and clay, which signifies the
divided Greek kingdom and the
Ptolemaic and Seleucid kings who
ruled in the eastern Mediter
ranean. Although Daniel predicts
the demise of the Babylonian king
dom and its ultimate replacement
by the kingdom of the God of
Heaven, Nebuchadnezzar never
theless reveres Daniel for his in
sight. 46: Prostrated . . . paid homage
implies that the king worshipped
Daniel, but Jewish interpreters as
sumed that Daniel declined this
reverence (Gen. Rab. 96.5). The
Rabbis were often quite critical of
Daniel, however, for enjoying such
a positive relationship with the
tyrant who destroyed the first
Temple (see 4.16-24 n.). The origi
nal narratives in chs 1-6 were
probably oriented toward enter
tainment at the expense of the
pagan kings.
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quest, the king appointed Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed
nego to administer the province of Babylon; while Daniel
himself was at the king's court.

3 King Nebuchadnezzar made a statue of gold sixty cu

bits high and six cubits broad. He set it up in the plain
of Dura in the province of Babylon. 2 King Nebuchadnez
zar then sent word to gather the satraps, prefects, gover
nors, counselors, treasurers, judges, officers, and all the
provincial officials to attend the dedication of the statue
that King Nebuchadnezzar had set up. 3 So the satraps,
prefects, governors, counselors, treasurers, judges, offi
cers, and all the provincial officials assembled for the ded
ication of the statue that King Nebuchadnezzar had set
up, and stood before the statue that Nebuchadnezzar had
set up. 4 The herald proclaimed in a loud voice, "You are
commanded, 0 peoples and nations of every language,
S when you hear the sound of the horn, pipe, zither, lyre,
psaltery, bagpipe, and all other types of instruments, to
fall down and worship the statue of gold that King Nebu
chadnezzar has set up. 6 Whoever will not fall down and
worship shall at once be thrown into a burning fiery fur
nace." 7 And so, as soon as all the peoples heard the sound
of the horn, pipe, zither, lyre, psaltery, and all other types
of instruments, all peoples and nations of every language
fell down and worshiped the statue of gold that King
Nebuchadnezzar had set up.
s Seizing the occasion, certain Chaldeans came forward
to slander the Jews. 9 They spoke up and said to King Neb
uchadnezzar, "0 king, live forever! 1DYou, 0 king, gave an
order that everyone who hears the horn, pipe, zither, lyre,
psaltery, bagpipe, and all types of instruments must fall
down and worship the golden statue, 11 and whoever
does not fall down and worship shall be thrown into a
burning fiery furnace. 12 There are certain Jews whom you
appointed to administer the province of Babylon, Sha
drach, Meshach, and Abed-nego; those men pay no heed
to you, 0 king; they do not serve your god or worship the
statue of gold that you have set up."
13 Then Nebuchadnezzar, in raging fury, ordered Sha
drach, Meshach, and Abed-nego to be brought; so those
men were brought before the king. 14 Nebuchadnezzar
spoke to them and said, "Is it true, Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abed-nego, that you do not serve my god or worship
the statue of gold that I have set up? lS Now if you are
ready to fall down and worship the statue that I have
made when you hear the sound of the horn, pipe, zither,
lyre, psaltery, and bagpipe, and all other types of instru- 1647-
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3.1-33: Daniel's three compan

ions are tested in the fiery fur
nace. Daniel himself is not men

tioned in ch J. The story about the
three young men may have circu
lated as an independent oral leg
end and later been incorporated
into the tradition of Daniel narra
tives because of thematic similari
ties. The religious intolerance de
picted in the ch is very atypical of
the ancient Near Eastern world.
Although the king's demand that
Jews worship a statue has parallels
to the events of the Maccabean re
volt, the parallels are not close,
and this section of Daniel is likely
pre-Maccabean. It is unclear
whether this story is based on a
real event or is created to illustrate
the power of God. 1 : Statue ofgold:
Herodotus 1 .183 mentions a giant
figure made of gold in the temple
of Bel in Babylon. 2: In this ch,
lists, which are characteristic of
Daniel, are used particularly often,
perhaps for satirical effect. Even
the names of the protagonists in
their Babylonian form, "Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abed-nego," are re
peated often. The comic effect of
the lists is even more marked if the
narrative is read aloud, as it was
probably originally recounted. The
pomp and organization of officials,
including the title satrap, seem to
be more indicative of Persian ad
ministration, when the story
may have been composed, rather
than the Neo-Babylonian empire
when the story is set. Ch 6 indi
cates that the editor of the collec
tion is familiar with Persian ad
ministration. 8: The threat from
other courtiers, who are presum
ably jealous, is emphasized here
and at 6.1-5; d. also Esth. ch J .
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ments, [well and good]; but if you will not worship, you
shall at once be thrown into a burning fiery furnace, and
what god is there that can save you from my power?"
16 Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego said in reply to the
king, "0 Nebuchadnezzar, we have no need to answer
you in this matter, 17 for if so it must be, our God whom
we serve is able to save us from the burning fiery furnace,
and He will save us from your power, 0 king. 18 But even
if He does not, be it known to you, 0 king, that we will not
serve your god or worship the statue of gold that you
have set up."
19 Nebuchadnezzar was so filled with rage at Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abed-nego that his visage was distorted,
and he gave an order to heat up the furnace to seven times
its usual heat. 20 He commanded some of the strongest
men of his army to bind Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed
nego, and to throw them into the burning fiery furnace.
21 So these men, in their shirts, trousers, hats, and other
garments, were bound and thrown into the burning fiery
furnace. 22 Because the king's order was urgent, and the
furnace was heated to excess, a tongue of flame killed the
men who carried up Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego.
23 But those three men, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed
nego, dropped, bound, into the burning fiery furnace.
24 Then King Nebuchadnezzar was astonished and, ris
ing in haste, addressed his companions, saying, "Did we
not throw three men, bound, into the fire?" They spoke in
reply, "Surely, 0 king." 25 He answered, "But I see four
men walking about unbound and unharmed in the fire
and the fourth looks like a divine being." 26 Nebuchadnez
zar then approached the hatch of the burning fiery fur
nace and called, "Shadrach, Meshach, Abed-nego, ser
vants of the Most High God, come out!" So Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abed-nego came out of the fire. 27 The
satraps, the prefects, the governors, and the royal com
panions gathered around to look at those men, on whose
bodies the fire had had no effect, the hair of whose heads
had not been singed, whose shirts looked no different, to
whom not even the odor of fire clung. 28 Nebuchadnezzar
spoke up and said, "Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Me
shach, and Abed-nego, who sent His angel to save His ser
vants who, trusting in Him, flouted the king's decree at
the risk of their lives rather than serve or worship any god
but their own God. 29 J hereby give an order that [anyone
of] any people or nation of whatever language who blas
phemes the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego
shall be torn limb from limb, and his house confiscated,
for there is no other God who is able to save in this way."
- 1648 -

1 5: What god is there? Without real
izing it, the king invokes the God
who does have the power to save
the three Jews, unlike the many
gods whom the king worships.
19: The bluster of the king is em
phasized, perhaps also for comic
effect. 25: Thefourth looks like a di
vine being, an angel. Angels be
come particularly important in this
period; cf. 7.13-14 n.; 8.15-16 n.
31-33: The first doxology (praise
of God) of the pagan kings; cf.
4.31-34; 6.27-28. The theme of all
the doxologies is that God's king
ship is superior to any earthly
kingship. The implausibility of the
Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar
blessing the God of Israel and
making a decree of protection ar
gues for a humorous interpretation
of this ch. These vv. are sometimes
taken as the introduction to ch 4
rather than concluding ch 3·
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30 Thereupon the king promoted Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abed-nego in the province of Babylon.
31 "King Nebuchadnezzar to all people and nations of
every language that inhabit the whole earth: May your
well-being abound! 32 The signs and wonders that the
Most High God has worked for me I am pleased to relate.
33 How great are His signs; how mighty His wonders! His
kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and His dominion
endures throughout the generations."

4 I, Nebuchadnezzar, was living serenely in my house,

flourishing in my palace. 2 I had a dream that fright
ened me, and my thoughts in bed and the vision of my
mind alarmed me. 3 I gave an order to bring all the wise
men of Babylon before me to let me know the meaning of
the dream. 4 The magicians, exorcists, Chaldeans, and di
viners carne, and I related the dream to them, but they
could not make its meaning known to me. s Finally, Daniel,
called Belteshazzar after the name of my god, in whom the
spirit of the holy gods was, carne to me, and I related the
dream to him, [saying], 6 "Belteshazzar, chief magician, in
whom I know the spirit of the holy gods to be, and whom
no mystery baffles, tell me the meaning of my dream vision
that I have seen. 7 In the visions of my mind in bed
I saw a tree of great height in the midst of the
earth;
8
The tree grew and became mighty;
Its top reached heaven,
And it was visible to the ends of the earth.
9
Its foliage was beautiful
And its fruit abundant;
There was food for all in it.
Beneath it the beasts of the field found shade,
And the birds of the sky dwelt on its branches;
All creatures fed on it.
lO in the vision of my mind in bed, I looked and saw a holy
Watcher corning down from heaven. 11 He called loudly
and said:
'Hew down the tree, lop off its branches,
Strip off its foliage, scatter its fruit.
Let the beasts of the field flee from beneath it
And the birds from its branches,
12
But leave the stump with its roots in the ground.
In fetters of iron and bronze
In the grass of the field,
Let him be drenched with the dew of heaven,
And share earth's verdure with the beasts.

D A N I E L 3 . 3 0-4 . 1 2
4.1-34: Daniel predicts Nebu
chadnezzar's madness. 1 : I, Nebu
clladnezzar: The narrative begins

in the first person, recounted by
Nebuchadnezzar himself, which
is typical of Neo-Babylonian royal
inscriptions and of royal letters.
Nebuchadnezzar was never absent
from office for any extended pe
riod, but the king's temporary ab
sence here likely suggests that the
model for this story is not Nebu
chadnezzar but Nabonidus, the
last Babylonian king (556-539
seE). He spent ten years at Teima,
in the Arabian peninsula, allowing
his son Belshazzar to reign as
viceroy in his stead (see ch 5).
The "Prayer of Nabonidus"
(4Q242) from Qumran presents
Nabonidus's first-person account
of being cured by an unnamed
Jewish seer after an affliction of
seven years. 5: Belteshazzar . . . the
name of my god, see 1.7 n. Although
the author understandably as
sumes that the name is related to
the Babylonian god Bel, it actually
means "protect his life" or perhaps
"protects the prince's life," and is
not based on the god Bel. 6: Mys
ten;, see 2.18 n. 7: The "world-tree"
is often used in the ancient Near
East as a symbol of a great em
pire; d. Ezek. 17.1-10; 31.3-14;
Herodotus 1.108; 7.19. 1 0: Watcher,
an angelic figure, common in Jew
ish apocalyptic literature (jubilees
4.15), who executes God's justice.
In some texts watchers are fallen
angels (1 Enocll chs 1o-16).
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Let his mind be altered from that of a man,
And let him be given the mind of a beast,
And let seven seasons pass over him.
14
This sentence is decreed by the Watchers;
This verdict is commanded by the Holy Ones
So that all creatures may know
That the Most High is sovereign over the realm of
man,
And He gives it to whom He wishes
And He may set over it even the lowest of men.'
15 "I, King Nebuchadnezzar, had this dream; now you,
Belteshazzar, tell me its meaning, since all the wise men
of my kingdom are not able to make its meaning known
to me, but you are able, for the spirit of the holy gods is
in you."
16 Then Daniel, called Belteshazzar, was perplexed for a
while, and alarmed by his thoughts. The king addressed
him, "Let the dream and its meaning not alarm you." Bel
teshazzar replied, "My lord, would that the dream were
for your enemy and its meaning for your foe! 17 The tree
that you saw grow and become mighty, whose top
reached heaven, which was visible throughout the
earth,1Bwhose foliage was beautiful, whose fruit was so
abrmdant that there was food for all in it, beneath which
the beasts of the field dwelt, and in whose branches the
birds of the sky lodged-1 9 it is you, 0 king, you who have
grown and become mighty, whose greatness has grown to
reach heaven, and whose dominion is to the end of the
earth. 20 The holy Watcher whom the king saw descend
from heaven and say,
Hew down the tree and destroy it,
But leave the stump with its roots in the ground.
In fetters of iron and bronze
In the grass of the field,
Let him be drenched with the dew of heaven,
And share the lot of the beasts of the field
Until seven seasons pass over him21 this is its meaning, 0 king; it is the decree of the Most
High which has overtaken my lord the king. 22 You will be
driven away from men and have your habitation with the
beasts of the field. You will be fed grass like cattle, and be
drenched with the dew of heaven; seven seasons will pass
over you until you come to know that the Most High is
sovereign over the realm of man, and He gives it to whom
He wishes. 23 And the meaning of the command to leave
the stump of the tree with its roots is that the kingdom
will remain yours from the time you come to know that
Heaven is sovereign. 24 Therefore, 0 king, may my advice

16-24: The story slips into third
person narration with Daniel's
role, but returns to first-person
narration at v. 3 1 . Daniel urges the
king to reform his practices (v. 24),
but in light of Nebuchadnezzar's
conquest of Judah and the destruc
tion of the Temple, his repentance
could not have been seriously
maintained. Daniel's concern for
Nebuchadnezzar did not always
meet with approval in rabbinic tra
dition (b. B. Bat. 4a); some rabbis,
however, assumed that "my lord"
(v. 16) must refer to God and the
"enemy" must be Nebuchadnez
zar himself. The point of these
episodes, though told whimsically,
seems to be that even Nebuchad
nezzar could be forced to recog
nize the sovereignty of the one
true God (d. the book of Jonah).
28: Voice, cf. Daniel 5. 31-34: Cf.
3·32-3); 6.27-28.
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be acceptable to you: Redeem your sins by beneficence
and your iniquities by generosity to the poor; then your
serenity may be extended."
25 All this befell King Nebuchadnezzar. 26 Twelve
months later, as he was walking on the roof of the royal
palace at Babylon, 27 the king exclaimed, "There is great
Babylon, which I have built by my vast power to be a
royal residence for the glory of my majesty!" 2B The words
were still on the king's lips, when a voice fell from heaven,
"It has been decreed for you, 0 King Nebuchadnezzar:
The kingdom has passed out of your hands. 29 You are
being driven away from men, and your habitation is to be
with the beasts of the field. You are to be fed grass like cat
tle, and seven seasons will pass over you until you come
to know that the Most High is sovereign over the realm of
man and He gives it to whom He wishes." 3D There and
then the sentence was carried out upon Nebuchadnezzar.
He was driven away from men, he ate grass like cattle,
and his body was drenched with the dew of heaven until
his hair grew like eagle's [feathers] and his nails like [the
talons of] birds.
31 "When the time had passed, I, Nebuchadnezzar, lifted
my eyes to heaven, and my reason was restored to me. I
blessed the Most High, and praised and glorified the
Ever-Living One,
Whose dominion is an everlasting dominion
And whose kingdom endures throughout the
generations.
32
All the inhabitants of the earth are of no account.
He does as He wishes with the host of heaven,
And with the inhabitants of the earth.
There is none to stay His hand
Or say to Him, 'What have You done?'
33 There and then my reason was restored to me, and my
majesty and splendor were restored to me for the glory of
my kingdom. My companions and nobles sought me out,
and I was reestablished over my kingdom, and added
greatness was given me. 34 So now I, Nebuchadnezzar,
praise, exalt, and glorify the King of Heaven, all of whose
works are just and whose ways are right, and who is able
to humble those who behave arrogantly."

5 King Belshazzar gave a great banquet for his thousand

nobles, and in the presence of the thousand he drank
wine. 2 Under the influence of the wine, Belshazzar or
dered the gold and silver vessels that his father Nebuchad
nezzar had taken out of the temple at Jerusalem to be
brought so that the king and his nobles, his consorts, and

DANIEL 4.25-5 ·2
5.1-29: Daniel interprets the writ
ing on the wall. 1-2: Belshazzar

was the son of Nabonidus. He was
never king, and only reigned as
viceroy during his father's ab
sence. Great banquet: Babylonian
and Persian royal feasts were
notorious for their excess; cf. Esth.
ch 1. It is the sacrilege of drinking
from the Temple vessels, however,
especially by the concubines,
that is most emphasized. Accord
ing to rabbinic tradition (b. Meg.
nb-12a), Belshazzar was celebrat
ing because he thought that the
prediction of the demise of the
Babylonian kingdom after seventy
years (Jer. 25. 1 1; cf. Dan. ch 9)
had been proven wrong. He
had miscalculated, however,
by one year. Vessels, see 1.2.
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his concubines could drink from them. 3 The golden vessels
that had been taken out of the sanctuary of the House of
God in Jerusalem were then brought, and the king, his no
bles, his consorts, and his concubines drank from them.
4 They drank wine and praised the gods of gold and silver,
bronze, iron, wood, and stone. 5 Just then, the fingers of a
human hand appeared and wrote on the plaster of the wall
of the king's palace opposite the lampstand, so that the
king could see the hand as it wrote. 6 The king's face dark
ened, and his thoughts alarmed him; the joints of his loins
were loosened and his knees knocked together. 7 The king
called loudly for the exorcists, Chaldeans, and diviners to
be brought. The king addressed the wise men of Babylon,
"Whoever can read this writing and tell me its meaning
shall be clothed in purple and wear a golden chain on his
neck, and shall rule as •·one of three·• in the kingdom."
s Then all the king' s wise men came, but they could not
read the writing or make known its meaning to the king.
9 King Belshazzar grew exceedingly alarmed and his face
darkened, and his nobles were dismayed. 10 Because of the
state of the king and his nobles, the queen came to the
banquet hall. The queen spoke up and said, "0 king, live
forever! Let your thoughts not alarm you or your face
darken. 11 There is a man in your kingdom who has the
spirit of the holy gods in him; in your father's time, illu
mination, understanding, and wisdom like that of the
gods were to be found in him, and your father, King Neb
uchadnezzar, appointed him chief of the magicians, exor
cists, Chaldeans, and diviners. 1 2 Seeing that there is to be
found in Daniel (whom the king called Belteshazzar) ex
traordinary spirit, knowledge, and understanding to in
terpret dreams, to explain riddles and solve problems, let
Daniel now be called to tell the meaning [of the writing]."
1 3 Daniel was then brought before the king. The king ad
dressed Daniel, "You are Daniel, one of the exiles of Judah
whom my father, the king, brought from Judah. 14 I have
heard about you that you have the spirit of the gods in
you, and that illumination, knowledge, and extraordinary
wisdom are to be found in you. 15 Now the wise men and
exorcists have been brought before me to read this writing
and to make known its meaning to me. But they could not
tell what it meant. 16 1 have heard about you, that you can
give interpretations and solve problems. Now if you can
read the writing and make known its meaning to me, you
shall be clothed in purple and wear a golden chain on
your neck and rule as one of three in the kingdom."
n-n Cf Dnn. 6.J; or "third in rnnk. "

4: Gods ofgold a11d silver: A com
mon feature of Judaism at this
time was the "parody of idols,"
usually focusing on their material
origin and their inability to re
spond to prayer; cf. 5.23; Isa.
44.9-20; Ps. 1 15.4-8; in the Apoc
rypha, Wisdom of Solomon
13.1-15.17; Bel and the Dragon;
and at Qumran, the "Prayer of
Nabonidus." 5: The ji11gers of a
huma11 ha11d: Compare the finger
of God that brings the plagues
in Exod. 8.19, or writes the ten
commandments in Exod. 31.18.
1 0: Quee11, probably the queen
mother, the wife of Nebuchadnez
zar. 1 1-12: Daniel's wisdom is
spelled out by the queen-mother.
Evidently she alone remembers his
service to Nebuchadnezzar and his
extraordinary abilities. This is one
of the few places in chs 1-6 that
connects the individual stories,
and it is likely a redactional addi
tion to make the book more coher
ent. See 2.13-23 n. 23: Because of
the sacrilege of the Temple vessels,
the sins of Belshazzar are more
pointedly agai11st the Lord of Heave11
than was the case with Nebuchad
nezzar. 25-28: The words are in
terpreted on two levels. They are
weights: MEN£ in Aramaic is a
mina (a little more than half a kilo
gram, about 20 ounces); TEKEL is a
shekel (11 grams or less than half
an ounce); and UPHARSJN (a dual
form of "peres") is two half-minas.
They also sound like verbs: MEN£
sounds like the verb "to number,"
TEKEL "to weigh," and UPHARSIN "to
divide." The last is also similar to
the word "Persians." It is possible
that the words originally referred
only to the decreasing "weight" or
importance of particular Babylo
nian monarchs, and the dynasty
was thereby condemned. A more
explicit level of prophetic condem
nation was then added in terms of
the verbal meanings.

D A N I E L 5 · 1 7- 6 . 4
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17 Then Daniel said in reply to the king, "You may keep
your gifts for yourself, and give your presents to others.
But I will read the writing for the king, and make its
meaning known to him. 18 0 king, the Most High God be
stowed kingship, grandeur, glory, and majesty upon your
father Nebuchadnezzar. 19 And because of the grandeur
that He bestowed upon him, all the peoples and nations of
every language trembled in fear of him. He put to death
whom he wished, and whom he wished he let live; he
raised high whom he wished and whom he wished he
brought low. 20 But when he grew haughty and willfully
presumptuous, he was deposed from his royal throne and
his glory was removed from him. 21 He was driven away
from men, and his mind made like that of a beast, and his
habitation was with wild asses. He was fed grass like cat
tle, and his body was drenched with the dew of heaven
until he came to know that the Most High God is sover
eign over the realm of man, and sets over it whom He
wishes. 22 But you, Belshazzar his son, did not humble
yourself although you knew all this. 23 You exalted your
self against the Lord of Heaven, and had the vessels of His
temple brought to you. You and your nobles, your con
sorts, and your concubines drank wine from them and
praised the gods of silver and gold, bronze and iron,
wood and stone, which do not see, hear, or understand;
but the God who controls your lifebreath and every move
you make-Him you did not glorify! 24 He therefore made
the hand appear, and caused the writing to be inscribed.
25 This is the writing that is inscribed: MENE MENE TEKEL
UPHARSIN. 26 And this is its meaning: MENE-God has
numbered• [the days of] your kingdom and brought it to
an end; 27TEKEL-b-you have been weighed-h in the bal
ance and found wanting; 28 PEREs-your kingdom <·has
been divided-< and given to the Medes and the Persians."
29Then, at Belshazzar's command, they clothed Daniel in
purple, placed a golden chain on his neck, and proclaimed
that he should rule as one of three in the kingdom.
30 That very night, Belshazzar, the Chaldean king, was
killed, and Darius the Mede received the kingdom,
being about sixty-two years old. 2 1t pleased Darius to
appoint over the kingdom one hundred and twenty
satraps to be in charge of the whole kingdom; 3 over them
Were three ministers, one of them Daniel, to whom these
satraps reported, in order that the king not be troubled.
4 This man Daniel surpassed the other ministers and
satraps by virtue of his extraordinary spirit, and the king

6

a Aramaic mena.

b-b Aramaic tekilta.

c-c Aramaic perisat.

5.30-6.29: Daniel in the lions'
den. 5.30-6. 1 : These vv. were

likely added to provide a smooth
transition between the separate
stories in chs 5 and 6. 1 : Darius the
Mede is unhistorical. Darius was a
famous Persian king (522-486 BCE)
responsible for organizing his em
pire into provinces headed by
"satraps" or governors. According
to Herodotus, Histories ].89, Dar
ius established twenty satrapies;
contrast the exaggerated tradition
of Esth. 1 . 1 . The four-empires
schema requires that Media be
represented in chs 2 and 7, and it is
possible that a story originally in
volving Darius of Persia has been
altered to fit this schema. The
events of 5-JO are likewise ahistori
cal. 3: In the stories of court con
flict, an initial balance among the
courtiers is disturbed when one of
them is promoted above the oth
ers; cf. 2.49 (in reference to ch J);
Esth. J.I.

DANIEL 6 . 5-6 . 1 9
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considered setting him over the whole kingdom. s The
ministers and satraps looked for some fault in Daniel's
conduct in matters of state, but they could find neither
fault nor corruption, inasmuch as he was trustworthy, and
no negligence or corruption was to be found in him.
6 Those men then said, "We are not going to find any fault
with this Daniel, unless we find something against him in
connection with the laws of his God." 7Then these minis
ters and satraps came thronging in to the king and said to
him, "0 King Darius, live forever! 8 All the ministers of the
kingdom, the prefects, satraps, companions, and gover
nors are in agreement that a royal ban should be issued
under sanction of an oath that whoever shall address a pe
tition to any god or man, besides you, 0 king, during the
next thirty days shall be thrown into a lions' den. 9 So issue
the ban, 0 king, and put it in writing so that it be unalter
able as a law of the Medes and Persians that may not be ab
rogated." t O Thereupon King Darius put the ban in writing.
11 When Daniel learned that it had been put in writing,
he went to his house, in whose upper chamber he had had
windows made facing Jerusalem, and three times a day he
knelt down, prayed, and made confession to his God, as
he had always done. 12 Then those men came thronging in
and found Daniel petitioning his God in supplication.
13 They then approached the king and reminded him of
the royal ban: "Did you not put in writing a ban that who
ever addresses a petition to any god or man besides you,
0 king, during the next thirty days, shall be thrown into a
lions' den?" The king said in reply, "The order stands
firm, as a law of the Medes and Persians that may not be
abrogated." 14 Thereupon they said to the king, "Daniel,
one of the exiles of Judah, pays no heed to you, 0 king, or
to the ban that you put in writing; three times a day he of
fers his petitions [to his God]." lS Upon hearing that, the
king was very disturbed, and he set his heart upon saving
Daniel, and until the sun set made every effort to rescue
him. 16 Then those men came thronging in to the king and
said to the king, "Know, 0 king, that it is a law of the
Medes and Persians that any ban that the king issues
under sanction of oath is unalterable." 17By the king's
order, Daniel was then brought and thrown into the lions'
den. The king spoke to Daniel and said, "Your God, whom
you serve so regularly, will deliver you." 18 A rock was
brought and placed over the mouth of the den; the king
sealed it with his signet and with the signet of his nobles,
so that nothing might be altered concerning Daniel.
19The king then went to his palace and spent the night
fasting; no diversions were brought to him, and his sleep
- 1654-

8: The interdict is historically im

plausible. No king of this period
who claimed divine status forbade
the worship of other gods. Darius
the Persian was supportive of local
religions, including that of the
Jews. The exclusive worship of one
god was a Jewish view, and this
exclusive notion is projected onto
an Eastern divine monarch. The
narrative thus reflects Jewish ten
sions about remaining monotheis
tic in a mixed Diaspora culture.
9: Some ancient authors believed
that the law of the Persian king,
once enacted, could not be altered
(Esth. 1.19; 8.8; Diodorus Siculus
17.30). This is likely only a pop
ular tradition, however, and is em
phasized for dramatic effect (d.
6.14-17). 1 1 : Praying three times a
day became a common Jewish
practice by the mishnaic period,
though it has earlier precedents
(Ps. 55.18; Judith 9.1). Likewise,
the Mishnah legislates praying
toward Jerusalem (111. Ber. 4.5).
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fled from him. 20 Then, at the first light of dawn, the king
arose and rushed to the lions' den. 21 As he approached
the den, he cried to Daniel in a mournful voice; the king
said to Daniel, "Daniel, servant of the living God, was
the God whom you served so regularly able to deliver
you from the lions?" 22 Daniel then talked with the king,
"0 king, live forever! 23 My God sent His angel, who shut
the mouths of the lions so that they did not injure me,
inasmuch as I was found innocent by Him, nor have I,
0 king, done you any injury." 24 The king was very glad,
and ordered Daniel to be brought up out of the den. Dan
iel was brought up out of the den, and no injury was
found on him, for he had trusted in his God. 25 Then, by
order of the king, those men who had slandered Daniel
were brought and, together with their children and wives,
were thrown into the lions' den. They had hardly reached
the bottom of the den when the lions overpowered them
and crushed all their bones.
26 Then King Darius wrote to all peoples and nations of
every language that inhabit the earth, "May your well
being abound! 27 I have hereby given an order that
throughout my royal domain men must tremble in fear
before the God of Daniel, for He is the living God who en
dures forever; His kingdom is indestructible, and His do
minion is to the end of time; 28 He delivers and saves, and
performs signs and wonders in heaven and on earth, for
He delivered Daniel from the power of the lions." 29 Thus
Daniel prospered during the reign of Darius and during
the reign of Cyrus the Persian.

7 In the first year of King Belshazzar of Babylon, Daniel

saw a dream and a vision of his mind in bed; afterward
he wrote down the dream. Beginning the account, 2 Daniel
related the following:
"In my vision at night, I saw the four winds of heaven
stirring up the great sea. 3 Four mighty beasts different
from each other emerged from the sea. 4 The first was like
a lion but had eagles' wings. As I looked on, its wings
were plucked off, and it was lifted off the ground and set
on its feet like a man and given the mind of a man. 5 Then
I saw a second, different beast, which was like a bear but
raised on one side, and with three fangs in its mouth
among its teeth; it was told, ' Arise, eat much meat!' 6 After
that, as I looked on, there was another one, like a leopard,
and it had on its back four wings like those of a bird; the
beast had four heads, and dominion was given to it.
7 After that, as I looked on in the night vision, there was a
fourth beast-fearsome, dreadful, and very powerful,
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25: The importance of family iden

tity in the ancient Near East could
result in family members receiving
the punishment of the male heads;
cf. Num. 16.25-33; 2 Sam. 21.1-9;
Esth. 9.13-14; but in contrast to
this, Jer. 3 1 .28-29; Ezek. ch 18.
26-28: A concluding doxology
similar to 3.28, 32-33; 4.31-34. The
story is told for dramatic effect. It
is unlikely that Darius would in
voke Daniel's God, although this
has been the theme of chs 1-6, as it
was in "Prayer of Nabonidus"
from Qumran and Bel and the
Dragon from the Apocrypha.
Keeping lions in an underground
den is unknown; this and the seal
ing of the stone with the king's
ring heighten the drama. 29: Cyrus
the Persian was the first Persian
king (559-530 BCE). He was fol
lowed by Cambyses, Darius, and
Xerxes; see g. t.

7.1-1 2.13: Daniel's apocalyptic

visions. This is the second half of

the book; see the introduction on
the difference in genre, date, and
political situation of chs 7-12, and
the difference in language between
chs 7 and 8-12.

7.1-28: Vision of the four beasts.

Ch 7, in Aramaic, may have been
composed before chs 8-12. Like
ch 2, it involves a dream inter
pretation and a four-kingdom
schema, and like chs 2--6 it is in Ar
amaic. The depiction of the end of
time in apocalyptic visions is often
similar to biblical depictions of the
beginning of time, that is, creation.
The sea and monsters here are
paralleled in many stories of cre
ation (Gen. ch 1; Job 26.12-13; Pss.
33.6-7; 74.12-14; !sa. 27.1). 1 : First
year of King Belshazzar, 553 BCE. The
author of ch 7, like the author of ch
5, incorrectly thinks of Belshazzar
as king. 2-3: Four winds . . . four
mighty beasts: The tumult of all
four winds blowing at once and
the violence of the sea portend
threatening events. The recurrence
of the number four evokes the four
kingdoms of ch 2, and ch 7 will
develop a four-kingdom schema
further. 4-8: The animals are like
the mythological figures of ancient

DANIEL 7 . 8-7 . 2 0
with great iron teeth-that devoured and crushed, and
stamped the remains with its feet. It was different from all
the other beasts which had gone before it; and it had ten
horns. B While I was gazing upon these horns, a new little
horn sprouted up among them; three of the older horns
were uprooted to make room for it. There were eyes in this
horn like those of a man, and a mouth that spoke arro
gantly. 9 As I looked on,
Thrones were set in place,
And the Ancient of Days took His seat.
His garment was like white snow,
And the hair of His head was like lamb's• wool.
His throne was tongues of flame;
Its wheels were blazing fire.
10
A river of fire streamed forth before Him;
Thousands upon thousands served Him;
Myriads upon myriads attended Him;
The court sat and the books were opened.
11 I looked on. Then, because of the arrogant words that
the horn spoke, the beast was killed as I looked on; its
body was destroyed and it was consigned to the flames.
12 The dominion of the other beasts was taken away, but
an extension of life was given to them for a time and sea
son. 13 As I looked on, in the night vision,
One like a human being
Came with the clouds of heaven;
He reached the Ancient of Days
And was presented to Him.
14
Dominion, glory, and kingship were given to him;
All peoples and nations of every language must
serve him.
His dominion is an everlasting dominion that shall
not pass away,
And his kingship, one that shall not be destroyed.
1 5 As for me, Daniel, my spirit was disturbed within me
and the vision of my mind alarmed me. 16 I approached
one of the attendants and asked him the true meaning of
all this. He gave me this interpretation of the matter:
17 'These great beasts, four in number [mean] four king
domsb will arise out of the earth; 1B then holy ones of the
Most High will receive the kingdom, and will possess the
kingdom forever-forever and ever.' 19 Then I wanted to
ascertain the true meaning of the fourth beast, which was
different from them all, very fearsome, with teeth of iron,
claws of bronze, that devoured and crushed, and stamped
the remains; 20 and of the ten horns on its head; and of the
a Or "clean. "

b Lit. "kings."
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Near Eastern art, but are also fero
cious predators known to Israelite
imagery, e.g., Hos. 13.7-8. (On the
empires symbolized here, see the
introduction.) The winged lion rep
resents the Babylonian kingdom,
the ravenous bear the Medes, the
winged leopard the Persians, and
the last beast the Greek empire of
Alexander the Great, with the ten
horns representing the Seleucid
successors of Alexander in the
Near East. The last beast is the
most fearsome and chaotic, and
the last hom represents the Seleu
cid Antiochus IV Epiphanes, who
killed some of his rivals. The
human transformation of the first
beast may be an allusion to ch 4·
The general cast of this scene is
also like Ezek. ch 1, with its com
posite creatures and symbolic
weight. 9-14: The chaos and de
structive power of the beasts is fol
lowed by an even more awesome
judgment scene. The model for the
judgment scene is the ancient Near
Eastern council of gods in heaven,
often utilized in the Bible to depict
God's council (Ps. 82.1; Job ch 1).
The throne formed from tongues
offlame echoes Isa. ch 6; Ezek.
1.25-28. 9: Ancient of Days: God is
described in corporeal terms in the
way that El is pictured in Canaan
ite myth, with the warrior-god
Baal coming before him after slay
ing the sea-monster. It is signifi
cant, however, that combat is not
mentioned here in Daniel, only
judgment. As in Gen. ch 1, God
has absolute sovereignty over the
world, and does not need to estab
lish authority through conflict.
Cf. the role of angels in 10.2o-21.
1 1 : The arrogance of the last hom
is now seen as provocation for
the most severe punishment. In ch
5 it was the arrogance and sacri
lege of the latecomer Belshazzar,
not the destructive history of
Nebuchadnezza� that provoked
the strongest condemnation.
1 3-14: Human being, lit. "son of
man," which in the Bible is id
iomatic for human being (Dan.
8.17; Ezek. 2.1; Job 25.6). Here,
however, the celestial being is like
a human being, i.e., has a human
countenance. For the author it
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new one that sprouted, to make room for which three
fell-the horn that had eyes, and a mouth that spoke arro
gantly, and which was more conspicuous than its fellows.
21 (I looked on as that horn made war with the holy ones
and overcame them, 22 until the Ancient of Days came and
judgment was rendered in favor of the holy ones of the
Most High, for the time had come, and the holy ones took
possession of the kingdom.) 23 This is what he said: 'The
fourth beast [means]-there will be a fourth kingdom
upon the earth which will be different from all the king
doms; it will devour the whole earth, tread it down, and
crush it. 24 And the ten horns [mean]-from that kingdom,
ten kings will arise, and after them another will arise. He
will be different from the former ones, and will bring low
three kings. 25 He will speak words against the Most High,
and will harass the holy ones of the Most High. He will
think of changing times and laws, and they will be deliv
ered into his power for a •time, times, and half a time:•
26 Then the court will sit and his dominion will be taken
away, to be destroyed and abolished for all time. 27 The
kingship and dominion and grandeur belonging to all the
kingdoms under Heaven will be given to the people of the
holy ones of the Most High. Their kingdom shall be an
everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey them.' " 28 Here the account ends.
I, Daniel, was very alarmed by my thoughts, and my
face darkened; and I could not put the matter out of my
mind.

8 In the third year of the reign of King Belshazzar, a vi

sion appeared to me, to me, Daniel, after the one that
had appeared to me earlier. 2 I saw in the vision-at the
time I saw it I was in the fortress of Shushan, in the
province of Elam-I saw in the vision that I was beside the
Ulai River. 3 I looked and saw a ram standing between me
and the river; he had two horns; the horns were high, with
one higher than the other, and the higher sprouting last. 4 I
saw the ram butting westward, northward, and south
ward. No beast could withstand him, and there was none
to deliver from his power. He did as he pleased and grew
n-n I.e., n year, two years, and a half a year.

most likely represents a heavenly
figure who will exercise judgment,
perhaps Michael (see 10.13 n.).
Christian tradition, especially in
the Gospels, saw this as a predic
tion of Jesus as a heavenly "son of

man." A messianic use of this title
is also found in postbiblical Jewish
literature (1 Enoch 46.1; 48.10;
4 Ezra [2 Esdras] ch 13; b. Sanh.
g8a). Some Rabbis rejected the fu
ture messianic interpretation by

arguing either that the predictions
had all been fulfilled in the past
(b. Sa nit. 97b), or that Daniel's pre
dictions did not include the end of
time (Gen. Rab. g8.2). Later in Jew
ish tradition the messianic inter
pretation faded and the one like a
human being was seen as represent
ing Israel (Ibn Ezra, Rashi). 14: Do
minion . . . peoples and nations: The
tone and the words used here and
in 7.27 tie this ch to the doxologies
of chs 1-6 (see 3.31-33 n.). 16: In
chs 2 and 4 Daniel's extraordinary
spiritual insights, bestowed by
God, allowed him to interpret the
dreams successfully, but the apoc
alyptic genre typically included a
divine interpreter; cf. 8.15-16;
9.21-23; chs 1o-12; Zech chs 1-6.
Interpretation: The word used here
("peshar") is the Aramaic form of
the word used later at Qumran for
a type of biblical interpretation. (It
is translated as "meaning" at 4.13;
5.15, 26.) 1 8: Holy ones of the Most
High: Some scholars see here a
reference to the pious Jews of
Daniel's circle, called "knowledge
able" in ch 12, but others argue,
noting v. 27 and using the analogy
of texts from Qumran, that the holy
ones are the angelic host.

8.1-27: Vision of the ram and the

he-goat. With the beginning of ch
8, the language changes from Ara
maic back to Heb, and continues in
Heb to the end. The symbolic vi
sions of chs 8-12 are less poetic,
more detailed, and more focused
on recent events from the author's
perspective. 1: Third year . . . Bel
shazzar, see 7.1. 2: Shuslzan, Susa,
the winter capital of the Persian
empire. Ulai River: Daniel twice
has visions by a river (cf. 10.4), as
does Ezekiel (Ezekiel 1.1). Rivers
create a natural boundary, and in
the ancient world boundaries and
crossroads were considered ideal
locations for communication with
the divine. 3-14: Ram . . . Ire-goat:
The traditional four-kingdom
schema is abandoned here in favor
of one that is less compelling but
better symbolizes the recent past
from the author's perspective. The
two-horned ram represents the
Medes and Persians, and the
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great. s As I looked on, a he-goat came from the west,
passing over the entire earth without touching the
ground. The goat had a conspicuous horn on its forehead.
6 He came up to the two-horned ram that I had seen stand
ing between me and the river and charged at him with fu
rious force. 7 I saw him reach the ram and rage at him; he
struck the ram and broke its two horns, and the ram was
powerless to withstand him. He threw him to the ground
and trampled him, and there was none to deliver the ram
from his power. 8 Then the he-goat grew very great, but at
the peak of his power his big horn was broken. In its
place, four conspicuous horns sprouted toward the four
winds of heaven. 9 from one of them emerged a small
horn, which extended itself greatly toward the south, to
ward the east, and toward the beautiful land. 1 0 Jt grew as
high as the host of heaven and it hurled some stars of the
[heavenly] host to the ground and trampled them. 11 It
vaunted itself against the very chief of the host; on its ac
count the regular offering was suspended, and His holy
place was abandoned. 12 •-An army was arrayed iniqui
tously against the regular offering;·• it hurled truth to the
ground and prospered in what it did.
13 Then I heard a holy being speaking, and another holy
being said to whoever it was who was speaking, "How
long will [what was seen in] the vision last-•the regular
offering be forsaken because of transgression; the sanctu
ary be surrendered and the [heavenly] host be tram
pled?"·• 14 He answered me,b "For twenty-three hundred
evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary shall be
cleansed." 15 While I, Daniel, was seeing the vision, and
trying to understand it, there appeared before me one
who looked like a man. 16 I heard a human voice from the
middle of Ulai calling out, "Gabriel, make that man un
derstand the vision." 1 7 He came near to where I was
standing, and as he came I was terrified, and fell prostrate.
He said to me, "Understand, 0 man, that the vision refers
to the time of the end." 1BWhen he spoke with me, I was
overcome by a deep sleep as I lay prostrate on the ground.
Then he touched me and made me stand up, 19 and said,
"I am going to inform you of what will happen when
wrath is at an end, for [it refers] to the time appointed for
the end.
20 "The two-horned ram that you saw [signifies] the
kings of Media and Persia; 21 and the buck, the he-goat
the king of Greece; and the large horn on his forehead,
that is the first king. 22 One was broken and four came in
n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

b Severn/ ancient versions "!Jim."
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he-goat represents Alexander the
Great, who died at the peak of his
power. The four conspicuous horns
represent the four kingdoms that
succeeded Alexander, one of
which was the Seleucid, over
which Antiochus IV Epiphanes
came to rule. This vision thus
overlaps to a large extent with
ch 7- 9: Beautiful /and, Judea.

1 1 : Regular offering . . . abandoned:

Antiochus IV suppressed the prac
tice of Judaism and turned the
Temple into a pagan worship
site (1 Mace. 1.54-61; 2 Mace.

14: Twenty-three hundred
evenings and mornings, i.e., 1,150

4.1 1-6. 11).

days, about the same as the three
and a half years of 7.25; 9-2T 12.7.

15-16: One who looked like a man:

An expression different from
7.13-14 is used here, which is a
play on the name of Gabriel. An
gels appear in the Bible, but only
in Daniel and postbiblical texts do
they have names; see also 12. 1.
1 7-19: Here and elsewhere (e.g.,
8.26-27) a number of literary de
vices are used, typical of apoca
lypses, that increase the sense of
awe, secrecy, and mystery, even
though the events predicted seem
very clear. The command to "keep
the vision a secret" ( v. 26) empha
sizes that it was supposedly re
ceived by Daniel centuries earlier,
but was not known until now at
the time of the end when it finds its
realization.
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its stead-that [means]: four kingdoms will arise out of a
nation, but without its power. 23 When their kingdoms are
at an end, when the measure of transgression• has been
filled, then a king will arise, impudent and versed in in
trigue. 24 He will have great strength, but not through his
own strength. He will be extraordinarily destructive; he
will prosper in what he does, and destroy the mighty and
the people of holy ones. 25 By his cunning, he will use de
ceit successfully. He will make grea t plans, will destroy
many, taking them unawares, and will rise up against the
chief of chiefs, but will be broken, not by [human] hands.
26 What was said in the vision about evenings and morn
ings is true. Now you keep the vision a secret, for it per
tains to far-off days." 27 So I, Daniel, was stricken,b and
languished many days. Then I arose and attended to the
king's business, but I was dismayed by the vision and no
one could explain it.

9 In the first year of Darius son of Ahasuerus, of Median

descent, who was made king over the kingdom of the
Chaldeans_z in the first year of his reign, I, Daniel, con
sulted the books concerning the number of years that, ac
cording to the word of the LORD that had come to Jere
miah the prophet, were to be the term of Jerusalem's
desolation-seventy years. 3 I turned my face to the Lord
God, devoting myself to prayer and supplication, in fast
ing, in sackcloth and ashes. 4 I prayed to the LoRD my
God, making confession thus: "0 Lord, great and awe
some God, who stays faithful to His covenant with those
who love Him and keep His commandments! 5 We have
sinned; we have gone astray; we have acted wickedly; we
have been rebellious and have deviated from Your com
mandments and Your rules, 6 and have not obeyed Your
servants the prophets who spoke in Your name to our
kings, our officers, our fathers, and all the people of the
land. 7 With You, 0 Lord, is the right, and the shame is on
us to this very day, on the men of Judah and the inhabi
tants of Jerusalem, all Israel, near and far, in all the lands
where You have banished them, for the trespass they com
mitted against You. 8 The shame, 0 LoRD, is on us, on our
kings, our officers, and our fathers, because we have
sinned against You. 9 To the Lord our God belong mercy
and forgiveness, for we rebelled against Him, to and did
not obey the LORD our God by following His teachings
that He set before us through His servants the prophets.
11 All Israel has violated Your teaching and gone astray,
n Lit. "Jrmrsgressors. "

b Mt•nuiug of Heb. 111/Ct!rtaiu.

9.1-27: Daniel reinterprets Jere

miah's prophecy of seventy years.

1 : Darius . . . Ahasuerus: On Darius,
see 6.1 n. Ahasuerus is Xerxes, like
Darius a Persian and not a Mede,
and was the son, not father, of
Darius. Of Median descent, possibly
an effort to harmonize the fact that
Ahasuerus and Darius were Per
sian with the statement in 6.1 that
Darius was a Mede. 2: The author
grapples with the prophetic pre
diction in Jer. 25.11-12 that Bab
ylon would fall after seventy years.
This is one of the few explicit ref
erences in a biblical book to an
other biblical book; it does not nec
essarily reflect the canonization of
the Prophets, but suggests that like
the Torah, certain prophetic texts
were studied intensively at this
time. 3: Fasting, sackcloth, and ashes
were aspects of ritual mourning in
the Bible, but were also signs of
penitence as well as preparation
for fervent prayer and for visions
(4 Ezra [2 Esdras] 5.13; 9.24). The
rise of penitential theology in
postbiblical Judaism suggests that,
although Daniel's prayer is a re
sponse to particular historical
events, it also reflects in Judaism a
new personal, penitential religious
life that is taken up in various
ways by the Qumran sectarians,
Pharisees, and Christians. This
can also be found in some strands
of rabbinic tradition (b. Ta'an. ub12a), but there is also found in the
Talmud a tendency to rein in ex
cessive penitential asceticism (b.
Ta'an. ua; b. B. Bat. 6ob). 5: Later
Jewish confessions share this
structure of listing words for vari
ous prohibited activities in the
first-person plural.
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disobeying You; so the curse and the oath written in the
Teaching of Moses, the servant of God, have been poured
down upon us, for we have sinned against Him. 12 He car
ried out the threat that He made against us, and against
our rulers who ruled us, to bring upon us great misfor
tune; under the whole heaven there has never been done
the like of what was done to Jerusalem. 13 All that calam
ity, just as is written in the Teaching of Moses, came upon
us, yet we did not supplicate the LORD our God, did not
repent of our iniquity or become wise through Your truth.
14 Hence the LORD was intent upon bringing calamity
upon us, for the LoRD our God is in the right in all that He
has done, but we have not obeyed Him.
15 "Now, 0 Lord our God-You who brought Your peo
ple out of the land of Egypt with a mighty hand, winning
fame for Yourself to this very day-we have sinned, we
have acted wickedly. 16 0 Lord, as befits Your abundant be
nevolence, let Your wrathful fury turn back from Your city
Jerusalem, Your holy mountain; for because of our sins and
the iniquities of our fathers, Jerusalem and Your people
have become a mockery among all who are around us.
17 "0 our God, hear now the prayer of Your servant and
his plea, and show Your favor to Your desolate sanctuary,
for the Lord's sake. 1B incline Your ear, 0 my God, and
hear; open Your eyes and see our desolation and the city
to which Your name is attached. Not because of any merit
of ours do we lay our plea before You but because of Your
abundant mercies. 190 Lord, hear! 0 Lord, forgive! 0
Lord, listen, and act without delay for Your own sake, 0
my God; for Your name is attached to Your city and Your
people!"
20 While I was speaking, praying, and confessing my sin
and the sin of my people Israel, and laying my supplica
tion before the LoRD my God on behalf of the holy moun
tain of my God_21 while I was uttering my prayer, the
man Gabriel, whom I had previously seen in the vision,
was sent forth in flight and reached me about the time of
the evening offering. 22 He made me understand by speak
ing to me and saying, "Daniel, I have just come forth to
give you understanding. 23 A word went forth as you
began your plea, and I have come to tell it, for you are pre
cious; so mark the word and understand the vision.
24 "Seventy weeks• have been decreed for your people
and your holy city until the measure of transgression is
filled and that of sin complete, until iniquity is expiated,
and eternal righteousness ushered in; and prophetic vision
a Viz., of years.
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1 5-19: The penitential prayer
and confession of Israel's sins ex
presses Deuteronomistic theology,
i.e., a view expressed often in the
books from Deuteronomy through
2 Kings: Israel has sinned, and if it
repents, God will act graciously
once more. 24: Seventy weeks [of
years], that is, 490 years, the true
prediction of Jeremiah according
to this interpretation (see v. 2 and
n.). This interpretation is based
on reading a single word in Jer.
25.11-12 in tWo different ways, as
"shav'uim" (weeks) and "shiv'im"
(seventy). Such close textual study
and revocalization of texts for in
terpretive purposes would charac
terize later rabbinic interpretation.
Holy of Holies anointed, finally ac
complished by Judas Maccabee in
164 BCE (1 Mace. 4.26-59), shortly
after the final editing of Daniel.
25-26: Anointed leader . . . anointed
one: The word anointed in vv. 25

and 26 is the Heb "mashia.Q."
(Messiah); thus these vv. have
given rise to much Christian spec
ulation. In the context of the o ther
historical references, however,
the anointed leader probably refers
to either Zerubbabel or the high
priest Joshua (Ezra 3.2; Hag. ch 1;
Zech. 6.9-15), while the anointed
one is most likely the high priest
Onias III, killed in 171 BCE (2 Mace.
4·3o-34). The prince is Antiochus
IV Epiphanes. 27: Half a week, the
three and a half years of the Mac
cabean revolt that had transpired
to that time. See 7.25 n.; cf. 8.14.
Appalling abomination, probably
new' altar stones placed upon the
altar in the Temple, upon which
pagan sacrifices were offered
(1 Mace. 1.54; 2 Mace. 6.5).
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ratified," and the Holy of Holies anointed. 25 You must
know and understand: From the issuance of the word to re
store and rebuild Jerusalem until the [time of the] anointed
leader is seven weeks; and for sixty-two weeks it will be re
built, square and moat, but in a time of distress. 26 And after
those sixty-two weeks, the anointed one will disappear
and vanish.b The army of a leader who is to come will de
stroy the city and the sanctuary, but its end will come
through a flood. Desolation is decreed until the end of war.
27 During one week he will make a firm covenant with
many. For half a week he will put a stop to the sacrifice and
the meal offering. At the <·corner [of the altar]·< will be an
appalling abomination until the decreed destruction will
be poured down upon the appalling thing."

1 0.1-1 2. 1 3: Vision of the last
days. Chs 1o-12 constitute one ex

the third year of King Cyrus of Persia, an oracle
revealed to Daniel, who was called Belteshaz
1zar.0Thatwasoracle
was true, <·but it was a great task to under
In

stand the prophecy; understanding came to him through
the vision:<
2 At that time, I, Daniel, kept three full weeks of mourn
ing. 3 I ate no tasty food, nor did any meat or wine enter
my mouth. I did not anoint myself until the three weeks
were over. 4 It was on the twenty-fourth day of the first
month, when I was on the bank of the great river-the
Tigris-5 that I looked and saw a man dressed in linen, his
loins girt in d·fine gold:d 6 His body was like beryl, his face
had the appearance of lightning, his eyes were like flam
ing torches, his arms and legs had the color of burnished
bronze, and the sound of his speech was like the noise of a
multitude.
7 I, Daniel, alone saw the vision; the men who were with
me did not see the vision, yet they were seized with a
great terror and fled into hiding. B So I was left alone to see
this great vision. I was drained of strength, my vigor was
destroyed, and I could not summon up strength. 9 I heard
him speaking; and when I heard him speaking, overcome
by a deep sleep, I lay prostrate on the ground. lO Then a
hand touched me, and shook me onto my hands and
knees. 11 He said to me, "0 Daniel, precious man, mark
what I say to you and stand up, for I have been sent to
you." After he said this to me, I stood up, trembling. 12 He
then said to me, "Have no fear, Daniel, for from the first
day that you set your mind to get understanding, practic
ing abstinence before your God, your prayer was heard,
n Lit. "sealed. "
b Menning of Heb. uucertnin.
c-c Menning of Heb. 111rcertnin.
d-d Or "gold of Uplrnz. "
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tended vision that is much more
detailed and focused on events
contemporary with the author.

1 0.1-21: Daniel is strengthened
by a heavenly being. 1 : Third year
. . . Cyrus, 536

BCE. 2-3: Daniel's
preparation is common for fervent
prayer or visions (see 9·3 n.); here,
however, it is particularly lengthy
and detailed. 4: Bank . . . river, see
8.2 n. 5-6: The appearance of the
man is described like other divine
beings (Ezek. 1.4-14; 9.2-3).

DANIEL 10. 13-1 1.7

KETHUVIM

and I have come because of your prayer. 13 However, the
prince of the Persian kingdom opposed me for twenty
one days; now Michael, a prince of the first rank, has come
to my aid, after I was detained there with the kings of Per
sia. 14 So I have come to make you understand what is to
befall your people in the days to come, for there is yet a vi
sion for those days."
15 While he was saying these things to me, I looked down
and kept silent. 16 Then one who looked like a man touched
my lips, and I opened my mouth and spoke, saying to him
who stood before me, "My lord, because of the vision, I
have been seized with pangs and cannot summon
strength. 17 How can this servant of my lord speak with my
lord, seeing that my strength has failed and no spirit is left
in me?" 1 B He who looked like a man touched me again,
and strengthened me. 1 9 He said, "Have no fear, precious
man, all will be well with you; be strong, be strong!" As he
spoke with me, I was strengthened, and said, "Speak on,
my lord, for you have strengthened me!" 20 Then he said,
"Do you know why I have come to you? Now I must go
back to fight the prince of Persia. When I go off, the prince
of Greece will come in. 21 •-No one is helping me against
them except your prince, Michael. However, I will tell you
what is recorded in the book of truth:•
"In the first year of Darius the Mede, I took my
stand to strengthen and fortify him. 2 And now I
will tell you the truth: Persia will have three more kings,
and the fourth will be wealthier than them all; by the
power he obtains through his wealth, he will stir everyone
up against the kingdom of Greece. 3 Then a warrior king
will appear who will have an extensive dominion and do
as he pleases. 4 But after his appearance, his kingdom will
be broken up and scattered to the four winds of heaven,
but not for any of his posterity, nor with dominion like
that which he had; for his kingdom will be uprooted and
belong to others beside these.
5 "The king of the south will grow powerful; however,
one of his officers will overpower him and rule, having an
extensive dominion. 6 After some years, an alliance will be
made, and the daughter of the king of the south will come
to the king of the north to effect the agreement, but she
will not maintain her strength, nor will his strength en
dure. She will be surrendered together with those who es
corted her and the one who begot her and helped her dur
ing those times. 7 A shoot from her stock will appear in his
place, will come against the army and enter the fortress of

11

a-n Order of clauses i11verted for clarity.
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1 3: Prince of the Persian kingdom,
the guardian angel of Persia.

Michael was a warrior angel, found

in later Jewish and Christian litera
ture (1 Enoch 9.1; Qumran War
Scrol/ 9.15-16; Rev. 12.7). See also
8.15-16 n. 20: Prince of Greece, the
guardian angel of the Seleucid em
pire. The guardian angels of Israel
battle those of Persia and Greece in
tum. The battle of the heavenly
forces is also found at Qumran.

1 1 .1-45: The heavenly being re
veals future events. A detailed de

scription follows representing
events in the conflicted relations
between the Seleucid empire of
Syria and Babylonia and the Ptole
maic empire of Egypt. The sym
bolic aspect of the vision is less
compelling than ch 7 or even ch 8;
it also sometimes bogs down in
historical correspondences. Apoca
lyptic writings, as well as some of
those from Qumran (the Dead Sea
Scrolls), typically refer to historical
figures indirectly (as if in code),
rather than by name. Daniel fol
lows this practice. As the visions
progress, and relate to the time of
the author rather than to earlier
times, they become more detailed.
Thus, the detail allows a precise
dating of the final composition
and editing of Daniel. 1 : First
year of Darius tlw Mede, see 9.1 n.
2-4: It is unclear what Persian
kings are intended; the fourth may
be the last Persian king, Darius III
(336-331). The warrior king is Alex
ander the Great, whose kingdom
was broken up after his death, and
ruled by various successor king
doms. 5: Tlw king of the south, Ptol
emy I Soter (323-285), who estab
lished the Ptolemaic kingdom in
Egypt; one of his officers is Seleu
cus I, who founded the Seleucid
kingdom in Babylonia. 6: An al
liance based on marriage was ef
fected between the Ptolernies and
the Seleucids. The daughter of Ptol
emy II and others were murdered.
7-8: Her brother, Ptolemy III
(246-221), a shoot from her stock, re
taliated. 9: Seleucus II, the king of
the north (v. 7), invaded Egypt, the
realm of the king of the south, but re
turned north. 1 0-1 3: The sons of

1 1 .8-1 1 . 24
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the king of the north; he will fight and overpower them.
8 He will also take their gods with their molten images and
their precious vessels of silver and gold back to Egypt as
booty. For some years he will leave the king of the north
alone, 9 who will [later] invade the realm of the king of the
south, but will go back to his land.
10 "His sons will wage war, collecting a multitude of
great armies; he will advance and sweep through as a
flood, and will again wage war as far as his stronghold.
11 Then the king of the south, in a rage, will go out to do
battle with him, with the king of the north. He will muster
a great multitude, but the multitude will be delivered into
his [foe's] power. 12 But when the multitude is carried off,
he will grow arrogant; he will cause myriads to perish, but
will not prevail. 13 Then the king of the north will again
muster a multitude even greater than the first. After a
time, a matter of years, he will advance with a great army
and much baggage. 1 4 In those times, many will resist the
king of the south, and the lawless sons of your people will
assert themselves to confirm the vision, but they will fail.
15 The king of the north will advance and throw up siege
ramps and capture a fortress city, and the forces of the
south will not hold out; even the elite of his army will be
powerless to resist. 16 His opponent will do as he pleases,
for none will hold out against him; he will install himself
in the beautiful land with destruction within his reach.
1 7 He will set his mind upon invading the strongholds
throughout his [foe's] kingdom, but in order to destroy it
he will effect an agreement with him and give him a
daughter in marriage; he will not succeed at it and it will
not come about. 18 He will turn to the coastlands and cap
ture many; but a consul will put an end to his insults, nay
pay him back for his insults. 19 He will head back to the
strongholds of his own land, but will stumble, and fall,
and vanish. 20 His place will be taken by one who will dis
patch an officer to exact tribute for royal glory, but he will
be broken in a few days, not by wrath or by war. 21 His
place will be taken by a contemptible man, on whom royal
majesty was not conferred; he will come in unawares and
seize the kingdom through trickery. 22 The forces of the
flood will be overwhelmed by him and will be broken,
and so too the covenant leader. 23 And, from the time an
alliance is made with him, he will practice deceit; and he
will rise to power with a small band. 24 He will invade the
richest of provinces unawares, and will do what his father
and forefathers never did, lavishing on them • spoil, booty,

Seleucus II grew in s trength and
attacked Egypt. One of them,
Antiochus III the Great (223-187),
finally defeated P tolemy V. There
were Jews sympathetic to both
sides (2 Mace. chs 3-4). 1 4: The
lawless sons of your people probably
refers to the Seleucid sympathiz
ers. 1 5-16: The Battle of Paneas
in 200 BCE gave Antioch us III con
trol of the beautiful /and, Judea.
1 7: Another marriage is arranged
to normalize relations, but it did
not achieve its end. 1 8-19: Antio
chus III turns his attentions else
where but is unsuccessful and ulti
mately dies. 20: Seleucus IV
Philopator, who succeeded Antio
chus III, sent Heliodorus to rob the
Jerusalem Temple treasury. Ac
cording to 2 Mace. ch 3, this at
tempt was unsuccessful because
Heliodorus was chastised by a
divine apparition, i.e., not by wratlt
or by war. 21-22: Antiochus IV
Epiphanes (175-164) succeeds
Seleucus IV. Under his rule the
covenant leader, the high priest
Onias III, was murdered (see
9.26). 24: Antiochus IV was
notoriously lavish with sacrifices.

n I.e., lzis followers.
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DANIEL 1 1 .25-1 1 .41
and wealth; he will have designs upon strongholds, but
only for a time.
25 "He will muster his strength and courage against the
king of the south with a great army. The king of the south
will wage war with a very great and powerful army but
will not stand fast, for they will devise plans against him.
26 Those who eat of his food will ruin him. His army will
be overwhelmed, and many will fall slain. 27 The minds of
both kings will be bent on evil; while sitting at the table to
gether, they will lie to each other, but to no avail, for there
is yet an appointed term. 28 He will return to his land with
great wealth, h1s mind set against the holy covenant. Hav
ing done his pleasure, he will return to his land. 29 At the
appointed time, he will again invade the south, but the
second time will not be like the first. 3D Ships from Kittim
will come against him. He will be checked, and will turn
back, raging against the holy covenant. Having done his
pleasure, he will then attend to those who forsake the holy
covenant. 31 Forces will be levied by him; they will dese
crate the temple, the fortress; they will abolish the regular
offering and set up the appalling abomination. 32 He will
flatter with smooth words those who act wickedly toward
the covenant, but the people devoted to their God will
stand firm. 33 The knowledgeable among the people will
make the many understand; and for a while they shall fall
by sword and flame, suffer captivity and spoliation. 34 In
defeat, they will receive a little help, and many will join
them insincerely. 35 Some of the knowledgeable will fall,
that they may be refined and purged and whitened until
the time of the end, for an interval still remains until the
appointed time.
36 "The king will do as he pleases; he will exalt and
magnify himself above every god, and he will speak
awful things against the God of gods. He will prosper
until wrath is spent, and what has been decreed is accom
plished. 37 He will not have regard for the god of his an
cestors or for the one dear to women; he will not have re
gard for any god, but will magnify himself above all. 38 He
will honor the god of fortresses on his stand; he will honor
with gold and silver, with precious stones and costly
things, a god that his ancestors never knew. 39 He will deal
with fortified strongholds with the help of an alien god.
He will heap honor on those who acknowledge him, and
will make them master over many; he will distribute land
for a price. 40 At the time of the end, the king of the south
will lock horns with him, but the king of the north will at
tack him with chariots and riders and many ships. He will
invade lands, sweeping through them like a flood; 41 he
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25-27: Antiochus IV again defeats
Egypt. 28: In the midst of his con

stant campaigns, Antiochus IV had
designs once again on the gold in
the Jerusalem Temple (1 Mace.
ch 1). 29-31: When Antiochus IV
invades Egypt once more, he is op
posed by ships from Kit tim, or
Rome, now a Mediterranean
power. Jewish sympathizers, along
with Antioch us's appointed high
priest, will forsake the covenant
and introduce new sacrifices, in
cluding the apalling abomination.
32-35: Some faithful Jews resist,
and those who are knowledgeable
will instruct the many (cf. 12.3). On
the identity of the knowledgeable,
see the introduction. Many will,
for the first time in Jewish history,
suffer martyrdom (1 Mace. 1.63),
namely death due to their reli
gious beliefs. The little help they
receive perhaps indicates the
Jack of an effective alliance be
tween the militant Maccabees and
Daniel's circle (cf. 1 Mace. 2.29-38).
36-39: The author depicts the
arrogance of Antiochus IV as con
flict in the divine council (cf. Isa.
14.12-21; Ezek. 28:1-10). The of
fense of Antiochus IV is not only
against the God of gods, but also
against his own ancestral god
and the one dear to women, the
Mesopotamian god Tammuz
(Ezek. 8.14). It has been thought
that Antiochus elevated the cult of
Zeus Olympios above all other
gods, but ancient authors saw him
as active in the worship of many
deities and divine heroes. To the
author of Daniel, however, the in
stallation of Zeus Olympios in the
sanctuary was alien both to Jews
and to the Seleucid dynasty, which
had previously favored Apollo as
a patron deity. 40-45: From this
point, the predictions do not corre
spond to events as known from
other sources, and scholars agree
that the author must have been
writing at the time of the events
described in the preceding vv. (see
introduction). What is described is
a cataclysmic battle of the major
powers that would mark the end
of the present age (cf. Ezek. )8-Jg),
but the campaigns predicted here
did not occur. This helps to date
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will invade the beautiful land, too, and many will fall, but
these will escape his clutches: Edom, Moab, and the chief
part of the Ammonites. 42 He will lay his hands on lands;
not even the land of Egypt will escape. 43 He will gain con
trol over treasures of gold and silver and over all the pre
cious things of Egypt, and the Libyans and Cushites will
follow at his heel. 44 But reports from east and north will
alarm him, and he will march forth in a great fury to de
stroy and annihilate many. 45 He will pitch his royal pavil
ion between the sea and the beautiful holy mountain, and
he will meet his doom with no one to help him.
"At that time, the great prince, Michael, who stands
beside the sons of your people, will appear. It will be
a time of trouble, the like of which has never been since the
nation came into being. At that time, your people will be
rescued, all who are found inscribed in the book. 2 Many of
those that sleep in the dust of the earth will awake, some to
eternal life, others to reproaches, to everlasting abhorrence.
3 And the knowledgeable will be radiant like the bright ex
panse of sky, and those who lead the many to righteous
ness will be like the stars forever and ever.
4 "But you, Daniel, keep the words secret, and seal the
book until the time of the end. Many will range far and
wide and knowledge will increase."
5 Then I, Daniel, looked and saw two others standing,
one on one bank of the river, the other on the other bank of
the river. 6 Qne said to the man clothed in linen, who was
above the water of the river, "How long until the end of
these awful things?" 7 Then I heard the man dressed in
linen, who was above the water of the river, swear by the
Ever-Living One as he lifted his right hand and his left
hand to heaven: "For a •time, times, and half a time;·• and
when the breaking of the power of the holy people comes
to an end, then shall all these things be fulfilled."
8 I heard and did not understand, so I said, "My lord,
what will be the outcome of these things?" 9 He said, "Go,
Daniel, for these words are secret and sealed to the time of
the end. 10 Many will be purified and purged and refined;
the wicked will act wickedly and none of the wicked will
understand; but the knowledgeable will understand.
(11 From the time the regular offering is abolished, and an
appalling abomination is set up-it will be a thousand
two hundred and ninety days. 12 Happy the one who
waits and reaches one thousand three hundred and thirty
five days.) 13 But you, go on to the end; you shall rest, and
arise to your destiny at the end of the days."

12

n-n See note nt 7.2).

DANIEL 1 1 .42-1 2 . 1 3
Daniel to the middle of the perse
cutions of Antiochus IV.

1 2.1-1 3: Vision of the end. 1 : A
judgment scene similar to ch 7· Mi
chael, see 8.15-16 n.; 10.13 n. Book:
The book of life, prominent in the
Jewish liturgy of the high holi
days, is borrowed from Mesopota
mia and is found in the Bible
(Exod. 32.32-33; Isa. 4.3). Here it is
more eschatological, i.e., oriented
toward the end of time, and may
have inscribed only a small subset
of the people Israel, as it does in
other Jewish apocalyptic texts.
2-3: Many . . . will awake, i.e., not
all; presumably some who deserve
eternal life, others who deserve ever
lasting abhorrence. The doctrine of
resurrection and judgment proba
bly came about during the perse
cutions of Antioch us IV as a means
to effect justice at a time when
pious people, the knowledgeable,
were being martyred. Unlike
Ezekiel's vision of dry bones
(Ezek. ch 37), the resurrection here
is not a metaphor for the rebirth of
Israel, but individual resurrection
for judgment. Whether bodily res
urrection or some form of spiritual
resurrection is intended is not
stated. This is the only certain bib
lical reference to this doctrine, a
doctrine that became central in
Christian theology and remained a
strong current in Judaism as well.
It was a tenet of belief for the Phar
isees, and Maimonides, centuries
later, included it among his thir
teen principles of Jewish faith.
4: See 8.26 n. 7: See 7.25 n. 1 11 2: Other time predictions are
added, pushing the expected end
slightly later than those that have
come before. It is possible that
the failure of the end to come
prompted two successive adjust
ments.

Ezra
EZRA-NEHEMIAH, WHICH BEGINS where Chronicles ends, is written as a continuation of

Chronicles. It contains historical traditions, records significant liturgical developments in
the newly reconstituted Second Temple community, and preserves important geneaolgical
lists of returnees, priests, Levites, and other leadership and Temple personnel. In present
ing this material concerning the early postexilic period, Ezra-Nehemiah emphasizes re
peatedly their continuity with the Israelite preexilic past. Ezra explicitly appropriates
Mosaic authority as he is represented as regiving the Torah in a kind of repetition of the
Sinai event. Indeed, Ezra and Nehemiah insist that their legal innovations are already part
of Mosaic Torah, i.e., that they are accurate applications of Mosaic Torah and have authori
tative Mosaic status. Furthermore, the narrative of Ezra-Nehemiah repeatedly invokes and
identifies with the "conquest" of the land of Israel during the time of Joshua as a way of
authorizing the returnees' appropriation of Judah and their insistence on rebuilding the
Temple and the wall of Jerusalem. The narrative of Ezra-Nehemiah thus represents the
self-understanding of the reconstituted Second Temple community as fulfilling the Abra
hamic covenant of promised land, a land which, in their textual memory, had been vio
lently torn from them by the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar. Ezra-Nehemiah also re
peatedly invokes the prophetic traditions of promise for return after the exile. They see
themselves as part of the divine fulfillment of earlier prophecies for return and hope
uttered by Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others. This identification was meant, in part, to encour
age the returnees to identify with and revere their past textual history and overcome the
profound disappointment that must have overwhelmed the exiles in Babylonia.
During the reign of Cyrus II (559-530 BCE) , the king issued a proclamation encouraging
nations to establish their own temples in their indigenous lands. At this time Sheshbazzar
was the appointed governor (or leader) of Judah, now a province in the Persian empire,
known as Yehud. As a result of Cyrus's decree of 538, known in different forms in Ezra
1.1-4 (see 2 Chron. 36.22-23) and Ezra 6.1-5, some Judean exiles returned to Israel. Re
turnees began to reconstruct the Jerusalem Temple and resettle in Judah and surrounding
environs. During the reign of Cambyses (530-522), Zerubbabel was governor of Judah and
the rebuilding of the Jerusalem Temple continued. During the reign of Darius I (522-486)
Haggai and Zechariah prophesied in Jerusalem, and the Jerusalem Temple was rebuilt and
-
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dedicated in 516. The rebuilding of the Jerusalem wall and surrounding areas continued
under Xerxes I (486-465) and Artaxerxes I Longimanus (465-424). Ezra arrived in Jerusa
lem in 458. Nehemiah, governor of Judah, was sent to Jerusalem to rebuild the city in 445
and served under both Artaxerxes I and Darius II (423-405), who, following the general
Persian policy of religious tolerance, continued to support Judah during his reign.

Date and Composition of Ezra-Nehemiah
MOST SCHOLARS DATE THE PRESENT VERSION of Ezra-Nehemiah to the 4th century BCE.
Ezra-Nehemiah describes events that occurred, for the most part, in the 5th century BCE,

but there are a number of references to later events and important figures. For instance,
the Persian king Darius II (423-405) is mentioned in Nehemiah 12.22; this is the latest king
mentioned and would support the claim that the traditions were compiled and completed
by the early 4th century, and not later. Other significant details that would be expected in
a late-4th-century or later composition are totally lacking.
Some scholars have suggested that Ezra-Nehemiah is produced by the same author(s)
and editor(s) responsible for producing Chronicles, and thus Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah
should be understood to form a single literary work. This proposal stems from the follow
ing arguments: The three share major themes; the conclusion of 2 Chronicles (36.22-23)
overlaps with the introduction of Ezra (1.1-3); and 1 Esdras (in the Septuagint) combines
parts of all three works. This thesis was first articulated in 1832 by the German-Jewish
scholar Leopold Zunz and has since received wide support from other scholars. More re
cently scholars have challenged this theory on the basis of significantly different theologi
cal assumptions and differences in use of language in Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles; this
newer position, which does not assign the same authorship to these works, is now widely
accepted.
There is significant ancient debate surrounding the question of the unity of Ezra
Nehemiah. In rabbinic tradition Ezra-Nehemiah was recognized as a single work authored
by Ezra (b. B. Bat. 15 a). Ezra-Nehemiah is considered a single unified work in early
Hebrew biblical manuscripts, in the Greek version of the Bible (the Septuagint), and in
later Jewish traditions.
The first formal division of Ezra-Nehemiah into two separate works appears in the 3rd
century CE, among Christians, in the work of the early church father, Origen. This division
is also reflected in Jerome's extremely influential Latin translation, the Vulgate, which was
completed in the 4th century CE. The division of the book into Ezra and Nehemiah among
Jews appears in the first printed editions of the Heb text in the 15th century cE. However,
in spite of this borrowed division, Masoretic tradition reflects that the end of the book is at
the conclusion of Nehemiah. Titles for Ezra-Nehemiah differ in the various translations.
Ezra is titled 2 Esdras in the Septuagint and 1 Esdras in the Vulgate. Nehemiah is titled
3 Esdras in the Septuagint and 2 Esdras in the Vulgate.
The Septuagint and Vulgate also preserve books related to the Ezra-Nehemiah narra
tive. The Apocryphal work called 1 Esdras in the Septuagint (3 Esdras in the Vulgate;
- 166?-
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1 Esdras in modern Bibles) preserves a translation of 2 Chronicles 35-36; Ezra 1-10;
Nehemiah 8.1-13; and a major addition that is lacking in the Hebrew version in 1 Esdras
3 .1-5.6. Another related book is called "the Apocalypse of Ezra" or 4 Ezra in the Vulgate
and 2 Esdras in modern Bibles. These related versions preserve interpretations and alter
nate versions of the Ezra-Nehemiah narrative and are very important for acquiring a more
complete understanding of this period and the development of Judaism.
Although Ezra-Nehemiah is presented as a single unified work in the Masoretic tradi
tion, recent scholarship has debated its unity, suggesting that Ezra and Nehemiah are sep
arate works, each drawn from various sources. The significant linguistic differences
between Ezra and Nehemiah suggest that they were not written by the same author. The
inclusion of overlapping but inconsistent genealogical lists also suggests that these two
works were originally two independent texts. Finally, the entire book of Ezra focuses on
the restoration of the Temple, establishing a community in Jerusalem, and the implemen
tation of the Mosaic law. Nehemiah, on the other hand, focuses on resettlement of the re
turnees, rebuilding the Jerusalem wall, and insuring the economic stability of the people
and of the Temple staff (the priests and Levites). These thematic differences further
suggest that Ezra and Nehemiah were originally composed as two independent
works.
Underlying Ezra-Nehemiah are earlier sources that were incorporated and then re
worked into a largely coherent narrative. In fact, Ezra-Nehemiah, like other works of this
period, is fond of quoting official documents. The authenticity of these documents,
however, and their historical accuracy are debated by modern scholars. Below is a list of
the likely sources that have been woven together to form the current book:
• Cyrus's decree: Ezra 1.2-4 (Heb); Ezra 6.3-5 (Aramaic); Ezra 5.13-15 (paraphrase of
the decree)
• List of returnees: Ezra 2.1-67, thought to be taken from Neh. 7.6-68, which is a combination of lists of different returns in the early Persian period
• Rehum's letter to Artaxerxes and Artaxerxes' reply: Ezra 4.7-22
• Tattenai's letter to Darius and Darius's reply: Ezra 5.6-17; 6.6-12
• Artaxerxes justifies the return and rebuilding: Ezra 7.12-26
• List of families who journeyed to Jerusalem: Ezra 8.1-14
• List of families who intermarried: Ezra 10.18-43
• Ezra's confession: Ezra 9.6-15
• Nehemiah's memoir: Neh. 1.1-7; 9.1-2; 12.27-43; 13.3, 31
• Authentic part of the Ezra narrative: Neh. 7.72b-g.5
• Confession: Neh. 9.6-37
• Temple archives material: Neh. 9.38-10.39
• Wall dedication: Neh. 12.27-33
• Purification of the Jerusalem community: Neh. 12-44-13.3
Ezra and Nehemiah are unique among biblical books in that they also include a genre
identified as memoirs. These include both first-person and third-person narratives con-
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cerning Ezra and Nehemiah. The first-person narratives are typically considered to be au
thentic autobiographical accounts of Ezra and Nehemiah. The third-person parts of the
memoirs are attributed to the editors of the final version of Ezra-Nehemiah. The Ezra
memoir is thought to consist of parts of Ezra and Nehemiah and should be ordered in the
following manner: Ezra 7-8; Nehemiah 8; Ezra 9-10; Nehemiah 9· Nehemiah's memoir is
thought to consist of Nehemiah 1.1-7.72a (although some scholars have excluded 3. 1-32
and 5.14-19 from the Nehemiah memoir); 11.1-2; 12.31-43; 13.4-31.

Guide to Reading Ezra-Nehemiah
THE NARRATIVE OF EZRA-NEHEMIAH begins with a lengthy account of the returnees'
arrival in Jerusalem and the rebuilding of the Jerusalem Temple (Ezra 1-6). The memoirs
of Ezra and Nehemiah follow. Ezra's memoir consists of Ezra 7-10 and Nehemiah 8-10.
Chs 7 and 8 of Ezra contain reports of the initial difficulties Ezra confronted when he first
began to build and the repeated appeal he made to Cyrus's initial decree. In addition, an
elaborate account is presented of the legal crises that the returnees faced in light of the
widespread practice of intermarriage. Finally, in ch 10 of Ezra, Ezra resolves the legal crisis
and completes the rebuilding of the Temple. The conclusion of the Ezra memoir is pre
served in the text of Nehemiah (7.27-10.40). Here Ezra conducts a public reading of the
law, holds a celebration of the festival of the Booths, a delayed Yom Kippur, and finally
presents a covenant that is signed by the leaders of the community with the entire com
munity present.
The Nehemiah memoir (Neh. 1 .1-7-72) begins by focusing on a different project of
restoration, namely the challenge of rebuilding the wall around Jerusalem. Nehemiah was
determined to rebuild the wall, despite extensive harassment from the local peoples. The
final section of the book (11.1-13.31) recounts a number of political and religious measures
taken by Nehemiah in order to ensure the economic and religious preservation of the re
turnees and of the Temple personnel.

Importance for Judaism
THE IMPORTANCE OF EZRA for the creation and formation of what came to be known as
rabbinic Judaism cannot be overestimated. According to the Bible, Ezra was the one who
brought the Torah to the returning exiles, read and interpreted it publicly, and oversaw the
people's solemn recommitment to its teachings (Neh. chs 8-10). Thus Ezra is like a second
Moses. The Rabbis imply this by stating: "Ezra was sufficiently worthy that the Torah
could have been given through him if Moses had not preceded him" (t. Sanh. 4.4). A
number of ordinances called the ten takanot (regulations) are attributed to Ezra, although
they are nowhere mentioned in the text of Ezra-Nehemiah. In addition, he is celebrated for
other important accomplishments: He is said to be involved in the writing of the book of
Psalms (Song Rab . 4.19), and he had the Torah restored to its "original Mosaic" Assyrian
characters, thereby leaving the old Hebrew characters for the Samaritans (e.g., b. Sanh.
21b). These legal innovations, along with other notable accomplishments, reflect the way
-
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Ezra is received and embraced by rabbinic Judaism. Ezra is both an authoritative scribe
and priest, as well as a kind of proto-Rabbi who also has the authority of a prophet. His
legal innovations are not seen as such, but are depicted as proper interpretation of eter
nally binding Mosaic law (see Ezra 7.10; Neh. 8.1 ) . This principle is at the heart of rabbinic
interpretation, and his authenticity is never called into question within rabbinic Judaism.

Summary of Contents
I. Chs 1-6: Return from Babylonian exile and Temple restoration
A. Ch 1: Cyrus allows Jewish exiles to return and restore Temple
1.1-4: Jeremiah's prophecy and Cyrus's decree
1.5-6: Exiles prepare for return
1.7-11: Cyrus returns Temple vessels to returnees
B. Ch 2: List of exiles who returned to Jerusalem and Judah
C. Ch 3: Jeshua and Zerubbabel restore Temple rituals and celebrate
3.1-7: Temple sacrifice restored at festival of Tabernacles
3.8--9: Priests and Levites appointed supervisors
3.10--1 3: Temple foundations laid with a joyous celebration
D. Ch 4: Conflict concerning Temple restoration
4.1-3: Locals offer to help and are rejected
4-4-7= Locals try to undermine the Temple restoration
(Aramaic Narrative: 4.8-6 . 1 8)
4.8-16: Letter from locals to Artaxerxes to stop the restoration
4.17-22: Letter from Artaxerxes to locals
4.23-24: Temple restoration interrupted
E. Ch 5.1-6.22: Temple restoration resumed and completed
5.1-2: Temple restoration resumed with prophetic support
5 .3-5= Tattenai's inquiry and God's protection
5.6--1 7= Letter from Tattenai to Darius
6.1-2: Darius finds Cyrus's decree in Ecbatana
6.3-12: Letter from Darius to Tattenai ordering Temple restoration
6.13-15= Temple restoration completed
6.16-18: Dedication of the Temple
6.19-22: Celebration of Passover in the first month (Hebrew)
II. Chs 7-10: Ezra's mission to Jerusalem
A. 7.1-10: Ezra joins the returnees (Hebrew)
B. 7.11-26: Artaxerxes' letter commissioning Ezra's mission (7.12-26 are Aramaic)
C. 7·27--9.15: Ezra's memoir (the rest of the book is Hebrew)
7.27-28: Ezra's prayer
8.1-14: List of returnees who accompanied Ezra
8.15-30: Ezra's preparations for the journey to Jerusalem
8.31-36: Ezra's arrival in Jerusalem
-
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Crisis concerning intermarriage with foreigners
9.3-15 : Ezra's public confession and prayer
D. 10. 1-14: Covenant to renounce all intermarriages
E. 10. 15-44: List of returnees who had intermarried
9.1-2:

[HINDY NAJMANJ

1 In the first year of King Cyrus of Persia, when the

word of the LORD spoken by Jeremiah was fulfilled:
the LoRD roused the spirit of King Cyrus of Persia to issue
a proclamation throughout his realm by word of mouth
and in writing as follows:
2 "Thus said King Cyrus of Persia: The LoRD God of
Heaven has given me all the kingdoms of the earth and
has charged me with building Him a house in Jerusalem,
which is in Judah. 3 Anyone of you of all His people-may
his God be with him, and let him go up to Jerusalem that
is in Judah and build the House of the LoRD God of Israel,
the God that is in Jerusalem; 4 and all who stay behind,
wherever he may be living, let the people of his place as
sist him with silver, gold, goods, and livestock, besides the
freewill offering to the House of God that is in Jerusalem."
s so the chiefs of the clans of Judah and Benjamin, and
the priests and Levites, all whose spirit had been roused
by God, got ready to go up to build the House of the LoRD
that is in Jerusalem. 6 All their neighbors supported them
with silver vessels, with gold, with goods, with livestock,
and with precious objects, besides what had been given as
a freewill offering. 7 King Cyrus of Persia released the vesn

Cf fer. 29. 10.

1 .1-4: Jeremiah's prophecy is ful
filled through the decree of King
Cyrus of Persi a This introductory
.

section, until the words "let him
go up," also appe�rs as 2 Chron.
36.22-23. 1 : In IIIC first year of King
Cyrus of Persia: Although Cyrus
became king of Persia in 559 BCE,
the v. refers to Cyrus's first year as
the ruler of Babylonia, 539-538.
Cyrus granted the nations under
his con trol the right to worship
their own gods �nd build their
temples. This decree typifies the
tolerant religious policy of the Per
sians. When the word of the Lotw

spoken by Jeremiah was fulfilled:

Throughout the book of Jeremiah
the people of Judah are instructed

to accept as a divine decree Bab
yloni�n rule and exile from their
land. In some of the Jeremianic
prophecies Nebuchadnezzar is
even identified as the servant of
God. However, Jeremiah also
prophesies tha t there will eventu
ally be a return to Judah in which
the people of Judah will rebuild
the Temple (e.g., Jer. 29.4-10;
31 .27-34; 32.36-44). In the Second
Temple period Cyrus's decree was
interpreted as the fulfillment of
Jeremiah's prophecy; it is possible
that this was seen as a specific ful
fillmen t of Jer. ch 25, a widely cited
ch in other books, that suggested
th�t Babylonia would dominate
the world for seventy years. The

LoRD roused tlze spirit of King Cyrus
of Persia: The intimate relationship

between the LoRD and Cyrus is
emphasized in Isa. 44.28, where
the LORD says, "He is my shep
herd; He shall fulfill all My pur
poses!" Josephus (Ant. 11.1.2) sug
gests that Cyrus knew this passage
from Isaiah. Cyrus is also referred
to as the anointed one of the LORD
in Isa. 45.1. In rabbinic traditions
Cyrus is praised as a sage for his
decree of 538 which permitted the
rebuilding of the Jerusalem Tem
ple. Cyrus is also held up as a
model in Gk writings of the Per
sian period. 3-4: The narrative of
Ezra understands Cyrus's decree
to rebuild the Temple to require all
of the Jewish exiles to support the
rebuilding of the Temple, but not
necessarily to return to Judah. lt
appears from Ezra-Nehemiah that
many exiles were reluctant to give
up the lives they had established
for themselves in Babylonia and to
return to Judah where their suste
nance and future seemed less cer
tain. The God that is in jerusalem:
This follows the typical ancient ·
Near Eastern pattern i n which
gods are viewed as national de
ities, localized at their capitals. In
rabbinic traditions Cyrus's wis
dom is said to be limited because
he appears to confine to Jerusalem
the power of the God of Israel and
thereby to deny God's dominion
over the world (Esth. Rab. proem 6
and 1 .5).

1 .5-1 1 : The exiles return to Judah
with the original Temple vessels.

5-6: Whoever shares Cyrus's di

vine inspiration returns. Those
who choose to remain in exile, al
though they support the rebuild
ing project financially, are implic
itly reproached. 7-1 1 : Cyrus's
return of the Temple vessels is also
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sels of the LoRn's house which Nebuchadnezzar had
taken away from Jerusalem and had put in the house of
his god. 8 These King Cyrus of Persia released through the
office of Mithredath the treasurer, who gave an inventory
of them to Sheshbazzar the prince of Judah. 9 This is the
inventory: 30 gold basins, 1,ooo silver basins, 29 knives,
10 30 gold bowls, 410 silver •·double bowls,-• 1,000 other
vessels; 11 in all, 5-400 gold and silver vessels. Sheshbazzar
brought all these back when the exiles came back from
Babylon to Jerusalem.

2 bThese are the people of the province who came up

from among the captive exiles whom King Nebuchad
nezzar of Babylon had carried into exile to Babylon, who
returned to Jerusalem and Judah, each to his own city,
2 who came with Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah, Seraiah,
Reelaiah, Mordecai, Bilshan, Mispar, Bigvai, Rehum, Baa
nah:
The list of the men of the people of Israel: 3 the sons of
Parosh-2,172; 4 the sons of Shephatiah-372; S the sons of
Arah-775; 6 the sons of Pahath-moab: the sons of Jeshua
and Joab-2,812; 7 the sons of Elam-1,254; B the sons of
Zattu-945; 9 the sons of Zaccai-760; 1 0 the sons of Bani642; 11 the sons of Bebai-623; 12 the sons of Azgad-1,222;
13 the sons of Adonikam-666; 14 the sons of Bigvai-2,056;
1 5 the sons of Adin-454; 16 the sons of Ater: Hezekiah98; 17 the sons of Bezai-323; 1B the sons of Jorah-112;
19 the sons of Hashum-223; 20 the sons of Gibbar-95;
2 1 the sons of Bethlehem-123; 22 the sons of Netophah56; 23 the sons of Anathoth-128; 24 the sons of Azma
veth-42; 25 the sons of Kiriath-arim: Chephirah and Bee
roth-743; 26 the sons of Ramah and Geba-621; 27 the men
n-n

Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b This chapter appears as Neil. 7.6-73 with variations in tlze names and muubers.

reported in Ezra 5.14; 6.5. A cor
roborating account of Nebuchad
nezzar's removal of the Temple
vessels appears in 2 Chron. 36.10,
18. The removal is also reported
in 2 Kings 24.13, but there it
also notes that Nebuchadnezzar
"stripped off" the gold from all of
the Temple vessels. This is not
mentioned in Ezra, which has as a
major theme the continuity be
tween the Second Temple and the
preexilic past.

2.1-70: List of exiles who return

to Jerusalem and Judah (= Neh.

7.6-72). Neh. 7·5 titles this list "the
genealogical register of those who
were the first to come up." Al
though both lists purport to record
the same group of returnees, they
exhibit significant differences.
Scholars suggest that both lists
were in fact compiled later than
the first wave of return, on the
basis of either censuses or tax reg
isters. The present place of the lists
thus exaggerates the extent of re
sponse to Cyrus's decree. The Rab
bis ask why Ezra did not return to
Jerusalem immediately following
Cyrus's decree in 538 BCE, and

suggest that Ezra delayed his re
turn because he was deeply im
mersed in the study of Torah
under the tutelage of Jeremiah's
scribe, Baruch son of Neriah. Thus,
according to the Rabbis, Ezra was
correct to delay his return in order
to better prepare himself in the
area of Torah study, which takes
precedence even over the rebuild
ing of the Temple (b. Meg. 16b;
Song Rnb. 5-5)- This tradition re
flects a general tendency in classi
cal rabbinic thought to privilege
Torah study over Temple service
and worship, and to find virtue in
situations that may raise ques
tions. 2: The genealogical record is
prefaced by a list of prominent re
turnees. It is unclear whether these
leaders returned together. Zerubbn
bel is governor of the province of
Judah during the reign of Darius I.
Intimately involved in the rebuild
ing of the Temple, Zerubbabel is
mentioned in the narratives of
Haggai and Zechariah as the per
son who will finish the work of re
building the Temple. Yet he van
ishes from the scene and is never
heard of again. There is some spec
ulation that he was removed by
the Persians because he was per
ceived to be too powerful, espe
cially since he was a descendant of
the Davidic king Jehoiachin. In
some rabbinic traditions, Zerub
babel becomes an Elijah-like figure
who will explain the unanswered
questions of Torah study in the
time to come. Other rabbinic tradi
tions identify him as one of the
men of the great assembly, a group
of sages imagined by the later
Rabbis to have functioned as a ju
dicial body in this period and who
served as an important link in the
transmission of the Torah from
biblical to rabbinic times. Zerub
babel is also said to have suc
ceeded Daniel in the service of
Darius I and is said, like Daniel, to
be an interpreter of secrets, signs,
and dreams. In another tradition
he is said to be identical with Ne
hemiah (b. Snnlz. 38a). Jeslwn is the
head of a prominent priestly fam
ily who returns from exile with Ze
rubbabel. He is credited with rein
stituting the ritual functions of the
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of Michmas-122; 28 the men of Beth-el and Ai-223; 29 the
men of Nebo--5 2; 3 0 the sons of Magbish-156; 31 the sons
of the other Elam-1,254; 32 the sons of Harim-320; 33 the
sons of Lod, Hadid, and Ono--725; 34 the sons of Jericho-345; 35 the sons of Senaah-3,630.
36The priests: the sons of Jedaiah: the house of Jeshua973; 37 the sons of Immer-1,052; 3 8 the sons of Pashhur1,247; 39 the sons of Harim-1,017.
40 The Levites: the sons of Jeshua and Kadmiel: the sons
of Hodaviah-74.
41 The singers: the sons of Asaph-128.
42 The gatekeepers: the sons of Shallum, the sons of
Ater, the sons of Talman, the sons of Akkub, the sons of
Hatita, the sons of Shobai, all told-139.
43 The temple servants: the sons of Ziha, the sons of Ha
supha, the sons of Tabbaoth, 44 the sons of Keros, the sons
of Siaha, the sons of Pad on, 45 the sons of Lebanah, the
sons of Hagabah, the sons of Akkub, 46 the sons of Hagab,
the sons of Salmai, the sons of Hanan, 47 the sons of Gid
del, the sons of Gahar, the sons of Reaiah, 48 the sons of
Rezin, the sons of Nekoda, the sons of Gazzam, 49 the sons
of Uzza, the sons of Paseah, the sons of Besai, 50 the sons of
Asnah, the sons of Meunim, the sons of Nephusim, 5 1 the
sons of Bakbuk, the sons of Hakupha, the sons of Harhur,
52 the sons of Bazluth, the sons of Mehida, the sons of Har
sha, 53 the sons of Barkos, the sons of Sisera, the sons of
Temah, 54 the sons of Neziah, the sons of Hatipha.
55 The sons of Solomon's servants: the sons of Sotai, the
sons of Hassophereth, the sons of Peruda, 56 the sons of J a
alah, the sons of Darkon, the sons of Giddel, 57 the sons of
Shephatiah, the sons of Hattil, the sons of Pochereth
hazzebaim, the sons of Ami.
5 8 The total of temple servants and the sons of Solo
mon's servants-392.
59 The following were those who came up from Tel
melah, Tel-harsha, Cherub, Addan, and Immer-they
were unable to tell whether their father's house and de
scent were Israelite: 60 the sons of Delaiah, the sons of To
biah, the sons of Nekoda-652.
61 Of the sons of the priests, the sons of Habaiah, the sons
of Hakkoz, the sons of Barzillai who had married a daugh
ter of Barzillai and had taken his• name-62 these searched
for their genealogical records, but they could not be found,
so they were disqualified for the priesthood. 63 The Tir
shathah ordered them not to eat of the most holy things
until a priest with Urim and Thummim should appear.
n Lit. "tlleir. "

b A Prrsim1 title.
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priesthood and with rebuilding
the altar. According to 1 Chron.
5-41, Jeshua is the descendant of
Jozadak, the last high priest, who
was exiled by Nebuchadnezzar to
Babylonia. Thus, Jeshua's gene
alogical connection to the preexilic
priesthood authorizes him to re
establish the rituals of the priestly
practices. In Haggai and Zecha
riah, but not in Ezra-Nehemiah, he
is called "high priest." Mordecai is
named after the Babylonian god,
Marduk. Some rabbinic sources
suggest that this is the same Mor
decai mentioned in the book of Es
ther and that he returned to Judah
with the exiles mentioned in ch 2,
though this is unlikely. Bigvai is
the governor of the province of
Judah 41o--407 BCE, is also listed as
the leader of a prominent family in
Neh. 7.19, and is connected to the
covenant in Neh. 10.17. 41 : Asaplz:
The Asaphites are a group of musi
cians from the tribe of Levi. Pss. 50
and 73-83 are attributed to Asaph,
and the Asaphites are also men
tioned in 1 Chron. 6.24; 16.5-7,
37; 25.2, 9; 2 Chron. 5.12. 62: The
search for accurate and convincing
genealogical connection is a theme
throughout Ezra-Nehemiah, re
flecting the growing concern for
preserving hierarchy and lineage
that persisted throughout the ex
ilic and postexilic periods. On
the disqualification of question
able priests from the eating of
"terumah" (sacred gifts belonging
to the priests), see b. Ketub. 24b;
b. Kid. 69b. 63: Tirslzala is
an Old Persian term meaning
"revered," often taken to mean
governor in rabbinic traditions.
1 Esdras 5-40 and later rabbinic
tradition understand Tirsltathn to
be referring to Nehemiah in his
role as governor (see Rashi's com
mentary to b. Ketub. 24b in a dis
cussion of Ezra 2.62). Urim and
Tlzummim were used to divine the
opinion of God and were con
sulted on a variety of matters. See,
e.g., Exod. 28.30; Lev. 8.8; Num.
27.21; Deut. 33.8; 1 Sam. 28.6. Rab
binic tradition does not under
stand Ezra 2.63 to suggest actual
postexilic use of the Urim and
Thummim. It is unclear why this
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64 The sum of the entire community was 42,J6o, 65 not
counting their male and female servants, those being
7,)37; they also had 200 male and female singers. 66 Their
horses-736; their mules-245; 67 their camels-435; their
asses-6,720.
6B Some of the chiefs of the clans, on arriving at the
House of the LoRD in Jerusalem, gave a freewill offering to
erect the House of God on its site. 69 Jn accord with their
means, they donated to the treasury of the work: gold6,100 drachmas, silver-5,000 minas, and priestly robes100.
70 The priests, the Levites and some of the people, and
the singers, gatekeepers, and the temple servants took up
residence in their towns and all Israel in their towns.

3 When the seventh month arrived-the Israelites being

settled in their towns-the entire people assembled as
one man in Jerusalem. 2 Then Jeshua son of Jozadak and
his brother priests, and Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel and
his brothers set to and built the altar of the God of Israel to
offer burnt offerings upon it as is written in the Teaching
of Moses, the man of God. 3 They set up the altar on its site
because they were in fear of the peoples of the land, and
they offered burnt offerings on it.to the LoRD, burnt offer
ings each morning and evening. 4 Then they celebrated the
festival of Tabernacles as is written, with its daily burnt of
ferings in the proper quantities, on each day as is pre
scribed for it, 5 followed by the regular burnt offering and
the offerings for the new moons and for all the sacred
fixed times of the LoRD, and whatever freewill offerings
were made to the LoRD. 6 From the first day of the seventh
system of lot setting was not
reestablished in this period,
though the Rabbis suggest that the
Urim and Thummim are akin to
prophecy and are thus considered
to have become unusable once
prophecy ceased, after the latter
prophets (Haggai, Zechariah, and
Malachi), or perhaps even after the
former prophets (b. Sot. 48a). Al
though Ezra lived after the time of
prophecy, he is nevertheless said
by the Rabbis to have been worthy
of receiving divine inspiration
"rual:t hakodesh," the holy spirit
(t. Sot. IJ.J). Nevertheless, in rab
binic interpretation, even Ezra
could not resolve genealogical
questions about all those who
claimed to be priests.

3.1-7: Resuming Temple ritual

and sacrifice on Sukkot (festival
of Booths). The returnees are

preparing to celebrate the festival
of Booths in Tishri, the seventh
month. According to 2 Chron. 7.8,
the dedication of Solomon's Tem
ple took place during the festival
of Tabernacles. Ezra deliberately
invokes preexilic Temple practice
in order to authorize the second
Temple as an authentic restoration
of the first Temple. 1: The building
begins under the governorship
of Sheshbazzar (1.8-14; 5.14-16).
After an interruption, the building
resumes under the governorship
of Zerubbabel and the priestly in
struction of Jeshua. Some scholars
identify Zerubbabel with Shesh-

bazzar because both are credited
with building the Second Temple.
However, it seems most likely that
Sheshbazzar initiated the rebuild
ing and that Zerubbabel com
pleted it. 2: The combination of
Jeshua, the priest, and Zerubbabel,
a governor of Davidic descent, es
tablishes an authoritative link to
preexilic times, though in preexilic
texts such close cooperation be
tween the Davidic king and the
Aaronide ( high) priest is rarely
recorded. There is no king because
Judah remained under Persian
sovereignty. Teaching: The re
turnees understand themselves to
live in accordance with the very
same law and Temple ritual that
governed the preexilic community
in Judah. The exact nature of
this Teaching or Torah is unclear
from the texts in Ezra-Nehemiah,
though it seems likely to be very
similar to the current form of the
Torah. 3: They set liP the altar: In
later midrashic traditions, the Rab
bis point out that the altar was pri
oritized, not only in Ezra, but also
when the Israelites first entered
the land in Josh. 8.31 (Midr. Ha
gado/, Yitro [Exod.] 20.21). Ezra
Nehemiah repeatedly alludes to
Joshua's conquest in order to au
thorize the returnees' claim to the
land. Beca!lse they were in fear of the
peoples: The returnees are intimi
dated by the hostile behavior of
the local peoples, and are offering
sacrifice to God in order to appeal
for divine protection. This conflict
between the returnees and the
local people, many of whom were
likely Judeans who were not exiled
to Babylonia, is a major theme of
the book. 1 Esdras 5.50, in contrast,
mentions that some of the local
peoples joined Ezra in the rededi
cation. 4: See Num. 29.12-32 for a
detailed description of the pre
scribed sacrifices. 7: Note the
echoes of Solomon's practices:
1 Kings 5.15-32; 2 Chron. 2.2-4.22.

3.8-9: Reappointing priests and

Levites to conduct the service in
the house of God. 8: Age of twenty:

This age limit also appears in the
divisions of the Levites in 1 Chron.

2J.24, 27-
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month they began to make burnt offerings to the LORD,
though the foundation of the Temple of the LoRD had not
been laid. 7 They paid the hewers and craftsmen with
money, and the Sidonians and Tyrians with food, drink,
and oil to bring cedarwood from Lebanon by sea to Joppa,
in accord with the authorization granted them by King
Cyrus of Persia.
s In the second year after their arrival at the House of
God, at Jerusalem, in the second month, Zerubbabel son
of Shealtiel and Jeshua son of Jozadak, and the rest of their
brother priests and Levites, and all who had come from
the captivity to Jerusalem, as their first step appointed Le
vites from the age of twenty and upward to supervise the
work of the House of the LORD. 9Jeshua, his sons and
brothers, Kadmiel and his sons, •the sons of Judah,-• to
gether were appointed in charge of those who did the
work in the House of God; also the sons of Henadad, their
sons and brother Levites.
1 0 When the builders had laid the foundation of the
Temple of the LORD, priests in their vestments with trum
pets, and Levites sons of Asaph with cymbals were sta
tioned to give praise to the LORD, as King David of Israel
had ordained. 11 They sang songs extolling and praising
the LoRD, b-"For He is good, His steadfast love for Israel is
eternal."-b All the people raised a great shout extolling the
LoRD because the foundation of the House of the LoRD
had been laid. 12 Many of the priests and Levites and the
chiefs of · the clans, the old men who had seen the first
house, wept loudly at the sight of the founding of this
house. Many others shouted joyously at the top of their
voices. 13 The people could not distinguish the shouts of
joy from the people's weeping, for the people raised a
great shout, the sound of which could be heard from afar.

4 When the adversaries of Judah and Benjamin heard

that the returned exiles were building a temple to the
LoRD God of Israel, 2 they approached Zerubbabel and the
chiefs of the clans and said to them, "Let us build with
you, since we too worship your God, having offered sacri
fices to Him since the time of King Esarhaddon of Assyria,
who brought us here." 3 Zerubbabel, Jeshua, and the rest
of the chiefs of the clans of Israel answered them, "It is not
for you and us to build a House to our God, but we alone
will build it to the LoRD God of Israel, in accord with the
charge that the king, King Cyrus of Persia, laid upon us."
4 Thereupon the people of the land undermined the ren-n

I.e., Hodnvinh of 2.40.

b-b Cf Pss. 106.

1;

136.
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3.10-1 3: Laying the foundations
for the Temple and the dedica
tion. 1 0: As King David of Israel had

ordained: David's authority with
respect to Temple sacrifice and
practice is also invoked, e.g., in
1 Chron. 6.31; 15. 1-24; 16.4-42;
25.1; 2 Chron. 29.25, 30; 35.4; Neh.
12.45. 1 1 : They sang songs extolling
and praising tire Lono, "For He is
good, His steadfast love . . . is
etema/": This phrase, found in
several psalms (106.1; 107.1;
1 18.1, 29; 136.1) became par

ticularly prominent in Second
Temple liturgy (see 1 Chron. 16.34;
2 Chron. 5.13; 7-3)- 1 2-1 3: Al
though continuity with preexilic
practices is emphasized, the loss of
the First Temple and its glory is
still mourned. Compare the re
turnees' response to the dedication
of the walls in Neh. 12.43. Jose
phus emphasizes the irrevocable
loss of the First Temple by inter
preting the v. to mean that the
sound of the elders and priests
wailing was louder than the sound
of joy and trumpets (Ant. 11.4.2).
Similarly, the Rabbis interpret
these vv. to suggest that the major
ity of the returnees could recall the
First Temple and its glory.

4.1-5: Building is interrupted

during the reign of Cyrus.

1 : Adversaries ofJudalz and Benja
min: The adversaries are presum

ably the same peoples of the land
who are harassing and intimidat
ing the returnees. See 3·3- 2: King

Esarhaddon of Assyria (681-669
BCE): This seems to reflect the re
settlement of people from else
where in the Assyrian empire by
Esarhaddon, after the exile of the
Northern Kingdom of Israel to the
Assyrian empire in 722, when
Shalmaneser V was king. In subse
quent Assyrian campaigns, foreign
nations were resettled in northern
Israel by Esarhaddon and later by
Osnappar (see 4.10 n.). Cf. 2 Kings

17.6, 24-44. 3: In accord with the
charge that the king, King Cyrus of
Persia: The returnees use the de

cree of Cyrus in their struggle to
preserve control over the rebuild
ing of the Temple and the wall,
over the ritual practices, and over
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solve of the people of Judah, and made them afraid to
build. s They bribed ministers in order to thwart their
plans all the years of King Cyrus of Persia and until the
reign of King Darius of Persia.
6 And in the reign of Ahasuerus, at the start of his reign,
they drew up an accusation against the inhabitants of
Judah and Jerusalem.
7 And in the time of Artaxerxes, Bishlam, Mithredath,
Tabeel, and the rest of their colleagues wrote to King Arta
xerxes of Persia, a letter written in Aramaic and trans
lated.•
Aramaic:b B Rehum the commissioner and Shimshai the
scribe wrote a letter concerning Jerusalem to King Arta
xerxes as follows: ( 9<Then Rehum the commissioner and
Shimshai the scribe, and the rest of their colleagues, the
judges, officials, officers, and overseers, the men of Erech,
and of Babylon, and of Susa-that is the Elamites-10 and
other peoples whom the great and glorious Osnappar de
ported and settled in the city of Samaria and the rest of the
province Beyond the River [wrote]-and now 11 this is the
text of the letter which they sent to him:)-"To King Arta
xerxes [from] your servants, men of the province Beyond
the River. And now 12be it known to the king that the Jews
who came up from you to us have reached Jerusalem and
are rebuilding that rebellious and wicked city; they are
completing the walls and repairing the foundation.
13 Now be it known to the king that if this city is rebuilt
and the walls completed, they will not pay tribute, poll
tax, or land-tax, and in the end it will harm the kingdom.
1 4 Now since we eat the salt of the palace, and it is not
right that we should see the king dishonored, we have
written to advise the king [of this] 1 5 so that you may
search the records of your fathers and find in the records
and know that this city is a rebellious city, harmful to
kings and states. Sedition has been rife in it from early
times; on that account this city was destroyed. 1 6 We ad
vise the king that if this city is rebuilt and its walls are
completed, you will no longer have any portion in the
province Beyond the River."
17The king sent back the following message: "To
Rehum the commissioner and Shimshai the scribe, and
the rest of their colleagues, who dwell in Samaria and in
the rest of the province of Beyond the River, greetings.
a Cf below v. 18 and note d.
b A note indicating lila/ wlwt follows is in tile Am111aic language.
c Vv. 9-11 alllplifij v. 8.
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the genealogical purity of the re
constituted community in Judah.
Josephus explains that only the re
turnees, namely the Jews, were
permitted to participate in the re
building of the Temple, while the
local peoples were told that they
were permitted to worship at the
Temple once it was completed
(Ant. 11.4-3). Rabbinic interpreta
tions justify the exclusion of the
local peoples by claiming either
that they were not descendants of
Israel but Cutheans (Pirqe R. El.
38), or that they were idol wor
shippers (b. 'Arak. 5b) and there
fore prohibited from involvement
in the rebuilding and rededication
of the Temple.

4.6-24: Opposition to building

during the reigns of Xerxes and
Artaxerxes. The narrative shifts

forward in time, giving a more ex
tensive account of the complaints
raised by local peoples against
the recent returnees. The letter
recorded here is dated to the pe
riod after Darius I (522-486 BCE),
prior to Ezra's mission. The sec
tion in 4.8-6.18, incorporating sev
eral official Aramaic documents, is
in Aramaic, the lingua franca of
this period. 6: In the reign of Ahasu
erus: This is apparently Xerxes
(486-465), who ruled over Persia
after Darius I. Rabbinic interpreta
tions identify Artaxerxes with the
Persian king in the book of Esther.
10: The name Osnappar does not
occur in the Assyrian chronicles,
and is most likely a corruption of
the name of the Assyrian king, As
surbanipal (669-627), who imme
diately succeeded Esarhaddon
(681-669). Beyond the River: This
large Persian province was west of
the Euphrates River and extended
as far as Egypt (including Judah).
1 1 : King Artaxerxes: This is Aria
xerxes I Longimanus (Long Hand),
who ruled 465-424. 14: We eat the
salt of the palace, an expression sig
nifying the common interests of
loyal allies. Apparently an oath
was taken and solemnized
through participation in a com
mon meal. 1 5: Search the records of
yourfathers: The book relies heav
ily on official documents. Arta-
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1 B Now the letter that you wrote me has been read to me in
translation! 1 9 At my order a search has been made, and it
has been found that this city has from earliest times risen
against kings, and that rebellion and sedition have been
rife in it. 20 Powerful kings have ruled over Jerusalem and
exercised authority over the whole province of Beyond
the River, and tribute, poll-tax, and land-tax were paid to
them. 21 Now issue an order to stop these men; this city is
not to be rebuilt until I so order. 22 Take care not to be lax in
this matter or there will be much damage and harm to the
kingdom."
23 When the text of the letter of King Artaxerxes was
read before Rehum and Shimshai the scribe and their col
leagues, they hurried to Jerusalem, to the Jews, and
stopped them by main force. 24 At that time, work on the
House of God in Jerusalem stopped and remained in
abeyance until the second year of the reign of King Darius
of Persia.

5 Then the prophets, Haggai the prophet and Zechariah

son of Iddo, prophesied to the Jews in Judah and
Jerusalem, b-inspired by the God of Israel. -b 2 Thereupon
Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel and Jeshua son of Jozadak
began rebuilding the House of God in Jerusalem, with the
full support of the prophets of God. 3 At once Tattenai,
governor of the province of Beyond the River, Shethar
bozenai, and their colleagues descended upon them and
said this to them, "Who issued orders to you to rebuild
this house and complete its furnishing?" 4 Then we e said
to them, "What are the names of the men who are en
gaged in the building?" 5 But God watched over the elders
of the Jews and they were not stopped while a report went
to Darius and a letter was sent back in reply to it.
6 This is the text of the letter that Tattenai, governor of the
province of Beyond the River, and Shethar-bozenai and his
colleagues, the officials of Beyond the River, sent to King
Darius. 7 They sent a message to him and this is what was
written in it: "To King Darius, greetings, and so forth. s Be
it known to the king, that we went to the province of Judah,
n l.e.,from Aramaic to Persian.
b-b Lit. "witlr tire name of tire God of Israel 11po11 tlrem. "
c Tire officials ofv. J; cf v. 10. Greek n11d Syrinc rend "tlrey. "

xerxes (465-424) is asked to con
sult the Babylonian and Assyrian
chronicles for records of the rebel
lions and eventual exiles of both
the Northern Kingdom of Israel
and the Southern Kingdom of

Judah. He is asked, in particular,
for records of the J udean rebellions
against Babylonia and Nebuchad
nezzar 's eventual destruction of
Jerusalem. 1 6: This is the crux of
their argument: The province of

Yehud will rebel, trying to assert
its independence, and others will
follow suit. 1 7-22: In rabbinic tra
ditions both Darius I and Arta
xerxes are identified with Cyrus
(see 6.14 n.). Cyrus is therefore re
garded as retracting the permis
sion to rebuild the Temple which
he had previously granted, hence
losing his wisdom and becoming a
fool (Eccl. Rab. 10.1). 23: Stopped
them by main force: Neh. 1.3 sug
gests that the objectors not only
prevented further rebuilding, but
also destroyed what had already
been built. 24: The second year of the
reign of King Darius of Persia: Here
Ezra-Nehemiah resumes the narra
tive of 4.5, returning to the re
sumption of building in the time
of Darius.

5.1-2: Under Darius's reign the
rebuilding of the Temple resumes
and is completed. 2: With tlze full
support of t!te prophets of God:

The rebuilding of the Temple by
Zerubbabel and Jeshua is con
nected to the divine prophecy re
ceived by Haggai and Zechariah,
which is preserved in the books by
those names.

5.3-17: Tattenai writes to Darius

and questions the authenticity of
the returnees' claim. 3: Tattenai:

During the reign of Darius, Tatte
nai is the governor of the province
Beyond the River. As is clear from
6.13, Tattenai adheres to the ruling
of Darius and does not interfere
with the rebuilding of the Jerusa
lem Temple. Slzetlwr-bozenai: This
name always appears just after
Tattenai. Some scholars suggest
that this is an official title of Tatte
nai; others suggest that it was the
name of Ta ttenai's official scribe.
6: King Darius: Darius I ruled the
Persian empire 522-486 BCE. He is
highly regarded for extending
Cyrus's generous policy toward
non-Persian peoples. 8-1 1 : The
great king of v. 11 is Solomon. God
of heaven and earth, a very univer
salistic expression, appropriate
when identifying God to non
Judeans. The narrative of Ezra re
calls the building of the first, pre
exilic Temple in order to authorize
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to the house of the great God. It is being rebuilt of hewn
stone, and wood is being laid in the walls. The work is
being done with dispatch and is going well. 9 Thereupon
we directed this question to these elders, 'Who issued or
ders to you to rebuild this house and to complete its fur
nishings?' l O We also asked their names so that we could
write down the names of their leaders for your informa
tion. 11 This is what they answered us: 'We are the servants
of the God of heaven and earth; we are rebuilding the
house that was originally built many years ago; a great
king of Israel built it and completed it. 12 But because our
fathers angered the God of Heaven, He handed them over
to Nebuchadnezzar the Chaldean, king of Babylon, who
demolished this house and exiled the people to Babylon.
13 But in the first year of King Cyrus of Babylon, King
Cyrus issued an order to rebuild this House of God. 14 Also
the silver and gold vessels of the House of God that Nebu
chadnezzar had taken away from the temple in Jerusalem
and brought to the temple in Babylon-King Cyrus re
leased them from the temple in Babylon to be given to the
one called Sheshbazzar whom he had appointed governor.
15 He said to him, "Take these vessels, go, deposit them in
the temple in Jerusalem, and let the House of God be re
built on its original site." 16 That same Sheshbazzar then
came and laid the foundations for the House of God in Je
rusalem; and ever since then it has been under construc
tion, but is not yet finished.' 17 And now, if it please the
king, let the royal archives there in Babylon be searched to
see whether indeed an order had been issued by King
Cyrus to rebuild this House of God in Jerusalem. May the
king convey to us his pleasure in this matter."

6 Thereupon, at the order of King Darius, they searched

the archives where the treasures were stored in Bab
ylon. 2 But it was in the citadel of Ecbatana, in the province
of Media, that a scroll was found in which the following
was written: "Memorandum: 3 In the first year of King
Cyrus, King Cyrus issued an order concerning the House
of God in Jerusalem: 'Let the house be rebuilt, a place for
offering sacrifices, with a base built up high. Let it be sixty
cubits high and sixty cubits wide, 4 with a course of un
used timber for each three courses of hewn stone. The ex
penses shall be paid by the palace. 5 And the gold and sil
ver vessels of the House of God which Nebuchadnezzar
had taken away from the temple in Jerusalem and trans
ported to Babylon shall be returned, and let each go back
to the temple in Jerusalem where it belongs; you shall de
posit it in the House of God.'
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and justify the building of the Sec
ond Temple. 14: Sheshbazzar is the
first governor of Judah under
Cyrus. His appointment began at
the time of Cyrus's decree in 538.
See 3.1 n. 1 Esdras 6.18 inserts
Zerubbabel in this v. as having
received gifts along with Shesh
bazzar.

6.1-5: Locating Cyrus's decree

in the citadel of Ecbatana.

2: Citadel of Ecbatana, an important

center for the Persian empire. Per
haps the phrase refers to the gen
eral area of Ecbatana (modern
Hamadan) rather than a location
within Ecbatana. The citadel of Ec
batana was a summer palace in the
eastern part of the Persian empire.
Although mentioned nowhere else
in the Bible, Ecbatana is mentioned
in three apocryphal traditions:
2 Mace. 9.3; Judith 1 . 1, 2, 14; and
many times in Tobit. 4: The ex
penses shall be paid by the palace: In
contrast, according to the Heb ver
sion in Ezra ch 1, the Temple is
paid for by the Judean exiles, not
by the Persian government. This
is one of several discrepancies,
sometimes irreconcilable, in Ezra
Nehemiah. These may reflect con
flicting accounts or records . .
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6 "Now• you, Tattenai, governor of the province of Be
yond the River, Shethar-bozenai and colleagues, the offi
cials of the province of Beyond the River, stay away from
that place. 7 Allow the work of this House of God to go on;
let the governor of the Jews and the elders of the Jews re
build this House of God on its site. B And I hereby issue an
order concerning what you must do to help these elders of
the Jews rebuild this House of God: the expenses are to be
paid to these men with dispatch out of the resources of the
king, derived from the taxes of the province of Beyond the
River, so that the work not be stopped. 9 They are to be
given daily, without fail, whatever they need of young
bulls, rams, or lambs as burnt offerings for the God of
Heaven, and wheat, salt, wine, and oil, at the order of the
priests in Jerusalem, 10 so that they may offer pleasing sac
rifices to the God of Heaven and pray for the life of the king
and his sons. 11 I also issue an order that whoever alters this
decree shall have a beam removed from his house, and he
shall be impaled on it and his house confiscated.b 12 And
may the God who established His name there cause the
downfall of any king or nation that undertakes to alter or
damage that House of God in Jerusalem. I, Darius, have is
sued the decree; let it be carried out with dispatch."
1 3 Then Tattenai, governor of the province of Beyond the
River, Shethar-bozenai, and their colleagues carried out
with dispatch what King Darius had written. 14 So the el
ders of the Jews progressed in the building, urged on by
the prophesying of Haggai the prophet and Zechariah son
of Iddo, and they brought the building to completion
under the aegis of the God of Israel and by the order of
Cyrus and Darius and King Artaxerxes of Persia. 15 The
house was finished on the third of the month of Adar in
the sixth year of the reign of King Darius. 16 The Israelites,
the priests, and the Levites, and all the other exiles cele
brated the dedication of the House of God with joy. 17 And
they sacrificed for the dedication of this House of God one
hundred bulls, two hundred rams, four hundred lambs,
and twelve goats as a purification offering for all of Israel,
according to the number of the tribes of Israel. 1 8 They ap
pointed the priests in their courses and the Levites in their
divisions for the service of God in Jerusalem, according to
the prescription in the Book of Moses.
19 <The returned exiles celebrated the Passover on the
fourteenth day of the first month, 20 for the priests and Lea This i11troduccs the I<'XI of the reply of Darius that doubtless co11tni11ed lite precedi11g 11nrmtive (vv. 1-5! as a prrli111i11ary.
b Meauiug zwccrtniu; or "tur11cd iuto ruins."
c Hebrew res1mJc::> hac.
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6.6-12: Response of Darius.
Darius's reply to Tattenai seems
not to reflect an actual historical
event, but rather to be an elabora
tion of Cyrus's decree of 538 BCE.

6.13-18: Completion of the Tem
ple and its dedication. 14: By the
order of Cyrus and Darius and King
Artaxerxes of Pe.rsia: Rabbinic inter

pretations suggest that these tluee
names refer to the very same king
of Persia. This leads to a signifi
cant misrepresentation of Persian
chronology in rabbinic traditions
(Seder 0/am R. 30; b. Rosh Hash. 3b).

1 5: The house was finished on the
third of the month of Adar: 1 Esdras
7·5 and Josephus Ant. 11.4-7 men

tion the 23rd of Adar as the day of
completion. 1 8: Tiley appointed the

priests in their courses and the Levites
in their divisions for the service of
God in Jerusalem, according to the
prescription in the Book of Moses:

The courses of priests and divi
sions of Levites are not mentioned
in any preexilic or exilic tradition,
suggesting tha t this is an attempt
to legitimate a later institution by
false connect to the Torah. In
2 Chron. 35·4-5 the organization of
the priests is also said to be preex
ilic, but is attributed to David and
Solomon, not to Moses.

6.1 9-22: Celebration of the festi

val of Passover. The text returns to

Heb from 6.19 through 7. 11. ln
Josh. 5.10 the Israelites were able
to offer the Passover sacrifice fol
lowing their circumcision. Here
too, purification is followed by the
Passover sacrifice. Priestly texts in
particular, which became particu
larly authoritative in this period,
suggest the importance of eating
the Passover offering in a state
of ritual purity (Num. 9.6-13).
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vites had purified themselves to a man; they were all pure.
They slaughtered the passover offering for all the re
turned exiles, and for their brother priests and for them
selves. 21 The children of Israel who had returned from the
exile, together with all who joined them in separating
themselves from the uncleanliness of the nations of the
lands to worship the LoRD God of Israel, ate of it. 22 They
joyfully celebrated the Feast of Unleavened Bread for
seven days, for the LoRD had given them cause for joy by
inclining the heart of the Assyrian king toward them so as
to give them support in the work of the House of God, the
God of Israel.

7 After these events, during the reign of King Artaxerxes

of Persia, Ezra son of Seraiah son of Azariah son of Hil
kiah 2 son of Shallurn son of Zadok son of Ahitub 3 son of
Arnariah son of Azariah son of Meraioth 4 son of Zerahiah
son of Uzzi son of Bukki s son of Abishua son of Phinehas
son of Eleazar son of Aaron the chief priest-6 that Ezra
carne up from Babylon, a $Cribe expert in the Teaching of
Moses which the LoRD God of Israel had given, whose re
quest the king had granted in its entirety, thanks to the be
nevolence of the LoRD toward him.
(? Some of the Israelites, the priests and Levites, the
singers, the gatekeepers, and the temple servants set out
for Jerusalem in the seventh year of King Artaxerxes, B ar
riving in Jerusalem in the fifth month in the seventh year
of the king.) 9 Qn the first day of the first month the jour
ney up from Babylon was started, and on the first day of
the fifth month he arrived in Jerusalem, thanks to the
benevolent care of his God for him. 10 For Ezra had dedi
cated himself to study the Teaching of the LoRD so as to
observe it, and to teach laws and rules to Israel.
11 The following is the text of the letter which King Arta
xerxes gave Ezra the priest-scribe, a scholar in matters
21: On the Passover celebration, cf.

Exod. 12.16-51; Lev. 23.4-8; Num.
28.16-25; Deut. 16.1--8. As in some
of these texts, the practice here re
flects a one-day Passover celebra
tion, followed by a seven-day
"Matzot" (unleavened bread) festi
val (see esp. Lev. 23.5-8). 22: They

joyfully celebrated the Feast of Un
leavened Bread: Compare this to

2 Chron. 30.21, describing Heze
kiah's Passover, and 2 Chron.
35.17, describing Josiah's Pass
over-the continuity between First
and Second Temple practice is

again emphasized. The LORD had
given the111 cause for joy by inclirzing
the heart of the Assyrian king toward
tlzem: Just as Cyrus is said in Ezra

1.1 to be inspired by the LoRD, so
is Darius's decree said to be under
divine influence. Josephus refers to
the "Persian king," not to the As 
syrian king, in his retelling of the
Ezra narrative (Ant. 11.4.8). Per
haps the reference to Assyria here
alludes to the continuity between
the Assyrian empire which de
stroyed the Northern Kingdom
(722 IlCE), the Babylonian empire
-168o-

which destroyed the Southern
Kingdom (586), and the Persian
empire which now fulfills the di
vine promise of restoration.

7.1-10: Ezra joins the Jerusalem
returnees. The introduction to

Ezra's mission illustrates what was
considered necessary to preserve
and perpetuate the newly reconsti
tuted Jerusalem community. The
information that is included is in
tended to demonstrate that Ezra
possessed the required authority
and sufficient preparation for the
job. First, Ezra is included in the
Aaronide line of priests and is
therefore a priest with the highest
pedigree, authorized to conduct
Temple sacrifice and ritual, per
haps even a high priest himself.
(It is odd, however, that Ezra is
never included in any of the high
priestly lineages.) Second, Ezra is a
scribe who is an expert in the Teach
ing ofMoses. He therefore provides
an authoritative link to the re
turnees' preexilic past. Third, Ezra
is said to have dedicated himself to
study the Teaching of the LoRD. Thus,
Ezra is prepared for the task of in
terpreting, explaining, and apply
ing the ancient law to a new con
text in which Israel is ruled, not by
a Davidic monarch, but by a Per
sian king. Finally, Ezra is said to be
in the favor of the LORD (v. 6) and
of God (v. 9). Ezra continues to be
celebrated in later Jewish tradi
tions, and is often compared to
Ezekiel and Moses. See, for exam
ple, t. Sanh. 4.4: "Ezra was suffi
ciently worthy that the Torah
could have been given through
him if Moses had not preceded
him." 1-5: Ezra's lineage estab
lishes authentic priestly creden
tials. The Rabbis write that if
Aaron had been living during the
time of Ezra, he would have been
considered inferior to Ezra (fcc/.
Rab. 1.4). 6: Ezra will assume the
position of instructor of the people
in the Teaching of Moses; thus it is
very important to establish his reli
ability as a scribe and knowledge
of the text itself (see v. 10) early in
Ezra's memoir (Ezra chs 7-10).
Carne up: Rabbinic interpretation
makes an analogy between Moses
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concerning the commandments of the LORD and His laws
to Israel:
12•"Artaxerxes king of kings, to Ezra the priest, scholar
in the law of the God of heaven, b-and so forth.-b And now,
13 I hereby issue an order that anyone in my kingdom who
is of the people of Israel and its priests and Levites who
feels impelled to go to Jerusalem may go with you. 14 For
you are commissioned by the king and his seven advisers
to regulate Judah and Jerusalem according to the law of
your God, which is in your care, 15 and to bring the
freewill offering of silver and gold, which the king and his
advisers made to the God of Israel, whose dwelling is in
Jerusalem, 1 6 and whatever silver and gold that you find
throughout the province of Babylon, together with the
freewill offerings that the people and the priests will give
for the House of their God, which is in Jerusalem. 17You
shall, therefore, with dispatch acquire with this money
bulls, rams, and lambs, with their meal offerings and liba
tions, and offer them on the altar of the House of your
God in Jerusalem. 1 8 And whatever you wish to do with
the leftover silver and gold, you and your kinsmen may
do, in accord with the will of your God. 1 9 The vessels for
the service of the House of your God that are given to you,
deliver to God in Jerusalem, 20 and any other needs of the
House of your God that it falls to you to supply, do so
from the royal treasury. 21 I, King Artaxerxes, for my part,
hereby issue an order to all the treasurers in the province
of Beyond the River that whatever request Ezra the priest,
scholar in the law of the God of Heaven, makes of you is
to be fulfilled with dispatch 22 up to the sum of one hun
dred talents of silver, one hundred kor of wheat, one hun
dred bath of wine, one hundred bath of oil, and salt with
out limit. 23 Whatever is by order of the God of Heaven
must be carried out diligently for the House of the God of
Heaven, else wrath will come upon the king and his sons.
24 We further advise you that it is not permissible to im
pose tribute, poll tax, or land tax on any priest, Levite,
singer, gatekeeper, temple servant, or other servant of this
House of God. 25 And you, Ezra, by the divine wisdom
you possess, appoint magistrates and judges to judge all
the people in the province of Beyond the River who know
the laws of your God, and to teach those who do not know
them. 26 Let anyone who does not obey the law of your
God and the law of the king be punished with dispatch,
whether by death, corporal punishment, confiscation of
possessions, or imprisonment."
n Arnmnic resumes here tllrouglz v. 26.

b-b Menning llllcertnill.
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and Ezra and states that just as
Moses went up to Sinai to receive
the Torah, so too Ezra went up to
Jerusalem to receive the Torah
(b. San/1. 21b). A scribe expert ill the
Teaching of Moses: Some rabbinic
traditions attribute the special
markings over selected words in
the Bible to the hand of Ezra, who,
as the expert scribe, was privy
to secret interpretive traditions
concerning Mosaic Torah (Num.
Rab. 3.13). 7-8: The seventh year of
Artaxerxes I Longimanus is 458
BCE. 9: Ezra is perhaps alluding to
the exodus from Egypt, which also
occurred in the first month of the
year. If so, as in Deutero-Isaiah
(e.g., Isa. 52.12), the return of the
Babylonian exiles is implicitly con
nected to the Israelites' original
journey to the promised land after
their enslavement and years of
wandering in the desert. In addi
tion, the celebration of the first
and subsequent Passovers also oc
curred in the first month (Exod.
12.2; Num. 33-3)- 10: The language
in this passage is highly influenced
by Deuteronomy; cf., e.g., Deut.
4-14- Ezra is here envisioned as a
lawgiver like Moses, who will pro
vide the people with the law along
with its "correct" interpretation.
According to the Rabbis, Ezra re
stored the Torah to the Assyrian
script (the Hebrew letters in their
current form, not their older,
paleo-Heb form) in which it
was originally given to Moses
(b. Sanlz. 21b).

7.1 1-26: Artaxerxes' letter

commissioning Ezra's mission.

1 2-26: The narrative at this point
is written in Aramaic and purports
to preserve the correspondence be
tween the Persian kings and their
officials in Judah. 26: The law of the
king, imperial law of Persia, which
all Persian subjects must obey. The
Persian legal system permitted the
observance of both local law (here
called "the law of your God") and
imperial law.
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27 •Blessed is the LORD God of our fathers, who put it
into the mind of the king to glorify the House of the LORD
in Jerusalem, 28 and who inclined the king and his coun
selors and the king's military officers to be favorably dis
posed toward me. For my part, thanks to the care of the
LORD for me, I summoned up courage and assembled
leading men in Israel to go with me.

8 These are the chiefs of the clans and the register of the

genealogy of those who came up with me from Bab
ylon in the reign of King Artaxerxes: 2 Qf the sons of Phin
ehas, Gershom; of the sons of lthamar, Daniel; of the sons
of David, Hattush. 3 Qf the sons of Shecaniah: of the sons
of Parosh, Zechariah; through him the genealogy of 150
males was registered. 4 Eliehoenai son of Zerahiah, of the
sons of Pahath-moab, and with him 200 males. 5 Qf the
sons of Shecaniah son of Jahaziel; and with him 300 males.
6 And of the sons of Adin, Ebed son of Jonathan; and with
him 50 males. 7 And of the sons of Elam, Jeshaiah son of
Athaliah; and with him 70 males. 8 And of the sons of
Shephatiah, Zebadiah son of Michael; and with him 8o
males. 9 Qf the sons of Joab, Obadiah son of Jehiel; and
with him 218 males. 10 And of the sons of Shelomith, the
son of Josiphiah; and with him 160 males. 1 1 And of the
sons of Bebai, Zechariah son of Bebai; and with him 28
males. 12 And of the sons of Azgad, Johanan son of
Hakkatan; and with him 110 males. 13 And of the sons of
Adonikam, who were the last; and these are their names:
Eliphelet, Jeiel, and Shemaiah; and with them 6o males.
14 And of the sons of Bigvai, Uthai and Zaccur; and with
them 70 males.
15 These I assembled by the river that enters Ahava, and
we encamped there for three days. I reviewed the people
and the priests, but I did not find any Levites there. 16 I
sent for Eliezer, Ariel, Shemaiah, Elnathan, Jarib, Elna
than, Nathan, Zechariah, and Meshullam, the leading
men, and also for Joiarib and Elnathan, the instructors,
17 and I gave them an order for Iddo, the leader at the
place [called] Casiphia. I gave them a message to convey
to lddo [and] his brother, temple-servants at the place
[called] Casiphia, that they should bring us attendants for
the House of our God. 1 8 Thanks to the benevolent care of
our God for us, they brought us a capable man of the fam
ily of Mahli son of Levi son of Israel, and Sherebiah and
his sons and brothers, 18 in all, 19 and Hashabiah, and
with him Jeshaiah of the family of Merari, his brothers
n Hebrew resumes here.
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7.27-28: Ezra's prayer. 28: Ezra
regards the gathering of some of
Israel's leaders to return to Israel
as partial fulfillment of the proph
ecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah.

8.1-14: Returnees who accompa
nied Ezra on his mission to Jeru
salem. Josephus maintains that the

ten tribes (apart from Judah and
Benjamin) are still living beyond
the Euphrates and did not return
with Ezra (Ant. 11.5.2). While by
this time, these tribes had assimi
lated due to the Assyrian policy of
forced population exchanges, the
tradition of their continued exis
tence is found in, for instance,
Tobit. 2: Emphasis is placed on
genealogical connections to the
priesthood and to the Davidic line.
These links are necessary if the
preexilic and exilic Israelite proph
ecies of return are to be fulfilled.
(See, e.g., Ezek. 37.24-28.) More
over, authentic genealogies pro
vide the returnees with the author
ity to oversee Temple ritual and to
legislate to the people.

8.1 5-20: Ezra's examination and
instruction of those who accom
panied him. Ezra must check the

genealogical links of those who ac
company him, because of the im
portance of authentic lineage.
These examinations also prepare
the reader for the long discussion
concerning the intermarriage crisis
in chs 9 and 10. The crisis in find
ing Levites may be because they
had a subsidiary role to the priests
in the Temple service, and pre
ferred to remain in Babylonia,
without these Temple responsibili
ties. 15: These I assembled: The nar
rative resumes here from 7.28. To
emphasize this resumption, Ezra
uses the very same verb, "to as
semble," used at the conclusion of
the prayer in 7.28. Ahava: The pre
cise location of this river (or, per
haps, town) is not known. It may
have been one of Babylonia's wa
terways, and it appears to be lo
cated on the route of Ezra's return
to Judah. 1 Esdras 8-41 and 61
mention the river "Thares" instead
of the river Alzava. 1 7: Casiphia:
This place-name occurs only
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and their sons, 20 in all; 20 and of the temple servants
whom David and the officers had appointed for the ser
vice of the Levites-220 temple servants, all of them listed
by name.
2 1 I proclaimed a fast there by the Ahava River to afflict
ourselves before our God to beseech Him for a smooth
journey for us and for our children and for all our posses
sions; 22 for I was ashamed to ask the king for soldiers and
horsemen to protect us against any enemy on the way,
since we had told the king, "The benevolent care of our
God is for all who seek Him, while His fierce anger is
against all who forsake Him." 23 So we fasted and besought
our God for this, and He responded to our plea. 24 Then I
selected twelve of the chiefs of the priests, namely Shere
biah and Hashabiah with ten of their brothers, 25 and I
weighed out to them the silver, the gold, and the vessels,
the contribution to the House of our God which the king,
his counselors and officers, and all Israel who were present
had made. 26 I entrusted to their safekeeping the weight of
six hundred and fifty talents of silver, one hundred silver
vessels of one talent each, one hundred talents of gold;
27 also, twenty gold bowls worth one thousand darics and
two vessels of good, shining bronze, as precious as gold.
28 I said to them, "You are consecrated to the LORD, and the
vessels are consecrated, and the silver and gold are a
freewill offering to the LORD God of your fathers. 29 Guard
them diligently until such time as you weigh them out in
the presence of the officers of the priests and the Levites
and the officers of the clans of Israel in Jerusalem in the
chambers of the House of the LoRD."
30 So the priests and the Levites received the cargo of sil
ver and gold and vessels by weight, to bring them to Jeru
salem to the House of our God. 31 We set out for Jerusalem
from the Ahava River on the twelfth of the first month. We
enjoyed the care of our God, who saved us from enemy
ambush on the journey.
32 We arrived in Jerusalem and stayed there three days.
33 Qn the fourth day the silver, gold, and vessels were
here. Since Ezra calls it tl1e place, an
expression used for places of jew
ish worship in, e.g., Gen. 28.17;
Deut. 12.5; 1 Kings 8.29, it may
have been a religious center for
Babylonians. Some scholars sug
gest that "Casiphia" may be re
lated to "kesef/' the Heb word
for silver, and that the place may
have been associated with silver
production. 1 8-19: Mahli so11 of

Levi: Mahli was one of Merari's
children (Num. 3.20). Slzerebiah,
Haslwbiah, Jeshaialz are all from the
line of Merari, one of the three
sons of Levi (Num. 3.14, 20), to
whom was assigned the responsi
bility for carrying the Tabernacle
and related objects (Num. 4·29-JJ).
20: David and the officers had ap
pointed for the service of the Levites:

Ezra's mission will reinstitute

preexilic Davidic and priestly au
thority.
8.21-23: Ezra proclaims a fast.

Though he is designated by the
king, Ezra, a religious functionary,
is fearful; contrast Nehemiah, ap
pointed as governor, in Neh. 2.7--9.
2 1 : I proclaimed a fast: In the Second
Temple period, fasting becomes a
particularly important rite, and is
generally accompanied by prayer
and confession (see Zech. 7.1-7;
8.18-19; Esth. 4.15-16; Dan. 9.3-4;
Neh. 9.1). A smooth journey: The
phrase "derekh yesharah" appears
in a number of exilic texts proph
esying the return to Judah (see,
e.g., Jer. 3 1.9; Isaiah 40.)).
8.24-30: Ezra appoints the priests

and entrusts them with the Tem
ple vessels. 28: "You are consecrated

to the LoRD, and the vessels are conse
crated": Here the Heb word "ka

dosh" signifies separation, dis
tinction, and chosenness. The
assertion that you are consecrated to
the LoRD recalls assertions of the
consecrated status of the people
throughout the Priestly narratives
in the Torah. At the same time, the
assertion that the vessels are conse
crated serves as a warning that
with consecrated status comes the
responsibility to care for the Tem
ple vessels and to ensure that they
are not removed from their sacred
place.
8.31-36: Ezra and returnees travel
to Jerusalem. 32: The arrival oc

curred on the first day of the fifth
month, Av, according to 7.8-<).
Since, according to 2 Kings 25.8, it
was in the fifth month that the first
Temple was destroyed (see also
Zech. 7.3), the occurrence of the re
turn in Av may be therapeutic.
This is also a solemn time for the
returnees as they recall the lost
glories of their past (cf. 3.12). In
later Jewish traditions, the 9th of
Av is the day when the Jewish
community mourns the destruc
tion of both the First and Second
Temples. A nd stayed there three
days: In Gen. Rab. 56.1, the Rabbis
connect Ezra's third day to the
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weighed out in the House of our God into the keeping of
Meremoth son of Uriah the priest, with whom was Elea
zar son of Phinehas. Jozabad son of Jeshua, and Noadiah
son of Binnui, the Levites, were with them. 34 Everything
accorded as to number and weight, the entire cargo being
recorded at that time.
35 The returning exiles who arrived from captivity made
burnt offerings to the God of Israel: twelve bulls for all Is
rael, ninety-six rams, seventy-seven lambs and twelve
he-goats as a purification offering, all this a burnt offering
to the LoRD. 36 They handed the royal orders to the king's
satraps and the governors of the province of Beyond
the River who gave support to the people and the House
of God.

9 When this was over, the officers approached me, say

ing, "The people of Israel and the priests and Levites
have not separated themselves from the peoples of the
land whose abhorrent practices are like those of the
Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites,
the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Am
orites. 2 They have taken their daughters as wives for
themselves and for their sons, so that the holy seed has be
come intermingled with the peoples of the land; and it is
the officers and prefects who have taken the lead in this
trespass."
3 When I heard this, I rent my garment and robe, I tore
hair out of my head and beard, and I sat desolate.
4 Around me gathered all who were concerned over the
words of the God of Israel because of the returning exiles'
trespass, while I sat desolate until the evening offering.
5 At the time of the evening offering I ended my self
affliction; still in my torn garment and robe, I got down on
my knees and spread out my hands to the LoRD my God,
6 and said, "0 my God, I am too ashamed and mortified to
lift my face to You, 0 my God, for our iniquities •·are over
whelming·• and our guilt has grown high as heaven.
7 From the time of our fathers to this very day we have
been deep in guilt. Because of our iniquities, we, our
a-a Lit. "are llllllterous above the !tend. "

third day of Abraham's final trial
at the binding of Isaac, on which
Abraham received divine revela
tion. Cf. Exod. 19.16. Three days,
used frequently in the Bible,
may simply signify a short time.
35: The Rabbis are puzzled by the
fact that the returnees, who were

considered to have sinned will
fully, were permitted to offer sacri
fices. This is said to be a legal ex
ception to the rule that would
ordinarily allow only those who
had sinned inadvertently to offer a
sacrifice of atonement (b. Hor.;
b. Tem. 15b).

9.1-2: Intermarriage crisis. Ac

cording to rabbinic tradition (e.g.,

Nu111. Rab. 19.3; Ecc/. Rab. 7.23, sec

tion 4) and many modern scholars,
the prohibition of intermarriage is
rooted in Deut. 7.3: "Do not give
your daughters to their sons or
take their daughters for your
sons." However, Ezra insists on
two points that are not explicit in
any earlier text. First, intermar
riage with any non-Israelite people
is prohibited, not only intermar
riage with the Canaanite nations
referred to in Deuteronomy (see
also Deut. 20.16-18). Second, if
one has intermarried, one must
divorce one's foreign wife and
expel any children resulting from
the prohibited marriage. When
Ezra says that the prohibition
including the aforementioned two
points-is from the Teaching
("torah") and the commandment
of our God (10.J), he seems to pre
suppose that Mosaic authority
should be ascribed not only to the
law explicitly stated in Deut. 7-J,
but also to its interpretation or
elaboration. This is similar to
1 Kings 11.1-2, an exilic text which
suggests that Solomon's marriage
to various foreign wives is a viola
tion of Torah law. In b. Meg. 15a,
Ezra is identified with the prophet
Malachi because of the reference to
a prohibition against intermarriage
in Mal. 2.11. 1 : 1 Esdras 8.69 men
tions the Edomites but does not
mention the Ammonites or the
Amorites. 2: It is the officers and pre

fects who lmve taken the lead in this
trespass: For a list of the transgres

sors, see the conclusion of Ezra
(10.18-44). Even the priest, Jeshua,
is included in the list of offenders
(10.18). Though other biblical texts
prohibit intermarriage to varying
extents, nowhere else is it de
scribed in such highly charged the
ological language: the holy seed has

become intermingled with the peoples
of the land. This may be a reference

to Isa. 6.13, which suggests that
the exile will purify "the holy
seed," making them unsuitable for
mixture with anyone else, likely
including those of Judean descent
who did not experience the purify
ing power of the exile.
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kings, and our priests have been handed over to foreign
kings, to the sword, to captivity, to pillage, and to humili
ation, as is now the case.
B "But now, for a short while, there has been a reprieve
from the LORD our God, who has granted us a surviving
remnant and given us a stake in His holy place; our God
has restored the luster to our eyes and furnished us with a
little sustenance in our bondage. 9 For bondsmen we are,
though even in our bondage God has not forsaken us, but
has disposed the king of Persia favorably toward us, to
furnish us with sustenance and to raise again the House of
our God, repairing its ruins and giving us a hold • in Judah
and Jerusalem.
1 0 "Now, what can we say in the face of this, 0 our God,
for we have forsaken Your commandments, ll which You
gave us through Your servants the prophets when You
said, 'The land that you are about to possess is a land un
clean through the uncleanness of the peoples of the land,
through their abhorrent practices with which they, in their
impurity, have filled it from one end to the other. 12 Now
then, do not give your daughters in marriage to their sons
or let their daughters marry your sons; do nothing for
their well-being or advantage, then you will be strong and
enjoy the bounty of the land and bequeath it to your chil
dren forever.' 13 After all that has happened to us because
of our evil deeds and our deep guilt-though You, our
God, have been forbearing, [punishing us] less than our
iniquity [deserves] in that You have granted us such a
remnant as this-14 shall we once again violate Your com
mandments by intermarrying with these peoples who fol
low such abhorrent practices? Will You not rage against us
till we are destroyed without remnant or survivor? 15 0
LoRD, God of Israel, You are benevolent/ for we have sur
vived as a remnant, as is now the case. We stand before
You in all our guilt, for we cannot face You on this ac
count."

1 0 While Ezra was praying and making confession,

weeping and prostrating himself before the House
of God, a very great crowd of Israelites gathered about
him, men, women, and children; the people were weeping
bitterly. 2 Then Shecaniah son of Jehiel of the family of
Elam spoke up and said to Ezra, "We have trespassed
against our God by bringing into our homes foreign
women from the peoples of the land; C·but there is still
hope for Israel despite this:c 3 Now then, let us make a
a

Lit. "fence."

b Or "i11 the right."

c-c

.

Or "Is there . . ? "
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9.3-15: Ezra's public repentance
and prayer. 3: Ezra's behavior is

similar to that of earlier Jewish
leaders who tried to avert a na
tional disaster. For example, Josiah
tears his clothing upon hearing the
reading of the discovered Torah
scroll (2 Kings 22.11); Mordecai
and Esther fast and engage in
mourning practices (Esth. 4.1-3,
16); and Jehoshaphat proclaims
a fast and prays for deliverance
from Israel's enemies (2 Chron.
20.1 13). Josephus states that Ezra
and the returnees were concerned
that God would punish them as
He did in the past and therefore
they fast and repent (Ant. 1 1 .5.)}.
5: Ezra takes the typical position
of the praying individual in the
Bible (see, e.g., 1 Kings 8.22, 38).
6--7: Cf. Daniel's prayer (Dan.
9.4-19), where the exiles' responsi
bility for the destruction of Jerusa
lem and the Temple is fully ac
cepted. In Ezra's view, if the crisis
of intermarriage is not averted, the
returnees will risk losing Jerusa
lem, Judah, and the right to prac
tice Temple ritual. These confes
sions of communal guilt typify
postexilic liturgy. 1 2: The concern
for intermarriage in terms of both
genders is unusual in the Bible;
most texts emphasize the danger
of foreign wives rather than hus
bands.
-

1 0.1-4: Community repents
and empowers Ezra to act on
their behalf. See 9.1-2 n. 2: Sheca

niah speaks in the first person
plural. For this reason, he is listed
in rabbinic traditions as one of
several exemplary leaders who
take responsibility for the sins
of the community and are thereby
able to take the lead in resolving a problem (b. Sanh. na).
3: The decision to expel all foreign
wives and the children who were
born to them is understood in
rabbinic traditions to be the
basis for the laws concerning ma
trilineal descent as a defining
marker of Jewish identity (Gen.
Rab. 7.2); biblical narratives sug
gest the priority of patrilineal de
scent in matters of genealogy and
inheritance.
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covenant with our God to expel all these women and
those who have been born to them, in accordance with the
bidding of the Lord and of all who are concerned over the
commandment of our God, and let the Teaching be
obeyed. 4 Take action, for the responsibility is yours and
we are with you. Act with resolve!"
5 So Ezra at once put the officers of the priests and the
Levites and all Israel under oath to act accordingly, and
they took the oath. 6 Then Ezra rose from his place in front
of the House of God and went into the chamber of Jehoha
nan son of Eliashib; there, he ate no bread and drank no
water, for he was in mourning over the trespass of those
who had returned from exile. 7Then a proclamation was
issued in Judah and Jerusalem that all who had returned
from the exile should assemble in Jerusalem, B and that
anyone who did not come in three days would, by deci
sion of the officers and elders, have his property confis
cated and himself excluded from the congregation of the
returning exiles.
9 All the men of Judah and Benjamin assembled in Jeru
salem in three days; it was the ninth month, the twentieth
of the month. All the people sat in the square of the House
of God, trembling on account of the event and because of
the rains. 1 0 Then Ezra the priest got up and said to them,
"You have trespassed by bringing home foreign women,
thus aggravating the guilt of Israel. 11 So now, make con
fession to the LORD, God of your fathers, and do His will,
and separate yourselves from the peoples of the land and
from the foreign women�"
1 2 The entire congregation responded in a loud voice,
"We must surely do just as you say. 13 However, many
people are involved, and it is the rainy season; it is not
possible to remain out in the open, nor is this the work of
a day or two, because we have transgressed extensively in
this matter. 14 Let our officers remain on behalf of the en
tire congregation, and all our townspeople who have
brought home foreign women shall appear before them at
scheduled times, together with the elders and judges of
each town, in order to avert the burning anger of our God
from us on this account." 15 Only Jonathan son of Asahel
and Jahzeiah son of Tikvah remained for this purpose, as
sisted by Meshullam and Shabbethai, the Levites. 16 The
returning exiles did so. Ezra the priest and the men who
were the chiefs of the ancestral clans-all listed by
name-sequestered themselves on the first day of the
tenth month to study the matter. 17 By the first day of the
first month they were done with all the men who had
brought home foreign women. 1B Among the priestly fam- 1686-

10.6-1 1 : Ezra takes legal action to
resolve the intermarriage cris is
.

Ezra requires the leadership of the
returning community to take an
oath to act in accordance with the
law. Perhaps this is necessary in
light of the charges that are made
against the community leaders in
9.2. 6: The sin is seen as so extreme
that, like Moses after the construc
tion of the golden calf, Ezra fasts
completely (see Exod. 34.28; Deut.
9.18). 8: The Rabbis take this v. as a
legal precedent for their power to
expropriate when it is beneficial
for the community (b. Git. 3 6b) .

1 0.12-14: Community accepts
Ezra's legal action. This section of

the narrative is deeply influenced
by numerous Torah narratives in
volving the Israelites' willingness
to accept the authority of Moses
and to agree to obey particular
laws.

10.1 5-44: Determining which re

turnees intermarried. Though this
list would seem to be an odd con
clusion to a biblical book, it is
quite suitable for the middle of the
larger book Ezra-Nehemiah, espe
cially since the theme of intermar
riage will return in Nehemiah.
15: Jonathan son of Asahel, who
is mentioned first, is said by the
Rabbis to have carried out the
work with a special zeal (Exod.
Rnb. 50.5). 16: To study tl1e matter:
This apparently refers to the study
of existing legal traditions and to
the interpretation emerging from
that study. The v. recalls Ezra's
priestly lineage (7.1-5), perhaps
to authorize Ezra as an interpreter.
He has already been authorized
by being described as a scribe
(chs 7, 6, 11), as one who is well
versed in biblical interpretation
(7.10), and as a priest whose
known lineage qualifies him to
participate in Temple rituals. See
7.1-10 n. 1 8: Jeshua's intermar
riage implicates even the priestly
leadership in the intermarriage
crisis. In 1 Esdras 9.19 only the de
scendants of Jeshua are said to
have foreign wives, not Jeshua
himself. 44: Who lwd bome children,
cf. 1 Esdras 9.36.
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ilies who were found to have brought foreign women
were Jeshua son of Jozadak and his brothers Maaseiah, El
iezer, Jarib, and Gedaliah. 19 They gave their word• to
expel their wives and, acknowledging their guilt, offered
a ram from the flock to expiate it. 200f the sons of Immer:
Hanani and Zebadiah; 21 of the sons of Harim: Maaseiah,
Elijah, Shemaiah, Jehiel, and Uzziah; 22 of the sons of Pash
hur: Elioenai, Maaseiah, Ishmael, Nethanel, Jozabad, and
Elasah; 23 of the Levites: Jozabad, Shimei, Kelaiah who is
Kelita, Pethahiah, Judah, and Eliezer. 24 0f the singers: Eli
ashib. Of the gatekeepers: Shallum, Telem, and Uri. 25 0f
the Israelites: of the sons of Parosh: Ramiah, Izziah, Mal
chijah, Mijamin, Eleazar, Malchijah, and Benaiah; 26 of the
sons of Elam: Mattaniah, Zechariah, Jehiel, Abdi, Jere
moth, and Elijah; 27 of the sons of Zattu: Elioenai, Eliashib,
Mattaniah, Jeremoth, Zabad, and Aziza; 2Bof the sons of
Bebai: Jehohanan, Hananiah, Zabbai, and Athlai; 29 of the
sons of Bani: Meshullam, Malluch, Adaiah, Jashub, Sheal,
and Ramoth; 30 of the sons of Pahath-moab: Adna, Chelal,
Benaiah, Maaseiah, Mattaniah, Bezalel, Binnui, and Ma
nasseh; 31 of the sons of Harim: Eliezer, Isshijah, Malchi
jah, Shemaiah, and Shimeon; 32 also Benjamin, Malluch,
and Shemariah; 33 of the sons of Hashum: Mattenai, Mat
tattah, Zabad, Eliphelet, Jeremai, Manasseh, and Shimei;
34 of the sons of Bani: Maadai, Amram, and Uel; 35 also Be
naiah, Bedeiah, Cheluhu, 36 Vaniah, Meremoth, Eliashib,
37 Mattaniah, Mattenai, Jaasai, 3B Bani, Binnui, Shimei,
39 Shelemiah, Nathan, Adaiah, 40 Machnadebai, Shashai,
Sharai, 41 Azarel, Shelemiah, Shemariah, 42 Shallum, Arna
riah, and Joseph; 43 of the sons of Nebo: Jeiel, Mattithiah,
Zabad, Zebina, J addai, Joel, and Benaiah.
44 All these had married foreign women, among whom
were some women b-who had borne children.-b

n Lit. "hand. "

/J-b Menning of Heb. Hncertnill.
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Nehemiah
FOR INTRODUCTION TO NEHEMIAH,

see introduction to Ezra.

Summary of Contents
I. 1.1-7.72a: Nehemiah rebuilds the walls of Jerusalem
1.1-y Nehemiah hears Jerusalem's wall is destroyed
1.4-11a: Nehemiah's prayer
r.nb-2.10: Artaxerxes authorizes Nehemiah to return and rebuild the wall
2.11-1y Nehemiah inspects the Jerusalem wall at night
2.16-18: Nehemiah encourages the rebuilding of the wall
2.19-20: Nehemiah's rebuilding is opposed by Sanballat, Tobiah, and Geshem
3.1-32: List of returnees who worked on rebuilding the wall
3.33-38: Sanballat tries to interfere with the rebuilding, but is not successful
4.1-1T The people work on the walls and guard the wall
5.1-1): Nehemiah resolves socioeconomic crises
5.14-19: Nehemiah refrains from taking the governor's allowance
6.1-14: Nehemiah avoids murderous plots to interfere with the completion of the
Jerusalem wall
6.15-19: Nehemiah completes the wall amidst ongoing harassment from Tobiah
7.1-3: Nehemiah appoints guards for the gates of Jerusalem
7.4-5: Nehemiah makes plans for the repopulation of Judah
7.6-72a: Genealogical register of those who returned from Babylonia

II. 7·72b-10-40: Liturgical practices in the reconstituted community
7.72b-8.12: Ezra reads from the Mosaic Torah and the people celebrate
8.13-18: Celebration of the festival of Booths (Sukkot)
9.1-5: Public confession of sins
9.6-37: Confessional prayer
10.1-40: Nehemiah's covenant

III. 11.1-13.31: Legislative acts of Nehemiah
11.1-24: List of settlers in Jerusalem
11.25-36: List of distribution of village settlers in Judah
-
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12.1-26: List of priests, Levites, and gatekeepers of the Temple
12.27-4): The dedication of the wall
12-44-4T Ensuring support of Temple clergy through tithing
13.1-y Prohibition against intermarriage
13-4-9: Threat to Temple purity is resolved by Nehemiah
13.10-14: Nehemiah reestablishes Temple tithes
13.15-22: Nehemiah emphasizes the observance of Sabbath laws
13.23-2T Prohibition against intermarriage
13.28-31: Purification of the returnees and concluding prayer
[HINDY NAJMAN)

1 The narrative of Nehemiah son of Hacaliah:

In the month of Kislev of the twentieth year," when I
was in the fortress of Shushan, 2 Hanani, one of my broth
ers, together with some men of Judah, arrived, and I
asked them about the Jews, the remnant who had sur
vived the captivity, and about Jerusalem. 3 They replied,
"The survivors who have survived the captivity there in
the province are in dire trouble and disgrace; Jerusalem's
wall is full of breaches, and its gates have been destroyed
by fire."
4 When I heard that, I sat and wept, and was in mourn
ing for days, fasting and praying to the God of Heaven. s r
said, "0 LORD, God of Heaven, great and awesome God,
who stays faithful to His covenant with those who love
Him and keep His commandments! 6 Let Your ear be at
tentive and Your eyes open to receive the prayer of Your
servant that I am praying to You now, day and night, on
behalf of the Israelites, Your servants, confessing the sins
that we Israelites have committed against You, sins that I
and my father 's house have committed. 7We have of
fended You by not keeping the commandments, the laws,
and the rules that You gave to Your servant Moses. B Be
mindful of the promise You gave to Your servant Moses:
'If you are unfaithful, I will scatter you among the peoa I.e., of Ki11g Artaxcrxcs; cj 2.1.

1 .1-3: News of Jerusalem in cri

sis. Although both the Masoretic
tradition and the Septuagint pre
sent Ezra-Nehemiah as a single
work, the transition from the con
clusion of Ezra to the opening sec
tion of Nehemiah is awkward.
1 : "Nehemiah" means "the LoRD
is compassionate." Most date this

to 445 BCE (the twentieth year of
Artaxerxes I), shortly after some
kind of attack on the returnees
reflected in the narrative of v. 3·

3: Jerusalem's wall is full of breaches,
and its gates have been destroyed by
fire: The language recalls the de

struction and burning of Jerusalem
under the direction of Nebuzara-

dan, the chief of the guards under
Nebuchadnezzar some 140 years
earlier. Nehemiah expresses an ur
gent need to prevent what threat
ens to be a second destruction of
the Jerusalem Temple. Cf. 2 Kings
25.8-12.

1 .4-1 1 a: Prayer of Nehemiah.
4: Nehemiah's behavior accords

with mourning and supplication
practices that are characteristic of
exilic and Second Temple narra
tives. Cf. Ezra 9.3-15, where Ezra
participates in mourning rituals,
fasts, confesses his sins, and then
offers an elaborate prayer to the
LORD. Similarly, in Dan. 9.3ff.,
Daniel prays while fasting and
wearing sackcloth and ashes, then
confesses and offers an elaborate
prayer to the LoRD. 5: Petionary
prayers typically start with an in
vocation, often just "LoRD" or
"God." The unusually long invo
cation of this v. is meant to remind
God of both His power and His
obligation to redress the situation.
6: Nehemiah employs the formula
used by priests in the confession
on Yom Kippur when he says:

Collfessing the sins that we Israelites
lwve committed against You, sins that
I and my father's house have com
mitted. See Lev. ch 16 and m. Yoma

6.2. 7-1 1 : By recalling the history
of Israel, Nehemiah reminds God
of the promises made to Israel and
also of God's own compassion at
times when the Israelites strayed
from their course. Much of this
passage is a paraphrase of sections
of Deuteronomy, though concep-
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pies; 9but if you turn back to Me, faithfully keep My com
mandments, even if your dispersed are at the ends of the
earth,a I will gather them from there and bring them to the
place where I have chosen to establish My name.' lO for
they are Your servants and Your people whom You re
deemed by Your great power and Your mighty hand. 11 0
Lord! Let Your ear be attentive to the prayer of Your ser
vant, and to the prayer of Your servants who desire to
hold Your name in awe. Grant Your servant success today,
and dispose that man to be compassionate toward him!"
I was the king's cupbearer at the time.

2 In the month of Nisan, in the twentieth year of King

Artaxerxes, wine was set before him; I took the wine
and gave it to the king-I had never been out of sorts in
his presence. 2 The king said to me, "How is it that you
look bad, though you are not ill? It must be bad thoughts."
I was very frightened, 3 but I answered the king, "May the
king live forever! How should I not look bad when the
city of the graveyard of my ancestors lies in ruins, and its
gates have been consumed by fire?" 4 The king said to me,
"What is your request?" With a prayer to the God of
Heaven, s I answered the king, "If it please the king, and if
your servant has found favor with you, send me to Judah,
to the city of my ancestors' graves, to rebuild it." 6 With
the consort seated at his side, the king said to me, "How
long will you be gone and when will you return?" So it
was agreeable to the king to send me, and I gave him a
date. 7 Then I said to the king, "If it please the king, let me
have letters to the governors of the province of Beyond
the River, directing them to grant me passage until I reach
Judah; B likewise, a letter to Asaph, the keeper of the
King's Park, directing him to give me timber for roofing
the gatehouses of the temple fortress and the city walls
and for the house I shall occupy." The king gave me these,
thanks to my God's benevolent care for me. 9When I came
to the governors of the province of Beyond the River I
gave them the king's letters. The king also sent army offi
cers and cavalry with me.
lO When Sanballat the Horonite and Tobiah the Ammon
ite servant heard, it displeased them greatly that someone
had come, intent on improving the condition of the Israel
ites.
11 I arrived in Jerusalem. After I was there three days 12 I
got up at night, I and a few men with me, and telling no
one what my God had put into my mind to do for Jerusaa Lit. "ski; ."
-
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tions from Priestly literature, such
as Israel being unfaithful (v. 8) are
mixed in, suggesting that the au
thor was working from a complete
Torah similar to our own.

1 . 1 1 b-2.9: Nehemiah's request
to return to Jerusalem is granted.

6: Nehemiah either demonstrates
quick thinking or he has planned
this response in advance. Josephus
seems to prefer the first option, re
porting this event as occurring on
the same day on which Nehemiah
is informed of Jerusalem's present
situation. 1 . 1 1 b: As the cupbearer,
Nehemiah occupies a significant
and trusted position in the palace
of Artaxerxes. 2.8: This v. is ad
duced as proof that it is permissi
ble to accept a gift for the Temple
from an idol worshipper only if
the gift is from the government
(b. 'Arak. 6a).
2.10: Report of opposition to Ne
hemiah's arrival in Judah. Sanbal

lat the Horonite is mentioned in

documents from Elephantine in
Egypt as the governor of Samaria.
This verse is anticipatory; a major
theme of Nehemiah is the opposi
tion of these people to his restora
tion of Jerusalem.

2.1 1-16: Nehemiah secretly as
sesses the damage to Jerusalem.

The secret nighttime evaluation of
the walls begins and ends at the
Valley Gate.
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lem, and taking no other beast than the one on which I
was riding, 13 I went out by the Valley Gate, at night, to
ward the Jackals' Spring and the Dung Gate; and I sur
veyed the walls of Jerusalem that were breached, and its
gates, consumed by fire. 14 I proceeded to the Fountain
Gate and to the King's Pool, where there was no room for
the beast under me to continue. 15 So I went up the wadi
by night, surveying the wall, and, entering again by the
Valley Gate, I returned. 16 The prefects knew nothing of
where I had gone or what I had done, since I had not yet
divulged it to the Jews-the priests, the nobles, the pre
fects, or the rest of the officials.
17 Then I said to them, "You see the bad state we are in
Jerusalem lying in ruins and its gates destroyed by fire.
Come, let us rebuild the wall of Jerusalem and suffer no
more disgrace." 1 B I told them of my God's benevolent
care for me, also of the things that the king had said to me,
and they said, "Let us start building!" They were encour
aged by [His] benevolence.
19 When Sanballat the Horonite and Tobiah the Ammon
ite servant and Geshem the Arab heard, they mocked us
and held us in contempt and said, "What is this that you
are doing? Are you rebelling against the king?" 20 I said to
them in reply, "The God of Heaven will grant us success,
and we, His servants, will start building. But you have no
share or claim or stake in Jerusalem!"

3 Then Eliashib the high priest and his fellow priests set

to and rebuilt the Sheep Gate; they consecrated it and
set up its doors, consecrating it as far as the Hundred's
Tower, as far as the Tower of Hananel. 2 Next to him, the
men of Jericho built. Next to them,b Zaccur son of Imri.
3 The sons of Hassenaah rebuilt the Fish Gate; they roofed
it and set up its doors, locks, and bars. 4 Next to them, Mer
emoth son of Uriah son of Hakkoz repaired; and nextt o
him, Meshullam son of Berechiah son of Meshezabel. Next
to him,C Zadok son of Baana repaired. 5 Next to him,C the
Tekoites repaired, though their nobles would not d·take
upon their shoulders·d the work of their lord. 6 Joiada son of
Paseah and Meshullam son of Besodeiah repaired the Jesh
anah Gate; they roofed it and set up its doors, locks, and
bars. 7 Next to them, Melatiah the Gibeonite and Jadon the
Meronothite repaired, [with] the men of Gibeon and Miz
pah, •·under the j urisdiction·• of the governor of the
province of Beyond the River. B Next to them,b Uzziel son of
c

a Lit. "rrcord. "
b Lit. "1Ji111."
c Lit. "til<'lll. "
r-e Lit. "of tl1c tilro11c"; lllrallillg of Hcb. 111/C<Ttaill.

d-d Lit. "/Jri11g tilcir 11rck i11to. "
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2.17-1 8: Nehemiah charges his

attendants to assist him in re
building Jerusalem. 1 7: Suffer no

more disgrace: The term "disgrace"
is used elsewhere to characterize
the destruction of the Temple and
the exile. See Isa. 4.1-3; 22.18;
25.6-8; Jer. 2J.J9-40; 24.8-10;
25.8-11; Lam. 5.1; Ezek. 16.52-58;
22.1-5; Dan. g.16.
2.1 9-20: Confrontation between

Nehemiah and local leaders:
Sanballat, Tobiah, and Geshem.

19: Geshem or "Gashmu" (6.6) may
be a king of Kedar, since a recov
ered bowl from the Persian period
is inscribed: "Cain son of Gashmu
king of Kedar." The Kedarites are
referred to in Gen. 25.13; Ps. 120.5;
Isa. 21.16-17; 42.1 1; 60.7; Jer. 2.10;
49-28-Jo; Ezek. 27.21; 1 Chron.
1.2g; Song 1.5. They likely origi
nated in the Arabian peninsula.
By the middle of the 5th century
BCE, they may have been a signifi
cant presence in the land of Israel.
20: The success of the small com
munity due to divine support be
comes an increasingly prominent
theme in postexilic literature, espe
cially in Chronicles.
3.1-38: Nehemiah and returnees
repair the wall. 1 : The high priest

Eliashib was the grandson of the
priest Jeshua. He is mentioned
elsewhere in Nehemiah (12.10,
22; 1).4). 1-5: The northern
section with eight work assign
ments. 6-13: The western section
with ten work assigrunents.
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Harhaiah, [of the] smiths, repaired. Next to him, Hananiah,
of• the perfumers. They restored Jerusalem as far as the
Broad Wall. 9 Next to them, Rephaiah son of Hur, chief of
half the district of Jerusalem, repaired. 10 Next to him,b Je
daiah son of Harumaph repaired in front of his house. Next
to him, Hattush son of Hashabneiah repaired. 1 1 Malchijah
son of Harim and Hasshub son of Pahath-moab repaired a
second stretch, including the Tower of Ovens. 12 Next to
them, Shallum son of Hallohesh, d chief of half the district
of Jerusalem, repaired-he and his daughters. 13 Hanun
and the inhabitants of Zanoah repaired the Valley Gate;
they rebuilt it and set up its doors, locks, and bars. And
[they also repaired] a thousand cubits of wall to the Dung
Gate. 1 4 Malchijah son of Rechab, chief of the district of
Beth-haccerem, repaired the Dung Gate; he rebuilt it and
set up its doors, locks, and bars. 15 Shallun son of Col
hozeh, chief of the district of Mizpah, repaired the Foun
tain Gate; he rebuilt it and covered it, and set up its doors,
locks, and bars, as well as the wall of the irrigation• pool of
the King's Garden as far as the steps going down from the
City of David. 16 After him, Nehemiah son of Azbuk, chief
of half the district of Beth-zur, repaired, from in front of the
graves of David as far as the artificial pool, and as far as the
House of the Warriors. 17 After him, the Levites repaired:
Rehum son of Bani. Next to him, Hashabiah, chief of half
the district of Keilah, repaired for his district. 18 After him,
their brothers repaired: Bavvai son of Henadad, chief of
half the district of Keilah. 19 Next to him, Ezer son of
Jeshua, the chief of Mizpah, repaired a second stretch, from
in front of the ascent to the armory [at] the angle [of the
wall]. 20 After him, Baruch son of Zaccai zealously repaired
a second stretch, from the angle to the entrance to the house
of Eliashib, the high priest. 21 After him, Meremoth son of
Uriah son of Hakkoz repaired a second stretch, from the
entrance to Eliashib's house to the end of Eliashib' s house.
22 After him, the priests, inhabitants of the plain, repaired.
23 After them,< Benjamin and Hasshub repaired in front of
their houses. After them,c Azariah son of Maaseiah son of
Ananiah repaired beside his house. 24 After him, Binnui
son of Henadad repaired a second stretch, from the house
of Azariah to the angle, to the corner. 25 Palal son of Uzai
from in front of the angle and the tower that juts out of the
house of the king, the upper [tower] of the prison com
pound. After him, Pedaiah son of Parosh. (26 The temple
c

n Lit. "son of" i.e., member of tl1e guild of
b Lit. "tl1em."
c Lit. "llim."
d I.e., tile cllnnner.
e Following Kimlli; cf Mislmnic Heb. bet hashelaryin, irrignted field.
- 1692-

14-15: The southern section with
two work assignments. 1 6-32: The
eastern section with twenty-one
work assignments. 33-35: Sanbal
lat and Tobiah discourage the
building. Cf. Ezra 4·4· 36-37: Ne
hemiah offers a lament over the
destruction. 38: Completion of the
wall.
4.1-6: Repeated opposition by
local people. 3: Nehemiah's re

sponse is both religious and prag
matic. 4: The people appear very
disheartened in their lament.
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servants were living on the Ophel, as far as a point in front
of the Water Gate in the east, and the jutting tower.) 27 After
him, the Tekoites repaired a second stretch, from in front of
the great jutting tower to the wall of the Ophel. 2 8 Above
the Horse Gate, the priests repaired, each in front of his
house. 29 After them," Zadok son of Immer repaired in front
of his house. After him, Shemaiah son of Shechaniah,
keeper of the East Gate, repaired. 30 After him, Hananiah
son of Shelemiah and Hanun, the sixth son of Zalaph, re
paired a second stretch. After them," Meshullam son of
Berechiah repaired in front of his chamber. 31 After him,
Malchijah of the smiths repaired as far as the house of the
temple servants and the merchants, [from] in front of the
Muster Gate to the corner loft. 32 And between the corner
loft to the Sheep Gate the smiths and the merchants re
paired.
33When Sanballat heard that we were rebuilding the
wall, it angered him, and he was extremely vexed. He
mocked the Jews, 34 saying in the presence of his brothers
and the Samarian force, "What are the miserable Jews
doing? Will they restore, offer sacrifice, and finish one
day? Can they revive those stones out of the dust heaps,
burned as they are?" 35 Tobiah the Ammonite, alongside
him, said, "That stone wall they are building-if a fox
climbed it he would breach it!"
36 Hear, our God, how we have become a mockery, and
return their taunts upon their heads! Let them be taken as
spoil to a land of captivity! 37 Do not cover up their iniq
uity or let their sin be blotted out before You, for they
hurled provocations at the builders.
38 We rebuilt the wall till it was continuous all around to
half its height; for the people's heart was in the work.

4 When Sanballat and Tobiah, and the Arabs, the Am

monites, and the Ashdodites heard that healing had
come to the walls of Jerusalem, that the breached parts
had begun to be filled, it angered them very much, 2 and
they all conspired together to come and fight against Jeru
salem and to throw it into confusion. 3 Because of them we
prayed to our God, and set up a watch over themb day
and night.
4 Judah was saying,
"The strength of the basket-carrier has failed,
And there is so much rubble;
We are not able ourselves
To rebuild the wall."
n Lit. "!Jim."

b I.e., the workers 011 the wnlls.

NEHEMIAH 3 · 27-4 ·4

NEHEMIAH 4 - 5 -5 · 5
5 And our foes were saying, "Before they know or see it,
we shall be in among them and kill them, and put a stop
to the work." 6 When the Jews living near them• would ar
rive, they would tell us b·time and again·b <'" . . . from all
the places where . . . you shall come back to us . . . "·c 7 I
stationed, on the lower levels of the place, behind the
walls, on the bare rock-I stationed the people by families
with their swords, their lances, and their bows. B Then I
decided to exhort the nobles, the prefects, and the rest of
the people, "Do not be afraid of them! Think of the great
and awesome Lord, and fight for your brothers, your sons
and daughters, your wives and homes!"
9 When our enemies learned that it had become known
to us, since God had thus frustrated their plan, we could
all return to the wall, each to his work. 10 From that day
on, half my servants did work and half held lances and
shields, bows and armor. And the officers stood behind
the whole house of Judah 11 who were rebuilding the wall.
The basket-carriers were burdened, doing work with one
hand while the other held a weapon. 12 As for the builders,
each had his sword girded at his side as he was building.
The trumpeter stood beside me. 13 I said to the nobles, the
prefects, and the rest of the people, "There is much work
and it is spread out; we are scattered over the wall, far
from one another. 14 When you hear a trumpet call, gather
yourselves to me at that place; our God will fight for us!"
1 5 And so we worked on, while half were holding lances,
from the break of day until the stars appeared.
16 I further said to the people at that time, "Let every
man with his servant lodge in Jerusalem, that we may use
the night to stand guard and the day to work." 17Nor did
I, my brothers, my servants, or the guards following me
ever take off our clothes, d·[or] each his weapon, even at
the water:d

5 There was a great outcry by the common folk and their

wives against their brother Jews. 2 Some said, "Our
sons and daughters are numerous; we must get grain to
eat in order that we may live! " 3 0thers said, "We must
pawn our fields, our vineyards, and our homes to get
grain to stave off hunger." 4 Yet others said, "We have bor
rowed money against our fields and vineyards to pay the
king's tax. S Now •we are as good as·• our brothers, and

a I.e., tire foes.
b-b Lit. "ten times. "
c-c Heb. seems to be abbreviated; a possible restoration of tire sentence, witlr tire missing el
emerrts enclosed in brackets, is: [of their evil plan; and we would SniJ to t/Jem.l "From all tire
places where [you get suclr information] you slrnll come back to us [and convey it]. "
d-d Menning of Heb. uncertain.
e-e Lit. "our Jleslr is as good as tire Jleslr of "
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4.7-1 7: Nehemiah empowers the
returnees. Nehemiah calls upon

God as a divine warrior; thus Ne
hemiah's subjects seem to be par
ticipating in a religious war for the
future of the returnees and their
families. 8: Just a little over a cen
tury prior to Nehemiah, Jeremiah
was exhorting the people to build
homes in Babylonia and plant gar
dens there (Jer. 29.5, 28). Now, Ne
hemiah tells the people to fight for
their recovered land and for their
right to live in their land. 15: From
tile break ofday until the stars ap
peared: This v. offers one definition
of daytime; the Rabbis use it to
argue that one can fulfill the com
mandment-of reciting the evening
Shema (Deut. 6.4) only once the
stars appear (b. Ber. 2b). In addi
tion, this v. is used to define the
beginning of night for purposes of
purification (b. Meg. 2ob).

5.1-5: Economic crisis among the
returnees. The claim is that the

creditors are seizing property that
the returnees pledged when they
needed to take loans. This is for
bidden in the case of the poor (see
Exod. 22.24-26). In earlier periods,
such concerns fell under the
purview of the prophets such as
Amos, but prophecy as an institu
tion was weakened in the postex
ilic period, so Nehemiah takes
control of the situation. 1: Outcry
refers to a legal challenge as in
Gen. 18.2o-21; Job 34.28. 5: Daugh

ters to slavery-some of our daugh
ters are already subjected: According

to Exod. 21.7-11, an enslaved fe
male loses the possibility of libera
tion if she is taken as a wife by her
master, excluding maltreatment by
her new master.

5.6-13: Nehemiah resolves

the
economic crisis. Nehemiah uses

this occasion to declare a jubilee.
See Lev. 25.1-55; Deut. 15.1-18.
Due to his great power, Nehemiah
is heeded (contrast Jer. 34.8-22),
the community is stabilized, and
work on the walls is resumed.
Both civic and religious leaders
seem to have been involved in
these crimes, according to 6.7, 12.
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our children as good as theirs; yet here we are subjecting
our sons and daughters to slavery-some of our daugh
ters are already subjected-and we are powerless, while
our fields and vineyards belong to others."
6 Jt angered me very much to hear their outcry and these
complaints. 7 After pondering the matter carefully, I cen
sured the nobles and the prefects, saying, "Are you press
ing claims on loans made to your brothers?" Then I raised
a large crowd against them 8 and said to them, "We have
done our best to buy back our Jewish brothers who were
sold to the nations; will you now sell your brothers so that
they must be sold [back] to us?" They kept silent, for they
found nothing to answer. 9 So I continued, "What you are
doing is not right. You ought to act in a God-fearing way
so as not to give our enemies, the nations, room to re
proach us. 1o I, my brothers, and my servants also have
claims of money and grain against them; let us now aban
don those claims! 11 Give back at once their fields, their
vineyards, their olive trees, and their homes, and [aban
don] the claims for the hundred pieces of silver, the grain,
the wine, and the oil that you have been pressing against
them!" 12 They replied, "We shall give them back, and not
demand anything of them; we shall do just as you say."
Summoning the priests, I put them under oath to keep
this promise. 13 I also shook out the bosom of my garment
and said, "So may God shake free of his household and
property any man who fails to keep this promise; may he
be thus shaken out and stripped." All the assembled an
swered, "Amen," and praised the LoRD.
The people kept this promise.
14 Furthermore, from the day I was commissioned to be
governor in the land of Judah-from the twentieth year of
King Artaxerxes until his thirty-second year, twelve years
in all-neither I nor my brothers ever ate of the gover
nor's food allowance. 15 The former governors who pre
ceded me laid heavy burdens on the people, and took
from them for bread and wine more than• forty shekels of
silver. Their servants also tyrannized over the people. But
I, out of the fear of God, did not do so. 1 6 I also supported
the work on this wall; we did not buy any land, and all my
servants were gathered there at the work. 17 Although
there were at my table, between Jews and prefects, one
hundred and fifty men in all, beside those who came to us
from surrounding nations; 18 and although what was pre
pared for each day came to one ox, six select sheep, and
fowl, all prepared for me, and at ten-day intervals all sorts
a Lit. "'after"; 111eauiug of Heb. IIIICertniu.
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5.14-19:Nehemiah does not
make use of the governor's food
allowance. Nehemiah leads by

example even to the point of
refusing what is legally his allot
ment. 14: Twelve years in all:
Nehemiah served two terms as
governor, according to 13.6.
The first one lasts twelve years,
while the second is not specified.

N E H E M I A H 5 . 1 9-6 . 1 4
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of wine in abundance-yet I did not resort to the gover
nor's food allowance, for the [king's] service lay heavily
on the people.
19 0 my God, remember to my credit all that I have done
for this people!

19: Remember to my credit: Similar
prayers are found in 13. 14, 23, 31.
In the Bible, they typify Nehe
miah, though similar requests are
common in a variety of ancient
Near Eastern prayers.

6 When word reached Sanballat, Tobiah, Geshem the

tract and harm Nehemiah. S-9: In
a second attempt to stop the re
building, an unsealed-i.e., pub
licly accessible-letter accuses
Nehemiah and his supporters of
rebelling against Artaxerxes.
Nehemiah is clear and direct in his
rejection of these false claims: They

Arab, and the rest of our enemies that I had rebuilt the
wall and not a breach remained in it-though at that time
I had not yet set up doors in the gateways_2 Sanballat
and Geshem sent a message to me, saying, "Come, let us
get together in Kephirim in the Ono valley"; they planned
to do me harm. 3 I sent them messengers, saying, "I am en
gaged in a great work and cannot come down, for the
work will stop if I leave it in order to come down to you."
4 They sent me the same message four times, and I gave
them the same answer. 5 Sanballat sent me the same mes
sage a fifth time by his servant, who had an open letter
with him. 6 Its text was: "Word has reached the nations,
and Geshem• too says that you and the Jews are planning
to rebel-for which reason you are building the wall-and
that you are to be their king. b·Such is the word.-b 7 You
have also set up prophets in Jerusalem to proclaim about
you, 'There is a king in Judah!' Word of these things will
surely reach the king; so come, let us confer together."
B I sent back a message to him, saying, "None of these
things you mention has occurred; they are figments of
your imagination"-9 for they all wished to intimidate us,
thinking, "They will desist from the work, and it will not
get done." Now strengthen my hands!
10 Then I visited Shemaiah son of Delaiah son of Mehet
abel when he was housebound, and he said,
"Let us meet in the House of God, inside the
sanctuary,
And let us shut the doors of the sanctuary, for they
are coming to kill you,
By night they are coming to kill you."
11 I replied, "Will a man like me take flight? Besides,
who such as I can go into the sanctuary and live? I will not
go in." 12 Then I realized that it was not God who sent
him, but that he uttered that prophecy about me-Tobiah
and Sanballat having hired him-13 because he was a
hireling, that I might be intimidated and act thus and
commit a sin, and so provide them a scandal with which
to reproach me.
14 "0 my God, remember against Tobiah and Sanballat
a Hcb. Gashmu.

b-b Menning of Hcb. wrccrtnin.
- 1696 -

6.1-13: Opposition tries to dis

are figments of your imagination.
6-7: The accusation is that Judah

wants to become independent of
Persia, with its own king, anointed
by a prophet, as was the case be
fore 586 BCE. There is no evidence
to suggest that this ever was
the intention of the returnees.
1 0-1 3: In the final attempt to dis
tract Nehemiah, a false prophet is
hired to lure him into a situation
that would brand him as a trans
gressor of Temple law. Nehemiah
uncovers the plot and escapes in
time.

6.14: Nehemiah prays to

God for
protection. While Nehemiah has

Persian authority to control the po
litical situation in Jerusalem, he
must rely completely on God to
handle external conflict. Noadiah
is one of a few named female
prophets; others are Miriam (Exod.
15.20), Deborah (Judg. 4-4), and
Huldah (2 Kings 22.14).
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these deeds of theirs,a and against Noadiah the prophet
ess, and against the other prophets that they wished to in
timidate me!"
15 The wall was finished on the twenty-fifth of Elul, after
fifty-two days. 1 6 When all our enemies heard it, all the na
tions round about us were intimidated, and fell very low
in their own estimation; they realized that this work had
been accomplished by the help of our God.
17 Also in those days, the nobles of Judah kept up a brisk
correspondence with Tobiah, and Tobiah with them.
18 Many in Judah were his confederates, for he was a son
in-law of Shecaniah son of Arah, and his son Jehohanan
had married the daughter of Meshullarn son of Berechiah.
19 They would also speak well of him to me, and would
divulge my affairs to him. Tobiah sent letters to intimi
date me.

7 When the wall was rebuilt and I had set up the doors,

tasks were assigned to the gatekeepers, the singers,
and the Levites. 2 I put Hanani my brother and Hananiah,
the captain of the fortress, in charge of Jerusalem, for he
was a more trustworthy and God-fearing man than most.
3 I said to them, "The gates of Jerusalem are not to be
opened until the heat of the day,b and <·before you leave
your posts·< let the doors be closed and barred. And assign
the inhabitants of Jerusalem to watches, each man to his
watch, and each in front of his own house."
4 The city was broad and large, the people in it were few,
and houses were not yet built. S My God put it into my
mind to assemble the nobles, the prefects, and the people,
in order to register them by families. I found the genealog
ical register of those who were the first to come up, and
there I found written:
6dThese are the people of the province who came up
from among the captive exiles that Nebuchadnezzar, king
of Babylon, had deported, and who returned to Jerusalem
and to Judah, each to his own city, 7 who carne with Zerub
babel, Jeshua, Nehemiah, Azariah, Raarniah, Naharnani,
Mordecai, Bilshan, Mispereth, Bigvai, Nehurn, Baanah.
The number of the men of the people of Israel: 8 the sons
of Parosh-2,172; 9 the sons of Shephatiah-372; 10 the
sons of Arah-652; 11 the sons of Pahath-rnoab: the sons of
Jeshua and Joab-2,818; 12 the sons of Elarn-1,254; 13 the
sons of Zattu-845; 14 the sons of Zaccai-760; 15 the sons
of Binnui-648; 16 the sons of Bebai-628; 17 the sons of
n Lit. "/1is."
b Lit. "suu."
c-c Lit. "while they nre still stnudiug. "
d Vv. 6-43 nppenr ns Ezm 2 witl1 vnrintious iu the unmes nud uumbers.

NEHEMIAH 6 . 1 5-7. 1 7
6.1 5-16: The rebuilding of the
wall is complete. Fifty-two days:

This incredibly short time indi
cates the blessing and protection
of God over the work. Cf. Ezra
6. 14-15-

6.17-19: Tobiah tries to intimi
date Nehemiah. While most of the

surrounding peoples are said to
desist from opposition because
they recognize that the work on
the wall was the work of God, To
biah is still trying to harass and in
timidate Nehemiah. Tobiah is to be
contrasted with the two men Ne
hemiah places in charge of Jerusa
lem because they are "God fear
ing" (7.2). Some scholars suggest
that Tobiah's attempted intimida
tion may in fact have occurred
prior to the completion of the wall.

7.1-3: Nehemiah appoints gate

keepers, singers, and Levites to
protect the gates and the doors.
1 : Hanani IllY brother: This is the

same individual who brought
word about the condition of Jeru
salem in 1.2. And Hanania!J: Some
scholars suggest that, since the
verb is singular, only one person
known by two similar names
(Hanani and Hananiah) is in
tended, not two people. Tasks were
assigned: The service of these Tem
ple personnel as protectors may
have a precedent in the protection
of Jehoash recorded in 2 Kings ch
1 1 . The Levites are also charged
with this duty in Neh. 13.22.

7.4-72a: The genealogical regis
ter. 4-5: Nehemiah assembles the

people and discovers a genealogi
cal register. 6-72a: See Ezra 2.1-70
n. According to the Rabbis, the ge
nealogical list in Ezra reflects the
initial return from Babylonia, and
the list in Nehemiah reflects a re
turn that is linked to the dedica
tion of the Temple. According to
b. Meg. 16b, Nehemiah's return oc
curs twenty-four years after the
initial return of Ezra.

NEHEMIAH 7 . 1 8-7.61
Azgad-2,322; 1 B the sons of Adonikam-667; 19the sons
of Bigvai-2,067; 20 the sons of Adin-655; 21 the sons of
Ater: Hezekiah-98; 22 the sons of Hashum-328; 23 the
sons of Bezai-324; 24 the sons of Hariph-112; 25 the sons
of Gibeon-95; 26 the men of Bethlehem and Netophah188; 27 the men of Anathoth-128; 2 8 the men of Beth
azmaveth-42; 29 the men of Kiriath-jearim, Chephirah,
and Beeroth-743; 30 the men of Ramah and Geba-621;
31 the men of Michmas-122; 32 the men of Bethel and Ai123; 33 the men of the other Nebo--52; 34 the sons of the
other Elam-1,254; 35 the sons of Harim-320; 36 the sons
of Jericho--3 45; 37 the sons of Lod, Hadid, and Ono-721;
38 the sons of Senaah-3,930.
39 The priests: the sons of Jedaiah: the house of Jeshua973; 40 the sons of Immer-1,052; 41 the sons of Pashhur1,247; 42 the sons of Harim-1,017.
43 The Levites: the sons of Jeshua: Kadmiel, the sons of
Hodeiah-74.
44 The singers: the sons of Asaph-148.
45 The gatekeepers: the sons of Shallum, the sons of
Ater, the sons of Talman, the sons of Akkub, the sons of
Hatita, the sons of Shobai-138.
46 The temple servants: the sons of Ziha, the sons of Ha
supha, the sons of Tabbaoth, 47 the sons of Keros, the sons
of Siah, the sons of Padon, 48 the sons of Lebanah, the sons
of Hagabah, the sons of Shalmai, 49 the sons of Hanan, the
sons of Giddel, the sons of Gahar, 50 the sons of Reaiah, the
sons of Rezin, the sons of Nekoda, 5l the sons of Gazzam,
the sons of Uzza, the sons of Paseah, 52 the sons of Besai,
the sons of Meunim, the sons of Nephishesirn, 53 the sons
of Bakbuk, the sons of Hakupha, the sons of Harhur, 54 the
sons of Bazlith, the sons of Mehida, the sons of Harsha,
55 the sons of Barkos, the sons of Sisera, the sons of Temah,
56 the sons of N eziah, the sons of Ha tipha.
57 The sons of Solomon's servants: the sons of Sotai, the
sons of Sophereth, the sons of Perida, 5 8 the sons of
Jala, the sons of Darkon, the sons of Giddel, 59 the sons of
Shephatiah, the sons of Hattil, the sons of Pochereth
hazzebaim, the sons of Amon.
60 The total of temple servants and the sons of Solo
mon's servants-392.
61 The following were those who came up from Tel
rnelah, Tel-harsha, Cherub, Addon, and Immer-they
were unable to tell whether their father's house and de-
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scent were Israelite: 62 the sons of Delaiah, the sons of To
biah, the sons of Nekoda-642.
63 Of the priests: the sons of Habaiah, the sons of Hak
koz, the sons of Barzillai who had married a daughter of
Barzillai the Gileadite and had taken his• name-64 these
searched for their genealogical records, but they could not
be found, so they were disqualified for the priesthood.
65 The Tirshathab ordered them not to eat of the most holy
things until a priest with Urim and Thummim should ap
pear.
66 The sum of the entire community was 42a6o, 67not
counting their male and female servants, these being 7!}37;
they also had 245 male and female singers. 6 8 <·[Their
horses-736, their mules-245Jc camels-435, asses6,720.
69 Some of the heads of the clans made donations for the
work. The Tirshatha donated to the treasury: gold-1,000
drachmas, basins-50, priestly robes-530.
70 Some of the heads of the clans donated to the work
treasury: gold-2o,ooo drachmas, and silver-2,200 minas.
71 The rest of the people donated: gold-2o,ooo drach
mas, silver-2,000, and priestly robes-67.
72The priests, the Levites, the gatekeepers, the singers,
some of the people, the temple servants, and all Israel
took up residence in their towns.

8 When the seventh month arrived-the Israelites being

[settled] in their towns-1 the entire people assembled
as one man in the square before the Water Gate, and they
asked Ezra the scribe to bring the scroll of the Teaching of
Moses with which the LoRD had charged Israel. 2 Qn the
first day of the seventh month, Ezra the priest brought the
Teaching before the congregation, men and women and
all who could listen with understanding. 3 He read from it,
facing the square before the Water Gate, from the first
light until midday, to the men and the women and those
who could understand; the ears of all the people were
given to the scroll of the Teaching.
4 Ezra the scribe stood upon a wooden tower made for
the purpose, and beside him stood Mattithiah, Shema,
Anaiah, Uriah, Hilkiah, and Maaseiah at his right, and at
his left Pedaiah, Mishaet Malchijah, Hashum, Hashbad
danah, Zechariah, Meshullam. 5 Ezra opened the scroll in
the sight of all the people, for he was above all the people;
as he opened it, all the people stood up. 6 Ezra blessed the
n Lit. "their."
b A Pasin11 title.
c-c These words nre missiHg i11 some mss. and editions; but cf Ezra 2.66.

N E H E M I A H 7 . 62-8 . 6
7.72b-8.8: Ezra reads from the
Mosaic Torah {"torat moshe"). Cf.

the narrative of the discovered
Torah scroll during the reign of
Josiah, king of Judah, in 2 Kings
chs 22-23 (esp. 23.1-3). This narra
tive's use of exactly the same time
description as Ezra 3.1 may indi
cate that the passage about the
dedication of the altar and the pas
sage about the reading of the
Torah of Moses are to be read to
gether. 8.1 : Water Gate, on the east
side of Jerusalem and directly op
posite the Temple. 2: On the first
day of the seventh month, later
known as Rosh Ha-Shanah, the
New Year festival (see also Lev.
23.23-25; Num. 29. 1-6). The com
munity here includes women, as in
Deut. 1.12; contrast Exod. 19.1415 . 4: Elevated upon a wooden
platform, Ezra reenacts the Sinai
event and the people, like their an
cestors, publicly accept the law.
Whereas at Sinai Moses records
what God reveals, Ezra now reads
what Moses has written. Cf. the
earlier, preexilic, public reading of
the Torah of Moses in Josh. 8.Jo35· Rabbinic traditions state that
the wooden platform upon which
Ezra stood was the Temple Mount
(e.g., t. Sot., 7.13; b. Yoma 69b; b.
Sot. 40b-41a). The Rabbis state that
the six people called to read pub
licly from the Torah scroll on the
Day of A tonement represent the
six people who stand at Ezra's left
and the six people who stand a t
Ezra's right during the public
reading of the Torah. (The Rabbis
take Meshulam as another name
for Zechariah, so there are six, not
seven people [see b. Meg. 23a]).
5: All the people stood up: The Rab
bis use this v. to illustrate correct
conduct during the public reading
of a Torah scroll. The people's
standing is understood to reflect
complete silence. A contemporary
reflection of this v. is seen in syna
gogue worship: When the Torah
scroll is raised, the congregation
rises. 6: Ezrn blessed the LoRD, the
great God: The Rabbis explain that
the phrase the great God refers
to Ezra's use of the Tetragramma
ton, the four-letter name of God
(YHvH) (b. Yoma 69b). By the rab-
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LoRD, the great God, and all the people answered,
"Amen, Amen," with hands upraised. Then they bowed
their heads and prostrated themselves before the LORD
with their faces to the ground. 7Jeshua, Bani, Sherebiah,
Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai, Hodiah, Maaseiah, Kelita, Az
ariah, Jozabad, Hanan, Pelaiah, and the Levites explained
the Teaching to the people, while the people stood in their
places. 8 They read from the scroll of the Teaching of God,
translating it and giving the sense; so they understood the
reading.
9 Nehemiah the Tirshatha, Ezra the priest and scribe,
and the Levites who were explaining to the people said to
all the people, "This day is holy to the LoRD your God:
you must not mourn or weep," for all the people were
weeping as they listened to the words of the Teaching.
1 0 He further said to them, "Go, eat choice foods and drink
sweet drinks and send portions to whoever has nothing
prepared, for the day is holy to our Lord. Do not be sad,
for your rejoicing in the LoRD is the source of your
strength." n The Levites were quieting the people, saying,
"Hush, for the day is holy; do not be sad." 1 2 Then all the
people went to eat and drink and send portions and make
great merriment, for they understood the things they were
told.
13 On the second · day, the heads of the clans of all the
people and the priests and Levites gathered to Ezra the
scribe to study the words of the Teaching. 14They found
written in the Teaching that the LoRD had commanded
Moses that the Israelites must dwell in booths during the
festival of the seventh month, 15 and that they must an
nounce and proclaim throughout all their towns and Jeru
salem as follows, "Go out to the mountains and bring
leafy branches of olive trees, pine" trees, myrtles, palms
and [other] leafy• trees to make booths, as it is written."
1 6 So the people went out and brought them, and made
themselves booths on their roofs, in their courtyards, in
the courtyards of the House of God, in the square of the
Water Gate and in the square of the Ephraim Gate. 1 7 The
whole community that returned from the captivity made
booths and dwelt in the booths-the Israelites had not
done so from the days of Joshua b son of Nun to that day
and there was very great rejoicing. 18 He read from the
scroll of the Teaching of God each day, from the first to the
last day. They celebrated the festival seven days, and there
was a solemn gathering on the eighth, as prescribed.
a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
b Heb. Jeshua.
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binic period pronouncing this
name had become taboo, and it be
gins to fall out of use in postexilic
texts. 8: The exact meaning of each
of these words is uncertain, though
together they reflect the idea that
the Torah text cannot simply be
read and understood in a straight
forward way, an idea that is partic
ularly prominent within rabbinic
culture. Translating it: Rabbinic in
terpretation understands the Heb
"meforash" to refer to the Targum,
the Aramaic translation of the
verse, which was recited in public
along with the verse. Unable to
understand the Heb text, the re
turnees required both Aramaic
translation and interpretation (b.
Meg. 3a; b. Ned. 37b; Gen. Rab. 36.8).
8.9-1 2: The people celebrate the
first of Tishri, a holy and joyful
festival. Cf. the response following

the laying of the foundations of
the Temple in Ezra 3.1o-13. Nehe
miah's attitude is that this reen
acted revelation must be character
ized by joy, not mourning, as in
2 Kings 22.11, or fear, as in the
Sinai revelation (Exod. ch 19).
8.13-18: Ezra and the people

celebrate the festival of Sukkot
(the feast of Booths). Compare

Solomon's celebration of Sukkot
in 2 Chron. 7.8-10. 14: See Exod.
23.16; 34.22; Lev. 23.33-43; Num.
29.1-38. 15: These four species
(olive trees, pine trees, myrtles, palms
and [other] leafy trees) differ from

the four species (palm, myrtle, wil
low, etrog) understood from later
tradition based on Lev. 23.40
(see 2 Mace. 10.7; Josephus
Ant. 3.10.4; m. Sukkah 4-1-'7; Lev.
Rab. 30.15; b. Sukkah 12a and 38a,
where the Rabbis attempt to re
solve this inconsistency). Most
remarkable, rabbinic tradition
suggests that these four species
should be taken in hand, while
here, perhaps based on the conti
guity of Lev. 23-40, 42, they are
used for constructing the booths.
1 8: Cf. Lev. 23.33-36; Num. 29.35
regarding the festival of Sukkot,
particularly the solemn gathering on
the eighth day; this is lacking in
Deut. 16.15; 1 Kings 8.66.
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9 On the twenty-fourth day of this month, the Israelites

assembled, fasting, in sackcloth, and with earth upon
them. 2 Those of the stock of Israel separated themselves
from all foreigners, and stood and confessed their sins and
the iniquities of their fathers. 3 Standing in their places,
they read from the scroll of the Teaching of the LoRD their
God for one-fourth of the day, and for another fourth they
confessed and prostrated themselves before the LORD
their God. 4 0n the raised platform of the Levites stood
Jeshua and Bani, Kadmiel, Shebaniah, Bunni, Sherebiah,
Bani, and Chenani, and cried in a loud voice to the LoRD
their God. S The Levites Jeshua, Kadmiel, Bani, Hashab
niah, Sherebiah, Hodiah, and Pethahiah said, "Rise, bless
the LORD your God who is from eternity to eternity: 'May
Your glorious name be blessed, exalted though it is above
every blessing and praise!'
6 "You alone are the LORD. You made the heavens, the
highest' heavens, and all their host, the earth and every
thing upon it, the seas and everything in them. You keep
them all alive, and the host of heaven prostrate them
selves before You. 7 You are the LoRD God, who chose
Abram, who brought him out of Ur of the Chaldeans and
changed his name to Abraham. B Finding his heart true to
You, You made a covenant with him to give the land of the
Canaanite, the Hittite, the Amorite, the Perizzite, the Jehu
site, and the Girgashite-to give it to his descendants.
And You kept Your word, for You are righteous. 9 You took
note of our fathers' affliction in Egypt, and heard their cry
at the Sea of Reeds. l O You performed signs and wonders
against Pharaoh, all his servants, and all the people of his
land, for You knew that they acted presumptuously ton

Lit. "tire lrenve11s of tire. "

9.1-5: People fast and confess
their sins. 1: This passage sug

gests that a festival similar to Yom
Kippur is observed on the 24th
day of Tishri, after the celebration
of Sukkot, not on the 1oth of Tishri
as reflected in other biblical texts
(Lev. 16.29; 23.27-28; 25.9; Num.
29.7) and later rabbinic traditions.

2: Separated theruselvesfrom all for
eigners: This may refer to a crisis

similar to the one recorded in Ezra
chs 9-10; Neh. 10.31; 12.2)-JI.
3: This passage is cited in rabbinic
literature as an example of how
one should divide one's day be
tween study and prayer. One
should divide the period from

midday until the evening into two
parts. In the first part, one should
study the weekly portion of the
Torah and the haftarah. In the sec
ond part, one should confess one's
sins to God (b. Meg. JOb; b. Ta'an.
ub). 4: Ar1d cried in a loud voice to
the LoRD their God: The Rabbis un
derstand the people's cry as a con
fession for idolatrous practices that
are said to have caused the de
struction of the sanctuary, the
burning of the temple, the murder
of the righteous, and the Babylo
nian exile (b. Sanh. 64a; b. Yoma
69b). 5: Introduction to the con
fession. Cf. Dan. z.zo-23. The Rab
bis comment that Neh. 9·5 reflects
- 1701 -

N E H E M I A H 9 . 1 -9 . 1 0
the fact that in the Temple liturgy
the people did not respond to
blessings with "Amen," but rather
gave praise to God following
each blessing (b. Ber. 63a; b. Sot.
4ob; and the more extensive
discussion of Temple liturgy in
b. Ta'an. 16b).

9.6-37: Communal confession.

Cf. Nehemiah's prayer to Joshua's
recounting of Israelite history in
Josh. ch 24. Like all historical
retellings, it is remarkably selec
tive in what it narrates. For exam
ple, for the ancestral period, only
Abraham is mentioned. This
prayer is incorporated into the
daily morning prayer in Jewish
liturgy. 6: The prayer begins with
a declaration of God as creator.
This relies mainly on the Priestly
account of creation in Gen. 1.1-2-4-

The lrig!Jest heavens, and all their host
is found elsewhere, though these
are not Priestly terms (see, e.g.,
Deut. 10.14; 1 Kings 8.27; 2 Chron.
6.18). The author of this prayer is
thus combining concepts from
originally separate sources that
have become integrated in the
Torah. R. Oshaia uses this verse
as a proof that the "Shekhinah"
(divine presence) is in every place
(b. B. Bat. 25a). 7-8: The prayer al
ludes to the following events:
Abraham was brought out of
Ur (Gen. ch 12), God changed
Abram's name to Abraham (Gen.
ch 17); Abraham's heart was found
to be faithful (Gen. ch 22); God
made a covenant with Abram to
give him and his descendants the
land of the surrounding peoples
(Gen. ch 15). As in later retellings
of biblical events, the order of
events may be rearranged. 9-1 2:
The prayer continues with the
retelling of the miraculous exodus
from Egypt. The relatively exten
sive space given to the exodus re
flects its general importance in
biblical tradition and its special
significance for those who have
undergone an "exodus" of their
own. 9: Here, the prayer alludes to
God's speech to Moses at the burn
ing bush in Exod. 3·7 and later in
the exodus narrative, Exod. 14.10.
1 0: The language in Nehemiah
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NEHEMIAH 9 . 1 1-9.25
ward them. You made a name for Yourself that endures to
this day. 11 You split the sea before them; they passed
through the sea on dry land, but You threw their pursuers
into the depths, like a stone into the raging waters.
12 "You led them by day with a pillar of cloud, and by
night with a pillar of fire, to give them light in the way
they were to go. 13 You came down on Mount Sinai and
spoke to them from heaven; You gave them right rules
and true teachings, good laws and commandments. 14 You
made known to them Your holy sabbath, and You or
dained for them laws, commandments and Teaching,
through Moses Your servant. 15 You gave them bread from
heaven when they were hungry, and produced water
from a rock when they were thirsty. You told them to go
and possess the land that You swore to give them. 16 But
they-our fathers-acted presumptuously; they stiffened
their necks and did not obey Your commandments. 17 Re
fusing to obey, unmindful of Your wonders that You did
for them, they stiffened their necks, and in their defiance
resolved to return to their slavery. But You, being a forgiv
ing God, gracious and compassionate, long-suffering and
abounding in faithfulness, did not abandon them. 1 8 Even
though they made themselves a molten calf and said,
'This is your God who brought you out of Egypt/ thus
committing great impieties, 19You, in Your abundant com
passion, did not abandon them in the wilderness. The pil
lar of cloud did not depart from them to lead them on the
way by day, nor the pillar of fire by night to give them
light in the way they were to go. 20 You endowed them
with Your good spirit to instruct them. You did not with
hold Your manna from their mouth; You gave them water
when they were thirsty. 21 Forty years You sustained them
in the wilderness so that they lacked nothing; their clothes
did not wear out, and their feet did not swell.
22 "You gave them kingdoms and peoples, and •·allotted
them territory:• They took possession of the land of Sihon,
the land of the king of Heshbon, and the land of Og, king
of Bashan. 23 You made their children as numerous as the
stars of heaven, and brought them to the land which You
told their fathers to go and possess. 24 The sons came and
took possession of. the land: You subdued the Canaanite
inhabitants of the land before them; You delivered them
into their power, both their kings and the peoples of the
land, to do with them as they pleased. 25 They captured
fortified cities and rich lands; they took possession of
houses filled with every good thing, of hewn cisterns,
a-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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seems closest to Exod. 9 16 . 1 1 : In
Nehemiah's recounting of the
splitting of the sea, Moses' role is
limited, as in Ps. 78.13. In the exo
dus narrative Moses plays a much
more active role (Exod. 14.16, 21,
27). 1 2: The language here is al
most a verbatim quotation from
Exod. 13.21. 1 3-14: Giving of the
Torah at Sinai. This is lacking in
the shorter historical retellings
in Deut. 26.5--9; Josh. 24.2-13.
1 3a: Here Nehemiah preserves,
side by side, two different ac
counts of the Sinai theophany. You
came down 011 Mount Sinai reflects
the tradition in Exod. 19.11, 20
where God is said to have come
down on Mount Sinai. And spoke to
them from heaven reflects the tradi
tion in Exod. 20.19 that God com
municated to Israel from the heav
ens and not from an earthly
location. 1 3b: See MaL 2.6; Ps.
119.137, 142. 1 6-21: The prayer
emphasizes God's compassion de
spite Israel's continued transgres
sion. 1 8: Nehemiah's retelling of
the golden calf episode omits the
role played by Aaron. Cf. Exod.
32.1-4, 21-24. 22-25: Conquest of
Israel and settlement. 22: See
Num. 21.21-35; Deut. chs 2-3.
.
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vineyards, olive trees, and fruit trees in abundance. They
ate, they were filled, they grew fat; they luxuriated in Your
great bounty. 26 Then, defying You, they rebelled; they cast
Your Teaching behind their back. They killed Your proph
ets who admonished them to turn them back to You; they
committed great impieties.
27 "You delivered them into the power of their adversar
ies who oppressed them. In their time of trouble they
cried to You; You in heaven heard them, and in Your abun
dant compassion gave them saviors who saved them from
the power of their adversaries. 28 But when they had relief,
they again did what was evil in Your sight, so You aban
doned them to the power of their enemies, who subju
gated them. Again they cried to You, and You in heaven
heard and rescued them in Your compassion, time after
time. 29 You admonished them in order to turn them back
to Your Teaching, but they acted presumptuously and dis
obeyed Your commandments, and sinned against Your
rules, by following which a man shall live. They turned a
defiant shoulder, stiffened their neck, and would not obey.
30 You bore with them for many years, admonished them
by Your spirit through Your prophets, but they would not
give ear, so You delivered them into the power of the peo
ples of the lands. 31 Still, in Your great compassion You did
not make an end of them or abandon them, for You are a
gracious and compassionate God.
32 "And now, our God, great, mighty, and awesome
God, who stays faithful to His covenant, do not treat
lightly all the suffering that has overtaken us-our kings,
our officers, our priests, our prophets, our fathers, and all
Your people-from the time of the Assyrian kings to this
day. 33 Surely You are in the right with respect to all that
has come upon us, for You have acted faithfully, and we
have been wicked. 34 Our kings, officers, priests, and fa
thers did not follow Your Teaching, and did not listen to
Your commandments or to the warnings that You gave
them. 35 When they had their own kings and enjoyed the
good that You lavished upon them, and the broad and rich
land that You put at their disposal, they would not serve
You, and did not turn from their wicked deeds. 36 Today
we are slaves, and the land that You gave our fathers
to enjoy its fruit and bounty-here we are slaves on it!
37 On account of our sins it yields its abundant crops to
kings whom You have set over us. They rule over our
bodies and our beasts as they please, and we are in great
distress.

N E H E M I A H 9 . 26-9 . 3 7
26-3 1 : Repeated transgression of
Israel in the land, following a pat
tern already established in the
desert (v. 18). Nehemiah recounts
the period of the judges and the
kings. The main theme is God's
continued forgiveness and fore
bearance, which Nehemiah is in
voking as paradigmatic for his
own situation. (Ps. 106 has a
similar function and structure.)
32-37: Returnees confess their
sins. 32: The words and rww mark
a transition. Nehemiah turns his
attention from the past to the pres
ent. This is common in many other
biblical prayers, e.g., Num. 14.17;
Dan. 9.15; Ezra 9.10. 34-35: List
of people who are guilty and
responsible for the exile. Cf.
Jer. 24.1-10; 44.17; Dan. 9.6, 8;
2 Chron. 36.14-16; Zech. 1.5-6;
7.8-14.

NEHEMIAH 10.1-10.34

1 0 "In view of all this, we make this pledge and put it

in writing; and on the sealed copy [are subscribed]
our officials, our Levites, and our priests.
2 "0n the sealed copy• [are subscribed]: Nehemiah the
Tirshatha son of Hacaliah and Zedekiah, 3 Seraiah, Aza
riah, Jeremiah, 4 Pashhur, Amariah, Malchijah, 5 Hattush,
Shebaniah, Malluch, 6 Harim, Meremoth, Obadiah, 7 Dan
iel, Ginnethon, Baruch, 8 Meshullam, Abijah, Mijamin,
9 Maaziah, Bilgai, Shemaiah; these are the priests.
10 "And the Levites: Jeshua son of Azaniah, Binnui of
the sons of Henadad, and Kadmiel. 11 And their brothers:
Shebaniah, Hodiah, Kelita, Pelaiah, Hanan, 12 Mica,
Rehab, Hashabiah, 1 3 Zaccur, Sherebiah, Shebaniah, 14 Ho
diah, Bani, and Beninu.
15 "The heads of the people: Parosh, Pahath-moab, Elam,
Zattu, Bani, 16 Bunni, Azgad, Bebai, 17 Adonijah, Bigvai,
Adin, 1 8 Ater, Hezekiah, Azzur, 19 Hodiah, Hashum, Bezai,
20 Hariph, Anathoth, Nebai, 21 Magpiash, Meshullam,
Hezir, 22 Meshezabel, Zadok, Jaddua, 23 Pelatiah, Hanan,
Anaiah, 24 Hoshea, Hananiah, Hasshub, 25 Hallohesh,
Pilha, Shobek, 26 Rehum, Hashabnah, Maaseiah,27 and
Ahiah, Hanan, Anan, 28 Malluch, Harim, Baanah.
29 "And the rest of the people, the priests, the Levites,
the gatekeepers, the singers, the temple servants, and all
who separated themselves from the peoples of the lands
to [follow] the Teaching of God, their wives, sons and
daughters, all who know enough to understand, 30join
with their noble brothers, and take an oath with sanctions
to follow the Teaching of God, given through Moses the
servant of God, and to observe carefully all the command
ments of the LoRD our Lord, His rules and laws.
31 "Namely: We will not give our daughters in marriage
to the peoples of the land, or take their daughters for our
sons.
32 "The peoples of the land who bring their wares and
all sorts of foodstuff for sale on the sabbath day-we will
not buy from them on the sabbath or a holy day.
"We will forgo [the produce of] the seventh year, and
every outstanding debt.
33 "We have laid upon ourselves obligations: To charge
ourselves one-third of a shekel yearly for the service of the
House of our God__34 for the rows of bread, for the regu
lar meal offering and for the regular burnt offering, [for
those of the] sabbaths, new moons, festivals, for consecra
tions, for sin offerings to atone for Israel, and for all the
work in the House of our God.
n Heb. plum/.

KE THUVIM

10.1-40: The covenant of
Nehemiah and the returnees.
1-28: There is considerable over

lap between this list and the
priests listed in 1 Chron. ch 24.
29: The rest of tire people do not sign
the covenant, but take part in the
oath to keep the law. 30: Josiah's
covenant, like Nehemiah's, is
preceded by a public reading of
the text of the covenant, the Torah
(2 Chron. 34.30-32). Hezekiah's
covenant, like Nehemiah's, follows
a communal confession (2 Chron.
29.5-10). 31: Intermarriage, men
tioned first, is a major theme in
Ezra-Nehemiah. 32: The Sabbath,
mentioned second, became espe
cially significant in the exilic pe
riod. This v. represents one of
many attempts to develop and es
tablish a coherent definition of the
type of work that is prohibited on
the Sabbath. (See also Ezek. 20.12,
16, 20, 24; Isa. 56.1--8; 58.13-14;
Jer. 17.21-24-) We will forgo [the pro
duce ofl the seventh year, see Exod.
21.2-6; 23.10-11; Lev. 25.1-7; Deut.
15.1-18. 33-34: This is related to
Torah law, which requires every Is
raelite to pay half a shekel (Exod.
30.1-16; 38.25-26). See also 2 Kings
12.2-16; 2 Chron. 24.4-14, where
payment is required for repair of
the Temple.

NEHEMIAH 10.35-1 1 .8

KETHUVIM

35 "We have cast lots [among] the priests, the Levites,
and the people, to bring the wood offering to the House of
our God by clans annually at set times in order to provide
fuel for the altar of the LORD our God, as is written in the
Teaching.
36 "And [we undertake] to bring to the House of the
LoRD annually the first fruits of our soil, and of every fruit
of every tree; 37 also, the first-born of our sons and our
beasts, as is written in the Teaching; and to bring the
firstlings of our cattle and flocks to the House of our God
for the priests who minister in the House of our God.
38 "We will bring to the storerooms of the House of our
God the first part of our dough, and our gifts [of grain],
and of the fruit of every tree, wine and oil for the priests,
and the tithes of our land for the Levites-the Levites who
collect the tithe in all our towns •·subject to royal service:•
39 An Aaronite priest must be with the Levites when they
collect the tithe, and the Levites must bring up a tithe of
the tithe to the House of our God, to the storerooms of the
treasury. 40 for it is to the storerooms that the Israelites
and the Levites must bring the gifts of grain, wine, and oil.
The equipment of the sanctuary and of the ministering
priests and the gatekeepers and the singers is also there.
"We will not neglect the House of our God."

1 1 The officers of the people settled in Jerusalem; the

rest of the people cast lots for one out of ten to come
and settle in the holy city of Jerusalem, and the other nine
tenths to stay in the towns. 2 The people gave their bless
ing to all the men who willingly settled in Jerusalem.
3 These are the heads of the province who lived in Jeru
salem-in the countrysideb of Judah, the people lived in
their towns, each on his own property, Israelites, priests,
Levites, temple servants, and the sons of Solomon's ser
vants, 4 while in Jerusalem some of the Judahites and
some of the Benjaminites lived:
Of the Judahites: Athaiah son of Uzziah son of
Zechariah son of Amariah son of Shephatiah son of Maha
lalel, of the clan of Periz, 5 and Maaseiah son of Baruch son
of Col-hozeh son of Hazaiah son of Adaiah son of Joiarib
son of Zechariah son of the Shilohite. 6 All the clan of Periz
who were living in Jerusalem-468 valorous men.
7 These are the Benjaminites: Sallu son of Meshullam
son of J oed son of Pedaiah son of Kolaiah son of Maaseiah
son of Ithiel son of Jesaiah. 8 After him, Gabbai and
Sallai-928.
n-n For tlris sense oj 'abodah, "service," cf 5.18.

b Lit. "towns."

35: Torah laws concerning support

of the Temple do not mention this
tax. However, there is a require
ment that the priests keep the fire
burning continuously for the sacri
fices in the sanctuary (Lev. 6.2-23).
It may have been understood at
the time of Nehemiah that this re
quirement could not be fulfilled
unless a supply of wood was guar
anteed. (See 1J.J1; m. Ta'an. 4.5;
b. Ta'an. 28a.) 37: As in the case
of the prohibition against inter
marriage, the laws of tithing and
priestly support are given in more
detail than in the Torah. The claim
that these laws are as is written in
lite Teaclting ("torah") should be
understood to mean that the au
thoritative interpretation of Torah
has the same authority as Torah it
self. These stipulations of their
covenant are violated by the peo
ple, and Nehemiah must reinforce
them in 5.1-5; 1).1-J, to--12, 15-17,
1'}-22, 2)-28.

1 1 .1-24: The list of those who
settled in Jerusalem. 2: Who will

ingly settled: Despite its status as

"the holy city," for economic rea
sons settlement in Jerusalem was
not attractive, as recognized by the
Rabbis (b. Ketub. i 10b).

NEHEMIAH

1 1 . 9-1 1 . 32

9Joel son of Zichri was the official in charge of them,
and Judah son of Hassenuah was the second-in-command
of the city.
10 Of the priests: Jedaiah son of Joiarib, Jachin, 11 Seraiah
son of Hilkiah son of Meshullam son of Zadok son of Me
raioth son of Ahitub, chief officer of the House of God,
12 and their brothers, who did the work of the House822; and Adaiah son of Jeroham son of Pelaliah son of
Amzi son of Zechariah son of Pashhur son of Malchijah,
13 and his brothers, heads of clans-242; and Amashsai
son of Azarel son of Ahzai son of Meshillemoth son of
Immer, 14 and their brothers, valorous warriors-128. Zab
diel son of Haggedolim was the official in charge of them.
15 Of the Levites: Shemaiah son of Hasshub son of
Azrikam son of Hashabiah son of Bunni, 16 and Shabbe
thai and Jozabad of the heads of the Levites were in
charge of the external work of the House of God. 17 Matta
niah son of Micha son of Zabdi son of Asaph was the
head; at prayer, he would lead off with praise; and Bakbu
kiah, one of his brothers, was his second-in-command;
and Abda son of Shammua son of Galal son of Jeduthun.
18 All the Levites in the holy city-284.
19 And the gatekeepers: Akkub, Talmon, and their
brothers, who stood watch at the gates-172.
20 And the rest of the Israelites, the priests, and the Le
vites in all the towns of Judah [lived] each on his estate.
21 The temple servants lived on the Ophel; Ziha and
Gishpa were in charge of the temple servants.
22 The overseer of the Levites in Jerusalem was Uzzi son
of Bani son of Hashabiah son of Mattaniah son of Micha,
of the Asaphite singers, over the work of the House of
God. 23 There was a royal order concerning them, a stipu
lation concerning the daily duties of the singers.
2 4 Petahiah son of Meshezabel, of the sons of Zerah son
of Judah, advised the king concerning all the affairs of the
people.
25 As concerns the villages with their fields: Some of the
Judahites lived in Kiriath-arba and its outlying hamlets, in
Dibon and its outlying hamlets, and in Jekabzeel and its
villages; 26 in Jeshua, in Moladah, and in Beth-pelet; 27 in
Hazar-shual, in Beer-sheba and its outlying hamlets;
28 and in Ziklag and in Meconah and its outlying hamlets;
29 in En-rimmon, in Zorah and in Jarmuth; 30Zanoah,
Adullam, and their villages; Lachish and its fields; Aze
kah and its outlying hamlets. They settled from Beer
sheba to the Valley of Hinnom.
31 The Benjaminites: from Geba, Michmash, Aija, and
Bethel and its outlying hamlets; 32 Anathoth, Nob, Ana-

KETHUVIM
1 1 .25-36: The distribution of vil
lage settlements in Judah. Eleven

of the listed settlements are said to
be in territory known to be under
Edomite-Arab control after the de
struction of the First Temple, and
scholars have questioned the his
torical reliability of this source.
Some scholars have suggested that
the settlement list reflects the con
quest list in Josh. chs 14-15.

KETHUVIM

NEHEMIAH 1 1 .33-12.26

niah, 33 Hazor, Ramah, Gittaim, 34 Hadid, Zeboim, Nebal
lat, 35 Lod, Ono, Ge-harashim. 36 Some of the Judahite divi
sions of Levites were [shifted] to Benjamin.
are the priests and the Levites who came up
with Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel and Jeshua:
1Seraiah,
2 These
Jeremiah, Ezra, 2 Amariah, Malluch, Hattush,

3 Shecaniah, Rehum, Mera moth, 4 Iddo, Ginnethoi, Abijah,
5 Mijamin, Maadiah, Bilgah, 6 Shemaiah, Joiarib, Jedaiah,
7 Sallu, Amok, Hilkiah, Jedaiah. These were the heads of
the priests and their brothers in the time of Jeshua.
B The Levites: Jeshua, Binnui, Kadmiel, Sherebiah,
Judah, and Mattaniah, in charge of thanksgiving songs/
he and his brothers; 9 and Bakbukiah and Unni [and] their
brothers served opposite them by shifts.
10Jeshua begot Joiakirn; Joiakim begot Eliashib; Eliashib
begot Joiada; 11 Joiada begot Jonathan; Jonathan begot
Jaddua.
12 In the time of Joiakim, the heads of the priestly clans
were: Meriaiah-of the Seraiah clan; Hananiah-of the
Jeremiah clan; 13 Meshullam-of the Ezra clan; Jehoha
nan-of the Amariah clan; 14 Jonathan-of the Melicu
clan; Joseph-of the Shebaniah clan; 15 Adna-of the
Harim clan; Helkai-of the Meraioth clan; 16 Zechariah
of the Iddo clan; Meshullam-of the Ginnethon clan;
1 7 Zichri-of the Abijah clan . . . of the Miniamin clan; Pil
tai-of the Moadiah clan; 18 Shammua-of the Bilgah
clan; Jehonathan-of the Shemaiah clan; 19 Mattenai-of
the Joiarib clan; U zzi-of the Jedaiah clan; 2° Kallai-of the
Sallai clan; Eber-of the Amok clan; 21 Hashabiah-of the
Hilkiah clan; Nethanel-of the Jedaiah clan.
22 The Levites and the priests were listed by heads of
clans in the days of Eliashib, Joiada, Johanan, and Jaddua,
down to the reign of Darius the Persian. 23 But the Levite
heads of clans are listed in the book of the chronicles to the
time of Johanan son of Eliashib.
24 The heads of the Levites: Hashabiah, Sherebiah,
Jeshua son of Kadmiel, and their brothers served opposite
them, singing praise and thanksgiving hymns by the ordi
nance of David the man of God-served opposite them in
shifts; 25 Mattaniah, Bakbukiah, Obadiah, Meshullam, Tal
man, and Akkub, guarding as gatekeepers by shifts at the
vestibules of the gates.
2 6 These were in the time of Joiakim son of Jeshua son of
Jozadak, and in the time of Nehemiah the governor, and
of Ezra the priest, the scribe.
a Meaning of Heb. 11/lcertaill.

1 2.1-26: Lists of priests, Levites,
and gatekeepers of the Temple.

This list supplements 1 1 .1o-24. It
postdates Nehemiah and is dated
to the 4th century BCE. 1-7: This
list of priests overlaps significantly
with the list of priests who signed
the covenant document in ch 10.
23: The book of the chronicles is not
the book of Chronicles included in
the Tanakh, but rather a collection
of genealogical lists that was pre
sumably preserved among the
Temple documents. 24: David tile
man of God: Cf. Ezra 3.10, where
David, who is traditionally viewed
as the author of Psalms, is consid
ered the author of the Temple
liturgy. The title tile man of God
may reflect a tradition that David
was a prophet, since he composed
parts of the Bible. In rabbinic tradi
tions David is listed as one of ten
figures (e.g., Moses, Elkana, Elisha,
Micha), each of whom is said to
be a "man of God," "Ish Elohim"
(Sifre Devarim, piska 342 on Deut.
33.1; 'Avot R. Nat., version B,
ch 37).

KETHUVIM

NEHEMIAH 1 2 . 27-1 2 . 44
27 At the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem, the Levites,
wherever they lived, were sought out and brought to Jeru
salem to celebrate a joyful dedication with thanksgiving
and with song, accompanied by cymbals, harps, and lyres.
2B The companies of singers assembled from the [Jordan]
plain, the environs of Jerusalem, and from the Netopha
thite villages; 2 9 from Beth-hagilgal, from the countryside
of Geba and Azmaveth, for the singers built themselves
villages in the environs of Jerusalem.
30 The priests and Levites purified themselves; then
they purified the people, and the gates, and the wall.
31 I had the officers of Judah go up onto the wall, and I
appointed two large thanksgiving [choirs] and proces
sions. [One marched] south on the wall, to the Dung Gate;
32 behind them were Hoshaiah and half the officers of
Judah, 33 and Azariah, Ezra, Meshullam, 34 Judah, Benja
min, Shemaiah, and Jeremiah, 35 and some of the young
priests, with trumpets; Zechariah son of Jonathan son of
Shemaiah son of Mattaniah son of Micaiah son of Zaccur
son of Asaph, 36 and his brothers Shemaiah, and Azarel,
Milalai, Gilalai, Maai, Nethanel, Judah, and Hanani, with
the musical instruments of David, the man of God; and
Ezra the scribe went ahead of them. 37 From there to the
Fountain Gate, where they ascended the steps of the City
of David directly before them, by the ascent on the wall,
above the house of David, [and onward] to the Water Gate
on the east.
3 8 The other thanksgiving [choir] marched on the wall in
the opposite direction, with me and half the people be
hind it, above the Tower of Ovens to the Broad Wall; 39 and
above the Gate of Ephraim, the Jeshanah Gate, the Fish
Gate, the Tower of Hananel, the Tower of the Hundred, to
the Sheep Gate; and they halted at the Gate of the Prison
Compound. 40 Both thanksgiving choirs halted at the
House of God, and I and half the prefects with me, 41 and
the priests Eliakim, Maaseiah, Miniamin, Micaiah, Elioe
nai, Zechariah, Hananiah, with trumpets, 42 and Maaseiah
and Shemaiah, Eleazar, Uzzi, Jehohanan, Malchijah, Elam,
and Ezer. Then the singers sounded forth, with Jezrahiah
in charge.
43 0n that day, they offered great sacrifices and rejoiced,
for God made them rejoice greatly; the women and chil
dren also rejoiced, and the rejoicing in Jerusalem could be
heard from afar.
44 At that time men were appointed over the chambers
that served as treasuries for the gifts, the first fruits, and
the tithes, into which the portions prescribed by the
Teaching for the priests and Levites were gathered from
- 1708-

1 2.27-43: The dedication of the
wall. Scholars note that this sec

tion resumes the Nehemiah mem
oir from 7·5· After a long interrup
tion from the Ezra memoir, which
is inserted into the book of Nehe
miah, the dedication of the Jerusa
lem wall provides closure. 27: Cf.
Ezra 3.1o-13; 2 Chron. 23.18;
29.26-30; J0.2J. For additional
mention of these musical instru
ments, see the postexilic 1 Chron.
13.8; 15.16; 25.1, 6; 2 Chron. 5.12;
29.25. 43: And the rejoicing in Jeru
salem could be heard from afar: As at
the beginning of the rebuilding,
the sound of joy can be heard from
afar. See Ezra J.1J.

1 2.44-47: Ensuring support of
Temple clergy through tithing.

45: The Temple staff are author

ized to dedicate, sacrifice, and
continue the Temple service.
Nehemiah emphasizes direct con
tinuity with David and Solomon.
47: Zerubbabel and Nehemiah are
treated as contemporaries, which
is historically inaccurate.

KETHUVIM

NEHEMIAH 1 2.45-13.13

the fields of the towns; for the people of Judah were grate
ful to the priests and Levites who were in attendance,
45 who kept the charge of their God and the charge of pu
rity, as well as to the singers and gatekeepers [serving] in
accord with the ordinance of David and Solomon his
son-46 for the chiefs of the singers and songs of praise
and thanksgiving to God already existed in the time of
David and Asaph. 47 And in the time of Zerubbabel, and in
the time of Nehemiah, all Israel contributed the daily por
tions of the singers and the gatekeepers, and made sacred
contributions for the Levites, and the Levites made sacred
contributions for the Aaronites.

1 3 At that time they read to the people from the Book

of Moses, and it was found written that no Am
monite or Moabite might ever enter the congregation of
God, 2 since they did not meet Israel with bread and water,
and hired Balaam against them to curse them; but our
God turned the curse into a blessing. 3 When they heard
the Teaching, they separated all the alien admixture from
Israel.
4 Earlier, the priest Eliashib, a relative of Tobiah, who
had been appointed over the rooms in the House of our
God, S had assigned to him• a large room where they used
to store the meal offering, the frankincense, the equip
ment, the tithes of grain, wine, and oil, the dues of the Le
vites, singers and gatekeepers, and the gifts for the priests.
6 During all this time, I was not in Jerusalem, for in the
thirty-second year of King Artaxerxes of Babylon, I went
to the king, and only after a while did I ask leave of the
king [to return]. 7 When I arrived in Jerusalem, I learned of
the outrage perpetrated by Eliashib on behalf of Tobiah in
assigning him a room in the courts of the House of God. s I
was greatly displeased, and had all the household gear of
Tobiah thrown out of the room; 9 I gave orders to purify
the rooms, and had the equipment of the House of God
and the meal offering and the frankincense put back.
to I then discovered that the portions of the Levites had
not been contributed, and that the Levites and the singers
who performed the [temple] service had made off, each to
his fields. 11 I censured the prefects, saying, "How is it that
the House of God has been neglected?" Then I recalled
[the Levites] and installed them again in their posts; 1 2 and
all Judah brought the tithes of grain, wine, and oil into the
treasuries. 13 I put the treasuries in the charge of the priest
Shelemiah, the scribe Zadok, and Pedaiah of the Levites;
a I.e., Tobialr.

1 3.1-3: Prohibition against inter
marriage with an Ammonite
or Moabite. Cf. Ezra chs 9-10.
2: Cf. Deut. 23.3-5. Balaam, see
Num. 22-24. 3: As in Ezra chs

9-10, not just Moabites and Am
monites are separated, but all
foreigners.

13.4-9: Tobiah the Ammonite
compromises the purity of the
Temple and Nehemiah resolves
the crisis. 6: Nehemiah returned
to Artaxerxes for an unknown
time, during which problems
arose. Cf. 2.6.

13.10-14: Reestablishing the

tithes.

NEHEMIAH

KETHUVIM

1 3 . 1 4-1 3 . 27

and assisting them was Hanan son of Zaccur son of Mat
taniah-for they were regarded as trustworthy persons,
and it was their duty to distribute the portions to their
brothers.
I4Q my God, remember me favorably for this, and do
not blot out the devotion I showed toward the House of
my God and its attendants.
15 At that time I saw men in Judah treading winepresses
on the sabbath, and others bringing heaps of grain and
loading them onto asses, also wine, grapes, figs, and all
sorts of goods, and bringing them into Jerusalem on the
sabbath. I admonished them there and then for selling
provisions. I6 Tyrians who lived there brought fish and all
sorts of wares and sold them on the sabbath to the Judah
ites in Jerusalem. 17I censured the nobles of Judah, saying
to them, "What evil thing is this that you are doing, pro
faning the sabbath day! 1 8 This is just what your ancestors
did, and for it God brought all this misfortune on this city;
and now you give cause for further wrath against Israel
by profaning the sabbath!"
19 When shadows filled the gateways of Jerusalem at the
approach of the sabbath, I gave orders that the doors be
closed, and ordered them not to be opened until after the
sabbath. I stationed some of my servants at the gates, so
that no goods should enter on the sabbath. 20 Qnce or
twice the merchants and the vendors of all sorts of wares
spent the night outside Jerusalem, 21 but I warned them,
saying, "What do you mean by spending the night along
side the wall? If you do so again, I will lay hands upon
you!" From then on they did not come on the sabbath. 22 I
gave orders to the Levites to purify themselves and come
and guard the gates, to preserve the sanctity of the sab
bath.
This too, 0 my God, remember to my credit, and spare
me in accord with your abundant faithfulness.
23 Also at that time, I saw that Jews had married Ash
dodite, Ammonite, and Moabite women; 24 a good num
ber of their children spoke the language of Ashdod and
the language of those various peoples, and did not know
how to speak Judean. 25 I censured them, cursed them,
flogged them, tore out their hair, and adjured them by
God, saying, "You shall not give your daughters in mar
riage to their sons, or take any of their daughters for your
sons or yourselves. 26 It was just in such things that King
Solomon of Israel sinned! Among the many nations there
was not a king like him, and so well loved was he by his
God that God made him king of all Israel, yet foreign
wives caused even him to sin. 27 How, then, can we acqui- 1710-

13.1 5-22: Observance of the Sab
bath day. The closest parallel to

this prohibition of business on the
Sabbath day is Jer. 1 7.21-24 (cf.
Amos 8.5). For o ther exilic and
postexilic discussion of Sabbath
observance, see Isa. 56.1-8; Ezek.
ch 20. As is clear from the cove
nant in ch 10 and the discussion
here, Sabbath observance is seen
as inextricably linked to the fulfill
ment of the covenant between God
and Israel. Violation of the Sabbath
would result in the loss of Jerusa
lem and Judah again, as it did
earlier, according to Jer. 17.1-24.
15: The Rabbis explain that this v.
reflects an early stage in the appli
cation of Sabbath law, when lax
observance demanded a strict re
sponse, and the use of all but three
utensils on the Sabbath day was
forbidden. Later on, as reflected in
m. Sl!ab. 17-4- the Rabbis were
more lenient (b. Sl!ab. 123b and
Rashi ad loc.).

1 3.23-27: Prohibition against in
termarriage. 23: Though the book

draws to a conclusion by restating
one of its main themes, the dan
gers of intermarriage, the concep
tion here is quite different from
Ezra 9.2. 26: See 1 Kings 11.1-13.

KETHUVIM

NEHEMIAH 1 3 . 28-1 3 . 3 1

esce in your doing this great wrong, breaking faith with
our God by marrying foreign women?" 28 One of the sons
of Joiada son of the high priest Eliashib was a son-in-law
of Sanballat the Horonite; I drove him away from me.
29 Remember to their discredit, 0 my God, how they
polluted the priesthood, the covenant of the priests and
Levites. 30J purged them of every foreign element, and
arranged for the priests and the Levites to work each
at his task by shifts, 31 and for the wood offering [to be
brought] at fixed times and for the first fruits.
0 my God, remember it to my credit!

-

1?11 -

1 3.28-31 : Purification of the re
turnees and concluding prayer.

The final vv. in Nehemiah reem
phasize the careful exclusion of
any person who compromised
the purification of the returnees
and the rebuilding of the Temple.
28: The perceived vulnerability of
the newly constituted Jewish com
munity in Jerusalem; even some
one with authentic lineage must
be banished because of a relation
through marriage to Sanballat the
Horonite. 29: Here there is an em
phasis on the inextricable link be
tween the defilement of the priest
hood and the vulnerability of the
renewed covenant with the recent
returnees. The reestablished com
munity still perceives itself to be
vulnerable to destruction and de
filement. 30-31 : The final vv. are a
repeated expression of the hope
that the purification and the sacri
fices will continue to be received
as genuine and authentic by God
and, furthermore, that God will
consider the reestablished commu
nity to be genuine and authentic.
Thus, the concluding vv. seem in
tended to link the reforms inextri
cably to the figure of Nehemiah.
While the ending is certainly
abrupt and arguably anticlimactic,
it nevertheless seems to fit with
the overall themes and focus of
Ezra-Nehemiah.

I

Chronicles

THE TITLE "THE BOOK OF CHRONICLES, " a reflection of the Hebrew divrei hayamim (e.g.,

1 Kings 14.19, "Annals"), is a misnomer. The book is neither a dry chronicle nor an analytic
work, but a complex theological-historical composition beginning with Adam and con
cluding with the Cyrus declarations (538 BCE) . Chronicles should not be identified with the
Annals of the Kings of Israel or the Annals of the Kings of Judah which are frequently men
tioned in Kings, since Chronicles was written after Kings. Furthermore, even though in En
glish Bibles, following the tradition of the Septuagint (the ancient Greek Bible translation),
Chronicles is divided into two books like Samuel and Kings, in the Hebrew tradition, it is a
single book. It is thus proper to speak of the book rather than the books of Chronicles.
Rabbinic tradition (b. B. Bat. 15a) assigns authorship of part, but not all, of Chronicles to
Ezra the scribe; medieval Jewish commentators differed over the scope of the Ezran mate
rial. Modem scholarship remains divided over the book's relationship to Ezra; through
most of the 19th and 2oth centuries scholars accepted the rabbinic position, based on
several considerations, including linguistic similarities between Ezra-Nehemiah and
Chronicles, similarity in outlook and theology, and the fact that the conclusion of Chroni
cles is identical to the introduction of Ezra. These scholars used the term "the Chronicler"
to refer to the single author of Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah. Most scholars now reject this
position, arguing that the two works, though similar because they were written in approx
imately the same period, differ substantively in matters of outlook and theology. Three
key examples of this difference in outlook are: (1) the uncompromising stance of Ezra
Nehemiah regarding all forms of exogamy (marrying outside of the clan), as opposed to
Chronicles' relatively liberal attitude on the matter; (2) Chronicles' inclusive definition of
the true Israel, which contrasts sharply with Ezra-Nehemiah, in whose view only those
Jews returning from the Babylonian captivity are viewed as the true Israel; and (3) the
heightened place of the Davidic covenant in Chronicles, in contrast to the emphasis on the
exodus-Sinai traditions found in Ezra-Nehemiah. In addition, there are significant linguis
tic and stylistic differences between the two corpora. Most scholars now use the term "the
Chronicler" to refer to the author of Chronicles only and believe that he was likely a
member of Levitical circles. Some suggest that the Chronicler was aware, and made use, of
Ezra-Nehemiah in formulating his own positions.
-
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The book's date of composition has also been the subject of considerable debate, with
estimates ranging from approximately 500 (the early Persian empire) through the early
2nd century BCE (i.e., the Hellenistic age). All in all, the late middle or, possibly, early
4th century-i.e., mid-late Persian period (375-325)-appears the most likely. As for
the literary growth of Chronicles-that is, the number of authors responsible for the
book's final form-most scholars maintain that the main body of the book is the product
of one author or circle. Nonetheless, some passages are commonly viewed as later addi
tions to the book's basic stratum; therefore Chronicles probably reached its final form
after the 4th century. Awareness of the Second Temple provenance of Chronicles has
significant implications for understanding the purpose and methods of its author(s).
The bulk of Chronicles is a retelling of the books of Samuel and Kings. The material se
lected or omitted, however, along with the new formulations and literary "spins" given
to older material, indicate that the author imbues this material with new perspectives
and meanings, in order to address the needs of his audience. In addition, the book's
relatively late date of composition means that its author was familiar with the (completed,
redacted) Torah in a form essentially identical to that preserved to our own day, and
almost all of the prophetic, historical, and lyric works (e.g., Psalms) which comprise the
present canon of the Bible. Accordingly, the author's understanding of a given subject or
passage is likely to reflect not only the developed belief systems of his own period, but
the influence of relevant passages from the earlier biblical corpus, as they were
understood in his time. Indeed, the author's interest in harmonizing various biblical
passages informs much of the author's novel, if perhaps idiosyncratic, reformulation of
earlier texts.
Despite the large mass of material common to Chronicles and earlier biblical sources,
particularly Samuel and Kings, there are many differences, both stylistic and substantive,
between the two blocks of material. These may be the result of several factors. First, a de
liberate change in the text may either be the creation of the author, reflecting his own ten
dentious concerns and perspectives or, alternatively, may indicate that the author has re
formulated his text on the basis of source material not preserved in the canonical biblical
corpus. On the other hand, the differences between the synoptic portions of Chronicles,
namely those portions which have parallels elsewhere in the Bible, and the earlier compo
sitions may simply indicate that the version of the older sources known to the author dif
fered from that preserved in today's Bible (the Masoretic Text) or one of the ancient trans
lations, such as the Septuagint. This latter scenario now seems more likely in light of the
fluid and diverse textual forms displayed by the biblical texts found among the Dead Sea
Scrolls. A somewhat different approach has been proffered by scholars who maintain that
Chronicles and Samuel-Kings are wholly independent works which draw on a common
source, but this remains a minority position. While the relationship of Chronicles to its
sources has important implications for understanding the nature of Chronicles and its ap
proach to its sources-i.e., its author's willingness to rework older sources-the book's
final form presents a well-defined, and independent, view on a whole range of subjects.
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Thus, any discussion of Chronicles must look at it as a complete and unified work as well
as considering the sources that were likely utilized by the Chronicler.
Chronicles affords us evidence of the ways in which biblical authors utilized, inter
preted, supplemented, and reformulated earlier source materials, evidence which has far
reaching implications for our understanding of biblical "historiography" and, more gener
ally, inner-biblical exegesis (how later parts of the Bible interpret earlier parts). The
numerous and substantive differences between Chronicles and earlier sources have led to
widely divergent views concerning the quintessential nature and purpose of Chronicles.
Many earlier scholars labeled Chronicles a tendentious falsification of Israel's past. More
recent students have viewed Chronicles as a kind of edifying fiction or "exegetical" com
panion to Samuel-Kings. Others, noting that the presence of much nonsynoptic and
wholly rewritten material does not allow for application of the term "exegesis," have
argued that the work is an independent, genuine piece of historical writing-presented,
like all "history," through the (idiosyncratic) prism of its author. Each of these perspectives
has some merit.
The existence of many discrepancies between Chronicles and Samuel-Kings was noted
already by Jews living shortly after the book's composition. Ancient readers of the Bible,
as well as virtually all premodern exegetes, assumed as a matter of course that there could
be no substantive contradictions between Chronicles and its earlier biblical sources. The
Jewish translators responsible for the Septuagint translation, living in the pre-Christian
era, thus called Chronicles "Paraleipomenon," i.e., a "supplement to things omitted." This
title implies an exegetical stance, according to which the additional material of Chronicles
is not the literary creation of the author of Chronicles; rather, it represents a genuine "his
torical" tradition which, for one reason or another, was not included in Samuel. While this
approach is incorrect, it does reflect the fact that at points Chronicles presupposes the
reader's familiarity with earlier sources (see, e.g., 1 Chron. ch 10). Rabbinic tradition,
which clearly indicates awareness of the numerous differences between Chronicles and its
sources, tends to view the earlier biblical compositions as historically veracious, while
viewing Chronicles as a kind of midrash to these works. (On the genre midrash, see
"Midrash and Jewish Interpretation," pp. 1863-75.) At the same time, it is important to
note that the Rabbis of antiquity produced no systematic commentary to Chronicles, and
there is little way to determine how they resolved the many discrepancies-or, for that
matter, what they viewed as a true "discrepancy"-between Chronicles and its sources.
This state of affairs improved only marginally in the post-talmudic and medieval periods,
during which time this work was largely neglected. Indeed, one prominent medieval
exegete openly acknowledged that he had never read the book prior to composing his
commentary to Samuel (Isaac Abravanel's Introduction to Samuel; see also Radak's Introduc
tion to Chronicles). In general, the available evidence suggests that, at least with respect to
historical traditions, Jews of antiquity accepted the version of the accounts as preserved in
the earlier Deuteronomistic sources of Samuel and Kings over that of Chronicles. The rela
tive unimportance of Chronicles is also reflected by the fact that only a handful of copies
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of Chronicles have been uncovered among the literary finds of the Second Temple com
munity at Qumran (the Dead Sea Scrolls).
Chronicles advances several major themes and religious perspectives. In some cases
Chronicles has merely reworked and highlighted positions addressed, in different form, in
other biblical books; in other instances, Chronicles charts a wholly new course. A brief
overview of some of the salient issues follows. Other issues will be addressed in the com
mentary.
The central topic in Chronicles is the Temple cultus (service), the institution that lies at
the center of Jewish/Israelite life, and around which Chronicles weaves its view of Israel's
history. This position reflects the religio-political reality of Second Temple life, in which
the cultus, rather than the (defunct) Davidic monarchy, occupied center stage. For much of
this period the Temple remained a modest structure, and support for its personnel was not
always forthcoming; accordingly, Chronicles' formulations reflect a call for rejuvenating
the national cultus.
One of the principles long viewed as a hallmark of Chronicles is its strict notion of
divine providence and retribution. On this view, virtuous deeds lead to a reward (wealth,
children, etc.), while bad deeds bring punishment and suffering. Similarly, so it is held,
Chronicles rejects the notion of vicarious punishment and/ or reward; an individual is
neither punished nor rewarded for the actions of another individual. This theodicy has
generally been understood as largely, but not exclusively, retrospective in nature, account
ing for national (and personal) misfortunes of the past, but also offering Jews of the
Second Temple period theological guidance in their day-to-day lives. Indeed, some have
argued that this position is Chronicles' raison d'etre. However, there is inconsistency in
Chronicles' application of this principle. This fact has led some scholars to suggest that
Chronicles does not differ fundamentally from other biblical books in its understanding of
vicarious punishment and .retribution. Rather, the book's uniqueness lies in its view of
divine compassion or grace as the operative principle. It is this quality, so it is argued,
which allows for repentance and forgiveness of transgressions, thereby conveying the
message of eternal hope. Chronicles' approach is thus seen as primarily forward-looking
and hope-inspiring, rather than retrospective.
A potentially related issue concerns Chronicles' realpolitik and the place of messianic or
eschatological expectations in the work. Scholarly views differ widely, largely as a result
of differing uses of the term "eschatology." To be sure, Chronicles-perhaps because of its
nature as a rewriting of First Temple material, perhaps out of fear of upsetting the contem
porary hegemony--contains no explicit statement on either matter. This has led to the
view that the author of Chronicles was a "pragmatist" who saw contemporary Jewish
society, with its functioning cult, as the fulfillment of Israel's role; Persian hegemony is ac
cepted with no monarchic or royalist expectations. However, Chronicles' glorified and ex
panded depiction of the Davidic dynasty-and denigration of all other monarchs, includ
ing David's predecessor, Saul-along with the book's emphasis on "all Israel" may
suggest that anticipation of a Davidic, messianic figure is a central feature of Chronicles.
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Indeed, some see this messianic/eschatological yearning as the driving force behind
Chronicles' forward-looking notion of grace: Proper conduct, together with divine com
passion, can bring about Israel's restoration with a Davidic king at its head.
Chronicles' view regarding the northern monarchy is quite clear: Its very existence is il
legitimate, since the Davidic kings alone constitute the earthly expression of the LoRD's
kingdom. For this reason, Chronicles discusses the fortunes of the northern monarchy
only to the extent that they impact on Judah. Positions differ, however, regarding the im
portance of the populace of the northern tribes. Many scholars now acknowledge that the
book's frequent use of the expression "all Israel," and its references to "pan-Israelite" par
ticipation in various passages (both synoptic and otherwise) indicate that Chronicles'
author, in contrast to that of Ezra-Nehemiah, viewed the unification of (northern) Israel
and Judah as an issue of paramount importance. This contrasts with the view of earlier
scholars, who understood these same passages to mean that the true claim to the title
"Israel" rests with Judah and those northern tribes aligned with her or living within her
borders, yielding a position close to that of Ezra-Nehemiah.
A notable feature of Chronicles is its reticence concerning several pivotal events in the
nation's history, e.g., the exodus from Egypt, the theophany at Sinai, and the "conquest" of
Canaan. Many scholars see in these omissions Chronicles' expression of the eternal con
nection between the people of Israel and its land as an unbroken chain, having no real
starting point, nor involving a hiatus after the First Temple period. At the time of Chroni
cles' composition, Jews constituted only one part of a heterogeneous population in their
ancestral land, while a significant proportion, perhaps even a majority, of Jews lived in
foreign lands. Chronicles makes a clear statement regarding the true owners of the land as
well as the need for all Jews to return to their homeland.
Several aspects of Chronicles' worldview are reminiscent of views encountered in rab
binic literature. Two examples are the importance of intention (e.g., joy, sincerity) as
opposed to concrete deeds alone in the service of the LoRD, and the view that people are
legally culpable for wrongdoing only if duly warned prior to commission of the offense.
In light of this, some scholars have described Chronicles as a bridge between the "classical
period" of the Bible and later rabbinic society. While there is some truth in this depiction,
the points of similarity between Chronicles and rabbinic thought may have other explana
tions. Chronicles' frequent insistence on warning the king and/ or people of Israel as a sine
qua non for religious culpability may simply be part of the book's view of grace, with its
repeated attempts to steer Israel in the right path. Similarly, the importance of joy, appear
ing mostly in connection with the cultus, may be the author's way of highlighting the cen
trality of the cultus, rather than constituting a general theological principle regarding the
importance of intentions. Hence, while Chronicles certainly reflects positions differing
from those of other biblical works, the scope of views common to Chronicles and earlier
biblical works places it squarely within the biblical matrix, rendering the depiction of
Chronicles as a "bridge" somewhat exaggerated.
The following is a schematic description of Chronicles' structure.
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1 Chronicles 1--9: The genealogical tables
1 Chronicles 10: The reign of Saul
1 Chronicles 1 1-29: The reign of David
2 Chronicles 1--9: Solomon's reign
2 Chronicles 1o-36.16: Post-Solomonic kings
2 Chronicles 36.17-2y Destruction of Temple, exile, and Cyrus's proclamation
[DAVID ROTHSTEIN]

1 Adam, Seth, Enosh; 2 Kenan, Mahalalel, Jared; 3 Enoch,

Methuselah, Lamech; 4 Noah, Shem, Ham, and Ja
pheth.
5 •The sons of Japheth: Gomer, Magog, Madai, Javan,
Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras. 6 The sons of Gomer: Ashke
naz, Diphath, and Togarmah. 7 The sons of Javan: Elishah,
Tarshish, Kittim, and Rodanim.
B The sons of Ham: Cush, Mizraim, Put, and Canaan.
9 The sons of Cush: Seba, Havilah, Sabta, Raama, and
Sabteca. The sons of Raama: Sheba and Dedan. lO Cush
begot Nimrod; he was the first mighty one on earth.
11 Mizraim begot the Ludim, the Anamim, the Lehabim,
the Naphtuhim, 12 the Pathrusim, the Casluhim (whence
the Philistines came forth), and the Caphtorim.
13 Canaan begot Sidon his first-born, and Heth, 14 and
the Jebusites, the Amorites, the Girgashites, 15 the Hivites,
the Arkites, the Sinites, 16 the Arvadites, the Zemarites,
and the Hamathites.
17 The sons of Shem: Elam, Asshur, Arpachshad, Lud,
Aram, Uz, Hul, Gether, and Meshech. 1 8 Arpachshad
begot Shelah; and Shelah begot Eber. 19 Two sons were
born to Eber: the name of the one was Peleg (for in his
days the earth was divided), and the name of his brother
Joktan. 20Joktan begot Almodad, Sheleph, Hazarmaveth,
Jerah, 21 Hadoram, Uzal, Diklah, 22 Ebal, Abimael, Sheba,
23 0phir, Havilah, and Jobab; all these were the sons of
Joktan.
24 Shem, Arpachshad, Shelah; 25 Eber, Peleg, Reu;
2 6 Serug, Nahor, Terah; 27 Abram, that is, Abraham.
2BbThe sons of Abraham: Isaac and Ishmael. 29 This is
their line: The first-born of Ishmael, Nebaioth; and Kedar,
Abdeel, Mibsam, 30 Mishma, Dumah, Massa, Hadad,
Tema, 31 Jetur, Naphish, and Kedmah. These are the sons
of Ishmael. 32 The sons of Keturah, Abraham's concubine:
she bore Zimran, J okshan, Medan, Midian, Ishbak, and
a Witll vv. 5-23, cf Ge11. 10. 1-30.

b Witll vv. 28-33, cf Gen. 25.1-16.

The genealogies. Geneal
ogies are important in many soci
eties, especially those structured
on familial relationships. They
should not always be understood
literally and are used in the Bible,
as elsewhere, to express the rela
tionships between various clans
and peoples as well as to highlight
the place of prominent individuals
or to give them a pedigree. They
play an especially important role
in Priestly thinking, and are re
flected in postbiblical literature as
well, for example in Matt. 1.1-17.
Given the interests of the Chroni
cler, it is not surprising that the ge
nealogies of David and the descen
dants of Levi, the Levites and
priests, play a particularly promi
nent role in this section. Some
of these chs have their source in
other biblical material, while other
parts do not, reflecting the fact
that the Chronicler had access to
sources beyond what is now found
in the canonical Bible.
Chs 1-9:

1 .1 -2.2: Adam to Israel. Although
this material follows Genesis, its
selection and arrangement (e.g.,
placing secondary lines of descent
before the primary) emphasizes
the line culminating in Israel.
There is no elaboration concerning
Abraham, a point which, together
with other hints in Chronicles,
suggests that Chronicles views
Jacob/Israel (consistently referred
to as Israel in Chronicles) as the
central patriarch; see 16.13. This
may be part of the book's "inclu
sivist," pan-Israel tendency.

F I R S T C H RO N I C L E S 1 . 3 3 -2 . 3
Shuah. The sons of Jokshan: Sheba and Dedan. 33 The sons
of Midian: Ephah, Epher, Enoch, Abida, and Eldaah. All
these were the descendants of Keturah.
34 Abraham begot Isaac. The sons of Isaac: Esau and Is
rael. 35 The sons of Esau: Eliphaz, Reuel, Jeush, Jalam, and
Korah. 36 The sons of Eliphaz: Ternan, Omar, Zephi,
Gatam, Kenaz, Timna, and Amalek. 37 The sons of Reuel:
Nahath, Zerah, Shammah, and Mizzah.
3B The sons of Seir: Lotan, Shobal, Zibeon, Anah, Di
shon, Ezer, and Dishan. 39 The sons of Lotan: Hori and
Homam; and Lotan's sister was Timna. 40 The sons of
Shobal: Alian, Manahath, Ebal, Shephi, and Onam. The
sons of Zibeon: Aiah and Anah. 41 The sons of Anah: Di
shon. The sons of Dishon: Hamran, Eshban, Ithran, and
Cheran. 42 The sons of Ezer: Bilhan, Zaavan, and Jaakan.
The sons of Dishan: Uz and Aran.
43•These are the kings who reigned in the land of Edam
before any king reigned over the Israelites: Bela son of
Bear, and the name of his city was Dinhabah. 44 When Bela
died, Jobab son of Zerah from Bozrah succeeded him as
king. 45 When Jobab died, Husham of the land of the Te
manites succeeded him as king. 46 When Husham died,
Hadad son of Bedad, who defeated the Midianites in
the country of Moab, succeeded him as king, and the
name of his city was Avith. 47When Hadad died, Samlah
of Masrekah succeeded him as king. 48 When Samlah died,
Saul of Rehoboth-on-the-River succeeded him as king.
49 When Saul died, Baal-hanan son of Achbor succeeded
him as king. 50 When Baal-hanan died, Hadad succeeded
him as king; and the name of his city was Pai, and his
wife's name Mehetabel daughter of Matred daughter of
Me-zahab. 51 And Hadad died.
The clans of Edam were the clans of Timna, Alvah, Je
theth, 52 Qholibamah, Elah, Pinon, 53 Kenaz, Ternan, Mib
zar, 54 Magdiel, and Iram; these are the clans of Edam.

2 These are the sons of Israel: Reuben, Simeon, Levi,

Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, 2 Dan, Joseph, Benjamin,
Naphtali, Gad, and Asher. 3 The sons of Judah: Er, Onan,
and Shelah; these three, Bath-shua the Canaanite woman
n

Witlt vv.

43-50, cf Gen. J6.J I-43 ·

1 .43-54: The list of Edomite rulers
from Gen. 36.31-43 is seemingly
superfluous. Chronicles' point
may be that physical descent
alone is not determinative of one's
worthiness; alternately, the list
appears for the sake of complete-

ness. 2.1-2: With the exception of
Dan (the son of Bilhah), the chil
dren of Israel are listed according
to their mothers, beginning with
the children of Leah, then Rachel,
then the concubines Bilhah and
Zilpah.
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2.3-9.1: The tribes of Israel and
Judah. Although thought by some

to be a later addition to the book,
this listing of Israel's forebears is
an integral part of Chronicles and
its literary plan. I t establishes the
book's audience: pedigreed Jews
of the Second Temple period, as
the only genuine heirs to the an
cestral covenant, which has its
most tangible expression in pos
session of the land of Canaan and
the functioning of the Temple cul
tus. The historicity of this list is far
from certain. The issue is particu
larly acute in connection with sev
eral key figures, such as the priest
Zadok, in ch 5, for whom Chroni
cles appears to have supplied an
entirely new pedigree. The appear
ance in these chs of many o ther
wise unknown names was noted
by the early Rabbis, who, consis
tent with their tendency attested
elsewhere, employed midrash
type interpretations of these
names in order to link them with
individuals known from other bib
lical passages. In some cases the
Rabbis' motive appears to have
been to explain (away) the seem
ingly non-Israelite origin of many
of these individuals; in other cases,
the Rabbis are attempting to har
monize divergent traditions. The
structure of this list has been vari
ously explained. Two likely expla
nations follow. The list reflects ge
ographical location; it begins with
the southern tribe of Judah, the
leading nonsacral tribe, and then
proceeds in counter-clockwise
fashion, moving to the east (trans
Jordan) before returning westward
to address the northern and, then,
central tribes. At the center of this
list is the tribe of Levi, reflective of
the tribe's central role in Chroni
cles. Because this geographical de
piction is not fully accurate, some
maintain that the author was pri
marily interested in Judah, Levi,
and Benjamin, the tribes that re
mained loyal to the Davidic
monarchy and the Jerusalem Tem
ple. This accounts for the frame
work: Judah (at the beginning of
the list), Benjamin (at the end), and
Levi (in the middle). The order of
the remaining tribes was deemed
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bore to him. But Er, Judah's first-born, was displeasing to
the LoRD, and He took his life. 4 His daughter-in-law
Tamar also bore him Perez and Zerah. Judah's sons were
five in all.
S The sons of Perez: Hezron and Hamul. 6 The sons of
Zerah: Zimri, Ethan, Heman, Calcot and Dara, five in all.
7 The sons of Carmi: Achar, the troubler of Israet who
committed a trespass against the proscribed thing; 8 and
Ethan's son was Azariah.
9 The sons of Hezron that were born to him: Jerahmeet
Ram, and Chelubai. 1 0 Ram begot Amminadab, and Am
minadab begot Nahshon, prince of the sons of Judah.
1 1 Nahshon was the father of Salma, Salma of Boaz, 1 2 Boaz
of Obed, Obed of Jesse. 13 Jesse begot Eliab his first-born,
Abinadab the second, Shimea the third, 14 Nethanel the
fourth, Raddai the fifth, 15 Ozem the sixth, David the sev
enth; 1 6 their sisters were Zeruiah and Abigail. The sons of
Zeruiah: Abishai, Joab, and Asahet three. 17 Abigail bore
Amasa, and the father of Amasa was Jether the Ishmaelite.
18 Caleb son of Hezron had children by his wife Azubah,
and by Jerioth; these were her sons: Jesher, Shobab, and
Ardon. 1 9When Azubah died, Caleb married Ephrath,
who bore him Hur. 20 Hur begot Uri, and Uri begot
Bezalel.
21 Afterward Hezron had relations with the daughter of
Machir father of Gilead-he had married her when he
was sixty years old-and she bore him Segub; 22 and
Segub begot Jair; he had twenty-three cities in the land of
not particularly important. The
tribes of Dan and Zebulun are
missing from the list, possibly as
the result of scribal error. Some
maintain that Chronicles intention
ally omitted Dan because of its as
sociation with apostasy (see Judg.
chs 17-19; 1 Kings 12.29-30); this
allows Chronicles to portray a reli
giously idealized Israel.

2.3-4.23: Judah. Judah was espe
cially important since the majority
of the Jews living in this period
traced themselves to Judah, and
because the Davidic king was de
scended from Judah. In addition to
material preserved elsewhere, this
list contains traditions without
parallel; e.g., the claim that Caleb
and Jerahmeel were brothers, and
sons of Hezron. 2.3-4: A conden
sation of the narrative of Gen.

ch 38. 7: Chronicles' laconic for
mulation presupposes the reader's
familiarity with the episode in
Josh. 7.1-26-this suggests that
Chronicles was not written to sup
plant the earlier Deuteronomistic
History, but to offer a new inter
pretation of those events. The pas
sage in Joshua expresses the im
portance of observing divine
regulations, especially those per
taining to the realm of the sacred,
and makes the point that posses
sion of the promised land, one of
Chronicles' central themes, is con
tingent upon compliance with bib
lical law. 1 0-17: David's ancestors.
Chronicles' emphasis on David's
genealogy reflects the monarch's
central role within the book's
theology. 1 2-15: David is the
youngest of seven sons according
to Chronicles, but 1 Samuel lists

him as the youngest of either four
or eight sons (see, e.g., 1 Sam.
16.7-11; 17.12-14, 17). Some schol
ars maintain that Chronicles re
flects a mistaken understanding of
1 Sam. 16.10. More likely, place
ment as the seventh is meant to
glorify David since the number
"seven" signifies completion in the
Bible. The literary (i.e., artificial)
nature of this datum is buttressed
by the typological number of
seven generations from Ram to
Jesse and by the use of a similar
technique in connection with
Solomon (see 3.5-6 n.). 9-1 3: Cf.
Ruth 4.18-22. 1 6-1 7: Joab is listed
as the son of David's sister, as are
Abishai and Asahel. Neither
Zeruiah nor Abigail is ever identi
fied as David's sister in the earlier
biblical sources. This datum pre
pares the reader for ch 1 1, which
credits Joab with the capture of Je
rusalem. The description of Amasa
as the son of an Ishmaelite is sig
nificant (see 2 Sam. 19.13, which
indicates that Amasa was related
to David). The MT of 2 Sam. 17.25
refers to Yether as an "Israelite,"
a difficult reading, which is
emended by some scholars. Some
medieval exegetes adopted a bar
monistic approach: Yithra was an
Israelite who lived in Ishmaelite
territory. Chronicles' text probably
indicates that its author was not
bothered by Amasa's Ishmaelite
descent nor by Abigail's marriage
to an Ishmaelite, a position which
differs markedly from Ezra
Neherniah (see introduction).
Some scholars argue that Ezra's
hard-line position may have ap
plied only to members of his gen
eration, and that the presence of
non-Israelite ancestors in Israel's
(distant) past was not problematic.
Rabbinic tradents were clearly
aware of the difficulties posed by
passages such as these. They re
solved such passages by claiming
that the foreign spouse had under
gone religious conversion, an insti
tution which is not attested in
the biblical period, or by apply
ing some other legalistic exegesis.
1 8-20: Bezalel was the most
prominent member of Caleb's
family, owing to his role as head
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Gilead. 23 But Geshur and Aram took from them Havvoth
jair, Kenath and its dependencies, sixty towns. All these
were the sons of Machir, the father of Gilead. 24 After the
death of Hezron, in Caleb-ephrathah, Abijah, wife of Hez
ron, bore Ashhur, the father of Tekoa.
25 The sons of Jerahmeel the first-born of Hezron: Ram
his first-born, Bunah, Oren, Ozem, and Ahijah. 26 Jerah
meel had another wife, whose name was Atarah; she was
the mother of Onam. 27 The sons of Ram the first-born of
Jerahmeel: Maaz, Jamin, and Eker. 2B The sons of Onam:
Shammai and Jada. The sons of Shammai: Nadab and
Abishur. 29 The name of Abishur's wife was Abihail, and
she bore him Ahban and Molid. 30 The sons of Nadab:
Seled and Appaim; Seled died childless. 31 The sons of Ap
paim: Ishi. The sons of Ishi: Sheshan. The sons of Sheshan:
Ahlai. 32 The sons of Jada, Shammai's brother: Jether and
Jonathan; Jether died childless. 33 The sons of Jonathan:
Peleth and Zaza. These were the descendants of Jerah
meel. 34 Sheshan had no sons, only daughters; Sheshan
had an Egyptian slave, whose name was Jarha. 35 So She
shan gave his daughter in marriage to Jarha his slave; and
she bore him Attai. 36 Attai begot Nathan, and Nathan
begot Zabad. 37 Zabad begot Ephlal, and Ephlal begot
Obed. 38 Qbed begot Jehu, and Jehu begot Azariah. 39 Aza
riah begot Helez, and Helez begot Eleasah. 40 Eleasah
begot Sisamai, and Sisamai begot Shallum. 41 Shallum
begot Jekamiah, and Jekamiah begot Elishama.
42 The sons of Caleb brother of Jerahmeel: Meshah his
first-born, who was the father of Ziph. The sons of Mare
shah father of Hebron. 43 The sons of Hebron: Korah, Tap
puah, Rekem, and Shema. 44 Shema begot Raham the
father of Jorkeam, and Rekem begot Shammai. 45 The son
of Shammai: Maon, and Maon begot Bethzur. 46 Ephah,
Caleb's concubine, bore Haran, Moza, and Gazez; Haran
begot Gazez. 47The sons of Jahdai: Regem, Jotham, Ge
shan, Pelet, Ephah, and Shaaph. 48 Maacah, Caleb's concu
bine, bore Sheber and Tirhanah. 49 She also bore Shaaph
father of Madmannah, Sheva father of Machbenah and fa
ther of Gibea; the daughter of Caleb was Achsah. S O These
were the descendants of Caleb.
The sons of Hur the first-born of Ephrathah: Shobal fa
ther of Kiriath-jearim, Sl Salma father of Bethlehem, Ha
reph father of Beth-gader. 52 Shobal father of Kiriath
jearim had sons: Haroeh, half of the Menuhoth. 53 And the
families of Kiriath-jearim: the lthrites, the Puthites, the
Shumathites, and the Mishraites; from these came the Zo
rathites and the Eshtaolites. 54 The sons of Salma: Bethle
hem, the Netophathites, Atroth-beth-joab, and half of the
-
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craftsman of the Tabernacle; this
explains the juxtaposition of vv.
18, 19 with v. 20. 42-49: Many of
the children mentioned here (e.g.,
Hebron) are known as geographi
cal locations in Judah; the gene
alogical language here connects
the founding of these cities to
descendants of Caleb (d. Josh.
14-1 2-1 4; J udg . 1 . 1 0 ), emphasizing
the role of this important J udean
in the foundation of important cit
ies throughout Judah. In Torah tra
dition, Caleb attains prominence
as a loyal spy (see Num. chs 1314), but as noted, Chronicles
deemphasizes the exodus and
"conquest," and thus his signifi
cance is given a different reason
here.
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Manahathites, the Zorites. 55 The families of the scribes
that dwelt at Jabez: the Tirathites, the Shimeathites, the
Sucathites; these are the Kenites who came from Ham
math, father of the house of Rechab.

3 These are the sons of David who were born to him in

Hebron: the first-born Amnon, by Ahinoam the Jezreel
ite; the second Daniel, by Abigail the Carmelite; 2 the third
Absalom, son of Maacah daughter of King Talmai of Ge
shur; the fourth Adonijah, son of Haggith; 3 the fifth Sheph
atiah, by Abital; the sixth lthream, by his wife Eglah; 4 six
were born to him in Hebron. He reigned there seven years
and six months, and in Jerusalem he reigned thirty-three
years. 5 These were born to him in Jerusalem: Shimea,
Shobab, Nathan, and Solomon, four by Bath-shua daugh
ter of Ammiel; 6 then Ibhar, Elishama, Eliphelet, 7 Nogah,
Nepheg, Japhia, B Elishama, Eliada, and Eliphelet-nine.
9 All were David's sons, besides the sons of the concubines;
and Tamar was their sister.
10The son of Solomon: Rehoboam; his son Abijah, his
son Asa, his son J ehoshapha t, 11 his son Joram, his son Aha
ziah, his son Joash, 12 his son Amaziah, his son Azariah, his
son Jotham,13 his son Ahaz, his son Hezekiah, his son Ma
nasseh, 14 his son Amon, and his son Josiah. 15 The sons of
Josiah: Johanan the first-born, the second Jehoiakim, the
third Zedekiah, the fourth Shallum. 16 The descendants of
Jehoiakim: his son Jeconiah, his son Zedekiah; 17 and the
sons of Jeconiah, the captive: Shealtiel his son, 18 Malchi
ram, Pedaiah, Shenazzar, Jekamiah, Hoshama, and Neda
biah; 19 the sons of Pedaiah: Zerubbabel and Shimei; the
sons of Zerubbabel: Meshullam and Hananiah, and
Shelomith was their sister; 20 Hashubah, Ohel, Berechiah,
Hasadiah, and Jushab-hesed-five. 21 And the sons of Han
aniah: Pelatiah and Jeshaiah; the sons of [Jeshaiah]: Repha
iah; the sons of [Rephaiah]: Arnan; the sons of [Arnan]:
Obadiah; the sons of [Obadiah]: Shecaniah. 22 And the sons
of Shecaniah: Shemaiah; and the sons of Shemaiah: Hat
tush, and Igal, and Bariah, and Neariah, and Shaphat-six.
23 And the sons of Neariah: Elioenai, and Hizkiah, and
Azrikam-three. 24 And the sons of Elioenai: Hodaviah,
and Eliashib, and Pelaiah, and Akkub, and Johanan, and
Delaiah, and Anani-seven.

4 The sons of Judah: Perez, Hezron, Carmi, Hur, and

Shobal. 2 Reaiah son of Shobal begot Jahath, and Jahath
begot Ahumai and Lahad. These were the families of the
Zorathites. 3 These were [the sons of] the father of Etam:
Jezreel, Ishma, and ldbash; and the name of their sister
- 1721 -

3.1-24: David's descendants. See
2.1o-17 n. 1 : 2 Sam. 3·3 states that
Abigail's son was named Kileab.
Rabbinic and medieval commenta
tors (Targum CIIron., Radak; cf. b.
Ber. 4a) maintained that the child
bore both names; his given name
was Daniel, meaning "God has
judged me (innocent of any guilt
in the death of Abigail's husband,
Nabal)"; the name Kileab, mean
ing "like the father" (or "entirely
the father"), was given later, when
it became clear that the son bore a
striking resemblance to David,
thereby removing any suspicion of
Nabal's paternity. (Note that this
tradition views Chronicles as
maintaining the original name.)
The actual "facts" remain uncer
tain. Chronicles nowhere records
the circumstances surrounding
David's marriage to Abigail
(1 Sam. ch 25), possibly because
they present a less than flattering
picture of David or because the
author may not have been inter
ested in purely personal aspects
of David's life. 2: The author does
not hesitate to mention David's
marriage to a foreign woman,
Maacah; see 2. 12-15 n. Such mar
riages often served political pur
poses in antiquity. 5: Solomon
appears as the fourth son born to
David in Jerusalem, and the fourth
son of Bath-shua (= Bathsheba).
According to 2 Sam. 12.24, Solo
mon is the second of as many sons
born to Bathsheba. Chronicles'
version glorifies Solomon, by
claiming that despite having three
older brothers, he alone was cho
sen to be king. The "three-four"
number scheme, where the fourth
is climactic (as in Judah, the fourth
son of Jacob), is common in the
Bible. 1 7-24: Exilic and postexilic
line, until Chronicles' time. This
passage contains many otherwise
unknown traditions, and there are
substantive differences among the
ancient versions. The updating of
the genealogy of David likely re
flects hopes that one of his descen
dants would again assume the
throne.
4.1-20: Sons of Perez. The line
which eventually produced David;
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was Hazlelponi, 4 and Penuel was the father of Gedor, and
Ezer the father of Hushah. These were the sons of Hur, the
first-born of Ephrathah, the father of Bethlehem. 5 Ashhur
the father of Tekoa had two wives, Helah and Naarah;
6 Naarah bore him Ahuzam, Hepher, Temeni, and
Ahashtari. These were the sons of Naarah. 7 The sons of
Helah: Zereth, Zohar, and Ethnan. 8 Koz was the father of
Anub, Zobebah, and the families of Aharhel son of
Harum. 9Jabez was more esteemed than his brothers; and
his mother named him Jabez, "Because," she said, "I bore
him in pain."• 10Jabez invoked the God of Israel, saying,
"Oh, bless me, enlarge my territory, stand by me, and
make me not suffer pain from misfortune!" And God
granted what he asked. 11 Chelub the brother of Shuhah
begot Mehir, who was the father of Eshton. 12 Eshton
begot Bethrapha, Paseah, and Tehinnah father of !r-na
hash. These were the men of Recah. 13 The sons of Kenaz:
Othniel and Seraiah; and the sons of Othniel: 1 4 Hathath
and Meonothai. He begot Ophrah. Seraiah begot Joab fa
ther of Ge-harashim,b so-called because they were crafts
men. 15 The sons of Caleb son of Jephunneh: lru, Elah, and
Naam; and the sons of Elah: Kenaz. 16 The sons of Jehalle
lel: Ziph, Ziphah, Tiria, and Asarel. 17 The sons of Ezrah:
Jether, Mered, Epher, and Jalon. She< conceived and bore
Miriam, Shammai, and Ishbah father of Eshtemoa. 1 8 And
his Judahite wife bore Jered father of Gedor, Heber father
of Soco, and Jekuthiel father of Zanoah. These were the
sons of Bithiah daughter of Pharaoh, whom Mered mar
ried. 19 The sons of the wife of Hodiah sister of Naham
were the fathers of Keilah the Garmite and Eshtemoa the
Maacathite. 20 The sons of Shimon: Amnon, Rinnah, Ben
hanan, and Tilon. The sons of Ishi: Zoheth and Ben
zoheth. 2 1 The sons of Shelah son of Judah: Er father of
Lecah, Laadah father of Mareshah, and the families of the
linen factory at Beth-ashbea; 22 and Jokim, and the men of
Cozeba and Joash, and Saraph, who married into Moab
and Jashubi Lehem (the records are ancient). 23 These were
the potters who dwelt at Netaim and Gederah; they dwelt
there in the king's service.
24 The sons of Simeon: Nemuel, Jamin, Jarib, Zerah,
Shaul; 25 his son Shallum, his son Mibsam, his son Mishma.
26 The sons of Mishma: his son Hammuel, his son Zaccur,
his son Shimei. 27 Shimei had sixteen sons and six daugh
ters; but his brothers had not many children; in all, their
a Hcb. 'o�eb, COIIIICcted witlz "jabcz. "
b Lit. "the valley of the craftsmen. "
c Apparently Bit/Jia/1; cf. v. 18.
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this genealogy continues the end
of ch 2, which has been disrupted
by the insertion of the genealogy
of David. 1 0: Such short notices,
which interrupt the genealogies,
are found throughout the intro
duction of Chronicles; this notice
outlines a vow, a popular sign
of biblical religiosity (see Judg.
1 1.3o-31; 1 Sam. 1. 11). 21-23: The
presentation of Shelah's descen
dants suggests that Shelah and his
descendants remained in Canaan
and were not subjected to Egyp
tian bondage, a datum which con
tradicts Gen. 46.12; Num. 26.20;
see 7.2o-29 n. 22: The Hebrew text
behind "married into Moab" is
opaque and variously translated.
The present translation follows the
Aramaic Targum. LXX renders
"settled in Moab"; others, "ruled
· in Moab" or "worked for Moab."
24-43: Simeon. This tribe was tra
ditionally associated with Judah
(so, e.g., Judg. 1.3), a fact which ex
plains its position in the list.
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families were not as prolific as the Judahites. 2B They dwelt
in Beersheba, Moladah, Hazar-shual, 29 Bilhah, Ezem,
Tolad, 30 Bethuel, Hormah, Ziklag, 31 Beth-marcaboth,
Hazar-susim, Beth-biri, and Shaaraim. These were their
towns until David became king, 32 together with their vil
lages, Etam, Ain, Rimmon, Tochen, and Ashan-five
towns, 33 along with all their villages that were around
these towns as far as Baal; such were their settlements.
Registered in their genealogy were: 34 Meshobab, Jam
lech, Joshah son of Amaziah,35 Joel, Jehu son of Joshibiah
son of Seraiah son of Asiel. 36 Elioenai, Jaakobah, Jeshoha
iah, Asaiah, Adiel, Jesimiel, Benaiah, 37 Ziza son of Shiphi
son of Allan son of Jedaiah son of Shimri son of Shema
iah__3B these mentioned by name were chiefs in their fam
ilies, and their clans increased greatly. 39 They went to the
approaches to Gedor, to the eastern side of the valley, in
search of pasture for their flocks. 40 They found rich, good
pasture, and the land was ample, quiet, and peaceful. The
former inhabitants were of Ham; 41 those recorded by
name came in the days of King Hezekiah of Judah, and at
tacked their encampments and the Meunim who were
found there, and wiped them out forever, and settled in
their place, because there was pasture there for their
flocks. 4 2 And some of them, five hundred of the Sime
onites, went to Mount Seir, with Pelatiah, Neariah, Repha
iah, and Uzziel, sons of Ishi, at their head, 43 and they de
stroyed the last surviving Amalekites, and they live there
to this day.

5 The sons of Reuben the first-born of Israel. (He was the

first-born; but when he defiled his father's bed, his
birthright was given to the sons of Joseph son of Israel, so
he is not reckoned as first-born in the genealogy; 2 though
Judah became more powerful than his brothers and a
leader came from him, yet the birthright belonged to Jo
seph.) 3 The sons of Reuben, the first-born of Israel: Enoch,
Pallu, Hezron, and Carmi. 4 The sons of Joel: his son She
maiah, his son Gog, his son Shimei, s his son Micah, his
son Reaiah, his son Baal, 6 his son Beerah-whom King
Tillegath-pilneser of Assyria exiled-was chieftain of the
Reubenites. 7 And his kinsmen, by their families, accord
ing to their lines in the genealogy: the head, Jeiel, and
Zechariah, B and Bela son of Azaz son of Shema son of
Joel; he dwelt in Aroer as far as Nebo and Baal-meon. 9 He
also dwelt to the east as far as the fringe of the wilderness
this side of the Euphrates, because their cattle had in
creased in the land of Gilead. 1o And in the days of Saul
they made war on the Hagrites, who fell by their hand;

4.28-5 . 10

5.1-22: Reuben, Gad, Transjor
dan. The author explains (vv. 1-10)

why it is tha t Reuben, Jacob's first
born according to Genesis, did not
occupy a leading role; see Gen.
35.22; 49·3-4· The formulation of
vv. 1-2 highlights Judah's central
role, while recognizing the signifi
cant role of the Joseph tribes
(Ephraim and Manasseh). This pic
ture neatly summarizes Chroni
cles' depiction of the true (i.e.,
pan-) Israel. Chronicles' emphasis
on Judah is the reason that the
genealogies do not begin with
Reuben.
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and they occupied their tents throughout all the region
east of Gilead.
11 The sons of Gad dwelt facing them in the land of
Bashan as far as Salcah: 12 Joel the chief, Shapham the sec
ond, Janai, and Shaphat in Bashan. 1 3 And by clans: Mi
chael, Meshullam, Sheba, Jorai, Jacan, Zia, and Eber
seven. 14 These were the sons of Abihail son of Huri son of
Jaroah son of Gilead son of Michael son of Jeshishai son of
Jahdo son of Buz; 15 Ahi son of Abdiel son of Guni was
chief of their clan, 16 and they dwelt in Gilead, in Bashan,
and in its dependencies, and in all the pasturelands of
Sharon, to their limits. 17 All of them were registered by
genealogies in the days of King Jotham of Judah, and in
the days of King Jeroboam of Israel.
1B The Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Ma
nasseh had warriors who carried shield and sword, drew
the bow, and were experienced at war-44,760, ready for
service. 19 They made war on the Hagrites-Jetur, Na
phish, and Nodab. 20 They prevailed against them; the
Hagrites and all who were with them were delivered into
their hands, for they cried to God in the battle, and He re
sponded to their entreaty because they trusted in Him.
21 They carried off their livestock: 50,000 of their camels,
25o,ooo sheep, 2,ooo asses, and 1oo,ooo people. 22 For
many fell slain, because it was God's battle. And they
dwelt in their place until the exile.
2 3 The members of the half-tribe of Manasseh dwelt in
the land; they were very numerous from Bashan to Baal
hermon, Senir, and Mount Hermon. 24 These were the
chiefs of their clans: Epher, Ishi, Eliel, Azriel, Jeremiah,
Hodaviah, and Jahdiel, men of substance, famous men,
chiefs of their clans. 25 But they trespassed against the God
of their fathers by going astray after the gods of the peo
ples of the land, whom God had destroyed before them.
2 6 So the God of Israel roused the spirit of King Pul of
Assyria-the spirit of King Tillegath-pilneser of Assyria
and he carried them away, namely, the Reubenites, the
Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh, and brought
them to Halah, Habor, Hara, and the river Gozan, to this
day.
27• The sons of Levi: Gershom, Kohath, and Merari.
28 The sons of Kohath: Amram, Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel.
2 9 The children of Amram: Aaron, Moses, and Miriam. The
sons of Aaron: Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar, and Ithamar. 3D Ele
azar begot Phinehas, Phinehas begot Abishua, 31 Abishua
begot Bukki, Bukki begot Uzzi, 3 2 Uzzi begot Zerahiah,
n In some editio11s, chnp. 6 begi11s l1ere.
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5.23-26: Half-tribe of Manasseh.
Significantly, Chronicles limits
mention of the northern exile to
the Transjordan, never alluding to
that suffered by the Cisjordanian
tribes of northern Israel. The im
plication is that the Assyrian exile
of the northern tribes was limited
in scope; cf. 2 Kings ch 17. This
passage is an example of the inti
mate bond between Israel and its
land in Chronicles; see 2 Chron.
30.1 n. For the expression " they
trespassed," see 9.1. Pul is a late
Babylonian variant of the name
Tiglath Pil(n)eser III, the great
Assyrian expansionist king who
reigned 745-727 BCE.
5.27-41: The high priestly line.
Zadok's Aaronide pedigree does
not appear in Samuel; many schol
ars thus assume that he was of for
eign, possibly Jebusite, origin. The
motive behind Chronicles' posi
tion is that Torah (Priestly) law re
quires that all priests be descen
dants of Moses' brother, Aaron
(see esp. Num. ch 18). Since, ac
cording to Chronicles, David is
the archpatron of all matters per
taining to Israel's sacrificial cult,
Zadok had to be provided with an
acceptable pedigree.
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Zerahiah begot Meraioth, 33 Meraioth begot Amariah,
Amariah begot Ahitub, 34 Ahitub begot Zadok, Zadok
begot Ahimaaz, 35 Ahimaaz begot Azariah, Azariah begot
Johanan, 36 and Johanan begot Azariah (it was he who
served as priest in the House that Solomon built in Jerusa
lem). 37 Azariah begot Amariah, Amariah begot Ahitub,
3 8 Ahitub begot Zadok, Zadok begot Shallum, 39 Shallum
begot Hilkiah, Hilkiah begot Azariah, 40 Azariah begot Se
raiah, Seraiah begot Jehozadak; 41 and Jehozadak went
into exile when the LORD exiled Judah and Jerusalem by
the hand of Nebuchadnezzar.

6 The sons of Levi: Gershom, Kohath, and Merari. 2 And

these are the names of the sons of Gershom: Libni and
Shimei. 3 The sons of Kohath: Amram, Izhar, Hebron, and
Uzziel. 4 The sons of Merari: Mahli and Mushi. These were
the families of the Levites according to their clans. 5 Of
Gershom: his son Libni, his son Jahath, his son Zimmah,
6 his son Joah, his son Iddo, his son Zerah, his son Jeathe
rai. 7 The sons of Kohath: his son Amminadab, his son
Korah, his son Assir, 8 his son Elkanah, his son Ebiasaph,
his son Assir, 9 his son Tahath, his son Uriel, his son
Uzziah, and his son Shaul. 10 The sons of Elkanah: Amasai
and Ahimoth, 11 his son Elkanah, his son Zophai, his son
Nahath, 12his son Eliab, his son Jeroham, his son Elkanah.
13 The sons of Samuel: his first-born •Vashni, and·• Abijah.
14 The sons of Merari: Mahli, his son Libni, his son Shimei,
his son Uzzah, 15 his son Shimea, his son Haggiah, and his
son Asaiah.
16 These were appointed by David to be in charge of
song in the House of the LoRD, from the time the Ark
came to rest. 17 They served at the Tabernacle of the Tent of
Meeting with song until Solomon built the House of the
LoRD in Jerusalem; and they carried out their duties as
prescribed for them. 1 8 Those were the appointed men;
and their sons were: the Kohathites: Heman the singer,
son of Joel son of Samuel 19 son of Elkanah son of Jeroham
son of Eliel son of Toah 20 son of Zuph son of Elkanah son
of Mahath son of Amasai 21 son of Elkanah son of Joel son
of Azariah son of Zephaniah 22 son of Tahath son of Assir
son of Ebiasaph son of Korah 23 son of Izhar son of Kohath
son of Levi son of Israel; 24 and his kinsman Asaph, who
stood on his right, namely, Asaph son of Berechiah son of
Shimea 2 5 son of Michael son of Baaseiah son of Malchijah
26 son of Ethni son of Zerah son of Adaiah 27 son of Ethan
son of Zimmah son of Shimei 2B son of Jahath son of Gern·n Some ancient vv. rend "joel, nr1d the second"; cf 1 Snm. 8.1.
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6.1-8 1 : Levi. The descendants of
Gershom, Kohath, and Merari
are each divided into "Levites"
(vv. 1-15) and musicians/singers
(vv. 16-31). Kohath contains a
third group, the high priests, de
scended from Amram. The place
ment of this last group in the mid
dle position (fourth among seven)
reflects its central role. 1 3: The
appearance of Elkanah and the
prophet Samuel in the list of Le
vites is unparalleled in other
sources. 1 Sam. ch 1 indicates that
Samuel was of either Ephraimite
or, less plausibly, Judahite origin.
Chronicles' revised position is
informed by the fact that 1 Sam.
chs 2-3 present Samuel as having
ministered in the Shiloh Taberna
cle, an activity typically identified
with (later) Levitic service. Inas
much as Torah law (e.g., Num. ch
18) proscribes cultic service by
anyone not of Levi tic descent, the
author felt compelled to attach an
explicit Levi tic pedigree to Sam
uel. Some argue that 1 Samuel
views Samuel's family as a
Levitical family hailing from
Ephraim or Judah. 1 6-17: Outside
of Chronicles, there is no indica
tion that Levites were responsible
for cultic music in the First Tem
ple, and many scholars maintain
that this institution is a Second
Temple innovation. On this view,
Chronicles' claim is part of its
broadly attested tendency to at
tribute the cultic practices of its
day to hoary antiquity; antiquity
implies authenticity and greater
sanctity, and allows the Jews of
Chronicles' time to see their (mod
est) Temple as part of an illustri
ous tradition requiring their con
tinued support. Scholars who hold
this view also suggest that this sec
tion is to be connected to the nar
rative sections later in Chronicles
(much of chs 15-29) that tenden
tiously suggest that David estab
lished the basic institutions and
framework for the Temple though
only Solomon his son built the ac
tual structure. Other scholars,
however, accept as authentic
Chronicles' tradition regarding a
First Temple Levitical musical
guild. In support of this position
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shorn son of Levi. 29 On the left were their kinsmen: the
sons of Merari: Ethan son of Kishi son of Abdi son of Mal
luch 30 son of Hashabiah son of Amaziah son of Hilkiah
31 son of Amzi son of Bani son of Shemer 32 son of Mahli
son of Mushi son of Merari son of Levi; 33 and their kins
men the Levites were appointed for all the service of the
Tabernacle of the House of God.
34 But Aaron and his sons made offerings upon the altar
of burnt offering and upon the altar of incense, perform
ing all the tasks of the most holy place, to make atonement
for Israel, according to all that Moses the servant of God
had commanded. 35 These are the sons of Aaron: his son
Eleazar, his son Phinehas, his son Abishua, 36 his son
Bukki, his son Uzzi, his son Zerahiah, 37 his son Meraioth,
his son Amariah, his son Ahitub, 3Bhis son Zadok, his son
Ahimaaz. 39•These are their dwelling-places according to
their settlements within their borders: to the sons of Aaron
of the families of Kohathites, for theirs was the [first] lot;
40 they gave them Hebron in the land of Judah and its sur
rounding pasturelands, 41 but the fields of the city and its
villages they gave to Caleb son of Jephunneh. 42 To the
sons of Aaron they gave the citiesb of refuge: Hebron and
Libnah with its pasturelands, Jattir and Eshtemoa with its
pasturelands, 43 Hilen with its pasturelands, Debir with its
pasturelands, 44 Ashan with its pasturelands, and Beth
shemesh with its pasturelands. 45 From the tribe of Benja
min, Geba with its pasturelands, Alemeth with its pas
turelands, and Anathoth with its pasturelands. All their
cities throughout their families were thirteen.
46To the remaining Kohathites were given by lot out of
the family of the tribe, out of the half-tribe, the half of Ma
nasseh, ten cities. 47To the Gershomites according to their
families were allotted thirteen cities out of the tribes of Is
sachar, Asher, Naphtali, and Manasseh in Bashan. 4B To the
Merarites according to their families were allotted twelve
cities out of the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Zebulun. 49 So
the people of Israel gave the Levites the cities with their
pasturelands. 50 They gave them by lot out of the tribe of
the Judahites these cities that are mentioned by name, and
out of the tribe of the Simeonites, and out of the tribe of
the Benjaminites.
5l And some of the families of the sons of Kohath had
cities of their territory out of the tribe of Ephraim. 5� They
gave them the cities of refuge: Shechem with its pasture
lands in the hill country of Ephraim, Gezer with its pas
turelands, 53 Jokmeam with its pasturelands, Beth-horon
n

Wit/1 vv. 24-51, cf Josil. 21.3-42.

/1 Josil. 21.13, "citif. "

KETHUVIM
are the following considerations:
(1) David is elsewhere portrayed
as having a personal connection
with music (1 Sam. chs 16-18;
2 Sam. 6.5; 23.1); (2) the evidence
of other ancient Near Eastern cul
tures that suggests that music was
an important part of the cult, often
under royal patronage, from an
early period. Chronicles' list sug
gests data differing from those re
flected in the superscriptions to
Psalms, suggesting different (pos
sibly preexilic) traditions. Cf. Ezra
ch 2; Neh. ch 7· 54-8 1 : The list
of dwelling places parallels Josh.
21.5-39, though there are several
differences with respect to se
quence. The chronological rela
tionship between the passages is
debated.
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with its pasturelands, 54 Aijalon with its pasturelands,
Gath-rimmon with its pasturelands; 55 and out of the half
tribe of Manasseh: Aner with its pasturelands, and Bileam
with its pasturelands, for the rest of the families of the Ko
hathites.
56 To the Gershomites; out of the half-tribe of Manasseh:
Golan in Bashan with its pasturelands and Ashtaroth with
its pasturelands; 57 and out of the tribe of Issachar: Kedesh
with its pasturelands, Dobrath with its pasturelands,
58 Ramoth with its pasturelands, and Anem with its pas
turelands; 59 out of the tribe of Asher: Mashal with its pas
turelands, Abdon with its pasturelands, 6D Hukok with its
pasturelands, and Rehab with its pasturelands; 6I and out
of the tribe of Naphtali: Kedesh in Galilee with its pas
turelands; Hammon with its pasturelands, and Kiriathaim
with its pasturelands. 62 To the rest of the Merarites, out of
the tribe of Zebulun: Rimmono with its pasturelands,
Tabor with its pasturelands; 63 and beyond the Jordan at
Jericho, on the east side of the Jordan, out of the tribe of
Reuben: Bezer in the wilderness with its pasturelands,
Jahaz with its pasturelands, 64 Kedemoth with its pasture
lands, and Mephaath with its pasture lands; 65 and out of
the tribe of Gad: Ramoth in Gilead with its pasturelands,
Mahanaim with its pasturelands, 66 Heshbon with its pas
turelands, and Jazer with its pasturelands.

7 The sons of Issachar: Tala, Puah, Jashub, and Shim

ron-four. 2 The sons of Tala: Uzzi, Rephaiah, Jeriel,
Jahmai, Ibsam, Shemuel, chiefs of their clans, men of sub
stance according to their lines; their number in the days of
David was 22,6oo. 3 The sons of Uzzi: Izrahiah. And the
sons of Izrahiah: Michael, Obadiah, Joel, and Isshiah
five. All of them were chiefs. 4 And together with them, by
their lines, according to their clans, were units of the fight
ing force, 36,ooo, for they had many wives and sons.
s Their kinsmen belonging to all the families of Issachar
were in all 87,000 men of substance; they were all regis
tered by genealogy.
6 [The sons of] Benjamin: Bela, Becher, and Jediael
three. 7 The sons of Bela: Ezbon, Uzzi, Uzziel, Jerimoth,
and Iri-five, chiefs of clans, men of substance, registered
by genealogy-22,034· s The sons of Becher: Zemirah,
Joash, Eliezer, Elioenai, Omri, Jeremoth, Abijah, Anathoth,
and Alemeth. All these were the sons of Becher; 9 and they
were registered by genealogy according to their lines, as
chiefs of their clans, men of substance-20,200. 1 D The sons
of Jediael: Bilhan. And the sons of Bilhan: Jeush, Benjamin,
Ehud, Chenaanah, Zethan, Tarshish, and Ahishahar. 11 All

6.54-7. 1 1

7.1-12: Issachar and Benjamin.
The Benjamin list occasions sur
prise: (1) It opens with the word
"Benjamin" instead of "the sons
of Benjamin" (NJPS supplies "The
sons of"); (2) the detailed list of
Benjamin appears in ch 8; and
(3) there is little shared material
with Torah sources (Gen. 46.21;
Num. 26.38-42). These data sug
gest that this passage draws
on a source that is no longer extant
outside of the Torah.
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these were the sons of Jediael, chiefs of the clans, men of
substance-17,200, who made up the fighting force.
12 And Shuppim and Huppim were the sons of Ir; Hushim
the sons of Aher.
13The sons of Naphtali: Jahziel, Guni, Jezer, and Shal
lum, the descendants of Bilhah.
14The sons of Manasseh: Asriel, whom his Aramean
concubine bore; she bore Machir the father of Gilead.
15 And Machir took wives for Huppim and for Shuppim.
The name of his sister was Maacah. And the name of the
second was Zelophehad; and Zelophehad had daughters.
1 6 And Maacah the wife of Machir bore a son, and she
named him Peresh; and the name of his brother was
Sheresh; and his sons were Ulam and Rekem. 17 The sons
of Ulam: Bedan. These were the sons of Gilead son of Ma
chir son of Manasseh. 18 And his sister Hammolecheth
bore Ishhod, Abiezer, and Mahlah. 19 The sons of Shemida
were Ahian, Shechem, Likhi, and Aniam.
20 The sons of Ephraim: Shuthelah, his son Bered, his
son Tahath, his son Eleadah, his son Tahath, 21 his son
Zabad, his son Shuthelah, also Ezer and Elead. The men of
Gath, born in the land, killed them because they had gone
down to take their cattle. 22 And Ephraim their father
mourned many days, and his brothers came to comfort
him. 23 He cohabited with his wife, who conceived and
bore a son; and she named him Beriah, because it occurred
when there was misfortune• in his house. 24 His daughter
was Sheerah, who built both Lower and Upper Beth
horon, and Uzzen-sheerah. 25 His son Rephah, his son Re
sheph, his son Telah, his son Tahan, 26 his son La dan, his
son Ammihud, his son Elishama, 27his son Non, his son
Joshua. 28 Their possessions and settlements were Bethel
and its dependencies, and on the east Naaran, and on the
west Gezer and its dependencies, Shechem and its de
pendencies, and Aiah and its dependencies; 29 also along
the borders of the Manassites, Beth-shean and its depen
dencies, Taanach and its dependencies, Megiddo and its
dependencies, Dor and its dependencies. In these dwelt
the sons of Joseph son of Israel.
n Heb.

bera'ah.

7.1 3: Naphtali. This passage's
brevity may indicate tha t material
has been lost.
7.14-19: Manasseh. This passage
claims that Manasseh and his
son, Machir, were born in trans
Jordanian territory (with no indi-

cation that ei ther ever left Egypt),
consistent with the Chronicler's
ideological de-emphasis of the ex
odus, whereas Torah tradition
(Gen. 41.51-52; Num. 27.1-4;
32.39-42; Deut. 3.14-15) records
their birth in Egypt. Similarly, the
claim that Asriel was Manasseh's

7 . 1 2-7.29

son contradicts Num. 26.31, which
mentions Asriel as Manasseh's
great-grandson. Some medieval
commentators argued that the As
riel mentioned here is, in fact, con
sistent with Numbers, and that
Chronicles mentions him first be
cause only he was born to a full
wife, whereas Machir was born to
Joseph's concubine. The difficul
ties are plain; note, e.g., that the
brothers of Asriel (according to
Numbers) are not mentioned
here. Recent attempts at textual
reconstruction of the passage re
main speculative.
7.20-29: Ephraim. This passage
maintains that Ephraim and his
family remained in Canaan, in
contradiction to Gen. chs 41-50,
which states that Ephraim and his
brother, Manasseh, were born, and
died, in Egypt. The Aramaic Tar
gum along with several rabbinic
sources (Mek. de R. Ishmael,
beshalla!1 (introduction); b. Sanh.
92b) resolved this contradiction by
claiming that some members of
Ephraim left Egypt and infiltrated
Canaan before the divinely "ap
pointed time" of redemption had
arrived; their failure was a sign
(especially for later generations)
that one ought not to "play God"
and try to expedite (messianic)
redemption. Other traditional
sources (b. San!J. 92b; Tg. Ps.-J. and
Frg. Tg. to Exod. 13.17) claim that
the fiasco was the result of faulty
computation of the period of en
slavement imposed by Gen. 15.13,
while some sources conflate the
two explanations (Song Rab. to
2.7). Some medieval exegetes
(Radak) argued that the words
"born in the land" refer to the peo
ple of Ephraim and that the event
described herein took place in ei
ther the desert or Transjordan.
Some modern scholars simply
emend the text, viewing the word
"Ephraim" as a gloss, or maintam
that the name refers to a later de
scendant. Others argue against
emendation, claiming that this
passage is part of Chronicles' por
trayal of the eternal bond between
Israel and its land.
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30 The sons of Asher: Imnah, Ishvah, Ishvi, Beriah, and
their sister Serah. 31 The sons of Beriah: Heber and Mal
chiel, who was the father of Birzaith. 32 Heber begot Japh
let, Shomer, Hotham, and their sister, Shua. 33 The sons of
Japhlet: Pasach, Bimhal, and Ashvath. These were the
sons of Japhlet. 34The sons of Shemer: Ahi, Rohgah, Hub
bah, and Aram. 35 The sons of Helem his brother: Zophah,
Imna, Shelesh, and Amal. 36 The sons of Zophah: Suah,
Harnepher, Shual, Beri, Imrah, 37 Bezer, Hod, Shamma,
Shilshah, lthran, and Beera. 38 The sons of Jether: Jephun
neh, Pispa, and Ara. 39 The sons of Ulla: Arah, Hanniel,
and Rizia. 40 All of these men of Asher, chiefs of the clans,
select men, men of substance, heads of the chieftains. And
they were registered by genealogy according to fighting
force; the number of the men was 26,ooo men.

8 Benjamin begot Bela his first-born, Ashbel the second,

Aharah the third, 2 Nohah the fourth, and Rapha
the fifth. 3 And Bela had sons: Addar, Gera, Abihud,
4 Abishua, Naaman, Ahoah, 5 Gera, Shephuphan, and
Huram. 6 These were the sons of Ehud-they were chiefs
of clans of the inhabitants of Geba, and they were exiled to
Manahath:. 7 Naaman, Ahijah, and Gera-he exiled them
and begot Uzza and Ahihud. 8 And Shaharaim had sons in
the country of Moab after he had sent away Hushim and
Baara his wives. 9 He had sons by Hodesh his wife: Jobab,
Zibia, Mesha, Malcam, 10Jeuz, Sachiah, and Mirmah.
These were his sons, chiefs of clans. 11 He also begot by
Hushim: Abitub and Elpaal. 12 The sons of Elpaal: Eber,
Misham, and Shemed, who built Ono and Lod with its de
pendencies, 13 and Beriah and Shema-they were chiefs of
clans of the inhabitants of Aijalon, who put to flight the in
habitants of Gath; 14 and Ahio, Shashak, and Jeremoth.
1 5 Zebadiah, Arad, Eder, 16 Michael, Ishpah, and Joha were
sons of Beriah. 17 Zebadiah, Meshullam, Hizki, Heber,
1 8 Ishmerai, Izliah, and Jobab were the sons of Elpaal.
19 Jakim, Zichri, Zabdi, 2o Elienai, Zillethai, Eliel, 21 Adaiah,
Beraiah, and Shimrath were the sons of Shimei. 22 Ishpan,
Eber, Eliel, 23 Abdon, Zichri, Hanan, 24 Hananiah, Elam,
Anthothiah, 25 Iphdeiah, and Penuel were the sons of Sha
shak. 2 6 Shamsherai, Shehariah, Athaliah, 27Jaareshiah,
Elijah, and Zichri were the sons of Jeroham. 28 These were
the chiefs of the clans, according to their lines. These
chiefs dwelt in Jerusalem.
29 The father of Gibeon dwelt in Gibeon, and the name
of his wife was Maacah. 30 His first-born son: Abdon; then
Zur, Kish, Baal, Nadab, 31 Gedor, Ahio, Zecher. 32 Mikloth
begot Shimeah. And they dwelt in Jerusalem opposite
- 1730-
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7.30-40: Asher. The numbers re
flect a dramatic decrease when
compared to Num. 1.4o-41; 26-47.
8.1-40: Benjamin. Structural fea
tures have led some scholars to
argue that this list portrays the pe
riod of Josiah (late 7th century) or
the postexilic period. Indeed, the
Saulide genealogy may reflect the
socioethnic background of Gibeon
at the end of the monarchy (see
below). If so, the term "son" in
much of the ch refers to clan,
rather than immediate family affil
iations. The present list of Jona
than's descendants, comprising
twelve generations, represents the
family lineage until the Babylo
nian exile. This suggests that de
spite Chronicles' heavily pro
David (and anti-Saul) slant,
remnants of a positive attitude to
ward the Saulides lingered on.
Note that 10.6 (cf. 1 Sam. 3 1.6)
states that Saul died together with
all of his household, a position
which makes the present list im
possible. Some scholars see this
point as evidence that Chronicles
has undergone several editions,
and that the genealogical lists of
chs 8 and 9 are of later provenance
than the main body of the work;
see 10.6 n. 6: A difficult verse. It
may mean that part of Benjamin
was exiled to Manahath in Edom;
alternatively, Benjamin expelled
the indigenous population to Man
ahath in Judah. 33: Eshbaal ap
pears in Samuel as Ishbosheth
(2 Sam. 2.8) and Yishwi/lshvi
(1 Sam. 14.49). The name Eshbaal
means "man of Baal" (or, perhaps,
"Baal exists"). The "revised" form
Ishbosheth, meaning "man of
shame," reflects the ongoing threat
posed by Canaanite religion in the
preexilic period and the attempt
by biblical authors and/or scribes
to deprecate anything reminiscent
of Baal worship. Chronicles pre
serves the original form of the
name, since at this time the poten
tial influence of Baal worship no
longer constituted a threat. Some
scholars argue that Chronicles'
preservation of a Baalistic name
here is part of the book's criticism
of Saul, but this is unlikely, since
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their kinsmen, with their kinsmen. 33 Ner begot Kish, Kish
begot Saut Saul begot Jonathan, Malchi-shua, Abinadab,
and Eshbaal; 34 and the son of Jonathan was Merib-baal;
and Merib-baal begot Micah. 35 The sons of Micah: Pithon,
Melech, Taarea, and Ahaz. 36 Ahaz begot Jehoaddah; and
Jehoaddah begot Alemeth, Azmaveth, and Zimri; Zimri
begot Moza. 37 Moza begot Binea; his son Raphah; his son
Eleasah, his son Azel. 3B Azel had six sons, and these are
their names: Azrikam, Bocheru, Ishmaet Sheariah, Oba
diah, and Hanan. All these were the sons of Azel. 39 The
sons of Eshek his brother: Ulam his first-born, Jeush the
second, and Eliphelet the third. 4D The descendants of
Ulam-men of substance, who drew the bow, had many
children and grandchildren-one hundred and fifty; all
these were Benjaminites.

9 All Israel was registered by genealogies; and these are

in the book of the kings of Israel. And Judah was taken
into exile in Babylon because of their trespass. 2•The first
to settle in their towns, on their property, were Israelites,
priests, Levites, and temple servants, 3 while some of the
Judahites and some of the Benjaminites and some of the
Ephraimites and Manassehites settled in Jerusalem;
4 Uthai son of Ammihud son of Omri son of Imri son of
Bani, from the sons of Perez son of Judah; 5 and of the
Shilonites: Asaiah the first-born and his sons. 6 0f the sons
of Zerah: Jeuel and their kinsmen-690. 7 0f the Benjamin
ites: Sallu son of Meshullam son of Hodaviah son of Has
senuah, 8 Ibneiah son of Jeroham, Elah son of Uzzi son of
Michri, and Meshullam son of Shephatiah son of Reuel
son of Ibneiah; 9 and their kinsmen, according to their
lines-956. All these were chiefs of their ancestral clans.
10 0f the priests: Jedaiah, Jehoiarib, Jachin, H and Aza
riah son of Hilkiah son of Meshullam son of Zadok son of
Meraioth son of Ahitub, chief officer of the House of God;
12 and Adaiah son of Jeroham son of Pashhur son of Mal
chijah, and Maasai son of Adiel son of Jahzerah son of Me
shullam son of Meshillemith son of Immer, 13 together
with their kinsmen, chiefs of their clans-1,760, men of
substance for the work of the service of the House of God.
14 Of the Levites: Shemaiah son of Hasshub son of
Azrikam son of Hashabiah, of the sons of Merari; 1 5 and
Bakbakkar, Heresh, Galat and Mattaniah son of Mica son
of Zichri son of Asaph; 16 and Obadiah son of Shemaiah son
of Galal son of Jeduthun, and Berechiah son of Asa son of
Elkanah, who dwelt in the villages of the Netophathites.
a With vv. 2-17, cf Nell.

n.J-19·

8 . 33-9 . 1 6

the same phenomenon is attested
in connection with David's sons
and, possibly, Solomon's officials
(see 14.7 l l 2 Sam. 5.16; 2 Chron.
10.18 l l 1 Kings 4.6; 12.18).
9.1-44 : Identity of the commu
nity. 1: Note the key word "tres

pass" (Heb "ma'al"). In Priestly
texts from the Torah, the term
denotes encroachment upon
(personal use of) sacred items; in
Second Temple sources its seman
tic field expands to cover more
general offenses. It appears fre
quently as part of Chronicles' the
ology, e.g., 10.13 (Saul's death);
2 Chron. 36.14 (Judah's exile).
2-1 7: Though parallel to Neh.
11.3-19, there are many differ
ences; some may be the result of
variant traditions, while others re
flect Chronicles' revisions. 2: The
opening words may refer to Sec
ond Temple society, requiring the
translation "The first to settle
again . . . . " On this reading, the v.
emphasizes that First Temple Is
rael, with all of its tribes, is still
alive and has its direct continua
tion in Second Temple society cen
tered in Jerusalem, i.e., the Babylo
nian exile effected little change in
the nation's structure. This is part
of Chronicles' inclusivist approach
to Israel's identity, as opposed to
Ezra-Nehemiah, which privileges
the returnees from the exile. Alter
natively, the v. has been translated
"The former settlers," referring to
the (early) preexilic settlement in
Jerusalem. On this approach, the
concluding words of v. 1 (And
Judah was taken into exile . . . )
are a gloss added to restore the re
ality of exile which the original
Chronicles had tried to avoid.
3: See Neh. 11.4, which makes no
reference to Ephraim and Manas
seh. Chronicles' version (if under
stood as referring to Second
Temple society) underscores the
inclusivist tendency of Chroni
cles vis-a-vis Ezra-Nehemiah.

F I R S T C H R O N I C L E S 9 . 1 7-9 . 4 1

17 The gatekeepers were: Shallum, Akkub, Talman, Ahi
man; and their kinsman Shallum was the chief 1 8 hitherto
in the King's Gate on the east. They were the keepers be
longing to the Levite camp. 19 Shallum son of Kore son of
Ebiasaph son of Korah, and his kinsmen of his clan, the
Korahites, were in charge of the work of the service,
guards of the threshold of the Tent; their fathers had been
guards of the entrance to the camp of the LORD. 2o And
Phinehas son of Eleazar was the chief officer over them in
time past; the LoRD was with him. 21 Zechariah the son of
Meshelemiah was gatekeeper at the entrance of the Tent
of Meeting. 22 All these, who were selected as gatekeepers
at the thresholds, were 212. They were selected by geneal
ogies in their villages. David and Samuel the seer estab
lished them in their office of trust. 23 They and their de
scendants were in charge of the gates of the House of the
LoRD, that is, the House of the Tent, as guards. 24 The gate
keepers were on the four sides, east, west, north, and
south; 25 and their kinsmen in their villages were obliged
to join them every seven days, according to a fixed sched
ule. 2 6 The four chief gatekeepers, who were Levites, were
entrusted to be over the chambers and the treasuries of
the House of God. 27 They spent the night near the House
of God; for they had to do guard duty, and they were in
charge of opening it every morning.
2B Some of them had charge of the service vessels, for
they were counted when they were brought back and
taken out. 29 Some of them were in charge of the vessels
and all the holy vessels, and of the flour, wine, oil, incense,
and spices. 30 Some of the priests blended the compound
of spices. 31 Mattithiah, one of the Levites, the first-born of
Shallum the Korahite, was entrusted with making the flat
cakes. 32 Also some of their Kohathite kinsmen had charge
of the rows of bread, to prepare them for each sabbath.
33 Now these are the singers, the chiefs of Levitical clans
who remained in the chambers free of other service, for
they were on duty day and night. 34 These were chiefs of
Levitical clans, according to their lines; these chiefs lived
in Jerusalem.
35 The father of Gibeon, Jeiel, lived in Gibeon, and the
name of his wife was Maacah. 36 His first-born son,
Abdon; then Zur, Kish, Baal, Ner, Nadab, 37 Gedor, Ahio,
Zechariah, and Mikloth; 38 Mikloth begot Shimeam; and
they lived in Jerusalem opposite their kinsmen, with their
kinsmen. 39 Ner begot Kish, Kish begot Saul, Saul begot
Jonathan, Malchi-shua, Abinadab, and Eshbaal; 40 and the
son of Jonathan was Merib-baal; and Merib-baal begot
Micah. 41 The sons of Micah: Pithon, Melech, Taharea;
-
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1 8-33: These verses, which have
no extant source, outline various
functions of the gatekeepers, who
may have attained added signifi
cance in the Second Temple pe
riod. 34-44: A repetition (with
variations) of part of the Benjamin
ite genealogy of 8.28-38; it here
serves to introduce King Saul, a
Benjaminite.
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42 Ahaz begot Jarah, and Jarah begot Alemeth, Azmaveth,
and Zimri; Zimri begot Moza. 43 Moza begot Binea; his son
was Rephaiah, his son Eleasah, his son Azel. 44 Azel had
six sons and these were their names: Azrikam, Bocheru,
Ishmael, Sheariah, Obadiah, and Hanan. These were the
sons of Azel.

1 0 •The Philistines attacked Israel, and the men of Is

rael fled before the Philistines and [many] fell on
Mount Gilboa. 2 The Philistines pursued Saul and his sons,
and the Philistines struck down Jonathan, Abinadab, and
Malchi-shua, sons of Saul. 3 The battle raged around Saul,
and the archers hit him, and he bwas wounded -b by the
archers. 4 Saul said to his arms-bearer, "Draw your sword
and run me through, so that these uncircumcised may not
come and make sport of me." But his arms-bearer, out of
great awe, refused; whereupon Saul grasped the sword
and fell upon it. s When the arms-bearer saw that Saul was
dead, he too fell on his sword and died. 6 Thus Saul and
his three sons and his entire house died together. 7 And
when all the men of Israel who were in the valley saw that
they< had fled and that Saul and his sons were dead, they
abandoned their towns and fled; the Philistines then came
and occupied them.
B The next day the Philistines came to strip the slain, and
they found Saul and his sons lying on Mount Gilboa.
9 They stripped him, and carried off his head and his
armor, and sent them throughout the land of the Philisn Wit/1 vv. 1-12, cf. 1 Sam. 3 1 .1-13.
b-b Mcn11i11g of Heb. llllcertnill.
c I.e., Jsmel.

Saul's death and transfer
of the monarchy to David. 1 Sam
1 0.1-14:

uel devotes approximately twenty
chs to the reign of Saul; Chronicles
deems one ch, focusing on Saul's
death, sufficient. This fact, in itself,
is a clear statement of Chronicles'
primary interests, viz., David and
the Davidic dynasty, and of the
author's negative assessment of
Saul. In addition to the paucity of
material, Chronicles' overall depic
tion of Saul is decidedly different
from that reflected in Samuel. The
latter contains a block of material
sympathetic to Saul, which em
phasizes his courage and leader
ship and the esteem in which he
was held. Overall, Samuel por
trays Saul as a multi-dimensional,

tragic figure. Chronicles knows
none of this; Saul is a one
dimensional figure, whose de
meaning death is just desert for a
host of offenses he committed.
Chronicles' version of the circum
stances of Saul's death and the
readiness of some of the popula
tion to bury his mutilated corpse
presents a far less flattering picture
than that in Samuel. 6: See intro
ductory comment to ch 8. In addi
tion to the contradictions noted
therein, the present v. clashes with
15.29, which indicates that (at the
least) Saul's daughter Michal re
mained alive. Some scholars ex
plain 10.6 as a compositional over
sight on the author's part. Others
argue that this inconsistency is the
- 1733-
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price that Chronicles had to pay in
order to promote two distinct posi
tions: The Chronicler wanted to
show that David fulfilled his
promise to Saul and his household
concerning the continued well
being of Saul's descendants
(1 Sam. 20.15; 24.22-23), but at
the same time Chronicles was con
cerned that David not appear as
a usurper-thus the notice that
David ascended an heirless throne
following Saul's death (vv. 1-3).
7: The words "they had fled" are
ambiguous; the present translation
understands them to refer to the
Israelite forces, while others take
them to mean that Saul and his
sons first fled, before giving up all
hope. This offers a sharp contrast
to David's valor; see 14.8 n. Saul's
demoralizing defeat, resulting in
whole tracts of Israel's land being
overrun by the enemy, must be
seen against the backdrop of
Chronicles' "land-theology"
which, as noted, portrays a picture
of continuous Israelite settlement
in its land and, moreover, main
tains that the entire territory of Ca
naan had already been settled by
the patriarchs (see 13.5 n.). The
message is thus clear: Saul's rule
was disastrous. 8: For the connec
tion between Saul and the people
of Jabesh, see 1 Sam. ch 11. 1 Sam.
ch 31 claims that Saul's corpse,
with his head attached, was taken
from the battlefield and impaled
on the wall of Beth-shan. Retriev
ing the corpse entailed a danger
ous operation: The people of Ja
besh, operating by night, would
have had to penetrate enemy terri
tory under the very noses of the
Philistine guards, suggesting that
Saul was truly venerated by the
people of Jabesh. By contrast,
Chronicles states that Saul's head
was taken to the temple of Dagon
while the rest of his corpse was left
at the battle site. According to this
scenario, the people of Jabesh were
willing to attend to Saul's corpse
left on Mount Gilboa, but they
were not prepared to endanger
their own lives by approaching the
(Philistine) temple of Dagon. Ad
ditionally, Saul was never buried
fully and properly, a sign of dis-

FIRST CHRONICLES

10. 10-1 1 .4

tines to spread the news to their idols and among the peo
ple. l O They placed his armor in the temple of their god,
and they impaled his head in the temple of Dagan.
1 1 When all Jabesh-gilead heard everything that the Philis
tines had done to Saul, 1 2 all their stalwart men set out, re
moved the bodies of Saul and his sons, and brought them
to Jabesh. They buried the bones under the oak tree in Ja
besh, and they fasted for seven days. 13 Saul died for the
trespass that he had committed against the LoRD in not
having fulfilled the command of the LoRD; moreover, he
had consulted a ghost to seek advice, 14 and did not seek
advice of the LoRD; so He had him slain and the kingdom
transferred to David son of Jesse.

l l "We
•All Israel gathered to David at Hebron and said,
are your own flesh and blood. 2 Long before

now, even when Saul was king, you were the leader of Is
rael; and the LoRD your God said to you: You shall shep
herd My people Israel; you shall be ruler of My people
Israel." 3 All the elders of Israel came to the king at He
bron, and David made a pact with them in Hebron before
the LoRD. And they anointed David king over Israel, ac
cording to the word of the LoRD through Samuel.
4 David and all Israel set out for Jerusalem, that is Jebus,
a With vv. 1-9, cf 2 Sam. 5.1-10, and with vv. 11-41, cf 2 San·l . 23.8-39 ·
grace. This reflects Saul's dimin
ished image in Chronicles.
1 3-14: Chronicles routinely ex
plains death as punishment for
sins, and so here, unlike in 1 Sam
uel, attributes Saul's death to his
sins. To do so, it must rewrite
some of the material that is known
from Samuel (e.g., 1 Sam. 28.8-23).
Chronicles highlights Saul's failure
to seek advice (Heb "darash") of
the LORD before going to battle, in
contrast to 1 Sam. ch 28, where
Saul was prevented from receiving
divine guidance. This also creates
a clear contrast with David's con
duct (see 14.10, 14). The concluding
words emphasize that the transfer
of power to David was both imme
diate and decreed in heaven, a
point restated several times in the
ensuing chs. For trespass, see 9.1 n.

Chs 1 1-29: David's rule. The por
trait of David is greatly enhanced.
Many unflattering episodes found
in Samuel are deleted, while posi-

live aspects of David's career are
embellished. There is, however,
no attempt to whitewash all of
David's misdeeds. The most strik
ing change in Chronicles' por
trayal concerns David's role in the
religious cultus. Whereas Samuel
describes the political and per
sonal experiences of David the
warrior, Chronicles' David is, first
and foremost, the patron of the
cultus. This portrayal, together
with David's association with
(parts of) the book of Psalms, casts
him as a spiritual figure, leading to
the rabbinic depiction of David as
a Torah scholar. This transition is
also attested in the Dead Sea
Scrolls of Qumran, where David is
credited with the composition of
more than 4,000 psalms.

David's ascension to the
throne. The formulation conveys
1 1 .1-3:

the unmistakable impression that
the transition between Saul's de
mise and David's rule was both

KETHUVIM
immediate and smooth; there was
no void nor period of political in
stability. David's ascension to the
throne was the result of divine de
cree and unanimous popular sup
port. This differs dramatically
from 2 Sam. chs 1-4, which de
scribe the power struggle follow
ing Saul's death. Additionally,
Chronicles never mentions
David's having been a local chief
tain; he is instead portrayed as
going from private citizen to
monarch over a united Israel
Judah. This, too, contradicts Sam
uel, which presents David as a
local, Judahite leader, whose lead
ership over a united confederation
of tribes comes about gradually,
following years offriction between
him and the regnant Saul. Chroni
cles thus avoids portraying David
as a usurper since for the Chroni
cler, the "true" or "ideal" Israel
consists of a unity of all the
tribes headed by one legitimate
monarch. 1: Whereas 2 Sam. 5.1
speaks of all the tribes coming to
Hebron, Chronicles says that all Is
rael came, reflecting the outpour
ing of unanimous support for
David. This point is reiterated at
12.24-41. The participation by the
entire nation in important events is
a recurring motif in Chronicles.
4-9: The conquest of Jerusalem.
The appearance of this passage at
this juncture is prompted by liter
ary, rather than chronological, con
siderations-its placement con
veys the impression that David's
first official act consisted of captur
ing Jerusalem. It is true that, ac
cording to Chronicles, Jerusalem
attains its special status only later
(see 1 Chron. chs 21-22). Still, the
centrality of Jerusalem was so
deeply rooted by the time of
Chronicles that his readers would
probably have seen this story as
suggestive of David's (prophetic
ally) inspired leadership. Accord
ing to biblical tradition, Jerusalem
had been a Jebusite city, so that no
Israelite tribe had any stronger
claim to it than another-a sort of
Washington, D.C. Viewed in the
context of 2 Samuel, David's deci
sion to establish Jerusalem as his
new capital was designed to con-
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FIRST CHRONICLES

1 1 . 5-1 1 . 22

where the Jebusite inhabitants of the land lived. 5 David
was told by the inhabitants of Jebus, "You will never get
in here!" But David captured the stronghold of Zion; it is
now the City of David. 6 David said, "Whoever attacks the
Jebusites first will be the chief officer"; Joab son of Zeruiah
attacked first, and became the chief.
7 David occupied the stronghold; therefore it was re
named the City of David. B David also fortified the sur
rounding area, from the Millo roundabout, and Joab re
built the rest of the city. 9 David kept growing stronger, for
the LoRD of Hosts was with him.
10 And these were David's chief warriors who strongly
supported him in his kingdom, together with all Israel, to
make him king, according to the word of the LORD con
cerning Israel.
11 This is the list of David's warriors: Jashobeam son of
Hachmoni, the chief officer; he wielded his spear against
three hundred and slew them all on one occasion. 12 Next
to him was Eleazar son of Dodo, the Ahohite; he was one
of the three warriors. 13 He was with David at Pas
Dammim when the Philistines gathered there for battle.
There was a plot of ground full of barley there; the troops
had fled from the Philistines, 14 but they took their stand
in the middle of the plot and defended it, and they routed
the Philistines. Thus the LoRD wrought a great victory.
15 Three of the thirty chiefs went down to the rock to
David, at the cave of Adullam, while a force of Philistines
was encamped in the Valley of Rephaim. 16 David was
then in the stronghold, and a Philistine garrison was then
at Bethlehem. 1 7 David felt a craving and said, "If only I
could get a drink of water from the cistern which is by the
gate of Bethlehem!" l B So the three got through the Philis
tine camp, and drew water from the cistern which is by
the gate of Bethlehem, and they carried it back to David.
But David would not drink it, and he poured it out as a li
bation to the LoRD. 19 for he said, "God forbid that I
should do this! Can I drink the blood of these men who
risked their lives?"-for they had brought it at the risk of
their lives, and he would not drink it. Such were the ex
ploits of the three warriors.
20 Abshai, the brother of Joab, was head of another
three. He once wielded his spear against three hundred
and slew them. He won a name among the three; 2 1 among
the three he was more highly regarded than the other two,
and so he became their commander. However, he did not
attain to the other three.
22 Benaiah son of Jehoiada from Kabzeel was a brave
soldier who performed great deeds. He killed the two
- 1736-
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solidate his hold over a newly
united entity (Israel and Judah),
which emerged only after a
lengthy period of political insta
bility. In Chronicles, however,
David's ascension to the throne re
ceives unanimous support; there is
no need to seek a capital that will
give stability to his regime. Ac
cordingly, the conquest of Jerusa
lem takes on a different meaning
in Chronicles: David intuitively
sensed jerusalem's (future) impor
tance. Chronicles again claims that
all Israel participated in this ven
ture, whereas 2 Sam. ch 5 states
that David was accompanied by
"his men"; David's venture in
2 Sam. is a private one, whereas
Chronicles views it as a religious
priority, involving the entire na
tion. 5: Chronicles deletes 2 Sam.
5.6b, 8, either because that passage
was deemed incomprehensible or
because it was seen as a ttributing
to David a degrading prejudice to
ward the blind and lame. 6-8: The
role of Joab in capturing and pro
viding for Jerusalem does not ap
pear in 2 Samuel. The mention of
Joab here foreshadows the follow
ing chs, which list David's war
riors and their achievements, re
quiring that Chronicles establish
Joab's credentials. While it is un
clear whether this datum is based
on historical records or is the
Chronicler's invention, the net re
sult is a more positive image of
Joab than that in the Deuterono
mistic History (see 20.1; 21.3-6; cf.
1 Kings 2.5-6). The glorification of
David's closest officers adds to
David's glorification. In addition,
Chronicles' version enhances the
importance of jerusalem: He who
captures Jerusalem attains glory
and leadership. Chronicles further
claims that the name "City of
David" was given to Jerusalem by
the people of Israel, another sign
of public support for David.
2 Samuel, however, suggests that
David, who alone (without Joab)
was responsible for the capture of
Jerusalem, introduced the new
name. This fits the personal nature
of David's venture, according to
Samuel, and also makes for a less
modest David.
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[sons] of Ariel of Moab. Once, on a snowy day, he went
down into a pit and killed a lion. 23 He also killed an Egyp
tian, a giant of a man five cubits tall. The Egyptian had a
spear in his hand, like a weaver's beam, yet [Benaiah]
went down against him with a club, wrenched the spear
out of the Egyptian's hand, and killed him with his own
spear. 24 Such were the exploits of Benaiah son of Jehoiada;
and he won a name among the three warriors. 25 He was
highly regarded among the thirty, but he did not attain to
the three. David put him in charge of his bodyguard!
26 The valiant warriors: Asahel brother of Joab, Elhanan
son of Dodo from Bethlehem, 27 Shammoth the Harorite,
Helez the Pelonite, 28 Ira son of Ikkesh from Tekoa, Abie
zer of Anathoth, 29 Sibbecai the Hushathite, Ilai the Aho
hite, 30 Mahrai the Netophathite, Heled son of Baanah the
Netophathite, 31 Ittai son of Ribai from Gibeah of the Ben
jaminites, Benaiah of Pirathon, 32 Hurai of Nahale-gaash,
Abiel the Arbathite, 33 Azmaveth the Bahrumite, Eliahba
of Shaalbon, 34 the sons of Hashem the Gizonite, Jonathan
son of Shageh the Hararite, 35 Ahiam son of Sacar the
Hararite, Eliphal son of Ur, 36 Hepher the Mecherathite,
Ahijah the Pelonite, 37 Hezro the Carmelite, Naarai son of
Ezbai, 3 8 Joel brother of Nathan, Mibhar son of Hagri,
39 Zelek the Ammonite, Naharai the Berothite-the arms
bearer of Joab son of Zeruiah-4D ira the Ithrite, Gareb the
Ithrite, 41 Uriah the Hittite, Zabad son of Ahlai. 42 Adina
son of Shiza the Reubenite, a chief of the Reubenites, and
thirty with him; 43 Hanan son of Maacah, and Joshaphat
the Mithnite; 44 Uzziah the Ashterathite, Shama and Jeiel
sons of Hotham the Aroerite; 45 Jedaiael son of Shimri, and
Joha his brother, the Tizite; 46 Eliel the Mahavite, and Jeri
bai and Joshaviah sons of Elnaam, and Ithmah the Moab
ite; 47 Eliel, Obed, and Jaassiel the Mezobaite.
following joined David at Ziklag while he was
1 2 The
still in hiding from Saul son of Kish; these were the

warriors who gave support in battle; 2 they were armed
with the bow and could use both right hand and left hand
to sling stones or shoot arrows with the bow; they were
kinsmen of Saul from Benjamin. 3 At the head were
Ahiezer and Joash, sons of Shemaah of Gibeah; and Jeziel
and Pelet, sons of Azmaveth; and Beracah and Jehu of An
athoth; 4 Ishmaiah of Gibeon, a warrior among the thirty,
leading the thirty; 5 Jeremiah, Jahaziel, Johanan, and Joza
bad of Gederah; 6 Eluzai, Jerimoth, Bealiah, Shemariah,
and Shephatiah the Hariphite; 7 Elkanah, Isshiah, Azarel,
n Menning ofHcb. uncertain.
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1 1 .23-12.7

1 1 .1�6: Warriors who joined
David. This material is largely

similar to that of 2 Sam. ch 23,
often viewed as part of an appen
dix to Samuel; this is one of sev
eral places where the Chronicler
has rearranged his source material.
Its placement at the end of Samuel
allows for the reasonable inference
that these warriors joined David
over the course of his forty-year
rule, while the Chronicler's se
quence implies that these elite
fighters joined the king at the very
outset of his rule, supporting the
notion that David enjoyed unani
mous support. The historicity of
the sixteen warriors in vv. 41b-47
added by Chronicles to the list in
2 Samuel has been the subject of
differing views. 1 3-14: In contrast
to 2 Sam. 23.10, the Masoretic Text
of Chronicles indicates that the
Philistines were routed by Eleazar
and David; cf. Saul's conduct in
10.7 and see n. there. LXX and
other ancient versions of Chroni
cles read the singular form, indi
cating that it was Eleazar alone
who defeated the enemy. Both
readings accomplish the same
goal, namely, exaltation of David.
The Masoretic reading does so by
stressing that David's valor was a
crucial factor in the victory; the
other versions do so by highlight
ing the truly extraordinary abilities
of the warriors who saw fit to join
David. 1 6-19: Realizing that his
actions needlessly endangered his
men, and that drinking the water
would be tantamount to drinking
blood-an act proscribed by Lev.
17.1 1-12; Deut. 12.23-25-he offers
it as a libation (offering) to God.
23: Chronicles' reformulation of
2 Sam. 23.21 includes elements
patterned after 1 Sam. 17.4, 7,
which describes the defeat of the
Philistine hero Goliath. Chronicles'
version magnifies Benaiah's ("Be
nayahu's") military prowess, a fact
which ultimately exalts David's
status.
1 2.1-23: Warriors who joined
David at Ziklag. This nonsynoptic

section emphasizes the broad
based support which David en
joyed among all tribes and seg-

FIRST CHRONICLES 1 2 . 8-12.22
Joezer, and Jashobeam the Korahites; BJoelah and Zeba
diah, sons of Jeroham of Gedor! 9 0f the Gadites, there
withdrew to follow David to the wilderness stronghold
valiant men, fighters fit for battle, armed with shield and
spear; they had the appearance of lions, and were as swift
as gazelles upon the mountains: 10 Ezer the chief, Obadiah
the second, Eliab the third, 11 Mashmannah the fourth, Jer
emiah the fifth, 12 Attai the sixth, Eliel the seventh, 13 Joha
nan the eighth, Elzabad the ninth, 14 Jeremiah the tenth,
Machbannai the eleventh. 15 Those were the Gadites,
heads of the army. The least was equal to a hundred, the
greatest to a thousand. 16 These were the ones who crossed
the Jordan in the first month, when it was at its crest, and
they put to flight all the lowlanders to the east and west.
17 Some of the Benjaminites and Judahites came to the
stronghold to David, 18 and David went out to meet them,
saying to them, "If you come on a peaceful errand, to sup
port me, then I will make common cause with you, but if
to betray me to my foes, for no injustice on my part, then
let the God of our fathers take notice and give judgment."
19 Then the spirit seized Amasai, chief of the captains:
"We are yours, David,
On your side, son of Jesse;
At peace, at peace with you,
And at peace with him who supports you,
For your God supports you."
So David accepted them, and placed them at the head of
his band.
2D Some Manassites went over to David's side when he
came with the Philistines to make war against Saul, but
they were of no help to them, because the lords of the Phil
istines in council dismissed him, saying, "He will go over
to the side of his lord, Saul, and it will cost us our heads";
21 when he went to Ziklag, these Manassites went over to
his side-Adnah, Jozabad, Jediael, Michael, Jozabad,
Elihu, and Zillethai, chiefs of the clans of Manasseh.
22 It was they who gave support to David against the
band,b for all were valiant men; and they were officers of
the force.
a Or, "the troop," reading Heb. gedud with several mss.
b I.e., the band of Amalekite raiders; cf. 1 Sam. JO.S, 15.

ments of the people, including
Saul's kinsmen. Indeed, the fact
that these many warriors joined
David before his accession to the
throne attests to the depth of
David's popularity. The list high
lights two qualities of these war-

riors: unusual martial qualifica
tions and extreme eagerness to join
David at all costs, without delay. It
is likely that this ch is based at
least in part on older sources.
1 7-18: It is not immediately ap
parent why this group is singled
- 1738-
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out or, put differently, why David
suspected them more than the oth
ers. Some note that this group par
allels the one that remained loyal
to the Davidic dynasty at the time
of its schism; see 2 Chron. 10.16;
1 Kings 12.16. Because of this and
other similarities and contrastive
elements shared with those pas
sages (see also, 2 Sam. 20.1), it is
argued that this passage is Chroni
cles' way of reinforcing the divine
election of David and his succes
sors. Perhaps this section high
lights the fact that even Benjamin
ites, of Saul's tribe, followed David
(see v. 2). 1 9: This reflects Chroni
cles' innovative view on prophets
and prophecy. Whereas many bib
lical books view prophecy as the
exclusive prerogative of "profes
sional" prophets whose activity
centers on the monarchy, Chroni
cles maintains that any individual,
even a non-Israelite, may, Wlder
the proper circumstances, serve as
a conduit for conveying the divine
will; hence, Amasai, a military
man, experiences ad hoc prophecy.
The possession formulae (the spirit
seized) introduce the speeches of
"non-prophets" only, indicating
that Chronicles differentiates be
tween this group and "profes
sional" prophets.
1 2.24-41: Fighting forces at He

bron. Chronicles again stresses
that the selection of David was by
divine decree, both explicitly in
v. 24, "in accordance with the
word of the LoRD," and through
the structure and contents of the
narrative. 25-39: The total number
of the fighting men who arrived at
Hebron, 340,822, does not take into
account other (male) Israelites who
supported David from afar. The in
credible size of this number, and
others in Chronicles, has led some
scholars to argue that the Heb
word '"elef" in these passages
does not mean "thousand," but
denotes, rather, a clan-based mili
tia Wlit consisting of perhaps fif
teen members. Closer examination
of the relevant passages, however,
reveals that Chronicles did, in fact,
have the meaning "thousands" in
mind. The passage emphasizes the
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23 Day in day out, people came to David to give him
support, until there was an army as vast as the army of
God.
24 These are the numbers of the [men of the] armed
bands who joined David at Hebron to transfer Saul's king
dom to him, in accordance with the word of the LoRD:
25 Judahites, equipped with shield and spear-6,8oo
armed men; 26 Simeonites, valiant men, fighting troops7,100; 27 of the Levites-4,6oo; 2 8 Jehoiada, chief officer of
the Aaronides; with him, 3,700; 29 Zadok, a young valiant
man, with his clan-22 officers; 30 of the Benjaminites,
kinsmen of Saul, 3,000 in their great numbers, hitherto
protecting the interests of the house of Saul; 31 of the
Ephraimites, 2o,8oo valiant men, famous in their clans;
32 of the half-tribe of Manasseh, 18,ooo, who were desig
nated by name to come and make David king; 33 of the Is
sacharites, men who knew how to interpret the signs of
the times, to determine how Israel should act; their chiefs
were 200, and all their kinsmen followed them; 34 of Zebu
lun, those ready for service, able to man a battle line with
all kinds of weapons, 5o,ooo, giving support wholeheart
edly; 35 of Naphtali, 1,ooo chieftains with their shields and
lances-J7,ooo; 36 of the Danites, able to man the battle
line-28,6oo; 37 of Asher, those ready for service to man
the battle line-4o,ooo; 38 from beyond the Jordan, of the
Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh,
together with all kinds of military weapons-12o,ooo.
39 All these, fighting men, manning the battle line with
whole heart, came to Hebron to make David king over all
Israel. Likewise, all the rest of Israel was of one mind to
make David king.
40 They were there with David three days, eating and
drinking, for their kinsmen had provided for them.
41 And also, their relatives as far away as Issachar, Zebu
lun, and Naphtali brought food by ass, camel, mule, and
ox-provisions of flour, cakes of figs, raisin cakes, wine,
oil, cattle, and sheep in abundance, for there was joy in Is
rael.

1 3 Then David consulted with the officers of the thou

sands and the hundreds, with every chief officer.
2 David said to the entire assembly of Israel, "If you ap
prove, and if the LORD our God concurs," let us send far
and wide to our remaining kinsmen throughout the terri
tories of Israel, including the priests and Levites in the
towns where they have pasturelands, that they should
n Menning ofHeb. wJcrrtni11.

12.23-13.2

enormous number of Israelites
who not only supported David
but traveled from afar in order to
demonstrate support for him. It
is striking that the largest contin
gents hail from the most distant
regions, indicating complete and
far-reaching support for David.
13.1-14: Transferring the Ark: the
failed attempt. 1 Chron. ch 13 re

flects 2 Sam. ch 6, while 1 Chron.
ch 14 reflects 2 Sam. ch 5, another
example of the Chronicler's re
arrangement of his source material
(see 11.1o-46 n.). The reason for
this rearrangement is explored
below (14.1-17 n.). 1-4: In 2 Sam.
ch 6, David's transfer of the Ark to
his new capital is intended to con
solidate his position as leader of
the newly unified nation; accord
ingly, he is accompanied by thirty
thousand "picked men." Histori
cally, this is a reasonable motive,
inasmuch as the establishment of a
functioning cultus was, in the an
cient Near East, a measure of a
monarch's success and stability.
By contrast, Chronicles presents
David's act as expressing genuine
concern for the cultus (see Ps. 132),
requiring the support and partici
pation of the entire nation. More
over, Chronicles' David seeks the
nation's consent. This portrays
Israel's only legitimate monarchy
in a "democratized" fashion;
David consults with his subjects
or, more precisely, his kinsmen
(v. 2). This utopian depiction may
be an expression of Chronicles'
messianic yearnings. In addition,
the author again makes the claim
that important historical events
were approved, and attended, by
the population at large-a clarion
call to his contemporaries for simi
lar support. 2: Heb "p-r-tz," lit. "to
break forth," (here rendered "far
and wide") recurs in various forms
in this and the following ch. Its use
in the present v. is particularly un
usual, serving to alert the reader
that David has "broken forth /
out," i.e., acted impetuously. As
emerges in ch 15, David's inten
tions were sincere, but his rash de
cision, which ignored critical cultic
norms, resulted in disaster. See
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gather together to us 3 in order to transfer the Ark of our
God to us, for throughout the days of Saul we paid no re
gard to it." 4 The entire assembly agreed to do so, for the
proposal pleased all the people. s David then assembled
all Israel from Shihor of Egypt to Lebo-hamath, in order to
bring the Ark of God from Kiriath-jearim. 6•David and all
Israel went up to Baalah, Kiriath-jearim of Judah, to bring
up from there the Ark of God, the LoRD, Enthroned on the
Cherubim, to which the Name was attached. 7 They trans
ported the Ark of God on a new cart from the house of
Abinadab; Uzza and Ahio guided the cart, B and David
and all Israel danced before God with all their might
with songs, lyres, harps, timbrels, cymbals, and trumpets.
9 But when they came to the threshing floor of Chidon,
Uzza put out his hand to hold the Ark of God because the
oxen had stumbled.b lO The LoRD was incensed at Uzza,
and struck him down, because he laid a hand on the Ark;
and so he died there before God. 11 David was distressed
because the LoRD <·had burst out·< against Uzza; and that
place was named Perez-uzzah, as it is still called.
12 David was afraid of God that day; he said, "How can
I bring the Ark of God here?" B So David did not remove
the Ark to his place in the City of David; instead, he di
verted it to the house of Obed-edom the Gittite. 14 The Ark
of God remained in the house of Obed-edom, in its own
abode, three months, and the LoRD blessed the house of
Obed-edom and all he had.

1 4 dKing Hiram of Tyre sent envoys to David with

cedar logs, stonemasons, and carpenters to build a
palace for him. 2 Thus David knew that the LoRD had esa Witlr vv. 6-14, cf 2 Sam. 6.2-11.
b Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
d Wit/1 vv. 1-16, cf 2 Sam. 5.11-25c-c Heb. para� . . . pere�.

comments to ch 15. 4-6: Chroni
cles' version reflects its portrayal
of Solomon and David as parallel
or continuous figures; David is in
no way inferior to Solomon. This
was important since only Solomon
constructed the Temple i tself, and
thus he might be seen as more sig
nificant than David. Thus, since
1 Kings ch 8 (compare 2 Chron.
5.2) states that the elders and tribal
heads participated in the reloca
tion of the Ark into the Temple, the
author provided a similar scene
for David. 5: This v. conveys two
important views. First, as under
stood by most scholars, Chronicles

maintains a position attested only
rarely in the Bible (see Josh. 1J.J),
that Israel's southern border ex
tends to the easternmost branch of
the Nile (Shilwr), i.e., Pelusium, lo
cated on the western coast of the
Sinai peninsula. Second, in con
trast to the early history, which
portrays a gradual expansion of Is
raelite control culminating in the
conquests of David, Chronicles
claims that all of Canaan had al
ready been populated by Israelites
at an early stage in the nation's
history. This is another expression
of Chronicles' position regarding
Israel's continuous presence in its
- 1740-
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land. Most scholars identify Lebo
hamath with Lebweh in modern
Syria. These borders are ideal; it is
doubtful that Israel ever controlled
such an extensive area. 6: Clwru
bim: Traditional Jewish sources,
using an Aramaic wordplay, tend
to view the cherubs as angel-like
figures, having the face of a child
(b. Sukkalz 5b); several medieval ex
egetes, however, reject this posi
tion (e.g., Rashbam; Hezekiah
ben Manoah ["J:Iizzequni"]). The
cherubs were actually griffinlike or
sphinxlike, composite creatures,
similar to those attested in other
cultures of the ancient Near East.
Their role was twofold: to protect
sacred or important precincts by
warding off evil forces, and to
serve as a throne for gods and I or
kings (see Exod. 25.18-22; 26.31;
Ezek. 1.5-27; 10.1-22; see notes to
these vv.). This latter role explains
why it is that the LoRD is referred
to as Enthroned on the Cherztbim, as
well as the Ark's unique status: It
symbolizes the presence of the
LoRD. 9-14: Obed-edom is a Git
tite, probably hailing from the city
of Gath, in Philistine territory.
Nothing in 2 Sam. ch 6 suggests
that he was a Levite. Nonetheless,
the ample attestation of Levitical
guards and musicians bearing this
name in 1 Chronicles (e.g., ch 16)
implies that Chronicles views him
as a Levite. Some scholars defend
this pedigree, arguing that Chroni
cles understood Gath to refer to
Gath-rimmon, a Levitical city
(Josh. 19.45; 21.24). It is more
likely, however, that Chronicles
could not portray David as aban
doning the Ark in a house of a for
eigner which just happened to be
close to the site of Uzza's death.
Thus, the Chronicler reworked the
genealogies to suggest that David
placed the Ark in the hands of a
person formally charged with this
cultic task.
14.1-17: David's palace, family,
and battles. The material found in

this ch appears in 2 Samuel in a
different arrangement. 2 Sam. ch 5
places this material between
David's coronation and his capture
of Jerusalem, allowing the infer-
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tablished him as king over Israel, and that his kingship
was highly exalted for the sake of His people Israel.
3 David took more wives in Jerusalem, and David begot
more sons and daughters. 4 These are the names of the
children born to him in Jerusalem:• Shammua, Shobab,
Nathan, and Solomon; 5 1bhar, Elishua, and Elpelet;
6 Nogah, Nepheg, and Japhia; 7 Elishama, Beeliada, and
Eliphelet.
B When the Philistines heard that David had been
anointed king over all Israel, all the Philistines went up in
search of David; but David heard of it, and he went out to
them. 9 The Philistines came and raided the Valley of
Rephaim. 10David inquired of God, "Shall I go up against
the Philistines? Will You deliver them into my hands?"
And the LoRD answered him, "Go up, and I will deliver
them into your hands." 11 Thereupon David ascended
Baal-perazim, and David defeated them there. David said,
"God b-burst out-b against my enemies by my hands as wa
ters burst out." That is why that place was named Baal
perazim. 1 2 They abandoned their gods there, and David
ordered these to be burned.
13 Once again the Philistines raided the valley. 14 David
inquired of God once more, and God answered, "Do not
go up after them, but circle around them and confront
them at the bacac trees. 15 And when you hear the sound of
marching in the tops of the baca trees, then go out to battle,
for God will be going in front of you to attack the Philis
tine forces." 16 David did as God had commanded him;
and they routed the Philistines from Gibeon all the way to
Gezer. 1 7 David became famous throughout the lands, and
the LoRD put the fear of him in all the nations.

1 5 He had houses made for himself in the City of
David, and he prepared a place for the Ark of God,

n With the list in vv. 4-7, cf also 1 Chron. J.s-8.
c Menning of Heb. uncertain.
b-b Heb. para�.

ence that David occupied himself
with personal matters (e.g., con
struction of his palace) before at
tending to the Ark. Chronicles, by
placing this material between the
two attempts at transferring the
Ark, conveys the impression that
the delay in attending to the Ark
was not due to lack of motivation;
rather, David was occupied with
other matters. Chronicles deletes
2 Sam. 6.12, which indicates that
David renewed his efforts only

after being informed that Obed
edom had prospered as a result of
the Ark's presence because this
portrayal reflects poorly upon
David and his veneration of the
cultus-two important emphases
of the book. Chronicles offers no
clear explanation regarding the
timing behind David's decision to
again attend to the Ark; this im
plies that David returned to this
task at the first opportunity fol
lowing the activi ties described in
- 1741 -
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ch 14. 1-2: The placement of this
passage in Chronicles may indi
cate that, despite David's culpabil
ity in the failure of the first at
tempt to relocate the Ark and
Uzza's death, he was still the ob
ject of divine favor, since his inten
tions concerning the cultus were
sincere. 3-7: Having many wives
and children is a sign of success
and divine favor in Chronicles;
hence the passage's juxtaposition
to the preceding vv.
1 4.8-17: David defeats the Philis
tines. These vv. convey a funda

mental difference between David
and Saul: Unlike Saul, David in
quires of God in time of need
(war), thereby assuring victory.
They also anticipate the reason
(given in ch 15) for the disastrous
results of David's first attempt
to move the Ark. The Heb root
"p-r-tz" in v. 11 serves to connect
this ch with chs 13 (vv. 2, 11) and
15 (v. 13), indicating that when
Israel follows the divine lead, all
goes well; when they act rashly
("p-r-tz") and without due concern
for the law, punishment follows.
1 2: Cf. 2 Sam. 5.21. The latter
states that David and his men
"carried off" the enemies' idols.
Chronicles' formulation is de
signed to reconcile David's con
duct with Deut. 8.25, which de
mands that such paraphernalia be
burnt. Deuteronomy in its final
form was not authoritative for the
author of Samuel, but was for the
Chronicler; given his interest in
depicting David as righteous, the
v. needed to be adjusted so David
would follow "Mosaic" law. It is
unclear whether the Chronicler
simply changed his text or, as
some aver, he interpreted the Heb
term in 2 Samuel, "vayisa'em" "he
carried them off," to mean "burnt
them"; evidence from the Dead
Sea Scrolls may also suggest that
this particular change predated the
Chronicler.
15.1-29: The Ark successfully
moved to Jerusalem. The primary

purpose of this ch is to explain, in
theological terms, the reason(s) be
hind David's ultimate success in

FIRST CHRONICLES 1 5 .2-15 .24

and pitched a tent for it. 2 Then David gave orders that
none but the Levites were to carry the Ark of God, for the
LoRD had chosen them to carry the Ark of the LoRD and to
minister to Him forever. 3 David assembled all Israel in Je
rusalem to bring up the Ark of the LoRD to its place,
which he had prepared for it. 4 Then David gathered to
gether the Aaronides and the Levites: 5 the sons of Kohath:
Uriel the officer and his kinsmen-12o; 6 the sons of Me
rari: Asaiah the officer and his kinsmen-220; 7 the sons of
Gershom: Joel the officer and his kinsmen-130; B the sons
of Elizaphan: Shemaiah the officer and his kinsmen-2oo;
9 the sons of Hebron: Eliel the officer and his kinsmen
So; 1 D the sons of Uzziel: Amminadab the officer and his
kinsmen-112.
11 David sent for Zadok and Abiathar the priests, and
for the Levites: Uriel, Asaiah, Joel, Shemaiah, Eliel, and
Amminadab. 12 He said to them, "You are the heads of
the clans of the Levites; sanctify yourselves, you and
your kinsmen, and bring up the Ark of the LORD God of
Israel to [the place] I have prepared for it. 13 •-Because
you were not there the first time,-• the LORD our God
burst out against us, for we did not show due regard for
Him."
14 The priests and Levites sanctified themselves in order
to bring up the Ark of the LoRD God of Israel. 15 The Le
vites carried the Ark of God by means of poles on their
shoulders, as Moses had commanded in accordance with
the word of the LoRD. 1 6 David ordered the officers of the
Levites to install their kinsmen, the singers, with musical
instruments, harps, lyres, and cymbals, joyfully making
their voices heard. 17 So the Levites installed Heman son
of Joel and, of his kinsmen, Asaph son of Berechiah; and,
of the sons of Merari their kinsmen, Ethan son of Kusha
iah. 1B Together with them were their kinsmen of second
rank, Zechariah, Ben, Jaaziel, Shemiramoth, Jehiel, Unni,
Eliab, Benaiah, Maaseiah, Mattithiah, Eliphalehu, Mikne
iah, Obed-edom and Jeiel the gatekeepers. 19 Also the
singers Heman, Asaph, and Ethan to sound the bronze
cymbals, 20 and Zechariah, Aziel, Shemiramoth, Jehiel,
Unni, Eliab, Maaseiah; and Benaiah with harps •·on ala
moth;·• 21 also Mattithiah, Eliphalehu, Mikneiah, Obed
edom, Jeiel, and Azaziah, with lyres to lead •·on the shemi
nith;·• 22 also Chenaniah, officer of the Levites in song; b he
was in charge of the songb because he was a master.
23 Berechiah and Elkanah were gatekeepers for the Ark.
24 Shebaniah, Joshaphat, Nethanel, Amasai, Zechariah, Bea-a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.

b Meaning of Heb. 11ncatain.
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transporting the Ark. Two issues
inform the Chronicler's reformula
tion of 2 Samuel: (1) the author's
need to account for the failure of
the first attempt at relocating the
Ark, a point not addressed in
2 Samuel, and (2) the author's un
willingness to accept material
concerning cultic norms which
Samuel's version contains because
these conflict with Torah texts
and Second Temple practices.
2-1 1 : The second attempt at bring
ing the Ark to Jerusalem is suc
cessful because David observes the
cultic norms of the Torah; see
Deut. 10.10 and Num. 7.9, which
suggest that Levites and priests
must lead all cultic events and cer
emonies. 1 2: The holiness of the
Ark requires that those handling it
sanctify themselves; cf. Josh. 3.5-6.
1 3-15: David complies with Torah
legislation; see Num. 6.9. 1 6, 1 9:
The cymbals, like the trumpets,
were not used for musical accom
paniment; rather, they announced
the beginning of a song; see 23.5 n.
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naiah, and Eliezer the priests sounded the trumpets before
the Ark of God, and Obededom and Jehiah were gate
keepers for the Ark. 25•Then David and the elders of Israel
and the officers of the thousands who were going to bring
up the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD from the house of
Obed-edom were joyful. 26 Since God helped the Levites
who were carrying the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD,
they sacrificed seven bulls and seven rams. 27 Now David
and all the Levites who were carrying the Ark, and the
singers and Chenaniah, officer of song of the singers,
b-were wrapped -b in robes of fine linen, and David wore a
linen ephod. 28 All Israel brought up the Ark of the Cove
nant of the LoRD with shouts and with blasts of the horn,
with trumpets and cymbals, playing on harps and lyres.
29 As the Ark of the Covenant of the LoRD arrived at the
City of David, Michal daughter of Saul looked out of the
window and saw King David leaping and dancing, and
she despised him for it.

1 6 <They brought in the Ark of God and set it up in

side the tent that David had pitched for it, and they
sacrificed burnt offerings and offerings of well-being be
fore God. 2 When David finished sacrificing the burnt of
ferings and the offerings of well-being, he blessed the peo
ple in the name of the LORD. 3 And he distributed to every
person in Israel-man and woman alike-to each a loaf of
bread, b·a cake made in a pan, and a raisin cake:b 4 He ap
pointed Levites to minister before the Ark of the LoRD, to
invoke, to praise, and to extol the LoRD God of Israel:
5 Asaph the chief, Zechariah second in rank, Jeiel, Shemir
amoth, Jehiel, Mattithiah, Eliab, Benaiah, Obed-edom, and
Jeiel, with harps and lyres, and Asaph sounding the cym
bals, 6 and Benaiah and Jahaziel the priests, with trumpets,
regularly before the Ark of the Covenant of God. 7 Then,
on that day, David first commissioned Asaph and his kins
men to give praise to the LoRD:
n Vi,. 25-29 are fowrd also in 2 Sam. 6. 12-HJ.
b-b Menning of 1-ieb. uun•rtnilr.
c With l'V. 1-3, cf 2 Sam. 6. 17-19.

25: The recurring use of "joy" in
Chronicles emphasizes the impor
tance of the occasion. 2 Sam. 6.12
also mentions this element, but
assigns it only to David. Chroni
cles apparently sought to apply
2 Chron. 8.1, which sta tes that
the elders and heads of tribes par
ticipated in the dedication of

Solomon's Temple, to David's cele
bra tion; see 13.4-6 n. 26-27: In
contrast to the wording of 2 Sam.
6.13, Chronicles' listing of sacrifi
cial animals reflects the influence
of Priestly formulations in the
Torah. 28-29: Since Chronicles has
deleted references to David's ex
cessive ecstasy and the subsequent
- 1743 -
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confrontation between Michal and
David (see 2 Sam. 6.2o-23), the ref
erence to Michal's response might
seem out of place. In fact, it is
Chronicles' way of saying that Mi
chal resented David's immense joy
"in attending to the Ark, a depiction
which indicates that Saul's disre
gard for the cultus was shared by
other members of his family. Thus,
the theme of Saul's illegitimacy is
continued.
16.1-6: The Ark is placed in the

tent. 4-6: Following the Priestly
tradition incorporated in the Torah
(contrast Deuteronomy's Levitical
priests; see Deut. 17.9), Chronicles,
here and elsewhere, insists on a
strict separation between the roles
of Levites and priests. The Levites
are assigned the duties of singing,
guarding the sacred precincts, and
generally assisting the priests. The
role of blowing the cultic trumpets
is reserved for priests, in accor
dance with Num. 10.8. The trum
pets have several functions: to pro
claim the presence of the LoRD/
Ark (here and 15.24, 28), to call for
the people to prostrate themselves
(2 Chron. 29.27, 28), and to give
the signal for prayer (2 Chron.
1 3.14) . For a different function, see
Num. 10.9-10. The role of Levites
in connection to Temple song is
very prominent in Chronicles, but
is not clearly attested in earlier
sources; it is thus unclear whether
this is a new role developed dur
ing the Second Temple period.
1 6.7-36: A medley of parts of
Pss. 96, 105, and 106. The exact re

lation between Chronicles and
these psalms has been debated,
though it is most likely that
Chronicles had the book of Psalms
more or less in the form we have
it, and here copied out sections of
psalms that were relevant to this
occasion and were popular among
Jews of his time. 7: Asaph is one of
the leading Levitical figures and
appears (as does Korah) in many
superscriptions in the book of
Psalms. Some consider him to be
a founder of a guild of Temple
singers, while others doubt
that he was a historical figure; see
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23c
24
25
26
27

16 .8-16.27

"Praise the LoRn;
call on His name;
proclaim His deeds among the peoples.
Sing praises unto Him;
speak of all His wondrous acts.
Exult in His holy name;
let all who seek the LoRD rejoice.
Tum to the LoRD, to His might;h
seek His presence constantly.
Remember the wonders He has done;
His portents and the judgments He has
pronounced,
0 offspring of Israel, His servant,
0 descendants of Jacob, His chosen ones.
He is the LoRD our God;
His judgments are throughout the earth.
Be ever mindful of His covenant,
the promise He gave for a thousand
generations,
that He made with Abraham,
swore to Isaac,
and confirmed in a decree for Jacob,
for Israel, as an eternal covenant,
saying, 'To you I will give the land of Canaan
as your allotted heritage.'
You were then few in number,
a handful, merely sojourning there,
wandering from nation to nation,
from one kingdom to another.
He allowed no one to oppress them;
He reproved kings on their account,
'Do not touch My anointed ones;
do not harm My prophets.'
"Sing to the LORD, all the earth.
proclaim His victory day after day.
Tell of His glory among the nations,
His wondrous deeds among all peoples.
For the LoRD is great and much acclaimed,
He is held in awe by all divine beings.
All the gods of the peoples are mere idols,
but the LORD made the heavens.
Glory and majesty are before Him;
strength and joy are in His place.

n With vv. 8-22, cf Ps. 105.1-15.
b I.e., the Ark; cf Pss. 78.61; 132.8.
c Wif/1 vv. 2J-JJ, cf Ps. 96.1-13.
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6.16-17 n. 8-22: These vv. ( Ps.
105.1-15) describe the LoRD's cov
enant with Abraham. Significantly,
Chronicles deletes the subsequent
vv. of the psalm, in which Joseph
and then the Israelites are in
Egypt. This excision is part of
Chronicles' reticence concerning
periods during which Israel was
absent from its land. 23: Taken
from Ps. 96.1-13a, these vv. invite
the nations to recognize the
LORD's glory and His actions on
behalf of Israel. The "universalis
tic" approach is seen by some
as a late biblical (i.e., Second
Temple) phenomenon, reflecting
the contact between Jews and
other peoples; it is unlikely that
such an appeal would have
been made during David's days.
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2B

"Ascribe to the LoRD, 0 families of the peoples,
ascribe to the LORD glory and strength.
29
Ascribe to the LoRD the glory of His name,
bring tribute and enter before Him,
bow down to the LORD majestic in holiness.
30
Tremble in His presence, all the earth!
The world stands firm; it cannot be shaken.
31
Let the heavens rejoice and the earth exult;
let them declare among the nations, "The LoRD is
King!"
32
Let the sea and all within it thunder,
the fields and everything in them exult;
33
then shall all the trees of the forest shout for joy
at the presence of the LoRD,
for He is corning to rule the earth.
34
Praise the LORD for He is good;
His steadfast love is eternal.
35
•Declare:
Deliver us, 0 God, our deliverer,
and gather us and save us from the nations,
to acclaim Your holy name,
to glory in Your praise.
36 Blessed is the LORD, God of Israet from eternity to eter
nity." And all the people said, "Amen" and "Praise the
LoRn."·•
37 He left Asaph and his kinsmen there before the Ark of
the Covenant of the LoRD to minister before the Ark regu
larly as each day required, 3B as well as Obed-edorn with
their kinsrnen---68; also Obed-edorn son of Jedithun and
Hosah as gatekeepers; 39 also Zadok the priest and his fel
low priests before the Tabernacle of the LoRD at the shrine
which was in Gibeon; 40 to sacrifice burnt offerings to the
LoRD on the altar of the burnt offering regularly, morning
and evening, in accordance with what was prescribed in
the Teaching of the LoRD with which He charged Israel.
41 With them were Hernan and Jeduthun and the other se
lected men designated by name to give praise to the LoRD,
"For His steadfast love is eternal." 42 Hernan and Jeduthun
had with them trumpets and cymbals to sound, and in
struments for the songs of God; and the sons of Jeduthun
were to be at the gate. 43 Then all the people went every one
to his horne, and David returned to greet his household.

1 7 bWhen David settled in his palace, David said to

the prophet Nathan, "Here I am dwelling in a
house of cedar, while the Ark of the Covenant of the LORD
n-n Cf Ps. 106.47-48.

b With this clwpter, cf 2 Sam. 7·
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34: A common postexilic liturgical
refrain; see v. 41; 2 Chron. 5.13; 7-J,
6; 20.21. Praise or "give thanks"

(Heb "hodu") forms an indusia
with the opening, v. 8. 35-36: Con
clusion of prayer (= Ps. 106.47-48).
V. 35 is anachronistic: In Chroni
cles' time most Jews found them
selves living in foreign lands, but
in David's time all of Israel resided
within the borders of its promised
land, as understood by Chronicles;
see 13-5· (Ps. 106 is generally
viewed as an exilic or postexilic
composition.) It is possible that the
author was willing to allow for
this inconsistency in order to tell
his contemporaries that the right
ful place of every Israelite/Jew is
in the land of Israel. The entire
medley is traditionally recited as
part of the "pesukei dezimrah"
("verses of song"), the opening
section of the daily morning
prayers. 36-39: The reference to
Gibeon is part of a tradition
unique to Chronicles, though it
may be based on 1 Kings chs J,
4-5. In the earlier books, one finds
either the Tabernacle or the Ark as
the focus of cultic concern, but not
both. Moreover, one hears nothing
of the Tabernacle after its destruc
tion in Shiloh. ChroniCles main
tains that both Ark and Tabernacle
were concurrently important, with
the Ark located in one place and
the Tabernacle in another. No ex
planation is given as to how this
situation came about. Some ar
gued that this tradition is Chroni
cles' way of claiming that Lev.
17.8-9 was observed in every
generation, but this explanation
entails various difficulties (see
vv. 1, 2). See also 2 Chron. 1.3-6.
1 7.1-15: Rejection of David's re
quest to build an edifice for the
Ark and the "dynastic oracle."

This is a revision of 2 Sam. 7.1-17,
often seen as the culminating cen
ter of Samuel. Many differences
exist among the Masoretic Text of
Samuel, the corresponding LXX,
and Chronicles. Some explain
Chronicles as reflecting an under
lying Heb text different from Mas
oretic 2 Samuel; others claim that
Chronicles used a proto-Samuel
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1 7 . 2-1 7 . 1 4

is under tent-cloths." 2 Nathan said to David, "Do what
ever you have in mind, for God is with you."
3 But that same night the word of God came to Nathan:
4 "Go and say to My servant David: Thus said the LoRD:
You are not the one to build a house for Me to dwell in.
s From the day that I brought out Israel to this day, I have
not dwelt in a house, but have [gone] from tent to tent and
from one Tabernacle [to another]. 6 As I moved about
wherever Israel went, did I ever reproach any of the
judges of Israel whom I appointed to care for My people
Israel: Why have you not built Me a house of cedar?
7 "Further, say thus to My servant David: Thus said the
LoRD of Hosts: I took you from the pasture, from follow
ing the flock, to be ruler of My people Israel, B and I have
been with you wherever you went, and have cut down all
your enemies before you. Moreover, I will give you
renown like that of the greatest men on earth. 9 I will es
tablish a home for My people Israel and will plant them
firm, so that they shall dwell secure and shall tremble no
more. Evil men shall not wear them down anymore as in
the past, 10 ever since I appointed judges over My people
Israel. I will subdue all your enemies.
And I declare to you: The LORD will build a house• for
you. 11 When your days are done and you follow your fa
thers, I will raise up your offspring after you, one of your
own sons, and I will establish his kingship. 12 He shall
build a house for Me, and I will establish his throne for
ever. 13 I will be a father to him, and he shall be a son to
Me, but I will never withdraw My favor from him as I
withdrew it from your predecessor. 1 4 I will install him in
My house and in My kingship forever, and his throne
shall be established forever."
n I.e., n dynasty; piny on "/rouse" (i.e., Temple) in v. 4·

source, and that 2 Samuel is sec
ondary. At least some of the differ
ences should be attributed to
Chronicles' creative reworking of
its sources; Chronicles' version of
2 Sam. ch 7 is consistent with its
emphases in other parts of Chroni
cles. (LXX to 2 Samuel, while dif
ferent from Chronicles, agrees
with the latter on many substan
tive points, further suggesting that
both result from tendentious re
working.) 1: 2 Sam. 7.1 concludes
" the LoRD had granted him [Da
vid] safety from all the enemies
around him." Chronicles' deletion

is informed by two considerations:
David's alacrity, leading to the re
quest to build a Temple immedi
ately and, second, the fact that
David will have more battles to
wage, a fact which contradicts
2 Sam. ch 7· See v. 10 n.; 22.9.
4: You are not the one to build a
lwuse for Me: Chronicles' refor

mulation indicates that the con
struction of a Temple (by some
one) is not in doubt (as in 2 Sam.
ch 7; see below, v. 15) but that
David will not be the builder.
1 0: 2 Sam. 7.11 reads: "I will give
you safety from all your enemies";
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Chronicles' reading again avoids
the idea of David's safety. 1 3: Most
scholars understand the dynastic
promise in 2 Sam. 7.14-16 to be ab
solute; should David's successors
sin they will be chastised, but the
dynasty will remain intact. (This is
a clear reference to the sins com
mitted by Solomon and, perhaps,
later Judahite kings; Chronicles
omits any mention of such poten
tial sins, so as to avoid even the
hint of Solomon's sinning.) Chron
icles, by contrast, elsewhere explic
itly adopts the position that the
dynastic promise is contingent
upon fidelity to the command
ments (e.g., 28.9; 2 Chron. 7.17-20).
The present passage, by its omis
sion of part of 2 Sam. 7.14, 15, al
lows for the possibility that the
promise is granted conditionally.
The unconditional dynastic prom
ise is seen by most scholars as
chronologically prior; later biblical
thinking, reflecting the reality of
the cessation of the Davidic dy
nasty, claims that the divine prom
ise was contingent upon proper
religious conduct (e.g., 1 Kings
2.3-4). Some scholars, however,
argue that the conditional and un
conditional views of the dynastic
promise are coeval. They argue
that the present passage, with its
deletion of part of 2 Sam. 7.14, 15,
adopts the unconditional view,
while other Chronicles passages
endorse the opposing position. See
also Pss. 89, 132. 1 4: Kingship
(Heb "malkhut") may refer gener
ally to Solomon's role as represen
tative of the LoRD's kingdom or,
more likely, to Solomon's palace;
see 2 Chron. 1.18; 2.11. Chronicles
views the establishment of a dy
nasty as directed primarily toward
Solomon, since he gives complete
expression to divine rule in both
cultic and political spheres. (Cf.
2 Sam. 7.16: "your house . . . your
kingship . . . your throne.") Chron
icles claims that David's dynasty is
not his own; rather, he and his de
scendants sit on the LORD's throne,
i.e., they are His representatives
on earth (see 1 Chron. 28.5; 29.11;
2 Chron. 13.8). 2 Sam. ch 7, how
ever, views the dynasty as being
David's possession or grant, given
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15 Nathan spoke to David in accordance with all these
words and all this prophecy. 1 6 Then King David came and
sat before the LoRD, and he said, "What am I, 0 LoRD
God, and what is my family, that You have brought me
thus far? 17Yet even this, 0 God, has seemed too little to
You; for You have spoken of Your servant's house for the
future. •You regard me as a man of distinction,·• 0 LORD
God. 1 8 What more can David add regarding the honoring
of Your servant? You know Your servant. 190 LoRD, •·for
Your servant's sake, and of Your own accord,·• You have
wrought this great thing, and made known all these great
things. 20 0 LORD, there is none like You, and there is no
other God but You, as we have always heard. 21 And who
is like Your people Israel, a unique nation on earth, whom
God went and redeemed as His people, winning renown
for Yourself for great and marvelous deeds, driving out
nations before Your people whom You redeemed from
Egypt. 22 You have established Your people Israel as Your
very own people forever; and You, 0 LoRD, have become
their God.
23 "And now, 0 LORD, let Your promise concerning Your
servant and his house be fulfilled forever; and do as You
have promised. 24 Let it be fulfilled that Your name be glo
rified forever, in that men will say, 'The LoRD of Hosts,
God of Israel, is Israel's God'; and may the house of Your
servant David be established before You. 25 Because You,
my God, have revealed to Your servant that You will build
a house for him, Your servant has ventured to pray to You.
26 And now, 0 LORD, You are God and You have made this
gracious promise to Your servant. 27Now, it has pleased
You to bless Your servant's house, that it abide before You
forever; for You, 0 LoRD, have blessed and are blessed for
ever."

1 8 bSometime afterward, David attacked the Philis

tines and subdued them; and David took Gath and
i ts dependencies from the Philistines. 2 He also defeated
the Moabites; the Moabites became tributary vassals of
David.
3 David defeated Hadadezer, king of Zobah-hamath,
n-n Men11i11g of Heb. llllet'rtnill.

/J With this clwpta, cf 2 Sn111. 8.

to him and his descendants. Stated
differently, Chronicles views the
Davidic monarchy as a vehicle for
the theocratic kingdom, and there
fore, anyone who challenges (or
does not await the renewal of) the
Davidic dynasty rejects the LORD;

see, e.g., 2 Chron. 13.8, 12. 1 5: A
close reading of 2 Sam. ch 7 sug
gests David's request is rejected
because it stems largely from per
sonal motives (2 Sam. 7.5: "Are
you the one to build a house for
Me to dwell in?"; cf. v. 4, above).
-
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17.15-18.3

All successful dynasties in the an
cient Near East were expected to
establish and maintain a fnnction
ing cultic establishment. Accord
ingly, David is rebuffed and told
that he has it backwards: It is the
LoRD who will grant him a stable
dynasty. In other words, David
cannot use God to further his own
political ambitions; the Temple
will be built only when the LORD
deems fit. This explanation, as
noted, will not suffice for Chroni
cles, for which tending to the cul
tus was paramount. Moreover,
Chronicles' David has little reason
to be concerned over lack of stabil
ity, since (in contrast to Samuel's
David) he has never been the ob
ject of opposition and, indeed, was
accepted by the entire nation. The
reason that David cannot build the
Temple is supplied by the Chroni
cler only at 22.8, 9: The Temple
could not be built by one whose
hands were sullied with the blood
of human beings.

David's response. The
unambiguous reference to the so
journ in Egypt (vv. 21-22) is rela
tively rare in Chronicles; see intro
duction. Chronicles, like other
biblical texts, is not fully consistent
in its editing or its incorporation of
earlier traditions. Cf. Solomon's
reticence concerning this issue and
his emphasis on the Davidic cove
nant (2 Chron. ch 6), suggesting
that the latter has surpassed the
former in significance.
17.1 6-27:

1 8.1-17: David's victories. l11is ch
presents David's military victories
and the extension of his empire,
particularly to the north/north
east. 1 : 2 Sam. 8.1 states "David at
tacked the Philistines and subdued
them; and David took Metheg
Ammah from the Philistines."
Chronicles' shorter version may
indicate that its author found Sam
uel incomprehensible. 2: The
Chronicler shortens the parallel
v. at 2 Sam. 8.2, perhaps because
David's orders that two-thirds of
the Moabites be killed appear to
be both ruthless and arbitrary.
3: Setting up a monument was a
means of fixing the bonndaries of
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who was on his way to set up his monument at the Eu
phrates River. 4 David captured 1,ooo chariots and 7,ooo
horsemen and 20,000 foot soldiers of his force; and David
hamstrung all the chariot horses except for 100, which he
retained. s And when the Arameans of Damascus came to
the aid of King Hadadezer of Zobah-hamath, David
struck down 22,000 of the Arameans. 6 David stationed
[garrisons] in Aram of Damascus, and the Arameans be
came tributary vassals of David. The LoRD gave David
victory wherever he went. 7 David took the gold shields•
carried by Hadadezer's retinue and brought them to Jeru
salem; s and from Tibbath and Cun, towns of Hadadezer,
David took a vast amount of copper, from which Solo
mon made the bronze tank, the columns, and the bronze
vessels.
9 When King Tou of Hamath heard that David had
defeated the entire army of King Hadadezer of Zobah,
10he sent his son Hadoram to King David to greet him
and to congratulate him on his military victory over Had
adezer-for Hadadezer had been at war with Tou; [he
brought with him] all manner of gold, silver, and copper
objects. 11 King David dedicated these to the LoRD, along
with the other silver and gold that he had taken from all
the nations: from Edom, Moab, and Ammon; from the
Philistines and the Amalekites.
12 Abshai son of Zeruiah struck down Edom in the Val
ley of Salt, 18,ooo in all. 13 He stationed garrisons in Edom,
and all the Edomites became vassals of David. The LORD
gave David victory wherever he went.
14 David reigned over all Israel, and David executed
true justice among all his people. 1 5 Joab son of Zeruiah
was commander of the army; Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud
was recorder; 16 Zadok son of Ahitub and Abimelech son
of Abiathar were priests; Shavsha was scribe; 17 Benaiah
son of Jehoiada was commander of the Cherethites and
the Pelethites; and David's sons were first ministers of the
king.
n Or "quivers. "

a ruler's sovereignty. The second
half of this v. (in Heb) is syntacti
cally ambiguous; it is unclear if
David or Hadadezer was going to
set up his monument. If Hadade
zer is the subject of the second half
of the v., it then describes David's
response to Hadadezer's attempt
to free himself from David's subju
gation. 4: Hamstringing horses

rendered them unusable for mili
tary (or other) purposes. This v.
fits nicely with Chronicles' view
of military success as determined
by religious merit, not military
prowess; see also Deut. 17.16, 20.
8-9: Chronicles' claim that the
copper taken by David was used
by Solomon in fashioning Temple
appurtenances does not appear in
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2 Sam. ch 8. This passage again
suggests continuity between
David and Solomon as Temple
builders, and furthers David's
image as the archpatron of the
Temple, and as one whose per
sonal wealth was of secondary
importance. 10: Hadoram's name
appears at 2 Sam. 8.9 as Joram.
Hadoram means "Had(d)u (i.e.,
Baal) is exalted." Such a name
would be natural among Arame
ans. By contrast, the typically Isra
elite Yoram, meaning "the LORD is
exalted," is surprising. Samuel re
flects a "censored" form of the
name, whereas Chronicles retains
the original form; see 8.33 n.
14: True justice (Heb "mishpat
u-tzedakah") refers, in the Bible
and the ancient Near East, to the
establishment of social order ("law
and order"), the sine qua non of
any society. This, together with the
establishment and maintenance of
a functioning sacrificial cult, was
the sign of a successful monarch
who was fulfilling his divinely
given mandate. 1 7: The Chereth
ites and the Pelethites were merce
nary troops whose origin probably
lay in the Aegean Sea. Sons . . . first
111i11isters: 2 Sam. 2.18 states that
"the sons of David were priests
(Heb "kohanim"). Since Torah
(Priestly) sources mandate that
only descendants of Aaron, Moses'
brother, could be priests, commen
tators have labored to explain the
term "kohanim" in 2 Samuel as re
ferring to some office other than
priesthood, e.g., (leading) court of
ficials or military advisers; others
emend the text of 2 Samuel. The
simplest explanation is that the
Chronicler could not accept the
idea that the sons of David, a Ju
dean, functioned as priests, so he
revised the tradition. This explana
tion also accounts for another dif
ference between Chronicles and
Samuel. 2 Sam. 20.26 refers to "Ira,
the Yairite . . . "; no such notice ap
pears in Chronicles. The gentilic
"Yairite" probably refers to a clan
within the Transjordanian tribe
of Manasseh, or, possibly, to the
town of Kiriath-jearim (see 13.6).
Some traditional sources (Targum
to 2 Samuel; Tosafists to b. 'Entv.
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1 9 •Sometime afterward, Nahash the king of the Am

monites died, and his son succeeded him as king.
2 David said, "I will keep faith with Hanun son of Nahash,
since his father kept faith with me." David sent messen
gers with condolences to him over his father. But when
David's courtiers came to the land of Ammon to Hanun,
with condolences, 3 the Ammonite officials said to Hanun,
"Do you think David is really honoring your father just
because he sent you men with condolences? Why, it is to
explore, to subvert, and to spy out the land that his
courtiers have come to you." 4 So Hanun seized David's
courtiers, shaved them, and cut away half of their gar
ments up to the buttocks, and sent them off. 5 When David
was told about the men, he dispatched others to meet
them, for the men were greatly embarrassed. And the king
gave orders, "Stay in Jericho until your beards grow back;
then you can return."
6 The Ammonites realized that they had incurred the
wrath of David; so Hanun and the Ammonites sent 1,ooo
silver talents to hire chariots and horsemen from Aram
naharaim, Aram-maacah, and Zobah. 7 They hired 32,000
chariots, the king of Maacah, and his army, who came and
encamped before Medeba. The Ammonites were mobi
lized from their cities and came to do battle.
s on learning this, David sent out Joab and the whole
army, [including] the professional fighters. 9 The Ammon
ites marched out and took up their battle position at the
entrance of the city, while the kings who came [took their
stand] separately in the open. 1DJoab saw that there was a
battle line against him both front and rear. So he made a
selection from all the picked men of Israel and arrayed
them against the Arameans, 11 and the rest of the troops he
put under the command of his brother Abishai and ar
rayed them against the Ammonites. 12 Joab said, "If the
Arameans prove too strong for me, you come to my aid;
and if the Ammonites prove too strong for you, I will
come to your aid. 13 Let us be strong and resolute for the
sake of our people and the towns of our God; and the
LoRD will do what He deems right."
14 Joab and the troops with him marched into battle
against the Arameans, who fled before him. 15 And when
the Ammonites saw that the Arameans had fled, they too
fled before his brother Abishai, and withdrew into the city.
So Joab went to Jerusalem.
16 When the Arameans saw that they had been routed
by Israel, they sent messengers to bring out the Arameans
n With tlris cltnpler, cf 1 Snm. 10.
- 1749-

19.1-19.16

63a) understood Ira to be a court
official or military adviser, a posi
tion adopted by some moderns.
Another view found in traditional
sources maintains that Ira's father,
but not his mother, was a descen
dant of Aaron. Chronicles' omis
sion of this datum indicates that
its author probably understood
2 Samuel as maintaining that Ira
was a priest.
1 9.1-19: More victories for
David. This passage is a light

reworking of 2 Sam. ch 10.
1-2: Nahash respected the terms
of his treaty (performed "l:tesed,"
faith) with David and, for that rea
son, David saw fit to send his con
dolences. Rabbinic tradents, who
understood the Heb term "l:tesed"
to mean "acts of kindness," were
perplexed by the absence of any
unusual expressions of friendship
on the part of Nahash. Accord
ingly, they claimed that David's
family members had been killed
while in the custody of the king
of Moab, save for one brother;
the brother found refuge with Na
hash, who refused Moab's request
to extradite him (N11111. Rab. 14:3;
Ye/ammedenu, Va-Yem). 13: The
formulation of this v., like its par
allel in 2 Samuel, expresses the
generals' trust in God, the key
factor, according to Chronicles,
in assuring victory over the
enemy. This is a good example
of an idea that appears in the
sources of Chronicles but gains
new importance in Chronicles.

F I R S T C H RO N I C L E S 1 9 . 1 7-20 . 6
from across the Euphrates; Shophach, Hadadezer's army
commander, led them. 17 David was informed of it; he as
sembled all Israel, crossed the Jordan, and came and took
up positions against them. David drew up his forces
against Aram; and they fought with him. 18 But the Ara
means were put to flight by Israel. David killed 7,ooo Ara
mean charioteers and 40,000 footmen; he also killed
Shophach, the army commander. 19 And when all the vas
sals of Hadadezer saw that they had been routed by Israel,
they submitted to David and became his vassals. And the
Arameans would not help the Ammonites anymore.

2
0 out [to battle], Joab led out the army force and dev
astated the land of Ammon, and then besieged Rabbah,
•At the turn of the year, the season when kings go

while David remained in Jerusalem; Joab reduced Rabbah
and left it in ruins. 2 David took the crown from the head
of their king; he found that it weighed a talent of gold, and
in it were precious stones. It was placed on David's head.
He also carried off a vast amount of booty from the city.
3 He led out the people who lived there and b·he hacked
them-b with saws and iron threshing boards and axes;<
David did thus to all the towns of Ammon. Then David
and all the troops returned to Jerusalem. 4 After this, fight
ing broke out with the Philistines at Gezer; that was when
Sibbecai the Hushathite killed Sippai, a descendant of the
Rephaim, and they were humbled.
s Again there was fighting with the Philistines, and El
hanan son of Jair killed Lahmi, the brother of Goliath the
Gittite; his spear had a shaft like a weaver's beam. 6 Qnce
n Willi vv. 1-3, cf 2 Sn111. 1 1 . 1 ; 12.JO-J 1 .
b-b Menning oJ Heb. uucertnin. 2 Sn111. 1 2. 3 1 fins "set tl1C111 to work. "
c Heb. megeroth; cf 2 Sn111. 12.31 magzeroth, "nxes."

1 8-19: The Chronicler expands the

number found in 2 Sam. 10.18 to
glorify David and to emphasize
the power of divine assistance.

Defeating Ammon and
the Philistines.

20.1-8:
20.1-3:

Capture of Rabbah.

2 Sam. 12.26-30 states that Joab
sent a message reminding David
that if he remained in Jerusalem,
he would be denied the glory ac
companying the impending cap
ture of Rabbah. David then joins
his troops and takes part in the
conquest. 2 Samuel's version por-

trays David as a monarch guilty of
adultery with Bathsheba and of
the abuse of power (leading to the
death of Uriah), who also takes the
credit for a military victory whose
groundwork has been laid by
someone else. Chronicles presents
a more flattering picture; it makes
no mention of Joab's message or
David's motive in joining his
troops, and states simply that Joab
captured and then destroyed Rab
bah. See 11.7 n. Following v. 1,
2 Sam. 11.1 presents the story of
David and Bathsheba. Chronicles
deletes the entire episode, because
of its damaging portrayal of
- 1 750-
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David. The disturbing implica
tions of 2 Sam. chs 1 1-12 were not
lost upon rabbinic tradents and
medieval exegetes who offered
various attempts at mitigating
the severity of David's deeds (see
b. Shab. 56a-b; Isaac Abravanel to
2 Samuel). Some scholars maintain
that, as in other instances of dele
tion, Chronicles is not attempting
to deny the tradition of 2 Samuel,
which would have been known to
his readers; rather, the author has
simply selected the material that
best suited his interests and goals.
2: In place of Heb "malkam,"
"(the crown of) their king," several
versions read "Milkom," i.e., the
(crown of) the national god of
Ammon. (The early Heb text was
written without vowels, so the
consonantal text may be read ei
ther way. Cf. Zeph. 1.5.) Rabbinic
sources (b. A. Z. 44a) reflect the
same understanding. Similar un
certainty attends 2 Sam. ch 12.
A talent ofgold: The immense
weight, approximately 34 kg
(75 lbs), has been variously ex
plained. 3: The words he hacked
them have been variously inter
preted, e.g., "he ruled over them,
placing upon them hewing of
stones."
20.4-8: Battles with

the Philis
tines. 2 Sam. 21.18-19. The term

Rephaim, in various Semitic lan

guages and biblical Heb, bears
several meanings; here the refer
ence is to "giants" or "megaliths."
The Bible frequently ascribes
Transjordanian provenance to
these beings. This v. discusses
one whose origin lay in the city
of Gath (v. 8, below), along the
coastal plain. 6: 2 Sam. 21.19
states: "Elhanan son of Jaare
oregim the Bethlehemite killed
Goliath the Gittite, whose spear
had a shaft like a weaver's bar."
This seems to contradict 1 Sam.
ch 17, which states that David
killed Goliath. Although it is likely
that Samuel preserves two variant
traditions, a rabbinic tradition
(Targum to 2 Sam. 21; Ruth Rab.
2.2) claimed that David and Elha
nan were one and the same. A sim
ilar position is adopted by some
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again there was fighting at Gath. There was a giant of a
man who had twenty-four fingers [and toes], six [on each
hand1 and six [on each foot]; he too was descended from
the Raphah. 7 When he taunted Israel, Jonathan son of
David's brother Shimea killed him. B These were de
scended from the Raphah in Gath, and they fell by the
hands of David and his men.

2 1 • Satan arose against Israel and incited David to

number Israel. 2 David said to Joab and to the com
manders of the army, "Go and count Israel from Beer
sheba to Dan and bring me information as to their num
ber." 3 Joab answered, "May the LORD increase His people
a hundredfold; my lord king, are they not all subjects of
my lord? Why should my lord require this? Why should it
be a cause of guilt for Israel?"
4 However, the king's command to Joab remained firm,
so Joab set out and traversed all Israel; he then came to Je
rusalem. 5 Joab reported to David the number of the peo
ple that had been recorded. All Israel comprised 1,1oo,ooo
ready to draw the sword, while in Judah there were
470,000 men ready to draw the sword. 6 He did not record
n With vv. 1-26, cf 2 Snm.

24.

modern commentators, who argue
that David was a throne name,
while Elhanan was the king' s
given name. One medieval exegete
(Isaiah of Terrani) argued that
Goliath of 2 Sam. ch 21 was not the
same warrior referred to in 1 Sam.
ch 17. Chronicles' formulation
probably reflects the author's at
tempt to reconcile the two differ
ent traditions preserved in Samuel;
thus, David killed Goliath, while
Goliath's brother was slain by
Elhanan. Alternatively, Chronicles
may result from textual corrup
tion, or a different underlying text,
of 2 Sam. 21.17.
21.1-26: David's census and con
sequences. The differences be

tween Chronicles' version and
2 Sam. ch 24 are numerous and
substantive, leading to divergent
views regarding the textual his
tory of both passages. Chronicles
shares many features with
4QSam• (one of the Dead Sea
Scrolls from Qumran), yet still dif
fers from it in fundamental re-

spects. The following remarks re
la te to the Masoretic Text alone. In
2 Samuel this episode appears in a
closing addendum or appendix to
the book. It concludes with the no
tice that the plague has come to a
close, with no hint of a logical
nexus between this incident and
the opening chs of 1 Kings. In
deed, the first chs in Kings deal
with David's last days and the
rocky transition to Solomon's
rule. Finally, 2 Samuel does not in
dicate when in David's career this
episode took place. In Chronicles
this story, which takes place while
David is relatively young (see
23.1), serves as a prelude to the
choice of the Temple site. In the
last century, several scholars saw
the divinely guided selection of
the Temple site as part of the
book's polemic-and that of Sec
ond Temple Judaism, generally
against the Samaritans, who
maintained that Mt. Gerizim (in
Shechem), rather than Jerusalem,
constituted the "chosen place."
This position is unlikely, since ten- 175 1 -
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sions between Samaritans and
Jews reached their height during
the Hasmonean period and the es
tablishment of the cultic site on
Mt. Gerizim can be dated no ear
lier than the early 2nd century BCE,
well after the accepted date(s) of
Chronicles' composition. More
likely, Chronicles' point is that all
aspects of the Israelite/Jewish
Temple and cultus are determined
by the divine will, not human
caprice, a theme repeated else
where. 1 : 2 Sam. 24.1 states that
"the anger of the LoRD again
flared up against Israel" and, con
sequently, incited David to sin so
as to bring (further) guilt upon the
people. There is no hint as to the
cause of this state of affairs, how
ever. Chronicles resolves some of
the difficulty by eliminating refer
ence to the LoRD's anger. Further
more, Chronicles mitigates the dif
ficulties created by 2 Samuel by
claiming that David was incited
by an intermediary, Satan. Many
scholars understand the Heb
"satan" to refer to the infamous
heavenly being, but it is more
likely that it here refers to a human
adversary. The ascription of
David's incitement to a divine
being accomplishes little, since he
is submissive to the divine will; ul
timately, then, the LORD stands be
hind David's offense. For these
reasons, the term has been inter
preted as referring here to a
human (possibly, military) adver
sary, who sought to cause David
harm by inciting him to execute
the census. 3-5: Israel, like other
ancient societies, viewed census
taking, unless given explicit divine
sanction, as taboo (e.g., Exod.
30.11-16). While the reasons for
this taboo are not clearly explained
in biblical texts, it is likely that
Chronicles opposed this practice,
frequently associated with military
preparations, because it implies
that martial strength, rather than
religious merit and divine provi
dence, is primarily responsible for
victory in battle. 6: 2 Samuel
makes no reference to the exclu
sion of Levi and Benjamin. The
common denominator between the
two tribes is their intimate connec-
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among them Levi and Benjamin, because the king's com
mand had become repugnant to Joab. 7 God was dis
pleased about this matter and He struck Israel.
a David said to God, "I have sinned grievously in hav
ing done this thing; please remit the guilt of Your servant,
for I have acted foolishly." 9 The LoRD ordered Gad,
David's seer: 10 "Go and tell David: Thus said the LoRD: I
offer you three things; choose one of them and I will bring
it upon you." 11 Gad came to David and told him, "Thus
said the LORD: Select for yourself 1 2 a three-year famine; or
that you be swept away three months before your adver
saries with the sword of your enemies overtaking you; or
three days of the sword of the LORD, pestilence in the
land, the angel of the LORD wreaking destruction through
out the territory of Israel. Now consider what reply I shall
take back to Him who sent me." 13 David said to Gad, "I
am in great distress. Let me fall into the hands of the
LoRD, for His compassion is very great; and let me not fall
into the hands of men."
14 The LoRD sent a pestilence upon Israel, and 70,ooo
men fell in Israel. 1S God sent an angel to Jerusalem to de
stroy it, but as he was about to wreak destruction, the
LoRD saw and renounced further punishment and said to
the destroying angel, "Enough! Stay your hand!" The
angel of the LORD was then standing by the threshing
floor of Oman the Jebusite. 16 David looked up and saw
the angel of the LORD standing between heaven and earth,
with a drawn sword in his hand directed against Jerusa
lem. David and the elders, covered in sackcloth, threw
themselves on their faces. 17 David said to God, "Was it
not I alone who ordered the numbering of the people? I
alone am guilty, and have caused severe harm; but these
sheep, what have they done? 0 LoRD my God, let Your
hand fall upon me and my father's house, and let not Your
people be plagued!" 1 B The angel of the LORD told Gad to
inform David that David should go and set up an altar to
the LoRD on the threshing floor of Oman the Jebusite.
19 David went up, following Gad's instructions, which he
had delivered in the name of the LoRD. 20 0man too saw
the angel; his four sons who were with him hid them
selves while Oman kept on threshing wheat. 21 David
came to Oman; when Oman looked up, he saw David and
came off the threshing floor and bowed low to David,
with his face to the ground. 22 David said to Oman, "Sell
me the site of the threshing floor, that I may build on it an
altar to the LoRD. Sell it to me at the full price, that the
plague against the people will be checked." 23 Oman said
to David, "Take it and let my lord the king do whatever he
-1752-
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tion to Israel's cultic worship. The
Levites were central to the cultus,
and, according to Jewish tradition,
the southern edge of Benjamin in
cluded part of Jerusalem. More
over, Gibeon, the site of the Taber
nacle (see 16.39), was also in
Benjamin. Thus, Chronicles dis
tances these tribes from any in
volvement in David's misdeed.
Some see Chronicles' position as
related to its view of theodicy: Je
rusalem was spared because the
Levites and Benjamin had no part
in the census. The Jewish historian
Josephus (late 1st century CE)
claims that the exclusion of these
two tribes was the result not of
Joab's refusal. but of David's re
gret (over his decision) during the
course of the census (Ant. 7.320) .
6-17: David's request that he and
his household alone be punished
is surprising, if one attributes to
Chronicles a strict view of retribu
tion and personal accountability.
What sin have the family members
committed, not to mention the sev
enty thousand citizens who per
ished? It is possible that the taboo
associated with census taking is
sui generis. Alternatively, this pas
sage may indicate that Chronicles,
in principle, accepts the prevalent
biblical notion of vicarious punish
ment; see introduction. The de
scription of the angel in v. 16 is
more detailed than that of Samuel,
and may reflect more developed
notions of angelology in Second
Temple times. 1 8-27: 2 Sam. ch 24
states that David paid fifty shekels
of silver. Chronicles' version may
reflect a different economic sys
tem; alternatively, Chronicles is
making the point that no amount
is too great concerning the cultus.
28-30: This is part of Chronicles'
view that the locus for sacrifice
was the altar (made in Moses' day)
located in the Tabernacle. See
16.36-39 n.
22. 1 : Selection of the Temple site.

The heavenly fire pinpoints the
precise location chosen by the
LoRD for construction of the Tem
ple and also serves as a sign of di
vine favor; see Lev. 9.24; 1 Kings
18.38; 2 Chron. 7·3 n., in connec-
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sees fit. See, I donate oxen for burnt offerings, and the
threshing boards for wood, as well as wheat for a meal of
fering-! donate all of it." 24 But King David replied to
Oman, "No, I will buy them at the full price. I cannot
make a present to the LoRD of what belongs to you, or sac
rifice a burnt offering that has cost me nothing." 25 So
David paid Oman for the site 6oo shekels' worth of gold.
26 And David built there an altar to the LORD and sacri
ficed burnt offerings and offerings of well-being. He in
voked the LORD, who answered him with fire from
heaven on the altar of burnt offerings. 27 The LORD or
dered the angel to return his sword to its sheath. 2 8 At that
time, when David saw that the LoRD answered him at the
threshing floor of Oman the Jebusite, then he sacrificed
there-29 for the Tabernacle of the LORD, which Moses had
made in the wilderness, and the altar of burnt offerings,
were at that time in the shrine at Gibeon, 30 and David was
unable to go to it to worship God because he was terrified
by the sword of the angel of the LoRD. 1 David said,
"Here will be the House of the LoRD and here the
altar of burnt offerings for Israel."
2 David gave orders to assemble the aliens living in the
land of Israel, and assigned them to be hewers, to quarry
and dress stones for building the House of God. 3 Much
iron for nails for the doors of the gates and for clasps did
David lay aside, and so much copper it could not be
weighed, 4 and cedar logs without number-for the Sido
nians and the Tyrians brought many cedar logs to David.
s For David thought, "My son Solomon is an untried
youth, and the House to be built for the LORD is to be
made exceedingly great to win fame and glory through
out all the lands; let me then lay aside material for him."
So David laid aside much material before he died. 6 Then
he summoned his son Solomon and charged him with
building the House for the LoRD God of Israel.
7 David said to Solomon, "My son, I wanted to build a
House for the name of the LoRD my God. 8 But the word of
the LoRD came to me, saying, 'You have shed much blood
and fought great battles; you shall not build a House for
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tion with Solomon's dedication of
the Temple. Chronicles again
views David and Solomon as two
parallel, continuous personalities.
David's reasoning here is simple:
Since the altar and Tabernacle built
in Moses' day were located in Gib
eon, the divine instruction con
cerning the locus for David's offer
ing (along with the heavenly fire)

proves that Gibeon is merely a
temporary phase; the permanent
"chosen" site is in Jerusalem.
22.2-29.25: David's preparations
for the Temple, its service, and
transfer of power to Solomon.

This entire section has no parallel
in other biblical sources. The
Chronicler composed it to bolster

David's image by suggesting that
he did everything allowable for
building the Temple short of con
structing the structure itself. The
Chronicler thus presents the con
struction of the Temple as a
two-part venture, begun by
David and completed by Solomon,
again suggesting strong continuity
between David and Solomon.
22.2-19: Chronicles repeatedly
makes the point that, although
David was denied the honor
of building the Temple, he did
everything in his power to lay
its groundwork (see below, vv.
11-16). Accordingly, David pre
pares the labor force and raw ma
terials which, because of the mag
nitude and majesty of the Temple,
are described as being without
limit (v. 16). This is a recurring
theme in Chronicles. Since the Sec
ond Temple, for most of its dura
tion, was a modest structure, this
theme is Chronicles' clarion to his
contemporaries to "recreate" the
Temple's grandeur. 2: The term
"gerim," aliens, here refers to the
indigenous peoples of Canaan
who had been subdued, but re
tained a distinct identity. Chroni
cles does not address their legal
status; their use as forced laborers
may reflect Deut. 20.1o-18 and, es
pecially, Josh. 9.27. The claim that
the arduous work was carried out
by the labor of aliens may indicate
that the ideal king spares his
own people from such labor;
see 2 Chron. 2.16--17; 8.8, 9·
4: For a similar statement concern
ing Tyrians and Sidonians, see
2 Chron. 2.1-15. The present v. im
plies that these northern neighbors
donated their services and materi
als, a sign of their admiration for
David or the importance that they
attached to the Temple project;
cf. 14.1. 5-10: This explanation of
David's disqualification from
building the Temple, put in the
form of a divine oracle (v. 8), is
unique to Chronicles; Temple and
bloodshed do not go hand in
hand. True, David's wars were jus
tified and, moreover, a sign of
David's righteousness and success;
still, tainted hands cannot build
the Temple. Whereas 1 Kings 5.17
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My name for you have shed much blood on the earth in
My sight. 9 But you will have a son who will be a man at
rest, for I will give him rest from all his enemies on all
sides; Solomon• will be his name and I shall confer peaceb
and quiet on Israel in his time. 10 He will build a House for
My name; he shall be a son to Me and I to him a father,
and I will establish his throne of kingship over Israel for
ever.' 11 Now, my son, may the LoRD be with you, and
may you succeed in building the House of the LORD your
God as He promised you would. 1 2 Only let God give you
sense and understanding and put you in charge of Israel
and the observance of the Teaching of the LoRD your God.
13 Then you shall succeed, if you observantly carry out the
laws and the rules that the LoRD charged Moses to lay
upon Israel. Be strong and of good courage; do not be
afraid or dismayed. 14 See, <-by denying myself;< I have
laid aside for the House of the LoRD one hundred thou
sand talents of gold and one million talents of silver, and
so much copper and iron it cannot be weighed; I have also
laid aside wood and stone, and you shall add to them.
15 An abundance of workmen is at your disposal-hewers,
workers in stone and wood, and every kind of craftsman
in every kind of material-16 gold, silver, copper, and
iron without limit. Go and do it, and may the LORD be
with you."
17 David charged all the officers of Israel to support his
son Solomon, 18 "See, the LoRD your God is with you, and
n Heb. Shelomoh.

b Heb. shalom.

claims that David was engaged in
warfare throughout his life, leav
ing no time for Temple building,
Chronicles claims that David's
wars came to a close well before
his demise (see 22.18). It was
therefore necessary to account for
David's failure to establish a Tem
ple. Deut. 12.9 indicates that the
Temple is to be built only after
Israel arrives at its "allotted
haven." Whereas Deuteronomy
and the Deuteronornistic History
mean by this "rest for the nation,"
Chronicles emphasizes the notion
that the LORD finds rest among
His people. 9: This v. puns on
Solomon's name: "Shelomoh" ex
presses the idea that in his day
peace ("shalom") and quiet will
prevail (see translators' notes a, b).
Chronicles employs this literary
technique elsewhere. By calling

c-c

Willi Tnrgum; or "ill my poverty. "

Solomon a man at rest, Chronicles
shifts the rest required for the
Temple's construction from
David's reign (as in 2 Samuel)
to Solomon. Chronicles' descrip
tion, here and elsewhere, ignores
1 Kings chs 1-2, which states that
Solomon's accession involved sub
terfuge and elimination of com
petitors and other "undesirables."
Chronicles' reformulation ex
presses the view that the two
earthly expressions of divine
sovereignty-the Temple cultus
and the Davidic dynasty-were
divinely determined, leaving no
room for dissent. 1 0: The terms fa
tiler and SOli here denote covenan
tal relationships between the two
parties. The term son may also
signify legal adoption, in which
the son represents the interests of
the family (Ps. 2.5-7). 1 1-16: This
-1754-
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literary unit is framed by the
words tile LORD be wit!J you. The
use of such devices is common in
Chronicles. David encourages
Solomon, reminding him that suc
cess in executing construction of
the Temple hinges on God's grant
ing him wisdom and on his obser
vance of God's Torah. Whereas
Kings' Solomon is renowned for
his judicial wisdom and general
knowledge, Chronicles focuses on
Solomon's wisdom as manifest,
primarily, in connection with
organization of all aspects of the
Temple's construction; see, e.g.,
2 Chron. 2.11. This section antici
pates many of the qualites of
Solomon that are depicted in
1 Kings and 2 Chron. 1 2: The
phrase observance of tile Teaching
("tora!J") of tile LoRD your God is
reflective of Chronicles' era, in
which proper conduct was defined
exclusively in accordance with the
laws of the (authoritative form of
the) Torah; cf. the less legal formu
lation at 1 Kings 8.25. These vv.,
especially 12-13, employ a Moses
Joshua typology in their depiction
of the relationship of David and
Solomon (see Deut. 3.28; 31.7-8;
Josh. i.5-9). This Moses-Joshua
typology expresses the view
that David, like Moses, laid the
groundwork for Israel's future life,
though he himself did not live to
see its realization. In addition, the
smooth transition from Moses
to Joshua, decreed by God and
warmly endorsed by the people
(Josh. 1.16-18), parallels Chroni
cles' depiction of the transfer of
power from David to Solomon.
Finally, the days of Moses and
Joshua constitute Israel's classic
"golden age," much as the reigns
of David and Solomon form the
golden age of Judah's monarchy.
For Moses-David typology, see
2 Chron. chs 13-14. 14-16: David
again claims that he has prepared
building materials, as well as
workers and craftsmen. This for
mulation is reminiscent of Exod.
31.1-6; 35.1off. Chronicles, here
and elsewhere, draws an analogy
between the Mosaic Tabernacle
and the First Temple, in order to
accentuate the continuity, authen-
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He will give you rest on every side, for He delivered the
inhabitants of the land into my hand so that the land lies
conquered before the LORD and before His people. 19 Now,
set your minds and hearts on worshiping the LoRD your
God, and go build the Sanctuary of the LORD your God so
that you may bring the Ark of the Covenant of the LoRD
and the holy vessels of God to the house that is built for
the name of the LORD."

2 3 When David reached a ripe old age, he made his

son Solomon king over Israel. 2 Then David assem
bled all the officers of Israel and the priests and the Le
vites. 3 The Levites, from the age of thirty and upward,
were counted; the head-count of their males was 38,ooo:
4 of these there were 24,000 in charge of the work of the
House of the LORD, 6,ooo officers and magistrates, 5 4,000
gatekeepers, and 4,000 for praising the LoRD "with instru
ments I devised for singing praises." 6 David formed them
into divisions:
The sons of Levi: Gershon, Kohath, and Merari. 7 The
Gershonites: Ladan and Shimei. 8 The sons of Ladan: Je
hiel the chief, Zetham, and Joel-3. 9 The sons of Shimei:
Shelomith, Haziel, and Haran-3. These were the chiefs of
the clans of the Ladanites. 10 And the sons of Shimei: Ja
hath, Zina, Jeush, and Beriah; these were the sons of
Shimei-4. 11 Jahath was the chief and Zizah the second,
but Jeush and Beriah did not have many children, so they
were enrolled together as a single clan. 12 The sons of Ko
hath: Amram, Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel-4. 13The sons of
Amram: Aaron and Moses. Aaron was set apart, he and
his sons, forever, to be consecrated as most holy, to make
burnt offerings to the LORD and serve Him and pronounce
blessings in His name forever. 14 As for Moses, the man of
God, his sons were named after the tribe of Levi. 15 The
sons of Moses: Gershom and Eliezer. 16 The sons of Ger
shom: Shebuel the chief. 17 And the sons of Eliezer were:
Rehabiah the chief. Eliezer had no other sons, but the sons
of Rehabiah were very numerous. 18 The sons of Izhar:
Shelomith the chief. 19 The sons of Hebron: Jeriah the
chief, Amariah the second, Jahaziel the third, and Jeka
meam the fourth. 20 The sons of Uzziel: Micah the chief
and Isshiah the second. 21 The sons of Merari: Mahli and
Mushi. The sons of Mahli: Eleazar and Kish. 22 Eleazar
died having no sons but only daughters; the sons of Kish,
their kinsmen, married them. 23 The sons of Mushi: Mahli,
Eder, and Jeremoth-3.
24 These are the sons of Levi by clans, with their clan
chiefs as they were enrolled, with a list of their names by
- 1755-

ticity, and antiquity of Israel's sac
rificial cult. 17-19: David employs
the same terms, used in the previ
ous vv., when addressing the
nation's officers; compare Moses'
charge in Deut. 30.6-8. 1 9: Wor·
shiping (Heb "lidrosh"), specifi
cally, attending to the Temple
cultus. As in Deuteronomy (e.g.,
12.11), God's name rather than
God resides in the Temple.
23.1-27.34: David's administra

tion. On the basis of repetitions

and contradictions, many scholars
argue that parts of this section are
secondary, disagreeing only on the
particulars. Others, however,
maintain that these chs are an inte
gral part of the original, and ex
plain the repetitions and contra
dictions as either intentional
literary flourishes or the result of
Chronicles' incorporation of vari
ant traditions. 23.1-2: David takes
a census of the Levites. The Le
vites, who were not included in
David's earlier census, are now
counted. This census was probably
carried out in order to assess the
organization of the Temple, not for
David's own sake; hence, there is
no criticism of David. This sepa
rate census parallels the practice of
Moses' day; see Num. 3.14-39. The
introduction to the ch suggests a
smooth transition between David
and Solomon, in sharp contrast to
the end of 2 Samuel and the begin
ning of 1 Kings. 5: Chronicles
credits David with another feature
of Temple worship: fashioning
the instruments; see 2 Chron. 7.6;
29.26, 27. Ch 29.25 claims that the
use of these instruments was,
ultimately, divinely ordained.
1 3 : The end of this v. is reminis
cent of Deut. 10.8 which, how
ever, applies to the entire tribe of
Levi (the "Levitical priests"); fol
lowing Priestly norms found in
the Torah, it is applied to priests
only. The first part of Deut. 10.8
has informed the Levites' role at
1 Chron. 15.2. 23-32: This passage
involves a shift from v. 2, leading
some scholars to posit different au
thorship for the vv.; this argument,
however, is not compelling. David
introduces an innovation by allow-
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heads, who did the work of the service of the House of the
LORD from the age of twenty and upward. 25 For David
said, "The LoRD God of Israel has given rest to His people
and made His dwelling in Jerusalem forever. 26 Therefore
the Levites need not carry the Tabernacle and all its vari
ous service vessels." 27 Among the last acts of David was
the counting of the Levites from the age of twenty and up
ward. 28 For their appointment was alongside the Aar
onites for the service of the House of the LoRD, to look
after the courts and the chambers, and the purity of all the
holy things, and the p erformance of the service of the
House of God, 29 and the rows of bread, and the fine flour
for the meal offering, and the unleavened wafers, and the
cakes made on the griddle and soaked, and every measure
of capacity and length; 3° and to be present every morning
to praise and extol the LORD, and at evening too, 31 and
whenever offerings were made to the LoRD, according to
the quantities prescribed for them, on sabbaths, new
moons and holidays, regularly, before the LoRD; 32 and so
to keep watch over the Tent of Meeting, over the holy
things, and over the Aaronites their kinsmen, for the ser
vice of the House of the LoRD.

2 4 The divisions of the Aaronites were:

The sons of Aaron: Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar and
lthamar. 2 Nadab and Abihu died in the lifetime of their
father, and they had no children, so Eleazar and lthamar
served as priests.
3 David, Zadok of the sons of Eleazar, and Ahimelech of
the sons of lthamar divided them into offices by their
tasks. 4 The sons of Eleazar turned out to be more numer
ous by male heads than the sons of Ithamar, so they di
vided the sons of Eleazar into sixteen chiefs of clans and
the sons of lthamar into eight clans. 5 They divided them
by lot, both on an equal footing, since they were all sanc
tuary officers and officers of God-the sons of Eleazar and
the sons of lthamar. 6 Shemaiah son of Nathanel, the
scribe, who was of the Levites, registered them under the
eye of the king, the officers, and Zadok the priest, and
Ahimelech son of Abiathar, and the chiefs of clans of the
ing (or, perhaps, requiring) Levites
to assume their duties at the age of
twenty, rather than the age of
thirty or twenty-five, as set forth in
the Torah (Num. 4.3, 23, 39, 47).
The rationale is that the age of
thirty was necessary in the wilder
ness period, when carrying the
Ark required stronger or more re-

sponsible and experienced cultic
personnel; a permanent cultus
made such age restrictions unnec
essary. This is apparently an exam
ple of Chronicles attributing con
temporary cultic norms to hoary
antiquity and, in particular, to
David. Historically, the change in
policy may reflect the fact that a
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functioning cultic establishment
demanded more personnel or, as
indicated by biblical sources, that
the number of Levites living in
postexilic and Second Temple
Judah was quite small (see Ezra
8.15-20); accordingly, it was neces
sary to enlist all those of adult age.
David is presented as a legislator,
again signaling a role parallel to
that of Moses. 26: Need not: The
Aramaic Targum understands this
v. to mean that Levites were no
longer allowed to move the cultic
vessels. 28: The duties assigned to
the Levites include tasks wholly
unattested in earlier sources, as
well as tasks mentioned in these
sources but not assigned to any
specific group (see, e.g., Lev.
24.5-9). Numbers (3.5-9; 18.2-6)
does state that the Levites shall
guard the Tabernacle and serve the
priests, but the precise nature of
their service is not explained; the
Chronicler fills in this gap, most
likely attributing practices of his
period to that of David. The net re
sult is that the Levites perform
most of the Temple duties and
make the daily Temple service
possible. The priests are limited to
sacrificing, blowing the trumpets,
and "blessing" in the LoRo's
name. 30-31: The cultic songs ac
company the morning and after
noon or evening services together
with the burnt offering, i.e., they
have no independent role. They
are also performed on the Sabbath,
new moon, and pilgrimage festi
vals; 2 Chron. 2-4; 8.13; 31.3. In
Psalms, we only have a single
psalm attributed to one of these
occasions, to the Sabbath (Ps. 92),
though liturgical texts found
among the Dead Sea Scrolls reflect
a more extensive liturgy. 32: Ser
vice (Heb '"avodah") as a generic
term for Levitical responsibilities
is unattested in Torah texts,
where it refers to physical labor
(portage). This development con
tinues in postbiblical Heb, where
"'avodah" means "prayer."
24.1-19: Sons of Aaron. Chroni
cles claims that the existence of
twenty-four priestly divisions, a
familiar part of Second Temple
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priests and Levites-•·one clan more taken for Eleazar for
each one taken of Ithamar:•
7 The first lot fell on Jehoiarib; the second on Jedaiah;
8 the third on Harim; the fourth on Seorim; 9 the fifth on
Malchijah; the sixth on Mijamin; 10 the seventh on Hak
koz; the eighth on Abijah; 11 the ninth on Jeshua; the tenth
on Shecaniah; 1 2 the eleventh on Eliashib; the twelfth on
Jakim; 13 the thirteenth on Huppah; the fourteenth on Je
shebeab; 14 the fifteenth on Bilgah; the sixteenth on Immer;
15 the seventeenth on Hezir; the eighteenth on Hap
pizzez; 16 the nineteenth on Pethahiah; the twentieth on
Jehezkel; 1 7 the twenty-first on Jachin; the twenty-second
on Gamul; 18 the twenty-third on Delaiah; the twenty
fourth on Maaziah.
19 According to this allocation of offices by tasks, they
were to enter the House of the LoRD as was laid down for
them by Aaron their father, as the LORD God of Israel had
commanded him.
20 The remaining Levites: the sons of Amram: Shubael;
the sons of Shubael: Jehdeiah; 21 Rehabiah. The sons of Re
habiah: Isshiah, the chief. 22 Izharites: Shelomoth. The
sons of Shelomoth: Jahath 23 and Benai, Jeriah; the second,
Amariah; the third, Jahaziel; the fourth, Jekameam. 24 The
sons of Uzziel: Micah. The sons of Micah: Shamir. 25 The
brother of Micah: Isshiah. The sons of Isshiah: Zechariah.
26 The sons of Merari: Mahli and Mushi. The sons of Jaaza
iah, his son__27 the sons of Merari by Jaazaiah his son:
Shoham, Zakkur, and Ibri. 28 Mahli: Eleazar; he had no
sons. 29 Kish: the sons of Kish: Jerahmeel. 30 The sons of
Mushi: Mahli, Eder, and Jerimoth. These were the sons of
the Levites by their clans.
31 These too cast lots corresponding to their kinsmen,
the sons of Aaron, under the eye of King David and Zadok
and Ahimelech and the chiefs of the clans of the priests
and Levites, on the principle of "chief and youngest
brother alike."

2 5 David and the officers of the army set apart for ser

vice the sons of Asaph, of Heman, and of Jeduthun,
who prophesied to the accompaniment of lyres, harps,
and cymbals. The list of men who performed this work,
according to their service, was:
2 Sons of Asaph: Zaccur, Joseph, Nethaniah, and
Asarelah-sons of Asaph under the charge of Asaph, who
prophesied by order of the king. 3 Jeduthun-the sons
of Jeduthun: Gedaliah, Zeri, Jeshaiah, Hashabiah, Mattia·a Mea11i11g of Heb. w1crrtaill.
-
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life, was David's innovation. This
passage is viewed by many as sec
ondary. 7: Order established by
lot. The Maccabees trace their line
age to Jehoiarib, which has led
some to argue that the list is of
:md-century provenance; this is
unconvincing.

More sons of Levi. This
list is frequently thought to reflect
an updated version of 23.6-23.
24.20-31 :

25.1-3 1 : The musicians/singers.

The placement of this group
following the Levites reflects
their related roles in the cultus.
1-3: Another facet of Chronicles'
views on prophecy. It is possible
that the Levitical prophecy of
these vv. is a kind of cultic and
musically inspired prophecy, but
more likely Chronicles viewed the
musical performance itself as a
form of prophecy, i.e., written or
performed under prophetic inspi
ration. Chronicles claims that the
musical aspects of the Levites' ac
tivity are, like other features of
Israel's cultic service, the product
of divine inspiration. (Even so,
precisely what is intended by this
position, viz., the "lyrics" or musi
cal arrangement, etc., is uncertain.)
For earlier examples of music
as part of prophetic ecstasy, see
1 Sam. 10.5. 1 : Asaph, Heman,
and Jeduthun (elsewhere: Ethan)
appear in the superscriptions (in
troits) to several compositions in
the book of Psalms (e.g., 50, 88,
39). These figures, about whom
little ( historically reliable) infor
mation is known, are viewed
here as the founders of the cultic
guilds bearing their names.
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thiah-6, under the charge of their father Jeduthun, who,
accompanied on the harp, prophesied, praising and ex
tolling the LORD. 4 Heman-the sons of Heman: Bukkiah,
Mattaniah, Uzziel, Shebuel, Jerimoth, Hananiah, Hanani,
Eliathah, Giddalti, Romamti-ezer, Joshbekashah, Mallo
thi, Hothir, and Mahazioth; 5 all these were sons of
Heman, the seer of the king, [who uttered] prophecies of
God for His greater glory. God gave Heman fourteen sons
and three daughters; 6 all these were under the charge of
their father for the singing in the House of the LORD, to the
accompaniment of cymbals, harps, and lyres, for the ser
vice of the House of God by order of the king. Asaph, Je
duthun, and Heman-7 their total number with their kins
men, trained singers of the LoRD-all the masters, 288.
8 They cast lots for shifts on the principle of "small and
great alike, like master like apprentice."
9 The first lot fell to Asaph-to Joseph; the second, to
Gedaliah, he and his brothers and his sons-12; 1 0 the
third, to Zaccur: his sons and his brothers-12; 11 the
fourth, to Izri: his sons and his brothers-12; 12 the fifth, to
Nethaniah: his sons and his brothers-12; 1 3 the sixth, to
Bukkiah: his sons and his brothers-12; 14 the seventh,
to Jesarelah: his sons and his brothers-12; 15 the eighth, to
Jeshaiah: his sons and his brothers-12; 16 the ninth, to
Mattaniah: his sons and his brothers-12; 17 the tenth,
to Shimei: his sons and his brothers-12; 18 the eleventh to
Azarel: his sons and his brothers-12; 19 the twelfth, to
Hashabiah: his sons and his brothers-12; 20 the thir
teenth, to Shubael: his sons and his brothers-12; 21 the
fourteenth, to Mattithiah: his sons and his brothers-12;
22 the fifteenth, to Jeremoth: his sons and his brothers-12;
23 the sixteenth, to Hananiah: his sons and his brothers12; 24 the seventeenth, to Joshbekashah: his sons and his
brothers-12; 25 the eighteenth, to Hanani: his sons and his
brothers-12; 2 6 the nineteenth, to Mallothi: his sons and
his brothers-12; 27 the twentieth, to Eliathah: his sons and
his brothers-12; 28 the twenty-first, to Hothir: his sons
and his brothers-12; 29 the twenty-second, to Giddalti:
his sons and his brothers-12; 30 the twenty-third, to Ma
hazioth: his sons and his brothers-12; 31 the twenty
fourth, to Romamti-ezer: his sons and his brothers-12.

2
6 shelemiah son of Kore, of the sons of Asaph. 2 Sons
of Meshelemiah: Zechariah the firstborn, Jediael the sec
The divisions of the gatekeepers: Korahites: Me

ond, Zebadiah the third, Jathniel the fourth, 3 Elam the
fifth, Jehohanan the sixth, Eliehoenai the seventh. 4 Sons of
Obed-edom: Shemaiah the first-born, Jehozabad the sec- 1758-
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4: This difficult v. has been

emended and reconstructed by
many scholars, resulting in a song
of praise, rather than the present
list of sons. 5: The description of
Heman as the seer of the king
(LXX: royal musicians) is an ex
pression of the inspired nature of
the cultic music and the activity of
the leaders of the Levitical
singers/musicians (see v. 1 n.).
Contrary to some opinions, Chron
icles does not portray all Levites as
prophets. For abundance of chil
dren as sign of divine favor, see
14.3-7. 6-8: Some scholars under
stand v. 6 to mean that Heman's
daughters were part of the Temple
orchestra (cf. Ezra 2.65; Neh. 7.67);
the v. probably refers only to
the sons listed in v. 4, however.
9-3 1 : Chronicles again credits
David with establishing cultic
norms. Division of the Levites into
twenty-four watches appears only
in Second Temple sources. The Le
vites are assigned by Num. 18.4-6
to guard the Tabernacle against en
croachment by outsiders, an act
which unleashes the divine wrath.
Chronicles assigns the Levite clans
specific locations, but does not in
dicate whether their primary role
is to prevent encroachment or sim
ply as a kind of "honor guard," a
notion which appears in later Jew
ish sources (Sifre Zllta, Korah,
Num. 18.4; Maimonides, Book of
Commandments, 22). The Rabbis
(Sifre Nwn. 116, b. 'Arak. nb) un
derstood the division of labor to be
absolute, such that a Levite may
not perform the task(s) assigned to
another Levitical clan.
26.1-19: Gatekeepers. The gate
keepers follow the cultic singers.
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ond, Joah the third, Sacar the fourth, Nethanel the fifth,
s Ammiel the sixth, Issachar the seventh, Peullethai the
eighth-for God had blessed him. 6 To his son Shemaiah
were born sons who exercised authority in their clans be
cause they were men of substance. 7 The sons of Shemaiah:
Othni, Rephael, Obed, Elzabad-his brothers, men of abil
ity, were Elihu and Semachiah. 8 All these, sons of Obed
edom; they and their sons and brothers, strong and able
men for the service-62 of Obed-edom. 9 Meshelemiah
had sons and brothers, able men-18. 10 Hosah of the Me
rarites had sons: Shimri the chief ( he was not the first
born, but his father designated him chief), 11 Hilkiah the
second, Tebaliah the third, Zechariah the fourth. All the
sons and brothers of Hosah-13.
12 These are the divisions of the gatekeepers, by their
chief men, [who worked in] shifts corresponding to their
kinsmen, ministering in the House of the LoRD. 13 They
cast lots, small and grea t alike, by clans, for each gate.
14The lot for the east [gate] fell to Shelemiah. Then they
cast lots [for] Zechariah his son, a prudent counselor, and
his lot came out to be the north [gate]. 15 For Obed-edom,
the south [gate], and for his sons, the vestibule. 1 6 For Shup
pim and for Hosah, the west [gate], with the Shallecheth
gate on the ascending highway. Watch corresponded to
watch: 17 At the east-six Levites; at the north-four daily;
at the south-four daily; at the vestibule-two by two; 1 8 at
the colonnade on the west-four at the causeway and two
at the colonnade. 19 These were the divisions of the gate
keepers of the sons of Korah and the sons of Merari.
20 And the Levites: Ahijah over the treasuries of the
House of God and the treasuries of the dedicated things.
2 1 The sons of Ladan: the sons of the Gershonites belong
ing to Ladan; the chiefs of the clans of Ladan, the Ger
shonite-Jehieli. 22 The sons of Jehieli: Zetham and Joel;
his brother was over the treasuries of the House of the
LORD.
23 Of the Amramites, the Izharites, the Hebronites, the
Uzzielites: 24 Shebuel son of Gershom son of Moses was
the chief officer over the treasuries. 25 And his brothers: El
iezer, his son Rehabiah, his son Jeshaiah, his son Joram,
his son Zichri, his son Shelomith_26 that Shelomith and
his brothers were over all the treasuries of dedicated
things that were dedicated by King David and the chiefs
of the clans, and the officers of thousands and hundreds
and the other army officers; 27 they dedicated some of the
booty of the wars to maintain the House of the LoRD.
28 All that Samuel the seer had dedicated, and Saul son of
Kish, and Abner son of Ner, and Joab son of Zeruiah-or
- 1 759-

26. 5-26. 28

26.20-32: Officers and judges.

The listing of officials most re
moved from cultic responsibilities
appears toward the end of the
block extending from ch 23
through ch 27, following priests
and Levites. It offers a bridge to
the following ch tha t outlines non
cultic functionaries. 28: This pas
sage offers a more positive view of
Saul than that encountered earlier,
suggesting that the author here
may have drawn on popular tradi
tion. More likely, the author means
to say that if a person like Saul
was aware of the importance of
the cultus, it follows that any self
respecting Jew must do no less.
Abner was the commander of
Saul's army; Joab was the com
mander of David's.
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[what] any other man had dedicated, was nnder the
charge of Shelomith and his brothers.
29 The Izharites: Chenaniah and his sons were over Is
rael as clerks and magistrates for affairs outside [the sanc
tuary]. 30 The Hebronites: Hashabiah and his brothers, ca
pable men, 1,700, supervising Israel on the west side
of the Jordan in all matters of the LoRD and the service
of the king. 31 The Hebronites: Jeriah, the chief of the
Hebronites-they were investigated in the fortieth year of
David's reign by clans of all their lines, and men of
substance were found among them in Jazer-gilead. 32 His
brothers, able men, 2,700, chiefs of clans-David put them
in charge of the Reubenites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe
of Manasseh in all matters of God and matters of the king.

2 7 The number of Israelites-chiefs of clans, officers

of thousands and hundreds and their clerks, who
served the king in all matters of the divisions, who
worked in monthly shifts during all the months of the
year-each division, 24,000. 2 Over the first division for
the first month-Jashobeam son of Zabdiel; his division
had 24,000. 3 Of the sons of Perez, he, the chief of all the
officers of the army, [served] for the first month. 4 0ver
the division of the second month-Dodai the Ahohite;
Mikloth was chief officer of his division; his "division
had 24,000. 5 The third army officer for the third month
Benaiah son of Jehoiada, the chief priest; his division had
24,000. 6 That was Benaiah, one of the warriors of the
thirty and over the thirty; and [over] his division was Am
mizabad his son. 7 The fourth, for the fourth month, Asa
hel brother of Joab, and his son Zebadiah after him; his
division had 24,000. 8 The fifth, for the fifth month, the of
ficer Shamhut the Izrahite; his division had 24,000. 9 The
sixth, for the sixth month, Ira son of Ikkesh the Tekoite; his
division had 24,000. lO The seventh, for the seventh month,
Helez the Pelonite, of the Ephraimites; his division had
24,000. 11 The eighth, for the eighth month, Sibbecai the
Hushathite, of Zerah; his division had 24,000. 1 2 The ninth,
for the ninth month, Abiezer the Anathothite, of Benja
min; his division had 24,000. 13 The tenth, for the tenth
month, Mahrai the Netophathite, of Zerah; his division
had 24,000. 14 The eleventh, for the eleventh month, Bena
iah the Pirathonite, of the Ephraimites; his division had
24,000. 15 The twelfth, for the twelfth month, Heldai the
Netophathite, of Othniel; his division had 24,000.
16 0ver the tribes of Israel: Reuben: the chief officer, Eli
ezer son of Zichri. Simeon: Shephatiah son of Maaca.
1 7 Levi: Hashabiah son of KemueL Aaron: Zadok. lBJudah:

29-32: These vv. occasion surprise
because they refer to secular _duties
of the Levites, a phenomenon
which elsewhere appears only in
the late biblical period (2 Chron.
19.8-11; Neh. 11.16). This section's
historicity is debated.
27.1-34: Non-cultic

arrange
ments. This ch deals with general

organizational features of David's
reign; it is likely of secondary ori
gin. David's reign is depicted as
one of order, with the nation cen
tered on the Jerusalem cultus.
1-15: The monthly shifts. Chroni
cles' notion of monthly shifts is
probably inspired by 1 Kings 4-7,
which details the monthly
arrangements for Solomon's
household. Note the typological
number twenty-four (thousand) in
this passage. 1 6-24: A listing of
tribal chiefs. The tribes of Asher
and Gad are missing, perhaps in
order to keep the number of tribes
at twelve. The census of ch 21 is
here presented in terms more fa
vorable to David, less favorable to
Joab. 25-31: Stewards of David's
holdings. Like most kings in the
ancient Near East, David acquired
large tracts of property. The de
scription of these holdings is part
of Chronicles' glorification of
David. 32-34: Important figures in
the king's entourage; some but not
all of these are known from the
lists and narratives in SamueL

David encourages
Solomon and the people.

28.1-21:

2: The footstool refers to the Ark.
The expression reflects the belief
that the LORD was seated upon a
throne created by the (wings of
the) cherubs-situated above
the Ark-so that His feet rested
on the Ark itself (cf. Lam. 2.1).
3-7: Davidic kings "sit on
the LoRD's throne"; see 17.14.
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Elihu, of the brothers of David. Issachar: Omri son of Mi
chael. 19 Zebulun: Ishmaiah son of Obadiah. Naphtali: Jer
imoth son of Azriel. 20 Ephraimites: Hoshea son of Aza
ziah. The half-tribe of Manasseh: Joel son of Pedaiah.
21 Half Manasseh in Gilead: Iddo son of Zechariah. Benja
min: Jaasiel son of Abner. 22 Dan: Azarel son of Jeroham.
These were the officers of the tribes of Israel.
23 David did not take a census of those under twenty
years of age, for the LoRD had promised to make Israel as
numerous as the stars of heaven. 24 Joab son of Zeruiah
did begin to count them, but he did not finish; wrath
struck Israel on account of this, and the census was not en
tered into the account of the chronicles of King David.
25 Over the royal treasuries: Azmaveth son of Adiel.
Over the treasuries in the country-in the towns, the ham
lets, and the citadels: Jonathan son of Uzziah. 26 0ver the
field laborers in agricultural work: Ezri son of Chelub.
270ver the vineyards: Shimei the Ramathite. And over the
produce in the vineyards for wine cellars: Zabdi the
Shiphmite. 28 Over the olive trees and the sycamores in
the Shephelah: Baal-hanan the Gederite. Over the oil
stores: Joash. 29 0ver the cattle pasturing in Sharon: Shirtai
the Sharonite. And over the ca ttle in the valleys: Shaphat
son of Adlai. 30 Over the camels: Obil the Ishmaelite. And
over the she-asses: Jehdeiah the Meronothite. 31 Over the
flocks: Jaziz the Hagrite. All these were stewards of the
property of King David. 32Jonathan, David's uncle, was a
counselor, a master, and a scribe: Jehiel son of Hachmoni
was with the king's sons. 33 Ahitophel was a counselor to
the king. Hushai the Archite was the king's friend. 34 After
Ahitophel were Jehoiada son of Benaiah and Abiathar.
The commander of the king's army was Joab.
David assembled all the officers of Israel-the
tribal officers, the divisional officers who served
2
8
the king, the captains of thousands and the captains of

hundreds, and the stewards of all the property and cattle
of the king and his sons, with the eunuchs and the war
riors, all the men of substance-to Jerusalem. 2 King
David rose to his feet and said, "Hear me, my brothers,
my people! I wanted to build a resting-place for the Ark of
the Covenant of the LORD, for the footstool of our God,
and I laid aside material for building. 3 But God said to
me, 'You will not build a house for My name, for you are a
man of battles and have shed blood.' 4 The LoRD God of
Israel chose me of all my father's house to be king over Is
rael forever. For He chose Judah to be ruler, and of the
family of Judah, my father's house; and of my father's

27. 1 9-28 . 4
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28.5-28 .20

sons, He preferred to make me king over all Israel; 5 and of
all my sons-for many are the sons the LoRD gave me
He chose my son Solomon to sit on the throne of the king
dom of the LoRD over Israel. 6 He said to me, 'It will be
your son Solomon who will build My House and My
courts, for I have chosen him to be a son to Me, and I will
be a father to him. 7 I will establish his kingdom forever, if
he keeps firmly to the observance of My commandments
and rules as he does now.' B And now, in the sight of all Is
raet the congregation of the LORD, and in the hearing of
our God, [I say:] Observe and apply yourselves to all the
commandments of the LORD your God in order that you
may possess this good land and bequeath it to your chil
dren after you forever.
9 "And you, my son Solomon, know the God of your fa
ther, and serve Him with single mind and fervent heart,
for the LoRD searches all minds and discerns the design of
every thought; if you seek Him He will be available to
you, but if you forsake Him He will abandon you forever.
10 See then, the LORD chose you to build a house as the
sanctuary; be strong and do it."
11 David gave his son Solomon the plan of the porch and
its houses, its storerooms and its upper chambers and
inner chambers; and of the place of the Ark-cover; 12 and
the plan of all that he had by the spirit: of the courts of the
House of the LORD and all its surrounding chambers, and
of the treasuries of the House of God and of the treasuries
of the holy things; 13 the divisions of priests and Levites
for all the work of the service of the House of the LORD
and all the vessels of the service of the House of the LORD;
14 and gold, the weight of gold for vessels of every sort of
use; silver for all the vessels of silver by weight, for all the
vessels of every kind of service; 15 the weight of the gold
lampstands and their gold lamps, and the weight of the
silver lampstands, each lampstand and its silver lamps,
according to the use of every lampstand; 16 and the weight
of gold for the tables of the rows of bread, for each table;
and of silver for the silver tables; 17 and of the pure gold
for the forks and the basins and the jars; and the weight of
the gold bowls, every bowl; and the weight of the silver
bowls, each and every bowl; 1B the weight of refined gold
for the incense altar and the gold for the figure of the char
iot-the cherubs-those with outspread wings screening
the Ark of the Covenant of the LoRD. 19 "All this that the
LORD made me understand by His hand on me, I give you
in writing-the plan of all the works."
20 David said to his son Solomon, "Be strong and of
good courage and do it; do not be afraid or dismayed, for
- 1 762 -
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7: Continuity of the monarchy is
here contingent upon observance
of the divine commandments; see
17.13 n. 8-9: The importance of
serving the LoRD wholeheartedly;
see 29.9-19. 1 2: Spirit here refers to
prophetic inspiration, as clarified
in v. 19. 1 9: Chronicles' David is
not explicitly labeled a prophet or
seer, but is the recipient of pro
phetic revelation or inspiration.
This v. is consistent with Chroni
cles' glorification of David, as well
as the recurring theme of the di
vine source of all things pertaining
to the Temple. David's prophetic
status is explicitly acknowledged
in the writings of the Dead Sea
Scrolls (uQPs•) and some tradi
tional Jewish sources (Tg. Clzron.;
Isaac Abravanel). Even so, other
sources (y. Meg. 1.1 [7oa], Rashi ad
b. Sukkalz 51b) claim that the Tem
ple plans were given to David
via the prophets Samuel, Gad,
or Nathan; see above, 9.22, and
2 Chron. 29.25. Radak averred that
David experienced not prophecy
but, rather, a lesser degree of di
vine inspiration (Heb "rua):l ha
kodesh"; compare y. Meg.).
20: Reminiscent of Moses' exhorta
tion to Joshua (Deut. 31.7, 8);
David and Solomon are viewed
like Moses and Joshua (22.12 n.).
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the LORD God my God is with you; He will not fail you or
forsake you till all the work on the House of the LORD is
done. 21 Here are the divisions of the priests and Levites
for all kinds of service of the House of God, and with you
in all the work are willing men, skilled in all sorts of tasks;
also the officers and all the people are at your command."

2 9 King David said to the entire assemblage, "God

has chosen my son Solomon alone, an untried lad,
although the work to be done is vast-for the temple• is
not for a man but for the LORD God. 2 I have spared no ef
fort to lay up for the House of my God gold for golden ob
jects, silver for silver, copper for copper, iron for iron,
wood for wooden, onyx-stone and inlay-stone, stone of
antimony and variegated colors-every kind of precious
stone and much marble. 3 Besides, out of my solicitude for
the House of my God, I gave over my private hoard of
gold and silver to the House of my God-in addition to all
that I laid aside for the holy House: 4 3,000 gold talents of
Ophir gold, and 7,ooo talents of refined silver for covering
the walls of the houses 5 (gold for golden objects, silver for
silver for all the work)-into the hands of craftsmen. Now
who is going to make a freewill offering and devote him
self today to the LoRD?"
6 The officers of the clans and the officers of the tribes of
Israel and the captains of thousands and hundreds and
the supervisors of the king's work made freewill offer
ings, 7 giving for the work of the House of God: 5,000 tal
ents of gold, 10,000 darics, 1o,ooo talents of silver, 18,ooo
talents of copper, 10o,ooo talents of iron. 8 Whoever had
stones in his possession gave them to the treasury of the
House of the LoRD in the charge of Jehiel the Gershonite.
9 The people rejoiced over the freewill offerings they
made, for with a whole heart they made freewill offerings
to the LORD; King David also rejoiced very much.
10 David blessed the LoRD in front of all the assemblage;
David said, "Blessed are You, LORD, God of Israel our fa
ther, from eternity to eternity. 1 1 Yours, LoRD, are great
ness, might, splendor, triumph, and majesty-yes, all that
is in heaven and on earth; to You, LoRD, belong kingship
and preeminence above all. 12 Riches and honor are Yours
to dispense; You have dominion over all; with You are
strength and might, and it is in Your power to make any
one great and strong. 13 Now, God, we praise You and
extol Your glorious name. 14 Who am I and who are my
people, that we should have the means to make such a
a Lit. 'fortress. "

29.1-9: The call to support

Solomon in building the Temple.

Chronicles describes the grandeur
of the Temple, requiring participa
tion of the entire population; for
similar description, see 2 Chron.
2.3-8. The willing participation of
the people mirrors the construc
tion of the Tabernacle in Exod.
35-4-29·

David's thanksgiving
prayer. This prayer is structurally
29.1 1-19:

and thematically similar to the
Psalms anthology in ch 16; to
gether they form an inclusio of
David's cultic activity. Both pas
sages contain the following
themes: transition from landless
patriarchs to landed society, the
LoRD's kingship, and a closing pe
tition. Another significant element
now appears: Deeds are truly vir
tuous only if accompanied by
proper intentions. Humans cannot
gloat in the act of contributing to
the LoRD's Temple, since all
human success and wealth come
from Him. But people can take
pride in the fact that their dona
tions are given with joy and not as
a result of coercion; see introduc
tion. This prayer, however, seems
to be an original composition of
the Chronicler, and it does not
have any parallels in Psalms. Like
16.8-36, vv. 1o-13 are traditionally
recited as part of the "pesukei de
zimrah" of the morning prayers.
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29 . 1 5-29 . 3 0

freewill offering; but all is from You, and it is Your gift that
we have given to You. 1 5 For we are sojourners with You,
mere transients like our fathers; our days on earth are like
a shadow, with nothing in prospect. 160 LoRD our God,
all this great mass that we have laid aside to build You a
House for Your holy name is from You, and it is all Yours.
17 I know, God, that You search the heart and desire up
rightness; I, with upright heart, freely offered all these
things; now Your people, who are present here-1 saw
them joyously making freewill offerings. 1 B Q LoRD God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, our fathers, remember this to
the eternal credit of the thoughts of Your people's hearts,
and make their hearts constant toward You. 19 As to my
son Solomon� give him a whole heart to observe Your
commandments, Your admonitions, and Your laws, and to
fulfill them all, and to build this temple• for which I have
made provision."
20 David said to the whole assemblage, "Now bless the
LORD your God." All the assemblage blessed the LoRD
God of their fathers, and bowed their heads low to the
LoRD and the king. 21 They offered sacrifices to the LORD
and made burnt offerings to the LoRD on the morrow of
that day: 1,000 bulls, 1,000 rams, 1,000 lambs, with their li
bations; [they made] sacrifices in great number for all Is
rael, 22 and they ate and drank in the presence of the LoRD
on that day with great joy. They again proclaimed Solo
mon son of David king, and they anointed him as ruler be
fore the LORD, and Zadok as high priest. 23 Solomon suc
cessfully took over the throne of the LoRD as king instead
of his father David, and all went well with him. All Israel
accepted him; 24 all the officials and the warriors, and the
sons of King David as well, gave their hand in support of
King Solomon. 25 The LORD made Solomon exceedingly
great in the eyes of all Israel, and endowed him with a
regal majesty that no king of Israel before him ever had.
26 Thus David son of Jesse reigned over all Israel; 27 the
length of his reign over Israel was forty years: he reigned
seven years in Hebron and thirty-three years in Jerusalem.
28 He died at a ripe old age, having enjoyed long life, riches
and honor, and his son Solomon reigned in his stead. 29 The
acts of King David, early and late, are recorded in the his
tory of Samuel the seer, the history of Nathan the prophet,
and the history of Gad the seer, 30 together with all the
mighty deeds of his kingship and the events that befell him
and Israel and all the kingdoms of the earth.

a Lit. "fortress. "
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24: Chronicles is oblivious to
1 Kings chs 1-3. 25: Some scholars

argue that this formulation indi
cates that Chronicles viewed
Solomon as no less important a
figure than David; others reject
this, noting that David is Chroni
cles' king, par excellence. Alterna
tively, this formulation may reflect
Chronicles' use of a Solomonic ty
pology in its depiction of Heze
kiah. 2 Kings 20.13 describes
Hezekiah's magnificent wealth; ac
cordingly, Chronicles applied this
artificial note to Solomon in order
to allow for this literary parallel.
26-27: Whereas 1 Kings 2.11 states
that David ruled over Judah in He
bron, and over a united Israel in
Jerusalem, Chronicles avoids this
dichotomy. Chronicles' position
carries a price: If David ruled from
Hebron over all Israel for seven
years, then his move to Jerusalem
has no clear motive. Since Chroni
cles presents the capture of Jerusa
lem as a national-religious issue,
one wonders why the move was
postponed seven years; see 1 1 . 1-3,
4-9 n. 28-30: A recurring feature
of Chronicles is the claim that the
official royal chronicles were com
posed by prophets. This is another
example of the changed role and
nahlre of prophets in Chronicles;
they are, among other things, his
torians who record, study, inter
pret, and assess past events. In ad
dition, Chronicles' claim implies
that everything contained in
these official accounts-arid, by
implication, the book of Chronicles
itself-is fully accurate and credi
ble. Many modern scholars, how
ever, doubt that these works, typi
cally mentioned at the end of the
kings' reign, ever existed.

2

Chronicles

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK of Chronicles precedes 1 Chronicles.
[DAVID ROTHSTEIN]

1 •Solomon son of David took firm hold of his kingdom,

for the LORD his God was with him and made him ex
ceedingly great. 2 Solomon summoned all Israel-the offi
cers of thousands and of hundreds, and the judges, and all
the chiefs of all Israel, the heads of the clans. 3 Then
Solomon, and all the assemblage with him, went to the
shrine at Gibeon, for the Tent of Meeting, which Moses the
servant of the LORD had made in the wilderness, was
there. (4 But the Ark of God David had brought up from
Kiriath-jearim to the place which David had prepared for
it; for he had pitched a tent for it in Jerusalem.) S The
bronze altar, which Bezalel son of Uri son of Hur had
made, was also there before the Tabernacle of the LoRD,
and Solomon and the assemblage resorted to it. 6 There
Solomon ascended the bronze altar before the LoRD,
which was at the Tent of Meeting, and on it sacrificed a
thousand burnt offerings.
n

With vv. 3-13, cf 1 Kings 3.4-15; with vv. 14-17, cf 1 Kings 10.26-29.

1.1-9.3 1 : Solomon's reign. Chron
icles presents a much more favor
able depiction of Solomon than the
books of Samuel and Kings, omit
ting any passages which reflect
poorly upon him. In general,
Chronicles portrays Solomon as
a near mirror-image of David.
Solomon's reign is marked by the
realization of David's cultic prepa
rations and economic growth.
Thus, the continuity between
David and Solomon in Chron-

ides is greater than in Samuel
Kings.
1 .1-13: Solomon travels to Gib
eon. In the "incubation" story of

1 Kings 3-4-14 Solomon makes a
private pilgrimage to Gibeon in
the hope of receiving divine com
munication. Chronicles views
this pilgrimage as a sign of Solo
mon's devotion to the cultus and,
thereby, having national-religious
significance. In line with the ten-

dency to create greater continuity
between David and Solomon,
Solomon's actions parallel those of
David; see 1 Chron. 11-4-8 and
esp. 13.1-5. 1: David's prayers on
behalf of Solomon have material
ized (1 Chron. 28.20). 3: 1 Kings
(3.2-3) acknowledges that Israel
offered local sacrifices prior to the
construction of Solomon's Temple;
Chronicles consistently avoids
mention of any such possibility.
The Tabernacle and altar were,
for Chronicles, the mobile "cho
sen place" for cultic activity, in
accordance with Lev. 17.8; Deut.
12-4-28. For this reason Chronicles
claims that Gibeon was the site of
the Mosaic Tabernacle (and sacred
appurtenances), whereas 1 Kings
3-4 states only that the "great
altar" -i.e., one of many-was
there (see 1 Chron. 16.39). For
Chronicles, but not for Kings, Le
viticus as well as Deuteronomy
was authoritative; this explains the
revision here. Rabbinic tradition
(111. Zeva/1. 14.4-7; t. Zeva/1. 13.19)
reconciles the divergent biblical
traditions (Lev. ch 17, Deut. ch 12,
1 Kings, Chronicles) by arguing
that prior to the construction of the
Temple, local cultic slaughter was
permitted so long as there was no
central tabernacle housing both
the "great altar" and the Ark (as in
Chronicles' description of Gibeon);
when such existed, as in the rab-
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7 That night, God appeared to Solomon and said to him,
"Ask, what shall I grant you?" BSolomon said to God,
"You dealt most graciously with my father David, and
now You have made me king in his stead. 9 Now, 0 LORD
God, let Your promise to my father David be fulfilled; for
You have made me king over a people as numerous as the
dust of the earth. 10 Grant me then the wisdom and the
knowledge •to lead this people,·• for who can govern Your
great people?" n God said to Solomon, "Because you
want this, and have not asked for wealth, property, and
glory, nor have you asked for the life of your enemy, or
long life for yourself, but you have asked for the wisdom
and the knowledge to be able to govern My people over
whom I have made you king, 1 2 wisdom and knowledge
are granted to you, and I grant you also wealth, property,
and glory, the like of which no king before you has had,
nor shall any after you have." 13 From the shrine at Gib
eon, from the Tent of Meeting, Solomon went to Jerusalem
and reigned over Israel.
14 Solomon assembled chariots and horsemen; he had
1t400 chariots and 12,000 horses that he stationed in the
chariot towns and with the king in Jerusalem. 15 The king
made silver and gold as plentiful in Jerusalem as stones,
and cedars as plentiful as the sycamores in the Shephelah.
1 6 Solomon's horses were imported from Egypt and from
Que; the king's traders would buy them from Que at the
market price. 17 A chariot imported from Egypt cost 6oo
shekels of silver, and a horse 150. These in turn were ex
ported by them b to all the kings of the Hittites and the
kings of the Arameans.
1B Then Solomon resolved to build a House for the name
of the LoRD and a royal palace for himself.
<Solomon mustered 70,000 basket carriers and So,ooo
quarriers in the hills, with 3,6oo men supervising
them. 2 Solomon sent this message to King Huram of Tyre,
"In view of what you did for my father David in sending

2

a-a Lit. "tlwt I may go out before this people a11d come iu."
b Tlrat is, Solomon's dealers.
c Cf I Ki11gs 5 ·

binic understanding of the Shiloh
Tabernacle (see Josh. 18.1; 1 Sam.
3.3), sacrificial activity was permit
ted only at the central site. This
accounts for David's sacrifices, in
Jerusalem, at 1 Chron. 16.2. As pre
viously noted, Chronicles omits
reference to the dynastic struggle
during David's old age. Chronicles

also defers mention of Solomon's
marriage to Pharaoh's daughter
(1 Kings 3.1) until 8.11. The rea
sons are twofold. First, Chronicles
seeks to convey the impression
that Solomon's first act as monarch
pertained to religious, Temple
related matters. Second, Solomon's
marriage to Pharaoh's daughter is
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a "political" one, intended to con
solidate his position; only after this
stability is assured does Solomon,
according to 1 Kings, go to Gibeon.
Chronicles, however, maintains
that Solomon's rule was divinely
ordained and had never been in
doubt; hence, the diplomatic mo
tive behind this marriage was ir
relevant. 1 3: Chronicles omits
Solomon's sacrifice before the Ark
upon his return to Jerusalem; cf.
1 Kings 3.15. This probably reflects
Chronicles' slant concerning cult
centralization even before the con
struction of the Temple; see, how
ever, 1 Chron. 16.2.
1 .14-17: Economic growth. Al
most identical wording appears
at the close of Solomon's life in
2 Chron. 9.27-28 ( 1 Kings
10.23-28); it is not unusual for
Chronicles to rearrange source ma
terial for literary or ideological
reasons. While some scholars see
this use of inclusio (2 Chron.
1.14-17 l l 2 Chron. 9.27-28) as
nothing more than a literary de
vice, others maintain Chronicles
here portrays God's promise as
being realized without delay, such
that the entire period of Solomon's
reign was marked by economic
prosperity. There is no hint here of
the hardships endured during the
course of this economic boom; see
10.1. Note that Chronicles omits
1 Kings 3.16-28, Solomon's first
successful adjudication, because
Chronicles maintains that Solo
mon's wisdom was manifest, first
and foremost, in executing the
Temple project; see 2 Chron. 2.11.
=

1 .1 8-2.17: Preparation of work
force and Solomon's negotiations
with Huram. There are many dif

ferences between this ch and
1 Kings ch 2. Kings calls the king
Hiram, while in Chronicles he is
Huram. In Kings Hiram estab
lishes diplomatic contact with
Solomon, to continue the benefi
cial (and lucrative; see below) rela
tions which he had enjoyed with
David; he therefore does this only
after Solomon's rule has been fully
stabilized. By contrast, Chronicles
claims that Solomon initiates the
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him cedars to build a palace for his residence_3 see, I in
tend to build a House for the name of the LoRD my God; I
will dedicate it to Him for making incense offering of
sweet spices in His honor, for the regular rows of bread,
and for the morning and evening burnt offerings on sab
baths, new moons, and festivals, as is Israel's eternal duty.
4 The House that I intend to build will be great, inasmuch
as our God is greater than all gods. s who indeed is capa
ble of building a House for Him! Even the heavens to their
uttermost reaches cannot contain Him, and who am I that
I should build Him a House-except as a place for making
burnt offerings to Him? 6 Now send me a craftsman to
work in gold, silver, bronze, and iron, and in purple, crim
son, and blue yarn, and who knows how to engrave,
alongside the craftsmen I have here in Judah and in Jeru
salem, whom my father David provided. 7 Send me
cedars, cypress, and algum wood from the Lebanon, for I
know that your servants are skilled at cutting the trees of
Lebanon. My servants will work with yours B to provide
me with a great stock of timber; for the House that I in
tend to build will be singularly great. 9 I have allocated for
your servants, the wood-cutters who fell the trees, 20,000
kor of crushed wheat and 2o,ooo kor of barley, 2o,ooo bath
of wine and 20,000 bath of oil."
10 Huram, king of Tyre, sent Solomon this written mes
sage in reply, "Because the LoRD loved His people, He
made you king over them."
11 Huram continued, "Blessed is the LoRD, God of Is
rael, who made the heavens and the earth, who gave King
David a wise son, endowed with intelligence and under
standing, to build a House for the LoRD and a royal palace
for himself. 12 Now I am sending you a skillful and in
telligent man, my master• Huram, 13 the son of a Danite
n Lit. "my fntlrer. "

diplomacy shortly after his visit to
Gibeon and his conscription of
Temple workers; his alacrity
demonstrates his commitment to
executing the construction of the
Temple. Second, the negotiations
in 1 Kings are based on a quid pro
quo; Solomon pays for needed ser
vices, while the terms of payment
are dictated by Huram. In Chroni
cles Solomon unilaterally dictates
the terms, while Hiram is pre
sented as a "believing," monothe
istic Gentile, whose motive for as
sisting Solomon is largely, or even

exclusively, religious. Third, the
cost in Kings involves yearly pro
visions for Hiram's household;
Chronicles speaks of a one-time
payment. Fourth, in 1 Kings
Solomon's description of the
planned Temple is terse and busi
nesslike; Chronicles' Solomon de
scribes the magnitude of the Tem
ple project in superlative terms
and spells out the specific cultic
activities (integrating Priestly per
spectives) to take place in the Tem
ple. Fifth, by having Huram use
the expression "my lord" to Solo-
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mon (v. 14), Chronicles portrays Solomon as the dominant
monarch; see 8.1-6 n. Finally, ac
cording to 1 Kings 5.26, the wis
dom that God bestowed upon
Solomon is demonstrated by
Solomon's execution of a treaty
with Hiram. Chronicles makes no
reference to this treaty nor to its
constituting the realization of
Solomon's wisdom. As noted
above, Chronicles maintains that
Solomon's wisdom was manifest
primarily in connection with the
Temple building, and only second
arily .in other spheres. Chronicles'
omission of the treaty reflects two
factors. Since Chronicles presents
Solomon as the most powerful and
wealthy monarch in the region,
there is no reason for Solomon to
limit himself by a political treaty.
Second, Chronicles' omission re
flects an ideological stance of
Chronicles, according to which a
truly believing individual must
trust in the LoRo's ability to pro
vide for all needs, making treaties
with foreigners (and wicked Israel
ites) superfluous and even im
proper. 2.3: The addition of details
of the sacrifices reflect Chronicles'
incorporation of the Priestly per
spective found in Leviticus and
elsewhere. 5: Chronicles expresses
the divine transcendence; the Tem
ple does not actually "house" the
LORD (contrast 1 Kings 8.13). This
formulation may be informed by
Deuteronomy's "name theology,"
according to which only the
LORD's name is localized at the
Temple (see, e.g., Deut. 12.5, n).
1 0-13: Huram's reply: The impli
cation of Huram's readiness to as
sist Solomon is that if a foreigner
albeit righteous-recognizes the
importance of the Israelite Temple,
how much more so should be the
response of all Israelites !Jews.
1 1 : A patent formulation of the
view that the wisdom granted
Solomon was realized primarily in
the building of the Temple, not in
domestic and international leader
ship. 1 2-14: The materials listed
are reminiscent of the Tabernacle
account in Exod. 25.3-7; 35·5-9; see
the "continuity theme" in 1 Chron.
ch 21. This motif also explains the
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woman, his father a Tyrian. He is skilled at working in
gold, silver, bronze, iron, precious stones, and wood; in
purple, blue, and crimson yarn and in fine linen; and at
engraving and designing whatever will be required of
him, alongside your craftsmen and the craftsmen of my
lord, your father David. 1 4 As to the wheat, barley, oil, and
wine which my lord mentioned, let him send them to his
servants. 15 We undertake to cut down as many trees of
Lebanon as you need, and deliver them to you as rafts by
sea to Jaffa; you will transport them to Jerusalem."
16 Solomon took a census of all the aliens who were in
the land of Israel, besides the census taken by his father
David, and they were found to be 15},6oo. 17He made
70,000 of them basket carriers, and 8o,ooo of them quarri
ers, with 3,6oo supervisors to see that the people worked.

3 •Then Solomon began to build the House of the LoRD

in Jerusalem on Mount Moriah, where [the LORD] had
appeared to his father David, at the place which David
a Witlz vv. 2-17, cf 1 Kings 6; 7.1-22.

name and tribal background of the
chief Temple craftsman. Whereas
1 Kings 7.14 assigns his mother to
the northern tribe of Naphtali,
Chronicles claims that his mother
was from the northern tribe of
Dan, while his father was a Tyrian;
the (half-)Danite lineage of Hu
ramabi thus parallels the Taberna
cle account in Exodus, wherein
one of the head artisans, Oholiab,
was a Danite (Exod. 31.6). The Tyr
ian origin of the craftsman's father
troubled Jewish exegetes. Josephus
(Ant.) and some medieval com
mentators argued that his father
was Jewish, by taking "Tyre"
to refer to the mainland Tyre, ap
portioned to Asher (Josh. 19.29),
rather than the Phoenician city.
Others suggested that his father
was originally from the fort-city of
Ser, which formed part of Naph
tali, but subsequently moved to
Tyre. The Chronicler's statement
here reflects his relatively moder
ate position on intermarriage and
lineage; see introduction. 16-17:
Solomon again prepares the work
force. Significantly, he uses only
aliens for the work force; Kings
is ambivalent on this matter (cf.
1 Kings 5.27; 9.21). In addition,

Chronicles has omitted the cove
nant between Solomon and Hiram
(1 Kings 5.26).
3.1-2: The Temple site. The "Land

of Moriah" appears elsewhere
only at Gen. 22.1 in connection
with the 'Akedah, Abraham's
binding of Isaac. Chronicles claims
that David's altar was erected on
the very spot on which Abraham
prepared to sacrifice Isaac. Other
allusions to Gen. ch 22 include the
words "who was seen/appeared
to David," (Heb "r-'-h"), reminis
cent of Gen. 22.4, 8, 13 and, esp.
v. 14. Chronicles thus emphasizes
the "chosen" nature of the Temple
site, which reaches back to Israel's
earliest forebear, suggesting that
the site's uniqueness is almost on
tological. This may also be another
expression of the fulfillment of the
divine promise to Abraham; see
1 Chron. 16.8-18. A rabbinic
tradition (Pirqe R. El. 31; see, also
y. Nnz. 7.2 [56a]; Gel!. Rnb. 34;
b. Zevn!z. 62a) further maintains
that the locus of the Temple altar
was the place from which Adam
was created, and where Cain and
Abel made their respective offer
ings (Gen. 4.3-4), suggesting that
- 1768-
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the locus of humankind's creation
is also the locus of atonement (i.e.,
"rejuvenation"). The Samaritan
community preserves a parallel
tradition, wherein the binding of
Isaac took place on Mt. Gerizim,
the religious center of the Samari
tans. 2: The delay in building the
Temple at 1 Kings 6.1 is reason
able, since Solomon had been
forced to first secure his throne.
Chronicles, however, omits the en
tire episode (see 1.3 n.); indeed,
Chronicles implies that Solomon's
negotiations with Huram took
place immediately upon his return
from Gibeon, i.e, within days of
Solomon's accession to the throne.
Furthermore, David had already
laid most of the groundwork.
Nevertheless, Chronicles depicts
Solomon as waiting until the
fourth year perhaps because the
period of three years in Chronicles
is typological, signifying a (rela
tively) short period (see 11.7; 17.7)
and the magnitude of the Temple
project, emphasized repeatedly in
Chronicles, required two to three
years of preparation. Note that
Chronicles omits 1 Kings' refer
ence to 480 years from the exodus
(6.1); this omission is another in
stance of Chronicles' reticence
concerning Israel's sojourn in,
and deliverance from, Egypt (see
introduction).
3.3-5.1 : Solomon's Temple.

Chronicles' description of the Tem
ple and appurtenances differs
considerably from that found at
1 Kings chs 6-7, in two respects.
First, Chronicles' account is much
shorter than that of 1 Kings. Sec
ond, Chronicles' version brings
Kings' description into closer har
mony with the Mosaic Tabernacle
described in the Priestly source of
the Torah, another example of the
"continuity theme." Beginning
with v. 8, and with the exception of
4.11-16, the syntactic subject of
these vv. is Solomon, thus empha
sizing Solomon's role as executor
of David's preparations. 3.4: For
the use of gold inlay, see 1 Kings
6.22, 30. 6: Pnrvaim is most likely a
place name (so LXX and Targum),
possibly located in northeastern
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had designated, at the threshing floor of Oman the Jehu
site. 2 He began to build on the second day of the second
month of the fourth year of his reign. 3 These were the di
mensions Solomon established for building the House of
God: its length in cubits, by the former measure, was 6o,
and its breadth was 20. 4 The length of the porch in front
[was equal] to the breadth of the House-20 cubits, and its
height was 120. Inside he overlaid it with pure gold. s The
House itself he paneled with cypress wood. He overlaid it
with fine gold and embossed on it palms and chains. 6 He
studded the House with precious stones for decoration;
the gold was from Parvaim. 7 He overlaid the House with
gold-the beams, the thresholds, its walls and doors;
he carved cherubim on the walls. s He made the Holy
of Holies: its length was [equal to] the breadth of the
house-20 cubits, and its breadth was 20 cubits. He over
laid it with 6oo talents of fine gold. 9 The weight of the
nails was 50 shekels of gold; the upper chambers he over
laid with gold. lO He made two sculptured cherubim in the
Holy of Holies, and they were overlaid with gold. n The
outspread wings of the cherubim were 20 cubits across:
one wing 5 cubits long touching one wall of the House,
and the other wing 5 cubits long touching the wing of the
other cherub; 12 one wing of the other [cherub] 5 cubits
long extending to the other wall of the House, and its
other wing 5 cubits long touching the wing of the first
cherub. n the wingspread of these cherubim was thus
20 cubits across, and they were standing up facing the
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Arabia. Others understand the
term to mean "finest gold" (thus,
apparently, Vulgate and Peshitta).
Postbiblical and rabbinic sources
understood the term as denoting
either a mythical location or qual
ity. 7: 1 Kings 6.22 makes no men
tion of cl1erubim being engraved on
the walls of the Temple. Chroni
cles' position, informed by Exod.
26.1, 31, appears to be an artificial
construct. In Exodus the curtain
encloses the portable walls of the
Tabernacle, but the permanence of
the Temple made a curtain unnec
essary. 8: The 6oo talents, men
tioned only in Chronicles, recalls
the price paid by David for the
Temple site (1 Chron. 21.25). This
may be intended to highlight the
central role of the "most holy," in
which the Ark was housed. This
number (= 12 X 50) may also be
Chronicles' way of saying that the
Temple site, along with the "most
holy," is the rightful possession of
all of Israel's tribes. 1 1-13: The
winged cherubim: In Exodus 25.20
the cherubim in the Tabernacle
faced one another. The Rabbis rec
onciled the positions by claiming
that when Israel obeyed the
LoRD's will the cherubim faced
one another, signaling harmony;
when Israel veered from the path,
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}o

Pillar
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<oM>

1 0 cubits

0
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House. 14 He made the curtain of blue, purple, and crim
son yarn and fine linen, and he worked cherubim into it.
1 5 At the front of the House he made two columns 35 cu
bits high; the capitals• on top of them were 5 cubits high.
16 He made chainwork in the inner Sanctuary and set it on
the top of the columns; he made a hundred pomegranates
and set them into the chainwork. 17He erected the col
umns in front of the Great Hall, one to its right and one to
its left; the one to the right was called Jachin, and the one
to the left, Boaz.

4 b He made an altar of bronze

20 cubits long, 20 cubits
wide, and 10 cubits high.
2 He made the sea c of cast metal 10 cubits across from
brim to brim, perfectly round; it was 5 cubits high, and its
circumference was 30 cubits. 3 Beneath were figures of
oxen set all around it, of 10 cubits, encircling the sea; the
oxen were in two rows, cast in one piece with it. 4 It stood
upon twelve oxen: three faced north, three faced west,
three faced south, and three faced east, with the sea rest
ing upon them; their haunches were all turned inward. S it
was a handbreadth thick, and its brim was made like that
of a cup, like the petals of a lily. It held 3,000 bath.
6 He made ten bronze lavers for washing; he set five on
the right and five on the left; they would rinse off in them
the parts of the burnt offering; but the sea served the
priests for washing. 7 He made ten lampstands of gold as
prescribed, and placed them in the Great Hall, five on the
right and five on the left. B He made ten tables and placed
them in the Great Hall, five on the right and five on the
left. He made one hundred gold basins. 9 He built the
court of the priests and the great court, and doors for
the great court; he overlaid the doors with bronze. lO He
set the sea on the right side, at the southeast corner.
a Menning of Heb. uucerlaiu.

b Cf 1 Kiugs 7·23-50.

the cherubim faced outwards, to
ward the Temple courts (b. B. Bat.
99a). 14: There is no mention
of a curtain, cherub-adorned or
otherwise, separating the Holy
from the Most Holy in either
1 Kings (6.21) or the (future) tem
ple of Ezekiel. Indeed, 1 Kings
6.31-32 mentions doors at this
juncture. The Heb word for veil,
"parokhet," appears twenty-four
times in the Priestly source[s], and
nowhere else in the Bible. More
over, the very existence of such a

c I.e., a large basin.

curtain contradicts 4.22, and
1 Kings 7.50; 6.)1-)2, where per
manent doors separate the courts.
Chronicles' account is, ·again,
informed by the description of
the Priestly Tabernacle (Exod.
26.31-37; )6.35). Despite the seem
ingly artificial nature of Chroni
cles' position, several Second
Temple sources (e.g., Josephus)
mention the "parokhet" or veil as
a feature of the Second Temple.
15-17: 1 Kings 7.15-22 states that
Hiram had the pillars built; Chron- 1770 -
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ides implies that Solomon was re
sponsible for them. The position
of these pillars-on either side
of the entrance to the sanctum,
a point not specified in the Kings
account--corresponds to archeo
logical evidence afforded by the
sanctuaries at Hazar and Arad.
4.1 : The altar of bronze is missing in
1 Kings. Some scholars explain the
reference here as a scribal error,
while others maintain that Chroni
cles has added it under the influ
ence of Exod. 27.1; 38.1. The di
mensions probably describe the
altar base, from which steps led to
the altar itself. 2-5: The sea: The
differences between this v. and
1 Kings 7.23-26 have generated
many explanations. The difference
in size may reflect a cylindrical
shape (Chronicles) versus a hemi
sphere (Kings). Chronicles' refer
ence to oxen may result from
Chronicles' difficulty in under
standing the Kings passage. Some
postbiblical sources (Josephus,
Ant.) maintained that production
of the oxen violated the anti-iconic
position of Deut. 4.16--18; see
9.18-19. 6-8: The purpose of the
lavers, not found in 1 Kings, re
flects the influence of Exod. 30.1721; here too the Priestly descrip
tion of the Tabernacle is used to fill
in the depiction in Kings. 4.7: Cf.
Exod. 25.31-39; 37.17-24. Rabbinic
sources maintain that there were
ten candelabra in addition to that
fashioned in Moses' day; the pres
ent v. was explained to mean that
five were placed to the right of
Moses' candelabrum and five to its
left. Some rabbinic tradents say
that all ten candelabra were used
(i.e., lighted) daily, like that of
Moses (see 13.11), while others
say that only Moses' candelabrum
was lighted (t. Mena!z. 11.10; y.
Shek. 6.3 [5ob]). Some commenta
tors argue that the elevenfold in
crease in the number of candelabra
corresponds, roughly, to the ratio
of the area of the Temple court to
that of Moses' Tabernacle (12:1
ratio). 9: In contrast to 1 Kings
(6.36; 7.12), Chronicles claims that
the inner court was for priests and
the outer for lay Israelites. This
position, informed by Ezek. chs
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11 Huram made the pails, the shovels, and the basins.
With that Huram completed the work he had undertaken
for King Solomon in the House of God: 12 the two col
umns, the globes, and the two capitals on top of the col
umns; and the two pieces of network to cover the two
globes of the capitals on top of the columns; 13 the four
hundred pomegranates for the two pieces of network, two
rows of pomegranates for each network, to cover the two
globes of the capitals on top of the columns; 14 he made
the stands and the lavers upon the stands; 15 one sea with
the twelve oxen beneath it; 16 the pails, the shovels, and
the bowls! And all the vessels made for King Solomon for
the House of the LORD by Huram his master were of bur
nished bronze. 17 The king had them cast in molds dug out
of the earth, in the plain of the Jordan between Succoth
and Zeredah. 1 8 Solomon made a very large number of
vessels; the weight of the bronze used could not be reck
oned. 19 And Solomon made all the furnishings that were
in the House of God: the altar of gold; the tables for the
bread of display; 20 the lampstands and their lamps, to
burn as prescribed in front of the inner Sanctuary, of solid
gold; 21 and the petals, lamps, and tongs, of purest gold;
22 the snuffers, basins, ladles, and fire pans, of solid gold;
and the entrance to the House: the doors of the innermost
part of the House, the Holy of Holies, and the doors of the
Great Hall of the House, of gold.

5 bWhen all the work that King Solomon undertook for

the House of the LoRD was completed, Solomon
brought the things that his father David had conse
crated-the silver, the gold, and the utensils-and de
posited them in the treasury of the House of God.
2 Then Solomon convoked the elders of Israel-all the
heads of the tribes and the ancestral chiefs of the Israel
ites-in Jerusalem, to bring up the Ark of the Covenant of
the LoRD from the City of David, that is, Zion.
3 All the men of Israel assembled before the king at the
Feast,' in the seventh month. 4 When all the elders of Israel
had come, the Levites carried the Ark. 5 They brought up
the Ark and the Tent of Meeting and all the holy vessels
that were in the Tent-the Levite priests brought them up.
6 Meanwhile, King Solomon and the whole community of
Israel, who had gathered to him before the Ark, were sac
rificing sheep and oxen in such abundance that they could
not be numbered or counted.
7 The priests brought the Ark of the LoRD's Covenant to
n Or 'forks . "

b

Cf

1 Ki11gs 7-51-S. J J .

c I.e., of Tnbemnc/es.
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4o-48, is reflected in postbiblical
and rabbinic sources. The "Temple
Scroll" from Qumran (11QTemple)
speaks of three courts, the outer
most being designated for women
and minors under the age of
twenty. 1 0-22: This passage is
very similar to 1 Kings 7·39-50.
The many apparent contradictions
between it and other aspects of
Chronicles' description have led
many scholars to view this pas
sage as a late addition to the book.
1 1 : The wording is reminiscent of
the completion of the Tabernacle at
Exod. 39.32, again emphasizing
the continuity theme. Similarly, the
following vv. here parallel Exod.
39.33-41, which list the Tabernacle
vessels.
5.1 : For David's role, see, e.g.,

1 Chron. 18.8, 1o-11; 22.3-4, 14, 16;
29.2""'9.

Dedication of the Tem
ple. The culmination of all that

5.2-7. 1 1 :

has transpired since 1 Chron. ch
11. Patterned after 1 Kings 8.1-66,
this section consists of three parts:
(1) transfer of the Ark into the
Temple, (2) Solomon's dedicatory
prayer, (3) descent of divine fire
and concluding ceremonies.
Chronicles adds, at several points,
descriptions of the Levi tic choral
rite, indicative of the enhanced
role of Levi tic service in Chroni
cles.
5.2-6.1 1 : Transfer of the Ark.
This section may also be titled
"The Consecration of the Tem
ple," since the placement of the
Ark in the Temple constitutes
the latter's consecration.
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its place in the inner Sanctuary of the House, in the Holy
of Holies, beneath the wings of the cherubim; B for the
cherubim had their wings spread out over the place of the
Ark so that the cherubim covered the Ark and its poles
from above. 9 The poles projected beyond the Ark and the
ends of the poles were visible from the front of the inner
Sanctuary, but they could not be seen from the outside;
and there they remain to this day. 10 There was nothing in
side the Ark but the two tablets that Moses placed [there]
at Horeb, when the LORD made [a Covenant] with the Is
raelites after their departure from Egypt. 1 1 When the
priests came out of the Sanctuary-all the priests present
had sanctified themselves, without keeping to the set
divisions-12 all the Levite singers, Asaph, Heman, Jedu
thun, their sons and their brothers, dressed in fine linen,
holding cymbals, harps, and lyres, were standing to the
east of the altar, and with them were 120 priests who blew
trumpets. B The trumpeters and the singers joined in uni
son to praise and extol the LoRD; and as the sound of the
trumpets, cymbals, and other musical instruments, and
the praise of the LORD, "For He is good, for His steadfast
love is eternal," grew louder, the House, the House of the
LoRD, was filled with a cloud. 14 The priests could not stay
and perform the service because of the cloud, for the glory
of the LORD filled the House of God.

6 •Then Solomon declared:

"The LORD has chosen
To abide in a thick cloud;
I have builtfor You
2
A stately House,
And a place where You
May dwell forever."
3 Then, as the whole congregation of Israel stood, the
king turned and blessed the whole congregation of Israel.
4 He said,"Blessed is the LoRD God of Israel, bwho made a
promise to my father David and fulfilled it:b For He said,
5 'From the time I brought My people out of the land of
Egypt, I never chose a city from among all the tribes of Is
rael to build a House where My name might abide; nor
did I choose anyone to be the leader of my people Israel.
6 But then I chose Jerusalem for My name to abide there,
and I chose David to rule My people Israel.'
7 "Now my father David had wanted to build a House
a Cf 1 Kings 8.12-53 ·
b-b Lit. "who spoke with His own mouth a promise to my father David and lms fulfilled
with His own lmnds. "
- 1772-
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5.1 1-14: Based upon 1 Kings
8.10-11. Immediately upon trans
ferral of the Ark, the Levites per
form, whereupon the LoRD's glory
appears, veiled in a cloud and hid
den from the people's sight. The
coincidence of the sacred song
with the divine cloud has been ex
plained in several ways. Some see
it as indicating divine approval of
the choral song; others argue that
it is the choral service, specifically
mentioning the divine name and
His virtuous acts, that evokes the
divine Presence. This latter ap
proach sees the daily recital of the
choral service as serving to an
nounce, and procure, the LORD's
protective presence in the Temple.
See 7.1-3. On the phrase For He is

good,for His steadfast love is eternal,
see 1 Chron. 16.34 n.
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for the name of the LORD God of Israel. B But the LoRD said
to my father David, ' As for your wanting to build a House
for My name, you do well to want that. 9 However, you
shall not build the House; your son, the issue of your
loins, he shall build the House for My name.' 10 Now the
LoRD has fulfilled the promise that He made. I have suc
ceeded• my father David and have ascended the throne of
Israel, as the LoRD promised. I have built the House for
the name of the LoRD God of Israel, 11 and there I have set
the Ark containing the Covenant that the LoRD made with
the Israelites."
12 Then, standing before the altar of the LoRD in front of
the whole congregation of Israel, he spread forth his
hands. 13 Solomon had made a bronze platformb and
placed it in the midst of the Great Court; it was 5 cubits
long and 5 cubits wide and 3 cubits high. He stood on it;
then, kneeling in front of the whole congregation of Israel,
he spread forth his hands to heaven 14 and said, "0 LORD
God of Israel, there is no god like You in the heavens and
on the earth, You who steadfastly maintain the Covenant
with Your servants who walk before You with all their
heart; 15 You who have kept the promises You made to
Your servant, my father David; You made a promise and
have fulfilled it-as is now the case. 16 And now, 0 LoRD
God of Israel, keep that promise that You made to Your
servant, my father David, 'You shall never lack a descen
dant in My sight sitting on the throne of Israel if only your
children will look to their way and walk in the [path] of
My teachings as you have walked before Me.' 17 Now,
therefore, 0 God of Israel, let the promise that You made
to Your servant, my father David, be confirmed.
1B "Does God really dwell with man on earth? Even the
heavens to their uttermost reaches cannot contain You;
how much less this House that I have built! 19Yet turn,
0 LoRD my God, to the prayer and supplication of Your
servant, and hear the cry and the prayer that Your servant
offers to You. 20May Your eyes be open day and night to
ward this House, toward the place where You have re
solved to make Your name abide; may You heed the
prayers that Your servant offers toward this place. 21 And
when You hear the supplications that Your servant and
Your people Israel offer toward this place, give heed in
Your heavenly abode-give heed and pardon.
22 "If a man commits an offense against his fellow, and
an oath is exacted from him, causing him to utter an im
precation against himself, and he comes with his imprecan Lit. "risen in plnce of "

b Menning of Heb. tlllcertnin.
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6.1 2-42: Solomon's dedicatory
prayer. This section, together with
7.1-11, may also be titled the
"Consecration of the Altar."
Though fundamentally similar
to 1 Kings 8.22-53, two differences
stand out: 2 Chron. 6.12-42 con
tains fewer references to the exo
dus (it is omitted from 1 Kings
8.21, 51) and places greater empha
sis on the role of the Davidic cove
nant. 1 6: 1 Kings 8.25 reads "to
walk before me." Chronicles ex
presses the "Torah-centered" per
spective, wherein proper service of
God is defined, exclusively, by ob
servance of the commandments.
The Heb word " torah," in this and
other contexts, has been rendered
by some commentators teachings
(as here) and by others as " the
Torah (i.e., Pentateuch)"; in Chron
icles, the latter is more likely.
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6. 23-6.36

tion before Your altar in this House; 23 may You hear in
heaven and take action to judge Your servants, requiting
him who is in the wrong by bringing down the punish
ment of his conduct on his head, vindicating him who is
in the right by rewarding him according to his righteous
ness.
24 "Should Your people Israel be defeated by an enemy
because they have sinned against You, and then once
again acknowledge Your name and offer prayer and sup
plication to You in this House, zs may You hear in heaven
and pardon the sin of Your people Israel, and restore them
to the land that You gave to them and to their fathers.
2 6 "Should the heavens be shut up and there be no rain
because they have sinned against You, and then they pray
toward this place and acknowledge Your name and repent
of their sins, because You humbled them, 27 may You hear
in heaven and pardon the sin of Your servants, Your peo
ple Israel, when You have shown them the proper way in
which they are to walk, and send down rain upon the land
that You gave to Your people as their heritage. 2B So, too, if
there is a famine in the land, if there is pestilence, blight,
mildew, locusts, or caterpillars, or if an enemy oppresses
them in any of the settlements of their land.
"In any plague and in any disease, 29 any prayer or sup
plication offered by any person among all Your people
Israel-each of whom knows his affliction and his pain
when he spreads forth his hands toward this House,
30may You hear in Your heavenly abode, and pardon.
Deal with each man according to his ways as You know
his heart to be-for You alone know the hearts of all
men-3 1 so that they may revere You all the days that they
live on the land that You gave to our fathers.
32 "0r if a foreigner who is not of Your people Israel
comes from a distant land for the sake of Your great name,
Your mighty hand, and Your outstretched arm, if he
comes to pray toward this House, 33 may You hear in Your
heavenly abode and grant whatever the foreigner appeals
to You for. Thus all the peoples of the earth will know
Your name and revere You, as does Your people Israel;
and they will recognize that Your name is attached to this
House that I have built.
34 "When Your people take the field against their ene
mies in a campaign on which You send them, and they
pray to You in the direction of the city which You have
chosen and the House which I have built to Your name,
35 may You hear in heaven their prayer and supplication
and uphold their cause.
3 6 "When they sin against You-for there is no person
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who does not sin-and You are angry with them and de
liver them to the enemy, and their captors carry them off
to an enemy land, near or far; 37 and they take it to heart in
the land to which they have been carried off, and repent
and make supplication to You in the land of their captiv
ity, saying, 'We have sinned, we have acted perversely, we
have acted wickedly,' 38 and they turn back to You with all
their heart and soul, in the land of their captivity where
they were carried off, and pray in the direction of their
land which You gave to their fathers and the city which
You have chosen, and toward the House which I have
built for Your name_39 may You hear their prayer and
supplication in Your heavenly abode, uphold their cause,
and pardon Your people who have sinned against You.
40 Now My God, may Your eyes be open and Your ears at
tentive to prayer from this place, and now,
41
Advance, 0 LORD God, to your resting-place,
You and Your mighty Ark.
Your priests, 0 LoRD God, are clothed in triumph;
Your loyal ones will rejoice in [Your] goodness.
0 LoRD God,
42
do not reject Your anointed one;
remember the loyalty of Your servant David."

7 •When Solomon finished praying, fire descended from

heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacri
fices, and the glory of the LORD filled the House. 2 The
priests could not enter the House of the LoRD, for the
glory of the LoRD filled the House of the LoRD. 3 All the Is
raelites witnessed the descent of the fire and the glory of
the LoRD on the House; they knelt with their faces to the
ground and prostrated themselves, praising the LoRD,
"For He is good, for His steadfast love is eternal."
4 Then the king and all the people offered sacrifices be
fore the LoRD. 5 King Solomon offered as sacrifices 22,000
oxen and 12o,ooo sheep; thus the king and all the people
dedicated the House of God. 6 The priests stood at their

n Cf 1 Kings 8. 54-9·9·

41-42: These vv. appear (with
some variation) in Ps. 132.8-10;
since they are contextually appro
priate, Chronicles places them
here, in Solomon's mouth. The
concluding words (the loyalty of
Your serva11t David) in Heb are am
biguous, referring either to
David's acts of steadfast love to
ward the LORD or the LoRD's

steadfast love toward David (see
!sa. 55.3); here they emphasize the
fulfillment of David's role in estab
lishing the cultus. These vv. differ
from the concluding part of
Solomon's prayer in 2 Kings
(8.;4-61). There, Solomon petitions
the LoRD to accept Israel's future
prayers in the Temple; here,
Solomon's words form part of the
-1775 -
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present consecration of the altar.
Citation of Psalms in Chronicles,
but not in Kings may suggest that
some form had become known by
the time of the Chronicler; since
Ps. 132 addresses many topics cen
tral to Chronicles (e.g., the dynas
tic promise, David's devotion to
the cultus), it is especially suitable
for quotation. The phrase mighty
Ark (v. 41) reflects the Ark's func
tion as divine throne-footstool (see
1 Chron. 13.6) and the view that
the divine warrior, seated upon
the Ark/cherubs, would lead His
people in (victorious) battle (e.g.,
Num. 10.35; 1 Sam. 4.3-8; see also
Ps. 78.61). Chronicles has left its
mark on traditional Jewish prayer,
in that it is customary in many
congregations to recite the Psalms
version of these vv. when return
ing the Torah scroll to the syna
gogue "ark," its "resting place."

7.1-1 1 : Descent of divine fire and
concluding ceremonies. 1-3: The
divine Presence fills the Temple,
in response to Solomon's prayer;
these vv. are absent in 1 Kings.
Vv. 1 and 3 echo the dedication of
the Mosaic Tabernacle at Lev. 9.24;
in both passages a divine fire con
sumes the sacrifice in the presence
of the people, who then prostrate
themselves and sing the LORD's
praise. (See also the reference to
the divine Presence three times in
these three verses and in Lev. 9-23.)
The Chronicler thus again estab
lishes a continuum between the
Tabernacle and Temple, including,
by implication, the Second Temple
of his own day; see 1 Chron. 21.26,
which forms the connecting link
between Lev. ch 9 and the present
v. The recurring refrain, "for He
is good . . . eternal" (see 1 Chron.
16.34 n.) expresses the belief in the
beneficence and protection of Him
whose glory resides in the Temple.
The present passage complements
the appearance of the divine glory
at 5.11-14: The former marks the
dedication of the Temple, accom
plished by placement of the Ark
within it, the latter the dedication
of the altar. 6: Chronicles stresses
the Davidic origin of Levi tic praise
and music, which Solomon ap-
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watches; the Levites with the instruments for the LoRD's
music that King David had made to praise the LoRD, "For
His steadfast love is eternal," by means of the psalms of
David that they knew. The priests opposite them blew
trumpets while all Israel were standing.
7 Solomon consecrated the center of the court in front of
the House of the LORD, because he presented there the
burnt offerings and the fat parts of the offerings of well
being, since the bronze altar that Solomon had made was
not able to hold the burnt offerings, the meal offerings,
and the fat parts. 8 At that time Solomon kept the Feast for
seven days-all Israel with him-a great assemblage from
Lebo-hamath to the Wadi of Egypt.
9 Qn the eighth day they held a solemn gathering; they
observed the dedication of the altar seven days, and the
Feast seven days. l D Qn the twenty-third day of the sev
enth month he dismissed the people to their homes, rejoic
ing and in good spirits over the goodness that the LORD
had shown to David and Solomon and His people Israel.
11 Thus Solomon finished building the House of the
LORD and the royal palace; Solomon succeeded in every
thing he had set his heart on accomplishing with regard to
the House of the LoRD and his palace. 1 2 The LORD ap
peared to Solomon at night and said to him, "I have heard
your prayer and have chosen this site as My House of sac
rifice. 13 If I shut up the heavens and there is no rain; if I
command the locusts to ravage the land; or if I let loose
pestilence against My people, 14when My people, who
bear My name, humble themselves, pray, and seek My
favor and turn from their evil ways, I will hear in My
heavenly abode and forgive their sins and heal their land.
15 Now My eyes will be open and My ears attentive to the
prayers from this place. 16 And now I have chosen and
consecrated this House that My name be there forever. My
eyes and My heart shall always be there. 17 As for you, if
you walk before Me as your father David walked before
Me, doing all that I have commanded you, keeping My
laws and rules, 1 8 then I will establish your royal throne
over Israel forever, in accordance with the Covenant I
made with your father David, saying, 'You shall never
lack a descendant ruling over Israel.' 19 But if you turn
away from Me and forsake My laws and commandments
that I set before you, and go and serve other gods and
worship them, 20 then I will uproot them• from My land
that I gave them, and this House that I consecrated to My
name I shall cast out of my sight, and make it a proverb
a I.e., Israel; cf

1

Kings 9-7·
- 1777-
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plied to the newly built Temple.
8-1 1: The conclusion of the cere
mony. 1 Kings 8.65-66 seems un
aware of both Yom Kippur (Day
of Atonement/Purgation), which
falls on the tenth of the seventh
month (Lev. 23.26-32; Num.
29·7-11), and the eighth-day as
sembly, following the seventh
day of Sukkot (Lev. 23.36; Num.
29.35-38). Kings' text is generally
understood to reflect the festival
cycle of Deut. ch 16, which recog
nizes only three pilgrimage festi
vals. Chronicles harmonizes Kings
with all of the relevant Torah
sources, especially the Priestly cal
endar, by claiming that the people
returned on the twenty-third of the
month, i.e., the day following the
eighth-day assembly. The lack of
mention of Yom Kippur remains
surprising. Some scholars think
that Chronicles, in opposition to
1 Kings, maintains that the two
seven-day celebration periods
(Sukkot and the Temple dedica
tion) overlapped. This period
would have extended from the fif
teenth through the twenty-second
of the month, i.e., after the fast and
purgation rites of Yom Kippur. Al
ternatively, and less likely, Chronic
des' terse style may reflect an at
tempt to simply skirt the issue.
Rabbinic sources claim that Yom
Kippur was not observed that year
owing to the unique nature of the
occasion (Gen. Rab. 35; b. Mo'ed
Kat. 9a).

7.12-22: The LoRD's reply to
Solomon. Similar to 1 Kings 9.2--9,
Chronicles' formulation creates a
"tighter" correspondence between
Solomon's prayer and the divine
response through the addition of
vv. 13-15. 17-18: Chronicles' for
mulation (cf. 1 Kings 9.5) high
lights the assurance of an eternal
dynasty, assuming Solomon's ful
fillment of the necessary condi
tions. V. 18, ruling over Israel
("moshel 'al yisra'el"), echoes Mic.
5.1, highlighting the dynastic
promise.
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and a byword among all peoples. 21 And as for this House,
once so exalted, everyone passing by it shall be appalled
and say, 'Why did the LoRD do thus to this land and to
this House?' 22 And the reply will be, 'It is because they
forsook the LORD God of their fathers who freed them
from the land of Egypt, and adopted other gods and wor
shiped them and served them; therefore He brought all
this calamity upon them.' "

8 •At the end of twenty years, during which Solomon

constructed the House of the LoRD and his palace2 Solomon also rebuilt the cities that Huram had given to
him,b and settled Israelites in them_3 Solomon marched
against Hamath-zobah and overpowered it. 4 He built
Tadmor in the desert and all the garrison towns that he
built in Hamath. s He built Upper Beth-horon and Lower
Beth-horon as fortified cities with walls, gates, and bars,
6 as well as Baalath and all of Solomon's garrison towns,
chariot towns, and cavalry towns-everything that Solo
mon desired to build in Jerusalem and in the Lebanon,
and throughout the territory that he ruled. 7 All the people
that were left of the Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites,
and Jebusites, none of whom were of Israelite stock
s those of their descendants who were left after them in the
land, whom the Israelites had not annihilated-these
Solomon subjected to forced labor, as is still the case. 9 But
the Israelites, none of whom Solorri.on enslaved for his
works, served as soldiers and as his chief officers, and as
commanders of his chariotry and cavalry. 1D These were
King Solomon's prefects-250 foremen over the people.
11 Solomon brought up Pharaoh's daughter from the City
of David to the palace that he had built for her, for he said,
"No wife of mine shall dwell in a palace of King David of
Israel, for [the area] is sacred since the Ark of the LoRD has
entered it."
n Cf 1 Ki11gs 9.1o-z8.

b Lit. "So/o/1/oll."

8.1-16: Other projects. 1-6:
Solomon expands Israel's terri
tory. 1 Kings 9.11-13 states that
Solomon relinquished twenty cit
ies to Hiram in payment for ma
teriel. Hiram there addresses
Solomon as "my brother," a techni
cal term used in the ancient Near
East between sovereigns of equal
stature, and then reproves him for
having made payment with land
of poor quality. Some medieval
and modern commentators adopt

a harmonistic approach to the par
allel passages, arguing that Kings
and Chronicles complement each
other. This view may be buttressed
by the fact that Israel's northern
frontier shifted during the early
monarchy between Israelite and
Phoenician rule. Others argue that
Chronicles' text is tendentious.
Chronicles could not accept the
fact that Solomon, the wealthiest
of kings, would be forced to relin
quish land in payment. This is es-

KETHUVIM
pecially problematic for Chroni
cles, given its maximalistic ap
proach to Israel's borders and its
view that the entirety of Israel's
territory had been settled before
David's time (see 1 Chron. 13-s;
cf. the critique of Saul at 1 Chron.
10.7). In addition, the absence of
any apparent motive for Huram's
(unilateral) gesture suggests that
Chronicles' position is tenden
tious. Furthermore, Huram's re
proof of Solomon as depicted in
Kings is unacceptable to Chroni
cles (see 2.1-15 n.). Vv. 3-6, which
have as their theme "Solomon as
successful builder of Israel," then
form a seamless continuation of v.
2. Indeed, this passage mentions
only Solomon's achievements; set
backs mentioned in 1 Kings, e.g.,
Pharaoh's incursion into Israel
and capture of the city of Gezer
(9.16), are omitted by Chronicles.
3-10: Lebanon, the mountains of
anti-Lebanon. 10: 250: 1 Kings 9.23
reads "550." Medieval commenta
tors (Rashi, Radak) averred that
the present v. refers only to Israel
ites, whereas 1 Kings ch 9 includes
the foreign officials. Some have
observed that the differential of
"3oo" corresponds to a similar dif
ference between 2.17 (3,6oo over
seers) and 1 Kings 5.30 (3,JOO over
seers); thus the total number is the
same in each book. This explana
tion is problematic; Chronicles
plainly states that Gentile over
seers are involved at 2.17, Israel
ites here. The present v. may sim
ply be the result of scribal error.
1 1 : 1 Kings 9.1o-13, Chronicles'
source, functions as part of the
"Solomon as builder" theme; he
fortifies cities throughout his do
main, including Jerusalem, and
suggests that his wife's move was
the result of personal motives.
Chronicles gives the incident a re
ligious motive; he moves his wife
into another domicile, because her
presence in the sacred precincts is
improper. The juxtaposition of this
v. to the following (reworked) pas
sage, along with the shared Heb
term "he'elah" (brought up, offered),
suggests a shared theme: Solomon
as guardian and patron of the
Temple and its environs. Chroni-
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12 At that time, Solomon offered burnt offerings on the
altar that he had built in front of the porch. 13 What was
due for each day he sacrificed according to the command
ment of Moses for the sabbaths, the new moons, and the
thrice-yearly festivals-the Feast of Unleavened Bread,
the Feast of Weeks, and the Feast of Booths. 14 Following
the prescription of his father David, he set up the divi
sions of the priests for their duties, and the Levites for
their watches, to praise and to serve alongside the priests,
according to each day's requirement, and the gatekeepers
in their watches, gate by gate, for such was the command
ment of David, the man of God. 15 They did not depart
from the commandment of the king relating to the priests
and the Levites in all these matters and also relating to the
treasuries. 16 And all of Solomon's work was well exe
cuted from the day the House of the LoRD was founded
until the House of the LoRD was completed to perfection.
1 7 At that time Solomon went to Ezion-geber and to
Eloth on the seacoast of the land of Edom. 1 B Huram sent
him, under the charge of servants, a fleet with a crew of
expert seamen; they went with Solomon's men to Ophir,
and obtained gold there in the amount . of 450 talents,
which they brought to King Solomon.

9 •The queen of Sheba heard of Solomon's fame, and

came to Jerusalem to test Solomon with hard ques
tions, accompanied by a very large retinue, including
camels bearing spices, a great quantity of gold, and pre
cious stones. When she came to Solomon, she spoke to
him of all that she had on her mind. 2 Solomon had an
swers for all her questions; there was nothing that Solo
mon did not know, nothing to which he could not give her
an answer.
3 When the queen of Sheba saw how wise Solomon was
and the palace he had built, 4 the fare of his table, the seat
ing of his courtiers, the service and attire of his attendants,
his butlers and their attire, and the procession with which
he went up to the House of the LoRD, it took her breath
away. 5 She said to the king, "What I heard in my own
land about you and your wisdom was true. 6 I did not be
lieve what they said until I came and saw with my own
eyes that not even the half of your great wisdom had been
described to me; you surpass the report that I heard.
7 How fortunate are your men and how fortunate are these
courtiers of yours who are always in attendance on you
and can hear your wisdom! B Blessed is the LoRD your
a C( 1 Kings 10; 11.41-43 ·
- 1779-
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des' depiction of Solomon is at
polar odds with that of Kings. The
latter has Solomon tolerating and
even supporting the foreign wor
ship of his many wives (11.1).
Chronicles not only omits this en
tire issue-Solomon's numerous
wives as well as their cultic of
fenses-but stresses that Solomon
exhibited cultic zeal precisely by
"cracking down" on his wife. For
discussion of Solomon's marriage
to a foreigner, see introduction.
1 2-16: Chronicles elaborates on
1 Kings 9.25, bringing it into har
mony with Num. chs 28-29 and
Deut. ch 16. In general the Chroni
cler "updates" his sources by
bringing them in conformity with
Priestly and Deuteronmnic Torah
material; the Chronicler assumes
that righteous kings such as Solo
mon certainly followed these laws.
14: Mm1 of God, a title also applied
to Moses (Deut. 33.1; Ps. 90.1) as
well as to several other biblical fig
ures. Its purpose here is to high
light the parallel between David
and Moses as founders of Israel's
cultus and its norms.

8.17-9.31: Solomon's grandeur.
8.17-18: Solomon is again de

picted as the dominant monarch.
That Huram's ships were trans
ported either by land or by a canal
connecting the Red Sea and the
Nile is historically improbable.
9.1-12: Queen of Sheba visits.
This passage is largely identical
to 1 Kings 10.11-13; it furthers
Chronicles' depiction of Solomon's
success and majesty. 8: This v.
forms an inclusio with the blessing
uttered by Huram at 2.11. (Kings
mentions this only once; see
1 Kings 10.9.) Huram, a northern
neighbor of Israel, and the queen
of Sheba, from a country to the
south, together symbolize univer
sal recognition of Solomon's im
portance and, specifically, that
the Davidic monarch is a concrete
sign of the LoRri's love for Israel.
This is another expression of
Chronicles' messianic aspirations.
Note that Chronicles again claims
that the Davidic monarchs are
the earthly representatives of
divine rule; see 1 Chron. 17.14.
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God, who favored you and set you on His throne as a king
before the LORD. It is because of your God's love for Israel
and in order to establish them forever that He made you
king over them to execute righteous justice."
9 She presented the king with 120 talents of gold, and a
vast quantity of spices and precious stones. There were no
such spices as those which the queen of Sheba gave to
King Solomon-10 also, the servants of Huram and Solo
mon who brought gold from Ophir brought algum-wood
and precious stones. 11 The king made of the algum-wood
ramps for the House of the LORD and for the royal palace,
and lyres and harps for the musicians, whose like had
never before been seen in the land of Judah-12 King
Solomon, in turn, gave the queen of Sheba everything she
expressed a desire for, exceeding a return for what she
had brought to the king. Then she and her courtiers left
and returned to her own land.
13 The gold that Solomon received every year weighed
666 gold talents, 1 4 besides what traders and merchants
brought, and the gold and silver that all the kings of Ara
bia and governors of the regions brought to Solomon.
15 King Solomon made 200 shields of beaten gold--6oo
shekels of beaten gold for each shield, 16 and 300 bucklers
of beaten gold-300 [shekels] of gold for each buckler. The
king placed them in the Lebanon Forest House. 17 The
king also made a large throne of ivory, overlaid with pure
gold. 18 Six steps led up to the throne; and the throne had a
golden footstool attached to it, and arms on either side of
the seat. Two lions stood beside the arms, 19 and twelve
lions stood on the six steps, six on either side. None such
was ever made for any other kingdom. 20 All of King Solo
mon's drinking vessels were of gold, and all the utensils
of the Lebanon Forest House were of pure gold; silver
counted for nothing in Solomon's days. 2 1 The king's fleet
traveled to Tarshish with Huram's servants. Once every
three years, the Tarshish fleet came in, bearing gold and
silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks.
22 King Solomon surpassed all the kings of the earth in
wealth and wisdom. 23 All the kings of the earth came to
pay homage to Solomon and to listen to the wisdom with
which God had endowed him. 24 Each brought his trib
ute-silver and gold objects, robes, weapons, and spices,
horses and mules-in the amount due each year. 25 Solo
mon had 4,ooo stalls for horses and chariots, and 12,000
horsemen, which he stationed in the chariot towns and
with the king in Jerusalem. 26 He ruled over all the kings
from the Euphrates to the land of the Philistines and to the
border of Egypt. 27 The king made silver as plentiful in Je-
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12: Gave [her] . . . everything she ex
pressed a desirefor: The exchange of

gifts is a mark of cordial relations
between sovereigns; Chronicles
probably did not view it as signi
fying a formal treaty; see 2.16-17.
13-28: Miscellaneous notices. Fol
lowing 1 Kings 10.14-28, with
minor differences. 1 8-19: The use
of twelve lions probably reflects the
unity of Israel's tribes. Rabbinic
sources deal extensively with the
design and significance of
Solomon's throne. Although the
reticence of rabbinic sources im
plies no criticism of Solomon's use
of iconography, Josephus (Ant.)
states that Solomon's production
of the lion images was sinful; see
4.2-5. 21-23: Solomon's commer
cial ventures. Elsewhere the Bible
identifies Tarshislz as a source of
silver, iron, and lead-not gold,
ivory, apes, etc. 1 Kings 10.22
refers to "Tarshish vessels," with
no reference to the vessels' desti
nation. Some scholars locate
Tarshish in Africa, along the Red
Sea, and historical sources indicate
that Tarshish lay in the Mediter
ranean basin, not along the Red
Sea, as emerges from Chronicles.
Chronicles' text may reflect an
ancient misunderstanding of a
technical term, a phenomenon at
tested in LXX to 1 Kings 10.22,
as well. Tarslzish fleet or Tarshish
ships originally denoted a type
of maritime vessel, not the ship's
destination or route; see 20.36-37·
25-28: Solomon's extreme wealth
would seem to be in violation of
Deut. 17.17 and may have led the
translators of LXX to 1 Kings to
bring Solomon's depiction more in
line with Deut. ch 17. Indeed, rab
binic sources are critical of the ex
cessive number of horses, in viola
tion of the same v. (see b. San h.
21b). Some medieval Jewish schol
ars maintained that Deuteron
omy's limitation on royal wealth
refers only to wealth gained by
levying of taxes (R. Meir Abulafia,
Nissim Gerondi, b. Sanh. 21b ) . Al
ternatively, some explained that
the monarch was prohibited only
from amassing wealth for purely
personal glory, whereas wealth
used to bring honor to the king-
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rusalem as stones, and cedars as plentiful as sycamores in
the Shephelah. 2 8 Horses were brought for Solomon from
Egypt and all the lands. 29 The other events of Solomon's
reign, early and late, are recorded in the chronicle of the
prophet Nathan and in the prophecies of Ahijah the
Shilonite and in the visions of Jedo the seer concerning
Jeroboam son of Nebat. 30 Solomon reigned forty years
over all Israel in Jerusalem. 31 Solomon slept with his fa
thers and was buried in the city of his father David; his
son Rehoboam succeeded him as king.

1 0 •Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all Israel had

come to Shechem to acclaim him king. 2Jeroboam
son of Nebat learned of it while he was in Egypt where he
had fled from King Solomon, and Jeroboam returned from
Egypt. 3 They sent for him; and Jeroboam and all Israel
came and spoke to Rehoboam as follows: 4 "Your father
made our yoke heavy. Now lighten the harsh labor and
the heavy yoke that your father laid on us, and we will

a Cf 1 Kings 12.1-19.

dom was permitted (Maimonides,

Laws of Kings and their Wars, Mena
hem ha-Meiri, b. San/1. 21b). 29-31:
No mention is made of Solomon's
offenses; cf. 1 Kings ch 1 1 . Follow
ing a model established with
David, Solomon's official biogra
phy was composed by prophets;
see 1 Chron. 29.28-Jo. Solomon's
reign of forty years parallels that
of David, a further example of the
way these monarchs mirror each
other for the Chronicler. Many
scholars maintain, with Josephus's
Ant., that Iddo (Jedo), the seer, is
to be identified with the anony
mous prophet of 1 Kings 13.1-10;
see 12.15; 13.22. The mention of
the prophet Ahijah the Shilonite is
especially surprising, since accord
ing to 1 Kings 11.29-30; 12.15,
sources omitted by Chronicles, he
tells Solomon of the dissolution of
the united monarchy.

10.1-36.23: From Rehoboam to
the exile. This section builds on

the parallels in Kings, but offers
much new information and many
differing assessments of monarchs.
The literary forms (topoi; sg.
topos) in this section are: building
reports, military stock and capabil-

ities, sickness and death, military
victories and defeats. With regard
to each of these, arguments have
been made in support of both their
(purported) fictional character as
well as their (purported) factual
nature, based on authentic sources
that Chronicles, but not the author
of Kings, had. Perhaps the most
salient topos of this section is that
of war accounts. Fifteen such re
ports appear, all without parallel
in Kings. Some scholars see the
novel features of Chronicles' for
mulation as the creation of its au
thor, who sought to portray the
first four post-Solomonic kings
positively, so as to establish the le
gitimacy of Judah over its north
ern neighbor, the Samaritans. It
is further argued that the battles
reported here reflect Second Tem
ple reality, when Judah was sur
rounded by neighbors who posed
a territorial and religious threat.
The message of these reports is un
derstood to be that salvation lies in
cultic fidelity. Other scholars coun
ter by noting that Chronicles'
treatment of the first four post
Solomonic kings is not uniformly
positive in nature. With regard to
the battle accounts, these scholars

9.28-10.4

acknowledge that they are all char
acterized by Chronistic style and
moralizing, but argue that the nu
merous details (of geography,
proper nouns, etc.) point to a gen
uine historical basis. In addition, it
is argued that most of the battles
involve Israelite military activity,
such that Israel's victories cannot
be attributed, exclusively, to reli
gious fidelity. The bulk of this sec
tion, 10.1-28.27, describes a di
vided "house." Judah, and parts of
the other tribes who identify with ·
Judah, remain faithful to the Da
vidic monarchy and the Jerusalem
Temple. The bulk of the northern
tribes follow the illegitimate kings
of (northern) Israel. As noted in
the introduction, Chronicles fo
cuses exclusively on Judah (and its
supporters), mentioning the north
ern empire only where it affects
Judah's fortunes. Though some
scholars see the "anti-northern"
critique as applying to the popu
lace of the north, namely the Sa
maritans who were contempo
raries of the Chronicler, most agree
that the Chronicler inveighs only
against the northern monarchs and
their supporters.

10.1-1 1 .4: Rehoboam's corona
tion and division of the monar
chy. Shechem was an ancient reli
gious center of the northern tribes.
The choice of this northern site,
rather than Jerusalem, for Reho
boam's coronation indicates that
there was opposition among the
northern tribes to Rehoboam's ac
cession, most likely because they
feared that he would continue
Solomon's policies of conscription
for forced labor. Thus, although
Chronicles' description of Solo
mon's reign creates the impression
of prosperity and almost u topian
social harmony, this passage,
along with the ensuing episode,
indicates that the actual situation
was quite different. 1 0.2-3: These
vv. are problematic in Chronicles,
since the relevant background ma
terial in Kings has been omitted.
1 Kings 11.29-40 relates the story
of Jeroboam as told by Ahijah the
prophet: Owing to Solomon's role
in his wives' cultic offenses, the
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serve you." S He answered them, "Come back to me in
three days." So the people went away.
6 King Rehoboam took counsel with the elders who had
served during the lifetime of his father Solomon. He said,
"What answer do you counsel to give these people?"
7 They answered him, "If you will be good to these people
and appease them and speak to them with kind words,
they will be your servants always." B But he ignored the
counsel that the elders gave him, and took counsel with
the young men who had grown up with him and were
serving him. 9 "What," he asked, "do you counsel that we
reply to these people who said to me, 'Lighten the yoke
that your father laid on us'?" 10 And the young men who
had grown up with him answered, "Speak thus to the
people who said to you, 'Your father made our yoke
heavy, now you make it lighter for us.' Say to them, 'My
little finger is thicker than my father's loins. 11 My father
imposed a heavy yoke on you, and I will add to your
yoke; my father flogged you with whips, but I [will do so]
with scorpions.' "
12 Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam on
the third day, since the king had told them, "Come back
on the third day." B The king answered them harshly;
thus King Rehoboam ignored the elders' counsel. 14 He
spoke to them in accordance with the counsel of the
young men, and said, •-"I will make·• your yoke heavy,
and I will add to it; my father flogged you with whips, but
I [will do so] with scorpions." 15 The king did not listen to
the people, for God had brought it about in order that the
LoRD might fulfill the promise that He had made through
Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam son of Nebat. 16 When all
Israel [saw] that the king had not listened to them, the
people answered the king:
"We have no portion in David,
No share in Jesse's son!
To your tents, 0 Israel!
Now look to your own house, 0 David."
So all Israel returned to their homes.b 17 But Rehoboam
continued to reign over the Israelites who lived in the
towns of Judah. 1B King Rehoboam sent out Hadoram,
who was in charge of the forced labor, but the Israelites
pelted him to death with stones. Thereupon, King Reho
boam hurriedly mounted his chariot and fled to Jerusa
lem. 19 Israel has been in revolt against the house of David
to this day.
n-n So111e 11/SS. nnd printed editions rend "111.'1 fntlta 111nde"; cf
b Lit. "tents."

1

Kings

1 2 . 1 4.
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northern tribes will be taken away
from Solomon and Jeroboam will
rule over these tribes. Thereafter,
Jeroboam flees to Egypt and re
turns to the land of Israel follow
ing Solomon's demise. Chronicles
deletes all of this material, for two
reasons. First, it indicates that the
period of Solomon's rule was not
quite so idyllic, nor was his per
sonal conduct exemplary. Second,
Kings offers explicit legitimization
for the existence of a northern,
non-Davidic dynasty, provided
that it observe God's laws. As al
ready noted (introduction), Chron
icles views the very existence of a
non-Davidic dynasty as both trea
sonous and rebellion against God.
Chronicles' omission of this mate
rial results in several problems.
First, the reader of Chronicles has
no prior acquaintance with Jero
boam, unless he has previously
read 1 Kings. Many scholars there
fore argue that Chronicles, here
and elsewhere, presumes the
reader's familiarity with the ear
lier sources. Indeed, v. 15, contains
a clear allusion to 1 Kings 11.2939· If correct, the Chronicler as
sumes that his readers know
1 Kings, but seeks to recast the in
formation found there. 1 8: The
name Hadoram appears in 1 Kings
(12.18) as Adoram. This is another
instance in which Chronicles has
preserved the original form of a
name; see 1 Chron. 18.10 n. 1 9: It is
unclear whether Chronicles views
Rehoboam as culpable for the divi
sion of the monarchy or, rather, as
a victim of inexperience and bad
counseling. Given Chronicles'
view of retribution, and the fact
that Chronicles makes no mention
of Solomon's offenses and the
punishment pronounced in
1 Kings, one would expect that the
secession of the northern tribes
would be attributed to Reho
boam's wrongful conduct. But v.
15 indicates that the entire episode
was divinely guided so as to allow
for fulfillment of Ahijah's royal
oracle. Moreover, as explained
below, Chronicles seems to exoner
ate Rehoboam by claiming that his
miscalculations were the result of
youthful inexperience in handling
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1 1 •When Rehoboarn arrived in Jerusalem, he mus

tered the house of Judah and Benjamin, r8o,ooo
picked fighting men, to make war with Israel in order to
restore the kingdom to Rehoboarn. 2 But the word of the
LoRD carne to Shernaiah, the man of God: 3 "Say to Reho
boarn son of Solomon king of Judah, and to all Israel in
Judah and Benjamin: 4 Thus said the LORD: You shall not
set out to make war on your kinsmen. Let every man re
turn to his horne, for this thing has been brought about by
Me." They heeded the words of the LORD and refrained
from marching against Jeroboam. s Rehoboarn dwelt in Je
rusalem and built fortified towns in Judah. 6 He built up
Bethlehem, and Etarn, and Tekoa, 7 and Beth-zur, and
Soco, and Adullarn, 8 and Gath, and Mareshah, and Ziph,
9 and Adorairn, and Lachish, and Azekah, 10 and Zorah,
and Aijalon, and Hebron, which are in Judah and in Benja
min, as fortified towns. 11 He strengthened the fortified
towns and put commanders in them, along with stores of
food, oil, and wine, 1 2 and shields and spears in every
town. He strengthened them exceedingly; thus Judah and
Benjamin were his.
13 The priests and the Levites, from all their territories
throughout Israel, presented themselves to him. 14 The Le
vites had left their pasturelands and their holdings and
had set out for Judah and Jerusalem, for Jeroboam and his
sons had prevented them from serving the LoRD, 15 hav
ing appointed his own priests for the shrines, goat
demons, and calves which he had made. 16 From all the
tribes of Israel, those intent on seeking the LoRD God of
Israel followed them to Jerusalem, to sacrifice to the LoRD
God of their fathers. 17 They strengthened the kingdom of
Judah, and supported Rehoboarn son of Solomon for three
years, for they followed the ways of David and Solomon
for three years.
1 8 Rehoboam married Mahalath daughter of Jerirnoth
son of David, and Abihail daughter of Eliab son of Jesse.
19 She bore him sons: Jeush, Shernariah, and Zaharn. 20 He
then took Maacah daughter of Absalom; she bore him
Abijah, Attai, Ziza, and Shelornith. 21 Rehoboarn loved
Maacah daughter of Absalom more than his other wives
and concubines-for he took eighteen wives and sixty
concubines; he begot twenty-eight sons and sixty daugh
ters. 22 Rehoboarn designated Abijah son of Maacah as
chief and leader among his brothers, for he intended him
to be his successor. 23 He prudently distributed all his
sons throughout the regions of Judah and Benjamin and
n With 11. 1-4, cf 1 Ki11gs 1 2 . 2 1-24.

1 1 . 1-11 .23

a northern "rebellion." Although a
definitive answer is not possible, it
is likely that Chronicles does not
view the divine decree regarding
secession and Rehoboam's own
actions as mutually exclusive.
1 1 .1: Chronicles omits Jeroboam's
election by the north (1 Kings
12.20), a point which typifies
Chronicles' reticence on matters
concerning the northern monar
chy. 2-4: Whereas v. 3 states that
Shemaiah's prophecy was to be
addressed to all Israel in Judah and
Benjamin, 1 Kings 12.23 reads "the
House ofJudah"; Chronicles here
integrates Benjamin into the
Southern Kingdom.

1 1 .5-12: Rehoboam's building
projects. Building projects are a

sign of a king's success and divine
favor. This favorable evaluation of
Rehoboam suggests that he is not
the cause of the secession but,
rather, its victim. In addition, the
juxtaposition of Rehoboam's ac
ceptance of the prophetic directive
to refrain from warfare and his
successful building ventures also
expresses another Chronicles
theme, viz., the importance of
heeding the prophetic word.
This section has no parallel in
Kings.

1 1 .13-17: Rehoboam's support
for the Levites. This section has no
parallel in Kings.

1 1 .1 8-23: Rehoboam's family.

This section has no parallel in
Kings. Rehoboam's many wives
are further evidence of Chronicles'
positive evaluation of Rehoboam.
Note that Kings focuses on Jero
boam, devoting only eleven vv.
to Rehoboam (1 Kings 14.21-31);
Chronicles devotes 11.5-12.16 to
Rehoboam, a clear statement of
its concern with Judahite kings
at the expense of the northern
monarchy. Many of the names ap
pearing here are otherwise unat
tested (e.g., v. 19); others stand in
tension with other passages, prob
ably indicating that Chronicles
has used an independent source.
20: Maacalz, see 13.2 and 1 Kings

15.2, 10.
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1 2.1-12: Shishak's invasion.

throughout the fortified towns; he provided them with
abundant food, and he sought many wives for them.

Chronicles expands upon the par
allel passage found at 1 Kings
14.25-28. Chronicles' explanation,
seen by many as part of its view
on providence and retribution, is
that Rehoboam's conduct was vir
tuous during the initial three years
of his reign. During the fourth
year he began to sin and, conse
quently, was punished in the fol
lowing year. 1-8: Chronicles speci
fies that the king, his officers, and
the people were all guilty; hence,
all were punished-the nation can
not be punished for the acts of the

When the kingship of Rehoboam was firmly estab
and he grew strong, he abandoned the
1Teaching
2 lished,
of the LoRD, he and all Israel with him.

2 In the fifth year of King Rehoboam, King Shishak of
Egypt marched against Jerusalem-for they had tres
passed against the LoRD_3 with 1,200 chariots, 6o,ooo
horsemen and innumerable troops who came with him
from Egypt: Lybians, Sukkites, and Kushites. 4 He took the
fortified towns of Judah and advanced on Jerusalem. s The
prophet Shemaiah came to Rehoboam and the officers of
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Judah, who had assembled in Jerusalem because of
Shishak, and said to them, "Thus said the LoRD: You have
abandoned Me, so I am abandoning you to Shishak."
6 Then the officers of Israel and the king humbled them
selves and declared, "The LORD is in the right." 7When the
LoRD saw that they had submitted, the word of the LoRD
carne to Shernaiah, saying, "Since they have humbled
themselves, I will not destroy them but will grant them
some measure of deliverance, and My wrath will not be
poured out on Jerusalem through Shishak. B They will be
subject to him, and they will know the difference between
serving Me and serving the kingdoms of the earth." King
Shishak of Egypt marched against Jerusalem. 9 •He took
away the treasures of the House of the LORD and the trea
sures of the royal palace; he took away everything; he
took away the golden shields that Solomon had made.
10 King Rehoboarn had bronze shields made in their place,
and entrusted them to the officers of the guard b who
guarded the entrance to the royal palace. 11 Whenever the
king entered the House of the LoRD, the guards would
carry them and then bring them back to the armory of the
guards. 12 After he had humbled himself, the anger of the
LoRD was averted and He did not destroy him entirely; in
Judah, too, good things were found.
1 3 King Rehoboam grew strong in Jerusalem and exer
cised kingship. Rehoboarn was forty-one years old when
he became king, and he reigned seventeen years in Jerusa
lem-the city the LoRD had chosen out of all the tribes of
Israel to establish His name there. His mother's name was
Naarnah the Arnrnonitess. 14 He did what was wrong, for
he had not set his heart to seek the LoRD. 1 5 The deeds of
Rehoboam, early and late, are recorded in the chronicles
of the prophet Shernaiah and Iddo the seer, in the manner
of genealogy. There was continuous war between Reho
boarn and Jeroboam. 16 Rehoboarn slept with his fathers
and was buried in the City of David. His son Abijah suc
ceeded him as king.

1 3 In the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam, Abijah be

carne king over Judah. 2 He reigned three years in
Jerusalem; his mother's name was Micaiah daughter of
n

Witlz vz•. 9-16, cf 1 Ki11gs 14.26-3 1 .

king alone. A s soon as the king re
pents, he is forgiven. 9-12: The
claim that good things were also
found among the people may
mean either that the people, too,
repented, or that they had to their

b Lit. "rwmers."

credit good deeds which offset
their sins. Typically, Chronicles
claims that contrition effects the
LoRD's immediate forgiveness, a
sign of divine compassion or grace
(see introduction). The invading

1 2 . 6- 1 3 . 2

force suddenly departs, with no
apparent loss of life. Chronicles of
fers no details, military or other
wise. This is an example of Chron
icles' use of "one-dimensional"
causality.

1 2.13-15: End of Rehoboam's
reign. By mentioning Rehoboam's

mother, v. 13 acknowledges (at
least some of) Solomon's foreign
wives. For prophetic court biog
raphers, see 1 Chron. 29.28-30.
Chronicles' overall evaluation of
Rehoboam is not one-dimensional.
The assessment here is essentially
negative. Yet, the following ch of
fers an apologia on his behalf; see
13.7; 11.3-17. In contrast, 1 Kings
15.3 offers no hint that Rehoboam
or the people repented from their
idolatrous ways.

13.1-23: Abijah's reign. Chroni
cles' account of Abijnlz shares virtu
ally nothing with the much briefer
account (eight vv.) in 1 Kings ch 15
(where his name is Abijam). Fur
thermore, Chronicles contains not
the slightest criticism of Abijah,
whereas 1 Kings 15.3-4 states that
Abijam was evil and that his rule
was preserved merely for the sake
of the Davidic dynasty. Chronicles'
reworking may have been in
formed by its theology of retribu
tion; since Kings does not indicate
that Abijam was punished for his
misdeeds, Chronicles concluded
that Abijah could not have been so
bad. Alterna tively, the tradition
concerning Abijah's victory over
the north, which many view as au
thentic, may have led Chronicles
to conclude that Abijah was an up
right king. (The details of that vic
tory, however, reflect the Chroni
cler's terminology and ideology,
and were likely his creation.) Still,
Chronicles does not depict Abijah
in the same laudatory terms typi
cal of other righteous kings; the as
sessments of Kings and Chronicles
are therefore not radically differ
ent. This position is buttressed by
the reference to reforms executed
by his son (e.g., 14.2-4), suggesting
some shortcomings on Abijah's
part. 1-3: The incredibly large mil
itary forces recorded here are typi-
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1 3.3-1 3 . 15

Uriel of Gibeah. There was war between Abijah and Jero
boam. 3 Abijah joined battle with a force of warriors,
400,000 picked men. Jeroboam arrayed for battle against
him 8oo,ooo picked men, warriors. 4 Abijah stood on top of
Mount Zemaraim in the hill country of Ephraim and said,
"Listen to me, Jeroboam and all Israel. s surely you know
that the LoRD God of Israel gave David kingship over
Israel forever-to him and his sons-by a covenant of salt.
6 Jeroboam son of Nebat had been in the service of Solo
mon son of David, but he rose up and rebelled against his
master. 7 Riffraff and scoundrels gathered around him
and pressed hard upon Rehoboam son of Solomon. Reho
boam was inexperienced and fainthearted and could not
stand up to them. B Now you are bent on opposing the
kingdom of the LoRD, which is in the charge of the sons of
David, because you are a great multitude and possess the
golden calves that Jeroboam made for you as gods. 9 Qid
you not banish the priests of the LoRD, the sons of Aaron
and the Levites, and, like the peoples of the land, appoint
your own priests? Anyone who offered himself for ordi
nation with a young bull of the herd and seven rams be
came a priest of no-gods! 10 As for us, the LoRD is our God,
and we have not forsaken Him. The priests who minister
to the LoRD are the sons of Aaron, and the Levites are at
their tasks. 11 They offer burnt offerings in smoke each
morning and each evening, and the aromatic incense, the
rows of bread on the pure table; they kindle the golden
lampstand with its lamps burning each evening, for we
keep the charge of the LoRD our God, while you have for
saken it. 12 See, God is with us as our chief, and His priests
have the trumpets for sounding blasts against you. 0 chil
dren of Israel, do not fight the LoRD God of your fathers,
because you will not succeed." 1 3 Jeroboam, however, had
directed the ambush to go around and come from the rear,
thus •·the main body was·• in front of Judah, while the am
bush was behind them. 14 When Judah turned around and
saw that the fighting was before and behind them, they
cried out to the LORD, and the priests blew the trumpets.
1 5 The men of Judah raised a shout; and when the men of
Judah raised a shout, God routed Jeroboam and all Israel
n-n Lit. "IIIey were."

cal of Chronicles; see 1 Chron.
12.25-39 n. Note that some mss
read 14,000 in place of 400,ooo.
Some argue that the Boo,ooo of the
northern forces is the same as the
number of "warriors" mentioned

at 2 Sam. 24.9, highlighting that
Jeroboam mustered every avail
able fighter and outnumbered the
enemy but was, nonetheless, de
feated. 4: The location of Mount
Zemaraim is uncertain, but a Benja-
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minite town of that name appears
at Josh. 18.21-24. LXX reads
"Mount Samaria." The use of ora
tion as a rhetorical device in the
non-synoptic passages is a ubiqui
tous feature of Chronicles. Like
Herodotus and other Hellenistic
historians, the author uses these
speeches to express his position on
a variety of subjects. 5-12: This
passage is a parade example of
Chronicles' critique of the north
ern dynasty. The appeal to the
populace of the north reflects the
book's "inclusivist" slant; see in
troduction. This paradigmatic
oration, with its emphasis on the
Jerusalem cultus and Davidic
monarchy, explains the basis for
the divided kingdom and Judah's
supremacy, as narrated through
ch 28. 5-8: The Chronicler ex
presses his view that any monar
chy other than the Davidic one is
illegitimate. Moreover, since the
Davidides are God's proxies, op
position to, and armed struggle
against, their rule is tantamount to
rebellion against God (see 1 Chron.
17.14 n.). V. 7 indicates that the in
experienced Rehoboam fell victim
to a more powerful group of
scoundrels. 7-8: Repetition (in
Heb) of "become strong" at the
end of v. 7 and the beginning of
v. 8 (stand up to . . . opposing) is
Chronicles' way of saying, "you
are attempting to impose your
monarchy upon God's representa
tives, just as you did at the incep
tion of Rehoboam's rule"; see
12.13-15 n. 9-1 2: The only true
and proper cult is that observed in
the Jerusalem Temple, in accor
dance with the Torah, especially
the Priestly laws; treason against
the Davidic monarchy and cultic
apostasy thus go hand in hand.
13-14: Chronicles is consistent
that the trumpets are to be blown,
in warfare and on religious occa
sions, by priests only; see 1 Chron.
16-4-6 n. The much larger Israelite
force succumbs to Abijah's forces.
Here, as in so many other in
stances, Chronicles jettisons any
concrete physical description of
the battle; what is recorded is not
human military tactics, but the di
vine will, which responds to
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before Abijah and Judah. 16 The Israelites fled before
Judah, and God delivered them into their hands. 1 7 Abijah
and his army inflicted a severe defeat on them; 50o,ooo
men of Israel fell slain. 18 The Israelites were crushed at
that time, while the people of Judah triumphed because
they relied on the LORD God of their fathers. 19 Abijah pur
sued Jeroboam and captured some of his cities-Bethel
with its dependencies, Jeshanah with its dependencies,
and Ephrain with its dependencies. 20Jeroboam could not
muster strength again during the days of Abijah. The
LORD struck him down and he died. 21 But Abijah grew
powerful; he married fourteen wives and begat twenty
two sons and sixteen daughters.
22 The other events of Abijah's reign, his conduct and his
acts, are recorded in the story of the prophet Iddo. 23 Abi
jah slept with his fathers and was buried in the City of
David; his son Asa succeeded him as king. The land was
untroubled for ten years.

1 4 Asa did what was good and pleasing to the LoRD

his God. 2 He abolished the alien altars and shrines;
he smashed the pillars and cut down the sacred posts. 3 He
ordered Judah to turn to the LORD God of their fathers and
to observe the Teaching and the Commandment. 4 He
abolished the shrines and the incense stands throughout
the cities of Judah, and the kingdom was untroubled
under him. 5 He built fortified towns in Judah, since the
land was untroubled and he was not engaged in warfare
during those years, for the LoRD had granted him respite.
6 He said to Judah, "Let us build up these cities and sur
round them with walls and towers, gates and bars, while
the land is at our disposal because we turned to the LORD
our God-we turned [to Him] and He gave us respite on
all sides." They were successful in their building.
7 Asa had an army of 30o,ooo men from Judah bearing
shields and spears, and 28o,ooo from Benjamin bearing
bucklers and drawing the bow; all these were valiant men.
8 Zerah the Cushite marched out against them with an
army of a thousand thousand and 300 chariots. When he
reached Mareshah 9 Asa confronted him, and the battle
lines were drawn in the valley of Zephat by Mareshah.
10 Asa called to the LoRD his God, and said, "0 LoRD, it is
all the same to You to help the numerous and the power
less. Help us, 0 LORD our God, for we rely on You, and in
Your name we have come against this great multitude.
You are the LoRD our God. Let no mortal hinder You."
11 So the LoRD routed the Cushites before Asa and Judah,
and the Cushites fled. 12 Asa and the army with him pur-1787-

1 3 . 1 6-1 4 . 1 2

human petition and trust in the
divine. 19-21 : The expansion,
as well as the development, of
territory is a sign of success and
divine favor; see 8.1-3; 11.5-12.
22-23: Story (Heb "midrash," used
only here and in 24.27): The term
in postbiblical literature becomes
a common term for exegesis and
exposition; here it means simply
"narrative." Still, the choice of this
term reflects Chronicles' view that
such stories are the product of pro
phetic exposition and interpreta
tion; see 1 Chron. 29.29.

14.1-1 6.14: Asa's reign. Chroni
cles expands upon 2 Kings' ver
sion (15.9-24), dividing i t into two
periods: the period of fidelity
(14.1-15.19) and the period of
faithlessness (16.1-16.14). The
reigns of Asa and Ahijah are
bound by the shared motif of
reliance upon the LORD.
14.1-8: Reform and prosperity.
An expansion of 1 Kings 15.11-12.
Chronicles' presentation is, at this
stage, unambiguously positive, as
emphasized by the repeated refer
ence to his God (vv. 1, 10). 2-4: This
passage is best viewed as an elabo
ration of Chronicles' independent
source (but influenced by 2 Kings
18.4). Cf. 1 Kings 15.14 regarding
shrines. The presence of parapher
nalia of foreign cultic worship is
assumed but never explained. Heb
"i)amanim" has been translated in
cense stands and shrines. 5-6: For
building cities as a sign of monar
chic success and divine favor, see
11.5-12. 7-14: Asa battles Zerah
the Cushite. There is no extrabibli
cal evidence for this account,
whose historicity is debated. Most
of the scholars who see the ac
count as factual agree that the ex
pedition was led by a commander
of Nubian extraction, supported
by Nubian forces; others, less
convincingly, maintain that the
original confrontation involved
Bedouin tribes south of Judah. The
numbers of the enemy force are
again fantastic, though. The Syriac
translation (Peshitta) reads "thirty
thousand chariots." On either
reading, the point is the same:
Asa's extremely large force, out-
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14. 13-1 5 . 1 1

sued them as far as Gerar. Many of the Cushites fell
wounded beyond recovery, for they broke before the
LoRD and His camp. Very much spoil was taken. 13 All the
cities in the vicinity of Gerar were ravaged, for a terror of
the LoRD seized them. All the cities were plundered, and
they yielded much booty. 14 They also ravaged the en
campment of herdsmen, capturing much sheep and
camels. Then they returned to Jerusalem.

1 5 The spirit of God carne upon Azariah son of Oded.

2 He came to Asa and said to him, "Listen to me,
Asa and all Judah and Benjamin; the LoRD is with you as
long as you are with Him. If you turn to Him, He will re
spond to you, but if you forsake Him, He will forsake you.
3 Israel has gone many days without the true God, without
a priest to give instruction and without Teaching. 4 But in
distress it returned to the LORD God of Israel, and sought
Him, and He responded to them. 5 At those times, •·no
wayfarer• was safe, for there was much tumult among all
the inhabitants of the lands. 6 Nation was crushed by na
tion and city by city, for God threw them into panic with
every kind of trouble. 7 As for you, be strong, do not be
disheartened, for there is reward for your labor."
B When Asa heard these words, the prophecy of Oded
the prophet, he took courage and removed the abomina
tions from the entire land of Judah and Benjamin and
from the cities that he had captured in the hill country of
Ephraim. He restored the altar of the LoRD in front of the
porch of the LORD. 9 He assembled all the people of Judah
and Benjamin and those people of Ephraim, Manasseh,
and Simeon who sojourned among them, for many in Is
rael had thrown in their lot with him when they saw that
the LORD his God was with him. lOThey were assembled
in Jerusalem in the third month of the fifteenth year of the
reign of Asa. 11 They brought sacrifices to the LoRD on that
a-a Lit. "one who goes out and one who comes in."
numbered nearly two-to-one and
lacking a large chariot force, man
ages to defeat the enemy force by
virtue of exclusive trust in, and
supplication to, God. Chronicles
does not explain the circumstances
surrounding the incursion of the
Cushites. 15.1-7: Azariah's ad
dress. This Azariah is otherwise
unattested. Since the situation de
scribed in vv. 3-7 does not corre
spond to events of Asa's reign,
some commentators view these vv.

as a prophetic pronouncement
regarding the future, a view re
flected in LXX. The Aramaic Tar
gum interprets these vv. as allud
ing to the conduct of Jeroboam
and his supporters. Alternatively,
they may allude to the reigns of
Rehoboam and Abijah or, less
plausibly; the period of the judges
(e.g., Judg. 2.11-13). Others main
tain that the passage may, indeed,
have Asa's ·reign in mind; the
rhetorical style reflects Chronicles'
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thematic concerns, and need not
refer to specific events of As a's
reign. Vv. 2-7 draw on several bib
lical passages; see Hos. 3·4 (v. 3);
Amos 3·17 (v. 5b); Deut. 4.29-30
(vv. 2-4); and Zech. 8.9-11 (vv.
4-7). 1: For similar use of the "pos
session formula," see 1 Chron.
12.19 n.; 2 Chron. 20.14; 24.20. This
formula appears only in Chroni
cles' nonsynoptic passages and
only in connection with "nonpro
fessional prophets." Chronicles
distinguishes between profes
sional prophets, who address the
monarchy exclusively, and other
"temporary prophets/messen
gers," whose messages are di
rected at the people at large
(including the king). 3: Some me
dievals (Radak, disciple of Saadia)
interpreted Heb "'elohim," here
rendered "God," to mean "magis
trates"; hence, the phrase "without
the true God" is to be rendered
"without magistrates who judge
honestly." 8-19: Religious reform.
This passage, an independent dou
blet of 14.2-4, was probably taken
from an independent source,
which has not been fully harmo
nized with the surrounding pas
sages. Note, specifically, that the
reference to Asa's capture of terri
tory in Ephraim (v. 8) has no an
tecedent, since Asa's reign is de
picted as peaceful. The covenant
described in this passage is remi
niscent of the theophany and law
giving related in Exod. chs 19-20;
both take place in the third month.
The present passage probably in
forms the book of Jubilees and
other writings of the Qumran com
munity, the earliest sources that
view the festival of Shavu'ot, cele
brated in the third month, as the
annual occasion for renewal of the
covenant and acceptance of new
members. The presence of Simeon,
the southernmost tribe, together
with northern tribes remains
anomalous; 34.6--7 n. 8: Oded the
prophet: The words are syntacti
cally problematic and have been
variously rendered. In addition, at
tribution of the prophetic message
to Oded contradicts v. 1. The an
cient versions (LXX, Vulgate,
Peshitta) harmonize with v. 1. The
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day; they brought 700 oxen and 7,000 sheep of the spoil.
1 2 They entered into a covenant to worship the LORD God
of their fathers with all their heart and with all their soul.
13 Whoever would not worship the LORD God of Israel
would be put to death, whether small or great, whether
man or woman. 1 4 So they took an oath to the LoRD in a
loud voice and with shouts, with trumpeting and blasts of
the horn. 15 All Judah rejoiced over the oath, for they
swore with all their heart and sought Him with all their
will. He responded to them and gave them respite on
every side.
16 •Heb also deposed Maacah mother of King Asa from
the rank of queen mother, because she had made an
abominable thing for [the goddess] Asherah. Asa cut
down her abominable thing, reduced it to dust, and
burned it in the Wadi Kidron. 17 The shrines, indeed, were
not abolished in Israel; however, Asa was wholehearted
[with the LORD] all his life. 1 8 He brought into the House of
God the things that he and his father had consecrated
silver, gold, and utensils. 19 There was no war until the
thirty-fifth year of the reign of Asa.

1 6 <In the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Asa, King

Baasha of Israel marched against Judah and built
up Ramah to block d·all movement·d of King Asa of Judah.
2 Asa took all the silver and gold from the treasuries of the
House of the LoRD and the royal palace, and sent them to
King Ben-hadad of Aram, who resided in Damascus, with
this message: 3 "There is a pact between me and you, as
there was between my father and your father. I herewith
send you silver and gold; go and break your pact with
King Baasha of Israel so that he may withdraw from me."
4 Ben-hadad acceded to King Asa's request; he sent his
army commanders against the towns of Israel and rav
aged Ijon, Dan, Abel-maim, and all the garrison towns of
Naphtali. 5 When Baasha heard about it, he stopped build
ing up Ramah and put an end to the work on it. 6 Then
King Asa mustered all Judah, and they carried away the
stones and timber with which Baasha had built up
Ramah; with these King Asa built up Geba and Mizpah.
7 At that time, Hanani the seer came to King Asa of
Judah and said to him, "Because you relied on the king of
Aram and did not rely on the LORD your God, therefore
the army of the king of Aram has slipped out of your
hands. B The Cushites and Lybians were a mighty army
a With vv. 16-19, cf 1 Kings 15.13-16.
l> I.e. . Asa.
c Cf 1 Kings 15.17-24.
d-d Lit. "o11c ·who SOL'S out nnd one tPlw col/It'S in. "
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words may be a gloss. 1 6-19: Cui
tic reforms. Quee11 mother (Heb
"gevirah"): Some maintain that the
"gevirah" held an official position
within the monarchy, and wielded
significant political power, per
haps second only to the king. Oth
ers have gone further, arguing that
the "gevirah" regulated aspects of
the official Temple cult, as sug
gested by the fact that Maacaii had
been responsible for the produc
tion of "the abominable thing,"
likely a (proscribed) cultic mask.
Others believe that the "gevirah"
enjoyed no formal status, and that
the influence wielded by various
queen mothers was a function of
their personalities.

16,1-10: Asa's fateful alliance. A
reversal of Asa's previous exclu
sive reliance on the LoRD, and the
resulting rebuke by the prophet
Hanani. 7-10: Ha11a11i, the father of
Jehu the prophet; see 1 Kings 16.1,
7; 2 Chron. 19.2; 20.)4· Chronicles
thus has Jehu's father prophesying
during the reign of Jehoshapat's
father. 7: Some mss of LXX read
"Israel" in place of Arm11, probably
a secondary reading. According to
the Masoretic Text, had Asa re
mained faithful he would have
conquered Baasha as well as his
confederates, the Arameans.

SECOND CHRONICLES 16 .9-1 7. 1 1
with chariots and horsemen in very great numbers, yet
because you relied on the LORD He delivered them into
your hands. 9 For the eyes of the LORD range over the en
tire earth, to give support to those who are wholeheart
edly with Him. You have acted foolishly in this matter,
and henceforth you will be beset by wars." 10 Asa was
vexed at the seer and put him into the stocks/ for he was
furious with him because of that. Asa inflicted cruelties on
some of the people at that time.
11 The acts of Asa, early and late, are recorded in the an
nals of the kings of Judah and Israel. 12In the thirty-ninth
year of his reign, Asa suffered from an acute foot ailment;
but ill as he was, he still did not turn to the LoRD but to
physicians. 13 Asa slept with his fathers. He died in the
forty-first year of his reign 14 and was buried in the grave
that he had made for himself in the City of David. He was
laid in his resting-place, which was filled with spices of all
kinds, expertly blended; a very great fire was made in his
honor.

1 7 His son Jehoshaphat succeeded him as king, and

took firm hold of Israel. 2 He stationed troops in all
the fortified towns of Judah, and stationed garrisons
throughout the land of Judah and the cities of Ephraim
which his father Asa had captured. 3 The LORD was with
Jehoshaphat because he followed the earlier ways of
his father David, and did not worship the Baalim, 4 but
worshiped the God of his father and followed His com
mandments-unlike the behavior of Israel. 5 So the LoRD
established the kingdom in his hands, and all Judah gave
presents to Jehoshaphat. He had wealth and glory in
abundance. 6 His mind was elevated in the ways of the
LoRD. Moreover, he abolished the shrines and the sacred
posts from Judah.
7 In the third year of his reign he sent his officers Ben
hait Obadiah, Zechariah, Nethanet and Micaiah through
out the cities of Judah to offer instruction. BWith them
were the Levites, Shemaiah, Nethaniah, Zebadiah, Asahet
Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah and Tob
adonijah the Levites; with them were Elishama and Jeho
ram the priests. 9 They offered instruction throughout
Judah, having with them the Book of the Teaching of the
LoRD. They made the rounds of all the cities of Judah and
instructed the people. 10 A terror of the LoRD seized all the
kingdoms of the lands around Judah, and they did not go
to war with Jehoshaphat. 11 From Philistia a load of silver
a Meaning of Heb. uncertain.
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16.1 1-14: Conclusion of Asa's
reign. 1 2: Some see Asa's affliction

as punishment for his alliance
with Benhadad, though the text
does not quite say as much. The
episode involves another instance
of paranomasia (wordplay or pun
ning), here based on the name Asa
('"asa"'), since the Aramaic root
"'-s-y/'-s-"' means "heal." The use
of Aramaic is hardly surprising in
a book of the Second Temple pe
riod, given how widespread this
language was throughout the Near
East. The exact intent of the criti
cism leveled against Asa is not
clear but certainly suggests that
Asa failed to recognize God's
power to cure illness. 14: The bur
ial description is fuller than that of
1 King� 15.24, yielding a funda
mentally positive assessment of
Asa's reign.

17.1-20.37: Jehoshaphat's reign.

Chronicles' portrayal of Jehosha
phat differs dramatically from that
in 1 Kings. The latter (quite rea
sonably) views Jehoshaphat's
northern counterpart, Ahab, as the
more important of the two kings;
accordingly, Kings contains only
occasional notices concerning Je
hoshaphat. Chronicles, however,
devotes a total of four chs to Je
hoshaphat, with only passing ref
erence to his northern counter
parts. Several features reflect a
Solomon typology, where features
of Jehoshaphat are modeled after
those of his illustrious forebear,
since in Chronicles all good and
successful monarchs embody the
qualities manifest by David and
Solomon. Despite Chronicles' cri
tique of Jehoshaphat's alliance
with the wicked, which apparently
reflects the book's understanding
of the parallel passages in Kings,
Chronicles' overall assessment of
the king is posi tive, leading some
scholars to argue that Chronicles
has drawn on extra biblical mate
rial. 17.3-4: Chronicles presup
poses the reader's familiarity
with 1 Kings 17ff., which relate
the prevalence of Baal worship
in northern Israel. 5: The word
ing of this v. is reminiscent of
Solomon. 7-9: Leviles stand out
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was brought to Jehoshaphat as tribute. The Arabs, too,
brought him flocks: 7,700 rams and 7,700 he-goats. 1 2 Je
hoshaphat grew greater and grea ter, and he built up
fortresses and garrison towns in Judah. 13 He carried out
extensive works in the towns of Judah, and had soldiers,
valiant men, in Jerusalem. 14 They were enrolled accord
ing to their clans. Judah: chiefs of thousands, Adnah the
chief, who had 30o,ooo valiant men; 15 next to him was Je
hohanan the captain, who had 28o,ooo; 16 next to him was
Amasiah son of Zichri, who made a freewill offering to the
LoRD. He had 2oo,ooo valiant men. 17 Benjamin: Eliada, a
valiant man, who had 2oo,ooo men armed with bow and
buckler; 1B next to him was Jehozabad, who had 18o,ooo
armed men. 19 These served the king, besides those whom
the king assigned to the fortified towns throughout Judah.

1 8 •So Jehoshaphat had wealth and honor in abun

dance, and he allied himself by marriage to Ahab.
2 After some years had passed, he came to visit Ahab at
Samaria. Ahab slaughtered sheep and oxen in abundance
for him and for the people with him, and persuaded him
to march against Ramoth-gilead. 3 King Ahab of Israel said
to King Jehoshaphat of Judah, "Will you accompany me to
Ramoth-gilead?" He answered him, "I will do what you
do; my troops shall be your troops and shall accompany
you in battle." 4 Jehoshaphat then said to the king of Israel,
"But first inquire for the word of the LORD."
5 So the king of Israel gathered the prophets, four hun
dred men, and asked them, "Shall I march upon Ramoth
gilead for battle, or shall I not?" "March," they said, "and
God will deliver it into the king's hands." 6 Then Jehosha
phat asked, "Is there not another prophet of the LORD here
through whom we can inquire?" 7 And the king of Israel
answered Jehoshaphat, "There is one more man through
whom we can inquire of the LoRD; but I hate him, because
he never prophesies anything good for me but always
misfortune. He is Micaiah son of Imlah." Jehoshaphat
replied, "Let the king not say such a thing." B So the king
of Israel summoned an officer and said, "Bring Micaiah
son of Imlah at once."
a Cf 1 Kings 22.

among those sent to educate the
people; Deut. 33.10 may inform
the v. The historicity of this pas
sage is debated; it may reflect
Second Temple, rather than First
Temple, reality. The itinerant in-

structors are sent only to the cities
of Judah, not Ephraim; this may be
the author's way of expressing
Judah's religious superiority. Book
of the Tcacllillg ("torah") of the LoRo:
This term, used in 34.14 and Neh.
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9.3, likely refers to the Torah.

10-19: The offering of royal trib
ute by foreign kings, a clear state
ment of geopolitical dominance,
is reminiscent of Solomon and
David. 12: The Heb words ren
dered greater and greater are virtu
ally identical with those depicting
Solomon; see 1.1.
18.1-34: Jehoshaphat joins forces
with Ahab. The details are identi
cal to 1 Kings ch 22, with a few no
table exceptions. The primary dif
ference concerns the episode's
purpose in the context of Kings
and Chronicles. Kings focuses on
the question of true vs. false
prophecy, while Chronicles' focus
is on the impropriety of forging an
alliance (military or political) with
foreign or wicked entities (see
19.1-3). Thus the opening vv., un
a ttested in Kings, explain tha t Je
hoshaphat's error had its roots in
the marriage behveen his son and
Ahab's daughter. 1-2: An implicit
rebuke: Jehoshaphat has wealth
and honor in abundance-wha t
enticement could there b e for cre
ating a family bond with a wicked
northern king? The harsh indict
ment is reaffirmed by v. 2, Ahab
persuaded ("hesit," lit. "enticed/
incited") Jehoshaphat. Heb "in
cite" has, throughout the Bible, a
decidedly negative connotation,
generally involving sedition to
idolatry. Moreover, this same verb
appears at a crucial point later in
the story, indicating that Jehosha
phat has become the victim of
sedition. The enticement was ap
parently the abundance of animals
slaughtered in honor of Jehosha
phat. Ramoth-gilead (lit. "heights
of Gilead") is located on the east
ern bank of the Jordan, south of
the present-day Golan Heights.
3: In contrast to 1 Kings ch 22, Je
hoshaphat here makes no mention
of his horses joining the horses of
Ahab, perhaps because Chronicles
saw it as implying that victory is
determined largely by one's mili
tary might, an unacceptable posi
tion in Chronicles' world view,
even for a king who has been "en
ticed." 4: On inquiring of the LoRD
before warfare as a sign of righ-
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9 The king of Israel and King Jehoshaphat of Judah,
wearing their robes, were seated on their thrones situated
in the threshing floor at the entrance of the gate of Sa
maria; and all the prophets were prophesying before
them. 10 Zedekiah son of Chenaanah had provided him
self with iron horns; and he said, "Thus said the LoRn:
With these you shall gore the Arameans till you make an
end of them." 11 All the other prophets were prophesying
similarly, "March against Ramoth-gilead and be victori
ous! The LoRD will deliver it into Your Majesty's hands."
1 2 The messenger who had gone to summon Micaiah
said to him, "Look, the words of the prophets are unani
mously favorable to the king. Let your word be like that of
the rest of them; speak a favorable word." 13 "By the life of
the LoRn," Micaiah answered, "I will speak only what my
God tells me." 14 When he came before the king, the king
said to him, "Micah,a shall we march against Ramoth
gilead for battle or shall we not?" He answered him,
"March and be victorious! They will be delivered into
your hands." 15 The king said to him, "How many times
must I adjure you to tell me nothing but the truth in the
name of the LoRn?" 16 Then he said, "I saw all Israel scat
tered over the hills like sheep without a shepherd; and the
LoRD said, 'These have no master; let everyone return to
his home in safety.' " 17The king of Israel said to Jehosha
phat, "Did I not tell you that he would not prophesy good
fortune for me, but only m isfortune?"
18 Then [Micaiah] said, "Indeed, hear now the word of
the LoRn! I saw the LoRD seated upon His throne, with all
the host of heaven standing in attendance to the right and
to the left of Him. 19The LoRn asked, 'Who will entice
King Ahab of Israel so that he will march and fall at
Ramoth-gilead?' Then one said this and another said that,
2o until a certain spirit came forward and stood before the
LoRD and said, 'I will entice him.' 'How?' said the LORD to
him. 21 And he replied, 'I will go forth and become a lying
spirit in the mouth of all his prophets.' Then He said, 'You
will entice with success. Go forth and do it.' 22 Thus the
LORD has put a lying spirit in the mouth of all these
prophets of yours; for the LoRD has decreed misfortune
for you."
23 Thereupon Zedekiah son of Chenaanah came up and
struck Micaiah on the cheek, and exclaimed, "However
did the spirit of the LORD pass from me to speak with
you!" 24 Micaiah replied, "You will see on the day when
you try to hide in the innermost room." 25 Then the king of
a A slrortened form of Micaial!.
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teousness, see 1 Chron. 10.14;
14.10. 27-28: Come home safe (lit.
"return in peace"): "In peace,"
Heb "beshalom," is a leading idea
in this story. This v. anticipates v.
34, which states that the (basically)
upright Jehoshaphat returned "in
peace," whereas the wicked Ahab
was killed, as prophesied by Mica
iah. 27: The words Listen, all you
peoples appear at Mic. 1.2, possibly
indicating that Chronicles identi
fied Micaiah, the prophet of the
present episode, with the prophet
Micah, one of the twelve "minor
prophets." 31: 1 Kings reads "he
cried out," which denotes either a
shout of desperation or an attempt
to muster the troops. Chronicles'
text, which adds and the LoRD
helped him, explains this call as a
shout of prayer, emphasizing that
prayer and repentance are effica
cious, even in seemingly hopeless
situations. Jehoshaphat is thus im
plicitly contrasted with Saul who,
in similar circumstances, chose to
take his life, rather than engage in
prayer. God diverted them (Heb
"wayesitem," "he enticed them"):
LXX's reading suggests the graphi
cally similar "wayesirem," i.e., "he
moved them away," but this is
likely a secondary reading. The
very strangeness of "wayesitem"
however, is part of Chronicles' lit
erary strategy. Chronicles applies
a kind of talion (measure-for
measure) principle: He who was
previously "enticed" to commit an
egregious act by trusting in the
might of alliances with the wicked
(v. 2) is saved by the LORD, who
"entices" the attacking force to
suddenly desist, merely by virtue
of his recognition that salvation
comes only from trust in divine
omnipotence. This is a further
instance of Chronicles' one
dimensional perspective; there
is no explanation of the military
means by which Jehoshaphat's
deliverance came about.
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Israel said, "Take Micaiah and turn him over to Amon,
the governor of the city, and to Prince Joash, 26 and say,
'The king's orders are: Put this fellow in prison, and let his
fare be scant bread and scant water until I come home
safe.' " 27 To which Micaiah retorted, "If you ever come
home safe, the LORD has not spoken through me." He said
further, •·"Listen, all you peoples!"-•
2B The king of Israel and King Jehoshaphat of Judah
marched against Ramoth-gilead. 29 The king of Israel said
to Jehoshaphat, b-"I will disguise myself and go·b into the
battle, but you, wear your robes." So the king of Israel dis
guised himself, and they went into the battle. 30 The king
of Aram had given these instructions to his chariot offi
cers: "Do not attack anyone, small or great, except the
king of Israel." 31 When the chariot officers saw Jehosha
phat, whom they took for the king of Israel, they wheeled
around to attack him, and Jehoshaphat cried out and the
LoRD helped him, and God diverted them from him.
32 And when the chariot officers realized that he was not
the king of Israel, they gave up the pursuit. 33 Then a man
drew his bow at random and hit the king of Israel be
tween the <·plates of the-< armor and he said to his chari
oteer, "Turn around and get me behind the lines; I am
wounded." 34 The battle <-raged all day long,·< and the king
remained propped up in the chariot facing Aram until
dusk; he died as the sun was setting.

1 9 King Jehoshaphat of Judah returned safely to his

palace, to Jerusalem. 2 Jehu son of Hanani the seer
went out to meet King Jehoshaphat and said to him,
"Should one give aid to the wicked and befriend those
who hate the LoRD? For this, wrath is upon you from the
LORD. 3 However, there is some good in you, for you have
purged the land of the sacred posts and have dedicated
yourself to worship God."
4 Jehoshaphat remained in Jerusalem a while and then
went out among the people from Beer-sheba to the hill
n-n Cf Mic. 1.2.
b-b IHfinitives used for ]illite verb; cf Hole nt
c-c Mem1i11g ofHeb. III!Certnin.

19.1-20.30: This entire section has
no parallel in Kings. 19.1-3: Pro
phetic rebuke. 2: Befriend (Heb
"te'ehav," root "'-h-v") connotes
treaty or covenant fidelity; the
same idea is present in give aid.
These vv. are not present in the
Deuteronomistic version in Kings,

I

Ki11gs 22.JO.

since that source focuses on the
person of Ahab and, more funda
mentally, because the Deuterono
mist sees no religious dilemma in
joining forces with a northern king
(or other wicked individual) so
long as one does not adopt his sin
ful ways. Chronicles, however,
- 1793-
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takes the position that the mere act
of displaying tolerance toward the
wicked is wrong, since it counte
nances the LORD's enemies (see
Ps. 1 39.21). Moreover, such toler
ance and cooperation signals a
lack of exclusive trust in the LoRD
and His ability to provide for one's
every need. Chronicles' view of
separation from the wicked in
formed postbiblical literature
(see, e.g., 'Avot R. Nat., A, 16).
Chronicles explains the absence
of punishment for this breach of
faith-for which no remorse is ex
pressed-by the fact that Jehosha
phat has many good deeds to his
credit that offset the present of
fense. For this reason, Chronicles
prefaces this story with an account
of Jehoshaphat's worthy acts in ch
17. Since the question of differenti
ating true from false prophecy is
not at issue in Chronicles, it is
quite natural that Jehoshaphat
is not blamed for having gone to
battle, per se.

19.4-1 1 : Establishment of judici
ary. Jehoshaphat responds to the

prophetic rebuke by promoting
justice throughout the land. The
historicity of this passage, unat
tested in Kings, has been debated
at length. The formulation and
content of this ch are highly remi
niscent of Deut. 1.13-17; 16.18;
17.8-1 2. Some scholars appeal to
the use of paranomasia-the name
Jehoshaphat means "the LoRD has
judged" (Heb "shafat")-as evi
dence of this passage's literary,
rather than historical, value. They
thus view the passage as a type of
midrash on Jehoshaphat's name:
The king whose name includes the
root "to judge" established the
judicial system in Judah. Others,
pointing to various differences be
tween Chronicles and Deuteron
omy (e.g., the cities in which
courts were established, the ab
sence of vocabulary characteristic
of Chronicles), have argued that
Chronicles' s tory is factual, and
draws on pre-Chronicles, non
Deuteronomic material. 4: In con
trast to ch 17, here Jehoshaphat's
reform was applied not only to
Judah but up through the hill
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country of Ephraim; he brought them back to the LoRD
God of their fathers. 5 He appointed judges in the land in
all the fortified towns of Judah, in each and every town.
6 He charged the judges: "Consider what you are doing,
for you judge not on behalf of man, but on behalf of the
LORD, and He is with you when you pass judgment.
7 Now let the dread of the LORD be upon you; act with
care, for there is no injustice or favoritism or bribe-taking
with the LoRD our God." BJehoshaphat also appointed in
Jerusalem some Levites and priests and heads of the clans
of Israelites for rendering judgment in matters of the
LoRD, and for disputes. Then they returned to Jerusalem.
9 He charged them, "This is how you shall act: in fear of
, the LORD, with fidelity, and with whole heart. lO When a
dispute comes before you from your brothers living in
their towns, whether about homicide, or about ritual, or
laws or rules, you must instruct them so that they do not
incur guilt before the LoRD and wrath be upon you and
your brothers. Act so and you will not incur guilt. 11 See,
Amariah the chief priest is over you in all cases concern
ing the LoRD, and Zebadiah son of Ishmael is the com
mander of the house of Judah in all cases concerning the
king; the Levitical officials are at your disposal; act with
resolve and the LoRD be with the good."
After
some Ammonim,a came against Jehoshaphat to
2
0
wage war. 2 The report was brought to Jehoshaphat: "A
that, Moabites, Ammonites, together with

great multitude is coming against you from beyond the
sea, from Aram, and is now in Hazazon-tamar"-that is,
Ein-gedi. 3 Jehoshaphat was afraid; he decided to resort to
the LoRD and proclaimed a fast for all Judah. 4 Judah as
sembled to beseech the LoRD. They also came from all the
towns of Judah to seek the LORD.
5 Jehoshaphat stood in the congregation of Judah and Je
rusalem in the House of the LoRD at the front of the new
court. 6 He said, "LoRD God of our fathers, truly You are
a Probablyfor m' nym "Meunites" (1 CIJro/1. 4.41); cf. Kimlli.

country of Ephraim, as well. (This
action is described as "returning"
the people to the LoRD.) This is
another example of Chronicles'
inclusivist position. This position
may also reflect Deut 16.18, which
refers to cities located in (all of) Is
rael's tribes. 6: For similar phras
ing and notions, see Deut. 1.17.
7: See Deut. 10.17. 10: See Exod.
18.16; Deut. 17.8.

20.1-2 1 . 1 : Jehoshaphat defeats
an eastern confederation. The his
toricity of this ch is, again, much
debated, Some scholars argue that
the entire account is a historical
"rnidrash" on either 2 Kings ch 3
or Exod ch 14 and Isa 7.9b. Others
accept a historical kernel to the ac
count, seeing it as a magnified ver
sion of a local conflict (in the post
exilic period) or drawing on a
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credible local tradition. Still others
see the reference to Meunites in
v. 1 (see translators' note a) as indi
cating that the attacking force
involved Nabateans from Meun/
Ma'anthe, near Petra, in the 4th or
3rd century BCE. Finally, some ac
cept Chronicles' claim that the bat
tle occurred in Jehoshaphat's time.
Note that Chronicles does not offer
any theological explanation for the
outbreak of war during the reign
of a ( basically) righteous king.
Chronicles thereby acknowledges
that some wars come about not
as punishments but, rather, as a
means of testing the religious
commitment of the king and his
people, or for some other (unex
plained) reason. This may be fur
ther proof that Chronicles does not
maintain a rigorous theology of
retribution. 20.1-2: The redundant
some Ammonim has prompted sev
eral exegetes to read "Meunim."
On the basis of the biblical site
Ma'on and Arabic Ma'an, it ap
pears that the Meunites lived ei
ther in the southern Negev, i.e.,
west of the Arabah, or slightly to
the Arabah's east, near Petra. LXX
reads here "Minaeans." 2: The Ma
soretic Text entails a geographical
difficulty: Peoples coming from be
yond tl1e sea (whomever this might
refer to) and Arameans, whose ter
ritory lay to the northeast of Israel,
would not be expected to gather a t
Ein-gedi, located a t roughly the
middle of the length of the Dead
Sea. The old Latin translation ren
ders "Edomites" in place of Ara
means, a reading adopted by
many moderns, especially since
the two words are graphically sim
ilar in Heb. 3-5: These vv. again
refer only to the cities of Judah, ei
ther because the impending battle
was due to take place in Judah's
territory or, once again, as a sign of
Chronicles' preferential treatment
of Judah, whose residents under
stand the importance of seeking
out the LoRD. 5: The new court, a
third (outer) court or, alternatively,
a newly formed division within
Chronicles' second (i.e., lay) court.
6-1 2: Jehoshaphat's prayer con
tains a reprise of Israel's early his
tory. V. 9 portrays this public gath-
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the God in heaven and You rule over the kingdoms of the
nations; power and strength are Yours; none can oppose
You. 7 0 our God, you dispossessed the inhabitants of
this land before Your people Israel, and You gave it to the
descendants of Your friend Abraham forever. B They set
tled in it and in it built for You a House for Your name.
They said, 9 'Should misfortune befall us-the punishing
sword, pestilence, or famine, we shall stand before this
House and before You-for Your name is in this House
and we shall cry out to You in our distress, and You will
listen and deliver us.' l O Now the people of Ammon,
Moab, and the hill country of Seir, into whose [land] You
did not let Israel come when they came from Egypt, but
they turned aside from them and did not wipe them out,
11 these now repay us by coming to expel us from Your
possession which You gave us as ours. 120 our God,
surely You will punish them, for we are powerless before
this great multitude that has come against us, and do not
know what to do, but our eyes are on You." 13 All Judah
stood before the LoRD with their little ones, their women
folk, and their children.
14Then in the midst of the congregation the spirit of the
LoRD came upon Jahaziel son of Zechariah son of Benaiah
son of Jeiel son of Mattaniah the Levite, of the sons of
Asaph, 15 and he said, "Give heed, all Judah and the in
habitants of Jerusalem and King Jehoshaphat; thus said
the LoRD to you, 'Do not fear or be dismayed by this great
multitude, for the battle is God's, not yours. 16 March
down against them tomorrow as they come up by the As
cent of Ziz; you will find them at the end of the wadi in
the direction of the wilderness of Jeruel. 17It is not for you
to fight this battle; s tand by, wait, and witness your deliv
erance by the LORD, 0 Judah and Jerusalem; do not fear or
be dismayed; go forth to meet them tomorrow and the
LoRD will be with you.' " 1B Jehoshaphat bowed low with
his face to the ground, and all Judah and the inhabitants of
Jerusalem threw themselves down before the LoRD to
worship the LoRD. 19 Levites of the sons of Kohath and of
the sons of Korah got up to extol the LORD God of Israel at
the top of their voices.
20 Early the next morning they arose and went forth to
the wilderness of Tekoa. As they went forth, Jehoshaphat
stood and said, "Listen to me, 0 Judah and inhabitants of
Jerusalem: Trust firmly in the LORD your God and you
will stand firm; trust firmly in His prophets and you will
succeed." 21 After taking counsel with the people, he sta
tioned singers to the LoRD extolling the One majestic in
holiness as they went forth ahead of the vanguard, saying,
- 1 795 -
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ering as a fulfillment of Solomon's
prayer at 2 Chron. 6.24-25, again
linking Jehoshaphat and Solomon.
1 0: This v. adopts the tradition re
garding Seir preserved in Deut.
21.2-8; d. Num. 20.14-21. 1 2: Puu
islz them (lit. "judge them," Heb
"tishpot-bam") is another example
of paranomasia. The LoRD is asked
to judge (Israel's enemies), pre
cisely as the literal meaning of "je
hoshaphat" indicates. 13-14: The
leading role of the Levites is once
again in evidence, as the critical
oracle is delivered by one of the
Temple minstrels. This v. should
not be taken to indicate that
"Levi tic prophecy" always, or
even generally, involved an oracu
lar saying; instead it reflects the
type of ad hoc prophetic activity
favored by Chronicles. 15-17: The
wording of these vv. draws on
earlier works, most notably Exod.
14.13-14. Like Moses in the latter
instance, Yahaziel tells Judah that
the war is the LoRD's battle. This
passage is perhaps the clearest
example of Chronicles' one
dimensional approach to human
endeavors. 20: Jehoshaphat, the
fundamentally good king, ad
dresses his people, reminding
them that trust in the LoRD and his
prophets brings success. Trust in
God, along with proper cultic ac
tivity (including prayer) centered
on the Temple, ensures victory.
Indeed, in contrast to previous
military encounters, this passage
makes no mention of the number
of the Judahi te forces, for Israel's
strength is not responsible for vic
tory. True to form, the righteous
monarch engages his people in the
decision making, rather than dic
tating to them. The people's ready
assent shows they are worthy of
the LoRD's intervention. Trust

firmly . . . and you will stand firm

("ha'minu . . . vete'menu") reflects
the similar paronomasia in Isa. 7·9·
2 1 : Note the refrain "Praise . . . for

His steadfast love is eternal. " The One
majestic in holiness: Others render
"in holy a ttire," "his holy splen
dor," or "the holy place of his
appearing"; see 16.29. The "de
mocratization" theme appears at
1 Chron. 13.1-4 (see n.); 2 Chron.
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"Praise the LoRD, for His steadfast love is eternal." 22 As
they began their joyous shouts and hymns, the LORD set
ambushes for the men of Amon, Moab, and the hill coun
try of Seir, who were marching against Judah, and they
were routed. 23 The Ammonites and Moabites turned
against the men of the hill country of Seir to exterminate
and annihilate them. When they had made an end of the
men of Seir, each helped to destroy his fellow.
24 When Judah reached the lookout in the wilderness
and looked for the multitude, they saw them lying on the
ground as corpses; not one had survived. 25 Jehoshaphat
and his army came to take the booty, and found an abun
dance of goods, corpses, and precious objects, which they
pillaged, more than they could carry off. For three days
they were taking booty, there was so much of it. 26 On the
fourth day they assembled in the Valley of Blessing-for
there they blessed the LoRD; that is why that place is
called the Valley of Blessing to this day. 27 All the men of
Judah and Jerusalem with Jehoshaphat at their head re
turned joyfully to Jerusalem, for the LoRD had given them
cause for rejoicing over their enemies. 2B They came to Je
rusalem to the House of the LORD, to the accompaniment
of harps, lyres, and trumpets. 29 The terror of God seized
all the kingdoms of the lands when they heard that the
LoRD had fought the enemies of Israel. 30 The kingdom of
Jehoshaphat was untroubled, and his God granted him
respite on all sides.
3 1 • Jehoshaphat reigned over Judah. He was thirty-five
years old when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusa
lem for twenty-five years. His mother's name was
Azubah daughter of Shilhi. 32 He followed the course of
his father Asa and did not deviate from it, doing what was
pleasing to the LoRD. 33 However, the shrines did not
cease; the people still did not direct their heart toward the
God of their fathers. 34 As for the other events of Jehosha
phat's reign, early and late, they are recorded in the annals
of Jehu son of Hanani, which were included in the book of
the kings of Israel.
35 Afterward, King Jehoshaphat of Judah entered into a
partnership with King Ahaziah of Israel, thereby acting
wickedly. 36 He joined with him in constructing ships to
go to Tarshish; the ships were constructed in Ezion-geber.
37 Eliezer son of Dodavahu of Mareshah prophesied
against Jehoshaphat, "As you have made a partnership
with Ahaziah, the LoRD will break up your work." The
ships were wrecked and were unable to go to Tarshish.
n Witlt vv. J 1-J7, cf 1 Kings 22.41-49.
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1.2; 30.2; J2.J. 22-24: In contrast to
other passages, where the priestly
trumpet blasts lead the army into
victory (e.g., Josh. 6.8-10,16), here
the Levitic choral rite dominates.
The victory begins as soon as the
Levites break forth in chant; Judah
engages in no military activity.
No explanation is offered for how
the internecine fighting broke
out in the enemy camp (cf. Judg.
11.19-22). Since the Jewish com
munity of Chronicles' time was in
no position to wage war, the mes
sage of the Levi tic role here seems
to be that it is their cultic chant,
whether performed in battle or
in the Temple, which invokes di
vine favor and protects Israel.
25-30: All of the enemy force has
been decimated, another feature
appearing in Exodus (14.28). The
only task left for Judah's "army" is
scavenging and collection of the
spoils. 35-37: The story of Jehosh
aphat's joint maritime venture
differs markedly from 1 Kings
22.49-50, either because Chroni
cles' text reflects a different source
or due to its own tendentious re
working. Kings states that Jehosh
aphat prepared ships for sailing
but these were destroyed in Ezion
geber (near present-day Eilat) and
did not sail. Jehoshaphat then re
fused Ahaziah's offer of assistance.
No reason is offered there for Je
hoshaphat's refusal. Chronicles'
version results in a second offense
on the part of Jehoshaphat, one
that appears to be identical to his
wrongdoing in ch 18. It is possible
that this latter episode teaches that
any form of cooperation with the
wicked is forbidden, i.e., even
where the upright individual par
ticipates purely for his own benefit
and with no regard for the welfare
of the wicked. Chronicles claims
that the ships were intended to
sail for Tarshish, whereas 1 Kings
states that the ships' destination
was Ophir, located in Africa, at the
mouth of the Red Sea; see 9.21. As
elsewhere in Chronicles, a prophet
not known from other sources ap
pears to offer a short speech to the
king.
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2 1 •Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers and was buried

with his fathers in the City of David; his son Jeho
ram succeeded him as king. 2 He had brothers, sons of Je
hoshaphat: Azariah, Jehiel, Zechariah, Azariahu, Michael,
and Shephatiah; all these were sons of King Jehoshaphat
of Israel. 3 Their father gave them many gifts of silver,
gold, and [other] presents, as well as fortified towns in
Judah, but he gave the kingdom to Jehoram because he
was the first-born.
4 Jehoram proceeded to take firm hold of his father's
kingdom and put to the sword all his brothers, as well as
some of the officers of Israel. 5 Jehoram was thirty-two
years old when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusa
lem eight years. 6 He followed the practices of the kings of
Israel doing what the House of Ahab had done, for he
married a daughter of Ahab; he did what was displeasing
to the LORD. 7 However, the LoRD refrained from destroy
ing the House of David for the sake of the covenant he
had made with David, and in accordance with his prom
ise to maintain a lamp for him and his descendants for all
time. s During his reign, the Edomites rebelled against
Judah's rule and set up a king of their own. 9 Jehoram ad
vanced [against them] with his officers and all his chari
otry. He arose by night and attacked the Edomites, who
surrounded him and the chariot commanders. 10 Edam
has been in rebellion against Judah, to this day; Libnah
also rebelled against him at that time, because he had for
saken the LoRD God of his fathers. 11 Moreover, he built
shrines in the hill country of Judah; he led astray the in
habitants of Jerusalem and made Judah wayward.
12 A letter from Elijah the prophet came to him which
read, "Thus says the LoRD God of your father David: Since
you have not followed the practices of your father Jehosh
aphat and the practices of King Asa of Judah, B but have
followed the practices of the kings of Israel, leading astray
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem as the House of
Ahab led them astray, and have also killed your brothers of
your father's house, who were better than you, 14 therefore,
the LoRD will inflict a great blow upon your people, your
sons, and your wives and all your possessions. 15 As for
you, you will be severely stricken with a disorder of the
bowels year after year until your bowels drop out."
1 6 The LoRD stirred up the spirit of the Philistines and
the Arabs who were neighbors of the Cushites against Je
horam. 17 They marched against Judah, breached its de
fenses, and carried off all the property that was found in

n

Cf 2 Ki11gs 8.17-24.
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21 .2-20: Jehoram's reign. An ex
panded version of 2 Kings 8.16-24;
some of Chronicles' added mate
rial probably draws on additional
written sources. 2-4: Jehoram es
tablishes his rule. The placement
of these vv. highlights the theme
of the threat of extinction to the
Davidic line which unites the fol
lowing two chs (see 21 .17; 22.8-9;
22.1o-11). 5-1 1 : The passage, aside
from v. 1 1, is taken from 2 Kings
17-22. 6: Athaliah was probably
a daughter of Omri, King of
Israel, and hence sister of Ahab.
7: Chronicles' reformulation of
2 Kings 8.19 highlights the divine
promise to the Davidic dynasty.
8-1 1 : Chronicles suggests
that Jehoram's troubles are the
result of his religious infidelity.
10-19: These vv. have no parallel
in Kings. 12-15: Letter from Elijah.
The prevalent view maintains that
this letter is Chronicles' creation.
The choice of Elijah was probably
informed by his role as zealous
champion of the worship of YHVH
against the influence of Baalism
in northern Israel during the rule
of Ahab and Ahaziah. Given
Jehoram's marriage to Ahab's
daughter, Elijah was the natural
choice. Because of uncertainty sur
rounding the chronology of the pe
riod (see 2 Kings 1.17; ch 2; J.ll),
i t is unclear whether Chronicles
thought that Elijah was still alive
or had perished after composing
the prophetic letter.

21.16-20: End of Jehoram's
reign. The form "Jehoahaz"

(v. 17) in place of the standard

"Ahaziah" supports the likelihood
that this v. is taken from an inde
pendent source. 17: LXX reads
"daughters" in place of "wives."
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the king's palace, as well as his sons and his wives. The
only son who remained was Jehoahaz, his youngest
18 After this, the LORD afflicted him with an incurable dis
ease of the bowels. 19 Some years later, when a period of
two years had elapsed, his bowels dropped out because of
his disease, and he died a gruesome death. His people did
not make a fire for him like the fire for his fathers. 20 He
was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he
reigned in Jerusalem eight years. He departed unpraised,a
and was buried in the City of David, but not in the tombs
of the kings.
b The inhabitants of Jerusalem made Ahaziah, his
youngest son, king in his stead, because all the
2
2
older ones had been killed by the troops that penetrated

the camp with the Arabs. Ahaziah son of Jehoram reigned
as king of Judah. 2 Ahaziah was forty-two years old when
he became king, and he reigned in Jerusalem one year; his
mother's name was Athaliah daughter of Omri. 3 He too
followed the practices of the house of Ahab, for his
mother counseled him to do evil. 4 He did what was dis
pleasing to the LoRD, like the house of Ahab, for they be
came his counselors after his father's death, to his ruina
tion. s Moreover, he followed their counsel and marched
with Jehoram son of King Ahab of Israel to battle against
King Hazael of Aram at Ramoth-gilead, where the Arame
ans wounded Joram. 6 He returned to Jezreel to recover
from the wounds inflicted on him at Ramah when he
fought against King Hazael of Aram. King Azariah son of
Jehoram of Judah went down to Jezreel to visit Jehoram
son of Ahab while he was ill. 7 God caused the downfall of
Ahaziah because he visited Joram. During his visit he
went out with Jehoram to Jehu son of Nimshi, whom the
LoRD had anointed to cut off the house of Ahab.- B In the
course of bringing the house of Ahab to judgment, Jehu
came upon the officers of Judah and the nephews of Aha
ziah, ministers of Ahaziah, and killed them. 9 He sent in
search of Ahaziah, who was caught hiding in Samaria,
was brought to Jehu, and put to death. He was given a
burial, because it was said, "He is the son of Jehoshaphat
who worshiped the LORD wholeheartedly." So the house
of Ahaziah could not muster the strength to rule.
l O When Athaliah, Ahaziah's mother, learned that her
son was dead, she promptly did away with all who were
a Followi11g Septuagint; cf Arabic l)amada, "praise. "
b With vv. 1-6, cf 2 Kings 8.25-29; with vv. 8-9, cf 2 Kings 9.27-28; with vv.
2 Ki11gs 1 1 . 1-3.

10-12,

cf

18-20: The king's disease is not
recorded in Kings; it is unclear
whether Chronicles draws on a
genuine source or has created this
account in fulfillment of v. 15.
Chronicles' version highlights the
ignominious nature of Jehoram's
demise; cf. 2 Kings 8.23-24.
22.1-9: Ahaziah's reign. 1-9: This
account, not preserved elsewhere,
is reminiscent of 14.9-15 and may
derive from the same source. Two
features continue from Jehoram's
reign to Ahaziah's: the influence
of Athaliah and the threat to the
Davidic line. The passage contains
several allusions to the disastrous
reign of Saul (1 Chron. ch 10);
compare, esp., vv. 7 and 9 with
1 Chron. 10.6, 13-14. 1-3: The
age, fo rty-two is impossible, since
it would make Ahaziah older
than his father. Many LXX mss
read "twenty"; Peshitta reads
"twenty-two," as does 2 Kings
8.26. 4-5: Added by Chronicles;
contacts with the north bring di
saster. 7-9: A condensed and re
worked version of 2 Kings 9.1-28;
10.12-14, provided with an intro
ductory sentence explaining that
the events befalling the dynasty
are the result of backsliding.
Chronicles differs from 2 Kings in
the following respects: The princes
of Judah die before Ahaziah (d.
2 Kings 10.12-14); the circum
stances of his death ate different
(cf. 2 Kings 9.27); the circum
stances surrounding his burial are
different (cf. 2 Kings 9.28). Chroni
cles' text may be based on an inde
pendent source, or it may be the
creation of its author. The empha
sis on God's complete control of
history (v. 7, God caused the down
fall of Alwzial!) is consistent with
Chronicles' theology, as is the em
phasis on the impropriety of asso
ciation with northern monarchs.
,

22.10-24.27: Joash's reign. With
the possible exception of parts
of ch 24, Chronicles is based on
2 Kings 11-12. Joash's reign con
sists of three periods: (1) the Da
vidic dynasty at its lowest point;
(2) a period of revitalization, echo
ing the upswing upon Joash's as-
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of the royal stock of the house of Judah. 11 But Jehoshabe
ath, daughter of the king, spirited away Ahaziah's son
Joash from among the princes who were being slain, and
put him and his nurse in a bedroom. Jehoshabeath,
daughter of King Jehoram, wife of the priest Jehoiada
she was the sister of Ahaziah-kept him hidden from Ath
aliah so that he was not put to death. 12 He stayed with
them for six years, hidden in the House of God, while
Athaliah reigned over the land.

2 3 •In the seventh year, Jehoiada took courage and

brought the chiefs of the hundreds, Azariah son of
Jeroham, Ishmael son of Jehohanan, Azariah son of Obed,
Maaseiah son of Adaiah, and Elishaphat son of Zichri,
into a compact with him. 2 They went through Judah and
assembled the Levites from all the towns of Judah, and the
chiefs of the clans of Israel. They came to Jerusalem 3 and
the entire assembly made a covenant with the king in the
House of God. Heb said to them, "The son of the king shall
be king according to the promise the LORD made concern
ing the sons of David. 4 This is what you must do: One
third of you, priests and Levites, who are on duty for the
week, shall be gatekeepers at the thresholds; s another
third shall be stationed in the royal palace, and the other
third at the Foundation Gate. All the people shall be in the
courts of the House of the LORD. 6 Let no one enter the
House of the LoRD except the priests and the ministering
Levites. They may enter because they are sanctified, but
all the people shall obey the proscription of the LoRD.
7 The Levites shall surround the king on every side, every
man with his weapons at the ready; and whoever enters
the House shall be killed. Stay close to the king in his com
ings and goings." B The Levites and all Judah did just as Je
hoiada the priest ordered: each took his men-those who
were on duty that week and those who were off duty that
week, for Jehoiada the priest had not dismissed the divi
sions. 9 Jehoiada the priest gave the chiefs of the hundreds
King David's spears and shields and quivers that were
kept in the House of God. 10 He stationed the entire force,
each man with his weapons at the ready, from the south
end of the House to the north end of the House, at the
altar and the House, to guard the king on every side.
11 Then they brought out the king's son, and placed upon
him the crown and the insignia. They proclaimed him
king, and Jehoiada and his sons anointed him and
shouted, "Long live the king! "
n

Cf 2 Ki11gs 1 1 .4-20.

b I.e., felwindn.

22. 1 1-2) . 1 1

cension; (3) religious backsliding,
including rejection of the pro
phetic word, leading to military
defeat and the king's death.

22.1 0-23.21: Joash takes power.
22.10-12: Following Kings, the
standard opening and closing for
mulae are lacking, indicating that
the period of Athaliah is not for
mally recognized. It is uncertain
whether, as a matter of principle,
Judah recognized female mon
archs. 23.1-21 : Joash's corona
tion and removal of Athaliah. Cf.
2 Kings 11 .4-20. Two key alter
ations appear: (1) Joash's rule is
welcomed and supported by the
populace (it is a personal affair in
Kings); this is reminiscent of
Chronicles' depiction of David
and Solomon. (2) Chronicles ad
justs the cultic details to its view
of proper cultic procedure, as it
pertains to priests and Levites.
1-16: Blessings. The period
focuses on restoration of the
Temple.
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12 When Athaliah heard the shouting of the people and
the guards and the acclamation of the king, she came out
to the people, to the House of the LORD. 13 She looked
about and saw the king standing by his pillar at the en
trance, the chiefs with their trumpets beside the king, and
all the people of the land rejoicing and blowing trumpets,
and the singers with musical instruments leading the
hymns. Athaliah rent her garments and cried out, "Trea
son, treason!" 14 Then the priest Jehoiada ordered out the
army officers, the chiefs of hundreds, and said to them,
"Take her out between the ranks, and if anyone follows
her, put him to the sword." For the priest thought, "Let
her not be put to death in the House of the LoRD." 15 They
cleared a passage for her and she came to the entrance of
the Horse Gate to the royal palace; there she was put to
death.
16 Then Jehoiada solemnized a covenant between him
self and the people and the king that they should be the
people of the LoRD. 17 All the people then went to the tem
ple of Baal; they tore it down and smashed its altars and
images to bits, and they slew Mattan, the priest of Baal, in
front of the altars. IB Jehoiada put the officers of the House
of the LoRD in the charge of Levite priests whom David
had assigned over the House of the LORD to offer up burnt
offerings, as is prescribed in the Teaching of Moses, ac
companied by joyful song as ordained by David. 19He sta
tioned the gatekeepers at the gates of the House of the
LoRD to prevent the entry of anyone unclean for any rea
son. 20 He took the chiefs of hundreds, the nobles, and the
rulers of the people and all the people of the land, and
they escorted the king down from the House of the LoRD
into the royal palace by the upper gate, and seated the
king on the royal throne. 21 All the people of the land re
joiced, and the city was quiet. As for Athaliah, she had
been put to the sword.

2 4 •Jehoash was seven years old when he became

king, and he reigned in Jerusalem forty years. His
mother's name was Zibiah of Beer-sheba. 2 All the days of
the priest Jehoiada, Jehoash did what was pleasing to the
LoRD. 3 Jehoiada took two wives for him, by whom he had
sons and daughters.
4 Afterward, Joash decided to renovate the House of the
LoRD. s He assembled the priests and the Levites and
charged them as follows: "Go out to the towns of Judah
and collect money from all Israel for the annual repair of

n

Cf

2 Kings 12.1-22.
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24.1-2: Joash's reign begins.

Chronicles' depiction is more fa
vorable than that of 2 Kings ch 12;
it omits the notice about sacrifice
at the local shrines or high places
("bamot"; 2 Kings 12-4).

24.4-14: Temple restoration. The
passage differs substantially from
2 Kings 12.4-16 and conveys sev
eral of Chronicles' recurring
themes. The claim that there was a
surplus of money for other pur
poses (cf. 2 Kings 12.13-14) due to
generosity of the people is to be
expected; see 1 Chron. 29.1 1-19.
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the House of your God. Do it quickly." But the Levites did
not act quickly. 6 The king summoned Jehoiada the chief
and said to him, "Why have you not seen to it that the Le
vites brought the tax imposed by Moses, the servant of the
LoRD, and the congregation of Israel from Judah and Jeru
salem to the Tent of the Pact?" 7 For the children of the
wicked Athaliah had violated the House of God and had
even used the sacred things of the House of the LoRD for
the Baals. BThe king ordered that a chest be made and
placed on the outside of the gate of the House of the LORD.
9 A proclamation was issued in Judah and Jerusalem to
bring the tax imposed on Israel in the wilderness by
Moses, the servant of God. 10 All the officers and all the
people gladly brought it and threw it into the chest till it
was full. 11 Whenever the chest was brought to the royal
officers by the Levites, and they saw that it contained
much money, the royal scribe and the agent of the chief
priest came and emptied out the chest and carried it back
to its place. They did this day by day, and much money
was collected. 12 The king and Jehoiada delivered the
money to those who oversaw the tasks connected with the
work of the House of the LoRD. They hired masons and
carpenters to renovate the House of the LORD, as well as
craftsmen in iron and bronze to repair the House of the
LoRD. 13 The overseers did their work; under them the
work went well and they restored the House of God to its
original form and repaired it. 14 When they had finished,
they brought the money that was left over to the king and
Jehoiada; it was made into utensils for the House of the
LoRD, service vessels: buckets and ladles, golden and sil
ver vessels. Burnt offerings were offered up regularly in
the House of the LoRD all the days of Jehoiada. 15 Jehoiada
reached a ripe old age and died; he was one hundred and
thirty years old at his death. 16 They buried him in the City
of David together with the kings, because he had done
good in Israel, and on behalf of God and His House.
17 But after the death of Jehoiada, the officers of Judah
came, bowing low to the king; and the king listened to
them. 1B They forsook the House of the LoRD God of their
fathers to serve the sacred posts and idols; and there was
wrath upon Judah and Jerusalem because of this guilt of
theirs. 19 The LoRD sent prophets among them to bring
them back to Him; they admonished them but they would
not pay heed. zo Then the spirit of God enveloped
Zechariah son of Jehoiada the priest; he stood above the
people and said to them, "Thus God said: Why do you
transgress the commandments of the LoRD when you can
not succeed? Since you have forsaken the LoRD, He has
- 1801 -

24.6-24.20

24.15-16: The death of Jehoiada.
The burial notice indicates Chroni
cles' positive evaluation of Jehoi
ada, Joash's mentor.
24.17-27: Judgment. 2 Kings
12.17-21 states that Joash submit
ted to the Arameans and was
assassinated, but offers no theolog
ical explanation. Chronicles pro
vides it by claiming that Joash's
death resulted from his refusal to
heed the teachings of Jehohiada,
who had just died. This passage
exemplifies Chronicles' view of the
divine capacity for forgiveness,
and of the importance of prophetic
forewarning before punislunent.
Much of the core material, espe
cially that concerning Zechariah
and the Aramean invasion, may
be taken from earlier sources.
1 7-22: Unknown from other
sources. Zechariah here is a foil
to Joash and highlights the differ
ence between the several periods
in Joash's reign. The sermonic
style is typical of Chronicles.

S E C O N D CHRONICLES 2 4 . 2 1 -25 . 7

forsaken you." 2 1 They conspired against him and pelted
him with stones in the court of the House of the LORD, by
order of the king. 22 King Joash disregarded the loyalty
that his father Jehoiada had shown to him, and killed his
son. As he was dying, he said, "May the LoRD see and re
quite it."
23 At the turn of the year, the army of Aram marched
against him; they invaded Judah and Jerusalem, and
wiped out all the officers of the people from among the
people, and sent all the booty they took to the king of
Damascus. 24 The invading army of Aram had come with
but a few men, but the LORD delivered a very large army
into their hands, because they had forsaken the LoRD
God of their fathers. They inflicted punishments on Joash.
25 When they withdrew, having left him with many
wounds, his courtiers plotted against him because of the
murder• of the sons of Jehoiada the priest, and they killed
him in bed. He died and was buried in the City of David;
he was not buried in the tombs of the kings. 26 These were
the men who conspired against him: Zabad son of
Shimeath the Ammonitess, and Jehozabad son of Shimrith
the Moabitess. 27 As to his sons, and the many pronounce
ments against him, and his rebuilding of the House of
God, they are recorded in the story in the book of the
kings. His son Amaziah succeeded him as king.

2 5 b Amaziah was twenty-five years old when he be

came king, and he reigned twenty-nine years in Je
rusalem; his mother's name was Jehoaddan of Jerusalem.
2 He did what was pleasing to the LoRD, but not with a
whole heart. 3 Qnce he had the kingdom firmly under con
trol, he executed the courtiers who had assassinated his
father the king. 4 But he did not put their children to death
for [he acted] in accordance with what is written in the
Teaching, in the Book of Moses, where the LORD com
manded, <·"Parents shall not die for children, nor shall
children die for parents, but every person shall die only
for his own crime."·c
s Amaziah assembled the men of Judah, and he put all
the men of Judah and Benjamin under officers of thou
sands and officers of hundreds, by clans. He mustered
them from the age of twenty upward, and found them to
be JOO,ooo picked men fit for service, able to bear spear
and shield. 6 He hired 10o,ooo warriors from Israel for 100
talents of silver. 7 Then a man of God came to him and
said, "0 king! Do not let the army of Israel go with you,
n Lit. "blood. "

b Cf 2 Ki11gs 14.

c -c

Cf De11l. 24.16.
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21-22: Jehoiada is killed in the
very place where he crowned
Joash; see also 23.14, where Jehoi
ada refuses to allow Athaliah's
killing in the sacred precincts.
23-24: Aramean invasion. Other
than the mention of war spoil,
this passage differs markedly from
2 Kings 12.7-18. There, the Ara
mean king, Hazael, is bought off
and does not attack. Here, it ap
pears that the Aramean force at
tacks while Hazael remains at
home. Finally, the two versions of
the battle differ substantively.
Chronicles' text is probably a re
formulation of earlier materiaL
Note how Chronicles' formulation
indicates that (only) those who
sinned were now being punished.
25: Chronicles explains the king's
assassination as retribution for his
treatment of Zechariah, highlight
ing the explanation through sev
eral key words shared by this
v. and vv. 21-22; cf. 2 Kings 2.20.
The problematic phrasing of
2 Kings 12.20 is replaced here by
"on his bed," perhaps indicating
that Chronicles no longer under
stood the reference in Kings. The
"bed" may also be an allusion to
the bedroom mentioned above
(22.11), indicating a total lack of
appreciation on Joash's part.
Chronicles' statement regarding
Joash's burial is likely tendentious,
suggesting a more negative evalu
ation of Joash. 26: Cf. the names at
2 Kings 12.21. The claim that two
of the conspirators were foreigners
may bear a talionic or measure
for-measure message: When Israel
turns to foreign gods their (di
vinely ordained) punishment
comes at the hands of foreigners.
27: On story, "midrash," see
13.22 n.
25.1-28: Amaziah's reign.
Amaziah's reign, like that of Joash
and others, is divided into periods
of fidelity and infidelity. As in
other cases, divine forbearance
and grace require that a prophet
be sent to warn Amaziah, but to
no avail. 1-4: Chronicles' less than
fully positive evaluation reflects
the book's criticism of Amaziah's
dependence on mercenaries. V. 4 is
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for the LoRD is not with Israel-all these Ephraimites.
8 But go by yourself and do it; take courage for battle,
[else] God will make you fall before the enemy. For in God
there is power to help one or make one fall!" 9 Amaziah
said to the man of God, "And what am I to do about the
100 talents I gave for the Israelite force?" The man of God
replied, "The LORD has the means to give you much more
than that." 1 0 So Amaziah detached the force that came to
him from Ephraim, [ordering them] to go back to their
place. They were greatly enraged against Judah and re
turned to their place in a rage.
11 Amaziah took courage and, leading his army, he
marched to the Valley of Salt. He slew 1o,ooo men of Seir;
1 2 another 10,000 the men of Judah captured alive and
brought to the top of Sela. They threw them down from
the top of Sela and every one of them was burst open.
1 3 The men of the force that Amaziah had sent back so they
would not go with him into battle made forays against the
towns of Judah from Samaria to Beth-horon. They slew
3,ooo of them, and took much booty.
1 4 After Amaziah returned from defeating the Edomites,
he had the gods of the men of Seir brought, and installed
them as his gods; he prostrated himself before them, and
to them he made sacrifice. 15 The LoRD was enraged at
Amaziah, and sent a prophet to him who said to him,
"Why are you worshiping the gods of a people who could
not save their people from you?" 16 As he spoke to him,
[Amaziah] said to him, "Have we appointed you a coun
selor to the king? Stop, else you will be killed! " The
prophet stopped, saying, "I see God has counseled that
you be destroyed, since you act this way and disregard
my counsel."
17 Then King Amaziah of Judah took counsel and sent
this message to Joash son of Jehoahaz son of Jehu, king of
Israel, "Come, let us confront each other!" 1 8 King Joash of
Israel sent back this message to King Amaziah of Judah,
"The thistle in Lebanon sent this message to the cedar in
Lebanon, 'Give your daughter to my son in marriage.' But
a wild beast in Lebanon passed by and trampled the this
tle. 1 9 You boast that you have defeated the Edomites and
you are ambitious to get more glory. Now stay at home,
lest, provoking disaster you fall, dragging Judah down
with you. " 20 But Amaziah paid no heed-it was God's
doing, in order to deliver them up because they wor
shiped the gods of Edom. 21 King Joash of Israel marched
up, and he and King Amaziah of Judah confronted each
other at Beth-shemesh in Judah. 22 The men of Judah were
routed by Israel, and they all fled to their homes. 23 King

25 .8-2 5 . 23

a reformulation of 2 Kings 14.5-6,
itself based on Deut. 24.16.
Whereas Deuteronomy and Kings
employ the Heb form meaning
"execute" ("yumtu"), Chronicles
employs the form meaning "die"
("yamutu"). This may be merely a
textual or linguistic variant, al
though some see it as proof of
Chronicles' strict theory of retribu
tion: An innocent individual can
not be punished, whether in
human court or divine justice, for
the offense of another. 5-13: Cam
paign against Edom. Chronicles
expands greatly upon 2 Kings 14·7·
6: The tradition regarding merce
naries may be historically authen
tic. 7: The reference to Ephraimites
probably indicates that the merce
naries were hired from territory
bordering on Judah. 1 2-13: Sela is
identified by some as Petra, in
southern Jordan, but this remains
uncertain. 14-16: Worship by a
victorious Judean king of the
gods of a defeated enemy is un
paralleled elsewhere in the Bible
and quite surprising. This is likely
Chronicles' creation, intended
to explain Amaziah's defeat at
the hands of Joash; see v. 20.
17-24: These are largely identical
to 2 Kings 24.8-14, with the addi
tion of the phrase it wns God's

doing, in order to deliver them up be
en use they worshiped tile gods of
Edom (v. 20), which makes explicit

the Chronicler's theology. This
v. also anticipates 26.5, below;
Chronicles stresses the difference
between father and son, and, ac
cordingly, the vastly different out
comes (cf. 26.6-8).
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Joash of Israel captured Amaziah son of Joash son of Jeho
ahaz, king of Judah, in Beth-shemesh. He brought him to
Jerusalem and made a breach of 400 cubits in the wall of
Jerusalem, from the Ephraim Gate to the Corner Gate.
24 Then, with all the gold and silver and all the utensils
that were to be found in the House of God in the custody
of Obed-edom, and with the treasuries of the royal palace,
and with the hostages, he returned to Samaria.
25 King Amaziah son of Joash of Judah lived fifteen
years after the death of King Joash son of Jehoahaz of Is
rael. 26 The other events of Amaziah's reign, early and late,
are recorded in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel.
27 From the time that Amaziah turned from following the
LoRD, a conspiracy was formed against him in Jerusalem,
and he fled to Lachish; but they sent men after him to La
chish and they put him to death there. 2B They brought his
body back on horses and buried him with his fathers in
the city of Judah.
Then all the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was
sixteen years old, and proclaimed him king to suc
2
6
ceed his father Amaziah. 2 It was he who rebuilt Eloth and

restored it to Judah after King [Amaziah] slept with his
fathers.
3 Uzziah was sixteen years old when he became king,
and he reigned fifty-two years in Jerusalem; his mother's
name was Jecoliah of Jerusalem. 4 He did what was pleas
ing to the LORD just as his father Amaziah had done. s He
applied himself to the worship of God during the time of
Zechariah, instructor in the visions• of God; during the
time he worshiped the LORD, God made him prosper. 6 He
went forth to fight the Philistines, and breached the wall
of Gath and the wall of Jabneh and the wall of Ashdod; he
built towns in [the region of] Ashdod and among the Phil
istines. 7 God helped him against the Philistines, against
the Arabs who lived in Gur-baal, and the Meunites. B The
Ammonites paid tribute to Uzziah, and his fame spread to
the approaches of Egypt, for he grew exceedingly strong.
9 Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem on the Corner Gate and
the Valley Gate and on the Angle, and fortified them. l O He
built towers in the wilderness and hewed out many cis
terns, for he had much cattle, and farmers in the foothills
and on the plain, and vine dressers in the mountains and
on the fertile lands, for he loved the soil.
1 1 Uzziah had an army of warriors, a battle-ready force
who were mustered by Jeiel the scribe and Maasseiah the
a Some Heb. mss. read byr't; compare nncimt versions, 'fear. "

KETHUVIM
26.1-23: Uzziah's reign. The treat
ment of Uzziah's reign is divided
into two parts: the king's lengthy
reign and his affliction with skin
disease. This division is an attempt
to deal with the source material:
2 Kings 14.21-15-4 depict Uzziah
in a positive fashion, while 15.5-7
describe his affliction. Perhaps
using some additional sources,
Chron. fills in both periods, and
explains why the king is punished.
1-4: 2 Kings generally employs the
name Azariah. This difference is
explained either as a regnal, rather
than personal, name; or, since the
Heb roots '"-z-z" ( the root of
Uzziah) and '"-z-r" (the root of
Azariah) both mean "strong," as
an interchangeable alternate form
of the name. 5: Zechariah, not oth
erwise attested, may have ap
peared in an earlier source avail
able to Chronicles. Some exegetes
argued that he is synonymous
with Azariah, the priest, of 26.17.
6-8: The literary features connect
ing these vv. with 25.20 have led
some to doubt the historicity of
26.6--8; see above.
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adjutant under Hananiah, one of the king's officers. 12 The
clan chiefs, valiants, totaled z,6oo; 13 under them was the
trained army of J07,500, who made war with might and
power to aid the king against the enemy. 14 Uzziah pro
vided them-the whole army-with shields and spears,
and helmets and mail, and bows and slingstones. 15 He
made clever devices in Jerusalem, set on the towers and
the corners, for shooting arrows and large stones. His
fame spread far, for he was helped wonderfully, and he
became strong.
16 When he was strong, he grew so arrogant he acted
corruptly: he trespassed against his God by entering the
Temple of the LoRD to offer incense on the incense altar.
17 The priest Azariah, with eighty other brave priests of
the LoRD, followed him in 18 and, confronting King
Uzziah, said to him, "It is not for you, Uzziah, to offer in
cense to the LORD, but for the Aaronite priests, who have
been consecrated, to offer incense. Get out of the Sanctu
ary, for you have trespassed; there will be no glory in it for
you from the LORD God." 19 Uzziah, holding the censer
and ready to burn incense, got angry; but as he got angry
with the priests, leprosy broke out on his forehead in front
of the priests in the House of the LoRD beside the incense
altar. 20 When the chief priest Azariah and all the other
priests looked at him, his forehead was leprous, so they
rushed him out of there; he too made haste to get out, for
the LoRD had struck him with a plague. 21 King Uzziah
was a leper until the day of his death. He lived in
•·isolated quarters·• as a leper, for he was cut off from the
House of the LoRD-while Jotham his son was in charge
of the king's house and governed the people of the land.
22 The other events of Uzziah's reign, early and late,
were recorded by the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz.
23 Uzziah slept with his fathers in the burial field of the
kings, because, they said, he was a leper; his son Jotham
succeeded him as king.

2 7 Jotham was twenty-five years old when he became

king, and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Jerushah daughter of Zadok. 2 He did
what was pleasing to the LORD just as his father Uzziah
had done, but he did not enter the Temple of the LORD;
however, the people still acted corruptly. 3 It was he who
built the Upper Gate of the House of the LoRD; he also
built extensively on the wall of Ophel. 4 He built towns
in the hill country of Judah, and in the woods he built
n-n Menning of Heb. uncertain.

2 6 . 1 2- 2 7 . 4

18-19: The consequences of cultic
infractions are severe. The punish
ment is equally severe, since
this skin affliction (traditionally
translated as leprosy, but actually
reJecting a range of skin lesions)
renders the afflicted person so
contaminated that he or she must
dwell outside of the city (see Lev.
13.44-46). Another instance of
retributive justice may be seen
here: He who treads upon forbid
den soil-the inner sanctumis ultimately removed beyond the
physical bounds of society (owing
to skin disease). The theme of
" trespass" (Heb "ma'al") recurs
throughou t the remainder of
Chronicles. Some have noted simi
larities between this passage and
the Korah rebellion of Num. ch 16.
23: Instead of 2 Kings 15.7, "in the
City of David," Chronicles here
reads in the burial field of the kings.
A burial inscription was found in
Jerusalem describing the transport
of Uzziah's bones. No similar in
scriptions have been found for
other kings, suggesting that the
tradition found here that Uzziah
was not buried with his ancestors
is accurate.
27.1-9: Jotham's reign. Jotham's
reign is depicted in decidedly pos
itive terms. His religious obedi
ence brings prosperity; even the
notice at 2 Kings 15.37 concerning
the military campaign by Aram
and the northern king Pekah are
omitted here, being diverted to
the reign of Ahaz. This contrasts
markedly with the reign of his son,
Ahaz, whom Chronicles portrays
as wicked in the extreme (see ch
28). This pattern may reflect the in
fluence of Ezek. ch 18. 3-4: Chron
icles adds details to the terse de
scription in 2 Kings 15.32-38.
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fortresses and towers. 5 Moreover, he fought with the king
of the Ammonites and overcame them; the Ammonites
gave him that year 100 talents of silver and 10,000 kor of
wheat and another 10,000 of barley; that is what the Am
monites paid him, and [likewise] in the second and third
years. 6 Jotham was strong because he maintained a faith
ful course before the LoRD his God.
7 The other events of Jotham's reign, and all his battles
and his conduct, are recorded in the book of the kings of
Israel and Judah. 8 He was twenty-five years old when he
became king, and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem.
9 Jotham slept with his fathers, and was buried in the City
of David; his son Ahaz succeeded him as king.
Ahaz was twenty years old when he became king,
and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. He did
2
8
not do what was pleasing to the LoRD as his father David

had done, 2 but followed the ways of the kings of Israel; he
even made molten images for the Baals. 3 He made offer
ings in the Valley of Ben-hinnom and burned his sons in
fire, in the abhorrent fashion of the nations which the
LORD had dispossessed before the Israelites. 4 He sacri
ficed and made offerings at the shrines, on the hills, and
under every leafy tree. 5 The LORD his God delivered him
over to the king of Aram, who defeated him and took
many of his men captive, and brought them to Damascus.
He was also delivered over to the king of Israel, who in
flicted a great defeat on him. 6 Pekah son of Remaliah
killed 120,000 in Judah-all brave men-in one day, be
cause they had forsaken the LORD God of their fathers.
7 Zichri, the champion of Ephraim, killed Maaseiah the
king' s son, and Azrikam chief of the palace, and Elkanah,
the second to the king. 8 The Israelites captured 20o,ooo of
their kinsmen, women, boys, and girls; they also took a
large amount of booty from them and brought the booty
to Samaria.
9 A prophet of the LORD by the name of Oded was there,
who went out to meet the army on its return to Samaria.
He said to them, "Because of the fury of the LORD God of
your fathers against Judah, He delivered them over to
you, and you killed them in a rage that reached heaven.
l O Do you now intend to subjugate the men and women of
Judah and Jerusalem to be your slaves? As it is, you have
nothing but offenses against the LORD your God. 11 Now
then, listen to me, and send back the captives you have
taken from your kinsmen, for the wrath of the LoRD is
upon you!" 1 2 Some of the chief men of the Ephraimites
Azariah son of Jehohanan, Berechiah son of Meshille- 1806 -
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5-9: The historicity of this cam
paign, not recorded elsewhere, is
debated. Some scholars emend
"Ammonites" to "Meunites" (see
20.1), believing that Jotham contin
ued his father's policy (see 26. 7) .
28.1-27: Ahaz's reign. The low
point of the preexilic Judahite
monarchy. Besides the sharp con
trast with his father, Ahaz's
wickedness creates a foil for his
son, Hezekiah, the most righteous
of the post-Solomonic Davidides.
In many ways, this reign marks
a complete reversal of 2 Chron.
ch 13 and the lessons of Chroni
cles' Abijah. Thus, the present
ch portrays the northern tribes in a
most positive light, including a
(veracious) self-reckoning of their
sinful ways (cf. 2 Chron. 13-4-12).
Chronicles maintains that the
Northern Kingdom fell to Assyria
during this reign. This paves the
way for a single sovereign (Heze
kiah) to reunify Judah and the
northern tribes, another key theme
of 2 Chron. ch 13. 1-4: Ahaz's idol
atrous ways are more pronounced
than in 2 Kings 16.12-18; this leads
to exile for much of the popula
tion. 5-7: Chronicles' description
of the Syro-Ephraimite war dif
fers from other biblical versions
(2 Kings 15.3?; 16.5; Isa. ch 7; Hos.
5.8-6.6). Chronicles probably
draws on earlier sources, but for
mulates them in accordance with
its overall depiction of Ahaz; cf.
2 Kings 16.5. 5: A complete rever
sal of 13.15-17. 6: While the num
bers and time frame may reflect
literary embellishment, the defeat
of Judah is quite plausible; see
2 Kings 16.5, where the confed
eration puts Jerusalem to siege.
B-15: The names in v. 12, along
with the (unexpected) mention of
Jericho, further the likelihood that
Chronicles has drawn on an earlier
source. The description of the pro
phetic activity of Oded (v. 9) and
its aftermath, however, comports
with the theology of Chronicles
and was likely composed for illus
trative purposes, filling in gaps in
the story line. 16-17: An Edomite
attack is consistent with historical
evidence of Edomite expansion at
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moth, Jehizkiah son of Shallum, and Amasa son of
Hadlai--confronted those returning from the campaign
13 and said to them, "Do not bring these captives here, for
it would mean our offending the LoRD, adding to our sins
and our offenses; for our offense is grave enough, and
there is already wrath upon Israel." 14So the soldiers re
leased the captives and the booty in the presence of the of
ficers and all the congregation. 15 Then the men named
above proceeded to take the captives in hand, and with
the booty they clothed all the naked among them-they
clothed them and shod them and gave them to eat and
drink and anointed them and provided donkeys for all
who were failing and brought them to Jericho, the city of
palms, back to their kinsmen. Then they returned to Sa
maria.
16 At that time, King Ahaz sent to the king of Assyria for
help. 17 Again the Edomites came and inflicted a defeat on
Judah and took captives. 18 And the Philistines made for
ays against the cities of the Shephelah and the Negeb of
Judah; they seized Beth-shemesh and Aijalon and Gede
roth, and Soco with its villages, and Timnah with its vil
lages, and Gimzo with its villages; and they settled there.
1 9 Thus the LORD brought Judah low on account of King
Ahaz of Israel,a for he threw off restraint in Judah and tres
passed against the LoRD. 20 Tillegath-pilneser, king of As
syria, marched against him and gave him trouble, instead
of supporting him. 21 For Ahaz plundered the House of
the LoRD and the house of the king and the officers, and
made a gift to the king of Assyria-to no avail.
22 In his time of trouble, this King Ahaz trespassed even
more against the LORD, 23 sacrificing to the gods of Damas
cus which had defeated him, for he thought, "The gods of
the kings of Aram help them; I shall sacrifice to them and
they will help me"; but they were his ruin and that of all
Israel. 24 Ahaz collected the utensils of the House of God,
and cut the utensils of the House of God to pieces. He shut
the doors of the House of the LoRD and made himself al
tars in every corner of Jerusalem. 2 5 In every town in
Judah he set up shrines to make offerings to other gods,
vexing the LoRD God of his fathers.
26 The other events of his reign and all his conduct, early
and late, are recorded in the book of the kings of Judah
and Israel. 27 Ahaz slept with his fathers and was buried in
the city, in Jerusalem; his body was not brought to the
tombs of the kings of Israel. His son Hezekiah succeeded
him as king.
a Some mss. a11d ancient Persians n•ad "Judah."

28 . 1 3-28.27

this time. 24-25: Chronicles re
peats every to emphasize the extent
of Ahaz's cultic sins, which go be
yond those attested in 2 Kings
ch 16.
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2 9 Hezekiah became king at the age of twenty-five,

and he reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem; his
mother's name was Abijah daughter of Zechariah. 2 He
did what was pleasing to the LoRD, just as his father
David had done.
3 He, in the first month of the first year of his reign,
opened the doors of the House of the LORD and repaired
them. 4 He summoned the priests and the Levites and as
sembled them in the east square. s He said to them, "Lis
ten to me, Levites! Sanctify yourselves and sanctify the
House of the LORD God of your fathers, and take the
abhorrent things out of the holy place. 6 For our fathers
trespassed and did what displeased the LoRD our God;
they forsook Him and turned their faces away from the
dwelling-place of the LORD, turning their backs on it.
7 They also shut the doors of the porch and put out the
lights; they did not offer incense and did not make burnt
offerings in the holy place to the God of Israel. B The wrath
of the LoRD was upon Judah and Jerusalem; He made
them an object of horror, amazement, and hissing • as you
see with your own eyes. 9 Qur fathers died by the sword,
and our sons and daughters and wives are in captivity on
account of this. lO Now I wish to make a covenant with the
LoRD God of Israel, so that His rage may be withdrawn
from us. 11 Now, my sons, do not be slack, for the LoRD
chose you to attend upon Him, to serve Him, to be His
ministers and to make offerings to Him."
1 2 So the Levites set to-Mahath son of Amasai and Joel
son of Azariah of the sons of Kohath; and of the sons of
Merari, Kish son of Abdi and Azariah son of Jehallelel;
and of the Gershonites, Joah son of Zimmah and Eden son
of Joah; 13 and of the sons of Elizaphan, Shimri and Jeiel;
n See note nl fer. 18.16.

29.1-32.33: Hezekiah's reign.

Hezekiah is, after David and
Solomon, the outstanding Judean
monarch in Chronicles, equivalent
in stature to Josiah in Kings. In ad
dition to the bulk of material de
voted to his reign, several features
and lexical links suggest that
Chronicles sought to portray him
as a second Solomon or, possibly,
a combination of David and
Solomon. Most fundamentally,
Hezekiah symbolizes the reunifi
cation of all Israel around the Jeru
salem Temple, as in the days of
David and Solomon. Other typo-

logical features will be noted
below. The high esteem in which
Hezekiah was held is reflected in
the rabbinic statement that, de
spite some failings, he had been
worthy to be Israel's messiah
(b. San h. 94a). The key difference
between Kings' treatment of Heze
kiah and that of Chronicles is that
while the former concentrates on
Hezekiah's military and geopoliti
cal engagements, especially with
Assyria, the latter minimizes these
in favor of Hezekiah's religious
achievements. (This is reminiscent
of Chronicles' treatment of David.)
- 1808-
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Chronicles' treatment may be di
vided into two units. Chs 29-31
address Hezekiah's religious re
forms, a topic that Kings treats in
one v. The remaining ch, 32, is a
condensed, and radically rewrit
ten, description of the fortunes
of the faithful king. The form Je
hezekiah, Heb "YeJ.:tizkiyahu," (lit.
"the LORD is strong") is the stan
dard form in Chronicles-which,
in fact, preserves almost all of the
attestations of this form-whereas
Kings prefers the shorter form
Hezekiah (Heb "I;Iizkiyahu"
[lit. "the LORD is my strength"]).
Cuneiform evidence, which pre
serves the vocalization "l;)a-za-qi
ya-u" and similar formulations, in
dicates that the form preserved in
Kings is older. The form in Chroni
cles fits patterns of names in later
Heb, and is secondary.

29.1-26: Purging and rededica
tion of the Temple. Aside from the

first two vv., there is no extant
source for this account; it is un
clear if Chronicles has drawn on
an independent source. The begin
ning of this ch, claiming that Heze
kiah attended to the cultus imme
diately upon ascending the throne,
together with its conclusion, are
part of the Solomonic typology ap
plied to Hezekiah. 3-1 1: Charge to
the Levites. V. 3 contains two
novel points. Chronicles claims
that the king opened the doors to
the Temple. No such datum ap
pears in 2 Kings; the closest source
is found at 2 Kings 18.16, though
the reference there is quite differ
ent. (See also 2 Kings 16.18, in con
nection with Ahaz.) Second,
Chronicles makes the highly im
probable and tendentious claim
that this action was undertaken
during Hezekiah's first year-in
deed, first day-of rule (see v. 17).
Chronicles' date means that Heze
kiah attended to the cult on the
very day on which he ascended
the throne and, moreover, that the
priests gathered and sanctified
themselves on this same day.
Chronicles portrays Hezekiah as
wasting no time in attending to
cultic matters-a clear echo of
David and Solomon. The first
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and of the sons of Asaph, Zechariah and Mattaniah;14 and
of the sons of Heman, Jehiel and Shimei; and of the sons of
Jeduthun, Shemaiah and Uzziel-15 and, gathering their
brothers, they sanctified themselves and came, by a com
mand of the king concerning the LoRD's ordinances, to
purify the House of the LoRD. 16 The priests went into the
House of the LORD to purify it, and brought all the un
clean things they found in the Temple of the LoRD out into
the court of the House of the LORD; [there] the Levites re
ceived them, to take them outside to Wadi Kidron. 17 They
began the sanctification on the first day of the first month;
on the eighth day of the month they reached the porch of
the LORD. They sanctified the House of the LORD for eight
days, and on the sixteenth day of the first month they fin
ished. 1B Then they went into the palace of King Hezekiah
and said, "We have purified the whole House of the LoRD
and the altar of burnt offering and all its utensils, and the
table of the bread of display and all its utensils; 19 and all
the utensils that King Ahaz had befouled during his reign,
when he trespassed, we have made ready and sanctified.
They are standing in front of the altar of the LoRD."
20 King Hezekiah rose early, gathered the officers of the
city, and went up to the House of the LORD. 21 They
brought seven bulls and seven rams and seven lambs and
seven he-goats as a sin offering for the kingdom and for
the Sanctuary and for Judah. He ordered the Aaronite
priests to offer them on the altar of the LoRD. 22 The cattle
were slaughtered, and the priests received the blood and
dashed it against the altar; the rams were slaughtered and
the blood was dashed against the altar; the lambs were
slaughtered and the blood was dashed against the altar.
23 The he-goats for the sin offering were presented to the
king and the congregation, who laid their hands upon
them. 24 The priests slaughtered them and performed the
purgation rite with the blood against the altar, to expiate
for all Israet for the king had designated the burnt offer
ing and the sin offering to be for all Israel. 25 He stationed
the Levites in the House of the LoRD with cymbals and
harps and lyres, as David and Gad the king's seer and Na
than the prophet had ordained, for the ordinance was by
the LORD through His prophets.
26 When the Levites were in place with the instruments
of David, and the priests with their trumpets, 27 Hezekiah
gave the order to offer the burnt offering on the altar.
When the burnt offering began, the song of the LORD and
the trumpets began also, together with the instruments of
King David of Israel. 28 All the congregation prostrated
themselves, the song was sung and the trumpets were
- 1809-
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month of the Heb year (roughly
April) marks not only the renewal
of the festal cycle but, according to
Exod. ch 40, also the time when
Moses' Tabernacle was erected;
thus, typologically, Hezekiah is de
picted as a new Moses. 4-6 : The
only sin cited in v. 6 is rejection of
the cultus (not idolatry), succinctly
expressing the central role of the
cultus in Chronicles. 1 2-14: The
fourteen Levites fall into two
groups. The first eight consist of
Kolzatlz, Merari, Gershon, and Eliza
phan; a similar ordering appears at
1 Chron. 15.5-6. The second group
consists of Asaplz, Heman, and fedu
tlnm; this grouping appears in
1 Chron. chs 15-16 and 25.1. The
message here is that all Levi tic
clans responded with equal
alacrity. 1 6: Informed by Torah
law, Chronicles emphasizes that
the innermost Temple precincts
were accessible only to priests; Le
vites served in the other precincts.
1 7: Completion of the Temple pu
rification on the eighth day (of the
first month) is unmistakably remi
niscent of Exod. 40.17, which,
together with Lev. 8.33-9.24, indi
cates that the Tabernacle dedica
tion ceremonies lasted eight days.
1 8-29: Chronicles' description of
the purification and rededication
reflects the terminology of the
Priestly source. 21: This evokes the
Tabernacle dedication ceremony of
Num. 7.gff. A similar arrangement
of cultic offerings appears at Ezra
8.35, which also echoes Num.
ch 7 (see b. Menn/1. 45a); see v. 31,
below. 24: This may contain an al
lusion to the ordination rites of
Exod. 29.12, 36-37. All Israel may
refer to those exiled as well as
those remaining in the land, or
may indicate that the king made
the offerings on behalf of a wider
group than that envisaged by the
priests and Levites above. The ref
erence to the cultic vessels here,
following their desecration by
Ahaz (28.24), may allude to the
pristine conditions of Solomon's
reign. 25-30: Hezekiah's reestab
lishment of the choral rite casts
him as a second David, who was,
according to Chronicles, the com
poser of psalms and the fashioner
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blown-all this until the end of the burnt offering.
29 When the offering was finished, the king and all who
were there with him knelt and prostrated themselves.
30 King Hezekiah and the officers ordered the Levites to
praise the LoRD in the words of David and Asaph the seer;
so they praised rapturously, and they bowed and pros
trated themselves.
31 Then Hezekiah said, "Now you have consecrated
yourselves to the LoRD; come, bring sacrifices of well
being and thanksgiving to the House of the LoRD." The
congregation brought sacrifices of well-being and thanks
giving, and all who felt so moved brought burnt offerings.
32 The number of burnt offerings that the congregation

of musical instruments employed
in the Temple. 31: The reference
to "consecration" and all wlzo felt
so moved (lit."those of a generous
heart") echoes the Tabernacle proj
ect; see Exod. J6.J-7· 34: The au
thor treats the Levites preferen
tially. 36: As with David (1 Chron.
29.9), cultic activity is synonymous
with joy.

30.1-27: Celebration of the Pass
over festival. The historicity of
this ch, along with its literary de
velopment, is much debated. Some
scholars maintain that Chronicles
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brought was 70 cattle, 100 rams, 200 lambs-all these for
burnt offerings to the LoRD. 33 The sacred offerings were
6oo large cattle and J,ooo small cattle. 34 The priests were
too few to be able to flay all the burnt offerings, so their
kinsmen, the Levites, reinforced them till the end of the
work, and till the [rest of the] priests sanctified them
selves. (The Levites were more conscientious about sancti
fying themselves than the priests.) 35 For beside the large
number of burnt offerings, there were the fat parts of the
sacrifices of well-being and the libations for the burnt of
ferings; so the service of the House of the LORD was prop
erly accomplished. 36 Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced
over what God had enabled the people to accomplish, be
cause it had happened so suddenly.

3 0 Hezekiah sent word to all Israel and Judah; he also

wrote letters to Ephraim and Manasseh to come to
the House of the LORD in Jerusalem to keep the Passover
for the LORD God of Israel. 2 The king and his officers and
the congregation in Jerusalem had agreed to keep the
Passover in the second month, 3 for at the time, they were
unable to keep it,a for not enough priests had sanctified
themselves, nor had the people assembled in Jerusalem.
4 The king and the whole congregation thought it proper
5 to issue a decree and proclaim throughout all Israel from
Beer-sheba to Dan that they come and keep the Passover
for the LORD God of Israel in Jerusalem-not often did
they act in accord with what was written. 6 The couriers
went out with the letters from the king and his officers
through all Israel and Judah, by order of the king, pro
claiming, "0 you Israelites! Return to the LoRD God of
your fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, and He will re
turn to the remnant of you who escaped from the hand of
the kings of Assyria. 7 0o not be like your fathers and
brothers who trespassed against the LORD God of their fa
thers and He turned them into a horror, as you see. S Now
do not be stiffnecked like your fathers; submit yourselves
to the LORD and come to His sanctuary, which He conse
crated forever, and serve the LORD your God so that His
anger may turn back from you. 9 1£ you return to the LoRD,
your brothers and children will be regarded with compas
sion by their captors, and will return to this land; for the
LORD your God is gracious and merciful; He will not turn
His face from you if you return to Him."
lO As the couriers passed from town to town in the land
of Ephraim and Manasseh till they reached Zebulun, they
n I.e., 011 its proper date; cf. Nu111.

has drawn upon earlier sources,
based on the anomalous date and
duration of the festival, along with
various other details, which would
hardly have been concocted by
Chronicles, for whom proper cultic
procedure was paramount. Some
argue that Chronicles reflects a
pre-Priestly tradition of the Un
leavened Bread festival, as pre
served in Exod. 34.18. Others view
the ch as Chronicles' creation,
which combines the Unleavened
Bread festival with the Passover
feast; this reflects Deuteronomic
(hence, Josianic) influence. Ac
cordingly, Chronicles' version can
not be historical; it is intended to
highlight the cultus as observed in
the postexilic era, and Hezekiah's
status (d. Chronicles' treatment of
Josiah, below). Chronicles' pan
Israel orientation is evident at sev
eral points in the episode. While
scholars disagree on the historicity
of Hezekiah's attempt to unite
north and south at this juncture, as
well, there is good reason to accept
this depiction. First, the Assyrians,
following their conquest of the
northern tribes, were occupied for
a short period with other matters,
thus creating a window for Heze
kiah's expansion. Second, Heze
kiah's son is named Manasseh;
this name, together with the name
Ephraim, forms a recurring pair
which together connote the con
federation of northern tribes in
Chronicles. 1-3: In addition to ex
pressing Chronicles' pan-Israel
view, this passage also conveys the
importance of the cultus. The in
clusion of all segments of the pop
ulation in the decision-making
process is typical of upright "dem
ocratic" kings; see 1 Chron. 13.1.
1 : Sent word: The use of letters for
royal proclamations reflects the
practice of the Persian period, and
is thus anachronistic here. 5: From
Beer-sheba to Dan, i.e., the full ex
panse of Israelite settlement in the
ancestral land; this is consonant
with Chronicles' view of the ongo
ing Israelite presence in the land.
6: Measure-for-measure reward is
expressed: If the people return to
.
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were laughed at and mocked. 11 Some of the people of
Asher and Manasseh and Zebulun, however, were con
trite, and carne to Jerusalem. 12 The hand of God was on
Judah, too, making them of a single mind to carry out the
command of the king and officers concerning the ordi
nance of the LoRD. 13 A great crowd assembled at Jerusa
lem to keep the Feast of Unleavened Bread in the second
month, a very great congregation. 14 They set to and re
moved the altars that were in Jerusalem, and they re
moved all the incense stands and threw them into Wadi
Kidron. 15 They slaughtered the paschal sacrifice on the
fourteenth of the second month. The priests and Levites
were ashamed, and they sanctified themselves and
brought burnt offerings to the House of the LORD. 1 6 They
took their stations, as was their rule according to the
Teaching of Moses, man of God. The priests dashed the
blood [which they received] from the Levites. 17 Since
many in the congregation had not sanctified themselves,
the Levites were in charge of slaughtering the paschal sac
rifice for everyone who was not clean, so as to consecrate
them to the LoRD. 1B For most of the people-many from
Ephraim and Manasseh, Issachar and Zebulun-had not
purified themselves, yet they ate the paschal sacrifice in
violation of what was written. Hezekiah prayed for them,
saying, "The good LoRD will provide atonement for
1 9 everyone who set his mind on worshiping God, the
LoRD God of his fathers, even if he is not purified for
the sanctuary." 20 The LoRD heard Hezekiah and healed
the people.
21 The Israelites who were in Jerusalem kept the Feast of
Unleavened Bread seven days, with great rejoicing, the Le
vites and the priests praising the LoRD daily with powerful
instruments for the LORD. 22 Hezekiah persuaded all the
Levites who performed skillfully for the LoRD to spend the
seven days of the festival making offerings of well-being,
and confessing to the LoRD God of their fathers. 23 All the
congregation resolved to keep seven more days, so they
kept seven more days of rejoicing. 24 King Hezekiah of
Judah contributed to the congregation 1,000 bulls and
7,000 sheep. And the officers contributed to the congrega
tion 1,ooo bulls and 1o,ooo sheep. And the priests sanctified
themselves in large numbers. 25 All the congregation of
Judah and the priests and the Levites and all the congrega
tion that carne from Israel, and the resident aliens who
carne from the land of Israel and who lived in Judah, re
joiced. 26 There was great rejoicing in Jerusalem, for since
the time of King Solomon son of David of Israel nothing
like it had happened in J erusalern. 27 The Levi te priests rose
- 1812-
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with a slight twist: The captives
will be returned to the land.
1 8-20: This is a remarkable devia
tion from Priestly norms, which
are punctilious concerning matters
of ritual purity. Sincere prayer
from a righteous king (v. 20)
trumps typical concerns. 21: Some
exegetes take the words kept the
Feast . . . seven days as an ellipsis
for "consumed the festal offer
ings." 23: Note the popular nature
of this decision. 24-26: The cele
bration of the festival in the sec
ond month (see v. 13), contrary to
the first month legislated in Torah
sources (e.g., Exod. 12.2-3; Deut.
16.1-8) is explained by some as re
flecting a northern calendar, which
lagged behind the Judahite calen
dar by one month. Others explain
Chronicles as applying to the com
munity the legislation concerning
an individual in Num. 9.6-12,
which addresses the "Second Pass
over," i.e., the paschal sacrifice of
fered by those unable to partici
pate in the regular paschal offering
due to ritual impurity or other le
gitimate reasons; see t. Pisha 8+
where this point is debated. Some
rabbinic sources (nz. Pes. 4.9;
t. Pisha 8.5) explain Hezekiah's
controversial move as based on in
tercalation, in which an additional
(i.e., thirteenth) month is added to
the concluding year; thus he did
not really change the month of the
festival. Some Israelites accepted
Hezekiah's intercalation, while
others did not, and so refrained
from participating. 25: The refer
ence to resident aliens recalls Num.
9.14; some medieval exegetes (Ger
sonides, pseudo-Rashi) averred
that aliens refers to northerners
who had relocated in Judah. The
reference to Solomon's period is a
clear example of Chronicles' Solo
mon typology (see 29.1-32.33).
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and blessed the people, and their voice was heard, and
their prayer went up to His holy abode, to heaven.

3 1 When all this was finished, all Israel who were

present went out into the towns of Judah and
smashed the pillars, cut down the sacred posts, demol
ished the shrines and altars throughout Judah and Benja
min, and throughout Ephraim and Manasseh, to the very
last one. Then all the Israelites returned to their towns,
each to his possession.
2 Hezekiah reconstituted the divisions of the priests and
Levites, each man of the priests and Levites according to
his office, for the burnt offerings, the offerings of well
being, to minister, and to sing hymns and praises in the
gates of the courts of the LORD; 3 also the king's portion,
from his property, for the burnt offerings-the morning
and evening burnt offering, and the burnt offerings for
sabbaths, and new moons, and festivals, as prescribed in
the Teaching of the LORD.
4 He ordered the people, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, to
deliver the portions of the priests and the Levites, so that
they might devote themselves to the Teaching of the
LORD. s When the word spread, the Israelites brought
large quantities of grain, wine, oil, honey, and all kinds of
agricultural produce, and tithes of all, in large amounts.
6 The men of Israel and Judah living in the towns of
Judah-they too brought tithes of cattle and sheep and
tithes of sacred things consecrated to the LoRD their God,
piling them in heaps. 7 In the third month the heaps began
to accumulate, and were finished in the seventh month.
B When Hezekiah and the officers came and saw the
heaps, they blessed the LoRD and his people Israel. 9 Hez
ekiah asked the priests and Levites about the heaps. lO The
chief priest Azariah, of the house of Zadok, replied to him,
saying, "Ever since the gifts began to be brought to the
House of the LORD, people have been eating to satiety and
leaving over in great amounts, for the LoRD has blessed
His people; this huge amount is left over! " 11 Hezekiah
then gave orders to prepare store-chambers in the House
of the LORD; and they were prepared. 12 They brought in
the gifts and the tithes and the sacred things faithfully.
Their supervisor was Conaniah the Levite, and Shimei his
brother was second in rank. 13 Jehiel and Azaziah and Na
hath and Asahel and Jerirnoth and Jozabad and Eliel and
Ismachiah and Mahath and Benaiah were commissioners
under Conaniah and Shimei his brother by appointment
of King Hezekiah; Azariah was supervisor of the House of
God. 14 Kore son of Imnah the Levite, the keeper of the
- 181}-

31.1-21: Cultic arrangements. The

cultic reform is executed by the en
tire popula tion, both Judah and
the northern regions. The over
whelming response of the people
indicates the nation's worthy and
upright nature. This state of affairs
offers a theological explanation for
the miraculous deliverance de
picted in the following ch. This is
summarized in the ch's final verse,
which emphasizes that "he pros
pered" because of his concern for
the Temple and for the "torah"

(Teaching).
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East Gate, was in charge of the freewill offerings to God,
of the allocation of gifts to the LoRD, and the most sacred
things. 15 Under him were Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, She
maiah, Amariah, and Shecaniah, in offices of trust in the
priestly towns, making allocation to their brothers by di
visions, to great and small alike; 16 besides allocating their
daily rations to those males registered by families from
three years old and up, all who entered the House of the
LORD according to their service and their shift by division;
1 7 and in charge of the registry of priests by clans, and of
the Levites, from twenty years old and up, by shifts, in
their divisions; 18 and the registry of the dependents of
their whole company-wives, sons, and daughters-for,
relying upon them, they sanctified themselves in holiness.
19 And for the Aaronite priests, in each and every one of
their towns with adjoining fields, the above-named men
were to allocate portions to every male of the priests and
to every registered Levite. 20 Hezekiah did this throughout
Judah. He acted in a way that was good, upright, and
faithful before the LoRD his God. 21 Every work he under
took in the service of the House of God or in the Teaching
and the Commandment, to worship his God, he did with
all his heart; and he prospered.

3 2 •After these faithful deeds, King Sennacherib of

Assyria invaded Judah and encamped against its
fortified towns with the aim of taking them over. 2 When
Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come, intent on mak
ing war against Jerusalem, 3 he consulted with his officers
and warriors about stopping the flow of the springs out
side the city, and they supported him. 4 A large force was
assembled to stop up all the springs and the wadi that
flowed through the land, for otherwise, they thought, the
king of Assyria would come and find water in abundance.
5 He acted with vigor, rebuilding the whole breached wall,
raising towers on it, and building another wall outside it.
He fortified the Millo of the City of David, and made a
great quantity of arms and shields. 6 He appointed battle
officers over the people; then, gathering them to him in
the square of the city gate, he rallied them, saying, 7 "Be
strong and of good courage; do not be frightened or dis
mayed by the king of Assyria or by the horde that is with
him, for we have more with us than he has with him.
B With him is an arm of flesh, but with us is the LORD our
God, to help us and to fight our battles." The people were
encouraged by the speech of King Hezekiah of Judah.
n Cf 2 Kings 18-20; Isn. 36-39 ·
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32.1-33: Assyrian invasion and
Hezekiah's faithfulness. A highly

revised version of 2 Kings chs
18-19 and Isa. chs 36-39. The neg
ative features of Hezekiah's con
duct, e.g., pride and removal of
Temple vessels, surrender to the
Assyrians, are omitted. Similarly,
Hezekiah's military preparations,
severely criticized by Isaiah, are
here presented as being accompa
nied by the king's hortatory
speech stressing trust in the LORD;
this results in a positive assess
ment of Hezekiah' s preparations.
In v. 1, Chronicles omits the refer
ence in 2 Kings 18.4 to the bronze
serpent fashioned by Moses
which later became a source of cui
tic offense-presumably out of re
spect for Moses and Mosaic law.
1�: 2 Kings 18.13 and Isa. 36.1
state that Sennacherib's invasion
took place in the fourteenth year
and that the Assyrians managed to
capture (many of) the cities of
Judah, but not Jerusalem (see v. 10
n.). Chronicles omits the date; in
its place it employs a connective
link, after thesefaithful deeds, whose
function is to explain theologically
the reason for the Assyrians' de
feat. The invasion by a foreign
army at this juncture would ap
pear to undermine Chronicles'
strict view of retribution. This
passage's purpose may be to teach
what should be the proper re
sponse to "trials": Trust and piety
are more potent than military
might. Cf. 14.9-15. 3: The demo
cratization principle at work. Rab
binic sources differ over the pro
priety of the decision to stop the
springs: m. Pes. 4·9 expresses criti
cism, while 'Avot R. Nat. A, 2, in
formed by v. 30, below, lauds the
move (see, also, Pirqe R. El. g).
7-8: The words be strong and of
good courage are highly reminis
cent of David and Solomon; see
1 Chron. 22.13. These vv. are a po
tent expression of one of Chroni
cles' main themes, a theme that
would have resonated deeply with
his audience in the postexilic pe
riod, when Israel lacked military
power. 1 0: As noted above, some
understand Chronicles' text to
mean that the Assyrian forces did
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9 Afterward, King Sennacherib of Assyria sent his offi
cers to Jerusalem-he and all his staff being at Lachish
with this message to King Hezekiah of Judah and to all
the people of Judah who were in Jerusalem: 10 "Thus said
King Sennacherib of Assyria: On what do you trust to en
able you to endure a siege in Jerusalem? 11 Hezekiah is se
ducing you to a death of hunger and thirst, saying, 'The
LORD our God will save us from the king of Assyria.'
1 2 But is not Hezekiah the one who removed His shrines
and His altars and commanded the people of Judah and
Jerusalem saying, 'Before this one altar you shall prostrate
yourselves, and upon it make your burnt offerings'?
13 Surely you know what I and my fathers have done to
the peoples of the lands? Were the gods of the nations of
the lands able to save their lands from me? 14 Which of all
the gods of any of those nations whom my fathers de
stroyed was able to save his people from me, that your
God should be able to save you from me? 15 Now then, do
not let Hezekiah delude you; do not let him seduce you in
this way; do not believe him. For no god of any nation or
kingdom has been able to save his people from me or from
my fathers-much less your God, to save you from me!"
16 His officers said still more things against the LoRD God
and against His servant Hezekiah. 17 He also wrote letters
reviling the LoRD God of Israet saying of Him, "Just as
the gods of the other nations of the earth did not save their
people from me, so the God of Hezekiah will not save his
people from me." 1B They called loudly in the language of
Judah to the people of Jerusalem who were on the walt to
frighten them into panic, so as to capture the city. 19 They
spoke of the God of Jerusalem as though He were like the
gods of the other peoples of the earth, made by human
hands. 20 Then King Hezekiah and the prophet Isaiah son
of Amoz prayed about this, and cried out to heaven.
21 The LORD sent an angel who annihilated every
mighty warrior, commander, and officer in the army of the
king of Assyria, and he returned in disgrace to his land.
He entered the house of his god, and there some of his
own offspring struck him down by the sword. 22 Thus the
LoRD delivered Hezekiah and the inhabitants of Jerusa
lem from King Sennacherib of Assyria, and from every
one; He provided for them on all sides. 23 Many brought
tribute to the LoRD to Jerusalem, and gifts to King Heze
kiah of Judah; thereafter he was exalted in the eyes of all
the nations.
24 At that time, Hezekiah fell deathly sick. He prayed to
the LORD, who responded to him and gave him a sign.
25 Hezekiah made no return for what had been bestowed

3 2 . 9 -3 2 . 25

not reach Jerusalem, a position
which comports with 2 Kings
19.32-33 ( Isa. 37.33-34). This v.,
however, does suggest that Jerusa
lem was under siege. Chronicles'
depiction thus magnifies the mira
cle of Jerusalem's remaining un
harmed. Extrabiblical data sup
ports the historicity of a limited
Jerusalem siege. 1 9: An added
summary v., accusing Sennacherib
and his officials of blasphemy, thus
justifying their defeat. 20: Chroni
cles conflates 2 Kings 19.2-4 and
19.14, while omitting the specific
content of Hezekiah's prayer and
Isaiah's message at 2 Kings
19.15-33. Chronicles also omits
2 Kings 19.34, which implies that
Hezekiah's own merit would not
have sufficed to save Jerusalem
and its environs. 21-23: The LoRD
providedfor them (the people) and
exalted Hezekiah in tlw eyes of all the
nations, acts that are reminiscent
of Jehoshaphat and especially
Solomon (1 Chron. 22.9) and
David (1 Chron. 14.17). The stark
contrast between Hezekiah's fate
and that of Sennacherib could
hardly be clearer: One is exalted in
the eyes of the entire world, the
other is murdered by I! is own off
spring. 24-26: This passage con
tains but a fleeting allusion to
2 Kings 20.1-11, which states that
Hezekiah, stricken by illness, be
seeched the LoRD; he requested
and was shown a portent signaling
his recovery, and his life is ex
tended by fifteen years. Chroni
cles' omission of the substance of
this passage may indicate that
Chronicles viewed Hezekiah's re
quest for an explicit sign as indi
cating less than full trust in the
prophetic word (2 Kings 20.8).
Also, Hezekiah's petition contains
self-descriptions that do not reflect
the submissive stance that Chroni
cles requires. 25-26: This may
reflect an understanding of the
previously narrated seige of
Jerusalem as punishment for
Hezekiah's arrogance, but as
a result of proper penitence,
the seige was not successful.
=
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upon him, for he grew arrogant; so wrath was decreed for
him and for Judah and Jerusalem. 26 Then Hezekiah hum
bled himself where he had been arrogant, he and the in
habitants of Jerusalem, and no wrath of the LORD came on
them during the reign of Hezekiah. 2 7 Hezekiah enjoyed
riches and glory in abundance; he filled treasuries with
silver and gold, precious stones, spices, shields, and all
lovely objects; 28 and store-cities with the produce of
grain, wine, and oil, and stalls for all kinds of beasts, and
flocks for sheepfolds. 2 9 And he acquired towns, and
flocks of small and large cattle in great number, for God
endowed him with very many possessions. 30 Jt was Hez
ekiah who stopped up the spring of water of Upper
Gihon, leading it downward west of the City of David;
Hezekiah prospered in all that he did. 31 So too in the mat
ter of the ambassadors of the princes of Babylon, who
were sent to him to inquire about the sign that was in the
land, when God forsook him in order to test him, to learn
all that was in his mind.
32 The other events of Hezekiah's reign, and his faithful
acts, are recorded in the visions of the prophet Isaiah son
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27-29: Solomon typology: great

wealth and honor. Chronicles' text
presupposes the reader's familiar
ity with 1 Kings 1-2 Kings 19.
30: This action guaranteed a con
stant water supply for Jerusalem.
This may refer to the construction
of the Siloam tunnel, though the
inscription from the middle of
that tunnel does not mention
any king by name. See v. 3 n.
31: Chronicles radically transforms
2 Kings 20.12-19. The entire epi
sode is a test of Hezekiah's faith,
made necessary by his faltering
and repentance in vv. 25-26. Heze
kiah's successful performance may
have been suggested by the ac
count of Hezekiah's confession at
2 Kings 20.19. 32: Chronicles' note
that the people accorded him much
honor is unique to Hezekiah-he is
exceptional even at his death.
33.1-20: Manasseh's reign.

Chronicles' presentation of Manas
seh is the subject of widely diver
gent views. Some maintain that
vv. 11-19, the story of Manasseh's
captivity and repentance, are the
creation of Chronicles, intended to
resolve the theological difficulties
engendered by the Kings version.
The portrayal of this monarch in
2 Kings ch 21 is unambiguously
negative. He exceeded all previous
Judahite kings (and the kings who
lived in the land before Israel came
there, as well) in his wickedness.
His fostering of idolatry is cited as
the reason for the ultimate de
struction of Jerusalem (2 Kings
21.12-16; 24.3). Chronicles knows
none of this. Chronicles' radical re
vision is generally explained as re
flecting the author's theological
stance; his view on retribution left
no room for the notion that the
most wicked of kings managed
to rule longer than any other
monarch-and, apparently, en
joyed a peaceful life, to boot!or that Manasseh's egregious sins
could be visited upon a later gen
eration. Hence, Chronicles simply
had to delete these troublesome is
sues, while creating a much more
positive image of the king. Accord
ing to others, however, Chronicles'
portrayal is to be explained on the
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of Amoz and in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel.
33 Hezekiah slept with his fathers, and was buried on the
upper part of the tombs of the sons of David. When he
died, all the people of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusa
lem accorded him much honor. Manasseh, his son, suc
ceeded him.

3 3 •Manasseh was twelve years old when he became

king, and he reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem.
2 He did what was displeasing to the LoRD, following the
abhorrent practices of the nations that the LoRD had dis
possessed before the Israelites. 3 He rebuilt the shrines that
his father Hezekiah had demolished; he erected altars for
the Baals and made sacred posts. He bowed down to all
the host of heaven and worshiped them, 4 and he built al
tars [to them] in the House of the LoRD, of which the LORD
had said, "My name will be in Jerusalem forever." s He
built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of
the House of the LORD. 6 He consigned his sons to the fire
in the Valley of Ben-hinnom, and he practiced soothsay
ing, divination, and sorcery, and consulted ghosts and fa
miliar spirits; he did much that was displeasing to the
LORD in order to vex Him. 7 He placed a sculptured image
that he made in the House of God, of which God had said
to David and to his son Solomon, "In this House and in Je
rusalem, which I chose out of all the tribes of Israel, I will
establish My name forever. B And I will never again re
move the feet of Israel from the land that I assigned to
their fathers, if only they observe faithfully all that I have
commanded them-all the teaching and the laws and the
rules given by Moses." 9 Manasseh led Judah and the in
habitants of Jerusalem astray into evil greater than that
done by the nations that the LoRD had destroyed before
the Israelites.
10 The LORD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they
would not pay heed, 11 so the LORD brought against them
the officers of the army of the king of Assyria, who took
n Cf 2 Kings 21.

basis of divine compassion, which
allows even the most wicked of in
dividuals to repent and start anew
(see introduction). Later Jewish
tradition understood the two ac
counts as complementary. See vv.
1o-13 n. 1-6: Unlike 2 Kings 21.16,
Chronicles refers only to cultic of
fenses, and makes no reference to
Manasseh's execution of inno-

cents. (Rabbinic sources [y. Sanli.
10.2; b. Yebm11. 49b) state that, in
addition to the offenses cited
herein and at 2 Kings ch 21, Ma
nasseh had the prophet Isaiah
killed.) Chronicles' reticence may
reflect its highlighting of cultic is
sues; it may also reflect discomfort
with the notion that a Davidic
monarch guilty of executing many
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innocents could be forgiven so eas
ily and continue his rule as a lead
ing proponent of religious fidelity.
6: Chronicles enlarges Kings'
sin by changing "his son" to 1Ii5
50115; either is a violation of Deut.
18.1o-1 3. 7: Manasseh places the
forms in the very Temple wherein
the LORD has "placed" his name.
9: Chronicles states that Manasseh
and the people at large were guilty
of foreign worship. Accordingly,
both the king and the people are
the object of the Assyrian assault.
1 0-1 3: Some scholars view the
story of Manasseh's exile as
wholly artificial, while others ac
cept the story's historicity, suggest
ing that it transpired between 677
and 648 BCE. The " true" reason for
his presence in the Assyrian court
is also debated, with some arguing
that, in fact, Manasseh actually
carne to proclaim his fidelity to the
throne. Whether true or not, the
style of these vv., which ignore any
attention to geopolitical and mili
tary details (e.g., who governed
Judah in Manasseh's absence),
is typical of Chronicles' one
dimensional perspective, which
emphasizes only religious/ theo
logical factors. Finally, Chronicles
implies that the people of Judah
were not punished, despite their
role in the foreign worship. It is
possible that their eventual return
to proper religious worship atoned
for their misdeeds; d. 2 Chron.
12.12. Chronicles' terse formula
tion of Manasseh's prayer and
contrition, along with his seem
ingly immediate pardon, was
problematic for Jews in antiquity.
LXX traditions preserve an apoc
ryphal "prayer of Manasseh";
the Dead Sea Scrolls preserve a
different prayer attributed to him
(4Q381). A rabbinic tradition states
that Moses had prayed that Ma
nasseh's prayer be accepted (Sifre
Deul. 348). Similarly, rabbinic (and
early Christian) sources attempt to
explain the means by which Ma
nasseh (miraculously) managed to
return to Jerusalem. 1 1 : The detail
that Manasseh was led off to Bab
yloll by the Assyrian king is impos
sible; the Assyrian king would
have led him to an Assyrian rather
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Manasseh captive in manacles, bound him in fetters, and
led him off to Babylon. 12 In his distress, he entreated the
LORD his God and humbled himself greatly before the
God of his fathers. 13 He prayed to Him, and He granted
his prayer, heard his plea, and returned him to Jerusalem
to his kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the LoRD alone
was God. 14 Afterward he built the outer wall of the City
of David west of Gihon in the wadi on the way to the Fish
Gate, and it encircled Ophel; he raised it very high. He
also placed army officers in all the fortified towns of
Judah. 1 5 He removed the foreign gods and the image
from the House of the LoRD, as well as all the altars that
he had built on the Mount of the House of the LoRD and in
Jerusalem, and dumped them outside the city. 16 He re
built the altar of the LoRD and offered on it sacrifices of
well-being and thanksgiving, and commanded the people
of Judah to worship the LORD God of Israel. 17To be sure,
the people continued sacrificing at the shrines, but only to
the LORD their God.
1 8 The other events of Manasseh's reign, and his prayer
to his God, and the words of the seers who spoke to him
in the name of the LoRD God of Israel are found in the
chronicles of the kings of Israel. 19 His prayer and how it
was granted to him, the whole account of his sin and tres
pass, and the places in which he built shrines and in
stalled sacred posts and images before he humbled him
self are recorded in the words of Hozai. • 20 Manasseh slept
with his fathers and was buried on his palace grounds; his
son Amon succeeded him as king.
2 1 Amon was twenty-two years old when he became
king, and he reigned two years in Jerusalem. 22 He did
what was displeasing to the LoRD, as his father Manasseh
had done. Amon sacrificed to all the idols that his father
Manasseh had made and worshiped them. 23 He did not
humble himself before the LORD, as his father Manasseh
had humbled himself; instead, Amon incurred much
guilt. 24 His courtiers conspired against him and killed
him in his palace. 25 But the people of the land struck
down all who had conspired against King Arnon; and the
people of the land made his son Josiah king in his stead.

3 4 bJosiah was eight years old when he became king,

and he reigned thirty-one years in Jerusalem. 2 He
did what was pleasing to the LoRD, following the ways of
his father David without deviating to the right or to the
left. 3 In the eighth year of his reign, while he was still

a Or "seers. "

b Cf 2 Kings 22; 23.1-20.
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than a Babylonian city. Some
scholars therefore view the text
symbolically, with Manasseh pre
figuring the later exile of the Ju
deans to Babylonia. The story thus
emphasizes the efficacy of repen
tance, for even the wicked Manas
seh is returned to Judah after he is
contrite. 14-17: Signs of divine
favor and monarchical success; see
2 Chron. 8.3-8; 11.5-12. 1 8: Chron
icles emphasizes the point that
Manasseh had been forewarned by
the LoRD's messengers; hence, his
failure to heed them justified his
punishment. The claim that ex
plicit warning is a sine qua non
for punishment is seen by many
scholars as a forerunner of the rab
binic view that courts may punish
offenders only if the latter had
been warned of the sinful nature
of their actions prior to commis
sion of their offense. More likely,
Chronicles' position may be
viewed as part of its notion of di
vine grace (see introduction).
19-20: Chronicles' omission of
Manasseh's culpability in Judah's
exile demands an alternate expla
nation or justification for this na
tional catastrophe. Chronicles ad
dresses this point in ch 36.

33.21-25: Amon's reign. Hum
bling oneself (or not; see 1 Kings
21.29) is the theme that empha
sizes the fundamental difference
between Amon and Manasseh:
Amon is killed in his palace,
whereas Manasseh enjoyed an
honorable burial in the same place.
These vv. imply a retributive pun
ishment.
34.1-35.27: Josiah's reign. Al
though Chronicles incorporates
much material here from Kings, its
depiction of Josiah differs in signif
icant ways, both in detail and in
overall assessment. Kings claims
that Josiah ascended the throne at
age eight; discovery of the "scroll"
took place ten years later and was
followed by Josiah's cultic and
religious reforms, which were un
dertaken in response to the warn
ings of divine wrath and punish
ment that Josiah found in the
discovered scroll. Chronicles,
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young, he began to seek the God of his father David, and
in the twelfth year he began to purge Judah and Jerusalem
of the shrines, the sacred posts, the idols, and the molten
images. 4 At his bidding, they demolished the altars of the
Baals, and he had the incense stands above them cut
down; he smashed the sacred posts, the idols, and the im
ages, ground them into dust, and strewed it onto the
graves of those who had sacrificed to them. 5 He burned
the bones of priests on their altars and purged Judah and
Jerusalem. 6 Jn the towns of Manasseh and Ephraim and
Simeon, as far as Naphtali, [lying] in ruins on every side,
7 he demolished the altars and the sacred posts and
smashed the idols and ground them into dust; and he
hewed down all the incense stands throughout the land of
Israel. Then he returned to Jerusalem.
B In the eighteenth year of his reign, after purging the
land and the House, he commissioned Shaphan son of Az
aliah, Maaseiah the governor of the city, and Joah son of
Joahaz the recorder to repair the House of the LoRD his
God. 9 They came to the high priest Hilkiah and delivered
to him the silver brought to the House of God, which the
Levites, the guards of the threshold, had collected from
Manasseh and Ephraim and from all the remnant of Israel
and from all Judah and Benjamin and •the inhabitants of
Jerusalem:• l O They delivered it into the custody of the
overseers who were in charge at the House of the LoRD,
and the overseers who worked in the House of the LoRD
spent it on examining and repairing the House. 11 They
paid it out to the artisans and the masons to buy quarried
stone and wood for the couplings and for making roof
beams for the buildings that the kings of Judah had al
lowed to fall into ruin. 12 The men did the work honestly;
over them were appointed the Levites Jahath and Oba
diah, of the sons of Merari, and Zechariah and Meshuln-n With kethib nud nucient vrrsious; qere, "they retumed to jem;n/em. "

however, offers a different chro
nology, portraying Josiah as hav
ing sought the LORD at the age of
sixteen, wlzile he was still young,
and undertaking cultic purifica
tion at the age of twenty, prior to
the discovery of the (missing)
scroll. This version creates a more
flattering image of this righteous
king, employing motifs familiar
from the David, Solomon, and
Hezekiah episodes. Some scholars,
in support of Chronicles' version,
argue that the prophets Zephaniah

and Jeremiah exerted influence on
Josiah before 621 BCE, the year in
which the scroll was found. Others
have attempted to correlate each
step of Josiah's reform in Chroni
cles with a corresponding wane in
Assyrian influence. No consensus
exists as to which version is more
reliable, and whether or not
Chronicles has rearranged these
events for theological reasons.
Chronicles' enhanced image of
much of Josiah's reign highlights
the ultima tely less than positive
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assessment of Josiah, as indicated
by Chronicles' description of his
death. Overall, Chronicles' Josiah
is a less significant monarch than
Kings' Josiah. Whereas Josiah is
the leading monarch in Kings,
in Chronicles i t is Hezekiah.
34.3: The eighth year of his reign, i.e.,
when Josiah was sixteen years of
age. Some premodern commenta
tors (Josephus, Ant.; Radak) main
tain that Josiah began his reform at
the age of eight, the age at which
he ascended the throne. It is gener
ally agreed that the scroll discov
ered by Hilkiah in 2 Kings is some
form of the book of Deuteronomy.
There is less unanimity regarding
Chronicles' position. Some schol
ars maintain that Chronicles un
derstands the referent to be the en
tire Torah; this would explain
Chronicles' omission of 2 Kings'
claim (22.8) that Shaphan read the
scroll (see also 35.6). 6-7: Chroni
cles' version entails a serious diffi
culty: Since Josiah had already
purged the Temple and people of
illicit practices, what remained for
him to correct following discovery
of the scroll? This passage pro
vides the answer: Josiah now ex
tended his reform even to more
distant points within the northern
tribes, following his illustrious an
cestor Hezekiah. 8-13: Cf. 2 Kings
22.3-7; there the Temple repairs
simply set the stage for discovery
of the scroll. Chronicles maintains
that the repairs were part of
Josiah's religious reform, already
underway, during which the scroll
was discovered. 8: The date, the
eighteenth year, marks one stage in
the activities begun in v. 3· Chroni
cles' formulation suggests that
discovery of the scroll was a re
ward for Josiah's cultic zeal, which
the king displayed from an early
age. Chronicles makes limited
mention of Josiah's cleansing
of the Temple, since Chronicles
claims that such action had al
ready taken place under Manas
seh (33.15-16); cf. 2 Kings 23.4-6.
9: The reference to Manasseh,
Ephraim, et al., is another example
of Chronicles' inclusivist slant; see
v. 21. 12: Chronicles expands the
role of the Levites; cf. 2 Kings 22.7.
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lam, of the sons of Kohath, to supervise; while other Le
vites, all the master musicians, 13 were over the porters,
supervising all who worked at each and every task; some
of the Levites were scribes and officials and gatekeepers.
14 As they took out the silver that had been brought to
the House of the LoRD, the priest Hilkiah found a scroll of
the LoRD's Teaching given by Moses. 15 Hilkiah spoke up
and said to the scribe Shaphan, "I have found a scroll of
the Teaching in the House of the LoRD"; and Hilkiah gave
the scroll to Shaphan. 16 Shaphan brought the scroll to the
king and also reported to the king, "All that was entrusted
to your servants is being done; 17 they have melted down
the silver that was found in the House of the LoRD and de
livered it to those who were in charge, to the overseers."
18 The scribe Shaphan also told the king, "The priest Hil
kiah has given me a scroll"; and Shaphan read from it to
the king. 19 When the king heard the words of the Teach
ing, he tore his clothes. 2D The king gave orders to Hilkiah,
and Ahikam son of Shaphan, and Abdon son of Micah,
and the scribe Shaphan, and Asaiah the king's minister,
saying, 21 "Go, inquire of the LoRD on my behalf and on
behalf of those who remain in Israel and Judah concerning
the words of the scroll that has been found, for great in
deed must be the wrath of the LoRD that has been poured
down upon us because our fathers did not obey the word
of the LoRD and do all that is written in this scroll."
22 Hilkiah and those whom the king [had ordered] went
to the prophetess Huldah, wife of Shallum son of Tokhath
son of Hasrah, keeper of the wardrobe, who was living in
Jerusalem in the Mishneh,a and spoke to her accordingly.
23 She responded to them: "Thus said the LoRD God of Is
rael: Say to the man who sent you to Me, 24 'Thus said the
LoRD: I am going to bring disaster upon this place and its
inhabitants-all the curses that are written in the scroll
that was read to the king of Judah__25because they for
sook Me and made offerings to other gods in order to vex
Me with all the works of their hands; My wrath shall be
poured out against this place and not be quenched.' 2 6 But
say this to the king of Judah who sent you to inquire of the
LORD: 'Thus said the LoRD God of Israel: As for the words
which you have heard, 27 since your heart was softened
and you humbled yourself before God when you heard
His words concerning this place and its inhabitants, and
you humbled yourself before Me and tore your clothes
and wept before Me, I for My part have listened, declares
the LORD. 28 Assuredly, I will gather you to your fathers,
a A q11arter in jeri/salem; cf Zep!J.

1.10.
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2 1 : Those who remain in Israel and
Judah replaces "all Judah" of
2 Kings 22.13, and the word of the
LORD replaces "the words of this
scroll" in 2 Kings 22.13. The first

change reflects the inclusivist ten
dency of Chronicles. The "word of
the LoRD" refers in other biblical
books to prophecy, but Chronicles
employs it also in connection with
Torah legislation (see 1 Chron.
10.13; 15.15; 2 Chron. 35.6). This
probably indicates that for Chroni
cles, and the postexilic period gen
erally, Torah replaced prophecy;
stated differently, the prophet was
a transmitter or interpreter of Mo
saic law. 24: Some explain Chroni
cles' reference to curses as an allu
sion to Deut. 29.20, thus indicating
that Chronicles understood the
discovered scroll to be Deuteron
omy. 27: 2 Kings 22.19b reads:
" . . . I decreed against this place
and its inhabitants-that it will be
come a desolation and a curse."
The word "place" may refer to ei
ther Jerusalem or the Temple. In
either case, Chronicles could not
tolerate the "place" being cursed
and so omitted these words.
30: Chronicles reads Levites in
place of 2 Kings' "prophets" (23.2).
This change reflects the social
makeup of Second Temple society
and/ or Chronicles' view of Levites
as involved in prophetic activity;
see 1 Chron. 25.1-4, 5·
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and you will be laid in your grave in peace; your eyes
shall see nothing of the disaster that I will bring upon this
place and its inhabitants.' " They reported this back to the
king.
29 Then the king sent word and assembled all the elders
of Judah and Jerusalem. 30 The king went up to the House
of the LORD with all the men of Judah and the inhabitants
of Jerusalem and the priests and the Levites-all the peo
ple, young and old-and he read to them the entire text
of the covenant scroll that was found in the House of
the LoRD. 31 The king stood in his place and solemnized
the covenant before the LoRD: to follow the LoRD and ob
serve His commandments, His injunctions, and His laws
with all his heart and soul, to fulfill all the terms of the
covenant written in this scroll. 32 He obligated all the men
of Jerusalem and Benjamin who were present; and the in
habitants of Jerusalem acted in accord with the Covenant
of God, God of their fathers. 33 Josiah removed all the
abominations from the whole territory of the Israelites
and obliged all who were in Israel to worship the LoRD
their God. Throughout his reign they did not deviate from
following the LoRD God of their fathers.

3 5 •Josiah kept the Passover for the LORD in Jerusa

lem; the passover sacrifice was slaughtered on the
fourteenth day of the first month. 2 He reinstated the
priests in their shifts and rallied them to the service of the
House of the LORD. 3 He said to the Levites, consecrated to
the LORD, who taught all Israel, "Put the Holy Ark in the
House that Solomon son of David, king of Israel, built; as
you no longer carry it on your shoulders, see now to the
service of the LoRD your God and His people Israel, 4 and
dispose yourselves by clans according to your divisions,
as prescribed in the writing of King David of Israel and in
the document of his son Solomon, 5 and attend in the
Sanctuary, by clan divisions, on your kinsmen, the peo
ple-by clan divisions of the Levites. 6 Having sanctified
yourselves, slaughter the passover sacrifice and prepare it
for your kinsmen, according to the word of God given by
Moses." 7Josiah donated to the people small cattle
lambs and goats, all for passover sacrifices for all pres
ent-to the sum of }O,ooo, and large cattle, 3,ooo--these
from the property of the king. s His officers gave a freewill
offering to the people, to the priests, and to the Levites.
Hilkiah and Zechariah and Jehiel, the chiefs of the House
of God, donated to the priests for passover sacrifices 2,6oo
n Cf 2 Ki11gs 2J.2 1-JO.
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35.1-19: The Passover celebra
tion. With the exception of the last

two vv., none of this material is
found in Kings. When compared
to 2 Kings 23.21-23, Chronicles'
version involves two important
developments: the prominence of
Levites in cultic affairs and the
transformation of the Paschal of
fering into a Temple sacrifice like
all others. Chronicles' much ex
tended treatment, which involves
elements from various Torah
sources (see below), reflects
Chronicles' view that the scroll
found by Hilkiah was the entire
Torah (more or less), whereas
Kings maintains that only "a scroll
of the Teaching," which most
scholars identify as an early form
of Deuteronomy alone, had been
discovered. 1: Chronicles omits the
words "as it is written in this book
of the covenant" found in Kings,
avoiding the inference that the re
ligious reforms were based exclu
sively on the discovery of the
scroll and, hence, that before that
discovery such reforms had not
taken place. 2-15: Another exam
ple of inner-biblical legal interpre
tation, in which earlier legal texts
are, in this case, harmonized. {The
translations of the various texts
somewhat obscure this harmoniza
tion.) Exod. 12.3-5 specifies that
the Paschal offering may be
brought only from sheep or goats
and must be roasted, not cooked in
water ("b-sh-1") or consumed raw.
By contrast, Deut. 16.2 states that
cattle, as well as sheep and goats,
are acceptable. Furthermore, Deut.
16.7 specifies that the offering
must be boiled ("b-sh-1" -the
NJPS translation there, "cook," is
imprecise). Chronicles reconciles
the two sources. The result is that
the Paschal offering must be either
la111bs or goats, following Exod. ch
12; Deuteronomy's reference to
"cattle" is interpreted as denoting
a distinct offering-which Chroni
cles calls simply sacred offerings (v.
13)-and is intended as an adjunct
to the Paschal offering. Chronicles
further claims that Deuteronomy's
use of the term "boil" means
"boiled [as in Deuteronomy] in fire
[as in Exodus]." This incorporates
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[small cattle] and 300 large cattle. 9 Conaniah, Shemaiah,
and Nethanel, his brothers, and Hashabiah and Jeiel and
Jozabad, officers of the Levites, donated 5,000 [small cat
tle] and 500 large cattle to the Levites for passover sacri
fices.
1 0 The service was arranged well: the priests stood at
their posts and the Levites in their divisions, by the king's
command. 11 They slaughtered the passover sacrifice and
the priests [received its blood] from them and dashed it,
while the Levites flayed the animals. 12 They removed the
parts to be burnt, distributing them to divisions of the
people by clans, and making the sacrifices to the LoRD, as
prescribed in the scroll of Moses; they did the same for the
cattle. 13 They roasted the passover sacrifice in fire, as pre
scribed, while the sacred offerings they cooked in pots,
cauldrons, and pans, and conveyed them with dispatch to
all the people. 14 Afterward they provided for themselves
and the priests, for the Aaronite priests were busy offering
the burnt offerings and the fatty parts until nightfall, so
the Levites provided both for themselves and for the Aar
onite priests. 15 The Asaphite singers were at their stations,
by command of David and Asaph and Heman and Jedu
thun, the seer of the king; and the gatekeepers were at
each and every gate. They did not have to leave their
tasks, because their Levite brothers provided for them.
16 The entire service of the LoRD was arranged well that
day, to keep the Passover and to make the burnt offerings
on the altar of the LoRD, according to the command of
King Josiah. 17 All the Israelites present kept the Passover
at that time, and the Feast of Unleavened Bread for seven
days. 1 8 Since the time of the prophet Samuel, no Passover
like that one had ever been kept in Israel; none of the
kings of Israel had kept a Passover like the one kept by Jo
siah and the priests and the Levites and all Judah and Is
rael there present and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 19 That
Passover was kept in the eighteenth year of the reign of
Josiah.
2o After all this furbishing of the Temple by Josiah, King
Necho of Egypt came up to fight at Carchemish on the Eu
phrates, and Josiah went out against him. 21 [Necho] sent
the language of both Exodus and
Deuteronomy, while the accompa
nying sacred offerings may, like
most sacrifices, be boiled or
poached, following Deuteronomy.
(The beginn ing of v. 13, translated
literally, is "They boiled the pass
over sacrifice in fire.") Chronicles'

formulation reflects a bold step:
Chronicles has changed the sim
ple, straightforward meaning of
Deuteronomy and, moreover, his
interpretation creates a heretofore
nonexistent accompanying sacri
fice. Chronicles' innovations were
adopted, in varying form, in later
- 1822-
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Second Temple compositions (e.g.,
the book of Jubilees) as well as rab
binic circles (see the variant tradi
tions in Sifre Deut. 129; Mek. R. Is/1mae/, Pisha, 4; y. Pes. 6.1 [33a]; b.
Pes. 66b; Tg. Onk. and, especially,
Tg. Ps.-J. to Deut. 16.2.) (For more
on this type of inner-biblical inter
pretation, see "Inner-biblical Inter
pretation," pp. 1829-35.) 1 2-

13: As prescribed in the scroll of
Moses and as prescribed signify

Chronicles' claim of authentic
legal interpretation. 1 6-19: Sum
mary of events. 18: The phrase no
Passover like that one cannot refer,
as in 2 Kings, to cult centralization,
since such had taken place during
Hezekiah's reign. Rather, it proba
bly refers to the prominence of
the Levites or to the performance
of the offerings in this precise
fashion.

35.20-27: Josiah's death. 2 Kings
23.28-31 offers a laconic account,
whose historical background and
veracity are uncertain. Chronicles'
longer text probably reflects an
elaboration upon Kings or perhaps
a slightly longer text of Kings that
has not been preserved. Chroni
cles' formulation suggests that the
incursion of the Egyptian forces
took place shortly after the Pass
over celebration. The formulation
of v. 20 is reminiscent of 32.1, ap
pearing in connection with the
Assyrian assault on Hezekiah's
kingdom. By emphasizing the
achievements of both monarchs in
the cultic realm, and the polar dif
ferences in their respective fates,
the author emphasizes that despite
his many meritorious deeds, Jo
siah died because of his failure to
heed the LoRD's word conveyed
by Necho. The episode is reminis
cent of Ahab's death in ch 18: He
died because of his failure to heed
prophetic warning. Chronicles
thus portrays Josiah, a symbol
of piety in Kings, in a more nega
tive fashion. He must do so to ex
plain Josiah's surprising death.
20-21: While the details of this in
cident are not certain, it is likely
that Necho was on his way to as
sist his Assyrian allies who had
been driven to Carchemish by the
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messengers to him, saying, "What have I to do with you,
king of Judah? I do not march against you this day but
against the kingdom that wars with me, and it is God's
will that I hurry. Refrain, then, from interfering with
God who is with me, that He not destroy you." 22 But Jo
siah would not let him alone; instead, •·he donned [his
armor]·• to fight him, heedless of Necho's words from the
mouth of God; and he came to fight in the plain of
Megiddo. 23 Archers shot King Josiah, and the king said to
his servants, "Get me away from here, for I am badly
wounded." 24 His servants carried him out of his chariot
and put him in the wagon of his second-in-command, and
conveyed him to Jerusalem. There he died, and was
buried in the grave of his fathers, and all Judah and Jeru
salem went into mourning over Josiah. 25Jeremiah com
posed laments for Josiah which all the singers, male and
female, recited in their laments for Josiah, as is done to
this day; they became customary in Israel and were incor
porated into the laments. 2 6 The other events of Josiah's
reign and his faithful deeds, in accord with the Teaching
of the LoRD, 2 7 and his acts, early and late, are recorded in
the book of the kings of Israel and Judah.

3 6 bThe
people of the land took Jehoahaz son of Josiah
and made him king instead of his father in Jerusa

lem. 2 Jehoahaz was twenty-three years old when he be
came king and he reigned three months in Jerusalem.
3 The king of Egypt deposed him in Jerusalem and laid a
fine on the land of 100 silver talents and one gold talent.
4 The king of Egypt made his brother Eliakim king over
Judah and Jerusalem, and changed his name to Jehoiakim;
Necho took his brother Joahaz and brought him to Egypt.
5Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became
king, and he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem; he did
what was displeasing to the LoRD his God. 6 King Nebu
chadnezzar of Babylon marched against him; he bound
him in fetters to convey him to Babylon. 7 Nebuchadnez
zar also brought some vessels of the House of the LoRD to
Babylon, and set them in his palace in Babylon. B The other
n-n Willi Tnrgum.
b Wi/l1 vv. 1-13, cf 2 Ki11gs 2]. 28-37: 14. 1-10.

Babylonians (cf. formulation of
2 Kings 23.29). The use of Necho
as a conduit for the LoRD's word
constitutes the clearest statement
of Chronicles' view on "sponta
neous" prophecy: Even a foreign
king may be chosen to convey the

divine message, putting him (tem
porarily) on the same footing as an
Israelite prophet. The anomalous
nature of this episode is reflected
in postbiblical works. 1 Esd. 1 .26
replaces Neclw's words with "the
words of Jeremiah" (a position re-

3 5 . 22-3 6.8

fleeted in Radak's commentary),
while the Aramaic Targum (35.23)
offers the generic formulation, "Jo
siah died because he did not seek
instruction from the LoRD."
22-24: He donned [his armor]: Heb
"hitJ:tapes" is the term employed at
18.29 with Ahab, where it means
"disguise," so its use here may
be intended to connect Josiah to
Ahab's folly. 2 Kings 23.29 states
that Josiah was slain at Megiddo;
this is not repeated in Chronicles,
perhaps in an attempt to mini
mize (but not resolve) the dis
crepancy between 2 Kings 23.29
and the prophecy of Huldah,
which promised that the king
would be gathered unto his grave
in peace (2 Kings 22.20 I I 2 Chron.
34.28). 25-27: The laments were
understood by rabbinic tradents
(t. Ta'an. 2:10) and, possibly, Jose
phus (Ant.), as referring to part of
the book of Lamentations (in their
view, composed by Jeremiah). Al
ternatively, the reference is to an
other (unknown) collection of
laments. For Teaching ("torah") of
the LoRD, see 34.1-3-

36.1-21: Judgment and exile.
Chronicles' depiction of the stages
of Judah's exile differs in several
significant respects from the
Deuteronomistic version in Kings.
Chronicles abbreviates the parent
text (2 Kings chs 23-24), omitting
the death notices of each king,
while highlighting the ever
worsening state of the cultus.
1-4: A condensed version of
2 Kings 23.30-34; Chronicles omits
the negative appraisal of fe!Joahaz.
Chronicles also omits discussion
of the fate of the kings and Temple
spoils following their removal
from the land; this may be another
expression of the centrality of
Israel's a ttachment to its land in
Chronicles. 5-B: The description of
Jehoiakim being bound and led to
Babylon in v. 6 contradicts 2 Kings
24.1. Some explain the Heb to
mean that the king need not have
actually been taken to Babylon,
merely that he was bound and
threatened with such a punish
ment. Others aver that he was
taken to Babylon as a vassal to
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events of Jehoiakim's reign, and the abominable things he
did, and what was found against him, are recorded in the
book of the kings of Israel and Judah. His son Jehoiachin
succeeded him as king.
9 Jehoiachin was eight years old when he became king,
and he reigned three months and ten days in Jerusalem;
he did what was displeasing to the LoRD. 10 At the turn of
the year, King Nebuchadnezzar sent to have him brought
to Babylon with the precious vessels of the House of the
LoRD, and he made his kinsman Zedekiah king over
Judah and Jerusalem.
11 Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became
king, and he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. 12 He did
what was displeasing to the LoRD his God; he did not
humble himself before the prophet Jeremiah, who spoke
for the LORD. 13 He also rebelled against Nebuchadnezzar,
who made him take an oath• by God; he stiffened his neck
and hardened his heart so as not to turn to the LoRD God
of Israel. 14 All the officers of the priests and the people
committed many trespasses, following all the abominable
practices of the nations. They polluted the House of the
LoRD, which He had consecrated in Jerusalem. 1 5 The
LoRD God of their fathers had sent word to them through
a Viz., a vassal oat/1.
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participate in the victory celebra
tions. On this approach, the re
moval of Temple vessels (v. 7), not
mentioned in Kings, was carried
out in order to serve as royal trib
ute. 9-10: Chronicles' text is terse,
focusing on the exile of fehoiachin
and the spoiling of the Temple; cf.
2 Kings 24.8-17. 11-23: Zedekiah
and Chronicles' justification of
the destruction of Judah and the
exile. As noted above, 2 Kings
claims that the main cause of the
destruction and exile of Judah was
the foreign worship sponsored
by Judah's kings, Manasseh in
particular. Chronicles, however,
minimizes the role of Manasseh's
sins, claiming that the exile was
(primarily) the result of the
sins of Zedekiah's generation.
12-14: Specific significant sins
(not heeding prophets, false oaths)
are attributted to Zedekiah, as well
as the people as a whole-the
king's sins alone cannot explain
the national disaster. In v. 14,
Chronicles places blame on the
priests as well as laity, but notably
omits reference to the Levites.
15-17: Another instance of warn-
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His messengers daily without fail, for He had pity on His
people and His dwelling-place. 16 But they mocked the
messengers of God and disdained His words and taunted
His prophets until the wrath of the LoRD against His peo
ple grew beyond remedy. 1 7 He therefore brought the king
of the Chaldeans upon them, who killed their youths by
the sword in their sanctuary; He did not spare youth,
maiden, elder, or graybeard, but delivered all into his
hands. 1 8 All the vessels of the House of God, large and
small, and the treasures of the House of the LoRD and the
treasures of the king and his officers were all brought to
Babylon. 1 9 They burned the House of God and tore down
the wall of Jerusalem, burned down all its mansions, and
consigned all its precious objects to destruction. 20 Those
who survived the sword he exiled to Babylon, and they
became his and his sons' servants till the rise of the Per
sian kingdom, 21 in fulfillment of the word of the LoRD
spoken by Jeremiah, until the land paid back its sabbaths;
as long as it lay desolate it kept sabbath, till seventy years
were completed.
22 And in the first year of King Cyrus of Persia, when
the word of the LoRD spoken by Jeremiah was fulfilled,
the LoRD roused the spirit of King Cyrus of Persia to issue
a proclamation throughout his realm by word of mouth
and in writing, as follows: 23 "Thus said King Cyrus of
Persia: The LoRD God of Heaven has given me all the
kingdoms of the earth, and has charged me with building
Him a House in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Any one of
you of all His people, the LORD his God be with him and
let him go up."
ing preceding divine punishment.
Chronicles' formulation is in
tended to emphasize the extent of
the people's sin: Despite the nu
merous opportunities for repen
tance, the people persist in their
sinful ways. The absolute deca
dence is highlighted by the use of
three verbs in v. 16 to express the
people's disdain for the prophetic
word. 21: In a midrashic fashion,
Chronicles' formulation of the
exile is informed by combining
Jeremiah (25.1o-12; 28.3; 29.9) and
Leviticus (26.19-21). Chronicles ac
cepts Jeremiah's pronouncement
that the exile will last seventy
years, but explains the significance
of this period on the basis of Levit
icus's claim that exile will befall Is
rael because of its neglect of the

sabbatical and jubilee years (Lev.
25.1-13). Whereas seventy years sig
nifies in Jeremiah a lengthy stay in
captivity, Chronicles views this pe
riod as a brief hiatus in Israel's his
tory, which did not significantly
alter the na ture of Israel's bond,
and claim, to its land. It does not
repea t 2 Kings 25.21, which states
that Judah was exiled from its
land, referring instead to the de
struction of Jerusalem and the fate
of its exiled inhabitants, with no
attention given to those who re
mained in Judah. Chronicles' refer
ence to (the veracity of) Jeremiah's
warning, along with Chronicles'
depiction of the people as mocking
the divine messengers, is another
expression of the importance that
Chronicles attaches to heeding the
- 1825 -
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prophetic message. This likely re
flects a situation in which pro
phetic books, along with Torah lit
erature, were seen as authoritative
for the Chronicler 's community.

36.22-23: Conclus ion . Chronicles'
conclusion overlaps Ezra 1. 1-3a.
The numerous explanations prof
fered depend, to some extent, on
the question of the unity of Chron
icles and Ezra-Nehemiah. and
their relative dates of composition
(see introduction). Some scholars
who accept the unity of the two
works argue that these common
vv. join the two works together.
Others, rejecting the works' unity,
argue that these vv. were added
to the original conclusion to avoid
ending on a pessimistic note.
Unlike Ezra 1 .3, which says "May
his God be with him," Chronicles
adds the LoRD. The attribution
of monotheism to foreign nations and their leaders is attested
above (1 Chron. 16.23; 2 Chron.
1.18-2.15). Finally, the grammatical
form of the concluding Heb word,
and let him go up, is taken by some
to indicate that the process of re
demption is ongoing. Cyrus's edict
is depicted as the fulfillment of
prophecy; with it, Israel's sins
have been requited and the brief
period of Israel's rupture from its
land has ended.

I ntroduction to the Essays
THE TWENTY-FOUR ESSAYS in this section set the annotations to the biblical books in a
broader context, enhancing our goal of representing Jewish academic scholarship on the
Bible. They offer a wealth of supplementary material, not easily accessible elsewhere, and
they represent the best of current scholarship. Inevitably, there is some overlap from essay
to essay, but we view this as a positive feature. As in the case of the annotations, we have
given our authors free rein to shape their material, and their essays manifest, as do the an
notations, the variety of approaches that is typical of Jewish biblical interpretation.
The first set of essays, "Jewish Interpretation of the Bible," surveys, in chronological
order, Jewish biblical interpretation in various periods, from earliest times to the present.
These essays explain and model what is quintessentially Jewish about Jewish interpreta
tion. They convey a flavor of each age, its distinctive modes of interpretation. Taken as a
whole, they form a study in the continuities and discontinuities that mark the history of
Jewish biblical interpretation.
The second set of essays, "The Bible in Jewish Life and Thought," gives some intimation
of the importance of the Bible for Judaism and the Jewish community, an importance that
cannot be overstated. The Bible is the key text of Jewish life. The essays in this section are
largely arranged chronologically, from antiquity to the present. They describe the place of
the Bible in different communities and intellectual contexts, from the Jewish community
that composed and preserved the Dead Sea Scrolls through the modern State of Israel, and
in the Jewish philosophical and mystical traditions as well as in the scholarly writings of
contemporary Jewish women. No description of the Bible in Jewish life would be com
plete without a discussion of the role of the Bible in the synagogue and in the liturgy, or
the making of Jewish translations of the Bible from antiquity to modern times.
The third set of essays, "Backgrounds for Reading the Bible," provides contemporary
scholarly background material for understanding the Bible. Unlike the previous two sec
tions, the emphasis here is not specifically Jewish. The topics addressed reflect the editors'
sensibilities of what an informed reader might want to know about important biblical con
cepts and about how contemporary scholars study the Bible. About half of this material
has been reworked by the editors from essays previously published in The New Oxford An
notated Bible. Newly commissioned essays are "The Religion of the Bible," "Concepts of
- 1827-
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Purity in the Bible," "Languages of the Bible," "The Development of the Masoretic Bible,"
and "Reading Biblical Poetry."
In the final section of this volume, following "Tables and Charts," the "Translations of
Primary Sources" and the "Glossary" are of particular importance. The Translations offer
an introductory English bibliography of many primary sources mentioned in the annota
tions and the essays, including ancient Near Eastern, early postbiblical, classical rabbinic,
medieval, philosophical, and mystical works. The Glossary explains both Hebrew and
Jewish terms, as well as technical terms used in modern biblical scholarship. The material
in all five sections following the annotated biblical books-the essays, charts, and other
supplementary materials-is intended to inform the reader, concisely but without sacrific
ing high academic quality, about the Bible and its world, from both Jewish and academic
[ ADELE BERLIN AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER ]
perspectives.

JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

I nner-bibl ical Interpretation
The interpretation o f the Bible begins in the
Bible itself. Biblical authors frequently com
mented on other biblical texts; they revised
them, they argued with them, and they al
luded to them. In so doing, they conveyed an
understanding of the texts they utilized-in
short, they interpreted earlier biblical writ
ings. This tendency became especially promi
nent at the end of the preexilic period and
during the exilic and postexilic periods, in
other words after an early protocanonical set
of texts became sacred. These reader-writers
understood older texts in original ways, ap
plied their principles to new situa tions, or
borrowed from their prestige. In this respect
the biblical authors resemble later Jewish (and
Christian) writers, who constantly look back
to biblical models as they create new texts,
ideas, and practices. Thus the religion that
generated the Bible foreshadows the religions
generated by the Bible: Israelite thinkers, like
those of various forms of Judaism and Chris
tianity, constructed their works by recasting
language and themes found in earlier ones.
Biblical authors bequeathed their successors
not only a text, but ways of rela ting to that
text, reacting to that text, recreating that text,
and allowing that text to remain alive.
It will be helpful to discuss both the forms
that inner-biblical revision takes and the ef
fects of those revisions at the level of ideas
both how and why biblical authors borrow
from their predecessors. In examining both
these issues, this essay will also compare the
ways biblical authors used biblical texts with
the ways postbiblical authors did so.
To begin, then, with the rhetoric of reuse
and rereading: Biblical authors utilized the

work of their predecessors in several ways.
Some biblical passages use a formula when
they quote an older text, thus making the bor
rowing explicit. (This practice resembles the
modern footnote.) 2 Kings 14.5-6 tells us of
King Joash, "Once he had the kingdom firmly
in his grasp, he put to death the courtiers who
had assassinated his father the king. But he
did not put to death the children of the assas
sins, in accordance with what is written
(kakatuv) in the Book of the Teaching of Moses
(tarat moshe), where the LoRD commanded,
'Parents shall not be put to death for children,
nor children be put to death for parents; a per
son shall be put to death only for his own
crime.' " The formula "in accordance with
what is written" (or, more simply, "as it is
written") introduces a nearly word-for-word
quotation from Deut. 24.16. In other instances
this formula introduces quotations or refers to
ideas found elsewhere in the Torah (1 Kings
2.3; Ezra 3.2; 2 Chron. 23.18). This formula
(kakatuv or kemo shekatuv) is also used to intro
duce quotations from Scripture in rabbinic lit
erature, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and (in Greek
translation) the New Testament.
In a much larger number of cases, however,
biblical texts borrow phrasing or imagery
without citing the source explicitly; rather, the
shared items help the knowledgeable reader
identify the source. The prophet responsible
for the latter part of the book of Isaiah (see the
introduction to Isaiah) comforted Judeans
after the destruction of Jerusalem with these
words:
The LoRD comforts Zion, comforts all her
ruins. He makes Zion's wasteland an Eden;
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her desert, a garden of the LoRD . . . Listen
to Me, My people, and My nation, give ear!
For teaching goes forth from Me, and I will
give My judgment as a light of the peoples
. . . My arms will judge peoples. Islands will
look eagerly to Me, and in My arms they
will have hope. Lift up your eyes towards
heaven and look at the earth below! For the
heaven can melt away like smoke, and the
earth can wear out like a garment . . . But
My salvation will endure forever (Isa.
5 1 .3-6, author's translation).

who come in pursuit of instruction and peace
to the benefits that Jerusalem will gain from
her newly exalted position. The later author
does not use a citation formula to tell the
reader that the new text depends on the older
one, but the many items they share indicate
their relationship. We may characterize this
relationship as a literary allusion. A great
many biblical texts utilized their predecessors
in this way, and some postbiblical writers
continued the tradition of allusion. Based on
similarity of vocabulary and phraseology, it is
clear that many of the Dead Sea Scrolls bor
row and rework texts from the Bible; the same
is true of the New Testament. On the other
hand, the central works of rabbinic literature
(the Talmuds and the midrashim) allude to
the Bible much less frequently. They tend in
stead to cite the Bible explicitly by using cita
tion formulas like "as it is written" or "as it
was said." Other rabbinic works, however,
often borrow vocabulary and images from the
Bible in a style that recalls the Bible itself;
these rabbinic works include prayers found in
the Siddur (prayerbook), moralistic books,
and some mystical texts. Allusions to the
Bible continue throughout the development
of Hebrew literature; they are very frequent in
medieval Hebrew poetry and in the work of
modern Israeli writers such as Bialik, Agnon,
Amichai, and others.
Some biblical works borrow whole sections
from older texts. For example, the book of
Chronicles repeats, more or less verbatim,
large parts of Samuel and Kings. The legal
collection in Deut. chs 12-26 includes laws
similar to those in Exod. chs 21-23. According
to most modern source-critical biblical schol
ars, the books of Genesis through Numbers
incorporate several older texts that are no
longer available to us in their original form. In
all these cases, the new works make small but
highly significant changes in the borrowed
material. Thus the theological and historical
outlook of Chronicles differs from that of
Samuel-Kings, even as Chronicles reports the
same events using many of the same words
(see the introduction to Chronicles). Some

In

issuing this prediction, the exilic author
borrows from a passage found in the work of
two prophets who lived more than a century
and a half earlier, (First) Isaiah and Micah:
In the future, the mountain of the LORD's
House will be established as the greatest of
mountains and lifted up above the hills. All
nations will flow towards it, and many peo
ples will come and say, "Let us go up to the
LoRD's mountain, to the House of Jacob's
God," . . . For teaching goes forth from Zion,
and the LoRD's word from Jerusalem. And
God will judge the nations, . . . and they will
beat their swords into plowshares and their
weapons into pruning forks; nation will not
lift up sword against nation, and they will
learn war no more (lsa. 2.2-4, author 's
translation; Mic. 4.1-4 is almost identical).
The author of Isa. ch 51 borrowed the items
printed in italics above. In addition, borvoteha
["her ruins"] in Isa. ch 51 is an intentional
pun, hinting at barvotam ["their swords"] in
Isa. ch 2 and Mic. ch 4, a word that has a dif
ferent meaning but sounds nearly identical.
The passages share several images as well.
The idea of peoples gathering appears in both
passages, and both predict that the LoRD will
teach nations and judge them at His moun
tain. In both passages agricultural images
(plowshares and pruning hooks in Isa. ch 2
and Mic. ch 4, gardens in Isa. ch 53) take the
place of figures of destruction. The new text
reworks the old one. It repeats the earlier pre
diction, but it shifts attention from the nations
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modern scholars maintain that a group of
priests copied an older form of the festival
law now found in Lev. ch 23, but they added
verses 9-22 and 39-44 when they did so (see
notes there). By making the additions, these
priests radically altered the religious outlook
of the original document. They acknowl
edged the validity of popular ritual obser
vances deliberately shunned by the more elite
priests responsible for the older version of the
chapter. Revising a text by copying it with sig
nificant variations or additions remained a
common form of Jewish writing in the period
immediately following the completion of the
Bible. Works such as Jubilees and some of the
Dead Sea Scrolls retold the stories of the Torah
or repeated and modified laws found there.
These works were not preserved by later Jew
ish groups, however, and they did not con
tinue to be studied, read, or chanted in Jewish
communities. The Rabbis did not incorporate
large sections of the Bible into new works tha t
they wrote; instead, they typically compiled
collections of interpretive comments on the
Bible (known as midrashim), included inter
pretive comments in legal works (such as the
Talmud), and, beginning with the Middle
Ages, wrote verse-by-verse commentaries on
the Bible.
Finally, some later comments on biblical
passages occur within those passages them
selves, at least in the text of the Bible that has
been in use for the past two millennia. Like
modern readers, ancient readers penned ex
planations or reactions to the text they were
reading in margins or between the lines. Some
of these marginal comments were subse
quently inserted into the text itself by scribes
who copied the scroll containing the marginal
comment. (It is also possible that some of these
comments were inserted to begin with by
scribes who made them as they were copying
a scroll.) For example, 1 Kings 15.5 originally
limited itself to a comment praising King
David, and one important manuscript of the
ancient Greek translation of Kings preserves
that original text. A later scribe found the ful
some praise of David inconsis tent with the
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story in 2 Sam. ch 1 1 . That story is exceedingly
critical of David for committing adultery with
the wife of Uriah the Hittite (one of his own
soldiers) and for having Uriah murdered to
ensure that the adultery was not discovered.
Therefore, the scribe added a qualification in
1 Kings 15.5: "except in the matter of Uriah the
Hittite." These words became part of the Mas
oretic Text, which thus contains both the origi
nal author 's evaluation of David and a later
reader 's reaction to that evaluation. Similarly,
Exod. 22.24 originally read, "If you lend
money to My "'am, " do not act toward them as
a creditor; exact no interest from them." Now,
the Hebrew word "'am" usually means "peo
ple," but it can also mean "the poor" or "com
mon folk, peasantry" (see Isa. 3.15; Ps. 72.2;
Neh. 5.1). To make clear that in this case the
second of these meanings was to be under
stood, a later scribe added the words "to the
poor among you" immediately after '"am."
Since the meaning o f '"am" a s "people" was
more common, the scribe worried tha t without
clarification the verse would be misread.
The goals of other biblical authors and
scribes who borrowed material from older
biblical texts were varied. As we can see from
the scribal insertion in Exod. ch 22 just dis
cussed, they sometimes wanted to explain a
passage that seemed ambiguous, problematic,
or somehow relevant to their own situation.
In other words, they wrote an interpretation.
A famous example occurs in Dan. 9.2: "I, Dan
iel, consulted the books concerning the num
ber of years that, according to the word of the
LoRD that had come to Jeremiah the prophet,
were to be the term of Jerusalem's desola
tion-seventy years." In this verse the author
of Daniel cited a passage from the book of Jer
emiah explicitly. Jeremiah wrote that passage
shortly after the Babylonians deported many
of Jerusalem's. leaders in 597 BCE: "Thus said
the LoRD: When Babylon's seventy years are
over, I will take note of you, and I will fulfill to
you My promise of favor-to bring you back
to this place" (Jer. 29.10). The author of Daniel
wrote at a time when the Second Temple was
being desecrated and Jerusalem's status as a
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holy city was in peril (in the middle of the 2nd
century BCE.) Therefore, that author felt that
the redemption and favor promised in Jer.
29.10 had still not materialized, even though
seventy years had long passed. How, then, to
understand Jeremiah's prophecy as a true
prophecy? Daniel reports that the angel Ga
briel answered this question: "Seventy weeks
have been decreed for your people and your
holy city until . . . eternal righteousness [is]
ushered in; and prophetic vision ratified"
(Dan. 9.24). According to Gabriel's inter
pretation, Jeremiah's words were really a
sort of code. When Jeremiah said "seventy
(shiv'im) years" he meant "seventy weeks" or
"seventy sevens" (shavu'im shiv'im) of years;
the consonants shv'ym had to be read twice,
with slightly different vocalization each time.
As a result what seems like one word is really
two. The redemption would occur not sev
enty years after Jeremiah issued the prophecy,
but four hundred and ninety years after
wards. This interpretation of Jer. ch 29 con
firms the prophecy as a true one, and makes it
applicable to a current situation. The interpre
tation is certainly a novel one, and not what
Jeremiah himself meant; it makes it seem that
Jeremiah was speaking for the benefit of the
audience at the time of Daniel, not for Jere
miah's own audience. Nevertheless, Daniel's
reading of Jeremiah follows a recognizable
logic. The word of God is not like the word of
a human; divine speech is infinitely more
meaningful. When a human utters the conso
nants of the word shiv'im, it means only one
thing ("seventy"), but when God does so they
have (at least) another layer of meaning, and
thus they can be read twice in two different
ways (shavu 'im shiv'im), to mean seventy sev
ens. Precisely the same theory of divine
language as supercharged with meaning
underlies biblical interpretations found in
postbiblical Jewish literature, such as the
midrashim (see "Midrash and Jewish Inter
pretation," pp. 1863-75). Indeed, this passage
in Daniel is an early case of classical Jewish
scriptural interpretation. Midrash, then, is not
just a postbiblical invention used by the Rab-
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bis to revise the Bible as they saw fit. It is a
biblical means of relating to the Bible, which
the Rabbis inherited from the biblical authors
themselves.
One more case in which a biblical author
explicitly interprets older biblical texts: Both
Exodus and Deuteronomy provide regula
tions concerning the Passover sacrifice, but
these regulations differ in several respects.
According to Deut. 16.7, the Passover sacrifice
should be boiled. The law concerning the
Passover sacrifice in Exod. 1 2.9 takes issue
with Deuteronomy on this point, warning
its audience, "Don't eat it raw or boiled in
water; rather, [eat it] roasted in fire" (author 's
translation; the NJPS translation obscures
this point by translating the verb "cook" in
Deuteronomy). That such a disagreement
(ma(tloket) occurs in this ancient Jewish litera
ture is not surprising: Two groups in the bibli
cal period agreed that the Passover sacrifice
was important but disagreed on its precise de
tails. Such disagreements over the precise re
quirements of a ritual are a regular feature of
Jewish law in all ages. Classical rabbinic au
thorities, for example, agree that one should
not eat dairy products for some time after eat
ing meat but disagree concerning the exact
length of the waiting period (some say it
should be three hours; others, six); contempo
rary Jewish groups agree that communal
prayers are important but disagree concern
ing whether women should be allowed to
lead them. The authors of the book of Chroni
cles, however, cannot tolerate disagreement
between two texts in the Torah; unlike most
modern scholars, they view the Torah not as
an anthology of differing opinions (compara
ble to the Talmud), or as a compendium
of different sources, but as a single work,
written by Moses (comparable to a law code
such as Maimonides' Mishneh Torah). Conse
quently, they deny that a legal disagreement
or ma(lloket can occur in the Torah. When nar
rating the Passover observances during the
reign of the righteous King Josiah, Chronicles
tells us that "they slaughtered the Passover
sacrifice . . . according to what is written in
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the Book of Moses . . . and they boiled the
Passover sacrifice in fire, in accordance with
the law" (2 Chron. 35.11-13, author 's transla
tion). Precisely what Chronicles means by the
phrase "boiled in fire" is not clear. What is ev
ident, however, is that Chronicles insists the
sacrifice was performed in accordance with
the Torah as a whole: somehow the priests si
multaneously boiled it (as per Deuteronomy)
and roasted it in fire (as per Exodus). The in
terpretive principle that the book of Chroni
cles advocates here is shared by classical rab
binic commentators: The Torah is a single
document, and therefore what seem to be
contradictions within it must be explained
away through harmonization. (Rabbinic inter
preters on these passages in Exodus and Deu
teronomy devised several ways of showing
that they do not really disagree with each
other; see, for example, the Talmud's explana
tion in b. Pes. 70b.)
In the cases just examined, the goal of the
later passage is to illuminate the earlier one. In
many other instances of inner-biblical borrow
ing, however, the new text presents an innova
tive varia tion of the older text's ideas or even
argues against it. Instead of saying, "Here is
how you ought to understand the older text,"
the new composition tells the reader, "There
are some ideas in the older text that need to be
revised or extended or discarded. Here's my
proposal for a replacement." Exod. 34.6--7
informs us that God sometimes punishes
children for their parent's sin-indeed, even
grandchildren and great-grandchildren can be
punished:

The LORD! the LoRD! a God compassionate and
gracious, slow to anger, abounding in kindness
and faithfulness, extending kindness to the

thousandth generation, forgiving iniquity,
transgression, and sin; yet He does not
remit all punishment, but visits the iniquity
of parents upon children and children's
children, upon the third and fourth genera
tions.
According to this formulation (which appears
in condensed form in Exod. 32.1--6, 34; Num.
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14.1-20; 2 Kings 20.12-19; Ps. 99.8), God pun
ishes children for the sins of their parents, ap
parently as a sign of mercy to the parents:
When sinners repent, their punishment is de
ferred to their offspring. Other biblical writers,
however, rejected this notion. Ps. 103.8-10, for
example, notes: The LoRD is compassionate and
gracious, slow to anger, abounding in kindness. He
will not extend his anger forever, nor will
He fight for all time (author's translation).
The psalmist quotes the text from Exod. ch
34, which was already an authoritative and
holy text, but revises the morally troubling
part: Where the older text informed us that
God punishes a sin for generations, the psalm
maintains that God does not contend forever.
A similar quotation-with-revision occurs in
Deut. 7·9-10, Jonah 4.2, and Joel 2.12. These
texts do not attempt to tell us how to read
Exod. ch 34; that is, they do not argue that
Exod. ch 34 somehow means something other
than what it seems to say. Rather, they repeat it
while also disagreeing with part of it. The
same phenomenon occurs in rabbinic liturgy.
During the introduction to the Torah service
on festivals and throughout the Yom Kippur
service, the first part of the statement from
Exod. ch 34 is quoted, but the section at the end
describing the intergenerational punishment
is omitted. In purposefully misquoting the
scriptural passage, then, the Rabbis who cre
ated the festival liturgy follow a scriptural
precedent.
Sometimes it is difficult to be sure whether
a later biblical author means to interpret an
earlier text or to revise it. Exod. 23.9 reads,
"Do not oppress the foreigner. You experienced
the life of the foreigner, for you were foreigners
in the land of Egypt" (author's translation).
Deut. 10.19 echoes but amplifies the verse
from Exodus: "Love the foreigner, for you were
foreigners in the land of Egypt. " Does Deuteron
omy intend to explain that "not oppressing"
really means "loving," and that Exod. 23.9 at a
deeper level commands us to love the for
eigner? Or does Deuteronomy rather mean to
say that not only is what Exodus commanded
right, but we should go further and actively
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love the foreigner? It is difficult to be sure, but
given the many other cases in which Deuter
onomy clearly disagrees with Exodus (for ex
ample, the law of the Passover sacrifice dis
cussed above, or the law of the slave in Deut.
15. 12-18, which revises Exod. 21.2-7), the lat
ter explanation seems more likely.
Biblical writers often use older texts to bol
ster their own writing or to help make some
claim in a particularly clear or lively fashion.
According to Jer. 2.3,

meaning of the older text at all. Rather, Jere
miah evokes the law from Leviticus in order
to make his own message readily understood
by analogy. In so doing, he also aligns himself
with an authoritative text and thus bolsters
his own status as prophet.
The following case of inner-biblical allu
sion, on the other hand, at once enriches the
text that makes the allusion and illuminates
the source. When two Israelite spies venture
into Jericho at the outset of the book of
Joshua, the Canaanite harlot Rahab allows
them to hide in her house, thus disobeying an
edict of her own Canaanite king. She explains
her reasons to the Israelite spies:

Israel is the LORD's holy item, the first-fruits
He produced. All who consume Israel will
incur guilt; disaster will befall them (au
thor 's translation).
In making this assertion, Jeremiah relies on
the ritual law found in Lev. 22.14-16:
If a man consumes a holy item by mistake he
must give a holy item to the priest plus one
fifth of its value. The priests must not let the
holy items donated to the LORD by the Israel
ites be defiled, nor may they allow the Isra
elites to incur punishment by consuming holy
items (author's translation).
Jeremiah suggests an analogy in order to
make his own point more vivid: According to
ritual law, certain agricultural products (espe
cially first-fruits, according to Num. 18.1 1-13)
are holy items. They belong to the Temple and
cannot be consumed (i.e., eaten) as regular
food; those who do so incur guilt. So too the
nation Israel is sacred to the LoRD; the nation
is, metaphorically, a holy item. Therefore, any
who would consume (i.e., attack or destroy)
that nation will incur guilt and suffer disaster.
This sort of literary allusion differs from the
examples of inner-biblical interpretation and
revision we saw above. Jeremiah neither ex
plains the passage from Leviticus nor repeats
it while modifying its message. He does not
claim that the older passage is really a geopo
litical warning to Israel's enemies rather than
a law concerning the sacrificial rites. Nor does
he suggest that the text ought to be such a
warning and needs to be rewritten. In fact,
Jeremiah's statement does not affect the

I know that the LoRD has given you the
land. Indeed, fear of you has overtaken us,
and all the inhabitants of the land are trem
bling because of you (Josh. 2.9, author's
translation).
Rahab's words closely resemble a line from
the song Moses and the Israelites sang at the
Reed Sea after they escaped from Egypt:

All the inhabitants of Canaan will tremble;
fear and terror will overtake them (Exod.
15.15-16, author 's translation).
The allusion in Joshua (which was written
after the poem in Exod. ch 15) works on sev
eral levels. It establishes a link between the
events described in the first chapters of
Joshua and the exodus from Egypt, a link that
other passages in Joshua strengthen. (For ex
ample, the crossing of the River Jordan in
Josh. chs 3-4 reenacts the crossing of the Red
Sea in Exod. chs 14-15.) This brief allusion
helps the author make a central point: The
grand act of salvation that the LoRD per
formed for Israelite slaves in the past was not
the last such act; in each and every generation
Jews should see themselves as participating in
that miracle, because similar miracles may
well save them, too. By repeating vocabulary
from Exod. ch 15, the author of Joshua forges
a parallel between two moments in time and
hence expresses a philosophy of history: His
tory repeats itself, and the activities of earlier
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generations are a sign for what will happen to
their offspring. At the same time, this allusion
also tells us something about the song in Exo
dus. It is possible to read tha t poem as pro
phetic, and to view the line describing the
Canaanites' fear as a prediction made by
Moses well before the Canaanites actually
heard of the Israelites' good fortune. By para
phrasing that line in the pas t tense, the author
of Joshua confirms the accuracy of the older
prediction and thus reinforces Moses' pres
tige. Allusions to biblical texts occur with
enormous frequency in later Jewish literature.
One catmot move through a page of the Dead
Sea Scrolls' Community Rule, a paragraph
from the rabbinic liturgy, a poem by Yehudah
Halevi or Nathan Zach or Dan Pagis, or a
novel by A. B. Yehoshua or Amos Oz without
finding vocabulary and images that evoke
particular passages from the Bible. Indeed,
the constant reworking of biblical material is a
hallmark of Jewish literature, a hallmark that
is already prominent in the Bible itself.
It is often stated that postbiblical Judaism is
a religion of the Book, and that interpretation
and debate are quintessentially rabbinic activ
ities. In light of the phenomenon of inner
biblical exegesis and allusion, it becomes
evident that these characteristics of Jewish
creativity did not begin with the Rabbis. Bibli
cal authors themselves regarded older biblical
texts as authoritative, sacred, and worthy of

study. Close examination of some biblical
documents, especially those composed to
ward the end of the biblical period but includ
ing some from the preexilic era, shows some
thing extraordinary: Priests and prophets,
psalmists and scribes composed Scripture
by recycling Scripture, by turning it and turn
ing it to find new truths in it. For many bibli
cal writers, new words from God emerged
from intense examination and reordering of
old ones. The interpretation of a sacred text
could yield revelation, as much as revelation
yielded a sacred text. If this is so, then the gulf
that separates the Bible or Torah shebikhtav
("Written Torah") from rabbinic tradition or
Toralz slzebe'al pelz ("Oral Torah") is smaller
than one might think. The Rabbis stand
alongside their biblical forebears when they
interpret the Bible, even when they interpret
the Bible in surprising or radical ways. It is
perhaps for this reason that they portrayed
biblical figures as the first biblical commenta
tors. "Moses wrote many things in an obscure
way [in the Torah], and then came King David
[in the book of Psalms] who explained them,"
we read in a midrash on Exodus (Exod. Rab.
15:22). By reading and revising, explaining
and debating, the authors of the Bible as well
as those who follow them demonstrate that
many different texts, biblical and otherwise,
contain the living words of God.
[BENJAMIN D. SOMMER]

Ear� Nonrabbinic Interpretation
A variety of extrabiblical texts preserve an
cient interpretations of biblical law and narra
tive. Many motifs from these interpretations
are found in later rabbinic (as well as Chris
tian and Islamic) sources. But the interpretive
texts were, for the most part, not preserved
within rabbinic corpora and libraries, and
they often represent legal and theological
views that diverge sharply from those found
within rabbinic Judaism. Scholars use these
texts-recovered from Christian libraries and

from the Dead Sea Scrolls at Qumran-both
to reconstruct the diverse character of the Sec
ond Temple community before the emergence
of rabbinic Judaism and Christianity, and to
illuminate later interpretations. (For an ex
planation of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the
ways in which they are named and refer
enced, see "The Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls,"
pp. 192G-28.)
These interpretive texts vary greatly in the
way they present their relationship to the bib-
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lical texts they interpret. At one extreme are
interpretive texts that efface themselves, pre
senting themselves as nothing more than edi
tions, retellings, or translations of biblical pas
sages. Translations and interpretations that
claim divine authority are less self-effacing,
but claim to present nothing but the one
true meaning of biblical passages. At the op
posite extreme are the interpretive writings of
individuals such as Josephus and Philo of Al
exandria, who self-consciously occupy partic
ular points of view, which they know to be
at some distance-perspectivally, historically,
linguistically-from the biblical passages they
interpret.
Biblical Retellings
Examples of self-effacing texts, which present
themselves as editions or retellings of biblical
texts, include Jubilees, the Genesis Apocryphon
(1QapGen•'), Reworked Pentateuch (4Q158,
4Q354, 4Q365, 4Q366, 4Q367), and the Temple
Scroll (uQT). These texts are often character
ized as "pseudepigrapha"-as writings falsely
attributed to earlier authoritative figures, such
as Moses, Ezekiel, or Ezra. However, this term
is misleading and anachronistic. It is mislead
ing because it presupposes that, in contrast to
these extrabiblical texts, the biblical texts are
authentically attributed to certain authors
a presupposition that biblical scholars no
longer maintain. In addition, the term is
anachronistic, because it assumes a conception
of authorial attribution-as marking a histori
cal and proprietary fact-which was operative
in some Greek-speaking circles in late antiq
uity, long after the last scriptural works had
been written and, indeed, canonized. There is
no evidence, however, that this conception
was operative for Second Temple writers and
readers.
Self-effacing texts rewrite traditions famil
iar from the Bible, sometimes in strikingly un
familiar ways, in order to resolve interpretive
questions and to serve particular theological
and legal agendas, of which there were many
in the diverse atmosphere of Second Temple
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Judaism. Since their authors do not identify
themselves, they seem more like inner-biblical
than like rabbinic interpretations (which gen
erally ascribe interpretations to a named
Rabbi). In fact, it is anachronistic to apply the
distinction between inner-biblical and extra
biblical interpretations to Second Temple re
workings because, when these works were
composed, there was no rigidly defined and
universally accepted biblical canon. These
works aspired not to replace, but rather to ac
company traditions already regarded as au
thoritative, and thus to provide those tradi
tions with their proper interpretive contexts.
Just as the Deuteronomic law collection came
to be accepted within the Torah alongside
the earlier Covenant Collection in Exod. chs
2o-23, so it is possible to see the aforemen
tioned extrabiblical works as accompanying
the Torah texts at Qumran, where they have
been found.
It was in this spirit that Jubilees, a work
written in the land of Israel during the first
third of the second century BCE, rewrote Gen
esis and the first part of Exodus. These sec
tions of the Torah appear to be concerned ex
clusively with narratives about the patriarchs
and matriarchs and about Israel's sojourn in
Egypt. The absence of legal significance was
problematic for Jubilees, as it would be, cen
turies later, to Rashi, the great medieval com
mentator (see "Medieval Interpretation," pp.
1876-1900). Rashi's solution was the sugges
tion, derived from classical rabbinic sources,
that the initial, nonlegal sections of the Torah
serve to establish the Jewish people's right to
the land of Israel. In contrast, the solution of
Jubilees was to rewrite the narratives as stories
with legal implications. These implications
were explained in accordance with a par
ticular (nonrabbinic) view of law, especially
regarding the calendar, which Jubilees insists
should be solar. For example, Jubilees was
bothered-like many other ancient, medieval,
and modern interpretations-by a narrative
in Genesis ch 38 in which Judah, son of Jacob,
has sexual relations with his daughter-in-law,
Tamar. To make matters even worse, accord-
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ing to Ruth ch 4, the line of David springs
from this illicit union! Jubilees offers an exeget
ically ingenious solution. In its version of the
story, neither of Judah's sons, Er and Onan,
consummated his marriage with Tamar (Jub.

come so central to rabbinic theology (see
"Classical Rabbinic Interpretation," pp. 184463) . Here is the prologue to the book of Ju

41.2-5):
He hated (her) and did not lie with her be
cause his mother was a Canaanite woman
and he wanted to marry someone from his
mother 's tribe. But his father Judah did not
allow him. That Er, Judah's firstborn, was
evil, and the Lord killed him. Then Judah
said to his brother Onan: "Go in to your
brother 's wife, perform the levirate duty
for her, and produce descendants for your
brother." Onan knew that the descendants
would not be his but his brother's, so he en
tered the house of his brother 's wife and
poured out the semen on the ground. In the
Lord's estimation it was an evil act, and He
killed him.
Consequently, although Judah transgressed,
he did not, strictly speaking, commit the seri
ous sin of adulterous union with his daugh
ter-in-law. He therefore did not deserve the
death penalty, and was able to achieve atone
ment through his remorse and through his
expression of commitment to the law (Jub.

41 .27-28):
We told Judah that his two sons had not
lain with her. For this reason his descen
dants were established for another genera
tion and would not be uprooted. For in his
integrity he had gone and demanded pun
ishment because Judah had wanted to bum
her on the basis of the law which Abraham
had commanded his children.
Interpretations of this kind were not presented by Jubilees merely as plausible solu
tions to exegetical problems, which would
have allowed them to compete with other
possible solutions. Instead, Jubilees purports
to be a text dictated to Moses, at God's com
mand, by the angel of the Presence at Sinai.
In some ways, this is similar to the notion
of an authoritative Oral Torah that would be-

bilees:
These are the words regarding the divisions
of the times of the law and of the testimony,
of the events of the years, of the weeks of
their jubilees throughout all the years of
eternity as He related (them) to Moses on
Mt. Sinai when he went up to receive the
stone tablets-the law and the command
ments-on the Lord's orders as He had told
him that he should come up to the summit
of the mountain.
Toward the end of the first chapter Moses re
ceives his command to record what is dictated
to him (Jub. 1 .26):
Now you write all these words which I will
tell you on this mountain: what is first and
what is last and what is to come during all
the divisions of time which are in the law
and which are in the testimony and in the
weeks of their jubilees until eternity-until
the time when I descend and live with them
throughout all the ages of eternity.
Many of the laws expounded in Jubilees
were also said to be inscribed on heavenly
tablets (following Mesopotamian models),
and to have been transmitted by angels to a
select line of humans, beginning with Enoch.
Clearly, the stakes were very high in Second
Temple contests of biblical interpretation.
How else may we explain the need for so
many modes of self-authorization?
In addition to solving exegetical problems,
another function of ancient reworkings was to
spell out in detail what older traditions had
expressed with great concision. For example,
in Genesis 12.11, Abram briefly acknowledges
his wife's beauty: "[Hineh na] I know what a
beautiful woman you are." The first two
words are left untranslated by NJPS, but may
be tra12:slated as "now." This immediately
raises the question: What event had brought
about Abram's recognition now? To answer
this question the Genesis Apocryphon, a Dead
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Sea text written in Aramaic, expands the bibli
cal passage as follows (column 20.1-12):

mighty arm against him." Such boldness is
not out of character for Abram, as his chal
lenges to God in Gen. chs 15 and 18 show. But
it is not to be found in Gen. ch 12. Motifs are
thus moved from one section to another
where they might appropriately belong.
Clearly, one motive for the reworking is to
emphasize central features of Abram's per
sonality. Thus ancient reworkings seek to ex
plain not only the legal, but also what we
might call the literary aspects of the text, giv
ing insights into character and plot.

1 . . . [ . . . ] How . . . and pretty is the shape
of her face, and how [l]ovely and how
smooth the hair of her head! How lovely
are her eyes; how pleasant her nose and all
the blossom of her face . . . How graceful is
her breast and how lovely all her white
ness! How beautiful are her arms! And her
hands, how perfect! How alluring is the
whole appearance of her hand[s]! How
pretty are the palms of her hands and how
long and supple all the fingers of her
hands! Her feet, how lovely! How perfect
her thighs! No virgin or wife who enters the
bridal chamber is more beautiful than her.
Above all women her beauty stands out;
her loveliness is far above them all. And
with all this beauty there is in her great wis
dom. And everything she does with her
hands is perfect. When the king heard the
words of Hirqanos and the words of his
companions, which the three of them spoke
in unison, he desired her greatly and sent
immediately for her to be fetched. He saw
her and was amazed at all her beauty, and
took her for himself as a wife. He wanted to
kill me, but Sarai said to the king: He is my
brother, so that I could profit at her ex
pense. I, Abram, was spared on her account
and I was not killed. But I wept bitterly that
night, I, Abram, and my nephew Lot with
me, because Sarai had been taken away
from me by force.
The language of praise used here is from the
Song of Songs. Use of traditions from other
biblical books, which presupposes that all the
biblical books bear one on the other, is charac
teristic of ancient reworkings, as well as of
later rabbinic interpretations. But the above
passage does more than expand Abram's re
mark. It justifies Abram's lying to Pharaoh,
while also providing the careful reader of
Genesis with a more complete picture of
Abram's own inner spiritual struggles. The
continuation of the passage challenges God to
"do justice for me against him and show your

Translations
Ancient translations of the Torah into Greek,
Aramaic, and Latin are governed by the origi
nal texts in ways that reworkings are not.
Nevertheless, these translations were often in
terpretive; they solved interpretive problems,
took sides in theological and legal controver
sies, and expanded narrative and legal mate
rial, while purporting merely to convey the
meaning of the texts they translate. That this
phenomenon was originally connected to the
linguistic and cultural difficulties facing those
who returned from Babylonia to reconstruct
the Temple is suggested by Neh. 8.1-8:
All the people gathered together . . . They
asked Ezra the scribe to bring the book of
the Torah of Moses . . . Ezra the priest
brought the Torah before the assembly,
men, women, and all who could hear with
understanding . . . He read aloud from . . .
dawn until midday facing the men,
women, and the interpreters, and . . . all the
people were attentive to the book of Torah
. . . Ezra the scribe opened the book before
the eyes of the entire people . . . When he
opened it all of the people stood. Ezra
blessed the LoRD, the great God and the en
tire people answered: "Amen, Amen"
while raising their hands, bowing down,
and prostrating themselves before the LoRD
with their faces upon the ground . . . Those
interpreting the Torah . . . read aloud from
the book of the Torah of God, explaining,
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applying insight, and making the reading
comprehensible (author's translation).
Evidently, the audience could not understand
the text without some help, and translators
(later called meturgemanim) continued to pro
vide such help in rabbinic times. The Rabbis
dated the earliest Targurnirn (plural of "Tar
gum," Aramaic "translation") to the time of
Ezra (b. Meg. 3a and b. Ned. 37b) and, in even
the earliest rabbinic sources, refer to the pub
lic reading of Targurn alongside the recitation
of the weekly Torah portion. Thus, for exam
ple, the halakhot associated with reading and
translating are discussed in the Mishnah
(Meg. 4A): "The reader of Torah is not to read
less than three verses. He is to read to the
meturgeman not more than one verse at a time,
or in a reading from the Prophets [i.e., haf
tarah] not more than three." It was the respon
sibility of the meturgeman (translator) not
only to translate the text, but to render it com
prehensible. The Aramaic Targurnirn (e.g.,

Targum Onkelos, Targum Neofiti, Fragmentary
Targum, and Targum Pseudo-Jonathan) often
supplement and gloss biblical narra tives, and
they take special pains to avoid any sugges
tion of inappropriate anthropomorphism.
For example, in Exod. ch 33, Moses asks
God to see His Presence (33.18). Here is the
NJPS translation of God's response (Exod.
33·19-23):
And He answered, "I will make all My
goodness pass before you, and I will pro
claim before you the name LORD, and the
grace that I grant and the compassion that I
show. But," He said, "you cannot see My
face, for man may not see Me and live."
And the LoRD said, "See, there is a place
near Me. Station yourself on the rock and,
as My Presence passes by, I will put you in
a cleft of the rock and shield you with My
hand (kapi) until I have passed by. Then I
will take My hand away and you will see
My back; but My face must not be seen."
Here kapi is translated "My hand." For the
Targurnirn, however, such a translation would
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have been problematic, because it suggested
that God is embodied and anthropomorphic.
Accordingly, the Targurnirn wanted to em
phasize that kapi is used metaphorically to
mean "my instrument. " They differ, however,
in their views about the instrument used.
Thus Targwn Onkelos writes, "I will shield you
with My Memra," understanding Memra (Ara
maic for "word" or "utterance") to be a medi
ating power through which God communi
cates with human beings. In other Targurn
traditions (Targum Neofiti, Pseudo-Jonathan, and
the Fragmentan; Targum) kapi is translated as
"the group of angels who stand and minister
before Me."
Commentary
Some ancient interpretations are more forth
right about wha t they are doing than these
reworkings and translations, such as the pe
sharim found at Qumran, e.g., Pesher Habakkuk
[lQpHab]; Pesher Psalms [4Q1 71]; Pesher
Nahum [4Q169]; Pesher Hosea [4Q166 and
4Q167]; Pesher Isaiah [4Q161-165]. These corn
positions clearly distinguish between the bib
lical texts and their interpretations. In this re
spect, they differ from Genesis Apocryphon,
Jubilees, 1 Enoch, 4 Ezra, and many other Sec
ond Temple interpretive texts, and they antic
ipate later rabbinic rnidrash. To describe
themselves, they use the word (p-sh-r), which
has a biblical precedent in Daniel, where this
verb is used (Dan. 2.5 ff.) to refer to the au
thorized interpretation of dreams. Consider,
for example, this passage from Pesher Habak
kuk (1QpHab VII, 1-8):
And God told Habakkuk to write what was
going to happen to the last generation, but
he did not let him know the consummation
of the era. Blank And as for what he says:
"So that /may run/ the one who reads it."
(Hab. 2.2) Its interpretation concerns the
Teacher of Righteousness, to whom God
has made known all the mysteries of the
words of His servants, the prophets. (Hab.
2.3) For the vision has an appointed time, it
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will have an end and not fail. Blank Its inter
pretation: the final age will be extended
and go beyond all that the prophets say, be
cause the mysteries of God are wonderful.
Note that the authority of divine revelation is
claimed, not only for the prophetic text, but
also for its interpretation, which has been
given to the Teacher of Righteousness, a fig
ure of great importance to the Qumran com
munity. In Second Temple biblical interpreta
tion, even when interpretation and text were
distinguished, interpretations were not pre
sented as personal opinions, or as plausible
solutions to exegetical problems. Instead they
were presented as having an authority based
on divine revelation, thus as originating in the
very same source as the text itself. Thus it
might be most appropriate to refer to Sec
ond Temple writings not as extrabiblical, but
rather as authoritative literature. To be sure,
many of the interpretive texts which are con
temporaneous with some of the exilic texts in
the Bible, although not ultimately included in
the Jewish canon, were considered to be in
spired and to have assumed scriptural stature
in various late Second Temple Jewish commu
nities. However, this cannot be stated as a
general characterization of all of the materials
from Qumran or from Greek-speaking Jewish
communities of the late Second Temple pe
riod.
Inspired Interpretive Texts by
Named Individuals
Philo of Alexandria (ca. 20 BCE-50 CE) left be
hind a rich legacy of writings including theo
logical essays, allegorical interpretations, ex
plications of biblical laws, and questions and
answers on Genesis and Exodus. Composed
in Greek within the Hellenized community of
Alexandria, which never recovered from its
decimation in the 2nd century CE, his works,
which interpret the Septuagint (Greek) rather
than Hebrew texts, were apparently lost to
later Jewish exegetes and philosophers. In
deed, he was appropriated so completely by
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some Christians that he was retrospectively
regarded as a Christian. Only centuries later,
during the Reformation, was it recalled that
Philo Christianus had in fact been Philo Ju
daeus. This recognition generated renewed
interest by Jewish scholars and repudia tion
by some Christian theologians. To this day,
some scholars interpret Philo as a proto
Christian, while others view him as a proto
rabbinic Jew.
Philo's challenge was different from the
challenge confronting the authors of Jubilees
or the Genesis Apocryphon. They had to au
thorize, to an exclusively Jewish audience,
what they took to be authentic Judaism, in the
face of rival practices and interpretations.
Philo, in contrast, had to authorize Judaism it
self to both Jews and non-Jews, within the rel
atively new context of the Hellenistic compe
tition of cultures, a competition that was at
the same time political, especially in light of
the even newer Roman empire's quest to au
thorize itself through the appropriation of the
Greek philosophical and literary heritage.
The place of Judaism within this new
Roman world was far from clear. On the one
hand, the significance of the Greek heritage
was now as universal as the empire itself
sought to be. Near Eastern cultures, which en
joyed the mystique of antiquity and exoti
cism, could legitimize themselves by identify
ing their gods with Greek gods and their
teachings with Greek teachings. On the other
hand, religious syncretism did not cohere eas
ily with Jewish monotheism, and the Mosaic
law, which seemed primarily to address Jews
alone, was in danger of appearing parochial,
thus rendering it potentially threatening to
Rome and potentially insignificant to Hel
lenized Jews.
Thus, in Philo's world, the authority of Mo
saic law itself was a live issue. One of his pri
mary objectives was to show through inter
pretation that biblical texts have universal
significance. Philo claimed (Mos. 2:12):
That Moses himself was the best of all law
givers in all countries, better in fact than
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any tha t have ever arisen among either the
Greeks or the barbarians, and that his laws
are most excellent and truly come from
God . . .
To be sure, Mosaic law is particular in the
sense that it is binding in all its details only for
the particular people of Israel. This law does,
however, have universal significance in virtue
of its special relation to natural law (Mos.
2:14):
But Moses is alone in this, that his laws,
firm unshaken, immovable, stamped, as it
were, with the seals of nahue herself, re
main secure from the day when they were
first enacted to now, and we may hope that
they will remain for all future ages as
though immortal, so long as the sun and
moon and the whole heaven and universe
exist.
Philo used a variety of methods to demon
strate this point. For example, he read the cre
ation story in Genesis as a treatise on philo
sophical cosmology, akin to Plato's Timaeus,
and he interpreted many laws and rituals as
having an allegorical level of meaning, at
which they signify philosophical doctrines of
importance to Gentiles as well as Jews. Philo's
immediate influence seems to have been
greatest upon Christian interpreters, such as
Origen and Clement of Alexandria. But his
methods and ideas, transmitted through vari
ous intermediaries, resurfaced among me
dieval Jewish philosophers, for whose biblical
interpretation his works serve as a paradigm,
although it is likely they did not directly
know his writings.
As in Jubilees, Philo perceived the need to
explain why the Torah begins not with the
revelation of the law at Sinai, but with the sto
ries of creation and the ancestors (Abr. 5):
First he [Moses] wished to show that the
enacted ordinances are not inconsistent
with nature; and secondly that those who
wish to live in accordance with the laws as
they stand have no difficult task, seeing
that the first generations before any at all of
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the particular statutes was set in writing
followed the unwritten law with perfect
ease, so that one might properly say that
the enacted laws are nothing else than me
morials of the life of the ancients, preserv
ing to a la ter generation their actual words
and deeds.
The point of the narratives was not to convey
laws written on heavenly tablets, as it was for
Jubilees. Instead, their point was to convey the
unwritten law of nature, which was embod
ied in the exemplary lives of the ancestors. In
deed, the enacted laws peculiar to Israel had
to be understood solely as memorials of the
lives of these sages. This universalistic inter
pretation was intended to emphasize, not to
undermine, the need for Jews to preserve
their particular traditions and observances.
But it implied that Jews could only observe
the law properly if they understood it not
only legally, but also philosophically.
In this spirit, Philo found in biblical narra
tives a meaning that was both cosmological
and psychological. For example, he read the
conflict between Cain and Abel as a conflict
between the archetype of evil and the arche
type of holiness, hence as an allegorical repre
sentation of moral conflict within a single
human soul. Every detail related about the
brothers-their names, their chosen profes
sions, their conceptions of God and their ac
tions-conveyed a moral lesson about the im
pression of vice or virtue. Thus Cain's name,
which Philo derives from the Hebrew verb
meaning "to possess," shows that the root of
all evil is the belief that humans are posses
sors of what properly belongs to God. In con
trast, Abel's "name means 'one who refers (all
things) to God' " (Sacr. 2). Similarly, Cain
chose to till the soil, a profession that involved
him with earthly and inanimate objects, not
with preparation for a future life. In contrast
(QG 1 :59): "Abel's choice of work as a shep
herd is understood as preparatory to ruler
ship and kingship." It is hardly surprising,
then, that God preferred Abel's sacrifice.
Cain's reaction-the jealous fratricide-only
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exacerbated his problem by removing the
possibility of coming under Abel's virtuous
influence (Det. 68):

to show, as Jubilees intended, that the narra
tives were implicitly legal texts, but that Mo
saic law provided solutions for the moral
problems confronting all humans. The law is
designed to implant healthy theological con
victions, to efface evil impressions and to rein
force good ones. Thus, for example, the tiller
of soil is commanded to bring the first fruits
as an offering to God, and to profess God's
dominion over a land to which the farmer is
ultimately foreign. Philo's analysis of Cain
brings out the wisdom of this law, which is
shown to manifest a deep understanding of
the human soul.
Thus Philo's interpretations are not wholly
unlike the reworkings of biblical traditions
found in Jubilees and similar works. But Philo
does not present his interpretations as ver
sions of the texts they interpret. Indeed, he
could not "rewrite the Bible," since he ac
cepted the story told by the Letter ofAristeas to
authorize the Septuagint (see "JeWish Transla
tions of the Bible," pp. 2005-20) . According to
the Letter, Ptolemy Philadelphus had commis
sioned a Greek translation of the Bible, which
was then produced by seventy Jewish elders
who worked in isolation on the island of
Pharos, but miraculously produced a single
text. Thus, in his relationship to the biblical
texts, Philo was more like interpreters after
canonization than like his Second Temple
contemporaries in the land of Israel.
Philo occasionally presented his interpreta
tions as results of his own insight, but he did
this only on occasion, and more frequently
appealed to other sources of authority. He in
voked "the traditions of the fathers" and
claimed divine inspiration. He even insisted,
when he interpreted the creation story in
Genesis as a philosophical cosmology, that
"it is Moses who lays this down, not I"
(Opif. 24-25). On the one hand, Philo's self
conscious use of the first-person pronoun ex
hibits his sense of his own independent activ
ity as an interpreter. On the other hand, he
continues to efface himself.
Another important source for pre-rabbinic
Jewish interpretations is the voluminous writ-

It would have been to the advantage of
Cain, the lover of self, to have guarded
Abel; for had he carefully preserved him,
he would have been able to lay claim only
to a mixed "half and half" life indeed, but
would not have drained the cup of sheer
unmitigated wickedness.
Thus vice is self-destructive. To be sure, Abel
died while Cain survived (Post. 39):
But in my judgement and in that of my
friends, preferable to life with impious men
would be death with pious men; for await
ing those who die in this way there will be
undying life, but awaiting those who live in
that way there will be eternal death.
But hope never perishes. When God asks
Cain, "Where is your brother?" this shows, ac
cording to Philo, that repentance is always
possible and that we are consequently respon
sible for our actions (QG 1:68):
Why does he who knows all ask the fratri
cide, "Where is Abel, your brother?" He
wishes that man himself of his own will
shall confess, in order that he may not pre
tend that all things seem to come about
through necessity. For he who killed
through necessity would confess that he
acted unwillingly; for that which is not in
our power is not to be blamed. But he who
sins of his own free will denies it, for sin
ners are obliged to repent. Accordingly he
(Moses) inserts in all parts of his legislation
that the Deity is not the cause of evil.
Philo's philosophical approach to biblical
narratives differed significantly from the ap
proach of Jubilees and kindred works. But
Philo also repeatedly connected these narra
tives to laws mentioned later in the Torah. For
example, he connected the story of Cain and
Abel to the law that requires that first fruits
be brought as an offering. The point was not
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ings of Flavius Josephus, or Joseph bar Mat
thias (37-100 cE). From the age of 30, Josephus
spent his life in Rome during the reigns of
Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. He devoted
his life to retelling the history of the Jewish
people from the creation of the world (i.e.,
retelling the history of the Jews beginning
with the beginning of Genesis) until the de
struction of the Second Temple and the
Roman conquest, focusing on the Jewish war
with Rome, in which he had participated. At a
time when the Jews were under severe attack
and criticism, he sought to explain and glorify
those who lived in accordance with the law of
Moses.
Josephus himself was a member of the
priestly aristocracy and was well educated in
the traditions of Jewish interpretation. Schol
ars have noted his extensive supplementation
and interpretation of biblical passages. Yet he
claimed only to present Scripture itself (Ant.
1.17):
The precise details of our Scrip ture records
will, then, be set forth, each in its place, as
my narrative proceeds, that being the pro
cedure that I have promised to follow
throughout this work, neither adding nor
omitting anything.
This self-effacing claim is, perhaps, best un
derstood in light of Josephus's understanding
of what it means to "read" Scripture, i.e., in
terpret the authori tative texts in the context of
the wealth of authoritative interpretation. It is
clear that, by the time of Josephus, there was
already an extant body of interpretive mate
rial that shaped the way Jews read and trans
mitted the books of Tanakh. When Josephus
promised neither to add nor to omit, he did
not mean tha t he would convey only the letter
of these books, without also conveying the ex
pansions and interpretations which he con
sidered authoritative.
For example, while in Gen. ch 18 we are
told only of Sodom's wickedness, Josephus
provides his readers with an extensive
gloss on the nature of that wickedness (Ant.
1.194-95):
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Now, about this time the Sodornites, over
weeningly proud of their numbers and the
extent of their wealth, showed themselves
insolent to men and impious to the Divin
ity, insomuch that they no more remem
bered the benefits that they had received
from Him, hated foreigners and avoided
any contact with others. Indignant at this
conduct, God accordingly resolved to chas
tise them for their arrogance, and not only
to uproot their city, but to blast their land so
completely that it should yield neither
plant nor fruit whatsoever from that time
forward.
Other Second Temple texts-e.g., Wisd. 19.14
and Sir. 16.8-reflect the tradition that arro
gance was the principal sin of the Sodomites.
In addition, Josephus often explains and justi
fies actions that may have seemed morally
questionable. So, for example, Josephus ex
plained or even justified Joseph's conceal
ment of his own identity (Ant. 2.99):
It was in order to discover news of his fa
ther and what had become of him after his
own departure that he so acted; he more
over desired to learn the fate of his brother
Benjamin, for he feared that by such a ruse
as they had practiced on himself, they
might have rid the family of him also.
This expansion resembles other Second Tem
ple a ttempts to explain the characters and mo
tivations of biblical personalities. But, living
in Rome immediately after the Roman con
quest, Josephus had an additional reason to
cast Jewish tradition in a light that was
morally favorable.
Like Philo, Josephus sometimes claimed di
vine authority for his writings. Thus he
claimed to be a divine messenger who had to
present the inspired word of God (J. W.
3.392-408; Ant. 10.78-79). Indeed, as an eye
witness to the destruction of the Second Tem
ple, he implicitly and repeatedly identified
himself with the prophet Jeremiah, who both
prophesied and witnessed the destruction of
the First Temple. Like Josephus, Jeremiah was
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also a priest-hence one of those entrusted
with the faithful preservation of the records
of the history of the Jewish people, which,
as Josephus adds, "will continue to be pre
served with scrupulous accuracy" (Ag. Ap.
1.29). Clearly, Josephus understood himself to
be exercising this priestly and prophetic of
fice, carrying on the work of Scripture trans
mission through his own inspired interpreta
tions.

Conclusion
While nonrabbinic interpretive texts of the
Second Temple period varied significantly in
form, they shared two basic assumptions: a
commitment to render the Scriptures relevant
to the communities they addressed, and a be
lief in the inspired status of their own inter
(HINDY NAJMAN]
pretations.

Classical Rabbinic I nterpretation
B y the 1st century CE, Jewish interpretation
was beginning a long process of standardiza
tion and development. The Rabbis who car
ried out this program clearly believed that sa
cred texts contain timeless wisdom; but when
preserved in writing, this timeless wisdom
becomes in time obscure or difficult to under
stand, and must therefore be explained. This
necessity is the origin of commentary, which
can run along a continuum between "pure"
types: from the effort to explain the text as it is
in itself-what might be called the "original
intent" or "plain sense" of the writing-to the
effort to interpret the text in contemporary
terms in the commentator 's day-the "appli
cation" or "practical intent" of the writing. In
this sense, rabbinic interpretation functions
much as other interpretation does.
The Classical Rabbinic Period
Covering nearly a millennium (1st cen
tury-nth century), the rabbinic period is a
lengthy and complex era, during which ex
egetical approaches and traditions developed
that link up with inner-biblical and early post
biblical interpretation at one end and with
medieval interpretation at the other. Rabbinic
tradition developed primarily in two centers:
the land of Israel and Babylonia, with the lat
ter gradually becoming more important and
influential. In many ways the rabbinic ap
proach to interpretation-comparison of

texts, inference according to established pro
cedures, and intense argument over ap
proaches and outcomes-established the
"ground rules" for most of subsequent Jewish
exegesis until the modern era.

The Historical Background
The Roman empire ruthlessly put down two
Jewish efforts at rebellion, in 70 and 135 CE.
These events were not the sole cause of the in
creasing emphasis on study in Judaism, but
the first put an end to Temple worship and the
second crushed any hope of its restoration.
Thereafter, Jewish religious practice was
marked to an even greater extent by study of
the Bible, and comment on it, as a major reli
gious activity. There had been study before, of
course; rabbinic tradition had been handed
on. The concerns and universe of discourse of
MMT, the halakhic letter from Qumran, indi
cate that such debates date back to the 2nd
century BCE, even in detail and language. Hil
lel and Shammai and their schools (1st c. BCE
to 1st c. cE) argued points of law during the
late Second Temple period, up to the time of
the Temple's destruction in 70. That date is a
convenient marker for the start of the classical
rabbinic era, which is conventionally divided
into four periods, with overlapping begin
nings and endings for each. Periods are subdi
vided into generations, with a "generation"
generally indicating the passing of a school of
teaching from master to student.
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SOME TANNAITIC RABBIS
First generation

Gamaliel (sometimes called "the Elder"; late 1st century BCE)
Shimeon ben Gamaliel (1st century CE)
YoJ::ta nan ben Zakkai (1st century CE)
Second generation

Elder
Gamaliel II (of Yavneh; son of R. Shimeon; born ca. 50 CE)
Eliezer ben Hyrcanus (pupil of R. YoJ::tanan ben Zakkai; 1st-2nd century)
Yehoshua ben I:Iananiah (pupil of R. YoJ::tanan ben Zakkai; 1st-2nd century)
Younger
Akiva ben Yosef (ca. 4o-135)
Ishma'el (or Yishma'el) ben Elisha (early 2nd century)
Third generation

Students of Akiva
Meir (md century)
Shimeon bar YoJ::ta i (2nd century)
Yose ben I:Ialafta (2nd century)
Yehudah bar Ilai (md century)
Shimeon ben Gamaliel II (md century)
Fourth generation

Judah ha-Nasi ("Rabbi"; ca. 135-220)
Eleazar bar Shimeon (2nd century; son of Shimeon bar YoJ::t ai)
Fifth generation

Gamaliel III (2nd century)

Rabbinic Periods
The early period, beginning from the follow
ers of Hillel, is that of the tanna'im. A tanna' is
one who "repeats" [traditions], i.e., a trans
mitter or tradent of oral teaching. This period
began around 70 CE and extended into the
early 3rd century. Prominent in the tannaitic
period are Rabbis Gamaliel, Akiva, and Judah
ha-Nasi (the last being the rabbi credited with
the redaction of the Mishnah; see below).
There are five generations of tanna'im, begin
ning with the schools of Hillel and Shammai
and extending to the era of Gamaliel III.
The second period is that of the 'amora'im.
An 'amora' is a "speaker" or interpreter. This
period, beginning in the 3rd century, lasted
until about the 6th. The amoraic period was
the talmudic era (see below). The Babylonian
'amora'im are divided into seven "genera-

tions" and the land of Israel 'amora'im into
five.
The third, little-known period is that of the
savora'im. A savora' is an "expositor." These
rabbis were members of academies in Babylo
nia in the 6th century.
The fourth period, which at its end crosses
over into medieval interpretation, is that of
the ge'onim. A ga'on is the leader of one of the
academies in Babylonia; ga'on means "pride"
and is a short form of the title ro'sh yeshivat
ga'on Ya'akov "head of the academy [that is]
the pride of Jacob." The geonic period extends
from the mid-6th century to the 11th century,
and saw the first efforts at systematic legal
commentary of the Talmud. The greatest
among these Rabbis was Saadia ben Joseph
Gaon (1oth century), who began rabbinic
study of philosophy and literature, as well as
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Babylonia

First generation

Elder
J::Iiyya (2nd-3rd century)
Bar Kappara (3rd century)
Levi bar Sisi (3rd century)
J::Ianinah bar J::Iarna (2nd-3rd century)
Younger
Yannai (known as Rabbah, "the Great,"
or Sabba, " the Elder"; 3rd century)
Yehoshua ben Levi (of Lydda; 3rd century)

Rav (Abba Arikha, "the Tall"; died ca. 248)
Mar Shernuel (died ca. 254)

Second generation

Yol:tanan (ca. 240-279)

Yehudah ben Yei:tezkel (d. 291)

Simeon ben Lakhish (d. ca. 275)
Third generation

Yosi bar J::Ianina
Abbahu (ca. 300)
Eleazar ben Pedat (3rd century)

Rabba bar Nal:trnani (d. ca. 321)
Yosef (d. 333)

Arnrni bar Natan (ca. 279)
Assi (3rd century)
Ze'era (3rd century)
Fourth generation

J::Iaggai
Yirrniyahu ben Abba (4th century)
Yonah (4th century)

Abbayei (ca. 278-338)
Rava (Abba ben Yosef bar J::Iarna; 4th century)

Yosa
Al:ta
Fifth generation

Mana

Papa (d. 376)

Yose bar Abin
J::Iizkiya
Sixth generation

Ashi (ca. 335-427)
Seventh generation

Yernar
Mar bar R. Ashi

study of the Bible (rather than only study of
the Talmud).

The Texts of the Rabbinic Periods
The major works of the rabbinic period are of
two types: those arranged topically, of which
the main ones are the Mishnah and the Tal
mud; and those arranged around the biblical

text, Midrash, including the ten collections in
the so-called Midrash Rabbah. We will describe
these works, noting their types and approxi
mate dates of composition or compilation.
Works arranged topically. The Mishnah is a
compilation of the written records of oral dis
cussions of various laws. "Mishnah" means
"oral instruction" (from Heb shanah, "repeat,"
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equivalent to Aramaic teni', from which tanna'
is derived). It is divided into six "orders," each
of which has numerous subsections, called
"tractates. " The orders are: Zera'im, "Seeds"
(rules about agriculture); Mo'ed, "Appointed
Times" (rules about Sabbaths and festivals);
Nashim, "Women" (primarily marriage laws);
Nezikin, "Damages" (rules about money and
legal disputes); Kodoshim, "Holy Things"
{Temple procedures); and Teharot, "Purities"
(ritual impurities and purification). The Mish
nah is believed to have been compiled in its
final form by Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi ("the
Prince," or more correctly, "the Patriarch," the
title of the head of the Jewish community in
the land of Israel; he is known as "Rabbi")
around 200 CE, though it contains material
from generations before Rabbi's time.
Other material from the same period, more
or less, is contained in the Tosefta ("addi
tion"), a collection of further rabbinic com
ments on most of the topics covered in the
Mishnah. The structure of the Tosefta paral
lels that of the Mishnah, though it is corn
posed of extra-Mishnaic material.
The Talmud, the major work of Jewish rab
binical interpretation, exists in two forms:
"Talmud Yerushalrni," the Jerusalem Talmud
(sometimes more accurately called the Tal
mud of the land of Israel or the Palestinian
Talmud) and "Talmud Bavli," the Babylonian
Talmud. In references these are abbreviated y.
and b. respectively. The Talmud consists of
pericopes of the Mishnah, accompanied by a
commentary called the Gernara ("learning").
The Talrnuds were compiled during the 3rd
through the 6th centuries CE, first in Israel
(until 370), and later in Babylonia (6th cen
tury).
Works organized around the biblical text. The
Midrash Rabbah ("Great Midrash") is a collec
tion of rabbinic comments on the biblical text,
which in its final form (Venice, 1545) contains
ten rnidrashirn: the five books of the Torah,
Genesis through Deuteronomy, and the Five
Scrolls, Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations,
Ecclesiastes, Esther. Individual sections are re
ferred to by their biblical title, for instance,

Genesis Rabbah (or Bereshit Rabbah), Lamenta
tions Rabbah, and so on. Despite their final
publication in one volume, however, these
works arose at widely different times, with
Genesis Rabbah generally regarded as the earli
est (ca. 5th century CE), followed by Leviticus
Rabbah (slightly later). The latest are Exodus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy. To complicate
matters further, some of these works are com
posite arrangements of works from different
periods.
Halakhah and Aggadah. Cutting across the
categories of separate works are the two main
descriptive types of rabbinic comment: ha
lakhah, or legal comment, and aggadah, or
non-legal comment. Halakhah (from halakh,
"go, walk") refers to the "way" of Torah; ha
lakhah itself is concerned with explicating,
applying, and in general making sense of the
legal materials in the Bible. Aggadah is a
much more amorphous category: it includes
theology, lore, legend, sayings, prayer and
praise--in fact, it seems to be a catch-all for
whatever is not halakhah.

Principles of Rabbinic Interpretation
Rabbinic interpretation is characterized by
several methods, the principles and illustra
tions of which we will examine below. The
Rabbis themselves proposed various descrip
tive lists of types of interpretation, of which
the shortest and best-known is attributed to
Hillel (1st century BCE). Hillel found seven
types of interpretation:
• Kal va�omer: the deduction from a minor
case to a major case.
• Gezerah shavah: drawing an analogy be
tween texts based on a word in common
• Binyan 'av mikatuv 'ebad: applying a prin
ciple derived from one verse
• Binyan 'nv mishenei ketuvim: applying a
principle derived from two verses
• Kelal uferat uferat ukelal: modification of a
general principle derived from a particular
principle; modification of a particular princi
ple derived from a general principle
• Knyotze' bo bemakom 'a�er: principles de
rived from similar passages
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• Davar halamed me'inyano: deduction from
context
Rabbinic method also included such an
cient types as notarikon, where each consonant
of a Hebrew word was taken as an abbrevia
tion for a different word. The Rabbis, for ex
ample, parsed the first word of the Decalogue,
'anokhi, "1," as an acronym of the (Aramaic)
words 'ana' ketavit yehavit-"I [God] wrote it
[and] gave it." This method was employed by
Babylonian and Assyrian scribes long before
the rabbinic era.
The earliest texts containing rabbinic inter
pretation were edited after 200 CE, and the ori
gins of the system that gave birth to these
texts must be inferred from texts of earlier
groups (see "Early Nonrabbinic Interpreta
tion," pp. 1835-44).
For two reasons we will concentrate on ha
lakhah rather than aggadah. First, the Tal
muds were much more explicitly consistent in
their presentation of such texts, their methods
are easier to understand, and consequently
their development is also easier to trace. Sec
ond, these texts and methods are relatively
unexplored in modern academic discourse.
Nevertheless, more purely homiletical meth
ods will also be described at the end of this
essay.
Broadly speaking, rabbinic exegesis may be
explained in three ways: historically, phenom
enologically, and functionally. The historical
approach looks at the development of interpre
tation. The functional approach seeks to un
derstand the purposes of interpretation. Fi
nally, the phenomenological approach studies
methods of interpretation. This study com
bines all these perspectives.

Ornnisignificance
James Kugel has proposed the term "ornnisig
nificance" to describe the essential stance of
rabbinic interpretation. These interpreters as
sume that there is no detail of the text, how
ever insignificant it may seem, that does not
carry meaning. Further, this meaning is not
merely a matter of emphasis or rhetorical
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variation; the text intends to teach, and it in
tends this with every part of itself. The inter
preter must find the correct analytical tool to
make the teaching clear.
This is a restatement of the rabbinic inter
pretation of Deut. 32-4T '"For it is not an
empty thing for you, it is your very life,' and if
[it appears] devoid [of moral or halakhic
meaning]-it is you [who have not worked
out its moral or legal significance]" (y. Ketub.
8:11 [32c]). In rabbinic terms ornni significance
has a sharply limited and highly focused
range: It is restricted to moral, theological, or
legal interpretations. A rabbinic comment at
tributed to the mid-3rd century scholar in the
land of Israel, R. Simeon ben Lakhish, will il
lustrate this: "There are verses which are wor
thy of being burnt, but they are [after all,
when properly understood,] essential compo
nents of Torah" (b. J:Iul. 6ob). "Ornnisignifi
cance" is not only a fundamental assumption
of the rabbinic view of Scripture, it also
guides interpretation into well-defined chan
nels and establishes a hierarchy of exegetical
alternatives.
It also presents a challenge. Having
claimed such profundity for all of Scripture,
the rabbinic program should deliver on its
promise. But the Bible contains a great deal of
material which, by rabbinic standards, is not
legal, ritual, moral, ethical, or theological: sto
ries of Israelite ancestors, genealogies, poetry
(not all of it religious), census lists, geographi
cal and dynastic information of dubious inter
est to a legal scholar. Thus the Mekhilta (a ha
lakhic midrash on Exodus) runs only from
Exod. 12.1 to 35·3, and skips long passages
about the construction of the Tabernacle in
Exod. chs 25-40, except for brief sections relat
ing to 31. 12-17 and 35.1-3. There is no ha
lakhic midrash on Genesis at all. A truly om
nisignificant program would fit in all the
non-legal and non-edificatory passages. It
would also cover what is missing. For in
stance, the Torah lacks explicit mention of
matters that the Rabbis-and most Jews
would consider essential, such as the obliga
tion to pray regularly. True, Abraham, Isaac,
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and Jacob pray, Moses prays, Joshua prays,
but regular prayer is not mandated, nor is its
structure laid down. The Rabbis settled on
Deut. 1 1 . 13, "serving Him with all your
heart," as referring to prayer, which is "the
service of the heart" (b. Ta'an. 2a), bu t this ref
erence is very vague.
Thus the promise was never totally ful
filled. Omnisignificance is a rabbinic view of
Scripture rather than a complete exegetical
program, and an ideal which was never actu
ally realized. Not every scriptural text has
been interpreted as a strictly "religious" one.
The available collections of classic rabbinic
texts do not constitute an omnisignificant cor
pus; not only do they fail to deal with many
verses, and even whole biblical chapters, but
features which are considered significant
legally or morally-in one context are ignored
in others. The rabbinic program or programs
do not even attempt to provide a complete
commentary, in whatever mode, to any bibli
cal book, chapter, or passage, though in some
heavily halakhic chapters in Leviticus some
thing resembling a complete commentary
could be composed (an attempt to do so was
the Vilna Gaon, in 'Aderet 'Eliyahu). Indeed,
the statement quoted above, "if [it appears]
devoid [of moral or halakhic meaning]-it is
you [who have not worked out its moral or
legal significance]," which is reported in the
name of the fifth-generation authority, R.
Mana, is an admission of this failure and a re
buke to his colleagues or disciples.
There is another aspect to this problem. The
doctrine of omnisignificance assumes a uni
form narrative or expositional density in
Scripture; the biblical text is presumed to be
uniformly informative on some level. The pre
served rabbinic exegetical materials available
to us do not bear out this assumption, how
ever. For example, the phrases 'ish 'ish, "every
man," (Lev. 15.2; 17.3, 8, 10, 13; 18.6; 20.2, 9;
22-4, 18; 24. 15; Num. 1 + 4.19, 49; 5. 12; 9.10)
and 'ish, "a man," (Lev. 19.20) are sometimes
interpreted as including women (b. Zevab.
108b), but at other times not, since the verse it
self includes them within its purview when it

employs the phrase, 'ish 'o 'ishah, "a man or a
woman" (Lev. 13 .29, 38). Why does Scripture
employ these variations? The impression one
receives is that rabbinic exegesis reflects a con
certed effort to harmonize such expressions
and level their applications. Women are in
cluded in the expression "every man," as they
are in the expression "a man," and of course
explicitly in the expression "a man or a
woman." The Rabbis never raise these ques
tions in a systematic way.
The omnisignificant imperative proceeds
directly from the view of the Torah and the
entire Bible as divine revelation; it serves to
justify interpretive approaches to biblical
texts. Nevertheless, in practice this principle
was not universally applied to all biblical
texts nor was the meaning restricted to nar
row halakhic or moral categories. Indeed,
plain-sense interpretations are not excluded,
so long as they have legal, ritual, or edifica
tory value. At times, then, the interpretation
borders on what we would consider the plain
sense of the text, so long as it has omnisignifi
cant ramifications.

Goals and Methods of Rabbinic Interpretation
Rabbinic interpretation was concerned to in
crease the understanding of the text and its
acceptability. The Rabbis also aimed to define
legal requirements more exactly. The resulting
explanations were primarily concerned with
interpreting biblical passages in terms that
were more understandable or palatable to
their contemporaries, and to provide exact
definitions and interpretations for biblical
verses that had legal or ritual significance.
An example of the first is found in the rab
binic dispute over whether the case of a "re
bellious son" of Deut. 21. 18-21 ever occurred,
or whether it was presented as part of the
Deuteronomic legisla tion merely as an object
lesson.
R. Judah said: If [the "stubborn and rebel
lious" son's] mother is not like his father in
voice, appearance and stature, he does not
become a s tubborn and rebellious son [and
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thus subject to the death penalty]. Why so?
Scripture said: "he will not obey our voice"
(Deut. 21.20), and since they must be identi
cal in voice, they must also be [identical] in
appearance and stature. . . . There never
has been a "stubborn and rebellious" son,
and never will be. Why then was the law
written? That you may expound it and
receive a reward . . . . [This may agree with
R. Simeon, who said:] Because one [= the
son] eats a tartemar (about 180 grams) of
meat and drinks half a log (about a cup) of
Italian wine, shall his father and mother
have him stoned? But it never happened
and never will happen. Why then was the
law written? That you may expound it and
receive a reward (b. Sanh. 71a) .

texts as well, and we find 4th- and 5th-century
Rabbis applying similar modes of interpreta
tion to the Mishnah and other rabbinic texts,
and later authorities doing the same to the
Talmuds and later texts.

R. Judah interprets the biblical description of
the parents' complaint that their son does
"not obey our voice" as mandating that their
voices be identical, and the Talmud takes this
as an impossible condition. How often will a
father and mother have the same "voice, ap
pearance and stature"?
Precise interpretation of a grammatical ele
ment is commonly used for legal or ritual
texts which are intended to be carried out. In
deed, in other cases, the requirement that two
elements of the act be identical is not absolute:
for instance, the Mishnah prescribes that the
sin offerings brought on the Day of Atone
ment be alike, but that requirement may be
waived (m. Yoma 6:1). It is clear, however, that
the impera tives of the two cases are different.
Sacrifices must be offered, but executing a re
bellious son for being a glutton and a drunk
ard seemed excessive to R. Simeon. This insis
tence on the exactitude of biblical expressions
is typical of rabbinic interpretation of biblical
texts, even when there is no apparent cultural
disparity between the biblical and rabbinic
worlds. It is bound up with the rabbinic view
of Scripture's exceedingly precise mode of ex
pression. While it was in all likelihood Scrip
ture's divine origin that allowed such a mode
of interpretation to gain sway, once estab
lished, this mode was adopted for rabbinic

Duplications and Redundancies
Of particular concern to the Rabbis were two
challenges to the ornnisignificant view: dupli
cations and contradictions. How could an om
nisignificant text tolerate either of these de
partures from the precision posited of it? If
every letter were weighed, how could Scrip
ture seemingly contradict itself, repeat itself,
or deal with matters that seemed not terribly
significant to the Rabbis? We will examine
their methods for dealing with duplications,
which probably concerned them as much as
contradictions, if only because, from their
point of view, there were so many of them.
Generally speaking, redundancies and du
plications are interpreted as they may be ap
plied to actual cases, so as to draw distinc
tions between apparently similar, identical, or
contradictory passages. While the Babylonian
Talmud states this principle only for legal
texts (as in b. Bek. 6b), it clearly also applies,
though with different methods, to nonlegal
passages. This method of dealing with redun
dancies expanded to include all sorts of inter
pretation, and became typical of the tradi
tional approach to most of the problems
outlined above. As the medieval tosafists
(commentators on the Talmud during the
12th-14th centuries) noted, only when these
methods fail should one fall back on the plain
sense (see Tosafot Sot. 3a, s.v. Ia).
Examples of the Rabbis dealing with dupli
cate passages are numerous in the interpre
tive material from the 2nd century onward.
One example is found in the various Torah
passages regarding the law of a "Hebrew
slave." The Mekhilta on Exod. chs 21-22 in
cludes a section on the laws pertaining to a
"Hebrew slave" in Exod. 21.4-7, which must
be coordinated with another passage relating
to slavery in Lev. 25.39-46, and, ultimately, to
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Deut. 15. 12-18. It does so by distinguishing
between the application of each of these pas
sages.

lished, and to the Hebrew maidservant of
Exod. 21.7-12.

You say that Scripture here deals with one
sold into servitude by the court for stealing,
telling us that such a one must serve not
only the one who bought him but also the
latter's son after him. Perhaps however it
deals only with one who sells himself?
When it says: "And if thy brother be waxen
poor with thee and sell himself unto thee"
(Lev. 25.39), behold the one selling himself
is here spoken of. Why then should Scrip
ture say here: "If thou buy a Hebrew
slave?" It must therefore deal with one sold
into slavery by the court for stealing, telling
that such a one must serve not only the
one who bought him but also the latter 's
son after him. (Mekhilta, ed. Lauterbach,
vol. III p. 3)
Since the Exodus passage does not specify the
cause of the sale into slavery while the Leviti
cus passage does, the Rabbis might have sim
ply harmonized the two. The essential diffi
culty, that Exod. 21.2 specifies a six-year term
of servitude, while Lev. 25-40 mandates a vari
able term, depending on when in the jubilee
cycle the sale took place, could perhaps have
been reconciled in some way; for example, the
six-year term could have been required, while
serving until the jubilee would have applied
to a case in which the slave wanted to con
tinue with his mas ter, as, indeed, the Mekl!ilta
itself does suggest in the case of an Israelite
sold by the court. No new category would
have had to be created. But by creating a new
distinction, the Rabbis accounted not only for
the overlap between the two passages but the
very existence of two separate passages osten
sibly dealing with but one topic: the Hebrew
slave.
Finally, there is the third passage, Deut.
15.12-18, which specifies a term of six years,
with the slave going out in the seventh loaded
down with gifts. Sifre Dcut. 1 1 9 deals explic
itly with the relationship of this passage to the
two categories of Hebrew slave already estab-

When you set him free, do not let him go
empty-handed. Furnish him out of the
flock, threshing floor, and vat. . . . Perhaps
we only furnish the one who goes out in six
years (Exod. 21.2); whence [do we know
that this applies also] to the one who departs
in the jubilee (Lev. 25.40) or with the death of
the master (referring to Exod. 21.2-6) and
the Hebrew maidservant with her display
ing signs of puberty (Exod. 21.7-12)? Scrip
ture says: "You shall set free" (Deut. 15.12),
"when you shall set free" (Deut. 15.13),
"when you shall set him free" (ibid.)-[thus
applying to all three cases] .
This passage thus harmonizes and distin
guishes among the various Torah texts refer
ring to Hebrew servitude. These texts display
differing emphases and phraseology, and
thus offer opportunities for both means of ex
egesis.
What then do the Rabbis do when the repe
tition or repetitions are identical? Such a prob
lem is posed by the threefold appearance of
the prohibition of seething a kid in its mother 's
milk in Exod. 23.19, 34.26, and Deut. 14.21.
Why is this law stated in three places? To
correspond to the three covenants which
the Holy One, blessed be He, made with Is
rael: One at Horeb (Exod. 24.7-8), one in the
plains of Moab (Deut. 29. 1 1), and one on
Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal (Deut.

28.69).

0

0

0

R. Jonathan says: Why is this law stated
in three places? Once to apply to domestic
animals, once to apply to wild animals, and
once to apply to fowl.
Abba I:Ianin states in the name of R. Elie
zer: Why is this law stated in three places?
Once to apply to large cattle, once to apply
to goats, and once to apply to sheep.
R. Simeon ben Eleazar says: Why is this
law stated in three places? Once to apply to
large cattle, once to apply to small cattle,
and once to apply to wild animals.
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R. Simeon ben Yol).ai says: Why is this
law stated in three places? One is a prohibi
tion against eating it, one is a prohibition
against deriving any benefit from it, and
one is a prohibition against the mere cook
ing of it.

precisely the pluses in the duplicate passage,
are expounded, not the repetitions them
selves, which by definition contain no new in
formation. Thus, in the case of the duplicate
lists of animals forbidden to be eaten in Lev.
1 1 . 1-28 and Deut. 14.3-21, the Babylonian Tal
mud first cites a view which explains the
repetitive mention of the camel (in Deut. 14.7
as opposed to Lev. 1 1 -4) as an animal which is
forbidden to be eaten as coming to include as
forbidden the offspring of a camel which re
sembles a clean animal. Later in the discus
sion, the following teaching is quoted:

Here the threefold mention is interpreted by
means of standard matrices involving three
classes, either of animals or of prohibited ac
tions (eating, drinking, or deriving benefit). In
the nature of things, as we might expect, not
all of these matrices are equally compelling.
In rabbinic literature, the animal world is reg
ularly divided into domestic animals, wild
animals, and fowl, and domestic animals in
turn are subdivided into large and small cat
tle, so that R. Simeon ben Eleazar's division
into large and small cattle, and wild animals,
while somewhat unusual, is certainly in line
with convention (though Abba l:fanin's state
ment dividing animals into large and small
cattle, and then subdividing small cattle into
goats and sheep, does seem simply to be
an effort to use the three repetitions). Thus,
rabbinic exegesis combines the attempt to re
late scriptural texts with rabbinic categories
(which are often based on Scripture in any
case; e.g., Gen. 2.20 for domestic animals,
wild animals, and fowl) with the modification
of those categories to fit a particular distribu
tion of verses. This can often result in an elab
orate series of arguments designed to demon
strate that each verse, though seemingly
redundant, is intended to counter a particular
hypothetical argument.
Though it is not explicitly stated, these ex
amples illustrate the use of a principle attrib
uted to R. Ishmael, an authority of the first
half of the 2nd century and colleague of R.
Akiva: "Every passage that is said and re
peated is repeated only for the sake of the
new information [contained] in it." This prin
ciple underwent an interesting and character
istic metamorphosis in the course of time.
Originally it seems to have been intended as a
"cap" on expositions: In the case of the dupli
cate passages, only the differences, or more

Why is [the list of clean and unclean ani
mals] repeated? Because of the shesu'ah
[according to rabbinic interpretation, an an
imal with two backs and two spinal col
umns, which is mentioned only in the
Deuteronomic passage]. Why with regard
to birds? Because of the ra'ah [a bird men
tioned only in Deut. 14.13].-Then, per
haps, [the repetition of] "camel," "camel"
[in both books] comes for the same purpose
[that is, the camel "comes along for the
ride" in order to provide a context for the
two additions, and not for any other pur
pose]?-Nevertheless, whenever we can
derive [a lesson from the biblical text], we
do so (b. Bek. 6b).
The ideal here is to derive a lesson from every
repetition. Every part of it is subject to inter
pretation, if only we can interpret it. If we
cannot, a lacuna exists, which may be filled
later or in messianic times, in accord with
R. Yol).anan's fervent wish as expressed in
b. Mena�ot 45a: "This passage will be inter
preted by Elijah in the future [in the messianic
era]." Maimonides ( 1 135-1204), on the other
hand, rejected such amplifications; he seems
to have been of the opinion that post-talmudic
authorities could not multiply "counts" on
their own, but only when they had already
been made by a talmudic source.
This is not to say that the Rabbis did not
have other methods of dealing with such
problems. But for all their ingenuity, a not in
significant amount of Scripture escaped their
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treatment, at least as we may judge from the
surviving compilations of late antiquity. We
may understand the well-known rabbinic
story of b. Menabot 29b in this light.

Argument by Analogy and the
Ribbuy ("Extension")

R. Judah said in the name of Rav: When
Moses ascended on high he found the Holy
One, blessed be He, engaged in affixing
coronets [small strokes on the tops of cer
tain letters in a Torah scroll] to the letters.
Said Moses: "Lord of the Universe, who
prevents You [from giving the Torah with
out these coronets]?" He answered: "There
will arise a man at the end of many genera
tions, Akiva ben Joseph by name, who will
expound heaps and heaps of laws upon
each stroke." "Lord of the Universe, let me
see him." He said: "Turn around." Moses
went and sat down behind eight rows [of R.
Akiva's disciples and listened to his exposi
tions of the Torah] . He was not able to fol
low the arguments and was depressed, but
when they came to a certain subject and the
disciples said to the master, "How do you
know it?" and [R. Akiva] replied: "It is a
law given to Moses at Sinai," he was com
forted. He then returned to the Holy One,
blessed be He, and said, "Lord of the Uni
verse, You have such a man and you give
the Torah through me?" He replied: "Be
silent, for such is My decree." Moses then
said, "Lord of the Universe, You have
shown me his Torah [teaching], show me
his reward." "Turn around," said He.
Moses turned around and saw them weigh
ing out [R. Akiva's] flesh in the market
stalls [after his martyrdom in the Hadrianic
persecutions] . "Lord of the Universe! Such
Torah, and such a reward! " He replied: "Be
silent, for such is My decree."
We have no legal expositions based on the
coronets of the letters of the Torah in the name
of R. Judah or Rav, or, indeed, any earlier or
later authorities. Unless we posit a tremen
dous ("heaps and heaps") amount of lost in
terpretation, we must assume that this story
refers to those parts of the Torah which still
lacked a definitive rabbinic exposition.

The argument by analogy is characteristic of
rabbinic interpretation as a whole. For exam
ple, the common biblical Hebrew phrase 'ish
'ish, "a man, a man," i.e., "every man," "each
man," by extension "every person," is often
interpreted as including classes of people
other than males. This is because the phrase is
considered redundant, since 'ish alone may
mean the same. From that phrase the Rabbis
derive, in various contexts, the applicability
of the relevant rule to women, children, pros
elytes, their wives, non-Jews, or, in some
cases, people of indeterminate sex or her
maphrodites. The fact that all of these are de
rived by analogy does not mean that there is a
uniformity of choice, though. The form the
analogy takes depends on the context. Thus,
the prohibition of incest (Lev. 20.2) includes
non-Jews:
"And say (to'mar) to the Children of Israel,"
"and speak (tedaber) to the Children of Is
rael," "say ('emor) to the Children of Israel,"
"speak (daber) to the Children of Israel," "in
struct (tzav) the Children of Israel," "and
you shall instruct (tetzaveh) the Children of
Israel"-R. Yose says: "The Torah speaks in
the human language in many expressions,
and all must be expounded (lehidaresh): 'Is
rael'-this refers to Israel (i.e., male Jews);
'sojourner ' (ger)-this refer� to the proselyte
(ger); "the proselyte"-this includes the
wives of proselytes; 'in Israel'-this includes
women and slaves. If so, why does [Scrip
ture] say "ish 'ish' ? To include non-Jews"
(Sifra Kodoshim 10:1-2, ed. Weiss 91b).
Nevertheless, 'ish is always taken to exclude
minors, even when some other means is em
ployed to bring them within the applicability
of the rule in question. Thus, in regard to the
skin diseases commonly rendered as "lep
rosy" in Lev. 13.44, we find the following:

'islz, "a man"-From where [do we know
this] to include a woman or a minor? Scrip-
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ture states: "tzaru'a," "one suffering from a
skin disease," whether a man or a woman
or a minor. If so, why is 'ish stated? For a
matter [stated] below: a man unbinds his
hair and undoes his clothes but a woman
does not unbind her hair or undo her
clothes (Sifra Tzri'a 12:1, ed. Weiss, 67d).

the Persian capital of Ctesiphon. The political
head of Babylonian Jewry, the Head of the
Exile, who also had standing as a Persian no
bleman, was headquartered there, and adja
cent to Mahoza was the catholicos, the head of
the Nestorian Church, in Seleucia, then known
as Veh-Ardaxshir. The cosmopolitan popula
tion that Rava ministered to was skeptical of
rabbinic authority and exegesis, and this un
doubtedly helped lead him to searching exam
inations of its aims and methods.
Rava was concerned with why the Rabbis
interpreted some words and phrases in
certain texts but not in others. Beyond that, he
was concerned with why Scripture itself
expends greater effort in expositing certain
matters while leaving others relatively unex
amined. In all these ways, and others, Rava
explores the limits of ornnisignificant inter
pretation as it existed in his day. In ten pas
sages in the Babylonian Talmud (nine attrib
uted to Rava [ b Kid. ga, B. K. 77b, Mak. Ba,
Tem. 6b, Yoma 63b, 'Arak. 30b, Ned. Bob; the
tenth, Tern. 28b, is anonymous and may be
redactional]), and in four similar cases in the
Talmud of the i and of Israel (all attributed
to R. Ilai [y. Yoma 3.6 (4oc), Meg. 1:12 (72a)
Hor. 3·3 (47c-d), Yebam. 6.4 (7c)]), the incon
sistency of the application of rabbinic exegeti
cal principles to specific texts is examined.
For example, in b. Kid. ga we have the fol
lowing:

Minors are included by means of an interpre
tation of the word tzaru'a, despite the exclu
sion signalled by 'ish. Note also that the defi
nite article, which in Hebrew is registered by
a one-letter prefix, may also be used as a hook
on which to hang an analogical interpretation.
The word ha-ger, "the sojourner," or rather the
"ha-" prefix, is taken to include the wives of
proselytes, while the word be- Yisrae/, "in Is
rael" is taken to include women and slaves.
Ordinarily, the category of "women" is in
cluded by the repetition of the word 'ish, as in
the expression 'ish 'ish noted above. Here
there is only one 'ish, and, instead, women are
included in this way.
Rava and the Ornnisignificant Revolution
Over time these inconsistencies in the applica
tion of methods became a ma tter of concern to
later scholars, especially the great fourth
generation Babylonian 'amora' of the second
quarter of the 4th century, Rava, and some of
his predecessors in the land of Israel as well,
particularly the third-generation tanna' R. Ilai.
Both were concerned with inconsistent uses of
analogy, but Rava was concerned with the in
consistent use of the ornnisignificant principle
itself. Rava's concern manifested itself in a sys
tematic research program into the limits of the
application of ornnisignificance, motivated, it
would seem, both by his own powers of sys
tematization, his apparently strong interest in
the subject of halakhic interpretation, and by
challenges to rabbinic interpretation and au
thority in his own time and place. Unlike most
other rabbinic authorities, he seems to have
had wide communal responsibilities in the city
of Mahoza, which was located on the west
bank of the River Tigris directly across from

.

=

Our Rabbis taught: [A woman is acquired
in marriage] by a document: How so? If A
writes for B on a paper or a shard, even if
not intrinsically worth a perutah: "Your
daughter be consecrated to me," "your
daughter be betrothed to me," [or] "your
daughter be my wife," she is betrothed.
R. Zera ben Memmel objected: But this
document is unlike a deed of purchase:
there the seller writes: "My field is sold to
you," while here the husband [i.e., the "ac
quirer"] writes: "Your daughter be conse
crated to me."
Rava replied: There [the form is deter
mined] by scriptural context, and here
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connection with a pit [in Exod. 21.33: "And
if a man should open a pit . . . and an ox
or a donkey should fall therein. . . . "] on
R. Judah's view [which rejects the rabbinic
use of the term to exclude vessels damaged
in such a case] and "sheep" in connection
with a lost article [in Deut. 22. 1, 3] on all
views, are difficult [in tha t they do not seem
to serve any exegetical purpose] (b. B. M.
27a).

[likewise it is determined] by scriptural
context. There it is written, "and he sell
some of his possessions" (Lev. 25.25), thus
Scripture made it dependent on the seller;
while here it is written "when a man [takes
a woman]" (Deut. 24.1), thus making it de
pendent on the husband."
Thus, legal rules based on scriptural texts are
expected to be consistent, and their inconsis
tencies must be accounted for.
This insistence on consistency extends to a
demand for a minimally uniform density of
scriptural interpretation even within one pas
sage. For example, in Deut. 22. 1, J, Scripture
states: "If you see your fellow's ox or sheep
gone astray, do not ignore it; you must take it
back to your fellow. . . . You shall do the same
with his ass; you shall do the same with his
garment; and so too shall you do with any
thing that your fellow loses and you find: you
must not remain indifferent."
Said Rava: Why does the All Merciful men
tion "an ox, a donkey, a sheep and a gar
ment" [in Deut. 22. 1, 3]?
For had the All Merciful mentioned "gar
ment" [alone], I would have thought [that]
that applies only if the object [can be identi
fied] by witnesses or the object itself has a
mark [of distinction by which it may be
identified], but not in the case of a donkey
[for which these means of identification do
not apply]. [That is,] if its saddle [can be
identified] by witnesses or its saddle has a
mark [of distinction by which it may be
identified], I might think that it need not be
returned to him. Therefore the All Merciful
mentioned "a donkey" to show that even
the donkey [too is returned] by virtue of the
mark of the saddle.
Why did the All Merciful mention "ox"
and "sheep"? "Ox"-that even the shearing
of its tail, and "sheep"-that even its shear
ings [must be returned] . Then the All Mer
ciful should have mentioned [only] "ox"
for the shearings of its tail, and the shear
ings of a sheep would follow a fortiori!
But, says Rava, "donkey" mentioned in

Clearly, Rava's concern with the interface of
rabbinic interpretation and the formulation of
biblical laws borders onto questions involving
the construction of the biblical text itself.
According to geonic tradition, Rava was
the head of the combined Babylonian acad
emy, so that most of the authorities of the fifth
generation were his disciples and continued
to carry on this program. The Babylonian Tal
mud contains long passages working out the
details of Rava's concerns, passages that have
almost no parallels in the Talmud of the land
of Israel.
Other Developments in
Rabbinic Interpreta tion

Taking Contradictory Verses into Account
Various passages in both Talmuds show
methodological concerns that parallel those of
Rava. For instance, there is the phenomenon
of a sort of "round-robin" of queries designed
to elucidate how an interpreter deals with the
verses or phrases which seem to counter his
own interpretation, or for which his own in
terpretation does not account. The Talmud of
the land of Israel presents a dialogue between
the schools of Shamrnai and Hillel. The school
of Shammai maintains that not only is labor
on the Sabbath prohibited, but one may not
even initiate a process that proceeds automat
ically, on its own, during the Sabbath. The
school of Hillel, however, permits this. The
Talmud inquires into the scriptural support
for the two positions.

- 1855-

Mishnah: The school of Shammai say: Ink,
dyes and alkaline plants may not be
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steeped [in water in order to further the
dyeing process] unless they can be dis
solved while it is still daylight [before the
Sabbath begins], but the school of Hillel
permit it.
Talmud: And what is the reason of the
school of Shammai [to prohibit]? "Six days
shall you labor and do all your work"
(Exod. 20.9)-complete all your work while
it is still daylight [before the Sabbath, that
is, during the six days of the week, and not
on the Sabbath].
And what is the reason of the school of
Hillel? "Six days shall you labor . . . and
[the seventh] day" (Exod. 20.9-10)-[that
is, you may complete your work on the
seventh day-the Sabbath-so long as it
is done as the automatic continuation of
a process that began before the Sabbath]
(y. Shab. 1:5 [3d-4a]).
How do the school of Hillel interpret the
[verse used by the school of Shammai to
justify] their reason? "Six days shall you
labor and do all your work" [but not on the
Sabbath]-this refers to working actually
done by hand [and not automatically].
And how do the school of Shammai inter
pret the [verse used by the school of Hillel to
justify] their reason? "Six days shall you
labor . . . and on [ the seventh] day"-this
refers to [the following permitted process]:
One may open a water-canal to a garden on
the eve of the Sabbath [that is, before the
Sabbath begins,] and [the garden] is wa
tered [automatically] on the Sabbath.
Thus, each position must not only be justified
on the basis of its own independent interpre
tation of the relevant biblical verses, but it

Assessing Analogies
Since much of rabbinic interpretation is based
on some form of analogy, there are cases in
which the Rabbis were faced with competing
analogies, and had to decide which to choose.
When these choices were made early on, and
appear later without explicit justifications,
redactors must somehow account for them.
Thus, for example, one midrashic text on
Deut. 15.12 and Exod. 21.2 ("six years must he
serve") proposes that a Hebrew slave may
serve not only his master but his master 's son,
but not his master 's heir.
Who whispered to you to include the son
[in the "he shall serve" of the verse, as one
whom the slave must serve] and to exclude
the heir? I include the son who takes his
father's place in regard to affiancing a He
brew maidservant [as laid down in Exod.
21 .9-10] and a field of inheritance [as per
Lev. 25.25-28], and I exclude the heir who
does not take the father's place [that is, the
place of the master, who in this case is not
the son of the father but merely his heir]
and for a field of inheritance (Sifre Re'eh 118,
ed. Finkelstein, pp. 177-178).
Thus, the rule regarding whom a Hebrew
slave must serve may be likened to one in
which only the son has a part, or to one in
which (as in the case of Num. 27.6-11, which
sets out the order of inheritance, though the
son has priority) other heirs have a place. In
this case, since the son has an exclusive right
in the cases enumerated, he is assumed to
have exclusive rights here too, and not merely
priority as in the case of inheritance.

must account for the verses or phrases employed
by its opponents. This form of debate eventu

The Beginning of the End

ally made its way into nonlegal contexts,
more often in the Babylonian Talmud. Ulti
mately, the legal point was seen to hinge on a
methodological disagreement as to the proper
interpretation of the biblical verse. This for
mal disagreement served to underline the es
sential biblical basis of these disputes.

Ironically, by the time Rava began his efforts
at systematization, some of the options avail
able were already being eliminated. A Babylo
nian version of an anecdote about the great
second-generation 'amora' of the land of Is
rael, R. YoJ:tanan, the most frequently cited au
thority in either Talmud, whose disciples
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made up the greater part of the third genera
tion of 'amora'im, is depicted as declaring that
the exposition of the letter vav was no longer
possible.

ters. Though we do not find the letter vav ex
pounded for this purpose, R. Yol).anan himself
does expound other Hebrew prepositions and
conjunctives: 'o, "or" (b. Shab. 63b), 'irn, "if" (b.
B. K. 43b), gam, "also" (b. 'Arak. 7a). But over
time the 'amora'im did less and less of this
type of exposition. On the other hand, we find
authorities of the fourth generation, both in
Israel and Babylonia, treating duplications in
the Mishnah not too differently from the way
they treated biblical verses. One example,
which is expounded in both Talmuds, will il
lustrate the point.

R. Yol).anan was [once] sitting and ex
pounding: "Notar [a portion of a sacrifice
left over beyond the prescribed time for eat
ing it and which must be burnt on the third
day, see Lev. 7.17] must be burnt in its
[proper] time during the day; when not in
its proper time, it may be burnt during the
day or at night."
R. Eleazar [ben Pedat] raised an objection
to R. Yol).anan: " 'I only [know] that a child
which must be circumcized on the eighth
day must be circumcized during the day;
how do I [know this of] a child circumcized
on the ninth, tenth, eleventh or twelfth? It is
stated: "And on the day" [Lev. 12:3].' And
even one who does not expound a vav will
expound a vav-heh ("and" and "the")."
[R. Yol).anan] remained silent. After
[R. Eleazar] left, R. Yol).anan said to Resh
Laqish: "Did you see [Eleazar] ben Pedat
sitting and expounding like Moses in the
name of the Almighty! "
Said Resh Laqish to him: "Is i t then his
[teaching]? It is really a baraita. "
"Where i s i t taught?"
"In Tarat Kohanim [ = Sifra, the halakhic
midrash on Leviticus]."
[R. Yol).anan] went out, memorized it in
three days and mastered it in three months
(b. Yebam. 72b) .
The parallel in the Talmud of the land of Israel
is couched in different terms (y. Shab. 2:1 [4c]),
but the essential point is that neither Talmud
records any such exposition of a vav by any au
thority after R. Yo�wnan's time. (See b. Yebam.
68a,b for Rav and b. B. M. 8b, both first
generation Babylonian 'amora'im and senior
to R. Yol).anan.) R. Yol).anan's decision thus
seems to have marked a turning point in
amoraic midrashic exposition.
This does not mean that 'amora'im aban
doned the field of ribbuy---e xpounding exten
sions based on Hebrew particles or single let-

Mishnah Shabbat 1 1 + If one throws [an ob
ject over a distance of] four cubits in the
sea, he is not liable [for transgressing the
Sabbath law]. If there is a water pool and a

public road traverses it, and one throws [an ob
ject] four cubits therein, he is liable. And what
depth constitutes a pool? Less than ten
handbreadths. If there is a water pool and a
public road traverses it, and one throws [an ob

ject] four cubits therein, he is liable.
Gemara: One of the rabbis said to Rava:
As for "traversing" [mentioned] twice, that
is well, [as] it informs us this: (1) traversing
with difficulty is designated "traversing"
[for purposes of the Sabbath laws]; (2) use
with difficulty is not designated use. But
why state "pool" twice?-One refers to
summer and one to winter, and both are
necessary. For if only one were stated, I
would say: That is only in summer, when
people walk therein to cool themselves, but
in winter [this is] not [the case]. And if we
were told [this] of winter, [I would say that]
they do not object [to wading through the
pool], but not in summer.
The Talmud of the land of Israel on this Mish
nah also adverts to this problem, and ex
pounds the duplicate text in a similar way,
and also in the name of a fourth-generation
authority, R. Pinl).as (y. Slwb. 1 1 :4 [13a]).
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Why was it taught twice? R. I:Janina in the
name of R. Pinl).as: [This text refers to a
case in which there were] two pools, one
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through which people walked and one
through which people did not walk, except
when they were forced to, so that you do
not say that since people do not walk
through [it] except when they are forced to,
it is not [considered] public ground but pri
vate ground; accordingly, you must say that
it is public ground.

The conversation of the servants of the Pa
triarchs is more pleasing before the Holy
One, blessed be He, than the Torah[-learn
ing] of the[ir] descendants, for the passage
[dealing with the journey] of Eliezer, [the
servant of Abraham, in seeking a wife for
Isaac takes up] two or three columns [of
text in a Torah scroll], is said and repeated
[i.e., the passage describes the journey and
then quotes Eliezer describing the journey],
while the [rule that] the blood of a [dead]
creeping thing causes impurity as does its
flesh, [which is] among the essential parts
of the Torah (migupei Torah) [but is derived]
from an inclusion [of one letter] (Gen. Rab.
60:32, ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 650).

Thus, in the course of time, less and less re
course was made to the midrashic exposition
of biblical verses, and more and more empha
sis was given to extracting what information
was available-even quasi-midrashically
from early rabbinic sources themselves. By
the geonic period, under challenge from the
Karaites, the system of halakhic midrash had
closed down. Rava's work is to be dated
closer to the beginning of this process than
to its end, and he does make use of particu
lar rabbinic exegetical principles. But, as we
have seen, and as he admits, he cannot fill in
every gap.
Nonlegal Interpretation
There is nothing like this systematic concern
for nonlegal or "aggadic" interpretation in
rabbinic literature, though here too the princi
ple of ornnisignificance holds sway. On the
whole, the rabbinic collections of aggadic ma
terial were directed at the common people,
and reflect their interests and concerns. Judg
ing from this huge literature, theosophic and
mystical concerns were then, as later, esoteric
and limited to small numbers of adepts. Thus,
the problems of interpreting the Bible as an
ornnisignificant text as described above were
shaped by yet another concern: making the
Bible relevant not only to rabbinic disciples
but also to the nonscholarly audience who
heard the Torah in synagogue rather than
studying it in the bet midrash.
The Rabbis acknowledged the relative dis
proportion in the biblical text between rab
binic concerns and other material, as in this
comment from R. Aha, perhaps the fourth
generation 'amora' in Israel of that name:

Later on another comment by the same sage is
quoted, even more poignantly:
The foot-washing of the servants of the Pa
triarchs is more pleasing before the Holy
One, blessed be He, than the Torah[-learn
ing] of the[ir] descendants, for even the
washing of [his] feet [in Gen. 24.32] must be
recorded, [while the rule that] the blood of
a [dead] creeping thing causes impurity as
does its flesh, [which is] among the essen
tial parts of the Torah (migupei Torah) [but is
derived] from an inclusion [of one letter]
(p. 65 1).
R. A}:la's comment clearly calls attention to the
disparity in Torah's treatment of halakhic
matters versus the detail in the patriarchal
narratives-and by extension, the non
halakhic parts of the Torah. But his intent is
less clear. To his successors, the Torah could
hardly be conceived as intending to devalue
the halakhot derived by one letter, or the ha
lakhic process in general. The case of the pa
triarchs, or the subjects of biblical narratives
in general, must have an importance in God's
scheme of things that warrants such attention
to their doings.
This led, in later times, to the idea that the
lives of the patriarchs prefigured the history
of their descendants. The kernel of this idea
may be seen in the Genesis narrative of the
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Covenant Between the Pieces, where God in
forms Abram of the future Egyptian bondage,
the exodus and the entrance into the land of
Israel (Gen. ch 15). Thus, R. AJ:ta (4th century),
in describing the creation of Adam, concludes
that God gives Adam his discharge after
Adam's sin and says:

While the names come from Hellenistic
sources, and at least one partly Hebrew folk
etymology was provided for one name, no
moral lesson is drawn. The motive for the
explanation of the names would seem to be
the need to satisfy the curiosity of the listeners.
In contrast, Noah's (scripturally anonymous)
wife is identified with another biblical woman,
and the name is expounded homiletically.

This is a sign for you: just as you have come
in judgment before Me and been dis
charged, so too your descendants will
come in judgment before Me and I will give
them their discharge. When? On Rosh
Hashanah, [the Day of Judgment] (Lev. Rab.
29:1, ed. Margoliot, p. 66g).
Without specifying this principle of patriar
chal anticipation of the history of the people
of Israel, R. Joshua of Sikhnin (4th century, a
younger contemporary of R. AJ:ta) comments
on Abraham's battle with the Mesopotamian
kings in Gen. ch 14:
The Holy One, blessed be He, gave a sign to
Abraham that whatever would befall him
would befall his descendants. How? He
chose Abraham from among his entire
father's house . . . and he chose his descen
dants from the Seventy Nations (Midraslz

Tanbuma).
On the whole, typical rabbinic midrash was
intended to attract people and inculcate
moral, ethical and religious values, particu
larly in preaching. In the process, a good deal
of folkloric material was incorporated. At
times, however, the folklore is brought in for
its own sake, in order to appeal to the
preacher's listeners. Thus, for example, in Lev.
Rab. 19:6 (ed. Margaliot, p. 438), we find the
following discussion regarding the name of
Nebuchadnezzar 's wife.
What was the name of the wife of Nebu
chadnezzar? R. l:fananiah said: Semiram
was her name; R. Abin said: Semiramis was
her name; and the Rabbis said: Semira'am
was her name, because she was born in
ra'am during an earthquake [or, in thunder] .

"And the sister of Tubal Cain was Naa
mah" (Gen. 4.22). Said R. Abba ben Kahana:
Naamah was the wife of Noah [the asso
nance of Noah and Naamah should not be
overlooked], and why was she called Naa
mah? Because her deeds were pleasant
(ne'imim). The rabbis said: [She] was an
other Naamah, who would play her tam
bourine sweetly for idol worship (Gen. Rab.
2y22, p. 224).
The purpose of this identification is more
complex. It serves to connect two verses
which are otherwise disconnected; it also
serves to explain why Naamah is mentioned
at all, since she plays no role in the events
depicted by Scripture. And, finally, the iden
tification allows the Rabbis to comment
obliquely on the nature of the sinfulness of the
generation before the flood. According to R.
Abba ben Kahana, Noah, the righteous man,
married a righteous woman, whose deeds
were pleasant. According to the Rabbis, this
Naamah was typical of her sinful generation,
and her deeds helped bring on the flood.
Needless to say, these identifications would
also have satisfied the curiosity of the people
who came to hear the scriptural portion ex
pounded. Indeed, the Bible itself provides a
precedent for such exegetical elaboration. The
prophet Jehu ben Hanani is mentioned in
1 Kings 16.1-12, and his father, Hanani, ap
pears only in his patronym. But in 2 Chron.
16.7, we find the father playing a more active
role: "At that time Hanani the seer came to
King Asa of Judah and said to him, 'Because
you relied on the king of Aram and did not
rely on the LoRD your God, therefore the army
of the king of Aram has slipped out of your
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hands.' " This then illustrates the rule ex
pounded by R. Yol).anan, that every prophet's
father who is mentioned along with his son
was also a prophet (b. Meg. 15a, Lev. Rab. 6:6,
pp. 142-143). Such an assumption made sense
in a society where sons most often followed
their fathers' occupation. It also illustrates the
idea that a person or family is to be judged as
a whole: If a family is known for its piety, it
(or, for that matter, a nation) is judged by its
reputation. The result is the far-ranging rab
binic principle that "one attributes meritori
ous behavior to the meritorious (megalgelin
zekhut 'al yedei zakai), and sinful acts to the sin
ful" (Sifre Num. 1 14, p. 123) and its closely as
sociated principle that if a person or nation
performs a certain (minimally) meritorious or
sinful deed, it is accounted as though she or
they had performed a much greater one
(ma'aleh 'alav/'alehen ke'ilu) (Sifre Deut. 253, p.
279).
In particular, when Scripture attributes a
sinful act to an otherwise righteous character,
or one whose reputation was considered, for
one reason or another, sacrosanct, the Rabbis
did not hesitate to reinterpret the relevant
verse or verses. A case in point is David's
adulterous relationship with Bathsheba and
his plotting the death of her husband, Uriah
the Hittite (a story omitted in Chronicles be
cause it does not comport with David as an
ideal king). A long disquisition on David is in
cluded as one of a long series of defenses
of biblical characters to whom sin is imputed
(b. Shab. 55b-56b).

from David, seeks to defend him! [Not so,
for] the "evil" [mentioned] here is unlike
any other evil [mentioned] elsewhere in the
Torah. For of every other evil [mentioned]
in the Torah it is written, "and he did,"
whereas here it is written, "to do"-this
means that he desired to do, but did not
(b. Shab. 56a).
The various verses that accuse David of adul
tery and murder are thereby reinterpreted;
Uriah was guilty of disobeying the king's
order to go home, and was therefore worthy
of death as a rebel (see 2 Sam. ch 12). David
was criticized for arranging his death in battle
rather than having him arraigned before the
Sanhedrin; again, his relationship with Bath
sheba was not adulterous because all of
David's soldiers gave their wives divorces be
fore setting out to battle. Thus, Bathsheba was
a divorced woman when David had his affair
with her, and her husband was guilty of trai
torous insubordination.
Unlike much of rabbinic midrash, which
adds further layers of interpretation onto the
plain meaning of the verse, the Rabbis' treat
ment of such incidents and verses run counter
to that plain meaning. For the Rabbis and for
the communities they represented, the stakes
were simply too high to allow the plain sense
to stand.
Similarly, at least for some Rabbis, the theo
logical stakes were too high to maintain the
plain sense of those verses which express an
anthropomorphic view of God.

R. Samuel ben Nal).mani said in R. Jona
than's name: Whoever says that David
sinned is merely in error, for it is said, "And
David behaved wisely in all his ways: and
the LoRD was with him" (1 Sam. 18.14). Is it
possible that sin came to his hand, yet the
divine Presence was with him? Then how
do I interpret [the verse] "Wherefore have
you despised the word of the LORD, to do
that which is evil in His sight?" (2 Sam.
12.9)-he wished to do [evil] but did not.
Rav observed: Rabbi, who is descended
-
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"And rested on the seventh day" (Exod.
20.11). But is He subject to such a thing as
weariness? Has it not been said: "The cre
ator of the ends of the earth is not faint or
weary" (Isa. 40.28)? And it says, "He gives
power to the faint" (Isa. 40.29). And it also
says, "By the word of the LoRD were the
heavens made" (Ps. 33.6). How then can
Scripture say, "And rested on the seventh
day"? Rather, so to speak, God allowed it to
be written about Him that He created His
world in six days and rested on the seventh.
Is it not an a fortiori argument? If He, for
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Whom there is no weariness, allowed it to
be written about Him that He created His
world in six days and rested on the seventh,
how much more should man, of whom it is
written, "But man is born to toil" (Job 5.7),
rest on the seventh day (Mekltilta Yitro, 7,
end, ed. Lauterbach, vol. 2, pp. 255-256).
In this interpretation the Rabbis accomplish
two objectives. First, any suggestion that
weariness may be attributed to God is re
jected, but, equally important, the verse in
question is turned into one which stresses the
importance of the Sabbath for humans.
Nevertheless, some Rabbis seem to have
reveled in these anthropomorphic depictions
of the Deity, and even added to them (b.
Ber. 6a):
R. Abin son of R. Adda in the name of R.
Isaac says: How do we know that the Holy
One, blessed be He, puts on phylacteries
(tefillin)? For it is said, "The Lord has
sworn by His right hand, and by the arm of
His s trength" (Isa. 62.8). "By His right
hand"-this [refers] to the Torah, for it is
said, "At His right hand was a fiery law to
them" (Deut. 33.2). "And by the arm of His
strength"-this [refers] to the phylacteries,
as it is said, "The Lord will give strength to
His people" (Ps. 29. 11). And how do we
know that the phylacteries are a strength to
Israel? For it is written, "And all the peo
ples of the earth shall see that the name of
the Lord is called upon you, and they shall
be afraid of you" (Deut. 28. 1 1), and it has
been taught: R. Eliezer the Great says: This
refers to the phylactery of the head.
This is not meant as a metaphysical statement,
however, for the Talmud goes on to inquire as
to what verses are written on the parchments
of God's phylacteries. According to R. I:Iiyya
ben Abin, "And who is like Your people Is
rael, a unique nation on earth" (1 Chron.
17.21). The phylacteries become a visible sym
bol of the relationship of God and Israel, and
God's love for His people.
God's love for Israel is one of the constant
-

themes of aggadic interpretation. In a sense,
we have seen it at work in the interpretation
of the ancestral narratives as foreshadowings
of the future history of the Jewish people. It
also serves as a powerful exegetical tool for
other nonlegal or nontheological passages.
Any passage that has some relation to Israel
ite history, sociology, demography (as the var
ious census lists), etc., may be viewed as a
manifestation of God's love for His people.
Such a love is expressed as a concern for any
thing that relates to the beloved.
"These were the marches of the Israelites"
(Num. 33.1). A parable; to what may this be
compared? To a king whose son was ill; he
took him to one place to cure him, and on
the way back, the father began to recount
all the marches [they had undertaken], say
ing to him: Here we slept, here we were
cold, here your head hurt. So too did the
Holy One, blessed be He, say to Moses: Re
count for them all the places they had an
gered Me. For that reason it is written:
"These were the marches of the Israelites"
(Tan(nnna Mas'ei 3).
Thus is a rather bare-bones list of camping
places in the wilderness converted into an ex
pression of God's love for Israel. This inter
pretive tool serves several functions: It ex
plains the omnisignificant worth of many
biblical passages by allegorizing them as re
flecting in some way the relationship of God
the Fa ther to the Israelites; and in doing so, it
responded to an urgent need for the reassur
ance of God's love for Israel and Israel's cho
senness at a time when Christianity chal
lenged both notions.
Conclusion
Scripture, according to the Rabbis, is the
abiding evidence of God's presence and con
tinued love for His people, but the rabbinic
relationship to Scripture is not one of pas
sive acceptance. Scripture provides the basic
rna terial and some of the ground rules for
rabbinic interpretation, but the elements of
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Scripture-passages, verses, words, even in
dividual letters-are integrated in a way that
is both scriptural and rabbinic. One conse
quence of this mutuality is the assumption
that a reasoned argument has the force of a
scriptural decree [ b. Pes. 21b, Ketub. 22a, B. K.
46b, lful. 1 14b, Nid. 25a]. The sovereignty of
reason and of rabbinic authority is thereby af
firmed.

R. Nathan met Elijah [the Prophet] and
asked him, What did the Holy One, blessed
be He, do at that time [in response to this
statement]? He laughed [with joy], he
replied, saying: My sons have defeated Me,
My sons have defeated Me! (b. B. M. 59b.)

It has been taught: On that day R. Eliezer
brought forth every imaginable argument,
but they did not accept them. [Finally, in
frustration,] he said: If the law follows
my opinion, let this carob-tree prove it!
Thereupon the carob-tree was torn a hun
dred cubits out of its place-others affirm,
four hundred cubits. No proof can be
brought from a carob-tree, they retorted.
Again he said to them: If the law agrees
with my opinion, let the stream of water
prove it! Thereupon the stream of water
flowed backwards. No proof can be
brought from a stream of water, they re
joined. Again he urged: If the law agrees
with my opinion, let the walls of the school
house prove it! Thereupon the walls in
clined to fall. But R. Joshua rebuked them,
saying: When scholars are engaged in a
legal dispute, what have you to interfere?
Hence [the walls] did not fall, out of defer
ence to R. Joshua, nor did they resume
standing, in deference to R. Eliezer, and
they still stand inclined. Finally he said to
them: If the law follows my opinion, let it
be proved from Heaven! Thereupon a heav
enly echo cried out: Why do you dispute
with R. Eliezer, seeing that in all matters the
law agrees with his opinion? But R. Joshua
arose and exclaimed: "It is not in Heaven!"
(Deut. 30. 12).
What did he mean by that? Said R. Jere
miah: Since the Torah has already been
given at Mount Sinai, we pay no attention
to a heavenly echo, because You have long
since written in the Torah at Mount Sinai:
"After the majority must one incline"
(Exod. 23.2).

Appendix: The Orders and Tractates
of the Mishnah

Zera'im ("Seeds"):
Berakhot
Pe'ah
Demai
Kil'ayim
Shevi'it
Terumot
Ma'aserot
Ma'aser Sheni
Ifallah
'Orlah
Bikkurim
Mo'ed ("Season" or "Festival"):
Shabbat
'Eruvin
Pesa!1im
Shekalim
Yoma
Sukkah
Betzah
Rosh Ha-Shanah
Ta'anit
Megillah
Mo'ed Katan
lfagigah
Nashim ("Women"):
Yebamot
Ketubbot
Nedarim
Nazir
Sotah
Gittin
Kiddushin
Nezikin ("Damages"):
Bava Kamma
Bava Metzi'a
Bava Batra
Sanhedrin
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Makkot
Shevu'ot
'Eduyyot
'Avodah Zarah
'Avot
Horayot
Kodoshim ("Sacred Things"):
Zevabim
Mena(wt
Ijullin
Bekhorot
'Arakhin
Temurah
Keritot
Me'ilah
Tamid

Middot
Kinnim
Teharot ("Purifications")
Kelim
'Ohalot
Nega'im
Parnh
Teharot
Mikva'ot
Niddah
Makhshirin
Zavim
Tevul Yom
Yadayim
'Uktzin
[ YAAKOV ELMAN]

Midrash and Jewish I nterpretation
I t is often remarked that what i s Jewish about
the Bible is not the Bible itself, not even the
Hebrew text of the Bible, but the Jewish inter
pretation of the Bible. And of all the types of
Jewish biblical interpretation, none have been
identified so closely with the Jewish Bible as
midrash. Indeed, the two have been so closely
identified that for some, midrash has become
a virtual trope for Judaism, a figure for all that
is distinctive and different about the Jews,
their religion, and culture.
Midrash is the specific name for the activity
of biblical interpretation as practiced by the
Rabbis of the land of Israel in the first five cen
turies of the common era. The Hebrew word
derives from the root, d-r-sh, which literally
means "to inquire" or "to search after. " In the
earlier books of the Bible, the root is used to
refer to the act of seeking out God's will (e.g.,
Gen. 25.22; Exod. 18. 15), particularly through
consulting a figure like Moses or a prophet
or another type of oracular authority. By the
end of the biblical period, the locus for that
search appears to have settled on the text of
the Torah where, it was now believed, God's
will for the present moment was to be found.
Thus the scribe Ezra, we are told in the book

by his name, "had dedicated himself to study
the Teaching (torah) of the LoRD so as to ob
serve it" (Ezra 7. 10). The Hebrew word for
"study" used in the verse, lidrosh, has the
same root as midrash. By late antiquity,
midrash had come to designate Bible study in
general. The Rabbis called their academy a bet
midrash, literally "a house of study," and from
such usage, midrash came to be the term the
Rabbis themselves employed to designate the
way they studied Scripture and interpreted its
meaning.
In its primary sense, then, midrash refers to
an activity, a mode of study. Somewhat con
fusingly, the same word is also applied to the
products of that activity, namely, individual
interpretations-a specific midrash of a verse
or word, for example. These midrashic inter
pretations originally circulated and were
transmitted orally, both in rabbinic schools
and through synagogue sermons. Aronnd the
3rd or 4th century CE, the oral traditions of the
Rabbis began to be collected in literary an
thologies, and these collections also came to
be known as midrashim, as in Midrash Rab
bah, the folio-sized collection of homiletical
midrashim on the Torah which was first pub-
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lished in Constantinople in 1512. For the past
hundred years, however, some scholars have
appropriated the word "midrash" as a collec
tive term to describe ancient biblical interpre
tation in general. For example, the French
scholar Renee Bloch used the term "midrash"
to describe any ancient "meditation on the sa
cred texts," an activity tha t could be found
equally in the Aramaic translations of the
Bible, in many of the books of the Apocrypha
and Pseudepigrapha, and in the New Testa
ment, as well as in later rabbinic texts. And
still more recently, the term has passed into
popular circulation as a name for all "cre
ative" interpretations of the Bible that seek to
move beyond the historical, "original" sense
of the biblical text. In this usage, the word
"midrash" stands for everything from novel
istic retellings of biblical episodes to post
modernist essayistic explora tions of Genesis
and Exodus, New Age homilies, and contem
porary poems that re-imagine the biblical text.
Language, of course, follows usage, not the
strictures of scholars. Even if the latter (in
cluding myself) would prefer to restrict the
use of the word "midrash" to the ancient bib
lical interpretations of the Rabbis-who, if
they did not invent the term, nonetheless
were the first ones to use it extensively
scholars do not control the fates of words. On
the other hand, while contemporary efforts at
"neo-midrash" are not direct descendants of
the classical midrashic tradition of the Rabbis,
it is also not entirely inappropriate to call
these latter-day compositions living examples
of the midrashic "spirit," motivated by some
of the same desires that inspired the Rabbis to
interpret the Bible. Yet precisely how to define
that "spirit" is not an easy task. Perhaps the
closest thing to a definition might be the clas
sical midrashic statement attributed to the
early sage Akiva (died ca. 135 CE), a comment
on Deut. 3247, " [This law] is no empty thing
for you (lo' davar reik mekem). " Exploiting the
fact that the preposition mekem literally means
"from," not "for," you, Akiva explained: "If it
seems empty, it is from you-on account of
your own failure-for you do not know how

to study (lidrosh) its meaning properly" (Gen.
Rab. 1 : 14). The imperative facing every Bible
interpreter is, to paraphrase E. M. Forster, to
connect, to find the text's significance for the
present moment, to make it speak to us now.
Nothing in the Bible is without such signifi
cance. If the interpreter can't find it, the fault
is his or her own, not the Bible's. Akiva's elab
oration might be called the credo of Jewish
biblical interpretation.
In fact, the precise relation of midrash to
other types of Jewish biblical interpretation
and to Jewish tradition at large involves a
truly complex set of questions, and these be
come even more complicated if the relation
ship of midrash is considered in cmmection
with the competing traditions of Christian
and Islamic interpretation. Ultimately, these
questions boil down to some of the most fun
damental issues that involve the study of bib
lical interpretation in general, and Jewish in
terpretation in particular. What does it mean
to call a type of interpretation like midrash
"Jewish"? Is there a distinctively or uniquely
"Jewish" way of reading the Bible? Is a Jewish
reading of the Bible distinguished merely by
its content and by the theological beliefs it
brings to its reading, or is there something in
trinsically different about the very procedures
of interpreta tion that Jews employ as opposed
to those of, say, Christian readers of the Bible?
Within the context of this Jewish Study Bible,
it would seem especially opportune to con
sider these questions even if there are no de
finitive answers to them. We may begin with a
historical sketch of midrash's development.
The origins of midrash lie in biblical tradition
itself where many biblical passages self
consciously look back upon earlier passages
and, in one way or another, reinterpret their
meaning. The book of Chronicles, for exam
ple, consciously recasts the history of the ear
lier books of Samuel and Kings, adding some
episodes and omitting others, and generally
spinning the earlier narrative in the course of
retelling it in a politically tendentious direc
tion amenable to its author. Elsewhere, many
"later" verses in the Bible recycle allusions
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and imagery from "earlier" biblical texts in
order to apply them to new contexts and situ
ations. The laws of marital divorce become
the imagery to describe God's punishment of
the people of Israel (cf., e.g., Deut. 24.1-4 and
Jer. 3.1); the exodus from Egypt (Exod. chs
1-15), the paradigm for all future redemp
tions (see, for example, Isa. 43 . 16-20; 51 .9-11;
Ezek. ch 20).
In a very few cases it is possible even to see
how certain textual "problems" are solved
within the Bible itself. For example, in the year
605 BCE, some twenty years before the destruc
tion of the First Temple and the exile of the Ju
deans to Babylonia, the prophet Jeremiah
prophesied that Judea "shall be a desolate
ruin, and those nations shall serve the king of
Babylon seventy years" (Jer. 25 . 11). In a sec
ond prophecy, somewhat later, he went on to
prophesy that "when Babylon's seventy years
are over, I will fulfill to you My promise of
favor-to bring you back to this place" (29.10).
And some seventy years later, in 538 BCE,
when the Judean exiles did indeed return to
Judea from Babylonia, they must doubtless
have believed that Jeremiah's prophecy had
been fulfilled. Some 370 years later, however,
around the year 165 BCE, in despair over the
Hellenistic persecution of their religious prac
tices, Jews had greater difficulty believing in
the fulfillment of Jeremiah's promise of re
demption even if they were physically living
in the land of Israel. The author of the book of
Daniel, in order to bolster faith in the apoca
lypse he believed was imminent, reinterpreted
Jeremiah's earlier prophecy so that seventy
years became seventy "weeks" of years-490
years, in other words-a date that brought
the ancient prophecy close enough to his
own time so as to convince his audience of its
truth. Or to give a second example of a differ
ent type of "interpretation," here is a case
where two earlier verses seemed to a later bib
lical author to contradict each other: Exod. 12.8
stipulates emphatically that the Passover sac
rifice must be roasted (tzli 'esh). Speaking
about the same sacrifice, however, Deut. 16.7
says, "You shall cook (uvishalta) it"-a verb

implying that the meat should be boiled (as in
a stew). 2 Chron. 35.13, obviously troubled by
the discrepancy between the two Torah verses,
"solved" the textual problem (if not the culi
nary one) by maintaining both locutions: The
Jews "cooked the paschal sacrifice in fire" (vay
vashlu hapesab ba esh)-"they boiled the pas
chal sacrifice in fire" (which probably means
tha t they braised it).
The scholar Michael Fishbane, who has ex
haustively studied these and similar cases in
the Bible, has described them as part of a
larger phenomenon which he calls inner
biblical exegesis (see "Inner-biblical Interpre
tation," pp. 1829-35). Although most of these
examples are not, strictly speaking, exegeses
(insofar as they do not explain or clarify any
thing about the earlier verse), they nonethe
less exhibit certain tendencies-inner dynam
ics, as it were--that are, at the least, exegetical
reflexes. These include the tendencies (as we
have seen) to harmonize conflicting or discor
dant verses; to reemploy and reapply biblical
paradigms and imagery to new cases; to rein
vest "old" historical references with "new"
historical contexts; and to integrate nonhistor
ical portions of the Bible within the larger
context of biblical history (for example, by
giving individual psalms historical super
scriptions that "identify" the precise biblical
episode during which David composed the
psalm; e.g., Pss. 18 and 34).
Once the Bible was closed, Fishbane argues,
these inner-biblical tendencies emerged as
full-fledged, consciously applied interpretive
techniques (demonstrating, if nothing else,
the deep continuity of early postbiblical inter
pretation with the preceding tradition). Our
earliest genuine commentaries on the Bible
are the pesharim, or apocalyptic commen
taries, found among the Dead Sea Scrolls at
Qumran, and the allegorical treatises on the
Bible written by Philo of Alexandria. The vast
amount of early postbiblical interpretation is
found, however, not in formal commentaries
but in nonexegetical works that span the en
tire range of ancient postbiblical Jewish litera
ture. These include the Aramaic Targumim (or
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translations); the various works of the Apoc
rypha and Pseudepigrapha which claim to
"fill in" missing episodes or accounts from the
Bible; and the various types of compositions
sometimes called "the Re-Written Bible,"
works like the Genesis Apocryphon, the book of
Jubilees, and Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiqui
ties. These last works claim merely to "retell"
the biblical narrative. They do so, however, by
adding in, without comment, numerous de
tails and events nowhere to be found in the
Bible itself that are really implied interpreta
tions, that is, solutions to "problems" ancient
readers may have had with the biblical text.
Such is the context within which rabbinic
midrash emerged in Roman Palestine as one
type of Jewish exegesis among many others in
the first centuries of the common era. We
know very little about the inner history of
midrash or about its practice, presumably in
schools, academies, and synagogues. The one
thing we do know is that, with a few scattered
exceptions, the Rabbis did not explicitly theo
rize about their mode of interpretation or for
mally legislate its procedures. As a result,
nearly everything we can say about midrash
must be adduced from the texts themselves.
Generally speaking, the underlying inter
pretive assumptions that the Rabbis brought
to midrash were not different from those of
their nonrabbinic contemporaries, Jewish or
Gentile. As scholars have shown repeatedly
over the last century, the Rabbis shared her
meneutical techniques and procedures with
their Greco-Roman neighbors as well as with
the larger and more ancient Near Eastern cul
ture into which ancient Judaism was born.
Midrash dealing with halakhah, or legal mat
ters, uses many of the same hermeneutical
principles used by Greek and Roman jurists,
and the Rabbis seem to have borrowed at
least the names for some of those principles
from their pagan contemporaries. In the realm
of aggadah-narra tive and lore-midrash ap
plied to the Bible techniques known to be
used in ancient literary and dream interpreta
tion. Such, for example, seems to be the origin
of gematria, perhaps the most "notorious"

type of hermeneutical technique in midrash
wherein the numerical sum of a word's letters
is used to decode its meaning. A good exam
ple of this type of technique is an interpreta
tion attributed to R. Levi for the word 'ekhah
("alas"), the first word in the book of Lamen
tations, a book that the Rabbis read not only
as a lament but also as a prophecy of the de
struction of the Temple. The numerical sum of
the word's four letters (alef = 1; yod 10; kaf
20; heh 5) is 36, and this number, according
to R. Levi, points to the 36 transgressions pun
ishable by excommunication that the Jews
committed, thereby bringing upon them
selves the destruction of the Temple. The un
usual word 'ekhah, with its archaic elon
gated form (ra ther than the shorter, more
common 'ekh) was understood, in other
words, to be the hermeneutical key to the
meaning of the entire scroll of Lamenta
tions-the reason the Jews were forced to la
ment their fate. Along the same lines, in a
related but different form of interpretation
notarikon (literally, stenographic interpreta
tion), or interpretation by acrostics-ben
Azzai used the same word's four letters as a
key to showing that the Jews were not pun
ished until they had denied the One (alej)
God; transgressed all Ten (yod) Command
ments; spurned circumcision (which was
given after twenty [kafl generations), and-on
top of everything else!-rejected all the com
mandments in the Five (heh) Books of Moses.
Both types of hermeneutical principles are at
tested in ancient handbooks for dream
interpreters.
Beyond these particular techniques, how
ever, nearly all ancient readers of the Bible also
shared four basic beliefs about the nature of
Scripture, as James Kugel has cogently argued.
First, they believed that the Bible was essen
tially a cryptic document-that its true mean
ing was not to be found on the surface but had
to be discovered within the text, and that this
discovery required special skills and wisdom.
(In this, ancient readers of the Bible would
have found themselves in agreement with an
cient philosophers for whom it was no less ax-
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iomatic that all truth is obscure, never obvious
or manifest to all; otherwise, anybody could be
a philosopher or, for that matter, a scriptural
exegete!) Second, the Bible was believed to be
a perfect document, without contradiction, in
consistency, or superfluity. What might seem
to be a contradiction or to be superfluous, even
a word or phrase, was really an occasion-for
some, a tip-off-for interpretation. Third, the
Bible is always relevant-that is to say, its true
meaning is always one that has import for
the present moment. Nothing in the Bible
neither genealogies nor prophecies-is in
Scripture for purely historical reasons, pre
served for its antiquarian interest alone.
Fourth, the Bible was believed to be of divine
origin. As Kugel notes, however, this last fea
ture was probably the least simple, since the
Bible's divinity was not seen necessarily to
preclude Moses' authorship. Furthermore, at
tributing divinity to the Bible means little if
one does not define the nature of that divinity
more closely. The God whom the Rabbis be
lieved authored the Bible was hardly the same
author as the God of an early Christian reader
of the Bible like Origen.
Still, while the Rabbis shared these assump
tions about the Bible with other ancient read
ers, Jews and Christians alike, they also
brought some distinctive convictions of their
own to their study. First and foremost, the
Rabbis believed that the Bible-or what they
called the Written Torah-was only one of
two revelations God had given to the children
of Israel at Mt. Sinai. Alongside the Written
Torah, they believed, God had also revealed
to the Israelites an Oral Torah which, as its
name indicates, was delivered and transmit
ted orally. Precisely how to define the Oral
Torah is one of the great debates among Jew
ish scholars. For our present purposes we
may say that it comprises everything that the
Rabbis believed was "Judaism" that is not ex
plicitly written in the Torah; admittedly, this is
a vast and heterogeneous body of material
that encompasses everything from the many
laws not spelled out in the Bible to the Rabbis'
own beliefs and theology as well as all their
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folk wisdom and lore. Midrash itself is part of
the Oral Torah, but the most important fact
for understanding the role of the Oral Torah in
midrash is that, for the Rabbis, these two
Torahs-the Written and the Oral-were un
derstood to be complementary. The "rele
vance" of the Written Torah for the Rabbis lay,
we may say, in its application as Oral Torah;
the two were not only in absolute agreement
but deeply intertwined and mutually embed
ded. As a result, a great part of the Rabbis'
midrashic efforts are devoted either to finding
the roots of the Oral Torah in the Written
Torah, or to elucidating the hidden truths of
the Written Torah so as to make it yield the in
sights of what they already knew to be Oral
Torah.
Nowhere is this more evident than in
midrash halakhah, or legal exegesis. One pas
sage will suffice to illustrate the point-a se
ries of interpretations connected with the
laws of kashrut, the dietary laws, and specifi
cally the regulations pertaining to the separa
tion of meat and milk products. Few laws are
more closely associated with classical Juda
ism. Yet the source of these laws is a single in
junction in the entire Bible, "You shall not boil
a kid in its mother 's milk" (Exod. 23.19)
which, as we know today, was originally a
cultic regulation, not a dietary rule. Curiously,
that injunction also happens to be repeated
verbatim twice more in the Bible (Exod. 34.26;
Deut. 14.21), raising the additional problem of
the verses' superfluity: Why say the same
thing three times? Not surprisingly, the Rab
bis exploited the multiple appearances of the
injunction in order to expand the range of the
single law. In the Mekhilta (Kaspa 5, Lauter
bach III, 187-190), the earliest collection of
midrashim on the book of Exodus, nine inter
pretations are offered to explain why the
verse is repeated, and seven more simply to
explain the full significance of the Exodus
verse alone. Here is a small sampling of the
interpretations:
R. Jonathan says: Why is this law stated in
three places? Once to apply to domestic an-
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imals, once to apply to the beast of chase,
and once to apply to fowl.
Abba l:lanin said in the name of R. Elie
zer: Why is this law stated in three places?
Once to apply to large cattle, once to apply
to goats, and once to apply to sheep . . . .
R. Simon ben Yoryai says: Why is this law
stated in three places? One is a prohibition
against eating it, one is a prohibition
against deriving any benefit from it, and
one is a prohibition against the mere cook
ing of it . . .
R. Yosi the Galilean: Scripture says, "You
shall not eat anything that dies a natural
death" (Deut. 14.21), and in the same pas
sage, it is said, "You shall not boil a kid in
its mother 's milk." [From this it follows
that] the flesh of any animal which is for
bidden to be eaten if the animal dies a natu
ral death [and is not ritually slaughtered ac
cording to the laws of kashrut] is also
forbidden to be cooked with milk. Now one
might think that fowl, since it becomes for
bidden to eat if it dies a natural death,
should also be forbidden to be cooked with
milk. Scripture, however, stipulates, "in its
mother 's milk." This excludes fowl because
it has no mother's milk. And the unclean
animal [an animal like pig that Scripture
forbids one to eat in any case] is also ex
cluded from the prohibition [of cooking it
with milk] because it is forbidden to be
eaten whether it is ritually slaughtered
properly or whether it dies a natural death.

and even deriving benefit from it ( by, for ex
ample, selling meat and milk cooked to
gether); this interpretation takes the biblical
verse even closer to the complete dietary reg
ulation in its full rabbinic form.
Now clearly, these opinions are being used
to justify and to legitimate existing practices,
which must have developed out of their own
logic. The interpretations were not invented
to derive the practices anew or for the first
time. There is simply no way that any inter
preter could have looked at the three identical
verses and extrapolated from them the differ
ent prohibitions that, say, R. Simon bar Yoryai
proposes. With the fourth and final interpreta
tion of R. Yosi the Galilean, however, the in
terpretations take a very different turn. The
very form and style of Yosi's interpretation is
of a very different nature than the first three
not only more expansive but also more aca
demic in tone. The interpretation is based on
the fact that Deut. 14.21 contains not only the
prohibition against boiling a kid in its
mother's milk but also the additional prohibi
tion against eating an animal that has died a
natural death and not been ritually slaugh
tered. From the fact that the two prohibitions
are stated in the same verse, R. Yosi initially
hypothesizes tha t all animals that fall under
one prohibition should fall under the other
one as well. This would seem to be a
completely unexceptionable assumption, but
R. Yosi himself immediately argues against
it-and here the real gist of his interpretation
emerges. For the verse prohibiting boiling a
kid in milk explicitly states that the milk must
be "its mother 's," thereby excluding fowl
from the prohibition since, as R. Yosi explains,
they do not give milk. Similarly, he continues,
an unclean animal-that is, an animal like pig
that cannot be eaten under any circum
stances-also does not fall under the prohibi
tion, which is to say, it could be boiled in its
mother's milk as long as one didn't eat it!
The structure of argument in this interpre
tation is very different from that in the first
three. Essentially, R. Yosi builds upon the con
tiguity of the two prohibitions in the same

The first two opinions in the passage use "the
extra verses"-the multiple occurrences of the
verse-to extend its application from a goat,
the actual subject of the verse, to other species
of animals. R. Jonathan and Abba I:Ianin both
adopt the same interpretive strategy, but they
divide the animal kingdom in different cuts,
as it were. The third opinion, of Rabbi Simon
ben Yoryai, uses the extra verses to extend the
prohibition from cooking milk and meat to
gether (which is itself already an interpreta
tion, since the biblical verse prohibits only
cooking a kid in its mother's milk) to eating it
-
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verse to draw a general principle, and then
uses that generalization to highlight a specific
detail in the same verse ("its mother's milk")
to prove an exception to the generalization.
This technique (in Hebrew known as kelal
uferat, a general rule followed by a particular)
is one of the legal principles that the Rabbis
share in common with ancient jurists in gen
eral. Yet even more striking about Yosi's inter
pretation, which excludes fowl from the prohi
bition, is the fact that it conflicts with that of
R. Jonathan, who did include fowl under the
prohibition. Exactly what is at stake in this
disagreement is intriguing but unclear
whether their dispute really extends to prac
tice (for some contemporary Jewish readers, it
would be wonderful news to learn that a great
sage like R. Yosi ate chicken with dairy prod
ucts!), or whether it is a purely theoretical, ac
ademic argument. The more relevant observa
tion to make is that the editor of the midrashic
collection himself makes no note of the dis
agreement. He records the two interpretations
along with the others as though there were
absolutely no significant difference between
them, no disagreement, no inconsistency.
This feature is common to the editing of
many midrashic collections, but nowhere is it
more the case than in midrash aggadah, tha t
is, interpretations dealing with legend and
lore, the vast terrain of nonlegal and homileti
cal material which effectively includes every
thing in rabbinic tradition from narra tive to
theology. In theory, midrash aggadah does
not differ substantively or methodologically
from midrash halakhah, and most midrashic
collections mix halakhah and aggadah indis
criminately. As rabbinic literature developed,
however, midrash became increasingly identi
fied with aggadah, and it is for its aggadic in
terpretations that midrash has become most
famous (or infamous, depending on your per
spective) for its creative, playful, and multiple
interpretations.
As a typical example of such multiple inter
pretations, consider the following passage.
Gen. 25. 19-36-42 is largely devoted to the
story of Jacob and Esau and their rivalry from
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the time of their conception to their mature
middle age. This rivalry began in utero. Re
bekah, like all the matriarchs, cannot ini
tially conceive, but once she does become
pregnant with the two boys, Scrip ture tells us,
vayitrotzetzu habanim bekirbah, "the children
struggled in her womb" (Gen. 25.22). On this
phrase, Gen. Rab., the classical midrash on
Genesis, offers the following four interpreta
tions:
R. Yol).anan and R. Shimon ben Lakhish
[both offered opinions]. R. Yol).anan said:
This one ran (ratz) to kill the other, and the
other ran (ratz) to kill the first one. [Namely,
R. Yol).anan associates the word va
yitrotzetzu with the word for "run" (ratz).]
R. Shimon ben Lakhish said: This one
permitted [what was forbidden] by com
mand (hitir tzivuyav) to the other, and the
other one permitted [what was forbidden]
by command to the first [meaning, in other
words, that from the beginning each one's
laws and practices seem to have been dia
metrically opposed, in conflict with each
other. The interpretation puns vayitrozetzu
and hitir tzivuyav; say the two words
quickly, and they'll begin to sound alike.]
R. Berechyah said in the name of R. Levi:
Lest you think that it was only after they
left the womb that the one attacked the
other, [this verse teaches us] that even
while they were in the womb [Esau] raised
his fist (zeirteih) against Uacob ]. This is what
is written, "The wicked are defiant (zoru)
from the womb" (Ps. 58-4) [playing on the
word zoru and the Aramaic word for fist.
This interpretation seems to emphasize the
word bekirbah, "in her womb" as the basis
for its interpretation.]
"Vayitrotzetzu habanim bekirbah " ("the
children struggled in her womb") means
that they tried to run out of her womb.
When Rebekah passed by a pagan temple,
Esau would kick her to let him leave; this is
what is written, "The wicked are defiant
(zoru) from the womb" (Ps. 58.4) [playing
on the word zoru and the second half of the
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term 'avodah zarah, literally "strange wor
ship," i.e., idolatry]. And when Rebekah
passed by a synagogue and a study-hall
(bet midrash), Jacob would kick her to let
him out, this is what is wri tten, "Before I
created you in the womb, I knew you
(yedatikha)" (Jer. 1 .5) [probably reading the
last phrase as yidatikha, "I caused you to
know"] (Gen. Rab., ed. J. Theodor and H.
Albeck, 6y6, pp. 682-83).
Each of these four interpretations offers a
slightly different though equally typical mid
rashic way of reading the word vayitrotzetzu:
Some break it up into smaller words like ratz
("run"), or pun it with a similarly sounding
phrase like hitir tzivuyav ("permitted the com
mands"), or connect the Genesis base-verse
with another verse in Scrip ture (e.g., Ps. 58-4)
which, through more punning interpreta
tions, is enlisted to gloss the meaning of the
base-verse. In the very last interpretation of
Jer. 1 .5, the anonymous Rabbi exploits the fact
that the Hebrew text of the Bible in a Torah
scroll records only consonantal letters, and no
vowels-a fact that, somewhat ironically, now
allows the midrashic reader to change the
vowels of certain biblical words and thus
their meaning, as here from the active form,
yedatikha ("I knew") to the causative yidatikha
("I caused you to know").
What leads the Rabbis to base so many of
their interpretations on phonetic puns, on
associations between the sound of a word
like vayitrotzetzu and other similarly sounding
words and phrases? In part, this strongly
aural dimension of midrash may derive from
the Bible's own use of oral puns and sound
play-a habit facilitated by the very nature of
spoken Hebrew-but it also probably reflects
the way the Bible was learned by the Rabbis.
Most likely, Jews in the land of Israel during
the rabbinic period did not study the Bible by
reading it directly in scrolls, which were
doubtless scarce and, because of their size,
rather unwieldy; rather, they learned Scrip
ture from hearing it read aloud during the
synagogue service or in classes in the acad-
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emy. From such repeated auditory experi
ences, one assumes the Rabbis memorized the
scriptural text and carried it around in their
heads as a heard text. As we now know, a text
learned this way is "known" differently than
one learned from having read it on a page (or
scroll). For one thing, the page itself does not
figure as a primary unit in one's memory of
the text. Another thing is that one "hears" the
text rather than "sees" it (even in the mind's
eye), and as a consequence, one is more likely
to associate like-sounding words or phrases
or verses (the latter probably having been the
main units of memorization) rather than those
connected by visual elements (either physical
proximity in the written text or on a page, or
matters of orthography). And while it may
seem paradoxical, it is in fact perfectly expli
cable why the Rabbis tend to atomize verses
or words into their constituent sounds, and si
multaneously to associate otherwise unre
lated verses or phrases on the basis of shared
phonetic elements; in both cases, they are re
sponding to the phonetic/aural element of
the text. This is not to say that the Rabbis did
not know the Bible as a written text; it was, in
fact, the only text normatively written down
in rabbinic culture. It was, however, also the
only text in rabbinic culture to be regularly
read aloud from the written scroll. Indeed, the
Bible's most common name in rabbinic He
brew is miqra', "that which is read aloud."
Midrash, then, is very much an exegesis of
the heard text. This does not, of course, explain
everything in midrash. For while they are
willing to take the boldest liberties in inter
preting Scripture, the Rabbis are also the clos
est "readers" of Scripture imaginable, with an
almost preternatural sensitivity to the least
"bump" in the scriptural text-an unneces
sary repetition or superfluity, any kind of syn
tactical or lexical peculiarity, a mere hint at
something unseemly in the way of behavior,
or the smallest possibility of an inconsistency
between verses or even between a verse and
what the Rabbis believed must be the case.
Since we have been considering Jacob and
Esau, let us look at an interpretation of an-
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other verse from their narrative, from the
story in Gen. ch 27 of Jacob's deception of
Isaac, where he fools his aged blind father
into giving him the blessing intended for
Esau, the first-born son. Jacob's wiliness (of
which this episode was not the first case) may
or may not have been in itself a cause for em
barrassment to the Rabbis, but Gen. 27.19
posed a very concrete problem for them; In re
sponse to Isaac's question, "Which of my sons
are you?" Jacob tells his father an outright lie,
"I am Esau, your first-born." How does the
midrash deal with this problem?
The answer is quite simple: By rereading
the verse so that it no longer says, "I am Esau,
your first-born" but "I am [that is, Jacob];
Esau is your first-born" (Tan?1., ed. S. Buber,
Genesis, p. 131). Now this interpretation may
seem overly clever, especially as an attempt to
whitewash Jacob's reputation, but in fact the
interpretation exploits a genuine "problem"
in the verse. For why does Jacob need to tell
his father that Esau is his first-born son? As an
answer to Isaac's question, the detail is irrele
vant; and as a piece of familial information, it
is obviously something Isaac knows. Further,
the Hebrew word that Jacob uses in the verse
to identify himself, 'anokhi, "1," is itself note
worthy as a somewhat archaic locution that
every Rabbi would have instantly recognized
as the opening word of the Decalogue-in
deed, as the word with which God introduces
Himself: "I am/'anokhi the LoRD your God"
(Exod. 20.2). (In fact, another, somewhat more
expansive version of this midrash states that
Jacob said, "I am he who will receive the
Decalogue, but Esau is your first-born" [Gen.
Rab. 65:18, p. 730].) Faced with all these tex
tual "facts," along with the ethical problem
raised by Jacob's outright lie, the midrashic
reading might appear almost inevitable.
Almost, but not quite. Did the Rabbis be
lieve that this was the "real" meaning of the
verse, or what Jacob actually meant to say?
This question takes us to the very heart of
rnidrash and its hermeneutics. Some scholars
have suggested that midrashim like this are
midrashic "jokes," the humor lying in the self-
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conscious dissonance between what the Rab
bis know the Bible is saying, and what they
wish it to say. This is undoubtedly true: What
midrash continually demonstrates is the pos
sibility that Scripture may mean something
other than what it says. But there is also a way
in which the playfulness of rnidrash may be
interpreted as the Rabbis' sense of the playful
ness of Scripture itself. After all, could God
have ever really allowed Jacob to mislead
Isaac and let the blessing be given to the
wrong son? Could Isaac, our ancestor, have
been so easily misled? Must he not have
known to whom he was giving the blessing?
Were not Isaac and Jacob merely pretending to
deceive and to be deceived? Isn't this pretence
at deception the subtext of the story in which
Isaac and Jacob act out their roles of deceiver
and deceived so that providential history, the
history of Israel and of the Jews, can take
place despite history?
The Rabbis, after all, fully knew who Jacob
and Esau really were-not just biblical figures,
not merely their ancestors. They were also the
progenitors of Israel and Rome-the latter
was almost as ancient an identification as the
former-and, in a certain sense, they were Ju
daism and Rome. "The voice is the voice of
Jacob, yet the hands are the hands of Esau,"
Isaac announces as the disguised Jacob
approaches (Gen. 27.22). On which the mid
rash comments: "Jacob attains domination
through his voice [i.e., the power of lan
guage], and Esau through [the power of] his
hands." R. Yehuda bar Ilai is said to have
added that R. Judah the Prince interpreted the
latter verse in even more contemporary terms:
"The voice of Jacob cries out for what the
hands of Esau have done to him" (Gen. Rab.
65:21, pp. 733-34, 740). The Rabbis knew that
the story of Jacob and Esau and their rivalry
was not simply biblical history. It was also
their own history, the contemporary reality in
which they had to struggle daily merely to
survive.
With this understanding of the hermeneuti
cal background behind midrash, let us return
to the question with which we began this
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essay: What is Jewish about rnidrash? It
would be tempting to say that interpretations
like the preceding one, identifying Jacob with
Judaism and Esau with Rome, point to the in
herently Jewish nature of rnidrash. This is cer
tainly true of the content of the interpretation,
but it is worth recalling that ancient and me
dieval Christian students of the Bible used the
same hermeneutical principle to identify
Jacob with the church and Esau with Judaism.
The same is true by and large of the ancient
Jewish and Christian interpretations of the
Song of Songs; both traditions interpret the
poem as a love song between God and His
chosen nation-the major difference being
that in one case the beloved nation is Israel, in
the other Christianity (or the church). Is the
difference between Jewish and Christian in
terpretation then merely one of theological
preferences?
Some scholars have posited the differences
between the two interpretive traditions as
being that between rnidrash and allegory. In
fact, over the past twenty years, as they have
awakened to the existence of rnidrash, literary
theorists in particular have sought to see in
rabbinic hermeneutics an alternative mode of
interpretation to allegory. Where the latter is
said to posit the existence of a reference or
meaning "behind" the text as a kind of static
metaphysical presence, rnidrash has been cel
ebrated for seeing meaning "in front" of the
text, in the intertextual play between verses,
in the deferral of a single absolute meaning in
favor of a multiplicity of provisional and pos
sible meanings, and not least of all, for its far
more open complicity between the interpreter
and the act of interpretation as a subjective ex
ercise whose interest lies less in the outcome
of interpretation than in the process itself.
Some scholars have even identified rnidrash
with a kind of uniquely Jewish "ontology," or
at least a mode of thinking whose difference
from the so-called Greco-Christian logocen
tric tradition, usually identified with allegory,
has been seen as closer to that of poststruc
turalisrn.
The difficulty with this comparison is not
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only that its view of rnidrash is overly roman
ticized but that it fails to take into account the
fact that rnidrash is itself a form of allegory
not philosophical allegory, to be sure, but
nonetheless a form of interpretation that seeks
to show how the text means something other
than what it says. In this, rnidrash is not dif
ferent from other types of ancient interpreta
tion. There is, in fact, much in early Christian
interpretation from the New Testament itself
through Augustine and the Antiochene fa
thers that is rnidrash-like. The main herme
neutical difference between the two is that
Christian exegesis is far more systematic. Be
cause of its greater intimacy with classical
philosophical culture, Christian interpreta
tion is heavily theorized and more program
matic (and to that extent, more obviously ten
dentious than rabbinic interpretation). It is
also driven, as it were, by a different set of
anxieties. The main anxiety for Christian
interpreters is the knowledge that the New
Testament is indeed a belated document, a
late-corner, as it were, and hence the main
challenge faced by Christian exegetes is to
prove that the New Testament is in fact the
key to understanding the Old Testament, and
that the latter cannot properly be understood
without the full knowledge afforded by the
New Testament. In contrast, the anxiety driv
ing the Rabbis is the worry that the Bible itself
foresees their rejection and obsolescence;
hence the constant challenge they face is to
find through rnidrash a way for God to ad
dress them anew, to prove through the study
of Scripture that they remain His chosen
people, and that their interpretation, as ern
bodied in the Oral Torah, is in fact the true
and legitimate interpretation of the Bible's
meaning.
The other feature that truly distinguishes
rabbinic rnidrash is its singular literary form,
the modes of discourse in which its herme
neutics are articulated. These literary forms
show the close connection between rabbinic
interpretation of the Bible and synagogue
homilies. The most characteristic of all these
forms is the proem or petihta, a form that may
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have served (as Joseph Heinemann has sug
gested) as a kind of mini-sermon that intro
duced the initial verse of the weekly Shabbat
Torah reading. Instead of beginning with that
verse, however, the proem opens with an
other verse taken from a completely different
part of Tanakh; this verse is typically called
the "remote" verse because it is, for all practi
cal purposes, unrelated to the weekly Torah
reading and its opening verse. It is this verse
that the proem actually "interprets," building
in the process a kind of exegetical bridge tha t
eventually culminates in its true subject, the
opening verse of the weekly reading.
As a brief example of the form, consider the
following petibta for the weekly Torah reading
that begins with Lev. 24.2, "Command the Is
raelite people to bring you clear oil of beaten
olives for lighting, so as to maintain lights
regularly."
Bar Kapparah (d. 230 cE) recited a petibta:
"It is You who light my lamp; the LORD, my
God, lights up my darkness" (Ps. 18.29).
The Holy One, blessed be He, said to
man: Your lamp is in my hand, as it is said,
"The lifebreath of man is the lamp of the
LORD" (Prov. 20.27). And my lamp is in
yours: [this is the meaning of the phrase]
"so as to maintain lights regularly" (Lev.
24.2). To which the Holy One, blessed be
He, added: If you light my lamp, I will light
yours. That is the meaning of "Command
the Israelite people . . . " (Lev. 24.2).
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about this
particular petibta is the speech the author of
the proem puts into God's mouth-a speech
that is actually an interpretation of Ps. 18.29;
God Himself confirms, as it were, the mean
ing of the verse in the psalm, but it is also
through God's "interpretation" that the
preacher or author of this sermon speaks to
his audience. While the interpretation itself,
as well as that of Prov. 20.27, are independent
exegeses, the proem joins them in order to
make its own point about Lev. 24.2. Contrary
to how it looks in Scripture, this verse is not
simply a commandment from God to the Isra-
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elites to light a special candelabrum in the
sanctuary. Ra ther, it is testimony to the reci
procity of the deeds of God and man: If Israel
lights God's lamp in the sanctuary, then He
will light man's lamp, namely, his soul. Or to
put the same point in more general terms,
human life is God's response to human obser
vance of the commandments!
The peti?1ta epitomizes the characteristic
type of midrashic literary form that exists pre
cisely in the gray area between pure commen
tary, on the one side, and an original, creative
composition. Indeed, it is precisely in this
gray area between the two separate realms of
commentary and literature that midrash takes
seed and grows, never crossing over entirely
into either realm, flourishing in the space pre
cisely in-between. The petibta is also only one
among several literary forms of this kind that
come into existence in midrash as the dis
course of its exegesis. These relatively short
literary units-which include the parable, the
extrabiblical legend, pronouncement and ful
fillment stories (in which interpreted biblical
verses serve as punchlines or prophetic real
izations of unusual narratives), and various
types of lists and testimony forms-are the
real literary units of rabbinic midrash.
Unlike their contemporaries, the Rabbis did
not write treatises on the Bible and its mean
ing (as did Philo, for example), nor did they
initially compose tracts in which they sought
to "rewrite" the Bible (although such works
do come into existence in the early post
rabbinic period). It is not even clear that they
wrote commentaries as did the members of
the apocalyptic community at Qumran. We
know very little about the composition or
process of editing of the various midrashic
collections, but from their contents and over
all skeletal style, it would seem that they were
compiled to serve as source-books for "pro
fessionals"-that is, rabbinic preachers and
teachers who used them to prepare sermons
and lessons. There is little indication that they
were originally meant to serve as commen
taries to be studied alongside the Bible nor
were they, as were a number of early Chris-
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tian exegetical texts, transcripts of actual ser
mons or lessons in Scripture. As anthologies
of interpretations, with multiple interpreta
tions recorded side-by-side with no com
ments and few attempts to navigate between
them, these midrashic collections embody
the delight of midrash in always yet another
additional interpretation. Yet unlike their
postmodern descendants, in which polysemy
signifies an indeterminacy that reflects the
fundamental instability of meaning, multiple
interpretation as found in midrash is actually
a sign of its stability, the guarantee of a belief
in Scripture as an inexhaustible fount of
meaningfulness.
That the Rabbis preferred this type of an
thological composi tion to systematic treatises
or formal commentaries is in itself a revealing
fact about the way they saw biblical interpre
tation. For them, Bible study was an ad hoc
activity directed essentially to an audience
hungry for a response to its immediate needs
and to the desire to have Scrip ture speak in
the present moment. This feature of midrash
is also one that seems to have troubled some
later rabbinic authorities and even led them to
dismiss midrash as at best a poetic form of
speech that need not be taken too seriously.
Partly because of such ambivalence, mid
rash's fortunes following the rabbinic period
decidedly waned. The high point of classical
midrashic creativity was reached in the first
five centuries in the common era, but while
encyclopedias of midrash continued to be
composed throughout the Middle Ages, origi
nal midrashic composition declined until, ul
timately, the new forms of peshat-oriented
exegesis-so-called contextual or plain-sense
interpretation-emerged in the late wth cen
tury in the Islamic world and the 11th century
in Europe. What has survived in the popular
Jewish tradition of Bible study from the classi
cal midrashic traditions are primarily those
interpretations that were selected by Rashi
(R. Shlomo Yitzhaki, 104o-1105) for inclusion
in his commentary to the Bible. Finally, in
the 12th and 13th centuries, the literary forms
of classical midrash were appropriated and
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revived by the fledgling kabbalistic move
ment in such works as the Sefer Bahir and the
Zohar, where they were infused with a new
mystical content and thereby transformed
into a medium for esoteric teachings. At this
point, however, another literary tradition had
begun.
For much of the past two centuries, since
the beginnings of the Jewish Enlightenment
and of modern critical study of the Bible
among Jewish scholars, most interest in pre
modern Jewish biblical interpretation has
centered upon the peshat interpreters of the
Middle Ages, with their more contextual,
grammatically informed, and rationalistic ex
egesis of the biblical text. And yet, as has be
come increasingly clear in the last half
century, peshat exegesis has been more of an
exception, almost a blip, in the long history of
Jewish biblical exegesis. If there has been a
dominant mode of Jewish reading of the
Bible, it has been more in the "spirit" of
midrash-if not classical midrash itself-with
its imperative to connect to the biblical text,
its irrepressible playfulness, and its delight in
multiple, polyvalent traditions of interpreta
tion. And nowhere is this more visible than in
the very page layout of what becomes the true
Jewish study Bible-that is, the Rabbinic
Bible, the Miqra'ot Gedolot-as it was first pub
lished in 1516 by the Christian printer Daniel
Bomberg and then successively built upon
and expanded by subsequent publishing
houses. On this page, as one can see from
Figure 1, the biblical text is surrounded by
commentaries and para-exegetical works
the Aramaic Targum next to the biblical text,
with the commentaries of Rashi, Ibn Ezra,
Nal)manides, Sforno, and others below. Al
though most of these commentaries are peshat
commentaries, each one explicitly or implic
itly insisting upon the univocal truth of its
particular interpretation, here they all lie next
to each other on the same page, as though
there were no significant difference or dis
agreement between them, awaiting the reader
who will study them all, gleaning each for its
own contribution and added significance. In
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The page includes the biblical text, the standard Aramaic translation (Targum Onkelos), Rashi, a
super-commentary on Rashi, Nabmanides, Ibn Ezra, Sforno, and two other commentaries.

its celebration of the possibilities of multiple
interpretation, this very page layout is "mid
rashic"-and powerful tes t im on y in itself to

the supreme power midrash continues to
wield in the Jewish study of the Bible.
[DAVID STERN]
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

Medieval Jewish Interpretation
The Way o f the Peshat
The Bible has been the focus of a rich exegeti
cal tradition, which began to evolve even
before the canonization process was com
pleted. The techniques of inner-biblical ex
egesis, pesher-type interpretation as practiced
at Qumran, and rabbinic rnidrash are all
examples of the application of the Bible to
the changing spiritual needs of a faith
community. (See "Inner-biblical Interpreta
tion," pp. 1829-35; "The Bible in the Dead Sea
Scrolls," pp. 192o-28; and "Midrash and
Jewish Interpretation," pp. 1863-75.) Rab
binic rnidrash treated the entire Bible as an or
ganic whole, whose parts were infinitely sig
nificant and ripe for interpretation. This led to
atomizing the text, reading words and verses
out of context, and making connections be
tween verses from various biblical books. Ha
lakhic rnidrash attempted to anchor current
practice in the biblical text, while aggadic
rnidrash shed light on the character of biblical
personalities and derived moral, educational,
and theological lessons from biblical narra
tive through a variety of creative techniques,
which often had little regard for the literary co
herence or earlier meanings of the text. The
rnidrashic method adequately satisfied the
community's needs well into the early Middle
Ages, when significant forces carne to bear
which called for new approaches to the biblical
text and gave birth to the commentary genre.
In contrast to rnidrashic collections, which are
anthologies of comments by various sages,
arranged either as a commentary on a biblical
book or as a collection of sermons, the com
mentary bears the distinct stamp of a single
author. From the 8th century onward, in Iraq,
Judea-Arabic paraphrases of biblical texts
begin to appear, replacing Aramaic works of a
similar nature. These are the precursors of the
commentary genre. By the middle of the 9th
century, a steady stream of commentaries be-

gins to flow through the veins of the Jewish
body politic, nourishing and invigorating it,
and providing instruction and inspiration for
each succeeding generation.
Karaites and Geonim (9th-11th Centuries)
Jewish scholars were doubtless aware of the
importance of the Bible for Christians and its
use as a source of inspiration and prooftexts.
Indeed, Christians were already producing
commentaries on biblical books in the 3rd cen
tury. However, only with the rise of Islam and
the challenge posed by its claim of religious
superiority did new approaches to the study of
the biblical text seem imperative for Jewish
scholars. The engagement of Muslim scholars
in Quranic exegesis directly influenced the ap
proach of their Jewish counterparts to the
Hebrew Scriptures. The exposure to Islamic
philosophy, especially rationalist Mutazilite
Kalarn, was also a powerful factor and left a
distinct stamp of rationalism on the works of
the period. Under the influence of Arabic
philology and linguistics the serious study of
the Hebrew language was undertaken, dic
tionaries were written, and rules, often de
rived from the Arabic grammarian's study of
Quranic grammar, began to be defined for He
brew grammar. One of the distinctive features
of the commentary genre is the recognition
that language follows specific rules and that
these must be taken into account when ex
plaining the text. Thus, although the message
of the Bible is still seen as divine, the medium
is human, and follows the conventions of
human speech and communication.
It was at this time in Iraq, newly conquered
by the Arabs from the Persians, that the
Karaite movement began to take shape. By
questioning the validity of the oral law and
its supremacy over the written, and its
sometimes idiosyncratic interpretations and
occasional contradictions of the biblical text,
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this movement challenged the authority of
the rabbinic leadership of the period. The
Karaites advocated a return to Scripture and
ridiculed the rabbinic readings of the text,
which indeed were often difficult to justify on
rational grounds. The movement's founding
father, or better, precursor, was Anan ben
David (mid-8th century), who according to re
cent scholarship, was not really the first
Karaite, but rather the founder of a rival legal
school which promoted a different interpreta
tion of the halakhah, while using the same
techniques of rnidrash halakhah as the Rab
bis. Anan promoted an extreme ascetical form
of religion, which he buttressed with mid
rashic exegetical methods, and many of his
views were rejected by later Karaites. Anan, at
least according to later tradition, seems to
have coined the slogan "search diligently the
Scriptures and do not rely on my opinion,"
thus inspiring an efflorescence of biblical
scholarship in both the Karaite and Rabbanite
(the term used for Rabbinic in Karaite con
texts) camps that would reach its zenith in the
1oth and nth centuries.
The Karaites, who coalesced into a move
ment in the 10th century, were the first Jewish
group to produce full-fledged scriptural com
mentaries. The earliest exegete seems to have
been the Karaite Benjamin al-Nahawandi
(first half of the gth century), who wrote com
mentaries on the Torah and several other bib
lical books, of which only fragments remain.
The earliest extant complete Jewish commen
tary is Daniel al-Qurnisi's commentary on the
Minor Prophets, the only part of his oeuvre to
have survived intact. Al-Qumisi flourished in
the last quarter of the gth century, during
which time he emigrated to Jerusalem where
he helped found the Karaite community of
Mourners of Zion. His commentary, written
in Hebrew, bears a distinct authorial stamp,
and presents a running verse-by-verse exposi
tion of the biblical text, incorporating occa
sional Arabic and Persian glosses. Al-Qumisi
demonstrates a distinct awareness of the liter
ary nature of the biblical text, pointing out
connections between verses and sections, and
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offering philological analysis where neces
sary. On occasion he will apply certain pro
phetic statements to his own era, specifically
engaging in polemics against the Rabbanites.
But such interpretations are always offered as
a second level of meaning after the verse has
been subjected to philological and literary
analysis. Take for example, Hos. 2.8-g: "As
suredly, I will hedge up her roads with thorns
and raise walls against her, and she shall not
find her paths. Pursue her lovers as she will,
she will not overtake them; and seek them as
she may, she shall never find them. Then she
will say, 'I will go and return to my first hus
band, for then I fared better than now.' " After
explaining the difficult words in the text and
placing the verses in the general context of
Hosea's prophecy, al-Qumisi then applies
these verses to the Karaite-Rabbanite contro
versy, explaining that many will seek enlight
enment through the teachings of the Rabban
ites but will be disappointed ("seek them
as she may, she shall never find them," 2.8)
and as a result, there will be some who wish
to "return to the first husband" (2.9), i.e., to
the proper worship of God as prescribed in the
Bible (the Karaite way), while there are those
who "pursue their lovers" (ibid.), i.e., en
gage in improper acts, as did the early na
tions, in which men would marry their nieces
and sisters-in-law and perform other forbid
den unions, use candlelight on the Sabbath,
etc., as did the Rabbanites. But the shepherds
who mislead their flocks (i.e., the Rabbanites)
will be dismissed and Israel will not find
them, as it is written "I will dismiss them
from tending the flock" (Ezek. 34.10). While
this type of exegesis is somewhat reminiscent
of the pesharim of the Dead Sea sectarians,
there is a wide gap between the latter, which
use the biblical text as a key for predicting the
future, particularly the fate of their commu
nity, and those Karaites like al-Qumisi, who
occasionally offer a midrashic type of gloss
applying the text to their present situation. In
general, in contrast with the Sages, who spoke
of the multivalency of Scripture, al-Qumisi in
sisted that every word in the Bible had but
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one true interpretation. Unfortunately, this in
terpretation was not always immediately ob
vious. Therefore, multiple meanings could vie
with each other, until the true meaning would
be clarified at the End of Days when the
Teacher of Righteousness (march tzedek), a
messianic figure who is also prominent in
Qumran pesher texts, would clarify ambigui
ties and decide on the one true interpretation.
The most prominent Rabbanite exegete of
this period is Saadia Gaon (882-942), a poly
math, who did pioneering scholarly work in
many areas, including grammar and exegesis.
Saadia was born in Egypt and later moved to
Iraq, where he was eventually chosen to be
gaon, or head of the Sura academy, the leading
talmudic academy of his time. Saadia trans
lated most of the Bible into Arabic and wrote
commentaries on many books including the
Torah, Isaiah, Proverbs, Job, and some of the
Five Scrolls. He prefaced his commentaries
with detailed introductions discussing gram
matical, exegetical, and philosophical issues
and polemicizing extensively against the
Karaites. Saadia set down several principles
of interpretation, which guided him in his
work of translation and exegesis. These are
most explicit in the introduction to his Torah
commentary, where he affirmed the necessity
of understanding the biblical text according to
the plain meaning of the words, with the fol
lowing exceptions: (1) if experience and sense
perception contradict the plain meaning (e.g.,
that Eve was the mother of all living things
[Gen. 2.2o]); (2) if reason contradicts the plain
sense (e.g., Deut. 4.24, that "the LORD your
God is a consuming fire," which must be in
terpreted metaphorically); (3) when verses
contradict each other (e.g., Mal. 3.10, "thus
put me to the test," which must be interpreted
so as not to contradict Deut. 6.16, "do not test
the LORD, your God," which takes prece
dence); (4) when a verse contradicts estab
lished tradition (e.g., in the prohibition
against seething a kid in its mother 's milk
[Exod. 23.19; 34.26; Deut. 14-21]). In the last
case, an oral tradition (the complete separa
tion of meat and milk products) was transmit-
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ted by the people, who saw how the prophets
behaved in this matter. One of Saadia's key
exegetical principles was maintaining a bal
ance between the freedom of the interpreter
and the authoritative tradition. This issue
must have been heatedly discussed in Islamic
circles as well, but for Saadia it was probably
primarily motivated by the need to defend
the oral tradition from the attacks of the
Karaites. For Saadia unlimited freedom of in
terpretation, which the Karaites advocated,
was unthinkable, since it would lead to reli
gious anarchy. Exegetical freedom had to be
limited by the dictates of tradition, which
sometimes led to interpretations far from the
plain sense.
Another important rabbinic exegete of this
period was Samuel ben I:Iofni (d. 1013), gaon
of Sura, who wrote an extensive commentary
on the Torah in Judea-Arabic, only part of
which survives. This commentary follows in
Saadia's footsteps but has its own unique
features as well. It takes a rationalistic ap
proach to the text and features extensive ex
cursuses on various topics, which go far be
yond the explication of the text and for which
he was criticized by later exegetes. For exam
ple, his comment on Gen. 41 .49 ("So Joseph
collected produce in very large quantity, like
the sands of the sea") includes a lengthy dis
course on hoarding, and he appends to his
commentary on the death of Jacob a long dis
cussion of the laws of death and burial (Gen.
47-29)0ne of the most prominent Karaite scholars
of the period was Ya'qub al-Qirqisani, a native
of Iraq and a younger contemporary of Sa
adia, who wrote two major works in Arabic, a
legal code called Kitab al-amuar wa'l maraqib
(Book of Lights and Watchtowers), and a com
mentary on the Torah titled Kitab al-Riyad wa'l
bada'iq (Book of Gardens and Parks). These two
works constituted a unified exegetical project
encompassing the legal and narrative por
tions of the Torah. In the latter work he sets
down thirty-seven principles of exegesis and
explains his exegetical aims and methods. Ex
amples include the Mosaic authorship of the
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entire Torah and the necessity to interpret
Scripture literally unless this would lead to a
contradiction. Another important principle is
that "Scripture addresses human beings in a
manner accessible to them and about matters
familiar to them from their own experience,"
which is reminiscent of the rabbinic principle
"Scripture speaks in human language" (e.g.,
b. Ber. 31b). His works demonstrate a wide
knowledge of contemporary philosophical
and intellectual trends, as was typical for his
time and environment.
In the 10th century Jerusalem became the
spiritual center of Karaism. The greatest
Karaite exegete was Japheth ben Eli, who
flourished in the second half of the 10th cen
tury and was part of this Jerusalem school of
Karaite scholars. He is the only exegete to
have translated and commented on the entire
Bible. He seems to have undertaken this task
in order to provide the Karaite community
with an adequate trea tment of Scripture,
which could hold its own against traditional
rabbinic exegesis, especially the sophisticated
treatment of his formidable Rabbanite oppo
nent Saadia Gaon. While not as sophisticated
and well developed in his understanding of
Arabic linguistics and Mutazilite (rationalist
Islamic) philosophy as his 1 1th-century suc
cessors, such as Yusuf al-Basir, Jeshuah ben
Judah, and Abu'l-Faraj Harun, his originality
and literary-contextual approach set the tone
for succeeding generations of exegetes and
were profoundly influential. Japheth's Karaite
successors used his .commentaries as the
foundation for their remarks, expanding and
elaborating upon them, and his comments
also found their way into the rabbinic peshnt
tradition, mainly through the media tion of
Abraham Ibn Ezra.
Japheth's commentaries are divided into
two sections. Each biblical book begins with a
programmatic introduction, followed by a
section-by-section translation and commen
tary. The translation and commentary are inti
mately related: The translation represents the
distillation of the exegete's understanding of
the meaning of the text, while the commen-
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tary discusses in depth the various options for
its interpretation. Like Daniel al-Qumisi, Ja
pheth also interpreted the text according to
two methods, one the linguistic-contextual,
the other, the pesher-like or prognostic, in
which allusions are sought in the text to the
exegete's own time, and to the struggle of the
Karaite movement against its opponents. For
Japheth and other Karaite members of the
Mourners of Zion, such as Salmon ben
Jerol:wm (mid-1oth century), this second
method, which had a strong messianic tone to
it, replaced the rabbinic method of midrash,
which they had rejected. However, this
method was used selectively, only on works
or verses deemed appropriate for such treat
ment (e.g., the poetic passages in the Torah
and Early Prophets, Psalms, Daniel, Song of
Songs).
In the late 10th century the Karaite Abu
Ya'aqov Yusuf Ibn Nul) published a grammat
ical commentary on the Bible, the Dikduk
(Grammar), which bears witness to an early
Karaite tradition of Hebrew grammatical
thought which originated in Persia and Iraq
in the 8th to gth centuries and was at first
shared by Rabbanites and Karaites alike. The
intention of this work was to use the tools of
grammar and linguistics to elucidate the bibli
cal text; it is thus distinguished from the
grammars of Saadia and the Karaite Abu'l
Faraj Harun, which were more theoretical
grammars arranged systematically. Ibn Nul)
also wrote a long commentary on the Torah,
only part of which survives.
The most important Karaite exegete of the
11th century is Jeshuah ben Judah, author of
several exegetical works, including long and
short commentaries on the Torah, and Genesis
Rnbbnh, a theological commentary on the
opening chapters of Genesis (not to be con
fused with the rabbinic midrash of the same
name). His commentaries, scholastic in na
ture, are imbued with the teachings of Mu
tazilite Kalam and include lengthy halakhic
discussions. They also include extensive quo
tations from rabbinic literature, some of them
cited approvingly.
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By the 11th century a Karaite community
had taken hold in Byzantium, and soon
Karaites from this community were traveling
to Jerusalem to study at the feet of the great
sages of the Jerusalem school. Led by Tobias
ben Moses, these Byzantine sectarians trans
lated into Hebrew and epitomized large por
tions of the Karaite exegetical and halakhic
tradition of the time and brought them back
to Byzantium. Thus were the Arabic works of
Japheth, Jeshuah, and the great theologian
Yusuf al-Basir salvaged and transmitted to
new generations of students, albeit in rather
inferior translations that did not do justice to
the eloquence of their authors.
The geonim and their Karaite contempo
raries are the pioneers of Jewish biblical exe
gesis, the first to produce systematic biblical
commentaries. They influenced succeeding
schools of interpretation, especially those in
the Arabic sphere: e.g., exegetes such as Judah
Ibn Bal'am and Abraham Ibn Ezra (Muslim
Spain), Abraham Maimonides (Egypt) and
the Yemenite midrashic commentaries such as

Midrash ha-gadol.
The Spanish School (1oth-1 1th Centuries)
In the

late geonic period (1oth-11th centuries),
the intellectual and spiritual center of me
dieval Jewry moved to Muslim Spain, where
the grammatical and exegetical work begun
by Saadia Gaon and the Karaites was contin
ued and reached new levels of sophistication.
The first significant work to be produced in
Spain was the Mabberet (Notebook) of Menal)em
ben Jacob Ibn Saruq, (mid-1oth century) the
secretary of I:Iisdai Ibn Shaprut (ca. 915--ca.
970), a prominent minister in the court of the
Caliph 'Abd al-Ral)rnan. The Mabberet is a He
brew dictionary of biblical roots, the first of its
kind to be produced in Hebrew. Though not a
commentary, this work elucidated many diffi
cult biblical verses, and represented the purest
form of philological exegesis. The Mabberet
proved to be controversial and elicited a spir
ited response from Menal)em's contemporary
Dunash ben Labrat. The students of these
-
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grammarians carried on the discussion in a se
ries of exchanges. They focused on the basic
meaning of biblical roots and verses, many of
which had theological and doctrinal implica
tions. For instance, Dunash accused Menal)em
of preferring Karaite interpretations to those
of the Rabbanites. Indeed, Menal)em is single
minded in his devotion to the biblical lan
guage and text, insisting that they needed to be
understood on their own terms, without re
course to other sources. Thus, he avoids com
parative philology as much as possible, even
shunning Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew for
the most part. Dunash is much more of a tradi
tionalist, relying on the Masorah, comparative
philology (Arabic, Aramaic), and traditional
rabbinic interpretation. The works of these
early grammarians would soon be surpassed
by their successors, but the. fact that they were
written in Hebrew made them accessible to
and extremely influential among the North
ern French exegetical school of Rashi and his
disciples.
One of the weaknesses of the grammatical
theories of Menal)em and Dunash was their
adherence to the biliteral theory of "weak" He
brew verbs (instead of the triliteral root theory
that was later accepted). Indeed, in the case of
some weak verbs, Menal)em assigned them
only one root letter. This understanding of the
verbal root and other linguistic matters was
improved considerably by the important
grammatical work of Judah I:Iayyuj (ca.
945--ca. 1000) and Jonah Ibn Janal) (11th cen
tury), who raised the scientific study of He
brew grammar to new heights. I:Iayyuj wrote
three grammatical trea tises, including Sefer
ha-Shorasltim (Book ofRoots), and a grammatical
commentary on the Prophets entitled Kitab
al-Nutaf (Book of Plucked Feathers). These works
contain a great deal of exegetical material,
which greatly influenced subsequent exegetes.
I:Iayyuj is credited with introducing the con
cept of the triliteral Hebrew root, which he ap
plied to the weak verbs and which revolution
ized the study of Hebrew grammar.
Ibn Janal) refined I:Iayyuj's theories in sev
eral grammatical treatises, including Kitab
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al-Luma (Sefer ha-Riqmah, Book of Variegated
Flowerbeds) and Kitab al-Usul (Sefer ha
Shorashim, Book of Roots). Much of the former
deals with exegetical tools, including various
kinds of substitutions, perhaps the most dar
ing and controversial of his methods. For ex
ample at Eccl. 1.8, he explains kol ha-devarim
yege'im (lit., "all things are weary") as kol
ha-devarim meyage'im ("all things make one
weary, are wearisome," substituting a verb for
an adjective). At Exod. 21 .8, "he shall not have
the right to sell her to a foreign people ('am
nokhri), he substitutes 'ish (man) for 'am. Simi
larly, when Abimelech pleads with God, "will
you slay a nation (goy) though it be inno
cent?" (Gen. 20-4), Ibn Janal). insists that one
must substitute 'ish (man) for goy (nation).
Many believe that Ibn Janal). is here anticipat
ing the conjectural emendation, a significant
tool of modern biblical scholarship, but it is
more likely that these interpretations are
based on established exegetical principles,
many borrowed from Quranic exegesis. Most
of these substitutions were accepted by his
contemporaries, but some were criticized for
exceeding the limits of the acceptable. For in
stance, Ibn Janal). proposes that in 1 Kings
2.28, "for Joab sided with Adonijah, and did
not side with Absalom," Absalom should be
replaced with Solomon, which makes more
sense in the context. However, most of Ibn
Janal).'s critics accept the Masoretic Text and
interpret the text as referring to Joab's lack of
support for Absalom in the past. Ibn Janal).
was also a pioneer in comparative philology
and solved many an exegetical difficulty
through recourse to Rabbinic Hebrew, Ara
maic or Arabic. Some of his solutions have
been proposed by modern Bible scholars who
were unaware that Ibn }anal). had anticipated
them. An example of his technique is his ex
planation of Num. 16.1: vayikab korab, "and
Korah took." Exegetes throughout the ages,
beginning with the Targumim and mid
rashim, have puzzled over what it was that
Korah took and made various proposals for
filling the gap. Ibn }anal)., on the basis of com
parison with the Arabic equivalent of the
-

word lakab (the root of vayikab), suggests that
the word here means "to begin" and does not
require a direct object. It is rather connected to
the verb in the following verse vayakumu,
"they rose up," and means Korah and his men
began to rise up against Moses.
In another important contribution, Ibn
Janal). applied rhetorical principles to biblical
usage, especially with regard to poetic repeti
tion or parallelism. Thus, for example, one
finds synonyms in Isa. 41 .4, "Who has made
and done?" and in Isa. 43·7, "I have created,
fashioned and made him." Are these syn
onyms to be explained as having different
meanings? The midrashic tradition and many
medieval exegetes saw a distinct meaning in
each word, assuming that since in the Bible no
words are superfluous, each word had its
own meaning. Ibn Janal). argued that the use
of such synonyms and repetitions is rhetori
cal, to add elegance and beauty to the lan
guage; they do not add further meaning. If
one should ask, then, why bother repeating
the same idea in different words, Ibn Janal).
would respond that in the art of rhetoric, elab
oration is more elegant and artistic. This view
was adopted by many Spanish and Provenc;al
exegetes, especially Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Radak, and was criticized by others who fa
vored the midrashic method. In recent times,
this question has again become a topic of dis
pute among interpreters of the Bible.
The two most important exegetes in Mus
lim Spain were Moses ben Samuel Gikatilla of
Saragossa and Judah ben Samuel Ibn Bal'am
of Toledo and later Seville, who were both ac
tive in the second half of the nth century.
Gikatilla translated the Arabic grammar
books of J:layyuj into Hebrew and wrote a
commentary on the Bible; most of it is lost.
From the extant fragments of his commentary
one can see that he was heavily influenced by
Ibn }anal). in matters grammatical, but did not
confine his exegesis to grammar and philol
ogy; he also commented on matters of content
and general meaning. Notable is his severe ra
tionalism, especially in dealing with miracles.
He was also the first exegete to assign the sec-
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ond part of the book of Isaiah (chs 4o-66) to a
second prophet (called by modern scholars
Second Isaiah or Deutero-Isaiah).
Judah Ibn Bal'am's works have fared better
than Gikatilla's and most have survived, al
though, until recently, few had been pub
lished. His commentaries are very selective,
focusing on verses about which he disagrees
with his predecessors. In his introduction to
the Prophets, he spells out his exegetical
method, explaining that he will treat difficult
words in three ways: by translating them into
Arabic, by comparing them with cognate
words in the Bible, and, wherever possible, by
relating them to equivalents in Rabbinic He
brew, Aramaic, or Arabic. Although some
have considered him an epigone (a follower
of lesser abilities) of Ibn Janal:t, he was clearly
an independent thinker, who struggled with
the text, rejected opposing views, and offered
many innovative interpretations. In some
cases, if he was not sa tisfied with previous so
lutions to a problem and could not provide a
better solution of his own, he preferred to
leave the problem unsolved. Only in matters
of halakhah did he bow to tradition, as did
most of the peshat (contextual) exegetes of the
Middle Ages. Like his mentor Ibn Janal:t, he
was concerned with identifying geographical
names, objects, flora, and fauna.
Abraham Ibn Ezra (1089-1164)
The commentaries of Abraham ben Meir Ibn
Ezra mark the culmination of the Spanish
Arabic period of exegesis. Ibn Ezra lived in
Spain most of his life, but in 1 140 he aban
doned his homeland, probably for personal
reasons, and set out on a journey that would
take him to Rome and through much of
France, arriving finally in England, where he
died in 1164. As he traveled, he produced,
often by commission, commentaries on vari
ous biblical books; in some cases, such as
Exodus, Minor Prophets, Psalms, Esther, and
Daniel, he produced two commentaries, one
considerably longer and more detailed than
the other. Ibn Ezra, in the Spanish tradition,
-

based his methodology on the twin pillars of
grammar and reason. He argued that only an
exegete thoroughly grounded in Hebrew
grammar and lexicography could properly
understand the meaning of the biblical text.
For him the text had but one meaning, which
could be obtained only through the applica
tion of the rules of grammar. Furthermore, an
acceptable interpretation had to be logically
consistent and stand up to the test of reason.
In the introduction to his Torah commen
tary, he discusses four earlier approaches to
biblical exegesis which he found wanting: (1)
the geonic, which tended to stray from the
matter at hand and lapsed into lengthy dis
cussions of matters not germane to the text;
(2) the Karaite, which rejected the oral tradi
tion of the Sages, allowing every exegete to in
terpret according to his own understanding,
even in matters of halakhah, thus undermin
ing rabbinic authority; (3) the Christian,
which tended to allegorize the text, including
matters of halakhah, thus robbing it of its
basic meaning and calling into question the
necessity for religious observance; and (4) the
midrashic, the way of the Sages, whose inter
pretations defied logic and reason and ig
nored context. This lack of exegetical control
was totally unacceptable.
Ibn Ezra then articulates his own methodol
ogy: he will explain the grammar of each
word only once, at its first occurrence, and
then explain its meaning in context. He also
declares that he will ignore the comments of
the Masoretes, which he claims have no ex
egetical value, though they provided much
material for homilists.
Ibn Ezra's exegesis represents a distillation
of the finest achievements of the Spanish
philological school of exegesis, avoiding its
more radical elements such as Ibn Janal:t's
methods of lexical and consonantal substitu
tion. He adopted Moses Ibn Ezra's stance (see
below) that Scripture uses human language
and therefore must conform to the rules of
syntax and rhetoric; this led him to reject
midrashim which tampered with the syntax,
or interpretations based on plene or defective
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spellings since these had no effect on the
meaning of the text. Furthermore, the Bible
speaks of God and the elements of na ture in
human terms, so that human beings can un
derstand what it is saying. Expressions such
as the "mouth of the earth" (Num. 16.32) or
"the heart of the sea" (Exod. 15 .8) are figures
of speech and should not be understood liter
ally.
Ibn Ezra fully accepted the Spanish exegeti
cal tradition that did not assign significance to
changes in spelling or wording if the meaning
was not affected. As a result, he paid little at
tention to textual nuance, unusual spellings,
and stylistic variation, which are popular now
among modern students of the Bible. He ig
nored the differences in parallel passages,
e.g., the two versions of the Decalogue, or
Pharaoh's two dreams, and, saw no signifi
cance in the unusual form 'olwloh (Gen. 9.21),
instead of 'oholo, which Rashi as well as the
midrash interpreted to refer to the fall of Sa
maria (called 'Oholah), brought down by
drunkenness and depravity.
In his firm belief that Scripture could not
contradict the demands of reason, he was a
faithful follower of Saadia Gaon, invoking the
method of tikun (correction or adapta tion,
based on the tawil of Quranic exegesis) in
order to make a verse conform to reason by
means of allegory or metaphor. But in order to
avoid undermining the validity of the com
mandments, the historicity of the patriarchal
narratives, or the truthfulness of the prophetic
messages, he insisted, as did Saadia, that the
method of tikun had to be applied only when
absolutely necessary.
Ibn Ezra also followed Saadia in his stead
fast defense of the oral tradition (kabbalah) of
the Sages, particularly in matters of halakhah.
In practical terms this meant that Ibn Ezra
could not accept a peshat interpretation that
contradicted halakhah, in contrast to other pe
shat exegetes, such as Rashbam, of the North
ern French school, or Radak. Thus, for exam
ple, Exod. 13.9 and other passages which
provide the scriptural basis for tefillin (phy
lacteries) are accepted as referring to the ha-
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lakhic requirement to actually bind copies of
these passages on the arm and place them
on the head in leather boxes (phylacteries, or
tefillin). Ibn Ezra argues that since the literal
interpretation does not contradict reason and
that the commandment it entails can be car
ried out, it must be accepted, unlike the verse
"and you should circumcise the foreskin of
your heart" (Deut. 10.16), which cannot be in
terpreted literally. The Karaites and Rashbam,
on the other hand, interpret both these verses
metaphorically as merely urging constant vig
ilance in remembering the commandments.
But while the oral tradition of the Sages, the
vast body of halakhah gathered in the Mish
nah and Talmud, was sacrosanct, the same au
thority was not ascribed to the midreshei ha
/ak/zah, the halakhic midrashim of the Sages
meant to provide scriptural justification for
the actual laws themselves. He felt no compul
sion to defend these in the same way he de
fended the halakhic decisions of the Talmud
(see, e.g., his short commentary to Exod. 21 .8).
Similarly, despite his respect for the halakhic
decisions of the rabbinic Sages, Ibn Ezra feels
no compulsion to accept their assignations of
authorship to the various biblical books (e.g.,
he questions whether Jeremiah wrote Lamen
tations), or the midrashic identification of bib
lical characters (e.g., contra Rashi, he rejects
the midrashic view that the prophet Joel was
the son of the prophet Samuel).
Ibn Ezra had a very conservative view of
the biblical text and rejected all attempts at
emendation. On the other hand, he did have a
penchant for higher criticism, pointing to later
additions in the text (e.g., Gen. 12.6; 22.14;
Deut. J.l l), and especially the last twelve
verses of Deuteronomy ("the secret of the
twelve"), which he claims were written pro
phetically by Joshua. Similarly, following
Moses Gikatilla, he advocates the postexilic
dating of the second part of Isaiah and of
some of the psalms (e.g., Ps. 69).
Ibn Ezra was a serious philosopher, a Neo
platonist, heavily influenced by astrology. Al
though he never wrote any systematic theo
logical or philosophical treatises, his thought
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may be gleaned from his biblical commen
taries. Indeed, many of Ibn Ezra's allusions to
secrets (sodot) refer to his views on central is
sues of Jewish theology, such as God's rela
tion to the land of Israel, the people of Israel,
and the role of the sacrificial cult, especially
the scapegoat (Lev. 16.8) in determining the
fate of the Jewish people. His referring to
these views as secrets, and alluding to them
obliquely, may be an indication that they
might be threatening to the religious well
being of the Jewish masses and could only be
tolerated and properly understood by the in
tellectual elite.
Ibn Ezra was one of the main conduits of
Spanish-Jewish culture to the rest of Western
Europe, and as such his legacy is of ines
timable value. Despite the impression given
by his "modern" critical allusions and his ten
dency to be overly critical of his predecessors
and contemporaries, he was not a radical ex
egete. His importance lies in his position at
the end of a productive period in Jewish intel
lectual history and his ability to summarize in
Hebrew the exegetical achievements of this
period clearly, succinctly, and judiciously.
Nevertheless, his commentaries presented
challenges to the reader because of their con
cise, difficult nature, and scattered cryptic
comments, which stimulated the production
of a whole corpus of super-commentaries that
elucidate and elaborate upon them.
Interest in Ibn Ezra has continued down
through the ages, making him one of the most
influential cultural icons in Jewish history. In
the Late Middle Ages, he was appropriated
by nearly every intellectual school. Though he
was a Neoplatonist, Maimonidean Aristote
lians found common ground in him. Though
he polemicized fiercely against the Karaites,
these sectarians also claimed him as one of
their own, perhaps because he often cited
works by Karaite scholars. Baruch Spinoza
cited him as the first biblical critic, making
much of his so-called higher-critical com
ments and using his name to justify his own
much more radical views. He was also much
admired by the Christian Hebraists in the

early modern period, who translated many of
his works and quoted him approvingly. In the
modern period, Jewish reformers and biblical
critics saw him as a precursor of their views,
as someone who was dedicated to the pur
suit of truth but could not express his views
openly, and as someone, who, like Mai
monides, was open to the outside world, will
ing to accept the truth from whatever source it
came.
Aesthetics and Philosophy
At the same time that grammarians were re
fining their tools to better explain the biblical
text, another school of thought was approach
ing the Bible from a different direction. Schol
ars trained in philosophy were using their
newfound knowledge to reexamine the bibli
cal text and then reinterpret it in the light of
their philosophical insights. While none uti
lized the commentary genre, their works are
full of comments on the biblical text, which
they attempt to harmonize with their philo
sophical teachings. (See "The Bible in the
Philosophical Tradition," pp. 1948-75.) Al
though he did not write biblical commen
taries as such, Moses ben Jacob Ibn Ezra (ca.
1055-1138), a relative and friend of Abraham
Ibn Ezra, made an important contribution to
biblical hermeneutics by developing a literary
exegetical theory based on Arabic theories of
aesthetics. His Arabic treatise, Book of Discus
sion and Conversation, provides guidelines for
writing Hebrew poetry in the Arabic style. To
illustrate his points Ibn Ezra brings examples
from the Bible and thereby indirectly provides
an analysis of biblical stylistics in comparison
with the ideal of Arabic poetry. Applying his
theory to prophecy, he portrayed biblical
prophets as poets, who supplied the literary
form for the divine message. The implications
for exegesis are obvious, since this means that
biblical prophecies can be analyzed like any
other poetry. Furthermore, if the ideas ex
pressed are paramount, then the stylistic em
bellishments of these ideas do not have inter
pretive significance and can be ignored. This
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leads to the principle, characteristic of the
Spanish school of peshat exegesis, that the
Bible may repeat the same idea in different
words for stylistic, aesthetic purposes, and
that such repetition is not exegetically sig
nificant. Thus, for example, in "Abraham
breathed his last and died" (Gen. 25.8),
"breathed his last" (vayigva') renders "and
died" (vayamot) superfluous. As part of his
theory, Ibn Ezra enumerates literary orna
ments of poetry, known in Arabic as badi,
which he proceeds to identify in the Bible.
Some, such as metaphor, simile, and allegory,
were commonly recognized; for others, he
could not find good examples. Nevertheless,
in the attempt, he revealed many characteris
tics of biblical style, which had hitherto
not been recognized. Ibn Ezra's aesthetic exe
gesis, written in Arabic, towards the end of
the Golden Age of Spanish-Jewish culture
(1oth-12th centuries, when Muslims con
trolled most of Spain), remained untranslated
until recently, and thus had little impact on
subsequent generations, living in Christian
Europe with limited exposure to Arabic lan
guage and culture.
BaJ.:tya Ibn Pakuda (ca. 1 100) in his Duties of
the Heart, elaborates a theory of biblical exege
sis in which he identifies several levels of un
derstanding, from the basic linguistic to the
lexical to the contextual and finally to the eso
teric, which is only attainable by those who
have intellect and understanding. BaJ.:tya was
greatly influenced by the Sufi mystics of his
time. Moses Maimonides ( 1 138-1204) de
voted much of his major philosophical work,
the Guide of the Perplexed, to the interpretation
of particular biblical texts. His primary pur
pose is to demonstrate that the inner meaning
of the biblical text is compatible with Aris
totelian philosophy. The whole first section is
devoted to the elucidation of equivocal terms
in the Bible, and sections of the Bible are inter
preted or explained at various points in the
work. Another major concern of his was the
elucidation of parables, which he viewed as
having two levels of meaning, revealed and
hidden. Maimonides spends a great deal of ef-1

fort in elucidating the biblical prophecies as
well as the book of Job. For the former, a
major concern was harmonizing the biblical
text with reason and logic; the latter he read
as a parable on divine providence and the
problem of evil. He often uses midrashic
interpretations as an aid for his exegesis, in
terpreting them philosophically as well. Mai
monides' exegetical approach was very influ
ential on succeeding generations of scholars.
He was the prime representative and major
spokesman for the Aristotelian school in Jew
ish philosophy, and subsequent Jewish philo
sophical exegesis shows strong signs of his
influence.
Provenc;al School (12th-13th Centuries)
The lore of the Spanish peshat tradition was
brought to Provence by the KimJ.:ti family. The
father Joseph (ca. 1 105-1 170) moved his fam
ily, which already included his elder son
Moses, from Spain to Narbonne in Provence
around 1 150, in the wake of the Almohade
persecutions. His second son David (ca.
116o-1235) was born in Narbonne. David lost
his father at the tender age of ten years and
was raised by his brother. The KimJ.:tis were
an impressive family, all steeped in the
Sephardic tradition of philosophical rational
ism and scientific study of the Hebrew lan
guage. All wrote biblical commentaries and
grammatical works. Joseph is probably best
known for his anti-Christian polemic Sefer
ha-Berit (The Book of the Covenant), which con
tains much material of an exegetical nature,
Moses for his grammatical work, Mahlaklz

shevilei Jza-da'at (The Course of the Paths of
Knowledge), which was translated into Latin in
1508 and became a favorite of 16th-century
Christian Hebraists. Both Joseph and Moses
left commentaries on Proverbs and Job; the
latter's Proverbs commentary was attributed
until recent times to Abraham Ibn Ezra. But
the family's most distinguished exegete was
David (better known by the acronym Radak),
who surpassed his father and brother in
celebrity. He produced commentaries on the
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Torah, Prophets, Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and
Chronicles. These commentaries along with
his grammatical works, Sefer ha-Shorashim
(Book of Roots) and Sefer Mikhlol (Comprehen
sive Hebrew Grammar), became standard
works in the field and epitomized the best of
the Spanish peshat tradition. Growing up in
Provence, with its history of midrashic exege
sis, Radak was exposed to the positive aspects
of this tradition; and in his commentaries he
does justice to both peshat and midrash, quot
ing derashot ( homiletical interpretations of
the Sages) and also incorporating midrashic
methods and sensibilities into his peshat exe
gesis. For instance, while Radak opposes the
midrashic tendency to glorify the patriarchs
and matriarchs, preferring to view them as
having human strengths and weaknesses, he
does derive moral encouragement and reli
gious inspiration from their actions. For ex
ample, at Gen. 21. 15, concerning Hagar and
Ishmael, he teaches the lesson of patience and
fortitude in the face of adversity, for if God
can perform a miracle for Abraham's maid
servants, anyone may benefit from such di
vine attention.
In similar fashion, Radak does not shy
away from applying biblical prophecies and
psalms to the situation of the Jews in their
present exile and to the long awaited messi
anic salvation. Thus, in commenting on Isa.
52.1, "Awake, awake, 0 Zion! Clothe yourself
in splendor; put on your robes of majesty, Je
rusalem, holy city! For the uncircumcised and
the unclean shall never enter you again," he
explains "the uncircumcised and the unclean"
as referring to the two nations of Edom
(Christianity) and Ishmael (Islam) who have
fought incessantly over Jerusalem, but who
will eventually have to surrender it when the
Messiah comes. In this contemporizing ten
dency he reacts against the extreme histori
cization of those exegetes such as Moses
Gikatilla, who, perhaps for apologetic rea
sons, explained all the biblical prophecies as
referring to past events.
A philosophically trained Maimonidean,
Radak introduces philosophical ideas into his
-

commentaries and vigorously defended the
Maimonidean position both in writing and
orally, participating in his later years in the
first Maimonidean controversy. Radak also
had a keen historical sense, which he applied
judiciously to various biblical issues. For ex
ample, he explains the existence of variant
readings for the same words, called ketiv
(written) and qere (to be read) as the result of
the confusion generated by the first exile (6th
century BCE), when books were lost and tradi
tions forgotten. In cases when the men of the
Great Synagogue (a group believed by the
Sages to have begun functioning in the early
postexilic period) could not determine which
of two variants was the correct one, they
recorded both. In general, on matters concern
ing the transmission of the biblical text, he is
relatively progressive.
The works of Radak, alongside those of Ibn
Ezra, exerted tremendous influence in subse
quent generations. His grammar books be
came the standard in the field, and were
copied and printed numerous times. His
grammatical works and his commentaries
were very popular among Christian Hebraists
of the 16th-19th centuries, and are consulted
and cited by modern Bible scholars to this day.
Northern France (nth-12th Centuries)
During the heyday of the Spanish school (the
second half of the nth century), there devel
oped in northern France another school of pe
shat exegesis, with similar goals and slightly
different results. Anonymous glossators
called poterim, who taught the Bible through
the vernacular and are the school's precur
sors, were active during the early part of the
century. In the middle of the century
MenaJ.:tem ben f:lelbo (1015-1085) was writing
complete commentaries on the Prophets and
Writings, characterized by, among other
things, a concern for the plain meaning, the
interpolation of foreign words (le'azim), and
an attempt to show connections between vari
ous passages. Unfortunately very little of his
work has survived. The true inspiration for
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this efflorescence in biblical scholarship was
the uth century scholar, R. Shlomo Yitzhaki
(Rashi [an acronym for Rabbi Shlomo son of
Isaac], 104o-1 105). Rashi wrote commentaries
on almost the entire biblical corpus as well as
on the Talmud. They draw heavily on the rab
binic tradition and also display a newly dis
covered sensitivity to context, which influ
ences his choice of rnidrashic rna terial. The
genius of Rashi's commentaries lies in their
clarity, concision, felicity of expression, and
skillful selection and editing of sources. On
numerous occasions, Rashi modifies mid
rashic sources to accommodate his exegetical
goals. In one of his few methodological state
ments (a t Gen. 3.8), he states, "there are many
aggadic interpretations, and our Sages have
already arranged them in their proper place
in Genesis Rabbah and other midrashic collec
tions. I, however, am only concerned with the
contextual meaning of Scripture (peshuto she/
miqra', from the same root as peshat) and with
such 'aggadot that properly explain the word
and meaning of Scripture." Rashi is thus say
ing that he will be very selective in his choice
of rabbinic material and will not include rab
binic comments which read the text out of
context. One puzzling aspect of Rashi's com
mentaries is the double comment, in which he
explains a verse according to context and then
follows this with a citation from a midrashic
source. It has been the generally accepted
opinion that Rashi adds these rabbinic com
ments only if he is not completely sa tisfied
with his peshat explanation. Thus, a weak
midrash is used to strengthen a weak peshat.
Recently, however, it has been suggested tha t
each part of these double interpretations is ac
tually complementary, representing a dualis
tic approach to the biblical text. The two inter
preta tions when combined, produce a fuller,
more sa tisfying picture, enabling the reader
more fully to grasp the meaning of Scrip ture
in all its complexity. Rashi was very sensitive
to the nuances of biblical language, and
though he lacked the training of his Spanish
colleagues who read and wrote in Arabic, he
knew the work of Menal)em ben Saruq and
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Dunash ben Labrat, whom he quotes in his
commentaries. In addition his commentaries
are replete with hundreds of le'azim, or word
definitions in Old French. Although he does
not reveal a great deal about himself in his
commentaries, he does refer occasionally to
realia or to social conditions in his own time.
Rashi was a brilliant Hebrew stylist; this fea
ture, as well as his ability to create a commen
tary with a didactic and moral thrust that had
popular appeal, have helped assign his com
mentary pride of place in the Ashkenazi
canon of classic Jewish texts which are still
studied widely today. His commentary on the
Torah became immensely popular, achieving
near-canonical status, as an acceptable substi
tute for the required weekly reading of the
Targurn in preparation for the Torah reading
on Sabbath mornings. Rashi's commentary
also spawned an impressive number of super
commentaries, beginning with the commen
tary of Rarnban (see below). Among the most
famous are those of Judah Khalatz (Spain
Morocco, 15th century), Abraham Bukarat
(late 15th-€arly 16th century, Spain, Tunis),
Elijah Mizral)i (Constantinople, ca. 145o1526), Judah Loew ben Bezalel (Maharal) of
Prague (ca. 1525-16og), and Shabbetai Bass
(Prague, 1641-1718). Indeed the production of
transla tions and super-commentaries contin
ues to this very day. Rashi's blend of contex
tual exegesis and ethical homiletics was a
winning combination. His reputation as a tal
mudist further strengthened his authority
and assured tha t his Bible commentary would
never be neglected.
Rashi's sense of peshuto she/ nziqra', the plain
or contextual sense of scripture, developed
over the course of his lifetime. He reworked
some of his commentaries and was constantly
looking for new insights into the text. His
grandson, Samuel ben Meir, relates tha t he
admitted to him that if he had more time he
would write new commentaries "based on the
insights into the contextual meanings of
Scripture which are being thought up every
day" (commentary to Gen. 37.2). This indi
cates that there was a great deal of activity in
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biblical study at the time in the school of
Rashi and the trend was away from the exclu
sive use of rabbinic material. For Rashi, peshat
and derash coexisted in a state of tension and
derashot that did not violate the integrity of
the text and taught an important lesson were
still favored.
With Rashi's students and younger contem
poraries in the peshat school, the balance
shifted away from the rabbinic in favor of the
biblical. This can be seen already in the work
of Joseph Kara (1050-1125), who applied the
principles of contextual exegesis to the bibli
cal text with greater rigor and consistency.
The name Kara indicates that he dealt with
the Bible (miqra') in his professional life, either
as a teacher or an exegete, or both. Kara pro
duced commentaries for most of the books of
the Bible, of which the commentaries on the
Former and Latter Prophets, Psalms, Job, and
the Five Scrolls have survived. Recently sig
nificant portions of his Commentary on the
Torah have been discovered. Kara was also an
important exegete of religious poetry (piyyut),
his commentaries attaining great renown. In
Kara, we find considerable progress away
from the reliance on midrashic sources for ex
egesis, a fact which sets him apart from Rashi.
In a lengthy programmatic statement in his
commentary on 1 Sam. 1.17, Kara makes a
strong case for the independent integrity of
the text and its ability to stand alone without
midrashic embellishment: "One should know
that when the prophecies were written they
were written complete, with nothing missing
and with adequate interpretation, so that sub
sequent generations would not be led astray
by them. It is not necessary to bring a proof
from anywhere else, including the midrash,
because the Torah was given and recorded in
perfect form, lacking nothing. The purpose of
the midrash of our Sages is to exalt and glo
rify the Torah." He compares someone who
inclines towards the midrash to a drowning
person desperately grabbing for something to
hold on to. Had he heeded God's word and
made the effort to grasp the contextual mean
ing, he would have been rewarded by deeper

insight. For Kara, then, the contextual mean
ing of the text has religious significance, in
that it brings one closer to the true word of
God. Kara was an independent thinker, not
afraid to criticize his predecessors or to find
fault with the interpretations of the Rabbis.
He was concerned with methodology and his
commentaries abound with statements pro
posing various hermeneutical rules. He was
particularly sensitive to literary issues and
pointed out instances of parallelism, meta
phor and other aspects of biblical style. Kara
was also noted for his rationalism, which
manifests itself in his quest for reasons for the
commandments, and rational explanations
for characters' actions and for seemingly mi
raculous events.
The school of peshat exegesis reached the
zenith of its achievements with the commen
taries of Samuel ben Meir (Rashbam) (ca.
108o-ca. 1 160), the grandson of Rashi. His
greatest achievement was his Torah commen
tary, in which he diligently persevered in elu
cidating the contextual meaning of Scripture
(peshat) without regard for the interpretations
of the Sages. He took his grandfather Rashi to
task for his devia tions from the peshat; indeed,
his commentary may be seen as a reaction and
critical response to that of Rashi. In most
cases, he provides a peshat explanation only if
he feels that Rashi's comment does not do the
job. In an interesting methodological state
ment, Rashbam makes it clear that his goal
in his commentary is only to understand the
text as it was written. This includes texts of a
legal nature which supposedly govern Jewish
practice.
Rashbam sees the halakhot (legal pro
nouncements) as primary, but recognizes that
their connection with the text is often not that
easy to justify. Nevertheless this does not de
tract from their primary importance: "All
those with wisdom should know and under
stand that I have not come to explain ha
lakhot, even though they are primary . . .
Since from the superfluity of Scripture one de
rives halakhot and aggadot; some of these are
found in the comments of R. Solomon, my

-
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mother's father. But I have come to explain
Scripture contextually" (Exod. 21.1). In other
words, Rashbam recognizes two legitimate
modes of exegesis. The rabbinic mode is legit
imate in its own right and does not need justi
fication; in this context, it is noteworthy that
Rashbam (in contrast, e.g., to Abraham Ibn
Ezra) was an important halakhic scholar. But
the peshat mode is also valid in and of itself
and operates within its own methodological
confines. The two are complementary. Rash
bam was the most consistent exegete in insist
ing on a strict separation between the two. In
some cases, he even interpreted the text in op
position to the halakhah. E.g., at Exod. 21.6 he
explains that after having his ear pierced, the
servant is bound to his master for life, even
though the halakhah determines that he goes
free in the jubilee year, following Lev. 25.40.
At Exod. 21.34, in the case of an animal tha t
falls into an open pit, Rashbam's interpreta
tion is that the carcass should go, according to
peshat, to the owner of the pit, while pointing
out that the halakhah determines that it goes
to the owner of the animal. Regarding the fa
mous prohibition against seething a kid in its
mother 's milk (Exod. 23.19 and elsewhere),
Rashbam offers a historical, cultural explana
tion: "Goats generally give birth to two kids at
the same time. It was customary to slaughter
one of them. Since goa ts produce much milk
. . . it was the custom to boil the kid in its
mother 's milk. The text deals with the most
likely case [which can be applied to other ani
mals]. It is disgraceful, voracious and glutton
ous to consume a mother 's milk together with
her offspring. . . . The intention of the text is to
teach civilized behavior." At the end of his
lengthy comment, he adds, however, that
"this is the case for all meat and milk, as our
Sages have explained in the Talmud Tractate

Ifullin."
Rashbam showed interest in linguistic and
literary matters and had the most sophisti
cated approach to grammar of all the mem
bers of his school. He even wrote a book,
called Sefer Dayekut (Book of Precision), which
deals with grammatical questions in the Bible.
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But like other members of his school, his ef
forts were hampered by a lack of familiarity
with the major Arabic works of grammar pro
duced by the Spanish school. Only the works
of Menal).ern and Dunash were available to
him. Rashbarn was the first medieval exegete
to point out the literary technique of foreshad
owing, providing information in anticipation
of the later need for it. For example, Gen. 9.18,
"Ham was the father of Canaan," is seem
ingly out of place in its context. However, it
prepares the reader for the cursing of Canaan
later on. Similarly, Nurn. 13.20 "Now it hap
pened to be the season of the first ripe
grapes," prepares the reader for the return of
the spies with a cluster of grapes (Nurn. 13.23,
27). Rashbarn points out many other instances
of this feature of biblical stylis tics.
The last major representative of the peshat
school is Eliezer of Beaugency (mid-12th cen
tury), who may have been a student of Rash
barn. He wrote commentaries on most of the
books of the Bible, but only a few, on the Lat
ter Prophets, have survived; therefore our
knowledge of his methodology is scant. Elie
zer is extreme in his avoidance of rnidrash;
one finds few references to it in his writings.
His style is paraphrastic, creating a seamless
weave of text with his own words intermin
gled with the text of Scripture. He stressed the
importance of context for explaining difficult
words and passages (davar lamed me'inyano,
[the meaning of] a word is learned from its
context). Like Joseph Kara, he proposed many
rules for understanding the biblical text, and
many of his comments deal with literary is
sues. He shows a sensitivity to nuance and
devotes much more attention than his col
leagues to matters of redaction and the order
ing of the biblical books.
Joseph Bekhor Shor (ll}D-1200) was the last
member of this school and his work already
shows signs of a decline. He can be seen as a
transitional figure situated between the most
important members of the peshat school (Kara,
Rashbarn, Eliezer) and the tosafists (see
below). His Torah commentary has character
istics of both schools. Although mainly de-
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voted to peshat exegesis, his commentary in
cludes more rnidrashic material than those of
his predecessors. He also makes use of gema
tria (the numerical value of letters), which was
in vogue among the Pietists in Germany.
Among his most significant contributions was
his psychological insights into the motivations
of the characters in the Bible. He is also con
cerned with literary structure and connections
between passages. His interpretations are
often innovative, and even fanciful.
By the turn of the 13th century, just as the
mini-renaissance of the 12th century died out
and rationalism lost its luster, so too did the
peshat school fade away. It may very well have
been that the radical nature of the enterprise
contributed to its lack of appeal to future gen
erations of scholars and laity. The study of
Scripture, as opposed to Talmud, was never
primary in the curriculum in Ashkenaz, and
an exegetical enterprise which could be seen
as undermining the authority of rabbinic in
terpretation and halakhic rulings based on
Scripture was simply not sustainable. The in
fluence of this school, with the exception of
Rashi, whose commentary managed to strike
the right balance between peshat and derash,
was minimal. The small number of surviving
manuscripts of the commentaries of Rashbarn
and Eliezer bears this out. Joseph Kara fared
slightly better, although much of his oeuvre
was also lost. It seems that these types of com
mentaries had little appeal to the masses, and
even among the intellectuals, changing cur
rents in thinking and an anti-rationalist move
ment contributed to the neglect of the works
of this school for the rest of the Middle Ages.
The Northern French School's Encounter
with Christianity
Biblical exegesis among the Northern French
was influenced by the Jewish encounter with
Christianity in several ways. The interest in
the biblical text shown by this school of
Northern French exegetes has invited com
parisons with similar trends in Christian
scholarly circles at the time, notably the
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School of St. Victor in Paris, where the canon,
Andrew of St. Victor, pursued the hebraica
veritas with the same assiduousness as Rash
barn and his colleagues pursued the peshat.
Though names are not mentioned, Andrew,
who was not well-versed in Hebrew, con
sulted Jews regularly and cites Jewish exege
sis frequently in his commentaries. Some of
the sources he cites can be traced to members
of the Northern French School. It is not unrea
sonable to assume that the winds of influence
blew in the other direction as well. Indeed it
has been argued convincingly that the focus
of the exegetes of this school, especially Rashi,
on the construction of a narrative that the Jew
ish people could identify with and be proud
of was a primary concern, and was stimulated
by the competing narrative presented by the
Christian side in what was an ongoing debate
and struggle for legitimacy. So, while there is
definitely evidence of shared concerns and
techniques, made possible by the atmosphere
of tolerance and open rationalistic inquiry fos
tered by the 12th century renaissance, there is
also evidence of competition, rivalry, and
struggle for supremacy, which can be seen
clearly in the polemical aspects of these ex
egetes' commentaries.
Indeed, it is likely that the exigencies of
polemic and disputation stimulated study of
the biblical text unencumbered by traditional
non-literal interpretation. The New Testament
interprets many verses in the Hebrew Bible
christologically, as referring to the life or sig
nificance of Jesus of Nazareth. This method
was continued in the writings of the Church
Fathers and in the medieval Christian com
mentaries, and such comments loom large in
the polemical works written by Jews and
Christians in the later medieval period. One
area which received special attention was the
interpretation of the legal parts of the Torah.
Christians argued that many of these laws,
such as the dietary laws, were no longer ap
plicable as they had been abrogated by the ad
vent of Jesus as Messiah. Jews contended that
all the laws remained valid, even if they
lacked a rational explanation, since their ful-
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fillrnent was an act of faith in God. Another
issue was the status and interpretation of the
words of the prophets, many of which the
Christians applied to Jesus. Jewish exegetes
tried to put these prophecies in their historical
context, applying them to events in the past,
either in the time of the prophet or immedi
ately thereafter. Another important strategy of
the Jewish polemicists was to argue from con
text, showing the indefensibility of the Chris
tian interpretation if the context was consid
ered. This approach, of course, militated
against rnidrashic interpretation as well and
contributed to the decline in its use during the
Middle Ages. Many of the exegetes of the
Northern French School were involved in
polemics with Christians and these are al
luded to in their commentaries either directly
or obliquely. The impact of the Crusades is
especially felt in Rashi's commentary on
Psalms, written after 1096, in which he ap
plies numerous verses to the struggle of the
Jewish people in exile with Christianity (sym
bolized by Esau or Edorn), in many cases
reading these verses against the thrust of tra
ditional commen tary, in order to avoid any
possible misuse of them by Christians. On the
other hand his commentary on Song of Songs,
in which on numerous occasions he uses the
term dugma' in the sense of figure, shows the
influence of contemporary Christian exegesis,
where typology was an important exegetical
tool. Joseph Kara's comments on the mean
ing and dates of prophecies of comfort, the
meaning of the exile, and the continuing
value of the observance of the command
ments are apologetically motivated. He was
also sensitive to comments that Christians
might use for their own polemical purposes.
Thus, he criticizes Rashi for explaining ma'aseh
merkavah, the chariot vision in Ezek. ch 1, as
wheels being held together by crossed bars,
for fear that this explanation might be used by
Christian polemicists to argue that God's
chariot was supported by a cross (1 Kings
7·33). Another tendency evident in Kara, but
especially in Rashbarn and Joseph Bekhor
Shor, is to explain the actions of the pa triarchs
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in as positive a manner as possible. Thus ac
cording to Rashbarn, Abraham had given
enough water to Hagar to last her and Ish
mael until they reached the next inn. But be
cause she lost her way in the desert, the water
ran out (commentary to Gen. 21.14). Jacob
dealt honestly with his brother and bought
the birthright from him outright at its fair
market value. He served him a meal of bread
and lentil soup afterwards in order to confirm
the transaction (commentary to Gen. 25.3133). An especially sensitive topic was the de
spoiling of the Egyptians (Exod. 3 .22). Rash
barn explains that the Israelite women asked
the Egyptians to give them the vessels as out
right gifts, and adds that this is the literal
meaning and an answer to the sectarians
(tes/wvat ha-millim). This last comment is a
clear indication of the direct relationship be
tween the contextual meaning and anti
Christian polemic. This type of interpretation
was the best response to Christian allegoriza
tion, which tended to read a reference to Jesus
and his life into every verse possible. Never
theless, not all of these Jewish interpreters
were equally engaged in anti-Christian po
lemic, and the development of peshat interpre
tation should not be seen entirely as a reaction
to Christianity.
Ashkenaz in the Late Middle Ages
Biblical commentary in Ashkenaz in the later
Middle Ages was produced by the tosafists, a
school of students of the Talmud, which flour
ished between the 12th (from the time of
Rashbarn and his brother Jacob Tarn) and 14th
centuries, and German Pietists (J:Iasidei Ash
kenaz), a pietistic school, which flourished
from the mid-12th to the mid-13th centuries.
The tosafist commentaries, mostly produced
in the latter part of the tosafist period, were al
most all anonymous and have only recently
begun to be studied. Many were largely com
pilations. Very little attention was paid to lin
guistic matters. Rabbinic rnidrash was again
favored, as were numerological techniques
such as gematria (explaining a word or group
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of words according to the numerical value of
the letters) and notarikon (interpreting every
letter in a particular word as the first letter of
a whole word, or interpreting a word by
breaking it up into its components). The com
mentaries produced in this period were influ
enced by the methods of Talmud study of the
tosafists, but did not neglect the peshat en
tirely. The best known is that of Hezekiah ben
Manoa!) Ctiizekuni; mid-13th century), which
incorporates a good deal of commentary by
Joseph Bekhor Shor and other members of the
peshat school. The commentaries of the Ger
man Pietists are of two types. Some, such as
the commentary of Judah ben Samuel (ca.
1 15o-1217) as recorded by his son Zaltman,
are rather undisciplined peshat commentaries
intended for a wide audience; others, espe
cially those of Eleazar ben Judah of Worms
(ca. 1 165-ca. 1230), are full of gematriot, no
tarikonim, and other esoteric methods of exe
gesis, and were intended for the small circle of
initiates schooled in the particular brand of
mysticism practiced by this group.
Nal)manides (1 194-1271)
Nal)manides (Moses ben Nal)man; Ramban)
marks a new stage in the history of exegesis,
since he was the first scholar who wrote his
commentaries under the influence of both
the Sephardic Andalusian (the region of
southern Spain) and Ashkenazic traditions.
Nal)manides was a product of Christian
Spain, but he unquestionably felt himself to
be in the line of the Andalusian exegetical tra
dition and indeed advanced the cause of pe
shat exegesis with many insightful comments.
At the same time he had absorbed the work
of Rashi and the Northern French school
and held it in high regard. He also did not
hesitate to utilize the vast resources of rab
binic literature-Talmudim, halakhic and ag
gadic midrashim, as well as geonic and mysti
cal works. In his introduction he speaks of his
attitudes to both Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Rashi, the dean of Northern French exegetes.
He shows respect for both of his predecessors,
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but also is not afraid to criticize what he
found wanting. Though certainly trained in
grammar and philology, he found the Spanish
approach as exemplified by Ibn Ezra to be ex
cessively philological and therefore limiting.
He was sympathetic to Rashi and his judi
cious selection of midrashic material, but here
too, he did not hesitate to criticize a choice of
midrash that he felt was too distant from the
peshat. Thus he sought to strike a balance be
tween the two approaches and to adopt a
more holistic approach to the text. His com
mentaries are substantially longer than those
of Rashi or Ibn Ezra, as he expanded the
exegetical enterprise to encompass issues of
theology, mysticism, ethics, history, or charac
ter analysis, thus weaving a particularly
colorful and variegated tapestry which oper
ated on several levels. His commentary is fa
mous for its psychological insights and deep
understanding of human nature. Although
most Jewish exegetes avoided typology and
pre-figuration, because of their extensive
use by Christian exegetes and theologians,
Nal)manides uses them extensively in his
Torah commentary, connecting the deeds and
travels of the patriarchs with subsequent
events in Jewish history. To a larger extent
than most exegetes, he was concerned with
problems of structure, order, and thematic
unity, explaining the reasons for the sequence
of the books in the Torah and also for se
quences of sections, verses, or even items in
lists. For instance he invests a great deal of ef
fort in explaining the order of the verses and
sections in the parashah of Mishpatim (Exod.
chs 21-23), a section of laws in no apparent
logical order. Scholars have identified at least
fourteen categories of hierarchies in his Torah
commentary, including birth order, order of
importance, order of preference, and in
creasing or decreasing order of severity (for
sins). In this tendency he follows the rabbinic
mind-set for which nothing in the Torah is ar
bitrary or haphazard, but rather, as the word
of God, has significance on multiple levels.
Nal)manides was also a kabbalist, steeped in
mystical traditions of the Provenc;al school of
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kabbalah. He included in his commentary,
which was intended for a popular audience,
numerous allusions to hidden meanings of
the verses of the Torah and interpretations of
obscure, difficult midrashim, thereby stimu
lating kabbalistic activity and lending an aura
of legitimacy to the esoteric understanding of
the Torah as propounded by kabbalistic theos
ophy.
Kabbalistic Exegesis and Pardes
Na}:lmanides was active in Gerona, Spain, in
the second half of the 13th century, in the gen
eration preceding Moses de Leon and his cir
cle who composed or compiled the zoharic
corpus of mystical texts. (See "The Bible in the
Mystical Tradition," pp. 1976---90.) While one
can distinguish levels of interpretation in
Na}:lmanides' commentary, it is in the last
quarter of the 13th century, particularly in the
Zohar and other writings often attributed by
modem scholars to Moses de Leon that one
first encounters the acronym pardes to refer to
the four levels of interpretation of the biblical
text, peshat, remez, derash, and sod, or histori
cal, philosophical, homiletic, and mystical.
This usage is primarily restricted to kabbalis
tic writings and did not achieve the almost
universal application tha t the four senses
achieved in medieval Christian exegesis. The
first three methods of interpreting the text
the peshat, philosophical, and homiletical
already existed and were widely applied by
exegetes of various persuasions up until that
time. By introducing a fourth level and pre
senting it as the culmination of the exegetical
process, the most profound understanding
of the biblical text attainable, the kab
balists were validating the work of their pre
decessors while at the same time claim
ing pride of place for their own innovative
approach to the text. The commentary of
Na}:lmanides' student Ba}:lya ben Asher (late
13th century) was more formally organized
along the lines of the commentaries of the me
dieval Christian exegetes, with several levels
of interpretation, although there are few
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verses which are interpreted on all four levels.
But with the exception of Ba}:lya, there are few
examples of exegetes who analyze a book
using all four methods consistently as did the
Christians. Rather than being a methodology,
pardes is a convenient way of describing the
four approaches that medieval exegetes took
in commenting on a biblical book. Some ex
egetes would use only one approach, some
would combine two or three, but seldom
would all four be consistently applied.
Eastern Post-Maimonidean School
(13th Century)
Exegesis in the Middle East after Maimonides
bears the unmistakable imprint of the thought
of this greatly revered sage. Of great signifi
cance are the commentaries of Abraham, Mai
monides' son (1 186-1237), who was a great
scholar, theologian and mystic in his own
right. Abraham had hoped to fulfill his father 's
dream of producing a commentary on the
Torah, but succeeded in completing only the
first two books. His commentaries are eclectic,
devoted in the main to peslwt exegesis, in the
tradition of scholars and grammarians of An
dalusia, but also incorporating philosophical
insights, and taking a critical stance vis-a-vis
midrashic homilies. Abraham was greatly in
fluenced by the pietistic Sufi (Muslim mysti
cal) movement, which spread through Egypt
in his day, and his commentaries are suffused
with pietism. Indeed, he goes so far as to por
tray the patriarchs and the prophets as engag
ing in Sufi-style meditation and the pursuit
of spiritual perfection. Abraham's commen
taries, written in Judea-Arabic, did not fare
well, and survived in a single manuscript,
published only in the mid-2oth century.
The last significant peslzat exegete in the Mid
dle East was Tan}:lum ben Joseph Yerushalmi
(ca. 122o-1291, originally from the land of Is
rael; died in Egypt). Tan}:lum was an antholo
gist, who compiled the best of the contextual
exegesis of his predecessors, including Ibn
Ezra, Radak, and Japheth ben Eli and other
Karaites, often expressing his preferences. In
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his Kitab al-Bayan (Book of Explanation), he com
mented on the entire Bible, but only sections
on the Former Prophets, Latter Prophets (ex
cept Isaiah), Five Scrolls, Daniel, and parts of
Psalms have survived. This work is preceded
by an introduction which deals with many
principles of scriptural exegesis, such as gram
matical issues, textual difficulties, internal
contradictions, and problems in chronology. In
his commentaries he identifies many rhetori
cal devices, following in the tradition of Moses
Ibn Ezra and other Spanish exegetes. Like Mai
monides' son, Abraham, he too was pro
foundly influenced both by Maimonidean ra
tionalism and by Sufi mysticism. Although
primarily concerned with peshat exegesis, he
often gives both exoteric and esoteric interpre
tations to specific passages. In the case of the
book of Jonah, he deviates from his normal
practice and interprets the entire book as an al
legory of the soul.
The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries
In the 14th and 15th centuries, commentaries
tended to veer away from the peshat to follow
homiletical, philosophical, or mystical lines.
Nevertheless, peshat commentary was never
completely abandoned. Jacob ben Asher
(1270?-1340), who immigrated to Toledo,
Spain, with his family in the early 14th cen
tury and was the author of a famous law code,
Sefer ha-Turim (The Book of Columns), wrote a
lengthy peshat commentary in which he an
thologized many of his famous predecessors,
but also included many original comments.
He prefaced each section with gematriot and
explanations of the Masoretic tradition, in
order to whet his reader's appetite. Ironically,
it is these comments that proved to be most
popular, and were frequently reprinted, while
his long commentary languished in manu
script until 1806 and has never gained a wide
readership. This is an indication of the low
level of interest in peshat commentary in the
later Middle Ages.
Exegetes of a philosophical bent tended to
interpret Scripture through the prism of the
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philosophical school to which they adhered.
(See "The Bible in the Philosophical Tradi
tion," pp. 1948-75.) Two important examples
are Levi ben Gershom (Ralbag; 12881344) and Joseph Ibn Kaspi (1279-1340), both
Aristotelian rationalists, who followed the
teachings of Maimonides. Ralbag was proba
bly the most significant and original Jewish
thinker of the later medieval period. He was
also a prolific exegete, writing lengthy com
mentaries on the Torah, Early Prophets, Five
Scrolls and Job. While his exegesis is certainly
informed by his philosophical worldview,
there is much in it that can be characterized
as peshat. To give but one example of his
rationalistic exegesis, he offers a daring inter
pretation of Joshua's miraculous victory at
Gibeon (Josh. 10.12): the miracle that occurred
was not that the sun actually stood still for
Joshua and the Israelites, but that the Israel
ites enjoyed such a swift victory that it made
it seem as if the sun stood still. In general, ex
cept for his commentary on Song of Songs,
Ralbag did not engage in philosophical alle
gory. He typically divided his commentaries
into three sections: (1) an explanation of the
difficult words in a passage; (2) an expanded
paraphrase of the text; and finally, at the end
of the section, (3) a list of lessons, both moral
and philosophical, which could be derived
from it. Ralbag was the first exegete to pro
vide such lessons in his commentaries, and in
this he may have been influenced by Chris
tian exegesis.
Ibn Kaspi, who hailed from Argentiere in
Provence ( hence his name, meaning "silver"),
wrote commentaries on almost the entire
Bible. While primarily devoted to an under
standing of peshat, these display his philo
sophical learning and his knowledge of Chris
tian sources as well. He stresses numerous
times in his commentaries the importance of a
thorough knowledge of Hebrew grammar
and a mastery of the science of logic in order
to properly understand the Bible. For exam
ple, his entire commentary on the book of Es
ther is a critique of a comment by Ibn Ezra,
which he refutes through logical analysis.
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In this period, the Karaite community in
Byzantium continued to develop biblical
studies as it struggled to maintain its identity
in the face of the overwhelming influence of
the great medieval Rabbanite thinkers such as
Maimonides and Ibn Ezra. The two great
Karaite exegetes of the period were Aaron ben
Joseph, the "elder" (ca. 1250-1320), and Aaron
ben Elijah, of Nicomedia, "the younger" (ca.
1317-1369). Aaron ben Joseph produced com
mentaries on the Torah (Sefer ha-Miv!wr; The
Book of the Most Select), on the Former Proph
ets, Isaiah, and Psalms (Miv!wr yesl!arim; The
Most Select of the Righteous), and on Job (lost),
while Aaron ben Elijah produced, inter alia, a
commentary on the Torah (Keter Torah; The
Crown of the Torah). Both authors cite Rabban
ite sources extensively, including Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, Maimonides, Radak, and Ramban. Ibn
Ezra was especially popular, as he was among
Rabbanite authors of the period. The com
mentaries of these exegetes follow in the
Spanish tradition, relying on grammar and
reason, rejecting aggadah, and, in halakhic
matters, highlighting the differences between
Rabbanites and Karaites.
In rabbinic circles, the sermons on the Torah
('Akeidat Yitz!wk; The Binding of Isaac) and the
commentaries on the Five Scrolls of Isaac
Arama (ca. 1420-1494) are exemplary models
of homiletic exegesis, blending exegetical in
novation and homiletic genius with psycho
logical and philosophical insight. Arama was
one of the first exegetes to use the method of
problematization consistently, whereby the
exegete raises a number of issues at the begin
ning of a passage, and then proceeds to solve
the problems in the course of his discussion.
This method was also followed by Don Isaac
Abravanel (1437-1508), Arama's student, un
doubtedly the greatest exegete of the 15th cen
tury. Abravanel produced voluminous com
mentaries on the Torah, Prophets, and Daniel,
which are thoughtful, thought-provoking, and
challenging. Abravanel was very much con
cerned with peshat exegesis, which he declared
to be his primary focus. He also grapples seri
ously with the rabbinic midrashic tradition,
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displaying a nuanced approach to midrashic
interpretations, carefully selecting those that
he found acceptable and rejecting others. More
traditional in his theology than the rationalists
of the later Middle Ages, he advocated a faith
based religious position which he considered
to be more in line with the rabbinic tradition.
For instance, he rejects Ralbag's rationaliza
tion of Joshua's miracle (10.12; see above) and
declares that this was a divinely decreed devi
ation from the natural order. A true child of the
Renaissance, he was open to the cultural inno
vations being articulated in his times and in
troduced much contemporary thought into his
exegesis. He was particularly well-versed in
Christian theological and exegetical literature,
often quoting approvingly from Christian
sources. Especially important are his ideas on
the monarchy, expressed in his commentaries
on Samuel and Kings. Drawing on his experi
ence as a courtier and his deep familiarity with
medieval history and political theory, he made
a strong case against the monarchy, which
he considered to be an inferior form of gov
ernment.
Midrashic Exegesis
In the Middle Ages, the rnidrashic tradition
was attacked on several fronts, especially by
Karaites and Christians. As a result of these
attacks, and because of the increased prefer
ence for peshat, many exegetes avoided rab
binic midrash as much as possible, while oth
ers incorporated it into their commentaries
only sparingly, or else interpreted it philo
sophically or kabbalistically. Nevertheless, a
strand of midrashic exegesis was maintained
throughout the Middle Ages, quite possibly
as a reaction to the elimination of such com
mentary from the medieval commentary tra
dition and out of a desire to hold up the stan
dard of the rabbinic tradition and assure that
it not be forgotten among Jews. Another rea
son could be the utility of midrashic material
as a source for sermons, the demand for
which seemed to increase as the Middle Ages
waned. After the classical period of midrashic
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creativity during the late talmudic and geonic
periods, the Middle Ages witnessed the pro
duction of many midrashic compilations. The
largest and most comprehensive was the
13th century Yalkut Shim'oni (attributed to
Simeon the Preacher of Frankfurt), an attempt
at producing a comprehensive verse-by-verse
midrashic anthology for the entire Bible. Oth
ers in this vein were Midrash ha-Gadol (The
Great Midrash) by David Ha-Adani (Yemen,
14th century), Yalkut (ha)-Makhiri on the Latter
Prophets and Writings by Makhir ben Abba
Mari (Spain? 14th century?), and Yalkut
Re'uveni (17th century), a kabbalistic-mid
rashic compilation by Reuben Ha-Kohen.
There were also commentaries produced in
the midrashic style, which included a great
deal of peshat interpretation as well as mid
rashic material. Examples are the Leka� Tov
(Good Instruction) by Tobiah ben Eliezer (11th
century, Byzantium) and Sekhel Tov (Sound
Understanding) by MenaJ.:!em ben Solomon
(12th century, Italy?). Some anthologists had
very ambitious goals for their work; for
example, Jacob Sikili (Sicily, Damascus),
stated in his anthology Talmud Torah (1366)
that he included in it all halakhic and aggadic
statements from all available sources, thus
obviating the need to consult any other
work.
Midrashic-style commentary was espe
cially popular in Yemen, which witnessed
the production of, among others, Me'or ha
'afelah (The Luminary of the Darkness) by Ne
tanel ben Isaiah (1328-29), Midrash ha-�efetz
(The Midrash of Desire) by Zekhariah ha-Rofe
(1430), and Midrash ha-be'ur (The Midrash of
Explanation) by Saadia ben David (1441).
These editors were not mere compilers, but
often edited their texts and added comments
of their own, including many of a philosophi
cal nature. Also unique to the Yemenite
midrashim are numerous citations from Mus
lim lore and literature, as well as folkloristic
material. Anthological commentaries such
as these remained popular through the late
Middle Ages and into the early modern pe
riod.
-

The Sixteenth Century
The upheaval of the expulsion from Spain
(1492) and its aftermath scattered much of
Spanish Jewry across Turkey, Greece, Italy,
and North Africa. Biblical exegesis was pro
duced in great abundance in all of these coun
tries as well as in centers in Central and East
ern Europe. In Italy, the most famous exegete
of the 15th century was Obadiah Sforno (ca.
1475-1550). He produced commentaries on
the Torah and Psalms, which are dedicated
above all to elucidating the peshat. Sforno, a
rabbi, was also a trained physician and a cul
tured individual, a fine product of the world
of Renaissance humanism, whose values in
fuse his exegesis. His Torah commentary be
came one of the mainstays of the biblical com
mentary tradition.
In the Ottoman Empire, important centers
of study arose in Salonika and Constantino
ple. Rabbi Isaac ben Joseph Karo, a Spanish
Jew, survived the Spanish and Portuguese ex
iles, ending up in Constantinople. In 1518 he
published his commentary on the Torah, Tole
dot Yitz�ak (The Story of Isaac), which proved to
be one of the most popular and influential
commentaries of the 16th century. The com
mentary is eclectic, incorporating comments
in all four of the traditional modes of interpre
tation, and reveals the author's cultural so
phistication. Its immense popularity is indi
cated by the fact that it went through four
editions in fourteen years and is often quoted
by later exegetes.
In Salonika, the yeshiva of Joseph Taitatzak
flourished between 1525 and 1540, training
many rabbis and scholars who produced vast
quantities of biblical commentary, which far
surpassed those produced in the Middle Ages
in quantity if not in quality. For the book of
Esther and other scrolls, for example, more
commentaries were written in the 16th cen
tury than in all the centuries preceding. This
surge in commentary production can be ex
plained by the needs of the various communi
ties for relevant biblical commentary; most
arose out of sermons preached in public on
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the Sabbaths and holidays which were later
committed to writing. Many of the commen
taries produced are characterized by their
prolixity, tendentiousness, inconsistencies,
and homiletical nature. Yet there is still much
of value that can be gleaned from them, and
they deserve more attention than they have
received in the past. Of particular interest is
Eliezer Ashkenazi (1513-1586), a student of
Joseph Taitatzak's who was one of the leading
scholars of his generation. Ashkenazi was a
talmudist and rationalist who knew many
languages and was scientifically trained. He
advocated the unfettered search for truth in
Scripture. His greatest work is Ma'asei fldonai
(Acts of God), a four-part commentary on the
narrative portions of the Torah. In this work,
he urges the student to search diligently for
the truth without regard for the opinions of
the Sages or previous exegetes, especially the
latter, since they may have become corrupted
over time. He develops a theory concerning
the nature and purpose of the biblical stories,
according to which the events narrated in the
Torah actually occurred, but the stories which
relate these events are parables. The plain
sense of the text can be found in the parables
and not in the events themselves. In his com
mentary, Ashkenazi grapples with important
theological issues, such as divine providence
and the influence of astrology over Jewish
destiny.
Other contemporary exegetes worthy of
mention are Moses Alshekh (d. 1593) and
Solomon ben Moses ha-Levi Alkabetz (ca.
1505-1584), both members of the Safed school
of mystics. The exegetes of this period took a
particular interest in the Kethuvim, especially
the Five Scrolls, Psalms, and Job. Alshekh, a
talmudist and kabbalist, had studied at Jo
seph Taitatzak's yeshiva in Salonika and later
moved to Safed. Like many of his contempo
raries, he preached on the Sabbaths and holi
days on the weekly Torah readings and other
biblical books and later edited his sermons for
publication. He produced commentaries on
almost the entire Bible. Solomon Alkabetz, an
other student of Taitatzak, and one of the
-

more important members of the kabbalistic
circle of Safed, produced compendious com
mentaries on the Minor Prophets, Song of
Songs, Esther, Ruth, Psalms, and Job, incorpo
rating the comments of many of his contem
poraries and predecessors. His commentaries
are characterized by their extreme reverence
for the words of the Sages, which he consid
ered to be authentic traditions reflecting the
true meaning of the text, and not mere
homiletical interpretations, which could be
accepted or rejected at will.
Meanwhile, in Aleppo, Syria, Samuel ben
Abraham Laniado (d. 1605) was composing
an impressive body of commentary, covering
most of the Bible (Torah, Prophets, Psalms,
Lamentations). Laniado's commentaries are
especially noteworthy for their sensitivity to
literary nuance and structural patterns in the
text, thus making them quite "modern" in
their orientation.
In Eastern Europe at this time, talmudic
studies were dominant and biblical studies
were in a state of decline. The output of
biblical commentary, while significant, was
dwarfed by the production in other fields.
Even so, much of the commentary literature of
this period was written in homiletic style, with
constant recourse to rabbinic sources, and
often to philosophical and mystical sources as
well. Particularly popular as sources were the
commentaries of Isaac Arama and Isaac Karo.
Pesltat commentaries were relatively uncom
mon. Among the better known commentaries
was the Gur Aryeh by Judah Loew ben Bezalel
of Prague (Maharal; 1525-1609), a super
commentary on Rashi, which combines con
cern with the pesltat with reference to rabbinic
sources as deep pesltat, the true meaning of the
text, which goes deeper than the literal. He
also does not neglect mystical traditions. In
general, however, Maharal and other exegetes
of the period did not innovate methodologi
cally and did not advance Bible study beyond
the stage it was at by the end of the Middle
Ages.
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The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
In the 17th century, several noteworthy com
mentaries were produced. In Poland, Ephraim
Solomon ben Aaron of Luntshits (1550-1619),
a gifted darshan, or sermonizer, produced sev
eral collections of sermons and a commentary
on the Torah in the homiletic style, called Keli
Yakar (1st ed. Lublin, 1602), which enjoyed
immense popularity and was included in
many editions of the Rabbinic Bible. More than
a century later, I:Iayyim ben Moses Ibn 'Attar
( 1696-1743), a rabbi and kabbalist of Moroccan
origin, who led a group of rabbis and students
to settle in the land of Israel in 1740, wrote
a commentary titled 'Or ha-bayim, first pub
lished in Venice in 1742. This commentary was
often published alongside that of Ephraim
of Luntshits in East European editions of
the Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot Gedolot, see be
low) and was especially popular among the
I:Iasidim.
In Jaworow, Galicia, David Al tschuler
began to produce a commentary on the
Prophets and Writings in order to promote the
study of the Bible. His work was continued by
his son, Jehiel Hillel, who in 178o-82 pub
lished the entire commentary. It was divided
into two sections, Metsudat Tsiyon (Fortress of
Zion) and Metsudat David (Fortress of David).
The former explains the meanings of individ
ual words, the latter the meaning of the text.
The commentary, based for the most part on
the medieval peshat exegetes such as Radak
and Ibn Ezra, was very popular and has been
frequently republished. (It appears in most
editions of Miqra'ot Gedolot, see below.)
This period also saw the production of ver
nacular commentaries on the Bible in various
parts of the Jewish world. At the end of the
16th or beginning of the 17th century, Jacob
ben Isaac Ashkenazi, of Janow (d. 1623), pro
duced a Yiddish translation with commentary
on significant liturgical portions of the
Tanakh, namely the Torah, Haftarot (Pro
phetic Readings) and Megillot (Five Scrolls).
The book, Tzene-rene (i.e., Tze'enah u-re'enah,
or Go Forth and Gaze [based on Song of Songs
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3.11, which is addressed to the daughters of
Zion]),proved to be the most popular work in
the history of Yiddish literature. Over 210 edi
tions of this work have appeared to date. The
oldest extant edition, which is not the first, ap
peared in Basel in 1622. At least three others
had preceded it. The book was written in a
popular style, intended for Yiddish-speaking
Jewish men and women who lacked the edu
cation necessary for understanding the Bible
in the original. In this work, the author does
not provide a word-for-word translation of
the text, but rather weaves together the bibli
cal text, midrashim, medieval commentaries,
elements of halakhah, and ethical admonition
into a pleasing, harmonious whole. The au
thor drew on a wide variety of rabbinic and
medieval sources, not only commentaries, but
also ethical (Sefer Ijasidim, Sefer ha-Mevakesh),
philosophical (Saadia, Ibn Gabirol, Mai
monides), and mystical works (Zohar, Cor
dovero's Palm Tree of Deborah). The author 's
major medieval source seems to have been the
commentary of Bal)ya ben Asher. He also
drew heavily on Isaac Karo's Toledot Yitzbak.
The work became especially popular with
women, who would read it religiously every
Sabbath. Its success can be attributed to the
author's skill in selecting his material and
finding those sources which would appeal to
his unschooled readers. He was especially
successful in selecting sources that would ap
peal to his female readers, injecting comments
of a midrashic and moralistic nature, relating
to marital relations and child-rearing. Tzene
rene went through numerous editions, first in
Western, then in Eastern Europe, and some
editions bore the ideological stamp of the
maskilic rationalists or their Hasidic oppo
nents. Editions, translations, and adaptations
of this ever-popular work are still being pro
duced. A similar work on the Prophets and
Writings, called Sefer ha-Magid (The Book of
the Storyteller) mistakenly attributed to Ash
kenazi, also attained considerable popularity,
but nothing approaching that of Tzene-rene.
In the 18th century, a parallel phenomenon
to Tzene-rene was the publication in Constan-
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tinople of Me'am Lo'ez (From a Foreign People),
a Ladino (Judea-Spanish) commentary on the
Bible, which is considered to be the outstand
ing work of Judea-Spanish literature. Con
ceived by Jacob Culi as a response to the
havoc wrought by the Sabbatean heresy of the
previous century (Shabbetai Tzevi was fol
lowed by many as Messiah, but converted to
Islam in 1666, precipi tating a grea t crisis), it
was aimed at the masses who had strayed
from observant Judaism and could no longer
read the texts in Hebrew. Culi produced the
volume for Genesis, which wove together in a
pleasing and appealing manner a variety of
sources dealing with the text, including much
ancillary material such as anecdotes, ethical
admonitions, folklore, and historical narra
tives. After Coli's death, his work was contin
ued by others. The rest of the Torah was com
pleted and published by 1772, and other
volumes, published in a similar style, were
produced over the following centuries. In re
cent years a Hebrew translation has been pro
duced. It is difficult to overstate the impor
tance of Me'am Lo'ez in Sephardic culture. It
spread all over the Sephardic world and for
many families it was the only li terature tha t
they read. Unlike Tzene-rene, it was never con
sidered only suitable for women, and so was
equally popular among men, women, and
children.
By the mid-18th century, the winds of
change were blowing through the Jewish
communities of Europe, and the stage was
being set for the Haskalah and the revolution
in study that would follow in its wake. (See
"Post-medieval Jewish Interpretation," pp.
190D-1908, and "The Bible in the Jewish Philo
sophical Tradition," pp. 1948-75.)

Miqra'ot Gedolot
The production of Bibles with the biblical text
surrounded by a number of commentaries
and translations began in the late Middle
Ages, as scribes copied for themselves or pa
trons commissioned such works for their own
use. With the introduction and spread of the
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printing press, commentaries were first pro
duced individually, or accompanying the bib
lical text. The first Rabbinic Bible was pub
lished by Daniel Bamberg in 1516 in Venice
and included the commentaries of Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, and Ramban. Other editions soon fol
lowed (Venice, 1524-25, 1544). The second
Rabbinic Bible (1524-1525), edited by Jacob
ben f:Iayyim ben Isaac Ibn Adonijah (ca.
147o-ca. 1538), an apprentice of Bamberg's
who converted to Christianity late in life, is
especially important, because of the editor's
attention to the accuracy of the text, seeking
out manuscripts to help in this task, and his
attempt to produce an edition faithful to the
Masoretic tradition. (See "The Development
of the Masoretic Bible," pp. 2077-84.) He also
succeeded in printing more commentaries
than had his predecessors. His edition set the
standard for generations to come and served
as the basis for many subsequent editions.
Another important edition was Kehilat Mosheh
(The Congregation of Moses; Amsterdam, 17241727), edited by Moses Frankfurter, which
had sixteen commentaries never before in
cluded, such as those of Ralbag. In the 19th
century in Eastern Europe, the production of
such editions of the Bible became extremely
popular and publishers in Warsaw, Vilna, and
Cracow vied for customers' attention, com
peting for the distinction of having the great
est number of commentaries in their editions.
It was early in the 19th century that the title
Miqra'ot Gedolot (Great Scriptures) for such edi
tions was first introduced. Besides the clas
sical triumvirate of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and
Nal)manides, the Keli yakar (Precious Vessel) by
Ephraim of Luntshitz and Or ha-Ijayim (Light
of Life) by f:Iayyim Ibn 'Attar seem to have
been immensely popular and gained a wide
readership. For Prophets and Writings, the
Metzudot of the Altschulers were constant
companions of Rashi. Depending on the book,
they were usually joined by Ibn Ezra, Radak,
Ralbag, and Sforno. There can be no doubt
tha t these editions had a tremendous influ
ence on which commentaries were read and
which were neglected. Inclusion in an edition
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of Miqra'ot Gedolot would ensure a wide audi
ence. The juxtaposition of commentaries from
different locations and periods also influ
enced how the Bible was studied (see p. 1875).
Such editions facilitate a dialogue across gen-

erations and cultures mediated by the reader,
who thus becomes another link in the ongo
ing tradition of biblical study and interpreta
tion.
[BARRY D. WALFISH)

Post -medieval Jewish Interpretation
The period between 1650 and 1900 forms a
particularly rich and variegated chapter in the
history of Jewish biblical interpretation, par
ticularly within the European Ashkenazic
communities. Over the course of these two
and a half centuries, hundreds of Bible com
mentaries and super-commentaries were
written and published, and although the vast
majority have fallen into obscurity, a few have
exerted considerable influence and continue
to be studied to this day. The substantial
scholarly output of this period was broadly
due to three historically related factors: the
growth and relative stability of communities
in both Western and Eastern Europe, a flour
ishing religious and scholarly life, and an ac
tive Jewish printing industry.
The biblical scholarship of this period is
particularly important because of the way in
which it reflected and even shaped the far
reaching historical, religious, and cultural
shifts taking place within European Jewry.
Through most of the 17th and 18th centuries,
the interpretation of the Bible was largely de
rivative of medieval exegesis, particularly the
didactic and homiletical modes of late me
dieval scholarship. As the 18th century pro
gressed, the textual and linguistic interests of
medieval Spanish exegesis began to be re
vived, and by 18oo biblical interpretation was
given new impetus by the Jewish Enlighten
ment and, to a lesser degree, by the reinvigo
rated scholarly circles that emerged in Lithua
nia in opposition to the spread of Hasidism.
In the 19th century, as the cultural and reli
gious insularity of traditional Jewish life gave
way to the external pressures of emancipa
tion, and as internal divisions weakened the
-

authority of rabbinic Judaism, the interpreta
tion of Scripture became a central factor in the
struggle to determine the meaning and rele
vance of inherited Jewish traditions.
Despite the large numbers of Bible com
mentaries that appeared in the 17th and 18th
centuries, almost all of them were method
ologically unoriginal and substantively unre
markable. In the Sephardic communities of
North Africa, the Middle East, and Western
Europe (e.g., Amsterdam and Hamburg),
there seems to have been some effort to main
tain the study of the Bible and Hebrew lan
guage pioneered by medieval Spanish schol
ars, but with few linguistic or exegetical
advances. Among the Ashkenazic communi
ties of Western and Eastern Europe, the reality
was more complex. On the one hand, biblical
commentaries were a time-honored scholarly
endeavor, and a great many of them centered
around the careful parsing of midrashic texts
and Rashi's commentary, which had attained
near-canonical status. On the other hand,
there was a pronounced ambivalence, if not
indifference, toward Bible study, and espe
cially any kind of scholarship that focused on
the philological or grammatical aspects of the
text. The study of rabbinic literature, both the
Talmud and the long line of codes and com
mentaries that followed in its wake, was
given intellectual and spiritual pride of place,
and the study of the Bible was relegated to
a respectful, honored, but distinctly second
ary position. These realities are reflected in
the fact that some of the best and most en
during writings of this era emerged from
non-Ashkenazic Mediterranean communities:
Me'am Lo'ez, the mid-18th-century popular
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Ladino compilation of rabbinic writings (Con
stantinople, 173o-1772); l:fayyim ben Moses
Ibn 'Attar's 'Or ha-f:tayim (Venice, 1742) which
became very popular among Ashkenazic
Jewry; and David Samuel Pardo's Maskil
le-David (Venice, 1761), a super-commentary
to Rashi.
Modern students of the Bible have often
credited a group of 17th-century thinkers,
among them Benedict Spinoza (1634-1677),
for anticipating the emergence of modern bib
lical criticism by eschewing traditional modes
of interpretation and by raising questions
concerning the reliability, authenticity, and
even authorship of the Bible. In his Theologico
Political Treatise (1670) Spinoza set out to em
ploy "the true method of scriptural interpreta
tion," which would entail examining the Bible
afresh "in a careful, impartial, and unfettered
spirit, making no assumptions concerning it"
(Benedict Spinoza, Theologico-Political Treatise,
transl. R. H. M. Elwes, New York: Dover Pub
lications, 1951; preface and pp. 98-1 19).
Spinoza's intention was to undermine the
presumption of a seamless, consistent text
that could be ascribed to the hand of Moses
and to convince his readers that the Bible was
so confused and beset with problems that a
clear understanding of its meaning was often
beyond reach. A careful reading of the Theo
logico-Political Treatise, however, belies the
scholarly value of his biblical insights by re
vealing the arbitrary nature of his methods
and the capricious quality of many of his con
clusions. Spinoza's discussion was far less in
terested in the interpretative difficulties and
challenges of the Bible than in undermining
the authority of Scripture for a variety of
philosophical and political reasons. Moreover,
since it was written in Latin, Spinoza's han
dling of the Bible had absolutely no impact on
17th- and 18th-century Jewish interpretation
of the Bible. It is generally believed that Euro
pean scholars who launched the serious criti
cal study of the Bible drew upon Spinoza's
writing, although a careful examination of
their scholarship might suggest more limited
influence.

The Ashkenazic ambivalence toward the
Bible began to change slowly in the 18th cen
tury, as some rabbinic authorities and schol
ars increasingly complained about the neglect
of Bible study, particularly the pedagogic
inattention to sound grammatical and textual
skills. A small number of new books, most no
tably those of Solomon Hanau (1687-1746),
tried to revive interest in the study of Hebrew
grammar and to recapture some of the vi
brancy of earlier generations. There was a re
discovery of the peshat-oriented commentary
of Rashbam, and later in the century, a re
newed interest in the writings of David Kiml)i
(Radak) and Abraham Ibn Ezra.
By far the most important development in
this regard was the appearance of the
Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment) in late 18th
century Prussia and its impact on the culture
of European Jewry. As part of their effort to
promote the integration of Jews into European
society, these Jewish Enlightenment figures, or
maskilim as they came to be known, were
highly attuned to the achievements of contem
porary German culture and sensitive to the
perceived deficiencies of Jewish education and
scholarship. The maskilic interest in the study
of Scripture was thus shaped by a double ori
entation. On the one hand, maskilim were at
tracted by some of the universalism and liter
ary-aesthetic sophistication of the German and
European Enlightenments, and they sought to
infuse Jewish Bible study with the same tex
tual sensibilities. On the other hand, embar
rassed by the state of biblical scholarship
within their own communities, they wanted to
showcase the wealth of inherited textual tradi
tions and advance the study of Scripture in
distinctly Jewish terms.
Both tendencies were evident in the new
edition of the Torah published by Moses
Mendelssohn (1729-1786), a highly regarded
German philosopher and man of letters who
was also the most prominent individual asso
ciated with the Berlin Haskalah. Appearing in
Berlin between 1780 and 1783 as Sefer Netivot
ha-Shalom, Mendelssohn's Bible was a collab
orative affair that came to include two of the
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finest scholars associated with the Haskalah,
Naftali Herz Wessely (1725-1805) and Sol
omon Dubno (1738-1813). Sefer Netivot ha
Shalom included a new German translation,
an extensive Hebrew commentary, and a se
ries of highly technical Masoretic notes that
attempted to fix the precise morphology and
pointing of the text. The German translation,
printed in Hebrew script and rendered into a
good contemporary Hochdeutsch ("high," or
"literary," German), served the same function
as earlier Bible transla tions, namely, to make
the text accessible to a growing number of
Jews who felt less comfortable with Hebrew
than with their native tongue. More impor
tantly, the translation also set out to capture
the prosaic and poetic qualities of the Hebrew
original in order to offer Jews a text that was
as aesthetically sophisticated as any German
Bible in circula tion, but without christologi
cally-informed readings and interpretations,
and without the textual emendations being
introduced by contemporary German schol
ars. In this regard, Mendelssohn offered his
co-religionists a Bible translation that con
formed to both Jewish textual traditions and
rabbinic interpretations.
The Hebrew commentary to this Bible em
braced the same twofold orientation. On the
one hand, the Bi'ur (Heb b-'-r) or "explana
tion," as this commentary was simply titled,
culled the medieval exegesis of Rashi, Rash
bam, Ibn Ezra, and Nal)manides (see "Me
dieval Interpretation," pp. 1876-1900 and
"Jewish Translations of the Bible," pp. 200520) for the best of their pesha t-oriented inter
pretations, while also contributing its own lin
guistic and literary insights. In the face of
broad European disregard for the scholarly
value of rabbinic literature, on the other hand,
Mendelssohn and some of his fellow com
mentators tried to demonstrate the exegetical
acuity of midrashic interpretations by point
ing to the sound philological, syntactical, and
narrative insights exhibited by the Sages of
late antiquity. This commentary, in fact, went
out of its way to incorporate rabbinic litera
ture, both midrash halakhah (legal interpreta-

tion) and inidrash aggadah (interpretation of
narratives), and to explain its relationship to
peshuto she! miq ra' the "plain" sense of the
text. Mendelssohn and his fellow contributors
adopted differing strategies with regard to the
articulation of this relationship: Mendelssohn
viewed peshat (the plain sense) and derash
(rabbinic-homiletical interpretation) as elicit
ing two hermeneutically distinct yet equally
veracious layers of the text, while Wessely
was more inclined to conflate the two by sug
gesting that the rabbinic reading represented
nothing but the true depths of peshat. In either
case, their commentaries displayed serious re
gard for the linguistic qualities of Scripture,
using it to elicit fresh approaches to the bibli
cal text as well as a better appreciation for the
substantive exegetical legacy of rabbinic Juda
ism. The Bi'ur was reprinted in dozens of
19th-century editions, making it by far the
most popular Jewish Bible and second only to
the traditional texts published with Targum
and Rashi.
In Eastern Europe, meanwhile, many Jew
ish communities had been swept up by the so
cial and religious revivalism of Hasidism, and
with it came a number of scholarly and popu
lar commentaries to the Bible. The opposition
to this movement, centered in the leadership
of R. Elijah ben Solomon Zalman (the Vilna
Gaon; 172o-1797) and his Lithuanian-based
disciples, was no less intensely committed to
the study of kabbalistic traditions, and they
too incorporated these scholarly pursuits into
their study of Scripture. R. Elijah and his fol
lowers, however, also cultivated an interest in
the Bible that roughly paralleled, and may
even have been informed by, maskilic devel
opments in Western Europe. In his 'Aderet
'Eliyahu, first published posthumously in an
1804 edition of the Torah, R. Elijah called at
tention to the importance of peshat-oriented
readings of Scripture, while at the same time
probing the nature of rabbinic exegesis. His
expression of concern for the biblical text and
its traditional rabbinic interpretation, how
ever, was aimed at underscoring the far
reaching, even radical, nature of rabbinic de-
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rashot ( homiletical expositions). This com
mentary did not in itself set out to advance
fresh approaches to the biblical text, nor did it
substantively explicate the exegetical discern
ment of the Sages. With this emphasis on the
distinction of peslwt and derash, R. Elijah
sought to highlight the interpretative creativ
ity and profundity of rabbinic Judaism, an en
deavor that would shape the intellectual and
spiritual character of Lithuanian scholarship
well into the 2oth century.
The most significant developments in Jew
ish biblical scholarship, however, took place
among 19th-century Jews concentrated in
German-speaking Europe. As the Jews of
these regions began their century-long strug
gle to gain civic equality and social integra
tion, the contemporary study of the Bible
came to reflect the cultural and religious vicis
situdes of the age. One can discern three dif
ferent though somewhat overlapping trends,
all of them cognizant of the relationship of
Bible study to the broader challenges of
modernity, and all of them staking out a set
of assumptions regarding Scripture and its re
ligious and cultural meaning to contemporary
Jews.
In the wake of the German Haskalah, there
was a discernible revival of Hebrew and Bible
study among European Jews. Within a decade
after the publication of Mendelssohn's Bible,
a group of younger maskilim had extended
the project to cover the books of the Prophets
and Writings. Sefer Netivot ha-Slzalom was ea
gerly studied in some circles, and over the
next half-century there appeared a number
of super-commentaries to the Bi'ur. In 1810,
Judah Leib ben Ze'ev (1764-1811), one of the
last contributors to the German Haskalah be
fore its dissipation, wrote a set of introductory
essays to the Prophets and Writings that drew
upon contemporary German scholarship, in
which he laid out their respective historical
and literary features, including some critical
notions regarding authorship. More impor
tantly, the interest in Hebrew and Bible study
was also taken up by those not directly identi
fied with the Haskalah, but who shared some

of its cultural predilections. Solomon Pappen
heim (174o-18J4), a rabbinic court judge in
Breslau, wrote a multi-volume study of He
brew synonyms, while Wolf Heidenheim
(1757-1832), an important publisher and edi
tor of liturgical texts, penned a series of com
mentaries on the Masorah and a super
commentary to Rashi.
As the Haskalah spread into other regions
of Europe, a younger generation of tradition
ally trained yet maskilically oriented scholars
also took up the study of the Bible. Much
of this scholarship did not appear in the clas
sical form of the commentary, but rather as
essays and studies published in leading
maskilic journals such as Bikurei ha-Itim and
Kerem Ijemed. In Galicia, Nachman Krochmal
(1785-1840) addressed questions regarding
Isaiah, Ecclesiastes, and Psalms, embracing
the late dating of sections of this literature and
arguing that such critical awareness was al
ready evident in rabbinic literature. His one
time student and friend Solomon Rappoport
(1790-1867) also included in his writings sim
ilar critical ideas regarding the books of Isaiah
and Psalms. In Italy, Isaac Samuel Reggio
(1784-1855) produced an extensive Hebrew
commentary alongside his Italian translation
of the Torah, as well as a number of essays
on biblical issues. Samuel David Luzzatto
(18oo-1865), Reggio's contemporary and col
league, wrote at least two Hebrew grammars,
a study of Targum Onkelos, and various arti
cles on Hebrew philology. His lectures on the
Torah, including introductions to issues re
garding the biblical text and modes of in
terpretation, were collected and published
posthumously. Paralleling but somewhat in
dependent of these endeavors, there also
emerged a group of Lithuanian maskilim who
produced a number of commentaries, super
commentaries, and journal articles that took
up various linguistic and exegetical issues
pertaining to the study of the Bible.
Taken together, these writings exemplify
the increased pedagogic and scholarly atten
tion to biblical scholarship as part of an en
deavor to expand the intellectual, religious,
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and cultural horizons of European Jews. This
body of literature, however, was also largely
traditionalist in its commitments and sensibil
ities, and did not broadly engage the critical
scholarly ideas emanating from the German
universities. Critical notions regarding the
text, its editing, and its historical context were
raised only with regard to the non-Torah
books of the Bible, and largely where me
dieval scholars had either opened the door to
such notions or where there existed sufficient
ambiguity to allow for new ideas. While these
writings did not generally have enduring
value, they did make the engagement with
Scripture a far more central part of European
Jewish culture.
The second salient trend that characterized
the 19th-century study of Scripture emanated
from a group of Jews far more receptive to the
academic methods and intellectual discourse
of contemporary German scholarship. Emerg
ing in the 1810s, this group began to promote
the Wissenschaft des Judentums, the critical
academic ("scientific") study of Jewish his
tory and literature, with particular emphasis
on texts, languages, and philosophical issues
not generally studied in traditional settings.
Two of the most important members of this
movement, Leopold Zunz (1794-1886) and
Abraham Geiger (1810-1874), contributed
substantively to the scholarly study of the
Bible. Zunz edited a German translation of
the Bible and wrote critically about the books
of Psalms and Chronicles, later even turning
his attention to issues in the Torah as well.
Geiger focused his Urschrift und Ubersetzun
gen der Bibel (Breslau, 1857) on the originally
fluid nature of the biblical text and the pres
ence of competing versions, a phenomenon
that he substantiated by pointing to the vary
ing translations of Scripture that emerged in
late antiquity.
Although Geiger 's critical insights went be
yond those of Krochmal, Rappoport, and Luz
zatto, these scholars formed a broader circle
in which the distinctions between maskil and
proponents of Wissenschaft were considerably
blurred. Still, those associated primarily with
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Wissenschaft who had at the same time disen
cumbered themselves of traditional practices
and beliefs had far more social and intellec
tual freedom to pursue a wide variety of ques
tions regarding the Bible. In the case of
Geiger, one of the most important and active
Reform leaders, one might have expected a
concerted effort to apply new historical
critical methods to the Bible to counter tradi
tionalist beliefs and to help bolster some cen
tral historical assertions of the nascent Reform
movement. In fact, proponents of Wissenschaft
des Judentums engaged the Bible in a rather
limited way; they appeared less interested in
the development of new critical perspectives
relating to the origins of the Bible or to the
serious study of biblical history or philol
ogy, than in the textual and interpretative re
ception of the biblical text. This was evident in
Geiger 's Urschrift and its attention to early
Bible translations. Underlying his scholarly
thinking was the notion that the Bible was not
a "sealed book of antiquity, whose meaning
the student had to unlock in order to acquaint
himself with the ideas of a day long past."
Rather, "every age, every movement and
every personality in history has brought its
own ideas to bear upon the Bible" (Abraham
Geiger, Urschrift und Ubersetzungen der Bibel,
Breslau, 1857, p. 72). This unobjectionable
observation, a staple of intellectual history,
was not merely a programmatic outline of
an important subfield of biblical scholarship;
Geiger 's statement that the Bible was all
things to all people was predicated upon his
insistence that an objective interpretation of
Scripture could not be achieved, and therefore
was not a particularly valuable endeavor to
pursue. For Geiger, as for other contributors
to the Wissenschaft des Judentums, the cultural
and religious needs of the moment mani
fested themselves in an almost exclusive
focus upon the manifold ways in which the
Bible had been read-pointing clearly to the
possibility of other, more contemporaneous
readings-rather than on the original mean
ing of the text. Jewish critical scholarship
would eventually free itself of these con-
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straints, but at this juncture the social and cul
tural bases upon which to develop such inter
ests were as yet undeveloped.
The third trend that characterized the 19th
century study of the Bible arose out of the
most traditionalist element of European
Jewry, that which came to be identified by its
orthodoxy. Traditionalist leaders were largely
unwilling to deal with scholarly advances in
biblical criticism, but they were acutely sensi
tive to other 19th-century developments that
they perceived to be far more pressing: the
growing abandonment of traditional Jewish
practices, and the Reform eschewal of rab
binic authority in general, and ancient rab
binic readings of Scripture in particular.
Alongside their communal and polemical ac
tivities against the burgeoning Reform move
ment, a number of these traditional defenders
of rabbinic Judaism also sought to buttress
their orthodoxy by turning to the Bible and
trying to demonstrate the fundamental accord
between Scripture and its rabbinic elucida
tions. The resulting commentaries, lengthy
and extensive as they are, contributed an im
portant and lasting corpus of traditional
scholarship to the history of biblical interpre
tation.
The first of these commentaries, expressly
written to address the relationship of the
Oral Torah to Scripture, was Ha-Ketav veha

Kabalah (The Written Text and [Rabbinic]
Tradition), published in 1839 by R. Jacob Zvi
Meklenburg (1785-1865) of Konigsberg. This
exegete exhibited an impressive scholarly
range that included not only rabbinic and me
dieval texts, but also a rudimentary knowl
edge of classical languages and a familiarity
with maskilic and Wissenschaft writings. Mek
lenburg was most concerned about the per
ceived inauthenticity of oral traditions, partic
ularly the idea that rabbinic readings were
foisted unnaturally upon Scripture. In re
sponse, he suggested that a refined grasp of
the biblical language and idiom would
demonstrate that "the Written Torah and the
Oral Torah are twins, stuck one to the other
such that they could not be sundered" (Ha-

Ketav veha-Kabalah, Leipzig, 1839, introduc
tion, p. xiii). Meklenburg, however, did not in
tend to collapse the distinction between peshat
and derash. His aim, rather, was to defuse any
apparent tension between them and to legiti
mate midrashic and talmudic readings by
grounding them in the biblical text with sub
tlety and sophistication.
In the body of the commentary itself, this
particular concern for rabbinic exegesis actu
ally played a secondary role. His explication
of the rabbinic interpretations of Scripture
was undertaken only on a selective basis, and
his limited attempts at laying out a systematic
approach to the problem relied substantially
on Mendelssohn's writings. Ha-Ketav veha
Kabalah was devoted first and foremost to an
explication of peshuto she/ miqra' (the plain
sense of the biblical text), drawing extensively
and in an undifferentiated manner on Men
delssohn's Sefer Netivot ha-Shalom, the Vilna
Gaon's 'Aderet 'Eliyahu, and the scholarly con
tributions of Pappenheim, Heidenheim, Luz
zatto, and others. In many ways, this com
mentary served as an excellent anthology of
late 18th- and early 19th-century peshat exege
sis, a collection that reflected the reinvigora
tion of Jewish Bible study. Ha-Ketav veha
Kabalah was published again in 1852 with a
number of substantial additions and dele
tions, and material was again added to the
edition that appeared in 188o; this latter edi
tion was subsequently reprinted numerous
times.
Responding to similar religious challenges
and drawing upon some of the same scholarly
traditions, R. Meir Leibush ben Yehiel Michel
(1809-1879) also set out with the scholarly
aim of joining the Written and Oral Torahs,
but he approached the undertaking in a far
more systematic and substantive fashion.
More commonly known by his acronym, Mal
biro, he served as a communal rabbi in the
Posen region of eastern Prussia through the
185os, at a time when proponents of reform
began to articulate their positions with
greater forcefulness. By mid-century he had
authored commentaries to Isaiah, Song of
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Songs, and Esther, and in 1866 he produced a
commentary to the Prophets and Writings. In
186o he published an edition of the Sifra, the
early rabbinic midrash to Leviticus, which in
terpolated the relevant biblical verses at the
head of each midrashic segment, and to
which he wrote a commentary titled Ha-Torah
veha-Mitzvah. It is most significant, in terms of
understanding Malbim's methods and aims,
that it was this rabbinic commentary that ap
peared with the full text of the S ifra as the Le
viticus section of his Bible commentary. Over
the next two decades Malbim applied this ap
proach to the other books of the Torah, pro
ducing a commentary to the Mekhilta (Exo
dus) and S ifre (Numbers and Deuteronomy);
for sections of the Bible without midrash ha
lakhah, Malbim posed a series of questions to
which he supplied lengthy answers, some
what reminiscent of the style employed ear
lier by Abravanel and other late medieval
scholars. Judging by its numerous reprint
ings, this work proved to be one of the most
popular Bible commentaries of late 19th
century European Jewry.
In his extensive two-part introduction to
the original S ifra commentary, Malbim was
unequivocal about his overarching objective:
to develop tools that would demonstrate the
veracity of rabbinic traditions. The Sages, he
asserted, had a profound knowledge of He
brew that included a firm grasp of grammati
cal principles, sensitivity to the subtlest of
differences among apparently synonymous
nouns and verbs, and an appreciation of bibli
cal style and idiom, all of which he detailed in
a separate section of the introduction. Malbim
explicitly rejected the notion that rabbinic
teachings were merely traditions that used
scriptural verses as props or as a kind of sub
script. Moreover, unlike Mendelssohn and
Meklenburg, and more akin to the approach
taken by Wessely, he insisted upon the
linguistic profundity of rabbinic literature,
which resulted in the blurring of the distinc
tion between peshat and derash. After all, if the
Sages were superb linguists and readers of
texts, then all their interpretations could be
-

identified with peshuto she! miqra'. The words
of the Oral Torah, he wrote, "are compelled
by and ingrained in the Scriptural peshat and
in the depths of the language. Derush [sic]
alone is the simple peshat that is based upon
the true and clear rules of language" (Malbim,

Sifra devei Rav . . . im Peirush Ha-Torah veha
Mitzvah, Bucharest, 186o, p. 2a).
The reawakened interest in Hebrew and
Bible study and the need to reinforce the in
tegrity of traditional Judaism shaped the writ
ing of a number of other Bible commentaries
worthy of note. In the late 186os, R. Samson
Raphael Hirsch (18o8-1888) began publishing
a translation and lengthy German commen
tary to the Torah (Der Pentateuch, iibersetzt
und erliiutert, Frankfurt am Main, 1867-1878).
As one of the most prominent and outspoken
leaders of German Orthodoxy, Hirsch was
no less committed to the defense of norma
tive rabbinic Judaism than Meklenburg and
Malbim, but he took an entirely different
approach to the interpretation of Scripture.
In his view, the corpus of rabbinic teachings
could not-and for polemical purposes,
should not-be derived from the biblical text.
Although the Bible served as a kind of a
mnemonic primer that elicited the particulars
of the Oral Torah, this was possible only in
the presence of a revealed tradition that
Moses and the Israelites had already absorbed
(see Hirsch's commentary to Exodus 21 .2).
Instead, highly sensitive to the prevailing Eu
ropean-Protestant depreciation of Judaism,
Hirsch used his commentary to demonstrate
the thoroughly integrated spiritual and ethi
cal worldview of the Torah. Utilizing a mix of
philology and homiletics, Hirsch produced
what could best be described as a theosophi
cal commentary which made heavy use of
biblical symbolism and which mined biblical
narratives and strictures for their sublime
moral teachings. In tenor and substance, as in
language and style, Hirsch's commentary re
mained a distinct contribution to 19th-century
biblical interpretation.
More than a generation later, R. David Zvi
Hoffmann (1843-1921), rector of the Orthodox
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rabbinic seminary of Berlin and an important
leader of German Jewry in his own right, pro
duced German commentaries to the books of
Leviticus and Deuteronomy (Das Buch Leviti
cus, iibersetzt und erkliirt, Berlin, 1905-1906;

Das Buch Deuteronomium, iibersetzt und erkliirt,
Berlin, 1913-1922). His biblical commentaries
combined overlapping traditionalist elements
of Haskalah and Wissenschaft scholarship
with the orthodox apologia of scholars like
Meklenburg. Academically trained and well
versed in contemporary European biblical
scholarship, Hoffmann was as concerned
with defending the integrity of the Bible as
displaying its ultimate concordance with rab
binic oral traditions. Like Malbim, he devoted
a considerable amount of scholarly attention
to the study of midrash halakhah, but the
methodological conclusions he drew were
different. Hoffmann allowed that in many in
stances rabbinic traditions either preceded or
appeared concurrently with their scripturally
based articulation in midrashic literature and
could not be independently derived from the
biblical text. Nevertheless, the task of the
modern exegete was to connect the Bible with
tradition, even if retrospectively. Hoffmann's
biblical writings, however, were not focused
solely on this issue, and their scholarly range
was broader than any other 19th-century
commentary, incorporating linguistic and sci
entific insights alongside philosophy and
comparative anthropology.
The revival of Bible study took root and
flourished in Eastern Europe as well, and
although the commentaries that emerged
from there shared the traditionalis t concern
for the integrity of rabbinic interpretations,
they tended to approach the problem in a
more selective and discerning fashion. The
head of the prestigious Volozhin yeshivah,
R. Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin (1817-1893;
known by his acronym as the Netziv), penned
a commentary to the Torah titled Ha-'Amek
Davar which first appeared in an 1879-1880
Vilna edition of the Bible. Like Malbim and
Hoffmann, Berlin had elsewhere devoted sig
nificant scholarly energy to the study of early

rabbinic midrash, but his Bible commentary
engaged both Scripture and rabbinic litera
ture in ways that tried to develop an apprecia
tion for their independent literary qualities.
Berlin spoke incisively about the limitless in
terpretative possibilities that inhered in the
biblical text, and at the same time allowed
that earlier rabbinic modes of interpretation
had been independently and creatively de
rived. At the end of the 1 9th century, Barukh
Ha-Levi Epstein ( 186o-1942) also set out to
show the fundamental accord between the
Bible and the oral law in an edition of the
Torah named Torah Temimah (Vilna, 1904). Ep
stein went about this task by anthologizing
rabbinic uses of Scripture and appending a se
ries of notes which proved to contain original
and insightful conunents regarding the rab
binic interpretation of Scripture. In many
ways, the real scholarly achievement of this
work may have been the anthology itself, in
which Epstein culled a large corpus of rab
binic literature and edited and condensed his
findings with masterful scholarship. Perhaps
the most original of the late 19th-century tra
ditionalist commentaries, however, was the
posthumously published Meshekh J:Iokhmah
(1927) of R. Meir Simhah Ha-Kohen of Dvinsk
(1843-1926). Like Berlin, this exegete was an
outstanding rabbinic scholar who appreciated
not only the quality of rabbinic scriptural in
terpreta tion, but also its ongoing creativity. As
such, he asserted the right of rabbinic scholars
of all generations to venture beyond attested
readings in order to derive new halakhah
from scriptural peshat.
Conclusion
While the beginning of our survey clearly
marked a new chapter in the history of Jewish
biblical interpretation, the point we have
reached here at the end of this overview does
not represent its closing or conclusion. Rather,
with the end of the 19th and beginning of the
2oth centuries, we leave behind only the
first stages of the Jewish encounter with
modernity and its concomitant reengagement
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with the Bible. By the end of our period, to be
sure, the traditionalist attempt to demonstrate
the textually grounded nature-and hence
presumed correctness-of rabbinic exegesis
had effectively run its creative course. The
19th-century scholarship of the maskilim and
the Wissenschaft des fudentwns, which was
groundbreaking and innovative for its time,
nevertheless remained in many ways stunted
and undeveloped. With few exceptions, the
scholars we surveyed here did not seriously

engage European biblical scholarship and
some of its most challenging and critical
developments (see "Modern Study," pp.
2084-96). As such, while Jewish biblical inter
pretation of the 18th and 19th centuries forms
a distinct and historically important corpus,
that time must also be seen as a period that
cultivated new cultural and intellectual com
mitments that would express themselves fully
only in the next century.
( EDWARD BREUER]

Modern Jewish I nterpretation
The most distinctive feature o f the modern
study of the Bible is its emphasis on history:
the attempt to uncover what the biblical texts
meant at the time they were composed rather
than what they came to mean in later tradi
tion, or how they might inspire the believer.
Although a number of premodern scholars
pursued the "original sense," these practicing
Jews and Christians were constrained by per
sonal and institutional loyalty to limit the
scope of their inquiries. For these reasons,
what seem to us to be obvious contradictions
and anachronisms within the texts were ex
plained in ways that did not undermine the
traditional authority of the Bible.
Among Jews, the return to serious study of
the Bible is a modem phenomenon, having
been neglected in many European Jewish com
munities during the medieval and early mod
ern periods (see "Medieval Interpretation,"
pp. 1876-1900, and "Post-medieval Interpreta
tion," pp. 190o-1908). Beginning with Saadia
Gaon (882--942) and continuing for the next
several centuries, medieval Jewish scholars
had made the Bible a major focus of study.
Sephardim (Jews of Spanish and Portuguese
origin) and Italian Jews continued that tradi
tion, but on the eve of modernity most Jews
lived in Central and Eastern Europe. In
contrast to the Sephardim who studied the
Talmud only as a source of law, the Ashke
nazim (Jews in Franco-German communities)

viewed study of the Talmud as a religious
end in itself, deserving undivided scholarly at
tention. Much like Catholics, Ashkenazim
treated the Bible as a liturgical and homiletical
text. Premodern Jewish communal life was
based not on the Bible but on laws, customs,
and traditions derived in the main from the
Babylonian Talmud and codified in the 16th
century Shulban 'Arukh legal code and its com
mentaries. Although these documents of rab
binic Judaism derived their ultimate authority
from the Bible, in practice, Rabbis, who served
their autonomous communities more as
judges than as spiritual leaders, required very
little biblical learning. The 17th-century Rabbi
Joseph Hahn of Frankfurt (d. 1637) wrote, "In
our generation there are rabbis who never
studied the Bible." Germany saw some im
provement in the next century thanks to the
Bible translation project initiated by Moses
Mendelssohn (1729-1786), which was accom
panied by contemporary commentaries (Bi'ur) .
But even in Germany, and all the more in Rus
sia and Poland, talmudical study carried
greater prestige than biblical, and bright stu
dents were moved to Talmud by age seven or
eight. (The small number of girls given school
ing studied more Bible than did boys.)
If Bible study was largely ignored, "higher
criticism" of the Bible (the identification of
sources behind the biblical text; see "The
Modern Study of the Bible," pp. 2084-96) as
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practiced in universities and some Christian
seminaries beginning in the late 18th century
was condemned. Pious Jews (and many of
their Christian counterparts) were horrified
that Bible "critics" questioned the reliability
of the received biblical texts, denied the his
toricity of their contents, and detected numer
ous sources in books attributed by Jewish
(and Christian) tradition to a single author. It
is true that some features that characterize
modem criticism had surfaced much earlier.
Abraham Ibn Ezra (1092-1 167) noted several
anachronisms in the Torah; Joseph Bekhor
Shor (12th century) observed contradictory
parallel narratives in the Torah; some mem
bers of the Hasidei Ashkenaz (12th- to 13th
century German Jewish Pietists) challenged
Davidic authorship of certain psalms and Mo
saic authorship of sections of the Torah; and
Jonah Ibn Janal) (ca. 99o-ca. 1050) may have
emended biblical texts. But none of these
scholars, every one of them steadfast in the
observance of the Jewish communal laws, de
veloped a systematic critical approach. (The
nascent biblical criticism of the excommuni
cate Baruch Spinoza [1632-1677] written in
Latin had little influence on 17th-century
Jews.) With the advent of Emancipation, ad
herence to Jewish law and membership in the
Jewish community became voluntary. Just as
the Protestant Reformation had made it possi
ble for Christians to study the Bible directly
without the authorized interpretations of the
Church, Emancipation gave Jews an opportu
nity to study Bible outside of traditional cir
cles. Those who began to study the Bible in
the newer setting tended to sympathize with
the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment) Move
ment or with Zionism rather than with old
style religious observance and belief.
Particularly odious to the faithful was the
Documentary Hypothesis, especially as codi
fied by Julius Wellhausen (1844-1918). The
Wellhausen theory, which carne to dominate
biblical scholarship by the close of the 19th
century, claimed that the Torah or Pentateuch
(Genesis through Deuteronomy) had been
written not by Moses but by authors who
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composed "documents" over a period of cen
turies. These documents, or sources, were
combined to form the Torah, which owed its
final shape to the priests of the Jewish
"church" of the late first millennium BCE. Be
cause of its priestly orientation, declared Well
hausen, the Torah, in contrast to the prophetic
books of an earlier age, was a "legalistic"
work obsessed with ritual purity and scrupu
lous observance of ceremonial minutiae. Well
hausen's view of the development of Judaism,
therefore, saw it as inferior to the prophetic
faith that scorned the legalistic requirements
of Temple observance; this made it easier to
embrace the New Testament polemic against
"Judaism" (i.e., legalism) while still accepting
the Old Testament (as recommending, in its
highest development in the prophets, "faith,"
not ritual "works").
In the less-than-pious circles of Wissenschaft
des Judentums (scientific study of Judaism)
critical study of the Bible was also unpopular,
but for different and sometimes contradictory
reasons. Jewish scholars with university train
ing sought to modernize Judaism, gain gen
eral acknowledgment of their own academic
legitimacy, and secure broad rights of Euro
pean citizenship for their people. As such,
their research gave priority to Jewish intellec
tual creativity in the Gentile world. The study
of the Jewish philosophers or of the great me
dieval poets demonstrated tha t Greek and
Arabic speaking Jews had contributed to gen
eral intellectual life. Philo, Mairnonides, and
Judah Halevi could serve as models for 19th
century European Jews. The study of historic
Israel in its own land, in contrast, under
scored Jewish separateness. Certainly, the re
search agenda of the German reformer and
scholar Abraham Geiger (1810-1874) was
shaped by such concerns. Geiger's exemplary
work on ancient translations of the Bible
barely engages the literary history of the Bible
proper. For his part, the eminent historian and
Bible scholar Heinrich Graetz (1817-1891)
was willing to study most of the Bible criti
cally, but clung to a traditional view of the
Torah's composition. Within some Zionist cir-
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des of the East European Haskalah, biblical
criticism was unwelcome because it was too
"European" and could lead to assimilation
rather than to Zionism. The pleas of such
spokesmen as Max Soloweitschik (1883-1957)
and Zalman Rubashov [Shazar] (1889-1974;
later president of Israel) that the study of the
Bible was essential to Zionism went largely
unheeded. Finally, it must be observed that
many enlightened Jews including the Ameri
can immigrants I. M. Wise (1819-1900),
founder of the (Reform) Hebrew Union Col
lege in Cincinna ti, and Solomon Schechter
(1847-1915), the driving force at the (Conserv
ative) Jewish Theological Seminary in New
York, were deterred from serious study of the
Bible by the triumphalist tone of Christian
Bible criticism. Schechter, not without justifi
cation, referred to higher criticism as "higher
anti-Semitism" (see discussion of J. Well
hausen, above). After all, Wilhem de Wette
(176o-1849), the first to date the composition
of Deuteronomy to the time of King Josiah (d.
609 BCE), thus providing a fixed date for the
composition of a book of the Torah, had writ
ten that Judaism was a "misfortune" for
which Christianity provided "consolation."
The pioneering Semiticist and grammarian
H. F. Wilhelm Gesenius (1786--1842) observed
that the postexilic books Esther, Daniel, and
Jonah were the products of "debased Jewish
taste." Wellhausen himself had declared that
the Torah's system of commandments turned
God into the "manager of a petty scheme of
salvation." The (Priestly) law, he asserted,
"takes the soul out of religion and spoils
morality." In studies on the Pentateuch in par
ticular, Christian Bible scholars tended to den
igrate "pharisaical" Jews and a "legalistic" Ju
daism so far removed from the elevated
teachings of the great early Hebrew prophets
that a completely new revelation was re
quired in the advent of Jesus.
Nonetheless, there were Jewish scholars
who saw the necessity for modern scientific
Bible study. One such pioneer was the Italian
Samuel David Luzzatto (acronym Shadal;
18oo-1865). Luzzatto, who was schooled in
-
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the earlier Jewish and Christian translations
of the Bible, suggested that the vowel points
were secondary to the received Hebrew text.
(He was here influenced by the earlier Italian
Elija Levita [1468 /g--1549].) He was the first
modern Jewish scholar to propose textual
emendations in biblical texts, so long as these
were outside of the Torah. With regard to
higher criticism he denied the attribution to
David of many psalms and to Solomon the
authorship of Ecclesiastes, while upholding
Mosaic authorship of the Torah. As part of his
philosophical program, Nachman Krochrnal
(1785-1840), an Eastern European Jewish in
tellectual, wrote The Guide for the Perplexed of
This Time (Moreh Nevukhei Ha-Zeman) and ac
cepted the view of general biblical scholar
ship that the latter half of Isaiah and the book
of Koheleth (Ecclesiastes) were products of
Diaspora Judaism in the latter first millen
nium BCE. In opposition to Christian scholar
ship, however, Krochmal held that lateness
demonstrated not decay but rather continu
ing Jewish creativity and spiritual innovation.
In further defense of Judaism, Krochmal as
serted that the great Rabbis of the talmudic
period (2nd--6th century) had reached the
same conclusions about the lateness of some
biblical books but concealed their findings out
of concern that their laity had not reached the
necessary level of sophistication.
Of particular interest is Markus M. Kalisch
(1828-1885), who had rabbinical training and
a degree from the University of Berlin
(Friedrich-Wilhems Universitiit). Thanks to his
employment in England by the Rothschild
family, Kalisch was able to devote himself to
scholarship. Whereas most 19th-century Jew
ish scholars, even nonobservant ones, es
chewed critical analysis of the "iconic" Torah,
Kalisch wrote a two-volume commentary on
Leviticus (1867, 1872), in which he examined
the biblical sacrificial systems and determined
that the document that was designated as the
Priestly Code ("P") was later than Deuteron
omy ("D"). He thus anticipated Wellhausen
both in method and in some of his conclu
sions.
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Leopold Zlll1Z (1794-1886), founder of Wis
senschaft des Judentums, had studied at the
University of Berlin during the tenure there
of Wilhelm de Wette. Zlll1Z, though, did not di
rect his primary early research to the Bible,
arguing that postbiblical literature as part of
Jewish culture not shared with Christians was
in need of scholarly attention, whereas the
Bible had many Christian students. Nonethe
less, his ground-breaking study of ancient Jew
ish preaching, Die gottesdientlichen Vortriige der

Juden, historisch entwickelt (The Worship Sermons
of the Jews Historically Developed; 1832) revealed
the late date of many psalms, dated Ezekiel to
the 5th century BCE, outlined the ideological
concerns of Chronicles and argued for its
shared authorship with Ezra-Nehemiah, and
claimed that the Jewish canon had not been
completed until shortly before 70 CE. In his old
age Zunz turned to the central concerns of
19th-century biblical scholarship. He sup
ported de Wette's 7th-century BCE dating of
Deuteronomy with supplementary linguistic
evidence. In agreement with Wellhausen,
Zunz argued that Leviticus was written after
both Deuteronomy and Ezekiel, under the in
fluence of the Jewish priesthood of the later
first millennium BCE.
Solomon Mandelkern (1846-1902), born in
Russia, rabbinically educated and holding de
grees in Semi tics and law, provided the single
most important scholarly tool for Bible study
with his Hekhal Hakodesh (1896) . This concor
dance was the standard work until the advent
of computer concordances at the end of the
2oth century. It took twenty years to complete,
and made it possible to study every biblical
word in context so that a scholar need not rely
on memory or inadequate dictionaries.
The United States for most of the 19th cen
tury had a small Jewish population, with a
correspondingly low level of Jewish knowl
edge. The major American Jewish contribu
tion to biblical studies was the Bible transla
tion written by Isaac Leeser (1806-1868). A
Prussian immigrant, Leeser was employed as
a bazan (cantor) in Philadelphia. Although
Leeser 's formal training was sparse, historical

circumstances combined with his own sense
of purpose and remarkable vision made him
the primary architect of American Jewish in
stitutional life. Leeser 's Hebrew-English Bible
(1853) was essentially a Jewish version of the
King James with its christology removed and
some Jewish traditional interpretation in
serted. Despite the severe judgment rendered
by some critics, the Leeser Bible met the needs
of American Jewish life in the mid-19th cen
tury quite well (see "Jewish Translations of
the Bible," pp. 2005-20).
The political revolutions that roiled West
ern and Central Europe in 1848, followed later
in the century by the decline of the state of the
Jews of Eastern Europe, encouraged Jewish
immigration to the United States and raised
the intellectual level of American Jewry. One
such immigrant, Benjamin Szold (1829-1902),
a rabbi in Baltimore, wrote a Hebrew com
mentary on Job (1886) drawing on the Jewish
exegetical tradition and, conservatively, on
19th-century Christian scholarship. Szold at
tempted to resolve the controversy over the
date of Job by arguing that an early form of
the book was originally composed in the time
of Moses, while our extant book is a much
later reworking of the original.
Arnold B. Ehrlich (1848-1919), a younger
contemporary of Szold, was a unique figure.
Born in Wlodawa in Russian Poland and mar
ried at an early age, Ehrlich divorced his wife
and moved to Leipzig in Germany. There he
converted to Christianity and taught at the
missionary Institutum Judaicum headed by
the eminent biblicist Franz Delitzsch (18131890), helping to translate the New Testament
into Hebrew for the purpose of converting
Jews. In 1876 Ehrlich reached America and
quickly returned to Judaism. Although un
able to obtain a regular academic post, Ehrlich
managed to produce two major scholarly
works: the Hebrew Miqra' Kifshuto (The Bible
in its Plain Sense; 1899-1901) and the seven
volume German Randglossen zur hebriiischen
Bibel (Marginal Notes to the Hebrew Bible). Both
works show their author's knowledge of
philology and his ear for biblical language.
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Although Ehrlich does not refer to the Docu
mentary Hypothesis, he employs arguments
based on linguistic usage, concepts, and insti
tutions to assign relative "late" and "early"
dates to specific passages. Numerous histori
cal comments, such as his denial of the his
toricity of Egyptian enslavement and exodus
are buried in notes to specific passages.
Ehrlich wrote Miqra' in Hebrew for the ex
press purpose of introducing Jews to the criti
cal study of the Bible. His work has been
highly influential on Jewish scholarship, as
can be seen in the Bible translations produced
by the Jewish Publication Society: the JPS
Bible of 1917 and its replacement NJPS (19621982).
Because of the Christian orientation of Bible
study in American colleges and universities,
it was not easy for Jewish scholars with re
search interests in the Bible to find academic
posts directly in that area. In addition, much
biblical research at that time was done in
the context of Protestant seminaries rather
than in secular institutions. Departments of
Semitic or Oriental Languages were more
hospitable to Jewish scholars. For example,
Morris Jastrow (1861-1922) received the Ph.D.
in Semitics at Leipzig and then taught at the
University of Pennsylvania from 1885 until
his death. Although his primary fields were
Assyriology and Mesopotamian religion, Jas
trow published books on Ecclesiastes, Job,
and Song of Songs. He served as editor of the
Bible division for the twelve-volume Jewish
Encyclopedia (New York, 1901-1906; most of
the contributors to the Bible division were
Christians). Jastrow served as the first Jewish
president of the professional society, the Soci
ety of Biblical Literature, in 1916, and was an
outspoken proponent of higher criticism.
Max Margolis (1866-1932) likewise earned
a degree in Semitics. His doctoral thesis on
text-criticism of the Talmud was written in
Latin under Richard Gottheil at Columbia in
1891. Margolis began his scholarly career at
Hebrew Union College (1893-1897) where
I. M. Wise persuaded him to move into bibli
cal studies. He left HUC for Berkeley and
-

taught Semitics there until 1905, when he re
turned to HUC, which he once again left after
a disappointing two years. In 1908 Margolis
became editor-in-chief of the Jewish Publica
tion Society's Bible translation. Published in
1917, the JPS Holy Scriptures became the
quasi-official Bible of Jewish anglophones for
the next half-century. An outstanding textual
critic with special interest in the Septuagint
(the ancient Jewish translation into Greek),
Margolis was quite conservative in his atti
tude toward higher criticism. He served as
president of the Society of Biblical Literature
in 1923 and editor of its Journal of Biblical Liter
ature (JBL) from 1914 to 1922. Margolis served
as Professor of Biblical Philology at the non
sectarian Dropsie College (later the Annen
berg Research Institute for Judaic and Near
Eastern Studies and now the Center for Judaic
Studies of the University of Pennsylvania)
from 1909 until his death.
The first American Jewish Bible scholar to
practice higher criticism systematically was
the long-lived Julian Morgenstern (18811976). Morgenstern, ordained at HUC in 1902,
earned the Ph.D. in Assyriology at Heidel
berg. He not only championed the Documen
tary Hypothesis but expanded it by claiming
to have identified an additional "document"
in the Torah. As a professor at HUC from 1907
to 1960 and as its president from 1921 to 1947,
he was the first Jewish scholar to make critical
study of the Bible central to the curriculum of
an American Jewish seminary. Over the years
Morgenstern came to the conclusion that the
Documentary Hypothesis, although neces
sary, was insufficient. In his presidential ad
dress to the Society of Biblical Literature in
1941, Morgenstern called for a synthesis of
classical criticism with archeology, folklore
studies, and religious phenomenology.
The modern Hebrew Torah, Nevi 'im Ukhetu

vim im Perush Mada'i (The Bible with a Critical
Commentary), edited by A. Kahana (18741946) in collaboration with scholars from all
over the world, was a conscious product of
the editor's Jewish nationalism. Although the
full series was never completed, the seven
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volumes published over a period of twenty
six years (1903 /04-1929/30) made use of the
ancient versions, ancient Near Eastern
sources unearthed by archeology, compara
tive Semitics, and the Documentary Hypothe
sis. Among the contributors were H. P. Chajes,
F. Perles, Max Margolis and Kahana himself.
Until 1990 the series was the only multi
volume critical Bible commentary in Hebrew.
The period between the First and Second
World Wars had a great impact on Jewish
Bible scholarship. The opening of the Hebrew
University in 1925 meant that the Bible would
be studied in Hebrew in the land of its origin.
Zionist successes and the rise to power of the
Nazis encouraged the immigration of Euro
pean Jews to Palestine and the United States.
The foundations of what was to become Is
raeli Bible scholarship were laid by such
scholars as Tur-Sinai (Torczyner), Cassuto,
Kaufmann, and Segal.
N. H. Tur-Sinai (Torczyner; 1876-1973) was
an ingenious, sometimes overly ingenious,
philologist who uncovered the meaning of
many a biblical passage that had long eluded
interpretation. Especially noteworthy are his
three different commentaries on Job, in which
he argues that most of the textual difficulties
of the book can be solved by treating the He
brew as a faulty translation from an Aramaic
original. Rather than employing source
criticism, Tur-Sinai argued that our surviving
biblical literature comes from compilations
that were originally organized around the
lives of ancient heroes, such as David, Moses,
or Samuel. The title of Tur-Sinai's multi
volume Peshuto shel Miqra' (The Plain Sense of
the Bible; 1962-1968) is an acknowledgment of
the author 's indebtedness to Ehrlich.
Umberto Moshe David Cassuto (18831951) was an Italian Jew trained as a rabbi
at Collegia Rabbinico Italiano. His doctoral
studies at the University of Florence brought
him under the influence of the critical Bible
scholar H. P. Chajes (1876-1927). Cassuto de
voted his early scholarship to the history of
the Jews of Italy. Appointment to the faculty
at the University of Rome caused him to redi-
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rect his efforts into Semitics. Cassuto's studies
of the Ugaritic literature of the late second
millennium BCE Syria led him to realize the
cultural continuity between ancient Israel and
the wider ancient Near East. A lover of Dante,
Cassuto's background in literature impelled
him to view the Documentary Hypothesis as
unsound. Instead, Cassuto advocated what
would later be called "synchronic" or "holis
tic" reading of the biblical text with an eye to
its inner unity, an approach which has since
become extremely popular in the "Bible as lit
erature" movement. Cassuto moved to Israel
(then Palestine) from Fascist Italy in 1939 and
became a professor of Bible at Hebrew Uni
versity. He was the founding editor of the
Entziklopediah Miqra'it (Encyclopaedia Biblica; 9
volumes; 1950-1989).
Moses Hirsch (Zevi) Segal (1876-1968) was
born in Lithuania, where he pursued a rab
binical education. His university studies in
London and Oxford led to an appointment as
lecturer at Hebrew University in 1926, where
he became professor in 1939· Orthodox oppo
sition to biblical study restricted the initial
appointment to Parshanut (exegesis) rather
than Miqra' (Bible) proper; this despite Segal's
opposition to the Documentary Hypothesis.
(H. P. Chajes, a stronger candidate, failed to
get the post because of his critical stance.)
Though rejecting most aspects of the critical
study of the Torah, Segal clung to the newer
tradition that biblical criticism was legitimate
outside the Torah, and his commentary on
Samuel (1956) is full of observations concern
ing the complex layers of composition of that
book. In several articles and the book The Pen

tateuch: Its Composition and Authorship and
Other Biblical Studies (1967), Segal attempts to
demonstrate the essential Mosaic authorship
of the Torah, but allows for numerous addi
tions by later authors. Segal also wrote the
widely read Introduction to the Bible (4 Hebrew
vols. 1946-1950), and contributed much to the
study of Mishnaic Hebrew, the Apocrypha,
and the history of interpretation.
Yehezkel Kaufmann (1889-1963), best
known for his opposition to Wellhausen, was,
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ironically, the most enthusiastic proponent of
the Documentary Hypothesis among the pio
neering Israeli biblicists. Kaufmann chal
lenged the chronological order of the sources
of the Torah proposed by Wellhausen. Tacitly
accepting the view of Christian Bible scholar
ship that "earlier is better," Kaufmann argued
that the P(riestly) source was a preexilic com
position and not a late, inferior "Jewish" de
velopment. Kaufmann challenged as well
Wellhausen's chronology of Israelite religion.
From his dating of the sources Wellhausen
had concluded that Israelite monotheism
evolved out of polytheism over centuries as
the teachings of the prophets finally took hold
among the masses. Kaufmann in his magnum
opus, Toledot ha'Emunah ha-Yisra'elit (8 vols.
1937-195?; English: Religion of Israel, trans
lated and abridged by Moshe Greenberg,
1960), asserted that Israelite monotheism
began as an original religious intuition in the
time of Moses. Ancient Israelites, common
folk and religious elite alike, were united by
the monotheistic worship of the god YHVH.
The Bible's repeated references to Israelite
worship of "wood and stone idols" were to be
explained as denunciations by religious
zealots of what in reality were vestiges of
superstition from pre-Mosaic times. Kauf
mann's thesis stripped Torah criticism of its
animus to Judaism and found eager accep
tance among non-Orthodox Israelis and
American religious moderates, particularly at
the Conservative movement's Jewish Theo
logical Seminary. Especially attractive was
Kaufmann's description of monotheism as an
original religious intuition, which supported
Jewish claims to religious genius without ap
pealing to supernaturalism.
During the 1st century of modern biblical
scholarship, the field was largely restricted
to source-critical examination of the biblical
books themselves. The expansion of ancient
Near Eastern archeology in the period be
tween the World Wars heightened interest in
comparative studies, both linguistic and cul
tural. To some extent the recovery of the
world in which the Bible had been produced
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mitigated opposition to critical study by pro
ducing "positive" results. Through "biblical
archeology" (as it used to be called, since it
was done in conjunction with, and usually in
support of, the biblical text), some textual
emendations were vitiated by the discovery
that a biblical text thought corrupt actually
preserved a hitherto unknown word. Other
discoveries substantiated the existence of bib
lical figures or provided background to bibli
cal institutions. Jewish scholars such as the
founder of Israeli archeology, Benjamin
(Maisler) Mazar (1906-1995), learned from
W. F. Albright (1891-1971) to combine field
researches with biblical text-study. Nelson
Glueck (1900-1971) was the only American
Jew centrally involved in the "biblical arche
ology" movement. Glueck was president of
HUC from 1947 to 1971 and the founder of its
archeology school in Jerusalem, which now
bears his name. Bold syntheses of text and
archeology were also undertaken by a student
of Margolis, E. A. Speiser (1902-1965) of the
University of Pennsylvania, notably in his in
fluential commentary on Genesis (Anchor
Bible, 1964). Somewhat similar was the ap
proach of Cyrus Gordon (1908-2001), a far
ranging comparatist who included the
Aegean world within the purview of biblical
and Near Eastern studies, and trained several
generations of students. Within this same gen
eration the most far-reaching comparative
work was done by Theodor H. Gaster
(1906-1992), whose Myth, Legend and Custom
in the Old Testament (1969), based on the meth
ods of the anthropologist James Frazer, at
tempts to gather "all that can be derived from
comparative folklore and mythology for the
interpretation of the Old Testament."
Perhaps the greatest of American Jewish
biblicists trained between the wars was
Harold Louis (or H. L.) Ginsberg (1903-1990).
Born in Montreal, Canada, Ginsberg earned
his doctorate at the University of London and
moved to mandatory Palestine where he
worked closely with Benjamin Mazar, concen
trating on ancient Semitics. In 1936 he pub
lished a pioneering Hebrew translation and
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grammatical study of ancient Ugaritic tablets
unearthed in Syria in 1929. Ginsberg was one
of the first to employ Ugaritic to recover for
gotten grammatical features and "lost" words
in biblical Hebrew. He also demonstrated the
value of Ugaritic in textual criticism of the
Bible. Ginsberg's arrival at Jewish Theological
Seminary in 1936 transformed the seminary's
role in Jewish Bible studies. Although JTS had
no Ph.D. program at that time, at least two
generations of Jewish Bible scholars received
their "basic training" and inspiration while
studying Bible at JTS with Ginsberg. Ginsberg
employed philology both for itself and as a
clue to reconstructing inner-biblical literary
and ideological development. For most of
his scholarly career Ginsberg championed
and publicized the view of Yehezkel Kauf
mann that "D(euteronomy)" was later than
"P(riestly Code) ." As he began to concentrate
on Torah, however, his research in biblical dic
tion demonstrated to him that Wellhausen
had been substantially correct. The results of
much of Ginsberg's work are available to the
larger public because he served as an editor
and translator of the first two sections of the
NJPS. He was also Bible editor of Encyclopae
dia Judaica (1971), to which he contributed
original articles far more documented and de
tailed than is usual in contemporary encyclo
pedias. These are characterized by brilliant in
tuitiveness and occasionally, by excessive
ingenuity.
Another outstanding figure trained be
tween the wars was Harry M. Orlinsky
(1908-1992), likewise Canadian by birth. Or
linsky earned his Ph.D. at Dropsie and spent
most of his teaching career at HUC in New
York City (at the time the independent Jewish
Institute of Religion) . His 1967 study on the
"Suffering Servant" in Deutero-Isaiah is a
classic of modern scholarship, and is signifi
cant for its use of scholarly method to polemi
cize implicitly against Christian theological
interpretation of the Bible. Most of Orlinsky's
work, however, was in textual studies and
translation. Especially noteworthy are his nu
merous articles on the Greek Septuagint
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translation. Orlinsky crusaded for years in be
half of a Jewish translation to replace the 1917
JPS. His wishes were fulfilled when he served
as editor-in-chief of the New JPS Torah (1961)
and as an editor for the Prophets and Megillot
(scrolls) sections (1985) . Orlinsky was the only
Jewish scholar involved in the Protestant Re
vised Standard Version translation of the Old
Testament (1952) and its revision, the New
Revised Standard Version (1989); no Christian
scholars participated in the New Jewish Pub
lication Society Bible (1985).
In the period between World War II and the
late 1960s, Jewish scholarship became increas
ingly productive as a significant number of
Jewish scholars entered the mainstream of
biblical scholarship. The increased number
of Jewish biblicists led to the emergence of a
"Jewish School" with a common educational
profile. At the time there were few university
supported programs in Judaic Studies. Al
most all the scholars of this period (they were
all men; no seminaries admitted women at
that time), mostly now emeriti or deceased,
had studied or taught at rabbinical seminar
ies, notably the Jewish Theological Seminary,
and all were conversant with the Jewish ex
egetical tradition, even when they ignored it.
Unlike Christian seminaries, the Jewish insti
tutions emphasized historical method rather
than theology. The Christian orientation of
advanced biblical studies led most of these
men to pursue their education in secular
graduate schools, in Near Eastern Studies de
partments, where they studied the ancient
languages and cultures of Western Asia, Mes
opotamia, and Egypt. A crucial development
unifying Jewish biblical scholarship was the
rise of the State of Israel (1948), which led to
interaction between American and Israeli
scholarship. United in their common knowl
edge of modern Hebrew, Americans and Is
raelis studied and taught in each other 's
countries. A number of American scholars
emigrated to Israel, most maintaining their
American connections. A smaller number of
Israeli biblicists settled in America, but main
tained Israeli connections. Jewish Bible schol-
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ars on both sides of the globe were the fore
most advocates of interpreting difficult bibli
cal Hebrew texts in the light of other lan
guages, particularly Ugaritic and Akkadian,
and of interpreting biblical institutions, laws,
and narratives in light of "parallels." In their
approach to ancient Israelite religion, many
were influenced by Yehezkel Kaufmann.
Of special note was the engagement of the
Jewish scholars trained before the late 196os
in Torah-criticism, often avoided in earlier
Jewish biblical scholarship, and absent from
the curriculum of JTS until 1966. All the Torah
volumes in the nonsectarian Anchor Bible are
by Jews: E. A. Speiser (1902-1965; Genesis),
Jacob Milgram (b. 1923; Leviticus), Baruch
Levine (b. 1930; Numbers), Moshe Weinfeld of
Israel ( b. 1925; Deuteronomy). The most recent
volume, Exodus, is the work of a younger Jew
ish scholar, William Propp. In the JPS Torah
Commentary, also all written by Jews, Genesis
and Exodus are by Nahum Sarna, (b. 1923), Le
viticus by Baruch Levine, Numbers by Jacob
Milgrom, and Deuteronomy by Jeffrey Tigay.
Both Milgram and Levine are known for their
studies of the Israelite cult.
Most influential have been Moshe Green
berg and Nahum Sarna. Greenberg, a student
of E. A. Speiser, left the University of Pennsyl
vania, where he had been a young star, for
Hebrew University. Greenberg was a pioneer
in employing rabbinic midrash and medieval
commentaries in pursuit of the original sense
of the text. Over thirty years ago Greenberg
called for emphasis on the individual books
of the Bible as literary units. Greenberg's
call heralded the new emphasis on "Bible as
literature" and legitimated literary-aesthetic
study among mainstream biblicists. In addi
tion, his emphasis on the integrity of the He
brew text offered an important corrective to
much (German) biblical scholarship, which
often corrects the Hebrew on the basis of the
Greek Septuagint. Greenberg authored the
Ezekiel commentary in the Anchor Bible (2
volumes published, a third to follow) . He
co-edited Miqra' le-Yisra'el, a multi-volume
commentary in Hebrew designed to bring
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biblical scholarship to the Israeli public as
well as to scholars. Sarna, a student of Gor
don, was originally interested in rabbinic lit
erature; he thus shares with Greenberg a great
appreciation of the rabbinic and medieval
commentary tradition. Again like Greenberg,
Sarna is a born teacher. His pedagogical skills,
evident in all of his writing, come to the fore
in the JPS Torah Commentary, particularly in
Genesis, which masterfully synthesizes tex
tual study, archeology and rabbinic tradition.
A prescient essay on Psalm 89 (1963) brought
the notion "inner-biblical exegesis" into schol
arly consciousness. At Brandeis University
Sarna trained large numbers of students, in
cluding Michael Fishbane, who has devel
oped "inner-biblical exegesis" (see "Inner
biblical Interpretation," pp. 1829-35). Jeffrey
Tigay has aptly written: "No scholar has done
as much as Sarna to educate English-speaking
Jewry about the Bible."
Another significant figure was the Israeli
expa triate Moshe Held (1924-1984), who
taught at Dropsie College and then at Colum
bia University. Held was an outstanding
philologist and comparative Semiticist with a
commanding personality. Held's years of
teaching at nearby JTS brought "cuneiform
consciousness" to students in his Bible classes
and attracted many of them into the advanced
study of Bible and comparative Semitics. In
Israel the figure of Menahen Haran (b. 1924)
looms large. A student of Kaufmann, Haran's
work has concentrated on biblical religion
and cult within Kaufmann's model that the
Priestly tradition is early. More recently his
work has been on the formation of the
biblical canon and its scribal transmission.
Other highly influential Israeli figures are the
late I. L. Seeligmann and the late S. E. Lowen
stamm, as well as Abraham Malamat (b. 1922)
and Moshe Weinfeld (b. 1925). Malamat has a
comparative approach to Israelite institutions
such as prophecy and monarchy. Weinfeld, a
wide-ranging comparatist with a strong inter
est in institutions, was an early advocate of
using Assyrian vassal treaties to understand
the Bible, especially Deuteronomy; he is open-
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ing new vistas in his work comparing Israelite
settlement patterns with ancient Greek colo
nization.
The last thirty years have been momentous
for Jewish Bible scholarship in both numbers
and diversification . of approaches. In the
United States the academic legitimation of
ethnic studies enabled the creation of pro
grams in Jewish Studies in private and public
institutions of higher learning. Court deci
sions permitting the teaching of religion in
publicly funded schools were an additional
stimulus to growth. The influence of femi
nism brought women into a field that had
been completely male. Women scholars regu
larly addressed questions that had been ig
nored, influencing men to do the same.
Prominent women scholars of this first gener
ation include: Adele Berlin, Tikva Frymer
Kensky, Susan Niditch, Carol Meyers, Tamara
Eskenazi, and in Israel, Sara Japhet, Yaira
Amit, and the late Sara Kamin. Some Jewish
scholars, notably Jon Levenson at Harvard
and the late M. H. Goshen-Gottstein (19251991) have engaged biblical theology, hereto
fore mostly restricted to Christians.
Additional diversity has come from Or
thodox Judaism. In the past, Orthodox Jews
were on the periphery of Jewish biblical stud
ies. Their most important contributions were
critical editions of medieval Jewish Bible com
mentators, famous and (undeservedly) ob
scure alike. An outstanding example is the on
going M. Cohen (ed.) Miqra'ot Gedolot Haketer
(Bar-llan University, 1992ff.) based on the
Aleppo Codex of the Bible and accompanied
by a comprehensive selection of medieval
commentaries edited from the best texts. No
table exceptions are two Israeli scholars, Meir
Weiss and Uriel Simon, who pioneered the lit
erary study of the Bible. At the present time
scholars personally affiliated with Orthodox
Judaism engage the central questions of tex
tual criticism, literary history, and historicity,
applying critical method even to Torah litera
ture.
The changing profile of the biblical field has
implications for the future of Jewish biblical
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scholarship that are hard to predict. The
founders of Jewish biblical scholarship had
acquired much of their learning in Europe.
The scholars who trained the current senior
generation received a grounding in Jewish
studies in seminaries. The experience of both
groups differed significantly from that of
more recent scholars whose background is
more pluralistic. Precisely because the Jewish
approach is not self-evident, and training in
rabbinics and Talmud is not as strong, the
newer crop has worked harder to articulate
the ways in which their work is distinctively
Jewish. At the same time the newer genera
tions come with new disciplines and ap
proaches, thereby moving the study of Bible
beyond literary and historical criticism, and
comparative philology. "Biblical archeology"
has declined in popularity. The need to articu
late the theoretical basis of one's approach be
came itself a trend beginning in the 1970s.
Some of the newer approaches including ide
ological criticism, structuralism, deconstruc
tion, and narrative criticism have come from
comparative literature. Several younger Jew
ish scholars have also been involved in the se
rious application of sociological theory to bib
lical studies.
Jewish scholars have certainly benefited
from the opportunity to study the Bible out
side of departments with a Christian orienta
tion, but the blessing is not unmixed. The ear
lier Christian orientation of biblical studies
forced Jewish biblicists to earn degrees in the
larger disciplines of text-criticism and ancient
literary languages. This is no longer the case.
Ironically, the attentive reading of a text as lit
erature demands mastery of these disciplines.
Fortunately, there have been countervailing
trends. The American Michael Fox ( b. 1940)
has in particular broadened the application of
Egyptology to biblical study. Jonas Greenfield
(1926-1995) performed a similar service for
Iranian languages. William Hallo (b. 1928), re
cently retired from Yale, and his student Peter
Machinist (b. 1944) of Harvard have brought
new sophistication to the study of the Bible in
the light of Assyriology. Adele Berlin's (b.
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1943) NJPS commentary on the book of Esther
(2001) exemplifies the disciplined synthesis of
philology, text, and historical criticism with
the literary approach. In Israel, Alexander
Rofe (b. 1932 in Pisa, Italy) makes extensive
use of the ancient versions to combine classi
cal source criticism with the literary-aesthetic
approach. Emanuel Tov ( b. 1941 in Holland)
is the leading textual critic of the Hebrew
Bible, and produced the indispensable Textual
Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (first edition,
1992). He also spearheaded the completion of
the standard scholarly publication of the
Dead Sea Scrolls. The Hebrew University
Bible Project, whose driving force was the late
Moshe Cashen-Gottstein, has thus far (2003)
provided the critical editions of Isaiah (1995)
and Jeremiah (1997). Avi Hurvitz (b. 1936) has
attempted to establish the history of biblical
Hebrew on a solid linguistic basis.
In concluding this essay we turn our atten
tion to a number of important collaborative
projects, scholarly as well as popular, under
Jewish sponsorship in the United States and
Israel. The ongoing Hebrew University Bible
Project has as its primary aim the publication,
at long last, of a true critical text of the He
brew Bible. HUBP is based on the authorita
tive 1oth-century Aleppo Codex and its ac
companying scribal notes (Hebrew: masorah) .
The base text i s accompanied b y variations at
tested in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the ancient
translations, medieval Hebrew manuscripts,
and in biblical citations in early rabbinic liter
ature.
Several significant Israeli projects are aimed
at larger audiences. In general the Israeli proj
ects reflect the greater emphasis of Israeli
scholarship on the realities of fauna, topogra
phy, and geography with which Israelis have
direct experience. The Miqra' leYisra'el series
(A Bible Commentary for Israel), begun in 1990,
is the first multi-volume Hebrew language
critical commentary on the Hebrew Bible in
over fifty years. The target audience, like that
of the American nondenominational Anchor
Bible, is not only the scholar, but the educated
nonspecialist. The members of the Israeli tar-
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get audience come to the Bible with a general
knowledge of its language and content. More
popular is the Entziklopedya 'Olam ha-tanakh
(The World of the Bible; 1982-1996), a 24-vol
ume illustrated running commentary on the
individual books of the Hebrew Bible, with
particular attention paid to the realia of the
ancient world in which the Bible was pro
duced. The project combines the talents of
biblicists and archeologists with those of spe
cialists in such areas as ancient technology,
military history, and the natural sciences.
The multi-volume Da'at Miqra' series
(Knowledge of the Bible) is especially intriguing.
Produced by the Rabbi Kook Institute, the He
brew volumes written between 1970 and 2001
boldly walk the narrow line between solid
popularized scholarship and commitment to
Orthodox beliefs. "Corroborative" archeologi
cal data and numerous illustrations orient the
reader to the material world of ancient Israel
and its surroundings. Parallels between bibli
cal and other ancient Near Eastern literature
are often noted. Interestingly, the commentary
on Ezra which inaugurated the series in 1970
included Gentile critical commentaries in its
bibliography, a feature abandoned in subse
quent volumes.
As is the case with its Israeli counterpart,
American Jewish biblical scholarship has not
neglected the Jewish public. The JPS Torah
Commentary, completed�in 1996 provides the
New Jewish Publication Society translation of
the Torah with running semi-popular com
mentaries by leading Jewish Bible scholars.
Periodic references to earlier Jewish scholar
ship and discussions of relevant postbiblical
Jewish beliefs and practices provide a Jewish
flavor. The continuation of the series, the JPS
Bible Commentary, edited by Michael Fish
bane, will cover the Haftarot, Five Megillot (or
scrolls)-Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations,
Ecclesiastes, and Esther-as well as the book
of Jonah, each of which is read within the litur
gical cycle of the Jewish year. The commen
taries to Jonah by Uriel Simon (1999) and Es
ther by Adele Berlin (2001) have also appeared
in Hebrew in the Miqra' leYisra'el series.
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More popular works have been produced
with the needs in mind of the different Jew
ish denominations and synagogues. Ameri
can Orthodoxy is less centralized than its
Conservative and Reform counterparts, so
one cannot speak of an official Orthodox Bible
commentary. Nonetheless, one cannot ignore
the beautifully produced Artscroll Series
(1976-2001) edited by Rabbis Meir Zlotowitz
and Nosson Scherman. Noteworthy more as
a sociological and publishing phenomenon
than as a Bible commentary, Artscroll is
largely aimed at Jews without strong Jewish
educational backgrounds seeking what they
perceive to be "authentic" Judaism. Un
abashedly obscurantist, Artscroll proudly es
chews data drawn from archeology, Gentile
scholarship, non-Orthodox scholarship, and
suspect-Orthodox scholarship. As a result, the
richness of traditional and Orthodox com
mentary is reduced in this series to harmo
nization, continuous apologetic, and pietistic
moralizing.
The Union of American Hebrew Congrega
tions (UAHC) of the Reform movement pro
duced the Torah: A Modem Commentary in
1981. Written primarily by Rabbi Gunther
Plaut, who completed the work several years
before he was able to get it published, the
UAHC commentary is an excellent syna
gogue Bible, less detailed than the JPS com
mentary. Though now a bit dated, "The
Plaut," as it is popularly known, brings the re
sults of scholarship through the early 1970s
before a wide audience.
The Etz Hayim: Torah and Commentary ed
ited by David Lieber of the University of Ju
daism was published in 2001 by the rabbinical
and synagogal arms of Conservative Judaism.
Long delayed, Etz Hayim's appearance imme
diately generated controversy in the move
ment and outside of it. Although biblical criti
cism is taught at Jewish Theological Seminary,
University of Judaism, in Conservative semi-
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naries around the world and in Conservative
Jewish day-schools, the de facto Bible in most
Conservative synagogues has been the Hertz
Pentateuch completed in 1936. Edited by Jo
seph Hertz (1872-1946), Chief Rabbi of the
British Empire, this literate but apologetic
commentary is theologically committed to the
notion that Moses himself authored the his
torically accurate Torah, a notion which most
Conservf1tive congregational rabbis (though
not all) had failed to dispel. As a result their
congregants were shocked to learn, among
other things, that the exodus from Egypt
and the conquest of Canaan might have (p.
1342) "little or no historical basis." Outside
the movement some ultra-Orthodox rabbis
equated Etz Hayim's questions about the
Bible's factuality with the blood libel. A
calmer perspective reveals Etz Hayim to be a
highly useful digest of the JPS Torah Com
mentary in one volume, with the addition of
homiletical comments, and notes and essays
of special interest to Conservative Jews.
Thus, the status of Jewish Bible scholarship
at the beginning of the 21st century is quite
different from that at the beginning of the
2oth century. A significant number of scholars
at Israeli universities are part of the main
stream of biblical scholarship, and Jewish
Bible scholars now teach in many North
American academic departments that previ
ously had strong Protestant biases. In addi
tion, the methods of critical study of the Bible
are no longer perceived as anti-Semitic, and
are entering into the Jewish consciousness,
even into the new Bibles used liturgically by
some Jews. Jewish Bible scholarship, for its
part, including concern with traditional Jew
ish interpretation, has likewise entered main
stream academic scholarship, and is studied
by Jews and non-Jews alike. One can only
ponder what further developments the com
ing century will bring. (s. DAVID SPERLING]
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The Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls
Until the discovery in the Judean Desert, near
the Dead Sea, of more than 200 scrolls contain
ing various parts of the Bible, historical and
textual analysis of the biblical text relied on an
cient translations and medieval manuscripts.
The Judean Desert discoveries brought to light
Hebrew manuscripts older by 1,ooo years than
the ones previously known, and document a
period of pluriformity in the biblical text. Al
though no original copy of any biblical text has
survived, these manuscripts not only greatly
enhance our knowledge of textual features in
general but also have a significant impact on
central issues in biblical scholarship.
Before proceeding to a discussion of their
effect on biblical scholarship, a brief aside to
explain the conventional scholarly signs or
sigla commonly used for Qumran and Judean
Desert scrolls is in order. The elements in
cluded comprise the number of the cave (for
Qumran, 1-1 1); identification of the site (Q =
Qumran, Mas = Masada, J:Iev = NaJ.:tal J:Iever);
an abbreviated name of the biblical book (e.g.,
Gen = Genesis); number of the copy (in super
script; the first copy is a, the second is b, etc.).
Other details sometimes indicated include the
material on which the scroll is written (pap =
papyrus), the language (gr = Greek; ar = Ara
maic), the script (paleo = Paleo-Hebrew [ the
ancient Hebrew script]), or the literary genre
(p = pesher). For example, 1 1QPs is a scroll
from Qumran Cave 1 1 and contains material
from the book of Psalms. A provisional list of
documents from the Judean Desert, contain
ing text numbers, sigla, and names is found in
the Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Oxford,
2000). For a categorized list of the biblical
texts and an index list of all passages pre-

served in biblical manuscripts from the Ju
daean Desert, see The Texts from the Judaean
Desert: Indices (DJD 39; Oxford 2002).
Finds
The story of the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls in the mid-2oth century needs no
retelling. What is significant are the large
numbers of biblical and especially Torah
books preserved in the Judean Desert. The
bulk of these mainly fragmentarily preserved
biblical scrolls come from caves located near
Qumran, a site occupied from ca. 150 BCE to 68
CE. Smaller numbers of scrolls were found
elsewhere in the Judean Desert: at Masada,
NaJ.:tal J:Iever, and Wadi Murabba'at. Of a total
of goo separate scrolls found at Qumran, 200
are biblical. At Masada, seven of the fifteen lit
erary texts found, that is, nearly half, are bibli
cal. Within the biblical corpus itself, propor
tionally more copies of Torah books were
found: at Qumran they comprised 43·5 per
cent of the biblical corpus, and at other sites in
the Judean Desert a full 64 percent of the bibli
cal scrolls. Paleographical analysis shows that
the script of the Qumran scrolls dates from
250 BCE (the earliest scroll is 4QExod 1 ) to the
mid-1st century CE, with most of the manu
scripts dating from the 1st century BCE to the
1st century CE. In addition, two types of He
brew scripts were found at Qumran: Thirteen
texts were written in paleo-Hebrew ("archaic"
Hebrew, used mainly in the First Temple pe
riod and on Second Temple coins), but the
overwhelming majority of the texts were writ
ten in square script (also called Assyrian or
Jewish, borrowed during the Babylonian
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exile; used from the Second Temple period
on). The non-Qumran Judean Desert scrolls
were written exclusively in square script and
date to the 1st and 2nd centuries CE.
The table on p. 1922 summarizes the data
for the numbers of biblical scrolls found in the
Judean Desert. A brief glance at the table not
only reveals the prominence of Torah books in
general, but also the greater popularity of spe
cific biblical books, as evidenced, for example,
by the relatively large number of- copies of
Deuteronomy, Psalms, and Isaiah. These latter
works are also the ones most often cited in
sectarian compositions at Qumran as well as
in the New Testament and later rabbinic liter
ature.
A small number of the scrolls found at
Qumran contained more than a single book;
thus two scrolls from Cave 4 contained Gene
sis and Exodus, one combined Exodus and
Leviticus, and another Leviticus and Num
bers. This perhaps suggests the writing of the
books of the Torah on one scroll, but there is
too little evidence to prove it. On the other
hand, essential to any consideration of the Ju
dean Desert finds is the rarity of a fully pre
served text of any biblical work; fragmentary
preservation is the rule. Most of the 200 bibli
cal scrolls from the eleven Qumran caves con
tain no more than one-tenth of a biblical book;
the complete Isaiah scroll (1Qisa a) is the ex
ception.
The table also indicates that, excluding Es
ther (but see discussion below), all the books
of what was to become the Hebrew canon are
represented in the Judean Desert corpus. Di
rect evidence for Nehemiah is also missing;
however, as Ezra-Nehemiah was perceived as
a single book in antiquity, scholars posit its
presence at Qumran indirectly, from the Ezra
scroll from Qumran Cave 4·

contained the "biblical library shelf" at Qum
ran. Nor does it necessarily follow that a text
found at Qumran was written or copied there;
it is now widely held that many of the texts
found at Qumran were imported from else
where. Thus, these finds have important im
plications for our general understanding of
the biblical text and the canon in the late Sec
ond Temple period.
Even prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, scholars were aware of the existence
of more than one biblical text type. Scholarly
division of biblical texts according to three
main types-the Masoretic Text (MT) as re
flected in medieval manuscripts; the Septu
agint (LXX), the ancient Greek translation of
the Bible; and the Samaritan Pentateuch (SP),
that is, the version preserved by the Samari
tan community-received confirmation from
Qumran finds. Ancient Hebrew exemplars of
each of these three later text types were found
at Qumran. As they predate the above
mentioned exemplars, in speaking of these
text types at Qumran, they are more aptly
labeled proto-Masoretic, proto-Septuagintal,
and pre-Samaritan (or harmonistic; see be
low). The Qumran biblical texts shed light on
the formation and the relationship between
these types. They do not, however, represent
the full variety of texts discovered a t Qumran.
A quarter of all of the biblical texts discovered
there cannot be assigned to a type and are best
referred to as independent or nonaligned
texts, raising questions about the earlier
scholarly tripartite division. Some Qumran
texts display distinctive orthography (spell
ing), morphology (grammatical word forma
tion), and scribal practices, and it has been
suggested that they represent particular
scribal habits or even a scribal school of the
Qumran community itself.

Prato-Masoretic Scrolls

Text Type Classification
Although higher concentrations of biblical
texts were found in Qumran Caves 4 and 11,
almost without exception the finds in the
caves are not homogeneous; thus no one cave
-

The largest group of biblical scrolls at Qum
ran, about 40 percent, resembles the conso
nantal text in medieval Masoretic manu
scripts, as documented in some of the earliest
medieval codices; for example, in Codex
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BIBLICAL BOOKS FROM JUDEAN DESERT FINDS
Scripts at Qumran

Biblical Book (some scrolls
contain two books)

·

Qumran

Paleo-Hebrew

Desert Sites

4

Genesis

19

16

3

Exodus

15

13

2

Leviticus

12

8

Numbers

5

4

30

28

2

2

Deuteronomy
Joshua
Judges

3

3

1-2 Samuel

4

4

1-2 Kings

3

3

Isaiah

21

21

Jeremiah

6

6

Ezekiel

6

6

Minor Prophets

8

8

36

36

Proverbs

2

2

Job

4

3

Song of Songs

4

4

Psalms

Other Judean

"Square"

Ruth

4

4

Lamentations

4

4

Ecclesiastes

2

2

Esther

0

Daniel

8

8

200

187

4
2

2

4
3

1

3

0

Ezra-Nehemiah
Chronicles
Total

Leningrad (dated 1009) and the 1oth-century
Aleppo Codex. (Both of these codices are au
thoritative copies of the Bible with vocaliza
tion and cantillation traditions; all Qumran
texts lack these signs, which developed in the
late first millennium CE. ) Some scholars prefer
the label "proto-rabbinic" for this category.
The high proportion of texts belonging to this
type at Qumran, as opposed to the lesser rep
resentation of other text types there, evidently
reflects their dominant, though not exclusive,
status. The proportionate predominance of
this text type perhaps reflects a crucial stage
in the process that resulted in its emergence as
the authoritative text (see below). Among the
Qumran texts the ones that bear the most re-

13

22

markable affinity to medieval ones are
4QGen b and 1Qisb. Other closely related texts
are 4QJer• and 4QJerc.

Proto-Septuagintal Texts
A significant legacy of the discovery of the
Dead Sea Scrolls is related to their attestation
to the reliability of ancient translations. It is
no longer possible to argue that differences
from the MT preserved in the ancient transla
tions all reflect intentional changes intro
duced by the translator rather than a different
underlying text (Vorlage); it is clear that multi
ple text types circulated at the same time. One
small group of texts found at Qumran, four in
number, includes scrolls closely resembling
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the presumed Hebrew parent (Vorlage) of the
Septuagint translation. Of the texts found at
Qumran, 4QJerb and 4QJerd are closest to
LXX, resembling both its shorter text and its
verse arrangement. Other texts exhibiting
close affinities to LXX are 4QDeu tq and
4QSam ". Readings from the ancient transla
tions hitherto regarded as ques tionable have
now been shown to preserve authentic He
brew ones.

that the specifically sectarian changes and
additions now found in the SP were intro
duced during the 2nd century BCE to pre
Hasmonean Jewish harmonizing texts of the
Torah. Although biblical texts continued to
undergo harmonistic editing at Qumran, the
Samaritans did not continue to update their
texts with the more extensive changes at
tested in Qumran texts from the final two cen
turies of the Second Temple period.

Harmonistic Editing

Nonaligned Texts

A few texts are often called pre-Samaritan,
since they share certain features of the Samari
tan text, but lack the distinctive ideology
of the Samaritans (references to Mount Geri
zim, for example). This small group of five texts
from Qumran-4QPaleoExod m , 4QPaleo
Exod-Lev r, 4QNumb, 4QDeutn, and 4Q364
(Reworked Pentateuchb; see below)-is better
characterized by a different feature: the pres
ence of harmonizing alterations, that is,
changes or additions that create concord be
tween two separate but parallel Torah texts.
The two texts undergoing harmonization can
be contextually close, such as the addition to
Exod. 7.8 based on 7· 15-18, or remote, such as
the two versions of the Decalogue (Exod. ch 20
and Deut ch 5). Alterations can be of different
kinds: additions of a "source" for a quotation,
mostly insertions from Deuteronomy to the
parallel sections in the earlier books of the
Torah, or provision of a missing command or
its fulfillment. Harmonistic editing is also
found in some nonbiblical texts from Qumran,
including quotations in Reworked Pentateuch,
excerpts cited for liturgical purposes, phylac
teries, and mezuzot.
As compared to some of the later Qumran
biblical scrolls, the Samaritan Pentateuch (SP)
itself reflects a limited degree of harmoniza
tion, a fact that has bearing on the question of
its dating. SP includes, in addition to harmo
nizing altera tions, particularistic changes in
troduced by the Samaritans-related mainly
to the sanctity of Mount Gerizim-before the
destruction of the Samaritan temple on Mt.
Gerizim in 1 1 1 BCE. On this basis, it appears

The remaining texts, about 25 percent of the
biblical corpus, may combine readings be
longing to one or more traditional categories
alongside independent variants; they are not
easily assigned to a particular text type and
are therefore classified as independent or non
aligned. To this group also belong the so
called vulgar (in the sense of popular) texts,
exemplified by rQis•, which exhibit a freer
approach to the text. The scribal changes in
troduced into vocabulary and grammar re
flect, on the whole, an attempt either to sim
plify the difficult biblical text, or to remove
grammatical and contextual difficulties.
In addition, also related to this group are
some texts of doubtful biblical nature, among
them the so-called Reworked Pentateuch. This
group is composed of six Hebrew manu
scripts, in which a running biblical text is re
worked by scribal intervention, characterized
by omissions of, additions to, and rearrange
ments of biblical passages, and, in some cases,
the introduction of nonbiblical passages as
well. We must also bear in mind that no exter
nal features or headings distinguish between
biblical and nonbiblical texts at Qumran.
Scholars debate these texts' classification:
Some assign them to the biblical corpus, oth
ers define them as Reworked Pentateuch,
whereas still others view them as nonbiblical.
These texts stand on the boundary between
text and interpretation.

Translations
Also of notable importance as witnesses to the
development of the biblical text during the
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late Second Temple period are the Greek and
Aramaic translations of the Bible. Among the
Qumran scrolls Greek translations were
found: two scrolls of Leviticus and one scroll
each of Exodus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.
These texts are reliable witnesses to an early
stage of the transmission of LXX, preceding
the one in which revisions bringing LXX into
line with MT are attested. In addition, a Greek
copy of the Minor Prophets was found in
Nal:tal I:Iever (8I:IevXII); it belongs however to
the latter type, being the earliest extant revi
sion bringing LXX into line with MT (mid-1st
century BCE). Aramaic Targumim, of lesser
importance than LXX as witnesses to an early
stage of the Hebrew biblical text, were also
found at Qumran. The oldest extant Targum
texts (to Lev, 4QtgLev; and Job, 4QtgJob and
1 1QtgJob) are extremely literal in contrast to
the exegetical expansions characteristic of
later Targumim.

Quotation and Use of Scriptures
Other biblically related texts found at Qum
ran, which will not be discussed at length
here, are excerpted and abbreviated texts
probably used for liturgical purposes, such as
phylacteries (tefillin) and mezuzot. (There is a
significant amount of variation in the texts
found in these, and many do not agree with
the later rabbinic prescriptions concerning
their content.) Texts such as 4QExod d which
contains Exod. 13.15-16 and 15.1, and
4QDeutn where Deut. ch 8 precedes Deut chs
5-6, also belong to this category. Also found in
Qumran texts, both sectarian and nonsectar
ian, are free quotations of and allusions to bib
lical texts. Another genre found at Qumran,
pesher, also incorporates biblical quotations.
The works in question take selected biblical
texts and apply them to the contemporary
sectarian setting. From the formal viewpoint
they resemble later medieval commentaries;
the basic structure includes citation of a bibli
cal text (the lemma), an introductory formula
containing the word pesher (actualized inter
pretation), and the interpretation, which is an
applica tion of the text to a contemporary real-

ity typically unrelated to its original context.
Thus the lemmata of the pesharim also serve as
witnesses to the biblical text of the mainly
prophetic books they interpret. In some cases,
more than one text to the same verse seems to
be interpreted. In other cases, the biblical
lemma may have been changed to fit the
pesher interpretation. In addition to these ob
vious uses of biblical texts, there are, scattered
throughout the sectarian writings of the
Qumran community, many allusions to and
citations of biblical verses or parts of verses.
The Qumran community was "Bible-centric";
its literature was saturated with biblical
phrases.
Literary Development and Textual
Transmission

Higher Criticism
Of the contributions made by the discovery of
the Qumran scrolls, one of the most telling be
longs to the realm of higher criticism (see
"Modern Study of the Bible," pp. 2084-96).
The scrolls brought to light unambiguous wit
nesses to textual differences belonging to
earlier stages of the literary grow th of various
biblical books; before their discovery, these
differences were only attested indirectly, espe
cially in the ancient translations or versions.
The discovery of the Qumran scrolls has had a
particularly significant impact on our under
standing of the text of Judges, Samuel, Jere
miah, Esther, and Daniel. The examples below
demonstrate how Qumran texts bear witness
to what is believed to represent an earlier
editorial stage of a biblical work. Qumran texts
also support hitherto unattested variants or
different readings found in LXX. Additionally,
some texts found at Qumran are believed to
represent possible sources for biblical books.

Additions Not Found in MT
As witnessed by MT (and Vulgate, Syriac, and
the Targum), Nahash, king of Ammon, agreed
to make a treaty with the people of Jabesh
gilead on condition that he gouge out their
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right eyes (1 Sam. 1 1 . 1-2). In the context of
these textual witnesses this seems an unusu
ally brutal act. An additional passage pre
served in 4QSam•, which unfolds the story of
how Nahash oppressed the tribes of Gad and
Reuben, inflicting terror by gouging out their
right eyes, and how 7,ooo men escaped muti
lation by fleeing to Jabesh-gilead, provides a
more natural link between the election of Saul
as king in Mizpah (1 Sam 10.27a) and his Am
monite campaign (10.27b). Moreover, the
reading found in 4QSam•, "it was about a
month's time" (k-m-!1-d-sh), provides a more
logical connection between the additional
passage and the one following than MT's "he
pretended not to mind" (k-m-b-r-sh, 1 1 .1). (In
Hebrew script, d and r are almost identical
and easily confused.)
Although some scholars explain the addi
tional passage in 4QSam a as a secondary
midrashic addition, it is more likely that
4QSam a has preserved the original reading
and that MT's reading is based on scribal
error, that is, an accidental omission during an
early stage of the book's literary development
or transmission. In general, the text of Samuel
as reflected by MT is problematic, and LXX
and the fragments discovered at Qumran re
flect a better-preserved text.

Witness to an Earlier Editorial Stage
Judg. 6.7-10 is missing from a text found at
Qumran, 4QJudg•. Evidently not the result of
scribal error, this omission can be seen as re
flecting an earlier stage in the editing of the
book of Judges. The section found in MT, in
which a prophet tells the Israelites that God
will save them even though they have sinned
in the past, has clear parallels to vv. 11-24, in
which the angel of the LoRD appears to Gid
eon; it is also very similar to other texts found
in Deuteronomy and related literature. It ap
pears, then, that Judg. 6.7-10 was a later addi
tion by the so-called Deuteronomistic Histo
rian, the editor of Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, 1-2 Samuel, and 1-2 Kings, who fo
cused on the centralization of the cult in Jeru
salem.
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Attestation to LXX
The organizational complexity of Jeremiah
and the relationship between MT and other
ancient versions, especially LXX, enhances
the importance of the Qumran finds. Two of
the six fragmentary manuscripts of Jeremiah
found there (4QJerb and 4QJer d) are close in
nature to the so-called original Septuagint
version of Jeremiah (to be distinguished from
later revisions correcting the translation to
reflect MT and from Syriac, Vulgate, and
the Targumim) . LXX to Jeremiah differs from
MT in two ways: first, in chapter and verse
order; second, in the length of the text, where
the Septuagint is one-eighth shorter than
MT, missing words, phrases, or even entire
sections. Evidently, the Septuagint was trans
lated from a Hebrew text close in nature
to these two manuscripts, which reflects a
first, short edition of the book of Jeremiah
that differs from the longer, differently or
dered text documented in MT and other re
lated versions. The Qumran texts support the
view that LXX reflects an authentic Second
Temple period variant tradition of the biblical
text.

Possible Sources for Biblical Books
As opposed to the above examples, the fol
lowing ones do not reflect stages in the edit
ing of a biblical work; rather they relate to
possible sources for biblical books.
Esther. As mentioned earlier, all the books
of the Hebrew canon were represented among
the Qumran scrolls, with the exception of Es
ther. The different explanations for its absence
range from the vagaries of chance, to sugges
tions that the Qumran community did not ob
serve the holiday of Purim and/ or the book
had not yet achieved "canonical" status. The
exact nature of a text from Cave 4 labeled
Proto-Esther (4Q55o-550e) is also a matter of
debate. Some identify it as an Aramaic proto
type or source underlying the various He
brew, Greek, Latin, and even Armenian ver
sions of Esther, while others find only a
general resemblance between the book of Es-
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ther and this composition, and still others
argue that this text has very little in common
with the Hebrew story of Esther, and is sim
ply a hitherto unknown Aramaic text. Even if
this Qumran text has no direct relationship to
Esther, it is another example of a story with a
Persian court setting.
Daniel. Cave 4 at Qumran contained some
Hebrew and Aramaic texts exhibiting varying
degrees of connection to Daniel. The most
clear-cut link is that between Daniel and
4QPrayer of Nabonidus (4Q242). Long before
the latter text's publication, the resemblance
between the story of Nabonidus's illness
while in exile at Teima and the legend of Neb
uchadnezzar's madness in Dan. ch 4 was
noted. The author of Dan. 4 adapted this ma
terial to his worldview, most significantly
by changing the name of the king to that of
the better-known one-Nebuchadnezzar
and by identifying the anonymous Jew who
assisted the king with Daniel.
Another fragmentary text found at Qum
ran, labeled 4QHistorical Text A (4Q248), re
sembles Dan. ch 1 1 . This text mentions, in an
extremely condensed manner, a number of
events pertaining to Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
also referred to in Daniel. These chronologi
cally arranged events start with Antiochus
IV's first invasion of Egypt (17o-169 seE) and
end with his second inroad into Egypt in 168.
Following the last event mentioned in the
Qumran text, which is the second invasion of
Egypt, words parallel to Dan. 12.7 appear:
"and when the shattering of the power of the
ho[ly] people [ . . . comes to an end, then shall
all] these things [be fulfilled]." The absence of
references to Antiochus's religious persecu
tions, as compared with ample references of
this nature in Daniel (7.25; 1 1 .3o-33; 12.1),
makes it clear that 4Q248's composition pre
ceded 167 BCE. If so, this work was composed
before the completion of the final edition of
Daniel, commonly dated to ca. 165 BCE, and
may have been part of an apocalyptic work
that served as a source for this book.
Finally, another possible source for Daniel
is found in the throne-theophany of the Book

of Giants (4Q530, col. ii). Comparison of this
text to Daniel 7.9-10 shows that the book of
Daniel preserved a more expanded form of
the vision.

Text Criticism
Another important aspect of the contribution
of biblical Dead Sea Scrolls to biblical studies
belongs to text criticism (sometimes called
"lower criticism"). As opposed to the literary
historical bent of higher criticism, this field re
lates to the technical aspect of establishing the
best readings of the wording of the text. The
examples demonstrate how the scrolls en
hance our understanding of the development
of variants created in the course of textual
transmission. On occasion the Qumran texts
preserve superior readings; in other instances,
they represent vulgarization of the text.

Haplography
1Qisa•, which is the oldest manuscript of Isa
iah that has been preserved, dated ca. 125 BCE,
is of a vulgar or popular text type (see above).
Its fifteen surviving fragments contain about
forty, mostly minor, variants from MT, some
of which shed light on the development of
variants in the biblical text.
1Qisa" usually has the secondary variant,
that is, scribal changes and "corrections"
made to proto-MT not based on ancient wit
nesses. Two instances of haplography (an er
roneous omission of one or two identical or
similar adjacent letters or words) include the
omission by the original copyist of 1Qisa• of
part of Isa. 40.7-8 because of the double repe
tition of "grass withers, flowers fade," or Isa.
26.3-4, where 1Qisa • has reduced the double
occurrence of trust to a single one. In both
these cases MT has the superior reading.
Nevertheless, 1Qisa• also provides an ex
ample where MT's reading reflects haplogra
phy. MT (Peshitta and Vulgate) reads Isa.
40.12 as: "Who measured the waters (mayim)
with the hollow of his hand, and gauged the
sky with a span?" This question seems out of
place in the context of a rhetorical list with
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negative answers. 1Qisa a has a slightly differ
ent but superior reading: "Who measured the
waters of the sea (mei yam) with the hollow of
his hand . . . . " A similar reading is also at
tested in a paraphrase found in an apotropaic
prayer, 4Q511, which reads: "Can the waters of
the sea (mei rabah) be gauged in the hollow of a
man's hand?"
Another original reading preserved in the
Dead Sea Scrolls comes from 4QSam •. MT to
1 Sam. 1 .24 has the double reading ve ha-na'ar
na'ar: "And though the boy was still very
young" whereas 4QSam a has an expanded
reading: " . . . and the boy (ve ha-na'ar) [with]
them. And they went before the LORD, and his
father slaughtered the sacrifi[ce as] it hap
pened [every year to the LoRD. And she
brought the boy (ha-na'ar)] . . . . " MT reflects a
case of parablepsis (or homoioarcton), tha t is,
the identical beginning ("the boy") caused the
erroneous omission of a section.

Matres Lectionis
In its most ancient form the Hebrew alphabet
contained only consonants. It is well known
that matres lectionis, literally "mothers of read
ing," that is consonants used to indicate
vowel length and quality, were secondarily
introduced into the text, sometimes relatively
late in its development. Variants in the use of
matres lectionis usually do not affect the bibli
cal text, but in some cases they provide evi
dence for a different scribal understanding.
Such is the case in 1 Sam. 1.24, where MT
reads three bulls (parim sheloshah), while
4QSam a reads: three-year-old bull (be par
meshulash). Both MT and 4QSam a presumably
derive from the same common consonantal
source: b-p-r-m-sh-l-sh, with a difference of
opinion about where to divide the words. The
Qumran scroll's variant seems more reason
able contextually, as the following verse refers
only to an offering of one bull. When nzatres
lectionis were later introduced, 4QSam " (and
LXX and the Peshitta) were in a better posi
tion to indicate the proper reading, while MT
(Targum and Vulgate), lacking matres lectionis,
have a corrupt reading.
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Original Reading Preserved in a Qumran Text
4QTestimonia (4Q175) is one of the few al
most completely preserved texts found at
Qumran. Written on one sheet of skin (parch
ment), this text is a collection of quotations di
rectly linked to each other without quotation
formulas or interpretations.
A superior reading is documented in the
quotation of Deut. 33·9 in 4QTestimonia.
Where MT has the singular "him" following a
reference to mother and father, a recon
structed reading of 4QTest restores the origi
nal parallel structure: "Who said of his father,
'I consider you not' and to his mother 'I ig
nore you.' His brother he disregarded, ig
nored his own children."
Canon at Qumran
The discoveries at Qumran, while shedding
light on the pluriformity of biblical texts in the
Second Temple period, do not provide the
means to definitively establish which books
the sect held sacred. Nor do the finds of large
numbers of copies of particular biblical along
side other apocryphal ( Jubilees, Enoch, etc.) or
sectarian works necessarily indicate their
sanctification in the eyes of the Qumran sect.
Moreover, as not all of the texts found at
Qumran were copied there and it is impossi
ble to establish who wrote or copied them, we
cannot determine their canonical status.
Nonetheless, the biblical scrolls found at
Qumran do bear on the question of the
growth of the Hebrew canon, which was, ac
cording to many scholars, fixed only at a later
period. The presence at Qumran of all of the
books found in the Hebrew canon (with the
exception of Esther) may support the infer
ence that these books already had canonical
status. What was not yet agreed upon was the
exact boundaries of the canon as well as the
final textual form of the individual works.
Thus it is that we find proto-Septuagintal and
harmonistic texts alongside the prevailing
proto-Masoretic type. In the course of less
than a century after the scrolls were hidden,
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however, the proto-Masoretic text type
emerged as the accepted one.
On the other hand, using the multiformity
of the biblical texts found at Qumran as evi
dence, some scholars argue that the canon
was not yet fixed and even postulate a
broader canon. Some claim that the examples
of Reworked Pentateuch reflect a free approach
to the Bible. Others base their argument
against a fixed canon at this date on the exis
tence of various editions of Psalms at Qum
ran, including some with additional psalms
(some of which are attested in the LXX and
other versions), submitting that this indicates
the fluidity of the collection at that time. How
ever, many of these psalm texts may have
been liturgical rather than biblical texts, and
reflect a different order for this reason, just as
we find a different ordering of psalms in the
present-day siddur. We must also bear in mind
that multiple copies of a text can testify to al
ternative uses: liturgical, for study, for copy
ing, and so on. Therefore, notwithstanding
the variety of text types preserved in the
Qumran library, it seems that at that period
the canon itself, that is, the identity and num
ber of biblical books it encompassed, was al
ready well on the way to becoming fixed.
The Emergence of MT as the
Authoritative Text
There is no scholarly consensus regarding the
history of the biblical text. Some argue for a
gradual development between the 5th and 1st
centuries BCE in three geographical areas: the
land of Israel, Egypt, and some third locality,
in all probability Babylonia. Others suggest
that the Rabbis, the Samaritans, and the
Christians each preserved a particular collec
tion of biblical texts, derived from a larger va
riety of text forms, which were lost with the
disappearance of the groups that had presum
ably saved them.
The presence of diverse texts and text types
at Qumran led other scholars to argue for a
paradigm reflecting textual variety, based on
three main text types but including texts with
-
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a free approach to the biblical one. Clearly,
based on the Qumran evidence, plurality of
texts was the rule from the 3rd to the 1st cen
tury BCE. The additional finds from the Judean
Desert document a shift in this state of affairs,
however. At Masada, the much more limited
number of biblical finds represents only the
so-called proto-Masoretic (or proto-rabbinic)
type, as is the case for the later finds from the
Bar Kokhba Revolt refuge caves. This supports
the view that this text type achieved authorita
tive status during the period between the
Great Revolt and the Bar Kokhba Revolt ( be
tween 70 and 135 CE), pushing the other vari
ants out. Thus, by the end of the Bar Kokhba
Revolt, the textual pluriformity attested in the
pre-destruction period gave way to the exclu
sive choice of the already prominent proto
Masoretic text type as binding. Thus, the de
struction of the Temple and its aftermath
served as a strong impetus for creating a more
unified text. Given the lack of evidence for the
biblical libraries in the possession of the differ
ent groups in Second Temple Judaism-with
the Qumran library serving as perhaps only a
sampling of biblical texts circulating among
various groups-it is impossible to establish a
definite link between particular groups and
specific text types. The sole known exception
is the Samaritan community, which chose har
monistic texts for its Holy Writings at a date
preceding the acceptance of MT as the author
itative text version. It is possible that, in the ab
sence of a tradition similar to rabbinic oral law,
the Samaritans preferred a text relatively free
of internal contradictions as the basis for their
Holy Writings.
In sum, the discovery of biblical texts in the
Judean Desert has been of inestimable value
for biblical scholarship. By significantly en
larging the number of ancient witnesses to the
biblical text, the finds shed light on manifold
aspects of the development of the biblical
canon and text as represented by MT and the
other variants and facilitate better under
standing of when MT emerged as the authori
tative witness to the biblical text.
[ESTHER ESHEL)
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The Bible in the Synagogue
During the period of the Second Temple (from
the return to Zion [538 BCE] until the destruc
tion of the Temple [70 cE]), and in particular
after the conquest of the entire Near East by
the armies of Alexander the Great (ca. 330
BCE), numerous upheavals occurred in the re
ligious-spiritual world of the Jewish people.
Two of the fundamental changes caused by
these upheavals are important for our discus
sion, having left their mark on Judaism, in all
places, in every era, and upon the various
forms of Jewish expression, up to the present
day: the growth and establishment of the syn
agogue, and the central role played by the
Bible in the religious and spiritual existence of
the Jewish people. Since then, a Jewish com
munity without a synagogue at its center is
unimaginable, nor could one conceive of a
synagogue in which a central place was not
reserved, both physically and in terms of its
activities, for the three sections of the Tanakh:
the Torah, the Prophets, and the Writings.
During the era of the First Temple (until its
destruction in 586 BCE), and to some extent
during the ensuing two or three centuries, the
word of God was perceived to be revealed to
humanity in numerous ways. First and fore
most, it came through the prophet through
whom God revealed His will or His plans.
God also answered the people's questions,
both by way of the priests, using the Urim
and Thummim, as well as through dreams
(see 1 Sam. 28.6: "But the LoRD did not an
swer him, either by dreams or by Urim or by
prophets"). Thus the prophet, the priest, and
the interpreter of dreams served as intermedi
aries between God and human beings. In this
respect, a major upheaval occurred when it
was believed that prophecy had departed
from Israel after the prophets Haggai,
Zechariah, and Malachi (b. B. Bat. 14b), that
the Urim and Thummim had disappeared
(y. Mak. 5 :2), and that dreams are not divine
messages from heaven but a result of human

self-reflection (b. Ber. 55b). All of these
methods of discovering the divine will were
then replaced by texts, the Holy Scriptures.
The nation of Israel became what was later
termed the "People of the Book." The inter
mediary between God and humanity was
henceforth the Rabbi, the wise man who
knew how to read Scriptures and to hear
through them God's voice. Instead of one
time divine revelations through dreams or
prophets or priests, the Jewish people were
given a book which was understood to con
tain God's revelation for all time. The era of
revelation to individuals at appointed times
came to a close, and was replaced by a new
era with continuous revelation for all, by way
of the Holy Scriptures. From this point on, the
religion and culture of Israel developed
around the twenty-four books of the Tanakh:
in Houses of Study and in schools, at particu
lar events such as eulogies or festive religious
celebrations, but first and foremost in the syn
agogues.
It would appear that, as the prestige of the
Temple began to decline, the need to continue
hearing the word of God was among the cen
tral factors leading to the ascent of the syna
gogue as an institution, or perhaps even to
its creation. Parallel to the sacrificial service
which was practiced in the Jersalem Temple
only, it became necessary to create an institu
tion in which Jews, wherever they might be,
could gather on special occasions, to listen to
gether to the word of God and to discover
what it implies (as is described in the Bible it
self, in Neh. ch 8). In the course of time these
gatherings became formalized in fixed, oblig
atory forms, but the exact process through
which they took shape is for the most part un
known, due to the dearth of extant sources
from the Second Temple period. However,
aided by the Jewish philosopher Philo (De
Sonmis 2:127), by the historian Josephus Flav
ius (Against Apion 2:175), and by early Chris-
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tian literature (Acts 15.21), we can pinpoint
some early stages of this process in the 1st
century CE, though the origin of the syna
gogue may be several centuries earlier. We
may reasonably assume that slowly and grad
ually, the idea of the synagogue began to crys
tallize. That which eventually coalesced dur
ing the period of the rabbinic Sages (from the
first century CE until the Islamic conquest [ca.
640 cE]) attained its ultimate form in the
geonic period (which ended just beyond woo
CE). It was at that time that the first Jewish
prayer books were compiled. Despite all the
social and cultural metamorphoses that the
Jewish people have undergone subsequently,
the position of the Bible in the synagogue has
remained basically unchanged. There are reg
ular readings from the Torah, fixed readings
from the Prophets, reading of the Five Scrolls
on specific days, explication of Scriptures dur
ing or close to their public reading, including
their translation into different languages, and
extensive use of Scripture in the liturgy. Litur
gical use includes the recitation of various
psalms, reading of additional scriptural ex
cerpts such as the Song of the Sea (Exod. ch
15) or the story of the binding of Isaac (Gen.
ch 22) in the daily morning prayer, recitation
of piyyutim (liturgical poetry) that draws on
Scripture in various ways, as well as extensive
use of biblical Hebrew and its expressions
within the prayers (see "The Bible in the
Liturgy," pp. 1937-48).
Reading from the Torah
According to a tradition recorded in the Tal
mud (b. B. K. 82a), a custom had already been
established during the time of Moses-and
later re-affirmed by Ezra the Scribe-to read
from the Torah every Monday, Thursday, and
Sabbath, so that the Jewish people would not
remain without Torah for three consecutive
days. This tradition, even if it cannot be sub
stantiated, confers great antiquity and consid
erable importance on the custom of reading
from the Torah. It seems likely that initially
people gathered for the reading and study of
-
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selected sections of the Torah on festivals or
other special days, but that during the Second
Temple period the custom of a weekly read
ing from the Torah, in order, from beginning
to end, was gradually established.
The reading of the Torah in most Jewish
communities (at least until the 19th century,
when some modern movements introduced
changes) follows the custom consolidated by
Babylonian Jewry during the period of the
Sages and the geonim. There is some indica
tion that this custom originated in the land of
Israel, but even if this is so, it was the Babylo
nian Jewry that granted it pivotal status. Ac
cording to this custom, the Torah is read in an
annual cycle, divided into 54 fixed sections,
called "parashiyot" (singular: "parashah").
The full parashah is read in the synagogue on
Sabbath morning, between the Shabarit and
Musaf prayer services. On Sabbath afternoon
(during the Minbah service) and during
Shabarit on Monday and Thursday mornings,
the beginning verses from the parashah that
will be read in full on the following Sabbath
are read. Designated sections of the Torah
whose themes are appropriate are also read
on special days such as festivals, Rosh
l:lodesh (the new moon), and public fast days,
as well as other special occasions. For exam
ple, the passage describing the religious pre
cept of blotting out the remembrance of Ama
lek (Deut. 25.17-19) is read on the Sabbath
preceeding Purim, due to the connection be
tween Haman and the Amalekites (Esth. 3.1).
Most of these special excerpts were already
selected for this purpose during the rabbinic
period (b. Meg. 31a-b, etc.).
The division of the Torah into 54 parashiyot
(instead of the expected 52) stems from the
fact that in certain years there are 54 Sabbath
days. This is possible only in a leap year,
which contains 13 lunar months, and even
then provided that hardly any festivals occur
on Sabbath. (When a festival does occur on
Sabbath, the passage which is read from the
Torah is one associated with that festival
rather than the weekly parashah.) In a year
that has fewer Sabbath days, as is the case in
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most years, two consecutive parashiyot are
joined in accordance with predetermined
rules (e.g., Mattot and Mas'ei from the book of
Numbers [30.2-32-42 and 33.1-36.13], or Nit
savim and Va-yelekh from Deuteronomy
[29.9-30 .20 and 3 1 . 1-30]), so that the entire
reading will be concluded within one . year
and by a fixed date in the calendar. This date
is the day after the Sukkot festival, which is
called Simbat Torah (Rejoicing of the Torah);
on the following Sabbath, referred to as Shah
bat Bereshit (the sabbath of the parashah of
Bereshit, the first parashah), the Torah read
ing recommences with Genesis. The division
of the Torah into parashiyot and the assign
ment of each parashah to a given week are es
sentially identical in all Jewish communities
throughout the world. They are predictable
and follow a fixed routine.
The Torah is read in the synagogue from a
parchment scroll and seven (or more) people
are called up to the Torah for the reading, one
after the other. The parchment scroll contains
the unvocalized text of the Torah without the
diacritical marks (for chanting), so that the
reading requires skill and preparation. In an
tiquity, each person called to the Torah would
read his own passage (b. Kid. 49a), but as time
passed, it became customary for each person
called up to the Torah (who had an 'aliyah) to
recite only the blessings before and after the
reading, while another individual designated
for this task, and who had prepared himself
for it, would read the parashah. The regula
tions for reading from the Torah were fash
ioned by halakhah and custom into clear
rules: the order of those called to the Torah,
their number, the passages apportioned to
each of them, the blessings recited by those
called up, the manner in which the congrega
tion congratulates them, etc. The blessings re
cited by each honoree before and after the
reading are noteworthy (b. Ber. 1 1b). Their
main emphasis is on the choosing of the Jew
ish People, expressed among other things, in
the giving of the Torah, the "Torah of truth"
with its promise of "everlasting life."
It becomes apparent that in the land of Is-

rael during the period of the Rabbis or Sages
and that of the geonim (as well as in some
communities outside the land of Israel that as
sumed its custom), a different mode of read
ing from the Torah was widespread, referred
to inaccurately as the "triennial cycle" (cf. b.
Meg. 29b). Here, too, the Torah was read in se
quence, but it was divided into a greater num
ber of readings (called "sedarim" [singular:
"seder"]). The length of each seder and the
overall number of sedarim in the Torah varied
from one synagogue to another. That which
was read in one synagogue on Sabbath was
not necessarily identical to that read on the
same Sabbath in another synagogue. More
over, even the seder read in a particular syna
gogue on a certain Sabbath did not have to be
identical in length with what would be read
in later years in the same synagogue when the
same Torah portion was reached.
Each synagogue and community on each
Sabbath would determine for itself the length
of the Torah reading, according to its cus
tom or requirements: the desire to honor
more people with the Torah reading, the pres
ence of a groom in the synagogue, the time
available, and so forth. The earliest halakhah
(m. Ber. 4:4) requires that each reader recite at
least three verses from the Torah, but it does
not specify the maximum number permitted.
The Mishnah (ibid., 4:1) further requires that
at least seven people should read from the
Torah every Sabbath, but it allows additional
participants. In other words, at least twenty
one verses were read on each occasion, but
apparently the reading would often be ex
tended, in accordance with the desires of the
readers and their number, or in order to con
clude the reading at an appropriate point,
rather than in the middle of a subject. If we as
sume that eight or nine peo-ple read from the
Torah each Sabbath, and that each of them
would read about four or five verses, we can
conclude that at this pace each synagogue
completed its Torah reading in approximately
three years. The evidence we possess (mostly
from discoveries over the past century, pri
marily from the Cairo Genizah) indicates nu-
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merous Torah reading cycles that extended
over 141-175 Sabbaths. Thus, it is also clear
that it would have been impossible to set any
fixed date in the annual calendar at which the
Torah reading would either conclude or re
commence. The festival we now call Sim(lat
Torah was celebrated in the land of Israel at
the very most on the Sabbath on which the
Torah reading was concluded, approximately
once in three years, and at a different time in
each synagogue because in the land of Israel
there was no fixed date to conclude the Torah
reading in the annual calendar.
A person attending a synagogue in the land
of Israel in ancient times, who had not been
present there on the previous Sabbath, could
not know beforehand which seder he was
about to hear. Reading over a cycle of three
years resulted in a particular story in the
Torah being read at one time in winter and at
another in the summer; or in a legal portion
such as our parashah of Mishpatim (Exod. chs
21-24) being subdivided in different ways in
different years. A preacher who came to the
synagogue to give a sermon on a subject aris
ing from the Torah reading and who had not
previously enquired as to where the congre
gation stood in their Torah reading cycle
would likely find himself more than surprised
or even totally unprepared-a situation not
entirely unknown (see Lev. Rab. y6). A person
who wandered from one synagogue to the
next would read about the birth of Moses on
one Sabbath, mourn his death with another
congregation on the following Sabbath, and
then hear of Moses walking upon the face of
the earth if he came the next Sabbath to a syn
agogue in the process of reading from Leviti
cus or Numbers. Flexible reading systems like
these may possibly fit the customs of smaller
congregations permanently located in one
place, but it would be most difficult to utilize
them to construct a national religious system
extending over distant locations. This, then,
would seem to be the reason why the Babylo
nian custom eventually won out, replacing
the customs of the land of Israel in a process
which reached its final stages around the 12th
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century. From then on, all those attending
synagogue would hear the entire Torah every
year, and this undoubtedly was sufficient to
forcefully instill the Torah into the cultural
agenda.

The Haftarah
The last of those called up to the Torah on
Sabbath and festivals remains on the podium
after the reading has concluded, and then
reads (usually from a printed vocalized text,
not a scroll) an additional portion from Scrip
ture, taken from the Prophets. This reading is
termed "haftarah" (a word that means conclu
sion), as it brings the readings from Scripture
on Sabbath and festivals to their end.
The haftarah section is often connected ei
ther linguistically or in content with the
weekly parashah, e.g., the haftarah which be
gins with the verse "King David was now old
and advanced in years" (1 Kings 1 . 1 ) is read
on the Sabbath when the passage "Abraham
was old and advanced in years" is read (Gen.
ch 24); or the Prophet Isaiah's mention of the
flood (ch 54) is read on the Sabbath when the
story of the flood is read from the Torah. At
other times, however, the haftarah has a par
ticular connection with the occasion upon
which it is read, such as the haftarah begin
ning with the words "Comfort, oh comfort
my people" (Isa. ch 40), which is always re
cited on the Sabbath after Tish'ah be'av (a day
of national mourning), or the haftarah which
begins "Return, 0 Israel, to the LoRD your
God" (Hos. 14.2ff.), which is read in the Sab
bath preceding Yom Kippur.
It is most likely that the institution of the
haftarah was created at the close of the Sec
ond Temple era, during the great dispute be
tween the Jews and the Samaritans, the latter
deeming the Torah to be holy, but not accept
ing the sanctity of the prophetic books. The
decision to read something from the Prophets
every Sabbath was apparently part of the
polemic against the Samaritans, as though the
Jews wished to state: The books of the Proph
ets are also holy, and are also the word of God,
so it is appropriate to read them publicly and
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to recite a blessing upon their reading. The
blessings recited before and after the haftarah
(" . . . Who has chosen good prophets, and de
sires their words, which are spoken in
truth . . . ," " . . . Who has chosen the Torah
and His prophet Moses and His people Israel
and prophets of truth and righteousness")
clearly emphasize this point. Evidence for the
reading of the haftarah may already be found
in the Apocrypha (2 Mace. 15.9) and in the
New Testament (Luke 4.16-30). The subject is
also discussed extensively in various contexts
in the literature of the Sages (e.g., m. Meg.
P-3; 3:5-6).
It seems that initially the choice of passage
to be read from the Prophets and its precise
length was made by the the reader of the haf
tarah himself (called the maftir), or according
to the custom of his congregation. As time
passed, however, these readings also became
formalized, attaining permanent status. Here,
too, halakhah and custom brought about
orderly, fixed lists of haftarot. But certain dif
ferences are notable even today among the
various communities of the Jewish people
Ashkenazic, Sephardic, Yernenite, and Italian
Jews-being the heritage of those flexible and
dynamic times in antiquity. Needless to say, in
ancient times in the land of Israel, where the
extent of the Torah readings was irregular and
flexible, there were numerous alternative cus
toms for the haftarot. (A modern commentary
on the haftarot is Haftarot: The Traditional He
brew Text with the New JPS Translation, com
mentary by Michael Fishbane [Philadelphia:
The Jewish Publication Society, 2002] .)
Thus, with regard to the manner in which
reading from the Torah and the haftarah were
consolidated, the land of Israel and Bab
ylonia reveal two opposite conceptions con
cerning uniformity and permanence, the
quantity of Torah and prophetic readings to
which the synagogue congretation was ex
posed on Sabbath and festivals, and the total
annual extent.

The Five Scrolls
On five occasions during the year, one of the
five scrolls is read in the synagogue: The Song
of Songs (during the week of Passover); the
Scroll of Ruth (Shavuot); Lamentations
(Tish'ah be'av); Ecclesiastes (during the week
of Sukkot); and the Scroll of Esther (Purim).
Evidence shows that during the geonic period
some parts of the scrolls were also read on the
Sabbaths prior to these occasions, in prepara
tion for them.
The reading of the Scroll of Esther on Purim
appears to be the most ancient of all (see
m. Meg. 1:1). This is self-evident, since the
whole story of the origin of Purim is con
tained in this scroll. The second scroll to be in
troduced into the synagogue would appear to
be Lamentations, which relates to the story of
the destruction of the Temple. Evidence of its
recitation on Tish'ah be'av may already be
found in the writings of the Sages (e.g., Lam.
Rab., petiJ::tta 17). The other three scrolls,
which are read on the three pilgrimage festi
vals, apparently were not read liturgically in
the synagogue until the end of the period of
the Sages, or even until the geonic period (see
Tractate Soferim 14:3). An adequate explana
tion has yet to be offered as to why a certain
scroll is read on a given festival. The links be
tween the scrolls and the festivals on which
they are recited are vague and mainly of a
homiletic nature. Apparently, once Esther and
Lamentations carne to be read in the syna
gogue, because of their close ties with the oc
casions on which they were read, a need was
felt to grant the other three scrolls a similar
status. Thus, for reasons we cannot fully dis
cern, they slowly entered the world of the
synagogue. The result was that those attend
ing synagogue on the three festivals were
exposed to all portions of Scriptures (Torah,
Prophets, Writings), which marked the syna
gogue activities in an especially vigorous and
emphatic manner.
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The Bible in "The Literature of the
Synagogue": Translation, Sermon, Piyyut
The regular reading of Torah, Prophets, and
the Scrolls served as a permanent basis for re
lating to Scriptures within the framework of
synagogue life. We can point to three types
of literary activities which accompanied the
Bible as it reached the synagogue congrega
tion (as noted, besides the prayers): (1) trans
lation of Scripture into the vernacular (in the
ancient context, primarily into Aramaic); (2)
homilies and explication of the passages read;
(3) extensive use of their themes and content
for composition of piyyutim (liturgical poems).

The Translation
Once part of the synagogue congregation had
a limited command of Hebrew, and especially
once the Rabbis began to find multiple and
varied halakhic and aggadic meanings in
Scriptures, it became impossible to separate
the reading of the holy texts (the Torah and
probably the haftarot and scrolls as well) from
their fixed companion: the translation into Ar
amaic (in its various dialects) in the land of Is
rael and Babylonia, or into Greekin Hellenis
tic centers such as Alexandria. The Aramaic
translations (the Targumim), as described
below, preserved the vitality of the ancient
texts and prevented them from becoming
merely a fossilized heritage of the past (re
garding the translation of Scripture, see also
"Jewish Translations of the Bible," pp. 2005202o).
Based on the sources (e.g., m. Meg. 4:6), it
appears that next to the readers of the Torah a
man stood translating the reading into Ara
maic: the meturgeman (translator). The reader
and the translator alterna ted, verse following
verse ( but in the haftarah several verses could
be translated together) . They were required to
respect each other by not beginning to speak
before the other had concluded his words (b.
Sot. 39b). This ensured that there was no over
lap or confusion between the Torah text and
its translation. The meturgeman may possibly
have been a professional who earned his liv-
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ing from this work, but he could also have
been a learned member of the congregation
who knew how to fulfill the religious duty of
translation.
In the same way that there was a difference
between the land of Israel and Babylonia re
garding the customs of Torah and haftarah
readings, there was a difference concerning
the translations into Aramaic that were cus
tomary in both places. The Targum that was
customary in Babylonia (Targum Onkelos on
the Torah and the Targum by Yonatan ben
'Uzi'el on the Prophets) tended to be a literal
translation, adhering as closely as possible to
the biblical text. In passages containing poetry
(such as Gen. ch 49), in ambiguous verses,
and in a few other cases, the Babylonian Tar
gum permitted minor additions or even devi
ations from the Scriptural source, for exegeti
cal or theological purposes, such as the
removal of what seemed to be contradictions
in the biblical text and anthropomorphic ex
pressions relating to God or the need to pre
serve the honor of the fathers of the nation.
But even more important is the fact that these
two translations were the exclusive, author
ized translations of Scripture, and on every
Sabbath those attending the synagogue
would be exposed to their single, fixed text.
Although there was a clear risk of monotony
and routine, this was the way in which the
Babylonian rabbis sought to present the bibli
cal text to its listeners.
Such was not the practice of Jews in the
land of Israel. The meturgeman wove into the
words of the Torah a long series of exegetic,
literary, haggadic, and halakhic traditions, re
monstrations or words of encouragement for
the congregation. He thus brought to their
ears the biblical text, readapted and refash
ioned in many ways, in accordance with the
intellectual competence of different congrega
tions, current and local occurrences, and the
meturgeman 's own tendencies. It is also wor
thy to note that in the land of Israel-as op
posed to Babylonia-no single biblical verse
was translated in an identical, uniform man
ner in every place or at all times. The meturge-
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man was permitted to choose the manner of
translation that seemed proper to him, to add
his own comments to the traditions he had
imbibed from his teachers, to omit or to ex
pand on words, and thus to emphasize one or
other aspect of the translated text. This picture
of variation and flexibility is clearly reflected
in the Aramaic transla tions of the Torah and
Prophets that have come down to us from the
land of Israel. They are referred to by name,
such as the "Targum Yerushalmi," "Targum
Yonatan ben 'Uzi'el on the Torah" (even
though its composer is not the same person of
similar name who composed the Targum on
the Prophets), and so on. If we recall that in
the land of Israel a reading of about forty
verses was deemed adequate for any occa
sion, it would seem that ample time remained
for the meturgeman to expand on the passage.
Indeed, the amount of material inserted by the
meturgeman is often greater than the text it
self. The translator would sometimes even
weave a long poem into his translation, if he
thought that it would add majesty and beauty
to his words and enhance their dramatic po
tential (e.g., within the narrative of the Parting
of the Red Sea [Exod. chs 14-15], or the Bind
ing of Isaac [Gen. ch 22]). The aggadic tradi
tions embedded in the various translations are
frequently colorful and exciting, with a dis
tinct educational and popular tone, and shed
new light on the text that was just read. These
traditions stress the importance of prayer or
extol the patriarchs of the nation, describe in
bold colors the days of redemption or empha
size the principle of reward and punishment,
and so forth. Not only was the length of the
passages read from the Torah and Prophets
variable and flexible, but even the manner in
which these passages were presented to the
congregation by way of the Aramaic transla
tion was constantly changing. The audience in
the land of Israel could not then be lulled by
feelings of familiarity and routine.
The Sermon
Besides the Torah reading and its translation,
there was often a public sermon, given on var-

ious occasions, festivals, and Sabbaths, usu
ally during the Sha(tarit (morning) prayer or
in the afternoon, sometimes prior to the Torah
reading and sometimes afterwards. The
preacher, either a local sage or a guest, an
elder of the congregation or one of their teach
ers, dealt with various and sundry topics, ed
ucational, academic, and issues of contempo
rary concern, according to his understanding
of the task at hand.
Naturally, the sermons differed from one
Sabbath to the next and from festival to festi
val, adding another dimension to the use of
the Bible in the synagogue. In nearly every
case the preacher dealt with the subject of the
Torah reading, together with the haftarah or
the scroll for that day, contributing his part to
what the congregation had learned from the
reading and its Aramaic translation.
There are thousands of literary units in the
literature of the Sages, especially in midrashic
literature (e.g., Gen. Rab. or m. Tan(1.) that orig
inally served as public sermons offered prior
to scriptural readings. These literary units
demonstrate the remarkably rhetorical char
acter of the public sermon, relating various
topics that would be of concern to its audi
ence: the reason for suffering, the nature of re
ligious life without the Temple, relations be
tween Jews and Gentiles, the difficulty of
observing the commandments, the hope for
redemption, and others. Such sermons were
studded with innumerable biblical verses, to
gether with their explication, so that the realm
of Scriptures was broadened to include ex
cerpts from texts that were not read on that
Sabbath or festival.
In the land of Israel-but seemingly hardly
ever in Babylonia-the preachers would often
expound on an issue arising from the biblical
reading, through the use of a widespread lit
erary pattern referred to as peti(1ta (usually
translated as "proem"). According to this pat
tern the preacher would first choose a verse
from the Prophets or the Writings, a verse that
appeared to have no connection whatsoever
with the topic in the Torah, haftarah, or scroll
read that day. He would then spiral from this
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verse, from topic to topic, until he arrived at
the opening verse of the reading and by that
gave closure to his sermon. This pattern,
which connected two unrelated verses, al
lowed the preacher to illuminate different is
sues while piquing the congregation's curios
ity. The listeners knew from the outset what
the preacher 's concluding verse would be,
and they must certainly have attempted to
surmise how the preacher would eventually
make the connection between the opening
and the concluding verses of his sermon. The
choice to open the sermon with verses from
books that were usually not read in the syna
gogue (those Prophets that were not used as
haftarot, the book of Proverbs, the book of
Job, etc.) was another way to expose all por
tions of Scripture to the synagogue congrega
tion, and to emphasize that the entire Bible is
interconnected. On Sabbath and festivals they
would then read from the Torah and the
Prophets, and would hear a sermon based to a
large extent on the Writings. Thus all portions
of Scripture would be reviewed once again,
and the audience would see the full extent of
Scripture.

The Piyyut
Piyyut refers to the poetical religious composi
tions, nearly all in Hebrew, recited in liturgi
cal contexts in the synagogue or outside it,
such as at wedding ceremonies or at festive
meals. These compositions maintain the vari
ous characteristics of poetry in general, such
as rhythm, meter, refrains, and acrostics of
various kinds.
During the era of the Sages and the geonic
period, the piyyut blossomed primarily in the
land of Israel, mainly for use in the syna
gogue. The piyyutim were not composed as
adornments for the prayers or as supplements
to them, but rather, first and foremost, as lyri
cal alternatives for the fixed and obligatory
prayers. If the congregation or its leaders de
sired, the standard prayer would be recited by
the cantor in prose (as it is recited to this day),
but if they wished to vary the expression of
their feelings through a piyyut, this option
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was also open to them. For this reason hun
dreds and even thousands of piyyutim were
composed by many poets, only some of
whom are known to us by name: Yose ben
Yose (4th to 5th century); Yannai (5th to 6th
century); Rabbi Elazar Ha-Kalir (6th to 7th
century); and others. Those attending syna
gogue could occasionally hear, for example, a
one-time lyrical substitution for the 'Amidah or
for the blessings enveloping the reciting of the
Shema. At times, the poet was accompanied
by a small choir, contributing a further dimen
sion to the experience the piyyutim brought
with them.
Since the piyyut was essentially a lyrical
substitute for prayer, its themes were primar
ily drawn from that realm, but it appears that
the poets frequently dealt as well with the
topics of the Torah reading, the haftarah, or,
when appropriate, one of the five scrolls.
Thus we can also view their words as a kind
of poetic sermon on the themes associated
with that day. For example, through his poetic
substitute for the second blessing of the 'Ami
dah, the blessing of "He who revives the
dead," the poet could relate in his own way to
the story of the Binding of Isaac, who accord
ing to a rabbinic tradition was slain by Abra
ham, but revived; or through his poetic ver
sion of the blessing before reciting the Shema,
the blessing of "Who creates the heavenly
lights," he could relate to the story of the cre
ation of the world and the heavenly lights in
his own way. Within the piyyutim, the poet
was also permitted to introduce explicit quo
tations of verses from the entire Bible, as
many did. Since the number of poets and
piyyutim was virtually unlimited, the person
listening to them in the synagogue could on
nearly every occasion sample another new
composition, different from those he recog
nized, and in this way he would also come to
know many varied scriptural passages.
As time went on, and in no small part due
to the opposition of Babylonian Sages to the
use of the piyyut in the synagogue, the status
of the piyyut as a substitute for prayers was re
duced to a mere embellishment, recited in
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various Jewish communities primarily on
Rosh Ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur, and in a
minority of congregations on festivals and
other occasions as well. We see, therefore, an
other example of the triumph of the Babylo
nian view over that of the land of Israel in
regard to the reading of Scripture in the syna
gogue and to matters associated with it (Tar
gum, sermon, and piyyut).
Conclusion
It is difficult to know whether on any given
Sabbath or festival, the Targum, sermon, and
piyyut would all have been heard together in
the synagogue. It would seem logical that
when one was expanded, the others would
have been curtailed. But needless to say, the
existence of these three components in prox-

imity to the scriptural texts that were read
in the synagogue made Scripture into a mag
net, which attracted various literary forms
through which it was presented to the com
munity .
No synagogue lacks a central and impres
sive place designated to house the Torah
scroll(s), or a special spot assigned for the
reading of the Torah, haftarah, and the five
scrolls. There is no Sabbath or festival when
the congregation does not hear portions of
Scripture, as the focus of synagogue activity
and its climax. In the light of what we have
seen, there is no way whatsoever to compre
hend the history of the synagogue and what
was taking place within its walls without
fully comprehending that the foundation of
all synagogue activity is the Bible.
( AVIGDOR SHINAN ]

The Bible in the Liturgy
For much of Judaism's history, one of its cen
tral means of liturgical expression has been the
traditional rabbinic prayer book or Siddur. The
Siddur (understood in the sense of prayer
books from many times and places) deserves
close attention when considering the role of
the Bible in Jewish religious thought and prac
tice, since biblical texts figure prominently in
it. While the reading, translation, and interpre
tation of biblical texts in the synagogue are
also integral parts of Jewish liturgical practice,
they receive attention elsewhere in this vol
ume (see "The Bible in the Synagogue," pp.
1929-37); this article concentrates on biblical
texts found in the Jewish prayers.
The word siddur ("order") refers to the es
tablished "order [of prayer]" in any prayer
book. Such "orders" were created from as
early as the 9th century CE, and efforts to cre
ate a standard book continued during the suc
ceeding centuries, but there is no "standard"
Jewish prayerbook. Nevertheless, those in use
contain certain common elements, and these
form the basis of this discussion.

The prayers described here are those re
cited in the morning, afternoon, and evening
on a daily basis. They consist primarily of the
Shema (Deut. 6-4--9; 1 1 . 13-21; Num. 15.37-41,
recited morning and evening), with its intro
ductory and concluding benedictions; the
weekday 'Amidah ("standing prayer") with its
nineteen benedictions of praise, entreaty, and
thanksgiving; and a set of varied items that
are prefixed and appended to these two cen
tral pieces. Brief reference is also made to the
Sabbath and festival prayers, which abbrevi
ate some of the central weekday prayer-texts
and expand others to take account of the spe
cial nature of these days, and to communal,
domestic, and personal rituals that have grad
ually been incorporated into the medieval
and modern liturgies. The essay focuses on
how the rabbinic tradition relates to the Bible
and how the prayerbooks of the various
periods engaged the problem of this relation
ship. There are sections on the language
and theology of the prayers vis-a-vis their
biblical connections, and on some of the best
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known biblical passages included in the
liturgy. The importance of mysticism and the
needs of contemporary prayer also feature
briefly.
Is Jewish Liturgy Biblical?
Biblical texts are so prominent in many parts
of the Siddur that the immediate impression
is that the Jewish liturgy is borrowed directly
from the Tanakh. A mere glance at the tradi
tional prayers confirms that the language is
predominantly Hebrew, that the theology
rings biblical bells, and that the relationship
presupposed is that between God and Israel.
Following biblical models, gratitude is ex
pressed, praise offered, and supplication
made, and there is no lack of special requests
for divine assistance in matters mundane as
well as spiritual. The names of biblical heroes
frequently occur and topics such as sacrifice,
Temple, priest, and Levite are also to be
found. Yet it must be emphasized that the
quotations and citations of the Bible in liturgy
are not fully representative of the Bible. For
example, the reason why a verse such as Ps.
51 .7, "Indeed I was born with iniquity; with
sin my mother conceived me," was not in
cluded is perhaps because it was regarded as
too close to Christian notions. Liturgical tradi
tion does not favor the rather complex notions
of theodicy and retribution found in Job.
Thus, although the use of the Bible in the
liturgy is extensive, it is also selective. There is
a partial tendency to favor late biblical texts
that are closer temporally and conceptually to
rabbinic theological notions.
The index to the use of the Psalms ap
pended to the edition of the Anglo-Jewish Au
thori�ed Daily Prayer Book, edited by Simeon
Singer and first published in London in 1890,
indicates that no less than 74 out of a total
of 150 biblical psalms occur in the context of
the standard prayers. Might we not suppose
tha t the Siddur is the direct continuation of
trends represented by Abraham's entreaty for
Sodom (Gen. 18.23-25), Jacob's bargaining
with God (Gen. 28.16-22), Moses' request for
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the healing of Miriam (Num. 12.13), Sam
son's appeal for vengeance through his death
(Jud. 16.30), Hannah's prayer for a child
(1 Sam. 1. 10-16), the Temple ritual, and the
composition of psalms? Some of the roots
of the Jewish prayers are indeed to be found
in the biblical soil, but historical accuracy
forces us to draw a distinction between
the notions of "liturgy in the Bible" and "the
Bible in Jewish liturgy." Both historically
and thematically, the story is a more compli
cated one.
Pre-rabbinic Traditions
The biblical passages just cited, and many
similar to them, indicate that the earliest bibli
cal sources provide later Jewish practice with
the inspira tion for personal, improvised
prayer, in prose format, with patterns using
common speech forms. This type of prayer
constituted a democratic and egalitarian way
of approaching God, not at all similar to the
formal, sacrificial cult of the Jerusalem Tem
ple. During the Second Temple period, the
tendency developed to link the personal
prayer and the formal liturgy. From prayers
incorporated into Hellenistic apocryphal and
pseudepigraphical sources, it is apparent that
there was an increasing number of benedic
tions, hymns and praises, mystical formula
tions of considerable variety, a concern for the
absorption of Torah knowledge, and a grow
ing use of the Temple precincts on special
liturgical occasions.
The Hellenistic Jewish authors Philo and
Josephus make clear that Jews prayed and
studied in various contexts, at times with
priestly guidance and involvement, especially
on the Sabbath, and that biblical texts played
a part in such rituals. Though unquestionably
devoted to the Temple cult in the 2nd century
BCE, ben Sirach (author of the Wisdom book of
that name, also called "Ecclesiasticus") linked
Torah and wisdom with prayer. He also used
words and phrases that are essentially biblical
but take on special forms and meanings. The
Qumran scrolls provide clear evidence of a
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practice, at least among some groups, to recite
regular prayers at specific times. Sqme of
these were linked to the calendar, some to
special events, and some to penitential
themes, but there is no obvious consistency of
text and context.
Rabbinic Innovation and Development
Rabbinic prayer incorporated material from a
broad set of prayer traditions known at Qum
ran, as well as from various other contexts of
the Second Temple period, among them the
Temple, the priesthood, communal gather
ings for Biblical readings (ma'amadot), pietistic
and mystical circles with eschatological and
angelological interests, and popular practice.
Among the themes tha t they shared with ear
lier Jewish groups were the election of Israel,
the status of Zion, the holiness of Jerusalem,
the return of the Davidic dynasty, and the
manifestation of God's great power now and
in the future. The Rabbis imposed upon inher
ited traditions a fresh order, style, and distinc
tive formulation, and they transmitted them
in oral form until the compilation of the first
written texts of the Siddur in the 9th century.
They absorbed the earlier elements but effec
tively created a new structure that repre
sented a forma/ liturgy. In essence, this consti
tuted a collection of personal prayers and
benedictions, which had been given a com
munal flavor and dimension, and a preferred
synagogal context.
There was never total agreement about the
precise place of prayer in the theological hier
archy of Judaism, but there certainly existed a
universal consensus about the need for the
observant Jew to pray. As the rabbinic tradi
tion progressively committed its liturgical tra
ditions to short and simple codices, to larger
and more elegant manuscripts, to printed vol
umes, and ultimately to the contemporary
formats of photocopies and digitized images,
so the Siddur grew in its independence, au
thority, and centrality for the practitioners of
the faith. Use of the Bible was always part of
these developments but found its expression

in the traditional Jewish liturgy in a number
of interesting and novel ways.
By the time that the talmudic Rabbis of the
early common era were debating the matter of
the inclusion of biblical verses and chapters in
their standard prayers for daily, Sabbath, and
festival use, a number of these verses were
well established by popular tradition within
the liturgical context. Minor examples are the
sets of verses that were included in the Musaf
("additional") 'Amidah for Rosh Ha-Shanah
and illustrated the three themes of kingship,
remembrance, and shofar (ram's hom) that
stand at the center of that prayer. More
common and more major examples are the
Shema, the Ten Commandments, the Hallel
("praise"), the Passover Haggadah, the Song at
the Sea, the Priestly Benediction, and the Ke
dushah, and these will shortly be examined in
more detail. This examination will indicate
that the issue of the role of biblical material in
the liturgy was a lively and controversial one.
There is evidence that rabbinic formulations
were regarded as preferable to biblical prece
dents, and that biblical verses were to be dif
ferentiated from rabbinic prayers (y. Ber. 1 :8,
3d). Could, for instance, the verses from Isa.
12.6 and/ or Ps. 22.4 be employed at any point
in the Kedushah benediction of the 'Amidah
without valid halakhicobjection being raised?
The early Rabbis sometimes even made
changes in liturgical formulations out of po
lemical considerations. A good example is the
use of the biblical Hebrew word 'a/am (mean
ing "world" as well as "eternity" in postbibli
cal Hebrew) in such a way as to ensure that the
notion of a future world was not excluded (m.
Ber. 9:5). Nevertheless, the liturgical preexis
tence of such specific items as the Shema, and
others mentioned above, provides positive
proof that earlier attitudes were more tolerant
concerning the direct quotation of biblical
texts. Perhaps the Rabbis feared the potential
influence of some groups whom they regarded
as sectarian and who had opted for the inclu
sion of biblical texts among their prayers. The
Jews whose literary works were found a t
Qumran, b y the Dead Sea, were o f such an ilk,
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and medieval Karaites, whose prayers were
exclusively composed of biblical texts, pur
sued a similar liturgical philosophy. The situa
tion among the Rabbanite Jews changed from
the beginning of the Islamic period when, in
stead of merely a few favorite verses (such as
Pss. 51 .1?; 84.5; 144.15) and entire Psalms (such
as Ps. 145), substantial blocks of biblical verses,
groups of chapters, and individual verses
came to be incorporated into the traditional
daily prayers, and then into the first prayer
books. Perhaps the popular urge to include
biblical selections was so powerful that the ha
lakhic authorities had to submit to it, or per
haps the authorities determined that this at
tractive religious practice should not be left
exclusively to the theological opposition.
The Early Prayerbooks
In

the early prayerbooks, therefore, the intro
duction of the morning prayers by the recita
tion of Pss. 145-150 (called the pesukei de
zimra, or "biblical verses of praise"), a custom
known in earlier times, was not the only use
of that biblical book. Sets of psalms made up
of such chapters as Pss. 19, 33-34, 90-93, 98,
100, 121-124, and 135-136 came to be added,
in different groupings according to the vari
ous rites, for use on Sabbaths and festivals.
Catenae ("chains" or selections) of verses
were similarly used to preface the central
liturgy. They included late biblical passages
from 1 Chron. chs 16 and 29 and from Neh. ch
9, as well as from a variety of Torah, pro
phetic, and Kethuvim books. They were often
strung together by a common theme such as
God's salvation and protection or His gifts,
including the revelation of the Torah. As the
prayerbook and the synagogal ritual became
progressively more formalized in the high
and later Middle Ages, other biblical texts
were introduced. An examination of the earli
est known versions of the "grace after meals,"
for instance, reveals that some rites were
eager to conclude the body of each benedic
tion with a biblical verse while others pre
ferred to restrict the content to rabbinic for-

mulations. In later texts of the same prayer,
the passages appended to the final benedic
tion include a significant number of biblical
verses, especially at the conclusion.
Conscious as they were of these tendencies
and of the need to stress that rabbinic Juda
ism was not in any sense rejecting the Bible
in favor of the Talmud, leading scholars such
as Saadia ben Joseph, the rabbinic leader
(gaon) in the 1oth-century Babylonian center
of Sura, and Maimonides, his counterpart in
12th-century Cairo, made statements on the
matter. Saadia (in his introduction to the Sid
dur) attempted to demonstrate that all the
rabbinic prayers were merely formulations of
liturgical genres that already appeared in the
Bible. Maimonides, for his part, argued (in his
code, Mishneh Torah) that it was only because
the Jewish people's knowledge of Hebrew
had deteriorated severely after the Babylo
nian Exile that they could no longer be left to
their own liturgical devices, but had to be
guided by being provided with rabbinic
structures. Thus, these two leading authori
ties set about merging the two major sources
of Judaism, the Bible and the Talmud, in theo
logical terms, just as this had been achieved
by practical religious custom in the ritual con
text.
Medieval Additions
It was decided that when the worshippers
entered the synagogue, they should recite
verses from such sources as Num. 24.5 ("How
fair are your tents, 0 Jacob") and Pss. 5.8
("1, through Your abundant love, enter Your
house"), 26.8 ("0 LoRD, I love Your temple"),
55.15, 69.14, and 95.6. Similarly, biblical verses
were added when the Torah scroll was taken
out of the Ark for public reading, and when it
was returned to the Ark. Some of these verses
did not even appear in the text of the prayer
book until well after the invention of printing.
The most common of these on a weekday
were Num 10.35 ("Advance, 0 LoRo") and
Isa. 2.3 ("Come, Let us go up to the Mount of
the LORD") before the biblical reading, and Ps.
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148.13-14 ("Let them praise the LoRD") and
Num. 10.36 ("Return, 0 LoRD") after it.
Among other verses introduced in connection
with the synagogal use of the Torah scroll
were Pss. 86.8 and 132.8-10, Prov. 4.2 and
3.16-18, Lam. 5.21, and Deut. 4·35· Many of
these make no direct reference to the Torah
(e.g., Prov. 4.2, "I give you good instruction"),
but were understood by postbiblical Judaism
as referring to the Torah. Later (more volun
tary) additions to the conclusion of the formal
service were the Binding of Isaac (Gen. ch 22)
and the Manna (Exod. ch 16). One of the con
tributions of the early modern mystics was to
champion the recitation of the entire Song of
Songs as an introduction to Friday evening
prayers and to follow that by the recitation of
Pss. 95--99 and 29 and of Prov. 31. 1o-31 before
the Sabbath meal. The early Reform move
ment was more attached to biblical passages
than to rabbinic texts, and they consequently
removed the rabbinic benedictions that tal
mudic tradition had attached to the reading of
the lectionaries and to the recitation of such
items as Hallel.
The Language of the Liturgy
The Hebrew of the Siddur is very reminiscent
of its biblical counterpart but by no means
identical with it. The basic vocabulary and
phraseology of praise and supplication is bor
rowed from Psalms, and there are occasion
ally linguistic usages that are characteristic of
biblical rather than rabbinic Hebrew. The
overall style, syntax, and linguistic flow are,
however, very much dependent on rabbinic
literature, and there is no doubt that the early
talmudic leaders were anxious not to confuse
the two forms of the language. Perhaps one of
the ways in which rabbinic Judaism created
its own identity was by rejecting a preference
for the biblical Hebrew style in the formula
tion of its traditions and committing itself to
its own linguistic usage.
Throughout its history of almost two mil
lennia, the language of rabbinic prayer under
went a long and complicated development
-

from a format that may well have been oral in
origin, through a process of literary improve
ment and linguistic selection, toward the es
tablishment of independent parameters. It
achieved a status that ultimately exercised a
formative influence on the reemergence of
contemporary, spoken Hebrew in the modern
period. The process was always accompanied
by a tension between those who were anxious
to reforge the link with the Bible and those
who saw the need for the language of rabbinic
prayer to grow independently, whatever its
deepest roots. The "biblicizers" of each gener
ation made their stand. They fought off the
challenges of Greek, Aramaic, and later ver
naculars and expressed preference for word
ing the prayers in a style that followed the
biblical precedent more closely. When the ben
Asher text of the Bible became the standard in
the second millennium CE, it was their circles
that fought valiantly to apply its principles to
the language of the liturgy. They were not
averse to the employment of strange strate
gies to achieve their aims.
The 16th-century Polish rabbinic scholar
Solomon Luria argued that the Sabbath day
should be termed shabbat and not manoab in
Hebrew, because Manoal:t in the Bible is not
used for "rest" but as the name of Samson's
father, about whom the Talmud makes derog
atory remarks. Similarly, the verse in Num.
24.5 should not be used in the synagogue be
cause it originates in the words of the Gentile
pseudo-prophet, Balaam. Though leaving an
impact, particularly at times and places that
had a need for a stronger identification with
the Bible (as, for instance, in Central and
Western Europe immediately after the Refor
mation or during Jewish emancipation), their
efforts were neither intended nor destined to
remove parts of the rabbinic liturgy from their
place in traditional Jewish literature. Such a
result was achieved only by the nontradi
tional movements beginning in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries.
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The Theology of the Siddur
A similar situa tion pertains to the theology of
the Siddur. The common prayers undoubt
edly reflect, for example, the religious ideol
ogy of rabbinic Judaism. They reflect postbib
lical, rabbinic notions of the world to come.
The divine authority of Oral Torah is presup
posed in many contexts, and the obligation to
perform the 613 mitzvot (religious precepts),
as formulated by rabbinic interpretation, un
derlies various texts. There is a conviction tha t
goodness will be rewarded and evil punished
and that repentance brings forgiveness. The
study of Torah makes its appearance both as
one of the observant Jew's duties and in the
form of texts that are cited from rabbinic liter
ature. Torah study is so successfully welded
into the body of the prayerbook that it is effec
tively treated as liturgy rather than education.
The ideology underlying its inclusion is that
the absence of the Temple ritual prescribed in
the Torah (since the Temple was destroyed)
can be compensated for by the recitation of
the biblical and talmudic passages that de
scribe its detailed requirements (so b. Ta'an.
27b).
Having first been formulated in the period
following the destruction of the Temple, the
expulsion from the holy city of Jerusalem, and
the loss of the independent Jewish homeland,
the rabbinic prayers lay powerful stress on
Israel's appeal to God for the restoration of
these religious and national symbols. Much is
made of God's choice of Israel for a special re
ligious role, and there are polemical under
tones in some prayers that appear to be aimed
at Christianity or Islam. At the same time,
there is an enthusiasm for the "righteous
proselyte" and a fervent hope (following bib
lical eschatological models) that the whole
world will ultimately come to recognize
God's sovereignty. The ultimate redemption,
like that of Israel from Egypt, will be an im
pressive manifestation of God's power and
will include the arrival of the Messiah and the
resurrection of the dead. The assumption is
frequently made that the worshipper can
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enjoy a close relationship with God and that
practical matters in human life require God's
blessing for them to flourish. Formal cate
chisms are not a feature of rabbinic prayer
although there are certainly texts such as
the Shema that include the relevant theologi
cal principles. A poetic summary of Mai
monides' "Thirteen Principles of Faith,"
known from its opening word as the Yigdal
hymn, is included for recitation before formal
prayer in the morning and for singing after
the Friday evening service, but this is late,
optional, controversial, and an exception
rather than the rule. In some communities,
Maimonides' thirteen principles of faith were
also recited in their prose form at the conclu
sion of the morning prayers.
Most of the religious ideology just charted
is either represented in an earlier form in the
Bible or has a basis in some of its texts. Some
times, the only change in a phrase is the ad
justment of the singular to the plural to take
account of the change from individual request
to communal petition. The notions of a special
relationship between God and Israel, of direct
access to His favor, and of revelation and re
demption from the divine source, are all fa
miliar features of the biblical books. By the
same token, the nature of rabbinic theodicy,
eschatology, and religious law is largely
shaped by ideas to be found in the Written
Torah.
Shema and Decalogue
What is widely regarded as rabbinic Juda
ism's most famous prayer, the Shema, is in
fact a section borrowed from Deut. 6-4-9, with
a second paragraph from Deut. 1 1 .13-21 and
a third from Num. 15.37-41. In the Bible, these
are prose passages that are not marked as
prayers. In a Hebrew papyrus inscription
from the 2nd century BCE named the Nash Pa
pyrus after W. L. Nash, who purchased it in
Egypt in 1903, the text of the first two verses
of the Shema appears after the Decalogue in
a formulation that corresponds closely to
the Greek translation of the Exodus version.
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Whether that papyrus is to be identified as an
amulet or as a piece of liturgy, it testifies to a
Jewish use of these two biblical texts as some
thing other than a direct quotation, since they
do not occur together in the Torah. Such a use
was therefore being made before the earliest
manifestation of either Christianity or rab
binic Judaism, and further evidence is pro
vided by the Hellenistic Jewish writers, as
well as from the Mishnaic traditions of the
2nd century CE. They indicate tha t both the
Shema and the Decalogue had already by
then a special and well-established liturgical
significance, apparently because they gave ex
pression to the most central religious ideas of
the Jews. Attempts were indeed made to draw
parallels between the occurrences of such
ideas in the two passages.
In the case of the Shema, there appears to
have been a gradual development from the
use of one paragraph to the accep tance of
three, and to its recitation, in some (as yet un
clear) form of special chant, in both the morn
ing and evening prayers. On the other hand,
the independent status of the Decalogue led
to controversy and a diminution of its liturgi
cal function. It was once so central to liturgical
use that it was often included among the bib
lical texts inserted in the tefillin ("phylacter
ies") boxes by such sects as those who lived
by the Dead Sea. Later, it came to be regarded
with suspicion when it was polemically cited
by groups that rabbinic Judaism regarded as
heretical. Their argument was that such a cen
tral liturgical use permitted the conclusion
that only such parts of the Torah were author
itative. Such a challenge encouraged the Rab
bis to rule against the liturgical recitation of
the passage in spite of its impressive pedigree,
a ruling that was widely followed at least in
Babylonian Jewry. The finds from the Cairo
Genizah, however, document a continuing
use of the Decalogue among the Jews in the
land of Israel, in a place of honor in the
prayerbook just before the commencement of
the Shema benedictions. Having apparently
brought the practice with them from the Holy
Land when they fled the Crusades, they were
-
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loath to abandon it in favor of the dominant
Babylonian custom, but their rite ultimately
all but disappeared. Some authorities in Spain
proposed its inclusion but it was not until the
early modern period that the passage was
again included in the Siddur on a regular
basis, and then not as an integral part of the
prayers but as an appendix to the morning
service for those few Jews who might wish to
add voluntarily to their daily recitation of bib
lical passages.
For its part, the Shema was, by the end of
the talmudic period, already surrounded by
rabbinic benedictions and liturgical poems,
and inextricably bound together with the
'Amidalz both evening and morning. (The texts
of these prayers, however, were not yet fixed
in this period.) Given that its recitation in the
communal context might not therefore take
place immediately after rising in the morning,
or just before settling down to sleep at night,
which had been part of the original intent (see
Deut. 6.7; 1 1 . 19), a secondary use of the prayer
for those purposes was adopted. Its two man
ifestations were referred to respectively as the
"Shema of Rabbi Judah the Patriarch" and the
"Shema by the Bedside" and they were in
serted into the prayerbook. The custom of re
maining seated for the Shema, which was ini
tially that of the Babylonian communities, in
contradistinction to the requirement to stand
for the 'Amidah, was perhaps a way of ex
pressing the conviction that rabbinic prayers
still had a higher liturgical status than the
recitation of Scripture. Moreover, the 13th
century controversy in Spain about whether
to recite the Shema aloud or silently might
again have had to do with approaches to its
communal liturgical significance. The earliest
Reform prayerbooks retained the Shema in
Hebrew, but there were some more radical
versions in which it was severely truncated.
In the more recent versions produced by the
progressive movements, various options are
offered. Since its recitation does not require
a minyan (quorum of ten men), Orthodox
women's prayer groups include it in their ser
vices without major controversy.
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Halle!

Passover Haggadah

Tracing in the rabbinic prayerbook the fate of
other pieces of Scripture that have a Jewish
liturgical history going back for at least two
millennia may also be profitable for seeing the
overall picture. Although the word "Halle!''
does occur with reference to other biblical
passages, its oldest liturgical definition relates
to the recitation of Pss. 1 13-1 18. Such a collec
tion of Scripture is reported by the Mishnah to
have been part of the Temple ritual during the
offering of the paschal lamb (Pes. 10.6-7).
Whether or not the custom is, from a critical,
historical perspective, as ancient as Temple
times, it was incorporated into the domestic
ritual on the first night of Passover in post
Temple times, and the nature of its recitation
is the subject of early rabbinic discussion.
Three teachers from the tannaitic period com
pared its declamation with that of the Song at
the Sea (Exod. ch 15), namely, responsively by
prayer-leader and community, but each had a
different concept of the precise form taken by
such an exchange (Mekhilta of R. Ishmael on
Exod. 15.1). Such a fluidity of view about the
precise nature of the recitation of Halle! had
its equivalent in the later rules about its use in
the standard prayers. In spite of its more than
respectable origins, it was limited to certain
festivals, and even then with an abbreviated
format for the new moon. Even with regard to
the first night (or, according to some rites, first
two nights) of Passover, some communities
incorporated it into the synagogal services
while others restricted it to domestic use in
the Haggadah (the Exodus story and exposi
tion recited at home, at the Passover seder). It
was, however, important enough for a bene
diction to be formulated (perhaps not in early
talmudic times) to precede and to follow it
and, consequently, for some of the 19th
century Reform prayerbooks to allow its re
tention as a biblical passage but without such
a benediction.

The earliest rabbinic sources take for granted
that there is a domestic liturgy on the first
Passover night, but its earliest format was
not lengthy. It constituted the usual festival
benedictions relating to the wine and the
meal, some references to the unleavened
bread, the paschal lamb and the bitter vegeta
bles of Exod. 12.8, the exposition of the pas
sage from Deut. 26.5-8 summarizing the
Egyptian bondage and the exodus, and end
ing with a special redemption blessing and
the Halle!. This domestic celebration gener
ated a large number of additional liturgical
and pedagogical offshoots, many of them
with biblical content. Already in talmudic
times, the early rabbinic interpretations of the
Exodus story and of the requirement to relate
it (Exod. 12.26; 13.8, 14; Deut. 6.20) were incor
porated and expanded, as were the references
to the meal and the special foods. In the Mid
dle Ages, the persecution of the Jews elicited a
liturgical response in the form of the recitation
of biblical verses calling for divine retribution,
as in Pss. 79.6-7; 69.25 (and other verses in
that chapter); and Lam. 3.64-66. The secular
Zionists of the 20th century created novel
texts that stressed the themes of springtime
and of national freedom, already recorded in
the Exodus story, but with a contemporary
application.
Song at the Sea
Talmudic discussion of the antiphonal recita
tion of the Song at the Sea revolved around
what the Rabbis presupposed to have been its
original format in the mouths of Moses and
the Children of Israel. One is led to wonder
whether the authors of these comments had
in mind a liturgical use in their own day. If
there was such a use, it was evidently a ritual
originally reserved for the Sabbath afternoon
service and only in post-talmudic times made
its way into the Sabbath morning and even
the daily prayers. It then took a place of honor
at the conclusion of the block of Psalms
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above), that linked the morning benedictions
and readings with the Shema and its benedic
tions.
Priestly Benediction
A silver amulet dating from the 7th-century
BCE contains a version of the Priestly Benedic
tion closely resembling that recorded in Num.
6.24-26 and demonstrates that even at that
early period some special liturgical signifi
cance was already attached to the benediction.
It certainly played a role in the worship per
formed in the Second Temple, and there is no
doubt that elements of priestly liturgy were
absorbed into the proto-rabbinic prayers. At
the same time, the extensive talmudic sources
record tensions about whether priests are to
retain their privileged position or are to be
succeeded by the Rabbis. For the tanna' R.
Simeon, it was not priesthood but a good rep
utation that had maintained an attractive reli
gious standing (Eccl. Rab. 7.1 .3), and a Mish
naic statement (Ber. 5:4) seems to regard the
Priestly Benediction as separate from the stan
dard prayer context. Other teachers, however,
preferred a compromise to such a categorical
differentiation. What is clearly attested (b. Sot.
37b-39b) are changes in the use of the divine
Name, the custom of raising the hands in
blessing, the nature of the accompanying rit
ual, and the Jewish constituency to whom the
Priestly Benediction is addressed. Although
biblical privileges were to a large extent re
tained, and the priestly genealogy and role
continued to be recognized, intellectual and
halakhic leadership became more democrati
cally available.
As the rabbinic liturgy became more formal
in the early medieval period, the congrega
tional recitation of the Priestly Benediction
was permitted only in restricted circum
stances to the priests (that is, descendents of
the priestly line who had almost no function
and little status after the destruction of the
Second Temple), and there were some argu
ments for weakening even that privilege, es-
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pecially among the Jewish communities in
Christian lands. The Benediction even came
to be part of the biblical readings of the daily
"morning benedictions" that were originally
recited by every pious individual at home and
were later absorbed into the synagogal ritual.
The halakhic authorities in the Middle Ages
generally maintained the biblical restrictions
and some of the special honor that applied to
the priests, but they were content to leave the
matter of the restoration of their total power
to the messianic age. The priests did at times
mount counterattacks in attempts to restore
their earlier authority but generally with only
limited success. The recitation of the Priestly
Benediction by the father (not necessarily a
priest) to bless his children in the domestic
service preceding the Friday evening meal
was promoted by the 16th-century mystics
and amounted to a further process of democ
ratization. With the rise of the modern pro
gressive movements, even those last few
ceremonial roles and restrictions left to the
priests were abolished in all but Orthodox
communities. In the latter, there were doubts
about the priestly role in the rgth and early
2oth centuries, but these seem to have been
widely overcome in more recent decades, as
reflected in current editions of Orthodox
prayerbooks.

Kedushah
Although the recitation of the Kedushah, or
trisagion (Gk., "thrice holy"), from Isa. 6.3
("kadosh, kadosh, kadosh") is accorded impor
tance in the Talmud, it is not clear precisely
what piece of liturgy is intended by the term
and on which occasions and at what time it
was employed in the prayers. In the post
talmudic period, however, it was certainly
used regularly in a number of different con
texts in the prayers, especially together with
such verses as Ezek. 3.12 ("Blessed is the Pres
ence of the LoRD"), Ps. 146.10 ("The LoRD
shall reign forever"), and Isa. 5.16 ("the LoRD
of Hosts is exalted"). It was employed in con
nection with the study of Torah, as well as in
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the prayer-leader 's repetition of the 'Amidah
and in the first benediction preceding the
morning Shema, as a description and emula
tion of the angelic choir praising God. Since
there are precedents in the Qumran literature,
the custom might well have been transmitted
by pietistic groups, at that time and later,
and thus incorporated into the rabbinic
liturgy. They found the close description of
what they regarded as the heavenly liturgy as
a mystical activity that extended their reli
gious experience and sharpened their spiri
tual sensitivity.
Whether or not such groups were initially
based in the land of Israel, there is a report
from Pirqoi ben Baboi in the gth century tha t
the communities there did not recite the pre
Shema' Kedushah on a daily basis until the Bab
ylonian Jews living in Jerusalem and some
other cities created contention about its omis
sion. In the 1oth century, Saadia ben Joseph
made a point of including the Kedushah only
in the communal, and not the individual,
context, but gradually it became the wide
spread custom to allow its recitation even by
the individual in at least the non-'Amidah con
texts. It need hardly be pointed out that the
19th-century rationalists were no happier
with this mystical item than they were with
any others.
Mystical Input
Later mystics also played a part in the expanc
sion of the biblical dimension in the rabbinic
Siddur. The major impact was made by those
of the city of Safed in the 16th century, but
they had predecessors in North Africa, Spain,
and Germany two and three centuries earlier,
as well as successors in Eastern Europe sev
eral centuries later. The achievement of bliss
ful communion with God required special
levels of devotion and these could be reached
by the recitation of special prayers and of bib
lical verses. These latter were often borrowed
from the Psalms, but it was not always the ac
tual content and simple sense that was being
recalled. The number, the enunciation, and

the special combination of certain letters was
held to have a mystical effect and the belief
was that the first letter of each verse recited
could contribute to this effect. If, for example,
verses from Lam. 3.56, Pss. 1 19, 106, 122, 162,
66, and 108 were recited before the sounding
of the shofar, the relevant letters (kr' stn) made
up a Hebrew phrase that invited a diminution
of Satan's powers. Similar uses of verses were
made as additions to prayers and in amulets
to protect the living and to entreat for the
souls of the dead.
Psalms for Special Days
The Siddur also contains biblical chapters and
verses which, though not as central as those
noted earlier, were placed there for more con
textual reasons. On the Sabbath, an obvious
choice was Ps. 92 (see v. 1, "for the sabbath
day"), on Hanukkah it was logical to opt for
Ps. 30 (see v. 1, "for the dedication of the
House"), the sounding of the shofar could be
introduced by Ps. 47 (see v. 6), and the themes
of Pss. 24, 27, and 130 matched the mood of
the days before and after New Year and the
Day of Atonement. Since there was a rabbinic
tradition that claimed that certain psalms
(Pss. 24, 48, 82, 94�95, 81, and 93) had been re
cited in the Temple on particular days, it was
natural to follow such an alleged precedent,
although it is not clear that such a ritual had
been adopted in the daily version of the earli
est talmudic liturgy (m. Tamid 7:4). Some au
thorities, such as the early medieval Seder Rav
Amram, recorded objections to the tendency to
extend the use of these psalms beyond the
morning services.
Miscellaneous Addition of Verses
The study (subsequently no more than the
recitation) of passages from talmudic litera
ture, to which was appended a special doxol
ogy titled "kaddish," inevitably provided an
opportunity of citing verses that stressed the
importance of Torah and the eternal bliss its
study was said to guarantee. Among such
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texts were Deut. 33+ Isa. 42.21, 60.21, and
Ps. 29. 1 1 . When the custom arose of inserting
supplicatory prayers after the recitation of
the morning 'Amidah, there were many verses,
especially from Psalms, that were regarded
as suitable for such a context, and both Ps. 6
and the Thirteen Divine Attributes (Exod.
34.6-7) were pressed into service. At night
fall, God's protection was invoked by the
recitation of such verses as Pss. 20.10; 46.8;
78.38; and 84.13. Verses from Exod. ch 15 (e.g.,
11 and 18) were obviously appropriate for
the theme of the redemption from Egypt.
The domestic rituals that preceded the Sab
bath meals and marked its conclusion (kid
dush and havdalah), though they began as
purely popular rabbinic customs, fairly dis
tinct from anything in the Bible, eventually at
tracted to themselves the addition of verses
regarded as relevant to the topic or to the
atmosphere.
New Prayers
One of the trends that was typical of the Jew
ish communities of the land of Israel in the
pre-Crusader period was to follow up refer
ences to past events in the Jewish religious ex
perience with hopes for similar developments
in the future. Although such a liturgical ex
pansion met with the opposition of those au
thorities who preferred the prayers to deal
with one discrete theme at a time, it was
broadly adopted in a number of instances,
and in those cases the hope for the ideal fu
ture was tied to the citation of a biblical verse
that predicted it. Examples are to be found in
the various rites at the conclusion of the
ge'ulah (redemption) benediction before the
'Amidah, the relevent verse being Ps. 147.2.
Where novel prayers were introduced into the
liturgy in the late medieval and early modern
period, biblical verses were added to them in
order to give them a more authentic flavor
and an additional degree of authority. In the
case of the prayer for the secular ruler, use
was made of Pss. 144.10; 145.13; Isa. 43.1 6;
and Jer. 23.6, but a glance at the total original
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contexts of each of these verses reveals an em
phasis on God's supreme power and the ulti
mate kingdom of David rather than on their
temporal, secular equivalents.
The English Chief Rabbinate's prayerbook
of 1890 included a number of new prayers for
such events as childbirth, charity collection,
the house of mourning, and taking up resi
dence in a new house, as well as some for
young children to recite. All of these were
richer in psalms and other scriptural quota
tions than they were in traditional liturgical
phraseology. The same philosophy was
adopted by those in the progressive move
ments when they formulated new pieces of
liturgy for events and circumstances that had
previously lacked them. Twentieth-century
prayers introduced in communities of various
religious hues for the State of Israel and its
Defense Forces, though less biblically domi
nated, also incorporate such verses as Deut.
20-4 and 30.3-5, and the last part of Isa. 2.3.
Here too, the earlier tension between sub
servience to biblical quotations and the use of
newer liturgical language and forms is evi
dent. The clear indication, however, is that the
biblical quota tion, though by no means ubiq
uitous, continues to be indispensable.
Addendum: Some Liturgical Uses
of Psalms in Jewish Tradition
Ps. 1 : unveiling of tombstone
Ps. y recitation of the Shema before going to
sleep
Ps. 6: vv. 2-11 are in Ta!wmm
Ps. 8: daily evening service
Ps. 15: dedication of a new house; unveiling of
a tombstone
Ps. 16: funeral; unveiling; in a house of
mourning
Ps. 19: introductory prayers (pesuqei de-zimra)
in the morning service for Sabbath and fes
tivals
Ps. 20: daily morning service
Ps. 23: for the sick; funeral; unveiling
Ps. 24: psalm for Sunday; on festivals when
the Torah is returned to the Ark
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Ps. 27= from 1 Elul through Hashana Rabbah
Ps. 29: Friday evening service; on Sabbath

when the Torah is returned to the Ark
Ps. 30: introductory prayers for the daily, Sab
bath, and festival morning service; dedica
tion of a new house
Ps. 33: introductory prayers for the Sabbath
and festival morning service
Ps. 34: introductory prayers for the Sabbath
and festival morning service
Ps. 39: house of mourning
Ps. 47= before the blowing of the shofar (ram's
horn) on Rosh Ha-Shanah
Ps. 48: psalm for Monday
Ps. 49: house of mourning; funeral
Ps. 6y consecration of a cemetery; funeral
Ps. 67= evening service at the conclusion of
Sabbath
Ps. 81: psalm for Thursday
Ps. 82: psalm for Tuesday
Ps. 83: daily morning service when Tabamm is
recited
Ps. 90: introductory prayers for the Sabbath
and festival morning service
Ps. 91: recitation of the Shema before going to
sleep; before going on a journey; introduc
tory prayers for the Sabbath and festival
morning service
Ps. 92: Friday evening service; introductory
prayers for the Sabbath and festival morn
ing service
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Ps. 9Y psalm for Friday; Friday evening ser
vice; introductory prayers for the Sabbath
and festival morning service
Ps. 94: psalm for Wednesday
Ps. 95--99: Friday evening service
Ps. 100: introductory prayers for the daily
morning service
Ps. 102: consecration of a cemetery
Ps. 103: for the sick; consecration of a ceme
tery
Ps. 104: new moon; Sabbath afternoon service
(fall and winter); consecration of a ceme
tery
Ps. 113-118: Hallel on new moon, festivals,
and Hanukkah
Ps. 120-134: Sabbath afternoon service (fall
and winter)
Ps. 126: introduction to grace after meals on
Sabbath and festivals
Ps. 130: morning service of Ten Days of Re
pentance
Ps. 135-136: introductory prayers for the Sab
bath and festival morning service
Ps. 13T introduction to grace after meals on
weekdays
Ps. 139: for the sick
Ps. 144: evening service at the conclusion of
Sabbath
Ps. 145-150: introductory prayers for the
daily, Sabbath, and festival morning service
[STEFAN C. REIF]

The Bible in the Jewish Phi losophical Tradition
Understanding what the Bible says and
means has been the central concern of the
Jewish philosophical tradition. Jewish phi
losophers have assumed that the biblical text,
as God's revealed word, is true. In principle,
then, what is true in the Bible must cohere
with what is known to be true from other
sources of knowledge. Given the limitations
of human knowledge, however, no one philo
sophical reading of the Bible can be definitive;
all readings are necessarily partial, incom
plete, and amenable to correction. Committed

to the pursuit of truth, Jewish philosophers
"translated" the Bible into other languages,
composed commentaries on the Bible, ex
pounded the particularly difficult or signifi
cant sections of the Bible, and theorized about
the relationship between knowledge discov
ered by human reason and knowledge re
vealed by God. All of these activities were
regarded as expressions of the religious obli
gation to love God.
Although the Bible played an important role
in all phases of Jewish philosophy, the philo-
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sophical tools for reflections about the Bible
have changed over time, reflecting the trans
formation of Jewish culture as influenced by
its general surroundings. In ancient Alexan
dria, medieval Spain, Provence, and Italy,
modern Germany, and contemporary Amer
ica, Jewish philosophers have engaged diverse
philosophical schools, including Platonism,
Stoicism, Kalam, Aristotelianism, Enlighten
ment, Kantianism, Existentialism, Phenome
nology, and Post-Structuralism. By thinking
about Judaism in light of these philosophical
traditions, Jewish philosophers not only fath
omed the depth of the Bible anew but also
acted as cultural mediators between Judaism
and surrounding cultures.
The Greco-Roman World
The Bible itself laid the foundation for the
pursuit of wisdom in Judaism, even though
the Bible is not a philosophical text. Fusing
ancient Israelite wisdom with covenantal the
ology, the book of Deuteronomy stated that
the laws given to Israel are wisdom that the
people of other nations can appreciate and the
torah or teaching (understood in postbiblical
Judaism as the Torah) is wisdom proper to Is
rael (4.5-8). The identification of Torah and
wisdom meant that the scholar of Torah is
also the carrier of the sapiential tradition and
that to stand in a proper relationship with
God, the wise person must fathom the truth of
the Torah. As attested in the Wisdom of Ben
Sirach, by the 2nd century BCE, the fusion of
Torah and wisdom was fully in place: The
Torah was understood to contain not only di
vine commands that regulate social relations
and Israel's relationship with God, but also
information about God's created world. Since
Torah is revealed wisdom, the pursuit of wis
dom about the world, which is the task of phi
losophy, would have to be linked to the inter
pretation of the divinely revealed text.
Jewish philosophy began in earnest during
the Hellenistic period, when Diaspora Jews
encountered Greek philosophy. As Greek
speaking Egyptian Jews lost their facility in
-

1

Hebrew, they translated the Bible into
Greek-the Septuagint-and began to study
it in light of Greek philosophy. The first Jew
ish philosopher known by name, Aristobulus
(ca. 18o-145 BCE), wanted readers to under
stand the Torah philosophically in order to
demonstrate the rationality of the Jewish
religion. (A few extant fragments of his work
are in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha [ed.
James Charlesworth, Garden City: Double
day, 1985], pp. 83 1-42.) Writing in Greek to
Jews and Gentiles, Aristobulus presented Ju
daism as a type of philosophical school. He
did not wish to assimilate the Jewish religion
into Greek philosophy, but rather to argue
that Judaism is superior to other philosophi
cal schools because "Plato and the philoso
phers borrowed from Moses." Though Aristo
bulus equated the God of the Jews and the
God of the Gentile philosophers, his teachings
were thoroughly Jewish because he also iden
tified the rational wisdom of the philosophers
with "Torah." Precisely because the Torah
teaches philosophical truths, it must not be
taken literally. Through allegorical reading of
the Septuagint, Aristobulus and other edu
cated Jews could explain to themselves and to
non-Jews the meaning of Jewish practices, be
liefs, and sacred texts that kept the Jews a peo
ple apart in the Greco-Roman world. Allegory
would typify much of the early Jewish Hel
lenistic philosophical tradition.
Another typical example of Judeo
Hellenistic philosophical writing was the au
thor of the Wisdom of Solomon, who was con
versant in Middle Platonism (a philosophical
school that flourished from So BCE to 220 CE
and was steeped in Stoicism), as well as in
Israelite Wisdom tradition. The Wisdom of
Solomon was an attempt to place the Jewish
religion within a broad philosophical text, in
telligible to educated contemporaries who are
at home in Hellenistic philosophy. The author
identifies himself with King Solomon and, on
the basis of 1 Kings ch 3, presents King Sol
omon as achieving a union with Wisdom
through searching and praying (7.7-9; 9.1-8).
For the duration of Jewish philosophy, the be-
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lief that King Solomon was the prototype of
the sage and patron of arts and sciences
would legitimize the study on philosophy
and science and would make Ecclesiastes and
the Song of Songs, two works attributed to
him, central texts for philosophical commen
taries.
The most important and prolific Jewish
philosopher of the Hellenistic period was
Philo of Alexandria (15 BCE-50 CE). At home
in the culture of the Greek polis and thor
oughly proficient in the philosophy of the
major Greek schools of Plato, Aristotle, the
Stoics, and the Pythagoreans, Philo's alle
giance to Scripture was never in question. He
rejected a radical allegorical reading of the
Bible and argued that those who advocated it
merely wished to assimilate into Hellenistic
Roman society and abandon Judaism. For
Philo true philosophical life is to be found in
the divine law of Moses, which leads its ad
herents to the attainment of the ultimate end
of human life-the seeing of God. Philo's ex
position of Scripture's truths was meant to
prove the uniqueness and epistemological su
periority of the Jewish tradition over other in
tellectual and religious traditions.
The prophecy of Moses plays an important
role in establishing the perfection of the He
brew Scriptures. For Philo, Moses was the
most perfect of men with reference to his
priestly piety (Mos. 2:66) and his constant and
unbroken nobility of life and other virtues
(Mos. 1:24; 29; 2:58) . With no sin and imperfec
tion, Moses was "king, lawgiver, high priest,
prophet," and "in each function he won the
highest place" (Mos. 2:292). Philo provides a
highly idealized account of Moses' life, illus
trating his outstanding moral and religious
qualities. Moses' prophecy itself proved his
intellectual perfection since he comprehended
the incorporeal, intelligible world of Ideas.
Using the language of allegory to do it, Moses
wrote down what he had seen of the incorpo
real world of real essences. The intellectual
study of "mental things and real existences" is
the allegorical study of Scripture. In accor
dance with the Platonic schema of the Repub-

lie,
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Philo portrays Moses as the philosopher
king who "attained the very summit of phi
losophy," and he is credited with discoveries
wrongly attributed to others (Mos. 2:2). While
Moses was not God, he was not merely
human either. Philo applies to Moses the
same title-theos-that he applies also to the
Logos. Indeed, Moses receives a "divine com
munication," meaning that "all that follows
in the wake of God is within the good man's
apprehension while he himself is beyond
it." As the embodiment of Logos, Moses is
called "the law-giving Word," by which hu
manity could be rescued from the bondage of
matter. Thus Moses is the supreme high
priest, who bestows "a blessing which noth
ing in the world can surpass" (Mos. 2:67).
Moses rescued mankind from the bondage of
matter.
Philo adapted to Scriptures the same
method that the Stoics used to interpret
Homer and Greek mythology. The Hebrew
Scriptures for him are the inspired word of
God. Moses' utterances were "absolutely and
entirely signs of the divine excellence, con
duct and particularly the nation of his wor
shippers, for whom he opens up the road
which leads to happiness" (Mos. 2:189) . The
Bible was composed in a state comparable to
that of the philosopher when he is inspired to
recall intelligible ideas beyond the world of
sense and matter. That means that for Philo,
the Torah is inspired, but Moses and not God
was its author, a daring notion indeed as far
as later rabbinic Judaism is concerned. The
same inspiration also filled the Septuagint
translators who preserved the true meaning
of the mysteries conveyed by Moses.
At Sinai Moses' purified soul was engraved
or inscribed by God. By virtue of this divine
impression of knowledge, Moses was a "liv
ing law" even before he composed the written
laws. In his own person Moses functioned as
a kind of seal designed to impress the law in
the shape of his life on those who would be
come his followers (Mos. 1: 158-59). Moses ex
pressed his extraordinary knowledge through
the act of writing (rather than speaking) when
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he composed the Torah, which contains laws
of proper conduct and facts about the struc
ture of the cosmos. The language at his dis
posal, however, was post-lapsarian; it was no
longer the original Adamic language, which
had been mimetic. Whereas Adamic language
presented reality by giving names to things
on the basis of direct apprehension of the
essences of things, Moses could only use an
imperfect language. Moreover, since Moses
addressed all Israelites, who by definition
were imperfect and ill prepared, he had to use
audio-visual aids to convey his conceptual
message. The result was the anthropomorphic
language of the Bible, which requires allegori
cal interpretation.
The upshot of Philo's analysis is that only
the Mosaic law enables those who follow it to
live by the Stoic mandate of life in accordance
with nature. The zenith of the well-lived life is
an individual, ecstatic, unrnediated experi
ence of coming to know the transcendent and
imma terial God. This is a contemplative, mys
tical experience in which the "eye of the
mind" or the soul comes "to see God." As the
goal of human life, this mystical experience
governs the direction of the happy life, orga
nizing all human activities to attain it. Since
for Philo the revealed law of Moses is the
ideal law, which God implanted in nature at
creation, the universal goal of "seeing God" is
achievable only for those who live by the law
of Moses, since it alone guides humanity in
accordance with nature. Hence the experience
of "seeing God" constitutes the community of
"Israel" which for Philo is a nonethnic intel
lectual-religious category (" those who see
God") rather than an ethnic or national cate
gory. This view would enable Christian read
ers to adapt Philo for their own needs, mak
ing him into a Church Father, and explains
why the works of Philo were preserved in the
church rather than in the synagogue.
Philo illustrates the extent to which a Jew
ish intellectual in 1st-century Alexandria
could creatively reconcile the Greek philo
sophical tradition with Scrip ture-based reli
gion. Yet Philo did not chart the future devel-

opment of Judaism. Instead, the Rabbis of the
la�d of Israel and Babylonia articulated what
became normative Judaism. Al though the
Rabbis reflected on the same themes of con
cern to Philo, they did not adopt his allegori
cal method of interpretation. Similarly, while
the rabbinic academy shared many features
with Greco-Roman philosophical schools, in
cluding the total commitment to the love of
wisdom (which the Rabbis equated with
Torah), and the life-long cultivation of moral
and intellectual virtues, rabbinic speculations
about God, the universe, the problem of evil,
and the purpose of human life proceeded
hermeneutically and homiletically rather than
systematically and demonstratively. In addi
tion, rabbinic views developed from the He
brew text, rather than from the Septuagint.
These views, found in a wide variety of early
and late rabbinic texts, are extremely diffuse
and diverse and are extremely difficult to cat
egorize and to compare to the oeuvre of a sin
gle individual like Philo.
Medieval Jewish Philosophy
The Greco-Roman period in Jewish history
ended with the redaction of the Talmud, the
Jerusalem Talmud (ca. 400 CE) and the Babylo
nian Talmud (after 500 cE). Soon afterwards,
with the rise and expansion of Islam, the life
of Jews in the Middle East radically changed.
The new religion recognized the Bible as re
vealed Scripture and granted Jews the status
of protected subjects (dhimmi). As a monothe
istic religion, Islam did not pose a theoretical
challenge to Jews. But when Greek and Hel
lenistic philosophy and science were trans
lated into Arabic during the 8th and gth cen
turies, Islamic civilization gave rise to a new
systematic philosophy (jalsafah) and specula
tive theology (kalam). The latter two did pose
an intellectual challenge to which Jewish
thinkers, who were conversant in Arabic lan
guage and culture, had to respond. In the new
rationalist climate, which sets up reason as a
judge of religion, Judaism had to be proven to
be a ra tional religion.
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Most problematic were the anthropomor
phic depictions of God in the Bible and in rab
binic texts. In the ecstatic and visionary strand
of rabbinic thought, known as the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature (see "The Bible in the
Jewish Mystical Tradition," pp. 1976--<Jo), God
was not only imaged as a king seated on the
Throne of Glory as in the Bible, but the limbs
of God's body were given precise (albeit fan
tastic) measurements. In the new intellectual
climate of the 9th century, the corporeal de
piction of God in rabbinic Judaism became an
intellectual embarrassment and a target of se
vere criticism from rationalist skeptics such as
Hiwi al-Balkhi (whose "Two Hundred Ques
tions concerning Scripture" are known only
through Saadia's response to them) . The most
scathing critique of rabbinic Judaism came
from the Karaites, who denied the validity of
the oral tradition and regarded only Written
law as sacred. But how is Scripture to be inter
preted without the rabbinic tradition? Follow
ing the Kalam theologians of the Mutazilite
school, the Karaite thinkers posited human
reason and the sciences of grammar and
philology as the way to fathom the meaning
of divinely revealed Scripture. The Karaites'
exposition of the biblical text would give rise
to their articulation of the dogmas of Judaism
and to the formal distinction between ceremo
nial and rational commandment. The Karaites
were thus the first Jewish philosophers in the
Middle Ages. Their critique of rabbinic Juda
ism put them outside normative Judaism, but
their influence on the way normative Judaism
formulated its philosophical beliefs was pro
found.
It was the great foe of Karaism, Saadia
Gaon (882-942), who articulated the philo
sophic defense of rabbinic Judaism. Like the
Karaite philosophers, Saadia Gaon's theology
was shaped by the Mutazilite Kalam, but he
applied its claim that human reason is com
patible with a divinely revealed religion not
only to Scripture but to the entire rabbinic tra
dition. There is nothing in rabbinic Judaism
that is contradictory to reason, provided the
written law and the oral law are properly in-

terpreted. To prove the first claim, Saadia
translated almost the entire Bible into Arabic.
This literal translation (Tafsir) was accompa
nied by an extended paraphrastic commen
tary on the biblical text (Shar/1) intended for
the more learned reader. To prove the latter
claim, Saadia composed thematic mono
graphs on rabbinic law. In his main theologi
cal treatise, Kitab al Amanat wa'l itiqadat (Book
of Doctrines and Beliefs), Saadia delineated the
circumstances that legitimized a nonliteralist
understanding of the biblical text.
Saadia's Book of Doctrines and Beliefs had
a clear polemical intent: to reject all forms
of Jewish skepticism and disbelief rife in his
time and to place rabbinic Judaism on a firm
rationalist foundation. Saadia's method of
reasoning was not significantly different from
that of the Karaites, but his conclusions were.
Like the Karaites, he regarded the rationalist
inquiry into the meaning of the received tradi
tion by the tools that God implanted in hu
mans (namely, human reason) to · be a reli
gious obligation. Saadia believed that his
method of exposition could help turn reli
gious belief, affirmed on the basis of tradition,
into firmly held convictions that are corrobo
rated by rational proofs. For Saadia, the re
vealed tradition is a source of valid knowl
edge that complements what can be known
through the other three sources: sense percep
tion, self-evident truths, and logical inference.
A revelation from God is necessary because
human beings are not intellectually equal;
some are more gifted than others. Further
more, the pursuit of truth by natural human
reason is very arduous, time-consuming, and
prone to errors. Divine revelation is necessary
to compensate for human limitations, making
truth available to all, including women and
children.
A superb close reader of the Bible, Saadia
found scriptural support for almost every de
tail of rational argument. Saadia's rationalist
exposition of Scripture demanded that when
ever Scripture appears to be in conflict with
what is known to be true from the other three
sources of knowledge, it is necessary to sub-
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mit the text to careful examination and inter
pret the scriptural text in question allegori
cally. This is especially necessary in regard to
the corporeal depiction of God in the Bible.
Since reason independently demonstrates
that God is the creator of the universe and
that, therefore, God is not corporeal, it follows
that the literal meaning of the biblical text
cannot be true. Saadia proposes how to de
code the corporeal language of the Bible. For
example, when the term head is applied to
God it must mean "excellence and elevation";
eye means "supervision"; ear "denotes accep
tance"; mouth and lip mean "teaching and
command"; heart "signifies wisdom"; bowels
"denote amiability;" foot denotes "coercion."
Since these words are used in the Bible also in
nonanthropomorphic senses, it is most appro
priate that the nonanthropomorphic sense
will be used in scriphlral utterances about
God. Thus the rationalist conception of God
recommended the allegorical interpretation.
After Saadia, the allegorical interpretation of
the text was applied not only to divine attri
butes but also to human agents in biblical nar
ratives.
The intellectualization of rabbinic Judaism
reached its zenith in Muslim Spain during the
nth and 12th cenhlries. The unique cultural
symbiosis between Judaism and Islam flour
ished under the Ummayad Caliphate in Cor
doba and its successor petty kingdoms, where
outstanding Jews rose to power in the admin
istration of the Muslim state, creating a Jewish
culhlre suffused with the sensibilities and
ideals of adab, namely, the broad scientific and
rhetorical learning that made one courteous
and urbane. The adib (the man schooled in
adab) was a highly refined person who was ex
pected to know a little about many topics in
order to add brilliance to the court. The key
for success in the court was possession of
rhetorical skills, poetic eloquence, and calli
graphic excellence, all of which were culti
vated through the study and production of
prose and poetry. The adib culled his knowl
edge from prose books that encompassed
tales, fables, anecdotes, practical advice, and

popularization of scientific information, all
gleaned from the philosophical-scientific her
itage of the Hellenistic world, interspersed
with some material from India.
Jewish culture in Muslim Spain changed
profoundly as Jewish courtiers absorbed the
adab program, but without compromising
their Jewish identity or their conviction about
the spiritual superiority of Judaism. Indeed,
the Bible anchored the Jewish response to the
attraction of the dazzling Islamic civiliza tion
in Andalusia. Fully aware of Islamic claims
about the Quran's divinity and perfection, in
cluding the superiority of Quranic Arabic to all
other languages, Jewish scholars asserted the
uniqueness of the Tanakh and its pure lan
guage and applied the sciences of grammar
and philology to prove the perfection of the
Bible. This perfection was not merely linguis
tic or rhetorical; it was scientific and philo
sophic as well. The linguistic analysis of the
Bible by grammarians such as Judah ben
David I:Iayyuj (ca. 95o-ca. 1000), Isaac ben
Levi Ibn Mar Shaul, Samuel Ibn Naghrella
(933-1056), Judah ben Samuel Ibn Bal'am (d.
ca. 1090), Moses ben Samuel Ibn Gikatilla (or
Chiquitilla) (d. ca. 1080), Jonah Ibn Janal) (ca.
985-c. 1040) and Shmuel Alkanzi (105G-1 130),
enabled a deeper philosophical understand
ing of the Bible to emerge. It was through the
literal meaning of the text (later called peshat)
that the deeper philosophical meaning could
be accessed.
The most outstanding exponent of the link
between the linguistic analysis of Hebrew
and the philosophical exposition of the Bible
was Abraham Ibn Ezra (1089-1167). A poet,
liturgist, grammarian; translator, mathemati
cian, astronomer, astrologer and philosopher,
Abraham Ibn Ezra's interpretation of Judaism
was naturalist and rationalist. Regarding the
Jews as unique mediators between cultures,
Ibn Ezra was committed to imparting knowl
edge of Greek and Arabic cultures to his Jew
ish audience and even wrote scientific works
in Latin to make the work of Jews known to
Christians. He began to comment on the bibli
cal canon rather late in life after migrating
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from Muslim Spain to Italy with the intention
teaching the correct reading of the Bible to
Jews who were not yet familiar with the Jew
ish rationalist tradition and Judea-Hispanic
biblical exegesis. Though Ibn Ezra composed
commentaries to the entire Bible, the extant
texts include commentaries (some preserved
in two versions) on the Torah, Isaiah, the
Twelve Minor Prophets, Psalms, Job, the Five
Scrolls, and Daniel. The style of the commen
tary is terse and cryptic, full of allusions to
philosophical and scientific (especially astro
logical) theories, purportedly contained in the
Bible, but which should not be expounded in
full fn the context of the biblical commentary.
Ibn Ezra claimed that the Bible itself attests
to the fact that ancient Israelites were versed
in the sciences, so that the study of the sci
ences is an inherently Jewish activity. There
fore, only a scholar who is deeply proficient in
the sciences, especially astronomy and astrol
ogy, can properly understand the meaning of
the biblical text. For Ibn Ezra the exposition of
the text by means of astrological references
does not mean imposing science on the Bible,
but rather showing how the biblical text itself
actually enlarges the scope of the scientific
discourse known to him from extrabiblical,
Muslim and Hermetic sources. At times the
biblical text is used by Ibn Ezra to address
questions that are raised by other sciences or
resolve tensions between various scientific
theories, for example between the assumption
of astrology that ascribes to celestial bodies
the physical properties such as hot and cold,
and the Aristotelian views according to which
the celestial bodies are made of a refined sub
stance that does not carry physical properties.
The Bible can also remove a contradiction be
tween the assumptions of astrology and the
physical view that Ibn Ezra accepted as cor
rect. For example, Ps. 148 teaches not only
about the cosmological differentiation be
tween the lower and supernal worlds, but
also about the physical composition of objects
in the supra-lunar world and the fixed cyclical
motion.
For Ibn Ezra, the science of astrology capof
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tures the fixity of natural laws, even though
he maintained that the predictive power of as
trology is not perfect. Although Ibn Ezra did
not consider astrology to be practically use
ful, he made many allusions to astrological
theories when he explained animal sacrifices,
the festivals, the scapegoat ritual, and the
uniqueness of the Holy Land, among other as
pects of Israelite religion. The prevalence of
astrology in the exposition of the biblical text,
however, should not obscure the main claim
of Ibn Ezra about the relationship between
astrology and the Torah. Precisely because Is
rael is in possession of the revealed Torah, Is
rael alone can be free from the influences of
astral forces, provided Israel studies the Torah
and observes its commandments. As Ibn Ezra
teaches in the commentary on Exod. 3 .21, the
very commitment to Torah study and the life
that flows from it ensures that Israel is not
subject to astrological influence.
Ibn Ezra's naturalism went hand in hand
with his esoteric style of biblical commen
taries and, in turn, with his intellectual elit
ism. He made a clear distinction between the
masses, who lack the capacity to engage in
philosophy and science, and the few who pos
sess the "heart," which is the seat of reason in
Ibn Ezra's psychology. Only the very few who
are scientifically educated can attain the ulti
mate end of human life and enjoy the bliss of
immortality reserved to the individual soul.
For the educated reader, laconic allusions are
sufficient to direct him to the deep philo
sophic and scientific matters taught by the
Torah. These are the "secrets" (sodot) of the
Torah that remain obscure to the masses. In
the 14th century, as we shall see below, sev
eral Jewish philosophers composed super
commentaries on Ibn Ezra's commentaries,
spelling out (not always correctly) the precise
meaning of these secrets.
Until the second half of the 14th century it
was Moses Maimonides, Rambam (Rabbi
Moses son of Maimon; 1 138-1204), rather than
Abraham Ibn Ezra who dominated the Jewish
philosophical approach to the Bible. Although
Maimonides perpetuated many ideas of Ibn
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Ezra, Maimonides also vigorously rejected the
science of astrology, highlighted the limitation
of human knowledge in metaphysics, and rec
ognized naturalist causality only as far as the
sublunar world is concerned. At the heart of
Maimonides' approach to the Bible stood his
theory of prophecy, which is remarkably simi
lar to that of Philo, even though the immedi
ate source of inspiration for Maimonides was
not Philo but the Muslim philosopher Abu
Nasr Alfarabi (d. 950). Adopting Plato's polit
ical theory to the case of Islam, Alfarabi por
trayed the founder of the true religion as a
philosopher-prophet-legislator-imam whose
perfect law contains the translation of philo
sophic truths into figurative speech.
Following Alfarabi, Maimonides under
stood prophecy as a cognitive activity by an
intellectually perfect person. All prophets
must be philosophers, though not all philoso
phers are endowed with the imaginative fac
ulty that can translate philosophic knowledge
into figurative speech characteristic of proph
ecy. Maimonides, however, took pains to dif
ferentiate between the prophecy of Moses and
the prophecy of all other prophets: Moses re
ceived his prophecy in broad daylight, and he
prophesied whenever he wished, without fear
or trembling, and without any input from his
senses or the imagination. Moses' prophecy
was qualitatively different because he tran
scended human corporeality and "attained
the angelic." Suppressing his senses, appe
tites, and desires to the utmost minimum,
Moses transcended human embodiment, and
his body no longer functioned as a "veil" be
tween him and God. Mosaic prophecy was,
therefore, purely intellectual, the result of the
conjunction between Moses' perfected intel
lect and the Active Intellect. In knowing what
the Active Intellect knows, Moses appre
hended the pattern of the law of nature.
Therefore, the Torah of Moses "enters into
what is natural" (Guide Il:4o), that is to say, it
fits the structure of reality. The perfection of
the Torah is thus completed in the perfection
of the agent that received the Torah-the
prophet Moses.

Moses was not only cognitively perfect; his
imagina tive faculty was also the most per
fect. While Moses' prophecy was itself strictly
concep tual or cognitive, the transmission of
its content to the Israelites required the use
of the imagination, since this faculty is the
difference between philosopher and prophet.
Because of Moses' perfect imagination, the
Torah of Moses is the most perfect poetic text,
one in which there is a perfect fit between the
cognitive, esoteric core of the philosophic
truths and figurative language of Torah narra
tives, a fit that justifies allegoresis. In Aris
totelian language this is to say that the narra
tives, poetic imagery, and laws of the Torah
function as Matter for the cognitive truths tha t
are their Form. In its figurative language, the
Torah teaches the sciences of physics and
metaphysics. The task of the philosophic
reader of the Bible is to remove the figurative
veils of the Torah in order to fathom its philo
sophic content.
For the philosophically inclined reader,
Maimonides composed The Guide for the Per
plexed, whose first part contains a philosophi
cal dictionary of the most problematic terms
in the Bible. For example, Scripture uses the
terms image and likeness to refer to God. These
terms, Maimonides explains, are equivocal
terms: When applied to natural things they
refer to shapes of natural bodies, but when
applied to God they mean something alto
gether different, because God is noncorporeal.
Maimonides proceeds to explain the meaning
of other terms such as figure, shape, place,

throne, to descend, to ascend, sitting, standing,
rising, to stand, to approach, to rise, and others,
all in order to teach the reader how to read the
Bible correctly in a manner that does not vio
la te the radical otherness of God.
Maimonides held that there is an unbridge
able ontological gap between God, the Neces
sary Existent, and all other things. It is there
fore impossible for humans to know the
essence of God. Human beings can only know
who God is not, although from the observa
tion of the natural world and the science of
physics, human beings can know a lot about
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the actions of God. The radical negative theol
ogy of Maimonides entails that all terms ap
plied to God in the Torah are either equivoca
tions or absolute equivocation, which would
suggest that the term "prophecy" as applied
to Moses and any other prophet is also abso
lutely equivocal. Maimonides, however, does
not go that far, because he could not make
Moses into a deity; Moses can only be a
unique human being. Because Maimonides
insisted that Moses remain a human being
and the Torah rationally intelligible, he had
to explain in what sense the Torah of Moses
is from God. This is the purpose of talking
about "divine ruse" (Heb: '"ormah" Arabic:
"talattuj") in the Guide III:30 and 32.
The "divine ruse" was to give Israel the
Torah through the intermediacy of Moses
who communicated with Israel at a level that
Israel could accept. Since God is an absolute
unity, in God will and wisdom are the same:
What God wills and what God knows are the
same, and both are manifested in the way
God governs the world. And since God gov
erns through natural causes, divine manage
ment of human affairs takes into considera
tion the particular conditions of humanity.
Given the prevalence of idolatrous practices
and beliefs, the "divine ruse" was evident
both in forcing Israel to live in the desert in
order to improve its character, and in using
Moses as the intermediary to address Israel
at a level at which it could comprehend
God's word. Concomitantly, in order to make
sure that we will not conclude erroneously
that the Torah of Moses is merely contingent,
the Eighth Principle of Maimonides' Thirteen
Principles of Jewish Faith specifies dogmati
cally that the Torah cannot change.
The cognitive perfection of Moses yielded a
perfect text, but the divinity of the Torah can
also be determined by an examination of its
function. The Torah is divine because it can be
shown that the Torah brings about the perfec
tion of the body (tikun ha-guj) and perfection
of the soul (tikun ha-nefesh). The Torah is a pre
scription for human well-being, because the
inner meaning of the Torah corresponds to the
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structure of reality. By living according to the
regimen articulated in the Torah, human be
ings can attain well-being of body and soul,
when the former is understood as a means to
the attainment of the latter. By observing the
commandments of the Written Torah as inter
preted by the Oral Torah, one ensures physi
cal health, the acquisition of the requisite
virtues, culminating in the perfection of the
intellect. It is the perfection of the intellect
through cognition of intelligibles that consti
tutes the immortal life that the Jewish tradi
tion denotes as "world-to-come." Whether
this cognitive state constitutes personal im
mortality and whether this is the correct inter
pretation of rabbinic Judaism would become
a major theme in the debate about Mai
monides's legacy during the 13th century.
Maimonides did not compose a linear com
mentary on the Bible, but only articulated
general hermeneutical principles. The appli
cation of Maimonides' hermeneutical princi
ples to the Bible was carried out by his follow
ers, beginning with Samuel Ibn Tibbon (d.
1232), who translated the Guide from Arabic
into Hebrew, composed a glossary of philo
sophical terms in the Guide, explained the eso
teric meaning of Ecclesiastes, and composed a
systematic exposition of the biblical creation
narrative in light of Aristotle's physics. To
master the latter and make it accessible to
Jewish seekers of wisdom, Ibn Tibbon also
translated Aristotle's Meteroa into Hebrew in
1210. Samuel Ibn Tibbon inaugurated the tra
dition of philosophical biblical commentaries
that read the Bible as an encoded Aristotelian,
philosophical text.
Jewish philosophers in 13th century Spain
vacillated between two conflicting goals: On
the one hand, the philosophers wished to
teach philosophy to the many in order to raise
the intellectual level of Jews and enable them
to perfect their soul so as to attain immortal
ity. On the other hand, the philosophers be
lieved that ordinary Jews lacked the intellec
tual preconditions to engage in philosophy;
they may misunderstand philosophic teach
ings and harbor erroneous views. The follow-
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ers of Maimonides attempted to bridge the
gap between the philosophers and the public
by composing summaries of philosophical
texts, popularizing philosophy in prose stud
ded with rhymed poetry, and by writing
philosophical commentaries on the Bible in
which they made clear what Maimonides
only hinted at in the Guide. With the treatment
of the Bible as a philosophic-scientific text, op
position to rationalist philosophy was un
avoidable. Throughout the 13th century, Jew
ish communities in Spain, Provence, France,
Italy, the land of Israel, Egypt, and Iraq were
engaged in a bitter controversy about the sta
tus of philosophy within Jewish traditional
society.
R. David Kim.J.:ti (Radak; n6o-1235), a bibli
cal exegete, grammarian, and translator,
whose family migrated from Muslim Spain to
Provence, played a major role in what we now
call the Maimonidean Controversy of the
1230s. He is an example of a militant rational
ist commentator on the Bible for whom the
Torah was intentionally written by Moses with
a "double meaning, one obscuring the other
. . . the exoteric for the masses and the esoteric
for the Sages" (Frank Talmage, David Kimhi:
The Man and the Commentaries [Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1975], p. 120).
Although Radak retains the peshat level of the
biblical text and contributed greatly to its un
derstanding, his commentaries also provided
an elaborate allegorical reading. For example,
"the Garden of Eden represents the Active In
tellect and the Tree of Life the human Intellect,
while the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
symbolized the material intellect" (Talmage,
p. 121). Radak goes on to interpret biblical per
sonae allegorically. Cain, for example, was a
farmer and devoid of intellectual accomplish
ments, whereas Abel was occupied with the
vanities of life, even though he was endowed
with material intellect. In Radak's reading, it
was the third son, Seth, who ate from the Tree
of Life and was created in the image of Adam.
It was he who shared with Adam the human
intellect. Seth was the good seed and the true
founder of mankind. In this allegorical fashion

Radak explicates the two main bodies of
esoteric teachings in the Torah, the Account of
Creation (ma'aseh bereshit), based on the cre
ation narrative of Genesis, and the Account
of the Chariot (ma'aseh merkavah), based on
the first chapter of Ezekiel. Based on Mai
monides's reading of the latter, Radak was
even more elaborate and specific than was
Maimonides in reading this chapter as expres
sion of Aristotelian cosmology whose princi
ples are explained in " chapter headings" in the

Guide.
The rationalist philosophers insisted that
to worship God correctly Jews must know
philosophy. Therefore, the controversy dur
ing the 13th century concerned the cultural
boundaries of Judaism and the degree to
which the Bible contains truths articulated in
other sources. Yet, if the Torah is indeed di
vine Wisdom, as the philosophers argued,
then one could argue that there is no need to
consult philosophy and science at all since
Scripture already contains all the knowledge
necessary for its correct interpretation. Kab
balists (see "The Bible in the Mystical Tradi
tion," pp. 1976-90) such as Jacob Ibn Sheshet
(13th century) advanced that claim and re
jected the Maimonidean interpretation of the
creation narrative. Yet the kabbalists too de
veloped their ideas and exegetical strategies
through familiarity with Jewish philosophy,
and like the philosophers the kabbalists en
dorsed the distinction between the exoteric
(nigleh) and esoteric (nistar) levels of the bibli
cal text. Likewise, the kabbalists accepted
Maimonides' claim that the Torah is the pre
scription for human well-being, or happiness,
culminating in personal immortality. For this
and other reasons, the impression often given
of an absolute difference between the me
dieval philosophical and kabbalistic tradition
is incorrect.
The primary difference between the ratio
nalist philosophers and the kabbalists con
cerned the nature of the Hebrew language.
Whereas to the Maimonidean philosophers
Hebrew was a conventional, human lan
guage, the kabbalists maintained that He-
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brew is literally the language of God whose
elements-the Hebrew letters-are the "build
ing blocks," so to speak, of the created uni
verse. The revelation of the Torah and the cre
ation of the universe are two sides of the same
coin. For the kabbalists, then, ma'aseh bereshit
and ma'aseh merkavah refer not to the physical
universe of the sublunar and supra-lunar
worlds, respectively, but to processes within
the Godhead. In other words, Scripture, ac
cording to the kabbalists, is a symbolic mani
festation of God's essence, the very thing tha t
Maimonides claimed lies beyond the ken of
human knowledge. Although both rationalist
philosophers and kabbalists asserted that the
Hebrew Scriptures contain salvific truths
about God, for the philosophers these truths
concern the created world and its relationship
with God, whereas for the kabbalists these
truths are of God's very essence.
The final phase of the Maimonidean Con
troversy took place in 1303-1305 and ended
on July 31, 1306, when R. Solomon Ibn Adret
imposed a ban on the study of philosophy for
men under twenty-five years of age. The ban
signaled the complex status of philosophy
within traditional Jewish society, but it by no
means ended the philosophical interpretation
of the Bible. In the first half of the 14th cen
tury, especially in Provence, additional philo
sophical commentaries on the Bible were
composed in which rationalist philosophers,
such as Joseph Ibn Kaspi (1279-ca. 1331) and
Nissim ben Moses of Marseilles (active 1320s),
expounded the philosophic import of the bib
lical text and attempted to solve various ex
egetical problems that arise by reading the
Bible in light of Aristotelian philosophy. The
most extensive and philosophically sophisti
cated of these commentaries are those com
posed by Rabbi Levi ben Gershom, known as
Ralbag or Gersonides (1288-1344).
Gersonides was a first-rate scientist, spe
cializing in astronomy, who mastered the
Aristotelian corpus by writing super
commentaries on commentaries of Averroes
(1126-1198). Intimately versed with the leg
acy of Maimonides, Gersonides took issue
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with his Jewish predecessor on many points,
radicalizing the intellectualist tenor of Jew
ish rationalist naturalism. Most importantly,
Gersonides rejected Maimonides' esoteric
method of teaching philosophy. Philosophy
need not and must not be kept secret from the
masses but must be taught openly, systemati
cally, and without allusions and hints. Accept
ing Aristotelian philosophy wholeheartedly,
Gersonides was determined to teach the Jew
ish public at large the correct meaning of
the doctrines of creation, prophecy, provi
dence, miracles, and the chosenness of Israel
in his systematic philosophical work Mill:zamot
ha-Shem (The Wars of the Lord) as well as in his
biblical commentaries. Like Ibn Ezra, Gerson
ides launched his philosophical exegesis only
after composing scientific-philosophic works;
proficiency in philosophy was a necessary
condition to the proper understanding of the
revealed text.
In agreement with Maimonides, Gerson
ides held that "the Torah is the written record
of Moses' prophetic revelation, and, therefore,
its value for guiding the Israelites to per
fection is determined by the nature and qual
ity of Moses' prophetic capabilities" (Robert
Eisen, Gersonides on Providence, Covenant, and

the Chosen People: A Study in Medieval Jewish
Philosophy and Biblical Commentary [Albany:
State University of New York, 1995], p. 73).
But unlike Maimonides, Gersonides consid
ered the prophet's ability to predict the future
as the major difference between philosophers
and prophets. The predictive capacity of the
prophets follows from their perfect knowl
edge of causal relations in the natural world
governed by astral forces. Contrary to Mai
monides, who vehemently rejected the sci
ence of astrology, Gersonides, like Ibn Ezra,
was an expert astrologer who attempted to
shed light on the remote past on the basis of
his astrological and astronomical knowledge.
This knowledge is especially relevant to the
interpretation of the commandments, whose
allegorical meaning Gersonides spells out.
Contrary to Maimonides, for whom the
masses at the time of Moses were incapable of
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philosophical sophistication, Gersonides held
that Moses taught the entire nation of unedu
cated Israelites the full range of philosophical
doctrines, natural science, and metaphysics
after their exodus from Egypt.
The pedagogic function of the Torah and
the need to teach philosophy openly do not
mean that Gersonides renounced the elitism
characteristic of the Jewish philosophical tra
dition. He too believed that different audi
ences understand the Torah on different levels
in accord with their level of intellectual per
fection. Because of their lack of philosophical
training the masses cannot appreciate the
deep philosophical meaning of the Torah. Yet
Gersonides was much more optimistic than
Maimonides and Ibn Ezra about the ability of
the philosopher to bring the masses to a
higher level of knowledge. His philosophical
commentaries accomplished that task for the
general Jewish reader, but they did not simply
rehash his philosophical-scientific views.
Sometimes the exposition of the biblical text
provided Gersonides an opportunity to offer
new insights and revisions of what he said in
his earlier philosophical text The Wars of the

Lord.
Gersonides' commentaries on the Torah
were written to be accessible, and followed a
rigid structure: He first explained the mean
ing of the words, then provided a statement of
the import of the section under consideration,
and concluded the discussion with a sum
mary of the "lessons" (to'aliot) to be derived
from the Torah portion. In his CommentanJ 011
the Song of Songs Gersonides departed from
that style. Writing for a generally educated
reader who has just embarked on the study of
philosophy, Gersonides presented the Song of
Songs as a philosophical allegory about the
path toward ultimate felicity. From Abraham
Ibn Ezra, through Joseph Ibn Aqnin (ca.
1 15o-1220), Moses Ibn Tibbon (active 124o1270), and Immanuel of Rome (ca. 1261-ca.
1328), Jewish philosophers read the Song of
Songs as a philosophical allegory about the
human path of spiritual improvement. But
unlike his predecessors, who interpreted the
-

Song of Songs as an intellectual process cul
minating in the conjunction between the
human rational soul and the Active Intellect,
Gersonides interpreted the text to refer to
internal processes, namely, the relationship
between the human rational soul and the
imagination. Reviewing the fundamentals of
philosophy for his reader, Gersonides in
structs the reader of the Song to w1derstand
the obstacles to the attainment of felicity and
the ways to overcome them. Though rela
tively few could reach the lofty goal of spiri
tual perfection by which humans attain per
sonal immortality, the goal is in principle
attainable by the students of science and phi
losophy.
Gersonides' commitment to the dissemina
tion of scientific knowledge was shared by
Jewish philosophers in Spain and Provence
during the second half of the 14th century. By
then, however, what were considered sound
scientific theories included not only the teach
ings of Aristotle, but also Neoplatonic and
Hermetic theories about the natural world.
This syncretistic mixture was used as a new
interpretative grid for the Bible, deriving its
inspira tion from Abraham Ibn Ezra. In Spain
during the second half of the 14th century,
Samuel Ibn Motot, Joseph Tov Elem, Ezra
Gatingo, Shlomo Franco, and Shem Tov Ibn
Shaprut composed super-commentaries on
Ibn Ezra's biblical commentaries, openly
using astrology and astral magic to decode
the hints of Ibn Ezra so as to explain ancient
Israelite practices such as the tabernacle, the
sacrifices, and the priestly vestments.
The main claims of their astral theology in
clude the following: The Torah was given at
Sinai on the basis of astrological calculation.
Biblical events reflect the influences of the
stars, and biblical personalities and rabbinic
sages were expert astrologers. Prophecy is
predicated on knowledge of astrology. Mira
cles are understood to be the results of the
prophet's intellectual perfection. Moses was
able to overcome Egyptian magicians because
he was a superior astrologer. His intellectualist
perfection included the knowledge of as tral-
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ogy, culminating in the conjunction of his in
tellect with the Active Intellect. He was a prac
ticing magician who correctly understood the
link between earthly and celestial powers. The
knowledge of astrology enables the intellectu
ally perfect to extricate themselves from astral
causality. Moreover, the uniqueness of the
people of Israel is explained in its ability to
transcend the impact of astral influences
through Israel's mastery of the astrological sci
ences. Most importantly, the commandments
themselves function as tools in the manipula
tion of astral forces. The commandments ei
ther manifest the influence of a given celestial
body, or were given as techniques to draw
spiritual energy from the celestial spheres into
the corporeal world. In this regard, the com
mandments are effective tools in the attempt to
prosper in this world. The performance of the
commandments mitigates the destructive
forces of the corporeal world that are regulated
by the celestial bodies. Observance of the com
mandments thus has an instrumental value,
for the more consistently one performs them
the more one can extricate oneself from the im
pact of astral forces.
In short, by the turn of the 15th century the
scientists-philosophers proposed a strictly
naturalistic interpretation of Torah on the
basis of astral determinism. As Judah Halevi
in the 12th century rejected such a naturalist
approach to the Bible, so in the early 15th cen
tury did Hasdai Crescas (d. ca. 1412), who set
out to extricate Judaism from the clutches of
philosophy. Crescas himself was a well
trained philosopher, but he was convinced
that the intellectualization of Judaism by the
rationalists was responsible for the mass
conversion of Jews to Christianity during
and after the anti-Jewish riots and massacres
of 1391. To rejuvenate Iberian Jewish life,
Crescas subjected Aristotle's physics to mi
nute critique, manifesting familiarity with
contemporary scholastic critique of Aristotle's
conception of motion. If Aristotle's philoso
phy can be proven to be either nondemonstra
tive or patently mistaken, Aristotle's philoso
phy could not constitute the true meaning of
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the Torah. Crescas, however, advanced his cri
tique of Aristotle by using Aristotelian logic
so that the novelty and full implications of it
were either not fully understood by Jewish
philosophers, or dismissed outright as evi
dence of his philosophical limitations.
Crescas was not alone in his displeasure
with the naturalist exposition of the Bible, in
which the Torah was viewed as a means to an
end. Similar claims were voiced by other Jew
ish thinkers in Spain and Portugal in an at
tempt to rethink the relationship between
Torah and philosophy. Continuing to uphold
the Aristotelian worldview, Jewish philoso
phers in the 15th century increasingly ac
knowledged that the Torah is not identical
with philosophy, but is rather superior to it.
Whereas philosophy is grounded merely in
knowledge of created things, Torah is re
vealed knowledge that can be explained by
reason but not exhausted by it. Thus Simon
ben Tzemach Duran (1361-1444), who was
well versed in Aristotelian philosophy, main
tained that it only serves to shed light on the
meaning of Torah and that philosophy alone
could not possibly lead to the attainment of
ultimate felicity. A similar position was es
poused by Joseph Ibn Shem Tov (ca. 14oo-ca.
1460), who composed commentaries to Aris
totle and who interpreted the ultimate end of
human life in terms of Averroes's theory of
cognition.
The philosophers' own admission that
knowledge of philosophy alone fails to secure
personal immortality and that it must be com
plemented by revealed knowledge gave 15th
century Jewish philosophy its conservative
posture as much as this viewpoint served an
important polemical purpose against Chris
tianity. As Spanish Jewry was fighting for its
physical and spiritual survival, Jewish intel
lectuals were increasingly engaged in philo
sophical polemics against Christianity either
through systematic exposition of Jewish dog
mas, or through philosophical examination of
Christian readings of the biblical text. The gist
of this defense was that Judaism is superior to
Christianity because Judaism is a rational reli-
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gion. The God of Judaism does not do what is
logically impossible; only what is naturally
impossible. Whether rational arguments sus
tained Jewish believers is hard to determine;
what is clear is that by the 15th century in
Spain allegiance to Judaism became harder
and harder.
In the 15th century, the philosophical de
fense of Judaism became more difficult be
cause the opponents were often Jewish apos
tates with illustrious rabbinic backgrounds.
Thus the Jewish delegation to the forced dis
putation in Tortosa (1413-1414) performed
rather poorly against the apostates Jeronimo
de Santa Fe and Pablo de Santa Maria who
presented the Christian understanding of the
messianic meaning of biblical and rabbinic
texts. The rivalry between the two religions in
Spain ended with the mass expulsion of Jews
from Spain and the possessions of the Spanish
Crown (1492), whose main goal was to end
any contacts between professing Jews and
conversos (Jewish converts to Christianity), to
make Spain a unified, Catholic kingdom.
The Early-modern Period
The traumatic expulsion from Spain, and
soon thereafter from Portugal, did not extin
guish Jewish culture. In the Sephardi diaspora
in North Africa, Italy, and the Ottoman Em
pire, Jewish culture continued to flourish and
even experience a Renaissance of sorts. The
interpretation of the Tanakh stood at the cen
ter of the cultural renewal, although there
were two distinctive approaches to the Bible.
On the one hand, there was the growing fa
miliarity with Renaissance humanism and a
willingness to adopt its historical sensibility
to the interpretation of the Bible. The science
of history was added to the list of sciences rel
evant to tease out the true meaning of Scrip
tures. On the other hand, the historical ap
proach of kabbalah influenced Jewish
philosophers who were seeking to fathom the
infinite, eternal meanings of the canonical
text, which could be penetrated but not ex
hausted by human reason.

The most innovative interpreter of the Bible
in the generation of the expulsion from Spain
was Isaac Abravanel (1437-1508), the illustri
ous diplomat, financier, and royal adviser to
the kings of Portugal, Spain, and Naples. Fa
miliar with Renaissance humanism (which
had penetrated Iberia in the 1440s and flour
ished under the patronage of Queen Isabella
during the 148os), Abravanel introduced his
torical sensibility to the exposition of the
Bible, while defending the inviolability of the
rabbinic tradition. Abravanel's biblical com
mentaries are replete with quotations from
Greek, Roman, Christian, and Muslim sources
along with references to medieval Jewish bib
lical interpreters such as Rashi, Ibn Ezra,
Radak, Gersonides, NaJ:unanides, and Ibn
Kaspi, and philosophers such as Maimonides
and Crescas. Paying due respect to his prede
cessors, Abravanel also criticizes Maimonides
for harmonizing the Torah with Aristotelian
philosophy, chides Ibn Ezra for speaking in
riddles, and rebukes Gersonides for deducing
moral lessons from the Bible. The Torah must
not be read reductively or allegorically.
Under the influence of contemporary hu
manists, Abravanel was the first to ponder the
historical process that brought about and
shaped the making of the biblical texts qua
texts. He began his commentaries with exten
sive introductions in which he discussed the
character of the book, the author, the date of
composition, the content, and the structure of
the book under consideration. Abravanel also
noted textual problems such as inconsisten
cies and discrepancies in a given biblical text
or between biblical books. Abravanel's novel
literary criticism of the Bible broke new
ground in regard to questions about the struc
ture and divisions of the biblical canon as a
whole and the interrelationship of its parts.
Thus Abravanel attempted to account for di
vergences between the books of Samuel and
Chronicles, suggested that the author of
Chronicles was Ezra, paid attention to the
human dimension of biblical narratives, as
sessed the stylistic differences between vari
ous prophetic books against the psychological
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makeup of the prophets as reflecting their
particular historical circumstance, discussed
biblical geography, investigated chronological
quandaries, and examined the actual political
circumstances at a given time in order to shed
light on the narrative. Abravanel's astute his
torical observations yielded many insights
that anticipated the biblical criticism of Spi
noza in the mid-17th century. But unlike Spi
noza, Abravanel remained deeply committed
to the tradition and was aware of the potential
danger that critical thinking could pose to Ju
daism. To address this danger Abravanel de
veloped the construct of the "Torah of Moses"
as a "central theological prop" (Eric Lawee,

Isaac Abrabanel's Stance toward Tradition: De
fense, Dissent, and Dialogue [Albany: SUNY
Press, 2001, p. 185]), often endorsing views
that were even more conservative than those
of his medieval predecessors.
Similarly, Abravanel's exposure to human
ism did not come at the expense of his famil
iarity with scholastic philosophy. He quotes
directly from Thomas Aquinas (ca. 12251274), Albertus Magnus (uo6-u8o), and
Nicholas de Lyra (ca. 1270-1340), and from
the Christian scholastics Abravanel derived
the distinction between human government
and divine government which parallels the
scholastic distinction between temporal and
spiritual authorities. The scholastic philoso
phers developed their political theory on the
basis of Aristotle's Politics, though most Jew
ish thinkers did not use it. Abravanel, by con
trast, made massive use of the third book of
the Politics in his commentary on 1 Sam. ch 8,
although he did not quote the text directly.
With Aristotle's analysis of political regimes
and his own experience in European courts,
Abravanel could read the biblical text as a po
litical document, but without concluding that
the Bible as a whole is a human document.
The inquiry into the literary and historical
dimensions of Scriptures continued through
out the 16th century, especially in Italy. The
Hebrew grammarian Elija Levita (d. 1549)
was the first Jew to show that the vocalization
of the biblical text and the system of accents
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were the work of the Masoretes of Tiberias,
after the Talmud had been completed in the
6th century. The Masoretes concretized the
tradition of how the Bible should be read,
how it should be transmitted in writing, and,
concommitantly, how the Bible should be un
derstood. Since prior to the Masoretes the bib
lical text was handed down without vocaliza
tion, punctuation, or other signs, the lateness
of the Masoretic text indicates that the biblical
text itself has a history. Levita's grammatical
studies added yet another rationale for study
ing the Bible as any other ancient, human, lit
erary text.
The best example of the historical aware
ness of Italian Jewish intellectuals was Aza
riah di Rossi (1512-1575). Familiar with classi
cal and Renaissance historiography, Azariah
composed his Ma'or 'Einayim (Light of the Eyes)
"to advance the legitimacy of objective histor
ical inquiry into the Jewish past by establish
ing the total adequacy of religious tradition
for purposes of moral edification, indepen
dent of any outside sources" (Lester A. Segal,

Historical Consciousness and Religious Tradition
in Azariah de Rossi's Me'or Einayim [Philadel
phia: Jewish Publication Society, 1989], p. 30) .
Committed to the pursuit of truth, which Aza
riah regarded as "the seal of the truthful God,
the quality of the beautiful soul, and it is well
that all pursue it" (Segal, p. 32), Azariah
moved to examine some of the problematic
aspects of biblical chronology, such as "the
uncertain duration of the First Temple pe
riod" (Segal, p. 31). Azariah did not intend to
challenge the validity of the rabbinic tradition
but rather to provide new evidence to prove
the uniqueness of the people of Israel and
their spiritual superiority in all aspects of
human culture. Along with other Jewish apol
ogists who argued for the doctrine of the di
vine election of Israel by showing that the
Jews were the creators of music, di Rossi
claimed that Moses was the author of the
book of Job and the composer of the first
known dialogue. While Azariah (like Abra
vanel before him) validated the authority of
rabbinic tradition, his examination of the rab-
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binic past with references to non-Jewish texts
and his observation about the historical ori
gins of Jewish philosophy in the Greco
Roman world gave rise to a hea ted public
controversy. O ther contemporaries of di
Rossi, such as Abraham ben David Portaleone
(1542-1612), also affirmed the authority of the
rabbinic tradition and the ideals of Torah
study while at the same time providing rich
historical and scientific information about as
pects of the biblical text.
Awareness of the history of the biblical text
itself was common among Jewish thinkers ex
posed to Renaissance humanism, especially in
Italy. In the Ottoman Empire, however, most
Sephardic intellectuals shared the kabbalistic
notion that the revealed Torah is the manifes
tation of a supernal, primordial Torah that has
infinite meanings. The task of the Jewish
philosopher was to fathom the endless mean
ing of the Torah, knowing full well that it can
not be exhausted. In the Ottoman Empire,
even more than in 15th century Spain, the
Bible became the focus of philosophical mid
rash. Applying the analytic procedures of
talmudic scholars to the biblical text, the
philosopher-preachers attempted to penetrate
the meaning of Scripture with scientific preci
sion. The homilies of Isaac Karo (1458-1535)
illustrate this tendency.
Assuming that his audience was fully fa
miliar with the biblical text, Karo did not pro
vide a running commentary but aimed at ex
plicating Scripture in its complexity. In accord
with the medieval assumption that Scripture
is a scientific text, Karo held that the role
of the commentator is to elucidate the practi
cal and theoretical wisdom in the Bible be
cause such understanding enables the soul of
the learner to cling to God and to enjoy the
bliss of immortality. Other contemporaries
and successors of Karo, such as Joseph Tai
tatzak (ca. 1477-1545), Moses Almosnino (ca.
1515-1580), Isaac Aderbi (16th century), Isaac
Arroyo (16th century), and Moshe Alshekh
(d. after 1593) also considered the scrutiny of
the Bible a religious activity par excellence
leading to the attainment of immortal life. The

philosophical exegesis of sacred texts reflects
the theological postures that the exiles
brought with them from Iberia, namely, that
revealed religion perfects natural human rea
son and that the divinely revealed Torah con
·tains all human wisdom because it is identical
with the infinite wisdom of God.
The exegetical unveiling of the infinite
meanings of Scripture required linguistic so
phistication and rhetorical versatility. The
Sephardic philosophers in the Ottoman Em
pire selectively adopted the Renaissance cult
of rhetorica. Though the exiles did not boast a
recovery of the ancient sources, living either
in the land of Israel itself or merely getting
closer to it did inspire the Jewish exegete to
present the Bible as a perfect text, aestheti
cally, morally, and intellectually, measuring or
surpassing the achievements of the classics.
Thus Moses Almosnino (ca. 1515-1580), for
example, presented King Solomon as the em
bodiment of Renaissance homo universalis and
the wisest of all ancient sages, and the reli
gious poetry of King David was favorably
compared to Greek and Roman poetry. By the
same token, the moral teachings of King
David and King Solomon recorded in Psalms,
Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes, and interpreted by
the rabbinic sages, were claimed to have sur
passed the moral wisdom of Aristotle, Cicero,
and Seneca, along with other ancient moral
philosophers.
During the 16th century, then, the histori
cal-literary investigation of the Bible coex
isted with the philosophical-homiletical ap
proach. If the first approach regarded the
Bible as a text like all others, the second ap
proach accentuated the exceptionality of the
Bible and its divine perfection. In the mid17th century, especially in the Dutch Repub
lic, the tension between the two approaches
could no t be glossed over, but resulted in
open doubts about the divinity, authority, and
exceptionality of the Bible. The most consis
tent and radical critic of the Bible and of the
Jewish philosophical exposition of the Bible
was Baruch (Benedict) Spinoza (1632-1676).
A child of ex-conversos who received tradi-
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tiona! Jewish education, Spinoza was familiar
with the biblical commentaries of Abraham
Ibn Ezra and Maimonides' Guide. Spinoza
praised Ibn Ezra's linguistic insights, but ve
hemently rejected the philosophical herme
neutics of Maimonides. It is doubtful that
Spinoza was informed of the biblical com
mentaries of Isaac Abravanel or that he was
familiar with Azariah di Rossi's work. Yet
Spinoza's challenge appears less radical if it is
viewed in light of his Jewish predecessors.
Spinoza argued that the Bible could not be
proven to be a divinely revealed text, and
even if the Bible was revealed by God, its
meaning is accessible only through human in
terpretation. Spinoza applied the historical
philological method to demonstrate inconsis
tencies-logical and temporal-in the Bible.
The Bible, according to Spinoza, is a human
document that must be studied like any other
ancient text, a product of the imagination of
its human authors. With a thorough knowl
edge of the Hebrew language and an under
standing of the historical past, the Bible can be
seen precisely for what it is: a book that
teaches morality and politics rather than phi
losophy and science.
Rejecting Maimonides' claim that the Bible
contains philosophical truths expressed in fig
urative language, Spinoza argued that the
Bible has nothing to do with philosophy and
science because it is a product of prophetic
imagination. The prophets were neither scien
tists nor philosophers; they were people with
limited knowledge of nature who were en
dowed with vivid imaginations, very much
like poets. Unlike natural knowledge, proph
ecy cannot be taught and cannot be imitated;
it is a special gift. Prophecy must not be re
garded as the "highest degree of men" or the
"ultimate term of perfection," as Maimonides
held, for which reason prophecy requires an
external "sign" to verify its authenticity. With
his critique of prophecy Spinoza not only de
nied the epistemic superiority of the biblical
text, which has been presupposed by all Jew
ish philosophers since Philo, he also rejected
the Maimonidean attempt to interpret the
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Bible esoterically. Because there is no hidden
truth behind the surface of the Bible, Spinoza
charged Maimonides and his followers with
an attempt to make Scripture present the
same teachings as pagan philosophers.
For Spinoza truth is not a property of Scrip
ture, as Jewish philosophers since Philo had
maintained, but a characteristic of the method
of interpreting Scripture. Differentiating be
tween the meaning of Scripture and its truth,
Spinoza asserted that the meaning must be
found solely from the usage of language, for
which mastery of Hebrew grammar is ab
solutely necessary. The Bible does not accom
modate itself to human limitations; rather,
radicalizing earlier ideas found in rabbinic lit
erature, the Bible speaks the only language it
can speak, namely, a human language. To the
extent that the Bible does have a universal
message, it has nothing to do with philosophy
or science but with morality, namely, the com
mandment to love one's neighbor. This mes
sage, Spinoza believed, is the reason why the
Bible is still politically relevant, even though
the political order established by Moses in the
Bible no longer exists. The Bible teaches
against religious intolerance and persecution,
and in this regard the Bible is the basis of uni
versal ethics; yet the Bible is not an excep
tional, or privileged text. To treat the Bible as
such is itself the result of "prejudice," a harm
ful habit of thought that hinders clear think
ing. In short, the Bible has no cognitive signif
icance or authority. It rather reflects the
ordinary conception of God as imagined by
common people of the time, among whom
were the prophets.
Spinoza regarded the editorial work of
the Bible, which he ascribed to Ezra, as far
from perfect, because the text of the Bible was
put together at a considerably later time from
the events recorded. Through close reading of
the text, Spinoza attempted to show that bibli
cal religion developed over time. Spinoza
portrayed Moses strictly as a legislator and
political leader who single-handedly ruled a
mass of ex-slaves who were incapable of self
governance. The law that Moses gave Israel
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left no free choice for individuals, and Moses
could induce the Israelites to observe the law
only by promising material benefits. Spinoza
then rehashed some of the Christian argu
ments about the na ture of Mosaic law, which
highlighted its earthly nature of biblical re
wards and the absence of spiritual rewards.
Biblical religion then deals only with tempo
ral matters and has nothing to do with ulti
mate felicity, even though biblical religion
provided a universal, ethical basis to a society.
Spinoza's devastating critique of the Bible
undermined the foundation of rabbinic Juda
ism. Though Spinoza articulated his biblical
criticism after he was excommunicated on
July 27, 1657, his challenge was correctly as
sessed by the leaders of the Jewish commu
nity who expelled him. Refusing conversion
to Christianity, Spinoza socialized with the
Collegiants, an offshoot of a radical Calvinist
group whose liberal theological and political
views had been condemned by official
Calvinism early in the century and who were
hospitable to people alienated from their own
religious communities. Spinoza also rejected a
post at the University of Heidelberg in order
to maintain his intellectual freedom, prefer
ring to correspond with contemporary scien
tists such as Henry Oldenburg, the secretary
of the Royal Society in London. Spinoza's cri
tique of the Bible became known in England
and inspired the English Deists of the late
17th and early 18th centuries. Some Deists at
tacked the Bible for its lack of a doctrine of im
mortality, whereas for others the dubious
moral character of the prophets and other bib
lical heroes was a sign of the inferior quality
of the Bible.
Spinoza's challenge to traditional Judaism
would continue to reverberate throughout the
modern period as biblical criticism became
prevalent, especially among Protestant schol
ars. That challenge of biblical criticism, on the
one hand, and the determination of Jews to
integrate into European society, on the other
hand, necessitated a reinterpretation of Juda
ism. The traditional belief in the revealed sta
tus of Scripture would have to be rethought

with new philosophical tools during the mod
ern period. Modern Jewish philosophy would
be articulated on the basis of Judaism's con
versation with the Enlightenment, Kantian
ism, Hegelianism and Romanticism, affecting
the approaches to the Bible. In modern times,
as in the Middle Ages, the Bible continued to
serve as the bridge between the particularistic
beliefs of Judaism and non-Jewish cultures.
Modern Jewish Philosophy
Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786) captures
the transition from premodern to modern
philosophy. Although he was a staunch advo
cate of Jewish emancipation and a proponent
of the Jewish Enlightenment (Haskalah),
Mendelssohn remained deeply committed to
traditional Jewish life. At the same time, he
also socialized with the leading intellectuals
in Germany, who regarded him as spokesman
of the German Enlightenment. Mendelssohn's
views were shaped by German philosophers
such as Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), Christian Wolff (1679-1754), and
Gothold Ephraim Lessing (1729-1781) no less
than by Maimonides and Spinoza.
Endorsing the Enlightenment concept of
natural religion, Mendelssohn maintained
that reason alone can prove that God exists,
that God governs the universe through provi
dence, and that the human soul is immortal.
These three universal propositions are acces
sible to the human mind without a special
revelation from God. In contrast to Jewish me
dieval philosophers, Mendelssohn held that
revelation does not disclose any ideas that
cannot be discovered by human reason. In
terms of truth, there is only one source (viz.
reason) rather than two (viz. reason and reve
lation). If natural religion requires no addi
tional revelation, what then is Judaism?
Mendelssohn answers that Judaism is not a
revealed religion but a "revealed legislation."
At Sinai God did not reveal any truths or doc
trines, but only laws. Prior to the Sinaitic
event, the ancient Israelites already reached a
level of intellectual development resulting in
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the knowledge of three pillars of natural reli
gion. What distinguishes Jews from non-Jews
is not religion, which is common to all hu
mans endowed with reason, but a specific leg
islation obligatory to Jews only. The revealed
legislation charts the particular path that Is
rael alone must follow in order to attain the
felicity to which all human beings aspire. And
since the laws were revealed by God rather
than discovered by humans, they could nei
ther be changed nor abrogated. In Men
delssohn's mind, loyalty to the laws of Juda
ism was fully compatible with the rationalist
universalism of the Enlightenment.
The Bible stood at the center of Men
delssohn's attempts to modernize the Jews
and prepare them for integration into Euro
pean society. He translated parts of the Bible
into German but printed the translation in
Hebrew characters in order to make it accessi
ble to Yiddish-speaking Jews whom he
wished to wean away from the language that
symbolized Jewish cultural backwardness. In
additional to the translation of the Bible,
Mendelssohn composed and edited commen
taries in Hebrew in order to offer Jews an al
ternative to Protestant biblical commentaries.
Like his medieval predecessors, Mendelssohn
began his exegetical endeavor by composing
a commentary on Ecclesiastes (1768-1769),
but in contrast to them Mendelssohn saw Ec
clesiastes in a philosophical light that attrib
uted its skepticism to imagined conversation
partners. On the basis of medieval commen
taries, especially by Rashi, Radak, and Abra
ham Ibn Ezra, Mendelssohn focused on the
literal meaning of the biblical text and on the
accent marks of the Masoretic Text in order to
clarify Ecclesiastes' philosophical stance. Ec
clesiastes, Mendelssohn argued, taught no
theoretical knowledge but only practical
knowledge conducive to moral improvement
and in accord with contemporary science.
Nonetheless, Mendelssohn still defended the
traditional Jewish view that King Solomon
was the author of Ecclesiastes and perpetu
ated the notion that the ancient king was the
source of all known sciences. Hence, there is
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no surprise that even Harvey's theory of
blood circulation (1628) is alluded to, accord
ing to Mendelssohn, in Eccl. 12.6: "Before the
silver cord snaps and the golden bowl
crashes, the jar is shattered at the spring and
the jug is smashed at the cistern" (David
Sorkin, Moses Mendelssohn and the Religion of
Enlightenment [Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1 996], p. 43).
While few Jews paid attention to Mendels
sohn's commentary on Ecclesiastes, German
biblical scholars translated it into German and
published it in 1771 .
During the 1770s Mendelssohn worked on
the German translation of the Psalms, which
he regarded as a seminal biblical text for
moral and spiritual edification. Familiar with
the aesthetic theories of the 18th century,
Mendelssohn considered the Psalms the high
est exemplar of the sublime and believed that
the Psalms illustrate how theology and aes
thetics are intertwined. He transla ted the
Psalms into German in order to show the
glory of Hebrew lyric poetry alongside classi
cal and Nordic poetry and also in order to re
place existing German translations of the
Psalms, especially Luther's, even though
Mendelssohn held that translation in great es
teem and retained some of its most elegant
parts. The translation of the Psalms was pub
lished in 1785 and was well received by Jews
throughout Europe.
The crown of Mendelssohn's biblical stud
ies and educational activities was the transla
tion of the Torah into German with an accom
panying Hebrew commentary (known as
Bi'ur, 178o-t783). With the help of the gram
marian Solomon Dubno (1738-1813), Men
delssohn focused on the literal meaning of the
text (peshat), often relying on the commentary
of Abraham Ibn Ezra, in an attempt to re
spond to the challenges of contemporary bib
lical criticism. While Mendelssohn considered
the literal meaning to be primary, he still de
fended the legitimacy of rabbinic homiletical
exegesis (derash). Mendelssohn's translation
and commentaries on the Torah was a true
group effort. Dubno departed from the project
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before completing the assigned commentary
on Genesis, but other Jewish Enlightenment
figures joined it. Naphtali Hertz Wessley
(1725-1805) wrote the commentary on Leviti
cus, and Hertz Homberg (1749-1841) and
Aaron Jaroslav commented on Numbers and
Deuteronomy. When the five volumes were
reissued as one volume, under the title Sefer

Netivot ha-Shalom (The Book of the Paths of
Peace), Mendelssohn composed a new intro
duction, titled 'Or Netivah (Light for the Path),
spelling out the principles of the entire enter
prise.
According to Mendelssohn the Bible is not
about revealed truth but about "trust and
faith that result in Israel's obedience through
the Commandments, which are the preemi
nent form of practical knowledge" (Sorkin,
p. 55). Since Mendelssohn understood the
Bible as a record of the unique covenantal re
lationship between God and Israel, his views
were closer to Judah Halevi's than to Mai
monides's. With Halevi, Mendelssohn held
that Sinai was a historical, collective event in
which Moses directly heard God's speech and
wrote it down. Contrary to Maimonides,
Mendelssohn regarded the Hebrew language
not as a conventional human language but
as a divine language. Even the accents of the
Masoretic texts, said Mendelssohn, have a
divine source. Moses could transmit divine
communication to Joshua so accurately be
cause of the unique features of the Hebrew
language: It is the only language whose writ
ten form retains the oral nature of all lan
guages. The task of the translator and com
mentator is to capture the sense of the text,
and Mendelssohn took as his model the
ancient Aramaic translator of the Bible, Onke
los, regarded as authoritative by the rabbinic
tradition. The emphasis on the unique orality
of the biblical text was Mendelssohn's best
proof against the Documentary Hypothesis,
which was based on the lateness of the Mas
oretic Text. In Mendelssohn's view the oral
tradition preserved the way God had spoken,
which Moses duly recorded. Mendelssohn
was not oblivious to the historical study of the

Bible, but he believed that it could only help
establish the traditional Jewish faith.
Mendelssohn's idiosyncratic blend of Jew
ish traditionalism and Enligh tenment ra tion
alism was difficult to perpetuate to the next
generation. Traditional Jews, suspicious of the
Emancipation and its perils, were critical of
his biblical translation and commentaries; and
the more radical disciples who desired full in
tegration into German culture found his ob
servance of Jewish law a hindrance to their
goal. Even Mendelssohn's own children failed
to reconcile the two worlds of their father; all
but one of his six children converted to Chris
tianity. Ironically, Christian contemporaries of
Mendelssohn understood his claim that Juda
ism is a revealed legislation to mean that Ju
daism is a legalistic, obsolete fossil of an an
cient era, a ceremonial law that has no vitality.
This view was accepted by Immanuel Kant
and through him became commonplace
among German intellectuals of the 19th cen
tury.
For Jews in Germany and Central Europe,
the 19th century consisted of the relentless
struggle to gain civil rights and social accep
tance, the rise of Wissenschaft des Judentums
(the scientific study of Judaism), and the drive
to reform Judaism from within. Whereas the
emancipation of the Jews was possible because
of the French Revolution, the defeats of
Napoleon rolled the process back as anti
Jewish fulminations swept through Germany.
The violence against Jews in Bavaria during
the Hep!Hep! riots of 1819 accentuated Jewish
insecurity and manifested the unwillingness
of German society to see Jews as equals. In re
sponse, a group of Jewish scholars convened
in Berlin in November 1819 to found the Soci
ety (Verein) for the Culture and Scientific Study
of the Jews. Its agenda was to examine the en
tire records of the Jewish past-biblical and
rabbinic-from a scientific perspective and
aided with new tools of contemporary science,
especially history and philology. The members
of the society had different interests and agen
das: Some wished to show how Judaism con
tributed to Western civilization, in order to se-
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cure a position in German academia, while
others were mostly interested in ameliorating
the situation of the Jews and improving Jewish
education. Still others were primarily con
cerned with determining what is subject to
change in Judaism, and hence obsolete, as op
posed to the eternal essence of Judaism that is
not subject to change. Although their research
into the Jewish past was of highest academic
quality, it did not lead to university posts. In
frustration, the Jewish scholars created their
own institutions of higher learning, that is,
rabbinical seminaries in which Jewish stu
dents studied the entire gamut of Jewish liter
ary heritage scientifically and objectively.
The critical stance of Wissenschaft des Juden
tums scholarship was mainly directed toward
postbiblical Judaism, but the Bible could not
remain immune to it. In 1810 a student of
Mendelssohn, Yehuda Leib ben Ze'ev, pub
lished his Mavo' 'el Mikra'ey Kodesh (Introduc
tion to Holy Scriptures), which was modeled
after J. C. Eichhorn's study by the same title,
in which he established the composite nature
of the book of Isaiah, among other critical ob
servations. Leopold Zunz (1794-1886) in his

The Religious Teachings of the Jews, Historically
Developed (Die gottesdienstlichen Vortraege der
Juden, historisch entwickelt [ 1832]) advanced
daring new theses regarding the books of
Chronicles and the Psalter. Isaac Samuel Reg
gio (1784-1855) and Shlomo Yehudah Rap
oport (179o-1867) also advanced critical the
ses regarding Isaiah and Psalms. What was
commonplace among Protestant biblical crit
ics of the 19th century was beginning to make
inroads in Jewish scholarship. A new Jewish
philosophy was needed to integrate contem
porary historical research into a new schema.
It was provided by Nachman Krochmal
(1785-1840).
Krochmal was the first modern Jewish
philosopher to make not only the Jewish reli
gion but also the Jewish people a subject for
philosophic investigation, thereby providing
a philosophic explanation of Jewish history.
His philosophic model was Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel (177o-183 1), though he was
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also deeply influenced by Giambattista Vico
(1668-1744), Johan Gottfried Herder (17441803), and the German Idealists, Friedrich von
Schlegel (1772-1829) and Friedrich Wilhelm
Joseph von Schelling (1775-1854). No less
central to Krochmal's reinterpretation of Juda
ism were the views of Maimonides, Ibn Ezra,
Spinoza, and Mendelssohn, as well as the
teachings of kabbalah. Krochmal's Moreh Ne

vukhei Ha-Zeman (The Guide for the Perplexed of
This Time) was written in 1840 and published
posthumously in 1851, edited by Leopold
Zunz. The title, a play on Maimonides' great
work, was no accident: Krochmal wished to
accomplish for the Jews of his generation
what Maimonides did for his contemporaries:
a comprehensive reconciliation of Judaism
with the reigning philosophy. Since the Aris
totelianism of Maimonides was now obsolete,
and Maimonides' emphasis on God's radical
otherness was religiously unsatisfying, a
reconceptualization of Judaism in terms of the
reigning Idealist philosophy was now in
order. The Neoplatonic ontology of Ibn Ezra's
philosophy and the teachings of kabbalah
served Krochrnal to prove that Judaism is a
metaphysical system that is not only compati
ble with German Idealism, but that Judaism is
the most refined expression of the Absolute
Spirit.
Writing in Hebrew to the proponents of
Jewish Enlightenment in Galicia, Bohemia,
Moravia, and Italy, who were disoriented by
modernity but who had not lost their Jewish
commitment, Krochmal introduced the post
Kantian understanding of the relationship be
tween religion and philosophy. For Krochmal
"religion and philosophy are essentially iden
tical, in that both represent processes of spec
ulation, which are equal in their apprehension
of truth" (Jay M. Harris, Nachman Krochmal:
Guiding the Perplexed of the Modern Ages [New
York: New York University Press, 1991],
p. 26). But whereas philosophy conceives of
Spirit in the form of concepts, religion does so
through representations (Vorstellungen). The
representation is a form of consciousness
higher than that of sensation and observation
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but lower than that of concept. The represen
tations of religion (i.e., the metaphors and
symbols) "are not expressions of poetic ge
nius and creativity; rather, they are rooted in
the universal mind-the essence of human
spirituality-and therefore virtually all meta
phors are equivalent in many different lan
guages" (Harris, p. 27). Krochmal's view of
prophetic activity would thus place him be
tween Maimonides and Spinoza. While agree
ing with Maimonides that there is a relation
ship between theology and truth, Krochmal
also was in agreement with Spinoza that
prophets and theologians cannot be consid
ered philosophers.
For Krochmal, who defined religion as the
belief in spiritual powers, biblical religion is
the highest form of religion; it contains the
same faith in the Absolute Spirit which is
present in the ultimate truth of philosophy.
Krochmal's biblical studies and his philoso
phy of history were to document this claim.
Krochmal was fully aware that much of bibli
cal criticism was at odds with prevailing
Jewish traditional ideas, but he believed
that proper understanding of the Bible and
postbiblical history could show both the con
tinuity of Jewish faith and its evolution over
time. With detailed knowledge of rabbinic
Jewish exegesis and modern biblical criticism,
Krochmal was intent to prove that the Rabbis
in fact shared the assump tions of the modem
critics. Thus in regard to the book of Isaiah,
Krochmal argues that the Rabbis themselves
were aware of the composite nature of the
book and its rather late date of composition.
To his satisfaction, he manages to prove that
critical conclusions about Isaiah are compati
ble with traditional sensibilities.
Similarly, Krochmal uses the rabbinic de
bate about the doubtful sanctity of Ecclesias
tes (m. Yad. 3:5) to prove that "wisdom, and
especially Solomon's wisdom, is acknowl
edged to be a gift from God, and therefore the
Rabbis could not have denigrated Qohelet
[Ecclesiastes] for being simply a product of
Solomon's mind, for this would, in fact, con
fer upon it sufficient status to be worthy of
-

canonization" (Harris, p. 176). The very fact
that the Rabbis debated it proved to him that
they entertained the possibility that the book
was not authored by Solomon but by a later
author. The Rabbis, Krochmal maintains, were
equally aware of the late date of composition
of some of the psalms, even as late as 2nd cen
tury BCE, notwithstanding the fact that the
tradition ascribed them to King David. Tradi
tional Jews, then, should not ignore contem
porary biblical scholarship but rather incor
porate it into their own understanding of the
tradition since it is in many ways consonant
with earlier traditions. Krochmal believed
that contemporary modern biblical scholar
ship proves his philosophy of history: Jewish
creativity and vitality is eternal and ever
evolving. Unlike any other nation that ex
hibits the finite cycle of growth, maturation,
and disintegration, the Jewish people is eter
nal. Due to its special relationship with God,
the Absolute Spirit, the Jewish people repeat
edly renews its national life, manifesting the
eternal Absolute Spirit.
Whereas Krochmal articulated a Jewish
philosophy that addressed the perplexity of
East European Enlightened Jews who wished
to remain loyal to Judaism, in Germany the
dominant secular philosopher who shaped
Jewish thinking was not Hegel and other
Idealist philosophers, but Immanuel Kant
(1724-1804). His claim that human beings are
in principle unable to have certain knowledge
about God, the soul, and the origin of the uni
verse was intended not to abolish faith, but to
make room for it. For Kant, faith was rational,
an apprehension of the greatest good and
striving toward it. Although Kant denied the
possibility of metaphysics and limited the
scope of theoretical, demonstrative knowl
edge to the phenomenal world of sense per
ception, he did not deny the existence of God.
Indeed, reason must postulate the existence of
God, but the "only content we can ascribe to
our idea of God is moral." God is not the giver
of the moral law but the "necessary condition
for the possibility of the summum bonum,"
i.e., for the "distribution of happiness in exact
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proportion to morality" (Critique of Practical
Reason, trans. Beck [ 1956], p. 129). The exis
tence of God is postulated in order to fulfill a
fundamental requirement of the moral law,
namely, that the virtuous man is worthy of
happiness. True religion, in contrast to cleri
calism, is, therefore, an ethical religion in
which the kingdom of God is nothing else
than the ethical commonwealth: "If God is to
be found at all, it is not behind nature but be
hind moral law" (Kenneth Seeskin, Jewish Phi
losophy in a Secular Age [Albany: State Univer
sity of New York Press, 1990], p. 58). So long
as we think about God as a moral agent, we
cannot be accused of anthropomorphism,
since morality has no empirical content. God
cannot do otherwise than act as is morally re
quired. Yet Kant also showed that historical
religion did not develop in ignorance of the
moral law. He wants to claim that actual reli
gions have in one way or another approached
the ideal of the pure founded on a universal
conception of humanity and a commitment to
its moral improvement. Unless actual religion
approached this ideal it would be impossible
for Kant to argue that it is engraved on each of
our hearts. Not surprisingly, Kant's depiction
of Judaism was anything but complimentary.
Following Spinoza and Mendelssohn, Kant
viewed Judaism as a mere na tional-political
entity, contending that it fails to satisfy the es
sential criteria of religion in that it fails to in
culcate the appropriate inner morals, de
manding only external obedience to statutes
and law. Judaism, Kant said in accord with
traditional Christian perception, is concerned
only with things of this world and lacks any
formulation of the concept of immortality.
Kant's philosophic formulation of religion
accorded with the orientation of modern lib
eral Judaism. Seeking to distill the essence of
Judaism that remained constant throughout
the process of change over time, Reform the
ologians defined the essence of Judaism as
ethical monotheism. Kant's understanding of
the moral law as rational self-legislation was
believed to be totally congruent with the bibli
cal emphasis on "duty" and "right." The Jew-

ish followers of Kant reinterpreted Judaism in
such a way that it would conform to Kant's
formulation of religion, while at the same
time rejecting Kant's critique of Judaism.
Hermann Cohen (1842-1918), the towering
Jewish philosopher of the late 19th century,
was able to show how a Neo-Kantian reading
of Judaism leads to universalizing the re
vealed message of the Bible. Benefiting from
the final success of the Emancipation in Ger
many, Cohen held a regular academic post at
the University of Marburg, reformulating the
principles of Kantian philosophy. While re
thinking Kant during the 187os, Cohen also
witnessed the rise of modern anti-Semitism as
a backlash to the Emancipation. In his A Public

Declaration Concerning the Jewish Question (Ein
Bekenntnis zur Judenfrage [188o]), Cohen called
for the total integration of German Jewry into
German society, but while calling Jews to take
their religion seriously. Cohen got involved in
a public defense of Judaism against anti
Semitic charges that according to the Talmud
the laws of the Torah apply only to Jews and
not to relations between Jews and Christians.
He rejected this reading and published his
view that Israel's chosenness by God from the
outset had universal scope: Since God is the
one who loves the stranger, Israel is chosen as
a mission to mankind.
Cohen did not write a commentary on
the Bible, but his main exposition of Jew
ish philosophy-Religion of Reason out of the
Sources ofJudaism-takes most of its data from
the Bible. Rejecting Kant's portrayal of Juda
ism, Cohen argued that when properly under
stood "the ancient sources and their received
interpretation are much closer to a morally
pure faith than Kant thought" (Seeskin, Jewish
Philosophy, p. 160). Cohen does not say that Ju
daism is the religion of reason, but rather that
the ideas of a purely rational faith can be
found in Jewish sources, first among them the
Bible. At the University of Marburg, Cohen's
colleagues included Julius Wellhausen, the
most important biblical scholar of the time.
Cohen's reformulation of biblical religion
could be viewed as an attempt to reject some
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of the claims of Wellhausen and his followers.
Cohen's religion is strictly ethical religion or
religion of ethics. Morality is an infinite task
of self-sanctification, precisely as Lev. 1 1 .44
("For I the LoRD am your God: you shall sanc
tify yourselves and be holy, for I am holy")
teaches. For Cohen, however, the laws of an
cient Israel are of universal scope. Precisely
because there is only one God, there can be
only one law applicable to all people who
share a common dignity (Lev. 19.34; 24.22).
The social legislation of the Bible is not re
stricted to Jews only but applies to the
"stranger," namely to all humans. Cohen in
terpreted the command to love the stranger
along the lines of Kantian philosophy: It is not
a commandment forced on us by a supernatu
ral being but a duty that we in our better mo
ments would impose on ourselves. The Bible
itself, especially the book of Deuteronomy,
spells out the need to bridge the gap between
what is and what ought to be.
Following a Protestant model, in the teach
ings of prophets Cohen found the most re
fined expression of the relationship between
humanity and God. The prophets made pity
and sympathy for others the cornerstone of
their moral teachings. Through empathy with
the suffering of my neighbor I am able to en
counter the person as a Thou rather than
merely as an instance of humanity. The main
challenge to humanity is not impending
death but the experience of poverty, about
which the prophets were deeply concerned
(Cohen, Religion of Reason, tr. Kaplan [New
York, 1972], pp. 135-136). Ethics, then, needs
the idea of a perfect being to guarantee that
our effort to perfect the world has some hope
of succeeding. God does not only sustain the
world but shows compassion for those who
suffer and forgives those whose quest for self
sanctification falls short. The forgiveness of
sin brings God into relation with each person,
who remains a sinner in constant need of
God. Thus, religion goes beyond ethics; reli
gion does not negate our duties as moral
agents but provides us with a richer concep
tion of the task of fulfilling them.
-

Hermann Cohen influenced an entire class
of German Jewish philosophers, including
Ernest Cassirer (1874-1945), Julius Guttmann
(188o-1950), Leo Baeck (1873-1956), Joseph
B. Soloveitchik (1903-1993), and Steven
Schwarzchild (1924-1989), as well as the work
of the biblical scholar Yehezkei Kaufmann
(1889-1963). After resigning from his post in
Marburg, Cohen joined the Academic fii r die
Wissenschaft des Judentums in Berlin, calling on
Jewish scholars not to divorce scientific study
from inner piety. His aim was to encourage
Jewish scholars to establish an intimate bond
between their scholarly and spiritual inter
ests. Cohen's disciple Franz Rosenzweig
would later perpetuate the fiction that in later
life Cohen renounced his commitment to reli
gion of reason; in truth Cohen remained con
sistent throughout his life, advocating the ide
alization of Judaism through a correct reading
of the Bible.
After Cohen's death in 1918, Jewish philos
ophy in Germany would be dominated by
two main figures-Martin Buber (1878-1965)
and Franz Rosenzweig (1886-1929)-who
also collaborated on a new translation of the
Bible into German. The goal of that transla
tion was precisely the opposite of Mendels
sohn's enterprise a century and a half earlier:
Whereas Mendelssohn wanted the Jews of his
day to master the German language in order
to integrate into German society, the Buber
Rosenzweig translation of the Bible intended
to Hebraicize the Bible for German Jewish
readers who had been thoroughly integrated
into German culture and who had been emo
tionally and practically distanced from Juda
ism. The translation begun in 1925 was com
pleted in 1961 by Buber alone after many
intermissions, and long after Rosenzweig's
untimely death in 1929. Tragically, when that
new translation of the Bible into German was
completed, German Jewry, for whom it was
intended, was no longer in existence.
Despite their collaboration and deep re
spect for each other, Buber and Rosenzweig
did not share the same understanding of the
Bible. For Buber the language of the Bible was
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inseparable from the living Hebrew language
and the foundational stratum of Jewish cul
ture. Along with other Jewish biblical scholars
such as Simon Bernfeld (186o-1940), Abra
ham Kahana (1874-1946), Benno Jacob (18621945), Moses David Cassuto (1883-1951),
Yehezkel Kaufmann (1889-1963), Moses
Hirsch Segal (1877-1968), and Naphtali Herz
Tur-Sinai (1886-1973), Buber rejected the
dominant readings of the Bible by Protestant
theologians. Instead of theologizing the Bible,
these scholars attempted to listen to the
Bible's own unique voice, emphasize the
rhythm of living utterance reflected in it, trace
the associative elements that lead the atten
tive listener to the original meaning of the liv
ing utterance, and explore the concrete mean
ing and original dynamics of basic words.
Unlike some of his Jewish cohorts, Buber had
no difficulty maintaining a critical distance
from the biblical text or sorting out the seem
ing contradictions and inconsistencies of the
Bible without feeling apologetic about it. At
the same time, Buber developed distinctive
linguistic tools that enabled him to wrest the
lived experience from the biblical text.
With Rosenzweig, Buber introduced the
search for key-words (Leitworter) repeated in a
given text with stubborn consistency, convey
ing its meaning. The key words force the lis
tener not only to concentrate in a particular
manner but also to participate in the experi
ence evoked by the biblical text. Buber's
translation attempted to retain the identity of
each Hebrew root without blurring its mani
fold associations; if the semantic field of Ger
man words was too narrow in scope, Buber
created new compound words in which the
added word or root explained the particular
development of a basic root. Through this
message, Buber attempted to penetrate the
primordial life of the spoken word as it re
flected the unique otherness of the speaker. In
this regard, Buber's translation/interpreta
tion of the Bible stood in diametrical opposi
tion to medieval philosophical commentaries
that highlighted the abstract, philosophical
content of the Bible.
-

Buber 's attempt to recapture the concrete,
living, unique human utterance of the b iblical
text differed from the approach of his collabo
rator, Franz Rosenzweig. For him, the goal of
the translation was to break through the lin
guistic particularity of the text to the supra
linguistic language without word. He did not
compose a commentary on the Bible but his
philosophical magnum opus, Der Stern der Er
losung (Tile Star of Redemption), presented his
biblical theology as an alternative to Western
philosophy. For Rosenzweig, not only is reve
lation an encounter with the Other, revelatory
speech is dialogical. Rosenzweig states: "The
ways of God are different from the ways of
man, but the word of God and the word of
man are the same. What man hears in his
heart as his own human speech is the very
word which comes out of God's mouth" (The
Star of Redemption, trans. William W. Ballo
[Boston: Beacon Press, 1972], p. 151). Accord
ingly Rosenzweig reinterpreted the prophetic
speech: "The prophet does not mediate be
tween God and man. He does not receive rev
elation in order to pass it on; ra ther, the voice
of God sounds forth directly from within him,
God speaks as 'I' directly from within him."
(Star, p. 178). In the Bible Rosenzweig found
the "I" addressed by God. Biblical literature is
unique because it authenticates the renewal of
the divine word.
Buber, by contrast, did not believe that
through the Bible one can still hear the voice
of the living God, because he considered the
Bible itself to be a human response to the en
counter with God. Though we cannot hear the
voice of God, we can hear the voice of those
who were in the presence of God. In doing so,
the listener I reader stands again in the pres
ence of God. The encounter with God, accord
ing to Buber, is a content-less experience that
cannot be rendered prepositionally. Develop
ing Cohen's emphasis on correlation, Buber
highlighted the relational nature of reality. All
existence has two relational modalities: an l-It
or an I-Thou. In Kantian terms, the former
modality treats the other as a means to an
end, whereas the latter treats the other as an
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end for its own sake. The I-Thou is the ideal
relationship that, alas, cannot be maintained
over time, since it necessarily disintegrates
into l-It, objectifying the other. The only Thou
that cannot be objectified is God, the Eternal
Thou. Revelation, for Buber, is not a single
event in the remote past, but an ongoing en
counter with the presence of God. Similarly,
the revelation at Sinai did not signify the dis
closure of a legal code but a living experience
of God's immediate presence. The spokenness
(Geschprochenheit) of the Bible captures that
direct encounter between God and the people
of the time. The intent of the new German
translation was to come as close as possible to
the raw spokenness of the Bible. For Buber the
engagement in biblical studies in Nazi Ger
many was an act of spiritual resistance. He fi
nally departed from Germany in 1938 and set
tled in Israel (then called Palestine) where he
continued the translation enterprise and went
on to compose various essays on the Bible, the
most important of which was Moses, written
in 1944 and published in 1946. These mid
rashic essays illustrated Buber 's own dialogi
cal relationship with the biblical text, attempt
ing to retrieve the past experience in order to
stand once again in the presence of God.
In 1937, just a year before he departed from
Germany, Buber appointed Abraham Joshua
Hesche! (1907-1972) to succeed him as super
visor of adult education in Germany and di
rector of the fiidisches Lehrhaus at Frankfurt
am Main, the main institutional context for
the revitalization of Jewish life in Germany
since the 1920s. The Nazis, however, deported
Hesche! (who was a Polish Jew) back to Po
land in 1938, and after several months of
teaching in Warsaw he was able to emigrate to
England and from there to the United States
in 1940. What Buber attempted to accomplish
for the Jews of Germany, Hesche! attempted
to accomplish, with partial success, for Amer
ican Jews. It was a dialogical reinterpretation
of Judaism that addressed the predicament of
modernity, its gnawing doubts and rootless
ness. The tragedy of the modern person is the
loss of the ability to ask the right questions to

which the Bible is the answer. Heschel power
fully stated the challenge facing humanity in
the second half of the 2oth century: "Our
problem . . . is how to share the certainty of Is
rael that the Bible contains that which God
wants us to know and to hearken to; how to
attain a collective sense for the presence of
God in the biblical words. In this problem lies
the dilemma of our fate, and in the answer lies
the dawn or the doom" (God in Search of Man:
A Philosophy of Judaism [New York: Farrar
Straus and Giroux, 1955], p. 246). In the return
to the Bible lies the solution to the modern
predicament of Jews and non-Jews alike.
In continuity with Buber, Hesche! denied
that the Bible is a philosophical text or that the
God of the Bible is a philosophical abstraction
or a psychological projection. Rather, God is a
living reality who takes passionate interest in
the life of His creatures, or as Heschel's cele
brated title put it, God is in search of man. In
deed, "the Bible is not primarily man's vision
of God, but God's vision of man" (Man Is Not
Alone: A Philosophy of Religion [New York: Far
rar Straus and Giroux, 1951], p. 129). Hesche!
then placed God at the center of the divine
human drama told in the Bible, a long story of
God's active pursuit of a rebellious Israel. The
biblical text itself came into being as a re
sponse to God's revealing power. In Heschel's
understanding of the Bible, the question of
authorship, which exercised so much of mod
ern biblical scholarship, is a moot point. The
Bible is a product of divine and human au
thorships.
Hesche! viewed attachment to the Bible to
be essential to continued Jewish existence.
The destiny of the Jewish people is to be a
"community in whom the Bible lives on." Is
rael must remain dedicated to the Bible in
order for the Bible to remain "a sublime chal
lenge and source of illumination for the
world." Since the Bible is "the frontier of the
spirit" that "shows the way of God with man
and the way of man with God, "had the Bible
not been preserved, an invaluable pathway to
God would be lost. The current spiritual
poverty throughout the world is due largely
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to a "growing alienation from the Bible" (God
in Search ofMan, pp. 252, 238). Heschel viewed
the Bible as the deepest alternative to the spir
itual malaise of the 2oth century, the only
hope for the revival of divine wisdom, justice
and compassion. Heschel was committed to
reengagement with the Bible in order to pre
serve the Jewish faith for the future.
In his doctoral dissertation at the Univer
sity of Berlin, Die Prophetie (1933), which was
later published in an expanded form in The
Prophets (1962), Hesche! articulated the doc
trine of divine pathos according to which
"God does not reveal himself in an abstract
absoluteness, but in a personal and intimate
relation to the world . . . . God is also moved
and affected by what happens in the world,
and reacts accordingly" (Hesche], The Prophets
[New York: Harper and Row, 1962], pp.
223-224). "It is precisely because God is filled
with pathos for human beings that they may
respond with sympathy to God . . . . The pro
phetic faith is thus a sympathetic response to
divine pathos" (John C. Merkle, "Heschel's
Theology of Divine Pathos," in John C.
Merkle (ed.), Abraham Joshua Hesche/: Explor
ing His Life and Thought [London and New
York, 1985], p. 81).
Heschel's uncanny ability to present the
biblical faith as the answer to the modern
pr�dicament was partially responsible for the
spiritual revival of Judaism in America dur
ing the 196os and 1970s. Yet it is hard to gauge
whether Heschel's enormous fame as a cul
tural icon actually led American Jews in
search of Jewish renewal back to the study of
the Bible. Jewish Studies programs began to
sprout in the 1970s at the same time that Reli
gious Studies departments were established
in secular universities. Courses in the Bible
were then offered as part of the academic
study of religion, and the Bible was now stud
ied either as an ancient Near Eastern docu
ment, or as sophisticated "literature" tha t il
lustrated many of the linguistic subtleties of
contemporary literary theories, or as a source
of information about the socio-cultural setting
of the framers of the biblical canon. For Jewish
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Studies professors in American universities,
the philosophic import of the Bible has be
come neglected, presumably because taking
the biblical text as Scripture, namely, as an ex
istentially meaningful text, is perceived as be
longing in the denominational seminaries but
not in the secular university.
Three contemporary Jewish philosophi
cal theologians-Norbert M. Samuelson (b.
1936), David R. Blumenthal (b. 1938) and Ju
dith Plaskow (b. 1947)-challenge this con
vention, illustrating the continued relevance
of the Bible for contemporary Jewish though t
and the indebtedness to Buber and Heschel.
Samuelson illustrates how the Bible is en
gaged in the context of the dialogue between
science and religion. Though his academic
training was in analytic philosophy and me
dieval Jewish philosophy, Samuelson regards
the task of Jewish philosophy to be predomi
nantly constructive rather than historical or
analytical. Since what is true in the Bible must
be in accord with what is known to be true in
contemporary science, if the literal meaning
of the biblical text is in conflict with contem
porary science, it could not be the correct
reading of the text. Samuelson's reading of
the creation narrative shows how the biblical
story of creation accords with contemporary
physics. (See Norbert M. Samuelson, The First

Seven Days: A Philosophical Commentary on the
Creation of Genesis [Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1992]; Judaism and the Doctrine of Creation
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994] .) Samuelson's theory of revelation is
very much in accord with Buber's, but his ap
proach to the biblical text is similar to me
dieval biblical exegesis, in that it pays close at
tention to contemporary science.
Like Samuelson, David Blumenthal was
trained as a historian of medieval Jewish phi
losophy, but has devoted his efforts to writing
constructive Jewish philosophy. If for Samuel
son contemporary science is the main chal
lenge to the meaning of the Bible, for Blumen
thal the point of departure is the trauma of the
Holocaust. Applying post-Structuralist strate
gies to the Psalms, Blumenthal attempts to
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construct a post-Holocaust Jewish theology
by therapeutically confronting the personal
God of Israel as an abusive deity (David
R. Blumenthal, Facing the Abusing God: A The
ology of Protest [Louisville: Westminster/John
Knox Press, 1993], esp. pp. 57-192). Selecting
Pss. 128, 44, 109, and 27 for close reading, Blu
menthal offers not only his own new transla
tion of the psalms but also four simultaneous
commentaries. The first commentary is a
philological commentary based on existing
biblical scholarship. The second commentary
is written under the influence of Heschel, Blu
menthal's teacher, in an attempt to capture the
spiritual tradition of Hasidism. The third
commentary focuses "on the emotional atti
tudes which the psalmist tradition wishes us
to cultivate," and the fourth commentary at
tempts "to respond to Jacque Derrida, Michel
Foucault, Sigmund Freud, Alice Miller, Carol
Gilligan, Jessica Benjamin, Elie Wiesel and
others in the calling-reading-proclaiming of
the psalms" (pp. 58-6o). By writing four si
multaneous glosses on the biblical text, Blu
menthal intentionally mimics the medieval
Jewish exegetical tradition, clearly implying
that he sees his work in continuity with me
dieval predecessors no less than an attempt to
respond to psychoanalysis, deconstruction,
feminism, and the Holocaust. It remains to be
seen whether this reading will catch the imag
ination of American Jews.
At present the one contemporary Jewish
theologian who has succeeded in influencing
how some American Jews approach the Bible
is Judith Plaskow, perhaps the best-known
Jewish feminist (see "Women's Scholarly Writ
ings," pp. 200D-2005). She has argued that Ju
daism is in need of healing not because of the
Holocaust but because of the systematic and
pernicious exclusion of women from the activ
ity of scriptural interpretation. (See Judith
Plaskow, Standing Again at Sinai [San Fran
cisco: Harper and Row, 1990].) Women were
present at Sinai but it was the male-centered
rabbinic tradition that ignored, silenced, and

marginalized women. A new reading of the
Bible is necessary if Jewish women are to be re
stored to their rightful place within the tradi
tion and become creative readers of their own
sacred texts. Plaskow inaugurated an insight
ful feminist engagement with the Bible and
rekindled a feminist midrashic discourse, but
since most of those who engage in this enter
prise are not philosophically trained, feminist
biblical interpretations to date lack philosoph
ical rigor.
Conclusion
In sum, our survey of the Bible in the Jewish
philosophical tradition makes it clear that the
Bible stood at the center of the Jewish philo
sophical enterprise. Through translations, in
terpretations, and commentaries, Jewish phi
losophers were able not only to negotiate the
differences between Judaism and other cul
tures, but also to rethink Judaism anew by
using new philosophic tools and theoretical
paradigms. As each generation of Jewish phi
losophers asked, "What does the Bible say
and what does it mean?" they were able to
respond flexibly to changing historical cir
cumstances and ponder the meaning of Juda
ism. Premodern and modern Jewish philoso
phers approached the Bible quite differently.
Whereas the former presupposed that the
Bible contains abstract, universal truths that
are either identical to philosophy or can be ex
plicated by philosophy, most (though not all)
modern Jewish philosophers regarded the
Bible as the record of divine-human direct,
unmediated encounter. Accordingly, whereas
the premodern Jewish philosophers com
posed philosophical commentaries on the
Bible, modern Jewish philosophers have re
garded the Bible as the source from which
springs their Jewish theology. For all Jewish
philosophers the pursuit of wisdom to which
Israel is called by God can be accomplished
through the encounter with the Bible itself.
[H AVA TIROSH-SAMUELSON ]
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The Bible i n the Jewish Mystical Tradition
Background to the Jewish Mystical Tradition

Early Sources
The mystical tradition in Judaism is a multi
faceted phenomenon whose early roots reach
back to the time of the Rabbis and that exerted
religious influence well past the medieval era,
when its full flowering occurred. It is not pos
sible here to survey this tradition fully; it is a
complex and by no means completely unified
movement. Rather, this essay will concentrate
on how the medieval mystical tradition, re
ferred to as kabbalah, used the text of the
Bible both as source and as guide for the mys
tical path. It is necessary first to define "mysti
cism," particularly as it developed in Juda
ism. Mysticism can be seen as the quest, either
by individual adherents to a religious tradi
tion or by groups of the like-minded, to expe
rience the presence of God directly. The
yearning to know God sometimes takes the
form of an effort to recover such experiences
believed to have been given to earlier figures
in the tradition-Moses, the prophets-who
were granted direct access to God. It can also
be an effort to "see" the imageless God with
out the aid of images, in keeping with the
commandment that God may not be repre
sented by any image. Finally, the goal of this
quest is sometimes the direct experience of
God, while remaining oneself; sometimes,
however, it is the individual's effort to return
to the source of being to reunite with the God
head even to the point of subsuming one's in
dividuality in the infinite being of God. Mys
tical movements often arise when God is seen
as most transcendent, and therefore most re
moved from ordinary human life: separate
from the natural and human world, unknow
able, incomprehensible.
Although specific influences on Jewish
mysticism are often uncertain, one philosoph
ical school did provide some of its leading
ideas (as it did also for some forms of Chris-

tian and Islamic mysticism) . That philosophy
was Neoplatonism, especially as expressed in
the writings of Plotinus (ca. 204-70 CE) who
taught that there were three realms of being,
designated by the technical term hypostases:
the One, the unknowable, utterly simple, and
self-sufficient source of all being; Mind
(Nous), the determinative foundation of all ex
istents that, by virtue of contemplating the
One, manifests the unified power in the mul
tiplicity of intelligible objects or Ideas; and
Soul, the potency that contemplates Mind and
thereby extends by acting upon its own ideas
into the realm of difference and indetermi
nacy, the location within which the cosmos
takes shape as a determinate, physical form.
Soul mediates between the intelligible world,
the world of Mind, and the material world.
Physical matter, at the furthest remove from
the One, is the lowest form of existence, and is
the eternally receptive substratum in and by
which all determinate existents receive their
discrete form. The w1iverse is balanced be
tween emanation, or movement outward
from the One, and contemplation or return,
movement back toward the One. The One it
self is indescribable, beyond all thought and
transcending all efforts to speak of it. The in
dividual soul, by the practice of contempla
tion, can attain union with the One, but this
involves a series of purifications and renunci
ations to detach the soul from matter, from
images, from ideas, and finally from all dis
cursive reason, until it is able to achieve a vi
sion of the invisible and union with the One.
The stages of contemplation are often pic
tured as ascents or steps away from the world
of matter and toward the One, and the
process itself is described as "apophatic," lit
erally, "speaking-away," that is, achieving an
understanding of the One through negation
the One is not this, the One is not that-until
every possible identification has been elimi
nated and the contemplative is left only with
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a void of thought in which the One can be in
describably experienced. This "apophatic" or
negative way is contrasted with the affirma
tive, "kataphatic" way in which positive at
tributes are ascribed to the deity: God is good,
loving, merciful, just, and so on.
The first major expression of mysticism
within postbiblical Judaism can be found
in the writings that make up the so-called
merkavah ("chariot") or heikhalot ("palace")
corpus. These terms are used to designate
those texts, composed and redacted over a pe
riod of several centuries, that describe in de
tail the ascent of an individual through the
heavenly realms, culminating with an ecstatic
vision of the luminous form on the throne lo
cated in the seventh palace of the seventh
heaven. The details of a vision of the divine
chariot were first recorded in the book of
Ezekiel, a prophet living in Babylonia in the
sixth century BCE. The first use of the technical
term merkavah to refer to Ezekiel's vision of
the enthroned glory is found in the apoc
ryphal Ecclesiasticus 49.8: "It was Ezekiel
who saw the vision of glory, which God [lit.
he] showed him above the chariot of
the cherubim" (NRSV). While many of the
themes in the biblical prophecy served as the
exegetical basis for the visionary experiences
elaborated in the Merkavah corpus, the essen
tial difference between the prophetic theo
phany and mystical vision is evident. Closer
to the spirit of the Merkavah works are rem
nants of heavenly ascents recorded in Jewish
and Christian apocalyptic literature from the
second century BCE to roughly the third cen
tury CE. It has been argued by some scholars
that Merkavah mysticism is an outgrowth of
Jewish apocalypticism, though some impor
tant differences are found as well. Another
important link in this chain is the so-called
Angelic Liturgy of the Qumran sectarians,
otherwise known as the Songs of the Sabbath
Sacrifice, as well as other liturgical fragments
found among the Dead Sea Scrolls. While
there is some uncertainty regarding the ap
propriateness of the term "mystical" to refer
to the poetic descriptions of the angelic realm
-

and the throne contained in these documents,
there can be little doubt that the motifs dis
cussed in these sources bear a striking resem
blance to the main concerns of the Heikhalot
literature.
One work that specifically had a deep and
lasting influence on the development of the
mystical tradition is Sefer Yetzirah, Book of For
mation, which is dated anywhere from the
third to ninth centuries. Properly speaking,
the work should not be described as a single
composition but rather as a composite of dis
tinct literary strands that have been woven to
gether through a complicated redactional pro
cess whose stages are not clearly discernible.
(The title is derived from the verb yatzar,
"form," in Gen. 2.7, 8, 19.) According to Sefer
Yetzirah, the creation of the world was based
on the "thirty-two paths of wisdom," the ten
numbers and twenty-two letters of the He
brew alphabet. According to one section in
Sefer Yetzirah the sefirot ("ciphers" or numbers)
are interpreted as the ten dimensions of the
universe: north, south, east, west, up, down,
beginning, end, good, evil. The individual let
ters of the alphabet each control various as
pects of the creation, in the cosmos, in time,
and in the body.
Sefer Yetzirah is a short work-less than
2,ooo words-but it had great influence, espe
cially because of commentaries on it, both sci
entific and mystical. Among those who wrote
a scientific commentary on it was Saadia
Gaon, in the 10th century (see the essay "Me
dieval Jewish Interpretation," pp. 1876-1goo) .
Later, in the 12th century, mystics would take
up many of its ideas and develop them.
Another seminal work, of uncertain date, is
Shi'ur Komah, a mystical writing that consists
of a physical description of God as a being of
immense size. Although later writers, particu
larly Maimonides, condemned the work be
cause of its anthropomorphic treatment of
God, its defenders maintained that it was not
meant to be taken literally, but was rather try
ing to convey a sense of God's infinite majesty.
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The Medieval Period
Beginning in the 12th century, the kabbalistic
movement grew within the Jewish communi
ties in northern Spain and southern France,
particularly in Provence. Kabbalah is a system
of hidden or secret tradition that is seen as
handing on from teacher to student the inner
meaning of the biblical text. (The word "kab
balah" means "tradition.") It is not strictly
speaking a mystical tradition; rather it is an
esoteric one, meaning by that a teaching that
is intended for only a small group, and thus
one that is difficult to understand and master.
(The opposite of esoteric is exoteric, teaching
intended for a general audience.) Neverthe
less, since the goal of kabbalah involves
achieving a contemplative vision of divine re
ality, and therefore a closer approach to God,
it has many elements of mystical thought as
well. Rather than seeking an ascent to the di
vine throne, as the earlier mystics of the
heikhalot and merkavah schools did, the kabbal
ists are now concerned with discovering the
hidden nature of the divine reflected in the
meaning of sacred texts. Along with this em
phasis, the activity too has changed: from the
mystical praxis of visual ascent to esoteric
hermeneutics or scriptural interpretation. This
leads to an intensified concentration on the
text, even on its individual words and letters,
that is unique to Jewish mysticism.
An influential work that began to circulate
in the late 12th century, Sefer ha-Bahir or Book
of Brightness, is generally regarded as the first
work of kabbalistic symbolism. It bases itself
partly on Sefer Yetzirah, in which the ten sefirot
were seen as constitutive of the order of cre
ation. In some sections of Sefer ha-Baltir, these
ten attributes are expressive of the divine
pleroma or fullness: They are emanations of
the divine nature, and are expressive of the
balance and harmony within the divine being.
God contains various attributes, even oppo
sites; and God contains both male and female
aspects. The female aspect is the shekltinalt or
"Presence" of God; this Presence is where the
divine realm and creation meet, the "Gate of
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Heaven" that permits contact with God.
God's fullness or completeness includes the
union between masculine and feminine as
pects.
The most influential mystical writing, how
ever, is Sefer ha-Zoltar, Book of Splendor. This
text, written largely in medieval Aramaic,
purports to be biblical midrash from the 2nd
century; it was actually written in the late
13th century, largely by Mosheh de Leon (d.
1305) and other kabbalists from the region in
northern Spain known as Castile. It is there
fore akin to an anthology, a collection of writ
ings, rather than a work with a single author.
The Zohar is presented as a mystical commen
tary on the Bible and fictional depictions of
scenes from the life of the 2nd century Rabbi
Shimeon bar Yol).ai and his disciples, whose
discussions present the biblical interpreta
tions. It also contains other material of a spec
ulative nature.
The Zohar develops the idea of the sefirot or
divine emanations into a full-fledged presen
tation of the nature of God and creation, and
the relationship between them. The mysteri
ous Godhead, 'Ein Sof ("no end," the infinite,
unknowable divine being) manifests itself
through the ten sefirot, the realms of the divine
world. These are: Keter ("crown"), the un
knowable Godhead; lfokhmah ("wisdom"), the
first stirring of creation, primal Torah; Binah
("understanding"), creation's first form; lfesed
("benevolence," "mercy," "loving-kindness"),
divine love; Gevurah ("might"), the strength to
control and punish; Tif'eret ("beauty"), the bal
ance of opposites; Netza�1 ("victory"), God's
loving action; Hod ("majesty"), God's judging
action; Yesod ("foundation"), the divine princi
ple within creation; and Malkhut ("sover
eignty"), the link between God and creation
that is also called Shekltinalt ("presence"). An
additional aspect of these realms is the differ
entiation amounting to opposition between
the left side (Binah, Gevurah, Hod), God's judg
ment, and the right side (lfokhmah, lfesed,
Netzaf:z), God's love. God descends through
these realms until the final manifestation in the
Shekltinah. This Presence of God, the feminine
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aspect of the divine being, is also the ideal rep
resentation in the divine realm of the people
Israel. The differing aspects of God, as repre
sented in the sejirot, must come into balance
for instance, Ijesed and Gevurah must reconcile
with each other-and when they do the femi
nine Shekhinah can be in harmony with the
masculine, higher sejirot and the fullness of
God pours out into the world.
[THE EDITORS]
The Glorious Name and the Incarnate Torah

The place occupied by the Bible in the mysti
cal imagination cultivated by various fraterni
ties of kabbalists in the high Middle Ages, is,
as one can imagine, enormous in scope, the
matically, chronologically, and geographically
speaking. Although one must be careful not to
offer a definition of mysticism that would ob
scure the complexity and multifaceted na ture
of the phenomenon of Jewish mysticism, it is
valid to suggest that a current that runs
through the mystical landscape in Jewish his
tory has been the quest to see God. Within the
aniconic tradition of Judaism, this quest took
the form of the paradoxical imagining of the
imageless. The iconoclastic reverberations of
biblical faith fostered a prodigious imagina
tive representation of the non-representable in
Jewish mystic circles through the centuries
where specific meditational practices were
cultivated for the stated aim of attaining a vi
sion of the invisible, the locus of that vision
situated in the heart/imagination of the vi
sionary, the site where the normative epis
temic divisions between external and internal
dissolved in the play of double mirroring.
A unique feature of Jewish mysticism in all
of its historical manifestations has been the
convergence of light and letter symbolism:
The emanation of God's light coincides with
the revelation of the divine name. It follows,
moreover, that the experience of God's pres
ence consisted of both an ocular and auditory
dimension, that is, seeing and hearing are in
tertwined in mystical envisioning, to behold
the invisible is to heed the ineffable. Even
-

within the Bible-see Deut. 28.58 and Ps.
72.19, for instance-the idea of "glory," kavod
(lit. "weighty," that which impresses), was
merged with the notion of the "name" (shem),
that is, the most sacred of names, YHVH.
Hence, in place of the indwelling of the glory
in the Tabernacle, mikdash, or Tent of Meeting,
'ohel mo'ed (Exod. 25.8; 29.44-45; 40.34-35),
there are references to God causing His name
to dwell, leshaken shemo (Deut. 14.23; 16.2, 1 1;
26.2; see also 12. 1 1 : lasum et shemo sham
leshiklmo), in the place (makom) of his choos
ing, the Jerusalem Temple. In these biblical
contexts, shem represents the divine Presence
by metonymy, and thus shem and kavod were
virtually synonymous: To speak of God caus
ing His name to dwell is effectively to speak
of God causing His glory to dwell. Neverthe
less, the change in locution was not lost on
subsequent mystical writers, for whom the
substitution of terms meant a convergence of
realities: a conception of the name that is em
bodied, the body that is the name.
The phrase kevod YHVH, accordingly, is read
esoterically not as a genitive phrase (i.e., the X
of Y), "the glory of the LoRD, " but as an ap
positive, "the glory [that is] the LoRD. " Just as
the concept arose during the Second Temple
period that the God of Israel had no visible,
manifest form, so YHvH became the ineffable
name, the name that cannot be vocalized as it
is written, the name that demarcates the Pres
ence that cannot be represented. The meta
physical assumption behind this mytho
poeic belief-a belief that was expressed in
Heikhalot texts, Shi'ur Komah fragments, early
Jewish Neoplatonic writings, and kabbalistic
works-is that body is letter, and letter body.
This premise knits together the disparate
strands of Jewish esotericism. The kabbalistic
tradition, particularly by the 13th century,
goes a step further and identifies the name
with Torah. Moreover, since kabbalists as
sumed that the Tetragrammaton (YHVH)
comprises within itself the twenty-two letters
of the Hebrew alphabet, the mystical identifi
cation of Torah as the name, ha-Shem, incorpo
ra tes the older notion that Torah consists of a
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polyphony of names that effectively make the
divine present in the text. By assuming the
identity of these different ideas, it is possible
to substitute one for another: If the name is
the glory, and the Torah is the name, it follows
that the glory is the Torah. For kabbalists, the
interchangeability of these terms meant that
Torah was the incarnate form of divine Pres
ence, which, at the height of prophetic vision,
assumes a human shape (anthropos) in the
heart of the visionary. This is the hermeneuti
cal foundation for the kabbalistic understand
ing of Scripture: The scroll, rendered hyperlit
erally, constitutes the scriptural body of the
divine.
The equation of the name and Torah thus
yielded the notion of the textual body in
which, or from which, those who read were
led toward the text of the body. This incarna
tional theme, very significant for understand
ing the mystical approach to Scripture, is
quite ancient, though the precise formulation
is not attested until the 12th and 13th cen
turies. By the late Middle Ages, moreover,
Neoplatonic influence had impacted the Jew
ish religious philosophies promulgated by
elitist rabbinic circles throughout Europe,
North Africa, and the Mediterranean coun
tries, to the point that it was no longer tenable
to conceive of presence and absence as anti
thetical; on the contrary, since God was
widely conceived as the existence whose
essence could not be fathomed by the human
mind, the apophatic (negative) and kat
aphatic (positive) responses could not be
credibly dissociated: The "absence" of all pos
itive attributes, including "presence" itself,
was the manifestation of the divine, and thus
"absence" equals "presence," presence signi
fies absence in the absence of presence.
The unique contribution of medieval kab
balists is to view YHVH, the most sacred of di
vine names, as comprising all the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. In line with the philosophi
cal stance articulated by Judah Halevi (see
"The Bible in the Jewish Philosophical Tradi
tion," pp. 1948-75), kabbalists considered He
brew to be the one "natural" or "essential"
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language in contrast to all other languages,
which are "conventional" or "contingent. "
One o f the better known, and surely most
lucid, formulations of this idea is offered by
the 13th-century Castilian kabbalist Joseph
Gikatilla (1248-ca. 1325), a likely member of
the fraternity responsible for the zoharic an
thology, in the introduction to his Sha'arei
'Orah, a systematic delineation of the sym
bolic names associated with each of the ten
emanations progressing from the bottom to the
top of the sefirotic ladder: The twenty-two let
ters are portrayed as branches stemming from
a tree whose trunk is inscribed with YHVH, the
root-word of the "original" language, the mys
tical essence of Torah. Thus Torah is the blue
print of creation, and furthermore by studying
Torah one can gain knowledge, both historical
and natural, of all that takes place in the world.
From the vantage point formulated textually
by kabbalists beginning in earnest in the 1 3th
century, everything that exists in the cosmos
may be perceived as a permutation of the
name, elicited from the linguistic matrix of
Torah. The permutation both says and unsays
the ineffable name, as a garment both hides
and reveals the body it clothes.
Inner and Outer Meaning are
Ultimately Identical
In great measure, as scholars have long noted,
the kabbalistic approach to Scripture takes its
cue from the analogy in the introduction to
the Guide for the Perplexed by Maimonides.
Maimonides utilizes the image of the apples
of gold covered in the lattice of silver (Prov.
25. 1 1) to convey the idea that there are two
levels of meaning in Torah, the external (zahir)
and internal (batin). In Maimonides this ap
proach is not applied to every verse of Scrip
ture. Rather, it is limited to those where the lit
eral meaning contradicts natural reason and it
becomes necessary to interpret the text figura
tively so tha t the potential conflict is resolved.
To be sure, Maimonides uses an image that
conveys a sense of an organic whole, an indis
soluble bond between inner and outer: Just as
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the golden apples encased in silver settings
appear from a distance as silver but from up
close as gold, the literal and the figurative
must both be preserved even though one
comes to discern that the literal meaning is
but appearance cloaking a reality embedded
within the text. This hermeneutic, therefore, is
decidedly hierarchical, clearly privileging the
internal over the external as the more appro
priate articulation of truth. The external
meaning is but a shell that covers and thereby
shows the internal meaning.
Many kabbalist exegetes similarly begin by
presuming Torah encompasses two layers of
meaning, the exoteric and esoteric. In contrast
to Maimonides, however, for kabbalists the
entirety of Tanakh must be read in this way,
not just words or verses that ostensibly con
flict with the dictates of reason. In other
words, all Scripture yields a twofold meaning
irrespective of conformity with what is con
sidered to be rational truth. In content there is
clearly a distinction between what is called
prophetic kabbalism and theosophic kabbal
ism. The secret (sod) for prophetic kabbalists
is the inner life of God, believed to have
been made known to the prophets, reached
through the scriptural language contained in
the letters of the name, which constitute the
ideational forms of the Active Intellect, the
repository of the intelligible forms that gov
ern the sublunar world. For theosophic kab
balists the secret is the inner meaning of the
text, in which each word has a literal and
symbolic sense, the literal dealing with mat
ters of the mundane realm, the "world of dif
ferentiation" ('olam ha-perud), and the sym
bolic expressing the sefirotic realm, the
"world of unity" ('olam ha-yi�wd).
Although at times kabbalists do seem to be
articulating a hierarchical view akin to that of
Maimonides, privileging the figurative over
the literal, in fact the mystical perspective is
predicated on discerning that exoteric and es
oteric, peshat and sod, are indistinguishable. In
the philosophical esotericism espoused by
Maimonides, the two must be set in binary
opposition, for the inner tru th might under-

mine the literal meaning; in kabbalism, there
is overlap or convergence of the two and thus
the hermeneutic path of kabbalah is more like
a circular journey than a linear process, al
though at times linear language is inevitable.
The influence of sequential language is no
doubt indebted in part to the well-known
motif of the hierarchy of sciences in medieval
scholasticism (shared alike by Muslims, Jews,
and Christians): Logic and mathematics are
preparatory disciplines at the base, followed
by physics or the science of natural phenom
ena, and culminating with metaphysics, the
science of ideal forms (in the Platonic view) or
of being as such (in the Aristotelian view). In
kabbalah which followed the Platonic tradi
tion, in which the world of unity was per
ceived to be superior to the world of particu
larity, the esoteric meaning, corresponding to
the world of unity, is privileged since it dis
closes the truth compared to the exoteric
sense, dealing with the world of ephemeral
appearance. In kabbalah influenced by the
Aristotelian approach, God was the necessary
Being and all else is contingent. Whether this
influence was present or not, the kabbalists,
even when they used linear language, por
trayed the goal of the linear process as coming
full circle; when one reaches the core at the
end and returns thereby to the surface from
the beginning, one realizes that where one
ended up was where one had begun, and con
sequently one comes to see that the innermost
secret was folded within the initial allusion,
leading to the hermeneutical maxim that pe
shat is sod, the literal spiritual, the exoteric
esoteric.
Nal).manides (Ramban, 1 194-1220; see
"Medieval Jewish Interpretation," pp. 18761900), the Spanish rabbinic leader, talmudic
and halakhic scholar, biblical exegete, and
kabbalist, states in the introduction to his
commentary on the Torah that the Torah
given to Moses had two aspects. The first was
the written text (the rabbinic term is miqra'
from the root q-r-', "to call out," "to invoke,"
"to read," whence the word qeri'ah, "recita
tion"), which relates to the "way of our read-
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ing," derekh qeri'atenu, also described as the
"division according to the ritualistic reading,"
derekh billuk qeri'at ha-rnitzvah. The second was
the oral text, which is not a reference to the
standard rabbinic Oral Torah but an occult
reading by "way of the names," derekh ha-she
rnot. There are thus two ways of reading Scrip
ture anchored in the Sinaitic epiphany, the
mystical way of shemot transmitted orally and
the ritual way of torah and mitzvah inscripted
in written form; the textual ground of both is
the primordial Torah, which as Nal)manides
describes, citing an ancient tradition (kab
balah), was written in black fire on white fire.
This aggadic image conveys the underlying
unity of the literal and symbolic, a theme to
which Nal)manides returns on several occa
sions in his commentary when he discusses
the kabbalistic intent marked by his signature
al derekh ha-'emet, "by way of truth."
The kabbalist strategy of reading relies on
the recognition that signifier discloses the
nature of signified, and signified the nature
of signifier, precisely because the two are,
though different, identified with one another.
Even Abraham Abulafia (13th century kabbal
ist of Spain)-who contrasts the Written Torah
as a compendium of commandments with the
Oral Torah as the names of God that are all
contained in the Tetragrammaton, which is
further identified as the Active Intellect
makes a point of emphasizing that the truth of
both the revealed (nigleh) and concealed
(nistar) dimensions of Torah must be upheld.
Thus, Abulafia articulates the matter after at
tempting to affirm, in a blatantly acknowl
edged challenge to the Aristotelian law of
contradiction (Sitrei Torah, MS Paris, Biblio
theque Nationale, fol. 149b), the veracity of
both the traditional account of creation and
the philosophically sanctioned view of eter
nity, the former conveyed by the literal sense
of Scripture and the latter by the allegorical:
"With regard to the Torah its revealed aspects
without doubt are completely true ('emet
garnur) and its concealed aspects are ab
solutely true ('ernet rnu(llat), and both of them
are one unified matter in truth" (ibid., fol.
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15ob). Reiterating the dual meaning of the text
at the conclusion of this section, Abulafia
writes that it would be a "complete heresy"
(kefirah gernurah) if one were to deny the literal
facticity of Torah on account of the figurative
interpretation (the example he gives is the
splitting of the Reed Sea). The assault on the
law of contradiction maintains the paradox
that both the exoteric and esoteric meanings
are true even if they seem to be in conflict. In
Abulafia's own words:
The truth is, as I have indicated to you in
the secret previous to this, the secret of the
creation of the world, that the Torah in its
truth comprises two types of existence, and
the two of them are equally good, and they
are the revealed and the concealed, and
both are true. And this you may under
stand from the matter of the existence of the
body [and the soul] together, for they are
two, the one created and the other eternal,
the one revealed and the other concealed,
and it is as if the one is the exemplar (rna
shal) and the other the exemplum (nirnshal),
but the two are found together (ibid., fol.
151a).
In other treatises, Abulafia employs different
exegetical classifications. For example, in
'Igeret Zo't li-Yehudah and 'Otsar 'Eden Ganuz,
he distinguishes seven paths of interpretation
(literal, halakhic, homiletical, and allegorical,
letter-permutation, restitution of letters to
their primary matter, and prophecy or the
way of the divine names), whereas in Mafteab
lta-I;Iokltmot, he demarcates three levels of
meaning (literal, allegorical, and prophetic,
which correspond respectively to the righ
teous, pious, and prophets). As he states in
'Igeret Zo't li-Yelntdalt, in the final analysis,
scriptural reading is not possible unless one
minimally possesses both "knowledge of how
to read" the written text, yedi'at ha-rnikhtav,
that is, the "literal reading," ha-keri'alt lta
peslwtalt, and "knowledge of how to inter
pret," yedi'at ha-perush, "for this is like a mat
ter of the dream itself, as a dream needs an
interpretation, and any dream that is not in-
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terpreted is like a parable and an enigma that
are written and not explicated" (Adolph
Jellinek, Philosophic und Kabbala: Erstes Heft
{Leipzig: Heinrich Hunger, 1854], p. 13). The
meaningfulness of the text resides in the inter
stices between the literal and figurative, the
document that is to be read and the reading
that is to be interpreted. Tellingly, in the de
scription of the seven paths, Abulafia resorts
to the image of the sphere to describe the rela
tionship of one path to another, beginning
with the "sphere of the literal," galgal lw
peshat, and culminating with the seventh
path, which is compared to the "all
encompassing sphere," galgal ha-makif (ibid.,
pp. 2-4). The use of the standard medieval
image of the concentric heavenly spheres to
describe the hermeneutical paths is meant to
convey that the linear progression of the paths
and the hierarchical stratification that they
imply gives way in the end to the mystical in
sight that breaks the binary opposition be
tween literal and figurative, exoteric and eso
teric, revealed and hidden.
The matter is similarly expressed in the

Zohar:
Come and see: The supernal world and the
lower world are balanced on one scale. Is
rael below and the angels above. Concern
ing the supernal angels it is written, "He
makes his angels into spirits" (Ps. 104-4).
When they descend below they are garbed
in the garment of this world, and if they
were not garbed in the garment that is in
the likeness of this world, they could not
exist in this world and the world could not
endure them. If this is so with respect to the
angels, how much more so with respect to
the Torah, which created them and all the
worlds, and they exist on account of it,
when it descends to this world, if it were
not garbed in the garments of this world,
the world could not endure. Thus the nar
rative of Torah is the garment of Torah. The
one who thinks that the garment is the
Torah itself, and not another matter, let his
spirit deflate, and he will have no share in

the world to come. Therefore, David said,
"Open my eyes that I may perceive the
wonders of your Torah" (Ps. 119.18), what
is beneath the garment of Torah (Zohar
3: 152a):
In the continuation of the passage, the exeget
ical layering of Scripture is expanded from
two to four levels: garment, body, soul, and
soul of souls, which correspond respectively
to stories, laws, esoteric wisdom, and messi
anic secrets. The standard reference to this
idea was by the acronym PaRDeS: peshat (con
textual sense), remez (allegorical sense), derash
(homiletical sense), and sod (mystical sense).
Pardes was apparently first used by Mosheh
de Leon but applied more systematically by
Bal)ya ben Asher (d. 1320) in the second part
of the 13th century. It was formulated as an
elaboration of the principle of dual meaning,
the internal and external, esoteric and exo
teric, revealed and concealed, the garment
and what is beneath it. The hermeneutical
principle of dual meaning in the text is based
on the parallel between the supernal and
lower worlds. In the zoharic idiom, the image
of two worlds "balanced on one scale," be-/tad
matkela 'itkalu, conveys the notion of simili
tude through difference, that is, two dissimi
lar things rendered equal in their incongruity.
The zoharic kabbalists maintained that the
spiritual is discerned through the physical,
the invisible through the visible, a cosmologi
cal principle that shaped their hermeneutical
disposition. The hidden meaning of the text,
the "mystery" (raz) or "light" ('or)-an equiv
alence of terms that was substantiated on the
basis of their numerical equivalence, both
equaling 207-was discoverable through its
literal body, the letter; mystical cognition thus
entails a seeing of the secret "through the gar
ment" (migo levusha) rather than by removing
the garment (Zohar 2:98b). In inverse emula
tion of the dissimilitude of Torah to conceal in
the charade of revealing, the master of eso
teric gnosis reveals in the display of conceal
ing. The capacity to divulge secrets, attributed
in the zoharic passage to Simeon ben Yol)ai, is
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traced to the "skilled tongue," leslwn limudim
(Isa. 50.4), which is identified as the "holy
tongue," leshon ha-kodesh, or the "holy spirit,"
rual:z ha-kodesh. In the divine outpouring to the
world through Shekhinah (compare Zohar
1 :228a and 2:236b), the lower wisdom (ruab)
receives the overflow from the upper wisdom
(kodesh) and is thereby transformed from pas
sive female to active male (Zohar 3:6ob-61a).
This suggests that the word leslwn, "tongue,"
is to be interpreted phallically; indeed the
phallus empowers the "skilled tongue" of the
holy spirit to talk.
The intent of the passage above comes into
sharper focus when seen with another text
from the Zohar, a dramatic section that chroni
cles the discourse of the elderly donkey driver
focused on the mystery of conversion and the
doctrine of transmigration of souls (metem
psychosis), the voyage of the soul from one
embodiment to another. The old man lures
other members of the fraternity (and, by im
plication, the reader) onto his path with three
seemingly incomprehensible parables. In time,
through the unfolding of the narrative
which presents the tension between the urge
to reveal and the need to conceal-the donkey
driver, outwardly foolish, discloses himself to
be a true master. The point of the narrative is
that by plumbing the depths of the mystery of
conversion of the Gentile (which implies for
these thinkers the existence of a Jewish soul in
a non-Jewish body), one is led to a mystical
understanding of the ontological identifica
tion of God and Torah, two seemingly dis
parate realities, one delimited and beyond se
mantic demarcation and the other comprised
of the twenty-two letters that are the names
branching off the root YHVH. Conversion sug
gested to the Castilian kabbalists a crossing of
the boundaries of being that seemingly chal
lenged the overtly dualistic view that Israel
was aligned with the holy right side of God,
mercy, and the nations of the world (Gentiles)
with the unholy left side, judgment.
Part of the text (Zohar 2:98b) articulates the
assumption regarding the Torah and mystical
secrets, an assumption that is, at once, onto-
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logical and hermeneutical (the two cannot be
separated in the thinking of these kabbalists).
The explanation of the garbing of a Jewish
soul in a non-Jewish body, the key factor to
understanding the mechanics of conversion,
is interrupted, so it seems, by the observation
of the old man that God hides secrets in the
garments of Torah. Only the wise that are re
plete with eyes are capable of apprehending
these secrets, a vision that is designated as
seeing through rather than discarding the gar
ment. Shortly after the reader encounters this
principle, the old man offers a parable of the
beautiful maiden in a castle, which recounts
the erotic relationship that pertains between
Torah and the mystical exegete (Zohar
2:99a-b). Four levels of meaning are delin
eated: remizu, "sign"; derashah, "homily";
l:zidah, "allegory," or hagadah, "narrative"; and
razin setimin, "hidden mysteries." These four
levels are presented sequentially as stages of
ever-increasing disclosure: In the first mean
ing is offered through the barrier of the wall,
in the second from behind a curtain, in the
third through a more subtle veil, and, finally,
in the fourth the reader encounters the text
face to face, which, in the zoharic vernacular,
signifies union of a most intimate and erotic
sort. When the Torah removes her veil and ex
poses her face fully to her lover, he comes to
realize that the secret was already present in
the first stage when the initial hint was of
fered. At that moment he understands that pe
shatei dikera', the literal sense of the text-the
text in its literal embodiment, the mien of the
letters-must be as it is, no word added or
subtracted, precisely in accord with the ha
lakhic ruling. To discern the initial insinuation
at the end confirms the point that the secret
can be seen only through the garment of the
letters, the body of the text, the face un
masked in effacing the mask. The uncovering
of the innermost meaning at the culmination
of the journey is thus a recovery of the overt
sense allusively disclosed in the beginning.
The somewhat curious choice of the term
remizu ("sign") to denote the peshat in the ini
tial delineation underscores that in the mysti-
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cal understanding of the revealed word, the
literal is metaphorical and the metaphorical
literal. To be sure, on the face of it, the final
disclosure-the fourth level-bears the inti
macy of the face-to-face encounter, a showing
that ostensibly does away with the previous
barriers, the wall, curtain, and veil; but when
one understands that the secret exposed at
the end was contained in the hint offered at
the beginning, it then becomes apparent that
the face itself is a veil, indeed the greatest of
veils, since it can be unveiled-appear in the
flesh-only by being veiled-remaining en
fleshed. What is revealed in the final her
meneutical disclosure, therefore, is the veil of
presuming there is an unveiling that results in
a vision of the divine without the veil of the
text, to apprehend the essence of God without
the shibboleth of the name, which is the
Torah. As the matter is expressed in another
zoharic context, "The letters are inscribed in
the supernal mysteries, for they all emerge
from the mystery of the supernal Wisdom by
way of the thirty-two paths that come forth
from Wisdom. . . . All the letters are inscribed
in a mystery and they are the bodies of Torah
(gufei torah) for they exist to instruct and to
notify about the supernal mysteries" (Zoltar
Ijadash, 73b). The author of this comment
appropriates the rabbinic expression gufei
torah-which in the older sources that use guf
(body) metaphorically denotes the rudiments
of law-to formulate the idea of a mystical
body of God, taking gtifliterally, a body that is
composed of letters, which are at one and the
same time linguistic signs and numeric ci
phers of divine wisdom.

world. In particular, the ethnocentric dimen
sion of the incarnational myth, which has pro
foundly informed the kabbalistic orientation,
is captured in the symbolic identifica tion of
God, Torah, and Israel implied in the zoharic
comment that "there are three gradations
bound one to the other, the holy One, blessed
be He, Torah, and Israel" (Zoltar 373a). The
full implication of this symbolism is shown
in the obligation incumbent upon every
male Jew to write his own Torah scroll, a
theme found in other kabbalistic texts such as
the anonymous Sefer Ita-Yibud:

Poetic Incarnation and the Embodied Text
of Textual Embodiment
In the kabbalistic tradition, the anthropomor
phic shape of God refers not to humanity in
general but specifically to the Jew, a point
often expressed in the relevant texts in terms
of the rabbinic dictum (linked exegetically to
Ezek. 34·31) that the title 'adam ("person") ap
plies to Israel and not to the nations of the
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The reason for this commandment by way
of kabbalah alludes to the fact that the
Torah scroll is the holy of holies . . . for the
entire Torah is the name of the holy One,
blessed be He . . . and His Torah is within
the holy One, blessed be He, and within
Him is His Torah, and this is what the kab
balists say the holy One, blessed be He, is in
His name and His name is in Him. "His
name" is His Torah and the Torah is made
through the pure and holy chain in the su
pernal image, and it is verily the shade of
the holy One, blessed be He . . . Therefore
He commanded that each man should
make a Torah scroll for himself to discern
and to know that he cherishes the Torah
and to allude to the unity and to demon
strate the pattern of the Creator, blessed be
He. When the holy One, blessed be He, sees
that each and every one in Israel has a
Torah scroll that is precisely in the likeness
of His pattern, blessed be He, the holy One,
blessed be He, immediately causes His
Presence to dwell upon Israel, verily in his
pattern, in the Torah scroll. Therefore God,
blessed be He, commanded each and every
man from Israel to make a Torah scroll for
himself . . . this alludes to the fact that all of
Israel is one form, as the sages, blessed be
their memory, said all Israel is one body. . . .
Since all of Israel is one supernal pattern,
and each and every one from Israel is a
limb of the chariot, each and every man
from Israel must take a Torah scroll for him-
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self so that the limb will cleave to the limb
in the pure and holy chain (Sefer Ta'amey
ha-Mizvot, pp. 78-Bo).
The incarnational theology that informs the
kabbalistic standpoint is predicated on a dis
tinctive understanding of corporeality. "Body"
does not denote physical mass that is quantifi
able and measurable, but the phenomenologi
cal sense of the corporeal as lived presence.
Medieval kabbalists, due to the influence of
philosophical thinking that had informed the
general cultural trends of European societies
in the high Middle Ages, adopted a negative
view toward the corporeal body (indeed, ac
cording to some passages in zoharic litera
ture, for example, 3:17oa, the physicality of
the human is linked to the demonic "left"
side) and thus considered the contemplative
life as a way to escape the bonds of carnality.
(There are many other strong connections be
tween the philosophical and mystical tradi
tions; these traditions should not be depicted
as opposites, as they often are.) This explains
the adoption of ascetic forms of piety on the
part of kabbalists with special emphasis
placed on sexual abstinence. On the other
hand, the positive value accorded the body in
kabbalistic symbolism, reflected in the re
peated use of anthropomorphic images to de
pict God, images that on occasion embrace an
intense erotic tone, is related to the textual na
ture of bodiliness, which, in turn, rests on an
assumption regarding the bodily nature of
textuality. The linguistic aspect of embodi
ment accounts as well for the kabbalistic un
derstanding of ritual as participation in di
vine energy, epitomized in the saying "limb
strengthens limb"; that is, the performance of
ceremonial acts by human limbs fortifies the
divine attributes, which are envisioned as
bodily limbs. Alternatively expressed, insofar
as Torah is the name YHVH, and the latter
takes the form of an anthropos (an idea but
tressed by the numerical equivalence of the
four letters of the name written out in full and
the word 'adam, "person"), it follows that each
commandment can be represented as a limb
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of the divine body. The kabbalistic representa
tion of Torah as body is supported by the idea
that the 248 positive commandments corre
spond to the 248 limbs and the 365 negative
commandments to the 365 sinews. This for
mulation is a modification of the tradition at
tributed to R. Simlai (b. Mak. 23b) according to
which the 248 positive commandments corre
spond to the limbs and the 365 negative com
mandments to the days of the year. The kab
balistic perspective reverses the generally
assumed allegorical approach to scriptural
anthropomorphisms promoted by medieval
rabbinic exegetes, for instead of explaining
anthropomorphic characterizations of God as
a figurative way to accommodate human un
derstanding, the attribution of corporeal im
ages to an incorporeal God indicates that the
real body, the body in its most abstract tangi
bility, is the letter, which is the principle of po
etic incarnation. Anthropomorphism in Scrip
ture therefore indicates that human and
divine corporeality are entwined in a mesh of
double imaging through the mirror of the text
that renders the divine body human and the
human body divine. For kabbalists, life re
volves about the axis of the embodied text of
textual embodiment.
Flesh Made Word and the Body as Text
There is no escaping the incarnational impli
cations of the esoteric identification of Torah
and the name, since the latter is the divine
essence, a point made explicitly in several zo
haric passages (2:6ob, 87a, gob, 3: 13b, rga, 21a,
35b-36a, 73a, 8gb, g8b, 15ga, 265b, 2g8b) and
confirmed by other kabbalists contemporary
with the Zohar, for instance, Gikatilla. Thus, in
one zoharic passage we read, "It has been
taught that the holy One, blessed be He, is
called Torah" (2:6ob). In a second passage, the
matter is laid out in more detail based on the
symbolic correspondence between the ten
commandments revealed at Sinai, which con
tain the whole Torah, and the ten divine utter
ances, the emanations comprised within the
Tetragrammaton (YHvH) :
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The Torah is the name of the holy One,
blessed be He. Just as the name of the holy
One, blessed be He, is inscribed in ten utter
ances so Torah is inscribed in ten utter
ances; these ten utterances are the name of
the holy One, blessed be He, and the Torah
is entirely one name, verily the holy name
of the holy One, blessed be He . . . . The one
who is meritorious with respect to Torah is
meritorious with respect to the holy name.
R. Jose said that he is indeed meritorious
with respect to the holy One, blessed be He,
because He and His name are one (2:9ob).

The Castilian kabbalists whose views are
preserved in the zoharic homilies make even
more explicit the assumption of their prede
cessors. The equation of Torah and the name
implies that God is embodied in Torah and,
consequently, engagement in study and ful
filling the commandments serve as the means
by which one is conjoined to the divine. In the
words of another zoharic homily: "He who is
occupied with Torah it is as if he were occu
pied with the holy One, blessed be He, for
Torah is entirely the name of the holy One,
blessed be He" (3:89b). But how can we speak
of God being embodied in the text? Can light
that is without limit be contained in letters
that are limited by their very shape? The mys
tery that is basic to zoharic kabbalah (though
by no means unique to its fraternity) is that
God is absent from the text in which God is
present, since for God to be present in the text
God must be absent.
The Significance of the Single Letter
Kabbalistic interpretation sees every unit of
the text as significant, including individual
letters; this builds upon a method of inter
pretation of some of the classical Rabbis
(see "Classical Rabbinic Interpretation," pp.
1844-63). As an example, an explanation (at
tributed to R. I:Iiyya) is offered for why the
first letter of Torah is bet, :1, the second letter of
the alphabet, a query that appears in classical
rabbinic literature: This letter signifies the

dual Torah, oral and written, a doctrine that is
also used in this context to explain the plural
in "Let Us make Adam in Our image," that is,
Adam was created by means of the oral and
written Torah, reflected in the mentioning of
image and likeness in tandem with his cre
ation, the former correlated with the mascu
line and the latter with the feminine. Accord
ing to R. Isaac, the orthographic structure of
bet as the letter that is opened on one side and
closed on three sides, already attested in older
mystical sources, is interpreted as a sign that
Torah receives those who seek to be conjoined
to her but she is closed from the other side in
relation to those who close their eyes and turn
away from her. It is at this point in the homily
that, for our purposes, the critical passage ap
pears:
R. Judah said: Bet has two sides and one
that connects them. What do they come to
teach? One for heaven, one for earth, and
the holy One, blessed be He, connects and
receives them. R. Eleazar said: These are the
three holy, supernal lights bound as one,
and they are the totality of Torah, and they
open an opening to everything. They open
an opening to faith and they are the abode
of everything. Thus they are called bet for
they make up the dwelling (beita'). And
thus the beginning of Torah is bet, for it is
the Torah, the remedy for the world. There
fore, whoever is occupied with Torah it is as
if he were occupied with the holy name . . .
for Torah is entirely the one supernal holy
name. And since it is the holy name, it be
gins with bet, for it is the totality of the holy
name in three knots of faith. Come and see:
all those occupied with Torah are conjoined
to the holy One, blessed be He, and they are
crowned in the crowns of Torah, and they
are beloved above and below (Zohar 3:36a).
According to R. Judah, bet means heaven,
earth, and God who unites them. The further,
theosophic explication is offered in the name
of R. Eleazar. The three lines of bet refer to
three holy, supernal lights that are bound as
one, and they are the totality of Torah (kelala'
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de'oraita'). Insofar as the three potencies are
the opening for faith, which may here denote
the lower seven emanations, they are charac
terized as the abode (beita') of all that exists,
and hence they are the three lines that make
up beit, the letter that is the "totality of the
holy name in three knots of faith" (kelala'

dishema' kadisha' bitefat kishrei meheimanuta')

.

All of Torah is the name and thus its first letter
must encompass the totality of the name; the
three lines by which the letter is drawn are the
knots of faith. The three knots of faith-faith
is the fourth side that is the opening created
by the three closed sides-may be the three
letters, YHV, contained in the four-letter
name, YHVH. Alternatively, the knots of faith
may allude symbolically to Ijokhmah, Binah,
and Tif'eret, "Wisdom," "Understanding,"
and "Beauty," three configurations of the di
vine that are imaginally depicted in some
zoharic passages as father, mother, son and
demarcated as YHV; the last letter of the
name, the fourth party of the quaternity, the
daughter, Malkhut ("Sovereignty") or Shekhi
nah, is represented by the second he, the letter
that has already appeared, a duplicate of the
second.
The beginning of Torah, therefore, is the let
ter that marks the mystery of the threefold
unity, the totality of the name, the secret
abode of faith. The trinitarian resonance in the
zoharic locution telat kishrei meheimanuta,
"three knots of faith," has been noted by
Yehuda Liebes. Reinforcing this, the author of
the homily has combined the motif of Torah
as the incarnation of the divine name and the
trinitarian symbol of the three knots of faith.
In this matter, as with regard to a number of
crucial themes, the kabbalists whose ideas
and interpretations are preserved in zoharic
literature reflect a complex relationship to
Christianity, which was viewed as the major
competitor in the arena of salvation history:
This is an instance of the perennial struggle
between synagogue and church, Jacob and
Esau, with its concomitant attraction and re
pulsion. On one hand, zoharic kabbalists
adopted a harsh stance and portrayed Chris-
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tianity as an earthly manifestation of the de
monic potency, the idolatrous religion that se
duces Jews (men are especially vulnerable)
both in the form of spiritual enticement (par
ticularly in the guise of magic) and sexual
temptation. On the other hand, these kabbal
ists were duly impressed with aspects of this
faith, including trinitarian and incarnational
symbols, as well as imagery derived from de
votions to Mary, the mother of Jesus, and at
tempted to appropriate them as authentic eso
teric tradition, perhaps even modeling the
fraternity of Simeon ben Yol).a i and his com
rades on the pattern of Jesus and his disciples.
Medieval kabbalists sought to divest christo
logical symbols of their Catholic garb and
re-dress them as the mystical truths of Juda
ism. The zoharic understanding of text as
body, which provides the mechanism by
which the body is understood as text, is a
stunning illustration of this strategy.
One final zoharic text demonstrates the
subtle and complex relationship that pertains
between kabbalistic and christological sym
bolism:
"As for the tabernacle, make it of ten strips
of cloth" (Exod. 26. 1). Here is the mystery
of unity, for the arrayment of the tabernacle
was from several gradations, as it is written
with respect to it "and the tabernacle was
one" (ibid., 6). This is to illustrate that all
the parts of the body are all the mystery of
one body. In a man, there are several upper
and lower parts, the ones interior and the
others revealed on the outside, and all of
them are called one body, and the man is
called one composition. So here, all the
parts of the tabernacle are in the pattern of
what is above and when all of them are
joined as one, then it is written "and the
tabernacle was one." The commandments
of Torah are all parts and limbs in the mys
tery above, and when all of them are joined
together, then all of theni. add up to one
mystery. The mystery of the tabernacle,
which consists of the parts and limbs, all
compute to the mystery of Adam in the
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manner of the commandments of Torah, for
the commandments of Torah are all of them
the mystery of Adam, male and female.
When they are joined together, they are one
mystery of Adam (Zohar 2:162b).
In this homily, the images of the Tabernacle,
the human body, the androgynous Adam (cre
ated "male and female," Gen. 1.27), and the
Torah are linked together like pearls in a neck
lace of symbolic equivalences. The thread that
ties these images together is the linguistic
conception of embodiment, that is, what the
four compositions share in common is the as
sumption that they are constructed from the
letters of the Hebrew alphabet. In older rab
binic sources, one can find the notion that the
Tabernacle, the earthly residence of the divine
glory, which is depicted as a · microcosm of
the universe, was built by means of the letters
(b. Ber. 55a). What the zoharic author has
added is that the Tabernacle assumes the
shape of an anthropos. The Tabernacle sym
bolically stands for the totality of the divine
pleroma, a secret alluded to in the hyperliteral
rendering of the verse that dictates the mak
ing of the Tabernacle from ten strips of cloth,
which correspond to the ten emanations. The
mystery of the Tabernacle's construction,
therefore, imparts the wisdom that the multi
plicity of divine powers cohere in a unified
whole, that is, God's unity may be repre
sented organically, as a composite of discrete
elements the infinity of which denies the pos
sibility of fixed enumeration.
The organic unity of the Tabernacle is illus
trated further by comparing it to the human
body. The anthropomorphic representation is
illumined by a similar characterization of
Torah, for the commandments are the limbs of
the body of Torah, which is envisioned as the
mystery of the androgynous Adam, the posi
tive commandments being masculine aspects
and the negative commandments feminine
ones. The conjunction of the two facilitates the
constitution of the mystery of the divine an
thropos, which is envisioned both as the tex
tualization of the Tabernacle and the material-

ization of Torah: Parallel processes in the hid
den disclosure of the divine name. The secret
of poetic incarnation imparted by masters of
Jewish esoteric lore, beholding the luminous
flesh from the word, may be seen as a counter
myth to the Christian image of the word/light
made flesh in the prologue to the Gospel of
John, which played an inestimable role in
fashioning the hermeneutical aesthetic of me
dieval Christendom. In the history of Chris
tian devotion the incarnational theme also ex
pressed itself in terms of textual embodiment,
but the basis for this form of embodiment in
Christianity is always the incarnation of the
Word in the person of Jesus. As a conse
quence, medieval Christian piety has been in
formed by the exegetical supposition that in
carnation of the word in the flesh had the
effect of removing the veil of the letter, the lit
eral meaning that kills the spirit, the carnal
law that obstructs the true knowledge of the
Last Things. By contrast, in the kabbalistic
wisdom that materialized in the course of the
12th, 13th, and 14th centuries, incarnation of
the flesh in the word preserved the veil of the
letter. The only credible means to apprehend
the inner meaning of the law was thought to
be through its outer covering, to behold the
mysteries of Torah underneath the garment,
to see the image of God embodied iconically
in the text that is the textual embodiment of
the name. The ultimate secret of Scripture in
the kabbalistic imagination embraces the par
adox that the revealed word is the mirror
whose visibility consists precisely in its invisi
bility, and, as such, the task of revisioning re
mains constant, as the invisible can never be
seen once and for all. Since the task of scrip
tural reading is presented primarily as the
eye-centered image of lifting the veils to see
the face hidden beneath, it can be said that
this task is never complete, as the mandate to
lift the veils does result in discarding all possi
ble veils; indeed, there can be no "final" veil
to lift as there is always another veil through
which the nonmanifest will be made manifest.
Therein lies the soteriological hope (the hope
concerning salvation) fostered by the soteric
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approach to Scripture advocated by kabbal
ists. The uncovering of secrets by their recov
ery, and their recovery by uncovering, infuses
the act of reading with the redemptive man
date to see again and hear anew, interpretive
gestures that have the potential to transform

text and reader to the point that the latter may
adopt the mantle of writer and study pro
vides the quill, ink, and tableau for rewriting
the text that is yet to be scripted through the
hermeneutical glance.
(ELLIOT R. WOLFSON ]

The Bible in Israel i Life*
The Bible, once at the center of the cultural
scene in Israel, has become marginalized; its
magic has faded. A new Israeli generation no
longer believes that, to be considered edu
cated, one must be well-versed in the canoni
cal national literature; to a greater or lesser de
gree, it rejects Bible study as a required
subject. Pride in the greatness of the Bible is
giving way to alienation; instead of profi
ciency in Scripture one finds unashamed ig
norance of its content. Before we can measure
the depth of the change and trace its causes,
we must examine the situation as it was until
recently, when the Bible proudly held sway
over the Israeli scene.
Early Days: The Holy Scripture of
Secular Zionism
The Zionist endeavor defined itself from the
start in biblical language, as the "return to
Zion" (Ps. 126.1), and by placing Bible study
at the center of the school curriculum made it
an integral component of national rebirth, re
building the ancestral land, and revival of its
language. The return to the land, cultivation
of the land, national independence, military
valor, speaking the tongue of Amos and Isa
iah, received quasi-religious inspiration from
the Bible; it embodied that generation's tasks
and visions as if the present were recapturing
the past. Leaders, authors, and teachers all beA longer version of this article appeared in Hebrew in Yeri'ot

1, 1999; an English translation by Mr. David Louvish was pub
lished in Modem Judaism, 19.3, 1999, pp. 217-239. This adapta
tion is published with the kind permission of Modern Judaism.
•
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lieved that the Bible legitimized Zionism: It
testified to Jewish ownership of the land and
foretold the return, the rebuilding, and the
ingathering. Conversely, Zionism enhanced
Scripture: It was realizing prophecy and
thereby confirming the Bible's eternal truth.
The Bible was an inspiring commentary on
the present, and the present was a concrete in
terpretation of the Bible. The immediacy and
reality of the biblical saga-from the immigra
tion of individuals in obedience to the com
mand, "Go forth from your native land" (Gen.
12.1) and the mass exodus from the house of
bondage, through the frailty of the "desert
generation" and the virility of the conquerors
of Canaan, culminating in the defensive wars
waged by the Judges and the establishment of
the monarchy-invested the present with an
aura of ancient splendor. Biblical history gave
the Zionist endeavor roots in time; geography,
with its memory-laden sites, confirmed its ties
to place; and archeology provided the new
comers with material proof of their "nativity"
in this old-new land.
Literature, particularly poetry, played a
major role in this two-way association of
Zionism with the Bible. The power of poetry
can be seen in two poems about Saul's heroic
death by Natan Alterman and Amir Gilboa,
both published in the first decade of the State
of Israel. Alterman's ballad, "The Day of Bat
tle and Its Eve are Ended" ('Ir ha-Yonah, Tel
Aviv, 1957, pp. 184-185) begins with a brief
reference to the biblical story of the overthrow
of Israel's army on Mount Gilboa: defeat,
flight, and King Saul's suicide. The poet then
goes on to describe in detail how the
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But upon passing by the wall of Beth
Shean
I turned my head away.

wounded herald rides a whole night from the
battlefield to the queen mother 's home and,
upon arriving, falls to the ground, speechless.
His blood, staining her feet, and the news of
the king's death implied by his silence, have
brought the battlefield to her doorstep. Her
heroism is no less impressive than Saul's in
this struggle for the national spirit. "Rise, my
son," she commands the herald, and upon
hearing his tearful description of the king's
falling on his sword, she responds, expressing
the heroism of mothers:

And you are the king.
And it is your honor as king when you
command.

Then spake she to the youth: Blood
Will cover mother's feet,
But the nation will rise seven times
If it be defeated on its own land.
Judgment has been visited upon the
king,
But a successor will arise in due time,
For it was upon his own land that
He leaned the sword upon which he
died.
Thus she spake and her voice trembled.
And so it was. And David heard.

I really cannot say what I would have
done in his place.
Saul, Saul, come!
In Beth-Shean the Children of Israel now
live.

She neither weeps nor holds her tongue, but
her voice trembles. David, and with him the
readers, heard in her words the essence of
Zionism: A defeat in Exile is final, but a defeat
in the homeland is temporary. The blood
soaked soil of the land strengthens the resolve
of its sons and their mothers: Vanquished in
exile by death and its terror, here they will
prevail over both.
Alterman speaks through the mouth of a
fictitious biblical character, whereas Amir Gil
boa in his poem "Saul" (Kebullim va-Adum
mim, Tel Aviv, 1963, p. 216) bridges the time
gap by having a contemporary speak to Saul.
While the courage of Saul's mother is super
human (in a sense even inhuman), Gilboa's
narrator expresses amazement at Saul's awe
inspiring death by describing his own weak
nesses and doubts:
Saul! Saul!
I do not know whether it was shame
or fear of a bodiless head-

Then, when your arms-bearer refused
you the sword you commanded,
I stood dumb, speechless,
and my blood flowed from my heart.
I really cannot say what I would have
done in his place
had I been your arms-bearer.

Saul's head is impaled upon the (Roman) wall
of Beth-Shean at this day (1952), and the
speaker, averting his gaze, admits that he
does not know whether he did so out of
shame at what the Philistines did to his king
or out of fear of the terrible sight. Uncertainty
as to the real reason for his behavior is also ex
pressed in a further, even more heartrending,
quandary: He is present at Gilboa when Saul's
arms-bearer disobeys the king' s command to
bring him his sword so that he can commit
suicide. The speaker does not know whether
he himself would have been brave enough to
disobey his monarch, or whether he would
have obeyed, recognizing that the king's
honor required him to obey even unto death.
The solemnity of the biblical scene is ex
pressed through the narrator 's insignificance
and doubts: It does not occur to him to iden
tify with the king, and while he is identifying
with the arms-bearer, he is still no more than a
silent observer, his heart bleeding at the grav
ity of the dilemma. Only toward the end of
the poem does a new certainty seize him, en
abling him to address the live Saul and inform
him of the great Zionist message of comfort;
the story of Israel's defeat on Mount Gilboa
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and the abuse of Saul's body has a happy end
ing: Beth-Shean is being rebuilt and settled by
new immigrants!
Alterman delivers the message in loud, res
onant tones; Gilboa whispers: By virtue of na
tional continuity, geographic identity, and
Scripture's eternal truth, we are living in the
Bible and the Bible lives in us. Thus the Bible
had become the Holy Scriptures of Zionism,
but there was a profound difference between
those who considered it a heroic epos, to be re
leased from the heavy shackles of prophetic
ethics, and those for whom it was a source of
ethical lore and Jewish spiritual life. The la tter
considered the ethical values underlying the
laws of the Torah, as well as the courageous
social censure and vision of national redemp
tion pronounced by the prophets, as a firm
basis for a new version of Judaism: neither ha
lakhic, traditional, nor exilic; but authentic by
virtue of being neo-biblical.
In addition to these groups of writers,
however, there were radical discreditors of Ju
daism, for whom clinging to the national her
itage and accepting authority, excess spiritual
ity, moral scruples, the claim to national
uniqueness, were obstructions on the path to
a natural, free life. They rejected the Bible en
tirely, or expressed their adoption of alterna
tive values by such means as giving poetic ex
pression to the false prophets or explicitly
rejecting David.
Method of Interpretation:
Derash Claiming to Be Peshat
Accompanying the return to the Bible was an
enthusiastic devotion to peshat (contextual
and philological interpretation). Peshat alone
would reveal the text's authentic meaning, ex
tricating it from talmudic midrash (homilet
ics) and medieval commentaries, and from
the confining authority of the Rabbis. Part of
the magic of peshat was that it extended the
secular hegemony (already effective in soci
ety, politics, and culture) to the realm of Bible
commentary, freeing it from religious tradi
tion. David Ben-Gurion does not say this ex-

plicitly in his article, "The Bible Shines with
Its Own Light" (Iyyunim ba-Tanakh, Tel Aviv,
1969, pp. 41-45) but conveys it indirectly by
three examples of the superiority of peshat:
"an eye for an eye" cannot possibly refer to
payment of damages, as taught by the Rabbis;
the biblical David was no scholar, poring
night after night over the oral law, but an in
trepid warrior-king, capable of committing
grave sins; and " the truth obliges us" to rec
ognize that "The Song of Songs is (in its plain
meaning, as a love song) one thing, while the
midrash of the Song of Songs is another." But
then Ben-Gurion declares, "The books of the
Bible declare the glory of Israel. As to the
glory of God-that is declared by the heav
ens, and the 'heavens' belong not to our na
tion only, not even to humankind, but to infin
ity. . . . The Bible is our own creation. . . . The
Holy One, blessed be He, does not need an
identity card." With that he abandons a con
textual, philological reading of innumerable
passages that speak in God's name or mag
nify and glorify Him; through radical mid
rash, he ignores the active, clearly manifest
deity, and replaces Him by the spirit of the na
tion or the soul of the universe.
Indeed, although Zionism promoted un
derstanding of the Bible (through biblical re
alia and analogy between the two periods), it
also obstructed understanding (since the
modern Return responded to a national, not
divine, imperative). The secular generation,
eager to find its reflection in the text and
guide itself by its light, could ardently em
brace such verses as "doing work with one
hand while the other held a weapon" (Neh.
4.11), but was puzzled and repelled by "you
shall be holy, for I, the LoRD your God, am
holy" (Lev. 19.2). To bridge the gap, they had
to resort to quasi-midrashic interpretation,
which sanctified biblical values while reject
ing the plain meaning of divine revelation.
"Thus says the LoRD" and "I the LoRD am
your God, who brought you out of the land of
Egypt" (Exod. 20.1), were metaphorical, ar
chaic expressions that actually represented a
psychological reality: an ethical imperative
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emerging from the depths of the soul, or the
national spirit inspiring the liberators. But
since midrash was considered invalid, con
trary to peshat, and identified with the dispar
aged pilpul ( hair-splitting, legalistic reason
ing), such naive explanations had to obscure
their remoteness from peshat.
By using one of the most characteristic tools
of midrash, metaphor, the authors of the Dec
laration of Independence of Israel could sub
stitute for the transcendent "God of Israel"
the national "Rock of Israel" (this too purged
of its plain religious meaning, as in 2 Sam.
23.3: "The God of Israel has spoken, the Rock
of Israel has said . . . "). Similarly, midrashic li
cense divorced the words "the guardian of Is
rael neither slumbers nor sleeps" from their
context in Ps. 121 (where the name of God oc
curs five times), interpreting "guardian of Is
rael" not as the omnipotent heavenly guard
ian but as the brave human guards on earth.
One popular Hanukkah song used the quite
radical technique of al tikre (substitution of
one word for another) to transform "Who can
tell the mighty acts of the LoRn" (Ps. 106.2)
into "Who can tell the mighty acts of Israel."
A song for the fifteenth day of Shevat (the
New Year for trees) took the first phrase of the
verse "When you enter the land and plant any
tree for food, you shall regard its fruit as for
bidden . . . " (Lev. 19.23) and made of it a sepa
rate commandment by cutting the verse in
half, the syntax in Hebrew allowing the re
maining words to be understood as: "When
you enter the land, you shall plant every
tree. . . . " The song then added a rhyme in bib
lical Hebrew: " . . . I And the tree shall give its
fruit and the land its yield." Even the injunc
tion to donate money to the Jewish National
Fund was traced to the Torah by a kind of
modern halakhic midrash, so convincing that
everyone was sure that the words "redemp
tion shall be granted to the land" (Lev. 25.24)
are an imperative to purchase Gentile land by
peaceful means; the context of the phrase,
however, calls for restoring a family's ances
tral holdings, sold to strangers because of
poverty, to the family's ownership. Similarly,
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the emblem of the Reali School in Haifa urged
its students, "Walk modestly," dropping the
words, "with your God" (Mic. 6.8); and the
words "Let My people go" were likewise
taken from the ritual context "that they may
worship Me in the wilderness" (Exod. 7.16),
thereby severing them from context, detach
ing them from their history, and obscuring the
identity of the divine speaker. Anyone could
thus claim that the rousing challenge to a
tyrannical government had sprung from the
nation's spirit, uttered by its heroic fighters.
One might think that this Zionist midrash
had no place in academia, which is committed
to philological and historical study of the bib
lical text. Nevertheless, despite the detach
ment of the academy from the social world
and its resistance to any ideological manipu
lation of the Bible, scholars also have rein
forced the Zionist-worldly conception of the
Bible. Engagement in critical study of the
Bible in itself is an expression of the Zionist
ambition to normalize all aspects of our life
and resume our place in the family of nations.
Owing to these efforts, the Bible is studied in
Israel, too, in light of scientific criteria devel
oped in the last few centuries, mainly by
Protestant scholars, thus breaking free of the
Jewish study tradition (which subordinates
the written law to the oral). Bible research in
Israel has become an active partner in interna
tional Bible study, as noted with pride by the
editors of the Hebrew-language Encyclopedia
Biblica (preface, Vol. I, 1950): "The nation that
created the Bible is gradually taking its right
ful place in the study of its eternal book"
(p. 9). The critical study of Scripture, with no
prior assumption of sanctity or overt superi
ority, makes its own contribution to the na
tional midrash, undermines the perfection of
Scripture, and considerably dims its bril
liance; but it also provides a scientific
rationalistic justification for the secular view
of the Bible as a human, national creation.
Moreover, the academic definition of Bible
studies agreed with the spirit of the times,
treating the oral law as irrelevant to under
standing the Bible. In the early 1950s, when I
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was pursuing my studies in the Hebrew Uni
versity's Bible Department, one could not
study midrashic exegesis there, as it ran coun
ter to peshat. Nor was any course devoted
even to those of the medieval commentaries
that were based on peshat, as they were not
sufficiently critical (the situation has since
changed quite radically) . The spirit of the
times also molded the scientific principles
guiding the Encyclopedia Biblica; it, too, rein
forced the secular-material view. The encyclo
pedia was indeed committed to "the original
meaning of the texts, in accordance with the
intentions of the authors, as they were under
stood at the time of writing and by the audi
ences for whom they were originally written"
(preface, p. 11). But the editors' understand
ing of peshat was so one-sided that the ancient
authors would probably have been amazed at
the extraordinary emphasis on realia, archeol
ogy, and the world of the ancient Near East,
and the utter neglect of theological, ideologi
cal, and literary aspects (as evident, for exam
ple, in the almost complete disregard for the
writings of the Israeli scholars Yehezkel Kauf
mann and Martin Buber). As the times
changed, this distortion, too, was somewhat
mitigated in the last volumes; but the encyclo
pedia still lacks entries on memory, labor,
property, peace, and remnant, on the one
hand, and speech, humor, satire, and narra
tive, on the other. In sum: Bible scholars, high
in their ivory towers, who had no part in the
creation of the national midrash, were influ
enced by it unawares and indirectly helped to
buttress it.
The secularizing national midrash also gave
schoolchildren a social motive to study the
Bible: it prepared them for "life," because min
imal knowledge of the Bible was necessary for
participation in the collective discourse. The
Bible was not only one of the founts of Israel's
literary and artistic creation, its inventory of
associations (as it still is to some extent), but
also the key to the values and ideas current in
society. Incoming immigration is referred to in
Hebrew, contrary to geography, as 'aliyah,
"coming up," while outgoing emigration is
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yeridah, "going down," to take one example;
and native-born Israelis, looking down upon
the so-called primitive culture of the new im
migrants, could invoke the term "desert gen
eration" to justify their attitudes (and their
budgetary priorities). A person who did not
study the Bible was a stranger in Israeli society.
Religious Zionism, too, was an integral part
of this collective discourse. Children in reli
gious schools also "granted redemption to the
land" with their mothers' pennies; they
marched on the fifteenth of Shevat, holding
saplings and singing "When you enter the
land"; and at Hanukkah parties they sang
"Who can tell the mighty acts of Israel," enter
taining no doubts that the words had religious
validity. Clearly, despite religious Zionism's
efforts to contend with the predominantly sec
ular bent of Zionism, it, too, was charmed by
the national midrash. Perhaps this was be
cause of the remarkable ability of that mid
rash, on the one hand, to provide biblical con
firmation for the truth of Zionism, and, on the
other, to guarantee on behalf of Zionism that
the Bible would continue to occupy a central
position in Jewish society. Thus, a fierce con
troversy raged as to the religious sanctity of
the Bible, but at the same time no one denied
that it belonged to the entire nation-a shared,
unifying, and inspiring possession.
The Crisis of Secular Zionism Undermines
the Validity of the National Midrash
One does not have to be a "post-Zionist" to
realize that Zionism, as an ideology and a
mass movement, is in deep trouble, and this
has implications for the place of the Bible in
contemporary Israeli society.
The establishment of the State of Israel
brought about major changes in the country:
Voluntarism gave way to state-run action, do
nations to taxation; governmental relief labor
made tree-planting on the fifteenth of Shevat
an anachronism, and the Land Administra
tion took over "redemption of the land" from
the Jewish National Fund. Manual labor has
become the province of foreign workers. Fi-
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nally, the Yom Kippur War (1973) revealed for
all to see that the institutionalized Israel De
fense Forces could no longer be compared to
the Israelite army of the time of the judges
and the early monarchy.
Along with social, economic, and political
change has come a mental revolution: Roman
tic dreams and utopian aspira tions have
given way to concrete, short-term realism; a
self-assured ideology, ignoring anything that
clashed with its all-embracing concepts and
not averse to shallow conformism, has be
come unfashionable. There is a strong bias for
skepticism and open-mindedness, avoiding
bombastic phraseology (embellished with
biblical quotations) and preferring under
statement-a descent from declamation to
stammering; a systematic demythologization
of Zionism is underway in the name of one's
right-and obligation-to know the complex
truth underlying appearance and pretension.
The cult of heroism, with its implied con
tempt for human weakness and disregard for
the enemy's suffering, has been discredited.
The collective vision, which demanded brav
ery and self-sacrifice, has been supplanted by
personal goals, in which individuals make
their own choices and decide wha t demands
to make on themselves. Spontaneity and per
missiveness are preferred to normativity and
moderation; educa tion has shifted from nur
turing values to developing aptitudes, advo
cating extracurricular studies rather than
youth-movement activities. The humanities
and natural sciences are neglected in favor
of social and applied sciences, law, and busi
ness administration. The ambition of the
second-generation sabra [native Israeli] is no
longer to put down roots in this country but
to spread his or her wings and explore the
world.
Some consider this crisis to be the begin
ning of the end of Zionism, for better or for
worse. I, however, see the process not as dis
integration but as maturation, which is a pre
condition for any new growth. At any rate,
Zionism is gradually losing its power as a sec
ular religion, and the Bible is no longer the
-

Scripture of that religion. The allure of roman
tic Zionism has dimmed, the sensation of mir
acle in Israel's revival has faded, and feelings
of national pride have weakened; the abyss
between the real present and the mythological
past has deepened. As a result, the national
midrash has lost its potency, no longer able to
bridge the chasm between life and the Book.
We increasingly lack a link with the Bible; it is
no longer a source of inspiration and guid
ance. It has lost its magic.
A brief hermeneutic excursion will explain.
The interpretive power of peshat derives not
from religious common ground but only from
philological credibility. In contrast, the inter
pretive validity of a midrashic system, the
confidence that the content attributed to the
text is indeed concealed between its lines, is
limited a priori to believers. For the members
of . that audience to embrace the proposed
midrashic commentary as an authentic, bind
ing interpretation, they must agree on:
1 . The overall truth of the values, ideas,
and ideals that they are supposed to believe:
Zionism as renaissance and redemption; Eretz
Israel as the promised land; the duty of self
sacrifice to pioneering and security goals; and
so on.
2. The supreme position of the Book in the
community, its ability to reinforce the beliefs,
precepts, and hopes to which it is committed:
the Bible as the peak of creativity in the era of
our national splendor and an embodiment of
eternal truths.
3· The capacity of quasi-homiletical exege
sis-despite its relative methodological free
dom-to reveal an inner truth behind the lin
guistic exterior.
The first two assumptions taken together
the truth of the values the audience embraces
and their acceptance of the eternal truth of the
Book-clearly justify an interpretive tech
nique flexible enough to adapt those eternal
truths to the needs of the times: The seculariz
ing national midrash is indeed revealing and
faithfully representing the message of Scrip
ture to our generation, which is once again
implementing, "for the first time in two thou-
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sand years," the injunction to return to Zion
and to rebuild the land. But once the force of
Zionist values has faded, their brilliance
dimmed, with the concomitant weakening of
the need to connect with the Bible as the val
ues' source of inspiration, the methodological
weakness of the national midrash is clear: It is
artificial, empty, meaningless. Interpretive
flexibility, tolerated because it was necessary
to bridge the gap between the Bible and its
readers, is now seen as illusion, repugnant
manipulation. Once the national midrash has
lost its allure, it has also lost its creative
power.
These days, appeals to the Bible for inspira
tion or motivation are rare indeed, and they
are generally low-key; perhaps the only in
stance in recent years was the use of the anti
pharaonic call "Let my people go" as a unify
ing slogan in the struggle for liberation of the
Soviet Jews. Another echo of biblical language
is the Hebrew name of the Israeli association
for the protection of human rights in the Oc
cupied Areas, Be-Tzelem, "in the image" ("in
the image of God," Gen. 1 .27), implying that
the association's work is a true expression
of the biblical ethic. The secular nature of this
midrash is brought out by divorcing the word
from its context-whose "image"?-but the
link with the Bible is highlighted by printing
the word with the traditional vowel points
and cantillation accents. A similar technique is
employed on the title page of Arieh (Lova)
Eliav's anthology, On Peace in Jewish Tradition
(Heb.: Tel Aviv, 1975), where the word shalom
is printed in the same way. In this book, how
ever, even the sympathetic reader senses that
the author is seeking in the Bible not inspira
tion but "proofs" for his values. Similarly
though the differences are greater than the
comparison-Member of Kenesset (Israel's
Parliament) Yael Dayan's attempt to anchor
her campaign for gay rights in David's lament
for Jonathan was seen not as authentic,
merely provocative. On the other hand, Meir
Shalev's humorous midrash, The Bible Now
(Heb.: Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, 1985), was re
ceived enthusiastically and widely circulated
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because, in contrast to the traditionally adula
tory attitude, he has brought the Bible down
to our own level. His readers willingly swal
low even his entirely imaginary additions
(such as the idea that Abigail poisoned her
husband Nabal in order to marry David) be
cause the humorous midrash provides us
with a kind of biblical confirmation for a real
istic, forgiving view of ourselves.
In contrast to Ben-Gurion's ideals, not only
has the Bible lost its hold on young people but
Israeli youth has rallied to the Diaspora's
characteristic issue: the Holocaust. This may
be an attempt to atone for early condescend
ing sabra-Zionist attitudes to the Diaspora and
the hasty judgment of the millions of victims
as "lambs led to slaughter"; it may also repre
sent a desire to exchange the imperative of
Return implicit in the biblical promise,
grounds for fervent, ideological Zionism, for
the imperative of preventing a further Holo
caust, grounds for pragmatic Zionism. Per
haps it also expresses a craving for a national
ideal protected by a universal, unchallenged
taboo, uniting the entire nation in the face of a
calamity whose uniqueness and exclusive
ness are vehemently defended.
None of these revolutionary developments
have affected the (1aredi [ultra-Orthodox] com
munity. One component of that community's
opposition to Zionism is a firm refusal to de
tach the Bible from the oral law and make it
shine "with its own light" in the center of na
tional existence. The talmudic worldview
considers the written law first in sanctity but
not in authority. That privilege is reserved for
the oral law, which, as the authoritative inter
pretation of the Bible, also determines which
of its contents are effective today. The hierar
chy is also reflected in the curriculum of the
(1aredi schools: The Bible is studied by chil
dren, both boys and girls, but when the boys
are ready to study Talmud they no longer
study the Bible (except for the weekly Torah
portion). The Talmud itself, it is true, lists the
Bible as a subject for study in its own right,
binding for adults: "Man should always di
vide his time into three: a third [spent] study-
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ing Bible, a third Mishnah, a third the Tal
mud" (b. Kid. 30a). In the Middle Ages, how
ever, it was ruled that that injuction is
fulfilled-in all three parts-by studying the
Babylonian Talmud, since it includes all three.
With the Talmud occupying center stage,
contextual, philological interpretation of the
text, peshat, is not a challenge (except for the
two centuries between Rashi and J:iizkuni, the
Golden Age of the French school of peshat,
which flourished in the explicitly talmudic
culture of northern France); besides, over the
last few generations, the creativity of hom
iletic interpretation in general has declined.
As a result, contemporary (1aredi society has
raised the exclusivity of Talmud study to an
unprecedented level, and accordingly has not
been affected by the changing attitudes to the
Bible in the Zionist camp. One cost of this sta
bility has been a loss of crearivity: There are
among this group no new commentaries on
the Bible; they prefer instead to publish an
thologies of classical commentaries. Examples
are the eclectic commentaries published in
English in the United States by the baredi Art
Scroll Publishing House, and the popular
book by Yehudah Nashoni, Hagut be-Parshiyot
ha-Torah, i.e., Meditation on the Portions of the
Torah, subtitled "Original Exegesis accord
ing to Pardes, as directed by Early and Late
Authorities, with the Addition of Innova
tions and Insights" (2nd ed., Benei Berak,
1979).
The na tional-religious public, too, believes
in the unity of the oral and written law, while
insisting that this principle in no way bars its
participation in the Zionist return to the Bible.
On its face this should be easy: it requires a
clear differentiation between peshat and
midrash, as taught by the great exponents of
peshat, mainly in medieval Spain and north
ern France. Since both modes of exegesis are
legitimate, each can be considered for its spe
cific purpose: midrash explains the written
law in accordance with the oral, while peshat
extracts the primary meaning of the biblical
text. In fact, however, the paths blazed by the
medieval commentators cannot simply be re-

sumed, for in modern biblical studies the pe
shat method is immeasurably more critical
than in the medieval period: It challenges not
only the unity of the written and oral law but
even the sanctity of the Bible itself-at least,
in the traditional definition.
Orthodox Bible scholars, therefore, who
teach at Bar-Ilan University and other aca
demic institutions, must contribute to the de
velopment of peshat while meeting the double
criterion of scientific method and religious
faith. In answering this challenge they are
motivated, among other things, by the belief
that the quest for truth is a religious duty-a
mitzvah-and that intellectual integrity is an
ethical-religious virtue. In this endeavor they
indeed require no little courage to face oppo
sition from both right and left.
The great majority of religiously observant
Bible teachers, however, prefer not to confront
the tension between peshat and derash, or the
critical bent of modern peshat, instead adopt
ing various pragmatic solutions. Quite typi
cal, for example, is the inclusion of Bible les
sons in almost all the yeshivah high schools,
in the category of "secular" rather than "sa
cred" studies. Moreover, most Bible teachers
in these schools-and in the parallel girls'
u lpenot-are not university graduates with
degrees in Bible studies, but yeshivah gradu
ates whose studies have centered on the Tal
mud. Not only are they unqualified, having
professionally studied neither the Bible itself
nor the related tools; but, lacking the aptitude
to explain the peslwt consistently and system
atically (particularly as they sometimes view
it contemptuously as overly "simple" and su
perficial), they tend to offer their own fanciful
interpretations in the spirit of derash. Even
when teaching the Torah with the standard
commentators, they generally fail to distin
guish between peshat and derash, preferring to
present their students with a harmonistic
hodgepodge of "pretty" explanations, unsys
tematic and uncontrolled.
Observant Jews are exposed in the syna
gogue to signficant sections of the Bible: the
weekly Torah portions, the haftarot, and the
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Five Scrolls; and a good many psalms in the
prayers. They regard study of the Torah (in
cluding the Written Torah) as a major religious
duty (mitzvah). Consequently, their sons and
daughters rival each other in the worldwide
Bible Quiz for Youth, with no secular competi
tors on the scene. Nevertheless, whether they
are slowly edging to the right and adopting
!taredi ways, or maintaining their involvement
in society as a whole, they cannot evade their
part in the process of the deterioration of the
Bible's status.
Now that the Bible has been divested of the
colorful cloak created by the national mid
rash, it emerges in its primary light, as a reli
gious document. As long as the national
rnidrash ruled, the secular public thought it
understood the Bible better than did the reli
gious public, which was still shackled by the
bonds of rabbinic midrash. Now, however,
with the religious nature of the Bible redis
covered, secular Israelis have seemingly re
nounced such pretensions, and are perhaps
even willing to relinquish possession, and re
store the Bible to the believers in its sanctity.
The latter, for their part, are quick to cite the
relative short-livedness of the secular inter
pretation as historical proof of its illegitimacy;
intoxicated by this newfound power, they are
inclined to arrogate to themselves the exclu
sive right to interpret and explain the Bible.
Moreover, as religiosity is generally perceived
today from the outside and from a distance, in
its fundamentalist-nationalist guise, secular
Israelis are increasingly distancing them
selves from the Bible. This has been reinforced
by yet another development: As the secular
national midrash has lost its cogency, it has
been supplanted by a new national rnidrash,
which places the values of a maximalist-at
times brutal-religious Zionism on what
seems like the plain meaning of the biblical
text. Thus, exclusive Jewish ownership of
the land is justified by Rashi's comment on
the first verse of the Torah; commitment to the
territorial integrity of Greater Israel is derived
from Abraham's "Covenant of Pieces" with
God in Gen. ch 15; triumphalist isolationism
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is substantiated by Balaam's blessing, " A peo
ple that dwells apart, not reckoning itself
among the goyim " (Num. 23.9); and the taking
of excessive political and military risks is
based on "Israel, trust in the LoRD! He is their
help and shield" (Ps. 1 15.9); not to mention
the Kahanist glorification of Simeon's and
Levi's killing in Shechem (Gen. ch 34) and the
topical espousal of the book of Joshua and
the war against Amalek. If this is indeed the
true message of the Bible, little wonder that
many secular Israelis, who believed with all
their heart that justice and humanity, if ap
plied only to our own people, are no better
than injustice and inhumanity, draw back and
reject the Bible. It has lost its universality;
once a unifier, it has become divisive.
Existential Peshat as a Possible Response
to Current Needs
The time is not ripe for a new collective mid
rash. We have only just emerged from an era of
collective certainties, and a time of searching
may follow the current transitional period of
alienation. Peshat is essentially an open-ended
quest. While derash is generally founded on a
priori acceptance of certain truths, peshat de
pends on the credibility of method. The seeker
of peshat is not supposed to know in advance
what may be found in the text; the only pre
requisites are philological exactitude, common
sense, intellectual honesty, an open mind, and
an awareness of the distinctiveness of the an
cient text. If its religious nature, which can no
longer be denied, is not to erect a barrier be
tween an avowed nonbeliever and the Book,
he or she must be on guard against secular ar
rogance toward religious faith, and perhaps
also overcome the fear of being bewitched by
its charms, and listen with an open mind and
heart to the direct voice of the text. Intelli
gence, imagination, and empathy will help to
understand the meaning of the words "says
the LoRo" when uttered by a prophet, as well
as their implications for the messenger's atti
tude to his Master and to his mission. On the
other hand, one can understand a biblical pas-
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sage properly without having to accept it as
factual truth or normatively binding. One
must refrain from negating the text a priori,
enter into a dialogue with the text, and thereby
enhance one's ability to listen to it on its
merits.
The national midrash built an educational
analogy between past and present, but the
seeker of peshat, in the quest for the primary
meaning of the text, does not ignore the dif
ferences between past and present. A height
ened awareness of passing time teaches one
that even religious values and institutions are
dependent on historical context. This histori
cal sense can protect us from the fundamen
talism that uncritically embraces biblical
norms (such as political violence) in utterly
changed circumstances. The seeker of peshat
must also scrutinize the Bible against the
background of its environment, gaining a
broad perspective that indicates the limits of
our national uniqueness, the relationship be
tween adoption (say, of Canaanite language
and poetics) and rejection (for instance, of
Babylonian ethical and legal norms). Identifi
cation with biblical heroes, too, is no longer
romantic but critical, in the spirit of the fer
vent inner criticism discernible in the Bible it
self. This sober realism of peshat is accompa
nied by the quest for truth, and this may
enhance the attraction of peshat for those who
have lost" trust and interest in the high-flown
idealism of the national midrash.
Peshat is inconceivable without method
ological awareness: It is relative, derived from
scant information ( because of the extreme
brevity of biblical historiography and the
scarcity of contemporary extrabiblical docu
mentation), and constrained by the scholar 's
scientific school and personality. This meth
odological awareness must go hand in hand
with hermeneutic awareness that a text may
tolerate more than one interpretation. The
time of arrogant peshat, professing to be the
supreme, exclusive, scientific truth, is over;
the time has come for peslwt which, though
conscious of its advantages-rigorous disci
pline, rationality, consistency, independence,
-

immediacy-is also acutely aware of the at
tendant disadvantages-clinging to the past,
exclusive attention to the rational, and aver
sion to ambivalence. This peshat, far from dis
daining midrash, recognizes its cohtribution.
It is therefore vital that departments of bibli
cal studies at universities and high schools in
troduce the thorough, systematic study of
rabbinic midrash. Students at all levels should
be capable of evaluating the nature of cre
ative, nonphilological exegesis and thereby of
understanding the sterling value of midrash
down through the generations, from those re
mote times when religious creativity shifted
from revelation to interpretation, to the recent
times when a modern national movement
found it necessary to connect with its ancient
source of inspiration. The attraction of Bible
studies will be enhanced if students realize
that they demand not only proficiency and
understanding of the text, but also method
ological sophistication. One cannot simply
say anything that comes to mind; but differ
ences of opinion and variant exegetical meth
ods are legitimate, each generation having its
own interpreters.
Existential peshat is based on critical peshat,
but the two are not identical. While many
scholars must keep the text at a distance, be
hind a barrier, an interpreter seeking to make
the Bible relevant to his or her personal exis
tence is thereby regarding him- or herself as
one of those to whom it is addressed. The
Bible's role as the foundation text of the Jew
ish people is not dissimilar to the role of par
ents: One can develop relationships of all
kinds toward them, but one cannot relate to
them as strangers. Just so, a member of the
Jewish people may respect the Bible, love it,
obey it; but may equally well disobey it, rebel
against it, or feel estranged from it. Whatever
the case, that person cannot view the Bible as
"just another book." This is aptly demon
strated by a recent show, "Va-yo'mer va-yelekh "
("And he said, and he went"), staged by the
Ittim ensemble under the direction of Rina
Yerushalmi, who writes in the program notes
that, after staging two Shakespeare plays, "we
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felt that the time had come to reach out to our
own text, and the Bible is our primeval text."
As a prodigal son returning to his parents,
this powerful show comes back to the Bible,
with admiration, love, anger, bitter mockery,
and pain.
Existential peshat will never be able to place
the Bible at the center of public life. Instead of
struggling in vain to recreate a bygone situa
tion, it is more realistic to promote under
standing of the Bible as it is, with its beliefs,
inner tensions, and chronological and geo
graphical contexts; and, at the same time, to
bring out the relevance of the Torah, the
Prophets, and the Writings for our own time.
No exegetical technique, however, can create
nnassisted the motivation for its use. Lacking

thirst, there is no sure need for the well or the
pump. Good teachers are capable of provok
ing thirst, but their numbers are steadily de
creasing for lack of a supportive public atmo
sphere. Nevertheless, if we can believe the
many signs that herald the beginning of a
new era, marked by reaction to the prevalent
cynicism and nihilism, by growing awareness
of the benefit inherent in a definition of per
sonal and collective identity, in a commitment
to norms and values, and in the awe con
fronting spiritual greatness-if we can trust
these signs, there are good prospects that all
these will be sought first and foremost in that
wonderful book which rests, well-nigh forgot
ten, on the bottom shelf of the "Jewish book
case."
[URIEL SIMON )

Jewish Women's Scholar� Writings on the Bible
Recent biblical scholarship has been witness
to the growing visibility of women scholars,
and the profonnd impact of feminist criticism.
Jewish women have participated actively in
these trends, and there now exists a corpus of
Jewish women's biblical scholarship, some of
which also partakes of and contributes to the
area of feminist criticism. What follows is a
brief survey that outlines its range of subject
matter and methodologies, examines its pre
suppositions, and assesses its place in the
field of biblical studies in general and feminist
biblical criticism more specifically. The works
cited are only a small sample of an ever
growing library, but they illustrate the diver
sity of current approaches and interests that
are addressed in Jewish women's writing on
the Bible.

of women both within and outside of their
family contexts. Countertraditions in the Bible: A
Feminist Approach, by Ilana Pardes (Cam
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992),
for example, analyzes stories about women as
well as the female imagery in the Song of
Songs, while Taboo or not Taboo: Sexuality and
Family in the Hebrew Bible, by Ilona N. Rashkow
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2000) explores incest
and other aspects of sexuality within the fam
ily unit. Athalya Brenner's study, The Inter

course of Knowledge: On Gendering Desire and
"Sexuality" in the Hebrew Bible (Leiden: Brill,

Subject Matter

1997), examines both the semantics and the
narratives of gender and sexuality, including
the broad range of what she refers to as "devi
ations from socio-sexual boundaries." Yet not
all books by women scholars pay special at
tention to issues of gender and the representa
tion of women. For example, From Father to

The studies nndertaken by Jewish women ad
dress a range of topics similar to that found in
women's biblical scholarship more generally.
First and foremost, Jewish women's writing
on the Bible had focused on the representation

by Devora Steinmetz (Louisville, KY: West
minster John Knox Press, 1991), focuses pri
marily on male relationships and pays little at
tention to the presence and absence of women
in the Genesis narratives.

Son: Kinship, Conflict, and Continuity in Genesis,
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By contrast, other works incorporate a
strong emphasis on gender issues into their
treatments of topics that extend beyond
women, family, and female imagery. Susan
Niditch's study, War in the Hebrew Bible: A
Study in the Ethics of Violence (New York: Ox
ford University Press, 1993), is not explicitly a
feminist reading of the Bible; indeed, it is
much more concerned with addressing the
anti-Jewish interpretations in which biblical
Israel, and, by extension, Judaism, are viewed
as war-mongering and parochial. Neverthe
less, Niditch examines such female figures as
Jael (Judg. chs 4-5) and Esther, and addresses
issues such as the fate of women in time of
war. Adele Reinhartz's Why Ask My Name?

Anonymity and Identity in Biblical Narrative
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1992) fo
cuses on the unnamed characters in the Bible,
both male and female, but it too pays special
attention to issues related to gender, particu
larly because so many of the Bible's anony
mous figures are women.
Whereas the above studies focus primarily
on biblical texts as such, others place them
within the broader context of the ancient Near
Eastern world. Tikva Frymer-Kensky's In the

Wake of the Goddesses: Women, Culture, and the
Biblical Transformation of Pagan Myth (New
York: Fawcett, Columbine 1992) examines the
biblical transformation of ancient Near East
ern goddess mythology and its impact on sex
uality, gender, and wisdom as expressed in
the Bible. Other writers look at biblical
women as a starting point for a broader dis
cussion of the role of women in Judaism or
in Jewish literature. Nehama Aschkenasy's
book, Eve's Journey: Feminine Images in Hebraic
Literary Tradition (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1986), for example, traces
the ongoing influence of female archetypes
back to the "otherness" of women in ancient
Hebrew literature. Helena Zlotnick's Dinah's

Daughters: Gender and Judaism from the Hebrew
Bible to Late A ntiquity (Philadelphia: Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Press, 2002) looks at the
ways in which Judaism contrasts Jewish and
Gentile women in the context of national
-

identity. Leila Leah Bronner 's From Eve to Es

ther: Rabbinic Reconstructions of Biblical Women
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 1994)
examines the treatment of key biblical women
in rabbinic literature. These studies are based
on the assumption that the biblical portrayal
of women has profoundly informed the ways
in which women are described in later Jewish
literature, and in the laws and customs that
have determined women's roles in postbibli
cal Jewish law and everyday life.
Finally, there is a growing body of literature
that takes biblical narratives about women as
a basis for more personal responses, in the
form of meditations and creative retellings.
For example, Alicia Suskin Ostriker 's book,
The Nakedness of the Fathers (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 1994), combines po
etry, biblical interpretation, and autobiogra
phy in a uniquely refreshing and illuminating
way. In doing so, she also exhorts Jewish
women to do their own interpretations of bib
lical texts, thereby engaging in their own acts
of discovery and creativity. Such works mark
the intersection of scholarship and creative lit
erature. They do not so much elucidate the
possible meanings of the Bible in its original
context as they explore its possibilities for
contemporary Jewish women. Yet in the very
process of doing so, they often draw attention
to the ways in which, and the degree to
which, these narratives themselves reflect a
particular time and place.
Methodologies
In contrast to the field of biblical studies more
generally, Jewish women's biblical scholar
ship does not focus very much on source
analysis and other historical-critical issues,
nor is there much concern about "what really
happened," an issue that is of great interest in
feminist New Testament scholarship (for ex
ample, concerning the role of female disciples
of Jesus, and the role of women as deacons in
early Christian worship). One exception is the
work of Savina Teubal (Sarah the Priestess: The
First Matriarch of Genesis [Athens, OH: Swal-
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low Press, 1984]; Hagar the Egyptian: The Lost
Tradition of the Matriarc!Js [San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1990]), which attempts
to treat Hagar and Sarah as historical figures
and account for their biblical representations
on the basis of the history, politics, and demo
graphics of Israelite society. Most scholars,
however, refrain from such specific historical
reconstructions, due to the paucity of evi
dence ( but see the discussion below on social
scientific methodologies).
If the Bible does not provide a clear window
into Israelite history, it does provide ample
basis for other types of approaches. Most
prevalent among women writers on the Bible
have been literary-critical methodologies, ei
ther on their own or in combination with other
methods. From Adele Berlin's Poetics and Inter
pretation of Biblical Narrative (Sheffield: The
Almond Press, 1983) to Yairah Amit's intro
duction, Reading Biblical Narratives: Literary
Criticism and the Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 2001), a central concern has been to
explore the workings of biblical narra tive by
employing the categories and methods ap
plied to the genres of narrative and poetry.
Such works consider the fundamental build
ing blocks of narrative, including plot, charac
ter, and setting, as well as more subtle dimen
sions such as narrative point of view and
linguistic elements such as morphological and
syntactical parallelism (e.g., Adele Berlin, The
Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism [Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1985]).
In most cases, literary approaches are sea
soned with a strong dose of historical con
sciousness. Exemplary in this regard is the
work of Susan Ackerman (Warrior, Dancer, Se

ductress, Queen: Women in Judges and Biblical Is
rael [New York: Doubleday, 1998]). While
Ackerman does not assume a historical reality
for the stories or characters of the book of
Judges, she does take seriously the historical
reality of the authors and their audiences. In
analyzing Judges' stories about women, she
discerns six character types and compares
their stories to others from the ancient Near
East in order to discern the ways in which
-

they were imagined and developed over the
thousand-year period of Israelite history.
Other scholars explicitly combine literary
approaches with social-scientific methodolo
gies. Athalya Brenner (The Israelite Woman: So

cial Role and Literary Type in Biblical Narrative
[Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1985]) draws on bibli
cal narratives in order to examine the social
roles available in ancient Israelite society out
side of the family and household contexts.
Carol Meyers (Discovering Eve: Ancient Israel
ite Women in Context [New York: Oxford,
1988]) uses a socio-historical method that
draws upon archeology, feminist criticism,
anthropology, and social-scientific theory
more generally to discern the social world of
ancient Israel, in particular women's lives
within the household in relation to the larger
community.
Another fruitful combination has in
volved literary studies and psychoanalysis.
For example, Ilona N. Rashkow draws on
psychoanalysis in The Phallacy of Genesis: A
Feminist-Psychoanalytic Approach (Louisville,
KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1993) and,
more recently, Taboo or not Taboo: Sexuality and
Family in the Hebrew Bible. In a category all its
own is the work of Aviva Gottlieb Zornberg
(Genesis of Desire: Reflections on Genesis [Phil
adelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1995];

Particulars of Rapture: Reflections on Exodus
[New York: Doubleday, 2001]), which draws
both from traditional Jewish sources and from
a broad range of philosophical, literary, and
psychoanalytical works in her struggles with
the meaning of the biblical text.
On the whole, these varied approaches and
areas of investigation coexist amicably within
the field of biblical studies. This state of affairs
may reflect not only the desire of women to
be supportive of women's study of the Bible
generally, but also a postmodern ethos that
validates the notion that a given text may be
subject to a plurality of interpretations. Nev
ertheless, there is one contentious issue that
also makes its way, at least occasionally, into
the literature, and that is the extent to which
Jewish women's writings on the Bible may
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confirm rather than resist or subvert the bi
ases of mainstream biblical criticism, whether
of "secular" scholars or traditional Jewish in
terpretation. In particular, the literary critical
enterprise is sharply criticized by Esther
Fuchs in her book Sexual Politics in the Biblical

Narrative: Reading the Hebrew Bible as a Woman
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000).
Fuchs argues that literary-critical works are
often fundamentally androcentric; by admir
ing "the virtuosity of the biblical narrator"
they "ignore the patriarchal ideology that in
spires so much of what they glorify" (Fuchs,
p. 7). She is similarly dismissive of postmod
ern approaches tha t, in her view, implicitly or
explicitly condone patriarchal readings (p. g).
Fuchs advocates a resistant reading that
"questions the ways in which the biblical nar
rative universalizes and legislates its hierar
chical endorsement of the power relations be
tween male and female characters" (p. g).
Despite these views, her own approach is lit
erary, in that it focuses on the Bible as a liter
ary text or texts, at the same time as it is also
ideological, in that it exposes the ideological
tendencies within these literary texts.
The questions raised in these works, the ap
proaches they take, and the audiences that
they address, all place them firmly within the
spectrum of biblical studies more generally,
including feminist biblical criticism. The par
ticipation of Jewish women in the larger en
terprise is illustrated by the multi-volume an
thologies titled A Feminist Companion to the
Bible (edited by Athalya Brenner, first series,
1 1 volumes [Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1gg3-1gg7], second series, 7 volumes
[Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, tgg82ooo]), in which chapters by North American
and European authors-Christian, Jewish,
and neither-sit side by side and often engage
in dialogue with one another. These collec
tions provide readers from many different so
cial locations and levels of knowledge with
access to the range of feminist scholarship, in
cluding the European and Jewish voices that
are often not well known to North American
and non-Jewish readers.
-

In keeping with this broad range of ap
proaches, Jewish women's writings on the
Bible draw upon a wide variety of sources,
from the classics of biblical scholarship, to
works in other fields that develop the meth
odologies that women apply to the Bible, to a
range of religious and other literature from
which parallels can be drawn and to which
connections can be made. While some women
situate their work firmly within the spectrum
of critical biblical scholarship, others draw
liberally from traditional Jewish sources. This
is apparent not only in the apologetic works,
in which traditional Jewish exegesis is often
seen as the key to the meaning of the text, but
in a number of other creative works, includ
ing the work of Elyse Goldstein (ReVisions:
Seeing Torah through a Feminist Lens [Wood
stock, VT: Jewish Lights, 1g88]), Norma Rosen
(Biblical Women Unbound [Philadelphia: Jew
ish Publication Society, 1g86]), Alicia Ostriker
(The Nakedness of the Fathers), and Ellen
Frankel (The Five Books of Miriam: A Woman 's
Commentary on the Torah [San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1gg6]).
All four of these books evoke the genre of
midrash, that is, classic Jewish biblical inter
pretation, as a resource for their own creative
approaches. Goldstein and Frankel both in
tend their books as contributions to the Jew
ish commentary genre that has its roots in rab
binic midrash and is exemplified in medieval
Jewish interpretation. Frankel's book reflects
this genre not only in its content but also in its
formal structure, in which biblical passages
are quoted, and then the imagined responses
of a range of collective ("our daughters," "our
mothers," "our bubbes," "the rabbis") and in
dividual (such as Lilith, Sarah, Hagar, Dinah,
and Miriam) commentators are recorded, in a
way that imparts a sense of lively dialogue.
Books that fall more squarely into the genre of
critical biblical scholarship, however, draw
much less frequently upon classic Jewish
sources such as midrash or medieval exegesis.
Some refer occasionally to specific midrashim
(Reinhartz, Steinmetz, Pamela Tamarkin Reis,

Reading the Lines: A Fresh Look at the Hebrew
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Bible [Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2002]), or
discuss midrash as a genre (Berlin, Meyers,
Steinmetz), but their primary frame of refer
ence is critical biblical scholarship.
Basic Assumptions
Despite these diverse interests and ap
proaches, Jewish women's writings on the
Bible share a number of presuppositions.
Most important is the need to include women
and gender issues in the overall study of the
Bible. Implicit in this assumption is the view
that biblical scholarship, while not ignoring
women entirely, has generally overlooked the
presence and importance of women. Thus to
some extent women's biblical scholarship
aims to correct a bias in mainstream scholar
ship. Second, while few of these works con
cern themselves directly with textual or liter
ary reconstruction, many of them, with the
exception of those taking a very traditional
stance, do presume the results of standard
source criticism, that is, they agree that the
Bible in its present form took shape over a
number of centuries and drew upon several
written sources. They also agree that it is im
portant to situate biblical writings within
their context in the ancient Near Eastern
world, and to consider social and historical
circumstances to the extent that these can be
ascertained.
Most controversial, perhaps, is the degree
to which Jewish women writers accept or re
ject the fundamental assumptions of feminist
biblical scholarship more generally: tha t the
society reflected in the Bible was patriarchal
in that it privileges men, and that the Bible it
self is an androcentric text, written from the
perspective of male interests, concerns, and
activities. On one end of the spectrum we find
apologetic works, often written by Orthodox
women (e.g., Tamar Frankie!, The Voice of

Sarah: Feminine Spirituality and Traditional Ju
daism [San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco,
1990]) with the intention of affirming the
traditional separation of gender roles accord
ing to which women are relegated to the pri-

vate, domestic sphere and hence excluded
from public roles, particularly within the
synagogue service. Such works reflect the
influence of feminism insofar as they focus
on the role of women in a way that is not usu
ally apparent in traditional Jewish men's writ
ings on the Bible, but they reject the feminist
emphasis on liberation due to its implied cri
tique of traditional Judaism. Such works will
argue that traditional women's roles stem
from the Torah and hence are divinely man
dated; furthermore, they do not oppress
women or imply their secondary status, but,
on the contrary, affirm their elevated spiritual
status.
Many other works, whether written by sec
ular women (e.g., Pardes) or by women who
affiliate themselves with the established Jew
ish denominations (Goldstein, Reinhartz), ei
ther implicitly or explicitly accept the feminist
argument regarding the Bible's androcen
trism and patriarchy. Rashkow (Taboo or not
Taboo), for example, views biblical patriarchy
and androcentrism as mechanisms by which
heterosexual males defined themselves as the
norm (p. 10). Niditch ("Portrayals of Women
in the Hebrew Bible," in Judith R. Baskin, ed.,
Jewish Women in Historical Perspective [Detroit:
Wayne State University Press, 1991], p. 28)
and Pardes both acknowledge the Bible as
patriarchal and androcentric, but argue for
the presence of "nuances" (Niditch) or "coun
tertraditions" (Pardes) that subtly subvert or
undermine the predominant patriarchal ide
ology.
Context in Biblical Scholarship
Jewish women writers on the Bible differ fun
damentally from non-Jewish women to the
extent that they relate in some way to classical
Jewish sources as being part of their own her
itage; that they in some way or another incor
porate Jewish sensibilities or experiences,
however these may be defined, into their
scholarship and writing; and that they envis
age Jews, or more specifically Jewish women,
as an important part of their audiences. In
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other ways, however, the concerns and per
spectives of Jewish women parallel those of
non-Jewish women, particularly women who
explicitly identify themselves as Christian,
who examine issues that arise in Christian
contexts and address their studies primarily
to Christian women. In both cases there are
interpreters who read the Scriptures with
a "hermeneutics of suspicion" (Elisabeth
Schussler Fiorenza) in order to identify patri
archal and androcentric tendencies, those
who creatively fill the gaps of the text to cre
ate new texts, those who find "countertradi
tions" in the Bible that can be used as a basis
for subverting or correcting the text's patriar
chal biases, and those who believe that the
Bible is beyond redemption. These similarities
exist because of mutual influence, but also be
cause Jewish and Christian women are en
gaged in parallel struggles against the ways
that the biblical text has been used to restrict
women's activities and possibilities.
The value of Jewish women's writings on
the Bible as scholarship can be measured by
their contributions to the understanding of
the Bible, its narrative, theology, ideology, and
all other aspects. In the context of feminist

scholarship, however, their value can be mea
sured in terms of their liberative potential.
The latter can be seen most clearly in those
works that draw on the creative imagination
of the author. These works may fall at or out
side the margins of the scholarly world, but as
personal reflections that attempt to address
contemporary women through ancient texts,
they have the potential to reach a general au
dience that may also be open to a new way of
reading the Bible. Nevertheless, the prolifera
tion of Jewish women's writing on the Bible,
in its very diversity, is a force for liberation
and transformation. It exemplifies women's
access to education and to the institutions of
higher education and publication, and allows
women's views to stand alongside those of
male scholars in shaping the field of biblical
studies. Whether they do or do not view the
Bible as a positive force in women's lives,
women writers on the Bible themselves
model the possibilities for Jewish women to
become engaged and make strong contribu
tion in the form of works that will be read and
have influence both within the academy and
in the broader community.
( ADELE REINHARTZ j

Jewish Translations of the Bible
Jews first translated the Bible approximately
2,300 years ago, and Jews continue-as indi
viduals and as members of committees-to
translate the Bible to the present day. The first
translation was the Septuagint or Old Greek
version of the Bible, produced in Alexandria
for use by Greek-speaking Jews. Translations
such as the Jewish Publication Society's new
Tanakh, therefore, on which this study Bible is
based, have a considerable lineage.
In spite of a rich and varied heritage, Jew
ish translations have not received the atten
tion accorded to Christian versions. This has
only partly to do with the relative sizes of the
Jewish and Christian communities. It has
much more to do with the role of translation

in the history of Christianity. Translation was
present from the beginning: Although Jesus
(presumably) primarily spoke Aramaic, his
words were preserved and disseminated in
Greek. Translation, therefore, as a function of
mission, was present in Christianity from the
beginning.
In Judaism, by contrast, respect for the orig
inal Hebrew wording has been maintained
through the intervening centuries. Even when
substantial numbers of Jews have not under
stood Hebrew-as occurred during the Hel
lenistic period, when many adopted Greek as
their primary language-those who trans
lated the Hebrew text produced a version that
was markedly influenced by Hebrew phras-
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ing, idiom, and syntax. This points to a dis
tinctive feature of Judaism: the desire to pre
serve some familiarity with the Hebrew text
and language in at least some part of the com
munity. Thus, for instance, chanting of the
Bible in Hebrew remains a part of liturgical
practice in almost all contemporary syna
gogues-whether or not most worshippers
can understand the text in its original tongue.
Thus for Jews a translated Bible is an accom
paniment to, not replacement for, the original
Hebrew. This helps explain the prominence of
Jewish versions that display the Hebrew and
English (or other foreign language text) on fac
ing pages. Even when the Hebrew text is not
physically present in its entirety, it is typically
brought to the reader 's attention through nu
merous notations and references.
On the other hand, another tradition at
tempted to make the Bible available in more
idiomatic versions to the increasing number
of Jews who had little or no acquaintance
with Hebrew and no desire to learn it. These
two impulses have continued in the history of
Jewish translation to the present.
From these remarks it can be deduced that
for many in the Jewish community Bible
translations have had an ambivalent status:
The Bible has needed to be translated so it
would be understood; at the same time, this
translation typically pointed to the impor
tance of the original Hebrew. These transla
tions have followed the Jewish tradition in
terms not only of contents and order, but with
familiar divisions into weekly Torah portions,
inclusion of haftarot (the readings from the
Prophets that accompany the weekly Torah
readings), and other fea tures associated with
synagogue usage. Moreover, such a version
reflects the richness of the exegetical tradi
tions, both halakhic and midrashic; christo
logical interpretations have no place in such
editions.
Early Versions
The earliest Jewish Bible translation, the
Torah translated into Greek, dates to approxi-

mately 275 BCE in Alexandria, the Egyptian
capital city. As recorded in the Letter of Aris
teas, which was composed at least a century
after the events it purports to narrate, the sec
ond ruler of Hellenistic Egypt, Ptolemy II
Philadelphus, was persuaded by his librarian
to initiate and support a Greek translation of
the Jewish laws or torah. This text was to
occupy a place of honor at the great library
Ptolemy was assembling at Alexandria. Ptol
emy arranged for seventy-two elders--each
renowned for his scholarship and unblem
ished morality-to be brought in from Jerusa
lem to ensure that the translation would meet
the highest standards of both Hellenistic and
Jewish scholarship. Ptolemy welcomed them
with lavish entertainment, after which they
set about their task. They finished their work
in seventy-two days, dividing themselves
into subcommittees and consulting with each
other. This story has parallels, with variants
and embellishments, in rabbinic literature, as
well as in Josephus, Philo, and other ancient
Jewish sources.
The last part of the Letter ofAristeas narrates
a formal ceremony during which the Jews of
Alexandria accepted this Greek translation
of the Torah as Sacred Writ. Details of this
ceremony call to mind, intentionally so, the
account of Moses' giving of the law in the bib
lical book of Exodus. To underscore the seri
ousness of this action, a curse was uttered
against anyone daring to alter the wording of
this Greek version.
It is unlikely that this lofty view of transla
tion accords with what its translators actually
had in mind. If we examine the Septuagint
version of the Torah, we find a fairly literal re
flection of its Hebrew Vorlage (underlying
text). It is not difficult to see in this approach
the desire to produce something on the model
of a Hebrew-Greek interlinear version, which
would presuppose at least rudimentary
knowledge of both languages on the part of
its originally intended audience.
Such a Greek text, especially when it circu
lated independently among people .who had
little or no knowledge of Hebrew, could well
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become a substitute for the original, as the
Letter of Aristeas envisions. That is not neces
sarily the case, however. In fact, numerous re
visers of this earliest version of the Greek, of
whom Aquila (2nd century CE), Theodotion
(2nd century CE), and Symmachus (2nd-3rd
century CE) are the best known, regularly dis
played their acceptance of the subservience of
the Greek to the Hebrew when they "cor
rected" older Greek texts to accord with the
Hebrew wording in use within their commu
nity. In this way they reflected the view, de
scribed above, of the foreign-language text as
at most the next-best thing to the Hebrew. At
the same time, the care with which they fash
ioned their Greek version demonstra tes the
seriousness with which they carried out their
craft.
We cannot know for certain what led the
author of the Letter of Aristeas to promote the
Septuagint as a document with sanctity and
authority equal to the original. The fact that
Jewish revisers, presumably active before and
during the period when the Letter was com
posed, continued their work in spite of the
threats of anathema might lead to the conclu
sion that the Letter's author was an idiosyn
cratic or at least ineffective proponent of his
point of view. But that is certainly not so. The
1st-century CE Jewish philosopher Philo, him
self a native of Alexandria, equated the Septu
agint translators with the biblical prophets,
thus according their words-and especially
the differences between the Greek and the He
brew texts-the status of inspired revelation.
Philo knew no Hebrew; for such an individ
ual, the Bible in translated form assumed pre
eminent importance.
While Philo was undoubtedly not the sole
Jew to feel this way, his point of view is more
characteristic of early Christians. It was in
their communities that the relatively sober ac
count of Aristeas acquired its miraculous
characteristics: Each scholar worked alone to
produce, under divine intervention, exactly
the same text as his colleagues. And until Je
rome (ca. 345-420 CE), hardly any church
leader studied Hebrew or sought to learn the
-

language so as to read the Old Testament in
its original formulation. The Greek text
served that purpose, as it continues to do for
Orthodox Christians to this very day.
Was this earliest Greek version the result of
internal Jewish concerns about the need for
authoritative interpretation as the Hebrew
grew increasingly foreign to the community?
Or was the impetus, as asserted in the Letter of
Aristeas, external, the result of intellectual cu
riosity on the part of the Ptolemaic leader
ship? As is so often the case, the response
need not be either I or. Rather, it is perfectly
understandable that a convergence of com
patible motives led to this development.
The Letter of Aristeas deals only with the
translation of the Torah. In the absence of ex
ternal evidence, even sources as problematic
as the Letter of Aristeas, it is difficult to speak
with certainty about the order, provenance,
and tendenz (ideological slant or general ori
entation) of other books or blocks of material
for the Septuagint. We can note, nonetheless,
that some later translators consciously mod
eled their renderings on the generally literal
approach taken by the translators of the
Torah, while other translators apparently felt
free to modernize, harmonize, and other
wise modify the underlying Hebrew text, pre
sumably to accord with their perception of
audience needs. Among revisers such as
Theodotion and Aquila, there is a noticeable
tendency toward more literal representation
of the Hebrew, not only in quantitative terms,
but also qualitatively, whereby even the fairly
limited freedom of lexical and stylistic varia
tion in the Torah yielded to standardization.
No matter what we may think of the literary
value of the resultant Greek, such texts
were popular, as witnessed by the continued
use and development of the extremely literal
version of Aquila by Greek-speaking Jews
throughout the Byzantine period.
The sources cited above witness to differing
views about the value of the Greek version,
but none condemns translation per se. Such
condemnations are found in rabbinic sources,
along with positive statements, often directed
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specifically at the Greek text, about biblical
versions in languages other than Hebrew.
Such divergent opinions likely reflect deep di
visions among rabbinic authorities, linked to
factors such as chronology (pre- or post- 70
CE), geography (in the land of Israel or the Di
aspora), and ideology. Although Christians
disputed-sometimes heatedly, as in the case
of Jerome and Augustine-about which text
to translate, the question of whether to trans
late never arose.
In the formal sense the Septuagint does rep
resent the earliest recorded enterprise aimed
at producing a written version of Scripture in
a language other than Hebrew. But it is likely
that Bible translation or interpretation is sev
eral centuries older. As depicted in Nehemiah
ch 8, Ezra, standing before the people at Jeru
salem's Water Gate, read from the Book of the
Law (essentially the Torah) in Hebrew, with
others providing an explanation. (The exact
meaning of the Hebrew terminology used in
Neh. 8.8 is debated; see notes there.) It is
likely that this explanation or interpretation
was in Aramaic, by then the lingua franca of
the Middle East, for the benefit of the popu
lace, who were no longer fluent in Hebrew. If
this scenario is correct, interpreters were uti
lizing Aramaic to supplement and explain,
but not replace, the Hebrew original, and in
an oral rather than scribal context.
At some point in the pre-Christian era,
scribes put Aramaic renderings of the Bible
into written form; the term Targum (plural:
Targumim or Targums) designates such texts.
Traditional Jewish sources identify the Torah
as the earliest portion translated into Ara
maic. Among the Dead Sea Scrolls are indeed
two small Aramaic Leviticus fragments,
alongside a far longer Targum of Job. The
most importantTargumim date from the early
centuries of the ·Christian era, although the
materials they contain are often much older.
There are several important Targumim for the
Torah, the Former Prophets, the Latter Proph
ets, and the Writings. The most influential
Targumim were composed in Babylonia.
It is often asserted that the texts of the Tar-

gumim, which initially functioned liturgically
as supplements to the Hebrew, were essen
tially paraphrases. This is not so. For the most
part, translators into Aramaic were relatively
restrained in parting from whatever underly
ing Hebrew text they had. When they did de
part from it, however, it is the case that they
exercised considerably more freedom than
most Septuagint translators in introducing
extensive blocks of "nonbiblical" material in
both narrative and legal sections. Among the
techniques they adopted were circumlocu
tions for the name of God. They also incorpo
rated a broad range of updatings to conform
to their perceptions of both communal needs
and the Oral Tradition. Parallel to develop
ments in the transmission of the Septuagint,
later Targumists allowed fewer and fewer
paraphrases.
As part of Christian Scripture, the books of
the Old Testament also circulated in Syriac, or
Eastern Aramaic, and Latin. Jews may well
have been responsible for some of the early
(3rd century CE and before) Syriac versions
that played a part in the later development of
the standard Syriac Bible or Peshitta. On the
other hand, there is no sure evidence that
Jews produced Latin versions of the Bible,
in spite of their presence in North Africa,
where Christians prepared their earliest bibli
cal texts in Latin. As noted above, Jerome
made a point of learning Hebrew and of
consulting Jewish teachers to produce the
Latin text ultimately adopted by the Catholic
Church as the Vulgate. For this, he was
roundly attacked on philological, theological,
and religious grounds; in terms of the latter,
he was almost universally condemned for
consorting with Jews who would infect him
with their perverse interpretations (or rather
misinterpretations) of sacred Scripture. It is
nonetheless true that almost all subsequent
translators (for example, Martin Luther) and
translation committees (such as those respon
sible for the King James Version) made use,
often extensive use, of Jewish sources.
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The preeminence of the Arabic language ac
companied the rapid rise of Islam in the mid7th century CE. Jews living in the East and in
North Africa quickly adopted it, as they had
earlier Latin, Greek, and Aramaic. Several
centuries passed before Saadia ben Joseph, a
gaon (head of a Babylonian rabbinic academy)
in the early 10th century, took it upon himself
to prepare an Arabic translation of the Bible.
Originally written in Hebrew characters (as
was most Judea-Arabic), Saadia Gaon's
version was destined to be the standard
biblical text for Arabic-speaking Jews-a
status it still retains for certain Yemenite
communities. Saadia's goal, which he magnif
icently achieved, was to produce a clear, un
adorned Arabic rendering of what he under
stood the Hebrew original to mean. Where
this practice came into conflict with the pre
sentation of distinctive features of Hebrew
grammar or syntax, he readily jettisoned the
latter.
As Jews settled throughout Europe, they
did not at first translate the Bible. Their adher
ence to the Bible in Hebrew ran parallel to, al
beit at some distance from, the aversion of the
Catholic Church to vernacular versions (the
official Bible of the Roman Catholic Church is
the Latin Vulgate). In fact, Jewish translations
of the Bible were rarely among the earliest lit
erary achievements of European Jewry.
In the case of the Spanish Jews, for exam
ple, the most influential version, the Ferrara
Bible, postdates the expulsion of 1492 by half
a century, taking its name from the northern
Italian city to which many prominent Jews
had fled. Although this text ultimately formed
the basis for other Spanish-language Bibles in
wide use among Catholics, its Jewish origins
are securely fixed by a number of distinctive
features: use of Hebrew characters in its first
printings, close adherence to Hebrew gram
mar, transcription of proper names, and its di
vision according to traditional synagogal
practice.
Among German-speaking Jews translation
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of the Hebrew Bible goes back to the 1200s.
These early exemplars, shaped primarily for
the home and school, were often excruciat
ingly literal representations of a single book
or block of biblical material. The implicitly "fe
male" orientation of such versions-after all,
women had charge of the home and elemen
tary education, but no public role in the syna
gogue-became explicit in the Teutsch Ifumash
o£ Jacob ben Isaac of Yarnow, from the mid16oos. Better known as the Tzena Ure'ena or
"Women's Bible" (see "Post-medieval Jewish
Interpretation," pp. 190o-1go8), this rendering
incorporated an enormous amount of extra
biblical, largely aggadic, material. This devel
opment seems to support the prevailing view
of the time that women could comprehend
the Bible only when it was augmented with
stories and concrete examples; men, on the
other hand, could be trusted with the Hebrew
original.
A century before Jacob ben Isaac, and un
noted by him, Martin Luther had produced
his landmark German version of the Bible, la
boring on the Old Testament from 1522 to
1534· As part of his efforts to reform Chris
tianity, he shaped a German text character
ized by forceful language and direct diction.
A literary masterpiece against which all sub
sequent German Bibles would be measured,
Luther 's version, like Jerome's some 1,100
years earlier, reflected the Jewish interpretive
tradition-in Luther 's case, Rashi, as re
fracted through Christian sources, influenced
him more than he would probably have been
comfortable admitting.
Early Modern Translations
Two and a half centuries later, it was to
Luther, or at least to the language of Luther,
that the Jewish intellectual Moses Mendels
sohn (1729-1796; see "Post-medieval Jewish
Interpretation," pp. 190D-1908) turned. He
was not happy with the simpler German used
in Jewish Bible translations and, more gener
ally, in Jewish society. He looked to language,
in this case the higher form of German that
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prevailed in cultured circles, as a means to
bring his fellow Jews into closer contact with
German society, its ideas and ideals. To
achieve this end, he adopted the language,
but not the theological outlook or presupposi
tions, of Luther. Only Jews, Mendelssohn ar
gued, could produce a proper version for
Jews. Moreover, in common with Saadia Gaon
and the Ferrara Bible, Mendelssohn's text at
first circulated in Hebrew characters. From his
perspective, it was a singular mark of success
that the Mendelssohn translation was soon
thereafter printed in German script, facilitat
ing for Jews even greater familiarity with that
language and for Christians a firsthand ac
quaintance with an elevated Jewish view of
Scripture.
Successive editions of Mendelssohn's trans
lation bear witness to a growing market that
he both reflected and stimulated. The rise
of Reform and neo-Orthodox communities
among German-speaking Jews was a further
impetus to the preparation and publication
of biblical versions in German and Judea
German or Yiddish. While Orthodox con
stituencies favored renderings that adhered to
traditional Jewish sources, others were recep
tive to editions that incorporated the fruits of
the new, critical schools then taking hold
among Protestants. Increased sales also re
sulted from the packaging of some editions as
family Bibles.
Mendelssohn's efforts, like those of many
translators before and after him, resulted in a
translation that in effect brought the biblical
text to the contemporary reader. For Mendels
sohn, this movement from antiquity to the
modern world served to acquaint both Jews
and non-Jews with traditional Jewish inter
pretation in a style that was already familiar
to Christians and, it was hoped, in which cul
tured Jews would also immerse themselves.
Other Translations
The 2oth century witnessed another major
Jewish translation into German that took a de
cidedly different approach to the entire enter-

prise of Bible translation. This version grew
out of a collaboration between the philoso
phers Martin Buber (1878-1965) and Franz
Rosenzweig (1886-1929) (see "The Bible in the
Jewish Philosophical Tradition," pp. 194875). The resultant text, begun before World
War I but completed only after World War II
and the Holocaust, did not read like anything
else in German literature-and this was pre
cisely the point. The Bible was a product of an
ancient society, chronologically and geo
graphically far removed from 2oth century
Europe. In order to experience it in an authen
tic way, the reader needed to be transported,
as it were, back into antiquity. For those with
out the knowledge of Hebrew, precisely the
audience for a Bible translation, the best way
to do this was to experience a modern lan
guage text that sounded, looked, and func
tioned as much as possible like the ancient
original. Reading Buber-Rosenzweig was not
intended to be an easy task, but the rewards
in terms of discovering many literary and
theological features otherwise obliterated
through translation-were well worth the
struggle, at least for some.
By the time Buber-Rosenzweig appeared in
its entirety, most of European Jewry, including
the Jews of Germany, had been destroyed. A
similar, though not identical circumstance oc
curred in connection with Yiddish translation,
in that perhaps its most notable achievement
did not appear until well after the high point
of Yiddish cultural and linguistic dominance.
In this case it was one individual, Solomon
Bloomgarden-better known by his pen name
Yehoash-who was responsible for the text.
Beginning in 1910, he published his version in
serialized form, revising and perfecting it
until he died in 1927. It was the eve of World
War II, however, before his work appeared as
a whole. By that time, Yiddish had lost or was
soon to lose its prominence as a living lan
guage.
Jews had been preparing Yiddish transla
tions long before Yehoash's time. But Chris
tians, or more precisely Jews who had con
verted to Christianity, were also active in this
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field during the 19th century. Supported by
the British and Foreign Bible Society, among
others, such individuals produced Yiddish
language Old Testaments compatible with
Christian theology that missionary societies
distributed widely throughout Eastern Eu
rope and among immigrant Jewish communi
ties in the West. Together with Yiddish ver
sions of the New Testament, these Yiddish
Bibles were intended to provide the Good
News in an attractive and accessible format.
Bible Society records indicate that such theo
logical motivations were accompanied by the
desire to raise the quality of Yiddish from jar
gon to a standardized, recognized language.
English Translations
The history of Jewish translation of the Bible
into English shares many of the features of
Jewish versions in other modern languages.
At the same time, distinctive elements mark
its development, culminating in the prolifera
tion of texts during the past several decades.
In some ways, the King James Version
(KJV) of 1611 functions for English speakers
as Luther 's version has for those who speak
German. Although not the earliest English
rendering, KJV is by far the most influential.
The members of its translation committee re
semble Luther's individual effort in two other
respects: They were deeply indebted to Jew
ish scholarship, in their case the work of
David KimJ:ti (Radak); but they themselves
had no recorded contact with Jews who, hav
ing been expelled from England several cen
turies earlier, were not officially welcomed
back until the mid-16oos.
The cadence, vocabulary, and overall struc
ture of KJV strongly resemble the Hebrew
original. Any number of memorable turns of
phrases ("tender mercies," Ps. 25.6 and else
where) or lingering verbal pictures ("the face
of the waters," Gen. 1 .2, and "the LoRD make
his face shine upon thee," Num. 6.26) we as
sociate with KJV are in fact quite literal ren
derings of the Hebrew lost in freer transla
tions into English or other modern languages.

Whether through recognition of this indebt
edness, a desire to fit in, a lack of interest in
making a new English translation, or a combi
nation of such factors, KJV apparently served
the needs of England's growing Jewish com
munity for the first century of its post
expulsion existence.
The first Jewish versions of the Bible in En
glish appear in the 178os and are limited to
the Torah. They are not in fact new transla
tions: A page of Hebrew text faces the corre
sponding version of KJV, with a scattering of
notes (in English and Hebrew) from tradi
tional Jewish sources such as Rashi. Such edi
tions may represent a reaction to Hebrew
English texts published in the preceding
decades under Protestant auspices. In any
event, the materials in these versions, con
sciously shaped as they are for English
speaking Jews, represent an important step
and not an isolated one.
Earlier in this essay, both internal and exter
nal causes or stimuli were identified for the
Greek translation of the Torah (the Septu
agint). A similar complex of concerns was
operative in England at the turn of the 19th
century. It is clear that by that time most
Jews, those who immigrated from Spanish
speaking lands as well as those from German
and Yiddish backgrounds, were becoming
increasingly familiar and comfortable with
English. Synagogues established by both Ger
man and Spanish communities made use
of prayerbooks with some English, and it
was not uncommon to hear at least a few ser
mons in English. Under such circumstances
the appearance of "Jewish Bibles" that com
bined English with Hebrew (and some tradi
tional Jewish exegetical annotation) is not sur
prising.
External forces were active that would
slowly propel the Jewish community in the
same direction. Missionary societies had ex
isted for some time, but by the early 18oos
their number, and especially their focus on the
conversion of Jews, increased considerably.
Most notable in this respect was the London
Society for Promoting Christianity among
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Jews, generally referred to simply as the Lon
don Jews Society. Their proselytizing was in
turn greatly abetted by the British and For
eign Bible Society, founded in 1804. Although
not a missionary society per se, this organiza
tion (and others founded throughout the
world, including the American Bible Society),
had as one of its principal goals the mass pro
duction of inexpensive Bibles that were useful
in acquainting non-Christians with the New
Testament gospel and the Old Testament as
Christian texts. (Yiddish Bibles of this sort
were noted above.) In what might appropri
ately be termed a measure of self-defense, the
Jewish community would come to see the
value of producing its own English-language
versions.
An additional feature marks the introduc
tion of English Bibles into London's Jewish
community and from there throughout the
Empire and to North America: the few known
pre-1800 editions came not from the Jewish
establishment, but from individuals on the
periphery of the organized community or
even at odds with its leadership. Perhaps Jew
ish leaders of this period thought it impru
dent to challenge, if only implicitly, the
unique status of KJV. On the other hand, they
may have been resisting the incursion of En
glish into precincts where Hebrew and Ger
man (Yiddish) or Spanish had previously
reigned unchallenged.
In any case, by the mid-18oos, individuals
well connected by profession, relation, or both
were preparing English versions, typically of
the Torah or specific books rather than the en
tire Bible, for Jews. In an unmistakable sign
that these versions had "arrived," the Chief
Rabbi of the British Empire sanctioned two of
them. Perhaps the better parallel is the term
"authorized," as in the Authorized Version,
another name for KJV. We must, nonetheless,
be careful to distinguish the procedures, and
especially the goals, envisioned in these two
cases. When the Church of England "author
izes" a translation of Scripture, it signifies its
suitability for liturgical use in a church. When
the Chief Rabbi "sanctioned" Jewish versions,
-

he pointedly did not refer to the synagogue,
but to their use in schools and homes. It was
not conceivable that the Chief Rabbi would
have bestowed similar recognition for liturgi
cal usage, where the Hebrew text retained its
central role. Still, it is worthy of note that he at
least tacitly recognized the increasing role of
the home and school in transmitting and in
culcating Jewish values as enshrined in the
Bible.
By the end of the 19th century, the Jews of
England had their choice of more than a
dozen English-language versions specifically
marketed to them. The translations them
selves are admittedly not distinguished nor
do they differ markedly from KJV. Efforts
were made to excise christological language
and to (re-)introduce traditional Jewish inter
pretations. Nevertheless, at the very time
Protestants themselves were beginning to ex
periment with rather radical (for Victorian so
ciety) departures from KJV, Jews departed but
rarely from its linguistic heritage and overall
format. This may have stemmed from the de
sire "to be more English than the English," or
(as noted above for the 18th century) from the
recognition of KJV's "Jewish" roots. It was left
to the Jews of the United States, and then not
until the middle of the 2oth century, to devise
new approaches to Bible translation.
Even with communal recognition, Jewish
translators in England had, as had Jews in
German-speaking lands, worked as individ
uals-unlike the committees that produced
KJV and its successors (or the Septuagint, for
that matter). This pattern prevailed through
out most of the 19th century in the United
States as well. One man, Isaac Leeser, is re
sponsible for the most influential English
language translation on either side of the At
lantic. Like Saadia, Leeser was a communal
leader of prodigious accomplishment and not
a little controversy. Despite his notoriety in
some circles, Leeser's Torah translation of the
184os, followed a decade later by his render
ing of the entire Bible, attracted considerable
interest and resulted in a series of new edi
tions and republications over seven decades.
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Unlike Saadia's flowing Arabic, Leeser's En
glish was rather wooden and at many points
essentially devoid of literary distinction. It is
perhaps the existence of Leeser's work rather
than its merits that marks it as a noteworthy
achievement.
lly the end of the 19th century, the Ameri
can Jewish community had become suffi
ciently sophisticated to support a growing
number of cultural organizations in addition
to synagogues and other communal struc
tures. Among the most important organiza
tions is the Jewish Publication Society (JPS) of
America. Founded in Philadelphia in 1888,
JPS attracted the financial support of some of
America's wealthiest Jews and the involve
ment of some of the country's leading Jewish
intellectuals and writers. In 1917, JPS orga
nized and published the first committee
produced English-language version of the
Bible for Jews. The idea for such a version,
which was to function as a replacement for
Leeser, originated with the Central Commit
tee of American Rabbis, made up of Reform
clergy. Their plan, put into action in the 189os,
was to enlist individual rabbis and scholars to
work on a given book or block of biblical ma
terial. An editorial committee was to ensure
some measure of consistency and quality. But
these procedures were difficult to implement,
and by the early 2oth century little progress
had been achieved.
At that point JPS took charge, having se
cured the cooperation and support of most of
those involved in the earlier project. Rather
than farming out sections of the text to indi
viduals, they established a committee that
would be responsible for the translation. This
committee was composed of six men, two
each from the three major Jewish institutions
of higher learning: Hebrew Union College
(HUC) in Cincinnati, affiliated with the Re
form movement; the Jewish Theological Sem
inary (JTS) in New York City, part of the Con
servative movement; and Dropsie College in
Philadelphia, which was not a rabbinical sem
inary but a nondenominational graduate
school that provided instruction in fields,

such as biblical studies, that were not readily
accessible to Jews elsewhere. No representa
tive from an Orthodox institution was part of
the committee. In terms of their ideological or
theological stances, these men ranged from
quite liberal to fairly traditional. None of the
six, however, was a biblical scholar of any dis
tinction.
In addition to these six translators, JPS se
lected as editor-in-chief the biblical scholar
Max L. Margolis, who was among the best
qualified, in terms of temperament as well as
training, for the task at hand. He had taught
at HUC in Cincinnati as well as at the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley before being se
lected in 1908 as one of the original faculty
members at Dropsie. He was thoroughly
grounded in traditional Jewish learning, as
might be expected, but was also well trained
in the classics and in the critical approaches to
biblical study then in vogue (in terms of the
latter, he was generally skeptical, although
appreciative). In one respect, the choice of
Margolis was unusual: He had been born in
Eastern Europe, educated there and in Berlin,
and came to the United States only in the late
188os. As it happened, the selection of an im
migrant rather than a native speaker of En
glish helped shape both the process that pro
duced this version and the translation itself.
As an immigrant, Margolis was acutely
aware of distinctions in English diction and
the negative effects of improper language
or slang as a newly arrived populace sought
to improve its status in America. To Margolis,
the language of King James, albeit lexically
antiquated and stylistically out-of-date, was
nonetheless the best possible model for his
fellow immigrants. In his desire to incul
cate the best of English, along with a Jewish
understanding of the Bible, Margolis con
sciously emulated Moses Mendelssohn, whom
he greatly admired.
Margolis's efforts were entirely consistent
with the approach prescribed by JPS. Al
though most readers of its 1917 English trans
lation did not know it, this version adhered
quite closely to the (British) Revised Version
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of 1885, which constituted the first major revi
sion of the 1611 KJV. Verse-by-verse compar
isons between the Jewish Version of 1917 and
the Revised Version reveal agreement, typi
cally word-for-word agreement, in most pas
sages. Where it was necessary to incorporate
materials not found in KJV or its revision,
Margolis deliberately chose KJV-sounding
language, so as to achieve a text that seam
lessly combined the "new" with the "old."
Margolis, of course, excised overtly christo
logical renderings and introduced some tradi
tional Jewish exegesis. But a well-educated
early 2oth-century Protestant would in no
way have been put off by the JPS translation,
and the same might well have been true for
any Jewish reader of the Revised Version. This
harmonious picture, which carried over to
formatting and even binding, was surely con
sistent with the goals of the JPS leadership.
Margolis, like Mendelssohn over a century
earlier, could also derive considerable satis
faction from the recognition that one could
learn to be a better Jew and a good citizen
through one and the same process.
It was biblical scholar Harry M. Orlinsky
who aptly remarked that the shelf life of trans
lations for English-speaking Jews has aver
aged half a century. That was the case with
Leeser and also, so it turns out, for the JPS ver
sion of 1917. That JPS itself initiated the project
which resulted in a replacement for its earlier
translation is due primarily to the energetic
advocacy and leadership of Orlinsky. A long
time faculty member at New York City's Jew
ish Institute of Religion, later merged with He
brew Union College, Orlinsky was singularly
well placed to head the new translation proj
ect. He had been selected in the 1940s as the
first Jewish member of the Revised Standard
Version translation committee; in fact, he was
the first Jew to serve on any committee to pre
pare a mainstream (that is, Christian) Bible
translation. His experience in this regard led to
his subsequent selection as the only Jewish ed
itor for the New Revised Standard Version. By
the late 1950s, when he began to lobby for a
new Jewish translation, Orlinsky was well
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known and respected among a wide range of
rabbis and Jewish scholars.
Moreover, Orlinsky had a clear vision of
what a Jewish translation should look and
sound like, a vision that marked a definite de
parture from the King James-type language
characteristic of earlier Jewish versions. For
Orlinsky, the effectiveness of any Bible trans
lation was linked to its easy intelligibility by
contemporary readers, who can be readily put
off by antiquated or obscure words and stilted
or foreign-looking syntax. The question trans
lators should always have before them is this:
What did the original authors intend to say to
their audience and how can we convey that
meaning to our audience? In short, this ap
proach to translation seeks to bring the text to
the reader. Although an admirer of Mendels
sohn and Margolis, Orlinsky's model from
within Judaism itself was Saadia Gaon. More
broadly, Orlinsky was allying himself with
a number of (mostly Protestant) scholars
associated with the American Bible Society,
who promoted and practiced a dynamic or
functional equivalence approach to transla
tion in two popular versions of the post
World War II era: Today's English Version
(The Good News Bible) and the Contemporary
English Version.
Orlinsky of course approached his task
from what he understood to be a thoroughly
Jewish stance. In his opinion, sensitivity to
distinctively Jewish interpretations and ex
egetes produced a text that was not only more
suitable for the Jewish community, but that
often presented a more accurate rendering
than those offered by other translations.
When published in a volume that dispensed
with hard-to-read type and the two-column
per-page format traditionally associated with
Bibles, the New Jewish Publication Society
translation (NJPS) was positioned to take its
place among the other accessible, readable,
and attractive English Bibles of the mid- to
late 2oth century.
Orlinsky served as editor-in-chief of the
committee that prepared the NJPS translation
of the Torah, which initially appeared in the
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mid-196os; he was also part of the group that
worked on the Prophets. Other scholars from
North America and Israel composed the com
mittee for the Writings. Their efforts were first
published as separate volumes, 1962 (first edi
tion of Torah, revised 1967), 1978 (Nevi'im),
and 1982 (Kethuvim). It was 1985 before the
entire Tanakh appeared, incorporating in re
vised form the efforts of all three translation
committees. Until 1999, volumes of the
Tanakh contained only the English version; in
that year, a Hebrew-English language edition
first came out, thereby facilitating comparison
between text and translation.
It is instructive to compare the two JPS ver
sions, 1917 and 1985, in order to gauge both
the distance that separates them and the fea
tures they hold in common:

Genesis 1 . 1-2
191?: In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth . . . . And the spirit of
God hovered over the face of the wa ters
1985: When God began to create heaven
and earth . . . . And a wind from God
sweeping over the water

The 1917 version retains the wording of KJV;
it parts company with the Protestant text by
replacing the upper case "s" of Spirit, a refer
ence to the Trinity, with a lower case "s." In
addition to rendering Hebrew "rual)" with
"wind" rather than with a form of "spirit,"
Orlinsky (in the 1985 version), in keeping
with one line of Jewish exegesis, renders the
notoriously difficult wording of Genesis' (and
the Bible's) beginning as "When God began to
create." In so doing, he excludes the theologi
cal doctrine of creatio ex nihilo, to the extent
that this belief is dependent on the traditional
English text. Moreover, it reflects the opening
of the Babylonian creation story, Enuma Elish,
which also begins with a "when" clause. It is
also characteristic of Orlinsky's approach that
the literal "face of the waters" yields to the
simpler, more modern-sounding "the water."

Genesis 1 1 . 5 (Tower of Babel)
1 9 1 7: And the LoRD came down to see
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the city and the tower, which the children
of men builded.
1 985: The LoRD came down to look at the
city and tower that man had built.
It is characteristic of almost all post-World
War II versions to update archaic verb forms,
such as "had built" for "builded" in this pas
sage. More noteworthy is the use of the
generic "man" ( but not "human" or "hu
mankind" as in gender-neutral texts like the
roughly contemporary New Revised Stan
dard Version or NRSV) for the literal, but per
haps misleading, "children of men." In like
manner, "Israelites" consistently replaces
"children of Israel" in the 1985 version.

Exodus 2 1 . 1 5
1 9 1 7 : And h e that srniteth his father, or
his mother, shall be surely put to death.
1 985: He who strikes his father or his
mother shall be put to death.
"He who strikes" sounds far more natural to
today's readers than "he that smiteth." The re
tention of the third singular masculine pro
noun, a precise reflection of the Hebrew
wording, is avoided in certain other modern
translations, most notably the NRSV. As men
tioned above, Orlinsky played a role in the
development of the NRSV as well as the JPS
version of 1985. Although his sympathies in
such passages lay with the gender-neutral ap
proach taken by the NRSV, in these instances
the NJPS Torah tended to resist any innova
tion. An important innovation, from Odin
sky's perspective, is found at the beginning of
this verse (as in Gen. 1 1 .5 and many other
places), where the conjunction vav-typically
translated as "and" in traditional English ver
sions (esp. KJV)-is omitted. Elsewhere, its
presence is signaled through the use of subor
dination where the paratactic structure of He
brew favored coordination.

Deuteronomy 24. 1 6
1917: The fathers shall not b e put to
death for the children, neither shall the chil
dren be put to death for the fathers; every
man shall be put to death for his own sin.
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1985: Parents should not be put to death
for children, nor children be put to death
for parents: a person shall be put to
death only for his own crime.
In this case, NJPS shows considerable, al
though not consistent, sensitivity to gendered
language. The version understands that "fa
thers," although a literal translation of the He
brew, does not reflect the more inclusive
meaning of the term here, hence "parents." In
like manner, "every man" is more accurately
rendered by "a person." The NRSV, although
not the NJPS, manages to eliminate all ves
tiges of male-oriented language by the use of
"their own" after "persons." Although more
consistent in terms of gender language, such
an approach involves more restructuring of
the Hebrew than the NJPS Torah editors ap
parently found desirable.

christological interpretation of the Old Testa
ment. In keeping with a long-standing Jewish
understanding and with the philologically
more correct meaning, both JPS and NJPS
have "the young woman." For the rest, JPS
1917 retains the traditional KJV rendering,
which places conception and child-bearing in
the (distant) future. Although such a render
ing of Hebrew present participles is possible,
NJPS is surely on more solid ground, syntacti
cally and contextually, when it portrays the
women as pregnant and soon to give birth. It
is noteworthy that the Revised Standard Ver
sion (RSV) Old Testament of 1952 was the first
mainstream Christian translation to place
"the young woman" in the text itself, relegat
ing "a virgin" to the margins. Orlinsky's pres
ence as an RSV editor did not go unnoticed by
that translation's conservative critics.

Jeremiah 3 1 .29-3 0 (similar expression found
in Ezekiel 18.14)
1917: In those days they shall say no

Judges 1 2 . 9
191T And he had thirty sons, and thirty

daughters he sent abroad, and thirty
daughters he brought in from abroad for
his sons.
1 985: He had thirty sons, and he married
off thirty daughters outside the clan and
brought in thirty girls from outside the
clan for his sons.
In his own distinctively insightful way, Odin
sky used to point out how misleading the tra
ditional rendering "abroad" is here. It is not
that the judge Ibzan sought foreign spouses
for his sons and daughters, but that he went
"outside the clan" for prospective sons- and
daughters-in-law. A small point perhaps, but
instructive for showing what were, for Odin
sky, some of the benefits of the approach he
championed.

Isaiah 7.14
191T Behold, the young woman shall
conceive, and bear a son.
1 985 : Look, the young woman is with
child and about to give birth to a son.

With the rendering "a virgin," the KJV trans
lation of this passage has been central to a

more: The fathers have eaten sour grapes,
and the children's teeth are set on edge. But
every one shall die for his own iniquity;
every man that eateth the sour grapes, his
teeth shall be set on edge.
1985: In those days they shall no longer
say: The parents have eaten sour grapes,
and the children's teeth are set on edge. But
all shall die for their own sins; the teeth of
everyone who eats sour grapes shall be set
on edge.
It is instructive to compare the NJPS text here
with a passage from the Torah, such as Deut.
24.16 above. In the earlier example, NJPS re
tained the singular (with "person"; cf. "man"
in traditional English versions), leading to the
retention of the masculine singular pronoun
"his." In the Prophets, NJPS, in a move that
could be characterized as quite bold if
nonetheless consistent with NRSV, eliminates
all exclusively male references. Such a prac
tice, while less literal than the 1917 JPS ver
sion, does more accurately reflect the mean
ing of the Hebrew original, as understood by
the committee responsible for the Prophets.
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Ezekiel 2. 1 (and frequently elsewhere in tile
book of Ezekiel)
1 9 1 7: Son of man
1985 : 0 mortal
Ben 'adam is the characteristic way in which
God addresses the prophet Ezekiel through
out his book. The literal translation of this He
brew phrase is "son of man," which the 1917
JPS version shares with many traditional and
even modern English-language versions. The
NJPS editors responsible for the Prophets de
termined that the main point of this appella
tion was not Ezekiel's maleness, but his hu
manness or mortality, vis-a-vis the divinity
and immortality of the Lord. Hence, they de
cided to dispense with tradition, a decision
found in several other contemporary versions
as well.
Proverbs 3 1 .1 0
191J: A woman o f valour who can find?
For her price is far above rubies.
1 985: What a rare find is a capable wife!
Her worth is far beyond that of rubies.
The expression "a woman of valour" is one of
the few memorable phrases coined by the JPS
1917 translators. To this day, it is used to de
scribe women of noteworthy achievement
within the Jewish community. It is a rather lit
eral rendering of the Hebrew, 'esilet !wyil. The
NJPS editors for the Writings discarded this
expression in favor of "a capable wife," which
is to be sure a possible rendering of
the Hebrew. Nonetheless, in this case it is dif
ficult to see this newer wording as either a
closer reflection of the Hebrew or a sensitive
application of the ancient text to the modern
world.
Other English Versions
The post-World War II period has witnessed
the proliferation, some might call it explosion,
of new, often competing English-language
versions, especially among Protestants. The
number of such versions is in effect multi
plied by the seemingly endless variety of edi-
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tions, often aimed at niche markets (recent
widows, virgin teenagers, recovering alco
holics, for example) in which these transla
tions appear. In comparison, the correspond
ing market for Jewish versions is quite
limited, even when interested non-Jewish
scholars, ministers, and laity are taken into ac
count. Nonetheless, the NJPS is far from alone
in finding supporters (as well as detractors!)
in the contemporary English-speaking Jewish
community, or better, communities.
Among the most widely advertised and
beautifully produced versions is the Art
Scroll's Tanach (Tanach, an alternate spelling
of Tanakh, is an acronym reflecting the tradi
tional tripartite Jewish division of the Bible:
Torah, Nevi'im [Prophets], Kethuvim [Writ
ings]), a product of Mesorah Publica tions of
Brooklyn, New York. It is aimed primarily at
more traditional or Orthodox segments of the
Jewish community, but its appeal has gone be
yond that market, in common with many of
Mesorah's other publications in the ArtScroll
series. For the Torah, its translators relied on
the interpretations of the medieval exegete
Rashi; elsewhere, they are more eclectic-but
they never range beyond traditional sources.
This leads to a number of distinctive English
renderings, among which are:

Genesis 2.2: By the seventh day God com
pleted His work which He had done, and
He abstained on the seventh day.
For the first prepositional phrase, the Hebrew
reads "on the seventh day," which is contex
tually difficult, given the fact that creation is
elsewhere portrayed as a six-day event.

Exodus 12.15: For a seven-day period shall
you eat matzos, but on the previous day
you shall nullify the leaven from your
homes.
The highlighted prepositional phrase is, liter
ally in the Hebrew, "on the first day," which
creates confusion when compared to other
biblical passages in which the leaven was to
be "nullified" before the Passover began.
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Exodus 20-7= You shall not take the Name
of HA-SHEM, your God, in vain, for HA
SHEM will not absolve anyone who takes
His Name in vain.
Here, as frequently elsewhere, the tetragram
maton ("YHvH")-which in most English
language versions is represented by the title,
the LoRD-is replaced by an expression that
literally means "the Name," reflecting the in
effability of God's proper name. Ha-Shem as a
surrogate for YHVH is frequently used in Or
thodox contexts.

Exodus 22.24: When you lend money to
My people . . . do not lay interest upon him.
The Hebrew word rendered here as "when" is
the common Hebrew conjunction, 'im, which
in the vast majority of instances is translated
literally as "if." The use of "when" here, par
alleled in two other places in the Torah, is in
accordance with the tradition that in Judaism
charity is not a matter of "if," but "when."

Leviticus 23.11: He shall wave the Orner
before HA-SHEM to gain favor for you; on
the morrow of the rest day the Kohen shall
wave it.
This verse describes a ceremony, still main
tained among traditional Jews, in which the
days from Passover to Shavuot (the Festival of
Weeks or Pentecost) are enumerated by an of
fering called the Orner. The Hebrew text spec
ifies that the counting of the Orner starts with
the day after "the Shabbat. " But rabbinic Ju
daism understands "Shabbat" here not in its
usual sense, but as "the day of rest," that is,
the first day of Passover. As in several exam
ples above, the ArtScroll Tanach follows rab
binic interpretation rather than a more literal
rendering of the biblical text itself, especially
when the more literal rendering might create
confusion on halakhic matter.
Another version intended primarily for Or
thodox and other traditional Jews is The Living
Torah, by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan, and the Living
Nach, three successive volumes covering the
Prophets and the Writings, translated by
-

Kaplan's followers after his death. Kaplan was
a prolific writer on Jewish topics and often em
phasized mystical elements in Jewish thought
and practice. The volumes influenced by Ka
plan reflect traditional Jewish sources-for
legal interpretation especially the philosopher
Maimonides-and also display a demonstra
ble interest in matters of spiritual import.
Among characteristic Kaplan renderings are:

Exodus 20.8-10: Remember the Sabbath
to keep it holy. You can work during the six
weekdays and do all your tasks. But Satur
day is the Sabbath to God your Lord.
Lest there be any doubt about when the "sev
enth day" falls, Kaplan explicitly introduces
the modern-sounding expression "Saturday"
into the ancient text.

Leviticus 17.14: Tell the Israelites not to
eat any blood, since the life-force of all
flesh is in its blood. Whoever eats it shall be
cut off [spiritually].
The translation of this passage, along with
Kaplan's rendering of Deut. 12.23 below and
elsewhere, explicitly introduces a spiritual ele
ment into the biblical text that is, at best, im
plicit in the literal wording of the Hebrew text.

Leviticus 18-7= Do not commit a sexual of
fense against your father or mother. If a
woman is your mother, you must not com
mit incest with her.
There is no specific Hebrew word for "incest"
as opposed to the more general term trans
la ted here as "sexual offense." As in other ex
amples, Kaplan's practice leads to modifica
tion of the literal text in the direction of
specificity or explicitness.

Leviticus 19.14: Do not place a stumbling
block before the [morally] blind.
Leviticus 19.29: Do not defile your daughter with premarital sex.
As elsewhere, Kaplan renders a fairly general
term with a specific one; in this instance, "pre
marital sex." In a sense, he may be responding
to those who, with some justification, make
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statements like, "there is no specific prohibi
tion against premarital sex in the Old Testa
ment." While that may otherwise be quite
true, the explicit prohibition does appear in

red-stuff, for I am so weary! Therefore they
called his name: Edorn/Red-One. Yaakov
said: Sell me your firstborn-right here
and-now.

The Living Torah!
Deuteronomy 12.23 : Be extremely careful
not to eat the blood, since the blood is asso
ciated with the spiritual nature, and when
you eat flesh, you shall no t ingest the spiri
tual nature along with it.
Working on his own, the Jewish scholar
Everett Fox has produced an English-lan
guage version of the Torah that draws its dis
tinctive inspiration from the German trans
lation of Huber-Rosenzweig. Like them, Fox
endeavors to draw the contemporary reader
into the world of antiquity through a modern
language version that incorporates many as
pects of the ancient Hebrew text absent in
most other English renderings. The flavor, as
it were, of his Schocken Bible: The Five Books of
Moses, can be appreciated through the follow
ing examples:

Although other versions note wordplays, here
and elsewhere, in their notes, Fox presents
wordplays associated with names in the text
itself. It is also characteristic of Fox to use
dashes to indicate tha t what takes more than
one "word" to say in English required only
one word in Hebrew.

Genesis 27.36: He [Esav] said: Is that why
his name was called Yaakov/Heel-Sneak?
For he has now sneaked against me twice.
Genesis 3 0.24: She [Rahel] became preg
nant and bore a son. She said: God has re
moved/asaf my reproach! So she called his
name: Yosef, saying: May YHWH add/
yosef another son to me!
Genesis 42-T When Yosef saw his broth
ers, he recognized them, but he pretended
no-recognition of them and spoke harshly
with them.
Genesis 43 . 10: The man [Yosef] warned,
yes, warned us, saying: You shall not see
my face unless your brother is with you.

Genesis 1. 1-2: At the beginning of God's
creating of the heavens and the earth, when
the earth was wild and waste, darkness
rushed over the face of Ocean, rushing
spirit of God hovering over the face of the
watersGenesis 1 .8: God called the dome:
Heaven!

There was setting, there was dawning:
second day.
Genesis 17.5: No longer shall your name
be called Avram, ra ther shall your name be
Avraham, for I will make you Av Hamon

Where the Hebrew uses the same root (here,
"warn") twice in proximity, most English
translations either ignore it or paraphrase, as
"surely" or "really warned us." Here and else
where, Fox represents this verbal repetition as
literally as possible.

Genesis 45. 1 2-1y Here, your eyes see, as
well as my brother Binyimin's eyes, that it
is my mouth that speaks to you. So tell my
fa ther of all the weight I carry in Egypt,
and of all that you have seen, and make
haste, bring my father down here!
Exodus 5·1T But he [Pharaoh] said: Lax
you are, lax.
Exodus 12 .42-43, 48: It is a night of keep
ing-watch for YHWH . . . . YHWH said to
Moshe and Aharon: This is the law of the
Passover-meal. Any foreign son is not to
eat of it. . . . But any foreskinned-man is

Goyyim/Father of a throng of Nations!

Fox chooses to present the biblical names in
their Hebrew form, thereby allowing English
readers to hear more clearly what the ancient
listener would have heard and to enjoy some
thing of the wordplay hitherto accessible only
to readers of Hebrew.

Genesis 25.30-3 1 : Esav said to Yaakov:
Pray give me a gulp of the red-stuff, that
-
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Exodus 13 . 1 : Hallow to me every first
born, breacher of every womb among the
Children of Israel, of man or of beast, it is
mine.
These are among the most important English
language Jewish versions available today.
They are by no means the only ones. Espe
cially among Orthodox Jews, individual rab
bis or groups of rabbis are preparing their
own translations, reflecting both distinctive
elements in their teaching and the need for
instruction in English even within the most
traditional communities. In many ways, the
production of such versions parallels devel
opments within the far larger Protestant
communities, where distinctive theologies
stimulate an ever increasing number of trans
lations.
In today's world there are many factors that
promote the production and publication of
Bible translations. Theological, literary, social,

-

even fiscal forces have come to play their role
in this phenomenon, which is as old as the
Septuagint and as new as the latest version.
For Jews, the questions that arise are ancient
and perennial, modern and immediate: What
is it that makes a Bible translation Jewish?
Should a Jewish translation ever supplant,
rather than supplement, the Hebrew original?
Who, if anyone, should determine which
mode of translation, or presentation, or anno
tation is best? Do differing versions serve to
divide Jews, and, if so, should there be one
unifying version? In the past, diverse re
sponses have met such queries, giving rise to
present circumstances. For the future, even
greater diversity is likely. Nonetheless, it is
possible to be optimistic that Jewish Bible
translators will remain true to their task of
finding and perfecting distinctive ways to
link their communities with the sacred text of
the Torah, the Prophets, and the Writings.
( LEONARD J. GREENSPOON]
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The Reli g ion of the Bible
We must first understand that biblical religion
is not, strictly speaking, "biblical" because,
unlike Judaism and Christianity, it is not a re
ligion based on the Bible-i.e., the canonized
record of past divine revelation-but on that
revelation itself. Also, it is not a "religion," in
the sense of the beliefs and practices of an ac
tual community. Rather, biblical religion was
a minority, dissident phenomenon, always at
odds, as the Bible itself states, with the actual
religions of the small kingdoms of Israel and
Judah. The religion of the latter might better
be termed Israelite-Judean religion. For more
than a century the difference between biblical
and Israelite-Judean religion has been an
axiom of modern biblical studies (see discus
sion below).
Moreover, biblical religion is not a unity
but rather a congeries of differing and often
competing opinions and traditions. Historical
scholarship has isolated at least three major
forms of biblical religion in the Bible:
1. Deuteronomic-covenantal religion, based
on the legal form of a treaty between Israel
and its deity, emphasizing Israelite loyalty
and the performance of divine command
ments, viewed as stipulations of the treaty.
2. Priestly religion, centering on the cult
and emphasizing purity and punctilious ob
servance of rituals.
3· Wisdom religion, focusing on under
standing the cosmos and the laws of human
nature, and dealing with such general prob
lems of human existence as suffering and
theodicy.
Despite considerable mutual influence and
interpenetration, these three major types of
-

biblical religion are best examined individu
ally.
We shall first summarize the little that is
known, or surmised, about Israelite-Judean
religion, and then take up each of these major
streams of biblical religion in turn.
Israelite-Judean Religion
The actual religion of the states of Israel and
Judah from ca. goo to 6oo BCE can be partially
reconstructed from archeological and inscrip
tional evidence and from some evidence in
the biblical text, which must be interpreted
with caution, because the Bible stands in a
polemical relationship to the contemporary
religions of Israelites and Judeans, consis
tently distorting the real meaning of such fea
tures as the "high places" (bamot, translated
"open shrines" in NJPS [e.g., 1 Kings 3.2]).
Northern, Israelite religion was especially
misrepresented by the propaganda of the pre
dominantly southern, Judean authors and ed
itors of most of the Tanakh. For these reasons
the following sketch is conjectural, but rep
resents the generality of current scholarly
opinion.
There is no question that the national deity
of both Israel and Judah was YHVH (LORD in
NJPS), but the relationship to this deity might
be better called monolatrous, the worship of
one god without denying the existence of oth
ers, rather than strictly monotheistic. YHVH is
the name regularly, but not exclusively, ap
pearing as the theophoric or divine element in
Israelite-Judean names. YHVH's attributes, as
expressed in the oldest examples of Israelite
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poetry, such as the Song of Deborah (Judg. ch
5) and the Blessings of Jacob (Gen. ch 49) and
Moses (Deut. ch 33) seem to be a mixture of
features attested in Canaanite and Ugaritic re
ligions for the ancient creator god El, the "old
god" ('ilu du 'a/ami = Heb 'el 'olam, "Everlast
ing God" [Gen. 22.33]) and the young vigor
ous fertility-storm god, Baal. YHVH is usually
portrayed as seated on His heavenly throne,
surrounded by the angelic host waiting in at
tendance, like Canaanite El; or, like Baal, ei
ther mounted in the divine chariot, or riding
on the "wings of the wind/cherubim." De
rived from the latter deity is the pervasive
theophanic imagery, namely depictions of the
deity appearing with storm clouds, thunder,
lightning, earthquake, etc., so familiar to Bible
readers. Holy war themes, in which YHVH
leads His hosts in battle, are also similar to
those elsewhere in the ancient Near East.
YHVH is often portrayed as setting out for bat
tle, armed with the divine spear, bow and ar
rows, against Israel's foes (Ps. 18.7-16; Deut.
32.22-25, 41-42; Hab. 3.3-13; etc.).
Perhaps mingled with, and partially ab
sorbed by, YHVH was a type of god reflecting
an older type of religion centering on a famil
ial deity, often referred to simply as the "god
of X" (X being the name of an ancestor of the
family or clan) or, more generally, as the "god
of the fathers." Evidence for this kind of reli
gion comes mainly from the patriarchal narra
tives of Genesis ("God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob") and is otherwise attested in the Near
East from Mesopotamia in the second millen
nium BCE to, much later, the region of the
Nabatean Arabs (centered in Jordan) in
Roman times.
In sum, the major attributes of YHVH that
continued in biblical religion were already
found in Israelite-Judean religion: king, cre
ator, father, warrior, provider of fertilizing
rain. Since many of the oldest texts (e.g., Judg.
5-4) refer to YHVH as "coming from the south"
(Seir, Paran, Sinai/Horeb), He originally may
have been a god of one of the regions south of
Judah. But even in old texts He has already
absorbed the attributes of several kinds of an-

cient Near Eastern deities, to become a kind
of over-arching deity. The name YHVH may
be attested in pre-Israelite documents from
the Amorite region of upper Mesopotamia. In
the Bible the name is explained as referring to
His ability to protect Israel ('ehyeh asher 'ehyeh,
"I shall be what I shall be" [Exod. 3 . 14]) inter
preted in context as "I shall be with you." The
original sense of the name may refer to God as
creator (taking "YHvH" as causative hiphil,
"He brings into being") or it may have some
other, lost connotation.
One of the most discussed issues in recent
years is whether YHVH had a female consort,
the ancient Canaanite mother I fertility god
dess Asherah, identified with the tree of life.
Two Hebrew inscriptions contain benedic
tions'in the name of "YHVH and his Asherah."
Scholars are divided in opinion whether
Asherah here referred to the goddess herself,
or whether the term has been reduced to an
abstract hypostatization of YHVH's power to
provide fertility. More evidence is needed, but
in any case it is certain that biblical religion, in
possible contrast to Israelite-Judean religion,
viewed Asherah simply as a Canaanite deity
and her symbol, reduced to a wooden pole, as
idolatrous.
YHvH was worshipped at "high places"
scattered around the country, which varied
from simple hilltop shrines with stone or
earthen altars, cultic pillars (matzevot), and
wooden poles ('asherim), to larger structures
such as the main high places in the Northern
Kingdom, Dan and Bethel, where YHVH was
worshipped as a calf. In biblical religion the
high places are viewed propagandistically as
totally idolatrous from the time of Solomon
on, since all "legitimate" worship was to be
confined to the Jerusalem Temple. Ironically,
the la tter itself was a typical Canaanite shrine,
built by the Phoenicians, with three divisions,
the last of which was the "Holy of Holies,"
with altar, cultic pillars, elaborate decoration
of palmettes, lotus, bulls, and cherubim. Ac
cording to the main traditions of the Bible, the
Holy of Holies contained no divine image, as
in typical ancient shrines, but only the Ark of
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the Covenant containing the stone tablets
given by YHVH to Moses. The Ark seems to
have had its origin in the kind of box-like pal
ladium still used by some Bedouin tribes.
Mounted on a camel, it leads their migrations,
as the Israelite Ark is said to have led Israel in
the desert (Num. 10.33). The Ark also led the
army into battle according to texts describing
the early period. Its capture by the Philistines
caused a major religious crisis (1 Sam. chs
4-6). According to the Bible, the Ark was
brought to newly conquered Jerusalem by
David and was placed by Solomon in the
Temple, where it was viewed by many as the
throne of YHVH. It is not mentioned thereafter,
and its later fate is unknown.
Israelite-Judean religion seems to have had
aniconic tendencies; it avoided depicting
YHVH through any image or icon. Later bibli
cal religion condemns images of deities vehe
mently, and has suppressed all evidence of
their legitimate use, except for the cryptic ref
erence to human-like statues called teraphim,
attested in a few places, like Gen. 3 1 .34 and
1 Sam. 19.13, which seem to have been family
deities, or talismans. It is possible that the
strange story in Judg. chs 17-19 of the image
stolen by the Danites, which became the cen
ter of a cult served by a priesthood descended
from Moses, preserves the memory of an
image of YHVH worshipped in some circles.
Archeological evidence has as yet turned up
no divine images in an excavated shrine,
though of course such valuable objects proba
bly would have been removed or looted in an
tiquity. Israelite-Judean sites do contain large
numbers of different types of female fig
urines, some of which probably represent the
fertility goddess Asherah. Such images are
usually viewed by scholars as amulets, and as
belonging to "popular," not "official," religion
(see below).
Worship of YHVH consisted of sacrifices,
the oldest of which seem to have been the
"whole offering" ('olah), the "communal offer
ing" (shelem) and, probably, the "sin (or purifi
cation) offering" Owta't). Pilgrimages were
made to local shrines on sacred occasions. Old
-

biblical texts show that the three major
festivals, two in the spring, one in the fall
(later called Passover-Matzot, Shavuot, and
Sukkot), along with the new moon and Sab
bath were occasions for such visits, though it
is unclear if in Israelite-Judean religion the
Sabbath was already associated with the
seven-day week. A yearly pilgimage is also
attested at which a communal offering was
made and consumed by the family (1 Sam. ch
1). The elaborate cultic establishment de
scribed in the Torah, especially in Leviticus, is
held by most scholars to be a development of
later biblical religion projected back into the
past, but it undoubtedly contains elements re
flecting the actual cults of Israel and Judah,
such as the scapegoat ritual on the Day of
Atonement, itself probably originally a shrine
cleansing rite.
Curiously, the Bible contains no reference
to a New Year festival (the references in Lev.
23.24 and Num. 29.1, later taken to refer to the
New Year festival, do not mention that name);
yet it is scarcely likely tha t Israel was the only
Near Eastern people without such an event,
so crucial to ancient thinking and the actual
lives of people. It is likely that biblical religion
has expunged all reference to the New Year
festival, except for an enigmatic reference to a
"Day of Acclaim" (yom teru'ah). Some scholars
have hypothesized a New Year festival based
on the evidence of some biblical psalms, espe
cially the so-called "enthronement psalms"
(Pss. 93, 96--98), and comparative evidence,
primarily the Babylonian akitu festival. The
event might have proclaimed YHvH's victory
over cosmic chaos (see below), and His king
ship as creator. Certainly, the themes of cre
ation and kingship survive in the later Jewish
Rosh Ha-Shanah; but that Israel also had such
a festival remains conjectural. If the new year
rituals were as close to those of the ancient
Near East as suggested by some scholars, bib
lical religion may have edited the festival out
as too redolent of idola trous practices. Some
scholars have also suggested a festival cele
brating covenant ·renewal, held every seven
years, based on Deut. 3 1 . 1o-1 1; but the exis-
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tence of such a cultic event is even more con
jectural than that of a New Year festival.
Prophets played a prominent role in both
Israel and Judah. Prophecy of various kinds is
attested in practically all ancient cultures. In
the ancient Near East prophets are found in
Egypt and Mesopotamia, where their func
tion was secondary to the dominant oracular
means employed. But in western Asia ecstatic
prophecy seems to have had a more central
significance. The closest parallels to biblical
prophecy are found in the Mari texts (in mod
ern Syria on the Euphrates) of the middle sec
ond millennium BCE, reflecting an Amorite
(West Semitic) culture related to Israel in
many respects. There, as in the Bible, proph
ets, both men and women, are sent to kings to
deliver messages, and sometimes rebukes,
from deities. Prophets are well attested from
areas around Israel, from Phoenicia to Trans
jordan, where texts have been found mention
ing a seer Balaam, evidently the prophet de
scribed in Num. 22-24.
But in Israel and Judah prophets seem to
have been even more important than in
neighboring cultures. Mechanical forms of
divination played a less significant role; there
is reference to what were probably a sort of
sacred dice, the Urim and Thummim, which
could give a simple yes-or-no answer to ques
tions. Later, they are said to be stones set in
the breastplate of the high priest. There are
also references to consulting the spirits of the
dead, such as Saul's visit to the woman of
Endor, who raised the ghost of Samuel (de
scribed as a "god" ['elohim)) (1 Sam. ch 28).
But from an early period, the standard means
of "inquiring of God" was through a prophet
(navi'), also called "seer" (ro'eh), "visionary"
(�ozeh), and "man of God" ('ish ha-'elohim).
Prophets were characterized by a non
normal psychological state, ecstasy. When the
"spirit of God" entered them they fell (some
times literally) into a trance and received mes
sages from God. They might appear to be
asleep, or babble uncontrollably. Prophecy
might be stimulated by music (1 Sam. 10.5;
2 Kings 3.15) and was always related to music
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through the art of poetry, because much bibli
cal prophecy was composed in rhythmical
parallelistic discourse, that is, poetry. The
early prophets traveled in bands with a leader
in their midst, who might be called their "fa
ther"; they themselves were "sons of the
prophets." They delivered oracles on every
thing from lost asses (1 Sam. ch 9) to cam
paigns in war to the appointing of kings. It is
likely that groups of cultic prophets were
found at shrines, and royal prophets at the
courts of kings. In all of this the role of proph
ets was probably similar to that in surround
ing cultures.
However, some prophets took on a more
exalted, and isolated, function in Israel and
Judah. Prophecy, represented by the seer Sam
uel, seems to have been centrally involved in
the founding of the monarchy, in the transi
tion from charismatic to royal leadership in
the 1oth century BCE. The Bible attests to pro
phetic figures who claim to be empowered to
appoint kings, and who presume to remain
censors of monarchy and state. They deliver
unbidden oracles, often unwelcome to rulers,
on state policies, both religious and military.
They criticize the people for lack of social con
cern and for oppressing the poor. Such inde
pendent prophets, great figures like Samuel
and Nathan in the 10th century, Elijah and Eli
sha in the 9th, Amos, Hosea, Isaiah in the 8th,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel and others in the 7th and
6th centuries, far surpass the prophets in the
surrounding cultures and are of great impor
tance in the biblical tradition.
The prophets' dominant literary form was
the "messenger speech," a discourse purport
ing to be the direct words of the deity-in
structure these were often similar to the mes
sage a messenger might deliver on behalf of a
king. Many genres were used: laments, para
bles, hymns, etc., but the central type of
speech was the "lawsuit" (riv), which used
legal forms to excoriate Israel. The basic out
line was a statement of the crime, of an indi
vidual, like a king or priest, or of the people as
a whole, followed by the sentence passed by
the divine court in heaven (of which prophets
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seem to have been viewed as human mem
bers, transported there in their visions). One
often finds also a call to "heaven and earth" to
serve as witnesses. Lawsuit oracles were de
livered not only against Israel and Judah, bu t
also against surrounding peoples (sometimes
called "oracles against the nations"). Al
though the implied audience is the other na
tions, the actual audience was Israel-Judah,
who were to learn a lesson from these
speeches. Most prophets also gave "salvation
oracles," predictions of weal and assurances
of divine protection, a function that may orig
inally have belonged to cult prophets at
shrines. It has also been suggested that many
psalms reflect an oracle of salvation delivered
by priests, or cult prophets, at the shrine. We
shall see below that it was the independent,
fearless brand of prophecy that provided the
stimulus for the growth of biblical religion out
of Israelite-Judean religion, but that prophecy
itself eventually became effectively outlawed
by later biblical religion.
Did Israelite-Judean religion practice child
sacrifice, as surrounding Canaanite religions
did? To be sure, the Bible condemns "passing
children through the fire to Molech" (proba
bly a form of Baal), but Israelites were ac
quainted with the practice, and recognized its
numinous terror when performed by others
(2 Kings ch 3). The prophets condemn those
who sacrifice their children at the tophet out
side Jerusalem, a place of such horror tha t it
gave its name, Gehenna (ge' ben hinom), to the
later concept of hell. Biblical religion recog
nized that the first-born "belong" to YHVH
and must be "redeemed. " The story of
Abraham's binding of Isaac implies that child
sacrifice has been superseded, but it also rec
ognizes the significance of the rite as the
supreme test of loyalty to YHVH. The story of
the unhappy fate of Jephthah's daughter
(Judg. ch 1 1) suggests that the practice of
child sacrifice in connection with a strong
oath was not unknown in Israel. Certain pro
phetic texts as well suggest that it was prac
ticed (see, e.g., Mic. 6.7).
Very little is known about the official cult of
-

the Northern Kingdom, beyond the establish
ment of two royal shrines in Dan and Bethel
by Jeroboam I in the gth century, where wor
ship centered on the images of two calves set
up by him, mentioned above. Jeroboam is also
said to have established a festival in the
eighth month to replace the festival in the sev
enth month (the New Year festival?) in Judah
(1 Kings 12.33).
More is known about the state cult of
Judah, which centered in the shrine on Mt.
Zion in Jerusalem. Judean religion seems to
have reflected a royal theology, or ideology,
based on a covenant (berit), an unconditional
divine promise to David that his dynasty
would rule forever, "as long as the sun and
moon exist" (Ps. 89.37-38). The king was
viewed as the "son" of God (Pss. 2.7; 89.27;
2 Sam. 7. 14), though whether this implied ac
tual royal divinity is questionable. There is lit
tle doubt that this royal religion was imported
into Judah from primarily Egyptian and
Phoenician sources. The terms used to de
scribe the king in the biblical texts that most
directly reflect Judean royal tradition, the
"royal psalms" (Pss. 2, 20, 21, 45, 72, 8g) are
used elsewhere only of God. Also prominent
in this royal cult were notions of uncondi
tional divine protection of Zion and Jerusa
lem, amounting to what has been termed a
doctrine of the "inviolability of Zion." (This
notion is also expressed in Isa. chs 1-39.) It
was believed that no enemy could capture the
city in which was located God's sacred house,
the Temple built and maintained by the king,
which was viewed as the royal chapel. The
"Zion Psalms" (Pss. 46, 47, 48) are possibly
early expressions of this doctrine, which also
figures prominently in later prophetic messi
anic visions (see below). The aim of this polit
ical, religious, and cultic complex was un
doubtedly to strengthen the claim of the
monarchy to legitimacy. It seems to have suc
ceeded, because Judean dynastic kingship re
mained stable for over three centuries (the
brief usurpation by Athaliah is the only ex
ception, and she was a northerner, the daugh
ter of Phoenician Jezebel). Northern Israel, by
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contrast, probably lacking such a royal ideol
ogy, saw the rise and fall of many ruling
houses. The main ideas of royal religion be
came transmuted in biblical religion into mes
sianic eschatology (see below).
What can reasonably be conjectured about
the belief system of ancient Israel and Judah?
If one relies only on the biblical evidence, very
little can be extrapolated that is not depen
dent on the dating of the texts-a highly de
bated enterprise-so that any interpreta tion
must remain to some extent circular. For ex
ample, was covenant already a feature of
early Israelite religion, or did it rise to promi
nence only later, in biblical religion? The an
swer to this question depends on how one
dates the biblical covenantal traditions, a
topic with little scholarly consensus. The only
religious complex of ideas that is more or less
unanimously accepted for ancient Israel is the
"monomyth" of the primeval battle between
YHVH and the dragon-like Sea (Yam, also
called Rahab, Serpent, Leviathan, River[s],
etc.). This myth is found throughout biblical
literature and is usually connected with cre
ation (cf. Pss. 74.13-15; 89.1o-1 1; Isa. 51 .9-10;
Job 26. 12-13, etc.; chapter 1 in Genesis reflects
biblical religion and has been largely de
mythologized, with the exception of a refer
ence to sea monsters in 1 .21). But what did the
myth mean to ancient Israel? Was it reflected,
even reenacted in the cult? Had it been re
duced to merely a literary motif? We have no
answer for such questions.
The extrabiblical archeological and epi
graphic evidence points to little overt differ
ence between Israelite-Judean religion and
the religions of surrow1ding peoples. The reli
gious picture that emerges from the great Mo
abite inscription of the mid-9th century BCE
does not differ from what is described in, and
may reasonably be extrapolated from, the
older texts of the Bible; except that it is Che
mosh, national deity of Moab, who wages
holy war on YHVH and puts Israel itself to the
ban of extermination (/:lerem). Iconography
points in the same direction. Israel and Judah
made unrestrained use of the typical Levan-
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tine Egypto-Phoenician and Mesopotamian
repertoire of motifs: winged sun discs,
scarabs, moon god symbols, sacred trees of
life, paradise imagery, cherubim (a composite
beast with the body of a lion, the wings of ea
gles, and a human head), winged cobras (ser
aphim?), etc. Many of these symbols were
used on seals, the most personal representa
tion of individual identity, and it is therefore
difficult to dismiss them as mere "art." But it
is a mystery what such things meant to the Is
raelites. The full significance of the amulets,
especially female figurines, abundant at Isra
elite sites also escapes us.
Amulets and "pagan" visual symbols are
commonly ascribed to "popular" rather than
to "official" religion, which supposedly
shunned them. Worship at the high places
and consultation with the spirits of the dead
('ovot veyid'onim) are similarly ascribed to
"folk religion." But the opposition of "popu
lar or folk vs. official" is inherently polemical
and is dependent on individual interpreta
tion; this dichotomy may not reflect the reality
of Israelite-Judean religion. For example, it is
well known that the Bible presents only a
gloomy picture of the afterlife in Sheol, as a
shadowy, listless realm cut off from contact
with God. But it is becoming ever clearer that
the high places, and especially the cultic pil
lars (matzevot) associated with them, point to
a belief in some kind of active contact with
long-dead ancestors, perhaps even a cult of
dead heroes. The communal marzea/:1 drink
ing bouts, condemned by the prophets as
"pagan," may also have been thought to en
able one to commune with ancestors. Is one to
label such things as reflecting only "popular
religion"? Or is it more likely that developed
biblical religion has edited these practices out
and declared them to be "idolatrous?" Simi
larly, biblical religion reduced the heavenly
assembly of divine beings, called "sons of
God" (Ps. 29.1), "holy ones" (Ps. 89.6-7) and
even "gods" (Ps. 82. 1) in older biblical texts,
to colorless and nameless "messengers" (an
gels) . But there is every reason to suspect that
in Israelite-Judean religion the angels were
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the same type of potent, named heavenly
forces so prominent in postbiblical religion,
especially apocalyptic, and also in rabbinic
midrash.
The general picture of Israelite-Judean reli
gion that emerges is of a cult along the same
pattern of other cults in the ancient Near East.
If the surface conceals some "elusive essence"
of an already totally monotheistic, covenantal,
Torah-oriented faith, scholarship has not yet
discerned it with certainty (see below). It is
likely not in Israelite-Judean, but rather in
biblical religion-what might be termed the
Biblical Revolution-that the essential devel
opments lie.
Biblical Religion

Revolution or Reform ?
The complexes of traditions in edited texts
that form the evidence for biblical religion
date, for the most part, from the 7th to 5th
centuries BCE: the Torah, the historical works,
the beginnings of the compilation of the pro
phetic books, the chief wisdom books. Em
bedded in these works are materials that re
flect older stages of biblical religion-its
prehistory, as it were-and many traditions of
Israelite-Judean religion that have, in the
main, been altered to reflect later viewpoints.
A key question is whether biblical tradition
is merely a la ter, more developed stage of Is
raelite-Judean religion, continuing the same
basic religious ideas and tendencies, a view
point that posits essential continuity; or
whether, conversely, biblical religion marks a
basic shift in religion, a reinterpretation of
older traditions so radical as to be revolution
ary. Continuity or revolution?
The Bible claims continuity from Moses on,
with no meaningful development. This single
authentic tradition was constantly viola ted by
apostasy, but was also restored in a series of
"reforms" by figures such as Josiah and Ezra.
Modern critical scholarship overturned the
traditional viewpoint by emphasizing the
principle of change and development. The
classic late 19th century synthesis of Julius
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Wellhausen posited discontinuity between
older Israelite and later biblical traditions. The
former was a "nature" religion, not essentially
different from the cults of surrounding ancient
peoples; the latter was a new kind of faith,
rooted in prophetic inspiration. Later, accord
ing to Wellhausen, it became a fossilized text
centered religion dominated by Priestly ritual
and petty legalism. Such value judgments, re
flecting Social Darwinist prejudices, seemed to
invalidate Wellhausen's synthesis to many
2oth century scholars. William F. Albright and
his students tried to show that archeology
could demonstrate substantial continuity be
tween Israelite and biblical religions. For ex
ample, the covenant traditions were held to go
back to recently discovered second millenium
models. Some of the patriarchal traditions
were demonstrated to have had early roots.
Monotheism was related to trends in the late
Bronze Age Near East, and so on. A similar at
tempt at demonstrating essential continuity
was made by the Israeli scholar Yehezkel
Kaufmann, who attacked Wellhausen's syn
thesis and tried to show that Israel's religion
reflected the same basic ideas from beginning
to end. By the end of the 2oth century a revi
sionist reaction against the claims of continu
ity set in, with claims of discontinuity much
stronger than those made by Wellhausen.
Some claimed that biblical religion was mainly
a product of the Persian and even Hellenistic
eras, and that the existence of Israelite-Judean
religion, and even of "Israel" itself was chi
merical. Some revisionist scholars were justly
accused of having political goals.
Which approach is the most justified, on the
basis of the biblical and extrabiblical evi
dence, including archeology? This is not a
matter in which one can simply allow the
"facts" to speak for themselves, because inter
pretation plays a key role at every stage of the
discussion. But it is possible to list a few major
differences between what scholarship gener
ally considers to be typical of earlier vs. later
religion:
1 . Monotheism. Older, especially poetic,
texts portray the deity as seated among the as-
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sembly of divine beings, who are sometimes,
as noted above, called bene 'el(im), ("sons of
gods"), kedoshim ("holy ones"), among other
terms. Statements of divine incomparability
echo those commonly found also in extra
biblical hymns; for example "Who is like
you among the gods?" (Exod. 15.11). Now,
monotheism is really a complex philosophical
idea that is very hard to express in biblical
language, but later texts, especially Deuteron
omy, do seem to be struggling to make overt
statements about God's oneness and unique
ness, most famously in Deut. 4·35: "It has
been clearly demonstrated to you that the
LoRD alone is God; there is none beside Him."
and (depending on one's interpretation) in
the Shema: "Hear, Israel, the LORD, our God,
the LoRD is one" (Deut. 6-4). In the Bible, key
ideas are generally expressed peripherally, es
pecially by concrete, often ritual actions. A
probable sign of real monotheism is the active
polemic against idolatry one finds in Deutero
nomic texts and in late prophets, like Jeremiah
and, especially, Second Isaiah. It (mis)rep
resents other ancient religions as mere fetish
ism, the foolish worship of images of "wood
and stone. "
2. Centralization of worship. A potent ritual
expression of absolute monotheism is the at
tempt to reflect God's oneness by insisting on
one legitimate shrine, the Jerusalem Temple.
This is a cultic development of the Deutero
nomic movement, perhaps first attempted by
Hezekiah in the late 8th century (1 Kings ch
18), and later effected by Josiah in his famous
"reform" in 621 BCE (2 Kings chs 22-23). Ear
lier religion tolerated a multiplicity of altars, a
fact obscured by the Deuteronomic editing of
most of the historical books. But actions speak
louder than words. The fact that Josiah, the
paragon of militant piety, did not kill the
priests of the "high places" (except for Bethel,
the main rival of Jerusalem), but rather aJ
lowed them to share the Priestly income of the
Jerusalem shrine (2 Kings 23.9) is a tacit ad
mission that local shrines had been consid
ered quite legitimate before. In the context of
ancient religion, centralization of worship,
-

which is also reflected in the contemporary
Priestly writings (despite some signs of earlier
decentralization), was an extremely radical
step that deserves to be viewed as revolution
ary in the extreme.
3· Myth vs. history. It is often said that bibli
cal religion broke with the kind of mythical
thinking characteristic of the religions of the
ancient Near East in favor of history. God was
praised for His great acts of national redemp
tion, such as the exodus from Egypt and the
conquest of Canaan ("salvation history"). It is
true that biblical religion has ousted most of
the mythology of the ancient world, with the
exception of a few stock themes, like creation,
the garden of Eden and YHvH's cosmic battle
in primeval times with the sea. Especially the
sexual aspects of mythology, involved with
the birth and procreation of the gods, have
been eliminated (except for a few relics like
Gen. 6.1-4). Indeed, it can fairly be stated that
the processes of demythologiza tion and de
sexualization of religion are related to each
other and go hand-in-hand in biblical reli
gion.
But it is less certain that biblical religion
broke with the concept of myth itself. If one
defines myth as narrative that expresses a
culture's deepest attitudes and emotions
about the origin and nature of the world in
which it lives, it is correct to say that biblical re
ligion created new but potent myths of its
own. And it is certainly incorrect to hold that
biblical religion is historical in any modern,
scientific sense. Rather, the unique creation of
biblical religion is a blend of history and myth
that might best be termed typology, the cycli
cal recurrence of a few historical patterns, such
as national apostasy and repentance, which
serve as the basis of a vital historiography.
Events are made to reflect, anticipate, and ex
plain each other typologically. For example,
the patriarchal narratives foreshadow later Is
raelite settlement in many ways (a fact the
Rabbis recognized and expressed in the princi
ple that "the deeds of the fathers prefigure
what will occur to their descendants" (ma'ase
'avot siman levanim). Disparate events are
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united by extended and intertwining typolo
gies of creation and redemption. So, the return
£rom exile in Babylonia is viewed as a second
exodus from Egypt; the exodus itself is de
scribed in such a way as to evoke creation ty
pology, as is the Sinai theophany, and so on.
History is valued not for the unique, but for
the recurrence of these repeated patterns. It is
in this sense that biblical religion may be
termed a historical faith.
Was Israelite-Judean religion already his
torical in this sense? The answer depends on
the dating of the texts. Numerous typical an
cient Near Eastern mythological themes are,
however, prevalent in creation accounts out
side Gen. ch 1. Moreover, texts that reflect the
royal theology of Judah, which are mostly
very old, are also replete with language and
themes drawn from ancient mythology. In
deed, that tradition does not even shrink from
calling the king the "son of God" (albeit adop
tive). Such facts lead one to suspect that the
characteristic use of historically rooted typol
ogy is likely a feature of biblical, not earlier,
religion.
4· Individualism. Older religion viewed the
individual as a member of society: family, clan,
tribe, and nation. Corporate, transgenera
tional responsibity for sin was the rule, as in
the Decalogue ("punishing children for the
crime of their fathers to the third, even the
fourth generation" [Exod. 20.5]). This notion is
often evident even in Deuteronomy, where the
Hebrew text often refers to the plural rather
than the singular Israelite, suggesting that he
or she will be punished or rewarded with the
larger group (see e.g., Deut. 1 1 . 1 }-21). Evi
dence of an overt challenge to this doctrine
first appears in the prophets of the late 7th and
6th centuries BCE, Jeremiah and, especially,
Ezekiel (Ezek. ch 18). In late texts individual
responsibility for sin has become the standard
doctrine, as in the book of Chronicles. The be
lief in individual responsibility for sin went
along with an elevated position for women
and a new formulation of the nation Israel as a
community of committed believers ('edah,

kahal).
-

The change was also reflected in new mod
els of piety. Older psalms remain more or less
on the level of similar compositions from the
ancient Near East. But a new inwardness, fo
cused on individual relationship to God, ap
pears prominently in later psalms, like Pss.
139 and 1 19. A new concept of the religious in
dividual, totally devoted to God, is especially
a feature of developed Deuteronomic religion,
and is linked to the new emphasis on the one
ness of God. It will be remembered that the
Shema continues: "You shall love the LoRD,
your God, with all your heart, and all your
life" (Deut. 6.5). Another sign of the new indi
vidualism is a much heightened concern with
the problem of individual suffering and the
concomitant theological issue of theodicy. It
finds expression mainly in later texts such as
the "confessions" of Jeremiah (e.g., Jer.
1 1 . 18-12.6) and, above all, the book of Job.
5· Text religion and canon. The older forms of
Israelite religion probably were mainly oral,
especially prophecy (at least before the 7th
century). But Deuteronomic religion intro
duced a new text-centeredness by insisting on
the unchangeability of the written form of the
torah ("instruction") given to Moses on Horeb
(Sinai). More than any other Torah book, Deu
teronomy emphasizes the sefer or written
document. Nothing may be added or taken
away (Deut. 4.2; 13. 1). This is the beginning
of the notion of immutable canon, an approach
to sacred texts quite at variance with the lib
eral attitude toward textual transmission of
most ancient cultures. Indeed, despite this in
junction, even biblical traditions remained as
tonishingly fluid for several centuries after
Deuteronomy. But eventually the process of
codification, standardization, and canoniza
tion set in, beginning with the Torah (probably
in the 5th century) and extending gradually to
the Prophets and the Writings, a development
that was completed by the 1st century CE (or
several centuries earlier, according to several
scholars). Along with the increasing textual
ization and literariness of biblical religion
went an intertextual aspect of internal com
mentary and inner-biblical interpretation.
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6. Forms of piety. A new kind of piety also
arose, fostered especially by Deuteronomy, fo
cused on prayer and study. Ritual was not ig
nored, but it became secondary to teaching
and meditation. Attitudes and themes native
to the older wisdom tradition were adapted to
this new piety, which emphasized study of
the written record of divine revelation. It
should be noted that biblical religion makes
no claim for Mosaic authorship of the Torah
as a whole, but only of Deuteronomy (Deut.
31 .9). In addition, the older liturgical tradition
was revised to make it compatible with strict
monotheism, resulting in the type of prayer
found in most of the book of Psalms (see dis
cussion below).
These developments fit the general histori
cal and cultural context of the centuries be
tween about Boo and 400 BCE. It was a time of
extreme change and uncertainty in the Near
East, marked by the rise of a radically new
form of political organization, the empire,
first of the Assyrians, later of the Neo
Babylonians and the Persians. These world
empires made imperial religious as well as
political claims, and the policies of mixing of
populations through exile and resettlement
weakened the old polities of the region. The
chief gods of the imperial states were raised to
supremacy over other deities. Henotheism, if
not true monotheism, and syncretism were
tendencies of the age. But uncertainty led to
its opposite: cultural, including religious, con
servatism, a focus on ancient traditions, and
an attempt to present the new as authentically
old. The typical literary production of the
time is the pseudonymous fraus pia, a docu
ment that claims to have been written by a
sage in hoary antiquity, but which actually
fulfills some current need. The "finding" of
the book of Deuteronomy in the Temple in 621
BCE, corresponds nicely to this contemporary
model. In sum, biblical religion fits the period
in question in a general way, and sometimes
very specifically.
To return to the original question: Do all of
these new developments of the 7th to 5 th cen
turies BCE mark a radically new departure, or

only a later stage in the development of Israel
ite religion? The explosion of new features in
the period in question is undeniable, from the
scholarly point of view. But at what point
does a difference in degree become a differ
ence in kind? At what point is one justified of
speaking of something as revolutionary, as
radically new, especially if the tradition in
question keeps insisting it is really very old,
and merely being stripped of later accretions,
"reformed"? Probably the claims of continu
ity vs. discontinuity cannot be judged only on
the basis of logic. Rather, one must choose the
answer one judges to be best supported by the
evidence one accepts, and, it must be admit
ted, one's private religious convictions. To
me, it seems clear that biblical religion pos
sesses such a cohesiveness, even in its dispar
ity of traditions; so clearly reflects the needs of
its times; and, above all, so evidently repre
sents a heightening and sharpening of tradi
tional ideas, that it deserves to be viewed as
revolutionary. The following discussion re
flects this judgment.
The Development of Biblical Religion:
From Prophecy to Text
Whether biblical religion marks a radical
break with older Israelite-Judean religion, or
only a new, heightened phase, its formative
stimulus seems to have been in the Northern
Kingdom of Israel in the gth century BCE. The
attempt of Jezebel to import the worship of
Tyrian Baal, along with its rites and coterie of
prophets, into Israel stirred the violent oppo
sition of the prophets of the native deity
YHVH. The leaders of the "YHVH-only" party,
as Morton Smith called it, Elijah and his disci
ple Elisha, inspired a military coup against
the northern monarchs, the Omrides. Elijah
was filled with exclusive "zeal" (kin'ah) for
God, an intolerance of other deities, that re
mained one of the hallmarks of biblical reli
gion. The struggle with Baalism in the North
continued into the 8th century, as evidenced
by the activity of Hosea, who seems to have
introduced a number of other key ideas, such
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as the use of pungent sexual terminology to
describe apostasy ("whoring after foreign
gods"). Biblical religion was thus Northern in
origin, which explains why, as a religious ref
erence (as opposed to political and cultural),
the name of the community that accepted bib
lical religion was to remain "Israel" long after
the la te 8th-century demise of the historical
kingdom of Israel.
After the fall of the Northern Kingdom in
the 8th century, this prophetically rooted, ex
clusive faith migrated south to Judah, per
haps already at the end of the 8th century,
when it may have inspired the reforming ef
forts of King Hezekiah. By the la te 7th century
biblical religion had become consolidated into
the Deuteronomic "movement," probably a
loose confederation of priests, prophets and
their disciples, and royal officials. King Josiah
was induced, by the "finding" of a "Book of
the Instruction" (sefer hatorah-probably a
form of Deuteronomy) in the Temple, and by
political motives (the weakening of Assyria)
to undertake the great revolutionary "reform"
of 621 BCE. The traditional high places were
proscribed, worship was centralized in Jeru
salem; images, stelae (matzevot), wooden
poles ('asherim), and the other paraphernalia
of "idolatry" were destroyed (2 Kings chs
22-23); and the worship of the "Queen of
Heaven" (Astarte) was forbidden (Jer. 44.18).
The reform, or revolution, lapsed after
Josiah's ignominious death in battle, which
could hardly have been interpreted by most
contemporaries other than as divine judg
ment on his impiety in uprooting so many tra
ditional forms of worship (see Jer. 44.15-19).
But the ruling classes of Judah were soon ex
iled to Babylonia. The exile community of the
6th century BCE, centered near Nippur in
southern Babylonia, was a crucible of reli
gious activity: prophetic (Ezekiel, Second Isa
iah) and historical (the work of the Deuteron
omistic Historian, editor of the first edition of
the Former Prophets, the historical books
from Joshua to Kings). The basic theological
ideas of the Deuteronomic and Priestly tradi
tion began to take their classic written forms,
-

as did the first editions of some of the pro
phetic writings.
The most active period in the establishment
of biblical religion thus took place in the exile,
and it was this religion that was transplanted
back into the tiny Judean community of re
turned exiles in the late 6th and mid-5th cen
turies BCE. The first attempts at return were
feeble and indecisive. The final reforms of
Ezra and Nehemiah (after 450 BCE) imposed
the standards of developed biblical religion
on the community, with the Torah, probably
in more or less its present form, as the consti
tution. The development of biblical religion
was therefore gradual, stretching from at least
the late gth or 8th to the 5th centuries. In its
final form it marks an attempt to restore pre
exilic Judah, reinterpreted as a religious com
munity of Israel, by restructuring old institu
tions and formulating new theological ideas
projected back into a Mosaic age that was
now viewed as uniquely authoritative. Con
temporary prophecy was demoted and all but
abolished in favor of the written documents
that contained past revelation, so that biblical
religion became a completely textual religion,
requiring a body of approved interpreters, the
scribes. Interpretation of the old revelation
displaced the new revelations of contempo
rary prophets. The final form of biblical reli
gion was supported by the Persian state,
which may have stimulated the formation
of the Torah, a compromise document of the
two major ongoing traditions of biblical reli
gion, the Deuteronomic-covenantal and the
Priestly-cultic, both of which will now be
briefly described.
Deuteronomic-covenantal Religion
The dominant stream of biblical religion is the
Deuteronomic, or covenantal tradition. It con
ceives of the relationship between God and Is
rael as a legal form, a berit or 'edut, a covenant,
i.e., a contract, or treaty, made between God
and the escapees from Egypt at Horeb (in
other traditions, Sinai) with the media tion of
the prophet Moses. The people had a direct
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mass revelation of the divine Presence for the
announcement of the Decalogue; the rest of
the laws, the terms of the covenant, were
transmitted privately to Moses on the moun
tain and read to the people later. The people
agreed to the treaty freely, binding themselves
and their descendants by an oath and cove
nant ceremony. By this treaty YHvH became
Israel's God, with an obligation to give them
the land of Canaan and otherwise protect
them and provide for their needs; and Israel
became God's people, with a permanent obli
gation to fulfill the divine commandments,
the laws of the covenant. Horrendous curses
are threatened for Israel's breach of the con
tract (see esp. Deut. 28.15-68). The Horeb /
Sinai covenant is therefore conditional, unlike
the covenant with David, which is strictly
promissory. The most explicit and complete
form of the covenant is in the book of Deuter
onomy, whose core is a work of the 7th cen
tury BCE. Fragmentary and perhaps older
covenantal traditions are found in Exod. chs
1 9-24 and 32-34.
It is now known that the conditional cove
nant between God and Israel generally fol
lows the form of the treaty between a suzerain
and his vassals, attested from the second mil
lennium on. The covenant patterns of Deuter
onomy have been shown to follow most
closely later, Assyrian, treaty forms of the first
millennium. Whether other covenant tradi
tions can be shown to go back to earlier forms,
attested among the Hittites of the late Bronze
Age, is a matter of scholarly dispute. It is pos
sible that covenant (berit) was first applied in
the Judean royal tradition to the divine prom
ise of protection to the House of David, as the
unconditional, promissory type of covenant
(itself based on ancient royal grants by kings
to favored vassals). It was later said to have
been prefigured by a similar "covenant," a
promise to the national patriarch Abraham
(Gen. chs 15, 17). Finally, the covenant idea, in
its conditional form, was extended to the
whole nation as a unique mass divine revela
tion. It is also possible that some traditions of
the conditional type of national covenant pre-

cede the monarchy, and that the two types
of covenant, conditional and unconditional,
competed with each other already in lsraelite
Judean religion. But the virtual absence of ref
erences to the Horeb /Sinai event in definitely
old, especially poetic, texts, suggests the
greater likelihood of the sequence described
above.
Whatever its age and provenance, the cove
nant idea, as expressed in the Deuteronomic
tradition, now dominates the Bible, not only
the Torah, but also the work of the historical
books, which have undergone a Deutero
nomic edition, and some of the prophets, es
pecially Hosea and, above all, Jeremiah
(though, curiously, the covenant with Israel is
hardly mentioned at all outside the Torah).
The leading religious ideas of this tradition, in
their classic Deuteronomic form, may be sum
marized as follows:
Deuteronornic religion is strictly monola
trous and probably monotheistic; i.e., not only
insisting on the worship of one God, but
positing the effective existence only of this
deity. Other gods are mere breaths, nothings
(hevel); all idols are but material objects.
Monotheism was an abstract idea difficult to
express in ancient language, but it is palpable
in Deuteronomic theology, if only by infer
ence. As noted above, the abstract notion of
monotheism is manifested in the strong
Deuteronomic insistence that God be wor
shipped at only one shrine.
Deuteronomic religion places central stress
on the name of God, and for this reason has
been called by scholars a "name theology. "
The name (rather than the deity!) is said to
"rest" (shakan) on the place God has chosen,
i.e., the sole legitimate shrine (Jerusalem). It is
a religion that implies divine transcendence.
Direct divine contact with the world is
strongly denied, except for the Horeb/Sinai
revelation (and Deut. ch 4 seems to deny that
God appeared on earth even then). Rather,
God remains in heaven, from which He hears
human prayer (1 Kings 8.30-49). This type of
religion placed great stress on the word, both
as name and prayer; and concomitantly on
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the sense of hearing, as manifested not only in
God's hearing of prayer, but also in human
hearing of the words of the covenant and
transmitting them to the young through
teaching. The divine instruction (torah) must
be the sole topic of human religious thought
and meditation; it is Israel's true "wisdom"
(Deut. 4.6). Deuteronomy places great empha
sis on mind and inner thought. It contains a
certain rationalizing, even rationalistic ten
dency, often offering reasons and explana
tions for the commandments of the covenant
(Deut. 5 . 15; 15.18; etc.).
The focus on the oneness of God, shrine,
and thought, extends also to emotion. Israel is
enjoined not only to fear and obey, but also to
love God, with total, singular inner devotion.
The commandment to love, a seeming para
dox, has its roots in the legal language of the
ancient Near East, as an expression of voli
tion, insuring that the terms of an agreement
are entered into freely; for example, a vassal
king may be commanded to "love" his over
lord. But in Deuteronomy, loving God has be
come more than a legal metaphor. It is a total
commitment, expressive of the emotion of
kin'ah, which not only means "zeal," but also
"jealousy." Stemming from this deep emo
tional bond between deity and individual (for
Deuteronomic religion has a pronounced
focus on the individual in the group) is a cer
tain tendency toward intolerance and even to
talitarianism, which has manifested itself
often in later, biblically-based religions. But it
is also true that covenant religion is the locus
of an implicit doctrine of free will, because Is
rael is always confronted with the choice to
obey or not obey, even if the promised reward
for the former is life and the threatened pun
ishment for the latter is death (see esp. Deut.
J0.15-20) .
Covenant faith is also a militant religion. It
draws upon and reinterprets the holy war tra
ditions of the ancient Near East and of Israel
ite-Judean religion, but focuses them not on
any actual national foe but on what must be
regarded, in Deuteronomy's day, as a quite
fictitious enemy, the Canaanites, demanding
-

their complete destruction (see esp. Deut.
20.16-18). Since the latter no longer existed as
a group in the period in question, it is difficult
to escape the impression that by "Canaanites"
is meant an inner foe, Canaanizers, as it were,
most likely adherents of older Israelite
Judean religion.
Covenant religion is a text religion, limiting
itself to the written record of the contract be
tween God and Israel. Creation themes are
practically absent; reference to nature as
"heaven and earth" is limited to invoking
them as witnesses to the covenant, a literary
survival of the list of gods in ancient treaties.
Although it has prophetic roots, and reveres
Moses as a unique super-prophet, Deutero
nomic religion all but abolishes future pro
phetic revelation, lest new divine communica
tions compete with the single authoritative
written revelation at Horeb /Sinai (see below).
Deuteronomic religion has little interest in
the cult, apart from insisting that it be limited
to one spot. Otherwise, its major interest in
ritual is in linking observance with the exo
dus, as it does with the Sabbath (Deut. 5. 15),
or in highlighting the Passover, by its nature
already linked with the exodus. Passover
seems to have played a key role in Deutero
nomic-covenantal religion, since the "re
forms" of Hezekiah and Josiah are described
as being accompanied by special Passover
ceremonies.
Priestly-cultic Religion
The Priestly tradition, the core of which is the
mass of cultic legislation including the end of
Exodus, all of Leviticus, and parts of Num
bers, represents a type of religion that, like
Deuteronomic faith, is also monotheistic and
centered on one place of worship. It, too, pre
sents itself as the result of revelation in a cov
enant, which it also terms berit, although, un
like Deuteronomic texts, it does not avoid
adding the word "eternal" (berit 'olam). It
views the sacrificial cult as an unconditional
and permanent establishment, like the Da
vidic covenant, and unlike the Sinai/Horeb
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covenant, which was dependent on Israel's
obedience and was therefore conditional. Like
the Deuteronomic tradition, the Priestly tradi
tion uses the term "rest" (shakan) to describe
God's link to the shrine (mishkan), but what
"rests" on it is not the divine name; but the
"glory" (kavod). For this reason it is often said
that the Priestly texts reflect a "glory" theol
ogy, in opposition to Deuteronomic "name"
theology, expressive of an implied idea of di
vine immanence rather than transcendence.
Kavod is the term already used in Israelite
Judean religion to describe the manifestation
in theophany of the divine presence as storm
cloud, lightning, earthquake, and, above all,
as refulgent radiance. These ideas are rooted
in the ancient Near East; a similar light sur
rounded the gods (a late relic of this belief
is the halo around saints' heads in Christian
art, prefigured by the light that streamed
from Moses' face [Exod. 34·3o]). But in
Priestly thinking the ancient concepts and im
ages have become more systematic. The di
vine glory, which was the main manifestation
of the Sinai experience (Exod. 24.16-18) in
the Priestly world view, is said to have entered
the completed Mosaic Tabernacle, model of
future shrines, at its dedication (Exod. 40.3435) and to return each year on the Day of
Atonement to the Holy of Holies in the Tem
ple, where it appeared over the cherub lid of
the Ark (Lev. 16.2) (an alternative interpreta
tion is that it was always immanent in the
shrine but became visible only on that day).
To be sure, it was seen only by the high priest
on that day, but Priestly religion is neverthe
less in general a religion of seeing, not hear
ing, like Deu teronomic religion. It is also a
religion of touching, and smelling of the pro
pitiating odor (rea/1 niboa/1) of sacrifice and of
the sweet savour of incense and spices. In
other words, it is a religion of the physical, in
which language, even prayer, plays little role,
being quite absent from Torah texts reflecting
this tradition. The contrast with Deutero
nomic religion on this point could not be
greater.
The Priestly tradition includes not only cul-
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tic texts dealing with sacrifice and ritual, but
also the Priestly narrative source, responsible
for the creation account of Gen. 1 .1-2.4 and
other key stories in Genesis and later in the
Torah. If the narrative materials are viewed in
conjunction with the cultic ones, it is possible
to extrapolate an implicit Priestly theology
that blends ritual and theology. The central
ritual substance is the blood of sacrifice, and
the central religious idea is atonement. The
only explicit statement of the connection be
tween the two is Lev. 17.11, where it is said
tha t the blood of sacrifice effects atonement
for the lives of Israelites. The underlying the
ology is not explained, since, unlike Deuter
onomy, the Priestly authors eschew explana
tion and rationalization; but in the preceding
chapter, Lev. ch 16, it is said that the high
priest is to attain atonement for Israel by en
tering the Holy of Holies and sprinkling sacri
ficial blood before the divine presence. The
link between atonement and blood is there
fore quite firm. According to another Priestly
text, Gen. ch g, avoiding consumption of
blood is part of a complex of themes, in which
the eating of the meat of animals is presented
in the context of a divine concession to inher
ent human sinfulness. But the preceding
chapter (Gen. ch 8) contains an eternal divine
promise never to allow human sin to lead to
another catastrophic flood. It may perhaps be
extrapolated that blood is a reminder to God
both of human sin and of His promise to for
give. Perhaps it is safer to say that the link be
tween sacrificial blood and forgiveness for
sins is a mystery, because the Priestly tradi
tion cultivates mystery and a sense of the im
manently numinous. The Priestly complex of
blood and atonement was to have a great ef
fect on Christian theology. After the destruc
tion of the Temple, the Rabbis stated that
prayer, rather than blood, attains forgiveness
for Israel; this reflects a melding of Deutero
nomic and Priestly worldviews.
Priestly religion has reinterpreted the old
cult of Israelite-Judean religion to focus less
on the ancient whole, communal, and thank
offerings ('olah, shelem, todah), than on the ex-
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piatory sacrifices, the "sin offering" (bata't)
( better translated "purification offering") and
"trespass offering" ("guilt offering") ('asham).
Old festivals were reinterpreted, the ancient
probable New Year, as noted above, all but
disappearing in the process.
The Priestly tradition also continues the an
cient insistence that worshippers be morally
as well as ritually pure. It has been suggested
that some psalms, especially Pss. 15 and 24,
reflect ancient "entrance liturgies," declara
tions of moral purity pilgrims were obliged to
make before they could enter the sacred
precincts of the shrine. The moral aspect finds
expression in the Priestly tradition of later
biblical religion primarily in the "Holiness
Collection" (Lev. chs 17-26), especially in Lev
ch 19 (the command to "love thy neighbor as
thyself" comes from Lev. 19.18). In these chap
ters, worshippers are enjoined to be "holy as
the LoRD, your God is holy." To the developed
Priestly tradition holiness means not just the
numinous "other," or moral perfection, but
physical and spiritual separation from the im
pure: clean from unclean, sinner from wicked,
Israel from the nations. Gen. ch 1 represents
creation itself as a series of separations and
distinctions by means of which primeval
chaos became ordered. Similarly, the Temple
consists of a complex of precincts of increas
ing holiness. This reclusive, segregating no
tion of the holy is derived from ancient Near
Eastern, ultimately mythically rooted models,
like much of Priestly thinking. But in its final
form this definition of holiness as separation
and exclusion fits especially well with the mi
lieu of postexilic Judah in the 5th century BCE,
in which, as the books of Ezra and Nehemiah
show, separa tion from other groups was the
key issue. Gone is the broad view of holiness
as the divine presence that fills the whole
earth (Isa. 6.3). Also reflecting postexilic cir
cumstances is the ritual prominence in the
Priestly codes of the Sabbath as a weekly day
of rest memorializing creation, and the rite of
circumcision as a sign of the Abrahamic cove
nant, distinguishing Jews from their neigh
bors.
-

Other Traditions of Biblical Religion

The Liturgical Tradition
As noted above, the Deuteronomic tradition
exalts prayer (though mainly in the deuteron
omistic historical books of Former Prophets),
while the Priestly tradition seems to all but ig
nore it (the high priest's confession on the
Day of Atonement is a notable exception).
Prose prayer plays a prominent role in the
historical works edited by the Deuteronomic
school, as well as in the later book of Chroni
cles. Poetic prayer is mainly found in the book
of Psalms, the history and development of
which is very complex and poorly under
stood. Chronicles states that liturgical pieces,
such as hymns and petitions, were composed
by Levitical guilds in Second Temple times
(1 Chron. chs 15-16). This may also have been
true in earlier periods as well, but the only
liturgical situation that can definitely be re
constructed for Israelite-Judean religion is the
one associated with the large genre of the "pe
titions of the individual." A worshipper in
distress vowed to make a sacrifice of thanks
giving (todah) if rescued by God, and to de
clare God's praise to those assembled for the
communal sacrificial meal. There is evidence
that in some cases the prayer and praise
would be written down, sometimes on a stele.
This form of prayer is also attested elsewhere
in the ancient Near East, but is most highly
developed in the book of Psalms. Doubtless
the cult of Israelite-Judean religion included
hymns to the deity, of which old psalms like
Pss. 29 and 68 may be examples. Prayers were
also offered at the Jerusalem Temple on behalf
of the king, of which the small number of
"royal psalms" are probable survivors (Pss.
20, 21, 45, 72, 89).
The canonical book of Psalms reflects bibli
cal religion and was collected in the postexilic
period of the 5th and 4th centuries. Many
psalms are assigned pseudepigraphically to
David, others to Levitical figures such as
Asaph, Ethan, and Korah. Many are un
ascribed. The work is divided into five
"books," likely on the model of the Torah. The
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old traditions of Israelite-Judean prayer have
been reinterpreted and reworked to supply
models of approved monotheistic piety.
Prayers are addressed only to YHvH; there is
no mention of the mediating angelic figures
that seem to have played a role in "popular"
religion (Job 33.23; Ps. 91.11). Numerous gen
res are represented: petitions of the individual
(the largest group), communal petitions and
complaints, historical hymns, nature hymns,
"enthronement psalms" (describing God as
king), "royal psalms" (praise and petition for
the Davidic king), "Zion psalms" ( hymns
about Jerusalem and the Temple mountain),
"songs of ascent" (for pilgrimages), wisdom
and Torah psalms. There is a scholarly debate
about the extent to which the canonical
psalms represent actual liturgical pieces writ
ten for and used in the cult. Opinions range
from the view that practically all of the
psalms, except for wisdom and Torah, were
used in the cult, to the view that almost all
psalms have been freed from their cultic roots
and have become "spiritualized" literary ex
pressions of a dominantly individual, Tem
ple-focused piety. There is little doubt the
"royal psalms" are intended by the editors to
be taken eschatologically, as referring to the
future messianic (not, as they originally did,
the current Davidic) king. It is likely that the
other genres had many functions; as is often
the case with liturgical texts, actual usage and
inner meaning are not always apparent from
the bare text, because the same words can be
applied to many, and ever-changing, circum
stances. This fact, though inconvenient for
scholarship, no doubt partially accounts for
the great popularity of the book of Psalms to
this day.

Prophetic Tradition in Biblical Religion
The role of prophets in Israelite-Judean
religion was sketched above, as well as
the prophetic background to the development
of biblical religion, specifically, the Deu
teronomic-covenantal tradition. Strangely
enough, however, biblical religion has a di
vided attitude toward the phenomenon of
-

prophecy. On the one hand, prophecy w as ex
alted in the figure of Moses, and revelation, by
origin a purely prophetic phenomenon and
limited to individuals, was made a constitu
tive national experience at Horeb /Sinai, albeit
limited to that one occurence. On the other
hand, prophecy as a living phenomenon was
discouraged. Future prophets had to prove
they were "true" and not "false" by producing
prophecies that came true before their mes
sages would be heeded (Deut. 18.21), a tautol
ogous condition that effectively abolished
prophecy as a living institution after the 5th
century BCE, at least in "official" religion. No
future revelation could compete with Moses or
amend what he had said.
The books of the Latter Prophets (Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Twelve), which purport
to be a record of the great literary prophets of
the past, were composed and edited in such a
way that the viewpoint of developed biblical
religion was dominant. The ecstatic aspect of
the prophetic experience was downplayed,
and visions were usually reported in some de
tail only for the inaugural of the prophet. Oth
erwise, the visual aspect, while definitely
present, is secondary to the auditory. This
produces the impression that the prophets
were motivated by some vague kind of "in
spiration" akin to that experienced by artists
or writers, and that they were mainly preach
ers of morality, rather than the strange, antiso
cial, conflicted, and-if we can judge from the
"Confessions" of Jeremiah-doubt-tortured
individuals they often were. Jeremiah rails
against his prophetic mission, but feels an ir
resistible inner compulsion ("a burning fire
imprisoned within my bones, which I strug
gle to contain but cannot") to deliver God's
words (Jer. 2o.g). Biblical religion has flat
tened the prophets (a process continued by
later tradition) but could not obliterate all evi
dence of their powerful personalities.
The Latter Prophets were also edited with
much interpolation of later tradition, so that it
is often difficult to tell in a book like Isaiah
which speeches go back to the prophet him
self (chs 24-27, 4o-66 are definitely non-
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Isaianic). Many of the later additions are es
chatological and messianic. Eschatology, "the
doctrine of the end," is the prophetic tradition
that expresses hopes for the coming of an era
of perfect peace, often brought about by a
messianic ruler. The ancient Near Eastern
background seems to have been in a type of
oracle that predicted the coming of such a
ruler after a time of troubles and disorder. The
royal tradition of Judah (and perhaps even of
Northern Israel) may already have contained
such visions of a future king, but the attesta
tions of messianism are in the literary proph
ets, especially Isaiah of Jerusalem, who seems
to have been the first to introduce eschatology
in a major way. The oracles in Isaiah from chs
7-11 predict the birth of several royal or royal
like children. The paradigmatic oracle is Isa.
ch 11, which describes the reign of the future
king in terms of a return to paradise. Peace
will reign over the whole earth; even preda
tory animals will lose their urge to harm.
Edenic themes dominate the developing mes
sianic tradition in the later prophets, so that
messianic oracles have been said to express an
underlying belief in the cyclical, or at least cir
cular nature of history, reflected in the dictum
that " the end of time will be like the begin
ning of time" (Hermann Gunkel, the great
German biblical scholar active in the late 19th
and early 2oth centuries). The messianic age
will witness the submission of the nations to
Israel, its king and its God, the cessation of
war, the exaltation of the Temple on Mount
Zion, and so on. The eschatological tradition
became the focus of the hopes of an exiled and
subjected people. This accounts for its popu
larity after the exile, and the fact that the pro
phetic books were edited with many eschato
logical additions. Contemporary prophecy
after the 5th century may have been viewed
as dangerous, but the prophets of the past,
now made into canonical texts, could be stud
ied for their glowing predictions, actual or in
terpolated, of the reversal of Israel's lowly
state among the nations. Some scholars have
tried to find a social milieu for the develop
ment of messianism, and posited an opposi-

tion in the postexilic period between conser
vative and privileged Priestly circles, who es
chewed messianic enthusiasm, and oppressed
circles of "visionaries," who cultivated it as a
form of protest. In fact, messianism is entirely
absent from the Torah, the central document
of postexilic official religion; but it is uncer
tain that one is justified in positing a societal
opposition of the type just described to ex
plain the cultivation of messianic themes.
Even the rich can long for the coming of the
messiah.
By the 3rd to 2nd centuries BCE eschatology
had developed into apocalyptic (a Greek term
meaning "to uncover"), a form of literature
combining many strands of tradition. The
only representative of apocalyptic in the Bible
is Dan. chs 7-12, but it was the subject of a
vast litera ture from the 3rd century BCE to the
3rd century CE, eventually becoming a Chris
tian genre. The Dead Sea community is held
by most scholars to have been the Essenes, an
apocalyptic sect; and Christianity grew · from
apocalyptic roots as well. Apocalyptic differs
from earlier prophetic eschatology in being
deterministic, hermetic, and systematic; it
typically also uses an intermediary angelic
figure as a conduit for its revelations. The pat
tern of history was fixed by God at creation;
free will is therefore an illusion. A great crisis,
in the form of the persecution of the righ
teous, viewed as a small group of the faithful
who are "in the know" and who can interpret
the meaning of the strange and wild imagery
that fills apocalyptic texts, will trigger divine
intervention and the final cosmic battle be
tween good and evil, waged on an earthly
and angelic plane. The holy war traditions of
the ancient world find their apotheosis in Ar
mageddon. Apocalyptic literature has a defi
nite concept of an afterlife, linked to reward
and punishment, unlike biblical religion: The
dead will be resurrected on the Day of Judg
ment, some for eternal punishment, others for
eternal bliss in paradise. The apocalyptic con
cept of resurrection and judgment was ac
cepted by the Rabbis and by Christians as a
dogma.
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The Wisdom Tradition
The wisdom tradition is found in many places
in the Bible, but it especially dominates the
Writings, not only "proper" wisdom books
like Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes, but also
some psalms (1, 19, 37, 1 19, etc.) and other
texts. Wisdom ((wkhmah) is the term used to
describe the intellectual and educational tra
dition of the ancient Near East, the province
of scribal schools, teachers and students, but
also elders, wise fa thers and mothers. Wis
dom was a determinedly international and
humanistic tradition. The wise of all nations
communicated with each other; genres,
themes, and even language crossed bound
aries freely. Parts of the book of Proverbs are
virtually translations of an Egyptian work of
wisdom; and biblical wisdom texts are replete
with themes and language drawn from for
eign wise men. The themes of traditional wis
dom were the training of the young, ex
pressed in maxims for correct living that
would produce prosperity and esteem, so
called "practical wisdom." But there also was
so-called "speculative wisdom," which dealt
with philosophical and religious issues, above
all the problem of suffering and theodicy, the
justifying of the ways of God: Why do the
righteous often suffer and the wicked pros
per? There are Babylonian and Egyptian
"Jobs ;' as well as the biblical figure; and even
the latter, in consonance with the interna
tional focus of wisdom, is portrayed not as an
Israelite but as an Aramean from Uz. Wisdom
was also a tradition interested in creation, in
the workings of nature. Natural imagery
abounds in wisdom texts, like proverbs and
fables; and Solomon is said to have delivered
parables about plants, animals, fish, and trees
(1 Kings 5. 13).
Many scholars hold that there was a kind of
incipient natural philosophy in the ancient
world shared also by Israel. The world was
created by wisdom, and reflects an underly
ing unity of natural and moral orders, called
ma'at, "truth," in Egypt, mesharum, "right," in
Mesopotamia, and by various terms in Israel,
-

among them 'emet, "stability, truth," and
tzedek, "righteousness, order." In Israel, it was
believed that the world was created by God
with the help of wisdom ( Job ch 28, Prov. ch
8), so that His plan is manifested in the order
of the cosmos.
Up to the 7th century the wisdom tradition
seems to have shown little interest in the par
ticular religious traditions of Israel-Judah
(though the prophets make increasing use of
wisdom themes, especially Jeremiah, Second
Isaiah, and Ezekiel); this explains the absence
of references to cultic worship and to cove
nant in wisdom books. The development of
full biblical religion, in the form of the
Deuteronomic-covenantal complex, created
a crisis of the wise. Deuteronomy rejects
wisdom that does not concern itself with rev
elation and covenantal law. In the exile and
afterwards, some of the wise began to accom
modate their views to biblical religion, in
varying degrees. Some refused all but superfi
cial adherence to the new order. Although it is
a very late book, Ecclesiastes remains almost
wholly on the level of traditional old wisdom,
except for the last verses (probably added by
an editor). The book shows no concern for
covenant religion and in its gentle cynicism is
close to the ancient Near Eastern wisdom tra
dition (especially in regard to its carpe diem
philosophy) and also to contemporary Epicu
rean philosophy.
But much of wisdom compromised with
biblical religion by combining themes of tra
ditional wisdom with the new faith. A strange
deterministic theology of retribution devel
oped that dominates much of Proverbs, some
Psalms (especially 37) and, most strikingly,
the speeches of Job's "friends": The righteous
are always rewarded, the wicked always pun
ished. Combined with this belief in strict re
ward and punishment was a doctrine of ab
solute cause and effect, derived from the
nature interest of old wisdom, but now dis
torted into this new deterministic theology.
Since only the wicked suffer, Job's friends say,
Job must have committed some crime since he
is clearly suffering. This doctrine is really a
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avoids explicit mention of covenant and pre
sents itself as a form of natural law.
The greatest rebel against this deterministic
and pitiless pseudo-piety was the author of
Job, who rejects the arguments of the friends.
Job is a radical rebel, who refuses to admit he
is being punished for sin. With astounding
hubris he demands that God appear to justify
His ways. Job forces the deity to intervene to
save His reputation. In a set of great speeches
(Job chs 38-41), some of the most magnificent
poetry of the Bible, God challenges Job to ex
plain the works of creation. The problem with
the divine "answer" is that God does not
seem to address Job's challenge that He must
explain why He is making Job suffer. Interpre
tations of the meaning of the book are numer
ous. Some maintain that God is simply over
whelming Job by . confronting him with his
human ignorance of the ways of God. Who
are you to challenge the deity? A more mod
ern reading holds that God is confirming the
lack of congruence between natural and
moral realms, a total rejection of traditional
wisdom philosophy. A more positive interpre
tation is that God, even as He reminds Job of
his human weakness, rouses him to awe and
wonder at the greatness of nature, so that
human suffering, even Job's, sinks into rela
tive insignificance, at least temporarily. Proba
bly the meaning of the book, like the meaning
of Hamlet or any great work of literature, will
always remain a riddle. Eventually wisdom's
focus on nature gave way entirely to a focus
on covenant, with results we see in the "Torah
psalms," of which Ps. 1 19 is the longest, if not
the most stirring, example.
Conclusions and Synthesis
Can one summarize biblical religion in a way
that will organize its disparate traditions? The
Bible is the most unsystematic of sacred texts,
representing 1,ooo years of textual develop
ment from different areas and social and reli
gious groups. The several traditions of bibli
cal religion we have listed, and the added
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complication of their superimposition on an
earlier, and in many ways quite different,
stage and type of religion, are so complex and
confusing that one despairs of finding mean
ing in the whole, ra ther than in the parts. The
historical discipline of source criticism has
isolated the traditions and strands, without
explaining their presence combined in the
same work, often next to each other, in a way
that seems intended to bewilder the reader.
The traditional Jewish strategy in dealing
with the multifariousness of the Bible is
midrash, with its joyously insouciant ability
to connect both the similar and the contradic
tory with a leap of imagination. However, his
torical scholarship, more limited in its agility
than midrash, seems to be faced with two
stark choices: to renounce interpretation of
the whole and consider only the parts; or, con
versely, to overlook the diversity and deal
only with the whole on the canonical level. In
deed, canonical criticism, which views the
Bible in the light of the communities that re
gard it as their Scripture, is one of the most
important hermeneutical developments of re
cent years.
Yet there is a middle way: to recognize in
the multiplicity of viewpoints not the result of
incompetent editing, but the intent to express
new religious insights in a culture that had as
yet developed no theological, philosophical
language adequate to describe them-a cul
ture that, in addition, was conscientious about
preserving old texts and traditions. In place of
a harmonized, systematized theology, the
Bible presents conflicting traditions, often
next to each other: two creation narratives in
Gen. chs 1-3; two forms of covenant tradition
in the Torah, Deuteronomic and Priestly; two
forms of prophetic speech, excoriating riv and
comforting eschatology, and so on. Since bib
lical religion is textual, the believer is also nec
essarily a reader and an interpreter. Therefore
a literary approach, a reading of God, as it
were, may be preferable to a systematic theo
logical approach that seeks to reconcile con
tradictions. Sympathy, not sophistry or scho
lasticism is required. The Bible must be read
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with the same freedom one has in all literary,
especially poetic, interpretation, with concern
for language and nuance, with awareness of
the device of the juxtaposition of opposites,
with delight in the kind of ambiguities that
give texts deeper meaning. The later Rabbis
recognized this freedom in midrash, and even
in matters of halakhic disagreement some
times allowed that both opinions were the
"words of the Living God," a God made liv
ing precisely by the play of debate.
Indeed, biblical religion seems to go out of
its way to cultivate and display disunity, to
express religious ideas in terms of paired
themes in tension, even opposition. For exam
ple, it can speak of God in one verse in a way
that emphasizes the austere transcendence of
the Deity; in the next verse it can use the most
earthy and explicit anthropomorphism. The
Bible is the least ecclesiastical, scholastic, and
dogmatic of texts. As a transitional form of re
ligion, biblical traditions had the luxury not to
systematize, which is precisely what made the
Bible the fertile ground from which its daugh
ter religions could grow.
Yet there is an underlying unity in the vary
ing traditions: the development of the charac
teristically biblical notion of faith in God. Faith
is a much more complex idea than it is com
monly held to be, so accustomed are we to
speaking of "simple" faith. In fact it is a very
complicated concept, the result of a long
process of development. Its roots are probably
in the ancient institution of holy war. Warriors
were commanded to have confidence in God's
protection, not to fear or let their hearts be
come weak (Deut. 20.3). This idea of trust or
confidence in God's protection in battle did
not become the truly biblical concept of faith
until it was taken over by prophecy, from
which it passed into the Deuteronomic
covenantal tradition and from thence into the
other major traditions of biblical religion. Di
agnostic of the idea of faith in its biblical form
is that it has not only a primary object, God,
but also a secondary one, the prophet. More
over, the trust it demands is total and uncondi-

tional. This is the sort of faith Isaiah demanded
of King Ahaz (Isa. 7.9): "If you do not have
faith you will not be established! " (The He
brew is a play on words, and says literally, "If
you do not display firmness you will not be
made firm.") The faith demanded here is not
only that God will rescue Judah in a time of
grave peril, but that Ahaz must also believe
Isaiah is a true, not a false prophet. The sign of
Immanuel (Isa. 7. 14-17) that Isaiah gives Ahaz
is unique, a test rather than a confirmation of
confidence. Biblical faith involves absolute
trust in the prophet as well as in God. This was
later transmuted into faith in the authenticity
of the textual record of past revelation. This
mediated type of faith is the essential uniting
core of all forms and all major traditions of bib
lical religion, and the unique contribution of
biblical religion to world religion.
Faith, in the sense just described, pervades
the whole Bible. Genesis has been edited to
represent a struggle for faith on the part of the
patriarchs, especially Abraham, who proves
his faith only with the binding of Isaac. The
narratives of the rest of the Torah record the
people's struggle to maintain absolute trust in
God, a test they repeatedly fail, despite the
prevalence of overwhelming miracles. The
prophets wrestle with faith constantly, espe
cially with faith in the fact that they them
selves are true and not deluded false proph
ets. Job, whatever the exact meaning of the
book, certainly implies faith in divine Provi
dence, despite all evidence to the contrary.
The Psalms, especially the petitions of the in
dividual, represent the struggle for firm, if not
unquestioning, conviction despite suffering,
doubts, and inner weakness. This biblical
faith has as its locus a new kind of religious
individual, the believing self, united in its de
votion to the Deity. The tension between the
faith-filled self, its own doubts, and the new
type of community of believers posited by
biblical religion as the true "Israel," is what
gives the Bible its paradoxical unity in dispar
ity, and its great religious power.
(STEPHEN A . GELLER]
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Concepts of Puriry in the Bible
As in many religious traditions past and pres
ent, ancient Israelites categorized persons,
places, and other things as "holy" (kodesh) or
"common" (bol) and as "pure" (tahor) or "im
pure" (tame') (Lev. 10.10). These sets of cate
gories are not identical: What is pure is not
necessarily holy, nor is the common necessar
ily impure. Moreover, ancient Israel had mul
tiple conceptions of purity, each of which
developed over time, possibly under the in
fluence of distinct religious ideologies. One
notion of impurity, moral impurity, concerned
the dangers of defilement associated with
grave sins such as idolatry, incest, and mur
der. Another notion of impurity, ritual impu
rity, concerned contact with various natural
substances relating to birth, death, and genital
discharges. Contact with ritual impurity had
serious consequences in one's religious life,
rendering one temporarily unfit to encounter
holy space and objects. To understand and ap
preciate these distinctions is a challenge for
modern readers who are accustomed to look
ing down on hierarchy in general and to scoff
ing at seemingly irrational avoidances, espe
cially when they pertain to death and sex.
In the early days of modern biblical schol
arship, conceptions of defilement were
treated with outright scorn. James Frazer
(1854-1941) and William Robertson Smith
(1846-1894), two founders of modern anthro
pology, could barely conceal their disgust for
the avoidance behaviors of the Bible. Smith,
Frazer, and others approached purity rules as
if they were a random collection of primitive
taboos. Their origin lay in savage fears of
blood and demons; their preservation by Is
rael was simply a matter of perpetuating an
cient custom. Making matters worse, Sig
mund Freud (1856-1939) in Totem and Taboo
famously compared religious avoidances
with the obsessive behavior of psychotics.
Whether they were seen as the products of
primitive fears or primeval obsessions, ritual-

ized avoidances were dismissed by many as
irrational, pointless, and just plain foolish.
The situation changed dramatically only in
the 196os. Under the influence of structural
anthropology in general and the works of
Mary Douglas (b. 1921) in particular, biblical
scholars began approaching purity rules in
new ways. Scholars came to recognize that
avoidance behaviors could no longer be dis
missed as something inherently or distinctly
primitive. Many societies draw boundaries
around certain behaviors (especially when it
comes to death and sex), and these bound
aries are certainly not always rational. Sec
ond, scholars also began to recognize that the
avoidances of any religious tradition or cul
ture had to be treated systemically or stntc
turally. While earlier scholars would collect
and analyze taboos in an encyclopedic fash
ion-comparing, for instance, various cul
tures' attitudes toward blood or hair-schol
ars would now focus on how the avoidance
rules of any single culture work together to
form a coherent conception of things permit
ted and prohibited, of things sacred and de
filed.
A third important development was the
willingness of scholars to recognize that a sys
tem of avoidance behaviors may be symbolic
in nature. Where earlier scholars had as
sumed that the laws must be connected to
primitive notions of health or hygiene, schol
ars now recognize that there might be more to
these rules than a simple desire to avoid dirt
or disease. In line with this perspective, schol
ars are increasingly translating the Hebrew
terms tame' and tahor as "impure" and "pure,"
instead of as "unclean" and "clean."
Yet some interpretive challenges remain.
One error introduced under the influence of
some anthropologists is the assumption that
the ancient Israelite purity system was put in
place in order for priests to subordinate Israel
ites and for Israelite men to subordinate their
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wives and daughters. Yet it is increasingly rec
ognized that the ancient Israelite purity sys
tem affects men and women, priests and Isra
elites. While Israelite society was hierarchical
and patriarchal, the ritual purity system did
little to enforce these social demarcations; in
any case, this certainly was not the system's
primary purpose. Another common error is
the identification of ritual impurity with sin
fulness. The distinction between ritual and
moral purity-also increasingly recognized
by scholars-allows us to see better the com
plex relationship between impurity and sin.
Ritual Impurity
The bulk of the biblical purity laws concerns
the situations and substances that render one
ritually impure, and therefore temporarily
unfit to encounter the sacred. Ritual impurity
results from direct or indirect contact with
any one of a number of natural sources or
processes including childbirth (Lev. 12. 1-8),
certain skin diseases (13. 1-46; 14. 1-32), fun
guses in clothes (13-47-59) and houses (14.3353), genital discharges (15. 1-33), the carcasses
of certain impure animals (11 .1-47), and
human corpses (Num. 19. 1-22). Paradoxi
cally, ritual impurity also comes about as a by
product of some sacrificial procedures (Lev.
16.28; Num. 19.7-8). The durations of these
impurities differ, as do the requisite cleansing
processes. In general, however, there are three
distinct characteristics of ritual impurity: (1)
The sources of ritual impurity are natural and
more or less unavoidable. (2) It is not sinful to
contract these impurities. (3) These impurities
can convey an impermanent contagion to
people (priests and Israelites) and to many
items within close proximity.
That the sources of ritual impurity are natu
ral is really quite clear. Birth, death, sex, dis
ease, and discharge are part of life. Ritual
impurity is also generally unavoidable. While
certain defiling substances are relatively
avoidable (e.g., touching carcasses), others are
inescapable (discharge, disease, and death).
Some ritual impurities are not just inevitable,

but obligatory. All Israelites (priests included)
are obligated to reproduce (Gen. 1 . 28; 9.7). All
Israelites (except the high priest) are required
to bury their deceased close relatives (Lev.
21.10-15; cf. 21.1-4). Priests are also obligated
to perform cultic procedures that result in
their defilement (Lev. 16.28; Num. 19.8).
It is not a sin to contract these ritual impuri
ties. This idea proceeds logically from the ob
serva tions drawn above. While priests must
limit their contact with corpse impurity (Lev.
21. 1-4), they are not prohibited from contract
ing other impurities (22.3-7). To be sure,
priests and non-priests alike are sternly
warned against eating sacred food or entering
sacred precincts when in a state of ritual im
purity (Lev. 7.19-21; 22.3-7), lest they defile
holy food or space. Yet the primary concern
incumbent upon the priests is not to avoid rit
ual impurity at all times, but to safeguard the
separation between ritual impurity and pu
rity (Lev. 10. 10; cf. Ezek. 44.23). By extension,
Israelites are obliged to remain aware of their
ritual status, lest they accidentally come into
contact with the sacred while in a state of rit
ual impurity (Lev. 15.31). Because ritual im
purity is contagious, the danger here is that
defilement if left unchecked will accumulate
and defile the Tabernacle or Temple, render
ing it impure and unfit for divine habitation.
It is for this reason that the refusal to purify
oneself would constitute a transgression
(Num. 19.20). But this does not make being
ritually impure sinful in and of itself. As long
as Israelites remain aware of their status and
avoid contact with the Temple and holy ob
jects while impure-and do what is necessary
to ameliorate the situa tion-there is little
chance of danger or transgression.
A few biblical narratives nevertheless view
at least one form of ritual defilement as a pun
ishment for moral shortcomings. Miriam was
afflicted with a "leprous" or "scale" ailment
when she spoke against Moses' Cushite wife
(Num. 12. 10); the Judean King Uzziah was
similarly afflicted when he sinfully asserted
priestly prerogatives (2 Chron. 26.16-21). But
viewing one particular skin disease as a possi-
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ble punishment for sin is not tantamount to
viewing ritual impurity as sinful in and of it
self. If it were, the sinner would be defiling
even without the manifestation of a defiling
affliction. Thus the following claim still
stands: It is not sinful to be ritually impure,
and ritual impurity does not result directly
from sin.
The third characteristic of ritual impurity is
that it conveys to persons (priests and Israel
ites, men and women) an impermanent conta
gion. This is obviously true of the ritual impu
rity that Israelites contract from direct or
indirect contact with a ritually impure carcass
or another ritually impure Israelite. In such a
case, the period of defilement can be as brief
as less than one day, until the setting of the
sun (Lev. 1 1 .24; 15.7; Num. 19.22). The same
holds for persons who engage in permitted
sexual relations (Lev. 15.16-18). A man who
has sexual contact with a menstruant or a per
son who comes into contact with a corpse will
be ritually impure for a week (Lev. 15.24;
Num. 19. 11). Other defiling conditions can re
sult in even longer periods of defilement; for
example, the ritual impurity following child
birth lasts, in its less severe form, either thirty
three or sixty-six days (Lev. 12. 1-8). Finally, ir
regular genital flows (for both men and
women), scale disease, and house funguses
last an unspecified amount of time. But even
these forms of impurity are conceived of as
impermanent-that is why the biblical tradi
tion records purificatory procedures for all of
them. There is no form of ritual impurity tha t
does not have purificatory procedures; they
may include waiting until sundown, bathing,
washing clothes, and performing sacrificial
rites. Even when long-lasting, the status of rit
ual defilement is an impermanent one.
Clearly, ritual impurity cannot be under
stood simply as a concern with health or hy
giene. There is no direct correspondence be
tween what is unhealthy or unclean and what
is impure. Some sources of impurity (such as
a pig's carcass) may strike some as dirty in
some way. But some things that even ancient
Israelites considered to be dirty were not nee-

essarily ritually defiling: Excrement, human
and animal, is not impure according to the
Priestly system described in the Torah, de
spite the fact that it was recognized to be dirty
and contrary to holiness (Deut. 23.13-15; but
cf. Ezek. 4. 12-15).
The idea that ancient Israelites viewed
what is unhealthy as impure finds only scant
support in Lev. chs 13-14, which discuss the
ritual impurity that results from various ob
scure skin diseases and other funguses. Other
biblical texts suggest that ancient Israelites
knew about all sorts of diseases. If the concern
with purity were the concern with health, we
would expect all known diseases to be defil
ing. Yet only one kind of illness is defiling,
and it defiles even when it affects a house or
clothing, without affecting people. The con
cern in Lev. chs 13-14 is not with the spread
ing of the disease so much as with the spread
ing of impurity. All who come into contact
with what is deemed "leprous" are impure,
and are so for a day, whether or not they show
signs of the disease.
It is also commonly believed that the di
etary prohibitions extend from rules concern
ing health. (This view can be traced back,
in part, to the medieval Jewish philosopher
and physician Moses Maimonides.) This is
nowhere explicit in biblical texts. Further
more, while this is arguably true of certain de
filing foods (e.g., pork), there is no known
health risk associated with the majority of de
filing land animals and birds. On the other
hand, there are many known health risks as
sociated with the consumption of various
plants, but not even poisonous plants are
viewed as defiling. There is, in the end, no di
rect association between health and purity, or
between disease and defilement.
It can also be clearly seen now that ritual
impurity is not a system put into place in
order for priests to subordinate Israelites or
for men to subordinate women. The subordi
nation of classes-where it exists-needs to
be supported by permanent or at least long
lasting social stigmas that are selective in such
a way as to support the intended social
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agenda. Ritual impurity, however, is imper
manent and applies to all Israelites-men and
women, priests and laypersons. The system is
therefore not well suited to reinforce any spe
cific social hierarchies.
Traditional Judaism-in both the medieval
and modern periods-has been primarily in
terested in the ritual impurity associated with
menstruation. For a variety of reasons, this re
mains the only aspect of the biblical ritual im
purity system that was maintained for very
long after the destruction of the Second Tem
ple in 70 CE. But the Bible knows of no such
selective focus. In Leviticus, genital flows
from both men and women are sources of rit
ual defilement. "Leprous" impurities affect
men and women equally, and the corpses of
men and women equally constitute the most
severe form of ritual defilement.
Even in the case of defilements pertaining
to women, it is difficult to understand the
rules as intending to subordinate them or ex
clude them. One must bear in mind that
women would only experience menstrual im
purity after puberty, before menopause, and
when not pregnant or lactating. For most an
cient Israelite women, periodic ritual defile
ment was probably not a monthly affair.
Moreover, the procedures of ritual purifica
tion require women to come into the sanctu
ary and to actively participate in sacrificial
procedures (Lev. 12.6-8). If the rules were
meant to exclude women, one should wonder
why rituals of purification serve to bring
women into the sanctuary.
If ritual impurity is not directly related to
sin, health, or hygiene, or the desire to subor
dinate laypersons or women, what then is its
basis?
The common denominators of the varied
sources of ritual defilement are death and sex.
Concerns with death-avoidance explain the
defilements associated with corpses, car
casses, and the loss of reproductive genital
fluids. Death-avoidance can also explain the
concern with the skin disease, which is explic
itly described as decomposition of the flesh
(Num. 12.12). Yet death-avoidance on its own
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does not explain why sex and birth defile. The
only substances that flow from the body and
defile are sexual/ genital in nature. (Even
blood flowing from the veins of a dying per
son is not ritually defiling.) The dual concerns
with death and sex provide the basis for un
derstanding all of the ritual purity rules.
The ritual purity system of ancient Israel
serves to force a separation between the expe
rience of encountering God's sanctity and
matters pertaining to death and sex. Because
God is eternal, God does not die. Because God
has no consort, God does not have sex. There
fore, by separating from sex and death-by
following the ritual purity regulations-an
cient Israelites separated themselves from
what made them least God-like. Only a
heightened God-like state-the state of ritual
purity-made one temporarily eligible to ap
proach the sanctuary, God's holy residence
among the Israelites (Exod. 24.8). Following
the ritual purity laws is yet another way of
behaving in accordance with the theological
underpinning of the Holiness Collection: imi
tatio Dei (Lev. 1 1 .44-45; 19.2; 20.7, 26).
Ritual impurity is for these reasons diamet
rically opposed to holiness. And as noted, rit
ual purity-the established absence of any
ritual defilement-is the prerequisite for en
countering God's holy presence, as manifest
in the tabernacle or the Temple. But this for
mula is not reversible: The lack of holiness
does not necessarily constitute ritual impu
rity. There are in fact four possible states.
At either end of the spectrum are the dia
metrically opposed statuses of ritual impurity
and holiness. In between the extremes are
two intermediary-and in many cases, over
lapping-positions. Working in from one end,
in the absence of impurity one can be consid
ered to be pure (tahor). Working in from the
other end, in the absence of holiness one can
be considered to be "common" ((wl) (Lev.
10.10). It has been emphasized that the prohi
bitions related to ritual impurity primarily
involve the dangers associated with bring
ing what is impure into contact with what
is holy. It remains permitted for pure and
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impure persons and things to commingle in
non-holy, "common" space. For instance,
when Israelites consumed food that was per
mitted but not sacrificial (and thus not holy),
ritually pure and impure persons were per
mitted to consume such food together (Deut.
12.15).
It is difficult to know how widely these reg
ulations were followed in ancient Israel. They
are reflected in detail only in Priestly litera
ture, and in related texts such as Ezekiel.
Priestly material is particularly concerned
with these issues, since priests were responsi
ble for the ritual purity of the Temple. Refer
ences to ritual impurity can nonetheless be
identified in a variety of other texts (e.g.,
Deut. 23. 1 1-12; 2 Sam. 1 1 .4; Isa. 52. 11). Ritual
purity should not therefore be understood as
an issue of concern only to priests.
Moral Impurity
As noted above, the Bible is concerned with
another form of purity and impurity, often re
ferred to as "moral." (Some scholars draw this
distinction in different terms, speaking of
"permitted" [ritual] and "prohibited" [moral]
impurities.) Moral impurity results from com
mitting certain acts so heinous that they are
considered defiling. Such behaviors include
certain sexual sins (e.g., Lev. 18.24-30), idol
atry (e.g., 19.31; 20.1-3), and bloodshed
(e.g., Num. 35.33-34). These "abominations"
bring about an impurity that morally-but not
ritually-defiles the sinner (Lev. 18.24), the
land of Israel (Lev. 18.25; Ezek. 36. q), and the
sanctuary of God (Lev. 20.3; Ezek. 5 . 1 1). This
defilement, in turn, leads to the expulsion of
the people from the land of Israel (Lev. 18.28;
Ezek. 36.19). The bulk of the references to
these ideas can be found in Priestly traditions
(especially the Holiness Collection) and in the
most Priestly of prophetic books, Ezekiel. Ad
ditional articulations of the notion or echoes
of it can be found in various strands of biblical
tradition, including Gen. 34·5; Deut. 24. 1-4;
1 Kings 14.24; Jer. 2.7, 23; 3.1; Hos. 5.6; 6.10;
and Ps. 106.34-40.
-

There are seven important differences be
tween moral and ritual impurity.
1 . While ritual impurity is generally not
sinful, moral impurity is a direct consequence
of grave sin.
2. A characteristic feature of moral impu
rity is its deleterious effect on the land of Is
rael. Ritual impurity, in contrast, may threaten
the sanctity of the Temple, but poses no threat
to the land.
3· While ritual impurity often results in a
contagious defilement, there is no personal
contact-contagion associated with moral im
purity. Moral impurity does defile the sinners
themselves (Lev. 18.24; 19.31; cf. Gen. 34·5;
Deut. 24.1-4). But one need not bathe subse
quent to direct or indirect contact with an
idolater, a murderer, or an individual who
committed a sexual sin.
4· While ritual impurity results in an im
permanent defilement, moral impurity leads
to a long-lasting, if not permanent, degrada
tion of the sinner and, eventually, of the land
of Israel.
5· While ritual impurity can be amelio
rated by rites of purification, that is not the
case for moral impurity. Moral purity is
achieved by punishment, atonement, or, best
of all, by refraining from committing morally
impure acts in the first place.
6. Since moral impurity does not produce
ritual defilement, sinners-in contrast to
those who are ritually impure-are not ex
cluded from the sanctuary. In the case of the
suspected adulteress (Num. 5 .1 1-31), the
woman is brought into the sanctuary itself in
order to determine her moral status. It also
appears that Israelite murderers sought sanc
tuary in the sanctuary (Exod. 21 . 14; cf. 1 Kings
1.5o-53; 2.28-30). Moral impurity does indeed
defile the sacred precincts (e.g., Lev. 20.3), but
the effect of moral impurity does not pene
trate the holy realm by the entrance of sinners
into it. Moral impurity is a potent force un
leashed by sinful behavior that affects the
sanctuary even from afar, in its own way.
7· In addition to these phenomenological
differences between ritual and moral defile-
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BIBLICAL IMPURITIES
Type

Source

Effect

Resolution

Ritual

Bodily flows, corpses, etc.

Temporary, contagious defilement

Bathing, waiting

of persons and objects
Moral

Sins: idolatry, sexual
transgression, bloodshed

Long-lasting defilement of
sinners, land, and sanctuary

ments, there are also terminological distinc
tions drawn in the texts themselves. Although
the term "impure" (tame') is used in both con
texts, the terms "abomination" (to'evah) and
"pollute" (!wnaj) are used with regard to the
sources of moral impurity, but not with re
gard to the sources of ritual impurity. For all
of these reasons, it is imperative to distin
guish between moral and ritual impurity.
Ritual and Moral Impurities
For reasons that are not entirely clear, the
passages that articulate the idea of moral im
purity are often understood as metaphors.
Metaphor is a complex phenomenon; even its
definition is still debated by linguists and
philosophers. According to some, metaphor is
so pervasive tha t it could accurately be ar
gued that all rituals involve metaphor on one
level or another. But when scholars refer to
moral impurity in particular as metaphorical,
the implication is that the passage is not to be
taken literally: The defilement in question is
not real. There is, however, no reason why the
defilement of the land by blood shed upon it
(Num. 35.33-4) ought to be a metaphor, while
the defilement of a person who merely enters
a tent in which a corpse lies is real (Num.
19. 14). Though the sources and modes of
transfer of moral and ritual impurity differ,
we are dealing, nonetheless, with two analo
gous perceptions of contagion, each of which
brings about effects of religious, legal, and so
cial consequence. There are indeed differences
between ritual and moral defilements. But the
difference between ritual and moral defile
ment is not accurately understood by describ-

Atonement or punishment,
and ultimately, exile

ing one (ritual impurity) as literal and the
other (moral impurity) as metaphorical.
The ritual impurity rules constitute a set of
avoidances that symbolically express the no
tion of imitatio Dei. The moral impurity rules
constitute a set of danger beliefs, and the sym
bolism involved here works differently. When
ancient Israelites believed that the land and
sanctuary were defiled by idolatry, sexual sin,
and murder, they believed that God finds
these behaviors so abhorrent that He would
not and could not abide on a land that is satu
rated with residue left by their performance.
It is precisely this ramification of moral defile
ment that is depicted quite dramatically in
Ezek. chs 8-1 1. Upon Israel's performance of
grave sins, God's "glory" departs from the
sanctuary and Israel's exile then ensues. The
doctrine of moral defilement underscores the
fact that grave sins affect not only their perpe
trators and victims, but also Israelite society
as a whole. If God cannot abide in His earthly
sanctuary because it has been defiled, then all
Israel will suffer exile together.
Purity Disputes in Ancient Judaism
Disputes among Jews with regard to the na
ture and force of the purity laws are in evi
dence throughout the Second Temple period.
Purity debates among Pharisees and Saddu
cees are preserved in the Mishnah (m. Yad.
4:6-7), and heightened concerns with purity
are also characteristic of the sectarian litera
ture discovered at Qumran. In the Dead Sea
Scrolls we find stricter rules concerning ritual
impurity in the Temple Scroll, and stricter rules
concerning moral impurity in, especially, the
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Community Rule. Early Christianity was char
acterized, among other things, by a height
ened interest in certain aspects of moral pu
rity over and against a reduced focus on ritual
purity (e.g., Mark 7.1-23). The Rabbis, in con
trast, exerted much more effort in discussing
the rules of ritual purity (to which much of
the Mishnah is devoted), while exhibiting rel
atively little interest in moral defilement ( but
see Sifra on Lev. 18.24-30).
One purity dispute in particular is already
reflected in the early Second Temple period,
and the documents pertaining to the dispute
can be found within the Bible. During the Per
sian period, both Ezra and Nehemiah con
fronted situations in which a number of the
Jews had married local non-Jewish women.
Both Ezra and Nehemiah urged the dissolu
tion of these marriages (Ezra 9.1-10-44; Neh.
13.23-31). It is rather clear that purity in some
form was at issue. Terms of defilement are
used with reference to the problem (Ezra 6.21;
9.1, 11-14), and the proposed solution
divorce-is referred to as a purification (Neh.
13.30). This has led many scholars to the view
that these books considered the foreign wives
to be ritually impure, presumably as the result
of their status as Gentiles. The passages in
question, however, echo not the Priestly tradi
tions relating to ritual impurity, but the Holi
ness Collection traditions relating to moral im
purity: What is being said here by Ezra,
Nehemiah, and their supporters is that the for
eign women are in an inherent state of moral
defilement and that inevitably the defilement
will be passed to their progeny as well.
The view of Ezra and Nehemiah met with
considerable opposition. The book of Ruth,
according to some interpretations, effectively
counters the prejudiced perspective of Ezra
Nehemiah, as do various Second Temple pro
phetic passages (Isa. 56.3-8). When one looks
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back at the Priestly traditions on these mat
ters, it also becomes clear that Ezra's position
is by no means clearly articulated there. One
can find in the Torah limited prohibitions of
intermarriage (e.g., Deut. 7. 1-5) and even pas
sages ascribing moral impurity to foreigners
(e.g., Lev. 18.24). Yet one cannot find a clear,
Priestly prohibition of intermarriage, justified
by appeal to the notion of moral defilement
(d. Ezra 9.11-12). This may reflect the fact that
the prohibition only emerged in the Second
Temple period. Alternatively, this may reflect
the continuing influence of Ezra's Priestly op
ponents, who certainly had a more welcom
ing attitude toward foreigners. Looking back
on the Torah from the vantage point of Ezra
ch g, one can imagine a group of priests main
taining strong systems of ritual and moral pu
rity while at the same time establishing a soci
ety with relatively open social boundaries.
The biblical traditions, from Leviticus to
Ezra, leave a legacy that is not only challeng
ing to contemporary scholars, but was likely
equally challenging to ancient Jews them
selves-giving rise to the purity disputes of
the Second Temple period. When evaluating
purity disputes among various ancient Jewish
groups (early Christians included), it is im
perative to understand well the complex and
symbolic character of the purity systems, and
it is equally important to appreciate the dis
tinct natures of the ritual and moral purity
systems. The purity rules are often dispar
aged as blunt instruments of social control,
put in place by the priestly few to enforce
their hegemony over laypersons and women.
Alternatively, some still see purity rules as
vestiges from primitive times. The challenge
is to recognize purity rules (of the ritual and
moral sort) as meaningful and yet nuanced
ways of highlighting issues of social and theo
logical significance. (JONATHAN KLAWANS]
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H istorical and Geographical Background to the Bible
Some Methodological Considerations. It is not
easy to reconstruct the history of ancient Israel.
Although many of the texts in the Bible have
been characterized as historical texts, they cer
tainly are not historical in our sense. The bibli
cal authors, unlike modern professional histo
rians, made no attempt to be objective or
complete in recording events from the past; in
stead, they constructed narratives of the past
for religious and/ or didactic purposes. Cer
tainly, these narra tives incorporated many
facts, but it is often difficult to disentangle fact
from fiction, truth from myth or legend. Un
fortunately, relatively little writing outside the
Bible has been preserved that might help us
confirm what is historically accurate or fill in
historical gaps. Though much archeological
effort has gone into studying ancient Israel, the
evidence is often ambiguous and open to dif
ferent interpretations. In some cases, a careful
combination of analysis of biblical texts, arche
ological finds, and records about ancient Israel
from its neighbors may yield a detailed de
scription of a period or an event. This, how
ever, does not occur as often as we would like.
For this reason, much of the history summa
rized below, though based on the best infor
mation currently available, should be consid
ered tentative.
Beginnings
By the time Israel appeared on the stage of
the ancient Near East, civilization and the
patterns of empires and of the larger shared
culture of the Levant were already well estab
lished. Before the end of the fourth millen
nium BCE, full urbanization had developed in
the great river valleys of Egypt and Mesopo
tamia. The development of sophisticated tech
nology to exploit the flooding of the Nile and
to channel the waters of the Euphrates and
Tigris enabled the production of regular food
supplies and led to regional hegemonies. In

Egypt, oriented about the south-to-north di
rection of the Nile's flow, this culminated in
the unification of Upper (southern) and
Lower (northern) Egypt, at the onset of the
Early Dynastic Period toward the end of the
fourth millennium. In southern Mesopotamia
the kings of Sumer ruled that region (now
southern Iraq) from a succession of dominant
city-states beginning at about the same time.
The stages that had preceded urbanization
are prehistoric in the sense that they antedate
the development of writing. Archeologists
have been able to trace the slow, and often in
dependent, progress from hunter-gatherer
economies throughout the Near East to stable
cultures that relied on domesticated crops and
animals for their sustenance. Dependable
supplies of food led to increases of popula
tion, and ultimately competition for re
sources. These factors combined to necessitate
specialization of tasks, centralized control,
and record-keeping. For these purposes, writ
ing was invented, again toward the end of the
fourth millennium, and once introduced, was
widely adopted in different systems in Egypt
and Mesopotamia. By 3000 BCE, then, written
history may be said to have begun.
As a result of nearly two centuries of dis
covery, excavation, and deciphering of an
cient texts, a detailed chronology of the an
cient Near East has been established. While
there are occasional gaps in the sequence of
rulers for Egypt and for the various Meso
potamian city-sta tes, those sequences are rela
tively complete. For regions peripheral to the
centers of power the historical record is more
spotty, but still substantial. Allowing for
minor scholarly disagreements, the chronol
ogy is secure and is the framework for the his
tory of the entire ancient Near East, including
Israel. Nor is the knowledge of the historical
record restricted to kings and princes. Hun
dreds of thousands of non-elite texts have
been found. These are not great myths and
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royal inscrip tions, but mundane business and
commercial records which shed valuable light
on the lives of ordinary men and women and
have begun to make possible a reconstruction
of the social world of the ancient Near East.
Ancient cultures were as intrigued as we
are by beginnings, and they constructed elab
orate myths to explain their own prehistory.
The establishment of the natural and social
orders is typically presented in these myths as
the work of a deity, usually the principal god
or goddess of the political entity in which
they were written. Both Egyptian and Meso
potamian literatures have a large number of
such creation myths, many features of which
have parallels in biblical traditions. It should
not be surprising that Israel, a latecomer to
the area, would be influenced so significantly
by the older, more dominant cultures of its
neighbors. Israel's accounts of its origins were
ultimately collected and edited in the book of
Genesis. The early chapters of Genesis deal
with prehistory. In these Israelite expressions
of the origins of the world, of society, and of
civilization, the principal agent is the god of
Israel. And, although intended as the pro
logue to a larger historical narrative, they are
not historical in any modern sense, that is,
they do not accurately represent what the
archeological record shows to have taken
place, whether in terms of chronology, or the
origin of species, or a universal flood.
Egypt and Mesopotamia have their own
complex histories during the third millen
nium, now relatively well known thanks to
textual and archeological data. In the Levant
this is the period known as the Early Bronze
Age, when northern Syria was largely in the
orbit of Mesopotamia, and Egyp t exercised
direct control over Canaan. For complex rea
sons not fully understood, toward the end of
the third millennium Egypt experienced some
internal disruption, reflected in the decline of
city-states in Canaan but not farther to the
north. By 2000 BCE, however, centralized con
trol had been reestablished, and the textual
and artifactual evidence is abundant. Trade
flourished, as is indicated by both the archeo-

logical record and commercial and diplo
matic correspondence among larger urban
centers, and between them and Mesopotamia
and Egypt. The Levant was spanned by a cul
tural continuum, with Syria and northern Ca
naan being more closely linked with Mesopo
tamia, and southern Canaan with Egypt.
Canaan itself had a relatively homogeneous
culture, and its inhabitants, especially in rural
and village settings, went about their lives
with relatively few changes despite the strug
gles of the urban centers with each other.
From as far back as the end of the fourth mil
lennium, and into the first, there appears to
have been continuity of popula tion, whose
patterns of material culture develop rather
than being replaced by successive waves of
invaders, as earlier historical reconstructions
suggested.
It is in this larger context that Israel placed
its own beginnings, centered on the lives of
four generations of ancestors: the families of
Abraham and Sarah, of Isaac and Rebekah,
and of Jacob and Leah, Rachel, Bilhah, and
Zilpah, and their offspring.
The Historicity of the Ancestral Narra tives
in Genesis
In the biblical account of the origins of Israel,
narratives concerning Israel's ancestors in
Gen. chs 12-50 follow the mythic material in
chs 1-1 1 . The chronology of the narratives
themselves is set in the early second millen
nium BCE, but there are no direct connections
between the biblical traditions and nonbibli
cal sources. No person or event known from
Egyptian, Mesopotamian, or other sources is
even mentioned in the biblical narrative. At
the relatively few points where the Bible does
name rulers (as in Gen. ch 14; 20.2; 26.8), none
of them are found in any nonbiblical sources.
Moreover, at many points in the narrative the
Bible is tantalizingly vague. If the biblical
writers had just named, for example, the
pharaoh who took Sarah into his house (Gen.
12. 15), or the pharaoh in whose court Joseph
rose to power (Gen. ch 41), we would at least
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know when the biblical writers thought those
events took place, and could correlate them
with Egyptian chronology.
The biblical narratives themselves are the
result of a lengthy and complicated process of
the formation, transmission, and editing (see
the Introduction to the Torah, pp. 1-7). Al
though the reconstruction of that process is
hypothetical, there is no doubt that the
process itself has led to the inclusion of a large
number of anachronisms. The stories reached
the written form in which we have them long
after the purported events that they recount,
and they often reflect the times when they
were written or edited rather than the times in
which their stories are set. For this reason, it is
unlikely that these stories can be useful in re
constructing any particular period in the sec
ond millennium. The ancestral stories in Gen.
chs 12-50 may preserve some authentic histor
ical memories, but these have been so re
fracted by the processes of transmission and
the idealization of the ancestors that it is im
possible to designate any of the individuals
mentioned in Genesis as historical or to estab
lish anything resembling a precise chronology.
The Historicity of the Exodus from Egypt
As with the ancestral narratives in Genesis,
there is no direct connection between bibli
cal traditions in Exodus and other ancient
sources. Egyptian records contain no mention
of the major individuals and events of the nar
rative in Exod. chs 1-15 : Moses, Aaron, the
plagues, and the defeat of the Egyptian army
at the sea are completely absent from the ex
tensive documentation we have for ancient
Egypt. Again, the biblical sources are frustrat
ingly unspecific and at places contradictory.
Neither the pharaoh "who did not know Jo
seph" (Exod. 1 .8) nor the pharaoh of the exo
dus itself (Exod. chs 5-15) is named. The only
precise detail in the narrative is the store cities
named in Exod. 1.11, but both their precise lo
cation and the dates when they were founded
and occupied are uncertain, and their inclu
sion could also be anachronistic. As with the
-

ancestralnarratives in Gen. chs 12-50, the ex
odus narrative has been shaped by centuries
of transmission and redaction, and should not
be taken at face value as a historical record, al
though it is clearly central to the self-identity
of Israel.
The first fixed datum, one of great impor
tance, is a victory stele of Pharaoh Merneptah
(1213-1203). In it he claims to have defeated
various enemies in Canaan, including the
identifiable cities of Gezer, Yanoam, and Ash
kelon, and in the same geographical region, a
group identified as Israel. Though it is doubt
ful that the victory celebrated on the stela is as
complete as claimed, it is clear that by the end
of the 13th century BCE the Egyptians knew of
the existence of a geopolitical entity called Is
rael in the land of Canaan.
That some type of exodus took place may
be a reasonable inference, given the persis
tence of the exodus tradition in the Bible and
its presence in the earliest biblical poetry (no
tably Exod. ch 15), and some smaller details,
such as the Egyptian names of Moses, Aaron,
and Phinehas. The event must have involved
fewer people than the exaggerated biblical
numbers (see Exod. 12.37) indicate, and may
have constituted little more than the escape of
a relatively small group of Hebrews from
forced labor in the eastern Nile delta, most
likely in the 13th century. Given the lack of
historical data, it is impossible to say more.
That group, whatever its size, interpreted
its escape as the direct intervention of its god
YHVH on its behalf, to be celebrated in hymns
and magnified in importance as it was told
and retold. When the group eventually en
tered Canaan, at a time when there was no
centralized power to oppose it, it joined with
others and eventually became the twelve
tribe confederation of Israel.
The Early History of Israel in the
Land of Canaan
The beginning and end of this era are framed
by two synchronisms: the mention of Israel in
the Merneptah Stele in the late 13th century
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(see above), and the campaign of the Pharaoh
Shishak in Western Asia in 925 (see below), an
event documented both in Egyptian sources
and in the Bible. During the intervening three
centuries, according to the chronology ac
cepted by the majority of scholars, Israel de
veloped from a loose confederation of tribes
into a relatively stable dynastic monarchy. But
of the principal events and individuals that
figure in biblical narratives, none occurs in
other sources.
One reconstruction of the beginning of this
period, following the biblical narrrative, is
that of conquest. Much of the book of Joshua
describes how the large group of Israelites
crossed the Jordan under the leadership of
Joshua and in a series of swift and relentless
campaigns defeated the kings of the major
Canaanite cities and annihilated most of the
indigenous population. In the first part of the
2oth century, this view seemed to be con
firmed by the presence of destruction layers at
key sites, all dated to the very end of the Late
Bronze Age.
Reexcavation of many of those sites and
more refined ceramic chronology, however,
made it clear that some of the sites had not in
fact been occupied at that time, and that the
destructions were not all contemporaneous.
Moreover, the opening chap ters of the book of
Judges, which also describes Israel's conquest
of Canaan, presented a very different picture.
While some Israelite tribes were apparently
successful in defeating their Canaanite neigh
bors, many others coexisted alongside them.
This is apparently confirmed even in the book
of Joshua, where such Canaanite groups as
the family of Rahab (Josh. 6.25) and the Gibe
onites (Josh. ch 9) were incorporated into Is
rael. Thus the conquest model has largely
been abandoned by scholars, but no other re
construction has gained general acceptance.
One plausible scenario is to combine ele
ments of various models to suggest that Israel
as we know it emerged in the land of Canaan,
and was comprised of diverse groups. One of
these was the exodus group, whose allegiance
to the god who had brought them out of

Egypt, YHVH, would become the central reli
gious tenet of the confederation. They were
joined by others, some who were apparently
their kin who had never gone down to Egypt,
and some who may have been Canaanites
disaffected from the centers of power. These
disparate elements eventually united in a con
federation or league, whose primary princi
ples of worship of YHVH and mutual support
were expressed in a social compact or cove
nant. The elements are called tribes, and they
are associated with specific subregions in the
land. While the number of twelve tribes is
constant, both the names of the tribes and the
territories with which they were associated
shifted in response to historical vicissitudes.
The religious symbol of the confederation was
a moveable shrine, the Ark of the Covenant,
which seems to have been based at different
tribal centers at different times. The confeder
ation was decentralized, with no overarching
authority, and the tribes were relatively inde
pendent. In time of crisis, however, tribes
were expected to come to the assistance of a
beleaguered member, as in the very ancient
poem in J udg. ch 5, or to punish one of their
own for breach of the compact, as in the ac
count of the Benjaminite war in Judg. chs
19-21. In situations like these a volunteer
militia was mustered.
This reconstruction takes into account a va
riety of biblical data which are admittedly
embedded in a later historical work, the
Deuteronomistic History (see the Introduc
tion to the Nevi'im, pp. 451-61). It also incor
porates recent archeological evidence, includ
ing both significant elements of cultural conti
nuity between the Late Bronze Age and the
Iron Age, and the proliferation of small rural
settlements in the hill country both west and
east of the Jordan. Not all of these settlements
would have been Israelite, nor would tribal
territory necessarily entail complete control.
At the beginning of the Iron Age (ca. 1200
BCE), shortly after the likely date for the pat
tern of settlement described in the previous
paragraph, another group arrived in Canaan.
These were the Philistines, one component of
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the "Sea Peoples" well documented in Egyp
tian sources and in the archeological record.
Of Aegean origin, they had repeatedly failed
in their attempts to invade Egypt, and one or
more of these Sea Peoples, including the Phil
istines, settled in Canaan along the Mediter
ranean coast. According to the biblical ac
count, they formed a pentapolis in the five
cities of Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Gath, and
Ekron, and the four of these cities that have
been securely identified (Gath is the excep
tion) show a remarkably homogenous mate
rial culture at this time.
The broad outline of the biblical account, in
Judg. chs 13-16 (the Samson stories) and in 1
and 2 Samuel (the stories of Samuel, Saul, and
David), and the archeological record are in
considerable agreement. The Philistines had a
superior technology, especially in metallurgy
(see 1 Sam. 1).20) and military hardware, and
a professional standing army. By the mid-nth
century they had considerably expanded their
territory to the north and east, and their pres
ence is evident at important centers beyond it;
including Beth-shan in the Jordan Valley, and
at military outposts in the heart of Judah, the
dominant southern tribe, and in the north as
well. The Philistines and the Israelites were
thus on a collision course, both vying for con
trol of the same region.
The United Monarchy (ca. 1020-928 BCE)
The emergence of Israel as a nation-state
is part of a larger pattern of the development
of regional geopolitical and ethnic entities
throughout the region, such as those of the
Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites in
Transjordan, the Arameans in Damascus and
other centers in central and northern Syria,
and the Phoenicians in Tyre. In the case of Is
rael, there was an additional stimulus. At least
in part because of the Philistine threat, toward
the end of the 1 1 th century Israel profoundly
changed its form of government from a loose
confederation of tribes to a monarchy. The
first ruler, Saul, seems to have been more a
military chief than a full-fledged king (and he
-

is thus a transitional figure from the "judges"
to the monarchy). And despite initial suc
cesses, he was unable to check the Philistine
advance, and died in a battle with them deep
in Israel's territory in the Jezreel Valley. He
was succeeded by a former commander in his
army, David, who moved swiftly to contain
the Philistines within their original territory
and to unite Israel around himself and a
newly chosen capital, Jerusalem.
Biblical historians describe additional mili
tary successes, which enabled David, and his
son and successor Solomon, to subject king
doms adjacent to Israel to vassal status, in
cluding the Edomites, the Moabites, the Am
monites in Transjordan, and the Arameans in
Damascus. Whether the extent of the territory
controlled by David and Solomon is as large
as biblical sources suggest is questionable.
Clearly the biblical historians have magnified
the period of the United Monarchy, the reigns
of David and Solomon, viewing them in
many respects as an ideal age, made possible
by divine favor. Underlying the sometimes
hyperbolic and often ideologically motivated
biblical accounts, however, is authentic histor
ical memory of increasing centralized control
and concomitant administrative complexity, a
picture indirectly confirmed by the archeolog
ical record.
The most important synchronism between
biblical and extrabiblical sources for this
period comes just after the death of Solomon.
The Egyptian pharaoh Shishak (Sheshonq I)
undertook a campaign in Western Asia in
925, a date based on established Egyptian
chronology. Mentioned in 1 Kings 14.25-26 (d.
2 Chron. 12.2-9), this campaign is further doc
umented in Egyptian sources and is confirmed
by destruction layers at key cities in Israel.
This synchronism is the basis for the chronol
ogy of the first three kings of Israel, Saul
(ca. 1025-1005, the exact length of his reign is
unclear), David (1005-965), and Solomon
(968-928, allowing for a coregency with David
at the beginning of his reign) .
To be sure, the biblical account of the reigns
of these three kings, found in 1 and 2 Samuel
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and 1 Kings chs 1-1 1, is shaped by theological
and ideological concerns, and also displays
a pervading interest in the characters of the
narrative-the tragically inadequate Saul, the
heroic David, the ambitious but flawed
Solomon-and in the intrigues of the royal
court. But it is also significantly different from
narratives about earlier periods in Israel's
history. Divine intervention is minimal, with
most events taking place largely on the
human plane. Moreover, a careful reading of
the biblical text discloses some archival and
other details that can be correlated with the
archeological record and are consistent with
the framework of events presupposed by the
narrative. Thus, the skepticism of some mod
ern historians, who argue that the biblical ac
counts of the United Monarchy are totally fic
tional retroversions from a much later time,
seems unwarranted.
David also seems to have initiated the
transformation of the monarchy into a dynas
tic kingship, which, consistent with other
Near Eastern models, was understood to be
the result of divine choice. With the estab
lishment of the monarchy carne social and
religious innovation. The older structures of
the decentralized prernonarchic confedera
tion were now coopted by royal institutions.
The Ark of the Covenant was enshrined in the
Temple in Jerusalem built by Solomon, pro
viding in effect divine sanction for the monar
chy. Priests became royal appointees, and
there was a growing movement toward cen
tralization of worship in the capital. Yet this
centralized administration formed a kind of
overlay, a veneer, on the social systems of the
nation as a whole. Individuals still identified
themselves as members of a family, clan, and
tribe, and disputes between them were usu
ally settled at the local level. Apart from the
requirement of paying taxes and providing
personnel for royal projects (corvee) and for
the army, life in the villages probably pro
ceeded much as it had for centuries.
The establishment of the monarchy, how
ever, had entailed the formation of an elite,
wealthy class. Life in the capital of Jerusalem,
-

and after the split of the kingdom into two, in
the northern capital of Samaria as well, was
characterized by conspicuous consumption.
This is evident in accounts of Solomon's court
(1 Kings 4.22-28; 10. 14-22) and in the descrip
tion of the Temple and royal palace complex
he constructed (1 Kings chs 6-7). That the ex
travagances documented in these accounts
are not entirely an exaggeration is evident
from archeological data at Samaria, and at
royal cities such as Megiddo, Hazor, Gezer,
and Dan. With the concentration of political
power in the hands of a ruling aristocracy
carne abuse. One of the constants of the bibli
cal traditions is opposition to the exploitation
of the poorer classes. This opposition was fre
quently expressed in prophetic rebukes of the
aristocracy, as in the admittedly legendary
traditions concerning Elijah (2 Kings ch 20),
and in the books of the prophets themselves.
While their own relationship to the centers of
power was not always antagonistic, prophets
such as Amos, Isaiah, and Micah in the 8th
century and Jeremiah in the late 7th to early
6th centuries were harsh in their denunciation
of social injustice. In a sense they were conser
vatives, even perhaps reactionaries, insisting
that the older premonarchic tradition of cove
nant was still binding, a tradition that com
manded not only exclusive worship of YHVH
but also fair treatment of every Israelite.
The Divided Monarchies
(ca. 928-the Late 7th Century BCE)
The split into the Northern and Southern
Kingdoms is based on geographical distance
and differences. The union of north and south
had been fragile, even during the United
Monarchy, and it disintegrated at Solomon's
death. The reason implied in 1 Kings ch 12 is
the northerners' anger at the cost of the ex
travagances of the capital, and this must have
been at least part of the motivation. Solo
mon's son and successor Rehoboam was un
able to gain the allegiance of the ten northern
tribes, who seceded and formed a separate
kingdom. This inaugurates the period called
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the Divided Monarchy, with the kingdom of 732. In 722 Samaria fell, its ruling class was
Israel in the north and the kingdom of Judah exiled to Assyria, and the Northern Kingdom
in the south. The dynasty that David had es of Israel became an Assyrian province.
tablished remained in power in Judah for Judah's territory was curtailed, and in part
nearly four centuries, while Israel (the North because of the remote loca tion of Jerusalem,
ern Kingdom) was ruled by a succession of was allowed to exist in vassal status. Toward
royal families, many of whose rulers came the end of the 8th century the Judean king
to power in military coups. The parts were Hezekiah attempted to reassert Judean inde
less than their sum had been, and the two pendence, but was ruthlessly quashed by the
kingdoms had mixed relations, sometimes Assyrian king Sennacherib in a campaign
friendly, sometimes hostile. Neither was able (701) which is well documented in both bibli
to control effectively the regions that bordered cal and Assyrian sources. Most of the cities
them, and the Davidic-Solomonic empire, such and towns of Judea were razed; Jerusalem
as it was, ceased to exist.
avoided destruction only by payment of a
Changes on the larger international scene heavy tribute, and the Davidic dynasty sur
would increasingly affect these two king vived.
doms. Pressure from a revived Egypt is
Beginning with Amos and Hosea in
already evident in the above-mentioned cam the mid-8th century, the prophets and the
paign of Shishak to the north in 925. Mean later authors of the Deuteronomistic History
while, in northern Mesopotamia, the king (Joshua-2 Kings) interpreted these events as a
dom of Assyria had consolidated its control deserved punishment inflicted by YHVH on
over Babylonia in the south and adjacent re his rebellious people. For them, the repeated
gions to the north and east, and by the 9th experiences of attack, siege, and exile were
century was poised to expand into the west. ultimately caused not by the inexorable prog
At this point the fairly complete Assyrian an ress of the Assyrian armies, but by divine
nals enable the construction of a relatively agency, imposing the fulfillment of the curses
exact chronology and provide numerous syn attached to the covenant. Yet, other prophets,
chronisms with biblical texts. Beginning with especially Isaiah, focused on the preservation
Ahab, king of Israel in the mid-9th century, of Jerusalem and advocated the notion of Je
many of the rulers of both Israel and Judah rusalem's inviolability.
are mentioned in Assyrian sources, an indica
tion of the growing Assyrian interest in the re The End of the Kingdom of Judah
gion that was of ominous significance.
(Late 7th-Early 6th Centuries BCE)
The Assyrians were establishing an empire,
a process which reached its zenith with the By the late 7th century the Assyrian empire
Assyrian king Esarhaddon's subjugation of was overextended, and was unable to prevent
Egypt in 671. They accomplished this by . first independence and eventually overthrow
virtue of a technologically sophisticated army by a resurgent Babylonia to its south. The
which in relatively rapid advance over Babylonians captured the Assyrian capital of
whelmed the smaller kingdoms to its west, Nineveh in 612, and in effect took over the
usually incorporating their territories into the Assyrian empire. In the initial years, Egypt
empire as provinces and deporting the elite of and Judah attemp ted to take advantage of
their populations to other regions, destroying the transfer of power by reasserting their
their national identity and thereby suppress independence. This was the time of the reign
ing their desire to rebel. By the late 8th cen of the Judean king Josiah (64o-6o9), whom
tury this subjugation was virtually complete. Kings compares to David and whose accom
The Aramean kingdoms had been taken, in plishments are magnified like those of his il
cluding that of the Arameans in Damascus in lustrious predecessor. It seems likely that
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Judah was able to reestablish control over
some of the territory to the north and west
that had been under direct Assyrian rule;
Josiah's religious reforms of 621 (see 2 Kings
chs 22-23) should be understood in this con
text. This autonomy, such as it was, was short
lived. After Josiah's death in battle at Me
giddo in 609, in a failed attempt to prevent the
Egyptians from moving north to reinforce the
tottering Assyrians, Judah was again reduced
to the status of a vassal, first to Egypt, and
then, by the end of the 7th century, to Babylo
nia. Caught between two greater powers, the
Judean kings Jehoiakim and Zedekiah succes
sively allied themselves with Egypt, which
proved to be the weaker partner. Under Neb
uchadrezzar (also called Nebuchadnezzar) II,
the Babylonians laid siege to Jerusalem in 597
and 586, in the second instance destroying the
city, burning down the Temple, and ending
the Davidic dynasty. Thus came the demise of
the kingdom of Judah.
It was the end of an era. Despite the extrav
agant propaganda of the royal establishment,
neither the Davidic dynasty nor its capital city
were impregnable. Jerusalem was destroyed,
its Temple burned, and its population deci
mated by death and exile. Although a signifi
cant number of Judeans remained in Judah,
autonomous control of the promised land be
came only a memory. And despite partial
restoration later in the 6th century, exile in
Babylonia transformed the religion of Judah
into what would later be called Judaism.
From this point on, a significant proportion of
Jews would be living outside of the land of Is
rael, without king, Temple, or priesthood. The
Torah and other texts that would eventually
comprise the Bible gained new importance in
this period, filling the vacuum left by the de
struction of these core institutions. The pres
ervation and compilation of older texts, and
the creation of new ones during and after the
exilic period, preserved and developed the
national identity of the Jews. It may not be
putting it too strongly to say that had it not
been for the cataclysmic event of the destruc
tion of Judah, there would be no Bible.

The Persian Period (539-333 BCE)
The Babylonian exile and the period of Per
sian domination that followed was a time of
great transformation for Judean institutions,
religious practices, and cul ture; but it was
equally a time in which the fundamental con
tinuity with preexilic traditions was reaf
firmed and secured. When Nebuchadnezzar
put down the rebellion of Judah in 586 BCE, he
exiled to Babylonia a portion of the popula
tion, especially the ruling class and the skilled
artisans. Most, however, remained in Judah,
where a subsistence economy was soon re
established. Although the system of regular
sacrifices at the Temple was disrupted, the ru
ined Temple remained a focus for religious
observances. The book of Lamentations may
preserve liturgical poems used on days com
memorating the destruction of Jerusalem and
its Temple. Little is known about the circum
stances of those who went into exile, although
it appears that the exiles were settled in a
number of local communities in Babylonia,
where they were able to oversee their own in
ternal and cultural affairs under the leader
ship of Jewish elders and prophets (see Ezek
iel; Isa. chs 4o-55). Other exiles, it would
seem, viewed the exile not as a sign of God's
displeasure, but of divine weakness, and
likely assimilated into the mainstream Bab
ylonian culture (see Jer. ch 44).
The conquest of Babylon by the Persian
king Cyrus the Great in 539 BCE brought sig
nificant changes. In keeping with his policy of
respecting the various deities worshipped
throughout the empire, a decree by Cyrus in
538 (see Ezra 1 .1-4; 6.1-5) authorized the re
building of the Temple in Jerusalem and the
return of the Temple vessels cap tured by Neb
uchadnezzar. In addition, Cyrus allowed any
of the exiles who wished to return to Judah to
do so. Within the exilic community in Babylo
nia the anonymous prophet known as "Sec
ond Isaiah" (Isa. chs 4o-55) strongly sup
ported Cyrus and urged the exiles to return to
Judah. Although historical sources are few
and not always easy to . interpret, it appears
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that only a small minority of the exiles and
their descendants returned to Judah, most
choosing to remain in Babylonia. This latter
group became the nucleus of a large and
highly significant Jewish Diaspora commu
nity (Jews of "the dispersion," that is, living
voluntarily outside the land of Israel), which
strongly influenced the development of Juda
ism and Jewish culture during the following
centuries. A less numerous Diaspora commu
nity also developed in Egypt, formed origi
nally of Judeans who fled during the last days
of Judah.
Despite the decree of Cyrus, the Temple in
Jerusalem was not rebuilt until 52o-5 15 BCE.
The reasons for the delay were various. Per
sian control over the western territories may
actually have been tentative until after the
Persians conquered Egypt in 525. The econ
omy of Yehud (the name by which the Persian
province of Judah was known) was weak, and
there appears to have been friction between
the population that had remained in the land
and the small but powerful group who re
turned from exile with the authorization and
financial backing of the Persian king. Con
flicts with the neighboring territories of Sa
maria and Geshur and Ammon in Transjor
dan also complicated the situation. Within the
Bible the prophetic books of Haggai and
Zechariah and portions of Ezra chs 1-6 refer
to this period, but these sources have to be
read and interpreted critically, for they are
neither consistent with one another nor easy
to understand on their own terms. At least
during the early part of Persian rule the gov
ernors of Judah appear to have been promi
nent Jews from the Diaspora community, one
of whom, Zerubbabel, was a member of the
Davidic royal family. Davidic kingship, how
ever, was not reinstituted because Yehud was
not an independent country but a province of
the Persian empire. The province of Yehud it
self was very small, consisting of Jerusalem
and the territory surrounding it within a ra
dius of about 24-32 km (15-20 miles).
Once the Temple was rebuilt; it became the
nucleus of the restored community, and con-
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sequently a focus of conflict (Isa. chs 56-66;
Malachi). The high priestly family, which had
also returned from the Diaspora, became very
powerful, and at least on occasion was in con
flict with the governor appointed by the Per
sian king. Although the details are often un
clear, there appears to have been continuing
conflict during the 5th century between those
Jews whose ancestors had been in exile and
those whose ancestors had remained in the
land. Those who returned from the Diaspora
styled themselves the "children of the exile"
and referred rather contemptuously to the
rest as "people of the land," as though their
very status as Jews was in question. In fact,
the question of the limits of the community
was one of the most contentious issues of the
period, reflected both in the controversy over
mixed marriages between Jewish men and
ethnically foreign women (Ezra ch 10; Neh. ch
13) and also in conflicts within the Jewish
community over who had the right to claim
the traditional identity as descendants of
"Abraham" and "Israel" (see Isa. 55-66, esp.
63.16). Although the conflicts between vari
ous contending groups in early Persian pe
riod Yehud are largely cast in religious terms,
there is no question that they were also in part
socioeconomic (see Neh. ch 5). All of these
conflicts and efforts toward redefinition of the
community, however, took place within the
reality of Persian imperial control. Thus it is
not by accident that the two most prominent
figures involved in various reforms of mid5th century Yehud, Ezra and Nehemiah, were
Diaspora Jews of high standing, carrying out
tasks that had been specifically authorized by
the Persian kings.
Because this was a period of self-conscious
reconstruction, it was also a time of immense
literary activity, as traditional materials were
collected, revised, and edited, and new works
composed. Although much of the Torah may
have existed in various forms during the time
of the monarchy, it was probably reworked
during the Persian period into something
close to its final form. Indeed, some have sug
gested that this revision may have been un-
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dertaken under the sponsorship of the Persian
government, reflecting Persia's interest in
achieving stability throughout its empire by
means of religious and legal reforms in the
provinces. Although a history of Israel and
Judah called by modern scholars the Deu
teronomistic History (Deuteronomy through
2 Kings) had been composed during the latter
years of the monarchy and updated during
the exile, a new version of that history, 1-2
Chronicles, was prepared during the Persian
period (ca. 350 BCE). It clearly reflects the con
cerns of the postexilic community, focusing
almost exclusively on the history of Judah
and giving particular emphasis to the institu
tion of the Temple. The book Ezra-Nehemiah
interprets events from the decree of Cyrus in
538 until the late 5th century.
In addition to the prophetic books com
posed at this time (Isa. chs 56-66, Haggai,
Zechariah, Malachi, and perhaps Joel), there is
evidence that the texts of older prophets were
also edited and reinterpreted. Psalmody had
been an important element of worship at the
First Temple, but appears to have taken on an
even more significant role in the Second Tem
ple. Although the expansion and revision of
the book of Psalms may have continued into
later periods, an important shaping of the
psalter, perhaps including its division into
five "books," was part of Persian period activ
ity. Wisdom writing, too, flourished during
this time. The book of Job, parts of the book
of Proverbs, and perhaps Ecclesiastes were
likely composed then.
The Hellenistic Period (333-63 BCE)
The westward expansion of the Persian em
pire into the area of Asia Minor had brought it
into conflict with Greece, since many of the cit
ies of Asia Minor which came under Persian
control had been founded and populated by
Greeks. Twice the Persians had even invaded
the Greek mainland, but were defeated on
both occasions. Eventually, Philip of Macedon
developed a plan to free the Greek cities of
Asia Minor from Persian domination. Al-

though he died before he could undertake the
campaign, it was taken up by his son Alexan
der the Great in 334 BCE. Alexander, however,
did not stop with the accomplishment of that
initial goal. In 333 he continued down the
Phoenician coast, subduing any city that re
sisted, conquered Egypt, then turned to the
Persian heartland, defeating Darius III, the last
Persian emperor, in 331. Alexander continued
his conquest into the eastern reaches of the
Persian empire before returning in 324 to Bab
ylon, which he apparently intended to estab
lish as the capital of the empire he now con
trolled. He died in 323, however, before he
could successfully organize his enormous ter
ritory. After Alexander's death, his generals
fought for control of portions of the empire. By
301 an agreement gave Egypt to Ptolemy and
Mesopotamia and the Levant to Seleucus.
Ptolemy, however, occupied most of the Lev
ant. Through a series of five wars extending
over more than 100 years the Ptolemaic kings
managed to hold onto their Levantine terri
tory, finally losing it to the Seleucids in 198 BCE.
Jerusalem had surrendered to Alexander in
333 and was relatively undisturbed by the
events of his conquest. Samaria, too, surren
dered, but rebelled in 332 and was severely
punished, its inhabitants killed or sold into
slavery, and the city refounded as a Macedo
nian military colony. Documents belonging to
a group of Samaritans who fled and were later
tracked down and killed by Alexander 's
troops have been excavated from the Wadi
Daliyeh in the Jordan Valley. In contrast to the
relatively settled conditions following Alexan
der's conquest, however, the dispute between
the Ptolemies and the Seleucids over territorial
control had serious consequences for Jerusa
lem and Judea. Not only did the wars some
times affect Judean territory, at the border
between the two, but the nation's leaders had
to make difficult choices concerning which
power to support. The conflict between pro
Ptolemaic and pro-Seleucid factions within the
Judean community was a significant factor in
internal politics during the 3rd century BCE.
Although the high priest was the primary
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representative of the Judeans, the Ptolemaic
system of government and taxation had sig
nificant effects on the power structure of the
country. The Ptolemies considered their terri
tories primarHy as a source of revenue. Rather
than collecting funds directly, they employed
"tax farmers," often local persons who bought
the right to collect taxes for a specified area.
Their profit was the difference between the
amount they raised and the amount they had
pledged to the government. Some of these po
sitions were quite lucrative. Moreover, the
Ptolemies also engaged prominent landown
ers to keep the peace as the heads of locally
organized military villages. The 1st-century
CE Jewish historian Josephus preserves a long
account of the Tobiad family, which served
the Ptolemaic government in both capacities.
From his lively narrative one has a sense not
only of the power and wealth such positions
could afford but also of the dangers and con
flict they often entailed.
Culturally, the most significant effect of
Ptolemaic rule was the establishment of a large
Jewish Diaspora community in Egypt, cen
tered in the new city of Alexandria, founded
by Alexander the Great. Jews had often mi
grated to Egypt during times of economic or
political trouble (see Jer. chs 42-44). In the 5th
century a Jewish military colony in the service
of the Persian army was established at Ele
phantine (Hebrew: Yev; near modern Aswan).
They had their own temple, though they did
not offer animal sacrifices there, and remained
in correspondence with Jerusalem concern
ing various religious matters, including the
proper celebration of Passover and assistance
in securing Persian permission for the rebuild
ing of the Elephantine temple after it was
destroyed by local Egyptians. The various Ar
amaic documents found there (letters, con
tracts, marriage documents, records of legal
disputes, etc.) provide an important glimpse
into the daily life of this Jewish community in
Egypt. Among the papyri was a copy of the
book of Ahikar, a legendary story about an of
ficial in the Assyrian court at the time of Sen
nacherib and Esarhaddon (late 8th to early 7th

century). Although the story was not Jewish in
origin, it became popular among the Jews. The
book of Tobit in the Apocrypha makes refer
ence to Ahikar, even calling him Tobit's
nephew (Tob. 1.21-22).
The Hellenistic-era Egyptian Diaspora,
however, was much larger and more influen
tial than the previous small communities of
Jews living in Egypt. Its origins are not clear,
but during the initial Ptolemaic conquest of
the eastern Mediterranean territory, Ptolemy I
apparently captured Jerusalem and took
many prisoners back to Egypt, where they
settled. Later many other Jews migrated
there, presumably for economic reasons. The
community continued to grow, both in num
bers and in prosperity, until in the Roman pe
riod the Jewish population numbered in the
hundreds of thousands, including many
wealthy and prominent families.
By the middle of the 3rd century BCE the
Jewish community in Egypt had translated
the books of the Torah into Greek, and over
the next century or so, the other books of the
Bible were also translated. A legendary ac
count of this project is contained in the Letter
ofAristeas. According to that narrative, the im
petus for the project came from the king him
self, Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246 BCE),
who wished to have a copy for the library of
Alexandria. Seventy-two Jewish translators
were brought to Egypt from Jerusalem for the
task; hence the translation came to be known
as the Septuagint, from the Greek word for
"seventy." All the translators miraculously
agreed on the wording of the translation. Sim
ilar stories about the origin of this important
translation are found in rabbinic literature.
Scholars largely reject these accounts as un
historical and maintain that the translation
was undertaken for the religious needs of a
Jewish community that no longer understood
Hebrew. The stories do show, however, that
the first translation of the Torah needed justi
fication, both in terms of its being of no less
literary merit than Greek literature and in
terms of its accuracy and authority. (See "The
Canonization of the Bible," pp. 2072-77,
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and "Jewish Translations of the Bible," pp.
2005-20, for more information about the Sep
tuagint.) In addition to the translation of the
Scriptures, the Jewish Diaspora in Egypt pro
duced a rich and varied literature in Greek.
One should not assume, however, that every
Jewish writing in Greek originated in Alexan
dria, for during the Hellenistic period Greek
became the most important international lan
guage. Educated Jews in the land of Israel and
in the eastern Diaspora were nearly as likely
to speak Greek as their counterparts in Egypt,
as the language and customs of the Greeks in
fluenced much of the Jewish community in
profound ways. Nevertheless, Alexandria re
mained unparalleled in the richness of its in
tellectual culture.
Less is known about the Jews of the eastern
Diaspora who remained under Seleucid con
trol than about the Jews of Egypt and the land
of Israel, but it appears that peoples of various
ethnic groups had access to economic and po
litical advancement within the Seleucid em
pire. Several writings from this time-Tobit
and Dan. chs 1-6-suggest something of the
outlook of Jews in the eastern Diaspora. Writ
ten originally in Hebrew or Aramaic, and
later translated into Greek, these books are
works of fiction, edifying entertainments that
tell the stories of Jews who achieved high sta
tus in foreign courts, were threatened by jeal
ous rivals, and yet succeeded in securing per
sonal power and the good will of the king.
Though the stories are all set in the pre
Hellenistic period (Tobit in the Assyrian em
pire, Daniel in the Babylonian exile), they
were probably written during the Seleucid pe
riod. While they acknowledge that faithful
Jews may be vulnerable because of their reli
gion, on the whole these are op timistic stories
with a positive view of the Gentile kings.
The eastern Diaspora was also the condui t
for important religious developments that
arose from the contact between Judaism and
the religions of Babylonia and Persia. This in
fluence is most clearly seen in the develop
ment of apocalyptic literature. Although it is
more difficult to trace the path of influence in

its earliest stages, the dualistic religious be
liefs of Persian Zoroastrianism almost cer
tainly contributed to the development of Jew
ish apocalyptic and to some of the ideas of the
later sectarians at Qumran.
The eventual triumph of the Seleucid king
dom over the Ptolemies in the fifth Syrian war
(198 BCE) obviously had a greater significance
for the Jews of Judea than for those of Egypt.
The Seleucid ruler Antiochus III treated the
Judeans generously in appreciation for the
support he received from the pro-Seleucid
faction, granting an allowance for the Temple
and various tax concessions, as well as con
firming the Judeans' right to live "according
to the laws of their country." Although rela
tions began well, the difference in the way the
Seleucid empire governed its territories set
the stage for a terrible conflict. Unlike the
Ptolemaic system of centralized government
administered with the cooperation of local
leaders, the Seleucid regime was more decen
tralized. I t derived some unity, however, from
a network of Greek cities established through
out the empire. These were not necessarily
ethnically Greek but were cities that had re
ceived a charter to organize as a polis, the
Greek form of city government. Cultural pres
tige and economic advantages often led the
leadership of Near Eastern cities to request
such a charter.
The events leading up to the conflict be
tween Judea and the Seleucid king Antiochus
IV Epiphanes (175-164 BCE) are complex and
not fully understood. In part they involved a
struggle for succession to the high priesthood
and the attempts of various contenders to se
cure the support of the king by paying him
large sums of money. The first of the con
tenders, Jason, also paid to have Jerusalem es
tablished as a Greek polis, Antioch at Jerusa
lem. Neither of these acts in itself seems to
have aroused much opposition in Jerusalem.
The conflict was not a cultural conflict be
tween Judaism and Hellenism, for Jews had
already incorporated significant elements of
Hellenistic culture, which they considered
quite compa tible with their religious identity.
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The crisis was sparked by the attempt by
another contender, Menelaus, to buy the office
of high priest. When he promised the king
more than he could pay, he attempted to raise
the money by taking golden vessels from the
Temple. At this, a riot broke out in Jerusalem.
Subsequent fighting between the forces of
Jason and Menelaus convinced Antiochus
that Judea was in revolt, and he retook the
city and plundered the Temple, either in 169
or 168. Sometime later there were further dis
turbances, and Antiochus sent Syrian troops,
which remained garrisoned in Jerusalem.
Whether the status of Jerusalem at this point
was a polis or a military colony is uncertain,
but in either case in 167 the Temple was reor
ganized to accommodate the religious needs
of the Syrian troops. A dedication was made
to Zeus Olympius, the Greek name for the
Syrian god Baal Shamem, and an altar estab
lished for sacrifice. Though Menelaus contin
ued to preside as high priest, most Jews con
sidered these actions to have profaned the
Temple. In addition, the traditional practices
of Judaism such as circumcision and observ
ing the Sabbath were suppressed by Antio
chus, perhaps with the cooperation of Mene
laus. Since religious persecution was virtually
unknown in antiquity, it is difficult to know
how Antiochus understood this repression
and what he hoped to accomplish by it. Its ac
tual result was to ignite the resistance known
as the Maccabean revolt. Knowledge of this
period is reflected in Dan. chs 7-12, most
likely the latest composition in the Tanakh.
The Hasmoneans, Mattathias and his sons
Judas Maccabeus, Jonathan, Simon, John (He
brew: Yol)anan), and Eleazar, were the leaders
of the revolt. Although Judas managed to re
take control of the Temple in 164 (its rededica
tion being the occasion for the institution of
the festival of Hanukkah), it was not until 142
that the last of the Seleucid army was expelled
and actual independence was secured by
Simon. From then until the Roman conquest
of Judea in 63 acE the small kingdom was
ruled by the Hasmonean family, who in addi
tion to ruling as kings also assumed the office
-

of high priest. The Romans would destroy the
Second Temple in 70 CE, in response to a series
of Jewish revolts.
The Geographic Background
The geographical territory encompassed by
the Bible (if one includes all identifiable places
that are at least mentioned) includes most
countries that border the Mediterranean Sea
as well as those to its east. The majority of the
narratives of the Bible are set in that subre
gion of the Middle East known as the Levant
and now governed by Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Israel, and the Palestinian Authority. Egypt to
the southwest and Mesopotamia (largely
modern Iraq and parts of Syria) and Persia
(Iran) to the northeast are also part of the bib
lical landscape.
In Mesopotamia-the Greek term for the
region between the Euphrates and Tigris Riv
ers (Color Maps 1 and 3)-as in Egypt, urban
civilization developed by the fourth millen
nium BCE in the river valleys that provided
the essential water for a region where rainfall
was at best seasonal. The regular summer
flooding of the Nile Valley enabled the early
and continuous existence of a remarkably
long-lasting culture in Egypt. In Mesopotamia
the inhabitants had harnessed the two rivers
to provide, by means of an elaborate irriga
tion system, sufficient water for agriculture as
well as for consumption. The several succes
sive imperial powers that originated in Meso
potamia were able to use this productive
region as a base for expansion, especially to
the west, over which they exercised control
throughout most of the first millennium BCE,
until the Hellenistic period.
Although surrounded by vast deserts, there
is a narrow stretch of land where agriculture
can flourish that extends from the Nile Valley
around to the Persian Gulf. The western part
of this "Fertile Crescent," the Levant is char
acterized by almost ideal growing conditions
for grapes and olives and for raising sheep
and goats; grains and legumes and other
fruits can also be grown in much of the region.
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Its climate is moderate, without excessively
high or low temperatures for the most part,
and with abundant rainfall that occurs mainly
during the winter months. Jerusalem, for
example, receives on average about 550 mm
(22 in) of rain annually, almost all of it falling
between November and February, with Janu
ary being the rainiest month. Higher eleva
tions to the north receive still more rainfall,
and the southern and easternmost regions
considerably less.
Within the Levant itself, the primary focus
of biblical narratives, there is a wide variety of
environments, the result of the geological sub
structure of the region, which presents dra
matic changes in a relatively small area. Mov
ing from west to east, the Mediterranean coast
is occupied by a coastal plain that is about 25
km (15 mi) wide in the south but narrows as
one moves north. It is interrupted by Mount
Carmel, which juts into it, and virtually disap
pears in northen Israel and Lebanon. The
coast itself has several excellent harbors in the
north, from which the Canaanites and their
successors the Phoenicians conducted a flour
ishing maritime trade. Farther south, the coast
is relatively even, and there are few natural
harbors. Phoenician influence eventually ex
tended to such port cities as Acco, Dor, Joppa,
and Ashkelon. Along the coastal plain was a
major route, known as "the way of the sea"
(Isa. 9.1), used by traders and by armies of
conquest between Egypt and Damascus. This
route ran to the point where the coast narrows
below Mount Carmel, from which passes led
from the coastal plain to the Jezreel (Esdrae
lon) Valley; from there, several routes could
be taken to the northeast. To the north of the
Jezreel Valley lies the Galilee. Because of its
abundant springs, Galilee was dotted by set
tlements from prehistoric times, but it plays
little role in biblical narratives.
Adjacent to the coastal plain in the south is
an uplift of smaller, gentler hills called "the
Shephelah" ("lowland"). As the natural west
ern boundary of the kingdom of Judah in the
Iron Age, and of other entities in the same re
gion before and after, it was protected by a
-

number of important cities, including Lachish
and Gezer. The Shephelah forms the foothills
of the mountainous region immediately to its
east. This is the "hill country" of the biblical
writers, with higher elevations to the north.
For example, Jerusalem, about 55 km (35 mi)
east of the Mediterranean, is some 760 m
(2,500 ft) above sea level, and many moun
tains in northern Galilee have elevations of
over 1,ooo m (3,300 ft). The highest peak in the
region is Mount Hermon, which is some 2,8oo
m (9,200 ft) high and for that reason is snow
covered year round. The hill country is the
setting for many of the key locales in biblical
narrative, including the relatively inaccessible
sites of Jerusalem, the capital of the kingdom
of Judah (later Judea), and Samaria, the capi
tal of the Northern Kingdom of Israel and
later of the province with the same name. This
central mountainous ridge is bisected by the
broad, fertile Jezreel Valley, the major route to
the interior and hence the location of a num
ber of important ancient cities, including Jok
neam, Megiddo, Taanach, lbleam, and Jezreel.
Just east of the central mountainous region
is the Rift Valley. This major depression in the
earth's crust extends from southern Turkey
into East Africa, and in Israel and Jordan is al
most entirely below sea level. Included in it
are the Huleh Basin in northern Galilee, some
70 m (230 ft) above sea level, where the site of
Hazar was a major fortified city from early in
the 2nd millennium BCE until its destruction
by the Assyrians in 732 BCE. Some 20 km (12
mi) south of Lake Huleh (now drained) is the
Sea of Kinneret, or the Sea of Galilee (also
called the Sea of Tiberias), a large lake about
20 km (12 mi) long that fills the valley. It lies
some 210 m (700 ft) below sea level and is fed
by the Jordan River, which flows into it from
the north. It is habitat to nearly two dozen
species of fish, and the fishing industry has
been an important part of the local economy
since prehistoric times.
The Jordan River continues its flow south
from the Kinneret some 105 km (65 mi) to the
Dead Sea. The valley itself is about 20 km (12
mi) wide, and is entirely below sea level, with
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a semi-tropical climate that produces lush
vegetation, even though it receives relatively
little rain. Important cities in the valley in
clude Beth-shan in the north and Jericho in
the south.
The Dead Sea, lying some 400 m (1-300 ft)
below sea level, is the lowest point on the
land mass of the earth. Because of evapora
tion due to the high temperatures (a record
51° C [124° F] was measured here), the com
position of the water is about 25 percent salt
and other minerals, making organic life im
possible and giving this lake its ancient He
brew name, yam ha-Mela(1, "the salt sea"
(Num. 34.3, 12; NJPS "Dead Sea"). The deso
late region that surrounds it is the narrative
setting for the legendary cities of Sodom and
Gomorrah. On its western shore are Qumran,
where the Dead Sea Scrolls were found, and
Masada, a palace constructed by Herod that
was the last Jewish outpost to be captured in
the First Jewish Revolt.
East of the Rift Valley there is a rapid rise to
the relatively level Transjordanian plateau to
the east, with the elevation of modern
Amman (ancient Rabbah) at ca. 820 m (2,700
ft) about average. This region too receives suf
ficient rainfall to sustain agriculture, and
moreover is watered by two tributaries of the
Jordan, the Yarmuk and the Jabbok, and by
the Arnon, which flows into the Dead Sea.
The northern part of the plateau, biblical Ba
shan, was famous for its cattle and for its oak
forests. Traversing the Transjordanian plateau

from south to north is a major route, called in
the Bible the "King's Highway" (Num. 20.17),
used throughout antiquity as a conduit for the
incense and spice trade from Arabia to Da
mascus. East of the plateau is a vast desert re
gion, a continuation of the Arabian desert that
extends northward to the Euphrates Valley,
and thus limits the Fertile Crescent on both
east and west. Apart from a few oases, espe
cially Tadmor (later Palmyra) northeast of
Damascus, this desert was essentially unin
habited in historic times.
South of the hill country of Judah lies the
Negev, a region of limited rainfall and hence
marginal agriculture. The city of Beer-sheba is
located in the extreme northern Negev, just
south of the Judean hill country. The Negev
merges into the Sinai peninsula, which is
formed by the two northern arms of the Red
Sea, separating the Sinai from the North
African desert to its west and the Arabian
desert to its east.
The size of Israel, approximately the same
as that of the state of Vermont, is inversely
proportionate to its importance in ancient
times. Israel found itself in a strategic position
between the two great powers of Egypt and
Mesopotamia. It would thus be influenced by
these great powers, and in later times, Israel's
central location on major sea and land routes
would allow rapid dissemination of ideas to
and from the outside world.
(Adapted by ADELE BERLIN
AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

Lan guages of the Bible
Hebrew and the Semitic Languages
The bulk of the Bible was originally composed
in Hebrew, the language of the biblical Israel
ites, and the language that was spoken in the
land of Israel until the end of the tannaitic pe
riod (the time of the Mishnah, ca. 200 cE). Dur
ing the amoraic period (the time of the later tal
mudic Rabbis, ca. 20o-500 cE) it ceased to be
-

a living language, although for Jews it re
mained the language of liturgy and literature
until its revival as a spoken tongue at the end
of the 19th century. Hebrew is a member of the
Semitic family of languages, which on the
basis of geography can be divided into three
groups: Northeastern Semitic (Akkadian and
its dialects of Assyrian and Babylonian, and
Eblaite), Southern Semitic (Old South Arabian
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and its modern descendants, Ge'ez and the
modern Ethiopic dialects, and Classical Arabic
and its pre-classical and modern dialects), and
Northwest Semitic (Ammonite, Aramaic, Deir
Alla, Edomite, Hebrew, Moabite, Phoenician
and Punic, and Ugaritic).
Within the Northwest Semitic family of lan
guages, Hebrew is part of the "Canaanite"
branch of languages. Other members of the
Canaanite branch include Ammonite and
Edomite, both of which are attested in a few
poorly preserved inscriptions; Moabite, the
language of the Mesha Stele erected by King
Mesha, which boasts of Moab's victory over
Israel (see 2 Kings 3-4-27 for the biblical ac
count); and Phoenician and Punic (the form of
Phoenician in the western Mediterranean),
which are attested in inscriptions and in
Greek and Latin transcriptions. These lan
guages share several linguistic features that
distinguish them from the other branches of
Northwest Semitic: Aramaic, Ugaritic, and
Deir Alia (attested in a text from biblical Suc
coth that mentions Balaam the Seer).
Alphabet
The earliest Hebrew inscriptions are written
in a consonantal script that was probably bor
rowed from the Phoenicians at the beginning
of the 1st millennium BCE. This script, like its
Phoenician ancestor, was a t first purely conso
nantal and did not mark vowels. The use of a
script that does not indicate vowels can create
ambiguity for the reader since a sequence of
consonants can often be read in different ways
with different meanings, e.g., km can repre
sent kam "he arose," kama "she arose," kamu
"they arose," kum/kwni/kumu/kuma "arise!,"
kom/kum "arising." Inscriptions from different
centuries show that certain letters known as
'arnot keri'ah, matres lectionis, or vowel letters
(alef heh, vav, and yod) were gradually em
ployed to represent vowels, at first at the end
of words, and then in the middle, too. In the
consonantal text of the Bible one can find both
final and medial matres lectionis.
The Hebrew script that developed from the
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Phoenician is known as the Paleo-Hebrew
script. Sometime in the centuries before the
Common Era it was replaced by a descendant
of the Aramaic square script, which also origi
nally developed from the Phoenician. It is
known as the Jewish square script or ketav
'ashuri (Assyrian script), the latter name
pointing to its origins in the Aramaic speak
ing East. By the time of the Dead Sea Scrolls
(mid-3rd century seE to 1st century cE), al
most all manuscripts were written in the
square script, though a few were still written
in the Paleo-Hebrew script, and in some doc
uments the Tetragrammaton (YHvH) alone
was written in Paleo-Hebrew. The Jewish
square script is used today in printing modern
Hebrew, and the Paleo-Hebrew script contin
ues to be used by the Samaritan community.
There is evidence of graphic confusion of
consonants in the Bible. Some of the confu
sion can be attributed to the similarity in form
of letters in the Paleo-Hebrew script, and
some is due to the similarity of letters in the
square script. For example, it appears that resh
and dalet, which are similar in the square
script, have been confused in two parallel
passages: 'adikem "(Like dirt of the streets)
I crushed them" (2 Sam. 22.43) vs. 'arikem
"(Like dirt of the streets) I cast them out" (Ps.
18-43) Pronunciation of Biblical Hebrew
Evidence for the pronunciation of Hebrew
during the biblical period comes from three
main sources:

TI·ansliterations of Hebrew into Akkadian,
Greek, Latin, and Arabic. Some Hebrew proper
nouns are transliterated into cuneiform in
Akkadian tablets, e.g., I::[a-za-qi-a-u Ya-u-da
ai "Hezekiah the Judean" in Sennacherib's
annals from the very beginning of the 7th
century seE. The Septuagint (3rd century BCE)
is a rich source for transliteration of proper
nouns, though, as is the case with all translit
erations, there are many unknown variables
including the lack of a one-to-one correspon
dence between the Hebrew alphabet and the
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Greek alphabet and the possibility that the
Hebrew tradition underlying the translitera
tion into Greek differs chronologically and
possibly dialectically from the Hebrew of the
Tiberian tradition that is found in Bibles cur
rently used. See, e.g., the difference in pro
nunciation between the Greek transliteration
Rebekka and Tiberian Hebrew Rivka. The
Hexapla of the church father Origen, a six
column work from the 2nd to 3rd centuries
CE, is also of importance since column two
(the "Secunda") contains the Biblical text
(not only proper nouns) transliterated into
Greek. Unfortunately, only fragments from
the Psalms have survived. Transliteration of
Hebrew into the Roman alphabet is attested
in the 5th century in the Latin works of Je
rome. Biblical Hebrew transcribed into Arabic
can be found in medieval Karaite works.
Vocalized Manuscripts. The oldest extant
manuscripts of the Bible are the Dead Sea
Scrolls from Qumran, which are purely conso
nantal and have no vowel signs. The oldest
manuscripts with vowel signs (and cantilla
tion signs that serve as musical notes and also
mark word stress and punctuation) are at
tested only about a thousand years later to
ward the end of the first millenium. Four dif
ferent vocalization systems were in use
during the Middle Ages. The most prestigious
system and the one that is still used today is
that of the Tiberian Masoretes (see "Masoretic
Bible," pp. 2077-84), who devised vowel and
cantillation signs in order to preserve an an
cient tradition of reading that had been
passed down orally for centuries. There were
also Masoretes in Babylonia who developed a
separate graphic system of pointing, which
reflects a slightly different pronunciation. The
discovery of the Cairo Genizah at the end of
the 19th century revealed another system,
known today as the "Palestinian," which ap
pears to be the ancestor of the Sephardic pro
nunciation of Hebrew ( both the kamatz and
the pata� are pronounced as a, and both the
tzere and segol are realized as e). A fourth sys
tem known as "the expanded Tiberian" or
"Tiberian-Palestinian" makes use of Tiberian

vowel signs to represent a "Palestinian" pro
nunciation.

Oral Traditions of the Recitation of the Bible.
The oral traditions of the recitation of the
Bible that have survived into the present also
deserve mention, in particular that of the
Yemenite Jews, whose reading tradition pre
serves many old features, e.g., the hard/
soft (stop I fricative) pronunciation of all six
consonants bgdkpt (in contrast to Modem He
brew where one finds an alternation of b/v,
k/kh, and plf, but not g!gh, d/dh, and t/th) . Ad
ditional phenomena in the Yemenite reading
tradition conform to what is described in the
medieval treatises of the Tiberian Masoretes
and thus demonstrate the antiquity of the tra
dition.
Dialects
It is widely assumed that there were different
dialects of Hebrew during the biblical period.
The biblical narrator at Judg. 12.6 notes a dif
ference between the Gileadites and Ephraim
ites in pronouncing the sibilant (sh/ s) in shib
bolet/sibbolet. Scholars have suggested that
stories that take place in the north (e.g., the
Elijah and Elisha narratives in Kings) some
times display dialectal forms that differ from
the biblical norm, which is thought to reflect
southern Hebrew, i.e., the Hebrew of the Ju
dean kingdom. See, e.g., the spelling of the
second feminine singular independent pro
noun "you" 'ty (= 'atti) in northern stories as
opposed to normal biblical 'at (see, e.g.,
2 Kings 4.16). The Samaria ostraca from the
8th century BCE provide clear extrabiblical ev
idence of a northern Hebrew dialect. "Year" is
written as sht ( = shat) as against shanah in
Judea, and "wine" spelled yn reflects yen as
against southern yyn (yayin). On the basis of
the contraction of ay to e in yn, scholars have
suggested that the prophet Amos, who proph
esied in the north, makes a linguistic pun
(8. 1-2) that is understandable only if one real
izes that northern Hebrew contracted ay to e:
He rhymes kayitz "summer fruit" and ketz
"end" (probably pronounced the same).
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Chronology and Periodization of
Biblical Hebrew
All spoken languages develop over time and
thus it is only natural that Hebrew too under
went changes during the lengthy biblical pe
riod, which stretches from sometime in the
second millenium BCE almost down to the de
struction of the Second Temple in 70 CE. In ad
dition to differences in style and language be
tween some biblical books, and between the
literary sources (J, E, P, and D) that make up
the Torah, scholars are able to discern four lin
guistic periods:
Early Biblical Hebrew. It is not known when
Hebrew was first spoken and when it devel
oped into a language that was distinct from
other Canaanite languages. The earliest sto
ries in Genesis, e.g., the account of creation
and the flood, are not datable linguistically,
since they are written in the same language as
other stories from the First Temple period.
The earliest datable Hebrew is an agricultural
calendar found at Gezer, which is assigned
to the latter part of the 1oth century BCE.
There are two sources from the 15th to 13th
centuries BCE that hint at what proto-Hebrew
may have looked like-the language of the
Ugaritic tablets from Ras Shamra in Syria
and the Canaanitisms in the El-Amama
tablets found in Egypt. The former tablets
include mythological stories of Canaanite
gods that are echoed in motifs and language
in the Bible. The latter include letters written
by Canaanite-speaking scribes in the area
of modem-day Lebanon, Syria, and Israel to
the Pharoah in Egypt; the language of the
tablets is Akkadian, yet the scribes inad
vertently inserted features of their own Ca
naanite tongue and sometimes deliberately
glossed Akkadian words with their Canaanite
equivalents. Neither Ugaritic nor El-Amama
Canaanite, however, is a linear ancestor of
Hebrew.
The oldest Hebrew in the Bible is found
in several poems that are replete with archaic
looking features of morphology (e.g., the
remains of case endings such as the final
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o-vowel in bayto 'eretz "wild beasts" [Gen.
49. 11]), syntax (the frequent absence of the
definite article and the relative pronoun), and
vocabulary. Among the most striking archaic
poems are the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. ch 49),
the Song of the Sea (Exod. ch 15), the Balaam
parables (Num. chs 23-24), the Song of Moses
(Deut. ch 32), the Blessing of Moses (Deut. ch
33), the Song of Deborah ( Judg. ch 5), as well
as some psalms (e.g., Ps. 29). Many terms in
these poems occur only once in the entire
Bible (hapax legomena) and thus it is often diffi
cult to pinpoint their precise meaning.
Classical Biblical Hebrew. This language,
which includes most of the books of the Bible
from Genesis through Kings as well as por
tions of the Latter Prophets and the Writings,
is the Hebrew of the First Temple period. In
general, when one talks of biblical Hebrew,
one refers to the language of this period. Per
haps the most salient feature of the language
is the use of verbal forms with the vav conver
sive (vav ha-hipukh), e.g., va-yakom va-yelekh
"and he arose and went" (Gen. 24.10), ya'aleh
. . . ve-hisilka/1 "would go up . . . and water"
(Gen. 2.6). Other noteworthy features include
lengthened and shortened modal forms, e.g.,
'eshmera "I want to keep, allow me to keep" as
opposed to regular 'eshmor "I shall keep," yehi
"let there be" as opposed to regular yihyeh
"there will be."

Transitional Period between Classical and Late.
The destruction of the First Temple and the
Babylonian Exile are a watershed in the his
tory of biblical Hebrew. Postexilic Hebrew
differs markedly from preexilic Hebrew. The
language of the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel
demonstrates features of Hebrew from both
the First and Second Temple periods, and
thus reflects a period of linguistic transition,
e.g., Ezekiel's use of both classical Hebrew
shesh and late biblical Hebrew butz for the
cloth "byssus." One of several grammatical
peculiarities of this period that is particularly
noticeable in the language of Jeremiah and
Ezekiel is the frequent spelling in the conso
nantal text of the 2nd-person feminine perfect
ending in -ty, e.g., Lmdty ( = limmadti) "you
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taught" (Jer. 2.33) as opposed to regular

-t: lmdt ( limmadt).
Late Biblical Hebrew. The Hebrew of the
=

Second Temple period, the language of Es
ther, Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, and Chronicles,
clearly reveals a late composition. The con
trast in language is apparent when comparing
passages in Chronicles to parallel passages in
Samuel and Kings. The verbal system of Late
Biblical Hebrew is marked by the gradual dis
appearance of the classical verbal forms with
vav conversive and the lengthened and short
ened verbal forms. The language is also char
acterized by the adoption of loanwords from
Aramaic (e.g., zman "time" as opposed to clas
sical Hebrew nw'ed; madda' "knowledge" as
against classical da'at) as well as some from
Persian (e.g., pardes "park," pitgam "decree").
The Hebrew of the period also evidences fea
tures that reflect Tannaitic Hebrew, the early
stratum of Mishnaic Hebrew, e.g., nulledu
"they were born" (1 Chron. 20.8) reflecting the
stern n uf'al, a combination of nif'al and pu'al
as against classical biblical noledu (nif'al).
Extrabiblical Hebrew Sources
Our knowledge of the Hebrew of the biblical
period is limited almost entirely to what is at
tested in the Bible. There is a relatively small
corpus of Hebrew inscriptions from different
sites in the land of Israel (e.g., Gezer, Samaria,
Jerusalem, Arad, and Lachish) whose gram
mar corresponds to that of biblical Hebrew.
These inscriptions have also slightly enriched
our knowledge of the vocabulary of the bibli
cal period. The Siloam inscription (8th to 7th
centuries BCE) describing the digging of a
water tunnel (also mentioned in 2 Kings 20.20
and 2 Chron. 32.30) contributes a previously
unattested word zdh, whose pronunciation is
unknown since there is no internal mater lec
tionis to inform us what the medial vowel was
(the final heh probably represents a). The word
seems to mean "crack, fissure" since it occurs
in a context in which something in a rock al
lowed masons wielding picks on either side
of the rock to hear each other. A Lachish ostra-
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con (6th century BCE) also reveals a new form
tsbh (= tesibbah?) "course" (from the root s-b-b,
"to turn") in the phrase tsbt hbkr ( tesibbat
ha-boker) "during the course of the morning."
In addition to inscriptions, archeological
digs have turned up seals and bullae (seal im
pressions on clay) that contain names known
from the Bible, e.g., lbrkyhw bn nryhw hspr "be
longing to Berekhyahu son of Neriyahu the
scribe" (the amanuensis of Jeremiah known as
Baruch ben Neriyahu in Jer. 36.32). A few seals
bear the title 'asher 'al ha-bayit, "who is over
the house," an official in charge of the royal
palace mentioned several times in the Bible,
e.g., 1 Kings 4.6; 16.g; 18.3. Many of the seals
and bullae reveal names from the ancient He
brew onomasticon (inventory of names) that
are not attested in the Bible.
The Qumran caves next to the Dead Sea
have yielded hundreds of Hebrew docu
ments. Multiple copies of biblical texts have
been discovered (all books are attested except
for the book of Esther) as well as sectarian
writings of the Qumran community. (See
"The Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls," pp.
192o-28.) The linguistic contribution of the
Dead Sea Scrolls is considerable. Frequently
one witnesses the linguistic modernization of
biblical texts: Older, archaic forms found in
the Masoretic Text are replaced by more mod
ern ones, e.g., the archaic case ending on the
first word of the Masoretic bayto ba-saday
"beasts in the field" (Isa. 56.9) has been de
leted in the Great Isaiah Scroll from Qumran
(1Qisa"), and the archaic form of the second
word (saday) has been changed to the classical
sadeh. Some features in the language of the
Dead Sea Scrolls are representative of Late
Biblical Hebrew, e.g., the expression beshel she
"so that," and even Tannaitic Hebrew phe
nomena crop up, e.g., the idiom nasa' ve-natan
"carried and took" ( = "traded"). From the
slightly later period of the Second Jewish Re
volt one finds that the Hebrew of the Bar
Kokhba letters from nearby Nal).al i:Iever and
Wadi Murabba'at no longer reflect biblical
Hebrew, but rather a Tannaitic-like Hebrew,
e.g., the use of final mm and the negative par-
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tide /o' in wl' d'gyn l'(lykhn (ve-lo' do'agin
le-'a(leklwn) "you do not care for your
brethren" as against what in biblical Hebrew
would have final nzem and the negative parti
cle 'en (ve-'en do'agim le-'a!1ekhem).
Aramaic in the Bible
There are a few passages in the Bible that
were written in Aramaic and not Hebrew. Ar
amaic is attested in the Bible in two words in
Gen. 31 .48, yegar sahaduta (glossed into He
brew as gal 'ed " the heap of witness"), one
verse in Jer. 10.11, four chapters in Ezra
(4.8-6.18 and 7.12-26) and six chapters (2.47.28) in Daniel. The use of Aramaic in each of
these sources is not surprising. In Gen. ch 3 1
Aramaic is put into the mouth o f Laban, who
is an Aramean. The biblical narrative explic
itly links the patriarchal families with the Ara
means. By the time of Jeremiah, Aramaic had
already become a language of trade and
diplomacy in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo
Babylonian empires. During the time when
Ezra and Daniel were composed, Aramaic
had become the undisputed lingua franca of
the ancient Near East. Biblical Aramaic be
longs to the period of Aramaic known as "Of
ficial" or "Imperial" Aramaic (ca. 700 BCE-200
BCE), the latter term emphasizing tha t Ara-

maic was used throughout the Achaemenid
Persian empire for communication and ad
ministration. Documents written in the Ara
maic of this period have been found in Egypt
(Elephantine, Hermopolis), Mesopotamia,
and even farther afield (Spain, Afghanistan,
India). Although belonging to Official Ara
maic, the one Aramaic sentence in Jeremiah
reveals a sign of older Aramaic in the form
'arka' "land" alongside the Official Aramaic
form 'ar'a. The Aramaic of Ezra shows signs
of being older linguistically than the Aramaic
of Daniel (the pronouns with final -m in Ezra
are older than the corresponding pronouns
with final -11 in Daniel).
The use of Aramaic in the land of Israel
spread with the return of the exiles from Bab
ylonia, where Aramaic was in the process of
replacing Akkadian. Even when using He
brew, scribes of this period typically em
ployed the Aramaic script rather than the
paleo-Hebrew script, as noted above. During
the Second Temple period it was spoken and
written together with Hebrew, as evidenced
by the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Bar Kokhba
letters, both of which were written in Hebrew
and in Aramaic. Aramaic completely sup
planted Hebrew as the spoken language by
the end of the tannaitic period.
[STEVEN E. FAS SBERG]

Textual Criticism of the Bible
No original manuscript of any biblical book
has ever been discovered. This situation,
which may seem surprising, is actually quite
common for ancient writings, and even for
those from only a few centuries ago. For in
stance, none of Shakespeare's plays is avail
able in the original manuscript from Shake
speare's hand, and for most of them there are
two or more early printed versions with many
differences between them. For the biblical
books, numerous copies or partial copies,
varying greatly in age and quality, have been
preserved in various parts of the world. Occa-

sionally, as with the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls in the mid-2oth cen tury, new copies
come to light (see "The Bible in the Dead Sea
Scrolls," pp. 1920-28). Nevertheless, for the
entire text of the Bible, scholars are faced with
a situation in which they have multiple man
uscripts that have been copied by hand so
that each is a unique product, unlike a mod
ern printed book, and therefore the copies dif
fer among themselves in many places, some
differences trivial and some important. The
differences among manuscripts range from a
single letter to words or lines, to the absence
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or presence of entire sections, or to the presen
tation of the same material in a different
order. Some of these differences are of little
consequence for meaning; others have signifi
cant impact on the meaning. Some of the lat
ter may have been intentional changes or may
have arisen through an error, and been pre
served over time. Given this situation, schol
ars have had to develop a methodology for
comparing and accounting for the differences
in wording in cases where the copies disagree.
This methodology is called textual criticism.
Textual criticism involves, first of all, the
collection of all the differences between copies
of any text. The manuscripts may be in sev
eral forms. The earliest were scrolls (like those
found at Qumran, near the Dead Sea), long
strips of parchment (animal skin) or papyrus
rolled up. Scrolls can accommodate a book or
a few books, but not the entire Bible. In the
late first millennium CE, collections of biblical
books in book form, called codices (the plural
of codex), came into use. Another source for
the biblical text is citations, or quotations in
ancient writings, such as the Dead Sea Scrolls
or rabbinic literature. These sources, taken all
together, are called witnesses or authorities,
and the differences among them are called
variant readings or simply variants. The an
cient translations, or versions, of the Bible,
which provide indirect evidence for the He
brew text on which the translation was based,
are a final important source for variants.
There is no unanimity concerning the theo
retical goal of textual criticism. Some, follow
ing the older school, aim to reconstruct the
original text of the Bible, what it looked like
when it was first written. Others are less cer
tain that we can or should speak of an "origi
nal" text, since the evidence suggests that
some biblical books may have circulated in
different editions (or recensions) from a very
early period. Texts, even once written, may
have been fluid, with sections being added or
subtracted. In addition, ancient copyists may
have had a very different notion from ours of
what it meant to copy a text; for example, it
was acceptable to update the spelling of a
-

word, to substitute a synonym for a word, or
to gloss a word with a brief explanation. Thus,
the "best" text in a certain time and place may
not have been the "original" text. Those who
espouse this second approach do not consider
the task of textual criticism to be the recon
struction of the original text, but rather the
analysis of differences among texts, the inves
tigation of the significance of those differ
ences, and in some cases, the determination of
which textual variant is better or preferable,
though it may not be original.

Reasons for Variants
Variants can be of several kinds. The copyist
may have misseen or misheard a word, pro
ducing a simple spelling error, or perhaps a
different word. For example, in Gen. 22. 13 the
Hebrew text, which reads 'ayil 'aftar, "a ram
afterwards" or "behind," is almost certainly
an error for 'ayil 'ebad, "one ram"; the two let
ters resh and dalet are nearly identical and are
easily confused, and many of the ancient ver
sions translate this phrase as "one ram" or "a
ram." Scribes may also accidentally skip a line
or two, omitting a phrase from their manu
script. This was done, for example, by the
scribe of the Great Isaiah Scroll from Qumran,
who skipped the end of Isa. 40.7 and the be
ginning of 40.8; this was facilitated by the
phrase "grass withers, flowers fade," which is
repeated in these two verses. Conversely, the
copyist may inadvertently have written a
phrase twice, producing a repetition. Both in
ternal evidence from the Hebrew text, and
comparison of that text to the versions, has
suggested that many variants are of this kind.
It is also likely, as noted above, that the atti
tude of early copyists of biblical texts was fun
damentally different from ours. They proba
bly did not feel the need to transcribe exactly,
letter for letter. This explains why many an
cient manuscripts and versions reflect a range
of minor variants, where, for example, syn
onyms are used. Thus, one manuscript might
use the word 'eretz for land, and another
its synonym, 'adamah. The order in which
phrases might be copied was also somewhat
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flexible in this period. "Variant" traditions
which the author knew might also have influ
enced his copying. For example, it is clear that
in antiquity there were two traditions con
cerning the number of descendants of Jacob
who went down to Egypt: 70 and 75· While
the number 70 is preserved in what crystal
lized as the Masoretic Text to Exod. 1.5, the
variant 75 is found in the Septuagint and in
two Qumran manuscripts.
Sometimes copyists seem to have tried to
improve the text they were reproducing. They
might have done this in several ways. They
may have tried to "correct" a word or phrase
that was unacceptable for one reason or an
other, by substituting a more acceptable word
or phrase. This might be related to what the
Rabbis later called Tikunei Soferim, "correc
tions of the scribes," where a locution that
might be read as offending God was corrected
so it would not be understood as offensive.
Early copyists might also have tried to make
the text support a particular theological view
or belief. For instance, at Deut. 32.8, some ver
sions and a Dead Sea Scroll fragment read
"according to the number of the sons of God,"
while the Masoretic Text reads "in relation to
Israel's numbers." There is general agreement
that the second variant was introduced by a
scribe trying to avoid a polytheistic wording.
Copying a manuscript, then, was not neces
sarily just a mechanical process, but could in
volve deliberate changes.

Ancient Translations
Another source of information that scholars
tum to is very early translations of the Bible.
These early translations are called versions,
and they were in use among Jews or Chris
tians who could no longer understand the
Bible in its original languages. (See "Jewish
Translations of the Bible," pp. 2005-20.) They
include translations of the Bible into Greek
(for instance, the Septuagint), Syriac (the
Peshitta), Aramaic (the Targumim [singular
"Targum"]), and Latin (the Vulgate).
These versions are useful in ascertaining
what early Hebrew texts of the Bible might
-

have looked like. The earliest complete manu
scripts of the Septuagint are centuries earlier
than our first complete Hebrew manuscripts
of the Bible, and it is clear that the Septuagint
was translated from a Hebrew text that dif
fered in significant ways from the Masoretic
Text. (There are many cases where this is now
confirmed, where the Sep tuagint agrees with a
Dead Sea scroll fragment against the Masoretic
Text.) The versions can therefore be consulted,
with care, for determining an earlier stage of
the biblical text or an alternate tradition of its
wording. In many modem translations, in
cluding the NJPS Tanakh, these ancient ver
sions are sometimes cited in the footnotes to
provide explanations or alternate solutions to
difficulties in the Masoretic Text. The transla
tors' notes in NJPS call attention to many of
these matters. These notes are keyed to the text
by superscript letters, and can be found at the
bottom of the translation. The abbreviations
used in these notes are listed on pp. xix-xx.
NJPS, however, on principle follows the He
brew Masoretic Text, which is discussed, along
with the versions, in the section below, "The
Bible: Texts and Versions," and in greater de
tail in "The Development of the Masoretic
Bible," pp. 2077-84.
While not all scholars approach textual crit
icism in the same way, there are some guide
lines that are generally agreed upon. First is
the importance of collecting all the significant
variants and information about the manu
scripts in which they occur. Manuscripts must
be evaluated as to their reliability and age.
When it comes to choosing among different
readings, in general, shorter readings are
preferable to longer ones, since scribes are
more likely to add to a text than to delete ma
terials (though, in the case of offensive or the
ologically challenging texts, deletion must be
considered); difficult readings, including
awkward phrases, coarse words, and poor
grammar, are preferable to smoother ones,
since scribes might try to "correct" such diffi
culties; and stylistic considerations can help
judgments about how a particular author
would have written. There are cases where
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none of the variants seem to be satisfactory, or
where the text does not make sense as far as
current scholarship can determine. In such
cases scholars must assume that the wording
of the text has been lost or distorted in the
course of the copying process. They then have
several options open to them. One (called
conjectural emenda tion) is to conjecture,
based on the text as it now stands, what the
lost or corrupted wording might have been.
This can often be based on a scholar's general
knowledge of the ancient languages, just as
an English speaker can notice, and mentally
correct, a typographical error in a modern
book without having access to the author 's
manuscript. Finally, scholars may have to
admit defeat and acknowledge that, given the
current state of our knowledge, it is impossi
ble to determine what the wording might
have been. For instance, at 1 Sam. 13.1, the
translation shows, by the use of ellipsis, that a
word (the age of Saul when he began to reign)
is missing; the Hebrew text literally translated
would read: "Saul was one year old when he
became king," a chronological impossibility.
In this case, unfortunately, the Septuagint
does not include any part of the verse, and
there are no Dead Sea Scrolls which preserve
the missing data. It is therefore impossible to
recover the lost words.
The Bible: Texts and Versions

The Masoretic Text
The basic text for the Bible in both the Jewish
and scholarly communities today is the Mas
oretic Text (MT), an edition of the Hebrew
that was standardized in the second half of
the first millennium CE by rabbinic scholars
(called "Masoretes," from masorah, probably
"what is handed down," that is, "tradition").
The Masoretic Text accomplished two main
things: It settled upon a consonantal text, that
is, it established specific choices for the letters
of the Hebrew words in the text; and it
pointed those consonants with a system of
markings that indicated which vowels should
be read with the Hebrew consonants. It also
-

offered cantillation and accentual marks,
showing how words were to be sung or
chanted and grouped together into phrases;
and it included a set of marginal notes to as
sure that the text would be copied properly.
(See "The Development of the Masoretic
Bible," pp. 2077-84.) The decision to add
vowel points was necessary because biblical
Hebrew writing was in effect a system of con
sonants, with only a few ways of indicating
vowel sounds. Words with the same conso
nants but different vowels would look the
same, as would the English words "un
trained" and "interned" if they were both
spelled "ntrnd." Modern text critics are some
times less hesitant to emend the vocalization
of the text, on the theory that the vowel points
are more recent than the consonants, and
therefore less venerable, even though they
may represent an ancient tradition of pronun
ciation.
All Hebrew copies of the Tanakh that were
known until recently reflected the Masoretic
Text. With a few exceptions (most notably bib
lical texts found in the Cairo Genizah), this re
mained the case until the discovery of the
Dead Sea Scrolls (the documents of the Qum
ran community) in 1947. Among the scrolls
were manuscripts of most books of the Bible
that were over a thousand years older than
the oldest manuscripts available up to that
point. These more ancient copies of the He
brew text have shed light on some passages in
the traditional form of the biblical text. For ex
ample, at 1 Sam. 10.27-1 1.1 in the MT there is
no indication of the background to the conflict
between king Nahash of Ammon and the men
of Jabesh-gilead. But in a Qumran manuscript
of 2 Samuel (4QSam ") there is a continuation
of 10.27 and an opening phrase for 11.1 that
explains the context. The New Revised Stan
dard Version (NRSV) translates this as fol
lows:
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Now Nahash, king of the Ammonites, had
been grievously oppressing the Gadites
and the Reubenites. He would gouge out
the right eye of each of them and would not
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grant Israel a deliverer. No one was left of
the Israelites across the Jordan whose right
eye Nahash, king of the Amorites, had not
gouged out. But there were seven thousand
men who had escaped from the Ammonites
and had entered J abesh-gilead. ( 1 1.1) About
a month later, . . .
This text, which most scholars believe to be
more original than the preserved MT, is found
in the NRSV, but is absent from NJPS, which
follows the MT.

The Ancient Versions
The ancient versions are used in several ways
by biblical scholars. Particularly in cases
where these versions are not translating liter
ally, they provide important evidence for the
early interpretation of biblical texts. In addi
tion, because these versions predate the cre
ation of the Masoretic Text, they are sugges
tive about the earlier state of the Hebrew text,
and even choices of wording at the time of
their translation. Of course, these ancient
translations are themselves preserved only in
copies, so that all of the considerations that
apply to the original language texts of the
Bible also apply to them: it is necessary to es
tablish a critical text for them by comparing
variant readings, and they must therefore be
used with caution. This is, of course, a stan
dard of comparison at one remove from the
text itself: scholars must look at the Greek, for
instance, in the Septuagint, and conjecture or
assume what the Hebrew text before the
translator (the Vorlage) would have been
("retrovert") in order to result in a particular
rendition into Greek. Nevertheless, it is a
valuable source of clues.

Names and Character of the Ancient Versions
The ancient versions of the Bible are referred
to in a variety of ways by scholars. Following
is a list, by language, of the chief versions (see
also "Jewish Translations of the Bible," pp.
2005-20).
Greek. The most prominent Greek version,
and the oldest surviving translation of the

Bible, is the Septuagint, which was translated
for use of Greek-speaking Jews who were liv
ing in the Diaspora in Alexandria, Egypt, and
other places around the Mediterranean in the
centuries after the conquests of Alexander the
Great. The Septuagint, from a word meaning
"seventy" because of a legend that seventy or
seventy-two scholars worked on it, is abbrevi
ated LXX (the Roman numeral for seventy).
Three later Greek versions-by Aquila, Sym
machus, and Theodotion-were produced for
the use of Jews after Christians had taken over
the Septuagint and the increasing conflict be
tween Jews and Christians about the interpre
tation of the Jewish Scrip tures had led Jews to
stop using the Septuagint. These versions are
also sometimes used by translators, though
none of them has survived in its entirety.
Aramaic. The Aramaic language was the of
ficial language of the Persian empire, and the
Jews who lived under Persian domination
spoke Aramaic, which eventually largely sup
planted Hebrew as the ordinary language of
Jews. Aramaic is a Semitic language, like He
brew, and shares some vocabulary with it, but
Aramaic speakers cannot easily understand
Hebrew. It was therefore necessary to provide
translations of the Bible for Aramaic speakers.
Read aloud in liturgical contexts, after the He
brew had been read (see Neh. 8.7 for an early
example), these translations, called Targurnim
(sg. Targum), reflect a wide variety of transla
tion styles (See "The Bible in the Synagogue,"
pp. 1929-37 and "Jewish Translations of the
Bible," pp. 2005-20.) Some, like Targwn Onke
los, are relatively literal, while others, like the
Targumim of the Torah from the land of Israel,
or the late Targum to Song of Songs, are much
freer.
Syriac. The Syriac language is a form of Ar
amaic, and was spoken by Jews in northern
Syria. The Peshitta (which means "simple,"
that is, a plain translation) was prepared for
the use of these Jews and later taken over by
Syriac-speaking Christians.
Latin. Two Latin translations are used by
scholars. The first, the "Old Latin" version,
was actually a Latin translation of the Septu-
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agint and of the New Testament dating from
before the 4th century CE. More useful is the
Vulgate, the translation prepared in the 4th
century by the great biblical scholar and early
church father Jerome. Jerome worked directly
from the Hebrew text of the time, and his ver
sion therefore can be helpful in determining
how his Hebrew text might have read.
It cannot be emphasized sufficiently that
textual criticism is as much an art as a science.
For this reason, and because the Masoretic
Text has been the favored Jewish text for the

Bible for over a millennium (the consonantal
basis for this text is clearly ancient-it is the
predominant text-type found at Qumran), the
translators of the NJPS have based their trans
lation on the MT. Yet the MT is not perfect,
nor is it the only ancient reflection of the text
that has come down to us. Therefore at times
notes to the NJPS text and various annota
tions call attention to other possible ancient
readings that deserve the reader's attention.
[ ADELE BERLIN AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

The Canonization of the Bible
Canonization, broadly construed as the pro
cess through which the Bible became the
Bible, is only vaguely understood. We do not
know exactly how various books were chosen
to be part of the Bible to the exclusion of oth
ers, how these books were put into a particu
lar order, and how their text was established.
Since there are no contemporaneous docu
ments that describe this process, it needs to be
reconstructed from indirect evidence, namely,
from the variety of biblical texts from different
periods and places that have survived, and
from later traditions in rabbinic and other
sources that discuss canonization. Thus, the
reconstruction suggested below should be
viewed as tentative.

putes about adding or removing works from
the list. Furthermore, inclusion on the list
merely recognized a work's quality; it did not
confer upon it any new status. Nevertheless, a
canon of writings came to denote those texts
that were of central importance to a given
group. The term is used somewhat impre
cisely for the Bible, since the earliest evidence
we have for understanding the development
of the Tanakh does not come from book lists.
Furthermore, when used in reference to the
Bible, canon has an even stronger signifi
cance: Not only is a given set of texts in
cluded, but all other texts-no matter how
worthy otherwise--are excluded. This sense
is expressed in a rabbinic comment on Eccl.
12.12. The biblical text reads:

Definitions
"Canon" is a Greek word meaning "reed,"
and came to refer to any straight stick that
could be used for measuring. This basic
meaning was extended to refer to any rule or
standard by which things could be compared
or judged. The Alexandrian grammarians,
classical Greek writers who were not simply
grammarians but also what we would call lit
erary critics, used "canon" as their term for
the list of standard or classic authors who
were worthy of attention and imitation. This
was not a closed category, and there were dis-

Of anything beyond these [Heb mehemah],
my child, beware. Of making many books
there is no end.
The rabbinic comment states:
Those who bring more than twenty-four
books [the standard number in the Tanakh;
see below] into their house introduce con
fusion [Heb mehumah] into their house
(Eccl. Rab. 12:12) .
This suggests not only that the works in the
canon are important, but that they, along with
their authoritative interpretation, are suffi-
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cient in and of themselves. Once the biblical
canon was fixed, there could be no additions
to it or subtractions from it. More important,
books in the biblical canon, unlike those in the
canons of the Greek grammarians, came to be
thought of as divinely inspired.
The Tanakh
It is extremely difficult to trace how this con
ception of canon developed, and how it is
connected to related notions, such as the
eventual stabilization of the biblical text. Until
the mid-2oth century, many scholars thought
that the canon of the Tanakh was established
at Yavneh (Jamnia), a city near the Mediter
ranean coast, west of Jerusalem, that was a
center of Jewish learning after the destruction
of the Second Temple (70 CE) . According to
this theory, a group of Rabbis met there in
about go CE and voted on whether or not cer
tain books are canonical; at the end of this
meeting, the official contents of the Bible were
supposedly established. It is now acknowl
edged that this overly neat reconstruction is
wrong and was based on a misunderstanding
of rabbinic texts. The rabbinic texts that tell of
this are no longer understood as granting
canonical status, but are now viewed as re
flecting certain ambivalences toward particu
lar biblical books, such as Song of Songs,
which were already in the canon, and whose
canonical presence needed to be justified. Un
fortunately, evidence is not available to offer a
clear picture of how the canon of the Bible
was formed, since much of the material from
early Jewish sources (including the Dead Sea
Scrolls, rabbinic texts, and the rst century CE
historian Josephus) and Christian sources, is
ambiguous or biased.
This much is clear: the canon of the Bible
did not develop at a single moment in time
but rather in stages. There is general agree
ment that the Torah was the first section of the
Bible to be canonized, that is, to be recognized
as central by the community. Exactly when
this happened is uncertain. Many scholars
had associated this development with Ezra,
-

and they saw the "law of your God" (Ezra
7.14), with which Ezra was entrusted in the
5th century BCE, as the Torah. We now recog
nize, however, that this assertion goes beyond
the evidence of the text. Though the Jewish
community had recognized the Torah as cen
tral to its identity by the Persian period (6th to
4th centuries), a conclusion suggested by cita
tions of Torah material as authoritative in bib
lical books from this period (for example,
Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah), it is unclear ex
actly how this happened, or whether this de
velopment should be associated primarily
with a single individual such as Ezra, or
should be seen as part of a larger, more com
plicated process that likely began during the
Babylonian exile.
According to rabbinic tradition, the Torah is
the first part of a tripartite (three-part) canon,
followed by Nevi'im (Prophets) and Kethu
vim (Writings), forming a work that much
later was known by the acronym Tanak(h),
Torah, Nevi'im, Kethuvim. Nevi'im is com
posed of Joshua, Judges, Samuel (seen as one
book), Kings (seen as one book)-historical
works known as "the former prophets"-and
"the latter prophets," consisting of Isaiah, Jer
emiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve minor proph
ets (Hosea through Malachi, seen as one
book). The order of these eight books has been
relatively stable. Kethuvim is composed of
the following eleven books, which, by con
trast, appear in a wide variety of orders in
various book lists and biblical manuscripts:
Psalms, Proverbs, Job; the "five scrolls,"
whose order has been especially variable,
Ruth, Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Lamen
ta tions, and Esther; Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah
(seen as one book), and Chronicles (seen as
one book). The number of canonical books ac
cording to traditional Jewish sources is thus
twenty-four (five in the Torah, eight in
Nevi'im, eleven in Kethuvim) .
The time of origin of the name "Tanakh" is
not clear. Rabbinic texts recognize a tripartite
canon, where the names we know of, Torah,
Nevi'im and Kethuvim, are used for each part
of the canon. Their Aramaic equivalent 'oraita,
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nevi'ei ukhtivei (b. Kid. 49a) could be used as a
general term for the Bible as a whole though
in classical rabbinic literature this cumber
some locution is not generally employed for
the Bible. (Rabbinic literature prefers the
terms miqra' [that which is read] and kitvei
ha-kodesh [the holy writings].) The acronym
Tanakh is first found in Masoretic literature in
the form of 'n"k (from the Aramaic 'oraita,
nevi'ei ukhtivei-Masoretic notes are typically
in Aramaic). Tanakh, a Hebrew reflection of
this Masoretic term, is also found in Masoretic
literature. It would thus seem that the term
originates in the late first millennium, with
the flourishing of the "Masoretic movement."
In contrast to earlier Jewish terms for the Bible
which did not explicitly distinguish between
different parts of the canon, the term Tanakh
may be understood as creating clearer divid
ing lines between the canonical sections, in
some cases even (explicitly) suggesting prior
ity of Torah over Nevi'im and Nevi'im over
Kethuvim.
The origin of the tripartite canon has been a
topic of recent dispute, with several scholars
suggesting that a two-part canon, the Torah
and other works, was the original form, and
that only later was it divided into three parts.
It is more likely, however, that the tripartite
canon is primary, and evidence for it appears
in such sources as the prologue to the Wisdom
of Jesus ben Sirach, which says that "many
great teachings have been given to us through
the Law and the Prophets and the others (or,
other books) that followed them" and Luke
24.44, which refers to "the law of Moses, the
prophets, and the psalms," and in parallel ex
pressions in the Dead Sea Scrolls. The tripar
tite canon likely reflects the gradual nature of
the canonization process, with Nevi'im can
onized before Kethuvim. This would explain
why the Kethuvim contain the book of the
prophet Daniel (dating from the 2nd century
BCE), and several late historical books, such as
Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles, which would
seem more appropriately to belong with simi
lar works such as Joshua and Kings. The tri
partite canon most likely suggests, therefore,
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that Torah was canonized in the Persian pe
riod, followed by the canonization of Nevi'i..m
in the late Persian or early Greek period,
while the Kethuvim were canonized last,
around the time of the destruction of the Sec
ond Temple (70 CE).
The tripartite order is not the only one
known in antiquity, nor is the number of
twenty-four books the only number men
tioned in ancient Jewish sources. Josephus,
the Jewish historian of the 1 st century CE,
refers to twenty-two biblical books (Against
Apion 1 .42). It is not clear if he simply had
a smaller canon or if, instead, his canon had
the texts in a different order, combined in dif
ferent ways. Some traditions put Ruth after
Judges and Lamentations after Jeremiah,
treating these smaller books as appendices to
the ones they follow, rather than as indepen
dent works. Such an arrangement would
yield twenty-two books, a number which con
veniently corresponds to the number of letters
in the Hebrew alphabet; some early Christian
sources also cite this as the number of books
in the Bible. The arrangement of Ruth and
Lamentations mentioned above is found in
the Septuagint, the Greek translation of the
Bible begun in Alexandria, Egypt, in the 3rd
century BCE (see "Jewish Translations of the
Bible," pp. 2005-20). According to this origi
nally Jewish tradition, mentioned in some
early church fathers and reflected in the
arrangement of the earliest comprehensive
Septuagint manuscripts (4th century cE) , the
Hebrew Bible is divided into four parts:
Torah, Histories, Poetical and Wisdom books,
and Prophets. This order continues to be usep
by Christians in their organization of the He
brew Bible (Old Testament) materials (see
chart at the end of this essay). Older scholar
ship spoke of this four-part, twenty-two book
arrangement as the Alexandrian canon, in
contrast to the tripartite, twenty-four book
Palestinian canon, but scholars now recognize
that such a clear dichotomy never existed and
therefore avoid the use of those terms.
Scholars also now recognize that even
when canonization took place, the contents of
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the Bible did not absolutely freeze. Yet, some
evidence suggests that by the 2nd century CE
the text had largely stabilized-this is re
flected in the (few) manuscripts we have from
this period, as well as the development of
early rabbinic midrash, much of which pre
supposes a stable text. The destruction of the
Second Temple and the Hadrianic persecution
of the early 2nd century CE may have also
caused a type of conservatism which was re
sponsible for establishing "the" biblical text.
These were gradual processes. It is important
to remember that other groups, too, had their
ideas about the canon; for instance, it is un
likely that the Qumran community, most of
whose texts date from a century or so imme
diately before and immediately after the
Common Era, viewed Esther as canonical,
since no manuscript of that biblical book has
been found among the thousands of frag
ments discovered. In contrast, many manu
scripts of Jubilees, a work similar to Genesis
and Exodus, have survived, and given this
work's affinities with the practices of the
Dead Sea community, it was probably a
canonical text for them. Within rabbinic litera
ture, the Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach (Sirach
or Ecclesiasticus) is sometimes cited with the
same formula used for biblical texts and was
thus, in some sense, canonical for some Rab
bis. Therefore, although we may speak of
"the" canon forming in the 1st century CE,
there was a certain amount of flexibility or
variability around the fringes.
This flexibility may also be seen in the ex
tensive divergence with respect to the word
ing of the biblical text as shown in manu
scripts from Qumran, in translations of the
Bible in the Septuagint and elsewhere, and
to a lesser extent in early rabbinic citations
(see "Textual Criticism of the Bible," pp. 206772). These differences are not just small, such
as a variant spelling here or there, but are
often major, and affect the meaning of the text.
There are cases where the text is found in two
or more different recensions-identifiably dif
ferent versions, revisions, or critical texts, not
merely two different copies of the same origi-
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nal with minor variants-which may simply
vary the order of materials or may exhibit
fundamentally different text-types (for exam
ple, short types versus expansive types, as
with the text of Jeremiah; see the introduction
to Jeremiah). This evidence suggests that, at
least in the early stages of the canonization
process, it was quite acceptable for a book to
circulate in different versions and that differ
ent communities may have canonized differ
ent versions of the same book.
The most basic question is why particular
texts were canonized while others were not.
Canonized texts within Jewish tradition were
considered part of miqra'-"that which is read
(aloud)" or kitvei ha-kodesh-"the holy Scrip
tures" (to use rabbinic designations). Ex
cluded texts in some cases had been trans
lated in the Septuagint and were therefore
canonized in the Christian community; others
were lost, or survived as pseudepigrapha
(writings falsely attributed to major biblical
figures), or were preserved only in fragmen
tary form in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Some of
these excluded texts date from after the Per
sian period (later than 332 BCE) , and thus were
seen as too recent to be eligible for inclusion
in the canon.
In various ways, canonical status for a book
or group of books has to do with the commu
nity's views of their centrality, authority, sa
credness, and inspiration. Over time these
characteristics have become connected, insep
arably so in some traditions; yet they are not
identical, and though they overlap, they must
still be viewed distinctly. The Song of Songs,
for instance, was originally an erotic love
poem; by the early rabbinic period, it came to
be interpreted allegorically as a love poem be
tween God and Israel. It was also seen as the
inspired composition of Solomon himself.
Why was it canonized? Was it canonized be
fore it was seen as a holy, allegorical text? In
that case, its canonization might reflect a cen
tral role that it held in culture or ritual. Or was
it canonized only after it was viewed as alle
gorical and as a composition of Solomon? In
that case its significance, whether of author-
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CANONS OF THE BIBLE
Jewish Canon

Protestant Canon
PENTATEUCH

PENTATEUCH

Genesis

Genesis

Exodus

Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

Tornil (LAW)

Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

Nevi'im ( PROPHETS)

FORMER PROPHETS

•

Joshua
Judges
Samuel (1 and 2)
Kings ( 1 and 2)
LATTER PROPHETS

Isaiah

Deuteronomy

Roman Catholic/Orthodox Canon

HISTORIES

HISTORIES

Joshua

Joshua

Judges
Ruth
1 and 2 Samuel
1 and 2 Kings
1 and 2 Chronicles

Judges
Ruth
1 and 2 Samuel
1 and 2 Kings
1 and 2 Chronicles

Nehemiah
Esther

Ezra

Ezra

Joel

Psalms

Nehemiah
Tobit
Judith
Esther
1 and 2 Maccabees

Amos
Obadiah

Proverbs
Ecclesiastes

Job

Jonah
Micah

Song of Solomon

Jeremiah
Ezekiel
The Twelve
Hosea

Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi

Ketiluvim (wRITINGS)
Psalms

Proverbs
Job
(Five Scrolls)
Song of Songs
Ruth
Lamentations
Ecclesiastes
Esther
Daniel

Ezra-Neherniah
Chronicles (1 and 2)
There is no Apocrypha
in the Hebrew Bible

POETICAL / WISDOM BOOKS

Job

PROPHETS

Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Ezekiel

POETICAL / WISDOM BOOKS

Psalms
Proverbs
Ecclesiastes
Song of Solomon
Wisdom of Solomon
Sirach

Daniel

PROPHETS

Hosea

Isaiah
Jeremiah

Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonah

Lamentations
Baruch

Micah

Ezekiel
Daniel

Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah

Hosea
Joel
Amos

Haggai
Zechariah

Obadiah
Jonah

Malachi

Micah

THE APOCRYPHA

Nahum
Habakkuk

1

and 2 Esdras
Tobit
Judith
Esther (with additions)
Wisdom of Solomon
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach)
Baruch
Letter of Jeremiah (Baruch ch 6)
Prayer of Azariah and Song of Three
Daniel and Susanna
Daniel, Bel, & Snake
Prayer of Manasseh
1 and 2 Maccabees

Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi
Orthodox canons generally include
1 and 2 Esdras
Prayer of Manasseh
Psalm 151
3 Maccabees

4 Maccabees (as an Appendix)
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ship or of ideas, could have played a more im
portant part. There is no way to judge be
tween these two paths to canonization, and
the resulting difficulty is characteristic of the
problems in dealing with issues of canoniza
tion in general.
Despite such major uncertainties in our un
derstanding of the process of canonization,
however, several points seem fairly certain.
First, it is likely that the final stages of canon
ization were a reaction to the destruction of
the Second Temple in 70 CE and its aftermath.
This crisis intensified a development which
had begun over half a millennium earlier,
with the destruction of the First Temple (586
BCE). Through this development Israel gradu
ally became the People of the Book (a term
first found in the Quran in reference to Jews
and Christians) . Second, it is unlikely that

canonization represents a purely top-down
process, through which a small group of lead
ers (Rabbis) determined the canon; instead,
the designation of certain works as canonical
was more like the official recognition of the
works that a large segment of the community
had already held to be central, holy, or author
itative. Finally, the act of canonization was re
markably inclusive, creating a body of works
richly textured by a wide variety of genres,
ideologies, and theologies. This is, fundamen
tally, a typical ancient Near Eastern process:
Instead of creating a small, highly consistent
text, as we perhaps would now do, those
responsible for the process made efforts to in
clude many of the viewpoints in ancient
Israel, incorporating differing and even con
tradictory traditions into this single, and sin
gular, book.
[ MARC ZVI BRETTLER]

The Development of the Masoretic Bible
The transmission of the Bible may be divided
into four broad periods: (1) the era of Qumran
(3rd century BCE-1St century CE); (2) the era of
the Sages until the Masoretic codices (2nd
century-8th/ gth century); (3) the era of the
Masoretic codices (gth/ loth century-15th
century); (4) the era of the printed editions
(15th/16th century-21st century). We will
survey these periods below, briefly summa
rizing the first two eras, and concentrating on
the latter two.
The Era of Qumran
Our knowledge of the early history of the
transmission of the Bible was greatly ex
panded with the discoveries in the mid-2oth
century in the Judean Desert (Qumran and
other sites) of Bible manuscripts ranging from
the 3rd century BCE to the 1st century CE (and
beyond); there are no extant manuscripts be
fore this era, though some manuscripts pre
date the actual Qumran community. (See "The

Bible in the Dead Sea Scrolls," pp. 1920-28.) All
the books of the Bible (except Esther) were
found, typically in fragmentary manuscripts,
with the books of Genesis, Exodus, Deuteron
omy, Isaiah, and Psalms most frequently rep
resented. These discoveries caused a reex
amination and reevaluation of other early
witnesses of the biblical text, such as the text of
the Septuagint (LXX; the Greek translation of
the Bible) and the Samaritan Pentateuch. He
brew variants which had been surmised on the
basis of the Greek in LXX were now shown to
have actually existed. Many scholars tried to
categorize the Qumran material in its relation
ship to these known versions, as well as to the
current standard Bible text, MT (Masoretic
Text). Some noted that the Qumran material
does not always fit into the categories of the
previously known witnesses. The Qumran era
reflects a multiplicity of texts (i.e., of variants),
with witnesses for all three of the previously
known text-types (MT [at that time: the proto
Masoretic text-type, which seems to have been
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the dominant text-type then, and which later
attained exclusivity among the Hebrew texts],
LXX, SP), as well as other previously unknown
variants. It is this era that preserves substantial
variants in the reading of a word, a phrase, a
verse, or larger units.
Notwithstanding the multiplicity of texts, it
seems that within the Jerusalem Temple cir
cles there was a clear preference for the one
textual tradition that we call the proto
Masoretic text-type ( because of its close affini
ties to the later Masoretic Bibles). Thus, the
consonantal text of fragments of biblical man
uscripts found at Masada ( brought there by
the fighters) conform closely to MT. Some rab
binic evidence may substantiate this conclu
sion (see y. Ta'an. 4:2 [fol. 68a] and b. Ketub.
106a).
The current text of the Bible (MT) preserves
evidence of variant texts from an early period.
This can be seen especially in the transmission
of parallel texts in the Bible, which preserve
early variants of the same text (e.g., in the list
of names of David's warriors [2 Sam. 23 .8 ff.;
1 Chron. 1 1 . 1 1 ff.], or in various parallel
psalms [e.g., Pss. 14 I I 53D· Another phenome
non that preserves early variants is "double
readings," where two variants appear consec
utively in the text (e.g., 1 Sam. 28.3, lit. "they
buried him in Ramah and in his city"); this
phenomenon also occurs in LXX and the Ara
maic Targumim.
The Era of the Sages till the
Masoretic Codices
It is especially difficult to reconstruct this pe
riod because we lack direct witnesses to the
Hebrew text; i.e., we do not have Hebrew
Bible manuscripts from most of this period.
(We have some evidence from the Bar-Kokhba
period, found in Wadi Murabba'a t and Nal:tal
I:Iever, and perhaps some from its end.) In
stead, the vast literature of the Sages serves as
a significant secondary witness to the Bible
text in this period, both in its constant cita
tions of biblical texts and its various state
ments about the text. For example, b. 'Eruv.
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13a/ So t. 20a admonishes to be careful while
copying biblical texts, for even one letter
added or omitted can destroy the world. We
also have many statements of R. Nal:tman ben
Yitzl:tak, noting explicitly "x ketiv," that a
word in the Bible is to be spelled in a specific
way (usually defective spelling; this spelling,
e.g. without a yod or a vav, serves as the basis
for his midrashic re-vocalization of the word);
e.g., b. Shab. 28b; 55b.
Once we enter the era of the Sages, the
quality and quantity of variants of the Bible,
as known from the prior period, disappear al
most entirely. This is due to the fact that the
Sages rejected both the Septuagint and the Sa
maritan text (accepted by the Christians and
the Samaritans, respectively), and accepted
the proto-Masoretic text-type as their Bible
text. So, in effect, we are now left with only
one text-type for the Bible. Although within
this text-type there still remains a range of
variants, they are minor; they are almost
never of the substantial type known from the
earlier era.
During this period the Sages continued to
develop the concept of the sanctity of the bib
lical text which included the details of its
spelling (including whether it was plene or
defective, that is, written, e.g., with a vav, or
without it). This can be seen in the numerous
derashot, or expositions, both halakhic (legal)
and aggadic (nonlegal), that hinge on the de
tails of the spelling, and which assume only
one correct way of spelling. (For examples,
see Gen. Rab. 12:6 [Theodor-Albeck edition, Je
rusalem 1965, pp. 101-102, 104], on the exact
spelling of toldot in the Bible and b. Menab.
34b /Zeva!1. 37a/Sanh. 4b on the plene/ defec
tive spellings of (u)le-totafot in Exod. 13. 16;
Deut. 6.8; 1 1 . 18.)
According to the conception of the Sages
there was one accurate text-in all its details.
Nevertheless, a range of (minor) variants in
the texts that circulated continued to exist,
though these now all belonged to one text
type. Occasionally, these variants are reflected
in the · literature of the Sages itself (see, e.g.,
the list of R. Akiva Eiger in his Gilyon Ha-Shas
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to b. Shab. 55b; V. Aptowitzer, Das Schriftwort
in der Rabbinischen Litemtur; and the appara
tus in the Hebrew University Bible).
The Era of the Masoretic Codices
The third period differs from the earlier ones
in a number of ways. First, the form of trans
mission changed. Previously, all Hebrew texts
were written in scroll format; now, in addition
to the continued use of scrolls for ritual read
ing (e.g., the Torah scroll), the codex-a man
uscript in book form-was introduced. The
earliest extant dated Hebrew biblical codex is
from 916 cE; however, the Hebrew codex for
mat had apparently been in use since the 8th
century CE (when it was mentioned by R.
Yehudai Gaon).
Second, nekudot (vowel points) and te'amim
(cantillation marks) were introduced into the
text. These signs-reflecting the pronuncia
tion and accentuation that had previously
been transmitted orally-were the work of
the Masoretes. Scholars in the 19th and 2oth
centuries have shown, especially based on
manuscripts in the Cairo Geniza, that in addi
tion to the well-known system of vocalization
and accentuation currently in use, which was
developed in Tiberias, there were two other
systems that were developed, but which were
later abandoned. All three systems differ in
the choice of signs. One was developed in
Babylonia, and the other in the land of Israel,
though perhaps not in Tiberias. Both of these
latter systems (which place their signs on top
of the letters) reflect a slightly different pro
nunciation than that of Tiberias. For example,
the other systems have only five, and not
seven, vowels; i.e., only one sound for pata(J
qamatz; tzere-segol; akin to current "Sephardi"
pronuncia tion. In addition to these three
major systems, other subsystems, variants of
the major systems, developed.
The introduction of the different systems of
signs in different geographical areas at about
the same time (apparently the 7th-8th cen
turies CE) seems to reflect the need felt by var
ious experts to preserve in wri tten form the
-

oral tradition of pronunciation and accentua
tion of the biblical text before it would be lost.
It is possible that the upheavals associated
with the Arab conquests in this period served
as a major impetus for this development.
The third difference between the third pe
riod and the previous ones was the introduc
tion of the Masorah, an extensive system of
notes intended to preserve the written text of
the Bible. This Masorah was recorded in both
biblical codices and in independent works.
The scholars who composed these notes, and
who are also responsible for the introduction
of the vocalization and cantillation marks, are
called Masoretes. Here, too, as in the case of
the systems of vocalization, different Maso
rahs developed in different locations; in addi
tion to the Tiberian Masorah, there was an
independent development of Masorah in Bab
ylonia. These Masorahs have as their goal the
preservation of a sanctified text, accurate in
all its details, including plene-defective spell
ing (as noted above, this view developed in
the second era, with roots in the Temple cir
cles in the first era). In short, the goal of the
Masorah apparatus is to preserve the one cor
rect or authoritative biblical text.
Two stages were usually involved in pro
ducing a Masoretic codex: First a scribe would
write the biblical text, and then the Masorete
would add the vocalization, accentuation,
and the Masorah. The Masorah on the page
was of two types. The first type was the Maso
rah Parva or small Masorah-short notes in
between the columns (usually three) of the
page, which referred to specific words in the
text (those words were marked by a little cir
cle above them). The note would often just
note "!" (Aramaic "leita" = there is no other; it
is unique), opposite a given word. At other
times, it would note the number of times a
word occurs in a particular form, e.g., "b"; "d"
(it occurs twice; it occurs four times). As a
rule, the Masorah would take note of the ex
ceptions in any given case, preventing a copy
ist from normalizing an odd form to a more
common one. The second type was the Maso
rah Magna-longer notes on the top and/ or
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bottom of the page, repeating select phenom
ena marked in the Masorah Parva, and
adding the references to the verses involved.
This was done by quoting a few words of the
given verses, since verse and chapter num
bers were not yet used. Due to space limita
tions, there were many more Masorah Parva
notes on the page than there were Masorah
Magna notes.
Two main types of masoretic lists were com
piled: (a) elaborative Masorah (masorah me
faretet)-this is the type noted above, e.g., elab
orating how many times a word occurs in a
given form, e.g., six times with defective
spelling; ( b) collative (or cumulative) Masorah
(masorah metzarejet)-which collates the vari
ous unusual forms or words that appear ( but
not plene-defective spelling), and arranges
them according to the alphabet or the order of
biblical books. For example, a well-known list
organizes all cases of words in the Bible that
occur once without, and once with, a vav at
their beginning (for example, 'okhlah [1 Sam.
1 .9], ve'-okhlah [Gen. 27.19]). As the lists of the
collative Masorah are sometimes very long,
they cannot be copied in full on a given page in
a Bible codex, but are usually copied there only
in part (in those codices that bring these types
of lists). In addition, the lists of the collative
Masorah were edited early-on as a separate
work, sometimes called 'Okhlah ve-'Okhlah,
based upon the first example of the first list.
The sources available to the Masorete were
sometimes different from those of the original
scribe who wrote the consonantal text. If the
Masorete found a contradiction between his
source (Bible manuscript or Masorah note)
and the Bible codex he was working on, he
would correct the codex (sometimes adding a
corresponding Masorah Parva note). At first,
both the Masorah Parva and the Masorah
Magna played a role in the correction of the
codices, and were copied diligently. With
time, however, the Masorah Magna took on a
formalistic function, with the scribe filling up
a set number of lines, e.g., two lines on top
and three lines on the bottom, with Masorah
Magna, thereby giving the codex the "mas-

oretic codex format"-but without using it
for correcting the biblical text. (In fact, in
some manuscripts the copyist would on occa
sion simply cut off the list to fit the space
available). Occasionally, the Masorah Magna
was written in micography, using the letters
of the Masorah Magna decoratively to form
different shapes, both geometrical (Sepharad)
and even zoomorphic (animals and other
shapes; Ashkenaz). At this later stage of trans
mission, then, the Masorah Parva was still
often used for text-critical purposes, but the
more complex Masorah Magna had, in effect,
lost its original purpose, and had become dec
orative.
The medieval Masoretic codices may be di
vided into various groups based on geo
graphical areas: (1) accurate Tiberian manu
scripts (1oth-nth centuries); (2) Sephardi
manuscripts (13 th-15th centuries); (3) Ashke
nazi manuscripts (12th-15th centuries); (4)
Italian manuscripts (12-15th centuries); (5)
Yemenite manuscripts (15th-16th centuries) .
Most o f these manuscripts are now held in
state and university libraries around the
world.
The accurate Tiberian manuscripts (manu
scripts from the land of Israel and Egypt, with
Tiberian Masorah) form a group whose text
accurately reflects the Bible as reflected in the
Tiberian Masorah. The most accurate manu
script among this group is the Aleppo Codex
(= A) (ca. 930), whose Masorete was Aharon
ben Asher, the last and most famous of the
renowned ben Asher family of Masoretes. The
other manuscripts in this group are close to
this text.
The Sephardi manuscripts can be subdi
vided into three subgroups: those whose text
is very close to A; those close to A (these were
called "accurate Sephardi manuscripts" in the
Middle Ages); those further away from A.
The Ashkenazi manuscripts can generally
be divided into two groups: those whose text
is far from A; those whose text is very far from
A. (At least in the Torah, however, there are
some that are close to A.)
The Italian manuscripts show somewhat
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similar characteristics to those in the Ashke
nazi manuscripts.
The Yemenite manuscripts are very accu
rate in the Torah text, as they reflect A, be
cause they conformed to the rulings of Mai
monides, who followed A.
The Bible text in any medieval ms de
pended on the sources available to the scribe
and to the Masorete; i.e., on the Bible manu
scripts and on the Masorah. Throughout the
Middle Ages, there were often minor differ
ences between the various sources available.
There is clear evidence of places where manu
scripts are corrected (usually differences in
plene-defective spelling) based upon another
Bible manuscript or upon a Masoretic note;
we can still see in the manuscripts cases
where a letter is erased and an adjacent letter
is extended to fill in, or a letter is erased by
crossing it out, or a letter is added above the
line. This is seen most often in Ashkenazi
manuscripts, where the original text repre
sents an alternate subtradition in spelling,
whereas the Masorah represents the "accu
rate" tradition. The extant evidence points to
the second half of the 13th century as the be
ginning of the awareness among certain
Ashkenazim that the Sephardi manuscripts
are accurate and differ from their own. These
adaptations continued until the era of the
printed Bible, and all reflect minor variants,
very rarely affecting meaning.
The Torah was always regarded with spe
cial care and attention. In addition to the Mas
oretic codices, Torah scrolls continued to be
written for ritual use. Special halakhic regula
tions legislated issues, such as where different
types of paragraph spaces should be inserted
(parshiyot petu(wt u-setumot) and song layout
(Exod. ch 15; Deut. ch 32). Indeed, Mai
monides legislated in his Code (Hilkhot Sefer
Torah 10:1) that deviations in spelling, in sec
tion division, and in song layout render a
scroll unfit for ritual use.
Given the many variants that Maimonides
was confronted with, he had to decide what,
in fact, was the accurate Torah text; i.e., what
should be the standard text that others must
-

copy. Maimonides chose the Aleppo Codex.
He wrote a Torah scroll based upon it, and he
included in his Code (Hilklwt Sefer Torah 8:4) a
list of the sections and the layout of the songs
based upon it. As we now know, he chose
wisely; for the Aleppo Codex is, in fact, the
most accurate among the accurate manu
scripts in that it reflects the Tiberian Masorah
most accurately. The Yemenites followed Mai
monides, first basing themselves upon his
Code, and then apparently making a model
based upon his Torah scroll. Therefore, their
Torah scrolls by and large reflect the Aleppo
Codex in the text, sections and songs (exclud
ing some minor variants).
Others, however, followed different op
tions. R. Jacob Tam (France; 12th century), a
significant French halakhist, wrote a work
that determined the sections and song layout
based on French sources ( he also attended
there to unique letters and special tagim [tit
tles]). Ramah, R. Meir ha-Levi ben Todros
Abulafia (d. 1244), a major Spanish halakhist,
though he mostly followed Maimonides in
the layout of sections and songs, decided on a
different tactic for the text. He chose to follow
the well-known halakhic rule of following the
majority, and thus followed a selective major
ity of Sephardi manuscripts (using only an
cient "accurate" ones, rather than a single
manuscript). In addition, he made use of the
Masorah. In the 13th century, we have evi
dence of Ashkenazi scholars coming to Spain
(1250; 1273) to make an accurate copy based
on Ramah's work, in order to serve as a model
in Ashkenaz. R. Menal)em ha-Meiri, a signifi
cant Provencal halakhist, also used the
method of majority when determining the
tex t in his Kiryat Sefer ( 1306), but allowed a
wider selection of sources. (In addition, he at
tended to unique letters and special tagim.)
He also allowed himself t o deviate from Mai
monides in various section divisions, basing
himself on French/ Ashkenazi sources as well
as logic. Later, R. Yom Tov Lipman Muel
hausen (1 5th century; Ashkenaz) reverted to
exclusively following Maimonides concern
ing the sections and the layout of the songs.
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Thus, we see that there were different tac
tics used by different decisors in determining
the proper text, sections, and song layout.
Some followed a single manuscript, while
others decided on the basis of several manu
scripts. Regional variation was significant.
The net result was that there was no absolute
unity during the Middle Ages concerning the
details of the Torah scrolls, even though the
ha1akhah required unity.
The Era of the Printed Editions
The fourth era differs from the previous three
by the change in medium-from handwritten
manuscripts to print. This eventually gave
rise to a major change in the transmission of
the text, as totally identical volumes could be
printed in multiple copies and distributed to
diverse geographical areas. At the outset of
printing, different Bible editions reflected the
different types of sources available to the edi
tors. Thus, for example, the first dated edition
of the complete Bible in Hebrew, Soncino
q88, reflected Ashkenazi sources (e.g., with
many variants in the text, mostly plene
defective variants, but also other types of
variants).
Printing proceeded apace, each editor rely
ing on the sources at hand, until the first edi
tion of the Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot Gedolot),
Venice 1517 (referred to as RB1517), edited by
the convert Felix Pratensis for the Christian
publisher Daniel Bamberg. This edition not
only included the complete Bible (there had
previously appeared four or five other com
plete editions and over fifty partial editions,
e.g., just Torah), but also the Aramaic Targum
to each book (excluding Ezra, Daniel, Chroni
cles), and one or two commentaries to each
book. The editor also often listed in the mar
gin variants in the biblical text or vocalization
that he found in the manuscripts. He also
listed in the margin cases of qere (where a
word is to be read differently than it is writ
ten), but omitted the term qere; this made it
impossible to distinguish between cases of
qere and cases of other variants. The introduc-

tion and the closing remarks to the work high
light that the editor and publisher were very
proud of this edition and felt that it reflected
the accurate Bible text. In reality, the editor
created a new hybrid biblical text, of the Se
fardi tradition mixed with certain Ashkenazi
phenomena.
Eight years after this first edition of the
Rabbinic Bible, Bamberg issued a second edi
tion of the Rabbinic Bible, this time edited
anew by Jacob ben J:Iayyim Ibn 'Adoniyahu, a
Jew (who later converted to Christianity)
learned in Talmud, halakhah, and kabbalah.
This Venice 1525 edition (referred to as
RB1525) differed from the first in a number of
areas. First, it presented two or three com
mentaries on each book. Second, it presented
for the first time the apparatus of the Masorah
on every page: Masorah Parva and Masorah
Magna; it presented the masorah finalis
over 5,000 masoretic lists at the end of the
edition, arranged alphabetically, and cross
referenced to the lists in the edition; it also in
cluded at the end of the edition the variants
between various Masoretic schools, namely
between ben Asher and ben Naphtali, and the
textual variants between the West and the East
(Eretz Israel and Babylonia; beginning with
the Prophets). Third, this edition was more ac
curate in its marking of the qere-ketiv, adding
q'[ere] to the variant, thus clearly identifying it
as such; and was more accurate in marking
other phenomena, such as majuscular (large)
and minuscular (small) letters, etc. Fourth,
this edition differed from the first in details of
the text, vocalization, and accentuation.
This edition is based upon Sephardi man
uscripts; unlike the first Rabbinic Bible, it
does not reflect a hybrid edition. RB1525 was
the initiative of Jacob ben J:Iayyim Ibn
'Adoniyahu who convinced Bamberg that the
first edition, RB1517, could not serve as a
model edition, unlike other editions of basic
works undertaken by Bamberg, e.g., the Bab
ylonian Talmud; Maimonides' Mishneh Torah.
Jacob ben J:Iayyim felt that the first edition
contained inaccuracies in the text, vocaliza
tion, and accentuation. Furthermore, it was
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not accurate enough concerning Masoretic is
sues. These matters were important to him es
pecially because of his kabbalistic back
ground. Though at first glance these were
minor variants (e.g., plene-defective spelling),
which did not affect the meaning of the text,
in kabbalistic terms these were often of major
importance. The kabbalists envisaged the
Torah text as the name(s) of God, and any
variant would thus cause damage to the
name. Therefore, they venerated the work of
the Masoretes in preserving the accurate text.
So, too, the various unique phenomena of the
biblical text, e.g., majuscular and minuscular
letters, all had kabbalistic import; it was there
fore, important to reproduce these, too, accu
rately in the Bible edition.
Using these kabbalistic arguments, Jacob
ben I:Iayyim was able to convince Bamberg of
the importance of undertaking a new Bible
edition with the Masorah. Bamberg, as a
Christian Hebraist ( he had learned Hebrew
from Pratensis), was aware of the newer phe
nomenon of Christian kabbalah (using the
kabbalah for Christian purposes), and in fact
wished to promote it. A few vestiges of the
kabbalistic factor can be found in RB1525 it
self. Thus, we find that Jacob ben I:Iayyim in
his introduction to the edition explained the
qere-ketiv in a kabbalistic vein; we find him
bringing a few references to kabbalistic issues
in the Masorah Parva; and we even find one
note in the Masorah Magna (Exod. 10.5)
where Jacob ben I:Iayyim uses the kabbalah as
a criterion to decide between two conflicting
masoretic notes.
RB1525 together with its Masoretic appara
tus became the standard for the accurate Bible
text for the next four centuries. This edition
was reproduced again in Venice in 1548; 1568;
1618, and Basel 1618; and later in Amsterdam
1724; and still later in Warsaw 186o-1866.
The medium of print allowed this text to
become the standard text (textus receptus), for
now there was the ability to distribute one
text in many copies among many geographi
cal areas. Furthermore, now it was possible to
refer to this work as a standard, even when
-

suggesting that it must be modified. For ex
ample, Menahem di Lonzano's 'Or Torah (in:
Shetei Yadot; Venice 1618) was devoted to cor
rections in the Torah, and Yedidya Norzi's
Min(wt Shai (Mantua 1626; first published
Mantua 1742-1744; and later republished e.g.,
in RB186o-1866; introduction-Vienna 1876)
was devoted to corrections in the whole Bible.
Both of these critics, following the lead of
Ramah (Abulafia), and somewhat similar to
Jacob ben I:Iayyim, used Sephardi manu
scripts and Masoretic notes as their criteria of
accuracy. Using these criteria they corrected
various cases of textual variants, mostly
plene-defective spelling, and certain cases of
vocalization and accentuation. This corrected
text, Jacob ben I:Iayyim-(Ramah)-Lonzano
Norzi, then became the textus receptus.
With time, this text also became the stan
dard in Torah scrolls both for Sephardim and
Ashkenazim. Only the Yemenites continued
to follow the tradition of Maimonides (i.e., the
Aleppo Codex). As it turned out, these two
crystallizations (the joint text; the Yemenite
text) are very close in the Torah, with only a
few variants between them.
A new era in the printed Bible began with
the Stuttgart 1937 edition of the Biblia He
braica. Here P. Kahle abandoned the RB1525
text (which had still served C. D. Ginsburg in
his London 1926 edition), and in its place
used the text of manuscript Leningrad B19a
(1008 CE), which belongs to the accurate Tiber
ian manuscripts. This manuscript is quite
close to the Aleppo Codex, and in some cases
is corrected to agree with it. ( Kahle had
wanted to reproduce the Aleppo Codex, the
manuscript of Aharon ben Asher, then still in
Aleppo, Syria, but was unable to do so.) Kahle
also printed there for the first time the Maso
rah Parva ( but not the Masorah Magna) of
manuscript L.
The Aleppo Codex arrived in Israel in 1958
and became the spur for renewed activity in
this field. It was chosen as the base text for the
Hebrew University Bible Project's Bible edi
tion, a critical edition of the Bible incorporat
ing variants from the ancient translations,
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Dead Sea Scrolls, and rabbinic literature. So
far, only a small part of this important edition,
which also reproduces the Masorah Parva
and the Masorah Magna in A, has appeared.
In addition, various complete Bibles have
appeared that are based on A (edited by
M. Breuer); so, too, M. Cohen's CD Rom of the
Bible (with vocalization and accentuation
searchable; to be augmented in 2003 with both
Masorahs of A, as well as a selection of
medieval Jewish commentators), and his
Miqra'ot Gedolot Ha-Keter (which will encom
pass the complete Bible [8 vols. to date], and
which also reproduces the Masorah Parva
and the Masorah Magna of A). All of these
editions involve some reconstruction and con
jecture, since the Aleppo Codex is now miss
ing almost all of the Torah (except for the last
eight chapters), as well as the end of the man
uscript, and several leaves in between. This
material is filled in by using Yemenite Torah
manuscripts, which are believed to represent
the Aleppo Codex closely, and the extant Mas-

oretic notes from the Aleppo Codex. After 500
years of printing the Bible, we can thus tum
back from the textus receptus based on Sefardi
manuscripts to the accurate Tiberian manu
scripts, and indeed to the most accurate of
these manuscripts, the Aleppo Codex.
Using the many manuscript sources avail
able today, it is now possible to trace the vicis
situdes of the Bible from the era of Qumran to
today. The earliest period shows significant
textual variation, but by the second period,
once one text-type was accepted, the many
variants in the Bible manuscripts that contin
ued to circulate were mostly of a minor na
ture. By the third period, the sanctity of the
Bible text, as well as the apparatus of the Ma
sorah, kept the biblical variants in a minor
mode. This was even more the case in the
fourth period, under the influence of printing,
but most especially in the modem period,
where ancient reliable manuscripts can be re
produced with great accuracy and dissemi
nated widely.
[JORDAN S . PENKOWER]

The Modern Study of the Bible
The Historical-Critical Method
General philosophical developments of the
17th and 18th centuries prompted an ap
proach to the Bible that is often characterized
as "critical." It was critical in the sense that it
was free of presuppositions, especially those
derived from either theology or tradition. To
fully understand the Bible, scholars increas
ingly adopted an inductive approach, inter
preting the Bible as they interpreted secular
literature, setting aside received views of its
authority and authorship. By and large, Jews,
who continued to work within a traditional
framework, did not participate in this early
stage of critical scholarship. This critical ap
proach, an outgrowth of attitudes fostered
during the Enlightenment, was very much in
the spirit of the times, and was, like other
legacies of the Enlightenment, influenced by

larger intellectual currents, such as Romanti
cism and the theory of evolution.
The overriding goal was historical: to deter
mine what had actually taken place, and to re
cover the actual persons and events of the
Bible as they had been preserved in the vari
ous stages of biblical tradition. The nature
and development of these stages were to be
understood through the historical-critical
method. This was the aim of "higher criti
cism," as distinguished from "lower," or tex
tual criticism (see "Textual Criticism," pp.
2067-2072) . With its many subdisciplines, the
historical-critical method dominated biblical
interpretation through the mid-2oth century
and continues to be influential. The scholars
whose work is surveyed in the following
pages were immensely learned, often experts
in a variety of fields, including philology, tex
tual criticism, comparative literature, and the
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study of ancient Near Eastern cultures con
temporaneous with the biblical traditions.
Moreover, also in keeping with the intellec
tual mood of the 19th and early 2oth cen
turies, they were optimistic, in retrospect even
overconfident, operating on the assured con
viction that with sufficient data and careful
analysis of the data an objective, accurate, and
complete understanding of the Bible was pos
sible.

Source Criticism
The critical study of the Bible began in the
17th century with Hobbes, Spinoza, and
Richard Simon, and continued to gain mo
mentum during the Enlightenment. The em
phasis was on history, and the way to get at
history was to begin with a careful analysis of
the sources. This was done, first of all, in the
analysis of the Pentateuch (the term used by
Christian scholars) into several literary
strands. Jean Astruc had proposed in 1753
that the different names used for God in dif
ferent parts of the book of Genesis were evi
dence of different sources that antedated the
final composition of the book. Astruc's insight
was elaborated and refined mainly by Ger
man scholars, especially W. M. L. de Wette
and K. H. Graf, who extended the analysis of
sources to the rest of the Pentateuch (and in
some cases to the book of Joshua, leading to
the term "Hexateuch"; see below).
The results of more than a century of this
source criticism were brilliantly synthesized
in 1878 by the German scholar Julius Well
hausen, in his book (Prolegomena to) The His
tory of Israel. Wellhausen's goal, which he
never completed, was to write a history of an
cient Israel, especially its religion. He fol
lowed an evolutionary model, arguing that
the religion of Israel had developed in three
stages, from a primitive, spontaneous phase
in the era before the monarchy, to its high
point in an ethical monotheism, from which it
degenerated into a sterile legalism (this re
flected a Christian view of rabbinic Judaism).
To support this reconstruction he engaged in
a careful analysis of the biblical traditions,
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and, drawing especially on the earlier work of
de Wette and Graf, gave the classic formula
tion to what is called the Documentary Hy
pothesis. According to the Documentary Hy
pothesis as elaborated by Wellhausen, the
Hexateuch was an unreliable source for re
constructing the history of the time periods it
narrated, but the "sources" that comprised it,
identified as J, E, D, and P, were datable and
important evidence for the periods in which
they were compiled. These "documents," re
constructed from the Hexateuch in its current
form, were hypothetical constructs, that is,
they did not now exist as separate documents,
but they were the best explanation of the evi
dence-the parallels, repetitions, and incon
sistencies in the final form of the Hexateuch.
Wellhausen's historical reconstruction is
clearly a product of its time, and reflects the
biases of the late 19th century. His view of
early Israel as a fresh, undefiled religious
spirit has a Romantic flavor, and his charac
terization of postexilic Judaism as a decline
into dead legalism has an anti-Semitic cast,
which caused Jewish scholars to ignore it or to
polernicize against it. But his formulation of
the Documentary Hypothesis became a clas
sic statement, the theory that subsequent
scholars up to the present have built upon, ac
cepted, modified, or rejected. Though the
exact contours of the sources identified by
Wellhausen and his simplistic reconstruction
of their development are rejected by many,
the general picture that he popularized-the
image of the Hexateuch developing through
the combination of different strands from dif
ferent periods-is widely accepted by biblical
scholars.
Source criticism was not an end in itself,
but a method to be used in historical recon
struction for the entire Bible. I t recognized the
inherent complexity of biblical traditions, and
attempted to disentangle the prior stages of
their development. Among the many signifi
cant results of source criticism was the recog
nition that the book of Isaiah is a composite
work. The isolated insights of earlier scholars,
including Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra in the 12th
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century, and J. G. Eichhorn and others in the
18th, were expanded and elaborated in the
commentary on Isaiah by Bernhard Duhm
in 1892, who argued that the book of Isaiah
was in effect an anthology spanning sev
eral centuries. A similar argument was devel
oped concerning Jeremiah, suggesting that a
poetic core by the prophet was supplemented
by prose sections authored under the influ
ence of Deuteronomy. The same was found to
be true of other biblical books, such that al
most all of the traditional authorship ascribed
by rabbinic and church tradition was ques
tioned.

The Recovery of the Ancient World
The recovery of extensive written remains
from the ancient Near East coincided with the
development of the disciplines of anthropol
ogy, sociology, linguistics, and folklore. Both
new data and new methods were applied to
the Bible, resulting in works of extraordinary
insight, and, in retrospect, often of a certain
naivete. As a result of these discoveries,
which helped to place ancient Israel within
the ancient Near Eastern world, Biblical stud
ies, however labeled, became a subject not just
in theological curricula, but a discipline rec
ognized in larger university contexts as well,
often as part of religious studies or ancient
Near Eastern studies, and later, also as part of
Jewish Studies.
The process of recovery began with the de
ciphering of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic
writing in the early 19th century, made possi
ble when a member of Napoleon's army, in
Egypt in 1799, discovered the Rosetta Stone.
The vast litera ture of Egypt was opened up,
including valuable historical texts that pro
vided synchronisms with biblical data relat
ing especially to the first millennium BCE, and
provided the basis for what would eventually
be a comprehensive absolute chronology of
the ancient Near East. Egyptian literature also
provided parallels to such biblical genres as
love poetry and wisdom literature.
In the mid-19th century, British and French
explorers began to unearth hundreds of thou-

sands of cuneiform texts in Mesopotamia, and
these too were rapidly deciphered, giving ac
cess to the literature and written remains of
ancient Babylonia, Assyria, and Persia. Like
the Egyptian texts, they could often be corre
lated with biblical history. But their impact on
biblical studies was more profound. In 1872,
George Smith, working in the British Mu
seum, discovered on one of the tablets that
had been sent to London a flood narrative re
markably similar to the account in Genesis.
While some took this as a simple historical
confirmation of the flood, it soon became
clear that the biblical account was a liter
ary descendant of earlier Mesopotamian ac
counts. Further discoveries provided many
other parallels between Babylonian and Isra
elite literature, law, institutions, and beliefs,
and in most cases Babylonia again appeared
to be the source. Sparked by a series of lec
tures by the German Assyriologist Friedrich
Delitzsch in 1902-1904, a heated controversy
developed, pitting "Babel" against the Bible.
Ultimately many of the simplistic conclusions
concerning the priority, and the superiority,
of the traditions of "Babel" were rejected,
and in retrospect they seem clearly anti
Semitic. But the controversy not only marks
the emergence of Assyriology (the study of
the cultures of ancient Mesopotamia) as an
independent discipline, but also established
the importance of a wide variety of nonbibli
cal materials for the understanding of the
Bible.

Form Criticism
While source criticism became a dominant
interpretive method, the influx of nonbib
lical da ta, along with the rise of folklore
and a growing awareness of oral literature,
prompted a more nuanced investigation of
the prehistory of the written biblical tradi
tions. The pioneer in this work was the Ger
man scholar Hermann Gunkel (1862-1932),
perhaps the most influential biblical inter
preter of the 2oth century. While accepting
Wellhausen's analysis as valid, Gunkel incor
porated evidence both from Babylonian liter-
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ature and from comparative folklore to pro
pose a shift in emphasis from history to the
history of literature. Prior to the formation of
the Hexateuchal "documents" there was dis
cernible a long process of development and
transmission of "forms," or genres, which
both had parallels in nonbiblical sources, and,
coincidentally, were vehicles for preserving
very ancient traditions. These forms have
their own history and diachronic continuity,
and similarities across cultures.
Central to form-critical method was the
identification of the Sitz im Leben ("setting in
life"), the original and subsequent contexts in
which the forms were developed and used.
Gunkel applied form criticism himself to the
book of Genesis, in his commentary first pub
lished in 1901, where he isolated such forms
as saga, legend, taunt, curse, hymn, etiology,
and proverb. His studies on the Psalms
(1928-1933) were also groundbreaking, set
ting the terms of the discussion for the rest of
the century by his classification of the various
genres ( hymn, individual and communal
laments, individual and communal thanks
givings, royal psalms, wisdom psalms, etc.).
Although there is a kind of idealism about the
definition of the forms, parallels from outside
the Bible confirmed their applicability and en
hanced the understanding of the particulars
of biblical traditions.

Archeology
Serious exploration of the Levant began in the
early 19th century, and notable advances were
made in mapping the region and in identify
ing ancient sites. In the decades before World
War I extensive, and by the standards of the
time scientific, excavations were undertaken
by British, German, French, and American
archeologists. Attention was focused on the
major cities of ancient Israel, and Jerusalem,
Samaria, Megiddo, Shechem, Jericho, Taa
nach, and Gezer were all partially excavated.
An overriding preoccupation of the excava
tors was historical, even apologetic: to verify,
by independent data, the historicity of biblical
traditions.
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In the 1920s and 1930s many more projects
were initiated, and excavation techniques
were improved. Greater accuracy in dating
excavated remains became possible through
the refinement of ceramic typology, especially
as elaborated by the American scholar W. F.
Albright in his excavations at Tel Beit Mirsim.
But very little of the vast amount of material
that was excavated and published could be
related directly to the Bible, and debates often
ensued about how to synthesize archeological
and biblical data. When work resumed in the
1950s and 196os, new projects were under
taken and many sites that had been earlier,
and fortunately only partially, excavated were
redug, especially by British, American, and Is
raeli archeologists. In part because of the
flood of material from periods long before
and after biblical times or with little direct rel
evance to the Bible, archeology began to de
velop as an independent discipline, as had al
ready happened in the study of the classical
world. More attention was given to what
archeology actually produced, the material
culture of the region in various periods, and
in some circles there developed a theoreti
cal tension between archeology and biblical
studies.
Many earlier archeologists were also bibli
cal scholars. Now, more and more archeolo
gists were acquiring interest and expertise in
periods and regions not directly relevant to
biblical history, and in methodologies (like
urban planning and soil analysis) that were
far removed from the methods for studying
the Bible. The result, by the late 2oth century,
was that some archeologists lacked sufficient
textual and historical expertise to connect
what they excavated with the written sources,
and in any case, they considered it a virtue to
work independently of biblical scholarship.
On their part, many biblical scholars simply
ignored the potential contributions of archeol
ogy to the interpretation of the Bible, a situa
tion exacerbated by the fact that, at the end of
the 2oth and the beginning of the 21st cen
turies, several archeologists, in a reversal of
the Albrightean school, became interested in
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showing how the archeological record con
flicts with the Bible. Thus, a century after the
beginning of serious archeological study of
ancient Israel, the relation between the bibli
cal text and archeological finds remains prob
lematic.

Ethnography, SociolOgiJ, and Anthropology
As explorers and archeologists began to make
the ancient Near East known, they also ob
served those living there in the present. While
many of the descriptions published were little
more than naive catalogues of perceived
parallels between Arab customs and details
of life in biblical times, there were serious
works of scholarship, including W. Robertson
Smith's Lectures on the Religion of the Semites
(188g) and Gustaf Dalman's extensive survey
of Palestinian social life and customs (Arbeit
[work] und Sitte [customs] in Paliistina, 19281939). At the same time, the disciplines of so
ciology and anthropology were becoming
more sophisticated. An early sociological in
terpretation of the Bible was Max Weber's An
cient Judaism (1917-1919), though sociological
studies of the Bible began to proliferate only
in the late 2oth century.
Anthropological research had an earlier im
pact. Typical of early efforts was the encyclo
pedic work of James G. Frazer. In The Golden
Bough: A Study in Comparative Religion (18go;
revised and abridged by Theodor Gaster in
1959), and subsequent works, such as Folklore
in the Old Testament (1919), Frazer organized a
staggering amount of data in support of his
understanding of the evolution of society
from primitive beginnings to civilization. His
principal focus was on myth and rituals, espe
cially the essential role of the king in the wel
fare of the larger society, and he included both
the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament in
his analysis.
While Frazer's work was subsequently crit
icized for its failure to pay sufficient attention
to specific cultural contexts and for his cava
lier treatment of the data to fit his theories, his
influence was considerable. In particular, both
in Britain and in Scandinavia, many scholars
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developed and refined his approach, de
veloping what has been characterized as a
"myth and ritual" school. The work of Sig
mund Mowinckel of Norway is representa
tive. Using form criticism as a method ( he
had been a student of Gunkel) and the func
tion of the king as an organizing principle,
and drawing heavily on Babylonian sources,
his study of the Psalms (1921-1924) focused
on their use in what he suggested was an an
nual enthronement festival of God, like the
Babylonian New Year festival. Most scholars
now find Mowinckel's reconstruction overly
conjectural.

Redaction Criticism
The impression left by source criticism was
that the final forms of the Pentateuch and
other biblical books or collections for which
multiple sources were hypothesized were
pedestrian compilations with little literary
merit. Beginning in the 1930s, again mainly in
Germany, attention began to be paid to the
larger units as creative works in their own
right. In a number of influential essays, and in
his commentaries on Genesis and Deuteron
omy, Gerhard von Rad argued that the Hexa
teuch (the Pentateuch plus Joshua) was itself a
literary form. This observation was extended
at the end of the 2oth century, as a variety of
scholars posited structural and thematic pat
terns that were used by redactors to create a
finely crafted, aesthetic final product. Ulti
mately these discoveries helped to influence a
branch of biblical scholarship called Canoni
cal Criticism (see below), which emphasized
the role of the text in its final form within the
canon as a whole. They also bore some rela
tionship to the newly developing literary ap
proaches to the Bible, which also emphasized
the final form of the text, its coherence, and its
aesthetic merits.

Discoveries of Texts between the World Wars
The discovery and deciphering of cuneiform
texts of ancient Assyria and Babylonia during
the second half of the 19th century had pro
foundly changed the understanding of the
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Bible. On the historical level, the repeated ref
erences especially in Assyrian annals to kings
of Israel and Judah and to events mentioned
in the Bible enabled the construction of a de
tailed chronology. But for the most part con
nections between the cuneiform texts and bib
lical traditions were indirect. This is not
surprising, given the distance and often the
time that separated those Mesopotamian
cultures from ancient Israel. And apart from
a sca ttering of inscriptions in Hebrew, Phoeni
cian, Aramaic, and Moabite, there were
no significant written remains from Israel it
self or its most immediate neighbors. That
changed in the 1920s and 1930s, as excava
tions uncovered more collections of ancient
texts, and further deciphering shed light on
more distant groups such as the Sumerians,
the Hittites, and the Hurrians. While there
were seldom direct correlations with the
Bible, the tablets from Nuzi in northern Iraq
and Mari and Ugarit in northern Syria were
especially important in expanding the knowl
edge of the larger world to which ancient Is
rael belonged.
In many respects the mythological texts
from Ugarit are the most important because of
their geographical proximity to ancient Israel
and the direct light they shed on the Bible.
Written in a previously unknown Semitic lan
guage belonging to the same subfamily as He
brew, they are composed in poetry that is
often remarkably close in diction and in form
to biblical poetry. The myths feature gods and
goddesses such as El, Baal, and Asherah, all
frequently mentioned in the Bible but hitherto
incompletely known, largely because of the
biblical writers' antagonism toward other
gods. Moreover, similar motifs-for example,
the childless patriarch, the theophany of the
storm god, the council of the gods, the sacred
mountain-and innumerable smaller details
illustrate the shared commonalities between
the culture of Israel and those of its neigh
bors. Despite undeniable chronological and
geographical discontinuities, the literary, reli
gious, and institutional traditions of the Lev
ant, including ancient Israel, are best under-

stood as part of a cultural continuum that, al
lowing for local particularities, is remarkably
consistent and pervasive.

The Dead Sea Scrolls
Another discovery that sent scholarship in
new directions was that of a cache of manu
scripts in caves near Qumran at the northwest
corner of the Dead Sea (see "The Bible in the
Dead Sea Scrolls," pp. 192o-28) . Over the
course of several years, beginning in 1947, the
remains of hundreds of manuscripts were
discovered, first by local Bedouin and subse
quently by archeologists. Some of the manu
scripts were largely intact, including an al
most complete scroll of the Hebrew text of the
book of Isaiah, and others were preserved
only in fragments. Written mostly in Hebrew
and Aramaic, with a few in Greek, they are
generally agreed to have been a library de
posited in the caves for safekeeping during
the First Jewish Revolt (66-73 CE) by the in
habi tants of the nearby settlement. Most
scholars identify these inhabitants as Essenes,
one of the major groups within Judaism in the
Roman period, according to the 1st-century
CE Jewish historian Josephus. Among many
important aspects of the scrolls, three may be
highlighted here. First are the manuscripts of
the Bible, more than a thousand years older
than any previously known, giving new evi
dence concerning the history of the biblical
text and greater impetus to text criticism
and the history of canonization (see above).
Second is their contribution to the under
standing of both Hebrew and Aramaic in
the Roman period, and the histories of these
two biblical languages. And third is the
glimpse they provide of one community
within Judaism around the turn of the era.
Through what have been termed "sectarian
documents," that is, various community regu
lations, hymns, eschatological texts, and bibli
cal commentaries (pesharim; see "The Bible in
the Dead Sea Scrolls,"pp. 192o-28 )-we learn
the beliefs and practices of this one group and
we get insight into how they used and inter
preted various books of the Bible. It turns out
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that the variety of early Judaisms and the
early history of the textual transmission and
interpretation of the Bible are much more
complex than earlier imagined.
The Historical-Critical Method
through 1950
Various aspects of the historical-critical
method, which aimed to reconstruct the his
tory of ancient Israel and the history of the bib
lical text, were immensely influential through
much of the 2oth century, and they continue to
serve as the basis of much scholarship. How
ever, with the change in intellectual currents at
the end of the second millennium, the consen
sus that the historical-critical method was the
only legitimate method began to fragment,
and it ultimately shattered with the prolifera
tion of new methods and approaches for in
vestigating biblical texts. Beginning in the
1970s many biblical scholars have questioned
the adequacy of an almost exclusive orienta
tion to questions with a historical focus. Also,
in keeping with a trend characteristic of most
of the humanities and social sciences, there has
been a strong movement toward interdisci
plinary conversation. Although it is difficult to
give a simple overview of the proliferating ap
proaches to biblical studies since the 1970s,
they can be roughly grouped under the cate
gories of literary, social-scientific, and cultural
hermeneutical approaches.
Literary Approaches
A popular appreciation of the narrative art of
the Bible has always existed. Its stories were
represented in the sculpture and stained-glass
windows of medieval churches, and Western
literature has been profoundly influenced by
its characters, themes, and symbols. In both
Judaism and Christianity the reading and
retelling of the stories in devotional and litur
gical contexts made them deeply familiar. Yet
even though biblical Hebrew poetry had
been the subject of academic study since the
18th century (most notably in Bishop Robert
-

Lowth's Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the He
brews), little attention had been paid to the po
etics of biblical narrative. One impetus to the
interest in biblical narrative that developed in
the 1970s can be traced to a development in
American higher education: the creation of
departments of religious studies in nonde
nominational colleges and public universities
in the 196os and 1970s. In such contexts the
study of the Bible "as literature" was deemed
especially appropriate to a secular curricu
lum. Such interest was not restricted to schol
ars in secular contexts, however. In 1968
James Muilenberg, who for much of his career
had been a professor at Union Theological
Seminary, delivered a presidential address to
the Society of Biblical Literature titled "Form
Criticism and Beyond." In this lecture he
called for a type of literary-theological ap
proach to the poetry and prose of the Bible
which he referred to as "rhetorical criticism. "
Giving further impetus to literary study o f the
Bible was the work of several scholars of En
glish and comparative literature, who ex
tended their expertise in the analysis of litera
ture to biblical texts. Most prominent were
Northrop Frye (The Great Code: The Bible and
Literature) and Robert Alter (The Art of Biblical
Narrative and The Art of Biblical Poetry). Much
work was done in this area in Israel, espe
cially by Meir Weiss in Jerusalem (The Bible
from Within) and his students, as well as schol
ars who were influenced by the work of Meir
Sternberg (The Poetics of Biblical Narrative) and
his circle at Tel-Aviv.
This literary approach differed from histor
ical study in significant ways. Whereas histor
ical study tended to be concerned with the
prehistory of the text (oral traditions and writ
ten source materials) and with its develop
ment through successive redactions, literary
study focused on the final form of the text.
Whereas historical study was interested in the
world referred to by the text, literary study di
rected its attention to the world constructed in
the text. Nevertheless, there were certain his
torical dimensions to this early work in bibli
cal literature. Both Alter and Meir Sternberg
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attempted to isolate distinctive features of an
cient Israelite narrative art (e.g., modes of
characterization, the use of type-scenes, tech
niques of repetition, forms of plot develop
ment) which set the Bible apart from modern
Western narrative.
Much of the early literary study of the
Bible was influenced by the "New Criticism,"
an approach that had dominated Anglo
American literary scholarship from the 1930s
through the 1950s. In New Criticism the liter
ary text was considered an autonomous work
of art, an "artifact," to be studied indepen
dently of its author's intentions and of the so
ciopolitical currents of the time in which it
was produced. New Criticism was a reaction
both to a methodology arising out of the his
tory of literature, in which new literary move
ments are seen as developing from those of
previous eras, and to biographical criticism,
which reads literary texts as expressions of
the life experiences of the writers. The focus in
New Criticism is rather on the way in which
the text itself is structured so as to produce the
observed or expected effects and understand
ings. Thus, the plot, characters, setting, point
of view, and other aspects of the story's rheto
ric are analyzed. As the literary study of the
Bible was gaining ground, however, rapid
changes were taking place in the larger field
of literary study, changes that were quickly re
flected in biblical studies.
Structuralism was the first of these new
movements to make its impact. The origins of
structuralism are in the work of the early
2oth-century linguist Ferdinand de Saussure,
who attempted to analyze the system of rela
tionships within a language that make acts of
speech possible. In particular, he stressed that
meanings are produced not so much by sim
ple definition as by a network of contrasts
(e.g., a tree is a woody plant that is not a bush
or a shrub). The anthropologist Claude Levi
Strauss argued that symbolic structures
within human societies, including their kin
ship systems and their mythologies, could be
analyzed in the same way, as systems of dif
ferences structured according to binary oppo-

sitions (e.g., life/death; male/female; hunt
ing/ farming; outside/inside). In a parallel
development A. J. Greimas attempted to use
Saussure's insights to develop a "grammar"
of narrative in much the same way as Saus
sure attempted to develop a grammar of sen
tences. Biblical scholars, anthropologists, and
literary theorists were quick to apply these
approaches to the Bible. The mythic narra
tives and genealogical accounts of Genesis,
and the legal material in the Torah offered op
portunities for analyzing the patterns of bi
nary opposition that structuralists argued
were the key to the meaning of the texts.
Even as structuralism was being adapted
for the study of biblical literature, its assump
tions and claims were being challenged in the
wider world of philosophical and literary
studies. Structuralism claimed that the binary
oppositions that structure human thought are
essentially universal and unaffected by cul
ture or history. Though the surface features of
texts might vary with different societies and
over time, the underlying structures did not.
Such claims proved difficult to sustain. Just as
structuralism dispensed with history, so it
also had no place for the individual reader in
the production of meaning. Structuralism un
derstood itself as a kind of scientific method .
Yet different readers regularly reached differ
ent understandings of the same text. Finally,
though structuralism seemed to lend itself
well to myths, folktales, laws, and highly for
mulaic narratives, it seemed unable to deal
with more complex narratives.
Against the focus on a supposedly objective
and stable text in narrative criticism and
against structuralism's focus on impersonal
and universal codes, reader-response criti
cism argued for the essential role of the reader
in the process of making meaning. Structural
ism tended to display its results in terms of
charts, an implicitly spatial understanding of
the text. But reader-response theory insisted
that reading is essentially a temporal affair. In
reading, one only gradually gathers informa
tion that is progressively organized and reor
ganized by the reader to produce meaning.
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Moreover, the text often contains "gaps"
which the reader, consciously or uncon
sciously, fills in (e.g., details concerning char
acters, aspects of motivation or causality, con
nections between events). As the reader
becomes actively involved in the process of
reading, what the reader engages is not sim
ply the issues of plot and character but also
matters of norms and values, which the
reader may embrace or resist. Reader
response criticism thus accounts for the differ
ent understandings of and reactions to the
"same" text by different readers by claiming a
necessary place for the subjective element in
reading. Personal subjectivity is limited, how
ever, by what the reader's community consid
ers to be a plausible or implausible inference.
Thus it is not so much individual readers as
"interpretive communities" who set the pa
rameters according to which interpretation
takes place. Although a number of reader
response studies of Hebrew Bible texts have
been produced, the method found its most en
thusiastic reception in the study of the New
Testament Gospels, where texts can be dated
with greater precision, and we know more
about the early communities that produced
them.
If reader-response criticism represented
one reaction to the limitations of traditional
narratology and to structuralism, a more
pervasive criticism emerged under the rubric
of post-structuralism, or deconstruction. This
movement, associated with the French phi
losopher Jacques Derrida, is above all a cri
tique of the metaphysical assumptions of
Western philosophy, and only secondarily an
analysis of the nature of texts and the inter
pretive process. Derrida noted the attempt of
philosophy to posit a central term (God, rea
son, the human being) in relation to which all
of reality can be organized. This organization
characteristically takes place by means of
binary oppositions (e.g., rational/irrational,
oral/written, presence/ absence), in which the
first term is accepted as superior to the sec
ond. Deconstruction attempts to dismantle
such structures in order to show their artifi-
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ciality and the inevitable ways in which any
such structure of thought implicitly "decen
ters" its central term and undermines itself
through internal inconsistency and contradic
tion. When applied to texts, deconstruction
begins with the perception that language is
inevitably incomplete and surprisingly fluid.
(In this respect it resembles rabbinic mid
rash.) It then analyzes how even a text's os
tensible argument is rendered problematic
and even self-contradictory by extraneous de
tails or slippages in meaning which at first ap
pear peripheral and unimportant. For decon
struction the point of reading is not to restate
the meaning intended by the author but, like
many midrashic texts, to engage the text in
creative thought, often by means of punning
play with the text. Deconstruction's very style
serves to undermine the binary opposition se
rious I frivolous, for its aim is in part to un
cover the ways in which various forms of
thought attempt to inscribe power and privi
lege.
The perspectives of deconstruction have
been combined with other intellectual currents
(most notably Freudianism and Marxism) to
produce a variety of related approaches that
are often referred to comprehensively by the
term postmodernism. Along with Derrida's
deconstruction, Michel Foucault's study of the
complex nature of power and truth and
Fredric Jameson's neo-Marxist analysis of
ideology have been deeply influential on
postrnodemism in biblical studies. For an
overview of these trends as well as other forms
of postmodernism, see The Postmodern Bible by
The Bible and Culture Collective.
Since one of the features of postrnodernism
is its tendency to dissolve boundaries, it is
scarcely surprising that its characteristic ap
proaches have combined with a wide variety
of other impulses within biblical studies, most
notably feminist criticism, but also various
forms of ideological criticism (see below
under cultural hermeneutics). Similarly, post
modern analysis is not restricted to narrative
but employed in relation to all sorts of texts.
Indeed, the self-conscious study of the literary
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artistry of the Bible, such a controversial nov
elty in 1970, has been all but put aside in the
rapidly shifting mix of methods and ap
proaches that have been developed alongside
the classical forms of biblical interpretation.
Social-scientific Criticism
Social-scientific criticism, another form of bib
lical criticism that has arisen in more recent
years, applies insights and methods from
the fields of sociology, anthropology, and
ethnography to describe aspects of ancient so
cial life manifested in the biblical texts and to
reconstruct the social worlds behind the text.
To a certain extent historical criticism has
always had a social dimension, since the ob
jects of its interest included nations, states, so
cial groupings, and religious movements. Yet
self-conscious social-scientific investigation,
though not unknown in earlier stages of bibli
cal studies, has come into its own since the
1960s.
As early as the Renaissance, students of the
Bible were concerned to make cross-cultural
comparisons between ancient Israel and the
nations of the ancient Near East. With the de
velopment of critical biblical study in the 19th
century, this interest in cross-cultural study
focused particularly on the comparison be
tween Israel and the pre-Islamic Bedouin
Arabs, as well as with contemporary Bedouin
society, especially in the work of Julius Well
hausen and William Robertson Smith. Simi
larly, Martin Noth compared Israel's pre
monarchical tribal confederacy with ancient
Greek tribal leagues. In retrospect, these early
attempts at social-scientific analysis were
hampered by a lack of rigorous method, by
erroneous assumptions about the economic
and social organization of ancient Israel, and
by an overly static model of ancient culture.
More sophisticated was the work of the soci
ologist Max Weber, whose Ancient Judaism
(compiled from lectures given in 1917-1919)
attempted to incorporate the dimensions of
historical and institutional change in his ac
count of the social organization of ancient Is-

rae!. Certain features of Weber's analysis,
such as viewing some prophets as "charis
matic" figures, continue to be influential
within biblical studies.
These early attempts at social-scientific crit
icism were largely displaced by interest in
other questions and methods, and for almost
forty years little was published in this field.
By the 1960s and 1970s, however, interest in it
revived. The first issue to be examined, and
one still sharply debated, is that of the socio
economic and political nature of the forma
tion of the Israelite tribal confederacy. Social
historians rejected the conquest model of
Israel's entry into Canaan as it is described in
the biblical narrative. Both George Menden
hall and Norman Gottwald argued that
Israel's origins were to be sought instead in a
peasant revolt against urban Canaanite over
lords. The peasant movement was a revolt
against the hierarchical socioeconomic struc
ture and developed as a retribalization along
egalitarian lines in the central highlands.
What differentiated Mendenhall and Gott
wald, however, was Gottwald's explicit use of
Marxist social theory. Although both of their
proposals have been sharply criticized for re
liance more on presupposed models than on
textual or material evidence, they served to
open the question of Israel's origins for fresh
investigation. Since the 1970s archeology has
also generated increasing information con
cerning population patterns, forms of domes
tic architecture, agricultural practices, and
trade patterns for the period preceding the
monarchy. This information, together with a
wider array of possible comparative models
for the development of noncentralized peas
ant societies, has begun to generate new ways
of understanding early Israel, though none
has yet achieved consensus. Unlike the earlier
studies, which concentrated on comparisons
with Middle Eastern peoples, these newer
studies looked at a variety of groups that were
distant from Israel, but believed to have simi
lar social structures.
Similarly, attempts to understand the
movement from a loose tribal confederation
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to the eventual formation of royal states has
been aided by comparative social analysis.
Social anthropologists have documented the
development of chieftanships as an interme
diate stage between these two forms of social
organization. A chiefdom is a hierarchically
organized society that lacks the strong central
governmental apparatus characteristic of a
true state. Though some aspects of the process
are still debated, it is now generally thought
that Saul's "kingship" and at least the early
stages of David's rule should be thought of as
chieftainships.
Prophecy is another area of Israel's reli
gious and social life that has proven fruitful
for social-scientific analysis. In addition to
looking at prophetic oracles recovered from
neighboring nations, the biblical texts have
been analyzed in light of sociological models
and comparative ethnographic evidence.
Though the limited evidence makes many
conclusions elusive, it has proven possible to
clarify to a certain extent the social location of
the prophets and their relationship or nonre
lationship to established religious institutions
and to the monarchy. How a prophet secures
legitimation, the role of ecstasy and other
phenomena of abnormally heightened con
sciousness, and the relation of oral and writ
ten communication have all been examined in
social-scientific perspective. The later devel
opment of apocalypticism and the question of
its social location-whether it was, for exam
ple, an outgrowth of prophecy, a scribal phe
nomenon, or a movement of the social mar
gins or of the priestly elite-has been debated
as the biblical texts are reread in light of apoc
alyptic and millenarian movements in the me
dieval and modern periods.
The biblical text also contains significant in
formation about purity laws and kinship and
family patterns, topics which lend themselves
to comparative social analysis. In the 196os
the anthropologist Mary Douglas pioneered
such studies with her analysis of the food
laws in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, interpret
ing them as a symbolic system for organizing
the world and correlating purity laws in gen-

eral with the social concern for boundaries.
There is currently a growing interest in purity
and impurity, especially as it pertains to
women, and in general as it relates to the so
cial and religious dimensions of ancient Is
rael. More recently the narratives in Genesis,
the family laws in Deuteronomy, and the re
ports on the postexilic community in Ezra
Nehemiah have been investigated in an at
tempt to discern the basic structures of family
organization, as well as changes over time in
the patterns of family life. As modern interest
in gender constructs and roles has grown, so
has the investigation of such issues in ancient
Israel. Through the application of social
science theory, especially theories of gender,
to the texts of the Bible, and in some cases also
calling on the findings of archeology, we are
learning more about the patterns of life and
activity characteristic of males and females in
biblical times.
Cultural Hermeneutics
Modern biblical studies, as it emerged from
its Enlightenment roots, understood itself as a
form of critical analysis that was objective,
disinterested, and even "scientific." Though
biblical theology might make normative
claims, even those claims were based on a
preliminary act of interpretation that was
grounded in objective scholarship. In recent
years the claim of biblical scholarship to be a
quasi-scientific enterprise has been ques
tioned by those who insist that the enterprise
of historical criticism of the Bible is uncon
sciously shaped and informed by cultural as
sumptions specific to the time and place in
which that method was developed. Pure ob
jectivity is an illusion. In the interpretation of
texts and cultures there is no "view from
nowhere." All interpreters, whether or not
they are aware of it, frame their questions and
perceive the data from some perspective,
which helps to shape their understanding of
the text or culture in question. Rather than
seeing the influence of the interpreter's social
and cultural location as a problem, some have
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claimed it as a positive value. Thus the term
"cultural hermeneutics" serves as an um
brella term for a variety of approaches to bib
lical interpretation (e.g., liberationist, femi
nist, postcolonial) in which the social location
of the interpreter is not only made explicit but
serves as a normative principle in interpreta
tion. The primary categories which have fig
ured in such interpretation are those of class,
ethnicity, and gender.
The earliest and most methodologically self
conscious of these approaches is that of Latin
American liberation theology, which emerged
in the 196os and 1970s. This approach did not
begin as an academic perspective but rather
emerged out of the concrete experience of the
poor and of those pastors and other religious
professionals who lived and worked with
them. They insisted that the starting point for
reading and interpreting the Bible must not be
a stance of "objectivity" but rather the experi
ence of the crushing poverty and oppression of
the lowest social classes. Interpreted from the
perspective of material poverty, the Bible dis
closes itself as a text of liberation and serves to
further a revolutionary process of emancipa
tion. The exodus narrative and various proph
ets have been key texts within this movement.
In the wake of Latin American liberation
hermeneutics, religious communities and aca
demics in the various countries of Africa and
Asia have developed analogous forms of bibli
cal interpretation that work from the particular
experiences of those nations. These are some
times grouped under the rubric of postcolonial
hermeneutics. Much of this work has taken
place within the Christian community, and it
has not had a widespread impact on general or
specifically Jewish biblical studies. However,
in light of the trend to validate the ways in
which different ethnic or racial communities
read the Bible, Jewish scholars are looking to
their traditional modes of biblical interpreta
tion. Traditional Jewish exegesis, examined
from a scholarly perspective, is increasingly
appearing on the interpretive scene, and has
gained some attention among non-Jewish
scholars.

Whereas, for the most part, the various per
spectives discussed so far under the rubric of
cultural hermeneutics are distinctively Chris
tian, the same cannot be said for feminist bib
lical hermeneutics. Here, although Christian
feminist biblical interpretation emerged
slightly earlier, Jewish and Christian feminist
interpretation has largely developed in tan
dem, and the critical conversation between
Jewish and Christian feminists has been one
of the distinctive features of this movement
(see "Jewish Women's Scholarly Writings on
the Bible," pp. 2ooo-2005)- In the 1950s and
196os Protestant seminaries began to admit
women in significantly larger numbers than
before, followed soon after by an increase in
the number of Catholic and Jewish women
pursuing seminary education. The emergence
of the women's movement in the 196os and
its criticism of the role of the Bible in the
oppression of women posed a challenge to
those who identified themselves as both
Christian or Jewish and feminist. One early
position is to affirm that the Bible, when cor
rectly interpreted, affirms women's full hu
manity. Other feminists, more critical of the
Bible itself, have attempted to expose and
analyze the patriarchal elements in the bibli
cal text itself in order to show how the patriar
chal values can be separated from the essen
tially liberating values that form its primary
message. More radical feminists, however,
have attempted to show that the biblical tradi
tions are thoroughly and irredeemably anti
feminist.
Feminist interpretation of the Bible has em
braced a variety of methodologies. Some of it
utilizes the approaches of historical-critical
and sociological biblical scholarship, since it
attempts to recover and reconstruct the histor
ical reality of women's lives in ancient Israel.
Not all feminist interpretation has been
concerned with historical reconstruction,
however. A significant strand of feminism has
used literary methods, exploring the ways in
which biblical texts construct and represent
an image of women that may function in the
service of particular ideologies. In many in-
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stances this literary approach has involved
reading against the grain of the text. For in
stance, a character whom the text treats as a
subsidiary character may become for feminist
analysis the central character of the text (e.g.,
Jephthah's daughter in Judg. ch 11 or the
Levite's concubine in Judg. ch 19). Of particu
lar concern to feminists has been the issue of
women and violence, for many of the biblical
texts do represent violence against women,
and a smaller but significant number repre
sent women engaged in violence. The influ
ence of these various types of feminist ap
proaches to the Bible has been significant, and
has had an important impact on how both
scholars and the laity approach biblical texts.
Finally, canonical criticism, which often de
scribes itself as a theological mode of interpre
tation, may also be considered as a form of
cultural hermeneutics, since it also puts the
community context within which the text was
created and from which it is to be read into
the foreground. Though the forms of canoni
cal criticism developed by its two major pro
ponents, Brevard Childs and James Sanders,
differ, one can identify common elements.
Specifically, canonical criticism is concerned
with how Scripture's final form was created
within a believing community and how the
meanings created by that final form continue
to guide the reading practices of the commu
nity. The canonical shaping of the Jewish
Bible, for instance-which places the writings
in the final position and concludes in many
editions with the call of 2 Chronicles for the
exiles to go up to Jerusalem to rebuild the
Temple-tells a different story from that pro
duced by the shaping of the Christian Old
Testament, which places the prophets last and
concludes with Malachi's reference to the re
turn of the prophet Elijah to announce the
coming Day of the Lord.
In one sense canonical criticism is an exten
sion of historical criticism's interest in the de
velopment of traditions. But in contrast to his
torical criticism's tendency to investigate the
earliest stages of development, canonical crit
icism explicitly privileges the latest stage, the
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canon in its final form. This concern with
reading the text of Scripture in its final form
gives canonical criticism some similarity to
the literary approaches of the "New Criti
cism." Thus, where historical criticism, read
ing the book of Isaiah, tries to distinguish
which materials come from the 8th-century
prophet, the 6th-century prophet, and the 5th
century prophet, literary and canonical critics
focus on how the final form of the book has
created the context within which all of its ma
terials are now to be read, as a movement
from destruction to hope. While canonical
criticism's self-conscious attention to what it
means to read Scripture as a member of a reli
gious tradition links it with cultural her
meneutics, it also differs from some of the
other forms of cultural hermeneutics dis
cussed above. Just as those forms ofinterpre
tation make repeated reference to the specific
experience of the reader as a guide to inter
pretation, canonical hermeneutics finds the
clues to a proper reading in the ways in which
the text of Scripture was shaped by the believ
ing community at the time its canon was
fixed.
If anything ties together the various strands
of newly developing approaches to biblical
interpretation, it is a concern for the relation
ship of language, meaning, and power. More
historically oriented literary and social meth
ods increasingly examine the ways in which
issues of conflict and access to power can be
traced, as there is a new awareness that peo
ple, typically elites functioning within a
power-group, are responsible for writing and
preserving biblical texts. Cultural hermeneu
tics, though not uninterested in historical re
construction, also focuses on the ways in
which access to the power to interpret the text
and construe its meaning serves to empower
those who have traditionally been marginal
ized. And postmodernism has attempted to
underscore the ironies of all such strategies,
since in its view a stable and definitive mean
ing always eludes the interpreter.
[Adapted by ADELE BERLIN
AND MARC ZVI BRETTLER )
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Readin g Bibl ical Poet ry
Most literary works from the ancient Near
East are in the form of poetry. Prose narra
tive, which dominates in the Torah and the
Former Prophets, as well as in several books
in Kethuvim (the Writings), is a distinguish
ing feature of biblical literature. Yet while
biblical narrative is mainly in prose (there are
a few narrative poems, e.g., Ps. 136), biblical
hymns, laments, victory songs, love poems,
wisdom instruction, prophetic speeches, and
several other types of discourse are in poetry.
About one-third of the Bible is poetry, includ
ing the books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song
of Songs, Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes.
Modern scholars also consider most of the
speeches of the Latter Prophets (Isaiah, Jere
miah, Ezekiel, the Twelve) to be poetry. In ad
dition to these large blocks of text, poems are
interspersed in the prose narrative; examples
are the Testament of Jacob (Gen. ch 49), the
Song of the Sea (Exod. ch 15), the Sayings of
Salaam (Num. 23.7-10, 18-24; 24.3--9, 15-24),
the Song of Moses (Deut. ch 32), the Testa
ment of Moses (Deut. ch 33), the Song of
Deborah (Judg. ch 5), the Prayer of Hannah
(1 Sam. ch 2), the Elegy over Saul and Jona
than (2 Sam. ch 1), and David's Song in
2 Sam. ch 22 (= Ps. 18). Shorter poems or
fragments of poems have been identified in,
for example, Gen. 4.23-24; 1 Kings 8.12-13;
Ruth 1 . 1 6-17.
Poetry is a form of elevated discourse that
differs in certain formal properties from prose
(which is also somewhat elevated discourse,
not a record of everyday speech). Some argue
that these differences are a matter of degree
rather than of kind, but at a certain point
quantitative difference becomes qualitative
difference. The attributes of poetry will be dis
cussed below.
The identification of biblical poetry and the
definition of what constitutes poetry in the
Bible has been a vexed issue since early post
biblical times. Each generation of scholars has
-

applied its own criteria, usually drawn from
its own vernacular poetry, be it the classical
meters of Greek and Latin poetry, the me
dieval Arabic systems of rhyme and meter, or
the accentual meter of English poetry-but
none of these fit biblical poetry. The Bible it
self has little to say about its poetry, other
than offering some terms that may indicate
types of poems.
The most general term is shir or sl1ira,
"song." Shir may stand alone, as in Judg. 5.12;
Ps. 65 .1, or may be qualified, as in slJir
IJama'alot, "song of ascents" (Pss. 12o-134);
slJir yedidot, "a love song" (Ps. 45.1); slJir
banukat IJabayit "a song for the dedication of
the House" (Ps. 30.1); slJir tziyon, "Zion song"
(Ps. 137.3); slJir telJilalJ, "song of praise" (Neh.
12.46). The feminine form, slJira, is found in
Exod. 15.1; Deut. 31 .30; Num. 21. 17; Isa. 5.1;
and elsewhere, and appears to be synony
mous with slJir. Another frequent term is miz
mor, "psalm, a song sung to the accompani
ment of a stringed instrument," commonly
found in the superscriptions to psalms, some
times in combination with slJir (e.g., Pss. 67.1;
68.1). A third term, qinah, "lament, dirge" is
known from 2 Sam. 1. 17; Amos 8.10; etc.
These terms are suggestive of ancient notions
of poetic genres, but they do not occur in
every passage that a modern reader would
consider poetry.
Aside from these terms, a suggestive fea
ture of the Masoretic Text is the traditional
scribal convention of stichography, whereby
certain passages are written in verse-like lines
(e.g., Exod. ch 15; Deut. ch 32; Judg. ch 5;
2 Sam. ch 22). This scribal convention, dis
cussed in rabbinic literature, sets off certain
sections from the blocks of surrounding text.
There are two forms, called by the Rabbis
"small brick over large brick, large brick over
small brick" and "small brick over small
brick, large brick over large brick." Small
brick over large brick looks like
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Small brick over small brick looks like

The stichographic writing, too, is not a suffi
cient criterion by which to identify poetry by
today's standards because it was used for
only a fraction of passages that we would
consider poetry (for example, most manu
scripts do not use this stichography for
Psalms); moreover, it is occasionally used for
nonpoetic lists (Josh. 12.9--24; 1 Sam. 6.17;
Esth. 9·7-9) .
A third potential indicator of poetry, in the
Masoretic Text, is the system of accents
(tropes, or cantillation marks) used in the
Tiberian Masorah, whereby the books of
Psalms, Proverbs, and most of Job are given a
different system of accents from the other
twenty-one books of the Bible. These three
books are referred to as sifrei 'emet, 'emet
(meaning "truth") being an acronym from the
initials of 'iyov (Job), mishlei (Proverbs), and
tehilim (Psalms). Again, while we consider
these three books to be poetic, there are addi
tional poetic books and passages for which
these accents are not used. It seems that this
system of accents indicates only the cantilla
tion and says nothing about poetry per se.
Since the Bible does not define or describe
its poetry, scholars have offered their own de
scriptions. Most would accept the following
description: Biblical poetry is a type of ele
vated discourse, composed of terse lines, and
employing a high degree of parallelism and
imagery. Other tropes and figures may also be
present, most commonly, word and sound
repetition and patterning. There is no schol
arly consensus regarding meter (see below).
Terseness is a feature of many of the
world's poetries, whether or not there are
metrical constraints on the length of lines;
lines of poetry tend to be shorter and more
concise than prose clauses. Lines of biblical
poetry are generally no longer than three or
four words. Their terseness is further en-
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hanced by the omission of the definite article,
the accusative marker 'et, and the relative pro
noun 'asher. This tendency toward terseness
operates both within a single line and over the
composition as a whole. Biblical poems are
relatively short, about thirty verses or less on
average; there are no epic-length poems in the
Bible. (The longest single poem is Psalm 1 19,
with 176 verses. The book of Job is poetry
from 3.2 to 42.6, but is actually a series of
poems set in a prose frame.) Accompanying
the terseness of the lines is the par atactic style
by which lines are joined together. In
parataxis, the connectives between lines may
be missing altogether or may consist of the
multivalent conjunction vav, "and, but, or."
Thus the relationship between lines is often
not explicit, opening up both difficulties and
opportunities for interpretation. Terseness
and parataxis make poetry seem more in
tense; they give the impression that each
word is heavily laden with meaning.
Biblical poetry is characterized most of all
by its binary form of expression known as
parallelism. Parallelism is the pairing of a line
(or part of a line) with one or more lines that
are in some way linguistically equivalent. The
equivalence is often grammatical-that is,
both parts of the parallelism may have the
same syntactic structure, as in
The LoRD is my light and my help;
whom should I fear?
The LoRD is the stronghold of my life,
whom should I dread? (Ps. 27.1).
Often, though, the grammatical structure is
not identical, at least on the surface, as in
. . . before I created you in the womb . . .
Before you were born (Jer. 1 .5).
In this example, "you" (the prophet) is the
grammatical object in the first line and the
subject in the second. In Prov. 6.20, a positive
clause is paired with a negative clause.
My son, keep your father 's
commandments,
Do not forsake your mother's teaching.
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Grammar has many facets and any one of
them can be brought into play in parallelism.
Another form of equivalence is semantic
equivalence; the meaning of the lines is some
how related: perhaps synonymous, perhaps
reflecting the converse or reverse (sometimes
called antithetical), or perhaps extending the
meaning in any one of a number of ways.
Equivalence does not imply identity. The sec
ond line of a parallelism rarely repeats exactly
the same words or exactly the same thought
as the first; it is more likely to echo, expand, or
intensify the idea in the first line in any one of
a number of ways. For example,
Women in Zion they raped;
Maidens in the towns of Judah (Lam
5-11).
The parallelism intensifies from "women"
(women in general) to "maidens" (women of
marriageable age), making the second line a
more poignant image of rape. It expands from
"Zion" to "towns of Judah," making the atroc
ity more widespread-not only in the capital
but throughout the country. Such intensifica
tion of the first line by the second is common.
Grammatical and semantic equivalence ac
count for most parallelisms (both are present
in Lam. 5.1 1), but because there are so many
equivalent permutations for any given line,
the number of potential parallelisms is enor
mous, if not infinite. By shaping the parallel
line, that is, by narrowing the potential choice
to a single statement, the poet clarifies the first
line and moves the poem forward. Compare,
for example, two couplets that differ in only
one word:
But you, 0 LoRD, are enthroned forever,
Your fame endures throughout the ages
(Ps. 102. 12)
But you, 0 LORD, are enthroned forever,
Your throne endures through the ages
(Lam. 5. 19).
Both verses open with the image of God en
throned as a king. The slight difference in
their second lines changes the thrust of the
-

thought in their first lines. Ps. 102 is con
cerned with God's permanence, which it
contrasts with the fleeting life of humans; it
therefore focuses on God's fame, literally, the
mention of His name, symbolizing His being.
Lamentations has a different concern: the ex
istence of God when He has no Temple, no
earthly locus for divine worship, no earthly
throne to symbolize His kingship. The author
of Lamentations claims that God's throne is
independent of the Temple and continues to
exist despite the loss of the Temple. In paral
lelisms like these, the first line presents a pic
ture and the second line shines a spotlight on
a certain part of it.
Parallelism helps to bind together the oth
erwise paratactic lines. In this sense it works
as a counterweight to the parataxis, creating a
relationship between the lines that is other
wise unexpressed. The basic structuring unit
of the poem is not a single line, but a set of
parallel lines (a two-line set is sometimes
called a couplet or a bi-colon, and a three-line
set is a tri-colon), as these examples demon
strate.
Another by-product of parallelism is the
balance that it creates. Scholars have long
sought metrical regularity in biblical poetry,
but no metrical system-be it syllable count
ing, stress counting, though t-rhythm, or con
straints on the number of syntactic units in a
line-has met with unanimous acceptance. If
biblical poetry has a metrical system, it has
been eluding us for 2,ooo years. More likely,
the ancient Hebrew poets embraced a looser
system-one in which many lines of a poem
are more or less the same length and partake
of the rhythm of their parallelism, but without
the requirement of precise measurement.
Beyond the level of sets of parallel lines it is
possible to find larger structural units, some
times called strophes or stanzas. These are not
units of a required number of lines, but
merely a subdivision of a poem, not indicated
formally, that modern readers make on the
basis of the poem's contents or its structural
or lexical repetitions. Some translations indi
cate subdivisions by leaving space between
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sections. The strophe is less well-defined than
a couplet, and less basic to the overall poetic
structure. The principles whereby couplets
are combined into longer segments or entire
poems is not well understood, but it is clear
that poems have movement and develop
ment, and that their lines and couplets cohere
as unified compositions. A dramatic example
is the "scene" at the end of the Song of Debo
rah (considered to be one of the oldest poems
in the Bible), with a dialogue in which Sisera's
mother answers her own question (Judg.
5.28-}0).
Through the window peered Sisera's
mother,
Behind the lattice she whined:
"Why is his chariot so long in coming?
Why so late the clatter of his wheels?"
The wisest of her ladies give answer;
She, too, replies to herself:
"They must be dividing the spoil they
have found:
A damsel or two for each man,
Spoil of dyed cloths for Sisera,
Spoil of embroidered cloths,
A couple of embroidered cloths
Round every neck as spoil."
In these verses some words repeat while oth
ers are echoed by words related in meaning.
Redundancy is raised to an art-form. The
terse lines-snapshots, as it were-grow into
a larger moving picture as we imagine,
through the eyes of Sisera's mother, that Sis
era is bedecking himself with damsels and
beautiful cloths obtained as the spoils of war
(even as we know all the while that he lies
dead in Jael's tent).
The unity of a poem is sometimes, but far
from always, promoted by a formal device
like an acrostic, an indusia, or a refrain. Occa
sionally, an alphabetic acrostic forms the uni
fying structure of a poem, marking it as or
dered and complete, from A to Z. Acrostics
may have served also as a pedagogic or mne
monic device. Alphabetic acrostics (some
times incomplete) are present in Pss. 9-10, 25,
34, 37, 1 1 1, 1 12, 1 19, 145; Prov. 31 .1G-31; Lam.
-

chs 1-4. A more common unifying device is
"indusia" (also called inclusion, frame, enve
lope, or ring-composition), in which the poem
begins and ends with a similar line, as in Ps.
104.1 and 35= "Bless the LoRD, 0 my soul."
Compare also Ps. 8.2, 10: "0 LoRD, our LORD,
how majestic is Your name throughout the
earth." Indusia provides a strong sense of clo
sure to a poem. Less common is refrain, the
repetition of a chorus-like line which, in the
case of psalms, may have been sung an
tiphonally (e.g., Ps. 136); sometimes refrains
are not repeated exactly.
We can see terseness and parallelism in op
eration, as well as larger structuring devices,
in a segment of Psalm 136. The segment also
illustrates how poetry differs from prose,
since it is a poetic rendering of a prose narra
tive in the Torah.
Who made the heavens with wisdom
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who spread the earth over the water,
His steadfast love is eternal;
Who made the great lights,
His steadfast love is eternal;
the sun to dominate the day,
His steadfast love is eternal;
the moon and the stars to dominate the
night,
His steadfast love is eternal (Ps.
136.5-9).
Immediately evident is the refrain, which un
ambiguously separates each line of poetry,
and also gives cohesion to the whole, as well
as rhythm. Even in English translation (and
more so in Hebrew) each line seems terse, and
about the same length, so that reading the
lines one after another creates a rhythm, al
though not a precise meter. Compare the Gen
esis account of the creation of the celestial
bodies that the psalm encapsulates in vv. 7--9:
"God made the two great lights, the greater
light to dominate the day and the lesser light
to dominate the night, and the stars" (Gen.
1.16). The prose account also has parallelism,
but it is not as obvious or as pervasive as in
the psalm. The psalm has broken up the prose
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verse into poetic lines, by the use of, and
clearly marked by, the refrain.
In addition to terseness and parallelism,
biblical poems may employ the repetition and
patterning of words and sound clusters,
sometimes producing word- or soundplay.
An ABBA or chiastic word pattern occurs in
Song of Songs 2.14:
Let me see your face, let me hear your

voice;
for your voice is sweet, and your face is
comely.
A classic example of soundplay is found in
lsa. 5.7:

vayekav lemishpat vehineh mispab litzdakah ve
hineh tze'akah, "And he hoped for justice,
but behold injustice; for equity, but behold,
iniquity."
(Cf. also Isa. 61.3; Zeph. 2.4.) Repeated words
may be key words, words that recur often and
point to the message of the poem; for exam
ple, in Ps. 121 the word "guard/ guardian" oc
curs six times within the eight verses of the
psalm, and indeed the psalm is about God as
Israel's guardian. In Ps. 122 the topic is Jerusa
lem, and the name of the city occurs three
times. In addition, combinations of the letters
that make up the name "Jerusalem" occur fre
quently throughout the poem; many words in
the poem echo Jerusalem's name.
These are a few samplings of the myriad
repetitions of words and sounds that enhance
the poeticalness of biblical poetry, and often
its rhetorical force as well. Poetry is an audi
tory medium. Sound-be it the repetition of
sounds or the rhythm of lines-and the nexus
of sound and meaning contribute to the
heightening of the discourse and to the effect
on the listener. Poetry is related to music. The
psalms were probably recited or sung to mu
sical accompaniment, as were other poems
(cf. Exod. 15.2o-21; Ps. 137.2). Musical instru
ments are called kelei shir, "instruments of
song/poetry" (Neh. 12.36). David, the psalm
ist par excellence (according to tradition), is a
musician (1 Sam. 16.23). At the same time, po-

etry (shir) is associated with "speaking, recit
ing" (Ps. 137.3; Judg. 5.12.) The combination
of music and words, sound and meaning, is
epitomized in poetry.
No discussion of poetry can omit imagery,
or metaphor, often thought to be the essence
of poetry. It is not merely a question of insert
ing metaphors here and there for decoration;
imagery, like parallelism, is pervasive in po
etry. Poetry envisions the world metaphori
cally; it offers an alternative way of seeing re
ality. As medieval Jewish scholars put it, "The
best part of poetry is its falseness (that is, its
figurativeness)." (They got this idea from Ara
bic sources, who in turn got it from Aristotle.)
Poetry, in this view, is not only elevated lan
guage, it is elevated vision.
A small example is in Ps. 136.6. We looked
at this psalm earlier, noting how it poeticizes
the creation story in Gen. ch 1 . But the poetry
of Ps. 136 is not merely a matter of breaking
up prose sentences into terse, parallelistic po
etic lines; it is a matter of re-envisioning the
account of creation. Ps. 136.6 says that God
"spread (Heb roka') the earth over the water."
Genesis does not say this; in fact, according to
Gen. 1.9, the water was gathered to one place
so the dry land could appear-the land was
actually under the water, visible when the
water was removed. Moreover, the word that
the psalm uses for "spread " is the same word
that Genesis uses for "firmament." The
psalmist has a different conception, or a dif
ferent interpretation, of how the world was
created. He sees the earth being spread, like a
firmament, upon the water. The earth is a firm
expanse set permanently in place over the wa
ters (the forces of chaos, which cannot now es
cape); the earth is made analogous to the fir
mament of Genesis that separates the upper
and lower waters. The psalm's conception of
the creation of the earth is more mythological
than that of Genesis, more like, for instance,
Ps. 24.2: "He founded it [the world] upon the
ocean, set it on the nether-streams." Poetry
can retain more mythological concepts than
prose, not because it is earlier or more primi
tive (Ps. 136 is probably exilic, after 586 BCE),
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but because it is free to call upon more imagi
native views of the universe than can be toler
ated in the "logical" or "theological" dis
course of prose.
Metaphor, rather like parallelism, juxta
poses similarities and differences in such a
way that a relationship between them is cre
ated. In metaphor, two things that do not gen
erally occur together are brought together;
they collide, or explode, leaving in their wake
a new way of seeing. Metaphors come in
many shapes and sizes. Some take but a line,
others inform an entire poem. Some are
deeply embedded in the culture of Israel, like
the parent-child relationship or the husband
wife relationship used to portray the relation
ship between God and Israel; others may be
the new creation of the poet; and still others
may be "dead metaphors," commonplace id
ioms that have lost their impact. Much of the
difficulty in understanding poetry arises from
the difficulty in recognizing what is meta
phoric (and what is not) and in perceiving the
meaning of the metaphor.
Ps. 133.1: "How good and pleasant it is that
brothers dwell together," contains a metaphor
that is often overlooked. The verb "dwell to
gether," shevet yabad, is a legal term that
means to live in joint tenancy; that is, to hold
land in joint ownership without dividing it up
among separate owners (cf. Gen. 13.6; 36.7;
Deut. 25.5). The psalm is not about harmo
nious family life (a common reading based on
a misunderstanding of the verb and adverb),
but is about brothers holding land together.
This is a metaphor for the (re)unification of Is
rael and Judah, as observed in Metzudat
David, an 18th century commentary written
by David Altschuler (and printed in most edi
tions of Miqra'ot Gedolot), which explains:
How very good and how very pleasant is
the thing when the whole house of Israel
will dwell on its land; they are called
"brothers" for the great affection that is
among them . . . . And they will be together
in one kingship and will not be divided into
two kingdoms any more.
-

Metaphors, again like parallelisms, can
have many permutations. A common meta
phor for human beings is a tree, with its
leaves and fruit. The water that nourishes the
tree/person is God's torah or trust in God.
Prov. 11 .28 and 30 capture the idea in pithy
statements: "The righteous shall flourish like
foliage" and "The fruit of the righteous is a
tree of life." More embellishment is found in
the following examples.
The righteous bloom like a date-palm;
they thrive like a cedar in Lebanon;
planted in the house of the LORD,
they flourish in the courts of our God.
In old age they still produce fruit;
they are full of sap and freshness (Ps.
92.1}-15).
The image is of beauty and stature; the date
palm has beautiful flowers and the cedars of
Lebanon are tall and massive. They are also
long-lived trees, and the righteous will be
similarly long-lived, vigorous in old age.
More famous is the tree imagery in Ps. 1. 3,
applied to the man who delights in God's
teaching (torah).
He will be like a tree planted beside
water channels,
which produces its fruit in its season,
and whose foliage does not wither;
And all that he does will succeed (author 's translation).
Just as the tree is nourished by water, more
specifically, by irrigation canals that provide a
constant supply of water, so the man is con
tinually nourished by God's teaching (torah),
a constant source of life, which he studies day
and night (v. 2). Just as the tree flourishes and
accomplishes its purpose in life, so will the
man succeed in his purpose. The rootedness
and productiveness of the righteous man is
contrasted with the transience and worthless
ness of the wicked, who are like the chaff, the
husks that are blown away in the winnowing
process.
There may be a further implication in the
description of the tree's fruit and foliage, if
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they are taken not merely as an enhancement
of the tree image but as part of the analogy be
tween the man and the tree. The man, like the
tree, will have fruit (= children) in its season
(year after year) and unwithering foliage (= a
long life). Children and long life are the ideal
blessing in ancient Israel (cf. Job 42.16-17),
and that blessing is achieved, says the psalm,
through devotion to God's teaching.
Often compared to Ps. 1 is Jer. 17.5-8, which
contrasts the man who trusts in humans with
the man who trusts in God. The former will be
like a tamarisk, a desert shrub with small, nar
row leaves.
He shall be like a tamarisk in the desert,
which does not sense when good
(= rain) comes.
It dwells in the parched wilderness,
in salt-lands, without inhabitants.
As for the man who trusts in God,
He will be like a tree planted beside
water,
sending forth its roots by a stream.
It does not sense when heat comes,
Its leaves remain fresh,
And in a drought year it does not worry;
It does not cease to produce fruit.
(author 's translation)

Lady Wisdom, while not quite a prostitute, is
certainly advertising her availability and urg
ing everyone to pay heed to her. This is firmly
in keeping with the main purpose of the book
of Proverbs, to provide Wisdom to everyone
so that all may prosper.
Job, on the other hand, has a very different
notion of Wisdom. Wisdom is desirable but
elusive, unattainable. Job ch 28 compares it to
precious metals and gems hidden in deep
mines, showing that Wisdom is more precious
than metals and gems and more difficult to
find. Like the other poems in Job, this chapter
employs difficult language and develops its
images in detail. It opens with a picture of
metal mining, deep in the dark earth, far from
human habitation, where men dig shafts to re
trieve ore. Especially evocative are vv. 5-6:
Earth, out of which food grows,
Is changed below as if into fire.
Its rocks are a source of sapphires;
It contains gold dust too.

The man who trusts in humans lives in a per
manent desert, without nourishment; even
when a bit of water reaches him, he cannot
make use of it. On the other hand, the man
who trusts in God is constantly nourished,
and because he has sunk his roots deep into
water sources, he can easily survive a drought
with no loss of productivity.
These tree metaphors show how the same
basic image may be altered or embellished to
fit different contexts. Now let us see how the
same concept may be conveyed through dif
ferent images. Wisdom is an abstract concept
that is expressed metaphorically in different
ways in Proverbs and in Job. Prov. 1.2o-33
personifies Wisdom as a woman calling aloud
in the public square, scolding those who reject
her and warning them that she will be gleeful
when they fail in life (cf. also Prov. chs 8--9).
-

The world below the surface is a very differ
ent place from the world above. Above is the
soil that provides bread, below is a hot color
ful fantasy-world of potential riches. The
poem moves on to its main point, that, unlike
any other creature--even the sharp-eyed
birds of prey and the hunter par excellence,
the lion-humans are capable of finding these
sources of wealth; and by prodigious con
struction projects-overturning mountains
and carving out channels through rock (vv.
1o-1 1)-they extract these precious ores and
bring them to the surface, "so that hidden
things may be brought to light" (v. 11). This
last phrase is, of course, suggestive of more
intangible "hidden things" that need to be
brought to light, and it leads directly to the
main topic: Wisdom.
But where can wisdom be found?
Where is the place of understanding?
(v. 12).
Humans may be able to bring hidden trea
sures from under the ground to light, but they
are not able to find wisdom, the greatest trea-
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sure of all. The link between the first section
(v. 1) and the second section (v. 12) is forged
by the repetition of two words.
There is a source (motza') for silver
And a place (makom) where gold is
refined (v. 1).
But where can wisdom be found

(timatze');
Where is the place (makom) of
understanding? (v. 12).
Verses 13-19 echo the first section by saying
that no one can put a price on wisdom; its
value is beyond all the precious materials in
the world. Moreover, its location is not any
where in the natural world, nor even in the
mythological world of the "deep" and the
"sea" (the primordial waters).
Where, then, does wisdom come from? asks
the third section of the poem (vv. 2o-28).
It is hidden from the eyes of all living,
Concealed from the fowl of the sky.
Abbadon and Death say,
"With our ears we have heard a rumor
of it" (vv. 21-22, author's
translation).
A number of parallels are invoked: earth, sky,
and the netherworld; the living and the dead;
eyes and ears and seeing and hearing-to the
effect that no creature, earthly or not, alive or
dead, anywhere in the cosmos, has perceived
Wisdom.
Only God knows where it is and how to
reach it, for He is all-seeing, and in the course
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of creating the world He saw and gauged
Wisdom. The poet here borrows the well
known idea that Wisdom was present at cre
ation-compare Prov. 8.22-31. But the picture
of creation in vv. 25-26 is not at all like Gen. ch
1, or like Ps. 136, or even like Prov. ch 8.
When He fixed the weight of the winds,
Set the measure of the waters;
When He made a rule for the rain
And a course for the thunderstorms.
(Job 28.25-26)
This description focuses on God's power over
meteorological, or mythological forces. The
creation is not centered on the earth, or below
the earth where the mines are (where men can
penetrate to), or in the watery deep, or in the
realm of Death (below the ground), but far
above the earth, the place of wind and water.
Wisdom was and remains in the domain of
God, not in the domain of human beings. How,
then, can humans achieve wisdom? Only
through the fear of the Lord (v. 28). "Fear of the
LoRD" is the essence of wisdom according to
most biblical conceptions, but Job ch 28 puts
that principle in a special light.
It is not easy to sum up what biblical poetry
is. More than just a set of formal features or
structures, poetry is sound and vision com
pressed for intensity and expressed with po
tency. Biblical poetry struggles to probe and
stretch the important cultural concepts and is
sues of ancient Israel in exquisitely distilled
Hebrew. In that sense, it is the purest, most
rarefied, expression of biblical thought.
(A DELE BERLIN ]

Weights and Measures
Modem equivalents for biblical weights and measures are presented in the following tables.
WEIGHTS
METRIC UNITS

NJPS

EQUIVALENCE

kikar

talent

6o minas

75.558 pounds

34·3 kilograms

mnneh

50 shekels

20.148 ounces

shekel

mina
shekel

pim (or pnyim)

pim

beka'

half-shekel
gerah

2 bekas
.667 shekel
10 gerahs

176.29 grains
117.52 grains
88.14 grains
8.81 grains

571.2 grams
1 1 .42 grams

HEBREW

gernl1

U.S. AVOIRDUPOIS

7.61 grams
5.71 grams
·57 gram

The practice of weighing unmarked ingots of metal used in commercial transactions prior to the invention of money explains that
the names of the urtits of weight were used later as indications of value, and as names for monetary standards.
LENGTH MEASURES
HEBREW

N)PS

EQUIVALENCE

U.S. MEASURES

METRIC UNITS

cubit
span

17-49 inches
8.745 inches

tofnb, tefnb

handbreadth,

2 spans
3 handbreadths
4 fingers

·443 meter

zeret

'etzbn'

finger

'amah

2.915 inches

.221 meter
.074 meter

0.728 inch

.019 meter

hand's breadth

The cubit described in Ezekiel 40.5;

43.13 is equal to seven (not six) handbreadths, namely 20.405 inches.
CAPACITY: LIQUID MEASURES

HEBREW

NJPS

EQUIVALENCE

U.S. MEASURES

METRIC UNITS

kor

kor

10 baths

6o.738 gallons

230 liters

bath

6 hins
3 kabs

23 liters

kab
log

4 logs

6.073 gallons
1.012 gallons
1.4349 quarts

bat
hin
kav
log

hin

0.674 pint

3.829 liters
1.276 liters
.32 1iter

CAPACITY: DRY MEASURES
HEBREW

NJPS

EQUIVALENCE

U.S. MEASURES

METRIC UNITS

bomer

homer

2 lethechs

kor

2 lethechs
5 ephahs
3 seahs

6.524 bushels
6.524 bushels

229.7 liters
229.7 1iters
114.8 liters
22.9 1iters

'isaron

kor
lethech
ephah, measure
seah
omer
tenth of a measure

kav

kab

letekh
'efnh
se'nh
'omer

3·33 omers
1.8 kabs
.1 ephah
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3.262 bushels
20.878 quarts
6.959 quarts
2.o87 quarts
2.087 quarts
1.159 quarts

7.7 1iters
2.3 1iters
2.3 liters
1.3 liters

Timel ine*
EGYPT

DATE

PERIOD

Ca. 33oo--2ooo BCE

EARLY BRONZE AGE

JJOG-J100

Early Bronze I

Earliest forms of writing

J1Q0-2700

Early Bronze II

Political unification; Early Dynastic period

270G-2JOO

Early Bronze III

Old Kingdom; Dynasties 3-5

2JQ0-2000

Early Bronze IV

First Intermediate Period

Ca. 2ooo-1550 BCE

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE

2ooo-165o

Middle Bronze I-II

Middle Kingdom; Dynasties 11-12

165o-1550

Middle Bronze III

Second Intermediate/ Hyksos Period

Ca. 155o-1200 BCE

LATE BRONZE AGE

New Kingdom; Dynasties 18-19:
Thutmose III (147C)-1425), Akenhaten (1352-1336),
Seti I (1294-1279), Rameses II (127CJ-121J),
Merneptah (1213-1203);
Sea Peoples (groups including Philistines) invasions begin

Ca. 12oo--586 BCE

IRON AGE

Ca. 12oo--1025

Iron I

Ca. 1025-586

Iron II

Ca. 1025-928

Iron IIA

Ca. 928-722

Iron liB

Rameses III (1184-1153) ..

Shishak I invades Palestine (925)

Many dates before 1000

BCE

•• For a more complete list of rulers, see "Chronological Table of Rulers," pp. 211G-211J.

•

are highly uncertain.
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MESOPOTAMIA, ASIA MINOR

LAND OF ISRAEL

Earliest forms of writing;
Full urbanization; Sumerian culture develops
In Egyptian sphere

High point of Sumerian culture

Flourishing city-states

Sargon of Akkad; Naram-Sin of Akkad;
Gudea of Lagash

Decline/abandonment of city-states

Third Dynasty of Ur

Revival of urbanism; Invention of alphabet

Amorite kingdoms: Shamshi-Adad of Assyria
(ca. 1813-1781); Harnrnurabi of Babylon
(ca. 1792-1750); Rise of Hittites

In Egyptian sphere; Rise of Mitanni in north; Ugarit
flourishes;
Presence of Israel in land of Israel

Hittites challenge Egypt for control of Western
Asia

Collapse of city-states

Hittite empire collapses; Trojan War

Israel emerges in Canaan; Philistines settle on SW coast;
Small city-states develop in Phoenicia, Aram, Transjordan

Resurgence of Assyria:
Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076)

United monarchy in Israel:
Saul (1025-1005); David (1005--965); Solomon (968--g28)
Divided monarchy:
JUDAH:

ISRAEL:

Rehoboam (928--g11)

Jeroboam I (928--g07)
Ornri (882-871); Capital at
Samaria
Ahab (873-852)
Prophet Elijah (mid-9th
century)
Prophet Elisha (mid- to late 9th
century)
Jehu (842-814)
Jehoash (8oo-788)
Jeroboam II (788--747)
Prophet Amos (mid-8th
century)
Prophet Hosea (mid-8th
century)
Hoshea (732-722)

Jehoshaphat (867-846)

Athaliah (842-836)
Jehoash (836-798)

Rise of Neo-Assyrian empire
Shalmaneser III (858-824);
Battle of Qarqar (853)

Adad-nirari III (811-783)

Tiglath-pileser III (745-727);
Assyrian conquest of the Levant
Shalmaneser V (727-722)
Samaria captured (722)

T I M E L I N E (continued)

DATE

PERIOD

EGYPT

Iron IIC

Egypt conquered by Assyria (671)
Psammetichus I (664-610)

Neco II (610-595)

Ca. 586--5 39

NED-BABYLONIAN

539-333

PERSIAN

GREECE AND ROME
Greeks repel Persian invasions
Peloponnesian War (431-404)

HELLENISTIC

Alexander the Great (336--323); Defeats Persians at Issus (332);
Occupies the Levant and Egypt

Rome gains control over Greece (ca. 188-146)
Sack of Carthage and Corinth (146)

63 BCE-330 CE

ROMAN
Julius Caesar named dictator (49); assassinated (44)
Octavian (Augustus) defeats Antony at Actium (31);
(Emperor 27 BCE-14 CE)
Tiberius (14-37 CE)
Gaius (Caligula) (37-41)
Claudius (41-54)
Nero (54--{;8)
Vespasian (69-79)
Titus (7cr81)
Domitian (81-96)
Nerva (96--98)
Trajan (98-117)
Hadrian (1 17-138)
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LAND OF ISRAEL

MESOPOTAMIA, ASIA MINOR

JUDAH:

Sargon II (722-705)
Sennacherib (705--f:J81); Attack on Judah and
seige of Jerusalem (701)
Esarhaddon (681--f:J69)
Ashurbanipal (669--f:J27)

Prophet Isaiah (late 8th to early 7th centuries)
Prophet Micah (late 8th century)
Hezek.iah (727 I 715--f:J98 I 687)
Manasseh (698l687--f:J42)
Josiah (639--f:J09)
Prophet Zephaniah (late 7th century)
Prophet Jeremiah (late 7th--€arly 6th centuries)
Jehoahaz (609)
Jehoiakim (608--598)
Jehoiachin (597)
Prophet Ezekiel (early 6th century)
Zedekiah (597-586); Capture of Jerusalem (586)

Rise of Babylonia
Assyrian capital of Nineveh captured (612)
Nebuchadrezzar II (604-562) of Babylonia

Nabonidus (556-539)

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN
Some exiles return from Babylonia (538)
Second Temple built (520-515)
Prophet Haggai (520); Prophet Zechariah (520-518)
Nehemiah governor of Judah (ca. 445-430)
Mission of Ezra the scribe (mid-5th [or early 4th] century)
Seleucus I (3121311-281) controls Syria and Mesopotamia
Ptolemy I (323-282) controls Egypt, Palestine, Phoenicia
Antiochus III (223-187) gains control of southern Syria,
Phoenicia, and Judea from Ptolemy IV (202-198)
Ben Sira (Sirach) (early 2nd century)
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164)
Revolt of the Maccabees (167-164)
HASMONEAN RULE OF JUDEA (165-37):
John Hyrcanus (135-104); Alexander Janneus (103-76);
Salome Alexandra (76-67)

Pompey conquers the Levant (66-62); Enters Jerusalem (63)
Herod the Great king of Judea (37-4);
Rebuilds Second Temple

First Jewish Revolt in Judea against Rome (66--73);
Jerusalem is captured; Second Temple destroyed (70)

Jewish revolts in Egypt, Libya, Cyprus (115-118)
Second Jewish Revolt in Judea against Rome (132-135)
-2109-

Cyrus II (the Great) (559-530);
Capture of Babylon (539)
Cambyses (530-522); Capture of Egypt (525)
Darius I (522-486)
Xerxes I (486-465)
Artaxerxes I (465-424)
Artaxerxes II (405-359)

Chronological Table of Rulers
EGYPT

DATE

1300 BCE

1200

ASSYRIA

BABYLONIA

DYNASTY 19 (1295-1186):
Seti I (1294-1279)
Rameses II (1279-1213)
Memeptah (1213-1203)

------

DYNASTY

20 (1186-1069)

DYNASTY

21 (1069-945)

Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076)
1000

------

DYNASTIES 22-24 (945-715):
Shoshenq I (Shishak)
(945-924)

Shalmaneser III (858-824)
Shamshi-Adad V (824-811)
Adad-nirari III (811-783)

Boo

Shalmaneser IV (783-773)

700

------

Taharqa (Tirhakah)
(69o--664)

Psammetichus I (664-610)
Neco II (61o-595)
Psammetichus II (595-589)
Apries (Hophra) (589-570)
Amasis II (57o-526)
Psammetichus III (526-525)

Ashur-dan III (773-755)
Ashur-nirari V (755-745) .
Tiglath-pileser III (Pul) (745727)
Shalmaneser V (727-722)
Sargon II (722-705)
Sennacherib (705-681)
Esarhaddon (681-669)
Ashurbanipal (669--627)
Ashur-etil-ilani
Sin-shum-lishir (627-612)
Sin-shar-ishkun
Ashur-uballit II (612-609)

l

Marduk-apal-iddina II

(Merodach-baladan)
(721-710, 703)

Nabo-polassar (625-605)

Nebuchadrezzar II
(Nebuchadnezzar) (605-562)

Amei-Marduk

(Evil-merodach) (562-56o)
Neriglissar (56o-556)
Labashi-Marduk (556)
Nabonidus (556-539)
Belshazzar (co-regent
553-543)

400 ------

325 BCE
Note: Names in boldface occur in the Tanakh. Overlapping dales indicate co-regencies. Date ranges are reigns, not life spans. Many dates are uncertain or approximations.
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PERSIA

DATE

ISRAEL

1300 BCE

1200

-------

UNITED MONARCHY:

1000

-------

Saul (1025-1005); David (1005--965); Solomon (Yedidiah) (968--928)
DIVIDED MONARCHY:
JUDAH:

ISRAEL:

Rehoboam (928--9 1 1 )

Jeroboam I (928--907)
Nadab (907--906)

Abijam (Abijah) (911--908)
Asa (90flr867)
Jehoshaphat (87o-846)
Jehoram (Joram) (851-843)

Boo

-------

Ahaziah (Jehoahaz) (843-842)
Athaliah (842-836)
Jehoash (Joash) (836--798)
Amaziah (798-769)
Azariah (Uzziah) (785-733)

Jotham (759-743)
Ahaz (743/735-727/715)*

Baasha (906-883)
Elah (883-882); Zimri (882)
Omri (882-871)
Ahab (873-852)
Ahaziah (852-851)
Jehoram (]oram) (851-842)
Jehu (842-814)
Jehoahaz (817-8oo)
Jehoash (Joash) (Soo-784)
Jeroboam II (788--747)
Zechariah (747); Shallum (747)
Menahem (747-737)
Pekahiah (737-735)
Pekah (735-732)
Hoshea (732--'722)

700 ------Manasseh (698/687--642)*
Amon (641--640)
Josiah (64o--609)
Jehoahaz (Shallum) (609)
Jehoiakim (Eiiakim) (608-598)
Jehoiachin (Jeconiah, etc.) (597)
Zedekiah (Mattaniah) (597-586)
Cyrus II (559-530)
Cambyses (53o-522)
Darius I (522-486)
Xerxes I (Ahasuerus)
(486--465)
Artaxerxes I (465-424)
Darius II (423-405)
Artaxerxes II (405-359)
Artaxerxes III (359-338)
Artaxerxes IV (338-336)
Darius III (336--330)

400

325

BCE

•Data arc inconsistent for the d.lh..'s of the reigns of Ahaz, Hczeki,lh, and M.1nassch.
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C H R O N O L O G I C A L T A B L E O F R U L E R S (continued)
DATE

EGYPT

SYRIA
HELLENISTIC PERIOD Alexander (the Great) (336-323)

300 BCE

Ptolemy I Soter (305-282)
Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246)
Ptolemy III Euergetes (2.46-221)
Ptolemy IV Philopator (221-204)
Ptolemy V Epiphanes (204-18o);
Cleopatra I (18o-q6)
Ptolemy VI Philometor (18o-145);
Cleopatra II (175-116)
Ptolemy VII Neos Philopator (145)
Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II Physcon (17o-116)

100 BCE

Cleopatra III (116-101)
Ptolemy IX Soter II (116-107 AND 88-Bo)
Ptolemy X Alexander I (107-88)

Cleopatra Berenice (101-88)
Ptolemy XI Alexander II (So)

50 BCE

Ptolemy XII Auletes (Bo-59 and 55-51)
Cleopatra VII (51-30)
Ptolemy XIII (51-47)
Ptolemy XIV (47-44)

50 CE

100 CE
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Seleucus I Nicator (305-281)
Antiochus I Soter (281-261)
Antiochus II Theos (261-246)
Seleucus II Callinicus (246-225)
Seleucus III Soter Ceraunos (225-223)
Antiochus III (the Great) (223-187)
Seleucus IV Philopator (187-175)
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164)
Antiochus V Eupator (164-162)
Demetrius I Soter (162-150)
Alexander Epiphanes (Balas) (15D-145)
Demetrius II Nicator (145-141 and 129-125)
Antiochus VI Epiphanes (145-142)
Trypho (142-138)
Antiochus VII Sidetes (138-129)
Cleopatra Thea (126-121)
Antiochus VIII Grypus (125-121 and 121-96)
Seleucus V (125)
Antiochus IX Cyzicenus (115-95)
Seleucus VI (95)
Antiochus X Eusebes (95-83)
Antiochus XI Philadelphus (95)
Demetrius III Eukairos (95-88)
Philip I Epiphanes Philadelphus (95-84)
Antiochus XII Dionysus Epiphanes (87-84)
Philip II (67-66)
Antiochus XIII Asiaticus (69-68 and 65--64)

DATE

ROMAN EMPIRE

LAND OF ISRAEL

300 BCE

HASMONEAN RULERS

[Mattathias d. 166)
Judas Maccabeus, son of Mattathias (165-160)
Jonathan, son of Mattathias (16o-142)
Simon, son of Mattathias (142-135)
John Hyrcanus I, son of Simon (135-104)
Judah Aristobulus I , son of John Hyrcanus (104-103)
Alexander Janneus, son of John Hyrcanus (103-76)
Salome Alexandra, wife of Alexander Jannaeus (76-67)

100 BCE

Aristobulus II, son of Alexander Jannaeus and
Salome Alexandra (67-63)
Hyrcanus II, son of Alexander Jannaeus and
Salome Alexandra (63-40)
50 BCE
Mattathias Antigonus, son of Aristobulus II (4o-37)
HERODIAN DYNASTY

ROMAN EMPERORS

Octavian (Augustus) (27 BCE-14 CE)
Tiberius (14-37)

50 CE

100 CE

Gaius Caligula (37-41)
Claudius (41-54)
Nero (54-68)
Galba (68-69); Otho (69); Vitellius (69)
Vespasian (69-79)
Titus (79--lh)
Domitian (81--96)
Nerva (96--98)
Trajan (98-1 17)
Hadrian (117-138)

Herod the Great, king of the Jews (37-4)
Herod Archelaus, son of Herod the Great,
ethnarch of Judea, Samaria, Idumea (4 BCE-6 CE)
Herod Antipas, son of Herod the Great,
tetrarch of Galilee and Perea (4 BCE-39 CE)
Herod Philip, son of Herod the Great, tetrarch of
Batanea, Trachonitis, Auranitis (4 BCE-34 CE)
Herod Agrippa I, grandson of Herod the Great, king of
Batanea, Trachonitis, Aurantis (37-44) and of Judea,'
Galilee, and Perea (41-44)

Herod Agrippa II, son of Herod Agrippa I, king of
Chalcis (5o-53), king of Batanea, Trachonitis,
Auranitis, Galilee, Perea (53--ca. 93)
• In 41 Judea was made part of the kingdom of Herod Agrippa I,

his death in 44 it became a province again.

grandson of Herod the Great (see Herodian Dynasty, above). At
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Calendar
The year was composed o f twelve lunar months (beginning on the day o f the new moon), with a n intercalary
month added periodically (see perhaps 1 Kings 12.JJ). In some traditions, and perhaps originally, the year began
in the fall, at the autumnal equinox (see Exod. 23.16; 34.22). In others, following Babylonian practice, the new
year was celebrated in the spring. The fall new year became standard in postbiblical Judaism.
Months in the Bible are usually identified by ordinal numbers, beginning with the spring new year. Some
months (in boldface in the following list) are also designated with names derived either from a Canaanite calen
dar or, in postexilic texts, from a Babylonian one; the names of months not found in the Bible are known from
other ancient sources.
CANAANITE NAME

First
Second
Third

'Aviv
Ziv

BABYLONIAN/ ARAMAIC NAME
Nisan

Sivan
'Iyar

MODERN EQUIVALENT
March-April
April-May
May-June

Fourth

Tamuz

June-July

Fifth

'Av

July-August

Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twellth

'Etanim
Bul

'Elul

August-September

Tishri

September-October

Mar!;teshvan

October-November

Kislev

November-December

Tevet
Shevat
'Adar

December-January
January-February
February-March

The Jewish calendar is based on the lunar month, which is a bit longer than 29 �days, so Jewish lunar months
are 29 or 3o days long. Twelve lunar months usually amount to 354 days, 11 days short of a solar year. In order for
the festivals to stay in the correct season in relation to the solar year, an extra month is added every few years.
Following ancient Babylonian models, the calendar runs on a 19-year cycle: years J, 6, 8,11, 14, 17, and 19 of the
cycle are intercalated or "leap" years, containing an extra month of Adar, sometimes called Adar Sheni (second
Adar). Adar was chosen for intercalation because it is the last month of the Babylonian year and of the biblical
year beginning in Nisan (an alternate calendar, the one now in use, begins the year in Tishri with Rosh Ha
Shanah). The next 19-year intercalation cycle will begin in 5768 (2007-2008 CE).
Observances fall within the calendar as follows:
Rosh Ha-Shanah (the New Year)
1-2 Tishri
Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement)
10 Tishri
Sukkot (Booths) begins
15 Tishri
Hanukkah begins
25 Kislev
Purim
14 Adar (15 Adar in Jerusalem and other ancient walled cities)
Passover begins
15 Nisan
6 Sivan
Shavuot (Weeks) begins
9 Av
Tish'ah be' av

Table of Biblical Readings

NEVI'IM

TORAH

WEEKLY SABBATH READINGS
Genesis
n'V1N1:J
nl
,� ,�
M1'1
:11tu ''"
n11�1n
Nl'1
n�IZ7'1
::1117'1
fi'T.l
IZ7l'1
'"'1

Bere 'shit
Noa!t
Lekh Lekha
Va-yera'
Ijayyei Sarah
Toledot
Va-yetse'
Va-yishla�
Va-yeshev
Mikkets
Va-yiggash
Va-ye�i

1.1-6.8
6.9-11.32
12.1-17.27
18.1-22.24
23.1-25.18
25.19-28.9
28.1G-32·3
32-4-36-43
37·1-40.23
41.1-44·17
44-18--47·27
47.28--50.26

Isaiah 42.5-43.10 (42.5-21) *
Isaiah 54.1-55.5 (54.1-10)
Isaiah 40.27-41.16
2 Kings 4.1-37 (4.1-23)
1 Kings 1.1-31
Malachi 1.1-2.7
Hosea 12.13-14.10 (11.7-12.12)
Hosea 11.7-12.12 (Obadiah 1 . 1-21)
Amos 2.6-3.8
1 Kings 3.15-4.1
Ezekiel 37.15-28
1 Kings 2.1-12

Shemot
Va-'era'
Bo'
Be-shallab
Yitro
Mishpatim
Terumah
Tetsavveh
Ki Tissa'
Va-yakhel
Pekudei

1.1-6. 1
6.2--<)-35
10.1-13.16
13.17-17.16
18.1-20.26
21.1-24.18
25.1-27.19
27.2G-30.10
30.11-34.35
35·1-38.20
38.21-40-38

Isaiah 27.6-28.13; 29.22, 23 (Jeremiah 1.1-2.3)
Ezekiel 28.25-29.21
Jeremiah 46.13-28
Judges 4.4-5.31 (5.1-31)
Isaiah 6.1-7.6; 9.5, 6 (6.1-13)
Jeremiah 34.8--22; 33.25, 26
1 Kings 5.26-6.13
Ezekiel 43·1o-27
1 Kings 18.1-39 (18.2o-39)
1 Kings 7.4o-5o (7.13-26)
1 Kings 7.51-8.21 (7.4G-50)

Va-yikra '
Tsav
Shemini
Tazria'
Metsora'
��arei Mot
Kedoshim

1.1-5.26
6.1-8.36
9-1-11.47
12.1-13-59
14.1-15-33
16.1-18.30
19.1-20.27

Isaiah 43.21-44.23
Jeremiah 7.21-8.3; 9.22, 23
2 Samuel 6.1-7-17 (6.1-19)
2 Kings 4.42-5.19
2 Kings 7.3-20
Ezekiel 22.1-19 (22.1-16)
Amos 9.7-15 (Ezekiel 2o.2-20)

Exodus
n1T.ll!7
111111

11::1

n�w:J
,,n,

D'UDW1J

:1011n
mJn

xwn 'J

�:1i''1
'11i'�

Leviticus
111p'1
1!

'l'7:nv
l1'1tn

Y1JT.l

0'1!71p

mo •1n11

Local practice may differ from the selections listed.

•

Parentheses indicate Sephardi ritual.
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TORAH

Leviticus (continued)
"TON
"l;"l:l

•nj'n:J

"T:J"TO:J

'Emor
Be-har
Be-!wkotai

21.1-24.23
25.1-26.2
26.3-27-34

Ezekiel 44.15-31
Jeremiah 32.6-27
Jeremiah 16.19-17.14

Be-midbar
Nasa'
Be-hn'aloteklw
Shelab-Leklw
Korab
l;fuknt
Bnlnk
Pin!tns
Matat
Mnse'ei

1.1-4.20
4-21-?.89
8.1-12.16
13.1-15-41
16.1-18.32
19.1-22.1
22.2-25·9
25.10-30.1
30.2-32-42
33·1-36.13

Hosea 2.1-22
Judges 13.2-25
Zechariah 2.14-4.7
Joshua 2.1-24
1 Samuel 11.14-12.22
Judges 11.1-33
Micah 5.6-6.8
1 Kings 18.46-19.21
Jeremiah 1.1-2.3
Jeremiah 2.4-28; 3·4 (2.4-28; 4.1, 2)

Devarim
Vn-'et!zanan
'Ekev
Re 'eh
Shofetim
Ki Tetze'
Ki Tnvo'
Nitzavim
Va-ye/ekh
Ha'azinu
Ve-zo't Ha-berakhalt

1.1-3.22
3·23-7·11
7-12-11.25
11.26-16.17
16.18-21.9
21.10-25.19
26.1-29.8
29·9-30.20
31.1-30
32.1-52
33·1-34-12

Isaiah 1.1-27
Isaiah 40.1-26
Isaiah 49.14-51.3
Isaiah 54.11-55.5
Isaiah 51.12-52.12
Isaiah 54.1-10
Isaiah 60.1-22
Isaiah 61.10-63.9

Numbers

N1Ul

1n?Y;,:J
,., n?w
n; i'
nj'n
j'?:J
em·�

muo
":»'CD

C'"T:J"T
pnnN1

Deuteronomy
:lj'Y

;JN"T

D,UD'IU

NYn ':J

M1:Jn ':I
C':JYl
,.,.,

,l'TNi1

;J:J"T:J;J nNn

2 Samuel 22.1-51
Joshua 1.1-18 (1.1-9)

READINGS FOR SPECIAL SABBATHS
Sabbath coinciding with Rosh f:Iodesh
Weekly portion and Numbers 28.9-15

Isaiah 66.1-24

Sabbath immediately preceding Rosh I:Iodesh Weekly portion

1 Samuel 2o.18-42

Shekalim Weekly portion and Exodus 30.11-16

2 Kings 12.1-17 (11.17-12.17)

Zakhor Weekly portion and Deuteronomy 25.17-19

1 Samuel 15.2-34 (15.1-34)

Parah Weekly portion and Numbers 19.1-22

Ezekiel 36.16-38 (36.16-36)

Ha-f:Iodesh Weekly portion and Exodus 12.1-20

Ezekiel 45.16-46.18 (45.18-46.15)

Ha-Gadol Weekly portion

Malachi 3.4-24

First Sabbath Hanukkah Weekly portion plus the verses
relating the prince (nasi') of the day
corresponding to the day of Hanukkah

Zechariah 2.14-4.7

Second Sabbath Hanukkah Weekly portion and Hanukkah
portions as above

1 Kings 7.40-50

READINGS FOR THE DAYS OF AWE
Rosh Ha-Shanah
First Day
Second Day

1 Samuel 1.1-2.10
Jeremiah 31.2-20

Genesis 21.1-34; Numbers 29.1-6
Genesis 22.1-24; Numbers 29.1-6
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Hosea 14.2-10; Micah 7.18--20; Joel 2.15-27
(Hosea 14.2-10; Micah 7.18--20)

Yom Kippur
Morning
Afternoon

Leviticus 16.1-34; Numbers 29.7-11
Leviticus 18.1-30

Isaiah 57.14-58.14
Jonah 1.1-4.11; Micah 7.18--20

READINGS FOR THE FESTIVALS
Sukkot (Tabernacles)
First Day
Leviticus 22.26--23.44; Numbers 29.12-16
Second Day
Leviticus 22.26--23.44; Numbers 29.12-16
Sabbath during the Middle Days Exodus 33.12-34.26;
Daily portion from Numbers 29
Eighth Day
Deuteronomy 14.22-16.17 (15.19-16.17);
Numbers 29.35-30.1
Siml)at Torah

Deuteronomy 33.1-34.12; Genesis 1.1-2.3;
Numbers 29.35-30.1

Zechariah 14.1-21
1 Kings 8.2-21
Ezekiel 38.1B--39.16
1 Kings 8.54--66
Joshua 1.1-18 (1.1--g)

Pesai). (Passover)
Exodus 12.21-51; Numbers 28.16--25
First Day
Second Day
Leviticus 22.26--23.44; Numbers 28.16--25
Sabbath during the Middle Days Exodus 33.12-34.26;
Seventh Day
Eighth Day

Numbers 28.19-25
Exodus 13.17-15.26; Numbers 28.19-25
Deuteronomy 15.19-16.17;
Numbers 28.19-25

Shavuot (Pentecost)
First Day
Exodus 19.1-20.23; Numbers 28.26--3 1
Second Day
Deuteronomy 15.19-16.17/
Numbers 28.26--3 1

Joshua 5.2--6.1; 6.27
2 Kings 23.1--g, 21-25
Ezekiel 37.1-14
2 Samuel 22.1-51
Isaiah 10.32-12.6

Ezekiel 1.1-28; 3.12
Habakkuk 3.1-19 (2.2o-3.19)

READINGS ON WEEKDAY OCCASIONS
Purim

Exodus 17.8--16

Ninth of Av
Morning
Afternoon

Deuteronomy 4.25-40
Exodus 32.11-14; 34.1-10

Jeremiah 8.13--9.23
Isaiah 55.6--56.8

Exodus 32.11-14; 34.1-10
Exodus 32.11-14; 34.1-10

Isaiah 55.6--5 6.8

Public Fast Days
Morning
Afternoon

READINGS OF THE FIVE MEGILOT
The Song of Songs
Ruth
Lamentations
Ecclesiastes
Esther
• On the Sabbath, 14.22-16.17.

Sabbath during Pesal). (Passover)
Shavuot (Pentecost)
Ninth of Av
Sabbath during Sukkot (Tabernacles)
Purim

Chapter/Verse Differences
Chapter/verse differences between standard English numbering and Hebrew text numbering used in NJPS.
Books are listed in Hebrew canonical order.
HEBREW

HEBREW

ENGLISH

Gen. .31.55

Gen . .32.1

Jer. 9.1

Jer. 8.2.3

Ps. 1_3.1-5

Ps. 13.2-6a

Gen. _32.1-.32

Gen. .32.2-33

Jer. 9.2-26

Jer. 9.1-25

PS. 1J.6

Ps. 1_3.6b

Exod. 8.1-4

Exod. 7.26-29

Ezek. 20.45-49

Ezek. 21.1-5

Ps. 14. title

Ps. 14.1a

Exod. 8.5-.32

Exod. 8.1-28

Ezek. 21.1-.32

Ezek. 21.6-37

Ps. 15. title

Ps. 15.1a

Exod. 22.1

Exod. 21..37

Has. t.ltr-11

Has. 2.1-2

Ps. 16. title

Ps. 16.1a

Exod. 22.2-31

Exod. 22.1-.30

Has. 2.1-23

Has. 2._3-25

Ps. 17. title

Ps. 17.1a

Lev. 6.1-7

Lev. 5.2tr-26

Has. 11.12

Hos. 12.1

Ps. 18. title

Ps. 18. 1-2a

Lev. 6.8-30

Lev. 6.1-23

Has. 12.1-14

Has. 12.2-15

Ps. 18.1-50

Ps. 18.2-51

Num. 16.36-50

Num. 17.1-15

Has. 13.6

Has. 14.1

Ps. 19. title

Ps. 19.1

Num. 17-1-13

Num. 17.16-28

Has. 14.1-9

Has. 14.2-10

Ps. 19.1-14

Ps. 19.2-15

Num. 26.1a

Num. 25.19

Joel 2.28-32

Joel 3.1-5

Ps. 20. title

Ps. 20.1

Num. 29.40

Num. JO.l

Joel _3.1-21

Joel 4.1-21

Ps. 20.1-9

Ps. 20.2-10

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

HEBREW

Num. 30.1-6

Nuin. 30.2-17

Jon. 1.17

Jon. 2.1

Ps. 21. title

Ps. 21.1

Deut. 12.32

Deut. 1_3.1

Jon. 2.1-10

Jon. 2.2-11

Ps. 21.1-13

Ps. 21.2-14

Deut. 13.1-18

Deut. 1).2-19

Mic. 5.1

Mic. 4.14

Ps. 22. title

Ps. 22.1

Deut. 22.30

Deut. 23.1

Mic. 5.2-15

Mic. 5.1-14

Ps. 22.1-31

Ps. 22.2-32

Deut. 23.1-25

Deut. 23.2-26

Nah. 1.15

Nah. 2.1

Ps. 23. title

Ps. 23.1a

Deut. 29.1

Deut. 28.69

Nah. 2.1-13

Nah. 2.2-14

Ps. 24· title

Ps. 24.1a

Deut. 29.2-29

Deut. 29.1-28

Zech. 1 .18-21

Zech. 2.1-4

Ps. 25. title

Ps. 25.1a

1 Sam. 20.42b

1 Sam. 21.1

Zech. 2.1-13

Zech. 2.5-17

Ps. 26. title

Ps. 26.1a

1 Sam. 21.1-15

1 Sam. 21.2-16

Mal. 4.1-6

Mal. _3.19-24

Ps. 27. title

Ps. 27.1a

1 Sam. 23.29

1 Sam. 24.1

Ps. .3· title

Ps. _3.1

Ps. 28. title

Ps. 28.1a

1 Sam. 24.1-22

1 Sam. 24.2-2.3

Ps. _3 .1-8

Ps. _3.2-9

Ps. 29. title

Ps. 29.1a

2 Sam. t8.33

2 Sam. 19.1

Ps. 4· title

Ps. 4.1

Ps. JO. title

Ps. _30.1

2 Sam. 19.1-43

2 Sam. 19.2-44

Ps. 4.1-8

Ps. 4.2-9

Ps. JO.l-12

Ps. J0.2-1J

1 Kings 4.21-34

1 Kings 5.1-14

Ps. 5· title

Ps. 5.1

Ps. 31. title

Ps. 31.1

1 Kings 5-1-18

1 Kings 5.15-32

Ps. 5.1-12

Ps. 5.2-13

Ps. 31.1-24

Ps. 3 1.2-25

1 Kings 18.33b

1 Kings 18. 34a

Ps. 6. title

Ps. 6.1

Ps . .32. title

Ps. 32.1a

1 Kings 20.2b

1 Kings 20. 3a

Ps. 6.1-10

Ps. 6.2-11

Ps. 34· title

Ps. 34.1

1 Kings 22.22a

1 Kings 22.21b

Ps. 7· title

Ps. 7.1

Ps . .34. 1-22

Ps. 34.2-23

1 Kings 22.43b

1 Kings 22.44

Ps. 7.1-17

Ps. 7.2-18

Ps. 35· title

Ps . .35.1 (1st word)

1 Kings 22.44-53

1 Kings 22.45-54

Ps. 8. title

Ps. 8.1

Ps. 36. title

Ps. 36.1

2 Kings 11.21

2 Kings 12.1

Ps. 8.1-9

Ps. 8.2-10

Ps. 36.1-12

Ps. 36.2-13

2 Kings 12.1-21

2 Kings 12.2-22

Ps. 9· title

Ps. 9.1

Ps. 37· title

Ps. 37.1 (1st word)

Isa. 9.1
Isa. 9.2-21

Isa. 8.23

Ps. 9.1-20

Ps. 9.2-21

Ps. 38. title

Ps. 38.1

Isa. 9.1-20

Ps. 1 1 . title

Ps. 11.1a

Ps. 38.1-22

Ps. .38.2-2.3

Isa. 63.19

Isa. 63.19a

Ps. 12. title

Ps. 12.1

Ps. .39· title

Ps. 39-1

Isa. 64.1

Isa. 63.19b

Ps. 12.1-8

Ps. 12.2-9

Ps. 39.1-13

Ps. 39.2-14

Isa. 64.2-12

Isa. 64.1-11

Ps. 13. title

Ps. 13.1

Ps. 40. title

Ps. 40.1
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HEBREW

ENGLISH

Ps. 40.1-17

Ps. 40.2-18

Ps. 73· title

Ps. 73.1a

Ps. 124. title

Ps. 124.1a

Ps. 41. title

Ps. 4 1 . 1

Ps. 73.1

Ps. 73.1b

Ps. 124.1

Ps. 124.1b

HEBREW

ENGLISH

HEBREW

Ps. 41 .1-13

Ps. 41 .2-14

Ps. 74· title

Ps. 74.1a

Ps. 125. title

Ps. 125.1a

Ps. 42. title

Ps. 42.1

Ps. 74.1

Ps. 74.1b

Ps. 125.1

Ps. 125.1b

Ps. 42.1-11

Ps. 42.2-12

Ps. 75· title

Ps. 75.1

Ps. 126. title

Ps. 126.1a

Ps. 44· title

Ps. 44.1

Ps. 75.1-10

Ps. 75.2-11

Ps. 126.1

Ps. 126.1b

Ps. 44. 1-26

Ps. 44.2-27

Ps. 76. title

Ps. 76.1

Ps. 127. title

Ps. 127.1a

Ps. 45· title

Ps. 45.1

Ps. 77· title

Ps. 77.1

Ps. 127.1

Ps. 127.1b

Ps. 45.1-17

Ps. 45.2-18

Ps. 77.1-20

Ps. 77.2-21

Ps. 128. title

Ps. 128.1a

Ps. 46. title

Ps. 46.1

Ps. 78. title

Ps. 78.1a

Ps. 128.1

Ps. 128.1b

Ps. 46.1-11

Ps. 46.2-12

Ps. 78.1

Ps. 78.1b

Ps. 129. title

Ps. 129.1a

Ps. 47· title

Ps. 47.1

Ps. 79· title

Ps. 79.1a

Ps. 129.1

Ps. 129.1b

Ps. 47-HJ

Ps. 17.2-10

Ps. 79.1

Ps. 79.1b

Ps. 130. title

Ps. 130.1a

Ps. 48. title

Ps. 48.1

Ps. So. title

Ps. 8o.1

Ps. 130.1

Ps. 130.1b

Ps. 48.1-14

Ps. 48.2-15

Ps. 80.1-19

Ps. 80.2-20

Ps. 131. title

Ps. 131.1a

Ps. 49· title

Ps. 49.1

Ps. 81. title

Ps. 8 1 . 1

Ps. 1 3 1 . 1

Ps. 131.1b

Ps. 49.1-20

Ps. 49.2-21

Ps. 81.1-16

Ps. 81.2-17

Ps. 132. title

Ps. 132.1a

Ps. 50. title

Ps. 50.1a

Ps. 82. ti tie

Ps. 82.1a

Ps. 132.1

Ps. 132.1b

Ps. 5 1 . title

Ps. 5 1 .1-2a

Ps. 82.1

Ps. 82.1b

Ps. 133. title

Ps. 1JJ.1a

Ps. 51.1-19

Ps. 51 .2b-21

Ps. 83. title

Ps. 83.1

Ps. 1J).t

Ps. 1J).1b

Ps. 52. title

Ps. 52.1-za

Ps. 83.1-18

Ps. 83.2-19

Ps. 134. title

Ps. 134.1a

Ps. 52.1--9

Ps. 52.2b-11

Ps. 84. title

Ps. 84.1

Ps. 134.1

Ps. 134-1b

Ps. 53· title

Ps. 53.1

Ps. 84.1-12

Ps. 84.2-13

Ps. 138. title

Ps. 138.1a

Ps. 53.1-6

Ps. 53.2-7

Ps. 85. title

Ps. 85.1

Ps. 138.1

Ps. 138.1b

Ps. 54· title

Ps. 54.1-2

Ps. 85.1-13

Ps. 85.2-14

Ps. 139. title

Ps. 139.1a

Ps. 54.1-7

Ps. 54·3--9

Ps. 86. title

Ps. 86.1a

Ps. 139.1

Ps. 139.1b

Ps. 55· title

Ps. 55.1

Ps. 86.1

Ps. 86.1b

Ps. 140. title

Ps. 140.1

Ps. 55.1-23

Ps. 55.2-24

Ps. 87. title

Ps. 87-1a

Ps. 140.1-13

Ps. 140.2-14

Ps. 56. ti tie

Ps. 56.1

Ps. 87.1

Ps. 87-1b

Ps. 141. title

Ps. 141.1a

88. title

Ps. 56.1-13

Ps. 56.2-14

Ps.

Ps. 57· title

Ps. 57.1

Ps. 88.1-18

Ps. 88.1

Ps. 141. 1

Ps. 141.1b

Ps. 88.2-19

Ps. 142. title

Ps. 142.1
Ps. 142.2-8

Ps. 57.1-11

Ps. 57.2-12

Ps. 89. title

Ps. 89.1

Ps. 142.1-7

Ps. 58. title

Ps. 58.1

Ps. 89.1-52

Ps. 89.2-53

Ps. 143. title

Ps. 143.1a

Ps. 58.1-11

Ps. 58.2-12

Ps. 90. title

Ps. 90.1a

Ps. 143.1

Ps. 143.1b

Ps. 59· title

Ps. 59.1

Ps. 90.1

Ps. 90.1b

Ps. 144. title

Ps. 144.1 (1st word)

Ps. 59.1-17

Ps. 59.2-18

Ps. 92. title

Ps. 92.1

Ps. 145. title

Ps. 145.1a

Ps. 6o. title

Ps. 60.1-2

Ps. 92.1-15

Ps. 92.2-16

Ps. 145.1

Ps. 145.1b

Ps. 60.1-12

Ps. 60.3-14

Ps. 98. title

Ps. 98.1 (1st word)

Song of Songs

Song of Songs

Ps. 61. title

Ps. 61.1

Ps. 100. title

Ps. 1oo.1a

Ps. 61.1-8

Ps. 61.2--9

Ps. 100.1

Ps. 100.1b

Song of Songs

Song of Songs

Ps. 62. title

Ps. 62.1

Ps. 101. title

Ps. 101.1a

Ps. 62.1-12

Ps. 62.2-13

Ps. 101.1

Ps. 101.1b

7·1-1 )
Eccl. 5.1

Eccl. 4.17
Eccl. 5.1-19

6.1)

7·1
7·2-14

Ps. 63. title

Ps. 63.1

Ps. 102.1

Eccl. 5.2-20

Ps. 63.1-11

Ps. 63.2-12

Ps. 102.1-28

Ps. 102.2-29

Dan. 4.1-3

Dan. 3·31-33

Ps. 64. title

Ps. 64.1

Ps. 103. title

Ps. 103.1 (1st word)

Dan. 4·4-37

Dan. 4.1-34

. Ps. 102. title

Ps. 64.1-10

Ps. 64.2-11

Ps. 108. title

Ps. 108.1

Dan. 5.31

Dan. 6.1

Ps. 65. title

Ps. 65.1

Ps. 108.1-13

Ps. 108.2-14

Dan. 6.1-28

Dan. 6.2-29
Neh. 3·53-58

Ps. 65.1-13

Ps. 65.2-14

Ps. 109. title

Ps. 109.1a

Neh. 4.1-6

Ps. 66. title

Ps. 66.1a

Ps. 109.1

Ps. 109.1b

Neh. 4.7-23

Neh. 4.1-17

Ps. 66.1

Ps. 66.1b

Ps. 1 10. title

Ps. 110.1a

Neh. 9.38

Neh. 10.1
Neh. 10.2-40

Ps. 67. title

Ps. 67.1

Ps. 110.1

Ps. 1 10.1b

Neh. 10.1-39

Ps. 67.1-7

Ps. 67.2-8

Ps. 1 20. title

Ps. 120.1a

1 Chron. 6.1-15

Ps. 68. title

Ps. 68.1

Ps. 120.1

Ps. 120.1b

1 Chron. 6.16-81

Ps. 68.1-35

Ps. 68.2-36

Ps. 121. title

Ps. 121.1a

1 Chron. 12-4

Ps. 69. title

Ps. 69.1

Ps. 121.1

Ps. 121.1b

1 Chron. 12.5-40

1 Chron. 12.6-41

Ps. 69.1-36

Ps. 69.2-37

Ps. 122. title

Ps. 122.1a

2 Chron. 2.1

2 Chron. 1.18

Ps. 70. title

Ps. 70.1

Ps. 70.1-5

Ps. 70.2-6

Ps. 72. title

Ps. 72.1 (1st word)

Ps. 122.1
, Ps. 123. title
Ps. 123.1
-

1 Chron. 5.27-41

1 Chron. 6.1-66
1 Chron. 12.4-5

Ps. 122.1b

2 Chron. 2.2-18

2 Chron. 2.1-17

Ps. 123.1a

2 Chron. 14.1

2 Chron. 13.23

Ps. 123.1b

2 Chron. 14.2-15

2 Chron. 14.1-14
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Translations of Primary Sources
ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN DOCUMENTS

Coogan, Michael David, ed. Stories from Ancient Ca
naan. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1 978.
Dalley, Stephanie. Myths from Mesopotamia: Creation,
the Flood, Gilgamesh, and Others. Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1989.
Foster, Benjamin R. Before the Muses: An Antlwlog�; of
Akkadian Literature. 2 vols. Bethesda, Md.: CDL
Press, 1993.
---

. From Distant Days: Myths, Tales, and Poetry of
Ancient Mesopotamia. Bethesda, Md.: COL Press,

1995·
Halla, William W. and K. Lawson Younger, eds. The
Context of Scripture. Vol. 1, Canonical Compositions
from the Biblical World. Vol. 2, Monumental Inscrip
tions from the Ancient World. Vol. 3, Archival Docu
ments from the Biblical World. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1997;

2000; 2002.
Lichtheim, Miriam. Ancient Egyptian Literature: A Book
of Readings. 3 vols. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1973-1980.
Parker, Simon B., ed. Writings from the Ancient World. A
series produced by the Society of Biblical Literature
(Atlanta, Ga.), with each volume devoted to a partic
ular genre and language. Volumes include: Ugaritic
Narrative Poetry (ed. S. B. Parker; 1997); Law Collec
tions from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor (M. F. Roth;
md ed., 1997); Hittite Myths (H. A. Hoffner, Jr.; md
ed., 1998); Hittite Diplomatic Texts (G. M. Beckman;
md ed., 1999); Hittite Prayers (1. Singer, 2002) ; Ritual
and Cult at Ugarit (D. Pardee, 2002) .
Pritchard, James B., ed. Ancient Near Eastern Texts Re
lating to the Old Testament. 3rd ed. Princeton, N. J.:
Princeton University Press, 1969.

International Organization for Septuagint and Cog
nate Studies. A New English Translation of tl1e Septu
agint. New York: Oxford University Press, 20oo-

Aramaic
McNamara, Martin J.; Kevin Cathcart; Michael Maher.
The Aramaic Bible: The Targums. Collegeville, Mn.:
Liturgical Press, 1987- .

DEAD SEA SCROLLS

Abegg, Martin, Jr.; Peter Flint; and Eugene Ulrich, eds.
The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible: The Oldest Known Bible. San
Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1999 ·
Charlesworth, James E., ed. The Dead Sea Scrolls: He

brew, Aramaic, and Greek Texts with English Transla
tions. Vol. 1, Rule of the Community and Related Docu
ments. Vol. 2, Damascus Document, War Scroll, and
Related Documents. Vol. 4A, Pseudepigraphic and Non
Masoretic Psalms and Prayers. Vol. 4B, Angelic Liturgy:
Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. Vol. 6B, Pesharim, Other
Commentaries, and Related Documents. Louisville:
Weshninster/John Knox Press, 1994- .
Garcia Martinez, Florentino, ed. Tlze Dead Sea Scrolls
Study Edition. 2 vols. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1998.
Vermes, Geza. The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English.
New York: Penguin Press, 1997.

APOCRYPHA AND PSEU DEPIGRAPHA

Charles, R. H., ed. The Apocrypha and Pswdepigrapha of
the Old Testament. 2 vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
191 ) .
Charlesworth, James H., ed. The Old Testament Pseud
epigrapha. 2 vols. New York: Doubleday, 1983-1985.

ANCIENT TRANSLATIONS OF THE BIBLE
PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA

Greek
Brenton, Lancelot C. L. The Septuagint witlz Apocrypha:
Greek and English. 1851. Reprint, Peabody, Ma.: Hen
drickson, 1986.

Colson, F. H. and Whitaker, G. H., trans. Philo. Loeb
Classical Library. 10 vols. Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard
University Press, 1961-1991.
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TRANSLATIONS OF PRIMARY S O URCES

Williamson, Ronald. Jews in the Hellenistic World: Philo.
Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press,

1989.

Yonge, C. D., trans. The Works of Philo. 1854- New up
dated edition. Peabody, Ma.: Hendrickson Publish
ers, 1993.

JOSEPHUS

Thackeray, H. St. J. and Ralph Marcus, trans. Josephus.
Loeb Classical Library. 9 vols. Cambridge, Ma.: Har
vard University Press, 1976-1981.
Whiston, William, trans. The Works of Josephus Complete
and Unabridged. 1736. New updated edition, Pea
body, Ma.: Hendrickson Publishers, 1987.
Williamson, G. A., trans. Josephus: The Jewish War. New
York: Penguin Books, 1984.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973·
Chavel, Charles B., trans. Ramban (Nachmanides): Com
mentary on the Toralz. 5 vols. New York: Shilo Publish
ing House, 1971-1976.
Gruber, Mayer, Rashi's Commentary on the Psalms. At
lanta: Scholars Press, 1998.
Japhet, Sara and Robert B. Salters, The Commentary of
R. Samuel ben Meir, Rashbam, on Qoheleth. Jerusalem:
Magnes, 1985.
Lockshin, Martin I., trans. Rashbam's Commentary on
Genesis: An Annotated Translation. Jewish Studies,
vol. 5· Lewiston, N. Y.: E. Mellen Press, 1989.
---

. Rabbi Samuel ben Meier's Commentary on Exo
dus: An Annotated Translation. Brown Judaic Series,

no.

310. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997.

---. Rabbi Samuel ben Meier's Commentary on Leviti
ws and Numbers; An Annotated Translation. Brown Ju

daic Series, no. 330. Providence, R. I.: Brown Judaic
Studies, 2001.
Silbermann, A. M. and M. Rosenbaum, trans. Penta

teuclz with Targwn Onkelos, Haphtaroth and Raslzi's
Commentary. 5 vols. New York: Hebrew Publishing

RABBINIC TEXTS

Mishnah
Danby, Herbert. The Mishnah: Translated from the He

brew with Introduction and Brief Explanatory Notes.

Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1933.
Neusner, Jacob. The Mishnah: A New Translation. New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1988.

Talmud
Epstein, I. Tire Babylonian Talmud. 30 vols. London:
Soncino Press, 1935-48.
Steinsaltz, Adin. The Talmud. New York: Random
House, 1989-

Midrash
Bialik, Hayyim N. and Y. H. Ravinsky. The Book of Leg
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Glossa ry
Abarbanel an alternative pronunciation of Abravanel.
Abraham Ibn Ezra see Ibn Ezra, Abraham.
Abravanel, Isaac (1437-1508) a medieval philosopher
and biblical commentator. He fled from Portugal to
Spain to escape a sentence of death in a supposed plot
against the king; in 1492, with the expulsion of Jews
from Spain, he was forced to flee again and lived in
Venice. His works include commentaries on the Torah
and the Prophets, as well as philosophical works that
followed, and were partly intended to correct, Mai
monides. His biblical commentaries were, unlike most
medieval commentary, not verse-by-verse or word-by
word, but were concerned with larger passages united
by a single theme; he opens each unit with a set of
questions that he answers in great detail. In philoso
phy he insisted on the primary importance of religion
and wrote against efforts to explain biblical events in
naturalistic terms; he also opposed efforts to formulate
a set of dogmatic principles for Judaism.
Abravanel, Judah (1460-1521) physician, poet, and
philosopher, and son of Isaac Abravanel. His Dialogue
011 Love (published posthumously) argued that love
was the structural principle of the universe, and that
the soul therefore sought and could reach God
through love.
Abulafia, Abraham ben Shemuel (13th century) a

leading kabbalist and mystic of Spain. Abulafia taught
a method of mystical insight that involved contem
plating the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, seen as the
elements of the names of God. His method was there
fore called "The Path of the Names" (Shemot), in con
trast to other kabbalistic methods called "The Path of
the Numbers" (Sefirot).

acrostic a literary device in which the first letter of
each line of poetry occurs according to a predeter
mined pattern. In the Bible acrostics only occur as al
phabetical acrostics, in which the individual lines of a
poem (or occasionally small groups of lines) begin
with the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet in

order. (This would be equivalent to the first line of an
English poem beginning with A, the second with B,
etc.) The acrostic form, besides giving the aesthetic
pleasure of a pattern, may have been intended to make
memorization easier. It may also have been intended
as a way of expressing completeness: In Lamentations,
for instance, the acrostic format of the individual chs
might have been used to express both the complete
ness of the outpouring of grief and its finality. The fol
lowing poems in the Bible are acrostics: Pss. 9-10, 25,
34, 37, 1 11, 112, 119, 145; Prov. 31.1o-31; Lam. chs 1, 2,
3, 4; Nah. 1.2-8 (or 9) (incomplete).

Active Intellect in mystical thought, the repository of
the intelligible forms that govern the sublunar world.

Adar the twelfth month (February-March) in the Jew
ish year. In order to bring the lunar calendar into align
ment with the solar year, a leap year, in which there are
two months of Adar, occurs seven times during each
nineteen-year cycle of years (see p. 2114). This added
month is called either 'adar sheni, "second adar," or
ve'adar, "and adar."
Adonai (Heb "my Lord") a divine title and the word
generally substituted for the Tetragrammaton, YHVH,
when the Bible is read aloud.

aggadah (or "haggadah,"possibly from Heb huggad,

"things said" or "what is told") the nonlegal portions
of the Talmud and Midrash (see halakhah). Aggadah
is concerned with explicating the meaning of Scripture
in the moral sense, and with elaborating on the stories
in the Bible. As such it is more akin to preaching than
to legal analysis, and many aggadic collections are
homiletical in character. The legal sections, halakhah,
are concerned with understanding the obligations
placed on the believer by the biblical text; aggadah, by
contrast, contains ethical teaching as well as illustra
tive narrative, prayers, legends, and folklore.

AJ:tad Ha'Am (Heb "one of the people" or "the people
are one") pen-name of Asher Ginzberg (1856-1927),
Zionist writer.
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Ahikar the hero of an ancient Near East court story
who is deprived of his position through a false accusa
tion.

and onwards as residents of Western Asia who mi
grated to Mesopotamia and other areas. They spoke a
language related to Hebrew.

'Akedah (Heb "binding") the story of the binding of

amphictyony a social organization in ancient Greece
where, tribes are united around a central sanctuary and
service this sanctuary on a rotating basis. Some schol
ars believe that a similar system existed in Israel in
premonarchic times.

Isaac (Gen. ch 22).

Akiva (Aqiba) ben Yosef, R. (ca. 5o-135 CE), rabbi at
Lydda, martyred in the Hadrianic persecutions. He
played an instrumental role in the task of beginning to
assemble and organize the oral law, which was contin
ued by his pupil R. Meir and concluded by R. Judah
ha-Nnsi' (Judah the Prince), resulting in the Mishnah
(see).

Akkadian the language of the Assyrian and Babylo
nian empires. Akkadian is a Semitic language related
to Hebrew, and is written in cuneiform, wedge-shaped
writing, typically on clay tablets.
'aliya/1 (Heb "ascent") pilgrimage or emigration to the
land of Israel; being given the honor of "ascending" to
read the Torah in synagogue worship.

allegory an extended comparison in which an author,
while speaking directly of one reality, intends to mean,
and is understood by the reader to be speaking indi
rectly about, something entirely different. Allegory
uses action, setting, and character to point to a sym
bolic level. Some texts, e.g., the "Song of the Vineyard"
in Isa. ch 5, expressly mark themselves as allegorical.
"Allegorical interpretation," such as that used by Philo
to draw out the meaning of the Bible, is an effort to
make an allegory out of a writing tha t was not origi
nally intended to be one, but that is, in the view of the
interpreter, presenting a hidden meaning that the alle
gorical interpretation will reveal.

Amama Letters Akkadian cuneiform tablets from the
period of 1350 BCE or slightly earlier, containing diplo
matic correspondence from the reigns of Pharaohs
Amenophis III and Akhenaton and providing schol
arly insight into the language of and the situation in
Canaan in the period preceding the rise of the Israelite
tribal confederation.
'Amidah (Heb "standing") the main prayer in Jewish
worship. Also called the Sltemonalt 'Esrei (eighteen
[blessings]), although on regular weekdays (not Shah
bat or festivals), it now consists of nineteen blessings:
three at opening, followed by thirteen petitions and
three at closing. For Shabbat and festivals, the three
initial and final blessings frame a special blessing that
focuses on the special day.

anaphora the repetition of a word or phrase at the be
ginning of successive lines or sentences. "As the eyes
of slaves follow their master's hand, I as the eyes of a
slave-girl follow the hand of her mistress, I so our
eyes are toward the LoRD our God, awaiting His
favor" (Ps. 123.2).
anastrophe the repetition at the beginning of one line
of the word or phrase concluding the previous line.
"The voice of the LoRD convulses the wilderness; I the
LoRD convulses the wilderness of Kadesh" (Ps. 29.7).
Anat a Canaanite goddess often depicted as a warrior.
anthropomorphic (Gk "human form") language that
presents God in human or human-like terms. "Your
right hand, 0 LoRD, glorious in power, I Your right
hand, 0 LoRD, shatters the foe!" (Exod. 15.6).

antithesis the contrast of ideas through closely con

trasted words. "A gentle response allays wrath; I A
harsh word provokes anger" (Prov. 15.1). See paral
lelism, "Reading Biblical Poetry" (pp. 2097-2104).

antithetic parallelism two parallel lines related to one

another by opposition, e.g., Prov. 10.4, "Negligent
hands cause poverty, I But diligent hands enrich."

apocalypse (Gk npokalypsis, "revelation") a narrative
literary genre in which an angel or other heavenly
being communicates to a human being the divine plan
for history and the arrangement of the supernatural
order. Many apocalypses are a series of visions of
heaven and earth that are then explained. Apocalypses
are a feature of late biblical religion.
apocalyptic a worldview that assumes the disclosure
of heavenly secrets, most typically to or for a commu
nity that perceives itself as suffering or victimized.
Communities that espouse this world view often inter
pret biblical passages (especially in the Prophets) as
pertaining to their own time.
Apocrypha (Gk "hidden things") a group of about 20

(Aram. "speaker"; pl. 'amorn'im) a rabbinic
teacher of the talmudic period. The name is used in
both Babylonia and the land of Israel.

mostly Jewish writings (e.g., Ben Sirach, 1 Maccabees),
many of which were included in the Septuagint, but
that were ultimately not included in the Bible. They
are, however, part of the canon of the Orthodox Chris
tian churches, and most (though not all) of them are
included in the canon of the Roman Catholic church.

Amorites according to the Bible, one of the native na

apodictic law law stated absolutely, as in the Deca

'amora'

tions of Canaan. Amorites are attested in other ancient
Near Eastern documents from the third millennium

logue's "you shall not," rather than casuistically, "if a
person" (see casuistic law).
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apophatic (from Gk for "deny") the theology that
works by denying likenesses between God and any
thing that can be conceived, since God transcends all
human thought and experience; the nature of God is
thus inferred only negatively, by what God is not.

apostrophe an address to an absent person or per

veh. The Assyrian empire conquered the Northern
Kingdom of Israel in 722 and exiled its people. The As
syrians were well-known for their massive building
projects and for their cruelty in war.

Astarte see Ashtoreth.

Greek Bible; Aquila tried to make the text, which had
become the Bible of the early Christian church, less fa
vorable to some christological exegesis. The transla
tion follows the Hebrew very closely. According to tra
dition, he was a convert and a student of Akiva.

'atbash a form of cipher in which a word is trans
formed into a code by letter substitution, in which the
last letter of the alphabet is substituted for the first, the
next-to-last for the second, and so on: alefbecomes tav,
bet becomes shin, gime/ becomes resh, etc. (In English, A
would become Z, B would become Y, etc.) Using this
method, Jeremiah transforms Babylon into Sheshach
(Jer. 25.26; 51.41): b-b-1 or bet-bet-lamed becomes slz-sh-k
or shin-shin-kaf

Aramaic a Semitic language used widely in Mesopota

atonement the expiation for sin, or reparation for an

sonified object. There is an apostrophe to Assyria in
Isa. 10.5.

Aquila (lived md century CE) a Jewish reviser of the

mia and the land of Israel during the Persian period,
though it developed earlier. In the mid-first millen
nium, it eventually replaced Akkadian as the lingua
franca of the ancient Near Eastern world. It became the
ordinary language of Jews and is the language of
much rabbinic literature. The Aramaic translation of
the Bible is the Targum.

Arameans a Semitic people living in the area of mod
em Syria from the second millennium onwards. Some
biblical texts suggest particular kinship between Israel
and the Arameans (see esp. Deut. 26.5). Damascus was
their main city.
Ark (for the Torah) a box or cabinet, typically of wood,

injury committed against another. Heb kapparah (with
possible root meaning "to cover") refers to ritual
cleansing of the Temple precincts.

Atrahasis hero of the Mesopotamian epic of Atrahasis,
who survives the god Enlil's efforts to destroy hu
mankind by, among other means, a flood (with some
parallels to the story of Noah in Gen. chs f>--9) . Sections
of the epic are reworked in tablet 11 of the Gilgamesh
Epic, which also recounts a flood story.
'Avot (Heb "fathers") the name of the first blessing in
the 'Amidah, from its reference to "the God of Abra

ham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob"; also the
name of a tractate in the Mishnah; see Pirkei 'Avot.

in which the Torah scrolls are stored at the front of the
synagogue. It is often finely decorated, reflecting the
centrality of the Torah scrolls to Judaism.

'Avot de Rabbi Nathan A rabbinic midrash on the
mishnaic tractate of 'Avot; see Pirkei 'Avot.

Ark of the Covenant the chest (Heb 'aron) in the Taber

Baal the Canaanite storm god; also a word meaning

nacle or Temple that contained the Pact (Heb 'edut)
(Exod. 40.20), or the tablets (Deut. 10.2), or that served
as the throne of the LORD (1 Sam. 4.4) .

Asherah (pl. Asherim) Canaanite goddess, wife or
consort of El; her sacred symbol, a pole or tree, was the
object of prophetic condemnation.

Ashi, Rabbana (ca. 335-427) Babylonian 'amora' of the
Sura academy; one of the primary editors of the Bab
ylonian Talmud.

Ashkenazi the name Ashkenaz appears in Gen. 10.3,
as a descendant of Gomer, son of Japheth, son of Noah.
In geonic tradition (ca. gth century cE) Ashkenaz be
came identified with Germany, and Jews living in the
Rhineland, and their descendants in France and Bo
hemia, were called Ashkenazi(m). See Sephardim.

Ashtoreth the Canaanite goddess of love and fertility;
worship of Ashtoreth is condemned in Judg. chs 2
and 10.

Assyria a Mesopotamian world power, in addition to
Babylonia. Its capital cities included Ashur and Nine-

"lord" or "master, owner."

Babylonia a Mesopotamian world power. It often
competed against Assyria, which it conquered in 612
BCE. Its major city was Babylon, Akkadian for "gate of
the gods." Its main god became Marduk, and its reli
gion and literature were extremely influential, even on
its arch-rival Assyria. Babylonia destroyed the First
Temple in 586, and was conquered by Cyrus the Great
in 539·
Babylonian exile the forced relocation of some of the
population of Judah, perhaps the ruling portion of it,
after the conquest by Babylonia in 597-586 BCE. The
exile ended with the permitted return to the land
under Cyrus (beginning ca. 538 BCE).

Babylonian Talmud see Talmud.
BaJ::tya ben Asher (d. 1320) biblical commentator of
Spain. He used the Zohar's method of distinguishing
four levels of meaning in Scripture: peshat (contextual
sense), remez (allegorical sense), derash ( homiletical
sense), and sod (mystical sense). These were known by
the acronym pardes.

BAN I CHRISTIAN HEBRAISTS
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ban (Heb berem) the devotion of war booty (including
people) in its entirety to the deity (see esp. Deut.
20.17), or the forfeiture of goods (e.g., idols) from
which no benefit is permissible. See /:lerem.
Baraita (Aram. "outside," i.e., external to the Mishnah)
a section of rabbinic material with a ruling or interpre
tation like that in the Mishnah, that is from the tan
naitic period but not contained in the Mishnah.

Bar Kappara

Jrd century CE scholar; he lived in the

land of Israel.

Bar Kokhba, Shimeon (Aram. "son of a star") sobri
quet of Shimeon Bar Kosiba (d. 135 CE), leader of the
second Jewish revolt against Rome.
Bavli, Talmud the Babylonian Talmud; see Talmud.
BCE

Before the Common Era, an alternative to BC.

Cambyses son of Cyrus and king of Persia 529-522
BCE. He conquered Egypt in 525.
Canaan a designation for the area roughly equivalent
to the land of Israel in prebiblical Mesopotamian and
Egyptian documents. In the Bible, it most often refers
to the pre-Israelite land of Israel.

canon (Gk

"reed" or "measuring stick") the group of
writings considered to be holy or authoritative by a
particular community. The canon of the Bible is the list
of books in the Tanakh.

cantillation the practice of chanting or intoning the
biblical text in public reading, according to traditional
systems of tone, pitch, and length; also, the written
system of marks in the biblical text that serves as a
guide to the systems of recitation.
casemate wall a double wall, usually the outside of a

Bedouin

an Arab nomad; in general, a member of a
nomadic desert tribe.

larger house or of a city wall, that is filled up with dirt
or rubble.

Bel Akkadian "master," (cognate to Baal) alternative
name for Marduk, head of the Babylonian pantheon.

casuistic law (also called "case law")

ben Asher, Aaron (9th-1oth centuries) Masorete of
Tiberias. Ben Asher was one of the primary scholars
who established the Hebrew Masoretic Text.
berit (Heb "treaty") a term that may be used of a treaty
between two individuals, groups, or nations, or be
tween God and Israel (see covenant).
bet midrash (Heb "house of study") a place with a tra
ditional Jewish library where people study Jewish
texts together and listen to classes on these texts.
Along with the synagogue, to which it is often con
nected, this is the central Jewish institution.

bicolon

unit of Heb poetry composed of two cola, or
lines (sometimes called a distich).

binding (of Isaac) see 'Akedah.
Bonfils, Joseph nth century rabbi of Limoges, France;
tosafist, biblical scholar, and author of liturgical poetry
who introduced such poetry (piyyutim) into the syna
gogue service.

Booths, Festival of see Sukkot.
bulla a clay seal with the impression of a signet ring or
other symbol of authority.

Cairo Genizah the storeroom (see genizah) of the syn
agogue of Fostat in Old Cairo ( built 882 CE). In it were
discovered many thousands of fragments of texts, in
cluding a portion of Ben Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) in Heb,
and many early rabbinic documents, translations of
the Bible, liturgical texts, poetry, letters, and other
writings.
calendar see chart on p. 2114.

the form of law
dealing with the treatment of specific cases. It is fre
quently in the form of "if/when . . . then" formulae.
Most ancient Near Eastern law collections are formu
lated this way.
Common Era; equivalent to the christological
term AD.

CE

charismatic (Gk "gifted, graced") characterized by the
ability to influence or lead others; personally mag
netic; talented.
Chemosh the chief god of Moab.
cherubim (pl. of kerztb) composite, winged creatures;
two carved cherubim guarded the Ark in the Temple,
where they may have served as guardians of sacred
places and attendants on YHVH.

chiasm, chiasmus (from Gk chi, the letter that resem
bles an "X") inverting the second pair of terms in a
parallel structure, so that the corresponding terms, if
laid out in a square, would form an X. The resultant
pattern is ABBA, ABCBA, ABCCBA, etc. For example:
"Truthful speech (A) wins the favor of kings (B); I
They love those (B) who speak honestly (A)" (Prov.
16.13). Chiasmus can also describe the structure of an
entire passage, and it can involve several terms or
parts of a passage, each of which has an analog that oc
curs in the reverse order of the original list of terms or
sequence of parts.
Christian Hebraists

Christian scholars, inspired by
the examples of Origen and Jerome, who taught the
importance of returning to the Hebrew text of the
Christian Old Testament, and who therefore studied
Hebrew with rabbinic scholars and influenced Chris
tian Bible translation and commentary to rely on the
Hebrew and not on the Latin Vulgate text. The begin-
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nings of Christian Hebraism are generally traced to
Andrew of St. Victor (d. 1175), a monk at the Abbey of
St. Victor in Paris, where Hugh of St. Victor (d. 1141)
had established a school specializing in biblical exposi
tion. There was a significant renaissance of Christian
Hebraism during the Renaissance.
citadel a stronghold or fortress, whether standing
alone or serving as the inner fortification of a city.
Classical Biblical Hebrew the main dialect of biblical
Hebrew, reflected in over half of the Bible. This dialect
was used in Judah through the Babylonian exile of 586.
Classical Hebrew was then replaced by Late Biblical
Hebrew, comprised of Exilic and Postexilic Hebrew.
Both of these latter forms were significantly influenced
by Aramaic.
colon, (pl. cola) a single line of poetry (also known as a
stich).

colophon (Gk "summit," by extension "finishing

touch") an inscription at the end of a writing giving in
formation about authorship.
CommuniftJ Rule (or Rule of the Commwrity) a scroll
from the Dead Sea community, 1QS, that sets out the
communal arrangements under which the community
functioned, or at least those that they held up as an
ideal: holding property in common; eating, blessing,
and advising one another in unity; preparing for the
eschaton; and training new members of the commu
nity in their responsibilities. Also called Tire Manual of
Discipline.

concordance a word index to a given text, listing each

occurrence of a given word along with a context line so
that scholars may better see how a particular word is
used.
concubine a woman who is the sexual partner of a
man, and is legally recognized as such, but who does
not have the full status of a wife.
Cordovero, Moses ben Jacob (Moshe ben Ya'akov;
1522-1570) kabbalist, of Spain. Cordovero wrote com
mentaries on the Bible and on kabbalistic works; his
interests were philosophical, but ultimately his views
were mystical and esoteric.
corvee forced labor for the state
cosmology any account (mythical or otherwise) of the
origin of the world.
covenant (Heb berit) a treaty between God and Israel.
Some covenants have specific conditions or treaty stip
ulations, while others are covenants of grant. The bib
lical notion of covenant between God and Israel, espe
cially as it appears in Deuteronomy, may reflect a
theologized reworking of treaties between Assyrian
kings and their vassals.
cult, cultus the religious ritual and practice of a partic
ular group; the rules governing worship, sacrifice, etc.

Cyrus king of Persia (559-530 BCE). He defeated Media

in 550 and conquered most of the ancient Near East,
including Babylonia, allowing the Jewish exiles in Bab
ylonia to return to the land beginning ca. 538.

Cyrus Cylinder an Akkadian inscription describing
the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus.
D the Deuteronomic source, which covers almost the
entire book of Deuteronomy (except for sections of the
last few chapters).
Davidic dynasty the direct descendants of King Da
vid, who reigned in Jerusalem from the 1oth century
through the 6th. An attempt to reinstitute this dynasty
after the return from exile was not successful.
Day of Atonement (Heb Yom Kippur) commemo
rated on the tenth day of the seventh month in the fall.
It was a day of fasting and abstinence, as well as per
formance of certain key Temple rituals (see Lev. ch 16).
Day of the Lord a time mentioned in many prophetic
books where God appears as a warrior, sometimes
fighting against Israel, sometimes against Israel's ene
mies. The earliest text to mention this Day is Amos 5.18.
Dead Sea Scrolls a group of texts, mostly from the 2nd
century BCE through the 1st century CE found in the
area of the Dead Sea. Most are from eleven caves at
Qumran. These scrolls, mostly preserved in fragmen
ta'ry form, include biblical texts, ancient texts which
were known in translation before the scrolls were dis
covered, and new texts. Often the nonbiblical texts
are divided into sectarian documents, namely those
unique to the group that lived in this area, and nonsec
tarian documents that were in the group's library, but
were not unique to this group, often understood as the
ancient Essenes (see essay, "The Bible in the Dead Sea
Scrolls," pp. 192o--28).
defective spelling the form of a word in the Heb text

that is missing one or more optional vowel letters. See

plene spelling.
defilement a state of ritual impurity caused by contact

with a corpse or other impure object. Priestly literature
in the Torah is especially concerned with defilement
and removing defilement (see essay, "Concepts of Pu
rity," pp. 2041-47).
derash

(Heb d-r-sh, "inquire") interpretation (see

midrash).

(pl. derashot) interpretation, particularly in a
homiletic context; a sermon.

derashah

Deutero-Isaiah the general term for the portion of Isa
iah beginning with ch 40. Most scholars consider
Deutero-Isaiah to consist of chs 4o--55 (or 4o--54). These
chapters are primarily concerned with the promise of
return from exile and the events leading up to the de
cree of Cyrus (538 BCE) permitting the exiles to return
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to Judah and rebuild their city and Temple. See Trito
Isaiah.
Deuteronomistic History the account in the books
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings, that
portrays the history of Israel as a partial failure to keep
the covenant faithfully, and the consequences of that
failure in the subsequent history of the people. These
books show significant theological and linguistic simi
larities, suggesting that they have a common editor or
editors.

Deuteronomistic having the qualities or the theology
of the Deuteronomistic History.
Diaspora (Gk "dispersion") the places outside the
land of Israel where Jews live.

diatribe an argument against a position or critical of a
person holding it. Diatribe often includes an imagined
dialogue between opposing viewpoints.
dittography (Gk "twice written") a copying error in
which a word or phrase is written twice; see haplogra

phy.
divination the effort to learn about the future or the
current situation, particularly such an effort under
taken by occult means, such as consulting mediums.

Documentary Hypothesis the theory that the Torah
(Pentateuch) is a combination of sources or documents
from different eras and different geographical or social
groups: J or the Yahwist source, possibly reflecting the
traditions of Judah during the monarchic period; E or
the Elohist source, possibly from the Northern King
dom; D or the Deuteronomistic source, possibly from a
group involved in the reforms undertaken by Josiah
and his successors; and P or the Priestly source, the
groups that maintained Temple worship and the ritual
and other practices, and who assembled these materi
als during or after the exile (see "Torah," pp. 1-7).
Dov Baer (1710-72) a Hasidic leader and follower of
Isaac Luria; he became well known as a preacher (mag

gid) and is therefore known as "the Maggid."

E one of the four sources or traditions in the Torah,
which characteristically refers to God as 'elohim. More
recently, as scholars have examined the texts more
closely, they speak of a JE tradition, since E as a sepa
rate source is difficult to isolate entirely. It may repre
sent the traditions and practices of the inhabitants of
the northern areas of Israel.
Edom/Edomites the territory and people to the south
east of Judah, first attested in late second millennium
texts. Edom is identified in Gen. ch 36 with Esau,
Jacob's brother. The enmity between these brothers
and between Judah and Edam mirror each other.
El a Canaanite deity popular in the second millen
nium. In the texts from Ugarit, he is a significant deity,
-
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but is often depicted as old and is largely supplanted
by Baal.

Elephantine Papyri Aramaic documents, mostly from

the 5th century BCE, found on the island of Elephan
tine, near Syene (modern Aswan) in Egypt. The papyri
show that among those who inhabited the colony on
Elephantine were Jews who kept up religious obser
vances, such as Passover, and had their own temple.

Eliezer, Rabbi two tanna'im are named Eliezer: Eliezer
ben Hyrcanos (1st-md century), teacher of R. Akiva
ben Yosef; and Eliezer ben Yosei ha-Galili (md cen
tury), a pupil of R. Akiva.
Elijah a biblical prophet and miracle worker living in
the 9th century in northern Israel. Much postbiblical
folklore collected around Elijah, who is depicted as as
cending to heaven rather than dying in 2 Kings ch 2.
He was later thought of as the forerunner or an
nouncer of the messiah.
Elijah ben Solomon Zalman (1720-1797) the "Vilna
Gaon," scholar of Vilna, Lithuania. He studied reli
gious and secular subjects (such as mathematics and
philosophy), arguing that knowledge in these areas
was necessary for Torah study. For eight years he wan
dered throughout Europe, meeting with and teaching
local rabbis and establishing his reputation for learn
ing. He then returned to Vilna, where he spent the rest
of his life expounding the Talmud. He strongly op
posed the nascent Hasidic movement.
Elohim the Heb word 'elohim is usually translated

"God," though its plural form is sometimes translated
"gods" (e.g., Gen. 6.2, "sons of elohim," NJPS "divine
beings"). It is originally a common noun (a god),
though it is often used as a proper noun for The God of
Israel, even though it is a plural form.

Elohist the putative author of the E source (see E).
Enki the Mesopotamian god of wisdom.
Enlightenment the philosophical movement that

flourished in the 18th century in continental Europe
(primarily Germany and France) and England. It was
characterized by an emphasis on the importance of
human reason and reflection on actual experience, a
tendency to favor materialist as opposed to religious
views, optimism about human progress, and prag
matic approaches to politics and ethics. The movement
within Judaism corresponding to the Enlightenment,
and influenced by it, is called Haskalah.

Enlil a chief Mesopotamian god, ruler of earth and
sky; he also decreed the fate of human beings and the
other gods.
books of writings dating from the 3rd century
to the 6th century CE, attributed to Enoch (Gen. ch
5). They contain apocalyptic visions, describe visits to
the heavenly places, and make use of the character of

Enoch,
IlCE
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Enoch (who, according to the Genesis account, was be
lieved to have been taken directly to heaven without
dying) as a guide to and interpreter of the meaning of
history. Portions of some of these works have been dis
covered among the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Enuma Elish a Babylonian creation epic, in which the
god Marduk becomes king of the gods after creating
the cosmos from the body of the goddess of the deep,
liamat.

ephod the priestly garment similar to a tunic. It held
the breastplate that contained the lots Urim and
Thummim, used in casting lots to determine the divine
will; this led to the use of the term eplzod to mean the
agency of divination.
eponym the use of a representative figure to stand for
an entire group; the "Table of Nations" in Gen. ch 10
contains eponyms such as Canaan (v. 6).

eschatological, eschatology (Gk esclzata, "last things")
a concern with the end time, or the end of the world as
we know it, whether that involves a new historical era
radically discontinuous from this one, or an entirely
new cosmos after the destruction of the current one.

Essenes

a Jewish group that flourished from around
the 1st century BCE to the 1st century CE. They kept
the Jewish law with utmost rigor, living apart from
other Jews in their own communities. Most scholars
believe that the members of the Qumran community
(where the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered) were
Essenes.

etiology (Gk aition, "cause") an explanation for a
word, an event, or a natural phenomenon. An etiologi
cal story is one that posits a particular cause (not nec
essarily the right cause) for some event. For example,
the story at the end of Gen. ch 32 explains why Israel
ites do not eat the thigh muscle.
euphemism the substitution of an inoffensive word
for one that is too explicit. The word "legs" in !sa. 6.2;
7.20 is a euphemism for "genitals."
exegesis (Gk "lead into") the explanation or interpre
tation of the meaning of a written text, especially a bib
lical text.

exilarch (Heb resh galuta') the title of the head of Bab
ylonian Jewry.

exile the forced removal of a people from its land, and
the community in which they lived in the foreign land.
The Israelites of the Northern Kingdom were exiled by
the Assyrians in the late 8th century, and the Judeans
were exiled by the Babylonians in the early 6th cen
tury. Specifically, "the exile" is the period from 586 to
approximately 539 BCE. During this time the ruling
classes of Judah were forced to leave Judah and live in
Babylonia. See Babylonian exile.

GLOSSARY

exodus the journey that Israel took from Egypt toward
the land of Israel, according to the book of Exodus.

fable an illustrative story in which animals or plants
have speaking parts. Judg. 9.8-15 is a fable told against
the proposal to establish a monarchy in Israel.

Fertile Crescent

the agriculturally fertile areas of
Egypt, Israel, and Mesopotamia, forming a rough arc
from the Nile through the coastal regions of Israel to
the Tigris-Euphrates basin.

Festival of Weeks see Shavuot.
First Temple the Temple in Jerusalem from Solomon's
time (10th century) until the destruction of Jerusalem
by the Babylonians in 586 BCE. The First Temple period
extends from the 1oth to 6th centuries BCE.

form criticism a method of studying biblical texts that

developed in Germany in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. This method isolates structures or forms of
particular types or genres of biblical literature, and at
tempts to connect these forms to a particular social set
ting (Sitz im Leben) (see "Modern Study," pp. 2084-<)6).

Former Prophets

the subdivision of the Nevi'im sec
tion of the Bible that includes the books of Joshua,
Judges, Samuel, and Kings (Heb title nevi'im ri'shonim).
See also Latter Prophets.

Galilee the northernmost geographical area of Israel.
galut (Heb "exile") most often used of the Babylonian
exile (see).
gaon, pl. geonim title of heads of rabbinic academies
in Babylonia from the mid-6th to nth centuries. The
title is taken from the phrase, ro'slz yeslzivat ga'on
Ya'akov, "head of the academy [that is] the pride of
Jacob."

Gehenna Gk spelling of Heb ge'hirmom, "valley of
Hinnom," the area outside Jerusalem where trash was
burned. By metaphoric extension it came to mean a
place of torment, and in postbiblical literature meant
"hell."
Gemara (Aram. "completion") the commentary on the
Mishnah that supplemented and extended the Mish
naic material, although not all of the Mishnah is
treated in the Gemara. The Mishnah and the Gemara
together form the Talmud.
gematria, pl. gematriot (gimatriya, likely from Gk
geometria) a procedure for interpreting a word or
phrase by its numerical value. Heb letters may repre
sent numbers (alef 1; bet = 2, etc.), and the letters of a
word or phrase are added up and equated with other
words having the same total. For example, according
to Gen. 14.14, Abraham musters 318 retainers. Some
rabbinic commentaries suggest that he merely mus-
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tered Eliezer, since the numerical value of Eliezer's
name is 318 ('-1-y-'-z-r is l+JO+l0+70+7+2oo).

genizah a storeroom in a synagogue used for keeping
old books and objects, especially those that are too sa
cred to be thrown away. See Cairo Genizah.
geonic period the period characterized by the teach

tion likely wrote small sections dispersed throughout
the first four books of the Torah. The collection is so
named from the exhortation, "You shall be holy, for I,
the LoRD your God, am holy" (Lev. 19.2).

haftarah (Heb "conclusion") the reading from a pro

phetic book that follows the Torah reading in the Sab
bath or festival service.

ings of the academies in Babylonia that extended from
roughly the mid-6th to the mid-nth century CE. See

/fag Samea/J

gaon.

val."

ger (Heb) in biblical usage, a resident alien, a foreigner

/fag festival, particularly one of

who sojourns in Israel. In rabbinic literature, the word
means a convert; conversion did not exist in the bibli
cal period.

Gersonides see Ralbag.
Gikatilla, Yosef ben Abraham (1248--ca.1325) kabba
list of Spain. He was a student of Abraham Abula.fia,
and later was associated with Moshe de Leon, author
of much of the Zohar. Gikatilla was one of the main for
mulators of the kabbalistic view that the divine name,
YHVH, implicitly contained all the letters of the He
brew alphabet.

Gilgamesh the Babylonian and Assyrian epic whose
hero, Gilgamesh, travels the world in search of immor
tality. Among the characters he encounters is Ut
napishtim, whose tale of the flood has parallels with
the biblical account of Noah (Gen. chs 6--9).
God, names for see Adonai, Elohim, YHVH
God, titles for see Tzevaot, Melekh ha-'Oiam, ha
Shem (see Shem).
Graf-Wellhausen Hypothesis the hypothesis devel
.

good wishes for a holiday: "joyous festi

the three Pilgrim Fes
tivals (siln/osil regnlim: Passover [pesaJ:t], Shavuot,
Sukkot).

("telling of Passover") the liturgi
cal recitation used at the Passover Seder; also the book
that contains the recitation and instructions of the
Seder.

Haggadah of Pesa�1

haggadah see aggadah.
halakhah (Heb "way," from ha/akl! "go"; pl. halakhot)

the legal portions of the Talmud, or any legal ruling ac
cording to Jewish law.

Halevi, Judah (ca. 1075-<a. 1141; also Yehudah ha

Levi) Hebrew poet, of Spain, and author of the Arabic
philosophical work, Tile Kuzari, a defense of Judaism.

Hallel (Heb "praise") Psalms 1 13-118, which are re
cited on major Jewish festivals.
Hammurabi Babylonian monarch (reigned 1792-1750

BCE), responsible for the formulation of a legal collec
tion (the Code [or Laws] of Hammurabi) that is one of
the earliest collections of case law on various subjects.

oped in the 19th century (primarily by the German
biblical scholar J. Wellhausen) that the Torah is com
prised of four more or Jess complete documents,
J, E, 0, and P, in that order. See Documentary Hypoth

haplography (Gk "writing once") the unintentional
omission of a repetition-letter, syllable, word, or
phrase-from a written text because the scribe's eye
went to the second occurrence; see dittography.

translations of the Bible into Greek in antiquity, includ
ing the Septuagint and the translations of Aquila,
Symmachus, and Theodotion. ·

movement that began in the mid-18th century in East
ern Europe under the influence of the Ba'al Shem Tov
("master of the good Name"), R. Yisrael ben Eliezer
(ca. 170o-176o).

esis.
Greek Bible a general term for the variety of ancient

Guide of the Perplexed (Moreh Nevukhim) the philo
sophical work by Maimonides (Rambam) that inter
preted the Torah mainly in the light of Aristotelian phi
losophy with the aim of removing contradictions
between the teaching of Torah and the understandings
of philosophy.

H the Holiness Collection (imprecisely called the Holi
ness Code), the ritual and ethical laws found in Lev.
chs 17-26. The author of these laws was affiliated with
the Priestly school, but was probably writing after that
school penned the bulk of its material that now ap
pears in the Torah. The authors of the Holiness Collec-

ha-Shem see Shem.
Hasidic, Hasidim (Heb. Jjasid, "pious one") a renewal

Haskalah see Enlightenment.
Hasmonean Revolt the uprising led by the family of

Mattathias Heshmon against the Seleucid ruler Antio
chus IV Epiphanes beginning in 166 BCE, particularly
by Mattathias's son Judah (or Judas) Maccabeus ("the
hammer"), which succeeded in liberating Jerusalem
and the surrounding territory from Seleucid rule in
164. When the Temple, which had been desecrated by
Antiochus, was retaken by the Jews it was rededicated,
an event commemorated in the festival of I:Ianukkah
("dedication").
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Hebrew Bible a term used to refer to what Christians
call the Old Testament. Though the two terms refer to
basically the same body of writings, the order of books
in the Hebrew Bible (that is, the Jewish Bible) differs
from that found in the Old Testament.
("greater halls") mystical writings
probably dating from the Jrd to 7th centuries CE. The
"halls" (or "palaces, temples") are heavenly realms
through which the narrative moves.
heikhalot rabbati

G LOSSARY

particularly in the Deuteronomic reform carried out
under Josiah, the high places were vilified as idola
trous, though in earlier writings, and even in the nar
ratives in Kings, there are clear indications that sacri
fice and worship took place in numerous locations
throughout the land of Israel.

("lesser halls") mystical writings of
the same type as the heikhalot rabbati.

higher criticism the effort to distinguish among the
sources of biblical documents, and to trace them back
to their origins, so far as that is possible; distinguished
from textual criticism ("lower criticism"), which is
concerned with establishing the most accurate text in
its final form. See Documentary Hypothesis.

Hellenism a general term for the spread of Greek cul

Hillel an important early rabbinic sage of the 1st cen

heikhalot zutarti

ture, politics, and language around the Mediterranean
in the period after the conquests of Alexander the
Great (d. 323 BCE).

hendiadys figure of speech that expresses a compound

idea by two words linked by a conjunction. E.g., "pain
and childbearing" (Gen. p6) means "pangs in child
bearing."
�terem (Heb "ban") the total dedication of conquest to
God; later, the exile or suspension of someone from the
community ("excommunication").

hermeneutic principles the rabbinic types of interpre

tation. A list attributed to Hillel (1st century BCE) in
cludes: kal vabomer (deduction from minor to major);
gezerah shavah (analogy between texts based on a com
mon word); binyan 'av mikatuv 'e!md (applying a princi
ple derived from one verse); binyan 'av mishenei ketu
vim (applying a principle derived from two verses);
kelal uferat uferat ukelal (modifying the general from the
particular; modifying the particular from the general);
kayotze' bo bemakom 'a!1er (principles developed from
similar passages); davar halamed me'inyano (deduction
from context). See "Classical Rabbinic Interpretation"
(pp. 1844-6J.)

Hexapla the compendium of six Bible versions (in col

umns: 1. Hebrew, 2. Hebrew transliterated into Greek,
J. Greek [Aquila], 4· Greek [Symmachus], 5· Septu
agint, 6. Greek [Theodotion]) compiled by the early
Christian scholar Origen (d. 254). The original Hexapla,
which ran to 7,000 pages, was lost, but quotations from
it exist in various early writings and a Syriac translation
of column 5 (known as the Syriac Hexapla or Syro
Hexapla), prepared by a Christian bishop, Paul of Tella
(who held office in 618--{)19), is an important witness to
the transmission of the text of the Septuagint.

Hexateuch (Gk "six scrolls") a grouping of the first six

books in the Bible-Genesis through Joshua-to com
plete the Torah narrative with the conquest of the land
that is in Joshua. See Pentateuch, Tetrateuch.

high places places of worship or sacrifice, often at the

top of a hill or mountain. Under the influence of the
centralization of worship in Jerusalem at the Temple,

tury BCE; according to tradition, he migrated from Bab
ylonia to Israel. Tradition also suggests that he set up a
"house" or scholarly school. The House of Hillel often
differs with the House of Shammai in halakhic rulings,
and is typically more lenient.

Holiness Collection see H.
homoioteleuton (Gk "similar ending") a copying error
in which the scribe omits words or phrases between a
word that is repeated or between words with similar
endings.

hortatory characteristic of writing or speech that aims

at changing the behavior of the hearers or inspiring
them to a particular course of action.
�nunash (from !mmislmh bums/rei Torah, "five fifths of
Torah") a synonym for the Torah, or the book used by
a synagogue congregation to follow the Torah reading.

Hyksos the mostly Semitic rulers of Egypt during the
period 1665-1560 BCE (approximately).
hyperbole exaggeration for effect. "Would the LORD
be pleased with thousands of rams, I With myriads of
streams of oil?" (Mic. 6.7).
hypostasis (Gk "that which stands under," i.e., the real
nature or essence of anything; pl. hypostases) a Greek
philosophical term, meaning both "essential being" or
what defines a thing as a member of a class of things
and "individual being" or what a thing is in itself. It
was used by, among others, the neoplatonist mystics.
It refers to the three constitutive orders of reality, the
One, Mind, and Soul, each of which is an hypostasis.
See "The Bible in the Jewish Mystical Tradition" (pp.
1976-90).
Ibn Aknin, Yosef ben Yehudah (ca. 1150-1220)
philosopher and biblical commentator, of Spain and
Morocco. His commentary on the Song of Songs
treated it as an allegory of the soul's effort to free itself
from matter and unite with the intellect that emanates
from God.
Ibn Bal'am, Yehudah (nth century) biblical commen

tator and grammarian, of Spain. His commentary on
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the Torah and the Prophets is a link between the work
of Saadia Gaon and Abraham Ibn Ezra.

interregnum an interruption or gap between the end
of one reign or dynasty and the beginning of the next.

Ibn Daud, Abraham (ca. 11 1o-118o) philosopher and

intertextuality the interrelationship between one part
of a text (or collection of texts) and other parts. Inter
textuality can take the form of recurrent images (the
vineyard in Isa. 5.1-10 and 27.2-4), quotation and/or
inner biblical interpretation ( Jer. 25.11-12 is partly
quoted in Dan. 9.2 before it is reinterpreted), or allu
sion (lsa. 54.8 alludes to the promise made to Noah in
Gen. 9.11).

historian, of Spain. His work was concerned to show
the consonance of science and religion, and particu
larly of Aristotelianism and Judaism.

Ibn Ezra, Abraham (108g--n64) poet, biblical com

mentator, translator, philosopher, who lived in Spain,
N. Africa, Italy, France, and England. His biblical com
mentaries cover large portions of the text, and pro
vided Hebrew readers with their first chance to read
the comments of Saadia Gaon, which Ibn Ezra trans
lated from Arabic.

Ibn Ezra, Moshe (1070-1138) philosopher and poet of
Spain. He wrote on philosophical matters such as the
nature of the divine, the intellect, and nature, but his
best-known works are poems, particularly those sa
cred poems in the Sephardic prayer book.
ldumea Gk form of the name "Edom"; province in the
land of Israel during Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman
times, located south of Judah (Yehud), between the
Dead Sea and the Mediterranean.
impurity a ritual state which forbade the impure indi
vidual to partake in Temple rituals (see defilement,

and "Concepts of Purity," pp. 2041-47).

Ishtar the Mesopotamian goddess of fertility and war
(the Gk spelling was Astarte); the Canaanite version of
her name is Ashtar. See Inanna.
Isis the Egyptian mother-goddess, wife of Osiris, the
god of vegetation and hence of regeneration.

the posited document or narrative tradition that is
one of the constituent parts of the Torah (Pentateuch),
according to a scholarly hypothesis codified by J. Well
hausen and subsequently developed by numerous
biblical researchers. J is usually understood to be the
earliest source, and is Judean; it frequently depicts
God, for whom it uses the Tetragrammaton (YHVH,
misvocalized Jehovah, thus J), in very anthropomor
phic terms. See introduction to the Torah (pp. 1-7).

J

Jerome (ca. 340-420) Christian theologian and transla

lnanna Sumerian goddess of fertility and war; equiva
lent to the Babylonian Ishtar. She was similar to the

Greek Persephone in being captive in the underworld,
later released.

inclusio the use of the same word or phrase at the end
of a passage as appeared at the beginning, thus round
ing off or completing it. Indusia may have been used
to mark subsections of a work. It is also called inclu
sion, frame, and envelope structure.
incubation the practice of sleeping in a particular

place, or in contact with particular things (animal
skins, the ground) in order to induce dreams that
might provide divine guidance.

Ingathering (kibutz gnluyot, "ingathering of the ex
iles") the belief that the people will ultimately return
to the land of Israel from their places of exile.
intercalation adding an extra time unit (day or month)

to a calendar to compensate for the inexact fit between
the solar year and the daily or lunar cycle. In the Jew
ish calendar, an extra month (a repetition of Adar) is
intercalated in seven years of the nineteen-year cycle.
See Adar; see also p. 21 14.

interpolation an insertion of material into a previously
existent text. In the absence of textual evidence-e.g.,
differing forms of a manuscript for a given text-inter
polation must be inferred and is often the subject of
scholarly disagreement.

tor. Beginning in 382, he produced a Latin version of
the Bible, the Old Testament of which was based not
on a previous Latin version nor on the Greek text (Sep
tuagint) but on the Hebrew. In order to do this Jerome
studied Hebrew with rabbis of the time, an unusual
step for a Christian. His version, which became known
as the Vulgate ("common") because it was the transla
tion into commonly used Latin in the Western world,
was completed in 405.

Jerusalem Talmud also called the Palestinian Talmud

or the Talmud of the land of Israel, although none of
these titles is fully accurate. This Talmud, mostly re
flecting traditions of the Galilean 'amora'im of the 3rd
and 4th centuries CE, is a commentary on several trac
tates of the Mishnah. It was ultimately seen as less au
thoritative than the longer, more comprehensive, and
more carefully edited Babylonian Talmud. See Tal

mud.
Josephus Hellenistic Jewish historian (ca. 37-ca. 100

CE). Four of his writings have survived: The jewish War
(an account of the rebellion against Rome in 66-70 CE,
with background information starting at about 200
BCE); The Antiquities of the jews (a history from creation
up to the start of Tlze jewis/1 War); Against Apion, a de
fense of Judaism; and an autobiography. Josephus pro
vides invaluable historical information about Judaism
and its background from 200 BCE to 100 CE; his account
of the rebellion, in which he was a participant, is partly
that of an eyewitness. He also provides first-hand in-
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formation about the Essenes and the Pharisees (he was
at one time or another associated with both), as well as
information about the Sadducees. Josephus is impor
tant in understanding Second Temple Judaism and the
context in which rabbinic Judaism developed.

jubilee (Heb yovel, perhaps "ram" from the sounding

of the ram's horn to mark the beginning of the obser
vance) the year of release for slaves and return of an
cestral lands to their original owners (or descendants
of the owners), to occur every fifty years (after seven
sabbaths of years) (Lev. ch 25). It is a cornerstone of
Priestly ideology, but it is uncertain if it was ever prac
ticed.

book of a pseudepigraphic book, retelling
much of Genesis and Exodus, representing itself as a
hidden revelation to Moses. It was most likely written
in the md century BCE in the land of Israel. The book
gets its name from its concern with cycles of time. Ju
bilees was apparently considered authoritative by the
Qumran community. It is attributed to Moses and pur
ports to be a revelation to him from the angel of the
Presence.

Jubilees,

Judah the area of southern Israel. According to the bib

enced both Karaite and rabbinic teaching, including
among the latter the work of Saadia Gaon.
kapparah see atonement.

Karaites (lit. "Scripturists"; from Heb Miqra') the theo

logical movement in Judaism dating from Babylonia in
the 8th century CE. Karaites claimed to be restoring an
original form of Judaism from the Second Temple pe
riod, and were opposed by the rabbis of their time,
particularly Saadia Gaon. Karaite calendars, festivals,
dietary restrictions, and other practices differed in
various ways from rabbinic norms. The movement
reached its height around the nth century though a
small Karaite community is still in existence today in
Israel.

kashering the process of making a permissible food
kosher or fit for consumption, esp. soaking and salting

meat to remove blood.

kashrut the system of dietary laws and restrictions; see
kosher.
kataphatic (from Gk for "affirm") the theology that

works by ascribing positive attributes to God, through
which one understands the divine nature.

lical text, after the death of Solomon, the kingdom was
divided into two, with Judah in the south and Israel in
the north. The capital of Judah was Jerusalem.

Kedushah (Heb "holiness") prayers of sanctification of
God, especially the third blessing of the 'amidalt, in
cluding the words "Holy, holy, holy" from Isa. 6.3.

Judah Halevi see Halevi, Judah.
Judah the Prince R. Judah ha-Nasi, the prince or patri

kere see qere.

arch (Heb nasi') of the community in Israel in the late
2nd century CE. He was very powerful, and had close
relation with the Roman rulers. He played a central
role in editing the Mishnah, and tradition sees him as
the editor of that work.

Judea the Roman name for the area of Judah.
kabbalah "what is received," i.e., matter handed to
one. In the 12th century and later, however, kabbalah
carne to mean esoteric or in some sense mystical teach
ing. Kabbalah taught that God was inaccessible by di
rect experience, and could only be apprehended
through emanations of the Godhead; Torah in kabba
listic teaching had a hidden meaning, and meditation
on texts was a method of ascent to a mystical vision.
kaddish (Ararn. "holiness, sanctification") prayer in
praise of God that is recited at the conclusion of a prin
cipal section of the synagogue service; a special type of
kaddish is also recited in memory of the deceased.
Kalam (Arabic "speech, reason") Islamic scholasti

cism, dating from the 8th century CE, a theology that
developed in response to the rediscovery of Aris
totelian philosophy in the Islamic world. The earliest
proponents of this school were called Mutazilite ("sep
aratist") because they were seen as separate from or
thodox Islamic teaching. The Kalam movement influ-

ketiv ("what is written") the biblical text in its written
form, in contrast, in certain cases, to the way it is to be
read aloud. See qere.

Kiddush short for kiddush lm-yom, "sanctification of
the day," both the ceremony and the prayer that pro
claims the holiness of the Sabbath (or festival), recited
over wine before the Sabbath (or festival) meal.
Kiml)i a family of grammarians and exegetes in me

dieval France (originally from Spain); the three great
scholars of this family were Yosef Kiml:ti (ca.
1105-1170), who defended Jewish interpretation
against Christian criticism in Sefer ha-Berit, and his two
sons, Moshe and David. The latter, a prolific biblical
commentator and grammarian, was known as Radak.
kitvei hakodesh (Heb "holy writings") a rabbinic term
for the Bible; the Holy Scriptures.
kohen (Heb "priest") a member of the hereditary
group within the Levites, traditionally supposed to be
descended from Aaron or Zadok, who alone were al
lowed to serve as Temple priests.

kosher (Heb "fit" or "proper") a general term used in
postbiblical texts for dietary laws; usually applied to
food, but also to other ritual objects and practices.
Most dietary laws apply to meat: It may not be con
sumed with blood in it, certain kinds of internal fat are
not to be eaten, it may not be consumed along with
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dairy products, and some meats (e.g., pork), sea crea
tures (e.g., shellfish), and "creeping things" (e.g.,
snails) are not permitted.

Latter Prophets the canonical division of Nevi'im that

includes the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the
Twelve (Heb title nevi'im abaronim).
Laws of Eshnunna the legal collection of a Meso
potamian city-state, about 50 krn (30 mi) from present
day Baghdad, that flourished in the early part of the
2nd millennium BCE. These laws include parallels to
those found in the legal collections in the Torah.

LBH Late Biblical Hebrew, the dialect spoken during

and after the Babylonian exile, when Aramaic influ
enced Hebrew significantly.

Lekha Dodi the mystical 16th-century hymn or song

that is sung at the beginning of the Sabbath. The title
means "Come, my friend," and the first line is: "Come,
my friend, to meet the bride; let us welcome the pres
ence of the Sabbath."
Letter of Aristeas an apocryphal work, the supposed
eyewitness account of the translation of the Torah into
Greek. It is the origin of the story that the translators
numbered 72 (rounded off to 70 and therefore the rea
son that this Greek translation of the Bible is called the
Septuagint [Gk "seventy"] and is abbreviated LXX).

Levi ben Gershon, R. see Ralbag.
Leviathan the monster of the sea in Canaanite mythol

ogy, who is defeated by Baal. This has echoes in Ps.
74.14-17 and elsewhere.

levirate marriage (from Latin /evir, "husband's
brother") the provision that if a man died without an
heir to carry on his name, his brother would marry the
widow, and the first son she bore would be regarded
as the dead brother's heir. This practice is dealt with in
Deut. 25.5-10, but it is unclear whether it was actually
carried out to any extent; by rabbinic times balitzah, the
ceremony that released the levir from this obligation,
was preferred.
lex talionis (Latin "law [of retribution] in kind ") pun
ishment fitting the crime; see talion.
liminal (Latin /imina, "threshhold") the term for rites

or practices that governed life passages, such as entry
into puberty or marriage.

lingua franca a common tongue or shared language

that enables people with different native languages to
converse, carry on commercial relationships, etc. In the
Persian period Aramaic replaced Akkadian as a lingua
franca around the Near East; during the Hellenistic pe
riod Greek did the same for the lands surrounding the
Mediterranean.
littoral a region lying along the shore of a large lake
or sea.

liturgy the form or rite for communal, public worship.
lower criticism, textual criticism, as distinguished

from source criticism ("higher criticism"). See "Textual
Criticism of the Bible" (pp. 2067-72).

Luria, ltzQ.ak (1534-1572) halakhic and kabbalistic

teacher, active in Safed, Israel. Though he wrote little
or nothing himself, his followers after his death pro
duced a large amount of writing presenting his teach
ing, which basically stated the goal of all creation to be
the gradual perfection of all realms, divine and
human. This perfection was to be sought not just indi
vidually, but communally, and therefore fit with messi
anic expectations and other movements for renewal.

Lurianism the teachings of ItzQ.ak Luria or based on
the writings of his followers.
LXX the Roman numeral 70, the standard abbreviation
for the Septuagint.
(from 'erev, "evening") the evening prayer
service, held after nightfall. See Minl]ah, Sltal]arit.

Ma'ariv

Ma'at Egyptian goddess of reason and order; her
name literally means "truth."
(Heb "completer") the reader who completes
the Torah portion by repeating the last three or so
verses of it, reciting the Torah blessing, and reading
the haftarah (see).
maftir

"Maggid, the" see Dov Baer.
Maimonides, Moses (also Moshe ben Maimon) see
Rambam.
malediction curse; opposite of benediction, "blessing."
manumission release from servitude.
Marduk chief god of Babylon; according to Enuma

Elish, a

Babylonian epic of creation, he formed the cos
mos from the corpse of Tiamat, goddess of the deep.

maskil, maskilim (lit. "knowledgeable") a title for an

educated person; later, a kabbalist; still later, an adher
ent of Haskalah (Enlightenment).

Masorah the system of markings (vowel signs, mar

ginal notes, cantillation and accent marks, etc.) that
were added to the consonantal Hebrew text by scribal
scholars (Masoretes) in the early Middle Ages.

Masorete a scholar of the scribal schools that in the
early Middle Ages established the basic Heb text for
the Bible, fixed its accepted pronunciation, and en
sured its accurate copying and transmission by a sys
tem of markings (Masorah).
Masoretic Text (MT) the Heb text as established by the

Masoretes.

matrilineal tracing descent through female ancestors;
see patrilineal.
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matzah, matzot unleavened bread, associated with
Passover, but also used with certain sacrifices.
Megillot (Heb "scrolls") the five books of Kethuvim
that are read during various festivals: Song of Songs in
Pesal;t, Ruth on Shavuot, Lamentations on Tish'ah
be'av, Ecclesiastes on Sukkot; and Esther on Purim.
Meir, R. znd century pupil of Akiva who helped to re
constitute the Sanhedrin after the second (Bar Kokhba)
revolt. R. Meir's teachings were partly aimed at orga
nizing the oral law, and led to the compilation of the
Mishnah under R. Judah ha-Nasi (Judah the Prince).
Mekhilta two halakhic midrashic commentaries on
sections of Exodus, one attributed to R. Ishmael and
the other to R. Shimeon bar Yol:tai.
Melekh ha-'Olam Heb "ruler of the universe," a title
for God.
Mendelssohn, Moses (1729-1786) German scholar,
defender of Judaism against Christian argument, and
leader of the Haskalah or Enlightenment movement.
He led the efforts of a team of scholars to translate the
Bible into German (printed in Hebrew characters).
merism a figure of speech in which opposing terms,
e.g., "good and bad," are combined to convey the idea
of including both terms and everything in between.
The "tree of knowledge of good and bad" (Gen. 2.17),
therefore, may mean the tree of knowledge of every
thing.
merkavah a name for mystical writings, inspired by
Ezek. ch 1, in which the visionary is conducted
through the heavenly realms by a chariot (merkavali).
Memeptah Stele an Egyptian inscribed stone that in
cludes the first mention of Israel outside the Bible. It
celebrates the victories of Pharaoh Merneptah (ca.
1200 BCE) in the area of Canaan.
Merodach Heb version of Marduk, chief god of Bab
ylon (Jer. 50.2).
Mesha Stele (also called the "Moabite Stone") a com
memorative stone dating from about 830 BCE with en
graved text celebrating the reign of King Mesha of
Moab (2 Kings 3.4-5). Besides an account of the deal
ings of Mesha with the descendants of Omri, king of
Israel, the text deals with the god of Moab, Chemosh,
and the favor tha t Chemosh has shown to Mesha in
contrast to his predecessors in allowing Mesha to re
claim territory from Israel. It also contains a reference
to the Q.erem or ban, indicating that this idea was not
unique to Israel.
Mesopotamia (Gk "between the rivers") the area be
tween the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
messiah (Heb mashia!z, "anointed [one]") a title for the
king or other servant or agent of God (priest, prophet,
or even non-Israelite Cyrus in Isa. 45.1). In the Tanakh,
mashia/1 never refers to the future ideal king.

G L O S S A RY

metaphor a direct comparison between two unlike

things: "The LoRD is my shepherd" (Ps. 23.1). See

simile.
metonymy a figure of speech in which a word is used

in place of another word to which it is closely related.
In Isa. 41.5 "the coastlands" is a metonymy for "the in
habitants of the coasts," i.e., foreigners.

meturgeman (Aram. "interpreter"; cf. Targum) the one
who provided a running translation into the language
of the congregation-Aramaic, in the origin of the
practice-of the Torah reading (and other Scripture
readings) in the synagogue service.

mezuzah (Heb "doorpost") a parchment on which are

written the paragraphs of the Shema (Deut. 6.4-9;
11.13-21), and on the back of which sh-d-y ("Shaddai,"
"Almighty") is written, often so as to be visible
through a small opening in the case. Sh-d-y is inter
preted as an acronym for shomer delatot Yisra'el,
"guardian of the doors of Israel."

midrash, midrashic (Heb derash, "inquire") interpreta

tion to draw out meanings from a text that are other
than, or go beyond, the "plain sense" (see peshat).

Milcom Heb form of the name of the god of Ammon.
See Molech.
(Heb "offering") the second of the daily
prayer services. It occurs during the period between
noon and sunset. See Slzal]arit, Ma'ariv.

MiniJah

miqra' ("that which is read [aloud]") the standard rab
binic way of referring to the biblical text.
Miqra'ot Gedolot the Rabbinic Bible,

an edition of the
Masoretic Text accompanied by the Aramaic transla
tion (Targum) and various commentaries such as
Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Ramban, and Rashbam.

Miq�at Ma 'aseh ha-Torah ("matters of the Torah") one

of the Dead Sea Scrolls (4QMMT), in the form of a let
ter from the Qumran sect to its opponents, explaining,
among other things, the differences in legal interpreta
tion and application between the Qumran community
and the Jerusalem establishment of the time.

Mishnah (Heb "oral instruction," from shanah, "re

peat") the compilation of oral law and rabbinic com
mentary, edited ca. 200 CE, that is the basis of the Tal
mud. The Mishnah in its final form is generally
attributed to R. Judah ha-Nasi Oudah the Prince, ca.
135-220), though it contains material that may go back
centuries before R. Judah's time.
the first codification of Jewish law, by
Maimonides (Rambam).

Mislmelz Torah

mitzvah (Heb "commandment") a religious obliga
tion; by extension, any good deed.

MMT see Miqliat Ma 'aselz lza-Torah.
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Moab/Moabites the territory and inhabitants south
east of the Dead Sea.
Moabite Stone see Mesha Stele.
Molech the title-"king"-of the Ammonite god. The

worshippers of this god were accused of child sacri
fice.

Moshe ben Maimon, R. see Rambam.
Moshe ben Nal)man, R. see Ramban.
Moshe de Leon (ca. 124o-1305) kabbalist of Spain. He
wrote kabbalistic books in Hebrew, but also wrote (in
Aramaic) large parts of the Zohar, a purported com
pendium of 2nd-century rabbinic teachings that is the
main work of kabbalistic commentary.

Mot the Canaanite god of death.
motif an image or character type that recurs through

out a literary work. The Servant motif occurs in Isa. at
42.1-4; 49-1--6; 50-4-11; 52.13-53-12.

I

PALESTINIAN TALMUD

Noahide laws the basic commandments laid upon
Noah, and therefore seen as binding upon all human
beings, Jews and Gentiles alike: They prohibited blas
phemy, idolatry, sexual immorality, murder, robbery,
and eating blood; and they commanded justice.
notarikon, pl. notarikonim (from Gk notarikon,

"short
hand") a method of interpretation that takes each let
ter of a word as the initial letter of another word,
thereby creating a phrase that is treated as the full
meaning intended by the word; also breaking a word
into constituent parts and interpreting those parts in
order to reveal a hidden meaning within the original
word. For example, rabbinic interpretation treated the
first word of the Decalogue, 'anokhi (the longer word
for "I"), as an acronym for the Aramaic sentence 'ana'
ketnvit yehnvit, "I [God) wrote it [and] gave it."

obelisk a four-sided stone shaft, usually tapered and
topped with a pyramid, characteristic of ancient Egypt.
'Olam the biblical Heb term for unending (time), ex

service on a Sabbath or

tended in postbiblical Heb to mean all space, i.e., the
world or universe.

Musar Movement a 19th-century Lithuanian move
ment to promote piety and ethical behavior; its
founder was R. Yisrael Salanter (181o-1883). Its prac
tices continue in yeshivas influenced by followers of
the movement.

oracle a unit of prophetic speech; usually translates

Musaf ("addition") the extra
festival, after Sha{zarit (see).

111asa' ("burden").

Nal)manides Moshe ben Nal)man, known as Ramban
(see).
narrative a connected account of an incident, or a

Oral Torah a synonym for the Mishnah and Talmud.
According to traditional rabbinic belief, the oral law
was given to Moses on Mount Sinai along with the
written law, the Torah. The oral law was, however, as
its name suggests, originally transmitted orally along
side the Torah, as the authoritative interpretation of
the Torah. As a result of historical exigencies, it was
committed to writing by the Rabbis, in stages, in the
first millennium CE.

necromancy the practice of divination by communica

Ovadiah of Bertinoro (ca. 145o-1509) commentator on
Mishnah, from Bertinoro (Italy). By treating the Mish
nah itself, in isolation from its treatment in the Tal
mud, Ovadiah encouraged the study of Mishnah inde

Mutazilite Kalam see Kalam.

longer account including many incidents. Narratives
can be historical, fictional, legendary, mythical, or a
combination of types.
tion with the dead, who are presumed to have knowl
edge of the future.

Negev the high plateau south of the central hill coun
try of Israel.

Neoplatonism the philosophical movement, originat
ing with Plotinus (ca. 204-270), that saw the universe
as a series of emanations flowing out from the One, the
causeless, unknowable source of all that is. The ema
nations, Mind (nous) and Soul, are, along with the One,
called hypostases. The individual's task is to return to
the One by contemplation, involving a progressive de
tachment from the world of matter and sense and ulti
mately from all categories of thought until the One can
be grasped in an indescribable void of thought.
new moon see Rosh l;lodesh.
Ninth of Av see Tish'ah be'av.

pendently of the Talmud.

P the Priestly document in the Torah, comprised of
both narratives and laws. It is concerned, among other
things, with laws and regulations, ritual practices, the
proper conduct of Temple worship, holiness and pu
rity, and genealogies. P may also have had a hand in
the shaping or redaction of the Torah. See introduction
to the Torah (pp. 1-7).
Palestine a name derived from the Roman designation

Provincia Syrin Pn/aesti11n, "Syro-Palestinian Province,"
which replaced Provincia Judaea after the revolt of 135
CE; Palaestinn was the Roman spelling of "Philistine,"

and the designation was probably intended as a dero
gation of Jewish claims to the territory.

Palestinian Talmud the Jerusalem Talmud or Talmud
Yerushalmi; see Talmud.
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parallelism a characteristic feature of biblical Hebrew
poetry in which the second line of a unit in some way
echoes the meaning or grammatical structure of the
first line. This can take the form of a repetition of the
meaning, or of a statement of opposites, or ofa further
statement that serves to extend or modify the first line
in some way. See "Reading Biblical Poetry" (pp.
2097-21 04).
parashah the portion of Torah designated to be read
publicly for each week of the year. There are 54
parashiyot, to provide for the maximum possible
number of Sabbaths in a year (that can only occur in an
intercalated or leap year). In years with fewer Sab
baths, the readings are combined to produce fewer
portions. The weekly portion is also sometimes im
properly called the Sidralz, "arrangement."
a Late Biblical Hebrew word borrowed from
Persian, meaning "park, garden, orchard." It was later
employed as an acronym for the four levels of mean
ing in Scripture according to the Zolzar: peslzat (contex
tual sense), remez (allegorical sense), derash ( homileti
cal sense), and sod (mystical sense).

pardes

Paschal pertaining to the Passover (ultimately from
the Gk pasclza, derived from Heb pesa/l).

Passover Haggadah, Haggadah of PesaQ. the "telling"
of the Passover story in the context of the household
liturgy of PesaQ., which accompanies the ritual meal,
the Seder.
Passover see PesaQ..
patriarchs the founding fathers ('avot) of Israel: Abra

ham, Isaac, and Jacob.

Persian period ca. 539-333 BCE, from the time of Cyrus
the Great until the Greek conquest by Alexander.

PesaQ. (probably "protection"; others "pass over") the

name of the festival commemorating the exodus from
Egypt. The first day involves the sacrifice of the lamb,
which took place on the eve of the exodus (14 Nisan);
the rest of the festival, J:lag lw-Matzot or "festival of un
leavened bread," was probably originally a festival
marking the beginning of the spring barley harvest.
PesaQ. is the first of the shalosh regalim or "three pil
grim festivals."
(Heb "simple") the "plain sense" or "contex
tual sense" of a text, often contrasted with deraslz, the
homiletical meaning.

peshat

pesher, pesharim (Heb

"interpretation") a type of com
mentary on the Bible from the Qumran community in
which the biblical text is understood to be actualized
or fulfilled in the interpreter's time period. Some are
comments on verses in biblical order, while others
group verses by subject; typically, the comment con
tains the word peslzer.

Peshitta (Syriac "simple") a translation of the Bible
into Syriac (a dialect of Aramaic) for the use of Syriac
speaking Jewish communities; it was largely taken
over by Syriac-speaking Christians, who added a Syr
iac translation of the New Testament.
Pesikta de Rav Kahana

and Pesikta Rabbati (Aram.

pesikta', "section") two collections of midrash that deal

with selected biblical passages, the first dating from
the 5th-7th century, the second from the 9th-13th.

("opening") an introduction to a midrashic
unit, often begun with a verse unconnected to the bibli
cal text being interpreted. Sometimes termed "proem."
petifJta

patrilineal tracing one's descent through male ances
tors; see matrilineal.
Pentapolis the five cities of the Philistines (see): Ash
dod, Ashkelon, Ekron, Gath, Gaza.

Pentateuch (Gk "five scrolls") the first five books of

the Bibl�enesis through Deuteronomy-regarded
as a unit after its final editing during or after the exile.
The traditional term in Judaism for this collection of
books is Torah, "teaching." Although these five books
are traditionally grouped together, they contain
markedly different kinds of writing-prehistory, nar
rative, law, ritual instruction, etc.-and scholars have
investigated the materials of which they are com
posed. Deuteronomy is largely a separate work that
was probably attached to the first four books at a later
stage, leading some scholars to speak of a Tetrateuch
consisting of Genesis through Numbers; and it is also
the case that the actual narrative climax of the story,
the conquest of the land of Israel, is given in the book
of Joshua, leading other scholars to speak of a Hexa
teuch consisting of Genesis through Joshua. See intro
duction to the Torah (pp. 1-7).

Pharisees a movement among Jews in the 1st century

CE, according to Josephus and the writings in the New
Testament. The Pharisees were concerned to extend
Jewish practice into all areas of life, and followed the
tradition of interpretation (Oral Torah) associated
with the schools of Hillel and Shammai. They were
thus proponents of a Jewish identity separate from the
larger non-Jewish culture that surrounded Judea, but
were also opponents of the more conservative Saddu
cees, who did not accept their traditions of oral law.
See Sadducees.

Philistines a group from the Sea Peoples, who in

vaded and settled on the coastal region of Canaan.
They had been repulsed from an invasion of Egypt (ca.
1190 BCE). The five major Philistine cities (the Pentapo
l is) were Ashkelon, Ashdod, Ekron, Gath, and Gaza.

Philo Judaeus (ca. 20 BCE-50 cE) Hellenistic Jewish
philosopher of Alexandria, Egypt. Philo worked out a
system that tried to interpret biblical concepts and be
liefs in terms of the philosophy of Plato and his follow-
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ers. In this system, God cannot be known directly, but
only through intermediate beings; the soul, the higher
element in the human person, is always attempting to
return to God, its origin, although if this task is not far
enough along at the time of the individual's death, the
soul may have to transmigrate into another body and
try again. In trying to make this philosophy compati
ble with Judaism, Philo developed a highly allegorical
exegesis of the Bible.

Phoenicians the people who lived in the area north of
Israel, in part of what is present-day Lebanon. Their
chief cities were Tyre and Sidon. The Phoenicians were
known throughout the eastern Mediterranean region
as merchants, and for producing a reddish-purple dye,
from which they apparently got their name (phoinix is
the Gk word for the color of the dye).
phylacteries see tefillin.
pilpul dialectical argument; superseded in talmudic

study in some locations by logical argument promoted
by the followers of the Vilna Gaon.
("chapters of the Fathers") a tractate of
the Mishnah (called 'Avot) that begins by tracing the
transmission of the oral law from Moses to the Rabbis;
emphasizes the strong link between Torah study and
ethical behavior; and contains non-legal, moralistic
sayings of various Rabbis. 'Avot is included in the tra
ditional prayerbook and is made part of the liturgical
recitation in many communities.
Pirkei 'Avot

(formed from payyetan, the creator of a liturgi
cal poem; from Gk poietes, "thing made," "poem") a
liturgical poem accompanying the prayers in the syna
gogue service. Piyyutim began to be composed around
the 5th century in the land of Israel, and new ones con
tinued to be created up until the 18th century.
piyyut

plene spelling (from Latin "full") the form of a word
in the Heb text that includes all of the vowel letters.
See defective spelling.
primogeniture the social arrangement by which the
eldest son inherits a father's title or the bulk of the
father's property.
proem a short introduction or preface to a literary text.
See petil}ta.
proleptic anticipatory; literary device of foreshadow

ing or anticipating a later development in a narrative,
or anticipating and answering an argument from an
opponent.

prophet (Gk prophetes, "speak out" or "speak forth")
the LXX translation of navi' ("one who is called"), the
standard Heb term for prophet. Synonyms include
"seer," "man of God," and "visionary." See the intro
duction to Nevi'im (pp. 451-461).
prophetic lawsuit see riv.

Pseudepigrapha (Gk "things falsely attributed") the
name for a class of writings not included in the canon,
many of which are ascribed to figures of antiquity like
Enoch, Moses, and Solomon. Most of these works,
which were not canonized by any community, were
written by Jews in the Hellenistic period.
Purim the festival that commemorates the delivery of
the Jews in Persia from destruction, as recounted in the
book of Esther. It is celebrated on 14 or 15 Adar.
("what is read") a biblical word as it should be
pronounced, in contrast to what is written in the text.
See ketiv.
qere

qinah Heb "lament."
qinah meter a metrical pattern consisting of a line

with three stresses followed by a line with two
stresses; it is primarily used in psalms of lament or
complaint, and in the book of Lamentations, though it
can also express joy (Ps. 65).

Qumran community the settlement near Wadi Qum
ran at the Dead Sea, most likely composed of Essenes.
The Qumran group was a sectarian Jewish community
that kept its own practices in opposition to the estab
lished community in Jerusalem and Judea; the library
of this group was discovered in 1947 and is known as
the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Rabbanite an adherent of the rabbinic teaching tradi
tion, in contrast to the Karaites, who questioned or de

nied many halakhic interpretations of the Rabbis.

Radak acronym for Rabbi David Kiml:ti (ca. 116o-

1235), son of Yosef KimJ:ti, biblical commentator, of
France. He wrote commentaries on Genesis, Psalms,
Proverbs, Chronicles, and the Prophets, as well as a
Hebrew grammar and lexicon.

Ralbag acronym for R. Levi ben Gershon, Gersonides

(1288-1344), medieval talmudic scholar of France. Rat
bag wrote on philosophy, astronomy, and mathemat
ics, in addition to his biblical exegesis and talmudic ex
plications; his conception of God was philosophical,
particularly Aristotelian. He wrote commentaries on
most of the books of the Bible.

Rambam acronym for Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon

(Moses Maimonides) (1135-1204), a philosopher and
rabbi-also a practicing physician-was probably the
greatest medieval Jewish philosopher. His writings in
clude Sefer ha-Mitzvot ("Book of the Command
ments"), Mislme/1 Torah, a code of Jewish law, and the
philosophical work Guide of the Perplexed. Originally
from Spain, he lived part of his life in Egypt.

Ramban acronym for Rabbi Moshe ben NaJ:tman

(1194-1270), or NaJ:tmanides, rabbi and scholar, of
Spain. He defended Judaism against Christian argu
ments so effectively that he was persecuted and fled to
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Israel (Acre); his writings on the Torah and on early
kabbalistic works were influential in the later kabbalis
tic movement.
Rashbam acronym for Rabbi Shemuel ben Meir (ca.
108o-n6o), talmudic and biblical commentator, of
France. His biblical commentaries concentrated on ex
plicating the literal sense of the text; he often disputed
the commentary of his grandfather, Rashi.
Rashi acronym for Rabbi Shlomo ben Isaac (ca. 104o1105), French talmudic and biblical scholar. He was the
author both of a commentary on the whole Bible and
of a commentary on the Talmud Bavli (Babylonian
Talmud), both of which became extremely popular.
His scriptural interpretation, largely taken from earlier
sources, favored the contextual sense of the text rather
than a set of atomistic interpetations to each phrase;
his talmudic commentary was part of a greater effort
to interpret Jewish law for an increasingly far-flung
population.
Rav a 3rd century Babylonian 'amora' whose real name
was 'Abba ben 'Aivu. "Rav" means " great" and is a trib
ute to the regard in which he was held by his students at
the academy in Sura, which he founded. Rav and Mar
Samuel are seen as the main teachers in the tradition
that became the Babylonian Talmud. Rav's specialty
was issues relating to religious law and interpretation.
redaction criticism the study of how already existing
textual units-narratives of incidents, laws, proverbs,
or other isolatable pieces that can be disentangled by
source criticism-were combined into larger texts by
the activities of editors, called "redactors." Redaction
criticism concentrates on the perspective of the editor,
trying to deduce what editorial intentions can be un
derstood from the way smaller units are arranged, ex
panded, and combined.
redactor an editor who works with already existing
units to combine them into larger wholes.

riv

(pronounced "reev") the literary form in the
Prophets and elsewhere of a "covenant lawsuit."

Roman period the period from 63 BCE onwards, mark
ing the beginning of Roman rule of Judea.
Rosh Ha-Shanah (Heb "head [i.e., beginning] of the
year") the fall New Year in the Jewish calendar, 1 Tishri.
(Rosh Ha-Shanah is now observed for two days.) The
beginning of the religious calendar is 1 Nisan.
Rosh l;lodesh (Heb "new moon") the beginning of the
month, celebrated as a festival in biblical times (e.g.,
Isa. 1.13-14).
Saadia Gaon Saadia ben Joseph (882""942) was the
gaon (head of the academy) of Sura in Babylonia and

the greatest of the geonhu. He translated the Torah and
other books of the Bible into Arabic, along with a short
commentary.

Sadducees a movement among Jews in the 1st century
according to Josephus and the New Testament.
They held to a strict application of Torah and to main
taining Temple worship according to its mandate; in
order to continue the Temple practices without inter
ference, the Sadducees were apparently willing to col
laborate with the occupying Roman power to some ex
tent, including accepting Roman interference in the
choice of high priest. They were opposed to the Phari
sees in not accepting the traditions of oral law as a
guide to Torah practices, and they were also opposed
to the political activists who wished to rebel against
Roman rule, fearing that any rebellion would bring an
end to the limited autonomy under which they could
maintain Temple worship. See Pharisees.
Samaritan Pentateuch a text of the Torah in Hebrew
used by the Samaritans. This text disagrees with the
Masoretic Text at many points. Some of these dis
agreements reflect Samaritan beliefs (e.g., in the reli
gious importance of Mt. Gerizim), but others are sup
ported by the Dead Sea Scrolls and reflect an alternate
textual tradition.
Samaritans the descendants of the population of Sa
maria (Northern Kingdom) after the invasion of that
kingdom and the deportation of the inhabitants in 722
BCE. The Samaritans regard themselves as descended
from the Jewish remnant after the deportation, but the
returning exiles from the Southern Kingdom (after the
Babylonian exile) did not regard them as Jews, seeing
them rather as descendants of foreigners who had
been settled there after the Jewish population had been
removed. Therefore, beginning with Ezra and Nehe
miah, the leadership forbade intermarriage between
Samaritans and Jews. The Samaritans maintained wor
ship (with a temple on Mt. Gerizim) and the Torah
(but not the rest of the Bible), although their calendar
is not the same as the Jewish calendar.
Samuel ben l;lofni (also Shemuel ben I:Jofni) gaon of
the Sura academy in Babylonia from ca. 997 until his
death in 1013. He wrote commentaries in Judea-Arabic
on parts of the Torah (including a translation), and also
philosophical and theological works.
Samuel, Mar 2nd-3rd century Babylonian 'amora', a
contemporary of Rav and founder of the other great
Babylonian academy at Nehardea. Samuel and Rav are
the two sources of the teaching that became the Babylo
nian Talmud; Samuel specialized in issues related to
civil law.
Sanhedrin (ultimately from Gk synedria from syn- and
lredra, "with seat," i.e., "council") the religious court
that held ruling authority over the Jewish people dur
ing the Roman period and into the Byzantine era; also,
a tractate of the Mishnah dealing with issues of the
law courts in general.
scroll a long strip of parchment (treated leather) or pa
pyrus (reeds split, moistened, and pressed together),
CE,
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on which a text was written in columns. The scroll was
read by unrolling one side while rolling up the other,
to expose successive columns of text.

Sea Peoples remnants of the Mycenean or Aegean civ

ilizations, which collapsed towards the end of the sec
ond millennium BCE. Some of these people sailed east
ward on the Mediterranean and attacked those living
along the littoral; they were repulsed from Egypt (ca.
1 190) and settled along the coast of Canaan at about
the same time the Israelites were entering the land
from the other direction. The biblical Philistines are
among the Sea Peoples.

Second Isaiah see Deutero-Isaiah.
Second Temple the Temple constructed ca. 515 BCE by

the returning exiles, and continued and expanded over
the course of time, until its destruction by the Romans
in 70 CE.
Seder, Sedarim (Heb "order") the ritual meal and
recitation of Passover eve. Also, the major divisions of
the Mishnah.

Seder 'Olam ("order of the world") a rabbinic history

of the world and the Jewish people up to the 2nd cen
tury CE.
("ciphers" or numbers) the ten numbers that
formed part of the basis of creation in mystical
thought; primarily the emanations from the Godhead
that correspond to these numbers.
Sefirot

Seleucid empire the political entity that ruled over

Syria and (at times) Judea after the death of Alexander
the Great. The Seleucid ruler Antiochus IV "Epipha
nes" desecrated the Temple in 167 BCE, leading to the
Maccabean revolt and the rededication of the Temple
in 164 BCE, an event commemorated in the festival of
I:Ianukkah.

Sephardim based on Sepharad, the early Jewish name
for Spain (based on a misunderstanding of Obad. 1.20,
which refers to Asia Minor, specifically Lydia); by ex
tension the name of Jews living in Iberia or descended
from those who did.
Septuagint the Gk translation of the Heb text of the

Bible, begun with the Torah in Alexandria in the 3rd
century BCE. According to a legend repeated in the
Letter of Aristeas, 72 scholars gathered to translate
and finished their work in 72 days; this number,
rounded to 70 and represented in Latin as LXX, be
came the standard symbol for the Septuagint.

Sfomo, Ovadiah ben Yaakov (1475-1550) philosopher
and Bible commentator of Italy. Sforno was concerned
to explicate the plain meaning of the text, and was op
posed to kabbalistic interpretation.
Shabbat (Heb "cessation") the Sabbath day; also, a
Tractate in the Mishnah (order Mo'ed), in the Tosefta
and in the Talmuds, dealing with the laws of Shabbat.

Slla�mrit (Heb "morning") the morning prayer service.
See Min�rall, Ma'ariv.
sllalosll regalim "three pilgrimages,"

the three Pilgrim
Festivals-PesaJ:t, Shavuot, Sukkot, when all Israelite
males were expected to go up to the Jerusalem Temple.

Shavuot the festival of "Weeks" (also "Pentecost," Gk
for "fiftieth" [day]), the spring harvest, occurring ac
cording to Priestly texts fifty days (seven full weeks)
after PesaJ:t. It is the second of the slraloslz regalim.
Shekhinah a postbiblical term for the "dwelling" or

"presence" of God with Israel; by extension, the divine
manifestation in the community's life, or the sense of
divine immanence within the world. In kabbalistic
thought, Shekhinah is the feminine aspect of God that
must be reconciled with the masculine, higher aspects
so that God's love can be manifested in the world.

Shem, ha-Shem "name" or "the Name," a locution for
YHVH to avoid saying the actual name of God (see
Deut. 28.58).
Shema the first word, used as a title, of the exhortation

(Deut. 6.4), "Hear, 0 Israel, the LoRD our God is one
LoRD" (or, "the LoRD our God, the LORD is one"); also

the name of perhaps the most important and best
known prayer in Judaism, comprised of Deut. 6.4--9;
11.13-21; Num. 15.37-41.
Slremini 'Atzeret "eighth [day] of assembly," following

the seven days of Sukkot; in the Diaspora it is cele
brated as two days, the second of which is Siml!at
Torah.
S/remonelr 'Esrei "the Eighteen," rabbinic name for the
'Amidah, from the number of benedictions in the orig

inal prayer.

Shemuel ben Meir see Rashbam.
Sheol the underworld or abode of the dead. In the
Bible, all deceased descended to Sheol; there is no con
cept of a separate heaven and hell.

Shephelah the foothills leading to the central hill
country of the land of Israel.
Shimeon bar YoJ:tai (also Simeon ben Yol:tai) a 2nd cen

tury Rabbi, pupil of R. Akiva ben Yosef and teacher of
R. Judah hn-Nnsi' (Judah the Prince). R. Shimeon began
the classification of halakhah. He was the subject of
legendary tales based on the period of his life in which
he was in hiding from Roman persecution, reportedly
living in a cave. The medieval kabbalists claimed that
during this sojourn in the cave the doctrines of mysti
cism were revealed to him, and thus the Zolzar is pre
sented as teachings of, and tales about, R. Shimeon.
Slri 'ur Komalz mystical work from the 10th century
CE or earlier, which tries to convey a sense of God's in

finite greatness by a description of God's immense
size.
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Shiv'ah (Heb "seven") the seven days of mourning

from later civilizations, such as Babylonia, that
adopted the cuneiform method of writing.

Shlomo ben Isaac, R. see Rashi.
shofar the ram's horn for ceremonial use. In ancient Is

Sura the southern Babylonian city that was the site of
one of the two academies (the other was in Pumbedita)
that were centers of rabbinic and geonic study. Sura
was founded by Rav in the 3rd century CE and contin
ued in existence for more than Boo years.

following the death of a near relative.

rael it was sounded to announce the anointing of a
king or as a summons to war or to sound an alarm;
today, in the synagogue, it is sounded on the High
Holy Days.

Siddur (Heb "order") the traditional Jewish prayer

book.

signet ring a ring bearing a personal seal or impres
sion, used to make an indentation in clay as a sign of
authenticity of authorship.
Siml]at Torah "rejoicing of
Shemini 'Atzeret, marking

nual Torah reading cycle.

Torah," the second day of
the completion of the an

simile a comparison between two unlike things in
which one is compared with the other on the basis of a
posited similarity, usually using the terms like or as:
"My heart is like wax, melting within me" (Ps. 22.15).
(Heb "secret") in mystical interpretation, the hid
den or inner meaning of a text; the hidden or inner life
of God.

sod

suzerain the lord or ruler to whom loyalty is due in a

covenant relationship. (Although the term is actually
Old French for "sovereign," and originally applied to
the feudal relationship of lord to peasant or subsidiary,
it has been adapted for the ancient Near Eastern cove
nant system.)

Symmachus a 2nd-3rd century translator of the Bible

into Greek, whose translation was included in
Origen's Hexapla (a compendium of six Bible ver
sions). Most of the Hexapla, and therefore most of
Symmachus's translation, has been lost, and nothing is
known about Symmachus as a person.

syncretism the incorporation into one religion of prac

tices and teachings derived from another, or the effort
to combine two different religious traditions into a
third, composite religion.

synecdoche figure of speech in which a part of a thing

source criticism the effort to discover the written

or concept is used to represent the whole--e.g.,
"hand" for "worker"-or the larger whole is used to
represent the part--e.g., "the law" for "police."

Documentary Hypothesis.
Spinoza, Baruch (Benedict) (1632-77) philosopher.

synonymous parallelism an imprecise term used for
the type of parallelism (see parallelism) where the sec

sources or documents behind a text and to explore
how the sources were combined into larger units. See

ond line or colon of a bicolon echoes the meaning of
the first in different terms, e.g., Isa. 1 .3, "An ox knows
its owner, An ass its master's crib: Israel does not
know, My people takes no thought." See "Reading
Biblical Poetry" (pp. 2097-2104).

Spinoza was born a Jew, but as his philosophy devel
oped he became increasingly at odds with traditional
Jewish teaching, and he was excommunicated at the
age of 24. Besides his philosophical writings, Spinoza
engaged in biblical criticism (see esp. his "Of the Inter
pretation of Scripture" in his Tl!eological-Political Trac
tate), and in some respects anticipated critical findings
that did not become established until well after his
death, including the assertion that someone other than
Moses wrote the Torah.

Ark of the Covenant, and for worship and sacrifice in
the wilderness according to Priestly tradition. Exod.
chs 25-30 contain instructions for building it; the con
struction is narrated in Exod. chs 35-40.

Sukkot (Heb "booths") the autumn harvest festival

tablet a slab, typically of clay, with a smoothed surface

(bag l!a-'asif, "festival of ingathering"), during which it

is customary, following Lev. 23.42-4), to dwell in tem
porary booths. It is the third of the shalosh regalim.

Sumer the civilization that arose in southern Mesopo

tamia during the late 4th millennium BCE. Organized
around city-states, the Sumerian culture held sway for
most of that time until it was finally superseded by
Hammurabi in 1750 BCE. The Sumerians developed
cuneiform writing, which involved using a wedge
shaped reed to press marks into wet clay. The clay was
then baked and the resulting tablet could be stored.
Many cuneiform tablets have been recovered from
archeological sites in Mesopotamia, from Sumer and

Tabernacle the temporary sanctuary for containing the

that can be inscribed with a text.

talion (Latin talio, "in kind" from talis, "like," "such
like") a punishment that is of the same kind as the
crime: exacting an equivalent penalty, such as an equal
economic loss for theft, or death for murder, or "an eye
for an eye." Talion is well-attested in Mesopotamian
law, and in some biblical legal collections.
tallit four-cornered fringed shawl worn during prayer;
also called tallit gada!, "large tallit," in contrast to tallit
katan, "small tallit," worn throughout the day beneath
the clothing by observant Jewish men (see Num.
15.)8-39; Deut. 22.12).
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Talmud (Heb "teaching") the title of the two great col
lections of rabbinic teaching, the Jerusalem Talmud or
Talmud Yerushalmi and the Babylonian Talmud or Tal
mud Bavli. The Talmuds were compiled beginning
after 200 CE, as an extensive commentary on the Mish
nah; they consist of comments on, and extensions of,
the Mishnah sections to work out the application of
Jewish teaching to everyday life, but they also include
much other material, and information and teaching on
a wide range of topics. The form of the Talmuds is that
passages of the Mishnah are commented on by rabbinic
teachings (called Gemara). The Mishnah is not treated
in its entirety. At the beginning of the Talmud's forma
tion, the two centers of rabbinic study (the land of Israel
and Babylonia) were in contact with each other and the
commentary therefore reflected a common effort; later,
especially with the completion of the Talmud in Israel
(ca. 400 CE), the Babylonian effort continued to refine
and extend the applications, and it was the Talmud de
veloped in Babylonia (completion after 500 CE) that was
distributed worldwide, under the auspices of the acad
emies that continued to work in Babylonia until the be
ginning of the second millennium CE.
tanna' (Aram. "repeat" [traditions]) a rabbinic teacher
during the period from the destruction of the Second
Temple (70 CE) to the final form of the Mishnah (ca.

text" is understood to be the Masoretic Text, particu
larly that in the Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot Gedolot) in
the 1525 edition published in Venice.

theodicy the theological effort to justify the goodness
of God in the face of suffering.
Theodotion (ca. 2nd century

cE) a translator of the
Bible into Greek and reviser of the Septuagint.

theophany (Gk "appearance of god") the temporary

appearance or manifestation of a divine being in a
form that can be apprehended by the human senses.

Third Isaiah see Trito-Isaiah.
threshing floor a location where the usable portion of

grain is separated from its outer covering. Grain is
threshed by being beaten to crack the husks and sepa
rate the grain from the stems. It is then winnowed by
being tossed in a flat basket in a breeze, allowing the
husks (chaff), which are lighter, to blow away. A good
location for this process is a flat area on a hilltop;
this was also an ideal spot for offering sacrifice (see
1 Chron. 21.18-27).

Tiamat goddess of the deep and mother of the Babylo
nian pantheon; she is sometimes portrayed as a
dragon.

Tish'ah be'av 9 Av, the day of mourning commemorat

200 CE).

Targum, Targumim Aramaic translations of the Bible.

ing the destruction of the two Temples. 2 Kings 25.8-9
says that the First Temple was burned (by the Babylo
nians) on 7 Av, while Jer. 52.12 dates it on 10 Av; the
Talmud places it on 9 Av. The Second Temple was de
stroyed (by the Romans) on 10 Av.

telillin small black leather boxes containing biblical

tosafist author of tosafot (see).
tosafot brief commentaries on the Talmud (12th-14th

There are two main texts on the Torah: Targwn Onkelos,
used by Babylonian Jews, and Targum Yerushalmi or the
Jerusalem Targum (often mistakenly called Targum
Jonathan), used in the land of Israel.
passages from Exod. 1).1-10; IJ.ll-16; Deut. 6.4-9;
ll.IJ-21. Two are worn during weekday morning
prayer: one on the head (above the space between the
eyes, just below the hairline) and one on the (left) arm
(see, e.g., Deut. 6.8).

tel a mound formed by repeated occupation and de
struction on a particular site.
teshuvah (Heb "return") repentance.
Tetragrammaton (Gk "four letters") the divine name,
YHVH (see).

Tetrateuch the first four books of the Bible, Genesis

through Numbers, regarded by some scholars as an
edited collection to which Deuteronomy was then at
tached. See Pentateuch.

textual criticism the effort to establish, by scholarly as
sessment of manuscript copies and other sources, an
accurate version of a text. See "Textual Criticism of the
Bible" (pp. 2067-72).
Textus Receptus (Latin "received text") the standard

text in a tradition. For the Hebrew text the "received

century) by rabbis in France and Germany, which are
printed in the outer columns. The tosafot carry on the
talmudic traditions of conversation and interaction
with the text and with previous commentators, includ
ing resolving contradictions, extending applications,
and revisiting matters previously discussed.

Tosefta (Aram. "addition") a compilation of oral law,
of uncertain provenance and date, that follows the
arrangement of the Mishnah.

tradition criticism the investigation of the develop
ment of a text from its earliest stages (oral or original
source documents) to the latest (canonical) stage.
Transjordan the area to the east of the Jordan River.
Trito-Isaiah the scholarly term for chs 56-66 (or 55-

of Isaiah. These chs are primarily concerned with
the life of the returned exiles in the province of Yehud
(the Persian name for Judah) after 538 BCE. Some
scholars doubt the separate existence of Trito-Isaiah;
others maintain that it is not the product of one author,
but a collection of diverse oracles by different mem66)
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bers of a "school of Isaiah" collected during the Per
sian period.

Tzevaot, YHvH "LoRD of Hosts," a title for God as
leader of the heavenly armies (Ps. 89.6-9).

tzitzit the fringes attached to the four corners of a gar

ment (Num. 15.38); also the entire garment that has
such fringes, usually identical to the tallit katan (see tal

lit).

Ugarit city near the Mediterranean coast (Ras-Shamra
in present-day Syria), source of an important store of
Canaanite myths. Beginning in the 1920s archeological
excavations in and around the area led to the discov
ery of a large number of cuneiform tablets in Akka
dian, and others in a previously unknown language
(subsequently named Ugaritic) which was related to
Hebrew. The tablets also provided an archive of the
political and economic activities of the rulers of Ugarit
during the second half of the second millennium
(150o-1200 BCE).
unleavened bread (Heb matzah, pl. matzot) bread

made without yeast; also the festival, !fag ha-Matzot,
that follows PesaJ:t (see).

Urim and Thummim a method of divination (the de

tails of which are unclear) that the high priest used to
discover God's response to yes-or-no questions.

Vassal Treaty.of Esarhaddon an Assyrian treaty docu
ment from the reign of the Assyrian king Esarhaddon
(681�69 BCE), with parallels to parts of Deuteronomy.
vassal the underlord in a covenant relationship, who is

granted power and control over people in a particular
area in return for loyalty to the suzerain.

Vilna Gaon see Elijah ben Solomon Zalman.
Vorlage (German "preceding position," i.e., pattern)
the underlying text of a translation.

Wisdom literature modern scholarship has identified
the books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Job, and cer
tain Psalms (e.g., Ps. 37) as examples of a type of litera
ture with analogues in other ancient Near Eastern lit
eratures. Wisdom is concerned with matters of insight
and meditation on the meaning of life, moral exhorta
tion, and the identification of recurrent patterns in na
ture and human life. Wisdom generally focuses on the
individual rather than the nation, and therefore does
not examine many of the events and teachings central
to biblical literature, such as the exodus, Temple wor
ship and sacrifice, the covenant, the monarchy, or
prophecy.
Yehud designation of the province of Judah during
Persian times.
Yerushalmi, Talmud the Jerusalem (sometimes called
Palestinian) Talmud. See Talmud.
YHVH the name of God, which conventionally remains

unpronounced and is represented in the text by the
Heb letters yod-he-vav-he and the vowels for the title
Adortai, "my Lord." In standard English translations,
including NJPS, YHVH is represented by the word
LoRD written in capital and small capital letters. The
original vocalization and meaning of this name is un
known, though it is cmmected to the verb h-y-h, "be"
or "become," most likely in a causitive sense, "he who
causes to be."

Yom Kippur (Heb "day of atonement") the solemn

fast observed each year on 10 Tishri, according to the
command recorded in Lev. 23.26--32. The observance
.
involves abstention of various kinds and focuses on
personal and communal repentance (teshuvah). The
prayer services begin with the evening service and
continue through the next day, with a morning service,
an additional service, an afternoon service, and a con
cluding service.

Vulgate (Latin "common") the Bible translated by Je
rome (completed 405 CE). The Old Testament of the

Yose (Yosi, Yossi) ben I:Ialafta mid-2nd century
Ianna'. He was a pupil of R. Akiva and one of the Rab
bis frequently quoted in the Mishnah.

agint.

ziggurat a temple-tower in ancient Mesopotamia. Zig
gurats are presumed to represent a mount, on the top
of which the earthly and divine realms merged.

wadi a seasonal watercourse, dry in the summer and

Zohar ("Splendor") kabbalistic writing of the late

Vulgate was translated directly from Hebrew, unlike
that of the previous Latin version (the "Old Latin" or
"Vetus Latina"), which was translated from the Septu

full of water during the winter rainy period.

13th
century, partly the work of Moshe de Leon (d. 1305).

Weeks, Festival of see Shavuot.
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This index contains entries to important, extended, or recurring
persons, places, and subject matter in the study material.
A
Aaron: communication of ritual laws to, 229, 234, 247; death of,
324-25, 339, 350, 352; denial of entry to promised land,
323-24; Exodus, 10g, 112, 114, 117, 140, 147-48, 162, 165, 182,
185; Ezekiel, 1055; genealogy, 338; God speaking directly to,
31g; Korah rebellion, 288, 315-1g, 336, 338--3g; Leviticus,
222-28; Moses, speaking against, 308--g; Nadab and Abihu
consumed by fire, 225, 227, 288, 317, 338; Numbers, 288;
Psalms, 1412, 1414, 1432
Aaronide priesthood, 5 (see also individual high priests); Chroni
cles, 1724, 1756-57; Exodus, 162, 171; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1674,
168o, 1686; high priest and governor /king sharing power in
postexilic period, 1432; Leviticus, 203, 222-28; Numbers, 288,
334, 335
Abaddon, 1471, 1491
abandonment by God, 104g, 1056-76, 1108, 1305, 1598
Abarbanel, Isaac, see Abravanel (Abarbanel, Abrabanel), Isaac
Abel and Cain, 18--19, 57, zag, 248, 1059, 1264, 1526
Abiathar, ;66, 604, 6o;, 634, 646, 654, 672, 676, 679, 917, 921
Abigail, 6o8--1o, 621, 171g, 1721
Abijah/ Abijam (son of Rehoboam), 706, 707, 1785-S7, 18o6
Abimelech, 31, 42-43, 45, 54, 55, 6o, 637, 1318, 1399
Abiram and Dathan, rebellion of, 315-16, 336, 389, 1402
Abishag the Shunammite, 671, 675-76
Abishai, 611, 626, 648, 654, 6;g
Abner, 622-25, 657, 1760
abominations, see idols and idol-worship
abortion, 25, 154
Abraham: 1 Chronicles, 1717; Deuteronomy, 359; Ezra-Nehe
miah and, 1666, 1701; Genesis, 8, 10, 3o--52, 54, 92; Isaiah, 864,
887; Jeremiah, 932, ggo; Job more virtuous than, 1505; Leviti
cus, 207, 251, 270, 276-77; Psalms, 1399
Abram's name changed to Abraham, 8, 37-38
Abravanel (Abarbanel, Abrabanel), Isaac: biblical interpretation
and study, 1895, 1906; Chronicles, 1714; Hosea, 1 144; Jere
miah, 1008; Joel, 1168; Judges, 554; Kings, 672, 676, 707, 771;
Obadiah, 1 197; philosophy, 1961--62, 1964; Psalms, 1299; Sam
uel, 6o6, 626
Absalom, 638--53, 6;6, 671, 1287, 1335
abstinence, see fasting and abstinence
Abulafia, Abraham ben Shemuel, 1982-S3
Abulafia, Rabbi Meir (Ramah), 1780, 2081, 2083
"accidental" or every-day occurrences, God's will manifested in
(providence), 575, 577, 705, 724

Achan, sin of, 474-75, 502
Achsah, 462, 490, 492, 511
acrostics, 2100; Lamentations, 1588; Proverbs, 1497; Psalms,
1291, 1293, 1 )09, 1310, 1318, 1319, 1322, 1409, 1415
Adam and Eve, g, 14-18, )O, 851, 1276, 1 507, 1717
Adonai, 112, 137, 1206
Adonijah, 638, 671-76
adoption, 94-95, 100
adultery: Deuteronomy, 377, 417; Esther, Haman believed to be
attempting to seduce, 1634-35; Exodus, 149, 150, 156; Ezek- ·
iel's allegory of, 1067-'71, 1084-S6; Genesis, 78; Hosea,
1143-52; Isaiah, Sg7; Jeremiah, marriage motif in, 923, 92628, 952-54, 958, 963, 971, 973, g88, ggo, 995; Jeremiah's false
prophets attempting to commit adultery with Nebuchadnez
zar's daughters, 984; Job, 1536, 1544-1545; Leviticus, 254;
Numbers, 294-95; Proverbs, 1452, 1456, 1458--60, 1496; 2 Sam
uel, David and Bathsheba, 635-3g
Adversary, the (Satan//w-Satan), 329, 66;, 6gB, 1253, 1502--6
African-American understanding of exodus, 107
afterlife/personal resurrection: Daniel, 166;; Ecclesiastes, 1610,
1621; Ezekiel, valley of dry bones in, 1 114, 166;; Isaiah, 834;
job, 1523; Proverbs, 1452, 1468; Psalms, 1289, 1292, 1314, 1337
'
1369; Rabbinic Judaism, 834, 1 1 14, 166;; 1 Samuel, 563
afterworld, see Sheol
Agag, 333, 589, ;go, 1624, 1629
age at death/life span, 20, 72, 100, 438, 1385, 1562 (see also el
ders/elderly)
aggadah, 1847, 1848, 1858--62, 1876, 1895, 1934, 2009
agricultural festivals, 15g--6o, 263, 703, 1 156-57 (see also specific
festivals)
Ahab: Chronicles, 1790-<)3, 1797, 1 822, 1823; Kings, 71o--26, 741,
743, 745, 772; Micah, 1216; Psalms, 1332; Samuel, 635
Ahasuerus, 1245, 1623-39, 1659, 1676
Ahaz, 757, 771, 797-Soz, 1Bo6-7, 1809
Ahaziah of Israel, 725-27, 741
Ahaziah of Judah, 742, 744, 745, 747, 1797-98
Ahijah,6gg, 701, 705, 708
Ahimelech, 529, 53D-34, 602-4, 611
Ahithophel, 647, 648, 649, 6;o
Ai, destruction of, 474-78, 552
'Akedah (binding of Isaac), 45-47, 54, 1768, 1936
Akitu or New Year Festival, Babylon, 877
Akiva (Aqiba) ben Yosef, R., 184;, 1852-53, 1864; Malachi, 1272;
Zechariah, 1 257
alcohol and intoxication (see also wine, grapes, vineyards, vines,
and winepresses): Amos, 1181; cup of God's wrath/water of
bitterness, 185.295, 977, 1347, 1365, 1532, 1596; Daniel, 1643;
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alcohol and intoxication (coutiuued)
Esther, 1623, 1624, 1626, 1631; Ezekiel, 1129; Genesis, 25; Isa
iah, 794, 8)6, 837; Jeremiah, 953, 998-g9; Job's slurred speech,
1512; Judges, 540; Kethuvim, 1279; 2 Kings, 745; Leviticus,
228; Nahum, 1224; Numbers, 295; Proverbs, 1478, 1484, 1497;
Psalms, 1357; 2 Samuel, 637, 642; Zechariah, 1263
Aleppo Codex, 1411, 1563, 2081, 2083
Alexander the Great, 1641, 1655-58, 1662, 1929, 2057
Aleynu (Aleinu), 1516
alienation resulting from suffering in Job, 1528
aliens, see entries at foreign
allegory, see parable/allegory
alliteration, 783, 1426, 1598
allocation of land, see entries at apportionment
allusion, l iterary, 1834-35
'almanaiJ, 1545 (see also widows and orphans)
Almighty, The, 333
almonds and almond trees, 319, 922
alphabetical characters, 1669, 1681, 2063
altars (see also Tabernacle/ Ark of the Covenant): Ahaz's altar in
2 Kings, 757; Amos, 1191; building of Second Temple in Hag
gai, 1246; Chronicles, altar of bronze in, 1770; Daniel, 166o;
David's altar on the site of the Temple, 665-67; Deuteronomy,
426; Exodus, 143, 151-52, 162, 169-70, 175, 177, 196; Ezekiel,
1058, 1059, 1124, 1 126-27; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1674; Gideon in
Judges, 524; incense altar, 170, 178-79, 180, 195, 196, 227, 245,
962; Joshua, 478; Judges, 539, 541; table in Jewish home as
substitute for, 1 124; Transjordanian tribes, 502-3
Amalekites: Esther, 1624, 1629, 1637; Exodus, 142-43; Genesis,
73; Judges, 523; Numbers, 333, 334, 350; Samuel, 588-89, 604,
616, 617, 61g-2o
Amama Letters, 68
Amasa, 654, 656, 1719
Amaziah, 752-53, 1189, 1802-3
ambidextrousness, 553
Amen, 295
Amenemope, Ius/ruction of, 1448, 1472, 1482, 1488
America, see United States
Amherst Papyrus 63, 1304
'Amidah prayer (see Eighteen Benedictions): 1937, 1939, 1947;
Deuteronomy, 389; Exodus, 110; Ezekiel, 1100; Isaiah, 796,
834; Jeremiah, 961; Numbers, 297; Psalms, 1303, 1340
Ammon and Ammonites: Amos, 1 179; Chronicles, 1806; Deuter
onomy, 366, 369, 418-19; Ezekiel, 1081, 1089-<)0; Ezra-Nehe
miah, 1684, 1708; Genesis, 42; Jeremiah, 981, 1008, 1024;
Joshua, 485; Judges, 534-38; 1 Kings, 697; 2 Kings, 754, 756,
775; 1 Samuel, 58o-81; 2 Samuel, 635-39
Amnon, 638, 64o-41, 644, 651, 671, 770, 1296
amoraic rabbis, 1845, 1846, 1857
Amorites: Deuteronomy, 366; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1684; Genesis, 36;
Jeremiah, 1020; Joshua, 466, 475, 480, 481, 505; Judges, 512,
534, 535, 536; 2 Kings, 769; Numbers, 326; 1 Samuel, 574;
2 Samuel, 658
Amos: biographical information, 1 177, 1 189; dating, compila
tion, and redaction, 1 176; introduction, 1176-77; Job com
pared, 1535; structure, 1176-77; text and annotations, 1177-92
amulets, 297, 325, 381, 2026
anagrams, 1289
Anakites, 310, 484,489, 511, 512
analogy, 1856
ancestor worship, 2022; household idols (teraphim), 64-65, 88,
547, 59g-6oo, 1260, 1346, 2022; Isaiah, 911
ancestral houses, heads of (groups smaller than tribes), 488
androcentrism, 2004, 2005
angels: Daniel, 1648, 1649, 1655, 1656-58, 1661-62, 1665; Deuter-
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anomy, 441; Exodus, 110, 128, 135, 137, 160, 186, 187, 188;
Ezekiel, 1058; Genesis, 14, 39, 40, 47, 66, 67; Isaiah, 796, 831,
848-49; Job, 1506, 1510, 1513; Joshua, 472-73; Judges, 513,
523-24, 539-41; Proverbs, 1475; Psalms, 1291, 1318, 1320, 1334,
1389, 1396, 1444; Samuel, 615, 644, 655, 666; wrestling of Jacob
with divine being, 67-68; Zechariah, 1251
anger, temper, and self-control, 1454, 1458, 1474, 1478, 1481,
1488, 1489, 149), 1496, 1497
Anglo-Jewish prayerbook, 1938, 1947
animals (see also specific animals): creation of, 14; cutting
animals in half and passing between them, 35-36, 998;
human dominion over, 16, 25; humane treatment of, 416,
422; naming of, 16; Proverbs, 1496; pure and impure, 22,
205 (see also dietary laws); sacrificial animals required to be
without blemish, 125; sexual relations with, 251; yoke im
agery, 1285
"annals" mentioned as sources, 669, 700, 776, 1712, 1764
anointing: Daniel, 166o; Kings, 673, 743, 748; Psalms, 1285, 1)12,
1332, 1377, 1383; Samuel, 578, 592, 599; Tabernacle oil, 175,
178, 181, 196, 222, 224, 297, 14)2
anthological interpretations, 1874
anthological nature of Proverbs, 1448, 1449
anthological psalms, 1314, 1412-13, 1414, 1415, 14JJ, 1 443
anthropology, 2041, 2088, 209J-96
anthropomorphic God, 5; Daniel, 1656; Exodus, 111, 149, 152,
162-63, 187, 188; Ezekiel, 1047, 1068; Genesis, 9, 10; Leviticus,
209; medieval philosophy, 1952; mysticism, 1985, 1989; Num
bers, 297, 340, 443; Psalms, 1287, 1298; Zechariah, 1252;
Zephaniah, 1237
Antiochus III the Great, 1663, 2059
Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 38, 1641, 1642, 1656, 1658, 166o,
166)-64, 205g-60
anti-Semitism, 5, 142, 1625, t6JO, 1910, 1914
ants, 1496
Aph-Beri, 1517, 1 554
Aphrodite/Venus (morning star), 813, 939-40, 1014, 1452
'Apiru (Hapiru), 103, 108
Apocalypse of Ezra, 1668
apocalypticism/eschatology: afterlife/personal resurrection be
liefs, 834; Chronicles, 1 715-16; Daniel, 461, 1276, 1640, 1641,
1644, 1649, 1655-65; development of religion of Bible, 2037;
different genres mixed together typical of, 1640; divine inter
preters common in, 1657; Ezekiel, 1115, 1 1 18, 1142; Haggai,
1247; historical figures, indirect reference to, 1662; Isaiah
(Deutero-Isaiah), 867; Isaiah (First Isaiah), 782, 787-88, 792,
807, 829, 834-36, 844-46, 848, 849; Job, 1560; Joel, 1166; Mala
chi, 1268, 1274; Nevi'im (Prophets), 46o-61; prophecy and,
2037; Psalms, 1286, 1333, 1334, 1352, 1365, 1386, 1388, 1408;
Twelve Minor Prophets, 1142; Zechariah, 1251
Apocrypha, 1000, 1277, 1279, 1507, 1640, 1644, 1655, 1667-68,
1839, 1866
apodasis, 1544
apodictic vs. casuistic styles of law and legal material, 374
Apollo, 1664
apophatic way, 1976--77
apostasy, see idols and idol-worship
apotropaic powers and devices, 113, 126, 174, 179, 325
apple/fruit trees in Song of Songs, 1568, 1576
apportionment of Canaan: Deuteronomy, 369; Joshua, 462-64,
486-501; Leviticus, 251-54; Numbers, 283-84, 335, 337, ))8,
)51-54
apportionment of land for Levites/levitical towns, 352-53,
406-7, 486, 487, 497-99, 11)0, 11)6, 1728
Aqhat epic, 424-25, 1067, 1640
Arabia and Arab tribes, 1 65, 824-25
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Arabic law, 152, 153
Arabic translations of Bible, 2009
Aramaic, 2o67, 2071; Daniel. 1641, 1657; Deuteronomy, 429; Es
ther, 1627; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1668, 1676, 1681, 1700; Genesis, 66;
jeremiah, 946-47; job, 1533; Kethuvim, 1276; 2 Kings, 743. 754.
763; Psalms, 1304; translation of Bible into, 1924. 2008, 2o67,
2071 (see also Targum)
Aram/ Aram Damascus (Syria): Amos, 1 178; Exodus, 165; Ezek
iel, 1071; Hosea, 1151, 1154; Isaiah, 797, 818; jeremiah, 1027;
Numbers, 315; Psalms, 1347; Zechariah, 1258
Arameans: Amos, 1 178; Chronicles, 1794. 1801, 18o2; Deuteron
omy, 423-24; 1 Kings, 694, 696, 699. 708, 71S-2o, 722-24;
2 Kings, 737, 738, 741, 743, 752, 753, 755, 756, 757. 775; 2 Sam
uel, 635; "wandering Aramean" creed, 423-24
Ararat, 23
Araunah, threshing floor of, 666-67
archeological evidence, 204S-62; critical scholarship and,
2o86-g6; Dead Sea Scrolls and other judean Desert scrolls,
192o-21; Ezekiel, 1055; Hebrew as language, 2o66-67; jere
miah, 922, 1012; job, 1538; joshua, 463, 466, 473--74; judges,
510; 1 Kings, 622, 683, 685, 689, 703, 7o6, 707, 7o8; 2 Kings, 727,
728, 743. 754. 763, 772-73, 778; modem biblical interpretation,
1914-15; Nevi'im (Prophets), 455; Samuel, 568, 622; tels
(mounds of ruins), 484
Ariel and Arielites, 839, 848
Aristeas, Letter of. 2oo6-7, 2058
Aristobulus, 1949
Aristotle and Aristotelianism, 1614, 1884, 1894, 196o, 1961, 1962,
1980
ark: 'arou (synagogue Ark), 464; Covenant, Ark of (see Taberna
cle/ Ark of the Covenant); flood story, 21-24; use of word
translated as, 21
arrogance, see pride/hubris vs. humility
Artaxerxes I Longimanus, 1667, 1676-1677, 1679, 1681, 1689,
1696, 1709
artificial respiration, 713
ArtScroll Tanach, 2017
Asa, 707-8, 724, 757, 769, 773, 1787--90
Asahel, 622, 625
Asaphites and Asaphite psalms: Chronicles, 1743. 1757; Ezra
Nehemiah, 1673; Psalms, 1 280, 1282, 1337, 1 344, 1362, 1363,
1 )65 . 1)66, 1 )71, 1372, 1376, 1424
Ascents, Songs of, 1281, 1424-33
Asenath, 83, 95
'Aseret Yemei Teshuvah ("Ten Days of Repentance"), 1167
'as/ram, see reparation offerings
Ashdod, 822-23
Asher (son of jacob/tribe): Chronicles, 1730; Genesis, 61, 72, 96;
joshua, 493 . 496; Judges, 520, 521, 529
'Asherah/'ashcrim, see pillars and posts, sacred
ashes: dust (and ashes) as metaphor, 564, 88g, 1314, 1383, 1384,
1511, 1561, 161o; sackcloth and ashes (see mourning rituals)
Ashkenazi tradition: Amos, 1177• 1 194; Ezekiel, 1o82; Genesis,
z6-z8, 77; interpretation and study, 1891--92, 1gDD-1go1, 1go8;
Isaiah, 784; Masoretic Text, 208o-83
Ashtoreth/ Ashtaroth, 513, 573, 582, 618
Ashurbanipal, 769, 1224, 1676
"Asiatics," 103-4
assembly of Israelites, 354, 41S-19, 1244
Assyria and Assyrians (see also names of specific rulers, and see
Mesopotamian mythology, history, and religion for Assyrian
culture generally): Chronicles, 18o8, 1814-18; Deuteronomy,
357-58; Egyptian conflicts, 758, 765--66, 769; Exodus, 128;
Ezekiel. 1o69, 1084; Ezra-Nehemiah, 168o; Hosea, 1144, 1151,
1154; Isaiah, 781, 782, 785, 792, 797-800, 804--6, 814, 819, 823,

836, 844, 845, 846, 853-58; Jonah, 119S-1204; Judges, 549-50;
1 Kings, 722-23; 2 Kings, 752, 755--69, 773, 774; Lamentations,
16o1; map, 756; Micah, 1207, 1213; Nineveh (see Nineveh);
Northern Kingdom, end of, 75S-6o, 2054-55
Astarte/lshtar, 384, 939-40, 944· 959. 1289, 1452, 2031
astrology and astral theology, 195S-6o
asylum: cities of refuge, 352-54, 373, 4ocr-1o, 486, 493, 497· 498,
723; sanctuary, claims of, 153. 352-54, 674, 676
'atbas/z, 978, 1037
Athaliah, 7o8, 742, 747, 748, 1797, 1799. 1802
atheism, 1293, 1362
atonement, concept of, 204, 205, 276 (see also confession, Day of
Atonement [Yom Kippur], and sacrifices related to atone
ment)
Atrahasis, 9
Augustine of Hippo, 1507, zooS
authorship: Chronicles, 1712, 1713; Deuteronomy, 358, 363, 367,
375; Ecclesiastes, 1563, 1604--6; Esther, 1563, 1637; Exodus,
104-5; Ezekiel, 1043; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1667, 1668, 1669; Gene
sis, 11; Isaiah, 781, 782, 783; jeremiah, 918-19; job, 1502, 1546;
joshua, 462--64, 483; judges, 509; Kethuvim ("Writings"), 1276;
Kings, books of, 669-71; Lamentations, 1282, 1563, 1589; law
and legal material, God as author of, 148; megillot (five
scrolls), 1563; Moses, 2-3, 11, 281, 363, 375; Numbers, 281;
Proverbs, 1282, 1447-48, 1494, 1497; Psalms, 1281-82, 1283,
1669; Ruth, 1563, 1579; Samuel, books of, 56o--61 ; Song of
Songs, 1564, 1566; Torah, 2-3, 363, 375
autobiographical works: Ezekiel, 1043, 1046; Ezra-Nehemiah,
t66S-69
avoidance behavior, 2041-47 (see also purification and purity)
Azariah (son of Amaziah of Judah), 753, 754-55, 1788
Azariah (son of Zadok), 679, 1804
Azazel (scapegoat), 244-45, 246
B
Baal and Baalim, 2031; 2 Chronicles, 1797; Ezekiel. 1056; Hosea,
1147-48; Isaiah, 813; jeremiah, 940, 944• 959; job, 15 14, 1517,
1538; judges, 513-14, 524-25; 1 Kings, 711, 714-16, 725;
2 Kings, 730, 746, 748, 772; Psalms, 1300, 1304, 1312, 1335,
1387; 1 Samuel, 573. 582
Baal-peor, 283-84, 334-35, 344· 37o-71, 487, 944, 1 157. 1402
Baal-zebub, 726-27, 741
Baasha, 708--9, 720, 724, 744, 756
Babel, tower of, 13, 29
Babylonia, 2055; Arabian tribes allied with, 824; Carchemish,
Babylonian defeat of Egyptians at, 968, 1000, 1002, 1016; Dan
iel's predictions regarding, 1645, 1655-57; fall of, 809-14,
823-24, 86o, 870, 879, 1226-33; Genesis, 28; jeremiah's call for
submission to, 976-85; jeremiah's offer of protection from
rulers of, 1006, 1007; jeremiah's oracle against, 1028-39; jere
miah's support for alliance with, 924, 926, 970; magicians and
soothsayers of, 88o; rise of, 773, 774; Sheshach as cipher for,
978, 10)7
Babylonian Chronicle, 774, 775, 776
Babylonian destruction of jerusalem, 2055; Daniel, 1643; Ezekiel,
1042, 1043, 1056-59, 1081-82, 1087--91; jeremiah, 917, 919, 948,
951, 955 . 956, 968, 981, 993 . 99&-1007, 1039-41; 2 Kings, 77579; Lamentations, 1589--95, 1599; Psalms, 1)63--64, 1371-72,
1383, 1394· 1401-3
Babylonian exile, 775--79, 2055; Amos, 1 1 83, 1 192; Chronicles,
181S-25; Daniel, 1643; Deuteronomy, 359, 36o--61 , 370, 372-73,
375, 400, 403, 427-29, 434, 436; disgrace, characterized as,
1691; Esther, 1625, 1628; Ezekiel, 1042, 1046, 1o62--63; Isaiah
(Deutero-lsaiah), 861--62, 882--90; Isaiah (First Isaiah), 782-83,
797. BoB, 850, 858, 86o; jeremiah, 917, 919, 942, 956, 975-76;
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Babylonian exile (continued)
Judges, 509, 510, 549; Kings, books of, 668, 670, 694, 768, 769,
771, 775-79; Lamentations, 1595; Micah, 1205, 12o6, 1212;
names of Babylonian origin, exiled/Diaspora Jews taking,
1628, 1643; numbers of exiles for three deportations, 1040;
Obadiah, 1193; prophecies of, 768, 774; prophecy, develop
ment of, 459-6<>; Psalmic theme, 1296, 1305, 1354, 1356-58,
1J6J-<i4, 1366, 1377, 1380, 1384, 1394--95, 1399, 1401-3, 1428,
1435; religion of Bible largely developed in, 2031; return from
(see return from Babylonian exile); Ruth, 1579; Sabbath's im
portance during, 1077; Song of Songs, 1571
Babylonian names, exiled /Diaspora Jews taking, 1628, 1643
Babylonian Talmud: biblical interpretation and study, 1847,
1854, 1997; Isaiah, 904; Job, 1508, 1539; Kethuvim, 1 275;
1 Kings, 671, 703; medieval philosophy, 1951; megillot (five
scrolls), 1563
Babylonian Theodicy, 1415
backs, treading on, 449
badgers, 1496
Salaam: Deuteronomy, 487; Ezekiel, 1050; Jeremiah, 987; Joshua,
505; Leviticus, 207; Micah, 1205, 1214; Numbers, 283, 327-34,
345; Proverbs, 1494
Balak, 327-34, 505, 1205, 1214
"baldhead," taunting of Elisha as, 730
balm of Gilead, 943
bankruptcy, 399
Barak, 517-22, 582
Bar Kokhba period, 333-34, 1107, 1928, 2064, 2078
barrenness, see fertility /infertility
Baruch (son of Neriah), 918, 919, 992, 1000, 1001, 1015, 1039,
1672
Barzillai, 650, 655, 675
Bashan (Golan Heights), 327, 368, 448, 485, 1183, 1216, 1306,
1791
Basileiai (title for books of Kings), 668
bathing, purification by (Mikveh), 146, 175, 233, 242, 243, 322,
6J6, 687
Bathsheba, 635-39, 672-73, 676, 1338, 1721, 1750
bnt kol (qo/), 301, 1244
bears, 730
Bedouin, 127, 129, 139
Behemoth, 1559, 1560
Bekhor Shor, Joseph, 1889--90, 1891, 1892, 1909
Bel, 877, 1028, 1647
Belshazzar, 1651-53, 1656
Ben Gurian, David, 1176
Ben-hadad. of A ram, 71S-2o, 743, 752
Benjamin (son of Jacob/ tribe): Chronicles, 1727, 17JC>-J1, 1732,
1751-52; Genesis, 6o, 72, 77, 84, 85, 86, 88, 89, 96; Joshua, 494;
Judges, 511, 512, 520, 521, 55cr-57; 1 Kings, 702; Psalms, 1372,
1373; 1 Samuel, 577, 578, 580; 2 Samuel, 624-25
Ben Sirach, Wisdom of, 562, 784, 1277, 1416
berit, see covenant between God and Israel
berit milnll, 38
Be-shallal), 517
Bethel: Amos, 1176; 1182; Genesis, 5S-59, 66, 71-72; Hosea, 1150;
Joshua, 476, 485; Judges, 512, 513, 547, 553, 556, 557; Kings,
703, 728, 759, 774; Samuel, 578; Zechariah, 1256
Bethlehem, 72, 539, 550, 578, 664, 665, 1578, 158cr-81
Beyond the River, Persian province of, 1676, 1677
Bezalel, 181, 193, 197, 686, 1425, 1719
Bildad, 1500, 1515, 1520, 1527-28, 1537-38
birds or fowl: dietary laws, 230; sacrifice of, 207, 208, 215
birth stories: Moses, infancy and young adulthood of, toS-to;
Samson, 539-41; Samuel, 561-<i5
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birthright and blessing of Esau, Jacob's taking of, 53-58
bitter herbs, 126
bitterness, water of, 185, 295
blasphemy, see curses and cursing
blessings: covenant between God and Israel, ratification of,
427-32, 479; doxologies in Psalms (see doxologies in Psalms);
Exodus, 128-29; Genesis, 55-58, 69, 93, 94, 95, 98; Moses,
messing of, 437, 445-49; new moon, 599; Numbers, 331;
priestly, 297; royal psalm calling for, 1440; Sabbath blessing of
children, 297; Songs of Ascents (Psalms), 1430, 1432
blindness and deafness as metaphors, 840, 846, 868, 911
blood: apotropaic powers of, 113-14, 125-26; bloodguilt and
blood-vengeance, 153, 155, 248, 257, 409-10, 416, 444, 497, 643,
658, 1174, 1339; covenant between God and Israel, ceremony
establishing, t6o, 1 61-<i3; dietary laws, 392--94, 398, 587; dis
tinction between ritual sacrifice and secular slaughter for
food, 392,.-()4; divine warrior in Isaiah, 908; Ezekiel, 1082,
1102, 1127, 1131; Job, 1526; menstruation (see menstruation
and menstrual blood); priestly consecration/ordination, 176,
1 1 27; prohibition on consumption of, 211, 221, 229, 247, 248,
255; sacrifice, 207-s, 210, 212, 213, 238, 239, 249
Bloomgarden, Solomon (Yehoash); 2010
blowing kiss onto hand as gesture of worship, 1546
13lumenthal, David, 1973-74
Boaz (in Ruth), 157S-79, 1580, 1581-s6
Boaz (pillar of First Temple), 687, 748, 982
bodily discharges, impurity from, 232-33, 241-43, 2047
body language of scoundrels, 1457, 1459, 1474
body parts, psalms listing, 1298, 1318
body parts, wasf celebrating, 1570, 1573, 1574, 1575
Boethusians, 264
Bamberg, David, 1899, 2082
bonded service, 62, 152-53, 270, 272-73 (see nlso slavery)
Book, Judaism as religion of, 1835, 2029-31
Book of Jashar, 326, 481
Book of]ubilees, 379, 1788, 1822, 1836-37• 1839, 1840, 1866
Book of the Covenant: Deuteronomy, 375, 379, 397, 399, 400, 403,
409, 427; Exodus, 145, 1 5 1 , 160, 162, 163
Book of the Dead, 1349, 1544
book of the Lord/scrolls of remembrance/book of life, 434,
6og-1 o, 1 254-55, 1274, 1 327, 1344, 1437, 1665
Book of the Wars of the Lord, 326
"book/scroll of the Teaching": Joshua, 465, 468, 478, 506; Jo
siah's discovery of, 462, 77e>-72, 1699, 181S-2o, 2031
Booths, Feast of, see Sukkot
booty, distribution of, 70, 346, 411, 412, 465, 476, 478, 520, 522,
529, 707, 1637
boundaries and order: animal types, purity and impurity of,
397-98; concern with not transgressing, 416; cross-dressing,
415-16; dietary laws reflecting desire for, 397--98; field bound
aries, shifters of, 1151; importance to Israeli te tl)ought, 5; Isra
elite territory, boundaries of, 351-52, 462, 465; Joshua, appor
tionment of Canaan in, 486--97; purity, 2041 (see also
purification and purity)
bowing or kneeling before a human being, 1629-30
bread cast upon the waters, 1619
bread dough offering (/wlalr), 313-14
bread of display /Bread of Presence/showbread, 167, 179, 201,
267, 1124
bribes, 1082, 1475, 1476, 1480
brickmaking without straw, 114
bride-price, 64, 156, 416, 418
brother, concept of, 324, 412, 1571, 1576
brother of deceased man marrying widow, 77, 251, 422-23,
1 58cr-86

BUBER, MARTIN I CHILD SACRIFICE
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Buber, Martin, 1971 -73, 1994, 2010
bubonic plague, 570
building of Temples, see entries at Temple, building of; Temple,
rebuilding of
buildings, see houses and buildings
bundle of life, 6og-1o (see also book of the Lord/scrolls of remembrance/book of life)
burial services, passage from Job recited at, 1507
burning bush, 11o-12, )OJ, 1701
bums, 236
burnt offerings: Deuteronomy, 392, 394; Exodus, 144, 160, 162,
175-76; Ezekiel, 1131; Jeremiah, 962; Job, 1561-62; Joshua, 478,
487; Judges, 553; 1 Kings, 693; Leviticus, 206-8, 21S, 226, 234,
239; Numbers, 314; Psalms, 1327; 2 Samuel, 667

c
Cain and Abel, 18-19, 57, 209, 24S, 1059, 1264, 1526
Caleb: Chronicles, 1719-20; Deuteronomy, 309, )11, 352; Joshua,
4S5, 488-89, 490, 495, 499; Judges, 511, 548; Samuel, 6o8
calendar, 125, 132, 190, 262, 264, )4D-43· 40D-403, 1 131, 2114
calves, worship of, 2022; cutting calves in half and passing be
tween them, 35-36, 998; Hosea, 1155, 1156; Jeroboam's golden
calves, 183-84, 702-3, 773; Sinai, golden calf worshipped by
Israelites a t, 102, 103, 165, 1S2-87, 191, 203, 334, 944, 1056,
1115, 1402, 1702
Cambyses, 869, 1012, togS, 1641, 1655, 1666
Canaan, Canaanites, and Canaanite conquest (see also promise
and possession of the land of Israel): apportionment of land
(sec apportionment of Canaan); archeological evidence for,
455; central campaign, 473-80; Chronicles' reticence regarding
conquest, 1716, 1720; corruption of Canaan allowing for, 3S6;
ethnic diversity of, 468; Exodus, 1 1 1, 137-)S, 157, 16o-61, 187,
18g-go; Genesis, 26, 31, 36, 4S, 69, 97; /lerem (see !rerem); his
toricity, 205o-52; illegitimate divination associated with,
407-8; inheritance (ua!mlalJ) of Israel, 463, 4S6-387; Isaiah,
S12-13; Israelite differentiation from Canaanites rather than
conquest, 1o68; Israelite popular religion, Canaan standing in
for, 407; Joshua, 462, 463, 473-7S, 479-85; language of Canaan,
S22; Leviticus, 249-52, 272-73; map of, 46S; northern cam
paign, 4S3-84; Numbers, 2S3-84, 325, 32S, 351-54, 352, 356;
Psalmic theme, 1353; rhetorical/perjorative use of Canaan/
Canaanite, 3S2-83; scouting/spying out (see scouting/spying
out of Canaan); southern campaign, 4So-S3; summary of con
quest, 4S4-85; survey of land after conquest, 494; Torah, 3
Canada, biblical source for official title of, 1259
cannibalism, 431, 73S, 1595
canonical criticism, 2096
canonization of Biblical books, 1, 1927-28, 2029, 2072-77
cantillation marks, 375, 797, 914, 2064, 2079, 2098
capital punishment: Deuteronomy, 354, 396, 409, 415, 417; Exo
dus, 147, 153, 154, 155, 1S2; Job, 1532; Leviticus, 254, 257, 260,
268; 2 Samuel, 639
Carchemish, Babylonian defeat of Egyptians at, 968, 1000, 1002,
1016
carrion, 398
casting lots, 475-76, 488, 494, 552, 5So, 1474, 1630
"cast your bread upon the waters" (Ecclesiastes), 1619
casuistic vs. apodictic styles of law and legal material, 374
ceasing from work: holy days, 262, 263, 265, 266; Sabbath, 127,
149-50, 182, 191-92; sabbatical year, 269-70
cedar and cedar trees, 531, 627, 631, 682, 969, 971, 1071-72, 1 101,
1)87, 1445
censuses: David, 665-66, 1751-52, 1755; Ezra-Nehemiah, list of
returnees from exile in, 1672; Israelites in the wilderness,
179-Bo, 197-98, 282-g), 335-38, 346
-

central sanctuary, justice dispensed at, 404-5
centralization of worship, 2028; Bethel, 1 176; Chronicles, 1813,
1817; Deuteronomic reform, 391-94. 398-400, 402, 403, 406-;,
426; Exodus, 152; Ezekiel, 1053, 1057; Hosea, 11 56; Kings,
books of, 669, 677, 711, 724, 745, 754, 761, 772; Leviticus, 248;
1 Samuel, 573; Transjordanian tribes, altars of, 502-3
cereals, sec grains and cereals
Chaldeans: Daniel, 1644; Ezekiel, 1069, 1084; Habakkuk, 1226,
1227; Isaiah, 775, 810, 828, 870, 881; Jeremiah, 972, 1002, 1029;
job, 1506-7; 2 Kings, 775

chalit:ah, sec /lalitzalr
elm/lair, see /lalalr
clramesh megillot (the five scrolls), see !rameslr megillot
champions in single combat, 593, 622
chaos: Ecclesiastes on reversal of hierarchy as sign of, 161S; Gen
esis, creation story in, 13; Isaiah's eschatological prophecies,
82<)--)0, 835; Job, 1538; Nahum, 1220; primeval battle between
YHVH and the dragon-like sea, 2026 (see also Leviathan); Prov
erbs, Wisdom personified in, 1462; Psalmic theme, 1283, 1)00,
1)1), 1)17, 1))), 1)51, 1)6), 1)64, 1)66, 1)82, 1)97· 14)5;
Zechariah, 1252
chapters, division of biblical books into, 1167
chariots: Ahab in 1 Kings, 716, 722-23; Ammi-nadib, 1574; Eli
sha, 738, 751; Ezekiel, divine throne chariot in, 1043, 1045-48,
105g-6o, 11 19, 1335; Joshua and Canaanites, 483, 485; Judges,
conquests of Judah in, 511; "mare in Pharaoh's chariot," Song
of Songs, 1567; Pharaoh's army, 1))-)8; Psalms, 1367; royal
chariot, privilege of running alongside, 716; 1 Samuel, Philis
tines in, ;68, 583; 2 Samuel, David's conquests in, 633;
Solomon, 6S1, 6g6, 699; Zechariah, 1255
Chemosh (chief god of Moab), 327, 536, 537, 732, 1021, 1347,
2026
Cherethites, 616, 634, 646, 656, 673, 123S, 1748 (see also Philistines
and Philistia)
cherubim: Chronicles, 1740, 1769-70; Exodus, 166, 195; Ezekiel,
1046-47, 1o6o, 1123; 1 Kings, 685, 6S7; Psalms, 1)oo, 1392;
I Samuel, 56S

c/resed, see !rescd

chiasm, 392, 393, 414, 429, 446, 6;S, 2102
chieftains, see Judges (book); judges, period of; tribal chieftains
childbirth: crouching for, 570; God giving birth to world, 13S4;
Hosea's use as metaphor, 1 164; impurity after, 233-34· 1522;
Isaiah's use as metaphor, 915; jeremiah's use as metaphor,
938, 953, 971, gS6, 1024; Job's "man born of woman," 1522,
1524, 1537; knees, birth upon, 61, 72, too; Micah's use as
metaphor, 1213; pain of, 17
children (see also parent-child relationship): abandoned child,
Ezekiel's allegory of, 1067-71; adulterous mothers/illicit sex
ual relations, children of, 1 1 45, 115S; exodus Haggadah, uS;
fetus, status of, 154; guilt of parents visited upon children (see
communal guilt); Isaiah's use of children as metaphor for Is
rael, 8S5, S94, 915; Jacob's children, 6o-62, 72; Leviticus, study
of, 205; parent-child relationship (see parent-child relation
ship); Psalms, 1291, 1))0, 1396, 1428-29, 1430; rebellious sons,
treatment of, 415, n6o; revivification of, 713, 732-34, 740; Sab
bath blessing of, 297; smashing of babies on rocks, 1224, 1438;
Solomon's judgment of the child and two prostitutes, 678-;9;
weaning, 562, '43D-JI
child sacrifice, 2025; Ahaz's sacrifice of son, 757; 'Akedah (bind
ing of Isaac), 45-47, 54, 1205, 176S; Deuteronomy, 394• 407;
Ezekiel, 107S, 10S6; first-born, dedication and redemption of,
1 )1-J), 1 57. 190, 279, 289, 290, 398, 400, 1078; Jephthah and
his daughter, 537-3S; jeremiah, 940, 991; Leviticus, 249-52,
256; Manasseh of Judah's sacrifice of sons, 1817; Mesha's sac
rifice of first-born son, 732; Psalms, 1402; Zephaniah, 1236
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CHINNERETH I COVENANT COLLECTION
Chinnereth (Kinneret) (Lake), 448 (sec also Sea of Galilee)
Christian tradition and Western history: afterlife/personal res
urrection, 1665; apocalyptic books, 164o; Baal-zebub, jesus'
denial of healing in name of, 72&--27; canonical books, Protes
tant and Roman Catholic, 2076; chapters, division of biblical
books into, 1167; Daniel, 461, 1140, 1642, 1657, 1659, 166o,
1662, 1665; Davidic authorship of Psalms, 1281; Decalogue,
enumeration of, 375, 376; Easter, 126; Ecclesiastes, title of,
16o3; Edom associated with Christianity, 85o-51, 1174, 1 193,
1 196, 1891; Esau as cipher lor Christendom, 57, 1891; Exodus
and, 107; Ezekiel's new covenant, 1062; feminist/women's
scholarship, 2005; genealogies, 1717; Ibn Ezra's critique of
Christian exegesis, 1882; identification of unnamed with
known characters, 1507; inner-biblical interpretation, 1829;
Isaiah's prophecies, 79B-<;J9, 8o2, 807, 891; jeremiah's new cov
enant, 991; jerusalem, holiness of, 629; kabbalah and mysti
cism, 198B-89, 2083; liberation theology, 1 176; "love your
neighbor as yourself," 254; Malachi and john the Baptist,
1273; manumission of slaves, 399; medieval jewish biblical in
terpretation and, 1876, 189o-g1, 1895; Melchizedek, 140B-<;J;
messianism, 1961 (see also messianism); Michael (archangel),
1657, 1662; mid rash and, 1864, 1867, 1872; modem jewish bib
lical interpretation and, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1914, 1915, 1917;
original sin, 1339; penitential theology, 1659; Philo, impor
tance of, 1840; philosophical polemics against, 196o-61;
Psalms, 1281, 1286, 1305, 1332, 1408, 1409; Rahab as ancestor
of jesus, 466; Samuel, division into two books of, 558; Siddur,
polemical overtones of, 1942; son of man in Daniel, 1657;
"strange woman" as symbol of heresy in Proverbs, 1452; syn
agogues, origins of, 1929-30; tablet of Decalogue, depiction
of, 163; Torah, view of, 1, 3, 5; translations of the Bible,
2005-20; Wisdom as personified in Proverbs, 1461
Chronicles: annals mentioned as sources, 1712, 1764; authorship,
1712, 1713; composition, compilation, and redaction, 1713;
dating, 1713; division into two books, 1276, 1712; early
sources used by, 1806, 181 1; Ezra-Nehemiah, authorship of,
1667; Ezra-Nehemiah, continuation of Chronicles, 1666, 1667;
Ezra-Nehemiah, relationship to, 1667, 1712, 1716, 1731, 1825;
introduction to, 1712-17; Israelite identity, exclusivist nature
of, 1731, 1819, 1820; Kings, relationship to, 1713; modern
source theories, 1713-14; Psalms, relationship to, 1713,
1743-45, 1757; Samuel, correction of books of, 560; Samuel, re
lationship to, 1713; single book, 1 and 2 Chronicles viewed in
jewish tradition as, 1276, 1712; structure and divisions, 1712,
171&--17; text and annotations, 1717-<i4; tltemes and perspec
tives, 1715-16; title of, 1712, 1714; topoi ol 2 Chronicles, 1781;
Torah, 1713, 1754, 1773, 1791, 1809, 1812; Zerubbabel associ
ated with line of David, 1248
circumambulation of city walls, ceremony of, 1336
circumcision: Deuteronomy, 436; Esther, 1625; Exodus, 113-14,
127; Ezekiel, 1096; Genesis, 37-)8, 44, 70; heart, "circum
cision" of, 436, 929, 945; jeremiah, 929, 945; joshua, 463,
471-72; Leviticus, 2)); "uncircumcised persons" as insult, 585,
594> 618
cities of refuge, 352-54, 373, 4og-1o, 486, 493, 497, 498, 723
clean and unclean, 2041 (sec also purification and purity)
clotlting, tearing of, see mourning rituals
clotlt laws in Leviticus, 237-38, 254
cloud, God in: 2 Chronicles, 1772; Exodus, 135, 163, 187, 202;
Ezekiel, 1046, 1o6o; 1 !Gngs, 69o; Numbers, 303; pillar of
cloud, 135, 187, 1393, 1 400; Psalms, 1354, 1393
Cohen, Hermann, 197D-71
collective guilt, see communal guilt
comedy, see humor and comedy
Commandments, Ten, sec Decalogue

INDEX
communal guilt: Daniel, 1655; Deuteronomy, 37&--77; Exodus,
149; Ezekiel's theory of individual righteousness and respon
sibility, 1066-<i7, 1073-75; Isaiah, 892; jeremiah, 990; job, 1532;
Lamentations, 1601; Numbers, 312; Psalms, 1 372, 1407
communal laments, 1595, 1597--98, 16oo-16o2
communal psalms, 1283, 1330,1333, 1335, 1347, 1426
communications system of Persians, 1624, 1627, 1635
Community Rule, Qumran, 2047
comparative social analysis, 2093--94
compassion/pathos/grace, divine, 1207, 1715, 1785, 1817
compilation, see composition, compilation, and redaction
complaining of Israelites wandering in the wilderness: Deuteronomy, 364, 365, 386, 433; Exodus, 135, 13B-4o, 142; Jeremiah,
940; Numbers, 30&--12, 315-19, 323-24, 325-26; Psalms, 1389,
1402
complaints, see laments
composition, compilation, and redaction: Amos, 1 176; Chroni
cles, 1713; critical scholarship, redactive, 2o8B; Daniel, 1640;
Dead Sea Scrolls representing early editorial stages and
source materials, 1925-26; Deuteronomy, 358-61; Exodus,
104-5; Ezekiel, 1043; jeremiah, 918-19, 948; job, 15oo-150),
1546; joshua, 462; judges, 509; Kings, books of, 669-71; Lam
entations, 1589; Nevi'im (Prophets), 45&--57; Samuel, books
of, 56o-61; Song of Songs, 1564; Torah, &--7; Twelve Minor
Prophets, 1 14o-141
concubines and concubinage, 52, 72, 73, 153, 254, 55o-52, 1651
confession: Daniel, penitential theology in, 165g-6o; Ezekiel,
1118; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1683, 1685, 1689, 1701, 1703; Isaiah, 902;
jeremiah, 949; Lamentations, 1592, 1597--98, 1601; Leviticus,
276; Numbers, 293; Psalms, 1324-25, 1339
confidence in God, see trust/confidence in God
"consecutive judges," 534, 539
conversion to judaism, 83, 1008, 1579, 1581, 1582, 1636
corporate guilt, see communal guilt
corpse exposure, 415, 482, 813, 1117
corpse pollution, 205, 232-47, 234, 241, 321-22, 345-46, 2041-47
correction, sec discipline and correction, acceptance of
corvee (forced labor), 107�, 412, 575, 639, 683, 694, 702
Covenant, Ark of, sec Tabernacle/ Ark of the Covenant
Covenant, Book of, see Book of the Covenant
covenant between God and Israel: Abraham, 30, 35-36, 37-38,
1701; Book of the Covenant, 145, 151, 160, 162, 163; ceremony
establishing, 160, 161-<i3; Davidic dynasty (see Davidic dy
nasty, God's assurance of continuation of); Decalogue, 148;
Deuteronomy, 356, 358, 372-73, 381�6, )89--9 1 , 396--98,
425-37; Exodus, 102, 103, 10fr-7; Ezekiel, 1048, 1062, 1066,
1071, 1109-10, 1113, 1114, 1118, 1 127; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1669,
1701-5, 1710; freedom from enslavement in Egypt, 1 10,
1 1 5-16; friendship, Ezekiel's covenant of, 1 109, 1 114, 11 18;
Hezekiah, 1704; holiness of whole people required to main
tain, 146; Isaiah, 785, 867, 893, 894, 895--96, 902; Jacob going
down to Egypt, 91; jeremiah, 948-54, 963, 991, 994; Joshua,
462, 478-79, 501, 504, 505; Josiah, 1704; 2 Kings, 748, 758, 772;
land, promise of (see promise and possession of the land of Is
rael); Leviticus, 203, 206; Malachi, 1273; Mt. Sinai, theophany
on, 145, 146; Noah and the flood, 22-25; Numbers, 281; prom
ises and threats regarding, 273-77; Psalmic theme, 1283, 1318,
1))1, 1381, 1392, 1396, 1399; rainbow as symbol of, 22-25,
1048; ratification ceremony, 425-37; religion of Bible and,
20)1-)); Sabbath observance as sign of, 182; sabbatical year,
covenant ceremony to be held in, 439; 2 Samuel, 632; The
Song at the Sea, 137; Tabernacle, divine Presence in, 178, 274;
"they shall be my people and I will be their God," 1066;
Torah, 1; violation and restoration of, 1 82--91, 435-36
Covenant Collection, 5, 427, 1836
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COVETOUSNESS I DAVID

covetousness, 15o-51, 190
creation, 2, 4; Amos, 1185, 1191; Daniel, 1655; Exodus, 150, 165;
Ezekiel, 1047-48, 11 10, 1116, 1133; Genesis, g--10, 12-16; Jere
miah's depiction of suffering of, 931; Job, 1516-18, 1538, 1552,
1555-61; Leviticus, 229; Psalmic theme, 1283, 1291, 1302, 1308,
1)17, 1363, 1364, 1366, 1382, 1386, 1387, 1389, 1397· 1398, 1425,
1433, 1434, 1443, 1444; renewal of, 913; Wisdom as personified
in Proverbs, 1461-<i2
cremation, 618
Crescas, Hasdai, 196o
Crete, 568, 616, 634, 673, 1020, 1238
critical scholarship, 2084-<)6; anthropology, sociology, and eth
nography, 2088, 2093-<)6; archeological evidence and written
remains, 2o86-<j6; canonical criticism, 2096; comparative so
cial analysis, 2093-<)4; cultural hermeneutics, 2094-<)6; Dead
Sea Scrolls, role of, 1924-27, 2o8g--go; form criticism, 1283,
2086-87; goals of, 2068; "higher criticism" and Dead Sea
Scrolls, 1924; historical-critical scholarship, 11, 2001-2,
2084-85, 2ogo, 2095-<)6; holistic reading approach to Bible, 7,
281; illusory nature of objectivity, 2094; liberation theology,
2095; literary critical scholarship, 1914, 2001-3, 2ogD-9),
2095-<)6; post-structuralism/ deconstruction, 2092; postmod
ernism, 2092-<J), 2og6; psychoanalysis, 2002, 2092; reader-re
sponse criticism, 2Dg1-<J2; redaction criticism, 2088; social-sci
entific criticism, 2093-<)4; source-critical method, 6, 7, 85, 124,
1914, 2o85-86; structuralism, 2091; text criticism ("lower criti
cism"), 1924, 1926, 2o67-72; Torah and Nevi'im, relationship
between, 1 142; women's scholarly w ritings and feminist Jew
ish exegesis, 147, 1975, 2001-5, 2095-96
crocodiles, 1102, 1559
cross-cultural comparisons, 2093
cross-dressing, proscription of, 415-16
crucifixion, 46
cubits, 22, 166, 170, 468, 683, 1254
Culi, Jacob, 1899
cultic prostitution, 77, 335, 419-20, 7o6, 707, 724
cultural hermeneutics, 2094-<)6
cup of deliverance, 1413
cup of God's wrath/water of bitterness, 185, 295, 977, 1347,
1365, 15)2, 1596
curses and cursing: covenant between God and Israel, ratifica
tion of, 427-32, 433-35, 479; effectuation, 14o8; Jericho, curse
on rebuilder of, 374; Job, 1503-8, 1538-39, 1544; Leviticus,
267-<i9; Numbers, 328-34; Saul's curse on troops who eat
while pursuing Philistines, 586-88; Saul's cursing of Jonathan,
601; self-imprecation, 1290, 1544
Cush (Kush) and Cushites (Ethiopia and Ethiopians): Ezekiel,
1100; Isaiah, 81g--2o, 876; Jeremiah, 954, 1004; Job, 1540;
Nubia, 819, 876, 1540, 1626; Numbers, 308; Psalms, 1355, 13Bo;
2 Samuel, 652-53; Zephaniah, 1235, 1241
Cyprus, 827, 924
Cyrus of Persia and decree of Cyrus, 2055-56; 2 Chronicles,
1825; Daniel, 1641, 1655; Ezekiel, 1 103; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666,
1669, 1675, 1677-78, 1679, 168o; Haggai, 1243; Isaiah, 783, 810,
86o, 864, 866, 867, 86g, 870, 874-'76, 881; Jeremiah, 1030, 1033;
Kethuvim, 1276
D
D or Deuteronomic source, 3-6, 105, 124, 1910 (see also
Deuteronomistic History)
Dagon, 126, 546, 570, 1733
Daily Halle!, 1442
daily offering (lnmid), 177, 218, 226, 340, 1131-32, 1168
damages, payment of, 216-17
Damascus, see Aram/ Aram Damascus (Syria)
-

Dan (son of Jacob/tribal group): Deuteronomy, 448, 495; Gene
sis, 34, 61, 72, 76, 97; Judges, 512, 520, 521, 548-so; Kings,
books of, 708
dancing, 546, 557, 596, 1314, 1574-'75
Dan-E!, 1o66-<i7, 1095
Daniel: apocalypticism of, 461, 1276, 1640, 1641, 1644, 1649,
1655-<i5; Dan-E!, w66-<i7, 1095; dating, 1640, 1641-42,
1664-<i5; Dead Sea Scrolls, 1926; dreams, interpretation of,
1644-46, 1649-50, 1672; Ezra-Nehemiah echoing, 1672, 1689;
Greek influence on, 1276; historical fiction, viewed as,
1278-79, 1642, 1662; introduction, 164o-42; Mordecai in Esther
compared to, 1636; prophetic book, viewed as, 461, 1 140,
1642; Rabbinic Judaism's critique of, 1642, 1646, 1650; text and
annotations, 1642-<i5; Zerubbabel as successor of, 1672
Darius of Persia: Daniel ("Darius the Mede"), 1641, 1653-55,
1659, 1662; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666, 1676, 1677, 1679, 16Bo; Hag
gai, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1247; Zechariah, 1251
darkness and light, motifs of, 12, 123, 953, 1 102, 1508, 1518, 1519,
1596, 1620, 1621, 1979 (see nlso lamps/lampstands)
Dathan and Abiram, rebellion of, 315-16, 336, 389, 1402
dating of texts: Amos, 1 176; Chronicles, 1713; Daniel, 1640,
1641-42, 1664-<i5; Deuteronomy, 363, 367, 412; Ecclesiastes,
16o5; Esther, 1625; exodus from Egypt, 683; Ezekiel, 1043;
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1667, 1689; Habakkuk, 1226; Haggai,
1243-44; Hosea, 1144; Isaiah, 781, 782, 783, 784; Job, 1502,
1503; Joel, 1167, 1 168; Jonah, 1 199; Joshua, 462-63; Judges
(book), 509-10; Kethuvim ("Writings"), 1275, 1276; Kings,
books of, 669-71; Lamentations, 1589; Leviticus, 205; Micah,
1206; Nahum, 1219; Obadiah, 1193; Proverbs, 1447; Psalms,
1282; Ruth, 1579; Samuel, books of, 56o-61; Song of Songs,
1564-<i5; Torah, 5-6, 363, 367, 412; Zechariah, 1249, 1250;
Zephaniah, 1234
"daughter of the Voice" (bat kol/qol), 301, 1244
David, 57, 97, 1 187; Abigail and Nabal, 6o8-to; Absalom's
vengeance for rape of Tamar, revolt, and death, 64o-53; ad
ministration of, 633-34, 652, 1755, 1758, 1760; Ammon, war
with, 635-39; Ark brought to Jerusalem by, 629-32; Bathsheba
and Uriah, 635-39, 1 750; censuses held by, 665-66, 1751-52,
1755; Chronicles' emphasis on, 1712, 1715, 1719, 1721,
1733-<i4; conquests and heroic feats, 633, 658-6o, 664-65,
1737-39, 1747-51, 1753-54; death of Saul and Jonathan, reac
tion to, 619-21; dirges, 62o-21, 625; Elhanan as alternative
name for, 659, 175D-51; Goliath, fight with, 592-<)6, 175o-51;
Hezekiah compared to, 1809; historicity, 2052-53; Israel, king
ship over, 627, 656-58; Jerusalem, flight from and return to
(Absalom's revolt), 645-54; Jerusalem, taking of, 627, 1365,
1734-36, 1764; Jonathan and, 596, 598-601, 6os; Judah, king
ship over, 621-26, 656-58; Judges favoring, 551, 557; lamp as
metaphor for, 699; last words of, 663; magnanimity towards
Saul, 6o6-8, 61 1-12; maps, 591; Mephibosheth, 626, 634-35,
647, 650, 654-55; Moses, paralleling, 1755, 1779; musical skills,
592, 1281, 1734; old age and death of, 671-75; palace, 631,
174D-41; Philistines, dwelling with, 602-3, 612-18; Philistines,
liberation of Israelites from, 629, 838, 1737, 1742, 1747,
175D-51; as prophet, 1707, 1762; Psalms, 1281-82, 1286, 1344,
1349, 1367; returnees from Babylonian exile, genealogies of,
1681; Ruth and Boaz's son Obed linked to, 1578, 1586; Sam
uel, depiction in books of, 558-59; Samuel, discovery by,
590-<)2; Saul's jealousy and persecu tion of, 592, 596-<i18;
Solomon and David as parallel figures in Chronicles, 1753,
1754, 1762, 1765; song of thanksgiving, 66o-63, 1763; Temple
cultus, Chronicles' stress on role in, 1734, 1753-55, 1758; Tem
ple, proposal to build, 631-32, 1745-47, 1748; as Torah scholar,
1734; usurper, Chronicles' concern that David not appear as,
1733; warriors joining with, 1737-38; wives and concubines,
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DAVIDIC DYNASTY I DISCIPLINE AND CORRECTION
David (continued)
597--99, 6to, 621, 623, 627, 635-39, 648, 6;6, 671, 174o-41;

Zerubbabel as descendant of, 1672, 1674
Davidic dynasty, God's assurance of continuation of: Chroni
cles, 1712, 1715, 1745-47, 1777, 1779, 1786, 1797; Ezekiel, 1063,
1064, 1071--'72, 1075, 1 100, 1 109, 1 114; Isaiah (Deutero-lsaiah),
867, 894, 8g;; Isaiah (First Isaiah), 782, 783, 798, 801-2, 8o4,
8o6, 849; Jeremiah, 953, 968-76, 996, 1041; 1 Kings, 669, 674,
694, 6gB; 2 Kings, 779; Psalms, 1283, 1360, 1373, 1381-83, 1394,
1431; Ruth, 1579; 2 Samuel, 631-32
Dawn (Canaanite deity), 812-13
Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur): Chronicles, 1777; Exodus, 164,
179 186; Ezekiel, 1050, 1o82, 1 118, 1 127; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1669,
168g, 1699, 1701; Jeremiah, 1010; Job, 1510, 1524, 1525; Jonah,
readings from, 1 199; judges, 557; 1 Kings, 68g, 716; Lamenta
tions, 1597; Leviticus, 204, 238-39, 244, 246, 263, 265; Micah,
1205, 1218; Numbers, 322, 342, 434; piyyutim, 1937; Proverbs,
1479; Psalms, 1311, 1395
Day of the LoRD, the: Amos, 1 186; Ezekiel, 1054-55, 1100, 1 102;
Isaiah, 826; jeremiah, 1032; joel, 1 169; Lamentations, 1591;
Zechariah, 1265; Zephaniah, 1237
Day of Revelation, 224-28, 244
Days of Awe (High Holidays), t8g, 963, 1378, 1596--97, 1665
Dead Sea, 3-34, 42, 351, 2061-62
Dead Sea Scrolls, see Qumran community and Dead Sea Scrolls
deafness and blindness as metaphors, 840, 846, 868, 911
death and dead persons: Book of the Dead, 1349, 1544; consult
ing the dead (necromancy), 407-8, 533, 613-14, 774, Sot, 1402,
1B17, 2026; cremation, 618; dirges for the dead (see laments);
Ecclesiastes theme, 1603-4, 161o-11, 1614, 1615, 1617, 162o-21;
exposure of dead bodies, 415, 482, 813, 1 117; food offerings to
the dead, 424-25; impurity of dead bodies, 205, 232-47, 234,
241, 321-22, 345-46, 2041-47; job passage recited at burial ser
vices, 1507; marzeal) feast, 959, 1402; Mot (Canaanite god of
death), 944, 1517, 1528; praise of God, death as inhibition to
("keep me alive to praise you" argument), 1345, 1347, 1359,
1408, 1412, 1413, 1440, 1515

death penalty, see capital punishment
Debir, 481, 482, 490
Deborah relative of Abraham, 71
Deborah the prophetess, 138, 144, 326, 517-22, 771, 782, 1065,
1348

debt cancellation,

159, 27o-73, 398-400, 997--98, 1584-85,

1694--95

Decalogue: Abraham's story foreshadowing, 35; Deuteronomy,
371-72, 374-82; Ezekiel's individual righteousness theory,
1073, 1074; jewish tradition and, 106--?; Leviticus, 253; liturgy
and prayers, 1942-43; Psalms, 1283, 1338, 1349, 1374, 1444;
revelation of, 148-52; Shavuot, festival of, 106; Tabernacle nar
rative, 166, 203; tablets, Moses' reception of, 162, 163, 189--91 ;
theophany, 145, 227
deconstruction I post-structuralism, 2092
decree of Cyrus, see Cyrus of Persia and decree of Cyrus
Dedanites, 824
dedications: first-born, 131-33, 157, 190, 279, 289, 290, 398, 400,
1078; First Temple, 689--<)3, 1771--'77; Hezekiah's purging and
rededication of Temple, 18o8-1o; home dedication, lack of rit
uals for, 412; Judah Maccabee, rededication of Temple follow
ing victory of, 1313; monetary dedications, 277-78; wall
around jerusalem rebuilt by Nehemiah, 1708
deformities, see disabilities and deformities
Deir 'Alia inscription, 328
Delilah, 544-45
demons/ spirits, 126, 408, 442
Demotic, 1304
-
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deportation, see exile
depths, cry of despair from, 1380, 1430 (see also Sheol)
derasiJ exegesis, 939, 1go2, 1903, 1go6, 1983, 1992--<)4, 1997, 1998
derasiJaiJ, see sermons
desert: Hamsin/Siwrav/5/wrab (desert wind), 964, 1034, 1076; Isra
elites' wandering in (see wilderness, Israelites' wandering in);
Negev/Negeb desert, 1054, 1080, 2062
Deutero-Isaiah (Isaiah 4o-66), 782-84; Ezekiel, 1103; Jeremiah
influenced by, 946, 947, g6o, 972, 974, g86; Micah, 1217; Oba
diah, 1197; Psalms, 1 339, 1352, 1370, 1390, 1391, 1393, 1404;
Trito-lsaiah (Third Isaiah), chs 54/ ;6-66, 783
Deuteronomic source (D), 3-6, 105, 124, 1910
Deuteronomistic History: Chronicles, 1719, 1736, 1777, 1779,
1793, 1811, 1820, 1823; Daniel reflecting, 166o; divine Pres
ence, understanding of, 691; historical background, 2057; in
terpretation and study, 1836; jeremiah, 1007; joshua, 462-63,
474; josiah's discovery of book/scroll of the Teaching, 462,
77o-72, 16gg, t818-2o; Judges, ;og-10; Kethuvim ("Writ
ings"), 1276; Kings, books of, 66g, 676, 6go, 6g1, 752, 759;
Nevi'im (Prophets), 453-54; Psalms, 1367, 1401, 1416, 1420,
1426; religion of Bible and, 2031-33; Samuel, books of, 561,
581, 631

Deuteronomy: anachronisms regarding date of writing of, 363,
367, 412; authorship, 358, 363, 367, 375; composition, compila
tion, and redaction, 358-61; conclusion, literary structure of,
438; Ecclesiastes in opposition to, 1603; Ezekiel, 407, 1054;
Ezra-Nehemiah influenced by, 1681, t68g; historical and liter
ary context, 357-61, 363, 367; holiness, view of, 6, 146, 428; in
corporation into Pentateuch, 437, 445, 449, 450; interpretative
reading of, 361-62; Isaiah's use of, 844, goo; introduction to,
356-63; jeremiah's adherence to, 918, 959; Jewish tradition
and, 356, 358-61; joshua's continuity with, 462-64, 501, 502,
504; josiah, 357-58, 372, 380, 391, 403, 405, 407, 77o-71;
1 Kings referring to, 674; law and legal material, ;, 151, 358,
362, 37o-71, 374, 379, 391, 403, 425; modern issues, involve
ment with, 356; modern source theories, 358-61; narrative
structure, 356, 362-63; origins of name, 357, 406; Psalms, 1367,
1401, 1416, 1426; religion and law, division of, 379, 391; Sec
ond Temple judaism, 36o-61; text and annotations, 363-450
de Wette, Wilhelm, 1910, 1911
dialects of Hebrew, 763, 2064
Diaspora jews, 2058-60; 1 Chronicles, 1716, 1745; Deuteronomy,
361, 429; Ecclesiastes, 1910; Esther, 1625, 1628, 1 639; Hellenis
tic philosophy, 1949; history of, 2058-;g; Isaiah, 780, 821, 86g;
Jeremiah, 1012-13; Kethuvim, 1279; 2 Kings, 756
dietary laws: Chronicles, Hezekiah's reforms regarding Paschal
lamb in, 1821-22; Daniel, 1643-44; Deuteronomy, 396--98; Es
ther, 1624; Exodus, 158, 160; Ezekiel, 1052, 1 1 29; Genesis, 25,
68; health and hygiene, 397--98, 2043; Leviticus, 205, 211, 221,
228-32, 247, 248; midrash and, 1867; milk and meat, prohibi
tion on combining, 160, 229, 398; purification and purity,
229-32, 397--98; 1 Samuel, 587
Dikduk, the, 1879
Dinah, 62, 6g-71, 91
direct view of or speech with God, 373, 378
direct vs. indirect knowledge of God, 1561
dirges, see laments
disabilities and deformities: blind and lame paraded before
warriors, 627; deafness and blindness as metaphors, 840, 846,
868, 911; giant with six fingers and six toes, 66o; Mephibo
sheth, crippled son of Saul, 626, 634; priesthood, physical de
fects and, 25g-6o
disciples of the prophets, 727-28, 733, 737
discipline and correction, acceptance of: job, 1511, 1512, 1547;
Lamentations, 1597, 1600; Proverbs, 1453, 1455, 1469, 1490, 1493
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disease/plague/pestilence: Abner, death of, 625; Assyrian
plague in 2 Kings, 766; bubonic plague, 570; disobedient peo
ples scourged with, 504; Egypt, plagues sent against, 1 13-29,
569, 57 '· 944· 957· 1059· 1102, 1 1 7J, 1184, 1400, 1433· 1434;
Ezekiel, 1054, 1055; Habakkuk, theophany of, 1331; Hezekiah,
illness and healing of, 85�0, 1815; Israelites suffering from,
275-76, 312, 335· 432, 442, 665-66, 1166-68, 1 172-73, 1188; je
hoahaz in Chronicles, disease of bowels of, 1798; jeremiah,
956, 964, 986; job, 1507; Philistines, capture and return of Ark
by, 57D--7 1; Psalms, 1305, 1306, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1324, 1328,
136o, 1363, 1380, 1386, 1394, 1400, 1412-13, 1430; sexually
transmitted diseases, 241, 625; sinfulness, as punishment for,
1324, 1362; skin conditions (twra'nt) or "leprosy," 232, 234-41,
308--9, 421, 625, 735-36, 759, 1804-5
dishonesty, see honesty I dishonesty
disloyalty to God, sec loyalty /disloyalty to God
disputation format of Malachi, 1 269
distress, seeking God in, 1152, 1 168, 1 199
divina tion, see dreams; magic and sorcery; prophets and
prophecy
divine court: Daniel, 1656; Isaiah, 796, 861; job, 1 502, 1506, 1513;
1 Kings, 723
divine grace/pathos/compassion, 1207, 1715, 1785, 1817
divine jealousy, 149, 506
divine justice in Ecclesiastes, 1610, 1614, 1616, 1620, 1622
divine justice in jeremiah, 964
divine justice in job: God accused of watching people too
closely, 1522; God's power as implying God's justice, 1511,
1519, 1520, 1523, 1537, 1551, 1552, 1554-61; inability of hu•
mans to prevail in argument against God, 1510, 1516, 1517,
1525; incapacity of humans to understand how world is gov
erned, 1516, 1517, 1551, 1552, 1555-61; theme of deserved /un
deserved human suffering, 1499, 1504, 1509-15, 153o-37,
1544-46, 1555; vindication of righteous, 1528, 1529, 1539,
1561 -62
divine justice in Lamentations, 1592, 1597, 1599
divine justice in Psalms, 1310, 1346, 1360, 1364, 1366, 1375, 1382,
1388, 1390, 1394· 1438
divine justice in Ruth, 1579, 1582
divine kingship, see kingship, divine
divine kiss, death of Moses and Aaron by, 350
divine names, 3-4 (see also specific divine names); Deuteronomy,
364, 377, 432, 441; Esther, 1631; Exodus, 11o-12, 115; Genesis,
33-34, 98; job, "One" as possible divine name for God in,
1545; joshua, 468; Micah, 1206; Numbers, 301, 306; Psalms,
'336, 1445
divine Presence, see theophany
divine righteousness, see righteousness
Divine Warrior: Deuteronomy, 444-46, 448--49; Ezra-Nehemiah,
1694; Isaiah, 868, 908; joshua, 481; Psalmic theme, 1283,
1289-<)0, 1319, 1330, 1334, 1364, 1440
divine witness, 536, 6oo
divisions and subdivisions of Bible: Amos, 1181; canonical divi
sions, t; chapters, division of biblical books into, 1167; Chron
icles, 1712, 1716-17; Daniel, 164o; Ezekiel, 1044-45; Ezra-Ne
hemiah divided into two books, 1667; internal subdivisions
of texts, 1 1 81; Isaiah, 781, 782, 783-84; Lamentations, 1587;
Nevi'im (Prophets), divisions of, 451; Numbers, 281-84; Prov
erbs, 1448--49; Psalms, 128o-8t; Samuel and Kings divided
into two books, 451, 558, 619, 668, 726
divorce: Deuteronomic laws regarding, 416-17, 420; Ezekiel's
marriage allegory, 1067-71, 1084-86; jeremiah, marriage motif
in, 923· 926-28, 952-54, 958, 963, 971, 973 , 988, 990, 995; Mala
chi, 1272
Djefai-hapi, 1496
-

Documentary Hypothesis, 3 , 1909, 1912, 1913
doe as metaphor for woman, 1456
Doeg the Edomite, 601, 604, 1340
dogs, Israelite view of, 624, 634, 648, 1355
doorposts and mezuzot, 381, 1924
double entendre, 1564 (sec also puns and punning)
double expression, 1590
doubling, see multiple versions of same event
Douglas, Mary, 2041, 2094
doves in Song of Songs, 1568
doxologies: Daniel, 1648, 1655, 1657; kaddish prayer, 1537, 1645,
1947; Psalms, 128o-81, 1328, 1361, 1384, 1403, 1443, 1445
dragons, see monsters
drama, Song of Songs as, 1565
dreams: Daniel as interpreter of, 1644-46, 1649-50, 1672;
Deuteronomic prophecy laws, 395; Ecclesiastes' warnings
about, 1612; Gibeon, Solomon's dream at, 677, 691, 694; Gid
eon and the dream of the Midianite soldier, 526; jacob's dream
of the staircase or.ziggurat, 58; jeremiah on false prophets,
974; job, dream vision in, 1501-2, 151o-11; 15i5, 1516, 1524;
job, God speaking in dreams in, 1548; joel, old men dreaming
dreams in, 1 172; joseph, 75, 79-82, 88; Song of Songs' dream
scenes, 1569, 1572; Zerubbabel as interpreter of, 1672
drought, 138, 142, 323-24, 325, 335, 71 1-16, 954-63
drowning as metaphor, 1356, 1598
drunkenness, see alcohol and intoxication
"dry bones" in Ezekiel, 834, 1042, 1 113-14, 1 117, 1665
Duachety, 1450
dual leadership, rebuilding of Temple under, 1244-45, 1248,
1249· 1253-54· 1256
Dumah, 824-25
Dumuzi, 818, 959
dung( hill) as metaphor, 564, 1052, 1066
dust as metaphor, 564, 889, 1314, 1383, 1384,'1511, 1561, 1610
E
E or Elohist source, 3-6; Exodus, 105, toB, 110, 1 1 1, 124, 134, 145,
183; Genesis, 11, 42, 45, 58, 64, 76; JE (Yahwist/Elohist) source,
6, 105, 107, 1 15, 305, 309, 323, 334; Psalms (Elohist Psalter),
1281, 1296, 1328--29, 1338, 1341, 1)58
eagles: dietary laws regarding, 441; Ezekiel, 1042, 1071-72; God
as, 441; Nebuchadnezzar, associated with, 1071-72, 1155
earth as flat surface resting on pillars, 564, 1364
earthquakes, 519, 66o, 685, 788, 8o2, 8o3, 1177, 1312, 1313, 1411
(see also theophany)
earth's surface floating on ocean, 149, 372
Easter, 126
Ecbatana, 1678
Ecclesiastes: Aramaic influence, 1276; authorship and dating,
1563, 1604-6; introduction, 1603-6; job and, 1514, 1519, 1539;
Sukkot liturgy, 1276; text and annotations, 16o6-22; wealthy,
envy of, 1336; wisdom and wisdom literature, 1276-77, 16o3,
16o5, t6o7-B, 1614-19, 1622
Ecclesiasticus (Wisdom of Ben Sirach), 562, 784, 1277, 1416
echo, 301, 1244
economic justice, poverty, and social welfare (see also widows
and orphans): Deuteronomy, 399, 42o-22; duty to assist poor,
158; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1694--<)5; Isaiah, 78o, 781, 789, 793, Bo4,
899; Jeremiah, 935; job, 1536, 1544-45; monarchy, establish
ment of, 2053; Proverbs, 1336, 1410, 1466, 1471, 1472, 1481,
1482, 1484, 1492, 1497; Psalms, 1292, 1293, 1295, 1319, 1327,
1354 · 1358, 1 360, 1375. 1378, 1407, 1411, 1430, 1432, 1442;
Ruth, 1581-82; sacrificial means for poor, 208, 215-16, 234, 243
ecstatic prophets, 578, 579, 599
Eden, garden of, 15, 1096, 1101, 1113, 112), 1133, 1322, 1546
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editing of Biblical books, see composition, compilation, and
redaction
Edam and Edomites: Amos, 1 180; Chronicles, 1718, 17g4, 1803,
t8o6; Deuteronomy, 366, 418--tg; Esau, descendants of, 72--74,
11g3, 1270; Ezekiel, 1071, toBo, togo, 1 105, 111o-11; Ezra-Ne
hemiah, 1684, 1706; Genesis, 53, 57, 72--74; Isaiah, 824, 85o-51,
goB; Israelite kinship with, 1 1g3, 11g5; jeremiah, gBt, 1025-26,
1033; job set in Edam, 1503, 1505, 1507; joel, 1 174; 1 Kings,
6g7, 6gB, 722, 724; 2 Kings, 731, 741, 752, 754; Lamentations,
t6oo; Numbers, 323, 324, 334; Obadiah, 1 1g3--97; Psalms, 1347,
1366, 1376, 1435; Roman empire and Christianity associated
with, 85o-51, 1 174, 11g3, 11g6, 1Bg1
'edut, 748
efficacy of prayers, 767, 1284, 1305-6, 1338, 1340, 1353, 1438,
1442
Eglon, 515-17
Egypt, 204g, 2050 (see also individual pharaohs); Abraham, 31;
Assyrian conflicts, 758, 765�6, 76g; aversion to shepherds/
Hebrews, 87, g2, 120; Book of the Dead, 134g, 1544; Carche
mish, Babylonian defeat of Egyptians at, g68, 1000, 1002, 1016;
Daniel, 1641, 1645, 1662�4; Ecclesiastes echoing "The Tale of
the Eloquent Peasant," 1612; enslavement and freeing of Isra
elites (see enslavement in Egypt); Ethiopian dynasty, ruled by,
1 100; Ezekiel, 1072, 10g8-uo2, 1 104-5; forced return due to
disobedience to God, 431-32; Hosea, 1154; Instruction of
Amenemope, 1448, 1472, 1482, 1488; Isaiah, 782, Btg, 82o-23,
842, 845, 846, 86g; Israelite abhorrence of Egyptians, proscrip
tion on, 41g; Israelite longing for, 306, 311, 317; Israelite return
to, 406; jeremiah's criticism of alliance with, g24, g66, g7o,
tint, 1016; jeremiah's exile and death in, g17-18, g76,
10to-12; jeremiah's oracle concerning, 1016-18; jeremiah's or
acle on the exile in, 1012-15; jewish Diaspora communities,
361, 821, 205B--5g; joseph and, 74, 76, 78--101; Judah, collapse
of, 775; Lamentations, t6oo, 1601; Lot's choice of land com
pared to, 33; love poetry, Song of Songs paralleling, 1564,
1571; plagues of, 113-2g, 56g, 571, g44, g57, 105g, 1 102, 1173,
1 184, 1400, 1433, 1434; Psalms, 1304, 1380, 13g7; Ptolemaic
Dynasty, 1641, 1645, 1662�3, 2057-5g; sexual perversities of,
249-52; Solomon's marital alliances, 677; Tabernacle structure
and, 165; uraeus, 325; weighing deeds or hearts/Book of the
Dead, 134g; wisdom literature, 1473 (see also lnstruction of

Amenemope)
Egyptian Hallel, 1410
Ehud, 5 15-17, 53g
Eighteen Benedictions (see 'Amidalt prayer), 1537
Eilat, Gulf of (Ezion-geber), 133, 161, 6g5, 6gB, 724, 17gB
'ekltalt, see Lamentations; laments
El, 6g, 331, 441, 468, 814, 1375
Elah, 70g, 744
Elam, 823, 1028, 1105
elders/elderly: age a t death/life span, 20, 72, 100, 438, 1385,
1562; Deuteronomy, 403, 415, 417; joel, old men dreaming
dreams in, 1 172; judges, 51o-tt, 534-36, 557; Numbers, 307,
354; terrors of old age in Ecclesiastes, 162o-21; value placed
on old age, 1480; wisdom literature and respect for, 1547
Eleazar (high priest): Chronicles, 1737; joshua, 484, 486, 501,
506-7; Numbers, 324, 33g, 345, 352
Elegies, see Lamentations
Elephantine, Egypt: jewish community of, 821, 1012-13,
205B--5g; papyri found at, 420
Elhanan (possible alternative name for David), 65g, 175o-51
Eli and his sons, 561, 562, 564�8, 570
Eliab, 5g1, 5g4
Eliakim (son of Hilkiah), 826, 827
Eliashib the high priest, 16g1
-
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Elide priesthood, g17, g21, g56, 1128
Eliezer of Beaugency (Rabbi), 1067, 1200, t88g, t8go
Eliezer servant of Abraham, 34, 35, 48
Eliezer (son of Moses), 13, 1 10, 143
Elihu, 1500, 1503, 1526, 1546-54
Elijah: 2 Chronicles, 17g7; development of biblical religion and,
2030; Gideon in judges, 525; heavenly assumption, 727, 1337;
jeremiah passage used when opening door on Passover for,
g48; Jonah, 1203; 1 Kings, 71o-18, 722, 723; 2 Kings, 726-28,
742; Malachi, 1274; Numbers, 33g; Zechariah, 1264; Zerubba
bel identified with, 1672
Eliphaz, 1500, 1507, 1509-12, 1520, 1524-25, 1533, 1544, 1547
Elisha: "baldhead," tauting of Elisha as, 730; calling of Elisha by
Elijah, 717-18; clairvoyance of, 736, 737, 741; death of, 751; de
velopment of biblical religion and, 2030; Hazael, prophecy to,
741; jehu, anointing of, 742; map of stories, 72g; Numbers,
33g; recognition as prophet, 728--30; Samaritan siege, 737;
signs, 730, 732-37, 751; story cycles, 728, 730, 732
Elkanah father of Samuel, 561�5
Elohim, 3, 110, 143, 184, 331, 1206, 1281, 1338, 1375
Elohist Psalter, 1281, 12g6, 132B--2g, 1338, 1341, 1358
Elohist source, see E or Elohist source
Elan the Zebu! unite, 53g
El Shaddai/Shaddai, 37, 58, 71, g4, gB, 115, 1313, 1385, 1581
Elyon (Most High), 441, 12go, 12g2, 1375, 1385
end of days, see apocalypticism/ eschatology
Endor, Witch of, 408, 613-14
En-Cedi, 1567
English Chief Rabbinate prayerbook (t8go), 1g38, 1g47
English translations of Bible, 2011-20
enjoyment of life's toil as theme of Ecclesiastes, 1603, 1604,
t6o8-1o, 1612-14, 1617
Enlightenment, jewish (Haskalah, maskilim), 1go1-2, 1g03,
1g05, 1g07, tgog, tg10, 1g65�g
Enoch, 20, 1337
enslavement in and redemption from Egypt, 107-30 (see also ex
odus from Egypt); Deuteronomy, 431-32; Exodus, 102, 103-4,
107-30; Genesis, 36, 37; joel, 1172--73; Lamentations, 1590;
Numbers, 315, 332, 341; Psalms, 1374
enthronement psalms, 1334-35, 1387-88, 13g2
Enuma elish, g, 24
ephod, 52g, 547, 565, 585, 6o1, 6o4, 6os, 621, 630
Ephraim (alternative name for the Northern Kingdom), 1150
Ephraim (tribal group): Chronicles, 1723, 172g; Deuteronomy,
447; Genesis, 61, g4, g5; joshua, 488, 4g2; judges, 520, 527, 52g,
53 B--3g; 1 Kings, 700; 2 Kings, 752; Psalms, 1372, 1373
Ephrathah/Bethlehem, 72 (see also Bethlehem)
Ephrathites, 1580
epigrams in Proverbs, 1448
equivalent retribution, law of, see talion
Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, 766, 767, 76g, 1675, 1676
Esarhaddon, Vassal Treaty of, 358, 3g5, 427, 431
Esau: Christendom and Romans, as cipher for, 57, tBgt; Edom
ites as descendants of, 72-74, 1 1g3, 1270; genealogies of
Esau/Edom, 72--74; Genesis story of, 53-58, 6�g, 71, 72-74,
go; Malachi, 126g, 1270, 1272
eschatology, see apocalypticism/ escha tology
Esdras, books of, 1667�8
Eshnunna, Laws of, 154, 405
Essenes, 2o8g (see also Qumran community and Dead Sea
Scrolls)
Esther, 1305; authorship, 1563, 1637; comic farce, viewed as,
127g, 1623-25; da ting, 1625; Dead Sea Scrolls, 1g25-26; Ezra
Nehemiah, 1673, 1676; Haggai, 1245; historical fiction, viewed
as, 127B--7g, 1624, 163g; introduction, 1623-25; omission of
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God and religion by, 1624, 1631; principles and themes, 1279;
Purim, 1276, 1279, 1933; text and annotations, 1625-39
eternity, see afterlife/personal resurrection; Sheol
Ethan the Ezrahite, 1282, 1381, 1757
ethical monotheism, 1 186
ethics and morality: Amos, 1 176, 1 185--86; David and Bathsheba,
depiction of, 636; Deuteronomic moral responsibilities,
415-16, 419-23; liturgy and prayers, morality as necessary ac
companiment to, 1471; Malachi, 1271-72; Micah, 1205, 1208--g;
neighbors, moral duties towards, 415; pattern and repetition
in nature applied to moral life in wisdom literature, 1277;
Psalmic theme, 1297, 1308, 1360, 1382; purity /impurity, moral
vs. ritual, 2045-46; ritual actions, morality's primacy over,
955; sacrifice, morality's primacy over, 590, 785, 871, 914, 1153,
1 176, 1186, 1215, 1287, 1338, 1471; theological foundation for,
389
Ethiopia, see Cush
ethnography, 2088, 2093--96
eunuchs, 418, 575. 8g6
Eve and Adam, g, 14-18, 30, 851, 1276, 1507, 1717
evil and good, knowledge of, 16--1 8
evildoers of Psalms, 1288, 1293, 1321, 1350, 1388, 1407, 1438
Evil-merodoch, 779
excavations, see archeological evidence
exclusivist nature of later Israelite identity: Chronicles, 1731,
1819, 1820; exilic descent as sign of Jewish pedigree in Dias
pora, 1628; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1673, 1676, 1701, 1711; purity/im
purity issues, 2047; Ruth, 1579, 1585
exile: Amos, 1 183; Assyrian exile of northern tribes, 758--60; As
syrian threat to and siege ofJudah, 764; Babylon (see Babylo
nian exile); common Near Eastern practice of, 430; Moses in
Midian, 1og--1o; objectives of, 776--77
Exodus (book): date, composition, authorship, and sources,
104-5; Genesis, transition from, 107; history and historiogra
phy, 103-4. 452, 2050; introduction, 102-7; Jewish tradition
rooted in, 106--7; law and legal material, 102, 103, 105, 1o6--7;
Leviticus and Numbers as direct continuation of, 204, 281;
narrative structure and focus� 102-3; origins of names, 102;
Psalms quoting, 1396; text and annotations, 107-202
exodus from Egypt (see also enslavement in and redemption
from Egypt; wilderness, Israelites' wandering in): Chronicles'
reticence regarding, 1716, 1720, 1729, 1744, 1747; dating of,
683; death of exodus generation, 367, 370, 374, 379; Ezekiel,
1063, 1077, 1079, 1089, 1103; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1681, 1701-2;
historicity, 2050; Isaiah, 852, 871, 882, 888, 8go, 972; Jeremiah,
944, g6o, 964, 972, g86, 1010, 1013, 1016, 1017 (see also wilder
ness, Israelites' wandering in); Jordan, echoes of exodus in
crossing of, 468--7 1; march through the desert from Sinai to
Moab, 282--83; metaphorical use of, 1172--73, 1217; Philistines'
knowledge of, 570, 571; Psalrnic theme, 1283, 1307, 1308, 1352,
1353· 1354· 1)66, 1)67, 1)68, 1373· 1374· 1400, 1411, 1433· 1434·
1435; Song of Deborah echoing elements of. 517; Song of
Songs tied to events of, 1565; story of, 124-30, 274, 277, 377;
undoing of, 431-32
exogamy, see intermarriage
exposure of corpses, 415, 482, 813, 1 1 17
"eye for an eye," see talion
eyes, gouging out of, ;8o
Ezekiel: authorship, 1043; calculation of years of punishment of
Israel in, 1051; chronological scheme, 1044, 1098; composition,
compilation, and redaction, 1043; dating, 1043; Deutero-Isa
iah, 1103; Deuteronomy, 407, 1054; divine throne chariot and
a ttendant creatures, 1043, 1045-48, 105g--6o, 1 119; "dry
bones," valley of. 834, 1042, 1 1 1 3-14, 1117, 166;; Ezra com
pared to, 168o; Gog and Magog, 115-18, 1043; introduction,
-

1042-45; Isaiah, use of. 1067, 1100, 1101, 1103; jeremiah influ
encing, 1061, 1062; josiah's reforms of priesthood confirmed,
773; Leviticus, 207, 259, 1042; moral purity /impurity, 2045;
Moses, compared to, 1042, 1043, 1050, 1059; Numbers, 303,
320, 341; people of the land, 748; priesthood and (see priest
hood); reputation of God as theme of, 1112, 1293; scroll eaten
by, 1049; structure and divisions, 1044-45; Temple (see Tem
ple); text and annotations, 1045-1138; theologically challeng
ing nature of. 1042, 1043, 1045; wife of Ezekiel, death of, 1088
Ezion-geber (Gulf of Eilat), 133, 161, 695, 6g8, 724, 1798
Ezra (person): Aaronide priesthood, inclusion in, 168o, 1686;
apocryphal works attributed to, 1667--68; Chronicles, Ezra as
author of, 1712; Ezekiel, compared to, 168o; Malachi, identi
fied with, 1684; Moses, compared to, 166g, 168o--8 1 ; reading of
Torah to people by, 1699-1700; return to jerusalem by, 341,
1672, 168o--84; Torah knowledge of, 1672, 168o
"Ezra, Apocalypse of," 1668
Ezra-Nehemiah (book): Aramaic and Hebrew, use of both, 1668,
1676, 1681, 1700; authorship, 1667, 1668, 166g; Chronicles, as
continuation of. 1666, 1667; Chronicles, authorship of, 1667;
Chronicles, relationship to, 1667, 1712, 1716, 1731, 1825; dat
ing, 1667, 168g; division into two books, 1667; early sources
underlying, 1668; foreigners, 8g6; Haggai and Zechariah asso
ciated by, 1249; intermarriage crisis, 166g, 1682, 1684--86, 1704,
1709-11, 2047; introduction, 1666--71 ; Malachi, 1268; memoirs,
1668--6g; narrative structure, 166g, 167D---71, 1688--Bg; Psalms,
1675; purity issues, 2047; single book, viewed in Jewish tradi
tion as, 1276, 1667, 168g; text and annotations, 1671--87,
168g--1 711; title, 1667; Torah, understanding of (see Torah);
unity /separateness of Ezra and Nehemiah, debate over,
1667--68, 168g
F
fabric laws in Leviticus, 237-38, 254
fairness and justice, see divine justice; justice, human
faith and faithfulness (see also !resed; trust/confidence in God;
unfaithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the
Lord): Exodus, 136, 137, 189; Lamentations, 1596--97; Psalms,
1287, 1332, 1339, 1349, 13 50, 1367, 1371, 1394; unity of reli
gious traditions in Bible regarding, 2040
fallow land, 399-400 (see also sabbatical year)
false gods, see idols and idol-worship
false prophecy, see true and false prophecy
falsehood and lying, see honestyI dishonesty
family idols (household idols or teraphim), 64--65, 88, 547,
599--600, 1260, 1)46, 2022
family life (see also children; gender roles/differences; marriage;
parents): basic social unit, family as, 475; patriarchal family
structure, 1269, 1271-72; Proverbs on family and friends,
1490; punishment of whole family for actions of male head,
1655; Ruth, family continuity as principle of, 1279; social
scientific analysis, 2094
famine: Amos, 1183--84, 1190; Exodus, 139; Ezekiel, 1052, 1054,
1055; Genesis, 82--94; jeremiah, 956; 2 Kings, 734, 738, 740,
763, 777; Lamenta tions, 1599; Leviticus, 275---'76; Proverbs,
1466; Psalms, 1318, 1400; Ruth, 1578, 1580; 2 Samuel, 6;8
farce, Esther viewed as, 1279
fasting and abstinence: Daniel, 16;g; Esther, 1632, 1638; Exodus,
127, 159. 191; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1683, 1685, 1686, 168g, 1701;
Gedaliah, Fast of, 1009, 1257; Isaiah, 899--900; jeremiah, 954;
joel, 1 168; judges, 553; Leviticus, 246, 265; Malachi, 127576; Psalms, 1394; rain, fasting tradition associated with, 954;
1 Samuel, 618; 2 Samuel, 625; Temple destruction (see Tish'ah
be'av); Zechariah, 1256--57
fat/suet, 21o-- 1 1, 221, 229

215)

-

FATHERS I GAZA
fathers: God as father, 1269, 1271-72; patrilineal descent, 268,
345> t685

fear of the Lord: Ecclesiastes, 1615, 1622; Habakkuk, 1230; Job,
1505, 1540; Leviticus, 254; Proverbs, 1451, 1463, 1471, 1498,
1540; Psalms, 1306, 1319, 1410, 1412, 1414, 1429, 1444
fear, wicked living in, 1491
feet on necks as sign of conquest, 482
feet uncovered as euphemism for sexual relations, 1583
females, see gender roles/ differences
feminist Jewish exegesis, 147, 1975, 2001-5, 2095-<)6
Ferrara Bible, 2009, 2010
fertility /infertility: Deuteronomy, 383-84, 428; Exodus, 107, 108,
127, 128, 190; Genesis, 14, 26, 36-38, 57, 61--<i2, 83, 94; Hosea,
1148; Proverbs, 1495; Samuel, 561--<i2; Song of Songs, 1574,
1576

festivals and holidays generally (see nlso specific festivals):
Amos, 1190; Chronicles, 1756, 1777, 1788; Deuteronomy,
4oo-403; Exodus, 106, 159, 190; Ezekiel, 1131; Leviticus, 205;
Numbers, 247, 262--<i7, 283�4, 304, 34o-43; Psalms, 1374;
1 Samuel, 561, 599--<iot; Saul, kingship of, 581; Shiloh festival
in 1 Samuel, 561
fetishes, 1065--<i6
fetus, status of, 154
fiery furnace, Daniel's companions tested in, 1647-48
figs, Jeremian vision of, 975-76
fire: burnt offerings (see burnt offerings); God in, 110, 303, 378,
716, 727, 1046, 1337; hilltop signals, 935; judgment by, 1189;
Tabernacle, 218; victory fires, 1117
first-born (see nlso younger sons, God's choosing of): blemished
first-borns, 400, 404; covenant, establishment of, 162; dedica
tion and redemption, 1)1-JJ, 157, 190, 279, 289, 290, 398, 400,
1078; double portion of eldest son, 728; eldest brother, author
ity of, 594; exodus and dedication linked, 190; Joseph given
status of, 447; Levite service to God in place of, 289, 290;
Mesha's sacrifice of first-born son, 732; plague slaying first
born sons of Egyptians, 113, 118, 124-28, 944; succession to
kingship, 671, 727
first fruits: bread-dough offering compared to, 315; crops con
sidered as, 264--<i5; feast of (see Shavuot); fruit from tree's first
years, 255, 412; sacrifice of, 210
First Isaiah, see Isaiah
Five Books of Moses, see Torah
five scrolls, the !bnmesh megillot), 1275-76, 1563, 1933 (see also
Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther)
Flavius Josephus, see Josephus
fleece, Gideon's sign of, 525
flogging, 417, 422
flood story, 4, 21-24
flying insects, dietary laws regarding, 23o-31
flying scroll, Zechariah's vision of, 1254-55
food: abstention from (see fasting and abstinence); dead, offer
ings to, 424-25; gift offerings/food-gifts ('isheh), 208-11, 223;
lack of (see famine); laws regarding (see dietary laws)
footstool of God, Ark as, 1760, 1775
forced labor (corvee), 107-8, 412, 575, 639, 683, 694, 702
foreign allies: Chronicles, 1789; Ezekiel, 1068, 1o84-86; Isaiah,
781, 797, 825-26, 837• 842, 845, 846, 849; Jeremiah's criticism of
alliance with Egypt, 924, 966, 970, 1011, 1016; Jeremiah's sup
port for alliance with Babylonia, 924, 926, 970
foreign gods and religious syncretism, see idols and idol-worship
foreign nations (see nlso specific foreign nations): Amos's oracles
against, 1177�0; Ezekiel's oracles against, 1049, 1071,
to8g--uo6, 1 1 1o-11; !zerem (see !zerem); invasion of Israel due to
disobedience to God, 431, 436, 442-43, 573, 796, 897, 1166,
1169-75, 1371; Jeremiah's oracles against, 946, 977, 1015-39;
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Psalmic praise of God by, 1355, 1379, 1390, 1413; reliance on,
1154; Ruth's view of, 1579; universalism regarding (see uni
versalism); Zechariah's oracles against, 1249, 1258-59; Zepha
niah's oracles against, 1238-40
foreign/strange/wicked women: Ecclesiastes, 1615; Proverbs,
1451, 1456

foreigners/strangers/resident aliens: adopting Jewish beliefs,
practices, and ethnicity, 872, 896, 904; Job, 1545-46; Jonah,
1202-1024; Micah, 1211-12; Temple, foreigners not allowed to
enter, 1128
foreigners/strangers/resident aliens, treatment of: Chronicles,
1812; Deuteronomy, 364, 377, 389, 398, 419, 420, 421, 439; Exo
dus, 110, 131, 150, 152, 155, 158; Ezekiel, 1o82, 1 128, 1135;
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1669, 1682, 1684�6, 1701, 17og--1 1; Isaiah,
8g6; 1 Kings, 695; Leviticus, 246-47, 248, 252, 253, 255-56, 273;
Numbers, 303, 314, 353; Psalms, 1326, 1336, 1388, 1443
forgetfulness, see remembering/forgetting
forgiveness, 214, 435-36, 1309, 1311, 1316, 1324, 1378, 1430 (see
nlso unfaithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the
Lord)
form criticism, 1283, 208�7
Former Prophets, 451, 453-54, 455, 668
forty, see number forty
four (as number), 1252
fowl or birds: dietary laws, 230; sacrifice of, 207, 208, 215
foxes used to damage fields, 542-43
framing devices, literary (indusia), 446, 786, 1291, 1396, 1400,
1754

France: French Revolution, 1967; Northern French School of me
dieval interpretation, t886-<)t; Proven�al School of medieval
interpretation, 1885�6, 1892-<)3
frankincense, 1571
Franklin, Benjamin, 107
fraud, 'nshnm for, 217
Frazer, James, 2041
freewill offering (nednvnh), 206, 208-1 1, 220, 253, 261, 262, 343,
749· 11)2, 1)42

French Revolution, 1967
Freud, Sigmund, 2041, 2092
friendship: Ecclesiastes on, 1611; Ezekiel's covenant of, nag,
11141 1118; Jonathan and David, 596, 598--601, 605
fringes (tzitzit), 254- 313-14, 315, 317, 3 56, 379, 416
frontlets, 132, 174
fruit trees in Song of Songs, 1568, 1576
funeral dirges, see laments
funeral services, passage from Job recited at, 1507
futility (hevel) as theme of Ecclesiastes, 1603, 1604, t6o6-?,
1609-14, 1617, 1620, 1622

G
Gaal, 532-33
Gabriel (archangel), 1658
Gad: Chronicles, 1723; Deuteronomy, 448; Genesis, 61, 72, g6, gS;
Judges, 520, 521; Numbers, 326, 347-49, 352
Galilee, Sea of (Kinneret), 448, 2061

gnon, geonim, 1845, 1876-So
Gaon, Saadia ben Joseph, see Saadia ben Joseph, Gaon
garden as representative of sexuality, 1571, 1573, 1577
garden of Eden, 15, 1096, 1101, tit), 1123, 1133, 1322, 1546
garrison cities, taB
gatekeepers of Temple, 1697, 1707, 1732, 1758
gates of city as public forum, 415, 497, 520, 1185, 1357, 1415,
1482, 1485, 1545· 1584

Gath, 484
Gaza, lJJ, 161, 484, 512, 544, 570, 1179, 1238
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GAZELLES IN SONG OF SONGS I GREAT ASSEMBLY

gazelles in Song of Songs, 1 568, 1577
Gedaliah, Fast of, 1009, 1257
Gedaliah (son of Ahikam, son of Shaphan), 1006, 1007-12, 1041
Gedaliah (son of Pashhur), 668, 778--79, 966, 968, 1003
Gehazi, 734, 736, 740
Gehinnom/Gehenna, 916, 940 (see nlso Hell; Sheol)
gemilut lmsndim, 1215
gender roles/differences: abduction of women at festivals, 557;
androcentrism, 2004, 2005; association of grain with males
and new wine with females, 1260; birth stories, predomi
nance of woman character in, 540, 561; bodily discharges,
impurity from, 241-43; childbirth, impurity after·male vs. fe
male child, 233; circling of groom by bride, 990; concubines
and concubinage, 52, 72, 7), 153, 254, 55o-52, 1651; Critical
scholarship by women, 147, 1975, 2001-5, 2095-96; cross
dressing, proscription of, 415-16; death of man at hands of
woman, shamefulness of, 522, 534, 637; Deutero-Isaiah's use
of women as metaphorical themes, 879, 884, 885, 892-93, 903,
914; Deuteronomy's view of, 378, 399, 402, 404, 414, 416, 434,
439; doe as metaphor for woman, 1456; Ecclesiastes, value of
having wife to love in, 1617; Ecclesiastes, woman waiting to
entrap in, 1615; Eve and Adam, 9, 14-18, 30, 851, 1276, 1507,
1717; Ezekiel's wife, death of, 1088; feminist jewish exegesis,
147, 1975, 2001-5, 2095-96; fertility and barrenness (see fertil
ity/infertility); First Isaiah's use of women as metaphorical
themes, 791, 798-<)9, 847; foolish women in Proverbs, 149,
1466; foreign/strange/wicked woman of Ecclesiastes, 1615;
foreign/strange/wicked woman of Proverbs, 1451, 1456;
Hosea, metaphors of domestic violence used in, 114 3-44;
idol-worship, women's involvement in, 1014, 1058, 1664; in
heritance by women, 337-39, 354-55, 492; job's wife, 1503,
1504, 1505, 1507, 1529, 1538; king in Proverbs urged not to
give strength to women, 1497; Lamentations' portrayal of
jerusalem as shamed woman, 1587, 1589-92; lamenting
woman, association of Judah with, 1 168, 1207, 1224; loath
some woman in Proverbs, 1496; matrilineal descent, 1685;
Micah, metaphors used in, 1206-7; mothers (see mothers and
mothehood); mourning rituals, women's role in, 944, 1102;
nagging wife in Proverbs, 1477; Nahum, metaphors used in,
1223, 1224; patriarchy, 2004, 2005; patrilineal descent, 268,
345, 1685; praise of capable woman in Proverbs, 1467,
1497-98; prophets, women as, 771, 782, 1 140, 1696 (see nlso
individual female prophets); Psalms, 1333, 1426, 1428, 1429;
purity concepts and social subordination of women, 2041-42,
2043-44, 2094; queen mothers, 707-8, 747, 953, 983, 1652,
1789; Ruth and Naomi's relationship, 1578, 1580, 1581; sacri
fice and sacrificial worship, 207, 218, 220; sacrifice of male
vs. female animals, 1271; slavery, 152-55, 254, 399, 414, 16g4;
social-scientific analysis, 2094; Song of Songs interpreted as
male and female aspects of God, 1566; Song of Songs inter
preted as relationship between God and Israel, 1566; Song of
Songs, prominence of female figure in, 1564, 1565; Temple
singers and musicians, Heman's daughters as, 1758; towns
as female, 1207, 1259; translations of Bible aimed at women,
2009; vows and oaths of women vs. men, 343-44; wisdom
depicted as woman in Proverbs, 1449, 145o-51, 146o-62;
wives' abandonment of birth family practices and beliefs on
marriage, 1333; woman in love with man, only incident in
Bible involving, 597; Zechariah, woman in tub representing
wickedness in, 1255
genealogies, 1717; Adam to Noah, 2o-21; Chronicles, 1717-31;
Esau/Edom, 72-74; Ezra-Nehemiah, returnees from exile in,
1666, 1672-74, 1682, 1697, 1705, 1707; jacob and descendants
going into Egypt, 91-92; Moses and Aaron, 116, 338; Num
bers, census of tribes and Levites in, 284-93; patrilineal de-

scent, 268; Ruth, 1578, 1579, 1586; Shem to Abraham, 29-30;
sons of Noah, 26-28
generosity, 1410
Genesis: authorship and sources, 11; Chronicles and, 1717; Exo
dus, transition to, 107; historical nature of, 11, 2049-50; intro
duction, 8-11; narrative, role of, 8-11; origin stories, 2049; ori
gin's of name, 8; text and annotations, 12-101
Genesis Apocryplwu, 1836-38, 1839, 1866
genital defects (male), 25g-6o, 418
genocide, 463
geography of Bible, 2o6o-62 (see nlso maps, and specific geographic features)
geonic period, 1845-46, 1876-80, 1882, 1933, 1936
gerah, 290, 2105
Germany, 28, 1890-<)2, 1901-7, 1965-'75, 2009-11
Gershom (son of Moses), 13, 110, 549
Gershonites, 288, 289, 292, 297, 305, 499
Gersonides (see Ralbag), 1524, 1812, 1958-60
gevirnh (queen mothers), 707-8, 747, 953, 983, 1652, 1789
Gezer, 482
ghosts, summoning (necromancy), 407-8, 533, 613-14, 774, 8o1,
1402, 1817, 2026 (see also magic and sorcery)
giants, 310, 367, 484, 485, 511, 512, 65g-6o, 1750 (see nlso Go
liath)
Gibeah, 55o-52, 554, 555, 58o-81, 1157
Gibeon, Solomon's dream at: Chronicles tradition regarding,
1745, 1752, 1765-66, 1768; Kings account of; 677, 691, 694
Gibeonites, 462, 479-81, 658-59
Gideon, 522-29, 539, 582
gift offerings/ food-gifts ('isheh), 208-11, 223
gifts given to prophets, 577
Gihon, spring of, 627, 67J, 761, 768, 827, 1133, 1333, 1409, 1816
Gilead, 66, 485, 520, 521, 943, 969, 1 180, 1216, 1347
Gilgal, 472, 1150, 1185
Gilgnmesl•, Epic of, g-10, 541, 1427
Ginsberg, Haro ld Lewis, 1914-15
gittif!J, 1291, 1J77
the glory of the Lord, 1048, 197g-8o
gluttony, 1491
"the God of your fathers," 364
Gog and Magog, 115-18, 1043
Golan Heights (Bashan), 327, 368, 448, 485, 1183, 1216, 1306,
1791
golden calves, see calves, worship of
golden decorations of First Temple, 684, 689, 707
the golden ephod, 529
golden hemorrhoids, 571
golden mice, 571
Goliath, 310, 484, 560, 592-96, 603, 604, 65g-6o, 175o-51
Gomer, 1 144, 1145, 1148, 1149
Gomorrah, see Sodom and Gomorrah
gonorrhea, 241
good and evil, knowledge of, 16-18
Goshen, 92, 107, 119, 483
governors of Yehud/}udah, 1432 (see n/so Nehemiah; Zerubbabel)
grace after meals, 385, 662, 1428, 1435, 1940
grace/pathos/compassion, divine, 1207, 1715, 1785, 1817
graduated offerings, 215
grains and cereals: association of grain with males and new
wine with females, 1260; first fruits, sacrifice of, 210; impurity,
231, 239; sacrificial offerings (see min!m [cereal or grain offer
ing]); Shavuot (see Shavuot)
grapes, see alcohol and intoxication; wine, grapes, vineyards,
vines, and winepresses
Great Assembly, 1244

GREAT HALLEL J HEZEKIAH
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Great Halle!, 1434
greed, 1483, 1495
Greek language, 1276
Greek period, 1057-2060
Greek philosophy, 1949-51
Greek version of biblical texts, see Septuagint
Greeks (Ionians) in Bible, 1094, n66, l l7J, 1645
guardian, God as, 1425
guilt, communal, see communal guilt
guilt offering, see reparation offerings
H
Habakkuk: dating, 1226; introduction, 1226-27; structure, 122627; text and annotations, 1227-33
Hadadezer, 633, 696, 1747-48
haftarah, 784, 1932-33
!mg, see pilgrimage
Hagar, )6-37, 44-45, 52, 61, 716, 1376
Haggadah of Pesal), 128, 129, 132, 137, 1939, 1944
Haggai: dating, 1243-44; introduction, 1243-44; Malachi, Hag
gai, and Zechariah, association of, 1249, 1250; rebuilding of
Temple connected to prophecy of, 1677; structure, 1243-44;
text and annotations, 1244-48
/:lag 1m-Matzot, see unleavened bread and Festival of Unleavened
Bread
hailstones, 481
hair, 295--<)6, 519, 545, 546, 562, 644, 651, 727, 999, 1129
halakhah, 1847-58, 1867, 1876, 1877, 1895, 1934
!mlitzah, 77
!mlah (bread dough offering), 313-14
Halle! prayer, 1939, 1944; Daily Halle], 1442; the Egyptian Hallei, 1410; Great Halle!, 1434
Hallelujah, 1398, 1403, 1410, 1445
Ham, sin of, 25-26, 42
Haman, 142, 1305, 1465, 1623, 1624, 1629-39
!mmesl1 megillot (five scrolls), 1275--'76, 1563, 1933 (see also Song of
Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther)
hammer shattering rock, 975
Hammurabi, Laws of: Deuteronomy, 370, 374, 377, 405, 410,
413, 416, 419, 421, 423, 427; Exodus, 153, 154, 155; Numbers,
294
Hamor, 69-71
Hamsi11 (desert wind), 964, IOJJ, 1076
hamstringing horses, 1748
Hanani, 1697
Hananiah ben Hezekiah, Rabbi, 1043, 1n8
Hananiah the prophet, 976, 981�3, 1001, IOOJ, 1697
the hand of the Lord, 570, 574, 716
Handel's Messiah and Isaiah, 780
hands, laying on of, 55, 339-40, 450
Hannah, 53, 61, 62, 309, 561�5, 1 245
Hansen's disease or "leprosy," 232, 234-41, )08--<), 421, 735-36,
7)8, 754, 1803
Hanukkah, 298, 1250, 1313, 1410, 1993
hapnx legome11a (unique words), 1500, 1587
Hapiru ('Apiru), 103, 108
haplography, 584, 587, 1926-27
ha-Qallir, Eliezer, 1510, 1525, 1554
baredi, 1996
harem in Esther, 1623, 1627-29, 1631
harlotry, see prostitution
harmonized editing in Dead Sea Scrolls, 1923
harvest: jeremiah's inversion of positive images of, 942; Psalms,
1351, 1353; Ruth, 1578, 1581�5; Shavuot (see Shavuot);
Sukkot (see Sukkot)

lm-Sata11/Satan, 329, 665, 698, 1253, 1502�
i)asid, 1287, 1295, 1298, 1391
l:lasidic tradition, 1046, 1902-3, 1909
Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment), 1901-2, 1903, 1905, 1907,
1909, 1910, 1965�9
Hasmoneans, 2060
bat'at, see purification offerings
Hazael, 717, 741, 743, 750, 1802
Hazar, 483, 484, 485, 517, 1027, 1331
heads of ancestral houses (groups smaller than tribes),
488
health and dietary laws, 397--<)8, 2043
health and ritual purity /impurity, 2041, 2043
heard text, early interpretation of scripture based on, 1870
heart: "circumcision" of, 436, 929, 945; Israelite conception of,
521, 578, 1349; new heart and spirit (Ezekiel), 1062, 1075,
1112; Torah written on, 960, 1062; weighing deeds or hearts
(Egyptian Book of the Dead), 1349
heat, metaphor of animals in, 926
heaven, see afterlife/personal resurrection; Sheol
heavenly host: Daniel, 1656; job, 1502, 1506, 1513
Hebrew as a language, 763, 1668, 2062�7
Hebrews as a people, 108
Hebron: Chronicles, 1738-39, 1764; Genesis, 33, 47, 99; joshua,
481, 482, 489, 495, 499; judges, 511; Numbers, 310; Samuel,
617, 645
heightening of first half of psalm by second, 1 294--<)5
l•eiklmlot, 1977
belekl!•eleq (portion) granted to humans in Ecclesiastes, 1604,
1608, 1610
Heliodorus, 1663
Hell, 442, 916, 940, 1337 (see also Sheol)
Hellenism, 1625
Hellenistic period, 1057-2060
Hellenistic philosophy, 1949-51
Heman the Ezrahite, 1282, 1)80, 1757, 1758
hemorrhoids, 57o-71
henna, 1567
Hep! Hep! Riots of 1819, 1967
Hercules, 541
!•crcm (proscription): Deuteronomy, 370, 382, 41 1-13; joshua,
463, 467, 473, 474, 478, 48o; judges, annihilation vs. subjuga
tion/assimilation in, 511, 513, 526; 1 Samuel, 588-89; 2 Sam
uel, David's driving out of the Philistines in, 629
Herodotus, 319, 557, 929, 1019, 1626, 1645, 1647, 1653, 1786
Hesche!, Abraham joshua, 1207, 1973-74
besed: David and Nahash, 1749; Psalmic theme, 1288, 1289, 1298,
1) 16, 1JJ2, 13 )5, 13 )9, 1349, 1 )50, 1 )71, 1 )89, 1394· 14)4;
Ruth, 1279, 1578-79
Heshbon, ballad of, 326
hroel (futility) as theme of Ecclesiastes, t60J, 1604, 1606-7,
16o<r14, 1617, 1620, 1622
Hexateuch, ), 462, 506, 1279
Hezekiah: Amos, n92; attempt to unite northern and
southern kingdoms, 1811; Chronicles, 1806, 1808-16;
covenant between God and Israel, 1704; cultic reforms of,
t8o8-to, 1813; David, compared to, 1809; Deuteronomy,
391; development of biblical religion and, 2031; Hosea,
n44; illness and healing of, 85�0, 1815; Isaiah (book),
792, 801, 823, 842, 849, 855�0; Isaiah (prophet) consulted
by, 761, 763�4; 2 Kings, 761�9, 772, 773, 774; Moses'
bronze serpent, 761, 1814; Numbers, 325, 341; Passover
(Pesai)), 1821-22; Proverbs, 1487; Solomonic typology in
depicting� 1764; Temple, purging and rededication of, 1056,
1808-10; Zephaniah, 1235
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higher criticism and Dead Sea Scrolls, 1924 (see also critical
scholarship)
High Holy Days, 189, 963, 1378, 1596--97, 1665
high places, 2022, 2026, 2031 (see also centralization of worship;
pillars and posts, sacred)
high priests (see also Aaronide priesthood, and individual high
priests): Antioch us IV Epiphanes, 205�0; postexilic period,
14)2
Hilkiah, 771, 826, 921, r819, 1821
Hillel, House of, 1272, 1844-45, 1847, 1855, 1856
Jrinneni ("Here I am"), 45, 55, 75, 110, 8go
Hinnom Valley, 394
hippopotamus in job, 1559
Hiram of Tyre (Huram in Chronicles), 682, 685, 686, 687, 694,
696, 711, 1766--67, 1778, 1779
historical-critical scholarship, 11, 2001-2; 2o84--85, 2090,
2095-96
history and biblical material, 2028-29, 2048-62; Babylonian
exile and return, 2054-57; Canaanite history and conquest,
205o-52; Daniel, 1278-79, 1642, 1662; Deuteronomistic His
tory, 453-54, 462-63; Deuteronomy, 357-61; Esther, 1278-79,
1624, 1639; Exodus, 103-4, 452, 2050; Ezekiel's review of
Israelite history, 1076-79; fiction, historical, 1278-79; Genesis,
11, 2049-50; God of Israel as Lord of history, 864; God's role
in history, judges' concern with, 5o8-g; Hellenistic period,
1057-2o6o; Isaiah, 780, 781, 783; jewish belief based on
historical experience, 146, 148; joshua, 463, 464, 485, 205o52; judges, 508-g, 510, 205o-52; Kethuvim ("Writings"), his
torical books of, 1277-79; Kings, books of, 669, 770; modem
biblical interpretation, 1908; Near Eastern history generally
(see Meso-potamian mythology, history, and religion);
Nevi'im (Prophets), history books of, 451-55; original biblical
texts, nonsurvival of, 1920; Persian period, 2055-57; prophecy,
development of, 458-61; Psalmic didactic theme of Israelite
history, 1283, 1367, 1399-1404, 1433, 1434; Psalmody, rise
of, 2057; Psalms' use of history, 452-53, 1282, 1376; Ruth,
1278-79; Twelve Minor Prophets, 1 139-40, 1141; united and
divided monarchies, 2052-54; versions of the Bible texts,
2067-72 (see also specific versions)
Hittite Laws, 413, 419, 421, 422
Hittites, 47, 55, 58, 382, 465, 611, 627, 636, 696
Hivites, 69-71, 73, 280, 479
Hobab, 305 (see also Jethro, Reuel)
Hobbes, Thomas, 3, 2085
Hoffmann, Rabbi David Zvi, 1906-7
!roklrmalr (wisdom), 1447, 1451 (see also wisdom and wisdom lit
erature)
holidays, see festivals and holidays generally
holiness: Deuteronomic view of, 6, 146, 428; God's holiness, na
ture of, 253, 572; ritual purity and, 2044-46; whole people of
Israel, 146, 232, 247-58, 428, 1266
Holiness Collection, 5, 6; Deuteronomy, 397, 400, 402, 418, 422,
427; Exodus, 165, 178; Ezekiel, 1073, 1082, 1o83; Leviticus, 205,
247-77; purity /impurity issues, 2045, 2047
holistic reading approach to Bible, 7, 281
Holocaust (Shoah), 949, 1048, 1320, 2010
Holy of Holies, 164, 166, 1 67, 1053, 1055, 2022-23
holy war, see !rerem
home dedication, lack of rituals for, 412
homicide: Deuteronomy, 405, 409-10, 413-14; Exodus, 150,
1 52-54; Genesis, 18-19, 25; joshua, 497; Numbers, 353-5 4;
2 Samuel, 622-25, 635-39, 641-44
homiletic literature, see sermons
homosexuality, 26, 251-52
honesty/dishonesty: Leviticus, 150, 253, 255-56; Proverbs,

1 453-5 4· 1 4 57· 1468, 1471, 1474· 1475 · 1479· 1486, 1489,
1493
honey: Isaiah, 799; Leviticus, 209-10; milk and honey, land
flowing with, 1 1 1, 187, 258, 310, 317, 472, 587, 1571; Psalms,
1375; Song of Songs, 1571
honeydew, 140
honor as theme of Esther, 1639
hope as theme: Amos, 1191-92; Ecclesiastes, 1620; Hosea, 1 143,
1145, 1147, 1149; Isaiah, 784, 786, 838; jeremiah, 984; 2 Kings,
779; Lamentations, 1596--97; liturgy and prayers, 1947; Mala
chi, 274, 1269; Micah, 1206, 121 7-18; Psalms, 1318, 1428;
Zechariah, 1249, 1257; Zephaniah, 1236, 1241-42
Hophra (Pharaoh), 1002, 1014, 1098, 1101
Horeb, see Sinai/Horeb
hom (see also shofar [ram's horn]): Daniel, 1656; Exodus, 170,
191; Ezekiel, 1047, 1054; Kings, 674, 676; Lamentations, 1592;
Psalms, 1252, 1365, 1382, 1432, 1443; Zechariah, 1252
horses: Esther, 16)3-34, 1635; hamstringing horses, 1748; theo
phany in job, 1558; visions of horses and horsemen, 1251,
1255
Horus, 109
Hosea: dating of, 1144; development of biblical religion and,
zoJo-31; introduction, 1143-44; Isaiah confirming prophecy
of, 892; structure, 1 1 44; text and annotations, 1144-65
Hosts, Lord of, 306, 1309, 1331, 1334, 1377
household idols (teraphim), 64-65, 88, 547, 599""6o,o 1260, 1346,
2022
houses and buildings (see also Temple): David's proposal to
build Temple, use of "house" in, 632; donation of, 278; flat
roofs, use of, 466, 578, 636; mold or mildew, 240; negligence in
construction of, 416; Psalmic metaphor, house as, 1428; sale
of, 271; Solomon's palace, 686; woman's body in Song of
Songs represented by house, 1572
hubris, see pride/hubris vs. humility
Huldah the prophetess, 138, 466, 771-72, 774, 782, 996, 1063,
1696, 182)
human capacity /incapacity to understand how world is gov
erned: Ecclesiastes, 1603-4, 1609-10, 1617, 1619-20, 1622; job,
1516, 1517, 1551, 1552, 1555-61
human imitation of God (imitatio Dei), 2044, 2047
human life, meditations on brevity and nature of: Ecclesiastes,
16o3, 1613-14, 162o-21; job, 1510, 1522, 1524-25, 1537, 1561;
Psalms, 1325-26, 1339, 1359, 1384--85, 1395
human race and human culture generally, 8, 9, 19-20 (see also
creation)
human sacrifice (see also child sacrifice): 'Akedah ( binding of
Isaac), 45-47, 54, 1205, 1768; dedication of self, household
member, or slave, 279; )ephthah, 537-38; validity of human
sacrifice in Micah, 1215
human sinfulness, inherent nature of, 1339, 1525
humility, see pride/hubris vs. humility
humor and comedy: Daniel, 1 642-43, 1644, 1648; Esther viewed
as comic farce, 1279, 1623-25; irony, 567, 676, 838, 1635; laugh
ter of God, 1323; parody, 1203, 1460, 1514, 1520, 1652; puns
(see puns and punning); riddles, 542, 1071, roSa, 1319, 1456;
sarcasm (see sarcasm); satire, 11 87, 1647
Hur, 1 42, 162, 181
Hushai, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651, 654
hygiene: dietary laws, 397-98, 2043; military camps, 419; ritual
purity/impurity, 2041, 2043
Hyksos, 92
Hymn to Wisdom in job, 1503, 1539-40
hymns of praise in Psalms, 1283--84, 1436
hypocrites, 1489
hyssop, 1339
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"I the Loao am your God," 252, 253
Ibn Bal'am, Judah, 188o, 1882
Ibn Ezra, Rabbi Abraham, 188o, 1882--i14, 1885; Amos, 1171;
Daniel, 1657; Deuteronomy, 412; Ecclesiastes, 1618; Esther,
1635; Exodus, 128, 148; Genesis, 3, 28, 31, 43, 44, 59, 74; Hag
gai, 1245; Hosea, 1 144; Ibn Kaspi's critique of, 1894; influence
of, 1 893, 1895, 1964; Isaiah, 781, 867; job, 1533, 1545; Leviticus,
245; Malachi, 1268, 1271; Micah, 1207, 1209; Miqra'ot Gedolot,
1874, 18gg; modern interpretive features, foreshadowing,
1909; Nahum, 1235; Numbers, 287, 297, 301, J06, 309, 313, 316,
330; Obadiah, 1 197; philosophy, 1853-54; Psalms, 1281, 1287,
1291, 1295, 1318, 1320, 1330, 1332, 1334, 1336, 1340, 1346, 1347,
1348, 1364, 1389, 1402, 1409, 1415, 1425, 1428, 1437; Ramban
compared to, 1892; Zechariah, 1251, 1253, 1256
Jchabod, 570, 585
iconoclasm, 148-49, 370, 372, 376, 1057, 1780, 1979, 2023
identity of Israelites: exclusivism (see exclusivist nature of later
Israelite identity); local people contrasted with returnees from
exile (see people of the land); people of Israel, early develop
ment of, 1, 6, 8, 102, 107
idols and idol-worship, 202o-27 (see also pillars and posts, sa
cred ['asherim], and specific gods); Chronicles, 1779, 1789,
1803, 1807, 1813, 1817, 1824; Daniel, 1647, 1652, 1654, 1660,
1664; defeated enemy, judean king's worship of gods of, 1803;
Deuteronomy, 370, 372, 376, 382--i13, 385, 391, 394-96, 404, 406,
437, 442; Esther, 1630; Exodus, 102, 103, 107, 126, 148-49,
151-52, 157, 159"---6 1, 182--i17, 189-<Jo; Ezekiel, 1053-59. 1o66,
1o68, 1077, 1086, 1128; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1676, 1701; Genesis,
59; Hosea, 1143, 1 155-56; household idols (teraphim), 64-65,
88, 547, 599"---600, 1260, 1346, 2022; Isaiah (Deutero-Jsaiah),
862-64, 866, 872-78, 897, 911, 915; Isaiah (First Isaiah), 783,
801, 818, 844; jeremiah, 923, 934, 939-40, 944, 946, g6o, 961,
1013; job, 1545-46; joshua, 505-6; judges, 513-14, 515, 520,
524-25, 529, 535, 547• 549; 1 Kings, 697-98, 702-3, 707--il, 711,
724, 725; 2 Kings, 730, 746, 748, 754, 760, 761, 769, 772; kiss of
the hand as gesture of worship, 1546; Lamentations, 1590,
1591, 1592; Leviticus, 249-52, 253, 256, 276; Malachi, 1271,
1272; Micah, 1206; Numbers, 283, 334, 354; Psalms, 1363, 1370,
1374, 1390, 1 401-3, 1411-12; 1 Samuel, 573; 2 Samuel, capture
of Philistine idols in, 629; sexual impropriety as metaphor for,
1086, 1363, 1590, 1591, 2031; women's involvement in, 1014,
1058, 1664; Zechariah, 1262, 1264
l-It and !-Thou relationships, 1972-73
Iliad, 593, 595
illness, see disease/plague/pestilence
imagery as stylistic device, 1283, 2101 (see also metaphor)
imilatio Dei, 2044, 2047
Immanuel passage, Isaiah, 798
immortality, see afterlife/personal resurrection; Sheol
impalement, 334-35, 415, 478, 482, 618, 659, 1624, 1633· 1635
impulsiveness, 1470
impurity, see purification and purity
incarnation and mysticism, 1985--il7
incense and incense altar, 170, 178-79, 180, 195, 196, 227, 245,
g62
incest, 26, 42, 249-52, 257, 418, 64o-41, 1082
inclusio, 446, 786, 1 291, 1396, 1400, 1754
incubation rituals, 677
indentured service, 62, 152-53. 270, 272-73 (see also slavery)
indirect reference to historical figures in apocalyptic li terature,
1662
indirect vs. direct knowledge of God, 1561
individualism in the Bible, 2029
individual laments, 1595-<)7, 16g8-1700
-

individual psalms, 1283, 1286, 1287, 1289, 1291, 1295, 1297. 1298,
1338, 1341-44, 1346, 1348, 1350, 1356, 1378, 1421, 1423, 1424,
1430
individual responsibility, Ezekiel's theory of, 1066-67, 1073-75,
1080
infertility, see fertility /infertility
Ingathering, Feast of, see Sukkot
inherent sinfulness of humans, 1339, 1525
inheritance: Canaanite conquest as inheritance (na!mlah) of Is
rael, 463, 486-387; female inheritance patterns, 337-39,
354-55, 492; man with no sons with wife but with sons by a
harlot, 535; priesthood, 1129
injustice, living under: Habakkuk, 1226, 1227-33; Malachi,
1272-?3
inner-biblical interpretation, 1822, 1829-35, 1863
innocence, Psalmic protestations of, ugo, 1298, 1301, 1310, 1330,
1345· 1388, 1394· 1430
innocent persons and judicial system, 410, 413, 721
Instruction of Amenemope, 1448, 1472, 1482, 1488
instruction or teaching, "Torah" understood as, 2
instruction, psalms of; 1296, 1297, 1345, 1367, 1409, 1428
intention, Chronicles' stress on, 1716
intercessors/mediators, prophets as, 184, 378, 713, 772, 1059,
1392-<)3
interest/ usury, 157, 420, 1082, 1491
intergenerational guilt, see communal guilt
intermarriage: Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah, 1712, 1721; Deu
teronomy, 394, 406, 418; Esther's marriage to non-jew, 1624;
Exodus, 190; Ezra-Nehemiah's intermarriage crisis, 166g,
1682, 1684--il6, 1704, 1709-11, 2047; Genesis, 48, 55, 70; Isaiah,
897; joshua, 504; judges, 530, 541-43; Malachi, 1268, 1271-72;
Numbers, 308; purity issues, 2047; Ruth, 2047; Solomon's
wives, 677, 694-96, 697, 1766, 1779, 1785
interpretation and study, 1827, 1829-1919, 2030; American his
tory and interpretation of exodus, 107; classical rabbinic inter
pretation, 1844-63; Daniel's interpretation of jeremiah's
prophecy of 70 years, 1659"---60; Deuteronomy, 361-62; division
of day between study and prayer in Ezra-Nehemiah, 1701;
early non-rabbinic interpretation, 1835-44; Ecclesiastes, 1614,
1621-22; Ezra's study of Torah, 1672, 168o; hammer shattering
rock, importance of metaphor of, 975; heard text, early experi
ence of scripture as, 1870; inner-biblical interpretation, 1822,
1829-35, 1863; medieval interpretation, 1876-1900; midrashic
interpretation, 1863-75; modern interpretation, 1908-1g,
2084-96; multiple re-reading and study, prophetic books
meant for, 1140, 1165, 1 176, 1 193, 1234, 125o-53; post-me
dieval interpretation, 18g8-1go8; prophecy replaced by, 461;
prophetic books meant for multiple re-reading and study,
1140, 1165, 1176, 1 193, 1234, 125o-52; Song of Songs, allegori
cal/ theological understanding of, 1565-66; study of prophetic
books in antiquity, 1211; text-based biblical criticism, 2o67-72;
Twelve Minor Prophets, 1140, 1141, 1165; vernacular com
mentaries on the Bible, 1898-<)9; women's critical scholarship
and feminist exegesis, 147, 1975, 2001-5
intoxication, see alcohol and intoxication
Ionians (Greeks), 1094, 1 166, 1 173,1645
irony, 567, 676, 838, 1635
Isaac, 38, 39, 44-58, 276-77
Isaac, binding of (' Akedah), 45-47, 54, 1205, 1768
Isaac, Solomon ben, see Rashi
Isaiah: authorship, 781, 782, 783; dating, 781, 782, 783, 784; divi
sions and subdivisions, 781, 782, 783--i14; earlier biblical writ
ings, borrowing vocabulary from, 783, 844, 861, 886, 8g2, goo;
First Isaiah (son of Amoz), chs 1-39, 781--i12; Hezekiah, con
sultation of Isaiah by, 761, 763-64; introduction on, 78o--il4;
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jeremiah influenced by, 918, 922, 934, 937, 938, 946, 955, 957,
977, tOt), 1028 (see jeremiah [book]); 2 Kings, material proba
bly originally belonging to, 853; Manasseh's assassination of,
1817; Numbers, 325; Psalms quoting, 1396, 1415; Second Isa
iah, chs 4<Hi6 (see Deutero-lsaiah); text and annotations,
784-916; Third Isaiah (Trito-lsaiah), chs 54/;6--66, 783; univer
salism, 784
lsh-bosheth, 622, 623, 624, 626
'ishe/1 (gift offerings/food-gifts), 208-11, 223
Ishmael assassin of Gedaliah, 779, 1008--<}
Ishmael (Rabbi), )4, 105, 1852
Ishmael (son of Hagar), 37, )8, 44-45, 53, 57
lshtar/Astarte, 384, 939-40, 944, 959, 1289, 1452, 2031
Isis, 1451
Islam: Arabia and Arab tribes, 165, 824-25; Arabic law, 152, 153;
Arabic translations of Bible, 2009; identification of unnamed
with known characters, 1507; jerusalem, holiness of, 629; lin
guistic and philological analysis, 1876, t879, 1953; medieval
jewish biblical interpretation and philosophy, 1876, 1950,
1953; mid rash and, 1864; Sabbatean heresy, 1899; Sufi mystics,
1885, 18go, 1894
Israel as name for jacob, 71, 1717
Israel (kingdom) (see nlso individual kings): Amos, 1 176--<}2; As
syrian invasion, end of kingdom, and Assyrian exile, 758--62;
Chronicles' listing of tribes of, 171&--19; Chronicles' view of,
1716, 1786, t8o6, 1811; David's kingship, 627, 656-58; division
of Israel and Judah, 701, 1783, 1784; historicity of biblical ac
count, 2053-54; Hosea, 1144, 1146, 1 14cr65; Isaiah's references
to Northern Kingdom, 792, 794, 797, 802-4, 8o8, 818, 836; jere
miah, 923, 985, g86, 990, 1009; Judah, biblical overlap with,
581, 1269, 1365; judges, composition of, ;to; Kings, books of,
668, 681, 70D--702, 754; Psalms, 1)47• 1367, 1)71, 1372, 1)74•
1411, 1432; religion of, 2021-27; secession and creation of,
1 Kings, 70o-702
Israel, land of, see promise and possession of the land of Israel
Israel, modern state of: Amos as inspiration, 1 176; Hebrew lan
guage, 763; modem biblical interpretation, 1915-19; psalm
used to celebrate independence day of, 1410; role of Bible in,
'99D-2000
Israelite camp in wilderness, plan of, 286-87
Israelite identity: exclusivism (see exclusivist nature of later Isra
elite identity); local people contrasted with returnees from
exile (see people of the land); people of Israel, early develop
ment of, 1, 6, 8, 102, 107
Issachar: Chronicles, 1727; Deuteronomy, 448; Genesis, 62, 72,
g6, 97, g8; joshua, 493, 496; judges, 520, 521
Italian Masoretic Codices, 2o8o-8t
lthamar, 228, 292
"I Will Be What I Will Be," 1 1 1

j o r Yah wist source, 3-<i; Deuteronomy, 363; Exodus, 105, 108,
110, 124, 132, 1)4, 145, 183; Genesis, 11, 22, 38, 39, 52, ;8, 76; ) E
(Yahwist/Elohist) source, 6, 105, 107, 115, )O;, 309, )2), 334;
Numbers, 281; Psalms, 1367
jabesh-gilead, 556-57, ;So, 582, 618, 622
jabin, 463, 483, 517, 519, 521
jachin (pillar of First Temple), 687, 748, 982
jackals, 1599, 1602
jacob: Chronicles, 1717; Exodus, 107; Genesis, 10, 53-101; Hosea,
1162; Isaiah, 872, 910; Israel as name for, 71, 1717; jerusalem,
g8;, g86; Leviticus, 251, 276-77; Malachi, 1269, 127o-7J;
Psalms, 1367, 1370
jael and Sisera, 517-22
jashar, Book of, 326, 481
-

javelins, 477
jawbone of an ass used by Samson, 543
jE (Yahwist/Elohist) source, 6, 105, 107, 115, 305, 309, )2), 334
jealousy, divine, 149, 506
jealousy, human, 294
jebus, Jerusalem known as, 551
jebusites, 382, 468, 489, 505, 511, 627, 1 259, 1724
jeduthun, 1325, 1349, 1366, 1757
jefferson, Thomas, 107
jehoahaz (son of jehoram), 1797
jehoahaz (son of jehu), 7570
jehoahaz (son of josiah), 775, 777, 938, g68, 970, 1016, t054, t075,
1823
jehoiachin: Esther, 1625; Ezekiel, 1044, to46, 107t-72, to76, 1080;
jeremiah, g68, 97t, 982, 983, t002, t040, t04t; Kings, books of,
66g, 671, 776, 779
jehoiada (Jehohiada), 748, 772, 985, t8ot, 1802
jehoiakim: 2 Chronicles, 1823; Ezekiel, t05t, 108o; jeremiah,
9 1 7-t8, 938, g68, 970, 971, 996, tooo-tOOJ, 10t6; 2 Kings,
775-76, 777
jehoiarib, 1757
jehonadab, 745, 746
jehoram (Joram), 725, 730, 74t, 743, 1797-98
jehoshaphat of Judah, 722-25, 731, 1789, t79t-97
jehosheba, 747
jehovah, 112 (see Tetragrammaton)
jehu (king), 742-46, 755, 1 145, 1189, 1789
jehu (prophet), 709
)ephthah, 534-39
jeremiah (book): Aramaic in, 946-47; authorship, gt&--tg;
Chronicles, t82J, t825; chronology, lack of, gtg; composition,
compilation, and redaction, 91&--tg, 948; Daniel's interpreta
tion of prophecy of 70 years, t6;9-<io, t8)t-)2; decree of
Cyrus, prophecy fulfilled by, t67t; Deutero-Isaiah, influence
of, 946, 947, g6o, 972, 974, g86; introduction, 9t7-2o; Isaiah, in
fluence of, 918, 922, 934, 937, 938, 946, 955, 957, 977, tOt),
1028; job echoing, 1508, t5)t; laments in, 94&--54, 964, g66,
967, 1022; marriage/divorce/adultery metaphors, use of, 923,
926-28, 952-54, 958, 963, 97t, 973, 988, 990, 995; narrative
themes and structure, 917, 919-20; north, obsession with,
922-23, 929, g88, 1029; Obadiah's similarities to 49.7-22, 1t93;
people of the land, 748; Psalms, 947, 949, 967; Psalms quoting,
1415; rhetorical questions, use of, 924, g6o; text and annota
tions, 921-104t
jeremiah (prophet): Babylon (see Babylonia); Baruch, oracle to,
tot;; burning of scroll of, tooo-toot; celibacy of, 958, 977;
commissioning as prophet and early oracles, 921-38; conso
lation, book of, 985-9t; covenant between God and Israel,
lamentation of breaking of, 94&--54; Davidic house and pro
phets, oracles on, 96&--76; Egypt (see Egypt); family and back
ground of, 917-18, 92t, 956; family property, attempt to re
deem, 992; great drought, 954-<i3; Hananiah, confrontation
with, g81-83; illiteracy of, 993, 1000; Jeremiah ( book), author
ship of, gt8-19; josephus self-identifying with, 1843; Kings,
authorship of, 671; Lamentations, authorship of, 1282, 1563,
1589; letter to first exiles, g83-85; life as model for Jerusa
lem's and Judah's suffering, 958; loss of prophetic status and
recommissioning, 958; Micah, compared to, g8o; Moses, com
pared to, 917, 921; nations, oracles against, 946, 977, 101 5-39;
persecuted victim, portrayal of self as, 950, 964, 966; Rahab
the jericho prostitute and Joshua, descent from, 921; Sabbath
observance, 962; sedition and treason, 938, g68--<Jg, 979,
99&--1003; slavery, oracle on, 997-98; symbolic acts, 952-53,
963-<i7, 981-8), 992, 1039; Temple sermon of, 93&--48;
Zedekiah, oracle on, 996--97
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Jericho: David's war with Ammonites, 635; disciples of the
prophets, 727-28; Ehud, 515; joshua, 462, 466, 473-75, 482
Jeroboam I: 2 Chronicles, 1782, 1783, 1786; Exodus, golden calf
worship in, 183-84; Hosea, 1155; Kings, books of, 699,
70(}-706, 707, 725, 746, 759, 773, 774
jeroboam II, 753, 1144, 1145, 1176, 1189, 1200
jerome, 191, 1286, 2ooB, 2009, 2072
jerubaal (Gideon), 522-29, 539, 582
jerusalem: Amos, 1176, 1177; Ark brought to, 629-32; Assyrian
threat and siege of, 762--66, Bo6, 826, 853-sB, 1333, 1365,
1814-17; Babylonian destruction of (see Babylonian destruc
tion of jerusalem); beauty ascribed to, 1574; Chronicles' em
phasis of, 1786; circumambulation of city walls, ceremony of,
1336; David's capture of, 627, 1365, 1734-36, 1764; David's
flight from and return to (Absalom's revolt), 645-54; Deutero
lsaiah's emphasis on, 882, 892--94; Deuteronomy, 391, 392;
Ezekiel on restoration of, 1042, 1061--62, 1071, 1097, 1107-18,
1135-38; Ezra-Nehemiah, returnees from exile settling in jeru
salem in, 1705; First Isaiah's view of centrality and inviolabil
ity of, 780, 785, 787, Boo, 8o6, 825-26, 836-41, 849, 8so, B52--6o;
fortification by Azariah, 754; Genesis, 34-35; Haggai, 1243-48;
jeremiah on rebuilding of, 987; joshua, 480, 481, 489, 490, 494;
judges, 511, 551; Micah, 1205-18; Obadiah, 1 193, 1195; pray
ing towards, 1654; Psalmic theme, 1283, 1333, 1334, 1335-36,
1338, 1363--64, 1371, 1377, 1426, 1435, 1443, 1444; Roman de
struction of, Rabbi Akiva's joy at, 1257; 1 Samuel, 596; walls,
circumambulation of, 1336; walls, rebuilding of, 1667, 1669,
1689--92, 1696--97, 17o8; Zechariah, 1252, 1256-59, 1263, 1265;
Zephaniah, 1236-37, 124D-42
jerusalem Talmud, 1847, 1854, 1855, 1857, 1950
jeshua, see joshua (Jeshua), high priest
jeshurun, 442, 446
)esse, 591, 592, 593, 596, 807
jesus, see Christian tradition and Western history
Jethro, 109-10, 113, 143-45, 305, 511 (see n/so Hobab, Reuel)
Jewish Enlightenment (Haskalah, maskilim), 1901-2, 1903, 1905,
19Q7, 19Q9, 1910, 1965--69
Jewish Publication Society (JPS), 2013-20
jewish tradition: Deuteronomy, 356, 358--61; Exodus, 1o6-7; Le
viticus, 205--6; Rabbinic judaism (see Rabbinic judaism); role
of Bible in, 1827, 192o-2019; Second Temple Judaism (see Sec
ond Temple Judaism)
Jezebel, 708, 711, 713, 716, 722, 723, 725, 743-44, 1332, 2030
Jezreel, 743, 745, 1145
jihad (holy war), see /Jerem
)oab: 1 Chronicles, 1719, 1736, 1752, 176o; 1 Kings, 672--'76;
1 Samuel, 611; 2 Samuel, 622, 625, 626, 635, 637, 642, 644,
648, 651-53, 657, 665
Joash (Jehoash), 743, 747, 749-53, 770, 772, 985, 1798-1803
Job: authorship, 1502, 1546; book of Job the Impatient, 1504-5,
1539; book of job the Patient, 1503-4, 1538; composition, com
pilation, and redaction, 15oo-1503, 1546; dating, 1502, 1503;
Ezekiel, 1066--67; introduction, 1499-1505; Lamentations figure
resembling, 1595; Leviticus, 207; Psalms, 1403, 1415; structural
issues, 15oo-1502; text and annotations, 1505--62; theologically
challenging nature of, 1500 (see also divine justice in Job)
joel: dating, 1 167, 1168; introduction, 1166--67; structure, 1167;
text and annotations, 1167--'75
John the Baptist, 1273
Jonadab, 640, 642, 998
Jonah, 716, 753; dating, 1199; introduction, 1198--99; structure,
1199; text and annotations 120o-1204
Jonathan (son of Saul): covenant between David and, 5¢, 639,
659; death of, 618, 619-21; disagreements with Samuel and
Saul, 583, 586-88; love for David, 596, 598--6ot, 605
-

Joram (Jehoram) of Judah, 725, 730, 741, 743, 1797--98
Joram of Israel, 741, 743
Jordan River: crossing of, 467-71, 728; geography of, 2061--62
Joseph (person): Amos, 1180; Egypt, 74, 76, 78-101; Exodus, 107,
134; Genesis, telling of story in, 1o-11, 62, 68, 71, 72, 74--'76,
78-101; joshua, burial of bones as recounted in, 506; Mordecai
in Esther compared to, 1636; Psalms, 1357, 1367
joseph (tribal group): Deuteronomy, 447; joshua, apportionment
of land in, 447, 488, 492, 493; judges, 512; Psalms, 1372
josephus, 1843-44; Chronicles, 1752, 1819, 1823; Esther, 1625; Ex
odus, 108, 148, 154; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1676, 1679, 168o, 1681,
1685, 169o; Jeremiah, 970, 1843; judges, 515, 525, 557; 1 Kings,
702; liturgy and prayers, pre-rabbinic, 1938; Qumran and Es
senes, 2089; Samuel, books of, s6o; 1 Samuel, 580, 582; Septu
agint, 2006; synagogues, 1929
joshua (book): "book/scroll of the Teaching," 465, 468, 478, so6;
dating, 462--63; Deuteronomy, close relationship to, 462--64,
501, 502, 504; Ezra-Nehemiah's identification with time of,
1666, 1674; J:terem (proscription), 463, 467, 473, 474, 478, 480;
historicity, 463, 464, 485, 205o-52; introduction, 462--64; struc
ture and themes, 463--64; text and annotations, 464-507;
Torah's story continued in, 1, 8, 356, 359, 462, 464
Joshua (Jeshua), high priest: Daniel, 166o; Ezra-Nehemiah,
1672-73, 1674, 1684, 1685, 1692; Haggai, 1244-45; Zechariah,
1249, 1253-54, 1256
joshua (prophet): allotment of lands (see apportionment of Ca
naan); commissioning by the Lord after death of Moses,
464--66; conquest of Canaan (see Canaan, Canaanites, and Ca
naanite conquest); Davidic/royal associations of, 504; death
and burial, 462, 504, so6; Deuteronomy, 352, 437, 438-39,
449-50; Exodus, 142, 187; final speech of, 504; Genesis, 69; Jer
emiah's descent from Rahab the jericho prostitute and, 921;
jordan, crossing of, 467--'71; land apportioned to, 495; Moses,
mirroring of, 464, 466, 468-70, 475, 477, 484, 506, 1754, 1762;
Numbers, 309-12, 316, 339-40; Rahab and the spies, 466--67;
Shechem, covenant ceremony a t, 478--'79, 505; scouting of Ca
naan, 309-12; transfer of leadership by Moses to, 339-40, 437,
43B-J9, 449-50
Josiah, 77o-75; Ark supposedly hidden by, 928; child sacrifice to
Molech, attempt to halt, 940; Chronicles, 1811, 1818-23; cove
nant between God and Israel, 1704; death of, 1822-23;
Deuteronomistic History and discovery of "book/scroll of the
Teaching," 462, 77o-72, 1699, 1818-20, 2031; Deuteronomy,
357-58, 372, 380, 391, 403, 405, 407, 77o-71; development of
biblical religion and, 2031; Ezekiel, 1051, 1075; Jeremiah, 917,
927, 938, 968, 971, 1016; Kings, books of, 669, 670, 703, 77o-75;
Numbers, 341; reunification of kingdoms as goal of, 928, 972,
1009; Zephaniah, 1234-42
)otham, 53o-31, 754, 756-57, 1805--6
joy: Chronicles' stress on, 1716, 1743, 1810; Ezra-Nehemiah,
qoo; learning as joy in Proverbs, 1485
JPS (Jewish Publication Society), 2013-20
jubilee year, 14, 153, 270--'73, 355, 905, 997--98, 1051, 1062, 1133,
1694--95
jubilees, Book of 379, 1788, 1822, 1836-37, 1839, 1840, 1866
Judah (kingdom) (see also individual kings): Amos, 1176--92; As
syrian threat and siege of Jerusalem, 762--66; Chronicles' list
ing of tribes of, 1719-20; collapse of, 775-79 (see also Babylo
nian exile); David as king over, 621-26, 656-58; division of
Israel and Judah, 701, 1783, 1784; Haggai, 1243; historicity of
biblical account, 2053-55; Hosea, 1144--65; Israel, biblical over
lap with, 581, 1269, 1365; Joel, 1166-75; Joshua, 483, 488;
judges, 510, 511-12; Kings, books of, 668, 681, 754; lamenting
woman, association with, 1168; Micah, 1205, 12o6, 1207;
Nahum, 1219, 1221; Psalms, 1411, 1432; religion of, 2021-
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27; secession of Israel and creation of separate kingdoms,
I Kings, 7oo-702; throne names of kings, g7o; Zephaniah,
I2J4-42
Judah Maccabee, see Maccabees and Maccabean revolt
Judah (son of Jacob/tribe): Deuteronomy, 446; Genesis, 6I, 72,
76--78, 8;, 86, 88, Bg, g6, g7, gB; Joshua, apportionment of land
in, 48fl-9o; Numbers, 285, 2gB, 304-5, JII; Ruth's son Obed
descended from, I578
Judean Desert Scrolls: Dead Sea Scrolls (see Qumran community
and Dead Sea Scrolls); Masada, Nal)al l:lever, and Wadi
Murabba'at, Ig2o, Ig28, 2066, 2078
Judges (book): chronological order of stories, lack of, ;oB; dating,
509-Io; God's role in history, concern with, 5CJ8--9; historicity,
5CJ8--9, 5IO, 205o-52; introduction, 5o8-Io; leadership as theme
of, 509; structure, 5CJ8--9; text and annotations, 5ID-57
judges, period of, 508--9 (see also individual judges); cycle of un
faithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the Lord
(see unfaithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the
Lord); narrow judicial sense, "judges" not to be understood
in, ;oB; Ruth set in, I57g; Samuel (books) depicting transition
to monarchy from, 55g; Samuel (prophet) as judge, 558, 572;
Saul as judge, 580; tribal chieftains, "judges" perhaps best
translated as, 5oS
judgment, see afterlife/personal resurrection; apocalypticism/
eschatology; entries at divine justice; justice, human; un
faithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the
Lord
judicial system amongst Israelites: Chronicles, I7g3-94, I 7gB;
Deuteronomy, 364, 3BS-8g, 403-5, 4Io-11; Exodus, I44, I 58;
Joshua, 4g7; king's duties, I426; I Kings, 72I, 724; Numbers,
307; I Samuel, 574
justice, divine, see entries at divine justice
justice, human: Habakkuk, living under injustice in, I226,
I227-33; king's responsibility for, g6g, g71; Leviticus, concept
of fairness and justice in, 254; Malachi, living under injustice
in, I272-73; obligation to fight injustice in Proverbs, 1485; so
cial order, viewed as, 1612, I748
K
kabbalistic tradition: biblical interpretation and study, IBg2-93,
t8g7; Ezekiel, I046, I05g; Jeremiah, g31, ggt; Masoretic
printed texts, 1Bg7, 208J-t8gJ; mysticism, tg7B-9o; philoso
phy, tg57-58; Psalms, 12gB; Song of Songs, 1575
kaddish prayer, I5J7, 1645, Ig47
Kant, Immanuel, tg69-70
Karaites, Ig2, 264, t8;8, IB71H!o, 1882, IBg), IBg;, 1g52
Karo, Isaac, 1g63
Karo, Joseph, 738, tBgo, IBgt, t8g6
knshrut, see dietary laws
kataphatic way, 1g77
Kaufmann, Yehezkel, 1g13-I4, tgi6, Igg4, 2027
kavod, 303
Kedar /Kedarites, 824-25, 904, g24, 1027, t6gt
Kedemites, 682, togo, 1507
Keduslmh, 7g6, Ig)g, Ig45-46
Kenites, 511, 5IB, ;Bg, 6IJ
Kenizzites, 4Bg, 4go, 6oS
Kethuvim ("Writings"): authorship, 1276; books contained in,
1275-'76 (see also individual books); commentary, 1275-'7g; dat
ing, 1275, 1276; diverse nature of, 1276, I27g; haftarah,
tg32-33; historical books, 1277-7g; ordering, wide variety of,
1275; text and annotations, 12Bo-IB25; wisdom literature of,
1275, 1276-77 (see also wisdom and wisdom literature)
Keturah, 52
Kiddush, 14, 14g7
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kidnapping/abduction, 150, 154, 421, 557
Kidron Valley, 646, 6;o, 6;2, 672, 673, 677, 826
Kiml)i (Kimhi, Kimchi), David, see Radak
King James Bible, 2oo8, 2011, 2014
Kings, books of (1 Kings and 2 Kings): authorship, dating, and
redaction, 669-71; Chronicles' relationship to, 1713; 726; divi
sion into two books, 451, 668, 726; historicity, 66g, 770; intro
duction, 668-71; Isaiah material probably originally belonging
to, 8;3; Joshua and 2 Kings, 462; narrative structure and
focus, 668-6g; text and annotations, 1 Kings, 671-'725
King's Highway, 324
kingship, divine: Deuteronomy, 446; Exodus, 160; Ezekiel, 107g;
Haggai, I248; Obadiah, 1 1g7; Psalmic theme and kingship
psalms, 1283, 1288, I2g2, 12g4, 131g, IJJO, 1334, IJ87"""93· 1442;
shepherd imagery (see shepherds, God and kings as); Song of
Songs, 1567
kingship, human (see also Israel, Judah, and individual kings):
Abimelech, 52g, 53o-34; absolute kingship of Mesopotamia
vs. Israelite version of kingship, ;;g; adopted son of a god,
king as, IJ8t; anointing (see anointing); bowing or kneeling,
1629-30; Deuteronomic requirements of, 405-6; Ecclesiastes,
1611, 1616, 1618, I6tg; election by people, king distinguished
by, 577, 57cr-Bo; Ezekiel, 107g; Genesis, 74; Gideon, 52g; high
priest and king sharing power in postexilic period, 1432; his
toricity of united and divided monarchies, 2052-54; Hosea on,
I I44, 1145, 1155, 1 164; Isaiah's use of royal motifs, go3, go6;
Joshua, Davidic/royal associations of, 504; Judges, 50g, 510,
529-34, 53g, 547, 552, 557; Lamentations, t6oo; Mesopotamian
assumptions regarding, I246; priestly roles of kings, 584, 703,
I408; primogeniture, succession by, 67I, 727; Proverbs, 1473,
I477• 1480, 1482, I483, 1487, I4g2, 14g6, 14g7; psalms dealing
with human kingship and royal psalms, 1283, 1285, 1304-5,
1)12, 1)27, IJJ2, 1 )48, 1 )60, 1371, 1 373· 1)77, I)g3"""94· 14oB,
1414, 1432, 1436, 1440; sacrifice by kings, 584, 703; Samuel
(books) depicting transition from judges to, 55g, 574-83; Sam
uel (prophet) opposing, 574-75, 57g, 581; shepherd imagery
(see shepherds, God and kings as); Song of Songs as royal
wedding text, 1565, 1567-70; Temple building and, I245;
throne names of kings, g7o; Torah equated with monarchy,
1422; Zephaniah, I234, I2J6
Kinneret, Lake 2061
kissing: blowing kiss on hand as gesture of worship, 1546; death
of Moses and Aaron by divine kiss, 350; Song of Songs, I566
kitchen utensils for Pesal)/Passover, preparation of, 346
Kittim, 334, 827, g24, 1227, 1664
Kiyyun, 1187
kneeling or bowing before a human being, 1629-30
knees, birth upon, 61, 72, IOO
knowledge of good and evil, I6-I8
Kohathites, 288, 2Bg, 2g1, 297, 305, 4gg
Koheleth, see Ecclesiastes
kohl, 744
Korahites and Korahite Psalms, 1280, 1282, 1 32g, IJJJ, 1334•
13)6, I344· 1)77, I424, 1743
Korah's rebellion, 288, JI5-tg, 336, 338-)g, 38g, 1805
kosher, see dietary laws
Krochmal, Nachman, IgoJ, tgo4, Igio
Kugel, James, I866-77
Kush, see Cush
L
Laban, 50, 51, 58, 59-60, 62-66, 1162
Lachish, 482, 752-63
Lamech, I9-20, 21
Lamentations: authorship and date, 1282, 1563, 158g; introduc
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Lamentations (continued)
tion, t587-89; Jeremiah ( book), language of laments in, 949;
text and annotations, t589-t6o2; Tish'ah be'av (9th of Av),
used in liturgy of, t275--76, t563, t596, t933
laments, t588, 2097; Amos, 1184; Chronicles, t82); Ezekiel, t075,
t092--<J4, 1096, ttOI; funeral dirges, originating in, t588; Isa
iah, 786, B12-t4, 8t5, 8t7, 827-28, 859, 879, 888, 9o8-w; Jere
rniah (book), laments in, 948-54, 964, 966, 967, t022; Job,
tsoS--<J, t510, t526, t54t; Joel, 1167, 1168-7t; Micah, 1 207;
mock laments, 8t2-t4, 879; Psalms, t283, 1284, 1286, t3t2,
t324-25, t338, t366, t380, t394· t435
lamps/lampstands: David, metaphor for, 699; Samuel, God's
revelation to, 567; Tabernacle, setting up of, t67, t95, 267, 30t;
Zechariah, visions in, t253-54
land: Canaan, apportionment of (see apportionment of Canaan);
debt cancellation and redemption of land, t59, 270--J'3, 398400, 997--98, t584-85, t694--95; distribution and redistribution,
t8o, 27G-7J; donations, 278-79; Israel (see promise and posses
sion of the land of Israel); Levites, allocation·of property /Ie
vitical towns to, 352-53, 406-7, 486, 487, 497--99, 1130, tt36,
t728; polluted by transgressions, 354; priesthood, allocation
to, 1130
"land-theology" of Chronicles, t733
language, 2062-67 (see also specific languages); characterization
of ancient peoples by, t4tt; Daniel switching between Ara
maic and Hebrew, t64t, 1657; dating text from linguistic indi
cations, 1276, 1282; Ezra-Nehemiah switching between Ara
maic and Hebrew, t668, t676, t681, t7oo; grammarian
approach to biblical interpretation and study, 1876-84, t895;
Islamic linguistics and philology, influence of, t876, t879,
t953; liturgy and prayers, t94t; modern biblical interpretation
and, t9t2, t9t7; origins of language differences, 28; Tower of
Babel, t3, 29; translations of the Bible, 2005-20; versions of the
Bible texts, 2067--72 (see also specific versions)
lapis lazuli/sapphire in Ezekiel, t048, t059
lappers of water, Gideon's army of, 525-26
lares and penates (household idols or teraphim), 64-65, 88, 547,
599-600, 1260, t346, 2022
Latin translations, 2071--72 (see also Vulgate)
latrines of military camps, rules for, 419
Latter Prophets, 45t, 455-56
laughter of God, t323
lavers, Tabernacle/Temple, t78--j'9, t8o, t96, 982, 1770
law and legal material: Arabic law, t52, t53; casuistic vs. apodic
tic styles, 374; Chronicles, t754; Daniel's use of judgment
scene, t656; Decalogue (see Decalogue); Deuteronomy, 5, t5t,
358, 362, 37G-7t, 374, 379, 391, 403, 425; dietary laws (see di
etary laws); divine justice (see entries at divine justice); Exo
dus, t02, t03, 105, 106-7, 152-6t (see also Decalogue); Ezekiel's
use of case law, 1065; Ezra-Nehemiah, t67o; God as author of,
t48; Holiness Collection laws, 252-77; Isaiah, 784, 896; Jere
miah's use of judicial imagery and legal language, 950; Job,
legal imagery in, t502, t506, t5tO, t5t6, t5t7, t52t, t534, t54t,
t544, t548; kingship and, 406; Leviticus, 204-5; litigation,
avoiding, t493; Mesopotamian mythology, history, and reli
gion, t48, t52, t53, 37G-7t, 406, t68t; Numbers, 28t-84,
339-44; Numbers, laws contained in, 3t3-t5; Persian legal
system, t68t; Psalms, t4t5-17, t420, t422, t424; public offi
cials, 403; purity laws (see purification and purity); restrictions
on admittance to Israelite assembly, 4t8-t9; sacrifice and con
secration, laws of, 206-28; seven commandments of the de
scendants of Noah, 25; talion (see talion); theophany, t45-48,
t5t; Torah, 2, 4, 5
laying on of hands, 55, 339-40, 450
leadership: Ezekiel's oracles against Judah's leaders, 1055-56,
-

1083, ttoS--<J; Job's accusers as community leaders, t56t-62;
judges, as theme of, 509, 522-23, 557
Leah, 59-62, 64, 9t, 25t, 285, 1162, t578
leap year, t32, 2tt4
learning as joy in Proverbs, 1485
leaven, prohibition of offering, 209-10
Lebanon, cedars of, 8o6, 8t2, 904, 969, 97t, 107t-72, 110t, t387
left-handedness, 5t5, 553, 657
legal issues, see law and legal material
Lekha Dodi ("Come, my friend," Sabbath eve hymn), 377, t575
lending, see loans and guarantees of loans
Leningrad Codex, tt42, t4tt, t563
Leontopolis, Egypt, jewish community of, 821
leopard changing spots, 954
"leprosy," 232, 234-4t, 308--<j, 42t, 735-36, 738, 754, t8o3
Letter of Aristeas, 2006-7, 2058
Levi, 6o, 6t, 70, 7t, 72, 96, 97, 116, 446-47
Leviathan, 2026; Ezekiel, togS, 1102; Isaiah, 835; Job, t505, 1508,
t5t4, t5t7, t538, t559, t56o; Psalms, t364, t398
levirate marriage, 77, 251, 422-23, t58o-86
Levites: age limits and requirements, 302, t674, t756; allocation
of property /Ievitical towns, 352-53, 406--j', 486, 487, 497--99,
t 1 30, 1136, 1728; Asaphites, 1337; census, 288--<j3, 338, 1755;
Chronicles, 1725-26, 175t-52, t755-57, t772, t773, 1783, 1790,
t795, t796, 1808-10; cleansing (ritual purification) of, 30t-2;
combination with Aaronide priesthood, 406; compensation
for, 319-21; cultic role of, 186, 197; Davidic establishment of
roles, 1773; Deuteronomy, role according to, 388, 392, 406-7;
Ezekiel, 1t28; first-born, service to God in place of, 289, 290;
Joshua, 468, 486, 487, 497--99; Judges, 547-49, 551-52; Korah
rebellion, 288, 315-19, 336, 338-39; Korahites, 1329; military
service, exemption from, 285; musical performances of,
1756-58, 1772, 1773, 1796; return from exile, reappointment
on, 1673, 1674, 1679, 1682, 1697, 1707; Tabernacle/ Ark, guard
ing and transport of, 286, 288-89, 291--92, 319, 468, 572, 630;
Zadokites, tension between Levites and, 1057
Leviticus: children's study of, 205; Chronicles, 1825; dating, 205;
Ezekiel, 207, 259, 1042; introduction, 203-6; jewish tradition
and, 205-6; law and legal material, 204-5; narrative s tructure
and content, 203-5; origins of name, 203; purification and
atonement, 204, 205; text and annotations, 2ofr8o; time period
covered by, 204; traditional and modem source theories, 204,
205
lex talionis, see talion
liars, see honesty Idishonesty
libations, 177
liberal judaism, 1176, 1186
Iibera tion theology, tt76, 2095
life, book of (book of the Lord, scrolls of remembrance), 434,
609-10, t254-ss. t274, t327, t344, t437, t66s
life, choosing, 436-37
light and darkness, motifs of, t2, t23, 953, 1102, t508, t5t8, t5t9,
t596, t620, 1621, 1979 (see also lamps/lampstands)
lilies (slloslwmrim), t332, t356, t372
Lilith, Sst
linguistics, see language
lion imagery: Amos, 1177, 1182; Daniel, t658; Ezekiel, t047,
t075, 1123; Hosea, 1163; Jeremiah, 978; Judges, 54t; Nahum,
1222; Psalms, 1299, 1365, 1366
lion's den, Daniel in, 1653-54
Lipit-lshtar, Sumerian law of, 535
literary critical scholarship, t914, 2001-3, 2090--<J3, 2095--96
literary personae of Psalms, t283
litigation, avoiding, t493
liturgy and prayers, t275-76, t937-48, 2020 (see also specific
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prayers, festivals, ond li turgies); Agur's prayer in Proverbs,
1495; Chronicles, 1745, 1756; Daniel, 1645, 1665; David, 1707;
Deuteronomy, 356; Ecclesiastes, 1276, 1563, 1605, 1622; effi
cocy of prayers, 767, 1284, 1305-6, 1338, 1340, 1353, 1438,
1442; Esther, 1563, 1623, 1629, 1638; Exodus, 1 10, 171; Ezek
iel, 1045, 1049, 1067, 1077, 1082, 1100, 1 104, 1112, 1113, 1115,
1127, 1129, 1131; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666, 1682, 1685, 1689,
1696, 1701, 1711; Genesis, 14, 43, 47; haftarot, 78o; High Holy
Day liturgy, 189, 963, 1378, 1596-g7, 1665; Hosea, 1 143; Isa
iah, 78o, 796-g7, 848-49; Jeremiah used for, 921, 929, 938, 939,
948, 96o, 961, 963, 1017; Jerusalem, praying towards, 1654;
Job, 1507, 1510, 1511, 1516, 1524, 1525, 1537, 1554, 1556; 1
Kings, prayer of Solomon in, 69D-<)2, 694; Lamentations,
1563, 1589, 1596-g7, 1599; languages, liturgical, 763; Leviti
cus, 206, 209, 309; Malachi, 1269, 1274; megillot (five scrolls),
1563; morality as necessary accompaniment to, 1471; Num
bers, 309, 333; physical positions for praying, 690, 691, 716,
1312, 1331, 1418, 1432, 1685; Proverbs, 1471, 1495, 1497;
Psalms, 1280, 1282, 128), 1289, 1295, 1297, 1302, 1303, 1308,
1313, 1)17, 1)40, 1)58, 1)78, 1)84, 1)86, 1)87, 1)94· 1424·
1434, 1442, 1445; religion of Bible and, 2035-36; Ruth, 1563,
1579; sacrifice, as substitute for, 1358, 1438; 1 Samuel, 562,
573, 583; Siddur (rabbinic prayerbook), 1937-48; Song of
Deborah, 517; Song of Songs, 1275, 1563, 1566, 1575; Songs of
Ascents, 1424; sunset, liturgical day beginning around, 1342;
theology of the Siddur, 1942; Thirteen Attributes of God,
1596; three times daily prayer, 1342, 1654; throne upon which
God sits, prayer as forming, 1305-6
livestock: calf worship (sec calves, worship of); dietary laws
and, 229; sacrifice of, 207; sheepshearing as cause for celebra
tion, 6o8, 641; shepherds (see shepherds)
living God, 468, 506, 1)01, 1)15, 1329
Livy, 557
lizards, 1496
Lo-ruhamah and Lo-ammi, 1 145, 1146, 1165
loans and guarantees of loans: Ezra-Nehemiah, 1694; interest/
usury, 157, 420, 1082, 1491; Proverbs on dangers of, 1454,
1457, 1475, 1479, 1483, 1491; Psalms on, 1410; usury /interest,
420, 1082, 1491
local people contrasted with returnees from exile, see people of
the land
locusts (sec also disease/plague/pestilence): associations with,
523, 1224; Egypt, plagues sent against, 113-29, 569, 571, 944,
957, 1059, 1 102, 117), 1184, 1400, 1433, 1434; Proverbs' praise
of, 1496
loincloth in Jeremiah, 952-53
Lo t, ))-)4, )9-42, 54· 1376
lots, casting of, 475-76, 488, 494, 552, 580, 1474, 1630
love (see also !1esed!: Ecclesiastes, value of having wife to love in,
1617; erotic love, 1564; Jonathan's love for David, 596, 598601, 605; love of God by loving teaching of God, 1420; "love
your neighbor as yourself," 254, 389; loyalty, love as form of,
377, )80, 436-)7, 1288; loyalty, love in conflict with, 395; ro
mantic love, 6o, 544-45, 597, 599, 949, 1332, 1564; woman in
love with man, only incident in Bible involving, 597
lower criticism, 1924, 1926, 2o67-72
loyalty/disloyalty to God (see also !�esed): Deuteronomy, 36o-6t,
377, 379, )So, )89-90, 394--96, 4))-)5, 440, 442, 444; Exodus,
107, 128, 149; Joshua, 505-6; love in conflict with loyalty, 395;
love, loyalty as form of, 377, J8o, 436-)7, 1288; Numbers,
282-8), )o6; Ruth, 1279
Luria, Solomon, 1941
Lurianic kabbalah, 931, 991
Luther, Martin, 2008-11
Luzzatto, Samuel David (Shadal), 781, 190), 1904, 1905, 1910
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LXX, see Septuagint
lying and falsehood, see honesty I dishonesty

M
ma'asel1, 160)-4, 1620
Ma'at, 1451
Maccabees and Maccabean revolt, 2o6o; 2 Chronicles, 1757;
Daniel, 1640, 1642, 164), 1647, 166o, 1664; Esther, 1628; Tem
ple rededication (see Temple, rededication following victory
of Judah Maccabee)
Machir, 520
Machpelah, 99
magic and sorcery: Chronicles, 1817; Deuteronomy, 381, 395,
407-8; Exodus, 11), 117-19, 142, 157; Isaiah, Bot, 88o; Joshua,
477; Judges, 533; 2 Kings, 774; Leviticus, 255, 256; Nahum,
1223; necromancy, 407-8, 533, 613-14, 774, Bot, 1402, 1817,
2026; Numbers, 321, 326, JJI; Psalms, 1345, 1)50, 1406-7;
1 Samuel, 571, 6IJ-14; Zechariah, 126o
Magog, Gog and, 1 15-18, 1043
mahanaim dance, 1574
Maimonides, Moses (Rambam), t88o, 188;; afterlife/personal
resurrection, 1665; 1 Chronicles, 1758, 1781; Deuteronomy,
398; Exodus, 111, 144, 145, 149, 152, 161, 162, 179, 180; Ezekiel,
1o67; Habakkuk, 1229; health and ritual purity, 2043; Hosea,
1 144; influence of, 1882, 1889, 1893--94, 1895, 1964; Leviticus,
254; Malachi, 1268; Masoretic Text (Tanakh), 2081, 2083; mod
em interpretive features, foreshadowing, 1909; multiple ver
sions of same event, interpreting, 1852; mysticism, 1980; phi
losophy, 1854-;8, 1969; prayerbooks, 1940; Twelve Minor
Prophets, 1142, 1144, 1229, 1258, 1268; Zechariah, 1258
Malachi: Ezra identified with, 1684; Haggai, Zechariah and Mal
achi, association of, 1249; introduction, text, and annotations,
1268-74
Malbim (R. Meir Leibush ben Yehiel Michel), 671, 697, 717, 734,
1905-6, 1907
man of God, 446, 703-5, 727, I)84, 1779
Manasseh (king of Judah): Chronicles, t8I6-t8; Ezekiel, 1051,
1082; Jeremiah, 956, 965; Kethuvim vs. Deuteronomistic his
tory, treatment in, 1278; Kings, books of, 670, 769-70, 771, 772,
774· 775
Manasseh (son of Jacob/tribal group): Chronicles, 1723:-24,
1729; Deuteronomy, 372, 447; Genesis, 61, 83, 94, 95; Joshua,
allotment of land in, 488, 492--93; Judges, 520, 521, 529;
1 Kings, 700; Numbers, 326, 337, 352; Psalms, 1372, 1373
mandrake, 61-62, 1576
manna, 139-41, )06-7, 326, 433, 472, IJ6g
Manoah father of Samson, 539-41
manslaughter vs. intentional killing, see homicide
maps: Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob narratives, geography of, 32;
Amos, nations cited in, 1 1 78; Ark of the Covenant, wander
ings of, 569; Assyrians, 756, 762, 181o; Babylonia and Judah,
776, 1006, 1824; Benjaminite War, 555; Canaanite conquest,
468; David, kingdom of, 1735; David, life of, 591, 628; division
of Israel and Judah, 701, 1784; Elijah narratives, 712; Elisha
narratives, 729; exodus route, t)o; Ezekiel's oracles against
the nations, 1088; Isaiah's oracles against the nations, 811; Jer
emiah's oracles against the nations, 1016; judges, period of,
516, 555; Ievitical cities and cities of refuge, 4gB, 1728; nations,
table of, 27; Philistine cities, 516; Samuel, life of, 564; Saul,
kingdom of, 576; Sennacherib's invasion of Judah, 853, 1816;
Solomon's kingdom and administrative districts, 68o, 1776;
Tabernacle, 164; Temple of Solomon, 684, 1769; tribal territo
ries, postexilic, 1134; Zephaniah, nations cited in, 1239
Marduk, 877, 1028, 1628
Mari (Syria), 165, 315 (see also Aram/ Aram Damascus)

MARK AS SIGN OF PROTECTION

MESOPOTAMIAN MYTHOLOGY

mark as sign of protection, 1058--159
marriage (see also adultery; divorce): breaking glass at wedding,
1435; bride-price, 64, 156, 416, 418; circling of groom by bride,
990; crown worn by grooms abolished as sign of mourning
after destruction of Second Temple, 1570; David, 610; Deute
ronomic laws, 416-17; Ecclesiastes, value of having wife to
love in, 1617; Ezekiel's allegory of, 1o67--71, 1084-86; Ezekiel's
priestly rules, 1129; half-siblings, 641; holy war and, 412;
Hosea, metaphors used in, 1143-45; intermarriage with for
eigners and those outside the faith (see intermarriage); Jere
miah, marriage motif in, 923, 926-28, 952-54, 958, 963, 971,
973, 988, 990, 995; Judges, political role of marriage in, 530;
less-favored wife, protection of, 414-15; levirate marriage, 77,
251, 422-23, 158o-86; Levitical laws on sexual behavior, 251;
Malachi, 1268, 1271-72; metaphor for relationship with God,
116, 149, 1 144-52; polyg-amy/monogamy, 16, 150, 294, 561;
priesthood, 259, 1129; Proverbs on, 1456-57, 1476, 1477, 1496;
psalm commemorating royal wedding, 1332; rape, following,
641; remarriage, 416-17, 420; Ruth, 1578, 158o-86; sale of
daughter for purposes of, 153; sister-wife motif, 31, 42-43, 54,
6o, 1571; Song of Songs as marriage/love allegory between
God and Israel, 1565-66; Song of Songs as wedding text, 1565,
1567--70; wives' abandonment of birth family practices and
beliefs on, 1333; woman slave designated for marriage, sexual
relations with, 254
martyrdom, 38, 46, 1664-65
Marxism, 2092
mnrzen!r feast, 959, 1402
Masada, 413, 1920, 1928
mashal/mishley (proverbs), 1447
maskilim (followers or members of Jewish Enlightenment),
1901-2, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909, 1910, 1965-69
Masoretic Text (Tanakh), 2064, 2077-84; Ashkenazi tradition,
2o8o-83; authoritative text, emergence as, 1928; canonization
of Bible, 2073--77; cantillation marks, 375, 797, 914, 2064, 2079,
2ogB; Chronicles, 1713, 1737, 1745, 1751, 178g; Codices, era of,
207g-82; Deuteronomy, 361, 376, 379, 394,395, 426-27, 433, 436,
44D-43, 446, 448; Ecclesiastes, 1620; Esther, 1625; Exodus, 183;
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1667, 1689; Genesis, 68; Isaiah, 797; Italian
Masoretic Codices, 2o8o-81; Jeremiah, 918-- 19; Job, 1536, 1556;
Joel, 1174; Jonah, 1202; Kings, books of, 682, 707, 761; Leviticus,
207; Malachi, 1273, 1274; mntres /ectionis, 1927; medieval pe
riod, 208o-82; Micah, 1206; printed editions, 2082-84; Psalms,
1280, 1281; Qumran, Dead Sea, and Judean Desert Scrolls,
1921-24, 1927-28, 2077-78; Sages, era of, 2078--79; Samuel,
books of, 560; 1 Samuel, 584, 587, 592, 597; Sephardic tradition,
2080, 2082, 2083; stichography, 2097--98; text criticism, 2070--72;
Tiberian Masorah and Masoretes, 2064, 207g-81, 2ogB; Yemen
ite Masoretic Codices, 2o8o-81, 2083; Zephaniah, 1235
nrnsn' or burden, 975
nrntres lectionis, 1927
matrilineal descent, 1685
rnatzalr, matzot, see unleavened bread and Festival of Unleavened
Bread
mntzrool, see pillars and posts, sacred
meal offering: cereal or grain offering (see nrirr!ra!; gift offerings/food-gifts ('ishelr), 2o8-11, 223
Me'am Lo'ez, 1899, 1900
measure-for-measure punishment, see talion
Medes and Media, 773, 810, 823, 1033, 1035, 1641, 1645, 1655-58
mediators/intercessors, prophets as, 184, 378, 713, 772, 1059,
1392--93
medieval period: interpretation and study, 1874, t876-1900;
liturgy and prayers, 194D-41; Masoretic Text, 2o8o-82; mysti
cism, 197S-79; philosophy, 1951-62; translations of Bible, 2009
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megillot (five scrolls), see !rnmesh megil/ot
Meir, Samuel ben, see Rashbam
Mekhilta, 1252, 1848, 1867
Meklenburg, Rabbi Jacob Zvi, 1905, 1907
Melchizedek, 34-35, 1408--9
memoirs: Ezekiel, 1043, 1046; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1668--69
memorial stones and steles (see also specific named stones and
steles): Aramaic victory stele, Dan, 743; Eben-ezer (1 Samuel),
573; gate shrines, 773; Hadadezer, 1747-48; Hazor stele show
ing orans prayer position, 1331; Job's desire for, 1529; Mesha
Moabite Stone, 347, 411, 474, 710, 73o-32, 743, 1347, 2026;
Moses, raising of plastered stones inscribed with Torah by,
425-26; Shechem covenant ceremony stone raised by Joshua,
506; Shalmaneser III's monolith inscription, 722-23; twelve
stones raised by Joshua on entry into Canaan, 470, 471, 47S-79
memory, see remembering/forgetting
Menahem (son of Cadi), 755, 757, 1069, 1084
men and women, see gender roles/differences
Mendelssohn, Moses, 1901-2, 1905, 1908, 1965-67, 1970, 1971,
20Dg--1 0
"mene mene tekel upharsin" (Daniel), 1651-53
Menelaus the high priest, 2060
"men of the great synagogue," 1043
menorah, see lamps/lampstands
menstruation and menstrual blood, 2047; Ezekiel, 1055, 1082,
1112; Genesis, 65; Lamentations, 1591; Leviticus, 233, 241,
242-43, 251; menstrual fluid believed to be blood, 243; 2 Sam
uel, 636
mental illness: Nebuchadnezzar, 1649-5'; Saul, 592, 596, 603
Mephibosheth, 626, 634-35, 647, 650, 654-55
Merarites, 288, 289, 292, 297, 305, 499
merchants and trade: Phoenicians and Canaanites as synonyms
for, 827, 1069; Solomon's business ventures, 1780
mercy, Job's pleas for, 1510, 1525, 1528
merism, 442, 1183, 1593
Merkavah, 1977
Merneptah, 104
Merodach-baladan, 767, 823, 86o
Meshach, Shadrach, and Abed-nego, 1643-44, 1647-48
Mesha's rebellion and Mesha Moabite Stone, 347, 411, 474, 710,
73D-32, 743· 1347· 2026
Meshulam, 1699
Mesopotamian mythology, history, and religion, g--10, 360, 2049;
Abraham's rescue of Lot, 33; absolute kingship of Mesopota
mia vs. Israelite version of kingship, 559; acrostics, 1588; adul
tery laws, 377; apotropaic head ornaments, 174; book of the
Lord/scrolls of remembrance/book of life, 434, 1274; celestial
phenomena, worship of, 372; concubines and concubinage,
153; consumption of sacrifice by gods, 167; creation story, 13;
cutting animals in half and passing between them, 35-36, 998;
Decalogue and, 374; eating of sacrifices by gods, 340; "eye for
an eye" principle (see talion); feet on necks as sign of con
quest, 482; female inheritance patterns, 338; flood story, 21, 24;
food offerings to dead, 424-25; fringes, 315; golden temple
decorations, 684; holy war, 411; human culture, growth of, 19;
Joshua's drawings from Near Eastern culture, 463; king as
adopted son of a god, 1381; king, wealth of dominion flowing
through, 1246; laments, 1588; law and legal materials, 148,
152, 153, 37o-71, 406, 1681; love as loyalty, 377, 380, 436-37;
love poetry, Song of Songs paralleling, 1564; misuse of sacred,
guarding against, 216; monetary compensation/payment for
damages, 153, 216, 354; mourning rituals, women's role in,
944; Nevi'im, historicity of, 454-55; New Year's day, 24; num
ber four, significance of, 1252; numbers, tenfold inflation of,
129; obedience to suzerains, 381, 427, 434; origin stories, 2049;
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parents, duty of children to honor, 150; pattern and repetition
in nature applied to moral life, 1277; polytheism, 137; pre
Deuteronomic judaism as Near Eastern religion, 360; prop
erty crimes, capital punishment for, 155; prophecy, concept of,
457; Psalms, 1283, 1289, 1292, 1304, 1312, 1313, 1JJJ, 1JJ5,
1347, 1349, 1387, 14o6; return of escaped slaves, 419, 617; ri
valries amongst the sky, sea, and summer drought deities,
1516-17; sea, primeval battle between YHVH and, 2026 (see
also Leviathan); sevenfold prostration, 68; The Song at the Sea,
1 36; Sumerian King List, 20; threefold cord, 1611; unknown
sin, 217; wedding text, Song of Songs paralleling, 1565; wis
dom portrayed as woman in Proverbs, 1451; ziggurat in
Jacob's dream, 58
messengers (see also angels): Ezekiel, 1048; Isaiah, 849, 862, 868,
8g1; Job, 1510; joshua, 473; Malachi, 1268, 1273; Proverbs,
1465, 1475; Zechariah, 1251
messianism (see also apocalypticism/eschatology): Amos, 1 192;
Christian understanding of, 1961; Chronicles, 1715-16, 1779;
Daniel, 1657, 166o; Deuteronomy, 408; Ezekiel, 1 118; Habak
kuk, 1229; Isaiah (Deutero-Isaiah's servant of the Lord), 867,
868, 882-8), 890-92; Isaiah (First Isaiah), 780, 782, 783, 792,
798, 802, Bo7, 845; jeremiah, 928; 2 Kings, 727; Malachi, 126g,
1274; Micah, 1211, 1213; Obadiah, 1 197; Psalms, 1285, 1JJ2,
1414; Sabbatean heresy, 1899; 1 Samuel, Hannah's Song, 564;
2 Samuel, 631; Twelve Minor Prophets, 1 142; Zechariah, 1250,
1253, 1258, 1259, 1264; Zephaniah, 1242
metaphor, 2102-4 (see also specific metaphors); mixed
metaphors, 1427, 1429; purity laws understood as, 2046
meturgeman (translator), 1934
metzora', 309
Meunites, 1794, 1806
mezuzah, mezuzot, 381, 1924
Micah: dating, 12o6; introduction, 1205--{j; Jeremiah, g8o; text
and annotations, 1206-18
Micah's House of God: Judges, 547-49
Micaiah, 723-24, 1066
mice, plague of, 57o-71
Michael (archangel), 472, 1657, 1662, 1665
Michal, 597-99, 610, 624, 6Jo-J1, 1346, 1743
Middle Assyrian Laws, 417, 418, 422, 423
Middle Platonism, 1949
Mid ian and Midianites: Exodus, 109, 143; Genesis, 76; Isaiah,
904; Joshua, 487; judges, 522-29, 556; Numbers, 328, 334, 335,
JJ6, 344-46

mid rash, 1846-47, 1863-75; Chronicles, 1714, 1787, 1825; early
nonrabbinic commentaries anticipating, 1839; Exodus, 151;
Genesis, g; Ibn Ezra's critique of, 1882; medieval interpreta
tion, 1876, 1891, 1895-96; national midrash of modem state of
Israel, 19')0-20oo; Proverbs frequently quoted in, 1448; ser
mons, 1935; women's critical scholarship, 2003
Mighty One of jacob, 1431
Mikveh, 146, 175, 2JJ, 242, 243, 322, 636, 687
military camps, rules for, 419
military champions, 593, 622
military organization of Israelites in the wilderness, 284-{!5,
286-87, )64

military purposes, census for, 180, 284, 666
milk and honey, land flowing with, 111, 187, 258, 310, 317, 472,
587, 1571

milk and meat, prohibition on combining, 160, 229, 398
min!ra (cereal or grain offering): Ezekiel, 1125, 1131; Jeremiah,
962; 1 Kings, 693; Leviticus, 207, 208-10, 215, 218-19, 225, 228;
Psalms, 1326-27
minor judges, 534, 539
minor prophets, see Twelve Minor Prophets
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minor Purims, 1625
minyan, 796
Miqra'ot Gedolot (Rabbinic Bible), 1874-75, 1899-1900, 2082
mira des, see signs
Miriam: Deuteronomy, 421; Exodus, 109, 1 1 6, 138, 142; Ezekiel,
1065; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1696; Isaiah, 782; jeremiah, g88;
2 Kings, 771; Micah, 1214; Numbers, JoB-g, 323; prophet,
as, 138, 771, 1o65, 1696; prophetic sta tus of, 138, 771, 1o65,
1696; Psalms, 1389; Song of the Sea, 1)6-)8, 326, 517, 967,
1337, 1368, 1370, 1389, 1944-45

"Mirror for Magistrates," 403
mishkan or mikdasl1, 163, 165, 178, 203
mishlei (proverbs), 1447
Mishnah, 151, )8o-81, 1845, 1846-47, 1862--{;3, 1931, 2046-47
mitzvalJ/Jnitzvot, 68, 206, 1997
mixed metaphors, 1427, 1429
mizra!J, 1435
Moab and Moabites, 697; Chemosh, 327, 536, 537, 732, 1021,
1347, 2026; Chronicles, 1722; Deuteronomy, 366, 418-19; Ezek
iel, 1090; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1709; Genesis, 42; Isaiah, 815-17,
832; Jeremiah, 981, 102o-24; Judges, 536, 537; 2 Kings, 73o-32,
743, 775; Mesha's rebellion and Mesha Moabite Stone, 347,
411, 474, 710, 73o-32, 743, 1347, 2026; Numbers, 282-{!3,
283-84, 323-28, 333, 335, 345; Obadiah, 1 179; Psalms, 1347,
1376; Ruth, 1578-{l1; 1 Samuel, 6o3; 2 Samuel, 633
moderation as virtue, 1469, 1614-15
modem source theories: Chronicles, 1713-14; D or Deutero
nomic source, 3--{j, 105, 124, 1910 (see also Deuteronomistic
History); Dead Sea Scrolls representing early editorial stages
and source materials, 1925-26; Deuteronomy, 358--{j1; E or
Elohist source (see E or Elohist source); Exodus, 104-5; Gene
sis, 11; J or Yahwist source (see J or Yahwist source); JE (Yah
wist/Elohist) source, 6, 105, 107, 115, 305, 309, J2J, 334; Kings,
books of, 669-71; Leviticus, 204, 205; Numbers, 281; P or
Priestly source (see P or Priestly source); Torah, 3--{j
modem state of Israel, see Israel, modem state of
mohel, 38
Molech, child sacrifice to, sec child sacrifice
monarchy, see entries at kingship
monetary compensation: futility of accumulating money, 1613;
murder, 153, 154, 354; reparation offerings, 216-17; talion, re
placing, 269
monetary dedications, 277-78
monogamy I polygamy, 16, 150, 294, 561
monolatry, 375, 2021
monotheism/polytheism, 2021, 2027-28; Daniel, 1654; Deuter
onomy, 360, 370, 371-73, 375-76, 380, 435, 441, 444; "ethical
monotheism," n86; Exodus, 137, 144, 148-49, 164, 184, 190;
Genesis, JO; Isaiah, 872-77, 894; Joshua, 467; Kings, radical
monotheism of, 711, 714, 716, 727-28, 7)6, 745, 770; modem
biblical interpretation, 1914; Numbers, 305; pluralism, poly
theistic, 714; Psalms, 1345, 1375, 1378, 1390, 1392, 1411-12,
14)); I Samuel, s6J, 569, 612, 6Is; 2 Samuel, 662
monsters: Leviathan (see Leviathan); mythological destruction
of the sea monster, 1444-45, 2026; Rahab the mythical
monster, 888, 1098, 1379-80, 1382, 1505, 1517, ISJ8, 1559,
2026

monuments, see memorial stones and steles
morality, see ethics and morality
Mordecai, 1563, 1623-39, 1673
Moriah, 45, 1768 (sec also Sheol)
Moses (see also Exodus [book]); exodus from Egypt; Sinai /
Horeb): birth, infancy, and young adulthood, 108-10;
Blessing of Moses, 437, 445-49; burial place unknown, 445,
449; burning bush, appearance of God in, no-12, JOJ, 1701;
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Moses (continued)
communication of laws of Leviticus to, 2o6-8o; complaints of
Israelites (see complaining of Israelites wandering in the
wilderness); construction and setting up of Tabernacle,
1g1-202; David paralleling, 1755, 177g; death of, 338, 33g,
437-50, 462, 464; denial of entry to promised land, 283, 323-24,
35g, 365, 44g; descendants of, 54g; Deuteronomic discourses,
363-437; Ecclesiastes, referred to as shepherd in, 1622; Egyp
tian origins of name, 104, 1og; Elijah paralleling, 717, 728;
Ezekiel compared to, 1042, 1043, 1050, 105g; Ezra compared to,
166g, 168crih; Five Books of Moses (see Torah); genealogy, 338;
Genesis, as author of, 11; Hezekiah compared to, 18og; Isaiah's
references to, gog; jeremiah compared to, g17, g21; joshua mir
roring, 464, 466, 468-70, 475, 477, 484, 506, 1754, 1762; josiah's
scroll supposedly written by, 771; leading of Israelites out of
Egypt, 13o-42; mediator/intercessor, as, 378, 772, 13g2-g3;
Miriam and Aaron speaking against, 308-g; Numbers, as au
thor of, 281; organization of Israelite camp, 284-302; priest, re
garded as, 13g2; prophetic status of, 111, 146, 386, 3g5, 407,
408, 450, 1162; Psalms, 1282, 1384--85, 13g2-g3, 1416; return to
Egypt and contest with Pharaoh, 11o-3o; sacrifice and conse
cration, laws of, 206-28; scouting/spying of Canaan, 309-12,
347, 365, 464, 472; Song of Moses, 437, 44o-45; speech impedi
ment of, 112, 115; Torah and, 1, 2-3, 363, 437; violation and
restoration of covenant, 182-g1
Most High (Elyon), 441, 12go, 12g2, 1375, 1385
Mot (Canaanite god of death), g44, 1517, 1528
mothers and motherhood: God as mother, 868, 878, g15, 1384,
1431; matrilineal descent, 1685; Proverbs, as teachers in, 1450,
1458, 1497; queen mothers, 707--8, 747, 953, g83, 1652, 178g;
Ruth, as theme of, 1580; Song of Songs, as central image in,
156g, 1576; surrogate motherhood, 61, 72; weaning, 562,
143o-31
mountains of lsrael in Ezekiel, 1053-54, 1111
Mount Carmel, 525, 714, 1177, 11g1
Mount Hor, 324, 351
Mount Nebo, 33g
Mount Sinai, see Sinai/Horeb
mourning rituals: Amos, 1184; crown worn by grooms abol
ished as sign of mourning after destruction of Second Temple,
1570; Daniel, 165g; Deuteronomy, 3g7, 44g; dirges, 62o-21,
625; Ecclesiastes, 1621; Esther, 1633-34; Ezekiel, 1075, 1088-8g,
112g; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1685, 1689; Jeremiah, g4o, g44, g57, g5g,
g71, 1023; job, 1508, 153g; joshua, 475; 2 Kings, 738; Lamenta
tions, 15g3; Leviticus, 227-28, 255, 258-5g; Micah, 1208; Num
bers, 311, 324-25; Psalms, 1320, 1356, 13g4; 1 Samuel, 56g, 5go,
607, 618; 2 Samuel, 62o-21, 625, 638, 647, 65g; shiv'ah, 100,
618; Temple, destruction of (see Tish'ah be'av [gth of Av ]);
women's role in, 944, 1102
multiple interpretations, 1874
multiple meanings (polyvalence), 11gg, 1234, 1g8o-85
multiple places of sacrifice, see centralization vs. multiple places
of sacrifice
multiple re-reading and study, prophetic books meant for, 1140,
1165, 1176, 11g3, 1234· 125o-52
multiple versions of same event, 3-4, 185o-53; Deuteronomy,
361, 437, 444; Exodus, 104-5, 145, 182; Genesis, 104-5, 145,
182, 305-6, 361, 437, 444, 560, 1406; Numbers, 305-6; Psalms,
1406; 1 Samuel, 560
murder, see homicide
Musaf, 304
Musar movement, importance of Proverbs t<i, 1448
music: cultic songs accompanying prayers, 1756; cymbals and
trumpets announcing beginning of song, 1742; David, 5g2,
1281; ecstasy induced by, 578, 731; Habakkuk, musical in·

-

structions in, 1231; Levites, 1756-58, 1772, 1 773, 17g6; mental
stress relieved by, 5g2; praise to God, viewed as, 1282; proph
ecy, as form of, 1757, 1758; Proverbs on effect of, 1488; Psalms,
1281, 1282, 128g, 1337, 1374, 1435; Temple singers and musi
cians described in Chronicles, 1757-58; wall around jerusalem
rebuilt by Nehemiah, dedication of, 17o8
Muslim religion, see Islam
Mutazilite philosophy, 1876, 187g, 1g52
myrrh, 1567, 1571
mysticism, 1046, 1107, 134g, 1424, 1565, 1898, 1g46, 1g76-go (see
also particular types of mysticism)
mythology: history vs. 2028-2g; Near Eastern (see Mesopo
tamian mythology, history, and religion)
N
Naaman the leper, 735-36, 754
Nabal, 6o8-1o, 1721
Nabateans, 1111
Nablus, see Shechem
Nabolopassar, g68
Nabonidus, 1028, 164g, 1651, 1652, 1655
Naboth's vineyard, 721-22
Nachmanides, see Ramban
Nadab, 7o8
Nadab and Abihu consumed by fire, 225, 227, 288, 317, 338
Nal)al l:lever, Scrolls found at, 1g2o, 2066, 2078
Nahash, king of the Ammonites, 580, 582, 635, 650, 174g
Nal)manides, see Ramban
Nahor, 47
Nahum: dating, 121g; double title, 121g, 1220; introduction, text,
and annotations, 1219-25
nakedness: Adam and Eve, 16-17; father's former wife, marry
ing, 418; Noah, 26; Saul's cursing of Jonathan, 6o1; sexual per
versions, laws against, 249-52, 256-58; underpants, require
ment that priests wear, 152, 174-75
names of God, see divine names
Naomi, 1578-86
Naphtali: Chronicles, 172g; Deuteronomy, 448; Genesis, 61, 72,
g6, gB; Isaiah, Bm; joshua, 4g5; Judges, 520, 521, 52g; 1 Kings,
686, 708
nard, 1567
Nathan, 631, 638-3g, 642, 648, 672, 673, 720, 7g2, 1338, 1762
nations, table of, 26-28
nature, God's power over, 8, 1312
Nazirites, 2g5-g6, 508, 51g, 53g, 540, 542, 562, ggg, 1181
Near Eastern culture generally, see Mesopotamian mythology,
history, and religion
Nebuchadnezzar: also known as Nebuchadrezzar, 1641, 2055;
Ammon, invasion of, 1024; Daniel, 1641-51, 1656; eagle asso
ciated with, 1071-72, 1155; Ezekiel, 1054, 1071-72, 1087, 1101,
1102; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1677, 168g; Hag
gai, 1244; jeremiah, g68, g82, g83, gg3, 10o6, 1017, 101g, 1020,
1024, 1036; 2 Kings, 775, 777, 77g; mental illness of, 1649-51;
Moab, advance against, 1020; Philistia, invasion of, 1019; Tyre,
failure to capture, 1044
Nebuzaradan, 1007, 1008, 1087
Nechushtan, 325
necklace metaphor in Proverbs, 1450, 1453, 1454, 1458, 1459
Neco (Necho), Pharaoh, 774, 775, g38, g7o, 1016, 1054, 1075,
1822-23
necromancy, 407--8, 533, 613-14, 774, 801, 1402, 1817, 2026 (see
also magic and sorcery)
nedaval1 (freewill offering), 208-11, 220, 253, 262, 343, 74g, 1 132,
1342
neder (votive offering), 220, 253, 262, 343
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NEGEV / NEGEB DESERT I P OR PRIESTLY SOURCE

Negev /Negeb desert, 1054, 1080, 2062
negligence, 416
Neharim, 1232
Nehemiah (person) (see also Ezra-Nehemiah): cupbearer to Arta
xerxes, 16go; governorship of Judah, 1667, 1673, 1695; Zerub
babe\ identified with, 1672, 1708
neighbors, moral duties towards, 415
Neoplatonism, 1884
Nephilim, 21, 310
nets, capture in, 1345, 1591
nroelall, 231
Nevi'im (Prophets): apocalypticism, 46o-61; authoritativeness of
prophetic books for Chronicles author, 1825; books contained
in, 451 (see also individual books); commentary, 451-61; com
position, compilation, and redaction of prophetic books,
456-57; concept of prophecy in Israelite religion, 457-61;
divisions of, 451; "former" prophets, 451, 453-54, 455, 668; his
torical books, 451-55; judges, 550; "latter" prophets, 451,
455-56; origins of terms, 451; phases of development of proph
ecy, 459-61; text and annota tions, 462-1274; Torah, relationship
to, 451, 458, 1141-42; the Twelve (see Twelve Minor Prophets)
"a new heart and a new spirit" (Ezekiel), 1062, 1075, 1112
New Jewish Publication Society (NJPS) translation of Bible,
2014-20
new moon festival (Rosh l:lodesh), 599, 1 131-32, 1 374, 1397,
1410
New Year Festival (Akitu), Babylonian, 877
New Year Festival, jewish, see Rosh Ha-Shanah
Nimrod, 28, 1213
Nineveh: Jonah, 1 198-1204; Nahum, 1219-25; Zephaniah, 1239,
1240
gth of Av, see Tish'ah be'av
N)PS (New jewish Publication Society) translation of Bible,
2014-20
Noadiah the prophetess, 771, 1065, 1696
Noah, 9-10, 2o-26, 207, 229, 248, Bg3, 1066-67, 1532
No-amon (Thebes), 1219, 1224
Nob, massacre of priests of, 566, 603-5, 6o6
nodding the head, 1508
non-Israelites, see entries at foreign; specific nations and peoples
Northern French School of medieval interpretation, 1886-g1
"nothing new under the sun" (Ecclesiastes), 1607
Nubia, 819, 876, 1540, 1626 (see also Cush)
number forty: forty days and forty nights of Elijah on Mt.
Horeb, 717; forty days and forty nights of Moses on Mt. Sinai,
191; forty days for undoing of Nineveh in Jonah, 1202; forty
years as formulaic conclusion or round number, 529, 569, 675,
1099; forty years in the wilderness, 138-42, 323, 338, 349-50,
363, 472, 1389
number four, 1252
number seven (and multiples of seven): Daniel, 165g-6o; Deu
teronomy, 382, 389; Ezekiel, 1057; Genesis, 68; jeremiah, 977,
1659; job, 1505; joshua, 473; j udges, 530; Numbers, 330, 342;
Psalms, 1295, 1345, 1372, 1385; 1 Samuel, 618; sevenfold pros
tration, 68; seventy elders (Sanhedrin), 1057, 1059, 1244
number seven-eight sequence, 1619
number three, 1342, 1505, 1654, 1684
number twenty-four, 1760
Numbers: Ezekiel, 303, 320, 341; introduction, 281-84; law and
legal material, 281-84; Leviticus, as direct continuation of,
204, 281; narrative structure and divisions, 281-84; origin of
name, 281; text and annotations, 284-355; traditional and
modem source theories, 281
numbers, inflation of, 129, 285, 338, 476, 483, 520, 528, 552, 569,
572, 583

numerical interpretive techniques, 1866, 1891--92, 1983
numerical sayings in Proverbs, 1495

0
oaths, see vows and oaths
Obadiah: dating, 1193; Elijah and, 713; Esau in, 1193--94, 1270;
introduction, 1 193--94; original vs. existing book, 1 193; text
and annota tions, 1 194--97
Obed (son of Ruth and Boaz), 1578, 1585-86
obedience/disobedience: Deuteronomy, 370, 374, 377, 381-82,
385, 388, 390, 412, 427-37; Exodus, 149, 150; Genesis, 17-18;
job, 1505; joshua, 462, 474-75, 504, 506; Kings, books of, 703;
Micah, 1214; Psalms, 1 308, 1401; 1 Samuel, 588, 590;
Zechariah, 1256-57
ocean, see waters
Oded the prophet, 1788, 1806
offerings, see sacrifice; individual types of offerings
official records and documents, 1676-78, 1707
Og king of Bashan, 327, 368-6g, 466, 479, 487, 505, 1433
'olwl mo'ed (Tent of Meeting), 164, 165, 178, 182, 187, 203, 439,
494, 502, 565, 1565 (see also Tabernacle)
Oholah and Oholibah, 1084-86
Oholiab, 181, 193, 197
oil, 171, 267, 732, 1340, 1432 (see also entries a t anointing, lamps)
'olam llaba' (the next world), 563
old age, see elders/elderly
olive trees, 949, 1340
omniscience/omnipotence of God, 1436-37, 1441, 1471, 1472,
1517
omnisignificance: biblical interpretation, 1848-49, 1854-55; jewish mysticism, 1987--90
Omri, 709, 710, 718, 727, 730, 742, 744 , 745
Onan, 77, 91
"One" as possible divine name for God in job, 1545
One, the, in jewish mysticism, 1976
Onias Ill (high priest), 166o, 1663
onomatopoeia, 1571
Ophir, 695--96, 946, 1796
oracles (see also prophets and prophecy): Exodus, 144, 156, 172,
173, 187; joel, 1 166, 1 172; Nevi'im (Prophets), 456-57; Num
bers, 328-34; prophetic books' divine announcements, 1198
oral basis for early interpretation of scripture, 1870
Oral Torah, 151, 163, 379, 1244, 1872, 1876, 1905, 1906, 1982,
1996, 1997
oral traditions about recitation of Bible, 2064
orans position, see liturgy and prayers, subhead physical posi
tions for praying
oration as story-telling device, 1786
order: boundaries (see boundaries and order); justice as form of,
1612, 1748; social (see social and order)
Origen, 1667
origin stories, 2049
original biblical texts: nonsurvival of, 1920, 2067; reconstruction,
attempts at, 2068
original sin, 1339
Orpah, 1 560, 1578
orphans, see widows and orphans
Orthodox judaism, 1905, 1917, 1919, 1996-g7
Osnappar, 1676
ostriches, 1557, 1599
Othniel, 482, 489, 490, 511, 514- 15, 539
p

P or Priestly source, 3-6, 204, 205, 281; Chronicles influenced by,
1717, 1767, 1768, 1779, 1786, 18og, 1812; circumcision, 472;

PANEAS, BATTLE OF I PILGRIMAGE

INDEX

P or Priestly source (continued)
Deuteronomy, 363, 389, 397, 404, 406, 409, 412, 439, 445; di
etary laws, 397; Exodus, 105, 107-B, 111, 115, 124, 132, 134,
142, 145, 165, 178, 182-83; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1683, 1690; Gene
sis, 11, 13, 22, 37, 38, 45, 52, 55, 58, 71, 95; Joshua, 507; Leviti
cus as Priestly writing (see Leviticus); modem biblical inter
pretation, 1910; Numbers, 286, 304, 305, 309, 311, 3 19, 323,
324, 334, 339, 345, 349, 350, 3% Psalms, 1338, 1367, 1392,
1409, 1415; purity /impurity, 2045, 2047; religion of Bible
and, 2033-35; sacrifice as part of wilderness experience,

Nehemiah, 1674, 1675-76, 1684, 16go-g3; 2 Kings, 748, 753,
770, 775

perdition, place of, 1380, t}Bt (see also Sheol)
Perez, sons of, 1578, 1586, 1721-22
persecution: anti-Semitism, 5, 142, 1625, 1630, 1910, 1914; evildo
ers of Psalms, 1288, 1293, 1321, 1350, 1388, 1407, 1438; Holo
caust (Shoah), 949, 1048, 1320, 2010; Jeremiah's portrayal of
himself as persecuted victim, 950, 964, 966; martyrdom, 38,
46, t664�5

Persians, 2055-57 (see also specific rulers); communications sys
tem, 1624, 1627, 1635; Daniel's predictions regarding, 1645,
1655-58; Esther's description of Persian court, 1624, 1626;
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666�7; Haggai, 1243-48; Malachi, 1269; Mi
chael (archangel) as guardian of, 1662; religious tolerance of,
1647, 1654, 1671; Satan, idea of, 1253; Zechariah, 1249
personal petition psalms, see individual psalms
personal resurrection, see afterlife/personal resurrection
Pesal), see Passover (Pesal))
peshat exegesis, 1885, 1890, 1893--95, 1897, 1902, 1903, 19o6, 1g83,

1187

Paneas, battle of, 1663
panic, divinely induced, 161
parable/allegory: Christian allegorization, 1892; Ecclesiastes,
1618; Ezekiel, 1067-72, 1075, 1o87; Gaon, Saadia, 1952-53;
Hosea, 1162; interpretation and study, 1872, 1892; Isaiah, 838;
Judges, 53o-31; 1 Kings, 720; 2 Samuel, 638-39, 642; Song of
Songs, 1565�6
Paraleipomenon, 1714
parallelism, 2098-2102; Deuteronomy, 444; Ecclesiastes, 16o4;
Lamentations, 1588; Psalms, 1283, 1288, 1289, 1291, 1313,

1992-<J4, 1997-2000

1341, 1344, 1349, 1352, 1365, 1411, 1425

Paran, march from Mt. Sinai to desert of, 304�
paranomasia, 16�7, 1793, 1795 (see also puns and punning)
parataxis, 2098
parent-child relationship: covenant/ treaty language, 1754; Isa
iah's use as metaphor for Israel, 885, 894, 915; metaphor for
relationship with God, 116, 1160, 1269, 1330, 1396; Proverbs'
praise of wise children and bemoaning of foolish/evil chil
dren, 1464, 1467, 1492, 1495; Proverbs' use of parental advice
to son, 1450, 1454, 1458
parents (see also fathers; mothers and motherhood): guilt of par
ents visited upon children (see communal guilt); honor and
respect for, 26, 150, 153-54, 253, 257, 415, 603, 1082
parody, 1203, 1460, 15 14, 1520, 1652
Pashhur (son of lmmer), 966, 1003
Passover Haggadah, 128, 129, 132, 137, 1939, 1944
Passover (Pesal)): Chronicles, 181o-12, 1821-22; Deuteronomy,
357, 382, 401-2, 424-25; Exodus, 102, 106, 124-31, 160, 176;
Ezekiel, 1089, 1 1 12, 1113, 1131; Ezra-Nehemiah, 167g-Bo; Fes
tival of Unleavened Bread combined with, 401-2; Genesis, 91;
Hezekiah's reforms, 1821-22; Isaiah, 845, 846; Jeremiah, 948;
joel, 1173; joshua, 463, 467, 471--72, 505; Josiah's reforms, 774,
1821-22; 2 Kings and Josiah's reforms, 774; Lamentations,
1599; Malachi, 1269; Numbers, 263, 282, 302-3, 340, 341, 346;
Psalms, 1370, 1 372, 1374, 1398, 1410, 1434; Ruth, 1581; sacrifice
of Passover, 46, 126, 401, 1679, 1821-22, 1832-33; Song of
Songs, 1275, 1563, 1566; "wandering Aramean" passage,
424-25

pastoral vs. agricultural cultures: Book of the Covenant, 151;
Cain and Abel, 18-19; Jacob and Esau, 55-58; Pesal) and Festi
val of Unleavened Bread, 127
pathos/grace/compassion, divine, 1207, 1715, 1785, 1817
pa triarchal family structure, 1269, 1271--72
patriarchy, 2004, 2005, 2042
patrilineal descent, 268, 345, 1685
peace, see war and peace
Pekah, 755-57, Bot
Pelethites, 634, 646, 656, 673, 1748
penitential theology, 165�0
pentads in the Bible, 1563
Pentateuch, sec Torah
people of Israel: early development of, 1, 6, B, 102, 107; exclu
sivist identity (see exclusivist nature of later Israelite identity)
people of the land: Esther, 1636; Ezekiel and jeremiah, 748; Ezra-

pesher/peshnrim, 183<r4o, 1865, 1876, 1877-78, 1924
Peshitta, 2oo8; 2 Chronicles, 1769, 1788, 1798; Dead Sea Scrolls,
1926; Ecclesiastes, 1620; Isaiah, 818; Psalms, 12Bo, 1313, 1442;
2 Samuel, 664; text criticism, 2071
pestilence, see disease/plague/pestilence
petibfn, 1872-73
petitions: Ezra-Nehemiah, 1689; Isaiah, 833, 859; Lamentations,
t6ot; psalms as individual or communal petitions, 1283 (see
nlso individual psalms, communal psalms)
Phaethon (son of Eos), 813
Pharisees, 1659, 1665, 2046
Philistines and Philistia: Amos, 1179; chariots, 568, 583; Cher
ethites, 616, 634, 646, 656, 673, 1238, 1748; Chronicles, 1733;
David dwelling amongst, 602-3, 612-18; David's liberation
of Israelites from, 629, 838, 1737, 1742, 1747, 175o-51; Deu
teronomy, 367; Exodus, 126, 136; Ezekiel, 1071, 1ogo-g1; Gene
sis, 54-55; Goliath, 310, 484, 560, 592--<}6, 603, 604, 65<r6Q,
175o-51; iron tools, 5B4-B5; Isaiah, 814, 823, 838; Jeremiah,
981, 101'r20; Joshua, 484, 486, 490; judges, 516, 534, 53<r46;
Kings, books of, 681, 694, 754, 762; Numbers, 310; origins
of, 568, 593, 616; Psalms, 1347, 1370, 13Bo; Samson, 53<r46;
1 Samuel, 568--J2, 574, 578, 5B2-B7, 592--96, 602-18; 2 Samuel,
629; Saul and sons, death of, 618; Solomon, 681, 695; Zecha
riah, 1259; Zephaniah, 1236, 1238
philology, see language
Philo of Alexandria, 1B4o-42; classical philosophy, 1950; Deuter
onomy, 398; Exodus, 148; liturgy and prayers, pre-rabbinic,
1938; mid rash, 1865, 1873; modem interpretation and, 1909;
Psalms, 1424; Septuagint, 2006, 2007; synagogue, origins of,
1929

philosophy and the Bible, tBB4-B5, 1898, 1948-75 (see nlso indi
vidual philosophers and philosophies); Ecclesiastes, 1603�;
Islamic philosophy, influence of, 1876, 1879; job, 149'r1505
Phinehas (Phineas), 334, 335, 345, 553, 996, 1 1 14, 1402
Phoenicia and Phoenicians, 486, 682, 696, 711, 827-28, 1019,
1094, 1105, nBo, 1196
phylacteries, see tefillin
physical mutilation as punishment, 423, 580, 626
physical positions for praying, 690, 691, 716, 1312, 1331, 1418,
1432, 1685

Pidyon lm-ben (Redemption of the Son), 1o6, 133
pietists and pietism, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1946, 2030
piety, wisdom of, 1452-53
pigs/swine, 229
pilgrimage (i)ag), 2023; Exodus, 106; festivals of pilgrimage, 1o6,
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340, 341, 398, 400, 557, 14Io, I756; Leviticus, 262�4, 265�6;
psalms for pilgrimage to the Temple, 1280, 128I, I376-77,
I424
pillar of cloud, IJ5, I87, I393· 1400 (see also cloud, God in)
pillars and posts, sacred ('asllerim), 2022, 2026, 2031; Chronicles,
I813, I817; Deuteronomy, 383, 404; Exodus, I�z, 18g--go;
Ezekiel, 1053, I056; Genesis, 59; Hosea, 1 I 58; Judges, 514, 524;
1 Kings, 706, 707, 711, 714; 2 Kings, 730, 772
pillars (Jachin and Boaz) of First Temple, 687, 748, g8z
Pit, the (see also Sheol): Ezekiel, 1092, 1096, 1101, I 1o5; Psalms,
I )12, I)14, I)25, I357· I )80, 1 )g6, I440
Pithom, 108
piyyut/piyyutim, 963, 1524, I525, 1554, 1588, I9JO, I936-37
plague, see disease/ plague/ pestilence
Plaskow, Judith, 1973--74
Platonism, I981
Ploni 'Aimoni in Ruth, I584...,'!5
plowing, 1160
plowshares, beating of swords into, 12II
plunder, 70, 346, 411, 412, 465, 476, 478, 520, 522, 529, 707, I637
Plutarch, I633, I635
poetry in the Bible, 2097-2104 (see also entries at Song, Psalms,
and specific techniques); heightening of first half of psalm by
second, 1295--<J6; Isaiah as poetry, 78o; meter used in, 1075,
I588; Proverbs as poetry, 1448, I463
poison cup of God's wrath/water of bitterness, I85, 295, 977,
1347· 1 )65, I5)2, 1596
poisonwood (wormwood), 434, 1185, I596
polarities, Ecclesiastes' catalogue of, 1604, I6og--1o
political structures, see entries at tribe, king
polygamy/monogamy, 16, 150, 294, 561
polytheism, see monotheism/polytheism
polyvalence (multiple meanings), 1199, 1234, 198o...,'!5
pomegranates, 922, 1040, 1055, I570
postmodernism, 2092--<JJ, 2096
posts, sacred, see pillars and posts, sacred
post-structuralism I deconstruction, 2092
Potiphar and Potiphar's wife, 78--79, 83
poverty, see economic justice, poverty, and social welfare
praising God: "keep me alive to praise you" argument, 1345,
1347, 1359, I408, 14I2, I4IJ, I440, I5I5; Psalmic theme, 1282,
1283...,'!4, 1291, 1)02, 1) I2, I) 26, 1355· 1359· I)64, IJ65, 1374·
I )86, I )g6, IJ97• 1410, 14I)-I4, 1436, I444• 1445, 1446
prayer shawl (tallit), 252, 315, 416, 1321
prayers, see liturgy and prayers
prefectures of Solomon, 67g--Bo
presence, divine, see theophany
pretentiousness, I468

God and people, responsibility for, 1 168; Isaiah's view of, 904,
go6; Jordan, crossing of, 27I; Josiah's reforms, 772-74; kings
performing priestly roles, 584, 703, i4o8; Malachi on improper
cultic practice, 1268, 1270--J'I; marriage, 259, I129; nevelah
and terefah, 230; physical defects of, 25g-6o, 418; purity con
cepts and social subordination, 204I-42, 2043-44; return from
exile, reappointment on, 1673, I674, I679, 1683, I707; re
turnees from Babylonian exile, genealogies of, I681; unsolved
murders, atonement for, 413
Priestly Benediction, 297, I9J9, I945
Priestly Laws, 15I
Priestly source, see P or Priestly source
primogeniture, see first-born
prison as exilic metaphor, I357• 1372, I439
prisoners, restrictions on taking, 411, 4I2
promise and possession of the land of Israel, I, 2 (see also Ca
naan, Canaanites, and Canaanite conquest); Deuteronomy,
356, 358; Exodus, 102, I6o, I6I, I87; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666,
I68g, 170I-5; Genesis, 8, 10; inheritance (na(ralah) of Israel,
463, 486-87; Joshua, 462, 50I; Lamentations, I601; Leviticus,
252, 274; milk and honey, land flowing with, 1I1, 187, 258,
JIO, JI7, 472, 587, I57I; Numbers, 283...,'!4, 35I-54; Psalmic
theme, 1283, 1309, 1322, IJJO, I373, 1377, IJ99-I401, 14 22,
I432; Torah equated with, 1422

pronunciation of biblical Hebrew, 2063�4
"proof saying" in Ezekiel ("then you shall know that I am the
LoRa"), 1053, 1056, 1097, 11IO
property: crimes against, 152, I 55-56; land (see land)
prophets and prophecy, 2024-25, ZOJD-JI, 2036-37 (see also spe
cific prophets); Abraham as prophet, 40, 43; apocalypticism/
eschatology, 2037; apocalypticism, 46�1; authoritativeness
of prophetic books for Chronicles author, I825; Baal and
Asherim, Elijah's contest with prophets of, 714-16; canonical
division of Bible, Prophets as (see Nevi'im); catchwords, use
of, 943; Chronicles' view of, I757· 1758, 1762, I764, I78I, 1783,
I788, I793· I795· 1796, I8zo, 1823, I824-25; concept of proph
ecy in Israelite religion, 457�1; Daniel as one of prophetic
books, 461, 1140, 1642; David as prophet, 1707, I762; Deutero
Isaiah's argument from prophecy as to power of God, 872,
874, 878, 879, 88o, 886, 895; Deutero-Isaiah's prophetic mis
sion, 885, 886; Deuteronomistic History, importance to, 676;
Deuteronomic laws regarding, 395, 407--<J; disciples of the
prophets, 727-28, 733, 737; ecstatic prophets, 578, 579, 599;
end of, 461, 1244, 1264, 1268; enslavement in Egypt, prophecy
of, 36, 37; Ezekiel, 1043, 1045-56, I063�4, I106; Ezra-Nehe
miah, I694; false prophecy (see true and false prophecy); First
Isaiah on prophecy, 796--<J7, 823, 843; Former Prophets, 45I,

combination of Levite and Aaronide priesthood, 406; compen
sation for, ) Ig-zi; David's sons, 634, 1748; Deuteronomic
laws, 406--7; Elide priesthood, 9I7, 921, 956, 1128; Ezekiel as
priest, I042, I043, I044, 1050, 1052, I056-57, 1065, Io8z, 1087,
1088; Ezekiel's chronology covering years of active service as
priest, I044, 1046, 1119; Ezekiel's presupposition of priests as

453-54, 455, 668; gifts given to prophets, 577; haftarah,
I932-33; historical epochs of development of, 45�I; inter
cessory/mediatory role, I84, 378, ?IJ, 772, I059· 1 )92--<JJ;
interpretation and study replacing, 461; Jeremiah on (false)
prophets, 933, 955, g68--76, 979, g8o, g8z, 984; Jonah, questions
raised by, 1199, 1202-3; Judges, 517-22, 523, 550; I Kings, 676,
7oS, 711, 713, 718--20, 723-24; 2 Kings, 7JI, 737, 751, 753, 763,
769, 77I-75; Latter Prophets, 451, 455-56; messengers of God,
as, II); messianic prophet, 408; Moses as prophet, I 1 I, I46,
386, 395, 407, 4o8, 450, 1162; multiple re-reading and study,
prophetic books meant for, 1140, 1165, 1 176, 1193, I234,
I25o-52; older forms of divination separated from, 395; para
bles, use of, 1162; perversion of office in Micah, I21D-II;
Proverbs, 1493, 1494; Psalms, I347, 1384, 1)92--<JJ, 1395, 1408,

teachers of Torah, 105I, 1 129; Ezekiel's priestly regulations,
1128--38; foreigners in priestly roles, 904; Holiness Collection,
258--6o; inauguration, vestments, and consecration of, I6),
I71-78, Ig8--<Jg, zoo-201, 222-28, II27; interaction between

I425; Rabbinic Judaism, 461; rarity, claim of, 567; reason for
God's use of, 151; religion of Bible and, ZOJD-)1, 2036--37; re
placement by scriptural study and interpretation, 461; Sarah
as prophet, 44; Saul as prophet, 579, 599; social-scientific

pride/hubris vs. humility: Ezekiel, 1095; Isaiah, 788, 790, 79I,
804, 827, 840, 879; Proverbs, I470, 1471, I473• 1476, 1479, 1490,
I495
priesthood (see also Aaron ide priesthood; high priests; Levites;
specific priests): active service, period of, 1044, 1119; Ahab's
house, purge of, 745; allocation of property to, 1IJO; blessing,
297; building of Second Temple in Haggai, I244-45, I247;

PROSCRIBED THINGS I QUMRAN COMMUNITY
prophets and prophecy (continued)
analysis, 2094; succession of prophets, 408, 450, 727; symbolic
acts (see symbolic acts); Torah, prophets as spokespersons of,
408; true and false prophecy, distinguishing (see true and false
prophecy); the Twelve (see Twelve Minor Prophets); Urim and
Thummim as akin to, 1674; women prophets, 771, 782, 1065,
1 140, 1696 (see a/sa individual female prophets)
proscribed things, 279
proscription, see !rerem
proselytes, 1412, 1414
prostitution: cultic prostitution, 77, 335, 419-20, 706, 707, 724;
Deuteronomy, 419-20; Ezekiel, 1068, 1o69, 1084; Genesis,
77-78; Hosea, 1 143-52, 1156--58; idolatry, as term for, 1363; in
heritance of sons by a harlot, 535; 1 Kings, 678-79, 7o6, 707,
724; Leviticus, 255, 259; male prostitutes, 706, 707, 724; Micah,
1206--7; Nahum, 1223; Numbers, 334; Proverbs, 1452, 1459,
1484, 1493, 1497; Rahab in Joshua, 462, 463, 466--67, 473, 650,
1330; Solomon's judgment of the child and two prostitutes,
67S-79
protasis, 1544
Proven�al School of medieval interpretation, 1885-86, 1892-93
Proverbs: anthological nature of, 1448, 1449; authorship, 1282,
1447-48, 1494, 1497; contrasting character types in, 1463; dat
ing, 1447; divisions of, 144S-49; Ecclesiastes in opposition to,
16o3; introduction, 1447-49; multiple genres contained in,
1448; Psalms quoting, 1415; Song of Songs and, 1456, 1460;
text and annotations, 1449-98; title, 1447; Torah, tension with,
1447, 1448, 1491, 1493; wealth and poverty as themes of, 1336,
1410, 1454 (see also economic justice, poverty, and social wel
fare; wealth); wisdom literature, 1276--77, 1447, 1448
proverbs, 1063, 1070, 1071, 1447, 1519, 1614
providence (God's will manifested in "accidental" or every-day
occurrences), 575, 577, 705, 724
psalm, concept of, 2097
Psalms: authorship, 1281-82, 1283, 1669; Chronicles, relation
ship to, 1713, 1743-45, 1757; collection of poetic prayers, 1280;
dating, 1282; David, connection with (see David); Ezra-Nehe
miah, 1675; Ezra's authorship, 1669; Habakkuk, 1226, 1227,
1231-33; historical rise of, 2057; history of Israelites as didac
tic theme of, 1283, 1367, 1399-1404, 1433, 1434; history, use of,
452-53, 1376; introduction, 128o-84; Jeremiah, 947, 949, 967;
Jonah, 1201; literary personae, 1283; literary styles, use of,
1282-83; liturgy and prayers, use in, 1946--48; musical enter
tainment, 1281, 1282, 1289, 1337, 1374, 1435; oldest psalms,
1282, 1299; Qumran community and Dead Sea Scrolls, 1280,
1281, 1284,1322, 1375, 1408-g, 1432, 1442, 1928; Samuel, cor
rection of books of, 560; Song of Hannah, 563; Song of
Thanksgiving (David), 66o; structure of collection, 128o-81;
superscriptions (see superscriptions of Psalms); text and anno
tations,.1284-1446; transmission of, 1296, 1299, 14o6; types
and themes, 1283; use in liturgy and as prayers, 1280, 1282,
1283
Psammetichus II, 1072
pseudepigrapha, 358, 1000, 1279, 1640, 1836--38, 1866
Pseudo-Philo, 1507, 1866
Pseudo-Rashi, 1812
psychoanalysis and critical scholarship, 2002, 2092
Ptolemaic Dynasty, 1641, 1645, 1662�3, 2057-59
public reading of Torah, 439, 479, 1699-1700, 193o-32
Pul (1iglath-pileser III), 755-58
puns and punning: 2 Chronicles, 1793, 1795; dialects in Hebrew,
2o64; Jeremiah, 935; midrashic interpretation and study, role
in, 1870; paranomasia, 166--67, 1793, 1795; Ruth, 1580; Song of
Songs, 1564
purification and purity, 2041-47; building of Second Temple in
-
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Haggai, 1246; childbirth, 233-34, 1522; Chronicles, 1812;
corpse pollution, 205, 232-47, 234, 241, 321-22, 345-46,
2041-47; David in 1 Samuel, 6o1, 6o2; dietary laws, 229-32,
397-98 (see also dietary laws); disposal of and cleansing from
impurity, 205, 232-47, 234, 241, 321-22, 345-46; disputes over,
2046--47; Ecclesiastes, 1617; Exodus, 146--47, 175, 176, 179;
Ezekiel, 1042, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1057, 106o-61, 1068, 1083,
1112, 11 17, 1127, 1131; Ezra-Nehemiah and return from exile,
1679, 1709, 1711; Genesis, 22; health and hygiene, 2041, 2043;
holiness and ritual purity, 2044-45; Isaiah, 797, 852, 890; Isra
elite camp in wilderness, cultic purity required for, 293; Jere
miah, 938, 952; Joshua, 468, 505; Josiah's reforms, 772-73;
Lamentations, 1590, 1591; land polluted by transgressions,
354; Levites, cleansing (ritual purification) of, 301-2; Leviti
cus, 205, 283; menstruation (see menstruation and menstrual
blood); military camps, rules for, 419; moral purity/impurity,
2045-46; Pesai;>/Passover, 302-3; ritual purity /impurity,
2042-46; sexual relations, 146, 147, 205, 233, 242, 6o1, 6o2; sin
fulness and impurity, 2042-43; skin conditions (lzara'al), 232,
234-41, 308-g, 421, 625, 735-36, 759; social-scientific analysis,
2094; social subordination and, 2041-42, 2043-44; symbolic
nature of avoidance behavior, 2041; terminological preference
for purity over cleanness, 2041; unsolved murders, atonement
for, 413-14
purification offerings (l;>at'at): administration of sacred dona
tions, 749; calendar of the public cult, 341; Ezekiel's visions
and, 1056, 1125, 1127, 1131; impurity, disposal of, 233, 23S-41,
242; Job, 1561�2; Psalms, 1327; red cow ritual, 321-22, 1112;
rituals for, 211-16, 219, 226, 228
Purim, 142, 1104, 1276, 1305, 1563, 1623-39, 1933
Pythagoras, 1302
Q
Qiml:>i (Kiml;>i), see Radak
qinah, see laments
Qohelet(h) Koheleth, see Ecclesiastes
quail, 140, 307, 433
ha-Qallir, Eliezer, 1510, 1525, 1554
quarrelsomeness in Psalms, 1454, 1458, 1474, 1478, 1481, 1488,
1489, 1493· 1496, 1497
queen mothers, 707-8, 747, 953, 983, 1652, 1789
"Queen of Heaven," 939-40, 1014, 2031
Queen of Sheba/Sheba, 695-96, 904, 937, 1116, 1360, 1361, 15o6,
1513, 1779
Qumran community and Dead Sea Scrolls, 1865, 192o-28; addi
tional biblical materials not found in Masoretic Text, 1924-25;
archeological discoveries, 192o-21; books of the Bible found,
1922; canonicity, 1927-28; Chronicles, 1713, 1715, 1751, 1756,
1788, 1817; Community Rule, 2047; critical scholarship and,
1924-27, 2o8g-go; Daniel, 1926; Deuteronomy, 361, 376, 379,
380, 381, 395, 419, 438, 441, 444; early editorial stages, texts
representing, 1925; Ecclesiastes, 16o5; Esther, 1625, 1925-26;
Genesis Apocryplron, 1836--38, 1839, 1866; Habakkuk, 1227; ha
lakhic letter, 1844; harmonized editing, 1923; Hebrew as lan
guage, 2064; historical figures, indireCt reference to, 1662; Isa
iah, 784; Jeremiah, 919; Job, 1501, 1533; Joel, 1172; Josephus on
Qumran and Essenes, 2o89; Jubilees, Book of 379, 1788, 1822,
1836--37, 1839, 1840, 1866; Kethuvim ("Writings"), 1275, 1279;
Leviticus, 264; Malachi, 1272; Manasseh, prayer of, 1817; Mas
oretic and proto-Masoretic (proto-rabbinic) scrolls, 1921-24,
1927-28, 2077-78; matres lectionis, 1927; modem publication
of, 1918; mystery, interpretation of, 1657; Nabonidus, Prayer
of, 1649, 1652, 1655; Nevi'im (Prophets), 457; nonaligned
texts, 1923; Numbers, 297, 304, 334, 344; penitential theology,
1659; pesharim found at, 1839; proto-Samaritan texts, 1923;
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Psalms, 1280, 128t, 1284, t)22, t375, qoB--<J, q)2, t442, t928;
purity, 2046-47; Reworked Pentatmclt, t923, t928; t Samuel,
562, ;6;, ;66, 571, ;Bo, ;B2; 2 Samuel, 625, 642, 666; script,
2063; Septuagintal and proto-Septuagintal texts, 1922-25,
1928, 1977, 2077-78; sigla or conventional scholarly notations
for, 1920; source materials, t925-26; Targum, t924, 2oo8;
Teacher of Righteousness, tB4o, 1878; Temple Scroll, t77G-7t,
tB)6, 2046; text type classification, t92t; texts quoting or
using Scripture, t924; translations, t923-24; Twelve Minor
Prophets, t t4G-4t; vocalized manuscripts, 2064; War Scroll,
)04, t662
quotation marks lacking in ancient Hebrew, 1533

R
Rabbah, Seder Olam, 1167, 12t), t2t9
Rabbinic Bible, see Miqra'of Gedolot
Rabbinic Judaism: Abraham, early life of, 30; afterlife/personal
resurrection, 8)4, 1 114, 166;; Chronicles reflecting concerns
of, t716; Daniel, critique of, t642, 1646, t6;o; Davidic author
ship of Psalms, 1282; Decalogue, enumeration of, 375, 376; Ex
odus, to;, to6-7; Ezra-Nehemiah and, 1669-70, 1672; Genesis,
g, n; hammer shattering rock, importance of metaphor of,
975; interpretation and study, classical rabbinic, t844-63;
Joshua's continuity of leadership with Moses, 464; Judges,
;og, 557; Kethuvim ("Writings"), t276, 1279; law collections,
resolution of discrepancies of, 15t; Leviticus, 205-6; loyalty
to God, 380; Oral Torah, t;t, 163, 379; Pesal) customs, 126;
prophets and prophecy, 46t; Psalms, 1365; purity laws, ration
ale for, 243; sermons, 939; Torah, ), ;; Zechariah and messian
ism, 1250
Rabbinic ordination, 339-40
Rachel: Genesis, 53, 5g-65, 68, 7t, 72, 75, 88, gt; Hosea, 578; Jere
miah, 985, gBg; Leviticus, 251; Numbers, 285; Psalms, t372;
Ruth, 1578; 1 Samuel, 578
Radak (R. David KimJ:ti), t88;-86, tBg); 1 Chronicles, 17t4,
t762; 2 Chronicles, 1778, t8tg, 1B23; Ezekiel, 1055, 1063, 1072,
t076, 1082, 1094, togS, 1125, 1 131; Genesis, 51; Habakkuk,
t2)t; Hosea, 1 144, 1 146, 1156, 1 164; influence of, 1895; Isaiah,
867, 910; Jeremiah, g86, 1004, 1008, 104t; Judges, 52; 1 Kings,
672, 702, 725; 2 Kings, 728, 734, 738, 754, 772, 774; Malachi,
1268, 1271; Micah, t207, 12og, t215; Miqra'ot Gedolot, tBgg;
Obadiah, tt97; philosophy, 1957; Psalms, 128t, 1286-88,
12gt, 1295-98, t)02, l)t8, 1)20, t))O, 1))2-)6, 1)44, t)4648, t368, 1370, 1389-9), 1406, 1408, 1411-t5, 1424, 1428-)1,
t4J5; 2 Samuel, 652, 662, 665; Zechariah, t256, 1264; Zepha
niah, t235, t236
radical monotheism in Kings, 7t1, 714, 716, 727-28, 736, 745,
770
Rahab the Jericho prostitute, 462, 463, 466-67, 473, 6;o, 921,
t))O
Rahab the mythical monster, 888, togS, 1379-Bo, t)B2, t505,
1517, 15)8, 1559. 2026
rain (see also entries at water): Aph-Beri, t5t7; fasting tradition
associated with, 954; psalms praying for, 1312, 1351, t)53·
t)54· 1)77· 1428
rainbow, 22-25, 1048
Ralbag (R. Levi ben Gershom; Gersonides), 1524, 1894, t8g;,
t958-6o; Kings, 711, 738, 754, 760, 767; Miqra'ot Gedolot, t8gg
Ramah (R. Meir Abulafia), 1780, 2o81, 2084
Rambam, see Maimonides, Moses
Ramban (R. Moses ben Nal)man; Nal)manides), t8g2-g3; Exo
dus, 1)2, t48, 151, 17t, 180, t8;, t86; Genesis, 16, 22, )t, 43; in
fluence of, 1895; Jonah, 1199; Leviticus, 245, 263; Malachi,
1268; Miqra'ot Gedolot, tB74, tBgg; mysticism, 198t; Numbers,
289, 306, 334, 355
-

Rameses II and city of Rameses, 104, 107, to8, t29
Ramoth-gilead, 722-24, 1791
ram's horn, see shofar
ransom, 1468
rape, 6g-7t, 4 t 7-18, 55G-52, 64G-41, g66, 1022, 1296, 1590
Rappoport, Solomon, 1903, 1904
Rashbam (R. Shemuel ben Meir), 1888-Bg, 1Bgo, 1891; Ecclesias
tes, 16t2, t6t6, 162t; Exodus, t ) 2, 166, 170, 184; Genesis, 52,
54, 56; Job, 1510, t546
Rashi (R. Shlomo ben Isaac), 1887-88; Chronicles, 1778; Daniel,
1657; Deuteronomy, 350, 383; Ecclesiastes, 1606, t607, 16og,
1613, 1615, t6t6, t6t8, 1622; Esther, 1637; Exodus, 127, t54,
162, 165, 170, 180, 183, tg); Ezekiel, 1051, 1059, 1063; Ezra-Ne
hemiah, 1673; Genesis, 13, 20, 22, 30, 49, 54, 59, 75, go; Habak
kuk, 1236; Haggai, 1245; Hosea, 1 144, 1 156, 1164; influence of,
1892, 1895, t897, tgoo; Jeremiah, too8, 1039, 1041; Job, 1510,
15)), 1545, t556; Joel, 1 167, 117t; Jubilees, Book of, t836; Judges,
;tg, 523, 540; Kara's critique of, tBgt; t Kings, 709, 712, 724; 2
Kings, 738, 761, 772; Leviticus, 225; Micah, 1211; Miqra'ot
Gedolot, 1874, t8gg; Nahum, t222; Numbers, 284, 287, 288,
294, 297, 326; Psalms, 1287, 1296, 1 298, 1332, t))), 1))5, 1336,
1))8, 1)60, t)6;, 1)66, 1)68, t)86, 1392, t4og, t4t2, 1428, t437;
Ramban compared to, t8g2; Ruth, 1584; t Samuel, 607;
2 Samuel, 607, 640, 6;6, 6;g, 665; translations of Bible, 2oog,
zott; Zechariah, 1253, 1256
rationalism, 3
Rava, t854-55, tB56, t8;B
reader-response criticism, 2091-92
reading of Torah, public, 439, 479, t6gg-1700, 193G-J2
real property, see land
Rebekah, 47, 48-58, 6o, 62
Rechabites, 745, 998--<)9, 1007
red cow ritual, 321-22, 1 1 t2
Red Sea, see Sea of Reeds/Red Sea
redaction, see composition, compilation, and redaction
redemption: debt cancellation and redemption of land, t59,
27G-7J, 398-400, 997-98, t 584-85, 1694-95; Esther, 1629; first
born things, t)l-)), 157, tgo, 279, 289, 290, 398, 400, 1078;
grace, divine, 1715, 1785, 18t7; Habakkuk's promise of,
t2)2-)J; Isaiah, 864, 868, 894-95, 8g8, 907, 911; Job, 1529; Jona
than (son of Saul), ;88; jubilee year, 27t; Pirlyon lm-ben (Re
demption of the Son), 106, t)); proscribed things, 279;
Psalmic theme, 14t, 1))6, t370, 1430; Ruth, t5B2-85; unfaith
fulness, following (see unfaithfulness, punishment, repen
tance, and return to the Lord)
redundancy, see multiple versions of same event; repetition as
stylistic device
Reeds, Sea of, see Sea of Reeds/Red Sea
refrains, 2100
refuge: cities of refuge, 352-54, 373, 409-to, 486, 493, 497, 498,
723; sanctuary, claims of, 153, 352-54, 674, 676
Rehoboam, 66g, 70G-707, t7B1-87
religion, 2021-40; lack of biblical word for, 1627; Near Eastern
religion generally (see Mesopotamian mythology, history, and
religion); religious syncretism (see idols and idol-worship)
remarriage, 416-17, 420
remembering/forgetting: book of the Lord/scrolls of remem
brance/book of life, 434, 6og-10, 1254-55, 1274, 1327, 1344,
1437, 166;; Deuteronomy, 370, 377, 384, 385; Exodus, 110, 132;
Ezekiel, 107t; Genesis, 23; Judges, ;62; Lamentations, 1596,
1601, 1602; Leviticus, 276; Psalms, 1424, 1435-36
"remnant," the: Ezekiel, 1053; First Isaiah, 782, 797, So;, BoB; Jer
emiah, 957, gB8, 1011, 1013
Renaissance, ), t896-g7, 1963, 2009, 2og3
rending of garments, see mourning rituals
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REPARATION OFFERINGS I SACRIFICE
reparation offerings ( 'as/tam): Ezekiel, 1125; Hosea, 105g--6o;
2 Kings, 749; Leviticus, 211-12, 216--17, 219-20, 239, 254;
Numbers, 293
repentance, see unfaithfulness, punishment, repentance, and re
turn to the Lord
repetition as stylistic device, 2100, 2101, 2104; 2 Chronicles, 1786;
Psalms, 1283, 1289, 1295, 1303, 1305, 1334, 1348, 1349, 1388;
Song of Songs, 1564, 1566
Rephaim, 485, 1750
reputation of God: Ezekiel, 1112, 1293; Isaiah, 881
resident aliens, see foreigners/strangers/resident aliens, treatment of
rest, day of, see ceasing from work
resurrection, see afterlife/personal resurrection
retellings, biblical, 1836--38
return from Babylonian exile, 2055-56; decree of Cyrus allowing
(see Cyrus of Persia and decree of Cyrus); Deutero-lsaiah
promising, 861-62, 865, 869, 882, 887--90, 895, 896, 915;
Deutero-Isaiah responding to disappointments following,
783, 882--85, 892--94, 899-900, 903-7; exclusivism following
(see exclusivist nature of later Israelite identity); Ezekiel, 1042,
1061-62, 1071, 1097, 1 107-18; Ezra-Nehemiah, 341, 1666,
1672--74, 168o-84; First Isaiah, 852; genealogy and list of re
turnees, 1672-74; Jeremiah, 920, 972, 985, 987, gg1, gg2--96,
1041; local people contrasted with returnees (see people of the
land); Psalmic theme, 1313, 1352, 1378, 1403, 1404, 1414, 1424,
1428, 1443, 1445; questioning of returnees' claims, 1677-78;
Ruth, 1579; small number of original returnees, 883, 884, 885,
8go, 8g2, 896, goo, 1672, 2056; vessels of Temple, restoration of,
1671, 1683
Reuben/Reubenites: Chronicles, 1723; Deuteronomy, 446; Gene
sis, 6o, 72, 76, 84, 85, 86, 88, 95, g6; Joshua, 487; Judges, 520,
521; Numbers, 285, 305, 316, 326, 347-4g, 352
Reuel, 109-10, 305 (see also Hobab, Jethro)
Revelation Day, 224-28, 244
revenge/vengeance, 443-44, 1486, 1488
Reworked Pentateuch, 1g23, 1928
rhetorical features in Job's proclamation of innocence, 1544
rhetorical questions: Ezekiel, 1072; Jeremiah, g24, g6o; Job, 1512,
1515, 1516, 1520, 1524, 1544, 1545, 1555; wisdom literature,
typical of, 1512, 1524
rhetoric as story-telling device, 1786
rhetoric of inner-biblical interpretation, 1829-31
riches, see wealth
ricinus plant in Jonah, 1203
riddles, 542, 1071, 1080, 1319, 1456
Rift Valley, 2061-62
righteousness: Ezekiel, concept of divine righteousness in, 1042,
1048; Ezekiel, individual righteousness theory of, 1o66-67,
1073-75, 1o8o; Isaiah, goo; Jeremiah, concept of divine righ
teousness in, g2o, g2g; Job, as paradigm of human righteous
ness, 1505; Job, theme of deserved/undeserved human suffer
ing in, 1499, 1504, 1509-15, 153D-37, 1544-46, 1555; Psalms,
1294, 1382, 1409-10; Teacher of Righteousness (Qumran com
munity), 1840, 1878
ritual purity /impurity, 2042-46
Roman empire, 2o6o; Bar Kokhba rebellion, 333-34; crucifixion,
46; Edam associated with, 85o-51, 1174, 11g3, 1196; Esau as ci
pher for, 57; Habakkuk, identified with Kittim in, 1227; Jeru
salem, destruction of, 1257; Judaism and, 1840, 1844, 1866;
Ki ttim identified with, 334; philosophy, 1g49-51; siegeworks
at Masada, 413; tablet of Decalogue, depiction of, 163; Temple,
destruction of (see Temple, destruction of [Second Temple))
romantic love, 6o, 544-45, 5g7, 599, 94g, 1332, 1564
rooster in Job, 1556
-
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Rosenzweig, Franz, 1971--72, 2010
rose of Sharon, 1568
Rosh Ha-Shanah (New Year's day): Deuteronomy, 434; Exodus,
125, 165, 186; Ezra-Nehemiah, 16gg; Genesis, 24, 44, 62; Jere
miah, 10og; Job, 1525; 1 Kings, 68g; 2 Kings, 779; lack of spe
cific biblical reference to, 2023; Leviticus, 265; Micah, 1218;
Numbers, 304, 342; piyyutim, 1937; Psalms, 1311, 1327, 1334,
1344> 1374> 1382, 1392, 1395
Rosh J:lodesh (new moon festival), 599, 1131-32, 1374, 1397,
1410
Rossi, Azariah di, 1962-63
royal psalms and psalms dealing with human kingship, 1283,
1285, 1304-5 > 1312, 1327, 1332, 1348, 1360, 1371, 1373> 1377·
1393"""94> 1408, 1414, 1432, 1436, 1440
Royal Zion theology, 1371
royalty, see entries at king
Russia, mass emigration of Jews from, 107
Ruth: authorship and dating, 1563, 1579; Deuteronomy, 421-22;
Eglon and Ehud in Judges, 517; Ezekiel, 1068; Haggai, 1245;
historical fiction, viewed as, 1278--79; introduction, 1578--79;
principles and themes, 1279; purity / impurity issues, 2047;
Shavuot liturgy, 1275; text and annotations, 1579--86

s

Saadia ben Joseph, Gaon: biblical interpretation and study, 1878,
1879, 188o, 18g8, 1go8; Exodus, 105, 145, 189; Isaiah, 867, 8g1;
philosophy, 1952-53; Psalms, 1411; translations of Bible, 2009,
2010
Sabbatean heresy, 1899
Sabbath: blessing of children, 297; ceasing from work on, 127,
149-50, 182, 191-<;12, 342; crea tion stories, 2, 12-13, 14, 150; cui
tic songs in Chronicles, 1756; Decalogue commandment, 148,
149-50; desecration of, 313-15; Esther and Purim, 1625; exo
dus from Egypt, connection to, 377; Ezekiel, 1077, 1131-32;
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1704, 1710; food collected and prepared
prior to, 139, 14o-41; harvest, precedence over, 190; Isaiah,
780, 797, 8g6, goo; Jeremiah on observance of, 962; Jewish tra
dition of, 107; legal materials regarding, 2, 102, 283; Lekha
Dodi (Sabbath eve hymn), 377, 1575; Leviticus, laws in, 253,
255, 263-64; offering on, 34o-41; psalms recited on, 1386, 1387;
Shabbat ha-J:Iodesh, 125; Tabernacle construction and, 179,
182, 190
Sabbath Bereshit, 1931
sabbatical year, 14, 159, 205, 269-70, 276, 398--400, 439
sackcloth and ashes, see mourning rituals
sacred pillars and posts, see pillars and posts, sacred
sacrifice, 2023 (see also child sacrifice, human sacrifice, and spe
cific types of offering); agricultural festivals, 15g--6o; animals
acceptable and unacceptable for, 261-62; Antiochus IV Epiph
anes, 1663, 1664; 'Akedah (binding of Isaac), 45-47, 54, 1205,
1768; blemish, sacrificial animals required to be without, 125,
1270; blood, 207--8, 210, 212, 213, 238, 239, 249; bread dough
offering (!ralah), 313-14; burnt offerings (see burnt offerings);
Cain and Abel, 18; calendar of the public cult, 34D-43; central
ization (see centralization of worship); cereal or grain (see
min{ra!; cutting animals in half and passing between them,
35-36, gg8; dai.ly offering (tamid), 177, 218, 226, 340, 1131-32,
1168; desecration of offerings, 26o-61; Deuteronomy, 357; dis
tinction between ritual sacrifice and secular slaughter for
food, 392-<;14; donations for, 277--80; eating or not eating offer
ings, 207, 209, 211, 213, 214, 218, 219-20, 222, 260; Eli's sons,
improper sacrifices of, 565; exodus from Egypt for purposes
of, 123; Ezekiel's Temple regulations regarding, 1131-33;
Ezekiel's use of sacrifice imagery for destruction of Jerusalem,
1058, 106o-61; fat/suet, 21o-11; fire offerings, 487; first-born,
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dedication and redemption of, 1J1-JJ, 157, 11)0, 279, 289, 21)0,
J98, 400, 1078; first fruits, 210; First Temple, dedication of,
69J; fowl or birds, 207, 208, 215; freewill offering (ncdavall),
20B-11, 220, 25J, 262, J4J, 749, 11J2, 1J42; gender differences,
207, 218, 220; Gideon and the angel, meal of, 524; gift offer
ings/food-gifts ('ishcll), 20B-11, 22J; God not actually con
suming sacrifice, 167, 169-70, 178, J14, J40, 1JJ8; God's lack
of need for, 91J; graduated offerings, 215; Holiness Collection,
25s-62; ]ephthah and his daughter and human sacrifice,
5J?-J8; Jerusalem, transfer of Ark to, 6Jo; Job, 150J, 1561�2;
kings performing, 584, ?OJ, 1408; Lamentations on passing of,
159J; leaven, prohibition of offering, 2og-10; Leviticus, 205,
206-28; liturgy and prayers as substitute for, 1J58, 14J8; live
stock requirement, 207; Malachi on improper cultic practice,
1268, 127o-71; male vs. female animals, 1271; morality's pri
macy over sacrifice, 590, 785, 871, 914, 115J, 1176, 1186, 1215,
1287, 1JJ8, 1471, 1611; multiple places of (see centralization of
worship); Noah, 22, 24; Numbers, laws contained in, 28J-84,
J1J-15; Passover sacrifice, 46, 126, 401, 1679, 1821-22,
18J2-JJ; pleasing odor to God, providing, 208, 2og, 211, 214,
J14, J40; priestly consecra tion/ordination, 175-77, 222-28,
1127; Proverbs, 1452-5J; Psalms, 1287, 1J26-27, 1JJ8, 1J40,
1J71; purification offerings <iwt'at) (see purification offerings);
reparation offerings ( 'asham) (sec reparation offerings); return
from Babylonian exile, 1674, 1684; Sabbath offering, J4D-41;
sacred donations, administration of, 749; Samson's birth an
nounced by angel, 541; Saul, kingship of, 581; slaughter laws,
247-49; Tabernacle, annual purification of, 244-45; thanksgiv
ing, sacrifice of (todah), 220, 25J, 261, 1338, 1J9J; theophany,
calling forth, 207, 225-27; unleavened bread accompanying,
126; votive offering (neder), 220, 25J, 262, J4J; well-being (see
well-being, offerings of); Zephaniah, sacrificial meal in, 12J6
Sadducees, 2046
salt, 210, J20, 4J5, 5JJ
salvation, see redemption
Samaria: alternative name for the Northern Kingdom, 115J; Isa
iah's prediction of downfall of, 8J6; Kings, 710, 711, 726, 7J8,
740, 745, 758, 760, 774; Micah, 12o6; Oholah and Oholibah,
1o84
Samaria Ostraca, JJ?, 2064
Samaritan Pentateuch, 114, 129, 1J9, 178, J81, J95· 446, 192J
Samaritans: Chronicles reflecting Judah's relationship with,
1781; pit altars used by, 170
Samson, 295--96, 517, 5J4, 5J9-46, 582
Samuel, books of (1 and 2 Samuel): a uthorship, 56o-61; Chroni
cles' relationship to, 171J; conuptions in, 55�0; dating,
56�1; division of Samuel into 2 books, 558, 619; introduc
tion, 55s-61, 619; Josiah's narrative compared to style of, 770;
literary character of, 559; narrative structure and focus, 55B59, 619; text and annotations, 1 Samuel, 561�18; text and an
notations, 2 Samuel, 61�7
Samuel the prophet, 144, J27; birth story, 561�5; conflict with
and rejection of Saul, 584--92; death of, 61J; dedication to
Eli a t Shiloh, 289; distinguished lineage compared to other
prophets, 579; intercessor/mediator status, 1J92--<JJ; judge,
status as, 558, 57J; Judges foreshadowing story of, 550, 551,
55J; Judges supposedly written by, 509; leadership status of,
57J-74• 581-84; monarchy, opposition to, 574-75, 5 79, 581-82;
Psalms, 1J92--<JJ; revelation of God to, 567�8; Ruth, author
ship of, 156J; sons, corruption of, 574; Witch of Endor, 4o8,
61J-14
Sanballat the Horonite, 1690, 1691, 1692
sanctuary, claims of, 15J, J52-54, 674, 676 (see also cities of
refuge)
Sanhedrin, 1057, 1059, 1244
-

sapphire/lapis lazuli i n Ezekiel, 1048, 1059
Sarai/Sarah, JD-47• 62
sarcasm: Amos, n8J; Deuteronomy, 441-42; Hosea, 1150; Isaiah,
794, 812-14, 8J7; Job, 1518, 1545, 1559; 2 Samuel, 6Jo, 659, 715
Sardinia, 696
Sardis, 119J, 1196
Sargon I, 109, 822
Sargon II, 758, 767, 812
Satan/ha-Satan, J29, 665, 698, 125J, 1502�
satire, 1187, 1647
Saul: asses, looking for, 575-79; Chronicles' view of, 1715, 17J2,
17JJ, 1734, 175s-6o, 1792, 1798; conflict with Samuel and re
jection by God, 584--92; David, jealousy and persecution of,
592, 59�18; David's kingship, acknowledgment of, 607;
David's magnanimity towards, 6o6-8, 611-12; death of, 618,
61g-21; Esther, 1624, 16J7; foundation of monarchy, 574--BJ;
Gibeonites, breaking of oath with, 658; historicity, 205J;
judges as model for, 580; Judges foreshadowing story of, 5J1,
550, 551, 552, 556, 557; map of kingdom of, 576; mental illness
of, 592, 596, 6oJ; military conquests of, 58o-81; prophet, as,
579, 599; Psalmic references to, 1J44; Psalms, 1J72; Samuel,
depiction in books of, 558; Witch of Ender, 4o8, 61J-14
snvora', snvora,im, 1845
scapegoat (Azazel), 244-45, 246
schadenfreude, 1486, 1512, 1520
scoffers, 1470, 1481
scorpions, 701
scoundrel in Proverbs, the, 1457, 1459, 1474, 1496
scouting/spying out of Canaan: Danites; seeking of territory by,
548; Joshua, Rahab and the spies in, 462, 464, 46�7, 472;
Moses, spies sent by, Jog-12, J47· J65, 464, 472, 1077-78
scouting/spying out of walls of Jerusalem by night (Ezra-Nehemiah), 1690
scribal emendations (Tiqqrmei Soferim), 567, 1228, 1252
script, 1669, 1681, 206J
scrolls (see also entries at book): Dead Sea Scrolls (see Qumran
community and Dead Sea Scrolls); Ezekiel's eating of scroll,
1049; Judean Desert Scrolls other than Dead Sea Scrolls, 1920,
1928, 2066; megillot (five scrolls), 156J, 19JJ (see also Song of
Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther);
Zechariah's vision of flying scroll, 1254-55
Scythians, 26, 929
sea, see waters
Sea of Galilee, 448, 2061
Sea of Reeds/Red Sea: Deuteronomy, J2J, J24, J25; Exodus on
Moses' parting of, 1JJ-J8; Ezra-Nehemiah on Moses' parting
of, 1702; Joshua, 465-?o; Psalms on Moses' parting of, 14J4;
Solomonic trade routes, 695, 724; Song of Songs tied to events
of, 1565
Second Isaiah, see Deutero-lsaiah
Second Temple period: Abraham, early life of, JO; adultery,
abandonment of water ordeal for, 294; agricultural festivals
and calendar adjustments, ?OJ; building of Second Temple
(see Temple, rebuilding of); census ransom amount and im
post for Temple maintenance, 180; Chronicles reflecting, 1715,
17J1, 1744, 1756-57, 1781, 1791; circumcision, J8; Deuteron
omy, J6�1, J75-76, J95--<J6; doorposts and mezuzot, J81;
early nonrabbinic interpretation, 18J6-44; Ezra-Nehemiah re
flecting, 1675, 168J; food offerings to dead, 425; Genesis, view
of, 11; Haggai, building of second Temple in, 124J-48; He
brew as language in, 2066; identification of unnamed with
known characters, 1507; Kethuvim ("Writings") dating from,
1275; loyalty to God, duty of, J95--<J6; Malachi on improper
cultic practice, 1268, 127o-71; monotheism, development of,
J75-76; 'o/am /mba' (the next world), belief in, s6J; prophecy,
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Second Temple period (continued)
development of, 46o--61; psalmody, importance of, 1280, 2057;
pseudepigraphy, 358; purity disputes, 2046--47; sects, prolifer
ation of, 402; Shavuot and Exodus, 1o6; Shema, 37crB<>; Song
of Songs reflecting, 1565, 1570; tefillin (phylacteries), 381;
Zechariah, building of second Temple in, 1249
Seder, 125, 128, 132, 1931

Seder Olam Rabbah, 1 167, 1213, 1219
sedition and treason, Jeremiah accused of, 938, g68-6g, 979,
998-1oo3

seduction, 156, 1451, 1456, 1615, 1634-35
Sefardi, see Sephardic tradition
"seize the day" mentality, Ecclesiastes, t619-20
Selah: Habakkuk, 1231; Psalms, 1286, 1331
Seleucids, 1641, 1642, 1645, 1655--65, 2057--60
self-control, temper, and anger, 1454, 1458, 1474, 1478, 1481,
1488, 1489, 1493· 1496, 1497

self-deification, 1095; 1654
self-imprecation, 1290, 1544
semen, discharge of, 241, 242
Semitic languages, 2062--63
Sennacherib: Chronicles, 1814-17; Isaiah, 8o6, 825, 827, 853-58;
Kings, 762, 765, 766, 767, 769; Micah, 1207; Nahum, 1221;
Obadiah, 1 192; Psalms, IJJJ, 1365
Sephardic tradition: Ezekiel, 1077, 1082, 1131; Genesis, 77;
Hosea, 1143, 1 164; interpretation and study, 1899, 1900, 1908;
Masoretic Text (Tanakh), 2o8o, 2082, 2083; Obadiah, 1 194,
1 196; philosophy, 1961; Psalms, 1305
Septuagint (LXX), 2005-8, 2058; 1 Chronicles, 1712, 1713, 1722,
1737, 1745, 1746, 1758; 2 Chronicles, 1780, 1786, 1788, 1789,
1792, 1794, 1798, 1817; classical philosophy and, 1949; Dead
Sea Scrolls, 1922-25, 1928, 1977, 2077-'78; Deuteronomy, 357,
361, 380, 381, 395, 396, 429, 433, 438, 441, 444, 446; division of
Samuel and Kings into two books, 451; Esther, 1624, 1625; Ex
odus, 102, 108, 129, 178, 191; Ezekiel, 1051; Ezra-Nehemiah,
1667, 1689; Ezra-Nehemiah divided into two books by, 1276;
Genesis, 68, g8; Isaiah, 798; jeremiah, 919, 933, 977; joshua,
465; Judges, 511, 513, 532, 542, 545; Kethuvim, 1276; Kings,
books of, 668, 682, 702, 707; Lamentations, 1589; Leviticus,
225, 270; Malachi, 1268, 1272; megillot (live scrolls), 1563;
Micah, 1210; Numbers, 281; Philo interpreting, 1840, 1842;
Proverbs, 1459; Psalms, 1280, 1286, 1291, 1297, 1304, 1312,
1JIJ, 1365, 1375, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1403, 1411, 1442; Ruth,
1579, 1581; Samuel, corruptions in books of, 56o; Samuel,
division into two books of, 558; 1 Samuel, 562, 565, 567, 570,
571, 578, 584, 587, 592; 2 Samuel, 625, 626, 664, 666; text criti
cism, 2071; Twelve Minor Prophets, 1141, 1 174
sermons, 939, 1448, 1935-36
serpents (see also Leviathan): complaints of Israelites in the
wilderness, 325-26; Hezekiah's reforms and Moses' bronze
serpent, 761, 1814; Rahab the mythical monster, 888, 1098,
137crBo, 1382, 1505, 1517, 1538, 1559, 2026; rod of God, 113,
117; sea-serpent in Amos, 1191; temptation in the garden of
Eden, 14-18
servant of the Lord in Deutero-Isaiah, 867, 868, 882-83, 89D-92
Seth (Egyptian god), 109
Seth (son of Adam and Eve), 19-20
Seti I, 324
seven and seventy, see number seven (and multiples of seven)
seven-eight sequence, 1619
sevenfold prostration, 68
seventy elders (Sanhedrin), 1057, 1059, 1244
sexually-transmitted diseases, 241, 625
sexual relations and behavior (see also specific behaviors and re
lations): Esther, 1623; Ezekiel, 1070, 1082, 1086; heat,

metaphor of animals in, 926; idol-worship and sexual impro
priety, association of, 1086, 1363, 1590, 1591, 2031; impurity,
146, 147, 205, 233, 242, 601, 6o2; nonprocreative, 77, 251, 252;
perverse or improper, 26, 31, 42, 6g, 127, 249-52, 256--58, 466,
55o-52, 897 (see also prostitution); Proverbs, 1456, 1496; Ruth,
1583-84; Song of Songs, 1564-77; woman slave designated for
marriage, 254
sexual roles/ differences, see gender roles/differences
Sloma, Obadiah, 1896; Ecclesiastes, 1613; Exodus, 188; Genesis,
97; Miqra'ot Gedolot, 1874, 1899

Shabbat, see Sabbath
Shadal (Samuel David Luzzatto), 781, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1910
Shaddai/El Shaddai, 37· 58, 71, 94· g8, 115, 1 ) 1 ), 1 ) 85, 1581
Shallum, 755, 775
Shalmaneser III, 722, 741
Shalmaneser V, 758, 1 160, 1675

Shalom Aleikhem, 849
shalosh regalim (three pilgimages), 106
Shamash, 429, 430, 1302
shame culture, ancient Israel as, 1315, 1432
Shamgar, 517, 520, 543
Shammai, House of, 1844-45, 1855, 1856
Shaphan family, gSa, 1000, too6, 1016, 1057
Sharav/Sharab (desert wind), 964, 1034, 1076
Shavuot (Feast of Harvest, First Fruits, Weeks): Chronicles, 1788;
Deuteronomy, 402, 423-25; Exodus, 106, 159; Leviticus, 263,
264; Numbers, 340, 341; Psalms, 1410; Ruth, 1563, 1579; Ruth
used in liturgy of, 1275
Sheba and Queen of Sheba, 695-96, 904, 937, 1116, t36o, 1361,
1506, 151), 1779

Shecaniah, 1685
Shechem: Chronicles, 1781; Deuteronomy, 425-26; Exodus, 134;
Genesis, 59, 69-'71, 95, 99; Joshua, 479-?9, 493, 496, 501, 505,
506, 557; Judges, 53D-34, 557; 1 Kings, 700; Psalms, 1347-48
sheepshearing as cause for celebration, 6oS, 641
Shelah-Lekha, 466
shelamim, see well-being, offerings of
Shema, 1942-43; Deuteronomy, 356, 360, 379-81; Exodus, 136;
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1694; joshua, 502; Leviticus, 252, 274; Num
bers, 315; Zechariah, 1266
Shemini 'Atzeret, festival of, 1554

Shemol, 102
Sheol (see also afterlife/personal resurrection, and other specific
names for the underworld): Abaddon, 1471, 1491; afterlife/
bodily resurrection beliefs and, 834; Deuteronomy, 442; Ec
clesiastes, 1617; Gehinnom/Gehenna, 916, 940; Habakkuk,
1229; Hell differentiated from, 442, 916, 940, 1337; Hosea,
1164; Isaiah, 794, 834, 916; Job, 1514, 1518, 1537; Jonah, 1201;
Moriah, 45, 1768; mountains resting on pillars set in, 1461;
Numbers, 317; 'olam haba' (the next world), 563; perdition,
place of, 1 )80, 1381; the Pit, 1092, 1096, 1101, 1 1 05, 1312,
1314, 1325, 1357, t)So, 1396, 1440; Proverbs, 1450, 1495;
Psalms, 1285, 1289, 1292, 1298, 1300, 1312, 1314, 1315, 1322,
1 )26, 1 ))6, 1))7, 1342, 1 ) 60, 1379, 1380, 1384, 1396, 1412,
1413, 1430, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440; 1 Samuel, 563, 614; Song
of Songs, 1576
shepherds: Abigail and Nabal, 6o8-g; defenselessness, as
metaphor in Isaiah lor, 846; Ecclesiastes, 1622; Egyptian aver
sion to, 87, 92, 120; messenger role in Isaiah, 862; pastorally
based rituals, 125-26; Song of Songs imagery, 1570
shepherds, God and kings as: Amos, 1177; Ezekiel, 1079,
1108-10; Hosea, 1150; Isaiah, 909; jeremiah, 971, 972; Lamen
tations, 1595-96; Micah, 1209, 1212; Psalms, 1307-8, 1337,
1371, 1372, 1389, 1393; 2 Samuel, 666; Zechariah, 1260, 1262
Shes/tach as cipher lor Babylon, 978, 1037
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Sirach (Wisdom of Ben Sirach or Ecclesiasticus), 562, 784, 1277,

Sheshbazzar, 1666, 1678
shibboletlr/sibboletlr, 539, 2064
shield imagery, Psalms, 1288, 1290, 1318, 1377, 1382
Shiloh: Jeremiah's family and Elide priesthood background,
917-18, 921, 939, 956, 979; Judges, 550, 556--57; Leviticus, 2o8;
Numbers, 343; Psalms, 1370, 1379; Samuel. 561, 568, 570, 572,

1416

Sisera and Jael, 517-22
sister-wife motif, )1, 42-43, 54, 6o, 1571
skin conditions (tzam'al), 232, 234-41, 308--<), 421, 625, 735-36,
759· 1804-5

6)1

Shirnei, 654, 677
the Shining One, 812-13
Shishak, 700, 706--7, 1784
shiv'alr, 100, 618
Shoah (Holocaust), 949, 1048, 1320, 2010
shoe, casting, 1348
slwfar (ram's horn): 'Amidalr prayer, 1939; Deuteronomy, 304,
342; Hosea, 1151; Joshua, 473; Judges, 526--27; Leviticus, 265,
270; Psalms, 1334, 1382, 1392; 1 Samuel, 591
slrofetim, 5o8 (see also Judges (book); judges, period of; tribal
chieftains)
shortest book in Bible (Obadiah), 1 193
s/roslrmmim (lilies), 1))2, 1356, 1372
shouting, 265, 1 392, 1393
showbread/bread of display / Bread of Presence, 1 67, 179, 201,
267, 1124

shuffling the feet as sign of unquiet soul, 1457
Shunammite's son, Elisha's revivification of, 732-34
Shushan, 1104, 1626, 1636
Shushan Purim, 1 104, 1637
sickness, see disease/plague/pestilence
Siddur (rabbinic prayerbook), 1937-48 (see also liturgy and
prayers)
Sidon, 682, 711, 827, 981, 1019, 1097, 1258, 1753
siege campaigns and siegeworks, 413, 431, 738, 740, 762-66, 777,
935· 1594. 1599

signet (ring) of the Lord, 972, 1072, 1248
signs: curses/misfortunes as, 4JC>-J1; Daniel as interpreter of,
1649-50, 1672; Elijah, 711; Elisha, 730, 732-)7, 751; fleece,
Gideon's sign of, 525; Isaiah, 916; Moses' confrontation with
Pharaoh, 11 1-12, 117; Priestly thinking about Sabbath, 182;
Psalms, 1379; quail in desert as, 140; rain sent in response to
prayer of Samuel, 583; Zerubbabel as interpreter of, 1672
Sihon: Deuteronomy, 366, 368; Jeremiah, 1020; Joshua, 466, 479,
487, 505; Judges, 535, 536, 537; Numbers, 326, 327; Psalms,
14JJ

Sikkuth, 1187
silence in the Temple, 1050, 1089, 1230
silence of Job before God, 1558
silent prayer, 562
Siloam Tunnel and Pool. 768, 826, 11JJ, 1816
Simeon, 61, 70, 71, 72, 77. 85, 87, 95, 96, 446, 495, 511
Sim!rat Torah, 464, 1931, 1932
simile, 1564
sin: inherent sinfulness of human nature, 1JJ9, 1525; purity I
impurity and sinfulness, 2042-43; repentance following (see
unfaithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the
Lord)
sin offerings, see purification offerings
Sinai/Horeb, 3-4; Chronicles' reticence regarding theophany at,
1716; Deuteronomy, 356, J6J, 370, 371, 433; Elijah in 1 Kings,
716--17; Exodus, 102, 103, 105, 110, lJO, 1JJ, 142, 145-83; Ezra
Nehemiah, 1681, 1702; final encampment at, 282; Genesis, 59;
Leviticus, 203, 269, 280, 281, 350; presence of all Jews past and
present at, 371; Psalms, 1283, 1354; Song of Songs tied to
events of, 1565, 1570
single combat of champions, 593, 622
single place of worship, see centralization of worship
-

slander, 234, 309, 1082, 1474
slaughter laws, 247-49, 254, 392--94 (see also dietary laws)
slavery (see also indentured service): African-American understanding of exodus, 107; bonded or indentured service, 62,
152-53, 270, 272-73; corvee (forced labor), 107-8, 412, 575, 639,
68), 694, 702; Egypt, enslavement of Hebrews in (see enslave
ment in and redemption from Egypt); Esther, 1634; Exodus
laws regarding treatment of, 152-55; foreign vs. Israelite
slaves, 131; gender differences, 152-55, 254, 399, 414; Gibeon
ites, 479-Bo; Hagar and Ishmael, 36--37; Israelites vs. non-Isra
elites, 272; jeremiah's oracle on, 997--98; Job, 1514, 1536, 1545;
Joseph sold into, 74-76, 89; joseph's enslavement of Egyp
tians, 93; kingship, as consequence of, 575; Lamentations,
1601; manumission in sabbatical year, 398-400; Proverbs,
1493, 1496; return from Babylonian exile, economic crisis
upon, 1694; return of escaped slaves, 419, 617; Sabbath rest,
377; Solomon's construction projects, 694--95
sleep, prayer recited on waking from, 1597
slings, 595
sloth vs. industry, 1457, 1478, 1486, 1489
smelting furnace as metaphor, 938, 1083
Smith, William Robertson, 2041, 2093
Social Darwinism, 2027
social order: Ecclesiastes on, 1611, 1612, t6t8, 1619; justice
viewed as, 1612, 1748; monarchy, establishment of, 2053;
purity concepts and social subordination, 2041-42, 2043-44;
tribes and chieftains, 2093--94
social-scientific criticism, 2093--94
social welfare, see economic justice, poverty, and social welfare
sociology and biblical interpretation, 2088, 2093--96
Socrates, 1532
Sodom and Gomorrah: Amos, 1184; Deuteronomy, 443; Ezekiel,
107cr-71; Genesis, 33-34, 39-42, 46, 88; Isaiah, 785; Jeremiah,
932, 973, 1026, 1032; Job, 1520, 1545; Jonah, 1202; Judges, 550,
551; Lamentations, 1599; Psalms, 1294
sodomy, 251, 551
Solomon: administration and prefectures, 67g-8o; ascent to
kingship, 671-77; Azariah compared to, 754; Chronicles, 1721,
1753-64, 1765-81, 1812; David and Solomon as parallel fig
ures in Chronicles, 1753, 1754, 1762, 1765; death of, 700; Eccle
siastes, authorship of, 1563, 1605-7; expansion of Israelite ter
ritory by, 1778-79; Ezra-Neherniah referring to, 1677; Gibeon,
dream at (see Gibeon, Solomon's dream at); historicity,
2052-53; income and wealth of, 681, 696, 1766, 1779-81; Je
hoshaphat compared to, 1795; judgment of the child and two
prostitutes, 678-79; Kings, books of, 669; palace of, 686; politi
cal and marital alliances, 677, 694--96, 697, 1766, 1779, 1785;
Proverbs, as author of, 1447, 1449; Proverbs, authorship of,
1282; Psalms, 1282, 1360; religious practices, 677--78, 697--98,
773; Song of Songs, authorship of, 1563; Sukkot celebrated by,
342; Temple, building and dedication of, 149, 166, 185,631,
681--94, 1763; Temple, devotion to cultus of, 1765; throne of,
1780

Solomon, Wisdom of, 1949
son of Adam, Ezekiel addressed as, 1048
son of man in Daniel. 1656--57
song, concept of. 2097
Song of the Ark, 306
Song of Deborah, 326, 517-22, 1348, 2101
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Song of Hannah, 563
Song of Jonah, 1201-2
Song of Moses, 437, 44D-4'5
Song of the Sea, IJ6-J8, 326, 517, 967, 1JJ7, 1368, IJ?O, 1389,
1944-45
Song of Songs: allegorical/theological understanding of,
1565--<i6; authorship and dating, 1564--<i6; Genesis Apocryplzon,
1838; introducton, 1564--<i6; Passover liturgy, 1275, 1563, 1566;
Proverbs and, 1456, 1460; Psalms, 1332; text and annotations,
1566-?7
Song of Thanksgiving (David), 66o--<i3
Song of the Women of Israel on David and Saul, 596, 6oJ, 615
Songs of Ascents, 1281, 1424-33
sons of God, IJIJ
"sons of the gods," 1506
sons of the Most High, 1375
sons, slaying of (see also child sacrifice): Absalom's vengeance,
revolt, and death, 64o--53; Moses, rescue of, 108--g; plague
slaying first-born sons of Egyptians, 11 J, 118, 124-28; sons of
Hebrews, murder of, 108, 11 J, 124
sophistry, 795
source-critical method, 6, 7, 85, 124, 1914, 2085-86
sources (see also modem source theories): "annals" mentioned as
sources, 669, 700, 776, 1712, 1764; Book of )ashar, 326, 481;
Book of the Wars of the Lord, 326; josiah's discovery of an
cient text, 462, 77o--72, 1699, 1818-20, 2031
sovereignty, see entries at king
Soviet Union, mass emigration of jews from, 107
Spain, 696, 1048, 1 196, IJ61, 188o-84, 1885, 1896, 1953--<i1, 2009
(see also Tarshish)
speculative thought, jewish belief not based on, 146
speech impediments: job, 1512; Moses, 112, 115
speech, virtue of reticence in: Ecclesiastes, 1612, 1619; job, 1521,
1526, 1547; Proverbs, 1467--<i8, 1475--'76, 1481, 1487, 1489, 1493
spices in Song of Songs, 1567, 1571, 1577
Spinoza, Benedict (Baruch), J, 1884, 1901, 1909, 1962, 1963--<i5,
1969, 1970, 2085
spirit and body, Ecclesiastes suggesting distinction between,
1621
the spirit of the Lord, 515, 543, 578, 714
spirits/demons, 126, 408, 442
spirits, summoning (necromancy), 407-8, 5JJ, 613-14, 774, 801,
1402, 1817, 2026 (see also magic and sorcery)
spitting, 309
spoils of war, 70, 346, 411, 412, 465, 476, 478, 520, 522, 529, 707,
16)7
spouses, see marriage
spying out of Canaan, see scouting/spying out of Canaan
stanzas, 2099-2100
stars: daytime, defining, 1694; divinities, viewed as, 8J 1, 15o6,
1513; special appearance of star, JJJ-J4; Venus/ Aphrodite
(morning star), 813, 939-40, 1014, 1452
starvation� see famine
stealing/theft, 150, 155, 156, 252, 293
steles, memorial, see memorial stones and steles
stichography, 2097-98
"still small voice," 1048, 1510
stinginess, 1483
stones, memorial, see memorial stones and steles
stoning, 155, )11, 315-16,415, 417, 476, 702
storm, God in, 974, 1337, 1517, 1555 (see also theophany)
strangers, see entries at foreign
straw, brickmaking without, 114
strophes, 2099-2100
structuralism, 2091
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study of Torah, see interpretation and study
suet/fat, 21o--1 1, 221, 229, 565
Suez, Isthmus of, 1JJ, 139
suffering: acceptance of (see discipline and correction, accep
tance of); alienation resulting from suffering in job, 1528; cre
ation, jeremiah's depiction of suffering of, 931; Holocaust
(Shoah), 949, 1048, 1320; illness, due to (see disease/plague/
pestilence); jeremiah's life as model for jerusalem's and
Judah's suffering, 958; job, theme of deserved/undeserved
human suffering in, 1499, 1504, 1509-15, 153D-J7, 1544-46,
1555; job, vindication of righteous in, 1528, 1529, 1539,
1561--<i2; Lamentations on, 1597; vicarious suffering, 8g1, gog,
1715
Sufi mystics, 1885, 18go, 1894
suicide, 25, 618, 619, 710
Sukkot (Feast of Booths, Feast of Ingathering): central festival,
as, 1266; Chronicles, 1777; Deuteronomy, 402-3, 439; Ecclesi
astes, 1276, 1563, 1605; Exodus, 106, 129, 159; Ezekiel, 1127,
11)1; Ezra-Nehemiah, 166g, 1674, 1700; Genesis, 6g; Haggai,
building of Second Temple in, 1246; jeremiah's inversion of
harvest images of, 942; job, 1554; joshua, 464; 1 Kings, 68g;
Leviticus, 263, 265--<i7; Numbers, 340, 342-43; Psalms, 1312,
1JJ4, 1351, 1353, 1374, 1377, 1)98, 1410; water, ritual of pour
ing out, 573; Zechariah, 1250, 1266
Sumerian King List, 20
sun and sun worship, 1058, 1060, 1JD2-J, 1545
superscriptions: Ezekiel, 1046; Isaiah, 784, 787, Bog; Psalms,
1281, 1))2, 1 J4J, 1)91, 1406, 14)9
surrogate motherhood, 61, 72
swine/pigs, 229
symbolic acts: Ezekiel, 1D5D-5J, 1062--<i), 1080, 1087-91, 1114;
jeremiah, 952-53, 963--<i7, g81-8J, 992, 1039; precursors of jer
emiah, 952
Symmachus, 2007
synagogues: origins of, 1061--<i2, 1929-30; role of Bible in,
1929-)7
syncretism, see idols and idol-worship
Syria, see Aram/ Aram Damascus (Syria)
Syriac Peshitta Bible, see Peshitta
Syro-Ephraimitic War, 757, 797-801, SoJ, 8o6, 8oS, 819, 18o6
T

Ta'mrit, 778
Tabeel, son of, 797-99
Tabernacle/ Ark of the Covenant, 102-4, 203-4, 282, 2022-23;
activities in, 171; anointing with oil, 297; Ark of the Pact,
known as, 141, 166, 181; battle, carrying of Ark into, 568, 637;
Bethel, Ark of the Covenant at, 553; construction of, 191-200;
creation story and, 13; David brings Ark to jerusalem,
629-32, 1739-43; destruction of Temple, fate of Ark in, 928;
different tents of meeting, distinguishing, 439; divine Pres
ence in (see divine Presence); divine Presence in Taberna
cle/ Ark/Temple, 178, 186, 191, 202, 207, 274, 6g1; donations
to construct, 192--<JJ, 197; Ezekiel's divine throne chariot
based on Ark, 104), 1045-47; final preparation and consecra
tion, 297-98; fire, perpetual, 218; First Temple, installation in,
689--<Jo; God's instructions for building and furnishing,
163-71, 178-79, 18o-82; Holy of Holies, 164, 166, 167, 1053,
1055, 2022-23; Ingathering, Feast of (Feast of Booths,
Sukkot), 267; Israelite camp in wilderness, plan of, 286-87;
joshua, Ark of the Covenant in, 464, 468, 475; kabbalah and
Jewish mysticism, 1988-Bg; Levites, guardianship and trans
port roles, 286, 288-Bg, 291-92, 319; Mt. Sinai as precursor of,
146-47; Philistines, capture and return of Ark by, 565-?2;
place of ark in march of Israelites through wilderness, 305--<i;
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TABERNACLES I TETRAGRAMMATON

plan of, 164; portable Mt. Sinai, viewed as, 163; psalms asso
ciated with Ark, 1308, 1309, 1390, 1392, 1431, t445, t446; pu
rification of, 233, 243-47; Sabbath observance and building
of. 179. 182, tgo; 1 Samuel, Ark of the Covenant in, 56t,
567-72; setting up of. 2oo-2ot; Song of Songs tied to events
of, t565, t570
Tabernacles, Feast of, 703
talmnun, 1289
talents, 694
talion ("eye for an eye" /"measure for measure"): Chronicles,
t811-12; Deuteronomy, 411, 423, 431, 442, 444; Exodus, 154.
155. t57; Jeremiah, gg8, 1038; Job, t544-t545; Judges, 533,
542; Leviticus, 268-6g; Psalms, 130t, 1312, t320; t Samuel,
584, sgo
tall it (prayer shawl), 252, 315, 416, t)21
Talmud, g, 128, 151, 1139, t244, t846-48, t8gt, t8g2, t95t (see
also Babylonian Talmud; Jerusalem Talmud)
Tamar (daughter of David), 64o-4t, 644, 1296
Tamar, Onan, and Judah, 76-78, 79, 86, 420, 1245, t57B
!amid (daily offering), t77. 2t8, 226, 340, 113t-32, 1168
Tammuz, BtB, 944. 959, tosS, t664
Tanakh, see Masoretic Text
tannaitic Rabbis, t845
Targum, 9, 128, 151, 1139. t244, t8Jg, t924, 1934, 2008
Tarshish: 2 Chronicles, t7Bo, t7g6; Ezekiel, tog), t116; Isaiah,
827, 9t6; Jeremiah, 946; Jonah, 1200; t Kings, 696, 724; Psalms,
1335· 1)60
tassels (tzitzit fringes), 254, 313-14, 315, 317, 356, 379, 4t6
Tattenai, t677-7B, t679
taxation: census for purposes of, 284; Ezekiel, 11Jt; Ezra-Nehemiah, list of returnees from exile in, 1672
Teacher of Righteousness (Qumran community), t84o, 1878
Teaching, book or scroll of, see "book/scroll of the Teaching"
teaching or instruction, "Torah" understood as, 2
teeth: cleanness as metaphor for famine, 1183-84; gtavel, break
ing teeth on, 1596
tefilalr (prayer), 1298 (see also liturgy and prayers)
tefillin (phylacteries): Dead Sea Scroll materials, tg24; Deuteron
omy, 356, 376, 38t; Exodus, 106, t32; Hosea, 1143, tt48;
mourning, 1088; necklace metaphor in Proverbs, t450, t453,
t454, t458, t459; Numbers, 318
tels (mounds of ruins), 484
temper, anger, and self-control, 1454. 1458, 1474, 1478, 1481,
1488, 1489, 1493. 1496, 1497
Temple: centrality to Israel and creation, 1114-15, 2022; central
ization of worship in (see centralization of worship); Chroni
cles' concern with cultus, 1715, 1751, 1786, 1Bog; consecration
of First Temple, 1771; courts, inner and outer, 177o-71; cre
ation story and, tJ; Davidic role in cultus, t707, t7J4, t75355· t758; dedication of First Temple, 6Bg-g3, t77t-77; divine
Presence in Tabernacle/ Ark/Temple, 178, 186, 191, 202, 207,
274, 691; elevated tank of First Temple, 687, 982; Exodus, ref
erences to Solomon's Temple in, t49, 166, 185; Ezekiel, depar
ture of divine Presence in, 1049. 1056-76, 1335; Ezekiel, return
of divine Presence in, 1 1 19, 1126; Ezekiel, Temple dimensions
and structure, 1 1 1 9-27; Ezekiel, Temple regulations, 1127-38;
Ezekiel. vision of new Temple in, 1042, 1043, t1t8-38; Ezra's
reading of Torah to people from site of Temple Mount, 1699;
First Temple, 165; First Temple, building of (see Temple, build
ing of); First Temple, destruction of (see Temple, destruction
of); foreigners not allowed to enter, t l28; furnishings of first
Temple, 68(>-89, 758, 982, 1040; gatekeepers, t697, t707, 1732,
t758; God's lack of need for, 913; golden decorations of First
Temple, 684, 689, 707; Hezekiah's purging and rededication,
1056, 18o8-to; Holy of Holies, 164, t66, t67, 1053. t055,
-

2022-23; Jeremiah's sermon in, 938-48; josiah's reforms,
77o-73; Malachi on improper cultic practice, 1268, 127o-7t;
Moriah/place of Isaac's sacrifice associated with, 45-46, 47,
1768; pilgrimage psalms (see pilgrimage to the Temple,
psalms for); pillars (Jachin and Boaz) of First Temple, 687,
748, 982; plan of First Temple, 684, t769; presence of Ark in
First but not Second Temple, 568; Psalmic theme or setting,
1280, 1283, 1287, 1294, 1297, t)08, t)t1, 1315, t)22, tJ28, 1JJO,
1351, 1392 (see also pilgrimage to the Temple, psalms for;
Songs of Ascents); religious system based on, 5, 357; repair
and refurbishment, 749, 770, 1799, t8oo; sacred donations, ad
ministration of. 749; Second Temple, building of (see Temple,
rebuilding of); Second Temple, destruction of (see Temple, de
struction of); Seleucid attempts to control Temple and raid
treasury, t64t, 1663, 1664, 2o6o; silence in, 1230; Solomon's
devotion to cultus in Chronicles, t765; The Song at the Sea,
reference in, t)6-J8; Third Temple, hope for, 1 118, 1269; three
room structure, t122; Torah equated with, t422; treasury and
goods, use for ransoms, payments, and war funds, 707, 750,
758; wood provided to keep fires going, t705
Temple, building of (First Temple): David's proposal to build
Temple, 631-32, 665-67, t745-47, 1748; site, divine selection
of. t75t, t752-53; Solomon's building of Temple, 149, 166,
185, 631, 68t-g4, t763, t766-77
Temple, destruction of (First Temple), 777-78, 2055; Ark, fate of,
928; disgrace, characterized as, 169t; Edam condemned for
role in, 1174; Exodus, 205-6; Ezekiel, t042, t043, to89; Jere
miah, 917, 919, 951, 998-1007, 1039-41; 2 Kings, 777-78; Lam
entations commemorating, t587, t590-95; Psalmic theme,
1296, 1356-58, t37t-72; vessels removed by Nebuchadnezzar,
g82, 1643
Temple, destruction of (Second Temple), 2o6o; crown worn by
grooms abolished as sign of mourning after, t570; day of fast
ing and mourning extended to, 778; Lamentations expression
believed to refer to, 1590; Obadiah, 1 193; Psalmic theme, 1296;
synagogues, origins of, to6t-62
Temple, destruction of, traditional day of fasting and mourning
for, see 1ish'ah be'av
Temple, rebuilding of (Second Temple), 2056; Ezekiel, return of
divine Presence in, t1 19, t126; Ezekiel, vision of new Temple
in, 1042, t043, t 118-38; Ezra-Nehemiah, t666-67, t66g,
t674-79; Haggai, 1243-48; Isaiah, 904; Jeremiah, 920; Psalmic
theme, 1313, 1352, t358, t378, t390, t395. t4t4; Zechariah,
1249
Temple, rededication following victory of Judah Maccabee:
Ezekiel passages resembling, 1059; Psalmic theme, tJt3
Temple Scroll, t77o-7t, 1836, 2046
Temple vessels: Belshazzar's sacrilege of drinking from, 165t,
1652; removal by Nebuchadnezzar, 982, t643; restoration of,
167t, t683
temptation in the garden of Eden, 14-18
Ten Commandments, see Decalogue
"Ten Days of Repentance" ('Aseret Yemei Teshuvah), 1 1 67
Tent of Meeting ('olrel mo'ed), t64, t65, t78, t82, t87, 203, 439.
494. 502, 565, 1565 (see also Tabernacle)
teraphim ( household idols), 64-65, 88, 547, 599-600, 126o, 1346,
2022
terror of God, t6t
terrors of old age in Ecclesiastes, t62o-21
terseness as biblical poetic feature, 2og8, 2100, 2101
Tetragrammaton (YHVH): Deuteronomy, 413; Exodus, 1 1 1-12,
115, 137, 156, 188, 189, 190; Ezra-Nehemiah, 16gg-17oo; Gene
sis, 15; Jewish translations of the Bible, 2018; kabbalah and
jewish mysticism, tg7g-8o, tg86, 1987; Micah, 12o6; Numbers,
305; Paleo-Hebrew, written in, 2063; Psalms, t338, t)86
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TEXTUAL CRITICISM I TRUST / CONFIDENCE IN GOD
textual criticism, 1924, 1926, 2067-72
thanksgiving: Chronicles, 1745, 1763; David's Song of Thanks
giving, 66o-63, 1763; Isaiah, BoB, B31, B33, BsB; Psalms, 12B3,
12B4, 1291, 1313, 1314, 1327, 1351, 1353, 1360, 1403, 1412-13;
sacrifice of (todn/1), 220, 253, 261, 133B, 1393; Sukkot, U.S.
Thanksgiving modeled on, 342
Thebes (No-amon), 1219, 1224
theft/stealing, 150, 155, 156, 252, 293
theodicy, see righteousness
theophany: Amos, 1177, 1191; Chronicles, dedication of Temple
in, 1772, 1773; clouds (see cloud, God in); Decalogue, 145, 227;
Deuteronomistic History's understanding of, 691; dwelling
place of God in Psalms, 12B5, 1294, 1335-36, 1436, 1446; exo
dus from Egypt as, 1411; Ezekiel, departure of divine Pres
ence in, 1049, 1056-76, 1335; Ezekiel, divine throne chariot in,
1043, 1045-4B, 105g-6o, 1 1 19, 1335; Ezekiel, return of divine
Presence in, 1 1 19, 1 126, 1137; Habakkuk, 1226, 1231-32; Job,
1555--<i1; Joel, presence of Lord during exodus invoked in,
1173; Joshua, divine Presence in Ark, 475; Nahum, 1220;
Psalms, 1300, 1312, 1313, 1337, 1367, 1392, 139B, 1400, 1411;
sacrifice and sacrificial offerings, 207, 225-27; Sinai/Horeb,
145-4B, 151; 1716; Song of Deborah, 519-20; Song of Moses,
445; Song of Thanksgiving (David), 66o; storm, God in, 974,
1337, 1517, 1555; symbolic vs. real presence on earth, 691;
Tabernacle/ Ark/Temple, 17B, 1B6, 191, 202, 207, 274, 691; vi
sual experience of God, 162--<i3, 1B7, 1BB, 541, 1329; wrestling
of Jacob with divine being, 67--<iB
theophoric names, 2B5, 310, 525, 530
thigh: best part of meat, 57B; muscle in socket of hip, prohibition
on eating, 6B; oath on, 4B
Third Isaiah (Trite-Isaiah), chs 54/56-66: 7B3
Third Temple, hope for, 111B, 1269
Thirteen A ttributes of God, 106, 1B9, 1596, 1597
three (as number), 1342, 1505, 1654, 16B4
threefold cord, 1611
threshing floors, 523, 666, 1156-57, 157B, 15B3...S4
throne names of Judah's kings, 970
throne upon which God sits, prayer as forming, 1305--<i
Thummim, see Urim and Thummim
Tiberian Masorah and Masoretes, 2064, 2079-B1, 209B
Tibni, 709, 710
Tiglath-pileser, 755-sB, 798, Bot
Tiqqunei Soferim (scribal emendations), 567, 122B, 1252
lirhakah, 765--<i6, 769
lish'ah be'av (9th of Av): ashes, tradition of dipping hard
boiled eggs or bread in, 1596; Ezekiel, 1o87; Ezra-Nehemiah,
1675, 16B3; Hosea, 1143, 1164; Jeremiah, 939, 1009; Joel,
1 168; 2 Kings, 777, 77B; Lamentations, 1275-'76, 1563; 1596,
1933; Malachi, 1275-'76; Micah, 1205--<i; Psalms, 1371, 1435;
Second Temple's destruction, extended to, 77B; Zechariah,
1256-57
tithes and tithing, 279, 319-21, 346, 39B, 1131, 1704-5, 17o8,
1709
"to everything there is a season" (Ecclesiastes), 1604,
16og-1o
Tobiah the Ammonite, 1691, 1692, 1697, 1709
todnh (sacrifice of thanksgiving), 139, 220, 253, 262, 1JJ8
tolerance as virtue, 1793
Torah (see nlso interpretation and study): accessibility of, 435,
436-37; Amos, 1 1Bo; authorship, 2-J, 363, 375; "book/scroll of
the Teaching" in Joshua (see "book/ scroll of the Teaching");
books contained in, 1 (see nlso Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy); Chronicles, 2, 1713, 1754, 1773,
1791, 1B09, 1B12, 1B13, 1B2o, 1B23, 1B25; construction, compila
tion, and redaction, 6-7; dating, s--<i, J6J, 367, 412; Deutero-
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nomic discourses on, 364, 370; Deuteronomy's incorporation
into Pentateuch, 437, 445, 449, 450; Ezekiel's presupposition of
priests as teachers of, 1051, 1129; Ezra-Nehemiah's role in un
derstanding of, 2, 1666, 1669, 1670, 1672, 1674; 1679, 1684,
1699-1700, 1704-5; Ezra's knowledge of, 1672, 16Bo; Habak
kuk, 1227; Hosea, 1 149, 1155; introduction, 1-7; Jeremiah, 91B,
926, 937, 938, 944, 960, 991, 993; Joshua's continuity with, 1, B,
356, 359, 462, 464; Judges, sso; 1 Kings, 721; 2 Kings, 752;
kingship, requirements of, 405, 406; law and legal material, 2,
4, s; Malachi, 126B--<i9; modem source theories, 3--<i; Moses
and, 1, 2-J, J6J, 437; Mt. Sinai, giving of Torah at, 2-J, 106,
163; narration out of chronological order in, 143; narrative in,
2; Nevi'im (Prophets), relationship to, 451, 45B, 1141-42; Oral
Torah, 151, t6J, 379, 1244; origin and understanding of word,
1-2; plastered-over stones inscribed with, 425-26; prophets as
spokespersons of, 408; Proverbs, tension with, 1447, 144B,
1491, 1493; Psalms, 12B1, 1283, 1284, 1J02, 1303, 13o8, 1327,
1367, 1)68, 1370, 1J8B, 1399, 1401, 1415, 1416, 1422, 1433, 1434;
public reading of, 439, 479, 1699-1700, 193C>--J2; Reworked Pen
tateuch, 1923; Shema as oath to carry out precepts of, 3Bo;
Temple, monarchy, and promised land, equated with, 1422;
text and annotations, B--450; water references regarded as re
ferring to, 1JB, B94; wisdom, identification with, 1277; writing
of, 432
Tosafists/Tosafot, 154, 1891--92
Tosefta, 1B47
tower of Babel, 1 J, 29
tranquility, negative connotation of, 1251
Transjordanian settlements, 347-49, 465--<i6, 485...S6, 4B7...SB,
501-3, 1723
translations of the Bible, 2005-20, 2069-70 (see nlso specific trans
lations); early nonrabbinic interpretation, 1831:>--39; Qumran
community and Dead Sea Scrolls, 1923-24; synagogue litera
ture, 1934-35
transliteration, 2063--<i4
treason: Esther, 1630, 1634-35; Jeremiah accused of treason and
sedition, 938, 96B--<i9, 979, 991:>--1003
tree of life, 14-1B, 1453, 1469, 1471, 1641
trees, cedar, see cedar and cedar trees
trees, Jotharn's parable of, SJC>--3 1
trespass, 1731, 1805
tribal chieftains: Chronicles' listing of, 176o; Deuteronomy, 403;
Exodus, 151; Jephthah, 535, 536; Josiah's reforms compared to
faithfulness of, 774; "judges" better translated as, soB (see nlso
Judges [book]; judges, period of); Numbers, 2B4...S5, 292, 297,
JIB, 336, 352; social-scientific critical scholarship, 2093--94
tribal groups in Gilead, 1347
tribes of Israel (see nlso specific tribes/tribal ancestors): appor
tionment of lands of Canaan between (see apportionment of
Canaan); Chronicles' listing of, 1711:>--20; Deuteronomy,
426-27, 445-49; Exodus, 162, 172; family/ancestral units, 475;
Genesis, B, 6o-61, 95--9B; heads of ancestral houses (groups
smaller than tribes), 4B8; Joshua, 468, 475; Numbers, 2B3...S4;
postexilic territories according to Ezekiel, 1 134, 1 136, 1 137; so
cial-scientific critical scholarship, 2093--94; Solomon's prefects
and, 679; stick or staff representing, 1 1 14
Trite-Isaiah (Third Isaiah), chs 54/56--<i6, 783
true and false prophecy: Deuteronomy, 408--9; Ezekiel, to6J--<i6;
Jeremiah on (false) prophets, 9JJ, 955, 961:>--76, 979, 980, g82,
984; Jonah, 1202-3; 1 Kings, 723; Lamentations, 1594; Micah,
t2tC>--tt; 1 Samuel, 568; Zechariah, 1260
trumpets, silver or metal, 342, 345
trust/confidence in God: Jeremiah, 1007; Micah, 1216; Psalmic
theme, 12B6-s7, 1297, lJll , 1316, 1JJJ, 1341, 1343, 1344, 1349,
1JBs, 1425, 1426, 1427
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TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD I WAR AND PEACE

truth and falsehood, see honesty I dishonesty
Twelve Minor Prophets (see also Amos; Habakkuk; Haggai;
Hosea; joel; Jonah; Malachi; Micah; Nahum; Obadiah; Zech
ariah; Zephaniah): apocalypticism, 46cr61, 1142; chronologi
cal events in Nevi'im, 451; composition, compilation, and
redaction, 457, 1 14D-41; conclusion of, 1268; historical setting,
1139-40, 1141; interpretation and study, 1 140, 1 141, 1 165;
introduction, 1 139-42; order of joel and Amos, 1 174; theology
of, 1 141-42
twenty-four (as number), 1760
Tyre: Amos, 11Bo; 1 Chronicles, 1753; Ezekiel's oracles concern
ing, 10<)1-<)6, 1101; Isaiah, 827-28; jeremiah, 981, 1019; Kings,
books of, 627, 6B2, 711, 827-28, 1019, 1 180, 125B, 13Bo, 1753;
Nebuchadnezzar's failure to capture, 1044; Nebuchadnez
zar's siege of, 1099; Psalms, 1380; Zechariah, 1258
tzam'at (skin conditions), 232, 234-41, JOB-<), 421, 625, 735-36,
759· 1B04-5

tzitzit fringes, 254, 313-14, 315, 317, 356, 379, 416

u
Ugaritic culture, see Mesopotamian mythology, history, and
religion
"uncircumcised persons" as insult, 585, 594, 618
unclean and clean, 2041 (see also purification and purity)
underpants, requirement that priests wear, 152, 174-75
underworld, see Sheol
unfaithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the Lord:
Chronicles, 1785, 1817, 1818, 1B24-25; contrition leading im
mediately to forgiveness in Chronicles, 1817, IBIS; covenant
between God and Israel, violation and restoration of, 1B2-91,
435-36; David's repentance for adultery with Bathsheba and
murder of Uriah, 6J8-Jg; Ezekiel, 1042, 104B, 1059, 1062.1075,
1076-87, 1 1 18; Ezra-Nehemiah, 168;, 16go, 1701-5; forgive
ness, concept of, 214, 435-36, 1309, 1311, 1316, 1324, 137B,
1430; God's responsibility for sins of people, 910; Hosea,
1 149"-65; Isaiah (Deutero-Isaiah), 870, 878, 88o, 881, 894, 896907, 910, 916; Isaiah (First Isaiah), 781, 782, 784--87, 794-97,
Boo, B1g, 826, 829-JO, 8JJ, 835, B4o, B42, B43, 847; jeremiah,
92J, 92B, 929, 9J1, 937· 939· 941, 944, 948-54· 9B4, 993 · 1012,
1013; joel, 1167-75; Jonah, repentance as theme of, 1 198--<)9;
Judges, 5oS-<), 510, 513, 514, 520, 5 23, 534-35, 750; king, Israel
ite request for (1 Samuel), 574-75, 579, 5B1--82; Kings, books
of, 66g, 67o-71; 1 Kings, 697-9B, 701, 705, 711, 718-20; 2 Kings,
750, 758-59, 769, 771-72; Lamentations, 1590, 1591, 1596--97,
1601, 16o2; Malachi, improper cultic and marital practices dis
cussed in, 1268-74; marriage/ divorce adultery motif, Ezekiel,
1067-71, 10B4--86; marriage/divorce adultery motif, jeremiah,
923, 926, 927, 92B, 952, 953, 954, 95B, 963, 971, 973, gBB, 990,
995; Micah, 1205-1B; Obadiah, 1 193-97; Psalms, 1347, 1371,
IJBg, 1401-3; "Ten Days of Repentance" ('Aseret Yemei
Teshuvah), 1167; wilderness, complaints in (see complaining

of Israelites wandering in the wilderness); Zechariah,
1249"-67; Zephaniah, 1234-42
unintentional/intentional killing, see homicide
unintentional/unknown sin, 217, 244, 1303
United Kingdom's Anglo-jewish prayerbook (1Bgo), I9JB, 1947
United States: Exodus, interpretation of, 107; jewish biblical interpretation in, 191o-1g; Sukkot, Pilgrims' celebration of, 342;
Thanksgiving modeled on Sukkot, 342
universalism: Chronicles, 1744; Deutero-Isaiah, B75-77, BSJ, Bg4,
903-4, go6, 915, 916; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1677; First Isaiah, 7B4,
804, SoB, B2o, 821, B2B-32; jeremiah, 1015; Malachi, 1271-72;
Proverbs, depiction of wisdom in, 1461
unleavened bread and Festival of Unleavened Bread: Chroni
cles, 16Bo, 1B11; Deuteronomy, 401-2; Exodus, 124-27, 132,

159, 176, 190; Ezra-Nehemiah, 168o; joshua, 472; Leviticus,
263, 264, 341; Numbers, 341; Passover, combined with, 401-2
uraeus, 325
Uriah (husband of Bathsheba), 635-39, 66;, 1338, 1750
Uriah (son of Shemaiah) (prophet), gBo, 1001
Uriah the priest, 757
Urim and Thummim: Deuteronomy, 447; Exodus, 156, 171, 172,
173; Ezra-Nehemiah, return from exile in, 1673-74; Leviticus,
223, 268; Numbers, 340, 345; Proverbs, 1474; Samuel, 587, 605,
621
usury /interest, 157, 420, 1082, 1491

utopian future, see apocalypticism/eschatology; messianism; un
faithfulness, punishment, repentance, and return to the Lord
Uzziah, 7BB, 1144, 1 176, 1804-5
v

variant texts, 2o68-6g, 208o--8 2
Vashti, 1623, 1626-27
vengeance/revenge, 443-44, 1486, 1488
Venus/ Aphrodite (morning star), 813, 939-40, 1014, 1452
.
vernacular commentaries on the Bible, 18g8-gg
versions of the Bible texts, 2067-72 (see also specific versions)
vicarious suffering, 8g1, gog, 1715
vigil, Pesal:t as, 129-30
Vilna Gaon, 465, 1905
vinegar, 1582
vines, see wine, grapes, vineyards, vines, and winepresses
vines and vineyards, see alcohol and intoxication; wine, grapes,
vineyards, vines, and winepresses
violet-blue cord on fringes, 315
virginity, proof of, 417
visions: divine court in Isaiah, 796; young men in joel seeing,
1172

visual experience of God, 162-63, 187, 188, 541, 1329
vocalized manuscripts, 2064
Voice, daughter of (bat qol/kol), 301, 1244
the Voice (divine name), 3-4, 33-34, gS, 11o-12, 115, 301, 1244

Vorlage, 1922-23, 2006
votive offering (neder), 220, 253, 262, 343
vowel signs, 2064, 2079 (see also Masoretic Text)
vows and oaths: Chronicles, 1824; Deuteronomy, 420; Ecclesias
tes, 1612; Exodus, 148, 149, 156; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1676, 1686,
1704; Genesis, 4B; job, 1538; joshua, 480; Judges, 537-38, 556;
1 Kings, 672-73; 2 Kings, 73B; Numbers, 284, 293, 343-44;
Proverbs, 1479; Psalms, 1431, 1435; 1 Samuel, 562, 588, 610
Vulgate, 2008, 2009; Chronicles, 1769, 17BB; Exodus, 191; Ezra
Nehemiah, 1667; haplography and Dead Sea Scrolls, 1926;
Kethuvim, 1272; Kings, books of, 66B; Lamentations, 15B9;
Numbers, 304; Samuel, division into two books of, 55B; text
criticism, 2072
w

Wadi Murabba'at, Scrolls found at, 1920, 2066, 207B
walls of jerusalem: circumambulation of city walls, ceremony
of, 1336; rebuilding of, 1667, 166g, 16B9-92, 1696-<)7, 1708
"wandering Aramean" creed, 423-24
war and peace (see also specific wars): booty /plunder/spoil, 70,
346, 411, 412, 465, 476, 47B, 520, 522, 529, 707, 1637; census for
military purposes, 1Bo, 2B4, 666; champions in single combat,
593, 622; champions, single combat of, 622; Deuteronomy, 370,
411-13, 431; Ezekiel, 1054, 1055, 10Bo--81; holy war (see !rerem);
jeremiah, 956; Lamentations' use of imagery of, 1591, 1592,
1595; Leviticus, 275-76; military camps, rules for, 419; Num
bers, 345-46; plowshares, beating of swords into, 1211;
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war and peace (continued)
wilderness sojourn, military organization of Israelites in,
284--85, 286-87, 364; wisdom in war, 148o
Warren's Shaft, 627
Warrior, Divine, see Divine Warrior
War Scroll, 304, 1662
Wars of the Lord, Book of, 326
wasf, 1570, 1573, 1574, 1575
watchmen as metaphors, 824, 907, 937, 1043, 1050, 1 103,
1106
water: animals living in, 229-30; drowning as metaphor,
1356, 1598; Gideon's army of lappers of, 525-26; good and
bad types of water in Proverbs as metaphors, 1488; living
or running, 322; ordeals by, 185, 294; prophecies compared
to, 895; ritual of pouring out, 573; Torah, as metaphor for,
138, 894; well as metaphor for good wife/marital sex,
1456
water of bitterness/poison cup of God's wrath, 185, 295, 977,
1347· 1J65, 1532, 1596
waters (ocean) (see also chaos): creation of, 13-14; dangers of
sailing, 1404; personified sea in Job, 1517, 1538; primeval bat
tle between YHVH and the dragon-like sea, 1444-45, 2026
(see also Leviathan); Psalms, 1283, 1300, 1313, 1317, 1333, 1382,
1392, 1397; surface of earth floating on, 149, 372; Yam (Yamm)
the sea deity, 1514, 2026
water shortages, 138, 142, 323-24· 325, 335, 711-16, 954�3
Ways of Horus, The, 133
wealth: Ecclesiastes, 1603, 1608, 1611, 1612-14; Isaiah, 789, 793,
804; Proverbs theme, 1336-37, 1410, 1454, 1466, 1468, 1469,
1472, 1474, 1480, 1481, 1483; Psalmic theme, 1JJ6-J7, 1410;
Psalms and Proverbs, 1410
weaning, 562, 1430-31
Weber, Max, 2093
weddings, see marriage
Weeks, Festival of, see Shavuot
weighing deeds or hearts (Egyptian Book of the Dead), 1349
weights and measures, 255-56, 290, 423, 682, 1130, 1 190, 1465,
1479· 2105
well-being, offerings of (shelamim): Exodus, 162, 176, 177; Ezek
iel, 1131; Jeremiah, 962; Joshua, 478; 1 Kings, 693; Leviticus,
210-11, 220-22, 225, 248, 253, 264; Numbers, 314, 329
Wellhausen, Julius, 1909, 2027, 2093
Wette, Wilhelm de, 1910, 1911
whirlwind, 727
whoredom, see prostitution
widows and orphans: Deuteronomy, 421, 422; Exodus, 157;
Ezekiel, 1082; Jeremiah, 957; Job, 1544; 1 Kings, 712-13; Lam
entations, 1589-92; Proverbs, 1472; Psalms, 1388, 1443; Ruth,
158o--86
wilderness, Israelites' wandering in: Amos, , , H6-H7; camp in
wilderness, plan of, 286--87; complaints during (s,•e complain
ing of Israelites wandering in the wilderness); Deuteronomy,
363--'70, 384, 433; Exodus, 138--42; Ezekiel, 1054, 1077, 1078,
1079; inter-Temple period, compared to time of, 1 186; Jere
miah, 940, 943, 944, 988, 989; march through the desert from
Sinai to Moab, 282-83; military organization of Israelites,
284--8 5, 286-87, 364; Numbers, 323, 338, 349-50; Psalms, 1370,
1)74· 1)89, 1400, 1402, 1404, 1434
wilderness/wild animals, destroyed cities taken over by, 1211,
1239
wilted flower metaphor: Isaiah, 836; Job, 1522, 1523
wind, 964, 10)), 1046, 1076, 1255
wine, grapes, vineyards, vines, and winepresses (see also alcohol
and intoxication): association of grain with males and new
wine with females, 1260; Ezekiel, 1067, 1071--'72, 1076; Gideon
-

hiding grain in winepress, 523; Hosea, 1156-57; Isaiah's use as
metaphors, 792, 835, 908, 949, 951; Job, 1547; Lamentations,
1591; Song of Songs, 1566, 1567, 1575--'77
winking as sign of a scoundrel, 1457, 1464
wisdom and wisdom literature, 1275--'77, 2038--39; accessibility
of divine wisdom, 435, 436; Apocrypha, 1277; Daniel, 1640,
1644, 1652; Deuteronomy, 358, 364, 371, 385, 420, 440; Ecclesi
astes, 1276--?7, 1 603, 1605, 1607--8, 1614-19, 1622; Egyptian
wisdom books, 1473 (see also Instruction of Ameuemope); el
ders, respect for, 1547; Exodus, 158; Ezekiel, 1o67; historical
background, 2057; Isaiah, 838; Jeremiah, 941, 944, 963; Job,
1276--?7, 150), 1505, 1508, 1512, 1515, 1519, 1520, 1521, 1524·
1527, 1532, 1533, 1535, 1537, 1540, 1546, 1547, 1555; Joseph
sold into slavery, 74; Lamentations, 1597; limits of wisdom
in Ecclesiastes, 1615-17, 1618, 1622; metaphor and, 2103-4;
pattern and repetition in nature applied to moral life, 1277;
personification of Wisdom, 1461�2, 2103-4; Proverbs,
1276-77, 1447, 1448; Psalms, 1283, 1284, 1301, 1 302, 1)0),
1309, 1310, 1316, 1322, 1324, 1336, 1360, 1)62, 1 367, 1388,
1409, 1410, 1415-16, 1419, 1420; religion of Bible, develop
ment of, 2038--39; rhetorical questions typical of, 1512, 1524;
thematic focus of, 1277; Torah and wisdom, identification
of, 1277
Wisdom of Ben Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), 562, 784, 1277, 1416
Wisdom of Solomon, 1949
Wissensc/wft des ]udeutums, 1904, 1909, 1968
Witch of Endor, 408, 61 3-14
witness, divine, 536, 6oo
witness requirements, 404, 721
wives, see marriage
women, see gender roles/ differences
wood provided to Temple priests, 1705
wooden posts, sacred, see pillars and posts, sacred
world-tree, 1641
wormwood, 434, 1185, 1596
wrestling of Jacob with divine being, 67�8
writing: Deuteronomy, 432, 436; Esther, 1631; Exodus, 143, 145,
162; Hosea, 1156; Isaiah, 843; Jeremiah, 96o; Joshua, 465, 494;
text religion, 2029-31
writing on the wall, Daniel's interpretation of, 165 1-53
"Writings," see Kethuvim
X
Xerxes I, 1626, 1641, 1655, 1659, 1667, 1676

y
Yachya, Yosef Ibn, 1619
Yahaziel, 1795
Yahwist source, see J or Yahwist source
Yam the sea deity, 1514, 2026
Yavneh Yam inscription, 421
Yehoash (Solomon Bloomgarden), 2010
Yehud (Judah as Persian Province), 1243, 1244, 1268, 1666 (see
also Judah [kingdom])
Yemenite Jews, 1143, 1 164, 1 194, 1205, 1269, 1896
Yemenite Masoretic Codices, 2o8o--81, 2083
YHVH, see Tetragrammaton
Yiddish, 375, 2010-11, 2012
Yigdal, 1942
Yom Kippur, see Day of Atonement
younger sons, God's choosing of, 591; Deuteronomy, 447;
Genesis, 19, 20, 53, 55-56, 68, 75; Judges, 523-24; Numbers,
316; 1 Samuel, 591
yovel (shofar or ram's horn), see shofar
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ZADOK THE PRIEST AND ZADOKITES I ZUNZ, LEOPOLD

z
Zadok the priest and Zadokites, 566, 634, 646, 654, 679, 917, 921,
1042, 1057· 1 129, 1724
Zalman, Elijah ben Solomom (the Vilna Gaon), 465, 1902-3
Zebulun, 62, 72, 96, 97, 448, 495, 520, 521, 529, Bo1
Zechariah (prophet and book): Chronicles, as figure in, 1801,
1802, 18o4; da ting, 1249, 1250; Ezekiel on murder of, 1087;
Ezra's reading of Torah, 1699; Haggai, Zechariah and Mala
chi, association of, 1249, 1250; introduction, 1249-50; Malachi,
1268; rebuilding of temple connected to prophecy of, 1677;
structure, 1250; text and annotations, 125o--67
Zechariah (son of jeroboam II), 755, 1145
Zedekiah: attempted escape from jerusalem, tradition of, 1063;
2 Chronicles, 1824; Deuteronomy, 400; Ezekiel, 1051, 1071-72,
1076, 1080, 1081; jeremiah, 917-18, 968, 981, 984, 996-97, 998,
1002, 1003, 1004; 2 Kings, 777; Lamentations, 1600; Micah,
1209
Zelophehad's daughters, 337-39, 354-55

-

Zephaniah: dating, 1234; introduction, 1234-35; structure,
1234-35; text and annotations, 1235-42
Zerubbabel, governor of Yehud/judah: Daniel, 166o; Davidic
descent of, 1672, 1674; Ezra-Nehemiah, 1666, 1672, 1674,
1678, 1708; Haggai, 1244-45, 1248; Zechariah, 1253-54,
1256
Zeus Olympios, 1664, 2060
Ziba, 634-35, 647, 654, 655
Zimri, 709, 710, 744
Zion (see also jerusalem): Amos, 1 16; Isaiah, 787--88; joel, 117;
meaning of term in Bible, 787--88; Micah, 1205; Psalmic
theme, 1283, 1285, 1292, 1329, 1335, 1336, 1338, 1354, 1367,
1371, 1377, 137g--8o, 1392, 1429, 1433, 1435; Royal Zion
theology, 1371
Zionism, modern, 928, 1566, 1944, 199o-2ooo
Zipporah, 110, 113, 143, 308, 511
Zophar, 1500, 1501, 1507, 1519, 1530, 1538
Zoroastrianism, 2059
Zunz, Leopold, 1667, 1904, 1911, 1968
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Jerusalem in First and
Second Temple Periods
T h e O l d C i t y of jerusnlcm
(mediev<�l Jnd Turkish city)
Approximate lines of City Wnl ls:
- of original Zion (2 Sam 5:7)
�

extended under the Kings

extended a fter the Exile
(by Maccabees, 2nd Cent. B.C. E.?)
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Eastern wall o f Nehemiah's city
Modern roads
Originnl Rock Contours are shown.
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The lines of the
southern walls of the city 1
after the Exile arc uncertain
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f. YS
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.l. YS
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X4
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5, X6
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2. U2
Moab 5, YS
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Uyblos 6.8.

C.1lno 6. GJ

Negeb I J, W6
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Arubboth
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FS

J,.J. X-1

7, X4
r\n:ad 6,7, G4
Ashan .l, W6
Ashdod l_l,-l_'i. \YS 11IS#.J 2, TI; ;-_ F-1
Asht!r: tribt- J.-1.5. X:!
Ashkelon I.J.-I.'i, \Y5
Ashtaruth J _l.S, ZJ
Aruna

AsorJ, W4
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15. YS
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K3

Alaroth; Ephr.1im J, X4
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.1..5. WS
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Ham I , Y3

Dmiscus i, E2
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5. W6

Hahor, R. b, HJ

Dora 8. F4
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C.1lchl-don S, E2
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8, E3
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X3
H3

Arpad b.i, GJ

Arrapkha 6,7, H J

Great Sea, The 2.
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5, X6
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En·gLodi J.5.

G-1
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Gozan 6, G3

1 3.-U. Y6
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I,J.-1.
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FS
Elc.1leh I . YS
Elt!phantine 7, F6
Elun -1, XS
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Y5
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Disitun i.J-1
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Gorgan i.S. KJ
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lk-zN 1.1.5.

Anlt!r: M(J.lb I .1A.5, Y6
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U.-1.5. XS

6.7. F3
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J .l. Y3
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F2: 8. E2
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YS
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1_1,-1,5. Y4
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F6

Dantghan i, K3
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Aegt>.ln Sc.1 i. OJ
Agripp.,·s

C\·rcnitica 8. 04

2, n

Gilb<J.1, MI. .lA, X3

F5

i,

o.,m.lSCUS Gale 9

R. o. H4

XS
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Ben�1min 3. XS
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J. X6
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CIL-siphun 8,

Gibbethun .lS, \Y5

03; i.

Cyprus 6.S, F3: i.

lk•n-Hinnom Vallt•\' 9

Adm.1h

Gibeah .l.-l.'i, XS
Cibt.>(m J.J.-l. XS
Gihon Spring 9

6.

/.k-,,uliful G.lh.• 9

Adad.1h (Anll'rl 3. W6
Adan1 J. Y-1

EJ; S. E-1
Cmcodilon Poli::- 8. W3
Crete

9
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Cuth.1h b. H4

ik'Cr J. X3

X5

Gezcr l .l,-I, WS

Court

Cush (Ethiopia)

J J.-1.5, YJ

U.1Sh.1n

J.lA�'i. XJ: o. C4
8. OJ

Achzib: l'lull'nici,,

u.,byloni.l

lJ.1Iikh, R. 6. G3

Ach.1e.1

Achshaph I), XJ

Y6

Uabylon: \ll�.,•sopulamia ti.i .B. H4

U.uis 9

\'4

Achmcth.1 ( El·b.ltan.ll i, J4
Achor, V,dll'V of .1,5,

I,

U,,b l-d-Dra·
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Court of lsral•l 9
Court of PriL'St�

B.1ai·Zl.'phon 2. R2

Abcl-bt.oth-m.1.1C.1h -IS, Y2

Abcl·ml'lmlah
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J.1no.1h: Napht,,Ji
J,,phia I, XJ
Jarmuth; Jud.1h

Jattir.l,

X6

E3
Jazcr lA. Y4

.l,

J ,5, X3
WS

Javan 6.

Jebel Hel.1l 2. 52

Jebel Mus.1 2, S4

Jebus (Jerusalem) J. XS
Jericho J ,JA.5. X5
Jerusalem 1.1.4.5. XS also 6,7.B. C4
Jerus.llcm (town plan) 9

Jeshanah 5, X-1
Jezrrel: V. of Jczreel 3,..1,5,
Jezreel: Jud., h J. X6

X3

fl'zn.ocl, V. of .1.-1.5. XJ
Jogbchah J ..3, Y4
Jokncam (Jokmcaml J3,-l.5, XJ
Jopp.l 13..,1.5, W4
Jordan, R. U.-l.5. Y4
Jud,,h: Kingdom & n.·gion 4.5. XS; 6.7. F-1
Judah: tribe 3.4. XS
Judah, WildcniL':'S uf -l,.S, XS
f ullah 2. Ul
K.lbZL"'.'I

3,_,, W6

Kadesh 2. T2; 6, G4

Kadesh-b.une,l 2. T2
Kamon 3, YJ
K,1nab J, X2
K.ukur 3. Z6
Karnaim 1.5. ZJ
Kt.>d .u6,7,G4
Kt.>dcmoth 1..3. YS
Kt.>dt.osh 1..1.5. Y2
Kcil.1h 1..3. XS
Kh.1nazir 1. X7
Khilakku 6, FJ
Kidron, Brook 5, XS
Kidrun Valley 9
King's Highway, The 2, UJ
Kir-han."Seth 2. Ul; "' �'i . Y6
Kiri.-uhaim 5, YS
Kiriath-arba J. XS
Kiri,,th-jearim J,.,, WS
Kishon, Wadi 3,4.5, XJ
Kiltim, Isles of the 6, FJ
Knossos 8, E3
Kue 6. GJ
Kumukhu 6, GJ

Middin J.5. XS
Midi.m 2. U3

Migd.1l l. W.J
Migdol 6. F4
Mile! us 7..�. E3
Milid <Mclilend 6. GJ
Millo 9
Minni 6, J3
Mishna 9
Misrephoth-maim .1, X2
Mitvlcne 7. EJ
MiZpah .l�'i, XS
Moab U.4.5, Y6; 2. Ul n/�1 6.7. G4
Moab, l'l.1ins of I. YS
Moladah L W6
Mons Casius 2. 51
Moreh, Hill of .1, XJ
Moschi 7, G2
Mount Uaalah .1.5. WS
Musri 6, GJ
Mytilene 8, EJ; �'l' nl�tJ Mitylene
N.l.lrah 3. XS
N.,b.lte.lns 8, G4
Nag H.1mmadi 8, FS
Nahalicl. R. 1.-1.5. YS
Nahalol 3, Xl
Nairi 6. HJ
Naphath-Dur J. WJ

L1chish J.J.5. WS; 2, Tl
l..1ish (O;m) J.J, Y2
Llkkum 3, YJ
Lmdict."•' 8, GJ

J.-1.5. XJ
Nebo: M<Jall5, YS
Nebo, Mt. J ��. YS; 2, Ul
Negeb, Tht.• U.4�'i. W6; 2. T1
Nctophah -1, XS
Nibshan 3.5. XS
Nicaea 8, E2
Nile, R. 2. QJ; 6,7.8. F5
Nimrah J. YS
Nimrim, Watt."rs of 5. Y6
N inl'veh 6.7, HJ

Leb.1non: n.ogion 6. G4

Nisibis 8, HJ

Lusa 6,7,J4

Lebanon, Mt. J ).-15, Yl
Lt.·b.lnon, V. of J, Yl
Lebonah J, X4
Lcbo-Hamath 5, Yl; 6. G4
l.l"lli .l, XS
l.csbos 7, EJ
Libnah JA.5. WS; 2, T1
Uttll' Bitter L1ke 2, R2
Lod l. WS
Lo-debar 4.5, Y4
Lmwr Beth-horon JA. XS
Lower Sea 6,7, KS
Lower Z1b: river 6. HJ
Lowland, The 4.5, WS
Luz J, XS
Lyci.1 7.8, EJ
Lycopolis 6,8, FS
Lydi,, 6,7. E3
Lysimachia 8. E2
Libv,l 6,7, E4

M.1ac.1h 1.4. Y2
M.1cedonia 7,8, 02
M;ldai (Medcsl 6, KJ
Madmannah 3, W6
Madon 1,.3, XJ
Maeandcr, R. 6,8, E3
Magnesia 7,8, EJ

M.lgnt.>sia-on-Maeander 7, EJ

M.1hanaim 1.4.5. Y4
Makaz4, WS
Makkedah 3, WS
Mamre l . XS
M.1n.1ssch: tribe 1�1.5, YJ
Manasseh: tribe J.-1.5. X4
ManMseh's Wall 9
Mannai 6, )3
M.1on 3, X6
Marathon 7. OJ
Marathus 8, G4
M.1n.>sh.1h 3.5. WS
Mariamme 9
Matt.1nah 1, YS
Mcdeba 1 ,3.4.5, YS; 2. Ul
Mt.>des 6, KJ
Media 7,8, J3
Mediterranean Sea 1,3,4,5, VJ;
2. Rl; 6,7,S, E4
Mt.ogiddo UA..S. XJ
Mclitene 6,7.8. GJ
Memphis 2. QJ; 6,7,8, FS
Menzaleh, L1ke 2, Ql
Ml'ribah 2. T2
Meribath-kadesh 2, T2
Merom 1 ,3,-1.5. X3
Ml'mm. Waters of .1. X3
Ml'Shcch (MoschiJ 7, G2
Meshech 6, FJ
Michmash 3, XS

Naph1.11i: tribe

Nippur 6,7 .8. J4

Noph

2.

QJ; ti, FS

Nubia 6, F6

Numeir.1 l. Y6

Oasis of Ammon (Siwa) 8, ES
Obolh 2, U2
Olives, MI. of 9
On (Heliupolis) 2, Q2; 6, F4
Ono l , Wol
Ophel 9
Ophir 6, H6
Ophlas 9
Ophrah J, XS
Oruntes. R. 6, GJ
Palmyra 8, G4
Pamphylia 7.8, FJ
Paneas 8, G-1
Paphlagoni,l 8, F:Z
Paphlagoni;m� 7, F2
Paphos 8. F4
Paraetonium 8, E4
P.uan, Wilderness of 1. TJ
P.usagarda 8, K4
l'ars.1garda (Pas.ugadae) 7. K4
Parthia 7. L1; 8, K4
Pehel l . Y4
Pckod 6, )4
Pella: Mact.>donia 8, 02
!'ella: TransjonJ.1n 1 . Y4
Pcloponnt.o.sus 7, OJ
Pdusium 2. R1; 6,7 .8. F4
Penuel J ..3.5. Y4
Pl'rga 8, FJ
l'ergamum 8,

E3

Persepolis 7,8, KS
Pl'rsia (Persis) 7. KS
Pl'rsian Gulf 7,8, KS
Persis 8, KS
Petra 8. GS
Pharpar, R. 5. Z2
Phasael 9
Phaselis 8, FJ
Philadelphia (Rabbah): E. of R.
Jord,ln 8, G4
Philislia 5, WS
Philistia, Plain of 2. T1
Philistia, Sea of I, W4; 2,
Philistines .H. WS
Philoteria I. Y3
Phoenicia 7, G4
Phrygia 6.8, FJ
Pi-beseth 2, Q2
l'iralhon.l.-l..S. X4
Pisgah, Mt. I �1, YS
Pisidia 8, FJ
l'ithom 2,Q:Z
Ponlus 8, G2
l'hilippi 8, 02

Rl; 3, WJ

Pools: )l'nJS.lll'm 9
Praetorium 9
Psephinus 9
Pteria 7.8. FJ
Ptolemaic Empire 8, E5
Ptoll'mais: Ehypt 8, FS
Ptolcn1.1is: l'.1lt.-stine 8, G4
Punon 2, U:Z
l'uqudu 6, )4
Qarq.u 6, G4
Qidri 6 . G 4
RaamSt.-':' 2 , Q2
Ramt.>st.os 2, Q2
R.1bbah (Rabb,lllhlmmun):
Ammon l �'l,4.5 . YS
Ramah.l, X4
Ramah: lk-n�lmin .1,5, XS
Ram.11haim .1. X4
Rammoth-�ilead I �'l.-1.5. Z3
Raphi,l 2, Tl; 5, V6 n/:;,, 6,5. r-a
Rt.>d Se.1 b.i.S, GS
Rchob .1. X4
Rehoboth I. W6
Reubl'n: tribe U. Y5
Rezeph 6, GJ
Rha�ac 7,8. K3
Rhodt.-s 6.7.8, E3
Ribcbuth-kotlt.>sh 2. T2
Rin1mon: !knj.l min 3, X5
Rimmon: Galilt.'C J, X3
Ro,;clim ·l. YJ
Royal Pon.-h 9
Rumah 5, XJ
S.1ba (Shcb,l) 6, G6
S.1garti.1

i,

K4

Sais 6,7,8, F4

S.1lamis: island Gn.>ece 7, OJ
S.1lamis: Cypms 7,8, FJ
Salecah 6, G4
S.lll'm ()t.orus..llt.•m) l . XS
Sail, V. uf -1,5, W6
S.1 lt Sea U.-1.5. X6; 2. Ul
Samal6, G3
Samaria: town 5, X4 also 6,7,8, G4
S.1mos i.8. E3
Sangarius, R. 6,7.8. F2
Sal1qar.1h 2. QJ
San! is 6,i.8, E3
St.>cacah J.5. XS
Seir 1..3.-1. Y7
Sela 6.7, G4
Seleucia: Mt.•sopolami,, 8, H4
Selcucid Empire 8
Senir (Mt. Hermon) J , Y2
Sepharad 6. E3
Shaalbim J.-1. W5
Shamn, Plain of J .4.5. W4
Sharuhen 1.5, V6
Sheba (Saba) 6. G6
Sht.-chem J �l .4.5. X4
Shephl'lah, The 1 .J.-1,5, W6
Shikkl'nm .l�'i, WS
Shiloh .1.-1..5, X4
Shimmn l �l XJ

I

Shinar 6,i./:i,J4

Shillim U. YS
Shuncm ,.)..5. XJ
Shur, Wildl'rnt.':'S of 2,
Shushan 6,7, )4
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Siddim, V. of 1, X6
Sidon I.J.-1.5. Xl a/� 6,7.8. G4
Sidonians -1.5. X2
Siloam 9
Siloam, Puol of 9
Simt.>tm: tribe .1.5, W6
Sin <Pl'lusium) 2, Rl
Sin, Wildl'rnt.-ss of 2, SJ
Sinai: region 2. 53; 6.7. FS
Sinai, Mt. (Jebcl l-lelak) 2. 52
Sinai, MI. (MI. 1-Iorcb) 2, 54
Sinopc 7,8, G2
Sinn (MI. Hermon) J , Y2
Siphtan 5, X4

Sirbonis, L1ke 2, 51
Sirion (Mt. Hermon) 1. Y2
Siut 6, FS
Siwa 8. ES
Skudra 7. E2
Socoh: lsral'l J.JA..S. X4
Socoh <Soco): Judah 1..3.5. WS
Sodom J, X6
Soli 7,8, FJ
Solomon's Pool 9
Solomon's Portico 9
Solomon's w.,n 9
Sorck JA, WS
Spart.1 7,8, OJ
Sippar 6, H4

Succoth: Egypt 2. R2
Succoth: Palt.ostine J�'l.-l. Y4
Suez, Gulf of 2. R3
Sus..1 (Shushan) 6,7,8, J-1
Susian.1 (EI.1ml 7,8, J-1
Syl'ne 6.i.S. F6
Syri.1 I A.5. Z2: 6, G-1; 8, GJ
Taan.u-h 1�1.-1.5. XJ
T.1bbalh .1, Y4

T,,bor. Mt. .l�'i. XJ
l�1dmor (T.ldmar) 6,i. G-1
T.1hpanht.'S 6.7, F4
T,lll-i :vt,1lym' i . K 4
T.lmar -l.X7
T.1nis 2. Q2; 6, F4
Tappu,lh .1.5, X4
T.1rsus 7,8, FJ
Tekoa -l�'i. XS
Tdl
Yahudiyeh 2. Q2
Tem.l b,7, G5
Temple: Jcrus.lll'm 9
Th.lps.lCUS 7,8, GJ
Thcbt.-s: Egypt 6,7.8. F5
Thcbt.'S: Grt."'."Cc 7,8, OJ
Thebl'z .1.-l. Xol
Thermupylat.• 7, 03
ThL':'S.lly i,8. 03

d·

Thrace i,S,

E:Z
TI�ris, R. 6,7,8. H4

111-�,uimnm 6, G3

w5

Timn.1h: Hill Country of J ud.1h
Timn.1h: Dan .1..5.
Timn.1th-scrah (Timnath) J, XS
Tims.1h, L1kl' 2, R2
Tiphs..1h 6. GJ
Tirz.1h U..S.X-1
Tishlx• 5, Yol
T�1n1 (Zilu) 2. R2
Toll .l.-1. ZJ
To�.um.1h b, G3
Tuplll'th 9
Tr.l pt.•!-us 7,8. G2
Tripolis 8. G-1
Trov B. E3
Tub.1l 6, GJ
Tur.1n� Tcpe 7 .S. Kl

1,3,.5,

XS

Turushpa (Tuspar) 6, HJ
Tvan.1 8. FJ
vrc U.-1.5, X2 nlw 6.i.S, G-1

'f

Uppt.•r Ucth-horon 3,4, XS
Upper Z.,b: river 6, HJ
Ur6,7,J4

Urartu (Ararat) 6,7, HJ
Urmia, Lake 6,7.8. J3
Umk <En.>ch) 6.7.S. )4
Ushu 6, G4
Usian.1 6, FJ
Uzu l. X2
Van,

1..1ke b,7 .8. H3

Wt.osll'rn Sc,,, Tile 2,
Xanthus

i.S. E3

51; -1.5.

WJ; 6, E4

Yano
..1m J . YJ
Yazilh 5, X4
Yeb 7. F6

Yl'hcm l , X4
Yinm .l ,.S , X 2
Yurza 1 , V6

Z1dr.1k.ut.1 (Turang Tepel B.

Zlir5, XS

Z..1phon J, Y-1
Z.ucphath 5. X2
Z..1rethan (Zeredahl .1,-1, Y4

K3

I.

Zcboiim
X6
Zcbulun: tribe 3.-1..5, XJ
Zda J. X5
Zcphatl1.1h, V. of 5, WS
Zl'rt.od, W.1di I.J.-l.5. Y7
Zcn.•dah: Ephr.,im -1. X4
Zcn.>dah (Zlrethanl: Jonl.m v,,lley 3, Y4
Zcremh: ford.ln Valll'y J, Y4
Zcrcth-shahar 3, YS
Ziklag 3,-l. W6
Zilu (Tjam) 2, R2
Zin, Wilderness of 2, T2
Zion, Wall of 9

Ziph: I-I ill Country of Jud,lh 3.5, X6
Ziph: Nl'geb 1 ..3 . W7
Ziz, A��·nt of 5, X5
Zoan 2, Q2; 6,i. F.f

Zob.1h 4..5, Zl
Zorah .J..5.W5
Zuph 3, WS
Zoar J ,.S . X6

